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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON D C 20460

Honorable Albert Gore, Jr.
President of the Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. President:

I am pleased to present the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) "Report to Congress on Storm Water Discharges
Potentially to be Addressed by Phase II of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Storm Water Program." With this
Report as a starting point, I believe, together with Congress and
our other partners, we can make substantial progress in utilizing
more cost-effective and resourceful ways to control storm water
pollution and to protect public health and the environment.

This Report responds to Section 402(p)(5) of the Clean Water
Act and provides data, analysis, and recommendations concerning
the number and type of discharges potentially to be covered by a
phase II storm water program. The Report also identifies the
nature .and extent of these discharges and discusses one possible
approach to implementing a phase II storm water program.

Although this Report discusses only one possible approach
for a phase II storm water program, EPA looks forward to working
with Congress, States, Tribes, local governments, and other
stakeholders to identify other options for a phase II program.
Already, EPA is taking steps to explore additional possibilities
by developing partnerships and seeking ideas from all groups that
will be involved. We will draw on our experience with the phase
I storm water program and collaborative efforts with our
stakeholders to ensure a cost-effective storm water program.

As a first step, EPA is establishing an urban wet-weather
advisory group composed of stakeholders from industry, States,
municipalities, commercial and retail establishments,
environmental groups and others, to address policy and technical
issues related to urban wet weather. A Storm water phase II
subgroup will be formed to consider cost-effective ways of
addressing pollution from phase II storm water discharges. We
will share the results of these efforts with Congress as they
develop.
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In addition to the phase II efforts, we plan to review and
streamline the phase I storm water program. We will consider
changes to existing monitoring and permitting requirements for
regulated phase I municipal dischargers and will resolve
q~estions regarding what cities must do under the Act’s storm
water control "maximum extent practicable" requirements.

I believe this Report responds fully to the mandates of
Section 402(p) (5) of the Clean Water Act, and I hope Congress
finds it useful in determining how to proceed with the storm
water program.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON G : 20460

THE ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable Newt Gingrich
Speaker of the House

of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gingrich:

I am pleased to present the Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA) "Report to Congress on Storm Water Discharges
Potentially to be Addressed by Phase II of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Storm Water Program." With this
Report as a starting point, I believe, together with Congress and
our other partners, we can make substantial progress in utilizing
more cost-effective and resourceful ways to control storm water
pollution and to protect public health and the environment.

This Report responds to Section 402(p) (5) of the Clean Water
Act and provides data, analysis, and recommendations concerning
the number and type of discharges potentially to be covered by a
phase II storm water program. The Report also identifies the
nature and extent of these discharges and discusses one possible
approach to implementing a phase II storm water program.

Although this Report discusses only one possible approach
for a phase II storm water program, EPA looks forward to working
with Congress, States, Tribes, local governments, and other
stakeholders to identify other options for a phase II program.
Already, EPA is taking steps to explore additional possibilities
by developing partnerships and seeking ideas from all groups that
will be involved. We will draw on our experience with the phase
I storm water program and collaborative efforts with our
stakeholders to ensure a cost-effective storm water program.

As a first step, EPA is establishing an urban wet-weather
advisory group composed of stakeholders from industry, States,
municipalities, commercial and retail establishments,
environmental groups and others, to address policy and technical
issues related to urban wet weather. A storm water phase II
subgroup will be formed to consider cost-effective ways of
addressing pollution from phase II storm water discharges. We
will share the results of these efforts with Congress as they
develop.
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In addition to the phase II efforts, we plan to review and
streamline the phase I storm water program. We will consider
changes to existing monitoring and permitting requirements for
regulated phase I municipal dischargers and will resolve
questions regarding what cities must do under the Act’s storm
water control "maximum extent practicable’, requirements.

I believe this Report responds fully to the mandates of
Section 402(p) (5) of the Clean Water Act, and I hope Congress
finds it useful in determining how to proceed with the storm
water program.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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Executive Summary.

E~C~IVESUMMARY

Introduction

Storm water discharges have been linked to one-third of all assessed surface water

quality impairments nationwide by transporting large quantities of pollutants to our Nation’s

waterways.1 Significant sources of contaminated storm water include urban runoff,

industrial activities, construction, mining, other types of resource extraction, and different

commercial activities. To address this problem, Congress amended the Clean Water Act

(CWA) in 1987 to establish a phased approach for issuing National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (NPDES) permits for storm water discharges.

Phase I of the storm water program, now underway, controls storm water discharges

only from industrial activity and municipal separate storm sewer systems serving populations

greater than 100,000. Many other sources of polluted storm water remain unaddressed. To

deal with them, Congress required the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

to prepare a study identifying additional sources of storm water contamination and

establishing procedures and methods to control these discharges under a Phase II storm water

program.

This report presents the results of the study to identify potential sources for consideration

in a Phase II program and a discussion of the nature and extent of pollutants in their

discharges. This report also contains recommendations for how to control Phase II storm

water sources.

1 This estimate is based on information contained in EPA’s National Water Quality Inventor., 1992 Report to
Congress, prepared pursuant to the Clean Water Act, Section 305(b), which is based on State reports of assessments of
surface water impacts.

ES-1
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Executive Summary

The storm water sources identified in this report and the recommendations for controlling

these sources, represent one possible approach, developed by EPA, to a Phase II storm water

program. Other approaches are also feasible and EPA plans to explore these through a broad

inclusionary process with stakeholders from industry, municipalities, commercial and retail

establishments, environmental groups and other interested parties. This will be done by

establishing a Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) subcommittee on Phase II. This

subcommittee will be tasked with examining the key issues for a Phase II storm water

program and with recommending cost-effective ways of addressing pollution from Phase II

sources. The outcome of this effort may be the formulation of a Phase II storm water

program that will differ in scope and igrocedure from the approach discussed in this report.

This report includes an introduction to the study (Chapter 1), a description of the

approach used (Chapter 2), an analysis of municipal sources to be included in Phase II

(Chapter 3), and a review of individual sources to be addressed in Phase II (Chapter 4), as

well as numerous appendices, which provide supporting data and information.

Summary of Key Findings

EPA has identified two major classes of potential Phase II storm water discharges that

are described in this report: (1) discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems not

subject to Phase I and (2) discharges from individual (industrial, commercial, and

institutional) facilities not subject to Phase I.

Based on the identification and analysis of potential Phase II sources and available

information on impacts of storm water discharges, this report recommends that Phase II of

the storm water program focus on the 405 urbanized areas identified by the Bureau of the

Census. As described in President’s CIinton’s Clean Water Initiative, municipalities in these

urbanized areas would be authorized to regulate industrial dischargers and to address, as

necessary, commercial, institutional, and retail services within their jurisdiction using a

flexible approach rather than EPA or the States permitting these sources direcdy.
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Significant environmental benefit, including reduced pollutant loadings from urbanized

areas, will be obtained by extension of the storm water program to these areas. As

summarized below and explained in detail in this report, urbanized areas contain a large

percentage of population and population growth, as well as industrial, commercial, and retail

facilities, while constituting only 2 percent of the total land area. Focusing Phase II of the

storm water program on urbanized areas thus targets the highest concentration of pollutant

sources and maximizes the potential benefits.

Back_around

Water Quality Impacts

While rainfall and snow are natural events, the nature of runoff and its impact on water

resources are highly dependent on human activities and the use of the land. Storm water

runoff can affect surface water quality in two basic ways: (1) natural flow patterns can be

radically altered; and (2) pollution concentrations and loadings can be highly elevated.

The National Water Quality Inventory, a report prepared every 2 years summarizing

biennial S~te reports required by Section 305(b) of the CWA, provides a national assessment

of surface water impacts associated with runoff from various land uses. The most recent

report in this series, The National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congress,

concludes that storm water runoff from a number of diffuse sources, including agricultural

areas, municipal separate storm sewers, urban runoff, and atmospheric deposition, are the

leading cause of surface water quality impairment cited by States. Five leading contributors

to use impairment are shown in Table ES-1.

Storm water runoff from urbanized areas and industrial and commercial activities can

contain high levels of contaminants, such as sediment, suspended solids, nutrients, heavy

metals, pathogens, toxics, oxygen-demanding substances, and floatables,z In urban areas,

2 National Water Quality Inventory: 1992 Report to Congress, EPA, 1994.
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Table ES-1. Five Leading Sources of Water Quality Impairment
for Selected Classes of Waters

Rank [ Rivers Lakes Estuaries

1 Agriculture Agriculture Mtmicipal Point Sources
2 Municipal Point Sources Urban Runoff / Storm Sewers i Urban Runoff / Storm Sewers
3 !Urban Runoff / Storm SewersHydrologic / Habitat ModificationAgriculture

4 Resource Extraction Municipal Point Sources Industrial Point Sources
5 Industrial Point Sources Onsite Wastewater Disposal Contaminated Sediments

Source: National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congress, EPA,1994.

the cumulative effect of widespread development will also change natural drainage patterns,

causing much higher wet-weather peak flows and reduced dry-weather base flows in urban

streams and wetlands. Increased peak flows can cause severe hydromodifications such as

stream bank erosion, streambed scour, flooding, channelization, and alteration and/or

elimination of habitat.3 These flows will also accumulate and transport pollutants to

receiving waters. These pollutants are generated from the numerous human activities within

the urban area. Industrial and commercial operations, which are generally located in urban

areas, can be significant sources of storm water contamination because of the nature of

activities conducted, and materials stored, outdoors.

Appendix B provides an overview of the impacts associated with different pollutant

classes and types of receiving waters and ground water. Pollutants associated with

widespread urban development are discussed in Chapter 3. Pollutants associated with

selected classes of industrial and commercial activities are discussed in Chapter 4.

Clean Water Act Framework

The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (referred to as the

Clean Water Act [CWA]) prohibit the discharge of any pollutant to navigable waters from a

Environmental Impacts of Storm Water Discharges--A National Profile, EPA, June 1992, EPA 841-R-92-001.
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point source unless the discharge is authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination

System (NPDES) permit issued under Section 402. In 1987, Section 402(p) was added to the

CWA to modify the framework for addressing point source discharges composed entirely of

storm water ("storm water discharges") under the NPDES program,~ establishing a phased

approach for issuing NPDES storm water permits. Phase I of the program addresses storm

water from industrial facilities and discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems

serving populations of 100,000 or more. Section 402(p)(5) of the CWA directs EPA, in

consultation with the States, to study additional storm water discharges not addressed by

Phase I. Sections 402(p)(5)(A) and (B) direct EPA, in consultation with the States, to:

¯ Identify those storm water discharges or classes of storm water discharges for which
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits are not required
under Phase I of the NPDES storm water program

¯ Determine, to the maximum extent practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in
such discharges.

Section 402(p)(5)(C) of the CWA requires EPA to establish procedures and methods to

control Phase II storm water discharges necessary to mitigate impacts on water quality.

Recommendations for procedures and methods to control Phase II storm water discharges are

summarized in this report and described in detail in President Clinton’s Clean Water

Initiative, which is found in Appendix L. Together, this report, and President Clinton’s

Clean Water Initiative, fulfill the requirements of Section 402(P)(5) of the CWA.

Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA, in consultation with State and local

officials, to issue regulations for controlling designated Phase II storm water discharges

necessary to protect water quality. The regulations must, at a minimum, establish priorities,

requirements for State storm water management programs, and expeditious deadlines. The

4 Storm water is defined in the NPDES regulations as "storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface runoff

and drainage." (40 CFR 122.26(b)(13))
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program may include performance standards, guidelines, guidance, management practices,

and treatment requirements, as appropriate.

Findings

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems

The Bureau of the Census estimates that the population of the United States and

associated territories was more than 252.2 million in 19905. The concept of urbanized areas

as def’med by the Bureau of the Census served as an important tool for analyzing potential

approaches to a Phase II program that addresses municipal separate storm sewer systems.

More than 160 million people (63 percent of the total U.S. population) reside in the 405

urbanized areas, each with a population of 50,000 or more. The Bureau of the Census has

defined an urbanized area as a central city (or cities) surrounded by a densely settled area.

To meet the Bureau of the Census definition, the population of the entire urbanized area must

be greater than 50,000 persons and the closely settled area outside of the city, the urban

fringe, must have a population density generally greater than 1,000 persons per square mile

(just over 1.5 persons per acre). These areas occupy less than 2 percent of the Nation’s total

land area and represent the largest, most widespread areas of dense urban development in the

country.

The majority of new urban development also occurs in these urbanized areas.

Construction activity related to new development is recognized as a significant source of

pollution and impairment of waterbodies, providing some of the best oppommities for

implementing storm water management controls in a highly cost-effective fashion. Between

1980 and 1990, the population of urbanized areas increased by 21.2 million.6 Statistics on

~ Population estimates based on the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Nor, hem Mariana Islands.

~ About 7 percent of this increase, (1.5 million people) are associated with the net addition of 30 new urbanized
areas between 1980 and 1990.
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the population, number of urbanized areas, and estimated pollutant loads in runoff in

urbanized areas are summarized in Table ES-2 and discussed below.

Phase I of the NPDES program for storm water discharges addresses 81.7 million people

in portions of 136 urbanized areas.7 EPA estimates that about 40 percent of the pollutant

loads in storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from Phase I municipalities.

The portions of these 136 urbanized areas that are not addressed by Phase I had a

combined population of 35.8 million people in 1990. EPA estimates that 28 percent of the

pollutant loads in storm water discharg.ed from urbanized areas come from these Phase II

portions of the 136 urbanized areas with a Phase I municipality.

Of the Census-designated urbanized areas, 269 do not have any municipalities subject to

Phase I of the storm water program. EPA estimates that 32 percent of the pollutant loads in

storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from these 269 urbanized areas.

In addition to populations within urbanized areas discussed above, the Bureau of the

Census has identified an additional urban population of 29 million people that live outside

urbanized areas, as well as 62.8 million people classified as rural. Although discharges from

municipal separate storm sewers serving these populations are potential Phase II sources,

they are not addressed in detail in this report.

Individual Phase II Facilities

The findings of this report are summarized in terms of the identification, nature, and

extent of unregulated individual facilities. Due to .very limited national data on which to base

7 There are 621 incorporated places (cities) and portions of 77 counties within these 136 urbanized areas. Of
these municipalities, 140 cities and 45 counties are specifically identified in the NPDES regulations that were
published in November 1990. EPA and authorized NPDES States have designated an additional 481 cities and 32
counties as Phase I municipalities. In addition, approximately 30 municipalities (located in 21 urbanized areas) have
received combined sewer exclusions where the total population served by separate storm sewers is less than I00,000
after subtracting the population served by combined sewers. The methodology used to classify municipalities as
Phase I vs. Phase II for the purposes of this report is discussed in Chapter 2.
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Table ES-2. Estimated Pollutant Loadings From Urban Runoff

Number of Percentage of
Population Urbanized Population* Urbanized Are~Classification Category Areas* (millions) Lo~dlng

NATIONAL 405 252.2 NA
I ALL URBANIZED AREAS 50,000 - 99,999 176 12.2 12

100,000 -249,999 125 19.5 16
Over 250,000 104 128.7 72
TOTAL 405 160.4 100

URBANIZED AREAS AFFILIATED WITH PHASE I
MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS (MS4)

- Phase I MS4s within Phase I
affiliated Urbanized Areas 50,000 - 99,999 8 0.4 0

I00,000 - 249,999 47 6.3 5
Over 250,000 81 75.0 35
SUBTOTAL 136 81.7 40

- Phase II Portions of Phase I
affiliated Urbanized Areas 50,000 - 99,999 8 0.2 1

100,000 - 249,999 47 1.9 2
Over 250,000 81 33.7 25
SUBTOTAL 136 35.8 28
TOTAL 136 117.5 68

URBANIZED AREAS NOT AFFILIATED WITH A PHASE I
MS4

- Urbanized Areas Not Affiliated
with Phase I MS4s 50,000 - 99,999 168 11.6 11

I00,000 -249,999 78 11.3 9
Over 250,000 23 20.0 12
TOTAL 269 42.9 32

- Urbanized Areas Containing a
City with a CSO Exemption** 50,000 - 99,999 0 ¯ 0 0

100,000 -249,999 7 1.5 1
Over 250,000 14 16.0 9
TOTAL 21 17.5 10

PHASE I MS4s OUTSIDE URBANIZED AREAS NA 4.3 NA

¯ Totals are based upon 1990 Census, and include Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa,and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
¯ * Some municipalities identified in the November 1990 application regulations (55 FR 47990) as Phase I based on 1980
census data received combined sewer exclusions from Phase I where the total population served by separate storm sewers
was less than 100,000 after subtracting the population served by combined sewers. (The 21 urbanized ar~as [with a
population of 17.5 million] containing these municipalities are also contained in the above totals and are not in addition to
those totals.)
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loadings estimates, the discussion of the extent of unregulated storm water discharges is

limited to an analysis of the number and geographic distribution of the potential Phase II

facilities. In general, the distribution of these facilities follows the distribution of population

with a large percentage of facilities concentrated within urbanized areas.

EPA’s efforts to identify sources and categories of storm water discharges for Phase II of

the storm water program started with an examination of approximately 7.7 million

commercial, retail, industrial, and institutional facilities for which permits are not required in

Phase I. This examination resulted in the identification of two general classes of facilities

with the potential for discharging pollutants to waters of the United States through storm

water point sources. The f’~rst group (Group A) includes sources that are very similar, or

identical, to Phase I activities but that were not included in Phase I due to the specific

language of the statute or EPA’s regulatory specificity in defining the universe of Phase I

industrial activities. The second general class of facilities (Group B) were identified on the

basis of potential activities and pollutants that may contribute to storm water contamination.

EPA estimates that there are approximately 100,000 facilities in Group A. Facilities in

this group, which may be of high priority for Phase II due to their similarity to Phase I

industrial facilities include: auxiliary facilities or secondary activities (i.e., maintenance of

construction equipment and vehicles, local trucking for an unregulated facility such as a

grocery store); facilities intentionally omitted from Phase I (i.e., treatment works with a

design flow of less than 1 MGD, landfills that have not received industrial waste); and

facilities exempted by the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (most

industrial activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000 peopleS).

Group B consists of nearly one million facilities. These have been organized into 18

Phase II sectors for the purposes of this report. Of these 18 sectors, the automobile service

s The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 exempted industrial activities owns! or
operated by municipalities of less than I00,000 population from Phase I permitting requirements with the exception of
powerplants, airports, and uncontrolled sanitary landfills.
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sector (composed of gas/service stations, general automobile repair, car dealers, new and

used, car and ~’uck rental, etc.) makes up more than one-third of the total number of

facilities identified in all 18 sectors. The 18 Phase II sectors are listed in Table ES-3.

EPA conducted a geographical analysis of these industrial and commercial facilities.

The geographical analysis shows that the majority are located in urbanized areas, as

presented in Table ES-3. In general, about 30 percent of potential Phase II facilities are

found within the geographic jurisdiction of a Phase I municipality. Including the urbanized

areas surrounding these Phase I municipalities adds another 12 to 13 percent of potential

Phase II facilities. If all urbanized areas are included, an additional 16 percent of potential

Phase II facilities are represented. Thus, nearly twice as many industrial facilities are found

in all urbanized areas as are found in Phase I municipalities alone.9

President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative

President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative provides recommendations on how best to

address the additional storm water sources identified by the study in a Phase II NPDES storm

water program. The goal of President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative is to ensure that

future storm water pollution prevention and management programs are focused where the

maximum potential benefits can be obtained for the least cost, as well as to provide

additional flexibility. A cost-benefit analysis was prepared for the President’s Initiative and

is summarized in Appendix L. No further cost-benefit analyses were conducted for this

report.

The Presidem’s Initiative recommends that Phase II requirements focus on system-wide

permits for municipal separate storm sewer systems in Census-designated urbanized areas.

These areas consist of only 2 percent of the total land area, yet contain 63 percem of the

9 Notable exceptions to this generalization include lawn/garden establishments, small currently unregulated feedlots.
wholesale livestock, farm and garden machinery repair, bulk petroleum wholesale, farm supplies, lumber and building
materials, agricultural chemical dealers, and petroleum pipelines, which can frequently be associated with smaller
municipalities or rural areas.
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Table ES-3. Geographic Distribution of Potential Phase H Facilities
in Relation to Urbanized Areas

Cumulative % of Fac’dities
Potential Phase II Facilities Identified Located Within:

Phase I Areas +
Description Count Phase I Areas UAs All UAs

Phase II - Group A 100,000" 32 45 61
Phase l:I - Group 13 1,015,239 28 40 56

Group B Sectors

Automotive Service 369,870 27 38 55
Machinery & Electrical Repair 135,744 29 40 56
Intensive Ag. Chemical Use "121,861 26 38 54
Wholesale, Machinery 77,562 32 47 65
Laundries 51,376 38 52 71
Wholesale, Wood Products 48,593 26 36 53

43,421 ** 8 I 1 20Livestock, Feedlots 35,319 16 25 39Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors 30,684 40 53 70
Photographic Activities 22,242 24 36 53
Various Utilities 18,992 31 42 62
Extensive Ag Chem Use 14,808 47 64 81
Transport, Rail and Other 14,303 36 54 75
Wholesale, Metal Products 11,372 36 49 67
Wholesale, Food 10,683 38 56 74
Laboratories 4,611 25 35 51
Muni. Services, Vehicle Maint. 2,414 34 43 60
National Security 1,384 23 31 48

Wholesale, Coal & Ores

* This figure is an approximation based on the total number of facilities in SIC codes 10 through 45 after
subtracting an estimate of the number of facilities covered under Phase I. Geographical distribution information
is based on all facilities in SIC codes 10 through 45, and may not be representative of all classes of facilities in
this group. For the geographic distribution of specific SIC codes, refer to Appendix G.

** This number is based on SIC codes and does not reflect all feedlots potentially subject to Phase II. The
United States Department of Agriculture has estimated that there are approximately 378,000 animal feeding
operations between 20 and 1000 animal units. The facilities identified here should be representative of feedlots
in general and allow estimation of the distribution of these facilities as a class.
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total population. Phase II areas account for nearly 60 percent of the loadings from urbanized

areas, one and a half times the loadings from Phase I areas. In addition, 57 percent of the

national population growth over the past decade has occurred in Phase II areas, compared to

30 percent in Phase I.

The President’s Initiative contains flexibility in its recommendation that municipalities be

authorized to regulate industrial discharges and to address commercial, institutional, and

retail sources as necessary, within their jurisdiction. This would allow municipalities to

control Phase II sources using a flexible approach which would be less costly than having

EPA or States permitting individual Phase II sources directly through individual or general

permits. Facilities which could certify, that there will be no exposure of contaminant sources

to rain water and snow melt could be exempted from the storm water program altogether.

This change would release low-risk facilities from NPDES requirements, allowing allocation

of resources to more critical areas. This would also effectively create incentives for facilities

to eliminate exposure of contaminants to rain and snow.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (referred to as the

Clean Water Act [CWA]) prohibited the discharge of any pollutant to navigable waters from

a point source unless the discharge is authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (NPDES) permit. In 1987, Section 402(p) was added to the CWA to

modify the framework for addressing point source discharges of storm water under the

NPDES program. This provision established a phased approach for issuing NPDES permits

for storm water discharges. Phase I of the program addresses storm water from industrial

facilities and discharges from munlcipa’l separate storm sewer systems serving a population of

100,000 or more. Section 402(p)(5) of the CWA directs the United States Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), in consultation with the States, to study additional storm water

discharges not addressed by Phase I of the program. Section 402(p)(5) requires a study for

the purpose of:

(A) Identifying those storm water discharges or classes of discharges for which
permits are not already required as part of the first phase of the NPDES ’storm
water program, and

(B) Determining, to the maximum extent pra6ticable, the nature and extent of
pollutants in such discharges.

(C) Establishing procedures and methods to control storm water discharges to the
extent necessary to mitigate impacts on water quality.

Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA provides for EPA to issue regulations that designate

additional storm water discharges to be controlled to protect water quality under Phase II of

the program and to establish a comprehensive program to regulate such designated sources.

The program shall, at a minimum, establish priorities, requirements for State storm water

management programs, and expeditious deadlines. The program may include performance

standards, guidelines, guidance, and management practices and treatment requirements, as
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appropriate. This report presents the results of the study required under Section 402(p)(5) of

the CWA.

1.1 BACKGROUND ON THE STORM WATER PROBLEM

While rainfall and snow are natural events, the nature of runoff and its impact on water

resources is highly dependent on human activities and use of land. Runoff from lands

modified by human activities can affect surface water resources in two ways: (1) natural

flow patterns can be modified; and (2) pollution concentrations and loadings can be elevated.

Prior to development of land, a natural hydraulic cycle exists. Rainfall infiltrates to

recharge ground water supplies and surface runoff drains through the natural streams which

flow to form a watershed. Natural flow patterns can be modified by activities that make the

land surfaces more impervious. Activities that alter the natural vegetation can change the

natural infiltration characteristics of a watershed. This is particularly evident where

widespread urban development occurs. Urban land use results in the removal of vegetation

cover and the building of impervious structures such as roads, parking lots, sidewalks, and

buildings. In urban areas, the cumulative effect of widespread development may bring

dramatic changes to natural drainage patterns, which can cause much higher wet-weather

peak flows and reduced dry-weather base flows in urban streams and wetlands. Increased

peak flows can cause hydromodifications such as stream bank erosion, streambed scour,

flooding, channelization, and elimination and/or alteration of habitat.1 Additional

hydromodifications result from engineered activities to accommodate higher peak flows, such

as channel excavation, lining (retaining walls, rip-rap), realignment, underground culverts,

and draining of wetlands.

Increased imperviousness and loss of wetlands and natural flow channels associated with

urban development also decreases the amount of rainwater available for ground water

Environmental Impacts of Storm Water Discharges--A National Profile, EPA, June 1992, EPA 841-R-92-001.
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recharge. Reduced ground water levels lower base flows in streams during dry weather

periods, which impairs the aquatic habitat, impairs riparian wetlands, and makes receiving

streams more sensitive to other pollutant inputs and sedimentation.

Different activities and land uses can also contribute a wide variety of pollutants to

runoff. Appendix B provides an overview of different types of impacts associated with

different pollutant classes and types of receiving waters and ground water. Pollutants

associated with widespread urban development are discussed in Chapter 3. Pollutants

associated with selected classes of industrial and commercial activities are discussed in

Chapter 4. Chapter 2 provides a description of the methodology and analysis used to

develop Chapters 3 and 4.

1.1.1 National Summary of Impacts

The National Water Quality Inventory, a report prepared every 2 years summarizing

biennial State reports, as required by Section 305(b) of the CWA, provides a national

assessment of surface water impacts associated with runoff from various land uses. The

most recent report in this series, The National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to

Congress provides a general assessment of water quality based on State reports indicating the

portion of the States’ waters that have been assessed that are not supporting designated uses.

The report identifies the sources of use impairment for those waters (e.g., diffuse sources,

point sources, and natural sources). Based on information from 51 States and Territories that

reported on sources of pollution, the 1992 report indicates that roughly 40 to 60 percent of

assessed rivers, lakes, and estuaries are not supporting the uses for which they are

designated. In addition, 98 percent of the Great Lake shorelines assessed and 20 percent of

the Ocean Coastal Waters were not fully supporting designated uses.

The National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congress concludes that storm

water runoff from a number of diffuse sources, including agricultural areas, separate storm

sewers, urban runoff, and atmospheric deposition, is the leading cause of water quality
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impairment cited by States. Summaries of the major sources contributing to use impairment
are provided in Tables 1-1 and 1-2.

The National Water Quality Inventory. indicates that where impairment occurs, the type

of land use (e.g., agriculture, urban, resource extraction) within a watershed is often related

to the impairment. Urban land use, while only occupying a small fraction of the total land

area of the country,z is responsible for a disproportionately high percentage of impairment.

Urban land use is expected to be correlated to a number of major sources of impairment

identified in the National Water Quality Inventory, including municipal point sources,

separate storm sewers, urban runoff, combined sewer overflows, and many industrial point

sources. At the same time, surface water resources in and near urban populations supply

drinking water to 200 million U.S. citizens and provide recreational opportunities for

millions more?

The agricultural category listed in the Inventory comprises a number of activities, most

of which are exempt from the definition of "point source" in Section 502(14) of the CWA

which, in part, determines the jurisdiction of the NPDES program. One class of sources

related to agriculture that is specifically identified in the statutory definition of point source is

concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs). As discussed below, EPA has issued

regulations to define the scope of the term "concentrated animal feeding operation."

Although the contribution of various agricultural activities is difficult to evaluate

independently, EPA has estimated that feedlots (which include both CAFOs identified as

point sources under the NPDES regulations and other feedlots that are not addressed by the

regulatory definition) contribute to 13 percent of impaired river miles, 7 percent of impaired

2 For example, the 1990 Census indicates that 64 percent of the United States population lives in Census-
dosignamd urbanized areas of 50,000 or more. However, these urbanized areas are located on less than 2 percent of
tim total land area of the country. Other development, including smaller urban populations in areas of 10 acres or
more and rural transportation, account for an additional 2 percent of land area. By comparison, agricultural
activities, including cropland, pasture land and range land, account for 49 percent of the land in the United States.
(S�� Summary Report, 1987National Resources Inventory, Soil Conservation Service, December 1987).

3 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative, 1994.
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Table 1-1. Major Sources of Water Quality Impairment

Great Lake Ocean Coastal
Rivers Lakes Estuaries Shorelines Waters

Percent of Waters Assessed 18 46 74 99 6
Percent of Assessed Waters Not Fully
Supporting Use 44 57 44 98 20

Percent of Waters Not Fully Supporting
Use That is Attributed to Source

Industrial Point Sources 7 23 29
Municipal Point Sources 15 21 53
Combined Sewer Overflows 8 59
Separate Storm Sewers/Urban Runoff 11 24 43 11
Agriculture 72 56 43

Resource Extraction 11 12
Hydrologic/Habitat Modification 7 23
On-Site Wastewater Disposal 16

Contaminated Sediments 40 25
Land Disposal 31 42
Atmospheric Deposition 50

Explanation of Pollutant Sources

Industrial Point Sources: Industrial process discharges and cooling water
Municipal Point Sources: Sewage treatment plants, including package plants
Combined Sewer Overflows: Discharges from sewage collection systems of sanitary sewage and runoff
Separate Storm Sewers/Urban Runoff: Discharges from separate storm sewers and other urban runoff
Agriculture: Crop production, pastures, rangeland, feedlots, animal holding/management areas, manure lagoons,

aquaculture, and irrigation return flows
Silviculture: Forest management, harvesting, residue maintenance and road construction and maintenance
Resource Extraction: Mining and mine drainage
Hydrologic/Habitat Modification: Charmelization, dredging, dam construction, flow regulation, bridge construction,

streambank modification/destabilization, drainage/filling of wetlands
Land Disposal: Sludge, wastewater, landfills, industrial land treatment, septic systems, hazardous waste, sewage disposal

Source: National Water Quality Inventory: 1992 Report to Congress, EPA, 1994.

Table 1-2. Five Leading Sources of Water Quality Impairment
for Selected Classes of Waters

.Rank[ Rivers Lakes Estuaries
° t Agriculture Agriculture Municipal Point Sources

2 Municipal Point Sources Urban Runoff / Storm Sewers Urban Runoff / Storm Sewers

3 Urban Runoff / Storm Sewers Hydrologic / Habitat ModificationAgriculture

4 Resource Extraction Municipal Point Sources Industrial Point Sources

5 Industrial Point Sources Onsite Wastewater Disposal Contaminated Sediments

Source: National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congress, EPA, 1994.
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lake acres, 3 percent of impaired estuary square miles, and negligible amounts of impairment

in the Great Lakes and Coastal areas.4

1.2 THE NPDES STO1LM WATER PERMIT PROGRAM

The appropriate means of regulating storm water point sources within the NPDES

program has been debated since the establishment of the NPDES program in 1972. Each

attempt to devise a workable program has been the focus of substantial controversy

concerning the water quality impacts, large number of storm water sources, nature of storm

water runoff, and constraints of program priorities and resources.

1.2.1 Early Regulatory Approaches

In 1973, EPA promulgated regulations that exempted a number of categories of point

sources from NPDES permit requirements, including: silvicultural point sources; CAFOs

below a certain size; irrigation return flows from areas of less than 3,000 contiguous acres or

3,000 noncontiguous acres that use the same drainage system; nonfeedlot, nonirrigation

agricultural point sources; and separate storm sewers containing only storm runoff

uncontaminated by any industrial or commercial activity (38 FR 13530 (May 22, 1973)).

The Agency maintained that exemptions were appropriate to conserve the Agency’s

enforcement resources for more significant point sources of pollution. In addition, the

Agency noted that the characteristics of runoff pollution make it difficult to promulgate

numeric effluent limitations for most of the point sources exempted by the 1973 regulations.

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) brought suit in the U.S. District Court

for the District of Columbia challenging the Agency’s authority to selectively exempt

categories of point sources from permit requirements, NRDC v. Train, 396 F.Supp. 1393

(D.D.C. 1975), aft’d, NRDC v. Costle, 568 F.2d 1369 (D.C. Cir. 1977). The District Court

held that EPA could not exempt discharges identified as point sources from regulation under

The Report of the EPA/State Feedlot Workgroup, EPA, September 1993.
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the NPDES permit program. However, in acknowledging the administrative burden placed

on the Agency by requiring individual permits, the court recognized EPA’s discretion to use

certain administrative devices, such as area or general permits, to help manage its workload.

In addition, the court recognized some discretion on EPA’s part to define what constitutes a

point source.

In response to the District Court’s decision in NRDC v. Train, EPA issued a series of

regulations addressing discharges from separate storm sewers (March 18, 1976, (41 FR

11307)), CAFOs (March 18, 1976, (4! FR 11458)), agricultural activities (July 12, 1976 (41

FR 28493)), silviculture activities (June 18, 1976 (41 FR 24709)), and aquaculture projects

(May 17, 1977 (42 FR 25478)). Each of these regulations defined classes of point source

discharges that would be subject to the NPDES permit program and exempted other classes

of discharges from NPDES jurisdiction.

The regulations addressing NPDES requirements for agricultural activities defined the

term agricultural point source to include any discernible, confmed, and discrete conveyance

from which any irrigation return flow is discharged into navigable waters. In response to

these regulations, Congress amended the CWA in 1977 to specifically exclude return flows

from irrigated agriculture from the definition of agricultural point source.5 In 1987,

Congress further amended the CWA to exclude agricultural storm water from the definition

of agricultural point source.

The regulations addressing NPDES requirements for silvicultural activities defined the

term silvicultural point source to include any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance

related to rock crushing, gravel washing, log sorting or log storage facilities which are

~ President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative (1994) recommends that EPA, with the concurrence of the
Departments of Agriculture and the Interior, and after consultation with States and other Federal agencies, should
submit a report to Congress within two years after reauthorization of the CWA that evaluates the nature and extent of
water quality problems presented by irrigation return flows, identifies the most promisIng and cog-effective technical
and programmatic solutions to these problems, and recommends appropriate actions, including programmatic
improvements and necessary legislative changes.
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operated in connection with silvicultural activities and from which pollutants are discharged

into navigable waters. The regulation clarified that the term did not include nonpoint source

activities inherent to silviculture such as nursery operations, site preparation, reforestation

and subsequent cultural treatment, thinning, prescribed burning, pest and fire control,

harvesting operations surface drainage, and road construction and maintenance from which

there is runoff.

The regulations addressing NPDES requirements for CAFOs clarified that CAFOs are

point sources. CAFOs are defined as animal feeding operations that discharge to waters of

the United States at times other than during events greater than a 25-year, 24-hour storm and

that (1) have more than 1,000 animal units; (2) have more than 300 animal units and

pollutants are discharged into navigable waters through a man-made flushing system.or other

man-made device, or pollutants are discharged directly into waters of the United States which

originate outside of and pass over, across or through the facility or otherwise come into

direct contact with the animals confined in the operation; or (3) are designated by EPA or an

authorized NPDES State upon determining that it is a significant contributor of pollution to

waters of the United States.

The regulations addressing NPDES requirements for concentrated aquatic animal

production facilities (CAAPFs) clarified that CAAPFs are point sources. CAA.PFs are

defined as a hatchery, fish farm or other facility which harvest fish over specified limits or

which is otherwise designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State upon determining that

it is a significant contributor of pollution to waters of the United States.

The regulations addressing separate storm sewers established a comprehensive permit

program. This rule substantially increased the number of storm water discharges subject to

the NPDES program. Permits continued to be required for conveyances carrying

contaminated storm water runoff from areas used for industrial or commercial activities, as

well as storm water discharges designated by the permit-issuing authority as significant
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contributors of pollution. These sources were required to submit individual permit

applications required of industrial and commercial process wastewater dischargers. In

addition, the 1976 rule brought into the permitting program separate storm sewers defined as

"a conveyance or system of conveyances, located in an urbanized area and primarily

operated for the purpose of collecting and conveying storm water runoff." Channelized

storm water runoff from rural areas that did not contain runoff from commercial or industrial

activity was not defined as a point source unless designated otherwise by the permitting

authority. Permit applications were not required for separate storm sewers at that time.

EPA planned to study these discharges and issue general or area permits to address these

sources because these discharges were expected to be less significant than runoff from

industrial facilities. During this time, permitting efforts for storm water discharges focused

on industrial facilities with effluent guideline limitations for their storm water discharges.6

On June 7, 1979, and May 19, 1980, EPA published comprehensive revisions to the

NPDES regulations (44 FR 32854 (June 7, 1979); 45 FR 33290 (May 19, 1980)). These

rules essentially retained the March 18, 1976, broad definition of storm water discharges

subject to NPDES permit requirements but required more stringent application data for storm

water point sources. Under these regulations, the-same application information required of

all industrial and commercial process wastewater dischargers would be required of all storm

water point sources. The new requirements included testing under certain circumstances for

a substantially greater number of pollutants identified in the 1977 amendments to the CWA.

This regulation brought suits in several Courts of Appeals and District Courts by

numerous major trade associations, several of their member companies, NRDC, and Citizens

for a Better Environment. The suits challenged many aspects of the NPDES regulations,

including the storm water provisions. Eventually all petitions for review were consolidated

6 The following effluent limitations guidelines address storm water or a combination of storm water and process
water: cement manufacturing (40 CFR Part 411); concentrated animal feeding operations (40 CFR Part 4127;
fertilizer manufacturing (40 CFR Part 418); petroleum refining (40 CFR Part 419); phosphate manufacturing (40 CF’R
Part 422); steam electric (40 CFR Part 423); coal mining (40 CFR Part 434); mineral mining and processing (40 CFR
Part 436); ore mining and dressing (40 CFR Part 440); and asphalt emulsions (40 CFR Part 443).
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in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit (NRDC v. EPA, 673 F.2d 392 (DC Cir.

1980)).

After 2 years of intensive settlement negotiations with representatives of most of the

petitioners, the Agency and industry petitioners signed a settlement agreement on July 7,

1982, which addressed a number of issues relating to the NPDES program, including storm

water. Under the terms of the agreement, EPA agreed to changes to the storm water

regulations which were finalized on September 26, 1984 (49 FR 37998).

The 1984 final rule recognized two fundamental issues regarding the NPDES regulation

of storm water: (1) which storm water discharges should be classified as peint sources, and,

therefore’., within the NPDES program and (2) what is the best way to regulate these sources.

On the first issue, data available to EPA, such as the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program

(NURP) study, indicated that there are water quality problems associated with storm water

runoff. The final rule retained the broad coverage of the 1980 rule in mandating the

permitting of all storm water point sources that discharge pollutants into waters of the United

States; The September 26, 1984, rule defined a storm water point source as a channelized

conveyance of storm water runoff that (1) is located in an urbanized area, as defined by the

Bureau of the Census, (2) discharges from lands or facilities used for industrial or

commercial activities, or (3) is designated by the Director of the NPDES Program.

To address the second issue of how to regulate these sources administratively, the final

rule set forth two categories of storm water point sources, each with different application

requirements. Group I storm water point sources were defined as sources either subject to

effluent limitations guidelines, located at an industrial plant, or plant-associated area, or

designated by the Director. All other storm water point sources were classified as Group II.

Group I dischargers were required to submit the NPDES application form for industrial and

commercial process wastewater discharges, including certain sampling and testing data. The

application requirements for Group II were significantly reduced. Group II sources were
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required to submit only Form 1 and a narrative description of the drainage area, receiving

water, and any treatment applied to the discharge.

These storm water regulations generated considerable controversy (through post-

promulgation comment) and, once again, suits were filed. The 1984 rules deleted the term

"contaminated" and relied instead on geographic criteria to define sources subject to

permitting. Some commenters claimed that the new definitions would subject thousands of

discharges to the program for the first time. However, in EPA’s view, the scope of

coverage of storm water point sources-under the NPDES program was essentially unchanged

by the September 26, 1984, rulemaking.

Upon consideration of post-promulgation comments, EPA concluded that it would be
¯

appropriate to obtain additional data on storm water discharges to assess their significance as

an environmental problem and to identify the best means of control. Although the number of

dischargers required to submit quantitative testing data had been reduced by the 1984 rule,

tens of thousands of storm water point sources remained to be identified, tested, and

analyzed. Despite the improvements made in the 1984 regulation, EPA realized it was

appropriate to request comments on whether the collection of data from each individual

Group I discharger was necessary and efficient. In addition, EPA realized that new

deadlines would need to be established. EPA published proposed changes to the storm water

regulations on March 7, 1985, at 50 FR 9362 and on August 12, 1985, at 50 FR 27354.

These proposals were not finalized because of the passage of the Water Quality Act of 1987.

1.2.2 Water Quality Act of 1987

Section 402(19) was added to the CWA in 1987 to require implementation of a

comprehensive two-phased approach for addressing storm water discharges under the NPDES

program. Section 402(p)(1) prohibits EPA or NPDES States from requiring permits for

discharges composed entirely of storm water ("storm water discharges") until October 1,

1992 (this deadline was later extended to October 1, 1994, by the Water Resources
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Development Act of 1992), ~ for the following five classes of Phase I storm water

discharges specifically listed under Section 402(p)(2):

¯ Storm water discharges issued a permit before February 4, 1987

¯ Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity

¯ Discharges from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of
250,000 or more

¯ Discharges from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of
100,000 or more but less than 250,000

¯ Storm water discharges that EPA or an NPDES State determine to be contributing to a
violation of a water quality standard or a significant contributor of pollutants to the
waters of the United States.

Section 402(p)(3)(A) of the CWA requires storm water associated with industrial activity

to meet all applicable provisions of Sections 402 and 301 of the CWA, including technology-

based requirements and any necessary water quality-based requirements. Section

402(p)(3)(B) makes significant changes to the permit standards for discharges from municipal

separate storm sewer systems.7 Permits for discharges from municipal separate storm

sewers:

¯ May be issued on a system- or jurisdiction-wide basis

¯ Shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the
storm sewers

¯ Shall require controls to reduce pollutant discharges to the maximum extent
practicable, including management practices, control techniques and system, design
and engineering methods, and such other provisions determined appropriate for the
control of such pollutants.

7 The 1987 amendments to the CWA did not specifically address requirements for water quality-based permit
conditions in NPDES permits for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems. EPA interprets the Act
to require that permits t’or discharges from municipal separate storm sewers include any requirements necessary to
achieve compliance with water quality standards.
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Section 402(p)(4) of the CWA establishes statutory deadlines for the initial steps in

implementing the Phase I program. Deadlines are established for the development of permit

application regulations, submission of permit applications, issuance of permits for Phase I

sources, and compliance with permit conditions.

The 1987 amendments did not identify what sources Would be subject to the NPDES

program after the temporary moratorium on permit requirements of Section 402(p)(1)

expired. Rather, the amendments established a process for EPA to evaluate potential Phase

II sources and designate sources for regulation to protect water quality. Section 402(p)(5) of

the CWA requires EPA, in consultation with the States, to conduct a study of storm water

discharges other than Phase I sources (i.e., potential Phase II sources). The study is to

identify storm water discharges not covered under Phase I and determine, to the maximum

extent practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in such discharges. The study is also

to establish procedures and methods to control storm water discharges to the extent necessary

to mitigate impacts on water quality.

Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA, in consultation with State and local

officials, to issue regulations designating additional Phase II storm water discharges to be

regulated to protect water quality and to establish a comprehensive program to regulate such

designated sources. The comprehensive program to regulate such designated sources must,

at a minimum, establish priorities, requirements for State storm water management

programs, and expeditious deadlines. The program may include performance standards,

guidelines, guidance, management practices, and treatment requirements, as appropriate.

1.2.3 Phase I Regulatory Framework

EPA promulgated regulations for Phase I storm water discharges on November 16, 1990

(55 FR 47990). These regulations clarified the scope of the Phase I storm water program by

providing regulatory definitions for the major classes of storm water discharges identified

under Section 402(p)(2)(B), (C), and (D) of the CWA:
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¯ Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity

¯ Discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of
100,000 or more.s

In addition, the November 16, 1990, regulations established permit application

requirements, including submittal deadlines, for these classes of discharges.

The November 16, 1990, regulations define municipal separate storm sewer systems

serving a population of 100,000 or more to include municipal separate storm sewers within

the boundaries of 173 incorporated cities and within unincorporated portions of 47 counties

with populations of 100,000 or more in their unincorporated areas.9 The regulations allowed

for additional municipal separate storm sewers to be designated by the NPDES permitting

authority (EPA or an authorized NPDES State) as being pan of a municipal separate storm

sewer system subject to Phase I requirements. In addition, the regulations established

comprehensive two-part permit applications for discharges from municipal separate storm

sewer systems serving a population of 100,000 or more. Among other things, the permit

applications require municipal applicants to propose municipal storm water management

programs to control pollutants to the maximum e:£’tent practicable and to effectively prohibit

non-storm water discharges to the municipal system. 1o Municipal storm water management

programs are a combination of source controls and management practices that address

targeted sources within the boundaries of the municipal system. Under this program, EPA

has def’med the role of municipalities in a flexible manner that allows local governments to

assist in defining priority pollutant sources within the municipality and to develop and

s Consistent with Section 402(p)(2) of the CWA, the November 16, 1990, regulations address two subclasses of
municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of 100,000 or more. Large mtmieipal separate storm
sewer systems are defined as systems serving a population of 250,000 or more (40 CFR 122.2603)(4)). Medium
municipal separate storm sewer systems are defined as systems serving a population of 100,000 or more, but less
than 250,000 (40 CFR 122.2603)(7)).

9 See Appendices F, G, H, and I to 40 CFR 122.

to See 40 CFR 122.26(d)(2)(iv).
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implemem appropriate controls for such discharges. Municipal programs can establish

requirements for the control of discharges to the municipal system from privately owned

lands (e.g., sediment and erosion control for construction sites) and can address municipal

activities that affect storm water quality (e.g., maintenance of leaking sanitary sewers, road

de-icing and maintenance, operation of municipal landfills, and some flood control efforts).

Moreover, the November 16, 1990, regulations defined the term "storm water discharges

associated with industrial activity" to include 11 categories of industrial facilities (see 40 CFR

122.26(b)(14)) and established application requirements for such discharges,n In light of

concerns raised by the industrial community about the complexity of the November 1990

storm water regulations, the difficulty in determining whether particular facilities were

subject to the new rules, and administrative delays in permit issuance, EPA issued a series of

extensions to permit application deadlines for discharges associated with industrial activity. 12

With these extensions, October 1, 1992, was established as the date by which any facility

with a storm water discharge associated with industrial activity must submit either an

individual or group application or obtain coverage under an applicable general permit.

Congress also has acted to grant extensions to the application deadlines for selected

classes of discharges associated with industrial activity. In March 1991, Congress adopted

Section 307 of the Dire Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act of 1991, which ratified

EPA’s extension of Part I of the group applications to September 30, 1991. On December

18, 1991, the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (or Transportation

Act), extended NPDES permit application deadlines for storm water discharges associated

with industrial activity from facilities that are owned or operated by municipalities. In

addition, Section 1068(c) of the Transportation Act amended the Clean Water Act to provide

tt A~ discussed below, on June 4, 1992, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit found EPA’s rationale
for exempting comtruetion sites of less than 5 acres and certain uncontaminated storm water discharges from light
industrial facilities from Phase I of the storm water program to be invalid and has remanded these exemptions for
further proceedings (see NRDC v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992)).

t2 See 56 FR 12098 (March 21, 1991), 56 FR 56548 (November 5, 1991), 57 FR 11524 (April 2, 1992).
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that EPA shall not require any municipality with a population of less than I00,000 to apply

for or obtain a permit for any storm water discharge associated with industrial activity other

than an alrporl, power plant, or uncontrolled sanitary landfill owned or operated by such

municipalities before October I, 1992. In response to this provision, EPA has reserved

application deadlines for these facilities, t3

EPA also has modified the NPDES regulations to provide a greater degree of emphasis

on site inspections as an alternative or supplement to discharge monitoring in permits for

storm water discharges associated with industrial activity, t4

On June 4, 1992, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit issued an

opinion granting in part a petition for review of EPA’s 1990 storm water regulations (NRDC

v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992)). The court upheld several provisions of the

regulations, including the definition of municipal separate storm sewer system, the standards

for municipal storm water controls, the scope of the permit exemption for oil and gas

operations, and EPA’s decision not to provide public comment on Part 1 of the group

applications for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.

The Court did declare EPA’s extension of the statutory deadlines for storm water permit

applications to be unlawful, but declined to strike down the deadlines as the plaintiff had

requested. In addition, the Court struck down and remanded two exemptions from the

definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.

One of the remanded exemptions addressed construction activities that result in the

disturbance of less than 5 acres of total land area which are not part of a larger common plan

of development or sale. EPA noted that State and local sediment and erosion controls may

See 57 FR 11524 (April 2, 1992), 40 CFR 122.26(e)(1)(ii).

See 57 FR 11524 (April 2, 1992), 40 CFR 122.440).
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address construction activities of less than 5 acres and that the acreage limit reflected land

disturbances that were industrial in magnitude because disturbances on large tracts of land

will employ more heavy machinery and industrial equipment. The Court noted that EPA had

proposed to exempt only sites for commercial and industrial construction smaller than 1 acre

and sites for residential construction smaller than 5 acres. In the final rule, the exemption

was increased to 5 acres for all construction sites, based on the Agency’s determination that

smaller sites would not have levels of activity similar to other industrial activities. The court

ruled, however, that the record did not indicate "that construction sites on less than five acres

are non-industrial in nature" (966 F.2d at 1306). The court rejected EPA’s argument that the

5-acre cutoff constituted a de minimis exemption, because the record lacked information to

suggest whether smaller discharges would be de minimis.

A second remanded exemption addressed light manufacturing facilities where material

handling equipment or activities, raw material, intermediate products, final products, waste

materials, byproducts, or industrial machinery are not exposed to storm water. With respect

to the light industry category, EPA had adopted the exemption based on the belief that if (1)

the activities in the selected facilities are undertaken in buildings; (2) emissions from stacks

are minimal or nonexistent; (3) there is no unhoused manufacturing and heavy industrial

equipment, outside storage, disposal, or handling of raw, finished, or waste materials; (4)

and the activities being performed do not generate significant dust or particulates, the facility

posed a much smaller risk of storm water contamination. Based on these factors, the Agency

believed that these facilities were similar to commercial businesses, such as retail and service

facilities.

The court noted, however, that the statutory term associated with industrial activity was

very broad and concluded that Congress intended only to exempt discharges from non-

industrial facility areas such as parking lots. The court rejected EPA’s argument that

industrial pollutant levels in storm water would be minimal at light industrial facilities,
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finding nothing in the record to support that conclusion. Therefore, the court found this

exemption to be arbitrary and capricious (966 F.2d at 1304-05).

In response to the Ninth Circuit decision, EPA promulgated rules on December 18,

1992, specifying dates for permit approval or denial and permit compliance. In the

December 18, 1992, notice, EPA also noted that it did not believe that the court’s opinion

had the effect of automatically subjecting small construction sites and light industries to the

existing application requirements and deadlines for storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity. The Agency also indicated that it believed that additional notice and

comment rulemaking was necessary to clarify the status of these facilities under the storm

water program.

1.2.4 Phase I Implementation Activities

The initial efforts to implement the Phase I storm water program have focused on

reviewing group applications for industrial storm water, issuing general permits for industrial

storm water, publishing draft general permits for storm water discharges from 29 industrial

sectors, reviewing applications for municipal separate storm sewer systems, issuing permits

for municipal separate storm sewer systems, and conducting outreach activities. In addition,

the Agency, in conjunction with the Rensselaerville Institute, completed a study to develop

recommendations for making Phase I of the program more effective.

1.2.4.1 General Permits

In September 1992 (April 1993 for Puerto Rico) EPA issued general permits for storm

water discharges associated with industrial activity in the 11 States without NPDES authority,

as well as for Territories, States where EPA issues permits for Federal facilities, and Federal

Indian Reservations. Unlike traditional NPDES permits, these permits generally do not
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establish numeric effluent limitations for most discharges authorized by the permits. ~s

Rather, the permits establish requirements for notices of intent, site inspections conducted by

dischargers, and site-specific pollution prevention plans. The requirements for pollution

prevention plans provide a framework for dischargers to identify sources of pollution and

best management practices to prevent, reduce and/or control such pollutant sources. In

addition, targeted facilities are required to sample and analyze their storm water discharges.

When the storm water application rules were issued in November 1990, only 17 out of

the 39 authorized States authorized to administer the NPDES program were also approved to

issue NPDES general permits. Since then, an additional 21 States have requested and

received EPA approval to issue general permits, and one additional State has received

NPDES authorization, including general permit authority. All but one of the States that now

have general permit authority have issued general permits for storm water discharges.

1.2.4.2 Group Applications

EPA has received more than 1,200 Part I group applications representing more than

60,000 industrial facilities with storm water discharges. EPA has requested public comment

on draft permits to address discharges identified in these applications that are in States

without authorized NPDES programs. ~6 The draft general permits contain requirements for

29 different industrial sectors.

1.2.4.3 Municipal Applications

Permit applications have been received for almost all municipal separate storm sewer
systems serving a population of 100,000 or more. This represents a substantial initial

z~ The permits do establish numeric effluent limitations for some classes of storm water discharges. These

limitations are either based on best available technology or established pursuant to State certifications under Section 401
of the CWA.

16 See 58 FR 61146 (November 19, 1993).
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investment into Phase I of the storm water program by municipalities. 17 At the l~leai’t of

these applications are proposed municipal storm water management programs, which will

identify a variety of site-specific pollution prevention measures, source controls, and best

management practices to control pollutants from targeted sources within the municipality, t8

EPA and authorized NPDES States have started to issue permits for these municipal separate

storm sewer systems. The Agency estimates that 263 permits will be issued for Phase I

municipal separate storm sewer systems; as of May 1994, 24 permits have been issued.

1.2.4.4 Rensselaerville Phase I Effort

In 1992 EPA completed a study, in conjunction with the Rensselaerville Institute, to

obtain direct public input and develop recommendations for improving Phase I of the storm

water program. These studies are discussed in more detail in Appendix I. The study raised

five key issues relating to Phase I sources:

¯ Study participants thought that EPA has not been clear enough about the intended
goals of the regulations and should communicate storm water risks, objectives, and
requirements more clearly to the general public, as well as to the regulated
community.

¯ Participants noted that the cost of progran~ implementation is significantly higher than
original EPA estimates and that there is great concern regarding the real costs of the
program and of achieving compliance.

¯ Participants agreed that EPA and States must accelerate general permit issuance and
focus on general permits to achieve efficient implementation of the program.

~7 The National Association of Flood and Stormwater Management Agencies estimates based on a 1992 survey
that municipalities have spent more than $130 million on preparing NPDES permit applications for discharges from
Phas~ I municipal separate storm sewer systems.

~8 A review of cost estimates for proposed municipal storm water management programs provided in 20
applicationa indicates that municipalities estimate the cost of program implementation (excluding permit application
costs) to range from $23.91 to $37.00 per person. (See draft Review of Prograra Costs in Part 2 NPDES Municipal
Storm Water Permit Applications, EPA, 1993.)
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¯ Participants felt that technical outreach should be targeted at the State and local level
rather than the national level and should provide better guidance on the regulations
and their implementation.

¯ Participants noted that coverage under certain industrial storm water categories should
be clarified.

EPA agreed with these recommendations and has taken steps to follow up in each area.

1.2.5 September 9, 1992 Notice--Phase II Issues

On September 9, 1992, EPA published a notice requesting information and public

comment on the Phase II program. The notice is included in Appendix H of this report.

The notice identified three sets of issues associated with developing Phase II regulations:

¯ How should sources that are to be subject to Phase II regulations be identified?

¯ What types of control strategies should be developed for these sources?
¯ What are appropriate deadlines for implementing Phase II requirements?

The September 9, 1992, notice presented a range of alternatives under each issue in an

attempt to illustrate, and obtain input on, the full range of potential approaches for a Phase II

strategy. The notice recognized that potential sources for coverage under Phase II fall into

two main categories: municipalities; and individual sources (commercial and residential)

activities. EPA recognized that a major distinction between most options for identifying

Phase II commercial/residential sources was either to require targeted municipalities to

develop source controls and management programs for storm water discharges within their

jurisdictions or to require permits for discharges from individual facilities.

EPA received more than 130 comments on the September 9, 1992, notice.

Approximately 43 percent of the comments were from mtmicipalities, 29 percent from trade

groups or industries, 24 percent from State or Federal agencies, and approximately 3 percent
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from other miscellaneous sources.19 No comments were received from environmental

groups. Appendix J contains a detailed summary of comments received as they relate to the

specific issues raised in the notice.

1.2.6 Rensselaerville Phase ll" Effort

In early 1993, the Rensselaerville Institute and EPA held public and expert meetings to

assist in developing and analyzing options for identifying Phase II sources and controls.

These meetings and the resulting options are discussed in more detail in Appendix I of this

report. The report on the effort indicates that the two options most favored by the various

groups participating were:

¯ A program where States would select sources to be controlled in a manner that was
consistent with criteria developed by EPA. The Phase II program would provide
States with flexibility to either rely on NPDES requirements or other frameworks to
control targeted sources.

¯ A tiered approach that would provide for EPA selection of high priority sources for
control by NPDES permits and State selection of other sources for control under a
State program other than the NPDES program.

1.2.7 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative

On February 1, 1994, President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative was issued. The

President’s Initiative addresses a number of issues associated with NPDES requirements for

storm water discharges, including:

¯ Compliance of discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems with water
quality standards

¯ Industrial facilities with no activities or significant materials exposed to storm water

¯ Deadline extensions for Phase II of the storm water program

~ Percentages have been rounded off, and hence may not total 100 percent.
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Phase II storm water program requirements, including regulation of storm water from
industrial facilities by municipalities

Control of discharges from inactive and abandoned mines (IAMs) located on Federal
lands.

To address municipal compliance with water quality standards, the President’s Initiative

recommends that the CWA be amended to establish a phased permit compliance approach

that requires best management practices in first-round municipal storm water permits and

improved best management practices in second-round permits, where necessary, to move

towards compliance with water quail@ standards. In later permits, compliance with water

quality standards will occur using water quality-based effluent limits, where necessary. This

would give EPA and municipalities additional time to evaluate the technical feasibility of

establishing numeric effluent limits to meet water quality standards and give States time to

develop specific water quality standards appropriate for storm water discharges, if necessary.

The President’s Initiative further supports clarifying authority under section 402(p)(3)(B)

concerning "maximum extent practicable" (MEP).

The President’s Initiative recommends that EPA be authorized to exempt from individual

storm water permitting requirements facilities that can certify that there is no--nor will there

be---exposure of industrial or other activities or significant materials to rain water and snow

melt. This change would ensure that several hundred thousand low-risk facilities are not

subject to NPDES requirements, allowing allocation of resources to more critical areas. This

would also effectively create incentives for facilities to eliminate contamination of storm

water.

The President’s Initiative recommends that the statutory deadline for EPA to issue Phase

II regulations be extended. The President’s Initiative also recommends that the deadline for

Phase II sources to obtain a permit be extended. The President’s [niaative indicated that

extensions would allow EPA to work with States and municipalities in developing workable,

effective regulations. A new deadline for permits would give municipalities an opportunity
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to begin to build institutional frameworks and provide the funding necessary to implement

storm water management programs. It would also allow permits to be issued to Phase II

municipalities at the same time Phase I permits are expiring. This would promote regional

and watershed-wide permitting by allowing different municipalities to be co-applicants and to

coordinate their storm water programs.

With respect to NPDES requirements for Phase II storm water discharges, the

President’s Initiative recommends:° that NPDES Phase II requirements for storm water

focus on system-wide permits for mu .nicipal separate storm sewer systems in

Census-designated urbanized areas.:I The President’s Initiative recommends tiered

permitting requirements. Storm water management programs would be developed for

municipal separate storm sewer systems located within an urbanized area in which a

municipal separate storm sewer system is already addressed under Phase I. The programs

would, at a minimum, address non-storm water discharges into storm sewers and storm water

runoff from growth and development and significant redevelopment. NPDES permitting

authorities should be encouraged to implement watershed approaches which implement a

more comprehensive municipal storm water management program where appropriate based

on water quality impairments or other factors for municipal separate storm sewer systems in

these urbanized areas. In the remaining Census-designated urbanized areas, municipal storm

water management programs would be required which focus only on controlling non-storm

water discharges into storm sewers and storm water runoff from growth, development, and

significant redevelopment activities. The President’s Initiative recommends that Phase II of

the NPDES program not directly regulate Phase II light industrial, commercial, retail, and

:0 While the President’s Initiative generally speaks to recommended statutory changes, EPA notes that under the

existing CWA, with the exception of extending the deadline for permits for discharges from municipal separat~ storm
sewer systems to comply with water quality-based requirements, EPA could issue Phase II regulations covering the
same facilities to the same extent as suggested in the President’s Initiative.

zt The Bureau of the Census defines urbanized areas as a central city (or cities) with a surrounding area that
densely settled (i.e., urban fringe). The population of the entire urbanized area must be greater than 50,000 p~rsom,
and the urban fringe must have a population density generally greater than 1,000 persons per square mile
(approximately 1.5 persons per acre). A complete description of the Bureau of the Census definition is provided in
Chapter 3.
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institutional storm water discharges, and municipalities outside of Census-designated

urbanized areas unless designated by the permitting authority for inclusion in the NPDES

program under Section 402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA. Rather, such discharges, if a targeted

source, should be addressed by Nonpoint Source programs.

The President’s Initiative recommends authorizing municipalities to directly control Phase

I industrial storm water facilities within their jurisdictions under the NPDES program. This

recommendation is similar to the industrial pretreatment program currently authorized under

the CWA. The President’s Initiative recommends clarifying authority to issue permits on a

statewide basis for IAMs, allowing Federal land managers to establish priorities and make

the most effective use of available resources. Land managers would be allowed up to 10

years to meet appropriate water quality standards, while continuing to identify additional

impacts from IAMs and implementing targeted controls once identified. A cost-benefit

analysis was prepared for the President’s Initiative and is summarized in Appendix L. No

further cost-benefit analyses were conducted for this report.

1.2.8 N-PDES Watershed Strategy

EPA issued the NPDES Watershed Strategy ih March 1994. The Strategy discusses

integration of NPDES program functions into a broader watershed protection approach and

areas for coordination with stakeholders to promote implementation of the approach. The

NPDES Watershed Strategy is based on the following principles:

Watershed protection approacl~es may vary in terms of specific elements, timing, and
resources, but all should share a common emphasis and insistence on integrated
actions, specific action items, and measurable environmental and programmatic
milestones.

Related activities within a basin or watershed must be coordinated to achieve the
greatest environmental benefit and most effective level of stakeholder involvement.
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¯ Actions relating to restoration and protection of surface water, ground water, and
habitat within a basin should be based upon an integrated decision-malting process, a
common information base, and a common understanding of the roles, priorities, and
responsibilities of all stakeholders within a basin.

¯ Staff and financial resources are limited and must be allocated to address
environmental priorities as effectively and efficiently as possible.

¯ Program requirements that interfere or conflict with environmental priorities should be
identified and revised to the extent possible.

¯ Accurate information and high quality data are necessary for decision-making and
should be collected on an incremental basis; interim decisions should be made based
on available data to prevent further degradation and promote restoration of natural
resources.

1.3 RELATED NONPOINT SOURCE PROGRAMS

1.3.1 Section 319 of the CWA

In 1987, Section 319 was added to the CWA to provide a framework for funding State

and local efforts to address pollutant sources not addressed by the NPDES program (e.g.,

nonpoint sources). To obtain funding, States were required to submit Nonpoint Source

Assessment Reports identifying State waters that, without additional control of nonpoint

sources of pollution, could not reasonably be expected to attain or maintain applicable water

quality standards or the goals and requirements of the CWA. States were also required to

prepare and submit for EPA approval a statewide Nonpoint Source Management Program for

controlling nonpoint source water pollution to navigable waters within the State and

improving the quality of such waters. State program submittals were to identify specific best

management practices (BMPs) and measures that the State proposes to implement in the first

4 years after program submission to reduce pollutant loadings from identified nonpoint

sources to levels required to achieve the stated water quality objectives.

State programs fi.mded under Section 319 can include both regulatory and nonregulatory

State and local approaches. Section 319(b)(2)(B) specifies that a combination of "non-

regulatory or regulatory programs for enforcement, technical assistance, financial assistance,
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education, training, technology transfer, and demonstration projects" may be used, as

necessary, to achieve implementation of the BMPs or measures identified in the Section 319

submittals.

Although most States have generally emphasized the use of voluntary approaches in their

319 programs, some States and local governments have implemented regulations and policies

to control pollution from urban runoff. States such as Delaware and Florida, as well as local

jurisdictions such as the Lower Colorado River Authority, are pursuing storm water

management goals through numerical treatment standards for new development. Many States

and local governments have enforceable erosion and sediment control regulations. On a

broader scale, nonpoint source pollution is being addressed at the watershed level by

programs such as those being implemented by the State of Wisconsin, the Puget Sound Water

Quality Authority, the States that are parties to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement,

and other States. A number of individual States and local communities have adopted

legislation or regulations similar to Maryland’s Critical Areas Act, which limits development

and/or requires special management practices in areas surrounding water resources of special

concern.

1.3.2 Section 6217 of CZARA

Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA) of 1990

provides that States with approved coastal zone management programs must develop and

submit coastal nonpoint pollution control programs to EPA and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for approval. Failure to submit an approvable program

will result in a reduction of Federal grants under both the Coastal Zone Management Act and

Section 319 of the CWA.

State coastal nonpoint pollution control programs under CZARA must include

enforceable policies and mechanisms that ensure implementation of the management measures

throughout the coastal management area. Section 6217(g)(5) defines management measures
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as "economically achievable measures for the control of the addition of pollutants from

existing and new categories and classes of nonpoint sources of pollution, which reflect the

greatest degree of pollutant reduction achievable through the application of the best available

nonpoint pollution control practices, technologies, processes, siting criteria, operating

methods, or other alternatives." Congress mandated a technology-based approach based on

technical and economic achievability under the rationale that neither States nor EPA have the

money, time, or other resources to create and expeditiously implement a program that

depends on establishing cause and effect linkages among particular land use activities and

specific water quality problems. If this technology-based approach fails to achieve and

maintain applicable water quality standards and to protect designated uses, CZARA Section

6217(b)(3) requires additional management measures.

EPA issued Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint

Pollution in Coastal Waters under Section 6217(g) in January 1993. The Guidance identifies

management measures for five major categories of nonpoint source pollution: Agriculture,

Forestry, Urban, Marinas and Recreational Boating, and Hydromodification. The

management measures reflect the greatest degree of pollutant reduction that is economically

achievable for each of the listed sources. These management measures provide reference

standards for the States to use in developing or ref’ming their coastal nonpoint programs. In

general, the management measures were written to describe systems designed to reduce the

generation of pollutants. A few management measures, however, contain quantitative

standards that specify pollutant loading reductions.22 The management measures approach

was adopted to provide State officials flexibility in selecting strategies and management

systems and practices that are appropriate for regional or local conditions, provided that

equivalent or higher levels of pollutant control are achieved. Appendix K of this report

summarizes the management measures for urban areas, animal feedlots, and marinas that

were identified in the guidance.

2z For example, the New Development Management Measure, which is applicable to construction in urban areas,
requires: (1) that by design or perforrnanee that the average annual total suspended solid loadings be reduced by
80 percent; and (2) to the extent practicable, that the predevelopment peak runoff rate and average volume be maintained.
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Storm water discharges regulated under Phase I of the NPDES program, such as

discharges from municipal separate storm sewers serving a population of 100,000 or more

and construction activities that disturb 5 or more acres, do not need to be addressed in

Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs. However, potential Phase II sources, such as

urban development adjacent to or surrounding Phase I municipal systems, smaller urbanized

areas, and construction sites that disturb less than 5 acres, that are identified in management

measures under Section 6217 guidance need to be addressed in Coastal Nonpoint Pollution

Control Programs until such discharges are issued an NPDES permit. EPA and NOAA have

worked, and continue to work, together in their activities to ensure that there is not an

overlap of authorities between NPDES and CZARA.

EPA and NOAA published Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program: Program

Development and Approval Guidance, which addresses such issues as the basis and process

for EPAJNOAA approval of State Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs; how EPA

and NOAA expect State programs to implement management measures in conformity with

EPA guidance; and procedures for reviewing and modifying State coastal boundaries to meet

program requirements. The guidance clarifies that States generally must implement

management measures for each source category identified in the guidance developed under

Section 6217(g). This guidance sets quantitative performance standards for some measures.

Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs are not required to address sources that are

clearly regulated under the NPDES program as point source discharges. The guidance also

clarifies that regulatory and nonregulatory mechanisms may be used to meet the requirement

for enforceable policies and mechanisms, provided that nonregulatory approaches are backed

by enforceable State authority ensuring that the management measures will be implemented.

Backup authority can include sunset provisions for incentive programs. For example, a State

may provide additional incentives if too few operators participate in a tax incentive program

or develop mandatory requirements to achieve the necessary implementation of management

measures.
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1.3.3 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative--Nonpoint Source Programs

President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative proposes a fundamental restructuring and

strengthening of the nonpoint source pollution (NPS) control programs under Section 319 of

the CWA. The President’s Initiative proposes legislative changes that will result in upgraded

and strengthened existing State NPS management programs within seven and one-half years

of reauthorization of the CWA. These programs will implement best available management

measures for nonpoint sources causing, contributing to, or threatening water quality

impairments and for new nonpoint sources, except for new sources in States with an

approved watershed management program. The President’s Initiative recommends that the

initial implementation period be followed by a second, five-year period to implement further

measures where necessary (considering the actual and expected environmental benefits of the

original management measures) to achieve water quality standards.

The President’s Initiative recommends that strengthened Section 319 State programs rely

on a mix of voluntary and regulatory approaches and that State programs include

enforcement authorities to be used as needed to ensure implementation of management

measures. Under the proposal, State authorities will be backed by Federal enforcement

authorities to be exercised if a State should fail to’implement the management measures.

Where States do not develop an approvable program, Section 319 grants will be withheld

from the State and EPA will be authorized to establish enforceable minimum NPS controls.

The President’s Initiative proposes that funding be increased for State implementation of NPS

programs and that State revolving loan fund eligibility be clarified for NPS projects whose

principal purpose is protecting and improving water quality. The President’s Initiative also

proposes that the CWA be clarified to require that Federal agencies comply with State or

local requirements in nonpoint source programs to the same extent as non-Federal parties.

1.3.4 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative--Watershed Management

President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative proposes that provisions for comprehensive

watershed management be added to the CWA. Under the proposal, States can choose to
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implement comprehensive watershed programs which will be approved by EPA after

conference with other Federal agencies. The States will determine the boundaries for all

watersheds in the State and set a schedule for addressing .them. States will oversee watershed

management entities with appropriate representation of stakeholder interests and approve their

watershed management plans. State watershed plans will include rankings based on

environmental objectives as well as evidence of enforceable policies and mechanisms needed

to implement the plans.

The President’s Initiative proposes other changes to the CWA that: (1) provide

guidelines for States wishing to adopt market-based approaches to point and NPS pollution

controls within watersheds; (2) promo.te the development of wetland management plans that

lead to increased flexibility and predictability of the wetlands permit process on a watershed

basis; and (3) create comprehensive State inventories of waters that are threatened, impaired,

or in need of special protection. The President’s Initiative also recommends that States give

urban watersheds a high level of priority in their State-wide ranking of watershed initiatives.

1.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THIS REPORT

A Draft of this report was circulated extensively in November 1993. Copies were

distributed to States, EPA Regions, the Association of State and Interstate Water Pollution

Control Administrators (ASIWPCA), and other interested parties. Comments received on

that draft have been reviewed and appropriate changes to the Report have been made.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

Chapter 2 of this report presents the approach and methodology for identifying categories

of storm water sources and methods for estimating the distribution and content of these

discharges. The next two chapters identify storm water discharges not regulated by the

current program and discusses the nature of such discharges and the extent of pollutant

loadings from these sources, as well as their geographic distribution for municipalities

(Chapter 3) and industrial and commercial facilities (Chapter 4).
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CHAPTER 2. APPROACH

This chapter describes the approach taken by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) to identify and characterize storm water discharges that are not subject to the first

phase of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System storm water permit

requirements under Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act (CWA).

The study considered two major classes of storm water discharges: (1) discharges from

municipal separate storm sewer system.s (addressed in Section 2.2) and (2) industrial and

commercial discharges (Section 2.3). EPA relied on existing information and data,

particularly the 1990 U.S. census, and on a number of previous studies, as described in the

literature review (Section 2.4). As a part of this study, EPA developed estimates of annual

loadings for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems. Section 2.1 gives a

brief overview of the approach.

2.1 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

A main purpose of tttis report is to identify storm water discharges not addressed by

Phase I of the NPDES program for storm water dificharges and to determine the nature and

extent of pollutants in these discharges. The analytical approach to this objective followed

two separate paths--one for Phase II discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems

and another for individual Phase II sources. This section briefly summarizes both aspects of

the approach. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide more detailed explanation.

In the analysis of municipal separate storm sewer systems, municipal systems addressed

by Phase I of the NPDES program had to be identified to allow identification of the

remaining potential Phase II municipal systems. EPA limited the analysis of potential Phase

II municipal separate storm sewer systems to those municipalities that had populations that

were classified as urban by the Bureau of the Census. Census information was used to

identify the type of municipality, geographic location, and urban population. Selected
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geographic areas of potential concern, such as urbanized areas, coastal areas, and fast

growing areas, were identified and evaluated following the procedures described below.

Pollutant loading estimates were developed for populations located in urbanized areas that

were designated by the Bureau of the Census, including both Phase I and Phase II

discharges. Pollutant loadings were estimated by using a simplified loadings model described

in Section 2.2.2. Pollutant concentration data for seven pollutants, including conventional

pollutants, nutrients, and metals, were taken from the results of the National Urban Runoff

Program (NURP) (EPA, 1983). Runoff volume was estimated as the product of land area,

the annual amount of precipitation, and the "runoff coefficient" (a fraction that indicates the

proportion of precipitation that runs off the land and enters receiving waters). Land area for

urbanized areas was provided by the 1990 U.S. census. Precipitation estimates were based

on the rainfall zones established in the NPDES Permit Application Requirements for Storm

Water Discharges (November 16, 1990). The runoff coefficient is a function of the

imperviousness of the land surface, which is related to the density of roads, buildings, and

other paved surfaces in an urban area. The amount of impervious area in urban settings can

be estimated from population densities. The runoff coefficient used in this analysis was

estimated by using a relationship based on population density (calculated from census data)

that was published in the technical literature and in EPA documents (Heaney et al., 1977).

In the analysis of individual Phase II sources, identification of potential sources also

proceeded in two steps. First, a review of the regulatory definition identified which types of

facilities were clearly regulated under Phase I. This review aided the development of a list

of facilities similar or identical to Phase I industrial facilities that were not covered under

Phase I for a variety of statutory and regulatory reasons. Second, a literature revie~� (see

Section 2.4) identified, in general terms, additional commercial and retail sources of potential

concern, based on the types of pollutants used or activities conducted. These potential Phase

II sources were specified in detail using the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code

system of the Office of Management and Budget. The use of SIC codes for identification of
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potential Phase II sources also facilitated the quantitative analysis performed in Chapter 4.

Thus, the identification step covered the full range of industrial and commercial business

activities that may be contributing to storm water pollution. A complete listing of industries

classified within the SIC code system is provided later in this section.

The nature and extent of pollutants from individual Phase II sources were determined in

two parts. The nature of pollutants was addressed qualitatively in two steps. First, pollutant

sampling data from Phase I industrial sources was evaluated, summarized, and compared to

previous studies of urban storm water content. This formed a basic reference on the nature

of discharges from a wide variety of specific industrial categories. Second, potential Phase II

sources were classified into groups and compared with Phase I sectors, where possible, to

enable comparison to the pollutant concentration data from Phase I facilities and to determine

the types and quantities of pollutants likely to be associated with unregulated discharges.

This qualitative assessment of potential pollutant associations was supplemented with

information documented in State and local nonpoint source programs, urban runoff programs,

estuary programs, and technical articles identified through the literature review.

The extent of potential Phase II individual discharges was addressed by determining the

geographic location and distribution of facilities that may contribute pollutants to storm

water, rather than calculating pollutant loads as in the municipal analysis. The analysis

focused on location rather than loadings because data on industrial and commercial pollutant

discharges was insufficient to allow estimation of loadings on a national basis. Moreover, an

attempt to estimate loads for industrial and commercial sources would lead to double

counting, because many potential Phase II facilities are located in municipal or urban areas

and the loading analysis for municipal sources already accounts for some of their

contributions.

Using EPA’s Facility and Company Tracking System (FACTS) computer file based on

Dun & Bradstreet information about economic activity, the number of facilities in each SIC
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code was found for each county in the country. ~ From the 1990 census for each county, the

proportion of population associated with geographic jurisdictions of interest was calculated.

For each county and each SIC code, the number of facilities was multiplied by the proportion

of population in each geographic area to yield an estimate of the number of facilities in that

portion of the county. Summing over all counties provides an estimate of the proportion of

facilities in each SIC code nationally that are located in the geographic jurisdictions of

interest.

The two paths, municipal separate storm sewer systems and individual sources, were

related through the geographical analysis of extent of discharges, which shows the proportion

of pollutant loadings from municipal separate storm sewers and the proportion of individual

facilities associated with various areas of concern. Although the effect cannot be quantified,

the nature and extent of pollutants from industrial and commercial sources overlaps with the

nature and extent of pollutant loadings calculated in the municipal analysis.

2.2 ANALYSIS OF MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS

This section describes the procedure used to identify potential Phase II municipal

separate storm sewer systems. The section also explains how the pollutant load estimates

were developed for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems in urbanized

areas°

2.2.1 Identifying Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems

Municipal separate storm sewer systems addressed by Phase I of the NPDES program

had to be identified to allow identification of the remaining potential Phase II municipal

systems. EPA limited the analysis of potential Phase II municipal separate storm sewer

~ The FACTS data base is leased by EPA from Dun & Bradstreet Information Services, which created, maintains,
and annually updates the information based on State and industry reports and on primary data collection in the business
community, including detailed surveys and personal interviews. It has been estimated that this data base accounts for
more than 96 percent of the U.S. Gross National Product (Caskins, 1992). FACTS was made available for this study
through EPA’s National Computer Center in North Carolina.
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systems to populations that were classified as urban by the Bureau of the Census. The only

other population classification available from the Bureau of the Census was rural populations.

Rural populations and rural areas were generally excluded from this part of the analysis

because the Agency was generally unable to tie these areas to development patterns and

demographics that were thought to result in the installation of municipal separate storm sewer

systems. Census information was used to identify the type of municipality, geographic

location, and urban population.

2.2.1.1 Phase I Def’mitions

Section 402(p) of the CWA identifies discharges from municipal separate storm sewer

systems serving a population of more than i00,000 people as requiring permit coverage

under the f’ast phase of the NPDES program. Phase I municipal systems are def’med in the

NPDES regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(4) and (7) and explained in the preamble to include:

¯ Incorporated cities with populations greater than 100,000 served by separate storm
sewers, according to the latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of the Census

¯ Counties with a population of 100,000 or more in unincorporated, urbanized areas,
according to the latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of the Census (excluding the
population of towns and townships)

¯ Municipalities that are designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State.2

Phase I mtmicipal systems also include systems that are designated by EPA or an

authorized NPDES State under section 402(p) of the CWA as needing an NPDES permit

because they are significant contributors of pollutants to waters of the United States or

contribute to a violation of water quality standards.

2 Designation of a Phase I municipal system is based on one of the following factors: physical intereounections
with a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of 100,000 or more identified in the NPDES
regulations, discharges fi~m several municipal separate storm sewer systems, the quantity and nature of pollutants in
the discharge, and the nature of the receiving waters.
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For the purposes of determining Phase I populations, the NPDES regulations allow

municipalities to reduce the population of the mtmicipality to account for populations served

by combined sewers.3

Census def’mitions data from the 1990 census was used to identify urban populations of

potential Phase II municipal separate storm sewer systems. The Bureau of the Census

organizes population information according to political and demographic factors. Political

jurisdictions include entities with governmental structures, such as States, counties,

incorporated places (e.g., cities, towns, villages), and minor civil divisions (MCDs), which

include towns and townships in 20 States. Table 2-1 summarizes the definitions of these

political entities.

Table 2-1. Bureau of the Census Def’mitions of Municipal Entities

Incorporated Places--Places incorporated under the laws of their States as cities, boroughs, towns, and
villages, with the following exceptions: boroughs in Alaska and New York, and towns in the six New
England States, New York, and Wisconsin.

Minor Civil Divisions--Minor civil divisions are primary divisions of counties established under State law
in 20 States. Townships are minor civil divisions in 12 States (Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and South Dakota).
Towns are recognized as minor civil divisions in eight States (Connecticut, Maine, Massachnsetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin).

Counties--In most States, the primary divisions are termed counties. In Louisiana, these divisions are
known as parishes. In Alaska, which has no counties, the county equivalents are the organized boroughs.
In four States (Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, and Virginia), there are one or more cities that are
independent of any county organization and thus constitute primary divisions of their States.

Source: Census of Population and Housing, 1990.

J See 40 CFR 122.26(f)(3). Combined sewers are conveyances that are designed to collect and convey both
storm water and sanitary sewage. Combined sewers are not regulated under the storm water permitting program
because they are regulated as part of the total discharge from the combined system under the existing NPDES permit
eunditions for that system. Combined sewers are addressed in this report only as an adjustment factor used to
estimate storm water flows from urban areas.
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Two additional geographical classifications were evaluated in the report, urbanized areas

designated by the Bureau of the Census and metropolitan areas (MAs) defined by the Office

of Management and Budget (OMB). The definitions of these terms are summarized in

Table 2-2. Census-designated urbanized areas are based primarily on demographics and

represent densely settled areas of 50,000 or more people. OMB identifies metropolitan areas

based on economics and social trends, in addition to population demities. Metropolitan areas

are defined based on county boundaries and are significantly more inclusive than urbanized

areas, which more closely follow population distributions.

Table 2-2. Population Classifications of Bureau of the Census

URBANIZED AREAS--An urbanized area (UA) comprises an incorporated place and adjacent densely
settled surrounding area that together have a minimum population of 50,000. The densely settled
surrounding areas consists of:

i. Contiguous incorporated places or census designated places having:
a. A population of 2,500 or more; or
b. A population of fewer than 2,500 but having either a population density of 1,000 persons per

square mile, a closely settled area containing a minimum of 50 percent of the population, or a
cluster of at least I00 housing units.

2. Contiguous unincorporated area which is connected by road and has a population density of at least
1,000 persons per square mile.

3. Other contiguous unincorporated area with a density of less than 1,000 per square mile, provided
that it:
a. Eliminates an enclave of less than 5 square miles which is surrounded by built-up area.
b. Closes an indentation in the boundary of the densely settled area that is no more than 1 mile

across the open and and encompasses no more than 5 square miles.
c. Links an outlying area of qualifying density, provided that the outlying area is:

(1) Connected by road to, and is not more than 1.5 miles from, the main body of the UA.
(2) Separated from the main body of the UA by water or other undevelopable area, is

connected by road to the main body of the UA, and is not more than 5 miles from the
main body of the UA.

4. Large concentrations of nonresidential urban area (such as industrial parks, office area, and major
airports) which have at least one-quarter of their boundary contiguous to a UA.

URBAN POPULATIONS--All persons living in urbanized areas and in places of 2,500 or more inhabitants
outside of urbanized areas. The urban population consists of all persons living in (1) places of 2,500 or
more inhabitants incorporated as cities, villages, boroughs (except in Alaska and New York), and towns
(except in the New England States, New York, and Wisconsin), but excluding those persons living in the
rural portions of extended cities; (2) census designated places of 2,500 or more inhabitants; and (3) other
territory, incorporated or unincorporated, included in urbanized areas.

RURAL POPULATIONS--Population not classified as urban.
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The following information was obtained from the 1990 census data (Summary Tape

File-lA) for all parts of the United States4:

¯ State and County location

¯ Population

¯ Land Area
¯ Population Density
¯ Growth Projections.

Information on urbanized areas, urban populations, and metropolitan areas was obtained from

documents published by the Census Bureau.

2.2.1.2 Identification of Phase I and Phase II Municipalities

The following steps were taken to identify municipalities with Phase I municipal separate

storm sewer systems:

¯ Cities Specifically Identified in Phase I Regulations: Based on the 1980 census, 173
cities were originally identified as having populations exceeding 100,000. Of these, a
survey of authorized N-PDES States and EPA Regions indicated that 30 cities with
populations of 100,000 or more have been exempted from Phase I storm water
requirements due to populations served by combined sewers. An additional 5 cities’
populations dropped below 100,000 based on the 1990 census. Permit applications
have not been required from these cities unless they have been designated for inclusion
in Phase I by EPA or a State. For the purposes of this report, 140 of the 173 cities
identified in the Phase I regulations are considered to be Phase I.

¯ Counties Specifically Identified in Phase I Regulations: Based on the 1980 census,
47 counties were originally identified as having populations in urbanized,
unincorporated areas that exceeded 100,000 after the population in the incorporated
places, townships, or towns was excluded. Incorporated places with a population of
less than 100,000 that were located in these counties were treated as potential Phase II
municipalities unless they were identified as being designated into Phase I by an
authorized NPDES State or EPA Region. The population of 2 of these counties had

Information obtained for Guam, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands was limited to population and growth projections. For the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the
District of Columbia, all information described above was obtained and used in the analysis.
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dropped below 100,000 based on the 1990 census, leaving 45 Phase I counties
specifically identified in Phase I regulations for the purposes of this report.

Municipalities Designated by NPDES Authorities: Authorized NPDES States and
EPA Regions have the authority to designate additional municipalities as subject to
Phase I. A survey of authorized NPDES States and EPA Regions was used to identify
designated municipalities. This report identifies designations that occurred before
January 1994 and considers them to be Phase I sources for the purposes of this
analysis.

All remaining municipalities with urban populations not identified as a part of Phase I of

the NPDES storm water program were considered to be potential Phase II sources. Chapter

3 provides the specific numbers of municipal entities in various categories. Municipalities

were differentiated based on characteristics such as size, density, or association with other

levels and types of geographical and political jurisdictions. The designation of municipalities

as Phase I vs. Phase II in this report is based on a "snapshot" of currently regulated

municipalities as of January 1994.

2.2.2 Determining the Nature and Extent of Pollutants Associated With
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems

A review of the literature on urban runoff, including past studies conducted by EPA and

the USGS, was used to develop a general descriptive profile of the nature of discharges from

municipal separate storm sewer systems. Section 2.4 discusses this review.

Estimates of loads were developed for selected pollutants in runoff from urbanized areas.

The approach used to estimate loadings of pollutants associated with discharges from

municipal separate storm sewer systems was based on existing data and follows standard

engineering practice (McCuen, 1989; American Society of Civil Engineers, 1969).

These estimates were developed to provide an overview of the extent of pollutant

discharges associated with urban runoff and a relative ranking of the pollution potential from

urbanized areas. The results can be used to compare potential Phase II municipal systems in
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urbanized areas with Phase I mtmicipal systems. This approach was not designed to estimate

actual loads for any specific locality.5 Thus, it would not be appropriate to use load

estimates generated as part of this study in assessing potential storm water impacts within a

specific receiving water body.

To estimate pollutant loadings from municipal separate storm sewer systems, the

following equation was used for each pollutant of concern and for each urbanized area:

Load = Pollutant Concentration × Land Area x Rainfall x Runoff Coefficient ×
Conversion Factor,

where:

Load = Storm water pollutant load in thousands of pounds per yearz

Concentration = Mean pollutant concentrations determined from NURP (mg/l)

Area = I_and area for the urban site or place from the U.S. census (square miles)

Rainfall = Average annual rainfall, based on rainfall zone (inches per year)

Runoff Coefficient = A fraction that represents the proportion of rainfall that runs off
the land to surface waters. It is related to the amount of land covered by impervious
surfaces, such as roads and buildings

Conversion Factor = Adjusts units into pounds per year.

2.2.2.1 Pollutant Concentrations

A review of the literature showed that data from NURP (EPA, 1983) are the most

frequently cited and often used reference values for urban runoff pollutant concentrations.

NURP data were used as the basis for loadings calculations for this study after evaluating the

procedures used in NURP and comparing the results with other independent studies of urban

runoff undertaken by USGS.

~ In particular, rainfall and concentration data were not sit~-specifie.

6 The units of the final loading estimate were converted to thousands of pounds per year so that the results could

be simplified.
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NURP, which was conducted during the early 1980s, remains the most comprehensive

assessment of pollutants in runoff from residential and commercial areas. The program was

developed in the late 1970s, after EPA reviewed State 208 Water Quality Management Plan

Reports and determined that additional and consistent data were needed to describe pollutants

in urban runoff.

Under NURP, EPA provided direction and assistance to 28 planning projects located

throughout the United States (Figure 2-1) that were selected from 93 area-wide agencies that

had identified urban runoff as a potentially significant problem. (Table 2-3 lists the 28

NURP project locations according to EPA Regions.) Each project was separate and distinct

but shared the common goal of conducting field monitoring to characterize pollutants in

runoff from residential and commercial areas. The sampling locations within the 28 NURP

projects included 81 specific sites and more than 2,300 separate storm events. The resulting

data base represented a cross section of regional climatology, residential and commercial land

use types, slopes, and soil conditions and, thereby, provided a basis for identifying patterns

of similarities or differences and testing their significance.

Table 2-3. NURP Project Locations

EPA NURP EPA NURP
Region Code Project Name/Location Region Code Project Name!Location

I MAI Lake Quinsigami~d (Boston Area) V ILl Champaign-Urbana, Illinois
MA2 Upper Mysti� (Boston Area) IL2 Lake Ellyn (Chicago Area)
NHI Dudaam, New Hampshire MII Lansing, Michigan

MI2 SEMCOG (Detroit Area)
1rIB Ann Arbor, Michigan

II NY1 Long Island (Nassau and Saffolk Wit Milwaukee, Wi~3nsin
Counties)

NY2 Lake George VI ARI Little Rock, Arkansas
blY3 Irondequoit Bay (Rochester Area) TXI Austin, Texas

VII KS1 Kansas City

l]I DC1 WASHCOG (D.C. Metropolitan Area) VIH CO1 Denver, Colorado
MD1 Baltimore, Maryland SDI Rapid City. South Dakota

UTI Salt Lake City, Utah

IV ILl Tampa, Florida IX CA1 Coyote Creek (San Francisco At’~)

NCI Wimton-Salem, North Carolina CA2 Fresno, California
SCI Myrtle Beach, South Ciu-olina X ORI Springfield-Eugene, Oregon
TN1 Knoxville, Tennessee WAI Bellevue (Seattle Area))

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1983
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Figure 2-1. Location of NURP Sites

NURP focused on the following ten constituents, which were considered standard

pollutants characterizing urban runoff:

* Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

* Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
¯ Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
¯ Total phosphorus (TP)
¯ Soluble phosphorus (SP)

¯ Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN)
¯ Nitram + nitrite (N)
¯ Total copper (Cu)
¯ Total lead (Pb)
¯ Total zinc (Zn).
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These pollutants are commonly associated with urban runoff and are often targets of

point and nonpoint source studies. In addition, some of these pollutants can be surrogates

for larger categories of pollutants such as oxygen consuming constituents and nutrients.

NURP also examined coliform bacteria and priority pollutants (other than oil and grease).

However, these parameters were only evaluated for a subset of sites and were not the

primary focus of the NURP study. Moreover, they were not presented in a summary fashion

suitable for estimating loadings. Soluble phosphorus is not discussed in this report because it

was not addressed in USGS results or NPDES permit applications for industrial facilities

(addressed later in this chapter).

NLrRP attempted to characterize the nature of storm water from residential and

commercial areas. The data summaries excluded monitoring sites that were downstream of

storm water controls. Sites were selected to focus on runoff from residential areas (primarily

low density) and to avoid heavy industrial areas. NURP commercial site results did not

include heavy industrial sites but in several cases reflected industrial park type use. Sites

were also selected so that there were no extraneous sources of pollutants in the storm water

discharge, such as illicit connections to the storm sewers. In addition, unusually high

pollutant concentrations were eliminated from the data base as being atypical of storm water

discharges.

Because of its site selection approach, NURP results represent normal or baseline urban

runoff conditions from residential and commercial areas, not actual urban conditions which

could include heavy industrial activities which were avoided by NURP. Because the NURP

sites represent average runoff conditions from a mix of residential, commercial, and

industrial park sites, loading estimates based on the NURP concentrations (described earlier

in this Chapter and in Chapter 3) will be influenced by loadings from some of the sources

considered in the industrial and commercial analysis (see Section 2.3 and Chapter 4) that

were located in the catchments monitored.
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NURP showed that the concentrations of pollutants in urban runoff vary considerably

from site to site. Concentrations at individual sites also varied through the course of a storm

event and between events. This variability is the natural result of variations in rainfall

intensity, occurrence, and site-specific factors (e.g., slope, land use) that affect runoff

quantity and quality. NURP data were summarized using average values for storm events,

with an event mean concentration (EMC, i.e., the total pollutant mass discharged divided by

the total runoff volume). To determine typical storm water concentrations, NURP

researchers examined the data in various ways using standard statistical procedures, each

exploring the effects of different factors (e.g., slope, land use category) on final

concentration values. Based on these statistical tests, NURP concluded that geographic

location, land use categories, or other factors appear to be of little utility in explaining the

overall site-to-site variability, and the best general characterization of urban runoff is

obtained by pooling the site data for all sites (except the open/non-urban ones). NURP

recommended the total pollutant mass discharged divided by the total runoff volume (i.e., the

event mean concentration [EMC]) as the best single measure for characterizing overall storm

water pollutant concentrations. The data summarized from NURP are recommended for

planning purposes rather than site-specific characterization. Table 2-4 presents summary

statistics from NURP for different sites and results from other USGS studies, discussed

below.

Comparison to USGS Urban Storm Water Data Base

In addition to EPA’s efforts to characterize urban runoff, USGS has collected urban

rainfall, runoff, and water quality data nationally for several decades. In the mid-1980s,

much of this information was compiled into a national data base. This data base contains

information on 717 storms at 99 stations in 22 metropolitan areas throughout the United

States (Driver et al., 1985). The USGS examined a set of constituents similar to those used

in NURP. The USGS also reported its data in terms of flow-weighted samples so that

concentration and loading values could be compared directly to NURP results.
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Table 2-4. NURP and USGS Summary Statistics--
Water Quality Characteristics of Urban Runoff

NURP (1983) USGS (varint~ yean)

Median Urban Site (d) Commerchl Resinential Comme~�~l Sites hulu~a~i Sites

]~viC Mean EMC Medianl 9~th%-ile EMC Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

Pollutam ~i~/note~ a b b b c c c c ¢

BOD5 mg/l 12 9 15 9 12 7 16 8 NR NR

COD mg/l 82 65 140 57 NR NR NR NR NR NR

NOz-J-NOL~-N mgJ[ 0.86 0.68 1.75 0.57 0.57 0.46 0.38 0.25 1.7! 1.20

TK]4 mg/I 1.90 1.50 3,30 1.18 NR NR NR NR NR NR

TotaJ P mg/l 0.42 0.33 0.70 0.20 0.46 0.36 0.31 0.18 6.61 6.40

TSS mg]l 180 100 300 69 1163 228 248 I09 671 492

Copper ~g/l 43 34 93 29 43 20 28 16 89 74

Le~d ,~g/l 182 144 350 104 222 120 215 73 97 78

Zinc ~g/l 202 160 500 226 145 100’ 31 t 110 706 550

a - EMC mean reported on page 6..60 of NURP report in the context of loading e~mate comparisons. EMC should be u~d when compazing cumulative effec~
such a~ WQ impacts in iske~ or when comparing load~ on a long-term basis.

b - EMC median reported on 6-43 of NURP a~ the best description of urban runoffcharacterbtic~ in tem~ of water ~ short-term water quality impact~ in
rivers a~d streams.

c - Simple me~m and median calc~ated from raw data from USGS. Because the data were not normally dLqributed, the median b the basu mea~mze of central
tendency.

d - NURP’s "median urban site" is ¯ composite of ~ use type~.

NR - Not Reported.

To provide a comparisqn to the NURP data for this study, the USGS data were analyzed

statistically to develop mean and median pollutant concentration values for 7 of the 10 NURP

pollutants. (The USGS data did not include COD, TKN, or soluble P. As previously not=d,

soluble phosphorus is not discussed in this report because it is not addressed in USGS or

NPDES permit applications for industrial facilkies.) To provide some perspective on NURP,

different land use categories (i.e., residential, commercial, and industrial park sites) were

analyzed separately. Table 2-4 summarizes the results from the USGS data base next to the

NURP results. Although NURP results (for the median) are higher for BOD, nitrate +

nitrite, copper, lead, and zinc, most of the results differ by less than 50 percent, except for

TSS results, which are highly variable. Both sets of results are in the same range,
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supporting the idea that these values are representative of the nature of urban runoff. This

determination is consistent with the f’mdings of Driver and Lystrom (1986), who also

compared certain aspects of the two data sets.

As described in this chapter and in Chapter 3, this report uses historical data, generated

by the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) and by the U.S. Geological Survey

(USGS), to generally and comparatively characterize metal contamination in storm water

runoff from urban areas.

Recently, concerns have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for

metals where adequate QAJQC cannot be properly documented (USGS, 1992). The quality

of trace level metal data, especially at levels in the 1-5 part per billion (ppb) range, may be

compromised due to contamination of samples during collection, preparation, storage, and

analysis. These concerns have also been expressed as applying to the NURP metals data.

EPA believes that the metals data for urban runoff from USGS and NURP as used in this

repor~ are valid. Mean concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc observed under NURP and

USGS were found to be in the range of 30 to 700 ppb (see Table 2-4), well above the

1-5 ppb range that has been identified as questionable. Furthermore, in dealing with the

metals issue generally, EPA believes that most historical data for metals collected and

analyzed with appropriate QA and QC at levels of 1 ppb or higher are reliable (EPA, 1993).

It should also be pointed out that the historical sampling data presented in this report is

intended to provide a general, qualitative characterization of urban storm water runoff rather

than a precise empirical relationship. The metals loadings estimated using NURP data are

only used to illustrate relative loadings contributions from different geographical areas of the

country. Quantitative loadings estimates, which could possibly be affected by suspect data,

have not been presented in this report.
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2.2.2.2 Land Area

Population and land area data (or population density) for all urbanized areas were

obtained from the 1990 census. Phase I sources and potential Ph,ase II sources were

identified based on the procedure described in Section 2.2.1. An adjustment factor was

developed to address combined sewer systems. Combined sewer systems are not considered

to be part of the storm water regulatory program (although combined sewer overflows from

combined sewer systems are addressed by the NPDES program). Therefore, storm water

volume estimates in this report were adjusted to account for the flows entering combined

sewers. Estimates of the land area served by combined sewer systems were based on data

reported by the States for The 1984 Needs Survey Report to Congress (EPA, 1985).

2.2.2.3 Rainfall

Annual rainfall estimates were obtained from Methodology for Analysis of Detention

Basins for Control of Urban Runoff Quality (Driscoll et al., 1986). This document identifies

9 rainfall zones in the United States (see Figure 2-2). Although th~se rainfall zones have

been updated in Analysis of Storm Event Characteristics for Selected Rainfall Gauges

Throughout the United States (Driscoll et al., 1989), (see Appendix B of this report) to

include 15 more precisely defined rainfall zones, the 9 rainfall zones from the earlier report

were used to simplify estimation procedures.

For each of the 3,141 counties in the country, the appropriate rainfall zone was

identified, along with the average annual rainfall for that zone. This information was merged

with the larger census data base at the county level to provide rainfall estimates for each

municipality.
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Not Shown: Alaska (Zone 7); Hawaii (Zone 7); Northern Mariana Islands (Zone 7); Guam
(Zone 7); American Samoa (Zone 7); Puerto Rico (Zone 3); Virgin Islands (Zone 3).

Zone 2 39.6 Zone 5 19.2 Zone 8 11.0

Zone 3 50.9 Zone 6 7.5 Zone 9 14.3

Source: 55 FR 47990, 1990
EPA, 1990

Figure 2-2. National Distribution of Rainfall Zones and Average
Annual Precipitation (inches/year)
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2.2.2.4 Runoff Coefficient

The runoff coefficient represents the portion (percentage) of total precipitation reaching

the ground that becomes runoff to surface waters. A number of factors, such as the nature

of the soils, topography, and amount or type of vegetative cover, can affect the runoff

coefficient. However, the most important factor in determining the quantity of runoff from a

given storm in a given area is the amount of impervious area (MWCOG, 1987). Impervious

areas include all types of paved areas (e.g., streets, sidewalks, parking lots, driveways),

buildings, roof tops, and other similar structures. The extent of impervious area is a

function of many local considerations, such as the density and type of development.

Generally, the runoff coefficient is directly related to watershed imperviousness, as illustrated

in Figure 2-3, which contains data from 44 small urban catchments monitored during the

national NU-RP study.

¯._.o. ~o-
70.-

_~o. ~o,-, ............ : " ’- ..... ~ ...... i"~i "~ !’"~"; ...... ":".
~o. so-~ ................ ~-..~ .............. : .... : .... . ............

r . ~ ~       ;       :

~0.3~ ....... : " ............. " "." "" ........

~0.~ ......... ~ ....¯ .... ~, ,.-’ ’ .......~ ......~ ......’ ......~ .....

~ ............................................

0    tO    ~o    ~o    4o ~0    ~o 70 ~0 ~0

Figure 2-3. Relationship of Watershed Imperviousness to Runoff Coefficient

The runoff coefficient used in the analysis of this report was estimated as a function of

population density, based on equations that are widely used in the engineering literature, in

previous studies by EPA’s Office of Research and Development, and in the Corps of

Engineers’ Storage, Treatment, Overflow and Runoff Model (STORM) (which was designed
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for planning purposes and simulation of storm events [Heaney et al., 1977]). The two

equations are:

Impervious Proportion = 0.096 × population density(°’573-’°391 × ~o~ iPo~auo~ D~s,ty))
Runoff Coefficient = 0.15 (l-impervious proportion) + 0.90 (impervious proportion).

Combining the two equations yields:

Runoff Coefficient = 0.15 + 0.75 × [0.096 × population density~°’573"’°39’×’°g(P°v~

where population density is in persons per acre.

The first equation estimates the site-specific level of imperviousness from population

density. This empirical equation is based on data from another study of hundreds of

municipalities in New lersey (Stankowski, 1974). The second equation estimates a runoff

coefficient from an empirical equation that depends on the level of imperviousness. Using

this model, an area with no impervious surfaces would be assigned a runoff coefficient of

0.15, while a completely impervious area would have a runoff coefficient of 0.90. These

equations produce results that are similar to those presented in Figure 2-3.

The model can be used to estimate runoff coefficients when only population density is

known. Figure 2-4 shows how the model predicts the relationship between population

density, expressed in persons per acre and the runoff coefficient. For example, for an urban

area with 10 people per acre (or 6,400 people per square mile), the model estimates a runoff

coefficient of 0.4, meaning that, on average, 40 percent of the rainfall runs off to surface

water. The model estimates that places with higher population densities will have higher

runoff coefficients. Although limitations are associated with this relationship (e.g., the

original equation is based on land use conditions in the 1960s and the estimates are limited

by the uncertainty of the assumed variables), the model can make use of population density.

data from the 1990 census in estimating runoff coefficients for different municipalities for

comparative purposes.
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Figure 2-4. Runoff Coefficient Calculated as a Function of Population Density

2.3 ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL PHASE I1 DISCHARGES

The second major focus of this study was to (1) identify types of industrial, commercial,

and institutional storm water discharges for which permits are not already required as part of

Phase I and (2) determine, to the maximum extent practical, the nature and extent of

pollutants in such discharges. This section explains the approach used to select classes of

facilities for study and the data analyses undertaken to develop the information presented in

Chapter 4.

To develop information on remaining unregulated sources, sources regulated under

Phase I were clearly def’med and eliminated from consideration along with sources that have

been statutorily exempted from both Phase I and Phase II. Then, from the remaining set of
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sources and facilities, classes of facilities with the potential to contribute pollutants to storm

water discharges were identified¯ The analysis of the nature and extent of individual Phase II

discharges addresses both pollutant concentrations and the geographic distribution of

facilities. The geographical analysis was developed to determine the distribution and location

of individual Phase II facilities in relation to Urbanized Areas and the Phase II municipalities

identified in the first part of this study. Although there was not enough data available on a

national basis to estimate pollutant loadings from individual Phase II sources, the approach

taken could later be related to an assessment of water quality conditions at the local,

regional, or State level¯

2.3.1 Identifying Individual Phase II Storm Water Discharges

The storm water discharge regulations (Phase I) require permit applications from

facilities with "storm water discharges associated with industrial activity," as defined in 40

CFR 122.26(b)(14) (55 FR 47990). This definition describes the 11 specific categories of

industrial activities which are regulated. For the categories of industries identified, the term

includes storm water discharges from:

¯ . . industrial plant yards; immediate access roads and rail lines used or created by
the facility; material handling sites; refuse sites; sites used for the application or
disposal of process waste waters...; sites used for the storage and maintenance of
material handling equipment; sites used for residual treatment, storage or disposal;
shipping and receiving areas; manufacturing buildings; storage areas (including tank
farms) for mw materials, and intermediate and finished products; and areas where
industrial activity has taken place in the past and significant materials remain and are
exposed to storm water [40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)].

The definitions of the 11 categories include both narrative descriptions of activities and

specific designadous of industrial operatiom based on Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)

code.~ For example, category (i) mentiom facilities subject to effluent limitations guidelines

~ The SIC code is the statistical classification standard underlying all Federal economic statistics classified by
industry (OMB, 1987).
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developed by EPA, while category (xi) designates many specific SIC codes. Because of the

comprehensiveness of the SIC system, even narrative descriptions can be correlated with SIC

designations. For example, category (vii) covers steam electric power generating facilities,

which are included primarily in SIC 4911, and category (ix) covers domestic treatment

works, which are included primarily in SIC 4952. The practical effect of these narrative

definitions and specific SIC code designations is that most of the industrial facilities subject

to permit application requirements are represented by major SIC groupings 10 through 45.s

As a basis for identifying Phase II facilities and obtaining information about their

distribution and abundance, this study focused on SIC codes. Major sectors of the economy

are def’med on the basis of the two-digit SIC code group. The two-digit code is a relatively

general categorization of the Nation’s economic activity; all industrial, commercial, and retail

activities are organized into less than 100 two-digit SIC codes, which are listed in Table 2-5.

The more specific four-digit SIC code provides a more detailed breakdown of these

enterprises and is much more descriptive of the activities conducted at the establishment.

The SIC code identifies facilities based on the "primary activity" in which a facility is

engaged. Chapter 4 discusses selected advantages and disadvantages of using the SIC code

system for identification of storm water sources. Focusing on SIC codes for the purposes of

this study does not imply that EPA must regulate on a SIC code basis. Also, although some

potential Phase II categories or concerns may be def’med or discussed in terms of narrative

descriptions, these can be evaluated in terms of SIC code designations.

Although all unregulated facilities which have point source discharges of storm water are
potential Phase II sources, in practical terms, only a subset of four-digit SIC codes have real

s The NPDES regulations specifically exempt some categories of activity from the definition of point source,
including storm water runoff from agricultural sources and silviculture activities (mostly in SIC codes 01 through 09)
(40 CFR Part 122.3(e)), irrigation return flows (40 CFR Part 122.3(f)), and uncontaminated runoff from mining sites
and oil and gas facilities (40 CFR 122.26(a)(2)). In addition, construction activities are regulated based on the site
where activity is occurring, not based on the SIC code for contractors and builders that may participate in the
construction (SIC 15 - 17).
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Table 2-5. List of All Two-Digit SIC Code Groups and Industry Description

SIC SIC
CODE DESCRIPTION CODE DESCRIPTION

01 Ag. Product.-Crops 50 Wholesale-Durables
02 Ag. Product.-Livestock 51 Wholesale-Nondurables
07 Ag. Services 52 Bldg. & Gard. Mats.
08 Forestry 53 General Stores
09 Fishing, Hunting 54 .Food Stores
t0 Metal Mining 55 Auto Dealers & Service
12 Coal & Lignite Mining 56 Apparel Stores
13 Oil & Gas Extraction 57 Furniture Stores
14 Nonmetallic Minerals 58 Eat & Drink Places
15 Building Contractors 59 Misc. Retail
16 Heavy Const. Contractors 60 Banking
17 Spec. Trade Contractors 61 Credit Agencies
20 Man. Food, etc. 62 Security Brokers
21 Man. Tobacco 63 Insurance Carriers
22 Man. Textile 64 Insurance Agents
23 Man. Apparel 65 Real Estate
24 Lumber & Wood 67 Investment Offices
25 Furniture & Fixtures 70 Hotels & Lodging
26 Paper & Allied Prod. 72 Personal Services
27 Printing & Publish. 73 Business Services
28 Chemicals & Allied 75 Auto Repair Services
29 Petroleum & Coal 76 Misc. Repair
30 Rubber & Plastic Products 78 Motion Pictures
31 Leather/Products 79 Amusement Services
32 Stone, Clay & Glass 80 Health Services
33 Primary Metal Ind. 81 Legal Services
34 Fab. Metal Products 82 Educational Services
35 Machinery-electric 83 Social Services
36 Electronic Equip. 84 Museums
37 Transportation Equip. 86 Membership Orgs.
38 Instrument & Related 87 Research & Development
39 Misc. Manufacturing 88 Households w/Employees
40 Railroad Transport" 89 Services, NEC
41 Local Pass. Transit 91 Executive, Gen’l Govt.
42 Trucking 92 Justice, Public order
43 U.S. Postal Service 93 Public Finance, Taxes
44 Water Transport 94 Human Resource Admin
45 Air Transport 95 Env. Qual. & Housing Admin.
46 Pipe Lines-Nat. Gas 96 Economic Program Admin.
47 Transport Services 97 National Security
48 Communication 99 Non-Classifiable
49 Electric, Gas & Sanitation
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potential to use, process, or store sources of pollutants, or engage in activities that could lead

to contamination of storm water. In addition, there are many general sources of storm water

contamination such as parking lots, trash dumpsters, and failing septic systems which could

be associated with almost any commercial or residential activity. Some general information

on these sources is presented in Chapter 4; however, the focus of this report is in identifying

specific classes of facilities with greater than average potential for contribution of pollutants

to storm water discharges based on their activities.

EPA identified two major groups of facilities for potential inclusion in Phase II. The

first group of potential Phase II facilities identified (Group A) consists of facilities in the

same SIC code groups as Phase I facilities (SICs 10-45) that are conducting activities that are

essentially the same as Phase I industrial activities but that were not included in Phase I due

to the specific language of the statute or EPA’s regulatory specificity in defining the universe

of Phase I industrial activities. The second major group (Group B) consists of facilities in all

other SIC code groups where discharges of pollutants are suspected based on case studies,

expert opinions, literature reviews, and other sources of information such as experience with

Phase I of the storm water program.9

2.3.1.1 Group A Facilities

Group A is comprised of facilities which are generally identical to regulated Phase I

industrial activities but that have been excluded from Phase I due to the specific language of

the statute or EPA’s regulatory specificity. While some of the facilities that make up Group

A are obvious, (i.e., those with a specific statutory exemption from Phase I), others are more

difficult to identify. Because these facilities may be described by SIC codes identical to

Phase I regulated facilities, the FACTS data base was of little use in identifying these

9 Although some sources similar to Phase I industrial activities were not identified in the 1990 application regulations
(55 FR 47990) directly, EPA or an authorized NPDES State has the authority under Section 402(p)(2)(E) to designate
individual facilities as needing an NPDES permit. Although some designations of this type have been made, this report
bases the distinction of individual Phase I and Phase II facilities based on the regulatory definition and not on any
individual designations which may have been made.
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facilities. Instead, each of the 11 industrial categories that make up Phase I (see Chapter 4,

Table 4-2) was examined for possible omissions and discrepancies. The result of this effort

was a list of sources that are not covered under Phase I but that are closely related to one of

the eleven categories of industrial activity. This list appears in Table 4-3. In order to help

define these facilities, sources on the list were categorized into three major groups. Group A

sources are described in Chapter 4.

2.3.1.2 Group B Facilities

The second general class of facilities were identified on the basis of potential activities

and pollutants that may contribute to storm water contamination (Group B). Unlike Group A

facilities which are generally represented by the same range of SIC code groups as Phase I

facilities (SICs 10-45), Group B facilities have distinctly different SIC codes but may be

performing similar activities or using similar materials as Phase I facilities. Based on the

review and analysis of the types of industrial sources not covered under Phase I, several

categories of Group B facilities were identified that have activities inherently similar to Phase

I but are not currently regulated. Some SIC code groups were also identified using other

criteria, described below.

Commercial facilities were specifically excluded from Phase I by Congress. However,

many 6ommercial sources represent an important environmental concern. These concerns are

documented in State and local nonpoint source programs, urban runoff programs, and estuary

programs identified through the literature review (see Section 2.4). The Rensselaerville

Study (1992) reflected this view by identifying "gas, auto, service stations, transportation

related activities, highway systems, land development, agricultural sources and related

activities, commercial activities with industrial components, and large retail complexes" as

SOurCeS of concern, to

~o No SIC codes specifically identify all large retail complexes. However, these complexes are partially
addressed through the loading analysis of storm water from urban/urbanized areas in the municipal section
(Chapter 3).
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Another class of facilities included in Group B is commercial agricultural-related

activities. Categories that are specifically exempted from regulation under Section 402 of the

CWA (or, in certain cases, under existing NPDES regulations) were eliminated from

consideration in Group B as potential Phase II sources. (These include agriculture and most

silviculture activities generally included in SIC code groups 01, 02, 07, 08, and 09.tx)

However, several specific SIC codes were retained on the list as potential Phase II sources

because they are not specifically included under the agricultural exemption. These include

nurseries, feedlots (the larger of which are already regulated under the NPDES permitting

program),12 some forestry operations, and miscellaneous others, t3

A final review of other miscellaneous sources that have been identified as potential

contributors to storm water pollution was conducted to reveal any sources not addressed by

the criteria discussed above. The facilities identified use or handle materials containing

pollutants of concern to publicly owned treatment works (POTWs). To the extent that these

materials are used, stored, processed, or disposed of outdoors at Group B facilities, they may

also represent a source of storm water contamination.

The procedure used to identify specific SIC codes with significant potential to discharge

pollutants to storm water resulted in the identification of 90 categories of facilities.

Table 4-4 lists the subset of 90 four-digit SIC codes identified from this analysis. The

analysis was comprehensive and inclusive, while at the same time carefully determining

whether a category had the potential to contribute pollution to storm water.

tt The NPDES regulations at 40 CFR 122.27 cover discharges from cexxain types of silviculture activities but do

not cover other discharges that are nonpoint in nature.

n Feedlots that are not contained within the regulatory definition of concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO)

are not point sources unless designated on a case-by-~ase basis under 40 CFR 122.23(c).

~3 Under 402(13)(6), EPA may establish regulations that could include sources that are not currently defined as point
sources or examined as potential Phase lI sources in this report, including some operations related to silviculture.
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The geographic distribution analysis was completed for all major two-digk SIC code

groups and for the 90 specific four-digit SIC codes identified in Table 4-4. Information

about the distribution of all facilities is presented in the report, even for categories that are

not among the 90 potential Phase II categories, including all Phase I facilities, financial and

service groups, and agricultural activities.

2.3.1.3 Service Sectors

Major SIC code groups in the service sectors, such as banking, finance, insurance fh’ms,

and food services were not considered "to be potential Phase II sources. The activities of

these enterprises are generally conducted indoors and do not inherently use or produce

contaminants that m.ay enter storm water. Although these facilities may have general sources

such as parking lots or trash dumpsters which could contaminate storm water discharges, the

municipal analysis considers pollutant loadings from these types of sources. All of the major

SIC groups excluded on this basis are listed in Table 4-6. Regardless, the geographic and

distributional analysis was conducted for these facilities at the major group (two-digit SIC)

level. These results are presented in Appendix G.

2.3.2 Determining the Nature and Extent of Pollutants Associated With Industrial and
Commercial Discharges

The nature and extent of discharges from potential Phase II industrial and commercial

discharges were analyzed in a manner that allows comparison with the municipal analysis in

terms of geographic distribution. The potential pollutant content of storm water from

industrial and commercial sites was characterized and the locations of these potential

discharges were analyzed with respect to urbanized areas. The nature of discharges was

evaluated by comparison to existing studies (i.e., NU’RP and USGS), by analysis of

discharge data from Phase I sources, and by compilation of qualitative information from a

literature survey. The geographic extent of discharges was evaluated by analyzing the

location of facilities using the FACTS data base in conjunction with information from the

census, as explained below.
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2.3.2.1 Identifying Pollutants Associated With Industrial and Commercial Discharges

Storm water discharged from industrial, commercial, and retail facilities has the potential

to come into contact with raw materials, products, and waste streams, which can result in

pollutant contamination of storm water discharges. A number of general categories of

activities and conditions that have the potential to generate contaminants in storm water have

been identified in both the proposed and f’mal NPDES Permit Application Regulations for

Storm Water Discharges (53 FR 49416; 55 FR 47990):

¯ Outside loading of dry bulk or liquid materials that may be spilled or accumulated and
washed with rainfall into storm sewers or receiving waters

¯ Outside storage of raw materials, wastes, or products

¯ Outside processing of materials where rainfall may come into contact with materials in
the process stream

¯ Practices with the potential for spills to the storm sewer or wash down of processing
areas to floor drains

¯ High volume water use in material processing

¯ Direct application of wastes to the ground

¯ Dust and particulate generating processes

¯ Vehicle and equipment maintenance activities.

Most of these activities are specifically mentioned in the definition of discharges associated

with industrial activity (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)).

To characterize potential industrial and commercial storm water discharges, data on

industrial and commercial sites and land uses were taken from the NURP and USGS studies

and analyzed statistically and presented for comparison purposes. Chapter 4 provides further

comparison and discussion. The results provide general insight into the nature of storm

water runoff from light industrial areas.
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The nature of industry-specific storm water quality data was characterized by analyzing

sampling data submitted by group permit applicants under Phase I. These sampling results

provide insight into the nature of storm water from these industrial sites and storm water

from potential Phase II facilities which may have similar characteristics.

This analysis focused on the pollutants that were required to be analyzed for in the

Part II NPDES storm water permit group application plus copper, lead, and zinc. For each

pollutant and each industrial sector, the mean, median, and 95th percentile were calculated

for both grab and composite samples, where the pollutant was identified. Where applicants

reported none detected, the result was treated as zero, an approach consistent with the

analysis of data from Phase I industrial facilities as presented in Appendix F. Chapter 4

summarizes these data. Appendix F contains detailed data summaries for each of 29

industrial sectors developed for the group application process.

To facilitate characterization of the nature of discharges from potential Phase II sources,

similarities between Phase I and Phase II facilities were highlighted by comparing categories

with similar activities, where possible. For facilities in Group A, comparison to Phase I

sectors is generally straightforward and yields valuable information about these potential

Phase II facilities. For Group B facilities, the corresponding Phase I activity may not be as

similar. Comparisons were made only in general terms at the industrial sector level and not

at the level of specific SIC codes or facilities. The resulting information presented in

Chapter 4, therefore, can only be used as a guide to the general types and levels of pollutants

that may be found at facilities of a given category, rather than a definitive determination of

the degree of contamination at a particular site. These results are presented in Chapter 4.

To supplement the Phase I data analysis, a literature review was conducted to locate and

summarize the available information on the nature of pollutants with emphasis on the groups

of categories selected by the screening procedure outlined above. The literature review

focused on identifying the types of pollutants that may be associated with particular
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categories of facilities. General qualitative information on storm water discharges and

potential pollutants is available in the literature from a number of case studies and

assessments of specific locations and types of facilities. Although providing useful

background information, it is usually not comprehensive for any one category and may not

be comparable across categories.

2.3.2.2 Determining the Extent of Individual Phase H Sources

The extent of storm water discharges from Phase II sources was determined by

identifying the locations of the facilities in those categories, rather than the pollutant loads

associated with them, as in the municipal analysis. Nation-wide information on the extent of

pollutants from these facilities is limited. However, detailed quantitative information on the

geographic extent and distribution of these facilities can be developed by combining two data

sources14:

¯ FACTS provides data, including name and address, county affiliation, primary
business activity (SIC), employment, and sales, on more than 7.7 million industrial,
commercial, retail, and government facilities.

¯ The 1990 Census of Population and Housing, discussed previously, provides detailed
information on population and area for most political subdivisions in the counU’y.
County-level information on population associated with urbanized areas was used in
this analysis.

An analysis was conducted to determine the distribution of individual Phase II facilities

and categories in relation to population patterns. To develop information comparable to the

municipal analysis, the analysis of individual sources was conducted at the county level.

This analysis was conducted to examine the distribution of industrial, commercial, and retail

enterprises to determine how they are distributed relative to jurisdictions of potential interest

in development of potential Phase II regulatory approaches.

~4 Information on number and location of facilities was limited to the 50 States and the District of Columbia.
Analysis of these statistics in relation to urbanized areas was not performed for the facilities and urbanized areas in the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
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The geographic analysis involved developing, for each county, population, and area, data

for all the same political and geographic jurisdictions studied in the municipal analysis, based

on the 1990 census data base. Jurisdictions of interest included urbanized areas and Phase I

cities, as discussed in Section 2.2, for municipal discharges. For each county, then, the

proportion of individual facilities within urbanized areas could be calculated, and the number

of facilities located in Phase I and Phase II areas could be determined.

Because the facility tocation data was not available at the same level of detail as census

data used in the municipal analysis, the next step of the procedure made use of the

approximate correlation between the location of business and economic activity and the

distribution of population. Specifically, the analysis relies on the premise that industrial and

commercial facilities are distributed similarly to population within county jurisdictional

boundaries. For example, the percentage of facilities estimated to be in the urbanized area of

a county is allocated based on the percentage of population in the urbanized area of the

county. The premise may be more valid for urban retail activities, such as automobile

service activities, and less valid for agricultural activities, which are generally less likely to

be associated with urban areas. However, when considering all counties together, as shown

in Chapter 4, this procedure produces reasonable results, even for rural businesses, because

they are more often located in counties with small urban populations.

Using FACTS, individual facilities were counted for each SIC code and for each

county. 15 By basing the distribution of facilities on the distribution of population within a

county, it was possible to allocate a portion of the facilities in each county to urbanized

areas. The national total for each jurisdictional class was obtained by summing over all

counties.

15 A few facilities had incomplete records for county name and so could not be analyzed using this procedure.
Given the intensive data collection activities of Dun & Bradstreet and the focus on economic activity for marketing
purposes, the largest and most economically important facilities probably have the most complete records. Thus, the
types of facilities with incomplete records are probably small and economically less significant.
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2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW PROCESS

The literature review for information about storm water discharges, sources, and

pollutants was fundamental to the approach. The following sections describe the activities

conducted during the literature search.

2.4.1 Libraries

An extensive literature search was conducted at several libraries, including the University

of Maryland and George Washington University, the Library of Congress, the USGS library,

and the National Agricultural Library. " The On-Line Computer Library Center (OCLC), a

national bibliographic data base of 27 million records representing the holdings of more than

15,000 libraries worldwide, was accessed at the University of Maryland. Libraries that use

OCLC primarily include public libraries, university libraries, and governmental agency

libraries, such as the Department of Interior, Department of Agriculture, and the USGS.

The system enables the user to search for periodicals, books, and other publications by using

author, title, or subject key words. Numerous key words and phrases were searched,

including key words associated with the activities of industries selected for the Phase II

analysis. General terms such as storm water, industrial pollution, and names of products or

contaminants thought to be associated with particular industries were also searched using

OCLC.

At the Library of Congress, a data base search was conducted for information in trade

association journals and other publications, environmental engineering journals and

periodicals, environmental business journals and periodicals, and other publications that

potentially have information related to the industrial analysis. Many of the trade association

publications are only available to association members. For those publications found in

library holdings, a search was conducted for articles that did not show up during the OCLC

search. The data base used at the Library of Congress comprises numerous computerized

disk fries, each containing information on various subjects, such as science and engineering.

The science and engineering disk (the most closely related topic area) was used to search for
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periodicals available through local libraries. Back-issues of many of the more topical

publications were scanned for information relevant to the industrial analysis. The majority of

periodicals searched are included in the list given in Table 2-6. At each library, library-

specific data bases were searched for documents located in the individual library but not

entered into the OCLC data base.

Table 2-6. List of Periodicals and Journals Searched

Autoracing Digest Water/Engineering and Management
Automotive Industries Waste Age
Automotive Repair News Modem Casting
Automotive Review Journal of Environmental Quality
Automotive Week Journal of Water Pollution Control Federation,
Chemical Business Journal of Water Resource Planning and
Chemical Industry Notes Management
Chemical Engineering Journal of Transportation Engineering
Chemical Marketing Journal of Irrigation and Drainage Engineering
American Petroleum Institute’s Annual ReportSdence
Service Station Management Pipeline and Gas Journal
Petroleum Independent American Industrial Hygiene Association
Petroleum Marketer Journal
Environmental Progress Pipe Line Industry
Environmental Pollution JAPCA
Environmental Research Material Handling Engineering
Enviro~tal Science and Technology Engineering News Record
Water Research The Engineer
Water Resources Bulletin Highway and Heavy Construction
Water Resources Research Plastics Worm
Oil and Gas Journal ISA Transactions
Water Science and Technology Chemical and Engineering News
Pollution Engineering Biocycle
Journal of Testing and Evaluation The Management of Worm Wastes
Successful Farming Metal Finishing
Plant Engineering

2.4.2 Additional Resources

Other resources used in the literature search included EPA documents and periodicals in

the Pollution Prevention Information Clearinghouse and Toxic Release Information System,

documents available through EPA, EPA’s docket, topic-related development documents and
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effluent guidelines limitations, and publications from State offices related to potential

Phase II industries. Additional organizations and individuals were contacted to obtain

information on pollutant concentrations in storm water discharges from industrial facilities,

especially potential Phase II sources. Only a few documents obtained contained industry-

specific pollutant concentration data. The rest provided background information on potential

Phase II sources. Organizations contacted specifically for information include the U.S.

Department of Defense, the number and a list of military bases; the U.S. Department of

Transportation, for an estimate on the acreage or miles of road disturbed per year; the Forest

Service at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, for data on storm water discharges from the

construction of roads for logging and related activities; and the National Estuary Program, to

ascertain data on storm water impacts outlined in estuary management programs.

A list of the documents obtained from the various sources mentioned above is included in

the bibliography at the end of this report. Other documents available in the EPA docket

(Record For Proposed NPDES Storm Water Implementation Package) were also reviewed.

2.4.3 Potential for Obtaining Additional Information

Based on research efforts for the Report to Congress, quantitative information on

pollutant concentrations (and loadings) from industrial activities, especially potential Phase II

(unregulated) categories, is limited. EPA’s literature search for information on industrial

sources identifiect many major categories of information. Pursuing additional sources of

information and extending the literature review effort would probably yield more qualitative

information to enhance the existing information on industrial sources. In particular,

information on the processes and activities associated with the facilities and a better idea of

the types of pollutants involved could potentially be documented. By focusing on particular

industry sectors, it may be possible to get more information on the number and size of

facilities, as well as information on quantities of products mined, distributed, etc.
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CHAPTER 3. MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS

Section 402(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires the control of discharges from

municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of 100,000 or more under

Phase I of the NPDES storm water program. This chapter identifies municipal separate

storm sewer systems not identified in Phase I that potentially may be subject to requirements

under Phase II of the NPDES storm water program. In addition, this chapter describes the

nature and extent of pollutants associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems, with

an emphasis on potential Phase II sources. To provide an appropriate context for the

discussion of potential Phase II sources, this chapter also discusses Phase I municipal

systems.

Municipal separate storm sewer systems are comprised of conveyances designed to

collect and convey storm water (but not sanitary sewage~) that are owned or operated by a

municipality. Section 402(p)(3) of the CWA authorizes EPA and NPDES States to issue

system-wide or jurisdiction-wide permits for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer

systems. NPDES permits for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems are to

contain requirements to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable

(MEP) and to effectively prohibit non-storm water- discharges to the municipal system in

order to meet water quality standards. These requirements can be implemented through

municipal storm water management programs to control pollutants from targeted commercial,

residential, industrial, and other sources that discharge storm water (or other non-storm water

discharges) through the municipal system.

3.1 iDENTIFICATION OF MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS

The Bureau of the Census estimates that the population of the United States and

associated territories was more than 252.2 million in 1990.2 There are 19,289 incorporated

1 Combined sewers are conveyances designed to collect and convey both storm water and sanitary sewage. This

report generally does not address combined sewers.

2 Population estimates based on the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
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places and 17,796 minor civil divisions in the continental United States, Alaska, and Hawaii.

These incorporated places and minor civil divisions are located in 3,141 counties or county

equivalents. As discussed in Chapter 2, Table 2-2 provides the Bureau of the Census

definitions for the major forms of municipal government.

3.1.1 Population Distributions

The Bureau of the Census defines two classes of population: urban and rural. The

majority of the population in the United States is classified as urban (188 million or 75

percent of the total U.S. population), with only 25 percent of the population classified as

rural.

3.1.1.1 Urbanized Areas

To provide a better separation of urban and rural population and housing in the vicinity

of large cities, the Bureau of the Census defines an urbanized area as a central city (or cities)

with a surrounding area that is densely settled (i.e., urban fringe). The population of the

entire urbanized area must be greater than 50,000 persons, and the urban fringe must have a

population density generally greater than 1,000 persons per square mile (just over 1.5

persons per acre). As discussed in Chapter 2, Table 2-2 provides the definitions of urban

populations, rural populations, and urbanized areas used in the 1990 census.

The Bureau of the Census identified 405 urbanized areas of 50,000 or more people based

on the 1990 census. The combined population of these areas was more than 160 million

people (63 percent of the total U.S. population and 85 percent of the urban population).

However, these areas occupy less than 2 percent of the Nation’s total land area. Figure 3-1

shows the location of the 405 urbanized areas.
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Table 3-1 gives the number of urbanized areas in different size classes. Table 3-2

provides the distribution of urbanized populations and municipalities by State.

Table 3-1. Size Distribution of Urbanized Areas in 1990

Average
Urbanized Area Number of Total Average Population

Population Urbanized Total Area Area Density
Range Areas Population (sq.mi.) (sq.mi.) (pop./sq.mi.)

Over 1,000,000 34 95,237,380 27,749 816 3,432

500,000 - 999,999 26 17,955,916 8,122 312 2,211
250,000 - 499,999 44 -15,470,005 7,732 176 2,001

150,000 - 249,999 62 11,945,413 5,877 95 2,033

i00,000- 149,999 63 7,538,363 4,366 69 1,727
75,000 - 99,999 58 5,045,917 3,058 53 1,650

160,000 - 74,999 55 3,705,855 2,375 43 1,560
50,000 - 59,999 63 3,485,284 2,241 36 1,555
TOTALS 405 160,384,133 61,520

Source: 1990 Census of Population and Housing, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. of Commerce

3.1.1.2 Metropolitan Areas

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) identifies metropolitan areas based on

economic and social trends, as well as population’densities. The general concept of a

metropolitan area is one of a large population nucleus, together with adjacent communities

which have a high degree of economic and social integration. Metropolitan areas have a

total population of 100,000 or more (75,000 in New England) and contain either a place with

a population of 50,000 or more or an urbanized area of 50,000 or more. A metropolitan

area is comprised of one or more central counties and outlying counties that have close

economic and social relationships with the central county. Unlike a Census-designated

urbanized area with boundaries that follow population patterns, the boundaries of a

metropolitan area follow county boundaries3 and can contain significant tracts of rural land.

3 In New England, metropolitan areas follow town boundaries.
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Figure 3-1. Urbanized Areas of the United States
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¯ J = tR---- Puerto Rico

URIANIZEU AREA POPULATION                                                                     ,~/

Figure 3-1. Urbanized Areas of the United States (continued)
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Table 3-2. Populations in Urbanized Areas

Urbanized Number of Urbanized Number of
Area Urbanized Area Urbanized

State Population Areas State Population Areas
Alaska 221,883 1 Montana 208,883 3
Alabama 1.839,966 !2 North Carolina 2.512,866 17
Arkansas 591.420 6 North Dakota 202,334 3

!Arizona 2,655,997 3 ’Nebraska 687,875 3
California 25,466,131 38 New Hampshire 339,454 5
Colorado 2,377,820 8 New Jersey 6,629.540 7
Connecticut 2,455,697 "12 New Mexico 649,793 4
District of Columbia 606,900 1 Nevada 911,095 2
Delaware 458,749 2 New York 14,116,042 14
Florida 10,177,624 27 Ohio 6,656,974 20

I Georgia 3.260,674 11 Oklahoma 1,354,343 4
Hawaii 747.109 2 ! Oregon 1,420,059 5
Iowa 942,653 8 Pennsylvania 7,207.497 20
Idaho 278,200 3 Puerto Rico 2,125,255 9
Illinois 8,478,687 18 Rhode Island 824,534 3
Indiana 2,692,676 13 South Carolina 1,426,739 I0
Kansas 1,018,604 5 South Dakota 163,986 3

,Ke. ntueky 1,276,855 7 Tennessee 2,218,007 9
Louisiana 2,228,018 9 Texas 11,372,246 32
Massachusetts 4,730,382 13 Utah 1,319,551 4

Maryland 3,581.461 7 Virginia 3.829.739 1 t
Maine 266,732 4 ~ Vermont 87,088 1

Michigan 5,812,473 16 Washington 3,214,738 I0
Minnesota 2,370.935 7 Wisconsin 2,464,721 15

Missouri 2,782,738 6 West Virginia 388,840 7

Mississippi 617,412 5 Wyoming 114,138 2

TOTAL 160,384,133 467*

*Urbanized areas which crossed state boundaries were counted more than once. There are 405 distinct urbanized areas
nationwide.

Source: 1990 Census of Population and Housing, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. of Commerce
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OMB has def’med 284 metropolitan areas based on the 1990 census. Figure 3-2

shows the location of the 284 metropolitan areas. These areas have a combined population

of 192.7 million or 77 percent of the total U.S. population. This total includes rural

populations of 26.5 million (14 percent of the metropolitan area population). Metropolitan

areas occupy about 16.6 percent of the land area of the United States (about 88 percent of

which is rural). There are 6,998 incorporated places (2,732 of which are rural) and 823

counties located in metropolitan areas. Table 3-3 provides a distribution of population inside

and outside of metropolitan areas.

Table 3-3. Populations Inside and Outside of Metropolitan Areas in 1990

Population Area (sq.mi.)

Inside Metropolitan Area
Urban in Urbanized Area 159,624,517 66,311
Urban Not in Urbanized Area 8,854,157 9,507
Rural 27,032,065 551,310

Outside Metropolitan Area
Urban in Urbanized Area 1,537,739 1,394
lJrban Not in Urbanized Area 19,583,295 18,023
Rural 35,701,936 3,136,894

Source: Bureau of the Census

3.1.2 Identification of Phase I Municipal Systems

Section 402(p) of the CWA identifies discharges from municipal separate storm sewer

systems serving a population of 100,000 or more as Phase I sources under the NPDES storm

water program. Municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of 100,000 or

more are def’med in the NPDES regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(4) and (7) to include:

¯ Incorporated cities with a population of 100,000 or more

¯ Counties with populations of 100,000 or more in unincorporated, urbanized areas
(excluding the population of towns and townships)

¯ Municipalities designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State as having Phase I
municipal separate storm sewer systems.
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Figure 3-2. Metropolitan Areas of the United States
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Figure 3-2. Metropolitan Areas of the United States (continued)
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In addition, discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems can be addressed

under Phase I of the NPDES program if they are designated under Section 402(p)(2)(E) of

the CWA as significant contributors of pollutants to waters of the United States or if they

have contributed to a violation of a water quality standard.

Table 3-4 summarizes population and area estimates for municipalities with separate

storm sewer systems subject to Phase I of the NPDES program. Appendix A lists Phase I

municipal separate storm sewer systems. All but eight States (i.e., Maine, Montana, North

Dakota, New Hampshire, New Jersey: Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wyoming) have one or

more Phase I municipal separate storm sewer system. Table 3-5 summarizes Phase I

municipal separate storm sewer systems by State.

Table 3-4. Municipalities Addressed by Phase I of the NPDES Storm Water Program

Population Area
Phase I Municipalities Number (millions) (sq.mi.)

Identified by Regulation* Cities 140 50.9 17,634

Counties 45 17.1 ** 83,254 **

Designated by EPA/States Cities 481 14.5 5,017

Counties 32 3.5 ** 27,862 **

Other *** 60 NA NA

* These counts exclude cities with a population of 100,000 or more that are exempted from Phase I of the
water program due to populations served by combined sewers.

** Includes all of regulated counties. Of the 17.1 million people in counties identified by regulation, 14.6
are in urbanized unincorporated areas. Of the 3.5 million people in designated counties, 2.1 million are in

*** "Other" pertains to a municipality that is not defined by U.S. census political boundaries (i.e., State
DOTs, drainage districts, universities, etc.).
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Table 3-5. Summary of Phase I Municipafifies (by State)

Identified by Regulation Designated

Incorporated Incorporated Phase I
State / Territory Places Counties Places Counties Population

Alaska 1 O 0 0 226,338

Alabama 4 0 35 5 1,233,803
American Samoa 0 0 0 0 0

Arkansas 1 0 0 0 175,795

Arizona 4 1 0 0 2,066,289

California 25 9 217 6 23,496,438

Colorado 4 0 1 1 1,330,143

Connecticut 1 0 0 0 108,056

District of Columbia 1 0 0 0 606,900

Delaware 0 I 13 0 441,946

Florida 8 9 126 4 8,824,892

Georgia 4 4 35 5 2,870,325

Guam 0 0 0 0 0
i Hawaii 0 1 0 0 847,952

Iowa 2 0 1 0 397,271

Idaho 1 0 1 0 132,107

Illinois i 0 0 0 139,426

Indiana 2 0 0 0 904,399

Kansas 3 0 0 0 573,661

Kentucky 2 1 0 0 753,618

Louisiana 3 1 4 1 1,498,681

Massachusetts 2 0 1 0 847,481

Maryland 1 4 6 6 3,809,266

Maine 0 0 0 0 0

Michigan 5 0 0 0 702,153

Minnesota 2 0 0 0 640,618

Missouri 3 0 0 0 687,941

Mississippi 1 0 0 0 196,637

Montana 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 3-5. Summary of Phase I Municipalities (by State) (continued)

Identified by Regulation Designated

Incorporated Incorporated Phase I
State / Territory. Places Counties Places Counties Population

North Carolina 5 1 1 0 [ 1,325.072
North Dakota 0 0 0 0 [ 0
Nebraska 2 0 0 0 1 527,767
Nevada 2 1 3 1 981,688
New Hampshire 0 0 0 0 0
New Jersey 0 0 0 0 9

New Mexico 1 0 0 0 384.736
New York 5 0 0 0 7,322,564
Northern Mariana Islands 0 0 0 0 0

Ohio 6 0 0 0 2,240,572

Oklahoma 2 0 0 0 812,021
Oregon 3 1 23 2 1,349,799

Palau 0 0 0 0 0

Pennsylvania 2 0 0 0 1,690,667

Puerto Rico 0 0 0 0 0

Rhode Island 0 0 0 0 0

South Carolina 0 2 0 0 397,573

South Dakota I 0 0 0 100,814

!Tennessee 4 0 9 0 1,484,247

Texas 15 1 4 0 7,843,991

Utah 1 1 0 0 434,446

Virgin Islands 0 0 0 0 0

Virginia 6 4 1 I 2,909,207

Vermont 0 0 0 0 0

Washington 2 3 0 0 1,895,943

Wisconsin 2 0 0 0 819.350

West Virginia 0 0 0 0 0

Wyoming 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 140 45 481 32 86,032,593
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3.1.2.1 Incorporated Cities With a Population of 100,000 or More

The Phase I NPDES storm water regulations initially specifically identified 173

incorporated places with a population of more than 100,000.4 However, 30 of the 173 cities

with a population of 100,000 or more have been excluded from Phase I of the NPDES storm

water program because, after the population served by combined sewers is subtracted from

the total city population, the population served by separate storm sewers is less than

100,000.5 Table 3-6 lists the cities excluded from Phase I because of populations served by

combined sewers.

The description of Phase I sources presented in this report includes available information
on cities given exemptions from Phase I because of populations served by combined sewers.

3.1.2.2 Counties With Urbanized, Unincorporated Populations of 100,000 or More

Phase I of the NPDES storm water regulations specifically identify mtmicipal separate

storm sewer systems in unincorporated portions of 45 counties as needing an NPDES

permit.6 Counties specifically identified in the Phase I regulations were described as having

100,000 or more people (based on the 1980 census) who live in unincorporated areas and are

part of an urbanized area designated by the Bureau of the Census. EPA identified counties

with large unincorporated, urbanized populations for regulation under Phase I of the NPDES

4 The specific cities listed in the current NPDES storm water regulations were based on 1980 census data.
Thirty-five cities had populations of less than 1130,000 under the 1980 census but have populations of 100,000 or
more based on the 1990 census. Five cities had populations of more than 100,000 under the 1980 census but have
populations of less than 100,000 based on the 1990 census. For the purposes of this Report, these 40 cities are not
addressed as Phase I municipalities, unless they have been designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State as
needing a permit as of January 1994.

~ To account for populations served by combined sewers, 40 CFR 122.26(0(3) allows municipalities to petition
EPA or an authorized N’PDES State to reduce their population for the purpose of Phase I population determinations.

~ The specific counties listed in the current NPDES storm water regulations were based on 1980 census data.
Thirteen counties had unincorporated, urbanized populations of less than 100,000 under the 1980 census but have
unincorporated, urbanized populations of 100,000 or more based on the 1990 census. Two counties had
unincorporated, urbanized populations of more than 100,000 under the 1980 census but have unincorporated,
urbanized populations of less than 100,000 based on the 1990 census. For the purposes of this Report, these 15
counties are not addressed as Phase I municipalities, unless they have been designated by EPA or an authorized
NPDES State as needing a permit.
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Table 3-6. Cities With Populations of 100,000 or More Given Exemption Under
Phase I of the NPDES Storm Water Regulations Due to Combined Sewers

City CSO Service
State City Population Population

California San Francisco 723,959 723,959
Connecticut Bridgeport 141,686 50,000

Hartford 139,739 110,000
New Haven 130,474 84,300
Waterbury 108,961 99,947

Illinois Chicago 2,783,726 2,783,726
Peoria 113,504 77,000

Indiana Evansville 126,272 50,425
Gary 116,646 116,646
South Bend 105,511 100,000

Massachusetts Springfield 156,983 156,983
Michigan Detroit 1,027,974 1,017,880

Livonia 100,850 100,850
Laming 127,321 50,000

Missouri St. Louis 396,685 396,685
New Jersey Elizabeth 110,002 107,000

Jersey City 228,537 223,532
Newark 275,221 275,221
Paterson 140,891 140,891

New York Buffalo 328,123 328,123
Albany 101,082 96,500
Rochester 231,636 231,636
Syracuse 163,860 140,800
Yonkers 188,082 184,812

Pennsylvania Pittsburgh 369,879 369,879
Erie 108,718 108,719

Rhode Island Providence 160,728 160,728
Virginia Alexandria 111,183 66,000

Richmond 203,056 352,775
Washington Spokane 177,196 135,600
TOTAL 9,198,485 8,840,617
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storm water program because they were the primary municipal entity governing

unincorporated areas. Because they are the primary municipal entity, these counties are the

functional equivalent to an incorporated city for the purposes of a storm water program (i.e.,

the county generally performs many of the same functions and has the same legal and land

use authority as incorporated cities). The 45 counties identified in this mariner are located in

17 States, with the majority of the counties (33) being located in 6 States--Florida (9

counties), California (9 counties), Georgia (4 counties), Maryland (4 counties), Virginia (4

counties), and Washington (3 counties).

In 20 States, unincorporated portions of counties or county equivalents are divided into

minor civil divisions. The criteria used to define Phase I municipal separate storm sewer

systems did not address systems in counties with a population of 100,000 or more in these    ’~

States, even where the unincorporated portions of the county were heavily urbanized. The

Agency did not address such areas under Phase I of the program because of the complexities

of the intergovernmental relationship between the county and incorporated places and minor

civil divisions.

3.1.2.3 Designated Municipalities

The NPDES regulations authorize EPA or NPDES States to designate additional

municipal systems as needing a permit under Phase I of the storm water program.7 To date,

481 incorporated places and 32 counties have been designated by EPA and authorized

NPDES States. These designated municipalities have a combined population of more than 18

7 Designations can occur under two authorities. 40 UFR 122.26(b)(4) and (7) provide that additional municipal
separate storm sewers may be designated as part of a system serving a population of 100,000 or more because of the
interrelationship between the discharges of the designated storm sewers and the discharges from municipal separate
storm sewers located in an incorporated place with a population of 100,000 or more or a county with an urbanized,
unincorporated population of 100,000 or more. Additional municipal separate storm sewers within a region defined
by a storm water management regional authority can be designated based on a jurisdictional, watershed, or other
appropriate basis that includes an incorporated place with a population of 100,000 or more or a county with an
urbanized, unincorporated population of 100,000 or more. Section 402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA provides that storm
water discharges, including discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems, that are a significant
contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States or that have contributed to a violation of a water quality
standard can be designated as needing a permit.
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million. The majority of the designations (464 incorporated places and 28 counties) are in

eight States (Alabama, California, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Oregon, and

Tennessee). Municipalities have been designated as part of the Phase I NPDES storm water

program in seven other States.

3.1.3 Identification of Potential Phase I1 Municipal Systems

Municipal separate storm sewer systems that are potentially subject to requirements under

Phase II of the NPDES storm water program will be identified in terms of the following

classes:

¯ Municipalities not addressed by Phase I, but located in an urbanized area with one or
more Phase I municipalities

¯ Municipalities associated with an urbanized area without a Phase I municipality

¯ Urban populations outside of urbanized areas

¯ Rural populations

¯ Populations not addressed in the census.

3.1.3.1 Potential Phase II Municipalities Associated With Urbanized Areas With One or
More Phase I Municipalities

Of the 405 urbanized areas designated by the Bureau of the Census, 136 have one or

more municipalities with a separate storm sewer system addressed by Phase I of the NPDES

storm water program. In most of these 136 urbanized areas, municipalities not addressed

under Phase I are also found in the urbanized area. Table 3-7 lists the 136 urbanized areas

with one or more Phase I municipalities. Table 3-8 summarizes the number of municipalities

associated with different sizes of urbanized areas with a municipality with separate storm

sewers subject to Phase I of the storm water program. Note that some urbanized areas cross

state lines and are listed in the table in multiple states. In those cases, the portion of the

urbanized area in each state is listed, rather than the total population within the urbanized

area.
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Table 3-7. Urbanized Areas With One or More Municipality in Phase I
of the NPDES Storm Water Program

’ N~.’ of
No. of Minor

Total Phase I Incorporated Civil No. of
State Urbanized Area Population i Population Places Divisions Counties
AK Anchora[e, ,~< 221,883 221,883 1 ’"0 1
AL Birmingham, AL 622,774 577,979 25 0 2

Columbus, GA--AL 32,288 0 I 0 2
Huntsville, A.L 180,315 173,623 2 0 I
Mobile, AL 300,912 255,494 6 0 i
Mont[[omery, AL 2!0,007 187,106 2 0 3

AR Little Rock--North Little Rock, AR 305,353 175,795 7 0 2
Memphis, TN--AR--MS 34,600 0 3 0 1

AZ Phoenix, AZ 2,006,239 1,410,951 15 0 2
Tucson. AZ 579,235 567,493 3 0 1

CA Antioch--Pittsburg, CA 153,768 146,205 3 0
Bakersfield, CA 302,605 302,605 ! 0 I
Fairfield, CA 99,964 99,897 2 0 1
Fresno, CA 453,388 403,065 2 0 I
Hemet--San Jacinto, CA 90,929 90,929 2 0 I
I-Iesperia--Apple Valley--Victorville, CA 153,176 66,646 3 0 1
Indio--Coachella, CA 56,038 2,624 2 0 1
Lancaster--Palmdale, CA 187,190 21,990 2 0 1
Los Angeles, CA I1,402,946 i 1,402,946 115 0 4
Modesto, CA 230,609 164,730 2 0 1
Oxnard--Ventura, CA 480,482 387,907 7 0 2
Palm Springs, CA 129,025 13,200 6 0
Riverside--San Bemardino, CA 1,170,196 1,170,196 13 0 2
Sacramento, CA 1,097,005 100,4620 5 0 3
Salinas, CA 122,225 108,777 1 0 1
San Diego, CA 2,348,417 2,348,417 18 0
San Francisco--Oakland, CA 3,629,516 2,644,467 63 0 7
San lose, CA 1,435,019 1,411,091 14 0 I
Simi Valley, CA 128,043 128,043 2 0 1
Stockton, CA 262,046 210,943 1 0 1

CO Colorado Springs, CO 352,989 280,995 3 0
Denver, CO 1,517,977 918,955 23 0 7
Pueblo, CO 106, 155 98,640 I 0 1

CT Stamford, CT--N’Y 187,180 108,056 1 4 l
Worcester, MA--CT 555 0 0 1 1

DC Washinl~ton. DC--MD--VA 606.900 606,900 I 0 1
DE Wilmin[[ton. DE--NJ--MD--PA 407.962 407,962 9 0
FL Fort Lauderdale--Hollywood--Pompano Beach,1,238,134 1,183,036 27 0 1

Fort Myers--Cape Coral, FL 220,552 102,337 2 0 1
J’acksonville, FL 738,413 627,128 6 0 3
Lakeland, FL 147,628 147,628 2 0 1
Miami--Hialeah, FL !,9!4,660 1,902,397 25 0 1
Orlando, FL 887,126 746,006 17 0 2
Pensacola, FL 253.558 225,628 2 0 2
Sarasota--Bradenton, FL 444,385 375,194 8 0 3
Spring Hill, FL 52,056 3,463 1 0 2
Tallahassee. FL 155,884 124,773 l 0 I
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Table 3-7. Urbanized Areas With One or More Municipality in Phase I
of the NPDES Storm Water Program (continued)

No. of
No. of Minor

Total i Phase I Incorporated Civil No. of
State Urbanized Area Population Population Places Divisions! Counties
F~ Tampa--St.Petersburg--¢learwater, FL 1,708,710 1,680,343 28 0 3

West PaLm Beach--Boca Raton--Delray Beach,794,848 791,286 34 0 2

Winter Haven. FL 86.427 86.427 4 0 1
GA Atlanta, GA 2,157,806 2,031,973 38 0 I I

Augusta, GA--SC 217,002 151,214 2 0 2
Chattanooga, TN--GA 46,194 0 4 0 3
Columbus, GA--AL 188,410 173,196 2 0 2

[Macon, GA 129,496 125,952 2 0 2
Savannah, GA 198,630 194,888 7 0

HI Honolulu, HI 632,603 632,603 0 0 1
Kailua, HI 114,506 114,506 0 0

IA Cedar Rapids, IA’ 136,190 108,751 4 0 1
Davenport--Rock Island--Moline, IA--IL 128,950 94,942 6 0
Des Moines, IA 293,666 193,187 9 0 3
Omaha, NE--rA 59,890 0 2 0 1

ID Boise Cit,i, ,,]D 167,941 132.107 2 0 1
IL Davenport--Rock Island--Moline, L~.--I:L 135,068 0 11 10 2

Rockford, IL 207,826 139,426 5 5 1
IN Fort Wayne, IN 248,424 173,072 2 9 I

Indianapolis, IN 914,761 731,327 24 20 6
Louisville, KY--IN 100,159 0 4 5 2

KS Kansas City, MO--KS 480,249 149,767 17 3 2
Topeka, KS 132,711 119,883 t 5 1
Wichita, KS 338,789 304,011 6 I0 I

KY Cincinnati, OH--KY 236,349 0 33 0 3
Lexington-Fayette, KY 220,701 218,925 I 0 2
Louisville, K’T--IN 654,797 508,493 97 0 2

LA Baton Rouge, LA 365,943 322,070 5 0 3
New Orleans, LA 1,040,226 938,384 5 0 5

i Shreveport, LA 256,489 198,525 2 0 2
MA ]Boston, MA 2,775,370 574,283 19 76 7

Lowell, MA-NH 180,716 103,439 I 8 1
!Worcester, MA--CT 315,111 169,759 1 18 1

MD Annapolis, M.D 78,590 78,488 2 0 i
i Baltimore, MD 1,889,873 1,889,873 2 0 5
Frederick, MD 58,393 14,100 2 0
Hagerstown, MD--PA--WV 68,226 28,321 4 0 I
Washington, DC--MD--VA 1,420,999 1,169,907 39 0 4
Wilmington. DE--NJ--MD--PA 13,732 0 1 0 1

MI Ann Arbor, MI 222,061 109,592 3 7 2
Detroit, MI 3,697,529 262,674 76 33 5
Flint, MI 326,023 140,761 8 12 1
Grand Rapids, MI 436,336 189,126 7 8 2
Toled9, OH--MI 18,817 0 0 3 1

MN Minneapolis--St.Paul, MN 2,079,676 640.618 92 3 8
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Table 3-7. Urbanized Areas With One or More Municipality in Phase I
of the NPDES Storm Water Program (continued)

No. of
No. of Minor

Total Phase I Incorporated Civil No. of
State Urbanized Area Population PopuLation Places Divisions Counties
MO Kansas City., MO--KS 795,068 545,197 31 20 4

, Springfield, MO 159,086 140.494 2 9 2
MS Jackson, MS 289,285 196,637 8 0 3

’ Memphis. TN--AR--MS 29.341 0 2 0 1
NC Charlotte, NC 455,597 395,934 6 0 2

Durham, NC 205,355 136,611 3 0 2
Fayetteville, NC 241,763 222,522 3 0 2
Greensboro, NC 194,508 183,521 1 0 I
Raleigh, NC 305,925 207,951 4 0 I
Winston-Salem. NC 185.184 143,485 4 0 2

NE Lincoln, NE 192,558 191,972 i 0 I
Omaha, NE--tA 484.402 335.795 6 0 2

NH Lowell, MA-NH 935 0 0
NJ Allentown--Bethlehem--Easton. PA--NJ 24,817 0 2 2

New York, NY--Northeastern New Jersey !5,113,880 0 192 96 12
Philadelphia, PA--NJ 944,875 0 43 37 3
Wilmingto,n, DE--NJ--MD--PA 26.043 0 i 2 I

NM Albuquerque, NrM 497,120 384,736 4 0 2
El Paso, TX--NM 8,179 0 1 0

NV Las Vegas, NV 697,348 697,348 3 0 1
Reno, NV 213,747 213,747 2 0 I

NY New York, NY--Northeastern New Jersey 10,930,1327,322,564 125 36 10
Stamford, CT--NY 20 0 0 1 I

OH Akron, OH 527,863 223,019 20 14 5
Cincinnati, OH--KY 97~326 364,040 40 20 4
Cleveland, OH 1,677,492 505,616 76 16 7
Columbus, OH 945,237 632.910 24 24 5

Dayton, OH 613,467 182,044 17 16 4
Toledo, OH--MI 470,338 332.943 12 7 3

OK Oklahoma City, OK 784,425 438,922 23 0 5
Tulsa. OK 474.668 367,302 6 0 5

OR Eugene--Springfield, OR 189,192 112,669 2 0 1
Portland--Vancouver, OR--WA !,004,676 978,531 22 0 3
Salem, OR 157.079 94.983 2 0 2

PA Allentown--Bethlehem--Easton, PA--NJ 385,619 105,090 18 18 2
Hagerstown, MD--PA--WV 1,212 0 0 1 1
Philadelphia, PA--NJ 3.277,336 1,585,577 67 84 5
Wilmington. DE--NJ--MD--PA 1,879 0 0 4 2

SC Augusta, GA--SC 69,536 0 3 0 2
Columbia, SC 328.349 130,589 9 0 2
Greenville. SC 248.173 147.464 6 0 3

SD Sioux Falls. SD 100.843 100,814 1 3 2
TN Chattanooga, TN--GA 250,761 152,466 9 0

Knoxville, TN 304,466 165,121 5 0 4
Memphis, TN--AR--MS 761,252 637,326 3 0 I
Nashville. TN 573.294 508.828 10 0 4
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Table 3-7. Urbanized Areas With One or More Municipality in Phase I
of the NPDES Storm Water Program (continued)

No. of
No. of Minor

Total Phase I Incorporated Civil No. ofState Urbanized Area Population Popnl~t_!on Places Divisions Counties
TX Abilene, TX 107,836 106,654 3 O 2

Amarillo, TX 157,934 157,615 1 0 2
Austin, TX 562,008 465,622 7 0 2
Beaumont, TX 122,841 114,323 3 0 2
Corpus Christi, TX 270,006 257,453 2 0 3
Dallas--Fort Worth, TX 3,198,259:2,493,364 56 0 9
El Paso, TX--NM 562,838 515,187 3 0

!Houston, TX 2,901,851 2,468,419 34 0 7
Laredo, TX 123,65! 122,899 1 0 i
Lubbock, TX 187,906 186,206 1 0 1
San Antonio, TX 1,!29,154 935,933 18 0 3
Waco, TX 144,372 103.590 8 0 1

UT Salt Lake Ci,ty, UT 789,447 430,716 16 0 2
VA Norfolk--Virghaia Beach--Newport News, VA1,323,098 1,204,925 t0 0 12

Petersburg, VA 103,526 12,115 3 0 6
Richmond, VA 589,980 363,740 1 0 4
Roanoke, VA 178,277 96,397 3 0 5
Washington, DC--MD--VA 1,335,132 1,088,797 8 0 9

WA Portland--Vancouver, OR--WA 167,482 0 1 0
Seattle, WA 1,744,086 1,193,945 30 0 3
Tacoma, WA 497,210 435,194 11 0 2

WI Madison, WI 244,336 191,262 7 6 1
Milwaukee, WI 1,226,293 628,088 35 11 5

WV Ha~erstown, MD--PA--WV 768 0 0 0 1

Table 3-8. Municipalities in Urbanized Areas With One or More Phase I Municipalities

Number Phase I Municipalities Portions of Urbanized Areas Not in Phase I
Urbanized of Minor

Area Urbanized Incorp. Pha~e I Incorp. Civil Phase H Total
Population Areas l~ces Counties Population Places Divisions Counties Population Population

;0.000 - 74,999 4 0 4 48,508 9 I 3 188,185 236,693
75,000 - 99,999 4 9 2 355,741 1 0 1 169 355.910
1130,000 - 124,999 8 6 2 778,728 7 3 14 122,855 901.583
125,000- 149,999 7 8 2 747,047 17 5 4 200,418 947,465
150,000 - 249,999 32 37 9 4,780,942 45 50 44 t,542,672 6,323,614
Over 250,000 81 504 53 75.~14,440 1,508 575 239 33,650,057 108,654,497
TOTALS 136 564 72 81,715,406 1,587 634 305 35,704,356 117,419,762
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The 136 urbanized areas with one or more municipality with a separate storm sewer

system addressed by Phase I have a total population of 117.5 million (47 percent of the total

U.S. population). The portions of these urbanized areas currently not addressed by Phase I

of the NPDES storm water program have a combined population of 35.7 million people. Of

the 35.7 million people, 32.9 million people live in 1,587 incorporated places and 634 minor

civil divisions. The remaining 2.9 million people live in unincorporated areas. EPA

estimates that 305 counties currently not addressed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water

program are part of an urbanized area in which one or more municipalities are in Phase I.

Two general patterns of municipal governments can be used to describe the 136

urbanized areas that have one or more Phase I municipalities. Most of the 136 urbanized

areas can be described as having a large core city with a population of 100,000 that is

addressed by Phase I of the program, with a large number of smaller potential Phase II

incorporated places and minor civil divisions surrounding the core city. Figure 3-3 provides

an example of this pattern, which illustrates the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, urbanized area.

The second pattern of municipal government for the 136 urbanized areas consists of

counties that do not have minor civil divisions. Urbanized areas that follow this pattern are

comprised of a core city (which is usually addressed by Phase I) surrounded by a

combination of unincorporated portions of counties and incorporated places. In urbanized

areas that follow this pattern, unincorporated portions of one or more of the counties

surrounding the core city may be in Phase I, while the smaller incorporated places

surrounding the core city are generally not addressed by Phase I. Figure 3-4 gives an

example of this pattern, which illustrates the Washington, D.C., urbanized area. Figure 3-4

also shows that Phase I jurisdiction for this urbanized area generally extends beyond the 1990

boundaries of the urbanized area. In this manner, Phase I addresses much of the new

development associated with the expanding urbanized population, even though it occurs

outside of the 1990 urbanized area boundary.
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Figure 3-3. Phase I and Phase 1I Portions of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Urbanized Area
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VIRGINIA

Figure 3-4. Phase I and Phase II Portions of Washington, DC, Urbanized Area
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3.1.3.2 Potential Phase II Municipalities Associated With Urbanized Areas Without a
Phase I Municipality

A total of 269 of the Census-designated urbanized areas currently do not have any

municipalities with separate storm sewers subject to Phase I of the storm water program.

Table 3-9 lists these urbanized areas. As in Table 3-7, note that some urbanized areas cross

state lines and are listed in the table in multiple states along with the portion of the

population in that state. Table 3-10 summarizes the population and number of municipalities

associated with different classes of urbanized areas without a municipality with separate

storm sewers subject to Phase I of the storm water program. Of the 269 urbanized areas,

101 (more than a third) have a population of more than 100,000 and 23 have a population of

more than 250,000. These 269 urbanized areas without a Phase I municipal separate storm

sewer system have a combined population of 42.9 million people (16 percent of the total

U.S. population). Of the 42.9 million people, 37.1 million people live in 1,470 incorporated

places and 966 minor civil divisions. The remaining 5.8 million people live in

unincorporated areas. EPA estimates that 380 counties that are part of an urbanized area do

not have a municipality addressed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water program.

Twenty-one urbanized areas have an incorporated city with a population of 100,000 or

more that are not subject to Phase I of the NPDES storm water program because of

populations served by combined sewers. Table 3-11 lists these urbanized areas. The 21

urbanized areas have a combined population of 17.5 million people, of which an estimated

11.7 million people are served by separate storm sewers. Three of these urbanized areas

(i.e., Chicago, St. Louis, and Pittsburgh) have populations of more than a million people that

are served by separate storm sewers. Of the remaining urbanized areas, 10 have a

population of more than 250,000 and 7 have a population of more than 175,000, but less

than 250,000. Of the 17.5 million people that live in the 21 urbanized areas, 6.0 million

people live in cities with a population of 100,000 or more.
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State               Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Counties
AL Anniston, AL 68,150 5 0 2

Auburn--Opelika, AL 56,510 2 0 1
Decatur, AL 63,541 4 0 2
Dothan, AL 58,925 5 0 2
Florence, AL 69,186 4 0 2
Gadsden, AL 71,630 6 0 2
Tuscaloosa, AL 106,428 2 0

AR Fayetteville--Springdale, AR 74,880 5 0 2
Fort Smith, AR--OK 91,870 3 0 2
Pine Bluff, AR 61,941 2 0 1
Texarkana, TX--Texarkana, AR 22,776 1 0

AZ Yuma, AZ-CA 70,523 l 0
CA Chico, CA 71,831 1 0 1

Davis, CA 52,711 1 0 1
Lodi, CA 55,590 I 0 I
Lompoc, CA 56,591 1 0 1
Merced, CA 64,742
Napa, CA 68,049 1 0 1
Redding, CA 78,364
San Luis Obispo, CA 50,305 1 0 1
Santa Barbara, CA 182,163 2 0 1
Santa Cruz, CA 152,355 3 0
Santa Maria, CA 88,989 1 0 i
Santa Rosa, CA 194,560 3 0 1
Seaside--Monterey, CA 133,188 7 0 1
Vacaville, CA 71,535 I 0 I
Visalia, CA 83,594 1 0 1
Watsonville, CA 51 ~378 i 0 2
Yuba City, CA 77,167 2 0 2
Yuma AZ--CA 432 0 0 1

CO Boulder, CO 98,910 I 0 I
Fort Collins, CO 105,809 1 0 1
Grand Junction, CO 71,938 1 0 1
Greeley, CO 71,578 4 0 I
Lonl[mont, CO 52,464 I 0 I

CT Bridgeport--M/Word, CT 413,863 6 14 2
Bristol, CT 92,418 1 7 3
Danbury, CT--N’Y 112,647 l 7 2
Hartford--Middletown, CT 546,198 2 19 3
New Britain, CT !43,064 1 5 1
New Haven--Meriden, CT 451,486 3 16 3
New London--Norwich, CT 156,286 3 13 I
Norwalk, CT 108,888 1 5 1
Springfield, MA--CT 68,045 0 6 2
Waterbur},’, CT 175,067 2 8 2

DE Dover DE 50,787 3 0 1

FL Daytona Beach, FL 221,341 9 0 1
Dettona, F’T, 58,053 0 0
Fort Pierce, FL 126,342 3 0
Fort Walton Beach. FL 112,522 7 0 3
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality
(continued)

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State               Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Counties

FL Gainesville, FL 126,215 1 O i
Kissimmee, FL 55,419 1 0
Melbourne--Palm Bay, FL 305,978 13 0 1
Naples, FL 94,344 1 0 1
Ocala, FL 68,004 1 0 I
Panama City, FL 103,667 6 0 1
Punta Gorda, FL 67,033 1 0 I
Stuart, FL 80,069 3 0 2
Titusville, FL 51,549 1 0 i
Vero Beach, FL 64,707 2 0

GA Albany, GA 87,223 1 0 2
Athens, GA 73,282 2 0 2
Brunswick, GA 50,066 1 0 1
Rome, GA 51,589 I 0 i
Warner Robins. GA 60,976 2 0 I

IA Dubuque, IA--IL 61,048 2 0 1
Iowa City, IA 71,372 3 0 I
Sioux City, IA--NE--SD 83,277 2 0 I
Watzrloo--Cedar Fails, LA. 108,260 5 0

ID Idaho Falls, II3 56,356 3 0            1
Poeatello, ID 53.903 2 0 2

IL Alton, IL 86,236 7 8
Aurora, IL 192,043 7 10 3
Beloit, WI--1L 13,371 3 3 1
Bloomington--Normal, Yr. 94,186 2 4 1
Champaign--Urbana, IL 115,.524 3 7 I
Chicago, IL--Northwestern Indiana 6,301,112 179 61 5
Crystal Lake, IL 72,498 7 6 3
Decatur, IL 96,039 4 8 I
Dubuque, IA--IL 2,657 I I 1
Elgin, IL 123,899 7 6 2
Joliet, IL 170,717 8 9 1
Kankakee, IL 59,695 4 5 1
Peoria, IL 242,353 12 16 3
Round Lake Beach--MeI-Ieary, IL--WI 112,640 14 I0 2
Saint Louis, MO-IL 328,299 26 19 3
Springfield. IL 124,524 5 7

12q Anderson, 12~ 74,037 7 7 2
Bloomington, IN 71,440 1 4 1
Chicago, n’.--Northwest~m Indiana 490,975 19 12 2
Elkhart--Goshen, IN 98,787 2 6 1
Evansville, I:N--KY 156,570 2 7 2
Kokomo, IN 57,146 1 5
Lafayette--West Lafayette, IN 100,103 2 6
Muncie, IN 88,073 3 5 1
South Bend--Mishawaka, IN--MI 215,182 5 9 2
Terre Haute, IN 77,019 3 6
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality
(continued)

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State               Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Counties
KS Lawrence, KS 65,755 1 1 1

St. Joseph, MO--KS I,i00 l [ 1
KY Clarksville, TN--KY 21,724 1 0 I

Evansville, I~--KY 26,517 1 0 l
Humington--Ashland, WV--KY--OH 56,122 8 0 2
Owensboro, KY 60,645 1 0

LA Alexandria, LA 86,001 3 0
Houma, LA 65,879 I 0 2
Lafayette, LA 129,592 4 0
Lake Charles, LA 119,067 3 0 1
Monroe, LA 110,737 3 0
Slidell LA 54,084 1 0 i

MA Brockton, MA 160,910 1 9 3
Fall River, MA--RI 126,508 1 4
Fitchburg--Leominster, MA 82.249 2 2 1
Ryannis. MA 66,713 0 5 1
Lawrence--Haverhill, MA--NH 212,000 2 7 1
New Bedford, MA 139,082 1 3 1
Pittsfield. MA 55.047
Providence--Pawtucket, RI--MA 93,090 I 10 3
Springfield. MA--CT 464,702 5 14 2
Taunton MA 58.884 1 3 I

MD Cumberland. MD--WV 51.648 2 0 I
ME Bangor, ME 61,402 3 2

Lewiston--Aubum, ME 71,598 2 2 1
Portland, ME 120,220 3 4
Portsmouth--Dover--Rochester NH--ME 13.512 0 5 1

MI Battle Creek, MI 77,921 2 4 2
Bay City, MI 74,118 2 5 1
Benton Harbor, MI 57,744 4 4
Holland, MI 62,418 2 4 2
Jackson. MI 78,126 1 4 1
Kalamazoo. MI 164,430 3 7 1
Lansing--East Lansing, MI 265.095 2 7 3
Muskegon, MI 106.252 5 5 1
Port Huron, MI 62,774 3 7 1
Saginaw, MI 140.079 2 8 I
South Bend--Mishawaka. IN--MI 22.750 1 3 2

MN Duluth, MN--WI 95,356 3 1 1
Fargo--Moorhead, ND--MN 34,923 2 2 I
Grand Forks. ND--MN 8,658 1 0 1
LaCrosse. WI--MN 4,725 1 1 1
Rochester, MN 73.560 I 3 I
St. Cloud. MN 74.037 4 5 3

MO Columbia, MO 75,854 I 4 1
Joplin. MO 60,208 15 5 2
St. Joseph, MO---KS 74,295 2 4 2
St. Louis. MO--IL 1.618.227 95 39 4
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality
(continued)

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State               Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Counties
MS Bilo’xi--Gulfport. MS 179,643 8 0 3

Hattiesburg, MS 59,757 2 0 2
Pasca[oula, MS 59,386 3 0 I

MT Billings, MT 88,181 1 0 1
Great Falls, MT 63,506 I 0 1
Missoula, MT 57,196 I 0 I

NC Asheville, NC 110,429 7 0 2
Burlington, NC 74,053 6 0 3
Gastonia, NC 113,637 9 0
Goldsboro. NC 60,230 I 0 1
Greenville,NC 55,884 2 0 1
Hickory, NC 69,914 6 0 2
High Point, NC 108,686 4 0 4
Jacksonville, NC 101,297
Kannapolis, NC 78,177 4 0 2
Rocky Mount, NC 50,870 1 0 2
Wilmington, NC 101,357 4 0 2

ND Bismarck, ND 66,476 3 2 2
Fargo--Moorhead, ND--MN 86,413 2 2 1
Grand Forks, ND--MN 49,445 I I I

NE Sioux Ci~, IA--NE--SD 10,915 I 0 1
NH Lawrence--Haverhill, MA--NH 25,362 0 3 1

Lowell, MA--NH 935 0 1 1
Manchester, NH 114,918 1 6 3
Nashua, NH 96,791 1 5 I
Portsmouth--Dover--Rochester, NH--ME 101,448 4 6 2

NJ Atlantic City, NJ 169,993 11 3 2
Trenton, NI--PA 255,696 4 7 2
Vineland--Millville, NJ 94,236 4 5 4

NM Las Cruces, NM 81,471 2 0 1
Santa Fe, NM 63,023 1 0 1

NY Albany--Schenectady--Troy, NY 509,106 11 19 4
Binghamton, NY 158,405 4 10 2
Buffalo--Niagara Falls, NY 954,332 14 16 2
Danbury, CT--NY 3,593 0 1 I
Elmira, NY 66,612 3 6 1
Glens Falls, NY 56,475 4 4 3
Ithaca. NY 50,132 3 3
Newburgh, NY 71,584 2 4 1
Poughkeepsie, NY 148,527 4 8 2
Rochester, bit 619,653 6 12 1
Syracuse, NY 388,918 I1 12 2
Utica--Rome. NY 158,553 9 11 2

OH Canton, OH 244,576 6 8
Hamilton, OH 118,315 4 7 2
Huntington--Ashland, WV--KY--OH 33,791 6 6 1
Lima, OH 68,621 3 5 2
Lorain--El,vria. OH 224,087 10 8 2
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality
(continued)

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State              Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Counties
~)H Mansfield, OH . " 76,521 3 5 1

Middletown, OH 98,822 6 8 3
Newark, OH 54,063 2 5
Parkersburg, WW’--OH 6,840 1 1 1
Sharon, PA--OH 6,229 0 2 I
Springfield, OH 88,649 I 3 l
Steubenville--Weirton, OH--WV--PA 38,855 4 4 1
Wheeling, WV--OH 25,255 5 4 1
Youngstown--Warren. OH 361,627 12 13 2

OK Fort Smith, AR--OK 2,616 2 0 2
Lawton. OK 92.634 1 0

OR Longview, WA--OR 2,138 1 0 1
Medford, OR 66,974 3 0 i

~A Altoona, PA 76,551 3 6 i
Erie, PA 177,668 2 6
Harrisburg, PA 292,904 17 16 5

: Johnstown, PA 77,841 14 10 2
Lancaster, PA 193,583 7 13 2
Monessen, PA 65,072 20 6 3
Pittsburgh, PA 1,678,745 136 73 5
Pottstown, PA 53,371 2 8 3
Reading, PA 186,267 16 12 1
Scranton--Wilkes-Barre, PA 388,225 44 19 2
Sharon, PA--OH 46,587 6 2 !
State College, PA 61,239 1 4 i
Steubenville--Weirton, OH--WV--PA 392 0 1
Trenton, NI--PA 42,906 2 3
Williamsport, PA 57,425 4 5 1
YoLk, PA 142,675 11 10 1

PRl Aquadilla, PR 99,936
Areeibo, PR 88,967
Caguas, PR 190,922
Cayey, PR 53,945
Humaeao, PR 57,144
Mayaguez, PR 110,904
Ponce, PR 190,079
San Juan, PR 1,221,086
Vel[a Baja-Mam.a.. til, PR 112.272

RI Fall River, MA--RI 17,850 0 2 1
Newport, RI 53,481
Providence--Pawtucket, RI--MA 753,203 7 17 4

~ Anderson, SC 52,492 t 0 I
Charleston, SC 393,956 I0 0 3
Florence, SC 54,659 2 0
Myrtle Beach, SC 58,384 2 0 2
Rock Hill, SC 58,757 2 0
Spartanburg, SC 104,801 2 0 I
Sumter, SC 57.632 1 0 1
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality.
(continued)

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State              ,, Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Counties
SD Rapid City, SD 61,124 1 0 1

Sioux C,i~, IA--NE--SD 2,019 1 1 1
TN Bristol, TN--Bristol, VA 33,790 1 0 1

Clarksville, TN--KY 75,857 1 0 1
, Jackson, TN 53,031 i 0 !
Johnson City, TN 82,382 3 0 3
KJnt~sport, TN--VA 83,174 3 0 3

TX Brownsville, TX 117,676 1 0 1
Bryan--College Station, TX 107,599 2 0
Denton, TX 66,445 1 0 I
Galveston, "IX 58,263 I 0
Harlingen, TX 79,309 5 0
Killeen, TX 137,876 4 0 3
Lewisville, TX 79,433 7 0 3
Longview, TX 76,429 2 0 2
McAllen--Edinburg--Mission, TX 263,192 9 0
Midland, "IX 91,999 i 0 2
Odessa, TX 113,672 1 0 2
Port Arthur, TX 109,560 4 0 i
San Angelo, TX 85,408 1 0
Sherman--Denison, TX 55,522 3 0 1
Temple, TX 58,710 2 0 1
Texarkana, TX--Texarkana, AR 42,310 3 0 1
Texas City, TX 128,211 9 0 2
Tyler, TX 79,703 I 0 1
Victoria, TX 55,122 1 0
Wichita Falls, TX 97,151 2 0 2

UT Logan, UT 50,401 7 0 1
Ogden, UT 259,147 20 0 2
Provo--0rem. ,UT 220,556 10 0 i

VA Bristol, TN--Bristo|, VA 18,773 l 0 2
Charlottesville, VA 67,553 i 0 2
Danville, VA 54,315 1 0 2
Fredericksburg, VA 56,718 1 0 3
Kingsport, TN--VA 4,229 2 0
Lynehburg, VA 98,138 I 0 4

VT Burlinl[ton. VT 87,088 4 4 I
WA Beilingham, WA 59,317 i 0 1

Bremerton, WA 112,977 2 0
Longview, WA--OR 54,985 2 0 i
Olympia, WA 95,471 3 0
Richland--Kennewick--Pasco, WA 116,118 4 0 2
Spokane, WA 279.038 2 0 1
Yakima. WA 88,054 3 0 t

WI’ Appleton--Ne~nah, WI 160,918 7 8 3
Beloit, WI--tL 42,705 1 3 1
Duluth, MN--WI 27,615 2 0
Eau Claire. WI 80,293 3 7 2
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated With a Phase I Municipality
(continued)

No. of No. of
Total Incorporated Minor Civil No. of

State              Urbanized Area Population Places Divisions Co!reties
WI Green Bay, WI 161,931 5 4 I

J’anesviIle, WI 52,995 I 3 I
Kenosha, WI 94,292 2 2 1
LaCrosse, WI--MN 74,203 3 4
Oshkosh, VII 58,935 I 4            1
Racine, WI 121,788 5 2 I
Round Lake Beaeh--McHenry, IL--WI 53 0 I
Sheboygan, WI 61,012 3 4 i
Wausau, WI 57,352 3 3 1

WV Charleston, WV 164,418 14 0 3
Cumberland, MD--WV 3,007 l 0 i
Huntington--Ashland, WV--KY--OH 79,681 4 0 2
Parkersburg, W’V--OH 51,843 3 0
Steubenville--Weirton, OH--wv--PA 29,871 2 0 2
Wheelin[~, V/V--OH 59,252 8 0 2

WY Casper, WY 52,248 3 0 1
Cheyenne, WY 61,890 I 0 1

Puerto Rico does not use the designations of "incorporated place," "minor civil division," or "county" for any of its
municipalities; therefore the table has been left intentionally blank under these headings.

Table 3-10. Urbanized Areas Without a Municipality in Phase I
of the NPDES Storm-Water Program

Urbanized Number of Minor
Area Urbanized Incorp. Civil Total

Population Areas Places Divisions Counties Population

50,000 - 74,999 114 287 162 159 6,954,446

75,000 - 99,999 54 156 122 83 4,690,007

100,000 - 124,999 36 132 82 43 4,050,106

125,000 - 149,999 12 48 38 9 1,639,209

150,000 - 249,999 30 191 177 39 5,621,799

Over 250,000 23 656 385 47 20,008,804

TOTALS 269 1,470 966 380 42,964,371
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Table 3-11. Urbanized Areas With a City With a Population of 100,000 or More
but Without a Phase I Municipality

Population
Urbanized Served by

Urbanized Area Core City Combined
Area Population Core City Population Sewer *

Albany--Schenectady--Troy, ~ 509,106 Albany I01,082 96,500

Bridgeport--Milford, CT 413,863 Bridgeport 141,686 50,000

Buffalo--Niagara Falls, NY 954,332 Buffalo 328,123 328,123

Chicago, IL--Northwestem Indiana 6,792,087 Chicago 2,783,726 2,783,726

Erie, PA 177,668 Erie 108,718 108,719

Evansville, IN--KY 183,087 Evansville 126,272 50,425

Hartford-Middletown, CT 546,198 Hartford 139,739 i I0,000

LansIng--East Lansing, MI 265,095 Lansing 127,321 50,000

New Haven--Meriden, CT 451,486 New Haven 130,474 84,300

Peoria, IL 242,353 Peoria 113,504 77,000

Pittsburgh, PA 1,678,745 Pittsburgh 369,879 369,879

Ponce, PR 190,079 Ponce 159,151 NA **

Providence--Pawtucket, RI--MA 846,293 Providence 160,728 160,728

Rochester, NY 619,653 Rochester 231,636 231,636

San Juan, PR 1,221,086 San Juan 426,832 NA **

Santa Rosa, CA 194,560 Santa Rosa 113,313 0

South Bend--Mishawaka, IN--MI 237,932 South Bend 105,511 100,000

Spokane, WA 279,038 Spokane 177,196 135,600

Springfield, IL 124,524 Springfield 105,227 75,000

Springfield, MA--CT 532,747 Springfield 156,983 156,983

St. Louis, MO-IL 1,946,526 St. Louis 396,685 396,685

Syracose, NY 388,918 Syracuse 163,860 140,800

Waterbury, CT 175,067 Waterbury 108,961 99,947

¯ Population served by combined sewers within the core city of the urbanized area.

¯ * Information on combIned sewers in Puerto Rico not available.
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3.1.3.3 Urban Populations Outside of Urbanized Areas

The Bureau of the Census defines urban populations to consist of persons living in any

densely settled place of 2,500 or more inhabitants. Urban populations outside of urbanized

areas are comprised of distinct population centers of more than 2,500 but less than 50,000

people. The total urban population outside of urbanized areas is 29.0 million people. Of

this total, 25.1 million people live in 3,689 incorporated places. The remaining 3.9 million

people live in either minor civil divisions or unincorporated portions of counties. The urban

population outside of urbanized areas but inside a metropolitan areas as defined by OMB is

10.8 million.

3.1.3.4 Rural Populations

The census population data base classifies any population other than urban populations as

rural populations. In 1990, the rural population totalled 61.5 million people. Of this total,

8.8 million live in 13,044 incorporated places; the remaining 52.7 million people live in

either minor civil divisions or unincorporated portions of counties.

3.1.3.5 Populations Not Addressed in Census

The census data does not address certain classes of development, including resort towns

and second home development. The census population data base generally does not reflect

seasonal populations, such as people that only live in a resort town during peak seasons,

second home development, people staying in rental units, or tourists. For example, on some

peak weekends, more than 250,000 people may visit Ocean City, Maryland. According to

the census, however, the permanent population of Ocean City, Maryland, is only 5,146. It

has been estimated that more than two-thirds of recreational subdivisions are situated near

water, often on artificially constructed lakes (Reilly, The Use of Land, 1973).
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3.1.4 Development Trends

New development is widely recognized as providing some of the best opportunities for

implementing cost-effective storm water management controls. This section identifies major

trends of new development.

During the twentieth century, the U.S. population has become increasingly urbanized.

The rate of growth occurring over the last four decades is exemplified by Bureau of the

Census data on urbanized areas with a population of 50,000 or more. Table 3-12 shows two

important trends that have occurred sifice 1950:

¯ The total populations in urbanized areas have been rapidly increasing.

¯ Most of this growth has been occurring outside larger central cities in urban fringe
areas.

Table 3-12. Growth of Urbanized Areas in the United States Between 1950 and 1990

Number of Population in Urbanized Areas (millions)
Urbanized Land Area

Year Areas Total Central Cities Urban Fringe (sq.mi.)

1950 157 69.2 48.4 20.9 19,728

1960 213 95.8 57.9 37.8 25,544
1970 273 120.7 65.1 55.6 35,081

1980 366 139.2 67.0 72.1 52,017

1990 405 160.4 79.7 80.7 61,520

Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. of Commerce

Between 1980 and 1990, the population of Census-designated urbanized areas increased

by 21.2 millions and the cumulative size increased by 9,000 square miles. During the same

period, the rural population of the United States increased by 2.2 million, and the urban

population that lived outside of urbanized areas increased by 0.9 million.

s About 7 percent of this increase (1.5 million people) is associated with the net addition of 30 new urbanized
areas between 1980 and 1990. Another part of this increase which has not been estimated here is associated with the
increase in land area of pre-existing urbanized areas.
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Cities with a population of 100,000 or more with municipal systems already addressed by

Phase I of the N’PDES storm water program increased in population by about 4.9 million

people (or an increase of 9 percent) between 1980 and 1990.9 Between 1980 and 1990, the

population of urbanized areas with one or more municipal systems addressed by Phase I of

the NPDES storm water program increased by 16.4 million (or 67 percent of the total

national growth). This represented a 25 percent increase in the population of these areas.

The population of urbanized areas without a Phase I municipal system increased by 4.8

million. This represents 20 percent of the total national growth and an 11 percent increase in

the population of these areas.

Population increase is only one indicator of new development. Significant development

can occur, particular in some of the larger urbanized areas experiencing migration from core

cities to suburban areas. For example, between 1970 and 1990, the total population of the

Chicago urbanized area was relatively stable, increasing by only 77,509 people. However,

during this time significant migration was occurring from the core city to surrounding

suburban areas. The population of the city of Chicago decreased by 583,257 while the

population of suburban areas increased by 660,766. The Chicago urbanized area increased in

land area by 307 square miles, or by 25 percent of its 1970 size.

The migration away from central business districts to the suburbs has been occurring at

high rates since the late 1970s. By the mid-1980s, approximately 57 percent of the office

space in the country was located in the suburbs; before that time, central business districts

within the urban core contained the majority of office space (Cooper, 1986).

Growth is concentrated in certain geographic regions of the country. For example, the

most growth in urbanized areas is occurring mainly in the south and west. High rates of

growth are occurring in coastal and estuarine areas. Population in these areas has increased

9 The 4.9-million increase does not include increases associated with unincorporated, urbanized portions of

Phase I counties and designated municipalities.
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by about 30 million people during the last 3 decades (almost half the total U.S. population

increase) and is expected to increase, although at reduced levels (Culliton et al., 1990). The

Bureau of the Census projects that most growth by 2010 will occur on the Pacific, Atlantic,

and Gulf Coasts (Figure 3-5). High growth areas include California and Washington State in

the West, all of the coastal States south of New Jersey in the East, and Florida and Texas in

the Gulf Coast region.

A comparison of 1990 census data to 1980 data supports these projections (Table 3-13).

Twenty-five of 30 coastal States have seen dramatic population increases since 1980 (Bureau

of the Census, 1991). The largest increases occurred in California (6.1 million people),

Florida (3.2 million people), and Texas (2.7 million people). While the major population

corridors extend from New York to Washington, DC, Los Angeles to San Diego, and within

the San Francisco Bay metropolitan area, estuaries in the Middle Atlantic contain the greatest

percentage of urban land and is the most densely populated among regions (NOAA, 1990).

3.2 NATURE OF DISCHARGES FROM MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS

A number of features of the urban environment affect the manner in which discharges

from municipal separate storm sewers may affect ~urface water resources, including:

¯ Urban activities and sources that generate or contribute to pollutants

¯ Increased levels of imperviousness

¯ Modifications and destruction of natural drainage features, including removal of
riparian vegetation

¯ Design objectives of drainage system.

The degree of impact on a receiving water can also depend on other factors, including

the frequency and duration of the storm water discharges, the quality and quantity of storm

water discharges, the occurrence of other wet weather discharges (e.g., combined sewer
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Table 3-13. Total Resident Population by State: 1990 and 1980

1990 Total 1990 Total ] 1980 Total Number Change Percent Change
Population Rank State PopulationI Population 1980 to 1990 1980 to 1990

I California 29,760,021 23,667,902 6,092,119 25.7
2 New York 17,990,455 17.558,072 432,383 2.5
3 Texas !6,986,510 14,229,191 2,757,319 19.4
4 Florida 12,937,926 9.746,324 3,191.602 32.7
5 Pennsylvania 11,881,643 11.863,895 17,748 0.1
6 Illinois 11,430,602 11,426,518 4.084 0.0
7 Ohio 10.847,115 10,797,630 49,485 0.5
8 Michigan 9,295,297 9,262,078 33,219 0.4
9 New .Jersey 7,730,188 7,364,823 365,365 5.0
10 North Carolina 6,628,637 5,881,766 746,871 12.7
I 1 Georgia 6,478,216 5.463,105 i ,015, ! 11 18.6
12 Virginia 6,187,358 5,346,818 840,540 15.7
13 Massachusetts 6,016,425 5,737,037 279,388 4.9
14 ]ndial~a 5,544,159 5,490,224 53,935 i .0
15 Missouri 5,117,073 4,916,686 200,387 4.1
16 Wisconsin 4,891,769 4,705,767 186,002 4.0
17 Tennessee 4,877,185 4,59 I, 120 286,065 6.2
18 Washington 4,866,692 4,132,156 734.536 17.8
19 Maryland 4, 781,468 4.216.975 564,493 13.4
20 Minnesota 4.375,099 4,075,970 299,129 7.3
2l Louisiana 4,219,973 4,205,900 t4,073 0.3
22 Alabama 4,040,587 3,893,888 146,699 3.8
23 Kentucky 3,685,296 3,660,777 24,519 0.7
24 Arizona 3,665,228 2,718,215 947,013 34.8
25 Puerto Rico 3,522,037 3,196,520 325,517 10.2
26 South Carolina 3,486,703 3,121,820 364,883 11.7
27 Colorado 3,294,394 2,889,964 404,430 14.0
28 Connecticut 3,287,116 3,107,576 179,540 5.8
29 Oklahoma 3,145,585 3,025,290 120,295 4.0
30 Oregon 2,842,321 2,633,105 209,216 7.9
31 Iowa 2,776,755 2,913,808 -137,053 -4.7
32 Mississippi 2,573,216 2,520,638 52,578 2.1
33 Kansas 2.477,574 2,363,679 113,895 4.8
34 Arkansas 2,350,725 2,286,435 64,290 2.8
35 West Virginia 1,793,477 1,949.644 -156,167 -8.0
36 Utah 1,722,850 1,461,037 261,813 17.9
37 Nebraska 1,578,385 1,569,825 8,560 0.5
38 New Mexico 1,515,069 1,302,894 212,175 16.3
39 Maine i ,227,928 1,124,660 103,268 9.2
40 Nevada 1,201,833 800,493 401.340 50.1
41 New Hampshire 1,109,252 920,610 188,642 20.5
42 Hawaii 1,108,229 964,691 143,538 14.9
43 Idaho i ,006,749 943,935 62,814 6.7
44 Rttode Island 1,003,464 947,154 56,310 5.9
45 Montana 799,065 786,690 12.375 1.6
46 South Dakota 696,004 690,768 5,236 0.8
47 Delaware 666,168 594,338 71,830 12. I
48 North Dakota 638,800 652,717 -13,917 -2.1
49 District of Columbia 606,900 638,333 -31,433 -4.9
50 Vermont 562,758 511,456 51,302 I0.0
51 Alaska 550,043 401.851 148,192 36.9
52 Wyoming 453,588 469,557 -15.969 -3.4
53 Gua~ 133,152 * 107,000 * 26,000 * 24.2
54 Virgin Islands 101,809 * 98,000 * 4,000 * 4.1
55 American Samoa 46,773 * 32,000 * 15,000 * 47.9
56 North. Mariana Islands 43,345 * 17,000 * 26,000 * 152.9

Estima’~l 1980 census populations
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overflow discharges), and the quantity and quality of the base flow (dry weather flow) of the

stream. Appendix B further discusses the potential impacts from storm water discharges to

different classes of receNing waters.

3.2.1 Major Pollutant Sources

Pollutants in discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems originate from a

variety of diffuse sources. This subsection discusses both runoff-related and non-storm water

sources of pollutants.

3.2.1.1 Runoff-Related Pollutant Sources

The urban environment has many sources that can contribute pollutants to storm water.

Table 3-14 provides selected examples of the major common sources of pollutants in the

urban environment. Many of these sources, such as those related to vehicles, building

materials, and road maintenance, are ubiquitous in the urban environment. The complex

interactions of the various pollutant sources in the urban environment have limited efforts to

quantify the contribution of pollutants from specific sources. Rather, most studies of the

quality of urban runoff have characterized pollutant concentrations in runoff from general

land use categories (e.g., residential, commercial~ open land). However, several recent

studies have begun to look at smaller segments of the urban environment that may generate

runoff with elevated levels of pollutants, lo At least one recent study has attempted to

evaluate the contribution of pollutants from different formulations of a commercial product

(brake pads) to urban nmoff.1~ Another recent study addressing deposition of air pollutants

to waters identified fossil fuel combustion in industrial, commercial, and residential units;

~0 For example, see Barmerman, R., et al., 1993 Sources of Pollutants in W~sconsin Stormwater, Water Science
& Technology (28): 3-5, pp. 241, which indicates that streets and roads may be the most significant source of
pollutants associated with residential, commercial and industrial land use. Pitt, R., et al. The Treatability of UrlTan
Stormwater Toxicants, International Congress on Integrated Stormwater Management, 1991, which reported that
runoff from vehicle service areas and parking lots generally had higher concentrations of polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons and metal than nmoff from street surfaces. In addition, a higher frequency of runoff from vehicle
service areas and parking lots exhibited toxicity.

tl See Public Review Draft of Contribution of Heavy Metals 3o Storm Water from Automotive Disc Brake Pad

Wear, Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program, 1994.
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Table 3-14. Common Pollutants and Non-Industrial Pollutant Sources
Associated With Urban Runoff

Pollutant [ Source (Category: Components)

Lead Vehicles: exhaust, tire wear (filler material), lubricating oil and grease
Structures and roads: paint

Zinc Vehicles: tire wear (filler material), oil and grease (stabilizing additive), brake pads,
metal corrosion
Paved surfaces: deicing salts
Structures: paint, metal corrosion, wood preservatives

Copper Vehicles: parts wear (brakes, metal plating, bearings and bushings), diesel fuel
Structures: paint, metal corrosion, wood preservative
Other: pesticides

Cadmium Vehicles: tire wear (filler material)
Other: pesticides

Chromium Vehicles: parts wear (brakes, metal plating, engine parts)

Nickel Vehicles: diesel fuel, lubricating oil, parts wear (brakes, metal plating, and bushings)
Paved surfaces: asphalt

Manganese Vehicles: parts wear (engine parts)

Bromide Vehicles: exhaust

Mercury Other: coal combustion
Vehicles: fuel combustion
Structures: paint

Iron Vehicles: body rust, engine wear
Structures: rust

Cyanide Paved surfaces: deicing salts
Structures: wood preservatives

PAHs Vehicles: exhaust
Other: incomplete combustion

Chloride Paved surfaces: deicing salts

Sulphates Other: combustion product
Vehicles: exMust
Paved surfaces: road beds, deicing salts

Nitrogen, Vehicles: exhaust
Phosphorus Other: combustion product

Landscape maintenance: fertilizers
Soil erosion: land disturbance, exposed soils
Sewage: leaking sanitary systems, septic systems

Sources: EPA, 1992, 1990, 1983; Kobriger et al., 1984.
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Table 3-14. Common Pollutants and Non-Industrial Pollutant Sources
Associated With Urban Runoff (continued)

Pollutant Source (Category: Components)

Sediments, Soil erosion: land disturbance, exposed soils
Particulates Streambank erosion: high flows

Vehicles: body rust, tire wear, other wear

Pesticides General outdoor application
Structures: wood preservatives, paint

Floatables Litter: residential, commercial, industrial, recreation
Waste disposal: residential, commercial, industrial recreation
Vegetation: leaves, branches, trunks

Bacteria Sewage: leaking sanitary systems, septic systems
Other: animal droppings
Soil erosion: exposed soils

Oil and grease Vehicles: drippings, leaks
Paved surfaces: asphalt
Equipment maintenance: exposed surfaces
Other: wood preservatives, wood/coal combustion

PCBs Vehicles: catalyst in synthetic tires
Other: electrical, insulation

Benzene Vehicles: fuel
Other: solvent use

Toluene Vehicles: fuel and asphalt
Other: solvent use

Chloroform Vehicles: form by mixing salt, gasoline and asphalt

Oxygen Vegetation: leaves
Demand Litter: various sources

Soil erosion: land disturbance, exposed soils

Phthalate, Structures: plasticizer
bis(2-eth.) Other: plasticizer

Sources: EPA, 1992, 1990, 1983; Kobriger et al., 1984.

municipal waste combustion and hazardous waste and sewage sludge incineration; and

various manufacturing processes, such as cement production as major local sources of

metals. The report also identified fossil fuel and biomass combustion in petroleum

refineries, motor vehicles, and industrial commercial and residential units as major local

sources of polycyclic organic matter.
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A number of the sources provided in Table 3-14 are related to materials exposed to

precipitation. Examples of these sources include zinc from galvanized gutters and roofs and

lead from certain exterior paints. Other sources are generally released to the environment,

such as metals and polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in automobile emissions, zinc

in tire wear, and emissions from industrial sites. Pollutants from these sources can be

carried away from their original point of generation and accumulate on other impervious

surfaces where they are eventually washed off. In addition, erosion of land and streambanks

can contribute sediments and other pollutants.

Pollutant concentrations in runoff from different land uses are discussed below.

3.2.1.2 Non-Storm Water Sources

Although separate storm sewers are primarily designed to remove runoff from storm

events, materials other than storm water end up in and are ultimately discharged from

separate storm sewers. For example, in Sacramento, California, it is estimated that less than

half of the water discharged from the storm water drainage system is directly attributed to

precipitation, n Non-storm water discharges to storm sewers come from a variety of

sources,~3 including:

¯ Illicit connections and cross connections from industrial, commercial, and sanitary
sewage sources

¯ Leaking sanitary sewage systems

¯ Malfunctioning onsite disposal systems (septic systems)

¯ Improper disposal of wastes such as used oil, wastewaters, and litter

12 Urban Runoff Discharge from Sacramento, CA, Montoya, B., CA Regional Water Control Board, Central
Valley Region, 1987, Report Number 87-1SPSS.

~3 A more eoraplete description of non-storm water discharges to storm sewers is given in Investigation of
Inappropriate Pollutant Entries into Storm Drainage Systems: A User’s Guide, EPA, January 1993, EPA/600/
R-92/238.
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¯ Spills

¯ Infiltration of ground water contaminated by a variety of sources, including leaking
underground storage tanks

¯ Wash waters, lawn irrigation, and other drainage sources.

Appendix C provides a more complete description of these sources of non-storm water.

Table 3-15 summarizes numerous studies involving problems with non-storm water

discharges. These case studies illustrate the wide range of pollutants (e.g., pathogens,

metals, nutrients, oil and grease, phengls, and solvents) that can be contributed to storm

sewers from non-storm water discharges. Removal of these non-storm water sources of

pollutants often provides opportunities for dramatically improving the quality of discharges

from separate storm sewers and is required by Section 402(p)(3)(B)(ii).

Table 3-15. Summary of Non-Storm Water Discharge Problems

Study Site Comments

Jones Fails Watershed During the NURP study of the Jones Fails Watershed, 15 illicit connections
Baltimore City and were discovered in portions of the watershed. The illicit connections were
County, MD grouped into four types: direct discharges from residences, leakage from

cracked or broken sewer lines; decades-old overflows from the sanitary sewer,
and smitary sewage pumping station malfunctions. Elevated levels of
pathogens, TSS, ammonia, TKN, total nitrogen, COD, and TOC were
identified.

Tulsa, Oklahoma A physical inspection was conducted on 120,000 feet of storm sewer 48 inches
and larger serving a drainage area of approximately 12 square miles. 35
potential non-storm water discharges were observed. 23 of these were observed
and/or suspected sanitary sewer connections, 4 were potable water discharges,
and 8 were of an unknown source. In addition, 12,900 feet of sanitary sewer
were laid within the storm sewer where the storm sewer served as a conduit.
Most illicit connections were associated with development that occurred before
1970. Other documented observations were structural defects (900 feet of pipe
showed signs of structural defects), pipe cross through (176 total), and debris
buildup.
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Table 3-15. Summary of Non-Storm Water Discharge Problems (continued)

Study Site Comments

Washtenaw County, MI Of the 1,067 businesses, homes, and other buildings inspected, 154 of the
buildings inspected (14%) had illicit connections, including connections in
restaurants, dormitories, car washes, and auto repair facilities. About 60% of
the automobile-related businesses inspected had illicit discharges. A majority of
the illicit connections discovered had been approved connections when installed.
Pollutants that were detected include heavy metals, nutrients, TSS, oil and
grease, radiator fluids, and solvents.

Fort Worth, TX 24 outfalls in a 10-mile radius were targeted for end-of-pipe observations. The
success of the program was judged by a decline in the number of undesirable
features at the target outfalls, from an average of 44 undesirable observations
per month in 1986 (522 total) to an average of 21 undesirable observations per
month in 1988. The Fort Worth investigation indicated problems associated
with allowing septic systems, self-management of liquid waste by industry, and
construction of municipal overflow bypasses from the sanitary sewer to the
storm drains. These problems were attributed to the inability of the POTW to
expand as rapidly as urban growth occurred. During a 30-month period,
problems detected include 133 hazardous spills, 125 incidents related to
industrial activity, 265 sanitary sewer line breaks, and 21 bypass connections of
the sanitary sewer to the storm sewer. Highlighted cases include a 20 gallon-
per-minute flow from a cracked sanitary sewer from a bean processing plant to
a storm drain and an illicit connection of a sanitary sewer line from a 12-story
office building to a storm sewer. Most industrial pollution enters the storm
sewer system from illegal dumping, storm runoff, accidental spills, and direct
discharges. Metals were not detected in dry-weather discharges but were found
in significant levels in receiving water sediment. City officials state that the
high metal concentrations in sediment are consistent with otherwise unexplained
serious reported fish kills.

Seattle, WA The city of Seattle has detected improper disposal and illicit connections from
industrial sites by investigating sediment in storm sewers. One storm drain
outfall that represented a major source of lead to the Duwamish River was
traced back to a former smelter that crushed batteries to recover lead. Lead
concentrations in the sediment were high enough to allow the city to send it to
an operating smelter to be refined. Another storm drain contained high levels
of creosote, pentachlorophenol, copper, arsenic, and PCBs, which (except for
the PCBs) were traced back to a wood treatment facility. Thirty cubic yards of
contaminated sediments removed from the storm drain contained 145 pounds of
contaminants. Sediments removed from storm drains in another industrial area
contained very high levels of PCBs (about 1 pound of PCBs in 70 cubic yards
of sediment).

Upper Mystic Lake, NY The NURP study for the Upper Mystic Lake Watershed project identified
contamination of storm water runoff and, subsequently, surface water
contamination of surface waters by sanitary discharges as a major problem in
the watershed that contributed large quantities of phosphorus, certain metals,
and bacteria. Interactions at 19 manholes serving both sanitary and storm sewer
lines were identified as the major contributor of pollutants.
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Table 3-15. Summary of Non-Storm Water Discharge Problems (continued)

Study Site                                    Comments

Bellevue, WA           The NURP report for Bellevue, WA, recorded 50 voluntary citizen reports of
illegal dumping and other non-storm water discharges during a 27-month period.
The incidents reported were varied and resulted in at least two significant fish
kills. 25 percem of the citizen reports involved improper disposal of used oil to
the storm sewer. Other reports invol~,ed spills, illicit connections of floor
drains, septic system pipes, and a car wash, as well as chemical dumping and
concrete trucks rinsing out into catchbasins or streams.

Ann Arbor, MI Studies in 1963, 1978, and 1979 found that discharges from the Alien Creek
storm drain contained significant quantities of fecal coliform, fecal streptococci,
solids, nitrates, and metals. Of the 160 businesses dye-tested, 61 (38%) were
found to have improper storm drain connections. Chemical pollutants, including
detergents, oil, grease, radiator wastes, and solvents, were causing water quality
problems. Monitoring of the storm drainage system during storm events
indicated a decrease in the concentration of 32 of 37 chemicals monitored after
the improper connections were removed.

Medford, OR Fecal coliform tests at storm drain outfalls in city parks were used to detect 4
leaking sanitary sewer lines that were either located above the storm lines or
saturated the ground with effluent, which entered the nearby storm drains; an
agricultural equipment wash rack; and a house with sanitary lines plumbed to
the storm drain. In addition, in one of the oldest sections of town, a large
storm drain bored in the early 1900s also contained the sanitary sewer line.
Under manholes, the sanitary line was only a trough. Even minor clogs or
breaks resulted in a spillover of effluent into the storm drain below.

Toronto, Ontario* Dry weather samples of discharges were taken from 625 storm drains in the
Humber River watershed. About 10 percent of the outfalls were considered
significant sources of nutrients, phenols, and/or metals, while 30 of the outfalls
had fecal coliform levels of greater than 10,000 per 100 ml. Investigations
identified 93 industrial and sanitary sewage illicit connections. Problems
included residential connections of sanitary sewage to the storm sewers and yard
runoff from a meat packing plant to a storm drain.

Grays Harbor, WA Dry weather sampling of 29 outfalls of separate storm drains indicated that
discharges from 6 of the outfalls had abnormally high pollutant levels with
snspected illicit connections. The area under consideration had originally been
served by combined sewers. Earlier efforts to separate the system had been
incomplete, with some residences discharging sanitary sewage to the storm

Seward, NY Sewage from septic systems with clogged drainfields in clay soils flowed into
open storm sewers. The open storm sewers posed health risks to neighborhood
children and lowered property values.
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Table 3-15. Summary of Non-Storm Water Discharge Problems (continued)

Study Site Comments

Norfolk Naval Station, The Norfolk Naval Shipyard was originally built in 1767 and has had numerous
VA additions since. It has an extensive network of underground pipes, including

both separate storm sewers and sanitary/industrial sewers. In response to a
lawsuit, officials at the Shipyard conducted dye-testing of sanitary facilities
throughout the shipyard, which led to the identification and elimination of 25
cross-connections of sanitary and industrial waste to the separate storm sewer
system.

Sacramento, CA The city of Sacramento is currently undertaking a project to identify pollutant
discharges and illegal connections to the storm water drainage systems. Recent
studies identified acute toxicity in storm water and determined that less than half
of the water discharged from the drainage system was not directly attributable to
precipitation. Mass loading estimates of copper, lead, and zinc discharged by
the drainage system were several times higher than the estimated pollutant loads
of these metals from the Sacramento Regional Treatment Plant secondary
effluent.

Hazardous Waste Case These case studies determined that onsite waste disposal where pollutants were
Studies added to runoff, eventually ending up in drainage systems, and other situations

where a generator dumped wastes directly down a drain were common. Of the
36 cases of illegal dumping investigated in a GAO report, 14 cases investigated
involved disposal of hazardous wastes directly to, or with drainage to, a storm
sewer, flood control structure, or the side of a road. An additional 10 sites
involved disposal to the ground, to landf’tlls (other than those receiving
hazardous wastes), or to trash bins, which can ultimately result in additional
pollutants to subsequent storm water discharges.

* Information from cities outside of the United States included for informational purposes only.

3.2.2 Imperviousness

The level of watershed imperviousness can be linked to impacts to streams and other

surface water resources (Schueler et al.). Urbanization and development increase the

imperviousness of land, which alters the natural vegetation and infiltration characteristics of

watersheds. These increases in imperviousness can dramatically alter natural flow patterns of

streams, wetlands, and other surface water resources. Increased levels of imperviousness

replace natural vegetation and decrease the natural infiltration characteristics of a watershed,

increasing the amount of runoff during wet weather events. Schueler estimates that in

undeveloped watersheds, 5 to 15 percent of the annual stream flow is delivered during storm

events. As a general rule, the amount of runoff occurring during storm events is directly

proportional to the amount of watershed imperviousness. For example, runoff from storm
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events will typically comprise half the annual stream flow in a watershed that is 50 percent

impervious (Schueler, 1987). Figure 3-6 illustrates how storm water peak flows increase as

population (and, consequently, imperviousness) increases based on data from the United

States Geological Survey (USGS) and the Bellevue Planning Department (1977). In addition

to causing increased flooding, changes in the hydrology of a stream can result in accelerated

stream bank or stream bed erosion. Such erosion can cause or contribute to a number of

generally detrimental effects on stream hydrology and morphology. For example, erosion

can widen or deepen the stream channel, eliminate pools and other structures in the stream,

and shift gravel or sand bars (Schueler, 1992).

Increased levels of imperviousness also cause less infiltration of rainfall to recharge

ground water supplies, thereby lowering the water table. One result of lowered water tables

is that baseline stream flows can be significantly decreased during dry weather. Reduced

flows between storms may significantly affect the aquatic habitat and the ability of a stream

to dilute toxic spills or other dry weather pollutants within the stream system (Bellevue

NURP project). In some cases, the installation of storm sewers in a watershed results in

previously perennial streams running dry several times a year (Long Island NURP project).

The level of watershed imperviousness is probably the most significant factor affecting

pollutant loadings in runoff from many land uses, including residential and commercial areas

(NURP, EPA 1984). Increasing imperviousness increases runoff volumes, which, in turn,

increase pollutant loads. Increased imperviousness can also increase stream temperatures,

resulting in adverse effects on cold water habitats. Moreover, increased imperviousness can

result in decreases in fish diversity (Schueler and Galli, 1992). t4

t4 For more information on the relationship of watershed imperviousness and biological quality see Jones and Clark,

1987; Klein, 1979; Limburg and Sehmidt, 1990; Pedersen and Perkim, 1986; and Booth and Jackson, 1994.
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tI

Source: Scott, Steward, and Stober          Y~RR

Figure 3-6. Population of Bellevue and Peak Annual Discharge in Kelsey Creek.
Data From USGS and Bellevue Planning Dept., 1977

3.2.3 Modification of Natural Stream Channels and Riparian Vegetation

During the process of development, the natural drainage system (e.g., streams, wetlands,

and other receiving waters) and surrounding vegetation is often modified. Streams can be

diverted through underground culverts or channelized. Wetlands can be drained or filled,

reducing the natural capacity of the drainage systems to dampen peak flows associated with

storm events. After development has occurred, the natural drainage system is often unable to

handle the higher volume of flows. The higher volume of flows can result in high stream

bank and stream bed erosion rates or flooding. Drainage systems that have undergone these

changes often need additional engineered modifications downstream, such as channelization

or lining projects or direction of streams through underground culverts.
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Removal of riparian vegetation, coupled with increased watershed imperviousness, can

result in significant increases in water temperatures. Such changes can reduce or eliminate

sensitive stream insects and fish species. Modification of riparian vegetation can also have

significant impacts on stream habitat value, t5

3.2.4 Design Objectives of Drainage System

The manner in which a storm sewer system is installed, and its design objectives,

affect the quality and quantity of the storm water discharge, as well as the potential presence

of non-storm water discharges. The historical development of storm sewers can be

characterized in terms of four overlapping time periods. A description of storm water

management during these periods shows how some of the water quality problems associated

with storm sewer discharges have come about. 16

1800-1850 The fh’st storm sewers were installed primarily to reduce flooding and
ponding. Sanitary sewage connections resulted when adequate sanitary sewers
were not provided.

1850-1950 In some municipalities, combined sewers designed to carry both storm water
and sanitary sewage were installed.

1900-Present In other municipalities, separate systems were installed for sanitary and storm
sewers. Storm sewers were designed to provide for the rapid removal of
storm water runoff from a site.

1970-Present Some communities begin to address storm water as a resource to be used to
recharge ground water and to supply fresh water to surface waters. In
addition, properly managed storm water avoids problems with erosion,
flooding and adversely impacting natural drainage features such as streams,
wetlands and lakes. The multiple goals of water quality and water quantity are
addressed when managing storm water.

t5 For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between streams and the hyporheic zone, the area that is
biologically and hydrologically connected to the surface water of a system, see Entering the Watershed, A New
Approach to Save America’s River Ecosystem, Doppet, B. et al., 1993.

16 NURP - Ann Arbor, MI Report, 1984, and Water and the City: The Next Century, Rosen and Keating, American
Public Works Association, 1991.
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3.2.4.1 Early Sewers (1800-1850)

The oldest urban storm sewers in the United States date back to the early 1800s.

Ponding of surface waters, coupled with poor sanitary conditions in urban areas, led to the

installation of these early storm sewers to provide drainage. Little is known of the early

storm sewers, as they were constructed by individuals or small districts at their own expense

with little or no engineering or public supervision. Early storm sewers preceded the

development of sanitary sewers. Once these early storm sewers were in place, they received

wastes from other sources, some from direct connections of ditches and pipes to the storm

sewers and others from materials durdped into the streets or storm sewers. Wastes which

ended up in storm sewers included house wastes (most buildings lacked indoor plumbing),

cesspool overflows, garbage, and excrement from horses and livestock. These practices

created health and aesthetic problems, as storm sewers were often oversized on a flat grade,

resulting in accumulation of~ sewage in storm sewers during dry weather. Wastes which

accumulated during dry weather were then discharged into receiving streams during rain

events. Many cities prohibited the discharge of domestic sewage to storm sewers but failed

to provide public sanitary sewers, resulting in secret connections built without public

supervision. Other illegal connections to the storm sewer were often overlooked by

municipal officials because of the lack of proper ~anitary sewers (NURP, 1984) (APWA,

1991).

3.2.4.2 Combined Sewers (1850-1950)

By the second half of the 19th century, combined sewer systems, designed to carry both

sanitary sewage and storm runoff, were being installed to limit the costs associated with

separate systems. At the time, these systems were chosen over separate systems because of

their lower costs, even though it was known that separate systems were preferred on the

basis of sanitary conditions. By 1875, although 67 cities in the United States with

populations of greater than 100,000 had combined sewer systems, none treated waste before

discharging it to the nearest receiving water body. In many cities, streams were covered to

minimize the resulting nuisance. Pollution and health problems forced the expensive
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installation of interceptors to collect dry weather flows from hundreds of combined sewer

outlets for conveyance or pumping to treatment plants prior to discharge.

As cities expanded, storm runoff and sewage flows increased. Combined interceptors

which had been installed prior to expansion could not handle increases in flow to the point

that even modest rain events could cause flooding of streets and basements. Combined sewer

overflows (CSOs) that discharged storm water and sewage directly to surface waters were

installed to minimize flooding problems, including sewage backing up into the basements of

commercial and residential buildings..These systems bypassed treatment and the general

sanitary quality of receiving waters again deteriorated (NURP, 1984) (APWA, 1991).

3.2.4.3 Separate Sewers for Water Removal (1900-Present)

The first large scale sewer system to provide separate collection of storm runoff and

sanitary sewage was built in 1880 in Memphis, TN, although the construction of combined

systems was continued and extended in most major cities. As early as 1900, many State

regulatory agencies would not permit further construction of combined sewers. Where water

quality impacts from CSOs were extreme, some cities implemented programs to separate

portions of the older combined syste~n.

Problems arose with separate storm water and sewage systems. As city populations

increased, the demand for sewer service increased. However, sewer mains, interceptors,

pumping stations and treatment plants were slow to grow. The post-World War II boom for

sewer service into fast growing suburban areas was often associated with high infiltration

rates and many illegal rain water connections which overloaded the system during rain

events. To limit raw sewage backups in basements, hundreds of connections were made t~

bleed sewage from the sanitary sewers to the storm drains to limit flows in the sanitary

sewers. Improper connections of grey waters such as automobile repair shop floor drains

were either encouraged or implicitly allowed to discharge to storm drains.
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Other problems arise with separate storm sewers, as storm water management often

focuses on the rapid removal of storm water runoff from a site. The assumption is that

problems will disappear after storm water leaves the site. Under this approach, which

usually involves concrete channels and underground piping networks, storm drains are

constructed without regard for the control and slow release of storm water or for possible

downstream effects. This approach to storm water management has been characterized by

simplistic goals, rigid design standards (such as requiring piping for drainage instead of

relying on natural drainage features), low engineering review costs, and high construction

and maintenance costs. In some cases, flood problems are only shifted to downstream sites

(NURP, 1984)(APWA, 1991).

3.2.4.4 Storm Water Management for Water Quantity and Water Quality Purposes
(1970-Present)

A few communities have developed programs where storm water is managed for multiple

purposes including controlling water quantity (to avoid flooding and stream scour and to

maintain stream flows during dry weather by recharging ground water during storms) and

improving water quality. A range of alternative storm water control measures and facilities

can be implemented to serve multiple purposes effectively. The natural cycles and processes

which occur prior to the development of the land are used as a guide for managing storm

water after development has occurred. Natural flow patterns and rates of discharge are

retained through special storm water.control facilities and measures. Natural processes are

incorporated into the design of many "soft" engineered systems, including vegetated buffers,

greenways, revegetation of storm water systems, wetland creation or retention for storm

water management, and onsite retention, detention or infdtration systems. Policies emerging

from these programs include:

¯ Reducing peak flows and improving storm water quality by onsite retention

¯ Reducing the volume of storm water leaving the site by natural irffiltration
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¯ Releasing storm water from onsite facilities at a rate similar to the pre-development
runoff rate

¯ Managing for smaller storm events as well as those larger storm events that can cause
major floods

¯ Protecting wetlands and floodplains as natural storm water storage areas

¯ Making storm water facilities amenities of the development (such as retaining natural
drainage channels or providing attractive landscaping for storm water management
ponds) and encouraging open space and recreational uses

¯ Developing programs that relate erosion and sediment controls during construction
with storm water management after construction is completed.

The implementation of this approach typically involves somewhat higher costs for

development plan review by local governments, but lower costs for storm water facility

construction, and results in reduced social costs (NURP, 1984) (APWA, 1991).

3.3 TI-I~ EXTENT OF DISCHARGES FROM MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS

3.3.1 Pollutant Concentrations of Runoff From Residential and Commercial Areas

Many studies have examined the nature of pollutants in municipal storm water discharges

on a local level, but few have attempted to do so on a national level. The two most

extensive assessments of pollutants in urban runoff are the Nationwide Urban Runoff

Program (NURP) and information compiled in the USGS data base. These two data bases

primarily reflect pollutant concentrations associated with runoff from residential and

commercial areas.

From 1978 to 1983, EPA provided funding and guidance to NURP to provide a better

understanding of the nature of urban runoff from residential and commercial areas. NURP

included 28 projects that were conducted separately at the local level but were centrally

reviewed, coordinated, and guided by EPA. Project locations across the country were

selected by EPA to provide a range of types of receiving waters and beneficial uses,

hydrologic characteristics, and urban characteristics.
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The major focus of NURP was to characterize the water quality of runoff from

residential, commercial, and industrial park sites. The NURP program evaluated data from

81 sites in 22 cities covering more than 2,300 separate storm events. Of the 81 sites

selected, 39 were completely or primarily residential, 10 were commercial, 20 were mixed

commercial and residential, 4 were industrial parks, and 8 were open spaces in urban areas.

Because the industrial park category did not represent heavy industrial activity, the data from

industrial parks were merged with commercial land use data. Each project was separate and

distinct but shared common field monitoring protocols.

The NURP study provides insight on what can be considered background levels of

pollutants for runoff from residential and commercial land uses. Sites evaluated in NURP

were carefully selected so that they were not influenced by pollutant contributions from

construction sites, industrial activities, or illicit connections. Several sites were eliminated

from the study because of elevated pollutant loads associated with these or other sources.

NURP showed that the concentrations of pollutants in runoff from residential and

commercial areas vary considerably from site to site. NURP postulated that the best general

characterization of runoff from commercial and residential areas for planning purposes,

where local information is lacking, can be obtained by pooling data from many sites.

The majority of samples collected under NURP were analyzed for seven conventional

pollutants (biochemical oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, total suspended solids,

total Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrate plus nitrite, total phosphorus, and soluble phosphorus) and

three metals (total lead, total copper, total zinc). Table 3-16 presents average discharge

concentrations for these pollutants in runoff from the residential and commercial sites studied

in NURP. 17

t7 Recently, concerns have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for metals. As discussed
in Chapter 2, EPA believes that historical data on storm water runoff from NURP and USGS are suitable for the
purposes of this report.
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Table 3-16. Summary of Event Mean Concentrations From NURP
for Selected Pollutants

Coefficient of
90th Percentile Variability for

Constituent Mean Median Site Site Events

TSS (rag/l) 239 I00 300 I-2

BOD (rag/l) 12 9 15 0.5-I

COD (mg/l) 94 65 140 0.5-I

Total P (rag/l) 0.50 0.33 0.70 0.5-1

soluble P (rag/l) 0.15 0.12 0.21 0.5-1

TKN (mg/l) 2.3 1.5 3.3 0.5-1

Nitrate plus nitrite (rag/l) 0.86 0.68 1.75 0.5-1

Total Cu (nag/l) 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.5-1

Total Pb (nag/l) 0.24 0.14 0.04 0.5-i

Total Zinc (nag/l) 0.35 0.16 0.50 0.5-1

In addition, the Section 307(a) priority pollutants were measured at 20 of the sites. Of

the 119 pollutants analyzed, 77 were detected. All 13 metals on the priority pollutant list

were detected, and all but 3 of the metals were detected at frequencies greater than 10

percent of the samples. Copper, lead, and zinc, found in at least 91 percent of the samples,

were the most frequently detected metals. Of the 106 organic pollutants measured, 63 were

detected. A plasticizer (bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate) and a pesticide (alpha-

hexachlorocyclohexane (alpha-BHC)) were found in at least 20 percent of the samples

analyzed. An additional 11 organic pollutants were reported at frequencies between 10 and

20 percent, including 4 pesticides, 3 phenols, 4 polycyclic aromatics, and a single

ohalogenated aliphatic compound. NURP data also showed that during warm weather

conditions, fecal coliform counts in urban runoff are typically in the tens to hundreds of

thousands per 100 milliliters of runoff. Table 3-17 lists pollutants that were detected in !0

percent or more of the NURP samples.
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Table 3-17. PHority Pollutants Detected in at Least 10 Percent of the NURP Samples

Pollutant Detection Frequency (%)

Metals and inorganics

Antimony 13
Arsenic 52
Beryllium 12
Cadmium 48
Chromium 58
Copper 91
Cyanides 23
Lead 94
Nickel 43
Selenium I i
Zinc 94

Pesticides

Alpha-hexachloroeyclohexane 20
AIpha-endosulfan 19
Chlordane 17
Lindane 15

Halogenated aliphatics

Methane, dichloro- 11

Phenols and cresols

Phenol 14
Phenol, pentacholoro- 19
Phenol, 4-nitro 10

Phthalate esters

Phthalate, bis(2-ethylhexyl) 22

Polycyelic aromatic hydrocarbons

Chrysene 10
Fluoranthene 16
Phenauthrene 12
Pyrene 15

Source: EPA, 1983
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The USGS has also collected urban rainfall, runoff, and water quality data nationally for

several decades. In the mid-1980s, a data base containing information on 717 storms at 99

stations in 22 metropolitan areas throughout the United States (Driver et al., 1985) was

compiled. The USGS examined a set of constituents similar to those compiled for NURP;

the USGS also reported its data in terms of flow-weighted samples so that concentrations and

loading values could be compared directly to NURP results. As described in Section 2.1.2.1

of this report, EPA compared information from the USGS data base to the findings from

NURP.

In general, the findings between the two studies were very similar. Both data bases

identified sediments and metals as the most significant pollutants measured. This

determination is consistent with the findings of Driver and Lystrom (1986), who also

compared the two data sets.

Two major trends related to automobiles that have occurred since the bulk of NURP data

were collected are expected to affect urban runoff quality. The first trend involves the

dramatic reductions in the levels of lead in gasoline. NURP data were generally collected

during the time period when leaded gasoline was being phased out, and current

concentrations of lead in runoff are expected to be generally lower than indicated by the

NURP data.18 Storm water monitoring data collected since that time tend to show a

significant decrease in lead, but much less of a reduction then the percentage reductions of

is Tetraethyl lead has been extensively used as an inexpensive and-knock, octane boosting gasoline additive since
1923. Aside from the Surgeon General temporarily suspending the production and sale of lead in gasoline in 1925,
the use of lead in gasoline was largely unregulated until 1978. Decreases since that time are the result of two
regulatory programs under the Clean Air Act (CAA): regulation of the amount of lead in leaded gasoline; and
automobile emission standards resulting in new teetmology, catalytic converters, requiring the use of unleaded
gasoline. Beginning in 1975, many automobile manufacturers began installing catalytic converters, which were
poisoned by lead in gasoline, to meet emission standards. In 1978, EPA began to lower the level of lead in leaded
gasoline under sections 211(c)(1) and (2) of the CAA to protect the public health and welfare and to safeguard the
performance of emission control devices in general use. Most recently, EPA lowered the low-lead standard to 0.10
gplg, effective January 1, 1986, (March 7, 1985 (50 FR 9386)).
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lead in gasoline. Other remaining sources of lead include industrial sources, paint,

background levels in soil, and soil contaminated after 65 years of using lead in gasoline.

The second trend pertains to the prohibition of the use of asbestos in brake pads and

clutch linings. This is expected to result in a decrease in asbestos in runoff, which was not

monitored in NURP, and an increase in copper and zinc, which are a substitute for asbestos

in some brake pads.

3.3.1.1 Comparison of Pollutant Concentrations in Runoff from Residential/Commercial
Areas to Discharges From Publicly Owned Treatment Works

The concentration of pollutants in runoff from residential and commercial areas (based on

NURP and USGS data bases) can be compared to the typical concentration of pollutants

found in the discharges from publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) that provide

secondary treatment~ (see Table 3-18). The concentration of total suspended solids (TSS)

in runoff from residential and commercial areas is about an order of magnitude greater than

the concentrations from POTWs receiving secondary treatment. The concentrations of COD,

total lead, and total copper were somewhat higher in runoff from residential and commercial

areas. The concentration of phosphorus and nitrogen were about an order of magnitude

greater in discharges from POTWs.

19 ’]~his is consistent with the finding of Deposition of Air Pollutants to the Great Waters, 1994 Report to
Congress, EPA, 1994, which indicates that the environment may act as an important reservoir or source of persistent
contaminants that have been released previously.

:o EPA estimates that 76 million people, or 42 percent of the population served by sanitary sewage treamaem
works, are served by systems that either provide greater than secondary treatmem or have no discharge. 1992 Needs
Survey Report to Congress, EPA, 1993.
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Table 3-18. Comparison of Mean Pollutant Concentrations in Runoff From Residential
and Commercial Areas to Sewage Treatment Plant Receiving Secondary Treatment

Runoff from Residential and Sewage Plant With Sec~’ndar7
Constituent Commercial Sites (NURP) Treatment

TSS (rag/l) 239 20
BOD (mg/l) 12 20
COD (rag/l) 94 33
Total P (rag/l) 0.5 6
Soluble P (mg/1) 0.15 5
TKN (rag/l) 2.3 20
Nitrate plus nitrite (me/l) 0.86 NA
Total Cu (rag/l) 0.05 0.05
Total Pb., (me/l) 0.24 0.03
Total Zn (rag/l) 0.35 0.14

Source: POTW discharge con~ntrations for lead, zinc, copper, BOD, COD, TSS, and oil and grease were
based on data reported in Fate of Priority Pollutants in Publicly Owned Treatment Works (EPA, 1981). This
report summarizes monitoring data from POTWs receiving secondary treatmem in 50 cities. Pollutant
concentrations for total phosphorus, soluble phosphorus, and total Kjeldalfl nitrogen were based on personal
commtmieation wi~ Dolloff Bishop or the EPA Wastewater Engineering Laboratory in ¢iaminnati, Okio.
Recently, concerns have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for metals. As discussed
in Chapter 2, EPA believes that historical data on storm water runoff from NURP and USGS are suitable for
the purposes of this report.

3.3.1.2Comparison of Pollutant Concentrations in Runoff from Residential/Commercial
Areas to Water Quality Criteria

NURP determined that toxic metals were the most prevalent priority pollutants in runoff

from commercial and residential areas. All 14 inorganic priority pollutants (13 metals, plus

cyanides, excluding asbestos) were detected in urban storm water. As shown in Table 3-19,

a number of these constituents were detected at levels exceeding EPA water quality criteria.

The table also identifies organic pollutants found that exceeded certain EPA water quality

criteria. These exceedances were observed less frequently than exceedances for the

inorganic constituents. Levels of coliform bacteria were also found to exceed EPA water

quality criteria during and immediately after storm events in many surface waters (EPA,

1983).
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Table 3-19. Summary of Water Quality Criteria Exceedances for Pollutants
Detected in at Least 10 Percent of NURP Samples--Percentage of Samples

in Which Pollutant Concentrations Exceed Criteria~

Frequency of
DetectiOnsamples~Pollutant Detection(*) HC~ T DW

I. Pesucides
c~-Hexachloroc,vclohexane 20 211106 8,18,20
T-Hexachlorocyclohexane 15 15/I00 8 0,10,15
(Lindane)
Chlordane 17 7/42 2 17 17,17,17
c~-Endosulfan 19 9/49 I0

II. Metals and Inor[anics~

Antimon,v 13 14/106 X 52,52,52 1
Arsenic 52 45/87 12.12,12
Ber)’llium 12 11/94 6*
Cadmium6 48 44/91 8 48 1
Chromium6’r 58 47/81 1 *
CoppeP 91 79/87 47 82
Cyanides 23 16/71 3 22 4
Lead6 94 75/80 23 94 73 73
NickeP 43 39/91 5 21
Selemum 11 10/88 5 10 I0
Zinc~ 94 88/94 14 77

IV. Halo[enated Aliphatics
Methane, dichloro- 11 3/28 0,0, ! 1

VII. Phenols and Cresols
Phenol 14 13/91 X
Phenol, pentachloro 19 21/111 I* 11" 1
Phenol, 4-rtitro- 10 11/107 X

VIII. Phthalate Esters
Phthalate. bis(2--eth~thex),l) 22 15/69 22*

IX. Polycyclic Aromatic
H]/drocarbons
Chr,isene I0 11/109 i0,10.!0
Fluoranthene 16 17/109 X
Phenanthrene 12 ! 3/110 12.12,12
P)/rene 15 16/I10 15,15,15

¯ Indicates FTA or FTC value substituted where FA or FC criterion not available (see below).t Based on 121 sample results received as of September30, 1983, adjusted for quality control review. Where a value is reported for
criteria exceedanees, this value is apercentage of thenumber of samples where the pollutant was detected and blanks indicate no
exceedances by any of the samples for which the pollutant was detected.z Number of times detected/number of acceptable samples.

~ FA = Freshwater ambient 24-hour iustantan~ous maximum criterion ("acute" criterion).
FC = Freshwater ambient 24-hour average criterion ("chronic" criterion).
FTA = Lowest reported freshwater acute toxic concentration. (Used only when FA is not available.)
F’rc = Lowest reported freshwater chronic toxic concentration. (Used only when FC is not available.)
OL = Taste and odor (organoleptie) criterion.
HH = Non-carcinogenic human health criterion for ingestion of contaminated water and organisms.
HC = Protection of human health from carcinogenic effects for ingestion of contaminated water and organisms.
DW = Primary drinking water criterion.

4 Entries in this colmrm indicate exceedances of the human carcinogen value at the 10"s, 10-6, and 10"v risk level, respectively. The
numbers are cumulauve (i.e., all I0"s exceedances are included in 10.0 exc~dances, and all I0 exc~danc~s are included in I0"
exceedances),

s Concerns have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for metals. As discussed in Chapter 2, EPA believes that
historical data on storm water runoff from NURP and USGS are suitable for the purposes of this report.

6 Where hardness dependent, hardness of 100 mgil CaCO~ equivalent assumed.7 Different criteria are written for the trivalent and hexavalent forms of chromium. For purposes of this analysis, all chromium ts
assumed to be in the less tome trivalent form.
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3.3.2 Pollutant Concentrations from Other Urban Land Uses

The NURP data base is limited to runoff from residential, commercial and industrial

park land uses. These land uses typically comprise between 55 to 85 percent of the area of

urban areas (EPA, 1990). Other major urban land uses which have the potential to

contribute runoff with higher levels of pollutants include central business districts, industrial

areas (typically 10 to 20 percent of the area of urban areas), and construction activities.

3.3.2.1 Central Business Districts

NURP noted that data describing runoff from central business districts are limited.

However, NURP suggested that some central business districts may produce pollutant

concentrations in runoff that are significantly higher than those from other sites in a given

urban area. Pollutant loads from central business districts are thought to be significant

because of the high pollutant concentrations coupled with the high degrees of imperviousness.

3.3.2.2 Industrial Land Uses

No truly industrial sites were included in any of the NURP projects. However,

NURP suggested that runoff from industrial sites may have significantly higher contaminant

levels than runoff from other urban land use sites. Several studies tend to support this

suggestions, such as the Fresno, CA, NURP project which showed that industrial areas had

the poorest storm water runoff quality of the four land-uses evaluated. Of the 62 non-

pesticide constituents monitored, 52 were statistically highest in industrial site runoff. A

study conducted in Spokane, WA, showed that industrial and commercial sites clearly

contributed greater quantities of total dissolved solids, COD, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, lead and

zinc (Oregon, 1986--Spokane Water Quality Management Program).

Given the range of different industrial activities in different urban areas, it would be

difficult to characterize industrial runoff on a national basis. However, recent data collection

efforts describing runoff from different types of industrial activities can be used to evaluate
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the potential for pollutants in runoff from specific industrial areas. Chapter 4 summarizes

some of these efforts.

3.3.2.3 Construction Activities

The amount of sediment in storm water discharges from construction sites can vary

considerably, depending on whether effective management practices are implemented at the

construction site. Uncontrolled or inadequately controlled construction site sediment loads

have been reported to be on the order of 35 to 45 tons/acre/year (Novotny and Chesters,

1981). Sediment runoff rates from c6nstruction sites are typically 10 to 20 times that of

agricultural lands, with runoff rates as high as 100 times that of agricultural lands; the rates

are typically 1,000 to 2,000 times those of forest lands. Over a short period of time,

construction sites can contribute more sediment to streams than was previously deposited

over several decades.21

3.3.3 Pollutant Loading Estimates

EPA has developed loading estimates for selected pollutants in discharges from municipal

separate storm sewer systems associated with urbanized areas.= Chapter 2 describes the

methods used for estimating pollutant loads.

Table 3-20 sannmarizes pollutant load estimates for different classes of municipalities

currently addressed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water program and potentially addressed

under Phase II. EPA estimates that in 1990, about 40 percent of the pollutant loads

associated with runoff from urbanized areas came from Phase I municipalities. About one-

quarter of the pollutant loads in runoff from urbanized areas came from potential Phase II

zt Under current regulations, construction activities resulting in the disturbance of 5 or more acres are covered by
the NPDES storm water program.

22 Tim model used to estimate pollutant loads assumed constant concentrations for each of the seven pollutants.
This assumption results in the ratio of loadings of different pollutants remaining constant for different classes of
municipalities. Thus, where the percentage of pollutant loadings is presented, the percentage is the same for all
seven pollutants.
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Table 3-20. Estimated Pollutant Loadings in Runoff From Urbanized Areas

Number of Total Number of Number of Perce~age of
Population Urbanized Population* Area** Incorporated Minor Civil Number of Urbanized

Cias~lflc.ation                       Categ.ory Areas* (millions) (sq. mL) Places* Divisions* Counties* Area
NATIONAL 405 252.2 3,54~,166 19,289 17,796 3,141 NA
ALL URBANI’~D AREAS’ 50,000 - 99,999 176 12.2 7,674.0 457 285 251 12

100,000 -249,999 125 19.5 10,243.0 485 350 154 16
Over 250,000 104 128.7 43,603 0 2,649 939 296 72
TOTAL 405 160.4 61,520.0 3,591 1,574 703

URBANIZED AREAS AFFILIATED WIT~ PHASE I MS4s
- Phase I MS4s within Phase I

affiliated Urbanized Areas 50,000 - 99,999 8 0.4 210.7 9 0 6 0
100,000 - 249,999 47 6.3 3,066.4 51 0 13 5
Over 250,000 81 75.0 21,741.9 504 0 53 35
SUBTOTAL 136 81.7 25,019.0 564 0 72 40

Phase 11 Portions of Phase 1
affiliated Urbanized Areas 50,000 - 99,999 8 0.2 102.5 10 1 4 1

100,000 - 249,999 47 1.9 1,174.4 69 58 62 2
~ Over 250,000 81 33.7 14,944.8 1,508 575 239 25
~ SUBTOTAL 136 35.8 16,221.7 1,587 634 305 28

TOTAL 136 117.5 41,240.7 2,151 634 377 68
U~BANIZED AREAS NOT AFFILIATED WITH A                        "’
PHASE I MS4

Urbanized Areas Not Affiliated
with Phase I MS4s 50,000 - 99,999 168 11.6 7,232.7 443 284 242 11

100,000 -249,999 78 11.3 5,823.0 371 297 91 9
Over 250,000 23 20.0 6,176.7 656 385 47 12
TOTAL 269 42.9 19,606.0 1,470 966 380 32

UrbanizedAreasContaininga City
with a CSO Exemption** 50,000 - 99,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100,060-249,999 7 1.5 661.2 40 70 ~ 17 1
Over 250,000 14 16.0 5,242.5 524 358 43 9
TOTAL 21 17.5 5,903.7 564 428 60 10

PHASE I MS4~ OUTSIDE URBANIZED AREAS NA 4.3 86’,097 57 0 5 NA

* Totals are based upon 1990 Census, and include Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
~ ** Some municipalities identified in the November 1990 application regulations (55 FR 47990) as Phase I based on 1980 census data received combined sewer
0 exclusions from Phase I where the total population served by separate storm sewers was less than 100,000 after subtracting the population served by combined sewers.
--~ (The 21 urbanized areas [with a population of 17.5 million] containing these municipalities are also contained in the above totals and are not in addition to those totals.)
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portions of urbanized areas with a Phase I municipality. An additional one-third of the

pollutant loadings associated with urbanized areas came from urbanized areas that do not

have a Phase I municipality.

Table 3-21 compares annual pollutant loadings for three metals, zinc, lead, and copper,

from urban runoff from the Metropolitan Washington urbanized area, with a sewage

treatment plant that provides advanced treatment and that serves about 2 million people (the

Blue Plains sewage treatment plant), and major industrial process wastewater discharges

located in Maryland and Virginia. In.general, the data in Table 3-21 indicates that the

annual loadings of metals, nutrients, and oxygen demanding pollutants in urban runoff from

the Washington, DC, area are higher than the loadings from the predominant sewage

treatment plant for the area (the Blue Plains Sewage Treatment Plant provides advanced

treatment and serves approximately two million people). The data also indicate that the

annual loadings of zinc and lead in urban nmoff from the Washington, DC, area are higher

than the loadings from all industrial point source discharges from facilities in Maryland and

Virginia that reported pollutant release information in 1987 to the Toxic Release Inventory

established under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.

Table 3-21. Annual Pollutant Loadings in Pounds for Selected Pollutant Sources

All MD and VA Direct
Urban Storm Water from Blue Plains Sewage Industrial Discharges in 1987

Pollutant Metropolitan Washington Treatment PlanP Toxic Release Inventory

Zinc 480,000 137,000 132,000

Lead 132,600 5,500 31,300

Copper 113,000 21,000 127,000

Nitrogen 30,000,000 12,000,000 not available

Phosphorus 1,200,000 113,000 not available

BOD5 9,500,000 1,400,000 not available

t Portions of collection system for Blue Plains are combined sewers carrying both runoff and sewage. The
POTW loadings do not account for discharges from combined sewer overflows. The loadings estimate does
account for urban storm water that is conveyed to Blue Plains, treated, and discharged. Recently, concerns
have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for metals. As discussed in Chapter 2, EPA
believes that historical data on storm water runoff are suitable for the purposes of this report.
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A number of factors are expected to result in future changes to total loadings and the

distribution of loadings between Phase I and Phase II municipalities. Factors that would

generally increase loadings include increases in population and the area of urbanized areas.

If recent development trends continue, most increases in loadings are expected to occur in

urbanized areas with a Phase I municipality. The majority of the increase in loadings in

these areas is expected to occur in suburban areas surrounding core cities.

The increased implementation of storm water management measures is expected to

generally decrease pollutant loadings. Given the existing Federal mandate for storm water

controls, such decreases are expected to occur in Phase I municipalities sooner than in

potential Phase II municipalities.

Widespread product substitutions associated with activities that generate pollutants

ultimately discharged in storm water may either increase or decrease pollutant loads,

depending on the nature of such substitutions.

When analyzing annual loadings associated with urban runoff, it is important to

recognize that discharges of urban runoff are highly intermittent and that the short-term

loadings associated with individual events will be high and may have shockloading effects on

receiving water.

3.3.4 Floatables/Litter/Plastics

Litter is common in urbanized areas. During storm events, litter can be washed into

separate storm sewers or carried through other storm water conveyances to receiving waters.

Litter is also commonly disposed of directly to storm sewer catchbasins. Discharges from

separate storm sewers were identified as major sources of plastics to the surface waters in

Methods to Manage and Control Plastics Wastes--Report to Congress, (EPA, 1989).

Another study concluded that the majority of floating litter that washes up on New Jersey’s

beaches originates from discharges from separate storm sewers (New Jersey DEP, 1988).
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Litter can cause significant aesthetics problems and impact the operating effectiveness of

drainage systems and related management practices such as detention ponds.

3.3.5 Population Densities and Imperviousness

As discussed previously, the amount of imperviousness in urban watersheds can be

linked to impacts to streams and other surface water resources. The population density of a

municipality can be used as an indicator of the level of imperviousness. Figure 3-7
¯ summarizes several studies that attempted to link population densities to percent

imperviousness (Kobriger, 1984). However, using population density as an indicator of

imperviousness does not account for high levels of day-time use associated with many

commercial or industrial areas with high levels of imperviousness.

Population density is related to the total urban population in an area. Table 3-1,

presented previously, indicates that as the total population of an urbanized area increases, so

does the average population density. The average population density of urbanized areas with

a total population of 1,000,000 or more (3,413 persons per square mile) is more than double

the average population density of urbanized areas with a population of 50,000 to 100,000

(about 1,600 persons per square mile).         -

The population density varies within urbanized areas. Core cities generally have a

higher population density than outlying suburban areas. However, other smaller cities that

are part of larger urbanized areas can have high population densities. In 1990, the Bureau of

the Census reported more than 600 incorporated places with populations under 100,000 but

with a population density of at least 5,000 persons per square mile. Approximately 550 of

the more than 600 incorporated places meeting this criterion were in an urbanized area.

Approximately 415 of these incorporated places are in an urbanized area where at least one

Phase I municipality is located.
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Source: Kobr~ger, 1984.

Figure 3-7. Relationship Between Population Density and Percent Imperviousness
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3.4 SUMMARY

Bureau of the Census estimates that the population of the United States and associated

territories was more than 252.2 million in 1990:3 and that there are 19,289 incorporated

places and 17,796 minor civil divisions in the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii.

These incorporated places and minor civil divisions are located in 3,141 counties or county

equivalents.

The concept of Bureau of the Census-designated urbanized areas served as an important

tool for analyzing potential approaches to a Phase II program that addresses municipal

separate storm sewer systems. More than 160 million people (63 percent of the total United

States population) reside in the 405 urbanized areas with a population of 50,000 or more that

have been designated by the Bureau of the Census. These areas occupy less than 2 percent

of the Nation’s total land area. These areas represent the largest, most widespread areas of

dense urban development in the country.

The majority of new urban development also occurs in Census-designated urbanized

areas. Construction activity related to new development is recognized as a significant source

of pollution and impairment of waterbodies, providing some of the best opportunities for

implementing storm water management controls in a highly cost-effective fashion. Between

1980 and 1990, the population of Census-designated urbanized areas increased by 21.2

million,z4 During the same time period, the rural population of the United States increased

by 2.2 million, and the urban population that lived outside of urbanized areas increased by

0.9 million. Between 1980 and 1990, the population of urbanized areas with one or more

municipal systems addressed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water program increased by

16.4 million (or 75 percent of the total National growth). This represents a 25 percent

~ Population estimates based on the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, Araeriean Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

z~ About 7 percent of this increase, (1.5 million people) are associated with the net addition of 30 new urbanized
areas between 1980 and 1990. Another part of this increase which has not been estimated here is associated with the
increase in land area of pre-existing urbanized areas.
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increase in the population of these areas. The population of urbanized areas without a Phase

I municipal system increased by 2.6 million. This represents 12 percent of the total national

growth and a 7 percent increase in the population of these areas.

The population and number of municipalities in urbanized areas, and estimated

percentage of pollutant loads in runoff from urbanized areas are summarized in Table 3-20

and discussed below.

Phase I of the NPDES program for storm water discharges addresses 621 incorporated

places (cities) and portions of 77 counties.2s These municipalities had a combined

population of 86 million people in 1990. Cities with a population of 100,000 or more whose

municipal systems are already addressed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water program

increased in population by about 4.9 million between 1980 and 1990.26 The majority of the

population of Phase I municipalities, 81.7 million people live in 136 of the 405 Census-

designated urbanized ares. EPA estimates that about-40 percent of the pollutant loads in

storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from Phase I municipalities.

The Phase II portions of the 136 urbanized areas with one or more Phase I municipal

separate storm sewer system had a combined population of 35.8 million people. The

population of those portions of these urbanized areas increased by 2.6 million between 1980

and 1990. EPA estimates that 1,587 incorporated places, 634 minor civil divisions, and

parts of 305 counties are located in the Phase II portions of these urbanized areas. EPA

estimates that 28 percent of the pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urbanized

areas come from Phase II portions of the 136 urbanized areas with a Phase I municipality.

2~ Of these municipalities, 140 cities and 45 counties are specifically identified in the NPDES regulations that were
published in November of 1990. EPA and authorized NPDES States have designated an additional 481 cities and 32
counties as Phase I mtmieipalities. In addition, approximately 30 municipalities (located in 21 urbanized areas) have
received combined sewer exclusions where the total population served by separate storm sewers is less than 100,000 after
subtracting the population served by combined sewers. The methodology used to classify municipalities as Phase I vs.
Phase II for the purposes of this report is explained in Chapter 2.

26 The 4.9 million increase does not include increases associated with unincorporated, urbanized portions of Phase
I counties and designated municipalities.
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A total of 269 of the Census-designated urbanized areas do not have a municipality with

separate storm sewers subject to Phase I of the storm water program. The 269 urbanized

areas without a Phase I municipal separate storm system have a combined population of 42.9

million people. EPA estimates that 1,470 incorporated places, 966 minor civil divisions, and

parts of 380 counties are located in these urbanized areas. EPA estimates that about one-

third of the pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from the

269 urbanized areas without a Phase I municipality. Of the 269 urbanized areas without a

Phase I municipal system, 101, or over a third, have a population of more than 100,000, and

23 have a population of more than 250,000.

In addition to populations within urbanized areas discussed above, the Bureau of the

Census has identified an additional urban population of 29 million people that live outside of

urbanized areas, as well as 62.8 million people classified as rural. Of this total, 25.1 million

people live in 3,689 incorporated places. The remaining 4 million people live in either

minor civil divisions or unincorporated portion of counties. Although discharges from

municipal separate storm sewer systems serving these populations are potential Phase II

sources, they are not addressed in this report.
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CHAPTER 4. INDIVIDUAL PHASE II DISCHARGES

This chapter identifies the discharges of storm water other than those from municipal

separate storm sewer systems for which permits are not currently required and assesses, to

the extent practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in those discharges. To provide a

context for this analysis, this chapter begins with an overview of the industrial categories that

are addressed under Phase I of the storm water regulatory program. Using an approach

described in Chapter 2 of this report, other categories of industrial, commercial, and retail

facilities that may be sources of polluted storm water discharges are identified. For these

potential Phase II sources, the type of their discharges and statistics on their geographic

distribution are described. The nature of industrial storm water discharges is characterized

using a summary of the sampling data reported by Phase I group permit applicants and

comparing groups of Phase II sources to these Phase I industries. In an analysis patterned

after that in Chapter 3, this chapter also explores the relationship between individual Phase II

industrial, commercial, and retail facilities and urbanized areas of different configurations.

The f’mal section of this chapter summarizes the results of the analyses and offers some

perspectives on individual Phase II storm water discharges. The results of these analyses are

meant to be guideposts and are not intended to be an identification of specific industrial

categories that must be regulated under Phase II.

4.1 OVERVIEW OF INDIVIDUAL PHASE H SOURCES

There are more than 7.7 million industrial, commercial, retail, and government facilities

in the United States. 1 The Office of Management and Budget classifies businesses into

categories based on similarity of economic activity. Some aspects of this discussion are

t This estimat~ is based on data from the FACTS data base, which is leased by EPA from Dun & Bradstreet
Information Services, which created, maintains, and annually updates information based on a variety of sources.
This estimate does not include inactive and abandoned mines which may constipate hundreds of thousands of
additional sources.
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based on this Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code system.2 Table 4-1 presents a

breakdown of the major categories of industry and commerce. The current storm water

regulatory program potentially applies to some types of individual facilities within the

mining, construction, manufacturing, and transportation divisions. There are more than

850,000 enterprises in these divisions; however, only a portion of these are within the 11

categories of activities "associated with industrial activity" as defined by the November 1990

storm water permit application regulations.3 As a result, from these 850,000 enterprises,

EPA has estimated that approximately 150,000 facilities are currently subject to Phase I

requirements.

Table 4-1. Summary of Major SIC Divisions of U.S. Commerce

Total SIC Codes
Description Facilities Covered

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing 310,086 01 - 09
Mining 39,936 10- 14
Construction 805,100 15 - 17
Manufacturing 511,831 20 - 39
Transportation and Public Utilities 306,894 40 - 49
Wholesale Trade 582,681 50 - 51
Retail Trade -1,850,121 52 - 59
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 672,693 60 - 67
Services 2,585,750 70 - 89
Public Administration 71,379 90 - 97

Total 7,736,471

The remaining universe of facilities fall into two main groups, those that have a statutory

or regulatory exemption, including agricultural and most silvicultural activities, and those

that are considered to be potential Phase II activities. Many of these potential Phase II

z The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code system organizes industries into categories and
subcategories. Major groups are designated by a two-digit code number between 01 and 99. Within major groups,
facilities are further camgorized at the industry group (3-digit) level and industry (4-digit) level.

z This figure excludes about 800,000 building, construction, and specialty contractors, which are regulated to
the extent that they engage in construction activities disturbing 5 acres or more.
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sources, however, are not expected to become subject to Phase II regulation. Sources that

are not in Phase I and are not expected to become subject to NPDES storm water regulation

in Phase II consist of sources that lack the potential to contribute significant levels of

pollutants to storm water, including financial institutions, some governmental activities and

many types of service organizations.

The remaining categories of light industrial, commercial, retail, governmental

establishments, and residential activities represent the universe of facilities under

consideration for potential inclusion in. Phase II. These facilities fail into several general

categories with respect to Phase II:

* Facilities with activities essentially identical or closely related to those "associated
with industrial activity," that are not covered for a variety of statutory and regulatory
reasons.

¯ Facilities with activities similar to those "associated with industrial activity," such as
transportation activities, energy producers and distributors, and utilities.

¯ Commercial activities with industrial components, such as assembly and repair
operations.

¯ Agriculture-related operations that include currently unregulated feedlots.4

¯ Non-agricultural operations with potential for use of pesticides and fertilizers.

* Facilities and households with failing septic systems.

¯ Other facilities with potential to use or produce toxic substances, including
laboratories and some governmental facilities.

In general, the geographic distribution of industrial, commercial, and retail activity--in

short, economic activity--tends to be closely associated with population and population

4 To be subject to the NPDES program, sources must have point source discharges of pollutants to waters of the
United States. EPA has defined concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) as point sources currently subject
to permitting under NPDES. This study looks at feedlots which do not meet the regulatory definition of CAFO to
study their impacts on water quality and to identify thern as potential sources to be covered under Phase rl.
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density. Through this relationship between population and economic activity, this industrial

analysis can be compared with the municipal analysis undertaken in the previous chapter.

The Phase I municipal approach is taken as the starting point for a locational analysis of

industrial Phase I and potential Phase II sources in this chapter. The municipal component of

Phase I of the storm water regulatory program focuses on the largest cities and counties,

which contain about one-third of all the facilities in both regulated and nonregulated

categories. There are a few notable exceptions to this relationship between economic activity

and population, including agricultural and mining activity. These are discussed in more

detail later in this chapter.

4.1.1 Thd Phase I Permitting Framework for Industrial Discharges

Section 402(p) of the CWA provides that EPA or N-PDES-approved States cannot require’

a permit for storm water discharges from individual sources before October 1, 1994, except

for discharges "associated with industrial activity" or those that had a permit prior to

February 4, 1987, unless they are significant contributors of pollutants to waters of the

United States or contribute to the violation of a water quality standard. The Act also

clarifies that permits for discharges associated with industrial activity must meet all of the

applicable provisions of CWA Sections 402 and 301, including both applicable technology-

based requirements and water quality-based standards. All other storm water discharges that

are potential candidates for coverage fall under Phase II of the program. The basic

permitting framework for Phase I of the NPDES storm water program is established in 40

CFR 122, primarily Section 122.26.

The November 16, 1990, storm water regulations described 11 categories of industrial

facilities that defined the term "discharges associated with industrial activity." The

categories were derived from a combination of narrative descriptions and specific SIC code

designations to define and identify Phase I sources (40 CFR 122.2603)(14)). The types of

industrial facilities covered by the definition are illustrated in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2. Industrial Facilities That Must Submit Applications
for Storm Water Permits (Phase I)

40CFR
122.26(b)(14)

Subpart Description

(i) I Facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance standards, or
toxic pollutants effluent standards under 40 CFR, Subchapter N [except facilities which are exempt
under cammgory (xi)].

(ii) Facilities classified as:

SIC 24 (except 2434) ...... Lumber and Wood Products
SIC26 (except 265 and 267) . Paper and Allied Products
SIC 28 (except 283 and 285) . Chemicals and Allied Products
SIC 29 ................ Petroleum and Coal Products
SIC 311 .............. Leather Tanning and Finishing
SIC 32 (except 323) ......Stone. Clay and Glass Products
SIC 33 ............... Primary Metal Industries
SIC 3441 ............. Fabricated S~ructural Metal

!SIC 373 .............. Ship and Boat Building and Repairing

(iii) !Facilities classified as SIC 10 through 14, including active or inactive mining operations and oil and
gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations, or transmission facilities that
discharge storm water contaminated by contact with, or that has come into contact with, any
overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts, or waste products
located on the site of such operations.

SIC I0 ............... Metal Mining
SIC 11 ............... Anthracite Mining
SIC 12 ............... Coal Mining
SIC 13 ............... Oil and Gas Extraction
SIC 14 ............... Nonmetallic Minerals, except Fuels

(iv) Hazaxdous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those that are operating under
interim status or a permit under Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

(v) Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that receive or have received any industrial wastes
including those that are subject to regulation under subtitle D or RCRA.

(vi) Facilities involved in the recycling of material, including metal scrapyards, bakery reclaimers, salvage
yards, and automobile junkyards, including but not limited to those classified as:

SIC 5015 ............. Motor Vehicle Parts, Used
SIC 5093 ............. Scrap and Waste Materials

(vii) Steam electric power generating facilities. ~ncluding coal handling simms.

(viii) Transportation facilities which have vehicle mammmnance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or
airport de-icing operations. Only those poruo~ of 0ae facility that are either involved in vehicle
maintenance (including vehicle rehabilitauo~, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication),
equipment cleaning operations, or airport de-a:mg operations, or which are otherwise listed in another
category, are included.

SIC 40 ............... Railroad Transportation
SIC 41 ............... Local and Suburban Transit
SIC 42 (except 4221-25) ....Motor Freight and Warehousing
SIC 43 ............... U.S. Postal Service
SIC 44 ............... Water Transportation
SIC 45 ............... Transportation by Air
SIC 5171 ............. Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals
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Table 4-2. Industrial Facilities That Must Submit Applications
for Storm Water Permits (Phase I) (continued)

40 CFR
122.26(b)(14)

Subpart Description

(ix) Treatment works t~ating domestic sewage or any other sewage sludge or wastewater treatment device or system,
used in the storage, treatment, recycling, and reclamation of municipal or domestic sewage, including lands
dedicated to the disposal of the sewage sludge that are located within the confines of the facility, with a design flow
of 1.0 million gallons per day or more, or required to have an approved pretrearment program under 40 ~ Part
403. Not inchided are farm lands, domestic gardens, or lands used for sludge management where sludge is
beneficially reused and which are not physically located in the confines of the facility, or ames that are in
compliance with Section 405 of the CWA.

(x) Conswacrion activity including clearing, grading, and excavation activities except operations that re~lt in the
disturbance of less than 5 acres of total land ar~a and thos~ that are not part of a larger common plan of
development or sale.

(xi) Facilities under the following $1Cs [which am not otherwise included in categories (ii)-(x)], including only storm
water discharges wbem material handling equipment or activities, mw materials, intermediate products, final
products, waste materials, byproducts, or industrial machitmty am exposed to storm water.

SIC 20 Food and Kindred Products
SIC 21 .................. Tobacco Products
SIC 22 .................. Textile Mill Products
SIC 23 .................. Apparel and Other Textile Products
SIC 2434 ................ Wood Kitchen Cabinets
SIC 25 .................. Furniture and Fixtures
SIC 265 ................. Paperboard Containers and Boxes
SIC 267 ................. Converted Paper and Paper Board Products

(except containers and boxes)
SIC 27 .................. Printing and Publishing
SIC 283 ................. Drags
SIC 285 Paints, Varnishes, Lacquer, Enamels
SIC 30 .................. Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products
SIC 31 (except 311) ......... Leather and I.#,ather Products
SIC 323 ................. Products of Purchased Glass
SIC 34 (except 3441) ......... Fabricated Metal Products
SIC 35 .................. Industrial Machinery and Equipnmnt, except Electrical
SIC 36 .................. Electronic and Other Electric Equipment
SIC 37 (except 373) ......... Transportation Equipment
SIC 38 .................. lustrum~nts and Relamd Products
SIC 39 .................. Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
SIC 4221 ................ Farm Products Warehousing and Storage
SIC 4222 ................ Refrigerated Warehousing and Storage
SIC 4225 ................ General Warehousing and Storage

Source: FederalRegiater, Vol. 55, No. 222, p. 48065, November 16, 1990.
Not~:    On lun~ 4, 1992, tim U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit remanded the exemption for construction sites of less than five

acres and for ~turing facilities in category (xi) which do not have mat, rials or activities exposed to storm wamr to the EPA
for further rulemaking. NRDC v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292 (gth Cir. 1992). In re.spons~ to the renmnds, the Agency intends to
conduct furtlmr mlenmkings on both the light manufacturing and the �onsnuction activities. In the December 18, 1992, Federa
Register, EPA stated that it is not requiring permit applications from construction activity under five acres or light industry
without exposure until this fat~er mlemaking is complemd.

For a more complete discussion of the interpretation of this definition, refer to the

NPDES Storm Water Program Question and Answer Document, Parts I and II (EPA, 1992,

1993), which appear in Appendix D.
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The original permitting framework of Phase I provided operators of industrial facilities

with three options for applying for NPDES permit coverage. They could (1) submit

individual applications, (2) participate in a group application, or (3) submit a notice of intent

to be covered by a general permit,s For the first phase of the storm water program, EPA

issued general permits to facilitate permitting the large number of facilities covered by the

program on September 9, 1992 (57 FR 41176), September 25, 1992 (57 FR 44412), and

April 14, 1993 (58 FR 19427). This Phase I framework is the result of a lengthy rulemaking

process that included opportunities for, and response to, public comment. In addition,

authorized NPDES States have issued numerous other general permits for facilities within

their States.

Section 402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA allows EPA or States to require permits for any other

discharges determined to be a contributor to a violation of a water quality standard or a

significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States. Thus, the Phase I

approach provides the foundation for extending regulation to additional sources and classes of

discharges, as appropriate.

4.1.2 Industrial, Commercial, and Retail Sources Not Subject to Phase I Permit
Requirements

This section responds to Congress’ fin’st mandate in CWA Section 402(p)(5): to

identify the sources of storm water discharges for which permits are not currently required

under Phase I. This chapter addresses individual Phase II sources; municipal separate storm

sewer systems were discussed in Chapter 3. Based on a review of those facilities not subject

to Phase I permitting requirements and a screening procedure based on information drawn

from the literatm’e review, activities were identified that may present opportunities for

pollutant releases to storm water. The purpose of the source identification is to present the

s The group application permitting option is no longer available to permit applicants because the application
deadlines have passed. EPA proposed an industry-specific multi-sector model general permit based on the
information received through the group application process on November 19, 1993. EPA will be finalizing the
multi-sector general permit in the near future.
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full range of potential Phase II sources and to characterize them to the extent possible to

facilitate decision making on the appropriate scope and approach of Phase If. The screening

process was used to narrow consideration to a subset of facilities that may be appropriate for

coverage under Phase If. Both the regulatory analysis and screening procedure are described

below.

4.1.2.1 Phase I Regulatory Review

In def’ming "storm water discharges associated with industrial activity," the Phase I

regulations identify 11 categories of facilities considered to be engaging in "industrial

activity" (see Table 4-2). Only those facilities described in the 11 categories of the definition

that have point source discharges of storm water are required to apply for storm water permit

coverage under Phase I of the program. As shown in Table 4-2, regulated activities under

Phase I were identified by SIC category, narrative descriptions of activities, or, in some

cases, both. For example, Category viii regulated activities are defined as "only those

portions of the facility that are either involved in vehicle maintenance ....equipment

cleaning operations, or airport de-icing operations, or which are otherwise listed in another

category ...." Seven separate SIC codes are then listed, including six two-digit codes and

one four-digit code; several four-digit codes were Specifically omitted from coverage.

There are a number of sources closely related to Phase I activities that are currently

unregulated. One general class includes construction activities that disturb less than 5 acres

(Category x) and light industrial activities that have no exposure of materials to storm water

(Category xi). On 1tree 4, 1992, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit remanded the

exemption of both of these categories from the original storm water regulations: The court

found that EPA had not adequately established that light industrial facilities without exposure

of materials or operatiom to storm water and construction sites disturbing less than 5 acres

were non-industrial in nature.

Natural Resources Defense Council v. EPA, 966 F.2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992).
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In response to the Ninth Circuit Court ruling, EPA issued a Federal Register notice on

December 18, 1992, to explain the outcome of the ruling and to request comment and

specific factual information to assist in the development of a new proposal to address light

industry and small construction site categories. EPA noted that it did not believe that the

court’s decision has the effect of automatically subjecting smaJJ construction sites and light

industries to the existing application requirements and deadlines. The Agency also indicated

that it believed that additional notice and comment were necessary to clarify the status of

these facilities. To the extent that some or all of these facilities may not be addressed by

Phase I, they would be potential Phase II sources.

Additional categories of potential Phase II facilities have been identified based on the

screening procedure described below.

4.1.2.2 Screening Procedure

Potential Phase 1T sources, categories, and activities were identified using previous

information and additional screening based on the major sectors of the economy identified by

SIC codes. Identifying potential Phase II sources based on SIC codes facilitates quantitative

analysis of the numbers of facilities potentially subject to Phase IT and provides a basis for a

geographical location analysis that parallels the municipal analysis in Chapter 3. The

geographical analysis (discussed in Section 4.2.2) was developed to show the distribution and

"concentration" of non-domestic enterprises across the country and their association with

various sizes and types of population centers. This geographical approach could later be

related to a water quality or environmental assessment at a finer level of detail at the

regional, state or local level.

As discussed in Chapter 2, major sectors of the economy are def’med on the basis of the

two-digit SIC code. This two-digit code is a relatively general categorization of the Nation’s

economic activity: all industrial, commercial, and retail activities are organized into 83 two-

digit SIC codes. Tbe four-digit SIC code provides a more detailed breakdown of these
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enterprises and is much more specific to the activities conducted at the establishment.

Although all unregulated activities are potential Phase II sources, in practical terms, only a

subset of four-digit SIC industry groups has real potential to use, process, or store pollutant-

bearing materials or to engage in activities that could lead to contamination of storm water.

SIC codes are assigned by economic activity, not pollution potential. However,

economic activities often correspond to physical activities or use of specific materials that can

be assessed relative to the potential to generate storm water pollution. Thus, SIC codes can

serve as an indicator of the underlying, activities or materials of concern, even if they cannot

be used to directly assess environmental effects.

The screening process described below focuses on two broad classes of facilities. The ~

f’ast (designated Group A) consists of facilities that fall within the same general range of SIC

codes as Phase I industrial activities but that are not covered under Phase I. The second

major group (designated Group B) consists of a specific subset of four-digit SIC codes of

concern (outside SIC codes 10-45) where discharges of pollutants are suspected based on case

studies, expert opinion, literature review, other EPA programs and concerns, and experience

with Phase I of the storm water program.

This screening process does not establish negative environmental effects from storm

water discharges. It does serve as a tool for focusing attention on those categories potentially

contributing to storm water pollution. The geographical analysis reported in Section 4.2.2

allows EPA to determine how these specific categories of potential Phase II facilities are

distributed nationally in geographic areas of concern (e.g., urbanized areas).

The following criteria were used to identify four-digit SIC codes of primary

environmental concern. First, facilities highly similar to Phase I facilities are identified

(Group A). Next, an additional 12 categories of potential Phase II sources are identified

based on their similarity to Phase I activities or based on case studies and expert opinion
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(Group B). These 12 Group B categories are then related to specific SIC code groupings for

subsequent analysis in Section 4.2. The categories identified through this process represent

the types of establishments or activities that may warrant further investigation and control

under Phase II. This preliminary identification does not establish that water quality impacts

are occurring.

As noted earlier, the SIC code system is a useful framework for identifying the numbers

and locations of facilities. The SIC approach allows EPA to access information from many

sources with a very precise level of detail, because of the efforts of many organizations (e.g.,

Commerce Department) to record and track economic activity by industrial category. Still,

focusing on SIC codes for the purposes of this study does not imply that a regulatory strategy

must proceed on this basis. The types of activities conducted at these facilities could be    "

regulated through narrative descriptions, as was done for some categories in Phase I.

Experience with the Phase I definition of "discharges associated with industrial activity"

suggests that SIC designations alone may not be completely satisfactory because activities of

concern may be conducted at a wide variety of facilities that do not happen to have the same

primary SIC code. In addition, other potential Phase II sources that are not reflected by the

SIC code system, including parking lots, large retail complexes, and facilities or residences

with septic systems for septic wastewater disposal, can similarly be studied for impacts on

water quality or regulated based on narrative description. Even within an SIC-based

regulatory framework, additional factors, such as size, location, pollutant usage, or activity

cutoffs or restrictions, can be used to identify specific facilities for regulation based on a

potential correlation between facilities and water quality impacts.

The SIC system does not capture some types of facilities or activities that generate storm

water discharges. SIC codes are designated based on the primary activity in which an

establishment is engaged. A business that is involved in a number of different activities will

be classified according to a single industrial code, which may not reflect activities associated

with storm water discharges. In addition, some facilities carry out activities off-site, such as
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material storage and vehicle maintenance, that will not have independent business identities

and, thus, no separate SIC designations. Similarly, the SIC system may not identify all

facilities that are owned or operated from a remote central business location. The SIC

system also does not individually identify industrial activities associated with municipalities.

Although some municipal services (e.g., public ambulance services) are identified, other

types of activities (e.g., municipal power generating facilities) are not captured within the

SIC system. Even with these limitations, EPA analysis of potential Phase II sources in terms

of SIC code assignments provides an extremely valuable analytical tool to assess the location

and concentration of these activities at. the national level.

Group A Sources

Although Phase I industrial activities generally fall within SIC codes 10-45, there are

many omissions and exceptions within this range. While some of these omissions were

intentional, others are the result of the specificity of the 1990 application regulations. Other

facilities have been excluded from Phase I based on specific legislative changes. These

classes of facilities are deserving of special attention due to their extreme similarity to Phase

I industrial activities. For the purposes of discussion and analysis in this report, these

facilities have been classified as Group A.

To clearly identify Phase II facilities that fall within the SIC range 10-45, a list of

unregulated activities related to Phase I sources in each of the 11 industrial categories was

developed. This list appears in Table 4-3. The similarity of many of the facilities on this

list to Phase I facilities makes them difficult to distinguish from Phase I facilities for the

purposes of the analyses in this report. In order to help characterize these sources, they have

been categorized below according to three main criteria. The three groups identified together

make up Group A. Although these groups do not encompass every one of the possible

exceptions presented in Table 4-3, they represent the majority of facilities in SIC codes 10-45

that were not addressed under Phase I.
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Table 4-3. Categories of Activities Not Regulated Under Phase I

Category Activities and Facilities

i ¯ Facilities that were not considered for inclusion in the effluent guideline formulations

ii ¯ Offsite warehouses (unless auxiliary to a regulated facility)
¯ Offsite salt storage plies
¯ Chemical distributors that conduct incidental mixing and blending of products
¯ Distributors of farm products and equipment with mixing and blending of fertilizers (not SIC

2875)

iii ¯ Pipelines
* Petroleum product distribution, including SIC 49

iv      ¯ Hazardous waste generation/storage sites subject to certain RCRA Subtitle C requirements
but not permitting       .

v ¯ Landfills that have not received or do not receive industrial waste (Municipal Solid Waste
LandmLs (MSWLFs))

¯ Solid waste transfer stations with no vehicle maintenance or that are owned or operated by
the entity that owns the fiusl disposal site

¯ Land application of sewage treatment plant effluent (exempted from RCRA requirements)
¯ Incinerators (BIFs and municipal incinerators) (hazardous waste incinerators axe permitted

under RCRA Subtitle C and therefore axe regulated under Phase I)
¯ Temporary offsite waste storage sites

vi ¯ Interim recycling facilities (collection sites, satellite storage sites)

vi ¯ Facilities that generate electricity, but do not use steam electric generation

viii * General equipment and vehicle storage/maintenance yards (municipal fire trucks, police cars,
park mainte_nance; construction equipment yards)

¯ Vehicle maintenance of garbage collection trucks owned by landfill operator
¯ SIC 40-45 facilities without vehicle maintenance
¯ Material handling/storage areas at SIC 4045 facilities
¯ School bus ~ facilities owned or operated by school districts
¯ Mining related equipment maintenance
¯ Warehouses under SIC 4226 that do not have vehicle maintenance
¯ Petroleum product wholesalers (SIC 5172) and bulk stations (SIC 5171) without vehicle

ix ¯ Treauncnt works with design flows less that 1 MGD (Transportation Act of 1991 exempted
POTWs owned or operated by municipalities with population of less than 100,000)

¯ Off-site non-4omestic sewage treatment plants and sludge drying beds
¯ Portable sanitary and septage service facilities
¯ Water treatment plan~s

x ¯ Construction operations that result in the disturbance of less that five acres of total land area
are under review due to the court opinion in Natural Resources Defenxe Council v. EPA, 966
F.2d 1292 (gth Cir. 1992)

xi * Facilities where there is no exposure of material are under review due to the court opinion on
Natural Resources Defense Council v. EPA, 966 F. 2d 1292 (9th Cir. 1992)
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¯ Auxiliary Facilities or Secondary Activities--SIC codes are assigned on the basis of
the primary activity from a f’mancial standpoint that is taking place at a particular
facility. Facilities with industrial activities that are in support of, or auxiliary to, a
non-regulated activity would not be covered under Phase I. Examples include
maintenance of construction equipment and vehicles and local trucking for an
unregulated facility (grocery stores etc.).

¯ Facilities Intentionally Omitted from Phase I--Another class of facilities which are
not addressed under Phase I are those that are related to, but were intentionally
omitted from, one of the 11 industrial categories. For example, category ix does not
cover treatment works with a design flow of less than 1 MGD, and category v does
not address landfills that have not received industrial waste. While these activities
may be slightly different from Phase I activities in size, scope, or specific materials
present, there are many similarities which may make these facilities a potential
concern in Phase II.

¯ Facilities Exempted by the Transportation Act--The Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (Transportation Act) exempted most industrial
activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000 people from permit
coverage under Phase I.7 This exemption applies to approximately 19,000
incorporated places and 17,000 minor civil divisions in over 3000 counties. It is
important to note that these activities are identical to Phase I facilities and are not
located in municipalities which are covered under Phase I.

The overlap in SIC code assignments between Group A facilities and Phase I regulated

activities make accurate estimation of the number of facilities in Group A very difficult. The

estimates used are based on a process of elimination. Beginning with the total number of

facilities in SIC codes 10-45 and subtracting the number of facilities accounted for under

Phase I gives approximately 100,000 to 200,000 facilities. This is roughly equivalent to the

size of Phase I. The difficulty in distinguishing these facilities from their closely related

Phase I analogues also makes the geographic analysis conducted in section 4.2 difficult.

Although the analysis has been conducted on a general basis for the entire group, this will

only yield an overall approximation. Sub-classes of facilities within this group may be

7 The Transportation Act exempted industrial activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000
population from Phase I permitting requirements with the exception of powerplants, airports, and uncontrolled
sanitary landfills.
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distributed quite differently. For information on the distribution of specific two-digit SIC

codes within group A, see Appendix G.

Group B Sources

Based on the regulatory review and analysis of the types of industrial sources not covered

under Phase I (discussed previously), several categories of facilities that are inherently

similar or related to Phase I° sources, but that fall into SIC code categories outside of SIC

codes 10-45, were identified. A number of criteria were used to develop a comprehensive

list of facilities which should be considered for inclusion in Phase II. This list constitutes

Group B.

The first criteria used to idemify Group B facilities were activities with industrial

components or closely related activities. The main categories identified include:

¯ Transportation Activities and Services--SIC series 478x, which are similar to those
identified in Category viii of the Phase I definition (see Table 4-2)

¯ Energy Producers and Distributors--Similar to Categories iii and vii, including
pipelines (SIC 46Ix) and petroleum producers (SIC 4925)

¯ Other Utilities--Water supply, irrigation, and sanitation services that may often be
municipally operated (SICs 494x, 495x, and 497x), which are related to Category ix

¯ Municipal or Governmental Activities or Servicesuln the 922x series that may have
industrial components (Category ii) or activities related to transportation or vehicle
maintenance (Category viii) (e.g., police stations, jails, and fire stations).

The next criterion used was commercial factlities with industrial components or similar

operations. Commercial facilities were specifically excluded from Phase I by congressional

intent. However, officials engaged in controlling urban runoff and nonpoint source pollution

at the Iocal, State, and national level believe that many commercial sources represent an

important environmental concern. These concerns are documented in State and local

nonpoint source programs, urban runoff programs, and estuary programs identified through
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the literature review. The Remselaerville Study (1992) reflected potential areas of concern

by identifying "gas, auto, service stations, transportation related activities, highway systems,

land development, agricultural sources and related activities, commercial activities with

industrial components, and large retail complexes. ,,8 Taking a broad view of these

descriptions, facilities were identified in two main categories. The first category comprises

commercial or retail establishments with industrial components or activities:

¯ Many types of establishments that provide automotive or transportation services,
including car dealers and gas/service stations (SICs in the 55xx series) and other
automobile-related services and maintenance with SIC codes from 751x to 754x, such
as truck and car renters, various types of repair and body shops, parking structures,
and car washes

¯ Commercial enterprises involved in fuel wholesaling and distribution, such as gas and
petroleum storage and distribution (SICs 493x and 517x) and fuel oil and coal dealers
(sic 598x)

¯ Commercial or wholesale enterprises with manufacturing or assembly activities,
mainly in the 50xx and 52xx series

¯ Commercial or wholesale facilities that include food processors or wholesalers that
may have organic wastes (SIC 514x), photographic studios (SIC 7221) and photo
finishing labs (SIC 7384), small repair shops that may have metal wastes (SIC 769x),
including repair of communications devices, refrigeration units, other electrical or
electronic devices, and welding; research and testing laboratories (SIC 873x) and
laundries (SIC 721x)

¯ National security entities (SIC 9711); although industrial activities at military facilities
are regulated in Phase I, potential Phase lI activities may be located on these sites as
well and would not show up individually in the analysis that follows.

The second category consists of commercial or retail facilities and other sources that are

similar or related to agricultural activities or sources and includes:

8 No SIC codes specifically identify all large retail complexes. However, these are partially addressed through
the loading analysis of storm water from urban/urbanized areas in the municipal section (Chapter 3). If such items
were to be addressed in a regulatory framework, it would likely be on the basis of a narrative description rather than
a SIC d~signation.
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¯ Agriculture~related operations in the SIC groups 021x and 025x because they may
represent conf’med animal facilities or feedlots.9 Wholesale livestock facilities (SIC
5154) were also included under this criterion as were animal husbandry operations
aside from general farms, such as zoos (SIC 8422), racetracks and stables (SIC 7948),
which may have operations that are similar to feedlots.

* Because of potential for use of pesticides and fertilizers, the following were included:
nurseries and lawn and garden facilities (SIC 078x) and other facilities that may store,
mix, or use agricultural chemicals or other pesticides, such as farm products and raw
materials sellers (SIC 5159), wholesalers of chemicals and allied products (SIC 5169),
farm suppliers (SIC 5191), lawn and garden suppliers (SIC 5261), and exterminators
(SIC 7342).

¯ Other facilities that may use pesticides or fertilizers in substantial quantities, such as
golf courses and other recreational establishments with large lawns (SIC 799x) and
colleges and schools (SIC 822x), which may have lawns, gardens, nurseries, or
experimental agricultural areas. (These may also operate power plants or treatment
works or engage in other activities similar to regulated industrial categories.)

From the 12 categories of Group B Phase II sources identified above, the universe of

facilities was screened to identify a specific subset for further analysis. Through this

selection process, potential Phase II facilities were identified, including those associated with

products or waste materials that contain pollutants, such as metals,’ pesticides, and nutrients,

and those associated with processes, practices, or events that can lead to the discharge of

those pollutants into storm water. The SIC manual identifies 83 major groups of SIC codes

in 10 major divisions (identified in Table 4-1). These major groups are divided into 1,047

four-digit categories. Of these, 604 fall into Phase I regulated activities or closely related

facilities which make up Group A (SIC 10-45). Of the 443 that remain in agricultural,

commercial, and retail divisions, 168 fall into the excluded service sectors. Of the remaining

275 categories, the screening process and the 12 categories identified above correspond to 90

individual categories of facilities and activities for further study as potential Phase II sources.

See footnot~ 4 regarding feedlots currently regulated under the NPDES program.
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This subset of 90 four-digit SIC codes is listed in Table 4-4. More than a million facilities

were identified for these SIC categories by searching EPA’s Facility and Company Tracking
Syste~ (FACTS) data base.t°

To facilitate analysis, some additional grouping is necessary. These 90 individual

categories could be grouped together based on the 12 criteria used to identify them.

However, some of the criteria group together dissimilar activities. For example,

"commercial wholesalers" include four dissimilar categories: wood, ore, metal, and

machinery wholesalers. Based on these distinctions, the 12 groups were further subdivided,

forming 18 potential Phase II sectors. The 18 sectors are listed in Table 4-5. The affiliation

of each specific SIC code with a sector is shown in Table 4-4, along with the numbers of

facilities in that SIC code. This grouping into sectors facilitates discussion of similarities and

differences among categories later in the chapter.

The data on numbers of facilities in Table 4-4 reveal some interesting facts about

individual categories. Of the 18 Group B sectors, the automobile service sector (comprised

of gas/service stations (SIC 5541), general automobile repair (SIC 7538), top, body repair

(SIC 7532), repair shops and services (SIC 7699), car dealers, new & used (SIC 5511), car

dealers, used only (SIC 5521), car washes (SIC 7542), passenger car rental (SIC 7514),

truck rental (SIC 7513), parking structures (SIC 7521), and miscellaneous auto services (SIC

7549)) make up more than one-third of the total number of facilities identified in all 18

sectors.

Table 4-5 also shows facility counts for the 18 Group B sectors, illustrating even more

clearly the dominant categories. Facilities engaged in automotive service and vehicle

maintenance are far more numerous than other groups of potential Phase II sources.

Machinery and electrical repair facilities are the second largest group, and intensive users of

agricultural chemicals, including lawn and garden establishments and nurseries, are the third

largest group.

to As discussed in Chapter 2, the FACTS data base is leased by EPA from Dun & Bradstreet Information
Services, which created, maintains, and annually updates intbrmation based on a variety of sources.
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Table 4-4. SIC Codes Selected for Study Based on Screening Procedure

SIC Description Number of Phase II*
Code Selected (90) 4-Digit Code Facilities Sector

5541 Gas/Service Stations 91~924 Automotive Service
7538 General Auto Repair 87,994 Automotive Service
7699 Repair Shops & Related Svcs., NEC 70,095 Machinery & Electrical Repair
7532 Top, Body Repair 48,800 Automotive Service
5084 Industrial Maeh. & Equipment 38,880 Wholesale, Machinery
5511 Car Dealers, New & Used 37,387 Automotive Service
0782 Lawn & Garden Services 36,369 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
5211 Lumber & Bldg. Materials 34,757 Wholesale, Wood Products
5521 Car Dealers, Used Only 32,145 Automotive Ser~rice
7539 Specialized Repair 26,381 Automotive Service
7216 Dry Cleaning - 22,042 Laundries
7622 Radio and Television Repair 20,527 Machinery & Electrical Repair
5191 Farm Supplies 20,189 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
7221 Photographic Studios 20,010 Photographic Activities
9629 Electrical Repair Shops, NEC 19,448 Machinery & Electrical Repair
5261 Lawn & Garden Supply 19,443 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
5085 Industrial Supplies 17,869 Wholesale, Machinery
0212 Beef Cattle, not Feedlots 14,684 Livestock, Feedlots
7692 Welding Repair 14,305 Machinery & Electrical Repair
5031 Lumber, Millwork 13,836 Wholesale, Wood Products
5083 Farm Math. & Equip. 13,670 Wholesale, Machinery
7217 Carpet Cleaners 13,636 Laundries
~1549 Misc. Automotive Services 13,571 Automotive Service
7542 . CarWash~ ,:: ~-’ .- --- 12,842 Automotive Service
7342 Disinfect/Exterminating 12,359 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
4731 Arrangement Freight Trans. 12,303 Transport, Rail and Other
0241 Dairy Farms : 12,298 Livestock, Feedlots
5172 Petroleum Products/Dist. 11,128 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
0181 Ornamental Nurseries 11,019 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
4953 Refuse Systems 10,797 Various Utilities
7384 Photo Finishing Labs 10,674 Photographic Activities
5169 Chem & Allied Prod, NEC 10,355 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
5051 Metal Sexvic~ Cent~ 10,267 Wholesale, Metal Products
7623 Refrig. & Air Condition. Repair 8,504 Machinery & Electrical Repair
5171 Petroleum, Bulk 8,086 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
7514 Passenger Car ~ 7,939 Automotive Servie~
7513 Truck Rental 7,799 Automotive Service
7212 Garment Cleaners 7,280 laundries
0783 Shrub & Tree Services 7,260 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
5983 Fuel Oil Deal~rs 7,233 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
5082 Constr. & Min. Mach. 7,143 Wholesale, Machinery
8221 Colleges and Universities 6,829 Extensive Ag. Chemical Use
8731 Comm. Research Labs 6,382 Laboratories
5984 Fuel and Coal Dealers 6,226 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
5147 Meat & Products 5,298 Wholesale, Food
4941 Water Supply 4)904 Various__ Utilities _ .
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Table 4-4. SIC Codes Selected for Study Based on Screening Procedure (continued)

SIC "’ Description Number of ~hase II*
Code Selected (90) 4-Digit Code Facilities Sector

8249 Vocational Schools 4,647 Extensive Ag. ’Chemical Use
5146 Fish & Seafoods 4,579 Wholesale, Food
7219 Laundry Services 4,575 Laundries
5154 Livestock 4,351 Livestock, Feedlots
0213 Hogs 4,328 Livestock, Feedlots
8734 Testing Laboratories 4,301 Laboratories
7992 Golf Comes, Public 4,295 Extensive Ag. Chemical Use
5039 Construct Materials 4,036 Wholesale, Metal Products
9511 Air, H~.O & Solid Waste Mgmt. 3,688 Various Utilities
7521 Parking Structures 3,088 Automotive Service
0211 Beef Cattle Feedlots 2,972 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
7211 Laundries 2,940 Laundries
7694 Armature Rewinding Shops 2,865 Machinery & Electrical Repair
9221 Police Protection 2,508 Munic. Services, Vehicle Maim.
9711 National Security 2,414 National Security
7948 Race Tracks/Stables 2,271 Livestock, Feedlots
5159 Farm Prods. Raw Mats 1,895 Intensive Ag. Chemical Use
4959 Sanitary Svcs., NEC 1,894 Various Utilities
8222 Junior Colleges 1,850 Extensive Ag. Chemical Use
9223 Jails 1,714 Munic. Services, Vehicle Maim.
5144 Poultry & Products 1,495 Wholesale, Food
5052 Coal/Minerals & Ores Wholesale 1,384 Wholesale, Coal & Ores
7996 Amusement Parks 1,371 Extensive Ag. Chemical Use
0252 Cqxicken Eggs i, 171 Livestock, Feedlots
0219 General Livestock, not Dairy 1,160 Livestock, Feedlots
4783 Packing and Crating 1,099 Tramport, Rail and Other
5989 Fuel Oil Dealers, NEC 1,075 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
0251 Broiler, Fryer, Roaster Chicken 941 Livestock, F~llots
7218 Ind. Lmmdemrs 903 Latmdries
4789 Transport Services, NEC 899 Transport, Raft and Other
0254 Poultry Hatcheries 719 Livestock, Feedlots
4971 Irrigation Sysmm 662 Various Utilities
0214 Sh~p and Goats 618 Livestock, F~dlots
4925 Gas Prodtmers, Distributors 604 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
0273 Animal Aqtmoflmr, 595 Livestock, Fe¢dlots
4612 Crude Petroleum Pipelines 390 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
9229 Fire Protection 389 Munic. Services, Vehicle Maim.
4613 Refined Petroienm Pipelines 347 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
4785 Weighing: Vehicle Trans. 332 Transport, Rail and Other
4939 Utilities, NEC 297 Various Utilities
8422 Botanical Gardens & Zoos 285 Livestock, Feedlots
4932 Gas & Service 212 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors
4741 Rental of Railroad Cars 175 Transport, Rail & Other
4619 Pipelines~ NEC 18 Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors

TOTAL [ ~015~239

*Phase II sector is a grouping devised to facilitate disc~sion of similar facilities. The sectors are further
described in the text and summafiz~ in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5. Summary of Group B Phase H Sectors

Description of Phase II Sectors No. of Facilities

Automotive Service 369,870
Machinery & Electrical Repair 135,744
Intensive Ag. Chemical Use (a) 121,861
Wholesale, Machinery 77,562
Laundries 51,376
Wholesale, Wood Products 48,593
Livestock, Feedlots 43,421
Petroleum Pipelines & Distributors 35,319
Photographic Activities 30,684
Various Utilities 22,242
Extensive Ag. Chemical Use (b) 18,992
Transport, Raft and other 14,808
Wholesale, Metal Products 14,303
Wholesale, Food I 1,372
Laboratories 10,683
National Security 4,611
Municipal Services, Vehicle Maint. 2,414
Wholesale, Coal & Ores 1,384

Total 1,015,239

(a) e.g., nurseries, farm chemical suppliers & distributors
(b) e.g., large lawns, golf courses

Remaining Phase II Activities

The identification of all Phase I facilities together with facilities in Groups A and B only

account for approximately 1.5 million of the estimated 7.7 million total facilities. This

leaves over 6 million facilities "unaccounted for" in this analysis. These remaining facilities

include a wide range of activities which fall into a number of general classifications.

General Sources--Widespread sources of potential storm water contamination which are not

necessarily associated with any one particular activity are a large category of sources not

addressed in this analysis. These include parking lots, trash dumpsters, leaking and failing

septic systems, and activities related to individual residences such as fertilizer and pesticide

application. The tremendous number of these sources would make individual permitting

virtually impossible. Although the identification and analysis of individual Phase II sources

does not focus on these sources, the municipal analysis does account for pollutant loadings

from these types of sources which are related to the general process of urbanization.
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Service. Sectors--Major SIC groups in the service sectors, such as banking, f’mance,

insurance f’unns, and all types of food services were not comidered to be potential Phase II

sources. The activities of these enterprises are generally conducted indoors and do not

inherently use or produce contaminants that may enter storm water. However, these

facilities may also have some of the general sources of storm water contamination discussed

above, such as parking lots or trash dumpsters. All of the major SIC groups excluded on

this basis are listed in Table 4-6. Although the analysis of this report does not focus on

service sector facilities in detail at the four-digit SIC level, the geographic and distributional

analysis was conducted for these facilities at the major group (two-digit SIC) level. These

results are presented in Appendix G.

4.2 NATURE AND EXTENT OF POLLUTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH INDIVIDUAL
PHASE II SOURCES

This section responds to the second congressional mandate in CWA Section 402(p)(5):

to determine the nature and extent of pollutants in storm water discharges to the maximum

extent practicable. EPA developed quantitative and qualitative information on the types of

activities or materials associated with potential Phase II sources and their locations relative to

various geographic jurisdictions, tt

The nature of storm water discharges from industrial and commercial sources was

addressed in two ways. First, sampling data on quality of runoff from Phase I industrial

sources were analyzed and summarized to provide a basis of comparison for potential Phase

II sources. The data submitted with group permit applications are among the most

comprehensive sources of data on pollutant concentrations in industrial rtmoff. Second,

descriptive information on the potential for storm water discharges from industrial and

commercial activities was identified and summarized. This was based on the literature

review, inference from descriptions of the activities associated with industrial and

~ As discussed in Chapter 2, EPA was not able to idendfy adequat~ data to support the calculation of pollutant
loadings on a national scale.
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Table 4-6. SICs Not Considered as Potential Phase II Sectors

Transportation and Public Utilities Sector:
48 Communication Facilities

Retail Trade Sector:
53 General Merchandise Stores
54 Food Stores
56 Apparel and Accessory Stores
57 Home Furniture, Furnishings and Equipment Stores
58 Eating and Drinking Places

Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate Sector all facilities:
60 Banking
61 Credit Agencies
62 Security Brokers
63 Insurance Carriers
64 Insurance agents
65 Real Estate
67 Investment Offices

Services Sector:
70 Hotels and Lodging Places
78 Motion Pictures

Health Services Sector:
80 Doctors’ Offices and Medical Clinics
81 Legal Services
83 Social Services
86 Membership Organizations
88 Private Households with Employees

Public Administration Sector:
91 General Government, Except Finance
93 Public Finance and Taxation
94 Administration of Human Resource Programs
96 Administration of Economic Programs

Source: OMB, 1987

commercial facilities, the documented experiences of municipalities operating storm water

management programs, and EPA’s experience in assisting the regulated community in

meeting group application requirements under Phase I of the regulatory program.

Determining the extent of pollutants was addressed by identifying the geographic

distribution of the sources that may contribute pollutants to storm water. Through a

locational analysis, categories of facilities were analyzed to determine to what extent they are

located in various sizes of cities, urban areas, and other political jurisdictions. This

quantitative assessment of location is informative and useful for certain policy discussions but
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does not establish the presence of pollutants in storm water for any potential Phase II

sources.

4.2.1 Nature of Pollutants Associated With Individual Phase II Sources

This section presents information on pollutants and activities associated with industrial,

commercial, and retail categories that may contribute to storm water contamination.

4.2.1.1 Phase I Industrial Group Applicant (Part ll) Data

Phase I Industrial Group Applicant (Part II) Data provides a basis for identifying the

areas and activities that may be of concern when associated with nonregulated categories of

facilities. This section presents analyses of storm water runoff quality data from Phase I

(industrial) permit applicants. As part of the permitting process, 44,000 Phase I group

applicants in 700 groups were organized into 29 sectors based on general similarity for

purposes of writing a multisector general permit. ~2 Part II of the permit application

required approximately 10 percent of the members of each group to submit sampling results

for pollutants in storm water discharges, including conventional, nutrients, and other toxic

pollutants that might be present. Table 4-7 summarizes these remits by reporting the

composite sample mean concentration for each sector for nine of the basic pollutants studied

in NURP plus oil and grease. Although the sources and methods of data collection differ,

this industrial sector concentration data can be compared with sttmmary data from NURP or

USGS to provide some insight into storm water runoff quality. Comparisons can also be

made among sectors to determine which are more likely to discharge higher concentrations of

certain classes of pollutants. Appendix E provides a comprehensive summary of the industry

sectors and sampling data from the group application process.

12 The sectors were designed to group similar facilities together. Facilities were separated into 31 sectors for
analysis of the Part II Group Application data for this report. Only 29 sector permits were developed in the multi-
sector general permit. After some groups were combined, and others withdrew, only 700 groups representing
44,000 facilities remained from approximately 60,000 which began the group application process.
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Table 4-7. Summary of Sampling Data from Phase I Group Permit Applications
(with comparison to NURP and USGS studiesI)

Pollutant Composite Mean (mg~l)

Conventioanls NuU’ients M~I~

NURP : Median Urban Sit~ * 12 82 180 NR 0.86 1.90 0.42 0.04 0.18 0.20USGS Commercial Sit- * 16 NR 248 NR 0.38 NR 0.31 0.03 0,22 0,31
01 Lumber & Wood Products 45.37 242.50 575 2.54 0.75 2.32 6.29 0.05 0.3602 Paper & Allied Prod. 24.25 133.90 44 0.76 3.17 0.36 0.03 0.03 0.78
03 Chetuicals & Allied Products 11.74 77.24 94 0.19 4.29 17.75 9.51 0. i2 0.02 1.7404 Petrol Refining & Related Ind. 10.87 86.93 165 0.00 0.82 1.63 0.28
05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 7.32 77.53 386 1.55 1.40 2.37 0.87 0.16 0.25 0.39
06 Primary Metal Ind. 34.08 109.84 162 2.97 1.38 3.00 0.52 2.25 0.19 6.55
07 Metal Mining 10.63 195.07 623 0.90 3.39 1.06 0.59 6.07 3.87
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 6.55 26.86 690 1.00 2.65 0.12 0.00 0.06
09 Oil & Gas Extraction 10.59 115.94 413 2.14 0.60 1.69 3.41
I0 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 6.89 66.20 1576 0.00 1.27 2.41 1.13 0.01 0.29
II Hazardous Waste TSDFs 9.44 51.93 83 0.39 1.07 0.Ii
12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps 9.04 I02.02 1850 1.38 3.03 0.95 20.64
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 11.77 66.23 839 1.62 2.27 2.23 0.88
14 i Scrap & Waste Materials 24.00 203.71 376 1.06 5.88 3.38 0.77 0.63 0.02 3.35
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 5.69 69.47 212 2.90 0.75 1.95 0.63 0.03 0.37
16 Railroad Transport 9.27 189.46 249 1.41 2.48 0.92 0.01 0.28
17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 1 !.07 85.64 454 5.28 1.99 2.04 0.73 0.02 0.05 1.34
18 Water Transport 6.00 75.79 224 0.66 9.41 0.15 0.09 0.42
19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 6.27 69.96 45 0.82 2.20 0.86 0.08 0.33
20 Air Transport 21.34 75.63 80 6.36 1.29 16.00 0.29 0.01 0.01 0.35
22 Wastewater Treatment 46.11 187.09 114 2.96 20.50 4.74 0.68 0.05 0.01 0.12
23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 42.54 141.65 200 5.03 0.98 4.07 1.32 0.05 0.04 0.79
24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 9.82 48.05 80 1.14 1.92 0.31 0.07 0.01 0.30
25 Furniture & Fixtures 8.80 76.33 143 1.51 4.40 0.26 0.00 0.59
26 Printing & Publish. 6.95 42.37 31 1.35 !.57 0.35 0.02 0.01 0.47
27 Rubber & Plastic Prods. 11.21 72.08 119 - 1.56 1.26 1.63 0.34 0.03 0.02 0.80
28 Leather/Products 22.32 91.94 115 0.00 1.88 6.22 0.83 0.06
29 Fabricated Metal Prod., Jewelry 10.04 86.17 125 6.83 1.27 1.78 0.84 0.46 0.22 2.17
30 Ind. & Comm & Tram’port Equip. 7.32 46.09 97 0.00 1.28 1.76 0.39 0.08 0.01 0.42
31 Electronic Equip & Instruments 7.48 36.32 67 3.40 0.66 1.34 1.02 0.01 0.14 0.15
33 Military Indust. Activities 16.51 54.50 126 3.68 0.88 1.28 7.12 0.17 0.68

Recently, concerns have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for metals. As discussed in chapter 2, EPA believes that
historical data on storm wa~r nmoff from NURP and USGS are suitable for the purposes of this report.

Although it focuses on Phase I sources rather than Phase II, this analysis is an important

contribution to the literature and this report because it may be the most comprehensive data

available on sector-specific industrial discharges. This information can assist EPA and States

evaluating and targeting Phase IT sources, at least those that may be similar to Phase I

sources. The information can also be used to compare with other sources of information and

give some perspective on which Phase II sectors are of most concern (to the extent they

are similar to Phase I activities). This exercise also demonstrates the usefulness of the data
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collection effort involved in the group application process. These summary data can also

provide a baseline from which to measure future improvements in runoff quality and a basis

for developing measurable indicators for performance evaluation of State, local, or industrial

programs in the future.

An understanding of the group application sampling data is necessary. EPA approved

facilities chosen for sampling within a group (ranging from 50 percent of small groups to 10

percent of large groups but no more than 100 facilities per group) only if they were

representative, based on industrial activity, significant materials exposed, and geographic

distribution. All data received from samplers were checked and double key punched and

verified during entry.t3 At the same time, it is important to understand that the facilities

submitting sampling data were not randomly selected but rather were identified by the grout>~

applicants. These facilities also chose the sampling locations at their sites and conducted

monitoring in accordance with EPA guidance on the selection of suitable locations, storm

events, and methodology.

In addition to the Phase I permit application data, historical data from past studies can

provide some perspective on the nature of storm water from regulated and unregulated

sources. Historical data on storm water quality from various types of sites from NURP and

USGS were presented in Chapter 2. These data were collected from general urban,

commercial, or industrial areas, not from specific industrial facilities. However, these data

do provide useful historical reference points. In particular, the mean and median for the

NURP urban site and USGS commercial sites were chosen for comparison with the new

industry-specific data from permit applications. These levels provide a reference point based

on past studies of the nature of storm water discharges. The pollutant concentrations

observed in the NURP study should not be considered to be "acceptable" or normal levels of

storm water contamination.

Only those applications received before January 1993 a~¢ included in the data base used in this analysis.
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Permit application data were analyzed for 11 pollutants, including 9 pollutants studied in

NURP--biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total

suspended solids (TSS), nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen, total Kjeldahi nitrogen (TKN), total

phosphorus, copper, lead, and zinc--plus oil and grease and pH. As discussed, Table 4-7

reports summary results for the composite mean from the permit application data for 31

Phase I sectors. Appendix F gives more detailed results for each pollutant and each

industrial sector, including the mean, median, and 95th percentile, as well as the number of

samples taken. To provide a basis for comparing across industrial categories, the mean of

the composite sample results was chosen as an indicator of average storm water quality.

Composite samples are preferable to grab samples for comparing average runoff conditions

because grab sample results (also reported in the tables) may represent pollutant spikes,

rather than more long term average storm conditions. The following paragraphs review these

results.

Conventionals

Among the conventional pollutants, total suspended solids appears to be the pollutant

with highest concentration. Half of the Phase I industrial sectors had concentrations higher

than NURP and average results in the hundreds of parts per million are common. Composite

mean concentrations were over 1,500 mg/l for mineral mining and for landfills, These data

confirm the result in NURP and other literature that sediment is an important component of

storm water runoff. It should be noted that sediments can also carry additional pollutants,

such as metals and organics. As reported on Table 4-7, COD results for the composite mean

are higher than NURP in about half of the sectors (14 sectors out of 31). The highest

reported composite mean value for COD was 242 mg/l and five sectors had concentrations

greater than 150 rag/l, including lumber and wood products, scrap and waste materials, metal

mining~, railroad transport, and wastewater treatment. All sectors had concentrations higher

than the average of commercial sites found in USGS studies. Results for BOD indicate that

average runoff quality is not appreciably higher than the secondary treatment standard for

POTWs of 30 mg/1. Although 10 sectors have higher levels of BOD than reported in NURP
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and USGS, the highest composite mean value for BOD was 46 mg/l. Most results for pH

(reported in Appendix F) are in the range of 6.8 to 8.5, indicating that acidity or alkalinity is

not the greatest concern associated with runoff from these industrial sites. For oil and

grease, composite results are highly variable, and neither NURP nor USGS provides a

baseline for comparison. The highest concentrations, over 5 rag/l, are engaged in industrial

sectors associated with transportation and vehicle and machinery maintenance, as might be

expected.

Nutrients

Overall, storm water discharges from industrial sites do not appear to be contributing

high concentrations of nutrients. Results reported in Table 4-7 indicate that concentrations

for TKN exceed NURP results in 22 cases, including wast~water treatment plants, chemical

manufacturers, scrap yards, mining sectors, transportation sectors, and leather manufacturers.

However, most of the results were in the range of 2 to 5 rag/1. Concentrations (for the

composite mean) over 16 rag/1 were reported for the chemical and allied products sector and

the air transport sector. Concentrations of nitrogen in the form of nitrates and nitrites for the

industrial sites represented in the permit application data are generally in the range of 0.8 to

2.0 rag/l, but there are some important exceptions. The highest concentrations for the

composite mean occurred in the wastewater treatment sector (20.5 rag/l) and the scrap and

waste materials sector (5.9 rag/l). Phosphorus results also do not show generally high

concentrations; only nine sectors had composite mean results over 1 mg/l. The highest

concentrations occurred for chemical and allied products manufacturers (9.5 rag/l), military

facilities (7.1 rag/l), lumber and wood products manufacturers (6.3 rag/l), and oil extractors

(3.4 rag/l). In summary, nutrient concentrations exhibit a mixed patmrn across industrial

groups, with some very low and very high results. Results for the two forms of nitrogen and

for phosphorus indicate that storm water discharges of nutrients tend to be site- and pollutant-

specific. That is, discharge of one form of nutrient does not in general indicate that other

forms are present or suspect, although the chemical and allied products sector is associated

with all three.
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Metals

Because sampling for metals proceeded on the basis of whether individual facilities had

reason to believe they were present in their discharge, not all sectors reported results for

metals. Again, referring to Table 4-7, results for copper show that 13 sectors had composite

mean concentrations higher than N URP. The highest of these included the primary metals

sector (2.25 rag/l) and scrap and waste materials (0.63 rag/l). Eight sectors reported no

sampling results for copper. For lead, the table shows that the majority of sectors (15 out of

23) had concentrations below the mean value reported in NURP (0.18 rag/l). However, two

of those with higher concentrations had extremely high values: the highest concentrations of

lead found in industrial runoff were associated with industrial landfills and dumps (20.6

mg/1) and metal mining (6.1 rag/l). The next highest values came from the scrap and waste

materials sector (.88 rag/l) and the stone, clay, and glass products sector (.25 rag/l). Results

for zinc show that most of the sectors (22 of 25) had composite mean concentrations higher

than the 0.20 rag/1 value reported in NURP for general urban runoff. Nineteen sectors had

concentrations higher than the 0.31 rag/1 value reported in USGS studies for commercial

sites. The highest concentrations found were associated with the primary metals (6.6 mg/1),

metal mining (3.9 mg/1), and scrap and waste materials (3.6 rag/l) sectors. Six sectors did

not report results for zinc. In summary, higher concentrations of metals tended to be

associated with the primary metals sector, metal mining, industrial landtrdls, scrapyards, and

metal fabricators.

4.2.1.2 Qualitative Assessment of Potential Phase II Categories

The sampling data presented previously were used to assist in understanding the nature

of storm water discharges in Phase II sectors. To facilitate comparison of potential Phase II

sources with the sampling results reported above, where possible, categories of Phase II

sources were compared to similar Phase I sectors. These comparisons were made

qualitatively and are not meant to suggest that the sectors conduct exactly the same activities

or operations. Similarities were identified for 12 of the 18 Phase II sectors, as summarized

in Table 4-8. The remaining categories of potential Phase II sources were generally not
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classifiable based on similarities to Phase I sources. Using this correspondence to Phase I

and information from the literature review, a summary table was developed showing the

potential pollutants associated with each of the potential Pl~ase II sectors. For some sectors,

permit application data were used as the basis for determining which pollutants could be

present. For other sectors, literature review information and other documents were used.

This information is summarized in Table 4-8, which can be used as a guide to the possible

presence of pollutants at Phase II facilities. This does not indicate that the pollutants will be

found in substantial quantities or that water quality will be impaired. In particular, pollutants

are associated with categories similar tO Phase I facilities based on the fact that the Phase I

sector had among the highest (top ten) concentrations of that pollutant. Thus, it is based on

a relative ranking: an industrial category may be among the highest, even when overall

concentrations are not very high.

Based on the literature review, assessments of SIC descriptions, the selection criteria

outlined above, and the pollutant data summarized in Table 4-8, information about the 18

potential Phase II categories can be summarized into several major groups. The first major

group includes facilities with activities similar to those regulated under Phase I, even though

they may be small commercial or retail establishments, rather than industrial ones. This

class includes about 80 percent of the potential Phase II sources. One of the chief activities

of concern in this group is vehicle maintenance and related transport, storage, and machine

repair activities. Other activities conducted at these facilities that are substantially similar to

those already regulated include loading and unloading operations, which include pumping of

gases or liquids, pneumatic transfer of dry materials, or transfer of containers to or

from vehicles; outdoor storage, including storage of fuels, raw materials, byproducts,

intermediates, final products, and process residuals or wastes; and other outdoor activities

and land disturbing operations, such as small construction and landscape maintenance. The

types of products or waste materials at facilities in this class could include a wide variety of

materials that potentially contribute pollutants to storm water runoff. Although discharges

could include the whole range of pollutants, these sources may be more likely to contribute
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Table 4-8. Correspondence Between Potential Phase II Sectors and Phase I Sectors
and Potential Pollutants of Concern

Potential Pollutants of Concern
Rank by # Corresp.Description of Facilities to Phase If Conventionals     NutrientsMetals

Pesticides
& Toxics

Phase II "Sectors" Sectors B/CODI TSS I O&G N ! P

Automotive Servic, 369,870 17, 13 X X * * X S
Machinery & Electrical Repair 135,744 31 X
Intensive Ag. Chemical Use 121.861 NA S S S S S
Wholesale, Machinery 77,562 30 S X
Laundries 51,376 NA S S S
Wholesale, Wood Products 48,493 I X X *
Livestock, Feedlots 43,421 NA S S S S
Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors 35,319 9. Other * * X S
Photographic Activities 30,684 NA S S S
Various Utilities 22.242 i 1, 12, 22 ; X X X * X
Extensive Ag Chem Use 18,992 NA S S S S S
Transport, Rail and Other 14,808 16 X S S * S S
Wholesale, Metal Products 14,303 14 X S * X
Wholesale, Food I 1,372 23 X S X * * X
Laboratories I0,683 NA S S
National Security 4,611 17, 29, 33 X X * X ~ S
Munic. Services, Vehicle Maint. 2,414 17.29 X S X * X S
Wholesale, Coal & Ores 1,384 8 X

X Indicates similar Phase I sector ranked in top ten of all sectors for this pollutant class
S Indicates pollutant is suspected, based on literature review and expert opinion
NA - Not applicable: No clear correspondence with Phase [ Sectors
¯ Overall, nutrient levels were not high in Phase I application data. This indicates that the pollutant was found m

the top ten, but actual concentration levels were not high.
Blanks indicate that such pollutants are not pollutants of concern for the Phase II sectors.

toxics, in addition to conventionals and nutrients. Pollutants of concern include organic and

inorganic chemicals; fuels, such as coal and oil; paints; metals; solvents; and oil and grease.

Although not specifically addressed in this analysis, off-site storage and maintenance

activities, which may be owned and operated by Phase I facilities but are not currently

regulated, could also fall into this class.

The second major classification of facilities includes categories of industrial, commercial.

or retail activities and businesses with discharges that may be similar to those from

agricultural sources (which are exempt from NPDES regulation under the CWA). For

example, smaller feedlots that are not currently regulated and large users of pesticides and

fertilizers may be similar to agricultural discharges but are not specifically ~xempted by

statute. This class of facilities includes more than 180,000 facilities or about 20 percent of
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those selected for study. This group includes lawn and garden services (SIC 0782), farm

supplies (SIC 5191), and lawn and garden supply (SIC 5283), which are among the largest

SIC groups selected for study (see Table 4-4). Fertilizers and pesticides from these facilities

have the potential to contaminate storm water from activities such as land application, spills

and leaks, rinsing of containers and trucks, and improper disposal. Thus, the pollutants of

concern include conventionals, pesticides, and nutrients that are associated with uses of open

space that superficially resemble agricultural uses, such as lawn and landscape care or

commercial/retail production, transport, or storage of nursery products.

The third major class of potential Phase II sources includes categories of facilities with

the potential to use or produce toxic substances but about which there is little information.

Research and development laboratories and some kinds of governmental activity (such as

justice and public order facilities, SIC 92xx) fall into this category. Some of these facilities

may be administrative centers with little potential to discharge pollutants. Others, such as

police and fh’e protection services, however, may include vehicle maintenance activities with

potential for discharges similar to those described above. This group includes about 20,000

facilities, representing only about 2 percent of those chosen for study.

This section described the categories of facilities and evaluated the nature of potential

pollutant discharges qualitatively based on similarity to Phase I sources and information from

storm water literature. However, from a national perspective, little quantitative information

exists on discharge quality from these potential Phase II sources.

The majority of Group A facilities are so similar to Phase I activities that data collected

from Phase I permit application data may be used to evaluate their pollution potential. There

are also a very few classes of unregulated facilities for which some data is already available.

One category of facilities for which substantial information is currently available is feedlots.

Although feedlots which meet the def’mition of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation

(CAFO) are currently subject to NPDES permitting requirements, many smaller feedlots do
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not meet the current regulatory def’mition of CAFO and hence are not subject to current

NPDES regulations,~4

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has estimated that there are

approximately 6,000 animal feeding operations with 1,000 or more animal units,ts EPA’s

Permit Compliance System (PCS) data base indicates that, as of October of 1994, EPA and

authorized States have individual permits covering 928 CAFOs and general permits covering

at least another 2,130 facilities. The total number of NPDES permits for feedlots is

significantly less than the approximately 6,000 facilities that have more than 1,000 animal

units. The discrepancy between the number of facilities authorized to discharge by NPDES

permits and the total number of feedlots over 1,000 animal units is believed to be due to a

number of factors, including: (1) due to limited State and Federal resources, some feedlots ~

that should have a permit have not been brought into the NPDES program; (2) some

regulatory authorities misinterpret the Federal regulations for CAFOs and mistakenly exempt

facilities that should have permits; and (3) permits are only required for facilities that

° discharge at times other than the event of a 25-year/24-hour storm. USDA estimates that

there are approximately 378,000 animal feeding operations with less than 1,000 animal units

but more than 20 animal units.

Animal feedlots contribute to a significant degree of water quality impairment. States

report the scope and sources of water quality impairments under Sections 305(b) and 319 of

the CWA. Information from these sources indicates that, nationally, feedlots cause 7 percent

14 As discussed in Chapter 1, CAFOs are defined as animal feeding operations that discharge to waters of the
United States at times other than during events greater than a 25oyear, 24-hour storm and that: (1) have more than
1,000 animal units; (2) have more than 300 animal units and pollutants are discharged into navigable waters through
a man-made flushing system or other man-made device, or pollutants are discharged directly into waters of the
United States which originate outside of and pass over, across or through the facility or otherwise come into direct
contact with the animals confined in the operation; or (3) are d~signated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State upon
determining that it is a significant contributor of pollution to the waters of the United States.

is U.S. D~partment of Agriculture, Office of Budget and Policy Analysis, Draft l~port, 1992. Progress and
Status of Livestock and Poultry Waste Management to Protect the Nation’s Waters.
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of impairment in lakes and 13 percent of impairments in rivers. 16 Feedlot impact is less

significant, on average, in estuaries and ocean coasts, although there are estuaries, such as

the Chesapeake Bay and Puget Sound, where animal waste is a significant water quality

problem. In addition, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service estimated in 1984 that feedlots

impair fisheries in nearly 60,000 miles of streams nationally. EPA is unable to identify the

relative contributions to impairment of facilities currently subject to NPDES permits and

those that are not; however, waterbodies have been identified in case studies where

impairment is due to smaller feedlots not subject to permits, e.g., the Chesapeake Bay.

Feedlots produce an estimated 400 million tons of animal waste per year, twice as much

waste as humans produce. These wastes contain ammonia, phosphorus, nitrogen, oxygen

demanding materials, and high levels of pathogenic bacteria. When used properly, animal

wastes are a valuable resource, but when such wastes are discharged into surface or ground

water, they often cause impairment.

High pollutant concentrations can be associated with feedlot runoff. Nutrients, oxygen

demanding materials, and bacteria in runoff from feedlots are often present in concentrations

that are 10 to 100 times those of untreated sanitary sewage17 or combined sewer

overflows.18 Fish kills may result from runoff, wastewater, or manure entering surface

waters, due to ammonia and dissolved oxygen depletion. The decomposition of organic

materials can deplete dissolved oxygen supplies in water, resulting in anoxic or anaerobic

conditions. Methane, amines, and sulfide are produced in anaerobic waters causing the water

to acquire an unpleasant odor, taste, and appearance. Such waters can be unsuitable for

drinking, fishing, and other recreational uses. Solids deposited in water bodies can

Water Pollution from Feedlat Waste: An Analysis of its Magnitude and Geographic Distribution, EPA Feedlot
Workgroup, December 1992.

Report of the EPA/State Feedlot Workgroup, EPA Feedlot Workgroup, September 1993.

Water Pollution from Feedlot Waste: An Analysis of its Magnitude and Geographic Distribution, EPA Feedlot
Workgroup, December 1992.
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accelerate eutrophication through the release of nutrients over extended periods of time.

Animal diseases can be transmitted to humans through contact with animal feces. Animal

waste has been responsible for shellfish contamination in some coastal waters. 19 Animal

wastes discharged to waterways perform the. same nutritional function for aquatic plants as

they do for field crops, with high levels of nitrogen and phosphorus promoting algae grow,~h

in receiving waters. Pathogens, nitrates, and salts in manure can impair ground water, with

problems being reported in at least 17 States.

4.2.2 Geographic Extent of Facilities

This section addresses the extent of potential Phase II facilities through a geographic

analysis of their location with respect to urbanized areas, regulated Phase I municipalities,

and other population centers. The procedures used to generate this information were

discussed in Chapter 2. This analysis does not provide any information on the quantity or

quality of storm water discharged by these facilities. This is locational data only. Some

facilities may have completely enclosed operations. Some may be connected to sanitary or

combined sewers, rather than to separate storm sewer systems. Finally, some may have few

pollutants of concern in use or in their discharges.

Even so, determining location and geographic distribution lends some valuable insights.

The location of facilities is important for both environmental and for policy reasons. From

an environmental perspective, facilities located in populous, urban, or dense areas may be

larger and more heavily used, with the potential for larger amounts or concentrations of

pollutants to be discharged. At the same time, however, runoff from these urban facilities

may be more likely to discharge to storm or s~ttitary sewers, where it will mix with other

storm water flows before ultimate discharge to receiving waters. Facilities located in more

rural areas may be no different in terms of pollutant content but may have a greater potential

for discharging directly into the Nation’s waters.

Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Wa~ers, E~A,
.lanuary 1993.
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From a policy perspective, urban and rural storm water discharges could also be treated

differently. Industrial, commercial, and retail facilities in urban areas will more often fall

within the boundaries of a municipal storm water control program. Thus, any control,

detention, or sampling efforts by municipalities may help to locate and mitigate the impact of

the storm water discharges within their jurisdictions, whether these discharges are federally

regulated or not. The rural discharger, on the other hand, is more likely to be a direct

discharger or to be located in a smaller municipality with no storm water program and, thus,

may be relatively uncontrolled unless located in a high priority watershed that receives

special State attention.

As discussed in Chapter 2, Phase II of the storm water program could cover additional

commercial sources directly through permitting requirements for individual facilities or

indirectly by requiring local governments to address commercial sources. With respect to the

second approach, there are many ways of expanding control strategies to additional

geographic areas and political jurisdictions, beyond those covered in Phase I. For example,

EPA could expand regulatory or control requirements to:

¯ The urbanized fringe around existing Phase I cities

¯ All urbanized areas not covered in Phase I

¯ Additional cities (incorporated areas) based on size

¯ Growing areas, where both development pressures and opportunities for preventive
measures are greatest

¯ Coastal areas, where storm water quality impacts have been identified.

Of course, a combination of options can also be considered, such as urbanized areas in

coastal areas or cities of a certain size in fast growing counties. To evaluate alternatives,

consideration must be given to how industrial, commercial, and retail establishments are

distributed in different jurisdictions, such as cities or urbanized areas of a certain size. The

analysis on the following pages demonstrates how these various options would affect
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industrial and commercial facilities (i.e., what portion of facilities in a given sector would be

covered by a particular geographic approach). This analysis of location was compl~ted for

each of these perspectives. This section presents and discusses results for urbanized areas,

primarily. Other relevant results are discussed in the text, but full numerical details are

reported in Appendix G.

As discussed in Chapter 2, this presentation is based on the premise that individual

commercial and retail activities are distributed similarly to the population at the county level.

That is, if 40 percent of the people in a county live in urbanized areas, this analysis assumes

that 40 percent of the industrial, commercial, and retail sources are located in urbanized

areas. This premise may not hold true for activities that are usually located in rural areas,

such as agricultural or silvicultural operations. However, because rural counties have a

lower proportion of urbanized population, facilities that are commonly located in rural

counties would be allocated to the non-urbanized portion of the county under this procedure.

Thus, on average on a national scale,2° the premise provides a useful estimation tool even

for typically rural enterprises. This procedure is explained in more detail in Chapter 2.

The results of the distributional analysis of facilities and SIC-code activities are presented

graphically in this section. Figure 4-1 shows the geographic distribution of facilities (by

county) in the 90 selected four-digit SIC codes (potential Phase ID chosen for analysis.

Counties are shaded in the map based on the nttmber of facilities located in each. Counties

with more than 1,000 facilities are shown in black, those with 500 to 999 facilities are shown

in cross-hatch shading, and those with 250 to 499 facilities are shown in light shading.

Counties with facility counts lower than 250 are shown in white but are not outlined.

Figure 4-2 shows similar information, except that counties are shaded on the basis of

density of facilities (facilities per square mile) rather than straight facility counts. The

:o The analysis does not address individual commercial and retail activities that are located in Territories other
than the District of Columbus.
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Figure 4-1. Geographic Distribution of Facilities With Selected 4-Digit SIC Codes
(counties with less than 250 facilities are not shown)
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Figure 4-2. Geographic Distribution of Facilities With Selected 4-Digit SIC Codes by
Density (counties with less than .25 facilities per square mile are not shown)
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counties with the densest concentrations of facilities are shown in black, counties in the next

density class are shown in cross-hatch shading, and the third density class is shown in light

shading. Counties in the lowest density class are shown in white, but are not outlined.

As illustrated, the largest numbers and concentrations of facilities occur along the

Eastern Seaboard; the industrialized southern Great Lakes Region; southern Florida; the Gulf

Coast; and major cities of the southwest, California, and the Pacific Northwest. Although

results for density show more focus around population centers, especially in the East and

Midwest, both maps illustrate that potential Phase II facilities, which represent economic

activity in industries, businesses, offices, and government services, are highly associated with

population centers, in general. The same generalizations apply whether based on numbers of

facilities or density of facilities, indicating that the most populous places tend also to have the

greatest concentrations of potential Phase II facilities.

This geographic information on facility location is also presented quantitatively to lend

additional insights. As described in the approach in Chapter 2, facility-specific information,

including SIC code and county location, was combined with information from the 1990

census, which includes county population and area. These two sources of data were used to

analyze the geographic distribution of all facilities in all two-digit SIC codes and of the 90

four-digit SIC codes selected as Group B Phase II categories. The results of this analysis are

reported in detail in Appendix G. This section reviews some of the data and highlights

important findings for the Group B sectors.

Table 4-9 presents information about the geographic distribution of industrial and

commercial facilities in urbanized areas, based on the location with respect to Phase I cities.

The columns of the table illustrate the locational relationships among jurisdictions when

taking the perspective of expanding from current core (Phase 13 cities out to the urbanized

areas surrounding them, then on to remaining urbanized areas. Note that some urbanized

areas encompass Phase I cities, while others are not contiguous with them.
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Table 4-9. Geographic Distribution of Potential Phase II Facilities
in Relation to Urbanized Areas

Cumulative % of facilities
Potential Phase II Facilities Identified located within:

Phase I Phase I Areas
Description Count Areas + UAs All UAs

Phase II - Group A 10~,0~t 32 45 61
Phase II - Group B 1,015,239 28 40 56
Group B Sectors
Automotive Service 369,870 27 38 55
Machinery & Electrical Repair 135,744 29 40 56
Intensive Ag. Chemical Use 121,861 26 38 54
Wholesale, Machinery 77,562 32 47 65
Laundries 51,376 38 52 71
Wholesale, Wood Products 48,593 26 36 53
Livestock, Feedlots 43,4212 8 I 1 20
Petrol. Pipelines & Distributors 35,319 16 25 39
Photographic Activities 30,684 40 53 70
Various Utilities 22,242 24 36 53

!Extensive Ag Chem Use 18,992 31 42 62
, Transport, Rail and Other 14,808 47 64 81
Wholesale, Metal Products 14,303 36 54 75
Wholesale, Food 11,372 36 49 67
Laboratories 10,683 38 56 74
Mtmie. Services, Vehicle Maint 4,611 25 35 51
National Security 2,414 34 43 60
Wholesale, Coal & Ores 1,384 23 31 48

i This figure is an approximation based on the total number of facilities in SIC codes 10 through 45 after
subwaeting an estimate of the number of facilities covered under Phase I. CreographicaI distribution information
is based on all facilities in SIC codes 10 through 45 and may not be representative of all classes of facilities in
this group. For the geographic distribution of specific SIC codes, refer to Appendix G.

2 This number is based on SIC codes and does not reflect all feedlots potentially subject to Phase II. The
United States Department of Agriculture has estimated that there are approximately 378,000 animal feeding
operations between 20 and 1,000 animal units. The facilities identified here should be representative of feedlots
in general and allow estimation of the distribution of these facilities as a class.

The rows of the table show each potential Phase II sector and the proportion of industrial

facilities located in each of the geographic jurisdictions. Other major groups of

industries--all facilities nationally, agricultural and silvicultural categories, manufacturing

categories, and all commercial and retail categories--are included in the table to show by

comparison how the potential Phase II categories are distributed relative to other major
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industrial and commercial sectors. As shown in the table, about one-third of the potential

Phase II industrial and commercial facilities within the United States are located within

municipalities already covered under Phase I of the storm water program. As a point of

reference, agricultural and silvicultural activities (SIC Codes 01xx to 09xx) are less often

associated with cities or urban areas. Only about 14 percent of the facilities in these

agricultural sectors are associated with Phase I cities. Only about half of them are associated

with urban areas, as compared to three-quarters for other more industrial sectors. This

distribution holds also for the Phase II sector containing livestock and feedlot activities.

The table also shows the cumulative effect of expanding control of individual sources

outward from central cities to encompass larger urbanized areas. In general, 30 percent of

facilities are located in regulated Phase I municipalities, an additional 15 percent are located

in the urbanized areas associated with Phase I cities, and an additional 15 percent are found

in the remaining urbanized areas. Thus, about twice as many industrial facilities are found

in all urbanized areas as are found in Phase I cities alone. This result holds for most of the

potential Phase II categories. However, there are some exceptions. Petroleum pipelines and

distributors show a weaker association with urban areas. It also is not surprising that

feedlots are less closely associated with highly urbanized areas.

In another series of analyses, the distribution of industrial facilities was examined

according to other geographic areas of potential interest. The remits of these analyses are

reviewed briefly here; Appendix F contains complete results. Urbanized areas of various

population size classes were analyzed. This analysis shows that most facilities (about 45 to

50 percent) are located in the largest urbanized areas (over 250,000 people). An additional 7

percent are found in medium UAs (from 100,000 to 250,000 people). An additional 5

percent are found in UAs containing 50,000 to 100,000 people. These results show that the

majority of facilities are located in the largest UAs and only a small increment is gained by

including smaller UAs in the regulatory scenario.
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For additional perspective on potential Phase II areas of concern, an analysis was

conducted on the relationship between facility distribution and fast growing geographic areas.

This analysis focused on counties expected to grow by more than 15 percent in the 15 years

between 1990 and 2005 (based on Census Bureau projections),zl The results show that

about a quarter of Phase II facilities are located in these fast-growing counties. Of these,

almost three-quarters are located in urbanized areas.22

Because coastal areas are also a potential concern, as reflected in the CZARA program,

another analysis addressed the geographic distribution of industrial and commercial facilities

in coastal counties. The definition used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration and the Bureau of the Census of the Department of Commerce is used in

determining coastal counties. Of the 3,141 counties in the United States, 672 are defined as

coastal by NOAA and have at least 15 percent of their land area in a coastal watershed or in

a coastal cataloging unit (note that this is quite different from the "coastal zone" definition

used in CZARA). The results reveal that coastal areas represent an important component of

the industrial and commercial base in the country. As many as 44 percent of the potential

Phase II facilities are located in coastal areas. Of these, about one-third are in areas that are

already regulated in Phase I and almost three-quarters are located in urbanized areas.

The results in this section covered the 18 Group B sectors. The detailed results of this

analysis for all two-digit and selected four-digit SIC codes are reported in Appendix G. The

four-digit analysis provides a more detailed look at certain subsets within the two-digit

groups. Generally, the four-digit breakdowns follow the pattern of the major (two-digit)

groups: for the most part, the additionaldetail about selected four-digit SICs does not reveal

much beyond that provided by the major group distribution.

zt Note that this designation of "growing counties" differs from that used in Chapter 3.

.,2 While this result holds in general, petroleum pipelines, wholesale coal and ores, and livestock feedlots appear

to be less closely associated with fast growing areas.
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4.3 SUMMARY

This section summarizes the f’mdings on individual sources in terms of the main elements

identified by Congress for discussion in this report: identification, nature and extent of

unregulated discharges. Due to very limited national data on which to base loadings

estimates, the discussion of the extent of unregulated storm water discharges is limited to an

analysis of the number and geographic distribution of potential Phase II facilities.

4.3.1 Identification of Phase II Sources

The effort to identify sources and categories of storm water discharges for which permits

are not required in Phase I of the program resulted in the identification of two general classes

of facilities. The first group includes sources that are very similar or identical to Phase I

activities but that were omitted from Phase I for a variety of statutory and regulatory reasons

(Group A). The second general class of facilities were identified on the basis of potential

activities and pollutants that may contribute to storm water contamination (Group B). The

report also discussed general sources of storm water contamination which are widespread and

not necessarily associated with specific activities or facilities.

Although the difficulty in differentiating Group A facilities from existing Phase I

regulated activities makes quantitative analysis difficult, EPA estimates that there are

approximately 100,000 facilities in this group. Facilities in Group A, which may be of high

priority for Phase II due to their similarity to Phase I industrial facilities, are described and

categorized in this report but are not included in the subsequent geographical analysis in the

same level of detail as Group B facilities. Activities identified in Group A can be classified

into three distinct categories: auxiliary or secondary activities such as vehicle maintenance in

support of an unregulated activity; facilities which are related to Phase I facilities but that

were intentionally omitted such as POTWs with a capacity of less than 1 MGD; and facilities

which were specifically exempted from Phase I by the Transportation Act which include

industrial activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000 population.
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Group B consists of over one million facilities in 90 SICs. These 90 SIC categories

have been organized into 18 Phase II sectors for the purposes of this report. Of these 18

sectors, the automobile service sector (comprised of gas/service stations (SIC 3541), general

automobile repair (SIC 7338), top, body repair (SIC 7532), repair shops and services (SIC

7699), car dealers, n~w & used (SIC 5511), car dealers, used only (SIC 5521), car washes

(SIC 7542), passenger car rental (SIC 7514), track rental (SIC 7313), parking structures (SIC

7521), and miscellaneous auto services (SIC 7549)), make up more than one-third of the total

number of facilities identified in all 18 sectors.

Other general sources of storm water discharges discussed but not clearly identified in

the report include parking lots, trash dumpsters, leaking and failing septic systems, and

activities related to individual residences such as fertilizer and pesticide application.

Facilities in the service sectors, such as banking, finance, insurance f’u,’ms, and all types of

food services, were also discussed but not included in much of the analysis.

4.3.2 Nature of Phase II Sources

There is little quantitative or comprehensive data from a national perspective on the

concentrations and loadings of storm water discharges from the industrial, commercial, and

retail facilities selected for study as potential Phase II sources. As a result, it is not currently

possible to estimate national concentrations or loadings from these sources. It is clear,

however, that a significant number of facilities remain in unregulated Phase rI categories that

conduct operations that have the potential to discharge contaminated storm water. It is

possible to classify the unregulated categories into three major groups:

¯ All of the potential Phase II facilities in Group A may have discharges similar or
identical to discharges associated with industrial activity regulated under Phase I.

¯ Of the facilities in Group B, 80 percent may have discharges similar or identical to
discharges associated with industrial activity regulated under Phase I. Facilities in this
class have activities analogous to Phase I activities but are covered by different SIC
codes. These facilities are also likely to employ substances that could result in
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pollutants, such as toxics, metals, solvents and oil and grease, entering storm
water,z~ This class includes wholesale operations and vehicle repair and maintenance
categories.

¯ Almost 20 percent of the facilities in Group B had activities that resemble exempted
agricultural sources but do not fall under the statutory exclusion of agriculture. These
include smaller, currently unregulated feedlots, nurseries, and retailers of farm supply
chemicals. Facilities in this class are likely to have activities that result in
contributions of pesticides or fertilizers and nutrients to storm water.

In general, industries with large areas of industrial activity and significant materials

exposed to storm water exhibited the highest concentrations of pollutants in their storm water

discharges. Suspended solids, which can also carry metals and organic pollutants, appear to

be the pollutant with the highest concentrations overall. Chemical oxygen demand appears at

relatively high concentration levels in some industrial sectors. Oil and grease results were

highly variable but highest in industrial sectors associated with transportation and vehicle and

machinery maintenance. Results for metals varied across industrial sectors, but those that

handle, process, manufacture, or mine metals, as well as landfills, had higher concentrations

than other categories. Biochemical oxygen demand, and nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus)

were generally not found at high concentration levels in Phase I data, although results were

variable for nutrients.

4.3.3 Geographic Distribution

The geographical analysis shows that the majority of industrial and commercial facilities

are located in or near population centers (cities and other urban places). To the extent that

they are located in populous, urbanized areas, they are more likely to be served by municipal

storm sewers (either separate or combined) than to be discharging directly to streams.

2~ About 2 percent of these facilities conduct other activities that may use toxic pollutants but are not
substantially similar to the other facilities in this group. These include research laboratories and some kinds of
municipal or governmental entities, which may engage in a wide variety of activities. There is very liule information
available about the pollution potential of facilities in this class.
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In general, about 30 percent of potential Phase II facilities are found within the

geographic jurisdiction of a Phase I municipality. An additional 20 to 30 percent of Phase II

facilities fall into Census-designated urbanized areas. Thus, nearly twice as many industrial

facilities are found in all urbanized areas as are found in Phase I municipalities alone.

Notable exceptions to these generalizations include lawn/garden establishments, feedlots,

wholesale livestock, farm and garden machinery repair, bulk petroleum wholesale, farm

supplies, lumber and building materials, and petroleum pipelines, which are (relatively) more

frequently associated with smaller mu .nicipalities or rural areas. Because a larger portion of

these facilities are outside the confines of regulated municipalities, a larger portion of storm

water discharges from these facilities may be going directly to receiving waters rather than

into municipal separate storm sewer systems.
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.i
Alaska Ancho, rage city* 226,338 1697.65
Alabama Adamsville city 4,161 3.07

Alabaster city 14,732 18.85
Bessemer city 33,497 38.70

Birmingham city* 265,968 148.49
Brighton city 4,518 1.40

Brookside town 1,365 2.38
Chickasaw city 6,649 3.58

Creola city 1,896 14.60
Daphne city 1 !,290 t 1.03
Fairfield city 12,200 3.36
Fairhope city 8,485 7.70

Fulton~lale city 6,400 7.57
Gaxdendale city 9,251 15.14
Graysville city 2,241 2.79

Helena city 3,918 13.73
Homewood city 22,922 7.37

Hoover city 39,788 23.85
Hueytown city 15,280 8.65
Huntsville city* 159,789 I64.39
Indian Springs NA NA
Irondale city 9,454 8.83
Leeds city 9,946 21.48

Lipscomb city 2,892 1.15
Madison city 14,904 20.01

Maytown town 651 2.74
Midfield city 5,559 2.45
Mobile city* 196,278 118.03

Montgomery city* 187,106 134.98
Moody town 4,921 11.05

Mountain Brook city 19,810 11.61
Mttlga town 261 0.19
Pelham city 9,765 13.80

Pleasant Grove city 8,458 6.17
Prichard city 34,311 25.39
Saraland city 11,751 11.40
Satsuma city 5,194 5.97
Tarrant city 8,046 6.36

Trussville city 8,266 14.84
Vestavia Hills city 19,749 8.83

Arkansas IJittle R~ck city* 175,795

NOTE: Unless indicated otherwise, municipalities have been designated.
* Identified in November 1990 rule.
~- 1990 Census p~pulation increased to over I00,000 and municipality has been designat~l.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.)
Arizona Mesa city* 288,091 108.59

Mesa city* 288,091 108.59
Phoenix city* 983,403 419.91
Tempe city* 141,865 39.52
Tucson city* 405,390 156.29

California Agoura Hills city 20,390 8.17
Alameda city 76,459 10.75
Albany city 16,327 1.70

Alhambra city 82,106 7.62
Anaheim city* 266,406 44.28
Arcadia city 48,290 10.88
Artesia city 15,464 1.62

Atherton town 7,163 4.89
Azusa city 41,333 9.00

Bakersfield city* 174,820 91.84
Baldwin Park city 69,330 6.60

Bell city 42,355 2.51
Bellflower city 34,365 2.56

Bell Gardens city 61,815 6.08
Belmont city 24,127 4.53

Berkeley city* 102,724 10.46
Beverly Hills city 31,971 5.68
Big Bear Lake city 5,351 6.24

Bradbury city 829 1.67
Brisbane city 2,952 3.33
Burbank city 93,643 17.35

Burlingame city 26,801 4.35
Camarillo city 52,303 18.44
Campbell city 36,048 5.61
Carlsbad city 63,126 37.67
Carson city 83,995 18.84
Cerritos city 53,240 8.61

Chula Vista city~" 135,163 28.99
Claremont city 32,503 I 1.01
Colma town 1,103 1.90

Commerce city 12,135 6.53
Compton city 90,454 I0.17
Concord city 111,348 29.47

Contra Costa county (15 cities) -553,831 - 172.65
Coronado city 26,540 7.71

NOTE: Unle~ indicated otherwise, municipalities have be~n designated.
* Id~ntifi~l in November 1990 rule
~" 1990 Census populanon increased to over 100,000 and municipality has been designar~l.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State ........ "Place Name Pop, ulation Area (sq.mi.),,
California Covina city 43,207 6.90

(continued) Cudahy city 22,817 1.10
Culver City city 38,793 5.10
Cupertino city 40,263 10.30
Daly City city 92,311 7.51
De! Mar city 4,860 1.77

Diamond Bar city 53,672 15.09
Downey city 91,444 12.44
Duarte city 20,688 7.21
Dublin city 23,229 8.56

East Palo Alto city 23,451 2.55
El Cajon city 88,693 14.41

El Monte city’~ 106,209 9.50
El Segundo city 15,223 5.55
Emeryville city 5,740 1.22
Encinitas city 55,386 17.95

Escondido city~" 108,635 35.64
Fairfield city 77,211 35.85
Fillmore city 11,992 2.64
Folsom city 29,802 21.43

Foster City city 28,176 3.76
Fremont city* 173,339 77.03
Fresno city* 354,202 99.14

Fullerton city* 114,144 22.12
Galt city 8,889 5.60

Gardena city 143,050 17.94
Garden Grove city* 49,847 5.28

Gilroy city 31,487 10.26
Glendale city* 180,038 30.61
Glendora city 47,828 19.47

Half Moon Bay city 8,886 6.47
Hawaiian Gardens city 13,639 0.95

Hawthorne city 71,349 5.93
Hayward city? 111,498 43.45

Hermosa Beach city 18,219 1.43
Hidden Hills city 1,729 1.62

Hillsborough town 10,667 6.22
Huntington Beach clty* 181,519 26.42

Huntington Park ctty 56,065 3.05
Imperial Beach city 26,512 4.25

Industry city 631 11.56
Inglewood city~" 109,602 9.17

Irvine cityS" 110,330 42.32

NOT~: Unless indiea~l otherwise, municipalities have be~n designat~l.
* IdenlLr-~l in Noveml~r 1990 rnl¢.
~" 1990 Census population increased ~o over i00,000 and municipality has been designated.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Pop-Aaron Area (sq.mi.)
California Irwindale city 1,050 9.32

(continued) La Canada Flintridge city 19,378 8.67
Laguna Beach city 23, !70 8.68

La Habra Heights city 6,226 6.37
Lakewood city 73,557 9.39
La Mesa city 52,931 9.22

La Mirada city 40,452 7.85
La Palma city 15,932 1.82
La Puente city 36,955 3.49
La Veme city 30,897 7.79
Lawndale city 27,331 1.98

Lemon Grove city 23,984 3.79
Livermore city 56,741 19.63

Lomita city 19,382 1.89
Long Beach city* 429,433 50.02
Los Alamitos city 11,676 4.03

Los Altos city 7,514 8.42
Los Altos Hills town 26,303 6.37

Los Angeles city* 3,485,398 469.34
Los Gatos town 27,357 10.38
Lynwood city 61,945 4.86

Manhattan Beach city 32,063 3.93
Maywood city 27,850 1.17

Menlo Park city 28,040 10.06
Millbrae city 20,412 3.21
Milpitas city 50,686 13.76

Modesto city* 164,730 30.18
Monrovia city 35,761 13.37

Montebello city 3,287 1.61
Monterey Park city 59,564 8.26
Monte Sereno city 60,738 7.64

Moorpark city 25,494 12.26
Moreno Valley city~" 118,779 49.13
Mountain View city 67,460 12.03
National City city 54,249 7.57

Newark city 37,861 13.96
Norwalk city 94,279 9.76
Oakland city* 372,242 56.06

Oceanside cityS" 128,398 40.67
Ojal city 7,613 4.43

Ontario city~- 133,179 36.75
Orange cityt 110,658 23.34

Orange county. (17 cities) -841,825 -179.74

NOTE: Unless indiea~l otherwise, municipalities have been desigmmd.
* Idemified in November 1990 rule
"~ 1990 Census populal~on in~reased to over I00,000 and municipality has been designated.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (cominued)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.)
California Oxnard city* 142,216 24.44

(continued) Pacifica city 37,670 12.64
Palo Alto city 55,900 23.68

Palos Verdes Estates city 13,512 4.81
Paramount city 47,669 4.70
Pasadena city* 131,591 22.99

Pico Rivera city 59,177 7.98
Piedmont city 10,602 1.68
Pleasanton city 50,553 16.21
Pomona city~" 131,723 22.83

Port Hueneme city 20,319 4.43
Poway city 43,516 39.28

Rancho Cucamonga city’~ 101,409 37.81
Rancho Palos Verdes city 41,659 13.66

Redondo Beach city 60,167 6.28
Redwood City city 66,072 19.04

Riverside city* 226,505 77.68
Riverside county (10 cities) - 161,120 - 133.44

Roiling Hills city 7,789 3.54
Rolling Hills Estates city 1,871 3.05

Rosemead city 51,638 5.12
Sacramento city* 369,365 96.29

Salinas city~ 108,777 18.63
San Bemardino city* 164,164 55.08

San Bernardino county (13 cities) -558,047 -231.35
San Bnmo city 38,961 6.43
San Carlos city 26,167 5.63
San Diego city* 1,110,549 324.00
San Dimas city 32,397 15.52

San Fernando city 22,580 2.39
San Gabriel city 37,120 4.14
San Jose city* 782,248 171.26

San Leandro city 68,223 13.11
San Mareos city 38,974 23.19
San Marino city [2,959 3.77
San Mateo city 85,486 12.21
Santa Ana city* 293,742 27.09

Santa Clara 93,613 18.30
Santa Clarita cityS- 110,642 40.48

Santa Fe Springs city 15,520 8.67
Santa Monica city 86,905 8.27
Santa Paula city 25,062 4.60

NOT!~: Unless indicated otherwise, municipalities have been designated.
* Identified in November 1990 rule.
~" 1990 Census population in~reased to over 1130,000 and municipality has been designated.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Population Are~ (s~.mi,)
California Santee city 52,902 15.87(continued) Saratoga city 28,061 11.97

Seal Beach city 25,098 11.72
Sierra Madre city 10,762 3.00
Signal Hill city 8,371 2.22

Simi Valley city1" 100,217 33.03
Solaria Beach city 12,962 3.52

South El Monte city 20,850 2.89
South Gate city 86,284 7.35

South Lake Tahoe city 21,585 10.06
South Pasadena city 23,936 3.43

South San Francisco city 54,312 8.96
Stockton city* 210,943 52.57

Suistm City city 22,686 3.56
Sunnyvale city* 117,229 21.90
Temple City city 3 I, 100 4.01

Thousand Oaks eity~" 104,352 49.56
Torrance city* 133,107 20.52
Union City city 53,762 18.76
Vallejo eity’~ 109,199 30.22
Vernon city 152 4.93
Vista city 71,872 17.94

Walnut city 29,105 8.86
West Covina city 96,086 16.20

West Hollywood city 36,118 1.88
Westlake Village city 7,455 5.21

Whittier city 77,671 12.53
Woodside town 5,035 I 1.74

Colorado Aurora city* 222,103 132.53
Colorado Springs city* 281,140 183.19

Denver city* 467,610 153.28
Lakewood city* 126,481 40.80

Pueblo �it}, 98,640 35.90
Connecticut Stamford cit~* 108,056 37.72
District of Washington city* 606,900 61.41
Columbia
Delaware Arden village 477 0.27

Ardeneroft village 282 0.11
Ardentown village 325 0.17

Bcllefont¢ town 1,243 O. 18
Delaware City city 1,682 1.24

Elsm~re town 5,935 0.98
Middletown town 3,834 3.41

NOTE: Unless indicated othet~vise, municipalities have ~n d~.
* Ide~ ~ Nove~r I~ ~e.
~ I~ Ce~ ~on ~ ~ over I~,~ ~ ~e~W ~ ~n d~i~.
NA Not av~ble
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AppendLx A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.)
Delaware Newark city 25,098 8.62

(continued) New Castle city 4,837 2.22
Newport town 1,240 0.37
Odessa town 303 0.44

Townsend town 322 0.21
Wilmington city 71,529 10.78

Florida Atlantis city 1,653 1.35
Aubumdale city 8,858 4.10

Barrow city 14,716 8.59
Belle Glade city 60 0.06
BocaRaton city 61,492 27.19

Boynton Beach city 46,194 15.14
Briny Breezes town 400 0.07

Broward County (24 cities) 1,050,742 322.96
Century town 1,989 3.28

Clearwater city 98,784 24.88
Cloud Lake town 121 0.06

Dade County (19 cities) 886,235 118.42
Davenport city 1,529 1.47

Detray Beach city 47,181 14.84
Dundee town 2,335 3.10

Eagle Lake city 1,758 0.72
Fort Lauderdale city* 149,377 31.36

Fort Meade city 4,976 3.17
Frostproof city 2,808 2.39

Glen Ridge town 207 0.23
Golf village 234 0.83

Golfview town 153 0.16
Greenacres City city 18,683 4.05

Gulf Stream town 11,727 2.84
Haines City city 11,683 8.01
Haverhill town 1,058 0.52
Hialeah city* 188,004 19.24

Highland Beach town 3,209 0.49
Highland Park village 155 0.45
Hillcrest Heights town 221 0.16

Hollywood city* 121,697 27.26
Homestead city 26,866 11.61
Hypoluxo town 830 0.60

¯ Jacksonville city* 635,230 758.67
Juno Beach town 2,121 1.08

Jupiter town 405 0.18
Jupiter Inlet Colony town 24,986 13. ! I

NOTE: Unless indicamd otherwise, municipalities have been designated.
* Identified in November 1990 rule.
~- 1990 Census population increa.s~d to over 100,000 aml municipality has b~en dcsignamd.
NA Not av~xlable
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.)
Florida Lake Alfred city 3,622 2.52

(continued) Lake Clarke Shores town 3,364 0.98
Lake Hamilton town 1,128 3.03

Lakeland city 6,704 1.80
Lake Park town 9,670 6.40
Lake Wales city 28,564 5.62
Lake Worth city 70,576 38.39

Lantana town 8,392 2.28
Longboat Key town 5,937 4.92

Manalapan town 312 0.45
Mangonia Park town 1,453 0.71

Miami." city* 358,548 35.57
Miramar city 40,663 29.67
Mulberry city 2,988 2.87

North Palm Beach village 11,343 3.31
North Port city 11,973 74.78

Ocean Ridge town 1,570 0.86
Orange County (8 cities) 239,522 103.68

Orlando city* 164,693 67.27
Pahokee city 6,822 5.34

Palm Beach town 22,965 26.28
Palm Beach Gardens city 1,040 0.25
Palm Beach Shores town 9,814 3.93

Palm Springs village 9,763 1.33
Pembroke Pines city 65,452 31.94

Pennsuee NA NA
Pensacola city ~ 58,165 22.64

Pinellas County (21 cities) 586,612 NA
Plant City city 66,692 2L75
Polk City town 1,439 0.59

Riviera Beach city 27,639 7.49
Royal Palm Beach village 14,589 8.81

St. Petersburg city* 238,629 59.19
Sarasota city 50,961 14.62
Seminole city 9,251 2.25

South Bay city 3,558 1.93
South Palm Beach town 1,480 0.13

¯ Tailahassee city~" 124,773 63.27
Tampa city* 280,015 108.67

Temple Terrace city 16,444 4.94
Tequesta village 4,499 1.71

Venice city 16,922 7.42
West Palm Beach city. 67,643 49.33

NOTE: Unless indicated otherwise, municipalities have been designated.
* Iden~ficd in November 1990 rule.
? 1990 Census population imr~ascd to over t00.000 and mumcipality has been designat-’d.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.)
Winter Haven city 24,725 12.19

Georgia Acworth city 4,519 4.63
Alpharetta city 13,002 19.02
Atlanta city* 394,017 131.78
Austell city 4,173 4.97

Bloomingdale city 2,271 9.23
Buford city 8,771 13.35

Chamblee city 7,668 3.14
Clarkston city 5,385 1.05

College Park city 20,457 9.70
Columbus city* 178,681 216.14

Decatur city 17,336 4.16
Doraville city 7,626 3.58
Duluth city 9,029 7.39

East Point city 34,402 13.76
Fairburn city 4,013 4.46

Forest Park city 16,925 8.59
Garden City city 7,410 5.10
Hapeville city 5,483 2.37
Jonesboro city 3,635 2.40
Kennesaw city 8,936 5.58

Lawrenceville city 16,848 12.34
Lilburn city 9,30l 6.20
Lithonia city 2,448 0.79
Macon city* 106,612 47.88
Marietta city 44,129 20.38
Morrow city 5,168 2.83
Norcross city 5,947 3.92
Palmetto city 2,612 5.02
Pooler city 4,453 I 1.07

Powder Springs city 6,893 5.35
Riverdale city 9,359 4.10
Roswell city 47,923 32.57

Savannah city* 137,560 62.59
Smyrna city 30,981 11.37

Snellville city 12,084 9.13
Stone Mountain city 6,494 1.62

Sugar Hill city 4,557 5.91
Thunderbolt town 2,786 1.28
Union Cit~ city 8,375 8.04

Iowa Cedar Rapids city* 108,751 53.46
Davenport city 95,333 61.36

Des Moines city* 193,187 75.26
Idaho Boise City city* 125,738 46.13

Garden CiW city 6,369 3.33
Hlinois Rockford city* 139,426 44.98

NOTE: Unless indicated othetavise, municipalities have been designated.
* Identified in November 1990 rule.
t 1990 Census popula~on increased to over 100,0430 and mumcipality has been designated.
HA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name Population Area (sq.mi.)
Indiana Fort Wayne city* 173,072 62.66

Indianapolis city* 731,327 361.67
Kansas Kansas City city* 149,767 107.79

Topeka city* 119,883 55.16
Wichita city* 304,011 115.14

Kentucky Lexington-Fayette* 225,366 284.52
Louisville city* 269,063 62. I i

Louisiana Baton Rouge city* 219,531 73.95
Grema city 17,208 3.2

Harahan city 9,927 1.98
Kemer city 72,033 15.13

New Orleans city* 496,938 180.65
Shreveport city* 198,525 98.61
Westw~go city 11,218 3.19

Massachusetts Boston city* 574,283 48.42
Lowell city 103,439 13.78

Worcester city* 169,759 37.56
Maryland Baltimore city* 736,014 80.81

Aberdeen 13,087 5.29
Annapolis 33,187 6.33

Bowie 8,860 2.57
Bel Air 37,589 12.86

Havre de Grace 8,952 3.31
Takoma Park city 16,700 2.01

Michigan Ann Arbor city* 109,592 25.90
Flint city* 140,761 33.83

Grand Rapids city* 189,126 44.26
Sterling Heights city* 117,810 36.64

Warren city* 144,864 34.28
Minnesota Minneapolis city* 368,383 54.93

St. Paul city* 272,235 52.79
Missouri Independence city* 112,301 78.19

Kansas City city* 435,146 311.53
Springfield .city* 140,494 67.95

,, Mississippi Jackson city* 196,637 109.01
Nebraska Lincoln city* 191,972 63.29

Omaha city* 335,795 100.65
New Mexico Albuquerque city* 384,736 132.20

Nevada Henderson city 64,942 71.54
Las Vegas city* 258,295 83.29

North l_as Vegas city 47,707 60.97
Reno city* 133,850 57.50
Sparks city 53,367 14.25

NOTE: Unless indicated otherwise, municipalities have been designated.
* Identified in November 1990 rule
"~ 1990 Census population increased to over 100,000 and municipality has be~n designated.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State ’ Place"~lame Population" Area (sq.mi.)
New York New York city* 7,322,564 308.95

(Bronx Borough)
(Brooklyn Borough)

(Manhattan Borough)
(Queens Borough)

(Staten Island Borou~,h)
North Charlotte city.* 395,934 174.26

Carolina Durham city* 136,611 69.27
Fayetteville city 75,695 40.60
Greensboro city* 183,521 79.79

Raleigh city* 207,951 88.13
Winston-Salem city* 143,485 7 I. !2

Ohio Akron city* 223,019 62.19
Cincinnati city* 364,040 77.22
Cleveland city* 505,616 77.02
Columb~ city* 632,910 190.92

Dayton city* 182,044 55.00
Toledo city* 332,943 80.57

Oldaboma Oklahoma City city* 444,719 608.16
Tulsa city* 367,302 183.52

Oregon Banks city 563 0.33
Barlow city 118 0.06

Beaverton city 53,310 13.82
Cornelius city 6,148 1.79
Durham city 748 0.43
Eugene city* 112,669 38.04
Fairview city 2,391 3.16

Forest Grove city 13,559 40.22
Gaston city 563 2.45

Gladstone city 10,152 22.06
Gresham city 68,235 2.30

Happy Valley city 1,5t9 t9.26
Hillsboro city 37,520 0.06

Johnson City city 586 0.41
King City city 2,060 9.54

Lake Oswego city 30,576 4.76
Milwaukee city 18,692 1.63

North Plains city 972 4.69
Portland city* 437,319 0.18

Rivergrove city 294 .13
Sherwood city 3,093 3.21

Tigard city 29,344 10.19
Tualatin city 15,013 7.10

West Linn city 16,367 6.63
Wilsonville city 7,106 6.39

Pennsylvania Allentown city* 105,090 17.71

.... Philadelphia city* 1,585,577 135.13

NOTE: Unless indica~d otherwise, municipalities have been desk, hated.
* Identified in November 1990 rule.
~- 1990 Census popula~on increased to over I00,000 and mumcip~lity has been designat~l.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)

State Place Name’ Population.., Area (sq.mi.)
South Dakota Sioux Falls city 1130,814 45.05

Tennessee Belle Meade city 2,839 3.14
Berry Hill city 802 0.90

Chattanooga city* 152,466 118.43
Forest Hills city 4,231 9.28

Goodlettsville city 11,219 13.65
Knoxville city* 165,121 77.25
Lakewood city 2,009 0.96
Memphis city* 610,337 256.04

Nashville-Davidson city* 488,374 473.33
Oak Hill city* 4,301 7.88
Rid~etop town 1,132 1.49

Texas Abilene cityS" 106,654 103.09
Amarillo city* 157,615 87.93
Arlingtbn city* 261,721 93.00

Austin city* 465,622 217.78
Beaumont city* 114,323 80.06

Corpus Christi city* 257,453 134.97
Dallas city* 1,006,877 342.41

E1 Paso city* 515,342 245.36
Fort Worth city* 447,619 281.08

Garland city* 180,650 57.35
Houston city* 1,630,553 539.88
Irving city* 155,037 67.62
Laredo cityS" 122,899 32.87

Lubbock city* 186,206 104.11
Mesquite city~ 101,484 42.84
Pasadena city* 119,363 43.77

Piano eityJ" 128,713 66.25
San Antonio city* 935,933 333.03

Waco city* 103,590 75.79
Utah Salt Lake City city,* 159,936 109.02

Virginia Chesapeake city* 151,976 340.68
Hampton city* 133,793 51.82

Newport News city* 170,045 68.34
Norfolk city* 261,229 53.76

Portsmouth city* 103,907 33.14
Roanoke city 96,397 42.90

Virginia Beach cit)i* 393,069 248.32
Washington Seattle city* 516,259 83.89

Tacoma city* 176,664 48.05
Wisconsin Madison city* 191,262 57.76

Milwaukee city* 628,088 96.08

NOTE: Unless indiea~d o~¢r~i~, mtmi¢il~irics have tmcn designated.
* Identifi~l in Novemtmr 1990 rule
~" 199~ Census population increased to over 100,000 and municipality has b~n designated.
NA Not available
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Sewer Systems (Counties)

Unincorporated/ Total
State County Urbanized Pop-i~tlon Popnla~on

Alabama Baldwin county~ 0 98,380
Jefferson countyI 78,608 651,525
Mobile county’- 45,418 378,643
Shelby county3 16,148 99,358

St. Clair count~ 0 50,009
.M’izona Pima Count* 162,202 666,880

California Alameda County* 115,082 1,279,182
Contra Costa County* 131,815 803,732

Kern County* 128,504 543,447
E1 Dorado County 0 125,995

Fresno County 48,863 667,490
Los Angeles County* 886,780 8,863,164

Orange County* 223,081 2,410,556
Placer County 10,564 172,796

Riverside County* 166,509 1,170,413
Sacramento County 594,889 1,041,219

San Bemardixto County* 162,202 1,418,380
San Diego County* 250,414 2,498,016
San Mateo County 50,250 649,623
Santa Clara County 75,464 1,497,577

Ventura Count?, 41,020 669,016
Colorado Axapahoe Count,/5" 103,248 391,511
Delaware New Castle Count,/* 296,996 44 1,946
Horida Broward County* 142,329 1,255,488

Dade County* 1,014,504 1,937,094
Escambia County* 167,463 262,798

Hillsborough County* 398,593 834,054
Lee County’t" 102,337 335,113

Manatee County’~ 123,828 211,707
Orat~ ge County* 378,611 677,491

Palm Beach County* 360,553 863,518
Pasco County% 148,907 281,131

Pinellas County* 255,772 851,659
Polk County* 121,528 405,382

Sarasota County* 172,600 277,776
Seminole County~ 127,873 287,529

2 Unin,u~sm’at~area~defineda~: bel~atthemoulhoftt~Scx~hFot~DeerRivt~andexl~we~.mSWc~merSecakmlS, Tov~6~2W~

r~a to NW co, nee, Secakm 6, Towmhip 2 Sout~ Range 2 We~, ~hem~ east to ~e Mobile Cotmty line, ttz~.e ~ tieing the �otagy line to U.S. bli~y 90 IxSdge.

~ All ~ are~l ot~ Shelby Cotmty w~thin the drakm~e basin of the Caht~ Rive~. t,v~re~m of the �onfluenne of S~I Creek and l~e ~ ~.

*Iden~d M Nov~m~r [990 ml~

tlg~O Cen~ u~i,~orporatmd, ,a~maiz~ popttlation increased to more than I00,000 and municipality has tmen designated.
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Appendix A

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Sewer Systems (Counties) (continued)

Unincorporated/ Total
State County Urbanized Population Population

Georgia Bibb County 19,340 149,976
Chatham County 40,649 216,935
Clayton County* 133,237 182,052
Cobb County* 322,595 447,745

DeKalb County* 448,686 545,837
Fulton County? 127,776 648,951

Gwinnett County," 237,305 352,910
Muscogee County 0 179,278

Richmond County* 126,476 189,719
Hawaii Honolulu County* 114,506 836.231

Kentucky Jefferson Count~ 239,430 664,937

Louisiana East Baton Rouge Parish? 102,539 380,105
Jefferson Parish* 331,307 448,306

Maryland Anne Arundel County* 344,654 427,239
Baltimore County* 627,593 692,134

Carroll County 0 123,372
Charles County 0 101,154

Frederick County 14,100 150,208
Harford County 82,302 182,132

Howard County? 157,972 187,328
Montgomery County* 599,028 757,027

Prince George’s County* 494,369 729,268

Washington County 28,321 121,393

North Carolina Cumberland County* 146,827 274,566

Nevada Clark County* 327,618 741,459

Washoe County 26,530 254,667

Oregon Clackamas County 65,088 278,850
Multnomah County 52.923 583,887

Washington County* 116,687 311,554
South Carolina Greenville County* 147,464 320,167

Richlznd County* 130,589 285,720

Texas Harris County* 729,206 2,818,199

Utah Salt I al~ County* 270,989 725,956

Virginia Arlington County* 170,936 170,936
Chesterfield County* 174,488 209,274

Fairfax County* 760,730 818,584
Henrico County* 201,367 217,881

Prince William Cotmty’t 157.131 215,686
Washington King County* 520,468 1,507,3 I9

Pierce County* 258.530 586,203

Snohomish County* 157.218 465,642

*Identified in November 1990 rule

~’1990 Census unin¢orporat~, urbamzed population increased to more than 100.000 and municipality has been designated.
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List of Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Boundaries Not Def’med by Census)

State Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
Alaska DOTt

University of Alaska
Port of Anehorase

Alabama Hi~wa), Department

Arizona DOT

California Alameda County Flood Control District
Zone 7 of the Alameda County Flood Control District
DOT
Calabases Flood Control District
Coachella Valley Area
Contra Costa County Flood Control District
Fresno Metro Flood Control District
Malibu Flood Control District
Orange County Flood Control District
Riverside Flood Control District
San Bemardino Flood Control District
San Diego Unified Port District
Santa Clara Valle)’ Water District

Colorado DOT
Hi~hwa)’ Department

Delaware DOT

Florida DOT
Reed), Creek Improvement District

Hawaii DOT

Idaho DOT

Illinois DOT

Indiana DOT

Kansas Kaw Valle), Draina[[e District

Louisiana DOT
Louisiana State University
Southern Universit)’

Mar)’land State Hi~hwa), Administration
Michigan University of Michigan

DOT

Minnesota DOT
Herrepin County Public Works
Minneapolis Parks and Recreation
University, of Minnesota

North Carolina DOT

Nevada Clark County Flood Control District
DOT

New Mexico Albuquerque Metropolitan Flood Control Authority
DOT

Ohio DOT

t Deparmaent of Transportation
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List of Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Boundaries Not Defined by Census)
(continued)

State Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System

Oklahoma DOT
Turpike Authorita/

Oregon DOT
Port of Portland
Multhomah County, Drainage Districts (3)

Penns),Ivania DOT

South Carotina Harbor of Charleston

Tennessee DOT

Texas Harris County Flood Control District
DOT
University of Texas-Arlington
Universi~ of Texas-Austin

Utah DOT

Washington DOT

Wisconsin DOT
University of Wisconsin
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APPENDLX B .- OVERVIEW OF IMPACTS FROM STORM WATER DISCHARGES

This appendix provides an overview of the types of impacts that storm water discharges

have on receiving waters. Section B. 1 describes the role of storm water discharges and the

physical nature of storm water discharges. Section B.2 discusses the types of adverse impacts

on receiving waters caused by storm water discharges. Section B.3 gives a general

description of adverse impacts on various types of receiving waters that may be associated

with storm water discharges.

B.1 THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF STORM WATER DISCHARGES

B.I.1 The H,cdrolo~ic Cycle

The hydrologic cycle is the continuous, unsteady circulation of water from the atmosphere

to the Earth’s surface and back to the atmosphere. Major features of the hydrologic cycle

include precipitation, snow melt, surface runoff and drainage, infiltration, interflow, ground

water recharge, and evapotranspiration. Each of these factors is discussed briefly below:

¯ Precipitation--Precipitation occurs as rain, sleet, hail, and snow. Precipitation is one

of the key factors in analyzing storm water discharges because it is the initiating force

in creating a discharge. Precipitation events are highly variable in nature and extent.

As discussed in more detail below, the nature of precipitation patterns varies greatly in

different parts of the country. Seasonal patterns also are usually important

considerations.

* Snow Melt--When precipitation fails in the form of snow, surface runoff does not

occur until the snow melts. In this case, the rate and volume of surface runoff

discharges is controlled by the rate of snow melt.

¯ Inffitration--Infiltration occurs as rain water passes imo the soil. The ability of soil

to infiltrate water depends on a number of factors, including soil properties, soil
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moisture content, vegetation cover, and the presence of impervious structures, such as

pavement. Water that infiltrates into the soil can be subject to interflow, ground water

recharge, and evapotranspiration.

¯ Interflow--Interflow (i.e., subsurface flow) occurs when water infiltrates into the soil
and flows through the soil above the water table. Interflow can occur until water

enters a drainage ditch, storm sewer, surface receiving water, or the ground water.

¯ Ground Water Recharge~Ground water recharge occurs when water infiltrates into

the soil and enters the water table’. Ground water then flows toward and into natural or

artificial channels or other receiving waters. The flow of ground water to surface

waters maintains flows in natural and manmade drainage ways and impoundments

during dry weather conditions.

¯ EvapotranspirationmThe term evapotranspiration describes two processes--

evaporation and transpiration. Evaporation is the process where liquid water changes

to a vapor. Transpiration occurs when water moves through vegetation and is then

evaporated.

¯ Surface Runoff and Natural Drainage---Surface runoff (i.e., overland flow) occurs

when water generated from precipitation or snow melt moves across the ground to a

natural or constructed channel or some other receiving water. Natural drainage defines

the flow of water through naturally occurring receiving waters and into the ocean.

Because the natural drainage system contains a wide range of receiving waters,

including wetlands and intermittent streams, it is often difficult to determine the point

at which surface runoff ends and natural drainage begins. Although such distinctions

may be important in our legal system, they have limited importance in the workings of

the hydrologic cycle.
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B.1.2 Impacts of Land Use Activities on the HydroloKy of Watersheds

Typically, a watershed is a geographic region in which surface waters flow towards a

common receiving point such as a stream, river, lake, or estuary. The natural drainage system

of a watershed may comprise many types of surface water features, including wetlands,

intermittent streams, small perennial streams, and larger receiving waters. In other uses of the

term, watersheds may also be defined based on ground water flows and aquifers.

As watersheds are developed for urban or agricultural uses, resource extraction, or other

purposes, the natural drainage features of the water are often altered. Wetlands are dredged

or filled, reducing the natural storage capacity of the drainage system, which, prior to its loss,

damped peak flows associated with storm events. Smaller streams can be channelized, rip-

rapped, or diverted into underground culverts, all of which allow the flow rates in the channel

to increase.

The hydrology of the watershed also is changed by activities occurring on land. The

natural drainage features of undeveloped land slow the flow of runoff by incorporating rainfall

into the natural hydrologic cycle. Many types of development cause an increase in the

volume of surface runoff and its rate of discharge. A given storm event will yield more

runoff with a faster rate of discharge for a developed area than for an undeveloped area of the

same size. These increases in the rate of flow and the total volume of flow often have a

decided effect on pollutant loads, erosion rates, and flooding.

A number of factors can increase the volume and rate at which runoff flows from a

developed site. Clearing land removes the vegetation cover that previously intercepted

precipitation before it hit the earth. The thick humus layer associated with the vegetative

cover is often removed or eroded away during grading activities, decreasing the ability of the

surface to infiltrate and retain precipitation. The land is graded to make the surface smoother

by removing natural depressions. Site slopes may be increased as part of terracing to improve

site drainage. Wetlands, which may have previously soaked up water associated with peak

flows, are drained or filled. Impervious structures, such as roads, parking lots, driveways,
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rooftops and sidewalks, are built. In other heavily used areas, soils become compacted and

lose their ability to infiltrate precipitation.

After development has occurred, the natural drainage system (e.g., streams, wetlands, and

other receiving waters) is often unable to handle the higher volume flows, resulting in high

erosion rates or flooding. Drainage systems that have undergone these changes often need

additional "improvement" from channelization or lining projects. In addition, streams are

often directed through underground culverts.

The same characteristics of land development that cause higher peak flows also cause less

infiltration of rainfall to recharge ground water supplies and a lowering of the water table.

One result of lowered water tables is that surface stream flows during dry weather can be

lowered significantly. Lower flows during periods between storms may significantly affect

the aquatic habitat and the ability of a stream to dilute toxic spills or other dry weather

pollutants within the stream system (Bellevue NURP). In some cases, the installation of

storm sewers in a watershed results in small, previously perennial, streams running dry several

times a year (Long Island NURP).

B.1.3 General Physical Characteristics of Storm Water Discharges

Storm water discharges are diffuse in nature; discharges in a watershed are generated by

an extremely large number of points. Three characteristics of storm water discharges are

particularly important when analyzing potential impacts of these diffuse sources within a

watershed. Storm water discharges 1) may affect broad portions of a watershed, 2) can have

high volumes, and 3) are generally of limited duration.

B.1.3.1 Effects on Broad Portions of a Watershed

Unlike many other major point source discharges that are directed to larger receiving

water bodies or to relatively remote offshore locations, storm sewers discharge to essentially

all of the portions of the drainage system within developed areas of the watershed. As a
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result, the impacts of storm water discharges, although more subtle, may be more widespread

and potentially may affect a greater degree of the natural drainage system than traditional

point source discharges.

Perhaps the widespread nature of storm water discharges is most evident when

considering large urbanized areas.| Essentially all receiving waters in urbanized areas receive

storm water discharges from some type of urban land, regardless of the sensitivity of the

receiving water to potential impacts. This is because typical storm water management

practices attempt to drain water from the land as soon as possible and discharge it to the

nearest receiving water whether or not the receiving water has the ability to handle increased

flows and pollutant loads.

In heavily developed areas, urbanization results in widespread alteration or destruction of

much of the natural drainage system. Many of wetlands in these areas are drained or filled,

while smaller streams can be heavily modified. These alterations to the natural drainage

system decrease the system’s ability to remove pollutants, function as habitat, and handle

large flows. The cumulative impacts of these widespread effects can potentially affect larger

downstream components of the watershed.

B.1.3.2 High Volumes/Velocities

A typical storm may generate a large number of storm water discharges within a

watershed. The cumulative volume of these discharges may be high relative to the typical

volume of flow of receiving waters. These high volume discharges may dramatically increase

flow velocities in streams and drainage channels. High volume storm water discharges and

resultant rapid stream velocities cause the combined effect of increasing:

1 As discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, the 366 urbanized areas designated by the Bureau of Census range in

area from 17 square miles (Grand Forks, ND-MN) to more that 2,800 square miles (New York, NY-NJ).
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¯ Pollutant loads

¯ The ability of discharges to erode the land and carry pollutants off the land

¯ The ability of streams to resuspend pollutants in bottom sediments and erode stream
beds and stream banks

¯ The ability, of streams to carry pollutants to slower flowing water bodies where
pollutants may accumulate

¯ The need for stream channelization, installation of concrete walls, riprap, or other
modification projects.

Figure B-1 shows the relationship between population and the volume of the peak annual

flow in the Bellevue, Washington, watershed. The volume of the peak annual flow in the

watershed almost doubled as the population in the city increased from 10,000 to 67,000. Peak

flows that used to return every I0 years can now be expected to return at least every other

year. Although the monthly average total volume of flows in the watershed increased only

slightly over pre-urbanization years, the volume of flows during peak events increased two to

three times as a result of urbanization. This increase in the volume of the peak annual

watershed flow volumes increased stream bank erosion and stream bed scour, as well as the

frequency of flooding. The increase in intensity of runoff has created unstable stream banks,

which have eroded at a rapid rate. The stream channel is narrower and deeper than those of

typical undisturbed streams serving similar watersheds. Pools and other sites along the stream

bed that had slowed flows in the past have been removed by the higher flows.

B.1.3.3 Limited Duration

Although storm events and the resulting storm water discharges are of limited duration,

pollutants in these discharges can cause both short- and long-term impacts on receiving

waters. Short-term impacts generally occur during or shortly after a storm event. These

impacts are usually caused by high levels of pollutants associated with the storm water

discharges. Materials other than storm water, such as spills or dumped material, that

discharge from a separate storm sewer may also cause short-term water quality impacts.
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¯ ¯        Ls
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Source: Scott, Steward, and Stober

Figure B-1. Population of Bellevue and Peak Annual Discharge in Keisey Creek (O).
Data From U.S.G.S. and Bellevue Planning Dept. 1977

Long-term water quality, impacts associated with storm water may be caused by pollutants

accumulating in a watershed or by repeated exposures to pollutants from a large number of

events. In addition, habitat destruction and other physical impacts, such as stream bed scour,

can occur over a long period of time.

Although individual storm events are of relatively short duration, receiving waters may be

affected by storm water discharges for time periods that are significantly longer than the

storm event. The length of time that pollutants from storm water discharges remain in a

receiving water will depend on four factors: I) the duration of the storm event, 2) the size of

the watershed, 3) flow rates in the receiving water, and 4) the tendency for pollutants to

accumulate in bottom sediments.
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Small streams with small drainage basins respond immediately to the pollutants in storm

water discharges, with pollutants passing through at relatively high velocities as a discrete

pulse. High pollutant levels in large flowing rivers may occur at downstream locations for an

emended period of time. Pollutant concentrations in large rivers initially rise with the onset

of a storm event. A1~er a storm is over, pollutants from storm water discharges to feeder

streams draining upstream portions of a watershed can keep pollutant levels elevated at

downstream locations of the river for an extended period of time. Pollutants in storm water

discharges from upstream land uses may continue to impact a location for several days after

the event.

Receiving waters with slower flows and longer resident times, such as impoundments,

lakes, reservoirs and estuaries, may be affected for long time periods by pollutants from short-

duration storms. Hence, the limited duration of individual storm water discharge events is of

less importance when considering potential impacts on these receiving waters. In these

receiving waters, slower velocities will result in many types of pollutants accumulating in

bottom sediments where they may cause long-term impacts.

B.2 TYPES OF ADVERSE IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH STORM WATER
DISCHARGES

Table B-1 summarizes the pollutant classes and pollutant sources identified in the 1992

National Water Quality Inventory as major causes of water quality impairment. The National

Water Quality Inventory summarizes information regarding water quality impacts that is

submitted by States in Section 305(b) reports. The summary generally identifies conventional

pollutants, such as nutrients, sediment (siltation), oxygen demand, and pathogens, as the

leading causes of surface water impairment reported by the States. Toxicity, caused by

metals, priority organics, pesticides, oil and grease, and inorganic pollutants, is also identified

as a major cause of impairment.
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Table B-1. Top Five Pollution Sources and Contaminants

Five Leading Sources of Water Quality Impairment

Rank Rivers Lakes Estuaries

1 Agriculture Agriculture Municipal Point Sources

2 Municipal Point Sources Urban Runoff/Storm SewersUrban Runoff/Storm Sewers

3 Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Hydrologic/Habitat Agriculture
Modification

4 Resource Extraction ~ Municipal Point Sources Industrial Point Sources

5 Industrial Point Sources Onsite Wastewater Disposal Resource Extraction

~ve Leading Cames of Water Quality Impairment

1 Siltation Metals Nutrients

2 Nutrients Nutrients Pathogens

3 Pathogens Organic Enrichment/Low DOOrganic Enrichment/Low
DO

4 Pesticides Siltation Siltation

5 Organic Enrichment/Low    Priority Organic ChemicalsSuspended Solids
DO

Source: National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congress, EPA, 1994.

The National Water Quality Inventory primarily addresses larger receiving water bodies

and does not address major portions of the natural drainage system of most watersheds, such

as smaller feeder streams and wetlands.

This section briefly describes the major classes of pollutants associated with water quality

impacts. For each class, special considerations regarding storm water discharges are

discussed. Three additional pollutant classes, acidity, temperature, and floatables, that are of

special concern when addressing storm water discharges are also discussed.
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B.2.1 Siltation/Sedimentation

Siltation from sediment pollutant loads can cause a broad range of interrelated impacts in

receiving waters, including the following:

¯ Loss of Benthic Habitat--Increased stream flows and velocities produced by high

volume storm water discharges may cause channel scour and bank erosion that result in

habitat destruction. Suspended solids are deposited as sediment bars or sediment

blankets in pools and other areas of reduced stream energy. These blankets can

smother benthic organisms, including the eggs and immature forms of free-swimming

organisms (Gupta, 1981; Novttny and Chesters, 1981).

¯ Reduced Water Storage CapacityNInereased sediment loads reduce water storage

capacity in reservoirs (Novotny and Chesters, 198I). Nationwide, the average armuai

depletion rate of reservoir storage capacity caused by sedimentation is estimated at 0.2

percent (Tourbier, 1981). Sediment loads also decrease the depths of streams, which

decreases the retention and conveyance capacity of streams and may result in increased

flooding.

¯ Impaired Oxygen Exchange--Increased turbidity, levels impair the ability of aquatic

organisms to obtain dissolved oxygen from the water by interfering with the gill

movements and associated water circulation (Novotny and Chesters, 1981).

¯ Decreased Light Penetration--The depth of light penetration into surface waters is

sharply diminished by turbidity. As a result, photosynthetic activity and food sources

are reduced. Loss of submerged aquatic vegetation may also remove habitat for

juvenile fish and shellfish.

¯ Impaired Navigation--Accumulated sediments in river channels limit the passage of

deeper draft boats, preventing navigational access or increasing the frequency of

required channel maintenance dredging (Gupta et al., 1981; Novotny and Chesters,
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1981). In some locations, sediments are so contaminated with pollutants that they

should be handled as hazardous wastes, which dramatically increases disposal costs.

Dredging activities result in re-suspension of pollutants in the sediment, causing

additional water quality and aquatic habitat impacts (Novotny and Chesters, 198 I).

¯ Increased Water Treatment Costs--Sediments can increase the costs of treating

potable water supplies. Inadequate sediment removal may limit the germ-killing effects

of chlorination.

¯ Accumulation of Pollutants---Many of the pollutants associated with many types of

storm water discharges become chemically or physically bound with sediment particles.

As these particles set’tie, the attached pollutants also sink (Brown et al., 1985; Novotny

and Chesters, 1981). Sediments with attached pollutants can act as a source of

contamination to the overlying water, to the benthic biota, and to the food chain. Over

long periods of time, sediments may accumulate such high levels of toxics and other

pollutants that exceedances of ambient water quality standards may occur in the water

columns, increasing exposure of organisms to toxic chemicals (Harrington, 1986).

Oxygen demanding pollutants in sediment deposits may also create oxygen deficits

during and after storm water discharge events (Heaney and Huber, 1984; Mancini and

Plummer, 1986; Novotny and Chesters, 1981).

¯ Resuspension of Pollutants--Highly variable flows in receiving waters can resuspend

sediments, thereby increasing water column concentrations of those pollutants that had

accumulated in bottom sediments. The repetitive process of deposition, re-suspension.

and re-deposition of sediments may result in pollutants associated with sediments

taking a long time to pass through a receiving stream (Novotny and Chesters, 1981).

B.2.2 Nutrients

Nutrients support and stimulate aquatic plant life. Natural nutrient cycles may be altered

by land use activities within a watershed. Excessive nutrients overstimulate the growth of
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aquatic plants, which may result in low oxygen levels, accelerate eutrophication, cause

unsightly conditions, interfere with navigation, interfere with treatment processes, and cause

unpleasant and disagreeable tastes and odors. Eutrophic conditions are evidenced by surface

algal scums, reduced water clarity, odors, and dense algal growth on shallow water substrates

(Schueler, 1987). Algal blooms block light from submerged aquatic vegetation, which may

remove habitat for juvenile fish and shellfish. After blooms or at the end of a growing

season, the decomposition of dead vegetation may cause reduced oxygen levels. Reduced

oxygen levels may, in turn, cause fish kills and mass mortality of benthic organisms.

Excessive nutrients may have more adverse effects in surface water bodies that have slow

flushing rates, such as slow moving rivers, lakes, and estuaries. Nutrients delivered during

storm events settle to sediments of such waters. Once in sediments, the nutrients can be

solubilized or re-suspended by anaerobic conditions, currents, changes in concentration

gradients, or the mixing effects of boat wakes (Field and Turkeltaub, 1981).

Aquatic vegetation requires both nitrogen and phosphorus to grow. Excess quantities of

nitrogen are commonly present in fresh water, so plant growth is usually controlled by the

levels of phosphorus input (Schueler, 1987). In marine waters, however, phosphorus is often

in greater supply, and plant growth is controlled by nitrogen concentrations. In either case,

when the controlling nutrient is added, greater plant growth is expected.

Several forms of phosphorus occur in the aquatic environment. Major forms of

phosphorus include orthophosphorus (OP), dissolved or soluble phosphorus (DP), particulate

phosphorus (PP), and total phosphorus. Orthophosphorus is the form immediately available

for algal growth. Particulate phosphorus is considered to be potentially available after

conversion to OP. During stre.am transport, OP is likely to become incorporated into the

particulate fraction. A portion of the phosphorus bound to sediment particles can also be

released as OP. Exchange between available and potentially available forms continues though

processes of sediment and algal uptake and release. Transport distance from phosphorus

sources to impacted receiving waters is recognized as a major factor in determining the
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availability and timing of load delivery. Strict control of phosphorus levels from direct and

proximal discharges to affected receiving waters is recommended because of the high level of

OP delivered from these discharges,z

Nutrient loading is directly related to the frequency of runoff events in developed

watersheds and can vary by a factor of 3.5 between wet and dry years at the same location

(Lung, 1986). High quantities of nitrogen and phosphorus may be transported in surface run-

off in the dissolved form or attached to sediments; the relative significance of these two forms

may vary seasonally, reflecting differing winter and summer runoff conditions (Jones, 1986;

Urbonas and Roesner, 1986). Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in storm water from

residential and commercial areas may occur at levels sufficient to stimulate excess growth of

algae and aquatic macrophytes (i.e., eutrophication), partly because most of these nutrients

occur in soluble forms that are readily assimilated by plants (Schueler, 1987).

Nitrate (generally the most stable form of nitrogen) at levels above the drinking water

standard of 10 milligrams per liter can cause methemoglobinemia in infants under six months.

This rare, but potentially fatal disease limits the oxygen carrying ability of the blood.

B.2.3 Organic Enrichment/Ox’vgen Demand

Aquatic organisms, such as fish and water-dwelling insects, require minimum levels of

dissolved oxygen (DO). Excessive oxygen demanding pollutants can lead to periods of

oxygen sag, which may cause fish kills and create anoxic conditions accompanied by

foul-smelling odors. Oxygen levels in receiving waters can be lowered by the decomposition

of organic matter by microorganisms, by the chemical oxidation of material, or by aquatic

vegetation, which uses more oxygen at night than it produces.

Oxygen demand is the term applied to pollutant loads that result in reduced dissolved

oxygen levels. The two parameters most commonly used to describe the oxygen demand of

Phosphorus: A Summary of Information Regarding Lake Water Quality, IL EPA, August 1986.
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pollutants are the 5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) and chemical oxygen demand

(COD). BOD measures oxygen demanding substances that can be metabolized by bacteria

and is an indicator of biodegradable organic matter. COD measures oxygen demanding

substances that react with an oxidizing chemical in a heated acid bath. COD is an indicator

of both organic matter and reduced inorganic chemicals. Of the two, COD is more accurate

for the purpose of comparing the oxygen demand of storm water discharges to the oxygen

demand of other types of discharges. The BOD5 test underestimates the true oxygen demand

of storm water because the heavy metals in the storm water slow the bacterial action used in

the test.

Storm water runoff may contain both organic and inorganic pollutants that consume

oxygen in receiving waters. Storm water discharges generally occur on overcast days when

the amount of sunlight available to oxygen producing plants in water is limited. Lower

oxygen production rates increase the adverse impacts of oxygen demanding pollutant loads.

Much of the oxygen demanding pollutant load of many types of storm water discharges is

associated with suspended solids, which may form deposits in receiving waters. These

deposits may result in long periods of low dissolved oxygen through gradual decomposition or

may re-suspend during later runoff events. The impacts of oxygen demanding pollutants may

be more dramatic in shallow, slow-moving waters due to limited aeration and the tendency of

these pollutants to accumulate in bottom sediments of slow-moving waters.

Dissolved oxygen depletions may occur at times substantially different from the actual

storm event, which originally discharged the oxygen demanding pollutants. Re-suspension of

sediments with attached oxygen d~manding pollutants during high flows worsen and delay the

dissolved oxygen depletions.

B.2.4 Pathogens

Pathogens are disease-causing organisms, including viruses and some bacteria.

Waterborne pathogens may be transmitted to humans or animals through direct recreational
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contact, drinking water supplies, or through eating contaminated shellfish. Major pathogen

sources include human and animal wastes.

Separate storm sewers, unlike combined storm sewers, are not designed to carry sanitary

sewage. However, pathogens may enter separate storm sewers from leaking sanitary sewers,

illegal cross connections with sanitary sewers, and malfunctioning septic tanks. In addition,

runoff can pick up pathogens from animal wastes on the land. Conditions inside a storm

sewer system are often conducive to pathogen reproduction.

Due to difficulties and expenses a~sociated with measuring pathogens directly, bacteria,

including total coliform, fecal coliform, and fecal streptococci, are used as indicators of

pathogens even though many of these bacteria are harmless. EPA studies indicate that

although fecal coliforms are a good indicator of human pathogens for POTW discharges, they

are inadequate indicators of human pathogens for many types of storm water discharges (51

FR 8012, March 7, 1986). However, most State and local health criteria for recreational

contact and shellfish are based on fecal coliform levels, partially due to the low cost of testing

procedures. As a result, storm water discharges are responsible for a significant number of

restrictions placed on recreational uses and shellfishing.

B.2.5 Toxicity (metals, toxic organics, pesticides, inorganics, and oil and grease)

A wide range of chemicals may exhibit toxicity. Five major classes of chemicals that

have toxic impacts recognized in the National Water Quality Inventory are metals, toxic

organics, pesticides, inorganic pollutants, and oil and grease.

Toxic impacts may be classified in terms of acute and chronic effects. Acute toxicity

refers to lethal concentrations or doses of toxic materials, which result in death of aquatic

organisms in a relatively short time. Chronic toxicity refers to impacts, such as the formation

of tumors, lowered reproductive, growth, or survival rates, that occur after a longer exposure

to toxic substances. Bioaccumulation, or the accumulation of toxic chemicals in tissues of

organisms, is another long-term effect of toxic substances that may affect the organism
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directly exposed to the chemical, or other animals, including humans, that consume

contaminated organisms. For a given chemical constituent (or a mix of constituents) chronic

toxicity occurs at loxver concentrations than the concentrations that may cause acute effects.

However, the exposure time necessary to trigger chronic effects is longer than the exposure

times that cause acute effects.

Pollutants that are highly resistant to natural degradation processes are referred to as

conservative pollutants. Conservative pollutants have a greater opportunity to cause chronic

toxic effects or to bioaccumulate in organisms. Conservative pollutants also have the potential

for wider dispersal in the environment through bioaccumulation and subsequent transfer in

living organisms, such as fish, plankton, and fish eating birds and mammals. Toxic

conservative pollutants include trace metals and some organic compounds, such as chlordane,

polychlorinated biphenyls, and other halogenated hydrocarbons. Metals do not degrade, and

some organic compounds degrade so slowly that they may remain in’sediments for decades.

Many of the toxic metals and other toxic constituents in storm water discharges are

attached to suspended solids in the discharge and settle out and accumulate in the bottom

sediments of receiving waters where they may persist for long periods of time. Toxics

concentrated in bottom sediments may cause adverse impacts on benthic organisms, may

become resuspended during high flows resulting from other large storm events, or may

dissolve into the water as parameters such as pH and dissolved oxygen change. Accumulated

pollutants in bottom sediments may also adversely affect fish during periods of continuous

low flow.

B.2.6 Flow Alterations

Activities on the land may cause dramatic changes to the natural hydrologic cycle.

Changes in peak flow rates of receiving streams and associated increases in flow velocities

cause changes in the stream shape and structure. Increased flow velocities have a greater

ability to erode stream beds or stream banks. Stream channels may either be widened or

made deeper, with large amounts of soils being swept downstream, forming shifting sandbars
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or other sedimentdeposits. Streams may widen to two to four times their pre-development

width if storm water is uncontrolled from developed areas. High erosion rates adversely

affect habitat by destroying benthic structures and habitat. High creek flows may also sweep

poor swimming fish from the creeks and transport leaf material at higher rates, limiting the

availability of food for macroinvertebrate organisms. Channelization projects that drain

natural wetlands for development may dramatically alter natural flow patterns. These projects

will greatly diminish or destroy the pollutant removal and flow attenuation abilities of the

wetlands.

Increased flows associated with urbanization are often accompanied by the installation of

extensive channelization projects to increase the flow capacity of the water course and limit

erosion damage during storm conditions. Typical channelization projects include riprap,

concrete retention walls or lining along stream banks, channel realignment, and diversion of

streams through culverts.

After the initial construction of a channelization project is completed, both direct and

indirect sources of pollution occur. Channelization projects reduce channel roughness to

further increase flow velocities. Increased flow velocities that exceed the stability velocities

of the bottom or bank materials cause erosion or scour. Such activity degrades the channel

and furnishes sediment for stream transport, destroys natural habitats, and detracts from the

aesthetics of the stream. In general, the more extensive the modification, the more damage

caused to habitat areas. For example, concrete lining of channels eliminates habitat areas and

aesthetic values for practical purposes. Increased channel dimensions may deprive the stream

flow of shade from trees along streams banks, resulting in increased water temperatures.

These types of projects may worsen downstream flood problems where storm flows are unable

to spread out onto a flood plain and increased velocities increase erosion along unprotected

banks downstream.
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B.2.7 Acidity

Aquatic life may only be supported in a limited range of pHs. Receiving waters that are

highly acidic (have a low pH) may be totally devoid of life. In other receiving waters, fish

kills may be caused by periodic highly acidic conditions. Periodic episodes of acidity may be

particularly harmful to juvenile fish, which tend to be more sensitive and reside in the smaller

streams of a watershed, which are more likely to experience wider pH swings. In addition,

acidic rain generally will have higher concentrations of heavy metals and other pollutants,

which leach under acidic conditions.

Acidity in storm water may be caused by two sources--air pollutants and certain land use

activities. Mining is the land use with the most well known acidic storm water discharges.

Coal mining in the eastern United States generally involves coal that is high in sulfur and is

historically associated with some of the most dramatic water quality impacts caused by

acidity.

Nitrogen oxides (NO~) and sulfur dioxide (SO:) are the primary air pollutants that result

in acid rain and, hence, highly acidic storm water. Acid rain occurs when SO,., emitted

primarily by electric utilities fired by eastern coal, and nitrogen oxides (NO~), emitted

primarily by transportation sources and utilities, are deposited in the form of wet or dry

deposition. Rain in the western United States typically has a regional pH of 5.5 or above.

Rain in the eastern United States is more acidic, with regional pH values below 4.2 in some

regions. More than 80 percent of the SO2 emissions in the United States originates in the 31

States bordering or east of the Mississippi River, with a heavy concentration from States in or

adjacent to the Ohio River Valley. These airborne emissions are transported by prevailing

winds to the east. Figure B-2 indicates regional acid rain patterns.

Several aspects of urbanization tend to create local conditions that may make receiving

waters susceptible to impacts from acidity. High levels of airborne SO2 and NOx in large

urbanized areas increases the acidity of the rainfall in the urbanized area to levels above those

typically found for the region. Runoff from paved surfaces and other impervious surfaces
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Data from four networks are plotted: Canada, CAN’SAP (circles) and AAPN (squares); United
States, NADP (circles) and MAP3S (squares).

Source: Barrie and Hales, 1984.

Figure B-2. Spatial Distribution of the Precipitation-Amount-Weighted Annual Mean
Hydrogen-Ion Concentration (expressed as pit) in North America in 1980
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may have little or no opportunity to contact soils that may buffer the acidity of the rainfall.

In urbanized areas with acidic rain, higher runoff volumes and rates associated with the urban

development can increase the acidity of receiving streams rapidly and to high peak acidity

levels. This results from more acid being deposited to receiving streams in a shorter amount

of time.

B.2.8 Temperature

Increased temperature may have detrimental effects on fish and other aquatic life during

various stages of their life cycle. Water. holds less oxygen as it gets warmer, which may affect

habitat and make the water more susceptible to oxygen demanding pollutants. Sustained

water temperatures in excess of 70°F are considered stressful or lethal to many cold water fish

species and stream insects. The availability of food, attendant life cycle chemistry, and water

quality changes are all affected by water temperature.

During warm weather, the temperature of storm water discharges is generally higher than

receiving water temperatures. High volumes of runoff from hot paved surfaces and rooftops

may cause a rapid increase in surface water temperatures. Discharges from storm water

management devices, which retain collected runoff in unshaded ponds for extended time

periods, may also increase stream temperatures.

B.2.9 Floatables~ Including Plastics

A large percentage of the litter and plastics that is found on land, if not removed, will

eventually be flushed, swept, or blown down a s~orm sewer. Plastics, metals, and many other

types of floatables degrade at extremely slow rates, increasing the time that they remain in

receiving waters.

Litter and other floatables degrade aesthetic values, which play a role in the recreational

uses of receiving waters, property values of nearby lands, and other broad community-level

values. Economic losses caused by the aesthetic degradation of recreational areas, such as
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beaches, are significant. Plastic debris presents hazards to wildlife. Ingestion of plastic

material by turtles and seabirds appears to present the biggest threat to wildlife. Floatables

and plastics may also clog outlet structures of various types of storm water management

devices, resulting in flooding or other system malfunctions.

B.3 ADVERSE IMPACTS BY TYPE OF RECEIVING WATER

Impacts on receiving waters associated with storm water discharges may be discussed in

terms of three general classes: 1) short-term changes in water quality, 2) long-term water

quality impacts, and 3) physical impacts.

Use impairment of receiving streams often is caused by a combination of all three types

of impacts. Physical impacts and short-term water quality changes are generally more critical

than long-term water quality impacts for receiving waters with relatively short residence times

(such as smaller streams and rivers). Receiving waters with long residence times (lakes,

estuaries) are generally more sensitive to long-term water quality changes, although certain

physical changes, such as loss of reservoir capacity due to siltation, can be important.

Short-term changes in water quality occur during and shortly after storm events.

Examples include periodic dissolved oxygen depressions due to oxidation of pollutants, short-

term increases in the receiving water concentrations of one or more toxic pollutants, high

bacteria levels, and high acidity. These conditions can result in fish kills, loss of submerged

macrophytes, and other temporary use impairments.

Long-term water quality impacts are caused by the cumulative effects associated with

repeated storm water discharges. These impacts often result from the cumulative effects of

pollutants from a number of different types of sources. When evaluating long-term impacts,

the cumulative and relative effects of seasonal and long-term pollutant loadings from all

relevant sources (e.g., storm water, publicly owned treatment works, industrial discharges,

nonpoint sources, atmospheric deposition, in-place pollutants) should be considered.
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Examples of the long-term water quality impacts that storm water discharges may cause

or contribute to include depressed dissolved oxygen caused by the oxygen demanding

pollutants in bottom sediments, biological accumulation of toxics as a result of uptake by

organisms in the food chain, chronic toxicity to organisms subject to repeated exposures of

toxic pollutants, destruction of benthic habitat, loss of storage capacity in receiving waters,

and increased lake eutrophication. Long-term water quality impacts are also caused by

pollutants attached to suspended solids that settle in receiving waters and by nutrients that

enter receiving water systems with long retention times. In both cases, long-term water quality

impacts are caused by increased residence times of pollutants in receiving waters. Long-term

water quality impacts of pollutants fro~ storm water discharges may be manifested during

critical periods other than during storm events (e.g., during low stream flow conditions and!or

during sensitive life cycle stages of organisms).

Physical impacts may occur due to the erosional effects of high-volume flows and high-

stream velocities that occur after the natural hydrologic cycle is altered. These changes are

often accompanied by the installation of engineered structures, such as concrete walls or

underground culverts, which may further degrade the habitat and aesthetic values of the

receiving water. In addition, if ground water recharge is limited by the placement of

impervious structures on the land, dry weather base flows may be lowered to the detriment of

the receiving water.

B.3.1 Rivers and Streams

The National Water Quality Inventory - 1992 Report to Congress (EPA, 1992) indicates

that the States identified the most extensive causes of impairment in the Nation’s rivers as

siltation (affecting 45 percent of impaired river miles), nutrients (affecting 37 percent),

pathogen indicators (affecting 27 percent), pesticides (affecting 26 percent) organic

enrichment/low dissolved oxygen (affecting 24 percent), and metals (affecting 19 percent).

Discharges from storm sewers are identified as affecting 11 percent of the impaired river

miles. The assessments focused primarily on larger streams and rivers and did not address

many of the heavily degraded small streams found in urban areas and elsewhere.
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The effect of~human activities on the natural hydrologic system may be most evident on

smaller streams. Development of a site may dramatically increase the volume and the

maximum discharge rate of storm water discharges. Where a sufficient number of sites within

the drainage basins of smaller rivers and streams occurs, the stream may experience increases

in the magnitude and frequency of flooding~ as well as extremely high-stream velocities

associated with storm events.

Such changes in the hydrology of a stream may result in accelerated stream bank or

stream bed erosion. Such erosion may cause or contribute to a number of generally

detrimental effects, including widening" or deepening of the stream channel, elimination of

pools and other structures in the stream, and shifting of gravel or sand bars. In addition, base

flows may be lowered during dry weather.

Streams that have experienced increased flooding or peak velocities often undergo a high

degree of additional human flow modification, including channel excavation, lining,

realignment, or diversion through underground culverts, which may have, for all practicable

purposes, destroyed both fish and wildlife habitat and natural aesthetics. In many cases,

highly modified streams are considered to be part of the storm sewer system.

Pollutant concentrations in smaller streams and rivers may experience relatively short-

duration increases due to storm water discharges. However, in smaller streams, the

concentration of pollutants may be almost as high as the concentrations found in discharges

where dry weather base flows are significantly lower than wet weather flows and provide only

limited dilution.

Larger rivers often respond slower to storm events than do smaller streams. After a storm

event hits a large drainage basin, a given segment of the river may experience degraded water

quality for several days because a single location on the river is sequentially affected by

pollutants from different upstream sources caused by the same storm. For example, a segment

may be influenced by urban runoff, only to then be influenced by agricultural runoff
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generated upstream of the storm water source, followed by silvicultural runoff from the river’s

headwaters.

In many streams, flow velocities slow substantially with increases in stream width or

decreases in stream gradient. At these points, sedimentation of fine particles and associated

pollutants result. The settled sediments can act as a reservoir for pollutants affecting the

water column and the food chain long after the rain has ceased. In addition, disturbance of

the deposited sediments by scouring from storm water discharges or combined sewer outfalls,

navigation, construction, or dredging may re-introduce the sediments and their pollutants to

the water column. The result can be a recurrence of adverse impacts originally associated

with the storm water discharge.

The degree of impact on the fiver or stream depends on a number of factors, including

the frequency and duration of the storm water discharges, the quality and quantity of storm

water discharges, the occurrence of other wet weather discharges (combined server overflow

discharges), and the quantity and quality of the base flow (dry weather flow) of the stream.

Because larger rivers receive pollutants from a wide variety of sources in urbanized areas, the

quality of the base flow may be marginal or poor, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the

receiving stream to storm water discharges. In streams with very low base flows, on the other

hand, the storm water discharge may be the major determinant of the water quality of the

stream.

B.3.2 Lakes and Reservoirs

The most extensive causes of use impairment in lakes are metals (affecting 47 percent of

impaired acres), nutrients (affecting 40 percent), organic enfichment/Iow dissolved oxygen

(affecting 34 percent), siltation (affecting 42 percent of impaired acres), and priority organic

chemicals (affecting 20 percent). The States reported that 63 percent of lake acres assessed

were not fully supporting designated beneficial uses. In addition, the States reported that

discharges from separate storm sewers affect 24 percent of the impaired acres of lakes

excluding the Great Lakes. Onsite wastewater disposal impaired 16 percent of the impaired
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acres. For the Great Lakes, discharges from storm sewers were identified as affecting 11

percent of the impaired shore miles, and land disposal 31 percent of impaired shore miles.

Compared with rivers and streams, lakes and reservoirs have long residence times. The

time scale of water quality, impacts and recovery may be on the order of years, decades, or

even centuries (Manning et al., 1977). The impacts that occur are more likely to be the result

of seasonal or annual loadings of pollutants rather than loadings from individual events.

Lakes and reservoirs, with longer residence times and slower flow rates, tend to become sinks

for many pollutants that attach to the sediments typically carried by storm water. Longer

residence time, coupled with poorer aeration, also increases the impacts of nutrients and other

oxygen demanding pollutants. The peak concentrations of pollutants in storm water

discharges are less important in determining the severity of adverse impacts than the total

loading of pollutants delivered to the lake because of the larger capacitance of the system.

In lakes and reservoirs that are deep enough to become thermally stratified, the impacts of

introduced pollutants vary seasonally. Pollutants that settled to the bottom attached to solids

may become re-introduced into the water column during the strong currents and mixing that

can accompany storms, particularly in autumn. This effect has been illustrated dramatically in

the Great Lakes (Rosa, 1985; Eadie et al., 1984; Charlton and Lean, 1987).

B.3.3 Estuaries and Coastal Water~

The States reported that the most extensive causes of use impairment in estuaries are

nutrients (affecting 55 percent of impaired square miles), pathogen indicators (affecting 42

percent) and organic enrichment/low dissolved oxygen (affecting 34 percent). Discharges

from separate storm sewers affected 43 percent of the impaired estuarine area. The States

reported that storm sewers affected 59 percent of ocean shore miles and land disposal affected

42 percent of ocean shore miles.

The pattern of water flow in a given estuary results from the effects of tides and density

differences betweeu surface and deeper waters. In most estuaries, fresh waters have an
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outward, seaward, current. Pollutants are initially carried by the fresh water currents. As

pollutants attach to sediment and as the flow rates in the estuary slow due to larger flow

basins, the pollutants and sediment sink and their outward flow is reversed when they enter

heavier, saltier bottom waters that have a net flow landward. As a result, many pollutants

remain trapped in estuaries and never reach open waters. Once these sediments have been

deposited, they exert long-term effects on water quality through toxicity, bioaccumulation, or

nutrient release.

Much of the nutrient load that is present in surface waters can be incorporated into algae,

which then settle. As the algae settle, "nutrients are released back into the deeper, inflowing

waters. As the inflowing waters mix with outflowing surface waters, the nutrients are once

again incorporated into algae. This vertical cycling of nutrients in estuaries, referred to as the

nutrient trap, allows the slow accumulation of nutrients in the water column. Contributions of

nutrients from storm water discharges increase the rate of this nutrient accumulation,

worsening the problems of estuarine eutrophication, which is increasingly one of the major

focuses of many of the National Estuary Program projects.

B.3.4 Wetlands

Wetlands are generally located adjacent to the other kinds of surface waters. Wetlands

buffer the ultimate receiving water by slowing and storing high, wet weather flows and by

removing pollutants. In addition, the intensive levels of biological activity in wetlands play

an important role in the ecology of the receiving water.

Wetlands are often dredged or filled when development occurs near surface water or near

the floodplain. The destruction of wetlands without appropriate storm water management

destroys the capability of wetlands to hold runoff and remove pollutants before discharging to

other surface waters. This, in turn, results in higher runoff volumes, which discharge to

receiving waters at a faster rate.
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Wetlands that. are used to receive storm water discharges from upland development may

also experience impacts. In some cases, the large flow volumes, flow velocities, and pollutant

loads delivered by storm water discharges can alter or destroy stable wetland ecosystems.

Storm water discharges with high sediment levels from sources such as uncontrolled

construction site runoff may fill or alter flow patterns in wetlands over a long time period.

Persistent toxics may also accumulate in sediments, vegetation, and the food chain.

If the adverse physical impacts of the storm water discharges can be minimized, the

organically rich, shallow, biologically productive wetlands may act as a buffer or treatment

for nutrients in storm water, thereby mitigating the impacts of storm water discharges on the

receiving waters.

B.3.5 Ground Water

Due to hydrological connections between surface water and ground water, storm water

management may affect ground water in two major ways. First, human activities on the land

may have dramatic impacts on the hydrologic cycle, increasing the amount of surface runoff

and decreasing the amount of infiltration that recharges ground ~vater supplies. Decreasing

ground water recharge can lower the water table, which results in lower dry weather base

flows in surface waters and may make the operation of wells more costly. Second, pollutants

in precipitation and runoff that infiltrates into an aquifer may not be removed by the soil and

may enter an aquifer. This may be a particular concern where storm water management

techniques used to control flooding and to improve surface water quality infiltrate surface

runoff generated by development to an aquifer.

The types of pollutants in the infiltrated precipitation and the subsurface geology

determine the beneficial value of irdiltrated precipitation for recharging an aquifer or the

potential for polluting ground water. Pollutants that are highly soluble in water (e.g.,

chlorides, nitrates) pass through the overlying soils into the ground water without attenuation.

For example, chlorides from highway runoff containing road salt are shown to have adverse
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impacts on ground water, as well as surface waters. Other chemical parameters that are less

soluble in water tend to adsorb to the soils before reaching ground water supplies.

The potential for ground water contamination strongly depends on the types of land use

activities occurring on the surface. Two NUR.P projects (Long Island, New York, and Fresno,

California) addressed sole-source aquifers recharged by runoff from residential and

commercial areas for more than two decades. These studies concluded that no change in the

use of these practices was warranted. Both studies found that soil processes at the sites were

efficient in retaining the pollutants in the runoff close to the land surface, and pollutant

breakthrough of the upper soil had not-occurred. The EPA report Class V Injection ~ells:

Current Inventory; Effects on Ground Water," and Technical Recommendations (1987), rated

the ground water contamination potential of storm water and industrial drainage wells as

moderate.

B.4 REGIONAL AND SEASONAL DIFFERENCES

Precipitation patterns vary dramatically in different parts of the United States. A number

of parameters are important in characterizing these regional differences, including the

duration, intensity, frequency, and annual number of storm events of a given region.

Variations in the precipitation patterns of a given region also occur seasonally. These

variations affect the volume of storm water discharges produced, can result in seasonal

impacts, and may affect management practices. In addition, snow removal and management

activities have a special impact on the quality of discharges.

Among the more dominant regional characteristics are the dry summers on the west coast,

the abrupt changes in the desert States of the southwest, the peaks occurring in spring and

winter in the central gulf and Ohio Valley States, the uniformity of monthly totals throughout

the year in the New England States, and snowfall and melt runoff occurring in the northern

States.
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Seasonal differences may change the nature of storm water discharges and the

characteristics of receiving waters. Many smaller rivers in areas with extended dry seasons do

not flow all year. The dry seasons in areas like the west coast result in higher than normal

pollutant loads associated with the f’~rst several storms of the wet season. These discharges

may occur when rivers and receiving waters are at low flow levels. Areas with higher

intensity storms are prone to flooding and high erosion. Accumulation of pollutants in snow

and snow removal activities may adversely affect the quality of snowmelt. In areas were

rainfall patterns are non-uniform, soils can become saturated during wet seasons, resulting in

higher storm water discharge volumes and erosion rates, as well as overloading of storm water

management controls, such as retention and infiltration basins.

Figure B-3 shows 15 rainfall zones for the continental United States that EPA has def’med

based on annual precipitation statistics) These zones are deemed to provide a guide for

def’ming regional patterns, with the geographical area assigned to a zone made as large as

possible. Table B-2 summarizes annual precipitation statistics for these zones. The annual

precipitation statistics shown in the table only include storm events that were greater than 0. i

inches and consider multiple storms separated by less than a 6-hour period of dry weather as

one event. It should be noted that, in general, site-specific data should be used for developing

designs for a specific location and that local devi~itions could be significant, particularly in

western parts of the country where mountains, deserts, and coastal patterns result in large

differences over relatively small distances.

3 EPA, Analysis of Storm Event Cltaracteristics for Selected Rainfall Gages Throughout the United States, Draft,
Driscoll, E.D., et al., November 1989. These 15 rainfall zones r~present a refinement of the 10 rainfall zones which
appeared in a 1986 draft of the Driscoll reference and which are used in 40 CFR Part 122 Appendix E for the purposes
of group applications for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.
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0

Figure. B-3. Rain Zones of the United States
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Table B-2.- Typical Values of Annual Storm Event Statistics for Rain Zones

Annual Statistics Independent Storm Event Statistics

No. of Storms Precipitation Duration Intensity Volume DELTA

Avg Avg Avg Avg Avg
Rain Zone Avg COV (in) COV (hrs) COV (inihr) COV (in) COV (hr) COV

Northeast 70 0,13 34.6 0.18 11.2 0.81 0.067 1.23 0.50 0.95 126 0,94

Northeast-Coastal 63 0,12 41.4 0.21 11.7 0.77 0.071 1.05 0.66 1.03 140 0.87

Mid-Atlantic 62 0,13 39.5 0.18 10.1 0.84 0.092 1.20 0.64 1.01 143 0.97

Central 68 0,14 4t.9 0.19 9.2 0.85 0,097 1.09 0.62 1.00 133 0,99

North Central 55 0.16 29.8 0.22 9.5 0.83 0,087 1.20 0.55 1.01 167 1.17

Southeast 65 0,15 49,0 0.20 8.7 0.92 0.122 1.09 0.75 1. !0 136 1.03

East Gulf 68 0.17 53.7 0.23 6.4 i .05 0.178 1.03 0.80 1.19 130 1,25

East Texas 41 0.22 31,2 0.29 8.0 0.97 0.!37 1.08 0.76 1.18 213 1,28

West Texas 30 0,27 17.3 0.33 7.4 0.98 0.121 1.13 0.57 1.07 302 1.53

Southwest 20 0,30 7.4 0.37 7.8 0.88 0.079 1.16 0.37 0.88 473 1.46

West Inland 14 0,38 4.9 0.43 9.4 0.75 0.055 1.06 0.36 0.87 786 1.54

Pacific South 19 0,36 10.2 0.42 11.6 0.78 0,054 0.76 0.54 0.98 476 2.09

Northwest Inland 3! 0.23 11.5 0.29 t0.4 0.82 0.057 t,20 0,37 0,93 304 1.43

Pacific Central 32 0.25 18.4 0.33 13.7 0.80 0,048 0.85 0.58 1.05 265 2,00

Pacific Northwest 71 0.15 35.7 0.19 15.9 0.80 0.035 0.73 0,50 !.09 123 1,50

COV = Coefficient of Variation = Standard Deviation/Mean
DELTA = Interval between storm midpoints
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APPENDIX C~NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES TO STORM WATER
CONVEYANCES

Although separate storm sewers are primarily designed to remove runoff from storm

events, materials other than storm water find their way into and are ultimately discharged

from separate storm sewers. Non-storm water discharges to storm sewers come from a

variety of sources (EPA, 1990), including:

¯ Illicit connections and cross connections from industrial, commercial, and sanitary
sewage sources

¯ Improper disposal of wastes, wastewaters, and litter

¯ Spills

¯ Leaking sanitary sewage systems

¯ Malfunctioning septic tanks

¯ Infiltration of ground water contaminated by a variety of sources, including leaking
underground storage tanks.

One of the significant differences between storm water discharges and discharges from

separate storm sewers affected by non-storm water is that non-storm water discharges may

occur during dry weather when certain recreational uses of the receiving waters are more

prevalent and stream flows are lower. In addition, pollutants from non-storm water discharges

may accumulate in separate storm sewers until they are flushed out during a storm event,

thereby contributing to higher pollutant concentrations and loads.

A wide range of pollutants may be contributed to storm sewers from non-storm water

discharges, including pathogens, metals, nutrients, oil and grease, metals, phenols, and

solvents. Removal of these non-storm water sources of pollutants often improves the quality

of discharges from separate storm sewers dramatically.
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The non-storm water discharges listed previously have a high potential for contributing

pollutants to storm sewers (EPA, Pitt, 1992). Other non-storm water discharges may have

less potential for contributing pollutants1:

¯ Water from street cleaning drainage

¯ Water from fire hydrant flushing

¯ Water from fire fighting activities

¯ Runoff from noncommercial residential activities, such as lawn watering, car washing,
swimming pool discharges

¯ Water from water line breaks

¯ Certain cleaning water from commercial activities

¯ Condensate from residential and commercial air conditioning units

¯ Infiltration of uncontaminated ground water

¯ Industrial process wastewater, which has been issued a National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit)

C.1 ILLICIT OR CROSS CONNECTIONS

Illicit connections, also referred to as cross connections, to separate storm water sewers

are physically connected conveyances used to carry untreated wastewaters other than storm

water. For many of these connections, there is a mistaken belief that materials are going to a

sanitary sewer or some other type of treatment facility.

’ See 55 FR 47990 (November 16, 1990) and "Investigations of Inat~ropriate Pollutant Entries Into Stoma
Drainage Systems", EPA, lannary 1993.

" EPA has clarified that it does not interpret the effective prohibition on non-storm water discharges to municipal
separate storm sewers of Section 402(9)(3) of the CWA to prohibit non-storm water discharges in compliance with the
conditions of an NPDES permit that discharge through a municipal separate storm sewer (see November 16, 1990, 55
FR 48037).
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Illicit connections may take a variety of forms, including improper connections of

residential sewer service lines or sumps, cross-connections with sanitary sewers, improper

connections of industry sewer lines, and improper disposal of wastes to floor drains or

outdoor drains connected to the separate storm sewer.

C.I.1 Improper Installation

In older sections of cities with separate storm sewers, the potential for improper

connections to a separate storm sewer may be high. Problems with illicit connections in the

oldest developed areas are often traced to the initial development of the storm sewer system

(AWPA, 1990). Early storm sewers preceded the development of sanitary sewers. Once

storm sewers were in place, however, they received other non-storm water sources of

pollutants, some by direct connections and others from wastes dumped into the streets or

storm sewers. Many cities prohibited the discharge of domestic sewage to storm sewers but

failed to provide public sanitary sewers, resulting in secret illegal connections built without

public supervision. Other illegal connections to the storm sewer were overlooked by

municipal officials because of the lack of proper sanitary sewers or because the municipality

did not have a program addressing the quality of discharges from the storm sewer system.

During redevelopment or infill development, illicit connections may arise when storm

sewers are either mistaken for sanitary lines or the developer intentionally installs improper

connections to a storm sewer that is more easily accessed than a sanitary sewer. Expanding

or retrofitting large, older industrial complexes creates special problems if maps of the

sanitary and storm sewer lines do not exist or are inaccurate and confusion arises regarding

the appropriate function of the sewer lines. In addition, when the activities within an

industrial facility change, floor drains and other discharge points, which are connected to the

separate storm sewer, may begin to receive drainage and discharges that shouid be sent to a

treatment plant. Such floor drains may receive a wide variety of discharges, including spills,

rinse waters, cooling waters, and even process wastewaters.
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Numerous factors may cause floor drains to be directed toward separate storm sewers.

Many floor drains in commercial and industrial facilities are positioned so that they collect

storm water running into a building, as well as cleaning water, spillage, and other non-storm

water discharges generated within a building. Urbanized areas have experienced rapid growth

since 1950. During much of that time, many municipalities did not provide adequate publicly

owned treatment works (POTW) service; the development of POTW capacity often lagged far

behind the rapid development of the urbanized area. When faced with limited POTW

capacity or inadequate POTWs, which could not handle toxic materials (e.g., solvents and

heavy greases), many municipalities encouraged developers to connect floor drains and other

nonsanitary sewage lines from commer~cial and industrial facilities to separate storm sewers.

Some municipal ordinances prohibited floor drains from being connected to the sanitary sewer

system.3 The operators of facilities with these types of improper connections usually do not

know whether floor drains and other types of drains discharge to a separate storm sewer or to

a sanitary sewer.

Recent studies in Michigan recognized that development that occurred while undersized

POTWs were in operation can create wide-spread illicit connections. For example, the Huron

River Pollution Abatement Program inspected 660 businesses, homes, and other buildings

discharging storm water to the Allen Creek drain i~ Washtenaw County, Michigan. Of the

buildings inspected, 14 percent were identified as having improper storm drain connections.

Illicit discharges were detected at a higher rate of 60 percent for automobile-related

businesses, including service stations, automobile dealerships, car washes, body shops, and

light industrial facilities. While some of the problems discovered in this study were the result

of improper plumbing or illegal connections, most connections were approved at the time they

were built.

~ Some municipalities have prohibited floor drain connections to sanitary sewers in overbroad efforts to comply with
EPA regulations at 40 CFR 35.927-4, which require grant applicants to demonstrate that municipalities have sewer use
ordinances prohibiting any new connections from inflow sources into the sanitary sewer portions of the sewer system.
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C.1.2 Sewer Maintenance/Restoration

As uxban development ~rows, flows in the sanitary sewer system increase. In some

systems where flows during dry or wet weather have grown to exceed the hydraulic capacity

of sanitary, sewers, the sanitary sewer has been intentionally cross connected to a storm sewer

systems. In some cases, formal connections or overflow devices have been installed and, in

others, holes are punched into the sanitary sewer to relieve the sanitary sewer of high flows.

Some cross-connections result in wet weather combined sewer overflows; others discharge

during dry weather events. Discharges from malfunctioning sanitary sewage pumping stations

are often directed toward storm sewers.

Incomplete separation of combined sewers may result in significant numbers of cross-

connections between the sanitary sewer system and the storm sewer system. Most

municipalities separate sewers primarily to prevent basement and street floodings, with

secondary consideration given to water quality concerns. Because separation operations are

expensive and can cause significant disruptions to street usage, short cuts may be taken to

satisfy flooding concerns at the lowest cost. EPA has recently issued a Combined Sewer

Overflow (CSO) Control Policy.4

C.2 INTERACTIONS WITH SEWAGE SYSTEMS

As sanitary sewage collection systems age, the systems develop leaks and cracks.

Municipalities have long recognized the problems of storm water infiltrating into sanitary

sewers, because this type of infiltration disrupts the operation of a POTW. However, the

reverse problem of sewage exfiltrating out of the sanitary sewer collection system can occur

during dry weather periods. Many sanitary collection systems were initially built between the

early 1900s and the mid-1950s. Sewer mains were constructed of asbestos cement,

bituminous fiber, brick, cast iron, redwood, or vitrified clay. Manholes were prepared from

brick and mortar or reinforced concrete. These aged materials, poorly constructed manholes

and joints, and main breaks may permit exfileation. Sewage from a leaky sanitary system

Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Control Policy, EPA, 59 FR 18688 (April t9, 1994)
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can flow to a storm sewer or contaminate ground water supplies. An EPA study on sewer

exfiltration found significant ratios of the rate of exfiltration of raw sewage to the rate of

infiltration of ground water or storm water into sanitary sewers. Field and laboratotT results

determined that this ratio varied between 1.5 to I and 14 to i.5 Not only are the ratio to

rates high, but exfiltration can occur during dry periods, as well as wet weather periods;

infiltration is more limited to wet weather periods or periods when the water table is high.

Separate storm sewers and sanitary sewers interactions can be caused by numerous

conditions. For example, interaction may occur at manholes and where sanitary sewer laterals

and storm sewer trenches cross. In addition, separate storm sewers and sanitary sewers may

share the same trench, which is generally filled with very porous material, such as gravel.

C.3 IMPROPER DISPOSAL

Improper disposal of materials may result in contaminated discharges from separate storm

sewers in two major ways. First, materials may be disposed of directly to a catchbasin or

other storm water conveyance. Second, materials disposed of on the ground may either drain

directly to a storm sewer or be washed into a storm sewer during a storm event.

Improper disposal to a separate storm sewer often occurs because many believe that

disposal of materials to street catehbasins and other separate storm sewer inlets is an

environmentally sound practice. Part of the confusion occurs because some areas are served

by combined sewers, which are part of the sanitary sewer collection system, and people

assume materials discharged to a catchbasin will reach an appropriate sewage treatment plant.

Materials that are commonly disposed of improperly include used oil; household toxic

materials; radiator fluids; and litter, such as disposable cups, cans, and fast-food packages.

5 U.S. EPA, "Remits of the Evaluation of Groundwater Impacts of Sewer Exfiltration", Municipal Facilities
Division, February 1989, Washington, DC.
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A 1984 survey of household disposal practices estimated that the following percentages of

households typically disposed of the materials listed directly to a storm sewer or a street:

¯ 3 percent of households~paints and thinners

¯ 11 percent of households---used motor oil

¯ 83 percent of households that flushed their own auto radiators---used radiator fluid
(anti-freeze contaminated with metals).

In addition, although common practice may have changed since 1985, the study estimated

that an additional 14 percent of households that changed their own motor oil disposed of the

motor oil by pouring it on the ground. Figures C-1 through C-3 depict these data.

14%

Contribute to Pollutant [] Ground
Loads to Storm Water [] Trash

32! 29% [] Street

J [] Recycle
[] Storage
[] Other

11%

Source: Russell and Meiorin, 1985.

Figure C-1. Disposal Practices of Households Generating Used Motor Oil

17%

[] Sewer 83%
[~ Street

Source: Russell and Meiorin, 1985.

Figure C-2. Disposal Practices of Households Generating Radiator Flushings
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3%       ~

Eli Sewer
18% <[ Contribute to pollutant

Grourd 3% ~
lo~ds of storm water

[] Trash 76%
[] Street

Source: Russell and Meiorin, 1985.

Figure C-3. Disposal Practices for Households Generating Waste Paints and Thinner

A Department of Energy study (Brinkman, 1981) addresses common disposal methods of

used oil produced by do-it-yourself (DIY’) oil changers. The study estimated that 342 million

gallons of used oil were drained during DIY oil changes annually and that 40 percent of this

used oiI was poured on the ground. Figure C-4 shows the variety of types of oil disposal

methods used for the 40 percent of DIY oil disposed of by pouring on the ground. EPA

estimates that, 267 million gallons of used oil, including 135 million gallons of used oil from

DIY automobile oil changes, are disposed of improperly each year.

6%
3%

[] Poured on Gravel Driveway/Road
8% 30% I Dumped in Backyard

11% 1 Used as a Weed Killer
[] Dumped in Woods/Vacant Lot
[] Buried

17% [] Poured into Storm Sewer

25% [] Let it Drain Where the Car Was

Source: Brinkman, 1981.

r~gure t:-~. Disposal Practices of Households Pouring Used Oil on the Ground

The General Accounting Office (GAO) report, Illegal Disposal of Hazardous Waste:

Difficult to Detect or Deter (1985) investigated illegal dumping of materials defined as

hazardous wastes under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Although the
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report was unable to estimate the extent of illegal dumping of hazardous wastes, it reported

that, based on surveyed officials in four States (i.e., Illinois, California, New Jersey, and

Massachusetts), some officials believed that many cases of illegal disposal occurred. The

report indicated that the Director of EPA’s National Enforcement Investigation Center thinks

that many cases of criminal disposal occur on a widespread basis, and that EPA receives more

allegations than it can handle. The Director stated that the center received about 240

allegations that were judged as having good potential to involve violations during fiscal years

1982 through 1984.

The report indicated that cases of onsite waste disposal where pollutants were added to

runoff, which eventually ended up in drainage systems, and cases where a generator dumped

wastes directly down a drain, were common. Of the 36 cases of illegal dumping investigated

in the GAO report, 14 cases involved disposal of hazardous material directly to or with

drainage to a storm sewer, flood control structure, or side of a road. An additional 10 sites

involved disposal to the ground, landfills (other than those receiving hazardous wastes), trash

bins, which can then result in adding pollutants to subsequent storm water discharges.

Disposal scenarios in several other cases could not be determined.

The GAO report concluded that because RCRA regulations and compliance inspections

for generators and transporters were not designed to detect illegal disposal, local government

agencies, including flood control agencies and departments of transportation were particularly

important for detecting illegal dumping.

Businesses disposing of small amounts of hazardous waste may be of concem because

they do not fully understand hazardous waste disposal regulations and employee training

programs necessary to ensure proper disposal.

C.4 SPILLS

Spilled material may have a have a high potential for entering human-made drainage

systems. Until recently, an accepted practice to responding to spills was to flush the spilled
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material away. These removal methods may often result in flushing the spilled material into a

separate storm sewer.

A wide variety, of materials, such as petroleum products, other liquid products, and waste

chemicals, may spill during tratusportation, transfer, use, and storage. The U.S. Coast Guard’s

National Response Center (NRC) receives thousands of incident reports, involving hundreds of

substances each year. Summary data, provided by the NRC, categorized spilled materials as

either oil or hazardous substances defined under the CWA or the Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act. The term oil is used to represent

more than 90 different materials, including various grades of crude oil, naphtha, coal tar,

creosote, refined oils, gasoline, and jet fuel.

Table C-1 summarizes the amounts of reported oil and hazardous substances discharged

and the amounts reported in water during 1987 and 1988. As this table shows, significant

quantities of pollutants are reported to the NRC as spilled or dumped each year. Cleanup

activities are not initiated for each reported discharges. Where cleanup occurs, a significant

portion of a spill is often not recoverable. Although no data are available to substantiate the

number of unreported discharges, Merryman (1989) estimated that less than half of the

reportable incidents occurring each year are reported to the NRC. Many of these incidents

probably involve little cleanup activity because they were not reported to responsible

authorities.

C.5 MALFUNCTIONING SEPTIC SYSTEMS

In rural and suburban areas served by septic systems, malfunctioning septic systems can

contribute pollutants to separate storm sewers. Although septic systems work well in rural,

low-density areas with suitable soil and a deep water table, septic systems are often installed

in inappropriate areas, such as coast~ areas, where rapid residential growth, particularly in

second-home development areas, has outdistanced the ability of local governments to build

sanitary sewers.
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Table C-1. ¯ Summary of U.S. Coast Guard National Response Center Data on
Discharges of Oil and CERCLA-Regulated Materials During 1987 and 1988

1987 1987 1988 1988
Gallons Pounds Gallons Pounds

Oil Spills Affecting Land 4,988,282 -- 6,426,228 -

Oil Spills Affecting Water 3,613,555 -- 4,637,600 --

Oil Spills A~ount in Water 5,278,773 -- 2,949,694 --
Hazardous Substances Spills Affecting Land 1,969,080 3,354,591 4,201,392 2,565,142

Hazardous Substances Spills Affecting Water 3,664,065 656,843 5,244,696 856,852~

Hazardous Substances Spills Amount in Water 3,636,764 347,230 2,320,874 415,204

Oil is defined by the NRC to include 94 materials, including gasoline, crude and refined oils, creosote, jet fuel,
diesel, naphtha, and coal tar.

Hazardous Substances include 494 materials either required by or containing substances regulated by CERCLA.

Surface malfunctions are caused by clogged or impermeable soils or when stopped up or

collapsed pipes force untreated wastewater to the surface. Surface malfunctions can vary in

degree from occasional damp patches on the surface to constant pooling or runoff of

wastewater to a storm sewer. These discharges have high bacteria, nitrate, and nutrient levels

and can contain a variety of household chemicals. One type of improper remedy to a surface

malfunction is to install a pipe or trench over soil-absorption systems to route untreated

surface malfunction overflow away from the septic system, resulting in direct discharges to

drainage ditches, empty lots, or surface waters.

Malfunctioning septic systems may be a more significant surface runoff pollution problem

than a ground water problem. This is because a malfunctioning septic system is less likely to

cause ground water contamination where a bacterial mat in the soil retards the downward

movement of wastewater. (Poorly located septic systems that are operating properly are the

greatest threat to ground water.)

In addition to surface malfunctions, insufficiently treated wastewater from a septic system

may contaminate ground water, which may infiltrate into storm sewers, which serve as a
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conduit to surface .waters. Also, seepage of sewage or effluent into underground portions of

buildings can be pumped to separate storm sewers.

The 1992 Needs Survey estimates that approximately 30 percent of the population in the

United States is served by septic systems6.

C.6 INFILTRATION OF CONTAMINATED GROUND WATER

Many separate storm sewers discharge ground water that infiltrates imo the storm sewer.

Usually, these discharges are not contaminated and, in general, do not pose direct pollutant
threats to surface waters. However, if ~round water sources are contaminated by industrial or

other sources, the separate storm sewer serves as a conduit for the contaminated ground water

to surface waters. This process can greatly reduce pollutant removal associated with ground

water migration through soils, as well as reduce the dilution processes associated with ground

water plume migration. Conversely, observing contaminated discharges from separate storm

sewers during dry weather may be used as a tool to detect sources of ground water

contamination.

In addition to traditional industrial sources, ground water may be contaminated by a

number of commercial activities. One leading cause of ground water contamination from

commercial activities includes leaks from underground storage tanks (USTs) and underground

pipes. Underground storage tanks are used to store large amounts of potential pollutants, such

as petroleum products and chemicals. In 1987, EPA estimated that 676,000 UST systems

stored retail motor fuel, 651,000 stored other petroleum products, and 54,000 stored hazardous

chemicals in the United States. In addition, EPA estimated that potentially millions of other

small UST systems, such as hydraulic lift tanks and power cable conduits, contain dielectric

fluid. Pollutants leaking from these tanks may infiltrate through soil into either nearby

ditches or storm water pipes (Fields, 1989). A draft EPA report (Kaschak and Hargrove,

1988) reviewed corrective action case histories of 50 leaking UST sites. The report indicated

"1992 Needs Survey Report to Congress", EPA, September 1993.
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that surface water impacts were of concern at 14 percent of these sites, where fuels entered

storm drains or flowed over the surface, or where the source was located close to a stream or

surface waters.

C.7 ROAD OILING

EPA estimates that 70 million gallons of used oil, primarily supplied by service stations

and repair shops, are used for road oiling.

A study of two rural roads in New Jersey treated with waste crankcase oil indicated that

only 1 percent of the total oil applied to the road may remain on the road surface (Freestone

"Runoff of oils from rural roads treated to suppress dust" NERC, EPA, Cincinnati, OH,

1972). The study concluded that oil could have left the road surface by several means such as

volatilization, runoff, adhesion to vehicles, adhesion to dust particles with wind transport, and

biodegradation.
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INDUSTRIAL PERMIT APPLICATION QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Category i - Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.

1. What kinds of facilities are included under category (i)?

Category (i) includes facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations
guidelines, new source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent
standards under Title 40 subchapter N of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) (except facilities with toxic pollutant effluent standards which are
exempted under category (xi) of the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity). The term "storm water" modifies only
"effluent limitations guidelines." Facilities subject to subcategories with new
source performance standards, toxic pollutant effluent standards, or storm
water effluent limitation guidelines are required to submit a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit application for storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity.

2. What kinds of facilities are subject to storm water effluent guidelines?

The following categories of facilities have storm water effluent guidelines for at
least one of their subcategories: cement manufacturing (40 CFR 411); feedlots
(40 CFR 412); fertilizer manufacturing (40 CFR 418); petroleum refining (40
CFR 419); phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR 422); steam electric power
generation (40 CFR 423); coal mining (40 CFR 434); mineral mining and
processing (40 CFR 436); ore mining and dressing (40 CFR 440); and asphalt
(40 CFR 443). A facility that falls into one of these general categories should
examine the effluent guideline to determine if it is categorized in one of the
subcategories that have storm water effluent guidelines. If a facility is
classified as one of those subcategories, that facility is subject to the standards
listed in the CFR for that category, and as such, is required to submit a storm
water discharge permit application.

3. What kinds of facilities are subject to "toxic pollutant effluent
standards"?

First, it is important to understand the term toxic pollutant. Toxic pollutants
refers to the priority pollutants listed in Tables II and III of Appendix D to 40
CFR part 122 (not 40 CFR Part 129). If any of these toxic pollutants are
limited in an effluent guideline to which the facility is subject (including
pretreatment standards), then the facility must apply for a storm water permit.
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The following categories of facilities have toxic pollutant effluent standards for
at least one subcategory:

Textile mills (40 CFR 410)
Electroplating (40 CFR 413)
Organic chemicals, plastics, and synthetic fibers (40 CFR 414)
Inorganic chemicals (40 CFR 415)
Petroleum refining (40 CFR 419)
Iron and steel manufacturing (40 CFR 420)
Nonferrous metals manufacturing (40 CFR 421)
Steam electric power generating (40 CFR 423)
Ferroalloy manufacturing (40 CFR 424)
Leather tanning and finishing (40 CFR 425)
Glass manufacturing (40 CF.R 426)
Rubber manufacturing (40 CFR 428)
Timber products processing (40 CFR 429)
Pulp, paper, and paperboard (40 CFR 430)
Metal finishing (40 CFR 433)
Pharmaceutical manufacturing (40 CFR 439)
Ore mining and dressing (40 CFR 440)
Pesticide chemicals (40 CFR 455)
Photographic processing (40 CFR 459)
Battery manufacturing (40 CFR 461)
Metal molding and casting (40 CFR 464)
Coil coating (40 CFR 465)
Porcelain enameling (40 CFR 466)
Aluminum forming (40 CFR 467)
Copper forming (40 CFR 468)
Electrical and electronic components (40 CFR 469)
Nonferrous metals forming and metal powders (40 CFR 471)

4. What kinds of facilities are subject to "new source performance
standards"?

Most effluent guidelines listed in subchapter N contain New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS). A facility that is subject to a NSPS as
defined for that particular effluent guideline is required to submit a permit
application for the storm water discharges associated with industrial activity at
that site. The definition of a new source varies based on the publication date
of the particular effluent guideline.

The following categories of 40 CFR Subchapter N facilities do no~t have new
source performance standards. All other categories have at least one
subcategory with new source performance standards.
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Oil and Gas Extraction (40 CFR 435)
Mineral Mining and Processing (40 CFR 436)
Gum and Wood Chemicals Manufacturing (40 CFR 454)
Pesticide Chemicals (40 CFR 455)
Explosives Manufacturing (40 CFR 457)
Photographic (40 CFR 459)
Hospital (40 CFR 460)

5. If a facility is included under the description of both category (i) and
category (xi), is that facility required to submit a storm water permit
application if material handling equipment or activities, raw materials,
intermediate products, final products, waste materials, by-products, or
industrial machinery are not exposed to storm water?

The answer depends on why; the facility is included in category (i). If the
facility is included in category (i) because it is subject to storm water effluent
standards or new source performance standards, the facility is required to
apply for a permit regardless of whether it has exposure or not. Facilities that
are included in category (i) only because they have toxic pollutant effluent
standards are not required to submit an application if they indeed have no
exposure to material handling equipment or activities, raw materials,
intermediate products, final products, waste materials, by-products, or industrial
machinery.

I Categories ii, iii, vi, viii, and xi

6. What industrial groups are covered by Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes that are used in the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity?

The following SIC codes and associated industries are included in the
indicated categories of the definition:

Category (ii)
24 (except 2434) - Lumber and Wood Products (except wood kitchen

cabinets)
26 (except 265 and 267) - Paper and Allied Products (except

paperboard       containers and products)
28 (except 283 and 285) - Chemicals and Allied Products (except drugs

and paints)
29 - Petroleum Refining Industries
311 - Leather Tanning and Finishing
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32 (except 323) - Stone/ClaylGlass and Concrete Products (except
glass products made of purchased glass)

33 - Primary Metal Industries
3441 - Fabricated Structural Metals
373 - Ship and Boat Building and Repairing

Category (iii)
10 - Metal Mining
12 - Coal Mining
13 - Oil and Gas Extraction
14 - Nonmetallic Minerals

Category (vi)
5015 - Motor Vehicles Parts, Used
5093 - Scrap and Waste Materials

Category (viii)
40 - Railroad Transportation
41 - Local Passenger Transportation
42 (except 4221-4225) - Trucking and Warehousing (except public

warehousing and storage)
43 - U.S. Postal Service
44 - Water Transportation
45 - Transportation by Air
5171 - Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals

Category (xi)
20 - Food and Kindred Products-
21 - Tobacco Products
22 - Textile Mill Products
23 -Apparel Related Products
2434 - Wood Kitchen Cabinets Manufacturing
25 - Furniture and Fixtures
265 - Paperboard Containers and Boxes
267 - Converted Paper and Paperboard Products
27 - Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industries
283 - Drugs
285 - Paints, Varnishes, Lacquer, Enamels, and Allied Products
30 - Rubber and Plastics
31 (except 311) - Leather and Leather Products (except leather

tanning and finishing)
323 - Glass Products
34 (except 3441) - Fabricated Metal Products (except fabricated

structural metal)
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35- Industrial and Commercial Machinery and Computer Equipment
36- Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment and Components
37(except 373) - Transportation Equipment (except ship and boat

building and repairing)
38 - Measuring, Analyzing, and Controlling Instruments
39 - Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
4221-4225 - Public Warehousing and Storage

I Category - Mining and Oil & Gas Operationsiii

7. Are inactive mines included in the regulation?

Two conditions must be met for an inactive mine to be required to submit a
storm water discharge permit application. First, the facility must have a
discharge of storm water that has come into contact with any overburden, raw
material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts, or waste
products located on the site of the facility. The second condition depends on
the type of mining activity.

Inactive non-coal mining operations must apply until such sites are released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17,
1990. Non-coal mining operations released from applicable State or Federal
requirements before December 17, 1990, must apply for an NPDES storm
water discharge permit if the storm water discharges are contaminated as
discussed above.

Inactive coal mining operations must apply unless the performance bond
issued to the facility by the appropriate Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act (SMCRA) authority has been released.

8. Are any oil & gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment
operations, or transmission facilities classified under SIC code 13,
exempt from having to apply for a storm water permit?

Yes, such facilities are exempt unless they have discharged storm water a~ter
November 16, 1987, containing a Reportable Quantity (RQ) of a pollutant for
which notification is or was required pursuant to 40 CFR 117.21, 40 CFR
302.6, or 40 CFR 110.6; or if a storm water discharge from the facility
contributes to a violation of a water quality standard, as set forth in 40 CFR
122.26(c)(1)(iii).
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9. What is a reportable quantity for discharges from an oil or gas
operations?

As defined at 40 CFR 110.6, an RQ is the amount of oil that violates
applicable water quality standards or causes a film or sheen upon or a
discoloration of the surface of the water or adjoining shorelines or causes a
sludge or emulsion to be deposited beneath the surface of the water or upon
adjoining shorelines (40 CFR part 110.6). The RQs for other substances are
listed in 40 CFR 117.3 and 302.4 in terms of pounds released over any 2,~-
hour period.

10. Are access roads for mining operations covered?

Any construction that disturbs 5 acres or more of total land area must apply for
a storm water discharge permit.

After construction, roads for mining operations would not be included unless
storm water runoff from such roads mixes with storm water that is
contaminated by contact with overburden, raw materials, intermediate products,
finished products, byproducts, or waste products. When roads are constructed
out of materials such as overburden or byproducts, an application for an
NPDES storm water discharge permit would be required.

I Category - Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facilitiesiv

11. Is a facility that stores hazardous waste less than 90 days required to
submit an application?

It is EPA’s intent to cover those facilities that are operating under interim status
or permit under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) subtitle
C. As such, only facilities meeting the definition of a hazardous waste
treatment, storage, or disposal facility under RCRA are expressly included in
this category. A facility that stores hazardous waste less than 90 days is not
considered to be a treatment, storage, or disposal facility, and therefore is not
required to submit a storm water permit application.
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I Category v - Landfills, Application Sites and Open DumpsLand

12. Do closed or inactive landfills need to apply for a permit?

Yes. Any landfill, active, inactive or closed, must apply for a permit if it
receives, or has received, wastes from the industrial facilities identified under
122.26(b)(14)(i)-(xi). To the extent that control measures and best
management practices address storm water, the permit may incorporate those
control measures.

13. Does a landfill that receives only the office waste andlor cafeteria waste
from industrial facilities have to apply for an NPDES permit?

No. Only landfills that receive or have received waste from manufacturing
portions of industrial facilities need to apply for a permit.

I Category vi - Recycling Facilities

14. Are gas stations or repair shops that collect tires or batteries classified in
the "recycling" category?

No. Only those facilities classified in SIC codes 5015 (used motor vehicle
parts) and 5093 (scrap and waste materials) are in the "recycling" category.
This includes facilities such as metal scrap yards, battery reclaimers, salvage
yards, and automobile junk yards.

15. Are municipal waste collection sites included in category (vi)?

No. Municipal waste collection sites where bottles, cans, and newspapers are
collected for recycling purposes are not classified as SIC codes 5015 or 5093.
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I Category vii - Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities

16. Are offsite transformer areas regulated under the NPDES storm water
rule?

No. Upon examination of the Toxic Substances Control Act, EPA determined
that the regulation of storm water discharges from these facilities should be
studied under Section 402(p)(5) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) (55 FR 48013).
Future regulations may be developed to address these areas.

17. Are storm water discharges from electrical substations included in the
definition of industrial activity?

No. Electrical substations are not covered by this regulation.

t 8. Are storm water discharges from coal piles that are located offsite from
the power station included in the definition of industrial activity?

No. Offsite coal piles are not covered by this regulation. In order to be
included, a coal pile must be located on the site of a facility defined by the
regulation as being "engaged in an industrial activity."

19. Are storm water discharges from co-generation facilities included in the
definition of industrial activity?

A heat capture co-generation facility is not covered under the definition of
storm water discharge associated with industrial activity; however, a dual fuel
co-generation facility is included and therefore must submit an application for
the storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.

20. Are university power plants included in the definition of industrial
activity?

Yes. A university steam electric power generating facility is required to apply
for a storm water discharge permit.
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I Category viii - Transportation Facilities

21. Are gas stations and automotive repair shops required to apply for an
NPDES storm water discharge,permit?

No. These facilities are classified in SIC codes 5541 (gasoline filling stations)
and 7538 (automotive repair shops). The storm water rule generally does not
address facilities with SIC classifications pertaining to wholesale, retail, service
or commercial activities. Additional regulations addressing these sources may
be developed under Section 403(p~)(6) of the CWA if studies required under
Section 402(p)(5) indicate the need for regulation.

22. Does a vehicle maintenance shop or an equipment cleaning facility need
to apply for a permit?

Yes, if the shop is categorized by the SIC codes listed in the transportation
category of facilities engaged in industrial activity [i.e., SIC codes 40, 41, 42
(except 4221-25) 43, 44, 45 and 5171]. Only the vehicle maintenance
(including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and
lubrication) and equipment cleaning areas (such as truck washing areas) must
be addressed in the application.

As explained above, gas stations are classified in SIC code 5541 and
automotive repair services are classified as SIC code 75, which are not
included in the regulatory definition of industrial activity, and therefore are not
required to submit NPDES storm water discharge permit applications.

23. Are municipally owned andlor operated school bus maintenance facilities
required to apply for an NPDES permit?

No. The SIC Manual states that "school bus establishments operated by
educational institutions should be treated as auxiliaries" to the educational
institution. Since the SIC code assKjned to educational institutions is 82, the
municipally operated (i.e., by a school board, district, or other municipal entity)
school bus establishments would not be required to apply for an NPDES permit
for their storm water discharges. Private contract school bus services are
required to apply for an NPDES permit for their storm water discharges.
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24. Is SIC code 4212 always assigned to facilities with dump trucks?

No. The maintenance facility must be primarily engaged in maintaining the
dump truck to be characterized as SIC code 4212. Dump trucks used for road
maintenance and construction and facilities that maintain these trucks are
classified under SIC code 16 (heavy construction other than building
construction) and therefore would not be characterized as engaging in
industrial activity.

25. How does a municipality determine what type of vehicle a particular
maintenance facility is primarily engaged in servicing?

The SIC Manual recommend~ using a value of receipts or revenues approach
to determine what is the primary activity of a facility. For example, if a
maintenance facility services both school buses and intercity buses, the facility
would total receipts for each type of vehicle and whichever generated the most
revenue, would be the vehicle type that the facility is primarily engaged in
servicing, if data on revenues and receipts are not available, the number of
vehicles and frequency of service may be compared. If a facility services more
than two types of vehicles, whichever type generates the most (not necessarily
greater than half of the total) revenue, or is most frequently serviced, is the
vehicle type the facility is primarily engaged in servicing.

26. Is a municipal maintenance facility that is primarily engaged in servicing
garbage trucks required to apply for _a permit?

The answer depends on the SIC code assigned to the establishment. If the
municipality also owns the disposal facility (e.g., landfill, incinerator) that
receives refuse transported by the trucks, then the maintenance facility would
be classified as SIC code 4953 and thus would not be required to apply for a
permit unless the maintenance facility was located at a facility covered under
one of the other categories of industrial activity (e.g., a landfill that receives
industrial waste). If, however, the municipality does not own the disposal
facility, the truck maintenance facility would be classified as SIC code 4212
and thus would be required to apply for a permit. If other vehicles are serviced
at the same maintenance facility, the facility may not be required to submit a
permit application (see question #25 above).
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27. Are fire trucks or police cars included in the transportation SIC codes?

No. The operation of fire trucks and police cars are classified under public
order and safety (SIC code 92); therefore, the operator of a facility primarily
engaged in servicing those vehicles would not be required to apply for a
permit.

28. Do all airports need to apply for a storm water discharge permit?

No, only those airports classified as SIC code 45. Only those portions of the
facility that are either involved in vehicle maintenance (including vehicle
rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication), equipment
cleaning, or airport deicing or which are otherwise identified under
122.26(b)(14)(i)-(vii) or (ix-xi) are required to be permitted. Airports that are
not engaged in such activities do not require storm water discharge permits.
Facilities primarily engaged in performing services that incidentally use
airplanes (e.g., crop dusting and aerial photography) are classified according to
the service performed.                                               ~

29. Is the deicing of airplanes, runways, or both included in airport deicing
operations?

Airports or airline companies must apply for a storm water discharge permit for
locations where deicing chemicals are applied. This includes, but is not limited
to, runways, taxiways, ramps, and areas used for the deicing of airplanes. The
operator of the airport should apply for the storm water discharge permit with
individual airline companies included as co-applicants.

30. Who is responsible for seeking permit coverage at an airport that has
many companies using the facility and discharging storm water?

The operator is responsible for seeking coverage. EPA strongly encourages
cooperation between the airport authority and all operating airlines at that
airport. Each operator is responsible for coordinating with the others and they
may act as co-applicants. Please note that under 122.26(a)(6) the Director
has the discretion to issue individual permits to each discharger or to issue an
individual permit to the airport operator and have other dischargers to the
same system act as, co-permittees to the permit issued to the airport operator.
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31. Are railroad facilities included?

Railroad facilities, classified as SiC code 40, which have vehicle maintenance
activities, equipment cleaning operations or are otherwise identified under
122.26(b)(14)(i)-(vii) or (ix)-(xi) need to apply for a permit.

32. Are repairs along a railroad system considered to be vehicle maintenance
and thus regulated?

No. Only nontransient vehicle maintenance shops are included in the
transportation category.

33. Are tank farms at petroleum bulk storage stations covered by the rule?

No, unless the storm water discharge from the tank farm area commingles with
storm water from any vehicle maintenance shops or equipment cleaning
operations located onsite. However, tank farms located onsite with other
industrial facilities, as defined in 122.26(b)(14), are included in the regulation.

34. Is a parking lot associated with a vehicle maintenance shop included in
the regulation?

Yes. Under 122.26 (b)(14)(viii) vehicle maintenance and equipment cleaning
operations are considered industrial activity. Parking lots used to store vehicles
prior to maintenance are considered to be a component of the vehicle
maintenance activity.               "

35. Is the fueling operation of a transportation facility (SIC codes 40 through
45) covered if there are no other vehicle maintenance activities taking
place at the facility?

Yes. A nonretail fueling operation is considered vehicle maintenance [see
122.26(b)(14)(viii)] and requires an NPDES storm water discharge permit
application.

36. Is a manufacturing facility’s offsit~ vehicle maintenance facility required
to apply for a permit under the transportation category?

No. An offsite vehicle maintenance facility supporting one company would not
be required to apply for a permit if that company is not primarily engaged in
providing transportation services and therefore would not be classified as SIC
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code 42. The maintenance facility would be considered an auxiliary operation
to the manufacturing facility. For a full discussion on auxiliary facilities see
page 13 through 17 of the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification Manual. If
the maintenance facility is located on the same site as the manufacturing
operation, it would be included in the areas associated with industrial activity
and must be addressed in an application.

37. Is a marina required to apply for a storm water permit if it operates a
retail fueling operation, but other vehicle maintenance o~r equipment
cleaning activities are not conducted onsite?

Facilities that are "primarily engaged" in operating marinas are best classified
as SIC 4493 - marinas, These facilities rent boat slips, store boats, and
generally perform a range of other marine services, including boat cleaning and
incidental boat repair. They frequently sell food, fuel, fishing supplies, and
may sell boats. For facilities classified as 4493 that are involved in vehicle
(boat) maintenance activities (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical
repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication) or equipment cleaning operations,
those portions of the facility that are involved in such vehicle maintenance
activities are considered to be associated with industrial activity and are
covered under the storm water regulations.

Facilities classified as 4493 that are no._~t involved in equipment cleaning or
vehicle maintenance activities (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical
repairs, painting, and lubrication) are not intended to be covered under 40 CFR
Section 122.26(b)(14)(viii) of the storm water permit application regulations.
The retail sale of fuel alone at marinas, without any other vehicle maintenance
or equipment cleaning operations, is not considered to be grounds for
coverage under the storm water regulations.

Marine facilities that are "primarily engaged" in the retail sale of fuel and
lubricating oils are best classified as SIC code 5541 - marine service stations -
and are not covered under 40 CFR Section 122.26(b)(14)(viii) of the storm
water permit application regulations. These facilities may also sell other
merchandise or perform minor repair work.

Facilities "primarily engaged" in the operation of sports and recreation services
such as boat rental, canoe rental, and party fishing, are best classified under
SIC code 7999 - miscellaneous recreational facilities - and are not covered
under 40 CFR Section 122.26(b)(14)(viii).
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I Category ix - Sewage Treatment Works

38. Are :storrn water permit applications required for offsite (i.e., physically
separated from the main treatment works property) pumping stations?

No, storm water permit applications are not required for such sites.

39. Are separate permit applications required for vehicle maintenancel
washing facilities (located either onsite or offsite) associated with a
wastewater treatment plant and owned/operated by the wastewater
treatment agency?

Offsite vehicle maintenance facilities would not be required to submit
applications unless they serve multiple clients since they do not fit the SIC
codes listed in the transportation category of facilities engaged in industrial
activity. Onsite vehicle maintenance/cleaning operations are associated with
industrial activity and must be included in the application.

40. Do wastewater treatment facilities that collect their storm water runoff
and treat the storm water as part of the normal inflow that is processed
through the treatment plant have to apply for a permit?

No. If a facility discharges its storm water into the headworks of the treatment
plant, it is essentially the same as discharging to a combined system or to a
sanitary system and is therefore exempt.from the requirements of 122.26(c).

41. The definition states that offsite areas where sludge is beneficially reused
are not included as storm water discharges associated with industrial
activity. How is beneficial reuse defined?

Beneficial sludge reuse is the application of sludge as a nutrient builder or soil
conditioner. Examples include agricultural or domestic application.
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I Category x - Construction Activities

42, Is a construction site of five acres or more subject to the same deadline
as other industrial facilities?

The individual application deadline for all storm water discharges associated
with industrial activity is 10/1/92. If a construction activity is completed by
10/1/92, an application is not required.

43. What is the duration of an NPDES permit issued for a construction
activity?

The permit will be effective as long the construction activity continues, but no
longer than five years. If the construction continues beyond five years, the
owner/operator must apply for a new permit.

44. Does the construction category only include construction of industrial
buildings?

No. Any construction activity, including clearing, grading, and excavation, that
results in the disturbance of five acres of land or more in total is covered by
the rule. Such activities may include road building, construction of residential
houses, office buildings, or industrial buildings, and demolition activity.
However, this does not apply to agricultural or silvicultural activities, which are
exempt from NPDES permit requirements under 40 CFR 122.4.

45. Does the rule require that storm water discharges after construction be
addressed?

Yes. The individual application must describe proposed measures to control
pollutants in storm water discharges that will occur after construction
operations are complete, including a description of State and local erosion and
sediment control specifications.

Please Note: EPA believes that construction activities should be covered under
a storm water general permit wherever possible. 40 CFR 122.21(c)(1) allows the
permitting authority to establish different and shorter submittal dates under the
specific terms of a particular general permit.
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46. The definition states that the operators of construction activity that
disturb less than five acres are not required to apply for a permit unless
that construction is part of a larger common plan of development or sale.
What is meant by "part of a larger common plan of development or sale"?

"Part of a larger common plan of development or sale" is a contiguous area
where multiple separate and distirlct construction activities may be taking place
at different times on different schedules under one plan. Thus, if a distinct
construction activity has been identified onsite by the time the application
would be submitted, that distinct activity should be included as part of the
larger plan.

47. Who is responsible for applying for a storm water permit?

The operator is responsible for applying for the permit as required by
122.21(b). In the case of construction, the owner may submit an application
for a construction activity if the operators have not yet been identified.
However, once the operators have been identified, they must become either
sole permittees or co-permittees with the owner. The operator is determined
by who has day to day supervision and control of activities occurring at a site.
In some cases, the operator may be the owner or the developer, at other sites
the operator may be the general contractor.

I Category xi - Light Industrial Facilities

48. If a category (xi) facility has determined that there is no exposure of
certain activities or areas listed in the definition to storm water and the
operator does not file a permit application, how does the operator prove,
if asked, that he/she did not need to apply?

There are no requirements set forth under the November 16, 1990, rule.
However, the operator may want to document the facility evaluation which led
to the conclusion that them is no exposure to storm water. This
documentation should be retained onsite. Some States may have specific
requirements. A facility is advised to check with its NPDES permitting authority
for additional requirements.
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49. Do those industries listed in 122.26(b)(14)(xi) that only have access roads
and rail lines exposed to storm water need to apply for a permit?

No. As stated in 122.26 (b)(14), facilities in category (xi) do not have to apply
for a permit if storm water only is exposed to access roads and rail lines.

50. If air pollution control equipment vents on the roof are exposed to storm
water, does this constitute exposure and trigger a permit condition?

No. The exposure of air pollution control equipment vents does not in itself
constitute exposure. It is possible, however, that even with the use of air
pollution control equipment, significant pollutants may be exposed to storm
water. For example, if a cyclone, a common particulate control device, is used
alone, only about 80 percent of the potential pollutants would be removed. 20
percent of the pollutants may then come into contact with storm water. In this
case, a permit application is required.

51. If there has been past exposure, can a facility change its operation to
eliminate exposure, and thus become exempt?

Yes. If a category (xi) facility can change its operation and eliminate all
exposure, the facility may be exempt from the regulation. It is important to
note, however, that eliminating exposure may include clean up as well.

52. is a covered dumpster containing waste material kept outside considered
exposure?                      "

No, as long as the container is completely covered and nothing can drain out
holes in bottom, or is lost in loading onto a garbage truck, this would not be
considered exposure.

IGeneral Applicability

53. How is a storm water outfall from an industrial site defined for the
purpose of sampling?

An industrial outfall is the point at which storm water associated with industrial
activity discharges to waters of the United States or a separate storm sewer.
Separate storm sewers may be roads with drainage systems, municipal
streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains.
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54. Are tank farms considered to be associated with industrial activity?

Yes, if they are located at a facility described in the definition of storm water
discharge associated with industrial activity. Tank farms are used to store
products and materials used or created by industrial facilities, and therefore
are directly related to manufacturing processes. However, tank farms
associated with petroleum bulk storage stations, classified as SIC code 5171,
at which no vehicle maintenance or equipment cleaning operations occur, are
exempt.

55. Is an offsite warehouse associated with a regulated industrial facility
required to submit an application?

No. As stated on page 48011 of the preamble to the November 16, 1990, rule,
warehouses of either preassembly parts or finished products that are not
located at an industrial facility are not required to submit an application unless
otherwise covered by the rule.

56. If a facility has more than one industrial activity, how many applications
are required?

Only one application is required per facility. Permit conditions will address the
various operations at the facility. The application must reflect all storm water
discharges from areas associated with industrial activity as described in the
definition at 122.26(b)(14). The activity in which a facility is primarily engaged
determines what SIC code is assigned to that facility. To determine the activity
in which a facility is primarily engaged, The SIC Manual recommends using a
value of receipts or revenues approach. For example, if a facility
manufactures both metal and plastic products, the facility would total receipts
for each operation and the operation that generated the most revenue for the
facility is the operation in which the facility is primarily engaged. If revenues
and receipts are not available for a particular facility, the number of employees
or production rate may be compared. If a facility performs more than two
types of operations, whichever operation generates the most (not necessarily
the majority) revenue or employs the most personnel, is the operation in which
the facility is primarily engaged.

57. Are industrial facilities located in municipalities with fewer than 100,000
residents required to apply for a permit?
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Yes. All industrial discharges of storm water through separate storm sewers or
into waters of the United States must apply for an NPDES permit.
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58. If the SIC code for the activity in which a facility is primarily engaged is
not included in the definition of storm water discharge associated with
industrial activity, but the facility has a secondary SIC code that is
included in the definition, is the facility required to submit an NPDES
storm water permit application?

For purposes of this regulation, a facility’s SiC cbde is determined based on
the primary activity taking place at that facility. In the case described above,
the facility is not required to apply for an NPDES storm water discharge permit.
However, if the facility conducts an activity on the site identified in the narrative
descriptions of categories (i), (iv), (v), (vii), or (x), then the facility would be
required to submit an NPDES storm water permit application for portions of the
facility used for the activities described in those categories.

59. Are military bases or other Federal facilities regulated under this rule?

Yes. Industrial activities identified under 122.26(b)(14)(~)-(xi) that Federal,
State, or Municipal governments own or operate are subject to the regulation.

60. Does the regulation require a permit for storm water discharges to a
publicly owned treatment works?

No. A discharge to a sanitary sewer or a combined sewer system is not
regulated under the storm water regulation. Storm water discharges either to
waters of the United States or separate storm sewer systems require a permit
if associated with any of the industrial facilities listed in 122.26(b)(i) - (xi).

61. Are there any limits or size restrictions which narrow the scope of
facilities requiring an application?

The only restrictions regarding size are for construction activities and sewage
treatment works. All construction activities must apply for permit coverage
except for operations that disturb less than five acres of total land which are
not part of a larger common plan of development or sale. Sewage treatment
works designed to treat one million gallons per day or more must submit an
NPDES permit application.
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62. Do pilot plants or research and development facilities classified within
one of the regulated SIC codes need to apply for a permit?

A pilot plant or research facility classified by an SIC code which is specified
under 122.26(b)(14)(i)-(xi) would be required to submit an application. A pilot
plant or research facility’s operations can be directly related to the
manufacturing operations of the full-scale facility and therefore warrant a
permit.

63. Are stockpiles of a final product from an industrial site that are located
away from the industrial plant site, included under the definition of storm
water discharge associated with industrial activity?

Such stockpiles would not be covered because they are not located at the site
of the industrial facility.

64. If a facility has a NPDES permit for its process wastewater and some, but
not all, of its storm water discharges associated with industrial activity,
does the operator need to apply?

The operator must ensure that all storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity are covered by an NPDES permit. The operator may wish to
submit an individual application, participate in a group application, or seek
coverage under a general permit for any remaining ouffalls that are not
covered by an existing NPDES permit.. The permitting authority may also wish
to modify the existing NPDES permit to cover the other storm water
discharges.

65. A facility holds a recently renewed NPDES permit which does not cover
storm water discharges. Does that facility need to apply?

Yes. If the facility is identified in paragraph 122.26(b)(14)(i) through (xi) of the
rule, that facility may wish to submit an individual application, participate in a
group application, or seek coverage under a general permit for any remaining
ouffalls that are not covered by an existing NPDES permit. The permitting
authority may also wish to modify or reissue the existing NPDES permit to
cover the other storm water discharges.

66. If a regulated company owns and operates a subsidiary which is of a
wholesale or commercial nature, would the subsidiary need to apply?
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No. Since the subsidiary facility’s operations are of a wholesale or commercial
orientation, the operations are not considered to be industrial and therefore
would not be covered by this rule unless they are specifically covered by one
of the SIC codes or narrative descriptions in 122.26(b)(14).

67. Can an applicant claim confidentiality on information contained in an
NPDES permit application?

No. Under 40 CFR 122.7(b), the permitting authority will deny claims of
confidentiality for the name and address of any permit applicant or permittee,
permit applications, permits, and effluent data.

68. Do the November 16, 1990, regulations modify the requirements of
existing storm water effluent guidelines?

No. Existing storm water effluent guidelines are still applicable.            ._

69. Which application forms are industries responsible for submitting?

For discharges composed entirely of storm water, operators should
submit Form 1 and Form 2F.

For discharges of storm water combined with process wastewater,
operators should submit Form 1, Form 2F, and Form 2C.

For storm water discharged in combination with nonprocess wastewater,
operators should submit Form 1, Form 2F, and Form 2E.

For new sources or new discharges of storm water which will be
combined with other non-storm water, operators should submit Form 1,
Form 2F, and Form 2D.

70. Are Superfund sites regulated under this rule?

Yes, if the site is assigned an SIC code or fits the description of one of the
categories listed in the definition of storm water discharge associated with
industrial activity. Under the Superfund Amendment and Reauthorization Act
(SARA) section 121(E), Superfund sites are required to "substantively comply"
with all environmental regulations.
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71. Are areas used for the disposal of industrial wastewaters and sanitary
wastewaters included in the definition of "associated with industrial
activity"?

Yes, the definition includes sites used for process water land application that
are not used for agricultural activities.

72. Do inactive industrial facilities need to apply?

Yes, if the facility is included in the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity and significant materials remain on site and
are exposed to storm water.runoff (p.48009 of 11/16/91 Federal Register).
The regulation defines significant materials at 122.26 (b)(13) as including, but
not limited to, raw materials; fuels; materials such as solvents, detergents, and
plastic pellets; finished materials such as metallic products; raw materials used
in food processing or Production; hazardous substances designated under
section 101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act; any chemical the facility is required to report
pursuant to section 313 of title III of SARA; fertilizers; pesticides; and waste
products such as ashes, slag and sludge that have the potential to be released
with storm water discharges.

73. Can a facility apply for an individual permit after completing the group
application or applying for coverage under a general permit?

This option is available, but the operator is advised to discuss the matter
directly with the permitting authority.

74. If a facility is totally enclosed with no materials or activities exposed to
storm water, but has a point source discharge of storm water, is a permit
apPlication required?

If the facility is described in categories 122.26(b)(14)(i-x) a permit application is
required regardless of the actual exposure of materials or activities to storm
water. If the facility is described in 122.26(b)(14)(xi), a permit application is
required only if there is exposure of materials or activities to storm water.
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75. How does a municipally owned industrial facility apply for an NPDES
permit?

Such a facility must meet the same application requirements as any other
industrial facility. The facility may submit an individual permit application
(Forms 1 and 2F), participate in a group application, or seek coverage under
an available general permit.

76. Who is required to submit Form 1?

Anyone submitting NPDES application Forms 2C, 2D, 2E, 2F, or a construction
individual application is required to submit Form 1.

77. Before the October 1, 1992, individual application deadline, which forms
must a facility submit to renew its NPDES permit for a storm water
discharge?

Since the individual storm water application is not due until October 1, 1992,
EPA is allowing such facilities to choose whether the storm water discharges
are identified on a Form 2C or a Form 2F. After October 1, 1992, a facility
must submit an application in accordance with 40 CFR 122.26(c) (i.e., Forms 1
and 2F).

78. Are washwaters and/or noncontact cooling waters (e.g., air conditioner
condensate) included in the definition of storm water?

No. "Storm water" means storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface
runoff and drainage. Washwaters are usually considered to be process
wastewater. Noncontact cooling waters are considered a nonprocess
wastewater.
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USEFUL ACRONYMS

BAT Best Available Technology
BCT Best Conventional Technology
BMP Best Management Practice
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CSO Combined Sewer Overflow
CWA Clean Water Act
CZARA Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
DMR Discharge Monitoring Report
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
FR Federal Register
MS4 Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
NOI Notice of Intent
NOT Notice of Termination
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ’
NRDC Natural Resources Defense Council
OMB Office of Management and Budget
POTW Publicly Owned Treatment Works
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RQ "Reportable Quantity" release
SIC Standard Industrial Classification
TSDF Treatment, Storage or Disposal Facility (hazardous waste)
TSS Total Suspended Solids
WQA Water Quality Act
WRDA Water Resources Development Act
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STORM WATER QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PART I!

. I.
General Applicability

1. What kinds of storm water discharges are required to obtain an NPDES
permit under Phase I of the storm water program?

A. The National Poltutant Discharge E~imination System (NPDES) storm water
permit application regulations, loromulgated by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), require that the following storm water discharges
apply for an NPDE$ permit: (1) a discharge associated with industrial
activity; (2) a discharge from a large or medium municipal separate storm
sewer system; or (3) a discharge which EPA or the S~ate determines to
contribute to a violation of a water quatiW standard or is a significant
contributor of i~ollutants ~ waters of the United S=ates. The permit
al~l~iication deadtines are specified in EPA’s regulations.

2. What is a "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity?"

A. The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" means
a storm water discharge from one of the eleven categories of industrial
activity defined at 4~ Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 122.26(b)(1~,)(i)
through (xi). Five of these categories are identified by Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC} code and the other six categories provide narrative
descriptions of the industrial activity. The complete definition is included
in Section XIII of this document.

If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the five categories which
provide narrative descriptions, storm water discharges from that activity of
facility are subject to storm water permit application requirements. If the
primary SIC code of the facility is identified in one of the remaining six
categories, the facility is subject to the storm water permit application
requirements. Note that only those facilities/activities described above
having aoint sourc~ discharges of storm water to waters of the United
States or to a municipal separate storm sewer system or other conveyance
are required to submit a storm water i~ermit application. The definition of
"point source" is provided at ~,0 CFR 122.2. The definition is included in
Section XIII of this document.

3. What are SIC codes and how can a facility find out its proper SIC code?

A. SIC codes are four-digit industry codes that were created by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) for statistical purposes. Otl~er
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governmental organizations sometimes use these codes when classifying
business establishments. To find the correct SIC code, an a!oplicant might
c~eck his or her uneml~loyment insurance forms or contact the appropriate
State unemployment services department. In addition, ap~01icants may
consult the Standard Industrial CIassificati0n. Manual (SIC Manual~,
published by 0MB in 1987. This manual is available in the resource
section of most I~ublic libraries. Questions regarding assignment of
particular codes can be addressed to your State I~ern~itting authority. A list
of telephone numbers and addresses for State storm water contacts is
1orovided as an a~achment to this document.

4. What SIC code should a facility use when there are multiple activities
occurring at the site?

A. For the l~urposes of the storm water program, a facility must determine its
orimarv SIC code based on the primary activity occurring at ~he site. To
determine the I~rimary industrial activity, the SIC Manual recommends
using the value of receipts or revenues. If such information is not availal~te
for a particular facility, the number of employees or production rate for
each process may be compared. The operation that generates the most
revenue or employs the most personnel is the operation in which the
facility is primarily engaged. For case-specific determinations, contact the
permitting authority for your State.

5. How is a facility regulated when multiple activities conducted by different
operators are occurring on the same site (airport~, for example)?

A. When muitil~le activities are conducted by different ooerators at a single
location, each industrial activity is assigned its own SIC code. At an
airport, for example, a passenger airline carrier will receive one SIC code,
but an overnight courier located in the same hanger may receive another
SIC code. Whereee the SIC codes may differ, if both are regulated
industrial activities, EPA generally encourages these operators to become
co-applicants (submit ~torm water permit application forms together) when
they are located ~t the same site and when industrial areas/drainage basins
are shared. When a permit is issued (~r if the operators are filing for a
general permit) the co-applicants will become co-permittees and share
responsibility.of permit compliance.

6. If a facility’s primary SIC code is not listed in the regulations, but an
activity that occurs on site is described in one of the narrative categories
of industrial activity, does that facility have to apply for a permit?
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A. If a facility conducts an activiw on the site identified in the ~
descriptions of categories (i), (iv), (v), (vii), (ix) or (x), ~hen the faciliW
would be required to submit a storm water I~ermit al~Olication for
discharges from ~hose portions of the faciliW where ~he ac~iviW occurs.
Such narrative activities/facilities include: (i) activities subiect to storm
water effluen~ limitations guidelines, new source performance standards, or
~oxic pollu~an~ effluent s~andards; (iv) hazardous waste ~rea~ment storage°
or disposal facili:ies including those that are operating under in~.erirn status
or a permit under subtitle C of ~he Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA); (v) landfills, land a!3plication sites and oloen duml~s ~hat
receive or have received industrial wastes; (vii) steam electric I~ower
generating facilities; (ix) sewage treatment works with a design flow of
1.0 mgd or more; and (x) construction activiW disturbing five or more
acres of land.

7. Do storm water discharge~ from non-industrial areas at an industrial faciiiW
(employee parking lots, rental car operations at an airport) have to be
addressed in In NPDES permit?

A. No. Only storm water discharges from those areas that are associated
with industrial acl:iviW, as defined al: 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) must be
addressed in the permit. However, if storm water runoff from a non-
industrial area commingles with runoff from a regulated industrial area, ~he
combined discharge would require permit coverage.

8. How are off site facilities (such is distribution centers, storage facilities,
vehicle maintenance shops) regulated under the storm water program?

A. To determine the regulatory status of off site facilities, first ~he operator of
a facility must determine if that off site operation can be classified
according to its own SIC code. If there is no SIC code which describes the
off site facility indel:)endently, then it would assume the SIC code of the
parent facility it SUl~l~orts. However, certain off siti facilities that fall
within the categoriel of auxiliary facilities described in Section XIV of this
document (or which are sl3ecificatlv described in the SIC code descri!3tion)
would, in most cases, be classified according to the parent facility they
sul3gon:. Such SUl:)por~ing establishments include central administrative
offices, research and development laboratories, maintenance garages, and
local trucking terminals.

EPA has determined that off site vehicle maintenance facilities that service
trucks used for local transportation of goods or for local services are
generally considered supporting establishments which would not be
assigned a transpon:ation SIC code; rather, such facilities are classified
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according to the SIC code of the facility they support. P~ease refer 1:o
Section !l of this document for a discussion of off-site vehicle maintenance
facilities.

9. Can authorized NPDES States be more expansive in their use of the
assignment of SIC codes? For example, can they make the rule applicable
to secondary activities?

A. Yes, State storm water regulations can be more expansive and cover more
activities than the Federal regulations.

10. Are all storm water discharges to sanitary sewers exempt from storm
water permitting requirements? What about discharges to combined sawer
systems?

A. Any storm water discharge to a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW)
or to a sanitary sewer is exempt from storm water permit application
requirements. However, it may be subject to EPA’s pretreatment program
under Section 307(b) of the CWA. Discharges to combined sewer
systems are also exempt from NPDES permitting but may be subject to
pretreatment requirements.

11. Is e storm water permit application required for an industrial facility that
has constructed a holding pond that usually does not discharge storm
water, but could in the event of e large enough storm?

A. All point source discharges of storm water associated with industrial
activity that discharge to waters of the U.S. or through a municipal
separate storm sewer system must be permitted. Therefore, if an
industrial facility does not have a storm water discharge from its holding
pond during typical storm events but has a storm water discharge in the
event of a large storm, that discharge must be covered under an NPDES
permit. In NPDES authorized States (a list is provided in Section XII of this
document), facilities should consult their permitting authority for State-
specific determinations on such "poteotial discharges."

12.    If I flcility il not engaged in industrial activity as defined under 40 CFR
122.26(b|(14)(i|-(xi), but discharges contaminated flows comprised entirely
of storm water into a nearby municipal separate storm sewer system, is
the facility required to obtain a storm water permit?

A. No, unless EPA or the State designates the discharge as contributing to a
violation of a water quality standard or as significantly contributing
pollutants to watersof the United States. However, industrial dischargers
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should note that large and medium municil~alities (Dol~ulation 100,000 or
more) are currently designing storm water management programs that will
control contaminated storm water discharges from entering their sel0arate
storm sewer systems. Additional storm water discharges may be
regulated under Phase II of the storm water program. EPA is currently in
the i~rocess of develol~ing Phase I1.

13. Are activities associated with industrial activity that occur on agricultural
lands exempted from storm water permitting requirements?

A. No. If a storm water discharge is associated with industrial activity as
defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), it is subject to permit application
requirements regardless of the location of the industrial activity. For
example, if a gravel extraction activity occurred on land leased from a
farm, the activity would be classified as mining under SIC code 1442 or
1446 and therefore would be considered a storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity and require a permit.

14. Are NPDES permit= transferable from one facility owner to the next?

A. Individual NPDES permits may be transferred to a new owner or operator if
the permit is modified. These procedures are described at 40 CFR 122.61.
Under the general I:}ermits for storm water discharges, issued by EPA in the
September 9, 1992 and September 25, 1992, Federal Reoister notices (57
FR 4.1176 and 57 FR 44412], the new operator can submit an NOI two
days prior to the change of ownership but must include the facility’s
existing general permit number on the NOl form. Many NPDES authorized
State= have similar provisions in their general permits.

15. How does storm water permitting differ in States with approved State
NPOES programs compared to States ~ NPDES State permit
programs?

A. While Federal storm water regulation= (i.e., the November 16, 1990; storm
water permit application regulations) as. tablish minimum requirements
nationwide. State permitting authorities may impose more stringent
requirements or decide to exl~an~l the scol~e of its I~rogram to meet State
i~riorities. EPA Regional offices are the permitting authorities for 12 States
and most Territories; the rema~mng 38 State= and the Virgin Islands
administer their own storm water i~rogrems and issue i~ermits to regulate
municipalities and industries in tt~eir States. Regulated facilities in these
States should contact the apl~ro~riate State permitting authority for
guidance, application forms, general permit= and other material=. Please
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note that some of the NPDES States do not issue permits for Federal
facilities located in their States.

For regulated facilities in the 12 non-delegated 5tares (MA, NH, ME, FL,
TX, 0K, LA, NM, SO, AZ, AK, I0), the Territories (all except the Virgin
Islands), the District of Columbia, and for facilities located on indian lands
(in most, if not atl, delegated States and in all non-delegated States), and
for Federal facilities in the States of DE, CO, IA, KS, NH, NY, (~H, SC, VT
and WA, the storm water program is administered through EPA Regional
offices. Such facilities may be eligible for coverage under the general
permits issued by EPA in the September 9, 1992, and September 25,
1992, Federal Resister notices (57 FR ~,1176 and 57 FR 4A4.12).

Definition of Storm Water Discharge Associated With Industrial ActiviW !

Category (i): Facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines,
new source performance standards or toxic pollutant effluent standards under
40 CFR subchaptar N.

16.    What are toxic pollutant effluent standards?

A. 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(i) includes facilities that are subject to storm water
effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance standards, or ~ox~c
oollutant effluent standardl. The phrase "toxic pollutant effluent
standards" refers to the standards established pursuant to CWA section
307(a)(2) and codified at 40 CFR Part 12,9. Part 129 applies only to
manufacturers of six specific pesticide products which are defined as toxic
pollutants. Please note that the phrase "facilities subject to toxic pollutant
effluent standards= does not refer to those industries subject to effluent
limitation guidelines for toxics under 40 CFR subchapter N.

I Category (iii): Mining and oil and gas operations asclassified SiC codes 10-14.

17.    What constitutes "contamination" at an oil and gas facility?

A. (Oil and gas facilities classified as SIC code 13 are required to aloply for a
storm water permit if the facility I~as had a release of a Reportable
Quantity (RQ) in storm water for wl~ich notification has been required any
time since November 1 6, 1987, or if the discharge contributes to a
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violation of a water quality standard. RQs for which notification is required
are defined at �0 CFR Parts 110, 117, and 302. An RQ for oil is defined
at 40 CFR 110 as the amount of oil that violates applicable water quatiw
standards or causes a film or sheen upon or a discoloration of the water
surface or adjoining shorelines, or causes a sludge or emulsion to be
deposited beneath the water surface or upon adjoining shorelines. For
other substances, RQ levels are expressed in terms of pounds released
over any 24 hour period and are listed at 40 CFR 117.3 and 40 CFR
302.,t. A list of ~t~ese RQ levels is available from the Storm Water Hotline
at (703) 821-~,823.

Do EPA’s industrial storm water general permit= apply to discharges from
mine sites that ere subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines,
but which are not covered by an existing NPDES permit?

A. No, storm water discharges from mine sites that are subject ~o storm
water effluent limitation guidelines are not authorized by industrial storm
water general permits issued by EPA in the September 9, 1992, and
September 25, 1992, Federal Rea~ister notices (57 FR 41176 anti 57 FR
44412). In States without NPDES permi~ing authority, the mine operators
submit an individual application to address those storm water discharges,
or could have participated in a group application prior to Dctober 1, 1992
(note: any facility which did not submit an individual application prior ~o
October 1, 1992 or participate in a timely group application missed EPA’s
regulatory deadline and ,may be subject to enforcement action). However,
certain authorized States may issue general permits authorizing such storm
water discharges from mine sites provided that those permits contain the
applicable guideline requirements.

19. Can point source discharges of contaminated ground water from mine edits
and seeps at actfve or inactive mine sites be permitted under the storm
water program?

Point source discharges of non-storm water to waters of the United States
must be authorized by an NPDES permit. Point source discharges of either
contaminated ground water from a mine edit or seep that are not related ~o
specific storm events would not be considered to be storm water.
Discharges that are composed in whole or in part of non-storm water
cannot be addressed solely by ~he permit applications for storm water
(Forms 1 and 2F), and cannot be authorized by NPDES permits that only
authorize discharges composed entirely of storm water. Rather, Forms 1
and 2C or 2D (and Form 2F if ~he discharge is mixed with storm water)
must be used when applying for a NPOES permit for non-storm water.
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t Category waste treatment, storage or disposal facilities. |(~v): Hazardous

20. If the primary SIC code of a facility is not covered under the regulations,
but there is a hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal faciliW
(TSDF) on site, is the TSDF subject to storm water permi~ing .
requirements?

A. Yes. If the hazardous waste TSDF is or should be operating under interim
status or a permit under Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), regardless of the facility’s primary activity,
storm water discharges from that portion of the site are subiect to the
narrative definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial
activity under category (iv). Even if a facility’s SIC code is not included in
the regulations, any activiW described by one of the narrative categories of
"industrial activity" that is occurring on the site would be regulated under
the storm water program.

ICategory (v): Landfills, land application sites and open dumps that receive
industrial waste.

21. At what point does an inactive, closed, or capped landfill cease being an
industrial activity?

A. An inactive, closed or capped landfill is no longer subject to storm water
permit application requirements when the permitting authority determines
the land use has been altered such that there is no exposure of significant
materials to storm water at the site. For example, if an impervious surface
(such as a parking lot or shopping center) now covers the closed landfill,
the permitting authority could determine that storm water discharges from
the area are no longer associated with the previous landfill activity. These
determinations must be made by the permitting authority on a case-by-
case basis.

22. If construction of cells at a landfill disturbs greater than five acres of land,
is coverage under EPA’s construction general permits required?

A. No. EPA considers construction of new cells to be routine landfill
operations that are covered by tl~e landfill’s industrial storm water general
permit. However, the storm water pollution prevention plan for the landfill
must incorporate best management practices (BMPs) that address
sediment and erosion control. Where a new landfill is being constructed
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and five or more acres of land are being disturbed, such activity would
need tO be covered under EPA’s construction general permit until the time
that initial construction is completed and industrial waste is received.
Please note that NPDES authorized States may address this situation
differently.

Category (viii): Transportation facilities

23. If all vehicle maintenance and equipment cleaning operations occur indoors
at a transportation facility, ae defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(viii), is a
permit application required for discharges from the roofs of these
buildings?

A. Yes. Storm water discharges from all areas that are "associated with
industrial activity," described at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), are subject to the
storm water permit application requirements. This would include
discharges from roofs of buildings that are within areas associated with
industrial activity, in addition, storage areas of materials used in vehicle
maintenance or equipment cleaning operations and holding yards or parking
iots used to store vehicles awaiting maintenance are also considered areas
associated with industrial activity.

24. For a facility classified as SiC code 5171 (bulk petroleum storage), is the
transfer of petroleum product from the storage tanks to the distribution
truck considered "fueling", and therefore an industrial activity as defined
by the regulations?

A. No. The transfer of petroleum prodt~ct from the storage tanks to the
tanker truck is not considered fueling and would not require a storm water
permit. However, fueling of the tanker truck itself at the 5171 facility is
considered to be part of routine vehicle maintenance, and storm water
discharges from these areas must be covered under a storm water permit
application.

25. Is a retail fueling operation that occurs at an SIC code 5171 petroleum
bulk storage facility regulated?

A. No. The provisions of 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(viii) epl~ly to fueling
oloerations conducted at petroleum bulk storage facilities where the
vehicles being fueled are involved with the petroleum bull;= storaae
operation. Retail fueling of vehicles at such sites does not constitute
"vehicle maintenance" (as defined in the November 16, 1990 ~
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R~aister page ~,8066), and a storm water permit is not required for
discharges from that area. Only those portions of the SIC code 51 71
facility where vehicle maintenance operations (including vehicle
rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lul~rication) and
equipment cleaning take place are required ~o be covered under a storm
water permit application.

26. Are off sit~ vehicle maintenance areas required to submit permit
applications for their storm water discharges?

A. As discussed in Section I of this document, to determine the regulatory
status of off site vehicle maintenance operations, the operator of a facility
must first determine if that off site operation can be classified according to
its own SIC code. If there is no SIC code which describes the off site
facility independently, then it would assume the SIC code of ~he parent
faciliW it supports. However, please note that off-site facilities that fall
within tl~e nine categories listed on page 17 of the SIC Manual (or which
are specifically described in the SIC code description) would, in most
cases, be classified according to the parent facility they support. See
Section XlII of this document for the complete list. Such supporting
establishments include central administrative offices, research and
development laboratories, maintenance garages, and local trucking
terminals. EPA has determined that off site vehicle maintenance facilities
that primarily service trucks used for local transportation of goods or for
local services are generally considered supporting establishments which do
not assume a transportation SIC code; rather, such facilities are classified
according to the SIC code of the facility they support. Long-distance
trucking centers, on the other hand, are generally classified as SIC code
4.213, and are subject to regulation~under 4~ CFR 122.26(b)(14.)(viii)).

[ Category (x): Construction activity

27.    Who must apply for permit coverage for const~ction activities?

A. Under the NPOES storm water prograr~, the operator of a regulated ac~ivi~
or discharge must apply for a storm water permit. EPA clarified that the
operator of a construction activity is the party or parties that either
individually or taken together meet the following two criteria: (1) they
have operational control over the site specifications (including the ability
make modifications in specifications); and (2) they have the day-to-day
operational control of those activities at the site necessary to ensure
compliance with plan requirements and permit conditions (9t9/92 Federal
~ page 4.1190). If more than one parW meets the above criteria,
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~hen each party involved must become a co-permittee with any other
operat0r(s). For example, if the site owner has operational control over
site specifications and a general contractor has day-to-day operational
control of site activities, then both parties will be co-permittees.

When two or more parties meet EPA’s definition of operator, each operator
must submit an NOI, and either include a photocopy of the othe~ operators’
NOi(s) or the general permit number that was assigned for that project.
Under EPA’s storm water construction general permits, the co-permit~ees
are expected to join in implementing a common pollution prevention plan
prior to submittal of the NOI, and in the retention of all plans and reports
required by the permit for a period of at least three years from the date
that the site is finally stabilized.

For individual storm water discharge permits, applications must be filed 90
days prior to the commencement of construction. If a contractor has not
been selected at the time of application, the owner of the project site
would initially file the application and the contractor should sign on when
selected. Under an individual storm water permit for construction, multiple
operators would have to sign onto the permit, instead of submitting a new
application. Please note that authorized NPI3ES States may have varying
NOI and/or permit requirements and should be contacted on this issue.

28. What are the responsibilities of subcontractors at the construction site
under EPA’s storm water construction general permits?

A. EPA storm water construction general permits require subcontractors to
implement the measures stated in the pollution prevention plan and to
certify that he/she understands the terms and conditions of the permit
requirements. Under EPA’s general permits, subcontractors are not
required to submit NOIs,

29.    What is meant by a "larger common plan of development or sale?"

A. A "larger common plan of development or sale" is a contiguous area where
multiple separate and distinct constru(~tion activities may be taking place at
different times on different schedules under one plan. For example, if a
developer buy.s a 20-acre lot and builds roads, installs pipes, and runs
electricity with the intention of constructing homes or other structures
sometime in the future, this would be considered a common plan of
development or sale. If the land is parceled off or sold, and construction
occurs on plots that are less than five acres by separate, independent
builders, this activity still would be subject to storm water permitting
requirements if the smaller plots were included on the original site plan.
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30. Does construction activity encompass repaving of roads?

A. Repaying is not regulated under the storm water program unless five or
more acres of underlying and/or surrounding soil are cleared, graded or
excavated as I:art of the repaying operation.

31. Is clearing of lands specifically for agricultural purposes regulated
construction activity (40 CFR 122.26(b|(14)(x)) under the storm water
program?

A. No. Although the clearing of land may be greater than five acres, any
amount of clearing for agricultural purposes is not considered an industrial
activity under the storm water regulations. Section 402(I)(1) of the ~ 387
Water Quality Act exempts aaricultural storm water discharges from
NPDES 1:ermitting requirements including storm water pertaining. This
exemption only applies, hbwever, if the clearing of land is solely for
agricultural purposes. (See Question 13).

32. If a construction activity that disturbs five or more acres commences on a
site covered by an existing industrial storm water permit, are the storm
wate.r discharges from the construction area covered by the existing permit
or is a separate permit required?

A. If the existing permit is an individual permit, then the operator must either
request a modification of the existing permit to include the construction
storm water discharges or apply for coverage under a separate permit that
specifically addresses that construction activity. If the permittee decides
to modify the existing individual permit, permit modifications must be
approved prior to initiating any construction activity. If the existing permit
is an EPA storm water industrial general permit, the operator should submit
an NOI for coverage under EPA’s storm water general permit for
construction activities. States with NPDES permitting authority may have
different requirements.

33. if a construction activity that disturbs less than five acres occurs on site of
a regulated industrial activity currently; covered by EPA’s industrial storm
wat|r general permit, does the regulated industry have to modify its
pollution prevention plan to include controls for the area of consUuction?

A. Yes. Regulated industrial activities covered by EPA’s storm water
industrial general permit must revise their pollution prevention plan to
address all new sources of pollution and runoff including those from
construction activities disturbing less than five acres, that occurred on
site of the regulated industry. However, if less than five acres, a separate
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storm water permit for the construction activity is not required (see
Question 32.).

34. For projects such as a 100-mile highway construction project, what
location should be provided on the NOI?

A. The midpoint of a linear construction project should be used as the site
location on EPA’s NOI form. For construction projects that span across
more than one State, the project must meet the application requirements
of each State.

35. Are long-term maintenance programs for flood control channels (such as
vegetation removal) or similar roadside maintenance programs subject to
permitting if five or more acres are disturbed?

A. If grading, clearing or excavation activities disturb five or more acres of
land either for an individual project or as part of a long-term maintenance
plan, then the activity is subject to storm water permit application
requirements.

36. For a construction activity that uses off site "borrow pits" for excavation
of fill material or sand and gravel, should the number of disturbed acres at
the borrow pit be added to the number of acres at the constTuction site to
determine the total number of disturbed acres?

A. No, off site borrow pits are not considered part of the on site construction
activity. If a borrow pit is specifically used for the removal of materials
such as sand, gravel, and clay, the pit is considered a mine and is
classified under SIC code 14. Such sites would be regulated as industrial
activity as defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(iii). However, if the borrow
pit is utilized for the removal of general fill material (e.g. dirt) and disturbs
five or more acres of land, the pit would be considered a construction
activity as defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(x).

37. Would building demolition constitute e land disturbing activity and require a
storm water construction permit appli~:ation?

A. The definition of land disturbing activity includes but is not limited to
clearing, grading and excavation. At a demolition site, disturbed areas
might include the site where building materials, demolition equipment, or
disturbed soil aresituated, which may alter the surface of the land.
Therefore, demolition activities that disturb five or more acres of land
would be subject to storm water construction permit application
requirements.
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38. What are the legal responsibilities and liabilities for construction activities
disturbing less than five acres, pursuant to the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of
Appeals decision on June 4, 19927

A. [n ~ v. P~.~.~, 966 F.2d 1292, the Ninth Circuit U.S. Cou~ of Appeals
remanded for further rulemaking, EPA’s exemption of construction sites
fess than five acres which are nor par~ of a larger common 101an of
development or sale. The Agency in~ends to undergo further rulemaking
proceedings for construction sires less than five acres. Until further
rulemaking is completed, permit applications for such activities need not be
submi~:ed to EPA. However, States with NPDE$ pertaining authoriw may
have more stringent requirements.

39. Do storm water construction general permits authorize non-storm water
discharges?

A. Under EPA’s storm water construction general permits, issued on
September 9, 1992, and September 25, 1992, the following non-storm
wal:er discharges are conditionally authorized (57 FR 41 219) and [57 FR
4.4~19): discharges from fire fighting activities; fire hydrant flushings;
waters used to wash vehicles or control dust; potable water sources
including waterline flushings; irrigation drainage; routine external building
washdown which does not use detergents; pavement washwarers where
spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous materials I~ave not occurred (unless all
spilled material has been removed) and where detergents are not used; air
conditioning condensate; springs; uncontaminated ground water; and
foundation or footing drains where flows are not contaminated with
process materials such as solvents. These discharges, except for flows
from fire fighting activities, must be.identified in the pollution prevention
plan and the plan must address the appropriate measures for controlling
the identified non-storm water discharges. Other non-storm water
discharges not listed above or not identified in the storm water pollution
prevention plan, must be covered by a different NPDES permit.

t

I Categow (xi): Light manufacturing facilities .

40.    If oil drums or contained materiaL~ are exposed during loading or unloading
at a category.(xi) facility, are storm water discharges from this area subject
to the storm water regulations?

A. The storm water regulations recluire category (xi) facilities to apply for a
storm water permit where material handling equipment or activities, raw
materials, intermediate products, final products, waste ma(eriats, by-
products, or industrial machinery are exposed to storm water. If there is a
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reasonable potential for leaks or spills from these drums which could be
exposed to storm water, discharges from that area would be subject to
storm water permitting requirements. Completely covering loading and
unloading activities may eliminate exposure. Note that permitting
authorities may have more stringent interpretations with respect to
exposure on industrial sites and should be consulted for case-by-case
determinations. For a discussion on the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals
decision (June 1992.) and future EPA rulemakings on category (xi)
facilities, please refer to Section IX of this document.

41. Does the storage of materials under a roof at a category (xi) facility
constitute exposure?

A. If materials or products at a light industrial facility are stored outside under
a roof and there is no reasonable potential for wind blown rain, snow, or
runoff coming into contact with the materials or product, then there may
not be exposure at that area. However, if materials are stored under a
structure without sides and storm water comes into contact with material
handling equipment or activities, raw materials, intermediate products, final
products, waste materials, by-products or industrial machinery, the
discharge from that area must be permitted. The permitting authority
should be contacted for specific issues related to exposure.

IIII. Individual Permits

42. Will individual permits include requirements for storm water pollution
prevention plans and monitoring?

A. EPA anticipates that many individual permits will include storm water
pollution prevention plans as a means of satisfying Best Available
Technology (BAT)/Best Conventional Technology (BCT) requirements
established in the Clean Water Act (CWA). With regard to monitoring
requirements under individual permits, such requirements will be
determined by the permit writer on a case-by-case basis. At a minimum,
all facilities with storm water discharges associated with industrial activiW
must conduct an annual site inspection as prescribed at 4~3 CFR
122.4~(i)(4)..

43. Do permitting authorities have the option of subjecting facilities that have
submitted individual storm water permit applications to general permits?

A. Yes, permitting authorities may subject facilities that have submitted
individual permit applications to general permits. Facilities that are covered
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by a general I~ermit may petition ~he ~ermitting authoriw to be covered
under an~individuai permit by submitting an individual permit application
witl~ reasons SUl:l:orting the request to the I~ermitting authority, pursuant
~o 40 CFR 122.28(b)(2)(iii).

4~. What are the benefitsldrawback$ of pursuing an individual storm water
permit over a general permit?

A. An individual storm water permit may be advantageous, as it is designed
to reflect a facility’s site-specific conditions, whereas general permits are
much broader in scope, particularly in terms of monitoring requirements.
However, the individual permit application is generally more difficult to
prepare than submitting EPA’s notice of intent (NOI) to be covered under a
general permit (in part because the individual permit application requires
sampling and EPA’s NOI does not). General I~ermits may be advantageous
because regulated facilities ~know, in advance of submitting their NOI, the
requirements of the I~ermit. In addition, coverage under a general permit
may be automatic (del~ending on how the permit is written), whereas the
individual permitting process takes longer.

45. When does EPA anticipate that individual permits will be issued?

A. Issuance of individual permits may vary on a State by Slate basis, as
permitting priorities and resources allow. The December 18, 1992, Federal
~ (57 FR 60447) established October 1, 1993, as the deadline by
which individual permits are to be issued. Many authorized States are
already issuing individual permits.

46. Can a facility that has submitted an individual permit application obtain
general permit coverage upon issuance of a general permit in its State?

A. Yes, an eligible facility may opt for coverage under a .general permit (by
submitting an NOI) Ul~ until the time that the permitting authority issues
such facility its individual i~ermit. Authorized States may require a wri~en
request for withdrawal from the individual permit application process. EPA
recommends submitting such request= to the approl3riate Regional office.
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IV. EPA General Permits (issued on 9/9/92 and 9/25192}

47. What is the difference between EPA’s construction and industrial general
permits?

Because the nature of construction activiW varies considerably from other
industrial activities, EPA developed two separate general permits: one
covering storm water discharges from construction activity and one for
other storm water industrial discharges. Whereas the pollution prevention
plan for the construction permit focuses on sediment and erosion controls
and storm water management, the pollution prevention plan for industry
emphasizes general site management. Note that some authorized States
have industrial general permits that authorize storm water discharges from
construction activiW.

EPA’s general permits for storm water discharges associated with
~ activity, issued on 919192 (57 FR 41236) and 9/25t92 (57 FR
44438), authorize storm water discharges from all new and existing point
source discharges of storm water associated with industrial activiW, as
defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), to waters of the U.S., except for
ineligible storm water discharges that are listed at I.B.3. (919/92 Federal
~ page 41305) and
(9/25/92 Federal Reoister page 44444) in EPA’s general permits.

EPA’s general permits for storm water discharges associated with
construction activity, which were issued on 9/9/92 (57 FR 41176) and
9125192 (57 FR 44412), authorize storm water discharges associated with
construction activity, as defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(x), except for
ineligible discharges that are listed at I.B.3 (9/9/92 Federal Reaister page
41 217) and (9125192 Federal Reoister gage 44418) in EPA’s general
permits.

48. What is the procedure for applying for coverage under EPA’s Industrial or
construction generel permits?

A. Dischargers of storm water associated with industrial activity located in
non-NPOES States must submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be authorized to
discharge under the general permit. The NOI form is a one-page document
requesting basic information about the nature of the facility and the
i:articular storm water discharge under consideration. Under EPA’s general
permits, monitoring is not required for submittal of the NOI. States with
NPDES authoriW may have different requirements for their NOI and should
be contacted directly.
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49. Will a facility automatically be covered by an EPA general permit upon
submittal of an N01 or will it h=ve to cease operations until the Agency
provides notification of acceptance?

A. Permit coverage begins two days after the postmark date on the N(~I,
~rovided the storm water ~lisc~arges from the facility are eligible for
coverage as established by the permit conditions (see 9/9/92. ~
Reoister page 41305 for limitations on coverage). The permitl:ing authority
can require the submittal of an individual application at any time.
However, the facility may continue to discharge under the general permit
until an individual permit is issued or denied.

50. What are the deadlines for compliance with EPA’s general permits?

A. Individuals who intend to obtain coverage for a storm water discharge
associated with industrial a~:tivity that commenced on or before (October 1,
1992, were required to submit an NOI by Octot~er 1, 1992; however, EPA
is accepting late NOIs. Regulated facilities wishing to obtain coverage
under the general permit that have not yet submitted an NOI should do so
immediately. EPA’s storm water general permits require permi~ees to
develop and implement a storm water pollution prevention plan. Deadlines
for NOI submittal and development and implementation of glans are listed
in the table below.

Facilities with salt storage or facilities that were not required to repor~
under Emergency Planning Community Right to Know (EPCRA) Section
313 prior to July 1, 1992, (but must report after that date) must comply
with the special requirements for section 313 facilities and salt storage (if
applicable) within 3 years of the date on which the facility is required to
first report under section 313. All other conditions in the permit must be
met within the deadlines listed aloove. Plans do not have to be submitted
to the Agency but must be kept on site and made available upon request.

Pollution Pollution
t=revention Plan Prevention Plan
D̄evelopment Implementation

Type of Discherge NOI Deadline Oeadline Deadline
Existing industrial October 1, 1992 April 1, 1993 Octol:er 1, 1993
activities (other thar~
construction)
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Pollution Pollution
Prevention Plan Prevention Plan
Development Implementation

Type of Discharge NOI Deadline Deadline Deadline

Industrial activities 2 days prior to the Within 60 days of Within 60 days of
{Driver than start of industrial commencement commencement
construction) that activity of operations of operations
begin between
October 1, 1992,
and January 1,
1993

Industrial activities 2 days prior to the Within 60 days of Upon
(other than start of industrial commencement commencement
construction) that activity of operations of operations
begin on or after
January 1, 1993
Oil and gas facilities Within 14 days of Within 60 days of Within 60 days of
previously not first knowledge of first knowledge of first knowledge
required to be the release the release of the release
permitted that have
an RQ after
October 1, t992.
Municipally-owned Within 180 days Within 365 day= Within 545 days
or operated of the date of of the date of of the date of
industrial activities rejection or denial rejection or denial rejection or denial
that were rejected
or denied from a
~rou!3 application
Construction sites in October 1, 199:2 October 1, 199:2 Octol0er 1, 1992
operation on
October 1 199:2
Construction sites 2 days prior to the Prior to tl~e With the initiation
that begin operation start of submittal of the of construction
after October 1, construction NOI activities
1992
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51. Is there a fee for NOI applications?

A. EPA’s general permits do not require fees at this time. However,
authorized NPDES States may levy fees and should be contacted directly.

52. Where should NOIs be submitted?

A. Facilities in States and Territories where EPA is the permitting authority
submit NOIs to the central processing center at the following address:

Storm Water Notice of Intent
P.O. Box 1215
Newington, VA 22122.

All permittees in States with NPt:)ES authority submit the NOI to their Stats
permitting authority except those in New York, who submit to the
processing center at the above address. Note that authorized NPDES
States may develop NOI forms that are different from EPA’s NOI form.
Under EPA’s general permits, the operator of any industrial activity that
discha.rges storm water through a municipal separate storm sewer system
in a medium or large municipality must also submit a copy of the NOI to
that municipality. In addition, operators of construction activities must
provide a copy of all applicable NOIs for a site to the local agency
approving sediment and erosion plans or storm water management plans.

53. Is an operating regulated industrial facility required to submit a separate
NOI for each ouffell that discharges storm water associated with industrial
activity at the site?

A. Under EPA’s general permits, one NOI is generally sufficient for the entire
site, provided there is one operator. In this case, ~e pollution prevention
plan must address all discharges of storm water associated with industrial
activity from the site. If there are multiple operators at the site, each
operator must submit an NOI. In addition, if a facility that is covered under
EPA’s industrial storm water general permit undertakes a construction
activity disturbing more than five acres of land, then the facility must
submit an NOI for those construction-related storm water discharges for
coverage under EPA’s construction general permit (or submit an individual
permit application).
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54. Will a facility receive any notification from EPA after submitting an N(~I
under EPA’s general permit?

A. Yes, EPA confirms the receipt of N(~ls and will provide the applicant wi~h a
permit number and explains how to get a summary of the guidance on
preparing storm water pollution prevention plans.

55. Is a,n entire faciliw excluded from coverage under EPA’s general permits if
a single discharge at the site is excluded from coverage?

A. No. Eligibility under EPA’s general permits should be applied on a
discharge-specific basis. Thus, a site with multiple discharges can be
covered under two different permits: a general permit for some discharges
and a separate NPDES permit for any discharges excluded from coverage
under the general permit. NPDES States should be contacted for additional
guidance on tl~is issue.

56. Does an industrial facility operating under an EPA industrial general permit
have to apply for a separate permit for all on site construction activities
that disturb more than five acres of land?

A. Storm water discharges from construction activities that disturb five or
more acres of land must be covered under a separate NPDES permit that
specifically addresses storm water discharges from construction activity.
EPA’s industrial storm water general permits do not provide coverage for
storm water discharges from regulated construction activities.
Construction activities that disturb less than five acres of land do not
require a storm water permit at this time. The pollution prevention plan for
the industrial facility must be modified to address site changes due to tibet
amount of construction activity.

57. Can a facility submit one NOI for similar but separately located industrial
facilities which are owned by the same corporation?

A. No. One NOI must be submitted by the operator of each individual facili~
that intends to obtain coverage under.a general permit, regardless of
common ownership.

58. Does an asphalt/concrete batch plant have to submit a new NOI each time
it changes location?

A. Under EPA’s general permits, an NOI must be submitted each time the
plant moves to a new site of operation. However, some authorized States
may have different requirements with respect to asphalt/concrete batch
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plants and, therefore, facilities in such States should contact their
permitting authorities.

59. Who is required to monitor under the conditions of EPA’s storm water
general permits?

A. EPA established tiered monitoring requirements in its final industrial storm
water general permits based on the potential to contribute pollutants to
storm water (4/2/92 Federal Reaister page 11394). Six classes of facilities
are required to monitor semiannually and report annually, ten classes of
facilities are required to monitor annually and keel: the data on site, and all
other classes of facilities are not required to monitor. All facilities
authorized by general permits (including those facilities not otherwise
required to monitor) must still conduct an annual site inspection, except for
inactive mining sites where, this may be iml:ractical due to remote location
and inaccessibility of sites (insl0ection no less than once in three years).
The sixteen classes of facilities that are required to monitor are sl:ecified in
EPA’s industrial general permits (919192 Federal Reaister page 41248),
which are available from the Storm Water Hotline. EPA’s construction
sto’Pm water general permits require periodic inspections in lieu of
monitoring.

60. If an industrial facility that is required to monitor under EPA’s industrial
storm water general permits does not have any exposure of materials or
activities to storm water, does it still have to conduct sampling?

A. Under EPA’s industrial storm water general permits, industrial facilities can
provide a certification in lieu of monitoring results for a given outfall, that
materials and activities are not presently exposed to storm water and will
not be exl:osed during the certification period (see 9/9/92 Federal Reais;~r
page 41314 for a more detailed description). This determination should be
applied on out"fall-by-out’fall basis (e.g., permittses may elect to monitor
certain out’fails while providing certification for others). The certification
must be updated on an annual basis and retained in the pollution
prevention plan. The six classes of facilities that are required to rel:ort
monitoring results annually must submit this certification to the permitting
authority in lieu of the Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR).

61.    Wlthin one drainage area leading to e single outfall, if a facility conducts
two separate industrial activities that are subject to both semiannual and
annual monitoring requirements, which set of monitoring requirements will
apply?

A. If the discharges cannot be segregated, the combined discharge would
subject to both setsof monitoring requirements. In effect, a combined
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discharge could be subject to annual monitoring requirements for certa=n
parameters and semi-annual monitoring for others. If a facility can
segregate the discharges from the different activities, separate monitoring
requirements would apply to each discharge.

62. Is it possible to sample only one of several identical outfails under the
provisions of EPA’s general permits?

Yes. To reduce the mo:~itoring burden on the facility, the permit allows an
operator to sample one outfall where it is substantially identical to the
other outfalls. Permittees that intend to use this provision must justify and
document in writing why one outfall is substantially identical to the others.
Criteria for making this determination are presented in the NPDES Storm
Water Sampling Guidance Document. Facilities using this provision must
include the written justification in their storm water pollution prevention
plan. Facilities that are subject to semiannual monitoring requirements
must submit the justification of why an outfall is substantially identica~l to
the others with the Discharge Monitoring Report:. Other facilities required
to monitor under the permit are not required to submit the justification
unless it is requested by the permitting authority.

63. If a facility had to report under section 313 of the Emergency Planning and
Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA) when its NOI was submitted but
no longer uses the quantity of water priority chemicals that makes such
reporting necessary, is that facility still subject to special requirements in
EPA’s industrial storm water general permits for facilities that handle
EPCRA section 313 water priority chemicals?

A. No. Such facilities are no longer subject to the special EPCRA requirements
contained in EPA’s industrial storm water general permit and should
accordingly modify their pollution prevention plan to indicate the changes
in industrial activity at the facility.

64. Under EPA’s general permits, when and where must Discharge Monitoring
Reports (DMR) be submitted for semi-annual monitoring facilities?

A. DMRs must be submit’ted to the permitting authority according to the
following schedule: a) certa=n EPCRA section 313 facilities and wood
treatment facilities monitor from January to June and July to December
and report no later, than January 28 following the second monitoring
period; b) Primary metal facilities, facilities with coal pile runoff, and
battery reclaime=’s monitor from March to August and September to
February and report no later than April 28; and c) land disposal facilities
monitor from October to March and from April to September and report no
later than October 28. For facilities in non-NPt:)ES States, DMRs must be
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submitl:ecl to the EPA Regional office (Section Xi of this document includes
storm water list of contacts for addresses). In States with approved
NPDES permit programs, DMRs must be sent to the location specified in
the State’s general permit. The general permits in such States may also
have different schedules for submining DMRs than the one sloecified
above.

65. Under the industrial general permit, coal-fired steam electric facilities have
annual monitoring requirements for storm water discharges from coal
handling sites (other than from coal pile runoff). Are access roads
considered coal handling sites?

A. Coal handling sites include those areas of the faciliW where coal is either
loaded or unloaded. Therefore, those portions of access roads where
loading/unloading operations do not occur are not considered to be coal
handling sites and, therefore, are not subject to annual monitoring
requirements under EPA’s general permits.

66. Are there specific numeric effluent limits In EPA’s storm water general
permits?

A. EPA’s general permits establish pollutant discharge limits for total
suspended solids (TSS) and pH in coal pile runoff. In most other
situations, EPA’s industrial storm water general permits focus on storm
water management and the implementation of facility-specific pollution
prevention plans; however, EPA’s industrial general permits also include
State-specific conditions that may include additional numeric effluent
limits.

67.    Whet is ¯ storm water "best management practice" (BMP)?

A. A BMP (defined at 9/9/92 Federal Reoister page 41319) is a technique,
process, activity or structure used to reduce the pollutant content of a
storm water discharge. BMPs include simple, nonstructural methods such
as good housekeeping and preventive maintenance. Additionally, BMPs
may include sophisticated, structural modifications such as the installation
of sediment basins. The focus of EPA’s general permits is on preventative
BMPs which limit the release of pollutants into storm water discharges.
EPA has pubirshed guidance materiels to assist in the selection of
al~propriate BMPs in the preparation of storm water pollution prevention
plans, including: Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities:
Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (PB-
92-235569) and Storm Water Management for Construction Activities:
Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (PB-
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92-235951,1. These Manuals are available from NTIS at (703) ~,87-1650
and the Office of Water Resource Center at (202)260-7786.

68. What should a facility do when the nature of its activities changes?

A. When the nature of a facility’s activities changes, the facility must modify
~he pollution prevention plan accordingly. If the facility is subject to new
monitoring requirements as a result of the changes, sampling must begin at
the start of the next monitoring period.

69. Is there a procedure for notifying EPA when a storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity covered by EPA’s general permit has
been eliminated?

A. Yes. EPA’s general permits include procedures for filing a Notice of
Termination (NOT) form When there is no longer a potential for storm
water discharges associated with industrial activity to occur. Operators of
construction activities can submit an NOT once they have finally stabilized
all areas that were disturbed. For construction activity, final stabilization
meansthat all soil disturbing activities at the site have been completed,,
and that a uniform perennial vegetative cover has been established or
equivalent permanent stabilization measures" (such as the use of riprap,
gabions, or geotextiles) have been employed with a density of 70% of the
previously existing/background cover for unpaved areas and areas not
covered by permanent structures. A copy of the NOT can be found in
Federal Reaister notices dated September 9, 1992 (57 FR 41232 and
=$1341), and September 25, 1992 (57 FR 44434 and 44469).

70. If a NPDES authorized State has general permitting authority but has not
yet finalized an applicable general permit, can ¯ facility still submit an NOI
and assume general permit coverage?

A. No, a faci!ity cannot submit an NOI to obtain coverage under a general
;3ermit until that permit has been finalized. Furthermore, a facility located in
an NPDE$ State cannot seek coverage, under one of EPA’s general permits.

71. Will State general permit requirements vary and to what extent?

A. General permi~ requirements for authorized~NPOES States may vary
considerably because these States develop and issue permits
independently from EPA. However, all NPDES permits must meet
minimum technical and water quality-based requirements of the Clean
Water Act. Permit’tees in NPDES authorized States should consult with
their permitting authorities regarding particular State conditions. Under
EPA’s storm water general permits, State-specific requirements vary
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because of different water quality concerns in different States. Each of
the 1 2. non-authorized States and Territories provided certification that
EPA’s general permits comply with State water quality standards, and
added permit requirements where necessary to achieve compliance with
those standards in the final general permits.

72.    Can discharges from industrial areas at a construction site such as portable
asphalt plants and/or concrete batch plants be covered under EPA’s
construction general permits?

A. No. EPA’s construction general permits only authorize discharges from the
construction area; these permits do not authorize storm water discharges
from industrial activities other than construction that are located on the
construction site. Portable asphalt plants and/or concrete batch plants are
considered to be "industrial activiW," as defined 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(ii).
Therefore, storm water discharges from such industrial activities must be
in compliance with a general or individual storm water permit for industrial
storm water discharges other than construction. At a construction site
which disturbs less than 5 acres of land (and which is, therefore, not
subject to storm water permit application requirements for the construction
activity), the operator of the mobile asphalt or concrete plant still would be
required to obtain storm water permit coverage for discharges from the
plant. Please note that States with approved NPDES permit programs may
allow portable asphalt plants and/or cement batch plants to be covered
under the State’s construction general permit.

IV. Group Applications ,
73. How will group applicants be permitted?

A. EPA is currently developing a model permit using information from Part I
and Part II group applications, and other sources. This model permit will
have sections which address a particular type of industrial activity. When
the model permit is completed, ~he permitting authority (EPA or NPDES
States) then has the option ~o ~rOl~OSe and issue final permits to cover
group members within their s~a~e based upon the model permit.

IV1. Sampling

74. For what paremeters does a facility have to sample under the individual or
group application?
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A. Applicants are required to obtain quantitative data from samOles coilec:ed
during storm events from all outfalls that discharge storm water associated
with industrial activity for the following 13arame~ers: (1) any
limited in an effluent guideline to which the facility is subject; (2) Any
pollutant listed in the facility’s permit for its process wastewater [if the
facility is Oloera~ing under an existing NPDES permit]; (3) Oil and grease,
loll, BODS, COD, T$$, to~ai phosphorous, "3tel Kjeidahl nitrogen, and
nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen; (4) certain toxic pollutants listed in Tables II
and III of the Appendix D to 40 CFR Par[ 122 (also listed as Tables 2F-2
and 2F-3 in the instructions for Form 2F) ~hat are expected ~o
the storm water.

75. For an individual or group application, how many aliquots (portions) of
storm water are needed to obtain e flow-weighted composite?

A. A flow-weighted composite may be taken as a combination of a minimum
of 3 sample aliquots taken in each hour of discharge for the entire event or
for the first three hours of the event, with each aliquot collection being
separated by a minimum of 15 minutes. If the storm event lasts less than
three hours, aliquots should be collected for as long as there is sufficient
flow. Large and medium municipalities may use a different protocol with
respect to time duration between collection of aliquots with approval of
the permitting authority. EPA’s NPDES Storm Water Saml~ting Guidance
Document discusses several ways to estimate flows. [This manual is
available from the Storm Water Hotline (703) 821-4823) and the Office of
Water Resource Center (202)260-7786].

76. How does a facility measure flow if_there are numerous small outfails?

A. Applicants may provide either measurements or estimates of storm water
flows. One possible method for estimeting flow is to create a conveyance
that would combine flows from many of the ouffalls. Alternatively, where
flows are similar, the flow at one out"fall may be measured.to calculate
flows at the other outfells, provided that the method of measurement is
indiceted to the permitting au(horiW. EPA’s NPDES Storm Water SamplTng
Guidance Document discusses several ways to estimate flows. [This
manuel is available from the Storm Water Hotline (703) 821-4823) and t~e
Office of Warier Resource Center (202)260-7786.]

77.    For what parameters is only a grab sample appropriate?

A. When collecting storm water sam!:les, grab samples are required for the
following parameters: pH, teml:erature, cyanide, total phenols, residual
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chlorine, oil and grease, fecal coliform and fecal streptococcus. Both grat3
and composite sample¯ are required for all other pollutants.

78. Do both ¯ grab and a composite sample have to be taken from a 24-hour
holding pond?

A. No. Only a minimum of one grab sample is required to be ~aken.for
effluent from holding ponds or other impoundments witl~ a retention period
of greater than 2,~ hours for the representative event.

79. Can composite and grab samples be taken from separate events?

A. Grab and composite samples for a given outfall should be taken from the
same storm event to provide a be¯is for comparing the data. If this is
impossible, information describing each storm event used for sample
collection should be recorded and submitted with sampling result¯.
However, applicant¯ are advised that the permitting authority may request
data to be collected from only one storm event.

80. Is a facility required to sample all of its out"falls during ¯ single storm
event?

A. No. Unless otherwise specified by the permitting authority, a facility may
sample out’fail¯ during different events provided that the storms meet ~he
criteria established in the application regulations or in the applicable permit
language. Information describing each storm event used for sample
collection should be recorded and submitted with sampling results.

81. If ¯ facility has two conveyances that join and leave the site as one
combined discharge, where should e sample be collected?

A. If the discharge is composed entirely of storm water, the sampling point
should be at the out’fall as it leaves the property, if the discharge is a
combination of process wasteweter and storm water, the storm water
�omponent of the discharge should be sampled before it commingles with
the process waste water discharges, tf sampling at an out"fall at the
property boundaries is impossible because of safety reasons,
inaccessibility, or a poor conveyance, sampling may be done closer to the
discharge source.

82.    How long of I ’dry’ period does a facility need before sampling?

A. A ’dw’ period needs to be at least 72 hours. More specifically, all samples
must be collected from the discharge resulting from a storm event that
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occurs at least 72 hours from the previously measurable (greater tlnan 0.1
inches)_ storm event.

83. If two or more outfalls at a facility have identical discharges, does each
outfail have to be sampled?

A. Where a facility has outfalls that discharge "substantially identical
effluent," the permitting authority may allow the applicant to test only one
outfali and repot1: that the quantitative data are representative of the
substantially identical outfalls. EPA’s NPDES Storm Water Sarn/~/ing
Guidance Document (available from the Storm Water Hotline (703-821-
4823)) provides information on how to prepare this petition, or the
applicant should contact their permitting authority to determine what
information is required.

84. Do analyses for storm water need to be done by ¯ certified lab?

A. There is no Federal requirement to use a certified lab. However, certain
States may require that a certified lab be used. Please note, analyses must
comply with the analytical procedures set out in ~,0 CFR Part 136, as
discussed below.

85. What analytical methods must be used for the pollutants for which
sampling is required?

A. EPA-approved methods must be used where a method for a pollutant has
been promulgated. 40 CFR Part 136 discusses required methods. If there
is no approved method, the applicant may use any suitable method, but
must provide a description of the method in its application. Additional
information on general sampling issues can be obtained through the EPA’s
NPDES Storm Water Sampling Guidance Document. The manual is
available from the Storm Water Hotline (703-821-4823).

IVII. Municipal Permit Applications ;

86. Once a municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) has submitted Part
2 of Its storm .water permit application, when does the term of the permit
actually begin?

A. The term of the permit begins when a permit is issued by the permitting
authority. Pursuant to 40 CFR 1 22.26(e)(7), storm water permits for
discharges from MS4a are to be issued with in one year after submission
of a complete application. Since applications for medium and large
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municipal separate storm sewer systems were due on May 17, 1993 an~l
November 1 6, 1992, respectively, this results in permit issuance by
November 16, 1993 for large municipalities and by May 17, 199a, for
medium municipalities.

87. How is EPA incorporating 1990 census data into the storm water
program?

A. Most of the municipalities that meet the definition of either a large or
medium MS4 based on the results of the 1990 Census have already begur~
to seek an NPDES permit. Headquarters is working with the Regions and
States to determine the best way to incorporate the remaining municipal
entities into the program.

88. How does EPA envision the relationship between large and medium MS4
operators and NPDES permitting authorities in terms of addressing
industrial storm water discharges to MS4s?

A. EPA envisions a partnership between NPOES permitting authorities and
operators of large and medium municipal separate storm sewer systems in
cent=oiling pollutants in storm water discharges associated with industrial
activity through MS4s. In addition, NPDES storm water permits provide a
basis for enforcement actions directly against the owner or operator of the
storm water discharge associated with industrial activity.

A second NPDES permit will be issued to the operator of the large and
medium MS4. This permit will establish the responsibilities of the
municipal operators in controlling pollutants from storm water associated
with industrial activity which discharges through their municipal system.
Under this approach, municipal operators will be able to:

¯ Assist EPA in identifying priority storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity through their system;

¯ Assist EPA in reviewing and evaluating storm water pollution prevention
plans that industrial facilities are required to develop; and

¯ Assist EPA in compliance efforts regarding storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity to their municipal system,

A more complete description of U~is policy is provided in the August 16,
1991 Federal Reaister (56 FR ~,0973).
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VIII. The Intarmodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
(Transportation Act)

89. How did the Transportation Act affect permitting requirements for
municipalities under 100,000?

A. Storm water discharges from certain industrial activities owned or operated
by municipalities with a population of less than 100,000 people were
granted a moratorium from the October 1, 1992 deadline for storm water
permit applications. Exceptions to this moratorium include discharges from
powerplants, airports and uncontrolled sanitary landfills.

90. How does the Transportation Act impact privately owned or operated
industrial activities located in municipalities under 100,0007

A. The provisions of the Transportation Act specifically address oublictv
owned or operated industrial activities. Privately owned facilities ~hat have
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity, as defined at ~,0
CFR 122.26(b)(14), must submit a permit application regardless of the size
of the population of the municipality in which they are located.

91. What is an "uncontrolled sanitary landfill?"

A. An uncontrolled sanitary landfill (discussed in the 412192 Federal Rea_is~er,
page 1 1410) is a landfill or open dump, whether in operation or closed,
that, does not satisfy the runon/runoff requirements established pursuant ~o
subtitle D of the Solid Waste Disposal Act. However, landfills closed prior
to October 9, 1991 are not subject tO RCRA runon/runoff requirements,
and therefore need not submit storm water permit applications if they are
located in municipalities of less than 100,000 population. Landfills closed
after October 9, 1991 and others that meet the above definition would be
subject to the storm water permit application requirements.

92. If a municipally-owned sewage treatment plant is located in a municipaliW
with a population of ~ than 100,000 people, but the service population
is ~ than 100,000 people, is the facility subject to the permitting
requirements?

A. Yes, because service populations are used in determining population for
publicly-owned treatment works [POTWs] (April 2, 1992 Federal Reoister
page 11394). Additionally, where one sewer district operates a num0er of
POTWs, the entire service population of the district will be used to
determine the applicable population classification of all the POTW.s
operated by the district. For example, if a district with a cumulative
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service population of 160,000 operates two sewage treatment plants, one
of which serves 120,000 and the other which serves 40,000, both plants
will be considered to be owned or operated by a municipality with a
population of 100,000 or more.

93.    If a construction operation disturbing five or more acres is owned by s
small municipality (a population of less t~an 100,000 people)but operated
by a private contractor, is the activity regulated?

A. No. if the construction activity is either owned or operated by a
municipality with a population of less than 100,000 it would not be
required to obtain a storm water permit during Phase I of the storm water
program. Some States, however, may require that an application be
submitted.

IIX. 9th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals Decision

94. What is the current status of light manufacturing facilities without
exposure end construction activities under five acres, pursuant to the 9th
Circuit Court decision?

A. The 9th Circuit Court decision remanded two "exemptions" provided in the
NPDES storm water permit application regulations for light manufacturing
facilities without exposure and construction activities under five acres
(11/16190 Federal Resister page 48066). Both exemptions were
remanded for further proceedings. In response to these two remands, the
Agency intends to conduct further ruiemakings on both the light
manufacturing and construction activities under five acres. In the
December 18, 1992, Federal Resister, the Agency stated that it is ~
~ permit applications from construction activity under five acres or
light industr~f without exposure until this further rulemaking is completed.

IX. of the Storm Water Program"Phase II

95. What i= the difference between Phase i and Phase II of the NPOES storm
water program?

A. In the Water Quality Act of 1987, Congress mandated that EPA establis~
storm water control programs in two phases. While the first Phase I was
defined on November 16, 1990, Phase II regulations were to be
promulgated by October 1, 1992. However, the Water Resources
Development Act (eRDA) of 1992 extended deadlines for Phase il of the
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storm water program as follows: 1) EPA must issue Phase II regulations
by October 1, 1993; and 2) Definite for Phase Ii sources may not be
required 13y EPA or the State prior to October 1, 1994. EPA is currently
develo!3ing regulations that will implement Phase II of the storm water
program. (See Question #1 for more information on Phase I).

96. Will all storm water discharges that are not regulated under Phase I be
regulated under Phase II of the storm water program (e.g., service stations,
retai! and wholesale businesses, parking lots, municipalities with
populations of less than 100,000)?

A. Not necessarily. Statutory provisions require that EPA, in consultation
with State and local officials, issue regulations that designate additional
Phase I! sources for regulation to I~rotect water quality. EPA is currently
develol:)ing approaches to identify and control high risk Phase II sources.
EPA requested initial public comments on a variety of Phase II issues on
Sel:~tember 9, 1992 (57 FR 41344). As Dan: of 1:his process, EPA is
considering all sources of storm water not regulated under Phase i for
potential coverage uncler Phase II.
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APPENDIX E

GROUP APPLICATION PART 2 SAMPLING DATA AND INDUSTRY

DESCRIPTIONS ORGANIZED BY INDUSTRY SECTOR

This appendix contains summary descriptions for the 31 industrial sectors that were

identified in the group application pbrtion of the Phase I permitting process (four of the

sectors were comolidated into two sectors for permit development purposes). The

summaries describe the industrial activities, significant materials, and pollutants of concern

that were listed in the applications submitted by the industry groups. The descriptions also

contain tables which summarize the sampling data submitted by the groups. The tables list

the mean values, median values, 95th percentile values, for the grab and composite samples

and the mean, median and 90th percentile values for NURP data for a portion of the

pollutants sampled within each sector.
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Appendix E

INDUSTRIAL SECTORS/GROUP APPLICATIONS

SECTOR ACTIVITIES REPRESENTED
1 Lumber and Wood Products
2 Paper and Allied Products
3 Chemicals and Allied Products
4 Asphalt and Lubricant Manufacturers
5 Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete Products
6 Primary Metal Industries
7 Metal Mining
8 Coal and Lignite Mining
9 Oil and Gas Extraction
10 Mining and Quarrying of Nonmetallic Minerals
11 Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal Facilities
12 Industrial Landfills, Land Application Sites and Open Dumps ’
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts
14 Scrap and Waste Materials
15 Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities
16 Railroad Transportation
17 Local and Suburban Transit and Interurban Highway Passenger Transportation

Motor Freight Transportation
United States Postal Service
Petroleum Bulk Stations

18 Water Transportation
19 Ship Building and Repairing

Boat Building and Repairing
20 Transportation By Air
22 Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants
23 Food and Kindred Products

Tobacco Products
24 Textile Mill Products

Apparel "and Other Finished Products Made From Fabrics and Similar Materials
25 Furniture and Fixtures Manufacturing
26 Printing Publishing and Allied Indusmes
27 Rubber and Misc. Plastic Products
28 Leather and Leather Products
29 Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Transportation Equipment

Jewelry, Silverware, and Plated Ware
30 Industrial and Commercial Machinery (Except Computer and Office Equipment)

Transportation Equipment
31 Electronic and other Electrical Equipment and Components

Measuring, Analyzing, and Controlling Instruments; Photographic and Optical Goods;
Watches and Clocks
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Appendix E

Sector 1: Timber Products Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 24 (except
2434)." Storm water discharges covered include those from establishments that cut timber
and pulpwood, merchant sawmills, lath mills, shingle mills, cooperage stock mills, planing
mills, and plywood and veneer mills that produce lumber and wood basic materials; and
establishments that manufacture finished articles made entirely of wood or related materials.
These facilities use wood as their primary raw material. Industrial activities include the
following:

Log Storage and Handling activities include loading and unloading of logs onto trucks or
railroad cars for transport to other facilities, log sorting, and storage of logs. In addition,
some cutting may be performed, such as chopping off tree branches and sectioning of tree
trunks for easier handling during transport. Chipping may be performed at facilities serving
pulp industries. Residues generated at these sites may include bark, coarse sawdust, and
wood chunks.

Untreated Wood Lumber and Residue Generation Activities occur at the following: saw
and planing mills (SIC group 242); millwork, veneer, plywood and structural wood member
manufacturing facilities (SIC group 243); wood container manufacturing facilities (SIC group
244); wood building and mobile home manufacturing facilities (SIC group 245); and
miscellaneous wood product manufacturers (SIC group 249). These facilities may engage in
one or more activities such as log washing, bark removal, milling, sawing, resawing edging,
trimming, planing, machining, air drying, and kiln drying. Some facilities generate residue
as a product, while other facilities may generate residues as a waste product. A summary of
the residues generated include: bark, wood chips, planer shavings, and sawdust.

Wood Surface Protection Activities are accomplished by one of the following three
methods: spraying, dipping, and green chain operations. Industrial activities at saw mills
with the potential to contaminate storm water include spills from surface protection areas,
storage and mixing tank areas, treated wood drippage, transport or storage areas,
maintenance and shop areas, and areas used for treatment/disposal of wastes. Fugitive
emissions from negative pressure spraying activities and hand spraying surface protection
formulations may also result in the contamination of storm water.

Wood Preservation Activities are accomplished by two steps. First, the moisture content of
wood is reduced to increase its permeability (this is referred to as conditioning). After
conditioning, wood is impregnated with a preservative for fire retardency, insecticidal
resistance, and/or fungicidal resistance. Then, the wood stock is often subject to cleaning in
order to remove excess preservative prior to stacking treated lumber products outside.

Wood Assembly/Fabrication Activities such as the fabrication of fiberboard, insulation
board, and hardboard may involve the use of wax emulsions, paraffin, aluminum sulfate,
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Appendix E

melamine formaldehyde, and miscellaneous thermosetting resins. These chemicals may be
introduced as part of the board formation process or as a coating to maintain the board’s
integrity. In the formation of fiberboard/insulation board/hardboards, the digestion of pulp
and fiber by mechanical, thermal, and sometimes chemical means takes place. Another
operation which involves resinous agents is the formation of veneer. In this process, veneer
is placed in hot ponds or vats to soften the wood. Veneer strips are removed and often
bound by glue or a resinous agent. Glues are also used in the assembly of wood
components. Other types of activities include the f’mishing of wood products. Stains, paints,
lacquers, varnish, water repellents and sealants, etc. may be applied to some of the wood
products.

Significant materials at timber products facilities which can contribute pollutants to storm
water include: uncut logs, wood bark, wood chips wood shavings, sawdust, green lumber,
rough and f’mished lumber, other waste wood material, non-hazardous wood ash, above and
below ground fuel storage tanks, f’mishing chemicals, solvents and cleaners, petroleum,
herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers, sawmill equipment, material handling equipment, boiler
water treatment chemicals, scrap metals, scrap equipment and plastics, boiler blowdown
water, and leachate from decaying organic matter.

Pollutants from timber products facilities generally include biological oxygen demand
(BODS), total suspended solids (TSS), chemical oxygen demand (COD), leachate, wood
wastes, chemicals, heavy metals, and pH.

Table E-1
Sumnmry Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 1

~tlu~ ~. ~ M~ 95~~ No., ~,, M~

BOD5 1~! 39.63 13.~ 193.~; ~ 45.37 17.~ 135.50 !2.~ 9,~ 15.~
COD 19~ 2~.~ 131.~ 15~.~[ I98 242.50 122.50 i080.~ 82~ ~,~ 1~.~
Copper 32 0.05 0.03 0.16i ~ 0.~ 0.03 0.12 0.~ 0.~] 0.~
~ad 0.18 0.t4~ 0.35

NO~+NO~-N t~ 0.95 0.32 2.20; I~ 0.75 0.34 1.79 0:86 0.68i t.75
Oil & Grebe ~ 15.21 2.20 55.~
P, Total I~ 23.91 0.29 2.66 1~ 6.29 0.30 1.72 0,42 0,33 0.70
pH 21 ] 7.17 7.30 8.56
~ I~ 2.57 1.62 9.261 [88 2.32 1.50 7.50 L~ 1.50 3.30

TSS ~ 1108.42 242.~ 48~.~ ~ 575.27 230.~ 2288.~ 180.~
ZMc 16 0.47 0.37 1.70 15 0.36 0.30 1.20 0.20 0.16 0.50
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Appendix E

Sector 2: Paper And Allied Products Manufacturing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 26
(except 265 and 267)." Storm water discharges covered include those from establishments
primarily engaged in the manufacture of pulps from wood and other cellulose fibers, and
from rags; manufacture paper and paperboard; and the manufacture of paper and paperboard
into converted products, such as paper coated off the paper machine, paper bags, paper
boxes, and envelopes. This major group also includes facilities which manufacture bags of
plastics film and sheet.

Significant materials include fuels (diesel and gasoline), lumber, paper, and paperboard.

Pollutants of concern include total suspended solids (TSS), biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), and chemical oxygen demand (COD).

Table E-2
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 2

Grab Samples (mgil} Composite Samples (ral[t!) NLrRp R~sulls. (mgi1}

Pollutant No. Mean Median! 95%    No, Mean Median 95% M~,n Median 90%
BOD5 t21 34.72 8.001 115.00 t1.1 24.25 8.00 93.00 t~.001 9,00. I5.(~
COD 121 191.69 61.00 740.00" 1.I3 133.90, 51.00 530.00 82.00 65.00
[Copper 2 0.03 0.03 0.05 2 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.04 0.04 0,09
Lead 2, 0.05 0.05 0.09 2 0.03 0.03~ 0.05 0.I8 0.14, 0.35
NO2+NO~-N 121 .095 0.50 3.93 let 0.76 0.47 2.44 0.86 0.68 t.75
Oil & Grease t22 3.69 1.00 15.00 NR NR NR
P, Total t20i 0.39 0.18 1.06 1!1 0.36 0.16 0.91 0.42 0.~3 0,70
pH t21i 6.97 8.22: NR NR NR
TKN t2,!i 3.83 1.76 10.20 t12 3.17 1.77 10. I0 t.90 !,50 3.30
TSS ~21] 152.98 41.00 520.00~ tit 44.04 13.00 198.00 1,80.0(t t00,00 300.0(
Zinc 1t 0.62 0,62 0.62 1 0.78 0.78 0.78 0;20 0,,t6
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Appendix E

Sector 3: Chemical and Allied Products Manufacturing Facilities

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 28 (except 283 and
285)." Storm water discharges covered include those from establishments primarily engaged
in manufacturing: industrial inorganic chemicals; plastic and synthetic materials; cleaning
agents; paint products and varnishes; industrial organic chemicals; fertilizers; adhesives;
explosives; and printing ink. Also covered are storm water discharges from facilities which
manufacture inks and paints under SIC 3952. Storm water discharges from drug
manufacturing facilities (SIC 283) are not covered.

Pollutants at chemical and allied product facilities include Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Copper, Manganese, and Zinc.

Table E-3
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 3

Grab Samples (rag/l) Composite Samples (rag/l) NURP Resuit~ (rag/l)

Pollutant No,    Mean Median 95% No, Meart Median 95% Mean Media~ 90

BOD5 t65 36.42 7.00 67.00 t56 11.74 6.00 45.00 t2,00 9.00 t5.00

COD t681 96.14 57.50 290.00 t59 77.24 41.00 320.00 82.00 65.00 140.00

Copper 51 0.19 0.01 0.21! ’46 0.12 0.00 0.19 0.04 0.04 0.09

Lead 47! 0.07 0.01 0.17 42 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.18 0,14 0.35

NO2+NO~-N 164’~ 5.83 0.80 16.00 154 4.29 0.82 17.00 0.86 0.68 t.75

fOil & Grease t69 3.75 0.50 16.30 NR NR NR

P, Total t70i 2.82 0.24 12.10 t58 9.51 0.23 16.40 0.4] 0.33

pH t66 6.94 7.10 8.50 NR N’R

!TKN t71 15.50 1.90 27.001 !59 18.30 1.70 23.70 1,90 1.50 3,30

TSS 1691 200.33 40.00 793.001 159 93.67 25.00 453.00 180.00 t00.00 300.00

Zinc 75’: 2.II 0.24 7.701 70 1.74 0.24 4.20 0.20 0.t6 0.50
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Appendix E

Sector 4: Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials Manufacturers and Lubricant
Manufacturers

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with an industrial activity, includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
category (ii) which identifies facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
code 29." This covers storm water discharges associated with industrial activities at facilities
with a primary SIC code of 2951 (Asphalt Paving Mixtures and Blocks), 2952 (Asphalt Felts
and Coatings), and 2992 (Lubricating Oils and Greases) including portable plants.
Hereinafter, facilities with primary SIC codes 2951 or 2952 will be referred to as ’Asphalt
Facilities,’ and facilities with primary SIC code 2992 as ’Lubricant Manufacturers.’

Facilities manufacturing asphalt concrete, paving materials, or block, are classified as SIC
code 2951. Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing asphalt roofing products, such as
asphalt felts, shingles, and other products including tars, pitch, and roofing cements, are
identified as SIC 2952. Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing oils and lubricants are
identified as SIC 2992.

Manufacturers of Asphalt Paving Mixtures and Blocks: These facilities stockpile a
variety of raw materials such as sand, gravel, crushed limestone, and recycled asphalt
products (RAP). These facilities produce asphalt concrete, and may also mold and cure
asphalt concrete products such as asphalt blocks. There are two types of facilities associated
with these activities, batch plants and drum plants.

Manufacturers of Roof’mg Materials: Manufacturers classified in standard industrial code
2952 typically produce roofing felts, and impregnated roofing felts (shingles) and other
products, such as tar papers, impregnated asphalt siding, expansion joints, roofing cements,
tars and pitches. Many of the roofing products consist of materials coated with asphalt
purchased from a vendor and then cured and stored out of doors until shipped.

Manufacturers of Lubricating Oils and Greases: Facilities primarily engaged in blending,
compounding, and re-refuting lubricating oils and greases from purchased mineral, animal,
and vegetable materials are identified as SIC code 2992. SIC code 2992 includes
manufacturers of metalworking fluids, cutting oils. gear oils, hydraulic brake fluid,
transmission fluid, and other automotive and industrial oil and greases.

Significant materials at these facilities include additives, asphalt, asphalt cement, asphalt
concrete, asphalt felt, asphalt release agents, asphalt shingles, crushed stone, fuel, granite,
gravel, limestone, lubricants, mineral spirits, oil, quartzite rock, reclaimed asphalt pavemem,
sand, sandstone, and slag. The pollutants of concern at facilities which manufacture asphalt
and lubricant include total, suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease, chemical oxygen demand
(COD), and fuel wastes.
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AppendLx E

Table E-4
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 4

Grab Samptes (rag/l) Composite Samples (rag/l) NI.FRP Resu~ (m~/I)

Pollutant No. Mean Mediatt g5% No. Mean Mediatt! 95% Mean i Me~lian 90%

BOD5 ~I 39.99 7.00 47.0( ~I 10.87 4.00! 22.00 12.00 9,(X 15.00

COD 6~ 151.55 48.00 485.00 53 86.93 50.00 375.00 82,00 65.00 140.00

Copper 0.04 0,04 0.09

Lead 0.18 0,14 0.35

NO2+NO~-N 62 0,97 0,31 2.63 52 0.82 0.03 2.43 0.86 0.68 1,75

Oil & Grease 64 5.89: 1.25 28.00 NP, NR NR

P. Total 63 0.37 0.13 1.65 541 0.28 0.15 1.28 0.42 0.33 0.70

pH 59 7. i 7. I 8.80 NR NR NR

TKN 63 2.13 1.13 7.16 51 1.63 0.99 6.28 t.90 1.50 3.30

TSS 63 286.67: 93.00 1330.00 5~i 165.03 46.00 860.00 180.00 I00.00 300.00

Zinc 0.20 O. 16 0.50
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Appendix E

Sector 5: Glass, Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Product Manufacturing
Facilities

The detrmition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (ii) which identifies facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code 32."

Glass Product. Manufacturing - Facilities primarily engaged in the manufacturing of glass
and glassware, or manufacturing glass products from purchased glass are classified under
standard industrial groups 321-323. Manufacturing processes include the storage of raw
materials, weighing the materials, charging, melting and forming. Significant materials may
include silica sand, limestones, feldspars, borates, soda ash, boric acid, potash and barium
carbonate.

Cement Manufacturing - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing hydraulic cement
(e.g., portland, natural, masonry, and pozzolana cements) are identified as SIC code 3241.
The three basic steps in cement manufacturing are: 1) proportioning, grinding and blending
raw materials; 2) heating raw materials to produce a hard, stony substance known as
"clinker"; and 3) combining the clinker with other materials and grinding the mixture into a
fine powdery form.

Clay Product Manufacturing - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing clay products,
including brick, tile (clay or ceramic), or pottery products are classified as standard industrial
groups 325 and 326. Although clay product manufacturing facilities produce a wide variety
of f’mal products, there are several similar processing steps shared by most facilities in this
industry: 1) storage and preparation of raw materials; 2) forming; 3) drying; 4) firing; and
5) cooling. Manufacturers classified as standard industrial groups 325 and 326 typically use
clay (common, silt, kaolin and/or phyllite) and shale (mud, red, blue and/or common) as
their primary raw materials. Raw materials are generally stored outside.

Concrete Products - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing concrete products,
including ready-mixed concrete, are identified as SIC group 327. Although concrete product
facilities in SIC group 327 produce a variety of final products, they all have common raw
materials and activities.

Concrete products manufacturers combine cement, aggregate, and water to form concrete.
Aggregate generally consists of: sand, gravel, crushed stone, cinder, shale, slag, clay, slate,
pumice, vermiculite, scoria, perlite, diatomite, barite, limonite, magnetite, or ilmenite.
Admixtures including fly ash, calcium chloride, triethanolamine, calcium salt, lignosulfunic
acid, vinosol, saponin, keratin, sulfonated hydrocarbon, fatty acid glyceride, vinyl acetate,
and styrene copolymer of vinyl acetate may be added to obtain desired characteristics, such
as slower or more rapid curing times.
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Gypsum Products Manufacturing - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing plaster,
wallboard, and other products composed wholly or partially of gypsum (except plaster of
paris and papier-mhch6) are classified as SIC code 3275. The gypsum product manufacturing
process begins with calcining the gypsum: finely ground raw gypsum (referred to as "land
plaster") is fed into imp mills or calcining kettles where extreme heat removes 75 percent of
the gypsum’s molecular moisture. The result is a dry powder called stucco, which is cooled
and conveyed to storage bins. To produce wallboard, stucco is fed into pin mixers where it
is blended with water and other additives to produce a slurry. The slurry is then applied to
continuous sheets of paper to form wallboard. In addition to producing wallboard, some
facilities may combine stucco with additives (excluding water) to produce plaster.

As a result of the industrial activities such as materials handling and storage and other
industry specific activities, pollutants of concern include: total suspended solids (TSS),
chemical oxygen demand (COD), oil and grease, lead, aluminum, zinc, potassium and
sulfate.

Table E-5
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 5

Grab Sample~ (rag/l} Composite Samples (mg/O NURP Results (rag/l}

Pollutant No, Mean !Median 95% No. Mean Median 95% Mea~ Media~ 90%

BOD5 310 14.30 5.00! 32.00 300 7.32’ 4.20 26.00 I2.(~3 9.00 t5.00

COD 313 107.47 51.30 317.00 302 77.531 43.15 240.00 82.00 65.00 140.00

Copper 6 0.13 0.02 0.40 5i 0.16 0.04 0.40 0.04 0.04 0.09

Lead 15 0.24 0.01 3.30 15! 0.25 0.01 3.40 0,18 0,14 0.35

NOz+NO~-N .303 1.99 0.60 3.03 292~ 1.40 0.55 3.03 0.86 0,68 t.75

Oil & Grease 315 4.67 1.40 17.10! NR NI~ NR

!P, Total 313 1.21 0.28 4.96’ 300 0.87 0.25 3.24 0,42 0.33 0.70

pH 297 8.59 8.50 11.30 1~ NR blR

TKN 3~4 3.82 1.16 7.00 292 2.37 1.00 5.00 1,90 1.50 3~30

TSS 31I 1066.79 200.00 2620.00302 385.51 149.00 14~0.00 180.(~0 t00,0~ 300.00

Zinc 8 0.35 0.14 1.17 7 0.39 0.18 1.12 0.20 0.t6i 0.50
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Appendix

Sector 6: Primary Metals Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "(ii) facilities
classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 33 [primary metals facilities]." Storm
water discharges covered include those from the following types of activities: Steel works,
blast furnaces, and rolling and f’mishing mills (SIC 331); Iron and steel foundries (SIC 332)
Primary smelting and ref’ming of nonferrous metals (SIC 333); Secondary smelting and
refining of nonferrous metals (SIC 334); Rolling, drawing, and extruding of nonferrous
metals (SIC 335); Nonferrous foundries (SIC 336); and Miscellaneous primary metal
products, not elsewhere classified (SIC 339).

Facilities in the primary metals industry are typically involved in one or more of the
following general operations: raw material storage and handling; furnace and oven related
processes; preparation of molds, casts, or dies; metal cleaning, treating and finishing; and
waste handling and disposal.

Pollutants at primary metals facilities include Aluminum, Copper, Iron, Manganese, Total
Suspended Solids (TSS), and Zinc.

Table E-6
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 6

Pollutant No. Mean Medlan,      ,, 95%        , ,,    No,, i,Mean :.,Media~         , 95%Mean iMedian 90%

BOD5 1631 32.15 11.00 83.00 140 34.08 8.30 61.50 12.00 9,00 15.00

COD t62 221.34 70.50 870.00 ’ t5I 109.84 60.00 420.00 82.00 65,00 140.00

Copper 143i 3.46 0.10 3.40 t31 2.25 0.07 3. i0 0~04 ~;04 0,09

Lead t36~ 0.78 0.02 t.41 t25: 0.19 0.02 1.00 0,1,8 0.t4 0,35

NO2+NO~-N 148 1.17 0,68 3.60 !35 1.38 0.77 4.30 0,86 (1.68i t.75

Oil & Grease 163 8.88 1.00 47.00 NR NI~~ NR

P, Total t63 1.25 0.17 1.80 t49 0.521 0.14 0.96 0,42~, 0.33 0.70

pH ~63 7.07 7.30~ 8.90 NR NR NR

ITKI~ [60 3.56 1.98 13.00 t491 3.05 1.60 9.70 1.90: 1.50 3.3~

TSS ~62 368.45! 71.75 1700.00! t49! 162.28 69.00 7t7.001 180.00I00,O0 300;0~

Zinc t44 8.85 0~46 11.80 132’ 6.55 0.43 9.67~ 0.20 0,16 0.5~
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Sector 7: Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing)                          ~

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (iii) facilities classified by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 10
through 14 including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas coal mining
operations no longer meeting the definition of reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(1)
because the performance bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has
been released, or except for areas of non-coal mining operations which have been released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil
and gas exploration production, processing or treatment operations, or transmission facilities
that discharge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with
any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, f’mished products, byproducts or waste
products located on the site of such operations." The following is a listing of the types of
mining/milling facilities that are covered under SIC code 10:

¯ Iron Ores (SIC 1011)
¯ Copper Ores (SIC 1021)
¯ Lead and Zinc Ores (SIC 1031)
¯ Gold Ores (SIC 1041)
¯ Silver Ores (SIC 1044)
¯ Ferroalloy Ores, Except Vanadium (SIC 1061)
¯ Metal Mining Services (SIC 1081)
¯ Uranium-Radium-Vanadium Ores (SIC 1094)
¯ Miscellaneous Metal Ores, Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 1099)

The term "metal mining" includes all ore mining and!or dressing and beneficiating
operations, whether performed at mills operated in conjunction with the mines served or at
mills, such as custom mills, operated separately. The above establishments are primarily
engaged in mining, developing mines, or exploring for metallic minerals (ores). This group
also includes all ore dressing and beneficiating operations, whether performed at mills
operated in conjunction with the mines served or at mills, such as custom mills, operated
separately. These include mills which crush, grind, wash, dry, sinter, calcine, or leach ore,
or perform gravity separation or flotation operations.

Pollutants of concern include total suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (TDS),
heavy metals, oil and grease, dust, and turbidity.
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Table E-7
Sunnnary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 7

Grab Samptes (ra!!l) Composite Samptes (m~tl) NURP Resutts (m.g!l)
Pollutant No. Mean .: Mediar 95%    No. Mean Median. 95% Me~ Med~ 90%

!BOD5 18 10.02 9.00 27.00 12 10.63 6.00 44.00 I2.00 9.00 15.00
COD 18 144.54 71.10 630.00 15 i95.07 160.00 740.00 82.00 65.00
Copper I9 3.88 0.14 46.80 i3 0.59 0.09 3.40 0.64 0.04
Lead 23 0.89 0.00 1.20 13 6.07 0.05 65.00 0.18 O.14 0.35
NO2+NO3-N 16 I.I0 0.75 5.30 13 0.90 0.86 2.10~ 0.86 0.68 1.75
Oil & Grease 16 2.36 0.00 22.00 NR! NR NR
P, Total 21 1.83 0.30 11.00 16 1.06 0.38 7.00 0.42 0.33 0.70
pH 24 7.23 7.45 8.00 NR NR NR
TKN 15 3.27 2.60 9.40 !3 3.39 3.20 11.80 Lg(} 1.501 3.30
TSS

I 17
6995.78 403.00 100000.00 15 623.09! 330.00~ 3049.00 180.00 100.00i 300.00

Zinc !4 3.04 0.59 16.30 8 3.87 0.66i 20.90 0.20 0.161 0.50
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Sector 8: Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Facilities

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (iii) facilities classified by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 10
through 14 including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas coal mining
operations no longer meeting the definition of reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(1)
because the performance bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has
been released, or except for areas of non-coal miaing operations which have been released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil
and gas exploration production, processing or treatment operations, or transmission facilities
that discharge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with
any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, f’mished products, byproducts or waste
products located on the site of such operations." Coal mining activities are classified as
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 12, and includes the following operations:

¯ Bituminous Coal and Lignite Surface Mining (SIC 1221)
¯ Bituminous Coal Underground Mining (SIC 1222)
¯ Anthracite Mining (SIC 1231)
¯ Coal Mining Services (SIC 1241)

Storm water discharges are covered at all inactive facilities and only from haul roads and rail
lines at active facilities. Haul roads are non-public roads on which coal or coal refuse is
conveyed. Access roads are non-public roads providing light vehicular traffic within the
facility property and to public roadways. Railroad spurs, sidings, and internal haulage lines
are rail lines used for hauling coal within the facility property and to off-site commercial
railroad lines or loading areas. Inactive coal mines and related areas are abandoned and
other inactive mines, refuse disposal sites and other mining-related areas.

Significant materials include coal, refuse coal, used equipment, and other equipment used to
haul coal.

Pollutants of concern include total suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (TDS),
turbidity, oil and grease, dust, heavy metals, and acid/alkaline wastes.
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Table E-8
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 8

~ov5 7 3.~3 ~.,0 ’~.~ *. ’~.i~ 3.’~ ~7.~0 ~2.~ ~.~ ~.~
COD t3 16.45 6.~ 83.~ 8 26.86 13.50 115.~
Copper t 0.~i 0.~ 0.~ 2 0.~ 0.~ 0.~
Lead 2 0.02 0.~ 0.~ 2 0.~ 0.~ 0.~    0.I8 0,t4 0.35

NOz+NO3-N 8 0.77 0.40 3.12 ’6 I.~ 0.61 3.1~ 0.~2 ~,68    i.75
Off & Grease t9 2.17 1.20; 13.~
P, Total 8 0.12 0.~ 0.66 5 0.12 0.~ 0.58 0~42~ 0,33 0,70
pH 2t 7.~ 7.58 8.45’
~ 9~ 2.56 2.~ 5.20 8 2.65 1.46 7.40 t.~ !.50 3.30
TSS I0~ 5~7.~ 150.~ 332~.~ 8 689.75 251.~ 3880.~ 180.~ l~.~ 3~.~
Z~c 2~ 0.17 0.17 0.30 2 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.20 0.16 0.50
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Sector 9: Oil and Gas Extraction Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (iii)...oil and gas exploration production, processing or treatment operations, or
transmission facilities that discharge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has
come into contact with any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished
products, byproducts or waste products located on the site of such operations." Oil and gas
extraction facilities are classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 13. The
activities subject to storm water regulations include the following types of operations:

¯ Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas (SIC 1311)
¯ Natural Gas Liquids (SIC 1321)
¯ Drilling Oil and Gas Wells (SIC 1321)
¯ Oil and Gas Field Exploration Services (SIC 1382)
¯ Oil and Gas Field Services, Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 1389)

Table E-9
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 9

Grab Samples (rag/l} Composit~ ~impMs (mg/l~ NURP Results (mgtl)
Po!lutant No.    Mean Median 95% No. Mean Median 95% Mean Median 90%

BOD5 35 13.79 9.75 44.00! 33 10.59 7.00 21.80 [2.t10 9.00] 15.00
COD 36 140.12 82.00 352.001 31 115.94 92.00 445.00 ’ 82,00 65.00140.0~
Copper 0.04 0.04 0.09
Lead O.lg 0,14 0.35
NO~+NO3-N 35 0.52 0.15 4.10 31 0.60 0.12 3.30 0.86 0,68 t,75
Oil & Grease 36i 10.18 3.00 49.00 NR NR NVR

P, Total 36 15.82 0.18 144.90 33 3.41 0.07 19.46 0,42 0.3:~ 0.70
pH 361 7.45 7.14 9.41 NR N’R hrR

TKN 36 1.39 0.76 5.20 30 1.69 0.93 5.67 t.90 1,50 3.30
TSS 37 353.00 75.00 1520.00 30 413.00 48.00 2056.00 180.00 I00,0( 300.00
Zinc 0.20 O, t6 0.50
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Sector 10: Mineral Mining and Processing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...(iii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications 10 through 14 (mineral
industry) including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas of coal mining
operations no longer meeting the definition of a reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(I)
because the performance bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has
been released, or except for areas of non-coal mining operations which have been released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil
and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations, or storm water
contaminated by contact with, any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished
products, by-products or waste products located on the site of such operations."

Mineral mining and processing facilities subject to storm water regulations include the
following types of operations:

¯ Dimension Stone, (SIC Code 1411);
* Crushed and Broken Limestone, (SIC Code 1422);
¯ Crashed and Broken Granite, (SIC Code 1423);
¯ Crushed and Broken Stone, (SIC Code 1429);
¯ Construction Sand and Gravel, (SIC Code 1442);
¯ Industrial Sand and Gravel, (SIC Code 1446);
¯ Kaolin and Ball Clay, (SIC Code 1455);
¯ Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Minerals, (SIC Code 1459);
¯ Potash, Soda, and Borate Minerals, (SIC Code 1474);
¯ Phosphate Rock, (SIC Code 1475);
¯ Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining, (SIC Code 1479); and
¯ Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Minerals, Except Fuels, (SIC Code 1499).

There are typically three phases to a mining operation: the exploration and construction
phase; the active phase; and the reclamation phase. The exploration and construction phase
entails exploration and a certain amount of land disturbance to determine the financial
viability of a site. Construction includes building of site access roads, and removal of
overburden and waste rock to expose ruinable ore. These land-disturbing activities are
significant potential sources of storm water contaminants. The active phase includes each
step from extraction through production of a saleable product. The active phase may include
periods of inactivity due to the seasonal nature of these mineral mining activities. The final
phase of reclamation is intended to return the land to its pre-mining state. Non-metallic
minerals are recovered using four basic forms of extraction techniques: open pit, open face
or quarry mining; dredging; solution mining; and underground mining. Each type of
extraction method may be followed by varying methods of beneficiation and processing.

Storm water discharges covered include all discharges where precipitation and run-on come
into contact with significant materials commonly found at mining facilities which include:
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overburden; waste rock; sub-ore piles; railings; petroleum-based products; solvents and
detergents; manufactured products; and other waste materials. This includes storm water
discharges from haul roads, access roads, and rail lines used or traveled by carriers of raw
materials, manufactured products, waste materials, or by-products created by the facility. In
addition, overflows from facilities governed by effluent limitation guidelines with
impoundments such as settling or sedimentation ponds, railings ponds or piles, or other
impoundments designed to contain a 10-year, 24-hour storm event are also covered.

Because of the land-disturbing nature of the mineral mining and processing industry,
contaminants of concern generated by industrial activities in this industry include total
suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (TDS), turbidity, pH, dust, heavy metals,
solvents, and otis.

Table E-10
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 10

Grab Samples (rag/l) Coraposim S~mpies (rag/l) NURP Results (rag/l)

Pollutant No, Mean ! Median 95%.    No. Mean Median. 95% Mean Median 90%

BOD5 55 7.09 5.00 24.00 5t 6.89 5.00 17.00 12.00 9.00 [5.00
COD 56 58.79 33.00 247.00 5! 66.20 37.00 185.00 82.00 65.00~ [40.00

Copper 6 0.05 0.01 0.15 4i 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04

Lead 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 4’~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.14 0.35
NO2+NOz-N 50 0.98 0.65 3.00 45i 1.27 0.76 4.17 0.86 0,681 1.75
Oil & Grease 60 1.08 0.00 5.45 NR NR NR

P, Total 55 0.84 0.20 4.69 5t 1.13 0.24 2.61 0.42 0.33 0,70

pH 58 7.60 7.55 9.10 NR NR NR

TKN 55 [.8[ 1.05 8.00 50 2.4[ 0.84 6.89 t.90 [,50 3.30t
TSS 55 1848.14 181.00 11120.00 5I 1576.24 296.00 10080.00 180.00 I00.00
Zinc 5 0.18 0.18 0.34 3 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.16 0.50
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Sector 11: Hazardous Waste, Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"... (iv) hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those that are
operating under Subtitle C of RCRA [Resource Conservation and Recovery Act] .... "
Industrial activities at treatment, storage, or disposal facilities (TSDF) can be described as
follows:

At TSDFs, some wastes are disposed without any intervening storage or treatment, while
other wastes are held in storage prior to treatment or disposal. Hazardous wastes are
generally stored in containers and tanks, which are enclosed by a bermed area to prevent any
releases to the environment from the storage units.

The processes for treating hazardous wastes can be divided into two major categories b~sed
on whether the waste is organic or inorganic in nature. Organic wastes are treated by
destructive technologies, such as incineration, whereas inorganic wastes are treated using
f’Lxation technologies, such as stabilization, in which the hazardous constituents are
immobilized in the residual matrix. Residuals from fixation processes are usually land-
disposed.

Hazardous waste disposal traits include landf’dls, surface impoundments, waste piles, and’
land treatment units. Wastes are also disposed of in incinerators. Some liquid hazardous
wastes are underground-injected into deep wells regulated under the Underground Injection
Control (UIC) program.

Hazardous wastes are also recycled at TSDFs. Recycling is considered a form of treatment,
however, the recycling process itself is not generally regulated under RCRA. Recycling
activities include reclamation, regeneration, reuse, bttming for energy or materials recovery,
and use in a manner constituting disposal (i.e., land application of hazardous waste or
products containing hazardous waste).
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Table E-11
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 11

~O~+HO~-N 9 0.46 0.47 0.79 0.39 0,34 0,67

’ 0’~ 0.t6 0.50
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Sector 12: Landf’flls/Land Application Sites

The definition of storm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (v) landfills, land application sites and open dumps that receive industrial
wastes." Special conditions apply to land disposal sites which meet the definition of a
landfill under RCRA Subtitle D. Landf’flls are defined as areas of land or excavation in
which wastes are placed for permanent disposal, and that are not land application units,
surface impoundments, injection wells, or waste piles. Included in tiffs definition are
municipal solid waste landfills (MSWLFs) and industrial solid non-hazardous waste landfills.
Land application sites are defined as facilities at which wastes are applied onto or
incorporated into the soil surface for the purpose of beneficial use or waste treatment and
disposal. Open dumps are detrmed as solid waste disposal units not in compliance with
State/Federal criteria established under RCRA Subtitle D.

Municipal Solid Waste Landfills are constructed according to one of two generic designs,
the trench method, area method, or a combination of both. The trench method requires the
excavation of a trench into which wastes will be placed. In the area method, wastes are
placed directly on the ground surface and disposal follows the natural contours of the land.
Some landfills use combinations of the two methods at different times depending on the
location of the active trait.

Most modem landfills contain one or more separate "units," which are f’mal waste
containment areas. Active units continue to receive wastes until they have reached disposa!
capacity. When capacity is reached, a unit is capped with a f’mal cover, and additional
wastes are placed in other active units. Within each unit, wastes are added in layers referred
to as lifts. Received wastes are spread across the.working face of the landfill to a depth of
six to twenty feet and then compacted. At the end of each working day a thin layer of soil
(daily cover) is spread on top of the added wastes and compacted. A large unit may consist
of multiple lifts, depending on the planned final depth. When a landfill (or landfill unit) has
reached disposal capacity, a final cover is applied. Final covers generally provide a
relatively impermeable cap over which topsoil is placed and vegetation is established.

Industrial Landfills are similar to MSWLFs, but only receive wastes from industrial
facilities such as factories, processing plants, and manufacturing sites. These facilities may
also receive hazardous wastes from very small quantity hazardous waste generators (less than
one hundred kilograms per month), as defined in RCRA Subtitle C.

Land Application Sites receive wastes (primarily wastewaters and sludges) from facilities in
virtually every major industrial category. Typically, individual land application sites will
only dispose of wastes with specific characteristics. However, the criteria for selection are
site-specific, depending on type of process used and the soil characteristics.

The significant materials at land disposal sites consist of the wastes and the equipment used
to handle the wastes. Examples of wastes disposed at these sites include household waste
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(including household hazardous waste which is excluded from RCRA hazardous waste
regulation), non-hazardous incinerator ashes, commercial wastes, yard wastes, tires, white
goods, construction wastes, municipal and industrial sludges, asbestos, and other industrial
wastes from various industrial facilities.

Pollutants of concern at land disposal sites include total suspended solids (TSS), oil and
grease, heavy metals, leachate, organics, and chemical oxygen demand (COD) and other
toxic pollutants.

Table E-12
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 12

Grab Sampt~s (mg/D Composite Samptes (rag/l) NLrRp Results (mg/l.)

Pollutant No. Mean Median 95 %    No. Mean Median.95% Mean Median 90%

BOD5 5t 13.66 7.00 59.00i 48 " 9.04 4.40 34.00 t2.00 9.00 15.00

COD 51 [ 14.46~ 31.00 825.00~ 48 102.02 27,50 548,00 82.00 65,00 14(L0~

Copper 0.04 0.04 0.09

Lead 9 9.62 0.08 83.70 7 20.64 0.18 143.00 0.18 0,t4 0,35

NOz+NOa-N 50 1.571 0.55 4.10 47 1.38 0.50 6.02 0.86 0.68 ii.75

Off & Grease 53 2.97! 0.00 14.00 NR NR NR

P, Total 50 0.91! 0.50 3.35! 47’ 0.95 0.38 4.08 0.42 0.33: 0.7(~:

pH 54 7.41j 7.32 8.40 N’R NR NR

TKN 5~ 3.36 1.10 12.00 48 3.03 1.04 14.20 190 1.50 3,30i

TSS 5t 2978.97~ 633.00 19370.001 47 1850.17 370,00 9140.00 180,00 t00.00; 300,00

Zinc 0.20 O.I6 0.50
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Sector 13: Automobile Salvage Yards

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven categories of facilities, including: "...
category (vi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 5015." That
SIC code includes battery reclaimers, salvage yards, and automobile junkyards.

Storm water discharges include discharges where precipitation and storm water runon come
into contact with significant materials including, but are not limited to parts storage and
cleaning, storage of junked vehicles, waste products, by-products, stored materials, fuels,
and areas used for dismantling operations. Dismantlers are a major source for replacement
parts for motor vehicles in service. The primary activity involves the dismantling or
wrecking of used motor vehicles. Some facilities, however, perform vehicle maintenance
and may rebuild vehicles for resale.

Typically, automobile dismantling facilities receive vehicles that are either uneconomical to
run or wrecks that are uneconomical to repair. The nature of operations generally depends
on the size and location of the facility. In urban areas where land is more valuable, vehicles
are typically dismantled upon arrival, parts are segregated, cleaned, and stored. Remaining ’
hulks are generally sold to scrap dealers rather than stored on site due to limited space. In
more rural areas, discarded vehicles are typically stored on the lot and parts removed as
necessary. Remaining hulks are sold to scrap dealers less frequently.

Once a used vehicle is brought to the site, fluids may be drained and the tires, gas tank,
radiator, engine and seats may be removed. The dismantler may separate and clean parts.
Such cleaning may include steam cleaning of the engine and transmission as well as the use
of solvents to remove oil and grease and other residues. Usable parts are then inventoried
and stored for resale. The remaining car and/or truck bodies are stored on site for future
sale of the sheet metal and glass. Stripped vehicles and parts that have no resale value are
typically crushed and sold to a steel scrapper. Some operations may, however, convert used
vehicles and parts into steel scrap as a secondary operation. This is accomplished by
incineration, shearing (bale shearer), shredding, or baling.

Significant materials include automobile parts (e.g., engine blocks, mufflers, batteries),
solvents, oils, cleaning agents (e.g., detergents), used equipment, and junked automobiles.
Due to the nature of the industrial activities at these facilities, pollutants of concern include:
oil and grease, ethylene glycol, heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents, suspended
solids, acid/alkaline wastes, detergents, phosphorus and salts.
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Table E-13
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 13

Grab Samp!~ (ra!!l) Co~po~t~,Sa~ple~ (~’g/l) ~," ~ Re~ (~)

~II~ ~,. M~ M~ 95~ ~. M~’, M~ 95~ Me~: Med~, ~.

BOD5 13 7.15 6.~ 16.~ 30 12.61 6.50 48.~ ~2.~ 9,,~:
COD 30 135.~ 61.~ 2~0.~ ,~i3 ~.23 ~.~ 155.~ ~.~ ~.~: l~.~
Copper 0,~ 0.~ 0.~
~ad 0,18 0~14 0.35
NOz+NO~-N 13 1.70 0.83 5.65~ ~0 1.62 1.32 4.87 0,86 0.68 t,75
OR & Grease 30 5.35 3.~ 32.~ ~ ~
P, To~ I~ 0.19 0.05; 1.08~ 30 3.05 0.26 15.70 0.42 0,33 0.70

:pH ~ 7.38 7.41~ 8.20 ~ ~

TSS 13 474.39 183.~ 23~.00 30 839.07 226.~ 51~.~ 1~,~ t~,~
ZMc 0.~ 0.t6
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Sector 14: Scrap and Waste Material Processing and Recycling Facilities

The definition of storm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "... category (vi)
facilities involved in the recycling of materials, including metal scrapyards, battery
reclaimers, salvage yards and automobile junk yards, including but limited to those classified
as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 5093 and 5015." Automobile junk yards (SIC
5015) are addressed under Sector 13.

SIC 5093 includes establishments engaged in assembling, breaking up, sorting and the
wholesale distribution of scrap and recyclable waste materials including bag, bottle and box
wastes, fur cuttings, iron and steel scrap, metal and non-ferrous metal scrap, oil, plastics,
rags, rubber, textiles, waste paper and rag wastes.

Table E-14.1
Materials and Sources of Pollutants of Concern

Significant Materials: White Goods (Appliances)

Potential Sources: Leaking oil-filled capacitors, ballasts, leaking compressors,
pumps, leaking pressure vessels, reservoirs, sealed electrical components and chipped
or deteriorated painted surfaces

Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, oil, lubricants, paint pigments or additives such as
lead, and other heavy metals

Significant Materials: Ferrous and Non-ferrous turnings and cuttings

Potential Sources: Cutting oil residue, metallic f’mes
Pollutants of Concern: Oil, heavy metals

Significant Materials: Materials from Demolition projects

Potential Source: Deteriorated/damaged insulation, chipped painted surfaces, lead,
copper, and steel pipes

Pollutants of Concern: asbestos fibers, lead, copper, zinc, cadmium, other metals
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Table E-14.1
Materials and Sources of Pollutants of Concern (continued)

Significant Materials: Electrical Components, transformers, switch gear, mercury
float switches, sensors

Potential Sources: Leaking oil-t"tlled transformer casings, oil-f’dled switch, float
switches, radioactive materials in gauges, semors

Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, oils, mercury, ionizing radioactive isotopes

Significant Materials: Fluorescent lights, light fLxtures

Potential Sources: Leaking ballasts

Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, oil

Significant Materials: Food/Beverage Dispensing Equipment

Potential Sources: Leaking fluorescent light ballasts, chipped painted surfaces

Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, oil, heavy metals from paint pigments and additives

Significant Materials: Hospital and Dental Waste & Equipment

Potential Sources: Drums/containers of hospital waste, shielding from diagnostic and
other medical equipment, radioactive materials from gauges, semors and diagnostic
equipment

Pollutants of Concern: Infectious/bacterial contamination, lead, ionizing radioactive.
isotopes

Significant Materials: Instruments

Potential Sources: Radioactive material from thickness gages

Pollutaa.ts of Concern: Ionizing radioactive isotopes

Significant Materials: Insulated wire

Potential Sources: Insulation and other coatings, wire

Pollutants of Concern: Lead, zinc, copper
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Table E-14.1
Materials and Sources of Pollutants of Concern (continued)

Signi.’fican..t. Materials: Lawnmowers, snowmobiles, motorcycles

Potential Sources: Leaking engines, transmissions, fuel, oil reservoirs,leaking
batteries

Poilu .tants of Concern: Oils, transmission and brake fluids, fuel, grease, battery acid,
lead acid

Signifi.cant Materials: Light gage materials

Potential Sources: Deteriorating ,insulation, painted surfaces and other coatings

Pollutants .of Concern: Asbestos, lead, chromium

Sigm’ficant Materials: Locomotives, rail cars

Potential Sources: Leaking fuel reservoirs, fittings, hydraulic components, engines,
bearings, compressors, oil reservoirs, worn brake pads, damaged insulation

Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, diesel fuel, hydraulic oil, oil, brake fluid, grease from
fittings, asbestos,

Significant Materials: Motor Vehicle Bodies, Engines, Transmissions, Exhaust
systems

Potential Sources: Leaking fuel tanks, oil reservoirs, transmission housings, brake
fluid reservoir and lines, brake cylinders, shock absorber casing, engine coolant,
wheel weights, leaking battery casings/housings and corroded terminals, painted
surfaces and corrosion inhibitors, exhaust system, catalytic converters

Pollutants of Concern: Fuel, benzene, oil, hydraulic oil, transmission fluids, brake
fluids, ethylene glycol (antifreeze), lead, lead acid, lead oxides, cadmium, zinc, other
heavy metals

Signific..ant Materials: Misc. Machinery and obsolete equipment

Potential Sources: Leaking reservoirs, damaged or chipped painted surfaces/coatings

Pollutants of Concern: Fuel, oil, lubricants, lead, cadmium, zinc
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Table E-14.1
Materials and Sources of Pollutants of Concern (continued)

Significant Materials: Pipes/Materials from Chemical and Industrial Plants

Potential Sources: Chemical residue, insulation, lead piping, chipped or damaged
painted surfaces and protective coatings

Pollutants of Concern: Chemical residue, oil, lubricants, damaged insulation
(asbestos), lead, cadmium, zinc, copper

Significant Materials: Sealed containers, hydraulic cylinders

Potential Sources: Leaking liquid reservoirs, containers, cylinders, misc. chemicals

Pollutants of Concern: Oil, PCBs, solvents, chemical residue

Significant Materials: Salvaged Construction Materials

Potential Sources: Chemical residues, oils, solvents, lubricants, damaged insulation,
chipped painted surfaces and protective coatings

Pollutants of Concern: Chemical residue, oily wastes, asbestos, lead, cadmium, zinc

Significant Materials: Tanks, containers, vessels, cans, drums

Potential Sources: Leaking or damaged containers

Pollutants of Concern: Chemical residue, oily wastes, petroleum products, heating
oil

Significant Materials: Transformers (oil filled)

Potential Sources: Leaking transformer housings

Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, oil

t Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc.’s Environmental Operating Guidelines, (April
1992)

(2) Material Processinl~. The type of processes employed at a particular facility depends on
the type of recyclable and waste material. Typical processes include; torch cutting,
shredding, baling, briquetting, wire stripping and chopping, and compacting. Processes such
as shredding and shearing reduce the bulk size of recyclable scrap and waste into a size that
is more easily transportable and which allows separation into uniform grades based on
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manufacturer specifications. Processes such as shredding of automotive bodies include a
means of segregating materials into their ferrous and non-ferrous fractions.

(3) Searegation of Processed Materials into Uniform GradesJ Processing, e.g., shearing,
shredding, baling, etc, of recyclable materials is followed by its segregation into uniform
grades to meet a particular manufacturer’s specifications. If segregated recyclable material
remains exposed to precipitation, the potential still exists for storm water contamination.

(4) Disposal of Non-recyclable Waste Materiai.~. During recycling of scrap and waste
materials, a significant fraction is non-recyclable waste materials and must be disposed. The
volume or quantity of material that remains tm-recyclable may be too large to permit covered
storage prior to shipment. Consequently, un-recyclable waste materials may be left exposed
to both precipitation and runoff and, therefore, they are a likely source of storm water
pollutants.

(5) Other Operations of Concern. There are a number of activities that frequently occur at
scrap and waste recycling facilities including, heavy vehicle traffic over unstabilized areas,
vehicle maintenance and fueting, and material handling operations. Operations associated
with the receipt, handling, and processing of scrap and waste material frequently occur over
areas that are not stabilized to prevent erosion. Erosion of unstabilized soils is potentially a
significant source of suspended solids in storm water runoff. For example, sampling results
for total suspended solids (TSS) concentrations provided in sampling data indicated a mean’
concentration of 466 rag/1. Unless specific measures or controls are provided to either
prevent erosion or trap the sediment, this material will be carried away in storm water runoff
and eventually exit the site. Suspended solids are of significant concern given the potential
amount of unstabilized area and the significant amount of particulate matter that is often
produced at these facilities. Both organic and inorganic pollutants can become bound up or
absorbed to suspended solids in runoff.

Some scrap and waste recycling facilities may also conduct vehicle maintenance on-site.
Although many of these activities frequently occur indoors, there are specific activities which
could contribute pollutants to storm water. This includes washdown of vehicle maintenance
areas, leaks or spills of fuel, hydraulic fluids and oil and outdoor storage of lubricants,
fluids, oils and oily rags. Fueling stations are also frequently conducted outdoors without
any roof cover. Activities such as topping off fuel tanks, or overfilling storage tanks
(without high-level alarms) are also activities that can cause contamination of runoff. One
last activity of concern is vehicle washing which can result in accumulated residue material
being discharged to a storm sewer system.

The following tabIe highlights activities associated with vehicle maintenance and material
handling that are potential sources of storm water contamination.
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Table E-14.2
Other Potential Pollutant Source Activities

Activi_ty: Material Handling Systems (forklifts, cranes, conveyors)

Potential Sources: Spills and/or leaks from fueling tanks, spills/leaks from
oiUhydraulic fuel reservoirs, faulty/leaking hose connections/fittings, leaking gaskets

Pollutants of Concern: Accumulated particulate matter (ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, plastics, robber, other), oil/lubricants, PCBs (electrical equipment), mercury
(electrical controls), lead/battery acids

Activity: Vehicle Maintenance

Potential Sources: Parts cleaning, waste disposal of rags, oil filters, air filters,
batteries, hydraulic fluids, transmission fluids, brake fluids, coolants, lubricants,
degreasers, spent solvents

Pollutants of Concern: Fuel (gas/diesel), fuel additives, oil/lubricants, heavy metals,
brake fluids, transmission fluids, chlorinated solvents, arsenic

Activi~: Fueling stations

Potential Sources: spills and leaks during fuel transfer, spills due to "topping off"
tanks, runoff from fueling areas, washdown of fueling areas, leaking storage
tanks,spills of oils, brake fluids, transmission fluids, engine coolants,

Pollutants of Concern: gas/diesel fuel, fuel~ additives, oil, lubricants, heavy metals

Activi _tV: Vehicle & Equipment cleaning & washing

Potential Sources: Washing and steam cleaning

Pollutants of Concern: solvent cleaners, oil/lubricants/additives, antifreeze (ethylene
glycol)

b. Waste Recycling Facilities (SIC 5093) - (Liquid Recyclable Wastes)

This sub-section applies to those facilities engaged in the reclaiming and recycling of
liquid wastes such as "spent solvents", "used oil", and "used ethylene glycol" typically
identified under SIC 5093. This sub-section is particularly applicable to those facilities that
participated in EPA group application number 195. EPA received a single group application
in this category of waste recycling facilities. The following is a profile of industrial activities
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and the types of significant materials associated with facilities participating in this group
activity.

Group application number 195 included 220 facilities of which 214 were classified as
service centers. Service centers accumulate spent solvent, used oil and antifreeze, f’flter
cartridges and still bottoms contaminated with dry cleaning solvents (typically
perchloroethylene), and used lacquer thinner from paint gun cleaning machines. The typical
service center has a total storage capacity limited to approximately 10,000 gallons in
individual containers and tanks with a maximum storage capacity of 20,000 gallons each.
Service centers are typically limited to a maximum of 6 tanks (a total of 120,000 gallons).
Twenty (20) of the service centers also function as accumulation centers where they have a
maximum storage capacity of 70,000 gallons of liquid materials in containers. None of the
containers are opened except under conditions where a container begins to leak or is
damaged.

The group application also included four (4) facilities that operated only as container
transfer stations and do not operate storage tanks. These facilities are largely enclosed
warehouses that provide secondarily-contained storage areas. Three (3) facilities were
identified as used oil depots where only oily water and/or used oil are accumulated in storage
tanks. Storage tanks are limited to a maximum capacity of 20,000 gallons each. Used oil is
transported to the facility in tanker trucks (3,500 gallons) and shipped out in tanker trucks
(7,500 gallons). The used oil is ultimately transported to a processing or re-ret"ming facility
(not covered under this permit). The following table summarizes the percentage of facilities
with significant materials stored.

Table E-14.3
Significant Materials Reported in Group Application Number 195

Significant Materials Percent of Facilities
Mineral Spirits 98%
Immersion Cleaner 98 %
Dry Cleaner Solvents 98 %
Paint Solvents 83 %
Industrial Solvents 81%
Spent Antifreeze 59%
Used Oil 57%
Allied Products 98%
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The types of materials identified in Table E-14.3 are potential sources of storm water
runoff contamination. Since these materials are stored and transported in individual drums
and bulk storage tanks, the potential exists for spills and/or leaks during all phases of waste
transport, waste transfer, container/drum handling and shipping.

There are a number of operations at these facilities that have significant potential to
release pollutants to the environment if recyclable waste materials are not managed properly.
However, in response to other Federal and State environmental regulations, such as RCRA
and 40 CFR 112 (Oil Pollution Prevention), facilities in this group application currently
employ a range of the best management practices and structural controls that also benefit
storm water quality.

(1) Pollutants Found in Storm Water Discharges. Based on data provided in the group
application number 195, pollutants that were most frequently reported included total
suspended solids (TSS), BOD, COD, nitrite plus nitrate, oil & grease. The following table
provides a statistical summary of data provided in group application number 195.

Table E-14.4
Summary Statistics for Waste Recycling Facilities in Group Application Number 195

(SIC 5093) - (Recyclable Liquid Wastes). All values in mg/l.        ~

Paragraph # of Samples Mean Min Max Median 99th Percentile

Sample Type Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab CompGrab Comp

BOD5 22 17 18 9 2 2 94 48 5 5 79 38

COD 22 17 133 83 12 - 5 660 400 45 45 449 320

TSS 21 16 51 28 5 5 500 84 28 20 68 59

Nitrite + Nitrate 22 17 0.90 0.78 0.05 0.05 3.70 3.50 0.61 0.38 3.45 3.29

TKN 22 17 3.1 2.0 1.0 1.0 t 1.0 6.0 1.5 1.0 9.9 5.7

Oil & Grease 22 17 1.8 1.5 1.0 1.0 5.0 3.0 1.5 1.0 4.0 3.0

Table E-14.4 indicates that, with the exception of BOD and COD, average concentrations
in grab and composite samples were comparable with average values reported in the NURP
study (NURP did not measure oil & grease). The data also indicates that pollutants such as
industrial solvents were all below detection limits (without values). In the case of oil &
grease, all concentration values were below the reportable concentration of 10 rag/1 (see 40
CFR 110.10 and 117.21).

(2) Waste Material Handling and Storage. Given the nature and type of materials stored
and handled at these facilities, the potential exists for accidental spills and leaks.
Consequently, the types of activities that occur at these facilities which could potentially
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result in contamination of storm water runoff is also of concern to EPA. The following table
is a list of activities which may result in a release of pollutants.

Table E-14.5
Types of Potential Pollutant-Causing Activities at Waste Recycling Facilities that Handle

Liquid Recyclable Wastes

Activi_ty: Drum/Individual Container Storage and Handling

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Leaks or spills due to faulty container/drum
integrity, e.g., leaking seals or ports. Container materials incompatible with waste
material. Improper stacking and.storage of containers.
Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaners, dry
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.

Activi~: Return and Fill Stations

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Leaks, spills, or overflows from tanker truck
transfer of wastes and hose drainage. Leaking pipes, valves, pumps, worn or
deteriorated gaskets or seals

Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaners, dry
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.

Activity_: Individual Container/Drum Storage

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Leaks or spills due to faulty container/drum
integrity, e.g., leaking seals or ports. Improper stacking and storage of containers.

Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaners, dry
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.
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Table E-14.5
Types of Potential Pollutant-Causing Activities at Waste Recycling Facilities

that Handle Liquid Recyclable Wastes (continued)

Activity: Storage Tank Operations

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Overfill of storage tanks, leaking pipes, valves, worn
or deteriorated pumps seals. Leaking underground storage tanks

Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaners, dry
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.

Activi_ty: Material Handling Equ.ipment

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Leaking fuel lines, worn gaskets, leaking hydraulic
lines and connections.

Pollutants of Concern: Fuel, hydraulic fluid, oil and grease.

3. Other Activities of Concern:

The following table highlights other types of activities that are potential sources of storm
water contamination.

Table E-14.6
Other Potential Sources of Storm Water Contamination

Ac.tiwity: Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance (if applicable)

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Replacement of fluids such as transmission and brake
fluids, antifreeze, oil and other lubricants, washdown of maintenance areas, dumping
fluids down floor drains connected to storm sewer system, outside storage of fluids
and oily rags and waste material.

Pollutants of Concern: Oil and grease, fuel, accumulated particulate matter,
antifreeze.
Activity_: Vehicle or Equipment Washing (if applicable)

Potential Sources of Pollutants: Wash water or steam cleaning

Pollutants of Concern: Oil, detergents, chlorinated solvents, suspended solids and
accumulated particulate matter.
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Table E-14.7
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 14

Gt~b S~ap~es (rag/l) Ccmk~osit~ Samples (ra!!l)
~ No. Me~ M~ 95~    No. Me~ M~, 95~

BOD5 ~30 23.49 9.00 89.~ t~ 24.~ 9.~ 88.~
COD ~30 253.33 120.~ II~.~ t17 203.71 110.~ 7~.00 82.~ ~.~ 140.~
Copper t~ 0.77 0.26 3.~ 95 0.63 0.22 2.50
~ad 103 0.85 0.21 4.~ 96 0.88 0.22 3.40 0.I8 0,I4{ 0.35
NOm+NOa-N 129 1.78 0.62 3.30 ~[7 5.88 0.80 12.00 0.~ 0~68~ L75
OH & Grease !35 8.95 5.00 32.00
P, Total [27 0.81 0.30 2.20 [14 0.77: 0.29 1.80 0.42 0.3~ 0,70
~H 136 7.52 7.47 9.10

~ t27 3.~ 2.05 11.~0 114 3.38 2.20 9.20~ L~ ~,50 3.30
[TSS ~30 437.11 148.~ 2096.~ 116 375.84 84.50 1700.~ 180.~ [~,~ 3~.~
Z~c ~ 3.16 i.~ 12.~ ~ 3.20 1.40 I0.~ 0.20~ 0~16 0.50
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Sector 15: Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities, Including Coal Handling Areas.

The det"mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
sourc~ discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (vii) steam electric power generating facilities." The steam electric power
generating category includes facilities which are coal, oil, gas, or nuclear fired. Heat
captured co-generation facilities are not covered under the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity, however, dual fuel co-generation facilities are included in
the definition. Ancillary facilities such as fleet centers, gas turbine stations, and substations
that are not contiguous to a steam electric power generation facility are not included in this
classification.

Pollutants of concern include fuel, oil, heavy metals, ammonia, chlorine, sulfuric acid,
sodium hydroxide, ethylene glycol, arsenic, and solvents.

Table E-15
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 15

Grab Samples (mE/l> ....." COmposite: Samples (mgtb NURP Results

Pollutant No. Meatt Median 95%, No, Mean Median. 95% Mean :Media~ 90%
BOD5 76 5.71 4.25 20.00 78~ 5.69 4.00 20.00 t~.t30 9.00 15,00
COD 76 104.02 32.501 360.00 77 69.47 39.50 280.001 82.00 65.00 140,00
Copper 70 0.08 0.001 0.21 ’75 0.03, 0.02 0.13] 0.04 0,04 0.09
Lead 28 0.02 0.00i 0.08 23 0.02 0.01 0.07 0,I8i 0,14 0,35
NO2+NO~-N 76 5,62 0.36 3.70 77 0.75] 0.45 3.20 0.86’, 0,68 1.75
Oil & Grease 88 1.38 0.00 6.00 NR NrR NR
P, Total 75 0.79 0.29 3.09 78 0.631 0.27 3. I0 0,42i 0.~3 0,70
pI-I 70~ 7.32 7.42 8.28 NT NR NR
TKN 76: 2.41 1.25 8.55 ’ 78 1.95 1.00 10.00 1,90 !.50 3.30
TSS 761 516.25 44.00 1200.00 77 212.35 40.130: 810.00 180.00 t00.00 300.00
Zinc 351 0.32 0.05 0.66 0.27 0.06 0.92 0.20 0.t6 0.50
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Sector 16: Motor Freight Transportation Facilities, Passenger Transportation Facilities,
Rail Transportation Facilities, and United States Postal Service Transportation Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (viii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 40, 41,
42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, and 5171 that have vehicle and equipment maintenance shops,
or equipment cleaning operations." The category further states that only those portions of
the facility that are either involved in vehicle and equipment maintenance (including vehicle
and equipment rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication) or
equipment cleaning operations are associated with industrial activity.

Vehicle and equipment maintenance is a broad term used to include the following activities:
vehicle and equipment fluid changes, mechanical repairs, parts cleaning, sanding, refinishing,
painting, fueling, locomotive sanding (loading sand for traction), storage of vehicles and
equipment waiting for repair or maintenance, and storage of the related materials and waste
materials, such as oft, fuel, batteries, tires, or oil filters. Equipment cleaning operations
include areas where the following types of activities take place: vehicle exterior wash down,
interior trailer washouts, tank washouts, and rinsing of transfer equipment.

SIC code 40 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing transportation by line-haul
railroad, and switching and terminal establishments. The following types of facilities are
examples of those covered under SIC code 40: electric railroad line-haul operation, railroad
line-haul operation, interurban railways, beltline railroads, logging railroads, railroad
terminals, and stations operated by railroad terminal companies.

SIC code 41 includes facilities primarily engaged .in furnishing local and suburban
transportation, such as those providing transportation in and around a municipality by bus,
raft, or subway. The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC
code 41: bus line operations, airport transportation services (road or rail), cable car
operations, subway operations, ambulance services, sightseeing buses, van pool operations,
limousine rental with drivers, taxicab operations, and school buses not operated by the
educational institution.

SIC code 42 includes facilities providing local or long-distance trucking, transfer, and/or
storage services. The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC
code 42: hauling by dump truck, trucking timber, contract mail carriers, furniture moving,
garbage collection without disposal, over-the-road trucking, long distance trucking, and
freight tracking terminal.

SIC code 43 includes all establishments of the United States Postal Service.

SIC code 5171 includes establishments engaged in the wholesale distribution of crude
petroleum and petroleum products from bulk liquid storage facilities.
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Significant materials include oily rags, air filters, batteries, hydraulic fluids, paints, and
vehicles awaiting service.

Pollutants include fuel, oil, heavy metals, chlorinated solvents, acid/alkaline wastes, ethylene
glycol, arsenic, heavy metals, organics, hydraulic fluids, dust, paint solids, sediment,
detergents, phosphorus, salts, suspended solids, and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD).

Table E-16
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 16

Grab Samples (mgll) Composite Samples (rag!t) NLrRP ResulLs (mgil)

Pollutam No. Mean Median ~5% No, Mean Median 95% ! Mean i Medh~a~ 90%

BOD5 116 I 1.29 6.00, 34.00 105 9,27 6.00 28.00 !2~00 9,00 15,00

COD 117 318.10 I18,00i 781.00 ’I02 189.46 89.00 489.0( ’ 82’.{X} 65,00 140.00
Copper 0.04 0,04 0.09

Lead 0AS

NOz+NO3-N t18 !.59 0.92l 6.07 t02 1.41 0.78 4.26 0.g~ 0.68 t.75
Oil & Grease t 18 9.56 0.0O 27.00 NR NR " NR

P, Total 118 1.47 0.54! 8.10 102 0.92 0.45 3.05 0.42 0,33 i 0.70

pH 114 7.30 7.40 " 8.80 NR NR NR

TKN 118 3.75 1.50 13.40 1’02 2.48 1.40 8.80 t .90 1.50 3.30

TSS !18 517.01 171.50 2800.00 t02 248.51 89.50 917.00 180.00 t00.130 300.00

Zinc I 0.14 0.14 0.14 !    0.28 0.28 0.28 0.2,0 0,t6 0.50
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Sector 17: Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance and Cleaning Operations

The definition of storm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (viii) transportation facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes 40, 41, 42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171 that have vehicle and equipment
maintenance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or airport deicing operations."

SIC code 41 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing local and suburban
transportation, such as those providing transportation in and around a municipality by bus,
rail, or subway. The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC
code 41: bus line operation, airport transportation service (road or rail), cable car operation,
subway operation, ambulance service, sightseeing buses, van pool operation, limousine rental
with drivers, taxicab operation, and school buses not operated by the educational institution.

SIC code 42 includes facilities providing local or long-distance trucking, transfer, and/or
storage services. The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC
code 42: hauling by dump truck, trucking timber, contract mail carriers, furniture moving,
garbage collection without disposal, over-the-road trucking, long distance trucking, and
freight trucking terminal.

SIC code 43 includes all establishments of the United States Postal Service.

SIC code 5171 includes establishments engaged in the wholesale distribution of crude
petroleum and petroleum products from bulk liquid storage facilities.

Vehicle and equipment maintenance is a broad term used to include the following activities:
vehicle and equipment fluid changes, mechanical repairs, parts cleaning, sanding, refinishing,
painting, fueling, storage of vehicles and equipment waiting for repair or maintenance, and
storage of the related materials and waste materials, such as oil, fuel, batteries, or oil filters.
Equipment cleaning operations include areas where the following types of activities take
place: vehicle exterior wash down, interior trailer washouts, tank washouts, and riming of
transfer equipment.

Significant materials include oils, washing equipment, used equipment, vehicle parts,
vehicles, fuels, paint, waste rags, oil filters, storage tanks, and detergents. Pollutants from
these facilities include fuel, oil, heavy metals, organics, solvents, suspended solids,
phosphorus, salts, acid/alkaline wastes and arsenic.
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Table E-17
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 17

G~b Samples (mg/l~ ¢omposi~, Samptes (ra!!l) ~’

~ad32 0.03 0.01 0.11 31 0.01 0.~ 0.06 0.!8

NOz+NO3-N 3~ 2.99 0.61 9.~’ 372 1.99 0.52 5.10 0.~    0~68    1.75

O~ & Grease 418 16.38 2.80 41.~’ ~

P, Total 4~ 1.12 0.33 3.~’ 3~ 0.73 0.29 2.91 0.42

pH 3~ 7.13 7.26 8.89~ ~

T~ 4~ 2.69 1.40 7.70’ 373 2.04 1.13 6.30 t.~ i.50 3.30

Z~c 30 0.23 0.13 1.104 ~ 1.34 0A1 0.66 020
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Sector 18: Water Transportation Facilities, Vehicle Maintenance/Equipment Cleaning
Operations

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
...category (viii) water transportation facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code 44 that have vehicle maintenance shops and/or equipment cleaning operations.
The category further states that only those portions of the facility that are either involved in
vehicle and equipment maintenance (including vehicle and equipment rehabilitation,
mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication), or equipment cleaning operations are
associated with industrial activity. Vehicle and equipment maintenance is a broad term used
to include the following activities: vessel and equipment fluid changes, mechanical repairs,
parts cleaning, sanding, blasting, welding, refinishing, painting, fueling, storage of the
related materials and waste materials, such as oil, fuel, batteries, or oil filters. Equipment
cleaning operations include areas where vessel and vehicle exterior washdown occurs.

SIC code 44 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing water transportation services.
The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC code 44:

¯ Deep Sea Foreign Transportation of Freight (SIC 4412)
¯ Deep Sea Domestic Transportation of Freight (SIC 4424)                      .
¯ Freight Transportation on the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Seaway (SIC 4432)
¯ Water Transportation of Freight, Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 4449)
¯ Deep Sea Transportation of Passengers, Except by Ferry (SIC 4481)
¯ Ferries (SIC 4482)
¯ Marine Cargo Handling (SIC 4491)
¯ Towing and Tugboat Services (SIC 4492)
¯ Marinas (SIC 4493)
¯ Water Transportation Services, Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 4499)

Pollutants of concern include paint solids, heavy metals, suspended solids, spent abrasives,
solvents, dust, paint, paint thinner, spent solvents, dust, oil, ethylene glycol, acid/alkaline
wastes, detergents, fuel, trash, petroleum products, sanitary waste bilge & ballast water,
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and bacteria.
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Table E-18
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 18

Grab Samples (rag/l) Composite Samples (mg/D       ~ Results

PollUtant No. Mean Median 95% No. Mean~ Median 95% Mean Median 90%

BOD5 15 8.60 7.00 39.00 141 6.00 6.00 l 1.00 ~ 12.00 9,.00 15.00

COD 15 t30.93i 93.00 500.00 14 75.79 50.50 203.00 : 82.0065.00 I40.0O

Copper 0,04 0,04: 0.09

Lead 4 0.20 0.05 0.70 2[ 0.10 0.10 0.I0 0.i8 0,!4 0.35

NO2+NO3-N 15 4.23 0.60 54.00 14 0.66 0.65 1.61 0.86 0,68 |.75

Oil & Grease 15 [ 1.93 2.00 96.00 NR bIR NR

P. Total 15 0.27 0.10 1.20i 14 0.15 0.17 0.32 0.42 0.33

pH 15 7.14 7.00 8.80 NR NR

TKN 15i 2.64 1.60 16.00 ~4 9.41 0.75! 118.00 L901 1.50    3.3~

TSS 15! 633.80 135.00 4330.00 t4 224.14 67.50 944.00 180.00 I0~,00 300.0~

Zinc 4 0.68 0.22 2.20 3 0.42 0.21 0.87 0.20i 0,16
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Sector 19: Ship Building & Repairing and Boat Building & Repairing Facilities

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 373."
SIC code 373 includes facilities primarily engaged in ship and boat building and repairing
services, and include the following:

¯ Ship Building and Repairing (SIC code 3731). These are establishments primarily
engaged in building and repairing ships, barges, and lighters, whether self-propelled
or towed by other crafts. The industry also includes the conversion and alteration of
ships and the manufacture of off-shore oil and gas well drilling and production
platforms (whether of not self-propelled). Examples include building and repairing of
barges, cargo vessels, combat sl~.’ps, crew boats, dredges, ferryboats, fishing vessels,
lighthouse tenders, naval ships, ~ffshore supply boats, passenger-cargo vessels, patrol
boats, sailing vessels, towboats, trawlers, and tugboats.

¯ Boat Building and Repairing (SIC code 3732). These facilities are primary engaged
in building and repairing boats. Examples include building and repairing of fiberglass
boats, motor-boats, sailboats, rowboats, canoes, dinghies, dories, small fishing boats,
houseboats, kayaks, lifeboats, pontoons, and skiffs.

Pollutants of concern include spent abrasives, solvents, dust, oil, ethylene glycol,
acid/alkaline wastes, detergents, paint solids, heavy metals, spent solvents, biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), bacteria, suspended solids.

Table E-19
Sunnnary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 19

BOD5 44~ 5.00 2.80~ 15.00 37 7.40! 0.90 23.00 I2.00 9.00’ 15.00
COD 5F, 73.22 53.00 260.00 43 68.80 28.00 240.00 82.00
Copper 5 0.16 0.15 0.32 5 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.04 0.04 0.09
Lead 6 0.75 0.04 4.24 5 11.00 0.06 0.33 0.I8 0.14 0.35
NO~+NO3-N .. $1 0.79 0.72 1.60{ 45:. 0.85 0.72 1.80 0.86 0.68 1.75
Oil & Grease ........52 0.98 0.00 5.00 NR i:’ NR NR
P, Total 51 0.21: 0.00 0.911 45] 0.88 0.00 0.76 0~42 0,33 0.7(t
pH 43 7.20 7.30 8.11 NR NR
TKN 51 1.19 1.00 2.40 43 2,20 0.97 3.901 t.90 1.50
T$$ 51 92.33 17.00 505.00 45 2.36 8.00 200.00 I$0~0~ t00.00
Zinc 2i 0.31 0.31 0.36 I 39,00, 0.33 0.33 0’.20! (!.I6 0~50:
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Sector 20: Vehicle Maintenance Areas, Equipment Cleaning Areas, or Deicing Areas
Located at Air Transportation Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
category (viii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 45 that have
vehicle and equipment maintenance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or airport deicing
operations." Only those portions of the facility that are either involved in vehicle and
equipment maintenance (including vehicle and equipment rehabilitation, mechanical repairs,
painting, fueling, and lubrication), equipment cleaning operations, or airport deicing
operations are considered associated with industrial activity. SIC code 45 generally applies
to airports, airport terminals and flying fields. Industrial activities include the following:

Aircraft Deicing includes both deicing to remove frost, snow or ice, and anti-icing which
prevents the accumulation of frost, snow or ice. Deicing of an airplane is accomplished
through the application of a freezing point depressant fluid, commonly ethylene glycol or
propylene glycol, to the exterior surface of an airplane. Both ethylene and propylene glycol
have high biochemical oxygen demands (BOD) when discharged to receiving waters.
Environmental impacts on surface waters due to glycol discharges includes glycol odors and.
glycol contaminated surface water and ground water systems, diminished dissolved oxygen
levels and fish kills.

Runway Deicing/Anti-icing activities include deicing/anti-icing operations conducted on
runways, taxiways and ramps. Runway deicing/anti-icing commonly involves either the
application of chemical fluids such as ethylene glycol or propylene glycol, or solid
constituents such as pelletized urea. Urea has a high nitrogen content, therefore degradation
of urea in a receiving water causes an increase in nutrient loadings resulting in an accelerated
growth of algae and eutrophic conditions. Under certain ambient conditions, the degradation
of urea in receiving waters can also result in ammonia concentrations toxic to aquatic life.

Aircraft, Ground Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance and Washing. Maintenance
activities included in this section include both minor and major operations conducted either
on the apron adjacent to the passenger terminal, or at dedicated maintenance facilities.
Potential pollutant sources from all types of maintenance activities includes spills and leaks of
engine oils, hydraulic fluids, transmission oil, radiator fluids, and chemical solvents used for
parts cleaning. In addition, the disposal of waste parts, batteries, oil and fuel filters, and
oily rags also have a potential for contaminating storm water runoff from maintenance areas
unless proper management practices and operating procedures are implemented. The spent
wash water from aircraft and ground vehicle washing activities could potentially be
contaminated with surface dirt, metals, and fluids (fuel, hydraulic fluid, oil, lavatory waste).

Runway Maintenance. Over time, materials such as tire rubber, oil and grease, paint chips,
and jet fuel can buildup on the surface of a runway causing a reduction in the friction of the
pavement surface. When the friction level of the runway fails below a specific level, then
maintenance on the runway must be performed. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
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recommends several methods for removing robber deposits and other contaminants from a~
runway surface including high pressure water, chemical solvents, high velocity particle
impact, and mechanical grinding. If not properly managed, the materials removed from the
runway surface could be discharged into nearby surface waters. Similarly, if chemical
solvents are used in the maintenance operation, improper management practices could result
in discharges of the chemical solvents in the storm water runoff from runway areas to nearby
surface waters.

Table E-20
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 20

Grab Samples (mgtl) Composite Samples (rag/l) NI.rRP Results (rag/l)

Pollutant No. Mean Median 95% No. Mean!Median 95% Mean i Med~_n 90%
BOD5 96 23.95 7.50 42.00 89i 21.34 5.30 41.40 12,00 9.00 t5,00
COD 95 81.49 44.00 286.00 88 75.63 36.00 182.00 82.0~ 65.00
Copper 2 0.03 0.03i 0.04 3 0.01 0.0! 0.02i 0.04 0,04 0.09
Lead 2 0.02 0.02 0.03 3 0.00i 0.00 0.00 0,181 0.24 0.35
NO2+NO3-N 75 1.27 0.41 7.90 65 1.29 0.43 7.70 0.861 0,68 t.75
Oil & Grease 98 4.66 1.85 20.00 NR NR NR
IP, Total 86 0.44 0.20 1.84 79 0.29 0.20 0.88 0.42 0.33 0,71~
pH 94 7.23 7.60 8.30] NR NR: NR
TKN 95 19.79[ 1.58 27.00 88 16.00 1.40 18.80 1.90 1,50 3.30
TSS 96 184.73 29.00 1080.00 87 79.59 22.00 258.00 180.0~ t00,0{ 300.00
Zinc 8i 0.14 0.08 0.58 3 0.35 0.04 1.00l 0.20 O. 16 0,50
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Sector 22: Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants

The definition of storm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...category (ix)
treatment works treating domestic sewage or any other sewage sludge or wastewater
treatment device or system, used in the storage treatment, recycling, and reclamation of
municipal or domestic sewage, including land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludge that
are located within the confines of the facility, with a design flow of 1.0 mgd or more or
required to have an approved pretreatment program under 40 CFR part 403." This category
does not includes farm lands, domestic gardens or lands used for sludge management where
beneficially reused which are not physically located in the confines of the facility, or areas
that are in compliance with section 405 of the CWA.

Pollutants of concern include diesel, gasoline, petroleum products other than fuels:
numerous grades of motor oils, gear and chassis lubricants, turbine oils, grease and hydraulic
fluids, acid/alkaline wastes, arsenic, organics, chlorinated ethylene glycol, acids and bases
for pH adjustments, disinfectants, polymers and coagulants, alum, ferric chloride, soda ash,
lime, methanol, sodium aluminate, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydrochloride mineral
spirits, acetone, paint thinner, and lacquer thirmer, toluene, TCE, isopropandlamine, and
methyl-ethyl-ketone, dust, paint solids, paint, spent chlorinated solvents, commercial brands
of balance fertilizers (6-6-6, 8-8-8 or 12-12-12), commercial sludge based products, fuel,
process chemicals, diazanon, malathion, amdro, dimethylphthalate, diethyl phthalate,    ~
dichiorvos, carbaryl, skeetal, batex, liquid copper, bacteria, biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), suspended solids, oil, heavy metals, chlorinated solvents, ethylene glycol, detergents,
metals, phosphorous.

Table E-22
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 22

¯
Grab Samples (rag/l) ..... Composite Sampfes (mg/l) NURP Results (mgll) _

Pollutant No. lM~an Median 95% No. .....Mean .,M~xlh3n~ 95% .....Me~ M~l,,ia~,,

BOD5 90 33.26 I 1.50 53.40 89 46. I I 8.00 200.00 12.00 9.00 15.00

!COD 84 133.03 68.65 410.00 84 157.95 61.59 880.00i 82.00 65.00 1.40.00

Copper 28 0.071 0.01 0.22 27 0.05 0.02 0. I 11 0.04 0.04

Lead 27 0.03 0.00 0.15 26] 0.01 0.00 0.09’ 0.18 ~}.14 0.35

NO2+NO~-N .. ¯ 84 20.86 1.09 136.00 83’: 20.50 0.87 131.27 0.86 0.68 t.75

Oil & Grease 89! 24.24 0.90 26.00! NI! NI~ NR

P, Total 86! 0.95 0.50 3.17~ 84 0.68 0,45 1.89 0.42 0.33 0.70

pFI 821 6.80 6.98 7.83’ NI~ NI[I

TKN 79 8.10 1.52 18.00 78 4.74 1.33 i 1.00 t,90 1.50 3:10

TS$ 90 160.17 68.10 575.00 8g 114.44 55.50 414.00 180.00 I00.120 300.0(]

7.ine 23 0.23 0.061 0.75 22 0.12 0.06 0.43 02.0 0.1.6 0.50
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Sector 23: Food and Kindred Products Manufacturing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities under Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 20, 21 ..."

¯ Meat Products (SIC Codes 2011, 2013, and 2015)
¯ Dairy Products (SIC Codes 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, and 2026)
¯ Canned, Frozen, and Preserved Fruits, Vegetables, and Food Specialties (SIC Codes

2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2037, and 2038)
¯ Grain Mill Products (SIC Codes 2041, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, and 2048)
¯ Bakery Products (SIC Codes 2051, 2052, and 2053)
¯ Sugar and Confectionery Products (SIC Codes 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2066, 2067,

and 2068)
¯ Fats and Oils (SIC Codes 2074, "2075, 2076, 2077, and 2079)
¯ Beverages (SIC Codes 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2086, and 2087)
¯ Miscellaneous Food Preparations and Kindred Products (SIC Codes 2091, 2092, 2095,

2096, 2097, 2098, and 2099)
¯ Tobacco Products (SIC Codes 2111, 2121, 2131, and 2141).

Meat Products (SIC Code 201X) - Production related activities include stockyards,
slaughtering (killing, blood processing, viscera handling, and hide processing), cutting and"
deboning, meat processing, rendering, and materials recovery.

Dairy Products (SIC Code 202X) - Typical operations may include: culturing, churning,
pressing, curing, blending, condensing, sweetening, drying, milling, and packaging.

Canned, Frozen, and Preserved Fruits, Vegetables, and Frozen Specialties (SIC Code
203X) -Fruits and vegetables are washed, cut, blanched, and cooked prior to being classified
as finished product. Additional operations may include drying, dehydrating, and freezing.

Grain Mills (SIC Code 204X) - Process operations performed in the grain mill subsector
include: washing, milling, debranning, heat treatment (i.e., steeping, parboiling, drying and
cooking), screening, shaping (i.e., extruding, grinding, molding, and flaking), and vitamin
and mineral supplementing.

Bakery Products (SIC Code 20b’X) - Process operations in this subsector include mixing,
shaping of dough, cooling, and decorating.

Sugar and Confectionery (SIC Code 206/0 - Typical processes include mixing, cooking,
and then forming using various techniques. The manufacture of chocolate products requires
shelling, roasting, and grinding of the cocoa beans followed by the typical processing
operations.
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Fats and Oils (SIC Code 207X) Typical process operations at an animal and marine fats and
oils facility include cooking of inedible fats and oils. Operations at an edible oils
manufacturer include refining, bleaching, hydrogenation, fractionation, emulsification,
deodorization, filtration, and blending of the crude oils into edible products.

Beverages (SIC Code 208X) - Process operations may include brewing, distilling,
fermentation, blending, and packaging (i.e., bottling, canning, or bulk packaging).

Miscellaneous Food Preparation and Kindred Products (SIC Code 209X) - Process
operations may include shelling, washing, drying, shaping, baking, frying, and seasoning.

Tobacco Products (SIC Code 21XX) - Typical process operations may include drying,
blending, shaping, cutting and rolling.

Significant materials exposed to storm water at food and kindred products manufacturing
facilities consist mostly of food products or byproducts and include acids (phosphoric,.
sulfuric), activated carbon, ammonia, animal cages, bleach, blood, bone meal, brewing
residuals, calcium oxide, carbon dioxide, caustic soda, chlorine, cheese, coke oven tar,
detergent, eggs, ethyl alcohol, fats (greases, shortening, oils), feathers, feed, ferric chloride,
fruits, vegetables, coffee beans, gel bone, grain (flour, oats, wheat), hides, lard, manure,
milk, salts (brine), skim powder, starch, sugar (sweetener, honey, fructose, syrup), tallow,
wastes (off-spec product, sludge), whey, and yeast.                                 ~

The pollutants of concern are biological oxygen demand (BOD~), total suspended solids
(TSS), oil and grease, pH, and chemicals from applications of pesticides.

Table E-23
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 23

Po~t No. M~n ~ 95% No. , M~ ,M~ :: 95% M~ M~

~BOD5 298 51.15 13.~ 206.~ 2~ 42.54 11.~ 180.~

COD 2~ 192.46 77.~ 745.~ 286 141.65 63.~ 463.~~

Copper 17 0.08 0.04 0.27 ~7 0.05 0.03 0.24

~ad " !2 0.01 0.01 0.03 10 0.01 0.01 0.~ 0,I8 0.14

NO~+NO~-N 30[ 1.17~ 0.56 3.70 2~ 0.98 0.55 3.~ 0.~ 0,~8 t,.75

O~ & Grebe 3~ 5.35 1.05 20.95 "

P, Total ~ 5.13 0.56 9.06J :2~ 1.32 0.48 5.96 ’

p~ ~6 7.06 7.10 8.~] ~ ’ ~

~ 3~ 4.95~ 2.35 18.~ 2~ 4.07 2.~ 17.~

TSS 2~ 252.39 72.50 1320.~ 2~ 2~.06 53.50 ~.~

Z~c " ~3 0.781 0.21 2.10~ 31~ 0.79 0.24 5.83 0~ 0~16 0~
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Sector 24: Textile Mills, Apparel and other Fabric Product Manufacturing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities under Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 22." Storm
water discharges from the following activities are covered: Textile Mill Products, of and
regarding facilities and establishments engaged in the preparation of fiber and subsequent
manufacturing of yarn, thread, braids, twine, and cordage, the manufacturing of broadwoven
fabrics, narrow woven fabrics, knit fabrics, and carpets and rugs from yarn; processes
involved in the dyeing and finishing of fibers, yarn fabrics, and knit apparel; the integrated
manufacturing of knit apparel and other finished articles of yarn; the manufacturing of felt
goods (wool), lace goods, nonwoven fabrics, and miscellaneous textiles.

Pollutants of concern include biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5), total suspended solids
(TSS), pH, total chromium, total aluminum, total copper, total lead, total zinc, COD,
phenols, sulfides, oil and grease, and benzene.

Table E-24
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 24

.Grab Samples (mgtl) ...... Composit~ Samptes (mg/l~ NURP Results (rag/l)

Pollutant No.    Mean Median 95% No, : Mean Median 9S% Me, an Median 90%
BOD5 ! tO 11.41 7.75 38.00 ’ 107 9.82 7.00 29.00 12.00 9,00 15.0~
COD t10 69.19 44.00 228.00 t07 48.05 37.00 111.00 82,00i 65,00 140.0(]
Copper 16 0.03 0.01 0.15 14 0.07 0.01 0.61 0~04 0.04 0,09
Lead 8 0.07 0.02[ 0.28 7 0.04 0.03 0.11 0.H 0,14 0,35
NO,g+NO3-N tlO 1.33 0.39 2.50 t07 1.14 0.39 1.87 0.86 0.68 1.75
Oil & Grease t 11 2.94 0.00 14.00 N’R N’R N’R
P. Total t10 0.35 0.14 0.66 . t07 0.31 0.11 0.60 0~42
pH t05 6.72 6.85 8.60 NrR NRi NR
TKN I lOi 2.72 1.70 6.50 107 1.92 1.50 5.40 1.90 I ,Sfl 3’.30
TSS t10 126.22 35.50 410.00 t07 80.04 22.00 380.00 180.00 100.00 300.00
Zinc . 6 0.33 0.19 1.06 14 0.30 0.21 0.88 0~,0 0.161 0.50
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Sector 25: Wood and Metal Furniture and Fixture Manufacturing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with an industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 2434
and 25." Furniture and fixture manufacturing facilities eligible for coverage include facilities
identified by the following SIC codes:

¯ Wood Kitchen Cabinets (SIC Code 2434)
¯ Household Furniture (SIC Code 25l)
¯ Office Furniture (SIC Code 252)
¯ Public Buildings and Related Furniture (SIC Code 253)
¯ Partitions, Shelving, Lockers, and Office and Store Fixtures (SIC Code 254)
¯ Miscellaneous Furniture and Fixtures (SIC Code 259).

The process of manufacturing wood furniture begins with the delivery and storage of wood.
There are three different raw wood materials, lumber, veneer, and particle board. Once
delivered, raw lumber is allowed to air dry up to one year. After the lumber is sufficiently
air dried it is then transported to a dry kiln for further drying. Once the lumber has been
dried to a desired moisture content, the dried lumber is taken to the processing area. The
remaining furniture manufacturing processes are all completed indoors, including cutting,.
planing, sanding, finishing, and lathing.

Veneer is another raw material used in the production of furniture. In this process logs are
placed in a steam vat to increase moisture content. The logs are turned on a lathe to peel off
the veneer. The resulting veneer sheets are layered into stacks or "hacks." Moisture is
removed from the hacks by kiln drying. After a desired moisture content has been achieved
the hacks are disassembled.

Particle board is the third raw material incorporated into the manufacturing of wood
furniture. The board is received, cut to size, and banded on all four edges with solid wood.
The banding is accomplished in continuous, steam heated units utilizing adhesives. The
panels are allowed to cool and then they are sanded.

The significant materials identified as exposed to storm water at wood furniture and fixture
manufacturing facilities include raw wood, sawdust, coal, kiln ash, solvent-based finishing
materials and waste products, used rags, raw glue and waste materials, and petroleum-based
products.

Metal furniture manufacturing facilities may purchase wood pieces ready for assembly or
they may have all the industrial activities of wood manufacturing facilities in addition to the
metal manufacturing facilities. Facilities that manufacture metal household furniture maintain
all operations including: machining and assembly, finishing, and temporary storage of
finished products within an enclosed building. Cold roll steel is irtidally received and
temporarily stored within the manufacturing building. However, steel may be stored outside
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prior to use. The steel is cut to size, bent, and welded to design specifications to fabricate
raw metal household furniture. Final grinding, sanding, finishing, spot welding, and painting
are then completed.

The significant materials identified as exposed to storm water at metal furniture and fixture
facilities include metals, sawdust, solvent-based finishing materials and waste products,
electroplating solutions and sludges, used rags, raw glue and waste materials, and petroleum-
based products.

Pollutants at wood and metal furniture manufacturing facilities include TSS, pH, cadmium,
arsenic, COD, BOD~, lead, solvents, oil & grease, diesel fuel, and gasoline.

Table E-25
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 25

Grab Samples (rag/l) Comp~sim Samt~ies (rag/l) NURP Results (ra!!t)
Pol~nt No. Me~ ~di~ 95% ~o;-~ Med~ 95% ~ ~Med~

~Ob’5 ’" " ~2.22 "’9.00 ~.~ 24 ’"8.80 5.95 26.~ I2.~ 9.~ 15.~
COD ~ 95.96 83.~i 230.~ ~ 76.33~ 72.50 180.~ g2.~ ~.~
~Copper 4 0.04 0.0~ 0.07 4 0.~ 0.~ 0.02, 0.~ 0.~ 0.@
’~ad 3 0.08 0.06 0.16 3 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.t8~ 0,I4 0.35
NOz+NO~-N ~ 1.73 0.90 6.20 24 1.51 0.68 5.60i 0.86~ 0,68 t,75
O~ & Grebe ~ 3.84 0.~ 14.~ ~ ~
P, Total 25J 0.27 0.20 0.89 ~ 0.26 0.19 0.71 0.42 0,33
pH ~ 7.54 7.50 8.~ ~ ~
~ 25 4.37 1.70 15.~ ~ 4.40 1.35 13.~ 1.~ 1,50    3.30
TSS ~ 187.83 130.00 ~0.~ 24 142.88 ~.50 550.~ 180.~ ~.~
Zhe 4 2.97 0.78 10.~] 4 0.59 0.40 1.50 0.20 0.16    0,50
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Sector 26: Printing and Publishing Facilities

The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code 27 which
includes facilities pRmarily engaged in printing and publishing services. The following
facilities are covered under SIC code 27:

¯ Book Printing (SIC Code 2732): Establishments primarily engaged in printing, or in
printing and binding, books and pamphlets, but not engaged in publishing.

¯ Commercial Printing, Lithographic (SIC Code 2752): Establishments primarily
engaged in printing by the lithographic process. Offset printing, photo-offset printing,
and photolithographing are also included in this industry.

¯ Commercial Printing, Gravure (SIC Code 27$4): Establishments primarily engaged
in gravure printing.

¯ Commercial Printing, Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC Code 2759): Establishments
primarily engaged in commercial or job printing. This industry includes general
printing shops, as well as shops specializing in printing newspapers and periodicals for
others.

¯ Platemaking and Related Services (SIC Code 2796): Establishments primarily
engaged in m~ing plates for printing purposes and in related services. Also included
are establishments primarily engaged in making positive or negatives from which
offset lithographic plates are made.

Pollutants of concern include toxic waste ink with~ solvents chromium, lead, dust, sludge, ink
- sludges with chromium or lead, solvents, photographic processing wastes, fuel, oil, heavy
metals, trash, and petroleum products.
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Table E-26
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 26

~l[~nt No. M~ M~ 95~ No. ~ M~.~ 95~ M~ M~
BO~ 27 10.99 9.~ 49.~ 27 6.95 6.40 22.20 ’
COD 27 57.19 49.~ 176.~ 27 42.37 39.~ 119.~ ~.~ 65,~
Copper 7 0.03 0.03 0.08 6 0.02 0.03 0.~ 0.~ 0,04 0.~
Lead 1 0.03 0.03 0.03 0 0,I8 0. I4. 0.35
NO2+NO3-N 20 1.27 0.82 4.~ 20 1.35 1.05 4.49 0.~ : 0.68~ t.75
O~ & Grease 27] 12,58 2,50 56,~1
P, Total 27 0,37 0,14 1,50 27: 0,35    0,13    1,30    0,~2    0,33 0,70
pH ~ 7,07 7,03 8,46
~ 27 3,13 1,50 10,0O 27~ 1,57 0,84 4,~ t,~ 1,50 3,30
TSS 27 91,52 30,~ 433,~ 27 30.83 28,~ 82,~
!ZM~, 4 0,48 0,37 1,~ 3 0,47 0,52 0,65 0~ ~,.16 020
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Sector 27: Rubber, Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing
Industries

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
(xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) major groups 30 and 39."
Storm water discharges from category (xi) facilities are only regulated where precipitation
and storm water runon come into contact with areas associated with industrial activities and
significant materials. Sector 27 covers all storm water discharges from facilities classified as
SIC 30 and 39, except for those facilities classified as SIC code 391 - Jeweler, Silverware,
and Plated ware. Facilities classified as SIC code 391 are subject to Sector 29 permitting
requirements.

Major SIC group 30 includes rubber and miscellaneous plastic products. Specifically, this
SIC group includes manufacturers of tires and inner robes, rubber and plastic footwear,
rubber and plastic hose and belting, gaskets, packing and sealing devices, and miscellaneous
fabricated rubber products. Tiffs SIC group also includes miscellaneous plastic products such
as unsupported plastic film, sheet, rods and tubes, laminated plastic plate, sheet and profile
shapes, plastic pipe and bottles, plastic foam products such as cups, ice chests and packaging
materials, plastic plumbing fixtures, and miscellaneous plastic products.

Major SIC group 39 (except 391) includes miscellaneous manufacturing industries.
Specifically, this group includes manufacturers of musical instruments, games, toys and ~
athletic goods, pens, pencils and artists’ supplies, buttons, and pins and needles.

Pollutants found in storm water discharges from rubber and miscellaneous plastic products
manufacturers may include total suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease, zinc, and acids.

Table E-27
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 27

Grab Samples (mgtl) ..... Compt~ite:Samptes (mg/l~. ~ ~u~ (mgtl)

Copper 0.~ 0.~ 0.01 ’ 5: 0.03 0.05 0.05 0,~ 0,~ 0.~

NO~+NO~-N ............~ 0.86 0.58 2.93 " 8~ 1.26 0.67 3.56 0,~ 0,68 1.75

P, Total ...... ~ 0.41 0.19 1.61 " . ~: 0.34 0.16 0.83 ’0~2 0.~3 0.70

Z~e 34 0.98 0.191 4.~ : ~’ 0.80 0.25] 2.86 ~ ’0~ 0.I6 0.50
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Sector 28: Leather Tanning and Finishing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 311 I."
Storm water discharges covered include those from leather tanning facilities and facilities
which make fertilizer solely from leather scraps and leather dust where precipitation and
storm water runon come into contact with significant materials including, but not limited to,
raw materials, waste products, by-products, stored materials, and fuels.

Leather tanning or f’mishing is the conversion of animal hides or skins into leather. Leather
is made from the inner layer of the animal skin, which consists primarily of the protein
collagen. Tanning is the reaction of the collagen fibers with tannins, chromium, alum or
other tanning agents. Tanning processes use sodium dichromate, sulfuric acid and detergents
and a variety of raw and intermediate materials.

There are three major processes required to make finished leather. These are beamhouse
operations, tanyard processes and retanning and finishing processes.

¯ Beamhouse Operation.~--These consist of four activities: side and trim; soak and
wash; fleshing and tmhairing. Side and trim is the cutting of the hide into two sides
and trimming of areas which do not produce good leather. In soak and wash
processes, the hides are soaked in water to restore moisture lost during curing.
Washing removes dirt, salt, blood, manure, and nonfibrous proteins. Fleshing is a
mechanical operation which removes excess flesh. The removed matter is normally
recovered and sold for conversion to glue. Unhairing involves using calcium
hydroxide, sodium sult’hydrate, and sodium .sulfide to destroy the hair (hair pulp
process) or remove hair roots.

¯ Tanyard Processes--These consist of bating, pickling, tanning, wringing, splitting, and
shaving. Bating involves the addition of salts of ammonium sulfate or ammonium
chloride used to convert the residual alkaline chemicals present from the unhairing
process into soluble compounds which can be washed from the hides or skins.
"Pickling" the hide with sulfuric acid provides the acid environment necessary for
chromium tanning. In the tanning process, tanning agents such as trivalent chromium
and vegetable tannins convert the hide into a stable product which resists
decomposition. Wringing of the "blue hides" (hides tanned with chromium) removes
excess moisture with a machine similar to a clothes wringer. Splitting adjusts the
thickness of the tanned hide to the requirements of the finished product and produces a
"split" from the flesh side of the hide. The hide is then shaved to remove any
remaining fleshy matter.

¯ Retarmine and Wet Finishing Processes--These include retanning, bleaching, coloring,
fafliquoring, and finishing. The most common retanning agents are chromium,
vegetable extracts and syntans (based upon naphthalene and phenol). Sodium
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bicarbonate and sulfuric acid are sometimes used to bleach leather. Coloring involves
the us~ of dyes (usually aniline based) on the tanned skin. Animal or vegetable
fafliquors are added to replace the natural oils lost in the beamhouse and tanyard
processes. Finishing includes all operations performed on the hide after fatliquoring,
and includes finishing to enhance color and resistance to stains and abrasions,
smoothing and stretching of the skin, drying, conditioning, staking, dry milling,
buffing and plating.

Significant materials include mw materials, brine or salt cured hides and skins, fuels,
materials such as solvents, detergents, finished materials, fertilizers, pesticides, waste
products, leather shavings and dust, leather scrap, blue hides and splits, empty chemical
containers, spent solvents, and emissions from spray booths.

Pollutants include aluminum, manganese, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN), nitrate + nitrite as
N, and Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs).

Table E-28
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 28

Composite Samph~s (rag/l) NURP Results (nag/l)Grab Samples (rag/l)

BOD5 3i~ 33.07 11.00 140.00 3~ 22.32 10.00 77,00 12,0(} 9,00 15.00]

COD 31! 205.45 82.00 900.00 31 91.94 50.00 340.00 82,(10 65,00 140,00!

Copper 0.04 0,04

Lead 2: 0.02 0.02 0.041 ~ 0.02 0.02 0.04 0,18 (I.14 0,35!

NO2+NO3-N 31 1.86 1.20 4.70i 31 1.88 0.90 9.10 0,86 0,68 t,75

Oil & Grease 31 13.87 0.00 120.00 Nit N’R NR’,

P, Total 31 0.36 0.16 1.601 3i 0.83 0.18 1.30 0,42 0,33 0.70!

pH 31 7.21 7.40 8.60 N’R NR

TKN 31 7.70 4.30 22.00 31 6.22 3.50 15.00 1,~) 1.50 3.30

TSS 51 309.84 49.00 1300,00 .31 114.81 86.00 460.00 180,00 t00.00

Zinc I
0.20 0,16 0.50
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Sector 29: Fabricated Metal Products Facilities

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 34 and
391." Storm water discharges from fabricated metal and processing facilities eligible for
coverage include the following types of operations:

¯ Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Transportation Equipment, SIC
code 34 (3429, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3451, 3452, 3462, 3465, 3471, 3479, 3494,
3496, 3499)

¯ Jewelry, Silverware, and Plated Ware, SIC code 391.

This section covers establishments engaged in fabricating ferrous and nonferrous metal
products, such as metal cans, tinware, general hardware, automotive parts, tanks, road mesh,
structural metal products, nonelectrical equipment, and a variety of metal and wire products
made from purchased iron or steel rods, bars, or wire materials.

These facilities are engaged in the manufacturing of a variety of products that are constructed
primarily by using metals. The operations performed usually begin with materials in the
form of raw rods, bars, sheet, castings, forgings, and other related materials and can    ’
progress to the most sophisticated surface finishing operations. There are typically several
operations that take place at a fabrication facility: machining operations, grinding, cleaning
and stripping, surface treatment and plating, painting, and assembly. The machining
operation involves turning, drilling, milling, reaming threading, broaching, grinding,
polishing, cutting and shaping, and planing. Grinding is the process using abrasive grains
such as aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, and diamond to remove stock from a workpiece.
Cleaning and stripping is a preparatory process involving solvents for the removal of oil,
grease and dirt. Both alkaline and acid cleaning are employed. Surface treatment and
plating is a major: component that involves batch operations to increase corrosion or abrasion
resistance. This is generally in the form of galvanizing. Painting is generally practiced at
most facilities to provide decoration and protection to the product. Assembly is the fitting
together of previously manufactured parts into a complete unit or structure.

Areas with significant materials include those with waste storage, outside product storage,
used for pickling acids, storage of cutoff scrap metal, aluminum scraps, hazardous materials,
galvanized steel components, solvent storage, waste paper storage, and machinery storage.

Pollutants at these facilities include alttminum, copper, manganese, nitrate + nitrite as N,
iron, and zinc.
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Table E-29
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 29

Grab Samples (mgl[) Composite Samples (mg/i) lqURP Results (mg/i)

Pollutant No. Mean Median 95% No. Mean Median 95% Mean Median 90%

BOD5 115 28.3 ! 7.60 81.00 111 10.04 7.00 40.00 12.00 9.00 15.00

COD t15 118.16 56.00 440.00 t!4 86.17 47.50 249.00 82.00 65.00i

Copper 36! 0.63 0.03 4.301 33 0.46 0.02] 0.64 0.04 0.04 0.09

Lead 32 0.11 0.00 0.89~ 30 0.06 0.00! 0.22 0.t8 0.I4 0.35

NOz+NO~-N t15!~ 1.48 0.74 7.00 I14 1.27 0.77’ 3.50 0.86 0.68 1.75

Oil & Grease t 14i 6.11 2.00 21.00 NR NR N’R

P, Total t13 1.03 0.22 9.80 t14 0.84 0.21 4.80 0.42 0.33 0.70

pH t03’: 7,06 7.05 8.70 NrR NR NR

TKN t!5 2.61 1.37 7.20 i14 1.78: 1.20 5.75 Lgo 1,50 3.30

TSS 115 186.58 76.00 758.00 114 125.39 32.00 423.00 180.00 t00.00 300.00

Zinc 60 4.20 0.36 9.77 58 2.17 0.21 10.50 0.20 0.16 0.5(~
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Sector 30: Transportation Equipment, Industrial or Commercial Machinery
Manufacturing Facilities

The definition of storm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven categories of facilities, including: "...category
(xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes ... 34 (except 3441),
35, 37 (except 373) ...." Under these SIC codes, the facilities subject to storm water
regulations include:

* Fabricated Structural Metal Products, (SIC Code 344)
¯ Metal Forgings and Stampings, (SIC Code 346)
¯ Miscellaneous Fabricated Metal Products (SIC Code 349)
¯ Engines and Turbines (SIC Code 351)
¯ Farm and Garden Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 352)
¯ Construction, Mining, and Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code

353)
¯ Metalworking Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 354)
¯ Special Industry Machinery, Except Metalworking Machinery (SIC Code 355)
¯ General Industrial Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 356)
¯ Refrigeration and Service Industry Machinery (SIC Code 358)
¯ Miscellaneous Industrial and Commercial Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 359)
¯ Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment (SIC Code 371)                ;
¯ Aircraft and Parts (SIC Code 372)
¯ Motorcycles, Bicycles, and Parts (SIC Code 375)
¯ Guided Missiles and Space Vehicles and Parts (SIC Code 376)
¯ Miscellaneous Transportation Equipment (SIC Code 379)

The general manufacturing process is conducted indoors, and includes activities such as
cutting, shaping, grinding, cleaning, coating, forming, and finishing. Specific processes are
referred to as "unit operations." These operations occur predominately indoors, so
contamination of storm water discharges from manufacturing processes is unlikely.

Significant materials include ferrous and nonferrous metals, such as aluminum, copper, iron,
steel and alloys of these metals; either in raw form or as intermediate products, paints,
solvents (e.g., paint thinners, degreasers), chemicals (e.g., acids, bases, liquid gases), fuels
(e.g., gasoline and diesel fuel), lubricating and cutting oils, and plastics.

Pollutants of concern at these facilities include total suspended solids (TSS), turbidity,
fugitive dust, oil and grease, organics, heavy metals, and chemical oxygen demand (COD).
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,Table E-30
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 30

Grab Samples (mgtl) Composite Samples (mgtl), ¯ NURP Results

Pollutant No. Mean Median 95% No,, Mean Median 95% Mean Median 90%

BOD5 182 13.01 6.00 32.00 f79 7.34 5.00 19.00! 12,0(} 9.00 15,00

COD t74 66.89 36.00 310.00 t69 46.55 29.00 149.20 82.00! 65,00 1.40,00

Copper 79 0.20 0.01 0.84 74 0.06 0.01 0.36 0.04 0.04 0.09

Lead 76 0.22 0.00 0.97 75 0.18 0.00 0.94 0.t8i 0.14 0.35

NOz÷NO3-N t84 1.20 0.58 5.00 t74 1.28 0.45 4.50 0.86 0,68 1~75

Oil & Grease 189 7.84 0.00 34.00 NR NR NR

P, Total t76 0.29i 0.14 1.00 t79 0.40 0.13 1.12 0.42 0.33: 0.70

pH t79 6.93! 7.09 8.34 NR NR NR

TKN I70 2.47! 1.30 5.80 I65 1.81 1.10 4.75 t.90 1.50 3.30

TSS t73 162.81 30.00 576.00 t69 100.41 17.00 319.00 180.00 |00,00 300.00

Zinc 88 0.58 0.20 2.55 85    0.39 0.14 1.40 0.2.0 0.16 0.50
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Sector 31: Electronic and Electrical Equipment and Components, Photographic and
Optical Goods

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 36, 38, and
357."

Major SIC group 36 includes manufacturers of a broad range of electronic and electrical
equipment and components, not including computer equipment. Specifically, this group
includes manufacturers of electricity distribution equipment such as transformers and switch-
gear, electrical industrial equipment such as motors and generators, household appliances,
electric lighting and wiring equipment such as light bulbs and lighting fixtures, and audio and
video equipment including phonograph, records and audio tapes and disks. Also included are
manufacturers of communication equipment including telephone and telegraph equipment,
radio and television equipment, electronic components such as printed circuit boards and
semiconductors and related devices, and miscellaneous electrical items such as batteries and
electrical equipment for automobiles. Storm water discharges from facilities in this category
are only regulated where precipitation and storm water runon come into contact with areas
associated with industrial activities and significant materials.

Major SIC group 38 includes manufacturers of measuring, analyzing, and controlling
instruments, photographic, medical and optical goods, and watches and clocks. Specifically,
this group includes facilities which manufacture search, detection, navigation, or guidance
systems such as radar and sonar equipment, measurement and control instatments and
laboratory apparatus, surgical, medical and dental instruments and supplies, photographic
equipment and supplies, and watches and clocks.

Computer and office equipment is included in industrial SIC group 357. This group includes
manufacturers of computers, computer storage devices, and peripheral equipment for
computers such as printers and plotters. Manufacturers of miscellaneous office machines are
also included in this group.

Pollutants found in storm water discharges from Electronic and Electrical Equipment and
Components, Photographic and Optical Goods manufacturers may include total suspended
solids (TSS), heavy metals, organics, oil and grease, and acids.
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Table E-31
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 31

Grab Samples (mg/l~ Con.~tit~ Samples, (rag/l)

Po~t No. Me~ M~ 95%    No.. ~ M~.~ ~%.

BOD5 ~ 8.81 5.50 32.~ :~ ~ 7.48 5.101 14.~

COD ~ 59.19 46.~ 170.~ ~ 36.32 24.~i 2~.~

Copper 5~ 0.~ 0.~ 0.11 ~ 0.01 0.~ 0.05 0.~, , 0.~ 0.09

~d ~ 0.02 0.~ 0.08 ~. ~ 0.01 0.~ 0.~ ¯ 0.~8 0,t4 0.35

NO2+NO3-N ~ 0.83 0.51 2.80 ~ 0.66 0.51 1.43 0.~ "

Off & Gr~e 69 0.58 0.~ 4.10

P, To~ ~] 1.50 0.13 1.10 ~ 1.02 0.16 1.20 0.42 0~3~ 0.70

pH 69] 7.43 7.54 8.~

~ ~ 1.46 1.05 4.09 ~ 1.36 1.01~ 3.70 t.~    1.50 3.30

TSS 63 89.21 29.~ 348.~ 56 67.12 14.~: 370.~ ~80.~

Z~c 51 0.16 0.09 0.53. 48 0.15 0.09 0.47 020    0.t6    0.50
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GROUP APPLICATION PART 2 SAMPLING DATA

ORGANIZED BY POLLUTANT
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GROUP APPLICATION PART 2 SAMPLING DATA

ORGANIZED BY POLLUTANT

This appendix contains tabular and graphical descriptions of the sampling data for the

31 industrial sectors that were identified in the group application portion of the Phase I ~

permitting process (four of the sectors were consolidated into two sectors for permit

development purposes, only tablular data is presented for copper, lead, and zinc). This

appendix summarizes the sampling data on a pollutant by pollutant basis. The tables and

figures display the mean values, median values, 95th percentile values, for the grab and

composite samples and the mean, median and 90th percentile values for NURP data for a

portion of the pollutants sampled within each sector.
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INDUSTRIAL SECTORS/GROUP APPLICATIONS (TABLE 1)

SECTOR AC~, ~,
I Lu~nbe~’ and Wood’Products
2 Paper and Allied Products
3 Chemicals and Allied Products
4 Asphalt and Lubricant Manufacturers
5 Stone, Clay, Glass and Concrete Products
6 Prima~ Metal Industries
7 Metal Mining
8 Coal and Lignite Mining
9 Oil and Gas Extraction
10 Mining and Quar~in$ of Nonmetallic Minerals
11 Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal Facilities
12 Industrial Landfills, Land Application Sites and O~en Dumps
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts
14 Scrap and Waste Materials
15 Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities
16 Railroad Transportation
17 Local and Subtu:ban Transit and Interurban Highway Passenger Transportation

Motor Freight Transportation
United States Postal Service
Petroleum Bulk Stations

18 Water Transportation
19 Ship Building and Repairing

Boat Buildin$ and Repairin~
20 Transportation By Air
22 Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants
23 Food and Kindred Products

Tobacco Products
24 Textile Mill Products

Apparel and Other Finished Products Made From Fabrics and Similar Materials
25 Furniture and Fixtures Manufacturing
26 Primin$ Publishing and Allied Industries
27 Rubber and Misc. Plastic Products
28 Leather and Leather Products
29 Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Transportation Equipment

Jewelry, Silverware, and Plated Ware
30 Industrial and Commercial Machinery (Except Computer and Offi~ F.quipment)

Transpomtion Equipment
31 Electronic and other Electrical Equipmemt and Components

Measuring, Analyzing, and Controlling Instruments; Photographic and Optical Goods;
Watches and Clocks
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Table F-1
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications

(With Comparison to NURP and USGS Data) for BODs (mg/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples

FOR POLLUTANT BOD5 BOD5
NURP Median Urban Site * 12 9 15
USGS Commercial Site * 16 8 NR

01 Lumber & Wood Products 198 39.63 13.00 193.00 200 45.37 17.00 135.50
02 Paper & Allied Products 121 34.72 8.00 115.00 I 11 24.25 8.00 93 .iX)
03 ChemicaLs & Allied Products 165 36.42 7.00 67.00 156 11.74 6.00 45.00
04 Petrol Refining & Rehted Ind. 51 39.99 7.00 47.00 51 I0.87 4.00 22.00
05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 310 14.30 5.00 32.00 300 7.32 4.20 26.00
06 Primary Metal Ind. 163 32.15 i II.00 83.00 140 ; 34.08 8.30 61.50
07 Metal Mining 18 10.02 9.00i 27.00 12 I0.63 6.00 44.00
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 7 3.63 1.80 9.00 4 6.55 3.90 17.40
09 Oil & Gas Extraction 35 13.79 9.71 44.00 33 10.59 7.00 21.80
I0 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 55 7.09 5.00 24.00 51 6.89 5.00 17.00
I I Hazardous Waste TSDFs 8 17.75 11.50 45.00 9 9.44 7.00 45.00
12 Industrial Land_Falls & Dumps 51i 13.66 7.00 59.00 48 9.04 4.40 34.00
13 Used Motor Vehicle Par~s 131 7.15 6.00 16.00 30 12.61 6.50 48.001
14 Scrap & Waste MateriaLs 130 23.49 9.00 89.00 120 24.00 9.00 88.00
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 76 5.71 4.25 20.00 78 5.69 4.00 20.00
16 Railroad Transport 116 11.29 6.00 34.00 105 9.27 6.00~ 28.00
17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 400 17.11 8.00 60.50 376 11.071 6.00 41.00
18 Water Transport 15 8.60 7.00 39.00 i 14 6.00’ 6.00 11.00
19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 44 5.00 2.80 15.00 37 7.40 0.90 23.00
20 Air Transport 96 23.95 7.50 42.00 89 21.34 5.30 41.40
22 Wastewater Treatment 90 33.26 11.50 53.40 89 46.11 8.00 200.00
23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 298 51.15 13.90 206.00 287 42.54 11.00 180.00
24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 110 I 1.41 7.75 38.00 107 9.82 7.00 29.00
25 Furniture & Fixtures 25 12.22 9.00 44.00 24 8.80 5.95 26.00
26 Printing & Publishing 27 10.99 9.00 49.00 27 6.95 6.40 22.20
27 Rubber & Plastic Products 90 13.92 7.15 51.00 89 11.21 7.00 34.00
28 Leather/Products 31 33.07 I l.IX) 140.00 31 22.32 10.00 77.00
29 Fabricated Metal Products, JewehT 115 28.31 7.60 81.00 111 10.04 7.00 40.00
30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 182 13.01 6.00 32.00 179 7.32 5.00 19.00
31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 64 8.81 5.50 32.00 56 7.48 5.10 14.00

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
ffi Not Reported
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Table F-2
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part H Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Studies) for COD (mg/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples

FOR POLLUTANT COD COD

NURP Median Urban Site * 82 65 140

USGS Commercial Site * NR NR NR

01 Lumber & Wood Products 198 297.64 131.00 1500.00 198 242,50 122.50 1080.00

02 Paper & Allied Prod. 121 191.69 61.00 740.00 113 133.90 51.00 530.00

03 Chemicals & Allied Products 168 96.14 57.50 290.00 t59 77.24 41.00 320.00

04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind. .64 15!.55 48.00 485.00 53 86.93 50.00 375.00

05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 313 !07.47 51.30 317.00 302 77.53 43.15 240.00

06 Primary Metal Ind. 162 221.34 70.50 870.00 151 109.84 60.00 420.00

07 Metal Mining 18 144.54 71.10 630.00 15 195.07 160.00 740.00

08 Coal & Lignite Mining 13 16.45 6.00 83.90 8 26.86 13.50 115.00

09 Oil & Gas Extraction 36 140.12 82.00 352.00 31 115.94 92.00 445.00

10 Nonmetallic Mineral Mixfing 56 58.79 33.001 247.00 51 66.20 37.00 185.00

I I Hazardous Waste TSDFs 8 117.40 41.00 500.00 9 48.90 34.00 131.00

12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps 51 114.46 31.00 825.00 48 102.02 27.50 548.00i

13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 30 135.00 61.00 250.00 13 66.23 60.00 155.00

14 Scrap & Waste Materials 130 253.33 120.00 1100.00 1171 203.71 110.00 700.00!

15 Steam Electric Power Plants 76 104.02] 32.50 360.00 77 ! 69.47i 39.50 280.00

16 Railroad Transport 117 318.101 118.00 781.00 102~ !89.46 89.00 489.00

17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 408 135.16 r 63.95 498.00 374 85.64 48.00 250.00

18 Water Transport 15 130.93 93.00 500.00 14 75.79 50.50 203.00

19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 51 73.22 53.00 260.00 43 68.80 28.00 240.00

20 Air Transport 95 81.49 44.00 286.00 88 75.63 36.00 182.00

22 Wastewater Treatment 84 133.03 68.65 410.00 84 157.95 61.59 880.00

23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 296 192.46 77.00 745.00 286 141.65 63.00 463.00

24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 110 69.19 44.00 228.00 107 48.05 37.001 111.00

25 Furniture & Fixtures 25 95.96 83.00 230.001 24 76.33 72.50 180.00

26 Printing & Publishing 27 57.19 49.00 176.001 27 42.37 39.00 119.00

27 Rubber & Plastic Products 90 I00.00 53.00 330.00 87 72.08 43.00 240.00

28 Leather/Products 31: 205.45 82.00 900.00 31 91.94 50.00 340.00

29 Fabricated Metal Products, Jewelry 115’ 118.16 56.00 440.00 114 86.!7 47.50 249.00

30 Ind. & Comm, & Transport Equip.    17466.89 36.00 310.00 169 46.55 29.00 149.20

31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 65 59.19 46.00 170.00 56 36.32 24.00 200.00

blURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
- Not Reported
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Table F-3
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Data) for NOz + NO3 - N (me/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples
Sector DESCRIPTION

...."...N°" I Mean ""[ Median [ 95 % No. [ Mean [Median ! 95 %~
FOR" POLLUTANT "’ NO2+NO3_N NO2+NO3_N

NURP Median Urban Site * 0.861 0.68 1.75
USGS Commercial Site * 0.38 0.25 NR
01 Lumber & Wood Products 189 0.95~ 0.32 2.20 188 0.75 0.34 1.79
02 Paper & Allied Prod. 121 0.951 0.50 3.93 111 0.76 0.47 2.44
03 Chemicals & Allied Products 164 5.83 0.80 16.00 154 4.29 0.82 17.00
04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind. 62 0.97 0.3l 2.63! 52 0.82 0.30 2.43
05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 303 1.99 0.60 3.03 292 1.40 0.55 3.03
06 Primary Metal Ind. 148 1.17 0.68 3.60 135 1.38 0.77 4.30
07 Metal Mining 16 1.10 0.75 5.30 13 0.90 0.86 2.10
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 8 0.77 0.40 3.12 6 1.00 0.61 3.12
09 Oil & Gas Extraction 35 0.52 0.15 4.10 31 0.60i 0.12 3.30
10 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 50 0.98 0.65 3.00 45 1.27~ 0.76 4.17
11 Hazardous Waste TSDFs 9 0.46 0.47: 0.79 9 0.39 0.34 0~67
12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps 50 1.57! 0.55 ! 4.10 47 1.38 0.50 6.02
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 13 1.70 0.83 5.65 30 1.62 1.32 4.87:
14 Scrap & Waste Materials 129! 1.78 0.62 3.30i 117 5.88 0.80 12.00
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 76 5.62 0.36 3.701 77 0.75 0.45 3.20
16 Railroad Transport 118 1.59 0.92 6.07 102 1.41 0.78 4.26
17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 399 2.99 0.61 9.00 372 1.99 0.52! 5.10
18 Water Transport 15 4.23 0.60 54.00 14 0.66 0.65 1.61
19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 51 0.79 0.72 1.60 45 0.85[ 0.72 1.80
20 Air Transport 75 1.27 0.41 7.90 65 1.29i 0.43 7.70
22 Wastewater Treatment 84 20.86 1.09 136.00 83 20.50 0.87 131.27
23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 301 1.17 0.56~ 3.70 289 0.98 0.55 3.60
24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 110 1.33 0.39 2.50 107 i. 14 0.39 1.87
25 Furniture & Fixtures 25 1.73 0.90 6.20 24 1.51 0.68 5.60
26 Printing & Publishing 20 1.27 0.82 4.00’ 20 1.35 1.05 4.49’
27 Rubber & Plastic Products 89 0.86 0.58 2.93 86 1.26 0.67 3.56i
28 Leather/Products 31 1.86 1.20 4.701 31 1.88 0.90 9.10
29 Fabricated Metal Products, lewelry 115 1.48 0.74 7.00 114 1.27 0.77 3.50
30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 184 1.20 0.58 5.00 174 1.28 0.45 4.50
31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 64 0.83 0.51 2.80 57 0.66 0.51 1.43

NURP and rJSGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
ffi Not Reported

F-12
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I. ilascd upon part 2 group application data submitt©d by Jan i. 1992

2. S~a Table I for List of Industry S~ctors by number

3. Values reported as ~Nondeteet were assumed to be 0.0 mg/l

Figure F-9. Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nitrogen Concentration Storm Water Discharges~
Grab Samples by Industry Sector
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I. Based upon part 2 group application data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for List of Industry Sectors by number

3.Values reported as Nondeteet were assumed to be 0.0 ms/l

Figure F-10. Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nitrogen Concentration Storm Water Discharges~
Composite Samples by industry Sector
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I. Baled upon part 2 group application data lubmitt©d by Jan I. 1992

2. $�© Tabl© I for List of Industrl~ S©¢tors by numb©r

3. Valu©s r©port©d as Nond©t©¢t w©r© assumod to bo 0.0 mg/I

Figure F-11. Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nitrogen Concentration Storm Water Discharges1
Grab Samples by Industry Sector
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I. Based upon part 2 |roup application data submitted by Jan !. 1992

2. See Table I for List of Industry Sectors by number

3. Values reported as Nondetoct wore assumed to b© 0.0 m8/i

Figure F-12. Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nitrogen Concentration Storm Water Discharges~
Composite Samples by Industry Sector



Appendix F

Table F-4
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Studies) for TKN (rag/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples
Sector DESCRIPTION No. [ Mean I Median [ 95 % No. [ Mean I Median ! 95 %

FOR POLLUTANT TKN TKN
NURP Median Urban Site * 1.90 1.50 3.30
USGS Commercial Site * NR FIR N’R
01 Lumber & Wood Products 188 2.57 1.62 9.26 188 2.32 1.50 7.50
02 Paper & Allied Prod. 121 3.83 1.76 10.20 I12 3.17 1.771 10.10
03 Chemicals & Allied Products 171 15.50 1.90 27.00 159 18.30 i 1.70 23.70
04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind. -63 2.13 1.13 7.16 51 1.63 0.99 6.28
05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 304 3,82 1.16 7.00 292 2.37 1.00 5.00
06 Primary Metal Ind. i00 3.56 1.98 13.001 149 3.05 1.60 9.70
07 Metal Mining 15 3.27 2.60 9.40 13 3.39 3,20 I 1.80
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 9 2.56 2.60 5.20 8 2.65 1.46 7.40
09 Oil & Gas Extraction 36 1.39 0.76 5.20 30 1.69 0.93 5.67
10 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 55 1.81 1.05 8.00 501 2.41 0.84 6.89
11 Hazardous Waste TSDFs 9 1.43 1.30 3.00 9 1.07 0.92 3.92
12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps 51 3.36 1.I0 12.00 48 3.03 1.04 14.20
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 13 2.17 1.901 4.87 30 2.27 1.77 6.63
14 Scrap & Waste Materials 1271 3.44 2.05! 11.10 114 3.38 2.20 9.20
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 76 2.41 1.25 8.55 78 1.95 1.00 10.00 ~
16 Railroad Transport 118 3.75 1.50 13.40 102 2.48 1.40 8.80
17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 405 2.69 1.40 7.70 373 2.04 1.13 6.30
18 Water Transport 15 2.64 1.60 16.00 14 9.41 0.751 118.00
19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 51 1.19 1.00 2.40 43 2.20 0.97 3.90
20 Air Transport 95 19.79 1.58 27.00 88 16.00 1.40 18.80
22 Wastewater Treaunent 79 8. I0 1.52 18.00 78 4.74 1.33 11.00
23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 300 4.95 2.35 18.00 290 4.07i 2.00 17.00
24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 110 2.72 1.70 6.50 107 1.92 1.50 5.40
25 Furniture & Fixtures 25 4.37 1.70 15.00 24 4.40 1.35 13.00
26 Printing & Publishing 27 3.13 1.50 10.00 i 27 1.57 0.84 4.60
27 Rubber & Plastic Products 89 2.34 1.36 6.00 86 1.63 1.25 4.70
28 Leather/Products 31 7.70 4.30 22.00 31 6.22 3.50 15.00
29 Fabricated Metal Products, J’ewelry 115 2.61 1.37 7.20 114 1.78 1.20 5.75
30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 170 2.47 1.30 5.80 165 1.81 1.10 4.75
31 Electronic Equip. & Insmunents 62 1.46 1.05 4.09 56 1.36 1.01 3.70

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
= Not Reported

F-17
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i. ~sed u~n part 2 Stoup application data submitted by J~n I. 1992

2. See Table I for List of Industry Sectors by number

3. Values re.fred as Nondetect were assumed to be 0.0 mg/I

Fibre F-13. T~ Concentration Storm Water DNcharges~
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I. Based upon part 2 I~roup application data submitted by Jan !. 1992

2. See Table ! for List of Industry Sectors by number

3. Values reported as Nondotect were assumed to be 0.0 m|/!

Figure F-14. TKN Concentration Storm Water Dischargesl
.                                        Composite Samples by Industry Sector
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I. Based upon part 2 |roup application data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for List of Industry Sectora by number

3. Values reported as Nondetect wore assumed to be 0.0 m|/i

Figure F-15. TKN Concentration Storm Water Discharges~
Grab Samples by Industry Sector
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i. Based upon part 2 |roup application d~tta submitted by Jan I. 1992
2. Boo Table I for Lilt of Indultry Sector~ by number

3. Valuo~ reported ~t~ Nondete©t wore assumed to be 0.0

Figure F-16. TKN Concentration Storm Water Discharges1
Composite Samples byIndustry Sector



Appendix F

Table F-5
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Data) for Oil and Grease (mg/1)

Grab Samples Composite Samples

FOR POLLUTANT Oil & Grease Oil & Grease
NURP Median Urban Site * NR NR NR
USGS Commercial Site * NR NR NR
01 Lumber & Wood Products 207 15.21 2.20 55.00
02 Paper & Allied Prod. 122 3.69 1.00 15.00
03 Chemicals & Allied Products !.69 3.75 0.50 16.30
04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind. 64 5.89 1.25 28.00

05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 315 4.67 1.40 !7.10
06 Primary Metal Ind. 163 8.88 1.00 47.00
07 Metal Mining 16 2.36 0.00 22.00
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 19 2.17 1.20 13.90

09 Oil & Gas Extraction 36 10.18 3.00: 49.00
i0 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 60 1.08 0.00 5.45
I I Hazardous Waste TSDFs 9 9.33 0.00 74.00
12 Industrial Landfdls & Dumps 53 2.97 0.00 14.00
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 30 5.35 3.00 32.00 ;

14 Scrap & Waste Materials" 135 8.95 5.00 32.00
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 88 1.38 0.00 6.00
16 Railroad Transport 118 9.56 0.00 27.00
17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 418 16.38 2.80 41,00
18 Water Transport 15 11.93 2.00 96.00
19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 52 0.98 0.00 5.00
20 Air Transport 98i 4.66 1.85 20.00
22 Wastewater Treatment 89’ 24.24 0.90 26.00
23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 300 5.35 1.05 20.95
24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 111 2.94 0.00 14.00
25 Furniture & Fixtures 25 3.84 0.00 14.00

26 Printing & Publishing 27 12.58 2.50 56.00
27 Rubber & Plastic Products 94 4.26 0.50 18.00

28 Leather/Products 31 13.87 0.00 120.00
29 Fabricated Metal Products, Iewelry 114 6.11 2.00 21.00
30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 189 7.84 0.00 34.00

31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 69 0.58 0.00 4.10

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
= Not Reported

R0015459
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!. Based upon part 2 group applic.~tion data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2.See Table I for List of Industry Sectors by numb©r

3. Values reported as Nondetect were assumed to be 0.0 mg/i

m Figure F-17. Oil & Grease Concentration Storm Water DischargesI =
o~ Grab Samples by Industry Sector ~"
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I. Based upon part 2 |roup application data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for List of Industry Sectors by number

3. Values reported as Nondetect were assumed to be 0.0

Figure F-18. Oil & Grease Concentration Storm Water Discharges1
Grab Samples by Industry Sector



Appendix F

Table F-6
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Data) for Total Phosphorus (rag/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples

Sector DESCRIPTION No. I Mean [Median [ 95 % No. [ Mean [Median [ 95 %

FOR POLLUTANT P, Total P, Total

NURP Median Urban Site * 0.42 0.33 0.70

USGS Commercial Site * 0.31 0.18 NR

01 Lumber & Wood Products 198 23.91 0.29 2.66 199 6.29 0.30 1.72

02 Paper & Allied Prod. 120 0.39 0.18 1.06 111 0.36 0.16 0.91

03 Chemicals & Allied Products 170 2.82 0.24 12.10 158 9.51 0.23 16.40

04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind. 63 0.37 0.13 1.65 54 0.28 0.15 1.28

05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 313 1.21 0.28 4.96. 300 0.87 0.25 3.24

06 Primary Metal Ind. 163 1.25 0.17 1.801 149 0.52! 0.14 0.96

07 Metal Mining 21 1.83 0.30 11.00 16 1.06 0.38 7.00

08 Coal & Lignite Mining 8 0.12 0.04 0.66 5 0.12 0.00i 0.58

09 Oil & Gas Extraction 36 15.82i 0.18 144.90 33 3.41 0.07 19.46

10 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 55 0.84 0.20 4.69 51 1.13 0.24 2.61

11 Hazardous Waste TSDFs 9 0.24 0.07 1.60 9 0.11 0.09 0.32

12 Industrial Landfdls & Dumps 50 0.91 0.50! 3.35 47 0.95 0.38 4.08

13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 13 0.19 0.05 1.08 30 3.05 0.26 15.70

14 Scrap & Waste Materials 127 0.81 0.30 2.20 114 0.77 0.29 1.80

15 Steam Electric Power Plants 75 0.79 0.29 3.09 78 0.63 0.27 3.10

16 Railroad Transport I 18 1.47 0.54 8.10 102 0.92 0.45 3.05

17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 405! 1.12. 0.33 3.90 373 0.73 0.29 2.91

18 Water Transport 15 0.27 0.I0 1.20 14 0.15 0.17 0.32

19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 51 0.21 0.00 0.91 45 0.88 0.00 0.76

20 Air Transport 86 0.44 0.20 1.841 79 0.29, 0.20 0.88

22 Wastewater Treatment 86 0.95 0.50 3.17 84 0.68 0.45 ~ 1.89

23 Food, Tobacco Manufaet. 298 5.131 0.56 9.06 287 1.32 0.48 5.96

24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 1 I0 0.35 0.14 0.66 107 0.31 0.11 0.60

25 Furuimre & Fixtures 25 0.27 0.20! 0.89 24 0.26 0.19 0.7!

26 Printing & Publishing 27 0.37 0.14 1.50 27 0.35 0.13 1.30

27 Rubber & Plastic Products 89 0.41 0.19 1.61 85 ! 0.34 0.16 0.83

28 Leather/Products 31! 0.36 0.16 1.60 31 0.83 0.18 1.30

29 Fabricated Metal Products, Jewelry 113 1.03 0.22 9.80 114 0.84 0.21 4.80

30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 176 0.29 0.14 1.00 179 0.40 0.13 1.12

31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 64 1.50 0.13 1.10: 57 1.021 0.16 1.20

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
NR = Not Reported

F-25
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I. ilaled upon part 2 group application data lubmitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for Lilt of Indultry Sector~ by number

3. Values reported al Nondete©t were allumed to be 0.0 m|/I

Figure F-19. Phosphorus Concentration Storm Water Discharges~
Grab Samples by Industry Sector
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i. Based upon part 2 |roup appli¢|ttion data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for List of lndultry Seetor~ by number

3. Values reported al Nondeteet were assumed to be 0.0 mg/I

4~ Figure F-22. Phosphorus Concentration Storm Water Discharges1 =
o~ Composite Samples by Industry Sector ,~"



Appendix F

Table F-7
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Studies) for TSS (rag/l)

Grab Samples Composim Samples

FOR POLLUTANT TSS TSS
NURP Median Urban Site * 180 100 300
USGS Commercial Site * 248 109 NR
01 Lumber & Wood Products i"98 1108 242 4800 1981 575 230 2288
02 Paper & Allied Prod. 12] 153 41 520 111 44 13 198
03 Chemicals & Allied Products 169 200 40 793 159 94 25 453
04 Petrol Refining & Related had. 63 287 93 1330 54 165 46 860
05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 311 1067 200 2620 302 386 149 1440

06 Primary Metal Ind. 162 368 72 1700 149 162 69 717
07 Metal Mining 17 6996 403 100000 15 623 330 3050
08 Coal & Lignite Mining i0 5608 150 33420 8 690 251 3880

09 Oil & Gas Extraction 37 353 75 1520 30 413 48 2056
i0 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 55 1848 181 11120 51 1576 296 10080
11 Hazardous Waste TSDFs 8 338 128 1100 9 83 32 304
12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps 51 2979 633 19370 47 1850 370 9140

13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts 13 474 183 2300 30 839 226 5100

14 Scrap & Waste Materials 130 437 148 2096 116 376 85 1700

15 Steam Electric Power Plants 76 516 44 1200 77 212: 401 810

16 Railroad Transport 118 517 172 2800 102 249 90~ 917

17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 406 503 104 1890 375 454 67 1 i00

18 Water Transport 15 634 135 4330 14 2241 681 944

t9 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 51 92; 17 505 45 2 8 200

20 Air Transport 96 1851 29 1080 87 80 22 258

22 Wastewater Treatment 90 1601 68 575’ 88 114 56 414

23 Food, Tobacco Manufaet. .298 252 73 1320’ 286 200 54 900

24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 110 1261 36 4101 107 80 22 380

25 Furniture & Fixtures 25 188 i 130 440 24 143 91 550

26 Printing & Publishing 27 92! 30 433i 27 31 28 82

27 Rubber & Plastic Products 90 189 44 893 87 119 30 476

28 Leather/Products 31 3 I01 49 13001 31 115 86 460

29 Fabricated Metal Products, .)’ewelry115 187. 76 758: 114 125 32 423

30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 173 163 30 576 169 I00 !7 319

31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 63 89’ 29 348! 56 671 14 370

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
= Not Reported
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!. Based upon part 2 group application data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for L|st of Industry Sectors by number

3. Values reported as Nondetect were assumed to be 0.0 m|/I

Figure F-23. TSS Concentration Storm Water Discharges~                            ~
Grab Samples by Industry Sector                                      ,~.
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I. Based upon part 2 Iroup application data submitted by Jan I. 1992

2. See Table I for List of Industry Sectors by number

3. Values reported as Nondetect were assumed to be 0.0 m|/I

Figure F-24. TSS Concentration Storm Water DischargesI
Composite Samples by Industry Sector
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3. Values re~rted as Nondetect were assumed to ~ 0.0 mj/I

Fibre F-25. TSS Concentration Storm Water Di~hargesI
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Appendix F

Table F-8
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Studies) for Copper (rag/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples

Sector DESCR.IlwrION No. [ Mean [ Median [ 95 % No. [ Mean [Median I 95 %

FOR. POLLUTANT Copper Copper

NURP Median Urban Site * 0.04 0.04 0.09

USGS Commercial Site * 0.03 0.02 NR

01 Lumber & Wood Products 32 0.05 0.03 0.16 29 0.04 0.03 0.12

02 Paper & Allied Prod. 2 0.03 0.03 0.05 2 0.03 0.03 0.07

03 Chemicals & Allied Products 51 0.19 0.01 0.21 46 0.12! 0.00 0.19

04 Petrol Ref’ming & Related Ind.

05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 6 0.13 0.02 0.40 5 0.16: 0.04 0.40

06 Primary Metal Ind. 143 3.46 0.10 3.40[ I31 2.25 0.07 3.10

07 Metal Mining 19 3.88 0.14 46.80 [ 13 0.59 0.09 3.40

08 Coal & Lignite Mining I 0.00 0.00 0.00 2 0.00 0.00 0.00

09 Oil & Gas Extraction

I0 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 6 0.05 0.01 0.15 4 0.01 0.01 0.01

i I Hazardous Waste TSDFs

i2 Industrial Landfills & Dumps

13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts

14 Scrap & Waste Materials I02 0.77 0.26 3.00 95 0.63 0.22 2.50

15 Steam Electric Power Plants 70 0.08 0.00 0.21 75 0.03 0.02 0.13

16 Railroad Transport

17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 19 0.02 " 0.01 0.06 20 0.02 0.01 0.08

18 Water Transport

19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 5 0.16 0.15 0.32 5 0.08 0.09 0.13

20 Air Transport 2 0.03 0.03 0.04 3 0.01 0.01 0.02

22 Wastewater Treatment 28 0.07 0.01 0.22 27 0.05 0.02 O. [ 1

23 Food, Tobacco Manufaet. 17 0.08 0.04 0.27 17 0.05 0.03 0.24

24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 16 0.03 0.01 0.151 14 0.07i 0.01 0.61

25 Furniture & Fixtures 4 0.04 0.04 0.07 4 0.00! 0.00 0.02

26 Printing & Publishing 7 0.03 0.03 0.08 6 0.02 0.03 1 0.04

27 Rubber & Plastic Products 5 0.00 0.00 0.01 5 0.03 0.05 0.05

28 Leather/Products

29 Fabricated Metal Products, Jewelry ! 36i 0.63 0.03 4.30 33 0.46 0.02 0.64

30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 79 0.20 0.01 0.84 74 0.06 0.01 0.36

31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 54 0.04 0.00 0. I 1 50 0.01 0.00 0.05

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
= Not Reported
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Table F-9
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part H Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Studies) for Lead (rag/l)

I- Grab Samples Composite Samples
Sector DESCRIPTION No. I Mean I Medi~ I95 % No. I Mean I Median I 95 ,%

FOR POLLUTANT Lead Lead
NURP Median Urban Site *

0.18 0.14 0.35
USGS Commercial Site * 0.,_ 0.07 NR
01 Lumber & Wood Products
02 Paper & Allied Prod.                 20.05 0.05 0.09 2 0.03 0.03 0.05
03 Chemicals & ,Mlied Products 47 0.07 0.01 0.17 42 0.02 0.01 0.07
04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind.

05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 15 0.24 0,01 3.30 15 0.25 0.01 3.40
06 Primary Metal Ind. 136 0.78 0.02 1.41 123 0.19 0.02, 1.00
07 Metal Mining 23 0.89 0.00 1.20 13 6.07 0.05 65.00
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 21 0.02 0.02 0.04 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
09 Oil & Gas Extraction
10 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 6 0.00 0.130 0.00 41 0.0( 0.00 0.00
11 Hazardous Waste TSDFs
12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps 9 9.621 0.08’ 83.70 7 20.64 0.18 143.00
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts

14 Scrap & Waste Materials 103 0.85 0.21 4.00 96 0.88 0.22 3.40
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 28 0.02 0.00 0.08[ 23 0.02 : 0.01 0.07
16 Railroad Transport

17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 32 0.03 0.01 0.II 31 0.0I 0.00 0.06
18 Water Transport 4 0.20 0.05 0.70 3 0. I0 0.10 0.10
19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 6 0.75 0.04 4.24 5 I 1.00 0.06 0.33
20 Air Transport 2 0.02 0.02 0.03 3 0,00 0.00 0.00
22 Wastewater Treatment 27 0.03 0.00 0.15 26 0,01 0.00[ 0.09
23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 12 0.01 0.01 0.03 i 10 0.01 0.01 0.04
24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 8 0.07 0.02 0.281 7 0.04 ; 0.03 0.1 I
25 Furniture & Fixtures 3 0.08 0.06 0.!6 3 0.01 0.01 0.92
26 Printing & Publishing 1 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.
27 Rubber & Plastic Products 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 0.01 0.01 0.01
28 Leather/Products 2 0.02 0.02 0.04 2 0.02 0.02 0.04
29 Fabricated Metal Products, .lewelry 32 0.11 0.00 0.89 30 0.06 0.00 0.22
30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 76 0.22 0.00 0.97 75 0.18 0.00: 0.94
31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 60 0.02 0.00 0.08 56 0.0I 0.00 0.04

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
= Not Reported
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Table F-10
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications (With

Comparison to NURP and USGS Studies) for Zinc (rag/l)

Grab Samples Composite Samples

FOR POLLUTANT Zinc Zinc
NURP Median Urban Site * 0.20 0.16 0.50
USGS Commercial Site * 0.311 0.11 NR
01 Lumber & Wood Products 16 0.47 0.37 1.70 15 0.36 0.30 1.20

02 Paper & Allied Prod. 1 0.62 0.62 0.62 ! 0.78 0.78 0.78

03 Chemicals & Allied Products 75 2.11 0.24 7.70 70 1.74 0.24 4.20
04 Petrol Refining & Related Ind.
05 Stone, Clay, Glass Products 8 0.35 0.14 1.17 7 0.39 0.18 1.12
06 Primary Metal Ind. 144 8.85 0.46 !1.80 132 6.55 0.43 9.67
07 Metal MIning 141 3.04 0.59 16.30 8 3.87 0.66 20.90
08 Coal & Lignite Mining 21 0.17 0.17 0.30 2 0.06 0.06 0.09
09 Oil & Gas Extraction
10 Nonmetallic Mineral Mining 5 0.18 0.18 0.34 3 0.29 0.30 0.30
11 Hazardous Waste TSDFs
12 Industrial Landfills & Dumps
13 Used Motor Vehicle Parts
14 Scrap & Waste Materials 97 3.16 1.40 12.00 90 3.20 1.40 10.00
15 Steam Electric Power Plants 35 0.32 0.05 0.66 39 0.27 0.06 0.92

16 Railroad Transport 1 0.14 0.14 0.14 1 0.28 0.28 0.28
17 Transport: Trucks, Freight, etc. 30 0.23 0. !3 1.10 28 1.34 0.11 0.66

18 Water Transport 4 0.68 0.22 2.20 3 0.42 0.21 0.87

19 Ship & Boat Building, Repair 2 0.31 0.31 0.36 1 39.00 0.33 0.33

20 Air Transport 8 0.14 0.08 0.58 3 0.35 0.04 1.00

22 Wastewater Treatment 23 0.23 0.061 0.75 22 0.12 0.06 0.43

23 Food, Tobacco Manufact. 33 0.78 0.21 2.10 31 0.79 0.24 5.83

24 Textile & Apparel Manufact. 16 0.33 0.19 1.06 14 0.30 0.21 0.88

25 Furniture & Fixtures 4 2.97 0.78 10.!30 4 0.59 0.40 1.50

26 Printing & Publishing 4 0.48 0.37 1.00 3 0.47 0.52 0.65

27 Rubber & Plastic Products 34 0.98 0.19 4.90 34 0.80 0.25 2.86

28 Leather/Products
29 Fabricated Metal Products, Jewelry 60 4.20 0.36 9.77 58[ 2.17 0.21 10.50

30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip. 88 0.58 0.20 2.55 85: 0.39 0.14 1.40

31 Electronic Equip. & Instruments 51 0.16 0.09 0.53 48 0.15 0.09 0.47

NURP and USGS results were reported only as composite samples, not grab.
= Not Reported
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APPENDIX G: GEOGRAPHIC bNALYSIS OF SIC CODES (CONTINUED)

Ceastai Areas Grawing
~ Organized by ~’Urbanized Area" percent (cmn.) Organized by "l~aces" percent (¢mn.) percent Areas percent

4941 Water Supply                 4,904 19 26 41 28 35 41 30 47 71 83 20 33 16 28

4953 Refus~ Systems 10,797 26 40 58 45 53 58 43 59 79 88 36 49 15 21

4959 Sanitary Services, HEC 1,894 30 48 68 55 64 68 50 65 82 ° 91 41 54 21 28

4971 Irrigation Sys~m 662 17 22 36~ 22 28 36 27 411 59 7�~ IO 15 19 32

5031 Lumber, Miliwork 13,836 37 50 67[ 54 62 67 49 66 83 91 38 48 20 2"/

5039 Consm¢t Materials 4,036 37 50 68 55 63 68 50 65 82 90 35 45 21 27

5051 Metal S~rvice Centers 10,267 35 56 78 69 76 78 56 71 87 93 49 57 18 22

5052 Coal/Minerals & Ores i,384 23 31 48 35 45 48 38 57 79 87 18 23 7 12
Wholesale

5082 Constr. & Min. Math. 7,143 34 46 62 48 57 62 46 63 81 90 30 40 17 23

5083 Farm Mach. & Equip. 13,670 11 15 24 15 19 24 18 32 55 71 9 21) 7 12

5084 Industrial Mach.& Equip. 38,880 37 55 75 63 71 75 54 69 86 93 42 50 18 22

5085 Industrial Supplies 17,869 36 55 75 62 71 75 54 70 86 93 44 53 18 22

5144 Poultry & Products 1,4951 27 37 53 41 48 53 41 58 77 87 32 43 12 19

5146 Fish & Seafoods 4,5791 39 50 66 54 62 6~ 46 62 81 90 58 87 23 31

5147 Meat & Products 5,298 371 53 71 62 67 71 52 67 84 91 48 57 17 22

5154 Livestock 4,351 9 12 22 10 16 22 17 29 51 68 5 12 6 12

5159l Farm Products Raw Mats. 1,895 28 36 47 35 41 47 40 52 74 85 26 39 9 15

5169 Chemical & Allied Prod., NEC 10,355 37 56 74 63 70 74 52 68 85 92 43 52 19 24

5171 Petroleum, Bulk 8,086 9 12 22 12 17 22 16 29 53 70 8 19 5 10

5172 Petroleum Products/Dist. 11,128 22 31 45 33 40 45 34 49 69 82 23 36 12 17

5191 Farm Supplies 20,189 10 14 23 14 19 23 18 31 54 71 9 20 7 12

5211 Lumber & Build. Mau:dals 34,757 21 31 47 34 41 47 35 51 73 84 27 41 13 21

5261 ~Lawn & Garden Supply 19,443 20 29 44 32 39 44 33 51 73 84 25 41 14 22

5511 ,Car Dealers, New & Used 37,387 22 32 49 36 44 49 36 54 75 85 28 41 13 20

5521 Car Dealers, Used Only 32,145 26 34 51 37 45 51 39 57 78 88 26 38 15 21

5541 Gas/Service Stations .... 91,924 23 ..................34 49 38 44 44 35 51 72 84 29 42 13 19
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APPENDIX G: GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF SIC CODES (CONTINUED)

PERC, F_-,NT OF FACI~ LOCATED IN PART OF COUNTY ASSOCIATED WITH ..,

! Coas~’,d Areas Growing
~ Organized by "Urbanized Area~ percent (cum.) Organized by "l~aces" percent (cure.) percent Areas percent

79 Amusement Services 88067 30 42 61 47 55 61 45 61 79 88 37 49 18 25

80 Health Services 386373 35 50 68 56 64 68 50 66 83 91 43 53 20 26

81 Legal Services 127352 38 53 70 59 66 70 52 68 84 92 47 57 18 23

82 Educalional S~rvices 181729 24 36 52 40 47 52 39 54 74 84 31 44 13 19

83 Social Services 127245 321 43 61 47 56 61 46 63 81 89 36 48 17 23

84 Museums 5315 35 45 62 49 57 62 48 63 80 88 40 51 17 25

86 Membership Organizations 235386 30 40 59 45 53 59 44 60 79 89 33 44 15 20i

87 Research & Dewlopmem 253149 43 59 76 65 73 76 55 71 86 93 49 58 25 31
88 Households with Employees 645 23 29 45 33 40 45 33 49 71 82 28 41 17 23
89 Services, NEC 9974 45 60 76 65 72 76 58 72 87 93 48 57 24 31

91 Executive, Gen’l Govt. 26273 15 23 37 26 32 37 27 42 64 77 19 33 8 16

92 Justice, Public Order 16450 20 29 46 33 41 46 35 52 73 85 26 43 12 21

93 Public Finance, Taxes 1477 36 46 65 51 60 65 52 67 84 91 36 48 13 18
94 Human Resource Admin. 7853 23 32 48 35 42 47 38 53 72 83 26 38 9 15

95 Env. Quality & Housing Admin. 10344 22 31 47 35 42 47 35 51 72 84 25 38 12 19

96 Econ. Prog. Admin. 5692 30 39 54 41 49 54 41 57 76 86 28 40 13 20
97 National Security 3290 47 55 69 58 64 69 55 70 85 92 49 58 15 21
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION at (703) 821--4823. or Michael Plehn. pollution control measures were
AGENCY Office of Wastewater Rnforcement and implemented for these discharges and as

Compliance IEN-336], United States data collection efforts have provided
40 CFR Part 122 Environmental Protection Agency, 401 Madditional information, it has become

Street, SW.. Washington, DC 20460, evident that more diffuse sources of[FRL-4202-9] {202] 260-6929. water pollution, such as agricultural and
National Pollutant Discharge SUPPLEMENTARY |NFORM,I, TION’. urban runoff, are important contributors
Elimination System, Request for I. Background to water quality problems and use
Comment on Alternative Approaches A. Environmental Impacts impairment. Some diffuse sources of
for Phase II Storm Water Program B, Water Quality Act oi: 1987 water pollution, such as agricultural
#tGENCY: Environmental Protection C. Current (Phase I) Storm Water Permittingrunoff and irrigation return flows, are

Program exempted statutorily from the NPDESAgency. II. Today’s Notice program. Controls for other point source
ACTION: Request for comment." A. Purpose and Intent discharge of storm water runoff,
SUMM,~ltY: In a memorandum dated B. Alternative Approaches however, are addressed in this notice.
January 28, 1992, the President asked 1. Targeting A. Envh’onmental Impacts
regulatory agencies to review existing (a} Seek Amendments to the CWA to
and proposed rules to improve cost eliminate Phase [I and use designation Several national assessments have
effectiveness, minimize economic authority to bring additional sources been conducted to evaluate the impacts
impact, and reduce regulatory burden. In     under Phase I of diffuse sources of storm water runoff
response, today’s notice requests (b} Identify targeted MS4s as needing an on receiving water quality. TheNPDES.permit under section 402{p](6} of "National Water Quality Inventory, 1990information and public input on Phase II the CWAof the national storm water program (c) Continued reliance on Phase I MS4s to Report to Congress" provides a general
mandated under section 402(p)(6) of the control Phase II source which discharge assessment of water quality based on
Clean Water Act {CWA). More through their system biennial reports submitted by the States
specifically, EPA is today requesting {d} Identify additional Phase II activities under section 305{b} of the CWA. In
public comment on a number of issues other than MS4s based on comparative section 305(b] Reports, States indicate
including scope of coverage under Phase loadings the fraction of the States’ waters
If. identification of high risk Phase II {e) Geographic targeting have been assessed, the fraction
discharges, alternative control {t’} Establish requlrements for State storm

those assessed waters that are notwater management programsstrategies, and appropriate deadlines. {g} Rensselaerville focus groups supporting designated uses, and the
With respect to each of these issues, the

2. Control Strategies sources of use impairment for those
Agency is requesting input on how to waters (e.g., diffuse sources, point
meet environmental objectives and {a) Continued reliance on NPDES program sources, and natural sources}. The
requirements set forth under section {b} Continued reliance on nonpoint source

program Report indicates that roughly 30 to 40
402{p)(6] while at the same time {c} Mandatory performance standards, percent of assessed rivers, lakes and
identifying cost-effective control guidelines, management practices and/or estuaries are not supporting the uses forstrategies that minimize the economic treatment requirements which they are designated. Based on
impact on the regulated community as {d} RensselaervilIe focus groups information from 51 States andwell as the administrative burden on 3. Deadlines Territories that reported on sources of
Federal, State and local government, pollution, the Report indicates thato,t’r~s: Comments on this notice must be IIL Request for Comments
received on or before November 9, 1992. A. General Issues for Comment storm water runoff from a number of

B. Current Classification of Regulated diffuse sources, including agricultural
ADDRESSES:. Respondents should send Discharges areas, urban areas, construction sites,
an original and two copies of their land disposal activities, and resource
comments to Michael Plehn, Office of IV. Review and Analysis Requirements

extraction activities, is the leading cause
Wastewater Enforcement and L Becklpound of water quality impairment cited by
Compliance (EN-336}, United States The 1972 amendments to the Federal States. For those States reporting in
Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA, each category, diffuse sources were
Street. SW., Washington, DC, 20460, later referred to as the Clean Water Act cited as causing use impairments in the
{202) 260-6929. The public record for this or CWA} prohibit the discharge of any following magnitudes: For rivers and
notice is located at EPA Headquarters, pollutant to the navigable waters of the streams, 11 percent of impaired river
NE Mall room 220, 401 M Street, SW, United States from a point source unless miles are caused by separate storm
Washington, DC, 20460. Appointments the discharge is authorized by a sewers, S percent are caused by
to view the record can be made by National Pollutant Discharge construction activities, and 14 percent
contacting Michael Plehn at the above Elimination System (NPDES} permit, are caused by resource extraction. For
address. A reasonable fee may be Efforts to improve water quality under lakes, 28 percent of impaired lake acres
charged for copying. The public record the NPDES program have focused are caused by separate storm sewers
for previous rulemaking activity related traditionally on reducing pollutants in and 25 percent are caused by land
to Phase I of the storm water program is discharges of industrial process disposal. For the Great Lakes’ shoreline.located at EPA Headquarters. EPA wastewater and discharges from 6 percent of impaired shoreline redes are
Public Information Reference Unit, room municipal sewage treatment plants. This caused by separate storm sewers, and
2402. 401 M Street. SW., Washington, program emphasis developed because 41 percent are caused by land disposal.
DC, 20460. many industrial and municipal sources For estuaries, 30 percent of impaired
solt SUm’Hilt INFOltMA, TION CONTACT:. were not controlled at that time and acres are caused by separate storm
For further information on this notice, were easily identified as contributing to sewers. For coastal areas, 36 percent of
contact the NPDES Storm Water Hotline water quality impairment. Over time. as impairments are caused by separate
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storm sewers, and 37 percent are causedCWA, discharges of storm water management program for controlling
by land disposal, associated with industrial activity mustnonpoint source water pollution to

In 1985. the States conducted a meet all applicable provisions of CWA navigable waters within the State and
different study of diffuse pollution sections 402 and 301, including improving the quality of such waters to
sources under the sponsorship of the technology-based requirements and any levels sufficient for attaining or
Association of State and Interstate necessary water quality-based maintaining applicable water quality
Water Pollution Control Administrators requirements. Permits for discharges standards or goals. Furthermore, the
{ASIWPCA} and EPA. The study from municipal separate storm sewer State program submittal was to identify
resulted in the report entitled systems may be issued on a system- or specific best management practices and
"America’s Clean Water--The States’ jurisdiction-wide basis and must meet a measures which the state proposes to
Nonpoint Source Assessment, 1985." In new statutory standard requiring implement, in the first four years after
that study, 38 States reported urban controls to reduce pollutant discharges program submission, to reduce pollutant
storm water runoff as a major cause of to the maximum extent practicable loadings from identified nonpoint
beneficial use impairment. In addition, {MEP}. sources to levels required to achieve the
21 States reported construction site Phase II of the storm water program stated water quality objectives.
runoff as a major cause of use covers all storm water discharges not Although the State nonpoint source
impairment, addressed under the five Phase I classes programs are not enforceable under

Studies conducted by the National described above. Under the current Federal law, States were encouraged to
Oceanic and Atmospheric provisions of section 402(p}, the existing adopt both regulatory and non-
Administration {NOAA] indicate that statutory prohibition against permitting regulatory approaches under State and
urban storm water runoff is indeed a Phase [I storm water discharges expires local law. Section 319{b}{2}{B} specifies
major pollutant source that adversely on October I. 1992 (see appendix B}. that a combination of "non-regulatory or
affects shellfish growing waters.~ The Under CWA section 402{p}{5}, EPA, in regulatory programs for enforcement.
NOAA studies concluded that urban consultation with the States. is required technical assistance, financial
runoff affects 39 percent of harvest- to conduct two studies on Phase II storm assistance, education, training,
limited area on the East Coast, 59 water discharges for which permits technology transfer, and demonstration
percent in the Gulf of Mexico. and 5Z cannot be required before October I, proiects" may be used. as necessary, to
percent on the West Coast. 1992. The first study will identify those achieve implementation of the best
B. Water Quality Act of 1987 sources or classes of discharges that management practices or measur~

may be addressed in Phase II and identified in the section 319 submit~[.In response to growing concerns with determine the nature and extent of
the environmental impact of storm pollutants in such discharges. The To date, all States have approved

section 319 assessments and approvedwater runoff. Congress addressed this second study is to establish procedures management programs. EPA has
issue as part of the Water Quality Act of and methods to control Phase II storm    awarded approximately $38 million in
1987 {WQA} by adding section 402{p} to water discharges to the extent necessary FYgo funds, $51 million in FY91 funds,
the CWA to require the establishment of to mitigate impacts on water quality.
a comprehensive two-phased approach These studies have not been completed, and is in the process of awarding $52.5

for the control of storm water Under section 402{p}{6}, EPA, in million in b-~92 funds to assist States in
discharges. Section 402{p}{I} prohibits consultation with State and local implementing the section 3).9 programs.
EPA or NPDES States from requiring officials and based on the two studies, is EPA expects that State nonpoint source
permits for storm water discharges until required to issue regulations by October management programs will be revised
October 1. 1992. except for 5 classes of I, 1992. which designate particular and refined periodically in response to
storm water discharges specifically sources or classes of Phase 11 storm re-evaluated priorities and new
listed under section 402{p}{2} {see water discharges to be regulated to strategies and technologies.
appendix A). These 5 classes of protect water quality and which Numerous States and local
discharges make up Phase I of the establish a comprehensive program to governments have implemented
existing national storm water program regulate such designated sources. This regulations and enforceable policies to
and include storm water discharges: program must establish priorities, control nonpoint source pollution. States

{A} Permitted before February 4, 198F~ requirements for State storm water such as Delaware and Florida as well as
[B} Associated with industrial activity: management programs, and expeditious local governments such as the Lower
[C} From a municipal separate storm deadlines. The program may include Colorado River Authority are

sewer system serving a population of performance standards, guidelines, aggressively pursuing storm water
ZS0,000 or more: guidance, and management practices management goals through numerical

{D} From a municipal separate storm and treatment requirements, as treatment standards for new
sewer system serving a population of appropriate, development. Many States and local
I00,000 or more. but less than 250,0fl0: The approach mandated by section governments have enforceable erosion

{E} Which EPA or a NPDES State 402{p}{2} is fully consistent with the and sediment control regulations. On a
determines contributes to a violation of . intent and requirements of Section 319 broader scale, nonpoint source pollution
a water quality standard or is a of the WQA of 1987. Section 319 was is being addressed at the watershed
significant contributor of pollutants to enacted to require States to prevent and level by programs such as those being
the waters of the United States. control nonpoint source pollution, implemented by the State of Wisconsin

Section 402(p}(3} confirms that, like all Under section 319 States are required and the Puget Sound Water Quality
other point source discharges under’the to submit Nonpoint Source Assessment Authority and the states which are

Reports identifying State waters which, parties to the international Agreement
~ ’The Quality of Shellfish Growing Water~ on without additional control of nonpoint on the Great Lakes. A number of

the E~st Coast of the Umted States.’ 198~. "The sources of pollution, cannot be expected individual States and local commumties
Quahty of Shellfish Growln8 Water~ m the Gulf of tO attain or maintain designated uses. have adopted legislation or regulations
Mexico.’" 19~: and "The Quality of Shellfish
Growing Waters on the West Co.st of the United States were also required to prepare and like Maryland’s Critical Areas Bill
states." ~ss~. submit for EPA approval a statewide     which limxts development and/or
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requires special management practicesareas, roads, highways and bridges, effectively prohibit non-storm water
in areas surrounding water resources ofagriculture, forestry, marinas, discharges to the MS4.s
special concern. California has also hydromodification, dams and levees. The November 16. 1990 regulations
recently created Storm wate’r

C. Current [Phase [] Storm Water also defined the term "storm water
management districts to better address

Permitting Program discharges associated with industrial
the control of nonpoint source pollution, activity" to include 11 categories of

A further development in the area of EPA promulgated permit application industrial facilities (see 40 CFR
Federally-mandated nonpoint source regulations for Phase I storm water 122.26{b)(14)). The November 16, 1990
management occurred in 1990 with thedischarges on November 16, 1990 {55 FRregulations establish two sets of
enactment of section 6217 of the Coastal47990). The November 16, 1990 application requirements for storm
Zone Act Reauthortzation Amendmentsregulations established the scope of thewater discharges associated with
(CZARA]. Section 6217 provides that Phase I storm water program by definingindustrial activity: Individual
States with approved coastal zone two maior classes of storm water applications and group applications. In
management programs must develop discharges identified under section addition, the notice recognizes a third
and submit to EPA and NOAA for 402(p){2)(B), (C), and (D) of the CWA: set of application procedures for storm
approval a coastal nonpoint pollution Storm water discharges associated withwater discharges associated with
control program. Failure to submit an industrial activity:= and discharges fromindustrial activity referred to as "notice
approvable program will result in the municipal separate storm sewer systemsof intent" [NOI) requirements associated
loss of Federal grants under both the (MS,Is) serving a population of 100,000 with general permits.
Coastal Zone Management Act and or more.3 In addition, the November 16, The Phase I storm water program
section 319 of the CWA. State nonpoint Ig90 regulations established permit takes two very different approaches to
pollution control programs must also application requirements, including defining the roles of EPA and authorized
include enforceable policies and deadlines for these two classes of NPDES States in controlling pollutants
mechanisms which ensure discharges (for a summary of Phase I seein storm water discharges. With respect
implementation of the management appendix A). to permits for large and medium MS4s,
measures throughout the coastal The November 16, 1990 regulations the efforts of the NPDES permittingdefined municipal separate storm sewer authority (EPA or an authorized NPDESmanagement area. Management system serving a population of 100,000measures as defined in section State) are directed to ensuring that
6217(g)(5) are: "Economically achievableor more to include municipal separate municipalities develop and implement.storm sewers within the boundaries ofmeasures for the control of the addition173 incorporated cities, and within storm water management programs to
of pollutants from existing and new unincorporated portions of 47 counties control pollutants to the maximum
categories and classes of nonpoint that were identified as having extent practicable. Municipal programs
sources of pollution, which reflect the populations of 100,000 or more in address the control of pollutants in
greatest degree of pollutant reduction unincorporated, urbanized portions of storm water from all areas within the
achievable through the application of the county.4 In addition, the regulationsboundaries of the MS4 that discharge to
the best available nonpoint pollution allowed for additional municipal the system, including privately-owned
control practices, technologies, separate storm sewers to be designatedlands, as well as modifying municipal
processes, siting criteria, operating by the Director of the NPDES program activities (e.g. road deicing and
methods, or other alternatives." as being part of a large or medium MS4.maintenance, flood control efforts,

The section 6217{g) guidance was The November 16, 1990 regulations maintenance of municipal lands, etc.] to
issued for public comment in May, 1991.establish comprehensive two part address storm water quality concerns.
Final guidance is expected by October,permit applications for discharges fromThe Agency has defined the role of
1992. The technology-based approach large or medium MS, Is. The permit municipalities under this program in a
used in the guidance provides State application requirements for large and flexible manner that allows local
Officials flexibility to meet the medium MS,Is, among other things, governments to assist in defining
management measures using best require municipal applicants to proposepriority pollutant sources within the
management practices identified in themunicipal storm water management municipality, and to develop and
guidance or other methods and programs to control pollutants to the implement appropriate controls for such
strategies which achieve equivalent ormaximum extent practicable and to discharges. With respect to permits for
higher levels of pollutant control. If the storm water discharges associated with
technology-based approach fails to = On June 4.1992 the UniTed St=Tea Court of industrial activity, the NPDES permitting
achieve and maintain applicable water Appeals for the Ninth C.~ui~ .~cund ~ha~ EPA’s authority has a more direct role in
quality standards and protect rational for exeraptm~ ~onstr~c*.ion =,t~ of less regulating facilities,s

" than five acres and cer~sm ~ncon~ammated storm While today’s request for commentsdesignated uses. additional management water discharges from ~� adu=rnal fscdities from
measures are required under CZARA Phase I of the storm w,~er ~ro~ram to be invalid focuses on developing Phase II of the
section 6217(b}{3}, Congress mandated a and has remanded these exempuons for further storm water program, readers may find
technology-based approach founded on proceedings (see ,Vat.ra~ R#soarce$ Defense that a brief summary of progress to date
technical and economic achievability Council versa, ~’P,~ No,

~ Consistent with Secnon 402[p}{2] of the CWA,
under the rationale that neither States the November 16, 19g0 regulations address two s See 40 CFR 122.28(d}{2}(iv}.
nor EPA have the money, time. or other subclasses of munimpal separate storm sewer * NPDES permits for discharges from large and
resources to create and implement a systems serving a population of I0o,0oo or more. medium MS4s will establish municipal

Large mumcipal separate storm sewer systems areresponmbilities for asmsting EPA and authorizedprogram which depends on establishing defined as systems serving a population of 250,000 NPDES States in implementing controls to reduce
cause and effect linkages between or more (see 40 CFR 122.2~{b}{4}}. Medium pollutant,, m storm water discharges associated
particular land use activities and municipal separate storm sewer systems are with industrial actiwty which discharge through
specific water quality problems, defined as systems serving a popula.on of 100,0o0 large and medium MS4s. A more detaded

or more, but less than 2..~,0o0 (see 40 CFR description of the role of municipalities ~nNonpoint sources addressed in the 122.26(b}(7)]. addressing industrial storm water sources underproposed guidance include: urban runoff, see appendices F. G. H. and [ to 40 CFR part this Federal/State/Municipal partner~hlp, is
from both developing and developed ~=. provided at 56 FR 40972 (August 16. 1901}.
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in implementing the first phase of the 39 States authorized to administer the additional :’8 storm water workshops
program would be helpful. Part of NPDES program were also approved toacross the country this summer and
current implementation activities issue NPDES general permits. Since would welcome hearing from groups or
include outreach efforts and two then, an additional 16 States have organizations interested in receiving
rulemakings discussed in more detail requested and received Federal workshop materials for further in-house
below which are specifically designed toapproval to issue general permits. Overor local ira[rang.

o provide more flexibility and minimize two thirds of the States that now have While EPA recognizes the importance
regulatory and administrative burdens general permit authority are presently of ongoing ira[rang and outreach efforts
where possible, developing specific general permits to to provide information on the storm

As discussed above, the November cover storm water discharges, water program, the Agency also regards
1990 storm water rule provided for three For the 12 States without NPDES these activities as an effective
different options for storm water authority, EPA is in the process of mechanism for getting feedback on the
discharges associated with industrial issuing storm water general permits thatprogram and identifying areas for
activity to seek coverage under the rely heavily upon industrial facilities further improvement. The new guidance
program: individual group, and generaldeveloping and implementing their owndocuments referred to above and
permit applications. Since November storm water pollution prevention plans, presently being developed reflect input
1990, there has been a great deal of As part of the four tier risk-based from States and the regulated
activity as EPA and the States have permitting strategy referred to above community on high priority areas
worked with the regulated community toand discussed in more detail in the requiring clarification and further
provide guidance and implement the Agency’s April 2, 1992 notice, EPA technical assistance.
program. The Agency has established a believes that the majority of storm water In addition to these activities. EPA
four tier risk-based storm water

discharges associated with industrial has recently completed a study, in
permitting strategy which emphasizes activities should be covered by general conjunction with the Rensselaervfile
the use of general permits (April 2. 1992,

permits, The Agency urges all Institute. to obtain direct public input
(57 FIR 11394)). As part of the strategy,

authorized NPDES States without and develop recommendatlons for
EPA called for the development of State general permit approval to obtain streamlining the program and making it
storm water management programs to NPDES general permit authority,v EPA more effective. This study has two
track permit issuance, provide for

places a high priority on this effort and obiectives. The first is to develop
’prioritization of risk, and create is providing direct technical guidance recommendations to streamline p~ram
baselines against which to assess and assistance to support States both in implementation under existing
environmental results. As part of the obtaining general permit approval and regulations and legislation (Phase [}. The
same rule, the Agency extended the

in developing specific general storm second is to develop cost-effective
water permits.deadline for Part 2 of group applications With regard to guidance, training, and

options for addressing risks from storm
until October I. 1992, and also deferred outreach, EPA has undertaken a number

water sources not currently required to
regulation of storm water discharges of efforts to provide technical assistance

be permitted that could potenhally be
from industrial activities owned or and also to get public input on ways to

addressed under Phase I! of the storm
operated by municipalities with a streamline the existing program. In the water program.
population under 100,000 until Phase 2 of area of guidance, EPA has published Under the first obiective, the
the program, pursuant to section 1068{c) and distributed thousands of municipal Rensselaerville Institute sponsored 6
of the Intermodal Surface focus groups across the country wlth
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. In

and industrial permit application
manuals in addition to numerous members representing state and local

providing for greater flexibility, reduced summaries, fact sheets and work shop government, the regulated commumty.
burdens, extended deadlines, and materials over the past eighteen months, and environmental interests for
deferred regulation, this recent storm The Agency has issued additional

uninterrupted full day discusmons on
water rulemaking addresses many of the guidance on storm water sampling, ways to improve the storm water
goals underlying the President’s January pollution prevention plan development, program. Five key issues were raised by

28, 1992 request to review existing and storm water best management all groups: {1} Groups felt that EPA has
regulations, practices {BMPs), and is developing not been very clear about the relented

Since November 1990, the Agency has guidance for part 2 municipal goals of the regulations and should

received over 1,200 Part I group applications. A list of EPA technical communicate storm water risks.
applications representing more than guidance, summaries, and storm water obiectives, and requirements more
S0,0fl0 facilities. EPA is currently fact sheets can be obtained by calling clearly to the general public as weil as
processing these applications. Final the Agency’s storm water hotline at the regulated community, (2)
decisions have been reached on over (703} 821-4823.

participants noted that the cost of

1,000 to date. Approximately 75% have In the area of trmnmg and outreach, program implementation is mgmficantl~,’
been approved, 20% withdrawn or EPA staff has partm~pated in over 60 higher than original EPA estimates
determined not to be covered, and 5% workshops and presentations there is great concern regarding the real
denied. Part [ group applications were throughout the country, training costs of the program and of achieving
due on September 30. 1991. Part I! permitting authorities and educating the compliance, (3) there was consensus
sampling information from approved regulated community. For example, EPA that EPA and States must accelerate
groups is due on October I, 1992. Regions held fourteen public hearings to general permit issuance and focus on

At the same time that EPA has been receive public comment on the Agency’s general permits to achieve efficient

receiving and processing group proposed general permits in August and implementation of the program. {41

applications, States have been actively September of 1991. EPA held an participants felt that technical outreach

moving to provide for storm water should be targeted at the State and local

genera[ permit issuance. When the , currently, DE. IA, KS. MI. NV, NY, OH. SC. VT
level as opposed to the national teve~

storm water application rules were and the Virgin Islands have authorized NPDES
and should provide better guidance on

issued in Novembe’r 1990. only 17 out of programs, but do not have genera[ permit authority, the regulations and how to ~mpiement
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them. and [5) groups noted that coverage necessary as a part of Phase iS: (2} chosen for addressing Phase il stormunder certain industrial storm water participants suggested that EPA should water discharges could have a largecategories should be clarified,e EPA provide funding for research or impact on the size of the regulatedagrees with these r~commendations and demonstration proiects, but not for universe and regulatory burdenis taking steps, some of which are program implementation: {3} groups associated with the program.outlined above, to follow up in each of stressed that EPA should set broad To generate discussion and input fromthese areas, guidelines for the program, but allow commenters, today’s notice discussesThe second obiective of the State and local governments to several alternative approaches forRensselaerville study, consistent with determine the level of specificity needed controlling storm water discharges fromthe purpose of today’s notice, is to get as to effectively implement the program: currently unregulated sources undermuch input as possible on different and {4} teams felt that EPA should be     Phase IS of the storm water program. A
options for identifying and addressing responsible for training regulators in the number of different control strategies,those Phase IS storm water discharges program, with variations in scope and timing, arenot regulated under the current program.
Under the ~tudy, however, the IS. Today’s Notice outlined below. They range from

comprehensive permitting of allmechanism for encouraging feedback A. Purpose and Intent municipal, light industrial, andwas more targeted and interactive. The
Rensselaerville Institute has obtained CWA sections 402{p}{5} and {6} commercial activities that generate
input from national experts require EPA to identify storm water storm water runoff to little or no NPDES
(representing permitting authorities, the discharges not covered under Phase I permitting of Phase II sources.
environmental community, and which should be regulated to protect A major distinction between several
regulated interests} and then followed water quality,g The purpose of this of the options listed below is whether
up with a series of 3 expert discussion notice is to solicit public comment on Phase II efforts should focus on
forums that were open to the public in ways to iml~lement the second phase of developing requirements for targeted
June. the storm water permitting program for municipalities to develop source

The public meetings were held in sources and activities not regulated controls and management programs for
Denver, San Francisco and Washington. under the existing program. EPA is storm water discharges within their
DC. Attendees were divided into task seeking comments on approaches for jurisdictions (for example, see options
teams and asked to develop their own meeting CWA Phase
strategy for addressing Phase IS sources, requirements while at the same time should, instead, focus on point sourc~e
There were 16 task teams: Five each at minimizing the economic impacts and discharges of storm water without
the Denver and San Frazicisco meetings, regulatory and administrative burdens reference to the municipality in which
and six in Washington, DC. They were associated with additional Phase IS they may be located. Under the first
given a strategy template to guide them storm water controls. There are a approach, EPA would develop NPDES
in their discussion, but were not number of ways to identi~y additional requirements that required targeted
confined to the template in developing categories of storm water activities for municipalities to develop and implement
their strategies and recommendations, farther controls and EPA requests storm water management programs

Each team considered and then comment on the alternatives listed which address storm water discharges
presented the option they had developed below as well as on any other within their jurisdiction zo to the
over a four hour period. There were approaches that may not be identified in maximum extent practicable. This
common strategy characteristics today’s notice, approach would allow for flexibility

based on local factors, but could lead tomentioned across groups within B. Alternative Approachesmeetings and also across meetings. The varying levels of control from one area
recommendations of the focus groups EPA is interested in comments from to another. EPA requests comments on
covered four specific areas: Targeting the general public, state and local the ability of municipalities to
strategies, controls that should be put in government, the regulated community effectively regulate storm water
place, timetable, and the role of EPA in and environmental groups on each of discharges. [n addition, the Agency
Phase IS. The recommendations made by the options outlined below. The goal of requests comment on appropriate
focus groups regarding the first three the CWA is to restore and maintain the funding mechanisms for municipal
areas are discussed below along with chemical, physical, and biological programs, in particular the feasibility of
the options presented for comment, integrity of the Nation’s waters. In implementing storm water utilities.

With regard to the role of EPA, practice, programs implemented under which are currently being used in more
participants identified the areas of the Clean Water Act have two basic than 100 communities nationwide.
responsibility they felt it would be goals: To reduce pollutant loadings to To facilitate comment and analysts,
appropriate for EPA to assume under the environment and to require more the following discussion is organized
Phase IS. Their recommendations can be stringent controls where necessary to terms of three issues: Targeting, control
classified by four common themes: {I} assure attainment of State water quality strategies, and deadlines. Each of these
Teams felt that EPA shoTdd provide standards and designated uses. These areas overlap and any final decision
technical assistance, information goals are compatible. However, the must reflect choices from each group.
dissemination, and do any research specific regulatory strategy and However, the objective is to soliczt input

pollution reduction alternatives to be
’ The regulatory definition of storm water ~o One Issue that needs to be resolved is whether

discharge associated wlth industrml activity ’ Section 502(14) of the CWA excludes targeted munlc~paiities should be responsible for
identifies 11 categories of industrial facilities (see 40 agr~cultt~ai storm water runoff from the definition controilins all priority storm water discharges
C~R 17..2.28(b)(14)). In particular, category viii of point iource. Section 402(1}(2} prohibits EPA from within their jurisdiction or only those that d~scnarge
(certem transportation facilities} and category xi requlrin8 an NPDES permit for certain directly to the MS4.
{certem rnanufactunns facilities with materials and/ "uncontaminated" storm water discharges from ~ ~ For more information see "Storm Water
or materials handling equipment exposed to mining sites and oil and gas operations. F.,PA cannot Utilities: innovative Finencm8 for Storm Water
precipitation) were identified as needins resulate these discharges under section 402(p](S} of Manasement", EPA. Water Policy Branch, OPPE.
clarification, the CWA.
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on three basic questions. First. what specific geographic, watershed, or waterincrease the administrative burden on
should be covered under Phase II: that body related targeting mechanisms States and local government to identify
is. what additional municipal separate which may require more comprehensive and undertake the necessary
storm sewer systems, municipal data gathering efforts on both a facility administrative process to include
industrial activities, commercial, light and stream reach basis, additional storm water activity under
industrial, retail, or residential activities1. Targeting Phase I.
not presently covered under Phase I of (b} Identify tat~eted MS4s as needing
the storm water program should be [a) Seek amendments to the CWA to
targeted or identified as needing eliminate Phase ll and use designation an NPDES permit under section

additional controls? Second, what authority to bring odditional sources 402(p)(6) of the CWA. The Phase I MS4

control strategies should be developed under Phase I. Section 402{p){2}{E) program currently only applies to

and implemented to address these Phase presently provides that EPA or a State municipal separate storm sewer systems

II activities? Third. what deadlines or may designate non-industrial storm serving a population of 100.000 or more.

time frames should apply in water discharges and discharges from EPA has defined the scope of these

implementing Phase II of the storm MS4s other than those serving a Phase I requirements to specifically

water program? population of 1000000 or more for control identify 173 incorporated cities with
under Phase I where the discharge population of 100.000 or more and 47In addressing each of these questions.

commenters are requested not only to contributes to water quality violations counties with a population of 100.000 or
or is a significant contributor of" more in unincorporated, urbanizedprovide their views on appropriate

alternatives (including approaches that pollutants to waters of the U.S. Some areas.t= In general, this approach

may not be included in this notice}, but commenters may conclude that the focuses on core cities of large
also where possible detailed rationales remaining unregulated discharges of metropolitan areas, but with the
and additional data or other information storm water (associated with smaller exceptions of 47 counties addressed.

municipalities, commercial activities.
which address the practical, does not address urban fringes or
administrative and legal feasibility and/ and some retail or residential activities} suburban areas in large metropolitan

constitute, on the whole, a negligible
or the environmental benefits, of a areas, urbanized areas without large

source of environmental risks, relativeparticular option. In addition, each of to the discharges already regulated, core cities, or smaller isolated cities or
the approaches presented could be Under this option. Congress would population centersA3 EPA requests
combined with others to achieve amend the CWA to eliminate section comments on factors that should
specific environmental objectives. For 402(p){6) (Phase II requirements} as a considered when evaluating options for
example, dischargers of specific part of the NPDES program and expand addressing Phase II MS.Is.~4
pollutants in particula~ water bodies use of the existing designation authority
could be targeted for permits or more under 402(p}{2}{E} to designate
stringent controls. Along with input on individual or classes of storm water
individual options EPA requests activities on a category, watershed. ,. The Z20 cities and counties addressed by these

definitions have a combined population of over 87.5comments on possible combinations or stream reach, loadings, or other basis million people under the 1990 Census. However.other approaches not outlined above, for specific regulation under existing significant percentage of the population o[ the 320
Commenters are also asked to address Phase I requirements. Under this option, municipalities are ~erved by combined sewer~ (not
the roles and responsibilities of Federal. those storm water activities not addressed by the storm water ?rogram}. which are
State and local governments under designated for Phase I controls could be found primarily in areas of older deveiopmem.

is The 19~0 Census indicates that 87.3 millionvarious approaches, particularly with addressed by an alternative means, people lived in areas designated as urbamzed areasrespect to: (1) Identifying approaches possibly under the State nonpoint but outside of incorporated cities with a population
that target MS4s in currently source management programs funded of ~oo.o~ or more. portiun~ of over
unregulated municipal areas as needing under section 319 of the CWA or coastal incorporated citi,~s, towns and vdlages. 900 counties
permits, and (2) approaches that identify nonpoint pollution control programs and about I.~0 minor civil divisions
classes of individual facilities (e.g. developed pursuant to section 6217 of (unincorporated towns and townships) are in Phase

II mumcipaliti,~e that are par~ of urbanized areas.commercial or retail facilities} as the CZARA. The Agency requests - EPA oudln-d seven factors it considered when
needing permits, comments on: {1} Whether State defmin~ the scope of large and medium MS4~ Isee

The Agency also requests input on programs funded under Section 319 can December ?. 198~ (M FR ~444}. and Novemoar
what type of information should be used better ensure appropriate control of t~o (~ FR 4~)}. These factors included: the
in identifying sources to be covered and diffuse pollutant sources and: (2) advantage of devalopm~ system-wide storm water

management programs for mumcipal systems: the
whether commentate believe there is whether heavier reliance on State inter-iurisdictional complemttes assomated w~th
presently sufficient information or nonpoint source programs to address municipal governments: the fact that many
monitoring data at the state and local Phase II storm water point source municipal storm water programs have tradiuonaily
level to expeditiously implement a discharges would have adverse impactsfocus.d on water quantity concerns, and have not

evaluated water quality concerns: the 8eograpnlcparticular option listed below. If on a on States’ program resources and the basis n~cossary for planning comprehensive
national or regional basis there are not ability of States to address agricultural manasament programs to reduce pollutants in
sufficient data, the nex~ question to be sources. The selective nature of thisdischarges from MS4s: the geographic basis
addressed is whether a comprehensive designation option could reduce the n,cesuary to provide flexibility to target controls on

monitoring and data gathering effort is potential economic impact on the areas where water quality impacts assoc~ateo with
discharges from MS4a are the greatest and to

warranted to assure effective economy and small entities. However. provide an opportunity to develop cost effective
implementation of one approach over using 402(p){2}{E} may be viewed by controls: the need to establish a reasonable n~mber
another. In other words, there may be a some cornmenters as a reactive of permits: congressional intent to allow

trade off between: (1} Near term generalapproach which does not recognize thed-velopment of jurisdiction-w~de, comprehensive
targeting approaches combined with advantages of prevention of storm water,torm water programs with priorities given to the

most haavily populatad areas of the country The
flexible control strategies based on pollution problems over remediation of AS,hey requests comment on which of these ~actors
information currently available, and {2} these problems after they have been should be considered in identdymg Phase il MS4
a heavier reliance on longer term identified. This approach may also source,.
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The Agency also requests comment on population density and development municipalities zo as well as the
the advantages of municipalities patterns.Z7 institutional framework that EPA
associated with urbanized areas (iiiJ Focus on population growth, envislons municipalities will develop
coordinating storm water management Focussing on popalation growth in pursuant to NPDES requirements.2 t
efforts on a regional basis. The Agency addition to, or in place of. population However. it imposes additional
notes that a number of municipalities density might be an additional administrative and regulatory costs on
have developed regional administrative consideration in implementing this local governments and may result in
approaches to flood control option. ~a Studies have shown that it is varying levels of control among
management.Is Regional administrative much more cost effective to develop municipal programs. The Agency
approaches appear to provide measures to prevent or reduce requests comment on whether
opportunities for municipalities to lower pollutants in storm water during new municipalities are in the best position
overall administrative burdens, development than it is to correct these {with assistance from EPA and
consolidate efforts to study or evaluate problems later on.~9 In addition, authorized NPDES States through
approaches, and adequately plan cost- appropriate storm water measures for technical guidance} to identify priority
effective approaches to consider and new development can prevent or sources which discharge through their
address the needs of all represented minimize irreversible degradation to MS4, or whether EPA should attempt to
municipalities. The Agency requests surface waters. This approach might designate such additional sources as
input on how it could or should serve to minimize the impact of small needing an NPDES permit. The Agency
encourage the development and use of and lightly-developed population also requests comments on the
regional approaches to storm water centers, but it would still increase the appropriate funding mechanisms for
management under the NPDES program, burden on a number of municipalities MS4s (e.g. storm water utilities, various
Specifically, EPA requests comments on not presently regulated under Phase L fees. general revenues, etc.), and
the following targeting options as well (c) Conti’nuedreliance on Phase [ opportunities for municipalities to
as any that may not be included in this MS4s to control Phase II sources whzch modify existing functions to address
notice, dischatwe through their system. Under storm water concerns.

{i) Focus on population. Expand this approach. EPA would generally not (d) Identzfy additional Phase [I
coverage to address additional designate additional individual sources activities o’ther than MS4s based on
municipalities based on population. (such as commercial and light industrial comparatzve loadings. EPA could use .
Following the Phase [ approach, sources} which discharge through a

available information (such as case: ’coverage of municipalities could be large or medium MS4 as needing their studies and other research} to prioriff~re
expanded by lowering the minimum own NPDES permit. Instead. EPA would

Phase I[ sources in terms of their
population requirement across the board continue to rely on municipalities to relative pollutant loadings as well as the
or by designating additional identify priority storm water discharges
municipalities or municipal systems by and develop appropriate controls for type and nature of those loadings. On

name. EPA requests comments on the those discharges as part of requirements this basis the Agency could issue

appropriate role of county governments to develop and implement municipal regulations to target those general

and appropriate ways to characterize storm water management programs, activities which contribute the highest

the population of counties under this This option addresses some currently loadings of pollutants to receiving

approach.*s This approach controls unregulated sources, allows for waters as needing an NPDES permit.

more sources of storm water, but flexibility and consideration of local This option is consistent with the

imposes regulatory burdens on factors, and avoids duplicative technology-based approach reflected in

additional municipal entities, regulation at the local, national and the existing CWA. It would provide

(it) Focus on population density. State level. This approach also relies on more comprehensive coverage and

Alternatively. EPA could focus on the existing institutional frameworks of clarify the program. It would also avoid
expensive and time consuming debatespopulation density of metropolitan areas

instead of the population within a ,, The Bureau of Census defines urbanized areas regarding the specific causal

particular municipality or municipal composed of a central c~ty {or cities) with arelationship between a particular storm
surrounding closely settled area. The populatxon of water discharge and site by site specific

system, and require permits for tbe entire urbanized area must be greater than receiving water quality impact.
discharges from municipal separate so,00o people, and the closely settled area outsideHowever. it would impose further
storm sewers in areas of a specified the city. the urban fnnge, must have a population

density generally greater than 1.000 persons per administrative and analytical burdens in
density. Urban storm water runoff is square mi|e (just over 1.5 persons per acrel to beterms of gathering additional loadings
related to the density of urban included. The Bureau of Census defined 396 information on a national basis. This
development, the increase in imperviousurbanized arena in the Umted States based on the approach may also result in including
areas, and the reduction in the area of~o Census. These urbanized areas have a

combined population of 158.3 milhon, or 83.6 percentrecharge and infiltration zones. EPA
of the nation’s total population, However. these zo Examples of mumcipa~ functions that can be

requests comment on the use of areas only account for 1.5 to ," percent of the [and adapted to provide for consideration of storm water
urbanized areas designed by the Bureau surface of the country, concerns mclude oversight of new development, fire
ef Census as a tool for characterizing . ~ Most Urban growth occurs in urban fringe safety inspections, pretreatment program

areas outside of large core mt~es. For example. ~mplementatlon. flood control activities.
between ~970 and Ig80. the population m those management of mumcipal ~ands and actw~ties, and

~ ~ For more information see: William A. Maca~tis. parts of Census designated urbanized areas that ,are maintenance of public roads.
"Regional Storm Water Management Trends". and: outside of incorporated cities with a popuiation of z t The NPDES regulatory framework for permits
L. Scott Tucker, "Current Programs and Practices in I00,000 or more increased by 18.9 mdlion. During for large and medium MS4s envision that
Storm Water Management". Water and the City: the this same time period, the population of municipalities will be required to develop and
Next Century. Public Works Histonc~| Society. incorporated reties with a population of 100.000 or ~mpiement storm water management programs to
1991. more (Phase I reties} increased by only 0.S ml[hon, reduce pollutants in non-storm water discharges~s The lg90 Census indicates that 447 counties with the population of many of these cities (e.g. dliclt connections and improper dumpmg};
have a population of 100.000 or more. The current decreasing, storm water from residential and commermal areas:
definitions of large and medium MS4 address 47 of ~ For example, see "Results from the Nationwide storm water discharges from industrial actlv,~es:
these counties not already covered by Phase ! of the Urban Runoff Program. Vol l--Final Report". EPA. and storm water discharges from construction
program. 1983. ,~ctwItles.
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more sources than necessary due to is also reactive in nature, and overlookscomments on appropriate criteria for
differences in landings and existing the advantages of prevention over evaluating the adequacy of State
storm water controls, both structural remediation. The availability of programs, and appropriate procedures
and non-structural, across similar technical information and water quality for periodic review and evaluation of
activities. The regulatory burden would data limitations and the administrativesuch programs. EPA also requests
be determined in large part by the and regulatory burden associated withcomments on whether this approach
overall control strategy chosen to collecting and analyzing additional datacould be harmonized with the
implement this approach, would have to be carefully considered inrequirements of section 402(p)(6] for EPA

This approach differs from those evaluating the feasibility of this to take the lead in developing
outlined under options (b) and (c) in thatapproach, management practices and controls for
it relies on direct permitting by EPA and (ii} Designate additional sources for Phase II sources, or whether this
authorized NPDES States rather than permitting or sperial requirements approach might also require statutory
requiring municipalities to develop within rainfall zones. The nature of change.
programs to address sources. The storm water problems varies between
Agency requests comments on which areas with frequent rainfall, where (g) Rens~elaervHle focus groups.

sources of pollutants are better storm water flows are high with There were several common themes

addressed by specific NPDES permit continual pollutant landings, and areasrecognized by the focus groups with

requirements rather than through with low or seasonal rainfall, where regard to identifying potential sources to

municipal storm water management intermittent flows carry highly be included in Phase II:

programs required pursuant to NPDES concentrated landings of pollutants (i) Groups suggested that targeting be
permits for MS4s. For example, accumulated during dry weather whichdone on a watershed basis, with
activities generally located in rural result in high shock Ioadings to receivinginformation gathered as a part of Phase i
areas such as feedlots, orchards, and waters. This option would recognize used to help identify sensitive
golf courses most likely are not suited these regional variations and tailor watersheds. It was noted that this type
for control through municipal storm regulatory requirements for Phase II of targeting approach may require
water management programs requireddischarges (monitoring, best intergovernmental agreements for
under permits for MS4s. Although large management practices, reporting) to the effective implementation.
feedlots (those subiect to effluent local nature of rain events. However. (ii) Teams emphasized that the fqcus ,
limitations guidelines) presently are immediate environmental benefits couldof Phase II should be on"bad actorS,-, ....¯
covered under Phase I. smaller feedlotsbe delayed due to the inexact nature ofi.e. those sources that are known to
represent a significant source of rainfall zones and the scarcity of cause significant water quality
pollutants such as suspended solids, comprehensive information upon whichproblems. Sources identified by team
BaD, and nutrients such as nitrates andto base regulatory requirements, members included: Gas/auto service
phosphates. In addition, storm water (J:} Establish requirements for State industries, transportation, highway
discharges from commercial activities storm water management programs, systems, land use development and
such as greenhouses, nurseries, and golfUnder this approach, EPA could developagricultural sources. There was a
courses might be more effectively requirements for State storm water
controlled under a separate NPDES management programs under section

consensus among groups that facilities

permit requirement than through a MS4402(p)(6) for the CWA which would not contributing to impairment of water

program. As another example, many require States to identify additional quality should be able to gain an

commenters from all levels of State andclasses of storm water discharges for exemption from controls, permits, fees.

local government have expressed control This approach may offer the and implementation of BMP’s. Teams

concern about municipalities being advantages of additional flexibility for concluded that SIC categories are an

required to control pollutants from StateStates to target sources based on Stateineffective way to designate covered
highways (see November 16, 1990 (55 FRspecific factors (climate, water sources and that targeting should be

48041)). resources, development patterns) and done based on the degree of risk that a
(e] Geographic targeting. EPA could provide additional flexibility in the type given facility poses, due to possible

regulate Phase II storm water activitiesof administrative program developed, differences between facilities in any one
on a watershed, waterbody, or regionalHowever, the disadvantages of this industry.
basis to protect water quality, control approach include the need for [iii) Focus groups recommended that
water quality problems and attain generating additzonal resources at the small municipalities be included in
designated uses in specific areas. EPA State level at a nine when State Phase II but with simplified application
could: capacity is also ~tramed. and possible requirements. Participants felt that

(i} Designate additional municipal disparities in prod’ares :n dJferent municipalities impacting watersheds of
and individual sources for permitting inStates. Such dispannes could make it concern or those connected to larger
specific areas. A key aspect of this hard for a State ,~o develop an MS4s should be targeted.
approach would be developing a list of aggressive program when neighboring {iv} Participants in the study felt that
waters that are not meeting designated States have lesser requirements. Further,
uses due to pollution from storm water this approach may create additional

EPA should hold off on selecting sources

runoff {from section 305{b} reports or burdens on EPA to provide adequate
for Phase H until the Agency has

from the section 304(1) list of waters} or oversight of the State programs. EPA carefully looked at the date gathered

where sensitive waters or outstanding also requests comments on the during Phase I. It was noted that

national resource waters need special appropriate role of EPA in reviewing numerous sources of information are

protection. This approach could help to State p[ans or developing minimum available which could help determine

achieve water quality goals and would requirements for State plans and how targeting priorities, for example. 305{b}

avoid imposing a burden on other that role should change, if at all, for reports, information from Phase I

dischargers, but would not be uniformly States without authorized NPDES program sources, NURP, and the first

applied on a national barns. This option programs. The Agency requests Report to Congress.
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2. Control Strategies [b} Continued reliance on’nonpoint requirements. An alternative option
The current Phase [ storm water source progzzzm. Another approach might also be to develop a set of

program for industrial sources is includes continued reliance on the State mandatory national Phase I[ control
nonpoint source programs under section guidelines that apply directly to Phase i[implemented through the NPDES 319 of the CWA and future reliance on storm water activities without a permit.program with a heavy emphasis on the programs under section 6217 of the The national pretreatment categoricaluse of general NPDES permits which CZARA in coastal areas to control effluent guidelines is an example of thisrequire the implementation of best Phase I[ storm water sources not approach. Permits by rule or generalmanagement practices including explicitly addressed or designated under permits without application or reportingdevelopment of site specific pollution Phase I. requirements are a similar concept. Aprevention plans. Phase I requirements The structure, organization, and variation on this approach might includefor large and medium MS4s focus on working relationship within EPA and the development of minimum categoriessystem-wide permits which require the State offices for the section 319 program or classes of BMP’s or pollutiondevelopment and implementation of are established and proven successful, prevention approaches with amunicipal storm water management The States have taken the lead under requirement that elements from eachprograms: section 319 to develop assessments of class be chosen and implemented on aRegardless of how additional Phase I[ storm water/nonprofit source impacts facility or system specific basis. At onestorm water activities are identifiedm and management programs to implement level, this approach would appear towhether they are designated under controls. EPA has approved all States reduce the regulatory and administrative402{p}{2}{E}, comprehensively covered, assessments. 44 complete management burden associated with submission ofor selectively targeted for further programs, and portions of all the Phase II storm water applications.controls, a key issue on which EPA remaining State management programs. However, as a technical matter, it mayrequests comment is what are the The State~ management programs be extremely difficult to develop oneappropriate tools or control strategies to typically include continued problem national rule that appropriatelyput in place which assure pollutant assessments and monitoring, voluntary addresses all Phase II storm waterloading reductions and water quality control measures, mandatory control activities. Developing such a ruie mayimprovement? measures established under State and take a significant amount of time and

(a) Continued reliance on NPDES local authorities, State funding may also entail substantial monitoring
program. One option is the continued assistance, public outreach, technical and data collection. A further issue~upon
reliance on individual or general NPDES assistance, enforcement, targeting of which EPA solicits comment is whether
permits for individual sources, and priority waters, and coordination with a national rule would be the most
system-wide permits for MS4s. other Federal and State programs and effective approach given that many
Developing or processing specific agencies. Therefore. the section 319 members of the Phase I[ universe may
application forms for and issuing program’s potential ability to control not be familiar with national regulations
individual permits for all Phase I[ Phase I[ sources is high. Also, section and may not even be aware that such
sources may well be the most resource 319 programs are founded on a requirements apply to them. EPA
intensive of any control approach, watershed planning and pollution recognizes that implementation of
Consistent with EPA’s four tier Phase I prevention/source reduction approach control strategies other than NPDES
permitting strategy for industrial storm which may be an effective vehicle to permitting would probably require
water sources, individual permits may provide program and technical statutory change and requests comments
be most appropriate in those case assistance to State and local on what changes would be appropriate.
specific situations where a particularly governments.
difficult or complex discharge situation In addition, the new CZARA program [d} Rensselaerville .focus groups.

needs to be addressed. By contrast, provides an excellent tool to address Focus groups identified several common

input from the public and regulated Phase I[ sources in the coastal zone in a themes with regard to controls that

community to date suggests that heavy comprehensive manner. EPA should be put in place for Phase II:

reliance on general permits may well be emphasizes that the goals of the NPDES (i} Focus groups recommended that If
a very effective alternative within the and CZARA programs are a permitting process is to be continued
NPDES system. EPA solicits comments complementary. Many of the techniques for Phase II sources, NPDES general
on whether continued reliance on and practices used to control urban permits should be used. and the focus
NPDES permitting as the overall control runoff are equally applicable to both should be on the implementation oi
strategy for Phase II is the most programs. While different legal effective BMP’s. Participants felt that
appropriate approach. An extensive authorities and geographic coverage permits should be simpler, less cosily.
State and national administrative may apply to speczfic sources. States and that EPA should make absolutely
NPDES infrastructure already exists and have the option to implement CZARA clear to applicants what information ~s
is being relied upon for Phase I and section 6217{g) management measures required through the use of checkhs~s of
reliance on the general permit is throughout the coastal zone, as long as inclusion, a menu of potential BMP’s.
increasingly favored as an appropriate NPDES requirements are met for those and other documents to assist permltees.
storm water control strategy. However, entities subject to NPDES requirements. The team members again stressed ,,hat
the capacity of the current system with States outside of the coastal zone may exemptions from permitting should be
its existing resources to accommodate a also voluntarily incorporate the available for sources not contributing to
significant number of additional management measures appropriate to water quality problems.
permittees has already been called into particular sources or specific problems {ii} The teams concluded that
question for Phase I. A very. real issue " into the State’s CWA section 319 education is often overlooked and that ~t
exists as to whether the permitting program, should be a primary component of any
Agencies have the resources to address (c) Maz~datoryperformance Phase I[ program. Team members feit
more than a limited number of standards. ~uidelines. manafement that education is important for all
additional Phase I[ permittees, practices az~d/o~" t~eatment audiences and that local level education
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for the public and affected industry is dedicated to looking at data gained from    5. To what extent does the option
critical to the success of the program. Phase I of the storm water program and support or provide an incentive or

{iii} There was an agreement among other documents such as the first Report additional flexibility for implementing
teams that there should be more to Congress. Participants also felt that pollution prevention and other
emphasis on voluntary programs, the effectiveness of presently used innovative permit approaches?
perhaps similar to those under the 319 BMP’s needs to be looked at to 6. Does the option allow or encourage
nonpoint source program. Groups also determine variations in effectiveness the use of market incentives or tradin~suggested that for facilities that have between different geographic locations to promote greater or more effectivecontact with storm water, there should and pollutants. !endings reductions and water qualitybe limited additional governmental

Ill. Request for Conu’nents improvements?intervention, but rather an emphasis on
pollution prevention incentives, BMP’s, EPA is requesting comments on all 7, What is the impact of the proposed
and specific pollution prevention aspects of the Phase I! storm water approach on small businesses z~ and
techniques. Participants stressed that permitting program. EPA is soliciting communities?
pollution prevention should be general comments on environmental 8. does the option allow conmderation
emphasized, particularly with new objectives and economic impacts, as of the issue of affordability as a factor in
development. Some suggested well as specific recommendations and determining which Phase I! sources
prevention methods included: recycling implementation advice on each of the should be controlled? For example, some
storm water, good housekeeping options outlined above, Based on data indicates that average per capita
practices, plantings to minimize runoff, comments received and the results of income in suburban fringe areas is
street sweeping of work areas on a daily the two studies required under CWA substantially higher than in core cities.
basis, storm water collection methods, section 402(p}{5}, EPA rhay propose a Does the option allow this to be factored
coverage of storage areas, changing rule under section 402(p}(6} or solicit in when identifying high priority groups
manufacturing processes to minimize additional comments on options again or selecting appropriate control
pollutants and better controls of air when more data becomes available. In strategies?
emissions, addition, EPA welcomes data or EPA requests specific implementation

{iv} Groups felt that there should be information from ongoing studies that recommendations based on the
correlation between the severity of the support specific comments or respondent’s general evaluation of the
problem and the degree of controls recommendations, options outlined above, EPA also seeks
required and that fines and fee A. General Issues for Comment detailed comments on how the optior~
structures could be used as "carrot- will be implemented and ways to refine
stick" measures to aid implementation. Based on the discussion above and the respondent’s preferred approach. For

the President’s memorandum on example, address issues of affordability,
3. Deadlines reducing the burden of government cost effectiveness and possible funding

Section 402{p] presently provides that regulation, EPA requests comment on mechanisms and sources, in addition
the current prohibition against the advantages and disadvantages of providing case examples where
permitting Phase I! sources expires on each option outlined above as well as available of successful State or local
October I, 1992. EPA solicits comment any other potential approaches in terms implementation of a preferred option.
on the possible options for alternative of the following factors. Respondents should also consider the
deadlines for Phase I! permit application I. How well does the approach need for statutory changes or
requirements and statutory revisions of perform with respect to the rulemaking to implement recommended
the CWA. One option is for Congress to environmental goals of protecting water approaches.
extend the current October I, 1992 quality, reducing pollutant !endings, and
deadline for Phase II sources. Under this achieving designated uses in impaired B. Current Classification of Regulated
option, EPA requests comment on what waters? EPA requests comment on D~scha~es
the new Phase I! date should be and which of these approaches most lends The current regulatory framework of
why one particular extension is more itself to the dacumentation and Phase [ is summarized in appendix A.
appropriate than another, For example, establishment of environmental This information may help respondents
one possible date might be October !, baselines and identification of to understand which types of
1995, to allow one year for additional appropriate environmental indicators municipalities and commercial and light
data gathering and public input on against which to evaluate progress. EPA industrial activities are not currently
appropriate Phase I! sources and control specifically solicits input on appropriate regulated under Phase ! of the program.
strategies and then two additional years environmental indicators in connection Sources exempted from Phase I! and
to propose and finalize Phase II with any of the approaches outlined some sources potentially covered under
regulations, above or identified by a commenter. Phase I! are summarized in appendix

Another strategy might be to adopt a 2. Does the option balance the need
phased set of Phase I! deadlines with for regulation to protect/improve the     IV. Review and Analysis Requirements
high priority storm wa3er sources environment with the desire to minimize    Various reviews and analyses are
covered first and lower risk sources the regulatory burden and maximize the required to assess the economic or
addressed at a later date. cost effectiveness of the approach? paperwork impact of new rulemakin~

A third approach follows option I 3, Does the option help to reduce the activities under Executive Order 12291.under Targeting: that is, to eliminate the regulatory burden on potential the Paperwork Reduction Act {44 U.S.C,Phase I[ deadlines and follow option I permittee, while still maintaining 3501. et. seq.}, and the Regulatoryor direct EPA to follow some other environmental benefits? Flexibility Act {5 U.S.C. 601, at. seq.}.option, 4. Does the option help to reduce the
Focus group recommendations from administrative burden on Federal, State ~s With respect to impacts on muntclpalLt~es.

the Rensselaerville study suggested that and local government, so that resources agency requests comment,, on optionsa minimum of 2-3 years is needed to are used to address important munlclpalities have for generating the revenue
prepare for Phase IL with at least a year environmental problems efficiently? required to run such prod.rams,
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These assessments are not necessary forfacilities. All storm water discharges operations disturbing five or more acres:
this notice, which merely requests associated with industrial activity that hazardous waste treatment, storage, or
comments on ways to reduce the discharge directly to waters of the disposal facilities: landfills: certain
regulatory burden of potential future United States or through municipal sewage treatment plants: recycling
rulemaking, separate storm sewer systems are facilities: powerplants: mining

Dated: September l. 1992. required to obtain NPDES permits, operations: some oil and gas operations:
Martha G. Prothro. including those which discharge throughairports: and certain other
ActmgAssistantAdmimstrator. systems located in municipalities with transportation facilities. Operators of

populations of less than 100.000. industrial facilities that are Federally.Appendix A. Facilities Covered in PhaseDischarges of storm water to a State or municipally owned or operated
1 combined sewer system or to a Publicly (with the exception of certain facilities
1. Industrial Facilities Owned Treatment Works (POTW] are owned or operated by a municipality of

EPA has defined the term "storm excluded. Facilities with storm water less than 100,000 people ~ that meet the
water discharge associated with discharges associated with industrial description of the facilities listed in
industrial activity" in a comprehensiveactivity include: manufacturing/ 12~-.Z6(b}{14] (i}-(xi}, described below.
manner to address over 100,000 industrial facilities; construction must also submit applications.

SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES COVERED UNDER PHASE i OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM

40 CFR
122.26(b)(14)

Subpart

(0 ........................ Fecflitias subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance standards, or tomc pollutants effluent standards under 40
CFR, Subcha~ter N [except fac=lities which are exempt under categow (xi)]~

(ii) ...................... Facilities classified as:
SIC24 (except 2434)--Lumber and wood products,
SIC 26 (except 265 and 267~--PaDar and allied proOucts.
SIC 28 (except 283 and 285)--Chem=cals and allied products,
SIC 29--Petroleum and coal products.
SIC 311--Leather tanmng and fin=shrug.
SIC 32 (except 323)--Stone. clay and glass products.
SIC 33--Pnman/metal mdusme$o
SIC 3441--Fafm’~taO structura~ metal.
SIC 373--Sh:p and boat budding and repairing.

(iii) ...................... FacditJe$ classified as:
SIC tO---Met~ mlmng.
SIC 11--Anthramte mining.
SIC 12.--Coal mining.
SIC 13.--Oii and gas extraction.
SIC 14--Nonmetallic minerals, except fuels.

(iv) ....................... Hazardous waste t~tment, storage, or dis~oossl facdifies, including those that are operating under intanm status or a permit under Subtitle C of
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

(v) ...................... Landfills, land applic~00n sites, and open dumps that receive or have receweO any industrial wastee =nctuding those that are SubleCt to re~julaUon
under subt=tle D or RCRA.

lye) ...................... FacdiSes involvep in he recycling of material, including metal scrapyards, batter~ recta~mers, salvage yards, and automoOde junkyards, =nctud=ng
but limited to tho~e clasmfieO as:

SIC 5015--Motor vel~mfe pa~ts, used.
SIC 5093--Scrap and waste matansls.

(wi) ...................... SteIm electric power generating facilities, including coal handling sites.
(~n=i) ..................... Transportatmn facdit~ covarep by the following SIC codas which have vehicle mmntenance (including veh~e rehibdit~tion, mechan~’..al repairs.

painting, fueling, and lubnca0o~), equipment clean=rig operations, or air~rt cle.~cmg operations, or w~ic~n are othe~ listed in another caterJory,
are ~nclud~d.

SIC 40---Rmlroed ~an~oort~t~on.
SIC 41--Locll and ~d~oan tTar~t.
SIC 42 (excflgt 4221-25)--Motor freight and were~lou=ngo
SIC 43--U.S, PostaJ Ser~nce.
SIC ~water tr~ns~oortaoon.
SIC 45---TrafllpOrtatK~ by
SIC 5171-.-Pet~olerJm bulk station= and terra,hesS.

(ix) ....................... Treltment w~’ke 0"~tJng dom~0¢ sswage or any othe¢ s~waqe s~udqe or wnstewater treatment dewce or ~ystem, ~ m he sto~age, tree.ant,
recycling, and I’lC~ertll~Ort Of mun~plJ or dome=oc sewage, =nctuding lands depicatep to the di~l Of the sew@ sludge hat are Iocate~
w~thm t~ confine= of the fac=lity, w~th a deign flow of 1,0 Mdlion Gallons loer Day (MGD) or more, or requ~’ed to hive an al~oroved pretreatm, ent
prod’am under 40 CFR Pert 403. Not ~nctud~:l are farm tahoe, domeeoc gardens, ~" ler~ u~d for slud~ mlnlg~nent
bermfic~ly ~JleO Ind wh~’t are not pttylm~ly located ~n the confines of the faolity, or areas that are in comp~nce w~th Sectm~ 405 of the
CWA.

(x) ....................... Construction act~,.ity including cteering, grading, and excavation ac~v=tie~ except o~a00ns that result m he diltutblnce of lel= h~n 5 acres ot
totes land arel wn~ are not part of a larger common plan of development or sale=,

(x=) ...................... F~c=lit~l under t~ following SICe [which are not otherw~ included in cateqones (ii)-(x)], including only storm water di~tt~g~ where maten=
h~ling equ=pment or act~v~e=, raw matanals, ,ntermed~te products, final products, waste matenaJ$, bywoduc~, or ~ndustnal macl~meof are
exposed to storm water~.

SIC 20--Food and kind~ed ~oduct=.
SIC 21--Tobacco product=.
SIC 22--Textile m~ll i~’oduct~.

t In the [ntermodal Surface Transportation industrial activities owned or operated by be placed into Phase II of the storm water program
F_,J’fic~ency Act of 1991. Congress prov=ded that municipalities with a population of less than 100,000 w=th the exception of airports, power pi~nts and

uncontrolled samtary landfills.
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SUMMARY OF ~NDUSTRfAL ACTIVITIES COVERED UNDER PHASE I OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM--Continued

40 CFR
122.26(b)(14)

SIC 23--A~el an~ ot~er te~le ~r~ucts.
SIC 2434--W~ kitchen cab=nets.
SIC 25--Fum=ture and fi~ures.
SIC 265--~a~ containers and boxes.
SIC 267~nve~ paper a~ paper board products (except conta=ners anQ boxes).

, S C 27--Pnnting an~ pu~hsh~ng.

SIC 285--Paints, varnishes, lacauer, enamels.
SIC 30--Rubber ~nd m=~. plast=cs ~ro~ucts.
SIC 31--(except 311)--Leather ana leather products.
SIC 323--Products of ~urc~as~ glass.
SIC 34 (except 3~l)--Fabncat~ metal ~r~ucts.
SIC 35--1ndusthal mach~new and ~u=gment, except ei~tncai.
SIC 3~El~tron=c and other el~ffic ~u=gment.
SIC 37 (except 373)--Trans~at=on ~u=gment.
SIC 38--1ns~ments and rel=t~ pr~ucts.
SIC 39--Miscellan~us manufactu~ng industnes.
SIC 4221--Fa~ pr~ucts ware~ous=ng and storage.
SIC 4222--Refngerat~ warebous=ng and storage.
SIC 4~5~en~al w~ebous=ng ana storage.

= On Ju~ 4, 1992 the Un~t~ S~tes Cou~ of A~peals for the Nint~ C~t~ founa that EPA’s rattonal for exempting constmc~on ~tes of less than five acres and
c~n u~n~mmat~ storm water ~=sc~ges from cat~ow Xl l~ht ~naustnal facdities from Pha~ I of the storm water pr~r~m to ¢e tnvalid and has reman~
¯ m exemp~n= f~ ~er pr~=ngs (s~ Natural Re~urces ~fense ~uncd v. EPA No. 91-70176).

~rce: FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 55, NO. 222, p. 48065, November 16, 1990.

2. Municipal Facilities (systems designed as both a sanitary systems that are designated by the

"Municipal separate storm sewer" is sewer and a storm sewer}. Municipal Director based on consideration of the
defined as any conveyance or system of separate storm sewer systems that are location of the discharge with respect to
conveyances that is owned or operated addressed by the November 18, 1990 waters of the United States, the size of
by a State or local government entity regulations include storm sewers the discharge, the quantity and nature of
designed for collecting and conveying located in one of 173 cities with a the pollutants discharged to waters of
storm water which is not part of a population of I00,000 or more: located in the United States. and other relevant
Publicly Owned Treatment Works. The one of the 47 counties identified by EPA factors. These are named in Appendices
application requirements do not apply to as having large populations in F-L of the November 18, 1990,
discharges from combined sewers unincorporated, urbanized areas; and regulation.

INDUSTRIAL AND MUNICIPAL PERMIT APPLICATION i’)EADLINES

Type of Apg~,atton i OeadIine

¯ Individu~ ........................................................................................................................ I.t Octobe~ I, 1992

Part 1             I            Part 2
~l?r~t~ actM1~e~ except those owned" or opeca~’~’";~"~"~’~;~;~’;i;~"~i~’~ September 30, 1991 ................................. October I, 1992

pogu~tion of te~= tha~ 250,000_
Induatr~ ~dv~e= owned of operated ~/ a municipality w~th a population of ! May 18, 1992 ............................................. 1 May 17. 1993

I(XI,O00 to 250.000.. I ,,

¯ Gefl~’ll Pem~t NOI .................................................................................................. ~ Deadline estll~li~hed ~n the general perm,t~ but no late~ than October 1. 1992

i for existing sourcel.

~ Muntc~Jit~l ............................................................
~art I

I
Part 2

November 18, 1991 ............................................................ Novembe~ 16, 1992

¯
May 1993

Appendix B. Potential _Universe of Pha~e Municipal Separate Storm Sewer        which have been statutorily exempted
II Di~em Systems} that are not regulated under from both Phase I and Phase II of the

Phase II potentially includes all point Phase ! of the storm water program {See NPDES storm water program along with
source discharges o~ storm water to Appendix A}. The following table a general list of potential Phase II
water~ of the United States {including illustrates those types of operations sources:

StltutO~y / Reg~llto~ exemptions: ¯ Non Po=nt S~rce Silvmul~m Ac~.
~ Agncuttur~l Ru~ff and !~l~on RI~ F!~.
¯ U~ontlm~nlt~ ~i~ar~ from Mi~,

~ ~ of ~C~ .............................................................. . ~ All mun~=gaht~es w=tb ~pull~n= leM
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¯ All ~ndustna! ~ct~4tt~ P~t r~ulate(I under Pha~ ; (incl~ t~o~ ~n~/opmat~ by
muni~a~i~e$ una~ 1~,~) (tank farms, "auxd~a~

¯ ~mm~ctal ac~ ~ ~ndus~al com~n~ts (g~ s~ns. d~ cleaners).
e ~nst~ct~n actuaries mvol~n~ less t~an 5 acres ~.
e ~arge p~rkmg lots (s~op~ng mails,
~ Res~dent~l~ pro~,
~ Re~ea~onal areas (sk~ ~eas. golf courts, amusement
~ ~vest~k facdi~es (s~Dles, f~lots not a~dre~ by ~ha~
~ Green~uses, nurs~es.

~On June 4, 1992 ~he United States Cou~ of A~Dea~s for the Ninth C{rcu~t found that EPA’s rational for exempting const~c~on ~tes ot less thin ~e ames from
Phase I of the storm water program ~o ~e ~nval~ and has remanded the exemption for fu~her proc~ngs {see Natural Re~urces ~fense C~cd v~ EPA No.
91 - 70176).

~Fe~lots, as a class of facditms, have b~n a~ated w~th ~q~ Ioadings of polluters such as sus~end~ solids, ~CO, anO nu~ents such ~s n~en and
phoso~orus, aria couta be an exampl~ of a targeting approach based on ~g~ IoaOings.

~FR Ooc. 92-~1553 F~led ~92:8:~5
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In December 1991. the Deputy Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) asked the ©ffice of Water to undertake a research project with two objectives: 1)
identify ways to improve and streamline the existing storm water regulatory program
implemented by the agency under Section 402 (p) (2) of the Clean Water Act; and 2)
define and annotate options for controlling sources of st(3rm water runoff designed for
Phase il of this same section.

In response to this request, the Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance
(OWEC) engaged The Rensselaerville Institute to develop a two-part project to gather and
integrate diverse opinion and insight on ways to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of the existing Phase I program and the best possible response for the Phase !1 program
designed to cover remaining storm water sources and problems.

Part I of the project was conducted during February and March, 1992 when six focus
groups were held around the U.S. to gain user feedback on how the current regulations
and implementation procedures could be improved and streamlined. These groups.
which included representation by both public- and private-sector permittees as well as
regulatory agencies, private consulting firms, industry, and environmental interests,~-
identified numerous ways EPA and others could address permitting and compliance
procedures seen as difficult or problematic.

Part II of the project began with an Expert Survey of 32 persons highly knowledgeable in
storm water and its control who represented different perspectives (academic/research,
state/local government, commercial development, environmental advocacy, and
consultant/engineering) and different geographic areas. Experts were asked to respond
to a set of options for targeting and control!ing sources and to suggest additional
alternatives as well. Insights on voluntary measures that have proven effective in storm
water control were solicited through a separate survey of five experts in nonpoint
program approaches.

Based on the results of these surveys, three public meetings were announced in the
Federal Register and held in Denver, San Francisco and Washington, DC during June.
1992. Those attending were divided into teams and asked to define their own preferred
strategies for a Phase I! program response, including definition of sources to be
regulated, the preferred method of control (permit-based or other) and their sense of both
timetable and the role EPA should play.

Finally, a small group of insightful individuals representing diverse viewpoints from both
point source and nonpoint source programs was convened for a strategy design meeting
for the purpose of adding greater depth and breadth to one or more Phase !1 approaches
identified in the public meetings. From this group, a ten-point strategy was created, as
well as a series of recommendations to EPA on developing the second phase of the

1
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s~orm water program.

This Executive Summary presents the findings from each of these activities in
form. More complete recommendations are contained in the body of Volume
project data base is contained in Volume I1.

Summary_ of Findings on Im_~rovinq Phase I of the Storm Water Proq_ram

Forty individuals participated in focus groups held in Atlanta, GA; Hartford, CT; Cn=ca~c.
IL; Washington, DC; Seattle, WA; and Phoenix, AZ. Together, the participants =nc~udea
all identified viewpoints and separable interests--including EPA regional staff, state ano
local government officials, engineering consultants, environmental advocates, and
representatives of corporations included in Phase I permitting.

Participants responded to a set of ~lUastions which probed for opinion and insight ¢n
such matters as the unclear aspects of the Phase I regulations, additional steps that
should be taken to simplify the process and help permittees to achieve compliance, and
the relative medts of individual and group permits. In addition to participant responses
to core questions, the afternoon of each session was used to further elaborate problems~
and solutions of interest to participants in an informative format.

While many issues raised were location- or source-specific, some spanned geographic
and demographic boundadee. Eight issues common across all focus groups were
identified as key areas to be clarified and/or modified to improve program implementation:

1. EPA has not been clear about the intended goals of the regulations. A
stronger sense of the relative importance of storm water in the framework
of environmental risk is needed, as is clarity about short range and long
term targets. There is a difference, for example between clean water
standards and stream health standards. It is clear that there are storm
water permits. It is not clear how the permits reflect a coherent program.

2. The expense of program implementation is significantly higher than EPA has
estimated. There is great concern over what the program’s real costs have
been in terms of dollars and manpower costs of preparing a permit
application, and the anticipated costs of achieving compliance. A broader
concern: municipalities now beleaguered by resource shortfalls cannc~.
reasonably afford the combined costs of compliance with all environmentaJ
regulations.

3. The administrative complexity of the program is enormous at the federal,
state and local levels, and has quickly outpaced the availability of resources
and manpower needed to carry it out. In some cases, field staff have been

2
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pulled in simply to process the paperwork involved.

4. Clarification is needed on the roles and expectations EPA has for itself,
states and permittees. What is clear to everyone is that EPA does not have
the capacity to administer and enforce the program alone. This cannot be
seen as an EPA program administered in a "command and control" style
totally from Washington. It must involve active participation, not simply
passive compliance, from all levels involved.

5. More technical support for the program is needed. Expanded information
explaining the regulations and how to implement them is especially needed.
Also, there should be less "national level" support and more focus on
regional conditions. Much of the content of storm water workshops held at
EPA headquarters is irrelevant to any given participant.

6. States need EPA to ellher clarify how to interpret unclear points of the
regulations, or allow them the latitude to make the interpretations
themselves. One unclear area is the inconsistencies and inequalities
created by use of industrial SIC codes in such areas as transportation.
Another murky area is the group application process.

7. EPA should consider consolidating programs in order to address water
pollution in an efficient and cost-effective manner. A watershed approach
is preferable to current practices of separating problems by media.

8. General permits are "the way to go" and EPA should continue to focus on
and accelerate efforts in this direction.

Many focus group members made a point of’indicating their pleasure with the focus
group format used and the ways in which EPA had 1) encouraged interaction and
customer insight and 2) listened carefully to their advice. A complete report on focus
group responses and conclusions is contained in the body of this publication.

Summary_ of Findings on Desi~nin_q Phase I! of the Storm Water Pro_~ram

The second part of the Rensselaerviile project began with a survey of a select group of
32 ~ storm water program experts from across the country. The purpose was
to solicit opinions on ways to implement the second phase of the storm water program.
Five perspectives were represented: academic/research; commercial development;
consultant engineering/legal; environmental advocacy; and state/local government. A
first mail-back survey round gained opinion and consensus on relevant issues and

3
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options for addressing Phase II sources. Data from the first set of returned surveys were
analyzed and given back to participants in a second survey round, which refined positions
and created more options for Phase II consideration.

To ensure inclusion of all critical perspectives, five nonDoint source program experts were
asked to provide feedback, with emphasis on potential voluntary approaches for
addressing Phase II sources.

While approaches recommended differed by profession and geography, these common
targeting themes emerged for identifying whom to include in Phase I1:

¯ develop a geographically-based phasing plan by watershed
impairment/severity of threat;

¯ determine selection cri~teria for pollution sources and use these to identify
municipalities that should participate;

¯ do pilot projects first, evaluate, and then develop and implement a strategy:

¯ encourage and fund comprehensive basin research and planning to guide:,
targeting;

¯ require Phase II industries to be covered under Phase I general permits:

¯ develop national guidelines, and leave selection of sites and methods to
state discretion;

¯ require smaller communities ( < 100,000) to apply for permits only when their
storm water contributes a significant pollution problem;

¯ designate problem areas, establish permit requirements for municipals
regardless of population, and allow municipals to exclusively regulate
industries; and

¯ initiate a focused dialogue with key stakeholders (applies to both targeting
and controls).

Common themes expressed for control strategies included:

¯ build a Best Management Practices (BMPs) menu that can be used by
states to implement and verify progress;
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require localities to select from a list of BMPs the ones most appropriate for
their needs and apply industry-specific BMPs nationwide with allowance for
state/local officials to modify;

¯ provide nationwide public education and community-wide public education
on the need for storm water control;

¯ establish national or industry-specific minimum practices for controlling
storm water:

¯ implement good housekeeping and source reduction practices;

¯ require routine certification and audit of storm water pollution plans and
practices;

¯ establish industry-specific and watershed-specific BMPs: and

¯ establish BMPs required nationwide and strictly enforce. Require facilities
to further treat storm water discharges where BMPs are not effective.

The strongest additional factor in nonpoint survey responses was the degree of emphasis
placed on education at all levels, including the general public, local and state officials, and
local businesses and industry. Education was seen as the key to making voluntary
approaches effective. Voluntary compliance, in turn, was then advanced as highly cost
effective.

Respondents feel that EPA must be the "stick" that would fall--with permit requirements,
fines, etc.--if a storm water source does not voluntarily take action and achieve certain
minimum goals. But limited manpower and financial resources form a rationale for no__~t
addressing Phase II with the costly conventional federal mandates of Phase I.

Public Meetinq~

Three meetings were conducted to gain public responses to options for targeting and
controlling Phase il sources. They were held in Denver, CO; San Francisco, CA; and
Washington, DC dudng June, 1992. At each meeting, three experts selected from the
Expert Survey process presented their ideas on a regulating strategy for the moratorium
sources. Participants were then divided into small task teams, and given the charge of
devising their own strategies for targeting and controlling Phase II sources. A strategy
template was provided to guide group consideration of three key issues: 1) who should
be covered under Phase II; 2) what controls are needed; 3) over what timeframe the
program should be implemented. At the end of each public meeting, the task teams
presented their options to other participants for discussion.
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Common strategy characteristics emerged, in many cases paralleling those apparent in
the expert survey, For targeting:

Targeting should be done by watershed. Information gathered from Phase
I should help identify sensitive watersheds. This may require
intergovemmental agreements.

O The focus should be on "bad actors", i.e., those that are knowr~ problem
sources. The ones most frequently identified were: gas/auto service
industries, transportation, highway systems, land use development and
agricultural sources. There needs to be the ability for facilities not
contributing impairment of water to gain an exemption from permits, fees,
implementation of BMPs. Categories are an ineffective way to designate
covered sources - should be done by the degree of dsk a given facility
poses, because it may not be a whole industry, but rather individual
facilities.

0 Small municipalities should be included, but they should have a much
simpler application process. Or, only small municipalities where a storm
water problem is identified should there be required action.          ¯

O EPA should defer on selecting targeted sources until the agency has
carefully looked at the data gathered dudng Phase I. Numerous sources
of information are available which would help determine targeting priorities,
e.g., information gathered through 305b reports, information from Phase I
program sources, the NURP study.

For needed and desirable controls, these themes emerged:

[] If a permitting process is to be continued for point sources, NPDES general
permits should be used, and focus should be on implementing Best
Management Practices (BMPs). Permits should be simpler, and much less
costly. EPA should make clearer to the applicant what information is
required, e.g. provide the permittee with a "checklist of inclusions" for the
application, develop a menu of BMPs. Permit exemptions should be
granted to those targeted sources who offer no contribution to the problem.

[] Education should be seen not as an "add-on", but rather as a primary tool
for effective control. Locally implemented education for public and industry
is especially important; the premise is that information and conviction born
of education will encourage many to take the needed preventive and
remedial steps.

[]    More emphasis should be placed on voluntary programs, e.g., 319 nonpoint
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source-like programs. For facilities with contact with storm water, there
should be little or no government intervention, but rather emphasis on
pollution prevention incentives. BMPs, and measures of pollution prevention.

Pollution prevention programs should be emphasized, particularly with new
development. Some suggested prevention methods included: recycling
storm water, "good housekeeping" practices, plantings to minimize runoff,
street sweeping of work areas on a dally basis, storm water collection
methods, coverage of storage areas, changing manufacturing processes to
minimize pollutants, and improvement of air emissions.

[] Closer correlation should exist between the severity of the problem and the
degree of controls required. Fines and fee structures could be used as
"carrot-stick" measures.

[] BMPs should be required based upon the specific pollutant problem. EPA
should develop a menu of BMPs to assist businesses in determining the
appropriate BMP for their problem.

In terms of a timetable for phasing in Phase II, two widespread opinions emerged:

A minimum of two years is needed to prepare for Phase Ii, with at least a
year dedicated to looking at data gained from Phase I of the storm water
program. Effectiveness of presently used BMPs needs to be studied to
determine differences in effectiveness between geographic locations and
pollutants.

Whatever the period established for phase-in, it should not begin until
promulgation of the regulations.

A final question in the strategy template: "For whatever strategy is chosen, what could
EPA do to make the decision-making proce.~ for Phase II more responsive?=
generated responses focused on some common themes:

Coordinate information dissemination, e.g., set up regional clearinghouses
offering such program information as general permit writing, effective
applications of BMPs, and examples of successful efforts from programs
around the country.

Provide funding not for program implementation but for needed research,
e.g., on BMP effectiveness, and for demonstration projects.

Set broad guidelines for the program and establish minimum standards, and
then allow state and local regulatory agencies determine how to achieve
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them.

Develop and implement training programs for regulators, including regional
and state, on the program. These people are the ones who will be the
informational source for the regulated community, and need to know the
details of the program.

As with the focus groups the participants in the public meetings felt positive about the
format used. A mall-back survey returned by more than 30% of meeting participants
showed that they strongly favored this interactive process over what they perceived as
the conventional practice of a stream of public comments that encouraged adversarial
positioning and boredom for those listening. Comments of attendees included:

"The opportunity to formulate an entire strategy to deal with this issue was
very useful;"

o "1 obtained a better point of view of government’s problems and felt that
government representatives also obtained a better point of view of
industry’s problems;"

~-.
o    "Result was a much less confrontational and much more problem-solving

atmosphere;" and

"It was a valuable way to address drafting of regulations, allowing the
regulated community to feel a part of the process."

The body of this report contains a further elaboration of the process and the ways in
which it might be used by the EPA in other communication and outreach efforts.

Oesiq_n Team Meetina_

A meeting of seven point and non-point storm water program experts, all of whom were
survey respondents, and selected EPA staff was convened in Washington DC on
September 17-18, 1992. The purpose was to gain the experts’ varied insights on
development of the Phase II storm water program and to build a strategy, or multiple
strategies, for addressing Phase II sources.

Many discussions were specific to certain types of activity--not only municipal or industrial,
but to specific kinds and levels of enterprise. Others focused on regional differences--for
example the strong distinctions from places that are uniformly wet, uniformly dry, or highly
volatile in hydrological terms. Still others found differentiation in scale--such as the
difference in impact a regulation would have on a city as compared to a small town.
These distinct findings are contained in the full report which follows in this volume.
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A broader set of ten recommendations emerged for the major Phase II challenge which
generally transcend such differences. They include:

1. It is possible and desirable to identify priority target areas for which
there is widespread consensus concerning their contribution to water
pollution. These areas begin with new development and redevelopment--
both residential and commercial. They also include transportation corridors,
dense existing development and automotive services.

2. EPA needs to communicate more clearly and regularly with everyone
impacted by the storm water regulations. The priority focus should be
less on the amount of communication and more on different kinds of
communication.

3. EPA could improve program effectiveness, efficiency and cost control
in Phase II by "starting small". The concept of regional and even local
prototypes is a way of getting proposed new Phase II frameworks into the
hands of users in prompt fashion to build and refine based on early use.

4. Selectivity in data collection and monitoring is essential. At present~_
some data collection frameworks consume tremendous time and money
only to yield bad or useless data or murky or disputed conclusions. At other
times, very simple actions taken with known consequences require simple
verification, not extensive measuring.

5. More customer differentiation is also needed. At present the mind-set
appears to be that one size fits all. While giving the appearance of equity,
this concept actually creates strong inequalities. The same programs and
regulations that befit a large corporation or municipality are simply not
equitable for smaller enterprise and communities, for example.

6. While the ultimate goal is water quality standards, this is very difficult
to achieve and/or to measure in the short term. Therefore, while
retaining water quality standards as the ultimate goal, EPA should be
focusing on best management practices, and in particular those that reflect
preventive and non-structural solutions.

7. The most functional unit of both analysis and intervention is the
watershed. Most people in our samples for opinion and recommendation
strongly suggested the watershed approach--not only on the macro level
(e.g., Chesapeake Bay) but the micro-level as well.
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8. EPA’s role is to offer technical support and direction more than
program funding or even full guidelines for state and local
implementation. In particular, building useful data bases and collection
methodologies not only on water quality but on practices to achieve it is
critical. Such practices should include education, given that prevention and
voluntary compliance are much less costly than litigation.

9. A collaborative approach to developing effective solutions is possible.
The interactive elements of this project are one reflection of the ability of
those with strikingly different perspectives (ranging from strong
environmental protection to a focus on economic development) to work
cooperatively.

10. Agriculture’s absence from the storm water program is notable and
regrettable. In many regions, agriculture (which includes livestock as well
as crops) is a primary contributor to surface water pollution. Permitting or
in other ways controlling the transport of agricultural products introduces
intervention too late.

The remainder of Volume I amplifies these findings and presents the rationales and key-
data points which undedie them. Volume II includes the complete data base, including
all instruments used to collect and analyze information.
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PART I: IMPROVING PHASE I OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM

In December, 1991, the Deputy Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency asked the Office of Water to undertake a project that would achieve two results:
first, identify ways to improve and streamline the existing storm water regulatory program
currently being implemented by the agency; and second, develop options for controlling
sources of storm water runoff not currently required to be permitted under Section
402(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act.

In response to this request, the Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance
(OWEC), working with The Rensselaerville Institute, developed a two-part project. This
section addresses the outcomes from Part I, which focused on identifying improvements
to the existing regulatory program.
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Descd_~tion

As the first part of The Rensselaerviile Institute’s project to help EPA assess the
effectiveness and efficiency of the existing Storm Water Program. focus groups were held
in diverse regions of the country to gain feedback on how the regulations promulgatecl
on November 16, 1990 could be streamlined and improved. Six such meetings
comprising representatives from state, municipal, private industrial and environmental
groups were conducted between February 24 - March 2, 1992.

A total of 40 individuals participated in the focus groups, which were held in Atlanta, GA;
Hartford, CT; Chicago, IL; Washington, DC; Seattle, WA; and Phoenix, AZ. The format
for each meeting was the same: participants provided feedback on eleven questions
developed by EPA and Institute staff. The questions:

1. Which aspects of the storm water regulations are least clear?.

2. What additional steps would be helpful in assisting permittees achieve
compliance in the allotted timeframe? Who should take those steps?

3. Exactly what kinds of guidance and information are needed to help people-
implement the program? How would you prioritize these listed storm water
program activities in terms of their usefulness?

4. Is there a need for EPA to do more national workshops on the storm water
regulations? What about regional or local workshops? On which subjects?

5. What support should states, as opposed to EPA or other organizations, be
expected to provide to their "universe" of permittees? What resources do
they need in order to provide those supports?

6. If you had to name three ways to streamline the permitting process, what
would they be?

7. What could EPA do to encourage those states without general permit
authority to get it? What steps are needed to get general permits out?
What simple, short-term grassroots efforts can associations and trade
groups take to help this effort, and how could EPA support those efforts?

8. What outreach efforts to explain to permittees what they have to do to
comply with the regulations have been most effective to date? Are there
informational pieces that EPA could prepare that would best help these
efforts?
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9, What are the techniques, methods or strategies you would recommend to
help permittees achieve water quality standards? In what timeframe should
permittees be required to comply with WQS?

10. Given that construction activities are most often local in nature and
temporary in duration, do you have suggestions about how EPA could more
effectively regulate such activities?

11. What suggestions would you offer in terms of the most efficient way to
enforce EPA existing regulation requirements, both application requirements
and substantive permitting requirements?

Responses to question #6 were revisited in the afternoon of each session, when
participants were asked to further define their recommendations, indicate who they felt
should be responsible for initiating the changes, and list the initial steps they would take.

Response summaries were drafted following each meeting and sent to participants for
additions and modifications. Their changes were incorporated into their respective
reports. This overall report summarizes, interprets, and analyzes group discussions and
conclusions.                                                         ,~

F..ocus Group Findinqs

Despite the many issues surrounding implementation of the regulations, the consensus
of all focus groups, including industrial representatives, was that storm water control is
needed and appropriate. There was general agreement that storm water is a significant
contributor to water pollution. Some felt that a regulatory program was appropriate to
address the problem. A number of participants expressed that, overall, the storm water
program is significantly more rational and easier to deal with than other EPA water
programs, for example, the wetlands program.

Yet the storm water regulations still inspire much confusion and frustration. There is
frustration with EPA, as well. Many felt there was a lack of consideration given to their
inputs by the agency prior to promulgation of the regulations, and some thought that EPA
had been unresponsive to questions and concerns voiced since the regulations went into
effect. When pressed, however, most admitted that they perceived this to be an endemic
or genedc problem of government. For a few, this perception will not be changed.
However, most were impressed that EPA was now willing to actually look at the storm
water program and solicit input from those dealing with the regulations on how they
could be improved or streamlined.

Reservation was voiced, however, that EPA would do nothing with the recommendations
generated from these focus groups. Their concern was that the results would have as
little impact on EPA’s decision-making and responsiveness as had previous efforts to
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make their opinions known.

It is critical, therefore, that EPA identify those procedural changes made in response to
the recommendations, and make them known both to focus group participants specifically
and to the permitted and regulatory communities in general.

The range of concerns voiced was large, and differed between geographic regions and
the representational make-up of the group. Each group raised issues that were quite
specific to themselves or their region, e.g., New York City was concerned about the
effects of tidal flow and backwater as they relate to water quality; Utah and other arid and
semi-arid states were concerned about sampling procedures when there was scarce
rainfall; Seattle felt that the regulations did not allow its storm water program to build on
eaHier work; general contractors do not understand why concrete mixing requires a
separate permit even though it is done on the construction site, etc. The specificity of
concerns for each group is reflected in the individual summary reports, which are included
in Volume II.

Some issues and concerns identified, however, spanned geographic and demographic
boundaries. They were raised across groups as key areas in need of clarification and/or
modification. There were seven broad areas identified where members felt efforts shouid.~,
be made to improve and streamline the storm water regulations.

1. Permittees and regulatory agencies feel that the EPA has not been clear
about the intended goals of the regulations. A view of the "bigger picture"
is wanted.

While group members agree that storm water is a contributory factor to water
pollution, there does not seem to be an understanding of what EPA hopes to
achieve with the regulations promulgated in November 1990. A frequently heard
comment was that "the big picture" is missing. Participants felt that EPA has not
been clear about how these regulations will accomplish the goal of achieving clean
water, and in what timeframe. This has hampered efforts to comply because many
do not understand what they should be setting as perfom’~_.nce targets.

One participant said, "What is a clean urban stream?" The point: participants were
not sure what goaJs they need to attaJn to comply with the regulations and protect
themselves from being sued or fined f~ non-attainment. Almost all participants felt
that water quality standards were useful as the ultimate goal toward which to work,
but were unachievable in a two- or three-year pedod. When asked what they felt
would be a reasonable timeframe, estimates ranged from five to thirty years, with
a few participants indicating that, given the large number of pollutant sources
impacting on a given water body, achievement of water quality standards through
the storm water program alone is a strong improbability. One participant stated
that the scientific community’s perspective is, "...there is no way water quality
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standards can be achieved with known storm water technologies"; it will take
further research and development of BMPs before water quality standards could
be achieved.

It was clear that members need more guidance about where the program is
headed. Participants want EPA to be more explicit about what should be achieved
in terms of improvement of water quality in the timeframes that have been given
and with the technologies that are presently available.

Group members were aware that environmental advocacy groups will bring
pressure on EPA to hold to established numerical water quality standards, and that
reducing or replacing them is not likely a viable option. As one representative from
an environmental advocacy organization stated regarding water quality standards,
"...(they are) the heart of the Clean Water Act." Participants felt, however, that
EPA needs to explicitly acknowledge that cleaning up the waters of the U.S. is a
long-term effort that requires federal, state and local governments to work in
partnership with permittees rather than through "command and control"
relationships. Permittees fear being sued for non-compliance when in fact they are
making the best efforts possible.

Permittees and regulatory agencies want EPA to provide them the time
support they need to design and implement storm water programs that make
sense in terms of effectiveness and cost. They feel that EPA, by not clearly stating
goals, has hampered efforts to deal with the problem; permittees are not sure
which approaches to take because they don’t know what they have to achieve.
They want the guidance and information necessary to implement the most
appropriate measures available for their discharges, and the time to evaluate those
efforts. As one group member observed, "...What is needed is a longer period
(than the permit period) to do BMPs - and then monitor their effectiveness. Where
necessary, go back and change things. It’s an evolutionary process. This is not
a quick tech fix! EPA is creating more problems than answers. October 1 should
not be 1992, it should be 1995."

If EPA is to achieve success with the program, it needs to address confusion over
program goals and timeframes. The agency needs to be explicit about what it
expects industrial and municipal permittees to accomplish in the first permit pedod,
what they expect them to achieve in the longer term, and what they anticipate the
impact of the storm water program to be on overall water quality.

2. The cost of program implementation is significantly higher than EPA
estimates. There is great concem over what the program’s real costs have
been in terms of dollars and manpower.

A great concern of focus group members was the excessive cost of preparing a
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permit application, and the anticipated costs of achieving compliance. A number
of state representatives indicated that implementation of their state program took.
in terms of staff time alone, more than all other water programs combined - without
the concomitant added federal dollars that those programs provided. That EPA
has provided minimum federal dollars for the program is a major issue.
Municipalities and industries were concerned with the significant additional costs
of manpower and technology needed for both application and compliance. One
focus group participant brought for discussion a study done by the School of
Public and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University. The study has identified that
the actual mean cost for Part 1 of the municipal application process for 59 cities
exceeded by six times the EPA-estimated costs of the program [Gebhardt &
Lindsey (1992), "NPDES Requirements for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems: Costs and Concerns"].

That EPA has set aside some monies to assist in program development is not
commonly known informatior~. There was confusion among a number of focus
group members about the availability and applicability of grant monies, e.g. 104(b)
funds, that are dedicated to implementation of the program. For example, within
the same focus group, one person said that they had applied for and received the
funds to help prepare their application; another member replied that they were
that the monies could not be used for that purpose. Members of some groups
were unaware that the funds were available at all. This indicates that
communication from EPA has been inadequate in letting eligible groups know that
thers are some, albeit limited, dollars available to help them in setting up their
programs, and that there has been inconsistent communication about the
guidelines for use of those funds. Further, every person who indicated knowledge
of the money also noted that the funds available were minuscule in comparison to
what was needed to actually get their programs up and running.

Some states have developed the necessary revenue-gathering mechanisms to fund
their storm water program. One state representative indicated that, by charging
permit fees, they have been able to hire six staff people for the program. A few
other state representatives indicated that storm water utilities had been successful
in helping to raise the funds necessary for program operations. A significant
number, however, contend that their state does not have the funds to implement
the program, nor do they have a system devised to raise these funds. Therefore,
wholehearted efforts are not being made to respond to the regulations. Further,
some states have implied that they do not consider storm water a priority, and
therefore are not willing to devote any portion of their budget to the program. This
latter point creates a significant problem for the thousands of permittees in such
a state that are then without a critical support system to provide them guidance
and technical assistance.

The storm water field in general is perplexed that EPA could promulgate these
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regulations, without at least providing "seed monies" to assist the application
process and help states set up their own revenue-generating systems. To some.
the message EPA sent by not providing funds is that the agency itself is not
invested in the program. If EPA plans to continue to regulate storm water without
providing financial assistance, one way it could assist permittees is to provide
guidance and examples of successful fund raising systems that some states have
devised, e.g., storm water utilities.

3. The administration of the program is enormous. Clarification is needed on
the roles and expectations EPA has for itself, states and permittees.

Much of the controversy surrounding the regulations arises from unclear
delineation of the roles, responsibilities and authority of each level. What is clear
to everyone is that EPA alone does not have the capacity to administer and
enforce the program. Therefore. much responsibility must fall on state and
municipal levels. However, the regulations do not delineate the responsibilities of
each level. Group members were clear that they want EPA to be more decisive
and explicit about what is expected of states and municipalities in terms of
administration and enforcement, and the areas where they will be allowed authority
and flexibility in decision-making.                           "        ’~"

Some state and local governments have not waited for EPA to define their roles.
The regulatory deadlines were powerful motivators for them to move forward
without such guidance. Thus, frequently heard was states’ hesitancy to discuss
with EPA what they were doing programmatically, because they were afraid they
might not be doing it "right", i.e. in accord with what EPA wants done. They were
concerned about asking EPA for clarity they feared the agency might take away
their assumed authority since it had not been specifically assigned in the first
place. A number of state representatives admitted that they interpret the
regulations in their own way rather than wait for EPA to provide interpretation. As
one state representative put it, "...we looked at the regs as guidance rather than
rules. We do it our own way. We are not sure if it is appropriate, (so) I have
concerns asking for guidance from EPA because they may take away our latitude
to make our own judgments."

The vagueness in assignment of responsibility and authority has clearly hampered
program implementation. It may have been the intention of EPA to be less specific
so that other entities would make their own interpretations, but they clearly do not
feel comfortable assuming responsibility or authority. Many have been frustrated
by the agency’s lack of response when trying to gain clarity of the regulations.
For example, one trade association representative stated that. in order to inform
his membership about the regulations, he wanted to publish in their trade
newsletter an article that outlined their members’ responsibilities under them. To
ensure that his interpretation was in accord with EPA’s, he submitted the article to
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EPA for review. In his words, "1 waited a month, and when EPA did not respond,
I went ahead and printed it. They [EPA] didn’t like that."

Some state representatives said that they were unwilling to help industrial people
make decisions on whether they are covered by the regulations, because they do
not want to be held accountable when EPA has not specifically given states the
authority to make interpretations of the SIC codes. Participants felt that the states
are more likely than EPA to know the specifics of the industries in their boundaries,
and also to know which ones are high-risk pollutant sources. But states do not
feel that EPA has given them the authority to use that knowledge to make their
own judgments on whether an industry is covered or not.

Industries also feel unsure about their responsibilities under the regulations, and
are turning to the states for guidance. The regulations are unclear, for example,
about what level of program !mplementation is expected in a given timeframe. As
one state representative put it, "...there needs to be some guidance from EPA to
the states on what (industdee) need to do!"

States feel they have more knowledge of the industrial risks within their boundaries,
and know what is needed to bdng those risks into compliance. A number of focu=.
group members cited the uselessness of having EPA develop requirements and
guidance for ~ given industry when it did not r.~lD.qL~..~ specific industries.
They felt it far more effective for EPA to work with industrial representatives when
developing materials to ensure clarity and correctness. This would likely create the
added benefit of gaining industry’s commitment to achieving certain results.

Given the magnitude of these regulations, the lack of funding available to support
implementation, the fiscal constraints under which all levels of government are
operating, and the limited staff at each level, working in partnership with states and
permittees rather than through a "command and control" relationship could get the
program in place more quickly and maximize its effectiveness. EPA needs to
determine each government level’s responsibilities, be explicit about what decisions
and flexibility can be allowed, and be clear about what resu~s are expected from
each level of government if given the authority to interpret certain aspects of the
regulations.

4. More supporting Information for the program Is needed, and dissemination
of that Information needs to be improved.

Information supplementary to the regulations, explaining them and providing
explicit information on how to implement them, was cited as a critical need that had
only partially been met. All focus group members gave feedback on those pieces
of EPA-generated information they thought was useful, what they felt was not
helpful, and what other information they desired or felt was needed. They also
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addressed the regulations themselves as a source of information.

a.    Written Documents

Written information EPA has provided to supplement the regulations, such as
guidance documents and supportive materials, received overall good reviews.
Numerous participants stated that both the Industrial and Municipal Permit
Application Guidances were helpful.

The primary problem with much of the written guidance and information is that it
is coming out too late to be useful. A number of participants indicated that a
model general permit would have been helpful, but that they were at the point of
writing their own, so for them it was too late, Often group members’ suggestions
for specific informational documents were accompanied by the caveat that it was
needed now, e.g., permit writers guidance: Model Permits for MS4s: a BMP
manual; Construction Activit~ Guidance.

Not everyone wants to receive new information at this point in the program. A
number of participants said, "Don’t do anything...We have a track anything that
would confuse that would be a problem. Even clarification. We have an idea f~
what we want to do and if guidance comes out now, it might conflict with what we
want to do."

One person commented that EPA should prepare guidance documents so that
they can be released concurrently with promulgation of the regulations. This would
avoid not having them ready in a useful timeframe. A number of participants felt
that EPA should be more willing to release information in draft form if the final
document is going to be late. EPA should make preparing information for Phase
II of the program a priority; the timeliness of delivery is a reflection of the
program’s credibility and of EPA’s commitment to the program. It is clear that
those who have gone forth without the support of written guidance are going to
be ~ resistant to any input by EPA that would require them to modify what
has already been done.

Dissemination of EPA documents has been inconsistent. Regions vary in their
thoroughness of distribution. One group member said, "...EPA needs to be better
at getting this stuff to us. I often have somebody walk into the office with
something that has been out for three months that I have not seen." This
frustration was echoed in a number of the focus groups. EPA needs to publish a
list of available documents which people can request either in wdting or through
the Hotline.
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b. .Verbal Communications

The Storm Water Hotline received mixed reviews from group members. The
primary response was that it effectively addressed very basic questions, but that
the program had advanced quickly to the point where more technical information
was needed. Trust in the ability of those answering the phones to address
complex issues was low. However, this is not an unusual response to Hotlines;
often callers complain that information given is inadequate, inconsistent, or not
appropriate to the situation of the caller.

Some focus group members stated they were pleased with the response they had
gotten from the Hotline. Some indicated that they were relieved just to have
someone to call for program information. Others felt it Was a good way to confirm
their "hunches". Overall, given the size of the program and the number of phone
calls that have been received., the perception of the Hotline is relatively positive.

Some alternative roles were suggested for the Hotline. Members stated that it
could be used as an information clearinghouse, having available a list of sources
that callers could turn to for more technical information. One person suggested
that operators have lists of experts in categories to whom they could refer callers
for more information.

One frustration voiced was that reaching EPA staff people was a problem. This
has created for some the perception that EPA headquarters staff are
unapproachable. On the practical side, however, responding to all the phone calls
they receive would tie up all available staff for the duration of the program;
headquarters staff would do nothing but answer phone calls. Yet it is important
to recognize that this problem influences people’s perception of EPA’s commitment
to the program. Perhaps with EPA’s attention to the more substantive items listed
in this report, e.g., getting documentation out in a more timely manner and with
more thorough dissemination, etc., this perception will self-correct.

c. Workshops ~.nd Presentations

All groups felt that workshops of national scope were no longer needed, because
the issues being dealt with were now more technically specific to certain industries
or areas. The consensus was that state and local workshops, providing industry-
specific guidance and information on water pollution control, were most needed.
Most felt that such workshops should be sponsored and planned by trade
associations and other membership associations like APWA, WEF, ASIWPCA, etc.
rather than EPA. They did feel that EPA should be a speaker at the programs, and
be willing to help address the federal perspectives in response to local concerns.

A main concern of group members, from coast to coast, is reaching those
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industries who are covered by the regulations; many businesses covered under
the regulations do not know that they must apply for a permit. Trade associations
were recommended as one of the best ways to get to the harder-to-reach
permittees (usually referred to as "Morn-and-Pops"), but even they are limited to
those businesses who are members. Group members mentioned other avenues
through which they have tried to reach these businesses, such as direct mailings
to municipalities and working through Chambers of Commerce. None have been
completely effective. Most members said that this was not solely EPA’s
responsibility, but also one of states, local governments and trade associations as
well. EPA could support this effort by suggesting methods for reaching these
businesses, and contacts at the national level that could be helpful, e.g., Small
Business Administration.

d. The Regulations as Information

The Federal Register notice ~f the regulations was considered by participants to
be a key source of information about the program. Numerous comments were
made about its inability to convey needed information clearly and concisely.
Length, layout, language and accessibility were identified as deterrents for many
"laypeople" to comprehend them.                                    ~-

One member said the length was approximately 127 pages too long; he felt it
should have been three pages, with a focus on what the regulations will do to
reduce water pollution. Many felt that the regulations were not user-friendly
because of the language used, which they referred to as "legalese". One person
remarked, "What is needed is an English version of the regs!" The citations were
claimed to be confusing, and some felt substantive requirements were "buried" in
the wrong section, e.g., important permitted industrial activities were in the
Definitions section, and municipal requirements were scattered throughout rather
than placed in a "Municipals" section. Another noted that the three-column format
was difficult to read for most not used to the Federal Register format.

Many noted that the,Federal Register is a publication that may be picked up by
some large businesses, but would rarely find its way into the smaller ones. Given
the widespread impact of the regulations, there is valid concern that EPA views the
Federal Register as a primary method to "get the word out." They felt this was not
a good assumption, since circulation of the Federal Register is very limited, leaving
the vast majority of those industries covered by the regulations unaware that they
are affected.

There is need for a more clearly Stated version of the storm water regulations.
Trade associations have done a great deal to try to reduce the regulations to
laymen’s terms for their members. But when supplemental guidance documents,
which are more reader-friendly than the regulations, are not quickly forthcoming
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and the regulations provide the only source of information, confusion is inevitable.

5. The regulations lack clarity on a number of key aspects. State authorities
need EPA to either clarify these points of the regulations, or they need EPA
to allow them the latitude to make the interpretations themselves.

During each focus group, members discussed many particular points of the
regulations that they had found unclear. These varied from group to group.
depending on the perspectives represented. As one would guess, points that to
a municipal person lacked clarity were often different than issues of concern to an
industrial representative. For example, industrial representatives spoke of confusion
with deadlines as a result of the Surface Transportation Act amendments, how to
pick the appropriate permit to apply for, and how industries connected to municipal
sewer systems should deal with the regulations. Municipal representatives, on the
other hand, mentioned specific sampling and field screening methods, the
definition of Maximum Extent Practicable, what to do about application sampling
requirements in the face of drought conditions, and how to classify industrial parks
as issues that lacked clarity. Further, participants felt there were some aspects
where there was room for interpretation. Important to them was knowing where
they would have latitude to make interpretations.                        ~

Presented here are the areas commonly identified as in need of clarification by
EPA.

a. Who is covered under the industrial SIC codes:

Every group questioned EPA’s use of the Standard Industrial Classification
codes to determine which industries should be included under the
regulations. The consensus was that these codes, which are economic
indicators, are inappropriate for regulations that deal with environmental
issues. Their use has caused a great deal of confusion as various
industries try to apply them to their "primary" activities. Businesses don’t
know how to use them to determine if they ~e included under the
regulations - and regulatory agencies are ~ reluctant to make that call for
them given the "downside" of either decision. Group members indicated
that the Transportation category (#8) and the category of Exposure (#11)
were the most problematic and inconsistent.

One state representative said that trying to get businesses past this first
decision point had consumed most of the manpower in their office. They
were receiving 80-90 phone calls a day u~ on that question; they had to
hire a "temp" to respond to these phone calls and refer callers either to an
EPA field office or a consultant. Another group member said that they did
one informational mailing to businesses in their county, and were flooded
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with 7,0(X~ phone calls; they did not know how to respond to callers, so
~ ended up hiring a consultant to handle the questions.

One comment from a member in the Phoenix group accurately represents
the feeling expressed across focus groups: "It is virtually impossible to
determine who needs a permit...You are not looking at the runoff quality
with the SIC codes. I do not know of an existing code that looks at runoff,
and that ought to be the basis of the code (used for these regulations)."

EPA needs to clarify how these codes are to be used. As one member
stated, "OMB decided to use the SIC codes for other than they were
intended. EPA (therefore) must define how to use it; this needs research
and an environmental interpretation done." EPA also needs to be explicit
about states’ liability if their interpretations of coverage are different from
what EPA’s would have been. One group member suggested that EPA put
together a brief (1-2 page) guidance summary to help industries decide
whether they are covered, and also to develop descriptive categories of
industries covered. EPA needs to define the minimum cdteda for coverage
to help regulatory agencies and industries determine their status, and then
give latitude to states to use Best Professional Judgment when making-,
decisions to include or exclude a given industry.

b. Exposure:

The category of "exposure" was cited by all groups as one of the two most
difficult to determine. Members requested that EPA allow regulatory
agencies to use Best Professional Judgment in determining which industries
should be covered. Examples were mentioned, included the artist doing
metal sculptures (all his activities took place indoors), and the farmer
trucking potatoes to the potato chip factory (he was advised to cover his
load with a tarp). As one member stated, decisions on whether an industry
falls under the exposure category need to be determined on a case-by-case
basis, and may require a site visit for a final decision to be made. Members
did feel this category was "good" because it is the only one that is risk-
based, yet "bad" pdmadly because exposure is "fuzzy".

EPA needs to allow states to develop their own definition and cdteria for
exposure, reach agreement with them, and be comfortable with the
possibility that states may be different. The enormous number of covered
industries under the category would otherwise exhaust EPA’s resources to
deal with it.
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c. The group application process:

Focus group members feel that the group application process has created
significant confusion among permittees; there is no such thing as a group
permit, yet there are large numbers of industries that participated in a group
application still under the impression that they will be covered by a group
permit. As a number of participants stated, "(those who applied for one)
think group applications mean group permits. And that is not the case."

(:::)he industrial member voiced their frustration: "Industry feels that the group
application was misrepresented. (We thought,) this looks good; we can
band together, demonstrate our likeness, devise sampling techniques, and
regulate accordingly. Then we heard that you don’t get a group permit; you
get sent to the next tier down - the state. And the state then decides what
you get... This has discouraged us from being proactive, forward thinking,
because the rules keep changing in mid-stream."

,Some members thought the group application was a useful process. One
stated, "The group application process will get the best information at the
least cost. It is the best research process because you can control it. For
example, the textile industry: consultants will get together with them to
determine how sampling and BMPs will be done. It provides a source of
comparison within industry."

EPA needs to let participating industries know what the process is about,
what the next steps will be for them after application review, and where
there will be extended timeframes for them to submit a NOI under a general
permit or an individual permit application.

6. EPA needs to consider consolidating grograms in order to address water
pollution in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

All groups suggested that EPA look at consolidating the different water programs
for greater cost-efficiency and effectiveness. Rather than looking at it by different
water source, e.g., storm water, wastewater, wetlands, etc., limited federal
resources could be applied on a pnontized basis by watershed. Group members
felt that this approach would eliminate redundant efforts across programs, allow
dollars to be spent by risk priority rather than through separate program allocation,
and have a more profound effect on reducing water pollution.

The perception is that present programs are more interested in "bean counting";
that is, keeping their present funding levels at the expense of the environment.
One group member said, "Avoid bean counting...Transfer the funds to where it
makes sense. Some water bodies have five different funding streams. (EPA)
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should look at one water body, and look at point and non-point factors. See if we
can pull the program together to yield an environmentally efficient program that
brings all this together. This would form a prototype of pollution elimination by
integration of programs." Another suggested the development of a "water
pollution block grant."

In no group was there a concrete discussion on how EPA would accomplish this
at a federal level, aithough many thought that a start would be to get people from
each of the programs to "sit down together in the same room" to discuss ways of
working together toward the same goals. State representatives were aware of
program separation at their level, and cited the different funding streams - with
some programs having far more than others - available for each one. It is clear
that most would like to see a strategy in place that allows monies to be allocated
based upon watershed priority. This ability to be able to shift funds between
programs many felt would have eased the financial burden of getting their storm
water programs up and running.

7. EPA should continue to focus on general permits in order to get the program
implemented as efficiently as possible.

One of the most-mentioned ways of reducing regulatory burden was the use of
general permits to cover as many industries as possible. Many state participants
voiced frustration at EPA’s slowness in getting a model general permit out, and
some remarked on their slowness in reviewing state applications for general permit
authority. One indicated that it had taken their state nine months for approval. Yet
groups were unanimous that general permits are an excellent way to streamline the
program.

Participants felt that states should want permit authority; as one member put it,
"...they should want control over their own destiny." States that have not applied
for general permit authority, such as New York, are seen by permit applicants as
unhelpful. One voiced frustration that his state DEC office could not provide
assistance when he needed it, because the state had chosen to "ignore" the
regulations; he has looked to the regional EPA office for assistance, even though
he was not sure that was the "right" route for him to go. Another state
representative said that her state wants authority because "they could then issue
more permits, cover more people. It’s revenue-producing, and the dollars would
come into (our) department."

Many participants predicted that states without general permit authority will be
overwhelmed by the number of individual permits. They felt that EPA, as well as
state and national trade associations, should make states aware of the
consequences of not having general permit authority. One suggestion often heard
was to get trade associations involved in lobbying state legislatures to put pressure
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on their state government. Some members recommended that EPA also put
pressure on states to apply for permit authority by using a carrot-stick approach:
assist them to apply, but withhold program monies from non-delegated states.
Others suggested that the carrot be dollars, such as the 106 monies, used as an
incentive. Participants felt that getting most industries into the program under a
general permit umbrella would establish a baseline for the program so that a tiered
approach could be used to identify and deal with pollutant sources.

It was evident from comments that some state representatives would like to see
a model general permit. They are looking for guidance in developing their own,
and models--either EPA-generated or state-generated-would obviously assist
states in drafting their own. Critical to this effort is that this assistance be made
available as quickly as possible.

There is a common thread across these seven issues. That thread is the need for more
and clearer communication, from use of terminology and language more familiar to the
"layperson", to explicit guidance on fund raising approaches to support program
implementation.

In many organizations, "improved communication" is cited as a sought-after end, but it is
often set forth without identification of the means by which to achieve it. With this project,
EPA addressed the means by asking the "experts’--those people at the regional, state
and local levels who have to ensure that the regulations are implemented--where
communication has faltered and what is needed to address the problem. It will be the
continued involvement of these people in working on solutions that will ensure successful
achievement of the end.
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PART I1: DESIGNING PHASE !1 OF THE STORM WATER PROGRAM

The second part of The Rensselaerville Institute project was conducted during April-
September 1992. It consisted of three distinct efforts: a survey of point source and
nonpoint source program experts to gain their insights on the development of a strategy
for Phase II of the storm water program; three public meetings to gain citizen advice on
key elements that should be considered for the Phase II program; and facilitation of a
"design team" effort with selected experts to generate a detailed strategy to guide EPA
in planning and implementing Phase II of the storm water program.

For each effort, the focus was onthree elements: targeting (which sources shall be
included and by what categories); control (e.g., should permits be used or another
strategy developed); and timetable (with what schedule and over what period of time
should Phase II be implemented, particularly with regard to the October 1, 1992 deadline
established in the Clean Water Act amendment).

This report profiles project activities, then summarizes the findings from each of them.
The reader is referred to the supporting documentation in Volume II of this report for the
database compiled during this project, including analysis and comments from the Expert
Survey.
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Exgert Survey

Part II of the project began with survey input from a select group of 32 storm water
experts from throughout the country. Five perspectives were represented:
academic/research: commercial development: consultant engineering/legal;
environmental advocacy; and state/local government. A Delphi-type survey approach
was used to obtain initial opinion and consensus on relevant issues and options for
addressing Phase I! sources.

Two survey rounds were conducted with point source program experts. The instruments
, presented respondents with a series of potential targeting and control strategies along
with timing options. Survey participants were asked to identify the strengths and
weaknesses as well as steps and resources needed to implement each option and were
also given the chance to suggest an alternative strategy to the ones presented.

Five nonpoint program experts received one survey designed to capture more specific
information on voluntary approaches for achieving program success. They were asked
to provide the same level of detail for their preferred strategy as point source experts.
Please see Volume II of this report for survey transcripts and analyses,

Survey Findings

Respondents were asked to identify, from a list of 18 potential sources, which sources
they felt to be the top five that "must be" regulated in Phase il. In descending order with
frequency of response in parentheses, the sources identified were:

1. "Some industrial actMties not covered under Phase I because of anomalies in the
SIC codes." (24)

2. "Suburban areas of large metro areas outside city boundaries." (20)

3. "Some commercial actMties with industrial components." (18)

4. "Large retail complexes." (15)

5. "State highway systems." (13)

The themes that characterized the designation of these sources as the top five included:
1) contribution to pollution load: 2) dsk posed; 3) administrative efficiency of control; and
4) cost-effectiveness of control.

Respondents were presented with specific strategies for targeting and controlling Phase
II storm water sources. They were asked to assign a level of desirability and feasibility
to each. The scale used ranged from "1_,_~" (least desirable, least feasible) to "7’.__~’ (most
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desirable, most feasible).

The three targeting strategies, and ratings and comments they received, are listed below.

Responses to Strategy I were spread across the scale; 39% of respondents felt it was
"very desirable" and 36% rated it "not desirable". The same response pattern was given
to feasibility: 21% rated it highly feasible while 29% rated it not feasible. That strategy
was:

Strategy h "Eliminate Phase II as a separate part of the storm water program and
expand the current designation authority under Section 402 (p)(2)(e).’*

* 402(p)(2)(e): A discharge for which the Administrator or the State, as the
case may be, determines that the storm water discharge contributes to a
violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States.

Some of the comments made by experts regarding this strategy included:

¯ "Gives the Administrator too much authority."

¯ "l’his approach provides the greatest flexibility and provides time so that we
can learn from current programs."

¯ "Not feasible...unfortunately, the science is often not good enough to
pinpoint culprits; the database...is weak; it is difficult to single out one of
many candidate polluters."

¯ "Allows resources to be focused strictly on problem sources from the Phase
II universe."

¯ "Arbitrary and capricious interpretation of intent of Congress."

¯ ’~/ery desirable and feasible. It makes sense to target programs to areas
that contribute to water quality standard violations and are significant
contributors of pollutants."

Responses to Strategy I were the most m~xed. While some saw it desirable because
sources covered would be more selective and limited and therefore the program would
require less resources and administration to implement, others did not support it because
they were unsure what criteria would be used for targeting sources, and were concerned
about the types of information used in decision-making as well as the experience of those
making the decisions.
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Most respondents felt that Strategy II would be costly, complex and unwieldy, and
resemble Phase I.in terms of its drain on resources and manpower. Some respondents
felt it would expand the number of groups opposing storm water regulations.

Strategy I1: "Cover all remaining point source storm water discharges under existing
Phase I requirements."

This strategy received a mean rating for desirability of 2.25 and a mean rating of feasibility
of 2.43.                                   --

Some of the comments regarding this strategy included:

"Inadequate resources would pose a major implementation problem."

"111 advised and will be increasingly costly. There is no need to promulgate
new regulations that w~ know will not be enforced."

¯ "Would be an administrative nightmare."

¯ "Too broad with respect to potential benefits."

StrateQ~v III was seen by a majority of respondents to be the most equitable and rational
of the three choices, as well as the most scientifically based. Concern that political
pressures might sway the development of targeting criteria was expressed by some
respondents. That strategy is:

Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively (e.g. on the basis of such factors
as population density, pollutant Ioadings, or geographic targeting, or others you
find to be appropriate)."

This strategy received a mean rating for desirability of 4.64 and a mean rating of feasibility
of 3.75. It was rated the most desirable and feasible of the three suggested strategies.

Some expert comments on this strategy were:

¯ "Best of all worlds - reasonably objective."

¯ "Strategy III is the most desirable of the three strategies because it
maximizes efficiency, effectiveness, and the flexibility to address water
pollution problems based on site-specific factors, especially dsk."

¯ "Sound on a technical basis, but probably requires too many resources,
particularly information needed to do intelligent targeting."
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¯ "Desirable - this focuses scarce resources on likely and easily identifiable
problem areas. Feasible - the factors (e.g. population density) are easily
identifiable ."

In the second round of surveys, respondents were asked to recommend a fourth strategy
if they did not support one of the three suggested by EPA. Most frequently mentioned
was a strategy that was a combination of Strategies I and Iii.

Four control strategies were presented to respondents for similar ratings of desirability
and feasibility. These strategies were:

1. "Mandatory reliance on general I~ermit~."

2. "Direct regulation under a national Phase Ii guideline, which may well
require a national rulemaking by EPA."

$. "Requiring direct regulation of Phase II municipalities under 100,000
and requiring them to develop necessary controls for priority source~
discharging into the municipal storm water system."

4. "Control under the nonpoint source program authorized under Section
$19 of the Clean Water Act."

Desirability ratings for the first three strategies were approximately the same: respondents
felt that they were "somewhat" desirable. The fourth strategy was rated as slightly less
desirable. The greatest feasibility was assigned to Strategy 1. The least feasible strategy,
in the respondents’ opinions, was Strategy 4.

In the second survey round, respondents were asked to describe implementation of their
preferred strategy. When asked what minimum control strategies they would use, the
following methods were mentioned:

¯ a menu or roster of BMPs from which could be selected the most
appropriate approaches for the industry or watershed;

¯ public education;

¯ erosion and sediment control methods;

¯ "good housekeeping" and source reduction/elimination methods;

¯ establishment of national minimum standards;

¯ elimination of illicit connections;
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¯ emphasis on pollution prevention.

Few respondents saw the implementation of Phase II to be a short-term process. Most
suggested a phase-in approach over a period of five to ten years. During this time, BMPs
could be tested for effectiveness and cost-benefit in terms of reducing and eliminating
storm water pollutant problems, and programs could establish solid components of
education, training and technical assistance.

Nonpoint Source Perspectives

Nonpoint program experts also favored Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively..."
for targeting Phase II sources, with a mean rating of 4.._~0 on Desirability. The ratings
ranged, however, from "1" (not desirable) to "6" (very desirable). Some of the comments
included:

¯ "Is inequitable. Establishes economic hardships for those required to
participate. Only strength is less administrative burden."

¯ "Would be easy to identify sources that fall under criteria. Could be
preventive since you are not waiting for a problem to happen."

¯ "Excellent in theory, but would require a lot of data for prioritization, and
would create confusion for some pedod of time."

The survey instrument used for nonpoint program experts was a modified version of the
point source expert survey that included a fourth EPA-suggestedtargeting strategy for
consideration. It was:

Strategy IV: "Target and address problems and significant storm water sources and
pollutant Ioadings by using Section 319 and CZARA programs."

Respondents’ mean ratings of the strategy were 3.2 for desirability and 2.8 for feasibility.
Comments included:

¯ "These programs lack real regulatory teeth. CZARA 6217 applies only to
coastal regions. They just aren’t aggressive enough."

¯ "Section 319 is broader than NPDES and has more technical experience
with BMPs. CZARA 6217 results in specification by EPA of management
measures, in effect setting standards and providing impetus to explore
alternatives."

¯ "Since only limited 319 funds are available, it would be difficult to get much
done."
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¯ "This is an important piece of a multifaceted approach, but not adequate
alone."

Respondents were given the same control strategies for consideration as the point source.
program experts. Of the four, .#3: "Requiring direct regutation of Phase 11 municipalities
under 100,000..." was most favored, with a mean rating of 5.2 for desirability and 3.8 for
feasibility. This control strategy was the only one to receive ratings higher than "5" for
either desirability or feasibility.

The majority of respondents were opposed to extending the October 1, 1992 deadline.
The reasons given included:

¯ "The longer we wait to address the problem, the more costly, less
technically capable and less environmentally effective the solution will be.
There are more opportu, nities today, especially in less populated areas, than
tomorrow to solve and prevent problems."

¯ "Storm water-related use impairment is a serious problem. Currently, there
is little being done to remediate existing problems and no assurance that
problems related to new development will be prevented. It is clear that the
voluntary approach is not adequate."

¯ ’’Things aren’t getting better. Forum and impetus are already in place -
capitalize on it."

Many of the recommendations made by point source program experts for targeting and
controlling storm water sources were echoed by nonpoint survey respondents. Some of
the targeting similarities include:

¯ selection of Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively..." as the most
desirable of EPA-suggested strategies. The most mentioned reasons for
preference were ease of identifying targeted sources, and the more efficient
use of resources;

¯ target by watershed impairment/threat severity;

conduct pilot projects first, evaluate, and then develop and implement a
strategy;

¯ develop minimum national guidelines, and leave selection of sites and
methods to state discretion;

¯ initiate a focused dialogue with key stakeholders (for both targeting and
controls).
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Some of the similarities in preferred control ~trategies included:

¯ build a BMP menu that can be used to implement and verify progress: allow
selection of most appropriate BMPs based on industry and watershed:

¯ provide public education on need for storm water control;

¯ provide national criteria with flexibility for local implementation of most
appropriate controls;

¯ develop baseline control standards for all new development.

One primary difference between point and nonpoint respondents was the application of
the "stick" by EPA, with the "stick" being the requirement of permits for those sources that
did not achieve significant movement toward program goals via voluntary efforts within
a reasonable timeframe. As one nonpoint respondent phrased it, EPA should keep permit
requirements as the "gorilla in the closet" to be used as needed when voluntary efforts
were not adequate for the problem.

A number of nonpoint respondents indicated that the 319 and CZARA 6217 programs do :
not have the "teeth" they need to ensure compliance. Most feel that a combination of
programs is needed for successful achievement of water quality goals.

EPA STORM WATER PUBLIC MEETINGS

Descdpti0n of the Mectincj Format:

Three public meetings were conducted to gain citizen suggestions on options for targeting
and controlling Phase II sources. These meetings were held in Denver, CO; San
Francisco, CA; and Washington, DC. Approximately 200 people attended the three
meetings.

At each meeting, three experts selected from the survey process presented their ideas
on a regulating strategy for the moratorium sources. Following their presentations,
attendees were divided into small task teams with an assigned facilitator, and given the
charge of devising their own strategies for targeting and controlling Phase II sources. The
strategy template provided to guide group consideration of key issues is presented below.
During the latter half of the meeting, each task team presented their option to the other
attendees for discussion.

Teams were asked to consider these issues:

1. ~ (What light industrial, commercial, retail, residential, or
other areas or other areas do you include in Phase I17)
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2. (~ontr01 (Do you use continued reliance on the existing NPDES
permitting process or something else such as nonpoint source
programs, selected permitting based on risk, geographic targeting,
etc.?)

Timetable (How would you phase in the major components of the
strategy and over what timeframe? Do you suggest full
implementation on October 1, 1992 [as stated in CWA] or do you
recommend a different set of deadlines and why?.)

4. Key stees to implement (Please indicate up to five critical, major
steps to take in implementing your strategy and the timetable for
each.)

,5. How will costs .of your strategy be distributed over key players and
how will costs be understood and controlled?

6. What measures of performance will you use and how will you verify
the environmental results? (Do you rely on numerical measures and
quantitative pollution indices or other factors?)                .

7. Strate~_v Strengths (Name four key strengths of your strategy which,
in your judgement, make it preferable over alternative strategies.)

8. Strat _ec~y Vulnerabilities (Name four most critical points at which your
strategy is most vulnerable to failure or shortfall in implementation.)

9. For whatever strategy is chosen, what could EPA do to make the
decision-making process for Phase II more responsive?

Meeting Findinas:

A total of sixteen task teams presented their strategies for Phase II of the storm water
program. The individual task team strategy outlines offered a diversity of approaches for
designing, implementing, monitoring, and funding Phase II of the storm water program.
Individual strategies presented a large range of methods for targeting and controlling
sources, and many different timeframes over which the program could be phased in.

Despite the different representations, experiences and expertise, there were points of
congruence between many of the proposed strategies. Common strategy characteristics
across task teams included the following:
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1. Targeting:

a. Targeting should be done by watershed. Information gathered from Phase
I should help identify sensitive watersheds. May require intergovernmental
agreements.

b. The focus should be on "bad actors", i.e. those that are known problem
~ sources. The ones most frequently identified were: gas/auto service

industf, es, transportation, highway systems, land development and
agricultural sources. There needs to be the ability for facilities not
contributing impairment of water to gain an exemption from permits, fees,
implementation of BMPs. Categories are an ineffective way to designate
covered sources. Selection should be done by the degree of risk a given
facility poses rather than categorical inclusion.

c. "Small municipalities should have a much simpler application process, or
have the opportunity to be excluded if they do not contribute to the pollution
problem. In addition to impact on a watershed, proximity to larger
municipalities should be considered as well.

d. EPA should defer on selecting targeted sources until the agency has
carefully looked at the data gathered during Phase I. Numerous sources
of information are available which would help determine targeting priorities,
e.g. information gathered through 305b reports, information from Phase I
program sources, NURP.

2. Controls:

a. If a permitting process is to be continued for point sources, NPDES general
permits should be used, and focus should be on BMPs. Permits should be
simpler, and much less costly. EPA should make clearer to the applicant
what information is required, e.g. checklist of inclusions, menu of BMPs.
Exemptions should be available for non-contributors.

b. Education should be a pdmary form of control. It is important at all levels
and for all audiences, yet is often overlooked or underrated.

c. There should be more emphasis on voluntary programs, e.g. the "319"
nonpoint source program. For facilities with contact with storm water, there
should be little Or no more government intervention, but rather emphasis on
pollution prevention incentives, BMPs, and practical measures of pollution
prevention.

Pollution prevention programs should be emphasized, particularly with new
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development. Some suggested prevention methods include: recycling storm
water, good housekeeping practices, plantings to minimize runoff, street
sweeping of work areas on a daily basis, storm water collection methods,
coverage of storage areas, changing manufacturing processes to minimize
pollutants, improvement of air emissions.

d. BMPs should be required based upon the specific pollutant problem and
strategies known to be effective in its mitigation or elimination. The focus
must be a known connection between solution and its effect on the
problem. BMPs must also recognize financial constraints, providing actions
that are relatively higher in terms of cost-effectiveness.

3. Timetable:

a. A minimum of two years is needed to prepare for Phase I!, with at least a
year dedicated to looking at data gained from Phase I of the storm water
program. Effectiveness of presently used BMPs needs to be looked at to
determine differences in effectiveness between geographic locations and
pollutants.

b. Whatever the period established for phase-in, it should not begin until
promulgation of the regulations.

4. Role of EPA Headquarters.

a. Research, information dissemination, technical assistance.
EPA should also provide focus within these areas. Also, the current efforts
are too diffuse, and imply a complexity that makes applications seem
difficult and formidable.

b. Funding, not for program implementation, but for research.
Two areas of research requested are water basin pollution control and
determination of effectiveness of BMPs. The majority of participants
recognize that EPA does not have the fiscal resources to fund programs.
What they do want from EPA is guidance in establishing fund raising
mechanisms, such as storm water utilities.

c. Establishing broad guidelines for the program within which local flexibility is
allowed and encouraged.
Flexibility, at the same time, does not provide an excuse for inaction or
postponement. Rather, it recognizes that different actions and action
sequences are appropriate to different contexts and conditions.

d.    Responsibility for training regulators in the storm water program.
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Until those administering the program are well equipped to enable action.
eff6ctive responses will be difficult.

Please see Volume II of this report for copies of the individual strategies developed at
each of the public meetings.

Reflections on Meetinq Format

A presumption shared by EPA and the contractor, The Rensselaerville Institute, was that
the conventional format for public hearings and meetings is of limited value in engaging
citizens or of making the critical transition from criticism to advice on how best to do
things. Given this belief, a different format was devised that proved quite different from
the typical approach of lectures by experts and/or testimonies read to the record by
concerned citizens.

In the interactive approach used, participants were advised that they would be asked to
form into task teams to first listen to experts offer their insights, then to develop, as a
team, a preferred strategy for responding to Phase II of the storm water program. Each
team comprised a cross-section of those attending--including where there are possible
strong environmental, industrial, and local government perspectives.              ~~

in all three meetings, participants accepted the format and energetically engaged in the
task of constructing a preferred solution. This included the session held in Washington,
D.C. where participants from major interest groups were in the habit of providing cdtical
feedback and criticism more than engaging in a positive design process.

To gauge participant responses to the different public meeting format, a mail-back
questionnaire was used inviting comments by the some two hundred participants in the
three public meetings. Approximately 35% Of those attending completed the survey.
They were first asked to comment on their assessment of the more traditional public
headng format. Most held a clear and consistent view of the traditional approach as
focusing pdmadly on prepared statements. Where dialogue was included, it was seen as
argumentative and contentious. The general conclusions:

¯ opinions are solicited for the record and to insure the perception of public
participation but not to provide genuine input. The sense is not of active
government listening.

¯ pdmary participants are those with strong convictions and often special
interests; they are not a representative sampling of public opinion and tend
to run the gamut of extreme perspectives on a given issue.

¯ sessions tend to become adversarial or at best argumentative. No
mechanism for cooperation is available and differences tend to get
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magnified, not resolved.

¯ the focus is on the problem much more than on ideas for resolving it. On
the one hand this attracts critics more than implementors. On the other, it
provides little guidance to people who full well know the problem and are
looking for ways to deal with it.

Participants were much more positive about the format used. Among the sentiments
voiced:

1. Participants had a full chance to participate--not only to be heard but to be
directly engaged in finding solutions.

"It was a valuable way to address the drafting of regulations--allowing the
regulated community to feel part of the process";

"Encouraged the regulated community to get involved and f~l involved";

"Participants felt that EPA was actually listening and dialoguing."

2. The process was genuinely two-way, allowing both EPA staff and those
effected to better understand each other.

"It made you appreciate the USEPA’s tough job of satisfying the concerns
of many people while protecting the environment";

"Felt it draws out better data";

"Actually got to interact one on one with industry and government and
consultant representatives. Obtained a better point of view of government’s
problems and felt that government representatives also obtained a better
point of view of industry’s problems."

The format created an atmosphere for cooperation and even for
collaboration among people with very different viewpoints.

"The meeting went a long way towards promoting the creative thinking,
open discussion, and presentation of ideas";

"Group discussion is a fine vehicle to provide iriput as well as learning tool.
It forces you to think through participation, rather than just simply sitting and
trying to absorb by osmosis.";
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"Small diverse groups allowed ideas to be evaluated fairly and fostered
"brainstorming" and allowed ideas to be developed to better fit broad based
objectives."

The positive elements of the meeting extended beyond the effective communication of
opinion and position to EPA to broader understandings of issues, complexities, and
solutions. Indeed, the sessions seemed as influential in creating new" insights as in
communicating old ones.

Respondents suggested two primary "ways to improve the format for future uses. The first
is the need for more detailed advance preparation--in part, needed to change the mind-
set and expectations which people tend to have for a traditional public hearing or
meeting. The second suggestion: minimize expert presentations, even when used in the
"pump-priming" mode employed in this session. Trust the process and get right to the
participants.

When asked if they would advise the EPA to use this kind of interactive task-focussed
approach with other meetings designed to get public input, over 90% said "Yes." Two
persons indicated that it depends on the issue and only two indicated that they preferred
to remain more passive.                                                   ~--~.

THE "DESIGN TEAM" MEETING

Meetin,~ Description:

A meeting of seven point and non-point storm water program experts, all of whom were
survey respondents, and selected EPA staff was convened in Washington, D.C. on
September 17-18, 1992. The purpose was to gain the experts’ insights on development
of Phase II storm water regulations, and the intended outcome was to build a strategy,
or multiple strategies, for regulating Phase II sources.

Participants included:

Mr. Gall Boyd
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Portland, Oregon

Ms. Diane Cameron
Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Dennis Dreher
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission

Mr. Tom Mumley
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board
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Mr. Ead Shaver
State of Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control

Ms. Coleen Suilins
State of North Carolina Division of Environmental Management

The participants selected were deemed, by their peers nationwide and EPA, insightful and
highly articulate exponents of all major Viewpoints on the storm water program.

Also in attendance were these key people from IJ.S. EPA:

Mr. Michael Cook, Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Mr. Geoffrey Grubbs, Director
Assessment and Watershed Protection Div.
U.S. EPA, Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds

Mr. James Home, Special Assistant to the Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Mr. Ephraim King, Chief
NPDES Program Branch, Permits Div.
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Mr. Jack Lehman, Deputy Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance

Session Findings:

1. Development of a ten-point outline describing a potential strategy for Phase II of
the storm water program.

Consistent with the overall purpose of the meeting, participants identified ten core
elements that they feel constitute a potential strategy for Phase II of the storm water
program. These elements are:

A. Objective: To get certain BMPs, ordinances and education programs into
place over a 10-15 year pedod. Progress would be measured by getting
these elements into place, with direction toward water quality standards and
beneficial uses over a longer pedod of time. EPA would work with all states
to help them develop Phase II programs.
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B. Priorities: EPA would set these. They would include: the sources listed by
the-group, using a watershed approach where feasible, focusing first on
those local governments with the size and capability to get going.

C. 15ducation/outreach/technical assistance: these are all cdtical components
of a successful program.

!5. Mandatory Intedm Milestones: EPA needs to determine interim milestones
state programs need to meet which would show they are on track.

F. Financial Plan: states/local governments need to develop plans for financing
the program.

G. Guidance: guidance is needed on BMPs and local ordinances. These
would be generated at the federal level, and states could adapt/modify as
needed.

H. "Default" system: local governments would take the lead with their
programs, but there would be a built-in default system where the states or
EPA would take over with more stringent controls if the locals fail to meet~
requirements.

I. Permit issuance: for high pdority categories, could issue permits that allow
flexibility or some alternative mechanism at state’s option. Permits might be
just for high pdodty categories; would include site design performance
standards.

J. Phasing: there would be a schedule for issuing permits to key
municipalities: high priority to low (e.g. coordinate by watershed); high
flexibility to "getting tough" with recalcitrant localities. These would be based
on inspections, on-site reviews.

K. Monitoring: this would be the difficult part of the program because of cost.
Need is to be able to design something useful. The system might be "tiered"
- highest to lowest priority; or "strategic" - focused only on gathering what
we really need to know.

2. Sources to be targeted in Phase II.

The participants identified a number of specific unregulated pollutant sources that need
to be targeted in Phase II of the storm water program. An approach recommended by
some of the participants for controlling these sources is a "whole basin approach", which
would focus attention and resources on activities impacting the water quality of a given
watershed.
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The group identified approximately 40 pollutant sources that they believe need to be
included in Phase II of the storm water program. The sources identified include the
following:

New Development/Redevelopment (commercial and residential)
Transportation Corridors
Dense Existing Development (commercial and residential)
Automotive Services
Federal facilities/military facilities
Feedlots (including dairy)
Failing septic systems
All incorporated places with less than 100,000
Non-urbanized watersheds yet to be determined
Parts of watersheds where land use is in a state of flux
Dry cleaning shops
Parking lots
,Some forest operations
Nurseries/orchards
Recreational areas (e.g., stadiums, golf courses)
Landfills                                                        ~
Office parks
Grain elevators
Concrete cutting sites
Commercial pesticides
Landscaping industry
Car washes
Mobile washing units
Equipment maintenance
Boat yards
Tank farms
Shopping malls
Restaurants
Airports
Janitorial services
On-site solid waste (collection, hauling, transfer stations)
Atmospheric deposition
Cemeteries
Commercial stdps
Wood stoves
Madne ports
Animal waste
Warehouses/storage facilities
Exterior building maintenance
Bridge maintenance
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Members of the group suggested that rather than use the Phase I approach of including
sources by category into the regulations, regulatory staff time and resources should be
allocated on a water basin approach, i.e., target a watershed, identify impacting activities
and their location within the watershed, and determine a set of criteria to deal with the
problems impairing the watershed. This would allow limited resources to have maximum
impact.

3. Source priorities.

After listing the range of sources that they felt should be included in the Phase II pro~3~ram,
participants voted for what they considered to be the top priority sources, i.e. those
sources that EPA should address immediately and diligently. The top sources selected
are listed below, in order of decreasing number of votes received. All sources were
selected by at least 50% of the participants. The sources identified as top priority for
addressing in this order:

A. New Development/Redevelopment (commercial and residential)

B. Transportation Corridors

C. Dense Existing Development (commercial and residential)

D. Automotive Services

E. Federal facilities/military facilities

F. Feedlots (including dairy)

G. Falling septic systems

4. Lessons from a case study.

One participant presented an outline of the basic components of the Puget Sound Water
Quality Management program. The program is a multifaceted approach toward the
achievement of improved water quality which heavily emphasizes voluntary measures in
its implementation strategy.

The program includes minimum BMP standards for all jurisdictions with additional water
quality treatment BMPs, guidance and requirements for higher dsk storm water
dischargers. Key facets include: vigorous technical assistance, education, state financial
support, education and support for storm water utility development, highway runoff
regulations, a full nonpoint watershed management program, storm water operation and
maintenance requirements, source controls, and local control and flexibility.
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The program is being phased in over several years. It is a combination of mandatory
requirements, technical guidance and voluntary compliance. There are specialized focus
areas, such as shellfish protection districts and conservation districts. There is a
coordination effort with individual and general permittees in the Puget Sound area.

The program views its strengths to be greater local flexibility and acceptance of
requirements, a strong sense of teamwork between all levels, better water quality results,
and better targeting and use of limited resources than if they were regulated by NPDES.
They view the NPDES program as the "gorilla in the closet" that can be brought to bear
if and when a source does not meet minimum standards and requirements.

5. Principles for Phase II.

Participants discussed the basic principles they believed should drive the Phase II
program at the national level. For the program to be successful, it would require that the
following pieces be put into place: "

A. Require that people gather documentation of information regarding
dischargers’ activities and accomplishments and provide outsiders with that
documentation;

B. Formally define gaps where additional information and understanding is
needed. There needs to be an incentive to close these gaps;

C. Support (with encouragement and incentives) efforts that will close these
gaps, and advance the state of the art and/or provide a technically sound
basis for the programs’ requirements;

D. Actively encourage a broad spectrum of understanding and involvement
(the general public, community leaders, servioe groups, environmental
groups) via educational programs and materials;

E. Strategically identify "good" guys and "bad" guys in the regulated
community;

F. Provide clear guidance regarding programmatic and physical actions that
are required/expected. Actively seek out evidence that people know what
to do, and provide technical training to be sure that people know how tO do
what is required (technical transfer);

G. Require relevant/credible/useful monitoring only. Don’t waste people’s
time/money/energy running data collection programs that yield bad or
irrelevant data.
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6. State suggestions of what EPA needs to consider in developing the Phase II
program.

A sub-group of participants from state regulatory agencies met, and set forth a list of
suggestions for EPA to consider in developing Phase I1. The following recommendations
were made:

A. EPA needs to provide states with the minimum program requirements they
must achieve, and then allow states flexibility on how they will do it. The
components must include:

¯ requirements/BMP standards for new development
¯ education/technical assistance
¯ control requirements for illicit connections/dumping
¯ developing state-specific priorities

B. EPA should require states to adopt regulations that specify program
components that must be included;

C. To assure program funding, EPA needs to require that state and Ioc~
governments set up funding mechanisms, e.g. storm water utilities, permit
fees, etc.;

D. EPA needs to compile and disseminate technical information that would
support programs, e.g. set up a national or regional clearinghouse of
information on storm water plans being implemented, BMP-specific
information and materials, etc.;

E. EPA needs to compile a national BMP manual tl~at would assist members
of the regulated community in determining and implementing appropriate
BMPs to address their storm water problems. EPA needs to recognize,
however, that BMP application will differ between regions, e.g. climatic
differences will require different approaches;

F. EPA needs to require that states develop and implement education,
technical assistance, and training programs; EPA also needs to hold the
states responsible for effectiveness of these programs, and require
permitting in the event that these measures do not work;

G. EPA needs to maintain the right to require permits in a reasonable amount
of time (e.g. 2-3 years) if a state’s program is not meeting federally
determined requirements;

H. EPA needs to determine what short and long term goals they wish the
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storm water program to achieve.

7. Identification of problem areas and needs of the regulated community in dealing
with the storm water program.

Participants were asked to identify what their "hot buttons" were, i.e. elements or
considerations that EPA might include in the Phase II program which would cause major
problems for them, or those which if not considered by EPA would create needs for the
regulated community.

The list of "hot buttons" include the following:

A. Penalizing those who have already solved their problems by requiring
permits.

B. Liability for water quality standards, sediment standards, and resource
damage clean-up in the first round.

C. Failure to provide technical transfer - permittees need to know what to do
and how to do it.                                           ~._~

D. Failure to promulgate revised and simplified NPDI=S regulations that get
around the ¢omplicated approval prooess.

E. Possible baoklash from local governments if they are held responsible for
instances of independent commercial activity that they cannot address or
control when they don’t know about it.

F. Lack of research on BMP effectiveness from a watershed perspective.
There is inadequate federal/state money to look at BMPs because
monitoring is so expensive.

G. Possibility of EPA not basing the program on permits (except in cases
where the state can show that it can reach goals alternatively).

H. The inherent substantial dsk of tremendous backlash that would affect
people’s livelihoods, i.e. failure to try to sell the program to regulators and
public, including the NPDES permit process.

!. Prevention v. wetlands - determining how to prevent storm water problems
while protecting wetlands.

J. Not addressing the roadblocks created by the regulations themselves. The
system is so complicated, it now takes two generations for permits to get
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to goals.

K. Lack of federal monetary assistance. Some states may be reluctant to
develop adequate programs without it.

L. Not getting rid of the acronyms in the regulatory language. No one
understands what EPA is saying.

M. Concern that mainstream design is end-of-pipe treatment. This is not
prevention! CZARA is on a better track.

N. Allowing states to cut monitoring activities first. They need to be
encouraged to not eliminate that element disproportionately from their
budget.

O. Need to figure out how to sell the program - to get through to OMB and top
levels of state governments exactly what it is going to take to get the
program into place.

P. Not identifying funding incentives and disincentives.

Q. Not giving praise for progress.

Additional., Advice

Additional suggestions for development of the Phase II program were generated by the
group during the two-day meeting. Included in those recommendations are the following:

1. EPA needs to revisit and revise the terminology used in the regulations.

¯ the problems are often with the common words, e.g. runoff, storm water,
nonpoint source, point source. EPA staff have attached certain meanings
to words that are not conveyed to the regulated community, so there is
inherent danger that people are not talking about the same thing. Words
need to have clear and referenced meanings.

¯ the enormous number of acronyms used by EPA creates significant
comprehension problems for regulatees. The regulations need to be written
with fewer acronyms, and all communications need to be sensitive to the
level of use.

2. EPA needs to clearly define the goals of the program.
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¯ all levels of feedback (focus group, survey, and meeting results) generated
during The Rensselaerville Institute project have pointed out that the
regulated community does not understand what EPA is trying to achieve
with the storm water program. Assumption of what the goal is ranges from
achievement of set water quality numerical limits to returning a water body
to its original uses.

Confusion over the goals causes confusion for regulatees in terms of selecting the tools
that need to be used to reach them. EPA needs to determine what the federal purpose
is with regard to the storm water regulations given the reality of limitations of presently
available methods and resources for preventing and treating storm water pollution.

3. Citizen involvement can play an important role in achieving program goals.
EPA, states and local govemments need to promote citizen education and
enforcement authority.

Participants gave numerous examples of how citizens could play an active role in
implementing and monitoring pollution reduction efforts. Given the limited resources of
federal, state and local governments, voluntary citizen involvement can support successful
program outcomes, including enforcement. Education of citizens at different levels, e.g,-
qualitative vs. quantitative monitoring, stream health vs. compliance monitoring, etc. would
be needed. Guidance manuals can be developed to guide public education.

General Recommendations

The ten summary recommendations stated at the conclusion of the Executive Summary
are here .amplified to reflect the discussions and insights generated in this project. While
not all persons involved agree with each observation and recommendation, these are
advanced as having widespread support.

1. It is possible and desirable to identify priority target areas for which there is
widespread consensus concerning their contribution to water pollu;,ion.

These areas begin with new development and redevelopment--both residential and
commercial. They also include transportation corridors, dense existing
development and automotive services. Further, the pdodty of these target sources
is relative to the watershed upon which they are impacting.

Strategically, approaches that focus on a small number of priorities based on
relative dsk will show stronger results than one that initially targets a broad set of
sources in Phase II. Also, it much more cost-effective to identify and pursue the
"bad actors" (eg, those contributing toxicity as opposed to sediments or turbidity)
as a priority, then get to those adding incremental pollution through routine activity.
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2. EPA needs to communicate more clearly and regularly with everyone
impacted by the storm water regulations.

The priority focus should be less on the amount of communication and more on
different kinds of communication. Specifically, communications should be:

¯ more interactive--the examples of the focus groups and public
meetings used in this project are often cited as productive formats
for future citizen input;

¯ more localized to contexts-as in more regional workshops and fewer
national ones. This means communications less inclined to reflect the
national complexity of the program and more inclined toward
addressing the specific information and guidance needs of the local
person involved in a specific and delimited way. It also means less
"canned" content and more consultative dialogue;

¯ less laden with acronyms and technical language that confuse and
irritate many of the people who are the true "customers" of the
program, and who are required to carry out the federal mandate.~~-.
Along with this, more attention should be paid to finding and
marketing simplicities rather than complexities.

3. EPA could Improve program effectiveness, efficiency and co~t control in
Phase II by "starting small’.

The concept of regional and even local prototypes was advanced by many people
as a way of getting proposed new Phase II frameworks into the hands of users in
prompt fashion to build and refine based on early use. This was generally seen
as preferable to the comprehensive approach in which new programs are
developed fully and then introduced comprehensively at a point when modification
is difficult and expensive.

Related to prototypes is the case study--in which an analytical eye is turned to
current programs that demonstrate one or more strategies or best practices for
storm water implementation. An example is the Puget Sound model, with its focus
on the tangible and cost-saving values of voluntary compliance by small
businesses (a summary of this approach is contained in Volume 2).

The use of a small scale plays to the strength of regional differences as well as the
reality that an equal stress on comprehensive large programs may so paralyze
states and localities that nothing is done expeditiously.

4. Selectivity in data collection and monitoring is es,~entlal.
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At present, some data collection frameworks consume tremen~lous time and
money only to yield bad or useless data or murky or disputed conclusions. More
attention should be paid as to what constitutes "good science" and activities that
may show the appearance of effective activity but in reality be consuming scarce
resources to no clear gain. This also relates to the adage, "what you measure is
what you will get." While the tendency is to see monitoring and assessment as
questions of methodology, they must first be viewed as questions of substance.
What are we trying to measure and at what level of detail and accuracy?.

Not all measuring and assessment need be arcane. In development projects, for
example, the use of hay bales is known to contain overflows. No great study of
cause or effect is needed. And if there is floating oil on a body of water, we can
start by verifying that it is there--a useful step even if we do not "measure" its
amount. At the same time, other kinds of assessment are meaningless without
extensive (and expensive) levels of detail and analysis.

A related point is that documentation of discharger activity and accomplishment
is as critical as scientific study of water conditions.

5. More customer differentiation is also needed.                      ~.

At present the mind-set appears to be that one size fits all. While giving the
appearance of equity, this concept actually creates strong inequalities. The same
programs and regulations that befit a large corporation or municipality are simply
not equitable for smaller enterprise and communities, for example. More broadly,
some specific operations within a given source category contribute significant
pollution; others contribute none. Some way to either make the initial process
much less costly or to more quickly separate out those who do not need
continuing attention must be found.

One form of general differentiation is between those who are causing a problem
by clearly inappropriate activity (the "bad actors’) and those contributing to storm
water pollution by standard and at times inadvertent practice.

6. While the ultimate goal is water quality standards, this is very difficult to
achieve and/or to measure in the short term.

While retaining water quality standards as the ultimate goal, EPA should be
focusing on best management practices, and in particular those that reflect
preventive and non-structural solutions. An example is stronger standards and
technologies for storm water control in new residential and commercial
construction. In many instances, the correlation is clear between the management
practice and the consequences for cleaner water.
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The codification and communication of best management practices applies not
only to those targeted and controlled but to state and local actors implementing
storm water programs. For example, a set of "carrots and sticks" known to
promote voluntary compliance is just as critical to disseminate as a new approach
to storm retention ponds in a sub-division.

While BMPs are set in place, interim milestones for water quality are also critical--
and feasible--as a way of measuring progress. The transition from progress by
practice to achievement by water quality measure must becjin now.

7. The most functional unit of both analysis and intervenUon is the watershed.
Most people in our samples for opinion and recommendation strongly suggested
the watershed approach--not only on the macro level (e.g., Chesapeake Bay) but
the micro-level as well. In particular, this means looking at stream quality issues
beginning at the headwaters for early contributions and alterations. Most felt that
functional differentiation of pollutant sources is not really meaningful in terms of
either regulation or effective change at the watershed level.

8. EPA’$ role is to offer technical support and direction more than program
funding or even full guidelines for state and IocaJ Implementation. In
particular, building useful data bases and collection methodologies not only on
water quality but on practices to achieve it is critical. Also key are training and
support programs and development of effective dissemination networks. In all EPA
roles, the need is to recognize both regional differences and the need for a multi-
faceted set of strategies, tools, approaches, solutions.

Another EPA function is to focus on the connection between best management
practices and long term consequences for water quality. While those who
introduce them are in the best position to refine BMP’s, they often do not have the
tools to verify a correlation (let alone a causal connection) to water quality. This is
an important EPA function.

9. A collaborative approach to developing effective solutions is possible. The
interactive elements of this project are one reflection of the ability of those with
strikingly different perspectives (ranging from strong environmental protection to
a focus on economic development) to work cooperatively. If adversarlai and
polemical dynamics can be set aside, the gains are far greater.

Collaboration must begin within EPA itself, where there is a tendency for those
focussing on permits and "harder" tools of compliance and those focussing on
education and "softer" elements of prevention to not fully connect with each other.
In reality, there is a strong common theme from the need to see the storm water
program as a way of enabling local communities and industries to change their
behaviors to help the environment in ways that will directly benefit them as well as
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all other citizens.

10. Agriculture a,.~a’vltles should be included more directly in U~e storm water
program.

In many regions, agriculture (which includes livestock as well as crops) is a
pdmary contributor to surface water pollution. While the present NPDES program
requires permitting of the ~ of agricultural products, this brings intervention
too late. The cdticaJ first steps of agriculturaJ activities, e.g. soil preparation,
growing, and harvesting, must be included.

Beyond this reality is the signal sent that for whatever set of reasons, some
interests are exempt from a program in which they clearly belong.
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The Rensselaerville Institute is an independent, not-for-profit educational center
chartered in 1963 by the Board of Regent~ of the State of New York.

The Institute specializes in organizational and community development.
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EPA GROUP !NVOLVEMENT PROJECT

Introduction

£n early 1993, The Kensse!aerv~lle institute undertook a project
deslgned to gain various groups’ involvement in development of
Phase ~! of the S~crm Water program. Working with the U.S. EPA
Office of Wastewa~er Enforcement and Compliance, The
implemented an approach whereby groups and people with interest in
the Storm Water program became actively involved in identifying and
discussing a series of program design options.

A series of meetings were. held in Dallas, TX; Washington, PC;
Chicago, ZL; and Falls Church, VA.    Approximately !50 Deopie
participated in the meetings.

This report describes projec~ implementation and the method
utilized, highlights the results of the project, and provides a
of recommendations for program deve!oDment.

Projecn Im~l~entat!on

One of the first steps of the project was to craft a n~er of
options to describe how the Phase I! program could be organized and
implemenned. At a Phase I! Options Identification Meeting held in
January 1993, 14 different options for target and control of Phase
[I storm water discharges were outlined. From ~he original 14,
seven options were developed; each designated certain program
responsibilities and authority between federal, state and local
entities.

These seven options were used as the basis for focusing team work
at each of the meetings. Briefly, ~he presented options were:

I. S~aKe Tar~e~ Selection - NGn-NPDES Control.

Phase ~! sources would be zargeted by the states, using
information from 305(b), 303~d) and 304(1) reports ~o ~argeu
sources in watersheds where storm water is a significant
source of impairment. Individual States would be able to
selec~ from a mix of controls to attain water quality
standards. There would be no provision for Federal oversight
of S~aue control options.
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2. Eliminaue Phase ZZ; ExDand Phase I Designation Authority.

This option would eliminate Phase :: of :he ~torm water
program.      NPDES permitting authorizies would retain
desi:;nation authority to target and con~roi any high risk
sourzes of concern under Phase I of the program.    The
remainder of Phase 21 sources would be prioritized and
controlled by States through existing non-NPDES control
stra:egies.

3. NPDES Permits for Federally Selected Municipalities Not
Covered Under Phase I.

Under this option, EPA would target urbanized areas and
emerging growth area portions of municipalities and counties.
NPDES    permits     would    be     issued     to     selected
municipalities/counties and would require the implementation
of a storm water management program through which the
municipality would control commercial/indus~rial/residentiai
sources within their ~urisdiction.

4. Tiered Federal and State Target Selection - Tiered NPDES
and NOn-NPDES Control.

The firs~ tier of high risk sources would be selected on a
national basis with this option.    Potential targets would
include categories of facilities or activities, and urbanized
and associated developing area portions of municipalities and
counties. Additional sources may be selected by individual
States based on information available to the State, including
watershed data generated through 305(b) reports as well as
303(d) and 304(I) information. Firs~ tier high risk sources
would be controlled throughoNPDES permits (State/EPA). Second
tier sources would be controlled through a range of control
measures under State discretion.

5. Federal Target Selec=ion - Non-NPDES Con=rol.

Wi~h this option, high risk sources would be Federally
se!ec~ed. Potential targets include categories of facilities
or activities and municipalities located in urbanized and
associated developing areas. Individual States would selec~
their own control mechanisms for all Federally selec=ed
sources. There would be no provision for Federal oversight of
State control mechanisms.
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6. S~ate Target Selection Consistent with Federal Criteria -
State NPDES or non-NPDES Control.

EPA would develop selection criteria for sources (criteria
would include watershed targeting and reliance on 305(b)
reports as well as 303(d) and 304(1) lists as appropriate).
States would identify high risk activities using these
criteria.    Potential targets would include categories of
facilities or activities, urbanized and associated developing
area portions of municipalities and counties, and sources
located in affected watersheds.    The State may implement
either point or non-point source control measures as they see
fit. Federal oversight would be exercised; sub-options would
provide for different oversight schemes.

7. Federal Target Selection - NPDES Control.

With this option, high risk sources would be selected au the
Federal level. Potential targets would include categories of
facilities, or activities, and urbanized and associated
developing are portions of municipalities and counties. A~.
sources identified would be controlled through NPDES permitsl

At each of the three public meetings held, participants were
presented the above list of options, and were provided the
opportunity to ask clarifying questions about each one. For their
first task, they were asked to identify strengths and weaknesses of
each option in terms of targeting, control and timing strategies,
and decide wha~ changes if any they would make in the option to
improve it. Participants were also given the opportunity to create
their own option(s) for consideration.

The second task for participants a= each public meeting was to list
the key components that they felt should be included in a Phase !I
program for it to be successful, and to identify actions tha~ EPA
should avoid taking because the actions would have major
detrimental effects on program success.

Participants were divided into small working teams of 6-8 people.
Each team appointed one person to record group responses to each of
the tasks. Following each task, ~eams reported ou~ to the rest of
the group.

Individual meeting reports of team responses to the options are
appended to ~his Executive Summary. The lis~ of options for the
first meeting was slightly different than the list used for the
remaining meetings in both order of option presentation and
wording. The list was modified for two reasons: !) there was a
sense ~ha~, because the options were presented from most to least
Federal control, people in the first two meetings may have been
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uninnentionally drawn to "middle of the road" optiens; and 2)
inltiaily, one option explicitly included a watershed approach, and
therefore people may have felt that it was the oni___~v option that
could incorlDorate it, even though the other options in no way
excluded using the approach. Thus, participants in the second two
meetings received the options in a different order and with
explicit reference to the watershed approach given in a number of
option descriptions.

9~o final "expert meetings" was held in Chicago, [L and Falls
Church, VA, where national storm water experts convened to review
the options and suggest overall criteria for selecting a Phase iI
option.

Project Results

Task ~: £denuifying Strengths and Weaknesses of O~ions

At each public ~eeting, individual teams presented their responses~ ~
to each of the options listed above. The responses of all teams
for all meetings were compiled for this report. The responses of
any individual team can be found, by meeting, in the appendix.
Below, in discussion of various favored options, a sampling of
responses across teams and meetings is presented.

Option Responses:

Across the board, meeting particiDants identified Option #6, "State
Target Selection Consistent with Federal Criteria - State NPDES or
non-NPDES Control" and Option #4. "Tiered Federal and State Target
Selection - Tiered NPDES and Non-NPDES Control" as their most
favored options.

Option #6, which would have States target high risk sources based
upon Federally established criteria for selection and would include
Federal oversight of State programs, was seen to provide the
consistency needed nationwide for target selection while still
allowing states the flexibility needed to control sources and
identify high-risk polluters.    This option was seen as easily
incorporating a watershed approach, and including both point and
non-point sources. Some of the strengths identified for Option #6
included:

¯ uniformity of selection criteria of sources among States;
¯ removal off the burden on States to develop selection

criteria of their own;
¯ the flexibility to allow non-point source controls;
¯ giving States, who are closer to the problems and issues,

more input into the decision-making process;
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¯ giving States more latitude to develop programs which
meet their own needs and high risks;

¯ establishing a partnership model between EPA and States,
not a command-and-control model.

Some of the weaknesses that participants associated with Option #6
included:

¯ the probability that there would be inconsistencies
between States on requirements;

¯ that it does not protect unin~aired waters, because the
focus is on remediation not prevention;

¯ the potential for disagreement between State and Federal
levels on the criteria established. The State may differ
in the prioritization of pollutant sources;

¯ that Federal criteria may not be applicable to the State
because of geographic, industrial, or other unique
characteristics;

¯ a State may not have the resources to handle the program;
¯ the potential for State and local disagreement over

controls used;
¯ that it could penalize progressive States that hava

already taken the initiative to develop a program, only
to have EPA set criteria that don’t "mesh" with their
progress;

¯ the possibility that industries with multiple facilities
in different States would have to deal with differences
in requirements, timing, etc.

Option #4 was identified by participants as the next most favored
option. According to that option~ EPA would identify the first
tier of high risk sources, and then the States would target
additional sources as appropriate. The EPA-targeted sources would
be permitted by EPA or delegated States, and then the States would
have the latitude to use a range of control strategies for
additional identified sources. Some of the strengths that teams
listed for Option #4 included:

¯     would allow for quickly addressing severe problems, so
the State would have more time to deal effeqtively with
other problem sources they identified;

¯ provides more options for compliance in its latitude for
control strategies;

¯ allows States more discretion and time to identify and
prioritize sources;

¯ provides a potential advantage for industries to keep
themselves clean enough so that they are not targeted for
(State-selected) Tier I!. This option might ac~ as an
incentive to get industries to focus on pollution
prevention;
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¯ offers the ability to incorporate less resource-intenslve
contr~is to lesser risk sources such as 404-type permats;

¯ Tier ~ allows non-contributors out of the system [since
EPA would be ~argetlng only determined high risk
sources);

¯ seems to be more equitable than Phase ~ targeting and
control s=rategies.
permitting provides a.clear poin~ of control, i.e. the
"gori!!a in the closet"

Some of the weaknesses that teams associated with Option #4
included:

¯ the time and expense of performing risk assessmen=s,
which the States would need to do in order to target Tier
I! sources;

¯ promotes ’buck-passing’ of responsibility be=ween Federal
and State levels;

¯ the Dossibili=y that it would create inconsistencies
among States for targeting and controlling industriai~
categories (high risk sources);

¯ EPA/State coordination could be difficult, which could
prolong the time it would take to implement this option;

¯ the potential inconsistencies that could occur for States
regulating inters=ate waters, e.g. Chesapeake Bay.
EPA may not have adequate information to screen and
identify high risk sources on a national basis.

There did not seem to be a consisten= "worst choice" option among
meetings. However, among teams at the Dallas meeting, one option -
Option #7, in which high risk sources would be selected a= the

Federal level and controlled through NPDES permits - s=ood ou= as
unfavorable for six ou= of eight teams. Their common reason was
that the Federal level would be the primary decision-maker in =his
option. Across all meetings, teams favored options =hat promo=ed
a system of shared decision-making and responsibility reflecting
~he need for a partnership between Federal and State entities.

In one of the Washington public mee=~ngs, two options - option #5,
in which high-risk sources would be Federally selected, with no
provision for Federal oversight of control mechanisms; and Op=ion
#l, in which S~ates would select sources and con=rols, wi=h no
provision for Federal oversight - were deemed the leas= favorable.
In terms of Option #5, participants did not see the federal "teeth"
that they felt would be needed to enforce the program. Many people
across meetings fel~ that if there was not "the gorilla in the
close~’, i.e. ~he threat of EPA enforcement of the regulations
after incentives were tried and failed, the program would no~ work.
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Sentiment was similar regarding Option #l, and again centered
around the sense tha~ some States would do very little if the
Federal government were not driving them.

It was quite apparent that, while involved groups do not want a
standard command and control situation with every aspect of the
program dictated at the Federal level, they still see a need and
role for Federal regulatory enforcement as a motivator to get
States and the regulated community to implement effective storm
water programs.

Task If: Contributors to Program Success

The purpose of Task Ii was to have participants identify the
critical factors that would help to ensure a successful storm water
program, no matter which option or combination of options was
selected.. Teams were asked tc identify the essential and basic
components of a program that they believed would be required for
the program to be successful. Further, they were asked to advise
EPA on what the agency needed to avoid doing in order to furnher
ensure successful program outcomes.                                    ~

A summary of team responses to each of these tasks is, presented
below.

Task II a: Key Components for Program Success

Teams were asked to identify and list what they believed to be the
key components of a successful storm water program. Responses to
this task differed between group representation (e.g. S~ate
government, local government, e~c.) and geographic region. There
were, however, common components listed by teams across meetings.
The first four i~ems were mentioned by more than half of ail work
teams; the remainder were mentioned by 2~-50% of the teams. The
items teams identified as key to a successful program included: (in
parentheses are comments made by some of the individual teams re:
the item)

!. Public education and awareness programs (e.g. through
~rade associations, at schools, use of various media -
everybody needs to be educated);

2. Training for regulators and ~he regulated community
(e.g. for S~ates, regions, permit writers, permit~ees;
periodic regional/na=ional meetings; hands-on training
for municipalities and industry; dialogue .and ~eedback
be=ween EPA, S~a=es and locals; technical assistance);
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3. Timely guidances (get guidances out ahead of time as
regulations are passed; provide guidance on uec~noiogy
transfer and innovative technology; include case studies
and a data clearinghouse);

4. Determination of what lessons were learned from Phase I
of the program, and mechanisms for Phase i! ~hau will
allow tracking and assessment of the program within
reasonable uimeframes. A key factor is tc al!ow enough
time for an adequate review process of Phase [ to see how
Phase !I could build on and expand those efforts;

5. Clear regulations (e.g. straightforward as possible; user
friendly, clarity of coverage/applicability; clarity in
criteria; be more specific in naming industrial
activities covered under the regulations);

6. Use of a Watershed approach to implement the program;

7. National guidelines for the program (e.g. identify
measurable goals for regulated sources, standards,
designated use impairments, mechanisms for oversight,~- ~
long range planning; recognize cost and implementation of
compliance; provide realistic measures of success);

8. A phased-in approach for the Phase !I program (e.g.
reasonable time schedule, long-terrn phase-in). The most
common timeframe mentioned by teams was 3-5 years for
program implementation;

9. Pollution prevention incentives (send out guidance on
pollution prevention to potentially regulated facilities
now; offer exemptions; reduce requirements as an
incentive for successful use; possibly provide a menu of
programs on poilu=ion prevention plans from ’which
entities can pick and choose);

10. Program flexibility (e.g. to change deadlines based on
hydrological flow; to implement and use elements of a
watershed approach to bring in stakeholders and implement
a program).

Approximately half the teams noted that there need to be some
dedicated funding sources available to States, local government and
permzttees to assist in successful implementation of these program
components. Teams felt that EPA should either provide funds or
provide guidance on how States and !ocal governments could
implement fund-generating systems, e.g. storm wa~er utilities.
Team suggestions included: funding could first be made available
~hrough congressional appropriation to EPA to help programs start,
and ~hen programs could generate on-going funds through permi~
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fees; EPA :d%ould make available federal grants and loans to Sta~es0
locals and permittees.

Task II b: EPA Actions that would be a Barrier to Program Success

Teams were asked to identify and list those actions ~ha~ EPA should
avoid taking lest those actions preven~ programs from being
successful. The actions mos~ frequently mentioned include:

i. Unnecessary/unusable program requirements, including
excessive monitoring, unrealistic BMPs and compliance
criteria, cost-prohibitive Best Managemen~ Practices;

2. Fully developing- requirements before pilot testing
various proposed components of the program to catch
inconsistencies, problems,euc. In o~her words, do small
scale testing of program elements and use knowledge
gained from those pilot tests to refine ~he regulations
before they are put into effect;

3. Unrealistic deadlines and goals;

4. Implementing program regulations withou~ providing
dedicated program funding;

5. Promulgating the requirements without providing written
guidances and technical assistance concurrent to doing
so.

Criteria for Selecting A Phase II O~ion

The final meetings brough~ together storm wauer experts from across
~he country to develop an option in detail for the Phase
program. One of the products from those meetings was a developed
sec of criteria on which to base option selection.

Those criteria are tha~ the program:

i. Does not rely solely on the actions of jus~ one player.
The program needs to include multiple levels: EPA,
States, targened municipalities and industries.    For
example, the Federal government should not be designer
and decision-maker, educator, enforcer and funder. The
program needs a balance of players across levels, each
wi~h a clearly defined role. Also, there needs to be a
clear avenue for intervention at the Federal level if
S~a~es or municipalities fail to inclement the program,
i.e. "the gorilla in the close~".
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2. Provides clear guidance and unambiguous targeting
categories and words (e.g., words !ike "sufficient"
should be avoided, at least if there is no way to define
what they mean in a given context).    Simplicity and
clarity should be favored; words that are ambiguous or
hazy should be avoided. The regulations must be clear to
the regulated community in terms of goals, objectives and
implementation if EPA is to gain "buy-in" from them.

3. Provides the resources (not only dollars, but people as
well) or suggests how they can be obtained for that
option. The program needs to be clear on who pays for
what, e.g. Federal, State, local, permittee.

4. Is flexible, especially in recognizing regional and local
differences, not only in terms of storm water pollutant
loadings but also in terms of their environmental impact.

For examDie, even if all gas stations put out an equal
volume of pollution, the environmental impact may vary
depending on location.      Or as another example,
recognition of the vast differences between States, such
as mid-At!antic compared to Southwest, which would mean
a vast difference in what they need in terms of a storm
water program.

5. Needs to be nationally consistent in the underlying
methodology used, i.e. consistent national guidelines,
identified goals, measures of success, etc. while at the
same time recognizing regional differences and allowing
flexibility to inclement a program that best addresses
the particular characteristics of local problems.

6. Emphasizes the need for program responsibility and
authority that is "pushed" down to a local level. The
sense of some of the participants in this meeting was
that the best understanding of the problem and how to
deal~ with it is the people closest to the problem who
have to deal with i~, i.e. local problem/local government
and groups. Note: People representing local government
at the meetings were extremely concerned about the lack
of resources and technical expertise that might be found
at the local level in many situations. The need for
adequate funding was again identified as a critical
issue, and some suggested tha~ utility districts would be
the only real way to fund the program unless the cost is
low enough that it could be covered in a regular budget.
The group agreed as a whole that resources and technical
expertise not withstanding, this program must be accepted
and supported at the local level if it is to be
successful.
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7. Provides the opportunity to integrate other water issues
and concerns--e.g., groundwater.       For example,
restriction on certain BMPs affects groundwater impacts.
The methodology used should allow integration with
groundwater, habitat, and other water programs. ~t needs
to integrate or be compatible wi~h other sections of the
Clean Water Act, e.g. right now 402 causes 401 and 404
compliance Drobl~ms.

8. Needs to build on and tie to Phase I, where much work was
done and where momen~umhas been established. A lull now
means the need for a new start up - right now the energy
level is high and awareness of the storm water program
has been growing, so EPA needs to tap into that forward
movement. If EPA waits too long in getting Phase I! ou~,
inertia will set in, and it will take much more energy
and effort to get’it in place. And the talented people
will go on to something else (208 was given as an
example).

Other key areas of ex~er~ discussion around Phase Zi program
considerations included:

I.    EPA needs to recognize the potential ga~s between "besn
efforts" and performance standards. On the one hand, we have
a variety of ways of characterizing best efforts:    Best
Management Practices (BMP’s) and Maximum Extent Practicable
(MEP) are exan~les. These are inputs, presumed to influence
water quality. On the other hand, we have water quality
standards that are outcomes. One question: what do we do if
people follow BMP’s and water quality does not improve to the
standards we set? What if the "maximum extent practicable" is
deemed in place and we still have an outcome shortfall?

~. Tw~ distinct stzu=tural pz~mlses are in play. One is of
a national program which is administered by the States. In
this view, EPA provides mandates, and supports sta~e and local
efforts to reach them.     The other premise is more
decen=ralized. !t is seen as a set of State ~;ograms and
initianives which share a naulonal performance target. In au
leas~ some respects, the structural premise held suggests
different programmatic approaches in such areas as desired and
allowable variability among states and localities.

3. Mu~h wisdom about storm water controls are non readily
generalizable. BMP’s in the residential deve!oDment field,
for exan~le, were said, by some experts, to hold true for a
scale of 5 - 50 acres.    And many watersheds for which
solutions are designed are actually very small. !t is hard to
"scale up" answers.
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4. Program "champions" are often a factor in program
success. One expert observed, and others agreed, that the
individuals involved in storm water ~rograms were as much a
reason for high program performance as was the program p!an.
We should be careful to allow for this factor in the emphasls
on rules, procedures, and even workpians.

5.    Pollution ~revention should be emphasized. While ofzen
anecdotal, a variety of examples were offered of situations in
which preventive steps solved a water quality problem. These
examples, like the Puget Sound program discussed in our
earlier report, were generally focused and in=erac=ive. They
did not rely on the spread of information alone to prompt
changes in behavior.

6.    EPA needs to allow State andlocal flexibility to address
~riorities as they have identified them.    The theme of
selectivity combined often with local flexibility, e.g., in
some areas, a little more grease has a tremendous negative
impact on the environment.     In others, it does no~.
Selectivity on targeting is also clear, e.g., that BMP’s on
new land development (commercial as well as residential) would
pay high dividends vs. other generalized targets.

7.    Several e~uity or fairness issues emerge a~d ~ersist.
One concerns those sources targeted. If a discharger has done
everything in their permit -- all the BMP’s are in place --
and the water is still dirty, is he or she liable? Another is
the distinction between larger organizations (corporate or
municipal) with resources to handle permits and processes and
much smaller ones which lack that capacity. To what extent is
the same rule as "fair~ for the small town as for the big
city?

8. The Federal role in the program to establish a partnership
with States, and be an enabler rather than an enforcer.
Participants felt that EPA’s responsibilities would be to
develop national goals and guidelines, set national selection
criteria, establish a selection methodology, and develop a
universal methodology for selecting controls that would allow
programs to choose alternatives based upon their needs, e.g.
regional and local differences. Participants f~it strongly
that Federal oversight is a necessary component to ensure tha=
States do implement programs, i.e. be the "gorilla in the
closet"    However, in    partnership capacity, participants
felt EPA should firsta be ready to provide support and
technicalassistance rather than punitive measures to programs
that were not meeting standards despite best efforts.
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Appendix J

Organization of Phase II Comment~

A. General Targeting Approaches for Both Municipalities and Industries

Yes No
¯ Examine Phase I data before selecting Phase II sources. [1.g.iv] 52 0
¯ Amend CWA and eliminate Phase II/cover additional sources under Phase I

[1.a] 28 7
¯ Establish requirements for State storm water programs to identify additional

sources. [1.f] 18 5

¯ Examine Phase I data before selecting Phase II sources. [1.g.iv]

The majority of the commenters (52 commenters) agree that a close examination of
Phase I is essential before launching into Phase II. Many of these commenters also
stressed that EPA should complete the Reports to Congress, as specified under section
402(p)(2)(5) of the CWA. Such an examination would allow EPA to evaluate whether
the current approach is achieving the intended goals, or whether another approach to
storm water permitting would be more effective. As discussed in detail later,
commenters expressed a number of concerns about the storm water program,
including 1) the high cost associated permit compliance and program administration;
2) the ineffectiveness and inequity of "blanket coverage" of particular industrial
activities that do not pollute while other "bad polluters" remain unregulated; and 3) a
general uncertainty about the goals of the storm water program and whether, in fact,
these goals are being achieved under current program.

¯ Amend CWA and eliminate Phase II by covering additional sources under Phase
I; administer through NPDES or section 319 (NPS) or section 6217 (CZARA).
[1.a]

To address these problems associated with Phase I, commenters indicate that a change
in how facilities are targeted is necessary. Of the 91 commenters, approximately a
third (28) favor amending the CWA to eliminate Phase II of the storm water program
and to bring additional sources under Phase I. As far as regulating these Phase II
sources under Phase I, the majority of commenters prefer a continued reliance on the
NPDES program as opposed to State non-point source programs (funded under
Section 319 of the CWA and/or section 6217 of the CZARA). While commenters
support continued reliance on NPDES, they overwhelmingly agreed that Phase II
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sources should not be targeted by EPA headquarters but rather by State and/or local
entities.

These commenters argue that by eliminating Phase II and bringing additional sources
under Phase I, the problems associated with Phase I storm water permitting will be
most effectively addressed. In particular, by designating facilities under section
402(p)(2)(E), States can target those industrial activities that are impacting sensitive
watersheds and/or posing the greatest environmental risk. One State agency notes
EPA should "maintain national data for determining environmental risk, establish
priorities for additional activities to be covered under a storm water permit, and
coordinate compliance, enforcement and educational information among the States."

The majority of commenters believe that designation authority in the hands of the
State would be the most cost-effective targeting approach. However, other
commenters express concern over shrinking State budgets and indicate that additional
funding would be needed, particularly if the program were administered under section
319.

Those commenters opposing the elimination of Phase II (7 commenters) argue that for"
reasons of equity Phase II sources should be subject to the same requirements as
Phase I. The concern is that State designation of Phase II sources may result in
inconsistencies throughout the country. One municipality argues that in order to
effectively protect water quality, smaller municipalities should be required to develop
the same storm water management programs as the medium and large municipalities
were required to under Phase I.

Establish requirements for State storm Water programs to identify additional
sources. [1.q

18 commenters out of 91 commenters favor the targeting option whereby EPA would
establish Phase II requirements for State NPDES storm water programs to identify
additional sources. 5 oppose this option.

Those supporting this option believe that States and local entities (not EPA) should be
identifying additional sources for Phase II permitting, adding that EPA should
somehow direct the States and municipalities to develop programs appropriate to their
unique requirements and monitor the progress of these programs. As far as EPA’s
exact role in this process, some commenters assert that EPA should establish baseline
effluent limitations for particular industries and then establish control measures for
these industries. Other commenters believe that such determinations should be made
by the State, with EPA maintaining its important role as an information and guidance
clearinghouse. One State agency writes that "minimum criteria in the area of funding
levels and educational requirements seems appropriate." These cornmenters indicate
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that this approach is preferable as it establishes consistent criteria for the development
of State storm water programs.

B.    Options for Targeting Phase II Industrial Sources

Yes No
¯ Geographic Targeting: Designate additional individual sources in

watersheds of concern (those not meeting designated water uses) and in
specific rainfall zones [1.e/1.g.i] 48 5

¯ Focus on high-risk polluters and exempt facilities that don’t pollute.
[1.d/1.g.ii] 39 3

¯ Rely on Phase I MS4s to target industrial sources that discharge through
their system. [1.c] 9 11

[] Geographic Targeting: Designate additional individual sources in watersheds of
concern (those not meeting designated water uses) and in specific rainfall zones.
[1.e./1.g.i]

Almost half of the 91 commenters (45 commenters) support targeting sensitive
watersheds, i.e., those that have high pollutant loadings and/or those not meeting
designated uses. These commenters argue that such an approach is the most cost-
effective way to improve the quality of the Nation’s water. (Please note that within
this category, more commenters support permitting watersheds under the NPDES
program than under State nonpoint source programs). Commenters suggested that this
approach should be coupled with identifying the industry "bad actors" within
watersheds of concern. (Identification of "bad actors" is discussed in the following
section).

A number of commenters believe that watersheds should be prioritized based on
criteria such as threats to high quality resources or significant degradation. One
industry offered the following suggestions for a watershed strategy: "1) Conduct a
survey of receiving watersheds and rank them based upon their designated uses and
level of contamination; 2) Identify and prioritize major sources of pollutant loadings;
3) Analyze the control measures to control these pollutant sources and prioritize them
based on cost effectiveness." Some commenters stress the importance of developing
national criteria for evaluating watersheds so as to avoid inconsistencies among
different regions.
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In terms of evaluating watersheds, commenters suggest using the following CWA
mechanisms: Section 303(d) which prioritizes a ranking of waters, section 305(b)
which describes water quality of all navigable waters in the State, section 319
watershed listings, and section 304(1) which lists waters not expected to meet water
quality standards. Some commenters suggest that sampling data from Phase I cities
be used to generate regionalized watershed loading criteria.

Regarding costs, a number of commenters agree that targeting watersheds would be
more cost-effective for both industries and States than current targeting strategies.
However, some States express concern over the cost of gathering watershed-specific
information in a timely manner. One State argues that "entirely too much effort
would need to be invested to determine what waters have been negatively impacted by
storm water runoff. Using the lists from 305(b) reports is not sufficient nor
acceptable."

As far as designating specific sources by rainfall zone, there was some scattered
support for this measure. However, most commenters agreed that it could be difficult
and costly to generate timely, meaningful data that could justify variances or special
conditions between regions.

¯ Focus on high-risk polluters and exempt facilities that don’t pollute. [1.d/1.g.ii]

Nearly half of the commenters (39 commenters) supported targeting high-risk
industrial polluters. Only three commenters opposed the option. As discussed above,
many commenters believe that targeting of "bad actors" should be linked to the
targeting of sensitive watersheds.

In general, commenters feel that the Phase I targeting of industries based on SIC
codes was not cost-effective. In addition, many commenters believe that a number of
the big industrial polluters were not included under Phase I of the storm water
program. Commenters unanimously agree that bad actors who are contributing to
water quality degradation should be targeted for Phase II permitting, while those
"good actors" who don’t pollute should be exempted. This approach, commenters
say, would reduce the reguktory burden on all those facilities that are not
contributing to water quality problems.

One State agency stressed that determinations of "bad actors" must be done on a State
or local basis, not by EPA. "Controlling activities that are specifically designated by
EPA could be a significant waste of time and resources if a particular jurisdiction has
other activities that contribute to higher pollutant loads." Tlfis commenter suggested
using data gleaned from municipal applications to determine Regional water quality
information.
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As far a which particular "bad actors" should be targeted under Phase If, commenters
suggested the following industries: gas/auto service, State highways, large parking
lots (malls), tank farms, commercial activities with industrial components, and
construction activities of less than five acres. Please note, however, that a number of
trade organizations representing the above industries submitted lengthy comments
outlining why their industries do not pose environmental risks.

Those commenters opposing the option (3 commenters) claim that focusing on "bad
actors" is a reactive strategy rather than a preventative one. Further, one commenter
argues that using impairment would be imprudent as States (after more than a decade)
still have not completed inventories of their waters. The commenter further states
that agricultural runoff and irrigation return flows, which are exempted under the
CWA, constitute some of the worst pollution in the country. One commenter
suggests the continued use of SIC codes but with exemptions provided for those who
have proven that they don’t pollute.

¯ Rely on Phase I MS4s to target industrial sources that discharge through their
system. [1.c]

11 commenters opposed the targeting option whereby Phase I MS4s would target
industrial sources discharging through their systems; 9 commenters supported the
option.

Those commenters opposing this option feel that the burden of regulating Phase II
industrial dischargers would be too great, and that this role rightfully belongs to the
State. Further, commenters believe that water quality problems are not confined to
individual municipalities, but rather they span entire watersheds. These commenters
argue that standards would not be uniform--or efforts might not be coordinated--
between different municipalities and, therefore, regulation through State or EPA
would be more equitable. Municipalities indicate a willingness to assist States in
targeting Phase II sources, for example, by providing a list of potentially high-risk
industries. Commenters supporting this option believe that because Phase I
municipalities already have their storm water management plans in place, they are the
most appropriate entity to identify additional sources under Phase II.
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C. Options for Targeting Phase II Municipalities

Yes No
¯ Identify. MS4s based on population, population density, and/or

population growth. [1.b] 20 20
¯ Geographic Targeting: Designate additional municipal sources

impacting watersheds of concern (those not meeting designated water
uses) and in specific rainfall zones [1.e/1.g.i] 48 5

¯ Permit small municipalities but establish simplified application
requirements. [1.g.iii] 15 1

¯ Identify MS4s based on population, population density, and/or population
growth. [1.b]

Commenters are split evenly (20 in favor, 20 against) Phase II MS4s being targeted
on the basis of population, population density and/or population growth.

Commenters in support of this approach argue that municipalities having particularly
dense populations and those experiencing intense population growth due to new
development should be of primary concern under Phase II of the storm water
program. One commenter also notes that MS4s could be targeted on the basis of
watershed population. At any rate, numerous commenters agree that effective Phase
II storm water programs must be coordinated on a regional basis [perhaps in
conjunction with those already established under Phase I]. This would allow for the
development/implementation of regional policies and regional BMPs, and would
facilitate addressing specific issues such as land use, structural controls and
construction activities. As discussed later, the majority of commenters supporting this
approach also advocate the establishment of simplified permit application
requirements.

The majority of the comments opposing this option are from small municipalities.
Approximately half of these commenters believe that municipal storm water
management should be conducted on a watershed basis rather than by determining
population density and/or growth. The other half opposes Phase II regulation of small
municipalities altogether. "Phase II regulations will have a very significant impact on
municipal budgets if implemented similar to Phase I," 11 municipalities wrote.
"These will entail increased staff levels, testing, consulting fees and other costs which
are unduly burdensome, particularly where there is no Phase I documentation to show
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that environmental quality is enhanced." Of primary concern among municipal
commenters is the astronomical cost associated with completing municipal storm
water permit applications. They argue that funds do not exist to implement the storm
water program and that political pressures would prevent them from securing storm
water utilities.

¯ Geographic Targeting: Designate municipalities impacting watersheds of concern
(those not meeting designated water uses) and in specific rainfall zones.
[1.e./1.g.i]

As discussed under the "Industrial Targeting" section, nearly half of the 91
commenters (45 commenters) support targeting sensitive watersheds, i.e., those that
have high pollutant Ioadings and/or those not meeting designated uses. While
targeting these watersheds can help identify significant industrial polluters, many
commenters also believe that this approach is useful in identifying MS4s for storm
water permitting.

These commenters argue that since watersheds are oftentimes a patchwork of rural,
suburban and urban lands comprised of incorporated and unincorporated areas, storm
water permits should apply to the jurisdiction as a whole, not just to individual
municipalities within the watershed. Commenters note that in watersheds of concern,
all Phase II municipalities could become co-permittees with Phase I municipalities.
Where it is determined that watersheds are not polluted, Phase II municipalities would
not be required to obtain a storm water permit. This option provides opportunities for
municipalities to reduce administrative burdens, consolidate efforts to study or
evaluate approaches, and greatly reduce costs of program development and
implementation. Although a great deal of regional coordination would be required,
commenters believe that such an approach would yield the greatest environmental
benefit.

(Please refer to the "Industrial Targeting" section for a summary of options for
targeting on a watershed basis).

Permit small municipalities but establish simplified application requirements.
[1.g.iii]

15 commenters support the idea of permitting small municipalities but establishing
simplified application requirements. Arguing that Phase I municipal permit
application requirements (particularly Part 2 requirements) were burdensome and
overly costly, these commenters suggest that Phase II municipalities be covered under
a simplified general permit that requires a storm water management plan and flexible
watershed-specific monitoring requirements. One commenter suggests the following
components of a Phase II municipal program: 1) Sediment and Erosion Control:
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Applicants incorporate erosion control into the development review and local
permitting process; 2) Storm Water Quality Control: Applicants incorporate storm
water BMPs into the municipal development review and approval process and into
murticipal operations; and 3) Illicit Discharges: Applicant prohibits illicit connections
and improper dumping, he/she develops a spill prevention and response plan.

II.    Control Strategies

A. General Control Strategies for Both Municipalities and Industries

Yes No
¯ Continue to rely on NPDES programs; use NPDES general

permits that focus on BMPs. [2.a/2.d.i] 32 4
¯ Rely on nonpoint source programs administered under section 319

of the CWA and section 6217 of CZARA. [2.b] 20 3
¯ Establish mandatory national Phase II performance standards

without a permit. [2.c] 14 10

¯ Continue to rely on NPDES programs; use NPDES general permits that focus on
BMPs [2.a.]

Approximately 32 commenters favor the continued use of NPDES programs to
regulate storm water discharges. 19 commenters prefer reliance on State nonpoint
source programs under section 319. Most commenters state that it would be
inefficient to discontinue the current program, and, as one commenter notes,
displacing the NPDES program would "create a significant amount of confusion
among authorized NPDES States and the regulated community." Additionally, the
NPDES storm water permit program is in the initial stages of development and results
may not be realized for at least two years. The majority of the commenters who
support reliance on the NPDES program encourage use of general permits, for an
"emphasis on the development of effective programs, not on lengthy and expensive
application processes." Most commenters believe that BMPs are a more effective
control strategy and a better allocation of resources than monitoring and numeric
effluent limitations. BMPs utilized should be those which proved cost effective for
Phase I sources.
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Rely on nonpoint source programs administered under section 319 of the CWA
and section 6217 of CZARA. [2.b.]

Approximately 21 commenters favor the use of State nonpoint source programs and/or
section 6127 of CZARA to regulate Phase II storm water discharges. Many of these
commenters assert that storm water runoff is a nonpoint source rather than a point
source and therefore should be regulated under section 319. Moreover, State
nonpoint source programs are already developed and utilizing them would lessen the
repetition of water quality programs. Several commenters emphasize, however, that if
State nonpoint source programs were expanded to include storm water runoff,
additional funding would be essential. Those commenters that supported the use of
section 319 see it beneficial in that the program encourages flexibility through
voluntary control measures, pollution prevention, and watershed planning. Several
commenters express some trepidation that nonpoint sources may be moved under the
NPDES program, and assert that nonpoint sources should continue to be covered
under section 319, not NPDES.

Establish mandatory national Phase II control strategies without requiring a
permit. [2.c.]

Commenters are fairly divided on whether EPA should establish national control
strategies for Phase II sources. Various statements from the 12 commenters who
support mandatory guidelines indicate that this approach would be cost-effective and
would alleviate the administrative burdens of permit applications. A few commenters
also state that, in order to be most effective, the guidelines and management practices
should be industry-specific. A model that is mentioned by several commenters is the
Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan and the Washington State Department
of Ecology’s Stormwater manual for the Puget Sound Basin. These commenters
suggest that all States adopt a similar storm water management plan which would be
required to at least meet a national standard; all municipalities within the State would
have to adhere to the plan.

11 of the commenters who address this control strategy oppose mandatory national
control guidelines for Phase II activities. Several commenters believe it would be
difficult to effectively notify and educate the general population concerning the details
of such a program. Other commenters express concern that the diversity in climate
and topography throughout the country requires more flexibility than national
standards would provide.
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B.    Key Elements of a Control Strategy

Yes No
¯ Focus on education for public and affected industry. [2.d.ii] 18 0
¯ Emphasize pollution prevention incentives and BMPs, particularly

for new development. [2.d.iii] 17 0
¯ Establish correlation between severity of pollution and controls

required, using f’mes to aid implementation. [2.d.iv] 3 0

¯ Focus on education for public-and affected industry. [2.d.ii]

14 commenters state that education needs to be a primary focus of the Phase II
program. One commenter notes that EPA should "keep it simple," particularly on
issues on coverage, since Phase II dischargers may be smaller and less familiar with
environmental regulations than Phase I dischargers. Commenters unanimously stress
the importance of public education and outreach. They urge that EPA/States 1)
distribute guidance documents and fact sheets prior to implementing the rule, 2)
provide examples of pollution prevention programs, 3) conduct workshops, 4) prepare
video presentations for distribution, and 5) launch public education campaigns geared
towards explaining water quality problems associated with storm water.

¯ Emphasize pollution prevention incentives and BMPs, particularly for new
development. [2.d.iii]

14 commenters support an emphasis on voluntary pollution prevention programs.
This approach is favored because of its cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and reduction in
regulatory burden. Additionally, several commenters indicate that it would establish a
’partnership’ between the regulated community and regulatory agencies by
encouraging dialogue and guidance concerning pollution prevention techniques. One
State notes that the voluntary measures in its nonpoint source program have proven
very successful in improving water quality, and that similar practices could be
implemented for storm water runoff. The State recommends, however, that voluntary
approaches be used in conjunction with mandatory approaches and that "provisions be
included for requirements placed on ’bad actors’ if cooperation is not attained through
the voluntary programs." Numerous commenters point out that education would need
to be far-reaching if the voluntary programs were implemented.
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[] Establish correlation between severity of pollution and controls required, using
f’mes to aid implementation. [2.d.iv.]

Only 3 commenters address this control strategy, and all 3 support a correlation
between severity of pollution and controls required. One commenter writes that,
"market based incentives structured to incorporate true economic externalities
associated with pollution can be a valuable tool in helping society balance economic
growth and levels of pollution." Another commenter notes that State agencies should
administer the f’me/implementation system, as States can adjust their controls based on
the types of pollutant sources and sensitivity of the watersheds in a particular region.

HI. Deadlines

A. Options for Program Deadlines [3]

Yes No

[] October 1, 1995 or later 12

[] Prioritize sources; establish phased deadlines 3

[] Eliminate Phase II; no deadlines 1

[] Pending thorough review of Phase I 20

[] I-I.R. 6167 deadlines satisfactory 3

[] Before October 1, 1994 3

Commenters unanimously feel that Phase II should not be implemented until a
thorough review of Phase I has been completed. A number of these commenters
indicated that Phase II regulations should not be published before October 1, 1995.
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IV. Costs/Re_~alato~ Burden
A. Issues associated with costs and regulatory burden

¯ Balancing the need to protect the environment with the cost-effectiveness of
the program [’HI.A.2]

¯ Examining the impacts of the storm water program on small businesses and
communities [IZI.A.7]

¯ Assessing the regulatory burden on permittees and regulators [IZI.A.3/ITI.A.4]

..General Cost/Benefit Concerns

Nearly a third of the commenters (26 commenters) express concern over the costs
associated with implementing the storm water program, and whether these costs
justify the need to protect the environment.

Municipalities, in particular, voice concern over the costs associated with completing
municipal permit applications and implementing storm water management programs.
One commenter argues that while cities across the nation have spent over $1 trillion
dollars to implementing the program, water quality is not significantly improving
because of upstream discharges not regulated under the CWA. This commenter
further states that since urban runoff affects only 11% of river impairment and 29%
of lake impairment, the price tag of implementing storm water management programs
is not justified. (Please note that a number of commenters question EPA’s
methodology in 305(b) reports as it pertains to assessing "designated uses" for
waterbodies).

Comments indicate that across the board--among cities, small business owners, and
trade associations--the storm water program is viewed as a major financial burden on
communities and industries. Of particular concern for cities (and especially small
cities) is the number of growing number of projects/regulations that need to be
supported by shrinking municipal budgets. Generating a storm water utility to
support the program has proven politically difficult in a number of cities. On the
industrial side of the program, there are equally as many concerns over costs and
benefits. In particular, commenters argue that a number of small industries which
pose little risk to the environment were required to apply for a storm water permit
under Phase I, while "higher risk" industries such as oil and gas, agriculture, and
retail gasoline facilities were not covered by the rule. A number of small industries
claim that sampling is cost-prohibitive and that the quantitative data generated are
oftentimes inaccurate/meaningless. Regarding Phase II, one construction operator
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argues that inclusion of construction operations under 5 acres would render these
small-scale activities cost-prohibitive.

Strate~es for Phase II

In closing, commenters offer the following suggestions for maximizing cost-
effectiveness and environmental benefit under Phase II:

¯ Phase ! of the storm water program must be thoroughly assessed in terms of
dollars spent and environmental benefits gained before launching into Phase II.

EPA and/or States must incorporate a more realistic benefit/cost analysis of
Phase II, particularly for the municipal side of the program.

Under Phase II, emphasize storm water management and pollution prevention
rather than sample gathering and analysis. (A number of the quantitative
requirements under Part 2 of the municipal permit application were viewed as
unnecessary and overly costly)

¯ EPA and States should use data generated from Phase I of the program so as to
make Phase II more cost-effective and environmentally beneficial.

¯ Rely more heavily on State or local entities for storm water program
administration.
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V.    General Concerns/Issues Related to the Storm Water Program [4]

[] Lack of adequate outreachJpublic education/timely guidance during Phase I
resulted in confusion about:

* Which facilit.~es are subject to regulation (use of SIC codes viewed as
confusing, inappropriate)

* The types of permit application options available

* Deadlines
* The relationship between the industrial and municipal programs
* The overall relevance of the program

[] Confusion resulted from different requirements in different States (i.e., those
with approved NPDES programs and those without) particularly in regards to
the group application process.

[] Lack of adequate outreach/public education/timely guidance during Phase I
resulted in confusion over a number of issues, including:

Use of SIC codes. A number of co¯¯enters indicated that there was widespread
confusion during Phase I over which facilities were subject to regulation. In
particular, the use of SIC codes to determine regulatory status was viewed as
confusing. Multiple activities commonly occur at a single facility and people were
frequently unclear as to how they are classified under the SIC code system. Due to
this excessive confusion, commenters generally feel that SIC codes are an ineffective
way of targeting facilities for regulation under the storm water program.

Application Options. Commenters complained that the storm water permit
application options were not spelled out clearly in the beginning of the program. In
particular, some expressed anger over the group application process. One commenter
notes that while the group application option seemed preferable a year ago, it became
clear that this option was problematic given that certain States are not accepting group
applications as legal coverage. In addition, a number of group applicants would have
opted for coverage under the general permit had that option been available in the f’u’st
place. Commenters resented that it was oftentimes necessary to hire expensive
consultants simply to understand the regulations and stay informed of their application
options.

Deadlines. Commenters indicate that there was confusion surrounding permit
application deadlines. In the future, this could be alleviated by improved outreach
and public education.
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The relationship between the industrial and municipal programs.
One commenter recommends separating municipalities and industries into two distinct
rules so as to avoid confusion over the differences between the two programs.

The "Big Picture" of the storm water program. As discussed throughout this
report, commenters seem frustrated over the fact that huge costs are being incurred to
implement the storm water program without a clear indication that environmental
benefits are being achieved. Commenters write that it essential for EPA to step up
public education and outreach efforts in the future.

¯ Confusion resulted from different requirements in different States (i.e., those
with approved NPDES programs and those without) particularly in regards to the
group application process.

Numerous commenters state that the conflicting time frames between States and EPA
in developing and issuing the permits created enormous confusion for the regulated
community. As discussed above, this situation was particularly frustrating members
of group applications.
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SELECTED MANAGEMENT MEASURES DEVELOPED UNDER SECTION 6217 OF
CZARAt

MANAGEMENT MEASURES FOR URBAN AREAS (Chapter 4 of CZARA guidance)

I. INTRODUCTION

H. URBAN RUNOFF

A. New Development Management Measure

(1) By design or performance:

(a) After construction has been completed and the site is permanently stabilized, reduce
the average annual total suspended solid (TSS) loadings by 80 percent. For the
purposes of this measure, an 80 percent TSS reduction is to be determined on an
average annual basis,2 or

(b) Reduce the postdevelopment loadings of TSS so that the average annual TSS
loadings are no greater than predevelopment loadings, and

(2) To the extent practicable, maintain postdevelopment peak runoff rate and average
volume at levels that are similar to predevelopment levels.

Sound watershed management requires that both structural and nonstructural measures be
employed to mitigate the adverse impacts of storm water. Nonstrucmral Management
Measures for new development (B&C) can be effectively used in conjunction with this
Management Measure reduce both the short-and long-term costs of meeting the treatment
goals of this management measure.

B. Watershed Protection Management Measure

Develop a watershed protection program to:

(1) Avoid conversion, to the extent practicable, of areas that are particularly susceptible to
erosion and sediment loss;

i See "Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters,~’

January 1993, U.S. EPA, 840-B-92-002.

2 Based on the average annual TSS loadings from all storms less than or equal to the 2-year/24-hour storm.
TSS loadings from storms greater than the 2-year/24-hour storm axe not expected to be included in the calculation of
the average annual TSS loadings.
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(2) Preserve areas that provide important water quality benefits and/or are necessary to
maintain riparian and aquatic biota; and

(3) Site development, including roads, highways, and bridges, to protect to the extem
practicable the natural integrity of waterbodles and natural drainage systems.

C. Site Development Management Measure

Plan, design, and develop sites to:

. (1) Protect areas that provide important water quality benefits and/or are particularly
susceptible to erosion and sediment loss;

(2) Limit increases of impervious areas, except where necessary;

(3) Limit land disturbance activities such as clearing and grading, and cut and f’fll to
reduce erosion and sediment loss; and

(4) Limit disturbance of natural drainage features and vegetation.

HI. CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

A. Construction Site Erosion and Sediment Control Management Measure

(i) Reduce erosion and, to the extent practicable, retain sediment onsite during and after
construction, and

(2) Prior to land disturbance, prepare and implement an approved erosion and sediment
control plan or similar administrative document that contains erosion and sediment
control provisions.

B. Construction Site Chemical Control Management Measure

(1) Limit application, generation, and migration of toxic substances;

(2) Ensure the proper storage and disposal of toxic materials; and

(3) Apply nutrients at rates necessary to establish and maintain vegetation without causing
significant nutrient runoff to surface waters.
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IV. EXISTING DEVELOPMENT

A. Existing Development Management Measure

Develop and implement watershed management programs to reduce runoff pollutant
concentrations and volumes from existing development:

(1) Identify priority local and/or regional watershed pollutant reduction opportunities.
e.g., improvements to existing urban runoff control structures;

(2) Contain a schedule for implementing appropriate controls;

(3) Limit destruction of natural conveyance systems; and

(4) Where appropriate, preserve, enhance, or establish buffers along surface waterbodies
and their tributaries.

V. ONSITE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

A. New Onsite Disposal Systems Management Measures

(1) Ensure that new Onsite Disposal Systems (OSDS) are located, designed, installed,
operated, inspected, and maintained to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the
surface of the ground and to the extent practicable reduce the discharge of pollutants
into ground waters that are closely hydrologically connected to surface waters. Where
necessary to meet these objectives: (a) discourage the installation of garbage disposals
to reduce hydraulic and nutrient loadings; and (b) where low-volume plumbing
fLxtures have not bee installed in new developments or redevelopments, reduce total
hydraulic loadings to the OSDS by 25 percent. Implement OSDS inspection schedules
for preconstruction, construction, and postconstruction.

(2) Direct placement of OSDS away from unsuitable areas. Where OSDS placement is
unsuitable areas is not practicable, ensure that the OSDS is designed or sited at a
density so as not to adversely affect surface waters or ground water that is closely
hydrologically connected to surface water. Unsuitable areas include, but are not
limited to, areas with poorly or excessively drained soils; areas with shallow water
tables or areas with high seasonal water table; areas overlaying fractured bedrock that
drain directly to ground water; areas within floodplains; or areas where nutrient
and/or pathogen concentrations in the effluent cannot be sufficiently treated or reduced
before the effluent reaches sensitive waterbodies;

(3) Establish protective setbacks from surface waters, wetlands, and floodplains for
conventional as well as alternative OSDS. The lateral setbacks should be based on
soil type, slope, hydrologic factors, and type of OSDS. Where uniform protective
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setbacks cannot be achieved, site development with OSDS so as not to adversely affect
waterbodies and/or contribute to a public health nuisance;

(4) Establish protective separation distances between OSDS system components and
groundwater which is closely hydrologically connected to surface waters. The
separation distances should be based on soil type, distance to ground water, hydrologic
factors, and type of OSDS;

(5) Where conditions indicate that nitrogen-limited surface waters may be adversely
affected by excess nitrogen loadings from ground water, require the installation of
OSDS that reduce total nitrogen loadings by 50 percent to ground water that is closely
hydrologically connected to surface water.

B. Operating Onsite Disposal Systems Management Measure

(1) Establish and implement policies and systems to ensure that existing OSDS are
operated and maintained to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the surface of the
ground and to the extent practicable reduce the discharge of pollutants into ground
waters that are closely hydrologically connected to surface waters. Where necessary
to meet these objectives encourage the reduced use of garbage disposals, encourage
the use of low-volume plumbing f’Lxtures, and reduce total phosphorus loadings to the
OSDS by 15 percent (if the use of low-level phosphate detergents has not been
required or widely adopted by OSDS users). Establish and implement policies that
require an OSDS to be repaired, replace, or modified where the OSDS fails, or
threatens or impairs surface waters;

(2) Inspect OSDS at a frequency adequate to ascertain whether OSDS are failing;

(3) Consider replacing or upgrading OSDS to treat influent so that total nitrogen loadings
in the effluent are reduced by 50 percent. This provision applies only:

(a) where conditions indicate that nitrogen-limited surface waters may be adversely
affected by significant ground water nitrogen loadings from OSDS, and

(b) where nitrogen loadings from OSDS are delivered to ground water that is closely
hydrologically connected to surface water.

VI. POLLUTION PREVENTION

A. Pollution Prevention Management Measure

Implement pollution prevention and education programs to reduce nonpoint source pollutants
generated from the following activities, where applicable:
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¯ The improper storage, use, and disposal of household hazardous chemicals, including
automobile fluids, pesticides, paints, solvents, etc.;

¯ Lawn and garden activities, including the application and disposal of lawn and garden
care products, and the improper disposal of leaves and yard trimmings;

¯ Turf management on golf courses, parks, and recreational areas;

¯ Improper operation and maintenance of onsite disposal systems;

¯ Discharge of pollutants into storm drains including floatable, waste oil, and litter;

¯ Commercial activities including parking lots, gas stations, and other entities not under
NPDES purview, and

¯ Improper disposal of pet excrement.

VII. ROADS, HIGHWAYS, AND BRIDGES

A. Management Measure for Planning, Siting, and Developing Roads and Highways

Plan, site, and develop roads and highways to:

(1) Protect areas that provide important water quality benefits or are particularly
susceptible to erosion or sediment loss;

(2) Limit land disturbance such as clearing and grading and cut and f’dl to reduce erosion
and sediment loss; and

(3) Limit disturbance of natural drainage features and vegetation.

B. Management Measure for Bridges

Site, design, and maintain bridge structures so that sensitive and valuable aquatic ecosystems
and areas providing important water quality benefits are protected from adverse effects.

C. Management Measure for Construction Projects

(1) Reduce erosion and, to the extent practicable, retain sediment onsite during and after
construction and
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(2) Prior to land disturbance, prepare and implement an approved erosion control plan or
similar administrative document that contains erosion and sediment control provisions.

D. Management Measure for Construction Site Chemical Control

(1) Limit. the application, generation, and migration of toxic substance;

(2) Ensure the proper storage and disposal of toxic materials; and

(3) Apply nutrients at rates necessary to establish and maintain vegetation without causing
significant nutrient runoff to surface water.

E. Management Measure for Operation and Maintenance

Incorporate pollution prevention procedures into the operation and maintenance of roads,
highways, and bridges to reduce pollutant loadings to surface waters.

F. Management Measure for Road, Highway, and Bridge Runoff Systems

Develop and implement runoff management systems for existing roads, highways, and
bridges to reduce runoff pollutant concentrations and volumes entering surface waters.

(1) Identify priority and watershed pollutant reduction opportunities (e.g., improvements
to existing urban runoff control structures; and

(2) Establish schedules for implementing appropriate controls.
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MANAGEMENT MEASURES FOR ANIMAL FEEDLOTS (Chapter 2.II.B of
CZARA guidance)

B1. Management Measures for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Conf’med
Animal Facility Management (Large Units not subject to NPDES permit
requirements)

Limit the discharge from the confined animal facility to surface waters by:

(1) Storing both the facility wastewater and the rtmoff from confined animal facilities that
is caused by storms up to and including a 25-year, 24-hour frequency storm. Storage
structures should:

(a) Have an earthen lining or plastic membrane lining, or
(b) Be constructed with concrete, or
(c) Be a storage tank;

and

(2) Managing stored runoff and accumulated solids from the facility through an
appropriate waste utilization system.

B2. Management Measures for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Conf’med
Animal Facility Management (Small Units not subject to NPDES permit
requirements)

Design and implement systems that collect solids, reduce contaminant concentrations, and
reduce runoff to minimize the discharge of contaminants in both facility wastewater and in
runoff that is caused by storms up to and including a 25-year, 24-hour frequency storm.
Implement these systems to substantially reduce significant increases in pollutant loadings to
ground water.

Manage stored runoff and accumulated solids from the facility through an appropriate waste
utilization system.
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STORM WATER PROGRAMS

ISSUE:

How should CWA storm water requirements be revised to strengthen and facilitate
implementation of storm water controls?

BACKGROUND:

States report that approximately 30 percent of remaining surface water quality
impairment is attributable to storm water discharges. Significant sources of storm
water discharges include urban runoff, industrial activity, construction, and resource
extraction (mining). For example, in urban areas, Ioadings from storm water runoff
for heavy metals, sediment, bacteria, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
acidity, and floatables are higher than those from POTWs.

To address these "environmental risks, Congress established in 1987 a two-phased
storm water program under CWA §402(p). Phase I applies to municipal storm sewer
systems serving a population over 100,000, as well as storm water discharge~
associated with industrial activity.

In November of 1990, EPA issued regulations that identified 220 municipalities whose
separate storm sewer systems are subject to Phase I of the NPDES program. States
and EPA have designated an additional 550 municipalities as part of the Phase I
program. The Agency estimates that the Phase I municipalities have a population of
over 90 million people (about 36 percent of the total U.So population). EPA and
authorized States have received comprehensive permit applications from many of the
municipalities, and are in the process of developing and issuing permits for these
dischargers.

In addition, the Phase I regulations established regulation of over 100,000 industrial
facilities in eleven categories, including manufacturing, mining, waste management,
construction, and transportation. Permits for storm water discharges from Phase I
industries generally were required to be issued by October 1, 1993. The Ninth Circuit
struck down EPA’s exemption from Phase I regulations of construction sites under 5
acres and light industrial activities "with no exposure" to rain water.

Phase II applies to all remaining light industrial, commercial, retail, and residential
facilities with storm water discharges that are not in Phase i. Preliminary estimates
indicate that millions of facilities are not addressed by Phase I. Phase II is potentially
ten times larger in scope than Phase I, and could address a large number of
municipalities without significant urban populations. EPA was required to issue
Phase II regulations by October 1, 1993, which would designate classes of Phase II
storm water discharges to be regulated to protect water quality. Phase II sources are
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required to obtain a permit by October 1, 1994. EPA did not meet the October 1993
deadline for Phase II regulations.

Municioal Coml~liance with Standards

Municipal separate storm sewer systems (or "MS4"--those municipal systems that are
covered by the storm water program) have stated that it is both technologically and
financially impossible to establish treatment or management practices that can ensure
that urban storm water runoff complies with water quality standards. They have
indicated that it is highly uncertain whether feasible storm water control measures
(source controls, traditional structural controls, and best management practices) will
ensure that storm water discharges will meet water quality standards. They further
argue that the only other alternative, collecting and treating essentially all of the storm
water from widespread urbanized areas, would be infeasible and result in significant
destruction of urban streams and "wetlands.

Under the existing CWA, §402(p)(3)(B)(iii), a statutory standard exists that NPDES
storm water discharge permits issued to municipal separate storm sewer systems

=require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants in storm water to the "maximum
extent practicable" (MEP). The statutory standard can include management practices,
control techniques, and system design and engineering methods and other such
provisions that the Administrator or State determines are necessary for the control of
such pollutants. Because of the lack of a more specific definition of the statutory
standard of MEP, municipalities, permitting authorities, and members of the public are
uncertain as to the extent of storm water control requirements a municipality must
implement in its storm water management program.

Provisions for Facilities with No Exposure -

EPA attempted to exempt from storm water control requirements certain industrial
facilities that had no exposure of materials, equipment, or wastes to storm water.
However, this exemption of facilities without storm water exposure was overturned
by the Ninth Circuit. Such an exemption, if reinstated through legislation, would
create a .strong incentive for facilities to implement pollution prevention, it would
simultaneously accomplish environmental objectives (reducing pollutants in storm
water) and greatly reduce administrative burdens for EPA, States, and industries.

Deadline Extensions for Phaso I]

EPA is presently required to issue Phase II regulations designating sources for
permitting and establishing deadlines by October 1, 1993. In the absence of new
regulations, Phase II sources are required to have permits after October 1, 1994.
Given the scope and complexity of Phase II, EPA was unable to meet the October 1,
1993 regulatory deadline. Furthermore, EPA and authorized States will not be able
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to issue permits to all Phase II sources by October 1, 1994. This may expose
unpermitted dischargers, including many small municipalities or commercial enterprises
posing small risks, to litigation for discharging without a permit. In addition, potential
Phase II municipalities need additional time to develop the financial capabilities and
institutional frameworks needed to comply with storm water requirements.

Phase II Storm W~l~r R~auirements

Phase II regulations must be reasonable in scope and establish a workable program
that will focus on sources of storm water discharges that pose the highest risk. The
Bureau of Census has designated 396 urbanized areas which represent the most
widespread and dense urban development. These urbanized areas occupy less than
2 percent of the total land area of the United States but contain 165 million people,
or about 65 percent of the total population of the United States. In addition, most
new development occurs in or adjacent to these urbanized areas. Between 1980 and
1990, over 75 percent of the national increase in population occurred in these
urbanized areas. However, over 5,000 municipal entities in urbanized areas are not
in Phase I of the NPDES storm water program.

Authorize Municioalities to Directly Reaulate Storm Water Facilities Within Thoir
Jurisdiction

Under current CWA provisions, the storm water program requires permits for industrial
activities even if they are discharging to municipal separate storm sewer systems
which also must obtain storm water permits. Municipalities argue that this is
redundant and inefficient, and also undercuts their effectiveness in directly dealing
with an industrial facility.

Inactive and Abond0ned Min~

It is estimated that there are in the range of 400,000 or more inactive and abandoned
mine sites (IAMs) on Federal lands. The environmental damages posed by these sites
can vary significantly. While many sites are relatively benign, releases from other
sites result in significant environmental degradation, even decades after active
operations have ceased. A major administrative challenge is to (1) prioritize these
sites that cause environmental problems so that the United States can address them
in a rational environmentally protective manner, and (2) effectively protect water
resource quality by addressing these sites according to the prioritized order. Another
major challenge is to target control measures so as to achieve the greatest
improvement in environmental quality for the limited Federal resources that may be
available. Although the estimates of total costs of mitigating water resource quality
impacts from IAMs vary significantly, they range into the many tens of billions of
dollars without such cost-effective, risk-based prioritization.
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A significant number of IAMs on Federal lands are believed to have point source
discharges of pollutants, as defined under current statute and regulation, to waters
of the United States subject to regulation under the NPDES permit program. Given
the large number of IAMs and the costs of mitigating sites causing environmental
impacts; there is a need for a phased, cost-effective, risk-based prioritized approach
to mitigating these sources.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Administration recommends that the CWA be amended to do the following--

Municipal Compliance wil;h Standards

¯ Establish a phased permit compliance approach that requires best management’
practices in first-round municipal storm water permits, and through improved
best management practices in second-round permits, where necessary, to move
towards compliance with water quality standards. In later permits, compliance
with water quality standards will occur using water quality based effluent
limits, where necessary. This would give EPA and municipalities additional time..
to evaluate the technical feasibility of establishing numeric effluent limits to
meet water quality standards and give States time to develop specific water
quality standards appropriate for storm water discharges, if necessary.

¯ The Administration supports clarifying authority under section 402(p)(3)(B)
concerning "maximum extent practicable" (MEP). In contrast to best available
technology economically achievable (BAT) and best conventional pollutant
control technology (BCT) that are applicable for storm water discharges
associated with industrial activities,-under MEP, storm water management
programs can be implemented in a site-specific and flexible manner to address
the storm water management concerns in the municipality. It should be made
clear that MEP allows for the consideration of different factors including: (1)
the severity of the impairment caused by the source, (2) the effectiveness of
alternative approaches at reducing storm water discharges, and (3) the cost of
control measures. Under MEP, a storm water management program can target
controls based on differences in the type and size of sources, climate,
geography, and water quality concerns. Based on a statutory clarification, EPA
will then issue guidance on the best methods by which to implement MEP in
NPDES permits.

The Administration supports encouraging States to review and revise their
designated uses and water quality standards implementation procedures, as
they develop water quality-based permits, to reflect the episodic nature of
storm water runoff, the varying Ioadings during storm water events, and the
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potential resilience of natural ecosystems to some infrequent, temporary
incremental Ioadings.

Provision..s for Facilities with No Exp0~ure

Authorize EPA to exempt from individual storm water permitting requirements
facilities that can certify that there is no nor will be exposure of industrial or
other activities or significant materials to rain water and snow melt. This
change would ensure that several hundred thousand low-risk facilities are not
subject to NPDES requirements, allowing allocation of resources to more critical
areas. This would also effectively create incentives for facilities to eliminate
contamination of storm water.

Deadline Extensions for Phas~ I! o-

Extend the Phase II deadline for EPA issue to regulations to October 1, 1997.
Also, extend the deadline to obtain a permit to October 1, 1999. These
extensions are necessary to allow EPA to work with States ancl municipalities
in developing workable, effective regulations. Extending the deadline for
permits would give municipalities an opportunity to begin to build institutional
frameworks and provide the funding necessary to implement storm water
management programs. It would also allow permits to be issued to Phase II
municipalities at the same time Phase I permits are expiring. This will promote
regional and watershed-wide permitting by allowing different municipalities to
be co-applicants and coordinate their storm water programs.

Phas.e II Storm Water Requirements

Focus Phase II requirements on system-wide permits for municipal separate
storm sewer systems in Census-designated urbanized areas with a population
of 50,000 or more.

Target storm water management programs for municipal separate storm water
systems (MS4) in the 138 Phase II urbanized areas associated with a Phase I
permitted MS4 to address, at a minimum, non-storm water discharges into
storm sewers and storm water runoff from growth and development and signifi-
cant redevelopment. The CWA should encourage NPDES permitting authorities
as part of a watershed approach to implement a more comprehensive municipal
storm water management program where appropriate based on water quality
impairments or other factors for the MS4,s in these urbanized areas. In the
remaining 258 Phase II urbanized areas, storm water management programs
would be required which focus only on controlling non-storm water discharges
into storm sewers and storm water runoff from growtt~ and development and
significant redevelopment activities.
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Under Phase II for those MS4s required to implement a storm water
management program targeted to growth, development and significant
redevelopment and illicit connections, the municipal program will control those
Phase II storm water sources, including discharges from construction of less
than 5 acres, which are part of growth, development, and significant
redevelopment activities and may address, where appropriate, subject to the
MEP standard, those Phase II sources causing water quality impairment. For
those municipal separate storm sewer systems required by the NPDES
permitting authority to implement a more comprehensive storm water
management program, Phase II light industrial, commercial, retail, and
institutional storm water sources would be addressed through the program
under the municipality’s NPDES storm water permit, which meets the MEP
standard. Phase II sources not addressed through a municipal program would
not be covered by the NDPES program.

Do not directly regulate Phase II light industrial, commercial, retail, and
institutional storm water discharges, and municipalities outside of Census-
designated urbanized areas under the NPDES program, unless otherwise
designated by the permitting authority for inclusion in the NPDES program
under §402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA. (EPA does not expect that this designation
process would be used, except in highly-unusual circumstances, to require an
NPDES permit for a typical homeowner.) Rather, such discharges could be
addressed by NPS program, if they were a targeted source.

Authorize Municioalities to Directly Phase I Industrial Reaulate Storm Water Facilities
Within Their Jurisdiction Under the NPDES Proaram

Allow EPA and authorized States to authorize municipalities to establish
programs for Phase I industrial storm water permit issuance and controls, where
it has the appropriate authority, and is willing to commit to implement Federal
requirements. EPA does not envision Federal funding to be available to
municipalities to perform this function. This recommendation is similar to the
industrial pretreatment program currently authorized under the CWA. As in the
industrial pretreatment program, storm water permits and controls that are
issued by municipalities in an EPA-approved program would be Federally
enforceable.

Inactive and Abandoned Mir!~s

The Administration recommends that the CWA be amended to make the
following changes to the NPDES permitting program to target control measures
so as to achieve the greatest improvement in environmental quality for the
limited Federal resources available for inactive and abandoned mine sites (IAMs)
without an operator present:
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o The Administration supports clarifying authority to issue NPDES permits
on a State-wide basis for IAMs within resource management units (e.g.,
one permit per State for the National Forest Service, National Park
System, Bureau of Land Management, or Fish and Wildlife Service
resource areas). This would allow Federal land managers to establish
State-wide priorities based on impairment or threats to water resource
quality and the most effective use of the available resources. Such
priorities could allow some sites not to be controlled or be subject to
relatively less stringent controls.

o The Administration supports an amendment to substitute, for existing
technology-based requirements under the NPDES program for IAMs on
Federal lands, the authority for Federal land managers to identify water
resource quality that is.threatened or impaired by IAMs and to implement
targeted controls for such sites, similar to existing authority for permits
for municipal separate storm sewer systems contained in section
402(p) (3)(B).

o The Administration further supports allowing, in general, no more than
up to ten years to meet appropriate water quality standards within a
resource management unit, as defined in the language above, from the
date of issuance of an NPDES permit to the Federal land manager. The
Federal land manager would be expected during this period to 1) strive
to achieve water quality standards as expeditiously as possible, 2)
continue to assess the water resource quality impacts of IAMs where
they are currently unknown, and 3) continue to implement targeted
controls for those sites causing impairments or threats once identified.
This provision should not apply to IAMs which were permitted under the
NPDES program prior to the date of enactment.

o The Administration supports encouraging States to review and revise
their designated uses and water quality standards implementation proce-
dures, as they develop water quality-based permits, to reflect the
episodic nature of storm water runoff, the varying Ioadings during storm
water events, and the potential resilience of natural ecosystems to some
infrequent, temporary incremental Ioadings.
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4.0 Storm Water

EPA’s current Phase I storm water program requires NPDES permits of cities and
counties with municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) serving populations of 1!30,000
or more and "storm water discharges associated with significant industrial activity." The Phase
II program, currently suspended due to a Congressional moratorium, could require permits for
all private sources of storm water (commercial, industrial, retail, and institutional) and all MS4s
serving all populations that have the potential to affect water quality. In the Initiative, EPA has
addressed the potentially high costs of the Phase II program while still providing protection from
private sources and additional MS4s.

The "worse case" scenario for storm water permitting reflects the most inclusive option
of all potential options that EPA would consider in proposing rules for the types of facilities
covered under Phase II. If EPA were to propose regulations for permitting Phase II facilities,
EPA may propose to cover only a portion of these facilities, based on consideration of costs
incurred and environmental benefits gained. EPA could propose regulations covering the same
facilities to the same extent as suggested in the Initiative.

The Initiative’s Phase II program will focus on system-wide permits for MS4s in Census-
designated urbanized areas--i.e., areas with a population of 50,000 or more and a population
density of 1,000 persons per square mile. The Census Bureau has identified 396 such urbanized
areas nationwide. Phase II MS4s will be required to implement storm water management
programs that are subject to a "maximum extent practicable" (MEP) standard. These programs
will, at a minimum, address: (1) nonstorm water discharges to their systems (i.e., illicit
connections) and (2) storm water runoff from growth and development and significant
redevelopment activities (including discharges from construction of less than 5 acres) and, where
appropriate, those Phase II sources causing water quality impairment.

Where the NPDES authority deems it necessary, MS4s in the 138 urbanized areas
associated with a Phase I permitted MS4 may be required to have a more comprehensive storm
water management program (consistent with the Phase I storm water requirements). The
comprehensive storm water management programs would cover Phase II light industrial,
commercial, retail, and institutional storm water sources under a municipality’s storm water
permit. The NPDES program would not cover Phase II sources not addressed through a
municipal program. Such discharges could be addressed by the NPS program if they were a
targeted source.

4.1 Private Sources

Under a stringent interpretation of the CWA, the current Phase I program is estimated
to cost industrial permittees $3.99 billion per year, while Phase II under a similarly stringent
interpretation could cost as much as $16.23 billion in annual costs.
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To account for the uncertainty in estimating the potential costs, EPA has developed
ranges. These ranges account for variations in both the number of sources affected and the costs
incurred. The Initiative’s Phase II plan would reduce these impacts on commercial, service, and
institutional facilities considerably, imposing costs of between $0.34 billion and $1.67 billion
per year, as follows:

10,000 facilities x $22,340/facility $0.22 billion
28,000 facilities x $34,700/facility $0.97 billion

96,000 facilities x $630/facility $0.06 billion
269,000 facilities x $1,885/facility $0.51 billion

100,000 sites x $630/site $0.06 billion
100,000 sites x $1,885/site _ $0.19 billion

TOTAL $0.34 billion $1.67 billion

From a universe of 1.1 million significant sources, EPA has identified 100,000 that are
similar to Phase I industrial sources while the remaining 1.0 million are retail, commercial, and ’
institutional. Of the 100,000 industrial sources, approximately 60 percent or 60,000 have no
storm water exposure. Of the remaining 40,000 sources, EPA has assumed that municipalities
will require between 25 and 70 percent of the facilities to install storm water controls. To
further account for the uncertainty inherent in projecting costs, EPA has used $22,340 per
facility at the low end and $34,700 per facility at the high end of the estimated cost to comply
(EPA, 1994c). The total cost for industrial look-a-likes is estimated to be between $0.22 billion
and $0.97 billion per year.

Of the remaining 1.0 million sources, 60 percent are located in urbanized areas and may
be addressed under storm water management programs for the urbanized areas. As above, 36
percent, or 216,000 sources, are estimated to have no storm water exposure. Of the remaining
384,000 sources, or 64 percent, the low-end number of facilities (96,000 sources or 25 percent)
could incur costs as low as $630 per facility, while the high-end number of facilities (269,000
sources or 70 percent) could incur costs as high as $1,884 per facility.

In addition, 40 percent of the private sources that are not covered by a municipal
program would be covered by the NPS program. Under the NPS program, only the sites
located in impaired watersheds would need controls. EPA believes roughly 25 percent of these
sites are in impaired watersheds. At a range of $630 and $1,885 per site and 1130,000 sites, the
annual costs will be between $0.06 billion and $0.19 billion.

Based on these estimates, the Initiative’s total cost on private sources is between $0.34
billion and $1.67 billion. Compared to EPA’s best interpretation of current law and assuming
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that the moratorium will expire, the Initiative will avoid costs (or yield a cost savings) of
between $14.6 billion and $15.9 billion.

The Initiative may also result in potential cost savings for those facilities currently or
soon to be permitted under the existing storm water Phase I regulations. About 60 percent of
existing permitted industrial sources and 100 percent of potentially permitted light industrial
sources will not require NPDES permits under the Initiative’s provisions. In addition, small
(less than 5 acre) construction sites will be considered Phase II sources, and this would result
in additional cost savings of $70 million per year. As a result, additional cost savings to private
sources from Phase I requirements will be between $1.1 billion and $1.6 billion.

The above estimates are derived in EPA, 1994c, and are summarized here. Based on a
stringent interpretation of the current law, the overall cost savings (or costs avoided) to private
sources from these provisions would be in the range of $15.7 billion and $17.5 billion, as shown
in Table 21.                    _

4.2 Municipalities

Costs for the current Phase I program for municipal sources are estimated at between
$1.6 billion and $2.6 billion annually, based on a covered population of 69.3 million people and
per person costs of between $23.91 and $37.00 per person,s

If the Phase II moratorium expires, EPA could be required to promulgate regulations
covering an additional population of at least 74.1 million people (25.3 million in 138 urbanized
areas associated with Phase I MS4s, 29 million in 258 additional urbanized areas between the
population of 50,000 and 100,000, and potentially 19.8 million in other MS4s). EPA’s best
interpretation of the current law is that it would not include these additional 28 million in other
MS4s. Using the same unit costs ($23.91 to $37.00), the existing Phase II program could cost
between $1.8 and $2.7 billion per year.

To account for the uncertainty of the impact in terms of the number of municipalities
affected and the costs incurred, EPA has estimated a range of costs for the Phase II provision
in the Initiative. The following estimates are derived in EPA, 1994c, and are summarized here.
About 25.3 million people live in 138 urbanized areas (UAs) with growth and development and
illicit discharge. Costs range from a low of $15.33 per capita to a high of $23.72 per capita.
The range of total costs for these urbanized areas is between $0.39 billion and $0.60 billion.
Ne~t, EPA assumed that between 25 and 70 percent of the population in these UAs will be
covered by a comprehensive program based in part on the percentage of impaired urban waters.
The population affected will be between 6.33 million and 17.7 million. The additional cost of

8 Population estimates for the municipal storm water costs are from the draft "Report to Congress on Storm

Water Dischargers Not Regulated Under Phase I of the NPDES Storm Water Program" (EPA, 1993d). Average
costs are from the draft EPA report "Review of Program Costs in Part 2 NPDES Municipal Storm Water Penmt
Applications" (EPA, 1993e).
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a comprehensive plan above the cost of addressing growth and development and illicit discharges
will be in the range of $8.58 and $13.28 per capita. The total cost of the comprehensive
coverage will vary from a low of $0.05 billion to a high of $0.24 billion.

EPA identified 29 million people in another 2:58 UAs who will be affected by the Phase
II provisions. The cost of compliance will vary from $1:5.33 per capita to $23.72 per capita.
The total cost of this coverage will be in the range of $0.44 billion and $0.69 billion. The final
element of this cost on municipalities is the cost of addressing private sources and industrial
look-a-likes that impact water quality in areas without the comprehensive program and in areas
with combine sewers. At a per capita cost of $2.00, EPA estimates that about 75.7 million
people will incur $0.15 billion. At a per capita cost of $5.00, the upper-end cost would be
$0.38 billion.

25.3 million population x $1:5.33 per.capita $0.39 billion
2:5.3 million population x $23.72 per capita $0.60 billion

6.33 million population x $8.58 per capita $0.0:5 billion
17.7 million population x $13.28 per capita $0.24 billion

29.0 million population x $15.33 per capita$0.44 billion
29.0 million population x $23.72 per capita $0.69 billion

7:5.7 million population x $2.00 per capita $0.1:5 billion
7:5.7 million population x $5.00 per capita $0.38 billion

TOTAL $1.03 billion $1.91 billion

The total cost to the municipalities of the proposed Phase II requirements is between
$1.03 billion and $1.91 billion, as shown in Table 20.

Compared with the cost of Phase II requirements under a stringent interpretation of the
current law, total savings to municipalities will be between $73:5 million and $850 million per
year.

4.3 State Water Programs

The impacts of the Phase II storm water provisions on states have not been estimated but
ar~ expected to 1~ minimal.

4.4 Federal Agencies

Additional costs of the storm water provisions on federa! agencies will total $19 million
per year. EPA will account for $2 million per year of this cost, and DOI will account for $17
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million per year.

4.5 Benefits9

The benefits of storm water control as proposed in the Initiative are based on numerous
case studies and are summarized as follows:

¯ 75 to 80 percent reduced loadings in urbanized areas prior to and during
development,

¯ 15 to 25 percent reduced loadings in areas already developed,

¯ Greater environmental protection at lower cost,

¯ Improved water resource quality, habitat, and aquatic life; reduced flooding;
improved recreational opportunities; increased commercial fishing; improved
human health; and increased employment.

(Note that more cost-effective and institutionally feasible prevention and management methods
are available for new development than for areas that have already been developed.)

Bellevue, Washington (see longer summary in Appendix B)

Bellevue has a population of nearly 87,000 and covers a 30-square mile area that contains
five lakes and over 50 miles of open streams. The city established a storm water utility in 1974
to maintain a hydrologic balance, prevent property damage, and protect water quality.

The city requires newly developing areas to include on-site storm water management that
provides protection for 24-hour, 100-year storm events.

Examples of program benefits:

Flood control. One of the most successful aspects of the program is flood
control, which relies on eight remote-controlled regional detention basins along
major stream corridors to monitor rainfall, stream flow, and water levels. This
helps ensure that flood gates control peak flows. Small detention basins reduce
peak flow rates up to 60 percent, providing flood and stream-bank erosion control
and protecting stream-side property.

9 $~ ~1~o th~ EPA (1994~) l~ekground p~p~r "CWA B~a¢fits of Storm W~r Controls," Janu~’y 1994.

10 Cost~ for th~ ~ studi~ w~-r~ not ~tv~labl¢ and h~nc~ ~ not include! h~r~.
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Reduced property damage. As a result of storm water controls over the previous
10 years, property damages were avoided during a 100-year storm in 1anuary
1986.

Reduced pollutant loadings. Runoff concentrations of lead and total solids were
reduced by 10 to 25 percent through biannual cleaning of storm drainage inlet
pumps and catch basins; oxygen demanding substances, nutrients, and zinc
concentrations were reduced by 5 to 10 percent. Conventional street-sweeping
operations reduced toxic loadings by 5 to 10 percent. Installation and mainte-
nance of oil/water separators reduced floatables in the drainage system.

Reduced illegal dumping. Dumping of motor oil and debris in storm drains was
significantly reduced through increasing public awareness of storm water issues
and volunteer stenciling of storm drains. A recent survey indicates that 85
percent of area residents .dispose of used oil at a recycling facility.

Increased recreational opportunities. Clean-up of Mercer Slough (a 325-acre
wetland) along with stream and wildlife enhancement of the park resulted in
increased canoeing on the slough and increased visitation to the park’s trails.

Murray City, Utah

Murray City (population 31,000) worked with the Utah Department of Transportation
(DOT) to develop a storm water control system for runoff from a 4.5-mile stretch of highway
in conjunction with the construction of an 18-hole, 135-acre municipal golf course.

Storm water runoff from the highway and subsurface waters is collected and routed
through a series of streams and wetlands into four .ponds on the golf course.

Examples of program benefits:

Reduction in pollutant loadings. The pond sy.~tem removes approximately 90
percent of the sediment, oil and grease, and dissolved materials from the highway
runoff.

Flood control. The system successfully handled the runoff from two 25-year
storms.

Savings in irrigation water costs. The detention ponds provide 7 acres of flood
retention area and created nearly 11 acres of wetlands. The ponds also provide
water to irrigate the golf course, which saves nearly $80,000 per year in watering
costs.

Savings in highway construction costs. Because runoff was diverted to irrigate
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the golf course, DOT saved $300,000 in land acquisition and storm water piping
costs by eliminating the need to construct a separate storm water discharge system
for the highway.

Orlando, Florida

The city of Orlando (population 160,000) receives over 50 inches of rain annually, over
half of which converts to storm water runoff and flows into the city’s 83 lakes. One example
of a project to manage storm water is the creation of the Greenwood Urban Wetland, which
consists of several ponds in a series.

Examples of program benefits:

Increased property values. Overall, whenever Orlando constructs a storm water
control lake, property values in that area increase.

A savings was realized in construction of the Greenwood Urban Storm Water
Control Wetland with the sale of fill dirt that was excavated ($5/cubic yard).

Creation of a natural park. The Greenwood Urban Wetland created a natural .
park atmosphere (with footbridges, walking paths, picnic areas, and opportunities
for observing wetland wildlife) in an urbanized area.

Irrigation and drinking water supply. Cleansed storm water is used to irrigate the
upland areas of the park, which conserves the drinking water supply.

Santa Clara Valley, California

Santa Clara Valley has a municipal stor~ water permit covering 15 co-permittees
(14 municipal entities and one water control district). Three of the municipalities have
populations over i00,000, four are between 50,000 and I00,000, and seven are less than 50,000.

Transportation activities have been identified as potentially the most significant source
of storm water pollutants. Copper and zinc have been identified as significant contaminants in
the storm water runoff into south San Francisco Bay. These metal are carried by suspended
particles. Brake pad dust is believed to be a major source of the copper.

Examples of program benefits:

Significant reduction in copper loadings. Street sweeping activities clean 19,000
miles per month and have prevented 2,500 pounds of copper and 46,!300 cubic
yards of material throughout the area from entering storm sewers.

Reduction in floatables. Cleaning 34,000 catch basins has r~moved 1,000 cubic
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yards of material. Inspection and cleaning of 160 miles of conveyances has
removed 400 cubic yards of material.

Identification of illegal dumping activities. The co-permittees identified 867 cases
of illegal dumping, of which 700 have been resolved.

Tulsa, Oklahoma

The city of Tulsa (population 367,000) has been recognized as having an effective storm
water management program. EPA recently issued a draft municipal storm water permit for
Tulsa.

Discharges from Tulsa’s storm sewer collection system were identified as a source of
pollutant Ioadings in the Zinc Lake portion of the Arkansas River. The storm sewer’s discharges
showed a high concentration of bacteria..

Examples of program benefits:

Removal of suspended solids. Tulsa estimates that its construction site storm
water controls average 70 percent effectiveness in removing total suspended solids
from storm water runoff. In addition, the city estimates that its street sweeping
and structural operation and maintenance reduce suspended solids by up to 50
percent; metals by up to 10 percent; total solids and lead by 10 to 25 percent; and
oxygen demanding substances, nutrients, and zinc by 5 to I0 percent.

Improved Water Quality in the Arkansas River. The city identified 35 illicit
storm sewer connections drained into Zinc Lake and the Arkansas River. Tulsa
removed these discharges from the storm sewer system and state, s that water
resource quality has improved as a r~sult.
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APPF~NDIX B

STORM AND SURFACE WATER UTILITY
BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON

Bellevue, Washington, is a suburban community located in the Puget Sound area east of
Lake Washington in the Seattle metropolitan area. The city experienced substantial population
growth during the last 30 years and particularly rapid growth over the last 20 years. When
Bellevue incorporated as a city in 1953, the population was approximately 6,000 and the city
limits covered five square miles. By 1990, Bellevue had grown to a population of 86,000 and
an area that covered 30 square miles, making it the fourth largest city in Washington State.
Recent estimates indicate that the watershed is over 90 percent developed, primarily with
residential units and commercial and light industrial uses.

Rapid growth and development created storm water runoff problems in most of the
natural streams draining the area. The city’s 30-square mile area contains over 50 miles of open
streams and five lakes. Much of the average annual rainfall of 42 inches is carried by existing
streams into the following receiving waters: Kelsey Creek, Meydenbauer Bay and the Lake
Washington East Channel, Yarrow Bay on Lake Washington, Lake Sammamish, and Coal
Creek. Of these, Lake Washington is considered the primary receiving water body. The types
of storm water runoff problems documented in the Bellevue area include increased flooding and
streambank erosion; property damage; stream sedimentation/siltation; diminished salmon runs;
water quality degradation by discharges of nutrients, heavy metals, pesticides, and oil; and illicit
connections.

In response to citizen concerns about environmental degradation caused by storm water
runoff, the city of Bellevue established a storm water utility in 1974. The mission of Bellevue’s
Storm and Surface Water Utility (SSWU) is to manage the storm and surface water system in
Bellevue, to maintain a hydrologic balance, to prevent property damage, and to protect water
quality for the safety and enjoyment of citizens and the preservation and enhancement of wildlife
habitat.

STORM AND SURFACE WATER UTILITY PROGRAMS

When first established, Bellevue’s utility focused on examining various solutions to
control flooding and preserve waterways. The utility selected an "open stream concept" using
streams as the main conveyance system for storm water runoff. This system uses regional,
in-stream flood control facilities to attenuate peak flows for older development. The utility also
manages the municipal storm drainage system. In addition, regulations require developers to
provide erosion and sedimentation controls at all construction sites and on-site storm water
controls for new development. With successful flood control systems in place, the focus has
recently shifted to water quality controls, including requirements mandated by the federal Clean
Water Act. For the most part, SSWU’s comprehensive effort to solve storm water quality
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problems is preventive in nature, but the utility also recognizes the need for retrofitting and new
capital improvements for treatment.

Management of Bellevue’s storm drainage system and open streams involves five major
programs: a capital improvement program, operations and maintenance, water quality control.
public education, and administration. Activities conducted under each of the major programs
are summarized below.

¯ Capital improvement program. SSWU’s capital improvement program (CIP~
involves planning, design, property acquisition, flood control construction, water
quality treatment, and stream enhancement projects. The utility constructed a
series of 11 in-stream flood control facilities (detention basins) within the
Bellevue stream system to provide protection for the 24-hour, 100-year storm
event. SSWU also improves stream passages for carrying capacity, stability,
wildlife habitat, and migratory fish passage.

Operations and maintenance. The operations and maintenance (O&M) program
involves those functions typically associated with urban drainage, such as repair
and minor replacement of SSWU’s structural facilities. Bellevue’s O&M program
also includes operation of structures for flood control, including a telemetry
control system for stnactures and an emergency storm response program, a
drainage system inventory, and advice to private citizens on private drainage
concerns.

¯ Water quality control. Activities conducted for water control include drainage
system cleaning, routine monitoring of receiving waters, investigative monitoring
of pollution events and sources, emergency response for water pollution events,
coordination with other water quality control agencies, participation in lake
restoration studies and projects, a private maintenance inspection program, and
a streams enhancement program.

¯ Public education. SSWU’s public education efforts focus on available services
and the environment. Specific activities include articles in local publications
about SSWU services and the effects of human practices on the environment, the
Stream Team Program (includes a water quality newsletter, workshops, and
citizen activities), City Hall’s "Mini Salmon Hatchery" and annual salmon
release, storm drain stenciling projects, and a business water quality program.

¯ Administration. Administrative programs for SSWU include financial
management, rate administration, comprehensive drainage planning, general
administration, and support for the City Council and Storm and Surface Water
Advisory Commission. SSWU assures quality control of utility services by
tracking all service requests through an automated Customer Action Request
system.
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UTILITY FINANCE~G

The city decided that the most equitable system of drainage service charges entails basing
changes on the estimated amount of runoff that individual properties contribute to the surface
water system. All properties are classified according to their intensity of development. Each
classification is assigned a rate (per 2,000 square feet of property area), with current rates set
as follows: undeveloped ($0.17), light development ($0.99), moderate development ($1.23),
heavy development ($1.83), and very heavy development ($2.46). Wetlands are also a class;
however, wetlands are not charged due to their value in water quantity and quality control. The
classification combined with the total square footage of the property determines the service
charge, which is billed every two months.

Revenues grew slowly until rates were raised to fund the adopted Capital Improvement
Program, .which was initiated by issuance of $10 million in revenue bonds. Three major rate
increases occurred in 1980 (70 percent), 1982 (90 percent), and 1986 (35 percent), and
subsequent rate increases have remained in the single-digit category largely to cover inflation.
Although the majority of SSWU revenue is from service charges, other revenue sources include
clearing and grading permit fees, general facilities charges, and interest on fund accounts.
Revenues from the utility service charges and these other sources cover the full costs of
Bellevue’s storm and surface water management program.

Single-family customers make up 92 percent of the 24,000 accounts and contribute 45
percent of the revenue. An average single-family household pays $16.44 every two months ($98
per year) for 10,000 to 12,000 square feet of property with a typical home. Tax-exempt
properties are not exempt from the utility charges. (Washington State highways and Bellevue
streets are the SSWU’s two biggest ratepayers.)

BENEFITS OF THE STORM AND SURFACE .WATER PROGRAM

One of the most successful of SSWU’s programs is flood control, and several different
approaches to managing storm water discharges are achieving water quality improvements. In
addition, Bellevue’s reputation as a well-planned, environmentally sensitive city is enhanced
through SSWU programs that preserve the city’s numerous streams.

Reductions in Peak Flows

¯ Bellevue’s use of the natural stream system to manage storm water preserves the
environment and reduces costs. Bellevue’s storm water management activities to
address flooding and stream erosion problems range from four to ten times less
costly than traditional storm sewer improvements.

¯ Small detention basins (detention times of 30 minutes or less) reduced peak flow
rates by up to 60 percent, providing flood and streambank erosion control that
protects streamside property.
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¯ With a computerized remote control system, maximum flood protection along
major stream corridors is achieved through eight regional detention basins. The
remote control system monitors rainfall, stream flow, and water levels to ensure
optima[ operation of flood gates to control peak flows.

¯ During a 100-year storm experienced by the Bellevue area in January 1986,
property damages occurred only where planned improvements were not yet
constructed. Capital improvements totalling $15 million and constructed over the
previous 10 years reduced flooding and streambank erosion, thereby avoiding
property damages.

¯ Calls for emergency service during storm events continue to decrease, indicating
that SSWU’s flood control system has significantly reduced hazards to life and
property.

Reductions in Pollutant Loadings/Discharges

¯ Runoff concentrations of lead and total solids were reduced by between 10 to 25
percent over a two-year period through biannual cleaning of storm drainage inlet
sumps and catch basins. Chemical oxygen demand (COD), nutrient, and zinc
concentrations were reduced by between 5 to 10 percent over a two-year period.

¯ Toxic loadings were reduced by between 5 and 10 percent by conventional street-
sweeping operations.

¯ Introduction of floatables to the drainage system was reduced by the installation
and maintenance of oil/water separators, some of which have the capability of
reducing oil and grease during oil spill events to levels generally associated with
background levels in urban storm water.

¯ Dumping of motor oil and debris in storm drains was significantly reduced by
increasing public awareness of storm water issues through SSWU’s Stream Team
Program and. volunteer stenciling of storm drains. A recent survey indicates that
85 percent of area residents dispose of used oil at a recycling facility.

¯ Dumping of motor oil and ho~,ehold chemicals was also reduced through
SSWU’s Oil Recycling and Hazardous Waste Program. SSWU collected 2, I00
gallons of petroleum products at a recycling event in October 1993.

¯ Total solids in urban runoff originating from residential yards were reduced by
increasing public awareness of practices such as pet waste and litter control.

¯ A wide variety of local businesses work with SSWU water quality staff to prevent
storm water pollution at the source through an innovative program called Business
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Partners for Clean Water.

Protection or Restoration of Ecological Resources

¯ Volunteers have planted thousands of native trees and shrubs along 10 miles of
Bellevue’s open streams to shade stream waters and enhance fish habitat. Other
stream enhancement projects conducted through the Stream Team Program have
reduced streambank erosion which also lowered water temperatures and provided
shade to enhance fish habitat.

¯ Kelsey Creek’s salmon fishery was enhanced through installation of regional
detention basins that help mitigate peak flows and habitat improvements from
streambank revegetation projects. Previously, this salmon fishery was limited and
unhealthy because of high peak flows from urban runoff that altered the stream
channel and carried pollutants.

¯ Anadramous fish populations are enhanced because SSWU’s flood control system
is designed to provide maximum flood protection with minimum impact on
fisheries and fish migration. During salmon spawning season, flood control gates
remain open until significant heavy rainfall occurs.

¯ Sensitive areas (floodplains, wetlands, and steep slopes) are protected through the
city’s Natural Determinants Regulations, which prohibit development of
designated areas, including 740 acres of wetlands.

¯ The city is restoring Phantom and Larsen Lakes in partnership with the
Washington Department of Ecology. Restoration measures for Phantom Lake
over a two-year period reduced annual internal phosphorus loading to the lake by
approximately 75 percent and reduced annual external phosphorus loading by 39
to 54 percent. The trophie status of Phantom Lake improved substantially after
implementation of restoration measures, although it remains a eutrophic lake.

¯ Ecological and aesthetic features of the natural environment are preserved through
regulation of new development under city codes and a Comprehensive Plan to
reflect the philosophy that development should be integrated naturally with the
environment and preserve rather than overcome natural features.

Recreation Activity

¯ Kelsey Creek, a natural water channel that was developed to convey storm water
from the city of Bellevue to Lake Washington, provides recreational opportunities
such as canoeing, birdwatehing, and hiking.

¯ Cleanup of Mercer Slough (a 325-acre wetland), along with stream and wildlife
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enhancement in Mercer Slough Nature Park, resulted in increased canoeing on the
slough and increased visitation to the park’s interpretive trail.

¯ Phantom and Larsen Lakes furnish recreational opportunities such as fishing and
educational opportunities for school children, who visit the lakes for environmen-
tal education projects.

Economic Activity

¯ Clean water in Bellevue and the surrounding Puget Sound area is important for
drinking, food sources, recreation, and industry.
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Introduction

Background                                 tutional and technical issues, from watershed planning

and public information programs to the design and ap-As stormwater and snowmelt flow across the urban
plication of best management practices.landscape, countless contaminants are carried into our

rivers, lakes, and estuaries. The effects of these con,
taminant discharges on the environment can be severe. Purpose
Water quality and sediment characteristics can be de- The purpose of this seminar publication is to make
graded, threatening the biological integrity of our urban available to a much wider audience the valuable infor-
water bodies. In addition to urban runoff quality, the mation presented at the National Conference on Urban
quantity of urban stormwater and snowmelt that reaches Runoff Management. This publication comprises 53 pa-
urban streams can cause severe physical harm to sen- pets that were presented at the conference. The papers
sitive ecosystems, including those well beyond urban- address a broad spectrum of programmatic and techni-
ized areas, cal topics relating to urban watershed management,

including:.The proper management of urban watersheds is a chal-
lenging and complex task. As urban-watersheds are ¯ Watershed planning
developed, they produce a site-specific mix of pollutants

¯ Stormwater management programsthat can adversely affect water and sediment quality.
Also, with increased urbanization comes increased im- ¯ Regulatory issues
permeability, resulting in higher stormwater flows to

¯ Monitoring, modeling, and environmental assess-streams that can cause streambed and streambank ero-
mentsion. Urban runoff management is particularly difficult

because government jurisdictions rarely coincide with ¯ Design and application of best management prac-
watershed boundaries. So, to overcome these institu- tices and controls
tional obstacles and implement effective urban water-

¯ Education and information programsshed management programs, comprehensive and
coordinated management strategies are needed.        The papers in this publication represent the collective

knowledge and experience of many talented individualsThe National Conference on Urban Runoff Management who have developed and are implementing and support-was held in Chicago, Illinois, from March 30 to Apdl 2, ing watershed management programs at the federal,1993. The purpose of this conference was to bring to- state, county, and local level. As a result, this documentgether national experts in the field of urban watershed will be a valuable resource to regulators, watershed
management to discuss and share ideas and ap- management program personnel, and others interestedproaches for effective urban watershed management, in developing and implementing a successful urban wa-This 4-day conference addressed a wide variety of insti- tershed management program.
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Watershed Planning and Program Integration

Eric H. Livingston
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation, Tallahassee, Florida

Abstract                              Introd uction

Since passage of the Clean Water Act, federal, state, When land within a watershed is changed from its natu-
and local governments together with the private sector ral state to agricultural land and then to urban land,
have spent billions of dollars attempting to meet the many complex interconnected changes occur to the
act’s goals of restoring and maintaining the chemical, natural systems within the watershed. These changes
physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters, can and do have profound effects on the health of
While great progress has been made, especially with these systems as well as their inhabitants. As Earl
respect to reducing traditional point sources of pollution, Shaver describes in his paper, one of the greatest
we are faced with a much more complex and difficult changes is the alteration of the watershed’s hydrology,
challenge: reducing the pollution associated with our especially the infiltrative capacity of the land. Addition-
everyday activities. Facing the environmental chal- ally, the everyday activities of humans within the water-
lenges presented by nonpoint sources and stormwater shed add many potential environmental contaminants to
discharges requires a more comprehensive and inte- the watershed that can be easily transported by precipi-
grated approach, especially if we are to maximize the tation and runoff.
environmental benefits in a cost-effective manner. This
approach is known as watershed management--the Managing stormwater and nonpoint sources of pollution
integration, on a watershed basis, of the management presents many complex challenges to the water resources
of land resources, water resources, social-cultural re- manager that are somewhat unique and quite different
sources, financial resources, and infrastructure. Imple- from those encountered when managing traditional
mentation of this approach requires a cooperative point sources of pollution. These challenges include:
Watershed Management Team effort involving all levels

¯ Integrating land-use management, because changeof government, the private sector, and each citizen,
in land use creates the stormwater problems.

Besides addressing the need for watershed management, ¯ Educating the public about how everyday activitiesthis paper discusses briefly the many components of a contribute to the stormwater/nonpoint source prob-
comprehensive watershed management program. Key lem and how they must be part of the solution.
program elements include growth management, land
preservation/purchase, wetlands/floodplains protection, ¯ Developing a management framework that is based
erosion and sediment control, stormwater management, on the fact that "we all live downstream" and that
wastewater management, watershed prioritization and stormwater flows are not constrained by political
targeting, inspections and maintenance, research, pub- boundary lines.
lic education, and dedicated funding sources. Other

¯ Obtaining the cooperation and coordination of neigh-papers in this publication review the evolution of Flor-
boring politica~ entities that exist within a watershed.ida’s watershed management program, with emphasis

on successes and failures together with recommenda- ¯ Not only managing stormwater from new development
tions to improve the environmental effectiveness of the but retrofitting existing "drainage systems" that wereprogram (e.g., "The Evolution of Florida’s Stormwater/ built solely to convey runoff away from developed landsWatershed Management Program"). to the nearest water body as quickly as possible.
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Secondly, constraints imposed by current stormwater they discharge to receiving waters, presents many corn-
treatment technology, such as treatment efficiency, land plex challenges. Correcting these problems will be ex-
needs, and maintenance needs, and by the costs of tremely expensive and technically difficult, and will take
assessing and solving existing stormwatednonpoint a long time. Accordingly, we need to re-evaluate our
source pollution problems call for a cooperative and current approach to stormwater management to shift the
regional framework. Additionally, the proliferation of fed- emphasis towards more comprehensive, prevention-orio
eral programs and requirements imposed by federal ented strategies such as watershed management.
legislation, such as the Federal Clean Water Act and the The following comparison illustrates the differences be-Coastal Zone Management Act, has caused fragmenta- tween the usual piecemeal approach to stormwater man-
tion of efforts and created program ’turf wars" and even
conflicts between programs within the U.S. Environ- agement and a comprehensive watershed approach (1):

mental Protection Agency (EPA). Other federal pro- ¯ The usual approach: For existing urban develop-
grams such as the National Flood Insurance Program, ment, the usual approach is to address local storm-
the Section 205 flood control program, and even agri- water problems without evaluating the potential for
cultural crop subsidy programs directly conflict with the runoff control measure to cause adverse effects
achieving the goals set forth in various environmental in downstream areas. In the case of new urban de-
laws and programs. Finally, current environmental man- velopment, stormwater management responsibilities
agement approaches rely on regulatory efforts that at- would be delegated to local land developers, and
tempt to compensate for adverse effects caused by land each would be responsible for constructing stormwa-
alteration activities on a particular site. Implementing a ter management facilities on the development site to
watershed management approach helps to overcome maintain postdevelopment peak discharge rate, vol-
all of these challenges and, just as importantly, allows ume, and pollutant loads from the site at predevelop-
inclusion of planning efforts that can prevent problems, ment levels. There would be little or no consideration
This allows for more extensive use of less expensive of the cumulative effects of the developments with
nonstructural management practices, their individual stormwater systems on either the local

government stormwater infrastructure or the down-
Watershed Management stream lands and waters.

’~/Vatershed management" is a flexible framework for ¯ The watershed approach: This option involves de-
integrating the management of all resources (land, bio- veloping a comprehensive watershed plan, known as
logical, water, infrastructure, human, economic) within a "the "master plan," to identify the most appropriate
watershed. Basically, it is the managing of human control measures and the optimal locations to control
activities so as to cause the least disruption to natural watershedwide activities. The watershed approach
systems and native flora and fauna. With respect to the typically involves combinations of the following:
management of stormwater and nonpoint sources, the - Reviewing the watershed and its characteristics to
crucial factor is the integration of the management of assess problems and potential solutions.
land use, water/stormwater, and infrastructure. Watershed - Strategically locating a single stormwater manage-
management has numerous facets, including planning, ment facility (a regional system) to control postde-
education, regulation, monitoring, and enforcement, that velopment runoff from several projects within a
are performed on a watershed basis, basin (or from a fully developed basin or subbasin).
The watershed management approach discussed in this - Providing stormwater conveyance improvements
paper must be flexible. The size of the watershed to be where necessary upstream from the regional facility.
managed can be very large (a river basin) or very small - Employing nonstructural measures throughout the
(a subbasin). Selection of watershed size depends on watershed, such as acquisition of floodplains, wet-
many factors, including ecological systems in the water- lands, and natural stormwater depressional stor-
shed, ground-water hydrologic influences, the type and age areas; soundly planned land use; limitations
scope of resource management problems and goals, on the amount of imperviousness; grassed swales
and the level of resources available. Additionally, the rather than storm sewers; and roof runoff direction
institutional framework for watershed management will to pervious areas.
vary greatly depending on the legal framework that has
been established in state law and local ordinances. While the usual approach to urban stormwater manage-

ment is relatively easy to administer, it offers several

Advantages of Watershed Management         disadvantages. There is a greater risk of negative ef-
fects, particularly in watersheds that cover several juris-

As discussed above, solving our nation’s stormwa- dictions. Insignificant flood protection benefits result
ter/nonpoint source problems, especially retrofitting ex- from emphasis on the effects of minor localized flooding.
isting "drainage systems" to reduce the pollutant loads Ineffective runoff control throughout the watershed is
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caused by the failure to evaluate Iocational differences in facilities that the public feels are primarily recreational
the benefits of stormwater management facilities. Rela- facilities that merit protection for water quality.
tively high local costs for facility maintenance are in-
curred, as are unnecessary costs associated with:the use Another advantage of watershed management is that
of small-scale structural solutions rather than large-scale the resource management goals can be more resource
nonstructural solutions, which typically are much cheaper, oriented. Prevention practices and programs to protect

natural systems and beneficial uses of our water bodiesIncluded among the possible negative effects of this can be stressed. These typically are more cost effective
piecemeal approach to stormwater management are the than trying to restore natural systems after they have
following: been adversely affected by human activities that occur
¯ It may only partially solve the major flooding problem(s), within a watershed.

¯ It may solve flooding problems in the upstream juris- Watershed management allows coordination of infra-
diction but create flooding problems in downstream structure improvements with point and nonpoint source
jurisdictions, management programs and, most importantly, provides

a vital link between land use and water resources man-
¯ Randomly located detention basins may actually in- agement.

crease downstream peak flows.

¯ Maintenance needs and costs associated with nu- Watershed Management Framework
merous onsite runoff controls are very high. There is no single approach or institutional framework

¯ Significant capital and operation/maintenance expen- for establishing a watershed management program.
ditures may be wasted. While establishing a watershed management institu-

tional and legal framework would be easiest if we could
¯ The costs of remedial structural solutions likely will start with a clean slate, we cannot. There is an existingbe much greater than the cost of a proper manage- legal framework in each state, county, and city. These

merit program, may differ greatly. In some states, there will be a long
The watershed master planning approach offers signifi- list of existing laws, rules, and programs that have been
cant advantages over the piecemeal approach. It prom- set up to respond to earlier state needs. In other states,
ises reductions in capital and operation/maintenance there will be very few laws, rules, and programs that can
costs and reductions in the risk of downstream flooding form a foundation for establishing watershed manage-
and erosion, particularly in multijurisdictional water- ment programs. Therefore, one of the keys to opening
sheds. It offers better opportunities to manage existing the watershed management door is flexibility. In some
stormwater problems and the ability to consider and use cases, the focus will be on enacting new laws. In other
nonstructural controls. Other benefits include increased cases, the emphasis will be on revising existing laws
opportunities for recreational uses of stormwater con- (ordinances) to better integrate and coordinate pro-
trois, potential contributions to local land-use planning, grams and objectives.
enhanced opportunities for stormwater reuse, and Another key to establishing a watershed management
popularity among land developers, framework is patience. Getting state laws or local ordi-
There are some disadvantages to the watershed ap- nances enacted or modified is not an easy process. A
proach: long-term game plan must be developed and pursued

with diligence. Each component of a watershed man-
¯ In advance, local governments must conduct studies agement program has its own controversies, guarantee-

to locate and develop preliminary designs for regional ing that public debate will be vociferous on.many issues.
stormwater management facilities. Therefore, priorities must be established. Typically, pri-

¯ Local governments must develop and adhere to a o~/setting depends on state resource problems and
future land-use plan so that the regional facility is needs, public sentiment, and the degree to which an
properly designed to capture runoff from the planned ~ssue becomes "sexy," thereby receiving coverage by the
amount of development and impervious surfaces, news media. In many cases, it may take several years

to get a particular piece of legislation passed or revised.
¯ Local governments must finance, design, and con-

struct the regional stormwater management facilities To succeed, education of elected officials, state agency
before most development occurs and provide for re- managers, and the public must be a priority. Public partici-
imbursement by developers over a buildout period pation and support are essential in building a consensus.
that can last many years. Many of the issues that watershed management pro-

grams address are complex and not easily demonstrated.
¯ In some cases, local governments may have to con- Managers of stormwater and other nonpoint sources of

duct extraordinary maintenance activities for regional pollution, unlike the managers of traditional point sources
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of pollution, cannot point to pipes that continuously dis- ¯ Continuity of stormwater/watershed management
charge effluents. Therefore, promoters of watershed programs over a long period, which is required to
management programs must use multimedia presenta- correct existing problems and prevent future ones.
tions to not only educate but also to entertain. You must
sell the need for watershed management! ¯ Cooperation between federal, state, and local gov-

ernments; cities and counties; public and private
Another key to success is to take advantage of any sectors; and all citizens.
opportunities that arise. Unfortunately, these opportuni- ¯ Communication to educate ourselves and elected of-
ties often occur after a natural disaster that results in the ficials about how we are all part of the problem and
loss of property or lives. After Hurricanes Frederick and how we can and must be part of the solution.
Andrew struck South Carolina and South Florida, re-
spectively, considerable public debate arose about ¯ Coordination of stormwater retrofitting to reduce
building codes, land uses, and development within sen- pollutant loading and of other natural systems resto-
sitive and susceptible coastal areamwhether to allow ration activities with other proposed infrastructure
rebuilding in these areas and whether public programs improvements (e.g., road projects) or development/
such as the National Flood Insurance Program should redevelopment projects to maximize benefits and
subsidize development in such areas. These debates, cost-effectiveness.
especially of the costs and benefits, can be used to help ¯ Creativity in best management practice technology,build support for growth management and land acquisi- in funding sources, and in our approach to solving
tion programs. Furthermore, flooding (and in a few Io- these complex, costly problems.
cales, water quality problems) can be used to break the
"hydro-illogical cycle" and gain support for stormwater ¯ Consistency in implementing laws, rules, and pro-
management programs and local stormwater utilities, grams nationally and statewide to assure equity and

fairness for everyone.
’Finally, in building a watershed management frame-
work, one must establish clear goals for the overall ¯ Cash in large amounts and over a long period to
program. Some important goals include: correct existing problems and prevent future ones.

¯ Commitment to solving our current problems and pre-
¯ Providing opportunities for preventive nonstructural venting future ones so that we can ensure that ourcontrols in addition to structural controls that can help children have a bright future ("Just Say No To Storm-to mitigate the impacts of human activities within a water Pollution").watershed.

Watershed Management Program¯ Establishing clearly defined, holistic natural resource
management goals. Components

Watershed management involves the integration of
¯ Setting priorities, both in terms of a long-term legis- management programs addressing the many differinglative agenda and by targeting watersheds, human activities that occur within a watershed. This

section discusses briefly many different components or¯ Encouraging public participation so that everyone
"buys in" and feels that they are part of the solution, programs that typically are considered a part of water-

shed management. The following list and discussion of
¯ Integrating all available tools and resources into a programs is not all inclusive. Other programs addressing

coordinated, cost-effective, cooperative approach, specific state or regional needs have been implemented
around the country. In developing or implementing pro-

¯ Finding dedicated funding sources outside the main grams, it is important to take advantage of information
funding stream (also known as "general revenues") and technology transfer clearinghouses and to commu-
so that the watershed management programs do not nicate with people in other states, cities, and counties
compete with law enforcement, education, or other who have implemented similar programs.
high-priority societal needs.

Each of the various watershed management programs
In developing, selling, establishing, and implementing a includes common aspects such as planning, holisl~c goals,
watershed management framework and associated pro- science/technical support, implementation (usually with
grams, it is very important to keep in mind "the big Cs both regulatory and nonregulatory approaches), and
of watershed management" (2): extensive public participation. Public participation is

needed in all aspects of the program: planning, rule
¯ Comprehensive management of people, land use, development and adoption, permitting, and inspec-

natural resources, water resources, and infrastruc- tion/enforcement. Programs must also address how to
ture throughout a watershed, obtain adequate funding and staffing; how to train staff
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and the public, especially the regulated community; how Table 1. The Land Planning Framework Versus the Water
to ensure inspection and compliance; and how to Planning Framework
ensure long-term operation and maintenance of struc- Land Planning Water Planning
tural controls. Finally, programs must be evaluated
regularly to optimize their environmental effectiveness, Land development regulations Water management regulations
cost-effectiveness, and efficiency in providing service. Loca~ compliance plans State water management plans
This requires a commitment to monitoring programs Regional policy plans State water policythat can actually ascertain if the program’s goals are
being met. State comprehensive plan State comprehensive plan

Typically, these programs are implemented following
enactment of a state law that requires a state agency to pie of the hierarchial relationship of these planning
set up a program to address a specific concern. Pro- frameworks is shown in Table 1.
gram implementation via legislative mandate usually Following is a discussion of many of the program com-helps to ensure that a program has adequate legal portents that typically are part of a watershed manage-authority and staffing/funding support. Some of the pro- ment framework. These can be divided into threegrams discussed can and have been established by the categories:passage of a rule by a state agency using its general
legislative powers, for example, programs for public = Land planning and management
education, pollution prevention, monitoring, and priori-
tizing target watersheds. Given the current scientific ¯ Water planning and management
data on the pollutants found in stormwater, erosion and = General resources planning and managementsediment control and even stormwater treatment pro-
grams can be established using general water pollution
control authorities. These programs are very staff/re- Land Planning and Management Program
source intensive, however, requiring legislative approval Components
of budget requests at a minimum. Land planning and management programs often are

called growth management programs. It is important toCommon watershed management programs include
understand the clear distinctions between growth man-both planning and regulation. It is important to under-
agement, comprehensive planning, and land/environ-stand the difference between comprehensive planning
mental regulation:and permitting. Both are needed to effectively manage

growth and protect the quality of our environment and ¯ Growth management looks at broad issues and at
our citizens’ quality of life: the interrelationship of systemsmnatural systems,

infrastructure, land use, and people. It attempts to
= Comprehensive planning allows a community to assess how well we have been providing for themake decisions about how and where growth will needs of our citizens in the past and, when newoccur in the future. Comprehensive planning asks, is people move here, to determine what their needs arethis the right location, is this the right time, and is this and how they will be provided. Growth managementthe right intensity for the proposed use of the land?

encompasses comprehensive planning, natural resourceComprehensive planning seeks to prevent problems management, public facilities planning, housing, rec-(social, economic, environmental) before develop- reation, economic development, and intergovernoment occurs, mental coordination.

¯ Permitting, on the other hand, asks only, how can we ¯ Comprehensive planning is a governmental processdo the best job with this development on this particu- for inventorying resources, establishing priorities, es-
lar site? Permitting is site-specific and seeks only to tablishing a vision of where a community wants to
mitigate the impacts of the land-use decision. There go, and determining how to get there. It is a system-
always are inherent limitations in any regulatory pro- atic way of looking at the different components of a
gram that comprehensive planning can help to over- community, county, region, and state.
come. Principal among these limitations is the fact
that permitting is piecemeal and does not consider ¯ Regulations are the specific controls applied to dif-
cumulative effects. Therefore, regulation and permit- ferent types of development activities to regulate and
ting cannot substitute for planning, minimize their negative impacts. Typically, regula-

tions are administered by all levels of government,
Watershed planning and management programs must federal, state, and local. At the local level, land de-
include two equal components: the land planning velopment regulations are the ordinances that imple-
framework and the water planning framework. An exam- ment the local comprehensive plan.
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State Comprehensive Plan ¯ State review and approval: Required? Which agen-
cies? Administrative process?A state comprehensive plan serves as the base of

both the land and water planning pyramids. A State ¯ Compliance: Monitoring? Incentives? Disincentives?
Comprehensive Planning Act would establish goals and Citizen enforcement?.
policies for each of the plan’s various elements and
require the state land planning agency to prepare a ¯ Limitations on the number and type of comp plan
general state comprehensive plan. Elements in a state amendments: Frequency? Process?
comprehensive plan usually include water resources, ¯ Regular plan updates and implementation appraisals:
natural systems, air quality, coastal and marine re- Required? Frequency?
sources, land and ~;lldlife resources, waste manage-
ment, public facilities (infrastructure), transportation,
mining, agriculture, education, and economic develop- Wetlands and Floodplain Protection

ment. If the state’s land planning framework includes Wetlands and floodplains are the =bladder" and "kid-
"regional planning councils" or "regional council of gov- neys" of a watershed. They provide a wide range of
ernments," those agencies would be responsible for irreplaceable services at no cost, including maintenance
developing a regional plan. Both the state and regional and improvement of water quality; floodwater convey-
plans would have to be consistent with the goals and ance and storage; shoreline stabilization; water recharge
policies set forth in the state comprehensive planning and supply; sediment control; aquatic productivity;
act. These goals and policies, set by the legislature, are spawning and nursery grounds; habitat for shellfish, fish,
to provide guidance to state, regional, and local govern- waterfowl, endangered species and other wildlife; and
ments in developing and implementing programs, rules, open space and recreation. Unfortunately, we have not
or ordinances. Consistency must occur from the base of in the past appreciated these benefits. Instead, we
the planning pyramid all the way to its apex. To help looked on these areas as unproductive, snake-infested
ensure consistency and to integrate agency implemen- mosquito havens with no socially accepted redeeming
tation programs with the law’s goals and policies, this value. Consequently, only about 40 pement of our na-
law can require the preparation of state agency func- tion’s original 215 million acres of wetlands remain,
tional plans. These plans can form the basis for agency largely the result of the conversion of wetlands and
budget requests, which must be related to the state floodplains to agricultural lands.
comprehensive plan’s goals and policies.

Although Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act
Growth Management and Land Development establishes a wetlands program, its effectiveness in
Regulation maintaining, protecting, and restoring our nation’s wet-

lands is highly questionable. Not only are nationwide
The Local Government Comprehensive Planning Act general permits to conduct activities in wetlands rela-
(LGCPA), often referred to as the growth managementtively easy to obtain, but agricultural and silvicultural
act, establishes the key piece of the natural resources activities are largely exempt. Another problem hindering
jigsaw puzzle: the direct connection between land-use the environmental effectiveness of this federal program
management and water/natural systems management, is a lack of national consistency. Furthermore, other
Eight states (Oregon, Florida, New Jersey, Maine, Vermont, federal programs (e.g., Section 205 of the 1948 Flood
Rhode Island, Georgia, Washington) have implemented Control Act, National Flood Insurance Program) directly
state growth management programs (3). While these pro- conflict with wetland and water quality protection efforts
grams have elements in common, each state has differ- by promoting alteration and development of these sen-
ent implementation requirements. Some states =require" sitive lands.
while other states "recommend" local plans, consistency,
compliance, etc. An LGCPA should at least address the A state wetlands protection act can be an important
following components, which are common to each of the addition to a state’s watershed management arsenal to
eight existing state growth management programs: either fill in the gaps of the federal program or to expand

the protection of wetlands and floodplains. In developing
¯ Legislative authority and intent. and implementing a state wetland protection program, it
¯ Local comprehensive plans: Required? Voluntary? is important to integrate, not duplicate, existing federal

Schedule? Planning period? Required elements? programs. Because the current federal wetlands permit-
Minimum requirements? ting program is administered by the Army Corps of

¯ Plan implementation: Required? Site planning? Land Engineers and EPA, typically the state water quality/en-
vironmental management agency is the implementing

development regulations? agency at the state level. Frequently, the =wetlands
¯ Consistency with state goals/policies: Required? protection act" is simply a new section within a state’s

Monitoring? Enforcement? existing environmental laws.
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Components that need to be addressed by a state wet- be taken, however, to avoid the "taking of property."
lands/floodplain protection act include: One way to he~p ensure that this goal is met and that

¯ Defining "wetland." A wetland should be defined by extremely crucial or sensitive lands within a watershed

three characteristics: the elevation and duration of are preserved is to implement land acquisition pro-

flooding, the presence of certain wetland-specific grams.

plants, and hydric soil conditions. The law should The federal government has implemented several types
clearly state that wetlands are considered to be "wa- of land acquisition programs that have helped to pre-
ters" just like a river, lake, or estuary, serve sensitive lands, protect vital wildlife habitats, and

establish recreational lands, such as our national parks¯ Establishing a standard method to delineate wet-
and national wildlife refuges. Federal budget problemslands. Wetlands represent the transitional edge be-
and intense competition for the limited federal land ac-tween waters and uplands. Determining where a
quisition funds, however, makes it difficult to gain thesewetland ends and the upland begins is neither an
monies to obtain properties, especially those that do noteasy nor an uncontroversial undertaking. Wetland
have national or at least regional significance. Addition-scientists should be allowed to establish combina-

tions of hydrologic, vegetation, and soil indicators and ally, federal funding programs generally require match-

a process by which to "draw the wetland line." ing funds from state and/or local governments.
Therefore, the establishment of state and local land

¯ Requiring consistant statewide application of the wet- acquisition programs can greatly increase the ability to
land definition and wetland jurisdictional delineation purchase and protect sensitive lands and, equally im-
method by all levels of government, portantly, to capture limited federal funds.

¯ Establishing wetland protection/management goals Establishing state or local land acquisition programs
and policies that can set the basis for wetland regu- requires extensive citizen participation and support. You
lations and permitting criteria, will be asking the public to tax themselves to raise

¯ Creating goals and policies that foster more cost-ef- money to purchase lands, preserve them, and provide
recreational opportunities. You must "sell" the program.fective pollution prevention approaches by stressing Catchy phrases and acronyms are helpful. Citizenswetland avoidance rather than mitigation,
must see that they or their children will benefit and that

¯ Requiring or encouraging regional mitigation banks the funds will be spent wisely and cost-effectively. Land
rather than onsite mitigation, acquisition programs must avoid conflicts of interest and

be administered with great integrity and openness.¯ Establishing a fair permitting process that ensures
public participation, equity, an appeals process, and A state and local land preservation and acquisition act
decisions based on scientific/technical merit, should contain the following components and consid-

erations:¯ Allowing, with strict pretreatment requirements, the
incorporation of certain wetlands into domestic ¯ Clearly defined program goals and policies. These
wastewater and stormwater management/reuse sys- will form the foundation for determining what types
terns, provided that the ecological characteristics of of properties will be purchased and how purchasing
the wetland are protected, restored, or enhanced, priorities will be established. The program’s goals

and policies should advocate the preservation and¯ Requiring the annual tracking of wetland losses and restoration of lands that contribute nonstructural en-mitigation efforts, successes, and failures.
vironmental benefits. Additional resource management

¯ Providing for assumption, by the state, of the federal factors that should be considered in purchasing lands
Section 404 wetlands program, include open space and recreational and wildlife benefits.

State and Local L~nd Preservation and ¯ Integrated and coordinated federal, state, local, and

Acquisition private land preservation and acquisition programs.
This will maximize the ability to leverage funds from

Regulating and restricting the use of pri~ate property are various sources. Establishing interconnected wildlife
very controversial. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled corridors and greenways should be a priority.
several times, however, that state and local govern- ¯ Extensive participation by citizens, private conserva-ments have the legal authority to do so. In fact, it is the tion groups, and state and local governments to es-responsibility of government to ensure the health, safety, tablish program regulations, administrative procedures,and welfare of the public. Restricting what can and and, most importantly, land-buying priorities.cannot be done on a particular piece of property helps
to maintain property values and to prevent contamina- ¯ The long-term ownership and active land management
tion of air, land, water, and human resources. Care must of the property once it is purchased. Which agency
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will be in charge, an environmental agency? A parks example of how, over years, an existing law is revised
and recreation agency?. A fisheries or wildlife agency?, to establish or refine existing or new environmental
A private organization (i.e., Nature Conservancy, requirements or programs.
Trust for Public Land)? Does a land management
plan need to be developed? How will land manage- While state environmental protection laws around the
ment be funded? country include many common and similar environ-

mental requirements and mandates, there is also con-
¯ Dedicated funding sources. Purchasing large quanti- siderable variation among states. A major reason for this

ties of land and then managing the land, especially is that different states approach the same problem dif-
with public access and use, requires significant funds ferently. For example, some states enact separate ero-
over a long period. To obtain sufficient funds, it may sion and sediment control acts and stormwater
be desirable for a state or local government to use management acts. Other states combine these two very
its ability to sell bonds. Bonds can raise large important watershed management components. In
amounts of money at one time, which can then be some states, the law governing the siting and use of
paid off like a mortgage. However, that requires hav- onsite wastewater disposal systems is found within a
ing a source of funds that is stable and predictable state’s general health code law, while in other states it
over the life of the bond. Fees on real estate trans- is found within the environmental law. These three wa-
actions (e.g., documentary stamps) and local option tershed management components will be discussed as
sales taxes have been used extensively around the separate topics even though their legislative authority
country for this purpose, often is integrated into a state’s environmental laws.

Water Resources Planning and Management State environmental protection laws generally contain
Programs such components and considerations as:

In general, the United States is blessed with an abun- ¯ Establishment of the state environmental agency, along
dance of clean water resources. Water generally is with its legal authority and powers and responsibilities.
available whenever we want it, in whatever quantity we ¯ Establishment of an "environmental regulation com-
desire and at a very low cost. Consequently, less atten- mission," generally composed of citizens appointed
tion and emphasis have been placed on water re- by a political body (i.e., governor), which usually
sources planning and management, especially from a holds public workshops and adopts the state’s envi-
holistic approach. In the past, water planning and man- ronmental regulations and standards.
agement programs were implemented usually to ad-
dress a crisis that had arisen. The continuing growth of ¯ Permitting evaluation criteria, permit fees, and admin-
our nation’s population, however, continues to exert istrative procedures, which typically include a legal,
ever-growing demands on our vulnerable and limited administrative hearing process to appeal permitting

decisions.water resources. Additionally, the need to begin manag-
ing unconventional pollution sources such as stormwa- ¯ Programs, with adequate legal authority/direction and
ter and other nonpoint sources requires a re-evaluation resources (staffing and funding), to address general
of the way we manage water. Accordingly, water re- environmental protection and management of air, land,
source planning and management programs are receiv- and water resources (surface and ground water).
ing increased attention and evaluation.

¯ Programs, with adequate legal authority/direction and
Within this subcategory of watershed management pro- resources, to minimize the impacts of specific pollution
grams, we include water quantity and quality programs sources such as wastewater and industrial discharges,
for the protection and management of surface and solid wastes, hazardous wastes, and toxic wastes.
ground waters, as well as general environmental protec-
tion programs. All of these programs usually include ¯ Pollution prevention programs such as "Amnesty
both pollution prevention aspects and pollution treat- Day," which allows citizens to safely dispose of haz-
ment aspects, ardous or toxic household wastes; used oil recycling

centers; waste reduction and assistance programs
Environmental Protection for industry; "Adopt a Road (Stream, Lake, Bay,

Shoreline)" programs; recycling; and "Farmstead As-
Most states have enacted some type of state environ- sistance" ("Farm*A*Syst") programs.
mental protection act, typically to control traditional point
sources of pollution. Generally, these laws are patterned ¯ Programs to restore environmentally damaged lands

and waters, especially critical areas such as wet-somewhat after the federal Clean Water Act. These laws
get revised frequently as either a new state environ- lands, floodplains, steep slopes, and eroding lands.
mental crisis or concern arises or the Clean Water Act ¯ Programs to monitor the health of the environment
gets amended by Congress. This law is an excellent and to assess the effectiveness of watershed man-
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agement programs. Monitoring programs need to in- sight of programs, especially regulatory ones, dele-
clude sampling of the water column, sediment, and gated downwards for implementation is essential to
biological community. They need to be able to pro- ensure program consistency.
vide information concerning long-term trends in envi-
ronmental health, as well as the status of the health ¯ Developing a state water policy to provide guidance
of selected water bodies or natural systems, for the implementation of all water programs and

regulations in the state, which should be adopted as
Water Resources Planning and Management a rule, preferably as part of the state’s environmental

regulation code. The state water policy must be
Many states have enacted a water resources act that based on and consistent with the goals and policies
is distinct and separate from the state environmental in the state planning act. State, regional, and local
protection act, perhaps because the planning and water regulations and programs must be consistent
management of water resources is essential to the con- with the state water policy. Ideally, goals and policies
tinued survival of life on our planet and because water in a local comprehensive plan should also be consis-
is a major determinant of economic development and tent with the policy.
quality of life. Water resources planning and manage-

¯ Providing the districts with dedicated sources ofment must include consideration of both water quantity
revenue to ensure long-term, adequate funding of all(water supply, water allocation, flooding) and water
necessary water resource management programs.quality. A state water resources act needs to be fully
Sources used in parts of the country include ad va-integrated with the state environmental protection act. It
Iorem assessments (property taxes), fees on watermust ensure that implementation of programs by both
use, permitting fees, and special assessments.the state environmental protection agency and state/

regional water resources agency is coordinated, consis-
Supplemental Surface Water and Environmentaltent, and complimentary.
Protection Programs

A state water resources act creates the framework for
There are several watershed management componentwater resources planning and management programs to
programs that may be established within one of thebe undertaken by state, regional, and local govern-
above two statutes or which may be established inments. Using the goals and policies of the state compre-
statute separately.hensive planning act, the environmental regulation

commission adopts a regulation known as its state water Erosion and Sediment Control Act/Program. Land
policy. This rule contains general policy statements ad- disturbing activities are among the largest source of
dressing the myriad water resource topics, such as sediments and particle-borne pollutants. Preventing
water supply and conservation, surface water preserva- erosion and minimizing and capturing sediments, espe-
tion and management, and natural systems preserva- cially from construction sites, are essential parts of any
tion and management. It provides guidance for the watershed management framework. Since 1972, over
implementation of all water resource programs and 20 states have enacted erosion and sediment control
regulations, whether by a state, regional, or local entity, laws and programs.
The act could establish regional "water(shed) manage-
ment districts" which are set up on the basis of water- Establishment of an erosion prevention and sediment
shed boundaries. The districts would conduct regional control law or program should include the following corn-
watershed planning, help coordinate water manage- ponents and considerations:
ment efforts undertaken by local agencies to ensure that ¯ Clearly defined legal authority, goals/performance
watershedwide goals are met cooperatively, and oper- standards, and responsibilities of the implementing
ate regulatory and research programs, state and/or regional or local agencies.
A state water resources act should include such pro- ¯ Assurance that publicly funded projects, especially
gram components and considerations as: highways, must comply with all program require-
¯ Establishing water(shed) management districts to ad- ments, and an encouragement for these projects to

serve as models.minister special regional (watershed) water planning
and management programs. These districts should ¯ Determination of whether utility construction, agricul-
provide statutory authorities and be given broad powo tural, and forestry projects are to be included in the
ers to protect, manage, and restore surface- and program.
ground-water resources.

¯ Agency responsibilities and relationships. Typically,
¯ Setting the institutional relationships between the implementation of an erosion and sediment control

state environmental agency, regional water manage- program involves a state agency and a regional/local
ment districts, and local governments. Strong over- agency such as a soil and water conservation district
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or a local government. Delegation of the program agency such as a water(shed) management district,
from the state to the local agency must involve close soil and water conservation district, or a local gov-
oversight to ensure consistency, ernment. Delegation of the program from the state to

the local agency must involve close oversight to en-
¯ Adequate staffing and other resources to conduct sure consistency.

research on the effectiveness of control measures,
develop scientifically sound rules, and conduct train- ¯ General goals and minimal treatment performance
ing and education programs for plan reviewers, in- standards (on which best management practice de-
spectors, developers, engineers, and site contrac- sign criteria will be based) based on the state water
tors. A state training and certification program for plan policy, and a biological or resource based perform-
reviewers, inspectors, and contractors is highly rec- ance standard for reducing the pollutant loading from
ommended because it is very unlikely that public existing drainage systems.
agencies will ever obtain sufficient staffing to conduct
inspections of construction sites on a regular basis.

* Adequate staffing for planning, coordinating, permit-
ting, and enforcement, and resources to conduct re-

* Mutual integration of the state erosion and sediment search on the effectiveness of control measures; to
program, the state stormwater management pro- develop scientifically sound rules; and to conduct
gram, and the new federal National Pollutant Dis- training and education programs for plan reviewers,
charge Elimination System (NPDES) Stormwater inspectors, developers, engineers, and site contrac-
Permitting Program. tors.

Stormwater Management Act/Program. Most states * A state training and certification program for plan
have implemented some type of stormwater "drainage" reviewers, inspectors, and contractors. This is highly
program to ensure that their citizens and their properties recommended, because it is very unlikely that public
are protected from flooding. In some states, special agencies will ever obtain sufficient staffing to conduct
"drainage districts" or "drain commissions" have been inspections of stormwater systems either during con-
established at a regional or local level. Today, however, struction or afterwards on a regular basis. These pro-
we know that stormwater is also one of the major grams can be integrated with similar erosion and
sources of pollutant Ioadings to our nation’s rivers, sediment control programs.
lakes, and estuaries. Stormwater management is evolv-
ing slowly from its "drainage" focus to a much more

¯ Integration of the state stormwater management pro-

comprehensive, multiple-objective program that ad- gram with the state erosion and sediment control

dresses stormwater quality and quantity. Stormwater
program and with the new federal NPDES Stormwa-
ter Permitting Program.

programs must attempt to prevent or minimize stormwa-
ter problems associated with new land-use activities but * A mechanism, such as stormwater operating per-
must also develop programs to reduce the pollutant mits, to ensure that stormwater management systems
loading discharged from older "drainage systems." This are inspected at least annually to determine mainte-
latter objective is extremely difficult and expensive to nance needs and that systems are maintained and
address. Watershed management approaches are es- operated properly. Ideally, this system is implemented
sential. Typically, a state stormwater management pro- by a local stormwater utility which provides the owner
gram begins by addressing the problems associated of a properly maintained and operated stormwater
with new land uses and then evolves into a more com- system with a stormwater utility fee credit as an eco-
prehensive, watershed-based program to address the nomic incentive.
retrofitting of older stormwater systems. ¯ Statutory authority for the establishment of dedicated
Components and considerations that need to be ad- funding sources for stormwater management pro-
dressed by a state stormwater management act/pro- grams at both the state and local level. At the state
gram include: level, small fees on concrete, asphalt, fertilizer, or

¯ Clearly defined legal authority, goals/performance
pesticides might be considered. At the local level,
stormwater utilities are widely used around the coun-

standards, and responsibilities of the implementing
state and/or regional or local agencies,

try with great success.

Watershed Prioritization and Targeting Act/Program.
¯ Assurance that publicly funded projects, especially high- The ever-growing number of water resources problems

ways, comply with all program requirements, and an
encouragement for these projects to serve as models,

along with the financial constraints faced by all levels of
government strongly suggest a need for the establish-

¯ Agency responsibilities and relationships. Typically, ment of watershed prioritization and targeting programs.
implementation of a stormwater management pro- Many states, often as part of the implementation of
gram involves a state agency and a regionaVIocal stormwater/nonpoint source management programs, have
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set up such programs (4, 5). Considerations and com- ¯ The adoption of OSDS regulations that govern the
portents of a state watershed prioritization and targeting types of OSDS systems (e.g., drainfields, mound sys-
act/program include: tems, aerobic units), the siting of systems (e.g., water-

table elevation, soil types, setbacks from wetlands/¯ Clearly identifying which state, regional, and local
waters), the design and performance of OSDS (e.g.,agencies will be involved in establishing priority wa-
secondary treatment?, nitrates <10 mg/L?), determi-tersheds. Public participation is essential to ensure
nation of whether surface discharges will be allowedthe cooperation and "buy in" of citizens around the
and under what conditions, inspections during con-state and within the targeted watershed. Cooperation
struction and throughout the use of the system, andand joint ventures with private land conservation
maintenance.groups need to be encouraged.

¯ Regular inspection (every 2 to 3 years) and mainte-¯ Providing guidance on what factors will be consid-
nance (e.g., pumpout, drainfield) to help ensure thatered in the prioritization process. These may include
OSDSs continue to function properly. The estab-requirements such as water bodies being of state-
lishment of OSDS management districts, which havewide or regional significance or of a certain level of
defined service areas, funding sources, and legaldegradation; the level of local government and citizen
authority, is one mechanism that can be used. An-support, especially by those land owners that will
other method of ensuring that OSDSs continue toneed to install management practices; and the avail-
function properly is to require inspections and up-ability of local matching funds,
grading/maintenance of systems whenever a prop-

¯ Providing a legal mechanism for the adoption of the erty is sold.
"priority list" by the appropriate state, regional, or
local agency. Ensuring that the list is reviewed on a General Resources Planning and
regular basis and updated or refined as needed. Management Programs

¯ Providing a dedicated source of funds (state, re- One of the challenges of implementing watershed man-
gional, local) to develop and implement a watershed agement frameworks and programs is their complex,
management plan within a realistic time schedule, interwoven nature. Many aspects of watershed man-

agement transcend the simple classification schemeOnsite Wastewater Management Act/Program. The
outlined at the beginning of this section. These includenation’s rapid population growth and the accompanying the need for broad-based natural resource managementmove to the suburbs and even more rural areas has led programs and for environmental education programs,to a tremendous proliferation of the use of onsite waste-
especially those integrated into the curriculum of thewater disposal systems (OSDSs). Often considered an K-12 education system. In many states, separate agen-inexpensive alternative to centralized wastewater col-
cies have been established that have responsibility forlection and treatment systems, OSDSs can cause or the management of land, fish and wildlife, agriculture,contribute to health and environmental resource prob-
mining, and parks and recreation. Often a state forestrylems which are difficult and very expensive to solve. Like department is responsible for the acquisition and man-many areas of nonpoint source management, OSDS agement of state forest lands. The activities and pro-programs need to stress prevention but also be able to grams of these agencies typically are an essentialcorrect problems related to the past use and misuse of component of watershed management. Close coordina-these systems. Traditionally, state health departments tion and cooperation between these agencies and therather than state environmental or water resources other "primary" agencies involved in watershed man-agencies have administered OSDS programs. It is in- agement are needed to ensure that programs do notcreasingly evident, however, that OSDSs are a major conflict and to maximize the benefits and cost-effective-contributor to impairment of aquatic systems, hess of all programs.

Astateonsitewastewatermanagementact/programshould Additionally, while nearly every natural resources re-include the following components and considerations: source management agency has some type of environ-
¯ Clearly defined legal authority, goals/performance mental education programs, these typically are narrowly

standards, and responsibilities of the state, regional, focused, dealing with a particular program. The growing
or local entities involved in the implementation of the importance of nontraditional pollution sources such as
program, stormwater and nonpoint sources requires the develop-

ment and implementation of a broad-based environ-
¯ Goals and performance standards that not only ad- mental curriculum that begins teaching children in

dress traditional health concerns but that also require kindergarten and continues all the way through their
consideration of the potential environmental effects senior year of high school. Each of us must understand
of OSDSs. the basic interrelationships of the air, land, and water
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and how our everyday activities can and do contribute a rotating schedule among the basins, and the correla-
to the degradation of our natural systems. We must tion of management needs (monitoring, planning, per-
re-establish the ethic of stewardship, and the best way mitting, enforcement) with staff and resource
to accomplish this is through the education of our youth, allocations. North Carolina prioritized and scheduled its

17 basins based on consideration of the nature and
Example State Watershed Management extent of known problems, a basin’s importance in terms
Initiatives of human use, the availability of data, and staff workload

balancing.Several states have developed and implemented some
or many of the watershed management program corn- For each basin in turn, North Carolina will perform the
ponents discussed above. In recent years, states have 15-step process outlined below (6):
begun to try to integrate ongoing programs into a more
comprehensive watershed management framework. 1. Compile all existing relevant information on basin
Within this publication can be found papers that de- characteristics and water quality.
scribe or discuss state programs such as Delaware and 2. Define the water quality goals and objectives for
Florida, regional programs such as the Puget Sound water bodies within the basin. Revise as necessary
(Washington) Management Program and the San Fran- as more data are obtained.
cisco Bay Program, and local programs such as the
Prince George’s County (Maryland) and Summit County 3. Identify the critical issues (e.g., water supply protec-
(Ohio) programs, tion, shellfish harvesting) and current water quality

problems within the basin. Determine the major fac-
One of the ways in which existing programs, especially tors and sources (point, nonpoint, habitat degrada-
planning and regulatory programs, can evolve into an tion) that contribute to the problems.
integrated watershed approach is demonstrated by the
ongoing efforts in North Carolina. The North Carolina 4. Prioritize the basin’s water quality concerns and
Division of Environmental Management (NCDEM) has critical issues. Ensure public participation and input
developed a plan in which basins, not stream reaches, from other government agencies and nongovern-
are the basic unit of water quality management. The merit groups.
objectives of North Carolina’s Basinwide Water Quality 5. Define the subbasin management units using basin
Management Initiative include (6): hydrology, physiographic boundaries, problem ar-
¯ Identify priority problem areas and pollution sources eas, and cdtical issues.

that merit particular pollutant control, using modifica- 6. Identify needs for additional information.tions of rules (e.g., basin criteria) and increased en-
forcement. 7. Collect additional information.

¯ Determine the optimal water quality management 8. Analyze, integrate, and interpret the information col-
strategy and distribution of assimilative capacity for lected. Revisit Steps 2 through 5 in light of the new
each of the 17 major river basins within the state, information.

¯ Prepare, in cooperation with local governments and 9. Determine and evaluate the management options
citizens, comprehensive basinwide management plans for each management unit in the basin.
that set forth the rationale, approaches, and long-term
management goals and strategies for each basin. 10. Select final management approaches for the basin

and targeted subbasins.
¯ Implement innovative management approaches that

protect the state’s surface water quality, encourage 11. Complete the draft whole basin management plan.
the equitable distribution of assimilative capacity, and Perform additional modeling and other analyses to
allow for sound economic planning and growth, finalize wasteload allocations.

The whole-basin initiative is envisioned as a fully inte- 12. Distribute the draft plan for review and comment,
grated approach to water quality assessment and man- and conduct public hearings.
agement. It integrates planning, monitoring, modeling, 13. Revise the plan as appropriate in response to com-
point source permitting and control, nonpoint source ments. Ensure adoption of the plan by the state’s
control, and enforcement within a basin. NCDEM has environmental management commission.rescheduled its NPDES permit activities so that permit
renewals within a given basin will occur simultaneously 14. Implement the management approaches, including
and will be repeated at 5-year intervals, point and nonpoint source controls.

One of the difficulties in implementing a basin-wide 15. Monitor the program’s success and update the plan
approach is the setting of priorities, the establishment of every 5 years.
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The Evolution of Florida’s Stormwater/Watershed Management Program

Eric H. Livingston
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation,

Tallahassee, Florida

Abstract over 20 major rivers and estuaries and nearly 8,000 lakes.
Research conducted during the late 1970s as part of the Plentiful ground-water aquifers provide over 90 percent
Section 208 Water Quality Management Program iden- of the state’s residents with drinking water. Add the
tiffed pollutant loading from stormwater discharges as state’s climate and it’s easy to see why many consider
the major source of water quality degradation in Florida. the Sunshine State a favored vacation destination and
This paper reviews the evolution of Florida’s stormwater why the state has experienced phenomenal growth since
regulatory program, from its initial emphasis on control- the 1970s. Today, Florida is the fourth most populous
ling stormwater problems from new development to its state, and its population is still growing rapidly, although

not at the 900 people per day (300,000 per year) ratecurrent emphasis on reducing pollutant loading from
existing development. The philosophical and technical that occurred throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
basis for the program are discussed, as are the pro- Florida’s natural systems, especially its surface- andgram’s major components. The paper emphasizes how ground-water resources, are extremely vulnerable andthe program is beginning to address the retrofitting of easily damaged. This is partially the result of the state’sexisting "drainage systems." sandy porous soils, karst geology, and abundant rainfall.
Developing and implementing a statewide stormwater The negative impacts of unplanned growth were seen
management program requires several key compo- as early as the 1930s, when southeast Florida’s coastal
nents. Research must be undertaken to develop state- water supply was threatened by saltwater intrusion into
wide rainfall distribution statistics, determine stormwater the fragile freshwater aquifer that supplied most of the
pollutant loading characteristics, determine the effec- potable water for the rapidly expanding population. By
tiveness of various stormwater treatment practices, and the 1970s, it was becoming all too clear that unplanned
identify key design criteria for each type of best man- land-use, development, and water-use decisions were
agement practice. Education is essential and must be altering the state in a manner that, if left unchecked,
targeted at many different audiences: design engineers, could lead to profound, irretrievable loss of the very
state and local government staff and elected officials, natural beauty that brought residents and tourists to
construction personnel, inspectors, maintenance staff, Florida. Extensive destruction of wetlands, bulldozing of
and citizens. Dedicated funding sources at both state and beach and dune systems, continued saltwater intrusion
local levels are very important, especially if the program into freshwater aquifers, and the extensive pollution of
is tg achieve the desired environmental benefits and for the state’s rivers, lakes and estuaries were only some
retrofitting. Most importantly, integration of stormwater of the negative impacts of this rapid growth.
regulatory programs with other resource management
programs on a watershed basis must occur for maxi- Fortunately, Florida’s citizens and elected officials be-
mum environmental results and cost-effectiveness, came educated about these problems and began devel-

oping programs to protect and manage the state’s
Introduction natural resources. Florida began serious and compre-

hensive efforts to manage its land and water resources
Florida is blessed with a multitude of natural systems, and its growth as the environmental movement in the
from the longleaf pine-wiregrass hills of the Panhandle nation and the state gained strength in the early 1970s.
to the sinkhole and sand ridge lakes of the central ridge, Florida’s natural resources management programs have
the Everglades "River of Grass," and the coral reefs of evolved over a 20-year period. Collectively, the individ-
the Keys. Abundant surface-water resources include ual laws and programs enacted during this period can
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be considered "Florida’s Watershed Management Pro- results of research being conducted under the 208 pro-
gram." In many cases, these laws have been integrated gram. DER also established a stormwater task force
either statutorily with revisions to existing laws or through with membership from all segments of the regulated and
the adoption of regulations by various state, regional, environmental communities. A revised stormwater rule,
and local agencies. Chapter 17-25, FAC, was developed over 2 years, in-
The evolution of Florida’s watershed management pro- volving more than 100 meetings between department

staff and the regulatory interests, and the disseminationgram typically involves the following sequence: 1) con-
of 29 official rule drafts for review and comment. Thecorn about a specific "pollutant" or problem creates a

resource/environmental management program which rule was adopted by the state’s Environmental Regula-
usually begins by focusing on "new sources" (site basis); tion Commission (ERC) and became effective in Febru-
2) over time, as new sources are controlled and the ary 1982. The adopted rule required a stormwater
effectiveness of the program increases, the focus shifts permit for all new stormwater discharges and for modi-
to cleaning up "older sources" (watershed or regional fications to existing discharges that were modified to
basis); 3) ultimately, the focus shifts to integrating the increase flow or pollutant loading.
program with similar ones to eliminate any duplication The stormwater rule had to be implemented within the
and to improve efficiency and effectiveness, framework of the federal Clean Water Act. The act es-

tablishes two types of regulatory requirements to controlFlorida’s Stormwater Program: pollutant discharges: technology-based effluent limita-
The Beginning tions, which reflect the best controls available consider-
Section 208 of the Federal Clean Water Act required the ing the technical and economic achievability of those
development of areawide water quality management controls; and water quality-based effluent limitations,
plans to control point and nonpoint sources of pollution, which reflect the water quality standards and allowable
As part of Florida’s program conducted during the late pollutant Ioadings set up by state permit (2). The latter
1970s and early 1980s, many investigations were un- approach can be developed and implemented through
dertaken to assess the impacts of stormwater and the biomonitoring based on whole effluent toxicity, making it
effectiveness of various best management practices (1). very applicable to stormwater. Florida’s tremendous
These studies demonstrated that stormwater, whether growth, the accompanying creation of tens of thousands

of new stormwater discharges, and the lack of data onfrom agriculture, forestry, or urban lands, was the pri-
stormwater loading toxicity made this approach unim-mary source of pollutant loading to Florida’s receiving

waters. Subsequently, it was concluded that the ability plementable, however.
to meet the Clean Water Act objective of fishable and Guidance on the development of stormwater regulatory
swimmable waters would require the implementation of programs and the role of water quality criteria has been
stormwater programs to reduce the delivery of pollutants issued by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
from stormwater discharges. (EPA) (3). The guidance recognizes that best manage-
Recognition of this problem, along with the availability ment practices (BMPs) are the primary mechanism to
of federal funds, led Florida to draft regulations to control enable the achievement of water quality standards. For
stormwater in the late 1970s. The first official state the purposes of this paper, a BMP is a control technique

that is used for a given set of site conditions to achieveregulation specifically addressing stormwater was
adopted in 1979 as part of Chapter 17-4, Florida Admin- stormwater quality and quantity enhancement at mini-

mal cost. Further, the guidance recommends that stateistrative Code (FAC). Chapter 17-4.248 was the first
attempt to regulate this source of pollution, which, at programs include the following steps:
the time, was not very well understood. Under Chapter ¯ Design of BMPs based on site-specific conditions;
17-4.248, the Florida Department of Environmental technical, institutional, and economic feasibility; and
Regulation (DER) based its decision to order a permit the water quality standards of the receiving waters.
on a determination of the "insignificance" or "signifi-
cance" of the stormwater discharge. This determination ¯ Monitoring to ensure that practices are correctly de-
seems reasonable in concept; however, in practice, signed and applied.
such a decision can be as variable as the personalities ¯ Monitoring to determine both the effectiveness of
involved. What may appear insignificant to the owner of BMPs in meeting water quality standards and the
a shopping center may actually be a significant pollutant appropriateness of water quality criteria in reasonably
load into an already overloaded stream, ensuring protection of beneficial uses.
In adopting Chapter 17-4.248, DER intended that the ¯ Adjustment of BMPs when it is found that water qual-
rule would be revised when more detailed information ity standards are not being protected to a designed
on nonpoint source management became available, level, and/or evaluation and possible adjustment of
About a year after adoption, DER began reviewing the water quality standards.
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Proper installation and operation of state-approved BMPs between storms. It was found that nearly 90 percent
should achieve water quality standards. While water qual- of a year’s storm events occurring anywhere in Flodda
ity standards are to be used to measure the effectiveness produce a total of 2.54 cm (1 in.) of rainfall or less (4).
of BMPs, EPA recognizes that there should be flexibility Also, 75 percent of the total annual volume of rain falls
in water quality standards to address the impacts of time in storms of 2.54 cm or less. Finally, the average intere-
and space components of stormwater as well as natu- vent time between storms is approximately 80 hr (5).
rally occurring events. If water quality standards are not
met, then the BMPs should be modified, the discharge ¯ Runoff pollutant loads: The first flush of pollutants re-

should cease, or, in some cases, reassessment of the fers to the higher concentrations of stormwater pollut-
ants that characteristically occur dudng the early partwater quality standards should be undertaken.
of the storm, with concentrations decaying as the runoff

Rationale for Stormwater Rule Standards continues. Concentration peaks and decay functions
vary from site to site depending on land use, the pol-

The overriding standards of the stormwater rule are the lutants of interest, and the characteristics of the drain-
state’s water quality standards and appropriate regula- age basin. Florida studies (6, 7) indicated that for a
tions established in other DER rules. Therefore, an ap- variety of land uses the first 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) of runoff
plicant for a stormwater discharge permit must provide contained 80 to 95 percent of the total annual loading
reasonable assurance that stormwater discharges will of most stormwater pollutants. First flush effects gen-
not violate state water quality standards. Because of the erally diminish, however, as the size of the drainage
potential number of discharge facilities and the difficul- basin increases and the percent impewious area de-
ties of determining the impact of any facility on a water creases because of the unequal distribution of rainfall
body or the latter’s assimilative capacity, DER decided over the watershed and the additive phasing of inflows
that the stormwater rule should be based on design and from numerous small drainages in the larger water-
performance standards, shed. In~ fact, as the drainage area increases in size

The performance standards established a technology- above 40 ha (100 ac), the annual pollutant load carried

based effluent limitation against which an applicant can in the first flush drops below 80 percent because of the

measure the proposed treatment system. Compliance diminishing first flush effect.
with the rule’s design criteria created a presumption that ¯ BMP efficiency and cost data: Numerous studies
the desired performance standards would be met, conducted in Floddaduring the Section 208 program
which, in turn, provided a rebuttable presumption that generated information about the pollutant removal
water quality standards would be met. If an applicant effectiveness of various BMPs and the costs of BMP
wants to use BMPs other than those described in the construction and operation. Analysis of this informa-
rule, then a demonstration must be made that the BMP tion revealed that the cost of treatment increased
provides treatment that achieves the desired pollutant exponentially after "secondary treatment" (removal of
removal performance standard. Actual design and per- 80 percent of the annual load) (8).
formance standards are based on a number of factors: ¯ Selection of minimum treatment levels: After review
¯ Stormwater management goals: Stormwater manage- and analysis of the above information, and after

ment has multiple objectives, including water quality extensive public participation, DER set a stormwater
protection, flood protection (volume, peak discharge treatment objective of removing at least 80 percent
rate), erosion and sediment control, water conserva- of the average annual pollutant load for stormwater
tion and reuse, aesthetics, and recreation. The basic discharges to Class III (fishable/swimmable) waters.
goal for new development is to ensure that postde- A 95-percent removal level was set for stormwater
velopment peak discharge rate, volume, timing, and discharges to sensitive waters such as potable sup-
pollutant load do not exceed predevelopment levels, ply waters (Class I), shellfish harvesting waters
BMPs are not 100-percent effective, however, in re- (Class II), and Outstanding Florida Waters. DER
moving stormwater pollutants, while site variations believed that these treatment levels would protect
can also make this goal unachievable at times, beneficial uses and thereby establish a relationship
Therefore, for the purposes of stormwater regulatory between the rule’s BMP performance standards and
programs, DER (water quality) and the state’s regional water quality standards.
water management districts (WMDs) (flood control)
have established performance standards based on risk BMP Treatment Volumes and Design
analysis and implementation feasibility. Criteria/Guidelines

¯ Rainfall characteristics: An analysis of long-term rainfall The current stormwater treatment volumes for various
records was undertaken to determine statistical distri- BMPs are set forth in Table 1. Since adoption of the
bution of various rainfall characteristics such as storm stormwater rule in 1982, the design criteria and treat-
intensity and duration, precipitation volume, and time ment volumes have been revised several times as new
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Table 1. BMP Treatment Volumes for Stormwater Discharges to Class III Waters

Swales Infiltration of 80 percent of the runoff generated by a 3-yr/1-hr storm (typically about 5.1 cm [2 in.] of runoff).
Retention Off-line infiltration of the first 1.25 cm (0.5 in.) of runoff or the volume calculated by 1.25 times the percent

imperviousness of the project area, whichever is greater. On-line infiltration must treat an additional 1.25 cm
of runoff above the volume required for off-line treatment.

Detention With Filtration Filtration of detention volume.
Wet Detention Detention of the first 2.54 cm (1 in. of runoff) or the volume calculated by 2.5 times the percent

imperviousness of the project area, whichever is greater.
Wetlands Same as for wet detention.
Notes: Discharges to sensitive waters must treat 50 percent more stormwater volume and may require infiltration pretreatment.

Discharges to sinkhole watersheds must treat the first 2 in. of runoff (Suwannee River WMD criterion).

information becomes available about the field effective- control BMP, are the most effective stormwater treat-
heSS of various types of BMPs. ment practice. Treatment is achieved through diversion
In addition to the stormwater treatment volumes, other and infiltration of the first flush, thereby providing total
design and performance standards have been set to pollutant removal for all stormwater that is retained on

site. To reduce operation needs, increase aesthetics,ensure that BMPs function optimally to attain the storm-
water treatment goal and other management objectives and reduce the land area needed for stormwater treat-
(9). These guidelines will be discussed for each of the ment, retention areas should be incorporated into a

site’s landscaping and open-space areas. EffectivenessBMPs currently being used extensively in Florida.
of retention areas can be increased and ground-water

Swales impacts decreased by:

Swales are defined by Chapter 403, Florida Statutes ¯ Infiltrating the stormwater treatment volume within
(FS), as manufactured trenches that: 72 hr or within 24 hr if the retention area is grassed.

¯ Have a top width-to-depth ratio of the cross section ¯ Grassing the retention area bottom and side slopes,
which reduces maintenance and maintains soil infil-equal to or greater than 6:1, or side slopes equal to ~

or greater than 3 ft horizontal to 1 ft vertical, tration properties.

¯ Contain contiguous areas of standing or flowing water ¯ Maintaining at least 3 ft between the bottom of the
retention area and seasonal high water tables oronly following a rainfall event,                       limerock.

¯ Are planted with or have stabilized vegetation suit-
¯ In karst-sensitive areas, using several small, shallowable for soil stabilization, stormwater treatment, and

infiltration areas to prevent formation of solution pipenutrient uptake,                                 sinkholes within the system.

¯ Are designed to take into account soil erodibility, soil
Exfiltration trenches typically are used in highly urban-percolation, slope, slope length, and drainage area
ized areas where land is unavailable for retention basins.so as to prevent erosion and reduce pollutant con-

centration of any discharge. They consist of a rock-filled trench surrounded by, ~ter
fabdc in which a perforated pipe is placed. The stormwater

Swale treatment of stormwater is accomplished primar- treatment volume is stored within the pipe and exfiltrates
ily by infiltration of runoff and secondarily by adsorption out of the perforations into the gravel envelope and into
and vegetative filtration and uptake (10). Recent inves- the surrounding soil. Pretreatment with catch basins to
tigations have concluded that Florida soil, slope, and remove sediments and other debris is essential to pre-
water table conditions essentially preclude the use of vent clogging. To extend longevity and reduce mainte-
swales as the sole BMP to treat stormwater (11). There- nance, exfiltration systems should always be off-line.
fore, the greatest utility of swales is as a pretreatment
BMP within a BMP treatment train stormwater system. Detention With Filtration
Infiltration pretreatment can be easily accomplished by
using raised storm sewer inlets within the swale, or by Detention with filtration systems were proposed as an
elevating driveway culverts or using swale blocks to alternative to retention for small projects (less than 8

create small retention areas, acres) in those areas of Florida where local conditions,
especially flat topography and high water tables, prevent

Retention infiltrating the stormwater treatment volume. The filters
must consist of 2 ft of natural soil or other suitable

Off-line retention areas, which receive the first flush fine-textured granular media that meet certain specifica-
volume only while the later runoff is diverted to a flood tions, including:
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¯ Filters must have pore spaces large enough to pro- Table 2. Wet Detention Guidelines
vide sufficient flow capacity so that the filter perme-
ability is equal to or greater than the permeability of 1. Treatment volume as per Table 1.

the surrounding soil. 2. Treatment volume slowly recovered in no less than 120 hr with
no more than half of the volume discharged within the first

¯ The design shall ensure that particles within the filter 6o hr following the storm:
do not move. ¯ Volume in the permanent pool should provide a residence

time of at least 14 days.
¯ When sand or other fine-textured material other than ¯ At least 30 percent of the surface area shall consist of

natural soil is used for filtration, the filter material 1) littoral area with slopes of 6:1 or flatter that is established
will be washed (less than 1 percent silt, clay, or or- with appropriate native aquatic plants selected to maximize

ganic matter) unless filter cloth is used to retain such pollutant uptake and aesthetic value.

materials within the filter, 2) will have a uniformity ¯ Littoral zone plants shall have a minimum 80 percent
survival rate and coverage after 2 years. Cattails and othercoefficient between 1.5 and 4.0, and 3) will have an undesirable plants shall be removed.

effective grain size of 0.20 to 0.55 mm in diameter.
¯ The littoral zone is concentrated near the outfall or (n a

series of shallow benches ending at the outfall.¯ Be designed with a safety factor of at least two.
¯ Side slopes should be no steeper than 4:1 out to a depth of

¯ Will recover the treatment volume (bleed down) 2 ft below the level of the permanent pool.
within 72 hr. ¯ Maximum depth of 8 to 10 ft below the invert of the

discharge structure is recommended. Maximum depth shall
Filters are placed in the bottom or sides of detention not create aerobic conditions in bottom sediments and
areas, where the filtered stormwater is collected in an waters.
underdrain pipe and th~n discharged. Experience has ¯ The flow length between inlets and outlet should be
shown that these filters are very difficult to design and maximized; a length-to-width ratio of at least 3:1 is

construct. Operation is also difficult because of low hy- recommended. Diversion barriers such as baffles

draulic head, and maintenance is nearly impossible. It ¯ An oil and grease skimmer shall be designed into the outlet
is not a question of if a filter will clog, only when it will structure.

clog. In addition, filters are designed to remove particu- ¯ If the system is planned as a "real estate lake,"
late pollutants and do not remove dissolved pollutants pretreatment by infiltration is recommended.

such as phosphorus or zinc. Therefore, filtration sys- ¯ Inlet areas should include a sediment sump.

terns are not recommended for use except under very
spec.ial conditions and where a full-time maintenance the detention lake shoreline are techniques that have
entity such as a local government will assume such been used frequently.
responsibilities.

Wetland Treatment
Wet Detention

Wetland treatment was authorized by the 1984 Hender-
Wet detention systems consist of a permanent water son Wetlands Protection Act, which allows stormwater
pool, an overlying zone in which the stormwater treat- treatment in wetlands that are connected to other state
merit volume temporarily increases the depth while it is waters by a constructed ditch or by an intermittent water
stored and slowly released, and a shallow littoral zone course that flows in direct response to rainfall, thereby
(biological filter). In addition to their high pollutant re- causing the water table to rise above ground surface.
moval efficiencies (12), wet detention systems can also Not only does this take advantage of natural treatment
provide aesthetic and recreational amenities, a source mechanisms but it gives another economic value to
of fill for the developer, and even "lake front" property, wetlands--an incentive to the developer to use, not
which brings a premium price, des~’oy, the wetland--and it revitalizes ditched and

drained wetlands by providing water.
Wet detention criteria are listed in Table 2. These have
been developed to take full advantage of the biological, Wetlands may be viewed as nature’s kidneys--they
physical, and chemical assimilation processes occurring store stormwater, dampen floodwaters, transform pollut-
within the wet detention system. If the system is de- ants, and even retain pollutants, thereby providing natural
signed as a development amenity, the use of pretreat- stormwater treatment (13). Care must be taken, how-
ment BMPs integrated into the overall stormwater ever, to protect the numerous assimilation mechanisms
management system is highly recommended to prevent within the wetland plants and sediments. In addition, the
algal blooms or other perturbations that would reduce wetland hydroperiod--the duration that water stays at
the aesthetic value. Raised storm sewers in grassed various levels--must be protected or restored because
areas such as parking lot landscape islands, swale it determines the form, function, and nature of the
conveyances, and perimeter swale/berm systems along wetland. Therefore, pretreatment practices to attenuate
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stormwater volume and peak rate and to reduce oil, mized if districts adopt slightly different design and per-
grease, and especially sediment are essential. The BMP formance standards which are approved by DER before
treatment train concept must be used to provide pre- implementation.
treatment, which normally includes a pretreatment lake
that is constructed adjacent to the wetland. Both DER’s and the districts’ stormwater rules essen-

tially require a new development to include a compre-The following guidelines are presented for incorporating hensive stormwater management system. The system
wetlands into a stormwater management system: should be viewed as a "BMP treatment train" in which a
¯ The treatment volume is per Table 1, with the treat- number of different BMPs are integrated into a compre-

ment volume slowly recovered in no less than 120 hr hensive system that provides aesthetic and recreational
with no more than half of the volume discharged amenities in addition to traditional stormwater manage-
within the first 60 hr following the storm, ment objectives.

¯ Stormwater must sheet flow evenly through the wet- The Challenge Aheadland to maximize contact with the wetland plants,
sediments, and microorganisms. Spreader swales, The implementation of Florida’s stormwater treatment
distribution systems, and level spreaders between requirements has been very effective in helping to reduce
the pretreatment lake and the wetland have been the stormwaterpollutantloadingfrom new development.
used extensively. As a result, the biggest stormwater management prob-

lem facing Florida is how to reduce pollutant Ioadings
¯ Swales should be used for stormwater conveyance discharged by older systems, especially local govern-throughout the development, merit master systems constructed before the storm-"
¯ The hydroperiod must be protected or restored, water rule was implemented. These systems were

designed solely for flood protection and rapidly deliver¯ Treatment volume capacity of the wetland is deter- untreated stormwater directly to rivers, lakes, estuaries,mined by the storage volume available between the
and sinkholes.normal low and high elevations. These elevations are

determined by site-specific indicators such as lichen Establishing a stormwater program to retrofit existing sys-
and moss lines, water stain lines, adventitious root terns presents many technical, institutional, and financial
formation, plant community zonation, hydric soils dis- dilemmas. The unavailability and cost of land in urbanized
tribution and rack/debris lines, areas make conventional BMPs infeasible in most in-

stances. Current state laws and institutional arrangements¯ Erosion and sediment control during construction is promote piecemeal, crisis-solving approaches aimedessential because only a few inches of sediment de- at managing stormwater within political boundaries, yetposited in the wetland will destroy the wetland filter, stormwater follows watershed boundaries. Land-use plan-
¯ Inflow/outflow monitoring, sediment metal levels, and ning and management must be fully integrated into the

vegetative transect monitoring are required to help stormwater management scheme. Retrofitting is also
evaluate the effectiveness of these systems and the prohibitively expensive, and many local governments
impacts of stormwater additions to wetlands, are already short of funds. Therefore, solving our exist-

ing urban stormwater problems requires comprehensive,
Administration of the Stormwater Rule coordinated, creative approaches and technology.

Under the Florida Water Resources Act of 1972, DER, Following is a brief discussion of some of the essential
a water quality agency, serves as the umbrella adminis- elements of a comprehensive long-term effort to reduce
tering agency delegating authority to five regional pollutant loadings from older stormwater systems.
WMDs whose primary functions historically have been
related to water quantity management. Therefore, a Watershed Management
second objective in developing the stormwater rule was
to coordinate the water quality considerations of DER’s A watershed approach that integrates land-use planning
stormwater permits with the water quantity aspects of with the development of stormwater infrastructure is essen-
the districts’ surface water management permits, tial. After all, it is the intensification of land use and the

increase in impervious surfaces within a watershed that
In addition, the delegation of the stormwater permit- create the stormwater and water resources manage-
ting program allows for minor adjustments to stormwater ment problems. Consequently, a watershed manage-
rule design and p.erformance standards to better reflect ment team effort, involving state and local governments
regional conditions. Florida is a very diverse state, with together with the private sector, is necessary. In fact,
major variations in soils, geology, topography, and rain- local governments are the pdmary team member because
fall that can directly affect the usability and treatment they determine zoning and land use, issue building
effectiveness of a BMP. Such problems can be mini- permits and inspect projects, and have code enforce-
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ment powers that can/lelp to ensure that stormwater pick up the small particles (<60 microns) that contain
systems are properly operated and maintained, high concentrations of metals and other pollutants could

Local governments need to identify and map the existing also prove valuable in reducing stormwater Ioadings,

natural stormwater system: the creeks, wetlands, flood especially from downtown business districts where

plains, drainageways, and natural depression areas, other BMPs usually are infeasible. Education programs
for the general public and for professionals involved inOnce mapped, these areas need to be zoned for con-

servation or low-intensity uses compatible with the func- stormwater management also are vital. Citizens must

tions provided by the natural system. The existing understand how their everyday activities contribute to
stormwater pollution. For example, citizens should notconstructed stormwater system must also be mapped,

and essential characteristics such as pipe size, drain- discard leaves, grass clippings, used motor oil, or other
material into swales or storm sewers. Getting youth andage areas, and invert elevations must be determined.
citizen groups involved in storm sewer stenciling pro-This information should then be fully integrated with the

existing and future land-use plan for the watershed and jects ("Dump No Wastes, Drains To Lake") is an excel-
lent way of reducing dumping of potential pollutants intoa master stormwater management plan developed and these conveyances. Even more importantly, compre-implemented. The Growth Management Act of 1985,
hensive training and certification programs are neededwl~ich requires all local governments to adopt compre-
for those in the private and public sectors who design,hensive plans addressing current and future land use

with infrastructure needs, establishes a base structure construct, inspect, operate, and maintain stormwater

that could promote a watershed management approach, management systems.

Treatment Requirements for Older Systems Funding

Numerous problems inherent in a highly urbanized area The cost of providing needed stormwater infrastructure
prevent the application of new development stormwater improvements to address current and future flooding
treatment standards from being imposed on older sys- and water quality problems is gigantic. Yet local govern-
tems. Instead, a ’~Natershed loading" concept is proposed ments are already struggling financially, and traditional
which considers the beneficial uses of the receiving revenue sources such as property taxes cannot be re-
waters and the total stormwater load that can be assimi- lied on to pay for stormwater management. Instead, a
lated by the receiving waters. The actual treatment level dedicated source of revenue based on contributions to
would depend on the watershed’s total allowable load- the stormwater problem is needed. The stormwater util-
ing, which is based on citizen desires for certain bene- ity can provide this. The city of Tallahassee implemented
ficial uses of the receiving water. The amount of load Florida’s first stormwater utility in October 1986, and
reduction needed to restore or maintain the desired over 50 local governments have followed this example.
beneficial uses of the receiving waters is known as the
pollutant load reduction goal (PLRG). Innovative BMPs

Selective Targeting The infeasibility of using traditional BMPs to reduce
stormwater pollutant loads in highly urbanized areasThe extremely high cost of retrofitting older urban storm- means that creative and innovative BMPs are needed.water systems also implies a need for careful evalu- For example, alum injection within storm sewers wasation of pollutant reduction goals. A long-term (25 to used in Tallahassee to reduce stormwater Ioadings to40 years) plan based on prioritization of watersheds Lake Ella (14). A sonic flow meter measures stormsuch that existing systems are selectively targeted for sewer flow, causing a fl0w-proportional dose of alumi-

modification is needed to ensure that citizens receive
the greatest benefit (pollutant load reduction, flood pro- num sulfate to be injected and mixed with the polluted

stormwater. As the alum mixes with the stormwater,tection) for the dollar. The upgrading of older systems a small floc is produced which attracts suspendedmust also be coordinated with other already planned and dissolved pollutants by adsorption and enmesh-infrastructure improvements such as road widenings.
An excellent example of this approach is the Orlando merit into and onto the floc particles. The floc then

Streetscape Project. While downtown streets were torn settles to the lake’s bottom sediments, gradually blan-

up for this downtown renovation, the existing storm- keting and incorporating into the sediments and

water system was modified by the addition of off-line thereby reducing internal recycling of nutrients and
metals. Other advantages of alum injection include

exfiltration systems to reduce pollution loads to down- excellent pollutant reduction (>85 percent) and rela-
town lakes, tively low construction and operations costs, especially
Nonstructural BMPs and source controls also must be for the highly urbanized areas. This type of system has
used extensively to reduce stormwater pollution from been installed at several locations in Florida with excep-
already developed areas. Improved street sweepers that tional treatment efficiencies.
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Porous concrete consists of specially formulated mix- into the ground. At Lake Greenwood, the surrounding
tures of Portland cement, uniform open-graded coarse city-owned land is being converted into an urban wet-
aggregate, and water. When properly mixed and in- land and expanded lake. The wetland and lake is a
stalled, porous concrete surfaces have a high percent- complex treatment train that incorporates many BMPs
age of void space which allows rapid percolation of into a very aesthetically pleasing stormwater system
rainfall and r~noff. Porous concrete is being used widely and park that even includes reuse of stormwater to
in Florida, especially for parking lots, and could be an irrigate the park and adjacent city-owned cemetery.
important BMP to reduce stormwater Ioadings in highly Near the Citrus Bowl, a packed-bed wetland filter has
urbanized areas. Recent field investigations of porous been installed that will treat water from Lake Clear dur-
concrete parking areas that have been in place for up ing times of no rainfall. In addition to improved stormwa-
to 12 years revealed that the infiltration capacity of the ter management, citizens are receiving the added
concrete has not decreased significantly, a major con- benefits of recreation and open space. In addition, the
cern (15). Further information about the use, design, and retrofitting project has stimulated redevelopment and
construction of lSorous concrete surfaces is available renovation of existing properties, thereby providing citi-
(15). zens with economic benefits as property values rise.
Regional stormwater systems that manage stormwater
from several developments or an entire drainage basin Chronologic Evolution of Florida’s
offer many advantages over the piecemeal approach Watershed Management ProgtaiTi
that relies on small, individual onsite systems. They Following is a chronology of the establishment and re-
provide economies of scale in construction, operation, vision of Florida statutes and programs that are consid-
and maintenance. Regional systems can also help man- ered cornerstones of the state’s overall watershedage stormwater from existing and future land uses and management efforts. As such, this chronology traces the
will be a central part of any retrofitting program. The use evolution of Florida’s watershed management program.
of regional systems is another good reason for a water-
shed management approach that fully integrates land 1970use and stormwater management.

Chapter 370, FS, created the Coastal Coordinating
The Southeast Lakes ProgramuA Model Council, which was the first state effort at integrating

state/regional programs in the protection and use ofMany of the above elements of a watershedwide mas- coastal resources. Initial efforts from 1970 to 1975 fo-
ter stormwater planning approach are being imple- cused on a comprehensive resource-based coastal pro-
mented by the city of Orlando. The city has adopted an tection program.
excellent local stormwater ordinance and developed a
fine community education program and a prioritized 1972urban lake management program (16). One of the
most innovative programs is the Southeast Lakes Pro- A package of land and water planning, regulation, and
ject, which is designed to correct flooding problems and acquisition programs was created:
to reduce stormwater pollutant loads to 15 urban lakes ¯ Chapter 380, FS: This creates the Developments ofand 58 drainage wells that currently convey untreated

Regional Impact (DRI) and Areas of Critical State Con-stormwater to an aquifer. A corrective Watershed man-
agement plan was cooperatively developed by the city, cam (ACSC) land planning and management programs.
its consultants, DER, and the St. Johns RiverWMD. The ¯ Chapter 373, FS: The Florida Water Resources Act
project was initiated not because of enforcement of establishes the state’s five regional WMDs; desig-
water quality standards but because of a loss of bene- nates the Department of Pollution Control as the
ficial uses and local citizen desires and perceptions, oversight agency for the WMDs; requires the devel-
Modifications to the existing stormwater systems will be opment of a state water plan; and allows for the
made over a 10-year period, with treatment require- regulation of the water resource. WMDs financed by
ments based on "net environmental improvement" and ad valorem property taxing authority of up to 1
total watershed load. ($1/$1000 value) which is set in the Florida Consti-

tution. NWFWMD millage capped at 0.05 mil.One of the most important aspects of the project is the
use of innovative BMP designs that promote multiple ¯ Chapter 259, FS: The Land Conservation Act estab-
objectives and take advantage of city-owned properties, lishes a program, commonly known as the Environ-
At AI Coith Park, a spreader swale will be built on the mentally Endangered Lands Program, which
park’s perimeter. When it rains, runoff will enter and fill authorizes the state to purchase critical and sensitive
the swale, overtopping the sidewalk berm and sheet lands; envisioned as a 10-year program investing
flow across the grassed parkland where it will percolate $200 million and funded by the sale of state bonds.
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1973 reliable coastal sediment sampling, analytical, and as-
sessment techniques.

In Chapter 403, FS, the Florida Environmental Pro-
tection Act renames the Department of Pollution Control 1979
as the Department of Environmental Regulation and
broadens its powers, duties, and programs. This law is The first components of the state’s Areawide Water
the state’s general environmental protection act. It is Quality Management Plan, the Agriculture Nonpoint
amended almost annually as new environmental con- Source Plan and the Silviculture Nonpoint Source Plan,
cerns and needs arise and as existing programs evolve, are submitted to and approved by EPA. These call for a

non-regulatory approach with a regulatory backstop if

1975 BMPs required by farm conservation plans are not im-
plemented or if the ferestry BMPs required by the state’s

Chapter 163, FS, the Local Government Comprehen- adopted Silviculture BMP Manual are not followed.
sive Planning Act and the state’s first growth manage-
ment legislation, was recommended by the first Chapter 17-4.248, FAC, the state’s first stormwater rule,

Environmental Land Management Study Committee is adopted by the state ERC as a rule of DER. This rule

(ELMS I). The law requires all cities and counties to is intended as a temporary regulation until ongoing re-

prepare comprehensive plans which are submitted for search on BMP design and effectiveness is completed.

review to the state’s land planning agency, the Depart- The rule’s adoption is controversial, but data collected

ment of Community Affairs, which in turn sends the during from 208 program studies conclusively show that

plans to other state agencies for review and comment, stormwater runoff, especially from urban land uses and
highways, is a "pollutant" and therefore should be con-

However, the LGCPA contains no "teeth." Local govern-
ments are under no statutory requirement to revise their trolled. Florida’s continuing rapid growth makes it im-

plans by incorporating the comments and recommenda- perative that treatment of stormwater, using BMPs, be
required for new stormwater discharges that would be

tions made by the state reviewing agencies. Further- "a significant source of pollution."more, they are not required to pass land development
regulations to implement their plans. Chapter 253, FS, is amended to establish the Conser-

vation and Recreation Land (CARL) Trust Fund, which
1976 provides additional funding for the purchase of Environ-

mentally Endangered Lands and other lands deemed
Implementation by EPA and the states of Section 208 appropriate and in the public interest by the Governor
of the 1972 Clean Water Act occurs, requiring the and Cabinet.
development of Areawide Water Quality Management
Plans. This was the first national program directed at 1981
the assessment and control of nonpoint sources of pol-
lution. In Florida, millions of federal grant dollars allows Through action taken by the Governor and Cabinet, the
the DER and 12 "Designated Area Agencies" to under- Save Our Coasts land acquisition program is established.
take extensive research on nonpoint source impacts, The program proposes to spend $200 million over 10
sources, controls, control effectiveness, and costs. These years to purchase coastal lands such as beaches, shore-
data provide the scientific basis for the development and lines, and sensitive areas. Funding is provided by the
implementation in 1982 of a statewide rule that requires sale of state bonds backed by documentary stamps as

treatment of stormwater for new development and rede- authorized in Chapter 375, FS, which sets policy on how

velopment projects, the Land Acquisition Trust Fund is to be administered.
Chapter 373, FS, is amended with the creation of the Save

1978 Our Rivers land acquisition program. Administered by the
WMDs, this program proposes to spend $320 million

Chapter 380, FS, is amended, adding Part II, the Florida over 10 years to purchase wetlands, floodplains, and other
Coastal Management Act, which requires establishment lands necessary for water management, water supply,
of a program based on existing statutes and rules to and the conservation and protection of water resources.
serve as a basis for receiving federal approval under
the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. After 1982
approval of the program by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Office of Coastal Zone Man- Chapter 17-25, FAC, is adopted by the ERC after 2 years
agement, federal grants fund many initiatives to better of rule adoption workshops and 29 official rule drafts.
protect and manage coastal resources. One particular The rule is technology based rather than water quality
initiative establishes an estuarine watershed manage- based, although the state’s water quality standards
merit program with emphasis on sediment mapping, remain as a backstop should a stormwater discharge be
This project leads to the development of innovative, causing violations. A performance standard of 80 per-
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cent average annual load reduction is recommended, for Florida’s growth over the next 10 years. Each state
based on BMP effectiveness and cost data, to establish agency is to prepare an agency functional plan, based
equity with minimum treatment levels for point source on the state plan, on which its budget appropriations will
discharges. The rule creates design criteria for various be made. Unfortunately, one of the most important ele-
types of BMPs, including retention, detention with filtra- ments of the state plan, the development and adoption
tion, and wet detention. The rule creates "general per- of a capital plan and budget, is never prepared. How-
mits" for certain types of BMPs (i.e., retention, detention ever, the plan contains important goals and policies in
with filtration) if they are built to the design criteria. 25 different areas, including water resources, coastal
Implementation of the rule is delegated to the South and marine resources, natural systems and recreation,
Florida WMD, allowing stormwater treatment require- air quality, waste management, land use, mining, agri-
ments to be merged with stormwater quantity (flood culture, public facilities, and transportation.
control) requirements in ~)ne permit.

Important and relevant goals include:

1984 * Ensure the availability of an adequate water supply.
Chapter 403, FS, is revised to create Section IX, which ¯ Maintain the functions of natural systems.
is known as the Henderson Wetlands Protection Act.
This legislation expands the authority of the DER to ¯ Maintain and enhance existing surface- and ground-
protect wetlands; establishes administrative procedures water quality.
to allow landowners to obtain legally binding "wetland Important and relevant policies include:lines"; allows the DER to consider fish and wildlife habi-
tat, endangered species, and historical and archaeologi- ¯ Eliminate the discharge of inadequately treated
cal resource and other relevant concerns in wetland wastewater and stormwater.
permitting; allows the use of certain wetlands for incor- ¯ Protect natural systems in lieu of structural alterna-poration into domestic wastewater and stormwater man- tives, and restore modified systems.agement systems; transfers wetland regulation for
agriculture and forestry activities to the WMDs; and ¯ Promote water conservation and the use and reuse
requires the WMDs to protect isolated wetlands and of treated wastewater and stormwater.
consider fish and wildlife habitat requirements.

¯ Establish minimum flows and levels for surface wa-
The Southwest Florida Water Management District ters to ensure protection of natural systems.
(SWFWMD) receives delegation of the stormwater rule.

1985 to 1986In the late 1970s and early 1980s, an extensive ap-
praisal of Florida’s growth management system was Chapter 163, FS, is amended with enactment of the
undertaken, which concluded that the existing system Local Government Comprehensive Planning and Land
was not working. Shaped by the Final Report of the Development Regulation Act of 1985. This law requires
Govemor’s Task Force on Resource Management(1980) all local governments to prepare local comprehensive
and the second Environmental Land Management plans and implementing regulations, which must be con-
Study Committee (ELMS II), a totally new blueprint for sistent with the goals and policies of the state and
managing growth emerged. The ELMS II Committee regional plans. Numerous state and regional agencies
recommended a comprehensive package of integrated review the local plans and submit their objections, rec-
state, regional, and local comprehensive planning; reforms ommendations, and comments to the Department of
to the DRI law; and coastal protection improvements. Community Affairs for transmittal to the local govern-
The state legislature responded between 1984 and ment. This time the local plans must be revised to
1986 by enacting several laws. For example, Chapter incorporate the objections, recommendations, and com-
186, FS, the State and Regional Planning ACt, mandates merits. Furthermore, local governments face sanctions
that the Governor’s Office prepare a state comprehen- from the state that could result in the loss of state
sive plan and present it to the 1985 state legislature. It funding if adopted local plans are not consistent with the
also requires the preparation of regional plans by the state and regional plans.
state’s 11 regional planning councils and provides them
with $500,000 for plan preparation. F~orida’s revised growth management system is built

around three key requirements: consistency, concur-
1985 rency, and compactness. The consistency requirement

establishes the "integrated policy framework," whereby
Chapter 187, FS, the State Comprehensive Plan, origi- the goals and policies of the state plan frame a system
nally is envisioned to be a leadership document--the of vertical consistency. State agency functional plans
foundation of the entire planning process--with strong, and Regional Planning Council regional plans must be
measurable, and strategic goals that will set the course consistent with the goals and policies of the state
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plan white local plans are required to be consistent 1987
with the goals and policies of the state and appropriate Chapter 373, FS, is revised to add a new section, theregional plan. Local land development regulations Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM)
(LDRs) must also be consistent with the local plans Act, which establishes six state priority water bodies. It
goals and policies. Horizontal consistency at the local directs the WMDs, under DER supervision, to prepare
level also is required to ensure that the plans of neigh- a priority water body list and develop and adopt compre-
boring local governments are compatible. Consistency hensive watershed management plans to preserve or
is the strong cord that holds the growth management restore the water bodies. It provides $15 million from
system together, general revenue sources and requires a match from the

WMDs. The act does not establish a dedicated funding
Concurrency is the most powerful policy requirement source, making the program dependent on uncertain
built into the growth management system. It requires annual appropriations from the legislature.
state and local governments to abandon their long-
standing policy of deficit financing growth by implement- 1988
ing a "pay as you grow system." Once local plans and
LDRs are adopted, a local government may approve Chapter 17-43, FAC, the SWIM rule, is adopted by the
development only if the public facilities and services ERC. It sets forth factors to consider in the selection of
(infrastructure) needed to accommodate the impact of priority water bodies, specifies the format for SWIM
the proposed development can be in place concurrent plans to ensure some consistency, and establishes ado
with the impacts of the development. Public facilities and ministrative processes for the development and adop-
services subject to the concurrency requirements are tion of SWIM plans by the WMDs and for their submittal
roads, stormwater management, solid waste, potable to DER for review and approval.
water, wastewater, parks and recreation, and, if applica- The State Nonpoint Source Assessment and Manage-
ble, mass transit. Level of service standards acceptable ment Plan, prepared pursuant to Section 319 of the’ to the community must be established for each type of federal Clean Water Act, is submitted to EPA and ap-
public facility, proved. This qualifies the state for Section 319 nonpoint

source implementation grants, which are used for BMP
Compact urban development goals and policies are built demonstration projects and to refine existing nonpoint
into the State Comprehensive Plan and into regional source management programs. The delineation of the
plans. Such policies as separating rural and urban land state’s ecoregions (based on river systems), selection
uses, discouraging urban sprawl, encouraging urban of ecoregion reference sites, and modification of EPA’s
in-fill development, making maximal use of existing in- Rapid Bioassessment Protocols and metrics for use in
frastructure, and encouraging compact urban develop- Florida are initiated.
merit form the basis for this requirement.

1989
1986 Chapters 373 and 403, FS, are revised as part of the

1989 stormwater legislation. The legislation clarifies the
Chapter 403.0893, FS, is created as the only surviving stormwater program’s multiple goals and objectives;
section of a stormwater management bill that was de- sets forth the program’s institutional framework, which
veloped over a 10-month period. The bill was an attempt involves a partnership between DER, the WMDs, and
to put into statute a cost-effective, timely process to local governments; defines the responsibilities of each
retrofit existing drainage systems to reduce the pollutant entity; addresses the need for the treatment of agricul-
Ioadings discharged to water bodies. Only the section tural runoff by amending Chapter 187, FS, to add a
creating explicit legislative authority for local govern- policy in the Agriculture Element to "eliminate the dis-
merits to establish stormwater utilities or special storm- charge of inadequately treated agricultural wastewater
water management benefit areas is enacted, and stormwater"; further promotes the watershed ap-

proach being used by the SWIM program; attempts to
The St. Johns River WMD adopts Chapter 40C-42, integrate the stormwater program, SWIM program, and
FAC, and the Suwannee River WMD adopts Chapter local comprehensive planning program (but does not
40B-4, FAC. Adoption of these two stormwater manage- succeed); establishes State Water Policy, an existing
merit regulations and the addition of staff to imple- but little-used DER rule, as the primary implementation
ment these programs allows DER to delegate guidance document for stormwater and all water re-
administration of its stormwater treatment rule to these sources management programs; and creates the State
WMDs, which, in turn, allows DER’s stormwater qual- Stormwater Demonstration Grant Fund as an incentive
ity permit to be combined with the districts’ stormwater to local governments to implement stormwater utilities
quantity permit., and provides $2 million.
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1990 ters, which are a special class of exceptionally high-
Chapter 17-40, FAC, State Water Policy, undergoes a quality water bodies.
total revision and reorganization so that it can be used ¯ Reducing, on a watershed basis, the pollutant loading
as guidance by all entities implementing water resource from older stormwater systems as needed to protect,
management programs and regulations. Section 17- maintain, or restore the beneficial uses of the receiv-40.420 is created and includes the goals, policies, and ing water body.
institutional framework for the state’s stormwater man-
agement program. Chapter 375, FS, is amended with the creation of Pres-

ervation 2000, a 10-year land acquisition program withDER is designated as the lead agency with responsi- a goal of spending $300 million per year. The legislation
bility for setting goals for the program, for providing divided available annual funding among seven programs:
overall program guidance, for overseeing implementa- CARL, Save Our Rivers (SOR), Florida Communitiestion of the program by the WMDs, and for coordinating Trust, State Parks, State Forests, State Wildlife Areas,
with EPA, especially with the advent of the new National and Rails to Trails. The program is funded the first year
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System stormwater per- by state bonds backed by an increase in the documen-
mitting program, taw stamp fee. Unfortunately, a long-term dedicated
WMDs are the chief administrators of the stormwater funding source is not identified, making the program

subject to annual legislative appropriations. Betweenregulatory program (quantity and quality); they are re-
1972 and 1991, the state’s land acquisition programssponsible for preparing SWIM watershed management
have invested over $1.5 billion to buy over 1 o2 millionplans, which include the establishment of stormwater
acres. Equally important, as a result of the state landPLRGs; they provide technical assistance to local gov-
acquisition programs, 14 Florida counties have createdernments, especially with respect to basin planning and
local programs that currently commit up to $600 millionthe development of stormwater master plans,
for land conservation. Revenue sources for these local

Local governments are the frontlines in the stormwa- land acquisition programs include local option sales tax,
ter/watershed management program because they de- impact fees, added property taxes, and local bonds.
termine land use and provide stormwater and other
infrastructure. They are encouraged, but not required, to 1991
set up stormwater utilities to provide a dedicated funding

Chapter 40C-42, FAC, is completely’ revised by’ the St.source for their stormwater program. Their stormwater
Johns River WMD to modify the design criteria forresponsibilities include preparation of a stormwater
stormwater treatment BMPs so that theywill achieve themaster plan to address needs imposed by existing land
minimum treatment levels set in State Water Policy’.uses and those needs to be created by future growth;
Stormwater reuse becomes essential for developmentsoperation and maintenance activities; capital improve-
discharging to Outstanding Florida Waters.ments of infrastructure; and public education. They are

encouraged to set up an operating permit system Chapter 40C-44, FAC, is adopted by the St. Johns River
wherein stormwater systems are inspected annually to WMD to regulate certain agricultural pumped dis-
ensure that needed maintenance is performed, charges (formerly regulated as industrial wastewater)
Important goals include: and establishes design and performance criteria for

these agricultural stormwater management systems.
¯ Preventing stormwater problems from land-use The SWFWMD initiates development of an agriculturalchanges and restoring degraded water bodies by re- stormwater management program for certain types ofducing the pollution contributions from older storm-

agricultural activities including row crops and citrus. Thewater systems,
program includes regulatory incentives to obtain techni-

¯ Retaining sediment on site during construction, cal assistance from U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil
Conservation Service, or other qualified individuals to

¯ Trying to ensure that the stormwater peak discharge prepare and implement a farm-specific resource man-rate, volume, and pollutant loading are no greater agement plan that contains certain required BMPs.after a site is developed than before.

Important minimum treatment performance standards 1992
include: DER and the WMDs, in response to increasing de-
¯ 80 percent average annual load reduction for new mands on the state’s waters and the increasing number

stormwater discharges to most water bodies, of water quantity and quality problems, begin the devel-
opment of district water management plans, collectively¯ 95 percent average annual load reduction for new these district plans, together with the DER’s p~an, will

stormwater discharges to Outstanding Florida Wa- create the state water management plan. These plans
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are based on the goals and policies set in State Water identify urban growth centers; set strategies to protect
Policy and in the state comprehensive plan. For each of identified areas of state and regional environmental
four major areas (water supply, water quality, flood pro- importance; and provide guidelines for determining
tection, natural systems protection), four key planning where urban growth is appropriate and should be en-
steps will occur: couraged. The growth management document must be

¯ Resource assessment to identify current or antici- adopted by the legislature. However, to what extent
local comprehensive plans, state agency strategic plans,

pated problems, and regional policy plans must be consistent with the
¯ Examination of options, state plan is unknown--to be recommended by the

¯ Declaration of policy. Governor and adopted as law by the 1994 legislature.

The act also provided greater flexibility and less require-
¯ Designation of implementation strategies, ments in local comprehensive plans for small cities (_<5,000)
Section 314 Federal Clean Lake Program Lake Assess- and counties (_<50,000); streamlined the plan amendment
ment Grant is obtained to initiate the delineation of lake process by limiting the types of revisions requiring state
ecoregions, select lake ecoregion reference sites, and review and approval; strengthened the local plan evalu-
test/validate lake bioassessment sampling protocols ation and appraisal process; terminated or made optional
and metrics, the development of regional impact (DRI) process in cer-

tain areas and revised the DRI process; and authorized
1993 local option gas tax of up to 5 cents.

Chapters 373 and 403, FS, are revised extensively as Discussion and Recommendations
part of the DER/Department of Natural Resources
merger to create the Department of Environmental Pro- Florida has established a wide variety of laws, regula-
tection (DEP) and as a part of the Environmental Permit tions, and programs at the state, regional, and local level
Streamlining bill. The goals of the streamlining bill are to protect, manage, and restore the state’s incredibly
to eliminate duplication, especially in permitting; in- valuable yetvulnerable natural resources, especially its
crease administrative and environmental effectiveness water resources. There is no doubt that these programs
by increasing delegation of programs from DEP to the have been effective in helping to reduce adverse im-
WMDs; and ensure greater program consistency and pacts on natural resources resulting from the state’s
integration. Key specific actions of the bill include: rapid and continuing growth over the past 20 years.

Even with the implementation of these programs, how-
¯ Moving the "Wetlands Protection Act" from Chapter ever, many of Florida’s natural resources have been

403 to Chapter 373, FS, thereby delegating the wet- severely strained or degraded. Some of these adverse
land resource permits to the WMDs except for certain effects can be attributed to activities that occurred be-
projects that require other types of DEP permits, fore the implementation of modern watershed manage-

¯ Merging the existing surface water/stormwater man- ment programs, such as the channelization of the
agement permit with the wetland resource permit to Kissimmee River and the creation of the vast drainage
create an environmental resource permit, canal network south of Lake Okeechobee, both of which

are contributing to the decline of Lake Okeechobee, the¯ Redefining wetlands based on their hydrology, vege- Everglades, and Florida Bay. Other adverse impacts,
tation, and soils, and requiring the development of a though, are directly related to the state’s rapid growth
single wetland delineation method that will be used and development during the last 20 years. These in-
by the DEP, WMDs, and local governments, clude water supply problems, water quality problems,

Recommendations of the third Environmental Lands declining habitat, and impacts on endangered species
Management Study Committee (ELMS III) are enacted such as the manatee and the Florida panther.
into law (with a 180-page act), thereby amending sev- Why are these adverse impacts still occurring given the
eral state laws. The act seeks to strengthen the state wide range of watershed management programs that
planning process by: have been implemented in Florida? What could be
¯ Requiring the Governor to biannually review and ana- done to reduce these effects and possibly restore al-

lyze the state comprehensive plan and recommend ready degraded areas? Following is a list of program
any necessary revisions, deficiencies and recommendations to correct them:

¯ Requiring the Governor to prepare a new growth ¯ While the statutes enacted by the legislature may be
management portion of the state comprehensive helpful, insufficient resources have been provided to
plan. This is to provide a more detailed and strategic the governmental entities that are to implement the
state policy guidance for state, regional, and local programs. The state’s reliance on sales tax as it pri-
governments in implementing the state plan. It is to mary means of raising "general revenues" means that
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state revenues are tied closely to economic condi- the way through high school. Additionally, because of
tions. Relying on such sources during a recession, the large number of people who are moving to Florida,
especially when population growth is still occurring, especially retirees, continuous education programs are
means that the state budget is nearly always in crisis, needed to educate these people about the vulnerabil-
Dedicated sources of funding are needed if water- ity and importance of Florida’s natural resources.
shed management programs are going to compete
for limited state resources and have adequate re- References
sources to actually achieve their intended benefits. 1. Livingston, E.H. 1984. A summary of activities conducted under

¯ The statutes and programs are not fully integrated, the Florida Section 208 water quality management planning pro-
gram, February 1978~September 1984. Final report submittedleaving gaps in both land planning and water plan- to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

ning programs. In particular, there is a need to better
integrate water and land planning and regulatory pro- 2. U.S. EPA. 1983. Water quality standards handbook. NTIS

PB92231851. Washington, DC: Office of Water Regulations andgrams. The local government growth management Standards.
program needs to be more closely connected to state 3. u.s. EPA. 1987. Nonpoint source controls and water quality
and regional water management programs. The re- standards. In: Water quality standards handbook. Washington,
quirements set forth in State Water Policy and in the DC: Office of Water. pp. 2-25.
district/state water management plans need to be 4. Anderson, D.E. 198’2. Evaluation of swale design. M.S. thesis.
used by local governments in their land-use planning University of Central Flodda, College of Engineering, Orlando, FL.
programs. These local plans need to be consistent 5. Wanielista, M.P., Y.A. Yousef, G.M. Harper, T.R. LJneback, and L.
among all state, regional, and local programs. Dansereau. 1991. Precipitation, intereventdry periods, and reuse

design curves for selected areas of Florida. Final report submitted
¯ Greater emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring to the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation, Talla-

the long-term maintenance and operation of storm- has.see, FL.
water management systems. Because these systems 6. Wanielista, M.P., and E.E. Shannon. 1977. Stormwater manage-
are a part of the local infrastructure, local govern- ment practices evaluations. Report submitted to the East Central

merits need to take a more active role in this area. Florida Regional Planning Council, Odando, FL

Establishing stormwater operation permits as part of 7. Miller, R.A. 1985. Percentage entrainment of constituent loads in
urban runoff, South Rodda. U.S. Geological Survey WRI Reporta stormwater utility funded program is an excellent 84-4329.

way of providing an economic incentive to a land
owner to maintain and operate an onsite stormwater 8. Wanielista, M.P., Y.A. Yousef, B.L. Golding, and C.L. Cassagnol.

1982. Stormwater management manual. Prepared for Floridamanagement system properly. Department of Environmental RegulalJon, Tallahassee, FL.

¯ Greater emphasis needs to be placed on erosion and 9. Livingston, E.H., J.C. Cox, M.E. McCarron, and P.A. Sanzone.
sediment control on construction sites and on utility 1988. The Florida development manual: A guide to sound rand

and water management. Tallahassee, FL: Florida Department ofinstallation projects. A major deficiency is ensuring Environmental Regulation.
the regular inspection of erosion prevention and sedi- 10. Yousef, Y.A., M.P. Wanielista, H.H. Harper, D.B. Peerce, and R.D.
merit control practices. Implementation of a training Tolbert. 1985. Removal of highway contaminants by roadside
and certification program for inspectors and contrac- swales. Report FL-ER-30-85. Submitted to Florida Department of
tor supervisors, similar to the Certified Construction Transportation, Tallahassee, FL.
Reviewer Program in Delaware, is needed. 11. wanielista, M.P., Y.A. Yousef, LM. VanDeGraaff, and S.H.

Rehmann-Koo. 1985. Enhanced erosion and sediment control¯ Retrofitting existing drainage systems to reduce their using swale blocks. Report FL-ER-35-87. Submitted to Florida
pollutant loading is one of the biggest, most difficult, Department of Transportation, Tallahassee, FL
and most expensive challenges the state has ever 12. u.s. EPA. 1983. Results of t~e nationwide urban runoff program.
faced. One of the major problems in meeting this Final report.
challenge is the need to develop new stormwater 13. Richardson, C.J. 1988. Freshwater wetlands: Transformers, ill-
treatment techniques that are not land intensive, ters or sinks? FOREM 11(2):3-9. Duke University School of
Funding of demonstration projects and for research Forestry and Environmental Studies.

of new techniques in needed. 14. Harper, H.H., M.R Murphy, and E.H. Livingston. 1986. Inactiva-
tion and precipitation of urban runoff entering Lake Ella by alum

¯ While Floridians are among the most educated citi- injection in storm sewers. In: Proceedings of the North American
Lake Management Society International Symposium, Portland,zens in the country with respect to water resources
OR (November).and stormwater management issues, more education

is needed to help gain citizen support for watershed 15. Florida Concrete and Products Association. 1988. Pervious pave-
ment manual. Orlando, FL.management programs. The state’s environmental

education program needs to focus on establishing a 16. Zeno, D.W., and C.N. Palmer. 1986. Stormwater management in
Orlando, Florida. In: Urban runoff quality:. Impact and qualitycomprehensive natural resources management cur- enhancement technology. Engineering Foundation Conference,

riculum that begins in kindergarten and continues all Henniker, NH (June).
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The State of Delaware Sediment Control and Stormwater Management Program

Earl Shaver
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control,

Dover, Delaware

Institutional Philosophy approval authority. Local conservation districts and ju-
Before submitting proposed legislation regarding storm- risdictions, however, may request delegation of four

water management or sediment control, representatives program components:
of the State of Delaware Department of Natural Re- ¯ Sediment control and stormwater management plan
sources and Environmental Control (DNREC) con- approval.
ducted an extensive educational program to document
the serious nature of water quantity and quality prob- ¯ Inspection during construction.
lems that exist statewide. This problem documentation ¯ Postconstruction inspection of permanent stormwater
was successful in that elected officials, affected indus- facilities.tries, and the general public acknowledged the need for
a comprehensive approach to sediment control and ¯ Education and training.
stormwater management. The statewide legislation was

The sediment control and stormwater management planunanimously approved in four committees and on the
review and approval process must be completed beforefloor of both the state senate and the house of repre-

sentatives. The local conservation districts were instru- any building or grading permits are issued. Criteria for
mental in their support of the legislation. In addition, the plan review and approval are contained in state regula-

tions, and design aids and handbooks have been devel-regulations detailing the legislative requirements were
approved with no negative comments after an extensive oped or approved by DNREC. One important distinction

of the Delaware program is that the delegated localeducational process and with the assistance of a regu-
latory advisory committee, agency handles day-to-day inspection responsibilities.

A basic premise of the program is that sediment control
during construction and stormwater quantity and water
quality control postconstruction are all components of
an overall stormwater management program that func-
tions from the time that construction is initiated through
the lifespan of the constructed project (Figure 1). Pro-
gram implementation was initiated on July 1, 1991, and
the initial emphasis of the program is to prevent existing
flooding or water quality issues from worsening. The
intent is to limit further degradation until more compre- During After Constructionhensive, watershed-specific approaches, as detailed in Const~ction I
the state legislation and regulations, can be adopted. I I

I Permanent
Erosion and StormwaterProgram Structure Sediment Con~ol Controls

The structure of the sediment and stormwater manage- J ~
ment program is based on the premise that ultimate /(~ Quantity/ "Quality
program responsibility must rest with the state. In the
case of Delaware, the state agency responsible for pro-
gram implementation is DNREC. DNREC is the ultimate    Figure 1, Stormwator management.
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Projects for which site compliance cannot be achieved may be disturbed at any one time to facilitate phasingare transferred to the state, where progressive, aggres- of a project.sire enforcement is carried out. State enforcement op-
tions include civil and criminal penalty provisions. The regulations specifically require that water quality

must achieve an equivalent removal efficiency of 80
Control Practices percent for suspended solids. From a permanent storm-

water management standpoint, initial consideration forSite control practices (Figures 2 and 3) are grouped into control must be a pond that has a permanent pool oftwo categories: temporary practices during construction water. These wet ponds also have an extended deten-and permanent practices for postconstruction runoff, tion requirement placed on them in addition to peak flow
Sediment control practices, designed for temporary site control of larger storms. Ponds having a normal pool are
control, must comply with the De/aware Erosion and preferred over either normally dry extended detentionSediment Contro/Handbook. This handbook details nu- ponds or infiltration practices due to their documented
merous practices that are available for use depending performance records and the ability of wet ponds toon applicability. The plan review process ensures that reduce downstream nutrient Ioadings. Wet ponds, ifthe sediment control practices are located appropriately, properly designed, also can be an amenity to the com-

munity where they are placed. A major emphasis is
In addition to the traditional structural controls that the being placed on constructed wetlands as a primary
handbook contains, the regulations have several re- stormwater treatment system in upland areas. The Dela-
quirements that are important to providing overall site ware program does not encourage the use of existing
control. Site stabilization must be accomplished if the wetlands for stormwater treatment.
disturbed areas are not being actively worked for a Another option for site control is the use of infiltrationperiod in excess of 14 days. In addition, unless modified practices. These practices are allowed but not encour-.for a specific type of project, no more than 20 acres aged due to their potential for clogging and concern over
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ground-water pollution. Experience in other jurisdictions may be required on a local basis but which is not prac-
has demonstrated the potential that infiltration practices tical from a statewide perspective.
have for clogging. Where infiltration practices are used,
upslope and downslope impacts in the event of clogging The concept of delegation of program components is
are carefully considered during the plan review process, fairly unique with respect to program implementation. In
Infiltration of stormwater runoff is a necessary compo- Delaware, each aspect of program implementation may
nent of an overall stormwater management program, but be delegated, with DNREEC acting as a safety net in the
critical safeguards relating to filtering of stormwater and event that a conservation district or a local government
ground-water pollution concerns must be considered fails to adequately implement an aspect of the program.
before design approval. The initial concept of delegation was developed in Mary-

land for inspection of sediment control; the concept was
Filtration of runoff also must be a program component expanded in the Delaware law and regulations to en-
either as a stand-alone practice or in conjunction with compass all aspects of program implementation. The
other practices, primarily infiltration. Common filtration actual interaction of state and local program implemen-
practices generally rely on vegetative filtering of runoff ters has quickly become a partnership effort, with the
over filter strips or through swale systems. On highly state providing technical expertise and educational
impervious sites, vegetative filters often are not feasible; training while the conservation districts and local gov-
in these situations, a sand filter design may be appro- ernments provide for actual program implementation.
priate for initial water quality treatment (Figure 4). Sev-
eral variations in sand filter designs may be applicable A major way in which the Delaware program is unique
from site to site, but defined design criteria must be is in the use of privately provided inspectors (Certified
followed if the system is to be effective at pollutant Construction Reviewers). The land developer on larger
removal, projects (over 50 acres in size or where the state or

delegated inspection agency requires) must provide
Unique Features                              sediment control and stormwater inspectors to assist the

appropriate governmental inspection agency. These in-

Several features of the Delaware program are unique, spectors must attend and pass a DNREC course on
The regulations clearly require that stormwater manage- inspection, inspect active construction sites at least
ment practices achieve an 80-percent reduction in sus- once a week, and submit an inspection report to the
pended solids load after a site has been developed. The developer/contractor and the inspection agency on their
only other state to present a similar performance criteria findings and recommendations. The inspection agency
is Florida. The 80-percent figure was selected based on still must periodically inspect the site to ensure the
a review of documented stormwater practice perform- adequacy of site controls, but the designated inspector
ances around the country. That level of performance can reduces the frequency of inspection for the inspection
be achieved with present technology application. Long- agency. Failure to accurately record site conditions or
term removal rates in excess of 80 percent may require failure to notify either the contractor/developer or inspec-
extraordinary measures such as water reuse, which tion agency of site deficiencies may jeopardize the desig-
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Figure 4. Sand filter design.
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nated inspector’s certification, which could be grounds fees) as an alternative to permit fees or general funding.
for enforcement action against the contractor/developer. The stormwater utility is expected to accompany the
Another important concept that is becoming increasingly Designated Watershed concept as a mechanism to fund
popular among states implementing sediment control the watershed studies, planning, design, implementa-
programs is the requirement that contractors must have tion of practices, and the maintenance of completed
a responsible individual(s) certified as having attended stormwater management structures.
a DNREC course for sediment control and stormwater One area that has not been satisfactorily addressed at
management. The Delaware course lasts approximately this time is the maintenance of residential stormwater
4 hours and attempts to acquaint contractors with the management structures. Commercial stormwater man-
importance of good site erosion and sediment control agement structure maintenance is not expected to pre-
and stormwater management, as well as with their re- sent a significant problem, because one entity is
sponsibilities under the law. The contractor certification generally responsible for overall site maintenance; resi-
program is extremely popular with contractors and re- dential stormwater management structure maintenance,
duces the "we-they" problems that often exist in regula- however, is not so easily assured. At this time, residen-
tory programs, tial maintenance is generally the responsibility of a com-

munity association, but eventually that responsibilityEvolution must become a public responsibility if maintenance is to
The program discussed above represents the initial be assured. If that shift of responsibility is to occur, a
phase of program implementation in Delaware. The next dedicated funding source, such as a stormwater utility,

will have to be implemented.step relates to addressing stormwater management
from a watershed perspective. The sediment and storm- The issue of land use and its relationship to water
water regulations contain a Designated Watershed con- quantity and water quality needs to evolve if resource
cept that allows for the design a~nd construction of protection is to be accomplished. Significant effort will
practices on a watershed basis that, when coupled with be expended in educating local government officials on
land-use planning, wetland restoration, and other non- the importance of wetlands, open space, greenways,
structural practices, reduces existing flooding problems cluster development, and other options to conventional
or improves existing water quality. The expectation is "cookie cutter" zoning. The Designated Watershed ap-
that one watershed will be designated in each county to proach will provide specific details on the benefits of
serve as a model for other watersheds. These water- alternative land-use approaches and their impacts on
sheds will be studied from a hydrologic, water quality, water quality and aquatic resources.
and stream habitat and diversity standpoint, and alter-
native land uses and stormwater controls will be consid- An effective stormwater management program must be

multifaceted in its approach and implementation. It mustered along with their impact on water quality. Based on
the results of the watershed study, a recommended cross conventional lines that are based on an erroneous
approach for watershed protection will be developed in assumption that total resource protection can be pro-
conjunction with local government officials that presents vided through the implementation of structural controls
a blueprint for future resource protection in these Des- that are considered only after entire site utilization has
ignated Watersheds. been maximized. Land-use limitations, dedicated open

space, vegetated buffer areas, and reduced impervious
Funding is another area that must be addressed if the areas are all components of an overall resource protec-
initial program is to be expanded. The state law and tion strategy. The implementation of a structural control
regulations provide a framework for expanding tradi- strategy alone will only reduce the rate of resource decline.
tional funding mechanisms with more innovative types That type of program needs to be implemented as a first
of funding. The regulations contain significant informa.- step, but programs should recognize the need for contin-
tion on the consideration of stormwater utilities (user ued evolution for true resource protection to occur.
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Section 6217 Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program:
Program Development and Approval Guidance

J.W. Peyton Robertson, Jr.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, Washington, DC

Abstract which EPA and NOAA will evaluate state coastal non-
point programs.

In recognition of the fact that over half of the nation’s
population lives in coastal areas and that nonpoint This paper provides an overview of the program develop-
source pollution remains a significant limiting factor in ment and approval guidance by bdefly describing the ele-
attaining coastal water quality goals, Congress enacted ments of the program development process and the
Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization necessary components for an approvable state program.

Amendments of 1990 (CZARA). Section 6217 estab- Included in this description are coastal zone boundary
lishes a requirement that states with federally approved modification recommendations; iden~cation of nonpoint

coastal zone management programs develop and ira- sources to be addressed; implementation of management
plement coastal nonpoint pollution control programs to measures; additional management measures/critical
address nonpoint sources affecting coastal waters, areas; enforceable policies and mechanisms; program

coordination, public participation, and technical assis-

These coastal nonpoint programs are to be imple- tance; and the program approval process.

mented through changes to state nonpoint source pol-
lution programs approved by the U.S. Environmental Overview
Protection Agency (EPA) under Section 319 of the Clean As part of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amend-Water Act and through changes to state coastal zone
management programs approved by the National Oce- ments of 1990 (CZARA), Congress enacted a new Section

anic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) under 6217, entitled "Protecting Coastal Waters." This new sec-

Section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act. The tion requires states with federally approved coastal zone

central purpose of Section 6217 is to strengthen the management programs to develop and implement coastal

links between federal and state coastal zone and water nonpoint pollution control programs (referred to here as

quality management programs and thereby enhance coastal nonpointprograms).1 These coastal nonpoint pro-

state and local efforts to manage land uses that affect grams are to build and expand upon existing efforts to

coastal water quality. States are to achieve this by im- control nonpoint pollution by state coastal zone manage-

plementing 1 ) management measures in conformity with ment and nonpoint source control agencies.

guidance published by EPA under Section 6217(g) of Section 6217(g) of the statute requires the U.S. Envi-
CZARA, referred to as the (g) guidance or the manage- ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), in consultation
ment measures guidance, and 2) additional manage- with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
ment measures developed by states where necessary tion (NOAA), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and other
to achieve and maintain water quality standards, federal agencies, to publish and periodically update

"guidance for specifying management measures for
In addition to the (g) guidance, NOAA and EPA have sources of nonpoint pollution in coastal waters." This
jointly produced program development and approval
guidance that outlines the requirements for state coastal
nonpoint programs. The program guidance outlines the tThe term "state" refers to states, territories, and commonwealths

having coastal management programs approved under Section 306
process by which states will develop their programs and of the Coastal Zone Management Act. There are currently 29 such
submit them for approval. It also includes the criteria by programs.
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technical guidance, or (g) guidance, was published on applica~31e water quality standards and protect des-
January 19, 1993. A companion guidance document, ignated uses with respect to:
entitled Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program: - Land uses that, individually or cumulatively, may
Program Development and Approval Guidance, was cause or contribute significantly to a degradation of
also released on the same date. Though the program 1 ) coastal waters not presently attaining or maintain-
guidance was not required by the statute, NOAA and ing applicable water quality standards or protecting
EPA developed the guidance in an effort to identify designated uses or 2) coastal waters that are threat-
clearly the necessary elements for an approvable state ened by reasonably foreseeable increases in poilu-
coastal nonpoint program, tion Ioadings from new or expanding sources.

The statute sets out a two-tiered process for implement- - Critical coastal areas adjacent to coastal waters
ing management measures. First, states are to imple- that are failing to attain or maintain water quality
ment technology-based management measures standards or that are threatened by reasonably
throughout the Section 6217 management area. Sec- foreseeable increases in pollutant Ioadings.
ond, states must implement additional management ¯ Provide for technical and other assistance to localmeasures ’where water quality standards are not at- governments and the public to implement additional
tained or maintained. The states are to determine these management measures.
additional measures. The program guidance further ex-
plains the justification necessary to exclude any non- ¯ Provide opportunities for public participation in all as-
point source category or subcategory from the first tier pects of the program.
of a state coastal nonpoint program and sets out the
components each state program should include. The ¯ Establish mechanisms to improve coordination be-

program guidance provides for a threshold review proc- tween state agencies and between state and local

ess that allows states to work with NOAA and EPA to officials responsible for land-use programs and per-

evaluate their existing nonpoint programs and identify mitting, water quality permitting and enforcement,

gaps that need to be filled. Finally, the program guidance
habitat protection, and public health and safety.

establishes a process for submitting programs to NOAA ¯ Propose to modify state coastal zone boundaries as
and EPA for approval and a schedule for program de- the state determines is necessary to implement
velopment, approval, and implementation. NOAA recommendations under Section 6217(e),

which are based on findings that modifications to the
The focus of this paper is the "nuts and bolts" of each inland boundary of a state coastal zone are neces-
state coastal nonpoint program. Each program will vary sary to more effectively manage land and water uses
due to unique differences in both state physiographic to protect coastal waters.
features and government structure. Even so, the basic
components of a state coastal nonpoint program need Program Developmentto include those elements identified in the statute and
discussed in the program guidance.                 The Section 6217 Management Area

Statutory Requirements The statute requires that NOAA conduct a review of
each state’s existing coastal zone boundary to deter-

Section 6217 requires that several elements be included mine whether or not the area encompassed by the
in each state coastal nonpoint program in order to re- boundary includes the land and water uses that have
ceive NOAA and EPA approval. These basic statutory "significant" impacts on the state’s coastal waters. The
requirements, excerpted from the program guidance, ~mpact of land and water uses on coastal waters is
appear below. State programs must: cons,~ered both "individually and cumulatively." In

¯ Be closely coordinated with existing state and local ca~es where NOAAfinds that modifications to the inland

water quality plans and programs developed pursuant boundary of a state’s existing coastal zone are neces-

to Sections 208, 303, 319 and 320 of the Clean Water sary to more effectively manage land and water uses,
NOAA is required to recommend a modification to the

Act, and with s~ate coastal zone management programs. existing coastal zone. Although expressed in terms of a
¯ Provide for the implementation, at a minimum, of recommendation that a state modify its coastal zone

management measures in conformity with the guid- boundary, NOAA’s recommendation also defines what
ance published under Section 6217(g) to protect NOAAand EPAbelieve should be the geographic scope
coastal waters generally, of that state’s coastal nonpoint p~’ogram, i.e., the "6217

¯ Provide for the implementation and continuing revi-
management area."

sion from time to time of additional management NOAA conducted a review of each state’s coastal zone
measures that are necessary to attain and maintain boundary, using existing national data to evaluate land
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and water uses within the state. The national data in- identified in the guidance if the state determines such
cluded information on such parameters as population, measures are necessary to protect coastal waters generally.
land area, harvested crop land, and soil loss from crop

The program guidance provides for exclusions of non-land. Information was compiled for each state and sum-
marized in a draft document entitled National Summary: point source categories and subcategories under cer-

tain circumstances. If the state can demonstrate that theState Characterization Reports.
source is neither present nor anticipated in the 6217

In evaluating indicators of nonpoint source pollution, management area, the source may be excluded. States
NOAA analyzed data for areas within the state’s existing also may exclude sources that do not, individually or
coastal zone and for areas within and outside of coastal cumulatively, present significant adverse effects to living
watersheds. NOAA used the smallest U.S. Geological coastal resources or human health. It should be noted
Survey mapping unit as a definition of the coastal wa- that the burden of proof is on the state to demonstrate
tershed. In cases where indicators suggested that non- that the application of the management measures to
point pollution beyond the coastal watershed might have the remaining sources will protect coastal waters gener-
a significant impact on coastal waters, NOAAassessed ally. In other words, if a state wishes to exclude a
the need to further extend the boundary to encompass particular nonpoint source category from management
these land and water uses. The area finally recom- measures implementation, the state must demonstrate
mended by NOAA for inclusion (both the land area that the nonpoint category does not(and is not reasonably
encompassed by the existing coastal zone boundary expected to) present significant adverse effects to living
and any area landward of the existing boundary) consti- coastal resources or human health.
tutes the 6217 management area. For either type of exclusion, the state must provide docu-
NOAA recently provided recommendations to states for mentation of the rationale and data used to justify the
modifying their existing coastal zone boundaries. These exclusion. The program guidance includes certain factors
boundary recommendations generally conform with the that may be considered in exclusions. They are as follows:
state coastal watershed boundaries, except in cases ¯ Pollutant Ioadings or estimates of Ioadings from thewhere indicators of nonpoint pollution beyond the sources.
coastal watershed appear significant. In such cases,
NOAA recommends that an additional area landward of ¯ Intensity of land use.
the coastal watershed be included in the 6217 manage- ¯ Ecological and human health risk associated with the
ment area. In addition to the boundary recommenda- source.tions, NOAA issued a set of draft criteria that states may
use in developing their response to the boundary modi- NOAA and EPA will review the information provided by
fication recommendation. The final boundary determina- the state to determine if the category or subcategory
tion will be accomplished through the state response to may be excluded from the coastal nonpoint program.
the NOAA recommendation and a public review and
comment process at the state level. States have the Implementation of the (g) Management
option of either extending their existing coastal zone Measures
boundary inland or exercising other state authorities State programs need to provide detailed information on
within the 6217 management area. how each of the management measures will be imple-

mented. The program guidance includes a description
Identification of Nonpoint $0urce$ To Be of the information to be included in the coastal nonpo~nt
Addressed program for each nonpoint category and subcategory.

The basic premise of Section 6217 is that technology- This information includes the scope, structure, and cov-

based controls should be implemented for all nonpoint erage of the state program; the designated lead agency

sources that, either individually or cumulatively, have and supporting agencies that will implement the pro-

significant impacts on coastal waters. There need not gram; a program implementation schedule with mile-

be a demonstration that an individual source has an stones; enforceable policies and mechanisms to ensure
management measure implementation; interagency co-impact on water quality. In this sense, Section 6217 is ordination mechanisms; a process to identify practicesakin to the technology-based approach of the point source to implement the management measures; operation,program under the Clean Water Act. For program ap- maintenance, and inspection procedures to ensure con-proval, states are to implement management measures
tinuing performance of the measures; and monitoringthroughout the 6217 management area for all nonpoint activities to evaluate the effectiveness of the measures.source categories (e.g., agriculture) and subcategories

(e.g., confined animal facilities) identified in the manage- States may already have programs in place that can be
ment measures guidance. States also may include man- incorporated into the coastal nonpoint program. States
agement measures for other sources (e.g., mining) not need to provide information on how these existing pro-
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grams can be used to implement the management Enforceable Policies and Mechanisms
measures and identify where necessary changes will be
made. For example, a state may have a program that Besides the provisions for state coastal nonpoint pro-
requires local ordinances ,for erosion and sediment con- grams found in Section 6217, CZARA also amended
trol. Because the program guidance requires "enforce- Section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act
able policies and mechanisms" at the state level, the (CZMA) to require that (before approving a coastal zone
state would have to show some means of ensuring local management program) NOAA finds "... the manage-
implementation of erosion and sediment control. This ment program contains enforceable policies and
could be in the form of backup state enforcement or mechanisms to implement the applicable requirements
some other state oversight of local programs, of the coastal nonpoint pollution control program of the

state required by Section 6217..." (Ssction 306(d)16).Where states do not have existing programs to address The CZMA also includes a definition of "enforceablea given nonpoint category or subcategory, they will have
policy": "[t]he term ’enforceable policy’ means stateto develop new authorities and programs to ensure policies which are legally binding through constitutionalimplementation of the management measures. This
provisions, laws, regulations, land use plans, ordi-may include developing new state authority. Both exist- nances, or judicial or administrative decisions, by whiching and new programs need to be incorporated into the
a state exerts control over private and public land andcoastal nonpoint program.
water uses and natural resources in the coastal zone."

Additional Management Measures/Critical The program guidance outlines a variety of both regu-
Areas latory and nonregulatory approaches that a state may
The program guidance requires states to implement design to meet the requirement for enforceable poll-
additional management measures under two conditions: cies and mechanisms. Examples of regulatory ap-

proaches include permit programs, local zoning
¯ Where coastal water quality remains impaired even requirements, and state laws. Nonregulatory ap-after implementation of the (g) measures, proaches could include economic incentives (such as
¯ In areas whose function is critical to water quality, cost-share programs) or disincentives (such as taxes

or user fees). Nonregulatory approaches must beStates must first identify waters that are threatened or backed by enforceable state authority to ensure man-
impaired as a result of nonpoint pollution impacts. Land agement measure implementation.
adjacent to these waters plays a particularly important
role in attaining or maintaining water quality. There may Several existing state programs to control nonpoint
be situations where new and expanding land uses could sources are backed by state laws. In other cases, state
result in further impacts to threatened or impaired wa- requirements are delegated to local authorities for im-
ters from nonpoint sources, beyond those controlled by plementation or rely on state funds, which provide cost-
the (g) measures. The purpose of additional manage- share monies for implementing practices. For a state
ment measures in this case is pollution prevention to coastal nonpoint program to be approvable, the state
avoid water quality problems that might otherwise develop, needs to demonstrate that these programs are ulti-

mately subject to state enforcement authority. An exam-Additional management measures also are required for pie of how this might work for a cost-share program thatcoastal waters that are not attaining or maintaining ap-
is currently voluntary is for the state to back up theplicable state water quality standards or protecting des-
voluntary program with a "bad actor" provision in stateignated uses. There are two instances where states will
law. In cases where participation in the voluntary pro-need to implement additional management measures
gram does not result in implementation of the manage-due to water quality impairments. First, if a state has
ment measures, the state would have the ability toidentified waters that are failing to meet water quality penalize the "bad actors" or those who failed to takestandards and determines that existing pollution preven-
advantage of the voluntary opportunity.tion activities and/or the implementation of the (g) meas-

ures will not be adequate to achieve water quality Traditional regulatory approaches could offer more di-
standards, the state will have to implement additional rect state oversight of management measures imple-
measures for those waters at the time of program ap- mentation. A state could issue general permits for
proval. The second is following implementation of the specific source categories that include certain criteria
(g) measures and monitoring to evaluate effectiveness that must be met by all those who meet the category
of the (g) measures. If a state determines that water definition. Conditions on the general permit would allow
quality impairments (as a result of nonpoint sources) tailoring of requirements for site-specific circumstances.
exist even after implementation of the (g) measures, the Issuance of individual permits (such as those issued by
state will have to implement additional management many states for septic systems) could also be used for
measures, a specific entity.
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Program Coordination, Public Participation, January 19, 1993, giving states until July 19, 1995. ~
and Technical Assistance submit their programs (see timeline below). During this

period, states have opportunities to meet with NOAA
The program guidance requires several other program and EPA and discuss their progress on program devel-
elements, including provision for administrative coordina- opment. The program guidance establishes a threshold
tion, public participation, and technical assistance. These review process whereby NOAA and EPA conduct an
elements are critical to successful implementation of initial review of a state’s program to address key issues
coastal nonpoint programs because they provide neces- and decision points. Threshold review is voluntary but
sary linkages between state, regional, and local govern- provides an opportunity for states to identify gaps in their
ments; between government agencies and the public; and programs early in the process, giving a better idea of
between government agencies and affected user groups, what to expect when the program is finally submitted for
Such linkages ensure the involvement of a variety of approval. It also helps focus limited resources where
players and, if well developed, build strong support for they can be used in the most efficient and effective
programs from the grass-roots level to the state capitol, manner.
Administrative coordination is inherent in the involve-
ment of state coastal zone management agencies and In addition to threshold review, the program guidance

state water quality agencies as equal partners in the sets out a conditional approval provision for state pro-

development of coastal nonpoint programs. These ties
grams that are submitted without all of the necessary

need to be further enhanced through the involvement of
elements for final approval. NOAA and EPA recognize

other state agencies (such as state forestry, state agri-
(under limited circumstances) that a state may submit a

culture, and state health departments) and with local
program for which all necessary enforceable policies

governments who will be instrumental in implementing
and mechanisms are in place but that the state may

programs at the ground level. Such relationships can be
need additional time to develop state, regional, or local

further defined and solidified through memoranda of
authorities to implement the state requirements. Under

agreement, joint permitting processes, cross training of
such circumstances, NOAA and EPA may grant condi-
tional approval of a state program for a period of 1 year.

staff, and interagency committees. Final approval of the program would depend on the
Public participation is an integral part of the coastal state’s ability to demonstrate that all necessary enforce-
nonpoint program because public support is necessary able policies and mechanisms are in place. A conditional
to ensure effective program development and imple- approval will not affect the date by which states must
mentation. The program guidance requires that states achieve full implementation of the (g) measures. Full
must provide opportunities for public participation in all implementation still must proceed and be completed
aspects of the coastal nonpoint program. Specifically, within 3 years of the first federal approval action,
each state needs to demonstrate that its program has whether that approval is conditional or not.
undergone public review and comment before submittal
to NOAA and EPA for approval. Summary
Technical assistance is particularly important in provid-
ing regional and local governments with needed direc- Table 1 presents a timeline for coastal nonpoint program

tion on how to implement the provisions of state coastal development, approval, and implementation.

nonpoint programs. The statute outlines a variety of Table 1. Coastal Nonpoint Program Development, Approval,
technical assistance areas, including =assistance in de- and Implementation

veloping ordinances and regulations, technical guid-
ance, and modeling to predict and assess the

Date Process

effectiveness of such measures, training, financial in- January 1993 Final (g) measures and program, approval
centives, demonstration projects, and other innovations guidance issued

to protect coastal water quality and designated uses." January 1993 Coastal nonpoint program development:
Technical assistance also will be necessary for affected threshold review (optional), formal/informal
user groups and the public. The program guidance also July 1995 States submit final Section 6217 coastal nonpoint
includes assurances that NOAA and EPA will continue programs

to provide technical assistance to states as they develop January 1996 EPNNOAA complete review of state programs
and implement their programs. (program approval)

January 1996 State begins implementation of (g) measures
Program Submission and Approval January 1999 Full implementation of (g) measures

States have 30 months from the publication of the final (g) January 2001 Completion of 2-year monitoring pedod
guidance to develop their coastal nonpoint programs. January 2004 Full implementation of additional management
The final (g) guidance document was published on measures
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Compliance With the
1991 South Carolina Stormwater Management and Sediment Reduction Act

K. Flint Holbrook and William E. Spearman, III
South Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commission,

Columbia, South Carolina

Abstract with very little success; only 22 local ordinances were
The 1991 Stormwater Management and Sediment Re- passed in 22 years. In 1983, the Erosion and Sediment
duction Act is comprehensive legislation intended to Reduction Act was passed to regulate state-owned
address the management of stormwater runoff from a lands. This act was to set an example for local pro-
watershed perspective. The Act establishes a statewide grams. The act exempted the South Carolina Depart-
program making requirements consistent across politi- merit of Highways and Public Transportation by
cal boundaries. It gives local governments several op- requiring them to establish a program of their own.
tions to address specific problems though the creation In 1991, the South Carolina General Assembly recog-of stormwater utilities or designated watersheds. Con- nized the increasing problems from years of misman-siderations are made for citizen complaints and input agement of stormwater runoff. On May 27, 1991,into program development and operation. Governor Carroll Campbell signed the 1991 Stormwater

Management and Sediment Reduction Act. PursuantIntroduction Regulation 72-300 became effective June 26, 1992.
Stormwater management and sediment reduction is an
integral part of nonpoint source pollution control. Requirements of the Act
Amendments to the federal Clean Water Act in recent

The 1991 act sets minimum standards for programyears have emphasized stormwater management and
sediment control as basic parts of National Pollutant development for control of sediment and water quan-

tity statewide. The act allows local governments to es-Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting,
tablish stormwater utilities and designated watersheds.Several states recognized erosion and sediment control

as a major problem in the early 1970s. States had used It also mandates a statewide regulatory program for
stormwater management and sediment reduction.different approaches, ranging from comprehensive

statewide regulatory legislation (e.g., North Carolina) to The intent is to delegate program components to local
the voluntary approach of enabling legislation to allow governments or conservation districts. There are four
local governments to enact ordinances to regulate ero- components to the program: plan review, inspection,
sion and sediment control on the local level. Tradition- enforcement, and education and training. Criteria for
ally, stormwater management was not part of enabling delegation of each component is set forth in the regu-
legislation or statewide programs, lations. Any or all of the components may be dele-
In the early to mid 1980s, some states began to incor- gated. The delegation is valid for 3 years. The South

Carolina Land Resources Conservation Commissionporate stormwater management into these programs.
The Clean Water Act amendments strengthened the provides oversight of the local program to ensure its
case for attaching the stormwater management issue proper operation. In the event that delegation is not
to the erosion and sediment control programs. To date, requested, the commission operates the program
several states have implemented combined programs, within that jurisdiction or until a local entity requests

delegation. The local government has first right ofSouth Carolina passed enabling legislation in 1971 to refusal to request delegation. If the local government
allow local governments to pass ordinances to regu- chooses not to request delegation, the local conser-
late erosion and sediment control. This approach met vation district may request the delegation.
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The commission retains jurisdiction of certain activi- During construction, the requirement is qualitative, deal-
ties to the exclusion of all others. The commission will ing exclusively with control of offsite discharge of sedi-
permit activities by persons with eminent domain, the mont. A performance standard of 80 percent removal
federal government, and all local governments. (total suspended solids in versus total suspended solids

out) or an efficiency of an effluent standard of 0.5 mL/L
Requirements for Individual Site peak effluent sortable solid concentration, whichever is
Development most lenient, must be achieved. Sites with 10 disturbed

acres draining to a single point are required to have a
Minimum standards are established for individual site sediment basin. Otherwise, a combination of structural
development. There are important dates that should be and nonstructural practices may be used. There is no
recognized when determining specific requirements for sampling requirement to prove compliance with these
site development. The effective date of the act was May standards. Plans are developed using modeling tech-
27, 1992. The effective date of Regulation 72-300 was niques to predict performance of this standard for the
June 26, 1992. All sites with land-disturbing activities 10-yead24-hour design storm.
that affect 5 acres or more and that began on or after .
October 1, 1992, are required to permit through this Aconstruction sequence, one of the most important require-
program regardless of local program status. Beginning ments, is required as part of the overall plan. The sequence,
July 1, 1993, any land-disturbing activity starting on or which is developed by the project designer, contains all site

after that date in the fifteen most populated counties as activities, from installing tree protection to final landscaping
listed in Section 72-303 must permit through the pro- and paving. Close compliance w~ the construction is re-
gram. Additional counties are phased in for 1994 and quired. The contractor mustfollowthis sequence, with modi-

1995. Size limits have been set for land disturbances fications allowed for unforeseen circumstances; however,
from 0 to 2 acres as a reporting requirement following the sequence is not normally modified.
guidance in 72-307(H). Permits for land disturbances of
2 to 5 acres are required under the guidelines of 72- Inspection and Enforcement
307(I). Land disturbances greater than 5 acres must Site inspection is of primary importance to operations of
follow Section 72-307. this program. Without inspection, the program is

doomed to failure. Weekly unannounced site inspec-
Site-Specific Requirements tions are made on each site. Further, a set of approved

The site-specific requirements have some general simi-
plans is required to be held on site.

larities to the federal Clean Water Act requirements for Enforcement provisions in the act provide for fines of up
construction. One of the major differences addresses to $1,000 per day. Also, stop-work orders may be is-
the quantity of water released. These regulations are sued. These enforcement provisions are used when
broken into different parts according to the stage of the violations occur and cooperation is not received to cor-
land-disturbing activity, rect the problem. There are no criminal penalties asso-

Postconstruction requirements include both quantitative
ciated with violations of this act.

and qualitative controls. For quantity control, post- Enforcement actions require that the owner be notified by
development release rates for the 2-year/24-hour and certified mail of any violation. Land-disturbing activities
10-year/24-hour design storms are controlled to the commencing without a permit are subject to an immediate
2-year/24-hour and 10-yead24-hour predeveloped re- stop-work order. Violations are cited in the inspection re-
lease rates. Quality controls for the first flush are imple- port, with a copy given to the designated day-to-day con-
mented where ponds are the proposed method of tact and a copy mailed to the owner. If corrective action is
control. A wet pond requires capture of the first half inch not taken within the specified time frame, a certified letter
of runoff volume from the impervious areas site. Th,s ~ mailed to the owner. This letter outlines the corrective
flow can be mixed with the clean permanent i:~ol act~n required and the penalties to be assessed.
volume and discharged over 24 hours. A dry pond
requires that the first 1 inch of runoff volume from Citizen Complaint Process
impervious areas is captured and released over 24 A citizen may file a complaint concerning any portion of
hours. The first flush must be separated from the program operation or site-specific regulation. The com-
additional flow into the dry basin, plaint is filed with the implementing agency for action. If
Where ponds are not the proposed method of control, satisfaction is not achieved, a hearing may be re-
nonstructural controls are required. Riparian vegetation quested. This hearing must follow procedures listed in
strips, grass waterways, sand filters, and other meas- the South Carolina Administrative Procedures Act. If
ures to meet postconstruction water quality concerns satisfaction is not achieved in this hearing, the complaint
are acceptable alternatives, may be appealed in the court system.
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Florida’s Growth Management Program

Eric H. Livingston
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation, Tailahassee, Florida

Abstract Florida is the fourth most populous state and is still
Between 1970 and 1990, Florida’s population nearly growing rapidly, although not at the rate of 900 people
doubled, from 6,791,418 to 12,937,926. Recognizing per day (300,000 per year) that occurred throughout the
that this rapid growth--up to 900 people per day---could 1970s and 1980s.
overwhelm the state’s social, economic, and environ- The negative impacts of unplanned growth were seenmental resources, the Florida legislature twice passed as early as the 1930s, when southeast Florida’s coastalgrowth management acts. This paper reviews the his- water supply was threatened by saltwater intrusion intotory of growth management in Florida, with emphasis on the fragile freshwater aquifer that supplied most of the. the differences between the 1975 and 1986 legislation, potable water for the rapidly expanding population. ByThe, state’s current growth management program and the 1970s, it was becoming all too clear that unplannedprocess is described, focusing on the institutional frame- land use and development decisions were altering thework and the relationship to the state’s water quality state in a manner that, if left unchecked, could lead tomanagement program. The role of various state and profound, irretrievable loss of the very natural beautyregional resource management agencies in the review that brought residents and tourists to Florida. Extensiveand approval of local government comprehensive plans destruction of wetlands, bulldozing of beach and duneand the implementing land development regulations is systems, continued saltwater intrusion into freshwaterdiscussed, including specific areas of Florida’s growth aquifers, and the extensive pollution of the state’s rivers,management program that are essential to the manage- lakes, and estuaries were only some of the negativement of water resources. The paper also presents ex- impacts of this rapid growth.

amples of goals within the State Comprehensive Plan
that can form the foundation for watershed management

What Is Growth Management?and the maintenance and restoration of water re-
sources. Lessons learned in the implementation of Flor- Florida is one of eight states to have implemented a growth
ida’s growth management program are reviewed, with management program (1). Understanding Florida’s growth
recommendations made to improve the program’s envi- management system requires a clear understanding of
ronmental effectiveness, the distinctions between growth management, comprehen-

sive planning, and land/environmental regulations:
Introduction

¯ Growth management looks at broad issues and at
Florida’s citizens and political leaders accepted the no- the interrelationship of systems: natural systems, in-
tion that the strong and sustained growth that Florida frastructure, land use, and people. It attempts to as-
enjoyed after World War II was an unmixed blessing that sess how well we have provided for the needs of our
would ensure economic health with no negative effects, citizens in the past and on how to determine and
It was assumed that growth not only paid for itself but provide for the needs of new citizens. Growth man-
also produced surplus revenues for state and local gov- agement encompasses comprehensive planning,
ernments. Florida’s public policy toward growth during natural resource management, public facilities plan-
the 1950s and 1960s could best be described as "Build ning, housing, recreation, economic development,
now, worry later." and intergovernmental coordination.
During this period, Florida grew at a phenomenal rate ¯ Comprehensive planning is a governmental process
with the population rising from 2,771,305 in 1950 to for inventorying resources, establishing priorities, es-
6,791,418 in 1970 and to 12,937,926 in 1990. Today, tablishing a vision of where a community wants to
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go, and determining how to get there. It is a system- In 1975, at the recommendation of the first Environ-
atic way of looking at the different components of a mental Land Management Study Committee (ELMS I),
community, county, region, and state, the Legislature enacted the state’s first growth manage-

ment legislation. Chapter 163, ES., the Local Govern-
¯ Regulations are the Specific controls applied to dif- ment Comprehensive Planning Act (LGCPA), required

ferent types of development activities to regulate and all cities and counties to prepare a comprehensive plan.
minimize their negative impacts. Typically, regulations These plans were submitted for review to the state’s
are administered by all levels of government, federal, land planning agency, the Department of Community
state, and local. At the local level, land development Affairs (DCA), which in turn sent the plans to other state
regulations are the ordinances that implement the agencies for review and comment.
local comprehensive plan.

Despite the legislature’s good intentions, the growth
Comprehensive Planning Versus management legislation passed in the 1970s contained
Regulation fatal flaws. First, the LGCPA contained no "teeth." Local

governments were under no statutory requirement to
Comprehensive planning allows a community to make revise their plans by incorporating the comments and
decisions about how and where future growth will occur, recommendations that the state agencies involved in the
Comprehensive planning asks, Is this the right location? review of the local comprehensive plans had made.
Is this the right time? Is this the right intensity for the Furthermore, they were not required to pass land devel-
proposed use of the land? Comprehensive planning opment regulations to implement their plans. Most im-
seeks to prevent problems (social, economic, environ- portantly, state and local officials never recognized that
mental) before development occurs, substantial new funding would have to be provided to
Permitting, on the other hand, asks only, How can we make the program work. Funding was essential for the
do the best job with this development on this particular mandated planning, for supporting the costs of infra-
site? Permitting is site-specific and seeks only to miti- structure, and for implementing strategies to manage
gate the impacts of the land-use decision. Limitations growth. Finally, the law did not require local govern-
are always inherent in any regulatory program, and ments to ensure that public facilities and services kept
comprehensive planning can help to overcome them. up with the demands imposed by population growth. As
Principal among these limitations is the fact that permit- Florida’s population continued to boom in the 1980s, this
ting is piecemeal and does not consider cumulative failure to connect the costs of growth with land-use
effects. Therefore, regulation and permitting cannot sub- decisions and population increases resulted in billions
stitute for planning. Both are needed to manage growth of dollars of backlog in public facilities and services,
effectively and to protect quality of life. increased strain on existing facilities, and an ever-in-

creasing deficit in the quality of life for Floridians.

Growth Management in Florida, Chapter 1

Florida began serious and comprehensive efforts to Growth Management in Florida, Chapter 2

manage its growth as the environmental movement in In the late 1970s and early 1980s, an extensive ap-
the nation and the state gained strength. In 1972, the praisal of Florida’s growth management system was
Florida legislature enacted the first modern package of undertaken; the appraisal concluded that the existing
land and water planning, regulation, and acquisition pro- system was not working. Shaped by the Final Report of
grams. This package included: the Governor’s Task Force on Resource Management
¯ Chapter 373, Florida Statutes (F.S.), establishing the (1980) and the second Environmental Land Manage-

state’s five regional water management districts, re- ment Study Committee (ELMS II), a totally new blueprint
quiring the development of a state water plan, and for managing growth emerged. The ELMS 11 recom-
allowing for the regulation of the water resource, mended a comprehensive package of integrated state,

regional, and local comprehensive planning, reforms to
¯ Chapter 403, F.S., establishing the state’s Depart- the DRI law, and coastal protection improvements. The

ment of Environmental Regulation and its powers legislature responded by enacting the following growth
and duties, management framework:

¯ Chapter 259, F.S., establishing the Environmentally ¯ The State and Regional Planning Act of 1984 (Chap-
Endangered Lands program, which authorized the ter 186, ES.) mandated that the Governor’s Office
state to purchase critical and sensitive lands. prepare a state comprehensive plan and present it to

¯ Chapter 380, ES., creating the Developments of Re- the 1985 legislature. It also required the preparation
gional Impact (DRI) and Areas of Critical State Con- of regional plans by the state’s 11 regional planning
cern (ACSC) programs, councils and provided $500,000 for plan preparation.
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* The 1985 State Comprehensive Plan (Chapter 187, plans and LDRs are adopted, a local government
F.S.) originally was envisioned to be a leadership may approve a development only if the public facilities
document--the foundation of the entire planning and services (infrastructure) needed to accommodate
processmwith strong, measurable, and strategic the impact of the proposed development can be in place
goals that would set the course for Florida’s growth concurrent with the impacts of the development.
over the next 10 years. Each state agency was to Public facilities and services subject to the concur-
prepare an agency functional plan, based on the rency requirements are roads, stormwatermanagement,
State Comprehensive Plan, upon which its budget solid waste, potable water, wastewater, parks and
appropriations would be made. Unfortunately, one of recreation, and, if applicable, mass transit.
the most important elements of the State Planuthe
development and adoption of a capital plan and ¯ Compact urban development goals and policies are
budgetmwas never prepared, built into the State Comprehensive Plan and into

regional plans. Policies such as separating rural and
. The Local Govemment Comprehensive Planning and urban land uses, discouraging urban sprawl, encour-Land Development Regulation Act of 1985 (Chapter aging urban in-fill development, making maximum use

163, F.S.) required all local governments to prepare of existing infrastructure, and encouraging compact
local comprehensive plans and implement regula- urban development form the basis for this requirement. ’
tions consistent with the goals and policies of the
state and regional plans. Numerous state and re- Synopsis of the 1985 Growth
gional agencies reviewed the local plans and submit- Management Process
ted their objections, recommendations, and com-
ments to the Department of Community Affairs for Content of Local Comprehensive Plans (2)
transmittal to the local government. This time, the
local plans had to be revised to incorporate the ob- The plans are prepared in accordance with the minimum
jections, recommendations, and comments. Further- requirements set forth in Rule 9J-5, Florida Administra-
more, local governments faced sanctions from the tive Code (FAC), "Minimum Criteria for Review of Local
state that could result in the loss of state funding if Government Comprehensive Plans and Determination
adopted local plans were not consistent with the state of Compliance."
and regional plans.

Who Prepares the Plan?
Florida’s revised growth management system is built
around three key requirements: consistency, concur- The local government may designate itself as the local
rency, and compactness: planning agency (LPA) or designate a LPA by ordinance

to prepare the plan and recommend it to the local gov-
¯ The consistency requirement established the "into- ernment for adoption. Procedures assuring maximumgrated policy framework," whereby the goals and poll- public input and participation must be implemented by

cies of the State Plan framed a system of vertical the local government and the LPA.
consistency. State agency functional plans and re-
gional planning council regional plans had to be con- What Is Included in the Plan?
sistent with the goals and policies of the State Plan,
while local plans had to be consistent with the goals Plans shall consist of materials, written or graphic,
and policies of the state and appropriate regional including maps, as are appropriate for the prescrip-
plan. Furthermore, the individual elements of each tion of goals, objectives, principles, guidelines, and
local plan must be internally consistent, a require- standards for the orderly and balanced future economic,
ment that has the power to make local plans into social, physical, environmental, and fiscal develop-
coherent, meaningful, balanced documents for guid- ment of the area. The plan must contain the nine required
ing the future of a community. Local land develop- elements and, if the local government population ex-
ment regulations (LDRs) must also be consistent with coeds 50,000, a Mass Transit Element and an Aviation
the local plan’s goals and policies. Horizontal consis- and Port Element.
tency at the local level also is required to ensure that
the plans of neighboring local governments are com- What Are the Required Plan Elements?
patible. Consistency is the strong cord that holds the These elements must be internally consistent and eco-
growth management system together, nomically feasible. Each element consists of data analy-

¯ Concurrency is the most powerful policy requirement sis along with the setting of goals and policies to achieve
built into the growth management system. It requires desired results. The elements include:
state and local governments to abandon their long- 1. Capital Improvements Element, which must con-
standing policy of deficit financing growth by imple- sider the projected need and location of public facili-
menting a "pay as you grow system." Once local ties over the next 5 years:
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a) This element must contain a component with 8. Coastal Management Element, which must be pre-
principles for construction of new public facilities pared by those jurisdictions having a coastline. This
or for increasing capacity of existing facilities, element is to set forth policies to maintain, restore,

and enhance the overall quality of the coastal zone
b) A component must also be provided outlining environment, including wildlife; to protect human life

principles for correcting existing public facility against the effects of natural disasters; and to limit
deficiencies, public expenditures that subsidize development in

c) The element must set forth standards to ensure high-hazard coastal areas.
availability and adequacy of public facilities. 9. Intergovemmental Coordination Element, to coordi-

d) It must establish the acceptable levels of service nate the plan with those of adjacent local govern-
for all facilities, ments, school boards, special districts, etc.

2. Future Land Use Element, which must include a future The Plan Adoption and Review Process
land use map. The map and policies of this element
must be based on studies, data, and surveys that Local plans are submitted to the DCA at a rate of 10 to

determine the projected population changes, show 15 per month in accordance with the schedule and dates

the distribution and amount of land for each land set out in Rule 9J-5, FAC.
use type (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial) The local government sends the proposed plan to DCA
needed to accommodate ’the growth, show the for review and written comment. DCA in turn sends
availability of public services, address renewal of copies to other state agencies for review and comment
blighted areas, and eliminate nonconforming uses. within 45 days. Within 45 days after receiving comments

3. Traffic Circulation Element, showing existing and from these other agencies, the DCA issues an Objec-

proposed transportation routes needed to achieve tions, Recommendations, and Comments (ORC) Re-

the desired level of service based on future popula- port, which summarizes the comments received from all

tion and land uses. of the reviewing agencies. The local government has 60
days to revise the plan, hold a public hearing, and

4. Public Services/Facilities Element, which estab- formally adopt it.
lishes the level of service for wastewater, solid
waste, stormwater, and potable water. An analysis Upon adopting the revised plan, the local government

must be undertaken to determine whether existing sends the adopted plan to DCA. DCA has 45 days to

facilities aro providing current residents with the review and issue a legal Notice of Intent to find the plan

desired level of service, and whether these facilities "in compliance" or "not in compliance." The term "in

can meet the demands for service created by pro- compliance" means consistent with the State Compre-

jected future development; to identify any existing or hensive Plan, the Regional Plan, and Rule 9J-5, which

future service deficiencies; to determine strategies sets forth minimum criteria.

and schedules for correcting these deficiencies; and If the local plan is found to be not in compliance, the
to insert these needed infrastructure improvements following process occurs:
into the Capital Improvements Element. ¯ A formal Chapter 120, F.S., Administrative Hearing is

5. Conservation Element, to provide principles and held, at which the local government can show by a
guidelines for the conservation, use, and protec- preponderance of evidence that the plan is in com-
tion of natural resources, including air, water, re- pliance. A Final Order upholding or overturning DCA’s
charge areas, wetlands, estuarine marshes, soils, determination of compliance is sent to the Governor
beaches, floodplains, rivers, bays, lakes, wildlife and Cabinet.
and marine habitat, and other natural and environ- ¯ If the plan is not in compliance, the Governor and
mental resources. Cabinet can either specify remedial actions to bdng the

6. Recreation and Open Space Element, which must plan into compliance or impose sanctions on the local
establish a level of service for recreational facilities, government, resulting in the loss of state revenue
set forth how these will be met as the population sharing funds, loss of state funds for road improve-
grows, and ensure public access to beaches, ments, and loss of eligibility for some grant programs.

7. Housing Element, with standards and principles to If the local plan is found to be in compliance:
be followed to ensure the provision of housing for ¯ A legal notice of intent is published in a local newspaper.
existing residents and provide for future growth. It
must also include provisions for adequate sites of ¯ Within 21 days, any affected party may file a petition
future housing for low and moderate income per- for a formal Chapter 120 hearing to appeal DCA’s
sons, for mobile homes, and for group homes, compliance decision.
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¯ After the hearing, a final order is issued that either from other state agencies; and send the ORC Re-
upholds or overturns the DCA compliance determina- port to the local government.
tion. If overturned, the Governor and Cabinet again can
either specify remedial actions or impose sanctions. 4. The local government conducts a public hearing

where it can adopt, adopt with modifications, or not
Plan Adoption and Approval Status adopt the amendment.

As of August 1993, a total of 186 local comprehen- Implementing the Plan: Adopting Land
sire plans were in compliance, while 30 were not in com- Development Regulations
pliance. Another 212 plans had been brought into

A key feature of the 1985 growth management legisla-compliance through a negotiated compliance, agreement
tion is the requirement that local governments adoptbetween the DCA and the local government, and 29

plans that were not in compliance have a pending corn- LDRs within 1 year after submission of the revised plan
pliance agreement that has not been signed (3). Of the to DCA for formal review. LDRs are defined in Chapter
259 local comprehensive plans determined to be not in 163, F.S., as "ordinances enacted.., for the regulation
compliance, the compliance issues that caused the find- of any aspect of development." They are an exercise of

the general governmental police power for the protec-ings to be made are summarized in Table 1 (4).
tion of the public health, safety, and welfare. LDRs must

The Plan Amendment Process address, at a minimum, the following areas:
¯ Subdivisions.Chapter 163 limits amendments to an adopted compre-

hensive plan to only twice a year. These amendments ¯ Implementation of land-use categories included in the
must be adopted following the same procedure as when land-use element and map (zoning), along with regu-
the plan was first adopted. The plan amendment review lations to ensure the compatibility of adjacent land
process is similar to the original plan review process, uses and to provide for open space.
involving the following steps:

¯ Protection of potable water wellfields.
1. The land owner submits a request for plan amend-

¯ Stormwater management (quantity and quality).ment to the local government. Usually this must
include certain data and information to help the local ¯ Protection of environmentally sensitive land.
government determine the potential impacts of the

¯ Signage.proposed amendment.
¯ Public facilities and services to meet or exceed the2. The local government holds a public hearing to

established level of service standards.determine whether to adopt the proposed plan
amendment. ¯ Onsite vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow and parking.

3. Proposed plan amendments are submitted to the The LDRs must be adopted by ordinance, and the adop-
DCAfor review to ensure consistency with state and tion process must comply with the notice and public
regional plans and with Rule 9J-5. DCA transmits headng process set forth in Flodda law. Finally, the LDRs
the amendment to other state agencies for their must be combined into a single land development code.
review and comment within 30 days. DCA has a

Unlike local plans, LDRs do not undergo comprehensivetotal of 45 days to review the amendments; incorpo-
state review and approval. The DCA may review andrate comments, objections and recommendations
take action on individual LDRs under only two circum-

Table 1. Compliance Issues stances. The first is for "completeness review," in which
the DCA must have reasonable grounds to believe that

Compliance Issue Number Percentage a local government has totally failed to adopt any of the
Natural resource protection 198 76

required LDRs. "Reasonable grounds" means that DCA
has received a letter(s) from a party or parties stating facts

Level of service standard 183 71 that show the local government has failed to adopt one
Land use 163 63 or more of the required LDRs. DCA can then require a
Concurrency management system 128 49 local government to submit its LDRs for review. DCA

then enters into a period of review and consultation withAffordable housing 89 34 the local government to determine whether the localFinancial feasibility 84 32 government has complied with statutory requirements.
Coastal management 59 23 If DCA determines that a local government has failed to
Intergovernmental coordination 56 22 adopt one or more required LDRs, it notifies the local
Land development regulation 21 8 government within 30 days. The local government then

must adopt the LDRs and submit them to DCA. If the local
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government fails to adopt the LDRs, DCA institutes action especially marine, estuarine, and aquatic ecosys-
in circuit court to require adoption of the required LDRs. toms.

The second type of state review is to assure that the ¯ Discourage the channelization, diversion, or dam-
LDRs "implement and are consistent with the local corn- ming of natural riverine systems.
prehensive plan." This review looks more closely at the ¯ Encourage the development of a strict floodplain man-
actual content and substance of the ordinances. This agement program to preserve hydrologically significant
review can only be initiated by a "substantially affected wetlands and other natural floodplain features.
person" (citizen), however, and it cannot be initiated by
the DCA. A consistency challenge must occur within 12 ¯ Protect surface and ground-water quality and quantity.
months after the final adoption of the LDR. The substan- ¯ Eliminate the discharge of inadequately treated waste-
tially affected person must petition DCA to initiate a water and stormwater runoff into waters of the state.
Chapter 120 administrative hearing. If DCA reviews the
information in the petition and determines that the LDRs Coastal/Marine Resources policies include:
are not consistent with the plan, then DCA requests an ¯ Accelerate public acquisition of coastal and beach-
administrative hearing. If DCA reviews the information front land to protect coastal and marine resources.
in the petition and determines that the LDRs are consis-
tent with the plan, then the affected party can request ¯ Avoid spending state funds that subsidize develop-
an administrative hearing. If the Final Order from the ment in high-hazard coastal areas.
administrative hearing finds the LDR is inconsistent,
then the Governor and Cabinet determine what types of

¯ Protect coastal and marine resources and dune sys-
tems from the adverse impacts of development.

sanctions will be imposed on the local government.
For the Natural Systems and Recreational Lands Ele-

. Comprehensive Plans and the Protection of ment, the goal is to protect and acquire unique natural

Natural Resources habitats and ecosystems and to restore degraded natu-
ral systems. Policies include:

A main purpose of the comprehensive planning program
is to maintain, restore, and protect Florida’s very valu- ¯ Protect and restore the ecological functions of wet-

able, vulnerable natural resources. The goals and po~i- lands systems to ensure their long-term environ-

cies set forth in the State Comprehensive Plan along mental, economic, and recreational value.

with the requirements in Rule 9J-5, which set forth spe- ¯ Promote restoration of the Everglades system and of
cific objectives and policies that must be included in the hydrological and ecological functions of degraded
each plan element, provide the basis for the protection or disrupted surface waters.
of natural resources. ¯ Implement a comprehensive planning, management,
Within the State Comprehensive Plan, goals and poll- and acquisition program to ensure the integrity of
cies that specifically address minimizing impacts of vari- Florida’s river systems.
ous activities on natural resources and the general
conservation, protection, and proper use and manage- Agriculture policies include:

ment of natural resources are found within the Water ¯ Eliminate the discharge of inadequately treated agri-
Resources, Coastal/Marine Resources, Natural Sys- cultural wastewater and stormwater runoff to surface
toms and Recreation Lands, Air Quality, Waste Mated- waters.
als, Land Use, Mining, Agriculture, Public Facilities,
Conservation, and Transportation Elements. The follow- ¯ Conserve soil resources to prevent sedimentation of

ing are examples of these goals and policies, state waters.

For the Water Resources Element, the goal is to "as-
Rule 9J-5 contains many minimum requirements for

sure the availability of an adequate supply of water.., goals, objectives, and policies that are directly related to

and.., maintain the functions of natural systems and the conservation, protection, and proper use and man-

the overall present level of surface and ground-water
agement of natural resources. The following are some

quality. Florida shall improve and restore the quality of
examples.

waters not presently meeting water quality standards." Public Facilities policies include:
Policies include: ¯ Correct existing facility deficiencies and coordinate
¯ Protect and use natural water systems in lieu of struc- the extension of, or increases in the capacity of, fa-

tural alternatives, and restore modified systems, cilities to meet future needs.

¯ Establish minimum seasonal flows and levels for sur- ¯ Maximize the use of existing facilities to discourage
face waters to ensure protection of natural resources, urban sprawl.
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¯ Regulate land use and development to protect the and strategic goals that would set a course for the state’s
functions of natural stormwater features and natural growth and guide the development and implementation of
ground-water aquifer recharge areas, state programs. State agency and program budgeting

Conservation policies include: decisions, however, never were changed to incorporate
the State Plan’s requirements. Furthermore, key compo-¯ Conserve, appropriately use, and protect the quantity nents of the State Plan--the capital plan and budget--

and quality of water, minerals, soils, native vegetative never were developed or adopted. These omissions
communities, fisheries, wildlife, and wildlife habitat, have resulted in a lack of a cohesive, integrated, com-

¯ Protect air quality, native vegetative communities, prehensive vision of Florida’s future as well as a lack of
and water quality, financial resources to implement the program and to

correct exist{ng infrastructure deficiencies.
¯ Protection and conservation of the natural functions

of soils, fisheries, wildlife habitats, surface waters, The 1993 Growth Management Act strengthens the
ground waters, and beaches and shorelines, state planning process in two ways. First, it requires the

Governor’s Office to review and analyze the State Com-
Growth Management in Florida, Chapter 3 prehensive Plan biannually and submit a written report

recommending revisions or explaining why no revisions
After several years of living with and implementing the are necessary. Second, the act requires that a new
1985 growth management law, numerous issues were Growth Management Element be prepared and submit-
arising that suggested that the program needed fine ted to the 1994 legislature. The element must be strate-
tuning. On one side were people who thought that the gic in nature; provide guidance for state, regional, and
program and process were hindering economic devel- local actions necessary to implement the State Plan;
opment, stepping on private property rights, and becom- identify metropolitan and urban growth centers; estab-
ing cumbersome administratively. Others felt that the lish strategies to protect identified areas of state and
program was not adequately protecting social, eco- regional environmental significance; and provide guide-
nomic, and environmental resources. In 1991, the third lines for determining where urban growth is appropriate
Environmental Land Management Study Committee and should be encouraged.
(ELMS III) was formed to provide recommendations to
the 1993 legislature on ways to further improve and Regional Planning
refine Florida’s growth management laws. The Commit-

The 1993 Growth Management Act greatly changes thetee’s report included the following conclusion (5):~ role and powers of the regional planning councils. The
Florida’s growth management process is not in a state regional planning councils are charged with planning
of disrepair, but it needs some immediate attention, and coordinating intergovernmental solutions to multi-
More importantly, it needs executive leadership to jurisdictional growth-related problems, with no regula-
protect the substantial investment that has been tory authority. Regional policy plans will now be required
made so that it will not be lost, or worse, become a to address only affordable housing, economic develop-
liability. Decisions that are made over the next 12 to ment, emergency preparedness, regionally significant
18 months will determine whether our efforts will be natural resources, and regional transportation, and
able to deliver the promises made. The tools for these plans will no longer be a basis for determining the
managing future growth and change are in place, consistency of local plans.
The challenge is whether these tools and our lead-
ership can respond when asked to perform. The DRI Process

The Committee’s Final Report and Recommendations The act provides for the termination of the DRI process
formed the basis for a new planning and growth manage- in large jurisdictions (counties greater than 100,000
ment act which passed by overwhelming margins in both population) when they adopt specific intergovernmental
the house and the senate in the closing days of the 1993 coordination mechanisms. The law also greatly revises
session. Among the provisions of the 180-page law are the DRI process in those counties and cities that retain
some major changes relating to state planning, regional the process. Fewer projects will be considered DRIs, the
planning, the DRI process, local planning and concur- regional planning councils will be allowed to address
rency, and infrastructure funding as explained below (6). only state and regional resources or facilities, and the

review process is expedited for projects that are consis-
State Planning tent with the local comprehensive plan.
One of the biggest criticisms of Florida’s growth manage-

Local Planningment system is the lack of strong leadership at the state
level. The State Comprehensive Plan originally was envi- The act makes several very substantial changes in the
sioned as a leadership document with strong, measurable, local planning process, especially with respect to the
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plan amendment review process, sanctions, intergov- cial, economic, and environmental resources. Rural Io-
ernmental coordination, and evaluation and appraisal cal governments, however, need extensive technical
reports. The plan amendment review process is stream- assistance and funding to develop and implement sound
lined, with DCA issuing an ORC Report for a proposed comprehensive plans.
amendment only if a regional planning council, affected
person, or local government requests it or if DCA de- Probably the greatest hindrance to solving Florida’s

cides to conduct such a review. All adopted plan amend- existing growth management problems and prevent-

ments will be reviewed by DCAfor compliance with state ing future growth from exacerbating them is the imple-

laws. The law greatly changes and strengthens the mentation, at both state and local levels, of dedicated

evaluation and review reporting requirements. The DCA funding sources. At the state level, the Growth Man-

is directed to adopt a rule establishing a phased sched- agement Program, the Surface Water Improvement and

ule for the submittal of evaluation and appraisal reports Management Program, the State Stormwater Demon-

no later than 6 years after local plan adoption and then stration Grant Program, and the Preservation 2000

every 5 years thereafter. Land Acquisition Program are underfunded and depend
on annual legislative appropriations. Dedicated funding

Concurrency and Infrastructure Funding         sources such as increases in documentary stamp taxesor the placement of small fees on products such as
The act codifies DCA’s existing concurrency management concrete, asphalt, fertilizer, pesticides, and water use
rule and policies, thereby providing specific legislative or even electric bills could generate sufficient funding
guidance on this critical component of the planning levels to ensure that these programs succeed. At the
process. To avoid conflicts with other state planning goals, local level, impact fees, gasoline taxes, and the estab-
the act authorizes local governments to provide an ex- lishment of stormwater utilities (already implemented by
ception from transportation concurrency requirements in over 50 local governments) are essential if funds suffi-
areas designated for urban in-fill development, urban cient to pay for needed infrastructure improvements are
redevelopment areas, existing urban service areas, or to be raised.
certain downtown revitalization areas. The act author-
izes local governments to adopt a "pay and go" system The state’s land planning and water planning frame-
for transportation concurrency if the local plan includes works need to be better integrated. In particular, the
a financially feasible capital improvement plan to up- Department of Environmental Regulation and the five
grade transportation .facilities and establishes an impact regional water management districts need to be the lead
fee or other system requiring the developer to pay its fair agencies involved with water management issues.
share of needed transportation facilities. Unfortunately, Greater consistency and integration is needed between
while ELMS III recommended a 10-cent statewide gas local comprehensive plans and requirements set forth in
tax increase to provide infrastructure funding, the legis- State Water Policy, Chapter 17-40, FAC. Currently, local
lature only authorized local governments to increase the comprehensive plans only are required to "consider~

local option gas tax by up to 5 cents. State Water Policy rather than to be "consistent with."

Recommendations References
Based on experience with Florida’s growth management 1. Gale, D.E. 1992. Eight state-sponsored growth management
programs over the past 15 years, the following recom- programs: A comparative analysis. JAPA 58(4):425-439.
mendations are made to streamline the process and

2. Gluckman, D., and C. Gluckman. 1987. Citizen’s handbook to
enhance protection of Florida’s natural resources, the Local Government Comprehensive Planning Act. Handbook

The program and its requirements must recognize the prepared for the Florida Audubon Society, Maitland, FL.

inherently different growth management needs of highly 3. Department of Community Affairs. 1993. Compliance determina-
urbanized areas or rapidly growing areas and separate ~ons for local government comprehensive plans. Tallahassee, FL.

them from the planning needs of rural areas, especially 4. Department of Community Affairs. 1993. Analysis of issues re-
those with very slow growth rates. Flexibility, with con- suiting in a finding of not in compliance for local government
sistency, is the key. comprehensive plans. Tallahassee, FL

Rural local governments, especially in those areas ex- 5. ELMS III Committee. 1993. Final report and recommendations.

periencing growth, have the most to gain from compre- Tallahassse, FL.

hensive planning. Hopefully, they can avoid the 6. Pelham, T. 1993. The ELMS III legislation: Revising Florida’s
mistakes that have been made in central and southern Growth Management Act. Florida Administrative Law Section
Florida where unplanned growth adversely affected so- Newsletter 16(3):11-16.
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Stormwater and the Clean Water Act:
Municipal Separate Storm Sewers in the Moratorium

Kevin Weiss
Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance, Office of Water,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC

Abstract indicates that urban runoff is a major source of impair-
Urban stormwater and related pollutant sources have merit for 53 percent of impaired estuary acres, 36 per-

cent of impaired ocean coastal miles, 29 percent ofbeen shown to be major sources of water quality impair-
impaired lake acres, 6 percent of impaired Great Lakement. Section 402(p)(6) of the Clean Water Act requires

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to identify shoreline, and 9.6 percent of impaired river miles. The
report also indicates that combined sewer overflows,additional stormwater sources to be regulated to protect
which are a mixture of urban runoff, sanitary sewage,water quality under Phase II of the National Pollutant
and industrial process discharges, are sources of im-Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program. Miti-

gating water quality impairment associated with urban pairment for 4 percent of impaired estuary acres, 3.6
runoff requires comprehensive efforts with special em- percent of impaired ocean coastal miles, 7.5 percent of
phasis on comprehensive approaches to stormwater impaired Great Lakes shoreline, and 2.8 percent of im-
management for new development. Municipal govern- paired river miles. Urban runoff affects receiving waters
merits in urbanized areas appear to be critical institu- in or near urban population centers and therefore may

limit the uses and values of the waters closest to thetions for making many of the day-to-day decisions
most people.necessary to address problems associated with storm-

water, including measures to minimize the risks to water Surface water resources are affected by two charac-
resources associated with stormwater from areas un- teristics of urban runoff: 1) elevated pollution concentra-
dergoing urbanization. In addition, municipalities have tions and Ioadings and 2) changes in flow patterns that
the police power needed to implement some compo- accompany urbanization. The nature of the receiving
nents of stormwater programs and the ability to collect water determines whether increased pollutant Ioadings
funds to be used in program implementation. This paper or changes to natural flow patterns or a combination of
looks at the use of NPDES permits for discharges from both are causes of impairment. For example, slower
municipal separate storm sewers systems in urbanized moving rivers, streams, lakes, and estuaries can be
areas as a tool for defining the federal/state/municipal more sensitive to increased pollutant Ioadings than to
relationship for addressing stormwater management, changes in flow patterns. Conversely, faster moving

streams, such as those found in hilly or mountainous
Environmental Background areas, can flush pollutants but may be sensitive to dra-

matic changes in flow patterns. A good comparison ofUrban stormwater discharges have been shown to be a these impacts is provided by Pitt, who compares ira-major cause of impairment of surface water resources.
pacts in Coyote Creek (San Jose, California), a streamThe National Water Quality/nventory 1990 Report to with relatively slow flows, with impacts in Kelsey andCongress provides a general assessment of surface Bear Creeks (Bellevue, Washington), streams with highwater quality based on biennial reports submitted by the
flows and good flushing capabilities (2, 3).states under Section 305(b) of the Clean Water Act

(CWA). The report indicates that of the rivers, lakes, and
Sources of Pollutants in Urbanestuaries that the states assessed, roughly 60 to 70
Stormwaterpercent are supporting the uses for which they were

designated. Urban lands, however, only account for 2 Pollutants discharged from municipal separate storm
percent of lands in the United States (1). The report sewer systems originate from a variety of diffuse
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sources. EPA has identified four major classes of ¯ Illicit connections and cross connections from indus-
sources that contribute pollutants to discharges from trial, commercial, and sanitary sewage sources.
municipal separate storm sewer systems (4): ¯ Improper disposal of wastes, wastewaters, and litter.
¯ Nonstormwater sources ¯ Spills.
¯ Residential and commercial sources ¯ Leaking sanitary sewage systems.
¯ Industrial sources ¯ Malfunctioning septic tanks.
¯ Construction activities ¯ Infiltration of ground water contaminated by a variety of

Nonstorrnwater Sources sources including leaking underground storage tanks.

Although separate storm sewers are primarily designed ¯ Wash waters, lawn irrigation, and other drainage
to remove runoff from storm events, materials other than sources.
stormwater find their way into and are ultimately dis- For a more complete description of nonstormwater dis-
charged from separate storm sewers. For example, in charges to storm sewers, see U.S. EPA (6).
Sacramento, California, less than half the water dis-
charged from the stormwater drainage system was di- Table 1 provides a summary of several studies involving
rectly attributed to precipitation (5). Nonstormwater problems with nonstormwater discharges. These case
discharges to storm sewers come from a variety of studies illustrate the wide range of pollutants that can
sources, including: enter storm sewers from nonstormwater discharges,

Table 1. Summary of Nonstormwater Discharge Problems

Study Site Comments

Jones Falls Watershed, During the NURP study of the Jones Falls Watershed, 15 illicit connections were discovered in portions of the
Baltimore City and watershed. The illicit connections were grouped into four types: direct discharges from residences; leakage
County, MD from cracked or broken sewer lines; decades-old overflows from the sanitary sewer; and sanitary sewage

pumping station malfunctions. Elevated levels of pathogens, TSS, ammonia, TKN, total nitrogen, COD, and
TOC were identified.

Tulsa, OK A physical inspection was conducted of 120,000 ft of storm sewer 48 in. and larger serving a drainage area of
approximately 12 square miles. Thirty-five potential nonstormwater discharges were observed. Twenty-three of
these were observed and/or suspected sanitary sewer connections, four were potable water discharges, and
eight were of unknown origin. In addition, 12,900 ft of sanitary sewer was laid within the storm sewer, where
the storm sewer served as a conduit. Most illicit connections were associated with development that occurred
before 1970. Other documented observations were structural defects (900 ft of pipe showed signs of structural
defects), pipe cross through (176 total), and debds buildup.

Washtenaw County, MI Inspection of 1,067 businesses, homes, and other buildings was conducted, with 154 of the buildings (14%)
identified as having illicit connections, including connections in restaurants, dormitories, car washes, and auto
repair facilities. About 60% of the automobile-related businesses inspected had illicit discharges. A majority of
the illicit connections discovered had been approved connections when installed. Pollutants that were detected
included heavy metals, nutrients, TSS, oil and grease, radiator fluids, and solvents.

Fort Worth, TX Twenty-four outfalls in a 10-mile radius were targeted for end-of-pipe observations. The success of the
program was judged by a decline in the number of undesirable features at the target outfalls from an average
of 44 undesirable observations per month in 1986 (522 total) to an average of 21 undesirable observations
per month in 1988. The Fort Worth investigation indicated problems associated with allowing septic tanks,
self-management of liquid waste by indust~/, and construction of municipal overflow bypasses from the
sanitary sewer to the storm drains. ~ i~o~l~m~ were attributed to the inability of the publicly owned
treatment works to expand as rapidly as ~ gto~4h occurred. During a 30-month period, problems detected
included 133 hazardous spills, 125 ~ re.ted to industrial activity, 265 sanitary sewer line breaks, and
21 bypass connections of the sandaty ~ to the storm sewer. Highlighted cases included a 20-gal/min flow
from a cracked sanitary sewer from a be~n i~ocessing plant to a storm drain and an illicit connection of a
sanitary sewer line from a 12-story office t~JiIding to a storm sewer. Most industrial pollution enters the storm
sewer system from illegal dumping, sto~n runoff, accidental spills, and direct discharges. Metals were not
detected in dry-weather discharges but were found in significant levels in receiving water sediment. City
officials state that the high metal concen~’ations in sediment are consistent with otherwise unexplained serious
reported fish kills.
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Table 1. Summary of Nonstormwater Discharge Problems

Study Site Comments

Seattle, WA - The city of Seattle has detected improper disposal and illicit connections from industrial sites by investigating
sediment in storm sewers. One storm drain outfall representing a major source of lead to the Duwamish River
was traced back to a former smelter that crushed batteries to recover lead. Lead concentrations in the
sediment were high enough to allow the city to send it to an operating smelter to be refined. Another storm
drain contained high levels of creosote, pentachlorophenol, copper, arsenic, and PCBs, which (except for the
PCBs) were traced back to a wood treatment facility. Contaminated sediments removed from the storm drain
(30 yd3) contained 145 Ib of contaminants. Sediments removed from storm drains in another industrial area
contained very high levels of PCBs (about ~ Ib PCBs/’70 yd3 sediment).

Upper Mystic Lake, NY The NURP study for the Mystic Lake Watershed project identified contamination of stormwater runoff and
subsequently surface water contamination of surface waters by sanitary discharges as a major problem in the
watershed that contributed large quantities of phosphorus, certain metals, and bacteria. Interactions at 19
manholes that served both sanitary and storm sewer lines were identified as the malor contributor of pollutants.

Bellevue, WA The NURP report for Bellevue recorded 50 voluntary citizen reports of illegal dumping and other
nonstormwater discharges during a 27-month period. The incidents reported were varied and resulted in at
least two significant fish kills. Of the citizen reports, 25% involved improper disposal of used oil to the storm
sewer. Other reports involved spills; illicit connections of floor drains, septic tank pipes, and a car wash;
chemical dumping; and concrete trucks rinsing out into catchbasins or streams.

Ann Arbor, MI Studies in 1963, 1978, and 1979 found that discharges from the Allen Creek storm drain contained significantquantities of fecal coliform, fecal streptococci, solids, nitrates, arid metals. Of the 160 businesses dye-tested,
61 (38%) were found to have improper storm drain connections. Chemical pollutants including detergents, oil,
grease, radiator wastes, and solvents were causing water quality problems. Monitoring of the storm drainage
system during storm events indicated a decrease in the concentration of 32 of 37 chemicals monitored after
the improper connections were removed.

Medford, OR Fecal coliform tests at storm drain outfalls in city parks were used to detect four leaking sewer lines, which
either were located above the storm lines or saturated the ground with effluent, which entered the nearby
storm drains, an agricultural equipment wash rack, and a house with sanitary lines plumbed to the storm
drain. In addition, in one of the oldest sections of town a large storm drain bored in the early 1900s also
contained the sanitary sewer line. Under manholes, the sanitary line was only a trough. Even minor clogs or
breaks resulted in a spillover of effluent in the storm drain below.

Toronto, Ontario Dry weather sampling of discharges from 625 storm drains in the Humber River Watershed. About 10% of theoutfalls were considered significant sources of nutrients, phenols, and/or metals, while 30 of the outfalls had
fecal coliform levels >10,000/100 mL. Investigations identified 93 industrial and sanitary sewage illicit
connections. Problems included residential connections of sanitary sewage to the storm sewers and yard
runoff from a meat packing plant to a storm drain.

Grays Harbor, WA Dry weather sampling of 29 outfalls of separate storm drains indicated that discharges from six of the outfallshad abnormally high pollutant levels with suspected illicit connections. The area under consideration had
originally been served by combined sewers. Earlier efforts to separate the system had been incomplete, with
some residences discharging sanitary sewage to the storm drain.

Seward, NY Sewage from septic tanks with clogged drainfields in clay soils flowed into open storm sewers. The open
storm sewers posed health risks to neighborhood children and lowered property values.

Norfolk Naval Station, The Norfolk Naval Shipyard was originally built in 1767 and has had numerous additions since that time. It
VA has an extensive network of underground pipes that includes both separate storm sewers and

sanitary/industrial sewers. In response to a lawsuit, officials at the shipyard conducted dye-testing of sanitary
facilities throughout the shipyard, which led to the identification and elimination of 25 cross connections of
sanitary and industrial waste to the separate storm sewer system.

Sacramento, CA The city of Sacramento is currently undertaking a project to identify pollutant discharges and illegal
connections into the stormwater drainage systems. Recent studies identified acute toxicity in stormwater, and
revealed that less than half the water discharged from the drainage system was not directly attributable to
precipitation. Mass loading estimates of copper, lead, and zinc discharged by the drainage system were
several times higher than the estimated pollutant loads of these metals from the Sacramento Regional
Treatment Plan secondary effluent.

Hazardous waste case Cases of onsite waste disposal where pollutants were added to runoff that eventually ended up in drainage
studies systems and other cases where a generator dumped wastes directly down a drain were common. Of the 36

cases of illegal dumping investigated in a GAO report, 14 cases investigated involved disposal of hazardous
waste directly to, or with drainage to, a storm sewer, flood control structure, or the side of a road. An
additional 10 sites involved disposal to the ground, landfills (other than those receiving hazardous wastes),
and trash bins, which can then result in added pollutants to subsequent stormwater discharges.
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including pathogens, metals, nutrients, oil and grease, ment plant that provides advanced treatment and that
metals, phenols, and solvents. Removal of these non- serves about 2 million people (the Blue Plains sewage
stormwater pollutant sources often provides opportuni- treatment plant), and from major industrial process
ties for dramatic improvement in the quality of wastewater discharges located in Maryland and Vir-
discharges from separate storm sewers, ginia.

When analyzing annual Ioadings associated with urbanResidential and Commercial Runoff runoff, it is important to recognize that discharges of urban
Residential and commercial activities are the predomi- runoff are highly intermittent, and that the short-term Ioad-
nate land uses in most urbanized areas (UAs), typically ings associated with individual events will be high and
occupying between 55 to 85 percent of the total area. may have shockloading effects on receiving water.
Major pollutants associated with residential and com- Pollutant Ioadings for urban stormwater are based onmercial runoff include heavy metals, oxygen demanding the "Simple Method" developed by the Washington Met-materials, bacteria, nutrients, floatables, organics, pes- ropolitan Council of Governments (7). Pollutant concen-ticides, polynucteararomatic hydrocarbons(PAHs), and trations used in this model were based on thoseother toxic organic pollutants, published in U.S. EPA (8). The values for lead were
From 1978 through 1983, the U.S. Environmental Pro- reduced by 75 percent to account for assumed reduc-
tection Agency (EPA) provided funding and guidance to tions due to reductions in the use of lead in gasoline.
the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) to study Pollutant Ioadings for direct dischargers in the Toxics
the nature of runoff from commercial and residential Release Inventory are as reported in Cameron (9). The
areas. The NURP study provides insight into what can Toxics Release Inventory contains data on toxic chemi-
be considered background levels of pollutants in runoff cal releases by industrial facilities that use 10,000 lb or
from residential and commercial land uses. Sites used more of specified toxic chemicals and does not include
in the NURP study were carefully selected so that they all releases from all industrial facilities in a state.were not affected by pollutant contributions from con-
struction sites, industrial activities, or illicit connections. Industrial RunoffData from several sites had to be eliminated from the
study because of elevated pollutant loads associated A number of studies indicate that runoff from industrial
with these sources, land uses has relatively poorer water quality than other

Data collected in NURP indicated that on an annual
general land uses (8, 10-13). In general, a greater vari-

Ioadings basis, suspended solids in discharges from ety and larger amounts of toxic materials can be used,

separate storm sewers draining runoff from residential produced, stored, or transported in industrial areas. In-

and commercial areas are approximately an order of dustrial activities that can provide a significant source of

magnitude or more greater than in effluent from sewage pollutants to stormwater from industrial sites include

treatment plants receiving secondary treatment. In ad- loading and unloading, outdoor storage, outdoor proc-

dition, the study indicated that annual Ioadings of chemi- esses, illicit connections or management practices, and
waste disposal practices. In addition, many heavy indus-

cal oxygen demand (COD) is comparable in magnitude trial areas have a large degree of imperviousness, whichwith effluent from sewage treatment plants receiving results in high volumes of runoff. Atmospheric depositionsecondary treatment, and spills and leaks associated with material transport
Table 2 compares annual pollutant Ioadings for three can contribute to significant levels of toxic constituents
metals--zinc, lead, and coppermfrom urban runoff from in runoff to areas surrounding or in close proximity to
the Metropolitan Washington UA, from a sewage treat- heavy industrial activity.

Table 2. Annual Pollutant Loadlngs (in Pounds) in Stormwater From Selected Pollutant Sources

Urban Stormwater From All MD and VA Direct Industrial Discharges in
Pollutant Metropolitan Washington Blue Plains POTWa 1987 Toxic Release Inventory

Zinc 480,000 137,000 132,000

Lead 132,600 5,500 31,300

Copper 113,000 21,000 127,000

Nitrogen 30,000,000 ! 2,000,000 Not available

Phosphorus 1,200,000 113,000 Not available

BOD5 9,500,000 1,400,000 Not available

aBlue Plains POTW Ioadings estimates based on EPA Permit Compliance System (PCS) data for 1989.
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Runoff From Construction Activities             Every 10 years, the Bureau of Census defines UAs to

characterize the population and development patternsThe amount of sediment in stormwater discharges from
of large urban centers of 50,000 or more. UAs areconstruction sites can vary considerably, depending on

whether the discharges are uncontrolled or whether ef- composed of a central city (or cities) with a surrounding
fective management practices are implemented at the closely settled area. The population of the entire UA
construction site. Sediment loads from uncontrolled or must be greater than 50,000 persons. The closely set-
inadequately controlled construction sites have been tied area outside of the city, the urban fringe, must have
reported to be on the order of 35 to 45 tons/acre/year, a population density generally greater than 1,000 per-

sons per square mile (just over 1.5 persons per acre) toSediment loads from uncontrolled construction sites are
be included. The boundaries of UAs are based on popu-typically 10 to 20 times that of agricultural lands, with
lation patterns, not political boundaries; therefore, theysediment loads as high as 100 times that of agricultural
do not include significant portions of rural land.lands and typically 1,000 to 2,000 times that of forest lands.

Over a short period, construction sites can contribute
The Bureau of Census has defined 396 UAs in themore sediment to streams than was previously depos- United States based on the 1990 Census. These UAsited over several decades, have a combined population of 158.3 million, or 63.6-
percent of the nation’s total population;2 however, theseChanges to Flow Patterns: Physical areas only account for 1.5 to 2 percent of the land

Impacts surface of the country. Most increases in population
occur in urban fringe or suburban municipalities ratherUrbanization can result in dramatic changes to the natu-
than in core cities.3ral flow patterns of urban streams and wetlands. In

undeveloped watersheds, most rainfall infiltrates into the
ground and recharges ground-water supplies. Urbanize- Clean Water Act Requirements
tion alters the natural vegetation and natural infiltration

In 1972, the CWA was amended to provide that thecharacteristics of a watershed, which results in much discharge of any pollutants to waters of the Unitedhigher peak flows and reduced base flows in urban
States from a point source is unlawful, except where thestreams. Increased peak flows can result in stream bank
discharge is authorized by an NPDES permit. The termerosion, streambed scour, flooding, channelization, and
"point source" is broadly defined to include "any discern-elimination or alteration of habitat (14). Increases in ible, confined and discrete conveyance, including butpeak flows can also create the need to modify stream
not limited to any pipe, ditch, [or] channel ....from whichchannels through a variety of engineered structures, pollutants are or may be discharged." (Congress hassuch as retaining walls, rip-rap, and channel dredging,
specifically exempted agricultural stormwater dis-

Increased imperviousness and loss of wetlands and charges and return flows from irrigated agriculture from
natural flow channels also decrease the amount of rain- the definition of point source.) Although the definition of
water available for ground-water recharge. Reduced ground point source is very broad, prior to 1987, efforts under
water levels reduce base flows in streams during dry the NPDES program to control water pollution have
weather periods, which impairs theaquatichabitat, impairs focused on controlling pollutants in discharges from
riparian wetlands, and makes receiving streams more

cities are in unincorporated portions of counties. In these cases, thesensitive to other pollutant inputs and sedimentation, county government conducts the major functions of local government.
However, in most States, including New England, mid-Atlantic, Great

Development Patterns Lake, midwestem, and most western states, the pdmary form of local
government for many municipal functions is not a county but either an
incorporated place or a minor civil division. (These terms are definedIn the United States, population patterns typically do not in Table 3.)follow the political boundaries of municipalities. Prior to

1950, many large core cities annexed additional fringe 2The Census Bureau defines urban populations more broadly than
UAs. Urban populations include the populations of UAs and any otherareas as populations of the urban center increased. The dense population of 2,500 or more people. The 1990 Census indi-

trend of core cities increasing in area through annexa- cates that 28.8 million people who lived outside of UAs were classed
as urban populations. The Bureau of Census classified populationstion has largely stopped in most major UAs. In most that are not clessified as urban (including UAs) as rural. The 1990states, smaller "suburban" local governments surrounding Census indicates that 61.6 million people were classified as living in

the core city are retained or created.1 Thus, today most rural areas.
urban centers are composed of a large core city sur- 3The 1990 Census indicates that the total population of the United
rounded by several smaller "suburban" municipalities. States increased by 22.1 million between 1980 and 1990. Of this

growth, 86 percent (19 million) was in Census.designated UAs. Cities
with a population of 100,000 or more accounted for 22 percent of this~The patterns and functions of local governments in suburban fringe growth (4.9 million), while suburban areas surrounding these areasareas vary from state to state. In some states, such as Maryland, grew by 11.5 million (52 percent of the national total). Another 12Virginia, Florida, and California, and, to a lesser degree, a number of percent of the national growth (2.6 million) occurred in UAs that didsouthern states and Texas, large urban populations outside of core not have a core city of 100,000 or more.
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publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) and industrial and methods to control stormwater discharges to the
process wastewaters. The major exception to this are extent necessary to mitigate impacts on water quality.
the 10 effluent limitation guidelines that EPA has issued

Based on the two studies, EPA is required to issuefor stormwater discharges: cement manufacturing (40
CFR 411), feedlots (40 CFR 412), fertilizer manufactur- regulations by no later than October 1, 1993, that des-

ing (40 CFR 418), petroleum refining (40 CFR 419), ignate additional stormwater discharges to be regulated

phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR 422), steam electric to protect water quality and establish a comprehensive

(40 CFR 423), coal mining (40 CFR 434), mineral mining program to regulate such designated sources. The pro-

and processing (40 CFR 436), ore mining and dressing gram must, at a minimum:

(40 CFR 440), and asphalt emulsion (40 CFR 443). ¯ Establish priorities.

As part of the Water Quality Act of 1987, Congress ¯ Establish requirements for state stormwater manage-
added Section 402(p) to the CWA to require EPA to ment programs.

develop a comprehensive, phased program for regu- ¯ Establish expeditious deadlines.
lated stormwater discharges under the NPDES pro-

The program may include performance standards,gram. Under the first phase of the post-1987 program,
EPA is to develop requirements for: guidelines, guidance, management practices, and treat-

ment requirements, as appropriate.
¯ Stormwater discharges associated with industrial The 1987 amendments to the CWA made significant

activity, changes to the permit requirements for discharges from
municipal separate storm sewers. Section 402(p)(3)(B)

¯ Discharges from large municipal separate storm sewer of the CWA provides that NPDES permits for such dis-systems (systems serving a population of 250,000 or charges:more) and medium municipal separate storm sewer
systems (systems serving a population of 100,000 to ¯ May be issued on a system- or jurisdictionwide basis.
250,000). ¯ Shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit non-

stormwater discharges into storm sewers.¯ Discharges that are designated by EPA or an
NPDES-approved state as needing an NPDES per- ¯ Shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pol-
mit because the discharge contributes to a violation lutants to the maximum extent practicable, including
of a water quality standard or is a significant contribu- management practices, control techniques and sys-
tor of pollutants to waters of the United States. tern, design and engineering methods, and such

other provisions as the Director determines appropri-
Section 402(p)(1) of the CWA creates a temporary ate for the control of such pollutants.
moratorium on the requirement that point source dis-
charges of pollutants to U.S. waters must be authorized Initial Implementation
by an NPDES permit for other stormwater discharges.’~
Under the moratorium, EPA is prohibited from issuing On November 16, 1990, EPApublished the initial NPDES
NPDES permits for discharges composed entirely of regulations under Section 402(p) of the CWA (see 55 FR
stormwater that are not specifically exempted from the 47990). The November 16, 1990, regulations:
moratorium (the discharges listed above to be ad- ¯ Defined the initial scope of the program by defining
dressed during the first phase of the program) prior to the terms "stormwater discharge associated with in-
October 1, 1994.s Before this time, EPA, in consultation dustrial activity" and large and medium "municipal
with the states, is required to conduct two studies on separate storm sewer systems."
stormwater discharges. The first study is to identify
those stormwater discharges or classes of stormwater ¯ Established permit application requirements.
discharges for which permits are not required prior to ¯ Established deadlines.
October 1, 1994, and to determine, to the maximum extent
practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in such The regulatory definitions of large and medium munici-
discharges. The second study is to establish procedures pal separate storm sewer systems specifically identified

173 incorporated cities and 47 counties, and allowed for
additional designations of adjacent municipalities on a4The Conference Report for the 1987 amendments to the CWA pro-

vidas that after the moratodum ends on October 1,1994,"allmunicipal case-by-case basis. EPA estimates that 400 additional
separate storm sewers are subject to the requirements of Sections municipalities with a combined population of about 16301 and 402" (emphasis added) (15). million people have been designated by EPA and author-
S’rhe 1987 amendments to the CWA originally provided that the mora- ized NPDES states, and that 23 cities with a population
torium on other stormwater discharges (Water Resources Develop-
ment Act) expire on October 1, 1992. Under the amendments, EPA of 100,000 or more (and a combined population of 8.6
was required to issue additional regulations to address these sources, million people) have been excluded from stormwater
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requirements due to large populations served by corn- controls are generally more cost effective and mu-bined sewer systems, nicipalities do not have to incur costs directly. Retrofit-
The November 16, 1990, regulations were based on ting controls for existing development can also be
1980 Census data. Data from the 1990 Census indi- considered where practicable. Another focus is vege-
cates that 30 additional cities have a population of more tation maintenance and snow removal activities for
than 100,000, and five of the cities listed in the Novem- roads. Other source control measures, such as trans-
ber 16, 1990, regulations no longer have a population of portation plans, can be required where practicable.
100,000 or more. In addition, the 1990 Census indicates ¯ Measures to reduce pollutants in runoff from indus-
that 12 additional counties have an unincorporated, ur- trial facilities: EPA anticipates that a large percentage
banized population of 100,000, and two counties listed of stormwater discharges associated with industrial
in the November 13, 1990, regulations no longer have activity discharge through municipal separate storman unincorporated, urbanized population of 100,000. sewer systems. The Agency intends to coordinate

requirements in permits for stormwater dischargesThe November 16, 1990, regulations also established
associated with industrial activity with efforts to de-requirements for a comprehensive, two-part permit ap-
velop municipal stormwater management programsplication for discharges from large and medium munici-
in permits for discharges from municipal separatepal separate storm sewer systems. The major objectives
storm sewer systems serving a population of 100,000of the permit application requirements are to ensure that
or more. Under this coordinated effort, municipal per-municipalities develop comprehensive municipal storm-
mittees will have a major role in implementing pro-water management programs that address water quality,
grams to control pollutants from stormwaterand to begin to implement these programs,
associated with industrial activity that discharges

The permit application requirements for discharges from through their municipal separate storm sewers. For
municipal separate storm sewer systems represent a example, municipal operators can assist EPA and
new approach to addressing pollutant sources under the authorized NPDES states in identifying priority storm-
NPDES program. NPDES permit application require- water discharges associated with industrial activity;
ments for other types of discharges traditionally focused reviewing and evaluating stormwater pollution pre-
on sampling end-of-pipe discharges. Permit applications vention plans developed by industrial facilities pursu-
for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer ant to NPDES permit requirements; and complying
systems place a lesser emphasis on discharge sampling with requirements. (See 56 FR 40972 for a more
for a number of reasons, including the large number of complete description of the relationship EPA intends
discharge points commonly associated with municipal to develop between federal, state, and local govern-
systems and the recognition that many municipalities ments for controlling pollutants in stormwater from
were only initiating efforts to reduce pollutants in storm- industrial sources.)
water discharges at the time (see 55 FR 47990). Munici-

¯ Measures to reduce pollutants in runoff from con-palities are required to submit comprehensive
struction sites: Many municipalities currently haveapplications providing information that: 1) identifies ma- sediment and erosion requirements for constructionjor sources of pollution to the system, 2) characterizes
activities. These programs, however, often are notpollutants in system discharges, 3) describes existing
adequately implemented or enforced. NPDES permitand proposed municipal stormwater management pro- conditions for municipalities are expected to focus ongrams, and 4) describes the administrative and legal
ensuring adequate municipal implementation and en-aspects of the municipal stormwater management pro-
forcement of their controls. (See 57 FR 41206 andgram.
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments

Perhaps the most important aspect of the permit appli- [17].)
cation requirements is that they lay out the framework ¯ Measures to detect and control nonstormwater dis-for municipalities to propose comprehensive municipal charges to the storm sewer system: Nonstormwaterstormwater management programs. When developing discharges to separate storm sewer systems are apermit conditions, permit writers will consider the man- major pollutant source in many municipalities. EPAagement programs that are proposed as part of the anticipates that permits will require municipalities topermit applications. The municipal stormwater manage- continue field screening efforts started during the per-merit programs envisioned by the November 16, 1990, mit application phase of the program and to under-regulations address the four following areas: take other efforts to detect and control nonstormwater
¯ Measures to reduce pollutants in runoff from residen- discharges.

tial and commercial areas: A major focus of this pro- For a more complete description of the components of
gram component is controlling pollutants in a municipal stormwater management program, see
stormwater from new development where stormwater Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Part 2 of the
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NPDES Permit Applications for Discharges From Mu- Institutional Considerations
nicipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (16). Municipalities contain the institutions that are critical for
The November 16, 1990, regulations take two very dif- surface water resource protection programs. Urban
ferent approaches to defining the roles of different levels stormwater management has been, is, and will continue
of government. With respect to permits for large and to be primarily the responsibility of local governments
medium municipal systems, the efforts of the NPDES (18). Municipalities install or oversee the installation of
permit authority (EPA or an authorized NPDES state) storm sewer systems to provide drainage for lands used
are directed toward ensuring that municipalities develop for residential, commercial, and industrial activities as
and implement stormwater management programs to well as roads and highways. Municipalities can provide
control pollutants to the maximum extent practicable, the institutional framework necessary to implement
Under these requirements, the NPDES program can many components of an effective stormwater manage-
define the role of municipalities in a flexible manner that ment program.
allows local governments to assist in identifying priority Components of a comprehensive stormwater manage-
pollutant sources within the municipality and to develop ment program that only municipalities can effectivelyand implement appropriate controls for such discharges, address include land use planning, detailed oversight of
With respect to permits for stormwater discharges asso- new development, maintenance of roads, retrofitting
ciated with industrial activity, the NPDES permit author- controls in areas of existing development, and operation
ity has a direct role in regulating individual industrial and maintenance of municipal storm drains. Municipali-
sites, ties can provide the detailed planning necessary to im-

plement watershed and other risk-based approaches.
Moratorium Sources: Why Municipalities?

"~ The role of municipalities under the NPDES program is
Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA to issue to make stormwater management programs work. This

’regulations that designate additional stormwater dis- involves overseeing day-to-day program operations,
charges to be regulated to protect water quality and that identifying local priorities and pollutant sources, devel-
establish a comprehensive program to regulate such oping detailed program requirements, conducting site
designated sources. EPA can generally take two differ- inspections and evaluations, monitoring activities, as-
ent approaches to identifying classes of discharges to sessing impacts to surface water resources, initiating
be regulated by NPDES permits: 1) to require munici- compliance efforts, and ensuring effective outreach. Mu-
palities to develop systemwide stormwater manage- nicipal activities can be funded by a variety of mecha-
mentprograms, or 2) to require NPDES permit coverage nisms, including general revenues, developer fees,
for targeted commercial and residential facilities. When flood control assessments, and stormwater utilities.
evaluating whether to address selected municipalities Raising funds at the municipal level can provide a mu-
in the regulatory program required under Section nicipalitywide source of funds that can then be directed
402(p)(6), the following factors should be considered: at priority projects. Thus, comprehensive programs can

¯ There are institutional considerations, be implemented in a phased manner over a long period.
In addition, such an approach takes advantage of pol-

¯ Some existing municipal functions can be modified lutant trading concepts by directing resources from
to address stormwater concerns in a cost-effective many sources to priority sources.
manner. The role of the federal government and authorized

¯ Municipal participation is necessary for regional or NPDES states under the NPDES municipal stormwater
systemwide stormwater management programs, program is to ensure that regulated entities implement

pollution control measures. In the municipal stormwater
¯ There are pollutant load considerations. area, this means providing oversight to guide the direc-
¯ Issuing permits to municipalities allows for municipal ticn of municipal programs and providing technical as-

programs that incorporate innovative controls, such sistance. Oversight activities include issuing permits
as market-based incentives and pollutant trading, that establish the framework for municipal stormwater

control programs and taking targeted enforcement ac-
¯ Municipalities are in the best position to address high tions, for example, when municipalities fail to develop

risk sources, including new development, and to pro- and implement a program. In addition, the NPDES
tect priority resources and watersheds, authority must work in partnership with municipalities to

¯ Some municipal activities are significant pollutant ensure that, where appropriate, priority pollutant
sources that municipalities may have difficulty control-

sources,                                     ling, such as certain federal or state facilities, are directly
¯ Municipalities can ensure maintenance of structural issued NPDES permits for their stormwater discharges.

controls and implementation of nonstructural measures. As Thomas Mumley, Associate Water Resource Control
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Engineer at the San Francisco Regional Water Quality pewasive municipal ethic regarding stormwater man-
Control Board (19)states: agement that ensures effective use of municipal re-

Successful control of urban runoff will require a sources and mitigates the effects of municipal activities
that can affect water resources.carrot, a stick, and. . the implementation of com-

mon-sense, cost-effective, environmentally benefi-
cial measures .... We need incentives to change Regional or Systemwide Programs
our ways.., we now have a big stick to drive these Urban stormwater is a diffuse source of pollution. The
needed efforts, in the form of the NPDES stormwa- impacts of stormwater on receiving waters generallyter regulations [for municipalities] which require the cannot be attributed to individual sources or dischargeimplementation of these measures. Fortunately, the points; rather, the cumulative effects of many dischargescurrent regulations promote flexibility6 and don’t im- from widespread areas of urban development in a wa-pose a lot of bureaucratic red tape, and therein lies tershed are of major concern. Often, approaches thatthe carrot, consider watershed characteristics are necessary for

success.Expanding the Mission of Existing Municipal
Programs Control of urban stormwater is critical from a regional

perspective, which addresses the entire UA. The lack ofMunicipalities typically operate programs whose primary
regional or systemwide planning is often cited as a majormission is to address a set of concerns other than
reason for incomplete and unsuccessful stormwaterstormwater or water quality. Expansion of the mission control efforts and for the inability to protect downstreamof these existing municipal programs to address storm-
areas from stormwater from upstream development. Awater concerns can be much more cost effective than
comprehensive stormwater management program can-initiating entirely new programs. Municipal functions that
not rely solely on addressing individual sources withincan be adapted to assist in providing stormwater man-
large UAs.agement benefits include oversight of new develop-

ment, pretreatment program implementation, fire safety A regional approach can also bring together financial
inspections, flood control, trash collection, management resources, planning, and scientific expertise not other-
of municipal lands, and road maintenance. Municipal wise available for individual municipalities, thereby in-
lands, for example, can provide retrofit opportunities for creasing the likelihood for success. Regional entities
a number of reasons. The use of municipal lands for that can play an important role in planning, implement-
retrofits typically does not require additional property ing, and evaluating stormwater programs include flood
purchases. In addition, the use of municipal lands en- control districts, stormwater or drainage districts, coun-
sures opportunities to provide future maintenance and ties, and Councils of Governments.
security in preservation of the retrofit control. (See
Washington State Department of Ecology [20] for spe- Pollutant Load Considerationscial stormwater management practices for public build-
ings and streets; vehicle and equipment maintenance UAs comprise a mixture of different land uses. For gen-
shops; maintenance of open space areas; maintenance eral planning purposes, most UAs are distributed as
of public stormwater facilities; maintenance of roadside follows: residential, 50 to 70 percent; commercial, 10 to
vegetation and ditches; maintenance of public utility 20 percent; industrial, 10 to 15 percent; open area, 10
corridors; water and sewer districts and departments; to 15 percent (13). Concentrations of pollutants in storm-
and port districts.) water from nonindustrial areas can be assumed to be

roughly the same for different land use types, but theIn addition, many municipal activities and programs degree of imperviousness plays an important role incan be significant sources of pollutants, such as road determining pollutant loads (8). This is because many
maintenance, road construction, siting and operating diffuse sources of pollutants to urban stormwater oper-
flood control devices, maintenance of municipal vehicles, ate in different land use areas, and areawide sourcesmunicipal landfills, and airports.7 Expanding the missionare important. While commercial and industrial landof these programs can assist in the development of a uses generally have a higher level of imperviousness

than some types of residential development, a large
6Concerns have been raised regarding the requirements under the amount of residential area will result in residential landcurrent Clean Water Act that NPDES permits for municipal separate
storm sewers, in addition to mandating the reduction of pollutants to use being a major pollutant source to stormwater. For
the maximum extent practicable, must ensure compliance with water example, a study of the Santa Clara Valley found that
quality standards. The water quality standards issue is not discussed the volume of stormwater flows from residential andin this paper.

7Some municipal activities are considered to be industriaJ activities associated with industrial activity owned or operated by a municipality
under the NPDES program. Section 1068 of the Intermodial Surface with a population of less than 100,000 in the moratorium from NPDES
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 placed stormwater discharges permit requirements.
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commercial land uses in the Valley was 10 times greater Flexibility in Selecting Measures
than the volume of flow from industrial uses. The loading
of metals in stormwater flows from residential and com- Municipal stormwater management programs should be
mercial lands was estimated to be 5 to 30 times greater comprehensive efforts that address a wide range of
than from industrial lands (11). innovative measures in addition to traditional command-

and-control requirements. Federal or state permitting
programs generally have limited flexibility to directly

A program that only addresses industrial stormwater implement many types of innovative control strategies
flows is limited because it only addresses a fraction of in a widespread manner. Requiring municipalities to
the total urban stormwater flows. Similarly, programs obtain NPDES permits for their municipal systems could
to address illicit connections to storm sewers should create a regulatory framework that could support mu-
address municipal sources. Municipalities have respon- nicipalities’ use of innovative controls, such as market-
sibilities associated with several important classes of based incentives.
illicit connections, including sanitary collection systems For example, municipalities can fund stormwater pro-(ownership of collection system), improper connections grams with a utility rate system that accounts for thebetween sanitary and storm sewer systems, and im- impervious area at a site, which is roughly proportionalproper connections from residential or commercial ar- to the amount of stormwater generated at the site. Aeas. For example, investigations in Houston, Texas, survey of 54 stormwater agencies with stormwater utili-indicated that most of the city’s problems associated ties located in 19 states indicated that 70 percent of thewith nonstormwater discharges to the separate storm agencies surveyed based their utility on the amount ofsewer system were associated with broken wastewater impervious area at a site, while an additional 17 percentcollection system lines discharging to its stormwater based their utility on the product of area times an inten-collection system (21). sity of development, which can approximate impervious

area (22). Such a rate system can also consider whether
In general, municipal programs should include legal stormwater controls are provided at a site. These ap-
authority to address the majority of stormwater sources proaches create market-based incentives for reducing
into their municipal system. However, this does not site imperviousness (thereby reducing stormwater vol-
mean that a municipality should have to ensure that umes and pollutant loads) and for installing and operat-
every existing residential, commercial, or industrial site ing stormwater measures. (See U.S. EPA for a list of 21
within its jurisdiction actively controls its stormwater, municipal stormwater utilities that provide credits for
Rather, municipalities should develop programs that re- onsite stormwater management [23].)
suit in the implementation of practicable controls for Municipalities have a wide range of tools for ensuring
high-priority sources that maximize cost-effectiveness stormwater control measures occur with new develop-
by considering possible sources and conditions within merit. For example, municipalities can have zoning pro-
the jurisdiction. In addition, EPA must be a partner in visions that establish setbacks for buffer zones, limit theefforts to control selected priority sources, such as in- amount of impervious area, require maintaining mini-
dustrial, federal, and state facilities. For example, some mum amounts of open space, and encourage cluster
municipalities have indicated that practical problems are development. Municipalities can also develop watershed
associated with controlling stormwater from federal and management plans that provide for preservation of flood-
state facilities. In such cases, a partnership between the plains, wetlands, shoreline, and other critical areas. In
municipality and the NPDES authority may be appropri- addition, during the building plan approval process, mu-
ate where the municipality identifies high-risk state and nicipalities can designate, through deed modification or
federal facilities for the NPDES authority to consider other means, an entity or individual who is responsible
issuing an NPDES permit directly, for maintaining the stormwater management systems of

a new development. Controls on siting, installing, and
In addition, the Agency should lead national efforts to maintaining septic systems and for ensuring proper
directly reduce some pollutant sources or find product sanitary sewer connections can reduce pollutant dis-

substitutes. For example, federal requirements under charges from municipal separate storm sewer systems.

the Clean Air Act have resulted in significant decreases Other innovative approaches to stormwater manage-
in the use of lead in gasoline, which in turn have resulted ment include used oil and/or household hazardous
in decreases in lead concentrations in urban runoff, waste municipal collection programs. Municipalities can
Other areas of national regulation and/or pollution pre- conduct portions of public outreach programs in a more
vention efforts that have been suggested are reduction cost-effective way than other levels of government. For
in the amount of zinc in tires, reductions in the amount example, municipalities can stencil catchbasins to mini-
of copper in brake pads, and lower emission standards mize improper dumping of materials and send informa-
for particulate emissions for diesel engines (11). tional flyers with water or sewer bills.
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Another approach is for a municipality to use pollutant site level. Municipalities can accomplish these tasks
trading concepts to select cost-effective controls. One with a much greater sensitivity to local conditions and in
example of pollutant trading is for a municipality to allow a more equitable and reasonable manner. In addition,
a developer to contribute to an offsite regional stormwa- municipalities can develop watershed plans that con-
ter measure where onsite measures are not feasible, sider the tradeoffs associated with the placement of
Other pollutant trading concepts are discussed in Santa onsite controls and regional stormwater management
Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program approaches. Some municipalities advocate stormwater
(11) and U.S. EPA (24). It should be noted that some control strategies that use a mix of regional controls and
concerns have been raised regarding trading structural onsite controls that reflects watershed hydrology. Ad-
controls for nonstructural controls where opportunities vantages of this approach are said to include better
to install structural controls can be lost and the contin- control of peak flows; reduced impacts to streams and
ued implementation of nonstructural controls cannot be riparian wetlands; improved pollutant removal efficien-
assured, cies; lower costs; a significantly higher likelihood of

adequate maintenance; and recreational amenity valuesMunicipalities can also incorporate voluntary compo-
(26).nents into their municipal stormwater management pro-

grams, such as adopt-a-highway litter programs or The ability of EPA or NPDES states to conduct such
adopt-a-stream programs. In addition, the development detailed planning is limited. For example, EPA indicated
of stormwater programs at the municipal level can en- that a consideration of possible water quality impacts
courage high levels of public input from local groups, associated with the timing of releases from onsite storm-

water management measures involves a complex arrayFlexibility To Address High-Risk Sources and of variables, including the nature and locations of other
To Protect Priority Resources and Watersheds activities within a watershed, and is generally beyond
Controlling pollutants in stormwater involves addressing the scope of the Agency’s NPDES general permits for
many and diffuse pollutant sources. The nature of the stormwater from construction activities (see 57 FR
problem calls for focusing on priority sources and era- 41202). Municipal consideration of mitigation measures
phasizing controls in priority watersheds. Municipalities for numerous smaller projects in a watershed may better
are in the best position to evaluate local conditions and maintain the integrity of an aquatic ecosystem.
to determine local priorities for implementing and over- A goal of the stormwater program should be that munici-
seeing control strategies and measures that ensure the palities have planning procedures to identity and ad-water quality impacts of land use activities in its jurisdic- dress the potential impacts of development on watertion are mitigated. This is particularly true when evalu- resources. NPDES permits for municipal separate stormating the risks of new development, sewer systems can assist in reaching this goal by on-
Urbanization is a gradual process that spans decades and suring that municipalities consider the impact of storm-
occurs over a wide region. It is composed of hundreds of water on surface waters. Traditionally, the major
individual developments that take place over much shorter objective of installing separate storm sewers has been
time frames. The true scope of water resource degradao to remove as much stormwater runoff from developed
tion associated with urbanization may not fully manifest lands as soon as possible. To achieve this goal, local
at the watershed scale for many years. This presents the governments have constructed thousands of miles of
challenge of evaluating the impact of individual develop- curb, gutter, road side ditches, and other storm sewers
ment proposals over the long term at the watershed to convey stormwaters as quickly and as efficiently as
scale (25) and planning appropriately. Such detailed possible to the nearest stream (18). Efforts often focus
planning can only occur on the municipal level,a Detailed on channelization projects that attempt to make streams
efforts to plan and oversee new development could not more "efficient" at conveying waters downstream. Ex-
(and should not) be undertaken at the federal level, tensive channelization projects and other stream "im-

provements," such as concrete-lined walls or heavyMunicipalities typically have planning processes and ad- riprap, can destroy the habitat value of streams.ministrative systems in place to address some aspects of
new development. When municipalities, plan for new A few communities have developed programs where
development, the total development of the area can be stormwater is managed for multiple purposes, including
considered. This can provide a much more comprehen- controlling water quantity (to avoid flooding and stream
sive basis for planning than when developers plan at the scour and to maintain stream flows during dry weather

by recharging ground water during storms) and improving
8EPA has recognized that many local governments typically require water quality. A range of alternative stormwater control
sediment and erosion plans, grading plans and/or stormwater man- measures and facilities can be implemented to serveagement plans that are significantly more detailed and are eccompa- "
nied by a more rigorous review process than those required under multiple purposes effectively. The natural cycles and
EPA-issued general permits (57 FR 41196). processes that occur before land development are used



as a guide for managing stormwater after development management devices through deed modification prior to
has occurred, and natural flow patterns and rates of site development or through ordinances.
discharge are retained through special stormwater con-
trol facilities and measures. Natural processes are in- Moratorium Sources: Which
corporated into the design of many "soft" engineered Municipalities?
systems, including vegetated buffers, greenways,
revegetation of stormwater systems, wetland creation or Public commentors on previous NPDES stormwater

retention for stormwater management, and onsite retort- rulemakings have identified a number of principles that

tion, detention, or infiltration systems. Policies emerging are critical to successful implementation of NPDES re-
quirements for a stormwater regulatory program (55 FRfrom these programs include:
48039):

¯ Reducing peak flows and improving stormwater qual-
ity through onsite retention. ¯ Municipalities should be regulated as equitably as

possible.
¯ Reducing the volume of stormwater leaving the site

using natural infiltration.                          .¯ Major sources of pollutants must be addressed
through control, treatment, or prevention.

¯ Releasing stormwater from onsite facilities at a rate ¯ The approach must be administratively realistic andsimilar to the predevelopment runoff rate. achievable.
¯ Managing for smaller storm events as well as those ¯ New development should be addressed.larger storm events that can cause major floods.

¯ Protecting wetlands and floodplains as natural storm- ¯ Programs must be coordinated or developed on a

water storage areas, regional basis to avoid fragmentation or balkanized
programs and to support watershed approaches.

¯ Making stormwater facilities amenities of the devel-
opment (such as retaining natural drainage channels ¯ Regional approaches are necessary to address inter-

related discharges into the municipal separate stormor providing attractive landscaping for stormwater sewer system.management ponds) and encouraging open space
and recreational uses. Municipalities associated with Census-designated UAs

¯ Developing programs that relate erosion and sedi- or a subset thereof appear to meet most of the criteria

ment controls during construction with stormwater in a way that makes them candidates for consideration

management after construction is completed, for Phase II stormwater requirements. Additional munici-
pal candidates for Phase II requirements are pockets of

The implementation of this approach typically involves high growth levels outside of Census-designated UAs
somewhat higher costs for development plan review by and areas with large seasonal activities (e.g., some
local governments but lower costs for stormwater facility tourist towns) that are not classified as part of a Census-
construction, and results in lower social costs, designated UA because of small year-round popula-

tions.
Maintenance of Controls

The installation of structural controls (e.g., wet ponds, Equitable Treatment/Major Pollutant Sources

infiltration devices) during the construction phase of new Currently, NPDES requirements for discharges from
development is often cited as a key component to a municipal separate storm sewer systems focus on core
successful stormwater program. To continue to operate, cities, and generally do not address UAs surrounding
these devices need to be maintained every 5 to 15 core cities in a comprehensive manner. The regulations
years. Lack of maintenance is often cited as a leading do address 47 counties that were selected because they
cause of failure of stormwater management devices, had significant populations in unincorporated, urbanized

While NPDES permits for stormwater discharges from portions of the county. In most UAs, however, areas
surrounding core cities are broken into incorporatedconstruction activities disturbing more than 5 acres can areas and/or minor civil divisions with populations ofrequire the installation of stormwater measures during less than 100,000. These areas are not addressed by

the construction phase of a project, permit coverage for
residential and commercial sites ends when the site is current NPDES requirements even though they may be

in a heavily populated county. For example, 400 coun-stabilized. Therefore, NPDES permits for stormwater ties have a population of greater than 100,000 but are
discharged from construction sites may not be able to not addressed by the current NPDES regulations.
ensure the continued maintenance of these sites. Mu-
nicipalities are in a better position to require or conduct At least three factors are important to consider when
maintenance activities for these devices. For example, determining whether municipalities are being regulated
municipalities can require maintenance of stormwater as equitable as possible: 1) demographic patterns asso-
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ciated with per capita income; 2) the pollutant sources of most of these cities remained the same, while thethat are being addressed; and 3) the ability to control populations of many large cities decreased.
major pollutant sources. Some states have also advo-
cated national NPDES requirements to ensure national Most growth in UAs occurs in areas that were not re-
consistency and to prevent economic disincentives that quired to obtain an NPDES permit for their stormwater
make it difficult for states and municipalities to imple- discharge before October 1, 1992. Between 1970 and
ment progressive stormwater management programs 1980, the population of UAs outside of cities with a
(57 FR 41205). population of 100,000 or more increased 30 times more

(an increase of 18.9 million) than the population of theseThe per capita income of suburban fringe areas is cities. This growth resulted from both increases in popu-
typically significantly higher than the per capita income lation densities of existing urban lands and by the ur-
of core cities. A 1991 report by the National League of banization of previously rural lands. Factors such as
Cities indicates that the per capita incomes of residents lower costs of land, commercial space, and residential
in the largest cities is only on average 59 percent of housing continue to cause urban sprawl even in UAs
the per capita incomes in the surrounding suburbs, that are not experiencing population growth.
The magnitude of these income disparities was cited as
a clear indicator of the disparities in tax bases. The Equity and pollutant source considerations would ap-
report also suggested that continued demographic shifts pear at least to require that NPDES requirements be
are expected to increase these differences (27). In ad- extended to cover suburban fringe municipalities in Cen-
dition, municipal governments associated with core sus-designated UAs in which one or more large or me-
cities often provide a greater range of services than dium municipal separate storm sewer systems are
surrounding areas, resulting in higher per capita munici- already subject to NPDES requirements. Municipalities
pal government costs, with a large or medium municipal system should not be

held solely responsible for implementing NPDES storm-As discussed above, the pollutant sources associated water requirements when stormwater from suburban
with urban stormwater are diffuse in nature and are municipalities limits the opportunities of the core cities
associated with widespread areas of development. Cen- to effectively protect water resources.
sus data from 1990 indicate that approximately 46 per-

Perhaps a more equitable approach would be to ex-cent of the total area and 35 percent of the total
pand NPDES requirements to cover municipalities as-population of UAs containing a city with a population of
sociated with Census-designated UAs of a specified100,000 or more are located outside of the core city in
size (e.g., 100,000 or 50,000). This approach wouldsuburban fringe areas.9 As a rough approximation, sub-
ensure that urban centers of similar size and theurban fringe areas are generating as much stormwater
largest sources of urban runoff would be subject topollution as core cities with a population of 100,000 or
program requirements.more. Failure to address suburban fringe areas outside

of these cities would severely limit the ability of the core
city to protect receiving waters. Administratively Achievable/New Development

In core cities, urban streams are typically already heav-The equity issue is also related to the types of controls
ily degraded, with limited opportunities for full restora-that are available to municipalities. Older, densely de-
tion. Significant opportunities exist in suburban fringeveloped core cities have limited opportunities to control

pollutants in their stormwater (8). Areas with substantial areas, however, to conduct new development in a way
that mitigates impacts on water resources. A basic prin-new growth, however, including many suburban fringe
ciple of stormwater controls is that developing controlsareas, have greater opportunities to ensure appropriate
for new development is much more cost effective (8) andstormwater management and mitigate impacts to receiv-
institutionally feasible than retrofitting old development.ing waters associated with new growth.
EPA has also indicated that, where properly planned,

Between 1970 and 1980, the population of incorporated stormwater controls can increase the property values
cities with a population of 100,000 or more (those with and satisfy consumer aesthetic needs (56 FR 40989).
municipal separate storm sewer systems addressed by

Municipalities often oversee the development process.NPDES regulations before October 1, 1992)increased by They usually have some form of approval or permitonly 0.6 million, with much of this increase associated with
program in place. Developers have incentives to comply,the addition of the populations of 17 cities that had popu-
because enforcement can be stringent (e.g., stop-worklations of l 00,000 or more for the first time. The land area orders), and the developer usually wants to have a
workable relationship with the municipality to ensureSin the United States, most people served by combined sewers are
that future projects proceed smoothly. In addition, thelocated in cities with a population of 100,000 or more (57 FR 41349).

Thus, the percentage of urbanized population served by separate Costs of the controls are not borne by the municipality
storm sewers in suburban fringe areas is higher than indicated above, directly but rather by the developer. Several states with
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progressive stormwater management programs have ies with a population of 100,000 or more?1 If suburban
initially focused on new development (e.g., Maryland, municipalities fail to develop adequate stormwater pro-
Florida, and Delaware). This is unlike the approach grams, the ability of core cities adequately to protect the
taken in the 1987 amendments to the CWA, which in- receiving waters of the core city will be limited. As Tucker
itially focused on core cities with little or no growth and (18) states,
temporarily excluded suburban municipalities. The No-
vember 16, 1990, EPA regulations addressed 47 coun- Dealing with drainage across jurisdictional lines is
ties and 173 cities. The counties that were addressed important .... The ability to look at urban stormwater
where in a handful of states, primarily Maryland, Vir- management from a regional or metropolitan wide
ginia, Florida, and California. While the Agency was able perspective is important. The larger drainageways
to address suburban growth in these states, in most typically flow from one jurisdiction to another and

parts of the country the regulations only address core what happens in one entity can impact others. Plan-

cities and exclude suburban development, ning should be approached on a basinwide basis
and not stop at jurisdictional boundaries ....Once

Perhaps the biggest challenge associated with Phase II the Phase II regulations for NPDES permits for mu-
NPDES stormwater requirements for municipalities is nicipal separate storm sewers become a reality,
the potentially large number of small municipalities more metropolitan areas will seriously consider re-
that should be addressed. Census-designated UAs gional approaches to stormwater management.
offer advantages over broader classifications of metro-
politan areas, such as Standard Metropolitan Statistical Conclusion
Areas (SMSAs),~° in that UAs do not include significant
amounts of rural areas or small urban municipalities Urban stormwater discharges have been shown to be a
that are isolated from larger urban centers. In many major source of water quality impairment. Section
parts of the country, however, suburban urban fringe 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA to identify additional
areas are broken into a significant number of small stormwater sources to be regulated to protect water
municipal entities (see Table 3). In developing Phase II quality. In UAs, pollutants associated with stormwater
requirements for municipalities, EPAcould consider pro- come from many sources distributed throughout the
moting regional approaches, developing tiered require- area of urban development. Commercial and residential
ments for different sizes of municipalities, and limiting areas appear to be significant sources of pollutants,
requirements or providing exemptions for very small along with certain municipal activities. Municipal govern-
municipalities. For example, the Agency could consider ments in UAs must play a significant role in developing
focusing requirements for small municipalities on a few and implementing programs that effectively address pri-
key program components, such as new development, ority pollutant sources within their jurisdictions. Munici-
municipal activities that affect stormwater quality (e.g., pal governments have the critical institutional framework
road building and maintenance), illicit connections, and for making the day-to-day decisions to address these
public education, problems, to minimize or prevent the risk associated

with stormwater from areas undergoing urbanization,

RegionalApproaches and to collect the majority of funds necessary to imple-
ment the comprehensive programs needed to address

As discussed above, regional approaches to stormwater urban stormwater management. The condition of a wa-
management offer a number of advantages, including terbody is a reflection of watershed management and
providing municipalities with the opportunity to pool land use characteristics. To ensure that the waterbody
resources and to address stormwater management is protected and maintained, citizens must be empow-
with a more holistic watershed approach. Successful pro- ered to work together to that end.
grams must face the challenge that municipalities do not
follow watershed boundaries. Currently, the NPDES mu- References
nicipal stormwater program principally focuses on core cit-
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Tab|e 3. Mun|clpalitles Associated W~th Census-Designated UAs Based on 1990 Census Dataa

No. of
Incorporated No. of No. of Total Population

Class of UA No. of UAs Places~ MCDsc Counties~ (millions)

All UAs 396 3,624 1,655 703 158.3

250,000 or more 103 2,672 1,022 358 127.5
100,000-250,000 121 490 349 185 18.9
50,000-100,000 172 462 284 258 11.9
Phase I municipalities Parts of 137 621 0 70 76.2
UA with large or 137 2,147 665 280 116.8
medium MS4
a Examples of Census-designated UAs and associated 1990 populations:

Brunswick, GA 50,066 Ogden, UT 259,147
Ithaca, NY 50,132e Albuquerque, NM 497,120
San Luis Obispo, CA 50,305 Albany-Schenectady-Troy 509,106
Lafayette-West Lafayette, IN 100,103 Akron, OH 527,863
Sioux Falls, SD 100,843 Oklahoma City, OK 784,425
Jacksonville, NC 101,297 Salt Lake City, UT 789,447
Pensacola, FL 253,558 New Orleans, LA 1,040,226
Sacramento, CA 1,097,005 Shreveport, LA 256,489
San Antonio, TX 1,129,154

b Incorporated places include incorporated cities, towns, villages, and boroughs.
c Minor civil divisions (MCDs) include unincorporated towns and townships in 20 states.

d County equivalents include counties, parishes in Louisiana, and boroughs in Alaska. Some double counting of
counties occurred as portions of several UAs may be in one county. (For example, portions of the Washington UA,
Baitimore UA, and Annapolis UA are in Ann Arundel County, Maryland.)

~ The Ithaca, New York, population does not include student population at Cornell University.
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Municipal Permitting: An Agency Perspective

William D. Tate
Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance, Office of Water,

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC

This paper presents the U.S. Environmental Protection permit application requirements and application deadlines
Agency’s (EPA’s) perspective regarding the municipal for all MS4s covered under Phase I of the stormwater
side of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Sys- program. For MS4s required to obtain a stormwater
tem (NPDES) stormwater program. It begins by briefly permit, EPA established a two-part permit application
providing some background information on the storm- process. The Part 1 application primarily focuses on a
water program. It then highlights an EPA review of costs municipality’s existing stormwater management activi-
that municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) ties and includes the following components:
have incurred or anticipate incurring during the next 5
years. After discussing the types of programs that MS4s * General information
proposed in their Part 2 applications, the paper con- * Discharge characterization
cludes by presenting the current status of the permitting
process. ¯ Existing legal authority

¯ Existing stormwater management programs
Background

¯ Source identification
The Water Quality Act (WQA) of 1987 added Section
402(p) to the Clean Water Act (CWA). In Section 402(p), ¯ Existing fiscal resources
MS4s serving a population of 100,000 or more must The Part 2 application requires additional information
obtain an NPDES permit for their stormwater dis- that builds on the information submitted with the Part 1
charges. Section 402(p)(3)(A) specifically provides that application. Rather than emphasizing current stormwa-
permits for these discharges: ter management activities, however, the Part 2 applica-
¯ May be issued on a system- orjurisdictionwide basis, tion focuses on what future stormwater management

activities an MS4 will adopt. Major components of the
¯ Shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit non- Part 2 application are similar to those identified above;

stormwater discharges into storm sewers, however, their level of detail is much greater.
¯ Shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pol- Some of the major highlights of the stormwater program

lutants to the maximum extent practicable; controls involve:
may include management practices, techniques, sys-

¯ Obtaining the adequate legal authority to implementtem design and engineering methods, and such other
an MS4’s stormwater management program.provisions as the Administrator or the state deter-

mines appropriate for control of such pollutants. ¯ Oeveloping estimates of annual pollutant Ioadings
and a schedule to submit seasonal pollutant IoadingsNPDES permits historically have imposed end-of-pipe
estimates.controls on industrial and publicly owned treatment

works discharges. The legislative history of the WQA, ¯ Developing a monitoring program to run throughout
however, indicates that Congress does not consider the permit term.
end-of-pipe controls to be necessarily appropriate for

¯ Developing a site-specific and comprehensive storm-stormwater discharges from MS4s. Consequently, in
water management program.the November 16, 1990, Federal Register, EPA pub-

lished a final rule intended to reflect the unique nature ¯ Conducting an assessment of the effectiveness of
of discharges from MS4s. The final rule establishes stormwater controls.
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= Conducting a fiscal analysis of the costs to imple- Designated MS4s
ment the applicant’s proposed stormwater manage-
ment program. Section 402(p)(2)(E) and 40 CFR 122.21(b)(4)(iii) and

(7)(iii) provide that permitting agencies may use their
The cornerstone of the stormwater program is the re- authority in designating municipalities that operate
quirement that MS4s must develop site-specific and separate storm sewer systems and serve populations of
comprehensive stormwater management programs, less than 100,000 as regulated MS4s. EPA has com-
MS4s should employ all program requirements identi- piled some preliminary information on the number of
fled in the final rule. Given their geographical, clima- these municipalities, some of which are volunteering to
tological, and physical differences, however, MS4s participate in the program. Based on the best informa-
can exercise discretion when establishing priorities for tion available to date, it appears that states and EPA
their site-specific stormwater management programs, regions designated small municipalities as regulated
For example, an MS4 in a densely populated urban MS4s primarily because they share common water-
corridor is not reasonably expected to have the same sheds or are interconnected with a nearby regulated
program priorities as an MS4 servicing an area ex- MS4. In at least two states, EPA observed that all incor-
periencing rapid development. Later, the paper pre- porated cities below a population of 100,000 were des-
sents a few different approaches and types of programs ignated if they are within the boundary of a regulated
that various MS4s are proposing. First, however, is a MS4 (county); therefore, these municipalities must sub-
brief discussion of the present status of the MS4 mit a stormwater permit application. EPA is currently
permitting process, trying to determine what permit application deadlines

have been established for these designated MS4s and
Present Status of the MS4 Permitting whether they are participating as coapplicants with a
Process regulated MS4 or are filing as single applicants.

Effects of the 1990 Decennial Census Table 1 summarizes some preliminary data on the num-
ber of cities, counties, and special districts that have

In the November 16, 1990, Federal Register, EPA iden- either been designated or who are voluntarily participat-
tiffed 219 municipalities required to seek coverage un- ing in the program as Phase I stormwater sources.
der an NPDES stormwater permit. Appendices F and H
of 40 CFR 122 identified 73 of these municipalities as EPA considers the figures presented in Table 1 prelimi-
large MS4s. Similarly, Appendices G and I of 40 CFR nary because additional information is still pending
122 identified 146 municipalities as medium MS4s. EPA from three Regional Water Quality Control Boards
based these 219 identifications on the definition of a (RWQCBs). Some general observations, however, are
municipal separate storm sewer system, which incorpo- noteworthy. First, 65 percent of the designated cities in
rates population data from the latest Decennial Census. Region 4 are located in the state of Florida. In the case

¯ In this case, the 1980 Census helped identify the 219 of the 47 designated special districts, 26 are state de-
MS4s. Recently, however, the results of the 1990 De- partments of transportation, 11 are flood control districts,
cennial Census have become available and, conse-
quently, affect more municipalities. EPA is currently Table 1. Summary of MS4 Designations by EPA Region

drafting a Federal Register notice (FRN) that identifies EPA Designated Designated Special
42 additional municipalities (30 cities and 12 counties) Region Cities Counties Districts

that now meet the definition of a medium MS4 based on
1 0 0 0

the results of the 1990 Census. Sixty percent of the new
cities now required to seek NPDES permits are in the 2 o 0 0
state of California, while 33 percent of the new counties 3 13 5 2
are located in the state of Florida. 4 236 9 6

In contrast to the number of newly identified MS4s, the 5 1 0 8
1990 Census found that five cities and two counties 6 0 0 6
dropped in population to below 100,000. Although these 7 1 0 2
municipalities no longer satisfy the definition of a me-
dium MS4, two counties and one city still participate in 8 1 0 2

the stormwater program. 9a 127 7 14

10 1 1 7
Next, the paper discusses municipalities that the ap-
pendices of 40 CFR 122 did not originally identify    Tota~ 38o 22 47

but that nevertheless have been designated as aAdditJonal informatJon pending three RWQCBs in the state of CaJifornia.
Phase I sour(~es.
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four are state universities, three are po~t authorities, and Table 3. Summary of Part 1 and Part 2 Submissions by EPA
three represent a group of water control districts. Region

Medium Medium Large Large
Effects of Combined.Sewer Overflow EPA aS4s, aS4s, US4s, MS4s,
EXClUSiOns

Region Part 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part 2

1 3 0 0 0The NPDES stormwater regulations allow municipalities
to deduct the population served by combined sewer 2 o 0 5 5
systems from the total population served by the MS4. To 3 10 0 11 10
date, this provision has exempted 29 municipalities as 4 24 0 20 15Phase I sources. An additional eight large MS4s have

5 12 0 5 5been reclassified as medium MS4s. Table 2 provides a
breakdown of combined sewer overflow (CSO) exclu- 6 7 0 9 7
sions by EPA region. 7 7 0 3 1

8 3 2 3 1Current Permit Applications
9a 2 0 4 3

As noted earlier, the NPDES stormwater regulations 10 6 0 4 2require MS4s to submit a two-part permit application. Total 74 4 64 49Table 3 provides the latest information available on the
number of submissions of Part 1 and Part2 applications, a Califomia RWQCBs have issued permits for 130 applicants.

Information is still pending from three RWQCBs. The state ofThis table specifically excludes permit application sub- Nevada has issued final permits for its regulated MS4s. Permit
missions for the states of California and Nevada. application submission figures for EPA Region 9 reflect those

applications that are currently under review.
The next section of this paper summarizes the results of
a recent EPA effort to document costs that MS4s have stormwater management programs. These costs are
incurred or are expected to incur over a 5-year period, based on fiscal information provided in Part 2 permit
The information represents the most specific information applications. The primary purpose of this effort is to
EPA has received to date on stormwater costs associ- assist EPA’s Office of Water in determining the costated with the stormwater program, burden that results from developing and implementing

programs in response to the NPDES stormwater regu-Review of MS4 Program Cost Data lations. To that end, EPA has developed a preliminary
EPA recently conducted an analysis of Part 2 applica- draft estimate for the total annual per capita cost to
tions in an effort to gain a better understanding of costs develop and implement the stormwater management
associated with implementing the municipal effort of the program over a 5-year period. Some background infor-
stormwater program. EPA is currently completing a re- mation on the analysis may provide a basis for better
view that documents the costs that 20 MS4s expect to understanding the results.
incur or have incurred as a result of implementing their

Applications Reviewed
Table 2. Summary of CSO Exclusions by EPA Region

Medium EPA selected the Part 2 applications for this analysis
EPA Medium to Large Large from among those that had been submitted to permitting
Region MS4s MS4s US4s Total agencies by the November 16, 1992, deadline. EPA

selected municipalities located throughout the country1 5 1 0 6 to obtain a more realistic representation of the cost data.
2 7 4 2 13 Thus, eight MS4s are located in the eastern part of the
3 2 0 1 3 United States, seven in the central part, and five in the

4 0 0 0 0 west. Selected municipalities also fall within eight of the
nine Rainfall Zones of the United States. The 20 munici-5 6 0 2 8 palities reviewed are:

6 0 0 0 0
¯ Aurora, Colorado

0             2             2            4

8 o 0 o o ¯ Baltimore, Maryland
9 o o 1 1 ¯ Charlotte, North Carolina

10 1 1 0 2
¯ Dallas, TexasTotal 21 8 8 37
¯ Denver, Colorado
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¯ Fairfax County, Virginia the stormwater program imposed on municipalities.
Whenever possible, therefore, a breakout between new¯ Harris County, Texas and existing program costs was made for each reviewed

¯ Honolulu, Hawaii application.

¯ Houston, Texas
Limitations

¯ King County, Washington
At this point, it is crucial to note some of the limitations

¯ Lakewood, Colorado associated with this analysis. First and foremost are
¯ Norfolk, Virginia limitations with the sample. Applications selected repre-

sented mostly large MS4s; therefore, EPA cannot be
¯ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania certain that these results are fully representative of costs
¯ Phoenix, Arizona that medium MS4s would report. Nearly 68 percent of

the regulated MS4s were not required to have submitted
¯ Prince Georges County, Maryland their Part 2 applications at the time EPA conducted this
¯ Seattle, Washington analysis. Consequently, this limits the availability of Part

2 applications that the analysis could have included.
¯ Tampa, Florida One other important consideration with regard to the

¯ Tucson, Arizona sample selection is that the results may be overstated
in instances where MS4s are subject to more stringent

¯ Tulsa, Oklahoma local and regional controls or other environmental initia-

¯ Virginia Beach, Virginia tives for stormwater management.

Based on the 1990 Decennial Census, the combined The second limitation is that, in many instances, MS4s
populations of these MS4s totaled over. 11.3 million, did not include the cost of projects normally included
Fifteen percent of these MS4s have populations ex- in a capital improvement program (CIP). Although
ceeding 1 million, 75 percent have populations between these projects often pertain to flood control, future CIP
250,000 and 1 million, and 10 percent have populations projects typically will have features that also address
of less than 250,000. With the exception of Aurora and stormwater quality. Therefore, although providing the
Lakewood, Colorado, all of these MS4s were previously additional benefit of improved stormwater quality may
identified as large MS4s in the November 16, 1991, be in response to the stormwater program, the analysis
Federal Register. results do not typically reflect these associated costs.

In contrast, EPA did not attempt to exclude significant

Grouping of Cost Data costs that MS4s reported for programs unreasonably
attributed to the stormwater program, even though they

This analysis broke down the actual and estimated costs probably would have existed regardless of the storm-
that MS4s reported in their applications into the follow- water program.
ing eight major program components:

The third limitation reflects the difficulty in making direct
¯ Public education comparisons between applicants. The regulations pro-
¯ Monitoring vide flexibility to the MS4s with regard to proposing

stormwater management programs that reduce or etimi-
¯ Commercial and residential hate the contribution of pollutants in stormwater dis-
¯ Construction charges to the maximum extent practicable. The diverse

approaches to stormwater management that MS4s have
¯ Industrial facilities proposed reflect this flexibility. MS4s also used a variety
¯ Maintenance of controls of methods to report annual cost data.

¯ Improper discharges Inconsistencies that existed within individual applica-
tions account for the fourth limitation. In many instances,

¯ Miscellaneous the text describing a proposed stormwater management
EPA selected these categories because they generally program component often did not correlate with the cost
reflect the variety of costs reported in the applications information provided. For example, the application may
and are largely consistent with the categories outlined have indicated that an existing program would cover an
in the permit application regulations. Each of these eight activity, but the fiscal analysis section of the application
major categories were further subdivided into specific did not provide the costs associated with the existing
program components. An underlying objective of this program. Often, MS4s reported that an existing storm-
effort was to determine the additional financial burden water management program was "absorbing" a new
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proposed program. The MS4s, however, provided no the Part 2 guidance manual, EEPA acknowledges that
separate fiscal data in the application, this is not always possible if an MS4 lacks the enabling

legislative authority to develop the necessary ordinances.Finally, the results of this analysis suggest that in a
In these cases, applicants need to provide a schedulenumber of instances MS4s both overreported and un-
as to when adequate legal authority will be obtained.derreported costs. EPA did not attempt to exclude any

reported costs from this analysis. Consequently, EPA is Six municipalities stated that they had obtained the
attempting only to document average costs, adequate legal authority to carry out the requirements

Results of the stormwater regulations, One municipality antici-
pated having necessary legal authority by the spring of

Of the 20 MS4 applications reviewed, the average an- 1993, and one anticipated having the authority within 2
nual reported cost for both new and existing programs years. As a general note, municipalities reported existing
ranged from $211,000 or $0.76 per capita (Tampa Bay, ordinances that addressed most of the legal authority
Florida) to $98 million or $190.85 per capita (Seattle, requirements of the regulations, especially with regard
Washington). Table 4 highlights the ranges of average to controlling improper discharges, illegal dumping, and
annual costs that municipalities reported, erosion and sediment control provisions. The comprehen-

sive nature of the stormwater regulations, however, re-Using population data from the 1990 Census, EPA cal- quired most municipalities to establish new ordinances
culated a preliminary average annual per capita cost for or update existing ones, particularly for obtaining the
both new and existing programs of $23.91. Based on necessary authority to conduct monitoring and surveil-
information reported by MS4s, it appears that costs for lance of stormwater discharges from private sources.
new programs or initiatives typically ranged from 10 to
15 percent of the average annual cost. As noted earlier, Several municipalities provided detailed excerpts or, in
EPA reviewed Part 2 applications mostly from large some cases, the complete text of their comprehensive
MS4s. As medium MS4 applications become available, stormwater ordinances. For example, Seattle, Washing-
EPA anticipates examining cost data from some of these ton, and Prince Georges County, Maryland, provided the
applications as well. text of their grading, erosion, and control ordinances,

while King County, Washington, provided the text of both
Programs the Part 2 Applications its water quality ordinance and its pesticide regulation.
Proposed Ordinances of both Seattle, Washington, and Prince

Georges County, Maryland, addressed the require-Having reviewed some of the cost data, this paper will ments of the stormwater regulations in addition to othernow present more specific details and examples of the local or regional initiatives, such as the Puget Soundtypes of stormwater management programs proposed in Water Quality Management Plan and the Chesapeake
a number of Part 2 permit applications. The discus- Bay Preservation Act, respectively.sions’s structure follows the organization of the Part 2
application (e.g., adequate legal authority, source iden-
tification, characterization data, and management pro- Source Identification
grams). The discussion’s scope’ is confined to some
observations on a sample of eight Part 2 applications. The principle requirement of the source identification

component of the Part 2 application is to identify any
LegalAuthority previously unknown major outfalls and to compile an

industrial inventory. The industrial inventory must thenAccording to the stormwater regulations, municipalities be organized on a watershed basis. Perhaps one of the
must demonstrate that they possess the adequate legal biggest challenges of the permit application is identifying
authority to implement their stormwater management all major outfalls that comprise the storm sewer system.
activities when they submit their Part 2 applications. In Several MS4s reported using the analytical capabilities

of their geographic information systems (GISs) to iden-Table 4. Ranges of Average Annual Co~ts Reported by
tify potential locations of ouffalls not previously identifiedMunicipalities
in the Part 1 application. A few applicants specificallyAverage Annual Cost~ Number of Municipalities noted that this was a particularly effective approach.

Less than $1,000,000 4 Although a GIS is not a requirement of the stormwater
regulations, EPA recognizes that GISs are well suited$1,000,000 to $5,000,000 6 for many of the activities associated with stormwater

$5,ooo,oo0 to $10,000,000 5 management. Out of the eight applications reviewed, at
Greater than $10,000,000 5 least six reported having GIS capability, while one appli-

cant anticipated having GIS capability in the near future.
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Characterization Data with stormwater discharges. Second, the estimates could
be used as part of a screening process when estab-

The characterization data portion of the Part 2 application lishing priorities for stormwater management activities.
requires an MS4 to submit the results of wet weather One applicant specifically noted using loading estimates
sampling with the app|ication. More specifically, appli- in this manner. Some applicants noted that these esti-
cants must submit sampling data for five to 10 outfalls mates had limited value and that other means of repre-
from at least three representative storm events. EPA has senting sampling data would be more appropriate.
not had an opportunity to conduct a detailed analysis of
this information. Some general observations, however, The Part 2 application requires applicants to maintain an
follow, ongoing monitoring program for the duration of the term

of the permit. An approach proposed by the city of
First, although many of the applicants reported complet- Baltimore, Maryland, warrants special mention. Balti-
ing their wet weather sampling requirements, they typi- more proposed a comprehensive and phased approach
cally expressed similar difficulties in doing so. MS4s to monitoring which consists of four major components:
often noted that they had to sample several more than
the requisite minimum of three storm events to obtain ¯ Dry weather stormwater outfall monitoring
the number of requisite samples. In one instance, an ¯ Pollutant source tracking
applicant reported that it took a total of 18 storm events
to obtain the requisite number of samples. Applicants ¯ Long-term trend monitoring
also frequently cited that they had to discard samples ¯ Stormwater runoff monitoringbecause a particular storm’s duration and rainfall accu-
mulation did not meet the requirements of a repre- The city identified the following six major goals to its
sentative storm event. Other problems commonly cited monitoring program:
included sampling during storm events with frequent
starts/stops and the logistics of mobilizing sampling ¯ Dry weather screening: This entails developing a

crews at the onset of a storm event. The unpredictability "water quality dry weather flow" database to assist in

of storm events and the logistics associated with wet isolating watersheds that may require further investi-

weather sampling prompted at least four of the eight gation as potential sites of illicit connections.

MS4s to use automatic samplers. ¯ Dry weather source tracking: This entails conducting
investigations to detect and eliminate sources of dry

In at least one instance, an MS4 obtained approval to weather flows.use available historical data to satisfy the majority of
their sampling requirements. In this case, the applicant ¯ Toxicity testing: A pilot toxicity testing program would
needed to sample one additional storm event at two evaluate the impact of pollutants on a receiving water
sampling sites. Applicants often cited that concentra- ecosystem due to unknown contaminants and syner-
tion data compared well with the results of the NURP gistic effects.
study. In general, the eight MS4s reported that the
results of the analysis of composite samples exhibited ¯ Stream ecosystem database: A database that de-

characteristic concentrations for metals such as cop- scribes the biological integrity of the receiving

per, cadmium, zinc, and lead. The sampling data also streams could assist in analyzing long-term trends,

suggest that the concentration of organic contami- prioritizing management practices, and assessing the

nants often fell below detection levels for composite effectiveness of management programs.

samples. Individual grab samples, however, detected ¯ Stormwater runoff and best management practice
many organic contaminants. (BMP) assessments: This effort could characterize

stormwater runoff quality and assess the effective-
The second major component of this portion of the appli- hess of BMPs that may be used in the future.
cation requires the municipalities to estimate annual
pollutant Ioadings. EPA allows MS4s the flexibility of ¯ F~eceiving stream water quality database: This en-
selecting an appropriate method to estimate pollutant tails establishing dry and wet weather flow water
Ioadings. A majority of the eight applicants elected to use quality databases for major stream systems that can
computer models such as SWMM, P8, and the CDM be used for conducting long-term assessments and
Nonpoint Source model to estimate annual Ioadings. Afew determining the effectiveness of watershed manage-
applicants elected to use the simple method developed ment programs.
by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. The city’s proposal to establish a stream ecosystem
EPA expected that computing pollutant Ioadings would database is particularly noteworthy because it would
satisfy at least two objectives. First, loading estimates provide thecity with a baseline of its existing biological
would raise the level of awareness within municipalities community (e.g., benthic macroinvertebrate population
of the relative magnitude of pollutant Ioadings associated and diversity). It would also provide a basis from which
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to conduct a long-term assessment of the effectiveness Implementing a comprehensive stormwater management
of watershed management activities. More importantly, program is a complex effort that requires the participa-
it would allow the opportunity to gain a greater under- tion of numerous inter- and intragovernmental agencies.
standing of the effects o.f stormwater discharges on a Before implementing a program, a municipality needs to
specific aquatic habitat. Finally, the city is closely coor- establish program priorities. It may be helpful at this
dinating its monitoring program with several subwater- point to briefly illustrate one applicant’s approach to
shed studies to determine the effectiveness of certain establishing criteria for prioritizing basins for watershed
BMPs in protecting receiving water quality, including management activities.
aquatic habitat.

In 1987, King County, Washington, completed a "Basin
Management Programs Reconnaissance Program" that provided the information

necessary to establish an initial basin planning prioriti-
Of course, the cornerstone of the two-part permit appli- zation scheme. TP, e county provided a complete set of
cation is the requirement that MS4s develop site-spe- the results of this effort with its Part 1 application. King.
cific and comprehensive stormwater management County established four major prioritization categories
programs. Each applicant must address four major with commensurate criteria for each category. The major
areas in its application: categories and criteria are as follows:

¯ A description of structural and source control meas- ¯ Existing problems
ures to reduce pollutants in runoff from residential - Landslides
and commercial areas.

- Erosion/Sediment
¯ A description of procedures to detect and remove illicit - Flooding

connections and a program to control improper disposal.
¯ Future problems

¯ A description of structural and source control measures - Unincorporated land in King Countyto reduce pollutants in runoff from industrial areas.
- Subdivision/Plat activities

¯ A description of programs to maintain structural and - Population growth
nonstructural BMPs to reduce pollutants from con-

- Permitted residential unitsstruction sites.
¯ Existing resourcesIn most instances, applicants elect to follow the applica-

tion format established in the November 16, 1990, Fed- - Stream habitat
eral Register to describe their management programs. - In-stream resources
From an initial review of eight applications, it appears - Wetland value
that many MS4s are proposing approaches that entail

- Wetland storage potentialphasing in components of their programs over the permit
term. Applicants not only cited economic reasons for this - Water quality potential
approach but also the desire to ensure that a particular ¯ Urgency/Timeliness
BMP is effective before it is implemented on a system-

- Other Agency interestwide basis. For example, several applicants reported
initiating studies to determine what factors significantly - Opportunity to integrate with other programs
influence the performance of a specific structural control For all 37 basins identified, King County assigns a nu-
before its use on a systemwide basis. Pending the merical rating to each criterion and a composite score
results of these studies, applicants proposed modifying for each major category, then establishes a total basin
their watershed management programs accordingly, numerical rating. After completing basin prioritization
While a phased approach may be reasonable in some ranking, the county proceeds with a six-step basin plan-
instances, there are cases where the permitting author- ning process. The first step is the formation of a basin
ity may not consider it appropriate, plan team consisting of a project manager, biologists,
In one of the reviewed cases, an applicant proposed a geologists, water quality specialists, engineers, re-

source planners, mapping and GIS technicians, andphased approached to its illicit connections program.
Although EPA acknowledges the effort necessary to graphics support. In the next step, the team collects data
detect and isolate the source of an illicit connection, a that include information on rainfall, flow levels, geologi-
phased approach appears to overlook the immediate cal makeup, geomorphology, habitat complexity and di-
benefits of a fully implemented illicit connections pro- versity, fish utilization, and water quality. The basin plan
gram. This is especially true for municipalities in densely team may spend up to 2 years compiling data.
populated urban corridors that have both separate and The third and fourth steps entail computer modeling of
combined sewer systems, a basin’s hydrology and predicting the effects of alterna-
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tire land-use activities. The results of the modeling ef- Over the long term, approaches like these may minimize
forts assist in developing a current and future conditions the need to construct costly structural controls to remove
report that documents existing conditions and provides pollutants from stormwater discharges. Moreover, this
an analysis of future trends, preventative approach to stormwater management

can potentially reduce the significant costs that some
The fifth step entails drafting a basin plan and conduct- municipalities are incurring to restore degraded stream
ing public meetings and hearings. After necessary modi- corridors and wetlands. EPA recognizes that this is a
fication, the team finalizes the draft plan and submits it contentious issue. It is encouraging to note, however,
to the King County Council for approval. Following ap- the emphasis municipal applicants are placing on
proval, the King County Surface Water Management community involvement and public outreach programs.
(SWM) Division is responsible for implementing the ba- The "adopt-a-stream" program and other similar com-
sin plan. King County SWM anticipated completing 12 munity-based environmental programs, such as
of its 37 basin plans by the end of 1992. household hazardous waste collection, routinely ap-

peared in Part 2 applications.
The King County basin planning program reflects a
resource-intensive effort and a commitment to reducing Paraphrasing one applicant’s comment, the goals of a
the deleterious effects of stormwater discharges. Mu- stormwater management program cannot be fully
nicipalities that are essentially new to stormwater man- achieved unless there is participation and consensus
agement may find elements of King County’s program among those who are affected. Otherwise, past prac-
not only innovative and informative but also adaptable tices will continue to have a detrimental influence on
to their needs, valuable water resources within our communities.

MS4s proposed some general observations about par- Current EPA Activities in the Area of MS4
ticular program components. First, a majority of the Permitting
applications placed a heavy emphasis on minimizing Several EPA regions and state permitting authorities
future problems associated with stormwater manage-
ment, specifically in the area of long-term planning for

have supported the formation of an MS4 steering corn-

future development. In several instances, MS4s re-
mittee to look at specific issues pertinent to MS4 per-

ported that they had either completed or initiated the mits. The steering committee is looking at program

development of stormwater management master plans
components and permits that may be suitable as model
programs or model permits. It also will assist in deter-

for major watersheds, mining how to incorporate core elements of a stormwa-

Also, MS4s are increasingly requiring approval of ero- ter program into an MS4 permit. Lastly, the steering

sion and sediment control plans before approving a site committee will be exploring alternative mechanisms of

plan or allowing construction to begin. Similarly, many exchanging information on stormwater management.

MS4s require permanent BMPs (privately financed), The committee will coordinate this particular effort with
such as installation of retention/detention basins for all ongoing outreach activities at EPA.

new developments over a certain size area. MS4s also EPA also is conducting a municipal assessment project
frequently reported that inspections programs had been (MAP) that continues to examine the progress of the
or are being established to ensure maintenance of pub- municipal permitting process. This entails compiling in-
licly and privately owned BMPs over their useful life. In formation on the status of both permit applications and
at least one instance, an MS4 provides an economic permit development. Whenever possible, EPA will sug-
incentive to install BMPs by establishing a BMP credit- gest future improvements or enhancements to the MS4
ing system for non-single-family residences, permitting process. EPA is continuing to compile infor-

mation on MS4s designated by state permitting agen-
Acouple of applicants also reported a substantial commit- cies and EPA regions. Other objectives of the MAP
ment to preserving open space. In one case, a munici- include examining the Part 2 applications in more detail
pality reported that it is pursuing a "Greenways" program to identify programs as potential model candidates.
that could potentially preserve 16,000 acres as open
space. To date, 400 acres have been preserved. Simi- As the permitting process moves from the develop-
larly, one county has established a stream valley park ment of permit applications to permit development, EPA
system. All major streams in the county are to become anticipates distributing information on the progress of
part of the park system. In this instance, the county has permit development to permitting authorities. Hopefully,
imposed an additional requirement: new development this approach will benefit all those participating in the
must provide for buffer zones or easements, permitting process.
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Municipal Stormwater Permitting: A California Perspective

Thomas E. Mumley
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region,

Oakland, California

Abstract Background

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, The California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board), began a San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board), is the
program for control of stormwater discharges from ur- state water pollution control agency responsible for pro-
ban areas in 1987. The initial focus of the program has tection of San Francisco Bay and its tributaries. San
been on the municipalities in Santa Clara and Francisco Bayisa highly urbanized estuary and as such
Alameda counties. An areawide approach was pro- receives significant loads of pollutants through dis-
moted in which all the cities in each county, the charges of urban runoff. The responsibilities of the Re-
county, and the county flood control agency worked gional Board include water quality control planning,
collectively. The Santa Clara and Alameda programs control of nonpoint sources of pollution, and issuance
were issued municipal stormwater National Pollutant and enforcement of NPDES permits. Using its authori-
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits in ties, the Regional Board began a program for control of
June 1990 and August 1991, respectively. These ef- stormwater discharges from urban areas in 1987. The
forts have focused on implementation of stormwater initial focus of the program was on the most highly
management programs rather than on the NPDES urbanized areas, which include the municipalities in
permit itself. Essentially, the permit serves as an en- Santa Clara and Alameda counties. An areawide ap-
forceable mechanism requiring implementation of the proach was promoted in which all the cities in each
programs developed by the municipalities and ap- county, the county, and the county flood control agency
proved by the Regional Board. worked collectively.

Santa Clara and Alameda counties developed their pro-The municipal stormwater management programs all
grams through a strategic planning process (1). Theinvolve similar elements, including public informa- process followed a series of steps that involved estab-tion/participation, elimination of illegal discharges, pub- lishing program goals and framework; compiling existinglic agency activities, control of industrial/commercial
information; assessing water quality problems throughstormwater discharges, new development manage- collection and analysis of data and modeling of pollutantment, stormwater treatment, program evaluation, and loads; identifying, screening, and selecting appropriatemonitoring. The process of developing these programs control measures; and establishing a plan for implemen-has uncovered several issues and problems, mostly tation. This planning process lead to development of anontechnical, which could potentially impede successful comprehensive stormwater management plan by eachimplementation. On the other hand, workable solutions program (2, 3). In addition, institutional arrangements,to most of these problems have also been identified. The
legal authorities, and fiscal resources for implementa-essential ingredient of the process that has enabled tion were addressed.progress has been a cooperative, proactive relationship

between the Regional Board and municipalities. Con- The efforts of the Regional Board and the Santa Clara
tinuation of this process is expected to result in a real- and Alameda municipalities were well under way when
istic and meaningful municipal stormwater NPDES the stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
permit program. System (NPDES) permit regulations were promulgated
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in November 1990. The Regional Board found the infor- ¯ Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program
mation that the planning process followed by the two including the county and all cities:
areawide programs provided was equivalent to federal - Population approximately 1,250,000
permit application requirements. Consequently, the Re- - NPDES permit issued October 1991
gional Board issued municipal stormwater NPDES per-
mits to the Santa Clara and Alameda programs in June ¯ Contra Costa Cities, County, District Stormwater Pol-
1990 and August 1991, respectively, which required lution Control Program including the county and all
implementation of their stormwater management plans, cities:
Issuance of these "early" permits served to recognize - Population approximately 800,000
the accomplishments of the two programs and to pro-
vide a focus on implementation actions while avoiding - Part 1 Application submitted May 1992

the time delays and costs associated with the promul- - Part 2 Application due May 1993
gated application requirements. We also have focused ¯ San Mateo County Urban Runoff Clean Water Pro-
attention on the adequacy and effectiveness of the gram, including the county and all cities:
stormwater management plans rather than the permits.
Essentially, the permit serves as an enforceable mocha- - Population approximately 650,000 (no city nor the

nism requiring implementation of the programs devel- county has population more than 100,000)

oped by the municipalities and approved by the - Combined Parts 1 and 2 Application due May 1993
Regional Board. ¯ Caltrans, including all operation, maintenance, and
The efforts of the Santa Clara and Alameda municipali- construction activities:
ties have provided a meaningful framework for and the - Incomplete application submitted July 1992
essential elements of an effective stormwater manage- - Complete application due May 1993
ment program. A similar approach is being followed by
municipalities in the other urban areas of the San Fran- ¯ City of Vallejo:
cisco Bay region. The process of developing these pro- - Population more than 100,000 (as of 1990 Cen-
grams has uncovered several issues and problems, sus)
mostly nontechnical, which could potentially impede -Part 1 Application due March 1993
successful implementation. On the other hand, work-
able solutions to most of these problems have also been - Part 2 Application due March 1994

identified. The following discussion provides a status ¯ Cities of Fairfield and Suisun City Joint Program:
report of the San Francisco Bay programs, a description - Population more than 100,000
of the elements of the stormwater management pro-
grams, and insight into the problems encountered and - Part 1 Application due March 1993

their solutions. - Part 2 Application due March 1994

San Francisco Bay Region Municipal Municipal Stormwater Program Elements
Stormwater Programs The municipal stormwater management programs all

In the San Francisco Bay region, nearly all municipali- involve similar elements except for Caltrans, which will

ties in urban areas have stormwater management pro- not be discussed here. These include public informa-

grams and NPDES permits under way or under
tion/participation, elimination of illegal discharges, pub-

development. The Regional Board has encouraged, rec- lic agency activities, control of industrial/commercial

ognized, or required areawide programs in which all stormwater discharges, new development manage-

municipalities within a watershed or municipal systems ment, stormwater treatment, program evaluation, and

that interconnect are managed under one program. In
monitoring. The activities associated with each of these

addition, municipal flood management agencies are in- essential program components are presented below.

cluded as co-permittees. The California Transportation
Department (Caltrans) is required to implement a storm- Public Information/Participation

water management program for all storm drain systems This element is considered the most important early
within the region. The municipal stormwater programs action and is the cornerstone of effective pollution pre-
in the San Francisco Bay region are listed below, vention. Its objectives are to inform the public, commer-

¯ Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control cial entities, and industries about the proper use and

Program, including the county and all cities: disposal of materials and waste and to correct practices
of stormwater runoff pollution control. Activities include

- Population approximately 1,500,000 development of general and focused information mate-
- NPDES permit issued June 1990 rials and public service announcements. Participation
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activities include citizen monitoring programs, stenciling design, erosion control, and permanent stormwater con-
of storm drain inlets with no dumping signs, and organ- trol measures.
ized creek cleanups.

Stormwater TreatmentElimination of Illegal Discharges
The initial focus of the stormwater management pro-Elimination of illicit connections to the storm drain sys- grams is on pollution prevention and source control.

tern and the prevention of illegal dumping are other Treatment of stormwater is expected to be a costly
essential early action elements. The objective is to en- alternative. There may~ be opportunities, however, forsure that only stormwater or otherwise authorized dis- installation or retrofitting of structural controls. Thecharges enter storm drains. Activities include inspection objectives of this element are to study the variousof storm drain outfalls, surveillance of storm drain sys- treatment alternatives available, to test the feasibility
tems, and enforcement actions, of conducting the activities, and to detarmine the ef-

fectiveness of the treatment through pilot-scale pro-Pub//cAgencyAct/v/t/es jects. Initial focus has been on existing wetland
Many public agency activities affect stormwater poilu- systems, flood control detention basins, and treat-
tion. Some activities prevent or remove stormwater pol- ment of parking lot runoff.
lution, while other activities are sources of pollution.
The objective of this element is to ensure that routine Program Evaluation
municipal operations and maintenance activities are

Stormwater management programs are expected toinitiated or improved to reduce the likelihood that pol-
change as they mature. Consequently, they shouldlutants are discharged to the storm drain system,
have built-in flexibility to allow for changes in priori-Activities include street sweeping; maintenance of ties, needs, or levels of awareness. The objective ofstorm drain inlets, lines and channels, and catch ba- this element is to provide a comprehensive annualsins; corporation yard management; and recycling evaluation and report of program effectiveness. Meas-programs. Coordination of road maintenance and
ures of effectiveness include quantitative monitoringflood control activities with the stormwater manage- to assess the effectiveness of specific control meas-ment program is also included,
ures and detailed accounting of program accomplish-

Control of IndustrlaYCommerclal Stormwater ments and funds and staff hours expended. The

Discharges annual report provides an overall evaluation of the
program and sets forth plans and schedules for the

Industrial and commercial sources may contribute a upcoming year. The annual report is considered a
substantial pollutant loading to a municipal storm drain program’s self audit and provides a mechanism to
system. The objective of this element is to identify and propose modifications to the stormwater management
effectively control industrial and commercial sources of plan in response to program accomplishments or fail-
concern. Activities include compiling a list of industrial ures. The annual report also serves as the key regu-
and commercial sources, identifying appropriate poilu- latory tool for providing accountability and public
tion prevention and control measures, and inspecting review in accordance with the NPDES permit.
facilities. The focus is not only on facilities associated
with industrial activity as defined in the stormwater regu- Monitoring
lations but on any facility that conducts industrial activi-
ties, as well as commercial facilities such as automotive Monitoring is an essential component of any pollution
operations and restaurants. This effort is expected to control program. The objectives are to obtain quantita-
complement federal and state industrial stormwater per. tire information to measure program progress and ef-
mitting efforts, fectiveness, to identify sources of pollutants, and to

document reduction in pollutant loads. The success of
New Development Management a monitoring program can be measured by the ability to

make more informed decisions on a program’s direction
Areas of new development and redevelopment offer the and effectiveness. Monitoring activities include baseline
greatest potential for implementation of the most effec- monitoring of storm drain discharges and receiving wa-
tive pollution prevention and control measures. The ob- ters and focused special studies to identify sources of
jective of this element is to reduce the likelihood of pollutants and to evaluate the effectiveness of specific
pollutants entering the storm drain system from areas of control measures. Types of monitoring include water
new development and significant redevelopment, both column measurements, sediment measurements, and
during and after construction. Activities include review nonsampling and analysis measurements, such as
of existing local permitting procedures and modification number of outfalls inspected or amount of material re-
of the procedures to identify and assign appropriate site moved by maintenance. Toxicity identification evalu-
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ations are an integral component of monitoring pro- lishing a stormwater utility, assessment district, or other
grams in the San Francisco Bay area. funding mechanisms is cumbersome and requires stra-

tegic planning.
Municipal Stormwater Program Problems
The process of developing these programs has uncov- Legal Issues
ered several issues and problems, mostly nontechnical Initial review of existing local ordinances may result in
in nature, that could potentially impede successful im- the conclusion that sufficient legal authorities already
plementation. The first step towards avoiding or solving exist. Later on in the development process, however,
these problems is understanding what they are and how when specific implementation activities are identified,
they may affect a program. The following discussion the existing authority may be found to be too vague or
provides insight into the more common problems, unsuitable. Review of legal issues should be part of the

annual evaluation process.
Internal Agency Coordination

Municipalities are public agencies, often with multiple Competing Mandates
departments serving different functions, that are an in- Mandates by other programs within a municipality or by
tegral part of stormwater management. The missions external agencies may directly conflict with stormwater
and actions of separate departments are often carried program mandates. Examples include fire departments
out without coordination with other departments. Com- prohibiting inside or covered storage of certain mated-
mitments or actions by planning department personnel als or the obvious conflict between eradication of vege-
that are not coordinated with public works result in prob- tation with herbicides in flood control channels and
lems. All affected departments must participate in devel- water quality concerns.
opment of a stormwater management program. The
stormwater program plan also must clearly identify the Problem Awareness/Understanding
roles and levels of participation of all involved depart-
ments. To solve or manage a problem, one must first under-

stand the problem. Effective pollution prevention re-
External Agency Coordination quires a new way of thinking that may be foreign to those

accustomed to more conventional engineering solu-
In addition to coordination within a municipality, commu- tions. A subset of this issue involves those who deny that
nication and coordination is necessary between adja- a problem exists.
cent cities, the county, and regional organizations such
as flood control and wastewater treatment agencies. Resistance to Maintenance Responsibility
Historically, there may have been little need for coordi-
nation, or problems encountered by other programs may Municipal programs are expected to result in installation
have created barriers. As with the internal agency issue of some structural controls, particularly in areas of new
noted above, all affected agencies must participate in development or significant redevelopment. A frequently
the program development process and clearly under- encountered barrier is that municipalities are not willing
stand their implementation responsibilities, to take on the additional maintenance responsibility as-

sociated with new structural controls.
Resistance by Key Individuals

Problem Sources Beyond Municipal Authority
Individuals play a strong role in local government. Con-
sequently, one or more key individuals can make or Many sources of stormwater pollution involve atmos-
break a program. Often one individual causes the inter- pheric emissions, automobile wear (e.g., brakes, tires),
hal and external coordination problems noted above, and household products over which a municipality has
Also, in the early development stages of a program, until no control. Transportation related issues are beyond the
dedicated personnel are identified, individuals may re- control of a single municipality. State and federal coor-
sist the additional work load required of them to make dination with local programs is essential.
the program work.

Lack of Tools To Evaluate Effectiveness
Financial Resources The effectiveness of pollution prevention measures is
Without dedicated financial resources, a stormwater difficult to quantify. Natural variability in stormwater qual-
management program is destined to fail. Programs that ity may mask improvements associated with certain
do not start the process to secure dedicated funds early control measures. Surrogate measures and analytical
in program deve!opment find themselves unable to corn- tools to evaluate stormwater management program ef-
mit to a meaningful program. The process of estab- fectiveness should be better defined.
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Municipal Stormwater Program Solutions    pollution problems. What works in one municipality may

The efforts of the Regional Board and the municipalities not work in another. Also, flexibility provides a reward
in the San Francisco Bay area have overcome many of mechanism for those municipalities who are committed
the problems noted above. The essential ingredient of and proactive.
the process that has enabled progress has been a
cooperative, proactive relationship between the Re- Phased Approach
gional Board and municipalities. A discussion of some The phased approach promotes a strategy based on
of the solutions that have evolved follows, goal setting, identification of actions, planning and

preparation for planned actions, small-scale implemen-Carrot and Stick Approach tation, and finally full-scale implementation. Evaluation
At the onset of each new municipal program, the Re- is essential to each step. It must be recognized that
gional Board has made it clear that stormwater pollution some actions may be implemented immediately or in the
is a serious problem that must be dealt with and that the short term, while others may take many years to fully
best solutions will only happen at the local level. The implement.
carrot has been an offer to the municipalities to control
their own destinies rather than waiting for the powers Pilot Studies
that be in Sacramento or Washington to determine what Although many control measures have been demon-they can or cannot do. This approach allows the munici- strated to be effective, such measures often need test-palities to identify and select the measures that are ing within the conditions of a specific municipality. Pilot
workable for them and, most importantly, that are most studies also provide an opportunity to identify factorscost-effective. On the other hand, the Regional Board such as operation and maintenance parameters or non-has also made it clear that participation is not voluntary technical factors such as legal issues that may not be
and that failure to commit to meaningful actions will apparent. They also provide a mechanism for demon-result in enforcement actions, strating acceptability to concerned parties and should

be considered a first step leading to successful wide-Round Table Forum scale implementation.
Contrary to the conventional regulatory approach, in
which the regulator demands and the regulatee reacts, Annual Program Audit
the Regional Board has promoted a round table forum

Recurring evaluation is essential. At a minimum, pro-in which all involved parties work collectively and coop- gram participants and the regulator should annuallyeratively to identify solutions that address the concerns evaluate program progress. This comprehensive annualand means of all involved. This approach has also pro- audit should identify program successes as well as fail-vided a mechanism for participation by all affected inter- ures and should provide a mechanism to steer the pro-nal and external public agencies, gram in the most effective direction.

Regular Meetings
Conclusions

The Regional Board has met in the round table format
Focusing on the described municipal stormwater programwith municipalities throughout the program development
elements and taking a cooperative approach to solvingprocess. Meetings have been held at least monthly. This
problems have led to the development of successfulhas allowed for timely and effective decision-making.
stormwater management programs by municipalities inFocused work groups to address specific problems or

program elements have also been formed, the San Francisco Bay area. Although program implemen-
tation is in the early stages and total success cannot be

Minimization of Bureaucracy claimed, the programs are successful in that they present
a workable framework for implementation of meaningful

The stormwater pollution problem is not a conventional actions. Essential to the process is strategic planning,
problem that can be solved by conventional means. Any accountability, and recurring evaluation of program direc-
program is doomed to fail if it is mired in red tape. To tion, success, and failure.
promote innovative solutions, the regulators must be

The NPDES permit issued to a municipality is not goingwilling to promote innovative regulatory mechanisms.
to solve the stormwater pollution problem---it can only

Flexibility                                     serve as a tool to facilitate action. The success of the
municipal stormwater permit program will be recognized

To truly present a carrot to entice municipalities and when municipalities are committed to action, and
promote innovative solutions, the regulator must be will- NPDES permits merely require municipalities to do what
ing to be flexible. No one solution exists for stormwater they have committed to do.
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Stormwater Management Ordinance Approaches in Northeastern Illinois

Dennis W. Dreher
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, Chicago, Illinois

Abstract History
Stormwater drainage and detention is widely regulated Stormwater drainage and detention has been widely
by local ordinances in northeastern Illinois. Early ordi- regulated by local ordinances in northeastern Illinois
nances, going back to about 1970, focused exclusively since the early 1970s. Early ordinances were imple-
on the prevention of increased flooding and nuisance mented because of a recognition that rapid suburban
drainage problems. Recent ordinances address the ob- development was causing more frequent and more
jectives of preventing flooding and channel erosion, pre- damaging flooding and drainage problems. Flooding
serving predevelopment hydrology, protecting water and drainage problems in the region are exacerbated by
quality and aquatic habitat, providing recreational op- the very flat landscape; typical ground slopes range
portunities, and enhancing aesthetic conditions, from 0.5 to 4 percent. As a result, even a slight increase

in flood volumes and rates can expose large additionalThe basis for many of the newer ordinances is a model
areas to flooding.ordinance developed by the Northeastern Illinois Plan-

ning Commission. The "Model Stormwater Drainage Most early ordinances required storage of the 100-year
and Detention Ordinance" calls for "natural" drainage rainfall event. These ordinances were based on require-
practices to minimize increases in runoff volumes and ments developed by the Metropolitan Water Reclama-
rates and for detention basins that control the full range tion District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC). MWRDGC
of flood events and effectively remove stormwater pol- requires sewer permits for new development within
lutants. Cook County, the largest and most populous in the

six-county northeastern Illinois region. Many communi-The model ordinance requires detention designs that
ties in the outer "coilar" counties followed MWRDGC’slimit the 100-year release to 0.15 ~/sec/acre and the
lead and developed similar ordinances.2-year release to 0.04 fta/sec/acre. These rates are

actually lower than the local predevelopment runoff At the same time that municipalities began to implement
rates and are based on observed capacities of the stormwater detention controls for new development,
downstream channel system. Detention design also most also required via subdivision ordinances that new
must incorporate water quality mitigation features, in- development be drained by curb and gutter and storm
cluding permanent pools or created wetlands, stilling sewer systems. This drainage philosophy was intended
basins, and the ability to avoid short-circuiting. Further, to reduce local drainage problems but resulted in in-
the model ordinance strongly discourages detention in creased rates and volumes of runoff.
onstream locations or in existing wetlands.

The quality of urban runoff began to receive some atten-As multipurpose ordinances are implemented, several tion in the late 1970s with the completion of the
issues remain. Some municipal officials are concerned Areawide Water Quality Management Plan by the North-
about the aesthetics and maintenance needs of wet- eastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) (1). This
land-type detention basins and natural drainage prac- plan reported much higher pollutant loads for urban
tices, such as vegetated swales. Technical debate land-use categories compared with rural land uses. As
continues over the effectiveness of on-line and on- a consequence, the plan recommended that stormwater
stream detention, both from a water quality and flood Ioadings of suspended solids and biological oxygen de-
prevention perspective. Also, the appropriateness of us- mand (BOD) be reduced by 50 percent by appropriate
ing existing wetlands for stormwater detention remains best management practices (BMPs) for all new devel-
to be determined, opment. Despite the recommendations of the plan, few
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changes occurred in the stormwater management strat- The primary purposes of the ordinance are to minimize
egy of local governments, which addressed exclusively the stormwater-related effects of development on down-
the quanti~,of runoff but not the quality, stream and local flooding, stream channel erosion,

water quality, and aquatic habitat.
Assessment of Ordinance Effectiveness The model ordinance is intended to apply to all devel-
In 1986 and 1987, large areas of northeastern Illinois opment, including redevelopment. It requires the sub-
were besieged by major floods, with total damage esti- mittal of a basic drainage plan consisting of a
mates exceeding $100 million, in some locales, flood topographic map, a detailed description of the existing
flows exceeded the reported 100-year frequency event, and proposed drainage system, and a description of
Of particular concern was the observation that large sensitive environmental features such as wetlands. An
flood damages had occurred in watersheds that had advanced drainage plan is required for sites larger than
developed extensively since the implementation of de- 10 acres. The advanced plan should include flow rates,
tention ordinances in the early 1970s. This lead to the velocities, and elevations at representative points in the.
suspicion that detention was not preventing increases drainage system for events up to the 100-year. The
in flood flows, following are some important ordinance standards and

criteria:
To address these concerns, NIPC was funded by the
Illinois Department of Transportation, Division of Water ¯ Runoff reduction hierarchy: The ordinance requires
Resources, to investigate the effectiveness of existing the evaluation of site design practices that minimize
stormwater detention ordinances. First, a literature re- the increase in runoff volumes and rates. A prefer-
view was performed to assess the effectiveness of de- ence is stated for, in order, minimization of hydrauli-
tention in various locales around the country. Next, a cally connected impervious surfaces, use of open
comprehensive watershed modeling study was per- vegetated swales and channels and natural depres-
formed to evaluate both the effects of urbanization and sions, and infiltration practices. Traditional storm
a range of existing and proposed stormwater detention sewer approaches are discouraged unless other
controls. The study concluded that the detention stand- measures are not practical.
ards that most communities required were not adequate ¯ lO0-year release rate: The peak lO0-year discharge
to prevent increases in flooding due to new development should not exceed 0.15 ft3/sec/acre. This release rate
(2). Other local studies initiated by the Soil Conservation is related to the capacity of the downstream channel/Service reached similar conclusions (3). Several spe- floodplain system for extreme flood events. The refer-
cific weaknesses were identified: enced detention effectiveness evaluation indicated that
¯ Detention volumes were inadequate to store the in- this release rate should prevent development-related

tended 100-year design event due to outdated rainfall increases in flooding for watersheds up to at least 30
statistics and/or simplistic hydrologic design tech- square miles in size (and probably much larger).
niques. ¯ 2-year release rate: The peak discharge for events

¯ Required l O0-year release rates weretypically based up to the 2-year event should not exceed 0.04
on site predevelopment runoff rates rather than ob- ft3/sec/acre. This release rate is designed to minimize
served instream flood flow rates, increases in the magnitude and frequency of the in-

stream 2-year event, which is sometimes associated
¯ Because detention outlets were designed to explicitly with bankfull flow conditions. This requirement is in-

control only the lO0-year event, smaller flood events tended to minimize increases in stream channel ero-
(e.g., the 2-year event) typically passed through de- sion. This release rate also will provide extended
tention facilities with inadequate control, ponding for small storm events, which will enhance

The study also noted two problems in addition to flood- pollutant removal.
ing impacts. The first was increased stream channel
erosion, caused in part by the increased magnitude and

¯ Detention storage requirements: The design maxi-
mum storage should be based on the runoff from the

frequency of small floods. The second was water quality
impairment due to inadequately controlled urban runoff,

lO0-year, 24-hour event. Storage should be com-
puted based on hydrograph methods, such as TR-55
or TR-20. Design rainfall should be based on the

New Model Ordinance Approach Illinois State Water Survey’s Bulletin 70 (5), which

With the preceding problems in mind, NIPC was con- supersedes the U.S. Weather Bureau’s Technical Pa-
tracted to develop an updated model stormwater ordi- per No. 40 (6). Bulletin 70, which is based on a
nance. This "Model Stormwater Drainage and Detention precipitation database that is more extensive and
Ordinance" (4) was developed with the assistance of a more current, reports a lO0-year, 24-hour rainfall of
regionwide, multiagency technical advisory committee. 7.6 in., while Technical Paper 40 recommends 5.8 in.
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¯ Water quality design features for detention: The or- watershed-based flood remediation measures as well
dinance indicates a preference for wet detention as uniform, countywide stormwater regulations.
basins over dry extended detention facilities to maxi-
mize pollutant removal potential. For wet basins, the So far, comprehensive countywide ordinances have
ordinance includes design criteria for depths, shore- been implemented in two counties, DuPage (7) and
line slopes, permanent pool volume, and inlet/outlet Lake (8). These ordinances address traditional storm-
orientation. For dry extended detention basins, the water drainage and detention concerns as well as flood-
ordinance includes design criteria for velocity dissi- plain management, soil erosion and sediment control,
pation at inlets and inlet/outlet orientation, and stream and wetland protection. The ordinances

incorporate many standards from the NIPC models and
¯ Detention in floodways and stream channels: The address multipurpose objectives of preventing flooding

ordinance discourages detention in designated flood- and channel erosion, preserving predevelopment hy-
ways, particularly in onstream locations with upstream drology, protecting water quality and aquatic habitat,
drainage areas larger than about 1 to 2 square miles, providing recreational opportunities, and enhancing
The principal concerns with onstream detention are aesthetic conditions. Probably the most remarkable ele-
that it may be less effective in mitigating stormwater ment of these new ordinances is their inclusion of some
pollutants and it allows stormwater pollutants to be basic stormwater BMPs that are intended to address
discharged into stream channels without adequate both stormwater quantity and quality concerns.
pretreatment.

Countywide stormwater planning efforts also have be-
¯ Detention in wetlands: Use of existing wetlands to gun in Cook, Kane, and McHenry Counties. Many corn-

accommodate stormwater detention requirements is munities in these counties have individually begun to
strongly discouraged. The ordinance requires that all update their ordinances. Some of the impetus for ordi-
stormwater be stored and routed through a 2-year nance updates has come from watershed-based
water quality detention facility (consistent with the groups, such as the Butterfield Creek Steering Commit-
previous design criteria) before being discharged to tee. This group developed a comprehensive ordinance
a wetland. The ordinance allows additional storage, for seven watershed communities all faced with similar
up to the 100-year event, to be provided in a wetland problems of overbank flooding, stream channel erosion,
if it can be shown that the wetland is low in quality and water quality degradation (9).
and that proposed detention modifications will main-
tain or improve its habitat and other beneficial func- Other communities are updating ordinances based on
tions, requirements of the Illinois Environmental Protection

Agency (IEPA) as a condition for facility planning area
Overall, the new model ordinance is one of the most amendments for expanded wastewater service. These
stringent in the country in its storage and release rate requirements are based on provisions of the Illinois
requirements for minimizing the effects of development Water Quality Management Plan and essentially require
on downstream flooding. The new ordinance also in- that development within new FPA expansions not ad-
cludes, for the first time, some basic requirements for versely affect water quality, either due to point or non-
BMPs to mitigate stormwater quality effects, point sources.

Recent Improvements in Local The IEPA also is delegated to implement the new
Stormwater Regulations NPDES requirements for stormwater discharges. In par-

ticular, as part of its new general permit for construction
As an advisory agency, NIPC has no authority to require site activities, IEPA requires the development of a poilu-
compliance with its model ordinances. Similarly, there is tion prevention plan that must include provisions for soil
no comprehensive state requirement for local stormwa- erosion and sediment control as well as stormwater
ter regulations. Because of recent experience with dev- BMPs such as detention facilities, vegetated swales and
astating floods, however, many communities were natural depressions, infiltration practices, and velocity
eager to consider alternatives to stormwater standards dissipation measures (10). While the construction site
that were a decade or more old. general permit does not mandate the adoption of ordi-

nances, it does provide further incentive to local govern-The process of evaluating new ordinances was facili-
ments to begin to add stormwater quality controltared by state legislation, passed after the floods of measures to their existing ordinances.1986 and 1987, that authorized northeastern Illinois

counties to establish stormwater management committees Regionwide enthusiasm for inclusion of water quality
(SMCs). These committees, with equal representation BMPs in stormwater ordinances is still somewhat limited
from county government and municipalities, were because of a lack of awareness among many stormwa-
authorized to develop comprehensive, binding storm- ter engineers, local officials, and the public of the ad-
water managemen.t plans. These plans included both verse effects of stormwater runoff on water quality and
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aquatic life. This perception appears to be at least partly benthic organisms. Onstream detention essentially uses
related to the long-term degradation of urban water the stream as a treatment device, Because of typically
bodies in the region and the lack of a prominent focal shorter residence times relative to offline facilities, how-
point, such as a Chesapeake Bay or Puget Sound, for ever, onstream facilities may not be very effective in
viewing stormwater quality impacts, trapping stormwater runoff pollutants and protecting

downstream water bodies. While the appropriateness of
Some Current Issues onstream detention in northeastern Illinois merits addi-

tional debate, currently this debate is not fully consider-As multipurpose stormwater ordinances are adopted
throughout the region, several issues remain. Some ing the potential adverse water quality and habitat
municipal officials are concerned about the aesthetics impacts of onstream facilities.

and maintenance needs of wetland-type detention ba- Another unresolved issue is the appropriateness of us-
sins and natural drainage practices, such as vegetated ing existing wetlands for stormwater detention. Section
swales. Technical debate continues over the effective- 404 permits have been issued for the incorporation of
hess of on-line and onstream detention, both from a detention into existing wetlands and mitigation wet-
water quality and flood prevention perspective. Also, the lands. If a wetland is impounded without the introduction
appropriateness of using existing wetlands for stormwa- of fill material, a Section 404 permit may not even be
ter detention remains to be resolved, required. Limited water quality protection is provided by
Perhaps the most important consideration of local gov- several new stormwater ordinances and the NIPC

ernment officials regarding stormwater drainage is pub- model ordinance, which require pretreatment of storm-
lic acceptance, which generally translates as the water before it is discharged into a wetland. Even if

stormwater quality effects are reasonably mitigated,avoidance of "nuisance" drainage conditions. Some
commonly cited nuisance concerns include extended however, detention in a wetland can radically affect its
saturation or ponding on lawns or swales, "weedy" vege- hydrology. In particular, detention is likely to pond water
tation, mosquito breeding potential, and wet detention more frequently and at greater depths than in a natural

wetland. Such alterations can adversely affect sensitiveareas. These concerns have driven many communities
to require highly engineered drainage systems, includ- plant communities and wildlife.
ing curbs and gutters, storm sewers, and concrete chan-

Conclusionsnels, which rapidly convey runoff from the site. Some
public works officials also argue that engineered drain- Stormwater management ordinances have evolved dra-
age systems are less expensive to maintain, matically in northeastern Illinois since their introduction

over 20 years ago. Always a leader in flood prevention,There is growing support, however, in other parts of the
country and in a few northeastern Illinois communities northeastern Illinois now has some of the most stringent

standards in the nation for detention volumes and re-for "natural" drainage practices using vegetated swales,
lease rates.channels, and filter strips and created wetlands. In addition

to providing significant pollutant removal and runoff re- Evolving from an early emphasis on local drainage
duction benefits, natural practices may be much less and flood prevention, many ordinances now recognize
expensive to install and, at least to some, are preferred the importance of water quality mitigation and habitat
aesthetically over engineered systems. Progress in gain- protection. Some newer ordinances reflect a revised
ing acceptance of natural drainage systems has been philosophy of stormwater management that takes ad-
slow in northeastern Illinois. Successful ongoing de- vantage of natural drainage and storage functions, with
monstration projects, innovative new corporate campus the objective of limiting stormwater runoff rates, volume,
developments, and improved public education should and quality to predevelopment conditions. Much re-
be helpful in advancing natural drainage approaches, mains to be learned, however, about effective designs

for BMPs such as wetland detention, filter strips, andOnstream stormwater detention is a desirable alterna- infiltration practices.tive to many site design engineers in the region. In a
typical situation, such facilities generally do not provide

Referencesregional detention for the entire upstream watershed;
rather, they serve the storage requirements of a devel- 1. Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission. 1979. Areawide water
opment adjacent to the floodplain. As previously men- quaJity management plan. Chicago, IL.

tioned, however, there are significant concerns about 2. Dreher, D.W., G.C. Schaefer, and D.L. Hey. 1989. Evaluation of
the effects and effectiveness of onstream facilities, stormwater detention effectiveness in nortf~eastem Illinois. Chi-

cago, IL: Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission.These facilities alter the free-flowing nature of streams,
creating impoundments susceptible to sedimentation 3. Bartels, R.M. 1987. Stormwater management: When onsite de.

tantion reduces stream flooding. In: Proceedings of the Elevan~and eutrophication. Impoundments can impede the up- Annual Conference of the Association of State Floodplain Manag-
stream migration of fish and the downstream drift of ers, Seattle. WA (June).
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The Lower Colorado River Authority Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control Ordinance

Thomas F. Curran
Lower Colorado River Authority, Austin, Texas

Abstract management of certain public lands, and preservation
and conservation of the waters of the lower ColoradoUrban development can be managed to control nonpoint River.source pollution using a variety of methods. The method

selected is typically a function of the jurisdictional While given these responsibilities, LCRA has limited
agency’s authority (or lack thereof), the use and desired authority and can only exercise powers expressly given
quality of the receiving waters, and the impact on and by the legislature. As such, LCRA cannot regulate land
’acceptance by the public. ’ use, impose zoning or site development restrictions, or

assess taxes. LCRA can, however, promulgate ordi-
The Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) is a conser- nances to control water pollution within its 10-county
vation and reclamation district created by Texas legisla- statutory area.
tion. LCRA is responsible for the conservation, control,
and preservation of the waters of the Colorado River and With these powers and limitations, LCRA has developed
its tributaries within a 10-county area. Given this respon- an ordinance to control nonpoint source (NPS) pollution
sibility but not land-use control authority, LCRA has from urban development. The ordinance does not im-
developed a nonpoint source pollution control ordinance pose any land-use regulations other than to establish a
with a technology-based approach, technology-based pollutant reduction standard for new

development.
The ordinance requires a large percentage of the pollut-
ants generated from new development to be removed Backgroundbefore stormwater discharge from the property. A tech-
nical manual accompanies the ordinance and explains In 1988, the LCRA board of directors approved a water
how to calculate the expected increase in pollution and quality leadership policy stating LCRA’s goals regarding
the various management practices a developer may water quality protection. This policy directed staff to
employ to achieve the required pollutant removal stand- develop a program to control NPS pollution within the
ards. The developer and engineer determine what corn- 10-county area, commencing with the area of the High-
bination of management practices are most compatible land Lakes.
with their site and development plan.

The Highland Lakes are a chain of seven lakes located
This paper provides the methodology and pdmary features west of Austin, Texas. The lakes were created in the
of the ordinance and technical manual. The reasoning 1930s and 1940s for flood control, water supply, and
behind this approach is explained, with discussion re- hydroelectric generation. In the early 1980s, the area
garding the strengths and weaknesses of a technology- around the lakes experienced tremendous growth in
based ordinance, development activity. This growth prompted concern

about the long-term health of the lakes.
Introduction

A Pollution Control Approach
The Lower Colorado River Authority (LCRA) is a conser-
vation and reclamation district created by the Texas legis- From the outset, LCRA was limited in the number of
lature in 1934. LCRA is also a self-sufficient public utility options available to manage development for control of
company. The authority’s responsibilities are many and NPS pollution. We realized, however, that it must be
include energy generation, water supply, flood control, attacked in several ways. The initial effort was a public
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education program, the highlight of which was a 30-min- cover, the magnitude and frequency of runoff increases
ute video entitled, "Pointless Pollution: America’s Water dramatically.
Crisis," narrated by Walter Cronkite.

Just as runoff from an undeveloped watershed hasRealizing that public education alone would not protect carved out a stream channel over time to convey typica~
water quality, LCRA staff began addressing the control runoff events, the increased volume and frequency of
of NPS pollution through a regulatory program. Lacking runoff from an urbanized area will reconfigure the
land-use control or zoning power, LCRA selected a strat- streambank to create a larger conveyance system. The
egy to reduce the quantity of pollution generated by new result is erosion of streambanks transporting sediment
development that would otherwise be received by the to receiving water bodies, degrading of undercut
lakes, streams, removal of aquatic habitat, and loss of public

and private property.In December 1989, the LCRA board of directors adopted
the Lake Travis NPS Pollution Control Ordinance, the The approach LCRA has taken to control streambank
first of its kind ever promulgated by a river authority in erosion is to require detainment of postdeveloped runoff
the state of Texas. In March 1991, a similar ordinance to predeveloped runoff conditions for the 1-year design
was passed to cover the upper Highland Lakes, which storm. Stream morphology is generally dictated by the
includes Lakes Buchanan, Inks, LBJ, and Marble Falls. 2-year storm event.

To simplify the permitting process, the technical manualA Nonpoint Source Control Ordinance       provides the required detention volume in inches of runoff

The main strategy of the Lake Travis NPS Pollution as a function of impervious cover. These detention volume
Control Ordinance is to establish a set of pollution re- requirements can be incorporated into the use of BMPs to
duction performance standards. Pollution reduction meet the pollutant removal performance standards.
would be through three methods: 1) removal of a speci-
fied percentage of the projected increase in annual NPS Temporary Erosion Control
pollution load; 2) streambank erosion protection via The ordinance requires erosion and sedimentation tostormwater detention requirements; and 3) employment be controlled throughout the development process. Forof erosion controls during construction, permitted activities, an erosion control plan is required

for review and approval. Activities not requiring a per-
Pollution Reduction Standards mit, such as the construction of a single-family home,
LCRA’s primary goal was to develop a pollution preven- also require erosion controls to be in place until revege-
tion strategy to protect the lakes. At the same time, tation occurs.
consideration was given to producing feasible standards The technical manual provides guidance for appropriate
that would not prevent development activity, erosion controls. These strategies include minimization

of area cleared; physical controls such as silt fences,The basic requirement of the ordinance is the removal
of 70 percent or more of the increased pollution generated brush berms, and rock berms; downstream vegetative
over background or undeveloped conditions. Higher re- buffers; diversion of upstream flow; flow spreading; con-
moval rates are required for steeply sloped property or land tour furrowing; loose straw or jute netting for soil protec-
kx’,ated adjacent to the lakes. The required removal rates tion; and use of structural BMPs as sedimentation

basins during construction.were chosen first from a water quality standpoint, but also
were considered feasible. Analysis of existing develop-
ments and the anticipated performance of best manage- Technical Manual
rnent practices (BMPs) showed possibilities of significant The ordinance is accompanied by a technical manual that
land-use restriction if higher removal standards were era- provides explanation and guidance for the applicant or
ployed. Additionally, members of LCRA’s board of directors engineer. Included in the technical manual are permitting
represent their respective counties or service areas, a procedures, pollutant loading calculations, and design
majodty of which are predominantly rural. While the board standards and efficiencies of management practices.
adopted an environmental leadership policy, its concem
about imposing regulations that could adversely affect Types of Pollution
local economic development was clear.

Urbanization causes numerous forms of pollution.
Strearnbank Erosion Control Analysis of all pollutant elements through a permitting

program would encumber both the applicant and review
Urbanization of a site or area can have a great impact body. LCRA has classified these forms of pollution into
on the downstream conveyance system. As pavement three distinct groups important to the protection of the
and rooftops replace the natural soil and vegetative lakes: sedimentation, eutrophication, and toxins. LCRA
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then selected an indicator pollutant to represent these Background and developed pollutant concentrations for
categories. Indicator pollutants are total suspended sol- the indicator pollutants are provided. These values were
ids (TSS) for sedimentation, total phosphorus (TP) for acquired primarily from screening local and national
eutrophication, and oil and grease (O&G) for toxins, reports. The average pollutant concentrations used for

indicator pollutants under background and developed¯ TSS consist of colloidal and settleable particulate mat- conditions are shown in Table 1.
ter. In alkaline waters such as those of the Highland
Lakes, metals tend to precipitate and become particu- Table 1. Averags Pollutant Concentra’dons for Indicator
late matter. In addition, some organic compounds such Pollutants
as chlordane and polychlorinated biphenyls tend to be
adsorbed onto sediment particles. Background (mg/1.) Developed

TSS                         48                  130¯ TP can be indicative of other nutrients. While the
nitrogen cycle is different, plant and microbial uptake TP 0.08 0.26
occurs for both elements. O&G 0 lS

¯ O&G, while encompassing both nontoxic and toxic
organic compounds, represents petroleum hydrocar- The manner in which this information is supplied within
bon pollutants, including carcinogens such as ben- the technical manual results in reasonable estimates of
zene and toluene and chlorinated compounds such a development’s potential pollution impact while making
as pesticides and herbicides, calculations simple and consistent.

These indicator pollutants are used to represent the
Selection of Management Practicesarray of pollutants generated. It is reasonable to assume

that removal of these indicator pollutants will result in The technical manual provides design cdteria and esti-
removal of other pollutants not specifically analyzed, mated removal efficiencies for BMPs. The manual is

intended to provide guidance to the applicant in select-
Pollutant Loads ing BMPs. The applicant must select the BMPs that

will enable the development to meet the criteria of the
A mass loading equation is used to calculate the pollut- ordinance. The basic strategy for selecting BMPs is to
ant load under existing and developed conditions. This match the pollutant removal requirements with site and
determines the increase in pollution generated over development characteristics. Consideration must be
background conditions. The equation is a product of given to drainage area, soil type, and topography to
annual runoff volume and the average stormwater pol- select BMPs effectively.
lutant concentration. The technical manual provides the expected removal
The pollutant load is calculated in pounds per year and efficiencies for BMPs with a performance history. Most
is represented as follows: of this data is based on criteria presented in nationally

published documents. For structural BMPs, a percent
L = A ¯ RF * Rv ¯ C * K, removal efficiency is provided for each indicator pollut-

ant. This is then multiplied by the percent of the total
where L = annual pollutant load (pounds) average annual runoff volume to be captured by the

A = area of development (acres) proposed BMP. The product is the expected removal
RF = average annual rainfall (inches) efficiency of that BMP. This is done for each indicator
Rv = average runoff-to-rainfall ratio pollutant. The analysis and performance standard for
C = average pollutant concentration (mg/L) O&G is applied only to developments other than single-
K = unit conversion factor (0.2266) family residential use. The focus on O&G is on commer-

cial land and parking lots instead of single-family
The runoff-to-rainfall ratio equation used is as presented residential neighborhoods. Efficiencies used for each
in the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments BMP are shown in Table 2.
document Controlling Urban Runoff: A Practical Manual

Other BMPs for which removal efficiencies are providedfor Planning and Designing Urban BMPs. This regres- include vegetated filter strips, street sweeping, and pollu-sion equation simplifies the runoff-to-rainfall relationship
tion source removal credit for using an integrated pestto a function of impervious cover as follows: management plan.

Rv = 0.05 + (0.009 * IC), The manual promotes the use of innovative practices as
long as the applicant can document the potential effective-

where IC is impervious cover in percent ness of the practice. LCRA may also require, by ordinance,
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Table 2. Expected Removal Efficiencies of Selected BMPs Table 3. Pollutant Concentrations for Austin Example Site

Pollutant Background (rag/L) Developed (mgJL)

Best Management Practice TSS TP O&G TSS 407 12,992
TP                  0.68                 26.0

Sedimentation basin          60       20        10
O&G (calculated 0 963Sand filtration 70 33 30 for paved area

Extended detention 70 60 30 only, at 100% IC)

Retention basin 80 80 80
Infiltration practices 80 8O 8O ¯ TSS removal = (12,992 - 407) * 0.70 = 8,810 Ib

° TP removal = (26.0 - 0.68) ¯ 0.70 = 17.7 Ib
¯ O&G removal = (963 - 0) * 0.70 = 674 Ibthat innovative BMPs be monitored at a cost borne by

the applicant. Some innovative practices include water The applicant proposes a weekly street sweeping pro-
quality catch basins (oil/grit separators), peat/sand ill- gram for general maintenance of the area. The pollutant
ters, zeolite filters, and wet ponds. While wet ponds removal efficiencies assumed for this practice with ahave a proven track record in portions of the United vacuum-type sweeper are 20 percent for TSS, 10 per-
States, their performance, and more particularly their cent for TP, and 15 percent for O&G.
maintenance requirements, in semiarid regions war-
rants further scrutiny. The site is gently sloping and does have adequate soil

for percolation. Infiltration is desirable; however, it must
BMPs in Series be preceded by a sediment removal practice according

to the technical manual.
Based on the removal efficiencies of known BMPs and the
removal requirements of the ordinance, development with To meet the streambank erosion control criteria, a site
moderate or high impervious cover may need to provide with 60 percent IC must provide detention for 1 in. of
BMPs in series to meet the ordinance performance stand- runoff. Therefore, structural BMPs should be sized to
ards. One of the unknowns at this juncture is how BMPs also meet this criteria.
operate in series. LCRA currently assumes that the total The designer decides to try a sedimentation basin followed
removal is the sum of the individual BMP removal perform- by an infiltration basin. With 60 percent IC, a 1-in. capture
ances. This is an assumption that warrants further analysis volume will collect 89.7 percent of the average annual
from monitoring BMPs in series, runoff based on historical rainfall data and runoff/rainfall

relationships. The removal efficiencies of these ponds are
Example of Ordinance Application the product of the BMP efficiency and percent of average
A commercial establishment desires to develop 200,000 annual runoff captured, as shown in Table 4.
~ of retail space and is looking at a 23-acre undeveloped
site in the Austin, Texas, area. What would be required for Table 4. Remove Effictencies of Sedimentation Basin and
the development to meet LCP~s NPS ordinance? Infiltration Basin BMPs

The site plan layout shows parking for 1,200 vehicles. Sedimentation Basin Infiltration Basin
With access drives and loading areas, the impervious

TSS - 0.60 * 0.897 = 53.7 % TSS - 0.80 * 0.897 = 71.6 %cover provided for vehicular traffic is about 400,000 ft2.
The proposed total impervious cover is 600,000 ft2, or "rP- 0.20 ¯ 0.897 = 17.9 % TP- 0.80,0.897 = 71.6 %

60 percent of the site area. O&G - 0.10,0.897 = 9.0 % O&G- 0.80 ,°0.897 = 71.6 %

The average annual rainfall in Austin is 32.5 in. Applying
the pollutant load calculations shown in the technical To test whether the above controls would meet the
manual, ordinance’s performance standard requirements, the

following equation is used:

L = A * RF ¯ Rv ¯ 0.2266 * C, Total BMP Series Eft. = [1-((1-E~)*(1-E2)*(1-E3))]*100

yields the average pollutant concentrations shown in where
Table 3.

E1 = removal efficiency of first BMPWith a pollutant removal standard for the site of 70 E2 = removal efficiency of second BMP
percent: E3 = removal efficiency of third BMP
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leadership statement by applying ordinance standardsTSS Eft. (total) = [1-((1-0.2)*(1-0.537)~(1-0.716))],100
to the office complex.= 89.5 percent

The offices are located on 11.7 acres of land and consist"I’P Eft. (total) = [1-((1-0.1)’,(1-0.179)~,(1-0.716))]~,100 of 250,000 ~ of office space with c~ose to 600 parking
= 79.0 percent spaces. Site IC is approximately 55 percent. Due to site

constraints, innovation had to be applied to achieve theO&G Eft. (total) = [1-((1-0.15)~(1-0.09),(1-0.716))],100 performance standards of the ordinance.
= 78.0 percent

A series of BMPs are employed on the site, including a

full integrated pest management and xeriscape plan, aTherefore, the above controls would meet the perform-
street sweeping program, five surface ponds composedance standard requirements of the ordinance. Had infil-
of extended detention ponds, a peat/sand filter, and antration not been a viable option, other potential solutions
enhanced (partial wet pond) extended detention pond.include 1 ) a street sweeping program with a 1-in. volume
There are also subsurface treatment devices that in-extended detention basin followed by 8.4 acres of vege-
clude off-line water quality catch basins conveying to atative filter strip (fair condition, 2- to -7 percent slope) or
sand filtration system beneath a parking lot and2) a street sweeping program with three extended de-
peat/sand filtering system under an open-space fronttention ponds, each of 2-in. capture volume,
yard area. Infiltration practices could not be used due to

soil conditions. LCRA has acquired grants from the U.S.Administration Environmental Protection Agency to monitor the effec-
tiveness of some of the innovative practices being ap-Maintenance Agreements plied on this project.

Maintenance of BMPs is critical to their long-term per- The total construction cost associated with the NPS
formance. Without maintenance, the effective life of a controls on this project was $250,000. This represents
BMP may be limited to a couple of years. Relying on about 1.5 percent of the total project cost.
good faith or volunteer efforts has not shown to be an
effective way to maintain these pollution controls. Sun City Development
The ordinance requires that a NPS Best Management The Del Webb Corporation is in the planning stages of
Practice Maintenance Permit be issued upon accept- developing a 2,400-acre active adult community west
able completion of construction. Whether through a of Austin, Texas. The project is within the jurisdiction of
homeowner’s association or through the land owner as the Lake Travis NPS Pollution Control Ordinance. Del
an individual, a maintenance association must be Webb is presently going through a master plan ap-
formed. The maintenance association is to post financial proval phase with LCRA.
security or create a fund for the purpose of maintaining

The development is predominantly single-family resi-all BMPs implemented to meet the ordinance,
dential and entails 4,200 single-family homes with rec.

Enforcement reational amenities. The overall proposed IC for the site
is slightly less than 30 pement. The project has incorpo-

A necessary portion of any regulatory program is the rated in the preliminary design 60 to 70 structural BMPs
ability to impose penalties for not complying with the to meet the performance requirements of the ordinance.
regulations. The ordinance contains a violations section Over 90 percent of the runoff from the development will
that allows financial penalties to be imposed for viola, convey to a structural BMP of some form. The structural
tions of a provision of the ordinance, practices proposed include extended detention ponds,

wet ponds, retention ponds, sedimentation ponds, and
Case Application infiltration practices. These structural facilities take up 5

percent of the total land area.
The ordinance is relatively new, and there have been

In addition, the development includes a roadway systemfew opportunities to evaluate its effectiveness. Two
that has vegetated filter stdps throughout and grass-linedprojects of note have shown the impact that the ordi-
swales for stormwater conveyance. Commercial areasnance has had on development,
include a street sweeping program, and areas left as
native open space receive credit for pollution reductionLCRA Office Complex
as low-maintenance landscapes.

The first project of note is construction of LCRA’s gen-
The cost of meeting the performance standards of theeral office buildings. While not located in an area under
ordinance has been estimated by the applicant to be aboutthe purview of the ordinance, LCRA chose to make a
$1,300 per single-family home. It is quite possible that
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an economy of scale is realized, as studies before ordinance the full reliance on this new technology to maintain a
implementation estimated a per-unit cost of almost twice high level of pollution removal over the long term. Rec-
this amount for developments of similar net density, ognition of the requirements for maintaining these facili-

ties at their expected performance standards over the
Pros and Cons long term has y~t to occur.
The quality of any development management strategy

Notwithstanding the urban sprawl issue, there is no ques-has to be measured on the basis of what it achieves tion that on a site-specific basis the reduction of IC andversus the impacts it may create.
maintenance of land in a natural vegetative state are more

Strengths of a Technology.Based Approach     foolproof means of reducing pollution from that site.

A technology-based approach to control NPS pollution The technology-based approach only considers water
from urbanization has several strengths. The first is the quality issues. Land use is at the disposal of the land-
transferability of this approach to other jurisdictions, owner. There are locations where aesthetics, views, and
Creating pollution reduction strategies of this kind can protection of existing vegetation and habitat are equally
be applied on a city, county, watershed, or statewide as important as the quality of water. This ordinance does
basis. The only variables may be in the selection of not directly address these other considerations.
BMPs that are compatible with a region and the percent-
age of annual runoff captured based on rainfall patterns.

ConclusionImplementing land-use restrictions from a density or IC
standpoint can be difficult due to public opposition. The LCRA considers the NPS ordinance to be an excellent
technology-based approach gives the landowner the beginning in protecting the quality of the waters of the
freedom to determine the highest use of the land with Highland Lakes and Colorado River. Close to a million
~:onsideration given to the increasing costs of providing people rely on the Highland Lakes for drinking water sup-
and maintaining additional BMPs to compensate for ply and countless thousands for recreational and aesthetic
dense development. It is theoretically possible for a purposes.
landowner to use every square inch of land for develop-
ment purposes if the developer is willing to incur the LCRA is committed to evaluating the effectiveness of
increased cost of subsurface stormwater treatment or this ordinance. Depending on the actual development
even mechanical treatment, that takes place around the Highland Lakes, the actual
The standards for achieving compliance with a pollution removal achieved, and the change in water
technology-based ordinance are clear. The approach quality evidenced, more or less restrictive standards or
is simple, with straightforward calculations. This cook- alternate practices may be required. The effectiveness
book approach minimizes staffing requirements for re- of the ordinance must be analyzed as development
view of applications, takes place to ensure good water quality.

Density or IC limitations are a best management prac- There are limitations in our knowledge of BMPs and of
tice. More pollution could be discharged, however, from pollution generation from various land uses. The current
a less dense development with no other BMPs than from version of the technical manual is already in need of
a more intense development with BMPs. There is also revision to account for research performed over the last
concern that density controls contribute to urban sprawl, few years. The calculations do not adequately address
which may result in poorer water quality on a regional certain land uses, such as golf courses, nurseries, or
basis and may adversely affect air quality through in- parks, due to the low IC yet high maintenance associ-
creased vehicular operating time. ated with these land uses, particularly as they pertain to
Finally, there is no question that implementation of this pesticides and nutrients.
technology-based practice mitigates some of the water
quality impacts associated with urbanization. Finally, it is LCRA’s desire to ultimately connect the

pollution removal standards of the ordinance to estab-

Weaknesses of a Technology-Based Approach lished water quality standards of the receiving waters.
There is much work to be performed before a full under-

The sole use of a technology-based pollution reduction standing of the dynamics of the lakes and Colorado
strategy has weaknesses as well. First and foremost is River permit us to achieve this goal.
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New Development Standards in the Puget Sound Basin

Peter B. Birch
Washington Department of Ecology,

Olympia, Washington

Abstract Introd uction
The Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan Puget Sound, which is located in western Washington
(PSWQMP) calls for all counties and cities in the Puget State, has been the focus of a comprehensive water
Sound drainage basin to adopt ordinances that require quality improvement effort in recent years---especially
stormwater control for new development and redevelop- since documentation of liver tumors in English sole and
ment. Ordinances were to be adopted by July 1, 1994. toxics in sediments and with increasing closures of
The PSWQMP also directed the Washington Depart- shellfish beds (1). Initial efforts culminated in 1986, with
ment of Ecology to prepare technical guidance and a the publication of the Puget Sound Water Quality Man-
model ordinance to assist local governments in imple- agement Plan (PSWQMP) and subsequent amend-
meriting these standards, ments in 1989 and 1991 (2). In 1991, Puget Sound was

listed as an Estuary of National Significance under Sec-
In response, the Department of Ecology has prepared tion 320 of the federal Clean Water Act.
several sets of minimum requirements that are applied
based on the type and size of proposed development. The section of the PSWQMP that covers stormwater
These include: management calls for all counties and cities in the Puget

Sound drainage basin to adopt ordinances that require
¯ Simplified erosion and sediment controls and a small stormwater control for new development and redevelop-

parcel erosion and sediment control plan for small ment by July 1, 1994. The plan also requires all local
developments (under 5,000 ft2 impervious surface), governments in the basin to adopt operation and main-
single-family homes, and land-disturbing activities tenance programs for new and existing public and pri-
under 1 acre. vate stormwater systems. Local governments located

within census-defined urbanized areas have additional¯ A set of 11 minimum requirements for proposed new requirements that include:
development of large parcels (5,000 ft2 impervious
surface and greater) and/or land-disturbing activities ¯ Identification and ranking of significant pollutant
over 1 acre. The requirements include erosion and sources.
sediment control, and source control and treatment
best management practices designed to prevent or ¯ Corrective actions for problem drains.
minimize impacts to receiving waters. A stormwater ¯ A water quality response program.

° site plan is also required for this level of development.
¯ Assurance of funding.

¯ The same 11 requirements apply to large parcels with
less than 1 acre of land-disturbing activities except ¯ Local coordination.
that the small parcel erosion and sediment require-
ments are substituted for the large parcel erosion and ¯ Public education.
sediment controls. ¯ Compliance measures.

If redevelopment is proposed, the same minimum re- ¯ An implementation schedule.
quirements apply, subject to a set of thresholds and
criteria for applying the minimum requirements to all or ¯ As a last resort in problem areas, retrofitting of control
part of the site. measures.
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The PSWQMP also directed the Washington State De- eral associated requirements specific to Washington
partment of Ecology (Ecology) to prepare a best man- laws; therefore, some modifications would be needed
agement practices (BMPs) technical manual (3) and a for application of the minimum requirements to areas
program guidance manual containing model ordinances outside of Washington. The model ordinance that was
and other supplemental guidance (4) to assist local prepared as guidance forenactingthe minimum require-
governments in implementing plan requirements. The ments is contained in the program guidance manual (4).
guidance prepared for new development and redevel- The full guidance package may be ordered from Ecology
opment consists of several sets of minimum require- by calling (206) 438-7116. The current cost of the tech-
ments that are applied depending on the type and size nical manual is $24.85 plus postage, and of the program
of proposed development. In summary, these include: guidance manual is $28.00 plus postage.
¯ Simplified erosion and sediment controls (ESCs) and

a small parcel ESC plan for small developments (under Definitions
5,000 ~ impervious surface), detached single-family The following definitions are useful to the understanding
homes and duplexes, and land-disturbing activities of the minimum requirements:
under 1 acre.

¯ Approved manual: Atechnical manual that is substan-¯ A set of 11 minimum requirements for proposed new tially equivalent to the Stormwater Management Man-development of large parcels (5,000 ~ impervious ual for the Puget Sound Basin (3). (The PSWQMP
surface and greater) and/or land-disturbing activities requires all counties and cities located in the Pugetover 1 acre. The requirements include ESC and source Sound basin to adopt a manual that is the same orcontrol and treatment BMPs designed to prevent or substantially equivalent to this manual by July 1, 1994.)minimize impacts to receiving waters. A stormwater
site plan is also required for this level of development. ¯ New development: Development consisting of land-

disturbing activities; structural development, includ-¯ The same 11 requirements apply to large parcels with ing construction, installation or expansion of aless than 1 acre of land-disturbing activities except
building or other structure; creation of impervious sur-that the small parcel ESC are substituted for the large faces; Class IV general forest practices that are con-parcel ESCs. versions from timber land to other uses; and

If redevelopment is proposed, the same minimum re- subdivision and short subdivision of land as defined in
quirements apply, subject to a set of thresholds and RCW 58.17.020. All other forest practices and commer-
criteria for applying the minimum requirements to all or cial agriculture are not considered new development.
part of the site.

¯ Redevelopment: On an already developed site, the
The BMP manual that Ecology prepared contains a full creation or addition of impervious surfaces; structural
description of the minimum requirements and technical development including construction, installation, or
guidance on how to meet them. In essence, develop- expansion of a building or other structure, and/or
ment sites are to demonstrate compliance with the re- replacement of an impervious surface that is not part
quirements by preparing and implementing a of a routine maintenance activity; and land-disturbing
stormwater site plan that includes an appropriate selec- activities associated with structural or impervious re-
tion of BMPs from the manual, development.
Two major components of a stormwater site plan are an ¯ Impervious surface: A hard surface that either pre-
ESC plan and a permanent stormwater quality control vents or retards the entry of water into the soil mantle
(PSQC) plan. The ESC plan is intended to be temporary as under natural conditions prior to development,
in nature to control pollution generated during the con- and/or a hard surface area that causes water to run
struction and landscaping phase only, primarily erosion off the surface in greater quantities or at an increased
and sediment. The PSQC plan is intended to provide rate of flow from the flow present under natural con-
permanent BMPs for the control of pollution and other ditions prior to development.
impacts from stormwater runoff after construction is ¯ Land-disturbing activity: Any activity that results in acompleted. For small sites, this is met by implementing a

change in the existing soil cover (both vegetative andsmall parcel erosion and sediment control (SPESC) plan.
nonvegetative) and/or the existing soil topography.

Further details of these plans are contained in the Storm- Land-disturbing activities include, but are not limited
water Management Manual for the Puget SoundBasin (3). to, demolition, construction, clearing, grading, filling,
The following sections describe the minimum requirements and excavation.

as they apply to local governments in the Puget Sound ¯ Source control BMP: A BMP that is intended to pre-
basin and have been adapted directly from the vent pollutants from entering stormwater. Examples
technical manual (3). The description also includes sev- include covering an activity, controlling erosion,
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directing wash water to a sanitary sewer, and altedng Smafl Parcel Requirement 3:
a practice that results in pollution prevention. Protection of Adjacent Properties

Exemptions Adjacent properties shall be protected from sediment
deposition by appropriate use of vegetative buffer strips,

Commercial agriculture and forest practices regulated sediment barriers or filters, dikes or mulching, or by a corn-
under Title 222 WAC, except for Class IV general forest bination of these measures and other appropriate BMPs.
practices that are conversions from timber land to other
uses, are exempt from the provisions of the minimum Smafl Parcel Requirement 4: Maintenance
requirements. All other new development is subject to
the minimum requirements. All ESC BMPs shall be regularly inspected and main-

tained to ensure continued performance of their in-
Small Parcel Minimum Requirements tended function.

The following new development shall be required to Smafl Parcel Requirement 5: Other BMPs
control erosion and sediment during construction, to
permanently stabilize soil exposed during construction, As required by the local plan-approval authority, other
to comply with Small Parcel Requirements 1 through 5, appropriate BMPs to mitigate the effects of increased
and to prepare a SPESC plan: runoff shall be applied.

¯ Individual, detached single-family residences and du- Application of Minimum Requirements forplexes. New Development and Redevelopment
¯ Creation or addition of less than 5,000 ft2 of imper-

vious surface area. New Development
¯ Land-disturbing activities of less than 1 acre. All new development that includes the creation or addi-

tion of 5,000 ft2 or greater of new impervious surface
Supplemental Guidelines area and/or land-disturbing activities of 1 acre or greater

shall comply with Minimum Requirements 1 through 11The objective of these requirements is to address the below and be in agreement with a stormwater site plan.
cumulative effect of sediment coming from a large
number of small sites. The SPESC plan is meant All new development that includes the creation or addi-
to be temporary in nature to deal with erosion and tion of 5,000 ~ or more of new impervious surface area
sediment generated during the construction phase and land-disturbing activities of less than 1 acre shall
only. Local governments may choose to apply addi- comply with Minimum Requirements 2 through 11 below
tional permanent, site-specific stormwater controls to and the Small Parcel Minimum Requirements listed
small parcels, above. This category of development requires preparation

of a stormwater site plan that includes a SPESC plan.
Small Parcel Requirement 1:
Construction Access Route Redevelopment

Construction vehicle access shall be limited to one route Where redevelopment of 1 acre or greater occurs, new
whenever possible. Access points shall be stabilized development Minimum Requirements 1 through 11 ap-
with quarry spall or crushed rock to minimize the track- ply to that portion of the site that is being redeveloped,
ing of sediment onto public roads, and source control BMPs shall be applied to the entire site,

including adjoining parcels if they are part of the project.
Small Parcel Requirement 2: Where one or more of the following conditions apply, a
Stabilization of Denuded Areas stormwater site plan shall be prepared that includes a
All exposed soils shall be stabilized by suitable applica- schedule for implementing Minimum Requirements 1
tion of BMPs, including but not limited to sod or other through 11 below to the maximum extent practicable for
vegetation, plastic covering, mulching, or application of the entire site, including adjoining parcels if they are part
ground base on areas to be paved. All BMPs shall be of the project:
selected, designed, and maintained in accordance with ¯ Existing sites greater than 1 acre in size with 50an approved manual. From October 1 through April 30, percent or more impervious surface.no unworked soils shall remain exposed for more than
2 days. From May 1 through September 30, no un- ¯ Sites that discharge to a receiving water that has a
worked soils shall remain exposed for more than 7 days. documented water quality problem.
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¯ Sites where the need for additional stormwater control Large Parcel ESC Requirement 3: Protection of
measures has been identified through a basin plan Adjacent Properties
or other local planning activities.

Properties adjacent to the project site shall be protected
Note: An adopted and implemented basin plan (Mini- from sediment deposition.
mum Requirement 9) may be used to develop require-

Supplemental Guidelines. This may be accomplishedments that are tailored to a specific basin.)
by preserving a well-vegetated buffer strip around the
lower perimeter of the land disturbance; by installingMinimum Requirement 1: Erosion and perimeter controls such as sediment barriers, filters or

Sediment Control dikes, or sediment basins; or by using a combination of
All new development and redevelopment that includes such measures.
land-disturbing activities of 1 acre or more shall comply Vegetated buffer strips may be used alone only where
with Large Parcel ESC Requirements 1 through 15 be- runoff in sheet flow is expected. Buffer strips should be
low. Compliance shall be demonstrated through imple- at least 25 ft wide. If at any time the vegetated buffer
mentation of a Large Parcel ESC plan. strip alone is found to be ineffective in stopping sedi-

ment movement onto adjacent property, additional peri-All proposed developments where land-disturbing ac-
meter controls must be provided.tivities 5,000 ft2 and greater but less than 1 acre are

planned shall implement the Small Parcel Minimum
Large Parcel ESC Requirement 4: Timing andRequirements above, as well as Minimum Require-
Stabilization of Sediment Trapping Measuresments 2 through 11 below.

Sediment ponds and traps, perimeter dikes, sediment
Large Parcel ESC Requirement 1: Stabilization barriers, and other BMPs intended to trap sediment on
and Sediment Trapping site shall be constructed as a first step in grading. These

BMPs shall be functional before land-disturbing activitiesAll exposed soils shall be stabilized by suitable application take place. Earthen structures such as dams, dikes, and
of BMPs. From October 1 to Apdl 30, no unworked soils diversions shall be seeded and mulched according to the
shall remain exposed for more than 2 days. From May 1 timing indicated in Large Parcel ESC Requirement 1.
to September 30, no unworked soils shall remain exposed
for more than 7 days. Pdor to leaving the site, stormwater Large Parcel ESC Requirement 5: Cut and Fill
runoff shall pass through a sediment pond or sediment Slopes
trap, or other appropriate BMPs shall be employed.

Cut and fill slopes shall be designed and constructed in
Supplemental Guidelines. This criterion applies both a manner that minimizes erosion. In addition, slopes
to soils not yet at final grade and soils at final grade. The shall be stabilized in accordance with Large Parcel ESC
type of stabilization BMP used may differ depending on Requirement 1.
the length of time that the soil is to remain unworked. Supplemental Guidelines. Consideration should be
Soil stabilization refers to BMPs that protect soil from the given to the length and steepness of the slope, the soil
erosive forces of raindrop impact, flowing water, and wind. type, upslope drainage area, ground-water conditions, and
Applicable practices include vegetative establishment, other applicable factors. Slopes that are found to be erod-
mulching, plastic covering, and the early application of ing excessively within 2 years of construction must be
gravel base on areas to be paved. Soil stabilization meas- provided with additional slope stabilizing measures until
ures should be appropriate for the time of year, site condi- the problem is corrected.
tions, and estimated duration of use. Soil stockpiles must
be stabilized or protected with sediment trapping meas- large Parcel ESC Requirement 6: Controlling
ures to prevent soil loss, including loss to wind. Offsite Erosion

These requirements are especially important in areas Properties and waterways downstream from develop-
ment sites shall be protected from erosion due to in-adjacent to streams, wetlands, or other sensitive or

critical areas, creases in the volume, velocity, and peak flow rate of
stormwater runoff from the project site.

Large Parcel ESC Requirement 2: Delineated Large Parcel ESC Requirement 7: Stabilization ofClearing and Easement Limits Temporary Conveyance Channels and Outlets
In the field, clearing limits and/or any easements, set- All temporary onsite conveyance channels shall be
backs, sensitive/critical areas and their buffers, trees, designed, constructed, and stabilized to prevent erosion
and drainage courses shall be marked, from the expected velocity of flow from a 2-year, 24-hour
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frequency storm for the developed condition. Stabiliza- Large Parcel ESC Requirement 13: Control of
tion adequate to prevent erosion of outlets, adjacent Pollutants Other Than Sediment on Construction
streambanks, slopes, and downstream reaches shall be Sites
provided at the outlets-of all conveyance systems.

All pollutants other than sediment that occur on site
during construction shall be handled and disposed

Large Parcel ESC Requirement 8: Storm Drain of in a manner that does not cause contamination of
Inlet Protection stormwater.

All storm drain inlets made operable during construction
shall be protected so that stormwater runoff shall not Large Parcel ESC Requirement 14: Maintenance
enter the conveyance system without first being filtered All temporary and permanent erosion and sediment con-
or otherwise treated to remove sediment, trol BMPs shall be maintained and repaired as needed

to ensure continued performance of their intended func-
Large Parcel ESC Requirement 9: Underground tion. All maintenance and repair shall be conducted in
Utility Construction accordance with an approved manual.

The construction of underground utility lines is subject Large Parcel ESC Requirement 15: Financialto the following criteria: Liability
¯ Where feasible, no more than 500 ft of trench shall

be opened at one time. Performance bonding or other appropriate financial in-
struments shall be required for all projects to ensure

¯ Where consistent with safety and space considera- compliance with the approved ESC plan.
tions, excavated material shall be placed on the uphill
side of trenches. Minimum Requirement 2: Preservation of

Natural Drainage Systems
¯ Trench dewatering devices shall discharge into a

sediment trap or sediment pond.                  Natural drainage patterns shall be maintained and dis-
charges from the site shall occur at the natural location

Large Parcel ESC Requirement 10: Construction to the maximum extent practicable.
Access Routes

Supplemental Guidelines
Wherever construction vehicle access routes intersect
paved roads, provisions must be made to minimize the Natural drainage systems provide many water quality
transport of sediment (mud) onto the paved road. If benefits and should be preserved to the fullest extent
sediment is transported onto a road surface, the roads possible. In addition to conveying and attenuating
shall be cleaned thoroughly at th~ end of each day. stormwater runoff, these systems are less erosive, pro-
Sediment shall be removed from roads by shoveling or vide ground-water recharge, and support important
sweeping and shall be transported to a controlled sedi- plant and wildlife resources. Effective use of the natural
ment disposal area. Street washing shall be allowed system can maintain environmental and aesthetic attdb-
only after sediment is removed in this manner, utes of a site as well as be a cost-effective measure to

convey stormwater runoff.

Large Parcel ESC Requirement 11: Removal of Creating new drainage patterns requires more site dis-
Temporary BMPs turbance and can upset the stream dynamics of the

drainage system, thus tending to increase erosion and
All temporary erosion and sediment control BMPs shall sedimentation. Creating new discharge points can cre-
be removed within 30 days after final site stabilization is ate significant streambank erosion problems because
achieved or after the temporary BMPs are no longer the receiving water body typically must adjust to the new
needed. Trapped sediment shall be removed or stabi- flows. Newly created drainage patterns seldom, if ever,
lized on site. Disturbed soil areas resulting from removal provide the multiple benefits of natural drainage sys-
shall be permanently stabilized, terns. Where no conveyance system exists at the adja-

cent downstream property line and the discharge was
Large Parcel ESC Requirement 12: Dewatering previously unconcentrated flow or significantly lower
Construction Sites concentrated flow, then measures must be taken to

prevent downstream impacts. Necessary drainage
Dewatering devices shall discharge into a sediment trap easements may need to be obtained from downstream
or sediment pond. property owners.
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Minimum Requirement 3: Source Control of Minimum Requirement 5: Streambank
Pollution Erosion Control
Source control BMPs shall be applied to all projects to The requirement below applies only to situations where
the maximum extent practicable. Source control BMPs stormwater runoff is discharged directly or indirectly to
shall be selected, designed, and maintained according a stream, and must be met in addition to the requirements
to an approved manual, in Minimum Requirement 4, Runoff Treatment BMPs.

An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Re- Stormwater discharges to streams shall control stream-
quirement 9) may be used to develop source control bank erosion by limiting the peak rate of runoff from
requirements that are tailored to a specific basin; how- individual development sites to 50 percent of the exist-
ever, in all circumstances, source control BMPs shall be ing condition, 2-year, 24-hour design storm while main-
required for all sites, taining the existing conditicn peak runoff rate for the

10-year, 24-hour and 100-year, 24-hour design storms.
Objective As the first priority, streambank erosion control BMPs

shall utilize infiltration to the fullest extent practicable,The intention of source control BMPs is to prevent only if site conditions are appropriate and ground-waterstormwater from coming in contact with pollutants. A quality is protected. Streambank erosion control BMPs
cost-effective means of reducing pollutants in stormwa- shall be selected, designed, and maintained according
ter, source control BMPs should be a first consideration to an approved manual.in all projects.

Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within a
Minimum Requirement 4: Runoff Treatment natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary convey-
BMPs ance as approved by the local government.

All projects shall provide treatment of stormwater. Treat- An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum
ment BMPs shall be sized to capture and treat the water Requirement 9) may be used to develop streambank
quatity design storm, defined as the 6-month, 24-hour erosion control requirements that are tailored to a
return period storm. The first priority for treatment shall be specific basin.
to infiltrate as much as possible of the water quality design
storm, if site conditions are appropriate and ground water Supplemental Guidelines
quality will not be impaired. Direct discharge of untreated This requirement is intended to reduce the frequencystormwater to ground water can cause serious pollution and magnitude of bankfull flow conditions, which areproblems. All treatment BMPs shall be selected, designed, highly erosive and increase dramatically as a result ofand maintained according to an approved manual, development. Conventional flood detention practices do
Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within a not adequately control streambank erosion because
natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary convey- only the peak rate of flow is decreased, not the fre-
ance as approved by the local government, quency nor duration of bankfull conditions.

An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Re- Reduction of flows through infiltration decreases
quirement 9) may be used to develop runoff treatment streambank erosion and helps to maintain base flow
requirements that are tailored to a specific basin, throughout the summer months. Infiltration should only,

be used, however, where ground-water quality is not
Supplemental Guidelines threatened by such discharges. The use of an artificial

treatment system, such as an aquatard, should be con-
The water quality design storm (the 6-month, 24-hour sidered in areas with highly permeable soils. Treatment
design storm, in this instance) is intended to capture of the water quality design storm must be accomplished
more than 90 percent of annual runoff, before discharge to these soils. If highly permeable soils

are present, they should be utilized for streambank ero-Infiltration can provide both treatment of stormwater, sion control by infiltrating flows greater than the waterthrough the ability of certain soils to remove pollutants,.
and volume control of stormwater, by decreasing the quality design storm.

amount of water that runs off, to surface water. Infiltra- Minimum Requirement 6: Wetlandstion can be very effective at treating stormwater runoff,
but soil conditions must be appropriate to achieve effec- The requirements below apply only to situations where
tive treatment while not affecting ground-water re- stormwater discharges directly or indirectly through a
sources. Methods currently in use, such as direct conveyance system into a wetland, and must be met in
discharge into dry wells, do not achieve adequate water addition to the requirements in Minimum Requirement
quality treatment. 4, Runoff Treatment BMPs:
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¯ Stormwater discharges to wetlands must be control- An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Re-
led and treated to the extent necessary to meet state quirement 9) may be used to develop requirements forwater quality standards, water quality sensitive areas that are tailored to a spe-

¯ Discharges to wetlands shall maintain the hydrope- cific basin.
dod and flows of existing site conditions to the extent
necessary to protect the characteristic uses of the Supplemental Guidelines
wetland. Prior to discharging to a wetland, alternative

Water quality sensitive areas are areas that are sensi-discharge locations shall be evaluated, and natural
tive to a change in water quality, including but not limitedwater storage and infiltration opportunities outside
to lakes, ground-water management areas, ground-the wetland shall be maximized.
water special protection areas, sole source aquifers,

¯ Created wetlands that are intended to mitigate the critical aquifer recharge areas, well head protection ar-
loss of wetland acreage, function, and value shall not eas, closed depressions, fish spawning and rearing
be designed to also treat stormwater, habitat, wildlife habitat, and shellfish protection areas.

Areas that can cause water quality problems, such as¯ For constructed wetlands to be considered treatment steep or unstable slopes or erosive stream banks,
systems, they must be constructed on sites that are should also be included. Water quality sensitive areasnot wetlands managed for stormwater treatment. If may be identified through jurisdiction-wide inventories,these systems are not managed and maintained in watershed planning processes, local drainage basinaccordance with an approved manual for a period planning, and/or on a site-by-site basis.exceeding 3 years, these systems may no longer be
considered constructed wetlands. Minimum Requirement 8: Offsite Analysis and

¯ Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within Mitigation
a natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary con- All development projects shall conduct an analysis ofveyance as approved by the local government,

offsite water quality impacts resulting from the project
An adopted and implemented basin plan (Minimum Re- and shall mitigate these impacts. The analysis shall
quirement 9) may be used to develop requirements for extend a minimum of one-fourth of a mile downstream
wetlands that are tailored to a specific basin, from the project. The existing or potential impacts to be

evaluated and mitigated shall include, but not be limited
Objective to:

This requirement seeks to ensure that wetlands receive ¯ Excessive sedimentation.
the same level of protection as any other state waters. ¯ Streambank erosion.
Wetlands are extremely important natural resources that
provide multiple stormwater benefits, including ground- ¯ Discharges to ground-water contributing or recharge
water recharge, flood control, and streambank erosion zones.
protection. Development can readily affect wetlands un- ¯ Violations of water quality standards.less careful planning and management are conducted.
Stormwater discharges from urban development due to ¯ Spills and discharges of priority pollutants.
pollutants in the runoff and also due to disruption of
natural hydrologic functioning of the wetland system Minimum Requirement 9: Basin Planning
severely degrade wetlands. Changes in water levels

Adopted and implemented watershed-based basinand the duration of inundations are of particular con-
plans may be used to modify any or all of the Mini-cem.
mum Requirements provided that the level of protec-
tion for surface or ground water achieved by theMinimum Requirement 7: Water Quality basin plan will equal or exceed that which would beSensitive Areas achieved by the Minimum Requirements in the ab-

Where local governments determine that the minimum sence of a basin plan. Basin plans shall evaluate and
requirements do not provide adequate protection of include, as necessary, retrofitting of BMPs for existing
water quality sensitive areas, either on site or within the development and/or redevelopment in order to achieve
basin, more stringent controls shall be required to pro- watershed-wide pollutant reduction goals. Standards
tect water quality, developed from basin plans shall not modify any of

the above requirements until the basin plan is formally
Stormwater treatment BMPs shall not be built within a adopted and fully implemented by local government.
natural vegetated buffer, except for necessary convey- Basin plans shall be developed according to an ap-ance as approved by the local government, proved manual.
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Supplemental Guidelines of safety, function, environmental protection and fa-
While Minimum Requirements 3 through 7 establish cility maintenance, based upon sound engineering,

are fully met.protection s~andards for individual sites, they do not
evaluate the overall poll~Jtion impacts and protection * Special physical circumstances or conditions affect-
opportunities that could exist at~he watershed level. For ing the property are such that strict application of
a basin plan to serve as a means of modifying the these provisions would deprive the applicant of all
Minimum Requirements, it must be formally adopted by reasonable use of the parcel of land in question, and
all jurisdictions that have responsibilities under the basin every effort to find creative ways to meet the intent
plan, and construction and regulations called for by the of the minimum standards has been made.
plan must be complete; this is what is meant by an
"adopted and implemented" basin plan. ¯ The granting of the exception will not be detrimental

to the public health and welfare, nor injurious to otherBasin planning provides a mechanism by which the properties in the vicinity and/or downstream nor to
onsite standards can be evaluated and refined based on the quality of state waters.
an analysis of an entire watershed. Basin plans are
especially well suited to develop control strategies to ¯ The exception is the least possible exception that
address impacts from future development and to correct could be granted to comply with the intent of the
specific problems whose sources are known or sus- Minimum Requirements.
pected. Basin plans can be effective at addressing both
long-term cumulative impacts of pollutant loads and Supplemental Guidelines
short-term acute impacts of pollutant concentrations, as
well as hydrologic impacts to streams and wetlands. The Plan Approval Authority is encouraged to impose

additional or more stringent criteria as appropriate forIn general, the standards established by basin plans will its area. Additionally, criteria that may be inappro-be site-specific but may be augmented with regional solu- priate or too restrictive for an area may be modified
tions for source control (Minimum Requirement 2)and through basin planning (Minimum Requirement 9).
streambank erosion control (Minimum Requirement 4). Modification of any of the Minimum Requirements that

are deemed inappropriate for the site may be done byMinimum Requirement 10: Operation and granting an exception.
Maintenance

The exception procedure is an important element ofAn operation and maintenance schedule shall be pro- the plan review and enforcement programs. It is in-vided for all proposed stormwater facilities and BMPs, tended to maintain a flexible working relationship be-and the party (or parties) responsible for maintenance tween local officials and applicants. Plan Approvaland operation shall be identified. Authorities should consider these requests judiciously,
keeping in mind both the need of the applicant to maxi-Minimum Requirement 11: Financial Liability mize cost-effectiveness and the need to protect offsite

Performance bonding or other appropriate financial in- properties and resources from damage.
struments shall be required for all projects to ensure
compliance with these requirements. References

Exceptions 1. PSWQA. 1988. State of the Sound report. Puget Sound Water
Quality Authority, Olympia, WA (May).

Exceptions to Minimum Requirements 1 through 11 may 2. PSWQA. 1992. Puget Sound water quality management plan.
be granted prior to permit approval and construction. An Puget Sound Water Quality Authority, Olympia, WA (February).
exception may be granted following a public hearing, 3. Washington State Department of Ecology. 1992. Stormwaterman-
provided that a written finding of fact is prepared that agement manual for the Puget Sound basin. Publication No. 91-75
addresses the following: (February).

¯ The exception provides equivalent environmental pro- 4. Washington Department of Ecology. 1992. Stormwater guidance
manual for the Puget Sound basin. Publication Nos. 92-32 (Vol. I)

tection and is in the public interest, and the objectives and 92-33 (Vol. II) (July).
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Ordinances for the Protection of Surface Water Bodies: Septic Systems, Docks
and Other Structures, Wildlife Corridors, Sensitive Aquatic Habitats, Vegetative

Buffer Zones, and Bank/Shoreline Stabilization

Martin Kelly
Southwest Florida Water Management District, Tampa, Florida

Nancy Phillips
U.So Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chicago, Illinois

Introduction were drafted to support an ecologically and legally
defensible argument. While legal information contained

Local government can substantially protect surface in the detailed issue papers focuses on the Florida
water bodies by enacting and enforcing appropriate or- experience, the ecological arguments are valid over a
dinances. As part of its Surface Water Improvement and much larger geographic area.
Management (SWIM) Program, the Southwest Florida
Water Management District (SWFWMD) in consultation It is not possible to consider in detail the products of
with advisory committees developed a list of seven is- this project; however, this paper attempts to transfer the
sues that needed ordinance models. As a result, the flavor and scope of information available on each of the
SWFWMD outlined and funded a project for model ordi- issues. The paper provides an overview on the need/
nance development. The scope of the project included justification for a particular ordinance, mentions some
preparing model ordinance language to address seven of the technical issues that should be considered, and
specific issues, drafting individual papers addressing recommends necessary components of a viable ordi-
the ecological and legal significance of each issue, and nance. (The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]
developing a decision model for local government plan- is currently condensing the body of this work [1].)
nets to use in determining the applicability or need for
ordinance adoption. The private consulting firm Henigar Project History
and Ray, Inc., of Crystal River, Florida, developed under
contract the model ordinances, issue papers, and deci- The State of Florida passed the SWIM Act in 1987 estab-
sion model, lishing a program similar to the Clean Lakes Program but

This paper highlights the results of and recommendations encompassing all surface waters (i.e., estuaries, rivers,

for ordinances addressing six of the seven project issues: springs, lakes, and swamps [2]). The Act mandated that
each of the state’s five water management districts de-

. Placement and maintenance of individual septic systems velop a list of priority water bodies and begin developing
management plans for each of them. Once a manage-

¯ Regulation of docks and other appurtenance structures ment plan received approval, monies from the SWIM
¯ Establishment of wildlife corridors Trust Fund could help implement projects outlined in the

¯ Protection of environmentally sensitive habitats
specific management plan for each water body.

During plan development for a number of water bodies,
¯ Vegetative buffer zones several advisory committees suggested that drafting
¯ Erosion control and bank stabilization and enacting ordinances at the local government level

The seventh issue, "Stormwater Management and Treat-
(municipality or county), particularly with regard to land
development issues, could do much to protect water

ment," is covered in other papers in this publication, bodies from degradation. Such ordinances would be
Because any ordinance is likely to face challenges, proactive in that they would avoid or minimize antici-
often from a number of opposing camps, issue papers pared deleterious impacts. SWIM staff at the SWFWMD
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in consultation with various members of advisory corn- cal onsite sewage disposal system (OSDS) ordinance
mittees identified the seven issues that required model might require, for example, a minimum of at least 24 in.
ordinances, between the bottom of the absorption (drain) field and
Although passage of the SWIM Act gave the state’s the seasonal high water table. Virtually every Health and
water management districts no new regulatory authority, Rehabilitative Services (HRS) worker in Florida who is
the SWFWMD felt it was appropriate to develop model familiar with OSDS permitting can cite at least one

ordinances for consideration by local governments. Be- example of a drain field totally submersed underwater
cause enactment of ordinances that affect development during Florida’s summer wet season.
are likely to invoke challenges, SWFWMD deemed it Design, siting, and construction of a proper OSDS do
necessary not only to develop model ordinance language not ensure proper long-term operation. Maintenance is
but also to develop "issue papers" detailing the ecological absolutely necessary. The typical OSDS owner is often
justifications for a given ordinance. Issue papers would unknowledgeable regarding proper OSDS mainte-
also review similar ordinances already enacted in FIor- nance. In fact, many owners are unaware that septic
ida and elsewhere (i.e., establish precedence)and con- tanks should be pumped out periodically to remove
sider the legality of enacting a particular ordinance, accumulated septage. Ayers and Associates (5) re-
Henigar and Ray, Inc., employed the appropriate tech- ported that it is "relatively common for homeowners to
nical and legal authorities to draft the issue papers and have never serviced the septic tank during their occu-
ordinance language. The project resulted in a series of pancy in the home."
seven issue papers, five model ordinances, a decision
model (planning document), and a report summarizing Water conservation within the home can reduce waste
"The Law of Surface Water Management in Florida." flow and attendant pollutant load. This extends the life

of the drain field, reduces system failures, and saves
Placement and Maintenance of Individual money by increasing the time between needed pumpouts.
Septic Systems (3) Low-flow toilets and shower heads and "graywater"

reuse are examples of water conservation measuresAlmost invariably when potential sources of pollutants that can reduce potable water consumption. Siegrist (6)
to a water body are discussed, the topic of septic tanks reported that eliminating the use of garbage disposals
adses. Many people assume that their septic systems are in connection with OSDSs could decrease the total sus-
operating effectively simply because failure is not obvi- pended solids load by as much as 37 percent.
ous (i.e., blocked plumbing, standing water over the drain
field). As Brown (4) has pointed out, a system’s technical A host of findings in the literature support the develop-
failure (the inability to effectively process the waste) ment of ordinances to regulate septic systems. Interest-
goes unnoticed; as long as the homeowner is not incon- ingly, Cooper and Rezek (7) found that most of the
venienced, the system usually remains unrepaired, heavy metals in the typical OSDS effluent stream origi-

nated from pigments used in cosmetics. In addition, EPASeptic systems can fail for two basic reasons: poor (8) found that compounds from septic tank cleaning
design or poor maintenance. Design includes not only solvents (i.e., methylene chloride and trichloroethane)
the tank and drain field layout, but also the soils and actually hinder septic tank operation by killing bacteria
hydrologic character of the site: Maintenance implies a that promote decomposition. Bicki et al. (9) concluded
periodic check and cleaning of the tank and possibly the that nitrate-nitrogen contamination of ground water by
drain field, and a consideration of the substances dis- OSDSs is a national problem and that high concentra-
charged to the system, tions in many areas pose a health risk to infants. Yates

and Yates (10) documented the extreme distances thatEffective treatment in the drain field requires soils of the
certain microorganisms can move and remain viable.proper permeability. For example, soils that are too per-
Certain viruses, because of their small size and longmeable permit the tank effluent to travel too rapidly away
survival times, were found as far as a mile from theirfrom the drain field and do not allow for proper biologic
source in karst areas, an especially significant subsur-treatment in the biomat. Alternately, impermeable soils
face geologic feature in Florida.become clogged with effluent, causing lateral or upward

seepage. In the latter case, the homeowner may be Certain authors have also correlated septic tank density
inconvenienced, but in the former the owner may as- (allowable units per acre)with ground-water contamina-
sume everything is working fine. tion (10, 11). Recommended acceptable densities vary
Soil absorption fields must lie above the surficial water greatly, with densities being a function of soils, depth to

water table, and distance from surface water bodies.table. If not, the system will cease to function effectively.
An unsaturated zone ensures a desirable effluent veloc- Any’ entity considering a local ordinance to regulate
ity away from the drain field and good aeration in the septic tanks can, based on the literature, consider sev-
zone where aerobic.decomposition should occur. A typi- eral options that might be more restrictive (protective)
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than existing regulations. These can relate to soils, chloride (CZC), fluorochrome arsenate phenol (FCAP),
depth to ground water, densities, and distance to surface pentachlorophenol (which provides a clean, paintable
water. These options may take the form of pumpout and surface), and creosote-petroleum solutions (14). "Although
inspection requireme.nts, alternative septic systems, the pertinent regulatory agencies.., test and register
prohibitions (e.g., no garbage disposals), and even these substances as generally safe for use," Czerwinski
"moratoriums" in already contaminated or totally unsuit- and McPherson (12) concluded that "research con-
able areas, ducted in preparation of this paper revealed little data or

information on the biologic effects of wood preservatives
Regulation of Docks and Appurtenance on (nontarget) aquatic and marine organisms."
Structures (12)

Other construction materials include steel, aluminum,
Czerwinski and McPherson (12) thoroughly defined the reinforced concrete, fiberglass, and polyvinyt chloride
various classes of docks and marinas (e.g., private sin- (PVC). Styrofoam (expanded bead foam polystyrene) is
gle family, multistip residential, and commercial marinas), still common in floating docks, although it may not be
The intended use and size of a facility are important from the most suitable floatation matedal available today.
both an impact and a regulatory standpoint, but space Unfortunately, bead foam polystyrene tends to break up
does not allow us to consider these in detail; the inter- easily, has a long life, and may be ingested by and be
ested reader should consult the original document or the harmful to wildlife. In addition, chlorofluorocarbons are
condensation being prepared by Simpson (1). To be used in the manufacturing process. Safer but more ex-
effective, an ordinance must clearly define what is to be pensive alternatives such as petroleum-resistant poly-
regulated. It is advantageous to include definitions styrene and sealed solid (as opposed to extruded) foam
within the body of the ordinance to avoid ambiguity that are available.
could seriously limit ordinance effectiveness.

Docks and appurtenance structures should not inter-
The potential need to adopt an ordinance on a local level fere with navigation. In Florida, for example, a dock is
may be determined by considering projected increases not considered a navigation hazard if it does not exceed
in the number of registered boats in an area. As an 20 to 25 percent of the distance across the water body,
example, in Florida there are approximately 48 boats per is limited to the minimum distance necessary to providethousand residents. This reflects a 300-percent increase reasonable access to navigable waters (which is gener-
in the number of registered boats since 1964. Florida ally defined to be approximately 4 ft below mean or
ranks fourth nationally in the number of registered boats, ordinary low water), and does not infringe upon the
and the Florida Department of Natural Resources has main navigational channel or upon the riparian rights of
projected a 48-percent increase to 712,349 boats by the adjacent property owners. For safety reasons, docks
year 2005 (13). may be required to be fitted with navigational aids
Environmental impacts associated with docks and ap- (e.g., lights or reflectors).
purtenance structures (e.g., boathouses, gazebos, and
diving platforms) can be direct or indirect. Direct impacts Turbidity and sedimentation problems can result from
relate to areas adjacent to and covered by these struc- construction activities. Such impacts, however, are likely

tures, and would typically include the transitional zone to be small compared with other activities unless the
between the upland, wetland, and open water. The "lit- construction requires a large area and considerable

toral zones provide many valuable ecological functions, time, as might be the case with commercial marinas.

including flood storage, erosion and sedimentation con- Florida water quality regulations, however, do not allow

trol, filtration of surface water runoff, and essential habi- turbidity in excess of 29 nephelometric turbidity units

tat for flora and fauna" (12). Indirect effects, which are above background in any case, and regulatory agencies

due to the attendant use of these structures, include may require the installation of turbidity screens or other

effects attributable to outboard exhausts, fuel spills, protective barriers. Turbidity problems more likely arise
sanitation facilities, and prop scour, indirectly from effects such as prop scour as boats make

use of docking facilities.
When regulating these structures, the actual construc-
tion materials should be considered. The list is long and Shading of the water column and the littoral shelf can
varied. Wood is probably the most widely used material, also affect the environment. Shading may not be a
particularly for single,family facilities. Whereas un- problem in areas where a tree canopy already exists,
treated wood is no match for the aquatic environment, but obviously it can affect areas previously unshaded.
chemically treated wood may last for 15 to 20 years Czerwinski and McPherson (12), however, cite no sci-
without replacement. Chemicals used in treatment proc- entific studies on the direct effects of shading by docks
esses include ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA), or appurtenance structures. Employing some simple sit-
chromated copper arsenate (CCA), creosote-coal tar ing and design criteria can avoid or at least lessen any
(CCT), acid copper chromate (ACC), chromated zinc potential detrimental effects. Suggestions include:
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¯ Siting in areas already shaded or in areas low in ganotins, tributyltin (TBT), has gained recent notoriety.
light-dependent resources requiring protection. EPA, due to the results of documented acute and

¯ Elevating structures in areas high in light-dependent chronic effects, has proposed maximum concentrations
resources (e.g., grass beds), of 26 and 10 parts per trillion in fresh and marine water,

respectively, for the protection of fish and other aquatic
¯ Substantially elevating accessways, boardwalks, or organisms. They have further proposed restricting sales

other appurtenance structures that are not as water of TBT to certified commercial pesticide applicators for
dependent, use only on vessels greater than 65 ft in length.

¯ Spacing of planking to allow sunlight to penetrate The concepts of cumulative impacts and carrying capac-
(e.g., leaving 1-in. gaps between boards), ity are important considerations. They are, however,

Another obvious effect is that installation of docks and difficult to implement with respect to docks and other
attendant structures directly alters the shoreline. In Flor- water-dependent structures. Czerwinski and McPhero
ida, for example, a lakefront resident desiring access son (12) did not cite studies that defined how one might
may remove a 25-ft wide band of vegetation to open set scientifically defensible limits. This is clearly an area
water without a permit and without revegetating the needing research. Although often discussed and de-
area. These areas frequently suffer clearing in associa- bated, regulation is difficult on this premise due to the
tion with docks and similar structures. Depending on lot lack of quantifiable data.
size, then, it is conceivable that residents may remove Docks and water-dependent structures should beas much as half of the shoreline vegetation for access located so as to minimize adverse environmental im-without needing a permit, pacts. Where possible, authorities should encourage
Fortunately regulatory agencies may have the ability to multislip facilities over the use of many individual docks.
consider the cumulative impacts of projects in deciding Approval of docks should include criteria for preserving
whether to issue a permit. Florida’s Department of En- a portion of the remaining unaffected shoreline, such as
vironmental Regulation, by virtue of its "dredge and fill" conservation easements or shoreline buffers. Another
responsibilities, requires a permit to construct a dock or helpful measure may be to consider construction of
other structures that affect wetlands. ’q’herefore, these boat ramps in lieu of docks; a careful analysis, however,
agencies have the authority to review, suggest alterna- is necessary to ensure consideration of increases in
tives ... or deny projects based upon the ’foreseeable,’ boat traffic and of the need for appropriate provisions to
future cumulative impacts. However, the ability to deny limit ramp usage.
a project based upon future, anticipated cumulative im-
pacts can be subjective and is cautiously exercised due The Need for, Rationale for, and
to the potential for legal challenge. This is most likely to Implementation of Wildlife Dispersal
be a supportable factor in project review when specific Corridors (16)
endangered species concerns are at issue" (12).

The SWIM Act was careful to stress the state’s desire to
Of course, not all shoreline changes are detrimental. For restore or preserve the natural systems associated with
example, a dock could expose previously densely vege- its surface water bodies as well as its water quality.
tated areas, thus creating open sandy areas that can There is a growing awareness among resource manag-
provide valuable fish bedding areas. Docks and related ers that preserving fauna and flora involves strategies
structures can also provide cover or serve as substrate that stretch beyond watershed and governmental
for aquatic organisms, boundaries. The need to implement a system of faunal

corridors may be the hardest issue to grasp in this paper,Most indirect environmental effects ascribable to docks
and it is doubtful that the authors can do more thanand appurtenance structures result from recreational
introduce the topic. In fact, to a resource manager withboating activity. These include potential effects from a background in water-related issues, the issue paperoutboard motor exhaust contaminants, prop dredging, developed by Harris (16) may appear exhaustive andsanitation devices, fuel and oi~ spills, and antifouling rhetorical and is almost certain to pose unfamiliar ques-boat paints. Rather than consider most boating impacts tions and problems.in detail here, the reader can refer to the review by

Wagner (15). Model ordinance language proposed with regard to this
topic (i.e., faunal corridors) was unlike the others devel-Antifouling paints, which prevent fouling of hulls by ma-
oped. Accordingly, we have referred to the work as anrine organisms (e.g., barnacles), pose an unusual prob-
"article" rather than an ordinance. The proposed articlelem. Traditional coatings contain lead, copper, and

organotin compounds. For antifouling, the organotins serves only to provide a means by which the
are especially effective because they continuously re- boundaries and natural amenities of a WCSD [VVild-
lease active ingredients into the water. One of the or- life Corridor Special District], as well as nonnatural
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characteristics and associated implications, can be As noted by Harris (16), "a confusing paradox to many
identified. Once the WCSD has been identified, and is the fact that habitat fragmentation may enhance local
a strategy for its protection and management devel- wildlife diversity while simultaneously reducing native
oped, an ordinance is required to actually create the biotic diversity at a somewhat larger scale." Harris ex-
WCSD. Due to the many site-specific charac- plains this paradox is due to the action of the following
teristics involved in defining the areal extent, physi- mechanisms:
cal characteristics and management implications of
the WCSD, such an ordinance is impossible to de- * Populations lose genetic integrity due to being se-
velop in a "generic" form that would be applicable to questered within patches (i.e., islands).
all jurisdictions and geographic areas in which the
ordinance potentially would be used. This Article ¯ "Forest-interior" and "area-sensitive" species that

does, however, provide general guidelines for the cannot exist within small habitat patches are lost.

creation of a WCSD, while also providing a method ¯ Weedy species that are characteristic of disturbed
by which virtually all information needed for a environments increase in abundance.
WCSD-creation ordinance can be collected.

Harris (16) suggested that it is not possible to appreciate
¯ Important ecological processes are disrupted.

the need for implementing a system for faunal movement Geographic separation of populations and gene pools
corridors without first comprehending three major issues: can, over geologic time, lead to new species. Spatial

"1. Throughout most of North American history, separation, however, which creates small isolated popu-

humans and their developments have oc- lations preventing gone flow, can lead to elimination of

curred as localized entities in an expansive populations and even extinction of species. As an exam-

and interconnected matrix of undeveloped pie, Harris (16) cites the following statistics on the de-

natural ecosystems; now, it is the natural gree of inbreeding depression that has already occurred

systems that occur as localized entities in a in isolated populations of the Florida panther:

matrix of human development. ¯ Of all the Florida panthers known to exist in the wild
"2. The second issue is the current biological today, less than a dozen are reproductively unrelated.

diversity crisis. Without a keen awareness ¯ The percentage of infertile spermatozoa in all male
of the breadth of the dimensions and rapid- Florida panthers examined in recent years exceeds
ity at which biological diversity (biodiversity) 90 percent.
is currently being eroded there can be no
grasp of the gravity of the remedial actions ¯ Of all the male Florida panthers examined, only about
that must be taken. 50 percent have two distended testicles, and "it re-

mains a matter of speculation if or when the highly
"3. The third critical issue concerns the need of inbred males might exhibit bilateral cryptorchidismplants and animals to move; without care- and be unable to reproduce at all."fully weighing the value of plant and animal

movement corridors against other alterna- Roads are a significant fragmenting force because, un-
tive conservation actions it is not possible like the passive fragmentation caused by areas such as
to achieve balance and perspective in ap- farm fields, roads possess an active mortality-causing
proaching these concerns." force--the associated traffic. Lalo (17) has estimated

Harris (16) makes a semantical distinction between the that nationally trucks and automobiles kill as many as
terms "wildlife" and "faunal," with faunal relating specifi- 100 million vertebrates annually. Over 146,000 deer

cally to native animal species. Although it is important to were killed on U.S. highways in 1974 (18). Adams and

appreciate how others may apply these terms, this pa- Gels (19) and Voorhees and Cassel (20) present statis-

per applies them more or less interchangeably, tics showing that within the contiguous 48 states and
within individual states, the amount of land set aside in

The need for implementing a system of faunal corridors the form of national parks, wildlife refuges, and game
is recent. Depending on the degree of development in management areas is smaller than the land that roads
an area, the need becomes more pressing in some and rail right-of-ways occupy. Vehicles, including boats,
areas than others. The need appears great in Florida. represent one of the most significant sources of mortality
Historically, human developments have occurred as is- for all of Florida’s large threatened, rare, and endan-
lands in a matrix of natural ecological communities; now, gered vertebrates. These include the panther, key deer,
however, the pattern has changed, with unaltered natu- black bear, eagle, crocodile, and manatee. Data cited by
ral communities occurring as islands in a predominately Harris (16) even suggest that the number of road kills
human-altered environment, increases in direct proportion to vehicle speed.
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Roads create barriers in several ways: control, ground-water and surface-water recharge), water
quality benefits (erosion and sedimentation control and¯ They alter light, wind, temperature, humidity, evapo-
removal of pollutants such as nutrients and heavy met-ration rates, and noise level as they create a different

microclimate in and near the right-of-ways, als), and wildlife habitat benefits (food source, breeding,
nesting, spawning, and wildlife protection) (23).

¯ Exhaust fumes cause avoidance by some species,
and heavy metals accumulate in those that occur When wetlands are allowed to remain in their natural
adjacent to roadways (21). state, they maximize multiple benefits and achieve eco-

logical stability. Anthropogenic changes, however, can¯ Pesticides used to maintain right-of-ways affect non- affect the natural function and resultant benefits of thetarget plants and animals as well. wetland, such as change the quality of the water enter-
Right-of-ways have led to the creation of a different type ing the wetland, the hydrologic cycle of the wetland, and
of ecological community. Harris (16) cites numerous the physical structure of the wetland (2~,). Several
examples of opportunistic predators that"run roadsides" sources can affect the quality of water entering the
in search of prey. wetland, including point and nonpoint pollution, nutrient

enrichment, and sedimentation (25). The hydrologic cy-Over the last 20 years, there has been an increasing cle of the wetland can be disrupted by well pumping,
realization that habitat fragments, even relatively large channelization, sedimentation, upstream diversions, in-

. fragments, are not adequate protection for many spe- creased surface flows, and decreased ground-water
cies; if these species are to be protected, corridors must base flows. In addition, filling, dredging, and channeliza-
connect these habitat fragments. Simple green belts are tion can affect the physical structure of the wetland (26).
not sufficient because corridors of non-native habitat
welcome ’~veedy" species. Interconnecting corridors By identifying the sources of impacts to these valuable
must be consistent with the habitats they are connecting areas, one can begin to develop the necessary elements
to avoid "edge effects"; the wrong types of corridors of a local ordinance that would help to restore and
could conceivably hasten the spread of exotic or weedy maintain ecological integrity. An ordinance should ad-
species. Currently in Florida, considerable funds are dress the wetland system from a holistic perspective,
being spent to "Save Our Rivers" and protect the water not as isolated areas. Some recommendations for a
quality of streams. Careful consideration and planning wetlands protection ordinance include the following:
could ensure that these programs accomplish a dual
function by protecting our biological diversity as well. As ¯ Consider individual and cumulative impacts on
Harris (16) states, ’~Nhen sufficiently wide, streamside aquatic habitats from anthropogenic alterations. En-
management zones serve as critically important habitat vironmentally sensitive systems can degrade from
for many rare and endangered native species. But un- the accumulation effect of many individual human
less the streamside zones connect larger tracts of habi- activities (27).
tat or protected areas they may function simply as long
narrow fragments of habitat." ¯ Develop specific performance standards. Perform-

ance standards will allow local governments to useCorridors are necessary to keep small fragmented environmentally sensitive lands in a manner that
populations from being expatriated, to preserve biodi- minimizes negative impacts (28).
versity, and ultimately to allow populations to adapt to
major climatic and geologic changes. Because of the ¯ Develop financial incentives that encourage local
geographic scope involved, corridors are an issue that property owners to protect aquatic habitats. If envi-
will require cooperation and coordination between local, ronmentally sensitive areas are to be protected
regional, and state governments and agencies, through long-term management of private lands, land

owners must be compensated accordingly (29).
Protecting Environmentally Sensitive
Aquatic Habitats (22) ¯ Develop mechanisms by which local government fa-

cilitates ~he property owner’s efforts to protect aquatic
Aquatic habitats include lakes, rivers, streams, estuaries habitats. If proper channels exist for conservation
and bays, springs, and wetlands. These habitat areas are easements and reduced tax assessments, voluntary
typically subject to a variety of differing agency jurisdic- efforts to protect environmentally sensitive areas may
tions. Quite commonly, though, ordinances developed at increase (29).
the local level protect wetlands (including marshes,
swamps, bogs, ponds, and wet prairies). Local wetland ¯ Coordinate state and federal permitting processes.
resource areas promote the local quality of life as well Coordination at the local level will ensure compliance
as the quality of the environment. The advantages in- with all requirements that serve to protect, enhance,
clude hydrologic functions (flood control, runoff velocity or restore environmentally sensitive areas.
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¯ Identify state and federally exempted activities that maintenance of the quality of the nearby water resource.
contribute to the degradation of aquatic habitat, and Processes such as deposition, absorption, and transfor-
regulate those activities locally, mation help remove pollutants such as sediment, phos-

¯ Develop an appropriate definition of aquatic habitat, phorus, nitrogen, and heavy metals from overland flows.

An adopted definition will define the areas of jurisdiction Also, when vegetation is present, it tends to reduce the

for local, state, and federal regulations; few definitions, temperature of storm flows, thereby maintaining water

however, adequately describe all environmentally body temperatures (34, 35).

sensitive areas (29). Local definitions can provide When activities related to urbanization disturb vegetative
greater protection for those areas not adequately pro- transition zones, the benefits realized can be diminished
tected by state or federal regulations, or even lost. With the removal of the complex ecological

¯ Develop a long-term plan for the protection of aquatic area, habitat values decrease, resulting in a loss of

resource areas, and develop management objectives species diversity and richness (36, 37). Urbanization

that will provide the desired level of protection, activities can also disrupt the hydrologic balance of the
nearby water bodies. Typically, surface water hydrology

¯ Provide for local enforcement. Taking responsibility changes to reflect the increase in the volume and rate
for local environmentally sensitive areas ensures of surface flows. This causes increased streambank
maximum protection, erosion adjacent to the disturbed area as well as down-

Along with the above requirements, additional elements stream. Streambank erosion reduces water clarity, de-

can be considered: stroys benthic habitat, interferes with aquatic plant
transpiration processes, and reduces stream storage

¯ Create a mechanism to develop site-specific upland capacity. Removal of vegetative transition zones affects
buffer zones, ground-water flow by reducing the overall infiltration rate

of surface water to ground water. The decrease in sur-¯ Create a mechanism to implement fixed-distance up-
land buffer zones, face water recharge can affect the hydroperiod of

nearby wetlands, which are heavily dependant on
¯ Create a mechanism to implement no construction/no ground-water discharge, and nearby stream base flows.

disturbance zones. Removing transition zones also affects water quality by

¯ Allow for restoration of disturbed areas at ratios allowing pollutants to enter the watercourse untreated.

greater than 1:1. One of the most obvious water quality impacts is the
increase in sedimentation to the receiving waters (30).

¯ Incorporate endangered, threatened, and special-
concern species into upland buffer zone consid- Because vegetative transition areas provide such valu-
eration, able ecological benefits, protection measures need to

be implemented to ensure their preservation. The size
¯ Encourage the use of creative site planning to pre- of these areas, however, tends to be site specific and

serve and protect sensitive aquatic habitats, requires individualized management approaches.
Therefore, local ordinances are the most effective and

Vegetative Buffer Zones (30) adaptive tool to facilitate preservation.
A transition zone is an area between a water body In developing an ordinance for vegetativetransition zones,(e.g., wetland, lake, river) and upland areas. The area efforts should maximize the benefits to wildlife, habitat,
of land that a transition zone occupies varies and is hydrology, ancl water quality. Methodologies have been
greatly influenced by topography. In areas of major topo- developed to "engineer" vegetative transition areas in a
graphic changes, the transition zone tends to be small supportable, defensible manner. In general, the recom-
(1 to 2 ft). In areas where topographic changes are mendations for vegetative transition areas are:
slight, the transition zone tends to increase in size sub-
stantially (30 to 50 ft). ¯ Minimize disturbances of vegetative transition zone

Vegetative transition zones provide multiple benefits to when possible through the use of site fingerprinting.

the surrounding area. First, they are ecologically com- Limiting the extent of disturbance will greatly reduce

plex, as the assemblage of plants and animals can be the potential of negative water quality impacts.

characteristic of the nearby water body as well as the ¯ Develop local requirements for "no-build" and "no-
upland area. Within these areas, substantial ecological disturbance" zones. Protective buffer zones can be
diversity can occur (31-33). Second, transition zones implemented in such a way to allow for construction
help maintain a balanced hydrologic cycle by retarding while minimizing the impact of development.
the flow of surface runoff volumes through absorption
and by allowing for infiltration into the ground water. ¯ Encourage alternative land use planning that can pro-
Vegetative transition zones also play a major role in the tect vegetative transition areas. Planning techniques
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are valuable tools that can afford long-term protection creasing storm volumes and rates of discharge. This
and management of vegetative areas, movement of storm flows through water channels tends

¯ Develop criteria for vegetative transition areas based to erode and undercut banks and shorelines over time.
on defensible proced(~res. This is an important step The resultant erosion reduces water quality through in-
that will implement vegetation protection measures in creased turbidity as well as destruction of existing bank
a nonbiased manner. Based on identifiable and sci- and shoreline habitat and smothering of downstream
entific procedures, arguments can be made for suc- habitat areas (29, 41).
cessful long-term implementation. Bank and shoreline stabilization is an important element

Examples of recommendations for vegetative transition necessary to protect multiple ecological benefits. Ordi-
follow: nances that recognize this can be developed to address

local management needs. Bank and shoreline stabiliza-
¯ Area size of 30 to 550 ft may be necessary when tion typically should include an array of approaches asground-water drawdown is an issue (using surficial outlined below:aquifer data and structure drawdown calculations).

¯ Area size of 75 ft for coarse sand, 200 ft for fine sand, ¯ Promote nonstructural methods such as revegetation
and 450 ft for silty soils should be considered to and preservation of vegetation because they are an
protect water quality (utilizing Technical Release [TR] inexpensive and beneficial approach. Studies have
55, local soils data, and soil deposition formula), shown that nonstructural practices can provide mul-

tiple benefits to bank and shoreline areas where ira-
¯ Area size of 322 ft for fresh and saltwater marshes, plemented. Also, construction costs are substantially550 ft for hardwood swamps, and 732 ft for border- lower than traditional structural methods (41, 42).

ing sandhill communities to protect wildlife habitat
(based on indicator species and 50 percent other ¯ Limit use of structural methods to when erosive
present species), forces are significant. Public perceptions and aesthet-

ics have led to the construction of structural methods
Providing for Erosion Control and in areas where nonstructural methods could have
Bank/Shoreline Stabilization (38) worked. Structural methods should be the last option

when addressing bank or shoreline erosion.Banks and shorelines are those areas that occur along
streams, lakes, ponds, rivers, wetlands, and estuaries ¯ Develop an appropriate definition for banks and
where water meets land. The topography of banks and shorelines. Good definitions provide jurisdictional
shorelines can range from very steep to very gradual, boundaries to those attempting to implement protec-
These areas can be considered a subset of the vegeta- tion measures.
rive transition areas.

¯ Develop a long-term comprehensive plan for the pro-Banks and shorelines provide many benefits to the tection of banks and shorelines. Comprehensiveenvironment, including prevention of erosion, storage planning will ensure that bank areas and shorelinesand attenuation of runoff, and provision of valuable remain in their natural state.habitat for fish and wildlife (39). Stabilization, which
prevents erosion, occurs below the water line via root Additional recommendations for the protection and pres-
systems, as well as above the water line through ab- ervation of banks and shorelines can include:
sorption of raindrop energy and overland flow velocity.
Both physical characteristics and stability of the bank ¯ Meet environmental goals through shoreline stabili-
and/or shoreline accomplish the storage and attenuation zation regulations that are performance based (not
of runoff. The provision of habitat is also accomplished numerical).
through physical stability and the unique physical char- ¯ Allow for flexibility to integrate structural and non-acteristics of the bank and/or shoreline. Often, ecologi-

structural methods.cal zones will be apparent and consistent with the
shoreline, and provide special habitat for various plant ¯ Address instability caused by water-based and land-and animal species (29). based activities.
As water bodies continue to support human activities
both on and near the water, impacts will occur to the ¯ Develop financial incentives that encourage the local
bank and shoreline area. Flows of increased water property owner to employ nonstructural techniques.
movement from activities such as boating can cause ¯ Prohibit the use of noxious plants while encouraging
erosion, damage to vegetation, and increased turbidity the use of native plant species.in aquatic habitat areas (40). Urbanization commonly
results in a change in the surface water hydrology, in- ¯ Provide design standards.
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¯ Conclusion 15. Wagner, J.J. 1991. Assessing impacts of motorized watercraft on
lakes: Issues and perceptions. Proceedings of a National Confer-

While much of the information considered in this paper ence on Enhancing States’ Lake Management Programs, May
17-18, 1990. Chicago, IL: Northeastern Illinois Planning Corn-was gathered with a focus on Florida, we feel it can mission, pp. 77-93.

be extrapolated to other states. Although ordinances
can be enacted to address singular issues, it is better 16. Harris, L.D. 1991. The need, rationale, and implementation of

wildlife dispersal corridors. Report submitted to the Southwestto develop a more comprehensive approach to devel- Florida Water Management District, Brooksville, FL.
opment review. This kind of approach can eliminate 17. Lalo, J. 1987. The problem of road kill. Am. Forests 72:50-52.potential duplicity while maximizing environmental benefit.
The issues addressed above range widely, but environ- 18. Feldhamer, G.A,, J.E. Gates, D.M. Herman, A.J. Loranger, and

K.R. Dixon. 1986. Effects of interstate highway fencing on white-mental integrity and preservation are common themes, tailed deer activit,/. J. Wildlife Mgmt. 50:497-503.
Enactment of an ordinance rarely occurs without chal-
lenge, but its chance of passage can only be increased by

19. Adams, LA., and A.D. Geis. 1981. Effects of highways on wildlife.
Report No. FHWNRD-81/067. Washington, DC: U.S. Depart-

a scientifically justifiable and legally defensible argument, ment of Transportation.
20. Voorhees, L.D., and J.F. Csssell. 1980. Highway right-of-way
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Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention and Control Planning:
San Francisco Bay Experiences

Thomas E. Mumley
California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region

Oakland, California

Abstract tributaries. San Francisco Bay is a highly urbanized
estuary and, as such, receives significant loads of pol-The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, lutants through discharges of urban runoff. The Re-

San Francisco Bay Region, began a program for con- gional Board began a program for control of urban runoff
trol of urban runoff pollution in 1987. The initial focus of on a watershed basis in 1987. The goals of the Regionalthe program has been on the municipalities in Santa Board’s program are to protect beneficial uses throughClara and Alameda counties. Both county programs attainment of water quality standards in waters of the
followed a similar methodology consisting of the follow- region and to reduce pollutants in urban runoff to the
ing steps: establish program goals and framework; corn- maximum extent practicable. These two goals reflect a
pile existing information; assess water quality problems dual water quality and technology based approach andthrough collection and analysis of data and modeling of serve to integrate specific regulatory programs such aspollutant loads; identify, screen, and select appropriate the stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Eliminationcontrol measures; and establish a plan for implementa- System (NPDES) permit program. The Regional Board
tion. The Alameda program had the benefit of lagging has promoted an areawide approach, with the initialbehind the Santa Clara program by about 1 year. This focus of the program on the municipalities in Santa Clara
provided the Alameda program with the advantage of and Alameda counties. This has led to the development of
streamlining efforts based on the successes of the a pseudowatershed-based program in each county.
Santa Clara program.

The experiences of these programs provide even further The Regional Board program goals also serve as the
insight into streamlining and optimizing the planning primary goals of the specific municipal urban runoff
process. Understanding the benefits of each step of the programs. We recognize, however, that attainment of
planning process enables a municipality tofocus limited such broadly defined goals can only be achieved
resources on the more critical factors affecting develop- through a carefully planned strategy. Both county pro-
ment of an implementation plan. For example, a munici- grams followed a similar strategy consisting of the fol-
pality may weigh the cost of obtaining new data to make lowing steps: establish program goals and framework;
more informed decisions with the risk associated with compile existing information; assess water quality prob-
making assumptions in the selection and implementa- lems through collection and analysis of data and mod-
tion of control measures in lieu of data acquisition. Lee- eling of pollutant loads; identify, screen, and select
sons learned to date are now being utilized by other appropriate control measures; and establish a plan for
municipalities in the San Francisco Bay area, leading implementation. Normally, such steps would proceed in
towards timely and cost-effective development of urban sequence. With an understanding of the purpose of
runoff management programs, each step and its relation to the others, however, one

may consider a nonsequential or parallel process. The

Introduction Alameda program commenced approximately 1 year
after the Santa Clara program and had the advantage

The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, of being able to streamline efforts based on the suc-
San Francisco Bay Region (Regional Board), is the cesses of the Santa Clara program. The lessons learned
state water pollution control agency responsible for pro- by the Santa Clara and Alameda programs provide valu-
tecting the beneficial uses of San Francisco Bay and its able insight for optimizing the planning process.
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The Regional Board served as a facilitator in the devel- mapping needs, and to the selection of appropriate
opment of both the programs, but it has been the coop- control measures.
erative, proactive approach of the municipalities that has
resulted in the development of a technically sound and Neither of the programs chose to focus resources on
cost-effective urban runoff program. The following dis- detailed mapping efforts. Rather, available maps were
cussion reflects the experiences and accomplishments used to compile information. Development of more de-
of the Regional Board and the Santa Clara and Alameda tailed maps, specifically geographical information eye-
programs, tems, was deferred to the implementation phase of the

program when funding mechanisms would be in place
Planning Strategy Steps and the cost could be better justified.

Program Framework Monitoring and Modeling

Both the Santa Clara and Alameda programs conductedDevelopment of an effective urban runoff management
program first requires an effective framework that in- comprehensive monitoring and modeling programs (1,

2). The objectives of these programs were to charac-volves participation by all pertinent municipal agencies,
terize existing water quality conditions within stormInitiation of both county programs began with creation
drains and urban creeks and to estimate urban runoffof a task force with participants from city and county
pollutant loading. The programs included hydrologicpublic works, city and county planning, sewage treat-

ment works, and flood control The task force served as a monitoring, wet and dry weather water quality monitor-
ing, sediment monitoring, and toxicity monitoring usingforum for communication among the involved agencies, as
acute and chronic bioassays. Data were compiled andwell as an oversight body to track all the steps of the

planning process. Specific -activities included estab- used to calibrate and verify the Storm Water Manage-
ment Model for estimating pollutant loads. The loadlishment of program goals, development of a memoran-
estimates were also used to compare the relative con-dum of agreement among the participating agencies,
tributions of treated wastewater and urban runoff dis-designation of a lead agency for anticipated contracts, and

development of a work plan for the planning strategy. The charges to the bay.
work plan identified the specific tasks and timelines of the Results of both monitoring programs were similar.
planning strategy, identified responsible parties and con- Heavy metal concentrations in receiving waters in-
sultant needs, and identified the financial resources nec- creased during wet weather. The metals primarily de-
essary for completion of the planning process, tected were cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc.

Pesticides and petroleum hydrocarbons were prevalentBoth programs relied on extensive consulting services
in sediments. Metal concentrations were distinctly differ-for preparation of the planning process work plan and
ent for discharges from open space, commerciaVresi-implementation of the planning tasks. Although the pro-
dential, and industrial areas. It was also determined thatgrams benefited from this approach, an overreliance on
annual urban runoff pollutant loads were equal to oroutside help may result in insufficient awareness and

expertise within the ultimate implementation agencies of greater than treated wastewater discharges, depending
the urban runoff management program. An effective on the amount of precipitation.

approach should use new or existing municipal person- Each of the monitoring and modeling programs cost
nel as much as possible throughout the planning proc- from $1 to $2 million. Much valuable information was
ess. Outside services may play a valuable role, but they gained, and there were strong driving forces for obtain-
will be most effective when specific technical or other ing the pollutant load information. Future programs may
needs have been identified and communication and not have this level of available resources during the
cross training with municipal staff are provided, planning process, however. Municipalities must weigh

the cost of obtaining new data to make more informed
Compilation of Existing Information decisions with the risk associated with making assump-

tions in the selection and implementation of controlIdentification and compilation of existing information are
measures in lieu of data acquisition. Newly developingessential early steps in the process. The Alameda and programs in the San Francisco Bay Area are taking thisSanta Clara programs benefited from these steps for latter approach, in part benefiting from the informationseveral reasons, including that they provided a learning developed by the Santa Clara and Alameda programs.experience on the importance of the relationship of land-

use information to water quality. Much pertinent informa-
Selection of Control Measurestion already existed, and many existing municipal

activities were involved in the management of urban The process of selecting appropriate urban runoff poilu-
runoff and pollutant sources. This information was criti- tion control measures involves three steps: 1) compila-
cal to the identification of monitoring, modeling, and tion of candidate control measures, 2) consideration of
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the candidate measures based on screening criteria, illegal discharges. Improved operation and maintenance
and 3) selection of control measures (3). The key to the activities are being implemented under a phased sched-
success of the process was establishing meaningful ule where the efficiency of various inlet cleaning proce-
selection criteria. The selection criteria addressed pol- dures are being evaluated on a pilot scale first (4, 5).
lutant control effectiveness, reliability, and sustainability;
capital, operation, and maintenance costs; public and Development of a comprehensive and effective imple-

mentation plan for an urban runoff control program is theagency acceptability; consistency with regulatory re-
quirements; and legal and environmental liability, most critical and difficult step in the planning process.

The difficulties encountered are generally nontechnical
An inventory of candidate control measures was devel- in nature and involve legal, financial, and institutional
oped through a review of technical literature and other limitations. The key to avoiding or overcoming such
urban runoff control programs. In addition, technical and limitations is recognizing them early in the planning
managerial personnel from other state, county, and city process and integrating their solution into the planning
agencies were interviewed. This initial screening pro- process. For example, the planning process work plan
duced a list of 92 separate candidate control measures, should include tasks to address legal authorities, funding
Upon application of the established screening criteria, mechanisms, and institutional arrangements, rather than
the list was reduced to 59 control measures. The final waiting until a technical implementation plan is drafted. In
step involved consideration of the overall costs of imple- essence, development of the implementation plan should¯ menting all the control measures, with priority given to commence with initiation of the planning process.
pollution prevention and source control measures over
structural or treatment based controls. This final step Conclusions
ultimately lead to the selection of 41 separate control
measures for implementation. Development of an effective urban runoff control pro-

gram requires a well-defined planning strategy. The ex-
The Alameda program had the advantage of following periences of the Regional Board and the Santa Clara
the Santa Clara program. Consequently, the Alameda and Alameda programs provide insight on how to effi-
program streamlined the process by capitalizing on the ciently proceed through the planning process. Under-
efforts and progress of the Santa Clara program. The standing the ~benefits of each step of the planning
Alameda program also factored in the requirements of process enables a municipality to focus limited re-
the storm water NPDES regulations. As more programs sources on the more critical factors affecting develop-
are developed, we expect the selection process to be- ment of an implementation plan. These factors include
come even more streamlined, particularly in areas of a multiagency task force; clear goals and a work plan
similar land use and climatic conditions such as the San for the planning process; compilation of all available
Francisco Bay area. information, with a strong emphasis on review of other

programs; strategii: focus of monitoring, modeling, and
Implementation Plan mapping resources; criteria for selection of control

measures; and the foresight to commence developmentThe final stage of the planning process is to develop a
plan for implementation of control measures. The imple- of the implementation plan at the beginning of the plan-
mentation plan should provide a clear framework of ning process. Lessons learned to date are now being

used by other municipalities in the San Francisco Baystated goals, tasks to achieve them, an evaluation proc-
ess, and a mechanism for modification of the plan based area, leading to timely and cost-effective development
on program successes and failures. The task forces of of urban runoff management programs.

the Santa Clara and Alameda programs played a critical
role in the development of their implementation plans. References
The multiagency involvement on the tasks forces al- 1. Woodward-Clyde Consultants. 1991. Santa Clara Valley nonpoint
lowed for a consensus-building process that resulted in soume study, VoL I: Loads assessment report. Santa Clara Valley

Nonpoint Source Pollution Contro{ Program.establishing responsible agencies and institutional ar-
rangements for implementation. 2. Woodward-Clyde Consultants. 1991. Loads assessment report.

Alameda County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program.
The Regional Board did not intend to require immediate 3. Woodward-Clyde Consultants. 1989. Santa Clara Valley nonpoint
implementation of all control measures. Through in- soume study, Vol. I1: Control measure report. Santa Clara V~lley
volvement with the respective task forces, high-priority, Nonpo/nt Source Pollution Control Program.
early-action measures were identified, and schedules 4. SCVNSPCP. 1991. Storm water management plan. Santa Clara
for phased implementation of the remaining measures Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program.
were established. For example, targeted early actions s. ACURCWP. 1991. Storm wmer management plan. Alameda
included a public information program and surveillance for County Urban Runoff Clean Water Program.
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Whole Basin Planning: Practical Lessons Learned From
North Carolina, Delaware, and Washington

Michael L. Bowman
Tetra Tech, Inc., Owings Mills, Maryland

Clayton S. Creager
The Cadmus Group, Inc., Petaluma, California

Abstract ¯ Build in flexibility to the process development and
basin planning processes.Governments at all levels are broadening their view of

water quality protection and are developing and imple- ¯ Define issues to address in order to translate objec-
menting innovative strategies to achieve greater water tives for basin planning into specific tasks.
resources protection. Many of these efforts center on
"whole basin planning," which encourages active coordi- ¯ Implementing basin planning, the states found, does not
nation across the full range of resource management pro- necessarily lead to disruption of existing programs.
grams to maximize the efficiency of program planning and
administration, data collection and analysis, pollution What Is Whole Basin Planning?
prevention and control implementation, habitat protection
and restoration, permitting, and enforcement. There is a growing awareness in the United States

that point source water pollution control programs have
Basin planning consists of two phases. The first develops been successful, but that nonpoint sources, ground-
the design of the state- or multistate-specific framework water contamination (1, 2), and habitat degradation (3)
under which basin planning will be performed. The continue to diminish the quality of the nation’s water
second phase implements the basin planning process, supply. Point source chemical controls, while largely
North Carolina, Delaware, and Washington have each effective, have not led to the achievement, mainte-
employed a consensus-building, workshop-based nance, nor protection of the three supporting compo-
process to develop planning frameworks. Delaware nents of clean water provided in Section 101 (a) of the
and Washington are currently in the framework design Clean Water Act (CWA): chemical, physical, and biologi-
phase. North Carolina implemented basinwide plan- cal integrity. Nonchemical stressors resulting from
ning in 1991. Preliminary results are encouraging, with nonpoint source pollution (e.g., "clean sediment," in-
improvements to the state’s monitoring program, data creased stream temperature, highly modified flow re-
management, analysis andassessment, and water quality gimes) can lead to direct and indirect impacts on
program administrative functions being demonstrated., physical and biological integrity. A broad perspective on

water resources management is required to reduce andSeveral aspects of the framework development process eliminate such stresses. Government agencies at fed-
as employed in these three states stand out as practical eral, state, and local levels are widening their views of
suggestions for other states and federal and local agen- water quality protection and are developing and imple-
cies considering basin planning: meriting innovative strategies to achieve greater water
¯ Clearly define the state-specific objectives to be resources protection. Many of these efforts center on the

achieved, concept of a "whole basin p~anning" (VMBP) approach,
which realigns water pollution control programs to operate

¯ Encourage stakeholder involvement at the agency in a more comprehensive and coordinated fashion.
staff level.

The underpinnings of basin planning can be found in
¯ Allow time for discussion of ideas and iterations dur- federal legislation, notably numerous sections of the

ing framework development. CWA (Table 1). Section 303(e) explicitly requires each
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Table 1. Sections of the CWA That Support Basin Planning
(Adapted From Craeger et aL [4]) In a recent paper discussing integrated basin manage-

ment, Downs et al, (6) identify five main facets that should
Section Applicable Content be included when addressing the physical and biological

201(c) To the extent piacticable, waste treatment attributes of dver basins (Figure 1). Explicit incorporation
management shall be on an areawide basis, of water, channels, land, ecology, and human activities

208 Several clauses of this section call for areawide management into the planning, design and implementa-
planning, reporting, and pollutant control, tion phases of aquatic resources management increases

the likelihood that cumulative, incremental losses to303(d) Subsection 1A. Each state shall identify waters within
its boundaries which are water quality limited. The resource quality and quantity will be identified and ad-
state shall establish a priority ranking for such waters, dressed. Whole basin planning encourages active coor-

303(d) Subsection 1C. States shall establish TMDLs for the dination across the full range of resource management
identified water quality limited waters, programs to maximize efficiency of program planning,

303(e) Establishes a continuing planning process that data collection and analysis, pollution prevention and
includes effluent limits and compliance schedules, control implementation, habitat protection and restora-
applicable areawide waste management plans (§208) tion, permitting, and enforcement. Mitchell (7) recom-and basin plans (§209), TMDLs per §303(d), revision
procedures, authority for intergovemmental mends a two-stage strategy to achieve truly coordinated
cooperation, implementation including compliance management of resources in river basins. The first,
schedules, residual waste disposal controls, and a conceptual stage is an identification of the widest pos-
prioritized inventory and ranking of waste treatrnent
construction needs, sible range of issues and variables. The second, opera-

tional stage involves an integrated, focused approach that319(a) Nonpoint source management program, state
assessment reports, concentrates on the issues identified as most significant.

319(b) Nonpoint source management program, state The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
management plans, recognized the value of taking a wider view of water

319(b) Section 4. States shall develop and implement quality protection. Through the Office of Water, EPA
management programs on a watershed basis, encourages states to implement watershed protection

320 Comprehensive management plans to be developed and basin planning and has formulated three main prin-
over large geographic area for estuaries in National ciples to guide its support for state efforts in this areaEstuary Program.

(8):

¯ Risk-based geographic targetingstate to develop an areawide planning process for all
navigable waters in the state to address a broad range * Stakeholder involvement
of water quality issues. Sections 303(d) and 319 implicitly ¯ Integrated solutionsrequire or support basin planning. Section 303(d) requires
states to define total maximum daily loads (TMDLs), as Risk-Based Geographic Targetingwell as associated wasteload allocations for point sources
and load allocations for nonpoint sources, to ensure the "Risk" in the context of whole basin planning refers to
attainment of water quality standards within all surface indication of impairment to human health, ecological
waters. Section 319 requires watershed-based nonpoint
source management programs. Section 320 establishes
the National Estuary Program and requires the develop- Management Aspects of Each
ment of management plans for estuaries included in the Attributes Facets Management Facet
program. The estuarine zone is broadly defined as ex- I~=~iii!iii~ii;i!~i:i!~!!~i!i~ii~!~l~i~f~i-=Itending to the upstream limit of historic anadromous fish ~::;~:::~:~!:~:~i~iiii~i~i~i~ii~iii!i~!i!ii!!i!ii~~F~t~b~ ~l
migration or head of tide. Thus, the management plans ~i~‘;~:~‘~i~i~i~i~i~!~i~:.‘~:~!~i~i~.~‘i~i;~:~!~
must be prepared for broad geographic areas. In addi- Ii~~!!i~!ii~i~!:~ii:iii~!~i~ii~!~!!~!~..I
tion to the CWA, the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments of 1990 (CZARA) included Section 6217,

~i;~:~:i:!;i:!ii~i!iiiii;;.~!~;ii~i~ii~;;~j~i~::~i~{~j~5:.lwhich requires coastal states with approved coastal .... ’ ......
management programs to develop Coastal Nonpoint

~::~!~i!!iiiiiiii.~~i~~;}Source Control Programs. During a review of state
I’.ii~i!i~i~!:~;i~ii!~!~ii!i:~!~i;i~i~i~:~ii~!~:-!!i~!~i~l~::!coastal zone boundaries required by Section 6217, Na- ¯ .........................

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration will use ~.!~’~i:iii;iii:ii.~iiiiii:.~iii~iiiiii~iii!iiii!i~~!~.~.tU.S. Geological Survey (USGS) mapping units as the ~c~i{i~!:i:;i~:i~!~:~!!:~:~i!;~:~!~!~!~!~!~i~!~!~!~::!!!!~!~;~!
basis for examining state delineations of coastal water-
sheds (5). Section 6217 requirements provide implicit Figure 1. Facets of river basin management to include in basin
support for whole basin planning, planning (adapted from Downs et al. [6]).
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resources, designated uses of the waterbodies, or a basins a~d developing and implementing basinwide
combination of these, resulting from manmade pollution management strategies.
and natural processes, based on a review of environ-
mental data. A probabilistic approach, as is used in Stakeholder Involvementecological risk assessment (9), has not been applied in
basin planning. Phillips (10), however, argues foraprob- All parties with a stake in the specific local situation
abilistic approach to targeting nonpoint source pollution should participate in problem analysis and creation of
control in a watershed context. Basin planning estabo solutions. The involvement of potentially affected parties
lishes a framework within which a more probabilistic risk ("stakeholders") during the development of basin plans
assessment can be performed, is crucial to the success of those plans. The manner in

which stakeholders are involved may vary from state to
Problems that may pose risks in a watershed include: state, but a key activity for them, regardless of location,

¯ Industrial wastewater discharges, is to reach consensus on goals and approaches for
correcting a watershed’s problems, specific actions nec-

¯ Municipal wastewater, stormwater, or combined essary to achieve those goals, and processes for coor-
sewer overflows, dinating implementation activities and evaluating the

efficacy of problem solutions. The potential pool of
¯ Waste dumping and injection, stakeholders can be very broad and should be tailored

to individual basins. Potential basin plan participants¯ Nonpoint source runoff or seepage,
include members of:

¯ Accidental toxics releases.
¯ State environmental, public health, agricultural, and

¯ Atmospheric deposition, natural resources agencies.

¯ Habitat alteration, including wetlands loss. ¯ Local/regional boards, commissions, and agencies.

¯ Flow alterations. ¯ EPA water and other programs,

Specific stressors within watersheds are targeted based ¯ Other federal agencies (e.g., U.S. Department of Ag-
on their potential to produce impairment to human riculture--Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Depart-
health, ecological resources, or designated uses. Un- ment of the Interior, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers).
der a whole basin planning framework, the highest risk ¯ Indian tribes.
stressors within watersheds are identified using, for ex-
ample, water quality and biological monitoring data, land ¯ The public.
use information, information on location of critical re- ¯ Private wildlife and conservation organizations.sources, and tools such as water quality models and
geographic information systems (GIS). The stressors ¯ Industry.
with the greatest potential to yield impairments are tar-

¯ The academic community.geted for integrated assessment and corrective action
involving cooperative efforts between multiple jurisdic- ¯ The farming community.
tions and interest groups. The targeting process may
range from qualitative ranking to computerized tech- Integrated Solutions
niques that incorporate various numeric criteria and
weighting factors (11). Difficult management problems The basin approach provides a framework to design the
may not be completely addressed over the course of optimal mix of water quality management strategies by
one basin planning cycle (5 years is being used in North integrating and coordinating across program and
Carolina). This can be used to advantage, however, by agency boundaries. Integrated solutions implemented
breaking the identified problems into components that by basin management teams use limited resources to
can be solved, or for which measurable progress toward address the most significant water quality problems
a solution can be made during a cycle, without losing sight of and planning for other factors

contributing to the degradation of the resource. Integra-
The basin planning process itself can be broken into tion through the basin approach provides a means to
phases with near- and long-term goals. For example, achieve the short- and long-term goals for the basin by
near-term goals could include coordinating the permit- allowing the application of resources both in a timely and
ting and monitoring schedules by basin, promoting pub- geographically targeted manner. Integrated solutions
lic participation in basin planning, and expanding and are possible because of a framework that encourages
improving wasteload allocation analyses and evaluation an interdisciplinary and interagency team to develop the
of nonpoint sources. Long-term goals could include op- most appropriate plan rather than impose predeter-
timizing the distribution of assimilative capacity within mined solutions.
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Whole Basin Planning in Three States Workshop results were used to produce a draft internal
document describing the North Carolina Whole BasinBefore basin planning (the second, operational stage in
Water Quality Management Framework.Mitchell’s construct [7]). per se is implemented, it must

be preceded by a process to design the framework The draft framework document was distributed within
within which it will operate (Mitchell’s first, conceptual the Water Quality Section for review and comment. The
stage [7]). This design process will be specific to each revised document was circulated to a broader audience,
state that implements whole basin planning due to dif- including other state and federal agencies and selected
ferences in target resources (e.g., a large number of academics. The draft framework document was pre-
rivers and streams versus lakes), the objectives of ira- sented at an implementation workshop, which included
plementing basin plans (e.g., a water quality permitting broader agency and public participation than previous
focus versus an aquatic resources management focus), meetings. The document was revised once again based
and differing organizational structure and implementa- on comments received at the implementation workshop
tion constraints. We draw on experiences in North Caro- and submitted to the North Carolina Environment Man-
lina, Delaware, and Washington during the framework agement Commission (EMC) for approval. The EMC
design stage of basin planning and identify several prac- approved the basin approach in 1991.
tical lessons that can be applied by other states, EPA
regions, or other government units. The framework document has been revised twice since

its approval by the EMC. These changes reflect needed
North Carolina refinements recognized during the implementation and

development of specific basin plans. These revisions
The Framework have expanded the focus of basin plans and incorporate

broader elements of the water resources program in
North Carolina Division of Environmental Management North Carolina to ensure that the state’s basin planning
(NCDEM) Water Quality Section considered an Na- objectives are being appropriately addressed.
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
basin permitting strategy as early as 1989. However, The final consensus basin approach established a

due to resource limitations, NCDEM was unable to de- rotating basin schedule for NPDES permitting, monitor-
velop a framework document describing the strategy to ing, and nonpoint source program implementation. These
submit to the North Carolina Environmental Manage- activities are performed for each basin on a 5-year
ment Commission for approval. NCDEM submitted a cycle, with several basins moving through the planning
request for funding to the EPA Office of Policy, Planning cycle together. A general sequence of tasks over the
and Evaluation, Water Policy Branch, for a facilitator to 5-year planning cycle is illustrated in Figure 2. North
assist with the development of a basin approach for Carolina basin plans are viewed as reports to the public,
North Carolina. This consensus-building process was policymakers, and the regulated community. Revisions
initiated in 1990. to the framework are addressing an insufficient public

outreach program for the development of specific basin
The ProCess plans. Basin plans report on the current status of

surface waters in the basin, identify major water quality
The first step in the process involved a series of individ- concerns and issues, summarize projected trends in
ual interviews with several members of the NCDEM development and water qualify, identify long-range man-
Water Quality Section staff, including all branch chiefs, agement goals for the basin, present recommended
The benefits of expanding the focus from solely a management options, and discuss implementation
NPDES permitting strategy to more comprehensive in- plans (12). The plan also presents potential changes in
volvement of the water quality program soon became
apparent. It was also clear that there was broad-based
support for the basin approach but that individual views Act~,~ty

of that approach varied in several critical areas. The goal Pu~
Canvas fo~ Information

of the consensus process was to successfully synthe- Analyzelnfo~na~on
size those individual views, oot=m~,o we s,-,~, I

Idenbfy Ptoblems/Lo~dir~ls ,I
The next step involved a series of small group meetings ~,,. ~...g.,.~Go.~

P~i~z° Problem~to begin outlining a framework for the basin approach. Ev=..=~,~=~.~.op~o~
The results of these group meetings formed the basis SelectMgLAppro~ch
for a "straw outline" compiled by the facilitator. The straw p,,~,,, Oralt B~l~n Ran

outline was used to provide structure for a "develop- 0 ~ 2    3 4 5
ment~ workshop attended by a large portion of the Water Year of Planning Cycle

Quality Section staff. The purpose of the workshop was
to finalize the ou{line and identify consensus positions. Figure 2. General sequence of planning tasks.
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discharger waste limits and recommendations for reduc- benefits to multiple resource categories (e.g., ripariantions in nonpoint source Ioadings. North Carolina Bas- zone revegetation, which reduces nonpoint source Ioad-inwide Water Quality Management Plans do not, ings and improves habitat). It is less likely that DNREC
however, currently target.specific physical habitat resto- will need to "retrofit" the basin planning process at a later
ration issues or projects, stage.

Barriers to Implementation
The Process

A major impediment to the development and implemen-
DNREC’s framework design process began with atation of the North Carolina basinwide approach has
series of interviews of department staff by a facilitatoralso been the greatest source of strength: the CWA. The
to gain a better understanding of their goals for basinstrength comes from the merger of traditionally regula-
planning in Delaware. Following completion of thesetory programs, having strong legal precedence for en-
interviews in late summer 1992, a workshop was heldforcement, with voluntary compliance programs, which
for DNREC staff in September 1992 to provide detailedhave a strong public involvement component. Each ap-
background information on whole basin planning andproach has enhanced the application of the other,
to begin to identify’ existing roles and responsibilities

The barriers result from the manner in which the CWA of the various functional units within the department.
has been implemented, using a programmatic approach The workshop provided an opportunity for department
with specific grant and entitlement programs. This has staff to identify perceived needs for basin planning in
led to a lack of coordination and integration in address. Delaware and to begin an initial formulation of goals and
ing water quality issues that require comprehensive objectives (14).
strategies. The program funding requirements reduce

A second workshop was held in January 1993 withthe flexibility of the state to commit funds to targeted
DNREC staff and representatives from other state, local,water quality issues.
and federal agencies. The goal of this session was to

Next Steps establish commitment and direction for basin planning
in the state. The 3 months between the first and secondA useful reform of the grants process would give states workshops proved to be a very fertile incubation period

with defined basin frameworks authority to establish for agency staff to consider the design of a planning
water quality priorities within basins. This approach approach. Key outcomes of the discussions were:
would also reduce redundant application and reporting

¯ Identification of a strategy of sequential involvementrequirements that are fulfilled with the basin plans. Flexi-
of a larger group of participants as the frameworkbility in this regard would enhance the North Carolina
planning effort proceeds.approach. EPA is currently using a trial block grant

funding program with North Carolina. ¯ Firm commitment by agency staff to build the plan-
ning process from the bottom up, together with the

Delaware stakeholders who will actually implement it, rather
than imposing the plan without their input.

The Framework
¯ A clear statement that an expanded definition of

The Delaware Department of Natural Resources and "clean water" (i.e., inclusive of biological resources,
Environmental Control (DNREC) identified a need to physical habitat, and watershed linkages) would en-
focus existing water resources programs on priority sure that Delaware’s basin approach is consistent
watersheds. Basin planning will provide DNREC with with the goals and objectives of programs and agen-
the ability to assess pollution, living resources, and habi- cies other than DNREC water programs. Maintaining
tat problems, and manage Delaware’s resources in a the focus on "clean water" will allow the regulatory
comprehensive manner (13). The department’s perspec- components of the basin approach to remain firmly
tire on basin planning, explicitly incorporating living grounded in legal and policy precedents provided by
resources and habitat degradation, from the outset of the CWA.
the process is significant from several standpoints. By
including a wide range of basin management facets ¯ Detailed discussion of whether to 1) proceed with
(Figure 1), DNREC will be more likely to proactively immediate implementation of WBP in all basins at
identify potential cost savings (e.g., combining aspects once, or 2) proceed incrementally, implementing the
of current water quality and fisheries monitoring activi- strategy in a single basin and then assessing the
ties), watershed stressors with multiple impacts (e.g., results and modifying the framework as appropriate.
loss of vegetated riparian buffer zones, which increases ¯ Tentative delineation of basin management units
nonpoint source delivery to waterbodies and degrades that combine groups of Delaware’s 35 watersheds
aquatic and terrestrial habitat), and solutions with (Figure 3).
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Next Steps

The review groups will be the focus of planning activities
for several months. Following completion of their delib-
erations, a framework design workshop will be con-
vened to review the components of the planning process
proposed by the groups, to make appropriate modifica-
tions, and to establish a draft basin planning framework
for subsequent review by stakeholders.

Washington

The Framework

The Washington State Department of Ecology (DOE)
Water Quality Program (WQP), Environmental Investi-
gations and Laboratory Services (ELLS), and Central
Programs are currently developing the water quality
component of a broader DOE basin approach to natural
resource management. The process is the culmination
of a long-term planning program that satisfies a state-
sponsored Efficiency Commission requirement and
also fulfills the requirements of a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding between EPA Region 10 and DOE. The
development of the basinwide water quality manage-
ment program framework document is not yet final.
Therefore, the summary description offered here is
subject to change. The development of the basinwide
approach in Washington was also assisted by an inde-
pendent facilitator.

The Process
The Washington basin approach for water quality man-
agement involves coordinating issuance of wastewater
discharge permits and nonpoint source planning con-
ducted by the WQP and Central Program’s Industrial
Section (to the extent practicable). It also involves water
quality monitoring, intensive field investigations, and
TMDL development conducted by DOE’s Environmental
Investigations and Laboratory Services Program. Other
programs within DOE also have developed or are devel-
oping basin approaches for their areas of responsibility
(e.g., Coastal Zone Management, wetlands). All of the
basin approaches within DOE will be merged into one

Figure 3. Tentative delineation of basin management units inDelaware. resource management program at a later date.

Beginning in mid-1993, each of the WQP’s four regions

Workshop participants identified a wide range of issues committed one basin per year to this geographically
to address during the formulation of the basin planning targeted, risk-based approach. The 64 Water Resource
framework. Review groups were established to explore Inventory Areas (river basins) will be lumped into 20
these issues in greater detail and prepare specific com- basin management units. Each of the four regions will
ponents of a planning framework document. Topical complete a basin water quality management plan each
areas being examined by these groups are: year. All of the basin management units across the

state will be completed in a 5-year cycle. Each
¯ Implementation, coordination, and institutional barriers basin will be revisited every 5 years to restart the

¯ Management units, data management, and monitoring cycle of data collection, assessment, public outreach,
planning, and implementation. Basin management

¯ Public outreach and education teams are active in each basin management unit every
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year of the 5-year basin management cycle. Basins are How Is Whole Basin Planning Working?
simply staggered at different steps in the cycle. The
Washington approach is viewed as a long-term commit- North Carolinament to a stable management structure that allows DOE
to build on previous efforts. Although only one state is actually performing basin

planning, the results so far are encouraging. EPA’s Of-Integration of the DOE program with local planning rice of Water, Watershed Branch, sponsored a survey ofagencies is a key issue in Washington. DOE is placing the staff of the NCDEM Water Quality Section aftera strong emphasis on stakeholder involvement through basin planning was initiated there. Potential improve-a public outreach program that is active at each step of ments and increased efficiency in North Carolina’s waterthe basin cycle. The roles and responsibilities of all of quality program were suggested in several areas.the participants on the basin planning team have not
been finalized. DOE, however, is looking for a mecha-
nism that promotes public and other agency involve- Monitoring Program
ment in all phases of the basin planning process. The Following implementation of basin planning, NCDEMexception would be when the regulatory activities of the was able to increase the number of water quality sam-basin planning team might directly affect a participant, piing stations and parameters measured. The respon-

dents attributed this increase to the ability to optimizeNext Steps sampling strategies under a basin approach. The ambi-
EPA flexibility is needed in numerous program compo- ent water quality monitoring network has been main-

tained. NCDEM staff anticipate further improvements tonents to facilitate DOE’s transition to the basin ap-
the monitoring network as a result of increased coordi-proach, including:
nation with other resource agencies and the larger role

= Using extended/expired permits to achieve synchro- of the regulated community in the monitoring program.
nization of permits within basins, and because certain
permits will receive a low priority ranking for risk of Data Management, Analysis, and Assessment
waterbody impairment.

During development of a basin planning approach,
¯ Allowing basin plans to fulfill various CWA reporting North Carolina identified major improvements to datarequirements (e.g., 305(b), 319). management and analysis (both hardware and soft-
¯ Using basin plans as both numeric and qualitative ware) as being crucial to the success of the approach.

TMDLSo Improved capabilities in this area are expected to re-
duce the Water Quality Section’s reliance on North

¯ Administering staff/financial resources among vari- Carolina’s central computing services and significantly
ous program components (e.g., number of inspec- reduce the Section’s computing costs. Cost savings will
tions and audits), be used to upgrade in-house hardware and software,

which will in turn allow ready access to monitoring and¯ Focusing on the results of the water quality program
rather than specific intermediate evaluation criteria, geographic data needed to support basin planning.

Of particular note to municipalities is the ability to fund¯ Recognizing that certain state discharge permits
a staff position with the Water Quality Section to assist(e.g., ground water) may take precedence for man-

agement over certain NPDES permits, in the development of basin plans from the perspective
of fulfilling municipal stormwater planning and control

EPA Region 10 and DOE are working together to requirements. North Carolina cities will benefit from this
resolve these issues to the extent possible within the arrangement by being able to reduce or eliminate redun-
current configuration of the CWA. The elimination of all dant monitoring and modeling.
institutional barriers between EPA regional offices and
states may require some amendment of the CWA as Significant improvements have been made in assessing
part of its reauthorization, water quality issues. The development of a framework

for basin planning included integration of analysis time
Washington is continuing to resolve internal implemen- requirements with monitoring schedules, thus monitor-
tation barders by establishing a cross-program work group ing now more directly supports water quality modeling.
to address issues that were identified at the develop- By shifting to a basin focus, modeling is performed for
ment workshop. DOE also considers the basinwide a greater length of stream segments in the state. This
water quality management framework document that is expansion allows consideration of more innovative so-
developed through this current consensus process the lutions to water resources management issues, such as
first phase of DOE’s transition to basin resource man- pollutant trading, and enhances the state’s ability to
agement, prepare "I’MDLs.
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Administration in the sta~e over the next 5 years and will be updated at

North Carolina’s basin approach was designed to avoid 5-year intervals.

agency reorganization. The approach has led to North Carolina’s basinwide planning process has as
changes in roles and- responsibilities for staff and primary goals "to identify and restore full use of pres-
branches within NCDEM. Staff resources have been ently impaired waters, to identify and protect highly val-
shifted to place a greater emphasis on data acquisition ued resource waters, and to manage problem pollutants
and assessment. Information flow and coordination of throughout the basin so as to maintain full use of unim-
activities between branches has significantly increased, paired waters while accommodating population in-
A basin coordinator position was created to ensure the creases and economic growth" (12). NCDEM identified
timely flow of information throughout the preparation of near- and long-term objectives for its basinwide plan-
basin plans. In addition to improved communication and ning process that apply to the preparation of basin plans
coordination within the NCDEM, there is increased co- (illustrated conceptually in figure 2). Near-term objec-
operation with other local, state, and federal agencies, tives are defined as those fully or partially achievable

during the initial 5-year planning cycle. They include
Potential Benefits to the Regulated Community implementing management strategies to significantly re-

duce point and nonpoint source pollution and makingBasin planning has not been in place long enough to
measurable improvements toward addressing major is-have provided directly measurable benefits to the regu-

lated community. However, the Water Quality Section sues identified in each of the basin plans. Longer-term
identifies several anticipated benefits. Consolidation of objectives include refining the recommended basinwide
dischargers into consortia along stream reaches will management strategies during subsequent planning cy-
provide an economy of scale with respect to permit cles based on the results of monitoring and implemen-

tation activities from the initial round of planning (12).monitoring requirements. Dischargers in management
units are expected to be able to combine permit moni- The Neuse River basinwide plan is a comprehensive
toting activities and cooperate in the preparation of as- document that can serve as a model for other states
sessments. NCDEM also expects permits to be more considering basin planning. An outline of the contents of
stable because of the expanded spatial and temporal the document is provided in Table 2.
scope of assessments performed during the basin plan-
ning cycle. Basin planning allows more comprehensive Practical Lessons From Frameworkassessment of existing and proposed pollution sources, Developmentand is more effective in accounting for future impacts.
Thus, permit conditions would need to be updated less As noted earlier, several states are in the process of
frequently, potentially reducing costs to both NCDEM developing a whole basin planning framework, or have
and permittees. Increased accuracy in the assessment completed the framework and implemented basin plan-
of a basin’s assimilative capacity will allow better iden- ning. Several aspects of the framework development
tification of the level and types of controls necessary to process in these states stand out as practical sugges-
achieve and maintain desired aquatic resources quality, tions for other state, federal, and local agencies that
Basin planning will help lead to the selection of an may be considering basin planning:
optimal set of pollution control methods, potentially re- ¯ Clearly define the specific objectives to be achieved:ducing costs. This will determine the scope of the programs to be

Neuse River Basinwide Plan involved. The objectives are a positive statement of
the issues to be addressed and resolved through the

North Carolina has implemented basinwide planning basin approach. This step eliminates uncertainty re-
beginning with the Neuse River basin (Figure 4). Basin- garding the focus of the consensus process. Basin
wide plans will be prepared for the remaining 16 basins planning entails a considerable shift in thinking and

practice regarding the manner in which resources will
be managed. It moves agencies (and other stake-
holders) from programmatic-based management to
resource-based management. This shift does not
necessarily require agency reorganization, but it does
require emphasis on and sustained commitment to
extensive communication and information sharing
across programmatic lines.

= Encourage Stakeholder involvement at agency staff
level: The basin approach allows redefinition of func-

Figure 4. North Carolina basins (Neu~e River highlightsd), tional relationships without formal reorganization.
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Table 2. Neuse River Basinwide Plan                        eagerly embraced the approach in those states

where staff participation was encouraged.
Introduction Purpose of the Neuse Basin

Management Plan ¯ Allow time for adequate, thorough discussion of ideas
Guide to Use of Document and iterations during the deve/oprnent of the process
Introduction to the Basinwide framewor/¢.. Development of a basin planning process
Management Approach is complex and, as noted above, requires a shift in
Basinwide Responsibilities Within
NCDEM Water Quality Section agency thinking and practice. Although no hard-and-

fast guidance can be given on the specific lengths of
General Basin Description     Physical and Geographic Features      time that are needed for each of the phases of the

Land Use, Population, and framework development process, experience in threeGrowth Trends
Major Surface Water Uses and states suggests that a minimum of 12 to 18 months
Classifications should be allowed. By allowing adequate time for

Sources and Causes of Introduction agency staff to thoroughly explore potential require-
Water Pollution in the Defining Causes of Poltution merits of basin planning and issues identified during
Neuse Basin Point Sources of Pollution the preparation of a planning framework, a much

Nonpoint Sources of Pollution stronger process will result.

Water Quality Status in the Sources and Types of Water ¯ Build in flexibility to the development process as wellNeuse Basin Quality and Biological Data as the whole basin planning process itself: The threeNarrative Water Quality Subbasin
Summaries states discussed in this paper have all employed a
Neuse River Malnstem consensus-building, workshop-based process to de-
Methods for Determining Water velop planning frameworks. On occasion, workshops
Quality"Use Support" Ratings have been rescheduled at the last minute when it

~xisting Point and Nonpoint Introduction became clear that adequate numbers of participants
Source Control Programs Integrating Point and Nonpoint would not be available because of scheduling con-

Source Pollution Control flicts. Also, workshop agendas underwent substantialStrategies modification at the session when it became clear that
Point Source Pollution Control participants needed more in-depth discussion of ba-Through North Carolina’s NPDES
Permitting Program sin planning concepts or particular issues they had
Nonpoint Source Control identified. These conditions should not be viewed in
Programs a negative light--they are almost certain to occur in

Basinwide Goals, Major Major Water Quality Concerns a consensus process, and the ability to respond with
Water Quality Concerns and Priority Issues flexibility is essential to maintaining the momentum
and Recommended Recommended Management generated earlier in the process.Management Strategies Strategies for Oxygen Demanding
for the Neuse Basin Wastes ¯ Define issues to address in order to translate objectives

Management Strategies for
Nutrients for basin planning into specific tasks: Identification of
Toxics . certain core issues is essential for translating state-

Basinwide Plan Summary Overview of Neuse Basinwide specific basin planning objectives to specific tasks
and Future Initiatives Goals and Objectives that will be accomplished in the development of basin

Neuse NPDES Permitting and plans. Some issues that have been commonly iden-
TMDL Strategies tiffed across several states thus far include cross-pro-
Nonpoint Source Control gram coordination, roles and responsibilities in the
Strategies and Priorities existing resource management scheme versus modi-
Future Modeling Priorities fications necessary to implement basin planning, pol-
Future Monitoring Priorities icy and regulatory implications at the state and federal
Future Programmatic Initiatives level; and human and capital resources needs.

As noted above, basin planning emphasizes cross-
The more broadly based the transition effort, the less program communication and coordination. Institutional
confusion in the implementation of the approach. The and regulatory constraints, which vary from state to

basin approach also "flattens" organizations by shift- state, may lead to some disruption of existing pro-

ing more decision-making responsibility to basin grams during the transition period. Such disruptions
can be minimized by carefully considering the steps

teams. Therefore, staff involvement is critical to de- needed to move from programmatic to resource-
velopment of the basin approach. Staff made many based management during the framework develop-
valuable contrilsutions to the process and more ment process.
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Application of Urban Targeting and Prioritization Methodology to Butterfield
Creek, Cook and Will Counties, Illinois

Dennis Dreher and Thomas Price
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission,

Chicago, Illinois

Abstract This methodology considers watershed land use, con-
This paper describes the applicability of a methodology, tributing nonpoint sources, and stream use attainment
developed by a consultant for the U.S. Environmental to identify priority areas for BMPs. The primary focus of
Protection Agency, to select, target, and prioritize best the methodology, as developed, is to reduce problematic
management practices (BMPs) in an urban watershed, pollutant loads via appropriate BMPs. The methodology

does not, however, address other constraints to streamThe methodology was demonstrated in the Butterfield
use attainment, such as hydrologic destabilization andCreek watershed in South Cook County, Illinois. This
loss of physical habitat.watershed was selected because there are no major

point sources of discharge to the creek, thus the impacts Butterfield Creek was selected for this demonstration for
due to nonpoint sources alone could be addressed, several reasons. First, watershed impacts are primarily
The methodology considered watershed land use, con- due to nonpoint sources; there are no major point
tributing nonpoint sources, and stream use attainment sources of discharge to the creek. Second, a preliminary
to identify priority areas for BMPs and then to prioritize nonpoint source management plan was being devel-
those areas. The primary focus of the methodology, as oped under a Section 319 grant, and this methodology
originally developed, was to reduce problematic pollut- could be used to assist in development of that plan. As
ant loads via appropriate BMPs. One shortcoming of the a result, this paper presents analyses and results from both
procedure was that it was limited to pollutant loads and, the preliminary nonpoint source plan (2) and the target-
therefore, was not readily able to address other factors, ing methodology application (3). These two projects
such as the physical habitat impairments that affect were originally documented separately, as referenced.
many urban streams. Several enhancements were Assessment ofButterfield Creek problems has benefitted
added to the methodology to address this situation. Also, from the presence of a group known as the Butterfieldthe watershed configuration made interpretation of the Creek Steering Committee. The committee includes repre-
prioritization results less straightforward, sentatives from seven local governments in the watershed,
The targeting methodology was enhanced in this applio and its mission is to address comprehensive stormwater
cation by presenting stormwater runoff rate as an addi- management issues. While the primary focus of the com-
tional targeted factor. Similarly, BMP selection and mittee has been the reduction of existing flooding prob-
quantification were enhanced by representing the con- lems, it also has identified the protection and improvement
trol of stormwater runoff rate by detention retrofitting, of water quality as major objectives. While committee

members are concerned about water quality, they are
Introduction also concerned about the potential expense of retrofit-

ting urban BMPs in already developed areas. Therefore,
Purpose a goal is to target BMPs to priority areas, where their

effectiveness is maximized.
The purpose of this paper is to report on a demonstra-
tion of a methodology developed by Woodward-Clyde BackgroundConsultants for the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to select, target, and prioritize best man- Butterfield Creek drains a 26-square-mile watershed
agement practices (BMPs) in an urban watershed (1)o in Cook and Will Counties in northeastern, suburban
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Illinois. Its land use is largely residential and commercial the undeveloped land lies in upstream parts of the wa-
in downstream areas. Much of the upstream watershed tershed, particularly the west branch.
is presently undeveloped, although urbanization is an-
ticipated. Existing water quality and stream use data Stream Conditions
indicate degraded conditions. There are no major per-
mitted point source discharges to the stream, leading to Stream conditions were assessed based on review of
the conclusion that nonpoint source impacts are the existing aquatic life, water quality, and sediment quality

likely causative factors for the observed conditions, data as described in the preliminary nonpoint source
plan (2). Physical habitat data were collected during

Targeting and Prioritization Procedure development of the preliminary nonpoint source man-
agement plan.

The elements of the targeting and prioritization proce-
dure are as follows: Aquatic Life, Water Quality, and Sediment Quality
¯ Characterization of the watershed, including: The existing data indicated degraded fish community

- Subwatershed identification conditions throughout the watershed. As is typical with
- Land-use identification many urban streams, species diversity and number are

quite low relative to less urbanized streams in Illinois.- Nonpoint source impacts Water quality conditions were also generally degraded,
¯ Incorporation of additional relevant factors, based on particularly in the more urban reaches. Sediment quality

watershed conditions, into the documented targeting data paralleled the water quality data, with more ele-
procedure, vated levels recorded in urban reaches.

¯ Calculation of pollutant loads and completion of tar- Physical Habitatgeting table.
Physical habitat conditions in Butterfield Creek were¯ Prioritization of drainage areas for nonpoint control, assessed during field visits to the creek. Data were

Characterization of autterfield Creek collected on stream condition reporting forms created
for the nonpoint source management planning effort.
Conditions such as degree of channelization, streamSubwatershed Identification and riparian vegetation, substrate material, erosion

Butterfield Creek is composed of three primary sub- and sedimentation, and observations of benthics and
watersheds; the mainstem, the east branch, and the macroinvertebrates and fish species were recorded.
west branch. The two branches are parallel systems that The site visits indicated highly variable conditions. The
are tributary to the mainstem. Approximately 25 percent west and east branches tended to be highly chart-
of the watershed drains to the east branch, and approxi- nelized as a result of agricultural and urban drainage
mately 36 percent of the watershed drains to the west activities. Mainstem reaches tended to be less altered
branch. The remaining 39 percent of the watershed but appeared to suffer from the effects of flow desta-
drains directly to the mainstem, which is entirely down- bilization due to urban stormwater runoff. Channel
stream of the two branches, erosion and widening was prevalent in many down-

stream reaches.
Land-Use Identification

Assessment of Nonpoint Source ImpactsLand use in the Butterfield Creek watershed was inter-
preted from 1990 aerial photographs (1 in. equals 400 Considering all available information from Butterfield
ft). This information was then digitized and entered into Creek and comparing its characteristics to other streams
an ARC/INFO geographic information system. Sub- in Illinois, the following conclusions were made regard-
watershed boundaries also were entered into the sys- ing nonpoint source impairment in Butterfield Creek.
tern, and land-use totals were cumulated for both the
total watershed and the three distinct subwatersheds Stream Uses
(west branch, east branch, and mainstem). This infor-
mation is presented in Table 1. Many potential stream uses identified by the Illinois

Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) are inherently
About 55 percent of the watershed has been developed constrained by the size and flow of Butterfield Creek.
into the following urban land-use categories: industrial, Uses that Butterfield Creek can be expected to support
commercial/institutional, residential, highway/arterial and that were evaluated are fish and aquatic wildlife
roadway, railroad, and urban park and golf course. The (including warm water fishery), body contact recreation,
remainder, including woodland/wetland areas, agricultural and noncontact recreation. IEPA assessments indicate
land, and vacant land, remains undeveloped. Most of that present stream uses are moderately impaired.
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Table I, Watershed Land Use (square miles)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Percent ofLand Use Category West Branch East Branch Mainstem Square Miles Total

Industrial 0.037 0.079 0.022 0.14 0.54
Commercial/Institutional 0.196 1.027 0.669 1.89 7.38
Low-density residential 1.342 1.369 4.035 6.75 26.33
High-density residential 0.230 0.188 1.655 2.07 8.09
Vacant 0.980 1.236" 0.657 2.87 11.22
Open land/urban park 0.171 0.152 1.552 1.87 7.32
Highway/arterial road 0.541 0265 0.296- 1.10 4.30
Agriculture 3.954 1.816 0.233 6.00 23.43
Woodland/wetland 1.828 0274 0.568 2.67 10.43
Railroad 0.019 0.082 0.143 0.24 0.95
Watershed total 9,30 6,49 9.83 25.62 100.00
Watershed rank value 3.63 2.53 3.84 10.00

While Butterfield Creek is not presently used to a great lization, channel erosion, bacterial contamination, nutri-
degree for water-based recreation, it is a potentially ent enrichment, and noxious aquatic plants/algae.
valuable unit of the downstream Thorn Creek and Little
Calumet River systems. Also, Butterfield Creek is a Other suspected causes of use impairment include
valuable indicator of the nonpoint source effects of ur- heavy metals, pesticides, oil and grease, unknown tox-
banization on receiving stream quality in northeastern icity, organic enrichment, and suspended solids. Again,
Illinois. Improvement of uses in the larger streams will relying on the existing database, determining the degree
require the successful restoration of streams such as to which these latter causes adversely affect stream use
Butterfield Creek. attainment is difficult.

Stream Use Impacts Contributing Nonpoint Sources
Based on existing data, the most readily identified im-
pacts to uses in Butterfield Creek are related to de- The most prevalent nonpointsource responsible for use
graded physical conditions. These conditions include impairment in Butterfield Creek is urban runoff, which
degraded physical habitat, as evidenced by artificially causes both physical and chemical degradation of the
modified or eroded channels, and impaired aesthetics, creek. Other significant nonpoint sources include stream-
due in part to debris and trash. Low dissolved oxygen bank modifications, channelization, and removal of ri-
also appears to be a limiting constraint to improved parian vegetation.
aquatic life uses, particularly in the east branch and
several reaches of the mainstem. Several other sources have been identified as contrib-

~ng to stream use impairment, although their relative
Several other water quality factors, including toxicity to effects are much less certain. These include onsite waste-
aquatic life, turbidity, and siltation, were identified as water systems, illicit sewerconnections, golf course runoff,
contributing constraints to improved stream uses. Based draining/filling of wetlands, construction site runoff, debds
on existing data from Butterfield Creek and other urban jams/beaver dams, carp/nuisance fish, and nonirrigated
streams, however, whether these water quality factors crop production.
by themselves limit the potential stream uses in much
of Butterfield Creek is unclear. Finally, potential point-source-related impacts were noted

but could not be quantified. These included the treated
Causes of Stream Use Impacts wet-weather discharge from the former Homewood waste-

water treatment plant, wastewater discharges from
The primary causes of stream use impacts in Butterfield Ely’s Mobile Home Park and Idlewild Country Club, and
Creek include physical habitat alterations, flow destabi- sanitary sewer overflows.
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Application of Urban Targeting and its larger channel dimensions allow greater potential
Methodology for full stream use.

Overview of Procedure Computation of Pollutant Loadings

Objectives of Butterfield Creek Application The methodology report describes a procedure for esti-
mating pollutant Ioadings by land-use category. The

This section describes the application of the targeting procedure involves the assignment of runoff coefficients
methodology to Butterfield Creek. The major purpose of and pollutant concentrations to watershed land uses.
this effort is to assess the applicability of the methodol-
ogy for nonpoint source watershed planning in north-

Runoff Coefficientseastern Illinois streams.
The first step is to assign a dimensionless runoff

Comparison of Butterfield Creek Application to coefficient to each land use. The runoff coefficient is a
Example Watershed measure of the watershed response to rainfall events
The assessment of nonpoint source impacts has led to and is intended to be equivalent to the total storm runoff

some very important conclusions that drive the applica- divided by the total rainfall volume for runoff-producing
tion of the targeting methodology for Butterfield Creek. rain events. The runoff coefficient (Rv) is estimated from
Perhaps unlike many other urban watersheds, the non- the percent imperviousness of individual land uses by

point source assessment of Butterfield Creek did not the following equation (4):

identify pollutants delivered by urban runoff (e.g., heavy
Rv = 0.05 + (0.009 * percent impervious). (Eq.1)metals, toxic organics) as the primary cause of use

impairment. Instead, physical disturbances, including
. stream channelization and flow destabilization, appear While this methodology is quite simplistic with respect

to be among the most significant causes of impairment, to true watershed hydrologic response, it is an appropri-
(Considering both physical and chemical effects, urban ate way to represent the relative runoff responses of
runoff is the most important nonpoint source requiring different land uses to pollutant-generating rainfall/runoff
remediation in the mainstem of the creek.) This conclu- events. As such, it represents only the short-term sur-
sion causes the BMP selection procedure to emphasize face component of runoff and is not intended to repre-
measures that control runoff rate as well as runoff qual- sent the complete storm hydrograph.
ity. Because there is not a wide range of potential BMPs
addressing this problem, BMP selection becomes more Pollutant Concentrations
straightforward. As a result, this paper places more em-
phasis on the targeting aspect of the methodology. The methodology report also includes suggested pollut-

ant concentrations for different land uses. These con-
Another difference between Butterfield Creek and the centrations can be used in conjunction with the runoff
example watershed presented in the methodology re- coefficients to estimate differences in expected pollutant
port is that stream use attainment in Butterfield Creek loads for different land uses. The methodology report
does not vary dramatically among subwatersheds. All makes it clear, however, that these concentrations arethree subwatersheds of Butterfield Creek are signifi- not intended to be used in the estimation of actual
cantly impaired, although the causes of impairment vary pollutant loads for the area. Also, the methodology re-
substantially among the subwatersheds, port provides concentrations for just six land-use types.
Still another difference between Butterfield Creek and the Four additional land uses were used to represent But-
example watershed is the orientation of the subwater- terfield Creek, and pollutant concentrations for these
sheds. In the example, there were three parallel stream were derived from both local sources (5) and the meth-
segments. In Butterfield Creek, there are two parallel odology report.
stream segments that are tributary to the third. Therefore, Table 2 summarizes the runoff coefficient and pollutant
BMPs implemented in the two upstream watersheds concentration assumptions for the Butterfield Creek land
affect both the local watershed and the downstream uses. These estimates are used to reflect relative differ-watershed. Similarly, adequately addressing problems ences in runoff rates and pollutant loads and are not
in the downstream subwatershed without applying some intended to estimate actual loads.
BMPs in upstream areas may be impossible.

Further, the three watersheds differ significantly in the Pollutant Loadings
levels of potential use attainability. Both the west and
east branches are headwater streams with low dry- Pollutant loads from runoff and concentration are corn-
weather flows. Mainstem flows are more substantial, puted as follows:
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Table 2. Runoff Coefficients and Pollutant Concentrations by Land Use

Pollutant Concentrations (mg/L.)

Runoff
Land-Use Category Coefficient TSS O&G TP Copper

Industrial 0.60 120 20 0,20 0.05
Commercial/institutional 0,80 80 20 0.20 0.05
Low density residential 0.20 100 5 0.60 0.03
High density residential 0.40 90 10 0.40 0,04
Vacant 0.10 60 0 0.20 0.01
O~en land/urban park 0.10 50 0 0.60 0,01
Highway/arterial road 0.60 80 15 0.20 0,05
Agriculture 0.10 150 0 0.80 0.01
Woodland/wetland 0.05 50 0 0.20 0.01
Railroad 0.20 80 15 0.20 0.05

Mass load (pounds) = grease (O&G), total phosphorus (TP), and copper, and
Rv * area (acres) ¯ concentration (mg/L) * 0.227. Table 7 summarizes storm runoff.

(Eq. 2)
Total Suspended Solids. Evaluation of Table 3 indi-

This computation provides an estimate of the relative cates that TSS loads vary by subwatershed, but not to
pollutant load per inch of runoff-producing rain. a great degree. There is, however, a great deal of vari-

ability in Ioadings between land-use categories. This
Runoff Rates variability is based on differences in runoff coefficients

and pollutant concentrations (summarized in Table 2).
As previously indicated in the summary of nonpoint
source impacts to the watershed, pollutant Icadings in Figure 1 presents TSS Ioadings in a different fashion.
stormwater runoff do not appear to be the limiting cause This map visually represents loading intensity. It sug-
of stream use attainment. The quantity or rate of runoff gests, for example, that TSS loads could be reduced
from urban land uses, however, does appear to be a significantly by targeting just those areas of the water-
limiting constraint to improved stream uses, especially shed that contribute at high rates (e.g., greater than
for aquatic life. In particular, the expansion of impervious 4,000 Ib/mi2). The nonpoint source assessment of But-
surfaces increases the rate and volume of runoff for terfield Creek identified TSS as a contributing cause of
storm events and reduces stream base flow. This altered use impairment, particularly for aquatic life and recrea-
hydrology destabilizes the receiving stream channel and tional uses. While TSS does not appear to be as impor-
adversely affects habitat. Another cause of physical tant as some other identified causes of use impairment
habitat impairment is channel modification (e.g., chan- (such as flow destabilization, physical habitat alteration,
nelization, armoring), and channel erosion), it still should be addressed in the

final watershed management plan. The targeting infor-Although runoff rate was not used as a targeting factor mation presented in this section will be useful in deter-
during development of the methodology, it can be incor- mining a comprehensive control strategy.
porated readily. The runoff coefficient provides a similar
indicator of runoff "load" as the product of runoff coeffi- Oil and Grease. O&G Ioadings as presented in Table 4
cient and concentration provides for pollutant load. vary dramatically by both subwatershed and land use.

The reason for this greater variability is the fact that oil
Comparison of Relative Loads: Targeting and grease is assumed to originate completely from

developed urban areas. Therefore, there is a relatively
Watershed Pollutant Loads small loading in the mostly nonurbanized west branch

subwatershed.
Using the methodology described in the previous sec-
tion, pollutant and runoff loads were estimated by land- As with TSS, if O&G control was a high priority for
use category for each subwatershed and the overall stream use remediation, it would be relatively easy to
watershed. Tables 3 through 6 summarize pollutant identify areas for BMP targeting by using a map similar
Ioadings for total suspended solids (TSS), oil and to Figure 1 for O&G. As indicated in the nonpoint source
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Table 3. Total Suspended Solids Loading (pounds per inch of rain)

Subwaterahed Total Watershed

Pounds/Land-Use Category West Branch East Branch Mainstem Pounds Sq. Mile

I ndustriaJ 389.0 827.1 233.8 1,450 10,357
Commercia~institu~onaJ 1,817.5 9,533.2 6,207.7 17,558 9,290
Low-density residential 3,892.9 3,970.6 11,700.0 19,564 2,898
High-density residential 1,200.3 983.5 8,641.3 10,825 5,229
Vacant 852.5 1,075.7 572.2 2,500 871
Open land/urban park 124.1 110.0 !, 125.6 1,360 727
Highway/arterial road 3,765.5 1,846.2 2,061.7 7,673 6,976
Agriculture 8,601.9 3,951.9 505.8 13,060 2,177
Woodland/wetland 663.0 99.4 206.1 968 363
Railroad 44.1 189.3 332.4 566 2,357
Watershed total 2,1351 22,587 31,587 75,524 2,946
Watershed rank value 2.8 3.0 4,?. 10.0

Table 4. Oil and Grease Loading (pounds per inch of rain)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Pounds/
Land-Use Category West Branch Eaat Branch Mainstem Pounds Sq. Mile

Industrial 64.9 138.1 39.0 242 1,739
Commercial/institutional 455.1 2,387.1 1,554.4 4,397 2,319
Low-density residential 195.0 198.8 586.3 980 145
High-density residential 133.6 109.4 961.7 1,205 580
Vacant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
Open land/urban park 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
Highway/arterial road 707.2 346.7 387.2 1,441 1,304
Agriculture 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
Woodland/wetland 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
Railroad 8.3 35.5 62.4 106 435
Watershed total 1,564 3,216 3,591 8,371 327
Watershed rank value 1.9 3.8 4.3 10.0

assessment, O&G is identified as a potential, but not come exclusively from intensely developed urban land
major, contributor to use impairment, uses. Figure 2 makes clear that effective reduction of

total copper Ioadings could be achieved by targeting a
Total Phosphorus. Total phosphorus Ioadings as pre- relatively small fraction of the total watershed for BMPs.
sented in Table 5 vary the least among the land-use
categories. This is explained by the fact that relatively
high concentrations are assumed for low-density resi- Available data, however, suggest that copper is not a
dential and agricultural land uses, and these concentra- major cause of stream use impairment in Butterfield
tions counterbalance the relatively low runoff Creek. While violations of the copper water quality
coefficients for these uses. standard occur with some frequency, acute toxicity to

fish due to copper concentrations in stormwater does
Copper. The last pollutant to be presented is copper, not appear to be problematic. Nonetheless, copper may
Copper Ioadings are presented in Table 6 and Figure 2. be used as an effective surrogate for other urban runoff
Relative differences in copper Ioadings are similar to toxicants, particularly other heavy metals, which are
those observed for O&G in that the heaviest Ioadings believed to play a role in limiting aquatic life in the creek.
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Figure 1. TSS loading per inch of rain, Butterfleld Creek.

Table 5. Total Phosphorus Loading (pounds per inch of rain)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Pounds/Land-Use Category West Branch East Branch Mainstem Pounds Sq. Mile

Industrial 0.648 1.379 0.390 2.4 17.4
Commercial/institutional 4.544 23.833 15.519 43.9 23.2
Low-density residential 23.358 23.824 70.238 117.4 17.4
High-density residential 5.335 4,371 38.406 48.1 23.2
Vacant 2.842 3.586 1.907 8.3 2.9
Open land/urban park 1.489 1,320 13.507 16.3 8.7
Highway/arterial road 9.414 4,615 5.154 19.2 17.4
Agriculture 45.877 21.077 2.698 69.7 11.6
Woodlandiwetiand 2.652 0.397 0.824 3.9 1.5
Railroad 0.110 0.473 0.831 1.4 5.8
Watershed total 96.3 84.9 149.5 330.6 12.9
Watershed rank value 2.9 2.6 4.5 10.0
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Figure 2. Copper loading per inch of rain, Butterfleld Creek.

Table 6. Copper Loading (pounds per inch of rain)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Pounds/
Land-Use Category West Branch East Branch Mainstem Pounds Sq. Mile

Industrial O. 16 0.35 O. 10 0.6 4.3

Commercial/institutional 1.14. 5.97 3.89 11.0 5.8

Low-density residential 1.17 1.19 3.52 5.9 0.9

High-density residential 0.53 0.44 3.85 4.8 2.3

Vacant 0.14 0.18 0.10 0.4 0.1

Open land/urban park 0.03 0.02 0.23 0.3 0.1

Highway/arterial road 2.36 1.16 1.29 4.8 4.3

Agriculture 0.57 0.26 0.03 0.9 0.1

Woodland/wetland 0.13 0.02 0.04 0.2 0.1

Railroad 0.03 0.12 0.21 0.4 1.4

Watershed total 6.3 9.’7 13.2 29.2 1.1

Watershed rank value 2.1 3.3 4.5 10.0
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Storm Runoff. Although runoff is not a pollutant, it has mary constraint to using infiltration practices is the rela-
been shown to be nearly as important as pollutant load- tively impervious soils of the region.
ing for causing degradation of stream uses. Storm runoff
"loadings" in units of acre-.inch/inch of rain are presented Most existing detention facilities in the watershed were
in Table 7 and Figure 3. Relative differences in storm built without consideration of pollutant removal functions
runoff Ioadings are similar to those observed for O&G or rate control of more routine events. Investigation of
and copper, and high rates of runoff are from intensely typical facilities, however, suggests that most could be
developed urban land uses. Table 7 suggests that, as readily retrofitted by installing new outlet controls and
with the urban pollutants, targeting a relatively small performing minor regrading to achieve substantial water
area could reduce the overall loading by a substantial quality and rate control benefits. Similarly, there are
proportion. Figure 3 indicates that the same areas con- open areas (e.g., school yards, parks, vacant land) in
tributing high copper loads are contributing high storm the watershed where detention could be constructed
runoff rates, adjacent to existing uncontrolled developments.

Detention retrofitting has the benefit of controlling both
Evaluation of BMP Alternatives for Butterfield water quality and runoff rate to address stream use
Creek impairments as well as flood control benefits, which are

often perceived as greater needs. Thus, detentionThe methodology report describes several BMP types, retrofitting has the greatest potential for reducing con-
including detention, retention, vegetative controls, and straints to stream uses as well as the greatest imple-
source controls. Each of these were discussed briefly in mentability. Targeting of detention retrofitting is
the Butterfield Creek targeting report (3), and that dis- discussed in the following section.
cussion will not be repeated here. The important conclu-
sions from that discussion follow. Reduction of Pollutant and Storm Runoff Loads
"l’he feasibility of implementing certain BMPs differs dra- via Detention Retrofitting
matically between remedial applications (i.e., existing To demonstrate how targeting of BMPs can remediate
development) and preventative applications (i.e., new high pollutant Ioadings in. Butterfield Creek, it was as-
development or redevelopment). Most of the municipali- sumed that detention basin retrofitting would be appliedties in the Butterfield Creek watershed have recently to land uses contributing high copper loads. These in-adopted comprehensive stormwater management ordi- cluded industrial, commercial/institutional, and high-nances that require implementation of effective deten- density residential uses, representing 16 percent of the
tion designs for development activities and require total watershed area. For purposes of this evaluation, it
site-by-site evaluation of other BMPs, such as infiltration is assumed that under existing conditions there is no
trenches, filter strips, and vegetated buffers. The ordi- effective detention-based control of copper runoff fromnance discussed here was developed by the Butterfield these land uses. This is generally true in that much ofCreek Steering Committee. the historical development in the watershed occurred
The limiting cause of stream use impairment in Butter- without detention requirements. Further, most detention
field Creek is hydrologic destabilization and streambank facilities built subsequent to the promulgation of ordi-
modification/channelization. After addressing these nance requirements did not include pollutant removal
problems, however, full uses still may not be supported features. Another significant contributor of copper loads,
without addressing contributing water quality factors, highways/arterial roads, was not considered for this
Thus, BMPs for Butterfield Creek must control both BMP because of the general unavailability of land within
runoff rates or volumes and pollutant Ioadings. right-of-ways to implement detention.

Stormwater detention is a widely accepted practice in Targeting is also demonstrated for remediating high
the watershed, and recent experience indicates that the storm-runoff rates. Because the same land uses that
stringent designs that accommodate pollutant removal contribute high copper Ioadings also contribute the high-

est runoff rates, the same 16 percent of the area will befunctions are implementable. The generally accepted
targeted for runoff rate control. As with copper, it isdetention design for new development among water-
assumed that under existing conditions there is no ef-shed communities calls for limiting the runoff rate for the
fective control of the 2-year and smaller storm events2-year storm to 0.04 ft3/sec/acre. This should provide
most affected by urbanization.effective pollutant removal as well as control of rates for

most storm events. Virtually the only other management Effective detention retrofitting designs, based on fully
practice capable of controlling runoff volumes (and detaining runoff from the 2-year storm (as now required
rates) is infiltration (retention devices). This practice, by most Butterfield Creek communities), was assumed
however, has not been widely applied in the watershed to remove 60 percent of the copper load. Table 8 and
or throughout the northeastern Illinois region. The pri- Figure 4 show the effects of this action. By controlling
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Figure 3. Storm runoff per inch of rain, Butterfleld Creek.

Table 7. Storm Runoff (inch-acres per inch of rain)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Land-Use Category West Branch East Branch Mainstem Inch-Acres Inches

Industrial 14.3 30.4 8.6 53 0.60

Commerciai/~nstitutional 100.2 525.8 342.4 968 0.80

Low-density residential 171.8 175.2 516.5 863 020

High-density residential 58.8 48.2 423.7 531 0.40

Vacant 62.7 79.1 42.1 184 0.10

Open land/urban park 10.9 9.7 99.3 120 0.10

Highway/arterial road 207.7 101.8 113.7 423 0.60

Agriculture 253.0 116.2 14.9 384 0.10

Woodland/wetland 58.5 8.8 18.2 85 0.05

Railroad 2.4 10.4 18.3 31 0.20

Watershed total 940 1,106 1,598 3,644 02.2

Watershed rank value 2.6 3.0 4.4 10.0
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just 16 percent of the watershed via detention retrofit- loads, and implementability of controls) to rank sub-ting, the tota~ watershed copper load is reduced from watersheds. The relative importance of these factors is29.2 Ib/in. of rain to 19.3 Ib/in. of rain, a 34-percent indicated by assigning weights. As discussed previously,reduction. This example demonstrates quite clearly the the Butterfield Creek watershed orientation is different
value of being able to target BMPs within a watershed, from the example presented in the methodology report

and, as a result, may not be as appropriate for this typeIt is assumed that effective detention retrofitting, which
of prioritization as the example. Nonetheless, the sug-includes control of runoff from the 2-year storm to 0.04

ft3/sec/acre, can limit the storm runoff rates (not vol- gested prioritization methodology is illustrated in the
umes) for high-intensity land uses to the runoff rate from following example.
nonurbanized land. Table 9 and Figure 5 illustrate the

Assignment of Prioritization Factorseffects of this control being applied to industrial, com-
mercial/institutional, and high-density residential land The methodology report recommends the assignment of
uses. Comparing Table 7 to Table 9 indicates that the factors based on relative rankings. For purposes of this
short-term, storm runoff rate is reduced by 35 percent evaluation, the ranking scale ranges from 0 to 10.
for the entire watershed, from 0.22 in. per in. of rain to
0.14 in. per in. of rain. The reduction in storm runoff rate Water Body Importance/Stream Size
is even more dramatic for the mainstem (39 percent). In

Stream size factors are assigned in proportion to theother words, if detention retrofitting can be implemented
total drainage area providing flow to the stream. Subwa-for just 16 percent of the creek watershed, short-term

storm runoff can be reduced dramatically, thereby re- tershed drainage area rank values were previously com-
ducing downstream bank erosion and habitat destabili- puted and are presented in Table 1.
zation effects. While detention retrofitting will have
relatively little effect on total runoff volumes, it will damp- Beneficial Use Type
en stormwater runoff peaks substantially and also pro- Use-type ranks are based on the nature of potential use
duce significant pollutant removal benefits, of the stream reach. The mainstem is assigned a rela-

tively high rank because of the presence of riparian
Application of Watershed Prioritization public open space and because its size and physical
Analysis characteristics offer the most potential for aquatic life

and recreational uses. The west and east branches areThe methodology report briefly describes a procedure assigned relatively lower ranks because of their more
for prioritizing subwatersheds for BMP targeting. This limited potential and because of the perception, particu-
procedure relies on a number of factors (including water lady for sections of the east branch, that the stream’s
body importance; type, status, and level of use; pollutant primary function is drainage.

Table 8. Copper Loadinga With Detention Basin Retrofitting for Industrial, Commercial/Institutional, and High-Density Residential
Areas (pounds per inch of rain)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Pounds/Sq.Land-Use Category West Branch East Branch Mainstem Pounds Mile

Indus~al 0.07 0.14 0.04 0.2 1.7
Commercial/institutional 0.45 2.38 1.55 4.4 2.3
Low-density residential 1.17 1.19 3.51 5,9 0.9
High-density residential 0.21 0.18 1.54 1.9 0.9
Vacant 0.14 0.18 0.10 0.4 0,1
Open land/urban park 0.03 0.02 0.23 0.3 0.1
Highway/arterial road 2.35 1.15 1.29 4.8 4.3
Agriculture 0.57 0.26 0.03 0.9 0.1
Woodland/wetland 0.13 0.02 0.04 012 0.1
Railroad 0.03 0.12 0.21 0.4 1.4
Watershed total 5.2 5.6 8.5 19.3 0.8
Watershed rank value 2.7 2.9 4.4 10.0
"60 percent loads reduction assumed for targeted areas
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Figure 4. Copper loadlng per Inch of rain, Butterfleld Creek (with detention basin retroflttlng for Industrial, cornmeroial/lnstltutlonal,
and high-density resldentlal areas).

Table 9. Storm Runoff= With Detention Basin Retrofitting for Industrial, Commerclal/Institutlonal, and Hlgh-Denslty Residential
Areas (inch-acres per inch of rain)

Subwatershed Total Watershed

Land-Use Category West Branch East Branch Malnstem Inch-Acres Inches

Industrial 2.4 5.1 1.4 9 0.10
Commerciaginstitutionai 12.5 65.7 42.8 121 0.10

Low-density residential 171.8 175.2 516,5 863 0.20

High-density residential 14.7 12.1 105.9 133 0.10

Vacant 62,7 79.1 42.1 184 0.10

Open land/urban park 10.9 9.7 99.3 120 0,10

Highway/arterial road 207.7 101.8 113.7 423 0.60

Agriculture 253.0 116.2 14.9 384 0,10

Woodland/wetland 58.5 8.8 18,2 85 0.05

Railroad 2.4 ¯ 10.4 18.3 31 0.20

Watershed total 797 584 973 2,354 0.14

Watershed rank value 3.4 2.5 4.1 10.0

aReduction of runoff coefficient to 0.1 for targeted areas
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West Branch

Mainstem

Storm Runoff
[] 0-0.10 in.
~ 0.11-0.30 in.

East Branch ~ [] 0.31-0.50 in.

~ ~ >0.50 in.

0~ 1/2 1 2
Miles

Figure 5. Storm runoff per Inch of rain, Buttarfiald Creek (with detention basin retrofitting for industrial, commercial/institutional,
and high-density residential areas).

Beneficial Use Status                            reflect this factor. Storm runoff rate factors are derived
from Table 7.The methodology report is somewhat unclear regarding

the determination of this factor. It is assumed in this
example that use status reflects the degree of restore- Implernentability of Controls
tion and protection needed to achieve desired beneficial

This factor is assumed to represent the relative degreeuses. Because each of the branches is similar in its of implementability of control measures. In this example,relative degree of aquatic life use impairment, similar the recommended control measure to reduce storm run-factors are assigned. The mainstem’s ranking is slightly
off rates is detention basin retrofitting. As was discussedlower, however, because of the greater level of stream-
previously, retrofitting of existing highway/arterial roadsside activities presently supported,
probably will not be feasible in most areas. Beyond that,
distinguishing the relative implementability of retrofittingBeneficial Use Level based on institutional or technical factors is not easy. For
this reason, ranks are assigned on the basis of water-This factor reflects the level of stream use relative to shed size and the relative degree of high-density urbanother water bodies in the target watershed. For Butter-
development. Another factor that could have been con-field Creek subwatersheds, use level considers acces- s=dered is the relative proximity of targeted land uses.sible riparian and accessible open space (e.g., parks
Large concentrations of targeted land uses could moreand golf courses) and the presence of residential land readily be addressed through more cost-effective re-use adjacent to the stream corridor. With these factors

considered, the mainstem is assigned the highest rank- gional controls.
ing, followed by the east branch and the west branch. Table 10 presents ranks for each of these factors by

subwatershed. It includes an assignment of factors for
Pollutant Loads the total watershed as well. The recommended basis for

assignment of total watershed factors is not describedThis factor represents the degree of pollutant loading or in the methodology report. In the Butterfield Creek ex-
some other cause that is impairing water body use. In ample, totals of the subwatershed ranks are used for
this example, runoff rate (rather than quality) is used to both stream size and stormwater rate. For the remaining
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Table I0. Buttert|eld Creek Pdor|tization Ana|¥sls

Beneficial Use

Stream Stormwater Abillty To Target

Watershed Size Type Status Level Rate Implement Score

Weights 25 10 10 5 25 25 100

West branch 3.63 4 7 3 2.6 8 4.81

E~st branch 2.53 3 8 4 3.0 4 3.68

Mainstern 3.84 6 6 7 4.4 4 4.61

Total watershed 10.00 5 7 5 10.0 5 7.70

Target score = weighted average of rank points = sum (rank score * weight) / sum (weights)

factors, approximate averages of the subwatershed example in the methodology report, however, the "total
watershed" receives the highest target score, implyingranks are used. priority control of the entire watershed.

Assignment of Relative Weights In evaluating the results of this prioritization to Butter-

The methodology report recognizes that some factors field Creek, the west branch apparently receives the

may be more important than others and suggests that
highest subwatershed priority primarily because it

these differences be accounted for by assigning differ-
scores quite welt in the ability-to-implement category. In

ent weights to each factor. The report also recognizes
reality, its high score in this category is due to the

that considerable subjectivity is involved in the selection
relatively little high-density urbanization within its water-

of factors and the assignment of ranks and relative shed and, therefore, its relative ease of control. The eastbranch receives the lowest targeting score because it is
weights, smallest in watershed size and because it scores poorly
Discussions with representatives from the watershed, relative to potential beneficial uses.
pdmadly the Butterfield Creek Steering Committee, were
considered in assigning relative weights for Butterfield

The interpretation of the total watershed score of 7.7,

Creek. The actual assignment, however, becomes some-
higher than each of the subwatershed scores, is some-

what challenging for several reasons. First, as indicated,
what perplexing. The procedure applied to Butteffield

evaluation of the different factors is quite subjective, and Creek, which establishes total watershed ranks as av-

quantification, even in relative terms, is difficult. Second,
erages or sums of the subwatershed ranks, always

while the listed evaluation factors are clearly important
results in the total watershed receiving the highest

to the efficient remediat~on of use constraints in Butterfield
score. This implies that problem remediation (or preven-

Creek, they are difficult to compare and weight relative
lion) always should be addressed watershedwide, de-

to each other. Third, as discussed previously, because
spite the results of subwatershed prioritization. It also

two of the stream branches flow into the third, the reme-
may suggest that the assumptions used in arriving at

diation of problems in the third branch (the mainstem) is
total watershed ranks are not appropriate and, there-

clearly not independent of remedial activities in the other
fore, the total watershed score should not be compared

branches. The example from the methodology report with the subwatershed scores.

does not directly reflect this interdependence. Overall, the results of this simple analysis are quite

Bearing in mind these qualifications, weights were
interesting. Intuitively, if limited funds are available for

assigned to the identified factors by following the proce-
remedial measures, it makes sense to spend them in

dure described in the methodology report. As seen in
subwatersheds in which stream use has the most po-

Table 10, equal weights of 25 are assigned to the four
tential for improvement and in which remedial activities
are most implementable. The results for Butterfield

factors. For the beneficial-use category, weights are as-
signed to the three subcategories so that they total 25.

Creek, in which the mainstem and west branch receive
similarly high targeting scores, are generally consistent
with this logic. Because conditions in the mainstem also

Results of Watershed Prioritization are dependent on nonpoint contributions from the east

On the basis of the assignment of weights and factors branch, however, it may not be possible to eliminate

as described above, stormwater rate controls should
critical use constraints and to fully restore mainstem

be applied first to the west branch, followed closely by stream uses without applying effective BMPs water-

the mainstem,, and then the east branch. Just as in the shedwide.
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Other Prioritization Applications tion, which emphasizes relative Ioadings among land-
Application of the prioritization in this watershed was not use types and subwatersheds, this simplicity is appro-
straightforward due to the configuration of the water- priate and appears to produce reasonable results for
shed. Based on the experience gained in this applica- Butterfield Creek. One shortcoming is that the technical
tion, however, it is apparent that there are two cases in procedure is limited to pollutant loads. Inclusion of runoff
which the prioritization methodology would be more use- rates was readily incorporated into the methodology,
f̄ul and straightforward. The first case would be in priori- however, making it more useful for urban streams such
tizing restoration efforts between separate watersheds as Butterfield Creek.
under a single management agency or funding source.
The second case would be in prioritizing efforts within a Urban Targeting
single watershed tributary to a critical resource (e.g., The urban targeting component of the methodology
recreational lake, high-quality stream segment, water worked quite well, especially when combined with map-
supply reservoir), ping, which highlighted relative pollutant contributions

by land use. Targeting also provided a fairly clear indi-Prioritizing Between Distinct Watersheds cation of the relative pollutant (and high runoff rate)
During development of a statewide or regionwide non- contributions by subwatershed.
point source control program, limited funds often must

BMP Selectionbe prioritized between distinct watersheds within the
region. This methodology provides a relatively objective Effective BMP selection must take into account the
method for assigning priorities to watersheds competing causes of stream use impairment as well as the physical
for funds. To ensure acceptance of the results of the characteristics of the watershed and the drainage sys-
prioritization and to avoid conflicts between competing tern. In the application of the recommended BMP selec-
watershed officials, involving the officials and interested tion methodology to Butterfield Creek, it was clear that
parties from all of the watersheds in the assignment of BMPs that control both pollutant loads and runoff rates
ranking and weighting factors is very important. Be- would be required. As a result, detention facility retrofit-
cause they all have participated in that process and ting became, somewhat by default, the selected BMP
agreed on the ranks and weights, it will be difficult for for evaluation. The quantification procedure recom-
them to dispute the outcome of the prioritization results, mended in the methodology report worked quite well
Therefore, a rational schedule can be developed for and was enhanced by the mapping of pollutant Ioadings.
expenditures and efforts in the various watersheds.

Prioritizing Within a Watershed Watershed Prioritization
During development of a watershed nonpoint source The application of watershed prioritization to Butterfield
management plan, a particular resource within the wa- Creek, based on assigning ranks and weights to priori-
tershed often motivates development of the plan. The tization factors among subwatersheds, was accom-
methodology could be used readily to prioritize targeted plished with some difficulty. Part of this difficulty was
land uses within that watershed. In this case, however, related to the subwatershed orientation in Butterfield
the beneficial use and probably even the stream size Creek, in which two stream segments were tributary to
factors would be meaningless because all subwater- a third. The existing methodology is not structured to
sheds would be tributary to the same resource whose address this situation. A related difficulty was the sub-
uses are being protected. The only two factors that jectivity involved in assigning relative ranks and weights
would be used would be the pollutant load (or stormwa- to unrelated prioritization factors. The methodology
ter rate) and the ability to implement, would be more useful for prioritizing between distinct

watersheds or prioritizing within a watershed all tributary
Summary and Conclusions to a single critical resource.
This report has discussed some of the strengths and Remedial Versus Preventative Applications
weaknesses of the urban targeting and prioritization meth-
odology as applied to Butterfield Creek in northeastern The Butteffield Creek application of the targeting and 8MP
Illinois. Highlights of this evaluation are discussed below, selection methodology focused on BMPs to remediate

existing stream use impairments. This methodology could
Technical Representation potentially be applied to assess preventative BMPs as

well. In this context, pollutant loads could be assessed
The methodology recommends a relatively simple meth- for a nonurbanized watershed, for a fully urbanized water-
odology for generating pollutant loads and assessing shed without BMPs, and for a fully urbanized watershed
BMP effectiveness. For purposes of this type of applica- with BMPs. For a nonurbanized watershed, however,
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some of the stream-use prioritization factors become The primary limitations of the methodology may be its
irrelevant, assuming that stream use is relatively unim- subjectivity and the fact that it attempts to represent
paired before urbanization. !n the Butterfield Creek wa- complex watershed interrelationships in a relatively sim-
tershed, several prever~tative BMPs have already been pie fashion. These shortcomings can be addressed by
chosen for newly urbanizing areas. These include soil properly qualifying assumptions and providing thorough
erosion and sediment control measures, effective storm- documentation of results, as well as by involving all of
water drainage and detention controls, and stream and the interested parties in the ranking and weighting proc-
wetland protection requirements. These preventative ess. Without the proper awareness of critical assump-
BMPs have been endorsed by most watershed commu- tions, however, the methodology is capable of producing
nities because of their multipurpose benefits (i.e., non- misleading or counterintuitive results. Another potential
point control, flood prevention, channel erosion control, shortcoming of the methodology, revealed in its applica-
and aesthetic enhancement) and implementability, tion to Butterfield Creek, is the difficulty in representing
Partly for reasons of equity, local officials have no strong interdependent (i.e., upstream-downstream) subwater-
desire to target or prioritize these BMPs to particular sheds and stream reaches.
land uses or subwatersheds.
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One of the major benefits of this approach is that the 1. Woodward-Clyde Consultants. 1989. Urban targeting and BMP

selection: An information and guidance manual for state NPS
user can document the decision-making process in a program staff engineers and managers. Oakland, CA.
systemized fashion. The methodology also forces con-
sideration of the interdependence of various technical 2. Dreher, D., T. Gray, and H. Hudson. 1992. Demonstration of an
and institutional factors in the decision-making process, urban nonpoint source planning methodology for Butterfield Creek.

Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, Chicago, IL.
In addition, the methodology enables the presentation
of complex decision-making factors in a visual format. 3. Dreher, D., and J. Clark. 1992. Application of urban targeting and
As a result, this methodology could be very useful in BMP selection methodology to Butterfieid Creek, Cook and Will

targeting BMPs in stream watersheds throughout north- Counties, Illinois. Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, Chi-

eastern Illinois. For successful application of the meth-
cago, IL.

odology, however, existing stream use impairments, 4. Schueler, T.R. 1987. Controlling urban runoff: A practical manual
causes, and nonpoint sources must be clearly under- for planning and designing urban BMPs. Washington, DC: Metro-
stood. In most watersheds, this will require the collection politan Washington Council of Governments.

and assessment of additional stream use and water 5. Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission. 1979. Areawide water
quality data. quality management plan. Chicago, IL.
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Development of a Comprehensive Urban Nonpoint Pollution Control Program

Jennifer M. Smith and Larry S. Coffman
Prince George’s County Government, Department of Environmental Resources,

Landover, Maryland

Abstract resources, and insight needed to respond to difficult
challenges and provide the most appropriate servicesComprehensive urban nonpoint pollution control is a new,
and solutions. Effective water quality improvement willrapidly developing multidisciplinary field. Significant water

quality improvements will be achieved when all state and depend on the ability of municipalities to appropriately
local governments have the necessary resources, knowi- implement an array of preventative measures, manage-

ment strategies, and treatment technologies for dealingedge, skills, and vision to implement effective programs,
with all aspects of water pollution.Urban nonpoint pollution has traditionally been addressed

by relying heavily on structural stormwater control devices Traditional offsite structural treatment is only one of the
to treat contaminated runoff. Yet, this "band-aid" approach tools available for addressing this national problem. At the
has proven relatively ineffective for controlling such a ubiq- local level a variety of other innovative tools must be
uitous and poody defined problem, tailored to the unique problems and characteristics of a

particular site, land use, community, or watershed. Non-The objective of this paper is to illustrate some of the
point source pollution will be fully and effectively controlledmany problems, issues, and obstacles that federal,
only when municipalities understand how to identify prob-state, and local government agencies must address to
lems, evaluate alternatives, and implement solutions.facilitate further advancements in urban water quality

control. A more comprehensive, watershed approach
Discussionmust be developed, specifically focusing on source pre-

vention programs, improved technology, and intra- The magnitude and scope of critical issues associated
agency coordination. Measuring the effectiveness of with current urban nonpoint source control programs, such
innovative source control programs, such as public edu- as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
cation, will become essential for targeting problems, (NPDES) program, must be appreciated to ensure suc-
focusing goals, and allocating resources to areas need- cess. To effectively implement the NPDES regulations,
ing improvement, municipalities must address the following questions:
Guidance for implementing these nonpoint pollution con-

How Will the NPDES Goals Be Met?trol strategies is needed to assist state and local govern-
ments. The nature, magnitude, and scope of urban The success of the municipal NPDES program in achiev-
nonpoint source pollution, one of the most fundamental ing the water improvement objectives of the Clean Waterand universal problems facing local govemments, are is- Act will depend heavily on the ability and commitment
sues that have yet to be adequately resolved. Without of each municipality to develop focused and effective
program guidance and leadership, the urban nonpoint comprehensive pollution control programs. To reduce
pollution problem will persist and the quality of our nation’s nonpoint pollution to the maximum extent possible,
waters will further deteriorate, local governments must be prepared to support and

effectively implement the full range of necessary pro-
Introduction gram components and to shift their programs to a more

balanced approach between prevention and treatment.To address the complex nature of the national water
pollution problem and the comprehensiveness of non-
point pollution control, all states and municipalities must Municipal governments need active leadership that em-
have access to the understanding, expertise, knowledge, powers each jurisdiction with the necessary knowledge,
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tools, skills, and resources to implement effective pro- "band-aid" approach instead of a more comprehensive
grams. Ultimately, each municipality’s success will be approach in which both preventative and treatment
judged based on the ability to effectively implement measures are employed within a watershed.
program constituents related to planning, coordination,
integration, education, prevention, management, mainte- With the many years of experience that some munici-

nance, inspection, enforcement, funding, and appropriate palities now have using treatment devices, it is becom-

use of technology. Many roadblocks, however, will in- ing clear that many current treatment practices are

hibit the ability to accomplish these objectives. Funding riddled with inherent problems that may be difficult, if not

and competition with other local programs are obvious impossible to overcome. Problems such as burdensome

barriers, while misunderstanding the nature of the prob- maintenance, improper construction, inadequate design,
ineffective site management, and the latest obstacleslem, setting incorrect priorities, and focusing programs on

nontraditional prevention strategies are less obvious pit- posed by federal and state wetland permitting require-

falls, ments have left many local governments frustrated. Thus
the proper role, long-term impacts, and effectiveness of

What Does Each Jurisdiction Need? current treatment practices in urban nonpoint source pol-
lution control need to be carefully evaluated.

The successful integration of effective nonpoint source Reliance on treatment technology as the primary ap-pollution reduction programs into traditional local storm-
water programs is more easily accomplished if imple- proach to pollution control can result in failure of a

mentation problems are identified and thoroughly program. Many current treatment practices cause prob-

addressed. These problems can concern: lems that limit, restrict, or prohibit their use. Thus, in a
more recent study, Prince George’s County, Maryland,

¯ Legal, financial, and political liabilities and issues, found that of 151 urban nonpoint source treatment de-
vices constructed or put into operation within the past 5¯ Public awareness, acceptance, and education. years, only 60 percent were functioning as designed.

¯ Development and implementation of adequate in- Given such limitations, it would be inappropriate to guide
spection programs for construction and maintenance, other local jurisdictions to heavily rely on treatment tech-

nology in the hope of greatly improving water quality.¯ Development and implementation of effective en-
forcement programs.

Do We Effectively Control New Development?
¯ Funding options for various programs.

One problem that has yet to be adequately addressed
¯ Integration, coordination, and enhancement of exist- is an effective and comprehensive approach to environ-

ing programs, mentally safe development. Current programs primarily
¯ Allocation and sharing of private, public, and corpo- focus on treatment controls for new development and

rate resources, generally do not consider or incorporate other important
pollution reduction and prevention strategies.

¯ Understanding the techniques, approaches, strate-
gies, and philosophies of comprehensive water qual- New development must be designed in such a manner
ity planning, that onsite treatment of stormwater runoff can be effec-

tive. In addition, prevention must become an integrated
¯ Development of mechanisms for technology transfer part of site development through public education, im-

and implementation of innovative practices, piementation of site maintenance and management

¯ The need for practical guidance on program devel- plans, and industrial process changes.
opment. The goal of an effective stormwater management site

Local governments will be looking for guidance on how plan should be the integration of preventive, manage-
to overcome these obstacles. Thus guidance on effec- ment, and treatment devices that can effectively mitigate
tive model programs must take into account the effect all adverse water quality impacts associated with the
policy decisions have at the local level, development. New development can be easily regulated

and pollution abatement requirements selected from a

Can We Depend on Treatment Technology? broad range of options can be imposed, including:

Historically, stormwater programs have addressed water ¯ Greater use of open and surface drainage systems.
pollution from a treatment standpoint, making them rather ¯ Limited and creative grading to encourage onsite re-
symptomatic and ineffective. Typical programs rely heavily tention and to enhance ground-water recharge.
on structural treatment devices to control contaminated
runoff from new development. As a result, current water ¯ Treatment of surface water by maximizing biological,
pollution control programs address problems through a chemical, and physical treatment devices.
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¯ Requiring grounds maintenance plans, programs and directing and focusing them on a common
¯ Education programs for developers and the public, goal would be extremely valuable and useful. Although

many water quality-related pollution control programs
¯ Use of effective construction and maintenance in- exist, few coordinate oversight in order to pool re-

spection and enforcement programs, sources and combine efforts.

¯ Greater preservation of existing natural water quality Existing water quality protection and community out-
and habitat features, reach programs can be easily enhanced or expanded to

incorporate additional water quality education and en-
What Do We Do About Existing Development? forcement programs. For example, in Prince George’s
Controlling nonpoint source pollution from existing devel- County, the police community relations program is work-
opment represents the greatest challenge but offers the ing with the state’s Department of Environmental Re-
most potential for attainment of overall pollution reduc, sources, the U.S. Attorney’s Office, and local citizens

groups to incorporate water pollution control educationaltion goals. Water pollution problems associated with
information into the program. In conjunction with a state,existing development are the most difficult to control and

require the most complicated mix of approaches. Typical federal, and local enforcement training program, this effort

issues include a lack of regulations requiring retrofitting focuses on the enforcement of water quality regulations.
of facilities, a lack of available space to construct onsite The final aspect of a comprehensive program is to con-
controls, limited incentives, difficulty in identifying prob- sider all possible sources of water pollution, point and
lems and solutions, a lack of public awareness, a lack nonpoint source alike. Combining the investigation and
of funding, and limited experience with source control enforcement efforts of both programs could help elimi-
and prevention programs. To address these issues, mu- hate loopholes in the system and facilitate effective use
nicipalities should consider the following: of existing resources. Investigators and enforcement
’¯ A community and/or watershed-based approach, agents at all levels of government must poo~ their re-

sources and continuously exchange information regarding
¯ Baseline data collection needs, known sources of water pollution. Leadership will be criti-
¯ A comprehensive nonpoint source reconnaissance study, cal for facilitating such communication and coordination.

¯ Investigative approaches and tools. How Will We Measure the Effectiveness of
¯ Water quality data collection and use. NPDES Programs?

¯ Public outreach programs. Municipal governments, scientists, environmentalists,
and the public will continue to ask, How effective are

¯ Regulatory actions, source controls? Various plans have been discussed as
¯ Inspection. a result of the NPDES stormwater permit application

requirements to quantify the effectiveness of municipal
¯ Enforcement. programs. Among these is the water quality standards

approach that is currently used in the NPDES industrial¯ Comprehensive maintenance and management plans,
point source discharge program.

¯ Retrofit opportunities.
The water quality standards approach to measuring the

¯ Innovative control technology, effectiveness of urban nonpoint source control/prevention

¯ Lake, stream, and wetland restoration and enhance- programs will require extensive water quality base-flow
ment. and storm-event monitoring. In the past, however, water

quality monitoring programs, either with automated equip
How Comprehensive Is Comprehensive? ment or manual sampling, have proven to be difficult and

costly to implement. Problems with drought conditions,
A comprehensive program not only uses dedicated local weather predictions, equipment errors, and the physical
government personnel, but also integrates existing pro- constraints associated with manual sampling present par-
grams and personnel at the state and federal level, ticular challenges. Ultimately, municipalities, which will be
Coordination, cooperation, communication, and partici- responsible for implementing source control programs and
pation among all agencies involved with programs re- measuring their effectiveness, will need to rely on the
lated to water quality improvements are essential for availability of low-cost, flexible alternatives.
efficient use of available resources.

The success of source control programs will rest on
Many important water quality-related programs have the ability of small and medium-size municipalities to
been independently developed over time that achieve a implement comprehensive and effective water quality
variety of environmental objectives. Identifying all such control programs. How these programs are structured
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and the number of programs implemented will ultimately clearer picture of the nature and scope of the problem,
determine the effectiveness of urban nonpoint source how the pieces will fit together is better understood. None-
pollution control efforts. The focus of efforts should not theless, effective efforts will require time, patience, and
be on the development of water quality standards but cooperation. All govemments, agencies, and organizations
on the development and implementation of a wide range dealing with these issues must work together to develop
of prevention, management, and treatment programs, the technology necessary for a nationally comprehen-

sive urban nonpoint source control program. Momentum
Summary for change must be sustained by continued strong lead-

Significant reductions in urban nonpoint pollution will ership, and expertise in this ever-growing and compli-
cated field must be appropriately channeled to developbe achieved only when effective treatment, prevention, state-of-the-art technology, and not just to restate it.management tools, strategies, and programs have

been fully developed and implemented. Given the
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Site Planning From a Watershed Perspective

Nancy J. Phillips
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chicago, Illinois

Elizabeth T. Lewis
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Grayslake, illinois

Abstract 3) inventory of natural systems, 4) identification of im-
The site planning review process involves consideration pacts from development, 5) development of manage-
of the impacts on water resources that can result from ment goals and objectives, and 6) development of
the proposed activity, including changes in water quality recommendations for mitigation.
and quantity. These changes can affect areas immedi-
ately adjacent to the site, as well as distant areas of the Delineation of the Watershed
watershed. Therefore, site-specific and watershed is-

A watershed is an area of land that drains to a watersues must be considered when developing solutions for
proper management, resource such as a wetland, river, or lake. Depending

on the size and topography, watersheds can contain
An important first step in the process involves locating numerous tributaries, such as streams and ditches, and
the project site within the watershed and becoming fa- ponding areas such as detention structures, natural
miliar with the watershed characteristics. Secondly, ponds, and wetlands.
analysis of the impact of site development on the re-
source areas within the watershed should be conducted Rainwater and snowmelt that do not evaporate or infil-
so that management objectives can be identified. This trate into the soil run off into a nearby tributary or

ponding area, then flow to the main wetland, river, oraids in the identification of best management practices
lake within that watershed. Through this linkage, thethat can meet management objectives for the site and

the watershed, upper portions of a watershed can affect downstream
areas. Thus, the quality of a wetland, stream, or lake

Introduction often reflects the land use and other activities being
conducted in upstream areas. Because the relationshipSite planning tends to occur on a limited scale, usually of cause and effect can extend for large distances

when developing individual sites, such as subdivisions, throughout the entire watershed, it is important to ad-
commercial developments, industrial parks, residential dress environmental management issues from a water-
areas, and schools, as well as infrastructure such as shed perspective.
roadways and bridges. Together, these sites compose
an urban area. Use of topographic maps is a common method of locat-

ing and delineating the boundaries of watersheds. ToAs sites within the urbanizing area develop, water re- locate a site on a topographic map, the site plan should
sources such as streams, lakes, wetlands, and ground be closely examined. A topographic map represents the
water degrade. Because of the incremental nature of physical features of the land such as hills, valleys, ba-
development and the cumulative effect that develop- sins, ridges, and channels. The mapping technique
ment can have on resources, the site planning process used is based on elevation data (usually mean sea
must involve consideration of the watershed within level) and contour intervals (commonly of 10 ft). Distinc-
which the development is occurring. The watershed tive features such as road intersections and curves,
approach, which allows for a comprehensive evaluation towns, agricultural field boundaries, streams, and lakes
of the development process, contains several elements make acceptable landmarks. These landmarks can be
that together form a review process: 1) delineation of used to locate the approximate site on a topographic
the watershed and subbasins, 2) inventory of soils, map. The next step is to delineate the water~hed that
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contains the site. Below is an outline of steps necessary mapped at 50-ft intervals. Contour lines spaced far
to delineate a watershed: apart indicate that the landscape is more level and

1. Use a topographic map(s) to locate the river, lake, gently sloping. Contour lines spaced very close to-

stream, wetland, or other water bodies of interest gether indicate dramatic changes (rise or fall) in

(see Figure 1). elevation over a short distance (see Figure 4). To
determine the final elevation of a location, simply

2. Trace the watercourse from its source to its mouth, add or subtract the appropriate contour interval for
including the tributaries. This step determines the every thin line or the appropriate interval for every
general beginning and ending boundaries (see thick line.
Figure 2). 4. Check the slope of the landscape by locating two

3. Examine the lines on the topographic map that are adjacent contour lines and determine their respective
near the watercourse; these are referred to as con- elevations. The slope is calculated as the change in
tour lines (see Figure 3). Contour lines connect all elevation divided by the distance. A depressed area
points of equal elevation above or below a known (valley, ravine, swale) is represented by a series of
reference elevation. The thick contour lines have a contour lines "pointing" towards the highest eleva-
number associated with them, indicating the eleva- tion (see Figure 5). A higher area (ridge, hill) is repre-
tion. The thin contour lines are usually mapped at sented by a series of contour lines "pointing" towards
10-ft intervals, and the thick lines are usually the Iowest elevation (see Figure 6).

Figure 3. Contour lines.

Figure I. Big River watershed.

River
80

West Branch

Floodplain
1

Tributaries
(Streams, Drains,Soumes Swales, Channels)(Wetlands, Ponds,

Lakes, Depressions)

Figure 2. West Branch subwatershed. Figure 4. Roodplalns and ridges.
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5. Determine the direction of drainage in the area of 7. Connect the break points with a line following the high-
the water body by drawing arrows perpendicular to est elevations in the area. The completed line rep-
a series of contour lines that decreases in elevation, resents the boundary of the watershed (see Figure 9).
Stormwater runoff seeks the path of least resistance
as it travels downslope. The "path" is the shortest Inventory of Soils
distance between contours, hence a perpendicular
route (see Figure 7). Locating the site on the soils map requires a U.S.

Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) soil survey of the county. Select the6. Mark the break points surrounding the water body.
appropriate soil sheet for the site by examining the IndexThe "break points" are the highest elevations where
to Map Sheets. Each numbered section corresponds tohalf of the runoff would drain towards one body of
a soil sheet. After obtaining the necessary soil sheet,water and the other half would drain towards an-

other body of water (see Figure 8). locate the site by using distinguishing landmarks, such
as road intersections, field outlines, creeks, and rivers.

leo Note the map unit symbols that are in that area. Map

~ ~ ,/~ unit symbols in a soil survey may consist of numbers or
100 letters, or a combination of numbers and letters. Soil

~. 9o surveys differ from state to state and county to county.
~- 8o Some soils are symbolized by letters and others by
~, 7o numbers. Figure 10 depicts a typical soils map found inA A ,~ ~

1 an SCS soil survey.\ / 60
///" ’ \ I I \ A A

Contour Lines A variety of information that can be used to evaluate
sites is contained within the soil survey and maps. The
different types of information contained in the soil survey

Figure S. Valley. include land capability classification, suitability tables,

Contour Lines slopes, erosiveness, wetness, permeability, and drain-

B ~.~’ ,.~o~ B
age patterns.

\ 150
t ~ /

~140~

¯\ ~ ~ "~j Land Capability Classification
~ 120~ 110 The land capability classification shows the suitability of

the soils for various types of activities, from farming to
B B engineering. The capability classification, denoted by

roman numerals, suggests ways to manage and use the
soils and highlights any potential hazards. Included in
the capability classification are subclasses of erosion,
wetness, shallowness, and climate limitations, indicated

Figure 6. Ridge. by small letters after the roman numerals. These sub-
classes signal a soil’s tendency, for example, towards

1so erosiveness or wetness.

~ Suitability Tables

_ Suitability tables are found in the section located after
the soil descriptions and management capability group-
~ngs. They designate the soil’s suitability for various cate-
gories of uses, including wildlife plantings, septic fields,
building foundations, and road subgrades. This table
can highlight some potential hazards for sites planned
on questionable soils. For example, soils that are appro-
priate for a road subgrade may not always do as well for

loo septic fields.

Slopes
so Steepness of slopes can be easily determined by look-

ing for the capital letter posted behind the first series of
Figure 7. Direction of drainage, numbers or letters. The "A" slopes are usually very
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Figure 8. Identify break points.

-’--- Watershed
Boundary

Figure 9. Watershed boundary.

Figure 10. Soils map.
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gentle, with B, C, and D slopes progressively steeper. Other Information
Knowing the slopes on the site helps determine the
amount of grading required and the amount of earth to Other symbols used on a soil survey may denote a

wetland or marsh, or the presence of heavy clays, de-be moved. Slope steepdess also indicates the potential
for problems with erosion and stabilization of the site. pressional areas, intermittent streams, springs, and ero-

sion spots. These features are not always found on a
topographic map. This information is particularly impor-Erosiveness rant when doing cursory site evaluations.

The soil survey sections entitled "Detailed Soil Map The most important point to remember when using theUnits" and "Classification of the Soils" provide more information in a soil survey is to recognize that it has
specific information regarding the soils and their forma- inherent limitations. Due to the scale in the field versustions and uses. It is important to scan these sections for that of an aerial photograph, the soil survey can onlyany potential erosion problems. Knowing a soil is ero- point towards a situation that may need further investi-sive in nature is useful when analyzing how construc- gation. Any questions raised by the soil survey shouldtion, mass grading, and clearing could affect the site. be followed by an onsite soil determination by a qualified
This can help predict how much soil loss could occur soil scientist.and pinpoint the best erosion and sediment controls to
be used on the site. An erosion problem already present Inventory of Natural Systems
on the site may be indicated by the use of a number after
the symbol depicting the soil type and slope on the map Most areas have National Wetland Inventory (NWI)
(e.g., 104B2). maps produced by the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service. On

the NWI maps, the wetlands are defined as "lands tran-
Wetness sitional between aquatic and terrestrial systems where

the water table is usually at or near the surface, or the
To determine if the soil present on the site is hydric or land is covered by shallow water." In addition, the deft-
"wet," the soil description section and land capability nition requires that one or more of the following three
classification indicate whether or not that soil has a attributes be present: "1) at least periodically the land
water table at or near the surface. Most of the wet soils supports predominantly hydrophytes, 2) the substrate is
occur in valley bottoms or depressional areas. On the predominantly undrained hydric soil, or 3) the substrate
soil map itself, the wetness may be designated with a is nonsoil and is saturated with or covered by shallow
"VV" preceding or following the soil symbol. Knowing if a water at some time during the growing season of each
soil has a tendency towards wetness can signal poten- year." Therefore, these maps contain information on
tial hazards. A site originally planned for septic systems sites that have lakes, rivers, and streams, as well as
may have to turn to sewer and water, or a site could such areas as marshes, bogs, and swamps.
contain wetlands that require protection.

Some counties have advanced wetland mapping that

Permeability
delineates critical areas in need of protection from con-
struction disturbances using the NWI maps as one of

Soil permeability is important to a variety of people when their criteria. Recently, SCS has inventoried wetlands in
looking at a potential construction site. The permeability agricultural fields and adjacent areas. In addition, SCS
of the soil can determine if the site is appropriate for a has also identified highly erodible cropland fields. These
detention pond, a septic field, or an infiltration trench. In areas, if developed, will have special needs for soil
addition, knowing if the soil has a slow or fast perme- erosion and sediment control measures.
ability can alert the planner to the potential for ponding Other natural systems that need to be included in the
or ground-water vulnerability, watershed review process are ground-water resources,

such as aquifers, and recharge areas to public and
Drainage Patterns private wells. Many states have mapped their ground-

Soil surveys typically have a smaller scale than a topo- water resource areas, and local municipalities should
graphic map; therefore, more detail pertaining to the have maps showing the location of and contribution
landscape can be shown. Drainage patterns are impor- zones to public wells.

tant to identify. Drainage patterns highlight how the land It is important to examine several additional maps to
slopes and drains and in what direction. This is impor- gain a proper perspective on other developments in the
tant when considering a site for development, as it is watershed. Comprehensive zoning and plan maps re-
advisable to keep the natural drainage pattern intact veal current land use and plans for the future of the area.
whenever possible. Utilizing natural drainage can elimi- These maps are invaluable when determining what
nate the need for regrading and rerouting of runoff from stormwater best management practices (BMPs) should
the site. be applied to the site. If development currently exists
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upstream or more development is planned, caution may where (for log-transformed data)
need to be taken when situating homes or businesses
near a stream. Conversely, if the proposed development Cx = expected concentration of pollutant x
will be upstream of existing developments, detention Z = standard normal probability (for specified
measures may be needed to prevent downstream flood- probability of occurrence)
ing. Whatever the situation, knowing where develop- Cr~ = median pollutant concentration
ments are and where they will be helps determine what COV = coefficient of variation
means and methods of prevention and protection need
to be taken. To estimate probability, use the equation

Identification of Impacts From z = (In[Cx/Cm])/[In(l÷COV2)1/2] (Eq. 2)
Development
Once the Iocational information for the project has been Pollutant Loadsgathered and the contributing watershed identified, it is
necessary to consider the impacts the development will Some pollutants are likely to have long-term (chronic)have on the watershed. In general, the major impacts effects on environmental systems because of pollutant
will be alterations in water quality, water hydrology, and loading rates. Typically, the pollutants considered toterrestrial and/or aquatic habitat. Some simple methods have a chronic impact on water quality are nutrients,
allow initial judgments to be made as to the extent of the sediments, toxic metals, organics, and some oxygen-impact and the level of mitigation required to protect the demanding substances. One approach relies on the
surrounding ecosystem (1). development of unit area loading rates for various pol-

lutants for different land uses. The unit area loading
Changes in Water Quality values are generally a numerical value based on the
As people inhabit and use the lands around them, they area of land use (1).
deposit various pollutants on the land. When rainfall and Many methods have been developed to estimate the
runoff occur, these pollutants are washed into receiving pollutant load that would be expected from a proposed
waters. As urban development occurs within the water- development. The anticipated value can be compared
shed and the land use changes, pollutants, loading with the existing pollutant loads to determine the in-
rates, and the concentration of pollutants discharged to crease in pollutant loading. One of the easiest methods
the receiving waters also change. Many studies have to use is the Simple Method (3). This method uses
been conducted during the past 20 years to characterize readily available information but is limited to sites less
the types and amounts of pollutants associated with that 1 square mile in area. Loading information gathered
various land uses, including urban land uses. A review can be used to judge whether some type of runoff
of the results indicates that different types of land use treatment will be needed before discharging to the re-
generate ’~,pical" pollutants, at amounts within a range ceiving waters. The equation for estimating pollutant
of values (2). (These values have been consolidated loads is found in Equation 3.
into a single value based on statistical analysis of all
data.) When concentration is in mg/L,

Pollutant Concentration L = (P) (Pi) (Rv) (C) (A) (0.227) (Eq. 3)
Some pollutants are more likely to have short-term
(acute) effects on environmental systems because of wherethe pollutant concentration. Typically, the pollutants con-
sidered to have an acute impact on water quality are L = annual mass of pollutant export (Ib/yr)
oxygen-demanding substances and bacteria. Using an P = annual precipitation (in.)
equation that considers normal probability, median pol-

Pi = correction factor for smaller storms that do notlutant concentrations, and variability, estimates can be produce runoff (dimensionless)
made of the probability that pollutant concentrations will Rv = runoff coefficient (dimensionless)exceed acceptable water quality standards. The equa- C = average concentration of pollutant
tions used for estimating concentrations and probability A = site area (acres)
of exceedances are found in Equations 1 and 2 (2).

To estimate expected concentrations, use the equation When concentration is in ~g/L,

Cx = Cr~ (exp [Z (ln {1+COV}2)1/2]) (Eq. 1) L = (P) (Pi) (Rv) (C) (A) (0.000227) (Eq. 4)
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Changes in Water Hydrology levels that are protective to human and biological health,
As development occurs within the watershed, the degree and assign designated uses for the resource. A manage-

of imperviousness within the watershed often increases, ment approach can consist of a review of the existing
and potential designated uses for the resources withinImpervious surfaces do not allow rainfall to infiltrate as
the watershed, and can attain or preserve these uses.would occur in an undeveloped setting; as a result, more

rainfall becomes runoff. As the amount of impervious- In addition, local agencies may have developed man-

hess increases, so does the amount of runoff from the agement objectives through such mechanisms as wa-
tershed protection districts.site. Taken individually and cumulatively, the increase in

runoff will change the hydrology of the watershed. De- A simple hierarchy of management objectives has been
pending on the location of the site within the watershed presented by Schueler et al. (5), which consists of
and on development conditions in other areas of the the following:
watershed, changes in watershed hydrology can nega-
tively affect downstream properties, causing flooding = Reducing increases in pollutant loading and
and property destruction, and also lead to downstream concentration.
bank destabilization, erosion, and scouring. In some ¯ Reducing the severity of impacts of pollutant loading
areas of the country, land subsidence becomes an issue and urbanization.
if the water table is lowered because of the lack of
ground-water recharge. This problem can be addressed ¯ Addressing specific pollutants.
through ordinances that stipulate all pre- and postde- = Protecting sensitive areas.
velopment runoff rates for the entire watershed be con-
sidered when a single site is being developed. ¯ Controlling floods.

A commonly used method for determining the pre- and ¯ Restoring the area.

postdevelopment runoff rates for a site and watershed Whipple (6) also uses a hierarchical method of desigo
is SCS Technical Release 55, "Urban Hydrology for nated uses as management objectives:
Small Watersheds." TR55 can serve as an initial screen-
ing procedure for estimating runoff values. An advan- ¯ Habitat of threatened or endangered species and out-
tage of the procedure is its ease of use through charts standing natural resource waters.

and availability on computer disk (4). ¯ Water supply from both surface and ground.

Alterations in Terrestrial and Aquatic Habitat ¯ Other areas to be protected.
¯ Those not needing protection.As more undisturbed lands near shore areas are con-

verted into urban and suburban land uses, areas once Figure 11 presents a resource area hierarchy con-
inhabited by terrestrial and aquatic animal and plant sisting of:
species are minimized or destroyed. As native habitats ¯ Baseline urban nonpoint source pollutant controlhave continued to decrease over the years, more atten-
tion has been given to the n~ed to protect and preserve ¯ Baseline urban resource protection
them. In many areas, endangered species laws serve ¯ Control of specific pollutantsto protect habitat areas for those plants and animals
appearing on state and federal endangered species list. ¯ Protection of sensitive resource areas
Although this is helpful, it does little to protect more ¯ Flood controlprolific and less sensitive plant and animal species that
are burdened by urban development. Consideration of
and accommodations for plant and animal species
should and can be incorporated into the individual site Management Objectivesplanning process as well as the watershed management
strategy. "Baseline" Urban Nonpoint Source Pollutant Control

Development of Management Goals and "Baseline" Urban Resource Protection
Objectives

Control of Specific Pollutants
An effective method to review site development is to first
consider what the overall watershed management ob- Protection of Sensitive Resource Areas
jectives are. One place to start looking for this type of
information is within the existing state water quality Flood Control
standards. Water quality standards give numerical val-
ues and narrative descriptions for various pollutants, at    Figure 11. Resource area hierarchy,
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Development of Recommendations for reduce the potential for pollutant loading. Many of the
Mitigation pollution prevention practices are referred to as non-

structural BMPs. These practices can include suchAfter consideration has been given to the degree to activities as public education, zoning ordinances, sitewhich changes in water quality, hydrology, and habitat planning procedures, restricted use policies, andalterations potentially affect the watershed and the site
and after management goals and objectives have been overlay districts.

identified, it is necessary to develop management strate- ¯ Habitat protection: An effective tool for the restoration
gies that mitigate impacts to the level desired. This is and management of habitat areas is the implemen-
accomplished through the use of mitigation technique.s, ration of measures to ensure long-term protection.
comnlonly referred to as BMPs. These practices can take Habitat protection is usually accomplished through non-
the form of engineered practices, called structural BMPs, structural BMPs, such as river corridor programs,
or nonengineered practices, called nonstructural BMPs, wetland protection programs, cdtical habitat protection
BMPs can be implemented on a site-specific basis and programs, and zoning tools such as open space require-
onaregionalorwatershedbasis.Theoverallmanagement ments and creative land-use planning techniques
objectives and the severity of impacts from development (cluster development).
may dictate the degree of mitigation required (7). ¯ Runoff attenuation= One of the most effective ways
In selecting BMPs for a site, it is important to consider to manage stormwater flows is to prevent and reduce
1) how the BMPs will function as a system; 2) how the them. Much of this can be accomplished through a
practice will meet watershed- and site-specific manage- reduction in site impervious cover. Reduction in im-
ment objectives, such as pollutant load and concentra- pervious cover allows for increased infiltration. Other
tion reduction, control of storm volumes, and provision practices that attenuate runoff are drywells, depres-
of habitat; and 3) what some of the limitations and uses sion storage, and appropriately placed infiltration
of the practices are. trenches. Implementing these practices reduces the

other impacts of development by reducing runoff vol-
Best Management Practice Systems ume, flood occurrence, pollutant loads and concen-

trations, and stream degradation.
Structural and nonstructural BMPs differ in their design,
limitations, and optimal applicability (i.e., addressing pol- ¯ Runoff conveyance: Runoff conveyance systems

lutant loads, habitat, or hydrology). While some BMPs are serve to transport the storm flows from the point of

implemented to provide a primary objective, secondary origin to the runoff pretreatment and treatment sys-
mitigation and benefits also are commonly provided. For tem. Runoff conveyance systems can allow for lim-

example, a wet detention pond optimally functions to im- ited treatment levels, as in the case of grassed

prove water quality through pollutant load reduction but swales with check dams and exfiltration devices.
Other conveyance systems for stormwater includecan also function to balance water hydrology and pro-

vide habitat. BMPs can be grouped into discrete func- structural elements, such as pipes with flow splitters.
tional units that address different aspects of stormwater ¯ Runoff pretreatment: Runoff pretreatment is the proc-
management. These units are pollution prevention, habitat ess whereby runoff is diverted through pretreatment
protection, runoff attenuation, runoff conveyance, runoff practices. These practices usually prolong and im-
pretreatment, and runoff treatment. The units, taken prove the efficiency of the treatment device. Pretreat-

.̄ together, form the BMP system. The BMPs selected to ment practices include vegetated filter strips, riparian
.. meet watershed- and site-specific objectives generally systems, settling basins, and water quality inlets.

will be from all of these functional units. Figure 12 de-
picts a BMP systems approach, described below: ¯ Runoff treatment: Runoff treatment practices are de-

W:es designed to treat stormwater runoff and remove
¯ Pollution prevention: An effective approach to man- pollutants through a number of processes, including

aging pollutants in urban settings is to prevent or adsorption, transformation, and settling before entry to

Water Quality
Pollution Prevention Maintenance

Hydrology
Runoff Attenuation    Runoff Conveyance Runoff Pretreatment Runoff Treatment

Habitat                                                    Secondary Impacts

Protection

Figure 12, BMP systems approach,
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the resource area. Treatment devices are considered Best Management Practice Limitations
the final component of the BMP system. Some famil-

To provide information on the limitations and uses ofiar treatment devices include detention, retention, and
infiltration. BMPs, several charts have been developed. The most

recently completed of these is found in Schueler et al.
Several additional issues need to be considered when (5). Summary information can also be found in Schueler
developing recommendations for practices. Among these (3) and U.S. EPA (8). Information contained in the charts
are acceptance of practices by landowners and the includes advantages, disadvantages, cost efficiency,
aesthetic quality of the practices. Although these issues limitations for ground-water depth, and soils. Schueler
seem minor, disgruntled landowners can inhibit implemen- and colleagues consolidated information on reported
tation of effective long-term management programs. BMP efficiency in a similar chart form (5). All of this

information can help the decision-maker determine the
Afrequently overlooked but critical consideration for storm- most effective mix of practices to meet stated objectives.
water management is the development of long-term main- Figures 13 and 14 provide an example of the BMP
tenance and financing programs. BMPs, once installed, limitation charts available.
require upkeep and periodic repairs. Long-term urban
runoff management programs require a commitment to Benefits of Watershed Planning
maintain technical and program support staff.

The most obvious benefit realized from a watershed
planning approach is the installation of BMPs to mitigate

Determine Reduction or Protection Measures water management issues before serious problems re-
Necessary To Achieve Objectives and Meet suit. Advance planning saves valuable resources at the
Watershed and Site-Specific Needs state and local level, which could be used in other areas.
.To develop a management strategy, it is important to Economies of scale can also be realized as a result of
integrate watershed needs with site-specific needs. The the watershed approach. When installing regional prac-
simplest approach is to first consider the broader water- tices, larger areas within the watershed can be treated
shed needs and then ’~vork in" site-specific needs around on a per unit area cost basis. This will be beneficial to
them. Examples of broad watershed management needs the development community and the local jurisdictions.
are protecting public water supplies, river corridors and

Restoration is always more expensive than prevention.riparian areas, wetlands and wildlife habitat; preserv-
ing/expanding open space; or meeting a watershedwide Most restoration costs are associated with damage off
pollutant reduction goal. To address these needs, man- site and downstream by runoff and sedimentation. As
agement practices such as no construction/no distur- emphasized earlier, the amount and velocity of runoff
bance buffer zones, creative site layout practices, flowing off site can cause severe erosion of stream-
impervious cover limitations, tree disturbance restric- banks and watercourses. Watershed planning can elimi-
tions, total site disturbance limitations, and riparian en- nate restoration costs by examining the surrounding
hancement zones may be utilized. These management area proposed for development. With preliminary runoff
practices tend to define or refine areas for the actual site control measures, much downstream and offsite dam-
development and site-specific practices, age can be prevented and controlled.

On the site level, with broader watershed management Another hazard of poor planning involves dredging of

practices incorporated, more specific needs can be ad- sediment-laden streams, channels, and lakes. Dredging

dressed. Examples of site-specific management needs is a very expensive solution to a problem that could have

are preventing or managing soils loss, lowering the been prevented for a fraction of the cost.. Again, proper

postdevelopment discharge rate and volume, enhanc- examination of an area on a watershed basis can target

ing riparian areas, and reducing pollutant loads from the erosive soils and extensive urbanization with BMPs to

site. To address these needs, management practices keep offsite erosion and sedimentation from occurring.

such as developing and implementing a preventive soil Mitigation involves creating sensitive habitat areas, usuo
erosion control plan, and installing such items as tern- ally wetlands, after they have been replaced by filling or
porary sediment basins, siltation fencing, dry wells, in- construction. Mitigation can often be avoided if some
filtration trenches, wet ponds, and native plant species advanced watershed planning is undertaken. By deline-
planting may be utilized, ating sensitive areas early, alterations in construction

plans can be worked around the sites. In planning large
It is important to remember that a combination of BMPs areas, sensitive areas can be designated and protected
is often necessary to achieve desired objectives. No one through land acquisitions and greenbelt, planning.single practice will provide all necessary mitigation or
benefits. Table 1 p.rovides an example of how watershed Finally, by doing advanced watershed planning the po-
objectives can direct selection of various practices, tential for court actions in the case of flooding, erosion
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Table 1. Tools To Achieve Watershed Objective

Watershed Objective BMP System Component Tools
Basaline nonpoint source pollutant Pollution prevention Erosion controlcontrol

Buffer requirements
Pesticide/Fe~lizer reduction

Runoff conveyance Grassed swales with check dams
Runoff pretreatment Vegetated buffer strips

Baseline urban resource protection Pollution prevention Steep slope restriction
Site fingerprinting
Minimum site disturbance
Cell closure/opening
Construction phasing
Erosion control
Buffer requirements

Runoff attenuation Infiltration trenches
Orywells
Reduced directly connected impervious areas

Runoff pretreatment Stream buffers
Wetlands buffers

Runoff treatment tnf~ltration basins

Specific pollutants Pollution prevention Septic system density
Restricted use areas
Nitrogen overtay district

Runoff conveyance Grassed swales with check dams
Runoff pretreatment Vegetated buffer strips

Riparian buffers
Water quality inlets

Runoff treatment Wet extended detention ponds

Sensitive areas Pollution prevention Hazardous waste recycling
Stenciling storm drains
Industrial cross connections
Underground storage tank regulations
Protection districts
Restricted uses
Decreased DCIA
Nitrogen overlay zones
Septic density requirements
Extensive erosion/sediment control
Wallhead protection program

Habitat protection River corridor program
Open space requirements
Cluster development
Wetlands protection program
Critical habitat program
Ripadan zone requirements
Resource area buffer requirements

Flood control Runoff attenuation Infiltration trench
Drywells

Runoff conveyance Riprap swales
Detention ponds
Retention ponds
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Figure 13. Other common restrictions on BMPs (3).
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BMP/Design ¢~ ~,,o x,,o O~ ,~,~.’~ ~,~ 0,~.~~

~tended Detention Pond

Design 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M~erate
Design 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U~erate

Key:Design 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High
Wet Pond ~ 0 to 20% Rem~al

Design 4 .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;
M~erate ~ 20 to 40% Re~val

Design 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M~erate ~ 40 to ~% Re~val
~ ~ to 80% RemovalDesign 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High
~ 80 to 1~% Removal

Infiltration Trench                                                                     @ InsuffiCient Knowl~ge
Design 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M~erate
Design 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High
Design 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High

Infiltration Basin
o~s=gnz ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M~erate
Design 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High
Design 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High

Porous Paveme~

Design 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M~erate
Design 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High
Design 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ High

Water Quali~ Inlet
Design 10 ~ @ ~ ~ ~ @ Low

niter Strip
Design 11 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ Low
Design 12 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ M~erate

Grass~ Swale

Design 1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ @ Low
Design 14 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ Low

Design 1: First-flush ~noff volume detain~ for 6 to 12 hr.
Design 2: Runoff volume produc~ by 1.0 in., detain~ for 24 hr.
Design 3: As in Design 2 but wffh shallow marsh in ~om s~ge.
Design 4: Permanent ~1 ~ual to 0,5 ~n. of storage per imperious acre.
Design 5: Pe~anent ~1 ~ual to 2.5 (Vr), where Vr = mean sto~ runoff.
Design 6: Permanent ~1 ~ual to 4 0 (Vr); a~rox. 2 weeks of retention.
Design 7: Facility e~i~rates first-flush; 05 =n. of ~noff/impe~ious acre.
Design 8: Facility e~iltrates 1 -in. ~ff volume per imperious acre.
Design 9: Facil~ e~iffmtes all ~noff up to the 2-year design sto~.
Design 10: 4~ if3 of wet storage per =~e~ious acre.
Design 11 : 20-if-wide tuff stdp.
Design 12: l~-ff-w~e forest~ strip with level spr~der.
Design 13: High-slope swales wffh no check dams,
Design 14: Low-gradient swales w~h ch~k dams.

Figure 14. Com~ratlve pollu~nt removal of urban BMP designs (3).
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The Soil Conservation Districts’ Role in Site Plan Review

Glenn Bowen
Kent Conservation District, Dover, Delaware

Eric H. Buehl and John M. Garcia, Jr.
Sussex Conservation District, Georgetown, Delaware

Abstract Background

Officially organized nearly 50 years ago, both the Kent Delaware, the first state to ratify the Constitution, in
and Sussex Conservation Districts have been at the 1787, has a rich history dating back to pre-colonial
forefront of soil and water conservation. The more spe- times. Delaware is 1,978 square miles; only Rhode
cific role of the conservation districts in sediment control Island has less land mass. Located entirely on the Del-
and stormwater management is tied to two legislative MarVa (Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia) Peninsula,
initiatives. In 1978, the Delaware State Legislature Delaware is a 2- to 3-hour drive from Baltimore, Mary-
passed an Erosion and Sediment Control Law (Chapter land; Washington, DC; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and
40, Title 7, Delaware Code). In 1991, this law was Norfolk, Virginia.
amended to include stormwater management. Location between the Chesapeake and Delaware Bays

and the Atlantic Ocean provides for a moderate climate.Because certain types of construction can increase Delaware receives 45 in. of rainfall annually, and Kentsediment yields by 2,000 times, sediment control is a and Sussex Counties experience an average of 187necessary first step on any construction site. The con- frost-free days a year. New Castle County, the north-servation districts’ role in reviewing site plans is based ernmost of the three Delaware counties, is partially lo-
on the importance of sediment control for limiting the cated in the Piedmont region, while the rest of the state
degradation of surface water, is in the Atlantic coastal plain. Delaware’s gently rolling

topography starts at sea level and peaks at 368 ft in theThe conservation districts review site plans for stormwa- northern part of the state.
ter management quantity control to ensure that the risk
of downstream flooding is reduced and stream channel With a statewide population of just over 666,000, Dela-
erosion is controlled. This is achieved by sustaining ware has unique demographics. Currently, two-thirds of
predevelopment runoff rates for the 2-, 10-, and 100- the population is located on less than one-third of the
year storm events at the postdevelopment state and land in the state. Northern New Castle County, in which
maintaining similar hydrograph timing for peak flows the city of Wilmington lies, is within easy commuting
before and after development, distance of Philadelphia and northeastern Maryland.

The city of Dover, located in Kent County in the centralWhen reviewing site plans, the conservation districts also portion of the state, is not only the state capital but inconsider the quality of stormwater runoff. The order of 1992 was officially designated a metropolitan area. Kentpreference for practices to improve water quality, accord- County, which has considerable land in agricultural pro-ing to Delaware law, is as follows: ponds with a perma-
duction, is also the home of Dover Air Force Base, anent pool, extended detention ponds without a permanent central military airlift command facility. Both of thesepool, and infiltration systems. The acceptability of other factors have combined to produce considerable growthpractices that can remove up to 80 percent of the sus-
around the capital city.pended solids in runoff is determined on a case-by-case

basis. The Kent and Sussex Conservation Districts have Sussex County, the southernmost of the three counties,
promoted sand filtration systems and biofiltration swales has two areas of interest that have brought considerable
for water quality treatment where applicable, development to a primarily rural area. One is a 25-mile
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stretch of Atlantic Ocean shoreline. The other area is encountered a minimal amount of public opposition and
commonly referred to as the "Inland Bays" region, which gained the full support of the state legislature.
has 80 miles of shoreline located directly behind the
coastal barrier dune system. Although the resident Thus, on July 1, 1991, the Erosion and Sediment Con-

population of Sussex County is just over 113,000, during trol Law was amended to include stormwater manage-

the peak of the tourist season (July 4th weekend) the ment. The conservation districts are now the lead
population balloons to an estimated 300,000 people, agencies implementing this law. The program is consid-

ered by many to be a model of efficiency, not only from
In 1969, Governor Russell Peterson assigned a task a cost perspective but also in terms of the rapid turn-
force to study the steady decline of shellfish and finfish around time for plan reviews, which is extremely impor-
populations as well as related environmental issues of tant for interested parties in this age of fax machines,
concern for the Inland Bays region. Reports and studies electronic mail, and cellular phones.
over the subsequent two decades pointed to the neces-
sity of encouraging land-use planning and establishing Scope of Site Plan Review
various water quality initiatives regarding agricultural Review of site plans for construction projects has evolvedland and land that could be developed, from mere suggestions provided by a district employee
Steady growth in the state’s metropolitan areas was not concerning what might work best at a particular location
surprising. The increasing development in the two more to an engineered topographic plan showing the project’s
rural counties of Kent and Sussex, however, brought the location, the site’s details, and specifications for all prac-
conservation districts to the forefront of soil and water rices to be used. To illustrate the plan review process,
conservation efforts at land development projects, we occasionally refer in this paper to a project for "Run-

ning Brook Estates and Business Park" (Figure 1 ).
The Role of the Conservation Districts Plan review goes beyond looking at blueprints to see

that specifications meet minimum standards set forth inIn their first 50 years, the conservation districts were
primarily involved in agricultural issues affecting local state laws and regulations. Material that district inspec-

tors frequently use to assess a project include:landowners. Historically, each district has been run by a
board of seven elected supervisors, most of whom are ¯ The state erosion and sediment control handbook.
local farmers, and has functioned as a clearinghouse for
current information about the construction and mainte- ¯ The district sediment and stormwater manual.
nance of drainageways, wildlife ponds, and water con- ¯ County soil surveys.
trol structures; updates on the availability of technical
and financial assistance for farmers and other residents; ¯ U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps.
and education activities related to resource manage- ¯ Federal Emergency Management Agency floodzone
ment and protection, maps.
In 1978, Delaware passed an Erosion and Sediment ¯ State/Federal wetland inventories.
Control Law covering most types of residential, commer-
cial, industrial, and institutional construction. In 1980, ¯ The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDot)
the conservation districts were enlisted to implement the specification book.
law by the Delaware Department of Natural Resources ¯ Equipment manufacturer specifications and literature.
and Environmental Control (DNREC). DNREC turned to
the conservation districts because of their intimate know- The most important tool for ensuring a thorough design

as well as a consistent and efficient review is the man-ledge of the counties in terms of constituents, soils, topo-
graphy, and local and county governmental structure, agement plan checklist. Figure 2 presents the checklist
Moreover, the conservation districts had a proven ability used by the Kent Conservation District.

to run cost-effective programs with a minimum of"red tape." Sediment Control
From 1980 to 1987, development authorities were pri-
marily concerned with erosion and sediment control in A plan for sediment control and stormwater manage-

regard to all types of new construction. Stormwater ment usually evolves from the site or grading plan but

management was handled by various state and munici- includes the location, dimensions, and details for the

pal agencies on an "as needed" basis to control flooding, required erosion and sediment controls.

Then, in 1989, DNREC began the long process of es- In some cases, designers or developers choose to use
tablishing a statewide stormwater management law to the stormwater facility as a sediment trap or basin. This
address both runoff quantity control and water quality is easily accomplished by modifying the facility’s outlet
concerns. Using an approach that involved not only the control structure to include the necessary filtration
regulators but also the regulated community, DNREC devices (Figure 3). Although use of an infiltration basin
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Figure 1. Site map for Running Brook Estates and Business Park.

as a sediment trap is generally discouraged, on occasion ¯ Vegetative requirements list (permanent and tempo-
it may be necessary. For such cases, several approaches rary): Used to specify amounts and types of seed,
are recommended. One is to direct any sediment-laden mulch, and soil amendments needed.
runoff to a trap (Figure 4, northeast corner). Another is
to leave the basin 12 to 24 in. above finished grade until ¯ A silt fence: Commonly used downstream of dis-
the site is stabilized; excess material is then removed and turbed soils as a perimeter filtration device.
the basin graded according to the plan’s specifications. Often the review process reveals unique or unexpected
The management plan must describe the construction site features requiring that the district inspector make
sequence and establish the points at which various additional site visits, hold meetings with designers, and
control installations must be added, removed, corn- seek technical guidance from the Soil Conservation

Service or the DNREC Division of Soil and Water Con-pleted, or activated. For certain features, such as em-
bankment ponds, the contractor may be required to servation. For example, because of the unique soils on
notify the district inspector when construction is about the DelMarVa Peninsula, erosion problems necessi-
to commence. This gives the inspector the opportunity tated that a list of soil erodibility (K) values (Figure 5),
to reemphasize the importance of such aspects of the as determined by the Universal Soil Loss Equation, be
installations as a cutoff trench and the emergency spill- compiled for the predominant soil types shown on the
way’s dimensions and to visually inspect riser struc- sediment and stormwater plan for Running Brook Es-
tures, antiseep collars, and the foundation preparation, tates and Business Park (Figure 6). Such lists not only

expedite the- review process but also help designers
Additional sediment control features commonly presented better prepare for the review comment period.
in the plan include the following (see also Figure 4):

Stormwater Management for Quantity¯ Flock-check dams: Used for velocity and erosion
control in ditches and swales. Control

¯ Perimeter dikes/swa/es, earth dikes, temporary The adverse impacts of stormwater runoff have been
swales: Used to convey runoff to a trap or as a well documented. Damage caused by flooded streams
clean-water diversion, and rivers has cost millions of dollars in property losses

and has degraded the quality of the nation’s waters.
¯ A stabilized construction entrance: Stone structure Reducing the risk of downstream flooding and stream-

used to minimize sediment tracking onto roadways, channel erosion after land development is the primary
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KENT CONSERVATION DISTRICT
SEDIMENT AND STORMWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

!__Review_ is predicated upon receipt of one set of plans and applicable review
and inspection fee.

2__Upon notification of approval, one additional set of plans must be
submitted to be stamped and kept available on the construction site at all
times.

REQUIRED STATEMENTS

l__Provide the name, mailing address, and phone number of the owner of the
~property, the land developer, the engineer or consultant and the applicant.

Provide names of adjacent property owners on the plan.
2       Include the following notes:

A      The Kent Conservation District must be notified in writing five (5)
days prior to commencing with construction.    Failure to do so
constitutes a violation of the approved Sediment and Stormwater
Management Plan.

B       Review and or approval of the Sediment and Stormwater Management Plan
shall not relieve the contractor from his or her responsibilities for
compliance with the requirements of the Sediment and Stormwater
Regulations, nor shall it relieve the contractor from errors or
omissions in the approved plan.

C      If the approved plan needs to be modified, additional sediment and
stormwater control measures may be required as deemed necessary by
the Kent Conservation District.

D The Kent Conservation District reserves the right to enter private
property for purposes of periodic site inspection.

E__Following soil disturbance or redisturbance, permanent or temporary
stabilization shall be completed within 14 calender days as to the
surface of all perimeter sediment controls, topsoil stockpiles, and
all other disturbed or graded areas on the project site.

3 Include signed Owner’s Certification of the following statements (Jhese
--must be siqned in ink on each plan submitted):

A       I, the undersigned, certify that all land clearing, construction and
development shall be done pursuant to the approved plan.

B      I, the undersigned, certify that responsible personnel certified by
DNREC will be in charge of on-site clearing and land disturbing
activities.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

1 Provide a legend on the Sediment and Stormwater Management Plan.
2 Provide a "limit of disturbance" line and the disturbed area in acres.
3 Provide a vicinity map with a scale of i" = 1 mile.
4 -Provide a north arrow on the plan.
5 Maximum plan scale of i" = i00’
6 Plans must be submitted on 24"x36" sheets.
7 When two or more sheets are used to illustrate the plan view, an index

sheet is required, illustrating the entire project on one 24~’x36" sheet.
8      Provide existing and proposed contours based on mean sea level datum

provided at one foot intervals. Total contributing drainage area must be
shown regardless of being located on or off-site.

9 For small projects, provide existing and proposed spot elevations on a 50
foot grid system, based on mean sea leve! datum, with high and low points.

10 State and Federal wetlands must be accurately delineated.
Ii Delineate the National Flood Insurance Program i00 Year Flood Zone.
12 Provide soils mapping on plan with a general description of each soil.
13 Streams must be delineated.

Figure 2. Sample sediment and stormwater management plan checklist.
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL

1      All erosion and sediment control practices shall comply with the Delaware
--’Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook 1989.

2__Projects must be phased so that no more than 20 acres is cleared at any one
time. Once grading is initiated in one 20 acre section, a second 20 acre
section may have stumps, roots, brush, and organic material removed.
Grading of the second 20 acre section may not proceed until temp0rauy or
permanent stabilization of the first 20 acre section is accomplished.

3__Stone check dams are required in all swales, ditches and channels. Provide
details, cross sections and specifications, including check dam station
locations. Check dam depth must be such that a maximum stone depth is
achieved while ensuring that flow will continue over the center of the dam.
A minimum 6" depth from the weir to the top of the structure is ~equired.

4      All stone, with the exception of check dams, must be underlined by a filter
--’fabric.    Filter fabric specifications must be provided for various

applications.
Outlet protection is required at all points of discharge from pipes,

--channels, and spillways.       Provide details,    cross-sections and
specifications, including dSO stone size, stone depth, outlet dimensions
and type of filter fabric.

’6__ Provide inlet and outlet invert elevations for all drainage structures and
-facilities.

7__Provide profiles for all outfall pipes and channels.
Erosion control matting is required on slopes of 3:1 or greater.

__Provide corner and lowest floor elevations for all buildings.
l~__Specify what stabilization measures will be used if dust control becomes

a problem.
11     Sediment traps and basins shall be utilized and sized to accomodate 3600

cubic feet of storage per acre of contributing drainage area until project
stabilization is complete. These structures must be located at the base
of the drainage are~. The following information is required: top of slope,
bottom, and outlet elevations, dimensions, proposed and required volumes,
type of trap or basin, and contributing drainage area. Include details,
cross sections and specifications; a minimum 2:1 length to width ratio is
required.

12     Diversions must be used to direct runoff into traps. When sediment-laden
--’stormwater is directed to traps or basins by closed pipe systems, temporary

diversions must be used to direct stormwater to traps and basins until
closed pipe systems are operational.

13__Provide a detailed sequence of construction, at a minimum, include the
following activities: clearing and grubbing those areas necessary for the
installation of perimeter controls, construction of perimeter controls,
remaining clearing and grubbing, road grading, grading for remainder of
site, utility installation and whether storm drains will be used or blocked
until after completion of construction, final grading, landscaping or
stabilization, and removal of sediment control practices.

14 Soil stockpile areas must be delineated, locate stockpiles on areas with
little or no slope. Stockpiles must be surrounded with silt fence or a
stabilized earthen berm.

Figure 2. Sample sediment and stormwater management plan checklist (continued).
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

1      ShOw drainage calculations considering off-site contributing drainage.
--Provide pre and post-development velocities, peak rates of discharge, and

inflow and outflow hydrographs of stormwater runoff at all existing and
proposed points of discharge from the site for the 2 year and 10 year
frequency storms. Show site conditions around points of all surface water
discharge including vegetation and method of flow conveyance from the land
disturbing activity and design details for structural controls.

2      All hydrologic computations shall be accomplished using the most recent
version of USDA Soil Conservation Service TR-20 or TR-55, with the Delmarva
Unit Hydrograph. The storm duration for computational purposes shall be
the 24 hour rainfall event. The pre-development peak discharge rate shall
be computed assuming that all land uses in the site to be develop6d are in
good hydrologic condition.

3 Sub-watershed areas must be delineated on the plan for both the pre and
post-development conditions.    Provide the area in acres of each sub
’watershed.

4      Provide d&rsctional stormwater flow arrows for all existing and proposed
--channels, pipes, etc.

5      QUANTITY: Post-development peak rates of discharge fo~ the 2 and 10 year
--frequency storm events shall not exceed the pre-development peak rates of

discharge for the 2 and i0 year frequency storm events.
6      QUALITY: Water quality structures having a permanent pool shall be designed

--to release the first i/2 inch of runoff from the site over a 24 hour
period. Practices not having a permanent pool shall be designed to release
the first inch of runoff from the site over a 24 hour period.

INFILTRATION

1      Infiltration practices shall be used only when the following criteria can
~be met or exceeded:

A      Systems shall be designed to accept, at least, the first inch of
~runoff from all streets, roadways and parking lots. (Including all

contributing drainage areas.)
B      Areas draining to these practices must be stabilized and vegetative

~filters established prior to runoff entering the system.
C .    A suspended solids filter accompanies the practice, when vegetation
--is used there shall be at least a 20 foot length of vegetative

filter.
D      The bottom of the infiltration practice is at least 3 feet above the

--seasonal high water table.
E      The system shall be designed to drain completely in 48 hours.
F--Infiltration practices are limited to soils having an infiltration
--rateof at least 1.02 inches per hour. On site soil borings and

textural classifications must be done to verify site conditions and
seasonal high water table. This information must be submitted with
the plan.

G      Infiltration practices greater than 3 feet deep shall be located at
~least 20 feet from basement walls.

H      Infiltration practices designed to handle runoff from impervious
parking areas shall be a minimum of 150 feet from any public or
private water supply well.
Infiltration practices shall have overflow systems with measures to

---------provide a non-erosive velocity of flow along its length and at the
outfall.

J      The slope of the bottom of the infiltration practice shall not exceed
--5 percent.

K      Infiltration practices shall not be installed on or atop a slope
--whose natural angle of incline exceeds 20 percent.

L      Infiltration practices shall not be installed in fill material.
M      Unless allowed on a specific project, infiltration practices will

only be permitted for the primary purpose of water quality
enhancement.

Figure 2. Sample sediment and stormwater management plan checklist (continued).
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PONDS

1      All ponds constructed for stormwater management shall be designed and
---constructed in a6cordance with USDA Soil Conservation Service Small Pond

Code 378, dated September 1990, as approved for use in Delaware.
2      All ponds shall have a forebay or other design feature to act as a sediment
--trap, a i0 foo~ reverse slope bench must be provided i foot above the

normal pool elevation for safety purposes, a i0 foot level bench 1 foot
below the normal pool elevation, and all embankment ponds having a
permanent pool shall have a drain installed.

DETAILS

1 Provide details and specifications for all erosion and sediment control and
---stormwater management practices used.

2      Provide details of temporary and permanent stabilization measures.
3--’Provide    details,    cross-sections    and    specifications    (including
--stabilization) for diversions, ditches, ponds, swales, infiltration

structures, etc.
4      Specify details of any unusual practices used.

MAINTENANCE

1 Specify whose responsibility it will be to maintain and repair all erosion
and sediment control and stormwater management practices during utility
installation.

2 Maintenance set aside areas for disposal of sediments removed from
stormwater management facilities must be provided. Set aside areas shall
accomodate at least 2 percent of the stormwater management facility volume
to the elevation of the 2 year storm volume elevation, maximum depth of set
aside volume shall be 1 foot, and the slope of the set aside area shall not
exceed 5 percent.

3 A clear statement of defined maintenance responsibility shall be
established during the plan review and approval process.

Figure 2. Sample sediment and stormwater management plan checklist (�ontinued).
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(a) Outtet control reason for establishing a program that encourages
structure for stormwater management quantity control. Indeed, it hasstormwater
control only also been shown that flood peaks after development can

increase by more than 500-fold.

The conservation districts’ role in stormwater manage-
ment quantity control is to ensure that discharge rates
for the 2- and 10-year, 24-hour duration storm events do
not increase following development. The districts also
review management plan data on hydrograph timing
and runoff volumes to ensure that areas downstream of
development sites are not adversely affected. The dis-
tricts prefer multiple-storm control because it is gener-
ally accepted as the most appropriate management

Dewatering Device Wrapped in Filter approach for a wide range of storm discharges.
Cloth and Encased in a Gravel Jacket-~.~

(b) Outlet control .~’----~ ~ TO compute stormwater discharges, precedures described
structure with filters~

I~o!!%c

in the Soil Conservation Service’s Technical Releasefor both %c (TR) 20 and TR55 are used. Along with being generallystormwater and
sediment user friendly, TR20 and TR55 procedures facilitate the
control

io¢1o°°~ production of required hydrographs and the computing

~//~ u~pp~s

of runoff storage requirements. Sussex and Kent C oun-
ties~and the DelMarVa Peninsula generally--fall under
the TR20 and TR55 Type II rainfall distribution.

~ Early in the model’s development, concerns were ex-oded

~_~.~ With Stone Pi~e pressed that this rainfall distribution did not accurately
represent the DelMarVa Peninsula, with its generally

Figure 3. Outlet control structures for sediment and stormwa- gently rolling topography, sandy soils, and limited out-
ter control, falls. As a result, studies were performed and a new

-30
\

-29

-28
27

~1 Rocl~-~_,heck Darn " ’--" "~-- -’2~’

~ = Outlet Structure = Temporary Dike/Swale ..==.S=~.. = Silt Fence

SCE = Stabilized ~onstruction Entrance
~ = Sediment Trap

Figure 4. ~edlment control features at Running Brook Estates and Business Park.
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Sussex Conservation District
P.O, Box 8 - Georgetown, Delaware 19947 - Phone (302) 856-2105 or 7219

LIST OF HIGHLY ERODIBLE SOILS*

*S.C.S, FIELD OFFICE TECNNICAL GUIDE ("K" VALUE OF 0.20 OR GREATER)

SOIL NAME SOIL SYMBOL "K" VALUE

ELKTON SANDY LOAM ........... E1 ............................. O. 43

ELKTON LOAM ................. Em ............................. O. 43

EVESBORO SAND ............... EoB-D .......................... O. 43
(o-15%)
FALLSINGTON SANDY LOAM ...... Fa ............................. O. 28

FALLSINGTON LOAM ............ Fs ............................. O. 28

KALMIA SANDY LOAM ........... Ka ............................. O. 28

KENANSVILLE LOAMY SAND ...... KbA/B .......................... O. 24
(o-~.~)
KEYPORT FINE SANDY LOAM ..... KfA/B2# ........................ 0.43 #ERODED

MATAWAN LOAMY SAND .......... Mm ............................. O. 28

MATAWAN SANDY LOAM .......... Mn ............................. 0.32

POCOMOKE SANDY LOAM ......... P= ............................. O. 28

PORTSMOUTH LOAM .............Pt ............................. 0.28

RUMFORD LOAMY SAND .......... RuA-C .......................... 0.20
(0-10%)
SASSAFRAS SANDY LOAM ........ SaA/B/C2#/D .................... O. 28 #ERODED

SASSAFRAS LOAM ....... : ...... SfA/B .......................... O. 28
(o-5z)
WOODSTOWN SANDY LOAM o     Wo 0 28

WOODSTOWN LOAM .............. Ws ............................. O. 28

Rgure 5. Erodibllity values for predominant soils on the DelMarVa Peninsula.
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Figure 6. Predominant soils at Running Brook Estates and Business Park.

dimensionless, synthetic unit hydrograph was devel- Stormwater Management for Quality
oped to be used with the Type II rainfall distribution, This Control
hydrograph, named the DelMarVa Hydrograph, is used
in Kent and Sussex Counties. The DelMarVa Hy- The preferred method for water quality treatment is use
drograph can develop peak flow rates up to 60 percent of a retention, or "wet," pond. Such a pond has a perma-
of those using just the given dimensionless synthetic nent pool capable of holding up to 1/2 in. of runoff over
hydrograph with the Type II rainfall distribution, the drainage area. The elevation of the pool is deter-

mined by the low flow orifice of the outlet structure

Stormwater is primarily managed for quantity control (Figure 3), from which the first 1/2 in. of runoff flows.
Thus, above this elevation, 24-hour extended detentionwith ponds. In the Running Brook Estates and Business is provided for the 1/2 in. of runoff. Another featurePark example, three stormwater management ponds required in the construction of a wet pond is the levelare used (see Figure 7). The two ponds at the south side bench. The bench is a 10-ft wide ledge around theof the site weFe sized in accordance with standard cri-

teria (i.e., using the 2- and 10-year, 24-hour duration perimeter of the pond, approximately 1 ft below the
design elevation of the permanent pool, on which vege-storm events for discharge rates). The third pond is tation may be planted or allowed to grow naturally. Thesized for a watershed with no positive outfall, a unique establishment of a thick mat of vegetation offers watersituation that often exists on the DelMarVa Peninsula. In quality improvements through sedimentation, filtration,such situations, when all possibilities to achieve an out- and nutrient uptake. In addition, once this marshy areafall have been exhausted, the facility is sized for the is established, it may help deter public access to the10-year storm event runoff volume. A modified 100-year permanent pool area. Conservation districts often en-flood zone is then determined to establish finished floor

elevations for any properties that could be affected by courage addition of a wet pond as a water quality measo

storms larger than the 10-year event. Infiltration can be ure when soil and ground-water conditions are

factored in to reduce the size of such structures, appropriate.

Figure 7 shows a wet pond in the southwest comer of
When development is proposed in urban areas and site Running Brook Estates and Business Park that was
space is limited, the district inspector has the flexibility installed to capture and provide water quality treatment
to reduce the stormwater management quantity require- for a majority of the site’s runoff. The pond’s irregular
ments to those related to quality, as discussed in the shoreline and its proximity to wetlands (south of the site)
next section, make the pond aesthetically appealing and provide an
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Figure 7, Stormwatar management ponds at Running Brook Estates and Business Park.

extension of the natural area. Picnic tables were placed in residential areas, the conservation districts encour-
in the area for tenants’ use. age owners and consultants to design milder slopes.

If the use of ponds is not feasible on a site, an infiltrationMore common for new construction projects is the de- system should be considered. Infiltration trenches, intention, or "dry," pond, which detains runoff during a which perforated pipe is placed on a stone bed sur-storm but then drains completely to a dry state. To meet rounded by filter fabric, are often preferred for urbanregulations, a dry pond must be designed with a low flow sites, where higher land values make such systemsorifice that provides extended detention of the first inch particularly cost efficient. Infiltration trenches are gener-of runoff for a 24-hour period. While this appears to be ally considered less cost-effective for larger sites.an increase from the 1/2 in. required for wet ponds,
actually the reverse is true. The first flush is generally Another type of infiltration system is the basin. The infiltra-
accepted to be the first inch of runoff, but because wet tion basin depicted in the northeast corner of Running
ponds have been shown to provide better sedimentation Brook Estates and Business Park in Figure 7 is used for
and nutrient uptake, a volume credit is given for the use the no-positive-ouffall situation described above. The infil-
of a wet pond. This reduces the extended detention tration method of runoff management is encouraged for
requirements by 50 percent, water quality enhancement but is discouraged for water

quantity control due to the high potential for failure.
Figure 7 shows a pond at the southern edge of Running State law also allows the use of any practice that can
Brook Estates and Business Park that provides extended achieve 80-percent removal of suspended solids in storm-
detention for runoff from a large portion of the residential water runoff. One such practice, the use of sand filters,
development. Discharge is to the wetland areas south has been effective in Delaware. Sand filtration can also
of the site. Based on studies by the Mercer County be effective for capturing hydrocarbons, which can escape
Conservation District in New Jersey, the bottom and from ponds. Such systems function much like a septic
sides of this pond need to be planted with a wildflower system, with a sediment chamber leading to a filtration
mix. This type of vegetation will reduce the necessity of chamber (Figure 8); however, the majority of runoff is
mowing to once a year, in the fall, greatly reducing stored ahead of the structure in two grassed swales.
maintenance expenses and increasing visual appeal. Because this design is new, a strict maintenance sched-
While state law requires a 3:1 side slope ratio for ponds ule has been developed that must be followed until
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performance can be verified. The system must be in- TR20 analysis was performed on the entire site to as-
spected every 3 months and any large debris removed, sess flows at the analysis point shown in Figure 7. Other
Once a year, the sedimentation chamber must be evalu- factors were also considered in finalizing review of the
ated and the polluted top layer of sand removed and site plan (see Figures 9, 10, and 11).
replaced. Every 5 years, the entire volume of sand must
be replaced. Site Inspection
Another acceptable method of infiltration is the use of Plan review is not the only element of sediment control
vegetated swales, an approach referred to as biofiltra- and stormwater management delegated to the conser-
tion. Given their linear configuration, vegetated swale vation districts. To keep day-to-day operation of the
systems may be especially appropriate for space-limited program within one agency, the conservation districts
urban sights where a water quality pond might otherwise also conduct site visits periodically during construction
be used. and then on an annual basis to perform maintenance
Runoff from the northwest corner of Running Brook inspections of all completed facilities. Along-term main-
Estates and Business Park is treated in two biofiltration tenance plan for each facility, identifying the responsible
swales before it enters the tax ditch that separates the parties, must be established dudng the plan review
residential subdivision from the business park. The stage.
swales are located on either side of the forestry lane
leading to the tax-ditch crossing. The forestry lane, Conclusion
which was installed because fire laws require twb ac- The most important role the conservation districts havecuss points for developments of this size, is demarcated in site plan review is providing technical assistance towith a combination of fescue and a wildflower mix, which landowners, designers, and contractors with respect tothe conservation district mandates for the quality and sediment control and stormwater management. The dis-
aesthetic aspects of swales,                        tricts’ staff pride themselves on their working relation-

Because these swales at Running Brook Estates and ships and knowledge of the evolving situations in the
Business Park only receive water quality treatment, a state’s counties.
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Figure 9. Existing cont~ours at Running Brook Estates and Business Park.

= Existing contours
= Proposed contours

Rgure 10. Existing and proposal �ontours at Running Brook Estates and Business Park.
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The Role of Landscapes in Stormwater Management

Steven h Apfelbaum
Applied Ecological Services, Inc.,

Brodhead, Wisconsin

Abstract Introd uction
This paper presents evidence that many existing Diverse and productive prairies, wetlands, savannas,
streams did not have conspicuous channels and were and other ecological systems occupied hundreds of mil-
not identified during presettlement times (prior to 1830s lions of acres in presettlement North America. These
in the midwestern United States). Many currently iden- ecological systems have been replaced by a vast acre-
tiffed first-, second-, and third-order streams were iden- age of tilled and developed lands. Land-use changes
tiffed as vegetated swales, wetlands, wet prairies, and have modified the capability of the upland systems and

’swamps in the original land survey records of the U.S. small depressional wetlands in the uplands to retain
General Land Office. water and assimilate nutrients and other materials that

now flow from the land into aquatic systems, streams,The data presented show that significant increases in and wetlands. The historical plant communities thatdischarge for low, median, and high flows have occurred were dominated by deep-rooted, long-lived, and produc-
since settlement. Stream channels have formed inad- tive species have been primarily replaced by annual
vertently or were created to drain land for development species (corn, soybeans, wheat) or shallow rooted non-
and agricultural land uses. Currently, discharges may be native species (bluegrass lawns, brome grass fields).
200 to 400 times greater than historical levels, based on The native vegetation was efficient at using water anddata from 1886 to the present for the Des Plaines River nutrients, and consequently maintained very high levelsin Illinois, a 620-square-mile watershed. Historic data of carbon fixation and primary productivity. Modern com-document how this river had no measurable discharge munities, in turn, are productive but primarily above-or very low flow conditions for over 60 percent of each ground, in contrast to the prairie ecosystem where
year during the period from 1886 to 1904. perhaps 70 percent of the biomass was actually created
This study suggests that land-use changes in the pre- belowground in highly developed root systems. These
vious upland/prairie watershed have resulted in a changes in the landscape and vegetation coupled with
change from a diffuse and slow overland flow to in- intentional stormwater management have changed the
creased runoff, concentrated flows, and significantly re- lag time for water to remain in uplands and consequently
duced lag time. Preliminary modeling suggests the the rate and volume of water leaving the landscape.
following results: reduced infiltration, reduced evapora-
tion and evapotranspiration, greatly increased runoff The Des Plaines Rivet
and hydraulic volatility, and increased sediment yields Changes that have occurred on the uplands and how
and instream water quality problems caused by desta- these changes have affected the hydrology of wetlands
bilization of streambanks, and aquatic systems can be illustrated using historical

and more recent data to illustrate trends in discharge ofThe opportunity to emulate historical stormwater be-
havior by integrating upland landscape features in major river systems. The Des Plaines River was chosen

as a study watershed because of available historicalurban developments and agricultural lands offers
data and trackable changes in watershed land uses.stormwater management options that are easier to

maintain, less expensive over time, attractive, and The Des Plaines River originates southeast of Rurling-
possibly more efficient compared with many conven- ton in southeastern Wisconsin, flows for over 90 river
tional stormwater management solutions and the use miles through agricultural, urban, and suburban land-
of biofiltration we.tlands, scape through northeastern Illinois and the Chicago
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region, then flows west and south, meeting with another High Flows
¯ High flows have doubledriver and becoming the Illinois River. The historical data ¯ From 1886-1904, 1.5 high flows/year

presented are from a case before the Illinois Supreme ¯ Presently, 3 to 5 high flows/year
Court and a circuit court (U.S. Department of War vs. CFS 3,OOO ,. .... ....
Economy Power and Light, 1904) that dealt with the
navigability of the Des Plaines River. The data were 2,000 .o

°°

derived from a gauge station installed and operated at
present-day Riverside, Illinois, from 1886 to 1904. The
U.S. Geological Survey has maintained this same sta- ~ 1,ooo
tion since 1943. Historical data from 1886 to 1904 in- o ¯ o o
clude a single-stage measurement per day and weekly 0 -- °
discharge measurements (rating curves). For our stud-
ies, duration flow curves were created for the years 1886
to 1904 and 1943 to 1990. The data were compared -1,000 1 20 30 40 so 60 70
using median values of discharge (50 percent) and also vo
using low and high levels of discharge as indicated by Median Flows
the 75 percent and 10 percent values derived from the ¯ Median flows are 400 times higher
annual duration flow curves 1886 to 1904 and 1943 to CFS 8O0 . ~ , ""

1990. The watershed area gauged at Riverside is ap-
proximately 620 square miles (400,000 acres). 600 " ° ¯

o 400
In the late 1800s, about 40 percent of the watershed had >
been tilled and/or was developed. In contrast, approxi- 2oo
mately 70 to 80 percent of the watershed is now devel-
oped or under annually tilled agriculture land uses. 0
Annual duration flow curve values based on linear re-
gression analysis suggested very significant increases -2o0 , .......
in discharge since 1886; perhaps 250 to 400 times o ~-~) 2’0 30 4~0 50 60 70
(Figure 1). In 1886, the median discharge was 4 ft3/sec. Low Flows    VO
In contrast, in recent years the median discharge has ¯ Low flows are 250 times higher
been 700 to 800 ~/sec. Trends in low, medium, and high CFS 4OO I ’ ’ ’ ""
flow values for the Des Plaines River have undergone
very significant increases. 3oo

~ 200
Preliminary watershed hydrologic modeling suggests >that the watershed and discharge data for 1886 to 1904 100
had already been modified by development and agricul-
tural land uses; the Des Plaines River watershed was 0
settled in the late 1830s, and thus 50 years of land use
and development had passed before the 1886 data were -1 oo
collected. Other data resulting from the litigation sug- 0 10 2o 3o 4o 5o 60 7o
gested very clearly that the discharge of water from the vo
Des Plaines River was significantly less between 1886
to 1904 compared with present day discharge. Because

Figure 1. Linear regression analysis and raw data plots of Des
Plaines River discharge at Riverside, Illinois, 1886 to

the litigation contested navigability, evidence was pre- 1988. Low, median, and high flow data were derived
from duration-flow curves for 75, 50, and 10 percen-sented using daily stage, discharge, and water depth tile annual flow levels (1).

data on the opportunity for commercial navigation on the
river. The data suggested that between 1886 and 1904,
for an average 92 days per year, the river had no meas- Additional supporting evidence of the significance of
urable discharge. An additional 117 days per year, the changes in the watershed and river is available. The
river had 60 ft’3/sec or less discharge, which was equal original land survey records for parts of the Des Plaines
to a depth of less than 3 in. at Riverside. Based on these River where section lines were surveyed identified that
statistics, over 60 percent of the year the 400,000 acre reaches of the river had no discernable channels. Where
watershed yielded no water or such low flows that navi- channels now occur, in the 1830s surveyors found wet
gation was not possible or reliable. Another 10 to 25 prairies, swamps, and swales but usually no conspicu-
percent of the year the river was covered with ice. ous or measurable channel widths. Channels and
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"pools" were identified in some locations and with Sediment and Pollutant Management
greater frequency downstream in the watershed. The

Because many pollutants in stormwater require water tooriginal land surveyors were under contract by the
U.S. Government Land-Office to document the vege- dislodge and translocate the suspended solids to which
tation types covering the land and to identify, where they are adsorbed, there is a great opportunity to emu-
possible, the widths and depths of streams when they late historical functions by using upland systems to per-
were encountered during the process of laying out the form biofiltration functions, increase lag time, and

section lines, reduce total volume and rate of runoff.

Increased discharge and velocity of water moving
through channels has been documented to greatly affectConclusions and Applications of the instream water quality. Perhaps as much as 70 percentFindings of instream sediment loads come from channel and

These data suggest very clearly that highly significant bank destabilization associated with the higher velocity
waters and with solufluction and mass wasting of bankschanges in the hydrology, hydraulics, and water yield
after flood waters recede (2). Stabilizing (or at leastfrom the Des Plaines River watershed have occurred

since settlement. Other major river and watershed reducing) hydraulic pulsing in streams can best be ac-
systems have yielded similar results, suggesting the complished by desynchronization and reduction of tribu-

tary stormwater volumes and runoff rates from uplands.transferability of the concepts and general conclu-
This can be accomplished by integrating substantialsions reached from the studies of the Des Plaines

River. These findings and their applications are dis- upland perennial vegetated buffers throughout develop-

cussed below, ments and agricultural land uses. Buffers are designed
not only to convey water and minimize erosion (i.e.,
grassy watenNays) but also to attenuate hydraulic puls-

Natural Ecological System Functions and ing, settle solids and adsorbed nutrients, and reduce
Processes Should Be Emulated and diffuse the velocity, energy, and quantity of water

entering rivers, wetlands, and other lowland habitats.
Using upland microdepressional storage, perhaps in the

Water Yield form of ephemeral wetland systems and swales in the
uplands, also would emulate the historical landscape

The historical landscapes "managed" stormwater very conditions and functions.
differently than it is managed by present-day strategies.
Historical data clearly indicate that a relatively small Applications
percentage of the precipitation in a watershed actually Several example projects of "conservation develop-resulted in measurable runoff and water leaving the merits" are now being completed, which integrate up towatershed. In fact, preliminary analysis suggests very 50 to 60 percent of the urban development as openstrongly that an average 60 to 70 percent of the precipi- space planted to perennial native prairie, wet swales,ration in the watershed did not leave the watershed from and other upland communities (as site amenities). Hy-the Des Plaines River; this water was lost through bernia is a 132-acre residential development in Highlandevaporation and evapotranspiration. Analysis predicts Park, Illinois, designed and constructed by Red Sealthat approximately 20 to 30 percent infiltrated and may Development Corporation, Northbrook, Illinois. Empiri-have contributed indirectly to base flow in the streams cal data from Hybernia suggest that the use of uplandand directly to base flow in wetlands in the watershed, vegetation systems in combination with ponded areasDuring a full year, the balance of the water directly has resulted in the rate and volume of discharge beingcontributed to flow in the "river," where an identifiable essentially unchanged before and after development.river channel now occurs. Another project, Prairie Crossing, is a 677-acre residen-

tial project designed to offer comprehensive onsitePresent-day water management strategies involve col-
stormwater management in uplands and created lakelection, concentration, and managed release of water.

These activities are generally performed in developed systems. Extensive upland prairie and wet swale sys-
parcels in the lower topographic positions. Historically, tems biofilter runoff and enhance the quality and reduce

a greater percentage of water was lost through evapo- the quantity of water reaching wetlands and lakes in the

ration and evapotranspiration from upland systems. In development.
these situations, micredepressional storage and dis- In these types of projects, upland vegetation takes sev-
persed rather than concentrated storage occurred, eral years to fully offer stormwater management bene-
Weaver (1) documented the ability of the foliage of fits. In planted prairies, surface soil structure develops a
native perennial grassland vegetation to intercept over three-dimensional aspect in 3 to 5 years. The develop-
an inch of rain with no runoff generated, merit of this structure seems to have an important role
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both in offering microdepressional storage and increas- Proposals have been made to allow the materials con-
ing the lag time for retaining water in upland systems, centrated in biofiltration wetlands to simply be buried by

each additional sediment load or to be intentionally bur-Restoration and native species plantings also have pro- led by adding additional soil. Contaminant mobility
vided benefits where ecological system degradation has through biological pathways still occurs, however, from
led to increased water and sediment yields. Where ecoo beneath considerable sediment burial. In fact, in thelogical degradation is occurring indirectly because hu- Great Lakes, contamination from PCBs that are often
man activities on the landscape have reduced or several feet below the surface of the sediments have
eliminated major processes (such as natural wildfires), contributed to major increased mortality rates and major
restoration can provide vegetation and stormwater man- morphological problems in predacious birds such as
agement benefits. Wildfires have been all but eliminated cormorants, terns, and gulls (6, 7). The literature on
since human settlement has occurred, especially in ar- wetland biofiltration inadequately addresses contami-
eas that contain forests, savanna, or oak woods. In the nant mobility routes through biological systems and the
absence of fires in many oak woods and savannas, a potential threat to the viability of biological systems.
dense shading develops caused by increased tree can- Because wetlands are so attractive to biological organ-
opy and dense shrub development. Where this has isms (and, in fact, the biological organisms are often key
occurred, a reduced ground cover and soil stabilizing to the successful functions of the biofiltration wetlands),
vegetation grows under the low-light conditions. Conse- it is necessary to rethink and carefully design biofiltration
quently, highly erodible topsoils containing the seeds, wetland systems in the future.
roots, and tubers of the soil stabilizing vegetation and
higher volumes and rates of water can run off from these Far too often, people view the lowland environments
degraded savanna sites. The process of savanna dete- (i.e., rivers, wetlands) as the locations for treating or
rioration has been documented; restoration has used physically removing problems created in the upland en-
prescribed burning and other strategies (3-5). Reestab- vironments. The studies briefly described in the previous
lishment of ground cover vegetation is key to reducing section, however, suggest that stormwater, sediment
runoff, improving water quality, and reestablishing an ’loads, and the varied contaminants may be best man-
infiltration component in degraded, timbered systems, aged on upland systems. Although the land cost for

using upland rather than lowland environments for

Should Wetlands Be Used for Sediment stormwater management may be higher, the efficiency
Management, or Should This Occur on the and reduction in potential contaminant problems may be
Uplands? greater. A landscape with many upland microdepres-

sional storage opportunities and a large buffering capac-
Because wetlands offen provide what little wildlife habi- ity might offer more efficient processing than would a
tat remains in developed landscapes, and because they single biofiltration wetland at the downstream end. Each
are attractive to wildlife, their use for stormwater man- buffer or depressional wetland would need to treat a
agement must be carefully considered. Currently, a ha- smaller volume of water and contaminants. Also, upland
tional movement is afoot to use created (and often or dispersed stormwater treatment facilities would have
natural) wetlands for stormwater management and significantly reduced long-term maintenance costs and
biofiltration. Many studies of existing high-quality wet- represent a more sustainable approach to management
lands, however, provide little or no evidence that they of stormwater. Centralized biofiltration wetlands, on the
historically served important biological filtration and other hand, have high maintenance requirements and
sediment management functions, Sediment deposition potential problems that include decreases in removal
was generally episodic (e.g., after wildfires), was of efficiency for some materials in the short and long term.
short duration, and yielded small sediment loads com-
pared with loads from present-day agricultural and de- There Are No Controlled Year-Round (and
veloped lands. Long-Term) Studies of Removal Efficiencies

Use of wetlands for biofiltration can actually aggravate
Comparing Uplands and Wetlands

existing problems for many wetland wildlife species. For The stormwater treatment literature indicates that use of
example, in the Chicago region it is not unusual to find wetlands and measurements of removal efficiencies
100 to 200 parts per million lead (and other contami- have been based primarily on removal during storm
nants) in tadpoles (especially in frog species with a events passing through the biofiltration wetlands. Year-
2-year tadpole stage, such as leopard frogs, bullfrogs, round contaminant mass-balance data are largely un-
and green frogs) found in wetlands receiving highway available. Nongrowing season studies have
stormwater. It is imperative to understand the potential documented the export of materials to be significant;
long-term toxic effects on biological systems associated consequently, removal efficiencies for some materials
with stormwater management in wetlands and contami- (e.g., metals, phosphorus) are not likely to be signifi-
nant mobility, cantly reduced from what has been documented for
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
Advanced Identification Process

Sue Elston
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5, Chicago, Illinois

Abstract other federal, state, and local agencies collect informa-
tion on the values of wetlands and other waters of the

Advanced Identification (ADID) is a planning process United States to determine which wetlands in the ADID
designed to identify and help protect high-quality wet- study area are of high functional value and should be
land resources. The ADID process is a joint effort be- protected from future fill activities and, in some cases,
tween the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) which wetlands are of low functional value and could
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, in which wetland be considered as potential fill sites.
functions and values are evaluated to determine which
wetlands within an ADID study area are high quality and
should be protected from future fill activities or, in some What Is an ADID?
cases, which wetlands are of ecologically low value and
could be considered as potential future fill sites. ADID ADID is an advanced planning process designed to
provides the local community with information on the provide an additional level of protection to wetlands and
value of wetland areas that may be affected by their other waters of the United States. The ADID process is
activities as well as a preliminary indication of factors one of the few tools currently available to EPA and other
that are likely to be considered during permit review of regulatory agencies that can help address resource-
a Section 404 permit application, specific issues from a broader perspective. Typically,

Section 404 permitting actions are considered on a
Final ADID products usually consist of a technical report case-by-case basis. ADID provides the opportunity to
that includes the data gathered during the ADID study, evaluate permit requests against wetland resource con-
a description of how the wetland evaluation was done, cerns from a watershed or regional perspective. There-
and a set of maps that identify the sites determined to fore, ADID can be used to address large geographic
be either unsuitable or suitable for filling activities. EPA issues such as regional wetland loss, to provide the
works closely with other federal, state, and local agen- information needed to better evaluate cumulative loss
cies as well as the public throughout the ADID process, impacts, and to provide more detailed ecological infor-
teach ADID process is designed a little differently to mation than is typically available to regulatory decision-
meet the specific wetland planning needs of the local makers.
area.

A planning tool, ADID is advisory not regulatory in na-

Introduction ture. ADID provides landowners and developers with
advance information, allowing them to plan with more

In an effort to provide protection to remaining wetlands, the predictability regarding the Section 404 permitting pro-
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), in coopera- gram. ADID can provide environmental groups, re-
tion with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and source agencies, or other groups with information that
other federal, state, and local agencies, may identify wet- can be used to guide protection or restoration efforts.
lands and other waters of the United States as generally ADID also can give information on local wetland loss
unsuitable or suitable for the discharge of dredged or fill trends. Most importantly, ADID can provide local corn-
material before receiving a Section 404 permit application, munities with information on specific values of local
This Advanced Iden~cation (ADID) process is authorized wetlands that can be used to help develop local ordi-
by the regulations pertaining to Section 404 of the Clean nances or other planning efforts designed to protect
Water Act. During the ADID process, EPA, COE, andwetlands with values important to the community.
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ADID projects vary in size and scope. Study areas range high-quality wetlands, as well as an opportunity for the
in size from 100 acres to 4,000 square miles and have county to work with federal agencies to resolve local
been initiated throughout the country. Nationally, 35 wetland issues. In addition, the county was beginning to
ADID projects have been completed, and 36 are ongo- work on a stormwater and wetland protection ordinance.
ing. The ADID process can be very resource intensive, The county viewed the ADID process as an opportunity
depending on the scope of the project. From start to to work with federal and state agencies to develop an
finish, the time to complete the ADID process can range evaluation methodology for local wetlands that could be
from 6 months to several years, used to guide implementation of the proposed ordi-

nance.Final ADID products vary from project to project. Typi-
cally, a completed ADID includes a map that identifies The Lake County ADID process was started in the fall
areas that are either unsuitable or suitable for fill, a of 1989. The first meeting included representatives from
database that contains the in¢ormation used to make the federal, state, and local agencies and public interest
ADID determination, and a technical summary docu- groups. The goals of the ADID process were explained,
ment that explains how the wetland evaluations were and the wetland functions and values to be evaluated
done and what criteria were used to make the unsuit- were selected based on local needs. A technical advi-
able/suitabledeterminations. Before ADID is completed, sory committee was formed consisting of repre-
a joint public notice is issued by EPA and COE and a sentatives from EPA, COE, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
public meeting is held to solicit public comment on the Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Illinois De-
products. Public comments are considered before the partment of Conservation, the Lake County Forest Pro-
final ADID determinations are made. The final maps, serve District, the Lake County Department of
supporting data, and technical summary document are Management Services, the Lake County Department of
all available to the public upon request. Planning, the Lake County Soil and Water Conservation

District, the Lake County Stormwater ManagementIn Region 5’s experience, ADID is most effective where Commission, and the Northeastern Illinois Planningthere is strong local support for such a project. ADID Commission. The committee’s task was to develop theprojects that involve local agencies can be tailored to methodologies to evaluate the selected wetland func-address local needs or problems, such as flood control, tions and values. Due to resource constraints, the com-water quality problems, or habitat loss. Participation of mittee decided to focus on identifying high-qualitylocal agencies in the ADID process not only provides wetland sites only. Sites identified as being of highvaluable local perspective and expertise but also the functional value would be considered unsuitable for fill-opportunity for ADID determinations to be included in ing activities.local comprehensive planning efforts and wetland pro-
tection ordinances. Lake County, Illinois, contains many lakes and wetlands

and is undergoing rapid urban development. Issues
Lake County ADID such as degradation of water quality, flooding problems,

and habitat loss are of local concern. Based on these
EPA Region 5, in cooperation with COE and several concerns, the committee selected the following five wet-
other federal, state, and local agencies, completed an land functions to evaluate for the ADID study:
ADID project in Lake County, Illinois, in January 1993.
The following is a brief overview of how the ADID proc- * Biological community value
ess worked in Lake County. ¯ Stormwater storage value
Lake County is 460 square miles and is located in ¯ Shoreline/bank stabilization value
northeastern Illinois. This county has been under inten- ¯ Sediment/toxicant retention valuesive development pressure for the last 5 to 10 years.
Lake County also contains a significant proportion of the ¯ Nutrient removaVtransformation value
wetlands and lakes within Illinois. The majority of wet-
lands within Lake County are isolated or above the In considering evaluation methodologies, the committee
headwaters; therefore, many small wetland fills (less immediately determined that the selected approach

than 10 acres) were authorized under Nationwide Per- must be capable of dealing with a very large number of
mit 26. EPA and COE were concerned that, cumula- wetlands. The final evaluation methodologies devel-
tively, these fills could have a significant negative effect oped for use in the Lake County ADID process were
on aquatic resources in Lake County. combinations of portions of the Wetland Evaluation

Technique (WET) developed for COE (1) and the Min-
Lake County was interested in supporting an ADID study nesota Wetland Evaluation Methodology (2) developed
because local citizens were raising many wetland devel- by the St. Paul District of COE. Portions of these meth-
opment issues. The county hoped that the ADID process odologies were adapted to meet the needs of the Lake
would provide an additional level of protection for the County ADID process. The evaluation methodologies
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and the criteria used to determine which wetlands andcounty’s wetland protection ordinance is in place, not
streams were of high functional value are described in only will the county provide protection for ADID sites but
detail in the Lake County ADID final report (3). the ordinance will also require that a buffer area be

maintained around all ADID sites.The wetlands identified as being of high functional value
were considered generally unsuitable for filling activi- While ADID or similar advanced planning processes are
ties. A wetland was determined to be of high functional resource intensive, these types of studies can be well
value, or unsuitable, if the site included high-quality worth the effort if the projects are well designed and the
biotic communities or if the site provided three of the four resulting information is incorporated into local compre-
stormwater storage or water quality functions. This ADID hensive planning efforts that will guide local land-use
study also identified high-quality stream corridors that decisions. In addition to focusing on Section 404 issues,
are designated as being unsuitable. ADID can be tailored to provide information needed for

a variety of other wetland related issues. For example,The preliminary Lake County ADID designations were
published in a joint public notice issued by COl= and ADID can be designed to provide information that assists
EPA. Also available for public review and comment were in the selection of wetland restoration sites. Advanced
the evaluation methodologies used, scale maps (1 in. = wetland planning studies alsocan be components oflarger
1,000 ft) showing the location of all sites of high func- planning efforts (e.g., watershed protection strategies)
tional value, and data sheets corresponding to each site parts of geographic initiatives (e.g., remedial action plans
identified as being of high functional value. A public and lakewide management plans).
meeting also was held to gather further public comment.
After considering all the public comments, five sites Surnrrlaty
were added to the list of areas of high functional value.

ADID is one of the few tools available to l=PA and other
Approximately 24,000 acres of wetlands, lakes, and regulatory agencies that can substantially address re-
streams were identified as high functional value sites, source-specific issues from a broader ecological per-
These sites include both public and privately owned spective. ADID can be used in an innovative manner to
property and represent about 39 percent of the wetlands address large, geographically based issues. Within an
and lakes remaining in the county. The Record of Deci- urban setting, ADID can provide information to commu-
sion, final public notice, report, and finalized maps were nities regarding the functions and values of local wet-
published in January 1993. lands and can guide local protection and restoration

efforts while focusing on local problems or concerns.
Results and Effectiveness

It is difficult to accurately assess how effective the Lake References
County ,&,DID study was in providing an additional level 1. Adamus, P.R., E.J. Clalrain, R.D. Smith, and R.E, Young. 1987.
of protection for wetlands. The ADID maps have been Wetland evaluation technique (WET). Vicksburg, MS: Department
used by both developers and public entities such as the of the Army, Waterways Experiment Station, Corps of Engineers.
Illinois Department of Transportation during site plan- 2. u.s. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul District. 1988. The Minne-
ning. In addition, COE relies heavily on the information sota wetland evaluation methodology for the north central United
provided by the ADID study to guide permit decisions for states.
ADID sites. The county, however, has not yet imple- 3. Dreher, D.W., S. Elston, and C. Schaal. 1992. Advanced Identifi-
mented its wetland protection ordinance. Once the cation (ADID) study, Lake County, Illinois. Final report (November).
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Wisconsin Smart Program: Starkweather Creek

William P, Fitzpatrick
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Madison, Wisconsin

Abstract located in the city of Madison. The creek and its water-
shed have been extensively altered as a result of urbani-Starkweather Creek drains a 23-square-mile urban wa-
zation. Extensive ditching, channelization, wetlandtershed in the city of Madison, Wisconsin. Urban runoff

had resulted in elevated levels of biochemical oxygen draining and filling, and impervious structure develop-
demand, mercury, lead, zinc, cadmium, and oil and ment have shaped the hydrology and water quality of

the creek.grease in the sediments and a severely degraded fish
and macroinvertebrate habitat. Historically, the creek Starkweather Creek has been affected by both point and
had received significant amounts of stormwater and nonpoint pollution over time. The creek drains a heavily
industrial waste discharges. Industrial activities in the industrialized portion of the city where metal fabrication,
watershed had included metal fabrication, battery battery manufacturing, meat packing, and food processing
manufacturing, meat packing, and food processing, occurred. Urban nonpoint runoff is believed to have con-
Starkweather is the second largest tributary and the tributed significant levels of pollutants in recent years.
largest source of mercury to Lake Monona, a principal
recreation lake for the Madison area. Downstream Recent monitoring indicated that the creek had elevated
transport of sediments and associated pollutants from levels of sediment oxygen demand, biochemical oxygen
the Starkweather watershed effects the quality of this demand (BOD), mercury, lead, zinc, cadmium, and oil
important lake, which is under a fish advisory to anglers and grease in the sediments and a severely degraded
to restrict consumption of larger walleyes due to ele- fish and macroinvertebrate habitat. Concern for the lev-
vated mercury levels, els of contaminants in the sediments of the creek ex-

tended beyond the stream channel and its habitat andTo address contamination in the creek and Lake also encompassed the downstream impacts of the sedi-
Monona and to implement the recommendation of the ments on Lake Monona.
local priority watershed plan, Wisconsin’s Sediment
Management and Remediation Techniques program se- Lake Monona has a mercury advisory on large walleye
lected Starkweather as a sediment remediation demon- due to excessive levels of the metal in the tissues of this
stration project. A joint U.S. Environmental Protection fish. Starkweather Creek, identified as the largest
Agency, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, source of mercury to the lake, was targeted for remedia-
county, and city project was developed to 1) reduce tion to restore the aquatic habitat of the creek and to
nonpoint loading, 2) control the impacts of in-place con- protect Lake Monona.
taminants, and 3) restore the recreational value and
aquatic habitat of the creek. This $1 million program Wisconsin Sediment Management and
included the dredging of 17,000 yd3 of contaminated Remediation Techniques Program
sediments, construction of stormwater detention ponds,
development of streambank erosion controls, and In response to the growing awareness of natural re-
aquatic habitat restoration, sources managers of the continuing impacts of in-place

pollutants associated with sediment deposits in the
Introduction state’s waterways, the Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources (DNR) established an interdisciplinary team
Starkweather Creek, located on the northeast side of to develop necessary assessment and remediation
Madison, Wisconsin, is the city’s largest urban water- tools to restore affected waters of the state. The Wis-
shed, draining 23 square miles (Figure 1). The creek consin Sediment Management and Remediation Tech-
discharges to Lake Monona, a principal recreation lake niques (SMART) Program has brought together
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Figure 1. Location map of Starkweather Creek and the restoration project area.

expertise in environmental toxicology, aquatic habitat to define the degree of sediment contamination, stream
assessment, hydrographic surveying, sediment map- water quality, and aquatic habitat (Table 1). Later sec-
ping, sediment engineering, and remedial technology, tions of this paper address monitoring performed during
The SMART Program has two basic responsibilities: 1 ) dredging to assess on- and offsite impacts of the cleanup.
define the extent of sediment contamination and im- Postremediation monitoring will continue for 2 years to
pacts on the waters of the state and 2) guide the reme- document the changes and response of the creek.
diation of contaminated sediments.
The SMART Program coordinates the state’s contami- Remediation Planning
nated sediment activities with various universities and Starkweather Creek was selected as the first sediment
federal programs, such as the U.S. Environmental Pro- remediation demonstration for the SMART Program
tection Agency’s Superfund and Great Lakes National based on recommendations from the state’s DNR man-
Program Office Assessment and Remediation of Con- agement districts, on the relative small scale of the site,
taminated Sediment (ARCS) programs, and on ranking of the site with the SMART selection

criteria. This criteria included:
Monitoring Data

¯ Impaired uses of the water body
Starkweather Creek, the first sediment cleanup demon-
stration of the Wisconsin SMART Program, provided an ¯ Adequate data for feasibility analysis
opportunity to use advance monitoring of the many com- ¯ Upstream pollution source controlsponents of an aquatic system affected by contamination
in sediments. Several assessment techniques were used ¯ Local support
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¯ Adequate access regulations were followed and the work plan was con-
sistent with program policies and goals.

¯ Integration with other state and local programs
Following the development of the initial work plan, public

The specific project goals and objectives were developed informational meetings were held to solicit comments
by a project implementation team assembled from repre- and suggestions. Presentations were also given to
sentatives of relevant state and local agencies and bu- neighborhood associations and local environmental
reaus who guided the development of the project work groups. Fact sheets outlining the proposed scope of
plan, schedule, and budget. Individual members were work were distributed at these meetings¯ These meet-
responsible for ensuring that their program’s relevant ings provided the implementation team with feedback

on the scope and schedule o|the work plan and a sense
of the public’s priorities regarding the restoration. MostTable 1. A Summary of Starkweather Creek Preremediation

Monitoring Data of the public responses were requests for further clarifi-
cation of the monitoring data, the permitting process,Tctal

Range Average Weight environmental safeguards during remediation, and po-
tential exposure of local residents to contaminants in the

Sediment Chemistry sediments. One of the most frequent concerns for local
Mercury <0.1-3.5 1.1 ppm 40 Ib residents was the removal of trees along the creek. The

comments provided by the public and interested organi-Lead 33-320 130 ppm 2.4 tons zations were, where practical, incorporated into the work
Chromium 9-31 19 ppm 0.35 tons plan. For example, the replanting and vegetative resto-
Oil and grease 1,500-3,600 2,800 ppm 51 tons ration aspects of the project were developed in greater
PCBs <0.14 ppm <0¯14 ppm detail and the scope of the replanting was increased to

address the concerns expressed at the public meetings.
¯ Bulk density 65-106 80 Ib/ft3 18,400 tons
Water Column Press releases and direct mailing to interested citizens

and residents were used to keep the public involved andMercury (total) 1.69-1.70 ng/L informed on the progress of the project¯
Mercury (methyl) 0.033-0.050 ng/L

Lea~ <3-1o ~,~_ Work Plan
Chromium <3-18 I-~g/L The Starkweather Implementation Team developed the
Phosphorus-P 0.03-0.37 mg/L remediation work plan to achieve the goals of reducing
DO 3.3-14.6 mg/L pollutant loading to Lake Monona, restoring the aquatic

(37.5-120% habitat and fishery, and improving recreational use and
saturation) access to the creek. The work plan included the follow-

COD 10-38 mg/L ing tasks to achieve these goals:
Ammonia-N 0.04-1.8 mg/L ¯ Dredge 17,000 yd3 of contaminated sediments.
Fish Tlssue

¯ Improve the habit for fish and aquatic life through
Freshwater drum 0.16-0.48 ppm ripr~pping.(three samples, mercury
10-19 in.)

¯ Regrade and stabilize the eroding creek banks.
Carp (three 0.09-0.11 ppm
samples, 18-26 in.) mercury ¯ Establish shoreline buffer zones.
Caged Fish Bioaccumulation ¯ Use vegetative management to improve terrestrial
Minnows, 2-wk 0.012-0.018 ppm habitat.
exposure memury

Minnows, 4-wk 0.012-0.016 ppm ¯ Create public access paths and fishing platforms.
exposure memury ¯ Enhance public awareness and stewardship.
Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP)

Dredging was selected as the means to remove the
Sediment leaching <1 mg/L lead
test (three samples) contaminated sediments, eliminate downstream loading

of these contaminants, and restore the depth and diver-
Sediment Mapping sity of the aquatic habitat. Survey cross sections of the
Surveyed cross sections at lO0-ft intervals creek were established at lO0-ft intervals through the
17,000 yd3 of soft sediment measured project site and were measured for water depth and

sediment thickness. These data were used to model the
volume and mass of contaminated sediments to be
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removed from the channel. In addition to removing con- increasingly steep banks. Eventually, the creek would
taminants from the creek, the enlarged cross-sectional have reached a hydraulic equilibrium by reshaping the
area of the channel would maintain a greater depth of channel geometry to a much wider and shallower channel.
water capable of holding more dissolved oxygen and This process would have eliminated the fishery and small
would provide more cover and structure for aquatic life. boating uses, however, and would have undermined

local structures such as roadways, bridges, and buildings.The dredging of the creek channel increased the aver-
age depth from 1.5 to 4 ft. The average maximum depth The banks of the creek were stabilized by regrading the
of the channel thalweg was increased from 2 to 7 ft. abovewater slopes from vertical to 3:1 (horizontal:verti-
Figure 2 is a typical cross section of the creek showing cal), covering with protective riprap, and finally topping
the pre- and postproject channel geometry and changes with a 6-in. seed bed planted to native grasses, shrubs,
in water depth and streambanks, and trees. The near shore areas of the creek banks were

planted to provide a vegetative buffer zone to filter pol-
Hydraulic studies of the creek channel and Lakelutants carried by overland flows to the creek.
Monona were performed to assess the local and re-
gional impacts of dredging Starkweather Creek. This The terrestrial habitat along Starkweather Creek, although
work was performed to assess issues related to degraded, did provide important food and cover to insects,
changes in water surface elevations, channel stability, birds, and animals. Principal goals of the remediation
base level lowering, and potential upstream bed ero- project were to carefully manage all construction activi-

sion. Starkweather Creek throughout the project area is ties to minimize disturbances to the existing vegetation,
in the backwater of Lake Monona. The water surface to restore quality terrestrial areas disturbed by the creek
elevation of the creek is the same as the downstream restoration construction activities, and to improve the
lake. Therefore, the deepening of the creek by dredging habitat where possible. A vegetation management and

restoration plan was developed by the city’s landscapewould not decrease the water surface elevation or pro-
mote upstream bed or bank erosion, architects to identify existing important tree and shrub

specimens along the creek that were to be protected
Riprapping was selected for shoreline protection to pro- during construction work. The management and resto-
tect the bank soils from waves and currents and to provide ration plan was integrated with the construction plans,
structure for fish and aquatic life. Sheet pile was used and close cooperation between the landscape archi-
in selected areas where the steepness of the shoreline tects, contractors, the DNR, and city engineering staff
required vertical protection and regrading was not fea- was used to resolve conflicting needs for access and
sible (e.g., near buildings, roadways, and bridges). Vertical mobility of the heavy equipment and the need to pre-
shore protection (sheet pile) was avoided in most areas serve desirable species. Trees and shrubs were initially
because it presents a less than natural appearance and either classified for saving or removal before construc-
forms a barrier to aquatic life migration from water to land. tion. To reduce disturbance to the site and the costs of

revegetation, the landscape architects and construction
The banks of Starkweather Creek exhibited significant supervisors performed a final walking tour of the site to
undercutting and failure and were a significant source identify additional trees and shrubs, initially classified for
of sediment to the creek. The failure of the creek banks removal, that could be saved if practical This process
undermined shoreline trees and vegetation and pro- provided the supervising field engineer with the discre-
duced a perpetuating process of landward erosion of tion to either modify the construction plans and activities

in the field to try to preserve existing vegetation or to
2 permit the construction contractors to remove the speci-

mens to facilitate access and work activities.
0 The project area was scheduled for replanting in the

~ early spring of 1993. In addition to native and park
- -2 grasses, 1,400 trees and shrubs were to be planted,
"~ including white ash, basswood, oak species, and ma-
¯ - pies. Planting would be located and spaced to provide
~ -4 optimal habitat areas along the shore of varying species,
’" heights, and distribution.

-6 Public access was provided to allow pedestrians to
walk the site without disturbing the wildlife areas or

-8 trampling the banks of the creek. Landscape architects
--5o    -4o -3o    -2o -10 0 10 designed walkways to connect the project site with

Figure 2. Starkweather Creek example cross section showing existing city parks and natural areas. Access to the creek
the channel profile before and after dredging, was provided by low-lying shore areas and fishing/canoe
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access platforms constructed into higher creek banks and contain the sediment and carriage water. The facility
near the water line. is square in plan view with 7-ft berms built of local clay

Public awareness and stewardship was encouraged soils. The bottom was unlined but consisted of several

from the start to involve local groups throughout the feet of clay. Local monitoring wells provide data on

project from early project design through final restora- potential leachate from the facility. A concrete drop inlet

tion. Regular press releases, media interviews, talks to spillway was built into the facility to allow excess water
to be pumped to a sanitary sewer if necessary.neighborhood groups, direct mailings on project activi-

ties, aquatic education tours, fishing-for-kids clinic, and The retention site was built to contain ~7,000 yd of
a volunteer planting event were used to keep people sediment with a 25-percent bulking factor and to provide
involved in and informed about the restoration, a minimum of 1.5 ft of freeboard to contain direct pre-

cipitation and provide a margin of safety.
Permits and Regulatory Review

Dewatered sediments from the facility are available for
The environmental restoration of Starkweather Creek use as cover on the landfill.
included construction activities that were under the ad-
ministrative and regulatory jurisdiction of several pro- Site Preparation
grams and agencies. Guidance from members of the
implementation team representing the state’s Water A double silt curtain of geotextile fabric was placed
Regulation and Zoning, Solid Waste, and Environmental across the creek at the downstream end of the project
Assessment Bureaus were incorporated in the develop- in mid-November 1992. The silt curtains were intended
ment of the project work plan and construction plans, to trap debris in the streamflow generated by construc-
City personnel guided the planning for compliance with tion activities. In addition, the porous fabric was in-
local ordinances and coordination with local utilities, tended to trap sediments resuspended by the dredging.
Permits were necessary for dredging and shoreline ex- The curtains were held in place at the top by’ a half-inch
cavation and filling. In addition, regulatory review and steel cable tied to trees on the bank and weighted at the
approval was requested for the management of sedi- bottom by a heavy logging chain.
ments dredged from the creek. Related regulations re- Utility representatives identified and marked all pipe-
quiring compliance were historical and archeological lines, cables, and utility facilities along the creek in the
site assessment, floodplain zoning regulations, and project area.
state environmental assessment guidelines. The city of
Madison was the applicant for the construction work. Site clearing and grading for heavy equipment access
Because many portions of the creek shoreline in the followed the installation of the silt curtains. Access roads
work area are privately owned, the permit required that and trees to be left undisturbed were clearly identified
either all riparian landowners individually apply for per- to minimize site disturbances and the cost of restoring
mits or that they assign the city to act as their agent for vegetation.
the permit application. A form letter was sent to the
riparian landowners requesting their approval for the city Oredging
to apply for the permit in their behalf. All riparian land-

Dredging began on the upstream end of the west branchowners in the project area approved, and copies of the of Starkweather Creek on November 19, 1992. Dredg-signoff letters were then submitted to the U.S. Army ing was performed with a backhoe. Construction activi-Corps of Engineers and DNR.
ties were staged through the project area such that

Construction approximately 100 yd of streambed was dredged, the
banks were shaped to a stable slope, andthen the site

Following completion of the construction plans, sealed was riprapped. The goal of this sequence was to mini-
bids were requested from qualified, interested contrac- mize the size of the project area opened by construction.
tors. The lowest of five bids was accepted. Speedway In addition, because the project is in a residential neigh-
Sand and Gravel, Inc., of Madison, Wisconsin, was borhood, keeping the principal work confined to a limited
awarded the contract with a bid 17 percent lower than area at one time minimized noise and dust in the area.
the highest bid.

Dredging, bank shaping, and stabilization proceeded in

I~etention Site a downstream direction on the west branch to the con-
fluence with the east branch. When the west branch was

The sediment retention and dewatering facility, 6 miles finished, work moved to the upstream end of the east
southeast of the project area, was built in January 1992. branch. Approximately 12 dump trucks were used to
The site covered 2.8 acres and was built on county- haul the dredged sediments to the retention facility.
owned land at the local municipal landfill. The sediment Trucks were loaded on average every 5 minutes. To
retention facility was designed to dewater the sediments prevent leakage from the trucks, the tailgates were fitted
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with neoprene seals, and chain binders were used to ductivity, pH, alkalinity, hardness, temperature, dis-
provide a backup to the tailgate lock. No sediment spills solved oxygen).
occurred during hauling. Dredging was completed on
January 27, 1993. Bank shaping and stabilization work Monitoring results indicate that there was no significant
finished 2 weeks later, difference between the water quality parameters at the

upstream reference sites and at the downstream end ofNearly 14,000 tons of riprap and 3,400 tons of crushed the project on the dates of sampling. Figure 3 is a plot
stone were used on the project. Bank shaping involved of selected water quality parameters measured on De-
3,200 yd3 of soil. cember 3, 1992, during the dredging activities. On this

date, dredging was performed approximately 300 yd
Dredge Monitoring downstream of the upstream reference sampling site on

the west branch. Sampling was also performed at the
Monitoring during dredging and other construction work first bridge downstream of the dredging site. Other data
was performed to track the impact of these activities on shown in Figure 3 were obtained on the same date at a
the creek and Lake Monona. Visual observations were reference site on the east branch above the project and
made daily of the degree of turbidity changes caused by at two locations on the downstream end at the silt cur-
construction. Best management practices related to the tains, in can be seen in this figure that data from the
work on site were used to minimize the instream and dredging site show significantly higher values than at
offsite impacts. Water sampling for chemical analyses other sampling sites. The concentrations from the down-
was performed on a weekly basis at upstream reference stream end of the project (at the silt curtains), however,
sites, downstream of the dredging, and above and be- are equivalent to the undisturbed reference sites for
low the silt curtains. Creek water samples were ana- most parameters, indicating that the resuspension of
lyzed for metals (arsenic, cadmium, calcium, copper, sediment and pollutants from the dredging had minimum
chromium, iron, lead, magnesium, nickel, zinc), nutrients offsite impacts. Lead and zinc values did exhibit an
(ammonia, nitrate and nitrite, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, increase at the downstream site samples (Figure 3)
total phosphorus), and general water quality parameters compared with the upstream reference sites; however,
(suspended solids, chemical oxygen demand, BOD, con- the values at the downstream sites were within the

1,000 ¯ Upstream Reference West Br.

I-I Upstream Reference East Br.

~ 100 Yd Downstream of Dredge

E
-o 100 ~ Above Curtain at Downstream End of Project

[] Below Curtain at Downstream End of Project

._~

.o
"~ lO

0.1

,
Metals values in lg/L, other values in mg/L
* Limit ot cluantitic~lJon ~ mg/k BOD, ~ I~g/k Or

Figure 3. Selected water quality monitoring data, Starkweather Creek, December 3, 1992.
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range of values measured over time at the undisturbed of construction work. Additional monitoring intended to
reference sites. Lead and zinc concentrations in water document the restored conditions of the creek include
at the downstream end of the project were well below fish shocking surveys, caged fish bioaccumulation, sedi-
State Water Quality Criteria NR105 for acute and ment bioassay, sediment chemistry, qualitative habitat
chronic toxicity in all water samples, assessment, and macroinvertebrate sampling (sedi-

ment and artificial substrate). These additional activitiesThe silt curtains had little effect on the water quality of
will be performed over the next 2 years to assess thethe stream--nearly all parameters were at the same

levels above and below the curtains. Sediments and success or failure of the restoration work, help to refine
further work at other aquatic restoration projects, andassociated contaminants resuspended by the dredging

work settled fairly quickly in the creek channel, and guide the development of standard procedures for sedi-

downstream loading to Lake Monona remained at back- ment assessment work.

ground levels during the construction work. This project
deployed the silt curtains normal to the streamflow (i.e., Summary and Conclusion
across the width of the channel) in an attempt to trap Contaminated sediments can be managed to restore
debris generated by the construction activity and to lost beneficial uses of a degraded waterway. The envi-
control resuspended sediments. The curtains were ef- ronmental restoration of Starkweather Creek has dem-
fective in trapping floating debris; however, they were onstrated that the knowledge and skills of various
not always effective in filtering solids from the stream- environmental programs can be successfully coordi-
flow. Figure 3 shows a slight drop in solids concentration nated to accurately assess the degree of contamination,
across the silt curtain; however, the difference in con- identity necessary sediment removal and disposal tech-
centration is fairly low and was not seen in most water niques, develop and implement a cross-program work
sampling days. Field observations of the performance plan, and carefully monitor the site disturbance and final
of the curtains showed that during all but the lowest restoration.
base flow, the curtains would "billow out" to the down-

Some important aspects of this project that were criticalstream, allowing the streamflow to pass beneath the
curtains, to its successful implementation were cross-program

coordination and communication, public communica-
Postrernediation Monitoring tions and feedback, construction field supervision, and

a significant investment in environmental monitoring to
Routine water quality sampling will continue on a guide the development of the work plan and document
monthly basis for a least a year following the completion the results of the restoration.
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Wolf Lake Erosion Prevention

Roger D. Nanney
Soil Conservation Service, Crown Point, Indiana

Abstract tion has created one of the most environmentally de-
graded areas within the entire Great Lakes basin.

The U.S. Env{ronmental Protection Agency (EPA), Re-
gion 5, in cooperation with the Lake County, Indiana, Wolf Lake is located in the northwest corner of the
Soil and Water Conservation District, the City of Ham- region and is an important remnant of what once was a
mond, Board of Park Commissioners, and the U.S. De- large Lake Michigan bay. As the Great Lakes’ levels
partment of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, dropped from the Nipissing through the Algona to the
prevented bank erosion on over 300 m of the east shore present-day Lake Michigan, several coastal area lakes
of Wolf Lake. This project was funded through a $70,000 developed (2). Among these lakes were Calumet, Hyde,

¯ grant from EPA under Section 319(h) of the Clean Water Wolf, Berry, and George. Today, only Calumet, Wolf, and
Act. EPA had identified Wolf Lake as part of the Internal small remnants of Lake George remain; the others were
Joint Commission’s Great Lakes Area of Concern, along drained and filled to allow for development (3).
with the Grand Calumet River Basin in northwest Indi-
ana. Various sources of sediment were contaminating The present surface area of the lake is 156 ha in Indiana

the lake, but the Park Board determined that the shore- and 170 ha in Illinois. As would be expected because it

line erosion was the highest priority. The bank was also was once a shallow bay, Wolf Lake is shallow, with a
one of the few remaining habitats of silverweed (Poten- mean depth of only 1.5 m. The maximum depth is listed
tilla anserina), a plant on the Indiana endangered spe- as 5.5 m in areas influenced by past sand mining (1).

Wolf Lake is not protected by natural features such ascies list. A member of the rose family (Rosaceae),
silverweed grows on wet, sandy shores in Canada south hills or stands of trees. Therefore, strong winds fre-

quently cause wave action to pound the eastern shore-to Iowa, the Great Lakes, and coastal New England.
line and create erosion and sediment.When the Indiana Department of Natural Resources

identified the plant at the site, the project was in jeop-
ardy until a compromise was reached. Limestone riprap Shoreline Erosion and Protection
was chosen as the nonpoint source pollution/best man- Few things are a bigger eyesore and problem for lake-
agement practice material to stabilize the 0.3- to 1.0-m shore users than an eroding shoreline. A variety of lake
bank. Wave action induced by wind was the cause of shoreline protection practices are designed to stabilizethe bank erosion problem. Average fetch exposure, and protect these areas against the forces of erosion,
shore geometry, and shore orientation proved to be the such as scour and erosion from wave action, ice action,significant factors in designing a successful shoreline seepage, and runoff from upland areas. These practices
protection system, are both nonstructural (vegetation or beach sloping) and

structural (flexible structures such as riprap and rigid
Introduction structures such as seawalls).

The southern shoreline of Lake Michigan, in northwest- Shoreline erosion is a significant problem in several
ern Indiana, is one of the major urban and industrial areas along Wolf Lake’s shoreline. The problem has
centers in the Great Lakes region and includes the cities been documented by historical photographs and per-
of East Chicago, Gary, Hammond, and Whiting in Lake sonal accounts, but estimating the volume of shoreline
County, Indiana (1). The heavy industry in this area eroded is difficult. Photographs indicate that the eastern
contains approximately 40 percent of the steel making shore has receded 15 m. Photographs from 1938, when
capacity of the United States, and one of the largest compared with recent photographs, show that the area
petrochemical complexes in this country. This combina- has receded at a rate of about 0.3 m/yr.
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The lake’s shallow water depth, long wind fetch, and Where the wave action could get between the concrete,
motor boat use all contribute to the waves eroding the the erosion continued to advance.
shoreline. The scarcity of rooted littoral vegetation and
the sand, slag, and gravel texture of the scoured littoral The undercutting of a fishing pier at the south end of the
sediment are further evidence of wave action. Fetch is area demonstrated the strength of the wave action on
defined as the distance a wind blows unobstructed over the site. Although the average fetch at the site is about
water, especially as a factor affecting the buildup of 1,000 m, the wave energy is funneled to the northeast
waves. The average fetch exposure, shore geometry, and southeast shoreline by a manmade island located
and shore orientation are significant factors in success- 200 m offshore. The maximum depth of the bay area
ful shoreline stabilization (4). created by this erosion is only 3 m, with the majority at

no more than 1.5 m.
Vegetation effectively controls runoff erosion on slopes
or banks leading down to the water’s edge; however, SCS recommended that the 300-m shoreline be stabi-
vegetation is ineffective against direct wave action or lized with riprap. In the winter of 1990, the Lake County
seepage-caused bank slumping (5). Diverse, moder- Soil and Water Conservation District applied to EPA for
ately dense stands of aquatic plants are desirable in a a Section 319 grant of $70,000 to stabilize the shoreline.
lake’s littoral zone. Emergent aquatic plant communities SCS completed the designs, and the Park Board sought
protect the shoreline from erosion by damping the force permit applications from I DEM, the Indiana Department
of waves and stabilizing shoreline soils (6). of Natural Resources (IDNR), and the Army Corps of

Engineers (COE). Several coordination meetings were
Riprap armoring is a flexible structure constructed of held with the Park Board to keep them informed of the
stone and gravel that is designed to protect steep shore- progress of the various activities. The Park Board ap-
lines from wave action, ice action, and slumping due to proved the final plans in the spring of 1991, and permits
seepage. The riprap is flexible in that it will move s~ightly were approved that summer.
under certain conditions. This improves its ability to
dissipate wave energy. During the permit review process, an IDNR biologist iden-

tiffed the presence of silverweed (Potentilla anserina) at
Seawalls, bulkheads, and retaining walls are rigid struc- the site. Silverweed, which is on the IDNR endangered
tures used where steep banks prohibit the sloping forms species list, was growing in patches along the eastern
of protection. Seawalls do not primarily dissipate wave shoreline. Silverweed is a prostrate species that sends up
energy but rather redirect the wave energy away from yellow flowers with leaves on a separate stalk. The leaves
the shore (7). are strikingly silver beneath, divided into 7 to 25 paired,

sharp-toothed leaflets that increase in size upward. The
Site Evaluation total plant length ranges from 0.3 to 1.0 m, and it flowers

in June through August (8). This plant was also in danger
The Hammond Park Board had been in contact with the of losing its habitat as the shoreline eroded back. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Region IDNR approved of the riprap project with the stipulation
5 office in Chicago, Illinois, about an ongoing erosion that care be taken to avoid main clusters of the plant.
problem at Wolf Lake in Hammond, Indiana. The site
was actively eroding and endangering the east shoreline Fliprap Size and Placement
for 300 m. This was part of the Internal Joint Commis-
sion’s Area of Concern and was identified in the area A stone revetment, riprap involves more than simply
Remedial Action Plan (RAP)by the Indiana Department dumping rocks on the shoreline. The SCS area-office
of Environmental Management (IDEM). The Park Board engineer developed a design, which was reviewed by
called on EPA for technical and financial assistance, and the SCS state engineer. This design included the inves-
project development began, tigation of the average depth of the bay water, wave height,

depth of dropoff, and the orientation of critical winds.
In the fall of 1990, the eastern shoreline of Wolf Lake
was surveyed by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS). The largest wave that can reach shore is 0.8 times the
The survey revealed a water depth ranging from 0.3 to depth of the water (9). This would generate a wave
1.0 m, with a vertical dropoff. This area had been erod- height of 1.2 m where the water depth is 1.5 m. A
ing for an undetermined amount of time and had maximum wave height of 0.5 m would be reached for a
reached a point where it would soon undercut a pedes- 1,000-m fetch over 6-m deep water with a 16 m/sec wind
trian trail connecting a picnic area with the beach. Over speed (9). Therefore, NAS No. R-5 (46 cm maximum,
the years, the Park Board had allowed large pieces of D50 23 cm, minimum 13 cm) graded riprap was chosen
broken concrete to be dumped along the shoreline to try for the armor stone (9). For the bedding or filter stone,
to control the erosion. This had slowed the erosion NAS No. FS-2 (5 cm maximum, average No. 4, No. 100
process in some areas but accelerated it in others, minimum) would be used.
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With the existing concrete in place, it was difficult to ¯ Weight, size, shape, and composition of the stone.
determine the amount of riprap needed. An estimate
was made based on an average riprap thickness of 0.6 ¯ Gradation of the stone.

m and enough bedding stone to fill in the voids on a ¯ Height of the wave.
typical cross section 300 m long. The plans called for a
2:1 slope for the finished riprap, which meant 800 metric ¯ Steepness and stability of the protected area.
tons of bedding stone and 615 metric tons of riprap was ¯ Stability and effectiveness of the filter or bedding
needed, material (12).
The Park Board received bids for the work and awarded
the contract in the late summer of 1992. The cost for References
actual purchase, and placement of material was $133.00 1. Watson, L., R. Shedtock, K. Banaszak, L. Arihood, and P. Doss.
per linear meter. Additional costs associated with the 1989. Preliminary analysis of the shallow ground-water system in
project were for design, administration, and construction the vicinity of the Grand Calumet River/Indiana Harbor Canal,

northwestern Indiana. U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Reportsupervision. The construction of the 300-m barrier took 88-492. Indianapolis, IN.
7 working days, including hauling the stone from a
quarry within 16 km. Stone was placed using a large 2. Bell, J., and R. Johnson. 1990. Environmental site assessment

of Wolf Lake. TAP Report No. TAP901126. Hammond, IN: Ham-
hydraulic backhoe and a front-end loader, mond Chamber of Commerce.

Chapters 16 and 17 of the SCS National Engineering 3. Holowath, M., M. Reshkin, M. Mulduk, and R. Tolpa. 1990. Work-
Field Manual (10) contain detailed discussions on the ing towards a remedial action plan for the Grand Calumet River

and Indiana Harbor Ship Canal. Unpublished paper. U.S. EPA,
selection and placement of riprap for erosion control. Region 5, Chicago, IL; and indiana University Northwest, Gary,

IN.

Discussion and Conclusion ,~. Berc, J., and S. Ailstook. 1989. Shoreline stabilization on Navy
property. J. Soil Water Conserv. 44(6):560-561.

The nonpoint source/best management practice (BMP)
5. McComas, S. 1986. Shoreline protection. Lake Reservoir Mgmt.of limestone riprap was selected for the Wolf Lake pro- 2:421-425.

ject. Selection was based on the need for the practice
to withstand wave energy, be cost effective, and be 6. Nichols, S.A. 1986. Innovative approaches for macrophyte man-

agement. Lake Reservoir Mgmt. 2:245-251.
compatible with the endangered species plant found at
the site. Revegetation was not selected as the BMP 7. Jones, w.w., and J. Marnatti. 1990. Cedar Lake enhancement

study. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University.
because the site was unstable and few plants could
stand up to the wave action. The erosive force of wave 8. Peterson, R. 1968. Yellow flowers: A field guide to wildflowers,

Northeastern and Northcentral North America. Boston, MA:action limits plants survival in open lakes. Aquatic Houghton Mifflin Company.
macrophytes may not grow in areas where wind fetch

9. National Crushed Stone Association. 1978. Quarried stone forexceeds 850 m (11). A seawall or other rigid BMPs were erosion and sediment control.
not selected because of their higher cost and the distur-
bance to the site that would be required for their instal- 10. Soil Conservation Sewice. 1989. National engineering field man-

ual. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
lation. Another alternative not discussed here, because
of the major site disturbance it would require, is regrad- 11. Harvey, R.M., J.R. Pickett, and R.D. Bates. 1987. Environmental

factors controlling the growth and distribution of submerged
ing of the bank to a stable slope, aquatic macrophytes in two South Carolina reservoirs. Lake Res-

ervoir Mgmt. 3:243-255.
The design characteristics of the site taken into consid-
eration were fetch exposure, shore geometry, and shore 12. Searcy, J.K. 1970. Use of riprap for bank protection. Hydraulic

Engineering Cimular No. 11. Washington, DC: U.S. Department
orientation. In addition, the resistance of dumped stone of Transportation. Available as a reprint from U.S. GPO, Wash-
to displacement by waves depends on: ington, DC.
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Incorporating Ecological Concepts and Biological Criteria in the Assessment and
Management of Urban Nonpoint Source Pollution

Chris O. Yoder
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Division of Surface Water,

Ecological Assessment Section, Columbus, Ohio

Abstract criteria were observed (2). While this discrepancy may
at first seem remarkable, the reasons for it are many andThe health and well-being of the aquatic biota in surface complex. Biological communities respond to and inte-waters are important barometers of how effectively we

are achieving the goals of the Clean Water Act (CWA); grate a wide variety of chemical, physical, and biological

namely, the maintenance and restoration of biological factors in the environment whether they are of natural

integrity and the basic intent of water quality standards, or anthropogenic origin. Simply stated, controlling

Yet, these tangible products of the CWA regulatory and
chemical water quality criteria alone does not ensure the

water quality planning and management efforts are fre- ecological integrity of water resources (1).

quently not linked nor equated with the more popular- The health and well-being of surface water resources
ized notion of chemical-physical water quality criteria are the combined result of chemical, physical, and bio-
and other surrogate indicators and endpoints. Simply logical processes (Figure 1). To be truly successful in
stated, biological integrity is the combined result of meeting these goals, monitoring and assessment tools
chemical, physical, and biological processes. Nowhere are needed that measure both the interacting processes
in water quality management and assessment is the and the integrated result of these processes (3). This is
interaction of these three factors more apparent than especially true for nonpoint sources because many of
with nonpoint sources. Management efforts that rely the effects involve the interactions of these factors. Bio-
solely on comparatively simple chemical-physical water logical criteria offer a way to measure the end result of
quality criteria surrogates frequently do not result in the nonpoint source management efforts and successfully
full restoration of ecological integrity. Therefore, ecologi- accomplish the protection of surface water resources.
cal concepts, criteria, and assessment tools must be Biological communities respond to environmental im-
incorporated into the pdodtization and evaluation of non- pacts that chemical-physical water quality criteria alone
point source pollution abatement efforts, cannot adequately discriminate or even detect. Habitat

degradation and sedimentation are two prevalent im-
Introduction pacts of nonpoint source origin that simply cannot be

measured by chemical-physical criteria alone. As illus-
The monitoring of surface waters and evaluation of the trated by Figure 1, the combination of chemical andbiological integrity goal of the Clean Water Act (CWA) physical factors results in surface water use impair-
have historically been predominated by nonbiological ments from nonpoint sources.
measures such as chemical-physical water quality (1).
While this approach may have fostered an impression The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) re-
of empirical validity and legal defensibility, it has not cently adopted biological criteria in its water quality
sufficiently measured the ecological health and well-be- standards (WQS) regulations. These criteria are based
ing of aquatic resources. An illustration of this point was on measurable endpoints regarding the health and well-
demonstrated in a comparison of the abilities of chemi- being of aquatic communities. They are further struc-
cal water quality criteria and biological criteria to detect tured into the state’s WQS regulations within a system
aquatic life impairment based on ambient monitoring in of tiered aquatic life uses from which numerical biologi-
Ohio. Out of 645 water-body segments analyzed, bio- cal criteria are derived using a regional reference site
logical impairment was evident in 49.8 percent of the approach (4-7). These numerical expressions of biologio
cases where no impairments of chemical water quality cal goal attainment criteria are essentially the end
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Figure 1. The five principal factors, with some of their important c~emlcal, physical, and biological components, that influence and
determine the integrity of surface water resources (modified from Karr et al. [1]).

product of an ecologically complex but structured deri- efforts (13-16), has filled important practical and theo-
vation process. While numerical biological indices have retical gaps not always fulfilled by previously available
been criticized for potentially oversimplifying complex single-dimension indices. Multimetric evaluation mecha-
ecological processes (8), distillation of such information nisms, such as the IBI, extract ecologically relevant
to readily comprehendible expressions is both practical information from complex biological community data
and necessary. The advent of new-generation evalu- while preservi.ng the opportunity to analyze such data on
ation mechanisms, such as the Index of Biotic Integrity a multivariate basis. The problem of biological data vari-
(IBI) (1, 9, 10), the Index of Well-Being (Iwb) (11, 12), ability is also addressed within this system. Variability is
the Invertebrate Community index (ICI) (5), and similar controlled by specifying standardized methods and
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procedures (17) that are then compressed through the in accounting for natural landscape variability. Because
application of multimetric evaluation mechanisms (e.g., of landscape variability, uniform and overly simplified
IBI, ICI) and stratified by accounting for regional and approaches to nonpoint source management often fail
physical variability and potential (e.g., ecoregions, tiered to produce the desired results (26).
aquatic life uses). The results are evaluation mecha-
nisms, such as the IBI and ICl, that have acceptably low Biological criteria in Ohio are based on two principal
replicate variability (18-20). organism groups: fish and macroinvertebrates. Numeri-

cal biological criteria for rivers and streams were derived
Ecoregional Biocriteria and Determination from the results of sampling conducted at more than 350

of Use Attainment reference sites that typify the "least impacted" condition
within each ecoregion (5, 6). This information was used

Biological criteria can play an especially important role within the existing framework of tiered aquatic life uses
in nonpoint source assessment and management be- in the Ohio WQS regulations to establish attainable,
cause they directly represent an important environ- baseline biological community performance expecta-
mental goal and regulatory endpoint (i.e., the biological tions on a regional basis. Biological criteria vary by
integrity goal of the CWA). Numerous studies have ecoregion, aquatic life-use designation, site type, and
documented this capability. Gammon et al. (21) docu- biological index. The resulting criteria for two of the
mented a "gradient" of compositional and functional "fishable, swimmable" uses, Warmwater Habitat (WWH)
shifts in the fish and macroinvertebrate communities of and Exceptional Warmwater Habitat (EWH), are shown
small agricultural watersheds in central Indiana. Com- in Figure 2.
munity responses ranged from an increase in biomass

Procedures for determining the use attainment status ofwith mild enrichment to complete shifts in community Ohio’s Iotic surface waters were also developed (5, 27).function. Impacts from animal feedlots had the most Using the numerical biocriteria as defined by the Ohiopronounced effects. In the latter case, the condition of WQS regulations, use attainment status is determinedthe immediate riparian zone was correlated with the
degree of impairment, as follows:

¯ Full: Use attainment is considered full if all of theLater work by Gammon et al. (22) suggests that non- applicable numeric indices exhibit attainment of thepoint sources are impeding any further biological im- respective biological criteria; this means that theprovements observed in larger rivers due primarily to
aquatic-life goals of the Ohio WQS regulations arereduced point source impacts. This is similar to obser-
being attained.vations that Ohio EPA has made in the Scioto River

downstream from Columbus. Urban nonpoint source ¯ Partial’. At least one organism group exhibits nonat-
impacts are well known and have also been docu- tainment of the numeric biocriteria, but no lower than
mented by numerous investigators. Klein (23) docu- a narrative rating of flair," and the other group exhibits
mented a relationship between increasing urbanization attainment.
and biological impairment, noting that the latter does not
become severe until urbanization reaches 30 percent of ¯ Non: Neither organism group exhibits attainment of
the watershed area. Steedman (24) used a modification the ecoregional biocriteria, or one organism group
of the IBI to demonstrate the influence of urban land use reflects a narrative rating of "poor" or "very poor,"
and riparian zone integrity in Lake Ontario tributaries, even if the other group exhibits attainment.
Steedman developed a model relationship between the Following these rules, a use attainment table is con-
IBI and these two environmental factors, structed on a longitudinal mainstem or watershed basis.
Biological monitoring of nonpoint source impacts and Information included in the table includes sampling Io-
pollution abatement efforts conducted in concert with the cation (river mile index), biological index scores, the
use of more traditional assessment tools (e.g., chemi- Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index (QHEI) score, at-
cal-physical) can produce the type of evaluation needed tainment status, and comments about important site-
to determine where nonpoint source management ef- specific factors such as proximity to pollution sources.
forts should be focused, what some of the management An example of how to construct a use attainment table
goals should be, and what determines the eventual is provided in Table 1.
success (i.e., end result) of such efforts. At the same
time, a well-conceived monitoring program can yield Aquatic Ecosystems at Risk
multipurpose information that can be applied to similar Ecosystems that possess or reflect integrity (as envi-situations without the need to perform site-specific moni- sioned by the biological integrity goal of the CWA) aretoring everywhere. This is best accomplished when a characterized by the following attributes (1):landscape-partitioning framework, such as ecoregions
(25) and the subcomPonents, is used as an initial step ¯ The inherent potential of the system is realized.
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Fish -- Boat Sites    ~                             Fish -- Wading Sites

Fish -- Headwater Sites Macroinvertebrates

Huron Ede Lake Plateau - HELP    r~ Eastern-Ontario Lake Plain - EOLP    ~
Eastern Corn Belt Plains ECB

r~ interior Plateau- tP ~ Western A~legheny Plateau- WAP

Figure 2. Biological criteria in the Ohio WQS for the Warmwater Habitat (WWH) and Exceptlonal Warmwater Habitat (EWH) use
designations arranged by biological index, site type for fish, and ecoregion. The EWH criteria for each index and site type
is located In the boxes located outside of each map.

= The system and its components are stable. Thus, ecosystems that are impaired and therefore lack
integrity have had their capacity to withstand and rapidly

¯ The system retains a capacity for self-repair when recover from perturbations exceeded. Impaired ecosys-
perturbed or injured,                             terns are likely to become even further degraded due to

¯ Minimal or no external support for community main- incremental increases in stress.
tenance is required.
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Many rivers and streams nationwide fail to exhibit the more than 4,380 miles of streams and rivers that have
characteristics of healthy ecosystems. Recent esti- not yet been fully monitored and evaluated (33).
mates indicate that as many as 98 percent of Iotic
ecosystems are degraded to a detectable degree (29). While much attention is generally given to toxic sub-
Karr et al. (30) illustrated the extent to which the Illinois stances in urban nonpoint source runoff, evidence sug-
and Maumee River basin fish communities have de- gests that nontoxic effects are more widespread, at least
clined during the past 50 years: two-thirds of the original in Ohio and the Midwest. The second leading cause of
fauna were lost from the former and more than 40 impairment identified by the 1992 Ohio Water Resource
percent from the latter. Losses of naiad mollusks and Inventory, sedimentation (or siltation) resulting from ur-
crayfish have been even greater. In Ohio, long-term ban and other land-use activities is the most pervasive
declines in fish communities have been extensively single cause of impairment from nonpoint sources in
documented by Trautman (31). More recent information Ohio. Sedimentation is responsible for more impairment
indicates that the fraction of the fish fauna that is imper- (over 1,400 miles of stream and rivers and 23,000 acres
iled or declining has increased from 30 to 40 percent of lakes, ponds, and reservoirs) than any other cause
since 1980 (32). This information indicates that Iotic except organic enrichment/dissolved oxygen, with
ecosystems are threatened in both Ohio and nation- which it is closely allied in urban and agricultural areas.
wide, an indication that existing frameworks for water Since Ohio conducted the Ohio Water Resource Inven-
resource protection and management have been essen- tory in 1988 (34), this cause category has surpassed
tially ineffective in preventing large-scale losses of eco- ammonia and heavy metals in rank. If the statewide
logical integrity. This is particularly true for ecosystems monitoring database were distributed more equally
affected by habitat degradation, riparian encroachment, across the state, sedimentation would likely be found to
excess sedimentation, organic enrichment, and nutrient be the leading cause of impairment.
enrichment. All or most of these forms of degradation Although sediment deposition in both Iotic and lenticare evident in areas affected by urban nonpoint sources, environments is a natural process, it becomes a problem

when the capability of the ecosystem to "assimilate" anyUrban Nonpoint Source Pollution in Ohio
excess delivery is exceeded. Sediment deposited in

Urban watersheds in Ohio have exhibited a familiar and streams and rivers comes primarily from stream bank
well-known legacy of aquatic resource degradation, erosion and in runoff from upland erosion. The effects
Few, if any, functionally healthy watersheds exist in the are much more severe in streams and rivers with de-
older, heavily urbanized parts of the Midwest. Good graded riparian zones and low gradient. Given similar
quantitative estimates of the proportion of surface wa- rates of erosion, the effects of sedimentation are much
ters that are degraded by urbanization are lacking, how- worse in channel-modified and riparian zone-degraded
ever, particularly for headwater streams. It is also widely streams than in more natural, intact habitats, in chan-
perceived that the restoration of beneficial aquatic life nel-modified streams, incoming silt and sediment re-
uses in most heavily urbanized areas is not practically main within and continue to degrade the stream
attainable. This in itself presents a barrier to any notion channel, instead of being deposited in the immediate
of attaining existing use designations or upgrading use riparian "floodplain" during high flow pedods (35). This
designations for waters classified for less than fishable also adds to and increases the sediment bedload that
and swimmable uses. The assignment of appropriate continues to affect the substrates long after the runoff
aquatic life and recreational uses is a challenge that events have ceased.
Ohio EPA has dealt with over the past 15 years.

One of the more prevalent results is substrate em-
Urban and suburban development activities that have beddedness, which occurs when an excess of fine ma-
the greatest impacts on aquatic life in Ohio include the terials, particularly clayey silts and fine sand, fills the
wholesale modification of watershed hydrology, riparian otherwise open interstitial spaces between larger sub-
vegetation degradation and removal, direct instream strates (Figure 3). In extreme cases, the coarser sub-
habitat degradation via channelization, construction and strates may be "smothered"; in other cases, the
other drainage enhancement activities, sedimentation substrate can be cemented together, or "armor plated."
and siltation caused by stream-bank erosion (which is In either event, the principal ecologica~ consequence is
strongly linked to riparian encroachment), and contribu- the loss of available benthic surface area for aquatic
tions of chemical pollutants. Statewide, urban and sub- organisms (particularly macroinvertebrates) and as a
urban sources are responsible for impairment (major location for the development of fish eggs and larvae.
and moderate magnitude sources) in more than 927 The soft substrates afforded by the increased accumu-
miles of streams and rivers and more than 23,000 acres lation of fine materials also provide an excellent habitat
of lakes, ponds, and reservoirs (32). These activities for the growth of undesirable algae. Thus, to success-
also threaten existing use attainment in nearly 160 miles fully abate the adverse impacts of sediment, we need to
of streams and rivers and may be a potential problem in be as concerned with what each event leaves behind as
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Interstitial Spaces NOT Aquatic Vegetation and Algae
Filled With Fines      DOES NOT Trap Excessive Clayey Silts
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(cannot easily dislodge with foot)

Figure 3. Characterization of substrate embeddedness with some of the key structural signatures and a summary of some of the
ecological impacts of this form of stream substrate degradation.

much as with what takes place in the water column Estimates of gross erosion alone do not always corre-
during each event, late with adverse impacts to aquatic communities, al-

though this is a frequently cited criterion for prioritizing
The effects of sedimentation on aquatic life are the most nonpoint source management efforts. Some of the areas
severe in the ecoregions of Ohio where: of Ohio that have the highest rates of gross erosion

(e.g., East Corn Belt Plain, Interior Plateau, and Western

¯ Erosion and runoff are moderate to high. Allegheny Plateau ecoregions) also have some of the
most diverse and functionally healthy assemblages of

¯ Clayey silts that attach to and fill the interstices be- aquatic life at the least affected reference and other sites
tween coarse substrates are predominant. (32). Many of the streams in these ecoregions have

relatively intact riparian and instream habitat and thus
= Streams and rivers lack the ability to expel sediments are "buffered" against the naturally erosive conditions.

from the low-flow channel, which results in a longer The detrimental effects of sedimentation seem to be the
retention time and greater deposition of silt in the worst in areas of the state where the proportion of clayey

most critical habitats, silts are highest, stream gradient is the lowest, and
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riparian encroachment and modification are extensive Bioassessment of Urban Watersheds
(i.e., Huron/Erie Lake Plain and portions of the East
Corn Belt Plain and Erie/Ontario Lake Plain ecoregions). Biological criteria and bioassessment methods can and

do play a key role in several areas of nonpoint sourceThe interaction between nonpoint source runoff and management. As a basis for determining use impair-
riparian and instream habitat must be appreciated and merits, biocriteria have played a central role in the Ohio
understood if impacts such as sedimentation are to be Nonpoint Source Assessments (33, 37), the biennial
effectively dealt with. Figure 4 illustrates the interdepen- Ohio Water Resource Inventory (305b report) (32), and
dency of the rate of runoff, increased sediment delivery, watershed-specific assessments of which Ohio EPA
in-channel habitat degradation, riparian zone condition, completes from 6 to 12 each year. Biological criteria
and substrate condition. An effect involving any one represent a measurable and tangible goal against which

the effectiveness of nonpoint source pollution abate-
ment programs and individual projects can be judged.

Increased Increased Biological assessments, however, must be accompa-
Rate of Runoff _-.. Sediment Delivery nied by appropriate chemical-physical measures, land-

use considerations, and source information necessary
to establish linkages between the land-use activities and

Ripadan Increased the instream responses.
Zone Substrate

Degradation Ernbeddedness A great deal of uncertainty exists about the link between

~ ~ steady-state water quality criteria and ecological indica-

/ tors. While we have observed biocriteria attainment with
chemical water quality criteria exceedences in only a

Increased In-Channel fraction of the comparisons, the chemical data are
Sediment Habitat largely from grab samples collected during summer-fallBedload ~ ~ Degradation lOW flow situations. In many cases, we have failed to

detect chemical criteria exceedences during low flows,
Figure 4. Illuetration of the complex Interaction of nonpolnt yet biocriteria impairment is apparent. The correspon-

source caused changes in hydrology and sediment dence of biocriteria attainment with water quality criteriadelivery and how each singly and in combination can
degrade Instream and riparian habitat, exceedences measured under elevated flows has not

been observed with any regularity. Nonetheless, we
factor can set off a chain of events that results in cumu- have surmised that much of the biocriteria nonattain-
lative changes reflected by most or even all of the ment observed in affected urban watersheds is due to
interdependent factors. Two factors that are influenced water quality criteria exceedences that have occurred
in the conversion of watersheds by urban development during elevated flow events that preceded the biological
are an increased rate of runoff and increased sediment sampling. Reaching such a conclusion, however, is
delivery. These two factors then combine to influence made possible only by examining other evidence be-
other important aspects of stream habitat, such as ripar- yond water column data.
Jan zone integrity and increased substrate embedded- In many urban settings, sediment chemical concentra-hess. In effect, a change in one of these factors can tions frequently are highly or extremely elevated com-result in a cascading chain of events that eventually pared with concentrations measured at least-affectedcause aquatic life use impairment or inhibit the ability of reference sites. Contaminated sediments enter thea degraded stream to be successfully rehabilitated, aquatic environmentduringepisodic releases from pointThus, considerations of previously ignored aspects such sources and during runoff events from nonpoint sources.as riparian and instream habitat and watershed dynam- The correspondence between increasingly elevatedics must be included in urban nonpoint source assess- sediment concentrations and declining aquatic commu-ment and abatement strategies, mty performance is demonstrated by Figure 5. A sedi-

ment classification scheme derived by Kelly and Hite
The direct and indirect effects of sedimentation and the (38) for Illinois streams was used to classify results for
associated nutrient enrichment are becoming especially sediment chemical analyses at sites with corresponding
apparent in the larger mainstem rivers. Both sediment biological data. Sediment chemical concentrations are
and nutrient enrichment impacts have largely been over- classified as nonelevated, slightly elevated, elevated,
looked and will not only require a change in the status highly elevated, and extremely elevated as the concen-
quo of water quality management but also in the inter- trations increase beyond the mean concentration at
disciplinary solutions and information gathering that background sites. The results for four heavy metal pa-
demonstrates the character and magnitude of these rameters (arsenic, cadmium, lead, and zinc) commonly
impacts (36). encountered in urban settings show that the frequency
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Figure 5. The frequency of occurrence of IBI and ICI sco~es which attain the warmwater habitat biocriteria under increasingly
contaminated levels of four heavy metals in bottom sediments. Based on data collected by Ohio EPA throughout Ohio
between 1981 and 1989.

of sites attaining the WWH use designation criteria for For bioassessments to achieve their maximum effective
the IBI and ICI sharply decline as the sediment concen- use in the assessment of urban nonpoint sources, sam-
trations of these metals increase. For arsenic, no sites piing and analysis should be based on a watershed
with highly or extremely elevated concentrations attain design. An example of the use of biological criteria to
the biocriteria. For the remaining three parameters, in a evaluate aquatic life-use attainment/nonattainment in an
few instances in each case, biocriteria attainment exists urban watershed involves the Nimishillen Creek basin in
with highly elevated or extremely elevated sediment northeastern Ohio (Table 1). This watershed is subject
concentrations, but these are exceptions to the overall to a variety of point and nonpoint source impacts and is
pattern, extensively affected by intensive urbanization in several
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Table 1. Aquatic Life-Use Attainment Status for the Existing and Recommended Aquatic Life-Use Designations in the Nimishillen
Creek and Selected Tributaries Based on Data Collected From June to September, 1985

RIVER MILE
Use RsW- Attainment
Designation Invertebrate IBI Mlwb ICla QHEIb Statusc Comment

Nimishillen Creek

WWH 14.2/14.2 30d 6.7d 22d 60 Non Dst. East and Middle
Branches

12.7/12.7 22d 6.0d 22d 71.5 Non Cherry Ave.
11.7/11.7 20d 4.8d 12d 81 Non Dst. West Branch (Gregory

Galvanizing)
11.2/11.1 .~ 3.3~ 8~ 81.5 Non Dst. Hurford Run (Ashland

WWH 10.2/10.3 19d 3.1d .L0=~ 72.5 Non Ust. Canton WWTP
8.8/8.8 85 Non Baum Rd.
6.7/6.7 16~ ~

2d
80.5 Non Howenstine Rd.

3.2/3.2 24d 4.2d 6 91 Non Main St.
0.6/0.6 20d 3.9d 0d 92 Non Ust. at mouth

Sherrle (Sherrick) Run

LRW 5.3/5.3 12d N/A pd 33.5 Non
WWH 4.1/4.1 _!__7d N/A pd 70 T Non Dst. Osnaburg Ditch

0.1/-- 22 N/A pd 52 Non
Osnaburg Ditch

MWH 0,7/0.7 15d N/A Pd 42 T Non Ust. East Canton WWTP
0.1/0,1 1~d N/A pd 39 Non Dst. East Canton WWTP

Hurford Run

LRW 2.0/-- 12d N/A -- 34.5 Non Ust, Ashland Oil
1.8/-- 12d N/A -- 27 Non Dst. Ashland Oil

MWH 1.2/-- 12d N/A -- 52.5 Non Dst. Domer Ditch
WWH 0.3/-- 12d N/A q 66 Non

0.1/-- 1~d N/A -- 50.5 Non
Domer Ditch

WWH 0.5/0.4 23d N/A MG 60 Non Ust. Timken
0.1/0.1 1~d N/A pd 54.5 Non Dst. Timken

West Branch Nimishillen Creek

WVVH 5.9/5.9 ~ N/A 18d 53 Non At cemetery
3.2J’3.2 -L=. ~I~d 20d 59.5 Non Dst. McDowell Ditch

5.5d 20~ 43,5 Non Ust. Tuscarawas St.1.6/1.6 ~0.8/-- 24,~ 34.5 (Non) Ust. Gregory Galvanizing
0.1/0.1 21= .~l.d ~.~d 65 Non Dst. Gregory Galvanizing

McDowell Ditch

MWH 1.8/1.8 21~ N/A F 34 Partial Ust. Everhard Rd.
0.1/0.1 ~d N/A F 41 Partial At mouth

Zlmber Ditch

WWH 3.6/3.8 40ns N/A G 57 Full Regional reference site
1.6/2.4 29d N/A F 42 Non Dst. Hoover Industrial Park

MWH 0.9/1.1 23~ N/A F 31 Partial Ust. North Canton Ditch
0.6/0.6 2~d N/A F 31.5 Partial Dst. North Canton Ditch

Rettlg Ditch

Undesignated 0.9/0.9 29d N/A F 39 Non Channel modified
North Canton Ditch

LRW 0.1/0.1 32 N/A P 46 Full Partially culverted (80-m
zone)
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Table 1. Aquatic Life-Use Attainment Status for the Existing and Recommended Aquatic Life-Use Designations in the Nimlshillen
Creek and Selected Tributaries Based on Data Collected From June to September, 1985 (Continued)

RWER MILE
Use Fish/ Attainment
Designation Invertebrate IBI Mlwb ICl~ QHEIb Statusc Comment

Middle Branch Nimishillen Creek
VVWH 11.4/11.4 45 N/A 30ns 50 Full

10.4/10.4 ~ 5.8d 22d 38 Non Ust. State St.
8.0/8.0 34ns 7.7ns 30ns 74 Full Dst. Wemer-Church Rd.
6.8/6.8 35ns 8.0 40 47 Full Regional reference site
5.0/-- 37ns 7.6n$ m m (Full) Ust. 55th St.
2.5/2.5 38 8.3 28d m Partial Ust. Martindale Rd.
1.6/-- 43 8.5 -- ~ (Full) Dst. State Route 62
---/0.8 -- -- 10d -- (Non)
0.2/0.1 28d 7.2d 14d 60 Non Cockes Park

Swartz Ditch

MWH 2,6/2.6 26 N/A F 34 Full Ust. Smith-Kramer Rd.
1.2/1o2 33 N/A pd 31 Non Ust. Church Rd.
0.2/0.3 34 N/A F 45.5 Full Dst. Hartvi~le Ditch

Guiley (Hartvllle) Ditch

MWH ---/4.1 _ m pd -- (Non) Ust. Teledyne
3.4/m 26 N/A 27 (Full) Ust. Hartville WWTP
2.3/2.3 33 N/A ~ 32 Partial Dst. Smith-Kramer Rd.
0.4/0.4 36 N/A F 44 Full Gans Rd.oDst. Culvert

East Branch Nimlahillen Creek

WWH 8.6/8.6 39ns N/A 40 64.5 Full Regional reference site
6.4/6.3 33d 6.8d 26d 51 Non Ust. J&L Steel

WWH 4.714.7 29d 6.4d 4d 80 Non Dst. J&L Steel
4.2/4.2 23d 3.8d 14d " 66 Non Dst. Louisville South WVVTP
3.4/2.8 24d 4.5d 20d 66 Non Dst. Louisville North WWTP
1.9/1.9 ~.~ 5.1~ 20d 67.5 Non Ust. L’I’V Steel
0.1/0.1 31d 8.2d 14d 60.5 Partial At mouth

Ecoreglon Blocriteria: Erie/Ontario Lake Plain

INDEX - Site Type WWH EWH MWHe

IBI - Headwaters 40 50 24

IBI - Wading 38 50 24

Mlwb - Wading 7.9 9.4 5,8

ICI 34 46 22

a Narrative criteria used in lieu of ~Ch E = exceptional, G = good, MG = marginally good, F = fair, P = poor.
b All QHEI values are based on the most recent version of the index (28).
c Use attainment is parenthetically expressed when based on one organism group.
d Significant departure from ecoregion biocdteria; poor and very poor results are underlined.
e For channel modified areas.
Dst. = downstream
LRW = Limited Resource Waters
Mlwb = modified Iwb
MWH = Modified Warmwater Habitat
ns = nonsignificant departure from WWH and EWH biocriteda (4 IB! or ICI units; 0.5 M~wb units).
UsL = upstream
WWTP = wastewater treatment plant

areas. As with many of the Ohio watersheds that are (19 percent) fully attained the applicable biological crite-
more heavily affected by point and n.onpoint sources, the fla. These results demonstrate the degree of degrada-
majority of sampling sites either fail to attain the appli- tion that exists in most urban watersheds and the
cable biological criteria or are only in partial attainment, multiple source causes.
Out of 57 sampling sites in the entire watershed, only 11
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Another issue of critica~ importance to the managementApplications to Nonpoint Source
of urban watersheds is also apparent in Table 1, use Management
attainability. Many of the use designations listed for the
various streams of the Nimishillen Creek basin are rec- Steedman (24) observed the IBI to be negatively corre-
ommended uses, meaning that a different aquatic life lated with urban land use. The land use within the 10 to
use applied at the time of the sampling. An important 100 km2 area upstream from a site was the most impor-
objective of the biological sampling conducted by Ohio tant in predicting the IBI, which suggests that "extrane-
EPA is to determine the appropriate aquatic life-use des- ous" information was likely included if whole watershed
ignation. If the results of the sampling and data analysis land-use area was used. Steedman (24) also deter-
suggest that the existing use designation is inappropriate mined that the condition of the riparian zone was an
(or the stream is presently unclassified), the appropriate important covariate (a measure of independent vari-
use is recommended. These recommendations are then ation) with urban land use in addition to other factors,
proposed in a WQS rulemaking procedure and adopted such as sedimentation and nutrient enrichment. A model
after consideration of public input, relationship between these factors and the IBI was de-

veloped and provided the basis to predict when the IBI
Figure 6 illustrates the relative distribution of IBI scores would decline below a certain threshold level with cer-
based on biological monitoring conducted by Ohio EPA tain combinations of riparian zone width and percent of
in several urban and suburban watersheds throughout urbanization. In the Steedman (24) study, the domain of
Ohio. These range in size from relatively small headwa- degradation for Toronto area streams ranged from
ter streams (less than a 20-square-mile watershed area) 75-percent riparian removal at 0-percent urbanization to
to increasingly larger streams and rivers. For the smaller 0-percent riparian removal at 55-percent urbanization.
watersheds, there is a pattern of lower IBI scores and a These results indicate that it is possible to establish the
subsequent loss of biological integrity with an increasing bounds within which the combination of watershed land
degree of urbanization. The baseline biological criterion use and riparian zone condition must be maintained for
for the WWH use designation is not attained by any (or a target level of biological community performance to
only a few) sampling sites in the older urban water- persist. It seems plausible that such relationships could
sheds, such as the Cuyahoga River and Little Cuyahoga be established for many other watersheds, provided the
River of northeastern Ohio and Mill Creek in Cincinnati. database is sufficiently developed not only for biological
The IBI scores in these watersheds are indicative of communities but also for land-use composition and ri-
poor and very poor water resource quality. The Rocky parian corridor condition. Additionally including the con-
River basin is largely a suburban area of Cleveland upon cept of ecoregions and subecoregions should lead to the
which municipal wastewater discharges have had an development of criteria for land use and riparian zones
extensive impact, but despite this the basin exhibits that would ensure the maintenance of biocriteria per-
higher IBI scores. The highest IBI scores were observed formance levels in streams and rivers over fairly broad
in Rocky Fork (Columbus area), Taylor Creek (Cincinnati areas without the need to develop a site-specific data-

base everywhere.area), and Little Miami River (southwest Ohio) tributar-
ies, which have only recently begun to be suburbanized. Well-designed biological surveys can fit well into the
These three watersheds also lack some of the compan- watershed approach to nonpoint source management.
ion impacts of the older urban areas, namely, combined Because the biota respond to and integrate all of the
sewer overflows and industrial discharges, various factors that affect a particular water body, they

are essentially the end product of what happens withinFor the larger streams and rivers, the pattern was simi- watersheds. The important issue is that ambient moni-
lar, with the older urban areas exhibiting the lowest IBI toring be conducted as part of the nonpoint source
scores and the less urbanized and suburban water- assessment and management process, and that it be
sheds exhibiting higher scores, some of which attain the performed correctly in terms of timing, methods, and
WWH criteria. The major exceptions, however, involve design. Monitoring alone is not enough, however.
the two large mainstem rivers (Great Miami River and Federal, state, local, and private efforts to remediate
Scioto River) which exhibit higher IBI scores despite nonpoint source impairments must include an interdis-
flowing within urban settings. This illustrates the influ- ciplinary approach that goes beyond water column
ence of river and upstream watershed size on the ability chemistry impacts to include the cumulative range of
of a river or stream to withstand increased urbanization, factors responsible for ecosystem degradation that has
Both the Great Miami River and Scioto River mainstems been documented over the past century. Existing regu-
originate in rural areas and are quite large when they lations and standards have only been locally successful
enter the Dayton and Columbus urban areas. Thus, in reducing water resource declines attributable to wa-
stream size relative to the watershed and the influence tershed and riparian zone degradation. Effective protec-
of land-use patterns are important to understanding and tion and rehabilitation strategies require the targeting of
managing local nonpoint source impacts, large areas and individual sites (39) as well as the
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Figure 6. IBI values observed In selected Ohio headwaters streams (drainage area <20 ml.~; upper) and larger Ohio streams and
rivers between 1981 and 1992. Box and whisker plots include all values recorded in each stream or stream/river aesem.
blage.
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incorporation of ecological concepts in the status quo of tablishing water quality-based effluent limitations for
land-use management practices and policies, point sources using steady-state assumptions. While
Ohio EPA has initiated the development of policies that this approach has been successful in reducing point
will ensure a holistic approach to nonpoint source man- source Ioadings of commonly discharged substances, it
agement. For example, we have specified a minimum holds much less promise for highly dynamic inputs from
width of two to three times the bank full channel width diffuse sources. For nonpoint source management to
as necessary to protect riparian zones and ensure the truly result in the restoration and preservation of biologi-
integrity of instream habitat. This also ensures that the cal integrity, we must regard streams as an interactive
ability of the stream to assimilate nonpoint source runoff component of the landscape where multiple inputs and
will be maintained. To be completely successful, how- influences act together to determine the health of the
ever, this measure must be accompanied by the appli- aquatic resource.
cation of best management practices in the uplands. Urban watershed management and protection issues
Such an approach goes well beyond .~ singular concern will continue to develop as new information is revealed
for the concentration of pollutants in the water column and relationships between instream biological commu-
and must be incorporated into the total maximum daily nity performance and watershed factors are better de-
load approach envisioned by the U.S. Environmental veloped. Nonetheless, some of what we know now
Protection Agency as an integral part of urban nonpoint should be included in current management strategies.
source runoff management. Urban and suburban development must become proac-
Thus, it seems that we have a choice in the manage- tive; that is, developments must be designed to accom-
ment of urban nonpoint sources, as portrayed by Figure modate the features of the natural landscape and
7. Extending the traditional process by which we have include common sense features such as setbacks from

riparian zones. Regulatory agencies also share respon-managed chemical pollutants discharged by point
sibility, particularly in resolving use attainability issues.sources during the past 15 to 20 years to nonpoint
Watersheds that exhibit the attainment of aquatic life-sources is exemplified by treating streams as once-

through flow conduits that are essentially isolated from use biocriteria should be protected to maintain the cur-
interactions with the landscape. This is commonly ex- rent conditions. Frequently our attention seems to
emplified by simplified mass-balance approaches to es- emphasize high quality or unique habitats; however,

Static
Source Multiple Source,Inputs Dynamic Inputs

Mass Balance Output Assimilated Output

A. Stream as an isolated, B. Stream as an interactive
once-through flow conduit component of the landscape

(steady-state, mechanical system) (dynamic, living system)

Rgure 7. Two views of a stream ecosystem: A. The stream is viewed as an isolated conveyance for static source wastes and
runoff with the net water column output as a mass balance function of flow and concentration. B. The stream as an
interactive component of the landscape with dynamic and multiple source inputs and assimilated output as affected by
the surrounding land use, habitat, geology, soils, and other biotic and abiotic factors.
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water quality standards must be maintained where they 15. U,S. EPA. 1991. Development of index of biotic integrity expec-
tations for the ecoregions of Indiana, Vol. I. Central corn belt plain.are presently attained, if even minimally so. Strategies EPNg05/9-91/025.

should also include the restoration of degraded water-
sheds where that potential exists. In systems where the 16. Kerans, B.L., and J.R. Karr. 1992. An eva~uation of invertebrate

attributes and a benthic index of biotic integrity for Tennessee
degree of degradation is so severe that the damage is Valley rivers. In: U.S. EPA. 1992. Proceedings of the 1991 Mid-
essentially irreparable, minimal enhancement measures west Pollution Control Biologists’ Conference. EPA/905/R-
should still be required, even though full use attainment 9w003.

is not expected. Biocriteria and bioassessments have an 17. Ohio Environmental Protection Agency. 1989. Addendum to bio-
important and central role to play in this process, logical criteria for the protection of aquatic life, Vol. II. User’s

manual for biological field assessment of Ohio surface waters.
Columbus, OH: Ohio EPA, Division of Water Quality Planning and
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Overview of Contaminated Sediment Assessment Methods

Diane Dennis-Flagler
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Great Lakes National Program Office,

Chicago, Illinois

Urban runoff has significantly contributed to the con- Assessment Components
tamination of lakes, rivers, and streams. After years of
accumulation in the water, toxic chemicals have found Sample Design and Collection
their way to the bottom sediments. These contaminants
can be directly toxic to fish and other aquatic organisms The ultimate goal of assessment is to determine the
as well as significant sources of contaminants to wildlife, scope and extent of contamination, including the mag-
Human health effect concerns arise primarily from con- nitude and spatial bounds of the problem. Assessment
sumption of contaminated fish and water fowl. Assess- needs direct sample design. Sediment sampling pro-
ing contaminated sediments is a difficult task due to the grams are most often undertaken to achieve one or
complex natur~ of the sediment matrix, contaminant more of the following objectives: to fulfill a regulatory
mixtures, and the physical dynamics of the waterways, testing requirement, to determine characteristic ambient
To determine the scope and extent of the sediment levels, to monitor trends in contamination levels, to iden-
contamination at a particular site, a comprehensive tify hot spots of contamination, and to screen for poten-
sediment assessment program must be developed, tial problems. These different objectives lead to different

sampling designs. For example, a study for a dredging
In recognition of the significance of the problem, the project may have a specific set of guidelines on sam-
Assessment and Remediation of Contaminated Sedi- piing frequency, sample site selection methodology, and
ments (ARCS) program was authorized for 6 years--by other parameters already determined by existing, spe-
Congress under Section 118(c)(3) of the Water Quality cific guidance. The design for a study to track sediment
Act of 1987 and the Great Lakes Critical Program Act of contamination trends would expend its resources to
1990---to develop and demonstrate new and innovative sample fewer sites more frequently. A study to identify

methods both to assess and to treat contaminated sedi- hot spots would concentrate efforts on fewer sites within
ments. The ARCS program developed an "Integrated zones known to be mostly contaminated, while an initial
Contaminated Sediments Assessment Approach" for screening study might take few randomly distributed
use in the Great Lakes Areas of Concern (1). This samples for analysis together with some "observation"
approach includes: samples to supplement the analytical results.

The most appropriate sample collection device for a
¯ Sampling design and quality assurance specific study depends on the study objectives, sam-

pling conditions, parameters to be analyzed, and cost.
¯ Sample collection Three general types of devices are used to collect sedi-

ment samples: dredges, grab samplers, and corers.
¯ Chemical analysis Core samples give by far the most complete information;

thus, corers should be the sampler of choice whenever
¯ Toxicity testing possible. Deep core sampling gives a three-dimensional

picture of the situation. This allows characterization of
¯ Benthic community structure survey the depth of contamination. Before a river or lake bottom

is dredged in an effort to remove contamination, know-
¯ Tumors and abnormalities ing whether more serious contamination will be uncov-

ered is vital. All of this information guides remediation
These six topics are the focus of this paper, decisions.
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The ARCS program concentrated on three levels of of anth~opogenic contamination; heavy metals can be
sampling data: toxic to benthic organisms.
¯ Historical data can give some preliminary clues to For a typical Great Lakes site, grain size, TOC, and

what may be present at a site. Consideration of his- AVS analyses should be done; the other five analyses
torical data can help to move the sample design proc- should be performed accordingly. For example, if heavy
ess in the proper direction. Historical data have some metals in a particular area are not a problem, they could
limitations, however, that bear consideration. Often be omitted from the scheme. Also, if certain other con-
data are only available for surface sediments, and taminants are suspected in an area, they should be
quality assurance may be in question, included as test parameters (e.g., tributyl tin and methyl

¯ Reconnaissance sampling data involve chara~- mercury).

terizing a large area with "quick and dirty" screening
Toxicity Testingtests on fewer samples. This data can help eliminate

some of the parameters of concern, thus allowing Although chemical analysis is an illuminating part of the
more extensive testing of toxic substances present assessment process, chemical analysis alone does not
at the site. determine impacts. Bioavailability is key to determining

whether or not toxic contaminants will cause effects. For
¯ Detailed assessment data involve the more extensive example, it is possible to find a situation where highchemistry and biological testing to fully characterize concentrations of contaminants are present but no toxica hot spot. effects are manifested in the benthic community; in such

a situation, the contaminants may not be bioavailab~e to
Chemical and Physical Analysis the benthic community. In any case, further toxicity test-
Sampling efforts are performed with a variety of objec- ing would be required. One way to evaluate bioavailabil-
tives in mind. Therefore, minimal chemical and physical ity is by performing toxicity tests. Toxicity tests measure
parameter testing requirements vary between studies or the effects of sediment contamination test organisms.
programs. Some chemical and physical parameters, Test organisms can be exposed directly to sediments
however, should be common to most programs unless (solid phase) or to sediment slurries called elutriates.
evidence precludes their consideration: The ARCS program evaluated over 40 toxicit3, tests
¯ Particle or grain size is a physical parameter that during the assessment program at three priority, areas

determines the distribution of particles. Size is impor- of concern. Based on the results of the ARCS program,
tant because finer grained sediments tend to bind a battery of tests should include Microtox and Daphnia
contaminants more than coarse sediments do. magna (7-day, three-brood survival reproduction solid

phase assay) because they are good screening assays,
¯ Total organic carbon (TOC) is an important indicator relatively sensitive, discriminatory, and well correlated

of bioavailability for nonionic hydrophob.ic organic with other assay responses. In addition, one or two of
pollutants, the following tests should be included in the assay bat-

tery: Pimephales prome/as (larval growth solid phase),
¯ Acid volatile sulfides (AVS) have been found to be Hya/e//a azteca (7-day survival solid phase), Ceriodaph-closely related to the toxicity of sediment-related as-

nia dubia (three-brood survival and reproduction, solidsociated metals. or elutriate phase), and Hexagenia bi/ineata (10-day
¯ Polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are semivolatile survival and molting, solid or elutriate phase).

organic pollutants, several of which are potential car-
cinogens and are linked to tumors in fish. Benthic Community Survey

¯ Po/ych/orinatedbipheny/s (PCBs)are chlorinated or- Benth,c communities are communities of organisms
ganic compounds once used for numerous purposes, that live in or on sediment. In most benthic community
including as a dielectric fluid in electrical transform- structure assessments, primary emphasis is placed on
ers. determining the species that are present and the distri-

bution of individuals among those species. Information
¯ Pesticides are synthetic compounds predominantly on benthic community composition and abundance isused in agriculture to control crop-damaging insects, typically used in conjunction with information in the sci-
¯ Other semivo/ati/es include acid/base neutral corn- entific literature to infer the distribution of species and

pounds (ABNs) such as phenols, naphthenes, and individuals. Because sediment quality affects all major
toluenes, structural and functional attributes of benthic communi-

ties in generally predictable ways, benthic community
¯ Heavy metals are naturally occurring in the environ- structure assessment is a valuable tool for evaluating

ment, but an excess of metals can be an indication sediment quality and its effects on a major biological
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component of freshwater ecosystems. Specific assess- Sediment Quality Values
ment methods are available to complement the chemi-
cal and toxicological portions of the sediment quality As stated before, the numbers obtained from chemical

testing are not very significant by themselves. If you
assessment, have a gray-area situation, in which the chemistry num-

Freshwater benthic macroinvertebrate communities are bers are high but toxicity or biological alteration is not

used in the following ways to assess the quality of the necessarily evident, deciding whether this is or will be-
water resource: come a problem may be difficult. In such a case, com-

parison of one’s particular program numbers with
¯ Identification of the quality of ambient sites through existing numbers could give information on how to pro-

a knowledge of the pollution tolerances and life his- ceed. There are three general types of sediment quality
tory requirements of benthic macroinvertebrates, values (2):

¯ Establishment of standards based on community per- ¯ Equilibrium partitioning is a theoretical approach that
formance at multiple reference sites throughout an focuses on predicting the chemical interactions between
ecoregion or other regionalization categories, sediments, interstitial water (i.e., the water between sedi-

ment particles), and contaminants. Chemically contami-
¯ Comparison of the quality of reference sites with test nated sediments are expected to cause adverse

sites, biological effects if the predicted interstitial water
concentration for a given contaminant exceeds the

¯Comparison of the quality of ambient sites with his- chronic water quality criterion for that contaminant.
torical data to identify temporal trends.

¯ The empirical effects-based approach (e.g., sediment
¯ Determination of spatial gradients of contamination quality triad or apparent effects threshold) combines

for source characterization, measures of sediment chemistry, sediment toxicity,
and/or benthic infauna communities to determine the

Tumors and Abnormalities overall sediment quality.

Tumors and other abnormalities are another useful
¯ National status and trends is a statistical approach

assessment tool. These abnormalities are believed to
that uses chemical data assembled from modeling

be caused by contaminants present in the sediments,
laboratory and field studies to determine the ranges

specifically PAHs. A typical use of this type of study
in chemical concentration that are rarely, sometimes,

would be to analyze for tumors and abnormalities
and usually associated with toxicity.

before and after cleanup to see if a change in the Each approach has advantages and disadvantages.
incidence rate occurred. In the ARCS program, inves- The best approach is selected based on each programs’
tigation of tumors and abnormalities helped to char- particular needs.
acterize the different areas of concern. For example,
in the Ashtabula and Buffalo Rivers we found numer- Risk Assessment
ous liver and external abnormalities in Brown Bull-
head, such as lip papillomas, preneoplastic lesions, After studying the data received from the chemistry,

and neoplastic lesions, toxicity, and environmental impact analysis, the final
assessment step is an evaluation of associated risk to
human, aquatic, and wildlife. What is the risk now, and

Interpretation and Use of Data what is it potentially? This involves evaluating exposure

All data are useless without an interpretation scheme,
to and impacts resulting from contact with contaminated

Using or looking at data in isolation can lead to false sediments and media contaminated by sediment con-

conclusions. Therefore, it is important to look at all
taminants. If several sites are involved, a prioritization

aspects of data using some type of integrated process system may be needed as a decision-making tool for
remedial actions.

to aid decision-making.
The ARCS program used two levels of evaluation: base-

Data Depiction                                  line and comprehensive hazard evaluations. Baseline
human health hazard evaluations were performed for all

Data cannot be easily interpreted from tables. Data five priority demonstration areas and were developed
need to be depicted in a visual manner, such that hot from available site-specific information. The baseline
spots, gradient depth information, and trends are evi- hazard evaluations described the hazards to receptors
dent. One way to accomplish this goal is to make a map under present site conditions. This baseline assessment
of the site and plot data results on the map. A three-di- also examined all potential pathways for human expo-
mensional map can be most useful in data depiction, sure to sediments for each given location. Comprehen-
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sire hazard evaluations were performed for the Buffalo merit process should be carefully considered and tai-
River and Saginaw Bay areas. Results from ARCS stud- Iored to the needs and goals of that particular program.
ies showed that consumption of contaminated fish pro- All data must be integrated for decisions to be based on
vided the greatest risk t~ human health, a preponderance of evidence and to yield the most

definitive of results.
Conclusions
There are a number of approaches to the assessment References
process. The main components are sample design, 1. U.S. EPA. 1992. ARCS:Assessment and Remediaticn of Contami-
chemical and physical analysis, biological testing and hated Sediments. 1992 work plan. Chicago, IL: Great Lakes Na-
data interpretation. Within that framework, choices are tional Program Office.
made as to what course to follow. Regardless of which 2. u.s. EPA. 1992. Sediment classification methods compendium.
assessment path one takes, each phase of the assess- EPN823/R-92J006. Washingtot~, DC.
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Linked Watershed/Water-Body Model
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Abstract domain, will be available for public release in the fall of

With passage of the state’s Surface Water Improvement
1993, along with a user’s manual.

and Management (SWIM) Act of 1987, the Southwest IntroductionFlorida Water Management District realized a need for
an integrated eutrophication model incorporating both a With passage of the state’s Surface Water Improvement
watershed loading model and a water-body response and Management (SWIM) Act of 1987, the Southwest
model. In addition, because many watershed models Florida Water Management District (SWFWMD) real-
depend on land use and soils mapping data, a modeling ized a need for an integrated eutrophication model in-
system that could take advantage of data already stored corporating both a watershed pollutant loading model
in the district’s geographical information system (GIS) and a water-body response model. In addition, because
would be useful, many watershed models depend on land use and soils

mapping data, a modeling system that could take ad-
This paper describes the desirable attributes of such a vantage of data already stored in the district’s geo-
modeling system, the means used to select the appro- graphical information system (GIS) would be useful. The
priate model components, the actual modeling system stated objective of the watershed/water-body modeling
developed, and an application of the model. The mod- project was "to select and/or link a watershed(s) and
eling system is constructed around two U.S. Environ- water-body eutrophication model for use in prioritizing
mental Protection Agency supported models--Storm land-use management and pollution control strategies
Water Management Model (SWMM)and Water Quality and evaluating the effects of implementation of best
Analysis Simulation Program Model (WASP4)--and is management practices (BMPs) on in-lake water quality
linked to the ARC/INFO GIS. Rather than the details of and natural systems."
SWMM or WASP4, the paper focuses on the
SWMM/WASP Interactive Support Program (SWISP), A variety of watershed models exist that make it possi-
the interactive, menu-driven user environment that al- ble, within limited degrees of certainty, to evaluate the
lows for the easy execution of the linked water- effects of land-use practices on receiving waters. These
shed/water-body modeling system of programs. With models are used to prioritize watersheds that contribute
SWISP, the user can view and edit input data sets as the greatest loading to a water body. When coupled with
well as execute and graphically postprocess the results, an appropriate model of the receiving water body, the

model system can be used to predict how changes in
The modeling system is being tested and refined se- land use will affect the receiving body, both in terms of
quentially on three test sites. The paper presents the water quantity and quality.
results of testing to date on a specific case study: Lake
Thonotosassa, a hypereutrophic, 800-acre lake in A watershed model is an important planning tool for
Hillsborough County, Florida. The objective of the mod- evaluating the contributions from existing conditions and
eling is to allow for the assessment of various restora- projecting contributions under different scenarios. A wa-
tion strategies for improving in-lake water quality. The tershed/water-body model system allows those using
modeling system, which is PC based and in the public them to make decisions regarding alternative land use,
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zoning, treatment, and BMP options, thus altering con- ¯ The water-body model should consider the temporal
stituent Ioadings to a receiving water body. and spatial variation as required to simulate critical

Water quality/ecological models are designed to mimic water quality conditions and processes.
in-waterbody dynamics as the result of inputs and to ¯ The model should be sensitive to trophic dynamics
predict trophic state or other conditions of interest, and exchanges between trophic ~evels.
These models allow the modeler to predict lake condi-
tions based on known or projected inputs, and thus ¯ The water-body model should predict the trophic
evaluate how changes in loading will affect the overall state using existing empirical relationships already
health of a water body. Decisions with regard to how developed for Florida lakes.
much of a load reduction is required to produce desired

Model Selectionin-lake effects can be made, and the benefits of imple-
menting a particular corrective strategy can be as- Dames and Moore, Inc., was selected to develop the
sessed, district’s LWWM. The district also established a model-

ing technical advisory committee (TAC) composed ofFrom a water-body management perspective, it is desir-
various recognized modeling and GIS experts fromable to have as a decision tool a linked model that
other agencies, academia, and private consulting firms.couples the attributes of both watershed and water-body
The primary goal of the TAC was to aid the district andmodels. With such a model, it would be possible to
its consultant in finalizing modeling goals and the list ofevaluate how changes in land use will, for example,
desirable model attributes to be used in an evaluationaffect the trophic state (and other states) of a surface
of existing candidate models. One of the initial taskswater body.
accomplished by Dames and Moore was a literature and
model comparison report (1) with recommended modelsModel Attributes to be used in the proposed LWWM. This review focused

Prior to selecting a consultant, district staff developed a on model capabilities with regard to the overall LWWM
list of 13 desirable attributes of a linked water- project objectives and did not include a rigorous inves-
shed/water-body model (LWWM): tigation of the background and theory behind each

model.
¯ Data can be input directly into the linked model from

the district’s GIS (ARC/INFO) database. Dames and Moore, following the examples of Basta and
Bower (2) and Donigian and Huber (3), developed spe-

¯ The model system should consist of "off the shel~’ cific evaluation criteria to objectively review candidate
watershed and water-body models, although some models consistent with district objectives. Dames and
customizing may be required. (Proprietary software Moore, with the aid of the "I’AC and before identifying
is not acceptable.) available models, developed four criteria to be used on

a preselection basis to identify candidate models for¯ Calibration and validation data requirements should
not be excessive, further consideration:

¯ The models must have written documentation.¯ The model can be applied to most Florida aquatic
systems with the watershed component suitable for ¯ The models must be maintained, either formally (i.e.,
estuarine systems, funded model caretaker) or informally (through active

use and application).¯ The model has a storm event or seasonally based
watershed component, yet it is capable of yielding ¯ The models must be PC based or have the capability
annualized values, of being easily transportable to the PC environment.

¯ The output of the watershed model component ¯ The models must be nonproprietary.
should be fully compatible with the input of the water- Based on the above cdteria and considering district
body model component, requirements for review of certain specifically named

¯ The model should be user-friendly, menu-driven, in- models, a first-cut list of candidate models was developed
teractive, and fully documented, followed by a final list of candidate models (Table 1 ).

¯ The water-body model considers the physical, chemi- The modeling TAC was relied on heavily to eliminate
cal, and biological parameters and processes neces- models from further consideration and ultimately arrived
sary to simulate the eutrophication process and at the two selected models, SWMM and WASP4. The
attendant water quality conditions, rationale for eliminating certain models is detailed by

Dames and Moore (1); it was decided that the model-
¯ The model is sensitive to eolian, sediment, and ing system should rely on a single watershed model.

ground-water inputs. After considerable discussion, certain models were
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Table 1. List of Final Candidate Models Evaluated by Dames Ultimately, SWMM and WASP4 were selected becauseand Moore, Inc., for Possible Incorporation In the
SWFWMD’s Linked Watershed/Water-Body Model these models were determined to be "sufficiently com-
system (1) plex to be usable for the most data intensive studies, but

Watershed Models Water-Body Models have the capability of ’turning off’ or ’zeroing out’ com-
ponents such that the model can be made simple. The

AGNPS BATHTUB models are public domain, and both are supported by
ANSWERS BETTER the EPA. In addition, full documentation is available for

both models, and they have each been well tested,
CREAMS CE-QUAL-R1 including several applications in the southwest Florida

DR3M-QUAL CE-QUAL-W2 area" (1). The models selected were not the best for
EPA-FHWA HSPF every application; however, they were considered to be
EUTROMOD NUTRIENT LOADING/’TROPHIC those that best met the objectives of the SWFWMD.

STATE (EUTROMOD)

GLEAMS QUAL2EU Linked Watershed/Water-Body Modeling
HSPF WASP4 System Development

NPSLAM WQRRS The LWWM incorporates three major environmental
STORM modeling components:
SWMM ¯ Runoff (point and nonpoint)
SWRRB

¯ Hydrodynamic/Hydraulic routing

eliminated because of their primarily rural or agricultural ¯ Time variable water quality modeling
applicability, other models were eliminated on the basis
of limited maintenance, and considerable in-house de- In essence, the LWWM operates as follows:
bate and discussion centered on the advantages and ¯ It obtains land-use and soil-type information fromdisadvantages of "mechanistic" versus "empirical" type ARC/INFO coded output.models. Despite its selection, there was concern that
SWMM was too complicated to use without extensive ¯ It incorporates this information into the runoff compo-
training and experience and that this would affect the nent of SWMM.
desirable attribute of being user friendly and easy to
apply (or misapply); this was considered a disadvantage ¯ SWMM calculates event-driven runoff loads of both
common to all "mechanistic" models considered, point and nonpoint sources.
SWMM is primarily an urban model, and although it has

¯ The LWWM uses the hydrodynamic model, RIVMOD,been applied in nonurban areas successfully, the ero-
sion and sedimentation capabilities are not as detailed to describe the longitudinal distributions of flow in the
as most rural or agricultural models. Another disadvan- investigated water body.
tage of SWMM is that subbasins must be defined homo- ¯ WASP4 incorporates these loads, flow distributions,geneously with respect to land use for the water quality and water quality information and simulates water-
routines, and this restriction would limit to some extent body interactions.
the enhancement that could be easily afforded by a GIS
linkage (1). Similar type considerations as those men- A schematic of the above program linkage is shown in
tioned above were used to eliminate candidate water- Figure 1.
body models from further consideration.

The LWWM was developed to allow engineers and sci-
Eventually, WASP4 was selected as the appropriate entists to rapidly evaluate the effects of both point and
"mechanistic" model to complement the watershed load- nonpoint source loads on receiving waters. The LWWM
ing model. The TAC noted that the model was well model obtains land-use information from a GIS that can
maintained, tested, and documented. Although identi- be used to swiftly generate land-use and soil-type data
fled as the most complex of the selected water-body for the runoff component of the LWWM system, SWMM.
models, it was also the most flexible because of its The SWMM model calculates event-driven runoff loads
ability to simulate processes, which allows it to be used for both nonpoint and point sources. This time series of
at either a screening or predictive level depending on loads and water quantity runoff is then used as input for
the availability of data, the experience of the user, and the receiving water model, WASP4 (EUTRO4). The in-
the objective of the application. Although flexible, the formation generated by the models will be accessible to
TAC indicated that WASP4 was still perceived as being users via interactive graphs and other user-friendly in-
extremely data intensive (1). terfaces.
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I ,~r~o II
and most widely used urban quantity/quality models in

I ~,o~ I existence today.

~ SWMM simulates real storm events on the basis of

~,!iNp i i ~} rainfall hyetographs, land use, topography and system
LwJSPLY

i characterization to predict outcomes in the form of quai-
l G,,p~ Po,t| ity and quantity values. SWMM is composed of various

L~
computational blocks that can be run as stand-alone

~
~ programs. The LWWM simplifies this process by select-

u,,=g. II~ ing the appropriate blocks to run. The blocks used by
SWMM I

I ’° ~,VMO~ LWWM and their function are as follows:

¯ Runoff block: Performs hydrologic and water quality
modeling with elementary hydraulic routines.Figure 1. Linked watershed/water-body model (LWWM).

¯ Combine block: Combines interface files to aggre-
Geographical Information System Interface gate results of multiple runs.

¯ Rain block: Processes National Weather ServiceA GIS is a computer program used for the entry, man-
agement, analysis, and display of geographic or map- (NWS) precipitation data from magnetic tape or disk.
pable information. GIS systems typically include all of All other computational blocks within SWMM are either
the functions of a computer-aided design (CAD) system, not applicable to the LWWM model or their function is
as well as the powerful analytical and modeling capa- already incorporated within the LWWM (i.e., graphic and
bilities of a full-featured relational database. The power tabular processing of output).
of a GIS lies in its ability to derive problem-solving
information from existing data through such techniques The LWWM model uses SWMM Version 4.2 but has
as map overlays and modeling, and to store this infor- been tested successfully with older versions.
mation in an organized, usable form.

RIVMOD Implementation
GIS analytical techniques are applied to generate auto-

RIVMOD is a dynamic numerical, hydrodynamic riverinematically the input data sets for the SWMM watershed
model. The software used for development of these data model that describes the longitudinal distributions of

sets is ARC/INFO, an industry-standard GIS from Envi- flows in a one-dimensional water body through time.
The primary criteria for selecting RIVMOD is the needronmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). This soft-
to describe spatially varying flows in a water bodyware is the primary GIS platform in use at the SWFWMD

and at all other water management districts throughout through time. The model is applicable to rivers, streams,
the state. Several other federal, state, regional, and tidal estuaries, reservoirs, and other water bodies where
Iocal agencies have also adopted ARC/INFO as a stand- the one-dimensional assumption is appropriate.

ard and are preparing comprehensive geographic data- RIVMOD solves the governing flow equations in a man-

bases in this format. The SWFWMD has compiled an her that allows prediction of gradually or highly varying
extensive geographic database of the entire district in flows through time and space. The model has the capa-

an ARC/INFO format, including detailed coverages for bility of handling flow or head as boundary conditions.

the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation The specification of head as a boundary condition al-
lows use of the model where an open boundary isService (SCS) soils, land use and cover, and basin

boundS.ties. These data are compiled using automated required (e.g., an estuary or a river flowing into a lake).

ARC/INFO techniques to generate an input data file for Algorithms are employed in RIVMOD to allow it to pro-

the LWWM. vide WASP4 with flows, volumes, and water velocities.

S WMM WASP Implementation

SWMM (4) is a comprehensive mathematical model for The WASP4 modeling system (5) was designed to pro-
the simulation of urban water quantity and quality in vide the generality and flexibility necessary for analyzing
storm and combined sewer system. All aspects of urban a variety of water quality problems in a diverse set of
hydrologic and water quality cycles are simulated, water bodies. The model considers the hydrodynamics
SWMM was developed between 1969 and 1971 by a of large branching rivers, reservoirs, and estuaries; the
consulting team under contract with the U.S. Environ- mass transport in ponds, streams, lakes, reservoirs,
mental Protection Agency (EPA). It was one of the first rivers, estuaries, and coastal waters; and the kinetic
such models and has been continually maintained and interactions of eutrophication-dissolved oxygen and
updated. The SWMM model is perhaps the best known sediment-toxic chemicals.
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WASP4 is a dynamic compartment modeling program files to activate for manipulation and/or execution.
for aquatic systems, including both the water column SWISP automatically loads the correct simulation model
and the underlying benthos. The time-varying processes based on the type of input dataset selected; upon exe-
of advection, dispersion; point and diffuse mass loading, cution of the model, SWISP provides the input data file
and boundary exchange are represented in the basic names that will be executed. When the simulation is
program. The flexibility afforded by the Water Quality completed, SWISP is automatically reloaded so that the
Analysis Simulation Program is unique. WASP4 permits results may be postprocessed.
the modeler to structure one-, two-, and three-dimen-
sional models; allows the specification of time-variable SWMM Runoff Preprocessor (PreRUN)
exchange coefficients, advective flows, waste loads, The PreRUN program (Figure 3) was developed to aidand water quality boundary conditions; and permits tai- the user in the development of SWMM RUNOFF blockIored structuring of the kinetic processes, all within the input datasets (SWMM Version 4.2x and higher). Pro-larger modeling framework, without having to write or
rewrite large sections of computer code. RUN provides intuitive data entry forms that successful

guide the user through the development of syntactically
WASP4 simulates the movement and interaction of pol- correct datasets. Additionally, the PreRUN program can
lutants within the water using two programs to simulate import a GIS file that is created before executing the
two of the major classes of water quality problems: preprocessor. The GIS interface file provides soil-type
conventional pollution (involving dissolved oxygen, bio- and land-use classifications to the PreRUN program so
chemical oxygen demand, nitrogen, phosphorus, and that the user can quickly give parameters to the SWMM
eutrophication) and toxic pollution (involving organic Runoff block. PreRUN is designed to work with or with-
chemicals, metals, and sediment), out the GIS interface file.

Because of WASP4’s generalized framework and dy-
namic structure, it is relatively easy to link it to other
simulation models. WASP4 was modified to read loads
from an external file created by SWMM. This allows ,-,~ ~= ~,~,~-~.
WASP4 to update its point and nonpoint source loading ~=z ~7.,, 4.z~ ~.r~ 6~.,= ~.~ ,.~ ~.~
information daily. ~ ~,., ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ z~.~ ~.~ ~.~

SWMM~ASP Interactive Suppo~ Program ~ ~.~ ~.= z~.= ~.~ z~.~, ,.~ ~.~

SWISP      ure    is an interactive, menu-driven user
environment that allows for the easy execution of the ~s ~.~=~.~t ~.~,.~ =.~., ~.~z*’n~.~’~ ..,~~s~.=~~
L~M system of programs. SWlSP allows you to view ~_~=,
and edit WASP/RIVMOD/SWMM input datasets as well
as execute and postprocess the results. SWISP is the Figure 3. SWMM Runoff Preprocessor (PreRun).
Windows of the L~Ms; once the user executes
SWlSP, the user ~n perform all functions related to all The power of the PreRUN preprocessor lies in its abili~
the simulation models. SWlSP provides file manage- to impo~ a GIS interface file. The GIS file contains
ment, which allows the user to select a file or a set of land-use and soil classification data for user-delineated

watershed subbasins; this information is used by Pro-
RUN to develop area weighted calculations for the

=" ~ ~ ~ ~ [~ SWMM model.

PreWASP Interactive Preprocessor (PreWASP)

The PreWASP program (Figure 4) aids the user in the
development of a WASP4 eutrophication input dataset.
The preprocessor provides predefined environments
(ponds, lakes, rivers, estuaries) that can be modified to
match site-specific geometries, or the user may elect to
build one from scratch. The PreWASP program allows

¯ -~t ~.. =,,.=t= ~.t= ~,~ the user to rapidly develop an input dataset by providing
~> ,,=~ ~z> ~ ~,~-~, =~ ~,~-~> ~,=~=,t ,z=> ~-~t , ,~=~:~ forms that can be filled out quickly using several "Quick

Fill" edit functions. The PreWASP program allows the
Figure 2. SWMM/WASP Interactive Support Program (SWlSP). user to select the level of complexity at which to apply
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~~....~,~ ~l.~,= ~,,~.=.~ ~,,.~                       ~ The LWDSPLY program allows the user to view (Figure

~. ]~ tion results can be plo~ed or wri~en to an ASCII text
~ ~ ~ table or exposed to a spreadsheet file. LWDSPLY also

~. ~- I~ provides the algorithms for forma~ing the output of one
~ ~ ~: s         ¯     ~ t~:    ~ ~:~ j~    model into the input of another.

~" ~, ~’=’ " ~ ~,

j~

Linking SWMM to WASP4
~int I~I:

SWMM and WASP4 are link~ using the LWDSPLY
program. The linkage is generic and allows the user

z,t~ ~,~ ~=~. ~= ~,~ ~= =~.~ ,,~ ~,. to link SWMM results to either the WASP organic or
eutrophication model. This linkage is accomplished by

Figure 4. PreWASP Interactive Processor (PreWASP). creating a SWMM combine block interface using the
ASCII combine block option. PreRUN is set to create
this file by default. The user must select the WASP4

the model and provides data forms that are needed to (TOXI or EUTRO) model with which the SWMM file is
accomplish that level of complexly, to be linked; this allows LWDSPLY to configure itself for

the correct output.

Linked Water-Body~atershed Postprocessor Once the appropriate linkage ~pe has been selected,
(LWDSPLY) the user is then required to map the appropriate SWMM

conduit I Ds to WASP segments (Figure 7). Note that you
The intera~e gmphi~l pos~rocessor LWDSPLY allows can map more than one conduit’s ID to a WASP seg-
the user to rapidly visualize the results of WASP, ment; LWDSPLYwill combine the output. LWDSPLYwill
RIVMOD, DYNHYD, and SWMM simuta~ons. LWDSPLY not check any errors regarding the mapping, so the
and SWISP are the only so,are needed to process the burden is on the user to fill this table out correctly. The
large array of result files that can be produced from figure below show~ the data ent~ screen for the basin
simula~ons of the models contained in the L~M. to segment mapping. Note that all the conduit lDs do not
LWDSPLY allows the user to view the results both need to be mapped out to WASP segments; the user
graphically and tabularly and has options for exposing only needs to ~ concerned with the conduits that affect
da~ to spreadsheets. LWDSPLY has the capabilities to the water body.
process more than one simulation result file at a time Once the conduit to s~ment mapping has been corn-
(the files must be from the same model), and allows the pleted, the SWMM runoff constituents must be mappedplowing of up to four graphs on the screen simultane- to the WASP4 s~te variables. The user must map theously. These four plots (view po~s) ~n be manipulat~ SWMM state variables to the WASP s~te variables. Theindividually to show different results. As with all the linkage allows the user to fractionate a SWMM stateprograms, context-sensitive help is available at any time variable to several WASP state variables. The example
within the program by simply pressing F1 for help or given below shows the mapping of total nitrogen (calcu-ALT-H for a listing of the keyboard map (Figure 5). lated by SWMM) into three s~te variables of WASP’s

EUTRO4 (NH3, NO3, and organic nitrogen). To accom-
plish this, the user must speci~ the percentage of the
total SWMM constituent runoff mass that will go into
each WASP system. This option is presented to the user
because SWMM ~pically calculates mass runoff for
total nitrogen and to~l phosphorus, while WASP needs
nitrogen loaded as ammonia, nitrate, and organic nitro-
gen, as well as phosphorus loaded as o~hophosphate
and organic phosphorus. There is no error checking
done here. The percentages conve~ed can be less than
or greater than 100 percent.

When the user is completed with the mapping func-
=~ ~,~,= tions, LWDSPLY will prompt the user for a filename

to which to write the nonpoint source interface file.
Figure $. Un~ ~-~~ ~ ~. WASP ex~s the nonpoint sour~ files to have the ex-

tension .NPS.
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Figure 6. Viewing data in the LWDSPLY.

~-~ c...,~t ~. ~ ~....l~. steeper on the eastern section when compared with the
southern and western sections. This lake was chosen in

~    ~ ~ ~ ~ pa~ due to the relatively large database available as a
~ ~.,~. ~ ~ result of recently completed diagnosti~feasibili~ stud-

~ ~ e e ¯ e~.~. ~ ~ l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ies (6).
~l r z ~ ~ ~ ~
~3

~
¯ ¯

~ ~ ¯ O ¯ ¯
~ ~I~ 6 e ¯~ ~ o ¯ o o Available data included topographic maps, land use,
~ ~. e o ¯ ~ soils, rainfall, wind, solar radiation, water levels, and

~ ~,~ o ~ ¯ " setup and calibration processes. Modeling consisted of~ ~RI~ ¯ O ¯

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~,... ~. ~) developing a database linkage from the GIS, watershed
modeling with the SWMM model, and water-body mod-

Figure 7. Mapping S~M conduit I~ to WASP ~gmen~, eting with RIVMOD and WASP4. The modeling scenar-
ios are described below.

Model System Application--~ke Digitized land use and soils data were obtained from theThonotosassa, Florida SW~MD on magnetic tapes and downloaded to the

Study Ama ~scription Dames and Moore ARC/INFO system. Drainage divides
that define subbasins were digitized as an additional

Lake Thonotosassa is located in no~heast Hillsborough overlay. These data provided the basis for developing
Count, Florida (Figure 8). The lake has a suface area the *.GDF file, which was linked with the SWMM model
of 813 acres, with a m~imum depth of approximately via the PRESWMM program package. These maps
16 feet. It is tributa~ to the Hillsborough river system, a were directly output from the GIS. In addition, the GIS
source of water supply for Tampa, and a pa~ of the was used to provide aggregate maps for soils and land
Tampa Bay ecosystem providing freshwater to the estu- use.
aw. The GIS identifi~ 42 land uses at up to Level III for the
The watershed is approximately 55 square miles and watersh~. SWMM is capable of utilizing five land uses
extends east to Plant Ci~ and south to Sydney (Figure in its watershed modeling. A d~ision was therefore
8). Elevation in the watershed ranges from 35 ~ National made to aggregate {and uses to provide five classes
Geodetic Venial Datum (NGVD) along the shoreline of with similar characteristics. The classes sel~t~ were
thelaketo 145 ~ in the eastern se~ion of the ~tchment. urban, agriculture, open, wetlands, and uplands, To
The area in general has relatively mild slopes but is maintain flexibili~ in redefining aggregates during the
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Figure 8. Lake Thonotosassa location map.

modeling process, the unaggregated GIS database After the model was set up, a data period was selected
served as model input to PRESWMM. PRESWMM then for calibration. The period was from June 11, 1991, to
provided the aggregated land-use data for modeling. April 24, 1992, and was selected to coincide with avail-
purposes, able discharge measurement records. The model was

calibrated by conducting a series of model runs, com-
SCS soils data on the GIS are more detailed than paring simulated and measured data, and adjusting pa-
required for modeling purposes. These data were ag- rameters.
gregated in the GIS to provide mapping of hydrologic
soil groups A, B, C, or D, as provided by the Hillsborough The calibration was based primarily on data collected at
County soils map and document (7). two stations, LT-4 and LT-5. Station LT-5 is located on

Pemberton Creek just upstream of the Baker Creek
The SWMM model (RUNOFF block) was used to simu- confluence, which represents 40 percent of the total
late both water quantity and water quality inflows to the watershed. The other calibration point is station LT-4,
lake. Before the input file was set up, the watershed was which covers 98 percent of the lake’s watershed. The
segmented into 34 subbasins. The subbasins were de- difference in flows between these stations is that con-
fined by examining topographic, land-use, and soils tributed by Baker Creek draining the southern portion of
maps. the catchment. The final calibration plot for LT-4 is

shown in Figure 9.
To set up SWMM, PRESWMM was used to create an
input file consisting of information from the GIS system
and user control input (UCI). The GIS system provided
land-use and soils information, as previously discussed. -- SWMM
These data served as input to PRESWMM, which cre-
ated the input file for SWMM. In addition, UCls were=~ ~’
input into the PRESWMM interactive program. These
UCIs include data on catchment slopes, overland Man-
nings roughness coefficient (n), evaporation, infiltration
rates, basin widths, percent of directly connecting imper-
vious area (DCIA), depression storage, channel slopes,
channel lengths, channel geometry, and channel Man- o~ . ~’-~
nings roughness coefficient (n). Channel basin linkages ~.Ju~.9~ 31.Jul.91 19oSep-91 08-Nov-91 28-OEC-91 16-Feb-92 06*A:~r.92
are also defined so that the model can route flows from
the land segment to channels, and from channels to
other channels. Figure 9. Lake inflow calibration.
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The SWMM water quality setup used the same setup as
for the water quantity except that coefficients that define
buiidup/washoff rates and rating curves were added to                                  #10
the routine. The calibration was performed by compar-                                    #1l
ing water quality concentrations for measured and simu-
lated total nitrogen and total phosphorus. The procedure
was a sequence of model runs, comparing results, and
adjusting parameters.

#8
Water-Body Modeling

#7
Water and pollutant loading inflows generated by
SWMM were used as input to the lake, and the lake
water quality was simulated. The following two models
were used: 1) RIVMOD was used to simulate the dy-
namics of the inflows, outflows, and change storage in
the lake, and 2) EUTRO4 used the simulated hydrody-
namics and relevant quality parameters to simulate the
lake’s water quality.

Sources of pollutants to the lake were identified, with
emphasis on nutrient loading. An in-lake model was
applied by utilizing ambient water quality data and flows Legend #3
.and pollutant Ioadings from the watershed to model 1 ~ Contours in Feet
current in-lake processes. The model was calibrated for

~

- #3 Cross
nitrogen, phosphorus, and chlorophyll-a. WASP4 was (~ segr,e,t,
the lake model used in simulating the in-lake processes. N

The lake and inlet channel was subdivided into 10 seg-
ments. Four of the segments were in the inlet channel o 7~o 1.500
(Baker Creek). These segments were included to allow s~e in Feet
some flexibility in modification, if necessary, of the nutri-
ent input to the lake during the lake water quality cali- Figure 10. Lake Thonotosassa modeling segmentatlon and

bathymetric map.
bration process. The lake had six segments; this was
believed to be adequate considering that there were dissolved oxygen were also included in the model.
only two water quality data collection stations. The final These were obtained by applying monthly dissolved
segment represents the lake outflow point. The segmen- oxygen data to SWMM simulated flows.
tation is shown in Figure 10.

Seven environmental parameters were included in theThe eutrophication water quality model (EUTR04) was
set up as a system of 10 water column segments (Figure setup. The parameters defined values for salinity, segment
10) to coincide with the hydrodynamic setup. Model time temperature, ammonia flux, phosphate flux, and sediment
step was one day, with simulation for all eight systems oxygen demand. Salinity and temperature were derived
of the WASP4 Intermediate Eutrophication Kinetics from field measurements. Some of the constants asso-
package. The eight systems are ammonia, nitrate+hi- ciated with the environmental parameters were pointers

used in combination with various time functions to definetrate, orthophosphate, chlorophyll-a, biochemical oxy-
gen demand, dissolved oxygen, organic nitrogen, and time series of water temperature, solar radiation, frac-

organic phosphorus. Water column segments interact tion daylight hours, and wind velocity. Time series of
with each other both by advective flows and diffusive water temperature, solar radiation, and wind velocity

exchange, were derived from the available data discussed above.
Fraction of daylight hours was obtained from latitude-de-

The SWMM model generated loads of total nitrogen, pendent information presented in Chow (8).
total phosphorus, and biochemical oxygen demand
(BED). For water quality modeling, data on nitrate-ni- Initial constituent concentration was based on the meas-
trate nitrogen, organic nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, or- urements of June 26, 1991, and initial model time. Or-
thophosphate, and organic phosphorus were required, ganic phosphorus was assumed to be the difference
These constituents were estimated by applying between total phosphorus and orthophosphate. It is rec-
stoichiometric ratios obtained from the data collected ognized, however, that organic phosphorus may be
during the extensive data collection period. Loads of overestimated because of particulate forms of inorganic
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phosphorus. Organic nitrogen was calculated from total 1.4 ¯ 140
Kjeldahl nitrogen and ammonia. ,= Measured

~’- 1.2. ~llCalcutated 120

The model was set up with the constants required for g 1.o. lOO

0.8. 80 Oeutrophication simulation. Values for these constants
were derived primarily from the literature (9), although = 60some field measurements were used as guidance to ~ 0.6
determine constants. These constants were primarily ,3 0.4.
calibration factors, o= 0.2. 2o

Calibration was accomplished by adjusting constants     0.0                                  0
BOD     Chlorophyll-a

within reasonable limits until a satisfactory fit between
measured and simulated data was obtained (Figures 11
to 13). In some instances, although the model fit was by Figure 13. BOD and chlorophyll-a calibration, Lake Thono-

tosassa.
no means perfect, the model was considered calibrated
within the constraints of the various estimates of inflows Summary
and environmental parameters. Constraints were asso-
ciated with each of the eight systems in the eutrophica- The development and model components of the
tion package: ammonia, nitrate-nitrate, orthophosphate, LWWM system and its user environment, SWISP, have
phytoplankton, BOD, dissolved oxygen, organic nitro- been described. The LWWM has been applied to Lake
gen, and organic phosphorus. Ammonia, nitrate-nitrate, Thonotosassa and its watershed. Water quantity and
and organic nitrogen are subsystems of the nitrogen quality originating from the watershed were modeled as
cycle; orthophosphate and organic phosphorus are pollutant loading to the lake. In-lake processes were
subsystems of the phosphorus cycle; and BOD and then simulated. Refinements are being made to the
dissolved oxygen are subsystems of the dissolved oxy- LWWM system in anticipation of project completion in
gen balance. All systems interact. September 1993. The resultant modeling system will be

tested on two other systems, one a river flowing into an
0.04 estuary (i.e., Li~e Manatee) and one a series of 19 inter-

i~1 Measured connected lakes (i.e., the Winter Haven chain of lakes).0.035                Ammonia          I Calculated
It is anticipated that the resultant modeling system will

-’J 0.03
~ become the district standard for eutrophication model-
~= 0.o28 ing of its surface water bodies. The final code and user’s
o Nitrate-Nitrite~ o.o2 ~ manual for SWISP will be public domain, and it is hoped
~ I that this modeling system will be used by other water~0.015 resource managers in developing pollutant load reduc-
o 0.01 tion strategies for their water bodies.

0.005
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AUTO_Qh An Urban Runoff Quality/Quantity Model With a GIS Interface

Michael L. Terstriep and Ming T. Lee
Office of Spatial Data Analysis & Information,

Illinois State Water Survey, Champaign, Illinois

Abstract usage reflects their reliability for stormwater drainage
design. Models that incorporate urban runoff water qual-This paper describes the development and application
ity are available but are less common. The main reasonsof the AUTO QI model, which the authors developed at for this are:the Illinois State Water Survey in Champaign, Illinois.

The paper includes background information on the Illi- ¯ The water quality component is less reliable.
nois Urban Drainage Area Simulator (ILLUDAS), on
which AUTO_QI is hydrologically based. AUTO_QI ¯ The models require extensive input data.
stands for AUTOmated Quality-ILLUDAS. The model is ¯ The models lack verification.
automated in the sense that it includes an optional
geographic information system (GIS) interface using The relatively infrequent use of a water quality compo-
ARC/INFO software. The Quality-ILLUDAS portion of nent is unfortunate because urban water quality model-
the name indicates that the model simulates quality as ing is a convenient tool for assessing pollutant Ioadings.
well as quantity of runoff from an urban area. Considering the high cost of monitoring and the lack of

extensive data for using a statistical approach, the
AUTO_QI uses a continuous simulation of soil moisture proper model with field data verification is a logical and
to provide reliable estimates of antecedent moisture feasible method for water quality assessments.
conditions for the simulation of selected runoff events.
The soil moisture simulation requires a continuous pre- The principal investigators have developed an approach
cipitation record for the period of interest. The user may (5) that greatly reduces the cost of applying a determi-
then specify some base rainfall above which the runoff nistic model Q-ILLUDAS (6) to a relatively large area.
volume and pollutant loading are then simulated for This approach incorporates the ARC/INFO geographic
each event in the record. The resulting series of runoff information system (GIS) for data management. The
volumes or pollutant Ioadings may then undergo statis- savings comes from automation of input files. Readily
tical analysis. For each catchment in the study area, the available automated data include the U.S. Geological
user must provide soils and land cover information as Survey (USGS) LUDA Level II land use data and the
well as buildup and washoff factors for each pollutant of U.S. Census Bureau’s DIME or TIGER/LINE file for
interest. The model can simulate multiple drainage out- population, housing, and street density. The streams,
fall points for a given rainfall record and group the results soils, and other data are also available in the Illinois and
for different receiving waters. The user may incorporate other state and federal GIS databases. This method is
specific best management practices (BMPs) into the very effective for simulating regional urban runoff load-
simulation for comparison of Ioadings with and without ings that involve large databases and multiple outfalls.
BMPs. The paper also discusses use Of the GIS inter- The model and GIS interface are known as AUTO_QI.
face including processing of remotely sensed data.

Literature Review
Introduction Shaw (7) describes the special hydrologic problems of
Models for simulation of urban runoff hydrographs such urban runoff as follows. The problem of estimating runoff
as the Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulator (IL- from storm rainfall depends on the character of the
LUDAS) (1), Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) catchment surface. The degree of urbanization (extent
(2, 3), and Storage, Treatment, Overflow, Runoff Model of impervious area) greatly affects the volume of runoff
(STORM) (4) have been used for some time. Their wide obtained from a given rainfall. Retention of rainfall by
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initial wetting of surfaces and absorption by vegetation As reported by Sonnen (32), the state of the mathemati-
and pervious areas reduces the amount of storm runoff, cal urban water quality model was fairly dismal a decade
These surface conditions also affect the time distribution ago. Little has changed since then because the physical
of the runoff. Computational methods used to obtain processes are so complex that they defy efforts to re-
runoff from the rainfall should allow for the charac- duce them to mathematical statements. Consequently,
teristics of the surface area to be drained. Thus, the first semiempirical methods are often used.
efforts in urban runoff modeling were to relate runoff
from storm rainfall to the catchment characteristics. Deposition and Accumulation of Pollutants on
The first stormwater sewer design method was the ra- Impervious Surfaces
tional method by Kuchling (8). Sherman (9) introduced As described by Novotny and Chesters (13), the primary
the unit hydrograph method. After the development of sources of pollutants are wet and dry atmospheric depo-
digital computers, early urban hydrologic models were sition, litter, and traffic. Pollutants deposited on the sur-
developed, such as those by James (10), Papadakis face during a dry period can be carried by wind and
and Preul (11), Terstriep and Stall (1), and McPherson traffic and accumulate near the curb or median barrier.
and Schneider (12). One characteristic of urban runoff Thus, many studies report the street pollutant loading by
is that during the early minutes of a storm, urban runoff unit length of curb.
mainly derives from the impervious surfaces. Contribu-
tions from the pervious portion of the basin are highly The street refuse that runoff washes to storm sewers
variable and more difficult to define. Other research contains many contaminants. Significant amounts of
results may be found in Novotny and Chesters (13), organics, heavy metals, pesticides, and bacteria are
Hann et al. (14), and Shaw (7). commonly associated with street refuse. Factors that

affect the pollutant accumulation rates are atmospheric
Many conducted early urban runoff water quality mod- fallout, wind, traffic, litter deposition, vegetation, and
eling research, including Sartor and Boyd (15), Hydro- particle size distribution.
logic Engineering Center (4), McPherson (16),
Sutherland and McCuen (17), U.S. EPA (18-20), and Pollutant accumulation in an urban area has a signifi-
Noel and Terstriep (6). Donigian and Huber (21) pro- cant random component; thus, no mathematical model
pared a comprehensive review of modeling of nonpoint yields totally reliable results. Consequently, one corn-
source water quality in urban and nonurban areas, mon concept used is the storage-input-output schematic
Other reviews that consider surface runoff quality mod- approach, which assumes that the amount of accumu-
els include Feldman (22), Huber and Heaney (23), lated pollutants on a surface can be described as a
Kibler (24), Whipple et al. (25), Barnwel (26, 27), Huber simple mass balance formula:
(28, 29), Bedient and Huber (30), and Viessman etal.
(31). dP/dt = A- r (Eq. 1)

where
Table 1. Urban Runoff Quality Model

Model Authors Year A = pollutant accumulation rate (Ib/day)
r = pollutant removal rate (Ib/day)

QUAL-II Hydrologic Engineering Center 1975 P = amount of street refuse or dust/dirt
SWMM Huber et aL 1975 present on the street (Ib)

t = time in days
STORM          Hydrologic Engineering Center       1977

MUNP Sutherland and McOuen 1978 Integrating Equation 1, then:
Q-ILLUDAS Noel and Terstriep 1982

QQS Geiger and Dorsh 1980 P = Nr [1 - exp (-rt)] + C (Eq. 2)

HSPF           Johanason et al.                  1980 where

Table 1 shows a partial list of urban water quality models, exp = exponential function
C = undefined constantFor a detailed description of each of the models, the

reader may review the respective references. This sec- Using the empirical data from U.S. EPA (33), the pa-tion will limit its discussion to the deposition and accu- rameters were defined for the Washington, DC, areamulation of pollutants on impervious surfaces and
as follows:removal of solids from the street surface.

A = (ATMFL + LIT) (SW/2) + 1.15 TD
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r = 0.00116 exp [0.0884 (TS + WS)] Yalin Equation
C=0

where Of numerous equations published in the literature, the
Yalin equation (36) is probably one of the best for de-

ATMFL = atmospheric fallout rate (g/m2/day) scribing suspension and transport of particles by shal-
low flow typical for rills and street gutters. The equationLIT = litter deposition rate (g/m2/day)

SW = street width (m) has been reported in the following form:

TD = traffic density (thousand axles/day)
TS = traffic speed (krn/hr) P = 0.635 s [1 - In (1 + as)/(as)] (Eq. 3)

WS = wind speed (km/hr)
where

Sutherland and McCuen (17) made another attempt by
developing a set of refuse accumulation functions using P = particle transport per unit width of flow

average daily traffic volume and pavement condition (g/m/sec)

expressed by the present serviceability index (PSI). The s = (Y/Yco -1
a = 2.45rs -o.4 ~results are a set of accumulation equations in terms of
In = natural log functionthese input factors.

The accumulation of street refuse is the main pollution The variables are defined as follows:
source in urban areas. Novotny and Chesters (13) re-

~,ported on typical urban street refuse. Table 2 also pre- Y = particle bed load tractive force = [(ps _ 1)gD]
sents findings from research on this topic.

Ps = particle density (g/c-cm3)
The Chicago results indicate that multiple-family areas Ycr = the critical tractive force at which sedimentgenerate about three times more street dirt than single- movement begins (newton/m2)
family areas. The commercial and industrial areas gen- D = particle diameter (m)
erate about five and seven times more than the ~*= sheer velocity (rn/sec)
single-family areas, g = gravity acceleration (mJsec2)

The street refuse accumulation rate based on the eight
American cities (15, 35) is two to four times higher than Based on Yalin’s equation, Sutherland and McCuen (17)
the Chicago dust/dirt accumulation rate. This reflects the developed a washoff model. The model is based on the
wide variations in pollutant accumulation rates in exist- relationship between percentage removal of total solids
ing measured field data for different cities, in a particle range (0.001 to 1.0 mm) due to a total

rainfall volume of 1/2 in. and correlation factor Kj such
Refuse Washoff by Surface Runoff that:

When surface runoff occurs on impervious surfaces, the TSj = Kj (TSi) (Eq. 4)
splashing effect of rain droplets and the drag forces of
the flow put particles in motion. Sedimentation literature where
includes many hydraulic models that are potentially ap-
plicable to the problem of particle suspension and trans- TSj = percentage removal of total solids in a
port. Two models used frequently in urban runoff particle range due to total rainfall volume j,
modeling are described below, measured in mm

Table 2. Street Refuse Accumulation

Solids Accumulation

Eight American Cities (15, 35)Chicago (34) Total Solids
Dust and Dirt

Land Use g/curb miles/day Ildacre/day g/curb miles/day Ildacre/day

Single family 10.4 2. la 48 9.5==

MullJple family 34,2 6.8a 66 13,1 ==

Commercial 49.1 9.7a 69 13,7==

Industrial 68.4 13,5== 127 25.1 a

a’l’he curb density in C.hicago and eight Amedcan cities was assumed by the authors to be 90 m/acre.
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Kj = factor relating TSj and TSi reports the results both with and without BMP condi-
TS = percentage removal of total solids in the tions. The simulation process may be examined by look-

particle range due to a total rainfall of 1/2 ing at wet and dry periods.
in.

Sartor et al. Washoff Function Runoff

The Sartor et al. washoff function is based on the first- Runoff may only occur during a ’~Net period," a day

order washoff function (15, 35): during which rainfall occurs. During these potential run-
off periods, the model requires hourly rainfall amounts.

dP/dt =- Ku r P (Eq. 5) The basin is assumed to have three types of area:
directly connected paved area, supplemental paved

where area, and contributing grassed area. As the name im-
plies, runoff from the directly’ connected paved area

P = amount of solids remaining in flows directly to the storm system. Runoff from the sup-
pounds plemental paved area flows first across the grassed

t = time in days area and is thus subjected to infiltration losses. The

Ku = constant depending on street remainder of the basin is assumed to be grassed area,

surface characteristics (called so all rain falling on this surface is also subjected to

urban washoff coefficient) infiltration losses.
r = rainfall intensity (in./hr)

Paved Area Runoff
The constant Ku was found independent of particle size
within the studied range of 10 to 1,000 #m. The into- The model distinguishes between directly connected
grated form of the equation can be expressed as: paved area and supplemental paved area. The losses

from directly connected paved area consist of initial
Pt = Po [1 - exp (-Ku r t)] (Eq. 6) wetting and depression storage. These losses are com-

bined and treated as an initial loss; they are subtracted
where from the beginning of the rainfall pattern. After subtract-

ing these losses from the rainfall pattern, the remainder
Po = initial mass of solids in the curb of the rainfall appears as effective rainfall and thereby

storage as runoff from the paved area.
Pt = mass of rfiaterial removed by rain

with duration t Grassed Area Runoff
exp = exponential function

Computation of grassed area runoff includes runoff from
tn spite of the Sartor concept’s highly empirical nature the supplemental paved area because both are sub-
and arbitrarily chosen constants, many urban runoff jected to infiltration. As in the case of paved area runoff,
models such as SWMM (2, 3) and STORM (4) have rainfall is the primary input for grassed area runoff cal-
incorporated it. culations. The modifications that must change the rain-

fall pattern to grassed area runoff are much more
AUTO_QI Model complex than in the paved area case. The procedure

followed here first adds in supplemental paved area
Model Overview runoff, then subtracts initial and infiltration losses.

AUTO_QI actually comprises three programs known as In this model, rainfall on the supplemental paved area
HYDRO, LOAD, and BMP. These programs run in so- is simply distributed by linear weighting over the entire
ries, each using output from the previous program as grassed area, thereby modifying the actual rainfall for
input along with additional information from the user. grassed areas such that:
HYDRO performs a continuous simulation of soil mois-
ture based on a daily and hourly rainfall record that the R" = R (1.0 + SPA/CGA) (Eq. 7)
user provides. It also computes runoff volume for each
event above some user-specified rainfall amount. LOAD where
uses these runoff volumes along with additional pollut-
ant accumulation and washoff information to calculate R’= effective rainfall on the grassed area
pollutant Ioadings for each runoff event. The BMP pro- R = actual rainfall
gram then reduces these Ioadings in accordance with SPA = supplemental paved area
user-specified best management practices (BMPs) and CGA = contributing grassed area
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(n an urban basin, bluegrass turf most often covers the change these values to suit their own experience. For
area that is not paved. When rain falls on this tuff, there further references, see Eagleson (37) and Richey (38).
are two principal losses. The first is associated with
depression storage and the second with infiltration into Infiltration Rate
the soil. In this model, depression storage fills and main-
tains, and infiltration is satisfied before any runoff takes Knowing the water storage available for infiltration within
place. Depression storage is normally considered to be a soil mantle makes it possible to compute the infiltration
0.20 in., but the model provides for this to be varied, rate at any time from the Horton equation, as given by

Chow (39):
The dominant and far more complex loss of rainfall on
grassed areas is caused by infiltration. The theoretical f = fc + (f0 - fc) exp(-kt) (Eq. 8)
approach to evaluating infiltration rates uses the physi-
cal properties of the soil to estimate the water storage where
available in the soil mantle, and evaluates the role of this
water storage as rain water infiltrates into and through f~ = final infiltration rate (in./hr)
the soil mantle. The original ILLUDAS manual provides f0 = initial infiltration rate (in./hr)details of water storage in soil and infiltration rates k = shape factor
through soil. The following text offers only brief descrip- t = time from start of rainfall (hr)
tions, exp = exponential function

Water Storage in Soil This equation is solved by the Newton-Raphson tech-
nique for given fc and fo values that depend on soil

The amount of water that the soil mantle can store properties supplied by the user. A shape factor (k) of 2
depends on the total pore space available in the soil was used to provide the shape best reflecting natural
between the soil particles. This model divides the total conditions.water stored in the soil mantle into two principal parts.
The first of these is gravitational water. This is the water The total amount of infiltration during a storm event
that will drain out of soil by gravity. The second is depends on the total amount of soil moisture (ET water
evapotranspiration (ET) water. This is the water that and gravitational water) in storage. The higher the
plants can remove through evapotranspiration, amount of available soil moisture, the lower the amount

of infiltration, and vice versa. This model distributes theSoil moisture storage capacity varies with soil type and total amount of infiltration among ET storage and gravi-
may be classed by hydrologic soil group. This model tational storage in a preassigned 60:40 ratio. AUTO_QI
considers seven hydrologic soil groups. The U.S. Soil continuously simulates soil moisture so that a reliable
Conservation Service describes the hydrologic soil soil moisture is available at the beginning of any event.
groups as follows:

During dry periods, the model operates on two different
A = low runoff potential and high time steps: daily if there is no rainfall on the current day

infiltration rate (consists of sand and hourly if there is rainfall at some time during the
and gravel) current day. During dry periods, depression storage and

AB = soil having properties between soil soil moisture depend on:
types A and B ¯ Evaporation, at a user supplied rate, from depression

B = moderate infiltration rate and storage.
moderately well drained

BC = soil having properties between soil ¯ Infiltration from depression storage, with the infiltra-
types B and C tion volume separated in a 60:40 ratio into ET water

and gravitational water.C = slow infiltration rate (may have a
layer that impedes downward ¯ Evapotranspiration, at a user specified rate, from ET
movement of water) water storage.

CD = soil having properties between soil
types C and D ¯ Percolation, at a constant rate fc, from gravitational

D = high runoff potential and very slow water storage.
infiltration rate (consists of clays
with a permanent high water table Spatial Distribution of Runoff Processes
and high swelling potential) The model assumes all of the wet period and dry period

processes are spatially distributed, and simulates by the
Appendix B supplies default values of soil moisture use of a triangular distribution. Figure l(a) shows a
storage capacity for different soil types. Users can distribution assumed to vary linearly from zero to twice
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OEPG = Depress~n Loss
M~ = DEPG + 2FINC
FINC = Infiltrat~n Rate

Figure 1. Triangular spatial distribution of runoff.
the user-specified mean value over the subcatchment Pollutant Generation
area. DEPG, as an example, is the mean pervious
depression storage. Figure 1 (b) shows the concurrent After generating an effective hyetograph for both pervi-
processing of depression storage and infiltration poten- ous and impervious areas, these rainfall depths are
tial. Although both filling of depression storage and infil- supplied as input to the program LOAD. LOAD then
tration are assumed to be spatially distributed, they are generates the washoff of different pollutants from the
also assumed to be totally independent of one another storm event. LOAD uses linear accumulation and expo-

nential washoff equations. The user supplies the hum-physically. Depression storage may therefore have a
uniform distribution with respect to infiltration potential, ber of pollutants and associated characteristics such as

daily accumulation rate and daily removal rate.
The concurrent processing of infiltration and depression
storage, Figures 1 (c) and l(d), assumes that infiltration Dry Periods
potential varying from zero to 2FINC is satisfied for a
particular level of supply, S, before considering depres- One form of mass balance formula in discrete form is
sion storage. The supply rate S is defined as the sum of the linear accumulation equation, which generates the
the rainfall and the uniformly distributed volume of de- antecedent pollutant load at the beginning of an event
pression storage at the start of the interval. The volume as follows:
below S and between curves 2FINC and MAX repre-
sents the moisture supply to depression storage in the Pt = Pt-t (l-r) + A (Eq. 9)
interval and is processed according to the above discus-
sion of Figures l(a) and l(b). The volume remaining where
below S and above the curve bounded by MAX is the
surface runoff volume for the hour. Pt-~ = initial load at time t-1
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Pt = load at time t ¯ The removal mechanisms used.
r = background removal rate

A = daily accumulation rate ¯ The fraction of the annual runoff volume that is effi-
ciently treated.

Wet Periods ¯ The nature of urban pollutants being removed.

At the start of rainfall, the amount of a particular pollutant The AUTO_QI model does not model specific BMP
on a surface that produces runoff will be Po, in Ib/acre. processes but represents the effectiveness of BMPs by
Assuming that the pounds of pollutant washed off in any a removal efficiency factor. The model can handle one
time interval, dt, are proportional to the pounds remaining or more BMPs in a catchment or portion of a catchment.
on the ground, P, the first order differential equation !s: The pollutant removal factor may be inferred from field

performance monitoring, laboratory experiments, mod-
-dP/dt=kP (Eq. 10) eling analyses, or theoretical considerations. Most

model users, however, must rely on literature values as
When integrated, this converts into the exponential wash- a starting point,
off function for the removal of the surface loads as follows:

The particulate related pollutants, such as sediment and
lead, are relatively easy to remove by common removalP0 - P = P0(1 - exp(-kt)) (Eq. 11) mechanisms, such as settling. Soluble pollutants, such
as nutrients, are much more difficult to remove. The

where settling mechanism has little or no effect on these pol-
lutants. Therefore, biological mechanisms, such as up-

P0- P = washoff load (Ib/acre) take by bacteria, algae, rooted aquatic plants, or
k = proportionality constant terrestrial vegetation, are often used. A detailed descrip-
t = storm duration in hours tion of individual BMPs can be found in Schueler (40)

and Novotny and Chesters (13).

To determine k, the model uses the same assumption The model allows users to test the potential enhance-
as the SWMM model. Therefore, k varies in direct pro- merit of water quality by implementing one or more
portion to the rate of runoff such that: BMPs in a catchment or group of catchments. The user

specifies what portion, in percent, of a catchment the
k = iB desired BMPs will affect and the removal efficiency of

the BMPs. The model output lists the load and EMC
where without BMPs, followed by the load and EMC expected

with BMPs. The user may apply this same procedure to
i= runoff (in./hr) reflect existing conditions if one or more BMPs are

B = constant already in place.

To determine B, it was assumed that a uniform runoff of Data Preparation
1/2 in./hr would wash away 90 percent of the pollutant
from paved areas and 50 percent of the pollutant from Interfacing the GI$ Database and AUTO_ QI
grassed areas in 1 hour. That leads to a value for B of
4.6 for paved areas and 1.4 for grassed areas. These Urban runoff quantity and quality are highly depend-
are default values that the user can modify, ent on the land use and hydrologic soil type. To tabu-

late the land use/soil complex for a large basin is aTo find the washoff load, apply each constituent’s load- time-consuming process. To simplify the data collect-
ing parameters to the buildup function to determine the =ng process, an optional ARC Macro Language (AML)
initial load (by land use). Then apply the exponential program was developed to retrieve the land use/soil
washoff equation for impervious and pervious areas, layers in a format suitable for model input.
The event mean concentration (EMC) is determined by
dividing the total washoff loads by the runoff volume for The AML includes a menu-driven data review feature
each land use. with two windows on the screen. The right window

displays an index map of the whole drainage basin
Best Management Practices                     and the subbasin boundaries. The user can select a

subbasin and display the land use, soil layers, streets,
BMPs are the measures implemented to reduce pollutants and storm sewers. If the user wants the land-use input
from source areas, or in streams and receiving waters, file of a specific subbasin, the AML retrieves the at-
Many factors govern BMP pollutant removal ability, tribute data and generates an ASCII file for the model
Schueler (40) outlined three primary interrelated factors: input.
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AML Programs distinct vertices or nodes. Other features are political
boundaries and topologic features (e.g., rivers, shore-The AML programs link and provide the user interface lines, canals, railroads, airports). Additional demo-

between the GIS, which runs on a PRIME, and the graphic information is also available in the attribute data.AUTO_QI program, which runs on a PC. These pro- This includes state, county, and standard metropolitangrams process the data that AUTO_QI uses and also statistical area codes, aggregate family income, aggre-enable the user to view the graphic data at the subbasin
level via a menu. The programs should be used with gate rental cost for occupied dwelling units, and numer-

ous other demographic statistics. The data can beESRI’s ARC/INFO software on a PRIME computer and plotted by census tract. The source map scale isare grouped into two functions: the preprocessor pro- 1:100,000. The street layer is valuable for estimating the
grams and the menu system programs. PREPROCES- pollutant accumulation rate and the imperviousness of
SORLANDSOIL.AML, PREPROCESSORBMP.AML, and the drainage basin.RUNIT.AML are the names of the three main programs.

PREPROCESSORLANDSOIL.AML uses the soil, land Sewer Networkuse, and BMP coverages to create a soil/land-use file
for input to the AUTO_QI model. PREPROCES- The database may also include an automated storm
SORBMP.AML uses land-use and BMP coverages to sewer network. The AML menu system provides for this
create BMP application files for the AUTO_QI model, coverage. The coverage is not required by the AML,
RUNIT.AML accesses the ARC/INFO menu system to however, and is not needed by AUTO_QI.
view the coverages and INFO data. This menu also
allows the user to choose and view individual subbasins
and their data layers. Model Verification

GIS Database Layers Overview

Soil Layer Due to the lack of observed data in the Lake Calumet
area, the AUTO_QI model was verified by using the

In 1985, funding from the Illinois Department of Mines Boneyard Creek Basin in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois.
and Minerals (IDMM) allowed for the digitization of the The USGS has continuously gauged this station since
statewide "General Soil Map of Illinois" for the Illinois 1948. The watershed area was reduced from 4.7 to 3.6
GIS system. This map contains 57 general soil associa- square miles in 1960 by a diversion. The basin contains
tions in Illinois. The attribute data include the soil surface a portion of Urbana, the commercial center of Cham-
color, surface code, and the hydrologic class (well drained, paign, and the University of Illinois campus. The central
moderately well drained, somewhat well drained, and business district of Champaign makes up 7.5 percent of
poorly drained). The AUTO_QI model needs this hydro- the drainage area and is nearly 100 percent impervious.
logic soil classification for hydrologic modeling. The source Other city properties, including predominantly residen-
map scale for the soil associations is 1:500,000. tial along with some commercial and light industrial,

constitute an additional 81.2 percent of the basin. The
Land Use Layer remaining 11.3 percent of the basin is in parks, open

The statewide land-use maps are available from the space, and other land-use classes. Measurements have

U.S. Geographical Survey LUDA digital database (41). found the basin to be approximately 44 percent total

The land uses are classified based on LUDA Level II,
paved area, which includes approximately 24 percent of

which contains 37 land-use categories (Appendix D). direct connected paved area, 13 percent of supplemen-

Digital Landsat image data or scanning aerial photo- tal paved area, and 7 percent of nonconnected paved

graphs have updated land-use/cover information (42- area. The soils of the basin are predominantly Flanigan

44). The Illinois State Water Survey has developed silt loam of hydrologic class B (8).

image analysis capability using the ERDAS image proc-
essing package (45). The results of a classified land use Runoff Simulation
can easily be transferred to the ARC/INFO system. For runoff simulation, rainfall data for 3 years were

Street Layer (DIME file/I’IGER/LINE file) chosen. These years represent low (25 percent), aver-
age (50 percent), and high (75 percent) annual ex-

Either the 1980 DIME file or the 1990 TIGER/LINE file, ceedence of rainfall. Table 3 displays these data.
which were created by, the U.S. Census Bureau, can
provide the street coverage. The DIME and TIGER/LINE Land uses in the basin were simplified into two catego-
files comprise street segment records. A segment is des. Table 4 lists the land-use parameters for these
defined as the-length of a street feature between two categories which were used to verify the model.
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Tab|e 3, Se|ected Years and Total Annual Rainfall               Water Quality Parameters
Chance of
Exceedence                Table 6 tabulates the pollutant accumulation/decay pa-

Year Total Rainfall (in.) (percent) Comments rameters required by the model and used in this study.
1959 35.94 50 Average year The accumulation rate and removal rate were selected
1976 32.63 75 Dry year based on typical Midwest urban runoff basins. No at-
1977 42.44 25 Wet year tempt was made to adjust these parameters to fit the

observed data.

Table 4. Land-Use Parameters Table 7 tabulates the comparisons between simulated
USGS washoff and actual washoff of total suspended solids

Land Use (TSS), phosphorus (P), and lead (Pb). The results of this
Level 2 "verification are disappointing. They demonstrate, how-Land Use     Code % PA % SPA DEP! (in.) DEPG (in.)

ever, the problems of water quality simulation without
Residential 11 15 20 0.1 0.1 verification and calibration data. The buildup and
Commercial 12 90 5 0.1 0.1 washoff factors in the model could be adjusted to "call-

% PA= paved area in percent
brate" the model to this" data set and produce better

% SPA= supplemental paved area in percent results, but that was not the intent here.
DEPI = impervious depression storage depth
DEPG = pervious depression storage depth Table 6. Water Quality Parameters

ARI           ARp RRi RRp
Results of Runoff Simulation (Ib/ecre/day) (Ib/ecre/day) (%) (%)

The events selected allowed the actual event runoff For residentia//and use:
volume to be distinguished with reasonable confidence Suspended 7.6300 3.9900 4.50 4.50
from the continuous runoff data. Table 5 presents the "solids
actual events for the "average year" of 1959. Phosphorus 0.0138 0.0070 6.00 5.00
Figure 2 shows that AUTO-QI does an acceptable job
of reproducing runoff volumes for dry, average, and wet Lead 0.0100 o.o053 6.o0 6.0o
years. The simulated runoff/rainfall ratio for these 3 For commercial land use:
years is approximately 20 percent, which is consistent Suspended 9.5500 5.5500 3.00 4.50
with the observed data and with what has been found solids
previously (1). Phosphorus 0.0100 0.0053 4.50 4.50

Water Quality Simulation Lead 0,0110 0.0060 6.00 5.00

Water quality data for Boneyard Creek were available ARi = Accumulation rate for impervious area
for eight events in 1982 from a study by Bender et el. ARp = Accumulation rate for pervious area

RRi = Removal rate for impervious area(46). Simulated water quality data were compared with RR = Removal rate for pervious area
those 1982 data.

Table 5. Summary of Runoff Simulation for Selected Events in 1959

Simulated
Simulated Grass Runoff

Date Dry Days Rainfall (in.) Event Duration (hr) Obeerved Runoff (in.) Runoff (in.) (%)

7/23/59 3.21 0.51 6.00 0.07 0.08 3
7/27/59 3.17 0.80 5.00 0.15 0.16 4
8/29/59 6.00 0.23 5.00 0.02 0.03 3
9/01/59 2.63 0.39 6.00 0.035 0.07 1
9/09/59 8.00 0.18 2.00 0.024 0.02 2

10/10/59 3.63 2.52 9.00 0.51 0.60 7
11/04/59 0.08 0.82 8.00 0.185 0.19 4
11/13/59 0.13 1.39 23.00 0.32 0.31 2
12/10/59 5.67 0.68 15.00 0.106 0.11 1
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Summary The model was verified by using data from the Boneyard
Creek drainage basin in Urbana, Illinois. The three setsA new comprehensive computer package was developed of rainfall data selected repres.ent wet, average, and dryon the basis of two proven models for urban water years. The input data consist of daily and hourly rain-quantity/quality assessment, ILLUDAS and Q-ILLUDAS. falls, percent impervious and supplemental paved at-

The package consists of three main parts: eas, depression storage, initial and final infiltration rates,
¯ Water quantity/quality model, called AUTO_QI. gravitational and evapotranspiration soil storage, pollu-

tion accumulation and removal rate, and washoff factor.
¯ A convenient menu system called QIMENU for pre- When comparing the outputs with the observed data for

paring and editing inputs, viewing the outputs, run- the Boneyard Creek basin, the results indicated that the
ning the model, and assisting users, model performed well for runoff volume. The simulations

of pollutant Ioadings using the uncalibrated model were¯ A GIS interface called RUNIT, and other GIS proc-
poor and indicate the need for further testing and cali-essing programs,
bration.

The AUTO_QI model, which provides continuous simula-
tion, consists of three main components: HYDRO, LOAD,
and BMP. HYDRO uses a runoff/soil moisture account-
ing procedure, pervious and impervious depression Acknowledgments

storage, interception, Horton infiltration curves, and
water storage in the soils to generate runoff volumes for This research was funded by Region 5 Water Division,
each event in the record. LOAD is the water quality Watershed Management Unit, EPA, Chicago, Illinois,
simulator that uses the output from HYDRO along with and the Great Lakes National Program Office, EPA,
the pollutant accumulation and exponent washoff func- Washington, DC. The EPA Project Officer was Thomas
tions to generate loads and EMCs. BMP is the best E. Davenport.
management practices simulator that handles numer-
ous separate or overlapping BMPs and produces the The principal investigators of this report were Michael L.
model output. The user may simulate the impacts of Terstriep and Ming T. Lee. Thomas Davenport, EPA
pollution reduction at multiple stormwater outfall points. Regional Nonpoint Source Coordinator, reviewed the
The results can be viewed at one outfall point or multiple early versions of this report and provided a number of
outfall points, helpful comments and suggestions. Douglas Noel de-

QIMENU aids users with preparation of input flies, se- veloped the program for the original Q-ILLUDAS model,

lection of parameters, running the model, testing the consulted on this project, and provided a general outline
for the revised computer program. M. Razeur RahmanBMPs, and viewing the output, wrote the LOAD and BMP portion of the model. Evan P.

The GIS interface uses the AML and automates the Mills wrote the menu-driven program QIMENU for han-
generation of the major input files for AUTO_QI. It also dling the inputs and outputs. Amelia V. Greene wrote the
provides the user with a menu-driven program to review AML program for the GIS interface. John Brother pre-
GIS coverages on the ~screen. pared the graphical work.

Table 7. Washoff Load Simulation for Selected Events of 1982

TSS Phosphorus Lead

Date Rainfall (in.) Runoff (in.) Sire. (Ib) Obs. (Ib) Sim. (Ib) Obs. (Ib) Sire. (Ib) Obs. (Ib)

3/19/82 0.52 0.08 12,312 18,777 18 18 15 11

4/02/82 0.66 0.11 6,954’ 89,179 10 75 8 77

4/15/82 0.12 0.01 2,388 3,332 10 7 3 4

4/16/82 0.60 0.10 19,549 52,087 28 46 23 48

5/1 5/82 0.43 0.07 25,409 25,857 36 29 29 15

6/15/82 1.17 0.21 3,302 30,969 5 48 5 35

6/28/82 0.98 0.16 29,808 22,931 43 31 35 5

7/1 6/82 1.14 0.30 5,070 19,001 8 26 6 11
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Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM)

Robert Pitt
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama

John Voorhees
Johnson Johnson & Roy/Inc., Madison, Wisconsin

Introduction drainage procedures to reflect the water quantity reduc-
tion benefits of stormwater quality controls.

The Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM)
was developed to more efficiently evaluate stormwater SLAMM is normally used to predict source area contri-control practices. It soon became evident that to accu- butions and ouffall discharges, but SLAMM (1) has alsorarely evaluate the effectiveness of stormwater controls been used in conjunction with a receiving water model.at an ouffall, the sources of the pollutants, or problem (HSPF) to examine the ultimate effects of urban runoff.water flows, must be known. SLAMM has evolved to
include a variety of source area and end-of-pipe controls
and the ability to predict the concentrations and Ioadings The development of SLAMM began in the mid-1970s,
of many different pollutants from many potential source primarily as a data reduction tool for use in early street
areas. SLAMM calculates mass balances for both par- cleaning and pollutant source identification projects spon-
ticulate and dissolved pollutants and runoff flow volumes sored by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
for different development characteristics and rainfalls. It (EPA’s) Storm and Combined Sewer Pollution Control
was designed to give relatively simple estimates (pollut- Program (2-4). Much of the information contained in
ant mass discharges and control measure effects) for a SLAMM was obtained during EPA’s Nationwide Urban
very large variety of potential conditions. Runoff Program (NURP) (5), especially the early

Alameda County, California (6), and the Bellevue, Wash-
SLAMM was developed primarily as a planning level ington (7) projects. The completion of the model was
tool, for example, to generate information needed to made possible by the remainder of the NURP projects
make planning level decisions while not generating or and additional field studies and programming support
requiring superfluous information. Its primary capabili- sponsored by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment
ties include predicting flow and pollutant discharges that (8), the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (9),
reflect a broad variety of development conditions and and EPA Region 5 (this report). Early users of SLAMM
the use of many combinations of common urban runoff included the Ontario Ministry of the Environment’s
control practices. Control practices evaluated by Toronto Area Watershed Management Strategy (TAWMS)
SLAMM include detention ponds, infiltration devices, study (8) and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Re-
porous pavements, grass swales, catchbasin cleaning, sources’ Priority Watershed Program (9). SLAMM can
and street cleaning. These controls can be evaluated in now be effectively used as a tool to enable watershed
many combinations and at many source areas as well planners to obtain a better understanding of the effec-
as the outfall location. SLAMM also predicts the relative tiveness of different control practice programs.
contributions of different source areas (e.g., roofs,
streets, parking areas, landscaped areas, undeveloped A logical approach to stormwater management requires
areas) for each land use investigated. As an aid in knowledge of the problems that are to be solved, the
designing urban drainage systems, SLAMM also calcu- sources of the problem pollutants, and the effectiveness
lates U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation of stormwater management practices that can control
Service (SCS) curve numbers (CNs) that reflect specific the problem pollutants at their sources and at outfalls.
development and control characteristics. These CNs SLAMM is designed to provide information on the last
can then be used in conjunction with available urban two aspects of this approach.
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Stormwa.ter Problems center areas are directly connected, and the roadside

Before stormwater control programs can be selected and is most likely drained by curbs and gutters, for example.

evaluated, it is necessary to understand the stormwater Different land uses, of course, are also associated

problems in local receiving waters. Table 1 lists typical with different levels of pollutant generation. For exam-

receiving water problems associated with both the long- pie, industrial areas usually have the greatest pollutant
accumulations.term accumulation of pollutants and the short-term (event-

related) buildup of pollutants. Many of these problems Figure 2 shows how SLAMM considers a variety of
have been commonly found in urban receiving waters in pollutant and flow routings that may occur in urban
many areas of the United States (10). Because these areas. SLAMM routes material from unconnected sources
problems are so diverse, an equally wide variety of indi- directly to the drainage system or to adjacent directly
vidual stormwater controls must usually be used together, connected or pervious areas, which in turn drain to the
Unfortunately, combinations of controls are difficult to collection system. Each of these areas has pollutant
analyze using conventional stormwater models or the deposition mechanisms in addition to removal mecha-
results of monitoring activities. SLAMM was developed nisms associated with them. As an example, uncon-
to effectively examine control practices and land uses nected sources, which may include rooftops draining to
that may affect these receiving water problems, pervious areas or bare ground and landscaped areas,

are affected by regional air pollutant deposition (from
Table 1. Typical Receiving Water Problems point source emissions or from fugitive dust) and other

sources that would affect all surfaces. Pollutant losses

Long-Term Problems ¯ Sedimentation in stormwater from these unconnected sources are caused by wind
Associated With conveyance systems and in removal and rain runoff washoff, which flows directly to
Accumulations of receiving waters, the drainage system or to adjacent areas. The drainage
Pollutants ¯ Nuisance algae growths from system may include curbs and gutters, where there is

nutrient discharges, limited deposition, and catch basins and grass swales,
,~ Inedible fish, undrinkable water, which may remove substantial participates that areand shifts to less sensitive aquatic

organisms caused by toxic heavy transported in the drainage system. Directly connected
metals and organics, impervious areas include paved surfaces that drain di-

Short-Term Problems ¯ Swimming beach closures from rectly to the drainage system. These source areas are
Associated With pathogenic microorganisms, also affected by regional pollutant deposition, in addition
High Pollutant ¯ Water quality violations, to wind removal and controlled removal processes, suchConcentrations or
Frequent High Flows ¯ Property damage from increased as street cleaning. Onsite storage is also important on
(Event Related) flooding and drainage system paved surfaces because of the large amount of partici-

failures, pate pollutants that are not washed off, blown off, or
¯ Habitat destruction caused by

frequent high flow rates (e.g., bed removed by direct cleaning (2, 4, 6).
scour, bank erosion, flushing of
organisms downstream). Figure 3 shows how SLAMM proceeds through the ma-

jor calculations. There is a double set of nested loops in
the analyses where runoff volume and suspended solids

SLAMM Computational Processes (particulate residue) are calculated for each source area
and then for each rain. These calculations consider the

Figure 1 illustrates the development characteristics that effects of each source area control, in addition to the
affect stormwater quality and quantity. This figure shows runoff pattern between areas. Suspended solids washoff
a variety of drainage systems, from concrete curb and and runoff volume from each individual area for each
gutters to grass swales, along with directly connected rain are summed for the entire drainage system. The
roof drainage systems and drainage systems that drain effects of the drainage system controls (catch basins or
to pervious areas. "Development characteristics" define grass swales, for example) are then calculated. Finally,
the magnitude of these drainage efficiency attributes, the effects of the outfall controls are calculated.
along with the areas associated with each surface type
(e.g., road surfaces, roofs, landscaped areas). The use SLAMM uses the water volume and suspended solids
of SLAMM shows that these characteristics greatly af- concentrations at the outfall to calculate the other pol-
fect runoff quality and quantity. Land use alone is usually lutant concentrations and Ioadings. SLAMM keeps track
not sufficient to describe these characteristics. Drainage of the portion of the total outfall suspended solids load-
type (curbs and gutters or grass swales) and roof con- ing and runoff volume that originated from each source
nections are probably the most important attributes af- area. The suspended solids fractions are then used to
fecting runoff quantity and quality. These attributes are develop weighted loading factors associated with each
not directly related to land use, but some trends are pollutant. In a similar manner, dissolved pollutant con-
obvious; most roofs in strip commercial and shopping centrations and Ioadings are calculated based on the
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Figure 1. Urban runoff source areas and drainage alternatives (9).

Controlled Removal

~position T Wind Removal
’1~ Wind Removal

Street Cleaning and Other
Deposition ~1~ Controlled Removal

Unconnected lWashoff / | +Sources ¯ / / Catchbasin and
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~

Sewerage/Cleaning

T

~ I    Connected ~ Degradation

iRooftops Draining to I Impervious Areas
Pervious Areas ~ ~ Volatilization
Paved Areas Draining I On-Site Storage

Gutter and
~to Pervious Areas Sewerage Out/all /¯ Unpaved Driveways, ¯ Rooftops Draining to System ~

Parking Lots, Streets Driveways
¯ Undeveloped Land ¯ Driveways Sedimentation Receiving
¯Bare Ground ¯ Sidewalks Gutters Waters
¯ Landscaped Areas ¯ Streets ¯ Paved or Sealed

Swale Ditches Sedimentation

¯ Inlets, Catchbasins,
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Figure 2. Pollutant deposition end removsl at source areas (9).
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water controls (affecting source areas, drainage sys-

Enter Calculation terns, and outfalls) together, for a long series of rains.
Module Another is its ability to accurately describe a drainage

area in sufficient detail for water quality investigations
without requiring a great deal of superfluous information
that field studies have shown to be of little value in accu-
rately predicting discharge results. SLAMM also applies
stochastic analysis procedures to represent actual un-
certainty in model input parameters to better predict the

For Each Calculate Runoff actual range of outfall conditions (especially pollutantFor Each Rain Source Area and Particulate
Loading concentrations). The main reason SLAMM was devel-

: oped, however, was because of problem areas in many
existing urban runoff models. The following paragraphs
briefly describe small storm hydrology and particulate
washoff, the most significant of these problem areas.

Calculate Outfall
Runoff and Small Storm Hydrology
Particulate

Loading One of the major problems with conventional stormwater
models concerns runoff volume estimates associated
with small storms. Figures 4 and 5 show the importance
of common small storms when considering total annual

Calculate pollutant discharges. Figure 4 shows the accumulative
Pollutant rain count and the associated accumulative runoff volume
Loadings for a medium density residential area in Milwaukee,

Wisconsin, based on 1983 monitored data (11 ). This figure
shows that the median rain, by count, was about 0.3 in.,
while the rain associated with the median runoff quantity
is about 0.75 in. Therefore, more than half of the runoff
from this common medium density residential area wasPrint/File

Results associated with rain events that were smaller that
0.75 in. The 1983 rains (which were monitored during
the Milwaukee NURP project) included several very
large storms, which are also shown on Figure 4. These

Figure 3. SLAMM calculation flow chart, so Accumlative / ~

percentage of water volume that originates from each of ~,
the source areas within the drainage system.           ~

~ 60

SL.AMM predicts urban runoff discharge parameters (to- =-_
tal storm runoff flow volume, flow-weighted pollutant

~
Quantity

concentrations, and total storm pollutant yields) for ~- 4o / /many individual storms and for the complete study pe- ~:
riod. It has built-in Monte Carlo sampling procedures to ~
consider many of the uncertainties common in model ~.
input values. This enables the model output to be ex- 2o
pressed in probabilistic terms that represent the likely
range of results expected.

0 ~ ~I~[ ~ ~ ~

Unique Aspects of SLAMM o., ,
Rain (in.)

SLAMM is unique in many aspects. One of the most Figure 4. Milwaukee rain and runoff distributions (madlurn-
important aspects is its ability to consider many storm- density residential area).
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~. 60 Rain

~ ~0 Total Area
¯

~ 40 45

Figur~ E. ~il~uk~ ~ollu~n~ dis~h~rg~ distributions {m~diu~
den~i~ residential ~r~}.

I~rg~ s~orms (~ ~o 5 ~n. in depth) dis~o~ ~igum 4 ~-
cause, on average, the Milwaukee area only can expect o
one 3.5-in. storm eve~ 5 years. If these large rains did
not occur in most years, then the significance of the
small rains would be even greater. Figure 6. Variable contributing areas in urban watersheds.

Figure 5 shows the accumulative Ioadings of different area. Calculating the percentage of the total hydrographpollutants (suspend~ solids, chemical oxygen demand, associated with each individual source area enablesphosphates, and lead) monitored during 1983 in Milwau- estimates of the relative importance of each source areakee at the same site as the rain and runoff data shown in to be quantified. The relative pollutant discharges fromFigure 4 (11). When Figure 5 is compar~ with Figure 4, each area can then be calculat~ from the runoff pollut-runoff and discharge distributions appear ve~ similar. This ant strengths associated with each area.is a simple way of indicating that no significant trends of
stormwater concentrations were obsemed for different size When the time of concentration and the rain duration are
events. Subs~ntial variations in pollutant concentrations equal for an area, the maximum runoff rate for that rain
were obsem~, but these were random and not relat~ to intensi~ is reached (12). The time of concentration oc-
storm size. Similar conclusions were noted when all of the curs when the complete drainage area is contributing
NURP da~ were evaluat~ (5). Therefore, accurately runoff to the point of concern. If the rain duration ex-
knowing the runoff volumeisve~ impo~antwhen stu~ing ceeds the time of concentration, then the maximum
pollu~nt discharges. By be~er understanding the signifi- runoff rate is maintained until the rain ends. When the
~nce and runoff generation potential of these small rains, rain ends, the runoff rate decreases according to a
runoff problems will be be~er underst~d, recession cume for that suflace. The example shown

Figure 6 is for a rain duration greater than the times ofFigure 6 illustrates the concept of variable contributing concentrations for the street suflaces and other imper-
areas as applied to urban watersheds. This figure indi- vious areas, but shoRer than the time of concentration
cates the relative significance of three major source for the pemious areas. Similar runoff quantities origi-
areas (street suflaces, other impemious suflaces, and nated from each of the three source areas for this ex-
pewious suflaces) in an urban area. The individual flow ample. If the same rain intensi~ occurs but lasts for
rates associated with each of these source areas in- ~ice the duration (a less frequent storm), the runoff
crease until their time of concentrations are met. The rates for the street suflaces and other impewious sur-
flow rate then remains constant for each source area faces will be the same until the end of the rain, when
until the rain event ends. When the rain stops, runoff their recession cumes would begin. The pemious sur-
recession cuwes occur, draining the individual source face contribution would increase substantially, however,
areas. The three component hydrographs are then because its time of concentration may be exceeded by
added together to form the complete hydrograph for the the longer rain duration. If the same rain intensi~ occurs
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but only for half of the original duration, the street sur- about 1 mm, while the total rainfall losses were about
faces time of concentration is barely met, and the other 6 ram. These maximum losses occurred after about 20
impervious surfaces would not have reached their time mm of rain. For a relatively small rain of about 7 mm,
of concentration. In this last example, the pervious sur- almost one-half of the rain falling on this pavement did
faces would barely begin to cause runoff. In this last not contribute to runoff. During smaller storms, the ma-
case, the street surfaces are the dominant source of jority of the rainfall did not contribute to runoff. These
runoff water. By knowing the relative contributions of rainfall losses for pavement are substantially greater than
water and pollutants from each source area, it is possi- commonly considered in stormwater models. Most storm-
ble to evaluate potential source area runoff controls for water models use rainfall-runoff relationships that have
different rains, been developed and used for many years for drainage

design. Drainage design is concerned with rain depths

Pigure 7 shows monitored rainfall-runoff results from one of at least several inches. When these same procedures
of a series of tests conducted to investigate runoff losses are used to estimate the runoff associated with common
associated with common small rains on pavement (13). small storms (which are the most important in water
This figure indicates that initial abstractions (detention quality investigations), the runoff predictions can be
storage plus evaporation losses) for this pavement totaled highly inaccurate. As an example, Figure 8 is a plot of

Initial Losses          6,7 mm
20

Mammum Vanable Losses      .,~

0                 5                 10                15                20                25
Rain (ram)

Figure 7. Rainfall-Runoff plot (example for high-intensity rains, clean and rough streets) (13).

0.0 I      t      I ~ t

0.0 0.5 1,0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Rain Depth (in.)

Flgure 8. Rainfall-Runoff plot (medium-density area with clayey soils).
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the observed runoff for different rain depths in Milwaukee occurred at this site. The CN values approach the CN
during the 1983 NURP investigations. It was noted pre- values that would be selected for this type of site only
viously that several storms were monitored during this for rains greater than several inches in depth. The CN
period that were very large. The volumetric runoff coef- values are substantially greater for the smaller common
ficient (the ratio of runoff to rain depth) observed varies storms, especially for rains less than the 1-in. minimum
for each rain depth. This ratio can be about 0.1 for rain criteria given by SCS (14) for the use of this proce-
storms of about 0.5 in. but may approach 0.4 for a dure. These results are similar to those obtained at
moderate size storm of 2.5 in. or greater which is typi- many other sites. In almost all cases, the CN values for
cally associated with drainage events. The NURP study storms of less than 0.5 in. are 90 or greater. Therefore,
(5), however, recommended the use of constant (aver- the smaller storms contribute much more runoff than
age) volumetric runoff coefficients for the stormwater would typically be assumed if using SCS procedures.
permit process. Therefore, the runoff volumes of com- The CN method was initially developed, and is most
mon small storms would most likely be overpredicted, appropriate, for use in the design of drainage systems

associated with storms of much greater size than thoseFigure 9 shows the calculated SCS (14) CNs associated of interest in stormwater quality investigations.
with different storms at a medium density residential site
in Milwaukee. This figure shows that the CN values vary SLAMM makes runoff predictions using the small storm
dramatically for the different rain depths that actually hydrology methods developed by Pitt (13). Figure 10

100

75 I I 1       I       I I
0.0 0.5 1.0 1,5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 ~-.0

Rain Depth (in.)

Figure 9. Curve number changes for different rain depth,~ (medium-density area with clayey soils).
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shows the verif{cat{on of the small storm hydrology Particulate Washoff
method used in SLAMM for storms from a commercial
area in Milwaukee. This figure shows that the calculated Another unique feature of SLAMM is its use of a washoff
runoff for many storms over a wide range of conditions model to predict the losses of suspended solids from
was very close to the actual observed runoff. Figure 11 different surfaces. Figure 12 is a plot of the suspended
shows a similar plot of the predicted versus observed solids concentrations for different rain depths for sheet-
runoff for a Milwaukee medium density residential area. flow runoff from paved surfaces during controlled tests
These two sites were substantially different from each in Toronto (13). This figure shows local "first-flush" ef-
other in the amount of impervious surfaces and in the fects, with a trend of decreasing suspended solids con-
way these areas were connected to the drainage sys- centration with increasing rain depth. During the
tern. Similar satisfactory comparisons using these small smallest rains, these concentrations are shown to be
storm hydrology models for a wide range of rain events about several hundred milligrams per liter, and as high
have been made for other locations, including Portland, as 4,000 mg/L. The suspended solids concentrations dur-
Oregon (15), and Toronto, Canada (8). ing the largest events (about 1 in. in depth) decreased

- I I ! I III!1      I,~ ~ I !111 ~ ~ ~ ! ~..

0.01                           0.1                            1                            10
Observed Total Runoff (in.)

Figure 11. Medium-density residential area runoff verification.
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Figure 12. Pavement "flrst-fluah" suspended solids concantratlons (13).
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dramatically to about 10 mgiL. These data were obtained (<0.45 p.m) during an example controlled street surface
during controlled small storm hydrology and particulate washoff test (13). These plots indicate the accumulative
washoff tests using carefully controlled and constant gram per square meter washoff as a function of rain
rain intensities. A first flush of pollutants, as seen in this
figure, is likely only to occur for relatively small homoge-

1.3neous surfaces subjected to relatively constant rain in-
tensities. First flushes at storm drain outfalls may not be
commonly observed because of the routing of many 1.o

1"2g/m2

different individual first-flush flows that are mixed. Be-
cause the highest concentrations associated with these 0.8
individual flows reach the outfall at different times, these
individual first flushes are mixed and lost. More signifi-
cantly, later times during a rain may have much higher
periods of peak rain intensities, resulting in peak washoff ~ 0.5
late in a storm. Intermittent periods of high rain intensi-
ties later in rains likely cause localized periods of high
runoff pollutant concentrations that may occur long after
the beginning of the rain. Therefore, first-flush situations ~ 0.3
are most likely to occur for homogeneous drainage ar-
eas (such as for large paved areas or roofs) during
relatively constant rain intensities.

" 0.2

SLAMM calculates suspended solids washoff based on
0.15’individual first-flush (exponential) plots for each surface.

These plots are derived from observations during rains
and during controlled tests (8). The use of individual
surface washoff plots has been verified using runoff o.1 ~-.
observations from large and complex drainages (13). o 5 1o 15
Figures 13 through 15 show washoff plots for total sol- Rain (mm)
ids, suspended solids (>0.45 p.m), and dissolved solids Figure 14. Di,=solved solids washoff test results (13).

15 ,

10 ! 0 12.6 g/m2
13.8 g/m2

o 8.0
8.0

5.0 5.0

=o 3.0= 3.o

2.o                                               ~ 2.o
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~ 1.5

~ 1.o                                             #. 1.o
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0.5                                                                     0.5
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Figure 13. Total solli~s washoff test results (13). Rgure 15. Suspended solids washoff test results (13).
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depth. A~so shown on these figures are the total ~treet Here, the street loading was 12.6 g/m2, with only about
dirt Ioadings. As an example, Figure 13 shows that 13.8 1.8 g/m2 available for washoff. The predicted washoff of
g/m2 of total solids were on the street surfaces before suspended solids could be in error by 700 percent if the
the controlled rain eveht. After about 15 mm of rain fell total loading on the street was assumed to be removable
on the test sites, almost 90 percent of the particulates by rains. SLAMM uses test results from Pitt (13) that
that would wash off (about 3 g/m2) did, similar to the measured the washoff and street dirt loading availability
rain depth needed for "complete" washoff as reported relationships for many street surfaces, rain intensities,
by earlier studies by Sartor and Boyd (16). The total and street dirt Ioadings to more accurately predict the
quantity of material that could possibly wash off amount of washoff.
(about 3 g/m2), however, is a small fraction of the
total loading that was on the street (13.8 g/m~). If the Another common problem with stormwater models is
relationship between total available loading and total the use of incorrect particulate accumulation rates for
loading of particulates is not considered (as in many different surfaces. Figure 16 shows an example of the
stormwater models), then the predicted washoff would accumulation and deposition of street surface particulates
be greatly in error, for two residential areas monitored in San Jose, Califor-

nia (2). The two areas were very similar in land use but the
Figure 14 is similar to Figure 13 but shows the smallest street textures were quite different. The good condition
particle sizes ("dissolved solids," < 0.45 ~m) as a function asphalt streets were quite smooth, while the oil and screens
of washoff. Here, the total loading of the filterable solids overlaid streets were very rough. Immediately after in-
on the streets was only about 1 g/m2, and almost all of tensive street cleaning, the rough streets still had substan-
these small particles were available for washoff during tial particulate Ioadings, while the smooth streets had
these rains. Figure 15 shows the washoff of largest substantially less. The accumulation of debris on the
particles ("suspended solids," > 0.45 ~Lm) on the street, streets also increased the street dirt Ioadings over time.

2,500

L~st to Air

Deposition Rate

Accumulation Rate

1,500
OIL/SCREENS

1,o00

Lost to Air

Deposition Rate
500

Accumulation Rate

GOOD ASPHALT

0
0                   10                   20                  30

Days Since Last Cleaned

Figure 16. Deposition and accumulation rates of street dirt (13).
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The accumulation rates were very similar for these two SLAMM includes a large number of street dirt accumu-
different streets having the same land uses. The load- lation and deposition rate relationships that have been
ings on the streets at any given time, however, were obtained for many monitoring sites throughout the
quite different because -of the greatly different initial United States and Canada. The accumulation rates are
loading values (permanent storage Ioadings). If infre- a function of the land uses, while the initial Ioadings on
quent street dirt loading observations are made, the true the streets are a function of street texture. The decreas-
shape of the accumulation rate curve may not be accu- ing accumulation rate is also a function of the time after
rately known. As an example, the early Sartor and Boyd a street cleaning or large rain event.
(16) test results that have been used in many stormwa-
ter models assumed that the initial loading values after Monte Carlo Simulation of Pollutants
rains were close to zero, instead of the actual substantial Strengths Associated With Runoff Frominitial Ioadings. The accumulation rates were calculated Various Urban Source Areasby using the slope between each individual loading
value and the origin (zero time and zero loading), rather Initial versions of SLAMM only used average concentration
than between Ioadings from adjacent sampling times, factors for different land-use areas and source areas. This
which can easily result in accumulation rates many was satisfactory for predicting the event mean concen-
times greater than actually occurred, trations (EMC, as used by NURP [5]) for an extended

period and for calculating the unit area Ioadings for differ-
The street dirt deposition rates were found to be only a ent land uses. Figure 17 is a plot of the event mean
function of the land uses, but the street dirt Ioadings concentrations at a Toronto test site (8). The observed
were a function of the land use and street texture. The concentrations are compared with the SLAMM predicted
accumulation rates slowly decreased as a function of concentrations for a long-term simulation. All of the pre-
time and eventually became zero, with the loading re- dicted EMC values are close to the observed EMC values.
maining constant after a period of about 1 month of To predict the probability distributions of the concentra-
either no street cleaning or no rains. Figure 16 shows tions, however, it was necessary to include probability infor-
that the deposition and accumulation rates on the mation for the concentrations found in the different source
streets were about the same until about 1 or 2 weeks areas. Statistical analyses of concentration data (attempt-
after a rain. If the streets were not cleaned for longer ing to relate concentration trends to rain depths and sea-
periods, then the accumulation rate decreased because son, for example) from these different source areas have
of fugitive dust losses of street dirt to surrounding areas not been able to explain all of the observed variations in
by winds or vehicle turbulence. In most areas of the concentration. The statistical analyses also indicate that
United States (having rains at least every week or two), pollutant concentration values from individual source areas
the actual accumulation of material on street surfaces is are distributed log normally. Therefore, log-normally dis-
likely constant, with little fugitive dust losses (2). tributed random concentration values are used in SLAMM

6

log #/100 mL    FC /

4 /,/~,,,/~ FS

~ TD~ ~

~ -2 0 2 4 6
Model Concentration (log rag/L)

Figure 17. Ob~wed and modeled I~llu~nt concentrltlons {Toronto industrial site) (8).
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for these different areas. The results are predictions for as public education and good housekeeping practices,
concentration distributions at the outfall. This can pro- that are not quantified by SLAMM. The most important
vide estimates of criteria violations for different storm- information shown on this sheet is the land use, the type
water pollutants at an outfall for long, continuous of the gutter or drainage system, and the method of
simulations, drainage from roofs and large paved areas to the drain-

age system. The efficiency of drainage in an area, spe-
An Example Analysis Using SLAMM To cifically if roof runoff or parking runoff drains across
Identify the Sources of Pollutants and To grass surfaces, can be very important when determining
Evaluate Different Control Programs the amount of water and pollutants that enter the ouffall

system. Similarly, the presence of grass swales in an
Table 2 is a field sheet that has been developed to assist area may substantially reduce the amount of pollutants
users of SLAMM to describe test watershed areas. This and water discharged. This information is therefore re-
sheet is used to evaluate stormwater control retrofit quired to use SLAMM.
practices in existing developed areas, and to examine
how different new development standards effect runoff The areas of the different surfaces in each land use are
conditions. Much of the information on the sheet is not also very important for SLAMM. Figure 18 is an example
actually required to operate SLAMM but is very impor- showing the areas of different surfaces for a medium
tant when considering additional control programs, such density residential area in Milwaukee. As shown in this

Table 2. Study Area Descriptions

Location: Site number:
Date: Time:
Photo numbers: Roll number:

Land-use and industrial activity:
Residential: Low Medium High-density single family

Multiple family
Trailer parks
High-rise apartments

Income level: Low Medium High
Age of development: <1930 ’30-’50 ’51 -’70 ’71 -’80 New
Institutional: School Hospital Other (type):
Commercial: Strip Shopping center Downtown Hotel Offices
industrial: Light Medium Heavy (manufacturing) Describe:
Open space: Undeveloped Park Golf Cemetery
Other: Freeway Utility ROW Raitroad ROW Other:

Maintenance of building: Excellent Moderate Poor

Heights of buildings: 1 2 3 4+ stories

Roof drains: Underground Gutter Impervious Pervious

Roof types: Flat Comp. shingle Wood shingle Other:

Sediment source nearby?. No Yes (describe):

Treated wood near street?. No Telephone poles Fence Other:

Landscaping near road:
Quantity: None Some Much
Type: Deciduous Evergreen Lawn
Maintenance: Excessive Adequate Poor
Leaves on street: None Some Much

Topography:
Street slope: Flat (<2%) Medium (2-5%) Steep (>5%)
Land slope: Flat (<2%) Medium (2-5%) Steep (>5%)

Traffic speed: <25 mph 25-40 mph >40 mph
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"I’abte 2. Study Area Descriptions (continued)

Traffic density: Light Moderate Heavy

Parking density: None Light Moderate Heavy

Width of street:
Number of parking lanes:
Number of driving lanes:

Condition of street: Good Fair Poor

Texture of street: Smoo~h Intermediate Rough

Pavement material: Asphalt Concrete Unpaved

Driveways: Paved Unpaved
Condition: Good Fair Poor
Texture: Smooth Intermediate Rough

Gutter material: Grass swale Lined ditch Concrete Asphalt
Condition: Good Fair Poor
Street/Gutter interface: Smooth Fair Uneven

Litter Ioadings near street: Clean Fair Dirty

Parking/Storage areas (describe):
Condition of pavement: Good Fair Poor
Texture of pavement: Smooth Intermediate Rough Unpaved

Other paved areas, such as alleys and playgrounds (describe):
Condition of pavement: Good Fair Poor
Texture of pavement: Smooth Intermediate Rough Unpaved

Notes:

4,000 -

2,O00

t

o , ~ , , ~ , ~’. T

=,- ~ > ~ ~, o

Figure 18. Source areas: MIIwauk~ medlum-densi~ residential areas (without alleys).
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example, streets make up between 10 and 20 percent typical medium density residential area showing the per-
of the total area, while landscaped areas can make upcentage of different pollutants originating from different
about half of the drainage area. The variation of these major sources, as a function of rain depth. As an example,
different surfaces can be ve~ large within a designatedFigure 19 shows the areas where water is originating.
area. The analysis of many candidate areas may there- For storms of up to about 0.1 in. in depth, street surfaces
fore be necessa~ to understand how effective or con-contribute about one-half to the total runoff to the ouffall.
sistent the model results may be for a general land-use This contribution decreased to about 20 percent for storms
classification, greater than about 0.25 in. in depth. This decrease in

Control practices evaluated by SLAMM include infiltra-the significance of streets as a source of water is associ-

tion trenches, seepage pits, disconnections of directly ated with an increase in water contributions from land-
connected roofs and paved areas, percolation ponds,scaped areas (which make up more than 75 percent of
street cleaning, porous pavements, catchbasin cleaning, the area and have clayey soils). Similarly, the signifi-

cance of runoff from driveways and roofs also starts offgrass swales, and wet detention ponds. These devices
relatively high and then decreases with increasing stormcan be used singly or in combination, at source areas or

at ouffalls, or, in the case of grass swales and catchbas-depth. Figures 20 and 21 are similar plots for suspended
ins, within the drainage system. In addition, SLAMM solids and lead. These show that streets contribute al-

most all of these pollutants for the smallest storms up toprovides a great deal of flexibili~ in describing the sizes
about 0.1 in. The contributions from landscaped areasand other design aspects for these different practices,
then t~come dominant. Figure 22 shows t~at the contd-

One of the first problems in evaluating an urban area for butions of phosphates are more evenly distributed be-
stormwater controls is the need to understand where the tween streets, driveways, and rooftops for the small storms,
pollutants of concern are originating under different rain but the contributions from landscaped areas completely
conditions. Figures 19 through 22 are examples for adominate for storms greater than about 0.25 in. in depth.
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Figure 19, Flow sources for example medium-density residential area having clayey soils.
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Figure 20. Susl:~nded solids sources for example medium-density residential area,
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Figure 21. Total lead sources for example medium-density residential area,
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Figure 22. Dissolved phosphate sources for example medium-density residential area.

Obviously, the specific contributions from different areas ¯ Roof disconnections.
and for different pollutants vary dramatically, depending
on the characteristics of development for the area and ¯ Wet detention pond.
the source controls used. Again, a major use of SLAMM ¯ Catchbasin and street cleaning combined.is to better understand the role of different sources of
pollutants. As an example, to control suspended solids, ¯ Roof disconnections and grass swales combined.
street cleaning (or any other method to reduce the
washoff of particulates from streets) may be very effec- ¯ All of the controls combined.
tive for the smallest storms but would have very little

This residential area, which was based on actual Bir-benefit for storms greater than about 0.25 in. in depth,
mingham, Alabama, field observations for homes builtErosion control from landscaped surfaces, however,
between 1961 to 1980, has no controls. The use ofmay be effective over a wider range of storms.
catchbasin cleaning and street cleaning in the area was

The following list shows the different control programs evaluated. Grass swale use was also evaluated, but
that were investigated in this hypothetical medium den- swales are an unlikely retrofit option and would only be
sity residential area having clayey soils: appropriate for newly developing areas. It is possible,

however, to disconnect some of the roof drainages and
¯ Base level (as built in 1961 to 1980, with no additional divert the roof runoff away from the drainage system and

controls), onto grass surfaces for infiltration in existing develop-
ments. In addition, wet detention ponds can be retrofit-* Catchbasin cleaning, ted in different areas and at outfalls. Besides those

¯ Street cleaning, controls examined individually, catchbasin and street
cleaning controls combined were also evaluated, in ad-

¯ Grass swales, dition to the combination of disconnecting some of the
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rooftops and the use of grass swales. Finally, the pros- 90 percent suspended solids control. It would need 3 ft
pect of using all of the controls together was examined, of dead storage and live storage equal to runoff from
The following list shows a general description of this 1.25-in. rain. A 90-degree V notch weir and a 5-ft wide
hypothetical area: emergency spillway could be used. No seepage or

evaporation was assumed. The total annual cost was¯ All curb and gutter drainage (in fair condition), estimated to be about $130 per watershed acre.

¯ 70 percent of roofs draining to landscaped areas.

Table 3 summarizes the SLAMM results for runoff vol-¯ 50 percent of driveways draining to lawns.
ume, suspended solids, filterable phosphate, and total

¯ 90 percent of streets of intermediate texture (remain- lead for 100 acres of this medium density residential
ing are rough), area. The only control practices evaluated that would

reduce runoff volume are the grass swales and roof¯ No street cleaning, disconnections. All of the other control practices evalu-
¯ No catchbasins, ated do not infiltrate stormwater. Table 3 also shows the

total annual average volumetric runoff coefficient (Rv)About one-half of the driveways currently drain to land- for these different options. The base level of control has
scaped areas, while the other half drain directly to the an annual flow-weighted Rv of about 0.3, while the usepavement or the drainage system. Almost all of the of swales would reduce the Rv to about 0.1. Only a smallstreets are of intermediate texture, and about 10 percent reduction of Rv (less than 10 percent) would be associ-are rough textured. There currently is no street cleaning ated with complete roof disconnections compared withor catchbasin cleaning, the existing situation because of the large amount of roof
The level of catchbasin use that was investigated for this disconnections that already occur. The suspended sol-
site included 950 ft3 of total sump volume per 100 acres ids analyses shows that catchbasin cleaning alone
(typical for this land use), with a cost of about $50 per could result in about 14 percent suspended solids re-
catchbasin cleaning. Typically, catch basins in this area ductions. Street cleaning would have very little benefit,
could be cleaned about twice a year for a total annual while the use of grass swales would reduce the sus-
cost of about $85 per acre of the watershed, pended solids discharges by about 60 percent. Grass

swales would have minimal effect on the reduction ofStreet cleaning could also be used, with a monthly suspended solids concentrations at the outfall. (Theycleaning effort of about $30 per year per watershed are primarily an infiltration device, having very little ill-
acre. Light parking and no parking restrictions during tering benefits.) Wet detention ponds would remove
cleaning are assumed, and the cleaning cost is esti- about 90 percent of the mass and concentrations of
mated to be $80 per curb mile. suspended solids. Similar observations can be made for
Grass swale drainage was also investigated. Assuming filterable phosphates and lead.
that swales could be used throughout the area, there
could be 350 ft of swales per acre (typical for this land Figures 23 through 26 show the maximum percentage
use), with swales 3.5 ft wide. Because of the clayey soil reductions in runoff volume and pollutants, along with
conditions, an average infiltration rate of about 0.5 in./hr associated unit removal costs. As an example, Figure
was used in this analysis based on many different dou- 23 shows that roof disconnections would have a very
ble-ring infiltrometer tests of typical soil conditions, small potential maximum benefit for runoff volume re-
Swales cost much less than conventional curb and gut- duction, at a very high unit cost compared with other
ter systems but require increased maintenance. Again, practices. The use of grass swales could have about a
the use of grass swales is appropriate for new develop- 60-percent reduction at minimal cost. The use of roof
ment but not for retrofitting in this area. disconnection plus swales would slightly increase the
Roof disconnections could also be used as a control maximum benefit to about 65 percent, at a small unit

cost. Obviously, the use of roof disconnections alone, ormeasure by directing all roof drains to landscaped ar-
eas. The objective would be to direct all the roof drains all controlled practices combined, is very inefficient for

this example. For suspended solids control, catchbasinto landscaped areas. Because 70 percent of the roofs
already drain to the landscaped areas, only 30 percent cleaning and street cleaning would have minimal benefit
could be further disconnected, at a cost of about $125 at high cost, while the use of grass swales would pro-
per household. The estimated total annual cost would duce a substantial benefit at very small cost. If additional

control is necessary, however, the use of wet detentionbe about $10 per watershed acre.
ponds may be necessary at a higher cost. If close to a

An outfall wet detention pond suitable for 100 acres of this 95-percent reduction of suspended solids was required,
medium density residential area would have a wet pond then all of the controls investigated could be used to-
surface of 0.5 percent of drainage area for approximately gether, but at substantial cost.
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Table 3. SLAMM Predicted Runoff and Pollutant Discharge Conditions for Example=

Birmingham 1976 rains Runoff Volume Suspended Solids Filterable Phosphate Total Lead
(112 rains, 55 in. total,
0.01-3.384 in. each) Annual Flow- CN Flow* Annual Flow- Annual Flow- Annual

ft3/acre wtg Rv Range wtg mg/L ~blacre wtg I~g/L ~ldacre wtg ~.g/I. ib/acre

Base (no controls) 59,800 0.3 77-100 385 1,430 157 0.58 543 2.0

Catchbasin cleaning: 59,800 0.3 77-100 331 1,230 157 0.58 468 1.7
Reduction (Ib or P) 0 200 0 0.29
Reduction (%) 0 14 14 0 0 14 14
Cost ($/Ib or $/~) NA 0.43 NA 293
($85/acre/yr)

Street cleaning: 59,800 0.3 77-100 385 1,430 157 0.58 543 2.0
Reduction (Ib or ~) 0 0 ’ 0 0.01
Reduction (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.49
Cost ($/Ib or S/ft°) NA NA NA 3,000
($30/acre/yr)

Grass swales: 23,300 0.12 63-100 380 55~, 151 0.22 513 0.75
Reduction (Ib or P) 36,500 876 0.36 1.28
Reduction (%) 61 1 61 4 62 6 63
Cost ($/Ib or S/P) Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal
($minimal/acre/yr)

Roof disconnections: 56,000 0.28 76-100 410 1,430 156 0.55 443 1.6
Reduction (lb or ~) 3,800 0 0.03 0.48
Reduction (%) 6 -6 0 1 5 18 24
Cost ($,qb or $/~) 0 NA 333 21
($10/acre/yr)

Wet detention pond: 59,800 0.3 77-100 49 185 157 0.58 69 0.26
Reduction (Ib or ~) 0 1,250 0 1.8
Reduction (%) 0 87 87 0 0 87 87
Cost ($/Ib or $/~) NA 0.10 NA 73
($130/acre/yr)

CB and street cleaning: 59,800 0.3 77-100 331 1,230 157 0.58 468 1.7
Reduction (Ib or ~) 0 200 0 0.29
Reduction (%) 0 14 14 0 0 14 14
Cost ($/Ib or $/~) NA 0.58 NA 397
($115/acre/yr)

Roof dis. and swales: 20,900 0.1 63-100 403 526 139 0.18 352 0.46
Reduction (lb or ~) 38,900 904 0.40 1.6
Reduction (%) 65 -5 63 11 69 35 77
Cost ($/Ib or $/~) 0.00026 0.01 25 6.4
($10/acre/yr)

All above controls: 20,900 0.1 63-100 42 55 139 0.18 36 0.05
Reduction (Ib or ~) 38,900 1,375 0.40 1.98
Reduction (%) 65 89 96 11 69 93 97
Cost ($/lb or $/~) 0.0066 0.19 638 129
($255/acre/yr)

aMedium-density residential area, developed in 1961-1980, with clayey soils (curbs and gutters); new development controls (not retrofit).
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Figure 23. Cost-effectiveness data for runoff volume reduction benefits.
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Figure 24. Cost-effectiveness data for suspended solids reduction benefits.
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Figure 25. Cost-effectiveness data for dissolved phosphate reduction benefits.
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Figure 26. Cost-effectiveness data for total lead reduction benefits.

Conclusions 8. u.s. EPA. 1983. Final report for the Nationwide Urban Runoff
Program. Washington, DC (December).

This paper has shown how SLAMM can be used to 6. Pitt, R., and G. Shawley. 1982. A demonstration of nonpoint
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.from different areas within a complex watershed. County RoodControlandWaterConservationDistrict, Hayward,
SLAMM can also be used to examine the cost effective- CA, for the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program, U.S. Environ-

mental Protection Agency, Water Planning Division, Washington,ness of different individual control programs, or combi- DC (June).
nations of control programs, that could be located at
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Combining GIS and Modeling Tools in the Development of a Stormwater
Management Program

Chris Rodstrom, Mohammed Lahiou, and Alan Cavacas
Tetra Tech, Inc., Fairfax, Virginia

Mow-Soung Cheng
Department of Environmental Resources, Division of Environmental Management,

Watershed Protection Branch, Prince George’s County, Landover, Maryland

Abstract controls designed to cost-effectively manage the pol-
lutants of concern. This allows determination of whichA geographic information system (GIS) based Water-
flows and loads need to be controlled. Smaller, 100-shed Simulation Model (GWSM) was developed for
to 400-acre drainage basins can also be evaluatedstormwater pollution control in Prince George’s County, with alternative land uses and management prac-Maryland, using the Stormwater Management Model ticeso(SWMM 4.2), ARC/INFO (6.1), and data postproces-

sots. The GWSM was designed to perform planning
level assessments of water quality concentrations and Introduction
Ioadings for 12 water quality parameters in 41 primary
watersheds within the county. The model combines con- The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
tinuous watershed modeling and the spatial analysis (NPDES) municipal stormwater permit regulations re-
capabilities of a GIS in a single, integrated system op- suiting from the Clean Water Act Reauthorization of
erating on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation. The user selects 1987 require large counties and municipalities to de-
a watershed to determine daily, monthly, seasonal, or velop comprehensive stormwater management pro-
annual stormwater pollutant Ioadings using the SWMM grams. For complex urban fringe areas such as Prince
output. Additional routines analyze stormwater control George’s County, Maryland, prioritizing stormwater
structures and user-defined subbasins. GWSM output problems and developing cost-effective management
is saved for watershed comparisons using both graphi- techniques is a primary objective if program resources
cal and tabular formats, are to be efficiently allocated. The geographic informa-

tion system (GIS) based Watershed Simulation Model
GWSM allows county water resources planners to per- (GWSM) was designed to support the development and
form analyses in the following areas: implementation of the county’s stormwater manage-
* Prioritize problem watersheds: Identify where impacts ment program. GWSM enables planning assessment at

are most severe based on pollutant-specific data. Both the watershed level through estimation of pollutant loads

temporal and spatial problems and trends are identified, and flows for current land use conditions and future
buildout scenarios, with or without structural controls. At

¯ Integration with water quality databases: Data from the small basin level, alternative stormwater control sce-
national databases, including STORET, WATSTORE, narios can be evaluated for user-defined areas.
and Reachfile III streams, are used in characterizing
the water resources of the study area. Existing Watershed Models

¯ Alternative land use assessment: Water quality im-
A vadety of models are available for simulating waterpacts and trends, based on land use changes or

future master planning scenarios, can be evaluated, quantity and quality on a watershed scale (1). These range
from relatively simple empirical models that predict annual

¯ Screening solutions/microscale analysis: Management or storm loads to deterministic models that yield flow and
assessment tools provide planning level screening of pollutant loads for a variety of flow conditions.
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Simple models, such as the U.S. Environmental Protec-
I    Continuoustion Agency (EPA) Screening Procedures (2) model and Simulation Model Ithe Simple Method (3), commonly aggregate the physi- !

cal parameters for an entire watershed and calculate
loads on an annual or seasonal time step. Although this

I Single Land-Usef WaterIreduces the amount of input data and time required to
I             Quality Time Seriesapply the model, it does not allow for an examination of ~ County/State~

the variations between storm events or water quality prob-

~

Databases
lems occurring over a wide range of hydrologic conditions. |
Complex models, such as SWMM (4) and the Hydro-
logic Simulation Program-Fortran (HSPF)(5), simulate PC~Model | GIS nterface L GIS i
hydrologic processes that generate runoff and pollutant Watersheds

OU tywldeF I      CoveragesI
Ioadsinacontinuousmannerratherthan relyingon ’ ~~
simplified rates of change (1). This class of model can
use time series climatic data for continuous simulation

EPA M~inffame~over several years, enabling analysis of not only an- output Processing| Databases
and Statistical |nual loads and flows but also of single events or a

,,Ana ys~s |series of storms.

Previous Studies Figure 1. Watershed modeling approach.

GIS is increasingly used for watershed assessment in
combining GIS coverages from various databases, issupport of various water resources programs (6). A re-
used to select a watershed and determine its physicalview of available literature shows that the use of GIS in

conjunction with hydrologic models comprises a major characteristics, including drainage area and land-use
distribution. The single land-use time series, along withpart of the current activities. The use of GIS for hydro- the land-use and drainage area files, are processed bylogic modeling can be divided into two general ap-
a series of Fortran routines to determine watershedproaches: 1) performing watershed modeling analyses loads and summary statistics (Figure 1). Results can bedirectly within a GIS package using empirical or lumped interactively displayed for watershed comparisons andmodels and 2) processing input data for use with a

separate or partially linked watershed model, management assessment. As with AUTO_QI (10), the
GWSM modeling approach uses the GIS to furnish data

Empirical modeling within a GIS environment includes an for use with a continuous simulation model. Unlike other
approach using the modified Universal Soil Loss Equa- approaches, however, GWSM uses preprocessed out-
tion (USLE) for evaluating silvicultural activities and con- put from a watershed model to calculate storm flows and
trol programs in Montana (7). Tim et el. (8) coupled pollutant loads for the study watershed.
empirical simulation modeling with a GIS to identify
critical areas of nonpoint source pollution in Virginia. On Although SWMM was used for this application of
the other hand, linked GIS and hydrologic modeling GWSM, results from other continuous simulation mod-
approaches include a study by Ross and Tara (9) els can also be included in the model. This modular
using a GIS to perform spatial data referencing and approach enables increased simulation accuracy as
data processing while traditional hydrologic codes per- calibrated models become available. Further, several
formed the calculations for time-dependent surface- models can be used within a single application, combin-
and ground-water simulations. Terstriep and Lee (10) ing the strengths of each. For instance, SWMM could
developed AUTO_QI, a GIS-based interface for we- be used for urban areas, while HSPF could be applied
tershed delineation and input data formatting to the to agricultural lands within a single study area.
Q-ILLUDAS model.

Modeling Approach: The Prince George’s Input Data RequirementsCounty GIS-Based Watershed Simulation
Model GWSM requires both ARC/INFO vector coverages
The GWSM developed for the Prince George’s County and continuous simulation model output for each
stormwater program combines results from a watershed land-use type modeled. Coverages include watershed
model with GIS analytic routines. Figure 1 illustrates this boundaries and current land-use files. Input data for
modular modeling approach. The GWSM uses a con- SWMM include parameters for the rainfall, tempera-
tinuous simulation model to generate single land-use ture, and runoff blocks for each of the nine homoge-
water quality and quantity time series data. ARC/INFO, nous land-use basins.
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A Case Study: Collington Branch distribution for the Collington Branch watershed. This
Watershed case study demonstrates how the GWSM can be ap-

plied using a three-step approach: 1) identify and targetWater resource managers face multiple questions on problem watersheds, 2) identify pollutant sources and
how best to manage stormwater on a regional, water- characterize pollutants, and 3) conceptually identify
shed, and subbasin scale. In Prince George’s County, control measures and evaluate future land-use
an area covering over 480 square miles, there are 41 changes.
watersheds of varying size and land-use distribution.
The proximity of the county to the fast-growing metro- Watershed Problem Identification andpolitan Washington, DC, area makes stormwater man- Targetingagement a complex and pressing problem.

Often, the first questions that water resource managers
An assessment of the predominantly forested and agri- ask are, How can problem watersheds be identified, and
cultural Collington Branch watershed, covering approxi- how do watersheds compare with each other in terms
mately 14,820 acres and draining to the Western Branch of pollutant loads and flows? GWSM enables the rapid
and to the Patuxent River, was performed as a demon- analysis of the relative contributions of each watershed
stration of the GWSM. Figure 2 is the watershed selec- to the total load, performing a complete assessment and
tion screen from the GWSM, including the land-use interpretation of the data within 10 minutes. The results

/

/
/

/

~Low Density Residential

~ Medium Density" Residentiai

m High Density Residential

B Commercial

~ Industrial

[-~ Open Space

~-~ Agriculture

~ Forest

~ Barren Land

Figure 2. Watershed selection screen for the Collington Branch watershed, including land-use distribution.
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include estimates of annual, mean monthly, and monthly Management Screening
loads for the watershed for 12 parameters. Each con-

In this phase, implementing the most cost-effective con-stituent may be viewed either as a percentage of the
trois is addressed. To address control measures, thetotal load or in actual units (pounds or cubic feet). Figure relationship between storm size, runoff volume, and

3 presents the graphical display from GWSM showing pollutant load must be assessed. For example, whatthe total nitrogen load for the Collington Branch, illus- storm sizes contribute the largest pollutant loads, andtrating the changes in loads due to climatic variability, which storm size should be targeted? The analytic rou-
tines in GWSM provide graphical answers to theseA comparison between two watersheds is easily per- questions. Figure 5 presents lead loads by storm size,

formed to assess load and flow estimates and review indicating that targeting only a percentage of runoff will
results graphically. Multiple applications provide a rapid " control over half of the total load. Figure 6 illustrates the
assessment of all the major watersheds in the county, rainfall/runoff characteristics of the watershed, with theThis phase of the GWSM analysis provides information majority of storms generating less than 0.05 in. of runoff.
to answer the questions, Which are the likely water These estimates will vary by watershed and type ofquality impacts, and how significant are they compared pollutant, but GWSM allows rapid analysis of each pol-
to other watersheds? lutant and multiple watersheds.

Management evaluation is done at both watershed- and
Identify Pollutant Sources and Characterize site-specific levels. Over an entire watershed, what is
Pollutant of Concern the optimal control level for structural water quality fa-

cilities? GWSM includes a stormwater pond routine that
Once problem watersheds are identified and targeted calculates the pollutant mitigating effects of different
for further analysis, the water quality problems must be
clearly defined. What are the sources of the pollutants 2oo
of concern? An analysis of the pollutant contribution by ~ TN (MA = 361.511.6 Ib)
land use is included in GWSM, calculating constituent
load by land use for each of the 12 parameters. Figure 15o
4 shows total nitrogen contributions for each land use in ~
the Collington Branch, indicating that agricultural areas = -8
are the primary source. This provides important infor- ~
mation for targeting control programs throughout the z~#_.owatershed. Characterizing the pollutant loads is an im- ~ 5o
portant issue for developing management programs.
The following questions are answered at this phase: o
What pollutants are of primary concern? What are their ~ow Med High Comm. Indus, Open For, AgrL Bar.
sources and spatial and temporal characteristics? How Land Use
do their loads vary seasonally and annually? What are
the temporal variations between pollutants? To answer Figure 4. Total nitrogen load by land use, Collington Branch

watershed.
these questions, GWSM provides graphical displays of
mean monthly, mean annual, and annual pollutant loads
for each pollutant,                                     g

Collington Branch
~ (MA = 6,610,4 Ib)

900 7
800 I~ TN (MA = 361,511.6 Ib)

.c~ 700                                                                  ~

~ .~ 600                                              :l ~

~ ~. ,~oo3co 3
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control ~eve~s and retention times. At a site-specific level, What is the optimal control level for structural practices?
such as a proposed new subdivision, similar structures What are the likely impacts of future land-use changes
can also be evaluated to allow optimal design criteria to on water quality?
be selected. Figure 7- illustrates the phosphorus contri-
bution for a simulated residential subdivision, and the Stormwater Management: Future Modelpollutant reduction from a stormwater pond designed Applications
to control for 0.3 in. of runoff. As seen in Figure 7, the
mean annual phosphorus load was reduced from 453 to The NPDES stormwater permit regulations have created
277 lb by the simulated structure, new challenges and opportunities for state, county, and

city water resource programs. Water resource manag-
Managers must address how future changes will affect ors are faced with often conflicting stormwater man-
water quality. On the watershed level, what will be the agement objectives and forced to make decisions that
impact of urbanization on flow and pollutants loads? At weigh the costs and benefits of each. For instance,
the subbasin level, how will proposed projects change water quality and flood control objectives do not al-
the runoff characteristics? Both land use scenarios can ways coincide. The design and management of re-
be evaluated in GWSM. Qn the watershed scale, the gional stormwater ponds will vary depending on
current land use can be interactively changed with a whether water quantity control or water quality control
"po’nt-and-cl[ck" menu. At the subbasin level, a user-de- is the primary objective.
fined basin may be modeled, with the land-use distribu- To address the complex array of stormwater issues,tion entered into a pulldown menu. At both watershed more sophisticated analytical tools and techniques are
and subbasin levels, once a land-use scenario is so- needed. Watershed models that effectively evaluate al-lected, GWSM calculates the anticipated pollution ternative scenarios and allow for optimization routines
loads. The results can then be compared with preexist- for differing management objectives are in demand.
ing conditions. The following questions are answered Integrating environmental data, such as wetland areas,
during the final phase of GWSM: How do pollutant loads bioassessment information, structural and nonstructuralrelate to rainfall and runoff distribution and intensity? best management practice (BMP)optimization, and per-

mit and monitoring information will be required in a
900 user-friendly GIS package.
800

~= zoo As the NPDES stormwater regulations are implemented
_S 800 at the county and local level, unique management pro-
~ 200 grams will develop according to specific water quality
~ 400 and resource availability issues. As these programs take
=E 3oo shape, GIS and GIS-based models and information
z 2oo management systems are likely to play larger roles in

100 assessing problems and crafting solutions.
0

~oo, o.o,~., o.,~.2 o.2~,o o.,~., o.,~., o.~o,,, o.,~,.o ,.~,., ,.,. Conclusions
Flow (in.)

The GWSM enabled the rapid assessment of Prince
Figure 6. Flow (frequency) distribution by storm size, ¢ollington George’s County’s stormwater problem areas and theBranch watershed, evaluation of control measures. GWSM was developed to

support the development of the county’s stormwater man-
4 LDR100TS (-rP) agement program. The model incorporates the strengths of

continuous simulation modeling with the spatial analys~s
~ 3 ~] No Control: (MA = 453.6) techniques of GIS in an integrated system. Together, the GIS
~ ~ ~ Control: 0.30 in., 48 hr (MA = 277.4) and data processing routines allow for further analys~s and
o. ~ 2 interpretation of time series data from the SWMM model.
~: o= Combining continuous time series data with georeferenced
~ ~- ~ watershed/land-use data allows for the further analysis and
"~ interpretation of the results. As additional data from mon~-

0 toring both homogenous land-use basins and in-stream
0-~0, 0~., 0.,.0.~ 0.~.0 o~.0., 0.,~., 0,~.,~ 0.,~,.0 ,.0.,., ,~ Iocations becomes available from the long-term mon~tonng

Runoff (in.) program developed as part of the NPDES Part 2 permit,
the accuracy of the model will increase.

Figure 7. Phosphorus contribution for a simulated residential
subdivision with a stormwater pond designed to con- AS technologies for developing and evaluating stormwa-
trol for ’0,3 in. of runoff, ter programs increase in sophistication, the questions
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asked of water resource managers are likely to become 4. Huber, W.C., and R.E. Dickinson. 1988. Storm water manage-
more difficult. The GWSM will continue to develop to ment model, Version 4: User’s manual. EPN600/3-88/001a
incorporate more functions designed to assist managers (NTIS PB-88-236641/AS). Athens, GA.
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package for simulation of water hydrology and water quality. In:
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Watershed Screening and Targeting Tool (WSTT)

Leslie L. Shoemaker and Mohammed Lahlou
Tetra Tech, Inc., Fairfax, Virginia

Abstract sign, and construction. Water resource managers can
use screening-level evaluations to help assess, com-Screening-level tools allow managers to understand,
pare, and prioritize the water quality problems of water-evaluate, and compare the water quality problems of sheds within their jurisdictions. The Watershedwatersheds so that they can be prioritized. The Water-
Screening and Targeting Tool (WSTT) makes it easiershed Screening and Targeting Tool (WSTT) makes it for watershed managers in federal, state, and localeasier for watershed managers in federal, state, and

local agencies to conduct these evaluations by providing agencies to conduct these evaluations by providing

access to the necessary data and information and facili- easy access to the necessary data and facilitating tar-

tating the assessment itself. This prototype has been geting assessments. A prototype of WSTT has been

developed as a cooperative project for the U.S. Environ- developed that allows access to data for Alabama and

mental Protection Agency (EPA) Region 4 and the Office Georgia. WSTT operates on a personal computer
of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds in support of the (286+) in a DOS environment.
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) program.

WSTT provides an interactive, user-friendly, two-stepThe WSTT is an interactive, user-friendly, two-step evaluation and targeting process (Figure 1). The first
evaluation and targeting process. The first step allows allows for preliminary screening based on multiple crite-
for preliminary screening based on multiple criteria, ria. Each criterion can be compared with a default or
Each criterion can be compared with a default or user- user-defined reference value. Data from U.S. Environ-
defined reference value. Data from EPA mainframe da- mental Protection Agency (EPA) mainframe databases
tabases allow the user to compare reference values with allow the user to compare reference values with land-land-use and water quality observations from water- use and water quality observations from watersheds
sheds under consideration. The second level of target- under consideration. The second level of targeting, com-
ing, comparative analysis, allows for a more detailed parative analysis, allows for a more detailed examina-
examination of watersheds. In addition, this analysis tion of watersheds. In addition, this analysis permits the
permits the user to include subjective weights and addi- user to include subjective weights and additional data in
tional data to the targeting procedure. The algorithms for the targeting procedure. The algorithms for this targeting
this targeting system are based on a hierarchical struc- system are based on a hierarchical structure of objec-
ture of objectives and criteria, where a set of up to seven tives and criteria, where a set of up to seven criteria can
criteria can be used to describe the comparison cbjec- be used to describe the comparison objectives. AI-
tives. Although the analysis objectives are project spe- though the analysis objectives are project specific, the
cific, the procedures are developed to use either procedures are developed to use either user-specified
user-specified data or information from provided data- data or information from provided databases. Weights
bases. Weights can be entered to give greater or lesser can be entered to give greater or lesser value to particu-
value to particular criteria. This paper presents exam- lar criteria.
pies of the application of these techniques to sample
watersheds in Alabama. Watershed prioritization and targeting involve a mul-

Introduction tistep decision-making process using both technical cri-
teria and subjective judgement. The use of formal

Targeting of watersheds is used to allocate increasingly targeting procedures throughout this process can assist
scarce water management resources for data collection, in structuring the problem while taking into account all
modeling studies, and management assessment, de- pertinent and site-specific concerns.
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Figure 1. Schematic of ws’rl" components.

Multicriteria analysis techniques can aid in processing have traditionally been difficult to access without famili-
available information in a more structured framework, arity with EPA’s mainframe. Through WSTT, these data
leading to a rational prioritization of watersheds. These are readily accessible. Using these databases, WSTT
procedures can be used in the Total Maximum Daily can generate reports, in table or graph form, on land
Load (TMDL) process to identify data sources, retrieve use, water quality, water supplies, impoundments, and
relevant water quality and watershed data, and analyze point soume facilities in each of the selected areas.
these data within a structured framework to determine
which watersheds require management. The advan- The data that are distributed with WSTT can,also be
tages of structured decision-making techniques--espe- used to prepare preliminary data input files for a water-
cially when dealing with numerous watersheds where shed screening model (WSM) which, for this proto-

the ranking in order of priority is not obvious a priori-- type version, can be run for CUs within Georgia and
Alabama. The watershed screening methodology per-include analysis directed toward the selection of perti-

nent decision criteria and identification of potential mits simple watershed assessments that predict daily
runoff, streamflow, erosion, sediment load, and nutrientcandidate watersheds; credibility of the selection proc-

ess by the use of demonstrated and valid decision-mak- washoff. The WSM relies on observed precipitation and

ing techniques; reductions in the cost and time for data temperature data from local meteorologic stations, mu-

collection and processing through a multiphase screen- nicipal point source load estimations from pollutant con-

ing process; iterative evaluation of watersheds; and in- centrations in the literature, and nonpoint source loading
creased understanding of the various tradeoffs, functions for selected land uses based on literature

values. Users can readily modify or revise the input data
to reflect site-specific conditions. Output data from the

For the incorporation of targeting criteria and the gen- model simulations can be used to augment information
eration of reports, WSTT is distributed with and relies on provided by the other databases.
data that were selectively downloaded from EPA’s main-
frame computer. The databases that it uses include an Review of Potential Targeting Procedures
accounting unit/catalog unit (CU) summary table, land
use (U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Most multicriteria decision techniques with potential ap-
Inventory summary of acres per land-use category), plication to the prioritization and targeting process can
water quality (EPA STORET ambient water quality data be grouped into three categories:
summarized by CU for 50 parameters), reference levels ¯ Sequential elimination: Techniques to eliminate wa-(based on EPA water quality criteria), water supplies
(number, flow, location, and type), point sources (num- tersheds that do not show any need for controls.

ber, flow, location, and type), and water bodies (number ¯ Dominance theory: Techniques to eliminate inferior or
and size). These data, always available to the public, dominated watersheds that demonstrate a need for
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pollution control but do not present a character of Watersheds that pass this preliminary test are screened
relative urgency, with the next highest ranked criteria until either all crite-

ria are evaluated or the number of watersheds selected¯ Ranking procedures: Techniques to prioritize remain- for further analysis is sufficiently reduced.ing watersheds.
Compensatory analysis is a more elaborate form of

Sequential Elimination conjunctive and disjunctive screening and deals primar-
ily with preferential constraints where the cutoff levels

The first group of analytical procedures target nonprior- are set by the objectives rather than by the criteria
ity watersheds or the nonfeasible set of watersheds, themselves (3). The analysis develops constraints on
These procedures are typically referred to as sequential selected objectives that are represented in the decision
elimination techniques. Each watershed is compared problem by a group of two or more criteria. For each
with a hypothetical watershed using an amalgamation of identified objective, the corresponding criteria are corn-
standards and criteria. Watersheds that are better than bined into a discriminating model expressing the degree
the hypothetical watershed form the nonfeasible set and to which each criterion achieves the objective. The dis-
can be eliminated from further analysis. These tech- crimination process can be inclusionary, exclusionary, or
niques provide a preliminary filtering system to ensure both, depending on the screening model.
the legitimate acceptability of the remaining set of wa-
tersheds. Sequential elimination techniques do not dif- Dominance Theory
ferentiate on the basis of relative importance, only on
the ability to satisfy a condition of preset limits. Four The second group of analytical tools with potential for
relevant sequential elimination techniques, available for application in the watershed prioritization and targeting
application in the prioritization process, include the con- process consist of techniques developed from the domi-
junctive approach, the disjunctive approach, the lexico- nance approach. This approach serves to identify poorer
graphic approach, and the compensatory approach (1). watersheds rather than rank them completely. In this

case, when the first watershed that has criterion values
The conjunctive approach screens out watersheds by at least as poor as those of a second, as well as one or
establishing minimum cutoff levels for each discriminat- more values that are poorer, the first watershed will be
ing criteria. Depending on the type of criterion and its selected for further analysis rather than the second. The
method of measurement, the constraint or "cutoff level" first watershed is said to dominate the second. These
is defined as either a categorical exclusionary or inclu- techniques add some capability of determining which
sionary limit. The application of a conjunctive scheme watersheds are worse than others beyond the simple
relates the decision criteria and their constraint with the comparisons offered by the sequential elimination
logical "and" so that all constraints must be satisfied for schemes. Although several techniques have been de-
a watershed to be eliminated from further consideration, veloped based on this decision rule, their application to
Evaluation scales do not have to be homogeneous discrete decision space, such as watershed targeting
across criteria and can include logical, numeric, or natu- applications, may not be effective in eliminating many
ral scales. Because decision criteria and the set of watersheds. Among these techniques are the nonin-
watersheds are independent, each watershed is com- ferior curve technique, the indifference map technique,
pared individually with a hypothetical set of constraints and fuzzy outranking approaches.
rather than with other watersheds. In general, decision
criteria in the conjunctive approach should be carefully The noninferior curve technique uses the distribution of

the feasible set of watersheds within the decision spaceselected to focus on criteria with a strict regulatory re-
to identify inferior and noninferior sets (4). The curvequirement and technical constraints that cannot be re-

laxed or are not subject to tradeoffs, defines the level of tradeoff between decision criteria
where any incremental improvement in one criterion

The disjunctive approach is similar to the conjunctive results in a balanced incremental decrease in other
scheme, but it requires that only one criterion be sates- criteria. Application of this technique may require exces-
fled for a watershed to be eliminated from further con- sive computational time and professional training for
sideration. Because this process is characterized by the interpretation of the results (5).
logical relation "or," problem formulation must be defined
in terms of the level of substitutions among the selected The indifference map technique relies on the repre-

decision criteria, sentation of the preference structure to determine the
family of indifference curves (6). An indifference curve

Lexicographic screening differs from the previous tech- represents points in the decision space for which the
niques in that the value of each criterion is compared preference is equivalent among all criteria. This ap-
across watersheds (2). The criteria are first ordered in proach can be used in combination with the noninferior
terms of their relative importance, and watersheds are curve technique. Theoretically, if the one indifference
then screened, starting with the most important criteria, curve tangent to the noninferior curve can be located,
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then watersheds lying farthest from the point of each participant in the game is to identify solutions that
tangency form the set with the highest priority for con- are high on the preference scale. A generic algorithm
trois, based on this theory for an n-person game was devel-

oped by Harsanyi (11). This algorithm was generalizedOutranking techniques analyze sets of watersheds to
for a regional ground-water pollution problem (12) andderive binary relationships on the set rather than a
for the analysis of wastewater management alternativesfunction from this set to the real numbers, as in the case

of the classical theory of decision analysis. This binary (13).

relationship also differs from classical decision analysis The analytic hierarchy process was developed in an
in the sense that it does not necessarily require a strict effort to expand the classical decision models to include
transitivity condition (7, 8). Outranking procedures can subjective analysis of multilevel or hierarchical systems
be used to select one and or~ly one watershed, a set of (!4, 15). The process consists of decomposing the de-
acceptable watersheds, or a cluster of watersheds in an cision problem into smaller subproblems, analyzing
ordered sequence of indifference classes ranging from each subproblem individually, and then recomposing the
best to worst, results to reach a complete ranking of the set of water-

sheds considered. It relies strongly on the structuring of
Ranking Procedures the decision problem into an intuitively logical hierarchy

of objectives and criteria. The hierarchical structuresThe third group of analytical decision techniques ranks express the factual relationships between the decisionthe set of watersheds under consideration. Several al- elements (objectives, criteria, and alternatives). This de-gorithms with potential application to discrete situations cision process parallels the principles of analytical think-include utility theory, compromise programming and dis- ing (16): constructing hierarchies, establishing priorities,placed ideal techniques, cooperative game theory, and and togica~ consistency.the analytic hierarchy process.

Decision techniques developed based on the theory of Targeting Techniques in WSTT
utilities assign a utility function to each decision criterion,
then compute the expected utility for each watershed The review of decision analysis techniques, briefly de-
using either an additive or multiplicative model (9). Wa- scribed above, provided the background for the devel-
tersheds that maximize the expected utilities may be opment of the targeting tools used in the WSTT. The
eliminated from further analysis, and those with low development of decision-making techniques for water-
ranking values form the set to be considered. The diffi- shed prioritization and targeting was based on the fol-
culties associated with application of the utility models lowing:
reside in the development of representative utility func-
tions for each criterion and the insurance that all criteria ¯ Ability to perform a multicriteria analysis.

satisfy both preference and utility independence axioms. ¯ Applicability to discrete situations with a ~imited num-
A utility function refers to a mapping of the values in the ber of watersheds.
range of natural criteria scale to a bounded cardinal-
worth scale reflecting the preference structures associ- ¯ Applicability to selecting the worst watersheds rather
ated with that criteria as perceived by the decision- than the preferred conditions, as is the case in most
maker(s), decision situations for TMDLs or watershed manage-

ment.
Compromise programming techniques have been ap-
plied extensively to water resources projects. These ¯ Flexibility of problem structuring, data processing,
techniques attempt to identify watersheds that approach and the ability to decompose the problem into smaller
an ideal case (10), assuming that the watershed located and more homogeneous components.
the closest to the ideal watershed in the decision space
can be eliminated from further consideration. The com- ¯ Stability of the final ranking using simple scaling pro-

cedures.putation algorithms rank watersheds based on the nor-
malized distance between each watershed and this ¯ Ease of interpreting the rankings.
ideal point. This approach can also be applied to identify
watersheds that are the closest to an anti-ideal point ¯ Ability to perform sensitivity analysis and consistency
using a similar minimization scheme, testing of the value judgment.

Cooperative game theory is a representation of a conflict These considerations led to the development of a two-
situation based on the general concepts of rational be- step targeting approach consisting of both a preliminary
havior. Optimization of a set is sought by well-informed screening and a formal comparative analysis. A test
decision-makers with conflicting objectives who are watershed is used for illustrating examples of the two
aware of their preference structure. The objective of types of screening techniques (Figure 2).
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tersheds that do not represent a significant water quality
problem. Figure 4. Preliminary screening example with two criteria.

The screening algorithm used in WSTT consists of a further examination. In this case, seven watersheds (1,
sequential elimination scheme adapted from the con- 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 13) would be selected. The user can
junctive approach described in the previous section. The select the cutoff limits in an iterative fashion to examine
objective of this process is to identify watersheds that the differences between the watersheds. Multiple crite-
do not represent a significant water quality problem and ria can be selected for evaluation, depending on data
consequently reduce the set of watersheds to a work- availability and watershed characteristics. This provides
able number. The significance of the water quality prob- a quick and easy approach for preliminary evaluation of
lem is, however, indirectly introduced into the analysis the differences between the watersheds selected for
through the selection of screening criteria indicative of examination.
the problem under consideration and the magnitude of
each criterion cutoff level. Figure 3 illustrates this proc- For a multidimensional problem, each criterion is de-
ess using a single water quality criterion, and Figure 4 fined in terms of a cutoff limit representing a vector of
presents the case of a two-criteria screening. Based on threshold values. Depending on the type of criterion and
the sample cutoff limit shown in Figure 3, six watersheds its measurement scale, each value in this vector may
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 13) would be selected for further either represent an upper or a lower limit. Examples of
analysis. In Figure 4, two criteria are examined. In this criteria with an upper limit are water quality parameters
case, both acres of urban land and BODs concentrations for which the cutoff limit represents a concentration that
are selected for examination. Values outside the upper should not be exceeded. On the other hand, criteria with
limits for either of the two criteria would be selected for a lower limit include those with ascending scales in
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which the higher values are better, such as in the case selection problem into several smaller and homogene-
of dissolved oxygen concentration, ous subproblems which can be easily compared. Figure

5 illustrates a generic representation of a clustered hier-The watershed screening level analysis in WSTT allows
users to retrieve screening criteria and their values auto- archy in which the project is decomposed into a set of

matically from available, preprocessed databases, simple and smaller subprojects. Each subproject can be

When the criteria represent water quality parameters, analyzed separately, and the results can be reintegrated
to obtained an overall ranking of the watersheds.watershed rating with respect to each criterion can be

expressed in terms of a mean value, a median, or a
quartile. Multiple databases can be accessed sequen- Value Judgment
tially. Access to the water quality and land-use data-
bases is enabled at the present time. Cutoff limits ar~ The decision-maker’s value judgment is introduced in
user specified and can be modified in an iterative terms of the importance weight coefficients of the objec-
scheme by either relaxing the criteria’s cutoff limit and tives and criteria. The derivation of criterion importance
consequently decreasing the set of selected watersheds weights proceeds according to the hierarchical structure
or by making them more stringent. Watersheds elimi- of the decision problem, starting from the higher level
nated during this screening level analysis can still be objectives. This routine takes the decision-maker
considered in the comparative analysis phase. The out- through a series of paired comparisons cluster by cluster
put of this algorithm generates a list of watersheds that in the order shown by the roman numerals in Figure 5.

For each paired comparison between two criteria, thedo not satisfy the criteria’s cutoff levels. For these wa-
tersheds, the corresponding input data (payoff-matrix) decision-maker defines which criterion of the pair is

more important and determines the magnitude of thecan be accessed through the reporting option of the
WSTT. Watersheds that satisfied all user-specified con- importance using the integer ratio scale presented in

Table 1. The magnitude of importance is not the desiredstraints are also tabulated. As noted earlier, the screen-
ing analysis does not take into consideration the relative importance weight but rather a measure of a pairwise
differences in the exceedence of the observations be- ratio defined as follows:
yond the upper limit. For examination of the relative
importance and actual ranking of the watersheds, the
comparative analysis technique is used. a,:i =-~ (Eq. 1)

Comparative Analysis in WSTT
where a represents the ratio of importance weight W of

The objective of the comparative analysis is to provide criterion i over that of criterion j.
a system that captures both the importance of the se-
lection objectives and that of the criteria describing The use of the ratio scale defined in Table 1 generates

a square, positive, and reciprocal matrix in which thethese objectives. Comparative analysis can provide a
complete ordering of watersheds. The process requires importance weight coefficients consist of the entries of
that the targeting problem be formulated in terms of a the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigen-
decision situation and that judgement values be incor- value of the this matrix. The characteristics of the result-
porated into each phase of analysis. At this level of ing comparison matrix are summarized as follows:
analysis, additional measurable and subjective criteria
are usually incorporated into the analysis; therefore, the ..- 1
algorithm provides a logical scaling system to evaluate a~l- aji (Eq. 2)

the importance of these objectives on a common basis.
The algorithm also incorporates a mathematical frame- for all i and j;work to amalgamate the value judgement and the .wa-
tershed observations with respect to each criterion or
objective in terms of a ranking index, a~i = 1 (Eq. 3)

Four subroutines incorporated in the development of the
comparative analysis algorithm in the WSTT are de- for all i=1 to n where n is the number of criteria; and
scribed below.

aik= a~i+ a~ (Eq. 4)
Structuring of the Targeting Problem

The formulation of watershed prioritization problems in The rationale for determining the eigenvector corre-
WSTT consists of a multilevel hierarchical structuring of sponding to the maximum eigenvalue as the importance
the selection objectives, the decision criteria, and the weight coefficient vector derives naturally from the type
alternative watersheds. This formulation separates the of scale used in the pairwise comparisons and the as-
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Figure 5. Generic representation of the watershed targeting problem in WSTT.

sociated matrix theory used in solving nonlinear sys-
tems, expressed in matrix form as

Table 1. Evaluation Scale Developed by Saaty (14) for Use
in the Analytic Hierarchy Process

Intensity of A " W= n" W, (Eq. 5)
Importance Definition Explanation

1 Equal importance Two activities contribute where A is the comparison matrix with n entries, n is the
equally to the objective, number of criteria, and W is the vector of importance

3 Weak importance of Experience and judgment weight coefficients. The solution of the above eigen-
one over another slightly favor one activity value problem for each cluster in the order shown in

over another. Figure 5 provides a partial weight coefficient for each
5 Essential of strong Experience and judgment criterion. The overall weight can be derived by multiply-

importance strongly favor one activity ing the partial weight of the dominant objective by thatover another.
of the criteria:

7 Demonstrated An activity is strongly
importance favored, and its

dominance is Wi = Wp (objective)" Wp(criteriai). (Eq. 6)
demonstrated in practice.

9 Absolute importance The evidence favoring
one activity over another
is of the highest possible Consistency of the Preference Structure
order of affirmation.

When dealing with large numbers of objectives and
2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values Compromise is needed.

between the two criteria, the preference structure tends to lose its transi-
adjacent judgments tive character. As intransitive comparisons are intro-

Reciprocal of If activity i has one of duced, the resulting matrices become less consistent,
above the above nonzero and the importance weight coefficients may not repre-
nonzero numbers assigned to sent the true preference structure.

it when compared
with activity j, then j For a perfectly consistent positive reciprocal matrix, thehas the reciprocal
value when maximum eigenvalue should equal the order of the ma-
compared with i. trix. This suggests that the remaining eigenvalues are

Rational Ratio arising from the Consistency is forced by equal to zero. As small inconsistencies are introduced
scale obtaining n numerical into the matrix because of intransitive judgements, they

values to span the matrix, lead to very small perturbations in the original set of
eigenvalues. This represents the fundamental theory of
consistency measurement in positive reciprocal matri-
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ces {14). The more the maximum eigenvalue deviates data available on STORET since 1980. The values used
from that of a consistent matrix, the less consistent the for the comparative analysis are shown first. Three types
pairwise comparisons are. A consistency index devel- of weights are shown: equal weights and two variable
oped by Saaty (14) was introduced into the targeting options. The final section of Table 2 shows how the
subprogram in WSTT to indicate the degree of consis- changes in weights affect the resulting ranking of the
tency at the end of each series of painNise comparisons, watersheds. The ability to adjust weights and test a
A consistency index of 0.0 indicates a perfect consis- variety of user- and system-provided criteria allows for
tency, and a value of 1.0 indicates a fully inconsistent a wide range of flexibility in the assessment of water-
matrix. Because of the use of an integer scale in addition shed ranks. Users can thereby incorporate best profes-
to the nonlinearity of certain subjective judgments, a sional judgement and local knowledge into the targeting
slight nonconsistency in developing importance weight procedure in a systematlc fashion.
coefficients is common. In fact, a fully consistent com-
parison is not required to reach the desired accuracy. Table 2. Description of Comparative Analysis Application
Analysis of the sensitivity of eigenvalue solution shows Values Used for Comparative Analysis (Payoff Matrix)
that matrices with a consistency ratio of up to 0.1 are

Criterion 2acceptable (17). Criterion 1 NH4 as N Criterion 3
Catalog Unit     BODs (rag/L)      (rag/L)      Fe (p.g/L)

Ranking of Watersheds
0313001 4.0 0.27 1,100

The hierarchic representation of the watershed targeting 0313002 3.5 0.62 1,600process is a logical structure for integrating the decision
elements into a single problem and deriving the selec- 0313003 3.7 0.30 315
tion priorities defined in terms of objectives, criteria, and 0313004 2.4 0.14 680
their respective weight coefficients. To derive the overall 0313005 3.0 0.66 2,900
ranking of the watersheds, a simplified form of the addi- 0313013 4.3 0.16 370tive utility model is used. This model is described in
much of the relevant literature as the best known of the Calculated Importance Weight Coefficients

multiattribute utility functions because of its relevance to Criteria Equal Variable 1 Variable 2

a wide range of decision problems, its stability in ranking 1 (BODs) 0.333 0.122 0.637
alternatives, and its simplicity of application. This model 2 (NH4 as N) 0.333 0.648 0.258is also used in most index calculations. Its generic ex-

3 (Fe) 0.333 0.230 0.105pression when applied to a hierarchic problem takes the
following form: Final Watershed Ranking

Catalog Unit         Equal        Variable 1     Variable 2
N    M

0313001 3 3 3
Ui= ~ Wj" ~.~ Wk¯ Vk, (Eq. 7) 0313002 4 2 1j=l    k=l

0313003 5 4 5
O313004 6 6 6

where 031300~ 1 1 4

W = weight coefficient 0313013 4 5 2
N = number of objectives Application of the comparative analysis requires usersM = number of criteria under each objective to evaluate which criteria are relevant and significant toU = ranking of watershed i the local watershed conditions. Often, application will beV = measurable value of lower level criteria constrained by the availability of water quality sampling

This model uses normalized values of the criteria in an reformation or other data. Consideration should also be
ascending scale, meaning that the higher values are given to possible dependence between two criteria se-
better. The ranking is therefore performed on a descend- lected. Criteria should be independent for accurate as-
ing scale so that watersheds with the lowest scores are sessment of watershed ranking.
identified as the priority watersheds.

ConclusionsThe results of a sample application are shown in Table 2
below. For illustration purposes, a comparative analysis The WSTT program and associated databases provide
was applied, using WSTT, to six watersheds in Alabama. watershed managers with the tools to effectively target
Three criteria were selected for examination--BODS, and assess watersheds on a broad scale. The two levels
ammonia, and iron~ased on the 85th percentile of all of targeting tools included with the WSTT allow for a
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range of targeting applications--from simple to sophis- 4. Church, R.L., and J.L. Cohon. 1976. Multiobjective location analy-
sis of regional energy facility siting problems. BNL-50567. Upton,ticated----depending on project needs. The incorporation NY: Brookhaven National Laboratory.

of the comparative targeting tool provides the valuable
5. Hobbs, B.F., and A.H. Voelker. 1978. Analytical multiobjectiveaddition of subjective judgement and user-defined pa- decision-making techniques and power plant siting: A survey andrameters to the decisioh-making structure. This powerful critique. ORNL-5288. Oak Ridge, "IN: Oak Ridge National Labo-

algorithm allows managers to refine decision-making ratory (February).
criteria and evaluate multiple and often conflicting objec- 6. MacCrimmon, K.R., and M. Toda. 1969. The experimental deter-
tives. The incorporation of targeting tools and databases mination of indifference curves. Review of Economic Studies
into a user-friendly PC environment can make these 36(2):433-450.
powerful~ techniques convenient and accessible to a 7. Vincke, P.H. 1986. Analysis of multicriteda decision aid in Europe.
wide range of water resources professionals. Fur. J. Research 25(2):160-168.
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Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban Landscape

Thomas Schueler and David Shepp
Department of Environmental Programs,

Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Washington, DC

Abstract Ioadings, particularly where vehicles are fueled, serviced,
This paper reports on a monitoring study that compared and parked for extended periods. Preliminary computa-
hydrocarbon, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) tions suggest a possible link between these hotspots
and trace metal levels in stormwater runoff captured and sediment PAH contamination of a local estuary.
within standard oilgrit separators (OGSs) serving five
automotive-related land uses in the Maryland Piedmont. Introduction
Composite priority pollutant scans and trace metal sam- Over the past decade, nearly one thousand oil grit sepa-
pies were collected from the pools and the trapped sedi- raters (OGSs) have been installed in the metropolitanmerits of 17 OGSs serving gas stations, convenience Washington area to treat urban stormwater runoff from
commercial, commuter parking lots, streets, and residen- small drainage areas. These structures consist of two
tial townhouse parking lots. Previous studies indicated precast chambers connected to the storm drain system
that OGSs were not effective in trapping sediments over (Figure 1). The first chamber is termed the grit chamber
the long term, based on sediment accumulation rates and is used to trap coarse sediments. The second
over time. Oily sediments, however, were retained over chamber, termed the oil chamber, is used to temporarily
a short term, making the OGS sites useful sampling trap oil and grease borne in urban runoff so that they
ports to characterize differences in hydrocarbon and may ultimately adsorb to suspended sediments and set-
toxic levels in small, automotive-related land uses. tie to the bottom of the chamber.
Gas stations had significantly higher hydrocarbon, total Most OGSs control runoff from highly impervious sites
organic carbon, and metal levels than all other sites in of an acre or less and have a storage volume of 0.06 to
both the water column and the sediments. Convenience 0.12 in. of runoff, depending on the local design. As
commercial and commuter parking lots had moderate such, OGSs were never expected to achieve high rates
levels of contamination, with the lowest levels recorded of pollutant removal (1). Rather, they are intended to
for streets and residential townhouse parking lots. Mean control hydrocarbons, floatables, and coarse sediments
hydrocarbon concentrations of 22 mg/L and 18,155 from small parking lots that cannot normally be served
mg/kg were recorded for the water column and the by other, more effective best management practices.
sediments at gas station OGS sites. The priority pollut-
ant scan identified 37 potentially toxic compounds in the
sediments and 19 in the pools of gas station OGS sites. Side View ~inforc~d
This can be compared with non-gas-station sites, which

Stormdrain J Access Manholes
Concrete

~ Construction
had 29 and 7 toxics in the sediment and water column, Inlet
respectively. Some of the gas station priority pollutants
included naphthalene, phenanthrene, pyrene, toluene,

Permanent Pool:xylene, chrysene, benzene, phenols, acetone, and nu- ~oo ~emerous trace metals, of Storage per
Contributing

The source of these pollutants appears to be spillage or Acre. 4 Ft Deep
leakage of oil, gas, antifreeze, lubricating fluids, cleaning

First Chamber Second Chamber Thirdagents, and other automotive-related compounds. The (Sediment Trapping) (Oil Separation) Chamber
study suggests that numerous "hotspots" exist in the urban
landscape that generate significant hydrocarbon and PAH Figure 1. Schematic diagram of an OGS (1).
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From a monitoring standpoint, OGSs are interesting in (Figure 3), with up to a 50-percent decrease in sediment
that they act as a very useful and standardized sam- depths recorded in a single month. Dye tests indicated
piing port to extract runoff samples from very small pool residence times of less than 30 min during storms.
areas of differing automotive land use. It was hypothe- Consequently, it is thought that the mass of trapped sedi-
sized that hydrocarbon and trace metal levels might ments contained within an OGS at any given point repre-
be greater at sites where vehicles were parked, sew- sents only a temporary accumulation of pollutants.
iced, or fueled. These potential "hotspots" had never
been systematically monitored in the metropolitan
Washington area before. General Characteristics of OGS Systems

Methods Trapped sediments within OGSs were coarse-grained,

A two-tiered monitoring strategy was employed to test the highly organic, oily in appearance, and interlaced with

effectiveness of OGS systems and to detect hydrocarbon litter and debris. Sediments were also quite soupy; only

hotspots. In the first tier of sampling, 110 OGS systems 45 percent total mass of sediment existed as dry weight.

were surveyed to determine their general characteristics The proportion of volatile suspended solids, a measure

in the field. Each structure was sampled for the mass of the general organic content of the sediments, aver-

and particle size distribution of trapped sediments, land aged 15 percent of total mass.

use, age, maintenance history, secchi depth, and other
engineering parameters (2). OGS pools frequently had a thin oil sheen or surface

scum, and oil stains were present on the chamber walls.
The emphasis on the second tier of sampling was to Despite the sheen, the pool water was relatively transpar-
characterize the range of pool and sediment quality ent, with an average secchi depth of 14 to 22 in. FIoatable
found within OGS and related systems. Nineteen of the trash was present in low to moderate quantities.
Tier 1 sites were selected for additional detailed sam-
pling of the quality of pool water and trapped sediments.
The sites were grouped into five land-use categories: 3o N = 10~
townhouse parking lots, streets, all-day parking lots, gas
stations, and convenience store parking lots. Sediment 25 o"
and pool samples were collected from each chamber
and were subsequently analyzed for nutrients, soluble ~_ 20 , , ,

and extractable metals, total organic carbon (TOC), and
total hydrocarbons. ~ 15 ¯

r = 0.06
Slope = 0.7                        ¯          *In addition, six priority pollutant scans were conducted "5 lO **

based on composite sediment and pool water samples =~ ¯ o
from gas station sites, non-gas-station sites, and all five -~ ¯
land-use sites combined. The samples were analyzed

> 5 %. ¯ o ¯ .      . .... . ¯ .      ¯
for the presence of 128 compounds outlined in the U.S. o ................................
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) priority pol- 0.0 4.9

lutant list. A complete description of the sampling and
Age (years)

analytical protocol is contained in Schueler and Shepp (3). Figure 2. Relationship of OGS age and volume of trapped sedi-
ments (2).

Results

Retention~of Sediments in OGS
MDE Hydrocarbon Study

Performance Monitoring - Street OG3
Sediment AocumulatJon Over TimeThe field surveys indicated that OGS systems had

poor retention characteristics. The average wet volume ~14
of trapped sediments in 110 OGSs was 11.2 ft3, with ~ ~.12
an average sediment depth of only 2 in. If OGS sys- ~ ~1o
tems were highly retentive, the mass of trapped sedi- ~= ~_= 8~ ~’~

ments would be expected to increase with age. No such = ~ ~

relationship was evident, however, in the 110 OGSs >= = ~ 4

surveyed (Figure 2), suggesting that frequent scour and o ~ t l ’ t ,Chamber 2

resuspension occur. 2
Monthly Measurements

Monthly sampling of sediment depths in individual OGS Figure 3. Monthly change in depth in OGS (1).
systems revealed sharp fluctuations in depth over time
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Tab{e 1. Characterization of P~tu~ant Concentrations in the OGS Water Column: Effect of Land-Use Condition (Mean Values)

Townhouse/
All-Day Convenience Gas Garden
Parking Commercial Stations Streets Apartments

Sampled Parameter (N = 8) (N = 6) (N = 7) (N = 6) (N = 6)

OP (rag/L) 0,23 0.16 0.11 ND 0.11

TP (rag/L) 0.30 0.50 0.53 0.06 0.19

NH3-N (mg/L) 0.20 1.58 0.11 0.19 0.20

TKN (rag/L) 1,18 4.94 2.5 0.84 1.00

OX-N (rag/L) 0.65 0.01 0.2! 0.92 0.17

TOC (mg/L) 20.60 26.80 95.51 9.91 15.75

Hydrocarbons (rag/L) 15.40 10.93 21.97 2,86 2.38

TSS (mg/L) 4.74 5.70 -- 9.60 7.07

ECD (p, giL) 6.45 7.92a 15.29a NO NO

SCD (~gJL) 3.40a ND 6.34a ND 10.34’

ECR (~gJL) 5.37 13.85 17.63~ 5.52a ND

SCR (p.g/L) ND ND 6.40a ND 4,79a

ECU (p.g/L) 11.61 22.11 112.63 9.50a 3.62

SCU (p.~L) 8.22a ND 25.64 ND 2.40

EPB (p.g/L) 13.42 28.87 162.38 8.23 ND

SPB (~g!L) 8.10a ND 26.90a ND ND
EZ.N (p.g/L) 190.00 201.00 554.00 92,00 NA

SZN (~,g/L) 106.70 43.70 471.00 69.00 59.00
aMean is for all observations in which the indicated parameter was actually detected.
ND = not detected; NA = not applicable,

OP = ortho phosphate phosphorus SCD = soluble cadmium
TP = total phosphorus ECR = extractable chromium
NH3-N = ammonia nitrogen SCR = soluble chromium
TKN = total Kjeldahl nitrogen ECU = extractable copper
OX-N = oxidized nitrogen SCU = soluble copper
TOG = total organic carbon EPE~ = extractable lead
Hydrocarbons = total hydrocarbons SPB = soluble lead
TSS = total suspended solids EZ.N = extractable zinc
ECD = extractable cadmium SZN = soluble zinc

The influence of contributing land use on the quality of hydrocarbons, TOC, nutrients, and metals. The gas station
OGS pool water is evident in Table 1. In general, the OGS sites had significantly higher hydrocarbon, TOC,
concentration of conventional pollutants such as nutri- phosphorus, and metals concentrations compared with
ents and suspended solids was similar to many other the other four land uses. Convenience commercial and
reported urban stormwater runoff datasets (1). The pool all-day parking sites generally had higher levels than
water concentrations of total hydrocarbons, TOC, and streets and townhouse parking lots.
soluble and extractable trace metals, however, were
much higher. In particular, the average concentration of
total hydrocarbons exceeded 10 mg/L in three of the five Effects of Automotive Land Use
land uses studied. Analysis of variance indicated that
gas station OGS sites had significantly greater pool Previous pdority pollutant scans of stormwater runoff and
water hydrocarbon, TOC, zinc, copper, lead, and cad- pond sediments from primarily residential land uses in
mium levels that any other OGS sites, the metropolitan Washington area had failed to detect the

presence of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (4).
The influence of contributing site land use was even Numerous PAHs and other compounds on EPA’s priority
more pronounced when sediment quality was analyzed pollutant list, however, were detected in the automotive-
(Table 2). OGS sediments were all heavily enriched with influenced sites of the OGS study (Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 2. Characterization of the Ouali~ of Trapped Sediments in OGS: Effect of Land Use
TownhouseJ

All-Day Convenience Garden
Parameter Parking Commercial Gas Stations Streets Apartments
(mg/kg) (N = S) (N = 6) (N = 7) (N = 6) (N = 6)

TKN 1,951.0 5,528.0 3,102.0 1,719.0 1,760.0

TP 466.0 1,020.0 1,056.0 365.0 266.7

TOC 37,915.0 55,617.0 98,071.0 33,025.0 32,392.0

HC 7,114.0 7,003.0 18,155.0 3,462.0 894.0

Cadmium 13.2 17.1 35.6 13.6 13.5

Chromium 258.0 233.0 350.0 291.0 323.0

Copper 186.0 326.0 788.0 173.0 162.0

Lead 309.0 677.0 1,183.0 544.0 180.0

Zinc 1,580.0 4025.0 6,785.0 1,800.0 878.0

TKN = total Kjeldahl nitrogen, TP = total phosphorus, TOC = total organic carbon, HC = total hydrocarbons. All metals are extractable.

A total of 19 priority pollutants were detected in pool Hydrocarbon Hotspots in the Urban
water at the gas station OGS sites, compared with Landscape
seven detected at non-gas-station sites, most of which The results suggest that hotspots of possible hydrocar-
were metals. Thirteen volatile and semivolatile priority bon and metal loading do exist in the urban landscape,
pollutant compounds were detected in pool water at the
gas station OGS sites. Semivolatile compounds in-

and that these are likely to occur where vehicles are

cluded phenols, naphthalene, and plasticizers, whereas
fueled, stored, or serviced. In this study, gas stations

the volatile compounds included acetone, benzene,
and, to a somewhat lesser degree, frequently used park-

toluene, xylene, and ethyl benzene. Most, if not all, of
ing lots clearly exhibited greater hydrocarbon and metal

these compounds are linked to gasoline and its deriva-
loading potential than more residential sites. Future
monitoring may reveal other potential hotspots such as

tires, lubricants, and cleaning agents customarily found bus depots, loading bays, highway rest areas, and ve-
at gas stations (5). hicle maintenance operations.
An even greater number of priority pollutants, 26, were
detected in the trapped sediments of gas station OGS The traditional management approach for urban runoff

sites. An additional 11 priority pollutants were indi-
quality has been to specify a uniform treatment standard

cared but were below analytical detection limits. Met-
for all impervious areas across the urban landscape

ale and PAHs dominated the list of confirmed priority (e.g., the first half inch of runoff). Based on the results

pollutants. PAHs found at the highest concentrations
of this study, a more effective strategy might be to

in the sediment included 2-methylnapthalene, naph-
supplement uniform standards with more stringent treat-

thalene, phenanthrene, fluoranthene, pyrone, and
ment requirements when a possible hydrocarbon hot-

christen. Three of these PAHs have been listed as
spot may be involved.

toxics of concern by the EPA Chesapeake Bay Pro- Only nine PAHs were recorded at the non-gas-station
gram (5). Most of these PAHs are strongly associated OGS sites, and in nearly all cases the concentration in
with gasoline and its byproducts. The gas station OGS the sediments was lower. Interestingly, the only pesti-
sites had the highest sediment metals levels, partK:u- cities detected in the sampling were discovered at the
lady for cadmium, copper, chromium, lead, and zinc. more residential non-gas-station sites.

Only nine PAHs were recorded at the non-gas-station
OGS sites, and in nearly all cases the concentration in Possible Link to Estuarine Sediment

the sediments was lower. Interestingly, the only pesti- Contamination
cides detected in the sampling were discovered at the The bottom sediments of most of the nation’s urban
more residential non-gas-station sites, estuaries are frequentJy contaminated with hydrocarbons,

PAHs, and metals. The sources of the ubiquitous and
Discussion pervasivecontamination may include air deposition, fuel
The monitoring study has several interesting implica- spills, leaking underground storage tanks, leachate from
tions for urban stormwater runoff and its effective con- landfills or industrial sites, industrial discharges, and

trol, which are discussed below, waste oil dumping, among others. This study suggests
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Table 3. Priority Pollutants Detected in Composite Scans of      Table 4. Priority Pollutants Detected in Composite Scans
OGS Sediments                                          Within the OGS Water Column

Compound (p.g/kg) Gas Nongas All Site Compound (~g/kg) Gas Nongas All Site

Semivolatlle Organics Semivolatile Organics

Napthalene 9,000 -- S Benzyl alcohol 10 -- --
2-Msthylnapthalene 24,000 S S 2-Methylphenol 22 -- --

Acenap~ene 1,800 -- -- 3,4-Methylpheno! 32 -- --

Ftuorene 3,200 -- -- 2,4-Dimethylphenol 16 -- --

Phenathrene 11,500 1,800 S Napthalene 100 -- --

Ftuoranthene 3,400 2,000 20,000 2-Methylnapthalene 43 -- --

Pyrene 5,800 2,300 26,000 bis (2-Ethylhexyl) pthalate 14 -- --

Butylbenzylpthalate 3,400 S S Chrysene -- -- 12

Chrysene 2,200 1,200 S Volatile Organics
his (2-Ethylhexyl) pthalate 44,000 13,000 220,000 Acetone 57 13 46
Di-n-octyle pthalate 2,900 S S 2-Butanone 16 -- --

Benzo (b) flouranthene 1,400 S S Benzene 18 -- --
Indeno (123-cd) pyrene 1,400 S S Toluene 140 5 --
Benzo (g,h,i) perylene 1,900 S S Ethylbenzene 41 -- --

Di-n-but~ pthalate S 1,800 S Total xylenes 230 -- --
Volatile Organics Pesticides and PCBs -- -- --

Toluene 6,800 2,300 7,500 Metals
Ethylbenzene S 3,100 -- Antimony -- -- --
Total xylenes 6,900 13,000 -- Arsenic 1.0 1.0 --
Methylene chloride S S -- Beryllium -- 1.2 --
Pesticides and PCBs Cadmium -- -- 8
Aldrin -- 29 950 Chromium 5 6.2 5
4,4-DDT -- 29 -- Copper 72 8.3 15

Metals Lead 48 3.3 5
Antimony (mg/kg) 5.1 -- -- Nickel -- -- --
Arsenic 4.1 2.6 6.2 Silver -- -- --

Beryllium 0.3 0.5 1.6 Zinc 373 65 132
Cadmium 6.5 0.8 7.2 Cyanide and Phenols

Chromium 123 37 91.3 Cyanide -- -- --
Copper 126 36 132 Phenol 86 10 24
Lead 493 46 145

Nickel 50 5O 95 that the washoff of leaked fuels and fluids from vehicles
Silver -- -- 2 may also be a key source of sediment contamination.

Zinc 953 261 1,650

Cyanide and Phenols The significance of runoff from hydrocarbon hotspots
in sediment contamination may be great. For example,

Phenol 25.6 8.0 76.2 12 out of 13 PAHs present in the sediments of the tidal
Cyanide -- -- -- Anacostia estuary were also present in the trapped
S = detected but at concentrations under the detection limit sediments of gas station OGS sites. On average, the con-
-- = not present centration in OGS sediments was seven times greater

than that recorded in the tidal estuary. Of even greater
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interest is the finding that the relative composition of OGS must be sharply increased if they are to become
PAHs in both the river and OGS sediments was quite a credible urban best management practice.
similar (3). While the p.ossible link between runoff from
hydrocarbon hotspots and estuarine sediment contami-

Several design improvements have the possibility of

nation remains suggestive rather than conclusive at this
increasing the retention of pollutants. These include

point, the subject merits further monitoring and analysis,
designing the OGS to be fully off-line, so that larger
runoff events bypass the OGS and reduce the frequency
of sediment resuspension; providing larger treatment

Opportunities for Pollution Prevention at volumes; using sorptive media, fabrics, or pads within
Hotspots chambers; and modifying the geometry of each chamber
Because leakage, spills, and improper handling and to reduce turbulence in the vicinity of trapped sediments.
disposal of automotive products appear to be the key Until the improved retention of these design modifica-
source of many of the pollutants observed at hydrocar- tions is confirmed in the field, however, it may not be
bon hotspots, an effective control strategy involves the advisable to use OGS systems on a widespread basis.
use of pollution prevention practices. For small vehicle
maintenance operations, these may include techniques Given the possible importance of hydrocarbon hotspots

to run a dry shop, reduce run-on across work areas, use in the urban landscape and the apparent inadequacy of
¯ less toxic cleaning agents, control small spills, store the current generation of onsite best management prac-

automotive products in enclosures, and, perhaps most tices to control them effectively, it is strongly recom-

importantly, train employees to reduce washoff of auto- mended that an intensive research and demonstration

motive products from the site (6). program be started to evaluate alternative small-site
runoff treatment technologies.
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Design Considerations for Structural Best Management Practices

Joseph J. Skupien
Somerset County Engineering Department, Somerville, New Jersey

Abstract Having identified a stormwater management problem or
need that can best be solved through the construction¯ Upon selection of the appropriate structural best man-
of a structural BMP, the designer then selects the mostagement practice (BMP) to address an urban runoff

management need, the design process begins. Suc- appropriate type of BMP, conceptualizes its function and
cessful BMP design does not consist merely of achiev- operation, and determines the specific characteristics

necessary for the BMP to achieve its desired perform-ing required technical performance levels specified in a
government regulation. To meet both the letter and spirit ance. Having completed this, the designer must then

transform these characteristics into a physical entity.of the regulation and to help encourage the public par-
This is done through the development of detailed con-ticipation vital to the future of urban runoff management,
struction plans and specifications, which are used toa responsible BMP designer must also acknowledge
construct the BMP in the field.and address several other technical and nontechnical

considerations. Throughout the entire endeavor, the structural BMP de-
This paper emphasizes the need for a strong theoretical signer must, of course, fulfill certain technical responsi-
understanding of standard design models and equa- bilities if the BMP is to comply with the standards and
tions. It also recommends a technique for identifying and requirements of the community’s overall stormwater
evaluating a structural BMP’s inherent maintenance, management program. To do so, the designer must be
safety, and aesthetic needs that may not be readily familiar with these program requirements as well as the
apparent when using more conventional design proce- technical data, equations, and analytic techniques com-
dures. The paper also identifies the individuals and monly used to meet them. If stormwater management is
agencies that will interact with a structural BMP during to grow beyond its traditional concerns for stormwater
its design and/or following its construction, and empha- quantity to address stormwater quality and nonpoint
sizes the need to include their interests in the BMP source (NPS)pollution, however, such technical compli-
design process, ance is not enough. Instead, the BMP designer must

also recognize his or her unique responsibilities both toFinally, in recognition of the nascent state of nationwide the success of the overall stormwater management pro-
stormwater management, the paper encourages BMP gram and to the people who will live, work, or travel past
designers to contribute to the continued development of the structural BMP they are creating. Only by fulfilling
the field by conducting their designs in an open and these larger design responsibilities will stormwater man-
objective manner and by continually seeking new and agement be able to achieve and sustain the public
better responses to the many stormwater management support and participation it needs to effectively address
challenges we face. the complex problems that lie ahead of it. A description

of each of these design responsibilities is presented
Introduction below, along with recommendations for fulfilling each.

design \di-zine\ vb 1: to conceive and plan out
in the mind; 2: to devise for a specific function or The Responsibilities of the BMP Designer
end; 3: to conceive and draw the plans for (Mer-
riam-Webster Dictionary) As noted above, the effective BMP designer must

fulfill several levels of responsibility. First and fore-
This definition succinctly describes both the scope and most, the designer is responsible for complying with
sequence of activities typically undertaken by the de- the technical requirements and standards of the over-
signer of a structural best management practice (BMP). all stormwater management program of which the
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BMP will be a part. This typically includes achieving the strictly adhering to a stormwater management pro-
required level and range of peak outflow control neces- gram’s technical standards and may, in fact, require that
sary to prevent or reduce downstream flooding as well they even be ignored or broken. Such instances de-
as the detention times and pollutant removal rates nec- mand the involvement of a responsible designer who will
essary for stormwater quality enhancement. Additional be able to achieve a more informed, effective balance
technical requirements contained in the stormwater between technical compliance and practicality than is
management program may include emergency dis- achievable through strict compliance alone.
charge capacity to insure dam or embankment safety,
as well as structural and geotechnical standards to

In the design of any structural BMP, cost must also be

achieve stability and strength. The BMP designer must
an important factor, and the responsible designer not

be familiar with the specific technical requirements of
only appreciates this fact but also can accurately and

the storrnwater management program as well as the
objectively determine both the benefits that a structural
BMP provides and the costs of doing so. A true measure

theoretical basis for and use of the various hydrologic, of a BMP’s cost effectiveness can only be achieved by
hydraulic, structural, and geotechnical analyses typi- understanding, quantifying, and comparing both. To do
cally used to comply with them. so, the designer has a responsibility to fully understand

The responsible BMP designer should not only be famil- both the cost of BMP construction, operation, and main-

iar with the program’s technical requirements but also tenance and the relative values or benefits to be gained

understand the program’s overall intent or goals, for the from it. This requires, among other traits, a high degree
designer must recognize that the program’s technical of objectivity to ensure that the costs and benefits de-
requirements are only the means through which we termined by the designer are based on reality and not

hope to achieve the program’s goals or ends. As such, the interests or desires of his or her client or supervisor,
a structural BMP will contribute more towards those or a government regulator.
goals if its designer understands, for example, not just Finally, the responsible BMP designer understands the
what detention time the BMP should have, but why it
should have one, why it should be a certain duration,

importance of professionalism and will always conduct
the design process in an open, honest, and objective

and what will happen if it does not. Such understanding manner. In view of the nascent state of stormwater
also produces BMP designs that are better able to management nationwide, such tenets are particularly
achieve satisfactory results over a much wider range of vital if we are to close the present gap between what we
real-world conditions than the more limited conditions seek to gain from stormwater management and how we
that are normally analyzed during the design process, can best achieve it. Such conduct will also enable us to

In addition, due to the inherent complexities of stormwa- more quickly identify uncertainties, conflicts, and errors

ter quality and nonpoint source (NPS) pollution, we have in our present understanding of stormwater runoff and

not been able in many instances to define the technical NPS pollution and to develop more effective and effi-

requirements of our stormwater management programs cient solutions.

as well as we have been able to specify their goals. For
example, it is considerably easier to select a goal of 80 BMP Design Considerations: Points To
percent removal of suspended solids from stormwater Ponder
runoff than it is to specify the exact technical measures
that must be implemented to do so. This disparity be-

From the above, it can be seen that the responsible

tween means and ends can be overcome to a great
BMP designer must not merely be concerned with the

degree by the responsible designer who, aware of the
technical requirements of a stormwater management

disparity, is willing and able to look behind and beyond
program but, instead, must strive to produce facilities
that also achieve and even advance the program’s goals

the program’s somewhat limited technical requirements
and produce designs that do a better job of achieving

and intentions. The structural BMPs that result from
such an effort will become assets to the community that

the program’s goals, they serve and promote the public interest and involve-
Another BMP design responsibility is based on the fact merit necessary for overall program success. The BMP
that the final product of the designer’s efforts will be a must also be practical, safe, aesthetically pleasing, easy

real structure that must be constructed and maintained to build, and even easier to maintain. Faced with such
and that will occupy space in a real environment. As a formidable list of requirements, the responsible de-
such, it is vital that the BMP be both simple and practical signer must not only bring competent technical ability to
in terms of construction, materials, operation, mainte- the design process but also an informed, open attitude
nance, and safety. Such characteristics can only be and even a sense of mission or purpose. To help pro-
achieved by a designer who is aware of their importance mote such an attitude and more fully prepare the BMP
and can define them in physical terms. In addition, such designer for the job ahead, the following points regard-
vital characteristics cannot, at times, be achieved by ing BMP design, construction, and operation are of-
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fered. The BMP designer should consider these points the review, it is the designer’s responsibility to point this
before undertaking a design effort, fact out and redirect the review back to its proper direc-

tion. In doing so, all of the diplomatic skills the designerInterested Parties has developed from educating the client will prove in-
To produce a BMP design good enough to earn an valuable.
"approved" stamp from a stormwater management pro- Similar to the client, a BMP designer may also encoun-
gram regulator (who is presumably interested in ensur- ter a regulator who, through a lack of knowledge or an
ing compliance with the program’s regulations), a BMP abundance of wrong information, either misunderstands
designer must identify with those interests and make the program’s requirements or lacks the ability to fully
sure they are reflected on the construction drawings. To ensure their compliance. Once again, the responsible
further ensure that the BMP will truly be an asset to the BMP designer can, through education and a competent,
community and will make a positive statement about the comprehensive design, expand the regulator’s under-
value of stormwater management, the BMP designer standing and ability so that the designer’s intentions canmust consider several interested parties, be better understood.

The Client The Constructor
Including the client on a list of parties having an interest As noted earlier, one of the key responsibilities of the
in a BMP design should not come as a surprise; how- structural BMP designer is to transform the BMP from
ever, a review of what the client’s interests really are just concept to reality by preparing detailed plans and speci-may be. Therefore, the responsible BMP designer will fications of how it should be built. It is then up to the
not automatically assume to know the client’s interests constructor to finish the project by actually building the
(however obvious they may appear) but will instead fully BMP from these plans and specifications. Therefore, the
discuss them with the client, responsible designer appreciates the efforts of the con-
The prospect of such a discussion may then lead the structor and does not see his or her own efforts as an
designer to ask the following question: What should the independent exercise, but rather as an integral part of a
client’s interests be? Does the client have a misin- much larger processma process that requires the con-
formed or misguided attitude towards the goals of storm- structor to complete.
water management? Is this attitude based on a lack of As such, the responsible BMP designer recognizes and
understanding or nformation’~ In such cases, the re- responds to the constructor’s interests by producing a
sponsible designer can, through education (and a touch well thought-out design that can be constructed as eas-
of diplomacy), both expand the client’s understanding ily and simply as possible. Because this may not always
and improve his or her attitude towards stormwater be possible, particularly when faced with complex per-
management, thereby enhancing the designer’s own formance requirements or difficult site conditions, the
chances of producing a positive BMP design, responsible designer also takes extra care to bring any

difficult or unusual aspects of the design to the construc-
The Regulator tor’s attention before the start of construction, even

consulting with the constructor during the design phaseSimilar to the client, the regulator is also an obvious
to mutually devise the best construction technique, ma-choice for an interested party list. Once again, the fol-
terial, or sequence.lowing questions may be raised: What are the regula-

tor’s interests, and what should they be? Because a Under ideal circumstances, the BMP designer will also
regulator’s review of a BMP design can sometimes stray continue his or her involvement in the project throughout
from the program’s technical standards into more sub- me construction phase and will work with the constructor
jective areas (due, in part, to a lack of such standards), To correct mistakes, address oversights, and develop
it is often helpful to know what interests the regulator revBsed designs as necessary to overcome problems
has stored up in those areas. Are those interests both that may be encountered in the field.
in keeping with the goals of the stormwater manage-
ment program and within the program’s (and, therefore, The Maintainer
the regulator’s) jurisdiction?

Once construction of the BMP has been completed, the
For example, a regulator may have a strong interest in designer’s involvement with the process (assuming it
promoting proper land use as a means of achieving a lasted through construction) normally ends. However,
program’s goals. If regulating land use is beyond the there are interested parties whose involvement with the
program’s scope or authority, however, then such inter- BMP is just about to start and whose interests the
ests have no rightful place in the regulator’s review of designer must also consider. These are the mainte-the BMP design. Should such interests become part of nance personnel who will be responsible for mowing the
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grass, removing the sediment, clearing the debris, man- Design Conditions
aging the habitats, and performing the necessary re-
pairs at the BMP for the rest of its serviceable life. These are obviously the designer’s first concern and, as

Similar to the constructor, the maintainer’s actions will noted above, are normally established by the commu-

be governed by what the designer creates on paper, nity’s stormwater management program. In the case of

Because construction has been completed and the de- runoff quantity control, these conditions usually include

signer has moved on to other projects, however, it is either a single event or a range of relatively extreme

considerably more difficult for the maintainer to have storm events, the runoff from which must be stored and
deficiencies or oversights in the design corrected, released at a predetermined rate. New Jersey’s Storm-

water Management Regulations, for example, require
As such, the designer must understand and address the that the runoff from a proposed land development site
interests of the maintainer before it is virtually too late. for the 2-, 10-, and 100oyear storm events be controlled
As described in more detail in later sections, this can be so that the peak rate of site runoff after development for
accomplished by designing a facility that, optimally, re- each storm does not exceed the peak rate that existed
quires a minimal amount of maintenance that can be before development. The Somerset County, New Jet-
performed as easily as practicable, sey, standards are stricter, requiring a peak rate after

development that is actually less than existing to ac-
count for development-induced changes in runoff vol-

The Resident ume and overall hydrograph shape as well.

In the case of stormwater quality control, typical designThis interested party may also be the worker, commuter,
shopper, student, or local government official who will conditions may include the temporary storage and slow

interact with the structural BMP on a regular basis. This release of the runoff from a much smaller, more frequent

interaction may be physical (through the sense of touch, storm event to promote pollutant removal through sedi-

sight, hearing, or smell) or psychological (as anyone mentation. For example, the New Jersey Stormwater

who has worried about children’s safety or the value of Management Regulations require the temporary stor-

his or her property will understand), age of runoff from a 1-year storm event, with release
occurring over 18 to 36 hours depending on the charac-

In any case, these are the people who have, perhaps, terand intensity of the proposed development. The state
the strongest interest in seeing that a positive BMP of Delaware requires extended storage of the first inch
design is achieved. These are also the people who will of runoff from a proposed site, with release occurring
soon be asked to participate in the community’s non- over 24 hours.
structural stormwater management programs by chang- Whatever exact design conditions the stormwater man-
ing some of their aesthetic values and even their agement program may specity, it is vital that the struc-
lifestyles. Therefore, the person responsible for produc- rural BMP function properly under them or the goals of
ing the BMP design must be aware of their interests and the program cannot be met.
incorporate them into the design as well.

Extreme Conditions
Operating Conditions In addition to the program’s design conditions, which
Just as a wide range of people have an interest in the have been selected with the goal of runoff quantity
BMP design, the BMP must operate under a wide range and/or quality in mind, the responsible BMP designer
of conditions. Just as the BMP designer may fail to must also recognize that more extreme storms may also
recognize the full range of interests, he or she often fails occur. Therefore, due to the inherent dangers of storing
to consider all of the real-world conditions that the BMP runoff and the exceptionally large quantities of runoff
will be subject to by focusing solely on those design that can be produced by these extreme events, it is vital
conditions necessary for official program approval. This that the BMP designer also address the goal.of safety
is unfortunate, because the design conditions that re- by ensuring that the BMP will also function properly
ceived all of the designer’s attentions will, in reality, only under such extreme conditions. This will typically in-
occur during a small fraction of the BMP’s existence, clude the provision of an emergency spillway or other
However, its performance during the remainder of its auxiliary outflow device that will safely convey the ex-
existence, while ignored by the designer, will largely treme event runoff that exceeds the capacity of the
determine the community’s opinion of its value. BMP’s normal outflow structure. It will also include pro-

tection of critical portions of any embankment, dam, or
Therefore, it is important that the BMP designer be discharge points that may be subject to scour or erosion
aware of all of the weather and other site conditions to from the high flow velocities generated by the storm
which the BMP Will be subjected, event.
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Dry Weather Conditions ties, and risks inherent in each type of BMP and will then
While design and even extreme storm conditions can be select (or help influence the selection of) the most ap-
expected to occur periodically, the most common oper- propriate type of BMP for the site. This process typically
ating condition at a structural BMP will be dry weather begins with the identification of the fundamental charac-
with various seasonal temperatures, winds, humidities, teristics of each type of BMP, along with the project’s
and periods of daylight. While dry weather may be the physical, economic, social, and regulatory constraints.
most prevalent operating condition, it is also the one that The process then becomes one of comparison and
is most frequently overlooked by the BMP designer. As analysis, with the best match found by eliminating the
a result, how the BMP will look, smell, and even sound worst.
during the majority of its operating life is then left to
chance. This can be particularly unfortunate for the BMP For example, a site with porous soils, low ground-water
maintainer and, more critically, the resident, worker, or table, and close proximity to residences may not be best
commuter who will interact most often with the BMP suited for a wet pond or constructed wetland, while the
during dry weather conditions. Therefore, the responsi- active recreational needs of the residents may benefit
ble RMP designer will not only address extreme storm from a dry, extended detention basin that can also serve
events but will also make sure that the BMP performs as an athletic field. Although perfect matches rarely
satisfactorily when it isn’t raining at all. occur, comparisons and analyses such as this will help

reduce the number of potential BMPs, improve the thor-
Design Methodologies oughness and objectivity of the overall selection proc-

ess, and ideally produce the optimal facility type. ThisBefore starting the actual design process, the responsi-
process can even help identify inherent weaknesses inble designer will have an adequate understanding of the or problems with the selected type, which will enable theselected design methodologies. These methodologies
responsible BMP designer to devote additional time andcan cover such aspects as rainfall-runoff computations,
effort towards correcting them during the design phase.hydrograph routings, infiltration and ground-water

movement, structural design, and geotechnical issues.
In doing so, the designer’s understanding should in- To undertake such a selection process obviously re-

quires a designer who understands the fundamentalclude the methodology’s theoretical basis, assumptions,
characteristics and needs of each BMP and who canlimitations, and applicability. In addition, the responsible
objectively assess all of the pertinent site constraints.designer will also have an understanding of both the

accuracy needed to perform the design and the accu- Such a designer must also be willing and able to confront
racy of the method he or she has selected to do it. From the differing opinions of other, less objective or informed

parties (including the regulator and client) to ensure thatthis, the responsible designer will neither waste time
the best BMP is selected. As noted throughout thisproducing unneeded accuracy nor attempt to achieve a

level of accuracy beyond the limits of the method. Fi- paper, achieving an optimal BMP design is a complex
nally, the responsible designer will understand the sen- and demanding process that must incorporate numerous
sitivity of each of the method’s input variables and will interests and requirements. Starting the process with the
appropriately allocate his or her time and resources in wrong facility type, however, transforms a complex and
developing each one. demanding process into an impossible one.

Facility Type
BMP Design Considerations: A ChecklistThe final point for the BMP designer to ponder before

beginning the actual design process is the type of struc-
tural BMP to be used. Presently, a wide range of facili- Having completed the BMP selection process with
ties are available for use, ranging from relatively simple honor, idealism, and design contract still intact, and
vegetated filter strips and swales to large ponds and armed with both the necessary technical and regulatory
constructed wetlands. Selection of the appropriate BMP knowledge and economic and social sensitivity, the re-
depends on several factors, including program require- sponsible BMP designer is ready to begin the actual
ments, BMP location, site conditions, maintenance design process. Presented below is a checklist of six
needs, safety, cost, and performance characteristics, key design considerations to help guide this effort. Ide-

ally, these six items have or will become an integral part
Similar to BMP operating conditions, the BMP designer of the designer’s thought process and will automaticallymay often consider only a few of these factors, most be included in each design effort. These items can also
notably program requirements (keep the regulator serve as guidelines for those responsible for the review
happy) and cost (keep the client happy, too), in making and approval of specific BMP designs as well as goalshis or her selection. The responsible designer, how- for those developing new stormwater management pro-ever, will recognize the performance, needs, uncertain- grams.
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Safety has shown, however, that these performance standards
may, at times, be vague, contradictory, or even impos-

For several reasons, the safety of the structural BMP sible to meet. For example, many BMP designers have
must be the primary concern of the designer. Due to its been confronted with a requirement to reduce both the
"structural" nature and, in many instances, the fact that peak rate and total runoff volume from a developed (or
it will impound water either permanently or temporarily, developing) watershed to predevetoped levels. This has
the structural BMP will inherently pose some degree of often lead to much head scratching, for the solution
safety threat, normally requires the use of an infiltration or recharge
Those at risk include people living, working, or traveling basin which, due to site constraints, may either be im-
downstream of the BMP whose safety and/or property practical or impossible. Faced with such circumstances,
will be jeopardized if the BMP were to fail and release the responsible designer looks beyond the written regu-
stored runoff. Because this is a risk that has been cre- lations and investigates their origins and true intent with
ated solely by the BMP, the designer must ensure that regulatory personnel. Direct inclusion of these individu-
the probability of such a failure is acceptably small, als in the design process will also help ensure more

positive overall results.
Also at risk at a structural BMP are maintenance per-
sonnel, inspectors, mosquito control personnel, and
equipment operators, who must work in and around the
facility. Typical hazards include deep water, excessively Constructability
steep slopes, slippery or unstable footing, limited or
unsafe access, and threats posed by insects and ani- Up until now, the designer’s efforts to achieve adequate
mals. As noted above, the responsible BMP designer BMP safety and performance levels have been
understands the importance of facilitating BMP mainte- achieved only on paper or computer disk. Because the
nance. Providing a safe working environment for the ultimate goal of the design process is to actually create
BMP maintainer is one important way to do it. a BMP, the BMP designer must also give careful consid-

Finally, those living, working, attending school, or play- eration to how it is to be constructed. Achieving excep-

ing in the vicinity of a structural BMP may also be at tional safety and performance characteristics in a BMP

risk, particularly if the BMP serves both as a stormwater
that cannot actually be built solves nothing and wastes

management and recreational facility. Once again,
much. Achieving required levels of safety and perform-

such things as standing water, steep slopes, unstable ance in a BMP that can be reconstructed with relative

footings, and insect and animal bites must be ad- ease using readily available materials, equipment, and

dressed by the designer to avoid creating a facility that skills is commendable and not only solves a specific

is a detriment to the community it is intended to serve,
stormwater management problem, but also helps to

Failure to do so will only alienate those members of the advance the community’s overall program. "Constructa-

community who will be asked to play a vital role in bility" can be defined as a measure of the effort required

future stormwater management efforts, to construct a structural BMP. A BMP that is highly
"constructable" utilizes materials that are readily avail-
able, relatively inexpensive, and do not require special

Performance shipping or handling measures. They will be both dura-
Having made a strong commitment to safety, the BMP ble and easily modified in the field to meet specific site
designer must then consider facility performance. This conditions. Similarly, the construction techniques and
normally includes achieving the necessary stormwater equipment required to construct the BMP will also be
detention times, flow velocities, settling rates, peak flow relative simple, straightforward, and familiar to the peo-
attenuation, and/or ground-water recharge for the pie who will be performing and operating them.
range of storm events to be managed. Again with a
commitment to safety, the designer must also ensure It is important to note that the above description is not
that the BMP performs adequately under emergency intended to discourage the use of new or innovative
conditions, most notably when the peak rate and/or materials or construction techniques, nor to inhibit crea-
volume of runoff flowing into the basin exceeds the tivity in the BMP design process, tn fact, innovation in
discharge capacity of the BMP’s principal outlet. This design and construction is vital to the future growth of
will require the inclusion of emergency or auxiliary stormwater management. Instead, the above descrip-
outlets in the BMP to safely convey this excessive tion of "constructability" is intended to remind design-
inflow through the BMP without jeopardizing its struc- ers that they must consider the construction aspects
tural integrity, of the BMP in the design process and strike a balance
In most instances, the performance standards that the between performance and safety requirements,
BMP design must meet will be specified in the storm- constructability, and innovation for each design they
water management program’s regulations. Experience undertake.
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Maintenance similarly direct effect on the effort and cost of both

The same reminder stated above for constructability construction and maintenance. The greater cost of a

must also be said for BMP maintenance. Similar to more thorough BMPdesign can ultimately result in cost
savings to the client during subsequent project stages.construction, the degree Of effort and expense required
Therefore, while this is not a signal to BMP designers toto adequately maintain a structural BMP will help deter-
raise their fees, it is meant to remind designers that theirmine the overall success of its design. A BMP with
fee is part of the overall BMP cost and that it is theirmanageable maintenance needs can be expected to
responsibility to determine what level of design effortremain in reasonably good condition and has a
and cost represents the best investment for both thestronger chance of becoming an asset to the sur-
client and the community.rounding community. On the other hand, a BMP with

excessive maintenance needs is likely to be he- Another portion of total BMP cost that is frequently
glected and will quickly become a community liability, overlooked is the cost associated with its maintenance.
As such, BMP maintenance can directly effect the While this cost on an annual basis is usually a small
overall success of the community’s stormwater man- percentage of the construction and even the design
agement program, cost, it must be remembered that, unlike construction or

design, maintenance costs are recurring and must beThe BMP designer can help determine a BMP’s main- paid throughout the life of the BMP. Therefore, while atenance needs by considering several aspects of that
maintenance cost savings may appear to be insignifi-maintenance in the design process. First, the BMP
cant on a per-operation basis and not worth the extradesign should include the use of durable materials
investment in design or construction required to achievethat are able to withstand the many and varied physi-
it, its value may be viewed quite differently when multi-cal conditions that the BMP will experience over its
plied by the numerous times it will be realized. As such,lifetime. Secondly, suitable access to key BMP corn-
an added investment in design to produce a trash rackponents and areas is vital if required maintenance
that will require less frequent cleaning or an addedlevels are to be achieved. This will include provisions
investment during construction to reduce the frequencyfor walkways, staging and disposal areas, access
of repairs may quickly yield a positive return in the formhatches and gates, and safe, stable working areas, of reduced maintenance costs. Similar conclusions canThe frequency of maintenance has a large impact on
be reached for many other design and constructionboth maintenance cost and quality, and it is the de-
efforts, such as providing better access, using moresigner’s responsibility to achieve an appropriate level,
durable materials, and selecting a BMP that best suitsFinally, the BMP designer should always strive to
site conditions.minimize the overall amount of maintenance at the

BMP and to make that amount as easy as practicable
CommunityAcceptanceto perform.
The final recommended design consideration once

Cost again involves those people who may have the greatest
interest in the structural BMP. Not coincidentally, theseInclusion of a BMP’s cost in a list of design considera- are the same people who will have the greatest role in

tions is not surprising. Once again, however, a review of the various nonstructural programs intended to augment
the full costs associated with a structural BMP may yield and even replace structural BMPs in the future. To pro-
a few surprises that may increase designers’ under- tect those interests and encourage assumption of that
standing and encourage them to give BMP costs the full role, it is up to the designer to help achieve a structural
consideration they deserve. BMP that will be reviewed as a community asset rather
The most obvious BMP cost is its construction. This can than a liability.
be estimated with reasonable accuracy and is the cost As discussed above, this can be achieved by consider-
most directly borne by the designer’s client. As such, ing the aesthetic value of the BMP, preventing the crea-
designers most often focus on this cost during the de- tion of nuisances and safety threats, as well as
sign process to the exclusion of all others, achieving required performance levels. Through all

What other costs may be overlooked? One may be the three, stormwater management gains the under-
designer’s own fee, which is part of the overall BMP standing and credibility it requires within the community.
cost but which has probably been excluded from con-
sideration because it has already been determined.

Suggested Design Review TechniquesThe designer’s fee, however, has a direct impact on
the BMP design because it determines the effort and Throughout this paper, the BMP designer has been
resources the designer uses to produce it. The level encouraged to consider a wide range of interests,
of effort expended during the BMP design can have a operating conditions, costs, and other responsibilities
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throughout the design process. Presented below are attempt to answer) the above questions. For example,
two recommended techniques to help accomplish it. let’s consider BMP maintenance and then ask:
They can either be used as review techniques following
completion of a preliminary BMP design or, ideally, be ¯ Who will perform it? Does the BMP design require

incorporated into the overall design process and used specialists, or will someone with general mainte-

continually throughout it. nance equipment and training be able to do the job?

¯ What needs to be maintained? Preparing a list of all
Spend a Mental Year With the BMP the BMP components included in a design that will

need attention sooner or later may prompt a revised
To use this technique, the BMP designer simply imag- design with a shorter list.
ines conditions at the constructed BMP throughout a fQll
year. 7his should not only include rainy and sunny ¯ When will maintenance need to be performed? Once
weather, but also light rain showers (with little or no a day? A week? A year? Rem’,.=mber, the recurring
runoff), light and heavy snowfalls, and frozen ground costs of BMP maintenance can be substantial. In
conditions. Other site conditions may include late addition, can maintenance only be performed during
autumn, when trees have lost their leaves and the BMP dry weather? If so, what happens during 2 or 3 weeks
has found them, and hot, dry weather or even drought, of wet, rainy weather? What happens when repairs
when the turf or other vegetation is stressed or even need to be made or debris removed during a major
killed. Finally, the designer may wish to imagine what storm event? In terms of effort and possible conse-
the BMP will be like at night, quences, it is easier for the designer to find answers

to these questions now than for maintenance or
As these conditions are visualized, the designer should emergency personnel to scramble for them later.
also imagine how those conditions may effect not only
the operation of the BMP itself but also the people that ¯ Where will maintenance need to be performed? Will
will interact with it. Can blowing snow completely fill the the maintainer be able to get there? Once there, will
BMP, leading the unsuspecting pedestrian to think that he or she have a firm, safe place to stand and work?
the grade is level? Will the outlet structure’s trash rack In addition, where will such material as sediment,
be particularly prone to clogging by fallen leaves, par- debris, and trash removed from the BMP be disposed
ticularly from the trees the designer just specified for the of? Before answering that question, do you know
BMP’s bottom? what is in it? Are there toxics or hazardous materials

in the sediment or debris? If so, is the place you
What about the ice that will form on the surface of a pond originally intended to use still suitable? Once again,
or constructed wetland? Can someone fall through? it is easier to address these questions now then when
Could that someone be a child taking a shortcut home? the dump truck is loaded and the engine’s running.
How will people be warned not to? How will they be
rescued if they do anyway? What about night condi- ¯ How will maintenance be performed? The simple in-
tions? Will the constructed wetland next to the office struction to remove the sediment or harvest the vege-
parking lot that is so attractive during summer lunch tation can become rather complicated if no provisions
hours become a safety hazard to workers walking to have been made to allow equipment to get to the
their cars in the winter darkness? Or will that same bottom or even into the site. "Mowing the grass" can
summer sun and a lack of rainfall produce some of the become "risking your limbs" on long, steep slopes.
wonderful aromas of anaerobic decomposition? How will you explain to your client why the BMP in

which he or she has invested has become a liability
At first, it may be exasperating to realize that the poss~- to themselves and their community?
ble site conditions and circumstances can be as numer-
ous and varied as the number of possible BMP uses S~m~lar exercises can be performed with constructors,
But then again, that is the point of the exercise. It ,s .nspectors, and residents as the object of inquiry. For
intended to help the designer consider and design for example, where will the nearest residence be? How will
all conditions at the BMP, not just the 1- or 100-year the constructor build the emergency spillway? When will
storm event required by the regulations. In doing so, the the inspector need to visit to check for mosquitos?
BMP designer will not only meet the letter of the regu-
lations but will raise the spirit of the entire stormwater Similar to the "mental year" review technique, the ques-

tions raised in this technique are intended to make the
management program, designer more aware of all the possible impacts the

BMP may have and, further, to encourage the designer
Who, What, When, Where, and How? to address those impacts now, during the design phase,
The second recommended review technique a BMP de- rather than leave them for others to cope with later. Even
signer may employ is to simply focus on one or more if the designer cannot completely answer all of the ques-
characteristics or functions of the BMP and then ask (and tions, he or she will be able to advise the others of any
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unavoidable needs or problems that will be inherent in ards, but help inspire new, better, and more comprehen-
the BMP and allow them to adequately prepare, sive ones. BMP designers must also incorporate a wide

range of interests into the BMP design, including thoseSummary held by stormwater program regulators, BMP construc-
Stormwater management must still be considered a tors and maintainers, and all those members of the
relatively new endeavor, parficularly on a nationwide community who will interact with the BMP over its life-
basis. Despite its nascent state, it has been charged time. During the design process, BMP designers must
with the responsibility of addressing some very complex not only consider the BMP’s performance but also its
environmental problems. For stormwater management cost, durability, ease of construction, and maintenance
to grow to the level demanded by this charge, the de- needs. Finally, BMP designers must always recognize
signers of structural BMPs must be willing to assume a the BMP’s impacts both on the community around it and
degree of responsibility for that growth. BMP designers on the stormwater management program with which the
can fulfill that responsibility by producing BMP designs community has entrusted them.
that do not merely meet official regulations and stand-
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Targeting and Selection Methodology for Urban Best Management Practices

Peter Mangarella, Eric Strecker, and Gall Boyd
Woodward-Clyde Consultants,

Oakland, California, and Portland, Oregon

Abstract management practices (BMPs) to control pollution as-
sociated with stormwater runoff and dry weather dis-

Selecting best management practices (BMPs) to imple- charges into storm drain systems. Such BMPs would be
ment as part of a stormwater management plan is quite selected and described in stormwater management
difficult and controversial because of a variety of tech- plans and implemented in compliance with an NPDES
nicat, regulatory, institutional, and financial factors and permit. The specific regulatory language in Section
constraints. Specifically, the nature and sources of 402(p) of the Clean Water Act is"Permits for discharges
stormwateroborne pollutants and the water quality and from municipal storm sewers shall require controls to
ecological problems these pollutants cause are not well reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum ex-
understood. The cost, effectiveness, and applicability of tent practicable ...." The maximum extent practicable
many BMPs are also not well understood, although (MEP) standard has a legal definition; however, consid-
several BMP manuals summarize existing information. erable uncertainty exists in the regulated community
The federal National Pollutant Discharge Elimination about what constitutes technical compliance with the
System (NPDES) stormwater regulations provide flexi- MEP standard.
bility in selecting BMPs to control urban pollutants. EPA
gives only general guidance on the types of BMP pro- Other existing and proposed regulations require BMP
grams that are desirable and does not require the im- selection. Section 303 of the Clean Water Act requires
plementation of specific BMPs. Several other factors that delegated states and EPA establish total maximum
contribute to difficulties in selecting and implementing daily loads (TMDLs) for designated "water quality lim-
BMPs. In many cases, institutional jurisdictions do not ited" water bodies. The TMDL process considers both
correspond to watershed boundaries, and water man- point and nonpoint sources. For nonpoint sources, water
agement institutions’ roles and responsibilities are frag- quality management plans must be developed to meet
mented for effectively dealing with the myriad nonpoint load allocations for urban and other land uses. The 1990
sources of pollution associated with stormwater drain- Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA)
age systems. Finally, the availability of funds, which are require the development of state nonpoint source con-
currently very limited, significantly determines BMP trol plans for the coastal zone using BMP guidance
implementation, recently released by EPA and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
This paper provides guidance on the selection of BMPs
given this current environment and based on experience Finally, watershed planning is gaining favor as a way of
in developing stormwater management plans for areawide meeting water quality goals for the nation’s waters. The
programs, individual municipalities, industries, develop- watershed planning approach requires examination of
ments, and government facilities. The paper describes all land uses and activities in a watershed and develop-
the current tools available for BMP selection, a 10-step ment of BMPs to protect water quality. EPA is consider-
"model" selection process, and case studies for a large ing the watershed approach for the phase II portion of
areawide municipal program and for an industrial facility, the NPDES program.

This paper describes our experience in selecting RMPs
Introduction for clients complying with the NPDES stormwater regu-
In October 1990, the U.S. Environmental Protection lations; the process would also be applicable to TMDL,
Agency (EPA) issued regulations requiring certain mu- coastal zone, and watershed planning. We discuss
nicipalities and industries to select and implement best types of BMPs and sources of information on BMPs
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available for developing management plans. Based on ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
our experience, we also describe the attributes of a (MWCOG). 1987. Controlling urban runoff: A practi-
good selection process and describe the steps involved cal manual for planning and designing urban BMPs.
in a "model" selection.process. Because of numerous Prepared for Washington Metropolitan Water Re-
site-specific conditions that enter into any selection sources Board (July).
process, the actual process chosen must be adapted to
each situation. To illustrate how such a process might ¯ State of Florida Department of Environmental Regu-

lation. 1988. The Florida development manual: Abe adapted to different circumstances, we describe two
guide to sound land and water management (June).case studies, one for a large areawide municipal pro-

gram and one for multiple federal facilities regulated as ¯ State of Washington Department of Ecology. 1992.
ind~strial dischargers. Stormwater management manual for the Puget

Sound Basin (the technical manual) (February).
Best Management Practices ¯ Urban Drainage and Flood Control District. 1992. Ur-
Although BMPs may be organized in many ways, it is ban storm drainage criteria manual. Denver, CO
useful in the selection process to distinguish controls (September).
based on how they function. BMPs based on function ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
are often considered as source controls, treatment con- (MWCOG). 1992. Design of stormwater wetland sys-trois, and hydraulic controls, tems. Prepared for the Nonpoint Source Subcommit-
¯ Source controls are intended to prevent pollution in tee of the Regional Water Committee (October).

the first place (i.e., pollution prevention) or to inter- The following documents primarily discuss control effec-
cept the pollutants before they enter the storm drain- tiveness and do not contain control selection and design
age system. Preventing pollution in the first place information:often involves behavior modification, which requires
public information and education, an important ¯ City of Austin Environmental Resource Management
source control BMP. Street sweeping and catch basin Division. 1990. Removal efficiencies of stormwater
cleaning are examples of source controls that inter- control structures. Environmental and Conservation
cept pollutants before stormwater carries them into Services Department (May).
receiving waters. ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments

¯ Treatment-based controls are controls that remove (MWCOG). 1992. A current assessment of urban best
pollutants from stormwater, usually through some struc- management practices. Prepared for the U.S. Envi-
tural means such as a detention basin or grassy swale, ronmental Protection Agency (March).

¯ Hydraulic controls are structural controls that reduce ¯ U.S. EPA. 1990. Urban targeting and BMP selection:
the volume of runoff (or otherwise alter the runoff An information and guidance manual for state
hydrograph) or divert flows away from source areas, nonpoint source program staff engineers and man-
Examples of hydraulic controls are infiltration sys- agers. Region 5, Water Division, Chicago, IL 60604
terns. (November).

In general, the effectiveness of these types of controls ¯ Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
are not well understood. The effectiveness of treatment (MWCOG). 1992. Analysis of urban BMP perform-
and hydraulic controls generally can be measured ance and longevity.
through monitoring, and there is an increasing body of ¯ U.S. EPA. 1993. Guidance specifying management
literature regarding the effectiveness of treatment and measures for sources of nonpoint pollution in coastal
hydraulic controls under limited conditions. Federal, waters. EPA/840/B-92/002. Washington, DC (Janu-
state, and local agencies have developed numerous ary). (Includes costs.)
BMP guidance manuals to help identify, select, and
design BMPs. The following is a partial list of manuals, ¯ California State Stormwater Task Force. 1993. Cali-

fornia BMP handbooks for municipal, construction,starting with design manuals that contain detailed con-
trol selection and design information, and industrial/commercial (April).

¯ U.S. EPA. 1993. Handbook: Urban runoff pollution Finally, the following document addresses BMP costs:

prevention and control planning. EPA/625/R-93/O04. ¯ Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commis-
sion. 1991. Costs of urban nonpoint source water¯ City of Austin Environmental Resource Management

Division. 1991. Environmental criteria manual. Envi- pollution control measures. June.

ronmental and Conservation Services Department These manuals describe BMP function, requisite site
(February 19). conditions, existing performance information, and cost
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ranges. In general, these manuals are well written and Be Comprehensive
provide a good starting point for developing an under-

The federal regulations require a comprehensive ap-standing of the advantages and disadvantages of many
treatment-based controls. For some BMPs, there is lim- proach such that a broad range of controls are evalu-

ated for various land uses and activities. The selectionited information on effectiveness and cost; for these, pilot
testing may be helpful under site-specific conditions, process must evaluate a comprehensive list of BMPs to

address pollutants of concern and their sources.
Treatment-based controls are especially applicable in
construction and new developments, where structural Plan for Implementation
measures may be incorporated into the construction

Human nature being what it is, effectively implementingprocess and site design. The cost of constructing and
maintaining treatment-based controls is a major con- many BMPs at once is difficult. The solution to this

corn to municipal and industrial dischargers, dilemma is to minimize the number of BMPs chosen,
prioritize or phase their implementation, and/or group

In contrast to treatment-based controls, source control related BMPs into a few categories, sometimes called
effectiveness in terms of water quality improvement can- program elements.
not easily be measured, if at all. For example, the effect
of a public education program on improving water qual- Involve Affected Parties in the Process
ity cannot be determined, although some public educa-
tion activities obviously are more effective than others. A second element of human nature is adverseness to
The effectiveness of street sweeping and catch basin implementing someone else’s plan. Therefore, BMPs

cleaning on water quality requires careful and expensive are selected ideally by those who have to implement
them (with guidance, of course). A second alternative ispaired catchment types of studies. Source controls are
that the process heavily involves those who will imple-generally considered the most cost-effective long-term

solution because they address the cause of the prob- ment the BMPs in a review and approval role. If neither
of these approaches are followed, the plan is not likelylem; thus, we see many programs focusing on source

control measures, to be well implemented.

Indeed, involvement of the affected parties in the selec-
Attributes of a Good Selection Process tion process is probably more important to the success

of the program than the exact nature of the processThe following sections describe some attributes of a
good selection process, itself. Through this process, the parties become edu-

cated regarding problems, possible solutions, and the
need for teamwork in implementing solutions.Keep It Simple and Straightforward

BMP selection for nonpoint source controls is in its infancy Model of a Good Selection Process
compared with point source controls, for which treat- There is no one correct selection process as the processment technologies and associated costs are well under- must be tailored to local institutional, political, and regu-stood. Instead of traditional cost benefit analysis, nonpoint latory conditions. Figure 1 is a schematic showing sixsource BMP selection is more of an art and requires steps in a BMP evaluation, selection, and planning proc-experience, sound judgement, and common sense.
Though the process of selection may involve several ess that are generally applicable. The following is a

steps, the process itself must be easily understandable
somewhat expanded discussion of BMP selection steps

and accepted by the various interest groups involved, appropriate for most areawide municipal programs.

including public agency staff and decision-makers, envi- Step 1: Establish Program Goals andronmental groups, and regulatory personnel. Objectives

Document the Process The clients must agree on a compliance strategy from
which will stem goals and objectives for the program.

It is essential to carefully document the process by The strategy should address such issues as organiza-which BMPs were selected and the Various assump- tion and administration, decision-making, coordination
tions and considerations made during the selection with other interest groups, and degree of proactiveness.
process. In other words, the process, even though it
may be subjective in part, should not be "arbitrary and Step 2: Identify Receiving Waters, Problems,capricious." The selection process must be clear to Pollutants, and Resourcesreviewers in evaluating the adequacy of the process in
meeting the intent of the regulations. Also if the process The ultimate intent of the regulations is to protect and
is clear, it can be improved or modified in the future as improve the water quality and ecology of receiving wa-
more information becomes available or policies change, ters, and this goal should drive the BMP selection proc-
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1. Compile Comprehensive 2. Prescreen Candidate 3. Evaluate BMPs Using 4. Adjust BMP
List of Candidate BMPs BMPs Selection Factors Categories

5. Group BMPs Into Program       6. Develop BMP Implementation
Elements                        Programs

Continued
from 4. above

’~’-"--’~"~"

Figure 1. BMP evaluation, selection, and planning process.

ess to the extent possible. Ideally this step identifies control of nonpoint sources only makes sense to the
water resources of particular value that are especially extent that it is a major source of the problem pollutant.
critical to protect, as well as impaired water bodies (e.g., For nonpoint sources, try to describe the pathway from
304(L) segments) that are currently not meeting water source to receiving water, because this helps identify the
quality objectives appropriate for the beneficial uses. BMPs that can most effectively intercept the pollutant
Where data are available, pollutants to be controlled ~long the pathway. For example, dumping waste oil into
should be identified. Without this step, much work a~J :atc~asins can be mitigated by labeling storm drain
resources may be focused on activities that do not n~ets and/or requiring a monetary deposit at the point of
necessarily translate into an improved aquatic environ- ourchase. It should also be pointed out that some sources
ment. Many programs find that a nontechnical one- or may be quite difficult to control (e.g., natural erosion).
two-page "fact sheet" on receiving water problems, pol-
lutants, sources, and management implications helps to Step 4: Prioritize Sources (Areas) for Controldevelop support from taxpayers and decision-makers.

Targeting sources for BMP application is the next step.
Step 3: Identify Sources and Pathways Focusing resources on selected areas is important, oth-

erwise resources tend to be spread too thin to be effec-
Given the problems, the next step is to try to identify the rive. This is particularly important in municipal programs,
important point and nonpoint sources of pollutants that where some early "successes" encourage the participa-
are causing the problems. This is an essential step, because tion and financial support of local citizens.
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A systematic targeting scheme using a ranking process Step 8: Apply Criteria for Selection of
based on stream size, beneficial uses, pollutant loads, Baseline Measures
and ease of implementation of the BMP is provided in Selection criteria may be applied in numerous ways. For
U.S. EPA (1) and U.S. EPA (2). Use of these manuals
might be appropriate after an areawide plan is devel- example, applying different criteria in multiple screening

oped; for example, a BMP might be to begin basin "passes" is a common procedure. BMPs may be re-

planning for selected basins within a city. The targeting
quired to meet "critical criteria" such as obtain co-per-

manual (1) could be used to identify the basin and
mittee acceptance, address the problem pollutants and
sources, and meet regulatory requirements. Then, in asubbasins for BMP selection, second "pass," those BMPs that met the critical criteria
are further evaluated by applying additional criteria that

Step 5: Identify and Evaluate Existing BMPs would help to select preferred BMPs. Such criteria could
include effectiveness, cost, and reliability. Often the sec-

Compile a list of existing BMPs that are currently being grid pass allows the municipality to help determine what
conducted and organize them according the sources is financially feasible. In the second pass, qualitative
identified in Step 5. Identifying existing measures is often (e.g., high, medium, low) or simple quantitative (e.g., 1,
very difficult. Some municipalities do not know their 2, 3) scoring might be used to help rank preferred BMPs.
system very well and are organized into departments in Unequal weighting can be assigned to each criteria as
such a way that no one department is aware of what appropriate.
stormwater measures are currently being implemented.
Carefully crafted questionnaires work quite well at de- BMP selection should also anticipate the evolution of the

veloping information on existing practices that affect program. For example, we often recommend that a set

stormwater quality. Evaluate the effectiveness of these of "baseline" BMPs be selected that fully exploits the

measures and improve or discontinue as appropriate, existing control measures and focuses on additional
source control. The selection process can then be used

This step also involves identifying existing environmental to select the baseline measures and also candidates for
programs that are conducting activities that relate to storm- a reserve list of BMPs that could be implemented at a
water pollution control and with whom cooperation should later time based on experience with the baseline BMPs.
be sought. Examples include pretreatment programs,
HAZMAT programs, solid waste control and recycling Step 9: Implement Baseline Measures
programs, and public information programs. Implement the baseline measures with appropriate

phasing to allow for planning, pilot testing, etc., prior to

Step 6: Compile Candidate BMPs full scale implementation. For each BMP, develop meas-
ures of effectiveness. As described above, baseline

Compile a comprehensive list of candidate BMPs that measures tend to be source controls.
may be appropriate. This list should contain both
source- and treatment-based controls and include such Step 10: Monitor Effectiveness and
things as regulatory authority. Attach attributes to each Reevaluate BMPs
BMP, including (if available) pollutant type controlled, Monitor the effectiveness of each BMP and, based on
cost, and effectiveness. (Recall that such information monitoring, annually reevaluate each BMP. As appropri-
is generally not available for source controls.) Note ate, delete or select additional BMPs. Annual evaluation
dependencies or synergistic relationships between should also include any new information obtained
BMPs. For example, some BMPs may be more effective through monitoring receiving waters and/or source iden-
if or may require that another BMP is implemented tification studies.
before or at the same time.

Case Study 1: Areawide Municipal
Step 7: Develop Selection Criteria Program

The following describes a case study of the BMP selec-
In addition to the obvious criteria that the BMP address tion process that multiple agencies who were part of anthe problems and sources identified in Steps 2 and 5, areawide stormwater program conducted.
developing a list of additional criteria that can be used
to assist in the selection process is helpful. Such criteria County X is 200 square miles in area and contains 20
include regulatory requirement compliance, effective- co-permittees consisting of municipalities, the county,
hess, reliability and sustainability, implementation and and a special district. The county population is 1 million
continuing costs, equitability, public and agency accept- people. The municipalities cover a wide range of sizes
ability, risk and liability, environmental implications, and and land uses, from one city of 100,000 population with
synergy with existing or other BMPs. major industrial facilities down to small residential cities
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of 10,000 population. At the behest of the state environ- to participate in a countywide public education program
mental agency, the co-permittees elected to form a involving various BMPs described in Guidance Docu-
countywide stormwater pollution control program to ment 10. Guidance Document 11 explained how to "put
comply with the federal NPDES stormwater regulations, it all together."
During the Part I application, the co-permittees compiled
a list of existing BMPs.

An example of a BMP description is given in Table 1.
The information provided consisted of a BMP name and

The co-permittees were very concerned that their man- identifier, description, steps for implementation, meth-
agement plans reflected local conditions and resources ods to assess effectiveness, and remarks. For those
and insisted that they each conduct the BMP selection BMPs selected, co-permittees were asked to show
process themselves. We refer to this approach as the when tasks would be completed, and the budget for
"bottom up" approach, in contrast to the "top down" each BMP over the 5-year permit period.
approach in which BMP selection is conducted by the
program and then distributed to the co-permittees for The BMP information was intended for guidance only,

their review and approval. Woodward-Clyde Consult- and some jurisdictions revised or created new BMPs

ants (WCC) acted as facilitators by designing a process that better addressed their circumstances. Some juris-

for BMP selection that included development of guid- dictions showed real creativity and enthusiasm in devel-

ance documents, workshops for all co-permittees, and oping BMPs. This participatory process results in a

meetings with individual cities. Program representatives much more implementable, practical, and effective

and WCC met with the individual jurisdictions three stormwater management plan.

times throughout the process to provide assistance or
clarification. The process from start to finish took about Case Study 2: Industrial Facility
9 months. Selection of BMPs for industrial facilities is more site
The following guidance documents were developed: specific and tends to be guided by the types of activi-

1 Description of Management Plan Development ties being conducted at the facility. The process of¯ BMP selection then involves identitying industrial ac-Process tivities that could potentially generate sources, identi-
2. Selecting the "Right People" To Participate in the lying the types of pollutant releases associated with

Process
Table I. Best Managsment Practices for Agency Activities

3. Source Identification and Facilities

4. BMPs for Industrial Facilities Number AA-11

5. BMPs for Agency Activities Best Management Reduce agency use of herbicides and
Practice pesticides.

6. Transportation BMPs Description Reduce the use of herbicides and

7. Illicit Discharge Elimination BMPs pesticides on city streets, landscaping
in parks, flood control channels,

8. Commercial Area BMPs                                                     municipal golf courses, etc.
Steps for 1) Assess current herbicide and

9. Construction and New Development BMPs Implementation pesticides uses (e.g., types,
amounts, areas used).

10. Public Education and Industrial Outreach BMPs 2) Research areas where less toxic
substances could be substituted or11. How To Complete Your Stormwater Management Plan usage could be eliminated

The guidance documents included tables that each altogether (e.g., use of

co-permittee was asked to complete based on guidance
mosquitofish rather than pesticides).

provided. The tables formed the basis of each entity’s 3) Develop implementation programs

plan. A key element in the process was a problem and
for various areas.

source identification step (Guidance Document 3), in Methods To Assess Compare amounts and types of

which each entity identified receiving water problems, Effectiveness herbicides and pesticides currently
used with amounts and types used

water resources of special interest, and pollutant sources, after implementation of the program(s)
Based on this problem identification, cities selected to demonstrate overall reduction

and/or transition to less toxic
BMPs to address source areas in their jurisdictions, substances.

Guidance Documents 4 through 9 described a menu of Remarks Coordinate with public education and

individual BMPs from which the cities could select. In industrial outreach component
for public education in the area of

addition, WOO recommended a basic list of BMPs ap- residential herbicide and pesticide use.
plicable for most jurisdictions. The co-permittees chose
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each source, identifying optional BMPs that would pre- a sit-down brainstorming session with plant personnel.
ventoreliminatethatsource,andselectingthepreferred Table 2 shows the result of this step for a steam plant.
option. The following describes a pared-down process Indicated in the table are the source activities, drainage
of BMPselectionthatwehaveusedonseveralindustrial areas within the facility where these sources are lo-
projects, cated, potential pollutants associated with the source,

and a relative measure of the importance of the source
Step 1: Identify Drainage System and for creating receiving water problems.
Receiving Water

Contamination potential:
Define the drainage system and receiving waters, in-
cluding water quality and other concerns in receiving 1 = high
waters. Ensure plant personnel (particularly nonenviron-
mental personnel) understand the receiving water and 2 = medium
regulatory issues when they are involved in the BMP
selection process. 3 = low

Step 2: Identify Industrial Activities and
Associated Pollutant Sources Step 3: Develop Candidate Control Measures

Discuss what industrial activities are conducted at the Develop candidate control measures for consideration
facility and how these activities might lead to discharges that address each of the potential and known sources
into storm drain systems. This can best be accom- of pollutants. The last column in Table 2 shows these
plished through a combination of a site investigation and measures.

Table 2. Example of Source and Pollutant Identification and BMP Selection for Induetrial Facility

Drainage Potential ContaminationSource Areas Areas Pollutant Potential Recommended Control Measure

Parking Jots 1, 2, 4 Oil and grease 2 ,~ Inspect and clean catchbasins
TSS 2 ¯ Conduct good housekeeping practices

Loading docks 1, 2 Oil and grease 3 ¯ Provide mats to cover catchbasins if
Toxics 3 spill occurs while raining

Construction 1, 2 Oil and grease 2 ¯ Inspect and clean catchbasinsequipment parking TSS 2 ¯ Conduct good housekeeping practices
Materials storage 1 TSS 2 ¯ Sweep after loading and unloading

Metals 2 materials from concrete vaults
Toxics 3 ¯ Place materials with greatest

contamination potential under
Ferry St. overpass

Curing oil storage 1 Oil and grease 2 ¯ Move drums inside or to a bermed
area that is covered

Vehicle fueling 2 Fuel 3 ¯ None
Oil and grease 3

Aboveground fuel 2, 3 Fue! 3 ¯ Nonestorage

Utility pole storage 2 PCP1 1 ¯ Determine feasibility of moving poles
Creosol 1 under Ferry St. overpass
Metals 1

Oil and grease 1
Vehicle rinse area 2 TSS 2 ¯ Clean sediment trap more often

Oil and grease 1 * Consider adding oil/water separator
Steam cleaner 2 TSS 3 ¯ Enlarge pad area

Oil and grease 3 ¯ Post signs providing employees with
Detergents 3 proper instructions

Toxics 3 ¯ Rinse pad after cleaning
¯ Clean oil/water separator more often
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Table 2. Example of Source and Pollutant Identification and BMP Selection for Industrial Facility (Continued)

Drainage Potential Contamination
Source Areas Areas Pollutant Potential Recommended Control Measure

Transformer cleaner 2 Mineral oil 3 ¯ None
PCBs 3

Sodium hypochlodte 2 NaOCI 2 ¯ Relocate drums inside or to a bermed
storage area that is covered
Hogged fuel pipe 3 Tannin and lignin 3 ¯ Sweep street after heav~ winds

BOD 2 ° Clean catchbasin more often
COD 3

Sulfuric acid storage 3 H2SO4 3 ¯ None
Oil drum storage Oil and grease 3 ¯ None
Ash handling area 4 TSS 2 ¯ Enlarge the loading area

pH 2 ° Improve the loading procedure
Toxics 2 ° Clean the catchbasins in the

immediate area more often

Step 4: Conduct BMP Evaluation and Compared with municipalities, however, industries tend
Selection to be more willing to consider installing or retrofitting

structural controls.Conduct a BMP evaluation and selection session with
plant personnel. Just as in a municipality, involving the
right plant personnel in the process is very beneficial. Step 5: Prioritize BMP$ and Develop
Such involvement allows the plan to reflect their exten- Monitoring Program
sive knowledge of the site and industrial activities, and
encourages the plant staff to take ownership of the Prioritize BMPs and develop and implement "monitor-
management plan. Often, we have found that personnel inn" programs for assessment of effectiveness.

have been trying to implement some of the BMPs, and
the NPDES permit requirements now give them the References
impetus to get them more fully implemented. In these
sessions, we have sometimes used a formal decision 1. Woodward-Clyde Consultants. 1990. Urban targeting and I~MP

selection: An information and guidance manual for state NPSprocess, while at other times a less formal, but still program staff and managers. Prepared for U.S. Environmental
documentable, discussion of the potential BMPs was Protection Agency (May).
used to select BMPs. The focus of BMPs at industrial z. U.S. EPA. 1993. Handbook: Urban runoff pollution prevention
sites where we have worked has been source control, and control planning. EPN625/R-93/004.
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A Catalog of Stormwater Quafity Best Management Practices for Heavily
Urbanized Watersheds

Warren Bell
City of Alexandria, Alexandria, Virginia

Abstract polluted stormwater for later treatment in the waste-
water treatment plant.

Various federal and state environmental programs re-
quire the use of onsite structural best management The Heavily Urbanized Environmentpractices (BMPs) to control the quality of stormwater
discharges from development sites. Space constraints, The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pro-
extremely high property values, soil conditions, and the gram for National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
proximity of other building foundations often preclude (NPDES) permits for stormwater discharges envisions
the use of conventional stormwater BMPs for infill con- the use of onsite structural best management practices
struction or redevelopment in the intensely buittup cen- (BMPs) to control the quality of runoff from development
ters of major cities, where pollutant loads are usually the sites. Many state programs already impose the require-
greatest. Unconventional solutions must be applied in ment for onsite BMPs on developers. Under the Virginia
these heavily urbanized environments. Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act (VCBPA), no net

increase in pollutants in stormwater runoff is allowable
Alexandria, Virginia, has adopted and published design from previously undeveloped sites in Chesapeake Baycriteria for several nonconventional BMPs, many of Preservation Areas (CBPAs). Runoff from redevelop-which employ intermittent sand filter technology; some ment sites in CBPAs must contain 10 percent fewer
of these BMPs were developed by pioneering jurisdic- pollutants than existed before redevelopment. In devis-
tions throughout the United States; the city’s engineer- ing a local program to meet these pollutant removaling staff devised others: performance requirements, Alexandria confronted the
¯ Stormwater sand filter basins in widespread use in dilemma of which structural BMPs to employ. The entire

Austin, Texas, are readily adaptable for large devel- city is designated as a CBPA. Most of the land is already
opment projects, developed, and large areas are heavily built up, in many

cases with lot-line to lot-line structures. Property values
¯ Underground vault sand filters employed in the Dis- are also extremely high. Such conditions exist in the

trict of Columbia (DC) allow full economic use of central business districts of most metropolitan areas.
surface areas.

Use of conventional structural BMPs is often impractical
¯ Double-trench sand filters adopted by the state of ,n the heavily urbanized environment. Space and cost

Delaware can be placed either in or adjacent to constraints severely inhibit the use of dry detention
paved areas, ponds and wet ponds. Soil conditions and high water

tables in the river valleys where most older cities are
¯ Simple trench and modular sand filters developed located frequently preclude the use of infiltration devices

by the city of Alexandria are suitable for small or because of the prevalence of marine clays. Unconven-
medium-size sites, tional solutions had to be found to remove the pollutants

¯ A peat-sand filter adapted from a Metropolitan Wash- from stormwater runoff created by development activity.

ington Council of Governments design is applicable Research by the engineering staff of Alexandria’s Trans-
to situations where high pollutant removal is required, portation and Environmental Services Department

revealed that very little information is available on how
¯ Water quality volume detention tanks for use in Alex- to remove pollutants from runoff in heavily urbanized

andria’s combined sewer areas capture the most environments.
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BMP Design Criteria for Heavily Outflow to Heavily Urbanized
Urbanized Areas Best Managment Practice

The Alexandria engineering staff consulted with jurisdic- ""//-~ Manhole Access
t/one throughout the United States where BMPs ad- [

for Maintenance

dressing heavy urbanization are being investigated,
then synthesized the information obtained into compre-

~              ~,

" .~,..~.~F~nO~,~f

hensive design criteria for local developers. The staff
also developed several additional BMPs for use in the
city. Design criteria for these BMPs for heavily urbanized
areas were published in the Alexandria Supplement to °

the Northern Virginia BMP Handbook in February 1992
(1). The publication is being used by the Virginia
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department as a Diversion Weir

guide for other urban stormwater programs within the
commonwealth. Overflow to Quantity

Detention or Storm Sewer

The Concept of BMPs for Heavily
Urbanized Areas Figure 1. Typical Isolation/diversion structure.

Stormwater quality management in the heavily urban- Water quality inlets (WQIsl, or oil-grit separators
ized environment involves the following activities for the (OGSs), have been employed for several years for the
most polluted runoff: removal of grit and oil, which are found in large quanti-

¯ Collection ties in parking lots and other areas where vehicular
’ traffic is significant. Recent studies by the Metropolitan
¯ Pretreatment to remove sediments Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG), how-

¯ Storage ever, have established that WQIs provide little or no
pollutant and questionable hydrocarbon removal (3).

¯ Treatment to remove pollutants of a specific quantity
Sedimentation basins have traditionally been the first step

In Virginia, the minimum quantity of stormwater to be in water or wastewater treatment. Where site conditions
treated is the first 1/2 in. of runoff from the impervious allow, presettling basins may provide a low cost ap-
areas on the site--the water quality volume (WQV). The proach to removal of sediments, which can clog infiltra-
WQV for each impervious acre is just over 1,800 ft3. t/on devices or filter systems. In situations where space

is not a problem, presettling basins may be built directly
Capturing the WQV into the ground. In the heavily urbanized environment,

where space utilization is an important economic con-A typical approach for achieving isolation of the WQV is sideration, underground presettling chambers in vaultsto construct an isolation/diversion weir in the stormwater or pipe galleries may provide a more feasible solution.channel or pipe such that the height of the weir equals Alexandria sizes sedimentation basins using a method-the height of the water in the BMP when the entire WQV ology based on the Camp-Hazen equation, published by
is being held. When additional runoff greater than the the State of Washington Department of Ecology (4).WQV enters the stormwater channel or pipe, it will spill
over the isolation/diversion weir, and the extent of mix- Grassed filter strips are a common method employed in
ing with water stored in the BMP will be minimal. The northern Virginia for removing sediments from stormwa-
overflow runoff then enters a peak flow rate reducer or ter to be treated in infiltration systems. To be effective,
exits directly into the stormwater collection system. Fig- the strip must be at least 20 ft wide, have a slope of 5
ure 1 illustrates this approach, percent or less (5), and be stabilized.

Pretreatment Requirements Storage of the WQV

Several conventional BMPs, such as buried infiltration Following isolation of the WQV and pretreatment to
devices, and most unconventional BMPs require some remove sediments and other pollutants, water must be
type of pretreatment system to remove excessive sedi- stored until it can be processed in the primary treatment
ments, which would result in premature failure of the device (up to 40 hours in Alexandria). Creating over
BMP. Pretreatment mechanisms may be installed either 1,800 ft3 of water storage per impervious acre on the
at the point of collection or after separation of the WQV. site is often the most costly item in the overall BMP
These mechanisms may be either separate devices or system. In some cases, as with sedimentation basins,
an integral part of the BMP itself, storage may be combined with pretreatment. In others,
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separate storage galleries of round or arched-section Descriptions of BMPs for Heavily
pipe may be required. Some BMPs for heavily urbanized Urbanized Areas
areas combine pretreatment, storage, and primary treat- The BMPs discussed below should not be thought of
ment in a single underground vault. merely as drainage structures. They are low technology

treatment works that use water and sewage treatment

Treatment of the WQV technology from the late 19th century. Treatment works
cannot always be made to function by gravity flow,

Most of the BMPs described in this paper employ inter- although it is usually desirable from a cost-effectiveness

mittent sand filters. Originally developed during the standpoint.

1800s for treating both water supplies and wastewater, Surface Sand Filter Basin Systemsintermittent sand filters have regained popularity for use
in the treatment of small wastewater flows (6). Austin, Texas, was a pioneer in the use of intermittent sand

filtration systems for treating stormwater runoff. The Austin
Austin, Texas, and the state of Florida pioneered the use program is managed by the Environmental and Conser-
of sand filters in the treatment of stormwater runoff, vation Services Department, which has published de-
Alexandria uses the Austin sand filter equation derived sign criteria in their Environmental Criteria Manual (2).
from Darcy’s Law by the Austin Environmental and Con-
servation Services Department to size sand filters (2): Typical intermittent sand filters employ an 18- to 24-in.

layer of sand as the filter media underlain by a collector

Af = laHd~/k(h+df)t~ pipe system in a bed of gravel. A layer of geotechnical
cloth separates the sand and gravel to keep the sand

where from washing into voids in the gravel. Austin pretreats
the stormwater runoff in a sediment trapping structure to

A~ = surface area of sand bed (acres or square feet) protect the filter media from excessive sediment loading.

la = impervious drainage area contributing runoff to Figure 2 is a centerline cutaway of one Austin sand filter
the basin (acres or square feet) configuration. In this system, the sedimentation struc-

H = runoff depth to be treated (feet) ture is a basin designed to hold the entire WQV, then
df = sand bed depth (feet) release it to the filtration basin over an extended draw-
k = coefficient of permeability for sand filter (feet down period. An alternate design allows use of a smaller

per hour) sedimentation chamber but requires increasing the filter
h = average depth (feet) of water above surface of size to compensate for increased clogging of the filter

sand media between full and empty basin media. While the system shown uses concrete basins,
conditions (half maximum depth) a sediment pond and a geomembrane-lined filter built

tf = time required for runoff volume to pass through directly into the ground may be used where terrain and
filter media (hours) soil conditions allow. The Austin sand filter systems are

most appropriate for large developments covering sev-

Based on long-term observation of existing sand filter eral acres.
basins, Austin uses k values of 3.5 ft/day for systems Austin has monitored the performance of their sand
with full sedimentation pretreatment and 2.0 ft/day for filters for several years and currently recognizes up to
systems with only partial sedimentation pretreatment. 60 percent phosphorus removal efficiency based on
Alexandria has also adopted these values. Both Austin these studies (7). Alexandria is currently recognizing a
and Alexandria use a BMP drawdown time (t~) of 40 40 percent phosphorus removal rate pending further
hours. With these constants, the equation for sand filter sand filter monitoring results by Austin and the District
systems with full sedimentation protection reduces to of Columbia. (Phosphorus is the "keystone pollutant"

used to measure compliance with the VCBPA.)
A~(Fs) = 3101~d~/(h+d~),

Underground Vault Sand Filter Systems
where A~ is in cubic feet and la is in acres. Truong developed a stormwater quality sand filtration

system in an underground vault (8). Over 70 of the
For sand filter systems with partial sedimentation pro- structures have been installed since 1987. Figure 3 is a
tection, the equation reduces to centerline cutaway of the original concrete vault OC

sand filter. DC sand filters may be placed underneath
A~(ps) = 5451ad~/(h+df), parking lots, alleys, or driveways, taking up no usable

space on the surface. This is an important advantage in

where A~ is in cubic feet and la is in acres, the heavily urbanized environment. Truong believes that
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~Structural~oncrete Shell

4 ~ ~ ~ Designed for Load and Soil
~ ~ ~ Conditions

~ #
~ Y ~ ~ ~ , . O~flowtoStor~
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Pefforat~ Rise

Hatch to Access R~m~ ~
With Trashfor Cleaning ~, Rack Filtration Basin

S~im~
Basin    e "

, StoneEnergy
Dissipators Riprap

z ~ Sedimentation
~ # Basin
~ ~ Pefforat~

~ollec~or Pipes

~ Level F~ow Under Sand
~ First ~/2 In. of Runoff Spreader

18-24 In. Sand(WQV) From Flow Separator Sedimen~ Tra~ F~er Underlain
With Underdrain ~ith Geotechnical

Figure 2. Austin basin ~and filter symtem.

this system works best on watersheds with 1 acre or ~ears, the top filter cloth layer and oravel must be re-
less of imperious cover, moved and replaced because of fine sediment clogging.

Placement of the second chamber manhole directlyThe DC sand filter is a three-chamber grayly-flow sys- above the center of the filter allows the corners of thetern. The first chamber and the throat of the second cloth to be peeled up and bound tooether to form a bag
chamber contain a permanent pool that traps ~rit and ~ha~ can be li~ed out as a unit.floating organic material, such as oil, grease, and tree
leaves. A submerg~ rectangular opening at the bosom The District of ~olumbia Environmental Regulation Ad-
of the first dividing wal~ connects the ~o pa~s of the ministration
pool. The second chamber also contains a 24-in. deep establish the actual removal rates of this system. As
sand filter underlain by a layer of geotechnical fabric and this writinO, no data are available.
collector pipes in gravel. A top layer of plastic-reinforced
geotechnical filter cloth held in place by a 1-in. layer of The Austin pa~ial sedimentation sand filter may also be
oravel is provided a~ve the sand to compensate for the placed in underground vaults. Figure 4 shows a modi-
smallness of the sedimentation chamber, fled vault design developed by Alexandria from both

Austin and District of ~olumbia methodologies. TheNew runoff entering the structure causes the pool to rise Austin approach uses a gabion wall to separate the
and ove~low onto the filter. A~er percolating through the pa~ial sedimentation chamber from the filter area. The
sand, the treated water enters the underdrains and flows gabion absorbs eneroy and provides initial filtration.
out into the third chamber, or clea~ell. The clea~ell Heav~ sediments are deposited in this first chamber to
conveys the treated water to the storm sewer or drain- d~ out be~een storms. The filter is exactly like tha~
age system. If possible, this BMP should be configured used in the DC sand filter s~stem.
to allow orav~ outflow; however, in instances where
filters must be placed below the storm drainage system
elevation, such as under the entrance ddvewa~ to a Double Trench Sand Filter Systems
parking garaoe, a sump pump must be used.

Shaver developed a su~ace sand filter system for useThe trash and hydrocarbon water trap in the first chain- ~n Delaware
bet must be pump~ out and refilled with clean water be an in-line facili~ processing all stormwater exiting the
eve~ 6 months for proper functioning. Eve~ 3 ~o 5 site until it ovedlows.
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Access Manhole

Structural Concrete Vault
Designed for Load and Soil
Conditions

6-In. PVC Dewatefing
Drain With Gate Valve

Outflow to
Storm Sewer

Clearwell Chamber

6-In. Perforated PVC Collector
in 8-In. Gravel Bed (3 Required)

2-Ft Sand Filter Between Geotechnical
Filter Cloth Layers

Inspection WelVCleanout Pipe With
Waterproof Cap (3 Required)

First 1/2 In. Sediment Chamber
of Runoff (WQV) With Water Seal to
From Flow Separator Trap Hydrocarbons

Figure 3. DC undarground vault sand filter.

Clearwetl
Outflow to
Storm Sewer

,In. Gravel Ballast
Over Geotechnical
Filter Fabric

6-In. Perforated Collector
Pipes in Gravel Bed
Beneath Geotechnical
Filter Fabdc (3)

Gabion
Structural Shell

Inflow From Chamber Wall Designed for Soil
Flow Splitter and Energy and Load Conditions

Dissipator

Figure 4. Dry vault stormwater sand filter.
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Figure 5 is a schematic drawing of the Delaware sand molded fiberglass or other plastic materials would work
filter system. The concept uses two parallel waterproof well. Delaware sand filters made of timber lined with
trenches connected by close-spaced wide notches in rubberized roofing material have been proposed for use
the top of the wall between them. The trench adjacent on temporary parking lots for development sales offices.
to the site being served is the sedimentation chamber.

Delaware does not rate these systems for nutrient re-Polluted stormwater must be conveyed to the chamber
moval efficiency. Delaware has made a determination,in enclosed storm-drain pipes. The permanent pool in

the sedimentation chamber inhibits resuspension of par- however, that when treating the first 1 in. of runoff, this
sand filter provides 80-percent suspended solids removal,ticles that were deposited in earlier storms and prevents
as required by state environmental regulations (9).the heavier sediments from being washed into the filter

chamber. As new stormwater enters the system, the per-
Stone Reservoir Trench Sand Filter Systemsmanent pool overflows through the weir notches and onto

the filter as sheet flow to prevent scouring out the sand. The filter system concepts embodied in the Austin and

The second chamber contains an 18-in. sand filter that District of Columbia designs may be readily adapted for
small and less complex applications. Alexandria’s engi-is always fitted with a solid cover. No underdrain piping

is provided. Water percolates through the sand and neering staff has developed a simple trench sand filter
for use on such projects as townhouses or small corn-escapes from the filter through a geotechnical cloth-cov-

ered grate at the downhill end of the filter chamber, mercial developments in areas where infiltration devices
are not practicable.

Four Delaware sand filters were constructed in Alexan-
dria during 1992. The first two systems served small Figure 7 is a schematic drawing of a stone reservoir

parking lots and were built according to the original trench sand filter. The system is constructed in an exca-

Delaware design. The third application, involving two vation lined with impervious geomembrane (such as

separate filters, was used to treat runoff from a large (1.7 EPDM roofing material) sandwiched between protec-

acre) parking lot. The high cost of steel grates and covers tive layers of filter cloth. The bottom of the trench con-
tains a simple sand filter that is connected to the stormled the developer’s consultant to propose moving the
sewer. The upper part of the system is built the same asfilter off the lot and providing slotted curb ingress and

precast concrete lids. Premature failure of one of the an infiltration trench designed to treat the first 1/2 in. of

filters led the owner to install a collector pipe in gravel runoff. Placement of perforated pipes in the stone res-

below the sand layer. This design is shown in Figure 6. ervoir greatly increases the voids available for storage.

Although the filters illustrated are contained in reinforced Dispersed overland sheet flow is treated in a grassed
filter strip before entering the system. The reservoir isconcrete shells, these systems may be installed in any
further protected from sediment clogging by a layer ofwaterproof container that will bear the wheel loads or

soil pressures involved with the particular application; geotechnical filter cloth 6 in. beneath the top surface of

Steel Plate
Cover

Steel Grate

Parking Lot
Pavement

Filtration Cham~
18 In. of Sand                           Sediment Chamber

’-" (Heavy Sediments, Organics,Outfall Pipe Debris)

Grate (Fabric Wrapped
Over Entire Grate Opening)

Figure 5. Delaware sand filter with grated inlets.
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Cleanout and Observation Well
Under Hatch With Waterproof Cap

Parking Lot
Pavement

Storage for Treatment of
Water Qualit~

18-1n.
Chamber Separation Weir

4-In. Gravel
Geotechnical Fabric Permanent Sediment Pool

Layer ~.-In. PVC Pipe Semisubmerged in Concrete
Floor Perforated in Top Half

Figure 6. Slotted curb Delaware sand filter.

Observation Ca~

Liner Sandwich Edges Tucked To Prevent Any Bypass

Replaceable Filter Cloth Sediment Barrier
Stone

Permanent Side Wall
Perforated 30-Mil. Geomembrane Sandwiched
PVC Pipe Between Layers on Filter Cloth

Filter Cloth Between Layers

Sand Filter (Min. 18 In. Above Gravel)

Flow to Storm Perforated Gravel Layer
Sewer Collector Pipe

Figure 7. Stone reservoir trench sand filter.

the aggregate. The WQV flows into the reservoir until Peat-Sand Filter Systems

the voids in the rock and perforated pipes are com-
pletely full. Any overflow is directed to the storm sewer. Because of their high pollutant removal capat~lities,

Runoff collected in the reservoir filters down through the simple design, low-maintenance, and affordability, peat-

sand to the collector pipe, from which it is conveyed to sand filters (PSFs) are potentially effective in heavily

the storm sewer, urbanized areas. A stormwater "end-of-pipe" PSF sys-
tem was scheduled to be constructed in Montgomery

Trench sand filter systems should have the same re- County, Maryland, in the summer of 1993. MWCOG staff
moval efficiency as an Austin sand filter, participated heavily in the development of this project.
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Figure 8 is a centerline cutaway of a stormwater PSF sand atop the normal filter sand and collector under-
system concept developed by the Alexandria engineer- drains. A nutrient-removing grass-cover crop must be
ing staff. It combines features of the Austin sand filtration planted and maintained in the top of the peat layer.
system with the PSF design proposed by John Galli of (PSFs will not function in underground applications be-
MWCOG for use in the Montgomery County application cause anaerobic conditions would develop.)
(10). The Alexandria concept is intended to operate as
an off-line system treating the WQV from each storm. The system shown is designed for gravity flow. In situ-
Any additional detention required for stormwater quan- ations where the terrain does not provide sufficient

tity restrictions should be provided separately down- relief, pumps must be added to move the stormwater
stream of the PSF system. PSFs would be appropriate between basins.
for commercial developments for which a high pollutant Based on information provided by MWCOG (10), the
removal is required or for end-of-pipe treatment of entire Alexandria engineering staff estimates that their PSF
storm sewer watersheds, design should have a phosphorus-removal efficiency
The sedimentation basin design is essentially the same approaching 90 percent during the months in which the

filter is in operation. Assuming that the filter would beas that of the Austin sand filter. Because PSF systems
cannot normally operate during the more severe winter bypassed from mid-December to mid-March in the mid-
months of the mid-Atlantic regior~, however, a gate-valve Atlantic region, the annual phosphorus removal efficiency
equipped bypass is provided to divert flow from the of the overall system, including the small extended de-

tention/wet pond, is estimated at 70 percent.basin directly to the storm sewer. The invert of this pipe
is placed at an elevation that will detain a permanent

Water Quality Volume Storage Tankspool in the basin averaging at least 4 ft deep. In effect,
this configuration converts the sedimentation basin to a This concept involves the collection and storage for later
small extended detention/wet pond during the winter treatment in the wastewater treatment plant of the WQV
months. As with the Austin sand filter, the basins may from each storm. WQV storage tanks are used on all
be either walled with concrete, as shown, or, if soil developments or redevelopments that require a BMP
conditions permit, be constructed as soil structures, within Alexandria’s combined sewer watersheds. Figure
The filtration basin is basically the Austin design with the 9 shows a centerline cutaway of a WQV storage tank.
sand filter enhanced by adding a 12- to 18-in. thick The stored water is released into the combined or sani-
surface layer of hemic or fibric peat, a layer of calcitic tary sewer system by telemetry-controlled pumps or
limestone (for greater phosphorus removal), and a 4-in., automatic valves that ensure that none of the WQV
50:50 well-mixed layer of peat and fine-medium grain escapes while combined sewer overflows into streams

Gate Vaiv~ r~ypass Sewerx , -~

~,, 12qn. Min. Peat (Hemic

¯ ~, ~ , or Fibric)
¯ ~ ~ 4-In. 50/50 Peat/Sand

~ Mix
~ 18-tn. Min. Sand

Energy Dissipato~
Collector Pipes
Filtered Outlet

6-In. Washed Bank -
Run Gravel

.,~ ,/~-’~" First 1/2 In. of
Perforated Collector PipesRunoff (WQV) Trash RackFlow Separator in Gravel Bed

Sediment Trap Geotextile Fabric
With Underdrain

Figure 8. Stormwater peat-sand filter system.
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Manhole "~     t t

Pump Outflow
~ ~ ~ to Combined (or

o,
Elbow Outflow

First 1/2 In. of Runoff Sediment Chamber With Trash RackFrom Isolation/Diversion
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Figure 9. Water quality volume storage tank.

are occurring or in periods when inflow and infiltration Challenges in Development and Use of
are taxing the capacity of the wastewater treatment BMPs for Heavily Urbanized Areas
plant. This approach conforms to EPA’s August 19, The field of BMPs for heavily urbanized areas is in its
1989, National Combined Sewer Overflow Strategy, infancy. The next few years must bring much wider use
which requires establishment of a high-flow manage- of this technology if the pollutant removal objectives of
ment plan that maximizes the capacity of the combined the NPDES stormwater program and other federal and
sewage system for storage and treatment, state clean water initiatives are to be met. Several sig-

nificant challenges need to be addressed.

The tank shown in Figure 9 has a water quality inlet to Reduce Construction Effort and Costs
provide sediment and petroleum hydrocarbon removal
before the runoff is allowed to enter the storage tank. The construction cost for Austin sand filters serving
The inlet must be pumped out and refilled with clean projects with approximately 1 acre of impervious cover
water every 6 months for proper functioning, ranged from $13,000 to $19,000 in 1990 (1). The cost

of DC sand filters was approximately $35,000 per im-
pervious acre when the filters were first introduced but

WQV storage reservoirs may be either prefabricated has since fallen to approximately $12,000 to $16,000
tanks or vaults fabricated on site from such materials as through the introduction of precasting and the maturity
Portland cement. Either single or multiple tanks may be of the design (11). The large, slotted-curb Delaware
employed. Although originally developed for use in corn- sand filters recently constructed in Alexandria cost ap-
bined sewer watersheds, WQV storage tanks may be proximately $40,000 to serve 1.7 acres of impervious
applied in other situations where WQV runoff will not be cover. This was, in essence, a prototype facility, and
routed into the storm sewer (e.g., landscaping irrigation costs are expected to fall in a manner similar to the DC
systems or "gray water" toilet flushing systems), sand filter costs as contractors and engineers become

familiar with the technology.

When WQV water is discharged directly into a combined Applying prefabrication and modular concepts, espe-
or sanitary sewer or used in gray-water flushing sys- cially for smaller projects, should further reduce con-

terns, the pollutant removal efficiency of the system struction effort and costs. Alexandria and the District of

becomes that of the receiving wastewater treatment Columbia are exploring the rationalization of sand filter
plant. The phosphorus removal capacity of such plants vaults in circular sections with manufacturers of alumin-
is typically in the 95- to 100-percent range. When the ized corrugated pipe and fiberglass underground tanks.
WQV water is reused and retained on site for landscape The pipe manufacturer has indicated that filters that

irrigation, pollutant removal may approach 100 percent would serve up to 1 acre of impervious cover could be
if the water is not allowed to escape from the site. prefabricated in a shop and delivered as a unit to a job
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site. The District of Columbia has also developed a sand factors as acid rain and variations in chemical content
filter in a standard precast sewer manhole. By introduc- of the filter media on performance before the Austin
ing the runoff through a large catch basin with a hooded experience can be generalized for application to other
outlet, the addition of a 6-ft manhole with a sand filter in regions of the country.
the bottom makes a E]MP suitable for treating the

While Austin reports very promising phosphorus re-runoff from approximately 5,200 ft2 of impervious cover;
8-ft manhole filters can serve approximately 10,000 ft2. moval values, enhancing the nitrogen and perhaps the

Alexandria is examining the feasibility of adapting stand- heavy-metal removal efficiencies of BMPs may develop
as a more pressing need as NPDES runoff monitoringard large highway precast curb inlets as the shells of
data become available. One avenue that appears prom-both Delaware sand filters and underground vault sand

filters. Storage of runoff awaiting filtration in arched ising is the employment of a wet gravel filter component
to introduce biological activity in the treatment process,corrugated-pipe galleries appears to be a promising
an approach that is already being used to treat individualapproach in areas where storm sewers are too shallow
home sewage in Anne Arundet County, Maryland (12).to employ vault filters without pumping. Much more
The District of Columbia is considering adding a layer ofinnovation is still needed for heavily urbanized areas.
activated carbon to a sand filter to assess the benefits

One of the major costs of BMPs for heavily urbanized through monitoring. BMPs for heavily urbanized areas
areas is creating a container to store the runoff before it represent a field that is ripe for additional innovation.
undergoes treatment. More studies need to be per- Universities should take a more active role in developing
formed characterizing different types of runoff to deter- BMP technologies for these areas.
mine whether all sites need similar treatment. For
instance, pollutants in runoff strictly from roofs may be Spread the Technology
concentrated in a smaller amount of "first flush." Pollu-
tion concentration versus time studies of roof water Currently, the use of BMPs for heavily urbanized areas
might well establish that treatment of a smaller amount is limited to a relatively small area in the mid-Atlantic
of runoff would meet pollutant removal performance states, the Austin area in Texas, and the state of Florida.
requirements. This development would likely have a The technology is applicable to all areas of the country
significant impact on costs, where pollution in stormwater runoff must be controlled

under the NPDES permit program. Information on these
Reduce Maintenance Requirements and Costs BMPs needs to be disseminated throughout the country

by EPA and other environmental agencies so that the
All BMPs for heavily urbanized areas require significant technology is available to all parties who are wrestling
maintenance. Permanent pools require pumping out on with the problems of attaining NPDES compliance. This
a periodic basis (currently twice per year in Alexandria) paper was written to facilitate that process.
to remove accumulated sediments and trapped hydro-
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Postconstruction Responsibilities for Effective
Performance of Best Management Practices

Joseph J. Skupien
Somerset County Engineering Department, Somerville, New Jersey

Abstract goals are accomplished but also represents a positive
return on the time, effort, and materials invested in the

Effective performance of best management practices structural BMP’s planning, design, and construction. To(BMPs) is vital to achieving the high goals and justifying achieve such performance, however, everyone involved
the equally high estimated costs of urban runoff man- with the stormwater management program must fulfillagement. This paper identifies inspection, maintenance, several key responsibilities before, during, and afterand performance monitoring as three key postconstruc- construction.tion activities for ensuring correct and continued per-

’ formance of BMPs. These activities are equal in Before construction, these responsibilities include the
importance to planning, design, and construction BMPs. development by program managers of design standards

and practices that are both accurate and practical. De-The paper demonstrates how failure to meet inspection
and maintenance BMP responsibilities not only leads to signers must use these standards and practices to pro-

diminished BMP performance but may also create new duce construction drawings that accurately convert their

health and safety threats that exceed those the BMPs ideas into a tangible structure. Using these drawings,

were intended to prevent. It further demonstrates how construction contractors must create a durable structure
that meets the designers’ requirements and is true to thesuch a result represents both a failure to realize a gain

on the resources already invested in BMPs and the regulators’ intentions.

cause of significant additional expenditures. While stormwater management remains a relatively
The paper also describes the key components of a new field, the results to date of these relatively short-
successful postconstruction inspection and mainte- term preconstruction activities have been greatly im-
nance program, including the need for self-evaluation proved by several factors, including the maturation of
and feedback components to inform planners, design- older flood control programs; the continued growth of
ers, construction contractors, and maintenance person- hydrologic and hydraulic databases, design methods,
nel about ways to reduce or facilitate future and training programs; and the implementation of for-
maintenance. Additionally, the paper emphasizes the mal construction inspection programs. Other factors
importance of a stable source of program funding and that have assisted in the improvement of regulatory,
discusses various methods for achieving it. design, and construction activities include the contin-

ued development and greater availability of computer
Finally, the paper emphasizes the need for accurate, software and hardware and the greater level of con-
scientific monitoring and reporting of BMP performance struction experience and capability. As a result, the
to achieve optimal BMP designs and expand the ability ability of program managers, designers, and construc-
to address urban runoff impacts on a regional or water- tion contractors to meet their responsibilities for effec-
shed basis, tive BMP performance has increased significantly in

recent years. Furthermore, these improvements have
Introduction helped to kindle further interest and involvement in

stormwater management.
One of the top priorities of any stormwater manage-
ment program is the effective performance of structural In addition to planning, design, and construction respon-
best management practices (BMPs). Effective BMP sibilities, however, three key areas of responsibility must
performance not .only helps ensure that the program’s be met once construction has been completed and the
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structural BMP has been put into operation. These re- increasing need for monitoring as a means to improve
sponsibilities consist of the inspection, maintenance, BMP performance and effectiveness and to reduce re-
and monitoring of the structural BMP. For the purposes quired inspection and maintenance efforts.
of this paper, these three activities are defined briefly as
follows: The Importance of BMP Inspection and

Maintenance
¯ /nspection: Periodic observation and evaluation of a

structural BMP and its individual components by A common requirement of virtually all stormwater struc-

qualified personnel to determine maintenance needs, lures, particularly those that encounter various weather
conditions, is their need for periodic inspection and

¯ Maintenance: Periodic preventative and corrective maintenance. While these needs may be obvious in a
measures taken by qualified personnel to ensure general sense, the particular importance of inspection
safe, effective, and reliable BMP performance, and maintenance for structural BMPs needs to be

¯ Monitoring: Extended observation and evaluation of stressed.

BMP performance by qualified personnel to deter- Perhaps the most recognizable reason is the need to
mine effectiveness and improvement needs, reliably and consistently achieve the performance levels

Of the three activities, inspection and maintenance are
required by the stormwater management program and

the most well established in terms of BMPs, while moni-
designed into the BMP. For example, a BMP that relies

toring represents a somewhat more recent aspect of
on the temporary storage of stormwater runoff to

stormwater management. More complete descriptions
achieve required peak outflow or pollutant removal rates
must be periodically cleaned of accumulated sediment

of each activity and their growing importance is pre- and debris to maintain required storage capacity and
sented in later sections of this paper. For now, it is
important to note that each activity represents a long-

prevent re-suspension of captured pollutants. The outlet
structures at these facilities must also be periodically

term, ongoing responsibility carried out after the shorter cleared of accumulated debris to maintain discharge
term planning, design, and construction efforts have rates at required levels. Maintenance of vegetation is
been completed. It is also important to note that BMPs also important, particularly for those BMPs that use the
for inspection, maintenance, and monitoring have not
received the same level of attention typically devoted to

vegetation for pollutant filtration and/or uptake. This
maintenance can range from mowing, seeding, and fer-

planning, design, and construction. While lack of ade-
quate funding may be a cause, the reasons for this

tilizing turf grass areas to ensure stability and prevent
erosion to harvesting wetland vegetation to promote and

imbalance are generally unclear. This is unfortunate,
because such an imbalance may critically affect the

manage growth.

long-term success of stormwater management pro- The maintenance described can also be viewed as an
grams and regulations. Possible reasons include the effective means of ensuring a positive return on the time,
ongoing, long-term, and somewhat routine nature of effort, and materials invested in the planning, design,
inspection and maintenance in particular, which may not and construction of a BMP. The total amount of this
offer either the intellectual and creative challenge of investment for a single BMP can be considerable, with
planning and design or the immediacy of construction, total construction costs exceeding $50,000 and total
Additional reasons may be an unacknowledged reluc- project costs exceeding $100,000. Failure to adequately
tance to confront the reality of current planning, design, inspect and/or maintain such a facility can lead to inef-
and regulatory efforts (particularly the negative aspects fective performance, structural failure, and, conse-
of that reality), or the failure to fully appreciate the quently, a failure to realize a return on the investment.
importance of BMPs in regard to inspection, mainte- It is generally recognized that the cost of providing
nance, and monitoring and the serious consequences comprehensive water quality protection may be consid-
of their prolonged neglect, erably greater than our present ability to pay for it. In

such cases, we must strive to achieve the greatest
Regardless of the reasons, it is apparent that BMPs for possible return on the resources we do invest in such
inspection, maintenance, and monitoring have suffered protection.
the neglect typical of long-term, ongoing activities. As
noted above, this neglect has critical implications for the Perhaps the most important need for BMP inspection
long-term success of efforts to manage stormwater, par- and maintenance is the need to avoid the health and
ticularly through the use of structural BMPs. In an effort safety threats inherent in their neglect. The foremost of
to correct this problem, this paper presents information these threats is the potential for structural failure, which
emphasizing the importance of and need for BMPs in can rapidly release stored waters and flood downstream
inspection and maintenance and describes the key corn- areas, causing property damage, injury, and even death.
portents of a comprehensive inspection and mainte- The fact that this flooding threat would not exist if the
nance program. Additionally, the paper highlights the BMP had not been constructed further highlights the
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need for proper inspection and maintenance to prevent Sufficient and Stable Funding
it from ever occurring. Another health and safety threat

Because BMP inspection and maintenance requiresfrom maintenance neglect is mosquito breeding, which
can threaten a broad area in the general vicinity of the specific actions by qualified personnel, the availability of

sufficient and stable funding may be the single mostBMP. Other undesirable insects, animals, and odors can
also result from maintenance neglect, adversely affect- important component of a comprehensive program. The

ing those who must live or work nearby. In all such best intentions, talent, and equipment cannot overcome
a paucity of funds, nor can regular, consistent inspec-cases, the BMP can actually have worse environmental
tions and maintenance be achieved if funding levels areimpacts than those it was originally constructed to prevent, erratic and/or uncertain.

A final reason for effective BMP inspection and mainte-
nance lies in preserving and nurturing the community Therefore, during the development of the overall storm-

water management program, a stable source of fundingand political support that stormwater management ef-
for inspection and maintenance must be identified andforts have gained to date. Such continued support is

vital to the success of our stormwater management formalized. This may include the use of general or spe-

efforts, particularly because much of the solution to cialized tax revenues, dedicated contributions from land

stormwater pollution lies in source controls and lifestyle developers or owners, and/or permit fees from those

changes that the public will be asked to adopt. We creating the need for the structural BMP. Funding may
also be secured through the creation of a stormwatercannot count on even passive public support, however,
utility, which would provide BMP inspection and mainte-let alone active public involvement in nonstructural pro- nance services funded by fees paid by those within thegrams, if we are unable to create and maintain structural
utility’s service area. While the creation of a stormwaterBMPs that are community assets rather than liabilities.

Any support that we now have or hope to generate in utility requires a significant amount of effort to organize and

the future will quickly be lost if we allow structural BMPs operate, several successful storrnwater utilities have been
created throughout the country in recent years.to become aesthetic nuisances or safety hazards due to

a lack of adequate inspection and maintenance.
Adequate Equipment and Materials

Comprehensive Inspection and Having sufficient equipment and materials is particularly
Maintenance: An Overview important for BMP maintenance efforts, which involve

The key components of a comprehensive inspection the regular performance of preventative maintenance
activities such as grass mowing and debris removal andand maintenance program for structural BMPs are de- the prompt execution of emergency repairs and restora-scribed below. The exact character of each component
tions. The long-term, repetitive nature of the preventa-and the manner in which it is implemented depends on tive activities, in particular, demonstrates how a positivethe specific economic, political, environmental, and so- return can be quickly achieved from investments incial characteristics of the community in which the pro- equipment that expedite maintenance efforts and in ma-gram functions, terials that prolong the life of BMP components.

Official Inclusion of Inspection and Fortunately, due in part to the basic nature of stormwater
Maintenance in Overall Stormwater and its management, the character of the equipment
Management Program necessary to conduct most maintenance efforts is not

particularly complex or specialized. Instead, standard
BMP inspection and maintenance should not be an and relatively simple equipment such as lawn mowers,
afterthought but should be included from the beginning shovels, rakes, compressors, and trimmers can be used
in the community’s overall stormwater management pro- to perform the majority of maintenance tasks. This helps
gram. As the overall program develops, determining simplify the selection and acquisition process and keeps
how (and how often) inspections and maintenance ef- costs at more manageable levels.
forts are performed is as important as determining al-
lowable peak outflow rates and extended detention Trained andMotivatedStafftimes. To ignore this fact is to invite eventual program
failure through diminishing BMP performance and in- Similar to equipment needs, many BMP maintenance
creasing health and safety threats. To ensure a secure tasks are not particularly complex or specialized. This
role for inspection and maintenance in the overall storm- means that, under most circumstances, program staff
water management program, both the importance of can be assembled from a relatively large labor pool,
inspection and maintenance and the ways in which they either directly by a public agency performing mainte-
are achieved should be officially included in any imple- nance in house or by a contractor hired to provide such
meriting ordinances, resolutions, or laws establishing services. These factors, however, should not diminish
the overall program, the need for thorough training of maintenance staff. This
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has become increasingly true in recent years as the role Regular Performance of Routine Maintenance
of structural BMPs expands to provide higher levels of Tasks
stormwater treatment and more comprehensive control
of runoff rates. This has led to increasingly sophisticated The essence or core of any facility maintenance pro-
facilities containing specialized vegetation and diverse gram is the regular, consistent performance of the actual
habitats that require management as well as mainte- maintenance tasks that the remainder of the program
nance. This trend is expected to continue, further em- has identified, planned, and scheduled, and for which
phasizing the need for thoroughly trained staff, staff, equipment, and funding have been provided. The

competent and consistent performance of these routine
tasks is the single greatest factor in determining the

The importance of motivation and enthusiasm must also success of the overall BMP inspection and maintenance
be emphasized. Unfortunately, the repetitive and rela- program. These routine tasks normally include grass
tively simple nature of many BMP maintenance tasks mowing and trimming, trash and debris removal, soil
can lead to indifferent staff performance. In addition to fertilization, and sediment removal. Experience has
poor overall results, this indifferent attitude can also be shown that the regular, frequent (e.g., monthly or less)
dangerous, particularly for those staff members operat- performance of these tasks often requires less overall
ing mowing or cutting equipment that, however simple, time and effort on an annual basis than if the tasks are
demands concentration and care. Indifference and a performed only a few times a year.
lack of enthusiasm can also stifle creativity, which is
essential if improved and/or less costly maintenance In addition, a flexible and informed definition of "regular"
techniques are to be honed from existing ones. Finally, should be adopted when scheduling routine mainte-
experience has shown that the vegetated, "living" char- nance tasks. For example, while it will be easier to
acter of most structural BMPs requires a certain interest schedule maintenance at a given BMP for the first week
and concern on the part of maintenance staff (qualities of every month, the actual performance of the work
that are evident in most successful gardeners) if proper should instead be based on weather conditions and
maintenance, performance, and aesthetic levels are to maintenance need. This is particularly true of turf grass,
be achieved, which may be damaged by a regularly scheduled mow-

ing during dry or drought conditions. During wet condi-

Therefore, it is essential for maintenance staff to have
tions, attempts to perform maintenance tasks may result

an interest in the overall success of the BMP. One way in rutting and other ground disturbances, causing more

that this may be accomplished is by having the long- facility damage. The ability to perform "regular" mainte-

term maintenance of a given BMP performed by the
nance tasks on a somewhat "irregular" basis is one of

same maintenance crew, which then becomes the sole
the greatest challenges of a comprehensive inspection

group responsible for its success or failure. Such "own- and maintenance program.

ership" of the BMP helps promote more direct interest
in its condition and a greater effort to maintain it. Timely Performance of Emergency

Maintenance Tasks
In addition, competent BMP inspection, particularly of
larger, more complex structures and dams, requires a Despite the best efforts of any inspection and mainte-
high degree of skill, experience, and knowledge. Often, nance program, emergency maintenance measures may
such levels require that some of the inspections be be necessary at a structural BMP from time to time for a
conducted by a licensed professional engineer who has variety of causes, ranging from excessive rainfall to van-
a background in geotechnical and structural engineer- dalism. As a result, the successful inspection and main-
ing. Other necessary skills may include biology or plant tenance program must be ready to respond to this need
sciences, particularly if the BMP includes diverse vege- in a timely and comprehensive manner. To do so, it is
tation and habitats. Obviously, the training required for best to plan ahead for emergencies by developing an
such inspection personnel is more rigorous and the emergency response plan that identifies potential emer-
number of qualified personnel available to the program gency problems and ways to address them. This may
will be less. Finally, the training provided to maintenance include the preparation of a list of typical repair materials,
workers should, in part, be directed at making them which then can be either stockpiled in house or quickly
informal inspectors as well. When maintenance workers acquired through designated suppliers. The plan may
are trained and motivated to spot and report such prob- also identify individuals and organizations that can pro-
lems as sloughing or settling of embankments, surface vide technical input or services on short notice to assist
erosion, animal burrows, and structural cracks, repairs in the emergency repair effort. Finally, a designated hum-
can be performed more promptly and with less expense bet of staff personnel should be available on a 24-hour
and effort, basis to respond to maintenance emergencies.
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Regular, Competent Inspections including a provision to charge the owner for the cost.

One of the keys to program efficiency and overall BMP Finally, such an agreement should be binding on all

safety is the performance of competent BMP inspection future owners of the property to ensure continuity.

on a regular basis. In view of the increasingly complex
nature of structural BMPs and the wide range of techni- Accurate Recordkeeping
cal aspects inherent in each, the need for competent In view of the large number of tasks, equipment, and
inspectors should be obvious. In fact, a team of inspec- materials that may be involved in a comprehensive
tors may be necessary to adequately review the BMP inspection and maintenance program, accurate
geotechnical, environmental performance, structural, records of the maintenance effort should be kept. This
hydraulic, and biological aspects of many BMPs. I~- includes logs of time and manpower, records of mate-
spections must be performed on a regular basis to rial quantities and costs, and the type and frequency of
identify problems and special maintenance needs the various maintenance tasks performed. In addition,
quickly and efficiently. This allows repairs to be per- accurate records should also be kept of any complaints
formed promptly without the need for major remedial or received from community residents regarding the ade-
emergency action, quacy and/or frequency of the various maintenance
The frequency of inspections varies with the size and tasks as well as all reports of potentially hazardous
complexity of a given BMP. Regular inspections by conditions. The time and expense of such recordkeep-
qualified personnel may range from once a year for ing, including the need for staff training in the proper
large facilities with high damage potential to every 2 to procedures, can be quickly offset if the recorded infor-
5 years for smaller, less complex sites. Additional in- mation is used to improve scheduling, task perform-
spections should also be performed as appropriate fol- ance, and purchasing practices. Additional details of
lowing major rain storms and other extreme such use is described below.
climatological events such as droughts, extreme snow-
falls, or high winds. It should also be noted that the Productive Self-Evaluation and lnteraction
growing complexity and technical range of structural To achieve improved levels of efficiency, a BMP inspection
BMPs is expected to require more frequent inspections and maintenance program should conduct regular reviews
covering a wider range of BMP features, and self-evaluations. The availability of thorough program
Finally, the formal inspections described above should records is of great assistance in this effort. The program
be supplemented by informal inspections conducted by review should include input from all program personnel
maintenance personnel during each of their site visits, and should address such aspects as maintenance fre-
This further enhances the program’s ability to quickly quency, the sequence of facility visits, equipment suitabil-
identify and respond to special maintenance needs be- ity, staffing levels, and training needs. In addition,
fore they can become costly emergencies. As noted establishing a positive dialogue with stormwater regula-
above, such informal inspections require further training tors, designers, and contractors is highly desirable be-
of maintenance personnel, cause all of these people are responsible for creating the

structural BMPs that the inspection and maintenance pro-
Performance Guarantees and Defaults          gram must ultimately (and forever) maintain. Studies and

experience have shown that many of the problems en-In many BMP inspection and maintenance programs, countered dudng BMP maintenance are actually the result
the owners of the property on which the BMP is located of poor or misinformed regulations, designs, or construc-
are responsible for performing maintenance tasks. Such tion efforts. Therefore, maintenance personnel need to
properties may range from single-family residences to ,:lentO/such problems and be given a means to inform
major industrial or commercial complexes. Under such those responsible. Such interaction can be achieved
conditions, the governmental agency responsible for the through conferences and meetings with professional so-
overall success of the program must obtain some form c~eties, industry groups, and governmental agencies and
of guarantee that the maintenance will in fact be per- departments. Public input should also be sought through
formed. This guarantee is acquired through several individual contacts (using the complaint records noted
steps. First, the property owner’s responsibilities should above) and community meetings.
be specified in a written agreement between the owner
and the agency. This agreement should also grant the The Growing Need for BMP Performanceagency the right to enter the property and inspect the MonitoringBMP to ensure that the stipulated maintenance is, in
fact, being performed satisfactorily. In addition, the More than just grass mowing, BMP inspection and main-
agreement should also provide a method by which the tenance represent a broad range of integrated technical
agency can perform both emergency and regular main- activities. In fact, this can also be said for the entire field
tenance tasks in the event of default by the owner, of modern stormwater management, which requires
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technical interaction between regulators, designers, preservation). With the real data obtained through BMP
contractors, maintenance personnel, and the public to performance monitoring, it will be easier to convince the
truly achieve the goal of comprehensive runoff manage- community of both the need for and the promise of
ment. Unfortunately, due to the random and, at times, stormwater management.
unpredictable behavior of storm events and the inherent
complexity of the rainfall-runoff process, it is often diffi- Such data will also lend greater credibility to our con-
cult to determine how well our runoff goals are being cerns over runoff pollution and will enable us to credibly
met, regardless of the proficiency of design, construc- demonstrate the value of both structural and nonstruc-

tion, and maintenance efforts. For this reason, BMP tural measures. Such credibility is vital if we are to
performance monitoring should also be included in any expect the public to make the changes and sacrifices

demanded by both the structural and nonstructuralstormwater management program.
BMPs we now have or hope to implement in their

By closely and accurately monitoring BMP performance communities (and even their backyards) in the future.
through field monitoring, sampling, and laboratory Finally, BMP performance monitoring will help us to
analysis, BMP monitoring can enable us to better define more closely monitor our progress and more quickly
the "problem" of runoff pollution and allow regulators identify program problems and shortcomings. This will
and designers to gain a better understanding of both help us to develop and implement program modifica-
BMP function and performance. This information can be tions and improvements in a manner that will not
used more conclusively to identify those runoff goals threaten community acceptance. As noted earlier, we
and management functions that either can or cannot be will not be able to rely on public support for nor par-
realistically achieved by structural BMPs. This will fur- ticipation in vital nonstructural stormwater programs if
ther allow regulators and designers to improve those we are unable to create and maintain aesthetically
functions that are viable and to develop alternatives to pleasing structural BMPs. We can also expect similar
those that are not, both through enhanced design stand- results if we discover that those same BMPs simply
ards and techniques and updated regulations. BMP per- do not work.
formance monitoring can also provide information
regarding construction and maintenance practices that Summarymay have an effect on facility performance, which can
in turn lead to improved or new practices or equipment. ¯ To achieve comprehensive success in our stormwa-
In overview, BMP performance monitoring can be seen ter management efforts, it is vital that inspection,
as a means of achieving greater return on the time, maintenance, and monitoring be considered as
materials, and property invested now and in the future equal in importance to structural BMP planning, de-
in our stormwater management programs. And because sign, and maintenance.
these amounts are expected to grow considerably as we ¯ The neglect of BMP inspection and maintenance can
expand our programs to address more complex storm- actually result in worse environmental impacts to a
water problems, the importance of such improved re- community than the ones that the BMP was intended
turns will certainly increase, to prevent. This result can threaten the viability of the
In addition, BMP performance monitoring can also be entire stormwater management program.
seen as a way to help ensure overall program credibility ¯ BMP inspection and maintenance must be an officialand achieve stronger community acceptance. In recent
years, much attention has focused on the need to ex- component of a comprehensive stormwater manage-

pand traditional stormwater management programs be- ment program, w~ adequate staffing, equipment, and

yond structural measures to also include nonstructural funds.

measures in order to achieve more comprehensive re- ¯ Serf-evaluation and interaction with regulators, design-
suits. To do so, we must achieve greater community ers, constructors, and members of the commun~ are
involvement in our stormwater management efforts, vital to reducing overall maintenance needs, efforts, and
both through lifestyle changes (involving a wide scope costs.
of activities, from pet care to car washing to home
landscaping) and through participation in various non- ¯ BMP performance monitoring is increasingly impor-
structural stormwater programs (ranging from house- tant to the continued effectiveness and growth of
hold waste disposal to carpooling to resource stormwater management programs.
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Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in
Coastal Waters

Rod Frederick
Office of Water, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC

Abstract Specifying Management Measures for Soumes of Non-
point Pollution in Coastal Waters (1). The developmentThis paper describes the technology-based manage- process, including determination of program content, use

ment measures developed under Section 6217(g) of the of alternative management measures, and development
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments to con- of additional management measures to meet water qual-trol sources of nonpoint pollution in the coastal zone. ity standards, is described in a separate document (2) and
The implementation of state coastal nonpoint source is the subject of other papers. This paper focuses on thecontrol programs, including the development of enforce- development of the management measures and theirable policies and mechanisms, is the subject of other basis--the structural and nonstructural practices that
papers. The management measures, and the various can be used to cost-effectively control NPS pollution andpractices that can be implemented cost-effectively to achieve conformity with the management measures. Theachieve conformity with the management measures, are value of the management measures guidance as a com-
the subjects of this paper. The U.S. Environmental Pro- prehensive technical reference should not be underes-tection Agency document Guidance Specifying Man- timated because it was developed as guidance for
agement Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Poflution in coastal state programs; the management measures guid-
Coastal Waters (1) contains most technical information ance contains detailed information on the cost and effec-available on the effectiveness of practices to control tiveness of a wide variety of methodologies andnonpoint source pollutants and the costs of these prac- technologies that have proven effective in controllingrices. Nonpoint sources addressed in the document in- nonpoint sources of pollution in both coastal and non-clude agriculture, forestry, urban areas, marinas, and coastal areas.hydromodification (dams, shorelines, and channels).
Practices include nonstructural methods such as plan-
ning, pollution prevention, and source reduction alterna- Legislative Background
tives in addition to structural methods such as detention
ponds and composting facilities. A separate chapter of Congress enacted CZARA on November 5, 1990. A
the document contains information on the protection and major focus of this law is the control of NPS pollution to
restoration of wetlands with nonpoint source pollution avoid impacts on coastal waters. Congress showed
abatement functions and the use of vegetated treatment concern in section 6202(a) that growing populations in
systems in nonpoint source control programs, the coastal zone are endangering wetlands and marine

resources. Section 6217 addresses this concern by re-

Introduction quiring that each state with an approved coastal zone
management program develop a coastal NPS control

Section 6217 of the Cbastal Zone Reauthodzation Amend- program and submit it to NOAA and EPA for approval.
ments of 1990 (CZARA) requires the development of The purpose of the coastal NPS control program is to
coastal nonpoint source (NPS) control programs to protect develop and implement management measures for
and restore coastal waters. States with coastal zone man- NPS pollution to restore and protect coastal waters,
agement plans that the National Oceanic and Atmos- working closely with other state and local agencies.
pheric Administration (NOAA) has already approved will Simply stated, EPA develops the management meas-
develop the new NPS control programs by implement- ures and publishes them as guidance, and the states
ing management measures found in the U.S. Environ- develop and implement programs in conformity with the
mental Protection Agency (EPA) document Guidance management measures and program guidance.
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Section 6217(g) of CZARA defines management meas- useful. There are more alternative practices, better de-
ures as the best available controls that can be economi- scriptions,additionalsourcereductionandpollutionpre-
cally achieved to reduce pollutants from existing and vention programs, and examples of successful
new categories and classes of NPS pollution. The implementation of cost-effective practices under avari-
charge is clearly to develop technology-based controls ety of site conditions. Based on the favorable response
to reduce pollution from nonpoint sources. In addition, to date on the final management measures guidance,
Section 6217(b) of CZARA requires the implementation the guidance is a valuable technical reference for iden-
of additional water-quality-based management meas- tifying NPS problems and cost-effective solutions.
ures to protect impaired and critical coastal areas if
implementation of the measures developed under Sec- Description of the Final Management
tion 6217(g) is not effective at improving water quality. Measures Guidance

Guidance Development Problem Identification
To develop the guidance, EPA formed work groups Each chapter contains a discussion of NPS pollutants
composed of more than 250 people recognized as and problems as a rationale for the management meas-
knowledgeable in the control of NPS pollution. The ures and controls to be implemented as part of state
work groups corresponded to the six technical chap- coastal NPS control programs.
ters of the management measures guidance and were
cochaired by EPA staff and a combination of staff from Agricultural Runoff
NOAA, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

Coastal waters are affected by NPS pollution result-and the U.S. Forest Service. Other work group mem-
bers included staff from state agencies, interstate agen- ing from the erosion of crop land; from the manure

cies, research agencies, universities, and other federal and other wastes produced in confined animal facilities;

agencies including the Bureau of Land Management, from the application of nutrients, pesticides, and irriga-

Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of Engineers, tion water to crop land; and from physical disturbances

Federal Highway Administration, National Park Serv- caused by livestock and equipment, particularly in and
ice, and Geological Survey. along streambanks.

Work group members provided references, literature Urban Runoff
reviews, and advice as EPA worked with its own con-

Urbanization in the form of new development changestractors and experts to pull together, analyze, and sum-
the natural hydrology of an area and increases runoffmarize information on management practices and their

effectiveness. EPA released the proposed management volumes, erosion, sediment Ioadings to surface waters,

measures guidance in May 1991. EPA and NOAA also and Ioadings of sediment, nutrients, oxygen-demanding

published a proposed program implementation guid- substances, pathogens, metals, hydrocarbons, and
other pollutants. These changes and increases can im-ance in October 1991. pair water quality, alter habitats, close and destroy fish-

Input on the proposed management measures guid- eries and shellfish beds, and close recreational areas
ance was solicited from the public during a 7-month such as beaches. Decreases in base flows caused by
comment period. The major problems identified in the impervious areas can also adversely alter habitat and
public comments on the technical chapters were a impair water quality. Existing urban activities such as the
lack of cost information and a perceived "East Coast use of onsite disposal systems, improper disposal of
bias" in the practices identified. There were, however, household wastes, turf and lawn management, pets
many positive comments on the usefulness of the wastes, and road maintenance can also cause water
guidance as a compendium of structural and non- quality problems.
structural control alternatives for NPS pollution in all
areas of the country. Silvicultural (Forestry) Operations
The final management measures guidance was re- Forestry operations can degrade water quality in water
leased in January 1993. That document incorporated bodies receiving drainage from forest lands. Sediment
most suggested improvements and additional informa- concentrations can increase because of accelerated
tion received from the public comments, as well as 1) a erosion; water temperatures can increase because of
more thorough literature review; 2) additional focus on removal of the overstory riparian shade; slash and other
regional differences in climate, weather, and geomor- debris can deplete dissolved oxygen; and organic and
photogy; 3) additional cost information; and 4) informa- inorganic chemical concentrations can increase due to
tion on economic achievability. The final management harvesting and the use of fertilizers and pesticides. In-
measures guidance is more than twice the size of the creased stream flow can also result from the removal of
May 1991 proposed guidance and, hopefully, twice as trees and vegetation.
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Marinas and Recreational Boating provide more detail on what the measures mean. The
selection section provides the rationale used in select-Because marinas are located at the water’s edge, avariety ing the management measure. Usually, selection isof nonpoint effects are associated with poor flushing of based on widespread use of a management practice orboat basins, spills from refueling areas, bilge pumping, and
combination of practices that can be used to achieve thewastes produced by the cleaning and repair of boats.
management measure. The economic achievability of
the management measures was evaluated separatelyHydromodification
(3). If this evaluation affected the selection of a measure,

Hydromodification activities have been separated into the effect is described in the selection section.
three categories: Management practices are described in a separate
¯ Channe/ization and channe/modification frequently section under each management measure for illustra-

diminish the suitability of instream and streamside tive purposes. State programs do not have to specify
habitat for fish and wildlife, and alter instream pat- or require the implementation of any of these manage-
terns of water temperature and sediment transport, ment practices. EPA does expect, however, that one
Hardening of banks, in particular, can increase the or a combination of these practices appropriate to
speed of movement of NPS pollutants from the upper local conditions can be used to achieve conformity
reaches of watersheds into coastal waters, with the management measures. For example, the

management measure for runoff from new develop-
¯ Dams can affect the hydraulic regime, the quality of merit calls for 80 percent reduction in the average

surface waters, and the suitability of instream and annual total suspended solid (TSS) Ioadings. Several
streamside habitat for fish and wildlife, management practices such as sand filters or ex-

¯ Shore/ine and streambank erosion is a natural proc- tended detention wet ponds can be used to achieve
ess that can have either beneficial or adverse im- the required TSS removal. If local conditions are not
pacts on surface water quality and on the creation appropriate for one of those practices, however, a
and maintenance of coastal habitat. Eroded shoreline combination of vegetated filter strips, grass swales,
sediments help maintain beaches and replenish the wet ponds, or constructed wetlands could also be
substrate in tidal flats and wetlands. Excessively high used to achieve the measure. The costs and effective-
sediment loads, however, can smother submerged hess of the management practices are usually in-
aquatic vegetation, cover shellfish beds, fill in riffle cluded within the description of each practice or in a
pools, and contribute to increased levels of turbidity separate summary section at the end of each man-
and nutrients, agement measure chapter. An economic impacts

study (3) was prepared based on representative prac-
Wetlands and Vegetated Treatment Systems tices and combinations of practices and their costs.

Wetlands and riparian areas reduce NPS pollution by Management Measures by Chapterfiltering pollutants--especially sediment, nitrogen, and
phosphorus--from surface waters. Wetlands and ripar- Presented below are brief synopses of the major man-
ian areas can also attenuate flows from higher-than-av- agement measures presented in each of the technical
erage storm events, thereby protecting receiving waters chapters. The discussion below is not comprehensive,
from peak flow hydraulic impacts such as channel scour, and the management measures guidance should be
streambank erosion, and fluctuations in temperature, consulted to establish the exact requirements and appli-
Degraded wetlands lose this important set of NPS con- cability of the management measures.
trol functions. Also, degradation of wetlands and riparian
areas can cause these areas to become sources of Agriculture
nonpoint pollution because they will then deliver in-
creased amounts of sediment, nutrients, and other pol- ¯ Sediment and erosion contro/: Rely on USDA’s con-
lutants to adjoining water bodies, servation management system to promote practices

such as conservation tillage and strip-cropping.
Management Measures and Practices ¯ Anima/ faci/ities (/arge units): Contain runoff and ani-
The management measures are major subheadings within mal waste in storage structures.
each chapter. The coastal NPS control programs that ¯ AnJma/faci/ities (sinai/units): Use less-stringent re-
states are to develop must be in conformity with these quirements for economic reasons.measures. An applicability section for each measure con-
tains information on the activities and locations to which ¯ Nutrient management: Develop and implement corn-
each measure applies. A description section is included prehensive nutrient management plans that involve
for each measure to illustrate goals and objectives and fertilizer application rates, timing, and use efficiency.
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* Pesticide management: Evaluate the problem and * Roads, highways, andbridges:Site, construct, operate,
site, use integrated pest management (IPM) where and maintain roads, highways, and bridges properly.
possible, and apply pesticides properly and safely.

Marinas¯ Livestock grazing: Protect sensitive areas through ap-
propriate grazing management techniques (e.g., pro- * Marina siting and design:viding alternative water, salt, and shade sources away
from sensitive areas and providing livestock crossing - Allow for maximum flushing of the marina basin.

areas). - Perform water quality and habitat assessments to pro-
tect against adverse impacts on shellfish resources,¯ Irrigation: Optimize water use and use chemigation       wetlands, and submerged aquatic vegetation.

safely.
- Control stormwater runoff (additional controls exist

Forestry for hull maintenance areas).

¯ Preharvest planning: Consider the timing, location, ¯ Fueling station design: Design to allow for ease of

and design of harvest activities, cleanup, and develop spill contingency plans.

¯ Streamside management areas (SMAs): Establish ¯ Sewage facilities: Ensure availability of pumpouts and

SMAs to protect against soil disturbance and delivery pump stations, and develop maintenance procedures.

of sediment and nutrients from upslope activities; re- ¯ Operation and maintenance: Establish marina opera-
tain canopy species to moderate water temperature, tion and maintenance programs to control and to

¯ Road construction/reconstruction and road manage- provide for proper disposal of solid waste, fish waste,

merit: Reduce the generation and delivery of sediment, liquid materials, petroleum products, and boat clean-
ing byproducts.

¯ Timber harvesting: Protect waters during harvesting,
yarding, and hauling.                             ¯ Public education: Develop public education programs

for marina users.
¯ Site preparation and forest regeneration: Confine on-

site potential NPS pollution and erosion resulting Hydromodification
from these activities.

¯ Channe/ization and channel modification: Evaluate¯ Management of fire, chemicals, and forested wetland effects of new projects on physical and chemicalareas: Reduce NPS pollution of surface waters.
characteristics of surface waters and on instream and

¯ Revegetation of disturbed areas: Prevent sedimenta- riparian habitats
tion from harvest units or road systems.

¯ Dams: Control erosion/sediment and chemicals dur-
ing and after construction; develop and implement an

Urban operation and maintenance plan to protect surface
¯ Runoff control for new development: Reduce runoff lev- water quality and instream and riparian habitat.

els of TSS by 80 percent, and maintain natural hydrology. ¯ Eroding shorelines and streambanks: Stabilize stream-
¯ Watershed protection/site development: Use compre- banks and shorelines where erosion is a nonpoint prob-

hensive planning to protect areas that are ecologi- lem; vegetative methods are strongly preferred over
cally sensitive, provide water quality benefits, or are engineering structures where vegetation will be cost-
prone to erosion, effective. Protect streambanks and shorelines from ero-

sion from the use of the shore and adjacent waters.
¯ Construction erosion/sediment and chemical control:

Reduce construction-related erosion, retain sediment Wetlands, Riparian Areas, and Vegetated
onsite, and properly manage chemical use. Treatment Systems

¯ Runoff management for existing development: Iden-
tify and implement runoff quality controls as appro- ¯ Protection: Protect wetlands and riparian areas serv-

ing a NPS pollution abatement function to maintainpriate and feasible,
water quality benefits and ensure that they do not

¯ New and operating onsite disposal systems (OSDSs): become a source of nonpoint pollution.
Select, site, and operate OSDSs to reduce OSDS
impacts on coastal waters. ¯ Restoration: Promote the restoration of damaged

and destroyed wetlands and riparian systems
¯ Pollution prevention for urban areas:Target and imple- where they will have a significant NPS pollution

ment NPS reduction and public education programs, abatement function.
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¯ Vegetated treatment systems: Promote the use of ¯ Providing funds to help produce additional technical
constructed wetlands and filter strips where they guidance, including Urbanization and Water Quality,
will serve a significant NPS pollution abatement Watershed Protection Techniques, and Fundamen-
function, tals of Urban Runoff Management (6-8).

Next Steps ¯ Conducting workshops on such topics as stream res-
toration, NPS monitoring, and marina NPS controls.

1993 ¯ Developing educational curricula and sponsoring
train-the-teacher programs on runoff NPS pollution.

NOAA and EPA began meeting with states and other
interested parties to assist in program development and ¯ Developing an expert system for identifying and se-

determine their needs for future technical assistance, lectlng agricultural NPS controls.

Activities included:
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Biotechnical Streambank Protection

Don Roseboom, Jon Rodsater, Long Duong, Tom Hill, Rich Offenback,
Rick Johnson, John Beardsley, and Rob Hilsabeck

Illinois State Water Survey, Peoria, Illinois

Abstract In rural Illinois areas, bank erosion is not addressed
because of limited financial resources. In agriculturalStreams in areas of intense residential and commercial
states, U.S. Army Corp of Engineers district officesdevelopment have high rates of surface water runoff, so receive many requests for assistance on bank erosionbank erosion and downstream flooding become more protection. Within recent years, the need for bankcommon and severe. Throughout the greater Chicago erosion control has been coupled with the need forarea, this has resulted in destabilized streams lacking environmental protection of the stream habitat andhabitat for fish, wildlife, and people. The Illinois Environ-
riparian areas for wildlife and fisheries. Keeping costsmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Environmental low while considering various environmental issuesProtection Agency funded the urban stream restoration has made bank erosion control a difficult challenge forprojects on Glen Crest Stream and the Waukegan River. the Corps.During the spring and summer of 1992, stabilization

sites were completed on Glen Crest Stream, in Glen In Illinois, stream channel erosion increased when
Ellyn, and in Washington Park of the Waukegan Park prairies were converted to rowcrop agriculture and
District. The lunker technique was chosen for its low cost residential development, thereby increasing surface
of installation and ability to resist the high-velocity runoff water runoff rates. Man has become a dominant geo-
while increasing instream habitat for gamefish and the morphic factor in the watershed hydrology of both
stream side habitat for the urban population. At Glen rural and urban watersheds. In most urban and agri-
Ellyn, lunkers were constructed of recycled plastic lum- cultural areas, streams were channetized to move
ber for increased longevity. Low-cost vegetative stabili- floodwaters away from valued lands, to maximize the
zation incorporated an initial matrix of grasses and size and uniformity of land holdings, even to decrease
willows, plus rooted stock of redosier dogwood near the channel erosion (1). One result of increased water
water’s edge, followed by appropriate riparian trees on runoff rates and poorly designed channelization el-
the upper bank that the landowner chose. Both projects forts has been massive bank erosion in the floodplains
trained senior members and staff personnel of the park of Illinois streams.
district and the city in the application of lunkers and
vegetative stabilization. Watershed studies by the Illinois State Water Survey

have documented the channel erosion damages to
Introduction floodplain fields and the consequent increased sedi-

ment yield. Channel erosion contributed 40 to 60 per-
This paper describes methods of biotechnical stabiliza- cent of the sediment yield in two monitored Illinois
tion and instream habitat enhancement that have been watersheds (2). Within these watersheds, increased
field trialed in Illinois. These practices have been author- runoff rates and stream channelizations caused the
ized and funded by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, streambed to be downcut at first and then erode lat-
the Soil Conservation Service, the U.S. Environmental erally to regain a meander shape (Figure 4). This
Protection Agency, and all Illinois state agencies respon- process was hastened by channel incision into ex-
sible for stream modification permits. The following tremely unstable glacials and gravel deposits below
methods are described: willow post bank stabilization, an 8- to 20-ft layer of loess clays. The Crow Creek
lunker instream habitat enhancement with vegetative watershed study demonstrates both the bridge dam-
bank stabilization, and A-jack structural and vegetative ages from channel incision and the field damages
bank stabilization (Figures 1, 2, and 3). from bank erosion (3).
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Figure 4. Incision and recovery process. Vegetative bank sta-
bilization can be applied during the widening phase.

moving and hand labor often doubles installation
costs and installation times.

Figure 2. Lunker with riprap below baseflow stage. Rebar is
driven below bed scour depth. Willows and most woody riparian vegetation do not

naturally extend root systems very deeply below the
water table. The posts are implanted much deeper than

Willow Stakes native seedlings would grow. Lateral root growth rapidly
binds adjacent posts together in the bank soil. Lateral

~
branch growth also interlocks adjacent posts to slow
flow velocity near the bank.

The willow post method was mentioned by Scheichtl (4)
as a method of ravine stabilization in Germany during

A-Jacks ~j~ the 1800s. Both the Corps of Engineers and the Soil

~
Graded Slope Conservation Service used large willow poles in the

Cobblestones 1930s (6, 7). In most cases, the posts or poles were
laid as a layer along the sloped bank. York (8) placed
willow posts in vertical holes to protect the base of
levees in Arizona.

Figure 3. A-jack bank structures. Willows are cut into 10- to 14-ft posts when the leaves
have fallen and the tree is dormant. At this time, growth

Willow Post Bank Stabilization hormones and carbohydrates are stored in the root
system and lower trunk. Dense stands of 4- to 6-year-
old willows make the best harvesting areas. These

The willow post method differs from most European stands are commonly found on the stream deltas in
bioengineering techniques (4, 5) in that individual wil- lakes or in old stream channel cutoffs. The willow posts
tows are positioned vertically below the depth of are 4 to. 6 in. in diameter and may be stored up to 1channel scour. Most biotechnical bank stabilization month if kept wet.techniques have used vegetation with a riprap men-
tality. Layers of horizontally bundled woody vegetation The eroding streambank is shaped to a 1:1 slope with
are entrenched in the bed and bank. This type of earth the spoil placed in a 6-in. deep layer along the top of the
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bank. In major erosion sites, post holes are formed in downstream? (If the channel is wider at the erosion
the bed and bank so that the end of the post is 2 ft below site, vegetation will not choke the stream channel
maximum streambed scour. The posts are placed 4 ft and cause other erosion problems.)
apart in rows up the streambank. The posts in one row

7. Do you have a source of large willows close toare offset from the posts in adjacent rows.
the site? (Your costs are small when the willows

While the steel ram and excavator is more efficient at are close.)
depths of 6 ft in clay soils, a hydraulic auger and exca-

8. Will the site be wet during dry summers? (Willowvator unit forms deeper and longer lasting holes in
stony or sand streambeds. Large stone layers of posts require a lot of water while the roots are

streambed material cause damage to the excavator regrowing; willow posts should only extend 1 to 2 ft

when the steel ram is used. In fine sand layers, ram aboveground in dry sites.)

holes collapse before the post reaches the bottom of 9. Can you keep cattle away from the posts during the
the holes. In highly fluid sands, even auger holes fill but first summer? (Willows must be able to produce
the post can be pushed deeper with the bucket or leaves for photosynthesis and regrowth.)
boom. In streams with sand or gravel beds, the hydrau-
lic auger places posts 9 to 11 ft deep in the bed. Almost 10. Have debris jams forced floodwater into the eroding

bank? (Large debris jams must be removed ac-all contractors in Illinois currently use an excavator and
hydraulic auger unit. cording to guidelines established by the American

Fisheries Society (9).)
In larger streams with noncohesive sand banks, large

The willow post method of bank stabilization is the lowestcedar trees are cabled to the willow posts along the toe
cost bank stabilization method that provides both wildlifeof the bank. The cedars not only reduce bank scour
and fisheries benefits. This method has received wide-while root systems are growing but also retain moisture

during drought periods. In larger streams, such as Illi- spread support by both the agricultural and environmental
communities: Farm Bureau, soil and water conservationnois’s only designated scenic river, the Middle Fork,

large rounded boulders were used as additional bank districts, American Fisheries Society, and Nature Conser-
protection with the willow posts, vancy. The willows serve only as a pioneer plant on the

disturbed soils. Succession to wooded or grass banks is
In Illinois, the contractor slopes 15-ft banks on a 1:1 speeded by additional trees or grass plantings with active
grade for 80 cents per linear foot. Each post hole is site management if the landowner desires.
augered 10 ft deep for $2.90. Each willow post costs $1
to $2. With a five-man crew at $10.00 per hour per man, Lunker Instream Habitat Structures
bank sites are estimated to cost between $5 and $8 per
linear foot. Lunkers are constructed of 2-in. oak planks (10). The

planks form upper and bottom layers so that the inte-
Bank Erosion Site Assessment rior is open to water flow at both ends and on the

stream side of the structure (Figure 2). A series of
The following questions should be asked when deter- lunkers are placed along the base of the eroding bank.
mining the applicability of willow bank post stabilization: When necessary, the lunkers are placed into an exca-

vated trench, especially on the upper and lower ends1. Does sunlight fall directly on the eroding bank?
(Willows must have sun.) of the sites. Each lunker is held with nine lengths of

rebar, which are driven 5 ft into the streambed. In the
2. Is bedrock close to the surface? (Streambed mate- Illinois adaptation, riprap was placed only on lunkers

rial should be 4 ft deep; check with a tile probe.) behind the blocking log.

3. Are lenses of fine sand exposed in the eroding bank?. In rural areas and in state parks, the bank above the
lunkers was stabilized with willow posts. The bank was4. Is the stream channel stable upstream of the ero-

sion site? (If the stream cuts behind the upper end steeply sloped to keep the lunkers scoured (11) and to

of willow posts, the entire bank will erode.) prevent silt deposition in the lunkers. In Court Creek, the
upper bank was seeded with prairie grasses. During the

5. How deep is the stream along the eroding bank? second year, the posts were cut down so that only a
(Willow posts must be 2 ft deeper than the deepest narrow fringe of willow grew along the water’s edge. By
water or the posts will be undercut below the root the third year, with active burn management, the prairie
zone. The length of the willow posts depends on the grasses had become established.
water depth. In sand or cobble streams, a hydraulic

At Franklin Creek State Park, the banks were seededauger forms a deeper and more stable hole.)
with cool season grasses because the erosion site was

6. How wide is the stream channel at the erosion sites located beside the equestrian corral. Once again, the
compared with stable channels upstream and willow posts were to be cut during the second year. A
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large population of protected beavers sped up the These Urban sites were only 1 year old at the time this
postcutting schedule. A spray of Ropel, an unpleasant- paper was presented, but the Chicago area had just
tasting liquid, mixed with a tackifer (to decrease water undergone an extremely wet fall and spring. Two fall
solubility) gave protection until the grasses became es- floods and three spring floods did not damage the urban
tablished. When Ropel applications were discontinued, lunkers sites.
the large posts were quickly cut down. Even with heavy
browsing, however, the willow stubs regrew branches A-Jack Structures With Willow and
because the root systems were not damaged. Dogwood Bank Revegetation
While the cool season grasses became established A-jacks look like small versions of the World War II tankmore quickly than the prairie grasses, the root systems traps (see Figure 3). The A-jacks can be placed so thatof cool season grasses are shallow and therefore more each A-jack will interlock within each row and with A-susceptible to scour during high velocity flows. While jacks in adjacent rows. The !owest rows of A-jacks aredamages have been minor after 4 years, two 9 ft2 areas trenched along the base of the eroding bank, with thewere seeded with grasses and 18-in. willow cuttings in excavated sediment placed along the top of the bank. InApril 1993. Adult smallmouth bass populations in- the Glen Crest Stream and the Waukogan River, 2-ftcreased over 50 percent. Of more importance to stream diameter A-jacks were used.bass populations, the yearling bass survival increased
300 percent at the lunker site (12). Fibredam, a geotechnical fabric that locks the curled

wood fibers in excelsior blankets, was placed betweenCosts of lunker installation were $25 to $35 per linear the rows of A-jacks and the bank soils to reduce soilfoot, with prairie grass seeding and maintenance ac-
movement through the A-jacks. Fibredam is easily torncounting for higher costs at the Court Creek site. Labor apart and molded into crevices between A-jacks.was 45 percent of costs, contractual equipment was 30

percent, and materials were 25 percent. A 300-ft site is Willow cuttings were driven into the streambed between
estimated to cost $8,000 to $10,000. A-jacks and behind the last interior rows of A-jacks. The

fluid sediment was placed on the rows and allowed to
Urban Lunkers fill the interior spaces. The vertical streambank was then

sloped over the A-jacks.In northeastern Illinois near Chicago, urban streams
respond quickly to rainfall events so that floods are This structure ran $45 to $50 per linear foot of bank
extremely erosive. Damage to homes and the higher when composed of two base rows and one upper row.
cost of lands allow more intensive stream management. The cost of materials was $25 per foot. Ease of handling
Often this has led to concrete or heavily riprapped and suitability for transport by small marsh vehicles are
stream channels with acute environmental damages, advantages of this system. Each A-jack is composed of
While necessary in some urban settings, the value of two halves that lie flat on pallets during transport.
residential homes and parks can be increased if stream A-jacks are assembled at the bank site.
channel stabilization can be made more environmentally
sensitive. In the smaller stream, the lunkers were con- When the willows and dogwood are fully grown, root
structed from recycled plastic lumber so that lunkers systems lock the entire structure together while giving a
would not dry rot during Iowflow drought periods. In natural appearance to the streambank. Small stone is

added to A-jack rows near the waterline to give a morelarger stream segments, deeper pools allowed the use
of wooden lunkers, natural appearance.

In urban streams, the higher cost of materials, the higher References
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The Use of Wetlands for Stormwater Pollution Control

Eric W. Strecker
Woodward-Clyde Consultants, Portland, Oregon

Abstract long been used for the treatment of wastewaters from
municipal, industrial, and agricultural sources (1). The U.S.

This paper presents the results of a literature review that Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) encourages the
summarizes the current state of knowledge regarding use of constructed wetlands for water pollution control
the use of wetlands for stormwater pollution control. The through the innovative and alternative technology provi-
paper reviews the primary removal mechanisms in wet- sions of the construction grants program (2).
lands, including sedimentation, adsorption, precipitation
and dissolution, filtration, biochemical interactions, vola- The purpose of this paper is to assist EPA, state, and
tilization and aerosol formation, and infiltration. The re- local technical personnel in assessing the capabilities
suits from 26 wetlands are reviewed and contrasted and limitations of using wetlands as a control measure
regarding their ability to remove pollutants from storm- to reduce the environmental impacts of stormwater pol-
water. The systems range from salt marshes to high- lution on downstream water bodies. The paper summa-
elevation riverine wetlands. The study sites are rizes a report prepared for EPAby Streckeret al. (3) that
reviewed in relation to the type of wetlands system, reviewed published literature and documented reports
including design features and upstream watershed on aspects of stormwater wetland design, operation,
characteristics. The wetlands receive stormwater from and performance. An appendix that accompanied the
different land uses, including residential, commercial, published report included a one- to six-page summary
highway, golf courses, and open. The observed pollut- of each pertinent study reviewed for the report. The
ant removal efficiencies are quite variable but generally summaries covered influent and effluent water quality,
show good removals of phosphorus (median of 46 per- the effectiveness of the system, flows and volumes,
cent average removal) and the heavy metals cadmium, wetland and watershed areas, and the biological char-
copper, lead, and zinc (median of 70, 40, 83, and 42 acteristics of the system.
percent average removal, respectively) from stormwa- Table 1 presents a list of selected reports with which
ter. Constructed wetlands generally perform better and researchers have documented the ability of wetland sys-
with greater consistency. In general, larger wetlands tems to remove pollutants from stormwater. The table
perform better than their watershed areas as well. Nev- includes some general characteristics of the wetland sys-
ertheless, some carefully planned constructed systems tems. Figure 1 shows the wetlands’ geographic locations.
with a small area performed quite well compared with The wetlands differed widely in location and wetland type
their watershed areas. Because there is little information (e.g., Florida’s southern swamplands, Minnesota’s north-
on noted impacts to biota, these are just briefly re- ern peatlands, California’s brackish marshiands, and
viewed. Finally, the paper suggests collecting additional Puget Sound’s palustrine wetlands). Each of these Ioca-
information in new studies. This would make compari- tions differs in climate, vegetation, and soil types.
sons among different sites more useful in assessing the
factors that affect the abilities of constructed wetlands Wetland Stormwater Pollutant Removalto remove pollutants from stormwater. Mechanisms

Wetlands can combine various actions to remove pol-Introduction                                   lutants from stormwater:

Constructed wetlands are receiving increasing attention ¯ Incorporation into or attachment to wetland sediments
as attractive systems for removing pollutants from storm- or biota.water runoff. Other potential benefits that such systems
provide include flood control and habitat. Wetlands have ¯ Degradation.
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Table 1. Literature Researched To Investigate Performance Characteristics of Wetlands

Study/ Year of Detention Constructed/ Wetland
Reference Publication Location Name/I.D. Pond/Wetland Natural Classification

Ma~n and 1986 Orange County, FL Orange County Detention Constructed Hardwood
Smoot (4) Treatment pond and cypress dome

System wetiand

Harper 1986 FL Hidden Lake Wetland Natural Hardwood
et al. (5) swampland

Reddy 1982 Orange County, FL Lake Apopka Wetland Constructed Cattail marsh
et al. (6)

Blackburn 1986 Palm Beach, FL Palm Beach Wetland Constructed Southern
et al. (7) PGA Treatment and natural marshland

System

Esry and 1988 Tallahassee, FL Jackson Lake Detention Constructed Southern
Cairns (8) pond and marshland

wetland

Brown, R. 1985 Twin Cities Metro Twin Cities Metro Wetlands Natural and Northern
(9) Area, MN constructed peat/and

Wotzka 1988 Roseville, MN McCarrons Detention Constructed Cattail marsh
and Treatment pond and
Oberts (10) System wetland

Hickok 1977 MN Wayzata Wetland Natural Northern
et al. (11 ) peatland

Barten (12) 1987 Waseca, MN Clear Lake Wetland Constructed Cattail marsh

Meiorin 1986 Fremont, CA OUST Marsh Wetland Constructed Brackish
(13) marsh

Mords 1981 Tahoe Basin, CA. Tahoe Basin Wetland Natural High
et al. (14) Meadowland elevation

dverine

Scherger 1982 Ann Arbor, MI Pittsfield-Ann Detention Constructed Northern
and Davis Arbor Swift Run pond and and natural peat]and
(15) wetland

ABAG (16) 1979 Palo Alto, CA Palo Alto Marsh Wetland Natural Brackish
marsh

Jolly (! 7) 1990 St. Agatha, ME Long Lake . Detention Constructed Cattail marsh
Wetland-Pond pond and
Treatment wetland
System

Oberts 1989 Ramsey-Washington Tanners Lake, Detention Constructed Cattail marsh
et al. (18) Metro Area, MN McKnight Lake, . pond and

Lake Ridge, and wetland
Carver Ravine

Reinelt 1990 King County, WA B31 and PC12 Wetland Natural Palustrine
and
Homer
(19, 20)

Rushton 1990 Tampa, FL Tampa Office Wetland Constructed Cattail marsh
and Dye Pond
(21)

Hey and 1991 Wadsworth, IL Des Plaines Wetland Constructed Freshwater
Barrett (22) River Wetland rtverine

Demonstration
Project
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Figure 1. Location of wetlands researched for their ability to treat stormwater runoff.

¯ Export of pollutants to the atmosphere or ground adsorbed, has been documented as the primary re-
water, moval mechanism in wetlands by many study authors,

including Martin and Smoot (4) and Oberts (23). The
Both physical and chemical pollutant removal mecha- most significant factors affecting settling of suspended
nisms probably occur in wetlands. These mechanisms material pertain to the hydraulic characteristics of the
include sedimentation, adsorption, precipitation and dis- wetland system, including the detention time, inlet-outlet
solution, filtration, biochemical interactions, volatiliza- conditions, turbulence, and depth. The opposite of sedi-
tion and aerosol formation, and infiltration. Because of mentation is flotation. Ftoatable pollutants such as oil
the many interactions between the physical, chemical, and grease, litter, and other pollutants can accumulate
and biological processes in wetlands, these mecha- in the surface microlayer. These pollutants can be re-
nisms are generally not independent. Sedimentation is moved by adsorption.
usually the most dominant removal mechanism. The
large variation in wetland characteristics (e.g., hydrol-
ogy, biota) may cause the dominant removal mecha- Adsorption

nisms to vary from wetland to wetland. Variations in Adsorption of pollutants onto the surfaces of sus-
wetland characteristics can also help explain why wet- pended particulates, sediments, vegetation, and organic
lands differ so widely in their pollutant removal efficien- matter is a principal mechanism for removing dissolved
cies. Following is a bdef description of the principal or floatable pollutants. The literature suggests that these
removal mechanisms, processes remove pollutants such as phosphorus, dis-

solved metals, and other adsorbents (including colloidal
Sedimentation pollutants) (5, 11, 16). Adsorption occurs through three

main processes:
Sedimentation is a solid-liquid separation process using
gravitational settling to remove suspended solids. It is ¯ Electrostatic attractions.
considered the predominant mechanism for the removal ¯ Physical attractions (e.g., Van der Waals forces and
of many pollutants from the water column in wetland and hydrogen bonding).other flow detention systems. Sedimentation of sus-
pended material, along with pollutants that are highly ¯ Reactions.
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The rates by which these processes occur are thought wind speed, subsurface agitation, and surface films can
to be inversely related to the particle size and directly affect the rate of volatilization. Surface films may act as
related to the organic content of the particles in the wetland a barrier for the volatilization of some substances.
soils (5). Increasing the contact of stormwater with the Alternatively, evaporation may be a key mechanism for
underlying soils and organic matter can enhance adsorp- exporting substances such as chlorinated hydrocar-
tion processes. In addition, high residence times, shal- bons or oils, which are often found in the surface films
low water depths, and even distribution of influent of water bodies receiving urban stormwater runoff (26).
enhance the interactions of water with soil and plant Aerosol formation may play only a minor role in remov-
substances, thereby increasing the adsorption potential, ing pollutants in wetlands and occurs only during strong

winds (26).
Precipitation and Dissolution

Many ionic species (e.g., metals) dissolve or precipitate Infiltration
in response to changes in the solution chemistry of the

For wetlands with underlying permeable soils, infiltrationwetland environment. Metals such as cadmium, copper,
can remove pollutants. Stormwater percolates throughlead, mercury, silver, and zinc can form insoluble sul-
the soil, eventually reaching ground water. Passagetides under the reduced conditions commonly found in

wetlands (24). Decaying organic matter releases fulvic through the soil matrix can provide physical, chemical,
and biological treatment depending on the matrix thick-and humic acids that can form complexes with metal

ions. In addition, decreased pH can promote the disso- ness, particle size, degree of saturation, and organic
content. Infiltration is also dependent on the ground-lution of metals, thereby making them available for

bonding to inorganic and organic molecules (25). water level at a site. In some instances, seasonal
fluctuations in ground-water levels may cause some

Filtration wetlands to discharge ground water during part of the
year and recharge to ground water during other times of

Filtration occurs in most wetlands simply because vege- the year. The potential of pollutants to migrate to ground
tation acts like a sieve to remove pollutants and sedi- water depends highly on the type of pollutant, the soil
ments from the water column. Dense vegetation can be type and properties, the hydrology, and the charac-
very effective at removing floatables (including oil and teristics of the aquifer. Contamination of unconfined
grease) and litter from stormwater. Filtration can also aquifers by stormwater is likely to be more significant
take place in the soil matrix when infiltration occurs, from upland infiltration than from recharge through wet-
Brown (9) and Wotzka and Oberts (10) also noted that lands because of the high filtering action of typical wet-
increased density of vegetation slows the velocity and land soils (27).
wave action, thereby allowing increased settling of sus-
pended material. Wetland Stormwater Pollutant Removal
Biochemical Interactions

Efficiencies

Vegetative systems possess a variety of biochemical Only a limited number of studies have investigated the
effectiveness of wetlands to treat stormwater runoff (Fig-interaction processes that can remove nutrients and ure 1), and those have primarily focused on a few geo-other material from the water column. In general, these graphical locations (e.g., Florida, Minnesota, andprocesses are: California). The studies that this paper summarizes rep-

¯ High plant productivity and associated nutdent uptake resent a wide diversibj of wetland types, ranging from
southern cypress swamplands and northern peatlands¯ Decomposition of organic matter to brackish marshlands and high-elevation meadow-

¯ Adsorption lands. This section presents a discussion of wetland
stormwater pollutant removal efficiencies found in the

¯ Bacterially aerobic or anaerobic mediated processesliterature.
Through interactions with the soil, water, and air, plants
can increase the assimilation of pollutants within a wet- Table 2 summarizes reported removal efficiencies for

land system. Plants provide surfaces for bacterial total suspended solids (TSS) and selected nutrients and

growth and adsorption, filtration, nutrient assimilation, metals. The broad ranges of pollutant removal efficien-
cies were not surprising because wetlands vary in theirand the uptake of heavy metals (26).
hydraulic conditions, climate, and vegetation, and be-

Volatilization andAero$01Formation cause the studies employed various monitoring and
reporting procedures. Figure 2 presents histograms of

Volatilization (or evaporation) can remove volatile pollutant removal efficiencies reported for TSS, total
pollutants from wetlands. Air and water temperature, phosphorus (TP), ammonia (NH3), and lead (Pb).
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Table 2. Average Removal Efficiencles for Total Suspended Solids and Nutrients in Wetlands Reported in the Literature

Pollutant Removal Efficiency (Percent)a            Lead              Zinc             Copper          Chromium

Dis.
Study System Name System l~pe TSS NH3 NO3 TP P COD BOD Total Dissolved Total Dissolved Total Dissolved Total Dissolved

Madin and Orange County Delention 65 60 -17, 33 76 7 39 29 15 -17
Smoot (4) Treatment pond"

System Wetland* 66 54 40 17 -30 18 73 54 56 75

Entire syslem 89 61 9 43 21 17 83 70 70 65

Haq)er       Hidden Lake     Wetland        83    62    80    7                 81    55      56      41       57      40      29      73      75
et al. (5)

Reddy Lake Apopke Reservoirs 57.5 68.1 60.9 75.1
et al. (6) Flooded fields 51.9 64.2 7.3 16.7

Blackburn Palm Beach System 50 17 33 62 35
el al. (7) PGA Treatment

System

Esqt and Jackson Lake System 96 37 70 90 78
Cairns (8)

Brown (9) Fish Lake Wetland/pond 95 0 37 28
Lake Elmo Wetland 88 50 27 25
Lake Riley Wetland -20 25 -43 -30
Spdng Lake Wetland -300 -86 -7 -10

Wotzka McCarrons Detention 91 60 78 57 90 85
and Obeds Wetland pond*
(10) Treatment Wetland* 87 22 36 25 79 68

System System 94 63 78 53 93 90

Hickock et Wayzala Wetland 94 -44 78 94 82 80
al. ( 11 ) Wetland

Barlen (12) Clear Lake Wetland 76 55 54 40

Meio~n (13) DUST Marsh
Basin A Wetland* 63 -8 32 46 -25 30 42 -20 55

Basin B Wetland" 40 -5 2 -4 -46 27 24 -60 47

Basin C Wetland 51 18 12 36 -18 83 -29 17 13

System Wetland" 76 16 29 58 -57 88 42 -19 66

Morns el Angora Creek Welland 54 20 50 5
al. (14) Tallac Creek Wetland 36 33 35 -120



Table 2. Average Removal Efficiencies for Total Suspended Solids and Nutrients in Wetlands Reported in the Literature (continued)

Pollutanl Removal Efficiency (Percent)a Lead Zinc Copper Chromium
Dis.Study System Name System "l~/pe TSS NH3 NO3 TP P COD BOD Total Dissolved Total Dissolved Total Dissolved Total Dissolved

Scherger Pilts~ield-Ann Detention 39 23 61and Davis Arbor Swift Run pond"
(15) Welland 76 49 83

ABAG (16) Palo Allo Marsh Wetland 87 -6 54

Jolly (17) Long Lake Enlire syslem 95 92Welland-
Pond
Treatment
Syslem

Oberts el Tanners Lake Detention 63 1 7 -14 59al. (18) pond"
McKnighl Lake Detention 85 11 34 12 63ponds"
Lake Ridge Wetland 85 17 37 8 52

~ Can~er Ravine Wetland-pond 20 9 1 1 6--" system

Reinell and B31 Welland 14 4 -2Homer (19, PC12 Welland 56 202O) -2

Rushton Tampa Office Wetland 64 55 34and Dye Pond
(21)

Hey and Des Plaines
Barrett (22) River Wetland

EWA 3 Welland 72 70 59
EWA 4 Wetland 76 42 55
EWA 5 Welland 89 70 69
EWA 6 Welland 98 95 97

Median pollutanl efficiency for welland systems 76 33 46 46 23 55 45 83 63 42 61 40 29~ (wilhoul ") 70 75
0 aNegalive removal elliciencies indicate net export in pollutant loads.
t, Jt COD = chemical oxygen demand
~ BOD = biochemical oxygen demand



(a) Measured TSS Removal by Indicated Wetland (�) Measured NH3 Removal by Indicated Wetland
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(b) Measured TP Removal by Indicated We~and                  (d) Measured Pb Removal by Indicated Wetland
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Note: No bar indicatas thal ~e removal estimates were not repo~ for this parameter at the indicated we~and.

Figure 2. Pollu~nt rem~al rate~ for a) TSS, b) TP, ¢) NH~, and d) Pb.

Despite the variabili~ obsewed in pollutant removal Probable Causes of Variatlons and
efficiencies, some similarities exist among the wetlands. Dissimilarities of RepoSed Wetland
The following obsewations can be made: Pollutant Removal Effectiveness

= Suspend~ solids and total lead (TPb), follow~ by In addition to the efficiencies that the authors tabulated,
total zinc and chromium, show the greatest consis- several repots presented conclusions to help explain
tency with pollutant removal efficiencies, the effectiveness of wetland treatment and variations.

Hydrology is repo~edly the most critical parameter
= Suspended solid removal efficiencies tend to be more influencing wetland performance. Variations in local

consistent and larger in construct~ wetlands than in hydrol~y, detention times, rates of runoff, water level
natural systems, This is like~ due to the design and flu~uations, and seasonali~ all repo~ly affect the
management of the construct~ systems,

fu~ of wetlands and thus their eff~veness at

= In some cases, concentrations of dissolved Pb, zinc, re~wng pollutants (25). Table 3 presents geographic,

and copper appear to be r~uc~ significantly, hydrol~ic, and hydraulic characteristics for each of the
wetlands reviewed.

* Nutrient removal efficiencies va~ widely among wet-
lands. The variations appear to be a function of the The size and volume of a wetland system can greatly

season, v~etation ~pe, and wetland systems man- aff~t both the actual removal efficiencies and the abili~
agement methods, to es~mate the~ e~ciencies. EPA (26) re~ d~cul~es

in estimating pollutant removal efficiencies due to the
~ Total phosphorus and nitrate show the greatest con- volume of the wetland basin. The volume of the Dem-

sisten~ for nutrient removal efficiencies. Total phos- onstration Urban Stormwater Treatment (DUST) marsh
phorus removal efficiencies tend to be more variable is l~ge enough that ~e ~t ~c~ ~ns ~ver~
for the natural wetlands and less variable for deten- storms; therefore, no one storm provid~ a complete
tion basins and constructed wetlands, picture of pollutant efficiencies. The DUST marsh accu-
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Table 3. Wetland Geographic and Hydraulic Characteristics
% Wetland Watershed Wetland/ Average Basin

System Watershed Land System Constructed/ Size Size Watershed Flows Volume Detention Depth Inlet

Study Name Land Use Use Type Natural (acres) (acres) Ratio (it31sec) (acre-ft) Time (hr) (It) Condition Comments

Madin and Orange Residential 33 Detention Constructed 0.2 41.6 0.5% 2.5 1.2-1.9 7.5 8-11 Discrete a

Smoot (4) County pond
Treaiment Highway 27 Wetland Constructed 0.78 NA 1.9% NA 0.5-2.8 8 0-5 Discrete

System Forest 40 System Constructed 0.98 2.4%

Haq:)er    Hidden Lake Residenlial NA Wetland Natural 2.5 55.2 4.5% 0.22 NA NA NA Diffuse D

et al. (5)

Reddy et Lake Apopka Agriculture 100 Reservoirs Constructed 0.9 NA NA 0.56 2.6 9.4 days 3.3 Diffuse c

al. (6) Flooded Constructed 0.9 NA NA 0.23 0.6 4.8 days 0.7 Diffuse

Ileitis

Blackbume Palm Beach Residential NA Wetland Constructed 89 2,350 3.8% NA NA NA NA Diffuse c

et al. (7) PGA Golf course NA Wetland Constructed 296 2,350 12.6% NA NA NA NA Diffuse d

Trealment ÷ natural
System

Esry and Jackson Urban NA Delenlion Constructed 20 2,230 0.9% NA 150 NA 7.5 Diffuse c

Cairns (8) Lake pond
NA Wetland Constructed 9 2,230 0.4% NA 13.5 NA 1.5 Diffuse

Brown (9) Fish Lake Residenlial 30 Wetland Natural 16 700 2.3% 0.001- 64 NA 4 Discrele e
0.01

Commercial 5 f
Agricultural 12
Open 53

Lake Elmo Residential 12 Wetland Natural 225 2,060 10.9% 0.001 - 900 NA 4 Discrete g
0.65

Commercial 1
Agricultural 34
Open 53

Lake Riley Residential 13 Wetland Natural 77 2,475 3.1% 0.004- 231 NA 3 Discrele
1.35

Commercial 2

;0 Agricultural 30
O Open 55

~ Spnng Lake Residential 5 Wetland Constructed 64 5,570 1.1% 0.008-4 256 NA 4 Discrete

~ Commercial 1
Agricultural 57
Open 37



Table 3. Wetland Geographic and Hydraulic Characteristics (continued)

% Wetland Watershed Wetland/ Average Basin
System Watershed Land System Constructed/ Size Size Watershed Flows Volume Detention Depth Inlet

Study Name Land Use Use l~/pe Natural (acres) (acres) Ratio (ft31sec) (acre-ft) Time (hr) (ft) Condition Comments

Wolzka McCarrons Urban NA Detention Constructed 29.7 600 5.0% 0.05-0.2 2.3-9.7 24 days 2.5 Diffuse h
and Wetland pond
Obe~ls Trealmenl Wetland Conslrucled 6.2 600 1.0%
(10) System

System Conslrucled 35.9 6.0%

Hickok el Wayzata Residenlial NA Wetland Nalural 7.6 65.1 11.7% 0.08 NA NA NA Discrele
al. (11) Wetland Commercial

Batten Clear Lake Urban NA Welland Conslructed 52.9 1,070 4.9% 1.5 10 3-5 days 0.5 Diffuse
(12)

Meionn DUST Marsh Urban 93 Wetland: 10-250 150 4-40 days 4.7 Diffuse
(13) Agricultural 7 A Construcled 5 -- --

B Construcled 6 -- --
C Constructed 21 2,960 0.7%
Syslem Constructed 32 2,960 1.1 %

~ Morris el Angora Creek ResidenlJal NA Welland Nalural NA 2,816 NA 8.46 NA NA NA Diffuse k
-,,j al. (14) Foresl NA

Tallac Creek NA NA Welland Nalural NA 2,781 NA 8.68 NA NA NA Diffuse

Scherger Pitlslield-Ann FlesidenlJal 45 Delenlion Conslrucled 25.3 4,872 0.5% 0-2,916 21-176 4-105 0-6 Discrele f
and Davis AVoor Swilt pond
(15) Run Commercial 19 Welland Natural 25.5 1,207 2.1% 0-166 15-60 12-82 0-3 Discrete

Agriculture 13
Open 23

ABAG (16) Palo AIIo Residenlial 62 Welland Natural 613 17,600 3.5% 150-320 400-750 30 1-6 Discrete I
Marsh Commercial 12 m

Open 26

Jolly (17) Long lake Agricullure 100 Wetland/ Conslrucled 1.5 18 8.3% 0.01 1.5 NA 0.5-8 Diffuse n
Welland-Pond pond
Treatment
System

O Obeds el Tanners Residenli~l NA Pond Conslrucled 0.07 1,134 Neg. NA 0.1 NA 3.0 Discrele o
-,~ al. (18) Lake

f,O McKnighl Residenlial NA Pond Conslrucled 5.53 5,217 0.1% NA 13.2 NA 4.9 Discrele
¯ 1~ Lake

Lake Fhdge Residenlial NA Welland Construcled 0.94 531 0.2% NA 2.0 NA 4.8 Discrete



Table 3. Wetland Geographic and Hydraulic Characteristics (continued)

% Wetland Watershed Wetland/ Average Basin
System Watershed Land System Constructed/ Size Size Watershed Flows Volume Detention Depth Inlet

Study Name Land Use Use Type Natural (acres) (acres) Ratio (ft3/sec) (acre-H) Time (hr) (ft) Condition Comments

Carver Residential NA Wetland/ Constructed 0.37 170 0.2% NA 1.0 NA 2.0 Discrete
Ravine pond

Reinelt B31 Urban NA Wetland Natural 4.9 461.7 t .1% 1.5 0.03- 3.3 NA Discrete p
and 0.43
Homer PC12 Rural NA Wetland Natural 3,7 214.8 1.7% 0.7 0.05-0.60 2.0 NA Discrele q
(19, 20)

Rushlon Tampa Commercial 100 Wetland Constructed 0.35 6.3 5.6% NA 0.32 NA 0-1.5 Discrete r
and Dye Office Pond
(21)

Hey and Des Plaines Agriculture 80 Wetland:
Barrett River Wetland Urban 20 3 Construcled 5.6 -- -- 5 NA NA 1 Discrete s
(22) Demonstration 4 Constructed 5.6 -- -- 0.6 NA NA 1 Discrete

Project
5          Constructed 4.5       --        --         4        NA        NA        1       Discrete
6 Constructed 8.3 -- -- 1 NA NA 1 Discrete

NA = Nol available
¯ "~ System = summary information

a Shorl-circuiling was observed during several storms.
b The wetland is not a basin but similar to a grassy swale.
c Design configuration suggests little shod-circuiting occurred.
d Generally sheet flow exisls wilhin the artificial wetland.
e The major influent to these natural wetlands is discrete channelized flow.
f The schematic suggests large areas of dead storage exist.
g Short-circuiting was not discussed by Ihe author.
h Three discrete inlels help to minimize shod-circuiling and dissipate surface water energy.
i Design configuration suggesls minimal short-circuiting existed regardless of a single discrete inlet.
j Design conliguralion suggests little short-circuiting occurred due to long and narrow wetland basins.
k Flow occurs as channelized flow until the storm volume is large enough Io Iorce sheet flow through lhe meadowlands.
I Waler level and volume are controlled by the tidal cycle.
m Channelized flow exists unlil the tide increases, causing Ihe surrounding marsh to become inundated.

~;0 n Entire system consisls of a sedimentation basin, grass filter stnp, constructed wetland, and deep pond.

0 o Monitoring occun’ed during a dry pedod.

01 p Storm flows reduce detention times.
(.O q Channelizalion reduced effective area in wetland,
O’~ r Ovedlow lrom adjacenl wetlands occurred dudng extremely high water; leak and breach problems occurred dudng study.

s Waler is pumped to lhe system from Ihe river (drainage area of 210 square miles) for 20 hr/wk.



mulates stormwater flows within the system and dis- ing effects of spring snowmelt caused an increase in
charges effluent slowly over days or weeks, depending total Kjeldahl nitrogen and organic carbon in flows leav-
on the interval between storms. Thus, the water col- ing the Tahoe Basin meadowland. Harper et al. (5)
lected at the discharge from the DUST marsh is prob- reported that detention times greater than 2 days
ably a mixture of water that entered from the previous caused an increase in the export of orthophosphorus
storms, from the Hidden Lake wetland.

The type of inlet structure and the flow patterns through Hickok et al. (11 ) described microbial activity as the most
wetland areas also can significantly affect pollutant re- important factor affecting phosphorus removal. Other
moval efficiencies. Morris et al. (14) found that sheet flow factors that probably cause variations in the reported
(as opposed to channelized flow) was the most critical pollutant removal effectiveness include maturity of the
factor in the effectiveness of meadowland treatment. This wetland, the buildup of nutrients and heavy metals in a
finding is consistent with the theory that shallow, vegetative wetland system, particle-size distribution (which affects
overland flow decreases velocities and increases sedi- the settling of suspended sediments), and maintenance
mentation. In addition, close contact with the soil matrix practices performed at a wetland.
was found to increase assimilation of nutrients and bacte-
ria. Brown (9) found that an undefined inflow (multiple input Comparison of Factors Affecting
locations) to the wetland, which results in better dispersion Reported Treatment Efficiencies
of incoming load, was critical in the effectiveness of the This study reviewed data on removal efficiencies for 26wetland. An undefined inflow reduced short-circuiting different wetland systems. The study evaluated the rol-and increased mixing and contact of the stormwater with lowing factors regarding their effects on wetlands pollut-
the soil and plant substrates, ant removal performance:
The change in seasons has been considered another ¯ Constructed versus natural systems.important factor in the effectiveness of wetland treat-
ment of storm runoff. Typical factors of seasonality are ¯ Vegetation types found in the wetland.
evapotranspiration rates and seasonal productivity and ¯ Land-use types draining to the wetland.decay of plant and animal life. Removal efficiencies in
wetlands located in areas with strong seasonal variation ¯ Area of the wetland system compared with the con-
may vary significantly between seasons. For example, tributing watershed.
Meiorin (13)reported that high summer evapotranspira- ¯ Estimated average storm-flow quantities draining totion rates caused a 200- to 300-percent increase in the the wetland.total dissolved solids concentrations within the DUST
marsh. Furthermore, high productivity during warm pe- * Inlet types.
riods can lead to decreases in nutrients and increases These factors affected only a few meaningful directin biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and suspended relationships. This was because of the limited amount
solids. Morris et al. (14) reported that flushing and leach-
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of data available to determine these relationships as for the pollutants summarized, constructed systems
well as the multiple factors that affect performance, showed a higher average and median performance level.
Without a large database, a meaningful multiple regres- More significant, however, is the difference in variability
sion analysis was not possible, between the two types of wetlands. Constructed sites

were much less variable. This is not a surprising finding,
Several trends, however, were noted. First, constructed given that constructed systems have generally been
systems generally had a higher average removal perfor- designed to handle expected incoming flows and to
mance than natural systems, with less variability. Second, minimize short-circuiting. They should generally show a
larger wetlands compared with their tributary watershed higher performance level with more consistency.
areas also showed the same trend: a higher average
removal performance, with less variability. Figure 3 pre- Investigators also looked at the area of the wetland system
sents TSS, TP, NH3, and TPb in a percentile box plot for compared with the size of its contributing watershed.
the constructed and natural systems. Note that, in all cases Regression of the wetland to watershed area ratio
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(DAR) to pollutant removal performance did not reveal literature, including information on the sampling charac-
good direct relationships. Grouping sites according to a teristics that each study employed. The table shows that
greater than or less than 2 percent DAR, however, did the studies identified generally lasted a year or less.
result in some general trends. Figure 4 presents perfor- There was quite a variation in the number of samples
mance results for all wetland systems with reported tribu- collected (from 3 to about 150), as well as in the sam-
tary watershed areas. In general, the larger DAR wetlands piing methods used (i.e., grab sample or samples ver-
had higher performance levels, with less variability. This sus composite sample for an event). These factors all
analysis included all wetland sites, natural and con- contribute to the difficulty of comparing results from the
structed. To separate out the effects of natural versus different studies. Another complication in comparing the
constructed systems, Figure 4 also presents a similar performance of wetlands involves the method of quan-
analysis for constructed sites only. Generally, for tifying their effectiveness.
constructed sites the trends are the same, although the
differences in performance levels and variability in per- Noted Impacts of Stormwater Runoff on
formance are much less. The data indicate that carefully Wetland Biota
constructed systems can probably mitigate the impor-

Many researchers have expressed concern over thetance of DAR as a factor in determining performance, impact of the quantity and quality of stormwater runoffTherefore, at this time we are not suggesting that 2
on wetland biota, especially in natural wetlands (27, 28).percent minimum DAR is a proper design criteria for

constructed wetlands. The quantity of stormwater runoff determines the hydro-
logic characteristics of a wetland, including the average

The Jackson Lake wetland is an example of a wetland and extreme water levels and duration and frequency of
with a small DAR that still achieved excellent perform- flooding. Stormwater runoff also contains pollutants
ance (85 percent TSS removal). The DUST marsh and that can adversely affect wetland biota if accumulated
the Lake Ridge wetlands also showed high performance in high concentrations. The hydrology of a wetland is

. levels (76 and 85 percent TSS removals, respectively), one of the most important factors in establishing and
One factor that explains the DUST marsh performance maintaining specific types of wetlands and wetland
is that it is an "off-line" device: it only receives flow processes (29). Hydrology is a key factor in wetland
volumes up to a certain flow rate, then bypasses high productivity, vegetation composition, nutrient imports,
flows. This type of design is particularly appropriate for salinity balance, organic accumulation, sedimentation
wetlands receiving stormwater from larger catchments transport, and soil anaerobiosis.
relative to wetland size.

Few of the reports reviewed indicated concern regarding
To better measure the capacity of a wetland to treat runoff the effects of contaminants in urban stormwater on wet-
from a given watershed would entail evaluating average land systems. Many of the reports referenced studies
storm runoff volumes of wetland tributary areas with wet- performed in wetlands receiving sewage effluents or
land storage volumes and/or contact surface areas. The industrial discharges of some type. Urban runoff, espe-
data from the studies, however, did not consistently in- cially from residential watersheds, frequently has much
clude data on rainfall statistics, percent impervious for land lower concentrations of pollutants than do sewage efflu-
uses, specific percentages for land uses in a catchment, ents or industrial discharges.
flow volumes to the wetland, capacity of the wetland sys-

Sediments typically constitute the most significant storetem, and surface areas for contact with stormwater (includ- of toxic substances available to organisms in a wetlanding soils and plants). Therefore, we were not able to
analyze the wetland systems using this approach. The (29). Plants can take up metals and toxic organic com-

summary of this paper contains some recommendations pounds from the sediments, thus introducing them into

regarding reporting information for future studies, so that the food web (30-32). Both metals and organics tend to

such analyses can be completed, be adsorbed to finely divided solids, depending on con-
ditions such as pH, oxidation-reduction potential, and

Finally, no good studies or documentation exists regard- salinity (33). The way a metal is complexed determines
ing maintenance activities in wetlands that are treating its availability to plants (33).
stormwater. In addition, the need for maintenance and Water resides longer in wetlands compared with morelevel of maintenance are not well understood or docu- swiftly moving waters because of the flatness of wet-mented. These activities could affect performance char-

lands and the filtering action of the vegetation. Thisacteristics of wetlands, particularly over the long term. longer residence time allows suspended solids to drop

Assessment of the Reliability of Wetland out and be retained (32, 33). Woodward-Clyde Consult-

Data ants (34) found that the greatest concentration of metals
in sediments occurred at the location nearest the storm-

There are various difficulties in comparing one wetland water inlet and declined with distance from the inlet.
study to another. Table 4 presents a list of the selected They found the sediment concentration and bioavailabil-
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Table 4. Sampling Characteristics From the Wetlands Reviewed

Number of Method of
Time of Length Type of Storms Computing

Study Location Study of Study Sample Monitored Efflciencies

Martin and Smoot (4) Orange County, FL 1982-1984 2 years 7 multigrab, 13 I~OL
6 composite

Harper et al. (5) FL 1984-1985 1 year Composite 18 ER

Reddy et al. (6) Orange County, FL 1977-1979 2 years Single grab Approx. 150 MC

Blackburn et ai. (7) Palm Beach, FL 1985 1 year Single grab 36 MC

Esry an’J Cairns (8) Tallahassee, FL 1985 NA NA 1 NA

Browr~ (9) Twin Cities Metro 1982 1 year Composite 5-7 SOL
Area, MN

Wotzka and Oberts Roseville, MN 1984-1988 2 years Composite 25 ROL
(10)
Hickok et al. (11) MN 1974-1975 10 months NA NA SOL

Barton (12) Wsseca, MN 1982-1985 3 years Composite 27 ER

Meiorin (13) Coyote Hills, 1984-1986 2 years Composite 11 SOL
Fremont, CA

Morris et aJ. (14) Tahoe Basin, CA 1977-1978 1 year Single grab Approx. 75 MC

Scherger and Davis Ann Arbor, MI 1979-1980 8 months Composite 7 SOL
(15)

ABAG (16) Palo Alto, CA 1979 3 months Composite 8 ER

Jolly (17) St. Agatha, ME 1989 5 months Composite 11 SOL

Oberts etal. (18) Ramsey-Washington 1987-1989 2 years Composite 7-22 SOL
Metro Area, MN

Reinelt and Homer King County, WA 1988-1990 2 years Composite 13 SOL
(19, 20)

Rushton and Dye (21) Tampa, FL 1989-1990 12 months Composite 3-8 ER

Hey and Barrett (22) Wadsworth, IL 1990 8 months Discrete Continuous SOL

ER = event mean concentration
MC = mean concentration
NA = not available

ROL = regression of event loads
SOL = sum of event loads

ity of copper, lead, and zinc to be at or near background plants and animals to toxic metals and organic com-
levels in the downstream marsh area. pounds indicate that these contaminants are more likely

to affect animals negatively.
Plants take more metals from the sediment than from
the water column. Phytoplankton, however, can remove Comparison of Wetland and Detention
metals directly from the water, releasing them to the Basin Performance
sediments or to the water upon death (35). In general,
far greater amounts of metals remain in the sediment Detention facilities have traditionally been constructed

than are taken up by plants (36-39). Some plants are to control stormwater runoff quantities. These facilities

apparently able to exclude toxic metals selectively. Or- temporarily store stormwater runoff and later release the

ganic compounds undergo many of the same processes water at a lower flow rate. Design of detention basins

in wetlands as metals, including adsorption to sediments and ponds can provide for water quality enhancement
and plant uptake. In addition, they can be biodegraded, by including a permanent pool of water and inlet and

outlet structures to maximize detention. Quiescent ve-
The uptake of toxic materials by plants can introduce Iocities within the basins allow sediments to settle out of
these materials into the grazing and detdtal food chains, the stormwater and undergo chemical and biological
with potentially deleterious effect. Metals from sewage removal processes. Detention basins usually do not
effluents introduced to wetlands tend to accumulate in have vegetation within the permanent pool, but the
the food chain (32). Finally, the relative responses of banks may be planted with grasses for erosion control.
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Detention basin/constructed wetland treatment systems Wotzka and Oberts (10) suggested that the percentage
have been recommended for stormwater treatment (4, 10, of phosphorus in the dissolved and particulate phases
40). Typically in these systems, stormwater runoff dis- affected the reduction potential. They found that more
charges to the detention basin, which then releases the than 80 percent of the phosphorus was in the particulate
water to the wetland for additional treatment. The deten- form, resulting in high removal efficiencies due to set-
tion basin can provide pretreatment for the wetland, tling. Apparently, the wetland did not perform as well as
reducing the sediment and pollutant loads to the wetland, the detention basin because of the periodic release of
In other instances, detention basins and constructed nutrients from decaying vegetation and the fact that
wetlands are competing alternatives under considera- significant pretreatment had occurred. The authors also
tion for stormwater treatment. To make a decision, the suggested that the high removal of phosphorus was due
designer or planner requires knowledge of the relative in part to the newly exposed soils on the bottom of the
pollutant removal efficiencies, environmental impacts, detention basin. They explained that the newly exposed
maintenance requirements, and costs of the two alterna- soils probably had more adsorption capacity available
tives, than the soils in the wetland further downstream. They

also suggested that saturated soil conditions could lead
To further illustrate how those systems compare, the to a reduction in phosphorus removal.
following discussion focuses on the results from a case In conclusion, this study indicated that the detentionstudy of the McCarrons treatment facility system, which

basin performed better than the wetland system. Thiscompared the performance of wetlands with that of de-
may be misleading, however, because the wetland re-tention basins through simultaneous monitoring of both ceived pretreated waters from the detention basin. Thesystems. Wotzka and Oberts (10) presented a paper detention basin removed the fraction of pollutants thatdiscussing the combined detention-wetland stormwater
were more readily settled and treated, leaving the wet-treatment facility. The McCarrons treatment facility consisted land with the more difficult-to-treat, finer particulates andof a 30-acre detention basin with an average depth of 1.2 ft dissolved pollutants.and a 6.2-acre constructed wetland with an average depth

of 2.5 ft. The detention basin received stormwater and Summarythen discharged to the wetland. The contributing water-
shed consisted of 600 acres of primarily urban land use. Wetlands have a good capability for removing pollutants
The predominant vegetation in the wetland consisted of from stormwater runoff. Several factors contribute to
cattails with other emergent plant species, and influence removal efficiencies, including sedimenta-

tion, adsorption, precipitation and dissolution, filtration,
Overall, the system produced very good results. The de- biochemical interactions, volatilization and aerosol for-
tentlon basin proved to be more effective than the wetland mation, and infiltration. The reported removal efficien-

cies are, as expected, quite variable. For the wetlandsin reducing several pollutants. For example, Table 5 lists
removal efficiencies for the detention basin and wetland, systems reviewed, removal efficiencies for TSS had a

median of 76 percent. TSS removal is a good indicator
of pollutant removal potential for heavy metals andWotzka and Oberts (10) discussed some of the possible phosphorus, as well as other pollutants associated with

explanations for the good results of the detention basin fine particulate matter. Constructed wetlands tended to
and for its differences from the wetland. In general, they be more consistent than natural wetlands in their re-believed that the treatment efficiencies were lower in the moval of TSS and the other analyzed parameters. Wet-wetland due to pretreatment by the detention basin, lands have also shown the ability to remove dissolvedThey stated that the inflows into the detention basin metals. Nutrient removal in wetlands is variable, depend-
spread equally around the perimeter of the detention ing on both wetlands characteristics and seasonal effects.basin, thus dissipating the entry velocities of the storm
runoff. Dissipation of inflow energy probably promoted Because many dissimilarities exist between the wet-
settling and minimized short-circuiting, lands studied, wetlands stormwater pollutant removal

efficiencies vary widely. Properly designed, constructed,
Table 5, Rem~al Efficiencies (%)for B~tentlon I~$in and and maintained wetlands, however, can be effective

Wetland pollution control measures. Examining additional wet-
Parameter Detention Basin Wetland lands in a variety of geographical areas, as well as

long-term pollutant removal efficiencies, is definitely
TSS 91 87 necessary.
TP 78 36 A significant issue, however, involves whether storm-
TN 85 24 water control measures should include natural wetland
TPb 85 68 systems. In general, natural wetlands have been found

to be somewhat less predictable than constructed wet-
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lands in terms of pollutant removal efficiency. This dif- Table 6. Suggested Reporting Information for Studies That
Assess the Ability of Wetlands To Treat Stormwater

ference may be due to the fact that constructed wet- Pollution
lands have generally been engineered specifically to
provide favorable flow capacity and routing patterns. As Wetland claa,=ification
a result, they tend to detain inflows for longer periods
and have less short-circuiting than many natural systems. Constructed or natural or combination wetland?

Vegetation species
People often question the appropriateness of using a Vegetation density (percentage open and vegetated)
natural, healthy wetland for such purposes. Their con-
cern is whether the modified flow regime and the Vegetation types (submerged, emergent, floating)

accumulation of pollutants will result in undesirable on- Wetland size
vironmental effects. There are many situations where Wetland aspect (length-to-width ratio)
natural wetlands have been receiving urban runoff for

Side slopes
years. Some of these wetlands reflect significant degra-
dation because of many factors, including urban runoff, So, type and depths
whereas others have been less affected. A general con- Watershed size (acres)
sensus from the literature is to discourage the use of a Watershed land use (percent residential, industrial, agricultural,
healthy natural wetland for stormwater pollution control, undeveloped, etc.)
In the case of rehabilitating a natural but degraded Watershed percent impervious (percent impervious area)
wetland, modifications should ensure that the applied Rainfall data/statistics
runoff receives sufficient pretreatment. One pretreat-
ment technique would be to use pond areas to provide Average rainfall during study (inJyear)

an opportunity for suspended materials to settle out Average number of storms per year
before the flows enter the wetland. Other possible op- Average storm intensity (in./hr)
tions include routing inflows to the wetlands through
upstream grass swales, oil/water separators, heavily

Average storm duration (hr)

vegetated areas (e.g., thick, shallow cattail areas), and Average time between storms (days)

overland flow areas. Low flow inflow rate(s)

These techniques would not only act on solids but also Ground-water interaction?

on floatables such as oil and water. Although little evi- Total flow from average storm

dence exists of problems in wetlands that have been Wetland volume (maximum storage volume)
receiving stormwater runoff, the available data are quite Average detention time for average storm (hours)
limited, and developing additional information on im-
pacts is critical. Additional studies on the impacts to Water depth (minimum, maximum, average)

biota should be undertaken. Inflow condition (discrete or diffuse inlets)
Pretreatment of inflow (settling forebays, overland flow, detention

In addition, the maintenance needs of wetland systems basin, grassed swales, etc.)
that treat stormwater merit further study. Such mainte-
nance activities could include sediment removal and

Maintenance practices (including frequency)

plant harvesting. Further studies should address the Plant harvesting?

need for and the frequency and appropriateness of Flushing?
maintenance. Sediment removal?

Gathering more information on wetland effectiveness Chemical treatment?.
would benefit design development procedures for sizing Other maintenance?
wetland treatment facilities. There is currently not Provide hydrology and water quality data for all atorms
enough information in the existing literature to develop monitored
design guidelines for constructed wetland treatment
systems. Additional studies are needed to broaden the

Type of samples (grab or composite)

type of wetland systems reviewed, develop information Number of storms monitored

on long-term performance, and evaluate seasonal char- Method used to compute pollutant removal efficiancies

acteristics of wetland performance. Dominant removal mechanlems (sedimentation, adsorption,
filtration, biochemical, etc.)

A review of the data available on wetland stormwater
treatment effectiveness revealed that most studies did
not contain enough information on study and wetland
characteristics to analyze in detail the factors affecting 6 presents a summary of the information that would
treatment performance among different wetlands. Table hopefully provide a better means to compare wetland
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designs and treatment effectiveness from different wet- 9. Brown,. R.G. 1985. Effects of wetlands on quality of runoff enter-
land systems. This type of information could be useful ing lakes in the Twin Cities metropolitan area, Minnesota. Inves-

tigation Report 85-4170. U.S. Geological Survey Waterwhen comparing watershed to wetland characteristics Resources.regarding performance.
10. Wotzka, P., and G. Oberts. 1988. The water quality performance

This paper compared watershed to wetland size ratios, of a detention basin-wetland treatment system in an urban area.
In: Nonpoint pollution: Policy, economy, management, and ap-A comparison of average storm volume to wetland vol-
propriate technology. American Water Resources Association.ume would have made a better analysis of the effect of pp. 237-247.

wetland "sizes" on treatment abilities. The currently
11. Hickok, E.A., M.D. Hannaman, and N.C. Wenck. 1977. Urbanavailable data, which predominantly present areas of runoff treatrnent methods, Vol. 1. Nonstructural wetland treat-

wetlands and watersheds, did not allow for this kind of ment. EPN600/2-77/217. Wayzata, MN: Minnehaha Creek Wa-
comparison. Percent impervious factors and thelefore tershed District.
runoff volumes could be very different in different 12. Barten, J.M. 1987. Nutrient removal from urban stormwater by
watersheds. Data such as percent imperviousness, land wetland filtration. Lake Line 3(3):6-7, 10-11. North American Lake
use information, and rainfall statistics, along with wet- Management Society.

land volume information, would have allowed us to corn- 13. Malorin, E.C. 1986. Urban stormwater treatment at Coyote Hills
pare average runoff volumes, wetland volumes, and marsh. Association of Bay Area Governments.
resulting performance characteristics. 14. Morris, F.A., M.K. Morris, T.S. Michaud, and L.R. Williams. 1981.
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Constructed Wetlands for Urban Runoff Water Quafity Control

Richard Horner
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

Abstract                                     water treatment using constructed wetlands and the

methods for developing projects. The paper was derivedLike all options for urban runoff water quality control,
from a 1-day continuing education course on the subjectconstructed wetlands have their advantages, disadvan-
at the University of Washington, for which a courserages, and limitations. To realize their advantages, avoid
manual is available (5). In particular, this paper empha-problems, and use them appropriately requires recogni-
sizes the fundamental concepts on which successfultion and adherence to certain principles. A hallmark of

true constructed wetlands is their structural diversity, application is based.
which yields the substantial advantages of breadth in More than 150 wetlands have been constructed in the
treatment capabilities and potential for ancillary benefits United States to treat municipal and industrial, espe-
as well as the disadvantage of larger land requirements cially mining, wastewaters (2). No complete accounting
for equivalent service than alternative measures. Pro- of stormwater constructed wetlands exists, but their
requisites for success are functional objectives for the number is certainly fewer.
project to achieve and a corresponding design concept

The two basic types of municipal and industrial systemsbased on the structural characteristics of natural wet-
lands that are responsible for effective performance of are both forms of attached growth biological reactors:
the identified functions. Critical implementation consid- free water surface (FWS) and subsurface flow (SF), or
erations are proper siting, sizing, configuring of design vegetated submerged bed (VSB) (6). The first type is
features, construction, and various aspects of opera- similar to natural wetlands, with a soil base, emergent
tions. Careful site-specific hydrologic analysis must be vegetation, and water exposed to air. The second type
performed to ensure a sufficient water supply to sustain has a soil base overlain by media, emergent vegetation,
a wetland. The basis for sizing is limited at present, but and a water level below the media surface. The majority
application of climatological statistics and existing of municipal and industrial applications, most of small
knowledge of needed hydraulic residence times for scale, are of this type. The advantages of a submerged
given treatment objectives provide some foundation, system in these applications are reduced odor, insect
Equal in importance to planning, siting, and sizing are problems, and land requirements because of the greater
shaping, contouring, vegetating, and following up with surface area for biological growth offered by the media.
short- and long-term maintenance, for which specific The FWS type is generally more appropriate for storm-
guidance is offered, water applications, where usually no odor problem ex-

ists, flows vary widely, and often there is a desire to
integrate the treatment system with the landscape andBackground to provide ancillary benefits. This paper covers only the

Scope
FWS type of system.

Wetlands specifically constructed to capture pollutants Legal and Regulatory Considerations
from stormwater runoff draining urban and agricultural From a legal and regulatory standpoint, "constructed
areas are gaining attention as versatile treatment op- wetlands" are designed, built, and continually main-
tions. Several recent major pieces of work have covered rained for the purpose of waste treatment. In this status,
constructed wetland treatment, including those by Ham- they are not regarded under the Clean Water Act as
mer (1), Strecker etal. (2), Olson (3), and Schueler (4). ’~Naters of the United States." Accordingly, no regula-
This paper draws on these resources and is intended to tions apply to water quality within, but the discharge is
offer a concise summary of the current state of storm- regulated in the same way as any treatment system.
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This designation is in contrast to wetlands built for such ¯ Delayed efficiency until plants are well established.
purposes as mitigation of wetland losses under Clean
Water Act Section 404 or to develop waterfowl habitat,

¯ Uncertainty in design, construction, and operating

known as "created wetlands." These systems have the
criteria, a drawback also hampering competitive

same legal protections as natural wetlands, including
methods.

prohibition on using them for the conveyance or treat- ¯ Public concern about nuisances that can develop
ment of waste. They usually have multiple functions, with stormwater constructed wetlands without care in
with any water quality improvement benefit being only siting, design, construction, and operation.
incidental; entering water must be managed to prevent
damage to any intended function. Aconstructed wetland
also differs in purpose and legal status from a wetland

Functioning of Constructed Wetlands

"restoration," the purpose of which is to return a de-
graded system with reduced acreage or functional ability Pollutant Removal Mechanisms

to the condition preceding degradation. If the wetland is
not completely restored but one or more functions are

Numerous physical, chemical, and biological mecha-

increased, it is termed an "enhanced wetland." Restored
nisms can potentially operate in constructed wetlands to

and enhanced wetlands also have the same legal pro- trap and transform entering pollutants. Understanding
these mechanisms is the basis for determining effective

tections as natural wetlands, treatment systems. That understanding can inform the
A somewhat fuzzy issue with respect to constructed entire process, from conception of the project, through
wetlands is their regulatory status if the principal put- preliminary planning and all phases of implementation,
pose is waste treatment but ancillary benefits (e.g., and, finally, to the long-term operation of the system.
wildlife habitat) are gained by design or incidentally. This Table 1 summarizes the various mechanisms, the pol-
situation is subject to interpretation by state and federal lutants that they affect, and features that can promote
agencies. Such benefits are often among the objectives their operation.
of project developers and are certainly possible to attain
along with stormwater ~’eatment in many circumstances; Some beneficial features are controllable through

this paper provides advice on pursuing these objectives choices made during the project development process,
while others are largely outside of the designer’s influ-

in a judicious way. ence, especially in a stormwater application. As can be
Constructed Wetlands in Relation to            seen in Table 1, some features are helpful in achieving

multiple treatment objectives, but others are more spe-
Alternative Methods cialized. Features that are largely under the project
Alternatives to constructed wetlands for general- developer’s control and help achieve any objective are
purpose stormwater treatment include wet ponds, ex- 1) increasing hydraulic residence time (HRT); 2) provid-
tended-detention dry ponds, infiltration basins and other ing an environment that creates flow at a low level of
devices that drain into ground water, filtration, and turbulence; 3) propagating fine, dense, herbaceous
"biofiltration" through terrestrial or hydrophytic plants in plants; and 4) establishing the wetland on a medium-fine
swales or on broad surface areas. Constructed wetlands textured soil, or amending soils to attain that condition.
have both advantages and disadvantages relative to Somewhat more specialized features, still mostly con-
these other options. Principal advantages are: trollable, include 1) circumneutral Ph, which advances
¯ More diversity in structure than any alternative, which microbially mediated processes such as decomposition

offers the potential for relatively effective control of and nitrification-denitrification and avoids the mobility of
most types of pollutants, certain pollutants at extreme pH; 2) a relatively low level

¯ Wider range of potential side benefits than any
of toxic substances in the site soils and entering flow,
also needed for microbes; and (3) high soil organic

alternative, content, which advances adsorption and decomposition
¯ Relatively low maintenance costs, and can be attained by site selection or soil amendment.

Even more specialized are measures that can aid phos-
¯ Wider applicability and more reliable service than phorus capture, one of the most difficult treatment ob-

infiltration, jectives to achieve. High soil exchangeable aluminum

Disadvantages of constructed wetlands include: and iron contents have been found to enhance phos-
phorus reduction (7) but would require special soil

¯ Larger land requirements for equivalent service than amendments where naturally lacking, which thus far is
wet ponds and other systems, especially if intended an undemonstrated option in a full-scale wetland eye-
to serve quantity as well as quality control purposes, tem. Addition of precipitating agents is an active treat-

¯ Relatively high construction costs, ment measure that is difficult to apply in passive
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Table 1. Constructed Wetland Pollutant Removal first condition to permit oxidation to nitrate and the sec-Mechanisms
ond to allow nitrate reduction to free N2 gas. While theseMechanlam Pollutants Affected Promoted By processes can be brought under some control in munici-

Physical pal and industrfal treatment applications through timing
of flow introduction, that degree of management is USUoSedimantation Solids, BOD, Low turbulence ally not possible in stormwater cases.pathogens; particulate

COD, P, N, metals,
synthetic organics Expected Performance of Constructed Wetlands

Filtration Solids, BOD, Fine, dense Strecker et al. (2) conducted a full literature review ofpathogens; par~culate herbaceous plants
COD, P, N, metals, the use of both natural and constructed wetlands for
synthetic organics controlling stormwater pollution. This review considered

Soil All Medium-fine textured more than 140 papers and reports and assembled de-
incorporation soil tailed information on 18 locations throughout the United
Chemical States. Median pollutant removals in constructed wet-

lands were 80.5 percent for total suspended solidsPrecipitation Dissolved P, metals High alkalinity
(TSS), 44.5 percent for NH3-N, 58.0 percent for totalAdsorption Dissolved P, metals, High soil AI, Fe (P); phosphorus (TP), 83.0 percent for lead (Pb), and 42.0synthetic organics high soil organics

(met.); circumneutral percent for zinc (Zn). Coefficients of variation (standard
pH deviation/mean) for these contaminants ranged from

Ion exchange Dissolved metals High soil cation 27.7 to 56.1 percent, pointing out that both substantially
exchange capacity higher and lower performances than median levels were

Oxidation COD, pe~oleum Aerobic conditions reported. Pollutant reductions in constructed wetlands
hydrocarbons, synthetic were overall higher than in natural wetlands, which wasorganics attributed to the specific design features and more in-

Photolysis COD, petToleum High light tensive management of the constructed systems.
hydrocarbons, synthetic
organics Schueler (4) estimated the performance potential of

Volatilization Volatile petroleum High temperature and wetlands designed as he recommended based on the
hydrocarbons and air movement overall literature (Table 2). He considered these efficien-synthetic organics cies to be provisional pending monitoring of the new

Biological systems.
Microbial BOD, COD, petroleum High plant surface
decomposition hydrocarbons, synthetic area and soil organics Table 2. Projected Long-Term Pollutant Removal Rates for

organics Wetlands Constructed as Recommended by
$chueler (4)Plant uptake P, N, metals High plant activity and

metabolism and Pollutant Removal Rate (percent)a
surface area

Natural die-off Pathogens Plant excretions TSS 75

TP 45~Nitrification NH3-N Dissolved oxygen
>2 mg/L, low toxics Total nitrogen (TN) 25c
temperature >5-7°C
circumneutral pH BOC, COD, total organic carbon 15

Denitrification NO3 + NO2-N Anaerobic, low toxics, Pb 75
temperature >15°C

Zn 50
AI = aluminum, BOD = biochemical oxygen demand, COD = chemical
oxygen demand, Fe = iron, N = nitrogen, NH3 = ammonia, NO~ = FC Two orders of magnitude
nithte, NO3 = nitrate, P = phosphorus, a Lower by an unknown amount for pocket wetlands (see below for

description of wetland types).
stormwater treatment systems subject to unpredictable b 65 percent in pond/marsh system.c 40 percent in pond/marsh system.
and variable flow conditions.

The Constructed Wetland Design andAlso outside the control of the designer and operator in
Implementation Processa stormwater wetland is exploitation of the nitrification-

denitrification processes to achieve nitrogen removal Developing a constructed wetland treatment system
ultimately through evolution of nitrogen gas to the at- should proceed carefully through a number of steps, as
mosphere. Full operation of the several steps in the follows:
bacterially driven processes requires alternating aerobic
and anaerobic conditions at favorable temperatures, the 1. Planning the project.
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2. Selecting the site. ¯ Animals and life stages for which habitat is to be

3. Sizing the facility,
provided.

The potential for constructed wetlands to play a key role
4. Configuring the facility, and incorporating design fea- in stormwater management has developed from the

tures that promote pollution control, understanding of natural wetland functioning gained

5. Designing for ancillary benefits, during the past 20 years. Natural wetlands serve their
recognized functions, which include providing flood flow

6. Selecting vegetation and developing a planting plan. control, water quality improvement, and ecological

7. Constructing the facility and establishing vegetation, benefits, as a consequence of their structure and the
interactions among their component parts. Mimicking

8. Developing and implementing an operation and these functions in an engineered system can best be
maintenance plan. done with reference to natural models. Therefore, using

The remainder of this paper explains these steps, nearby natural wetlands as reference models for the
configuration and planting of the wetland to be designed

Project development for a constructed wetland must be is strongly recommended. The reference system(s)
a team effort, with a number of skills and specialties should be characterized through formal observations
represented, including: and measurements of its hydrology, water quality, soils,

vegetation, and, if appropriate, animal habitat and spe-
¯ Hydrology cies. It is not necessary to mimic the reference plant
¯ Water quality community entirely, but studying it provides an idea of

¯ Soils
how the constructed system is likely to evolve.

With the natural model(s) in mind, a design concept can
¯ Botany be developed. Schueler (4) proposed four basic storm-
¯ Wildlife ecology water wetland designs:

¯ Landscape architecture ¯ Shallow marsh: A system with a relatively large land
requirement that generally is used in larger drainage

¯ Design engineering basins.
¯ Construction engineering ¯ Pond/Marsh: A two (or more) cell arrangement with

¯ Stormwater facility maintenance a land requirement that is reduced by a relatively
large deep pool.

It bears emphasizing that a high level of hydrologic
expertise should be employed to ensure that the most ¯ Extended-detention wetland: A more highly fluctuat-

essential need--water supply---is met. ing hydrologic system in which the land requirement
is reduced by adding high marsh to the shallow

Planning and Sit~ Sel~ction                     marsh zone.

¯ Pocket wetland: A design for smaller drainage basins
Preliminary Planning Considerations (0.4 to 4 hectares) that may provide insufficient base-

flow for permanent pool maintenance and cause
Constructed wetland projects should be planned sys-
tematically and on a watershed scale as much as pos-

greater water level fluctuations.

sible. This comprehensive analysis should start with Figure 1 illustrates the pond/marsh type design. For
consideration of management and source control prac- diagrams of the other designs, see Schueler (4). Table
tices that can prevent pollutant release. Another general 3 summarizes some of the principal selection criteria for
consideration that should receive attention is the overall me respective wetland types.
place of constructed wetlands and how they can best beused in conjunction with other treatment practices.      To complete preliminary planning, the design process

and its aftermath should be organized. The following list
If the constructed wetland option is pursued, project of general principles for project design and implementa-
objectives should be stated in functional terms, for tion, derived from the various comprehensive refer-
example: ences cited earlier, provides guidance for these steps:

¯ The type of protection to be provided to the receiving ¯ Design and implement with designated objectives
water, pollutants to be controlled, and levels of control constantly and clearly in mind.
to be achieved (if possible). ¯ Design more for function than for form. Many forms can

¯ Benefits to be provided in the areas of, for example, probably meet the objectives, and the form to which
open space, aesthetics, and recreation, the system evolves may not be the planned one.
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Figure I. Two-cell pond/marsh design concept (4).

Table 3. Deslgn Concept Selection Criteria (adapted from        ¯ Design to avoid secondary environmental and com-
Schueler [4])                                   reunify impacts.

Extended- ¯ Plan on sufficient time for the system to developShallow Pond/ Detention Pocket
’Attrlbute       Marsh Marsh Wetland Wetland before it must satisfy objectives. Attempts to short-

circuit ecological processes by overmanagement
Minimum 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 usually fail.
wettand-to-
watershed area ¯ Design for self-sustainability and to minimize mainte-
ratio nance.
Minimum 10 10 4 0.4
watershed area Con~tl’ucted Wetland Slte Selection(hectares)
Dry weather Yes Yes Not Not Prospective constructed wetland sites should be evalu-
baseflow necessarily necessarily ated carefully and a selection made after analyzing a
Relative High High Moderate Low to number of conditions. Brodie (8) presented a general-
poten~al for moderate ized site screening procedure, which is reproduced in~co~ogica~ Figure 2. Table 4 summarizes the major considerationsbenefits

that should enter into this analysis. Application of these
recommendations implies a significant data-gathering

¯ Design relative to the natural reference system(s), effort, which is essential at this sensitive stage in project
and do not over-engineer, development.

The need for a sufficient water supply to sustain a
¯ Design with the landscape, not against it (e.g., take wetland is an especially important consideration; ne-

advantage of natural topography, drainage patterns), glect of this consideration has led to constructed and
created wetlands that are not viable. Thus, a water

¯ Design the wetland as an ecotone. Incorporate as balance should be carefully established using the fol-
much "edge" as possible, and design in conjunction lowing formula to ensure that water availability and in-
with a buffer and the surrounding land and aquatic puts at least balance outputs at all periods throughou*
systems, the year:

¯ Design in structural complexity for beneficial distribu- I+P+D+S>O+E+R
tion of water (e.g., its contact with vegetation and
soils) and for biological advantages, as appropriate
to objectives, where

I = surface inflow
¯ Design to protect the wetland from potential high P = precipitation

flows and sediment loads. D = ground-water discharge
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Table 4. Considerations in Constructed Wetland Site advantages and disadvantages of locating wetlands inSelection
upper reaches, on slopes, and in lowlands. No single

Category Considerations setting is clearly optimal; thus, location from this stand-

Land-use and Land availability
point depends on project objectives and the relative

general factors Existing site use and value importance of the advantages and disadvantages at the
Site problems (e.g.. previous dumping, utility specific site under consideration. Some possibilities for

lines) locating constructed wetlands in the overall landscape
Adjacent land use and value include:Connection to wildlife corridors and potential for

adjacent areas to be biological donors
Public opinion ¯ Just off stream channels, for baseflow supply by
Accessibility for construction and maintenance diversion.
Ability to control public access according to

project objectives ¯ In stream floodplains, separated from the low-flow
Environmental Federal, state, and local laws and regulations channel by a natural levee, with periodic water sup-
and regulatory Avoidance of archaeological and cultural plied to the wetland when the levee is topped.
factors resources

Avoidance of critical wildlife habitat areas ¯ Several small wetlands in upper reaches of the
Hydrology and Water supply reliability watershed.
water quality Low potential for disruptive flooding ¯ One large wetland in lower reaches.factors Water supply of adequate quality to sustain biota

Low potential for the project to adversely affect
downstream water bodies and adjacent ¯ Several small wetlands in lower reaches.
properties and their water supplies ¯ Terracing into the landscape in steep terrain.Need for lining to retain water or avoid
ground-water contamination                  Constructing several small wetlands in the upper water-

Geology Preferably flat or gently sloped topography shed provides some advantages relative to locating onefactors Adequate soil development
Sufficient depth to bedrock large wetland in the lower reaches, such as better sur-
Soil characteristics consistent with pollution vival of extreme events, closer proximity to pollutant

control objectives sources, and local flood protection. In contrast, the sin-
Suitability of site materials for use in construction gle large lowland wetland can provide overall greater

flood reduction capability, if that is an objective. An
alternative is the multiple lowland wetland plan, under

S = wetland storage at beginning of calculation which each can take a portion of high flows with lessperiod vulnerability to any one.
O = surface outflow
E = evapotranspiration Sizing Constructed Wetlands
R = ground-water recharge

All units are expressed in terms of volume or water Establishing Volume
depth over the wetland surface. Possible arrangements of a constructed wetland in re-

lation to runoff quantity and quality control requirementsThe water balance should be estimated during site se-
are:lection and checked after preliminary design. In areas

with pronounced seasonal drought (e.g., most of the ¯ Place a runoff quantity control device "on line" and a
western United States), the calculation should definitely constructed wetland "off line" to treat all runoff up to
be performed for this period. Ground-water terms are a certain volume.
difficult to establish with assurance, but they should at
least be estimated as closely as possible by a hydro- ¯ Construct a wetland with a permanent pool ("dead
geologist familiar with the location. As demonstrated by storage") zone for treatment and a "live storage" zone
the fact that natural wetlands often dry below the soil and discharge control sized for peak runoff rate

control.surface, permanent standing water is not required for a
wetland to be viable. Research on natural wetlands in ¯ Construct a wetland only for treatment (for situations
Washington State has found that plant community rich- where quantity control is not required).
hess declines substantially when drying extends longer
than 2 months, compared to wetlands with shorter dry The first arrangement takes advantage of the fact that
periods (9). Hence, the water balance should at least most of the pollutant mass loading over time is trans-

demonstrate that drying will never extend longer than 2 ported by runoff from the more frequent, smaller storms
months, and the "first flush" from the less frequent, larger storms.

This is the recommended arrangement where runoff quan-
Brodie (8) and Mitsch (10) have discussed positioning tity control is required because 1) the relatively shallow
constructed wetlands in watersheds. Brodie (8) listed depths needed to maintain wetlands are somewhat
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inconsistent with the large storage volume needed for station. TSS loading reduction is typically around 75
quantity control and 2) large surges of water can dam- percent at a volume ratio of 2.5, which is a common
age the wetland, design basis. Obtaining increasingly better performance

levels requires exponentially increasing basin size be-
Basic sizing decisions involve the dead storage volume, cause the contaminants hardest to capture are those
surface area, depth contouring, and live storage volume, still in suspension or solution.
if runoff quantity control wilt be provided. There are three
fundamental ways to calculate the treatment volume of With this means of sizing constructed wetlands, the task
a constructed wetland: almost entirely involves hydrologic analysis. This is an-

other point at which hydrologic expertise is important to
¯ Compute the volume needed to provide the required the design effort. Unless actual data are available from

HRT for ~.chieving a desired effluent concentration of gaging the catchment that will contribute to the con-the limiting pollutant (the hardest to remove), given structed wetland, the hydrologic analysis must be per-
a certain influent concentration, by using a mecha- formed using a model. Modeling options include, in
nistic equation, order of preference, a well-calibrated continuous simu-

¯ Compute according to maximum allowable loading lation computer model, such as EPA’s SWMM and
rates of water or specific pollutants established em- HSPF, an event-based model such as the Soil Conser-
pirically from measurements on operating systems, vation Service’s curve number method, and, where ade-

quate data exist, a locally derived empirical model of the
¯ Compute on the basis of a hydrologic criterion, rational method type.

The first two approaches are employed in municipal and Once the hydrologic analysis is complete, the perma-
mining industry wastewater applications, where para- nent pool volume (VP) calculation can be made very
meterized mechanistic equations or allowable loading simply by using the equation:
rates exist for BOD and nitrogen in sewage and iron and
manganese in mining effluents (6). Similar relationships VP = C * VR * AC
do not exist for stormwater and will be difficult to
develop, given the variability of flows and pollutant
concentrations, where

Therefore, stormwater wetland sizing must be deter-
mined using some form of the third approach. One C = unit conversion factor

version calls for choosing a volume sufficient to hold all VR = runoff volume from hydrologic analysis

runoff from a set percentage of the annual storms (e.g., AC = contributing catchment area

90 percent) or to hold a set depth of runoff generated by Schueler (4) recommended a minimum VP of 1.6 cm/ha
the contributing catchment (e.g., the first 2.5 cm = 1 in.). of contributing catchment area, which will increase the
Schueler (4) presents several sizing rules of this type. wetland size over that calculated by the equation in
Equivalent to this version is an approach for using a small catchments.
"water quality design storm" of a selected recurrence
frequency and duration. The Washington State Depart- This procedure is used for general runoff pollution con-
merit of Ecology (11) has taken this approach, selecting trol purposes. Knowledge is inadequate at present to
the 6-month, 24-hour rainfall event, which in Seattle is perform detailed sizing calculations for such specific
approximately equivalent to the first 3 cm of runoff, for purposes as control of metals and nutrients. These spe-
stormwater treatment design in the Puget Sound basin, cial objectives can be advanced in part by installing

appropriate design features (addressed later in this pa-
A third version of the hydrologic basis is the method per). It is known that the maximum potential to remove
developed from wet pond performance data collected dissolved pollutants, which include certain nitrogen and
during the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program by the phosphorus forms and some metals, is reached with a
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (12). Us- long HRT in the dead storage (2 to 3 weeks) (13, 14).
ing this method implicitly assumes that constructed wet- The average residence time can be checked as follows:
lands will perform at least as well as wet ponds of 1) perform the hydrologic analysis to determine the rate
equivalent treatment volume, which seems to be a safe of flow to the wetland associated with the mean storm
assumption given the treatment advantages offered by (Q), and 2) calculate HRT = VP/Q. If HRT is less than 2
a more structurally complex, vegetated system. The to 3 weeks and dissolved pollutant removal is an objec-
data exhibited an association between treatment effi- tive, increase VP to obtain HRT in that range.
ciency and the ratio of permanent pool volume to runoff
volume associated with the mean storm, termed the If the wetland has live storage for peak runoff rate
"volume ratio." The mean storm is the average rainfall control, the volume of that zone and the discharge ori-
quantity over all storms in a long-term record at a gaging rice size will also have to be calculated. These calcula-
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tions require hydrograph simulation and routing analysis Many of the features presented in this section are rec-
and are beyond the scope of this paper. They should be ommended to reduce the tendency of flow to short-
performed by a qualified hydrologist, circuit the wetland and fail to achieve an actual HRT as

long as the theoretical HRT. Given that natural wetlands
Permanent Pool Surface Area and Depth generally exhibit the recommended features, the
Contouring selected reference system(s) should be employed as a

model for designing these features. The recommenda-
A larger surface area for the same volume provides tions are presented here in an abbreviated list format;
better treatment by allowing more light penetration for consult the comprehensive sources referenced earlier
photosynthetic activity by plants and algae, more aera- for more detail.
tion for aerobic chemical and biological processes, and
a shorter settling distance for particles. A straightforward
way of establishing the wetland surface area (AW) is to Shaping the Wetland
start by selecting a trial mean depth (D) from the follow- Create a complex microtopography to lengthen the edgeing approximate ranges (after Schueler [4]): and flow path by using high marsh peninsulas and
Shallow marsh: 0.30 to 0.45 m islands. Create at least two distinct cells by restricting

the flow to a narrow passageway using the following
Pond/marsh:       0.60 to 0.85 m features:
Extended- 0.25 to 0.30 m (permanent pool)
detention 1.0 m (extended-detention zone) ¯ Make the wetland relatively wide at the inlet to facili-

wetland: tate distribution of the flow well.

Pocket wetland: 0.15 to 0.40 m ¯ Maximize the distance between the inlet and outlet.

Using the trial mean depth, calculate surface area by The effective length to width ratio should be 5:1, prefer-
AW = VP/D. Determine the wetland to contributing ably, and at least 3:1.
catchment area ratio (AW/AC), and compare it with the
guidelines in Table 3. Slopes
Once satisfactory basic dimensions are determined, al- The longitudinal slope (parallel to the flow path) shouldlocate depths to the different wetland zones according
to the design concept. Schueler (4) recommended the be less than 1 percent.

following zones to obtain diversity in structure and treat- The wetland should be carefully constructed to have no
ment capabilities: lateral slope (perpendicular to the flow path) to avoid

concentration of the flow in preferred channels, which¯ Deep areas (30 to 180 cm deep, no emergent vege-
tation)---forebay, micropools, deep water pools, and reduces actual HRT and risks erosion.

channels. Side slopes should be gradual (e.g., 5:1 to 12:1 horizon-
¯ Low marsh (15 to 30 cm below normal pool), tal to vertical), as in natural wetlands. Nowhere should

the side slope be greater than 3:1.
¯ High marsh (0 to 15 cm below normal pool).

¯ Irregularly inundated zone (above normal pool).       Forebay

Schueler went on to supply approximate depth alloca- A forebay is a relatively deep zone placed where influent
tions for the various zones and design concepts, and the water discharges. It traps coarse sediments, reduces
reader is referred to his guidelines for these details. For ~ncommg velocity, and helps to distribute runoff evenly
example, he recommended allocating 40 percent of the ove~ the marsh.
surface area to the high marsh and 40 percent to the
low marsh in the shallow marsh design, with 5 percent Install a forebay in shallow marsh and extended-deten-
each given to the forebay, micropools, deep water, and tion wetlands. In the case of a pond/marsh system, the
irregularly inundated zones, pond serves this purpose. The restricted size of pocket

wetlands generally does not allow for a forebay. Make
Recommended Constructed Wetland Design the forebay 1.2 to 1.8 m deep. The forebay should be a
Features separate cell set aside by high marsh features.

Adequate size is a necessary but not sufficient condition Provide maintenance access for heavy equipment
for good treatment performance. The theoretical HRT (4.5 m wide and a maximum 5:1 slope) directly to the
provided by the volume will not be achieved in practice forebay. The forebay bed should be hardened to prevent
if the layout permits water to traverse the wetland faster, disturbance during cleanout.
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Flow Channeling vation Service Class B, C, and D soils. Also, sediment
deposition is likely to seal the bottoms of constructedCreate sheet flow to the maximum extent possible, wetlands. Generally, therefore, a liner is likely to beWhere flow must be channeled, use multiple, meander- needed only in Class A soils.

ing channels rather than a single straight one. Inter-
sperse open water areas with marsh, rather than
connecting along the flow path. Minimize velocity in Emergency Spillway

channels to prevent erosion and expand habitat An emergency spillway is required when the wetland will
opportunities, be used for runoff quantity control (and any other situ-

ation in which it would be possible for runoff to enter
Outlet Design from a larger storm than the largest storm the facility is

Place a micropool 1.2 to 1.8 m deep at the outlet. Install sized to handle).

a reverse-sloped pipe 30 cm below the permanent pool
elevation. This outlet design has been found to avoid Buffer

clogging, to which constructed wetland outlets are prone A buffer should be provided around the wetland both to
(4). separate the treatment area from the human community

Install a drain capable of dewatering the wetland in 24 and, if development habitat is an objective, to reduce the

hours to allow for maintenance. Control the drain with a exposure of animals to light, humans, and pets. The

Iockable, adjustable gate valve. Place an upward-fac- buffer requirement can be waived for pocket wetlands

ing, inverted elbow on the end of the drain to extend without wildlife habitat objectives and adjacent struc-

above the bottom sediments, tures. The minimum buffer width should be 8 m, meas-
ured from the maximum water surface elevation, plus 5

Soils                                           m to the nearest structure. The buffer should be in-
creased to at least 16 m when developing wildlife habitat

Medium-fine textures, such as Ioams and silt Ioams, are is an objective. It should be sloped no more than 5:1
optimal for establishing plants, capturing pollutants, re- (horizontal to vertical).
taining surface water, and permitting ground-water dis-
charge. Circumneutral pH (approximately 6 to 8) is best Preserve existing forest in the buffer area if at all possi-

for supporting microorganisms, insects, and other ble. At least 75 percent of the buffer should be forested

aquatic animals, to avoid attracting geese and to provide better protection
and habitat for other wildlife.

A relatively high content of highly decomposed organics
("muck") is favorable for plant and microorganism Pretreatment
growth and the adsorption of metals and organic pollut-
ants. Muck soils are preferred to peats (less decom- The constructed wetland is expected to serve as the
posed organics), which tend to produce somewhat primary treatment device. Nevertheless, some pretreat-
acidic conditions, to be low in plant nutrients, and to offer ment can prevent problems in the wetland, produce a
relatively poor anchoring support to plants, more self-sustaining system, and increase the potential

for ancillary benefits. Pretreatment mechanisms that
Vegetation becomes established more quickly and ef- should be considered include:
fectively in constructed wetlands when soils contain
seed banks or rhizomes of obligate and facultative wet- ¯ Catch basins, for trapping the largest solids.
land plants. Attempt to obtain any available soils that ¯ A presettling basin or biofilter, when the watershed
offer these resources, produces relatively high solids Ioadings.
Soil characteristics recommended for specific pollution ¯ Oil-water separators.
control objectives are:

¯ High cation exchange capacity--for control of metals. Designing for Ancillary Benefits and
A voidance of Problems

¯ High exchangeable aluminum and/or iron--for con-
trol of phosphorus. Ancillary Benefits

Liner Potential ancillary benefits of constructed wetlands
include:

An impermeable liner is required when infiltration is too
rapid to sustain permanent soil saturation, when there ¯ Wildlife habitat.
is a substantial potential of ground water being contami- ¯ Aquaculture for harvest.
nated by percolating stormwater, or both. Infiltration
losses are insignificant at most sites with Soil Conser- ¯ Primary production for food-chain support.
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¯ Biological diversity, for habitat development, and the comprehensive refer-
ences provide other illustrations.

¯ Open space for recreational, educational, and other
human uses. Following is a summary of features that enhance wildlife

habitat drawn from Figure 3 and the references:
This paper focuses on creating wildlife habitat, which ¯ Irregular shorelines.
also helps achieve the latter three benefits. The preced-
ing recommendations on configuring the wetland were ¯ A wide range of depth zones--deep zones provide
also designed in part to contribute to these benefits, habitat for invertebrates, amphibians, and possibly

fish; higher marsh areas offer feeding grounds to
An issue, of course, is the attraction of wildlife to a birds; and various nesting opportunities are provided
wastewater treatment area that might be contaminated, in the different zones.
It is thought, but not ,oroven, that levels of contamination ¯ Perimeter forest buffer at least 16 m wide.hazardous to wildlife are a relatively rare problem
restricted to watersheds with very high vehicle traffic, ¯ Connect wetland to corridors (e.g., streams and pas-
proportions of impervious surface, and/or population sages to forests and other wetlands) that allow wild-
densities. It is also thought that such problems can be life movement.
addressed at least partially by reversing the recommen- ¯ Increase wetland size if very small--research hasdations to attract wildlife; that is, install features that
discourage wildlife colonization. In either case, a quail- shown that wildlife use is not strongly correlated to

the size of natural wetlands of 0.5 to several hectaresfled wildlife biologist is needed to design the features.
For now, the best course seems to be using and study- in area (15), but is low in very small natural and

ing constructed wetlands for many applications, but constructed wetlands (less than 0.1 hectares).

avoiding their use in areas with a high potential for toxic ¯ Select plants that offer refuge, nesting, feeding, and
contamination, breeding habitat.

The main factor in designing for wildlife habitat is com- ¯ Install other features providing for nesting and refuge,

plex structure that provides a variety of possible niches such as:
to support feeding, nesting, breeding, and refuge re- - Islands (protection for ground-nesters) (minimum
quirements of desired species. Fortunately, many fea- 3 mz for a waterfowl pair, above maximum water
tures that promote pollution control also enhance wildlife surface elevation, densely vegetated, positively
habitat. Figure 3 illustrates several suggested features drained).

~ Bird House

i;ranches "~ Bat House~ ~
High Water Level

Pie~of dead trees Log raft feature for ~"-~-~k\ .........
provide hiding places secure nesting chained -"~#"m’llffl~~’~=
and hotnes for ,small to concrete anchor
creatures who are

High Water Level

Rock island for secure nestin<: will be

~ provides good fish habitat, too used by cre,atures
in and out ov water

Some of these features will cause Islands should be higher than
a small loss of water storage capacity; size pond edges for safe~ dunng
pond accordingly flooding

Figure 3. Suggested constructed wetland habitat features (11).
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- Snags (dead tree trunks installed for cavity- only be needed on the embankment above large out-
nesters), falls, where they exist.

-Nest boxes and platforms (unique designs for
Nuisance waterfowl can be discouraged in severalcavity-nesters), ways. Maintain the buffer largely with forestland (at least

- Buffer trees (for foliage-nesters). 75 percent), and avoid the growth of turf grass around
- Logs, stumps, and brush (for bird perches and the wetland. Also, maintain a variety of depths, espe-

small-mammal refuge), cially high marsh not favored by geese and mallards.
Another important measure is to educate citizens and

¯ Avoiding significant water level fluctuations--this is place signs to discourage feeding.
an inherent disadvantage of stormwater wetlands
relative to wildlife. The best remedy is to precede the The tendency for wetlands to develop undesirable plant
wetland with runoff quantity control. Otherwise, the monocultures can be limited by maintaining structural
configuring recommendations stated earlier provide diversity and a range of depths, especially shallower
the best situation obtainable in stormwater applications, areas. A diverse selection of native flora should be

planted shortly after the wetland is constructed.
Avoidance of Problems Regarding toxicant accumulations, evidence suggests
Potential problems associated with constructed wet- that metals and organics are tightly bound in sediments

lands include: and do not tend to become mobilized over long periods.
When maintenance is performed, disposal of spoils be-

¯ Mosquito breeding, comes an issue. Current knowledge indicates that spoils
pass hazardous waste tests and can be safely land¯ Aesthetic drawbacks, applied or landfilled (4). Plan an onsite application area

¯ Safety concerns, if possible to save costs of disposal.

¯ Attraction of geese and ducks, which can constitute Vegetatiotl Selection and Estal~lishmenta nuisance.
As experience with wetland creation, restoration, and

¯ Development of a monoculture of undesirable construction projects accumulates, it is becoming in-vegetation, creasingly clear that the plant community develops best
¯ Accumulation of toxicants, when the soils harbor substantial vegetative roots, rhi-

zomes, and seed banks. Its development is also en-The extent of actual occurrence of these problems and hanced by the opportunity for volunteer species to enter
managing to avoid or minimize them is addressed briefly from nearby donor sites; however, volunteers cannot be
in this paper, relied on for vegetation establishment. Transplants may
Mosquitoes are actually rarely a problem in well- be supplanted by more vigorous resident and volunteer
designed and operated constructed wetlands; thus, stock under these circumstances and may actually con-
education of the concerned public is part of the solution, stitute a minor component of the eventual community.
A problem with mosquitoes can best be prevented by Nevertheless, transplanting is generally a wise strategy,
providing diverse habitats that support predatory in- and most of the specific guidance available for estab-
sects. Mosquito fish (Gambusia) have been used suc- lishing wetlands concerns this source; thus, it is fully
cessfully to control mosquitoes in permanent ponds, but covered below.
the introduction of the fish in areas to which they are not Hydric soils containing vegetative plant material col-
native must be carefully assessed, lected for establishing new wetlands are becoming
Aesthetic problems can be avoided with careful atten- known as "wetland mulch." It appears that ample use of
tion to construction and vegetation establishment. The this mulch enhances diversity and the speed of vegeta-

tion establishment, but the mulch content is somewhatbuffer and tall emergent vegetation can be used to
conceal such wetland characteristics as water level fluc- unpredictable and donor sites are limited. Also, guide-
tuation and films on the water, lines for extracting, handling, and storing the material

are limited. A danger with the use of mulch is the possi-
Constructed wetlands are inherently safer than deeper ble presence of exotic, opportunistic species that will
ponds, but some degree of potential hazard to children out-compete more desirable natives. Therefore, at least
is associated with deep zones. Hazards can be avoided the donor sites that obviously support such plant spe-
by establishing gradual side slopes and a shallow marsh cies should be avoided in obtaining material. Preferred
safety bench (5 m wide) where the toe of the side slope donor material includes wetland soils removed during
meets any deep pool, by concealing outlet piping, and maintenance of highway ditches, swales, sedimentation
by providing Iockable access. In general, fencing should ponds, retention/detention ponds, and clogged
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infiltration basins and during dredging, or from natural demonstrated capabilities of plants for the various com-
wetlands that are going to be filled under permit (al- mon classes of pollutants. The most versatile genera
though these soils are best used for mitigating the loss), that have species representatives in most parts of the
It is recommended that-the upper 15 cm of donor soils nation are Carex, Scirpus, Juncus, Lemna, and Typha.
be obtained at the end of the growing season, if possi-

Schueler (4) and Garbisch (16) have assembled able. The best way to hold soils until installation is some-
what uncertain but must include keeping soils moist in considerable amount of specific guidance on the con-

struction and vegetation establishment process forconditions that will maintain vital dormancy. Efforts are
under way to establish repositories for mulch reclaimed constructed wetlands and created wetlands, respec-
in maintenance operations, tively. The course manual by Horner (5) also incorpo-

rates this guidance. G!ven the available literature, these
The reliability of transplanting and the instant partial topics are not addressed in this paper.
cover it provides make it necessary regardless of the
potentials offered by wetland mulch and volunteer spe- Operatirtg Cortstructed Wetlands
cies recruitment. Commercial wetland plant nurseries
now operate in many places in the nation to provide Relative to retention/detention ponds, constructed wet-
material. The following list of general vegetation selec- lands pose a relatively significant routine operating bur-
tion principles was compiled from Garbisch’s (16) rec- den. Operated properly, however, they should not
ommendations for creating wetlands and from the require periodic expensive sediment cleanouts. From
comprehensive constructed wetland works: the outset, the project should include a formal operation

and maintenance plan that covers the following ele-
¯ Base selections more on the prospects for successful ments: 1) inspection, 2) sediment management, 3)establishment than on specific pollutant uptake ca- water management, and 4) vegetation management.pabilities (plant uptake is a highly important mecha-

nism only for nutrients, much of which are released There are two levels of inspection: routine and compre-
upon the plant’s death; nutrient removal is more the hensive. Rapid, routine inspections should be made by
result of chemical and microbial processes than of a qualified observer to identify and take action on any
plant uptake), problems that would damage the wetland’s function.

Recommended scheduling for these inspections is
¯ Select native species, and generally avoid natives monthly and after each storm totaling more than 1.25 cmthat invade vigorously. (0.5 in.) of precipitation. Comprehensive inspections
¯ Use a minimum of species adaptable to the various should take place twice yearly the first 3 years, once in

elevation zones; diversification will occur naturally, the growing season and again in the nongrowing sea-
son. Conditions that should be noted during these in-¯ Select mostly perennial species, and give priority to spections include:those that establish rapidly.

¯ Select species that are adaptable to the broadest ¯ Dominant plants and theirdistributions in each zone.

ranges of depth, frequency, and duration of inunda- ¯ Relative presence of intentionally planted and volun-
tion (hydroperiod). teer invasive and noninvasive species.

¯ Match the environmental requirements of plant selec- ¯ Plant conditionmlook for signs of disease (yellowing,
tions to the conditions to be offered by the site. Con- browning, wilting), pest infestations, and stunted
sider especially hydroperiod and light requirements, growth.

¯ Give priority to species that have been used success- ¯ Depth zones and microtopographic features com-
fully in constructed wetlands in the past and to com- pared with the original plan.
mercially available species.

¯ Normal pool elevation compared with the original
¯ Avoid specifying only species that are foraged by     plan.

wildlife expected to utilize the site.
¯ Sediment accumulations (locations and approximate¯ Phase the establishment of woody Species to follow quantities).

herbacecus ones.
¯ Outlet clogging.¯ Consider planting needs to achieve designated obo

jectives other than pollution control. ¯ Buffer condition.

Although excessive emphasis on vegetation selection The objective of sediment management is to trap~and
based on pollution control capabilities should be when necessary remove~sediments before they reach
avoided, considerable information on that subject has the shallow zones. Forebays will probably have to be
been compiled. Kulzer (17) prepared a summary of the drained and dredged every 2 to 5 years. The pond in a
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pond/marsh system is, in part, a large forebay and 5. Homer, R.R. 1992. Constructed wetlands for storm runoff water
should not need dredging as frequently, quality control. Seattle, WA: University of Washington, Engineer-

ing Continuing Education.
If water levels do no conform to plans, or there is another 6. Water Pollution Control Federation. 1990. Natural systems for
reason to change them, regulation can be accomplished wastewater ~’eatment. Alexandria, VA: Water Pollution Control
by installing a flash board at the desired height at the Federation.
outlet weir or by adjusting the gate valves (if provided). 7. Richardson, C.J. 1985. Mechanisms controlling phosphorus re-
Remove clogging debris from around the outlet as tention capacity in freshwater wetlands. Science 228:1,424-
necessary. 1,427.

8. Brodie, G.A. 1989. Selection and evaluation of sites for con-In vegetation management, provide extra care during structed wastewater treatment wetlands. In: Hammer, D.A., ed.
Constructed wetlands for wastewater t~’eetment. Chelsea, MI:the first 3 years to plantings, especially trees, including
Lewis Publishers. pp. 307-318.watering, supporting, mulching, and removing weeds.

Reinforcement plantings will probably be required after 9. Azous, A. 1991. An analysis of urbanization effects on wetland
biological communities. M.S. thesis. Searde, WA: Univers~ of1 or 2 years and should be added as necessary. Menu- Washington, Department of Civil Engineering.

ally remove undesirable species with a high potential to lO. Mitsch, W.J. 1992. Landscape design and the role of created,invade and dominate, if they will subvert achievement restored, and natural riparian wetlands in controlling nonpoint
of the designated objectives. Cut or dig out woody, source pollution. In: Olson, R.K., ed. Created and natural wet-
unwanted species in marsh zones before they cause lands for controlling nonpoint source water pollution. Boca Raton,
damage and become too difficult to remove. FL: Lewis Publishers. pp. 27-48.

11. Washington State Department of Ecology. 1992. Storrnwater
Harvesting the wetland for nutrient control can be per- management manual for the Puget Sound basin. Olympia, WA:
formed but has many drawbacks, including cost, dis- Washington Department of Ecology,

posal, and damage to the system. It is generally only 12. U.S. EPA. 1986. Methodology for analysis of detention basins for
possible to cut aboveground biomass, which will not control of urban runoff quality. EPA/440/5-87/001. Washington,

DC.adequately control the release of nutrients.
13. Walker, W.W. 1987. Phosphorus removal by urban runoff deten-

tion basins. Lake and Reservoir Management 3:314-326.
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Stormwater Pond and Wetland Options for Stormwater
Quafity Control

Thomas R, Schueler
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Washington, DC

Abstract 2. Dry extended detention (ED) ponds

In this paper, 10 designs for stormwater wetland and pond 3. Micropool dry ED ponds
systems used for effective urban runoff quality control
are surveyed. Each design is based on a different allo- 4. Wet ponds
cation of deep-pool, marsh, and extended detention 5. Wet ED ponds
storage. The comparative pollutant removal capability of
the 10 designs are reviewed based on a national survey 6. Shallow marsh systems
of 58 performance monitoring studies. In addition, the

7. ED wetlandsreported longevity, maintenance requirements, and en-
vironmental constraints of each design is assessed. 8. Pocket wetlands
A team approach for selecting the most appropriate 9. Pocket ponds
design at the individual development site is strongly
recommended. Key selection factors, such as space, 10. Pond/marsh systems
drainage area, and permitability, are discussed. A
seven-stage design/construction process is outlined to Table 1. Comparative Storage Allocations for the 10

Stormwater Pond/Wetland Options (% of Totalensure the team selects and builds the most appropriate Treatment Volume)
and effective design.

Pond/Wetland
The paper points out that the uncertain regulatory status Alternative Deep Pool Marsh ED
of pond/wetland systems should be resolved so that

1. Conventional dry 0 0 0this effective runoff control technology can be appropri- ponds (quantity
ately used. control only)

2. Dry ED ponds 0 10 (Is) 90
Introduction 3. Micropool dry ED 30 (f, m) 0 70
The use of stormwater ponds to control the quality of ponds
urban stormwater runoff has become more widespread 4. Wet ponds 80 20 (b) 0
in recent years. At the same time, designs hav~ become 5 Wet ED ponds 50 10 (b) 40
more sophisticated to meet many environmental objec-

6. Shallow marsh 40 (f, m, c) 60 0rives at the development site. Today, the term stormwa- systems
ter pond can refer to any design alternatives in a

7. ED wetlands 20 (f, m) 30 50continuum that allocates different portions of runoff
8. Pocket wetlands 20 (f) 80 0treatment volume to deep pools, shallow wetland areas,

and temporary extended detention storage. This paper 9. Pocket ponds 80 20 (b) 0
provides a broad review of the comparative capabilities ~0. Pond/marsh systems 70 30 (b, m) 0
of pond and wetland systems. Note: The storage allocations shown are approximate targets only.
In an operational sense, these systems can be classified is = lower stage of ED pond often assumes marsh charactenstK:s

f = forebayinto one of ten categories: m = micropool
c = channels1. Conventional dry ponds (quantity control only) b = aquatic bench
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Quanti~ ED Pool Marsh
Figure 1. Stormwater pond options.

Each of these designs (shown in cross-sectional view in
Figure 1) can be distinguished by how it allocates the
total treatment volume to deep pools, shallow wetlands,
and temporary extended detention storage. As can be a. On-Line b. Off-Lineseen, most designs incorporate two and sometimes
three runoff treatment pathways. Comparative storage
allocations are shown in quantitative terms in Table 1. It
is important to note that these allocation targets are
approximate and relative, and individual systems may
not always conform to the target.

Stormwater pond systems can also be configured in
many different ways, as shown in Figure 2. Ponds can
be located "on-line" or "off-line" and can be arranged in c. Multiple Cells

multiple cells. On-line ponds are located directly on
streams or drainage channels. Off-line ponds are con-
structed away from the stream corridor. Runoff flow is
split from the stream and diverted into off-line ponds by
a flow splitter or smart box.

The total treatment volume need not be provided within
only one cell. Stormwater ponds can contain multiple
storage cells, and these often enhance the perform- Figure 2. Stormwater pond configurations.
ance, longevity, and redundancy of the entire system.

All pond designs provide additional storage to control Comparative Pollutant Removal of
the increased quantity of stormwater produced as a Stormwater Pond Designs
consequence of urban development. This "quantity con-
trol" storage is usually defined as the storage needed to Each of the three basic treatment volume allocations (pool,
keep postdevelopment peak discharge rates equivalent marsh, and ED) use different pollutant removal pathways.
to predevelopment levels for the 2-year storm. The Therefore, it is not surprising to find considerable vari-
quantity control storage is in addition to, and literally on ability in the projected removal rates for each of the 10
top of, the quality control runoff storage, stormwater pond designs (Table 2). The table is based
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Table 2. Comparative Pollutant Removal Capability of be explained by the greater surface area and complexity
Stormwater Pond/Wetland Alternatives of shallow marsh systems (2).

Pollutant Removal Rate Ponds and wetlands that do not have a reliable source
. of base flow, and that have a water level that frequently

Pond/Wetland Alternative TSS TP TN Reliability fluctuates, are termed pocket ponds and wetlands.

1. Conventional dry ponds 10 0 0 Moderate These systems typically serve very small drainage ar-
eas and are excavated to the local water table. Conse-2. Dry ED ponds 30 10 10 Low quently, pocket facilities are often less than a quarter

3. Micropool dry ED ponds 70 30 15 Moderate acre in size and possess few of the design features of
(projected) their larger counterparts. Therefore, pocket wetlands

4. Wet ponds 70 60 40 High are thought to have lower pollutant removal capability,
5. Wet ED ponds 75 65 40 High especially for nutrients.

6. Shallow marsh systems 75 45 25 High Pond-marsh systems appear to possess the greatest
7. ED wetlands 70 40 20 Moderate overall pollutant removal capability of all the designs
8. Pocket wetlands 60 25 15 Moderate monitored. The permanent pool and the shallow wetland

(projected) provide complementary and redundant removal path-
9. Pocket ponds 60 30 20 Moderate ways, and reduce remobilization of pollutants.

(projected)
It should be noted that while differences in removal

10. Pond/marsh systems 80 70 45 High capability do exist among the 10 designs, other key
TSS = total suspended solids design factors also must be present if these rates are to
TP = total phosphorus be achieved. First, the system must be capable of cap-TN = total nitrogen turing at least 90 percent of the annual runoff volume

delivered. Second, incoming runoff must be pretreated
on a review of 58 pond and wetland performance studies in a forebay or deep pool. Third, the system must meet
conducted across the United States and Canada (1). minimum criteria for internal geometry (flow path, micro-

topography, surface-area-to-volume ratio). Clearly, a
While seven of the ten pond designs have been moni- poorly conceived or designed pond system will not
tored in the field, the performance of three designs achieve the rates shown in Table 2.
(pocket ponds, pocket wetlandS, and micropool dry ED
ponds) can only be projected based on design infer- Comparative Ability To Protectences and field experience. Downstream Channels
Two of the pond designs possess limited capability to Pond systems that combine ED storage with stormwater
remove pollutants--the conventional dry pond and the quantity storage appear to provide the best measure of
dry ED pond. These pond systems seldom have been protection for downstream channels exposed to the
observed to reliably remove sediment and have shown erosive potential of bankfull and subbankfull floods. Reo
virtually no capability to remove nutrients. The perform- cent field research has demonstrated that control of the
ance of dry ED ponds is expected to improve if micro- 2-year storm quantity exacerbates, rather than reduces,
pools are added at the inlet and the outlet. Micropools downstream channel erosion problems. Modeling stud-
help to pretreat incoming runoff, prevent resuspension, ies suggest that extended detention (e.g., 6 to 24 hours)
and reduce clogging, of relatively small treatment volumes may have some

potential to alleviate downstream channel erosion probo
When properly sized and designed, wet ponds can reli- lems. Additional field research is needed to confirm the
ably remove sediments and nutrients at relatively high value of ED in protecting channels.
rates. The deep pool of the wet pond allows for gravita-
tional settling. Removal rates for wet ponds can be
incrementally improved if the deep pool is combined Comparative Physical, Environmental,
with extended detention, as in the wet ED pond system, and Maintenance Constraints

Each of the 10 pond systems are subject to many different
The removal capability of wetland systems (designs 6, constraints that may limit their use at a particular site. Some
7, and 8) is generally comparable to that of wet ponds of the more common constraints are outlined in Table 3.
of similar size. Sediment removal often is slightly higher
in wetland systems, but nutrient removal appears to be Physical constraints include available spac.e, climate, dry
somewhat lower and less reliable. Shallow marsh sys- weather base flow, and contributing drainage area. Main-
tems exhibit slightly higher removal rates than either the tenance constraints may involve susceptibility to clogging
ED wetland or the pocket wetland systems, which may and the frequency and difficulty of sediment cleanout.
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Table 3. Comparative Capability of 10 PondJWetland Alternatives--Physical, Environmental, and Maintenance Constraints

Minimum Waters
Drainage Space Water Clogging Sediment of U.S. Stream Safety

Pond/Wetland Alternative Areaa Indexb Balance Risk Cleanout (404) Warming Risk

1. Conventional dry ponds 5 0.5 No Moderate Basin ? Low Low
restrictions (10-20 yr)

2. Dry ED ponds 10 1.0 No High Basin Yes Moderate Low
restrictions (10-20 yr)

3. Micropool dry ED ponds 15 1.0 May require Low Forebay Yes Moderate Low
base flow (2-5 yr)

4. Wet ponds 25+ 1.0 Climate Low Forebay Yes High High
(2-5 yr)

5. Wet ED ponds 25+ 1.0 Climate Low Forebay Yes High High
(2-5 yr)

6. Shallow marsh systems 25+ 2.5 Climate, Low Forebay Yes High Moderate
base flow (2-5 yr)

7. ED wetlands 10+ 1.5 Climate, Low Forebay ? High Moderate
base flow (2-5 yr)

8. Pocket wetlands 1-5 2.0 Climate, Moderate Basin No Moderate Moderate
ground (5-10 yr)
water

9. Pocket ponds 1-5 1.0 Climate, Moderate Basin No Moderate Moderate
ground (5-10 yr)
water

10. Pond/marsh systems 25+ 1.5 Climate, Low Pool Yes High High
base flow (10-15 yr)

aMaximum of 400 acres in most cases.
~Space consumption index (1 = space required for wet pond).

Perhaps the most restrictive constraints, however, are The design team works together throughout the plan-
of an environmental nature. Recent research has indi- ning, design, approval, and construction process, which
cated that on-line pond and wetland systems can have can take as long as 2 years. Building an effective and
serious impacts on the local and downstream environ- appropriate pond system consists of seven general
ment, if they are not properly located and designed (2). steps, as outlined below:
The most serious include the modification or destruction
of high-quality forests and wetlands as a consequence 1. Evaluation of the Feasibility of the Site
of construction, and downstream warming. Conse-

The design team has two major tasks. The first task isquently, the siting of ponds and wetlands in the mid-At-
to define, in consultation with local planning and re-lantic region has become a major focus of federal and
source protection agencies, the primary watershed pro-state regulatory agencies. Presently, both a Section 404
tection objectives for the particular site and stream. The(wetlands) and a Section 401 water quality certification

permit must be obtained for the construction of any objectives may include specific targets for pollutant re-

on-line stormwater pond or wetland, duction, flood control, channel protection, wetland
creation, habitat protection, protection of indicator
species (e.g., trout), or preservation of stream cord-

A Team Approach for Selecting the Most dors. Careful identification of realistic and achievable
Appropriate System objectives early in the process is critical for allowing the

design team to incorporate them into the design andSelecting and designing a pond system has become a
construction process.complex and lengthy process. An effective approach is

to assemble a design team consisting of a stormwater The second task is to analyze the physical and environ-
engineer, landscape architect, environmental consult- mental features of the development site to determine if
ant, and the construction contractor. The combined a pond system is feasible, appropriate, and can meet
expertise of the design team, along with early and the primary watershed protection objectives. This typi-
frequent coordination with local plan reviewers, is an cally involves a thorough delineation of the wetlands,
essential ingredient for implementing the most appro- forests, and catchments within the development, as well
priate system for the development site and the down- as the collection of geotechnical data to define soil
stream community, properties and water balances. The design team also
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should assess both the site and downstream aquatic field meeting with the entire construction crew prior to
conditions during a site visit, construction. The design team outlines the purpose of

the project, the sequence of construction activities, and
2. Development of the Initial Concept Plan      walks through the no-disturbance limits. Short but regu-

lar meetings to inspect progress are helpful during the
The task for the design team in this stage is threefold: construction process, especially to modify decisions in
1) select the most appropriate pond design option, 2) the field. After construction is complete and the pond site
identify the most environmentally suitable location for it, is stabilized, the engineer performs an as-built survey
and 3) compute the size and geometry of the facility. The for submission to local government authorities that veri-
design team assembles a concept plan and then submits ties that the pond was constructed in accordance with
it to the local stormwater review agency and other regula- the approved plans.
tory agencies for preliminary review and approval. Early
input from the permitting agencies is essential, and a joint 6. Establishment of the Pondscape
field visit is often a useful means of secudng it.

Establishing a functional pondscape requires frequent
3. Development of the Final Design adjustment of the original pondscaping plan. Initially, the

design team modifies the plan to account for actual
In final design stage, the team adds engineering details moisture conditions and water elevations that exist after
to the concept plan and responds to the comments construction. The design team then reexamines the
made by the local permitting authorities. The team works pondscape after the first growing season to determine if
together to ensure that all standard pond design fea- reinforcement plantings are needed.
tures are incorporated into the final design plans (e.g.,
benches, forebays, buffers, gate valves). (See Schueler 7. Inspection and Operation of the Pond
[2] for a full list.) In addition, the plan should be thor-
oughly analyzed to reduce safety risks, allow for easy The final stage of the process involves the final inspec-
maintenance access, provide safe and environmentally tion of the facility, development of the maintenance prac-
sensitive conveyance to the pond, and reduce the future tices and schedules, and the transfer of maintenance
maintenance burden. The final plan is then submitted for responsibilities to the responsible party.
review and approval by the appropriate local and state
regulatory agencies. Resolving the Regulatory Status of

Storrnwater Ponds
4. Preparation of a Pondscaping Plan Although pond and wetland systems are attractive op-
This stage of the design process is critical but frequently tions for urban nonpoint source control, their regulatory
overlooked. The design team jointly prepares an aquatic status has recently become very confused. This is due
and terrestrial landscaping plan for the pond or wetland, to the fact the these systems fall under the scope of
known as a pondscape. It specifies the trees, shrubs, three often conflicting sections of the Clean Water Act--
ground cover, and wetland plants that will be established Section 401 (water quality certification permits), Section
to meet specific functional objectives within different 402 (stormwater National Pollutant Discharge Elimina-
moisture zones in and around the pond. tion System [NPDES] permits), and Section 404 (wet-

land permits). Confusion about these systems also
The pondscaping plan is more than a landscaping ma- stems from a number of particular factors:terials list, it also specifies necessary soil amendments,
planting techniques, maintenance schedules, reinforce- First, pond systems often acquire wetland charac-
merit plantings, and wildlife habitat elements needed to teristics over time, whether by design or simply with age.
establish a dense and diverse pondscape over several At some point, they may become delineated wetlands,
growing seasons. Although landscape architects take subtect to the same protection and restrictions as natural
the lead in the development of the pondscape, other we~ands. If a stormwater pond system does evolve into
members of the team can provide important contribu- wetland status, then Section 404 wetland permits may
tions. For example, the engineer projects soil moisture be required and all future maintenance activities con-
zones, the contractor provides practical guidance on ducted on the stormwater pond system would likely
tree protection during construction and temporary stabi- require a permit. Conversely, it also is possible that a
lization, and the environmental consultant provides input well-designed stormwater wetland would be eligible
on native wetland plants and propagation techniques, for a partial mitigation "credit" when it "evolves" into

wetland status.
5. Construction of the Pond Second, most pond systems are located on waters of
Appropriate designs only work when they are con- the United States (i.e., intermittent or perennial streams
structed properly. Therefore, it is essential to conduct a or drainage channels) and are thus subject to the Sec-
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tion 404 permit process, even when the system is not with urban development and thus lead to violations of
located within a delineated wetland. Some regulators temperature standards in some sensitive streams. This
have advocated that the prohibition against "instream creates a great dilemma for regulators that must perform
treatment" should apply to stormwater pond systems, water quality certification on stormwater ponds.
while others have required that an extensive alternatives

The resolution of the uncertain and confusing regulatoryanalysis be undertaken before a permit is issued. In the
issues relating to stormwater ponds is critical if applica-former interpretation, the use of stormwater pond sys-

tems would be limited to off-line or pocket applications, tion of this effective technology is to continue on a

Under the latter interpretation, the design team might widespread basis. The challenge for designers will be to

have to demonstrate that all upland best management acknowledge and avoid the potential for negative envi-
ronmental impact, whereas the challenge for the regu-practice (BMP) alternatives are exhausted before a

pond system can be constructed. While upland BMPs latory community will be to recognize the benefits of

are an alternative, they do not possess the performance stormwater ponds and craft a regulatory policy that is

or longevity of pond and wetland systems and may not practical rather than merely legal. Otherwise, the fifth

be adequate to protect streams or meet pollutant reduc- member of the pond design team may have to be a

tion targets, lawyer. Hopefully, a workable policy can be developed
in the near future that sets guidelines on the appropriate

Third, construction of stormwater ponds and wetlands use of this effective nonpoint source control technology.
within or adjacent to delineated natural wetlands can
radically alter the characteristics of that wetland, either References
through excavation, fill, pooling, or inundation. In most
cases, construction of stormwater ponds in natural wet- 1. Schualer, T. 1993. Performance of stormwater pond and wetland

systems. Submitted to ASCE International Symposium on IEngi-
land areas is strongly discouraged. In other cases, how- nearing Hydrology, San Francisco, CA (July).
ever, it may actually be desirable to convert degraded 2. Schueler, T. 1992. Design of stormwater wetland systems. Wash-natural wetlands into stormwater wetlands. The condi- ington, DC: Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.
tions, if any, where these conversions might take place
are the subject of considerable controversy. The influ- Additional Reading
ence of stormwater ponds on wetlands need not always
be negative, however. In many cases, stormwater ponds 1. Galli, J. 1992. Analysis of urban BMP performance and longevity
can help protect downstream wetlands from degradation in Prince Georges County, Maryland. Prepared for Prince Georges

Watershed Protection Branch. Washington, DC: Metropolitan
caused by uncontrolled stormwater flows and construc- Washington Council of Governments.
tion-stage sediment deposition.

2. Schueler, T., and J. Gatli. 1992. The environmental impacts of

Fourth, stormwater ponds have a dual nature: They can stormwater ponds. In: Kumble, P., and T. Schueler, ads. Water-
shed restoration sourcebook. Washington, DC: Metropolitanhelp to meet water quality standards in receiving waters, Washington Council of Governments. pp. 161-180.

while at the same time contributing to possible violations
of other standards. For example, ponds can help meet 3. Schueler, T., M. Heraty, and P. Kumble. 1992. A current assess-

ment of urban best management: Techniques for reducing non-
sediment, turbidity, nutrient, and toxics limits. At the same point source pollution in the coastal zone. Prepared for U.S. EPA
time, they may amplify the stream warming associated by Metropolitan Washington Council of Govemments.
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Practical Aspects of Stormwater Pond Design in Sensitive Areas

Richard A. Claytor, Jr.
Loiederman Associates, Inc., Frederick, Maryland

Abstract often need to be located in the lower portion of a site to
maximize the area and runoff draining toward them. ThisThis paper’s purpose is to provoke thought in estab-
can create a conflict with existing, sensitive natural fea-lishing some considerations and techniques for the de-

sign of stormwater management ponds in sensitive tures, such as wetlands, seeps, springs, or even inter-

areas, not to describe a step-by-step process for design- mittent or perennial streams.

ing stormwater management ponds. The reader should A natural resources inventory, which is essential for
have a basic understanding of the principles of small design, should at a minimum incorporate the following
pond design, urban hydrology, water quality control, and features:
best management practices. ¯ Topography
First, practical design requires an inventory of the sen- ¯ Wetlands (including springs and seeps)sitive resources that need protection and an estimate of
the project goals and potential environmental benefits. ¯ Soils
The next step is to develop a concept plan, which initi-
ates the design process and ensures agency and public ¯ Floodplains

involvement in early stages of the project. Several tech- ¯ Forest lands (vegetation)
niques can be used to avoid or minimize negative ira- ¯ Watercoursespacts on sensitive areas, which this paper groups into
techniques for either warm water or cool water environ- ¯ Specimen trees
ments. In addition, the paper covers three new theoreti-
cal techniques that combine warm water design ¯ Steep slopes, rock outcroppings, etc.

practices with coot water mitigation approaches. Main- ¯ Historical or archeological features
tenance and monitoring issues are also discussed, Cou- ¯ Habitatpiing a common sense approach with the need for
innovative thinking should be a primary goal, and de- After a reasonably detailed natural resources inventory
signers must factor into this challenge the goal of reach- has been conducted, design should continue with an
ing a consensus with different interest groups, analysis of the receiving stream or ground-water aqui-

fers. This may be very detailed and use various habitat
Goals and Expectations analyses or biological indicators, or it can be a general

overview. To pursue a sensitive design approach, how-Stormwater management ponds are often installed or con- ever, establishing the type of aquatic resource fisheriesstructed to fulfill regulations for the control of urban runoff. (cold water versus warm water) is important.Controlling urban runoff usually means providing some
kind of detention facility that controls the increased runoff After establishing the natural resources inventory and
frequency and volume in developing areas, assessing what level of aquatic resource protection is

warranted, a concept plan should be developed.Good, practical stormwater management requires an
assessment of what the pond needs to protect and an Concept Plan Developmentestimate of how well pond is likely to work. This involves
conducting an inventory of existing natural and con- One of the most important elements in implementing a
structed features, which then becomes a basis for de- successful stormwater management plan is the devel-
sign considerations. For example, stormwater ponds opment of a good concept plan. A concept plan allows
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various agencies and interest groups the opportunity to
offer input at a time when change is reasonably inex- Diversion Pipe

to Wetlandspensive. Later in a program, change becomes much
more difficult. Many resource protection agencies and Large Storm

Overflowspecial interest groups have conflicting goals, which
should be resolved as much as possible in the early
stages of the concept plan process so that meaningful
projects ultimately become a reality.

One of the key elements of working in an environmentally
sensitive area is compromise, but ingenuity is equally Small Storm

Overflow Weirimportant. To advance technology and find different and
possibly more successful methods of stormwater man-
agement pond design, new techniques should be pro-
posed and implemented, even if unproven.

Techniques for Avoiding or Minimizing
Impacts to Sensitive Areas Figure 1. Diversion structure or "flow splitter."

Warm Water Environments pollutant removal efficiencies but also to reduce and/or
offset thermal impacts.For warm water fisheries, where thermal impacts are not

a major consideration, wet ponds (permanent pools of The following are some of the techniques that incorpo-
water) represent the most reliable and maintenance- rate these goals:
free option for stormwater runoff quality control (1). Sev- ¯ The facility should avoid open bodies of water whereeral techniques can enhance the pollutant removal

solar radiation would heat up the water column. Ex-efficiency of wet ponds and simultaneously minimize the amples in descending order of preference would beimpact that a large body of water has on surrounding infiltration facilities, filtration facilities, dry extendedsensitive areas. Some of these techniques are: detention ponds, and shallow stormwater wetland
¯ Location of a pond "off-line" from active flowing ponds (2).

streams reduces the impact to existing aquatic environ- ¯ The location and orientation of the facility should ac-ment and does not necessarily inhibit fish migration, count for the hours of potential solar radiation, such
= Diversion structures or "flow splitters" provide a tech- as a north/south dominant orientation.

nique for conveying both base flow and storm flow = Shading of the pool area by maximizing tree canopyaway from sensitive areas (see Figure 1). can minimize solar penetration.
¯ Pond grading techniques that provide storage vol- ¯ Incorporating underdrain and toe drain ground-umes direct impacts away from sensitive areas, water collection systems can provide an additional
¯ Pond grading techniques that give curvilineargeome- source of cool water release, where available,

try to the pond can increase flow lengths and de- while implementing an earthen embankment safety
crease ineffective storage areas, consideration.

¯ Pond grading techniques that use shallow aquatic ¯ Shading and covering a pond’s outlet channel helps
zones, peninsulas and/or islands, and low-lying areas prevent thermal impacts associated with water run-
for riparian vegetation provide varied water regimes, ning over heated rocks.

¯ Incorporating vegetative practices into the design, ¯ Watershedwide landscaping, including shading of ira-
such as shallow marsh emergent wetlands, sub- pervious asphalt surfaces, helps reduce thermal
merged aquatic vegetation, and riparian fringe plant- loading at the source.
ings, can create additional wildlife habitats. Figure 3 depicts a dry pond concept for a cool water

Figure 2 depicts a wet pond concept for a warm water environment.
environment.

New Theorized Techniques
Cool Water Environments                      New approaches may afford the opportunity to combine

For cool water fisheries, where thermal impacts are a the pollutant removal efficiencies of wet ponds with tern-
major consideration, a design must attempt to maximize perature mitigation measures. Three approaches are to:
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Figure 2. Wet pond concept with diversion structure for warm water environment.

¯ Incorporate "cooling tower" design practices into the and may not meet expectations. These techniques require
outlet structure of the spillway system (Figure 4) (3). short- and long-term monitoring to ensure that they are

meeting the expectations of the designer and agency.¯ Investigate vegetative practices that cover the open
water surface of ponds to minimize solar radiation of In addition, many of the more innovative design ap-
the water column (4). proaches require periodic maintenance. It is not practi-

cal to assume that these approaches will function without¯ Incorporate a ground-water siphon system into the
the necessary observations and periodic maintenance.design of the release structures to siphon ground water
Some of the approaches (e.g., flow splitters) requireas the low flow release (Figure 5) (5).
only periodic trash removal to keep them functioning as

Maintenance and Monitoring designed, while others (e.g., filters and infiltration ba-
sins) require a more intensive maintenance program.

An effective design cannot become a practical application
without a good implementation program, an effective Conclusion
monitoring program, and a maintenance program that

In sensitive areas, design approaches need to combinekeeps a facility functioning at its best. Many of the tech-
innovative alternatives, common sense, and compro-niques and considerations previously discussed are new
mise. Even/one agrees that our sensitive resources
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Figure 3. Dry pond concept with diversion structure for cool water environment.
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Figure 4. Combination atmospheric and natural draft cooling tower to cool water discharged from a wet pond system (3).
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Figure 5. Siphon thermal cooler concept for stormwater management ponds (5).

need special protection and require the utmost care if a References
disturbance occurs. There is not agreement, however,

1. Schueler, T. 1987. Controlling urban runoff: A practical manual foron the best approaches and on what resources are the planning and designing urban BMP. Metropolitan Washington
most important. Therefore, it is vital to document the Council of Govemmants (July).
existing conditions carefully, prepare flexible concepts 2. Galli, J. 1990. Thermal impacts associated with urbanization and
and designs, and be prepared to revise plans and de- stormwater management best management practices. Metropoli-
sign approaches as new information and monitoring tan Washington Council of Governments for the Sediment and

Stormwatar Administration, Maryland Department of the Environ-results emerge. Practical aspects of stormwater pond ment (December).design will not remain static but will continue to change
3. McCamy, C. 1992. Combination atmosphere and natural draftas new technologies and techniques advance and older

cooling tower. EQR report (October 12). Environmental Qualityconsiderations become obsolete. Resources, Inc., 1738 Elton Rd., Suite 310, Silver Spring, MD
20903.
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Infiltration Practices: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

Eric H. Livingston
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation,

Tallahassee, Florida

Abstract contains natural attributes that will influence the type
and configuration of the stormwater system.

Of all the best management practices (BMPs) in the storm-
water treatment tool box, infiltration practices are the most The variety of features contained on a site suggest
effective in removing stormwater pollutants and, equally which particular combination of best management prac-
important, in reducing both stormwater volume and peak rices (BMPs) can be successfully integrated into an
discharge rate. This paper explains the concept of on-line effective system. Whenever site conditions allow, the
and off-line systems, and discusses factors that influence stormwater management system should be designed to
their treatment effectiveness. Design guidelines for infil- achieve maximum onsite storage (and even reuse) of
tration systems, including the importance of the BMP stormwater by incorporating infiltration practices
treatment train approach, will be reviewed, focusing on throughout the remaining natural and landscaped areas
soil types, water table elevation, geology, vegetation, of a site. A stormwater management system should be
and determination of infiltration rates. Construction con- viewed as a "treatment train" in which the BMPs are the
siderations will be reviewed. Because of their likelihood individual cars. Generally, the more BMPs that are
for clogging, the importance of regular inspection and corporated into the system, the better the performance
maintenance programs is stressed, of the treatment train. Inclusion of infiltrative practices

as one of the cars should be a primary goal of stormwa-
Infiltration practices that the paper covers include road- ter system designers.
side swales, retention basins, landscape retention, ex-
filtration systems, infiltration trenches, and porous Infiltration practices are one of the few BMPs that can
pavement. For each type of system, information on help to ensure that all four stormwater characteristics
treatment effectiveness, design criteria, advantages, (the volume, rate, timing, and pollutant load) after devel-
and disadvantages is presented, along with discussion opment closely approximate the conditions that occurred
of the good, the bad, and the ugly. The paper reviews before development. This is because infiltration prac-
the effect of infiltration practices on ground-water quality tices help to maintain predevelopment site perviousness
and presents recommendations to limit adverse im- and vegetative cover, thereby reducing stormwater vol-
pacts. Special design guidelines for infiltration practices ume and discharge rate, which further promotes infiltra-
in areas with karst geology, which is characterized by tion and filtering of the runoff.
sinkholes, will also be reviewed. The benefits of infiltration include:

Introduction ¯ Reducing stormwater volume and peak runoff rate.

To achieve the desired objectives of flood and water ¯ Recharging ground water, which helps to replenish
quality protection, erosion control, improved aesthetics, wetlands, creeks, rivers, lakes, and estuaries.
and recreation, a stormwater management system must ¯ Augmenting base flow in streams, especially during
be an integral part of the site planning for every site. low flow times.
Although the basic principles of stormwater manage-
ment remain the same, each individual site and each ¯ Aiding in the settling of pollutants.
specific project presents unique challenges, obstacles, ¯ Lowering the probability of downstream flooding,
and opportunities. The many variations in climate, soils, stream erosion, and sedimentation.
geology, ground water, topography, vegetation, and
planned land use require site-specific design. Each site ¯ Providing water for other beneficial uses.
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Another benefit of infiltration practices is their ability to weather statistics at many locations around the country.
serve multiple uses because they are temporary storage Long-term precipitation records, including information
basins. Recreational areas (e.g., ballfields, tennis such as day and duration of event, intensity, and vol-
courts, volleyball courts), greenbelt areas, neighbor- ume, are available from either the federal government
hood parks, and even parking facilities provide excellent or private vendors. Statistical analysis of these records
settings for the temporary storage of stormwater. Such can develop probability frequencies for storm charac-
areas are not usually in use during periods of precipita- teristics such as the mean storm volume and the mean
tion, and the ponding of stormwater for short durations interevent period between storms.
does not seriously impede their primary functions.

"First flush" describes the washing action that storm-
Determining Treatment Effectiveness water has on accumulated pollutants in the watershed.

In the early stages of runoff, the land surfaces, espe-To design a BMP for water quality enhancement, a cially impervious ones such as streets and parking
pollutant reduction goal must first be established. Storm- areas, are flushed clean by the stormwater. This flushing
water treatment regulatory programs in Florida and creates a shock loading of pollutants. The occurrence
Delaware are based on a performance standard of re- and prevalence of first flush, however, depends largely
ducing the annual average total suspended solids (pol- on precipitation patterns. Studies in Florida have deter:
lutant) load by 80 percent for stormwater systems mined that for urban land uses there is a first flush for
discharging to waters classified as fishable and swim- many pollutants, especially particulates (2, 3). In areas
mable. In Florida, stormwater systems discharging to such as Oregon and Washington, however, where rain-
potable supply waters, pristine waters, or highly polluted fall consists of low intensity, long-duration "events," the
waters may be required to remove up to 95 percent of first flush is not very prevalent. Where it exists, the
the average annual pollutant load. Technology-based first-flush effect generally diminishes as the size of the
performance standards such as these provide water drainage basin increases and the amount of impervious
quality goals for nonpoint sources that create equity with area decreases.
the minimum treatment requirements for domestic
wastewater point sources (1). Design criteria for various On-line stormwater practices store runoff temporarily
types of stormwater management systems that achieve before most of the volume.is discharged to surface
the desired performance standard (treatment efficiency) waters. These systems capture all of the runoff from a
are then adopted, thereby providing guidance to the design storm. This mixes all stormwater within the sys-
design community and making it relatively easy to obtain tem, thereby masking first flush and reducing pollutant
a stormwater permit, removal. They primarily provide flood control benefits,

with water quality benefits usually secondary, althoughThe average annual pollutant removal efficiency is calcu- on-line wet detention systems do provide both benefits.
lated by considering the annual mass of pollutants avail-
able for discharge and the annual mass removed. The Off-line practices are designed to divert the more polluted
primary removal mechanism for infiltration practices is stormwater first flush for water quality treatment, isolat-
the volume of stormwater that is infiltrated, because this ing it from the remaining stormwater that is managed for
eliminates the discharge of stormwater and its associ- flood control. The diverted first flush is not discharged to
ated pollutants. As with any type of stormwater manage- surface waters but is stored until it is gradually removed
ment practice, its actual field efficiency depends on many by infiltration, evaporation, and evapotranspiration.
factors. For infiltration practices, these factors include: Vegetation, such as grass in the bottom and sides of

infiltration areas, helps to trap stormwater pollutants and
¯ Long-term precipitation characteristics such as mean reduce the potential for transfer of these pollutants to

number of storms per year along with their intensity ground waters. Off-line retention practices are the most
and volume; average interevent time. effective for water quality enhancement of stormwater.

¯ The occurrence of first flush, which is related to the Because an off-line retention area primarily provides for
amount of directly connected impervious area, type stormwater treatment, it must be combined with other
of stormwater conveyance system, and the pollutant BMPs for flood protection to form a comprehensive
of interest, stormwater management system. Figure 1 is a sche-

¯ "On-line" or "off-line" design, matic of an off-line system, commonly referred to as a
"dual pond system," in which a smart weir directs the

Cumulatively, the above three factors determine the first flush stormwater into the infiltration area until it is
minimum treatment volume and maximum storage re- filled, with the remaining runoff routed to the detention
covery time. facility for flood control.

The National Weather Service (within the National Oce- Using the three factors above, design criteria have been
anic and Atmospheric Administration) has measured developed and implemented in Florida to achieve the
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Table 1. Cumulative Frequency Distributions on EfficlencleeRunoff From Site per Storm Event as a Function of Storage Volume
(Area = 4.6 Ac, 85 percent Impervious, Tc = 20 rain)

Volume of Storage, centimeters (inches)

Average=

Efficiency 0.25 (0.1) 0.64 (0~.5) 1.27 (0.50) 2.54 (1.0)
Detention 1~ ~’! Retention Pond
Device

I

for Water 100 35.4 66,4 92.9 99,0
’Smart Quality
Box" >96 42.5 74.3 97.3 100.0

>92 46.0 77.9 97,4

>88 47.8 81.4 98.2

>84 50.4 90.3 100.0

>80 65.6 92.9

~ ~
>76 61.1 96.3

Detention Pond

~Jfor Water Quality >72 66,4 97.3

>68 72.6 98.2
{~’~,,,, Outlet Structure For
~, Pre-Peak Discharge

>64 82.3 100.0

"Sman" Box Schematic                                      = Average efficiency is the average removal of BODs, suspended

sto~,~w,t~ t--.. ~ s=c~,,=~--]
solids, nitrogen, and phosphorus over a 20-year period. Average

o~ --"

~.,___

number of rainfall events producing runoff per year is 116.

~ T~,,=~, tices led to the development of diversion volume curves
for interevent dry periods of varying length (7). Figure 2

~="-" ~ "J - shows an example diversion volume curve for the Or-Runoff
lando area. It is important to note that first flush is not
considered in these curves. If a first-flush effect does
exist, the design curves would be conservative in that

Figure 1. Schemati� of an off-line system (4). the percent treatment efficiency of the infiltration system
would increase. Furthermore, these curves are based

desired 80 or 95 percent treatment performance stand- on precipitation interevent frequency (PIP") curves,
ard (5). The pollutant removal efficiency of an off-line which also include consideration of the probability that
system depends on the annual volume of stormwater a storm greater than the design storm will occur. The PIF
that is diverted and infiltrated. For each storm, pollutant analysis looked at exceedance probabilities for storms
removal efficiencies will vary from 100 percent for with a return period of 2, 3, 4, or 6 months, representing
storms producing less runoff than the diversion design a chance that the storm will exceed the design volume
volume to lower efficiencies for much larger storms. If six, four, three, or two times a year.
the time between storms is less than the design intere-
vent period, then the design treatment volume will not too
be available, and more runoff will not be captured and
treated. Wanielista (6) developed cumulative frequency 8o
distributions for storm-related efficiencies using a simu- 7o
lation model dependent on 20 years of rainfall data and >. ~o16 measured storm event runoff quantities and qualities.
The results shown in Table 1 are based on Florida ~ so
rainfall characteristics (90 percent of all annual rainfall "~ 40

events are less than 2.54 cm) and a distinct first flush ~ 30
(up to 90 percent of the pollution load .carded in the first 20
2.54 cm of runoff). An off-line retention system designed 10
to accept at least the first 1.25 cm of runoff (or the 0
volume calculated by 1.25 times the percent impervious- 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
ness of the site) will remove more than 80 percent of the Diversion Volume
average annual pollutant load.

4-Hr lie 24-Hr I/E 72-Hr I/E
A more recent investigation of the influence of long-term
rainfall characteristics on the efficiency of retention prac-    Figure 2. Diversion volume curve for Orlando, Rodda.
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Design of Infiltration (Retention) Practices obtainable. Avellaneda (9) conducted 20 hydrologic studies
Infiltration practices also are commonly called retention of vegetated swales constructed on sandy soils with a
practices because they retain the runoff on site. They water table at least 1 ft below the bottom during dry
are designed to infiltrate a design volume (treatment conditions. Infiltration rates were measured using labo-
volume) of stormwater, and the tool box includes on-line ratory permeability tests, double-ring infiltrometers, and
and off-line percolation ponds and trenches, infiltration field mass balance experiments. The field mass balance
areas, exfiltration systems, and vegetated swales. De- method measured a minimum infiltration rate of 5 to
sign factors that influence the treatment effectiveness 7.5 crn/hr. This measured rate was much less than lab
and feasibility of infiltration practices include choice of permeabilities, rates measured by double-ring infil-
on-line or off-line system, use of the BMP treatment train trometer tests (12.5 to 51 cm/hr), or rates published in
concept, and soil type, geology, water table elevation, the detailed soil survey. Recommendations for deter-
topography, and vegetation, mining the infiltration rate for retention practices include

the following:
Infiltration areas, especially off-line ones, can be incor-
porated easily into landscaping or open space areas of ¯ Because the infiltration rate is the key to dasigning
a site. These can include natural or excavated grassed any retention practices, conservative estimates should
depressions, recreational areas, and even parking lot be used and safety factors incorporated into the design
landscape islands. If site conditions prevent the exclu- to ensure that the design volume will actually be per-
sive use of infiltration, then off-line retention areas colated into the soil and not discharged downstream.
should be used as pretreatment practices in a stormwa- ¯ Onsite infiltration measurements must be taken at the
ter treatment train. This is especially true if detention locations where retention practices will be located.
lakes are the primary component of the stormwater More importantly, because soil characteristics and
system and the lakes are intended to serve as a focal infiltration rate change with depth, it is crucial that the
point of the development. Parking lots with their land- measurements be made at the depth of the design
scape islands offer an excellent opportunity for the use elevation of the bottom of the retention practice.
of this concept because even the infiltration of a quarter
inch of runoff will greatly reduce sediments, metals, and ¯ Infiltration rates should be determined by mass bal-
oils and greases. Placing storm sewer inlets within re- ance field tests if possible. These provide the most
cessed parking lot landscape areas, raising the inlet a realistic estimate of the percolation rate. If field tests
few inches above the bottom, and using curb cuts to are not possible, then infiltrometer tests should be used,
allow runoff to enter this area represent a highly effective with lab permeability tests a third option. In either of
treatment train, these two tests, the design infiltration rate should be

half of the lowest measured rate. As a last resort,
Siting, Design, and Planning information from detailed soil surveys can be used to
Considerations for Infiltration Practices estimated the infiltration rate. The lowest rate should

be used, however, as should a safety factor of two.
The suitability of a site for certain infiltration practices
depends on a careful evaluation of the site’s natural Water Table
attributes. Proposed infiltration areas should be evalu-
ated for feasibility on any particular site or project by The seasonal high water table should be at least 1 m
examining the following, beneath the bottom of the infiltration area to ensure that

stormwater pollutants are removed by the vegetation,
Soils soil, and microbes before contacting the ground water.

When considering the ground-water elevation, it is ira-
Soils must have permeability rates that allow the di- portant to remember that the retention area can cause
verted volume to infiltrate within 72 hours, or within 24 a mounding effect on the water table, thereby raising it
to 36 hours for infiltration areas that are planted with above the predevelopment level.
grasses. Soil textures with minimum infiltration rates of
0.43 cm/hr or less are not suitable for infiltration prac- Geology
rices (8). These unsuitable soils include soil textures that
have at least 30 percent clay content. Bedrock should be at least 1 m beneath the bottom of the

infiltration area. In those parts of the country where lime-
Infiltration Rates stone is at or near the land surface, special precautions

must be taken when using infiltration practices. The
One of the most difficult aspects of designing infiltration potential for ground-water contamination in such areas
practices is obtaining reliable information about the ac- is quite high, especially in "karst sensitive areas"
tual infiltration rate of the soil where the practice will be (KSAs), where sinkhole formation is common. In KSAs,
constructed. Unfortunately, such information is not easily solution pipe sinkholes may form in the bottom of infil-
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tration areas, creating a direct conduit for stormwater tices (e.g., porous pavement) can only be used on sites
pollutants to enter the ground water. Solution pipes often with parking lots and limited truck traffic.
open in the bottom of retention areas because the natu-
ral soil plug capping the solution pipe is thinned by Sediment Input
partial excavation to create the retention area and be- Infiltration practices must be protected from large loads
cause the stormwater creates hydraulic pressure that of sediment to prevent clogging and subsequent failure.
can wash out the plug. Although sediment loads drop sharply after construction
In KSAs, a site-specific hydrogeologic investigation is complete, gradual clogging of infiltration practices can
should be undertaken that includes geologic borings still occur. Pretreatment practices such as swale con-
wherever infiltration areas are proposed and mapping veyances or vegetated buffer strips can help to filter out
limerock outcroppings and sinkholes on site. Infiltration sediments and extend the life of retention practices.
systems in KSAs should:

Construction Considerations¯ Include several small offsite areas.

¯ Use swale conveyances for pretreatment.
To prevent clogging of infiltration areas, special precau-
tions must be taken during the entire construction phase

¯ Be as shallow as possible, of a project. These are needed to prevent sedimentation
during construction, compaction of the soil, and sub-

¯ Be vegetated with a permanent cover such as sod- sequent reduction in its infiltration capacity. Areas with
ded grasses, suitable characteristics that are selected for infiltration

¯ Have flat bottoms to keep the stormwater spread out use should be well marked during site surveying and
across the entire area. protected during construction. Heavy equipment, vehi-

cles, and sediment laden runoff should be kept out of
Topography infiltration areas to prevent compaction and loss of infil-

tration capacity.
’Infiltration practices should not be located on areas
with slopes over 20 percent to minimize the chance of ¯ Before the development site is graded, the area
downstream water seepage from the subgrade. Sloping planned for use as infiltration areas should be well
sites often require extensive cut and fill operations. In- marked during site surveying. Then, the area should
filtration practices should not be sited on fill material be roped off to prevent heavy equipment from com-
because fill areas are very susceptible to slope failure, pacting the underlying soils.
especially when the interface of the fill/natural soil be- ¯ Diversion berms should be placed around the pe-
comes saturated,                                   rimeter of the infiltration area during all phases of

construction. Sediment and erosion control plans for
Vegetation the site should be oriented to keep sediment and
To reduce the potential for stormwater pollutants to enter runoff completely away from the area. Actual con-
ground waters and to help maintain the soil’s capacity struction of the infiltration practice should not begin
to absorb water, infiltration practices should be vege- until after the site has been stabilized completely.
tated with appropriate native vegetation, especially ¯ Infiltration areas should never be used as a tempo-
grasses. This type of vegetation cannot tolerate long- rary sediment basin during the construction phase. It
term inundation, however, so the retention area must be is somewhat common for infiltration areas, especially
capable of infiltrating all of its runoff within a relatively basins, to be used as a sediment trap, with initial
short period (i.e., 24 to 36 hours), excavation to within 2 ft of the final design elevation

of the basin floor. Sediment that accumulates during
Set Backs the construction phase can then be removed when
Infiltration areas should be located at least 33 m from the basin undergoes final excavation after the devel-
any water supply well and at least 3.5 m downgradient opment has been completed. Recent experience,
from any building foundations. Additionally, they should however, indicates that even with this type of con-
be set back at least 15 m from onsite wastewater sys- struction practice infiltration areas used as sediment
tems, especially drain fields, traps tend to fail.

Land.Use Restrictions
¯ Infiltration areas/basins should be excavated using

light earth-moving equipment with tracks or oversized
Certain infiltration practices can only be applied to par- tires. Normal rubber tires should be avoided because
ticular land uses. Some sites are so small or intensively they compact the subsoil and reduce its infiltration capa-
developed that space is insufficient for practices that bilities. For the same reason, the use of bulldozers or
require a large area (e.g., retention basin). Other prac- front-end loaders should be avoided. Because some
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compaction of the underlying soils is still likely to graded with a zero slope. If the bottom is uneven,occur during excavation, the floor of the basin should
these low spots will remain underwater for a longerbe deeply tilled with a rotary tiller or disc harrow,
time and may become chronically wet as the floor

¯ The basin should be stabilized with vegetation within clogs and infiltration is reduced. Side slopes should
a week after construction. Use of low maintenance, be no steeper than 3:1 to allow for vegetative stabi-
rapid-germinating grasses such as fescues are rec- lization, easier mowing and access, and better public
ommended. The condition of the newly established safety.
vegetation should be checked several times over the

¯ Vegetation: The side slopes and bottoms of infiltra-first 2 months and any necessary remedial actions tion areas should be vegetated with a dense turf of
taken (e.g., reseeding, fertilization, and irrigation), water-tolerant grass immediately alter construction.

Not only doe~ the vegetation stabilize these areas,
Maintenance but it also helps to filter stormwater pollutants, re-
All infiltration practices require regular and nonroutine move dissolw.~d nutrients and metals, enhance aes-
maintenance to maintain their ability to infiltrate storm- thetic qualities, reduce maintenance needs, and even
water. The frequency and need for maintenance depends maintain or improve infiltration rates.
primarily on the loading of particulates and the use of ¯ Reducing incoming water velocities: Inlets to an in-pretreatment practices. Inspections should be conducted

filtration area should be stabilized to prevent inflowingon a regular basis after storm events, and maintenance
runoff velocities from reaching erosive levels andactivities should be conducted whenever stormwater scouring the bottom. Riprapping inlet channels orremains in the practice beyond the designed time. Spe- pipe outfalls and using bubble-up inflow devices orcific maintenance needs are discussed for each of the perimeter swale and berms can address this prob-different types of infiltration practices in the next section,
lem. Because the stormwater should spread evenly
over the entire infiltration area, riprap inlets shouldDiscussion of Various Infiltration Practices terminate in a broad apron that serves as a crude

Infiltration Basins
level spreader.

¯ Construction requirements: Proper construction andAn infiltration basin is made by constructing an em- routine maintenance as discussed above are essen-bankment or by excavating in or down to relatively per- tial for successful infiltration basin implementation. In
meable soils. The basin temporarily stores stormwater a recent survey, approximately 40 percent of the in-until it infiltrates through the bottom and sides of the filtration basins had partially or totally clogged withinsystem. The infiltration"basin" can actually be a landscape their first few years of operation (10). Many of thedepression within open spaces, even parking lot islands systems failed almost immediately after constructionor a recreational area such as a soccer field. Infiltration or never worked properly from the beginning.areas generally serve drainage areas ranging from 2 to
20 hectares. Infiltration basins should be designed as ¯ Routine maintenance requirements.. Infiltration areas
off-line systems but they can be on-line, especially if pre- should be inspected following major storms, espe-
development stormwater volume is being maintained, cially in the first few months after construction. If

stormwater remains in the system beyond the designAdvantages of infiltration basins are that they preserve drawdown time (typically 24 to 36 hours if grassed,the natural water balance of a site, can serve larger 48 to 72 hours if not grassed), either the infiltration
developments, and can be integrated into a site’s land- capacity was overestimated or maintenance isscaping and open spaces. Disadvantages of infiltration needed. Factors responsible for clogging may includebasins can include their land area; fairly high rate of upland erosion and sedimentation, low spots, exces-failure due to unsuitable soils, poor construction, or lack sive compaction, or poor soils. Cleaning frequentlyof maintenance; the need for frequent maintenance; and depends on whether the basin is vegetated or non-possible nuisances such as odors, mosquitos, or soggy vegetated and is a function of storage capacity, sedi-ground (all signs of a failing system), ment and debris load, and land use. Litter, leaves,
The function of infiltration basins can be improved if the brush, and other debris should be removed regularly,
following design tips are followed: perhaps during the mowing of vegetation. The buffer,

side slopes and bottom of the retention area should
¯ Basin floor and sides: The rate and quantity of infil- be mowed as needed, with the grass clippings re-tration are enhanced by increasing the surface area moved. Eroded or barren areas should be immedi-of the bottom. Large, relatively shallow areas are ately revegetated. Nonvegetated basins can be tilledpreferable, especially in KSAs, so that the stormwater annually after accumulated sediments are removed.spreads evenly over the entire surface area. There- Sediments should be removed only after the basin isfore, it is very important that the bottom be evenly thoroughly dry, preferably to the point where the top
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layer begins to crack. To reduce soil compaction, only trenches can be very difficult and expensive, especially
light equipment should be used. if placed beneath parking areas or pavement.

¯ Nonroutine maintenance requirements: Over time, The most commonly used underground trench is an
the original infiltration capacity of the bottom will exfiltration system, in which the stormwater treatment
gradually decline. Deep tilling every 5 to 10 years can volume is diverted into an oversized perforated pipe
be used to break up clogged surface layers, followed placed within an aggregate envelope. The first-flush storm-
by regrading, leveling, and revegetation. If the origi- water is stored in the pipe and exfiltrates out of the holes,
nal infiltration rate was overestimated, underdrains through the gravel and filter fabric, and into the surround-
may be installed beneath the bottom, or perhaps the ing soil. The city of Orlando, Florida, has installed exfil-
system should be converted to a shallow marsh or tration systems using perforated corrugated metal pipe
wet detention system, and slotted concrete pipe throughout the downtown area

to reduce stormwater pollution of its lakes.
Infiltration Trenches

Dry wells are used extensively in Maryland to store and
An infiltration trench generally consists of a long, narrow infiltrate runoff from rooftops. The downspout from the
excavation, ranging from 1 to 3 m in depth, that is back- roof gutter is extended into an underground trench,
filled with stone aggregate, allowing for the temporary which is constructed at least 3 m away from the building
storage of the first-flush stormwater in the voids between foundation. Rooftop gutter screens are used to trap
the aggregate material. Stored runoff then infiltrates into particles, leaves, and other debris. Additional design
the surrounding soil. To minimize clogging potential and information on dry wells is available from the Maryland
maximize treatment effectiveness, infiltration trenches Department of the Environment (11).
should always be designed as off-line systems. Infiltra-

The following design and construction guidelines aretion trenches usually are designed to serve drainage
areas of 2 to 4 hectares and are especially appropriate provided for infiltration trenches.
in urban areas where land costs are prohibitive. As with
any infiltration practice, the treatment train concept must Infiltration Rates
be employed to capture sediment before it enters the The actual rate at which water leaves the infiltration
trench to minimize and reduce clogging, trench is determined by several factors. Whether infiltra-
Advantages of infiltration trenches include ground-water tion primarily occurs through the trench bottom or sides
recharge, reduced stormwater volume, and the ability to depends on the elevation of the water table and soil
fit into perimeters or other underused areas of a devel- properties. To prevent ground-water contamination,
opment, even beneath parking areas. Disadvantages trench bottoms should be at least 4 ft above the sea-
include potential clogging, especially if sediment is not sonal high water table (remember to consider ground-
kept out during construction, the need for careful design water mounding). This will also ensure infiltration
and construction, and maintenance, through the bottom. In addition to the infiltration rate of

the parent soil, the permeability of the surrounding filter
Infiltration trenches can be located on the surface or below fabric (if used) is crucial and can become a limiting
the ground. Surface trenches receive sheet flow runoff factor. A recent investigation of exfiltration systems (12)
directly from adjacent areas after it has been filtered by provides the following:
a grass buffer. Underground trenches can accept runoff
from storm sewers but require use of special pretreat- ¯ Permeability of the parent soil is not the limiting ex-
ment inlets to prevent coarse sediment, soils, leaves, filtration rate.
and greases from clogging the stone reservoir. ¯ The limiting exfiltration rate is set by the geotextile
Surface trenches typically are used in residential areas filter fabric, not the soil.
where smaller loads of sediment and oil can be trapped ¯ A maximum rate of 1.27 crrYhr should be used, as-
by grass filter strips that are at least 6 m wide. While suming infiltration through the sides and bottom.
surface trenches may be more susceptible to sediment
accumulations, their accessibility makes them easier to ¯ A maximum rate of 2.54 cnYhr should be used if the
maintain. Surface trenches can be used in highway geotextile filter fabric is matched correctly to the soil
medians, parking lots, and narrow landscape areas, type and only the trench side areas are assumed to

exfiltrate.
Underground trenches can be applied in many develop-
ment situations and are particularly suited to accept Construction of Infiltration Trenches
concentrated runoff; however, pretreatment is essential.
Inlets to underground trenches should include trash racks, Successful use of infiltration trenches requires thorough
catch basins, and baffles to reduce sediment, leaves, site planning and evaluation and proper construction. In
debris, and oil and grease. Maintenance of underground addition to the construction recommendations for all
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infiltration practices discussed above, the construction
Maintenance of Infiltration Trenchesof infiltration trenches should also include the following:
If properly constructed with pretreatment practices to

¯ Excellent erosion and sediment control should be main- prevent heavy sediment loading, infiltration trenches
tained during construction to keep sediments away can provide stormwater benefits without tremendous
from the trench. Allowing even an inch or two of soil maintenance needs. Because trenches are "out of sight,
to get into the trench between the aggregate and the out of mind," getting property owners to maintain them
fabric will almost ensure clogging. If constructed be- can be difficult. Accordingly, a public commitment for
fore the drainage area is entirely stabilized, then the regular inspection of privately owned trenches is essen-
trench should be covered with heavy plastic to pre- tial, as is a legally binding maintenance agreement and
vent any inflow until stabilization is completed, education of owners about the function and mainte-

nance needs of trenches.¯ The trench should be excavated using a backhoe or
trencher equipped with tracks or oversized tires. Nor- Trenches should be inspected frequently within the first
mal rubber tires should be avoided because they few months of operation and regularly thereafter. In-
compact the subsoil and may reduce infiltration ca- spections should be done after large storms to check for
pability. For the same reason, the use of bulldozers water ponding, with water levels in the observation well
or front-end loaders should be avoided. Excavated recorded over several days to check drawdown. Grass
material should be stored at least 3 m from the trench buffer strips should maintain a dense, vigorous growth
to avoid backsliding and cave-ins, of grass and receive regular mowing (with bagging of

grass clippings) as needed. Pretreatment devices
¯ Once the trench is excavated, the bottom and sides should be checked periodically and sediment removedshould be lined with a geotextile filter fabric to prevent when the sediment reduces available capacity by more

upward piping of underlying soils. The fabric should than 10 percent.
be placed flush with the sides and bottom, with a
generous overlap at the seams. Care should be taken Swales
in selecting the proper kind of filter fabric, as available
brands differ significantly in their permeability and Swales, or grassed waterways, are one of the oldest
strength. The geotextile fabric must be handled care- stormwater BMPs, having been used along streets and
fully to prevent holes and tears that allow soil to get highways and by the farmer for many years. By defini-
into the trench. As an alternative, a 15-cm deep filter tion, a swale is a shallow trench that:
of clean, washed sand may be substituted for filter ¯ Has side slopes flatter than 3 ft horizontal to 1 ft
fabric on the bottom of the trench, vertical.

¯ Clean, washed 2.5- to 7.5-cm stone aggregate ¯ Contains contiguous areas of standing or flowing
should be placed in the excavated reservoir in lifts water only following a rainfall.
and lightly compacted with plate compactors to form

¯ Is planted with or has stabilized vegetation suitablethe coarse base. Unwashed stone has enough asso-
for soil stabilization, stormwater treatment, and nutri-ciated sediment to pose a risk of clogging at the
ent uptake.soil/filter cloth interface. Where possible, the use of

limestone or bluestone aggregate should be avoided. ¯ Is designed to take into account the soil erodability,
soil percolation, slope, slope length, and drainage

¯ A simple observation well should be installed in every areas so as to prevent erosion and reduce stormwa-trench. Wells can be made of secure foot plate, per-
ter pollutants.forated polyvinyl chloride pipe, and locking cover. The

observation well is needed to monitor the performance Traditionally, swales have been and are used primarily
of the trench and is also useful in marking its location, for stormwater conveyance; as such, they are consid-
The drain time for a trench can be measured by placing ered an on-line practice. The removal of stormwater
a graduated dipstick down the well immediately after pollutants by swales can occur by either infiltration or
a storm and again 24, 48, and 72 hours later, vegetative filtration and uptake. Investigations in Florida

(13, 14) have concluded that swale treatment efficiency
¯ Postconstruction sediment control is critical. It is largely depends on the volume of stormwater that cantherefore important that 1 ) sediment and erosion con- be infiltrated through the filtering vegetation and into thetrois be inspected to make sure they still work, 2) soil. To achieve Florida’s performance standards,

vegetated buffer strips are established immediately, swales must be designed to infiltrate the runoff from a
preferably by sodding, and 3) if hydroseeding is used, 3-yr/1-hr storm (about 7.5 cm) within 72 hours. Investi-
reinforced silt fences are placed between the buffer gations in Washington state (15, !6), however, indicate
and trench to prevent sediment entry before the buff- that swales can also act as a biofilter, with removal of
er becomes fully established, particulate pollutants without infiltration of stormwater.
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Avellaneda (9) developed the following equation for a The swale block volume can be calculated for a fixed
triangular shaped swale to estimate the length of swale length of swale using:
necessary to infiltrate the design runoff volume:

Volume of runoff - volume infiltrated = swale block volume
KQS/8 $3/16

L -
n~/~i

(1-1)
Q (4 t ) - Qi ~ t ) = swale block volume

where:

L=swalelength (m) Q(4t)"/Ln3/"i-/%-,.r K---~-~ j (4 t ) = swale block volume (1-2)
n Mannings roughness coefficient
Q = average runoff flow rate (m3/sec)
i: infiltration rate (C~TChr) where

S = Iongitl.’dinal slope (m/m)
K = constant that is a function of side slope Q~ = average infiltration rate (m3/sec)

(see Table 2) & t = runoff hydrograph time (sec)

Wanielista and Yousef (18) present the following example

For most residential, commercial, and highway projects, problem using Equations 1 and 2 for designing a swale
with cross blocks to satisfy a specific water quality goal:the length of swales necessary to percolate the storm-

water needed to achieve the 80 percent performance
standard was found to be excessive or at least twice the Given

distance available. Thus, some type of swale block (berm)
or on-line detention/retention may be more helpful. Swales n = 0.05

make excellent pretreatment practices by providing for i = 7.5 cm/hr
S = 0.0279the infiltration of some stormwater and for some vege-

tative filtration. By using a raised stormsewer inlet, swales z = 7

can provide water quality enhancement via retention Q~ = 00023m3/sec for & t = 100 min
and still serve as effective conveyances for flood protec-
tion. Swales can incorporate retention by using swale what swale length would be necessary to percolate

blocks, small check dams, or elevated driveway cul- all the runoff?

verts to create storage, thereby reducing runoff velocity,
reducing erosion, and promoting infiltration. Using Equation 1,

41,167 (0.0023)% (0.0279)3/1~
Using the runoff from 7.5 cm of rainfall as a design L =

(0.05)3/" 7.5
-193 meters.

treatment volume, equations have been developed for
swale block designs to store and infiltrate the runoff (17). If only 76 m is available, how much storage volume is
Table 2. Constant (K) for Design Equation for Triangular necessary?

Shape Using Equation 2,
Z (Side Slope)

1 Vertical K K
( Z Horizontal ) (U.S. Units) (SI Units) (0.0023)(60)(100) _I. (.76)(0"05)3/s (7.5)I 60(100) = volume,

1 10,516 75,552

2 9,600 68,971 and the volume of storage is equal to 10.7 m3.

3 8,446 60,680 In highway designs for high-speed situations, safety

4 7,514 53,984 must be considered; thus, a maximum depth of water
equal to 0.5 m (about 1.5 ft) and flow line slopes on the

5 6,784 4~,740 berms of 1 vertical/20 horizontal are recommended.
6 6,203 44,565 Along lower speed highways or in some residentiaVcom-
7 5,730 41,167 mercial urban settings, steeper flow line berm slopes

8 5,337 38,344 (1/6) are acceptable.

9 5,006 35,9~6 The studies .of swales in Washington state resulted in
10 4,722 33,925 the following recommendations to improve water quality

benefits (15):
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¯ Maximum design velocity should not exceed 27 cm/sec. ¯ The porous pavement must receive regular, routine
¯ A hydraulic residence time of at least 9 min is rec- vacuuming to remove accumulating solids. At times,

nonroutine maintenance may involve cleaning withommended for removal of about 80 percent of the
high-pressure water. ’total suspended solids. Longer residence times will

provide higher removal effectiveness. ¯ The entrance to any porous pavement area should
have a large sign warning those about to enter that¯ Swale width should be limited to 2 to 2.5 m unless
porous pavement is in use. Precautions should in-special measures are provided to ensure a level swale
ctude prohibiting vehicles with large amounts of soilbottom, uniform flow spreading, and management of
on their tires.flows to prevent formation of low-flow channels.

¯ Swale slopes should be between 2 and 4 percent. Problems Associated With Infiltration
Practices¯ Water depth should be limited to no greater than

one half the height of the grass, up to a maximum There have been several concerns regarding the use of
of 7.5 cm. infiltration practices, including their propensity to fail,

their potential effects on ground-water quality, and their¯ Swale length will be a function of the hydraulic resi- need for maintenance.
dence time, swale width, and stormwater volume
and velocity. Infiltration systems seem to have a very high rate of

failure. The author believes, however, that this high
POrous Pavement failure rate is a reflection of improperly estimated infil-

tration rates and improper erosion and sediment control
Local land development codes typically specify the type during the construction process. A 1990 field survey of
of material for a parking lot (i.e., paved, grass, gravel) stormwater infiltration facilities constructed in Maryland
and determine the number and size of parking spaces replicated a 1986 field survey, thereby providing data on
within a parking tot. These requirements should be re- the performance of infiltration practices after they have
viewed carefully to ensure that they are necessary (Is been in operation for several years (20). Table 3 sum-
paving really required in every case?) and that the num- marizes the information from this project.
ber of spaces is related to actual traffic demands. After

From Table 3 it can be seen that the overall conditionthese requirements have been reviewed and verified,
and functioning of infiltration systems declined overthe use of porous pavement within a parking lot should
time. In 1986, about two-thirds of all facilities were func-be examined. Porous pavement materials include po-
tioning as designed, while in 1990 only about half were.rous asphalt, porous concrete, turf blocks, and even
Only 42 percent of the facilities were functioning asGeoweb covered with sod.
designed in both 1986 and 1990, while about 27 percent

Overall, experiences with porous pavements have not were not functioning as designed in both years. About
been very good. Porous pavements have been prone to 24 percent of the systems were functioning in 1986 but
clogging. Causes include poor erosion and sediment not in 1990, while only 7 percent of those not working in
control during construction, unstabilized drainage areas 1986 were working in 1990. Maintenance was needed
after construction, improper mixing and finishing of the at more facilities in 1990 (66 percent) than in 1986
pavement, and poor maintenance. Field investigations (45 percent). Additionally, many facilities (38 percent)
of porous concrete that has been in use for up to 15 that needed maintenance in 1986 still needed mainte-
years in Florida, however, indicate that these parking nance in 1990, while 32 percent of the facilities that
lots can continue to infiltrate rainfall and runoff if they did not need maintenance in 1986 did need it in 1990.
were installed and maintained properly (19). Recom- Only 10 percent of the systems that needed mainte-
mendations to improve the utility of porous pavements nance in 1986 did not need maintenance in 1990. These
include the following: data indicate that little effort is expended on maintain-

ing the operational capabilities of stormwater manage-
¯ Be sure that the installer is properly trained in the ment systems.

design, mixing, installation, and finishing of the po-
rous pavement material. Both porous asphalt and A second concern about infiltration practices is whether
concrete must be mixed and installed much differ- they simply are transferring the stormwater pollution
ently than regular asphalt or concrete, problem from surface waters to ground waters. Harper

(14) has shown that stormwater pollutants, especially
¯ Exemplary erosion and sediment control during con- heavy metals, quickly bind to soil particles, while vege-struction and complete site stabilization after con- tation is effective in filtering pollutants, thereby minimiz-

struction are essential to prevent clogging of the void ing the risk of ground-water contamination. Ground
spaces within the porous pavement, water beneath swales and retention areas located in
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Table 3. Comparison of the Operation of Maryland Infiltration Practices

1986 Number 1986 Number of 1990 Number 1990 Number of
Type of BMP of Sites Sites Working of Sites Sites Working

Basins 63 30 (48%) 48 18 (36%)
Trenches 94 75 (80%) 88 47 (53%)

Dry wells 30 23 (77%) 25 18 (72%)
Porous pavement 14 7 (50%) 13 2 (t5%)

Swales 6 3 (50%) 3 2 (67%)
Totals 207 138 (67%) 17-7 87 (49%)

highly sandy soils with low organic content and sparse 11. Sediment and Stormwater Administration. 1984. Standards and
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Stormwater Reuse: An Alternative Method of Infiltration

Marry Wanielista
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida

Abstract reduced wetland areas, and an economic loss associ-
ated with the need to replace discharged freshwater withRunoff water stored in a wet detention pond can be an potable or other waters.asset if it is used to recharge surficial aquifer levels. The

recharge can occur directly from the pond by infiltrating Water policy in the state of Florida requires a perform-
the detained water, or the detained water can be irri- ance standard for all stormwater management methods.
gated over the watershed. Reuse in the watershed or A stormwater pollutant annual average load reduction of
infiltration at the pond lessens the quantity of water 80 percent for discharges to most waters and of 95
discharged, thus reducing the pollutant mass dis- percent for those discharging into outstanding Florida
charged to surface waters. A benefit of irrigation is a waters (1) are required. Of the currently used stormwa-
reduction in the use of potable water otherwise used ter management methods, off-line retention and chemi-
for irrigation, cal treatment can achieve the stated pollutant removal

efficiencies. Wet detention ponds that discharge to ad-A mass balance on pond storage volume using rainfall jacent surface waters, however, do not. If some of the
data for select areas in the southeastern United States detained water can be used within the watershed andwas completed to determine the percentage of storm- not discharged to surface waters, the wet detentionwater runoff that can potentially be irrigated or infiltrated ponds may also meet the standards.for each area as a function of contributing area, runoff
coefficient, volume of temporary storage, and irrigation A Stotmwater Reuse Pondrate. Design curves were developed that relate the effi-
ciency (E), or the percentage of runoff that is irrigated A stormwater reuse pond is proposed to retain runoff
on a yearly basis, to the volume of temporary storage water within a watershed and to reduce the mass of
(V) in a reuse pond and the rate of irrigation (R). The pollutants in the discharges to surface water bodies. The
design curves, called REV curves, permit the selection difference between a wet detention pond and a reuse
of a temporary storage volume and irrigation rate for a pond is the operation of the temporary storage volume.
given efficiency, runoff coefficient, and geographic area. A wet detention pond is designed to discharge the
This paper contains example REV curves and presents runoff water and possibly some ground water to adja-
simplified uses of the results, cent surface waters, while a reuse pond is designed to

reuse a specific fraction of the runoff volume and not
Introduction discharge that fraction. In this paper, mathematical rela-

tionships are developed between the reuse volume
The pollutants associated with stormwater and the volume (temporary storage volume), the rate at which stormwa-
of stormwater discharges can result in significant impacts ter is reused, and the percentage of annual surface
to the natural and manufactured environments of any runoff that is reused.
watershed. As watersheds are made more impervious due
to paving and other construction activities, the volume of The traditional design of pond temporary storage vol-
runoff and pollutant mass discharged to surface waters ume for a wet detention pond has been based on the
increases relative to predeveloped conditions, consideration of water quality and uses a design storm.

The design storm, however, usually ignores the preced-
Potential impacts from uncontrolled runoff are loss of ing rainfall record and assumes that there is an antece-
freshwater from an area where the rainfall occurred, dent dry period long enough to ensure that the pond is
additional freshwater discharges to estuaries, increased at some control elevation. The usual assumption is a
pollutant mass Ioadings, decreased river base flows, zero temporary storage.
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To address the sensitivity of the temporary storage vol- Figure 1 depicts a cross section of a typical reuse pond.
ume to interevent dry periods, long-term rainfall records The sediment storage volume lies at the bottom to re-
were used from 25 F!orida and seven other southern ceive settled matter. Above this is the permanent pool
states’ rainfall stations in a model that simulates the volume, which provides a minimum residence time for
behavior of a reuse pond over time. A spreadsheet was stormwater. The reuse volume (temporary storage vol-
used to build a 15-year mass balance for a pond. After ume) is the volume above the permanent pool and
each rainfall event, surface runoff and reuse volumes below the flood control structure. The flood control vol-
were respectively added to and subtracted from the ume would typically be above the reuse volume.
previous pond storage volume. If the temporary storage The reuse pond differs from a typical detention pond involume exceeded the available storage volume, dis- that instead of the temporary storage volume beingcharge occurred. If the temporary storage volume was
less than zero (the permanent pool volume was used for

depleted by a surface water discharge device (such as
a blesd-down orifice in an outlet pipe), it is drawn downreuse water), supplemental water was used to replenish by a reuse system and is thus called the reuse volume.the pond and maintain the permanent pool. Both the rate A reuse pond may deplete the pond volume below the

of reuse from the pond and the reuse volume were permanent pool boundary requiring a supplemental vol-
varied. The reuse efficiency, defined as one minus the
total volume of surface discharge divided by the total ume to maintain this volume. A discharge structure is still

volume of runoff times 100, was calculated for each
necessary for flood control. Common practice should be
used for the design of sediment storage, permanent

combination, pool, and flood control volumes, and their elevations and

Simulation of a Reuse Pond side slopes. This paper provides methodology and de-
sign criteria for the reuse volume only.

To establish a relationship between the efficiency, the The water level of a typical reuse pond fluctuates duringreuse rate, and the reuse volume of a pond, a continu- a year. During and following a rainfall event, there isous time model was used to simulate the dynamics of a runoff into the pond, and the water level rises to somereuse pond. Continuous models are reported to be most depth above the permanent pool. If this new water level
representative (2). The efficiency of the pond, or the exceeds the level of the surface discharge control, dis-percentage of runoff that is reused, was calculated for
different reuse volumes and reuse rates. Charts for

charge will occur at some rate until the water level drops
back to the elevation of the control structure. The reusedifferent regions were produced using the local rainfall pond volume is incremented daily, removing an amount

records of these regions. The term "model" is used to of water for reuse. If the reuse volume is expended,refer to the basic unchanged equation of the mass supplemental water, such as groundwater, maybe used
balance in which different rainfall records were inserted to maintain the permanent pool volume. This could
and reuse volumes and reuse rates were varied. "Simu- occur as seepage through the sides of the pond or by
lation" is used to refer to the complete calculations of the mechanical pumping. This scenario was simulated by
model in which volume and rate were defined. There is creating a mass balance for pond operation.
only one model, while many simulations were done.

Surface Water Discharge
Control Elevation >

Seasonal High Water Table        Reuse Control

\ / /

Permanent Pool Volume Shallow
Slope

Steep Slope

Sediment Storage
Volume

"Can be measured above permanent pool; however, some
regulatory agencies measure above the reuse volume.

** The reader should consult local water management districts
and other regulatory agencies to determine specific geometric
and littoral zone design requirements.

Figure 1. Schematic of a stormwater reuse pond.
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The Model
The model is based on the continuity equation ~~ ~/ ]~//~

INPUTS- OUTPUTS = &S.            (Eq. 1)

/>
If all potential water movements are considered, a complete

~ ~euaeVolum. //
hydrologic balance may be expressed in volume units as

Permanent Pool

RE+G+P4-F-R-D-ET=‘~S, (Eq.

where
]~]~

RE = rainfall excess or runoff volume
G = supplemental water (ground water)
P = precipitation directly on the pond
F = water movement through the sides of the pond
R reuse (infiltration)

Figure 2. Summary of mass balance of reuse pond, simplified
= for Florida conditions.

D = discharge
ET = evapotranspiration

S = storage in pond the various parameters, which are labeled along the top.
Each of these variables is defined as follows:

In Florida, the average evapotranspiration rate for a pond
is generally equal to the average precipitation on the pond EVENT A distinct rainfall occurrence; for
in a 1-year period (approximately 50 in.). Additionally, computational purposes, each day of
evaporation data are only available in mean monthly rates a multiday rainstorm is considered a
compared with the daily time step of the model, making separate event.
the estimate of evaporation potentially inaccurate.

DATE The date on which an event occurs.These parameters were dropped from the mass bal-
ance. Also, because of its complexity, the flow of ground DRY The dry period separating rainfall events
water through the sides of the pond was assumed to (days); if events occur on consecutive
equal zero, and Equation 2 was further simplified to days there are no dry days. This value

is not used in the basic model but is
Re + G - R - D = z~S. (Eq. 3) needed for the sensitivity analysis of

the discharge potential.
For Florida modeling purposes, there were two inputs, RAIN The amount of rainfall recorded dur-runoff and supplement, and two outputs, reuse and ing each event (inches). This infor-discharge (Figure 2). Runoff was established from marion was taken directly fromknown precipitation and watershed data. The reuse rate National Oceanic and Atmosphericwas a controlled variable. Both supplemental water and Administration (NOAA) rainfall data.discharge were functions of the water level of the pond,
or the storage volume. Because ground-water move- RUNOFF The amount of runoff that enters the
ment was assumed to equal zero, supplemental water pond during an event (inches).
is considered as that which is pumped into the pond REUSE The amount of water reused duringmechanically. Supplement occurs at a rate necessary to the day of an event and the dry daysmaintain the permanent pool; the maximum required following the previous event (inches);rate would equal that of reuse. Because potential stor-

the rate of reuse remains constantage capacity is being constantly eliminated by supple- during a single simulation.ment, this may be considered as being conservative.
With the previous simplifications, the actual pond may DISCHARGE
be simulated by the model. Potential: The potential amount of discharge for
The calculations for each simulation were done using an event (inches); the amount that could,
Quattro Pro, an electronic spreadsheet. The top and if necessary, physically discharge during
bottom calculations and input data for one simulation the time since the previous event. This
can be seen in Figure 3. The columns of the upper was established as 2 in./day over the
portion of the simulation are the incremental registers of equivalent impervious area (EIA).
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ORLANDO RAINFALL STATION (Nay 197/+ - Dec. 1988) VoLume = 3 in, Rate = 0.2 in/day

EVENT DATE DRY RAIN RUNOFF REUSE DISCHARGE SUPLNNT MET
Days In. In. In. Poten.Actu~t In. In.

0 04-Nay-74 0
1 05-Hey-74 0 0.12 0.12 0.2 2 0 0.08 0.00
2 06-May-74 0 0.~’~ 0.77 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.517

30T-Mey-74 0 0.04 0.04 0.2 2 0 -0.00 0.41
4 08- May - 74 3 O. 33 O. 33 0.2 2 0 O. O0 O. 54
5 12-Nay-74 1 0.15 0.15 0.8 8 0 0.11 0.00
6 1/+-Nay-74 0 0.11 0.11 0.4 /+ 0 0.29 0.00
7 15-May-74 0 0.46 0.46 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.26
8 16-Nay-74 0 0.07 0.07 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.13
9 17-Nay- 74 5 0.23 0.23 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.16

10 23-Nay-74 3 0.35 0.35 1.2 12 0 0.69 0.00
11 27-May-74 4 0.06 0.06 0.8 8 0 0.74 0.00
12 01-Jun-74 0 1.19 1.19 1 t0 0 0.00 0.19
13 02- Jun-74 0 0.07 0.07 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.06
14 03- Jun-74 6 0.05 0.05 0.2 2 0 0.09 0.00
15 10- Jun-74 0 2.19 2.19 1.4 14 0 0.00 0,79
16 11-Jun-74 2 0.18 0.18 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.77
17 14- Jun- 74 0 0.05 0.05 0.6 6 0 -0.00 0.22
18 15- Jun-74 1 0.54 0.54 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.56
19 17- Jun-74 6 0.09 0.09 0.4 4 0 0.00 0.25
20 24-Jun-74 0 0.95 0.95 1.4 14 0 0.20 0.00
21 25-Jun-74 0 1.07 1.07 0.2 2 0 0.00 0.87
22 26- Jun- 74 0 3.47 3.47 0.2 2 0 0.00 4.14
23 27-J~-74 0 1.89 1.89 0.2 2 1.14 -0.00 4.69
2/+ 28-Jun-74 1 3.36 3.36 0.2 2 1.69 0.00 6.16
25 30- Jun-74 0 0.17 0.17 0./+ 4 3.16 0.00 2.77
26 01-Jut-74 0 0.12 0.12 0.2 2 0 -0.00 2.69
27 02- Jut-74 0 0.88 0.88 0.2 2 0 0.00 3.37

1386 23-Dec-88 4 0.04 0.04 1.4 14 0 1.~6 0.00
1387 28-Dec-88 0.05 0.05 1 10 0 0.95 0.00

Smmtion: 706.8~ 706.88 1070.40 7~.72 439.24

~ Discharged = Total Discharge/TotaL Runoff = 10.71~
:~ Reused = 1 - Total Discharge/Total Runoff = 89.29~;

Ir~uts:
Runoff: 706.88 in. Inputs 1146.12
SuppLement: /+39.24 in. - Outputs -1146.12 in.

1146.12 in. Storage 0.00 in.
Outputs:

Reuse: 1070.40 in.
Discharge: 7~.72 in.

1146.12 in.

Example of computer model using rainfall data from Orlando, Florida.
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Actual: The amount that does discharge accuracy can be obtained by using the most data. But
during an event (inches); depends on the incremental benefit of each additional unit of data

diminishes so that there is a point beyond which usingthe water level of the pond but is
more is no longer reasonable. This is the limit for invesorestricted to the potential discharge,    tigation.

SUPLMNT The amount of water needed between
events to maintain the permanent Twenty-four individual simulations were run for the
pool volume (inches). Moore Haven and Tallahassee stations using, first, 1

NET The amount of water above the year of rainfall data (1988) and then incrementally add-
permanent pool recorded at the end of ing the next previous year to the rainfall record. The

each event (inches). yearly efficiencies for several combinations of reuse
volumes and reuse rates were recorded. As expected
with only a few years of data, the average yearly effi-Every day in which a rainfall event takes place repreo
ciencies fluctuated widely but then leveled out as moresents one line in the simulation. This is the fundamental
years of data were added. As the size of the databasetime step of the model. All inputs and outputs occur
increased, each additional year had less impact. Be-during this 24ohour period. At the end of the period, the
yond 15 years, there was very little change in the aver-net storage value of the pond is calculated. From this

value, decisions are made concerning discharge and age annual estimate.

supplement. The process then repeats itself.

The 15-year totals for rain, runoff, reuse, actual dis- Volume Units
charge, and supplement are calculated as shown in
Figure 3. From these values, the efficiency, or the per- Runoff, discharge, reuse, supplement, and net storage
centage of runoff reused, can be determined for a par- are volumes of water that are expressed in units of
ticular simulation. The efficiency is equal to one minus inches. Volumes are commonly expressed as inches
the volume of water that is discharged divided by the over a defined area and, likewise, the parameters of this
volume of runoff times 100. The percent discharged, the model are based on a variable unit area that the user
volume of water discharged divided by the volume of defines. Rates are merely volumes delivered over a
runoff, is also calculated. The percent reused plus the period and thus can be expressed in the same manner.
percent discharged equals 100. This unit area is the EIA of the watershed or the product

of the runoff coefficient and the contributing watershedAt the bottom of Figure 3 is a summary of the mass area. The volumetric unit of inches on the EIA is a waybalance for the entire record. Both the inputs and out- in which the results are generalized for any runoff coef-puts are listed and totaled. The difference between the ficient and contributing area. Once the EIA is known, theinputs and outputs, labeled "Storage," is compared with values can be converted to more practical units using
the final value for NET. The values should be identical, simple conversions.
This is used primarily to check the calculations.

This single model was used to predict the behavior of a
reuse pond subjected to the rainfall record of 32 different Model Output
locations in the southeastern United States. Previously,
one location in Florida was reported (4). To simulate a The basic function of the model is to determine a rela-
pond in a particular region, the rainfall record of that tionship between the reuse rate, the reuse volume, and
region was inserted into the DATE and RAIN columns the efficiency. This was done by varying the reuse rate
of the model. The model was then lengthened or short- and the reuse volume, then calculating the efficiency.
ened to match the span of the rainfall record. Otherwise, Thus, a simulation was done for each combination of
no changes were made to the model. By using one reuse rate and reuse volume. The reuse volumes con-
model and varying only the rainfall record, the consis- sidered varied between 0.25 and 7.0 in. on the EIA. The
tency of the simulations was assured, reuse rates varied between 0.04 and 0.30 in./day on an

area equivalent to the EIA. The respective efficiencies
Length of Rainfall Record are shown as fractions. The results are presented in

chart form as shown in Figure 4. The ultimate functional
An investigative question that arises when examining product of the reuse pond model is the rate-efficiency-
the random behavior of rainfall is how large a record volume (REV) chart. Wanielista et al. (5) presents the
must be to accurately represent the meteorological REV charts for all of the 25 locations in Florida for which
characteristics of a region. In other words, how many accurate and long-term rainfall data were available. In-
years of rainfall data must be used to estimate the dividual REV charts are specific to geographical regions
ultimate dynamics of the pond? Obviously, the greatest with similar meteorological characteristics.
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Reuse Volume (inches on equivalent impervious area)

Orlando Rainfall Station
May 1974- Dec. 1988
Mean Annual Rainfall = 48.2 in.

Figure 4. REV chert for Orlando, Florida.

Use of the REV Charts Examplos of Direct Use

REV charts relate the reuse rate, the efficiency, and the
reuse volume of a pond. Recommended irrigation rates Example 1
for Florida are between 0.38 in./week in the winter to
2.25 in./week in the summer (6). Information concerning
any two of these three variables is necessary for the A watershed in Orlando must reuse 80 percent of the
determination of the third. The use of a REV chart annual runoff from a 10-acre impervious area. The pond

requires an understanding of the concept of the EIA. The area is included in the impervious area. The maximum

units of both the reuse rate and the reuse volume are reuse storage volume available for the pond is equal to
the runoff from a 3oin. rainfall event. At what rate mustbased on this area. A REV chart is specific for an area,

and the accuracy of the predictions are related to the the runoff be reused?
accuracy of the input data. The REV charts of this paper
have been placed in a computer program that reduces Because the entire watershed is impervious, the EIA is
the possibility of calculation errors (7). equal to 10 acres. Because runoff equals rainfall on

impervious areas, the storage volume is equal to 3 in.
on the EIA. The reuse rate is a function of the efficiency

The efficiency is defined as the average percentage of and the reuse volume:
runoff that is reused over a period, specifically 15 years.
A pond that discharges to surface waters 10 percent of R = f (E,V)
the runoff that flows into it must reuse the remaining and = f (80%, 3 in.)
so is 90 percent efficient. It may sometimes be desirable = 0.152 in./day
to determine the efficiency of an existing pond. More
often it will be necessary to achieve a required efficiency
established by local regulations, thus making the effi- By referring to the Orlando REV chart (Figure 4), the
ciency one of the known values. On every REV chart, necessary reuse rate is estimated at 0.152 in./day on
there is a curve for each of the following efficiency levels the EIA. The rate and volume can be expressed in other
(in percentage): 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 95. units:
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10 ac From the REV chart for Tallahassee (Figure 5), the
V = 3 in. x EIA x--

EIA required reuse volume is determined to be 3.5 in. on
the EIA:

43,560 ft2 ft= 30 ac-in, x x
ac 12 in. V = f (E,R)

= f (90%, 0.26 in./day)
= 109,000 f’t3 = 3.5 in.

and Again, the volume and rate can be expressed in other
units:

in. 10 ac
R = 0.152 ~x EIA X--EIA 4,~c

V = 3.5 in. x EIA x ~
ac-in. 43,560 ft2 ft

= 1.52 ~ x       x                             43,560 ft2 ftac 12 in. = 14 ac-in, x ×
ft3                                                    ac     12 in.

= 5,520-day.
= 50,800 ft3

Example 2                                     and

~ 4 acR = 0.260 x EIA x ~
An apartment complex located in Tallahassee needs to
reuse 90 percent of the runoff from its parking lots. The ac-in, x 43,560 ft2 x ft
EIA is equal to the directly connected impervious area = 1.04 ~ ac 12 in.
and is 4 acres. The complex wants to use 0.26 in. of
water per day over the EIA. What must the reuse volume = 3,780 ft3
be to maintain these conditions? day.

0.3

0.26 :- .............\. ................... ...................................

"~ 0.22 .
~. ._
~ 0.18      "

o.12 ...............
~ 0.1

~ 0.08 .........................................................................................................................................................................................................

~: 0.06 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................

0.04 I
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5    5.5 6 6.5 7

Reuse Volume (inches on equivalent impervious area)
Tallahassee Rainfall Section
Jan. 1974 - Dec. 1988
Mean Annual Rainfall = 64.3 in.

Figure 5. REV chart for Tellahaesee, Florida.
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The previous examples illustrate the most simple appli- simulations were compared with the mean volumes ob-
cation: the watershed being impervious and the volume tained from NOAA. The totals were almost identical.
and rate given in terms of the EIA. Much more complex
design problems, however, can be solved using the To use the REV charts, rainfall on the pond must be

same technique. The following steps can be used in any included in the calculation of the EIA. When the area of the
design situation: pond (approximated at 15 percent of the EIA) was added

to the EIA, the pond reuse volume increased, and for a
1. Select the appropriate chart, fixed reuse rate the average annual efficiency increased

2. Compute the EIA of the watershed (EIA = contribut- by at least 2.5 percent. Because rainfall on the pond
reflects an impervious condition (all rainfall yields rainfall

ing area x effective C). excess), it must be added to the EIA while maintaining
3. Determine known variables in terms of the EIA. consistent units (depth on an impervious area).

4. Reference the chart to obtain a solution. Recommendations
5. Convert the answer to desired units.

A mathematical mass balance model can be developed
Evaporation and Rainfall on Pond            to simulate the operation of a stormwater reuse pond.

This can be done for areas that have daily rainfall data
One of the initial simplifications of the pond mass balance available for a significant period, about 15 years.
was the assumption that the mean annual evaporation The reuse of stormwater within a watershed from whichfrom the pond is equal to the mean annual rainfall on the it came should be encouraged and in some areas re-pond. The evaporation totals in the Southeast may quired. Reuse pondscan be designedtoconservewaterrange from 30 to over 60 inJyr. Precipitation rates range within a watershed and to reduce the mass of pollutantsfrom 37 in./yr in Key West to 64.5 in./yr in Tallahassee. entering the surface waters.
While evaporation and direct rainfall rates are based on The effective impervious area for a watershed shouldthe size of the pond, all other model parameters were include the area of the pond when using the REV
based on the EIA. Therefore, a ratio was established curves. The effective impervious area calculation is nec-between the size of the pond and the EIA. Because essary for the use of the REV curves. More than onedetention ponds usually require no more than 5 percent REV curve for a location is expressed in a figure calledof the total area of the watershed, depending on the a REV chart.impervious area, a conservative estimate of pond area
to a completely impervious area was chosen as 1:10. As For an average annual pollutant mass removal of 80
an example, a 1-in. rainfall event, through direct precipi- percent in a wet detention pond, at least 50 percent of
tation, would add 1 in. of rainfall to the pond or 0.10 in. the runoff volume should be reused when the REV
over the EIA. charts are used for design. For a 95 percent annual

pollutant mass removal, at least 90 percent of the runoffEvaporation data were obtained from NOAA Clima- volume should be reused. The reuse percentages as-tological Data publications for the years 1985 through sume a wet detention pond will remove an average 601989. Because the locations of climatological stations percent of the incoming runoff pollution mass annuallymatch those of precipitation stations in only a few in-
before surface discharge, which may overestimate thestances, evaporation data from nearby stations were actual efficiency.used with selected model locations. Evaporation data

from Lisbon and Lake Alfred were introduced into the The reuse of stormwater is both an environmentally and
models of Orlando and Parrish, respectively. The evapo- economically sound management practice. The current
ration data were available in monthly pan evaporat~ common practice is to release stormwater to adjacent
totals. Fifteen years of records were used and converted surface waters from detention ponds using weirs and
to surface water evaporation rates by multiplying by a orifices. Frequently, if not all the time, this detained
pan coefficient. The mean annual total evaporation for volume of water is greater than the volume of water
the two locations is 56.46 in. for Lake Alfred and 41.07 released from the land in its natural condition. Some
in. for Lisbon. fraction of this detained water can be reused within the

watershed to 1) irrigate open areas, 2) recharge groundThe evaporation function was added to the models by water, 3) supplement water used for certain industrialdistributing evaporation depths in inches for each time
interval. The amount of evaporation for each interval is the purposes, 4) enhance and create wetlands, and 5) sup-

product of the number of days in that interval and mean ply water for .agricultural users.

daily evaporation rates for the month. To ensure the as- Currently, the most popular reuse method has been the
sumed distribution did not affect the total evaporation vol- irrigation of relatively open spaces, for example, golf
ume, the mean annual evaporation volumes for the 15-year courses, cemeteries, recreation areas, citrus groves,
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Use of Sand Filters as an Urban Stormwater Management Practice

Earl Shaver
State of Delaware, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control,

Dover, Delaware

Background Austin, Texas

The city of Austin has pioneered the use of sand filtersAs our recognition of the need for stormwater control,
from both quantity and quality perspectives, has in- for stormwatertreatment. Other areas have experimented

over the years with sand filters, but Austin has made acreased, efforts to develop strategies and practices to
address stormwater runoff have emerged all over the long-term commitment to their use and evolution. The

design standards for sand filters have evolved based oncountry. Many of these efforts have been developed on
a state or local level depending on the specific issues performance and maintenance considerations.
that motivated program development. Sand filters are used on site and on a regional basis

(usually less that 50 acres of drainage), and the filtersThe concerns over stormwater control and strategies for are sized to accept and treat the first half-inch of storm-
dealing with stormwater are now international in scope, water runoff from the contributing drainage area (1).
Society as a whole needs to learn about what individuals They are frequently used in conjunction with a stormwa-
have already accomplished to allow for evolution of ter detention basin, which provides for control of larger
control strategies and individual practices. Efforts under storms from a water quantity perspective. Good water
way at the state level (in Delaware, Florida, Maryland, quality data for the performance of these systems have
South Carolina, and Washington) and at the municipal resulted, which indicates that sand filters can be very
level (in Austin, Texas; Washington, DC; and Alexandria, effective at pollutant removal.
Virginia) provide some hands-on knowledge regarding
the programs and types of stormwater control practices Waahington, DC
that have been used successfully.

Sand filter use is based on a design standard developed
The intent of this paper is to discuss stormwater control by the Stormwater Management Branch of the Depart-
practices, in particular, filtration systems. Experience ment of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. The sand
with stormwater control ponds and infiltration systems filter system design is based on whether water quantity
has led to considerable knowledge about these meth- is a concern in addition to water quality on a specific site.
ods, but interest is increasing in the use of sand filters Washington, DC, has a combined sewer system, and
in several locations around the country for stormwater sites that discharge into a combined sewer system must
treatment. Use of these systems will expand as national design their sand filters to provide for peak control of the
efforts addressing stormwater control are implemented. 15-year storm. If only water quality is an issue, a design

procedure is established based on the degree of site
imperviousness. For water quality control alone, storage

Existing Efforts in the Use of Sand Filter requirements are between 0.3 and 0.5 in. of runoff per

Systems acre (2). The Stormwater Management Branch is initiat-
ing a monitoring program to determine the performance
of the sand filters.The first interesting point is the way that sand filter

systems have been used historically around the country.
State of DelawareThese systems are being used for onsite and regional

control, as well as for water quality control only and for Delaware has developed a sand filter design system
both water quality and water quantity control, based on the Austin design but that serves for water
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quality control only. It is intended for sites where storm- filter systems generally have lower maintenance needs
water runoff, only from impervious areas, may drain to than infiltration practices have, so their use appeals to
the sand filter. The sand filter is designed to accept and highway officials if the costs can be made reasonable.
treat the first inch of stormwater runoff and is used as
either a "stand alone" practice or in conjunction with If the sand filter is moved to the edge of the parking
another practice, such as an infiltration practice (3). lot or roadway, where structural strength is not as
Where infiltration practices are used, the sand filter important, the system can be installed at significantly
provides pretreatment of the runoff to reduce premature lower cost. The City of Alexandria has developed a
clogging of the infiltration practice. At this time, design variation of the Delaware approach where the sand
performance is not being monitored, but achieving an filter is behind curb openings. In addition, increasing
80-percent reduction in suspended solids is considered th~ head over the filter can increase the time between
an acceptable practice as required under the statewide required maintenance of the filter, thus lowering the
stormwater management law. system’s operation and maintenance costs. Consid-

eration should be given to placing stone over the
Alexandria, Virginia sand to prevent scour of the sand as water drops on

the filter, in addition to increasing the overall depthThe city of Alexandria has developed a design manual of the sand to improve performance.
that supplements the northern Virginia BMP handbook (4).
The Alexandria supplement details the design require- The design procedure developed for use in Delaware
ments of "no net increase" in pollutant loading for new is meant as guidance and can be modified or en-
development and a 10-percent reduction in pollutant load- hanced as needed depending on specific site condi-
ing at site redevelopment locations. To achieve these tions. The practice as presented may be used in the
goals, phosphorus was accepted as a,,keystone,, pollutant middle of a parking lot, where concrete and grate
fordes!gn purposes. The Alexandria supplement provides strength are established, so that automobiles or
information on a number of different sand filter design trucks could travel over the system. Consultants have
procedures and is probably the single best compilation taken that design standard literally, which has made
of information relating to design procedures developed construction costs extremely high.
in areas such as Austin, Delaware, and Washington.

Any one of these systems could be modified or im-
proved with proper engineering. Conversations haveOther Areas and Efforts started with different manufacturers to see if sand filter

The only other procedure that is more experimental units could be prefabricated which would reduce the
(although, in reality, they all still are) is the peat-sand filter overall cost of installation. The use of sand filters will
developed by the Washington Council of Governments. dramatically increase if construction costs are reduced.
This procedure is a variation of the traditional sand filter
design that uses peat as a medium for enhanced nutri- Conclusion
ent reduction. The State of Washington has recently

Sand filters have a strong potential for becoming ancompleted a stormwater design manual that presents a
sand filter design based on the Austin system, effective tool for stormwater treatment, but engineering

expertise is necessary to improve performance and
Discussion cost. With proper maintenance and in conjunction with

other practices, sand filters can assist in water quality
Sand filters represent an emerging technology with sig- protection. They also have potential in arid regions,
nificant potential for evolution in coming years. The where more conventional practices such as wet ponds
procedure developed for the State of Delaware was are not feasible.
intended for use on small sites where overall site imper-
viousness was maximized. Examples of these sites We live in an era where our desires and mandates for
would be fast food restaurants, gas stations, or industrial clean water exceed our abilities to actually protect our
sites, where space for retrofitting is not readily available, aquatic resources when structural controls are consid-
Another emphasized use for sand filters is as a pretreat- ered as the only method of stormwater control. The term
ment system for stormwater infiltration practices. Infiltra- "treatment train" is certainly a concept that must be
tion practices are very susceptible to clogging by expanded if resource protection is to be realized. Sand
particulates, and sand filters could provide an effective filters are one car of the "treatment train," but the overall

train must include many different considerations. Ulti-means to reduce particulate loading and to block oil and
grease from entry into infiltration systems, mately, land use must be a consideration in overall site

stormwater planning, and considerations of roadway
Sand filters are especially appropriate for highway sys- widths, curbing, and site compaction and utilization
tems where site conditions and right-of-ways limit the must be flexible depending on individual site needs.
types of feasible stormwater treatment practices. Sand Why does a residential street have to be wide enough
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for a fire engine to turn around in? We need to question Referencesbasic planning assumptions with respect to resource
protection, and to evaluate whether a specific design 1. city of Austin. 1988. Environmentalcriteria manuaJ. Environmental

and Conservation Services Department, City of Austin, TX (June).requirement is necessary in light of that requirement’s
2. Truong, H.V. 1989. The sand filter water quality structure. Storm-impact on our natural resources. Otherwise, we need to

water Management Branch, Government of the District of Colum-recognize and accept the fact that a decline in quality bia, Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (May).
and productivity of our resources will occur.

3. Shaver, E. 1991. Sand filter design for water quality treatment.
Proceedings of the Engineering Foundation Specialty Conference,
Crested Butte, CO.

4. City of Alexandria. 1992. Alexandria Supplement to the Northern
Virginia BMP Handbook. Department of Transportation and Envi.
ronmental Services, City of Alexandria, VA (February).
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Application of the Washington, DC, Sand Filter for
Urban Runoff Control

Hung V. Truong
DC Environmental Regulation Administration, Washington, DC

Mee S. Phua
University of DC, Washington, DC

Abstract burden on taxpayers. Because of the extremely high
Conventional infiltration systems are frequently used for cost involved in restoring contaminated surface and
water quality control of urban runoff. These types of ground water, prevention seems to be the only economi-
urban best management practices (BMPs), however, cal course of action to protect natural water systems.
may adversely affect ground-water quality through the To regulate and provide protection for surface- and ground-
migration of pollutants into ground-water aquifers. Addi- water systems, the federal government passed the Clean
tionally, these BMPs may not be feasible in high-density Water Act. As part of this effort, the District of Columbia
urban areas because of the large land areas required enacted stormwater management regulations (DC Law
for their installation. 5-188, section 509-519)in January 1988. These regula-
To address these problems, this paper presents an alter- tions require new developments and redevelopments to
native solution: to replace conventional infiltration BMPs control nonpoint source pollution transported from con-
with the confined, underground sand filter water quality struction sites by urban runoff, using best management
(SFWQ) control structure. Over 70 of these structures practices (BMPs) or best available technologies (BATs).
have been installed in Washington, DC, since 1988. Infiltration devices are the most frequently used BMPs for
The Washington, DC, underground sand filter is a grav- controlling stormwater runoff in urban areas. These con-
ity flow system consisting of a concrete structure with ventional BMPs have limitations, however, due to soil and
three chambers. It is designed to provide quality control site-specific constraints. These BMPs may also adversely
for the first 1/2 in. of runoff. The first chamber performs affect ground water through the migration of pollutants
pretreatment of stormwater runoff by removing floating into ground-water aquifers. Additionally, conventional in-
organic material such as oil, grease, and tree leaves, filtration systems may not be feasible in an urban envi-
The second chamber is the filter chamber (process ronment because of the large land areas required for
chamber) and optimally contains a 3-ft filter layer. The their installation. In an effort to mitigate these problems,
filter layer consists of gravel, clean sand, and geotextile an alternative design is outlined in this paper to replace
filter fabric. At the bottom of the filter is a subsurface the conventional infiltration BMPs, where applicable.
drainage system of polyvinyl chloride perforated pipes This alternative system is called the confined sand filter
in a gravel bed. The third chamber is a discharge chain- water quality (SFWQ) structure and is illustrated in Fig-
ber that collects flow from the underdrain pipes, ure 1. The system uses multiple filter layers combined

with a moderate detention time to filter the suspended
The SFWQ structure may vary in size and shape. The pollutant particles and hydrocarbons from urban runoff.
depth can range from 8 to 10 ft depending on the final A multiple-layer filter was chosen because it has proven
grading of the site. to be more effective than a single-layer filter design.

Introduction Background
Urbanization resulting in surface- and ground-water con- Infiltration practices have been widely used to improve
tamination is a sedous and constant threat to water quality, the quality of urban stormwater runoff. Several limitations,
In turn, poor water quality is an undesirable economic however, are associated with the use of conventional
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Access Manhole

Structural Concrete Vault Overflow Weir
Designed for Load and Soil
Condition., 6-In. PVC Dewatering

Drain With Gate Valve

Outflow to Storm Sewer

Clearwe!l Chamber

S-In. Perforated PVC Collector
in 8-In. Gravel Bed (3 required)

2-Ft Sand Filter Between Geotextile
Filter Cloth Layers

Inspection Well/Cleanout Pipe With
Cap (3 required)Waterproof

First 1/2 In. of Sediment Chamber With Water Seal
To Trap HydrocarbonsRunoff (WQV) From

Flow Separator

Figure 1. DC three-dimensional sandfilter centarline cutaway (source: District of Columbia).

infiltration systems. According to several studies (1-3), Design Rationale
the practice of infiltration may have a negative impact
on ground-water quality. In addition, infiltration practices Whenever a liquid containing solids in suspension is
are only recommended for sites with soil infiltration rates placed in a relatively quiescent state, solids having a
higher than 0.27 in./hr and with a clay content of less higher specific gravity than the liquid settle, while those
than 30 percent. Recently, a study by the Metropolitan having a lower specific gravity rise. The design of the
Washington Council of Government (MWCOG) shows SFWQ structure uses the one-dimensional "falling head
that over 50 percent of the infiltration trenches installed test" in Darcy’s Law for calculating the head loss of fluid
in the Metropolitan Washington region either partially or flow through a multiple-layer filter medium to treat storm-
totally failed within the first 5 years of construction (4). water runoff. The design uses various media layers with
Research has also found that clogging may occur in different permeabilities to intercept pollutant particles as
infiltration trenches and is also very common in other fluid flows vertically through the filter layers. This princi-
infiltration systems. In surface systems, clogging is most pie can be used to accelerate the removal of pollutants
likely to occur near the top of the structure, between the by increasing the residence times of stormwater runoff,
upper layer of stone and the protective layer of filter and to facilitate the filtering process in the filter chamber.
fabric. For underground infiltration systems, clogging is The SFWQ structure also utilizes Stoke’s Law for termi-
likely to occur at the bottom of the structure, at the filter hal falling velocities of individual particles in allowing
fabric, and at the soil interface, time for particles to settle out of stormwater runoff. The

average detention time of this system ranges from 6 to
8 hr for an optimal design consideration.

Restoration of both surface and underground infiltration
systems is tedious and very costly, requiring the removal

Functional and Physical Descriptionof the vegetation layer, top soil, protective plastic layer,
stone aggregate, and filter fabrics. If the surface layer is The SFWQ structure is a gravity flow system consisting
pavement or concrete, the rehabilitation effort becomes of three chambers. The facility may be precast or cast-
even more difficult and expensive. Conventional infiltration in-place. The first chamber (same as water quality inlet)
systems also require relatively large areas of land for their is a pretreatment facility removing any floating organic
installation; therefore, this family of BMPs is not feasible matedal such as oil, grease, and tree leaves. The chamber
due to the high cost of land in an urban environment, has a submerged weir leading to the second chamber
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(filter chamber) and may be designed with a flow splitter
3o-~n. Manhole 30-in. Manholeor with a bypass weir if the system is for off-line storage, W~th La~er W~th Ladderas illustrated in Figure 2.

24-1n. ManholeThe second chamber contains 3 ft of filter material con-
8ottorn 6-in. PVCsisting of gravel, geotextile fabric, and sand, and is Openin Dewatedngsituated behind a 3-ff weir. At the bottom is a subsurface Drain With PVC

Gate Valvedrainage system consisting of a parallel polyvinyl chlo-
ride (PVC) pipe system in a gravel bed. A dewatering

Weir PLAN 3-6-1n. PVC Pipevalve is at the top of the filter layer for maintenance 3 Ft High Men. Perforatedpurposes and for safety release in case of emergency.
It also has an overflow weir at the top to protect the

30-In. Manhole 30-In. Manhole 24-In. Manholesystem from backing up when the storage volume is
Frame/Cover Frame/Cover Frame/Coverexceeded, if the system is designed for on-line storage

(Figure 3). o~e,lo.
Inflow Weir

Water enters the first chamber of the system by gravity P~pe 6-~n. Pvc
Dewateringor by pumping. This chamber removes most of the O,=nW~th PVCheavy solid particles, floatable trash, leaves, and hydro- Gate valve

carbon material. A submerged weir (designed to mini-
mize the energy of incoming stormwater) conveys the Filter Layer 6-in. PVC Clear~3ut
effluent to the second chamber. The effluent enters the SECTION Pipe With Cap
filter layer by overflowing the weir typically 3 ft above the
bottom of the structure. The water is filtered through Figure 3. DC on-line underground sand filter (source: District

of Columbis).various filtering layers to remove suspended pollutant
particles. The filtered stormwater is then picked up by
the subsurface drainage system that empties it into the structure works best for impervious catchment areas of
third chamber. The third chamber also receives any 1 acre or less. Multiple systems are recommended for
overflow from the second chamber for an on-line system catchment areas greater than 1 acre.
and overflow from the first chamber flow splitter for an
off-line system. Over 70 underground and surface sand filter structures

have been installed in Washington, DC, since 1988. In
Applicability fact, the structure has been adopted and incorporated

in the stormwater management programs of several
The SFVVQ structure is specifically designed for highly states and neighboring jurisdictions.
urbanized areas where open space is not available. The The structure may also be designed to provide deten-

tion, especially for on-line application when discharge
30-Ft Manhole 30-Ft Manttole rates must be modified in accordance with local and
With Ladder With Ladder Bypass Pipe municipal regulations. Recommended areas where this

~
device may be used include:

24-1n. Manhole
Botlom 6-in. PVC Oewatedng I Surface parking lots.
Opening Drain With PVC

Gate Velve ¯ Underground parking lots or multilevel garages.

’Wall L PVCPipe ¯ Parking apron, taxiway, and runway shoulders at
3-Ft High Mtn.PLAN Perforated airports.

30-Ft Manhole 30-Ft Manhole ¯ Emergency stopping and parking lanes and sidewalks.

Framei~

24-1n. Manhole
Frame/Cover

= Vehicle maintenance areas.
Inflow Bypass Pipe
Pipe

~6-1n. PVC Dewatering

¯ On-street parking aprons in residential areas.
Drain With PVC
Gate VaNe ¯ Recreational vehicle camping area parking pads.

Filter Layer 6-In. PVC Cleanout ¯ Private roads, easement service roads, and fire lanes.
SECTION Pipe With Cap

¯ Industrial storage yards and loading zones.

¯ Driveways for residential and light commercial use.Figure 2. DC off-line underground sand filter (source: District
of Columbia). ¯ Office complexes.
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Planning Considerations                     ¯ Estimate the storage volume and the release rate.

The storage volume and release rate depends onLocation local stormwater management regulations.
The SFWQ structure must be located in areas where it ¯ Select design storm(s). This should be based on the
is accessible for inspection and maintenance, as well as storm frequencies selected by the stormwater man-
to the vacuum trucks that are usually required to provide agement authorities.
maintenance.

¯ Determine the size of the inflow, outflow, and emer-
Ground Water and Bedrock gency release pipes. These should be sized to pass

the lowest selected storm frequency permitted by Io-The seasonally high ground-water table and bedrock cal stormwater regulations. (Washington, DC, uses
should be at least 2 to 4 ft below the footing of the 15-yr, 5-min storms for postdevelopment runoff.)
structure.

¯ Determine detention time. All SFWQ structures
Size should be designed to drain the design (first flush)

runoff from the filter chamber 5 to 24 hr after each
The SFWQ structure may vary in size from a small-site rainfall event.
single installation to large or multiple facility installations.

¯ Determine structural requirements. A licensed struc-Site topography and the presence of underground utili-
tural engineer should design the structure in accord-ties, however, may limit the size and depth of the sys-
ance with local building codes.tern. Use of other practices in combination with the

SFWQ structure may solve this problem. ¯ Provide sufficient headroom for maintenance. A mini-
mum head space of 5 ft above the filter is recom-

Hydraulic Head mended for maintenance of the structure. If 5 ft of
headroom is not available, a removable top shouldBecause the SFWQ structure is a gravity flow system, be installed.sufficient vertical clearance between the inverts of the

inflow and outflow pipes must be provided. When eleva- Design Procedurestion is insufficient, a well pump may be used to dis-
charge the effluent from the third chamber into the

Determine Design Invert Elevationsreceiving drainage system.

Determine the final surface elevation, invert in, invertWater Trap out, and bottom invert elevation of the structure (see
Figure 4):In combined sewer areas, a water trap must be pro-

vided in the third chamber to prevent the backflow of
Dt (Inv. in - Inv. out) + Hw + 1odorous gas. = , (Eq. 1)

Design Criteria where

In designing the SFWQ structure, the nature of the area, Dt = total depth of structure (ft)
such as imperviousness, determines the control volume Inv. in = final invert elevation of inflow pipe (ft)
of the sand filter chamber. Other recommended steps to Inv. out = final invert elevation of outflow pipe (ft)
consider when designing a SFWQ structure are the Hw = vertical height of overflow weir (ft)
following: 1 = freeboard constant (ft)

¯ Examine the site topographical conditions and select Peak Discharge Calculation for Bypass Flow
possible ouffalls from the existing drainage or sewer
map. Using the Rational Method:

¯ Review the final grading plans and determine the Qpk = CIA, (Eq. 2)maximum head available between the proposed in-
flow and outflow pipes, where

¯ Determine the total connected impervious area.
Qpk = bypass peak flow (ft3/sec)

¯ Select the design (first flush) runoff based on land C = runoff coefficiency (dimensionless)
use characteristics. (Washington, DC, uses 0.5 in. for I = rainfall intensity (in./hr)
surface parking lots, 0.3 in. for rooftops, and 0.4 in. A = drainage area (ac)
for other impervious surfaces.)
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DeterrninatJon of Filter Area
L = Chamber Length W = Chamber Width 250

L.
~"T 150 /PLAN <.~ /

I , , <100
I 1 ,- 6-,n. Pvc C~e,nout ’ I ~ /

Inflow_~__----~ I ;/Pipe With Cap I ,. I / ~ ///

~ PVC P~ora~ PiN

~LI~

L2

~L3~-
LI= 1/3 L2L 0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1SECTION Impewious Area (la) Acre

Af = 50 + (la - 0.1 acre) * 167 sq ff ~r acre

Figure 4. ~lign guide for DC landffiter (sours: District of    Figure 5. Rlter area ver~u~ w~rlh~ im~l~ne~ (source:
Columb~).                                                 DIs~ict of C~umbia),

~termine Area of Sand Filter where

Use Figure 5 or the following equation: V2b = bosom volume of filter cham~r (~)
A~ = sudace area of filter layer (~)

A~ = 50 + [la - 0.1 acres] x 167 ~/ac, (Eq.3) d = depth of filter layer (if)

where Vv = sum of void ratio for filter m~ia

Calculate BoSom Storage Volume in FirstA~ = sand filter area (~) Cham~rI~ = impewious area (ac)
Use the equation

~termine Storage Volume v~ = A~ x d, (Eq. 6)
Use the equation

where
V, = (Q~ x la) " (F x T x A~),               (Eq. 4)

V~b = bosom volume of first cham~r (~)
where A~ = surface area of first cham~r (~)

d = depth of filter layer (if)
V~ = volume storage n~d~ (~)
Q~ = first flush runoff (in) Note: A~/3 < A1 < At/2 for optimum design condition.
la = impewious area (~)
F = final infiltration rate for filter (Whr) Calculate Storage Volume in First and Second

T = filling time (1 hr, bas~ on empirical data) Cham~rs
A~ = sand filter area (~) Use the equation

Calculate Bo~om Storage Volume in Second (v~t + v~) = v. - (V2~ + V~), (Eq. 7)
Cham~r

where
Use the equa~on

V~t + V~t = sum of top volume of first and
V2b = Af X d x Vv, (Eq. 5) s~ond chambers
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Vw = volume of water from Equation 4
V2~ + Vlb = sum of bottom volume of first where

and second chambers
qf = flow through the filter (fta/hr)

Determine Maximum Storage Depth for k = sand permeability (ft/hr)
On.Line System Af = filter area

i = hydraulic gradient (Hr~x/2 x filter depth)
Use the equation

Estimate the detention time:
D = [(V~t + V2t)/(A! + A2)] + d,                (Eq. 8)

where Ts = V~q, (Eq. 11)

D = maximum storage depth (ft)
V~1 + V2t = sum of top volume of first and second      where

chambers
A1 + A2 = sum of surface area of first and second Ts -- average dewatering time for SFWQ structures

chambers (hr)d = depth of filter layer (ft) Vw = volume of first flush storage from Equation 3
(fP)Note: D must be equal to or smaller than the difference q = average flow from Equation 10 (ft3/hr)between the invert in and invert out from Equation 1.

Develop Inflow and Outflow Hydrographs
Determine Size of Submerged and Overflow
Weirs Figure 6 is a typical illustra[ion of inflow/outflow hy-

drographs for the SFWQ .structure.Submerged weir opening in first chamber:
For inflow hydrograph, use Modified Rational Method

A(h x I) = Qpk/C x (2 x g x hm~x)°.s, (Eq. 9) Hydrograph with:

where T = T~
TF~

A(h x I) = area of weir opening (ft2)

Qpk = bypass flow from Equation 2 (ft3/sec) where
C = 0.6, weir coefficient
g = 32.2 ft2/sec T = time to peak

hmax = hydraulic head above the center line of To = time of
weir (ff) concentration

h = weir height, minimum 1 ft Ta = recession period

Overflow weir opening in second chamber: For outflow hydrographs, use the following equations to
determine when flow occurs:

H~’5 = Q~k/CL,                           (Eq. 9a)
when

where
T~. x Q.~, < 2Vw, +                            (Eq. 12)

H = height of weir opening (ft) T = [2,-r~ - (2T02 - 2V~
Qp~ = bypass flow (ft3/sec)

C = 3.33, weir coefficient when
L = length of weir opening (ft)

To x Qpk = 2V~, + (Eq. 13)
Determine Flow Through Filter and Detention    T = (0.5To) + (V~Qp.)
Time After Storage Volume Fills Up

when
Average flow through the filter:

Tc x Qp~ > 2Vw, + (Eq. 14)
q~ = k x Af x i, (Eq. 10) T = [(2Vw*T:)/Qok]°-5.
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o
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Time (rnin) 6-In. PVC Pipe Wrapped in
Geotextile Fabric

Di,~’;~rge vs. lime
-’- Series 1        H- Series 2                     Figure 7. Cro~a section of filter compartment (source: District

(Outflow)           (Inflow)                               of Columbia).

Figure 6. Typical Inflow-outflow hydrograph (source: District of
Columbia). Bottom Gravel Layer

Filter Layer Details The bottom gravel layer surrounding the collector (per-
rotated) pipes should be 1/2- to 2-in. diameter gravel

Figure 7 is a typical cross section of the filter chamber, and provide at least 3 in. of cover over the tops of the
drainage pipes. No gravel is required under the pipes.

Upper Gravel Layer The gravel and the sand layer above must be separated
by a layer of geotextile fabric that meets the specifica-

The washed gravel or aggregate layer at the top of the tions listed above.
filter may be 1 to 3 in. thick and meet American Society
for Testing Materials (ASTM) standard specifications for Underdrain Piping1-in. maximum diameter or DC #57 gravel.

The underdrain piping consists of three 6-in. pipes withGeotextile Fabrics 3/8-in. perforations and should be reinforced to withstand

the load of the overburden. All piping should be to scheduleThe filter fabric (geotextile fabric) beneath the top gravel 40 polyvinyl chloride (PV(3) or greater strength.layer should be Enkadrain 9120 or equivalent with the
specifications shown in Table 1. The minimum grade of piping shall be 1/8 in./ft or 1

percent slope. Access for cleaning all underdrain pipingThe filter cloth beneath the sand should meet the speci- is needed. Cleanouts for each pipe should extend to thefications shown in Table 2. invert of overflow weir or maximum surface elevation of
The fabric roll should be cut with sufficient dimensions the storage water.
to cover the entire wetted perimeter of the filter area with

Each pipe should be carefully wrapped with geotextilea 6-in. minimum overlap,Sand Filter Layer
fabric that meets the above specifications before place-

Sand Filter Layer merit in the filter.

Table 2. Filter Cloth SpecificationsThe sand filter layer should be 18 to 24 in. deep. ASTM
(333 (3oncrete Sand is recommended, but sand with Property Test Method Unit Specification
similar specifications may be used.

Material Nonwoven
Table 1. Geotextile Fabric Specifications geotextile fabric

Unit weight                           oz/yd2 8.00 (m~n)
Properb/      Teat Method         Unit       Specification

Filtration rate in./sec 0.08 (min)
Material Nonwoven Puncture strength ASTM D-751 Ib 125geotextile fabric (Modified)
Unit weight ASTM D-17T7 oz/yd2 4.3 (rain) Mullen burst ASTM D-751 psi 400 (rain)
Flow rate "Failing head test" gpmiftz 120 (rain) strength

ASTMD-751 Ib 60 (rain) Tensile strength ASTM D-!682 Ib 300 (min)
Puncture in. 0.8 (min) Equivalent U.S. Standard Sieve no. 80 (min)thickness opening size
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Construction Specifications Maintenance Requirements
The SFWQ structure may be either cast-in-place or The SFWQ structure is designed to minimize mainte-
precast. In Washington, DC, precast structures require nance. It is subject to clogging, however, by sediment,
advanced approval. The approved erosion and sedi- oil, grease, grit, and other debris. Actual performance
merit control plans should include the specific measures and service life of the structure is not available at this
to provide the protection of the filter system before the time. Nevertheless, it is still very important to provide
final stabilization of the site. general standard maintenance guidelines to maintain

adequate structure operation. The maintenance of the
Excavation and Installation system includes the following steps:

Excavation for SFWQ structure and connecting pipes ¯ The water level in the filter chamber should be moni-
should include removal of all materials and objects en- tored by the owner on a quarterly basis and after
countered in excavation; disposal of excavated material every large storm for the first year after completion
as specified in the approved erosion and sediment con- of construction. A log of the results should be main-
trol plans; maintenance and subsequent removal of any rained, indicating the rate of dewatering after each
sheeting, shoring and bracing; dewatering and precau- storm and the water depth for each observation.
tions; and work necessary to prevent damage to adja- Once the regulatory stormwater inspector indicates
cent properties resulting from this excavation. Access that satisfactory performance of the structure has
manholes and steps to the filtration system should con- been demonstrated, the monitoring schedule may be
form to local standards, reduced to an annual basis.

¯ As with other pretreatment structures, the first chain-
Leak Test ber must be pumped out semiannually. If the chamber

contains an oil skim, it should be removed by a firmAfter completion of the SFWQ structure shell, a leak test specializing in oil recovery and recycling. The remain-
may be performed to verify watertightness before the ing material may then be removed by a vacuum pump
filter layers are installed, truck and disposed of in an approved landfill. After each

cleaning, refill the first chamber to a depth of 3 ft with
Filter Materials clean water to reestablish the water seal.

All filter materials in the second chamber should be ¯ After approximately 3 to 5 yr, the upper layer of the
placed according to construction and materials stand- filter can be expected to become clogged with fine
ards and specifications, as specified on an approved silt. When the drawdown time for the filter exceeds
construction plan. 72 hr, the upper layer of gravel and geotextile fabric

must be removed and replaced with new, clean ma-
terials conforming to the original specifications.Completion and Site Stabilization

No runoff should be allowed to enter the sand filter Conclusion and Discussion
system before completion of all construction activities,

At the present ~me, the environmental and economic im-including revegetation and final site stabilization. Con-
struction runoff should be treated in separate sedimen- pacts of the SFVVQ structure have not been fully evaluated.

A long-term monitoring program is being implemented intation basins and routed to bypass the filter system.
Washington, DC, to determine water quality benefits andShould construction runoff enter the filter system prior

to final site stabilization, all contaminated materials must address long-term maintenance concerns. The results
be removed and replaced with new, clean filter materials from this monitoring effort will provide important informa-
before a regulatory inspector approves its completion, tion on the removal efficiency of common urban pollut-

ants. In addition, the monitoring data will provide
information on actual headloss in the system, which will

System Calibration and Verification indicate the need for filter replacement.

The water level in the filter chamber should be moni- Based on the results of the Austin, Texas, monitoring
tored by the design engineer after the first storm event program on its sand filter systems and on several years
before the project is certified as completed. If the dewa- of success in the application of the SFVVQ structure in
tering time of the filter chamber takes longer than 24 hr, Washington, DC, the feasibility of the SFWQ structure
the top gravel layer and filter fabric underneath must be has been demonstrated for use in an urban environ-
replaced with a more rapid draining fabric and clean ment. The authors believe that the SFVVQ structure may
gravel. The structure should then be checked again to be used as an alternative urban BMP for highly devel-
ensure a detention time that is less than 24 hr. oped areas where other options are not available.
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tn conclusion, the design presented here is an attempt 3. Nightingale, H.T. 1987. Water quality beneath urban runoff water

to provide an alternative solution to control nonpoint management basins. Water Resour. Res. 23(2):197-208.

source pollution from urban stormwater runoff. The ap- 4. Galli, J. 1992. Analysis of urban BMP performance and longevity

plication of this system should be viewed with some
in Prince George’s County, Maryland. Washington, DC: Metro-
politan Washington Council of Governments.

caution, as the structure has not been monitored for
optimal effectiveness. Additional Reading
When the SFWQ structure is used strictly as a gravity 1. Van Truong, H. 1989. The sand filter water quality structure.
flow system, one of its limitations is that it requires a Washington DC: Environmental Regulation Administration.

hydraulic head of at least 4 ft relative to the outflow pipe. 2. Van Truong, H. 1993. The DC sand filter water quality structure,

To minimize this problem, further study is needed to 2nd version. Draft. Washington DC: Environmental Regulation

evaluate the different thicknesses of the sand layers.
Administration.

(with thicknesses such as 18, 12, and 6 in.) to determine 3. Alexandria DepaRrnent of Transportation and Environmental

the relationship between the depth of sand layer and Services. 1992. Alexandria supplement to the Northern Virginia
BMP handbook (adopted in February).

pollutant removal efficiency. 4. Chang, F.M., M.H. Watt, and H. Van Truong. 1986. Study of
erosion and sedimentation of selected small streams in the District
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Stormwater Measures for Bridges:
Coastal Nonpoint Source Management in South Carolina

H. Stephen Snyder
South Carolina Coastal Council,

Charleston, South Carolina

Abstract system supports approximately 279,000 acres of estu-
arine shellfish-growing waters and thousands of acres

Although stormwater runoff from bridges has a direct of other sensitive habitats. For people to live and workpathway to estuaries, rivers, and lakes, little research in this environment, all of these coastal resources, fly-
has been undertaken to directly measure the concentra- ers, bays, marshes, and sensitive habitats must betion of pollutants flushed from the bridge surface or the transversed in one form or another, most often by road-
impact of those pollutants on the receiving water body. ways and bridges. These roadways and bridges andA general correlation can be made, however, from the their associated uses can provide a direct source of
body of research available concerning runoff from roads contaminants to our coastal waters and, as such, mustand streets in general and from the wider body of infor- be managed to reduce or alleviate the potential impacts.marion regarding urban runoff characteristics. The gen-
eral assumption is that runoff from highways (and For coastal states, addressing pollution from bridges
bridges) can negatively affect the water quality of receiv- may no longer be a choice. Section 6217 of the Coastal
ing waters through the shock of acute Ioadings during Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 requires
rainfall events and through long-term exposure and/or states with coastal zone programs to develop coastal
accumulations of pollutants in sediments or marine or- nonpoint source pollution programs. Such programs
ganisms. Research does indicate a relationship be- must address pollution in the following areas: agricul-
tween the average daily traffic volume and potential ture, silviculture, hydrologic modifications, marinas, and
water quality impacts. Concern is heightened where the urban settings, the latter of which include roads and,
runoff has a direct, unobstructed pathway to the receiv- even more specifically, bridges.
ing waters and, even more so, where the receiving
waters are extremely sensitive, such as shellfish habitat. A basic assumption contained herein is that the results

of studies on highways and their associated pollution po-
This paper provides a brief overview of potential water tential from runoff are also applicable to highway bridges.
quality pollutants from highway and bridge runoff, then
focuses on management and control measures for run- Contaminants
off from bridges. These include requirements of Section
6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amend- A series of studies sponsored by the U.S. Department
ments and stormwater management requirements for of Transportation in the 1980s (1-3) confirms the pres-
bridges in the coastal zone of South Carolina. Included ence and possible sources of a wide variety of contam~-
is a case study of retrofitting a major bridge already nants that may be associated with roadways and
designed and under construction, which transverses bridges. A basic listing is presented in Table 1. These
significant shellfish resources in coastal South Carolina. contaminants accumulate on roadway surfaces be-

tween major removal events, such as rainfalls and street
Introduction sweeping (which may be rare or nonexistent in nonur-

ban areas). The severity and order of magnitude of
South Carolina’s 187-mile coastline is only the facade these contaminants are site specific and variable, and
for some 3,000 shoreline miles of estuaries, bays, rivers, can depend on such factors as traffic characteristics,
and creeks that intertwine among some 500,000 acres highway or bridge design, maintenance activities, acci-
of coastal marshes and wetlands. This immense coastal dental spills, surrounding land use, and climate.
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Table I. Common Highway Runoff Constltuanta and Their Prlmery Sources (I)

Constituent Primary Sources

Particulates Pavement wear, vehicles, atmosphere, highway maintenance

Nitrogen, phosphorus Atmosphere, roadside fertilizer application

Lead Leaded gasoline (auto exhaust), tire wear (lead oxide filler material), lubricating oil and grease, bearing
wear

Zinc T~re wear (filler material), motor oil (stabilizing additive), grease

Iron Auto body rust, steel highway structures (guardrails, bridges, etc.), moving engine parts

Copper Metal plating, bearing and bushing wear; moving engine parts; brake lining wear; fungicides and
insecticides (roadside maintenance operations)

Cadmium T~re wear (filler material), insecticides

Chromium Metal plating, moving engine parts, brake lining wear

Nickel Diesel fuel gasoline (exhaust) and lubricating oil, metal plating, bushing wear, brake lining wear, asphalt
paving

Manganese Moving engine parts

Bromide Auto exhaust

Cyanide Anticake compound (ferric ferrocyanide, etc.) used to keep deicing salt granular

Chloride Deicing salts

Sulphate Roadway beds, fuel, deicing salts

Petroleum Spills, leaks, or blow-by of motor lubricants; antifreeze, and hydraulic fluids, asphalt surface leachate

Polychlorinated biphenyls Spraying of highway right-of-ways, background atmospheric deposition, PCB catalyst in tires
(PCBs), synthetic pesticides

Pathogenic bacteria Soil, litter, bird droppings, trucks hauling livestock and stockyard waste
(indicators)

Rubber Tire wear

Asbestos Clutch and brake lining wear

The studies have revealed some interesting results that daily traffic (ADT) is a general threshold for the potential
may influence management decisions. To elaborate on of impacts from highway runoff; however, several vari-
one pollutant, tests (1) indicated that the pathogenic ables must be factored into this conclusion, including
bacteria indicators fecal coliform and fecal Streptococ- sensitivity of receiving waters, distance to receiving wa-
cus were not consistently present on roadway systems ters, type of traffic, road or bridge design, and others.
at any given time or place; their presence is most often
associated with nonspecific events, i.e., animal and bird The U.S. Department of Transportation (2) has drawn
droppings, soil spills, and road kills. When present, how- the following conclusions from these studies and other
ever, the bacteria can remain viable for relatively long literature concerning highway runoff pollution potential:
periods in highway sweepings (up to 7 weeks) and up
to 13 days in stagnant storm sewer systems. As one ¯ Highway runoff does have the potential to adverselywould expect, the tests showed that the coliform bacte- affect the water quality and aquatic biota of receivingria were consistently lower when runoff was conveyed waters.through a grassy area, although none of the standard
nonpoint source management measures effectively kills
coliforms and their associated microbes (2). ¯ The significance of these adverse effects is variable

by highway type and design, receiving water, and
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation (1), runoff event.
the major portion of pdority pollution load in highway
runoff was attributed to metals (e.g., lead, zinc, and ¯ Runoff from urban highways with high ADT volumes
copper), although a significant number of organic pol- may have a relatively high potential to cause adverse
lutants were present in the highway environment, effects.
Studies (4, 5) indicate that the magnitude of pollutants
associated with highway runoff is related to traffic vol- ¯ Runoff from rural highways with low ADT volumes
ume. Research (2) tends to indicate that 30,000 average has a relatively low potential to cause adverse effects.
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Basic Management Practices and fairly straightforward and generally well accepted, the
Processes unique location of bridges presents some problems.

First, the runoff from the bridge must be intercepted from
Of the variety of best management practices available seeking its natural pathway and routed back to high land
for nonpoint source pollution control, four basic manage- or another area suitable for treatment; secondly, land
ment measures are generally considered cost effective areas for treatment are usually limited.
for treatment of highway runoff based on effectiveness
for specific pollutants, relative capital costs, land re- Collection and transportation are most easily solved in
quirements, and operation and maintenance costs (2): the design of the bridge, although in coastal areas runoff

¯ Vegetative controls may have to be transported long distances with little
grade. The physical land requirements for the appropri-

¯ Wet detention basins ate treatment method, however, tend to be the most
limiting factors. Solutions are very site specific and must

¯ Infiltration basins be included in the earliest planning stages of the bridge.
¯ Wetlands Topography at the bridge/land junction is often the single

most important factor in considering the design of an
Pollution measures that were not considered effective appropriate treatment method, although other factors,
when used as a sole management tool were street such as high water tables, soil types, and adjacent land
cleaning, catch basins, filtration devices for sediment use, also can be important in the design consideration
control, dry detention ponds, and porous pavements (2). process. The design of the stormwater system should
The first three methods were not effective in capturing not drive the design of the bridge, but neither should the
the fine sediments to which many pollutants attach design of the bridge preclude the design of an effective
themselves, while the dry detention pond tended to stormwater treatment system.
reflush the settled particles after each rainfall event.
Porous pavement is limited to low-volume traffic areas, All of the traditional stormwater management methods
such as parking lots, because of current highway con- can be considered for treatment of runoff from bridges:
struction standards, wet detention ponds, infiltration systems, grassed wa-
AI! of the measures have in common several physical or terways, and wetlands. These can be used even in

biochemical processes that occur to provide the neces- combination with less favorable methods, such as fre-

sary control of pollutants: settling, filtering, adsorption, quent sweeping or catch basins, if the lack of good
bioassimilation, biodegradation, and volatilization or alternatives so dictates. Other opportunities that may be

evaporation. Table 2 lists the process associated with present in the area should also be considered, such as

each management measure as related to the general nearby spoil disposal containment areas, preexisting

type of pollutant control, treatment systems for nearby development, or dis-
charge routing to less sensitive areas.

Management Measures for Bridges The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (6) lists
Although bridges can be assumed to cause the same several general guidelines and management practices for
types of water quality impacts as highways, and al- illustrative purposes, specifically f or bridges, in the Section
though the techniques to manage those impacts are 6217 management measure guidance document:

Table 2. Principal Pollutant Fate Processes by Major Management Measuree

Management Measures

Pollutant Vegetative Control Detention Basins Infiltration Systems Wetlands

Heavy metals Filtering Adsorption, settling Adsorption, filtration Adsorp~on, set’cling

Toxic organics Adsorption Adsorption, settting, Adsorption, Adsorption, set’cling,
volatilization biodegradat~on biodegradation,

volatilization

Nutrients Bioassimilation Bioassimilation Absorption Bioa,=almilation

Solids Filtenng Settling Adsorption, se~ing Adsorption

Oil and grease Adsorption Adsorption, settling AdsorpSon Adsorption, setting

Biochemical oxygen Biodegradation Biodegradation Biodegradation Biodegradation
demand

Pathogens NA Settling Filtration NA

NA = information not available
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¯ Coordinate design with the Federal Highway Admini- ¯ No treatment is necessary for runoff from bridge sur-
stration (FHWA), U.S. Coast Guard, U.S. Army Corps faces spanning Class SA and Class SB tidal salt-
of Engineers, and other state and federal agencies waters. (SA and SB waters are suitable for primary
as appropriate, and secondary contact recreation, crabbing, and fish-

ing. The two classes differ in their dissolved oxygen¯ Review National Environmental Policy Act require- [DO] limitations: SA waters must maintain daily aver°ments to ensure that environmental concerns are met.
ages of not less than 5.0 mg/L, and SB waters must

¯ Avoid highway locations requiring numerous river maintain DO levels not less than 4.0 mg/L.) This
crossings, runoff can be discharged through scupper drains di-

rectly into surface waters. The use of scupper drains,¯ Direct pollutant Ioadings away from bridge decks by however, should be limited as much as possible.diverting runoff waters to land for treatment.
¯ If the receiving water is classified as either outstand-

¯ Restrict the use of scupper drains on bridges less in~ resource waters (ORW) or shellfish harvestingthan 400 ft in length and on bridges crossing very waters (SFH), then the stormwater management re-sensitive ecosystems, quirements shall be based on projected traffic vol-
¯ Site and design new bridges to avoid sensitive eco- umes and the presence of any nearby shellfish beds.

systems. Table 3 lists the necessary treatment practices over
the different classes of receiving waters.¯ On bridges with scupper drains, provide equivalent

urban runoff treatment in terms of pollutant load re- ¯ The ADT volume is based on the design carrying
duction elsewhere on the project to compensate for capacity of the bridge.
the loading discharged off the bridge.

Table 3. Requirements for Stormwatar Manegement on
Regardless of the "illustrative" nature of the above prac- Bridges In the Coastal Zone, South Carolina
tices, EPA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

ADT VolumeAdministration (NOAA) expect the states to address
nonpoint pollution from bridges and to adopt enforce-
able policies by 1995 to manage the runoff or to docu- Wetar Quellty Cle~ifloatlon 0-30,000 30,000
ment why such runoff is not a problem. ORW (within 1,000 ft of shellfish beds) A A

South Carolina’s Approach ORW (not within 1,000 ft of shellfish beds) B B
SFH (within 1,000 ft of shellfish beds) B AIn 1988, the South Carolina Coastal Council was faced

with the permitting of a new 2-mile bridge connecting SFH (not within 1,000 ft of shellfish beds) E} B

the mainland with a major developed barrier island SFH (not within 1,000 ft of shellfish beds) B B
(see below) and crossing a major shellfish-producing SA (exceptiona0 C C
area. As an outcome of the permitting of this project, SB (high qualib/) C Cthe Coastal Council developed a set of guidelines to use
in conjunction with the South Carolina Department of A = The first 1-in. of runoff from the bridge surface must be collected

and routed to an appropriate stormwater management system orHighways and Public Transportation to allow all parties routed so that maximum ovedand flow occurs, encouraging
to anticipate the design of stormwater controls in new exfiltration before reaching the receiving water body. Periodic

vacuuming of the bridge surface should be considered.bridges. It is not unusual for bridges to be designed B = A stormwater management plan must be implemented that may
well in advance of the permitting process, and the inclu- require the overtreatment of runoff from associated roadways to
sion of new design criteria can cause both new expenses compensate for the lack of direct treatment of runoff from the

bridge surface itself. Periodic vacuuming should be considered. -and a politically unpleasant situation. The guidelines The use of scupper drains should be limited as much as possible.
have been in use since 1989 and have been introduced
as regulations to the 1993 South Carolina General
Assembly. The regulations appear to meet the basic
intent of the EPNNOAA Section 6217 guidance, The Isle of Palms Connector: A Case
although this has yet to be determined. The basic regu- Study in Retrofitting
lations are as follows.

The incorporation of a stormwater management system
Stormwater Management Requirements for into a bridge design usually can be done without any
Bridge Runoff great difficulty. Trying to incorporate a system into a

bridge already designed and ready for permitting, how-
The following are the criteria used to address stormwa- ever, can be much more difficult. Such was the case with
ter management for bridges traversing saltwater and the Isle of Palms Connector, an 11,500-ft, $30 million
critical areas, bridge that was to provide alternate access to the Isle
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of Palms, a barrier island town just outside of Char- of the bridge was not an option, nor, as it turned out, was
leston, South Carolina. The bridge route called for the redesign Of the bridge. The bridge was designed with

crossing of some 9,000 ft of marsh, two major marsh approximately 9,000 ft at 0.0 percent grade, with ele-

creeks, and the Intracoastal Waterway. Location and vated spans over the Intracoastal Waterway and one of

environmental studies and basic bridge design were the creeks (Figure 1). The State Highway Department
completed in 1979, the same year the state’s coastal estimated redesign to accommodate positive flows to

zone management program was authorized. Funding both ends of the bridge at $10 million, a one-third in-
limitations slowed the process until 1987, when federal crease in bridge cost (7).

funds became available. The South Carolina Coastal Council, however, as pri-
The proposed route for the Isle of Palms Connector mary permitting agency for the bridge, was sensitive to
crossed over some of the state’s most productive com- public demand that the bridge must incorporate a storm-
mercial and recreational shellfish grounds. The live oys- water management system that met basic coastal
ter volume in Hamlin Creek and Swinton Creek alone stormwater guidelines (8). After several meetings, which
was surveyed by the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine included public input, the South Carolina Department of
Resources Department at 32,000 bushels. Annual clam Highways and Transportation agreed to work with the
production potential in the immediate area of the bridge Coastal Council in addressing stormwater within the
is estimated to be between 140,000 and 250,000 clams, limits of two constraints: the bridge location could not

The bridge was originally designed with traditional meth- be changed, and the stormwater system must be adapt-
ods of handling stormwater; water was drained directly able to the existing bridge design. Once this decision

from the bridge through scuppers except at one pre- was reached, both agencies began a serious and coop-
viously identified sensitive area, where discharge was erative effort in resolving the problem. It was immediately
eliminated. Because there were no objections to the apparent that the traditional methods of stormwater

stormwater design in the original environmental impact treatment usually employed on high land must be ruled

assessment, approved by the FHWA in 1986, the South out; other than pumping, which was explored and rejected

Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transpor- due to cost, there was no way to get the runoff back to
tation was reluctant to make any changes. Relocation high ground for treatment. Therefore, the study team threw
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Figure 1. Proposed and closed drainage system profiles for Isle of Palms Connector.
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out the preconceived traditional approaches and fo- for the fall of 1993. Background data was collected in
cused on the basic tenents of stormwater management: the summer and fall of 1993.
retention, settling, and pollutant removal. A variety of alter-
natives were identified, evaluated, and rejected for various Both agencies, along with the concerned public, eagerly

reasons. Among these a~lternatJves were storage and re- await the results of the monitoring. If successful, the
runoff pan may provide one alternative for addressingtention in gutters of several configurations along the shoul-
stormwater management on existing bridges crossingder of the bridge roadway and the design of an "in the

marsh" sand filtering system constructed in large cylinders, sensitive waters.

What emerged from this process was the design of an Conclusion
open-faced "runoff pan," 15 ft long by 32 in. wide, to be

Roadways and bridges are certainly not unique in theirbolted in place to catch the discharge from each scupper
potential contribution to lessened water quality. Virtuallydrain (Figure 2). The pan, constructed of fiberglass, was
all human activities on the land, on the water, and in the1 ft deep with a baffle overflow to prevent the discharge air contribute to the problem. N{3 one solution to correctof oil and grease. In addition to containing the first 3/4 the problem exists; rather, the solution lies with thein. of runoff, the pans were to be managed with a incremental "micromanagement" of each specific activ-vigorous maintenance program that would include

dry/wet vacuuming on a to-be-determined basis and ity that contributes to the problem.

disposal of the residue in accordance with state hazard-
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to develop a monitoring program to test the effective- 3. U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administra-

tion. 1988. Effects of highway runoff on receiving waters, Vot. I11.hess of this technique. The monitoring program was to Resource document for environmental assessments. Pub. No.
be implemented on completion of the bridge, estimated FHWA/RD-84~064. McLean, VA.
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Figure 2. Schematic "runoff pan" detail: proposed Isle of Palms Connector between U.S. 17-701 and 14th Avenue, Charleston County,
South Carolina.
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Controlling Pollutants in Runoff From Industrial Facilities

Kevin Weiss
Storm Water Section, NPDES Permits Division, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

Washington, DC

Abstract and still other facilities may discharge stormwater asso-
ciated with industrial activity with relatively low levels ofIndustrial facilities can be significant contributors of pol-

lutants to urban runoff. On November 16, 1990, the U.S. pollutants.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published Na- Six classes of activities can be identified as major po-
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) tential sources of pollutants in stormwater discharges
permit application requirements for "stormwater dis- associated with industrial activity (7-11):
charges associated with industrial activities." These
regulations provide a framework for reducing pollutants ¯ Loading or unloading of dry bulk materials or liquids.

in runoff from the industrial facilities addressed. EPA ¯ Outdoor storage of raw materials or products.
subsequently developed a long-term strategy for issuing
NPDES permits for these discharges. As the initial step ¯ Outdoor process activities.
in this strategy, the Agency issued general permits on ¯ Dust or particulate generating processes.
September 9, 1992, and September 25, 1992, for the
majority of stormwater discharges in states where EPA ¯ Illicit connections or inappropriate management
issues NPDES permits. This paper provides an over- practices.
view of major categories of sources that contribute pol- ¯ Waste disposal practices.
lutants to runoff at industrial sites and describes
pollution prevention measures in EPA’s NPDES general The potential for pollution from many of these activities
permits, may be influenced by the presence and use of toxic

chemicals.
Introduction Loading and unloading operations typically are per-
Pollutants in urban runoff depend in part on the nature formed along facility access roads and railways and at
of land use. Several studies indicate that runoff from loading/unloading docks and terminals. These opera-
industrial land uses is of relatively poorer water quality tions include pumping of liquids or gases from trucks or
than runoff from other general land uses (1-5). In addi- rail cars to a storage facility or vice versa; pneumatic
tion, industrial sites can be significant sources of pol- transfer of dry chemicals to or from the loading or un-
luted, uncontrolled nonstormwater to separate storm loading vehicle; transfer by mechanical conveyor sys-
sewers (6, 7). tems; and transfer of bags, boxes, drums, or other

containers from vehicles by forklift trucks or other mate-
Source of Pollutants to Industrial Runoff     rials handling equipment. Material spills or losses may

discharge directly to the storm drainage systems or mayThe volume and quality of stormwater discharges asso- accumulate in soils or on surfaces, to be washed awayciated with industrial facilities depend on several factors,
including the industrial activities occurring at the facility, during a storm or facility washdown.

the nature of precipitation, and surface imperviousness. Outdoor storage includes the storage of fuels, raw ma-
The sources of pollutants that can affect the quality of terials, byproducts, deicing chemicals, intermediates,
stormwater from industrial facilities differ with the type final products, and process residuals and wastes. Meth-
of operations and specific facility features. For example, ods of material storage include use of storage contain-
air emissions may be a significant source of pollutants ers (e.g., drums or tanks), platforms or pads, bins, silos,
at some facilities, material storage operations at others, boxes, and piles. Materials, containers, and material
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storage areas exposed to rainfall or runoff may contrib- changers, particularly those used under stressed condi-
ute pollutants to stormwater when solid materials wash tions (e.g., exposure to corrosive fluids), such as in the
off or materials dissolve into solution, metal finishing and electropiating industry, may develop

pinhole leaks that result in contamination of condensate
Other outdoor activities include certain types of manu- by process wastes. These and other nonstormwater
facturing and commercial operations and land-disturb- discharges to storm sewers may be intentional, based
ing operations. Although many manufacturing activities on the belief that the discharge does not contain pollut-
are performed indoors, some activities (e.g., equipment ants, or they may be inadvertent, if the operator is
and vehicle maintenance and cleaning, timber process- unaware that a floor drain is connected to the storm
ing, rock crushing, vehicle maintenance and cleaning, sewer.
and concrete mixing) typically occur outdoors. Process-
ing operations may result in liquid spillage and losses of Waste management practices include temporary stor-

material solids to the drainage system or surrounding age of waste materials and operations at landfills, waste

surfaces, or creation of dusts or mists that can be de- piles, and land application sites that involve land dis-

posited locally. Some outdoor industrial activities cause posal. Outdoor waste treatment operations also include

substantial physical disturbance of land surfaces that wastewater and solid waste treatment and disposal
result in soil erosion by stormwater. For example, dis- processes, such as waste pumping, additions of treat-

turbed land occurs in construction and mining. Disturbed ment chemicals, mixing, aeration, clarification, and sol-
land may result in soil losses and other pollutant load- ids dewatering.

ings associated with increased runoff rates. Facilities
whose major process activities are conducted indoors Options for Control
may still apply chemicals such as herbicides, pesticides, Options for controlling pollutants in stormwater dis-
and fertilizer outdoors for a variety of purposes, charges associated with industrial activity are discussed

Dust or particulate generating processes include indus- below in terms of two major pollutant sources: 1) mate-

trial activities with stack emissions or process dusts that rials discharged to separate storm sewers via illicit con-
settle on plant surfaces. Localized atmospheric deposi- nections, improper dumping, and spills; and 2) pollutants
tion can be a particular concern with heavy manufactur- associated with runoff.
ing industries. For example, monitoring of areas
surrounding smelting industries has shown much higher Nonstormwater Sources
levels of metals at sites nearest the smelter. Other in- As discussed above, nonstormwater discharges to
dustrial sites, such as mines, cement manufacturing
plants, and refractories, generate significant levels of

separate storm sewers come from a wide variety of
sources, including illicit connections, improper dumping,

dusts, spills, or leakage from storage tanks and transfer areas.

Illicit connections or inappropriate management prac- Measures to control spills and visible leakage can be

tices result in improper nonstormwater discharges to incorporated into the best management practices dis-

storm sewer systems. Pollutants from nonstormwater cussed below.

discharges to the storm sewer systems are caused In many cases, operators of industrial facilities may be
typically by a combination of improper connections, unaware of illicit discharges or other nonvisible sources
spills, improper dumping, and improperly disposed of of nonstormwater to a storm sewer. In such cases, the
rinse waters, cooling waters, or other process and sani- key to controlling these discharges is to identify them.
tary wastewater. Often dischargers believe that the ab- Several methods for identifying the presence of non-
sence of visible solids in a discharge is equivalent to the stormwater discharges are discussed below. (A more
absence of pollution. Illicit connections are often asso- complete discussion of methods to identify illicit connec-
ciated with floor drains that are connected to separate tions can be found in U.S. EPA [6, 12]). A comprehen-
storm sewers. Rinse waters used to clean or cool oh- sive evaluation of the storm sewers at a facility often
jects discharge to floor drains connected to separate should incorporate several of the following methods:
storm sewers. Large amounts of rinse waters that dis-
charge to floor drains may origina~te from industries ¯ Eva/uation of drainage map and inspections: Drain-
using regular washdown procedures; for example, bot- age maps should identify the key features of the
tling plants use rinse waters for removing waste prod- drainage system (i.e., each of the inlet and discharge
ucts, debris, and labels. Rinse waters can be used to structures, the drainage area of each inlet structure,

cool materials by dipping, washing, or spraying objects storage and disposal units, and materials loading ar-
with cool water; for example, rinse water is sometimes eas) that may be the source of an illicit discharge or
sprayed over the final products of a metal plating facility improper dumping. In addition, floor drains and other
for cooling purposes. Condensate return lines of heat water disposal inlets thought to be connected to the
exchangers often discharge to floor drains. Heat ex- sanitary sewer should be identified. A site inspection
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can be used to augment and verify map develop- an indication of illicit connections. This method is
mont. These inspections, along with the use of the limited by the accuracy of the flow meters used.
drainage map, can be coordinated with other identio
fication methods discussed below. ¯ Schematics: Where they exist, accurate piping sche-

matics can be inspected as a first step in evaluating
¯ End-of-pipe screening: Discharge points or other ac- the integrity of the separate storm sewer system. The

cess points such as manhole covers can be in- use of schematics is limited because schematics usu-
spected for the presence of dry weather discharges ally reflect the design of the piping system and may
and other signs of nonstormwater discharges. Dry not reflect the actual configuration constructed. Sche-
weather flows, material deposits, and stains are often matics should be updated or corrected based on ad-
indicators of illicit connections. Dry weather flows can- ditional information found during inspections.
be screened by a variety of methods. Inexpensive

Smoke tests are sometimes listed in the literature as aonsite tests include measuring pH; observing for oil
method for detecting illicit connections to separate stormsheens, scums, and discoloration of pipes and other
sewers. While smoke tests can be used to identify inflowstructures; and colorimetric detection for chlorine, de-
of stormwater to sanitary sewers, they can be much lesstergents, metals, and other parameters. In some
effective for identifying discharges of nonstormwater tocases, it may be appropriate to collect samples for
storm drains. This is because many nonstormwatermore expensive analysis in a laboratory for fecal coil-
drainage locations have a sewer gas trap that blocksform, fecal Streptococcus, volatile organic carbon, or

other appropriate parameters, smoke used in a test. Smoke tests can identify non-
stormwater discharges to storm drains if the piping for

¯ Manhole and internal 737 inspection: Inspection of the nonstormwater discharge has a vent or does not
manholes and storm sewers, either physically or by have a sewer gas trap.
television, can be used to identify a potential entry
point for illicit connections. TV inspections are rela- Optiort$ for Preventing Pollutants in
tively expensive and generally should be used only Storrnwater
after a storm sewer has been identified as having
illicit connections.                               The following five categories describe options for reducing

pollutants in stormwater discharges from industrial plants:
¯ Dry weather testing: Where storm sewers do not

¯ Providing end-of-pipe treatment.normally discharge during dry weather conditions,
water can be introduced into floor drains, toilets, and ¯ Implementing best management practices (BMPs) to
other points where nonstormwater discharges are prevent pollution.
collected. Storm drain outlets are then observed for
possible discharges. ¯ Diverting stormwater discharge to treatment plants.

¯ Dye testing: Dry weather discharges from storm ¯ Using traditional stormwater management practices.

sewers can occur for several legitimate reasons, in- ¯ Eliminating pollution sources/water reuse.
cluding ground-water infiltration or the presence of a
continuous discharge subject to a National Pollutant A comprehensive stormwater management program for
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, a given plant often includes controls from each of these
Where storm sewers do have a discharge during dry categories. Development of comprehensive control
weather conditions, dye testing for illicit connections strategies should be based on a consideration of plant
can be used. Dye testing involves introducing characteristics.
fluorometric or other types of dyes into floor drains,
toilets, and other points where nonstormwater dis- End-of-Pipe Treatment
charges are collected. Storm drain outlets and man-
holes are then observed for possible discharges. Dye At many types of industrial facilities, it may be appropri-
testing can also be used to identify unknown sub- ate to collect and treat the runoff from targeted areas of
merged outfalls to nearby receiving waters, the facility. This approach was taken with the 10 indus-

trial categories with national effluent guideline limita-
¯ Water balance: Many sewage treatment plants require tions for stormwater discharges: cement manufacturing

that industrial discharges measure the volume of ef- (40 CFR 411 ), feedlots (40 CFR 412), fertilizer manufac-
fluent discharged to the sanitary sewer system. Similarly, turing (40 CFR 418), petroleum refining (40 CFR 419),
the volume of water supplied to a facility is generally phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR 422), steam electric
measured. A significantly higher volume of water sup- (40 CFR 423), coal mining (40 CFR 434), mineral mining
plied to the facility relative to that discharged to the and processing (40 CFR 436), ore mining and dressing
sanitary sewer and other consumptive uses may be (40 CFR 440), and asphalt emulsion (40 CFR 443).
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Best Management Practices management practices to those areas of the drainage
system that generate stormwater with relatively low lev-

BMPs encompass a wide range of management proce- els of pollutants (e.g., many rooftops, parking lots, etc.).
dures, schedules of activities, prohibitions on practices, At facilities located in northern areas of the country,
and other management practices to prevent or reduce snow removal activities may play an important role in a
the pollution of waters of the United States. BMPs also stormwater management program.
include operating procedures, treatment requirements and
practices to control plant site runoff, and drainage from Elimination of Pollution $ources/Wster Reuse
raw materials storage, spills, or leaks. Requirements for
BMP-based pollution prevention plans generally appli- In some cases, the elimination of a pollution source or
cable to all industries are discussed in more detail in the water reuse may be the most cost-effective way to
paper in the context of the U.S. Environmental Protec- control pollutants in stormwater discharges associated
tion Agency’s (EPA’s) general permits for stormwater with industrial activity. Options for eliminating pollution
discharges associated with industrial activity, sources include reducing onsite air emissions affecting

runoff quality, changing chemicals used at the facility, and
In addition to generic BMPs or pollution prevention plans, modifying materials management practices such as
industry- or activity-specific BMPs can be used. Table 1 moving storage areas into buildings. Water reuse in-
provides a listing of industry-specific BMPs that the volves collecting runoff and using it in a process or in some
Washington State Department of Ecology has developed.1 manner that does not release the pollutants in the storm-

water to the environment. For example, many inorganic
Diversion of Discharge to Treatment Plant wood preserving facilities use drip pad runoff to dilute

wood preserving fluids used in their processes. In some
Where storrnwater discharges contain significant amounts cases, it may be less expensive to store and treat storm-
of pollutants that can be removed by a wastewater or water for subpotable, industrial water supply purposes

. sewage treatment plant, the stormwater discharge can than purchasing municipal potable water.
be diverted to a wastewater treatment plant or sanitary
sewage system. Such diversions must be coordinated Clean Water Act Requirements
with the operators of the sewage treatment plant and the
collection system to avoid problems with either combined In 1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) was amended to
sewer overflows (CSOs), basement flooding, or wet provide that the discharge of any pollutants to waters of
weather operation of the treatment plant. Where CSO the United States from a point source is unlawful, except
discharges, flooding or plant operation problems can where the discharge is authorized by an NPDES permit.
result, and onsite storage followed by a controlled re- The term "point source" is broadly defined to include "any
lease during dry weather conditions may be considered, discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, includ-

ing but not limited to any pipe, ditch, [or] channel ....
Traditional Stormwater Management Practices       from which pollutants are or may be discharged." Con-

gress has specifically exempted agricultural stormwater
In some situations, traditional stormwater management discharges and return flows from irrigated agriculture
practices such as grass swales, catch basin design and from the definition of point source.
maintenance, infiltration devices, unlined onsite reten-
tion and detention basins, regional controls (offsite re- Most court cases have supported a broad interpretation of

tention or detention basins), and oil and grit separators the term "point source" under the CWA. For example, the

can be applied to an industrial setting. Care must be holding in Sierra C/ub v. Abston Construction Co.,/nc.,

taken, however, to evaluate the potential of many of 620 F 2d. 41 (5th Cir., 1980) indicates that changing the

these traditional devices for ground-water contamina- surface of land or establishing grading patterns on land

tion. Other types of controls, such as secondary contain- where the runoff from the site ultimately is discharged

ment systems, can be used to prevent catastrophic to waters of the United States will result in a point
source:events that can lead to surface or ground-water con-

tamination via traditional stormwater measures. In some A point source of pollution may be present where
cases, it is appropriate to limit traditional stormwater [dischargers] design spoil piles from discarded over-

burden such that, during periods of precipitation,
1 The document Best Management Practices for the Use and Storage erosion of spoil pile walls results in discharges into
of Hazardous Materials (14) also provides examples of industry-
specific BMPs. The guidance addresses small mechanical repair a navigable body of water by means of ditches,
facilities, large mechanical repair facilities, dry cleaning facilities, gullies and similar conveyances, even if the [dis-
junkyards, photo processing facilities, print shops and silk screen chargers] have done nothing beyond the mere col-
shops, machine shops and airport maintenance facilities, boat
manufacturing and repair facilities, concrete plants and mining fa- lection of rock and other materials .... Nothing in
cilities, agricultural facilities, paint manufacturers and dis~’ibutors, the Act relieves [dischargers] from liability simply
and plastics manufacturers, because the operators did not actually construct
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Table 1. Categories of Targeted Stormwater Controls Addressed in Puget Sound Guidance (13)

Category Targeted Stormwater Controls

Manufacturing facilities Cement
Chemical
Concrete products
Electrical products
Food products
Glass products
industrial machinery and equipment, trucks and trailers, aircraft, parts and aerospace,
railroad equipment
Log storage and sorting yards, debarking
Metal products
Petroleum products
Printing and publishing
Rubber and plastic products
Ship and boat building and repair yards
Wood products
Wood treatment
Other manufacturing businesses

Transportation and communication Airfields and aircraft maintenance
Fleet vehicle yards
Railroads
Private utility corridors
Warehouses and miniwarehouses
Other transportation and communication businesses

Wholesale and retail businesses Gas stations
Recyclers and scrap yards
Restaurants/fast food
Retail general merchandise
Retail/Wholesale vehicle and equipment dealers
Retail/Wholesale nurseries and building m~terials
Retail/Wholesale chemicals and petroleum
Reta~VWholesale foods and beverages
Other retail/wholesale businesses

Service businesses Animal care services
Commercial car and truck washes
Equipment repair
Laundries and other cleaning
Marinas and boat clubs
Golf and country clubs, golf courses, and parks
Miscellaneous services
Professional services
Vehicle maintenance and repair
Multifamily residences
Construction businesses

Pubic agencies Public buildings and streets
Vehicle and equipment maintenance shops
Maintenance of open space areas
Maintenance of public stormwatsr facilities
Maintenance of roadside vegetation and ditches
Maintenance of public utility corridors
Water and sewer districts and departments
Port districts

Source controls Fueling stations
Vehicle/Equipment washing and steam cleaning
Loading and unloading liqu~l materials
liquid storage in aboveground tanks
Container storage of liquids, food wastes, and dangerous wastes
Outside storage of raw materials, byproducts, and finished products
Outside manufacturing activitJes
Emergency spill cleanup plans
Vegetation management/integrated peat rr~nagement
Maintenance of storm drainage facilities
Locating illicit connections to storm drains
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those conveyances .... Conveyances of pollution Table 2. Summary of Classes of Industrial Facilities
Addressed by Regulatory Definition of "Stormwaterformed either as a result of natural erosion or by Discharge Associated With Industrial Activity"

material means, and which constitute a component
of a drainage system may fit the statutory definition C~ass Description

and thereby subject the operators to liability under (i) Facilities subject to stormwater effluent limitations
the Act. guideline, new source performance standards, or toxic

pollutant effluent standards (see 40 CFR Subpart N)
Although the definition of point source is very broad,
before 1987 efforts under the NPDES program to control (ii) Manufacturing facilities classified as Standard Industrial

Classification (SIC) 24 (except 2434), 26 (except 265
water pollution focused on controlling pollutants in dis- and 267), 28 (except 283), 29, 311, 32 (except 323),
charges from publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) 33, 3441, and 373
and industrial process wastewaters. The major excep- (iii) Active and inactive mining operations classified as SIC
tions to this are the 10 effluent limitation guidelines that lO-14
EPA has issued for stormwater discharges: cement (iv) Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal

facilities that are operating under interim status or amanufacturing (40 CFR 411), feedlots (40 CFR 412), permit under Subtitle C of RCRA
fertilizer manufacturing (40 CFR 418), petroleum refin-
ing (40 CFR 419), phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR (v) Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that

receive industrial wastes422), steam electric (40 CFR 423), coal mining (40 CFR
434), mineral mining and processing (40 CFR 436), ore (~) Recycling facilities, including metal scrapyards, battery

reclaimers, salvage yards, and automobile junkyardsmining and dressing (40 CFR 440), and asphalt emul-
sion (40 CFR 443). (vii) Steam electric power generating facilities

(viii) Transportation facilities classified as SIC 40, 41, 42
As part of the Water Quality Act of 1987, Congress (except 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171, which have
added Section 402(p) to the CWA to require EPA to vehicle maintenance shops, equipment cleaning
develop a comprehensive, phased program for regu- operations, or airport deicing operations

lated stormwater discharges under the NPDES program. (ix) Sewage treatment plants with a design flow of 1.0
million gal/day or more or required to have an approvedOne of the first priorities under the stormwater program pretreatment program

was to develop NPDES requirements for stormwater
discharges associated with industrial activity. (x) Construction activities except operations that result in

the disturbance of less than 5 acres of total land area
and that are not part of a larger common plan ofOn November 16, 1990, EPA published the initial NPDES development or sale

regulations under Section 402(p) of the CWA (see 55
FR 47990). The November 16, 1990, regulations: (xi) Facilities under SIC 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434, 25,265, 267,

27, 283, 285, 30, 31 (except 311), 323, 34 (except
3441), 35, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, 39, and 4221-25

¯ Defined the initial scope of the program by defining (and which are not otherwise included within categories
the terms "stormwater discharge associated with in- (i)-(x))
dustrial activity" and large and medium "municipal
separate storm sewer systems."

Table 3. Industrial Sectors Identified in NPDES Group

¯ Established permit application requirements. Application Process
Number ofThe regulatory definition of the term "stormwater dis- Sector SIC Codes/Activities Represented Facilities

charge associated with industrial activity" is provided at
40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) and addresses point source dis- 1 s~c 24--Lumber and Wood Products 2.640
charges of stormwater from eleven major categories of 2 SIC 26~Paper and Allied Products 1,023
facilities. Table 2 summarizes these 11 major categories. 3 SIC 28---Chemicals and Allied Products 1,498
The NPDES regulations provided three options for sub- 4 SIC 29--Petroleum Refining and 2,245
mitting permit applications for stormwater discharges I=~elated Industries
associated with industrial activity: 1) individual applica- 5 sic 32--Stone, Clay, Glass, and 4,786
tions, 2) group applications for groups of similar indus- Concrete Products
trial discharges, and 3) where an appropriate general 6 sic 33--Primary Metal Industries 730
permit has been issued, submittal of a notice of intent 7 sic 10--Metal Mining 188
(NOI) to be covered by a general permit. The group
application option is no longer available; EPA received 8 s~c 12~oal Mining 495

over 1,100 group applications covering over 45,000 fa- 9 s~c 13-.Oil and Gas Extraction 457
cilities. The Agency has organized these applications 10 s~c 14.--Mining and Quarrying of 2.437
into the 32 industrial sectors shown in Table 3 and Nonmetallic Minerals

intends to develop guidance on issuing permits for the 11 Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage 77
32 industrial sectors, or Disposal Facilities
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Table 3. Industrial Sectors Identified in NPDES Group strategy for permitting stormwater discharges associ-Application Process (continued) ated with industrial activity that will serve as a foundation
Number of for future program development and technology trans-

Sector SiC Codes/Activities Represented Facilities for. The strategy consists of two major components: a
12 Industda~ Landfills, Land Application 1,430 tiered framework for developing permitting priorities and

Sites, and Open Dumps a framework for the development of state stormwater
13 SIC 50!5---Used Motor Vehicle Parts 2,009 management plans.

14 SIC 5093--Scrap and Waste Matsriais 1,688 Permitting Priorities
15 Steam Electric Power Generating 162

Facilities Under the strategy, most stormwater permitting activities
16 SIC 40~Railroad Transportation 1,024 are described in terms of the following four classes of

activities:
17 SIC 41--Local and Suburban Transit 13,089

and Interurban Highway Passenger ¯ Tier I--Baseline permitting: One or more general per-
Transportation
SIC 42--Motor Freight Transportation mits will be developed initially to cover the majority
SIC 43---United States Postal Service of stormwater discharges associated with industrial

18 SIC 44---Water Transportation 368 activity.

19 SIC 3731--Ship Building and Repairing 498 ¯ Tier II--Watershed permitting: Facilities within water-
sic 3732--Boat Building and Repairing sheds shown to be adversely affected by stormwater

20 SIC 45--Air Transportation 1,581 discharges associated with industrial activity will be
21 SIC 5171--Petroleum Bulk Stations 131 targeted for individual or watershed-specific general

and Terminals permits.

22 Domestic Wastewater Treatment Plants 1,249 ¯ Tier Ill--Industry-specific permitting: Specific industry
23 SIC 20---Food and Kindred Products 2,608 categories will be targeted for individual or industry-

SIC 21--Tobaoco Products specific general permits.
24 SIC 22--Textile Mill Products 872

SIC 23---Apparel and Other Finished ¯ Tier IV--Facility-specific permitting: A variety of fac-
Products Made From Fabrics and tors will be used to target specific facilities for indi-
Similar Materials vidual permits.

25 SIC 25--Furniture and Fixtures 339 These four classes of activities will be implemented over
26 sic 27--Printing, Publishing, and 65 time and will reflect priorities within given states. In most

Allied Industries states, Tier I activities will be the starting point. Initially,
27 SIC 30-.-Rubber and Miscellaneous 190 the coverage of the baseline permits will be broad. As

Plastic Products priorities and risks within the state are evaluated, how-
28 SIC 31--Leather and Leather Products 61 ever, classes of stormwater discharges or individual
29 SIC 34,--Fabricated Metal Products 965 stormwater discharges will be identified for Tier II, III, or

SIC 391---Jewelry, Silverware, and IV permitting activities.
Plated Ware

30 SIC 35---Industrial and Commercial 935 State Stormwater Management Programs
Machinery
SIC 37--Transportation Equipment State stormwater management programs are to provide,

31 SIC 36---Electronic Components 14 among other things, a description of NPDES permit
sic 357---Computer and Office issuing activities for stormwater discharges associated
Equipment
SIC 38---Measuring, Analyzing, and with industrial activity, including categories of industrial
Control Instruments; Photographic and activity that are being considered for industry-specific
Optical Goods, Watches, and Clocks general permits. These plans will assist EPA in develop-

32 SIC--Miscellaneous Manufacturing 769 ing technology transfer activities with other states,
Industries evaluating states’ progress in implementing stormwater

permitting activities, and identifying both successes and

Long-Term Strategy difficulties with ongoing program implementation.

EPA’s Baseline General Permits
Many of the initial concerns regarding the NPDES
stormwater program focused on adapting the NPDES Consistent with the long-term permit issuance strategy,
permit program to effectively address the large number EPA published Tier I general permits, which potentially
of stormwater discharges associated with industrial ac- could apply to the majority of stormwater discharges
tivity, In response to these concerns, EPA developed a associated with industrial activity located in 12 states on
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September 9, 1992, and September 25, 1992 (see 57 Notification Requirements
FR 41236 and 57 FR 44438). The 12 states where the The general permits require the submittal of an NOI byEPA general permits apply are Alaska, Arizona, Florida,

the discharger before the authorization of discharges. InIdaho, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, New Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and addition, operators of stormwater discharges that dis-

Texas. Other states have authorized NPDES state pro- charge through a large or medium municipal separate

grams, and the state issues NPDES permits instead of storm sewer system must, in addition to submitting an
NOI to the Director, submit a copy of the NOI to theEPA.                                         municipal operator of the system receiving the discharge.

Consolidating many sources under a general permit
greatly reduces the administrative burden of issuing Tailored Pollution Prevention Plan
permits for stormwater discharges associated with indus- Requirements
trial activity. Several advantages to this approach are: All facilities covered by EPA’s general permits must

prepare and implement a stormwater pollution preven-
¯ Pollution prevention measures and/or BMPs are es- tion plan. These tailored requirements allow the imple-

tablished for discharges covered by the permit, mentation of site-specific measures that address

¯ Facilities whose discharges are covered by the per- features, activities, or priorities for control associated

mit are certain of their legal responsibilities and have with the identified stormwater discharges. The approach

an opportunity to comply with the CWA. taken allows the flexibility to establish controls that can
appropriately address different sources of pollutants at

¯ EPA and authorized NPDES states will begin to col- different facilities.
lect and review data on stormwater discharges from The pollution prevention approach adopted in the general
priority industries, thereby supporting subsequent permits focuses on two major objectives: 1) to identify
permitting activities, sources of pollution potentially affecting the quality of

stormwater discharges from the facility, and 2) to de-
¯ The public, including municipal operators of munici- scribe and ensure implementation of practices to mini-

pal separate storm sewers, will have the opportunity mize and control pollutants in stormwater discharges.
to review data and reports developed by industrial
permittees pursuant to NPDES requirements. The stormwater pollution prevention plan requirements

in the general permits are intended to facilitate a proc-
¯ The baseline permits will provide a basis for coordi- ess whereby the operator of the industrial facility thor-

hating 1) requirements for stormwater discharges as- oughly evaluates potential pollution sources at the site
sociated with industrial activity with 2) requirements and selects and implements appropriate measures to
of municipal stormwater management programs in prevent or control the discharge of pollutants in storm-
permits for discharges from municipal separate storm water runoff. The process involves the following four
sewer systems, steps:

¯ The baseline permits wi!l provide a basis for bringing ¯ Formation of a team of qualified plant personnel re-

selected enforcement actions, sponsible for preparing the plan and assisting the
plant manager in its implementation.

¯ The baseline permit, along with state stormwater per- ¯ Assessment of potential stormwater pollution sources.
mitting plans, will provide a focus for public comment
on draft permits and subsequent phases of the per- ¯ Selection and implementation of appropriate man-
mitting strategy for stormwater discharges, agement practices and controls.

¯ Periodic evaluation of the ability of the plan to prevent]’he Agency believes that Tier I permits can establish the stormwater pollution and comply with the terms andappropriate balance between monitoring requirements
and implementable controls that will initiate facility-spe- conditions of this permit.

cific controls and provide sufficient data for compliance ]-his process is shown in Figure 1. A complete descrip-
monitoring and future program development, tion of this process can be found in U.S. EPA (15).

Pollution Prevention Team
Permit Requirements

As a first step in the process of developing and implement-
The major requirements of EPA’s Tier I stormwater gen- ing a stormwater pollution prevention plan, permittees
eral permits are notification requirements, requirements must identify a qualified individual or team of individuals
for stormwater pollution prevention plans, and special to be responsible for developing the plan and assisting
requirements for selected facilities, the facility or plant manager in its implementation. When
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I charges. The certification must describe possible signifi-
Planning end O~nlz~tlon i cant sources of nonstormwater, the results of any test¯Form pollution prevention team

¯ Review other plans and/or evaluation conducted to detect such discharges,
the test method or evaluation criteria used, the dates on

i which tests or evaluations were performed, and the
Aseeesme~t P~ase

¯ ~eveiop site map onsite drainage points directly observed during the test
¯Inventory expose~ materials or evaluation. Acceptable test or evaluation techniques
¯ Test for nonstormwater are discussed earlier in this paper.¯Describe pollutant sources

Plan Review
The description of potential pollution sources culminates
in a narrative assessment of the risk potential that

BMP Identification Phase
o BaselineBMPs sources of pollution pose to stormwater quality. This
- Select activity- and site-specific BMPs assessment should clearly point to activities, materials,

and physical features of the facility that have a reason-
I able potential to contribute significant amounts of pollut-

I Implemantatlo~l P~,,, ants to stormwater. Any such activities, materials, or
¯ Implement BMPs features must be addressed by the measures and con-
.Train employees trois subsequently described in the plan. In conducting

I the assessment, the facility operator must consider
Ev=u=~,v~n,o~ng loading and unloading operations, outdoor storage ac-

¯ ConduCt site inspections tivities, outdoor manufacturing or processing activities,
¯BMP evaluations significant dust or particulate generating processes, and¯ Recorclkeeging and reporting
¯Review and revise plen onsite waste disposal practices. The assessment

must list any significant pollution sources at the site
Figure 1. Pollution prevention plan process, and identi~ the pollutant parameter or parameters (i.e.,

biochemical oxygen demand, suspended solids, etc.)
selecting members of the team, the plant manager associated with each source.
should draw on the expertise of all relevant departments
within the plant to ensure that all aspects of plant opera- Measures and Controls
tion are considered. The plan must clearly describe the Following completion of the source identification and
responsibilities of each team member as they relate to assessment phase, the permittee must evaluate, select,
specific components of the plan. In addition to enhanc- and describe the pollution prevention measures, BMPs,
ing the quality of communication between team members and other controls that the facility will implement. BMPs
and other personnel, clear delineation of responsibilities include processes, procedures, schedules of activities,
will ensure that a specified individual or group of indi- prohibitions on practices, and other management prac-
viduals addresses even/aspect of the plan. tices that prevent or reduce the discharge of pollutants

in stormwater runoff.
Description of Potential Pollution Sources The plan requirements emphasize the implementation
Each stormwater pollution prevention plan must de- of pollution prevention measures that reduce possible
scribe activities, materials, and physical features of the pollutant discharges at the source. Source reduction
facility that may contribute significant amounts of pollut- measures include, among others, preventive mainte-
ants to stormwater runoff or, during periods of dry nance, chemical substitution, spill prevention, good
weather, result in pollutant discharges through the sepa- housekeeping, training, proper materials management,
rate storm sewers or stormwater drainage systems. This material segregation or covering, water diversion, and
assessment of stormwater pollution risk will support dust control. The remaining classes of BMPs, which
subsequent efforts to identify and set priorities for nec- involve recycling or treatment of stormwater, allow the
essary changes in materials, materials management reuse of stormwater or attempt to lower pollutant con-
practices, or site features, as well as aid in the selection centrations before discharge.
of appropriate structural and nonstructural control tech- The pollution prevention plan must include a schedule
niques. Plans must describe the site drainage, provide specih/ing the time or times during which each control
an inventory of exposed materials, describe significant
spills and leaks that have occurred at the facility, and or practice will be implemented. In addition, the plan

should discuss ways in which the controls and practices
include existing sampling data. relate to one another and, when taken as a whole,
Each pollution prevention plan must include a certifica- produce an integrated and consistent approach for pre-
tion that discharges from the site have been tested or venting or controlling potential stormwater contamina-
evaluated for the presence of nonstormwater dis- tion problems. The portion of the plan that describes the
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measures and controls must address the following mini- and effectiveness of plan implementation. At a mini-
mum components: mum, records must address spills, monitoring, and
¯ Good housekeeping: Good housekeeping involves inspection and maintenance activities. The plan also

using common sense to identify ways to maintain a must describe a system that enables timely reporting
clean and orderly facility and keep contaminants out of stormwater management-related information to ap-
of separate storm sewers. It includes establishing propriate plant personnel.
protocols to reduce the possibility of mishandling * Sediment and erosion control: The pollution preven-
chemicals or equipment, and training employees in tion plan must identify areas that, due to topography,
good housekeeping techniques, activities, soils, cover materials, or other factors, have

¯ Preventive maintenance: Permittees must develop a a high potential for significant soil erosion. The plan
preventive maintenance program that involves regu- must identify measures that will be implemented to
lar inspection and maintenance of stormwater man- limit erosion in these areas.
agement devices and other equipment and systems. ¯ Management of runoff: The plan must contain a nar-
The program description should identify the devices, rative evaluation of the appropriateness of traditional
equipment, and systems that will be inspected; provide stormwater management practices (i.e., practices othera schedule for inspections and tests; and address than those that control pollutant sources) that divert,
appropriate adjustment, cleaning, repair, or replace- infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise manage stormwater
ment of devices, equipment, and systems. For storm- runoff to reduce the discharge of pollutants. Appro-
water management devices such as catch basins and priate measures may include, among others, vegeta-oil/water separators, the preventive maintenance pro- tive swales, collection and reuse of stormwater, inlet
gram should provide for periodic removal of debris to controls, snow management, infiltration devices, and
ensure that the devices are operating efficiently, wet detention/retention basins.

¯ Spill prevention and response procedures: Based on Based on the results of the evaluation, the plan mustan assessment of possible spill scenarios, permittees identify practices that the permittee determines to bemust specify appropriate material handling proce- reasonable and appropriate for the facility. The plan alsodures, storage requirements, containment or diver- should describe the particular pollutant source area orsion equipment, and spill cleanup procedures that will activity to be controlled by each stormwater manage-minimize the potential for spills and in the event of a ment practice. Reasonable and appropriate practicesspill enable proper and timely response. Areas and must be implemented and maintained according to theactivities that typically pose a high risk for spills in- provisions prescribed in the plan.
clude loading and unloading areas, storage areas,
process activities, and waste disposal activities. In selecting stormwater management measures, it is
These activities and areas, and their accompanying important to consider the potential effects of each
drainage points, must be described in the plan. For method on other water resources, such as ground water.
a spill prevention and response program to be effec- Although stormwater pollution prevention plans primar-
tive, employees should clearly understand the proper ily focus on stormwater management, facilities must
procedures and requirements and have the equip- also consider potential ground-water pollution problems
ment necessary to respond to spills, and take appropriate steps to avoid adversely affecting

ground-water quality. For example, if the water table is
¯ Inspections: Qualified facility personnel must be iden- unusually high in an area, an infiltration pond may con-tiffed to inspect designated equipment and areas of taminate a ground-water source unless special preven-the facility at appropriate intervals specified in the tive measures are taken. Under EPA’s July 1991 Groundplan. A set of tracking or followup procedures must Water Protection Strategy, states are encouraged tobe used to ensure that appropriate actions are taken develop comprehensive state ground-water protectionin response to the inspections, programs (CSGWPP). Efforts to control stormwater
¯ Employee training: The pollution prevention plan must should be compatible with state ground-water objectives

describe a program for informing personnel at all as reflected in CSGWPPs.
levels of responsibility of the components and goals
of the stormwater pollution prevention plan. Where ap- Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation
propriate, contractor personnel also must be trained

The stormwater pollution prevention plan must describein relevant aspects of stormwater pollution preven-
tion. the scope and content of comprehensive site inspections

that qualified personnel will conduct to 1) confirm the
¯ Recordkeeping and internal reporting procedures: accuracy of the description of potential pollution sources

The pollution prevention plan must describe proce- contained in the plan, 2) determine the effectiveness of
dures for developing and retaining records on the status the plan, and 3) assess compliance with the terms and
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conditions of the permit. The plan must indicate the tors of large and medium municipal separate storm sewer
frequency of such evaluations, which in certain cases systems to develop programs that result in controls on
must be at least once a year. pollutants in stormwater discharges associated with in-

dustrial activity that discharge through municipal systems.
Material handling and storage areas and other potential
sources of pollution must be visually inspected for evi- Under the complementary permit approach, stormwater
dence of actual or potential pollutant discharges to the discharges associated with industrial activity that dis-
drainage system. Inspectors also must observe erosion charge through large and medium municipal separate
controls and structural stormwater management de- storm sewer systems are required to obtain permit cov-
vices to ensure that each is operating correctly. Equip- erage. Permits for these discharges will establish re-
ment needed to implement the pollution prevention plan, quirements (such as pollution prevention requirements
such as that used during spill response activities, must or monitoring) for industrial operators. Any records, re-
be inspected to confirm that it is in proper working order, ports, or information obtained by the NPDES permit-is-
The results of each site inspection must be documented suing authority as part of the permit implementation
in a report signed by an authorized company official, process, including site-specific stormwater pollution pre-

Based on the results of each inspection, the description vention programs that are developed pursuant to the

of potential pollution sources and the measures and draft general permit, are available to municipalities. This

controls in the plan must be revised as appropriate will assist municipalities in reviewing the adequacy of

within 2 weeks after each inspection, such requirements and developing priorities among in-
dustrial stormwater sources. In addition, these permits

Special Requirements for Selected Facilities     provide a basis for enforcement actions directly against
the owner or operator of stormwater clischarges associ-

EPA’s general permits also establish special require- ated with industrial activity.
merits for selected classes of facilities. These include: A second permit, issued to the operator of the large or
¯ Sampling requirements: Targeted classes of facilities medium municipal separate storm sewer, establishes

are required to monitor their stormwater discharges for the responsibilities of the municipal operators in control-
specified parameters. Facilities that are a member of ling pollutants from stormwater associated with indus-
a targeted class but that can certify that they do not trial activity that discharges through their systems.
have materials or equipment exposed to precipitation Municipal programs to reduce pollutants in industrial site
are not required to monitor. This is intended to pro- runoff specifically will address municipal responsibilities
vide facilities with an incentive to eliminate exposure in controlling pollutants from industrial facilities. In addi-
to precipitation, tion, programs to identify and control nonstormwater

¯ EPCRA facilities: Certain facilities that are subject to discharges to municipal separate storm sewer systems

reporting requirements under Section 313 of the Emer- will in many cases focus on industrial areas because

gency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act these areas often have a significant potential for illicit

(EPCRA) because they manufacture or use large connections, spills, and improper dumping.

amounts of toxic chemicals are subject to special re- Municipal operators of these systems can assist
quirements under the NPDES general permits. These NPDES permit issuing authorities:
special requirements include provisions that are similar
to spill prevention, countermeasure, and control ¯ By identifying priority stormwater discharges associ-
(SPCC) plan requirements, and include provisions for ated with industrial activity to their systems.
secondary containment or equivalent controls for liquid ¯ In inspecting facilities and reviewing and evaluating
storage areas. In addition, a professional engineer (PE) stormwater pollution prevention plans that industrial
must inspect the site, review the plan, and certify.that facilities are required to develop under the draft gen-
the stormwater pollution prevention plan has been pro- eral permit.
pared in accordance with good engineering practices.

¯ In compliance efforts regarding stormwater discharges
¯ Salt piles: Salt piles must be enclosed or covered to associated with industrial activity to their municipal

prevent exposure to precipitation, systems.
¯ Coal pile runoff: The permit establishes numeric ef- A pilot program conducted by municipalities in the Santa

fluent limitations for coal pile runoff. Clara Valley illustrates how a municipality can work with

Municipal Role in Implementation an NPDES authority to control pollutants in stormwater
discharges associated with industrial activities. (A more

The NPDES stormwater program establishes a permit complete description of the pilot program and its findings
approach that envisions complementary, cooperative of- is provided in the Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source
forts by the permit-issuing agency and municipal opera- Pollution Control Program [3]). One of the major goals
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of the program was to reduce discharges to storm drains ¯ Prioritizing facilities based on existing information be-
of dry- and wet-weather heavy metals that result from fore conducting inspections.
activities such as processing, storage, and maintenance ¯ Advance communications, in the form of a letter, toactivities conducted at industrial sites. Components of

industries before conducting the inspections.the program included the following:
¯ A plan for followup actions, including enforcement,¯ Municipalities developed industrial inspection and il- where necessary.legal dumping/illicit connection programs to ensure

that activities focus on priority industries. References
¯ Monitoring requirements were established in the Call- 1. Pitt, R. 1992. Stormwater, baseflow, and snowmelt pollutant con-

fornia NPDES general permit for industries. Munici- tributions from an industrial area. Presented at the 65th Annual
palities evaluated monitoring data collected by Conference, Water Environment Federation, New Orteans, LA
priority industries. (September).

2. U.S. EPA. 1983. Results from the Nationwide Urban Runoff Pro-
¯ The California NPDES general permit allowed for ex- gram, Vol. 1. Final report. NTIS PB84185552.

eruption for industries from monitoring where the mu- 3. Santa Clara Valley Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program.
nicipality provides certification that the industry 1992. Source identification and control report. December 1.
pollution prevention plan is adequate. 4. Ontario Ministry of the Environment. 1986. Toronto area water-

¯ Municipalities developed industry specific guidance? shed management strategy study: Humber River pilot watershed
project. June.

¯ Municipalities implemented a "Clean Bay Business" s.u.s. EPA, Region 5. 1990. Urban targeting and BMP selection:
award program. An information and guidance manual for state nonpoint source

program staff engineers and managers. Region 5, Water Divi-
¯ Market-based incentives were considered, such as sion, Chicago, IL 60604 (November).

trading reductions from car pooling and telecommu- 6. U.S. EPA. 1993. investigation of inappropriate pollutant entries
nication programs for pretreatment requirements, into storm drainage systems: A user’s guide. EPN600/R-92/238

(January).
Key findings of the pilot programs identified the following 7. U.S. EPA. 1991. Federal Register 56:40948. August 16.components needed for a successful program:

8. American Society of Civil Engineers. 1988. Design of urban runoff
¯ Hands-on field training conducted by an experienced quality controls. New York, NY: American Society of Civil

industrial inspector. Engineers.

¯ Classroom training on industrial stormwater require- 9. Tomo/American Society of Civil Engineers. 1989. Urban storm-
water quality enhancement: Source control, retrofitting, and com-

ments and on methods of communicating with facility bined sewer technology.
managers. 10. u.S. EPA. 1979. NPDES best management practices guidance

¯ Classroom training on other related industrial regula- document.

tory programs (e.g., HAZMAT, pretreatment). 11. U.S. EPA. 1991. Analysis of implementing permitting activities for
stormwater discharges associated with industrial activity.

¯ A reference manual on the regulations and local legal    12. u.s. EPA. 1990. Manual of practice: Identification of illicit connec-
authority,                                                  tions. September.

¯ Adequate legal authority to allow site access and 13. Washington State Department of Ecology. 1992. Stormwater
management manual for the Puget Sound Basin, Vol. I. Minimumtake progressive enforcement actions, technical requirements. February.

14. Alachua County Office of Environmental Protection. Best man-2See Ca/ifornia Storm Water Best Management Practice Handbook: agement prac~es for the use and storage of hazardous materi-/ndustria//Commercia/(16), which addresses how to prepare a storm-
water pollution prevention plan and how to select BMPs. The guidance als. Galnesville, FL.
also addresses source controls for nonstormwater discharges; vehicle 15. LI.S. EPA. 1992. Stormwatsr management for industrial activities:
and equipment fueling; vehicle and equipment washing and steam Developing pollution prevention plans and best management
cleaning; vehicle and equipment maintenance and repair; outdoor practices.
loading/unloading of materials; outdoor container storage of liquids;
outdoor process equipment operations and maintenance; outdoor 16. California State Stormwater Task Force. 1992. California storm-
storage of raw materials, products, and byproducts; waste handling water best management practice handbook: Industriai/Comrner-
and disposal; contaminated or erodible surface areas; building and cial. March.
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The Role of Education and Training in the Development of the Delaware
Sediment and Stormwater Management Program

Frank M. Piorko and H. Earl Shaver
Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, Dover, Delaware

On May 31, 1990, the General Assembly of the State of document program effectiveness. It was readily appar-
Delaware enacted new legislation on stormwater man- ent that too few resources were devoted to a program
agement and placed it within the revised framework of that lacked legislative and regulatory authority. The site
the state’s sediment control law to emphasize the inte- problems were recorded through slide documentation so
gral relationship between the two programs. Governor that a public education program could be developed that
Castle signed the legislation into law at a public cere- clearly showed the need for program improvements.
mony on June 15, 1990. The effective date of the regu- At the same time, DNREC, in association with local
lations was January 23, 1991. Program implementation conservation districts, was considering the need for a
was initiated on July 1, 1991. statewide stormwater management program that con-
The role of education and training in the development sidered water quantity and water quality requirements.
and implementation of Delaware’s sediment and storm- Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on the per-
water program was recognized at the legislative onset, spective), during the summer of 1989, Delaware had
The educational effort continued through the evolution, several severe flooding events that reinforced the con-
development, and promulgation of the regulations and cept that the state needed a stormwater management
remains an essential component of program strategy, program that would prevent existing problems from getting
The sediment and stormwater regulations are specific worse.
as to the training requirements and opportunities for Delaware does not have a strong environmental lobby
education that are to be provided for contractors, con- group to advocate the passage of new environmental
struction review/inspection personnel, and plan design programs, so DNREC has developed a consensus-
professionals, style approach to get legislation and subsequent regu-
This paper discussestheeducation and trainingaccom- lations accepted by the legislative bodies and the
plishments to date, their value to successful program regulated community.
inauguration, and specific training objectives being de-
veloped to meet the requirements of the new law and Legislative Process
regulations in Delaware. As the legislation was developed, DNREC sponsored two

workshops at which the concept behind the proposed
Background ~=~ation was discussed in a public forum accompanied
The State of Delaware has had an erosion and sediment by slide presentations. The slide presentation focused
control program since 1978. That program was only on problem identification, the proposed state program to
marginally successful due to budget and personnel address the problems, and the degree to which, in the
limitations. Environmentally odented initiatives in other opinion of DNREC, the sediment and stormwater pro-
states and within the federal government have since gram was going to evolve. Individual meetings were
provided an impetus for the Department of Natural Re- held with contractors’ associations, engineering consult-
sources and Environmental Control (DNREC) to attempt ants, land developers, and the general public.
program improvements with respect to sediment control In addition to .those workshops and meetings, presenta-
and stormwater management,                      tions were made to legislative committees in an informal

In 1989, DNREC representatives conducted onsite setting so that individual committee members would
reviews of the existing sediment control program to have a basic understanding of the need for legislation.
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The proposed legislation passed through a state senate On the basis of the input received from the workshops,
committee and the full senate in only 2 days, with not DNREC initiated formal regulation adoption procedures
one negative vote. The passage of the legislation with no major changes to the body of the regulations.
through two committees in the state house of repre- Announcements were placed in newspapers regarding
sentatives and the full house took approximately 11/2 DNREC’s intentions, and a formal public hearing was
months and again received no negative votes. The eduo held on January 16, 1991. Due to the consensus-build-
cational process prior to submission of the legislation ing process, in which the regulated community partici-
and during the legislative process was so successful pated in developing the regulations, not one adverse
that not one affected group submitted comments that comment was received during the public hearing proc-
were in opposition to the legislation. The legislation ess. The entire public hearing took less than 15minutes,
passed through three committees and two houses unan- as there were no questions or comments due to public
imou31y. The legislation was signed into law by Governor awareness of the regulations’ contents.
Castle in a public ceremony on June 15, 1990.

The entire process of legislative and regulatory develop-
Regulatory Process ment and approval clearly demonstrates that a consensus-

building approach to environmental requirements may
The legislation has several components that specifically be an effective means of obtaining the programmatic
address education and training, but one component infrastructure needed to implement an effec~ve program.
critical to the process of regulation adoption was the In large part due to the strong involvement of the regu-
requirement in the law that the regulations were to be lated community, there is a significant effort in the law
developed with the assistance of a regulatory advisory and regulations regarding education and training of
committee. Recognizing the need for program consen- contractors, inspectors, consultants, and the general
sus, DNREC placed the regulatory advisory committee public. It is the position of the authors that environ-
requirement within the legislation so that the affected mental programs can only be effective if the regulated
entities would participate in the regulatory process, community is involved in program development and

The regulatory advisory committee was composed of evolution, recognizes the program need, and under-
stands and accepts their obligations under the regulatoryrepresentatives of 20 organizations representing such

groups as contractors, developers, consulting engineers, requirements. The individual educational and training ob-
utility companies, local governments, and conservation ligations under the law and regulations are discussed as

districts. DNREC prepared drafts of the regulations prior they affect the overall sediment and stormwater pro-
gram.to meetings. Each section, subsection, paragraph, sen-

tence, and word that was proposed for the regulations Delaware Sediment and Stormwaterwas subject to the scrutiny of the regulatory review Contractor Certification Programcommittee. Each member of the committee did not have
to approve all aspects of the regulations, but rather the During the development of the Delaware Sediment and
committee needed to substantially concur. Eight full Stormwater Regulations, a provision was made to pro-
committee meetings were held, and through the meeting vide for mandatory training and certification of individu-
process committee members could understand the ra- als performing sediment and stormwater related
tionale behind the various regulatory requirements. As construction. Section 13 of the regulations states that
a result, the committee members substantially con- "After July 1, 1991, any applicant seeking sediment and
curred on all aspects of the regulations. In fact, commit- stormwater plan approval shall certify to the appropriate
tee members tended to become advocates of the plan approval agency that all responsible personnel
regulations when they were published for public input, involved in the construction project will have a certificate

of attendance at a Departmental sponsored or approvedIn addition to the regulatory review committee process,
meetings were also held with any interested individual training course for the control of sediment and stormwa-

or entity. Once the regulations were in a rough state of ter, before initiation of land-disturbing activity."

completion, three public workshops were held around "Responsible personnel" means any foreman or super-
the state to solicit input from a broader range of interests intendent who is in charge of onsite clearing and land-
than just those represented by the regulatory review disturbing activities for sediment and stormwater control
committee. The input received during this public review associated with a construction project.
process was limited, but the informal public process

"Land-disturbing activity" means a land change or con-prepared people for what was intended in the regula-
tions so that any significant opposition to any of the struction activity for residential, commercial, silvicultural,

requirements could be addressed before the formal industrial, and institutional land uses that may result in

regulation adoption process, soil erosion from water or wind or movement of sediments
or pollutants into state waters or onto lands in the state,
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or which may result in accelerated stormwater runoff Stormwater Regulations provide for interim certification
including, but not limited to, clearing, grading, excavat- if individuals notify DNREC of their intent to register for
ing, transporting, and filling of land. the next available course.

Contractor Certification Program Development The certification program was designed for presentation
in two ways. First, the conservation districts, counties,

The development of the Contractor Certification Program and other agencies given the responsibility of certain
was part of a general sediment and stormwater educa- program elements would set up the programs in their
tional package funded by a Section 205 (G) grant under own jurisdictions, giving them a chance to meet with the
the Clean Water Act from the U.S. Environmental Pro- regulated community and explain local program require-
tection Agency. Othe~~ tasks included a review of similar ments. Second, DNREC would present the program to
programs throughout the mid-Atlantic region, contract- any regulated company, business or organization if they
ing for aerial photography of sites under construction, could provide a suitable location and a minimum of 15
preparation of a portable soils exhibit, and identifying individuals to be trained. DNREC also provided training
future training and educational needs. The grant tasks for DNREC staff and several hundred Delaware Depart-
were carried out jointly through a memorandum of merit of Transportation inspectors, technical staff, and
understanding between DNREC’s Division of Water engineers.
Resources and the New Castle Conservation District. Throughout the first 6 months of presentations, we were
A steering committee was formed in April 1990 and met surprised and pleased not only with the response from
seven times over the course of the following 9 months, the contractors but also from the engineers, consultants,The purpose of the committee was to provide input for and developers who wanted to attend the certification
the development and implementation of the grant tasks. program. All told, from February 1991 until July 1991,
It was determined that the certification program was to DNREC presented the program on 37 occasions, certi-
use a slide presentation format since excellent docu- fying over 1,100 individuals from 300 companies and
mentation was already available and additional field organizations.
slides were easily obtained. In addition to the field slides As stated earlier, this was possible only with the assis-
of sediment and stormwater construction practices, text tance from the three state conservation districts, countyand technical slides needed preparation. A local corn- governments, the Department of Transportation, and
pany was contracted to produce this material, organizations such as the Associated Builders and Con-
The certification program was developed with a 31/2- to tractors and .the Delaware Contractors Association. As
4-hour time frame in mind. This would allow for morning of January 1, 1993, almost 2,000 individuals have corn-
or afternoon sessions, even occasional evenings, as pleted this training.
necessary. Maryland has enjoyed success for many Initially, a program quiz was developed not so much toyears in their sediment control training program using a grade the participants but to obtain feedback on the
similar format and time frame, retention of the material being provided. A program
A 55-page narrative describing the slide presentation evaluation was later substituted for the quiz so that we
was developed and made available to the audience upon could determine if any changes or improvements should
request. This was done to encourage attention to the slide be made to the training program. A representative sam-
presentation rather than preoccupation with taking pie of 100 evaluations was compiled, the results of
notes. Finally, it was decided that participants should which appear in Figure 1. Most notable is that 96 percent
receive a durable plastic laminate card with the state of respondents would recommend this training (Ques-
logo and the individual’s name and certification number tion 7), and 86 percent wished to continue in this training
imprinted on it. This would give the participants a tangi- lQuestion 8).
ble item to associate with the completion of the program. 13y continuing the Contractor Certification Program, not

Contractor Certification Program
only are the requirements of the Delaware Sediment
and Stormwater Regulations being met, but the knowl-

Implementation edge gained by the participants in this program is being
By the end of January 1991, the program was ready to transferred to the field through proper construction prac-
be presented. Certain restrictions were placed upon class tices.
size in order to communicate most effectively. Optimal
class size was 30 to 40 members. Limiting the class size Delaware Certified Construction Reviewer
meant that the program would have to be presented Course
many times; therefore, by July 1, 1991, not all of the The Delaware Sediment and Stormwater Regulations
contractors needing to complete the certification program
would have the opportunity to do so. The Sediment and also provide for special site inspection or review require-

ments under certain site conditions. Section 12 of the
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Very Useful 53%

Met Expectations
83%

Less Than Not Very
Expected 5% Useful 1%

~,. Exceeded
’-~ ~/Expectation 12% Somewhat

Useful 46%
Question #1                          Question #2

Did this course meet your expectations? Was the course material useful?

Excellent 78%

Interesting 62%
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Not Very
Interesting 1% Fair 5%

\ ~.~       j~Somewhat                                   17%
v Interesting 37%

Question #3 Question #4
Was the course material interesting? Was the speaker knowledgeable?

Good 50% Excellent 52%

Poor 2%Fair 6% Fair 5%

Good 41’
Excellent 44%’~

Question #5                          Question #6
Rate the audio/visual materials. Was the facility appropriate?

Yes 96%                                  Yes 86%

If Material Not Sure 7%
Changes 4%

No ~’°/o

Question #7 Question #8
Would you recommend this training? Would you continue in this training?

Figure 1. Sediment and stormwater contractor certification program course evaluation.

regulations identifies these site conditions that allow As with the Contractor Certification Program, DNREC
DNREC or the appropriate plan approval agency to has the responsibility to provide training to certify these
require that a certified construction reviewer be present construction reviewers. A formal Sediment and Storrnwater
on site. Examples of site conditions that would warrant Management Certified Construction Reviewer Course
this requirement would be a site in excess of 50 acres was developed in cooperation with Delaware Technical
of disturbed area or any site experiencing significant and Community College. Course material was devel-
sediment and stormwater problems. The owner or de- oped to instruct participants in basic hydrology and hy-
veloper of the site in these cases would be responsible draulics, soils, vegetative establishment, construction
for providing a certified construction reviewer for any or practices, plan preparation and implementation, inspec-
all parts of the construction phase as deemed necessary tion, enforcement, and maintenance. To instruct this
by the plan approval agency. The main responsibility of course, over 20 professionals in the area of sediment
these individuals is to ensure the adequacy of construc- and stormwater management were recruited, representing
tion pursuant to the approved sediment and stormwater government agencies, private industry, and the consult-
management plan. ing and engineering community.
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The course format was developed to be presented in design-oriented training in sediment and stormwater
eight 31/2-hour weekly sessions. An examination was management. To date, there have been several work-
developed and arrangements made with Delaware shops in U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conserva-
Technical and Community College for Continuing Edu- tion Service TR-55 and TR-20 hydrologic analyses
cation Credits to be issued, sponsored by local conservation districts and enlisting

the assistance of the Soil Conservation Service.We anticipated a lot of interest in this course offering, so DNREC recognizes the need to expand this basic train-
registration was limited to one individual per company ing and make available more design-oriented training for
or organization. In addition to the private community, an the consultant community.attempt was made to include at least one individual that
works for each agency responsible for delegation of Coinciding with the development and release of the
sediment and stormwater program elements. In all, 85 Delaware Stormwater Management Design Manual in
seats were quickly filled for this course. The second time the summer of 1993, training classes were scheduled to
this course was offered, the class sessions were re- present this material in modules, as the manual was
duced to four all-day sessions. This seemed to suit the developed. This training will help ensure that stormwater
class participants’ schedule better, management practices are designed to meet estab-

lished minimum criteria.One important measure of success is the evaluation
question that asked class participants to indicate Summary
whether the course did not meet, met, or exceeded
expectations. The breakdown is as follows: The education and training component of the Dela-

ware Sediment and Stormwater Management Pro-¯ 41 responses, or 74 percent of the class, stated that gram is one of several areas of program development
the course met their expectations, that will continue to respond to the needs of the regu-

¯ 12 responses, or 22 percent of the class, stated that lated community. One obvious benefit in a small state
the course exceeded their expectations, like Delaware is that the efforts of a regulatory agency

in providing education and training to the regulated
¯ 2 responses, or 3.5 percent of the class, stated that community are recognized and appreciated. As pre-

the course did not meet their expectations, viously discussed, the Sediment and Stormwater
The success of this program is directly attributable to the Management Program depends highly on interagency
preparation of the speakers, the attentiveness of the cooperation and communication with the businesses
class, and the hard work of the Delaware Sediment and and industry involved. By maintaining education and
Stormwater Program staff, training objectives as a high priority, DNREC will in-

crease chances for program success.
Stormwater Management Technical
Sessions

The engineering and design community in Delaware has
also indicated the need for DNREC to present more
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Development and Implementation of an Urban Nonpoint Pollution Educational
and Informational Program

Richard Badics
Washtenaw County Environmental Services Department,

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Abstract County. This provides the county with a coordinated

Sampling, Abatement, Follow-up, Education, and Re- approach to addressing environmental issues. The En-
vironmental Issues Group is chaired by the Environ-sponse (SAFER) was formed by the Washtenaw

County’s Environmental Interest Group on January 1, mental Coordination Office. Other member groups

1992. SAFER includes the county departments of Envi- within the Environmental Interest Group are the Sheriff’s

ronmental Coordination, Environmental Services, Drain Department, Environmental Services, Emergency Man-

Commissioner, Planning, and Cooperative Extension, agement, Planning, Public Works, Drain Commis-

as well as the Soil Conservation District, Huron River sioner, and Cooperative Extension, as wellas the

Watershed Council, Ecology Center of Ann Arbor, and county’s Health Officer. This group meets monthly to
discuss the status of county programming, pendingthe Southeast Regional Groundwater Education Center.
state and federal legislation, "hot" environmental topicsThe purpose of SAFER is to "provide for coordination of
or issues, and strategic planning.water protection programs through inter- and intra-

county agencies and group cooperation." SAFER was formed as a work group of the Environ-
mental Issues Group "to provide for coordinative waterEducation is a key element of SAFER. Four groups are

targeted for education by SAFER: government, busi- protection programs through inter- and intracounty

ness and industry, community groups, and schools, agencies and group cooperation." SAFER consists of

SAFER members develop their own specific educa- groups internal and external to Washtenaw County gov-
ernment that are involved in dealing with the county’stional programs and materials. Through SAFER, these

are coordinated to provide uniform and accurate infor- ground and surface water. SAFER includes the county

mation to targeted segments of the community. This departments of Environmental Coordination, Environ-
mental Services, Drain Commissioner, Planning, Coop-avoids costly duplication of services.
erative Extension, Soil Conservation District, Huron

To effectively deliver an educational program, the target River Watershed Council, and Ecology Center of Ann
audience must first be determined, then an analysis of Arbor, as well as the Southeast Regional Groundwater
existing educational programs must be made to build on Education Center (SER-GEM). During its first year of
past successes. Through this process, an approach is ooeration in 1992, the group focused on categorizing
determined that is most likely to be successful. Prior to and compiling all current water quality programs and
beginning the educational program, the establishment their products. The 1992 SAFER Directory compiled
of an evaluation process is critical, over 100 products addressing water quality issues

within the county.
Overview of Washtenaw County’s SAFER
Group Education is a key element of SAFER. Four target

groups for educational programs in SAFER are govern-
Sampling, Abatement, Follow-up, Education, and Re- ment, business and industry, community groups, and
sponse (SAFER)was formed by WashtenawCounty’s schools. The SAFER Educational Subcommittee in
Environmental Issues Group on January 1, 1992. The 1993 is compiling all educational programs and materi-
Environmental Issues Group consists of departments als on water quality related issues, similar to the 1992
within Washtenaw County government that indirectly SAFER Directory. Through SAFER, educational materi-
or directly manage the environment of Washtenaw als are coordinated to provide current and accurate
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information to the community while avoiding costly du- to pesticides. By networking with existing programs in
plication of services, the community, nonprofit programs will not compete for

and confuse the audience.
Urban Nonpoint Pollution Education

Educational GapsThe development and implementation of a nonpoint
pollution educational and informational program is criti- After analyzing current educational resources within the
cal to a successful urban project. Public awareness of community, identify audiences and approaches not cur-
urban nonpoint pollution is relatively low, and the media rently used. All targeted groups need to receive your
tends to focus on health or environmental risks that are message. Target groups in the community must "buy
easy to define, such as AIDS or hazardous waste is- into" their contribution to nonpoint pollution and their
sues. Due to its nature, nonpoint pollution is harder to ability to prevent or minimize it. Urban educational
pinpoint. Urban nonpoint pollution prevention requires a programs must be innovative, well conceived, multi-
long-term commitment to changing attitiJdes, media, and coordinated with other educational pro-

Urban nonpoint pollution can be directly attributed to grams in the community.

people. We all contribute to it. People are accustomed A large number of ongoing urban nonpoint education
to focusing on easier issues, where the blame can be programs exist in communities throughout the country.
attributed to activities outside their control. An example These programs have been developed for various types
is auto safety. People are very concerned about vehicle of audiences. Prior to implementing a program "from
safety when a manufacturing error is the cause, such as scratch," review all ongoing programs. These can be
exploding gas tanks. These same people, however, are found in EPA "News Notes," as well as through profes-
not as focused on actions that they control, such as sional groups, conferences, and environmental publica-
wearing seat belts, tions. Regional EPA offices are also a valuable resource

for finding suitable ongoing programs. Using existingAn environmental example is oil spills. A study by the programs saves time and money.Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) in
1989 found that more oil is illegally released into the Program Evaluationenvironment in Michigan annually than was released in
the Valdez tanker incident. Getting people to buy into An integral part of all educational programs is evalu-
the idea that they are a major part of the problem is a ation. Valuable time and resources can be wasted if
critical step in gathering their support and cooperation, information supplied to an audience is not effective.

When developing the evaluation mechanism for the
Target Audience educational process, make sure the educational pro-

Before an education information program can be devel- gram focus enhances the overall water quality objec-
tives. One way to evaluate the educational process is tooped, the target audience must be identified. Ageneral apply Bennett’s Hierarchy of Evidence for Programeducational approach will not change the habits of a Evaluation. Bennett uses seven steps of evaluation, tnwide range of target groups. Each targeted group must

be analyzed independently to understand its particular an inverted scale, these steps are:

needs and to develop specific actions it can take. Next, 1. Inputs of program resources that are used to make
the various media options must be explored, the program work.

A multimedia approach enhances the opportunities of 2. Activities which can include internal events, such as
reaching larger segments within the target audience, planning, or external events involving an audience.
For example, handing out flyers at a garden show will 3. Involvement of the target audience in activities, fo-not reach several socioeconomic classes; a spot on a
local radio station may be more appropriate. Some com- cusing on hands-on type activities.

mon public outreach materials are fact sheets, pare- 4. The target audience’s view of the program.
phlets, radio, television, newspapers, magazines, 5. KASA change, or the change in knowledge, atti-displays, models, posters, group presentations, and
one-on-one or community events, tudes, skills, or aspirations of the audience.

6. Changes in behavior that result from the educa-Using existing resources in your educational program is tional program.important. An educational program workshop for com-
posting in the community could also be a forum for 7. End results that reflect the program’s goals and
supplying information to the public on preventing urban objectives.
nonpoint pollution through the proper application of for- Many techniques can be used to measure the seventilizers and use of environmentally friendly alternatives Bennett attributes. The basic who, what, where, and
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when questions are useful when establishing the spe- the Ypsilanti City Heritage Festival. These events attract
cific evaluation technique, hundreds of thousands of people. Display booths and

Many books and guides can help in developing program pamphlets were developed for participating in these

evaluation. Studying these before finalizing an evalu- events. This became a forum for discussing water qual-

ation process is highly recommended. If there are time ity related issues one-on-one with the public.

constraints or expertise is not available for evaluation,
School Educationthis component can be done by an outside party. The

key is to establish the evaluation mechanism before The HRPAP made its first school educational presenta-
implementing the educational program, tion to a third-grade class in 1988. Word of mouth led to

over 25 presentations per year in six local school dis-
Huron River Pollution Abatement Program tricts. HRPAP student interns with an educational back-

ground formulated lesson plans for different grade levels
Overview on nonpoint pollution and related topics, such as the

water cycle and household hazardous waste.The Huron River Pollution Abatement Project (HRPAP),
which encompassed the urbanized area of Washtenaw In classrooms, educational programs concentrated on
County, was formed and implemented in 1986 by the hands-on activities. Two water quality models were built.
county’s Drain Commissioner’s Office in conjunction One electronic model, entitled "Pathways to Pollution,"
with the Environmental Services Department. Public lights up various pollution pathways when the appropri-
education was a major objective of the project. The ate button is pushed. A second model is a transparent
educational program used by the HRPAP was designed representation of a town showing the sanitary and storm
after reviewing earlier area pilot water quality programs sewer systems. The students place a dye into catch
and their targeted community groups. The HRPAP fo- basins, floor drains, and toilets to observe the route the
cused on business, industry, community, and school water takes directly to the stream or the wastewater
groups, treatment plant. This model has examples of both

proper and improper connections.
Business/Industry

ConclusionsThe HRPAP conducted surveys and dye tests of facili-
ties located in the urbanized areas of Washtenaw The majority of urban nonpoint pollution can be directly
County. Staff interviewed facility owners and managers attributed to the activities of people. Most people are not
on their particular businesses and gained critical infor- aware of the impacts their routine activities at home and
marion about their operations. When a common need at work have on water quality. Education is a key corn-
was found--for example, an owner unable to dispose of portent to improving urban water quality problems. Key
a certain type of waste--the project staff worked with target audiences in the community need to be identified,
the owner to resolve the problem. For example, many existing educational resources studied, educational pro-
facility operators with oil separators were not familiar gram gaps identified, and an evaluation process in-
with separators and were unable to find a licensed cluded to measure a program’s effectiveness.
waste hauler to service them. The HRPAP developed a

The key to an educational program is to focus on prac-maintenance guideline for the operators, contacted all
tical activities that the target group can do to eliminatelocal waste haulers, and developed a list of haulers that

would service oil separators. This information was then water pollution. A long-term, sustained educational effort
leads to an increased awareness and respect for thedistributed to all facilities with oil separators,
interdependence of all elements in the ecosystem and

Community and Civic Group Education for how individual activities affect them. This ultimately
leads to a sense of mutual responsibility and a long-term

Over 200 educational presentations were made to the commitment to continued environmentally sound actions.
community during the HRPAP’s 6 years. The HRPAP
used various media to educate the community. One of Acknowledgments
the most effective was the local press. Articles concern-

The author would like to acknowledge the support anding the HRPAP were published on an ongoing basis,
help of Dr. Rebecca Head, Group Director, EnvironmentPress releases noted significant events and common

problems found within the community, and Infrastructure; Janis Bobrin, Drain Commissioner;
Robert Blake, Director, Environmental Services; David

A second approach to outreach was through community Dean; H. Leon Moore; Jeffry Krcmarik; and David Wil-
events. Examples are the Ann Arbor City Art Fair and son, as well as other members of SAFER.
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Training for Use of New York’s Guidelines
for Urban Erosion and Sediment Control

Donald W. Lake, Jr.
UoS. Department of Agriculture,

Soil Conservation Service, Syracuse, New York

Introduction than present before development for the 2-, 10-, and
100-year frequency storm events. Water quality is ad-

New York State still does not have a statewide erosion dressed by retaining the "first flush," which is defined as
and sediment control law. Unlike many of its neighboring the greater of one-half inch of runoff or runoff resulting
states, New York continues to leave the initiation of such from a 1-year, 24-hour storm, from the land area for
control to local units of government. Historically, coun- which the infiltration rate has been changed.
ties, towns, and villages have enacted ordinances once
a significant environmental accident has occurred. Ju- These two documents finally provide guidance for ero-
risdiction occurs at the local level, with planning boards sion and sediment control and stormwater manage-
having approval authority to issue permits to develop, ment for local units of governments as well as
Because each board is dealing with its local area, the regulatory agency staffs. Their use and application de-
regulations and processes for gaining approval vary pends on what the site’s size and resource constraints
from locale to locale, are and whether a local ordinance is in place. The local

approval process, in communities with such a regula-
Technical standards for controlling erosion and sedi- tion, generally requires a formal review of the plan with
merit were developed by the Soil Conservation Service its erosion and sediment control and stormwater man-
in March 1988 and issued as New York Guide/ines for agement component by either the town or village engi-
Urban Erosion and Sediment Control This document neer and a local soil and water conservation district staff
provides design details and specifications for both tern- person or health department official. Unfortunately,
porary and permanent management practices, as well many of these individuals are unable to identify prob-
as resource-planning concepts. Known as the "Blue lems or lack the knowledge of design details to control
Book," the document provides consistency in the tech- sediment from the site.
nical approach to erosion and sediment control plans
for construction sites. It has been adopted by the New Once a developer begins operations in the field, the
York State Department of Environmental Conserva- building inspector, code enforcement officer, or health
tion and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Buffalo department official is responsible for inspecting the site
District, as criteria for erosion and sediment control for compliance to the approved plan as well as to
plans. The New York State Department of Transporta- ensure that the contractor maintains the installed prac-
tion has incorporated many of its details into its high- rices. These field inspectors require training in the con-
way design manual, cepts of erosion and sediment control installation and

maintenance.
tn April 1992, the New York State Department of Envi-
ronmental Conservation (NYS-DEC), Division of Water, Clean Water Act Mandates
published Reducing the/mpacts of Stormwater Runoff
From New Deve/opment. This document establishes On October 1, 1992, stormwater regulations went into
performance standards for stormwater management effect under the Clean Water Act that require individuals,
control in New York for projects requiring NYS-DEC agencies, and municipalities to apply for a National
review. Standards were set for both water quantity and Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit
water quality. Water quantity is addressed by requiring for stormwater discharges from a variety of activities.
no greater discharges from the site after development New York State is a NPDES-delegated state, and the
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Department of Environmental Conservation is administer- A 1 -day seminar has been developed for planning board
ing this program through their State Pollutant Discharge members, environmental management council members,
Elimination System (SPDES) permit. One of the 11 legislators, and town boards, and has included legal
categories covered in the regulations is construction advisors, consulting engineers, and other agency per-
activity. Under this activity, any site where 5 or more sonnel responsible for environmental analysis. This
acres are disturbed must have an erosion and sediment agenda is included as Figure 1. This seminar stresses
control plan and a stormwater management plan. The site planning through a slide presentation that demon-
5-acre size limit has been challenged as arbitrary, and strates problems without control and shows practices
the size limit could be changed to 1 acre of disturbed necessary to maintain resources on the site. Stormwater
area. A developer needs to file a Notice of Intent at management performance standards are reviewed in
least 48 hours before beginning operations to have accordance with NYS-DEEC criteria. This seminar is re-
"coverage." This notice is filed with the U.S. Environ- inforced with two specific site examples. Attendees are
mental Protection Agency in Newington, Virginia. Under asked to work in small design teams to design an ero-
the regulations, copies of the erosion and sediment sion and sediment control plan for the first site. These
control plan and stormwater management plan are to be same design teams are asked to critique the second
kept on site. Copies of each are also sent to the munici- site, which already has an erosion and sediment control
pality that has jurisdiction. NYS-DEC does not want the plan. Thus, attendees go from designers to reviewers in
notices or plans sent to its offices; they will not be review- applying their knowledge of these principles.
ing or approving these plans. Who will? What will be the
local impacts? A 2-day workshop has been developed for the technical

staffs of resource agencies, consulting engineers, local
As a result of this mandate, many New York counties, governments, and others with technical review or design
towns, and villages will be receiving many erosion and responsibility (see Figure 2). This session begins with a
sediment control and stormwater management plans, quick overview of the principles of erosion and sediment
The majority of these units of government are still un- control, then continues with a class exercise to design
aware of the requirements of the national program and an erosion and sediment control plan for a development
of what their role is or should be. There is a great need site while working in design teams of approximately four
for administrators, planners, and legislators to become individuals. The afternoon of the first day is spent at a
aware of the program and the process. Technical staff field site gathering specific resource information and
need to learn the principles of planning, design, con- data to design a detailed erosion and sediment control
struction, and inspection for erosion and sediment con- plan for the site. The design teams also compute and
trol and stormwater management systems, compare peak discharges for the site for predevelop-

ment and postdevelopment conditions using Soil Con-Positive aspects of the NYS-DEC approach to the pro-
gram include the opportunity for local policy develop- servation Service Technical Release 55, Urban

merit, provisions for local ordinances, and the formation Hydrology for Small Watersheds (TR-55). The session
concludes with group presentations.of interagency partnerships. Because NYS-DEEC recog-

nizes that authority should rest at the local level, com- A 3-day short course with Syracuse University has been
munities have control over the quality of the natural developed to address the specific technical needs of
resources in their backyards. Of course this may require consulting engineers working with stormwater and ero-
additional staff or cooperation with other agencies to sion control systems. This tuition-based course provides
assist with implementation, for more indepth design of erosion and sediment control

practices using a field site. Sizing stormwater detention
Training Programs basins is also required. In addition to the increased
Early efforts in erosion and sediment control began with technical emphasis, additional speakers from state and
awareness seminars at the local level. The seminars local agencies provide a component on rules and regu-
usually lasted 2 hours an evening for local officials lations. Syracuse University awards two continuing edu-
involved in the site review and approval process. Rec- cation units for this course, which 57 people have
ognizing problems, learning the planning steps, and completed to date. The agenda is included as Figure 3.
becoming familiar with practices and guidelines were Urban Erosion Control and Stormwater Design (CIE
the limit of these seminars. 600) stands as a fully accredited 3-hour graduate level
The complexity of requirements and the technical needs course in the Civil and Environmental Engineering De-
have increased dramatically due to recent mandates, partment at Syracuse University. It was taught for the
]’he Soil Conservation Service, in cooperation with first time in the 1992 fall semester and will be taught
NYS-DEC and Syracuse University, has developed a again this September. It was developed as a hands-on
tiered educational program in erosion and sediment course that requires detailed designs for two projects,
control and stormwater management, using field trips and six additional site review projects.
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL SEMINAR
AGENDA

8:30 AM Registration

9:00 AM Introduction and Course Overview

9:15 AM Developing an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

-- Planning Considerations
-- Factors That Influence Erosion
-- Elements for a Sound Plan
-- Vegetative and Structural Components
~ Standards and Specifications

11:00 AM Site Example

-- Develop Conceptual Erosion and Sediment Control Plans

12:00 PM LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 PM Site Review
-- Critique an Erosion and Sediment Plan for a Specific Site

3:30 PM Wrap Up/Summary

4:30 PM Adjournment

Figure 1, Erosion and Sediment Control Seminar agenda.
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL WORKSHOP

AGENDA

First Day

8:30 AM Registration

9:00 AM Introduction and Course Overview

9:15 AM Developing an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

--Planning Considerations
--Factors That Influence Erosion
--Elements for a Sound Plan
--Vegetative and Structural Components
--Standards and Specifications

11:00 AM Site Example
--Develop Conceptual Erosion and Sediment Control Plans

12:00 PM LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 PM Design Session--Site-Specific Practices

--Temporary Swale
--Sediment Trap
--Urban Runoff

2:30 PM Field Problem--Design Teams

--Gather Data
--Develop Concepts in Field

4:30 PM Adjournment

Second Day

8:30 AM Complete Group Designs

10:00 AM Design Critiques

12:00 PM LUNCH (ON YOUR OWN)

1:00 PM Design Session

--TR-55 Analysis for Structures
--Rock ~)utlet Protection
--Class Discussion

3:00 PM Wrap Up and Summary

3:45 PM Adjournment

Figure 2. Erosionand Sediment Control Workshop agends.
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL

SHORT COURSE AGENDA
April 28-30, 1992

First Day

9:00 AM Registration and Coffee Dr. Stephan Nix

Introduction and Course Overview

10:00 AM Legislation, Ordinances, and Regulatory Review Process Mr. Robin Warrender
Mr. William Morton
Mr. Russell Nemecek

11:00 AM Developing Your Stormwater Management Plan and Practices Mr. William Morton

12:00 PM Lunch

1:00 PM Urban Hydrology and Flow Routing Mr. Donald W. Lake, Jr.

2:15 PM Break

2:30 PM Urban Hydrology and Flow Routing (continued)

4:30 PM Adjourn

Second Day

8:00 AM Developing Your Erosion Control Plan Mr. Donald W. Lake, Jr.

9:30 AM Break

9:45 AM Erosion and Sediment Control Practice Standards Mr. Donald W. Lake, Jr.

11:30 AM Lunch (En Route to Field Site)

12:00 PM Field Tour/Site Problems Mr. Donald W. Lake, Jr.

3:00 PM Group Design Session

5:00 PM Adjourn

Third Day

8:00 AM Group Presentations and Critiques

10:00 AM Break

10:15 AM Group Presentations (continued)

11:45 AM Wrap Up--Adjourn Short Course Dr. Stephan Nix

1:00 PM Certified Professional Erosion Specialist Exam Mr. Donald W. Lake, Jr.
Part II (Optional)

Figure 3. Erosion and Sediment Con~’ol short course agenda.
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In addition, the class participates in a town planning ]-here is no sign of these training requests letting up. An
board meeting. Syllabus topics (see Figure 4) include average of 10 requests for the seminar sessions are
manual and computer analyses of stormwater dis- made at the local level during the year. In addition, the
charges and lectures by a plant materials specialist, a proposed cooperative agreement for Fiscal Year 1994
code enforcement officer, and governmental repre- between the Soil Conservation Service and NYS-DEC
sentatives dealing with rules and regulations. Twelve calls for five 1-day seminars, four 2-day workshops, four
students enrolled in the first class, which was extremely 2-day TR-55 hydrology workshops, and two short
well received by both students and the people who courses. The Syracuse University graduate course will
provided the example sites, be taught again this fall. Future projects also include

workshops for New York State code enforcement offi-
Summary cers, development of a field notebook for job superin-

tendents, and field application courses for equipment
Over 2,600 people have received training through 76 operators. After all, equipment operators have the last
different seminars, workshops, short courses, and the word in installation.
graduate course since the training effort began in the fall
of 1988. These tiered training sessions have evolved
one after another based on needs at the local level. We have come a long way, but we can see that chal-
Leaders in the NYS-DEC recognized that benefits are lenges are still ahead of us to educate public planners,
local so training efforts should be local. This has led to legislators, consultants, technical staff, and contractors
interagency cooperative agreements between the U.S. in the use of sound erosion and sediment control and
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, and stormwater management practices to protect and en-
NYS-DEC to bring training directly to the communities, hance water quality and the environment.
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

ClE 600

URBAN STORMWATER AND EROSION CONTROL DESIGN
FALL 1992

SCHEDULE: Monday/Wednesday
6:15-7:45 PM
Peck Hall, University College

INSTRUCTOR: Donald W. Lake, Jr., PE
State Conservation Engineer, USDA-SCS

TEXT: SWCS, Empire Chapter, New York Guidelines for Urban Erosion and Sediment
Control, October 1991; Soil Conservation Service, Technical Release 55, Urban
Hydrology for Small Watersheds, June 1986; New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, Reducing the Impacts of Stormwater Runoff From New
Development, April 1992.

GRADING: Assignments: 40%
Mid-Term Exam: 30%
Final Exam: 30%

Course Content:
Week: Topics: Reading Instructor

8/31 Introduction to Urban Stormwater and Erosion Lake
Control Design (1)*

9/7 Resource Planning and Stormwater Impacts (2) Ch. 1, NY Guide Lake
and DEC Manual

9/14 Computing and Controlling Sediment and Runoff (2) Ch. 8, Appendix B, Lake
NY Guide

9/21 Stabilizing Soil, Vegetative and Biotech (2) Chs. 4 and 5, Dickerson
NY Guide Lake

9/28 No lecture~E&S Field Exercise                   NY Guide Lake
(10/3, 8:30-11:30 AM)
(turn in 10/7)

10/5 Urban Hydrology (2) SCS-TR-55 Lake

10/12 Urban Hydrology (1) and Site Exercise Critique (1) Lake

10/19 NO CLASSmHYDROLOGY PROJECT Lake

10/26 Urban Hydrology Computer Program (1) and Tr-55 Chapman
MIDTERM Lake

Figure 4. Urban Stormwater and Erosion Control Design course agenda.
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Week: Topics: Reading Instructor

*Number of lectures that week

1t/2 Construction/Maintenance/Code Enforcement NY Guide Proietta

11/9 Town Planning Board Assignment and Lake
Stormwater Field Exercise
(11/14--9:00 AM)

11/16 Performance Standards for Stormwater Chs. 5 and 6, Warrender
Management DEC Manual Morton

11/23 Flow Routing (1) Nix

11/30 Flow Routing (2) Nix

12/7 Stormwater Basin Design (2) DEC Manual Lake

12/14 Course Review Nix

12/21 FINAL EXAM Lake

Instructors

Donald W. Lake, Jr., PE, State Conservation Engineer, USDA-SCS

John Dickerson, Northeast Plant Materials Specialist, USDA-SCS

Dana Chapman, Asst. State Conservation Engineer, USDA-SCS
Robin Warrender, Chief, Nonpoint Source, Division of Water, NYS-DEC

William Morton, Resource Specialist, NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
Dr. Stephan Nix, Professor, Syracuse University, Civil and Environmental Departments

Figure 4. Urban Stormwater and Erosion Control Design course agenda (continued).
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Field Office Technical Guide:
Urban Standards and Specifications

Gary N. Parker
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service

Champaign, Illinois

Abstract every county in the country, providing local citizens with
direct access to a wide range of technical specialists.The Field Office Technical Guide is the primary tech- These specialists include engineers, soil scientists, bi-nical reference for the Soil Conservation Service ologists, agronomists, and natural resource planners.(SCS). It presently contains general resource refer-

ences and soil and site information, and describes The technical material and expertise that has been de-
conservation management systems, practice stand- veloped to support SCS activities largely pertains to
ards and specifications, and conservation effects. AI- agricultural or rural settings. For example, the seed
though SCS maintains offices and provides mixtures that most SCS specifications call for are those
assistance in all Illinois counties, the technical guide appropriate for agricultural areas and not necessarily for
does not contain any information specific to natural parks, recreation sites, or lawns. In addition, design
resource use and management in urban areas. There- criteria for waterways and diversions assume an agri-
fore, in June 1992 the SCS in Illinois entered into an cultural land use context.
agreement with the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency to develop technical information describing Despite this rural, nonurban emphasis within the
best management practices (BMPs) for controlling agency, SCS maintains a field staff in urban and urban-
urban nonpoint source water pollution, izing areas. In Illinois, this urban staff serves over one-

half the state’s population. This urban presence hasCurrently in development, this information will include enabled SCS to develop some urban expertise. For40 BMP standards and accompanying construction instance, SCS TR-55 hydrology modeling techniquesspecifications, material specifications, and standard
are widely used to estimate runoff from urban areas.drawings. It will also include estimates of pollutant re- Moreover, the PL-566 watershed projects constructed inmoval effectiveness and stormwater pollutant export, as
the Chicago suburbs have given the agency some ex-well as planning and design cdteda. When complete, pertise in urban construction site issues. The SCS, how-this material will become part of the Field Office Techni- ever, has not provided any systematic technical supportcal Guide. The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
to its field staff on natural resource management issueswill also use the information in a separate, stand-alone in an urban setting. It has instead relied on the ability oftechnical manual. This material will be useful to plan- its staff to adapt the provided information from a rural tonets, engineers, architects, and construction contrac-
an urban environment.tore, as well as to local government staff.

To become more effective in addressing key natural
Background resource issues in urbanizing areas, the SCS in IllinoIs

has initiated several activities:The Soil Conservation Service (SCS), an agency of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is the major fed- ¯ It is actively participating in a coalition of state and
eral agency providing natural resource management federal agencies to prepare a strategy for coordinat-
assistance on nonfederal land. Its primary responsi- ing agency activities in northeastern Illinois.
bility is to provide leadership and expertise in manag-
ing natural resources in nonurban areas. Currently, ¯ It is reviewing and clarifying its policy relative to pro-
SCS maintains a network of field offices in nearly viding assistance in nonagricultural areas.
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¯ It is expanding the technical information its staff uses specifications. It may also include references and
when providing assistance to decision-makers in ur- documentation requirements for the individual prac-
ban areas, tices. Practice standards establish the minimum level

of acceptable quality for planning, designing, install-
The third initiative listed is the subject of this paper. In ing, operating, and maintaining conservation prac-
June 1992, SCS entered into an agreement with the tices. Practice specifications describe the technical
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency to prepare a details and workmanship required to install the prac-
set of standards and specifications describing BMPs for tice, as well as the quality and extent of materials
controlling urban nonpoint source water pollution. In used in the practice.
addition, the SCS will provide estimates on the range of
pollutant removal effectiveness and criteria for planning ¯ The last section, "Conservation Effects," contains in-
runoff management. The agency will incorporate all this fo;’mation describing the economic and environ-
material into its Field Office Technical Guide. rnental effects of implementing particular practices

and systems. The purpose of this section is to provide
Field Office Technical Guide decision-makers with a way to evaluate the extent to

which various alternatives can meet their goals.
The Field Office Technical Guide is the primary technical
reference for the SCS. It contains technical information As stated previously, this guide is the primary technical
about conservation of soil, water, air, plant, and animal reference for SCS staff, particularly those at the field
resources. The guide is designed for use by technically level. The guide is also useful to Soil and Water Conser-
trained people who are assisting landowners and users, vation District staff, and to consultants and staff of state,
land managers, government officials, and other deci- county, and municipal governments. To expand its use-
sion-makers to plan, apply, and maintain appropriate fulness, however, the SCS urban field staff in Illinois
conservation practices. The technical guide also is a have recommended that the guide include information
major reference for those addressing top-priority re- that is directly relevant to natural resource management
source goals identified by the National Program for Soil in an urban environment and is user friendly to urban
and Water Conservation. These goals are to reduce the clients. The material now being developed will attempt
damage caused by excessive erosion and to protect to meet that need.
water from nonpoint source pollutants. The technical
guide identifies sediment, nutrients, animal waste, pes- New Material for the Field Office Technical
ticides, and salinity as nonpoint source pollutants. Guide

The Field Office Technical Guide contains five sections: The new material will supplement and expand the exist-
ing material in the guide’s fourth section, Practice Stand-

= The "General Resource References" section lists ref- ards and Specifications. The SCS will modify or develop
erences, cost data, maps, climate data, cultural re- 40 BMPs that deal specifically with urban natural re-
sources information, threatened and endangered source management.
species, and pertinent state/local laws, ordinances,
and regulations. Each BMP standard will follow a uniform format:

¯ The "Soil and Site Information" section describes the ¯ "Definition": describes what the practice is.
soil survey of the local area. It contains soil descrip- ¯ "Purpose": explains what the intended effect of the
tions and interpretations that can be used to make practice is, that is, why this practice is used.
decisions about land use and management. This sec-
tion identifies soil characteristics that limit or affect ¯ "Conditions Where the Practice Applies": describes
land use and management, and rates soils according the types of sites where the practice would be appro-
to limitations, capability, or potential, priate; this section also describes limiting factors

such as slope percent, maximum drainage areas,
¯ The section on "Conservation Management Systems" and maximum flow velocities.

provides information for developing resource man-
agement systems to prevent or treat problems asso- ¯ "Criteria": describes, in general terms, material and
ciated with soil, water, air, and related plant and construction requirements and usually provides ref-
animal resources. This section includes quality crite- erences to specific material and/or construction
ria that describe the level of resource protection that specifications.
decision-makers should try to achieve to meet re- ¯ "Considerations": offers general information regard-
source quality goals, ing factors to consider when deciding on the appro-

¯ The "Practice Standards and Specifications" section priateness of a particular practice; in some cases,
alphabetically lists conservation practices used by this section is a brief, narrative, nontechnical sum-
the field office, followed by practice standards and mary of the "Conditions" section.
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¯ "Plan and Specification Requirements": describes the and specifications will be available on computer disk.
nature and extent of the information the contractor The standard drawings, which will be developed using
needs to build the practice; it lists the requirements a CAD system, also will be available on disk. This will
of the plans and specifications needed to install a allow engineers and consultants to access the material
practice, in preparing construction plans and specifications.

¯ "Operation and Maintenance Requirements": de- In addition to the SCS incorporating the new material
scribes the needed operation and maintenance ac- into the Illinois Field Office Technical Guide, the Illinois
tions and suggests the frequency with which they Environmental Protection Agency plans to issue a
should be performed, stand-alone technical manual of those standards for use

The revised fourth section of the technical guide will also by consultants, state agencies, and local governments.
include all the material specifications and constructions The project is scheduled for completion in December

referenced in the practice standards, as well as a series 1994.
of standard drawings for the practices. The standards
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Stormwater Outreach at the Federal Level:
Challenges and Successes

Kimberly O. Hankins
Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance,

Office of Water, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC

Background program becomes a tremendously complex and costly
endeavor.

Stormwater regulations brought a distinctly different com-
munity into the realm of U.S. Environmental Protection At the federal level, it is crucial to provide as much
Agency (EPA) regulation. Many members of this com- information as possible to as many people as possible.
munity have never before been regulated by an environ- Therein lies the biggest challenge in outreach at the
mental program. The regulated community now includes federal level. This paper presents some of the chal-
all major cilJes and unincorporated areas with populations lenges in developing an outreach strategy for the storm-
of 100,000 or more, as well as a very large, diverse water program at the federal level. It also describes
group of industries. The most important factor influenc- some of the projects EPA’s Office of Water has under
ing success with the stormwater regulations is educa- way, some of which have worked very well and some of
tion. By educating all parties concerned with the which have not. In addition, the paper discusses what
program, the community can begin to practice all that the future holds for the stormwater outreach program.
EPA is learning about how to provide a cleaner, safer
environment. Challenges of Developing a Stormwater

Outreach Strategy
The principal elements of an outreach program are com-
munication and education, with a focus on influencing For its first year or so, the strategy of the stormwater
how people and organizations act. Given this, the Na- outreach program consisted of a hotline, which ad-
tional Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) dressed most needs, and speaking engagements,
stormwater outreach program at the national level which filled in the gaps.

should, among other things: Almost immediately after the NPDES stormwater pro-
gram was born, several years ago, the stormwater hot-

¯ Disseminate information and educate people about line was established. Since its inception, the hotline has
the effects of receiving water pollution from diffuse received over 90,000 calls. The hotline staff answers
sources, such as the loss of recreational activities. questions, distributes documents, and handles registra-

¯ Promote positive environmental results, including the tion for EPA workshops and seminars.

reduction of pollutant loadings into receiving waters. The other important element of the early stages of the
stormwater program was speaking engagements and

Theoretically, accomplishing these goals should elicit a workshops. These continue to be one of the best ways
successful outreach program at any level. In fact, success to get "the word out" correctly. Regulated communities
is much more elusive. Of course, many outreach programs need to know exactly how the stormwater program af-
implement this theory very effectively. At the federal fects them. For example, the program held 12 work-
level, however, EPA has 16 different customers reflect- shops between 1990 and 1991 to explain the November
ing 10 EPA regions, 50 states, thousands of municipali- 10, 1990, regulations.
ties, and hundreds of thousands of facilities, trade
associations, and professional groups. Moreover, when As the stormwater program matured, it became appar-
factoring in to this multitude Congress, EPA’s own man- ent that the community needed a more substantial out-
agement, and scarce resources, a successful outreach reach strategy. The hotline staff quickly found it difficult
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to refer all policy interpretation calls to EPA stormwater attempts to solve this problem, difficulties continue. For
staff. At that time, the staff at Headquarters was very instance, Headquarters has tried to distribute items
small and the regions were overburdened, electronically, but this can cause more problems than it

solves. Budget cutbacks have seriously hamperedConsequently, the Headquarters stormwater staff ex-
plans to develop more public education materials thanpanded, and one of its first tasks was to develop an are currently available.outreach plan. The first step was to identify the plan’s

customers, which turned out to be just about everyone. Of course, nearly everyone has been hit very hard by
Primary customers are the regions and states. Of budget problems. Some states and counties have of-
course, there are 11 categories of regulated industries fered very creative ideas about getting the "most bang
and over 200 municipalities in Phase I alone. The list Qf for your buck!" This issue has shed new light on the
customers continues to grow when the general public, problem of getting out as much information as possible.
elected officials, professional associations, trade
groups, and consultants all are factored in. These These are just some of the challenges stormwater staff

have faced in putting together an outreach strategy. Thegroups require a different level of understanding of
next section describes some current outreach projects.stormwater regulations. This presented a major chal-

lenge because the staff needed to examine each docu-
ment and ensure that it satisfied the needs of more than Current and Developing Outreach
one group of customers. Activities

This early outreach strategy assumed knowledge of Research
what the customers wanted. The assumption, however,
was wrong. There was one crucial step in strategy de- A primary task has been to research existing outreach
velopment that the stormwater staff neglected to corn- activities. Much information on these activities exists,

and both researchers and audiences find this an ongo-plete: ask the customers. Because of their enormous
number, however, asking them all was impossible, ing educational process. Research efforts include:
Some customers, of course, in addition to the regulated ¯ Research on outreach activities
community, are the states and regions, who are trying Audience: Headquarters management, regions
desperately to run their own stormwater programs.
These customers were finally asked about the outreach ¯ Research on videos
plan at the 1992 Stormwater Coordinator’s Conference Audience: Headquarters management
in Atlanta, Georgia. The stormwater staff reviewed what ¯ Research on clearinghouses
they had been doing to date, and customers offered Audience: Headquarters management, regions
helpful suggestions on what to do next. Customers also
participated in a session specifically targeted at design- Current research on existing outreach activities exam-
ing the stormwater workshops held in April 1993 in ines their successes and failures. Hopefully, this effort
Annapolis, Maryland, so as to ensure customer input, will help target materials and practices that can be ex-

panded to a national level. While outreach videos have
During this meeting, it became apparent that many had difficulty with funding, the staff is researching what
states and regions were duplicating work unnecessarily, is out there, again, in case it finds something that works
that is, developing something that another state had well and can be expanded to a national level. Finally,
already developed. This was very frustrating for all those research on clearinghouses began before stormwater
involved. Some kind of clearinghouse or electronic com- staff heard from the regions and states. The staff tried
munications system was desperately needed. Re- to learn of available clearinghouses to examine the
search, however, had already shown that it could cost I~OSsib~lity of their use or adaptation.
from $750,000 to $1 million to set up such a system.
This cost prevented Headquarters from accomplishing Outreach Strategy
this effort on its own. Therefore, it asked the states to
help by directing their 104(b)(3) grant funds to this effort. The strategy is expected to be presented in a dynamic
This seemed the only way to accomplish the goal document. Its audience is Headquarters management
quickly and effectively. Although this sounded like it and the regions. Hopefully, the document will provide an
would work, it has not. There is quite a bit of reluctance adaptable framework for designing and completing out-
to use that money for this task. Therefore, stormwater reach projects within an assigned time frame.
personnel have begun to look for other avenues.

Fact Sheet Development
The challenges multiply when budget constraints are
considered. One of the biggest problems involves print- Because the stormwater program involves so many is-
ing a developed document. The printing budget at Head- sues and firestorms, staff often produce fact sheets to
quarters has taken some very serious cuts. Despite clear up confusion. Past fact sheets have focused on:
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¯ The Transportation Act’s effect on the stormwater in each region. The goal was, however, for state and
program, regional staff to be able to present the workshops on

their own. Each state was to receive a set of slides and¯ The Ninth Circuit Court decision that affected munici-
palities,

speaking materials for its own use.

¯ The Municipal Part II guidance document. Municipal Support Division/Permits Division

¯ Phase II progress and results of public meetings.
Pamphlet on Stormwater

The audience for this publication is Headquarters, the
Question and Answer Document regions, and the general public. This project has expe-

rienced difficulties getting started due to contractual
The audience for this document is the regions and in- problems. It is, however, now moving ahead toward
dustries via trade associations. The first volume was completion. The pamphlet is predominantly aimed at
developed based on questions from the hotline. The members of the general public who have little or no
staff compiled over 50 commonly asked questions and knowledge of the stormwater program.
answers into one document, which has been distributed
through the hotline. Updated Stormwater Overview
The second volume covers more complex interpreta- This document addresses general information needs.
tions of the regulations, including questions on sam- Its audience consists of Headquarters, the regions, and
piing, group applications, and the Ninth Circuit Court the general public. The Overview reviews who the
decisions. Again, distribution will probably proceed stormwater program covers, what their application op-
through the hotline, tions are, and what the deadlines are associated with

those applications. As the program grows and changes,
Stormwater Workshops the Overview is updated. Distribution is currently

In fiscal year (F’Y) 1991, the stormwater staff at Head- through the stormwater hotline.

quarters conducted 12 workshops on the basics of the
stormwater program. The workshop audience consisted Raindrop Report (Status of the Stormwater

of regions, states, and the regulated community. The ob- Program)

jective was to inform as many people as possible about This document is targeted to Headquarters, the regions,
the requirements of the November 16, 1990, rule, Atten- and the general public. It supplies a brief update on current
dance was in the thousands. The effort was successful, activities in the stormwater program and features rele-

vant information from recent Federal Registers. In addi-In FY 1992, the stormwater staff presented workshops
and spoke to over 4,000 people. These workshops fo- tion, it describes outreach activities and provides specifics

on applications submitted and general permits.cused on the requirements of the general permit and the
development of pollution prevention plans. In addition, Articles for Newslettersworkshops for municipalities covered the requirements
of the Part 2 municipal application. All these workshops Stormwater staff are developing articles by request for
were well received and also considered successful, publication in various journals and newsletters. They are

The FY 1993 workshops presented by Headquarters trying to establish a regular submittal effort to some

focused on developing pollution prevention plans. The publications, such as the Nonpoint Source News Notes,

staff developed a workshop series with the first day which is published by the Headquarters nonpoint source

targeted to reach state and EPA regional repro- program to supplement the bulletin board.

sentatives. This day is a train-the-trainer session to General Permit Effectiveness Studyteach the audience how to lead a workshop on pollution
prevention for industry. The second day is designed for The purpose of this effort is to determine the effective-
the industrial regulated community and focuses on in- ness of the general permit approach in implementing
dustrial and construction pollution prevention plan de- Phase I. The evaluation assesses, among other things,
velopment. This day should include case studies and the rate of compliance, the level of awareness, and the
interactive exercises, quality of pollution prevention plans being developed.

These workshops mark the first effort by the stormwater
This effort also is identifying obstacles that prohibit the

program to conduct workshops of this kind. The hope
general permit from being as effective as possible.

was to meet the objectives identified by the regions and Monthly Conference Calls
states at the 1992 Stormwater Coordinator’s Confer-
ence in Atlanta. Due to budget problems, Headquarters As of March 1993, Headquarters had completed 15
was limited to the number of workshops it could conduct regularly scheduled conference calls with stormwater
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regional coordinators. These meetings have proven agement Conference. The author and Tom Davenport
very successful, and they should continue, manage this project. Everyone concerned should

have a copy of this excellent document. Management
StormwaterAwards plans to expand the manual to include stormwater

information. In addition to putting out several calls forThese awards recognize municipalities and industries
that demonstrate a commitment to protecting and im- information, the conference registration packet in-

cluded a form to fill out if individuals wanted thisproving the quality of the nation’s waters through out-
standing implementation of innovative and catalog to include a particular document. Manage-

cost-effective stormwater control programs and pro- ment believes this document will help in the tremen-
dous demand for technology transfer in the stormwaterjects. In 1991, the winner for a stormwater control pro-

gram or project by a municipality was Murray City, Utah. and nonpoint source programs. This, of course, is a top

In 1992, the city of Orlando, Florida, won, and Prince priority that customers have requested.

George’s County, Maryland, took second place. Nomi-
nations are sought from the 10 EPA regions. Electronic Sources

National $tormwater Coordinator’s Linking to other clearinghouses and bulletin boards

Conference should improve communications. The nonpoint source
program at Headquarters has been extremely helpful by

This annual event is indispensable for planning and placing information and announcements on its elec-
feedback from the states and regions. The meeting is tronic bulletin board and in the Nonpoint Source News
designed for regional and state stormwater coordina- Notes publication. This has proven to be a good way to
tots, as well as for Headquarters staff, meet customer needs.

Continuous Speaking Engagements Further Considerations
Stormwater staff receive requests to speak to groups Education is becoming one of the most important as-twice a week on average. While they are not always able pects of the stormwater program as people learn aboutto fill some requests because of a limited travel budget, the regulation and how it affects their day-to-day lives.the staff respond to as many as possible. In FY 1992, Industries as part of their pollution prevention plans arestaff participated in about two dozen talks or seminars, developing training and education programs for theirnot including the workshops, own employees. Cities are training their employees in

sampling techniques and safety procedures as welt asPhase II Outreach Meetings developing excellent public education programs. Tre-
The Phase II Outreach Meetings are a series of meet- mendous efforts involving stormwater education are be-
ings designed to include individuals that may be affected ing undertaken. Stormwater Headquarters needs to
by the Phase II regulations in the development of those know about the successful programs to help the lesser
regulations. As of this writing, four meetings have been programs learn.
held (two in Washington, one in Dallas, and one in Chicago)
to involve as many people as possible. As this program moves forward, each success in educat-

ing those affected by the stormwater program, including
Information and Education Catalog the general public, leads to greater accomplishments.

As these successes continue to build, more people will
Another important project is the management and peri- understand the intent and effects of protecting and
odic update of the Information and Education Catalog, cleaning up the waters of our nation. It is a cycle in which
which was distributed at the National Urban Runoff Man- we all play a major role.
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Training for Construction Site Erosion Control and Stormwater Facility Inspection

Richard Horner
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

Abstract petent review of plans at the permit application point,
proper implementation of approved plans during con-

Probably the leading reason that stormwater manage- struction, and correct operation and practices at facilities
ment programs fail in effectively protecting water re- after their installation. All phases of the process need
sources is the lack of followup to ensure that permit improvement through a better basis in knowledge and
conditions are met, approved designs are properly in- greater skills in application. Probably the weakest areas
stalled, and temporary and permanent management and the leading causes of program failures and environ-
practices and facilities are maintained. Avoiding this mental damage are implementation during construction
downfall requires obtaining the legal authority for and and long-term operations.
then instituting a coordinated program extending from
the first submission of permit applications through con- Redressing this weakness will require widespread de-
struction and all phases of site operation. This program velopment of comprehensive and aggressive programs
should have components covering the construction of inspection during the construction of developments
phase as well as permanent practices and facilities, and their stormwater management systems, followed by
While somewhat different elements are appropriate for ongoing inspection of operating systems to ensure suf-
the two components, they share the common precepts ficient maintenance for continuing adequate perform-
of sound underlying planning; competent plan review; ance. The diffusion of development and tradition of local
and effective inspection, maintenance, and enforce- land-use control prevalent in most of the United States
ment. The University of Washington’s Center for Urban will necessitate local acquisition of the legal authority,
Water Resources Management and Office of Engineer- where it does not now exist, to institute these programs.
ing Continuing Education have developed and are offer- As is already occurring in some places, it is likely that
ing courses to train personnel responsible for various larger units of government will become involved in set-
aspects of the suggested program. This paper empha- ting standards for these programs. The U.S. Environ-
sizes the training for site inspectors. For construction- mental Protection Agency’s National Pollutant Discharge
site inspectors, it covers the role of the erosion and Elimination System (NPDES) program is presently ex-
sediment control (ESC) plan, the applicability of many tending authority over programs in the largest cities and
ESC practices, key points to check when inspecting counties and at sites of construction larger than 5 acres
them, and how to deal with various circumstances that and involving industrial activity. Still, the details and the
can arise during inspections. For permanent drainage responsibility for conducting the programs will very likely
system inspectors, the paper covers both the initial con- rest with local governments.
struction and continuing operation of facilities and offers
guidance on key inspection points and such issues as The concern of this discussion is the development and
safety, tracking maintenance, and waste handling, execution of local programs to upgrade significantly the

quality of followup to increase the probability that ap-

Introduction proved stormwater management plans are effective.
The scope of the programs envisioned would extend

Effective stormwater management requires successful from the point of permit issuance through construction
execution of steps at all phases of a project. These and all the years of site operation to follow project
phases and the accompanying management steps in- completion. The programs might be considered to have
clude analysis of potential problems in the planning distinct components, covering, for example, erosion and
stage, quality design of programs and practices to pro- sediment control (ESC) inspection at construction sites,
tect aquatic resources as the project takes shape, com- inspection of the construction of storm runoff quantity
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and quality control facilities, and the periodic inspection enforcement. The latter discussion is then extended in
and maintenance of operating facilities. However they the following section to examples of inspection guide-
are structured, these programs should embrace some lines for common practices.
common principles. They should be the logical exten-
sion of and ultimate implementation vehicle for the fore- ESC Planning
going phases of planning, design, and plan review.
Further, they should be conceived and conducted as ESC planning is an absolute prerequisite for an effective
essential elements of a successful program, deserving program. A careful site analysis should produce a stand-
of the needed funding, staffing, support by administra- alone plan (i.e., a plan devoted exclusively to this aspect
tors and public officials, training of personnel, and en- of the project) developed with the same thoroughness
forcement authority, and care as any other plan in the overall construction

set. It is intended for use by the plan reviewer, the
This discussion covers aspects of program development construction superintendent and other contractor per-
and especially emphasizes training for site inspectors, sonnel, and the construction site inspector. This sub-
For these purposes it divides the overall program into section outlines the ESC planning process from
two components. One covers construction site ESC beginning to end and concludes with an example of a
programs. The second covers permanent drainage complete plan.
practices and facilities, both their inspection at construc-
tion and followup inspection and maintenance. In both In approaching an ESC plan, the planner must:
cases, the paper recommends program structures and ¯ Understand the erosion process, so that it can be
discusses some key program elements. It then offers controlled.
specific examples of inspection checks to perform in the
field. The goal of the paper is to give the reader a basis ¯ Know the site and the construction plan, so that both
for beginning program design and undertaking the key potential problems and solutions will be apparent.
element of training the staff who will be charged with its ¯ Understand the various ways that erosion can beperformance, prevented or that eroded sediments can be caught.
The discussion was derived from two courses devel-
oped and offered by the University of Washington’s The erosion process is first reviewed for the lessons it

can offer ESC planning. Erosion has been understoodCenter for Urban Water Resources Management and for thousands of years, as is attested by the extensiveOffice of Engineering Continuing Education. The course evidence of terraced farming---some continuing today--coverage is organized in the same manner as this pres- in steep terrain in ancient cultures. Figure 1 illustratesentation, and course manuals are available for ESC
the types of erosion and its nature. Soils can be Ioos-inspector training (1) and permanent drainage system ened and set in motion initially by the impact of fallinginspector training (2). Important contributions to the ma-
raindrops. Erosion progresses, although gradually, asterial presented in these courses and in this discussion
runoff flows in a sheet over a bare surface and exertshave been made by local governments and state agen- shear stress, which is a function of velocity, on soilcies in the Puget Sound area of Washington state that
particles. The rate of erosion increases when flow con-have been working actively to improve stormwater man-

agement through good followup, centrates and increases in velocity. Channels formed by
these flows are known as rills. When rills join and form

Construction Site ESC Inspection highly concentrated, rapidly flowing channels, the rate

Programs increases still further, a stage termed gully erosion. Ero-
sion can progress still further to mass wasting when a

Program Development                        whole area loses stability.

Several factors involving site soils, vegetation, and to-
Program Elements pography influence the erosion process. Soil erodability

is greater in the case of silts and fine sands than claysThe following elements are recommended for a compre-
hensive construction site ESC program: or soils with a substantial gravel content. Relatively high

organic content also offers cohesiveness that resists
¯ ESC planning erosion. Clays tend to produce a larger volume of runoff,

¯ A plan review process however, because of their relatively poor permeability,
which exerts more erosive stress on soil. Vegetative

¯ Contractor education cover offers a number of important advantages, includ-

¯ An inspection and enforcement process ing reducing raindrop impact, slowing runoff velocity,
helping to absorb water, and holding soil in place. In

The subsections to follow cover two of these program regard to topography, both slope gradient and length
elements in detail, ESC planning and inspection and tend to increase velocity and the resulting frictional
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Raindrop Erosion

Sheet Erosion

Rill and Gully

Stream and Channel Erosion

Stream Row ~__~

Figure 1. Soil erosion processes (3).

shear stress. Erosion hazards relative to slope gradient ¯ Materials to be used and locations of use and storage
and length are listed in Table 1.

= Access points
Acquiring the familiarity with the site and proposed con-

ESC planning should proceed with reference to certainstruction necessary to proceed with the ESC plan in-
basic principles, as follows:volves data collection and analysis. Site data should be

collected in regard to: ¯ First consider all means of preventing erosion; only

¯ Soils consider trapping sediments from unavoidable ero-
sion. Prevention has the potential to be more effec-

¯ Vegetation tive in resource protection than later treatment and

¯ Topography less costly.

¯ Phase construction and post clearing limits to main-
- Ground-water table tain as much natural vegetation as possible and for
¯ Neighboring water bodies as long as possible.

¯ Adjacent properties ¯ Plan construction to fit the site; use terrain advanta-
geously and avoid critical areas.

¯ Drainage routes and patterns (define subbasins)
¯ Cluster buildings and other developed features, and

¯ Potential areas of serious erosion problems minimize their impact on impervious area.
¯ Existing development, utilities, and dump sites ¯ Plan for control of erosion subbasin by subbasin.
The following construction plan information should be ¯ Minimize extent and duration of vegetation removal
cataloged at the outset of planning: (especially during wet season) and soil disturbance.
¯ Grading (location, amount) ¯ Stabilize and protect disturbed areas as soon as possible.
¯ Topographic changes ¯ Use natural drainage features, existing vegetation,
¯ Clearing and grading limits and materials found on the site.

¯ Drainage changes ¯ Minimize slope length and gradient to control runoff
velocities.

Table 1. Soil Erodability Relative to Slope Gradient and
Length ¯ Divert offsite runoff away from disturbed areas.

Erosion Hazard Slope Gradient Maximum Length ¯ Retain any released sediment within the construction
area and reduce tracking off site.

Low                      0-7%                 300 ft
¯ Have a thorough maintenance and followup program.

Moderate 7-15% 150 ff

High >15% 75 ft ¯ Take measures to control potential pollution from con-
struction materials (e.g., paving materials, petroleum
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products, other vehicle fluids, fertilizers, pesticides, additional measures if needed. This option should be
grinding and sanding debris, wastes), noted in a statement on each ESC plan.

An ESC plan consists of a narrative and site plans. A second issue is how field change orders will be han-
Points that should be covered by the narrative include died. The policy should call for careful but expeditious
1) a project description, 2) a description of existing consideration of requests for plan changes, generally
and modified site conditions, 3) descriptions of ESC best after consultation with plan review personnel. Finally at
management practices (BMPs), 4) descriptions of issue is the granting of variances from code require-
BMPs for pollutants other than sediments, 5) plans for ments. Conditions on granting variances should be strict
permanent stabilization, 6) calculations, and 7) provisions and specific, such as:
for inspection and maintenance. Site plans are maps ¯ The expected result should be at least comparable
and engineering plans illustrating and specifying the to the outcome expected to be achieved with the
project’s location, existing and modified site conditions, approved method.
and BMPs. The set of site plans should include 1 ) a data
collection worksheet (principally showing topography, ¯ Sufficient background information and justification
soils, and vegetation), 2) a data analysis worksheet should be presented for adequate assessment of the
(mainly indicating drainage subbasins and primary alternative.
drainage courses), 3) a site plan development work- ¯ The ability should be retained with the variance to
sheet (showing existing and finished contours, roadways, meet objectives of safety, function, appearance, en-
and permanent stormwater facilities), 4) the ESC plan vironmental protection, and maintainability based on
(showing BMP locations), and 5) diagrams of repre- sound engineering judgment.
sentative BMPs, as appropriate. The ESC plan (item 4
in the set) is the key element for implementing the plan. ¯ The variance should be in the public interest.
BMPs are usually specified on this plan using a system Enforcement authority must be obtained and the system

’ of symbols, which are defined in a legend, of enforcement defined and made clear to the regulated
parties. A system successfully used by the city of

Inspection and Enforcement Bellevue has a sequence of three steps, as follows:

¯ A verbal warning, with a deadline for correction.The most important general needs of an inspection and
enforcement program are a staff dedicated to the func- ¯ A correction notice (with specifications of correc-
tion, specific staff training, and administrative support, tions), a deadline, and a warning about the conse-
These needs are best provided for by a dedicated reve- quences of noncompliance.
nue source, such as a stormwater utility assessment. ¯ A stop-work order, with a warning about the conse-The staff should not have unrelated and distracting
duties such as inspection of other facets of construc- quences of noncompliance.

tion. Initial training should offer needed background in,
ESC Practices and Their Inspectionfor instance, legal and regulatory requirements, water

quality, hydrology, soils, and vegetation. Subsequent
training should provide detailed coverage of BMP re- Categories of Practices
quirements, such as discussed in the following section. The numerous ESC practices in use can be categorized
Strong support from administrators is essential for a staff in various ways. The most basic division is between
undertaking a relatively new function that might be un- erosion control practices, which prevent or minimize
popular in terms of economic interests, erosion, and sediment control practices, which attempt

to capture soil released through erosion. Within each ofBeyond these basic needs are some specific issues to these broad groupings are several categories that rep-clarify during program development for incorporation as resent general strategies for achieving either erosionformal program elements. Recommendations on the is- control or sediment control. In addition to sediments,sues presented in this paper are drawn from experience construction sites can generate many other pollutants,in the Puget Sound region, especially in King County such as petroleum products, solvents, paints, sandingand the cities of Bellevue and Redmond. One of these dusts, pesticides, and fertilizers. It is most efficient toissues is the response to a situation in which measures manage those materials along with sediments and toin an approved ESC plan proved inadequate. Strong inspect the management practices for them simultane-permit review should normally limit these instances, but ously with ESC inspection. Therefore, these practicesunforeseen circumstances can still arise. Inflexible adher- represent another basic division.ence to an ESC plan can be self-defeating when meas-
ures prove to be inadequate for whatever reason; thus, Following is the breakdown of ESC practices used by
the jurisdiction should retain the authority to require Reinelt (1), with the number of individual practices in
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each category. The 29 practices represented are by no 2. Is plainly visible flagging placed at
means the only ones, but they are the most widely the drip line of trees to be pro-
recognized and used. Twenty-two of the 29 (all but the tected (see Figure 2)?
sediment trapping techniques) are preventive and are
thus generally the most Cost-effective options; however, 3. Are fills and cuts near protected

the straw bale and filter fabric fences and sedimentation trees treated as shown in Figure
2?ponds among the trapping techniques are most com-

monly used practices. 4. Is final vegetation established as
soon as portions of the site can be1. Erosion control
made ready?

1.1. Natural vegetative cover--two practices Maintenance checks:
1.2. Temporary cover--three practices 1. Do fencing and flagging need re-
1.3. Permaneot vegetation establishment--two pair or replacement for personnel

practices to see it clearly?

1.4. Stabilized construction entrance and roads-- 2. Do exposed or injured roots of
protected trees need covering orthree practices                                           dressing?

1.5. Runoff control---eight practices
1.2. Temporary cover

2. Sediment trapping techniques--seven practices Temporary cover practices recognize that por-
3. Management of other construction site pollutants-- tions of most construction sites remain un-

four practices worked for months, during which time very
large amounts of erosion can occur unless

The following passages provide inspection checklists for these areas are stabilized. Stabilization can be
example practices, generally the most common, in each achieved with temporary seeding or various
category and subcategory. The checklists are divided kinds of slope coverings, or both. Slope cov-
into checks to be made when the practice is impie- erings include both mulches and commercial
mented and checks to be made on each fotlowup visit mats and blankets. It is often necessary to
to determine the need for maintenance or replacement apply temporary cover to different areas sev-
of the ESC materials. Many of the points are illustrated eral times during construction.
in diagrams that accompany the checklists.

Mulches, mats, and blankets can serve sev-
While much of an inspector’s work is performed in the eral purposes in erosion control: covering the
field, it is often advisable or even absolutely necessary slope temporarily to prevent erosion by rain-
to do some background work in the office before going drop impact and the friction of runoff, holding
out to inspect an installation. This work mainly consists water to encourage grass growth, protecting
of consulting the ESC plan to determine the specifica- grass seedlings from heat, and enriching the
tions. The plan should be retained on the construction soil. Straw, hay, wood fiber, wood chips, and
site should the inspector or construction personnel need other natural organic materials can serve as
to refer to it. mulches. Inspection guidelines for straw and

1. Erosion control wood fiber are given below as examples. Mats
and blankets are manufactured from both

1.11 Natural vegetative cover natural and synthetic materials. Guidelines are
given for several varieties.

1.1.1. Phasing construction
1.2.1. Temporary seeding

Phasing construction is a practice in
which clearing operations are per- Installation checks:
formed in stages to take advantage of 1. Is the soil stabilized within the pe-
cover that exists on site before con- riod specified by regulation?
struction. (This period varies from place to

Installation checks: place, depending on climate pat-
terns. In the Puget Sound area of

1. Are areas that will not be cleared Washington, which receives most
set offwith plainly visibleclearing- of its rainfall in the winter, the
limit fencing? specified periods are within 2
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for water with
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Individual Plants
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Leaf Mold
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Figure 2. Guidelines for preserving natural vegetation (3).

days during the months October 3. Has the seedbed been prepared
to April and within 7 days during with at least 2 to 4 in. of tilled
the months May to September.) topsoil?

2. If used without slope covering 4. Is fertilizer use limited as much as
practices, is temporary seeding possible; if used, is it applied in
limited to slopes of less than 10 amounts no greater than the
percent and 100 ft in length? If the needs of the grass for the prevail-
slope exceeds either limit, is a ing soil conditions?
mulch or mat slope covering used?
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5. Is mulch applied for protection if acre and is adequate for most cir-
seeding occurs when tempera- cumstances)? Are there any spe-
turescan be highor runoff is likely cial circumstances, such as
to-occur before the grass is well seeding during hot weather, when
established? the amount should be increased

6. Is irrigation provided if planted by about 50 percent?

when rainfall might be insufficient
for good establishment? Maintenance checks:

1. Is replacement needed as a re-
Maintenance checks: suit of loss over time?

1. Is it necessary to irrigate and/or 1.2.4. Excelsior
reseed?

Excelsior is a product made of fine
2. Is maintenance fertilizer needed? wood shavings that assume a more-

1.2.2..Straw mulch or-less helical form. As a conse-
quence of this form, excelsior does

Straw mulch can be used without not lie in close contact with the soil
seeding or, for better erosion control, and allows runoff to drain beneath it
with seeding, and cause erosion. Therefore, it

should be used only with seeding,Installation checks: where it is very useful in holding mois-
1. Is the straw spread generally a ture and providing protection from di-

minimum of 2 in. deep (corre- rect sun in hot periods. Suppliers
sponds to 2 to 3 tons per acre) generally market several grades for
and greater on very steep slopes, sheet and channelized flow and differ-
adjacent to sensitive areas, and ent velocities.
where concentrated flow passes

Installation checks:over the slope?
1. Is the excelsior used only with2. Is the mulch anchored as needed seeding?by crimping, disking, rolling, or

punching into soil or by moisten- 2. Was an appropriate material se-
ing, tackifying, or netting? lected according to manufac-

turer’s recommendations andMaintenance checks: then placed and stapled as rec-
1. Is replacement needed as a result ommended by the manufacturer?

of blowing away or decomposition 3. On slopes, was it placed 3 ft overover time?
the crest or in an anchor ditch?

2. Is there any fire hazard requiring 4. In ditches, was it placed in themoistening? direction of water flow with any
1.2.3. Wood fiber mulch seams offset 6 in. from the ditch

centerline?Wood fiber mulch should only be used
with seeding and generally should be Maintenance checks:
used with a soil bonding agent. 1. Is replacement needed as a result
Installation checks: of damage or loss over time?

1. Is the mulch used with seeding 1.2.5. Mats and blankets
and a soil bonding agent? Were
the bonding agent distributor’s Examples of materials produced in a

mat or blanket form for erosion controlapplication guidelines followed?
are jute, woven straw, and synthetics.

2. Has the wood fiber been applied Mats can be used without seeding, or
to cover the soil completely, allow- with seeding for better erosion control.
ing no bare soil to show through As with excelsior, suppliers generally
(corresponds to about 1 ton per market several grades for sheet and
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channelized flow and different veloci- 4. Is irrigation provided if planted
ties. when rainfall might be insufficient

for good establishment?
Installation checks:

Maintenance checks:
1. Was an appropriate material se-

lected according to manufac- 1. Is it nencessary to water, reseed, or
turer’s recommendations and add fertilizer?.
then placed and stapled as rec-
ommended by the manufacturer? 1.3.2. Sodding

2. Was it placed in the direction of Installation checks:

water flow, in full contact with the 1. Is the sod placed from the lowest
soil but not tightly stretched? area and perpendicular to water

Maintenance checks: flow?

1. Is replacement needed as a result 2. Are sod strips wedged tightly to-
gether and joints staggered at

of damage or loss over time?                       least 12 in.?

1.3. Permanent vegetation establishment                       3. Is the sod stapled if on a steep

Permanent vegetation should be established slope?
as soon as possible after all construction is
completed in each segment of the site. Grass Maintenance checks:

can be established by seeding or sodding. 1. Is overseeding needed, either to
Seeding is generally preferred because of the repair damage or to install a pre-
lower cost and greater flexibility in selecting ferred grass species?
grass species. Sod is often available only in
limited varieties, which may not be the most 1.4. Stabilized construction entrance and roads
suitable for erosion control and other purposes The entrance is the most important access
unless grown to order. In some cases, route to stabilize, since it is the last point at
overseeding with preferred species is recom- which tracking sediment off site can be
mended in the spring, when grass must be stopped. If equipment travels extensively on
established with sod in the winter. Species unstabilized roads on the site, a tire and vehi-
should be selected based on local climatologi- cle undercarriage wash near the entrance will
cal and soil conditions, with reference to re- be needed. Perform washing on crushed rock.
gional guidance documents, and, when Wash water will require treatment in a sedi-
necessa[y, in consultation with regional ex- ment pond or trap.
perts.

1.4.1. Stabilized construction entrance (see
1.3.1. Permanent seeding Figure 3)

Installation checks:

1. Has the seedbed been prepared
by loosening with a plow if sub-
soils are highly compacted.
spreading 2 to 6 in. of topsoil, and
lightly rolling?

2. Is fertilizer use limited as much as
possible; if used, is it applied in
amounts no greater than the needs
of the grass for the prevailing soil
conditions?

3. Is mulch applied for protection if
seeding occurs when tempera-
tures can be high or runoff is likely
to occur before the grass is well Figure 3. Stabilized construction entrance (from Washington
established? Department of Ecology, 1992).
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Installation checks: A temporary pipe slope drain is an

1. Is the entrance constructed with effective technique for preventing ero-

quarry spalls 4 to 8 in. in size and sion on a slope caused by runoff from

at least 12 in. thick? a higher elevation. Upslope runoff
needs to be collected and directed

2. Is the stabilized entrance sized cor- into the drain effectively and then dis-
rect~y for the site? charged in a controlled way to prevent

erosion at the bottom of the slope.3. If the entrance sits on a slope, is
a filter fabric fence in place down- Installation checks:
gradient?

Maintenance checks: 1. Are no more than 10 acres
drained into a single pipe slope

1. Is the entrance clogged with sedi- drain?
ments, requiring top dressing the
pad with clean 2-in. rock? 2. Was a minimum 6-in. metal toe

plate placed at the entrance to
2. Is it necessary to clean up any prevent undercutting?

sediments carried from the site
onto the street?. 3. Is runoff directed into the pipe with

interceptor dikes at least 1 ft
1.5. Runoff control higher at all points than the top of

Runoff control represents various practices the pipe?
designed to keep water from coming in contact
with bare soil or controlling its velocity if it 4. Is there a slope toward the pipe
does. Included are drains for surface and sub- on a grade of at least 3 percent at
surface water, dikes and swales placed across the inlet?
slopes to interrupt runoff, and roughness cre-
ated on the surface to reduce velocity. Exam- 5. If the pipe is 12 in. in diameter or

pie guidelines presented below are for a pipe larger, was a flared entrance sec-
tion installed and connected se-slope drain and surface roughening, curely to the drain with water-tight

1.5.1. Pipe slope drain (see Figure 4) connecting bands?

Earth Dike
Oischarge into a stabilized
watercourse or a sediment
trapping device or onto a
stabilized area

Corrugated Metal
or CPEP Pipe

Slope = 2:1 H = D + 12 in.

Slope 3% or
Steeper Riprap per Table 111-2,6

Depth of apron shall be
6-In. Min. equal to pipe diameter.

Corrugated Metal Entrance Section Cutoff Wall
or CPEP Pi~

Diameter D (for pipe _>12 in.)

4 Ft Min. at Less
Than 1% Slope

Figure 4. Pipe elope dreln detaile (3).
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2. Is erosion occurring at the outlet,
Undisturbed Area                             necessitating rebuilding the

apron?

1.5.2. Surface roughening (see Figure 5)

A roughened surface is an easy and
inexpensive way to reduce runoff ve-

\ Iocity, encourage the growth of vege-
tation, increase runoff infiltration, and
trap some sediment. It is not effective

Tread Grooves of Track
enough to use alone but can reduce

Perpendicular to Slope the load on sediment trapping instal-
Direction lations downstream. Roughening is

best used on slopes steeper than 3
Jndisturbed Vegetation horizontal to 1 vertical that do not re-

quire mowing. There are several
methods of roughening a surface, all
of which involve forming horizontal

Dozer Treads depressions with equipment. Methods
Create Grooves include tracking perpendicular to the
Perpendicular to slope direction, driving treaded equip-Slope Direction

ment along the slope direction to get
grooves perpendicular to the slope, or
tilling (preferred because it avoids
compaction). On steeper slopes
(steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical)

;’~ -/~" ".,..~ _.,~.. ~.,,,~

a stair-step pattern should be formed.

"<.~ Installation checks:
~ 1. Have all exposed slopes steeper

than 3 horizontal to 1 vertical been
FigureS. Examples of surface roughening using heavy roughened, with 40-to 50-in. stair-

equipment (3). step patterns formed on slopes
steeper than 2 horizontal to 1 ver-

6. Was the soil thoroughly com- tical?
pacted at the entrance and under-
neath the pipe? 2. Was the soil scarified if it was

heavily compacted by the rough-

7. Were gasketed, water-tight fittings ening?

placed between pipe sections, 3. Was the area seeded as quickly
were the sections securely fas- as possible?
tened, and was the drain an-
chored to the soil? Maintenance checks:

1. Have rills appeared that should be
8. Was the area below the outlet sta-                    regraded and reseeded?

bilized with a riprap apron?
2. Sediment trapping techniques

9. If the drainage can carry sedi- Trapping sediments once they are released requires
ment, is it treated in a sediment slowing the transport velocity sufficiently for soil
pond or trap? particles to settle (i.e., reducing the velocity below

the settling velocity of the particles). Soil particles
Maintenance checks: range over several orders of magnitude in size, from

the small clays to the large sands. Settling velocity
1. Is undercutting or bypassing oc- is approximately related to the square of the particle

curring at the inlet, requiring rein- diameter; thus, halving the diameter approximately
forcing of the headwall with quadruples the time needed for settlement. There-
compacted earth or sandbags? fore, as particles decrease in size, they become
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increasingly difficult to remove from a runoff stream. ~lter fabric material in
cont|nuou$ rolls; useThis fact is largely why preventive techniques are stal~e~or~re rings Wire me=h

more cost effective than sediment trapping practices to,t=c~ f=b~c to ~re
for ~it film fabn¢~

andarestronglypreferred,

l

{-] "(/
/

z-"t , ....

The two basic types of sediment trapping tech- 2FtO~,.
niques in use are sediment barriers and settling
ponds. Sediment barriers include the commonly
used filter fabric and straw bale fences as well as 5 Ft0
brush fences and barriers constructed of gravel. ’"..’: I~rybottomoff,ltermatenal

in 8- by 12-in. trench
Both types trap sediments in the same way, by

~ .................................~-’il ....ponding water. Although that mechanism is more IzF ’ ’° 6FtMax.
obvious in the case of ponds than of barriers, prac-

l
L 2- by 2-in wood posts, s~ndan:l or I

tices of the latter type actually provide only a mini- -’ bettero: equivalent

mum of filtering capability and primarily slow the
flow of water long enough for some particles to w~remo,,s~po~,~o ~.settle. Thus, they can only trap relatively large par- ~o~,,t,~
tictes, generally the larger silts and sands. The trap- F~,o,
ping ability of settling ponds depends on their size.
While they can theoretically be made large enough
to trap any size particle, practical sizes generally ~,~=*==,,~, ~ 5F~o~.

or co~lNlcted n~l~,e soil as

112 In.
limit efficient removal to the medium silts and larger. ~=,~,~ w ~o~=

Bury bottom of filter mat2.1. Sediment barriers ~n ~- ~ ~2-~..
2- by 2-in. wood bo~t,=, stan~iard

Several principles apply to the various types
of sediment barriers. Maximizing a sediment
barrier’s ponding volume maximizes the Figure 6. Rlter fabric fence detail (3).
amount of sediment trapped. Therefore, the
barriers should be placed away from the im- 2. Is the fence aligned to slope con-
mediate toe of slopes in order to increase the tours as well as possible?
area for ponding. It is very important that sedi- 3. Is the fence installed so that itsment barriers be aligned on the contour, not up height above the soil is no more
and down slopes. This alignment places them than 3 ft?at a right angle to flow paths and also in-
creases ponding volume. Slopes draining to 4. Are posts 2 x 4 in. wood or 1.33
sediment barriers generally should not be Ib/ft steel, or the equivalent?
more than 100 ft long. Sediment barriers must 5. Are posts buried 2.5 ft deepbe trenched in and staked to hold up under the whenever possible and spaced
pressure of the wall of water they will dam. no more than 6 ft apart?Finally, sediment barriers do not provide effec-
tive sediment removal from concentrated 6. Is fabdc attached on the upslope
flows. While straw bales are sometimes used side with staples (at least 1 in.), tie
in ditches, rock check dams are really a better wires, or hog rings?
alternative for decreasing velocity in channels. 7. Is the end of the fabric buried in a
2.1.1. Filter fabric fence (see Figure 6) trench sized as shown in Figure 6

and backfilled on both the upslope
Installation checks: and downslope sides (as shown)?
1. Are filter fabric fences used only 8. Is splicing avoided if possible? If

in the following applications: impossible, is splicing done only
at posts and overlapped at least 6Maximum of 1 acre served by a

single fence? in.?

9. Nonwoven and woven monofila-Maximum 1:1 slope gradient and
100-ft slope length? ment materials have the best prop-

erties for silt fencing. If a woven
Sheetflow situation (never in con- slit-film fabric is used, is wire
centrated flow)? mesh reinforcing (14-gauge rein-
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forcing wire mesh with openings tive if used according to the following
no larger than 6 in.) placed on the guidelines.
upslope side and fastened the
same as the fabric? Installation checks:

Maintenance checks: 1. Are straw bale fences used only
in the following applications:

1. Is it necessary to restake, reat-
tach, or replace the fence to main- Maximum of 1/4 acre served per
tain all of the above conditions? 100 ft of fence length?

2. Is sediment removal needed (be- Maximum 2:1 slope gradient and
fore it reaches 1/3 the height of 100-ft slope length?
the fence)?

2. Is the fence aligned to slope con-
2.1.2. Straw bale fence (see Figure 7) tours as well as possible?

Straw bale fences tend to swell when 3. Are the bales bound with wire,
they get wet and require frequent preferably, or string placed
maintenance. They are not highly rec- around the sides of the bale, par-
ommended but could be more effec- allel to the ground?

1. Excavate the trench. 2. Place and stake straw bales,

3. Wedge loose straw between bales. 4. Backfill and com!~act the excavated soil.

CONSTRUCTION OF A STRAW BALE BARRIER

A

Points A should be higher than point B.

PROPER PLACEMENT OF STRAW BALE BARRIER IN DRAINAGE WAY

Figure 7. Proper installation of straw bale fences (3).
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4. Are the bales installed in a 4-in. A key point in the design and construction of a
trench, as shown in Figure 7, and settling pond is to avoid short-circuiting by the
backfilled with 4 in. of soil on the water. Short-circuiting can cut the actual resi-
upslope side? dence time far below the theoretical value and

harm performance. Ways of avoiding it are to
5. Are the bales forced together as divide the pond into two or more cells, locate

tightly as possible and anchored the inlet and outlet far apart, and install bafflingwith at least two stakes or pieces to increase the flow path.
of rebar per bale driven toward
the previous bale and flush with 2.2.1. Sediment basin (see Figure 8)
the top of the bale?

Installation checks:
6. Are gaps wedged with straw, and

.is straw spread on the upslope 1. Is the bottom graded to be as
side? level as possible?

7. Are straw bale fences used in 2. Is the pond no deeper than 7 ft

channels with concentrated flow with 1 ft of freeboard?
only when velocities are low and 3. Are side slopes no steeper than 3
placed as shown in Figure 7 (per- horizontal to 1 vertical?
pendicular to flow and extending
at least one balelength above the 4. Does the pond have an emer-
mid-channel bale)? gency spillway that is 1 ft deep,

with a width two to three times the
Maintenance checks: number of acres served by the

1. Is it necessary to replace the pond, and lined with 2 to 4 in. of

fence to maintain all of the above rocks?

conditions? 5. Does the pond discharge through

2. Is sediment removal needed (be- a riser pipe having at least two

fore it reaches 1/2 the height of 1-in. diameter orifices at the top of

the fence)? the sediment storage zone?

2.2. Settling ponds 6. Are inlet and outlet areas pro-
tected from erosion with riprap?

Settling ponds have several advantages. They
can function through all construction phases 7. Is baffling installed if thelength-to-

width ratio is less than 6 or if theand have relatively low maintenance require- entrance velocity is high?ments. They can also be located to intercept
runoff both before and after the onsite drain- 8. A good feature to prevent short-
age system is developed, circuiting of flow is a two-celled

The three types of settling ponds in use differ pond, preferably with cells divided

only in their outlet structure. The term sedi- by sandbags or a rock berm and
connected by a riser pipe similarment basin is used to describe a settling pond
to that used for the outlet. A lesswith a pipe outlet that generally serves a drain- preferred arrangement is dividingage area of 3 to 10 acres. A sediment trap ~s
the pond with a filter fabric fence.a settling pond with a stable spillway outlet and Is this feature installed if specifieda smaller service area. The third type is a in the design?permanent water quantity control pond put ~n

temporary service during construction; such a 9. Is the pond fenced if it presents
pond is designed to drain completely between any safety hazard to children?
storms in permanent service. This operating
mode is not appropriate for ESC application, Maintenance checks:
however, because the residence time is too 1. Is sediment removal needed (be-short for good particle trapping and settled fore 1.5 ft accumulates)?material becomes resuspended during drain-
ing. Therefore, a temporary riser outlet needs 2. Are any outlet orifices clogged
to be installed for use during construction, and in need of cleaning?
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Pond Length z3x Pond Width

Filter Fabric
Fence

Outlet Pipe
Gravel-Filled Trench

Riser Pipe" With
Weighted Base

*Sediment dewatering may be accomplished with perforated pipe in trench as shown or with a pedorated
riser pipe covered with filter fabric and a gravel =cone." A control structure may also be required; see Conditions
Where Practice Applies.

Provide a Rebar Trash Rack on Riser
1-Ft Spillway Depth -’-’------_~ / P~s >18 In.

1-Ft Freeboard~ 6 Ft Min.
~ ,,, ~- Emergency Overflow

Filter Fabric
Fence

~ Max. 4 In. Outlet Pipe ~

Level Grade Antiseep Collars \~

Perforated Drain Pipe in Weighted Base To Energy-DissipatingGravel-Filled Trench for Prevent FlotationSilt Dewatering; Trench Rock
Wrapped With Filter
Fabdc Full Length

Figure 8. Typical sediment basin (3).

3. Are any embankments damaged 3. Management of other construction site pollutants
and in need of compaction or re- Construction sites can create pollution problems
building? over and above erosion and sediments through pavo

4. Has riprap or spillway lining mate- ing operations, handling and storage of various ma-
rial been lost and need to be re- terials, spills, and waste handling. Inspectors should
placed? also be aware of the potential for runoff contamina-

tion from these sources and inspect the site accord-
5. Are there signs of excessive ing to the following guidelines.

drainage to the pond, requiring re-
routing or pond enlargement? 3.1. Handling cement and concrete

6. Are there signs of excessive Inspection checks:
sediment loading to the pond, re- 1. Do concrete trucks have a designated
quiring stabilization of the drain- washout area with a sediment trap?age area?
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2. Is exposed-aggregate driveway wash 3. Are hazardous and nonhazardous wastes
water drained toward a collection point at separated and each disposed of properly
the side or into a sediment trap, where it and promptly?
cannot get into a street drainage system?

4. Has an employee education program on
3.2. Material storage and handling waste management been established?

Inspection checks:
Inspection Programs for Permanent

1. Are weather-resistant enclosures used for Drainage Practices and Facilities
the storage and handling of materials,
s~Jch as paints, coatings, wood preserv- Program Development
atives, pesticides, fuels, lubricants, and
solvents, and for potentially polluting Program Elementswastes?

The following elements are recommended for a compre-2. Are there designated and clearly commu- hensive inspection program for permanent drainagenicated procedures for handling materials practices and facilities:and wastes and washing containers?
¯ Stormwater management planning3. Is a chemical inventory maintained, in-

cluding Material Safety Data Sheets?      ¯ Plan review process

4. Are containers and enclosures inspected ¯ Construction inspection and enforcement process
periodically for leakage, indicating the
need for maintenance? ¯ Followup inspection and long-term maintenance process

3.3. Spill containment The stormwater management planning step ensures
that each site considered for a permit receives compre-

Inspection checks: hensive analysis. The extensive considerations in this
portion of the recommended program are beyond the

1. Has a spill control plan been developed, scope of this discussion. The third element refers toand have supplies been obtained to impie- inspection of the stormwater management facilitiesment it? Does the plan include:
themselves when they are built to determine whether

Who to notify if a spill occurs? installation has been consistent with the approved
plans. The final element seeks to ensure that facilities

Specific instructions for different prod- continue to operate properly. The next subsection cov-
ucts? ers programmatic aspects of the followup inspection and
Who is in charge? long-term maintenance process. The discussion is then

extended in the following section to examples of inspec-
Spill containment procedures? tion guidelines for common practices and facilities.
Easy to find and use spill cleanup kits?

Followup Inspection and Long-Term Maintenance
How a spill will be prevented from getting Process
into a drainage system (e.g., valving,
diversion, absorption)? Recommended features for a followup inspection and

maintenance program are:
A disposal plan?

¯ An ordinance designating public authority and public
A worker education program? and private responsibilities.

3.4. Waste management ¯ A tracking system.
Inspection checks: ¯ An inspection schedule.
1. Have waste reduction practices been insti- ¯ A maintenance schedule.

tuted (e.g., reusing solvents, substituting for
toxic products, minimizing quantities of ¯ A safety program.
materials used)? ¯ A citizen response program.

2. Have recycling practices been instituted ¯ A detailing of proper waste disposal practices.(e.g., waste separation for recycling, pur-
chasing recycled materials)? ¯ A maintenance contractor education program.
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The discussion below elaborates on several of these ¯ Traffic warning devices.
features, drawing principally on experience in King
County, Bellevue, Olympia, and elsewhere in the Puget ¯ Ladders, safety harnesses, and hard hats.

Sound region of Washington. The examples in the sec- ¯ Removing poisonous plants and threatening insect
tion that follows this discussion present guidance on nests.
establishing schedules for common facilities and the
specific checks to be made during inspection visits. ¯ Adequate personnel.

Public Versus Private Responsibilities. Whereas in- ¯ Safety training.

spection is usually a public function, the question of Waste Handling. Major maintenance on large facilities
responsibility often arises with respect to the upkeep of should be scheduled when the least runoff is expected.
privately owned facilities. One model involves estab- It is often a good idea to use ESC-type installations such
lishing a multiyear bonding period, during which the as filter fabric fences, sandbags, grassed drainage ar-
developer has all responsibility. Often after this period eas, and revegetation to prevent escape of sediments
and a demonstration of effective operation, the govern- during maintenance.
ment agency responsible for stormwater management
then takes over operation and maintenance. A second Although the vactor truck is the maintenance work-

model calls for leaving maintenance as a private func- horse, a problem concerns mixing waste that may be

tion (performed by a commercial property owner or relatively clean with very dirty waste. A solution, but an

homeowners’ association), with inspection by the public expensive one, is to have "clean" and "dirty" trucks.

agency. In this approach, the government assumes the Another issue concerns disposal of both solids and

responsibility and assesses costs if the private party separated "decant" water picked up by vactor trucks.

does not meet its responsibility. Effective application of The best solution for decant water is to discharge it to a

this strategy requires that private maintenance contrac- special decant station that has sediment and oil separa-

tors competently perform the needed work. The frequent tion equipment, before the water is discharged to a

lack of qualified contractors requires government agen- sanitary sewer. Few facilities currently operate this way,

cies to consider training and certifying them. and most vactor waste is discharged directly to a sanio
tary sewer. This practice can result in pollutants entering

Tracking System. King County, Washington, offers a surface waters because of inadequate treatment at the
useful model for a tracking system to organize long-term municipal wastewater plant. It can also deliver toxic
inspections and maintenance. The King County approach materials that can upset biological processes at the
uses a computerized information system. Each inspector treatment plant. Guidelines are needed but generally do
is assigned an inventory of facilities to inspect and spec- not exist for disposing of solids. The best programs now
ify maintenance and is given a laptop computer to use send them to a lined municipal landfill, unless they fail
in the field. The information system contains an identifi- a "looks bad and smells bad" test, in which case they
cation number for each facility, its type (e.g., wet pond, are treated as hazardous waste.
infiltration basin), location, any special needs, and data
on previous experiences. At the conclusion of each visit, Permanent Drainage Practices and Facilities
the inspector enters a maintenance needs assessment and Their Inspection
in the computer database. The computer then generates
a maintenance work order. Categories of Practices and Facilities

Safety. Safety is a major consideration because of po- Following is the breakdown of practices used by Reinelt
tentially harmful air quality in below-ground spaces, cor- (2), with the number of individual practices in each category:
roded supports, traffic, falling objects, sharp edges,
poisonous plants and insects, and lifting. The safety 1. Stormwater devices--three practices
portion of an inspection and maintenance program 2. Detention facilities--eight practices
should include:

3. Infiltration facilities--five practices
¯ Testing instruments for harmful atmospheres (explo-

sive, containing hydrogen sulfide, lacking in oxygen); 4. Biofilters--three practices
a tester should be capable of checking all potential The 19 practices represented include some variations
conditions of concern, and all enclosed spaces on common devices, depending on their intended func-
should be tested before an inspector enters, tion, as specified by the Stormwater Management Man-

¯ Ventilating equipment, ual for the Puget Sound Basin (3). For example,
detention facilities include "wet ponds," which have a

¯ Checking for structural soundness before entering a quantity control function, and "water quality wet ponds,"
manhole, which are treatment devices.
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The following passages provide inspection checklists for 2. Is the unit sized and installed as specified
example practices and facilities, generally the most in the plans?
common, in each category. The practices and facilities

3. Are adequate removable covers providedthemselves are described only very briefly in this sec-
for observation and maintenance?tion. For detailed descriptions, consult a stormwater

management manual or textbook. The checklists are 4. Is runoff excluded from roofs and other
divided into checks to make when the practice or facility areas unlikely to contain oil?
is first installed and checks to be made on each followup
visit to determine the need for maintenance. Many of the 5. Is any pump in use placed downstream to

points are illustrated in diagrams that accompany the prevent mechanical emulsification?

checklists. Also presented for a number of practices are 6. Is detergent use avoided upstream to pre-
tables of maintenance standards. These tables have vent chemical emulsification?
been developed over time in the Puget Sound area, and 7. For API and CP separators, is a forebayseveral jurisdictions have contributed to them. provided sized at 20 ft2 of surface area per
While much of an inspector’s work is performed in the field, 10,000 ft2 of drainage area?
it is often advisable or even absolutely necessary to do 8. For API and CP separators, is an afterbay
some background work in the office before going out to provided for placement of absorbents?
inspect an installation. This work mainly consists of con-
sulting the design plans to determine the specifications. 9. For the CP separator, are the plates no

more than 3/4 in. apart and at 45 to 60
Too infrequent inspection and maintenance is one of the degrees from horizontal?
main reasons for poor performance by stormwater facili-
ties. The frequency of followup inspections should be Maintenance checks:
determined based on the type of device and the circum- 1. Is weekly inspection performed by the
stances where it is installed. An inspection and mainte- owner?
nance plan should be developed before an installation
goes into service. As a general rule, surface facilities 2. Are oil and any solids removed frequently
should undergo a drive-by inspection at least monthly enough (at least just before the main run-
and after any rain totaling 0.5 in. or more in 24 hr. off period and then after the first major

runoff event)?
1. Stormwater devices

3. Are absorbents replaced as needed, but at
This group includes devices used for collection and least at the beginning and end of the main
conveyance of stormwater, as well as special-purpose runoff season?
facilities. Within the category are catch basins, pipes 4. Is the effluent shutoff valve operational forand culverts, and oiVwater separators. Inspection closure during cleaning?guidelines are given for oil/water separators as a
complete example. Tables of maintenance standards 5. Are waste oil and solids disposed of as
are included for the other types of facilities, specified by regulations?

1.1. Oil-Water separators 6. Is any standing water that is removed dis-
charged to the sanitary sewer and then

Figure 9 illustrates the three basic types of replaced with clean water?
oil-water separators. The spill control unit’s
purpose is to catch small spills; it is not capa- 1.2. Pipes and culverts
ble of separating dispersed oil. The American Refer to Table 2 for a summary of maintenance
Petroleum Institute (API) separator is a baffled standards for conveyance facilities.
tank that can separate ’"free" (unemulsified) oil
but requires a relatively large volume for effec- 1.3. Catch basins
tiveness. The coalescing plate (CP) separator Catch basins are routinely placed between the
can separate free oil in a much smaller volume drain inlets in streets and parking lots and the
because of the large surface area provided for conveyances that transport water away to
oil collection by the corrugated plate pack. The settle large solids. Refer to Table 3 for a sum-
following guidelines generally apply to all mary of maintenance standards.
types, except as noted.

2. Detention facilities
Installation checks

Detention facilities include ponds that are designed
1. Is the type appropriate for the service? and operated either to drain within hours after a
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Table 2. Maintenance Standards for Pipes and Culverts Table 3. Maintenance Standards for Catch Basins

Conditions When
Defect Maintenance Needed Maintenance Results Conditions When Maintenance

Defect Maintenance Needed Results
Sediment Accumulated Sediment Pipe cleaned of all
and debris that exceeds 20% of the sediment and debris. Trash and Trash or debris of more No trash or

diameter of the pipe. debris than 1/2 ft3 located in debris located
(including front of the catch basin immediately inVegetation Vegetation that reduces All vegetation sediment) opening or is blocking front of catchfree movement of water removed so water capacity of basin by >10%. basin opening.through pipes, flows freely through

pipes. Trash or debns in the No trash or
basin that exceeds 1/3 to debris in catchDamage Protective coating is Pipe repaired or 1/2 the depth from the basin.damaged; rust is causing replaced, bottom of the basin to the

more than 50% of invert of the lowest pipe
deterioration to any part into or out of the basin.of pipe.

Trash or debns in any inlet Inlet and outletAny dent that decreases Pipe repaired or or outlet pipe blocldng pipes free of
the end area of pipe by replaced, more than 1/3 of the height, trash or debris.
more than 20%.

Dead animals or debris that No dead animals
Debris Trash or debris that is Barder clear to could generate odors that or vegetation
barriers plugging more than 20% receive capacity flow. would cause complaints or present.of the openings in the dangerous gases.

barrier. Deposits of garbage No garbage in
Damaged/ Bars are bent out of Bars in place with no exceeding 1 ft3 in volume, catch basin.
Missing bars shape more than 3 in. bend >3/4 in.

Structural Comer of frame extends Frame is even
Bars are missing or Bars in place damage to more than 3/4 in. past with curb.
entire barrier is missing, according to design, frame or top curb face into the street

slab (if applicable).
Bars are loose and rust Repair or replace
is causing 50% barrier to design Top slab has holes larger Top slab is free
deterioration to any part standards, than 2 in.2 or cracks of holes and
of barrier, w~der than 1/4 in. (intent cracks.

is to make sure all
material runs in to basin).
Frame not sitting flush on Frame is sittingstorm (dry ponds), to drain within a day or two top slab (i.e., separation flush on top of

(extended-detention dry ponds), or to retain a per- of >3/4 in. of the frame slab.
manent or semipermanent pool (wet ponds). These from top of slab).
ponds can have water quantity control objectives, or Cracks in Cracks wider than 1/2 in. Basin replaced
water quality control objectives, or both, although basin walls and longer than 3 ft, any or repaired to

or bottom evidence of soil particles design standards.dry ponds offer few water quality benefits. Detention entering catch basin
facilities also include below-ground concrete vaults through cracks, or
and storage pipes, the latter sometimes referred to structure is unsound.

Cracks wider than 1/2 in. No cracks moreas tanks. These devices serve primarily quantity con- and longer than 1 ft at the than 1/4 in. widetrol purposes, although if they have relatively long joint of any inlet/outlet at joint of
water residence times they can collect some solids, pipe or any evidence of inlet/outlet pipe.
Other facilities sometimes included in this category soil pa~cles entering

catch basin through crack.
are parking lot and rooftop storage. Constructed wet-
lands can be placed in either this group or with Se~ementi Basin has sewed more than Basin replaced

MBal=gnrnent 1 in. or has rotated more or repaired to
biofilters. Inspection guidelines are given for wet ponds than 2 in. out of alignment, design standard.
as a complete example. A table of maintenance ~’~e hazard Presence of chemicals No flammable
standards is included for vaults and tanks as well. such as natural gas, oil, chemicals

and gasoline, present.
2.1. Wet ponds Vegetation Vegetation growing across No vegetation

and blocking >10% of blockJng opening
Figure 10 illustrates a typical wet pond. A wet basin, to basin.
pond has a "dead storage" permanent or vegetation (or roots) No vegetation or
semipermanent pool and a "live storage" zone growing in inlet,’outiet pipe root growth
that fills during runoff events and then drains joints that is >6 in. tall present.

and <6 in. apart.fairly quickly. Its design basis differs depend-
ing on its purpose (quantity control or quality    Pollution Nonflammable chemicaJs No pollution

of >1/2 ft3 per 3 ft of present other
control, or both), but the checks made when it basin length, than surface film.
iS installed and later while it is operating are
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Figure 9. Types of oil/water separators(3).
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Figure 10. Typical wet pond (3).

generally the same, with the few exceptions 7. Are inlet and outlet areas stabilized as
noted, necessary to avoid erosion?

Installation checks: 8. Are safety concerns addressed, for exam-
1. Does construction comply with local re- pie, with such features as a shallow bench

quirements for earthwork, concrete, other completely around the edge of the pond,

masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe, water barrier plantings to discourage approach
gates, metalwork, and woodwork? by children, and/or fencing (should not be

necessary if sloped as recommended and
2. Are all dimensions as specified in the ap- other safety features are provided)?

proved plan?
9. For a water quality pond, is the effective

3. Are interior side slopes no steeper than 3 length-to-width ratio at least 3:1 minimum,
horizontal to 1 vertical and exterior side 5:1 preferably; are the inlet and outlet
slopes no steeper than 2:1? separated to the greatest width possible?

4. Is the bottom level?
Maintenance checks:

5. Are the spillways (between cells, if any,
and the emergency outlet spillway)sized 1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule
and reinforced as specified in the ap- been developed?
proved plan?

2. Refer to Table 4 for specific checks and
6. Is a drain provided that can drain the dead maintenance standards (these standards

storage zone within 4 hr if necessary? apply to other types of ponds as well).
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Table 4. Maintenance Standards for Detention Facilities

Defect Conditions When Maintenance Needed Maintenance Results

Trash and debris Any trash or debris that exceeds I ft3/1,000 ~. There should be no Trash and debris cleared from site.
evidence of dumping.

Poisonous vegetation Presence of any poisonous vegetation that constitutes a hazard to No evidence of poisonous vegetation.
maintenance personnel or to the public (e.g., poison oak, stinging Coordinate with health department.
nettles, devil’s club).

Pollution One gallon or more of oil, gas, or contaminants, or any amount that No contaminents present other than
could 1) cause damage to plant, animal, or aquatic life, 2) constitute surface film. Coordinate with local
a fire hazard, 3) be flushed downstream during storms, or 4) health department.
contaminate ground water.

Unmowed grass/ In residential areas, mowing is needed when the cover exceeds 18 Grass/ground cover should be mowed
ground cover in. in height. Otherwise match facility cover with adjacent ground to 2 in. Maintain dense cover on

cover and terrain as long as there is no decrease ir~ facility function, slopes and in bottom of dry ponds.
Rodent holes Any evidence of rodent holes if facility is acting as a dam or berm, or Rodents destroyed and dam or berm

any evidence of water piping through dam or berm via rodent holes, repaired. Coordinate with local health
department.

Insects When insects such as wasps or hornets interfere with maintenance Insects destroyed or removed from
activities, site. Coordinate with people who

remove wasps for antivenom protection.
Tree growth Tree growth does not allow maintenance access or interfere with Trees do not hinder maintenance

maintenance activity. If trees are not interfering with access, leave activities.
trees alone.

Erosion of pond side Eroded damage >2 in. deep where cause of damage is still present Slopes stabilized with appropriate
slopes or where there is potential for continued erosion, erosion control BMPs (e.g., seeding,

mats, riprap).
Sediment Accumulated sediment 10% of the design forebay/pond depth, or Sediment cleaned out to design depth.
accumulation in every 3 yr. Reseed if necessary for erosion control.
forebay/pond

Dike settling Any part of dike that has settled >4 in. Dike is rebuilt to design elevation.
Rocks missing from Only one layer of rock above native soil in an area of 5 ft2 or greater, Rock replaced to design standard.
overflow spillway or any exposed soil.

Inadequate spillway Emergency overflow or spillway not large enough to handle flows Increase capacity of spillway to current
size from large storm events, design standards.
Missing, broken, or Any defect in fencing that permits easy entrance to the pond. Fencing repaired to prevent entrance.
damaged fencing

Damaged fencing including posts out of plumb by >6 in., top rails Repair fencing and barbed wire to
bent >6 in., missing or loose tension wire, missing or sagging barbed design standards
wire, missing or bent extension arms.

Fencing parts that have a rusting or scaling condition that is affecting Structurally adequate posts or parts
structural adequacy, with protective coating.
Opening in fencing that allows passage of an 8-in. diameter bail. No opening in fence.

Erosion under Erosion >4 in. deep and 12 to 18 in. wide, permitting an opening No opening under fence >4 in.
fencing under fence.

Missing or damaged Missing or damaged gate, locking device, or hinges. Gates, locking devices, and hinges
gates repaired.

Gate is out of plumb >6 in. and out of design alignment >1 ft. Gate is aligned and vertical.
Missing stretcher bar, bands, or ties. Stretcher bar, bands, and t~es in place.

Blocked or damaged Debris that could damage vehicle tires. Roadway free of debris.
access roads

Obstructions that reduce clearance above road surface to <14 ft Roadway clear overhead to 14
(e.g., tree branches, wires).

Any obstructions restricting access to a 10- to 12-ft width for a Obstructions moved to allow at least a
distance of >12 ft, or any point restricting access to a width of <10 ft. 12-ft access route.
Any road settlement, potholes, mushy spots, or ruts that prevent or Road surface repaired and smooth.
hinder maintenance access.

Weeds or brush on or near road surface that hinder access, or are Weeds and brush on or near road
>6 in. tall and <6 in. apart within a 400 ft2 area. surface cut to 2 in.
Erosion within 1 ft of the roadway >8 in. wide and 6 in. deep. Shoulder and road free of erosion.
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2.2. Vaults and tanks 4. Is the basin preceded by a pretreatment
device (e.g., presettling basin or biofilter)

Refer to Table 5 for a summary of maintenance to prevent failure caused by siltation?
standards for closed detention systems.

5. Is the basin at least 50 ft from any slope
3. Infiltration facilities greater than 15 percent and at least 100 ft

upslope and 20 ft downslope of any build-
Infiltration facilities discharge most of the entering ing?
water to the ground. They include surface basins
and trenches, below-ground perforated pipes, roof 6. Is the outlet orifice design consistent with
drain systems, and porous pavements. Inspection the infiltration capacity on which the facility

is based (e.g., to avoid the collection ofguidelines are given for infiltration basins as a com-
plete example. A table of maintenance standards is more water than can infiltrate in 48 hr)?
included for infiltration trenches as well. 7. Are the spillways (between cells, if any,

and the emergency outlet spillway) sized3.1. Infiltration basins (see Figure 11 for a typical and reinforced as specified in the ap-
basin) proved plan?

Installation checks: 8. Are all disturbed areas stabilized to pre-
vent erosion?

1. Does construction comply with local re-
quirements for earthwork, concrete, other 9. After final grading, has the bed been
masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe, water deeply tilled to provide a well-aerated,
gates, metalwork, and woodwork? highly porous surface texture?

Maintenance checks:2. Are all dimensions as specified in the ap-
proved plan? 1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule

been developed?3. Does the timing of basin construction
avoid the entrance of any runoff containing 2. Refer to Table 6 for specific checks and
sediment from elsewhere on the site? maintenance standards.

Table 5. Maintenance Standards for CIo~ed Detention Systems

Defect Conditions When Maintenance Needed Maintenance Results

Plugged air vents Half of the end area of a vent is blocked at any point with Vents free of debris and sediment.
debris and sediment.

Debris and sediment Accumulated sediment depth is >10% of the diameter of the All sediment and debris removed from
in storage area. storage area for 1/2 the length of storage vault or any point storage area.

exceeds 15% of the diameter. Example: 72-in. storage tank
would require cleaning when sediment reaches a depth of 7 in.
for more than 1/2 the tank length.

Cracks in joints Any crack allowing material to be transported into the facility. All joints between tanks or pipe
between tank/pipe sections are sealed.
sections

Problems with Cover is missing or only partially in place. Any open manhole Manhole is closed and secured.
manhole cover requires maintenance.

Locking mechanism cannot be opened by one maintenance Mechanism is repaired or replaced so
person with proper tools. Bolts into frame have <1/2 in. of it functions properly.
thread (may not apply to self-locking lids).

Cover difficult to remove by one maintenance person applying Cover can be removed and reinstalled
80 Ib of lift. by one maintenance person.

Ladder rungs of Local government safety officer or maintenance person judges Ladder meets design standards and
manhole unsafe that ladder is unsafe due to missing rungs, misalignment, rust, allows for maintenance access.

or cracks.

Catch basins See Table 3. See Table 3.
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Figure 11. Typical infiltration basin (3).

3. In addition, is tilling necessary to restore tions are noted. Inspection of constructed wetlands
infiltration capacity (regular annual tilling is should be conducted with reference to both these
recommended)? guidelines and those given above for wet ponds.

3.2. Infiltration trenches 4.1. Biofiltration swales and filter strips

Refer to Table 7 for a summary of maintenance Installation checks:
standards for infiltration trenches. 1. Are the dimensions and plantings as

4. Biofilters specified in the approved plan?

The term "biofilter" applies to vegetated land treat- 2. Is the vegetation cover dense and uni-
ment systems. Biofilters can be in the form of vege- form?
tated swales, in which water flows at some 3. If the biofilter is a swale, is it parabolic or
measurable depth or in a thin sheet across broad trapezoidal in shape, with side slopes no
surface areas, sometimes called "filter strips." Con- steeper than 3 horizontal to 1 vertical?
structed wetlands are also sometimes put in this
category. The guidelines given below generally per- 4. Is the biofilter placed relative to buildings
tain to swales and filter strips, although some excep- and trees in such a way that no portion will
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Table 6. Maintenance Standards for Infiltration Basins

Defect Condition When Maintenance Needed Maintenance Results

Sediment buildup in Soil texture test indicates facility is not funcboning as Sediment is removed and/or facility is
system designed, cleaned so that system works

according to design. A forebay or
presettling basin is installed to reduce
sediment transport to facility.

Poor facility drainage Soil texture test indicates facility is not functioning as Additional volume added through
(more than 48 hr) designed, excavation to provide needed storage.

Soil aerated and rototilled to improve
drainage.

Sediment trapping area Sediment and debris till >10% of sediment mapping facility Sediment trapping facility or sump
or sump. cleaned of accumulated sediment.

No sediment trapping Stormwater enters infiltration area without pretreatment. Trapping facility (presetttlng basin,
facility detention pond, biofilter) is added

before infiltration facility.

Table 7. Maintenance Standards for Infiltration Trenches

Defect Condition When Maintenance Needed Maintenance Results

Sediment and debds By visual inspection, little or no water flows through Debris blocking infiltration trench is removed.
buildup in trench the trench during large storms. Gravel in infiltra~on trench is replaced or cleaned.

Observation well Observation well buded, covered, or inaccessible. The observation well/cap is accessible to the
inspector for opening and inspection.

Water percolates up Trench water or water with dye percolating to surface. Gravel and filter fabric in infiltration trench is
from trench replaced or cleaned. Trench functions according to

design standards.

Filter fabric exposed Filter fabric is exposed or damaged. Filter fabric is replaced or rapaJred and covered
with proper backfill material.

be shaded throughout the day and possi- 9. Is flow introduced in such a way that en-
bly experience poor plant growth? trance velocity is dissipated quickly, flow is

distributed uniformly, and erosion is
5. If the longitudinal slope is less than 2 per- avoided (e.g., by using a riprap pad or

cent or if the water table can reach the root some means of level spreading)?
zone of vegetation, is water-resistant
vegetation planted to survive a standing 10. Was construction-phase runoff excluded
water condition or is an underdrain system or was the biofilter reestablished after con-
installed to assist drainage (note: under- struction, and are upslope areas stabilized
drains may not be practical with a large to avoid erosion into the biofilter?
filter strip)?

11. Is a bypass in place for flows larger than
6. If the longitudinal slope is in the range of the flow rate for which the biofilter is de-

4 to 6 percent, are check dams provided signed to provide runoff treatment, or is
approximately every 50 to 100 ft to reduce the facility sufficiently large to pass at least
velocity (note: check dams may not be the 100-yr, 24-hr storm without eroding (a
practical on a larger filter strip)? bypass is preferred to maintain the treat-

ment function and prevent resuspension
7. If the slope on which a swale is installed of settled material)?

exceeds 6 percent, does it traverse the
slope in such a way that no reach slopes Maintenance checks:
more than 4 percent, or 6 percent with
check dams? 1. Has a maintenance plan and schedule

been developed?
8. Is the lateral slope entirely uniform to

avoid .any tendency for the flow to chan- 2. Refer to Table 8 for specific checks and
nelize? maintenance standards.
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Table 8. Maintenance Standards for Blofiltsrs

D~fect Conditions When Maintenance Needed Maintenance Results

Trash and debris Dumping of yard wastes. Accumulation of Remove degradable wastes and compost. Recycle
nondegradable materials, other waste when possible.

Sediment buildup Accumulation >20% of design depth. Cleaned or flushed to match design. Vegetation
restored as necessary.

Poor vegetation cover Vegetation sparse and/or weedy. Overgrown Aerate soil and plant. Remove woody growth and
with woody vegetation, replace.

Erosion damage to slopes Erosion >2 in. deep where cause still present Find cause and eliminate. Stabilize wit~ appropriate
or potential exists for continued erosion, erosion controls (e.g., seeding, mat, mulch).

Conversion to use incompatible Filled, planted appropriately, or blocked. Discuss with nearby property owners and specifywith water quality control corrections to be made.
Poor drainage                 Water stands in swale.                     Determine cause. If water table is high, consider

rebuilding with liner or underdrain. If elope <1%, use
underdrain.

¯ References 2. Reinelt, L.E. 1992. Inspection and maintenance of permanent
stormwater management facilities: Training manual. Seattle, WA:1. Reinelt, L.E. 1991. Construction site erosion and sediment control Engineering Continuing Education, University of Washington.inspector training manual. Seattle, WA: Engineering Continuing

Education, University of Washington. 3. Washington Department of Ecology. 1992. Stormwater manage-
ment manual for the Puget Sound Basin. Olympia, WA: Wash-
ington Department of Ecology.

¯ ~.S. GOVERk~.NT PRINTING OFFICE: 1995-650.006/22033:
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECITON medium municipal separate storm terminate coverage under this permit
AGENCY sewer systems, and through other must be sent to Storm Water Notice of
[FRL-6298-~] municipal separate storm sewer Intent (4203), 401 M Street, SW.,

systems. The permit is intended to coverWashington, DC 20460. The complete
Final N~tionel Pollutant Discha~e discharges from the following types of administrative record is available
Elimin~tion Systam Storm Wat~� Multi.industrial activities: lumber and wood through the Water Docket MC-4101,
Sector General Pecmit for Industrial products facilities; paper and allied Environmental Protection Agency, 401
Activities products manufacturing facilities; M Street SW, Washington DC 20460. A

chemical and allied products reasonable fee may be charged forAGENCY: Envixoumental Protection manufacturing facilities; asphalt pavingcopying. Each Regional office (see
Agency. and roofing materials manufacturers andaddresses listed in Part VI.G. of this fact
SUMMARY: The following provides noticelubricants; stone, clay, glass and sheet} has an index of the complete
for a final NPDES general permit, concrete products facilities; primary administrative record.
accompanying response to comments, metals facilities; metal mines {ore DATES: This general permit shall be
and fact sheets for storm water mining and dressing}; coal mines; oil effective on September 29, 1995.
discharges associated with industrial and gas extraction facilities; nonmetallic DeadlInes for submittal of Notices of
activity in the following Regions: mines and quarries; hazardous waste Intent {NOIs} are provided in Section

Region I--the States of Maine, treatment, storage or disposal facilities; ILA. of the general permit. Today’s
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire; landfills, land application sites and general permit also provides adc~itional
Federal Indian Reservations located in open dumps; automobile salvage yards; dates for compliance with the terms of
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, scrap and waste material processing and the permits and for submitting
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and recycling facilities; steam electric power monitoring data where required.
Vermont; and Federal facilities locatedgenerating facilities: railroad FOR FUffI"b~R INFORMATION: For further
in Vermont. transportation facilities, local and information on the NPDES storm waterRegion lI--the Commonwealth of suburban transit and interurban general permit, contact the appropriate
Puerto Rico and Federal facilities highway passenger transportation EPA Regional Office. The name, address
located in Puerto Rico. facilities, petroleum bulk oil stations and phone number of the EPA RegionalRegion Ill--the District of Columbia and terminals, motor freight Storm Water Coordinators are provided
and Federal facilities located in transportation facilities and U.S. Postalin Part VI.G. of the fact sheet.
Delaware and the District of Columbia.Service facilities; water transportation

Region IV--the State of Florida. facilities; ship or boat building/repair Organization of Today’s Permit
Region V--no areas, facilities; airports; wastewater treatment Today’s permit covers storm water
Region VI--the States of Louisiana, plants; food and kindred products discharges from a wide variety of

New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas, andfacilities; textile mills, apparel and otherindustrial activities. Because the
Federal Indian Reservations located Infabric manufacturing facilities; furnitureconditions which affect the presence of
Louisiana, New Mexico {except Navajo and fixture manufacturing facilities; pollutants in storm water discharges
Reservation lands, which are handled printing and publishing facilities; vary among industries, today’s permit
by Region IX, and Ute Mountain rubber and miscellaneous plastic contains industry-specific sections that
Reservation lands, which are handled product and miscellaneous describe the storm water pollution
by Region VHI and are not being coveredmanufacturing facilities:leather tanningprevention plan requirements, the
by this permit), Oklahoma, and Texas.and finishing facilities; facilities that numeric effluent limitation

Region VII--no areas, manufacture fabricated metal products, requirements and the monitoring
Region VIII--no areas, jewelry, silverware, and plated ware; requirements for that industry. These
Region IX---the State of Arizona; the facilities that manufacture industry-specific sections are contained

Territories of Johnston Atoll, and transportation equipment, industrial, orin Part XI of today’s permit and are
Midway and Wake Islands; all Federal commercial machinery; and facilities described In Part VIII of this fact sheet.
Indian Reservations located in Arizona,that manufacture electronic equipmentThere are also a number of permit
California, and Nevada; those portions and components, photographic and requirements that apply to all
of the Duck Valley, Fort McDermitt, andoptical goods. Military Installations industries. These requirements may be
Goshute Reservations located outside must comply with the permit and found In Parts I through X. They include
Nevada; those portions of the Navajo monitoring requirements for all sectorsthe general coverage discussion, the
Reservation located outside Arizona; that describe Industrial activities that Notice of Intent requirements and
and Federal facilities located in such installations perform. Publicationstandard permit conditions.
Arizona, Johnston Atoll, and Midway of this final general permit, fact sheets,Specifically, Parts I through VII of this
and Wake Islands. and response to comments complies fact sheet describe these common

Region X--the State of Idaho; Federalwith the requirements of 40 Code of requirements. The following is an
Indian Reservations located in Alaska, Federal Regulations (CFR) 124.10. outline of this fact sheet.
Idaho (except Duck Valley Reservation The language of the permit is I. Background
lands, which are handled by Region IX},provided as an appendix to the II. Types of Discharges Covered

A. Limitations on CoverageOregon (except Fort McDer~nitt preamble of this notice. Most conditionsIII. Pollutants in Storm Water DischargesReservation lands, which are handled of the general permit are intended to Associated with Industrial Activities inby Region IX), and Washington: and apply to all permittees, unless stated General
Federal facilities located in Idaho, andotherwise. Where conditions vary by IV. Summary of Options for Controlling
Washington. State, these differences are indicated in Pollutants

The permit covers storm water the appendix. V. The Federal/Municipal Partnership: The
Role of Municipal Operators of Large anddischarges associated with industrial ADDRESSES: Notices of Intent {NOIs) to Ivl~dium Municipal Separate Stormactivity to waters of the United States, be covered under this permit and Sewer Systemsincluding discharges through large andNotices of Termination (NOT} to VI. Summary of Common Permit Conditions
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A. Notification Requirements B. Storm Water Discharges Associated 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants f~om
1. Contents of NOls With Industrial Activity From Paper and Metal Mines
2. Deadlines Allied Products Manufacturing Facilities 4. Discharges Covered Under This Section
3. Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

Operator Notification 2. Industry Profile Requirements
4. Notice of Termination 3. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
B. Special Conditions Associated With Industrial Activity 7. Numeric Effluent Limitations
I. Prohibition of Non-storm Water From Paper and Allied Product H. Storm Water Disc~ Associated

Discharges Manufacturing Facilities With Industrial Activity From Coal
2. Releases of Reportable Quantities of 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants Mines and Coal Mining-Related

Hazardous Substances and Oil 5. Special Conditions Facilities

3. Co-located Industrial Facilities 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan I. Discharges Covered Under This Section

C. Common Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water

Requirements 7. Ntuneric Effluent Limitation Discharges

1. Pollution Prevention Team 8. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants
2. Description of Potential Pollution C. Storm Water Discharges Associated 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

Sources With Industrial Activity From Chemical Requirements

3. Measures and Controls and Allied Products Manufacturing 5. Numeric Effluent Limitation

4. Comprehensive Site Compliance Facilities 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements

Evaluation 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section I. Storm Water Discharges Associated With

D. Special Requirements 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Industrial Activity From Oil and Gas

I. Special Requirements for Storm Water Discharges Extraction Facilities

Discharges Associated with Industrial 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants I. Industry Profile

Activity through Large and Medium 4. Special Conditions 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Associated with Oil and Gas Facilities

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Requirements 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants
Systems

6. Numeric Effluent Limitations 4. Special Conditions
2. Special Requirements for Storm Water 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

Discharges Associated with Industrial D. Storm Water Discharges Associated Requirements
Activity f~*om Facilities Subject to With Industrial Activity From Asphalt 6. Numeric Effluent Limitation
EPCRA Section 313 Requirements Paving and Roofing Materials 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements

3. Special Requirements for Storm Water Manufactu~rs and Lubricant J. Storm Water Discharges Associated With
Discharges Associated with Industrial Manufacturers Industrial Activity From Mineral Mining
Activity f~om Salt Storage Facilities 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section and Processing Facilities

4. Consistency With Other Plans 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges I. Industry Profile
E. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Associated with Asphalt Facilities and 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges
I. Analytical Monitoring Requirements Lubricant Manufacturers Associated with Mineral Mining and
2. Compliance Monitoring 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants Processing Facilities
3. Alternate Certification 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants
4. Reporting and Retention Requirements Requirements 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
5. Sample Type 5. Numeric Effluent Limitations Requirements
6. Representative Discharge 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Numeric Effluent Limitation
7. Sampling Waiver E. Storm Water Discharges Associated With 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
8. Quarterly Visual Examination of Storm Industrial Activity From Glass, Clay, 7. Definitions

Water Quality Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Product K. Storm Water Discharges Associated
9. SARA Title III, Section 313 Facilities Manufacturing Facilities With Industrial Activity from Hazardous
F. Numeric Effluent Limita~ious ~ 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Waste Traammnt, Storage, or Disposal
1. Industry-specific Limitations 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges Facilities
2. Coal Pile Runoff Associated with Glass, Clay, Cement, 1. Industry Profile
G. Regional Offices Concrete, and Gypsum Product 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges
1. Notice of Intent Address Manufacturing Associated With Hazardous Waste
2. Address for Other Submittals 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facilities
H. Compliance D~dlines-= 4. Special Conditions 3. Pollutant Control Measures Required

VII. Cost Estimates For Common Permit 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Through Other EPA Programs
Requirements Requirements 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants

A. Pollution Prevention Plan 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Implementation 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Requirements

B. Cost Estimates for EPCRA Section 313 F. Storm Water Discharges Associated With 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations
C. Cost Estimates for Coal Piles Industrial Activity From Primary Metals 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
D. Cost Estimates for Salt Piles . Facilities 8. Region-specific Conditions

VIII. Special Requirements for Discharges 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section. L. Storm Water Discharges Associated With
Associated with Specific Industrial 2. Industry Profile Industrial Activity From Landfills and
Activities 3. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Land Application Sites

A. Storm Water Discharges Associated Discharges I. Indnst~! Profile
With Industrial Activity From Timber 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants 2. Potential Pollutant Sources and Options
Products Facilities 5. Special Conditions for Controlling Pollutants at Landfill and

I. Discharges Covered Under This Sector 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Land Application Sites
2. Industry Profile/Description of Industrial Requirements 3. Pollutant Control Measures Required by

Activities 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Other EPA Programs
3. Pollutants Contributing to Storm Water G. Storm Water Discharges Associated 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans

Contamination With Industrial Activity From Metal Requirements
4. Options for Controlling Pollutants Mining {Ore Mining and Dressing} 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
5. Special Conditions Facilities M. Storm Water Di~ Associated
6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 1. Industrial Profile With Indu~xial Activity Fr~n

Requirements 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Automobile Salvage Yards
7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Discharges From Metal Mining I. industry Profile
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P̄ollutants in Storm Water Discharges 4. Pollutant Control Measures Required 2. Pollutants Found in Storm WaterAssociated with Automobile Salvage Through Other EPA Programs Discharges f~om Printing and PublishingYards 5. Special Conditions Facilities.3. Options for Controlling Pollutants 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants.4. Pollutant Control Measures Required Requirements 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention PlanThrough Other EPA Programs 7. Numeric Effluent Limitation Requirements.5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 8. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.Requirements S. Storm Water Discharges Associated With Y. Storm Water Discharges Associated6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Industrial Activity From Vehicle With Industrial Activity From Rubber,N. Storm Water Discharges Associated Maintenance Am~, Equipment Cleaning Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and
With Industrial Activity From Scrap Areas, or Deicing Areas Located at Air Miscell~neous Manufacturing Industries.
Recycling and Waste Recycling Facilities

Trauspormtion Facilities. I. Discharges Covered Under This Section.1. Industry Profile
1. Discharges Covered Under This Section. 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water

2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water
2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Discharges.

Discharges
Discharges. 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants
3~ Special Conditions. 4. Special Conditions.

4. Discharges Covered under this Section 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
5. Special Conditions 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

Requirements. Requirements.
6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations.

Requirements 5. Numeric Effluent LLmitation. 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.
7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.
O. Storm Water Discharges Associated T. Storm Water Disc~es Associated Z. Storm Water Discharges Associated

With Industrial Activity From Leather
With Industrial Activity From Steam With In. dus~’ial Activity From Treatment

Tanning and Finishin8 Facilities.
Electric Power Generating Facilities, Works.- 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section.
Including Coal Handling Areas 1. Discharges Covered Under this Section. 2. Pollutants found in Storm Water

I. Industrial Profile 2. Industry Profile. Discharges from Leather Tanning
2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges 3. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Operations.

Associated With Steam Electric Power Discharges From Treatment Works. 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants.
Generating Facilities 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants. 4. Special Conditions.

3. Pollutant Control Measures Required 5. Special Conditions. 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Under Other EPA Programs 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements.

4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements. 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations.
Requirements 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.

5. Numeric Effluent Limitations U. Storm Water Disc~es Associated A.A. Storm Water Discharges Associated
6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements With Industrial Activity From Food and With Industrial Activity From Fabricated
P. Storm Water Discharges Associated With Kindred Products Facilities. Metal Products Industry.

Industrial Activity From Motor Freight 1. Discharges Covered Under this Section. 1. Discharges Covered under this Section.
Transportation Facilities, Passenger 2. Industry Profile. 2. Industrial Profile.
Transportstlon Facilities, Petroleum 3. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges 3. Storm Water Sampling Results.
Bulk Oil Stations and Terminals, Rail Associated with Food and Kindred 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants¯
Trm~portation Facilities, and United Products Processing Facilities. 5. Special Conditions.
States Postal Servlce Transportation 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants. 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Fscillties 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements.

I. Discharges Covered Under This Section Requirements. 7. Numeric Effluent Limitations.
2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. 8. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.

Discharges from Vehicle and Equipment V. Storm Water l~es Associated AB. Storm Water Discharges Associated
Maintenance and Cleaning Operations With Industrial Activity From Textile With Industrial A~dvity From Facilities

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric Product That Manufa~ Tmusportation
4. Pollutant Control Measures Required Manufact~ Fscillties. Equlpnm~t, l~dustrial, or Commercial

Through Other EPA Programs 1. Discharges Covered Under this Section. Machinery.
5. Special Conditions 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges I. Industry Profile.
6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Associated with the Manufacture of 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water

Requirements Textile Products. Discharges From Facilities Which
7. Monitoring and Reporting Rsquinmmnts 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants. ManufacUue Transportation Equipment,
Q. Storm Water ~ Associated 4. Special Conditions. Industrial or Commercial Machinery.

With.indtmrial Activity From Water 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants.
Transportation Facilities That Have Requirements. 4. Special Conditions.
Vehicle Maintenance Shops and/or 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

Requirements.
Equipment Cleani~ Operatimm : W. Storm Water Di~ Associat~l 6. Numeric Effluent Limitation.I. Discharges Covered Under This Section With Industrial Activity From Wood and

7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Metal Furniture and Fixture
AC. Storm Water Discharges AssociatedDischarges

Manufacturing F~lli~iu. With Industrial Activity From Facilities3. Options for Controlling Pollutants I. Discharges Covered Under This Section.
That Manufacture Electronic and4. Pollutant Control Measures Required 2. Industry Profile.
Electrical Equipment and Components,Through Other EPA Programs 3. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges
Photographic and Optical Goods.s. Special Conditions Associated with Furniture and Fixtures 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section.6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Manufacturing Facilities. 2. Pollutants Found in Storm WaterRequirements 4. Options for Controlling Storm Water Discharges.7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Pollutants. 3. Options for Controlling Pollutants.R. Storm Wamr Disc~ Associated 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 4. Special Conditions.With Industri~ Activity Frmn Ship and Requirements. 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention PlanBoat Building or Repah.in8 Yards 6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. Requirements.1. Discharges Covered Under This Section X. Storm Water Disc~ Associated 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations.2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water With Industrial Activity From Printing 7. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements.Discharges and Publishin~ Facilities. ¯, IX. Paperwork Reduction Act3. Options for Controlling Pollutants 1. Industry Profile. - X. 401 Certification.
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Region I management activities. For part 1 of theand has used this flexibility to designRegion II
Region ffl application, groups also identified workable permitting system. In
P,~ion IV sampling subgroups to submit samplingaccordance with these considerations.
Region VI data for part 2. Over 1,200 groups withthe permitting strategy (described in
Region IX over 60,000 member facilities submittedmore detail in 57 FR 11394) describes
Region X part 1 applications. Upon review of thefour-tier set of priorities for issuingYd. Regulatory Flexibility Act part 1 application, if the EPA permits for these discharges:YdL Unfunded Mandates Reform Act determined that the application was an Tier I--Baseline Permitting--One

I. Background appropriate grouping of facilities with more general permits will be develope
complete information provided on eachto initially cover the majority of storm

In 1972, the Federal Water Pollutionparticipant, and a suitable sampling water discharges associated withControl Act (also referred to as the Cleansubgroup was proposed, the applicationindustrial activity.Water Act (CTVA)) was amended to was approved. Tier II--Watershed Permitting--provide that the discharge of any " Part 2 of the application consisted of Facilities within watersheds shown topollutant to waters of the United Statessampling data from each member of thebe adversely impacted by storm waterfrom any point source is unlawful, sampling subgroup identified in part I discharges associated with industrialexcept if the discharge is in complianceof the application. In dral~ng today’s activity will be targeted for individualwith a National Pollutant Discharge general permit, EPA reviewed both partsor watershed-specific general permits.Elimination System (NPDES) permit, of the applications and formulated the Tier III--Industrv-SpecificFor a number of reasons, EPA and permit language noticed today. NPDESPermitting---Specific industry categonauthorized N-PDES States have failed to.authorized States were provided the will be targeted for individual orissue NPDES permits for the majority ofdata from the group applications, industry-specific general permits.point source discharges of storm water.Authorized NPDES States may propose Tier IV--Facility-SpecificRecognizing this, Congress added and finalize either individual permits Permitting--A variety of factors willsection 402(p) to the CWA in 1987 to for each facility included in the used to target specifi~ facilities forestablish a comprehensive framework application located in the State, or individual permits.for addre~ing storm water discharges general permits, if the State has generalThe general permit accompanyingunder the NPDES program. Section permit authority.l If the State feels fact sheet will continue Phase 1402(p)(4) of the C~VA clarifies the additional information is needed from permitting activities for storm waterrequirements for EPA to issue NPDES the applicants, the State may ask eachdischarges associated with industrialpermits for storm water discharges or any of the applicants for more activity by providing industry-specificassociated with industrial activity. On information on their facility and/or coverage to group applicants in theNovember 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990 as discharge, following areas: the States of Arizona,amended at 56 FR 12100, Mar. 21, 1991;EPA estimates that about 100,000 Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine,56 FR 56554, Nov. 5, 1991; 57 FR 11412,facilities nationwide discharge storm Massachusetts, New Hampshire, NewApr. 2, 1992; 57 FR 60447, Dec. 18, water associated with industrial activityMexico, Oklahoma, and Texas; the1992), EPA published final regulations(not including oil and gas exploration District of Columbia; Johnston Atoll,which defined the term "storm water and production operations} as describedand Midway and Wake Islands; thedischarge associated with industrial under phase I of the storm water Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; Federaiactivity," These regulations also set program. The large number of facilitiesIndian Reservations in Alaska, Arizonaforth N’PDES permit application addressed by the regulatory definition ofCalifornia, Connecticut, Idaho,requirements for storm water discharges"storm water discharge associated withLouisiana, Maine, Massachusetts,associated with induslzial activity and industrial activitv" has placed a Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexicostorm water discharges from certain tremendous administrative burden on Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island,municipal separate storm sewer EPA and States with authorized NPDESTexas, Utah (only the Navajo and
~stems. The regulations presented programs to issue and administer Goshute Reservations), Vermont, andmine permit application options for permits for these dischm-g_ as. Washington; and Federal facilitiesstorm water discharges associated with To provide a reasonable and rationallocated in Arizona, the Commonwealth.industrial activity. The first option was approach to addressing this permitting of Puerto Rico, the District of Columbiato submit an individual application task, the Agency has developed a Delaware, Idaho, Johnston Atoll,consisting of Forms 1 .and 2F. The strategy for issuing permits for storm Midway and Wake Islands, Vermont,second opti~m w~ to become a water discharges associated with and Washington.3 EPA will provideparticipant in a group application.. The industrial activity. In developing this today’s permit to the NPDES authorize,third option was coverage under a strategy, the Agency recognized that theStates and encourages such States togensml permit in accm~lsnce with theCWA provides flexibility in the mannerconsider this permit for their permittinrequinnnents of an issued general in which NPDES permits are issued,2 needs.

The promulgation of today’s general , A~ of December 1993, 39 of the 40 NPDES II. Types of Discharges Covered
permit is in response to the second of authorized State permitting programs had the On November 16, 1990 {55 FR 47990these three options. Group applications authority to issue general pemms.

EPA promulgated the regulatory2 The court in ~ v. Train. 396 F.Supp. 1393were submitted in two parts. Part I of
{D.D.C. 1975) offd, NRD~ v. Costle, Sss F.2d 1369the application was due by September
~D.C.Cir. 1977), has acknowledged the ~ In S of the 40 States that are authorized to iuu~30, 1991, and part 2 of the applicationadministrative burden placed on the Agency. by NPDES permits for municipal and industrial

was due by October 1, 1992. in part 1 r~uirin8 permits for a large number of storm water sotuces, EPA iMu~s permits for dis~:berges from
discharges. The courts have recognized EPA’s Federal facilities. EPA also ~ authority to iss~of the application, all participants were
discretion to us~ certain administ~’~ive devices, permits on Federal Indian Reservations. However.identified and information on each such as area permits or general permita, to help this fac~ sheet only addre~ general permits asfacility was included, such as industrialm~n~ge its worldoed. In addition, the courts have indicated above. Where EPA is the permit iMuing

activities, significant materials exposedrecognimd flexibility in the type of permit authority for other storm w~tar discharges, either
to storm water, and material conditions that can be established, including the individual permits or a different general permit w~us~ of requirements for best management practices, be issued.
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definition of "storm water disch~ge divided some of the 29 sectors into however, that the deadlines forassociated with indus~al activity" subsectors in order to establish more prepa~ug and implementing thewhich addresses point source specific and appropriate permit pollution prevention plan requireddischarges of storm water from elevenconditions, including best managementunder the baseline permit have alreadymajor categories of industrial activities. -practices and monitoring requirements,expired for existing facilities. Therefore,Industrial activities from all of these Coverage under today’s general permit¯ group members that seek coveragecategories with the exception of is available to storm water discharges under the baseline general permit mustconstruction activities participated in from industrial activities represented byhave a pollution prevention planthe group application process. The the group application process. Hdwever,developed and implemented prior to
reformation contained in the group coverage under this permit is not NOI submittal.applications indicates that type and restricted to participants in the group
amount of pollutants discharged in application process. To limit coverage Unlike the baseline general permits,
storm water vs~ies from industrial under this general permit only to thosetoday’s permit does not exclude all
activity to industriai activity because ofwho participated in the Group storm water dischm~es subject to
the variety of potential pollutant soun:esapplication process would not be effluent limitation guidelines. Four
present in different industrial activities,appropriate for administrative, types of storm water discharges subject
as well as the variety of pollution environmental, and national to effluent limitation guidelines may be
prevention measures commonly consistency reasons. The administrativecovered under today’s permit if they ~re

burden for EPA to develop separate not already subject to an existing orpracticed by each of the regulated
general permits for non-group membersexpired NPDES permit. Theseindustries. To facilitate the process of
would be e~cassive, unnecessary, and disc~u~es include contaminated stormdeveloping permit conditions for each
wasteful of tax dollars. EPA would alsowater runoff f~m phosphate fertilizerof the 1200 group applications
need to use the same information in themanufacturing facilities, runoffsubmitted, EPA classified groups into 29
development of such permits. The associated with asphalt paving orindustrial sectors where the nature of
permits would be essentially the same.roofing emulsion production, runoffindustrial activity, type of materials The time spent in this process would from materiai storage piles at cementhandled and material management leave many facilities um’egulated for manufactm’ing f~cilitias and coal pilepractices employed were sufficiently some number of additional months, runoff at steam electric generatingsimilar for the purposes of developing This would not address the facilities. The permit does not, however,permit conditions. Each of the industrial
environmental concerns of the Clean authorize all storm water dischargessectors were represented by one or moreWater Act. Likewise, group members aresubject to effluent guidelinas. Stormgroups which participated in the group not precluded from seeking coverage water dischar~as subject to effluentapplication process. Table I lists each ofunder other available storm water guidelines under 40 CFR part 436 or forthe industrial activities covered by permits such as EPA’s "baseline" mine drainage under 40 CFR part 440today’s permit, and the corresponding general permits for Storm Water are not covered under today’s permitsections of today’s fact sheet and permitDischarges Associated with Industria! nor are discharges subject to effluentwhich discuss the specific requirementsActivity, (57 FR 41175 and 57 FR guidelines for acid or alkaline minefor that industl?. EPA has further 44412). Group members must consider,drainage under 40 CFR part 434.

TABLE 1 .~INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES COVERED BY TODAY’S GENERAL PERMIT

Indus~ial actNity                           Fact sheet section o~-

~,T~.~ PrO~;’lS Facllltk~ ....................................

Chemk~i and Allied P~ Manufa~ng Fa~ilVdes ......................................... ii.i..i:~iiiii VIII.B ...............................
XI.B.

VI!I.C ............................... XI.C.ASDt~II Paving and Roofing Matsrlale Manufaclurem and Lul:sicant Manufasturers ..........
VlII.D ............................... XI.D.Glass, Clay, Cement, ~e, and Gypsum Product Manufa~uring Facilities ................
VlII.E ............................... XI.E.Primary Metai~ Fm~ililias ..........................................

Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing) Facilities .i~iii~i~:~i~iiii~i~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii~iiiiii’iiiiiiii VIII.F ............................... XI.F.
V~LG ............................... XLG.Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Facilibes .......................................................... i ........ VIII.H ............................... XI.H.Oil and Gas Extraction Facilities

Mineral Mining ~ P~ng F~’l~i~"i;i~i~ii~;i~i~ii~i~i~i;~i~i~i~’il ....................................Vlll.I ................................ XI.I...................................... w,.j ................................W,=e or D=os= Fa=  es ..................... W,.K ...............................XL .’-nd s es .............................................. :::::::::::: W,.L ............................... XLLAutomobile Salvage Yards ..............................................
~ and Waste Recycling Facilities ................................ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......................

VIII.M .............................. XI.M.
VlII.N ............................... XI.N.ste , Po r C, re ng Co= H ,ng Areas’:::::::: :: W,.O ............................... XI.O.Vehicle M~nte~ or Equipment Cleaning Areas at Motor Freigtll Transportation Fa- VlII.P ...............................

XI.P.cllitlas, Passenger Trer~portslion Facililies, Pelrcleum Bulk Oil Stslions and Termi-
rials, Rail Trarl~lion Facililie$, an~ Itle United States Postal Service.

Vehicle Maintsnanl~ Areas and/or Equipment Cleaning Operations at Water Transpor-
VlII.Q XI.Q.ration Fm~ilillee. ¯ ..............................

vSh!p. ~ Boal Building or Repairing Yan~ .........................................................................VIII.R ............................... XI.R.ehicla Maintenance Areas, Equipment Cleaning Areas, or Deicing Area tocatea at Air
VIII.S XI.S.Transportation Facllltias. ¯ ..............................

Treatment Works .........................
FOOd and Kindred P~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................ VIII.T ............................... XI.T.
Textile Mills, Apparel, and Other Fal:i~ Product :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Vlll.U ...............................Xl.U.

¯ VIII.V ............................... XI.V.Wood and Metal Furniture and Fixture Manulacturing Facilities .........................................
VIII.W .............................. XI.W.
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TABLE 1 .ulNDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES COVERED BY TODAY’S GENERAL PERMIT---CoFItirlued

Fact sheet section de-Industrial activity                                scribing discharges PefTnit section describi~
covered discharges coverea

Printing and Publishing Fscilities .......................................................................................... VIII.X ............................... XI.X.Rubber, Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries " VIII.Y ............................... XI.Y.Leather Tanning and Finishing Facilities .............................................................................. VIII~. ............................... XI.Z.Fabricated Metal Products Indust~ ...................................................................................... VIII.AA ............................. XI.AA.Facilities That Manufacture Transportation Equipment, Industrial, or Commercial Machin- VIII.AB ............................. XLAB.ery.
Facilities That Manufacture Eleotronic and Electrical Equipment and Components, Photo-VIII.AC XI~.C.graphic and O!:tic~ Goods. " ...........................

A. Limitations on Coverage (1) Storm Water Discharges Subject tofor this federal action under Section 40:
New Source Performance Standards. of the CWA.Because of the broad scope of today’sSection 306 of the Clean Water Act (2) Historic Preservation. The Netiompermit, most industrial activities requires EPA to develop performance Historic Preservation Act (NI-{PA)currently regulated under the storm standards for all new sources describedprokibits Federal actions that wouldwater program could be covered by the- in that section. These standards apply toaffect a property that either is listed on.permit. There are, however, several all facilities which go into operation or is eligible for listing, on the Netionsitypes of storm water discharges which after the date the standards are Historic Register. EPA therefore cannotare not covered under today’s permit, promulgated. Section 511(c) of the issue NPDES permits to discha_rges tha~Storm water discharges subject to an Clean Water Act requires the Agency towill affect historic properties unless

existing NPDES permit are not coveredcomply with the National measures will be taken such as under a
under today’s permit, except facilities Environmental Policy Act prior to written agreement between the
which are currently subject to the issuance of a permit under the authorityapplicant and the State Historicbaseline general permit. EPA believes of Section 402 of the CWA to facilities Preservation Officer (SHPO) that
that in most cases these discharges aredefined as a new source under Section outlines all measures to be undertaken
more appropriately covered under terms306. by the applicant to mitigate or prevent
and conditions of their existing permit.

Facilities which are subject to the adverse effects to the historic property.
These discharges may be covered under

performance standards for new sourcesTherefore, under today’s permit a storm
today’s permit only when the existing

as described in this section of the fact water discharge may be covered only if
the discharge will not affect a historicpermit has expired and only when thesheet must provide EPA with an
p.roperty that is listed or is eligible to beexpired permit did not contain numeric

Environmental Information Document
listed in the National Historic Register,effluent limitations more stringent thanpursuant to 40 CFR 6.101 prior to
or the operator has obtained and is inthose in today’s permit. Owners/ seeking coverage under this permit. This
compliance with a written agreementoperators of facilities currently coveredinformation shall be used by the Agency
signed by the State Historic Preservatiorunder the baseline general permit whoto evaluate the facility under thewish to obtain coverage under today’s requirements of the National Officer (SHPO) that outlines measures t~
be taken to mitigate or prevent adversegeneral permit must submit a Notice ofEnvironmental Policy Act (NEPA) in an
affects to the historic site.Termination (NOT) to terminate Environmental Review. The Agency will (3) Endangered Species. Thecoverage under the baseline general

make a final decision regarding the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973permit with a Notice of Intent (NOI) to direct or indirect impact of the requires Federal Agencies such as EPAbe covered under today’s permit. Stormdischarge. The Agency will follow all to ensure, in consultation with the U.S.water discharges that were subject to anadministrative procedures required in Fish and Wildlife Service and theNPDES permit that was terminated bythis process. The permittee must obtainNational Marine Fisheries Service(thethe permitting authority are not eligiblea copy of the Agency’s final finding Services) that any actions authorized,for coverage under today’s permit, prior to the submittal of a Notice of funded, or carried out by the AgencyConstruction activities are not eligible Intent to be covered by this general (e.g., EPA issued NPDES permitsfor coverage under this permit. Storm permit. In order to maintain eligibility, authorizing discharges to waters of thewater discharges that were subject to athe permittee must implement any United States) are not likely topermit that was terminated as a result ofmitigation required of the facility as a jeopardize the continued existence ofthe permittee’s request are eligible for result of the NEPA review process, any federally-listed endangered orcoverage under today’s permit, Storm Failure to implement mitigation threatened species or adversely modifywater discharges from industrial measures upon which the Agency’s or destroy critical habitat of suchactivities that are not addressed in the NEPA finding is based is grounds for species (see 16 U.S.C. 1536(a)(2), 50appropriate section of Part XI. (see Tabletermination of permit coverage. In thisCFR 402 and 40 CFR 122.49(c)). EPA .1) of the permit are not eligible for way, EPA has established a procedure completed a formal consultation withcoverage under this permit. These typeswhich allows for the appropriate reviewthe Services on the action of issuing thi~_of industrial activities were not procedures to be completed by this permit on April 5, 1995. The terms andrepresented in the group application Agency prior to the issuance of a permitconditions of this permit reflect theprocess. Therefore, EPA has no under Section 402 of the CTVA to an results of that consultation.additional information with which to operator of a facility subject to the new Accordingly, storm water dischargesdevelop permit requirements beyond source performance standards of Sectionthat are likely to adversely affect specie:-those developed for the baseline general306 of the CWA. EPA believes that it hasidentified in Addendum H of the permi~permit. fulfilled its requirements under NEPA are not authorized permit coverage
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under this storm water multi-sector consultation under ESA, covered underparticular discharger is not sufficientlyindustrial general permit. Permittees area section 10 permit, or have received aprotective of listed species, the Servicesalso not authorized permit coverage ifclearance letter. The environmental (as well as any other interested parties):he BMPs they plan to construct and baseline generally includes the past andmay petition EPA to require that theoperate as a part of the required stormpresent impacts of all federal, state anddischarger obtain an individual NPDESwater pollution prevention plan are private actions that were permit and conduct an individuallikely to adversely affect a species contemporaneous to an ESA section 7 consultation as appropriate.identified in Addendum H. authorization. Therefore, if a permit
To be eligible for coverage under theapplicant has received previous In addition, the Assistant

multi-sector storm water permit, authorization and nothing has changedAdministrator for Fisheries for the
applicants are required to review the listor been added to the environmental National Oceanic and Atmospheric
of species and their locations which arebaseline established in the previous Administration, or his/her authorized
contained in Addendum H of this authorization, then coverage under thisrepresentative, or the U.S. Fisheries and
permit and which are described in. thepermit will be provided. Wildlife Service (as well as any other
instructions for completIng the In the absence of such previous interested parties) may petition EPA to
application requirements under this authorization, if species identified in require that a permittee obtain an
permit. If an applicant determInes thatAddendum H are in proximity to the individual NPDES permit. The
none of the species identified in the discharges, or the construction areas forpermittee is also required to make the
addendum are found in the county in the BMPs, then the applicant must storm water pollution prevention plan.
which the facility is located, then theredetermine whether there is any likely annual site compliance inspection
is no likelihood of an adverse affect andadverse effect upon the species. This isreport, or other information available
:hey are eligible for permit coverage, done by the applicant conducting a upon request to the Assistant
Applicants must then certify that their further examination or investigation, orAdministrator for Fisheries for thedischarges, and the construction of an alternative procedure, described in National Oceanic and Atmosphericstorm water BMPs, are not likely to the instructions in Addendum H of the Administration, or his/her authorizedadversely affect species and will be permit. If the applicant determines thererepresentative, or the U.S. Fisheries andgranted multi-sector storm water permitis no likely adverse effect upon the Wildlife Service Regional Director, orcoverage 48 hours after the date of thespecies, then the applicant is eligible forhis/her authorized representative.postmark on the envelope used to mailpermit coverage. If the applicant
m the NOI form. determines that there likely is, or will These mechanisms allow for the

If species identified in Addendum H likely be an adverse effect, then the broadest and most efficient coverage for
are found to be located in the same applicant is not eligible for multi-sectorthe permittee while still providing for
county as the facility seeking storm storm water permit coverage, the most efficient protection of
water permit coverage, then the All dischargars applying for coverage endangered species. It significantly
applicant next must determine whetherunder this permit must provide in the reduces the number of dischargers that
the species are in proximity to the stormapplication information on the Notice ofmust be considered individually and
water discharges at the facility, or any Intent form: (1} a determination as to therefore allows the Agency and the
BMPs to be constructed to control stormwhether there are any species identifiedServices to focus their resources on
water runoff. A species is in proximity in Addendum H in proximity to the those discharges that are indeed likely
to a storm water discharge when the storm water discharges and BMPs to adversely affect water-dependent
species is located in the path or down construction areas, and (2) a listed species. Straightforward
gradient area through which or over certification that their storm water mechanisms such as these allowwhich point source storm water flows discharges and the construction of applicants with expedient permitfrom industrial activities to the point ofBMPs to control storm water are not coverage, and eliminates "permitdischarge into the receiving water, andlikely to adversely affect species limbo" for the greatest number ofonce discharged into the receiving, identified in Addendum H, or are permitted discharges. At the same timewater, in the immediate vicinity of, or otherwise eligible for coverage due to ait is more protective of endangerednearby, the dischar$e point. A species isprevious authorization under the ESA. species because it allows both agenciesalso in proximity if a species is locatedCoverage is contingent upon the to focus on the real problems, and thus,in the area of a site where storm waterapplicant’s providing truthful provide endangered species protectionBMPs are planned to be constructed. Ifinformation concerning certification andin a more expeditious manner.an applicant determines there are no abiding by any conditions imposed by
species in proximity to the storm waterthe permit. {4) Storm Water Discharges
discharge, or the BMPs to be Dischargers who are not able to Associated w~th Inactive Mines,
constructed, then there is no likelihooddetermine that there will be no likely Landfills, Oil and Gas Operations that
of adversely affecting the species and adverse affect to species or habitats andAre Located on Federal Lands. The
the applicant is eligible for permit cannot sign the certification to gain permit does not cover storm water
coverage, coverage under this multi-sector storm discharges associated with industrial

If species are in proximity to the water general permit, must apply to EPAactivity from inactive mines, inactive
storm water discharges or areas of BMPfor an individual NPDES storm water landfills, and inactive oil and gas
construction, as long as they have beenpermit. As appropriate, E~A will operations that are located on Federal
considered as part of a previous ESA conduct ESA § 7 consultation when lands, unless an operator of the
authorization of the applicant’s activity,issuing such individual permits, industrial activity can be identified.
and the environmental baseline Regardless of the above conditions, These discharges are not eligible for
established in that authorization is EPA may require that a permittee applycoverage under this permit because theyunchanged, the applicant may be for an individual NPDES permit on thewould more appropriately be covered bycovered under the permit. For example,basis of possible adverse effects on the permit currently under developmentan applicant’s activity may have been species or critical habitats. Where thereby EPA intended specifically to coverauthorized as part of a section 7 are concerns that coverage for a these types of discharges.
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III. Pollutants in Storm Water A. Noti~’cation Requirements facility to be in compliance with those
Di~chm,~es As~m:iated with Industrial General permits for storm water requirements.Activities in General

discharges associated with industrial j. Identify type of permit requested
The volume and quality of storm activity require the submittal of an NOI(either baseline general, multi-sector. ~

water discharges associated with prior to the authorization of such construction); longitude and latitude;

industrial activity will depend on a discharges (see 40 CFR 122.28(b}(2){i),indication of presence of endangered

number of factors, including the April 2, 1992 [57 FR 11394]). Consistentspecies; indication of historic

industrial activities occurring at the with these regulatory requirements, preservation agreement; signed
certification stating compliance with ~facility, the nature of precipitation, andtoday’s general permit establishes NOI National Historic Preservation Act,

the degree of surface imperviousness. Arequirements that operate in addition to
discussion of these factors is provided the part I and part 2 group applicationEndangered Species Act. and the new
in the proposed general permit {see FRrequirements. To be covered under thissource performance standard

requirements.58 61146 Nov. 19, 1993). permit, facilities, including members of k. For any facility that begins toan approved group, must submit an NOI discharge storm water associated withIV. Summary of Options for Controlling and other required information within
industrial activity after [insert date 27CPollutants 90 days of the effective date of this days after permit finalization], a

Pollutants in storm water discharges permit. The NOI form is found in certification that a storm water polluti~
from industrial plants may be reduced Addendum B. prevention plan has been prepared for
using the following methods: 1. Contents of NOIs the facility in accordance with Part Iv"
eliminating pollution sources, of this permit. {A copv of the plan
implementing Best Management a. The operator’s name, address, should not be included with the NOI
Practices to prevent pollution, using telephone number, and status as

submission.}
traditional storm water management Federal. State, private, public, or other An NOI form is provided in

entity. Addendum B. The NOI must be signedpractices, and providing end-of-pipe
b. Street address of the facility for in accordance with the signatorytreatment. Each of these is discussed in

which the notification is submitted.the proposed general permit (see 58 FR requirements of 40 CFR 122.22. A
61146, Nov. 19, 1993). Where a street address for the site is notcomplete description of these signato~available, the location can be described requirements is provided in the
V. The FederalAMunicipal Pm-’tnership:in terms of the latitude and longitude ofinstructions accompanying the NOI.The Role of Municipal Olmrators of the facility to the nearest 15 seconds, or

Completed NO! forms must beLarge and Medium Municipal Separatethe quarter, section, township, and submitted to the Storm Water Notice o~Storm Sewer Systems range {to the nearest quarter section) ofintent (4203), 401 M Street SW.,
A key issue in developing a workable

the approximate center of the site. Washington, DC 20460.c. An indication of whether the
re ..g~latory program for controlling facility is located on Federal Indian 2. Deadlines
pollutants in storm water discharges Reservations. Except for the special circumstancesassociated with industrial activity is the d. Up to four 4-digit Standard discussed below, dischargers whoproper use and coordination of limitedIndustrial Classification {SIC) codes thatintend to obtain coverage under thisregulatory resources. This is especiallybest represent the principal products orpermit for a storm water discharge fronimportant when addressing the activities provided by the facility. For an industrial activity that is in existencappropriate role of municipal operatorshazardous waste treatment, storage, orprior to the date 90 days after permitof large and medium municipal separatedisposal facilities, land disposal issuance must submit an NOI on orstorm sewer systems in the control of facilities that receive Or have received before the date 90 days after permitpollutants in storm water associated any industrial waste, steam electric issuance, and facilities that beginwith industrial activity which dischargepower generating facilities, or treatmentindustrial activities after the date 90through municipal separate storm sewerworks treating domestic sewage, a 2- days after permit issuance are requiredsystems. The proposed general permit character code must be provided, to submit an NOI at least 2 days priordiscussed several key policy factors (see e. The permit number of any NTDES
58 FR 61146). to the commencement of the new

permit for any discharge (including non-industrial activity.
VI. Summary of Common Permit storm water discharges) from the site A discharger is not precluded from
Conditions that is currently authorized by an submitting an NOI at a later date.

NPDES permit. However, in such instances, EPA may
The following section describes the f. The name of the receiving water{s),bring appropriate enforcement actions.permit conditions common to or if the discharge is through a The storm water regulations (40 CFRdischarges from all the industrial municipal separate storm sewer, the 122.27} require that facilities thatactivities covered by today’s permit, name of the municipal operator of the discharge storm water associated withThese conditions were proposed on storm sewer and the receiving water{s) an industrial activity submit anNovember 19, 1993 {58 FR 61146}, andfor the discharge through the municipalapplication for permit coverage on orreflect the baseline permit requirementsseparate storm sewer, before October 1, 1992, except industn~established for most regulated industriesg. The analytical monitoring status ofactivities owned or operated bv ain EPA’s General Permits for Storm the facility (monitoring or not). medium municipality, which l~ad untilWater Di~es Associated with h. For a co-permittee, if a storm water May 17, 1993. Today’s permit does notIndustrial Activitv [57 FR 41344-41356 general permit number has been issued, ex~end that application deadline. EPASeptember 9, 199~, and 57 FR 44438- it should be included, intends that most of the facilities that44470 September 25, 1992]. Permit i. A certification that the operator of will seek coverage under the finalrequirements which vary from industry the facility has read and understands version of today’s permit are: membersto industry are discussed in P~rt VIII of the eligibility requirements for the of groups with approved applications;this fact sheet, permit and that the operator believes the facilities that submitted a Notice of
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Intent to be covered by EPA’s baseline Addendum C. The NOT form requires for selected discharges, effluent
general permit and now wish to switchthe following information: limitations.S
to coverage under today’s permit; or a. Name, mailing address, and Part VffI. of this fact sheet summarizes
have submitted a complete individual location of the facility for which the the options for controlling pollutants in
application but have not yet r~ceived annotification is submitted. Where a streetstorm water discharges associated with
individual permit, address for the site is not available, theindustrial activity. The permit includes

EPA may deny coverage under this location of the approximate center of thenumeric effluent limitations for coal
permit and require submittal of an site must be described in terms of the pile runoff, contaminated runoff from
individual NPDES permit application latitude and longitude to the nearest 15fertilizer manufacturing facilities, runoff
based on a review of the completeness.seconds, or the section, township and from asphalt emulsion manufacturing
and/or content of the NOI or other range to the nearest quarter; facilities, and material storage pile
information (e.g., Endangered Species b. The name, address and telephonerunoff located at cement manufacturing
Act compliance, National Historic number of the operator addressed by thefacilities or cement kilns.
Preservation Act Compliance, water Notice of Termination; For other discharges covered by the
quality information, compliance history, c. The NPDES permit number for thepermit, the permit conditions reflect
history of spills, etc.). Where EPA storm water discharge associated with EPA’s decision to identify a number of
requires a discharger authorized underindustrial activity identified by the best management practices and
this general permit to apply for an NOT; traditional storm water management
individual NPDES permit (or an d. An indication of whether the stormpractices which prevent pollution in
alternative general permit), EPA will water discharges associated with storm water discharges as the BAT/BCT
notify the discharger in writing that a industrial activity have been eliminatedlevel of control for the majority of storm
permit application (or different NOI} is or the operator of the discharges has water discharges covered by this permit.
required by an established deadline, changed; and The permit conditions applicable to
Coverage under this industry general e. The following certification: these discharges are not numeric
permit will automatically terminate if I certify under penalty of law that all stormeffluent limitations, but rather are
the discharger fails to submit the water discharge associated with industrial flexible requirements for developing
required permit application in a timelyactivity from the identified facility that are and implementing site specific plans to
manner. Where the discharger does suthmtzed by an NPDES general permit haveminimize and control pollutants in

been eliminated or that I am no longer the storm water discharges associated withsubmit a requested permit application,operator of the industrial activity. I industrial activity. This approach iscoverage under this general permit willunderstand that by submitting this Notice of
consistent with the approach used inautomatically terminate on the effectiveTermination I am no longer authorized to

date of the issuance or denial of the dischar~ storm water a~sociatad with the baseline general permits finalized on
individual N’PDES permit or the lndus~al activity under this general permit,September 9, 1992 {57 FR 41236} and
alternative general permit as it appliesand that dischar~n~ pollutants in storm September 25, 1992 {57 FR 444381. In
to the individual permittae. Compliancewater associated with industrial, activity to addition, today’s general permit reflects
deadlines are discussed in Part VI.H. ofwaters of the United States is unlawful underinformation received through the group
this fact sheet, the Clean Water Act where the discharge is application process.

not authorized by an NPDES permit. I also EPA is authorized under 40 CFR
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer understand that the submittal of this notice 122.44{k}{2} to impose BMPs in lieu ofSystem Operator Notification of termination does not release an operator

from liability for any violations of this permitnumeric effluent ]imitations in NPDES
Operators of storm water discharges or the Clean Water Act. permits when the Agency finds numeric

associated with industrial activity that NOTs are to be sent to the Storm effluent limitations to be infeasible. EPA
may also impose BMPs which aredischarge through a large or medium Water Notice of Termination (4203), 401"reasonably necessary carrymunicipal separate storm sewer system * * * toM S~eet, SW., Washington, DC 20460.or a municipal system designated by theThe NOT must be signed in out the purposes of the Act" under 40

Director," must notify the municipal accordance with the signatory CFR 122.44(k}(3}. Both of these
operator of the system receiving the requirements of 40 CFR 122.22. A standards for imposing BMPs were
discharge and submit a copy of their complete description of these signatoryrecognized in NRDC v. Cost]e, 568 F.2d
NOI to the municipal operator, requirements is provided in the 1369, 1380 [D.C. Cir. 1977). The

4. Notice of Termination instructions accompanying the NOT. conditions in the permit are issued
under the authority of both of these

Where a discharger is able to 8. Special Conditions regulatory provisions. The pollution
eliminate the storm water discharges The conditions of this permit have prevention or BMP requirements in this
associated with industrial activity frombeen designed to comply with the permit operate as limitations on effluent
a facility, the discharger may submit atechnology-based standards of the CWAdischarges that reflect the application of
Notice of Termination (NOT) form {or {BAT/BCT}. Based on a consideration ofBAT/BCT. This is because the BMPs
photocopy thereof} provided by the the appropriate factors for BAT and BCTidentified require the use of source
Director. requirements, and a consideration of the

A copy of the NOT and instructions factors and options discussed in this ~ Part I.C.2 of the general permit provides that
facilities with storm water discharges associatedfor completing the NOT are included infact sheet for controlling pollutants in with indu~i~l s~i~ ,~hic~. ha~d on an

storm water discharges associated withevaluation of sits specific conditions, believe that
4 The terms large and medium municipal separate industrial activity, the general permit the appropriate conditions of this permit do not

storm sewer systems (systen~ sm.vin8 a population
liStS a set of tailored requirements for adequately repr~ent BAT and BCT requ ~rements

of 100,000 or more) are defined at 40 CFR 122.26(o)
for the facility may submit to the Director an{4) and (?}. Some of the citie~ and counties in which developing and implementing storm individual application (Form 1 and Form 2F). Athin systems are found are listed in Appendices F, water pollution prevention plans, and detailed explanation of the re~ons why the

G. H, and I to 40 CFR Pert 122. Other municipal conditions of the avaiJ~ble general permits do not
systems have been designated by EPA on a ca~e-by,

adequately repcment BAT and BCT requirementsc~e basis or have brought into the program based for the facility as well es any supportingupon the 1990 Census.
documentation must be included.
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control technologies which, in the should submit the appropriate occurred, the type and estimate of thecontext of this general permit, are the application forms (Forms 1, 2C, and/oramount of material released, and thebest available of the technologies 2E) to gain permit coverage of the non-circumstances leading to the releases. Ineconomically achievable (or the storm water portion of the discharge, addition, the pollution prevention planequivalent BCT finding). See ~ v.
EPA, 822 F.2d 104, 122-23 (D.C. Cir.2. Releases of Reportable Quantities ofmust address measures to minimize

Hazardous Substances and Oil such releases.1987) (EPA has substantial discretion to c. Where a discharge of a hazardousimpose nonquantitative permit a. This general permit provides that substance or oil in excess of reportingrequirements pursuant to Section the discharge of hazardous substances quantities is caused by a non-storm
402{a){I}}. or oil from a facility must be eliminated water discharge {e.g., a spill of oil into
1. Prohibition of Non-storm Water or minimized in accordance with the a separate storm sewer}, that discharge
Discharges storm water pollution plan developed is not authorized by this permit and the

for the facility. Where a permitted stormdischarger must report the discharge as
Today’s general permit does not water discharge contains a hazardous required under 40 CFR Pan 110, 40 CFRauthorize non-storm water discharges substance or oil in an amount equal toPan 117, or 40 CFR Part 302. in thethat are mixed with storm water exceptor in excess of a reporting quantity event of a spill, the requirements ofas provided below. The only non-stormestablished under 40 CFR Pan 117, orSection 311 of the CWA and otherwater discharges that are intended to be40 CFR Part 302 during a 24-hour applicable provisions of Sections 301authorized under today’s permit includeperiod, the following actions must be and 402 of the CWA continue to apply.discharges from fire fighting activities; taken: This approach is consistent with thefire hydrant flushings; potable water (1) Any person in charge of the requirements for reporting releases ofsources, including waterline flushings; "facility that discharges hazardous hazardous substances and oil that makeirrigation drainage; lawn watering; substances or oil is required to notify a clear distinction between hazardousroutine external building washdown the National Response Center {NRC) substances typically found in stormwithout detergents; pavement {800-424-8802; in the Washington, DC, water discharges and those associatedwashwatera where spills or leaks of metropolitan area, 202--426-2675} in with spills that are not considered pantoxic or hazardous materials have not accordance with the requirements of 40of a normal storm water discharge {seeoccurred {tmlass all spilled material has CFR Pan 117, and 40 CFR Pan 302 as 40 CFR 117.12{d){2}{i}).been removed} and where detergents are soon as they have knowledge of the

not used; air conditioning condensate; discharge. 3. Co-located industrial Facilities_
compressor condensate; springs; (2] The storm water pollution Today’s general permit addressesuncontaminated ground water; and prevention plan for the facility must be storm water discharges from industrialfoundation or footing drains where modified within 14 calendar days of activities co-located at an indusu~alflows are not contaminated with processknowledge of the release to provide a facility described in the coveragematerials such as solvents that are description of the release, an account ofsection of the permit. Co-located
combined with storm water dischargesthe circumstances leading to the releas.e,industrial activities occur whenassociated with industrial activity, and the date of the release. In addition,activities being conducted onsite meetTo be authorized under the general the plan must be reviewed to identify more than one of the descriptions in thepermit, these sources of non-storm measures to prevent the reoccurrence ofcoverage sections of Part XI. of this
wa.tar. !ex?ept flows from fire fighting such releases and to respond to such permit (e.g., a landfill at a woodacuviuesj must be idontifled in the releases, and it must be modified wheretreatment facility or a vehiclestorm water pollution prevention plan appropriate, mamtanance garage at an asphaltprepared for the facility. (Plans and (3) The permittee must also submit tobatching plant). Co-located industrialother plan requirements are discussedEPA within 14 calendar days of activities are authorized under today’sin more detail below). Where such knowledge of the release a written gensnd permit provided that thedischargas occur, the plan must also description of the release (including theindustrial facility complies with the
id, onti!y and ensure the implementationtype and estimate of the amount of pollution prevention plan andox appropriate pollution prevention material released), the date that such monitoring requirements for each co-measures for the non-storm water release occurred, the circumstances , located activity.component{s) of the discharge, leading to the release, and steps to be Authorizing co-located dischargesToday’s permit does not require taken to modify the pollution allows industrial facilities tO developpollution prevention measures to be pm.vention plan for the facility, pollution prevention plans that fullyidentified and implemented for non- b. Anticipated discharges containing aaddress all industrial activities at thestorm water flows from fire-fighting hazardous substance in an amount equalsite. For example, if a wood treatmentactivities because these flows will to or in excess of reporting quantities facility has a landfill, the pollutiongenerally be unplanned emergency are those caused by events occurring prevention plan requirements for thesituations where it is necessary to take within the scope of the relevant wood treatment facility will differimmediate action toDrotect the public,operating system. Facilities that have greatly from those needed for a landfill.The prohibition of’unpermitted non- more than I anticipated discharge per Therefore, by authorizing co-locatedstorm water discharges in this permit year containing a hazardous substance industrial activities, the wood treatmentensures that non-storm water dischargesin an amount equal to or in excess of afacility will develop a pollution(except for those classes of non-storm

reportable ~uantity are required to: prevention plan to meet thewater discharges that are conditionally [1) Subnnt notifications of the first requirements addressing the stormauthorized in Part rl~.A.2.b.) are not release that occurs during a calendar water discharges from the woodinadvertently authorized by this permit,year (or for the first year of this permit, treatment facility and the landfill. TheWhere a storm water discharge is mixedafter submittal of an NOI); and facility is also sdbject to applicablewith non-storm water that is not (2) Provide a written description in monitoring requirements for each typeauthorized by today’s general permit orthe storm water pollution prevention of industrial activity as described in theanother NPDES permit, the dischargerplan of the dates on which such releasesapplicable sections of the permit. By
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monitoring the discharges from the      plan requirements for a number of       common requirements may be amended
different industrial activities, the facility categories of industries. The following is or further clarified in the industry-
can better determine the effectiveness of a discussion of the common permit specific pollution prevention plan
the pollution prevention plan requirements for all industries: special requirements. Table 2 indicates the
requirements for controlling storm water requirements for storm water discharges location of the industry-specific
discharges from all activities, associated with industrial activity pollution prevention plans. These

C. Common Pollution Prevention Plan through large and medium municipal industry-specific requirements are

Requirements separate storm sewer systems; special additive for facilities where co-located
requirements for facilities subject to industrial activities occur. For example,

All facilities intended to be covered EPCRA Section 313 reporting if a facility has both a sand and gravel
by today’s general permit for storm requirements; and special requirements mining operation and a ready mix
water discharges associated with for facilities with outdoor salt storage concrete manufacturing operation, then
industrial activity must prepare and piles. These are the permit requirements that facility is subject to the pollution
implement a storm water pollution which apply to discharges associated prevention plan requirements in both
prevention plan. The storm water with any of the industrial activities Part XI.E.3. and Part XI.J.3. of the
permit addresses pollution prevention covered by today’s permit. These permit.

TABLE 2.--STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLAN REQUIREMENTS

Fact sheet section ~-
Indus~al ac~vity scribing PPP require- Permit section descnbing

rnents PPP requirements

Timber Products Facilities ....................................................................................................VIII.A.7 ............................XI.A.3.
Paper and Allied Products Manufacturing Facilities .............................................................VIII.B.5 ............................XI.B.3.
Chemical and Allied Products Manufacturing Facilities ....................................................... VIII.C.6 ............................XI.C.4.
Asphalt Paving and Roofing M~terials Manufacturers and Lubricant Manufacturers .......... VIII.D.4 ............................XI.D.3.
Glass, Clay, Cement, Conczete, and Gypsum Product Manufacturing Facilities ................ VIII.E.5 ............................XI.E.3.
Primary Meta~ Facilities .......................................................................................................VIII.F.6 ............................XI.F.3.
Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing) Facilities ..............................................................VIII.G.5 ............................XI.G.3.
Coal Mines and Coel Mining-Relateq Facilities ...................................................................VIII.H.4 ............................XI.H.3.
Oil and Gas Extraction Facilities ..........................................................................................VIII.L5 .............................Xl.l.3.
Mineral Mining and Processing Facilities .............................................................................VllI.J.4 .............................XI.J.3.
Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facilities ............................................. VIII.K.5 ............................XI.K.3.
Landfills and Land Al~ication Sites ....................................................................................VIII.L5 ............................XI.L3.
Automobile Salvage Yards ...................................................................................................VIII.M.5 ...........................XI.M.2.

’ Scrap and Waste Recycling Fasilities ..................................................................................VIII.N.5 ............................XI.N.3.
Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities, Including Coal Handling Areas ...................... VIII.O.5 ............................XI.O.3.Vehicle Maintenance or Equipment Cleaning Areas at Motor Freight Transportation Fa- VIII.P.5 ............................ XI.P.3.

cilities, Pa~enger Tran=podation Facilities, Petroleum Bulk Oil Stations and Termi-
nals, Rail Tren~oortatk~ Facilities, and the United States Postal Service Transpor-
tatk:m

Vehicle Mainta~ance Areas and/or Equipment Cleaning Operations at Water Transpor- VIII.Q.5 ............................XI.Q.3.
ration Facilities.

Sl~p and Boat B~/,dJng or Re!~dng Yards .........................................................................VIII.R.6 ............................XI.R.3.
Vehicle blaJntanance Areas, Equipment Cleaning Areas, or Deicing Areas Locateq at Air VIII.S.4 ............................XI.S.3.

Tran~oormti~ Facilities.
Treatment Wod~ ..................................................................................................................VIII.T.5 ............................XI.T.3.
Food and Kind~d Producta Facilities ..................................................................................VIII.U.4 ............................XI.U.3.Textile Mills, AI01:~lr~, and Offter Falxic ProOuct Manufacturing Facilities .......................... VIII.V.5 ............................XI.V.3.
Wood and Metal Furniture and F’o~ure Manufacturing F~cilitie~ ......................................... VIII.W.4 ...........................XI.W.3.Pdnting and P~ng Facilities ..........................................................................................VIII.X.5 ............................XI.X.3.Rut~er, Mt~.,~ianeoul Plaatlc Products, and Mkmeilaneou~= Manufactunng Inclustries ..... VIII.Y.4 ............................XI.Y.3.
Leather Tanning and Rnil~ng Facilitias ..............................................................................VIII.Z.5 ............................XI.Z.3.
Fabdcat~ Metal Product= InOulW ......................................................................................VIII.AA.3 ..........................XI.AA.3.
Facilit~$ That Manufacture T~ Equipment, Indusldal, or Commercial Machin- VIII.AB.5 ..........................XI.AB.3.ery.
Facilities That Manufacture Elact~onic ~ Electrical Equipment and Components, Photo- VIII.AC.5 .........................XI.AC.3.gre~ic and OpUc=

The pollution prevention approach into ensure compliance with the terms runoff. The process involves the
today’s general permit focuses on two and conditions of this permit, following four steps: (1 } Formation of a
major objectives: (1) to identify sottrces The storm water pollution preventionteam of qualified plant personnel who
of pollution potentially affecting the plan requirements in the general permit will be responsible for preparing the
quality of storm water dischar~s are intended to facilitate a process plan and assisting the plant manager in
associated with industrial activity from whereby the operator of the industrial its implementation; {2) assessment of
the facility; and (2) to describe and facility thoroughly evaluates potential potential storm water pollution sources:
ensure implementation of practices to pollution sources at the site and selects[3) selection and implementation of
m~e and control pollutants in and implements appropriate measures appropriate management practices and
storm water discharges associated withdesigned to prevent or control the controls; and (4} periodic evaluation of
industrial activity fzom the facility and discharge of pollutants in storm water the effectiveness of the plan to prevent
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storm water contamination and complya cost-effective manner. In keeping withamounts of pollutants are running or.with the terms and conditions of this both the present and previous the facility property. Such operatorspermit. The authorization to include administration’s obiective to attain should identify and address thebest management practices In the permitenvironmental goals through pollution contaminated runon in the storm wa:to control or abate the discharge of prevention, pollution prevention has pollution prevention plan. If the runtpollutants is derived from 40 CFR been and continues to be the cannot be addressed or diverted by fi:144.45(k). cornerstone of the NPDES Permitting permittee, the permitting authorityEPA believes the pollution preventionprogram for storm water. EPA has should be notified. If necessary, theapproach is the most environmentally developed guidance entitled "Storm permitting authority mav require thesound and cost-effective way to control Water Management for Industrial operator of the adjacent "facility to obt.the discharge of pollutants in storm Activities: Developing Pollution a permit.water runoff from industrial facilities. Prevention Plans and Best Management Part XI of the permit includes speciThis position is supported by the resultsPractices," September 1992, to assist requirements for the various industryera comprehensive technical survey permittees in developing and sectors covered by today’s permit. T~EPA completed in 1979.~ The survey implementing pollution prevention storm water pollution prevention pla~found that two classes of management measures.
practices are generally employed at generally must describe the following
industries to control the nonroutine 1. Pollution Prevention Team elements:

a. Drm’nage. The plan must containdischarge of pollutants from sources As a first step in the process of
map of the site that shows the locat~o;such as storm water runoff, drainage developing and implementing a storm
of outfalls covered by the permit (or bfrom raw material storage and waste water pollution prevention plan,

disposal areas, and discharges from permittees are required to identif3, a other NPDES permits), the pattern of
places where spills or leaks have qualified individual or team of storm water drainage, an indication o~
occurred. The first class of managementindividuals to be responsible for the types of discharges contained in t:
practices includes those that ere low indeveloping the plan and assisting the drainage areas of the outfalls, structur
cost, applicable to a brcad class of facility or plant manager in its features that control pollutants in
industries and substances, and widely implementation. When ~lecting runoff2 surface water bodies (includi~
considered essential to a good pollutionmembers of the team, the plant managerwetlands), places where significant
control preston. Some examples of should draw on the expertise of all materials ~o are exposed to rainfall and
practices in this class are good relevant deparunents within the plant torunoff, and locations of major spills
housekeeping, employee training, and ensure thzt all aspects of plant leaks that occurred in the 3 years prior
spill response end prevention operations are considered when the to the date of the submission of a Noti:
procedures. The second class includesplan is developed. The plan must of Intent (NOI) to be covered under thi
management practices that provide a clearly describe the responsibilities of permit. The map also must show areas
second line of defense against the each team member as they relate to where the following activities take
release of pollutants. This class specific components of the plan. In place: fueling, vehicle and equipment
addresses containment, mitigation, andaddition to enhancing the quality of maintenance and/or cleaning, loading
cleanup. Since publication of the 1979communication between team membersand unloading, material storage
survey, EPA has imposed managementand other personnel, clear delineation of(including tanks or other vessels used
practices and controls in NPDES responsibilities will ensure that every for liquid or waste storage), material
permits on a case-by-case basis. The aspect of the plan is addressed by a processing, and waste disposal. For
Agency also has continued to review the specified individual or group of areas of the facility that generate storm
appropriateness and effectiveness of individuals. Pollution Prevention Teams water discharges with a reasonable
such practicesJ as well as the may consist of one individual where potential to contain significant amoun
techniques used to prevent and containappropriate {e.g., in certain small of pollutants, the map must indicate t~
oil spills.S Experience with these businesses with limited storm water probable direction of storm water flow
practices and controls has shown that pollution potential}, and the pollutants likely to be in the

discharge. Flows with a significantthey can be used in permits to reduce
2. Description of Potential Pollution potential to cause soil erosion also mupollutants in storm water discharges in
Sources be identified. In order to increase the

6s~ "Storm water ~ent for Industrial Each storm water pollution readability of the map, the inventory cActivities," EPA. September 1992, EPA-832-R-92-prevention plan must describe the types of discharges contained inoo6.
activities, materials, and physical each outfall may be kept as an~ For example, see "Bast Management Practices:
~eatures of the facility that may attachment to the site map.Useful Tools for Cleaning Up." Thron. H.

Rogo~hewski, p.. ~a2, Proceedings of the ~98:Z contribute significant amounts of b. Inventor3, o/Exposed MateriaJs.Harmless Mammal Spills Conference: "Th~ pollutants to storm water runoff or, Facility operators are required toChemical Inde~trise’ Approach to Spill during periods of dry weather, result inPrevention," Thompson, C., Goodier, J. 1980,
pollutant discharges through the ~ Nonstructural fastures such as grass swales at,Proceedings of the 1980 N~tinnal Conference of

Conlzol of Hazardous ~terials Spills; a series of separate storm sewers or storm water vest,ire buffer su-ips also should be shown.
EPA memorandum en~tl~d "Be~ Management drainage systems that drain the facility. ,o Significant materials include, but ar~ no~

limited to the following: raw mamrials: fuels:Practicm in NPDES Permit~--Infommtion This assessment of storm water solvents, detergnnts, and plastic pallets: finishedMemorandtun," 1983, 1985. 1986, 1987, 1988;
pollution risk will support subsequent ma~mels, such as metallic products: raw materia~Review of Emergnncy Systanm: l~port to Congress."

EPA. 1988; and "Analysis of Implanmming e~forts to identify and set priorities for u~d in food processing or production; hazardous
Permitting Activltiss for Storm Water Dischm’~as necessary changes in materials, submnces dasignatad under Section 101{14) of ~r

Comprehensive Environmental Resporme,A~ociatad with indus~ri~ ^c~vity," ~P^, ~sel. materials management practices, or site Compon~tion and Liability Act {CERCLA}; any~ S~ for m~mple. "The Oil Spill Prevention,
features, as well as aid in the selection c~=m=l the facility is roqui~d to repor~ pursuer.Control and Counterme=anr~ Program Task Force

R~port." EPA, 1988: and "Guidance Manual for the of appropriate structural and to EPCRA Section 313: fertiliaers: pesticides: ano
w~ta products, such as ashes, slag, and sludge tnDevelopment of an Accidental Spill Prevention nonstructural control techniques. Some ~vs the potential re b~ released with storm wste~Program." prapomd by SAIC for EPA. 1986. operators may find that significant di~-~mrS~ (S~ 4O CFR
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carefully conduct an inspection of the significant sources of non-storm water, operator must consider the following
site and related records to identify the results of any test andlor evaluation activities: loading and unloading
significant materials that are or may be conducted to detect such discharges, the operations; outdoor storage activities;
exposed to storm water. The inventory test method or evaluation criteria used, outdoor manufacturing or processing
must address materials that within 3 the dates on which tests or evaluations activities; significant dust or particulate
years prior to the date of the submission were performed, and the onsite drainage generating processes; and onsite waste
of a Notice of Intent {NOI} to be covered points directly observed during the test disposal practices. The assessment must
under this permit have been handled, or evaluation. Acceptable test or list any significant pollution sources at
stored, processed, treated, or disposed evaluation techniques include dye tests, the site and identify the pollutant
of in a manner to allow exposure to television surveillance, observation of parameter or parameters {i.e.,
storm water. Findings of the inventory outfalls or other appropriate locations biochemical oxygen demand, suspended
must be documented in detail in the during dry weather, water balance solids, etc.} associated with each source.
pollution prevention plan. At a calculations, and analysis of piping and
minimum, the plan must describe the drainage schematics.11 3. Measures and Controls
method and location of onsite storage or Except for flows that originate from Following completion of the source
disposal; practices used to minimize fire fighting activities, sources of non- identification and assessment phase, the
contact of materials with rainfall and storm water that are specifically permit requires the permittee to
runoff; existing structural and identified in the permit as being eligibleevaluate, select, and describe the
nonstructural controls that reduce for authorization under the general pollution prevention measures, best
pollutants in runoff; and any treatment permit must be identified in the plan. management practices (BMPs), and
the runoff receives before it is Pollution prevention plans must other controls that will be implemented
discharged to surface waters or a identify end ensure the implementationat the facility. BMPs include processes,
separate storm sewer system. The of appropriate pollution prevention procedures, schedules of activities,
description must be updated whenevermeasures for the non-storm water prohibitions on practices, and other
there is a significant change in the typesdischarge, management practices that prevent or
or amounts of materials, or material EPA recognizes that certification mayreduce the discharge of pollutants in
management practices, that may affectnot be feasible where facility personnelstorm water runoff.
the exposure of materials to storm do not have access to an outfall, EPA emphasizes the implementation
water, manhole, or other point of access to theof pollution prevention measures and

c. Significant Spills and !~aks. The conduit that ultimately receives the BMPs that reduce possible pollutant
plan must include a list of any discharge. In such cases, the plan must discharges at the source. Source
significant spills and leaks of toxic or describe why certification was not reduction measures include, among
hazardous pollutants that occurred in feasible. Permittees who are not able to others, preventive maintenance,
the 3 years prior to the date of the certify that discharges have been testedchemical substitution, spill prevention,
submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI) or evaluated must notify the Director ingood housekeeping, training, and proper
to be covered under this permit, accordance with Part XI. of the permit,materials management. Where such
Significant spills include, but are not e. Sampling Data. Any existing data practices are not appropriate to a
limited to, releases of oil or hazardouson the quality or quantity of storm waterparticular source or do not effectively
substances in excess of quantities that discharges from the facility must be reduce pollutant discharges, EPA
are reportable under Section 311 of described in the plan, including data supports the use of source control
CWA (see 40 CFR 110.10 and 40 CFRcollected for part 2 of the group measures and BMPs such as material
117.21) or Section 102 of the application process. These data may besegregation or covering, water diversion,
Comprehensive Environmental useful for locating areas that have and dust control. Like source reduction
Response, Compensation and Liabilitycontributed pollutants to storm water, measures, source control measures and
Act (CERCLA) (see 40 CFR 302.4). The description should include a BMPs are intended to keep pollutants
Significant spills may also include discussion of the methods used to out of storm water. The remaining
releases of oil or hazardous substancescollect and analyze the data. Sample classes of BMPs, which involve
that are not in excess of reporting collection points should be identified inrecycling or treatment of storm water,
requirements and releases of materialsthe plan and shown on the site map. allow the muse of storm water or
that are not classified as oil or a f. Summary of Potential Pollutant attempt to lower pollutant
hazardous substance. Sources. The description of potential concentrations prior to discharge.

The listing should include a pollution sources culminates in a The pollution prevention plan must
description of the causes of each spill ornarrative assessment of the risk discuss the reasons each selected
leak, the actions taken to respond to potential that sources of pollution pose control or practice is appropriate for the
each release, and the actions taken to to storm water quality. This assessmentfacility and how each will address one
prevent similar such spills or leaks in should clearly point to activities, or more of the potential pollution
the future. This effort will aid the materials, and physical features of the sources identified in the plan. The plan
facility operator as she or he examinesfacility that have a reasonable potentialalso must include a schedule specifying
existing spill prevention and response to contribute significant amounts of the time or times during which each
procedures and develops any additional pollutants to storm water. Any suchcontrol or practice will be implemented.
procedures necessary to fulfill the activities, materials, or features must beIn addition, the plan should discuss

,rec~uirements of Part XI. of this permit,addressed by the measures and controlsways in which the controls and
~ d. Non-storm Water Discharses. Eachsubsequently described in the pla~. In practices relate to one another and,

"~ollution prevention plan must include conducting the assessment, the facility when taken as a whole, produce ana certification, signed by an authorized integrated and consistent approach for
individual, that discharges from the site - In general, smoke tests should not be used for preventing or controlling potentialhave been tested or evaluated for the eveluatin~ the diverge of non-storm water to a storfll water contamination problems.separate storm sewer as many sources of non-stormpresence of non-storm water discharges, water typically pass through a trap that would limit

The permit requirements included’forThe certification must describe possible the effectiveness of the smoke test. the various industry sectors in Part XI
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~hf today’s permit generally require thateffective, employees should clearly f. Recordkeepmg and Internale portion of the plan that descz’ibes theunderstand the proper procedures and Reporting Procedures. The pollution
measures and controls address the requirements and have the equipment prevention plan must describe
following minimum components, necessary to respond to spills, procedures for developing and retainin:When "minimize/reduca" is used d. Inspections. In addition to the records on the status and effectivenessrelative to pollution prevention plan comprehensive site evaluation, facilitiesof plan implementation. At a minimun-.measures, EPA means to consider andare required to conduct periodic records must address spills, monitorin~
implement best management practicesinspections of designated equipment and inspection and maintenance "
that will result in an improvement overand areas of the facility. Industry- activities. The plan also must describe
the baseline conditions as it relates to specific requirements for such a system that enables timely reporting othe levels of pollutants identified in Inspections, if any. are discussed in storm water management-relatedstorm water discharges with due Section VIII. of this fact sheet. When information to appropriate plantconsideration to economic feasibility required, qualified personnel must be personnel.and effectiveness, identified to conduct inspections at g. Sediment and Erosion Control. The

a. Good Housekeeping. Good appropriate intervals specified in the pollution prevention plan must identify,
housekeeping involves using practical, plan. A set of tracking or follow-up areas that, due to topography, activitieS.cost-effective methods to identify ways procedures must be used to ensure thatsoils, cover materials, or other factorsto maintain a clean and orderly facility appropriate actions are taken in have a high potential for significant soi!and keep contaminants out of separateresponse to the inspections. Records oferosion. The plan must identifystorm sewers. It includes establishing inspections must be maintained. Thesemeasures that will be implemented toprotocols to reduce the possibility of periodic inspections are different from limit erosion in these areas.
mishandling chemicals or equipment"the comprehensive site evaluation, even h. ,~Janagement o~fRunoff. The plan
and training employees in good though the former may be incorporatedmust contain a narrative e~’aluation of
housekeeping techniques. These into the latter. Equipment. area, or otherthe appropriateness of traditional storm
protocols must be described in the planinspections are typically visual and arewater management practices (i.e.,
and communicated to appropriate plantnormally conducted on a regular basis,practices other than those that controlpersonnel, e.g., daily inspections of loading areas,pollutant sources) that divert, infiltrate,b. Preventive Maintenance. PermitteesRequirements for such periodic reuse, or otherwise manage storm water
must develop a preventive maintenanceinspections are specific to each runoff so as to reduce the discharge ofprograzn that involves regular inspectionindustrial sector in today’s permit, pollutants. Appropriate measures mayand maintenance of storm water whereas the comprehensive site include, among others, vegetativemanagement devices and other compliance evaluation is required of allswales, collection and reuse of stormequipment and systems. The program industrial sectors. Area inspections helpwater, inlet controls, snow managementdescription should identify the devices,ensure that storm water pollution infiltration devices, and wet detention/equipment, and systems that will be prevention measures (e.g., BMPs) are retention basins.inspected; provide a schedule for operating and properly maintained on a Based on the results of the evaluation,inspections and tests; and address regular basis. The comprehensive site the plan must identify practices that the
appropriate adjustment, cleaning, evaluation is Intended to provide an permittee determines are reasonable and
repair, or replacement of devices, overview of the entire facility’s appropriate for the facility. The plan
equipment, and systems. For storm pollution prevention activities. Refer toalso should describe the particularwater m~nagement devices such as Part VI.C.4. below for more informationpollutant source area or activity to becatch basins end oil/water separators, on the comprehensive site evaluation, controlled by each storm waterthe preventive maintenance program e. Employee Training. The pollution management practice. Reasonable andshould provide for periodic removal of prevention plan must describe a appropriate practices must be
debris to ensure that the devices are program for informing personnel at all implemented and maintained accordin~operating efficiently. For other levels of responsibility of the to the provisions prescribed in the plan.
equipment and systems, the program components end goals of the storm In selecting storm water management
should reveal and enable the correctionwater pollution prevention plan. The measures, it is important to consider the
of conditions that could cause training program should address topicspotential effects of each method onbreakdowns or failures that may result such as good housekeeping, materials other water resources, such as ground
in the release of pollutants, management, and spill response water. Although storm water pollutionc. Spill Prevention and Response procedures. Where appropriate, prevention plans primarily focus onProcedures. Based on an assessment ofcontractor personnel also must be storm water management, facilities muspossible spill scenarios, permittees musttrained In relevant aspects of storm also consider potential ground waterspecify appropriate material handling water pollution prevention. A schedulepollution problems and take appropriat~procedures, storage requirements, for conducting training must be steps to avoid adversely impactingcontainment or diversion equipment, provided in the plan. Several sections inground water quality. For example, ifand spill cleanup procedures that will Part XI. of today’s permit specify a the water table is unusually high in anminimize the potential for spills and inminimum frequency for training of oncearea, an infiltration pond may
the event of a spill enable proper and per year. Others indicate that training iscontaminate a ground water sourcetimely response. Areas and activities to be conducted at an appropriate unless special preventive measures arethat typically pose a high risk for spills interval. EPA recommends that facilitiestaken. Under EPA’s July 1991 Ground
include loading and unloading areas, conduct training annually at a Water Protection Strategy, States arestorage araas, process activities, and minimum. However, more f~equent encouraged to develop Comprehensivewaste disposal activities. These training may be necessary at facilities State Ground Water Protection Program~activities end areas, and their with high turnover of employees or (CSGWPP). Efforts to control stormaccompanying drainage points, must bewhere employee participation is water should be compatible with Statedescribed in the plan. For a spill essential to the storm water pollution ground water objectives as reflected inprevention and response program to beprevention plan. CSGWPPs.
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4. Comprehensive Site Compliance results of each comprehensive site Section 313 of the EPCRA (also known
Evaluation evaluation, the description in the plan as Title III of the Superfund

The permit requires that the storm of potential pollution sources and Amendments and Reauthorization Act
water pollution prevention plan measures and controls must be revised(SARA)). EPCRA Section 313 requires
describe the scope and content of the as appropriate within 2 weeks after eachoperators of certain facilities that
comprehensive site evaluations that comprehensive site evaluation, unless manufacture (including import),
qualified personnel will conduct to (1) indicated otherwise in Section XI of theprocess, or otherwise use listed toxic
cortRrm the accuracy of the descriptionpermit. Changes in procedural chemicals to report annually their
of potential pollution seurces containedoperations must be implemented on thereleases of those chemicals to any
in the plan, {2} determine the site in a timely manner for non- environmental media. Listed toxic
effectiveness of the plan, and {3) assessstructural measures and controls not chemicals include more than 500
compliance with the terms and more than 12 weeks aRer completion ofchemicals and chemical classes listed at
conditions of the permit. Note that the the comprehensive site evaluation. 40 CFR Part 372 (including the recently
comprehensive site evaluations are notProcedural changes that require added chemicals published November
the same as periodic or other construction of structural measures and30, 1994).
inspections described for certain controls are allowed up to 3 years for The criteria for facilities that must
industries under Part VI.C.3.d of this implementation. In both instances, an report under Section 313 are given at 40
fact sheet. However, in the instances extension may be requested from the CFR 372.22. A facility is subject to the
when frequencies of inspections and theDirector. annual reporting provisions of Section
comprehensive site compliance D. Special l~equirements 313 if it meets all three of the following
evaluation overlap they may be criteria for a calendar year: it is
combined allowing for efficiency, as 1. Special’Requirements for Storm included in SIC codes 20 through 39; it
long as the requirements for both typesWater Discharges Associated With has 10 or more full-time employees: and
of inspections are met. The plan must Industrial Activity Through Large and it manufactures {including imports),
indicate the frequency of Medium Municipal Separate Storm processes, or otherwise uses a chemical
comprehensive evaluations which must Sewer Systems listed in 40 CFR 372.65 in amounts
be at least once a year, except where Permittees that discharge storm water greater than the "threshold" quantities
comprehensive site evaluations are associated with industrial activity specified in 40 CFR 372.25.
shown in the plan to be impractical forthrough large or medium municipal There are more than 300 individually
inactive mining sites, due to remote separate storm sewer systems ,3 are listed Section 313 chemicals, as well as
location and inaccessibility. ,2 The required to submit notification of the 20 categories of Toxic Release Inventory
individual or individuals who will discharge to the operator of the (TRI) chemicals for which reporting is
conduct the comprehensive site municipal separate storm sewer system,required. EPA has the authority to add
evaluation must be identified in the A list of these systems is provided in to and delete from this list. The Agency
plan and should be members of the Addendum D of today’s notice, has identified approximately 175
pollution prevention team. Material Facilities covered by this permit mustchemicals that it is classifying for the
handling and storage areas and other comply with applicable requirements inpurposes of this general permit as
potential sources of pollution must be municipal storm water management "Section 313 water priority chemicals."
visually inspected for evidence of actualprograms developed under NPDES For the purposes of this permit, Section
or potential pollutant discharges to the permits issued for the discharge of the 313 water priority chemicals are defined
drainage system. Inspectors also must municipal separate storm sewer systemas chemicals or chemical categories that
observe erosion controls and structuralthat receives the facility’s discharge, {1) are listed at 40 CFR 372.65 pursuant
storm water management devices to provided the discharger has been to EPCRA Section 313; {2) are
ensure that each is operating correctly,notified of such conditions. In addition,manufactured, processed, or otherwise
Equipment needed to implement the permittees that discharge storm water used at or above threshold levels at apollution prevention plan, such as that associated with industrial activity facility subject to EPCRA Section 313
used during spill response activities, through a large or medium municipal reporting requirements; and (3) meet at
must be inspected to confirm that it is separate storm sewer system must makeleast one of the following criteria: {i} are
in proper working order, their pollution prevention plans listed in Appendix D of 40 CFR Part 122The results of each comprehensive available to the municipal operator of on either Table II (organic prioritysite evaluation must be documented intha system upon request by the pollutants}, Table HI (certain metals,a report signed by an authorized municipal operator, cyanides, and phenols), or Table V
company official. The report must 2. Special Requirements for Storm {certain toxic pollutants and hazardousdescribe the scope of the comprehensiveWater Discharges Associated With substances); (ii} are listed as a hazardoussite evaluation, the personnel making Industrial Activity From Facilities substance pursuant to Sectionthe comprehensive site evaluation, theSubject to EPCRA Section 313 311~o}{2){A) of the CWA at 40 CFRdate(s} of the comprehensive site
evaluation, and any major observationsRequirements 116.4; or {iii} are pollutants for which

relating to implementation of the storm Today’s permit contains special EPA has published acute or chronic

water pollution prevention plan. requirements for certain permittees toxicity criteria. A list of the water

Comprehensive site evaluation reports subject to reporting requirements underpriority chemicals is provided in
Addendum F to today’s notice. Inmust be retained for at least 3 years after todav’s permit, EPA is not ex~endmg thethe date of the evaluation. Based on the ,, Large and medium municipal separate storm

sewer systems are systems located in an special requirements to facilities that
incorporated city with a population of 100,000 or store liquid chemicals in above-ground,2 whsm annual site insp~:~ons ar~ shown in the morn, or in a county identified as having a large or tanks or handle liquid chemicals inplan to be impractical for inactive mining sites, due medium system (se~ 40 CFR 122,26(b} (4} anQ (7)

to remote location and inaccessibility, site and Appandicas F through I to Par~ 122). A llst of    areas exposed to precipitation if such
insp~’tions must be conducted at least once avery these municipalities is provided in Addendum D to facilities are not subiect to EPCRA
3 years, today’s notice. Section 313 reporting requirements.
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a. gumm~T of Special Requirements.maintenance and good housekeeping, temperature. Liquid storage areas forThe special requirements in today’s facility security, .and employee training. Section 313 water priority chemicalspermit for facilities subject to reporting In the proposed permit, EPA proposed must be operated to minimizerequirements under EPCRA Section 313 to require facilities subject to EPCRA discharges of Section 313 chemicals.for a water priority chemical, except Section 313 requirements to have a Appropriate measures to minimizethose that are handled and stored only Registered Professional Engineer {PE} discharges of Section 313 chemicalsin gaseous or non-soluble liquids or certi~ their pollution prevention plans may include secondary containmentsolids {at atmospheric pressure and every. 3 years. However, in response to provided for at least ~e entire contentstemperature} forms {see Part VI.D.2.c commentors’ concerns, EPA has revised of the largest single tank plus sufficiembelow}, state that storm water pollution the permit to eliminate the PE freeboard to allow for precipitation, aprevention plans, in addition to the certification requirement. Instead, the strong spill contingency and integritybaseline requirements for plans, must permit now requires facilities subject to testing plan, and/or o~er equivalentcontain special provisions addressing the special requirements to satisfy the measures. A strong spill contingencyareas where Section 313 water priority pollution prevention plan signature plan would typically contain, at achemicals are stored, processed, or requirements in Part IV.B.I. of the minimum, a description of responseotherwise handled. These requirements permit. EPA agrees with commentors plans, personnel needs, and methods o~reflect the Best Available Technology that the operator is the most appropriate mechanical containment {such as use offor controlling discharges of water person to perform the certification. In sorbents, booms, collection devices,priority chemicals in storm water. The addition, instead of certifying the plan etc.}, steps to taken for removal of spill. .> permit provides that appropriate every 3 years, facilities subject to chemicals or materials, and procedures:- containment, drainage control, and/or EPC~-~ Section 313 requirements must to ensure access to and availability ofdiversionary structures must be - amend the pollution prevention plan sorbents and other equipment. Theprovided for such areas. An exemption only when significant modifications are testing component of the plan wouldfrom the special provisions for Section made to the facility, such as the provide for conducting integrity testing313 facilities willbe granted if the addition of material handling areas or of storage tanks at set intervals such asfacility can certify in the pollution chemical storage units, once every 5 years, and conductingprevention plan that all water priority b. Requirements for Priority Areas. integrity and leak testing of valves andchemicals handled or used are gaseous The permit provides that drainage from piping at a minimum frequency, such asor non-soluble liquids or solids {at prio~ty areas should be restrained by once per year. In addition, a strong planatmospheric pressure and temperature}, valves or other positive means to would include a written and actualAt a minimum, one of the following prevent the discharge of a spill or other commitment of manpower, equipmentpreventive systems or its equivalent excessive leakage of Section 313 water and materials required to comply withmust be used: curbing, culverting, priority chemicals. Where containment the permit and to expeditiously controlgutters, sewers, or other forms of traits are employed, such units may beand remove any quantity of spilled ordrainage control to prevent or minimizeemptied by pumps or ejectors; however,leaked chemicals that may result in athe potential for storm water runon to these must be manually activated, toxic dischaz~e.come into contact with significant Flapper-type drain valves must not be (2) Other Material Storage Areas.sources of pollutants; or roofs, covers, orused to drain containment areas, as Material storage areas for Section 313other forms of appropriate protection tothese will not effectively control spills, water priority chemicals other thanprevent storage piles from exposure toValves used for the drainage of liquids that are subject to runoff,storm water and wind. containment ~’eas should, as far as is leaching, or wind must incorporateIn addition, the permit establishes practical, be of manual, open-and-closeddrainage or other control features to
farequirements for priority areas of the design. If facility drainage does not meetminimize the discharge of Section 313cility. Priority areas of the facility these requirements, the final dischargewater priority chemicals by reducinginclude the following: liquid storage conveyance of all in-facility storm storm water contact with Section 313areas whore storm water comes into sewers must be equipped to be wa.terpriority chemicals.contact with any equipment, tank, equivalent with a diversion system that (3) Truck and Rail Car Loading andcontainer, or other vessel used for could, in the event of an uncontrolled Unloading Areas. Truck and rail carSection 313 water priority chemicals; spill of Section 313 water priority loading and unloading areas for Liquidmaterial storage areas for Section 313 chemicals, return the spilled material orSection 313 water priority chemicalswater priority chemicals other than contaminated storm water to the facility,must be operated to minimizeLiquids; truck and rail car loading and Records must be kept of the frequency discharges of Section 313 water priorityunloading areas for Liquid Section 313 and estimated volume {in gallons) of chemicals. Appropriate measures to"water priority chemicals; and areas discharges from containment areas, minimize discharges of Section 313where Section 313 water priority Additional special requirements are chemicals may include the placementchemicals are transferred, processed, orrelated to the types of industrial and maintenance of drip pansotherwise handled, activities that occur within the priority {including the proper disposal ofThe permit provides that site runoff area. These requirements are materials collected in the drip pans)from other industrial areas of the facilitysummarized below: where spillage may occur (such as hosethat may contain Section 313 water (1) l.~’quid Storage Areas. Where stormconnections, hose reels, and fillerpriority chemicals or spills of Section water comes into contact with any nozzles) when making and breaking313 water priority chemicals must equipment, tank, container, or other hose connections: a strong spillincorporate the necessary drainage or vessel used for Section 313 water contingency and integrity testing plan:other control features to prevent the priority chemicals, the material and an.d/or other equivalent measures.discharge of spilled or improperly construction of tanks or containers used {4) Other Transfer, Process, ordisposed material and to ensure the for the storage of a Section 313 water Handling Areas. Processing equipmentmitigation of pollutants in runoff or priority chemical must be compatible and materials handling equipment mustleachate. The permit also establishes with the material stored and conditionsbe operated to minimize discharges ofspecial requirements for preventive of storage, such as pressure and Section 313 water priority chemicals.
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Materials used in piping and equipmentmust be enclosed or covered to preventthe industrial activities that occur at a
must be compatible with the substancesexposure to precipitation, except for facility and the criteria for determining
handled. Drainage f~om process and exposure resulting from adding or monitoring used to develop the permit.
materials handling areas must minimizeremoving materials from the pile. ThisTable 3 lists the sections of the permit
storm water contact with Section 313 requirement only applies to runoff fromand of this fact sheet that describe the
water priority chemicals. Additional storage piles discharged to waters of themonitoring requirements as they apply
protection such as covers or guards to United States. Facilities that collect allto the specific industrial activities
prevent exposure to wind, spraying or of the runoff from their salt piles and eligible for coverage under the permit.
releases from pressure ralief vents to reuse it in their processes or dischargeThese are minimum monitoring
prevent a discharge of Section 313 water it subject to a separate NPDES permit dorequirements and if a permittee so
priority chemicals to the drainage not need to enclose or cover their piles,chooses, he may conduct additional
system, and overhangs or door skins toPermittees must comply with this sampling to acquire more data to
enclose trailer ends at truck loading/ requirement as expeditiously as improve the statistical validity of the
unloading docks must be provided as practicable, but in no event later than 3results. Through increased analytical or
appropriate. Visual inspections or leakyears from the date of permit issuance,visual monitoring the permittee may be
tests must be provided for overhead These special requirements have beenable to better ascertain the effectiveness
pipin8 conveying Section 313 water included in today’s permit based on of their pollution prevention plan.
priority chemicals without secondary human health and aquatic effects Analytical monitoring requirements
containment, resulting from storm water runoff fi’ominvolve laboratorv chemical analyses of

c. Today’s permit allows facilities to salt storage piles compounded with thesamples collected by the permittee. The
provide a certification, signed in prevalence of salt storage piles across results of the analytical monitoring are
accordance with Part VII.G, {signatory the United-States. quantitative concentration values for
requirements} of this permit, that all 4. Consistency With Other Plans different pollutants, which can be easily
Section 313 water priority chemicals Storm water pollution prevention compared to the results from other
handled and/or stored onsite are only inplans may raferance the existence of sampling events, other facilities, or to
gaseous or non-soluble liquid or solid other plans for Spill Prevention ControlNational benchmarks. Section VI.E.1.
(at atmospheric pressure end and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans describes the anal~ical monitor~g
temperature) forms in lieu of the developed for the facility under Se~.ionrequirements and the process and
additional requirements in Part VI.E.2 of311 of the CWA or Best Management criteria by which an industry sector or
today’s permit. By allowing such a Practices (BlVIP) Programs otherwise subsector was selected for analytical
certification, EPA hopes to limit the required by an MPDES permit for the monitoring. Compliance monitoring
application of the special requirementsfacility as lon~ as such requirement is requirements ere imposed under today’s
Pert IV.E,2. of the permit to those incorporated into the storm water permit to insure that discharges subject
facilities with 313 water priority pollution prevention plan. to numerical effluent limitations under
chemicals that truly have the potential the storm water effluent limitations
to contaminate storm water discharges~. Monitoring and Reporting ~idelines are in compliance with those
associated with industrial activity. ~’Requirements limitations. The compliance monitoring
3. Special Requirements for Storm The permit contains three general requirements are explained in Section
Water Discharges Associated With types of monitoring requirements: VI.E.2.
industrial Activity From Salt Storage analytical monitoring or chemical Visual examinations of storm water
Facilities monitoring: compliance monitoring fordischarges are the least burdensome

effluent guidelines compliance, and type of monitoring requirement under
Today’s general permit contains visual examinations of storm water the permit. Ahnost all of the industrial

special requirements for storm water discharges. This section provides a activities are required to perform visual
discharUes associated with industrial general description of each of these examinations of their storm water
activity from salt storage facilities, types of mouitoring. Actual monitoring discharges when they ere occurring on
Storage piles of salt used for deicing or requirements for a 8ivan facility undera quarterly basis. Visual examinations
other commercial or industrial purposes the permit will vary depending uponare described in Section VI.E.8.

TABLE 3.---STORM WATER MONiTORiNG REQUIFtEMENTS

Permit
Sec~on of fact section de-

IndustfiaJ activity sheet dascr~oing scribing
monitoring require- monitoring

rnents require-

Timber Products Facilities. ................................................................................................................................... VIII.A.8 XI.A.5.
Paper and Allied Products M~nufacturing Facilities, ........................................................................................... VIII.B.7 XI.B.5.Chemical and Allied Products Manuf~lurtng Fadlitias* ...................................................................................... VIII.C.8 XI.C.5.Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials Manufacturers and Lubricant M~nufacturers, ........................................ VIII.D.5 XI.D.5.GI~ss, Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Product Manufacturing Facilities, ............................................... VIII.E.7 XI.E.5.
Pr~rna/y IVlet4M~ F~cilitJes~ ..................................................................................................................................... VIII.F.7 XI.F.5.MetaJ Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing) Facilities, ............................................................................................. VIII.G.8 XI.G.5.
Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related F~cilit~s, .................................................................................................. VIII.H.6 XI.H.5.
Oil ~ Gas E~ Facilities, ......................................................................................................................... VIII.I.7 XI.I.5.
MinerlM Mining ~ Processing FacJlitias. ............................................................................................................ VIII.J.6 XI.J.5.Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facilities, ............................................................................ VIII.K.7 XI.K.5.Landfills and Land Ap~icatJon Sites, ................................................................................................................... VIII.L.S XLI_5.
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TABLE 3.---STORM WATER MONITORING REQUIREMENTS~ContJnued

Perrni,~
Section of fact sectionIndustria~ activity sheet daschbing scnbm~

monitoring re(;uire- moniton;
ments requir~-

~.r~Utorno0ile Sah~ge Yams. .......................... ments
~ w.ts ~ F=~s .......... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................................................................v,~.M.8’. co= H=  ng ......................................................

qu~vme ~ear,ng Areas at Motor Fre .... " ........... VIII.O.6 XI.O.5.Trar~on Facilities, Petre~um Bulk Oil ~ ........... ~.ht_Tr..a~_portation Facdi~es, Passenger VIII.P.6 XI.P.5¯ . omuun= ano ~ern~nals, HSJl | rtatJ ’United States Postal Service Transtxxlaflon Faci~es. ranspo on Fac|lttias, ar~ the
V..e~e Maintenance Areas and/or Equipment Cleaning O rations at
Ship and Boat Buik:ing or Reoairirm Yards pe Water Transportation Facilities... VIII.Q.6Ve~ M=r~ ~.-~.~ ..... : ................................................................................... " ....... X~.Q.S.

cilities..
, qulpment Clearang Areas, or Deicing Areas Located at Air Transpo~’l~;~"~’~ VIII.R.6 XI.R.5.

VIII.S.6 XI.S.5.Treatment Wod~, ..................
~ ~ ~i~,ed P~= ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..................................................................... w,.~.~ x=.~.~.

,,,,=-~j ar~ ~-ul)iishir~ I;aCilltles ............................................................ VIII.W.5 XI.W.5.
~.~amer |arming an(:l Finishirm F=,,’~-,’ ng ~r~usmes. ............ XI.X.5.
F ’ .-,, ...................... ¯ .................. VIII.Y.7 XI.Y.5.atxicated MetaJ Products Industry. ........................................................................................... VIII.Z.7~=~,,as ~= .=~=~ ~~.~.~.~;~.i._..:::~...: ....... : .................................................. ×~.z.~.
Facilities That uo,,,,~,.~ ......... -.,~,~,,,~,,=, ~xzusma=, or L~)rnmerc=al Machinen, ........... VIII.,~A.7 I XI.AA.5....... =~u,~ =m~mrac ano EiestficaJ E ui "~ ..... : ...................... VIII.AB.7 ~ XI.AB.5.Goods. q pment and Components, Photogrephm and OpticaJ VIII.AC.7

¯ Denotes a sector tt~t ¢ontaJr~ an~ monitoring requirements for an entire sector or a su~sector.

1. Az~alytical Monitoring Requirements. subsectors that demonstrated a potential arraTed according to industrial sectorToday’s permit requires analytical to discharge pollutants at concentrations and subsector for the pro’poses of
monitoring for disctm.~es from certain of concern.

determining when anal~.ical monitoringTo determine the industz3, sectors a~d would be appropriate. Data received b3,classes of industrial facilities. EPA
subsectors that would be subject to

EPA prior to Ja~uar~ 1, 1993 (t.llree
believes tJmt industries may reduce the

~nalyfical monitoring requirementslevel of pollutants in storm water runoff
months after the application deadline)from their sites t.l~rough the contained in the sections listed in Table
were entered into F_=°A’s database. Somedevelopment ~-d proper 3, EPA reviewed the data submitted in
additional data that was submitted eventhe group application process. First,
after ~anuar~ 1, 1993 was also entered

implementation of a storm water
EPA divided the Part 1 and Part 2pollution prevention plan discussed in
application data by the industz3, sectors into the database to bolster the data settoday’s perm~iL Am~lytica] monitoring is ¯

fora mea~ by which to measure the listed in Table 3. W~here a sector was some sectors or subsectors (e.g., the
concenl~ation of a pollutmzt in a fotmd to contain a wide range of auto salvage industry). All data
water disc]~e,

storm industrial activities or potential submitted even later by g~oupAnalytica~ reaults are pollutant souz~es, it was further applicants which was not loaded intoquantitative and therefore can be used
subdivided into the indusuT subsectors the database was reviewed by EPAto compare results from discharge to
listed in Table 4. Next, EPA reviewed during development of the permit. EPAdischarge and to quantify the
the information submitted in Part 1 of notes that preliminary copies of theimprovement in storm water quality
.the, group, applications regarding the database were distributed to the publicattributable to the storm water pollution
m~lustriaJ activities, significant upon request in advance of a completeprevention plan, or to identify a
materials exposed to storm water, andscreening of the quality of the data set.pollutant that is not being successfully
the material management measures These copies of the database containedcontrolled by the plan. EPA realizes
employed. This information helped a variety of errors that were screenedthere are 8rearer cost burdens associated
identify potential pollutants that may beand removed prior to EPA statisticalwith amdytical monitoring in
present in the storm water discharges, analysis and evaluation of the results.comparison to visual examinations.
Then, EPA entered into a database, theThe results of the statistical analyses areToday’s permit only requires analytical
sampling data submitted in Part 2 of thepresented in the appropriate section ofmonitoring for the industr7 sectors or
g~oup applications. That data was the fact sheet referenced in Table 3.

TABLE 4---SECTOR]SUBSECTOR DIVISION OF GROUP APPLICANTS FOR ANALYSES OF ~AMPLING [~ATA

Sut~ector ~                               Act~ty represented

Sector A. Timber Products
~°

....................... ~WTT~2 lis ar~ Plating Mills.

~- " ...................... I ~:’~’ I ~o~ S~e ~ ~an~.~........................ ~’~’~ I Har~v(xx~ Dimens~n and Flooring Mills,
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TABLE 4.~ECTOWSUBSECTOR DIVISION OF GROUP APPUCANTS FOR ANALYSES OF SAMPLING DATA~Ontinued

S~or SIC ~e Ac~i~ r~re~

24~ S~i~ P~ Sa~ills, ~t El~ere Cl~sifi~.
243X Mil~, Ve~, PI~, ~ S~r~ Wo~.
2~X W~ ~i~.
2~X W~ B~s ~ MoVie Ho~s.
2493 R~ W~ Pr~.
2499 W~ P~, Not Else~re Citified.

~r B. Pa~r and AIII~ ~du¢~ ~nuf~dng

1 ......................... ~1X Pulp Mi~.
2 ......................... ~ P~r Mills.
3" . ...................... 263X P~ Migs.
4 ......................... 2~X P~ C~inem ~ Boxes.
5 ......................... 267X Conve~ P~r ~ Packard PrOud, Ex~pt Con~nem and Boxes.

~r C. Chemi~l ~d AIIi~ Pmdu~ ~uf~Hng.

1" . ...................... 281X In~= I~ic C~m~s.
2" . ...................... 2~ PI~ ~teda~ ~ Sy~e~ Resins, Sy~t~ R~r, Cellulosic a~ Other Man.de Fi~rs Except

3 ......................... 2~X Dm~.
4" . ...................... 2~X S~, ~terge~, ~d Cleani~ Pre~ratio~; Pe~um~, C~me~, a~ ~er Toilet Pre~mtions.
5 ......................... 2~X P=~, V~s, ~em, Ena~ls, ~ Alli~ P~.
6 ......................... 2~X In~ O~ Chem~s.
7" . ...................... 28~ Ag~ C~.
8 ......................... 2~X Mi~l~ C~I P~,

~or D. Asphalt ~lng and R~flng ~ ~nu~m~ and Lubd~nt ~u~

N~I~ p~ ~[ ~ ~ C~.

Rat

~ ~ ~.

~7 N~y Re~s.
4" . ...................... ~ " ~e, G~

Mi~=s ~ E~’s, Gr~, m ~ Tr~t~.

1" . ...................... ~1X St~ W~, B~ Fu~, ~ R=li~ a~ Fi~ M~.
2". ...................... ~ I~ ~ ~ F~.
3 ......................... ~3X P~ S~ ~ Re~m~ of ~e~= M~s.
4 ......................... ~X S~
5" . ...................... ~X R~I~, D~, ~ E~ ~ N~f~ ~.
6" . ...................... ~6X N~ F~ (~).
7 ......................... ~9X M~II~ P~ ~ P~.

1 ......................... 101X Ir~ Ores.
2" . ...................... 10~ C~ Or~.
3 ......................... 103X Lead ~
4 ......................... I~X G~ ~ Sider Or~.
5 ......................... I~X Fe~ Or~, ~ V~d~.
6 ......................... I~X M~ Mi~ ~.
7 ......................... 109X M~~ ~ O~.

NA" . ...................I I=X I~ M. = C~ M~i~ F=~.
I
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TABLE 4.---SECTOI::VSUBSECTOR DIVISION OF GROUP APPLICANTS FOR ANALYSES OF SAMPLING DATA~Continued

SL-&~-~3tor I SIC code I                            Activity represented

Sector I. 011 and Gas Extraction

1" . ......................

I 131X

] Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas.2 ......................... 132X I Natural Gas Uqulds.3" . ...................... 138X ! Oil and Gas Field Services.

S~¢-tor J. Mineral Mining and Dressing

1" . ...................... 141X

/ Dimension Stone.

142X Crushe~l and Broken Stone, Including Rip Rap.
148X Nonmetallic Minerals, Exce~ Fuels.

2" . ......................144X Sand and Gravel.3 ......................... 145X Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Materials.
4 ......................... 147X Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining.

S,~,~or K. H~.,.~,3ous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal Facilities

NA° " ...................I NA I Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal.

See-tot L Landfills and Land Application Sites

NA’. ...................INA I Landfills and Land Apf~icat~on Sites"

Sector M. Automobile Salvage Yards

NA’. ...................
15015 ! Autoir..~ile Salvage Yar=.

Sector N. Scrap Recycling Facilities
NA’. ...................

15093 I Scrap Recycling Fadlifies"

8~,,-~or O. Steam Electric Generating FaciliUee
NA’. ...................INA [Stearn Electric Generating Facilities.

Sector P, Land Transportation

1 .........................I 4OXX

I Railroad TranaportatJon.-

2 .........................I 41XX3 .........................I 42XX
~ and. Highway Passenger Trensportal~)n.

4 .........................~ 43XX
MOtOr Preight Trans~x)rtatton and Warahou~ing.

5
/ 5171

United States Postal Service.
......................... Petroleum Bulk Stations and Terminals.

Sector Q. Water Tran~oortation
NA’....................

144Xx I Water Tr an,~x,~u~iJon"

,~,,,v, R. ~hip and Boat Building or R ~m~_idng Yards
NA ......................

1373X I Ship and Boat Building or Repairing Yar="

S.~-tor S. Air Transportation FacJ!.m.._.s
NA*.....................J45XX I Air Trar~po~,~iJon Facilities"

,~i~0� T. Treatment Works

NA°.................... "~NA         1 Treatment Works.

S.i~to¢ U. Food end Kindred Products
1 ......................... 201X"-"~’~~ Meat Products.
2 ......................... 202X~ Dairy Products.3 ......................... 203X~ Canned, Frozen and Preserved Fruits,4" . ...................... 204X Vegetables and Food SDecialtias.~ Grain Mill Products.
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TABLE 4.--SEGTOR/SUBSECTOR DIVISION OF GROUP APPLICANTS FOR ANALYSES OF SAMPLING DATA--Continued

Subsector SiC code Activity represented

5 ......................... 205X Bakery Products.
6 ......................... 208X Suger and Confectionery Products.
7" . ...................... 207X Fats and Oils.
8 ......................... 208X Beverages.
9 ......................... 209X Miscellaneous Food Preparations and Kindred Products.

~tor V. Texffie MIII~, Apparel, and Other Fabric Produ©t Manufacturing

1 .........................I 22XX Textile Mill Products.
2 .........................

I 23XX
Al:~oarel and O~er Finished Products Made From Fabrics and Similar Materials.

Se~lor W. Fumlture and Flxtum~

NA ...................... 25XX Furniture and Fixtures.
2434 Wood Kitchen Cabinets.

Sector X. Pdnting and Publishing

Sector Y. Rubber, Mleoellaneous Plastic Products, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries

I* . ...................... 301X Tires and Inner Tubes.
302X Ruiner and Ptast~cs Footwear.
305X Gaskets, Packing, and Sealing Devices and RuUoer and Plastics Hose and Belting.
306X Fabricated Rubber Products, Not Elsewhere Classif’~:l.

2 ......................... 308X Miscellaneous Pla~dcs Products.
393X Musical Instruments.
394X Dolls, Toys, Games and Sporting and Athletic Goods.
395X Pe~s, Pencils, and Other Artists’ Matadals.
396X Costume Jewelry, Costume Novelties, Buttons. and Miscellaneous Notions, Except Precious Metal.
399X Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries.

~ector Z. Leather Tanning and Finishing

NA ......................!311X
I Leather Tanning and Finishing.

8eotor AA. Fabricat~l .l~t~l Products

1" . ...................... 342X CIJt~W, Handtoole, and General Hardware.
344X Fab~t:~ted Structural Metal Products.
345X Screw Machine Products, and Bolts, Nuts, Screws, Rivets, and Washer.
346X Metal Forginge an~ Stampings.
3471 BectroplatJr~, Plating, Polishing, Anodizing, and
349X Miecellaneous Fabricated Metal Products.
391X Jewelry, Silven~ue, and Plated Ware.

2" . ...................... 3479 Co~ting, Engraving, and Allied Services.

~eotor AB. Transportation Equipment, Industrial or Commercial Machinery

NA ......................135XX I Industrial and Commercial Machinery.

Se,~tor AC. Elect]’on~, Elect~ical, Photogra~hi¢ and Optical Goods

NA ......................
136XX t Electronic. ElectTicai.38XX Measuring, Analyzing and Controlling Instrument; Photographic and Optical Goods.

~
DAe~:~nd~.a.as.s ~ul:~.~ector" ~ ar~lytio~l (..~en~al.".) monitoring requirements.

leo mose inoust~y sectors in which subdivision into subeectors was determined to be not ab~licable.

To conduct a comparison of the pollutant parameters on which concern. The level of concern is a
results of the statistical analyses to monitoring results had been received, concentration at which a storm water
determine when analytical monitoringThe "benchmarks" are the pollutant discharge could potentially impair, or
would be required, EPA established concentrations above which EPA contribute to impairing water quality or
"benchmark" concentrations for the determined represents a level of affect human health from ingestion of
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water or fish. The benchmarks are also
water species can survive exposures of

oil and grease. Given the lack of anviewed by EPA as a level, that if below,
pollutants for short durations (i.e., a

acute criteria, EPA selected the chror._a .~acility represents little potential for
storm discharge event).

fresh water quality c~iteria as thewater quality concern. As such, the
Acute f~eshwater criteria do not existbenchmark for iron. Water qualitybenchmarks also provide an appropriate

for a number of parameters on which criteria for waterbodies in the State o~level to determine whether a facility’s
EPA received data. For these North Carolina were used to determir.storm water pollution prevention
parameters,measures are successfully implemented. EPA selected benchmark benchmarks for total phosphorus and
values from several other references, for fluoride/The concentration value .~,The benchmark concentrations are not
The benchmark concentrations for five phosphorus was designed to preventeffluent limitations and should not be

interpreted or adopted as such. These day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD~)eutrophication of fresh waterbodiesand for pH are determined based uponfrom storm water runoff. The fluoridevalues are merely levels which EPA has
the secondary wastewater treatmentused to determine if a storm water value was designed by North Carolina
regulations (40 CFR 133.102). EPA be protective of water quality, as wasdischarge from any given facility merits
believes that the BOD~ value of 30 rag/the manganese value developed byfurther monitoring to insure that the

facility has been successful in L is a reasonable concentration below Colorado. EPA believes ~hat each of
implemanting a storm water pollution which adverse effects in receiving these benchmark values represent a
prevention plan. As such these levels waters under wet weather flow reasonable level below which waterrepresent a target concentration for a conditions should not occur. EPA also quality impacts should not occur and
facility to achieve through believes, that given group application they therefore represent a useful level :.
implementation of pollution preventiondata on BOD~, this value should be assess whether a pollution prevention
measures at the facility. Table 5 lists thereadily achievable by industrial storm plan is controlling pollution in stormparameter benchmark values. - water dischargers. The benchmark valuewater disch _arges.As can be seen in Table 5, benchmarkfor pH is a range of 6.0-9.0 standard For several other parameters, EPA
concentrations were determined based units. EPA believes this level, given thechose a benchmark value base on a
upon a number of existing standards orgroup application data, is reasonably numerical adiustment of the acute ~reshother sources to represent a level aboveachievable by industrial storm water water quality criteria. Where the acutewhich water quality concerns could dischargers and represents and water quality criteria was below thearise. EPA has also sought to develop acceptable range within which aquatic method detection level for a pollutant,values which can realistically be life impacts will not occur. The EPA used the "minimum level" {ML) as

measured and achieved bv i~dustrial benchmark concentration for chemical the benchmark concentration to ensure
facilities. Moreover. storn~ water oxygen demand {COD) is based upon that the benchmark levels could be
discharges with pollutant the State of North Carolina benchmarkmeasured by permittees. For a few
concen~ations occurring below these values for storm water discharges, andpollutants minimum levels have been
levels would not warrant further is a factor of four times the BOD~ published and these were used. For
analytical monitoring due to their de benchmark concentration. EPA has other pollutants, minimum levels needminimis potential effect on water concluded that COD is generally to be calculated. EPA calculated thequality, discharged in domestic wastewater at minimum levels using the methodologyThe primary source of benchnmrk four times the concentration of BOD~ described in the draft "Nationalconcentrations is EPA’s National Waterwithout causing adverse impacts on Guidance for the Permitting,Quality Criteria, published in 1986 aquatic life. EPA selected the median Monitoring, and Enforcement of Water(oRen referred to as the "Gold Book").

concentrationS-ore the National UrbanQuality-based Effluent Limitations SetFbr the majority of the benchmarks, EPARunoff Program as the benchmark for Below Analytical Detection/chose to use the acute aquatic life, freshtotal suspended solids {TSS} and for Quantitation Levels" {Michael Cook,water ambient water quality criteria, nitrate plus nitrite as nitrogen. EPA OWEC, March 18, 1994}.
Additionally, several organic

These criteria represent maximum
believes the median concentration,

compounds (ethylbenzene,concentration values for s pollutant, which is the mid-point concentration
fluoranthene, toluene, and

above which, could cause acute effects{half the samples are above this level
trich]oroethylene) have acute fresh

on aquatic life such as mortality in a and half are below) represents
water quality criteria at substantially

short period of time. Where acute
concentration above which water

high concentrations, much higher thancriteria values ware not available, EPA
quality concerns may result. For TSS a

criteria developed for the protection ofused the lowest observed effect level
value of 100mg/L is similar to the storm

human health when ingesting water or{LOEL) acute fresh water value. The water benchmark used by North
fish. In addition, trichloroethylene is a

LOEL values represent the lowest
.Caroli~.,a for storm water permits, and

human carcinogen. Therefore, EPAconcentration of a pollutant that results
g~van me group application data, should

selected the human health criteria asin an adverse effect over a short period
be readily achievable by industry withof time, These two acute freshwater for these p’.’ eters. For¯ implementation of BMPs, many of

mmemyi pathalate and total phenols,values were selected as benchmark
which are designed for the purpose of

EPA selected benchmark concentrationsconcentrations if the value was not
controlling TSS. EPA also believes,

based upon existing discharge
below the approved method detection

given the group application data, that
limitations and compliance data {no

limit as listed in 40 CFR Pan 136 and
there is a relationship between TSS and

industry had median concentrations
the ~1alue was not substantially above

the amount of exposed industrial
above the selected benchmark for these

the concentration which EPA believes a
activity and that industrial activities

parameters and therefore no industry
facility can attain through the

even in arid western States should be
sector is required to monitor for these

implementation of a storm water
able to implement BMPs that will

two pollutants).
pollution Prevention plan. These acute

accomplish this benchmark. EPAfreshwater values best represent, on a
selected the storm water effluent EPA conducted statistical analyses ofnational basis, the highest

the group Pan 2 data for each parameterlimitation guideline for petroleum
within every industry, sector or

concentrations at which typical fresh
refining facilities as the benchmark for

subsector listed in Table 5. The
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pollutants, benchmark values, and source of the benchmark values are
indicated below in Table 5.

TABLE 5.~PARAMETER BENCHMARK VALUES

Parameter name Bellchrt’~rk level Source
Biochemical Oxygen Demand(5) ......................................................................................................................... 30 mg/L 4Chemical Oxygen Demand ................................................................................................................................. 120 mg/L 5Total Suspended Solids ...................................................................................................................................... 100 moJL 7Oil and Grease

0.68 mg/L 7Tot= Phosphorus ................................ : ............................................................................................................... 2.0 mgiL 6
pH ........................................................................................................................................................................ 6.0-~.0 s.u. 4Acrylonitrile (c) .................................................................................................................................................. 7.55 mg/L 2
Aluminum, Total (pH 6.5-9) ................................................................................................................................ 0.75 mg/L
Ammonia " 19 mg/L 1A~.y.’~:;~ .....................................................................................................................................................0.~,~LArsenic, Total (ci ..................................................................................................................................... 9

................................................................................................................................................. 0.16854 n’~/L 9Benzene ....................................................................................................................................................... 0.01 mg/L 10Beryllium, Total (c) ...........................................................................................
Buty~ P.t.~te ...............................................................................................::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::0.13.VL

3 mg/L 3Cadmium, Total (H) ............................................................................................................................................. 0.0159 mo~L 9Chloride ................................................................................... :. .......................................................................... 860 mg/LC<~r, Tot= (H) ....................................................................................
. ...............

0.6868 mg/L 9Dimethyl Phth~ate ..................................................................... " .................................................... 1.0 rng/L 11Ethylbenzene ....................................................................................................................................................... 3.1 mg/L 3Fluoranthene ........................................................................................................................................................ 0.042 mg/L 3Fluodde ................................................................................................................................................................ 1.8 mg/L 6
Irort, Total ...........................................................................................................L==. "rot= (HI ...................................................................................................:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...................1.0 r~L

0.08= 6 mg/LManganese ...................................................................................................................................... 1.0 moiL 13M,~,,y. Tot= .................................................................................................................................::::::::::::::::::::: ~o.~4
Nickel, Total (H) ................................................................................................................................................... 1.417 mg/L
PCB-1016 (c)
PCB-1221 (c) ...................................................................................................................................................... 0.000127 rng/L 9

...................................................................................................................................................... 0.10 rng/L              ~0PCB-1232 (c)
PCB-1242 (c) ...................................................................................................................................................... 0.00~18 mg/L 9

...................................................................................................................................................... 0.00020 mg/LPCB-1248 (c)
PCB-1254 (c) ...................................................................................................................................................... 0.002544 mg/L 9

...................................................................................................................................................... 0.10 mg/LPCB-1260 (c) ...............................................................................
. ....

0.000477 mg/L 9~,,~w,. T~ .................................................... " ......................................................................
~ ~A,.~ ..................................................~i~i~ii~ii~i’~ ......... ~ii .............................................................. 1.0,~L
s..w~, ~o~ <-~ ..............................................................~.~...i~ii~i~i~iii~i~iiiiii~ ....................................... O.Ol ~,L

....................................... 0.23&5 mg/L 9Silver, Tot= (H) .................................................................................................. ~ ................................................ 0.0318 r~L 9T(Wuen~ .........................................................
O.OO27 moJL 3Zinc, Total (H) ......................................................................................................................~ ...............................0.117 mg/L

Soumes:

2.._~_~ _Hncommenoeo A . .m~mm. Wat~ Qual~ CrSena. LOffL A~ute Fr~hwater.

5.Fact~ o! 4 tinm~ BOD5 ¢~’~¢effw~--No~ Carolina benchmark.
B. No~ Carolina stom~ wat~¢ bencNna~k derived from NC Water Qua,ty S~.
7.~ Uman Ru.noff Program (NURP)_m~m ~moentmt~.
8.~ oonc~’~’ation of Stocm W~t~r Efflue~ Umitatio~ GuiOeline (40 CFR Part 419).

(L).

~t~..,~-~--~,~ ~lua~c Life Frestv#ater--Wa~er Quality Criterm.
(’) Umit established tot oil and gas expkralio~ and production facilities only.

(PAH) Po~/nu~ear Aroma~ Hyamcamon.

~ter temperature.--20 C.

Rec~ng .ater ~ 2O ojWg.
Acute to Chro~ Ret~o (ACR)--~IO.

EPA prepared a statistical analysis ofparameter reported within each sectorsubdivide an industry sector intothe sampling data for each pollutant or subsector. {Only where EPA did not subsectors was an analysis of the entire
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sector’s data performed.) The statisticalof materials exposed, special studies analytical monitoring in the fourth y~
analysis was performed assuming a and in some cases inadequate samplingof the permit is conditional on the
delta log normal distribution of the data in the group applications, that facility maintaining industrial
sampling data within each sector/ industries in the following sections of operations and BMPs that will en~ur~
subsector. The analyses calculated today’s fact sheet also warrant analyticalquality of storm water discharges
median, mean, maximum, minimum,monitoring not withstanding the consistent with the average
95th, and 99th percentile concentrationsabsence of data on the presence or concentrations recorded during the
for each parameter. The results of the absence of certain pollutants in the second year of the permit.
analyses may be found in the group applications: VIH.K.7 (hazardous
appropriate section of Part VIII of this waste treatment storage and disposal 2. Compliance Monitoring
Fact Sheet. From this analysis, EPA wasfacilities), and VIII.S.6 (airports which In addition to the analytical
able to identify pollutants for further use more than 100,000 gallons per yearmonitoring requirements for certain
evaluation within each sector or of glycol-based fluids or 100 tons of ureasectors, today’s permit contains
subsector, for deicing}. These industries are monitoring requirements for dischar~

EPA next compared the median required to perform analytical which are subject to effluent limitati~:
concentration for each pollutant for monitoring under the permit due to theThese discharges must be sampled
each sector or subsector to the high potential for contamination of annually and tested for the parameters_
benchmark concentrations listed in storm water discharge, which EPA which are limited by the permit.
Table 5. EPA also compared the otherbelieves was not adequately Discharges subject to compliance
statistical results to the benchmarks to, characterized by group applicants in themonitoring include: coal pile runoff,
better ascertain the magnitude and rangeinformation they provided in the group contaminated runoff from phosphate
of the discha~e concentrations to helpapplication process, fertilizer manufacturing facilities, run.
identify the pollutants of concern. EPA All facilities within an industry sector~rom asphalt paving and roofing
did not conduct this analysis if a sector or subsector identified for analytical emulsion production areas, material
had data for a pollutant from less than monitoring must, at a minimum, storage pile runoff from cement
three individual facilities. Under these monitor their storm water discharges manufacturing facilities, and mine
circumstances, the sector or subsector during the second year of permit dewataring discharges from crushed
would not have this pollutant identifiedcoverage, unless the facility exercises stone, construction sand and gravel, a~
as a pollutant of concern. This was donethe Alternative Certification described industrial sand mines located in Texas
to ensure that a reasonable number of in Section VI.E.3 of this fact sheet. At Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico, a~
facilities represented the industry sector the end of the second year of permit Arizona. All samples are to be grabs
or subsector as a whole and that the coverage, a facility must calculate the taken within the Rrst 30 minutes of
analysis did not rely on data from only average concentration for each disc~e where practicable, but in nc
one facility, parameter for which the facility is case later than the first hour ofFor eacli industry sector or subsector, required to monitor. If the permit~ee discharge. Where practicable, the
parameters with a median concentration collects more than four samples in this samples shall be taken from thehigher than the benchmark level were period, then they must calculate an discharges subject to the numericconsidered pollutants of concern for the average concentration for.each pollutant e~luent limitations prior to mixing wi~industry and identified as potential of concern for all samples analyzed, other discharges.pollutants for analytical monitoring Monitoring must be conducted for the Monitoring for these discharges isunder today’s permit. EPA then same stormwatar discharge outfall in required to determine compliance wit:
analyzed the list of potential pollutants each sampling period. Where a given numeric effluent limitations.to be monitored against the lists of storm water discharge is addressed by Furthermore, discharges covered unde
significant materials exposed and more than one sector/subsector’s today’s permit which are subiect toindustrial activities which occur within monitoring requirements, then the numeric effluent limitations are noteach industry sector or subsector as monitoring requirements for the eligible for the alternative certificationdescribed in the part I application applicable sector’s/subsector’s activities in Part VI.E.3. of this fact sheet.information. Where EPA could identify are cumulative. Therefore, if a particular

3. Alternate Certificationa source of a potential pollutant which discharge fits under more than one set
is directly related to industrial activities of monitoring requirements, the facility Throughout today’s permit, EPA ha:
of the industry sector or subsector, the must comply with all sets of sampling included monitoring requirements for
permit identifies that parameter for requirements. Monitoring requirements facilities which the Agency believes
analytical monitoring. If EPA could not must be evaluated on an outfall-by- have the potential for contributing
identify a source of a potential pollutant outfall basis, significant levels of pollutants to stor~
which was associated with the sector/ If the average concentration for a water discharges. The alternative
subsector’s industrial activity, the pollutant parameter is less than or equal certification described below ispermit does not require monitoring for to the benchmark value, then the included in the permit to ensure thatthe pollutant in that sector/subsector, permittee is not required to conduct monitoring requirements are onlyindustries with no pollutants for which analytical monitoring for that pollutant imposed on those facilities which do,the median concentrations are higher during the fourth year of the permit. If, fact, have storm water dischargesthan the benchmark levels are not however, the average concentration for containing pollutants at concentrationrequired to perform analytical a pollutant is greater than the of concern. EPA has determined that i~monitoring under this permit, with the benchmark value, then the permittee is there are no sources of a pollutantexceptions explained below, required to conduct quarterly exposed to storm water at the site therin addition to the sectors and monitoring for that pollutant during the the potential for that pollutant tosubsectora identified for analytical fourth year of permit coverage, contaminate storm water dischargesmonitoring using the methods described Analytical monitoring is not required does not warrant monitoring.above, EPA determined, based upon a during the first, third, and fifth year of Therefore, a discharger is not subiecreview of the degree of exposure, types the permit. The exclusion from to the analytical monitoring
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requirements provided the discharger permit coverage within three months ofVIII are receiving coverage under this
makes a certification for a given outfall,the conclusion of the second and fourthpermit).
on a Dollutant-by-pollut~mt basis, that year of coverage of the permit. For each Pursuant to the requirements of 40
material handling equipment or out.fall, one Discharge Monitoring CFR 122.41(j), today’s permit requires
activities, raw materials, intermediate Report Form must be submitted per permittess to retain all records for a
products, final products, waste storm event sampled. For facilities minimum of 3 veers from the date of the
materials, by-products, industrial conducting monitoring beyond the sampling, exan~ination, or other activity
machinery or operations, significant minimum requirements an additional that generated the data.
materials from past industrial activity Discharge Monitoring Report Form must5. Sample T.vpethat are located in areas of the facilit~ be filed for each analysis. The permittee
that are within the drainage area of themust include a measurement or estimateThe discussion below is a general
outfall are not presently exposed to of the total precipitation, volume of description of the sample type required
storm water and will not be exposed torunoff, and peak flow rate of runoff for for monitoring under today’s permit.
storm water for the certification period, each storm event sampled. PermitteesCertain industries have different
Such certification must be retained in subject to compliance monitoring requirements, however, so permittees
the storm water pollution prevention requirements are required to submit allshould check the industry-specific
plan, and submitted to EPA in lieu of compliance monitoring results annuallyrequirements in Part XI. of today’s
monitoring reports required under Parton the 28th day of the month following permit to confirm these requirements.
XI of the permit. The permittee is the anniversary of the publication of Grab samples may be used for all
required to complete any and all this permit. Compliance monitoring monitoring unless otherwise stated. All
sampling until the exposure is results mast be submitted on signed such samples shall be collected from the
eliminated. If the facility is reporting forDischarge Monitoring Report Forms. Fordischarge resulting from a storm event
a partial year, the permittee must each outfall, one Discharge Monitoringthat is greater than 0.1 inches in
specify the date exposure was Report form must be submitted for eachmagnitude and that occurs at least 72
eliminated. If the permittee is certifyingstorm event sampled, hours from the previously measurable
that a pollutant was present for part of Permitloes are not required to submit(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
the reporting period, nothing relieves records of the visual examinations of event. The required 72-hour storm event
the permittee from the responsibility to storm water discharges unless interval may be waived by the permittee
s~mple that parameter up until the specifically asked to do so by the where the preceding measurable storm
exposure was eliminated and it was Director. Records of the visual event did not result in a measurable
determined that no significant materialsexaminations must be maintained at thedischarge from the facility. The 72-hour

requirement may also be waived by theremained. This certification is not to be
facility. Records of visual examination permittee where the permitteeconfused with the low concentration of storm water discharge need not be documents that less than a 72-hoursampling waiver. The test for the
lengthy. Permittees may prepare typed interval is representative for local stormapplication of this certification is
or hand written reports using forms or events during the season when samplingwhether the pollutant is exposed, or can
tables which they may develop for theiris being conducted. The grab samplebe expected to be present in the storm
facility. The report need only document:must be taken during the first 30water discharge. If the facility does not
the date and time of the examination; minutes of the discharge. If theand has not used a parameter, or if
the name of the individual making theexposure is eliminated and no collection of a grab sample during the

significant materials remain, then the examination; and any observations of first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabcolor, odor, clarity, floating solids,       sample can be taken during the firstfacility can exercise this certification,
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andThe permit does not allow facilities hour of the disctmrge, and the

with discharges subject to numeric other obvious indicators of storm water discharger must submit with the
effluent limitations to submit alternativepollution. monitoring report a description of why
certification in lieu of the compliance The location for submittal of all a grab sample during the fLrst 30
monitoring requirements in Sections reports is contained in the permit, minutes was impracticable. A minimum
VI.C., X!.C.6., XI.D.5., XI.E.5.0 and XI.J.5. Consistent with Office of Management of one grab is required. Where the
The permit also does not allow air and Budget Circular A-105, facilities discbarRe to be sampled contains both
transportation facilities subject to the located on the following Federal Indian

storm water and non-storm water, the
analytical monitoring requirements Reservations, which cross EPA Regionalfacility shall sample the storm water
under Section XI.S.5. to exercise an boundaries, should note that permittingcomponent of the discharge at a point
alternative certification, authority for such lands is consolidatedupstnmm of the location where the non-A facility is not precluded from in one single EPA Region. storm water mixes with the storm water,exercising the alternative certification inc. Duck Valley Resarvation~ lands, if practicable.
lien of analytical monitoring located in Regions IX and X, are
requirements in the fourth year of handled by Region IX. 6. Representative Discharge
permit coverage, even if that facility b. For~ McDarmitt Reservation lands, The permit allows permittees to use
failed to qualify for a low concentration located in Regions IX and X, are the substantially identical outfalls to
waiver in year two. EPA encourages handled by Region IX. reduce their monitoring burden. This
facilities to eliminate exposure of ¢. Goshute Reservation lands, locatedrepresentative discharge provision
industrial activities and significant in Regions VIII and IX, are handled by pn~vides facilities with multiple storm
materials where practicable. Region IX. water outfalls, a means for reducing the

d. Navajo Reservation lands, locatednumber of outfalls that must be sampled4. Reporting and Retention
in Regions VI, VIH, and IX, are handledand analyzed. This may result in aRequirements by Region IX. substantial reduction of the resourcesPermittees are required to submit all e. Ute Mountain Reservation lands, required for a facility to comply withanalytical monitoring results obtained located in Regions VI and VIH, are analytical monitoring requirements.during the second and fourth year of handled Region VII] (no areas in RegionWhen a facility has two or more outfalis
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that, based on a consideration of waiver is not intended to apply to pollution prevention plan, the permit --industrial activity, significant materials, difficult logistical conditions, such as requires the majority of industriesand management practices and activities remote facilities with few employees or covered under today’s permit to performwithin the area drained by the ouffall, disclmrge locations which are difficult quarterly visual examinations of stormthe permittee reasonably believes to access. When a discharger is unablewater discharges. EPA believes thesedischarge substantially identical to collect samples within a specified visual examinations will assist with theeffluents, the permittee may test the sampling period due to adverse climaticevaluation of the pollution preventioneffluent of one of such outfalls and conditions, the discharger shall collect aplan. This section provides a generalreport that the quantitative data also substitute sample from a separate description of the monitoring andapplies to the substantially identical qualifying event in the next sampling reporting requirements under today’souffalls provided that the permittee period as well as a sample for the permit. The visual examinationincludes in the storm water poLlution routine monitoring required in that provides a simple, low cost means ofprevention plan a description of the period. Both samples should be assessing the quality of storm waterlocation of the out.falls and explaining analyzed separately and the results of discharge with immediate feedback.in detail why the out.falls are expected that analysis submitted to EPA. Most facilities covered under today’sto discharge substantially identical Permittees are not required to obtain permit are required to conduct aeffluent. In addition, for each out.fall
ad~va~,.ce approval for sampling waivers,quarterly visual examination of stormthat the permittee believes is o. unstained and Inactive Sites-- water discharges associated withrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofChemical Waiver. The permit allows forindustrial activity from each outfall,the drainage area (in square feet) and ana waiver from sampling for facilities thatexcept discharges exempted under theestimate of the runoff coefficient of the are both inactive and unstaffed. This representative discharge provision. Thedrainage area (e.g., low (under 40 waiver is only intended to apply to visual examination of storm waterpercent), medium (40 to 65 percent) orthese types of facilities when the abilityoutfalls should include any observationshigh (above 65 percent)) shall be to conduct sampling would be severelyof color, odor, clarity, floating solids,provided in the plan. Facilities that hindered and result in the inability to settled solids, suspended solids, foam,select, and sample a representative meet the time and representative rainfalloil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofdischarge are prohibited from changingsampling specifications. This samplingstorm water pollution. No anaiyticalthe selected discharge in future waiver is not intended to apply to tests are required to be performed onmonitoring periods unless the selectedremote facilities that are active and these samples.discharge ceases to be representative orstaffed, or typical difficult logistical The examination of the sample mustis eliminated. Permittees do not need conditions. When a discharger is unablebe made in well lit areas. The visualEPA approval to claim discharges are to collect samples as specified in this examination is not required if there isrepresentative, provided they have permit, the discharger shall certify to insufficient rainfall or snow-melt todocumented their rationale within the the Director in the DMR that the facilityrunoff or if hazardous conditionsstorm water pollution prevention plan. is unstaffed and inactive and the abilityprevent sampling. Whenever practicableHowever, the Director may determine to conduct samples within the the same individual should carry outthe discharges are not representative specifications is not possible. Permittoesthe collection and examination ofand require sampling of all non- are not required to obtain advance discharges throughout the life of theidentical outfalls, approval for this waiver, permit to ensure the greatest degree ofThe representative discharge c. Unstaffed and Inactive Sites-- consistency possible in recordingprovision in the permit is available to Visual Waiver. The permit allows for a observations. Grab samples for thealmost all facilities subject to the waiver from sampling for facilities thatexamination shall be collected withinanalytical monitoring requirements (notare both inactive and unstaffed. This the first 30 minutes (or as soonincluding compliance monitoring for waiver is only intended to apply to thereaRer as practical, but not to exceedeffluent guideline limit compliance these types of facilities when the abilityI hour) of when the runoff beginspurposes) and to facilities subject to to conduct visual examinations would discharging. Reports of the visualvisual examination requirements, be severely hindered and result in the examination include: the examinationThe representative discharge inability to meet the time and date and time, examination personnel,provisions described above are representative rainfall sampling visual quality of the storm waterconsistent with Section 5.2 of NPDES specifications. This sampling waiver is discharge, and probable sources of anyStorm Water Sampling Guidance not intended to apply to remote observed storm water contamination.Document (EPA 833-B-92-001, July facilities that are active and staffed, or The visual examination reports must be1992). typical difficult logistical conditions, maintained on site with the pollution

7. Sampling Waiver When a discharger is unable to performprevention plan.visual examinations as specified in this When conducting a storm water
a. Adverse Weather Conditions. The permit, the discharger shall maintain onvisual examination, the pollutionpermit allows for temporary waivers

site with the pollution prevention plan prevention team, or team member,from sampling based on adverse
a certification stating that the facility is should attempt to relate the results ofclimatic conditions. This temporary
unstaffed and inactive and the ability tothe examination to potential sources ofsampling waiver is only intended to
perform visual examinations within thestorm water contamination on the site.apply to insurmountable weather

con~ons such as drought or dangerousspecifications is not possible. PermitteesFor example, if the visual examination
c, on~tions such as llghming, flash are not required to obtain advance reveals an oil sheen, the facility

approval for visual examination personnel (preferably members of theneeding, or hurricanes. These events
waivers, pollution prevention team) shouldtend to be isolated incidents and should

not be used as an excuse for not 8. Quarterly Visual Examination of conduct an inspection of the area of the
conducting sampling under more Storm Water Quality site draining to the examined discharge

to look for obvious sources of spilledfavorable conditions associated with In order to provide a tool for
oil, leaks, etc. If a source can be located,other storm events. The sampling evaluating the effectiveness of the then this information allows the facility
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operator to immediately conduct a is not required to conduct analytical     this visual examination will also allow
clean-up of the pollutant source, and/or monitoring, it may do so if it chooses to for timely adiustments to be made to the
to design a change to the pollution confirm the cleanliness of the sample, plan. If BMPs are performing
prevention plan to eliminate or While conducting the visual ineffectively, corrective action must be
minimize the contaminant source from examinations, personnel should implemented. A set of tracking or
occurring in the future, constantly be attempting to relate any follow-up procedures must be used to

To be most effective, the personnel contamination that is observed in the ensure that appropriate actions are
conducting the visual examination samples to the sources of pollutants on taken in response to the examinations.
should be fully knowledgeable about the site. When contamination is observed. The visual examination is intended tostorm water pollution prevention plan, the personnel should be evaluating be performed by members of the
the sources of contaminants on the site, whether or not additional BMPs should pollution prevention team. This hands-
the industrial activities conducted be implemented in the pollution on examination will enhance the staff’sexposed to storm water and the day to prevention plan to address the observed understanding of the site’s storm waterday operations that may cause contaminant, and if BMPs have already problems and the effects of theunexpected pollutant releases, been implemented, evaluating whether management practices that are includedOther examples include; if the visualor not these are working correctly or in the plan.examination results in an observation ofneed maintenance. Permittees may also
floating solids, the personnel should conduct more frequent visual 9. SARA Title fir. Section 313 Facilities
carefully examine the solids to see if examinations than the minimum
they are raw materials, waste materials quarterly requirement, if they so choose.    Today’s permit does not contain
or other known products stored or used By doing so, they may improve their special monitoring requirements for
at the site. If an unusual color or odor ability to ascertain the effectiveness of facilities subiect to the Toxic Release
is sensed, the personnel should attempt their plan. Using this guidance, and inventory {TRI} reporting requirements
to compare the color or odor to the employing a strong knowledge of the under Section 313 of the EPCRA. EPA
colors or odors of known chemicals and facility operations, EPA believes that has reviewed data submitted by
other materials used at the facility. If the permittees should be able to maximize facilities in the group application and
examination reveals a large mount ofthe effectiveness of their storm water determined that storm water monitoring
settled solids, the personnel may checkpollution prevention efforts through requirements are more appropriately
for unpaved, unstabilized areas or areasconducting visual examinations whichbased upon the industrial activity or
of erosion. If the examination results ingive direct, frequent feedback to the significant material exposed than upon
a c!oudy sample that is very slow to facility operator or pollution preventiona facility’s status as a TRI reporter under
settle-out, the personnel should evaluateteam on the quality of the storm water Section 313 of EPCRA. This
the site draining to the discharge point discharge, determination is based upon a
for fine particulate material, such as EPA Believes that this quick and comparison of the data submitted by
dust, ash, or other pulverized, ground, simple assessment will help the TRI facilities included in the group
or powdered chemicals, permittee to determine the effectivenessapplication process to data from group

If the visual examination results in aof his/her plan on a regular basis at veryapplication sampling facilities that were
clean and clear sample of the storm little cost. Although the visual not found on the TRI list. Table 6
water discharge, this may indicate thatexamination cannot assess the chemicalsummarizes the data comparison. The
no visible pollutants are present. This properties of the storm water dischargeddata indicate that there are no consistent
would be a indication of a high quality from the site, the examination will differences in the level of water priority
result, however, the visual examinationprovide meaningful results upon whichchemicals present in samples from TRI
will not provide information about the facility may act quickly. EPA facilities when compared to the samples
dissolved contamination. If the facility recommends that the visual from facilities not subject to TRI
is in a sector or subeector required to examination be conducted at different reporting requirements.
conduct analytical (chemical) times than the chemical monitoring, but EPA has included a revised Appendix
monitoring, the results of the chemical is not requiring this. In addition, more A that lists 44 additional water priority
monitoring, if conducted on the same frequent visual examinations can be chemicals that meet the definition of a
sample, would help to identify the conducted if the permittee so chooses, section 313 water priority chemical or
presence of any dissolved pollutants In this way, better assessments of the chemical categories requirements as
and the ultimate effectiveness of the effectiveness of the pollution preventiondefined by EPA in the Permit under Part
pollution prevention plan. If the facilityplan can be achieved. The frequency ofX, Definitions.

TABLE 6.---,COMPARISON OF POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION IN GRAB SAMPLES

Non-TRI facil- TRI facility Non-TRI facil- Non-TRI facil- J TRI facil~
Pollutant ity median ~ ity mean TRI facility ity 95th per- 95th percentilemean concert- centileconcentration concen-tmtion concon-tralJon tratJon (mg/L) concemtmtJon concentration(rng/L) (rag/L) (mg/L) (rng/L) (rag/L)

Acrylonit~ile ............................................. 0.100 0.000 J 0.085 0.000 0.100 0.000Aluminum ................................................ 0.922 0.819 12.061 28.893 58.000 12.000Ammonia ................................................. 0.640 0.000 10.507 23.231 9.500 17.2.00Antimony .................................................. 0.000 0.000 0.603 0.014 2.096 0.078Arsenic ..................................................... 0.000 0.000 0.231 0.(X]8 o. 170 0.033Benzene .................................................. 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000Be~llium .................................................. 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.080 0.007 0.400Butylbenzyi phthalate ............................ 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.018 0.000Cadmium ................................................ 0.000 0.000 0.014 0.030 0.050 0.028Chlorine ................................................. 0.000 0.000 1.590 0.052 11.000 0.300
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TABLE 6.---COMPARISON OF POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION ~N GRAB SAMPLES~ontinued

Non-TRI facil- TRI facility Non-TRI facil- Non-TRI facil-
Pollutant it~ median median it~ mean TRI facility ity 95~ per- TRI facilit

concen-b-ation concew-tration concen-tration mean concen- centile 95th perce~
(mg/L) (rag/L) (moJL) tration (mg/L) concen-tration concen-tra;

(rag/L) (rng~L’,

Chloi-~,;,3,,,~ ............................................... 0.000 0.000 0.083 0.001 0.022 0.Chromium ................................................ 0.006 0.000 1.236 0.109 0.250 0,:Cop~er ..................................................... 0,047 0.028 1.430 0.344 2,200 1Cyanide ................................................... 0.005 0.000 0,021 0,007 0.008 0.~Din-butyl phtl~alate ................................. 0,000 0.000 0.005 0.168 0.014 1Dimethyl phthalate ................................... 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.016 0.~Ethylbanzene ........................................... 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.(Hexavalent chromium .............................. 0,000 0.000 0,001 0,003 0.002 0.(Lead ......................................................... 0.020 0,006 0.556 0.480 1,900 1.Manganese .............................................. 0.150 0.090 2.015 0.273 9.550 1Mercuw .................................................... 0.000 0.000 0.530 0.006 0.001Nal~hthaJene ............................................ 0,000 0,050 2.998 0.001 24.000Nickel ....................................................... 0.020 0.000 0.087 0.311 0,390 0.=Phenols .................................................... 0.000 0.000 0.063 0,019 0.100 0.~Selenium .................................................. 0,000 0,000 0.262 0,000 0.020 0.~Silver ................................................... " 0,000 0.000 0.034 0,001 0.006Toluene .................................................... 0,000 0,000 0.052 0.011 0.037Trichlocoethylene ..................................... 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.040 0,001 0.. 1,1,1-Trichloroathane .............................. 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.460 0.015Xylene ...................................................... 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,003        0.CZinc .......................................................... 0.320 0.250 3.761 1.720 8.800 5.1

F. Numeric E]~uent/.Jmitations known achievable technology from an Coal piles can generate runoff with
1. Industry-specific Limitations effluent guideline to a similar type of low pH values, with the acid values

discharge. When developing these being quite variable. The suspendedPart XI. of today’s permit contains technology-based limitations, variablessolids levels can be significant, withnumeric effluent limitations for such as rainfall pH, sizes of coal piles,levels of 2,500 mg/L not uncommon.phosphate fertilizer manufacturing pollutant characteristics, and runoff Metals present in the greatestfacilities, asphalt emulsion volume were considered. Therefore, concentrations are copper, iron,manufacturers, cement manufacturers,these variables need not be consideredaluminum, nickel, and zinc. Otherscoal pile runoff from steam electric again. As discussed above, these pH present in trace, amounts includepower generating facilities, and sand, limitations are technology-based and arechromium, cadmium, men:my, arsenicgravel, and crushed stone quarries, not based on water quality. All other selenium, and berylliumThese limitations are required under types of facilities must comply with this
EPA’s storm water effluent limitation requirement as expeditiously as G. Regional Of~ces
guidelines in the Code of Federal practicable, but in no event later than 31. Notice of Intent AddressRegulations at 40 CFR Part 418, Part years from the date of. permit issuance.

Notices of Intent to be authorized to443, Part 411, Part 423, and Part 430. The pollutants in coal pile runoff can
Parts VIII.C.6., VI~.D.5., VHI.E.6., andbe classified into specific types discharge under this permit should be

sent to: NOUNOT Processing CenterVIII.J.5. of this fact sheet discuss these according to chemical characteristics.
(4203), 401 M Street, S.W., Washingtor,limitations. Each type relates to the pH of the coal
DC 20460.

2. Coal Pile Runoff pile drainage. The pH tends to be of an
acidic nature, primarily as a result of the2. Addrase for Other SubmittalsToday’s permit establishes effluent oxidation of iron sulfide in the presence

Other submittals of informationlimitations of 50 mg/L total suspendedof oxygen and water. The potential required under this permit or individusolids and a pH range of 6.0-9.0 for coalinfluence of pH on the ability of toxic permit applications should be sent topile runoff. Any untreated overflow and heavy metals to leach from coal the appropriate EPA Regional Office:from facilities designed, constructed, piles is of particular concern. Many of
a. A~E, MA, Nil, Federal Indianand operated to treat the volume of coal the metals are amphoteric with regard to

Reservations in CT, M~, NH,pile runoff associated with a 10-year, their solubility behavior. These factors
PJ, and Federo] FocJh’t~es m V’T24-hour rainfall event is not subject to affect acidity, pH, and the subsequent

EPA, Region I, Water Managementthe 50 mg/L limitation for total leaching of trace metals: concentration
Division, (WCP), Storm Water Stai’:suspended solids. Steam electric and form of pyritic sulfur in coal; size

generating facilitias must comply with of the coal pile; method of coal ]]~K Federal Building, Boston, MA
02203these limitations upon submittal of thepreparation and clearing prior to

b. PR and Federal Facilities in PRNOI..EPA has adopted these technology-storage; climatic conditions, including
based pH limitations in today’s generalrainfall and temperature; concentrations

,, A more complete dss~iption of pollutants inpermit in accordance with setting limitsof calcium carbonate and other cnat pile runoff is provided in the "Finalon a case-by-case basis as allowed underneutralizing substances in the coal; Development Docunmnt for Effluent Limitations40 CFR 125.3 and Section 402 Of the concentration and form of trace metalsGuidetinm ~nd Standanis and ~tment
Clean Water Act. These case-by-case in the coal; and the residence time of standffi’ds for the Stem Elsctric Point Source

Cat~ory,’" {’EPA-4.40II--~Z/029}, EPA, Novemberlimits are derived by transferring the water in the coal pile. zssz.
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EPA, Region II, Water Management prevention plans for facilities subject to estimates in Table 7 are more applicable
Division, (2WM-WPC), Storm Water these additional requirements must beto larger, more complex facilities with
Staff, 290 Broadway, New York, NY prepared within 270 days of the date ofmore potential sources of pollutants.
10007-1866 publication of this permit and provide Please note that the costs in this table

c. DC and Federal Facilities in DC and for compliance with the baseline termsexclude special requirements, such as
DE and conditions of the permit (other thanEPCRA 313 requirements. EPAEPA, Region Ill. Water Management the numeric effluent limitation) as estimated the cost of preparing a storm
Division, (3WM55), Storm Water expeditiously as practicable, but in no water pollution prevention plan for a
Staff, 841 Chesmut Building, case later than 270 days after the hypothetical small business in thePhiladelphia, PA 19107 publication date of this permit, automobile salvage yard industry. Basedd. FL Facilities are not required to submit on experience and best professionalEPA, Region IV, Water Management the pollution prevention plans for judgment, EPA estimates that a typicalDivision, Permits Section (WPEB- review unless they are requested by EPAsmall automobile salvage yard would7), 345 Courtland Street, NE, or by the operator of a large or mediumface a one-time cost of about $874. ThisAtlanta, GA 30365 municipal separate storm sewer system,cost is lower than the low end of thee. LA, NM, OK, and TX and Federal When a plan is reviewed by EPA, the cost estimate provided in Table 7Indian Reservations in LA, NM Director can require the permittee to because it is based on a particular(Except Navajo and Ute Mountain amend the plan if it does not meet the {though hypothetical) small business.Reservation Lands), OK, and TX minimum permit requirements.

EPA, Region VI, Enforcement and Table 7 estimates are based on what
Compliance Assurance Division, VII. Cost F.~timat~ for Common Permit EPA expects are appropriate for the
(SEN-WC), EPA SW MSGP, First R’~luir~m~nts majority of small facilities. Some
Interstate Bank Tower at Fountain The conditions of today’s general facilities are likely to face lower costs.
Place, P.O. Box 50525, Dallas, TXpermit reflects the baseline permit such as the hypothetical small
?5205 requirements established in EPA’s automobile junk yard, and other

f. AZ, Johnston Atoll, Midway Island, NPDES permits for Storm Water facilities are likely to face higher costs.
Wake Island, all Federal Indian Discharges Associated With Industrial The cost of compliance, monitoring
Reservations in AZo CA, andAW; Activity (57 FR 41175 and 57 FR 44412).and preparing the PPP for the multi-
those portions of the Duck Valley, The requirements found under today’s sector permit are not high when
Fort McDermitt, and Goshute permit are more specific to the Compared to the site-specific
Reservations that are outside NV; conditions found In the industries. EPArequirements to comply with an
those portions of the Navajo does not consider these requirements toindividual permit. The Clean Water Act
Reservation that are outside AZ; be more costly than the pollution does not give EPA the authority to
and Federal facilities in AZ, prevention plan requirements exempt permitted facilities from
Johnston Atoll, Midwaylsland, andestablished in the baseline general requirements designed to improve the
Wake Island. permit. The following section contains quality of the nation’s waters. The

EPA, Region IX, Water Management the estimates of the cost of complianceeconomic ability of small businesses to
Division, (W-5-3), Storm Water with the baseline permit requirements,comply with this permit can be a factor
Staff, 75 Hawthorne Street, San A. Pollution Prevention Plan to consider if water quality concerns are
Francisco, CA 94105 Implementation not applicable to the surface water body

g. ID, OR, and WA; Federal Indian receiving the storm water discharge.
Reservations in AK, ID (except the Storm water pollution prevention
Duck Valley Reservation), OR plans for the majority of facilities will The operators of regulated storm

(except the Fort McDerrnitt include relatively low cost baseline water discharges have to consider the

Reservation), and WA; and Federalcontrols. EPA’s analysis of storm water economic effects of coverage under the

facilities in ID, and WA pollution prevention plans indicates multi-sector permit, the baseline general
EPA, Region X, Water Division, (WD- that the cost of developing and permit, or an individual NPDES permit.

134), Storm Water Staff, 1200 Sixthimplementing these plans is variable Coverage under either of the two general
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101 and will depend on a number of the permits is not required by EPA. The

following factors: the size of the facility,NPDES regulations give EPA the
FI. Compliance Deadlines the type and amount of significant authority to require coverage under an

For most permittees, today’s permit materials stored or used at a facility, theindividual NPDES permit, not general
imposes a deadline of 270 days nature of the plant operations, the plant permits. A facility’s decision to be
following date of publication of this designs {e.g., the processes used and covered under a general permit is
permit for development of pollution layout of a plan), and the extent to voluntary. Individual permits can
prevention plans and for compliance which housekeepIng measures arerequire numerical limits and more
with the terms of the plan. already employed. Table 7 provides frequent monitoring and reporting,

Today’s general permit provides estimates of the range of costs for along with the development and
additional time if constructing preparing and implementing the implementation of SWPPPs. The burden
structural best management practices iscommon requirements for a storm waterof developing an SWPPP is controlled
called for in the plan. The portions of pollution prevention plan. It is expectedby the facility’s ability to achieve the
a plan addressing these BMP that the low cost estimates provided in permits goal: reduce or eliminate the
construction requirements must provideTable 7 are appropriate for the majority discharge of pollutants to the nation’s
for compliance with the plan as soon asof smaller facilities. The high cost waters.
practicable, but in no case later than 3
years from the effective date of the
permit. However, storm water pollution
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TABLE 7.----SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED RANGES OF COSTS FOR COMPUANCE WITH STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
PLANS WITH BASELINE REQUIREMENTS

Low costs High costs
First year Annual First year Annual

Submittal of NOI
Notifica0on of Mu~’~i~i;~;" i~iii~ii~i iiiiiiiiiii i ii iiiii ....... i .....................................................

=14 .................... $14 ....................
.................................................... 14 .................... 14 ....................Plan Preparat~)n ................................................................................................. 1,518 .................... 76,153 ....................Plan Implementation .................................................................................................... 90 294 35,400 9,371Comprehensive S te Compliance Evaluat~orvPlan Revision ..........................................., .................... 267 8,87EReportable Quantities .......................................................................................................................... (1) No .................... 8,50t ....................

To~al ........................................................................................................... ~ .......... 1,636        561     120,082      18,24~
This table identifies estimated low and high costs (in 1992 dollars) to dovelop and imi )lernent storm water pollution prevention
LTh°~ esc~ii~ma~mPl~f~ or~lanl~r~ram cpmpone.nt~, are zero where existing programs or procedures is assumed adequate, plans.p preparazzon ana p,an revisions includes costs of preparing/revising plan to address base ne requirements. How-

ever, the costs of =mplementing spoczal requ=rements, such as those for EPCRA Section 313 facil’dms coal piles ~ salt piles are not otherwise
addressed in this table.

B. Cost Estimates for EPCI~ Section the special requirements for facilities     this permit. High cost estimates
313 subject to EPCRA Section 313 reportingcorrespond to facilities that are expected

requirements for chemicals classified asto be required to undertake some actionsTable 8 provides estimates of the "Section 313 water priority chemicals."to upgrade existing containmentrange of costs of preparing and EPA expects the majority of facilities to systems to meet the requirements o f thisimplementing a storm water pollution have existing containment systems thatpermit.prevention plan for facilities subject to meet the majority of the requirements of

TABLE 8.--SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL COSTS FOR COMPLIANCE WITH STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
PLANS FOR FACILITIES SUBJECT TO SECTION 313 OF EPCRA FOR WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS

Low costs High costs

Costs dur- Costs dur-
ing first 3 Annual ing first 3 Annual

years costs years costs

P~n Prec=aration _:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..................................................... .................... o ....................
Material Storage Areas ......................................... $11,200 ....................
Loading Areas ......................................... 560 ....................

................................................................................................................. 21,000 ....................Procoas Areas ................................................. " ........................................
.............................................. ;ii;’i ................................................................................................... 11,1 o ....................

Ho=,    or=ce ................................ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................................................7,760 ....................
..................................................................... 55,957Facility Security .................................................................

Employee Tr~cng .................................................~ ....... " ........i ............................................................................ 3240 ....................
Tox ,.  R=X=on ......................................................... .............................................................................................. 1,40 

............................................................................................. 3,046
Totals .................................................................................................................... 630                      $0              54,940              10,406

tion~ ~cil~ .~.lt~.~o~,~~T and high costs to (:~/elop and irnl:)lement stor~ water pollution prevention ~ans for EPCRA Sec-

C. Cost Est3mates!or Co~ Piles "J~e use of cove~s or tarpaul~s to ~re based on a consideration of a
prevent or mbd.mize exposure of the treatment t~am requL~8 equalization,’l~e effluent LLmitations for coal pile coal pile to storm water is generally pH adjustment, and sett~8, i~c|udj~8nmoffL~ the permit ca~ be ac~eved by expected to be p~actical o~Jy for the costs for ~mpoundment (fo~these two primary methods: limit~8 relatively sm~ll piles. Coa! pile cove~s equalization), a LLme feed system andexposure to coa| by use of cove~s o~ or t~paulins am anticipated to have a    mix~g tax,ks for pH adiust.mem, a~d a

tarpau1~s and co||ectJn8 and t.reat~8 t~]xed cost of $400 and a-nua] cost of c]a.dfie~ for sett~8. The costs for thethe nmoff. I. some cases, coal pi|e $160.runoff may be ~ compliance w~th the Tab|e 9 provides est~ates of the costs
effluent LLmitations without coverb~8 of of t.reat~8 coal pi|e rtmoff.~ T~ase costs i= t~e co=L T~ ~ct~on dascribe~ a modal

t~tme~t sc.~eme .~o~ astLmat~8 costs forthe pi|e o~ co|]ection or treatment of the
comp|iance with the e~,.,~m JLm.itattons.runoff. L~ these cases, the operetor of the ,~ T~e type a~d de~’ee of t~atmem ~j-imd to D|~cba-,3e~ may implement o.’P, er |ass expen.sive

¯ scharae wou]d not bare a control cost. meet t~e efRuent ILmit~tion= of tb~s permit vary t~atment approaches to enable them i.o disc~a~e
depe~din8 on factor,= ,=urh as the ~motutt of ,=uJf~" in accordance with d~ase |im~ts where approDr~ate.
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impoundment area include diking andtank to readjust the pH within the rangeof Table 9. A treatment train with a
containment around each coal pile andof 6 to 9. The equipment and system polymer system requires the use of an
associated sumps and pumps and design, with the exception of the acid addition system to readjust the pH
piping from runoff areas to the polymer feeder, acid feeder, and final within the range of 5 to 9. The
impoundment area. The costs for land mixing tank, are essentially the same ascomponents of this system include aare not included. The lime feed systemshown in Table 9. Two tanks are lined acid storage tank. two feed pumps,employed for pH adjustment includes arequired for a treatment train with a an acid pH control loop, and associatedstorage silo, shaker, feeder, and lime polymer system, one for precipitation piping, electrical connections, andslurry storage tank. instrumentation, and another for final pH adjustment instrumentation.electrical connections, piping, and
controls, with acid. The cost of mixing is Additional information regarding the

Additional costs may be incurred if a therefore twice that shown in Table 9. cost of these technologies can be found
polymer system is needed. In this case,The polymer feed system includes in "Development Document for Effluent
costs would include impoundment for storage hoppers, chemical feeder, Limitations Guidelines and Standards
equalization, a lime feed system, mixingsolution tanks, solution pumps, and Pretreatment Stanc~rds for the
tank, and polymer feed system for interconnecting piping, electrical Steam Electric Point Source Catagory,"
chemical precipitation, a clarifier for connections, and instrumentation. The (EPA-440/182/029), November 1982,
settling, and an acid feeder and mixingcosts of clarification are identical to thatEPA.

TABLE 9.wSUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS FOR TREATMENT OF COAL PILE RUNOFF

" 30.000 cubic 120,000 cuDic
meter coal pile meter coal !3ite

IMPOUNDMENT:
InstalleO Capital Cost ................................................................................................................................. 6,850 6,850O~eration and Maintenance (S/year) ................................................................................................................ Negligible NegligibleLIME FEED SYSTEM:
Installed Capital Cost ($) ............................................................................................................................ 138,800 255,700Operation and Maintenance (S/year) ......................................................................................................... 5,780 10,655Energy Requirements (kwtVyr) ................................................................................................................... 3.6x10o.4 3.8x10"4Land Requirements (ft’*2) .......................................................................................................................... 5,000 5,000MIXING EQUIPMENT:
Installed Capital Cost ($) ............................................................................................................................ 65,750 91,320Operation and Maintenance (S/year) ......................................................................................................... 2,280 2,430Energy Requirements (kwh/yr) ................................................................................................................... 1.3x10oo3 3.3x10"3Land Requirements (fl;"2) ................................................................................................................................. 2,000 2,000CLARIFICATION:
Installed Capital Cost ($) ............................................................................................................................ 182,650 237,450Operation and Maintenance (S/year) ......................................................................................................... 3200 3,650Energy Requirements (kwh/yr) ................................................................................................................... 1.3x10"3 3.3x10"3Land Requirements (acres) ........................................................................................................................ 0.1 0.1

_ Source_: "De_re... ,k3!~m~,,...,nt Document for Effluent Limitations Gu~eanes and Standams and Pretreatment Stanclards for the Steam Elec’~c Point5ource CatagoW (EPA-440/182/029), November 1982, EPA). Costs estimates are in 1992 dollars.

D. Cost Estimates for Salt Piles address the variable risk for pollutants the lumber and wood products industry
in storm water discharges associated (primary SIC Major Group is 24}, exceptSalt pile covers or te~paulLus are with the different types of industrial wood kitchen cabinets manufacturersanticipated to have a fixed cost of $400activity addressed by this permit. This (SIC Code 2434). Permit conditions forand an annual cost of $160 for medium-approach also assures that facilities facilities in the wood kitchen cabinetssized piles and a fixed cost of $4,000 have the oppommity to idanti~ manufacturers industry (SIC Code 2434)and an armual cost of $2,000 for very procedures to prevent storm waterlarge piles. Structures such as salt are discussed in the wood and metal

domes are generally expected to have apollution at a particular site that are furniture and fixture manufacturing
appropriate, given processes employed,sector (Part XI.W of today’s permit). SICfixed cost of between $30,000 for smallengineering aspects, functions, costs ofMajor group 24 represents thosepiles ($70 to $80 per cubic yard) and
controls, location, and age of the facility$100,000 for larger piles ($18 per cubic(as contemplated by 40 CFR 125.3). The"establishments engaged in cutting

yard) with costs depending on size andapproach taken also allows the timber and pulpwood, merchant
other construction parameters, flexibility to establish controls that can sawmills, lath mills, shingle mills,
VIII. Special Requirements for appropriately address different sourcescooperage stock mills, planing mills,
Discharges Aaso~lated With Specific of pollutants at different facilities, and plywood and veneer mills engaged
Industrial Activities in producing lumber and wood basic

A. Storm Water Discharges Associatedmaterials; and establishments engaged
The industry-specific requirements With Industrial Activity From Timber in wood preserving or in manufacturing

allow the implementation of site- Products Facilities finished articles made entirely of wood
specific measures that address features,1. Discharges Covered Under This or related materials." 16activities, or priorities for control

Sectorassociated with the identified storm
""H~mdbook of St~d~l iadum’~water discharges. This framework EligibiLity for coverage under this Cl~ific~tiom," office of ManaS~m~nt and Budget.provides the necessary flexibility to section is limited to those facilities in 1~s7.
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When an industrial facility, described of forest products from an active harvest waste and will not be authorized forby the above coverage provisions of this site. An active harvest site is considered discharge under this section. Despite thesection, has industrial activities being to be an area where harvesting listing of these wastes, however, thereconducted onsite that meet the .operations are actually on-going. EPA remains a potential for storm water todescription{s} of industrial activities in also interprets the definition of become contaminated throughanother section{s), that industrial harvesting operations to include incidental activities such as tracking offacility shall comply with any and all incidental stacking and temporary materials, fugitive emissions, andapplicable monitoring and pollution storage of harvested timber on the miscellaneous other activities. Theseprevention plan requirements of the harvest site prior to its initial transport discharges are covered under todav’sother section{s) in addition to all to either an intermediate storage area orpermit. Wastewaters, process resic~uals,applicable requirements in this section,other processing site. EPA considers this
preservative or protectant drippage, andThe monitoring and pollution activity to be an inherent part of spent formulations from woodprevention plan terms and conditions ofharvesting operations. However, EPA preserving processes that usethis multi-sector permit are additive for does not intend the definition of active chlorophenolic formulations, creosoteindustrial activities being conducted at harvesting operations to include sites formulations, or arsenic and chromiumthe same industrial facility {co-located that are processing, sorting, or storing formulations have been listed asindustrial activities}. The operator of the harvested timber which has been hazardous wastes. Wastes from woodfacility shall determine which other transported there from one or more surface protection were proposed formonitoring and pollution prevention active harvesting sites. Consequently, listing under this subpart {53 FR 53282;plan section{s} of this permit {if any) are EPA considers these site activities a December 30, 1988, and 56 FR 25706;applicable to the facility, point.source under 40 CFR 122.27{b)(1) April 27, 1993) but listing the wastesWood kitchen cabinet facilities {SIC and operators of these sites must seek an was determined unnecessary in aCode 2434} are excluded from coverage NPDES permit for discharges of storm subsequent rulemaking (59 {~R 458;under this section because EPA believes water. January 4, 1994). Storm waterit is more appropriate to cover Effluent guidelines have been discharges containing these wastes exemanufacturers of wood cabinets with promulgated for the Timber Products tharefore covered under today’s permit.furniture manufacturing facilities (SIC Processing Point Source Category at 40

Major group 25). As indicated in the CFR Part 429 (46 FR 8260; January 26, 2. Industry. Profile/Description of
November 16, 1990, Federal Register 1981}. Under these regulations, effluent Industrial Activities
(55 FR 48008), "Facilities under SIC limitations and standards were set for Facilities engaged in activitiesCode 2434 and 25 are establishments process wastewaters from any timber classified under SIC Major Group 24 useengaged in furniture making." EPA products processing operation, and anywood as their primary raw material.believes that this grouping is more plant producing insulation board with Although there is diversity among theappropriate due to the typical use by wood as the major raw material. The types of final products that arecabinet makers of wood treating definition of process wastewater produced at timber products facilities,solutions such as mineral spirits and excluded "noncontact cooling water, there are common industrial acti~’itiespropenyl butyl. ~v This practice is material storage yard runoff {either rawperformed among them. These activitiescommon to wood furniture material or processed wood storage) andare broadly classified for ease ofmanufacturing, but is atypical of the. boiler blowdown. For the dry process discussion and include the following:other industrial operations performed athardboard, veneer, finishing, log storage and handling; untreatedfacilities in the lumber and wood particleboard, and sawmills and planingwood lumber and residue generationproducts industry (SIC Major group 24).mills subcetegorias, fire control water isactivities, and untreated wood materialsCertain silvicultural activities are not

excluded from the definition." Any storage; wood surface protectionrequired to be covered under National
discharge subject to an effluent activities, and chemicals and surfacePollutant Discharge Elimination Systemlimitation guideline is not eligible for protected materials storage; wood{NPDES) storm water permits {40 CFRcoverage under this section. Even preservation activities, and chemicals122.27). In accord~ce with 40 CFR though discharges of boiler blowdown and preserved wood material storage:122.27(b), point sources that must be and noncontact cooling water are not wood assembly/fabrication activitiescovered by an NPDES permit are "anyconsidered "process water discharges,"and final fabricated wood productdiscernible, confined and discrete they do not fall under the definition of storage; and equipment/vehicleconveyance related to rock crushing, storm water discharges. As such, this maintenance, repair and storage.gravel washing, log sorting, or log section does not provide for their In many cases, more than one of thesestorage facilities, which are operated in
coverage. In addition, contact cooling activities may be conducted at a singleconnection with silvicultural activities waters and water treatment wastewaterfacility location.and from which pollutants are
discharBas from steam operated a. Log Storage and Handling. Logdischarged into waters of the United
sawmills will not be covered. Finally, storage and handling activities mayStates." Discherges from nonpoint material storage yard runoff, exempted occur onsite at many types of faci~tiessource silvicultural activities, including from coverage under the effluent covered under this section of todav’sharvesting operations {see 40 CFR limitation guidelines, is eligible to be permit, such as wood collection v~rds122.27) are not required to be covered,covered in accordance with the terms and lumber processing and veneerI.t i.s..EPA. ’s determination harvesting and conditions of this section, manufacturing facilities. However,activitie.s mc, lude: the felling, skidding, In addition, it should be noted that facilities that are primarily engaged inpreparation te.g., dslimbing and certain wood preserving wastes have these activities (e.g., wooc~ collectiontrimming}, loading and initial transportbeen listed under 40 CFR 261.31 as yards) are most appropriately classifiedhazardous wastes from nonspecific

under SIC Code 2411.~ ~Patt .1 Storm .W~,ter .Gin.up Permit Applications. sources {55 FR 50450; December 6, Typical industrial activities~ummane~ ~orn maividual applicant descriptions
including Applicant No. 1156 (We~tvaco). 1990). Storm water discharges that comeperformed include loading andApplicant No. 92 {Bow~ter), and Applicant No. 866in contact and/or commingle with theseunloading of logs onto trucks or railroad{Louisiana-Pacific}. wastes will be considered a hazardouscars for transport to other facilities, log
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sorting, and storage of logs. In addition,group 243; wood container nonhazardous wood ash, above and
some cutting may be performed such asmanufacturing facilities in group 244; below ground fuel storage tanks for
chopping off tree branches and wood building and mobile home diesel, gasoline, propane and fuel oil,
sectioning of tres trunks for easier manufacturing facilities in group 245; finishing chemicals (stain, lacquer,
handling during transport. Although notand miscellaneous wood product varnish, paints, water repellant,
typically performed at wood collection manufacturers in group 249. sealants), solvents and cleaners,
facilities, chipping may be performed at These facilities may engage in one orpetroleum and other products for
facilities serving pulp industries, more activities such as log washing, equipment maintenance (fuels, motor
Residues generated at these sites may bark removal, milling, sawing, resewingoils, hydraulic oils, lubricant fluids,
include bark. coarse sawdust, and woodedging, trimming, planing, machining,brake fluids, and antifreeze), herbicides,
chunks, air drying, and kiln drying, in addition,pesticides, and fertilizers, sawmill

Significant materials that have the there may be associated boiler equipment, material handlingpotential to come in contact with stormoperations, loading and unloading equipment (ForkliS, s, loaders, vehicles.
water discharges at facilities practicingactivities and storage activates, chippers, debarkers, cranes, etc.), boiler
these activities include: uncut logs Effluent guidelines have been water treatment chemicals, scrap metals,
{hardwood and soRwoods}, wood bark, established at 40 CFR Part 429 Subpartsscrap equipment and plastics, boiler
wood chips, coarse saw dust, other A, I, and J for discharges from log blowdown water, and leachate from
waste wood material, petroleum and washing, debarking and wet storage, decaying organic matter.
other products for equipment respectively. These discharges are Pollutants resulting from lumber and
maintenance {fuels, motor oils, considered process waters and are residue generation and storage activities
hydraulic oils, lubricant fluids, brake subject to the effluent limitations of are typically conventional in nature.
fluids, and antifreeze}, herbicides, each subpert. Low pH levels can result from the
pesticides, and fertilizers, material Some facilities generate residue as aleachate of decaying organic materials.
handling equipment {forklifts, loaders, product, in lieu of lumber or other TSS and BODe may be elevated in this
vehicles, chippers, debarkers, cranes, finished products, while other facilitiesleschate.2~ In addition to leachate,
etc.), may generate residues as a waste washed away residue particles

These log storage and handling product. In most cases, there are contribute to TSS loadings. Equipment
activities described above have the markets for these residues. For example, and machinery at the facility site maypotential to discharge pollutants chips and sawdust are used in the result in the discharge of oil and grease.
including bark and wood debris, total production of pulp and paper and wood c. Wood Suriace Protection ActOr/ties,
suspended solids {TSS}, and laachates. ~sproducts manufacturing. A summary ofChemicals and Sur/ace ProtectedThe leachate generated from these the residues generated and their Materials Storage. At many hardwood
operations from the decay of wood potential uses include: bark {used in saw mills, wood surface protection is
products can contain high levels of TSSlandscaping, compost, recreational conducted to prevent sap stain. Sapand biochemical oxygen demand applications {trails}, energy recovery): stain is the unsightly discoloration of
{BOD~}.’9 wood chips {used in pulp and paper lumber products caused by fungus.24

b. Untreated Wood Lumber and mill feed, landscaping, recreational Surface protection is a cosmetic fix only
Residue Generation Activities and applications, fire logs, energy recoverv};and differs from wood preservationUntreated Wood Materials Storage. Theplaner shavings {used in particle boar~l,which is a practice designed to enhance
primary product from sawmills and livestock bedding, compost, fire logs, the wood’s structural integrity.
other cutting activities is lumber,

domestic pet litter, energy recovery); Surface protection is accomplished by
However, residues such as debarked and sawdust {used in particle board, one of three methods: spraying, ranging
wood chips: whole tree chips and slab

livestock bedding, compost, fire 10gs, from manual spraying with a garden
wood; bark; and sawdust constitutes domestic pet litter, energy recovery 22hose to more sophisticated on-line high
approximately 25 percent of the total Storage activities at these sites pressure spray boxes: dipping, a batch
wood production.~O At large saw mills, include wet and dry storage of logs andprocess where lumber is immersed then
approximately 2,500 lbs of residue is storage of residuals. Wet storage, calledremoved from the formulation; and
generated for each 1,000 board feet of "wet decking," is a process used whengreen chain operations, a continuous
lumber darived.21 immersion operation where lumber islogs are to be stored for an extended

Facilities that produce untreated period of time. Wet storage retards pulled through the protection tanks by]umber and residues can be classified
decaying and infestation by insects. Thec°nveyer’~

under most of the SIC Codes in Major Historically, the primary chemicallogs may be stored under water in ponds
used in surface protection has beengroup 24. These facilities include saw

or may be placed in areas where watermill and planing mill facilities classified
is continuously sprayed over them. commercial pentachlorophenate.

in group 242; millwork, veneer, Concentrated chemicals are diluted toResiduals are typically stored dry.plywood and structural wood member Storm water discharges from lumber0.5 to 1 percent pentachlorophenol for
manufacturing facilities classified in and residue generation and storage maysurface protection. This concentration is

come in contact with the following lower than the 2 percent to 9 percent
,,"~PDES Docket No. 10SS-07-22--~0Z. NPDEStypes of wastes and/or materials at the pentach]orophenol used in wood

Appeal No. 86-14: in the Matter of Shee Atika,
incorporated," Janus! 2~. lass. facility which can then contribute

~ "Regulatory Guidance and Waste Reduction~e"R~ulatory Guidance and Waste Reduction pollutants to the storm water: uncut logs Manual for United State~ Sawrnills (Draft}." EPAManual f~ United Statas Sawmills {Drah}," EPA {hardwood and so,woods}, wood bark, office of Solid Waste, January. 12.1993.Office of Solid Waste, Janu=ry 12. 1993.
wood chips, wood shavings, sawdust, ~"Background Document Supporting the~0..Using B~t Management PractJc-, to Prevent

and Control Pollution ~om Hardwood Residue gl’~Sn lumber, rough and finished Propo~d Listing of Wastes from Surface Protection
Storage Sitas," Pennsylvania Hardwoods lunlber, other waste wood material, Precis. Part One Final Engineering Analysis

Volume 1." EPA Office of Solid Wastes. FebruaryDevelopment Council. May lS, 1992.
1993.~* "l~ulatory Guidance and Waste Reduction ~’ "Regulatory Guidance and Waste Reduction ~ "Regulatory Guidance and Waste ReductionManual for United States Sawmills (Draft)," EPA Manual for United States Sawmills {Draft}," EPA Manual for United States Sawmills {Draft)." EPAO~fice of Solid Waste, January 12, 1993. Ol~ce of Solid Waste, January 12, 1993. Office of Solid Waste, January. 12.1993.
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preserving. Producers of chlorophanolicprotection which is generally performedpentachlorophenol, arsenic trioxide,formulations used in surface protection for aesthetic reasons.2S copper compounds or malathion).have recently discontinued the product Wood preserving is accomplished by Pentschlorophenol preservatives aredue to the pending hazardous waste two steps. First, the moisture content oftypically formulations using petroleumregulations and it is expected that stockswood is reduced to increase its solvents and 5 percent totalwill soon be exhausted. Alternatives to permeability [this is referred to as pentachlorophenol. Waxes and resinspentachlorophanate solutions which conditioning). Conditioning may be may also be added.~ Inorganichave been developed and are currentlyaccomplished by: {1) allowing wood to preservatives consist of arsenical andused include: iodo-prophenvl butyl dry at ambient temperatures; {2) kiln chromate salts and fluorides dissolvedcarbamate, dimethyl sulfoxi~ie, didecyldrying; {3) steaming the wood, then in water. The most commonly useddimethyl ammonium chloride mixtures;applying a vacuum; {4) dipping the inorganic preservatives include: ~2sodium azide mixtures; iodo-prophanylwood in a heated salt bath: or (5) vaporchromated copper arsenate (CCA};butyl carbemate, didecyl dimethyl drying, and immersing the wood in a ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA);ammonium chloride mixture; 8- solvent {usually naphtha or Stoddard acid copper chromate {ACC}; chromatedquinolinol, copper {II} chelate mixtures;solvent}. After conditioning, wood is zinc chloride {CZC}; and fluor-chrome-iodo-prophenyl butyl carbamate impregnated with a preservative for firearsenate-phenol (FCAP}.mixtures; sodium ortho-phenylphenateretardency, insecticidal resistance, and/ Significant materials that have themixtures; 2-{thiocyanomethylthio}- or fungicidal resistance. Preservation potential to come in contact with storm
banzothiozole {TCMTB} and methylenemay be accomplished by either water discharges at facilities practicingbis (thiocyanate) mixture; and zinc nonpressurized and pressurized wood preservation include: all of thenaphthenate mixtures.:6 methods. The nonpressurized method materials stated in 3.b. {untreated wood

Industrial activities at saw mills with involves dipping stock in a bath lumber and residue generation activities
the potential to contaminate storm watercontaining the preservatives (either and untreated wood materials storage)
include spills from surface protection heated or at ambient temperatures}, plus treated lumber, treatment
areas, storage and mixing tank areas, while pressurized methods involve chemicals, and treatment equipment
treated wood drippage, transport or subjecting the wood to the preservative{preservative, tanks, preservative
storage areas, maintenance and shop when under pressure. After treatment, con.t~inated material handling
areas, and areas used for treatment/ the wood stock is often subject to eqmpment).
disposal of wastes. Fugitive emissions cleaning in order to remove excess Pollutants expected to be discharged
from negative pressure spraying preservative prior to stacking treated from wood preserving facilities typically
activities and hand spraying surface lumber products outside.~ include conventional pollutants such as
protection formulations may also result There are a number of different BODe, TSS and oil and grease, as well
in the contamination of storm water.~ avenues by which wood preserving as toxics which are dependent upon the

Significant materials that have the wastes may contaminate storm water,preserving formulations used. Organic
potential to come in contact with stormThese may include: drippage of solvent components such as benzene,
water discharges at facilities practicingcondensate or preservative after toluene, xylene, and ethylbenzene can
these activities include: all of the pressurized treatment; washing after be found at pentachlorophenol
materials stated in 3.b. above {under preservation to remove excess preservation operations. Phenolic
untreated wood lumber and residue preservative, which usually occurs compounds such as phenol,
generation activities and untreated either in the treatment or storage areas;chlorophenols, nitrophenols can be
materials storage} plus treated lumber,spills and leaks from process equipmentfound at plants using
treatment chemicals, and treatment and preservative tanks; fugitive pentachiorophenol and creosote
equipment (dipping tanks, green chain,emissions from vapors in the process, as preservatives. The polynuclear aromatic
material handling equipment, etc.), well as blow outs and emergency hydrocarbons of creosote, including

Pollutants which result from these pressure releases; and kick-beck anthracene, pyrene, and phenanthrene
types of surface protection operations (phenomenon where preservative leaksare often contained in the entrained oils.
may include the constituents of those as it returns to normal pressure) from High phenolic, COD, and oil and grease
surface protection chemicals listed the lumber.~O concentrations have been noted to result
above, as well as aggregate parameters A wide variety of chemicals are usedfrom creosote and pentachlorophenol
such as BODe, COD, and TSS. in the preservation of wood, the most ¯ operations. Traces of copper, chromium,

d. Wood Preservation Activities, and common are creosote, arsenic, zinc, and boron often can be
Chemicals and Preserved Wood Materialpentachlorophenol and inorganics, found in the wastewaters of plants
Storage. Wood preserving is the Creosote-based preservatives are which use waterborne salt
application of chemicals to wood and mixtures of coal-tar derivatives and preservatives.~
wood products to preserve the structuralcreosote solutions (creosotes fortified e. Wood Assembly/Fabrication
integrity of the wood. Wood preserving with insecticide additives such as Activities and Final Fabricated Wood
is designed to prevent/daisy the Product Storage. The industrial
deterioration/decay of wood through the    ~’"Background Document Supporting the

Proposed Listing of Wastes from Surface Protsction     ~’ "Background Document Support the Proposedaddition of flame retardants, water
Prec--, Part One Final Enginsering Analysis Listing of Wastes From Wood Preservation andrepellents, and chemicals. Wood Volume 1," EPA Office of Solid Wastes, February Surface Prot~’tion Process," EPA Office of Solidpreserving differs from wood surface 1993. waste, July 1987.

~’ "Development Docunmnt for Effluent ~2 "Background Document Support the Proposed
~"Rsguistor~ Guidance and Waste Reduction Limitations Guidelines and Staadard~ for the Listing of Wastes From Wood Preservation andTimber Products Point Source Category, Final (EPA

Surface Prom~’tion Processes." EFA Office of SolidManual for United Stems Sawmills (Draft)," EPA
440/1-81/023)," EPA, Effluent Guidelinss Division, Waste, July 1987.Office of Solid Wsste. January 12, 1993.
January" 1981.

~ "D~,elopmant Document for Effluent~ "Background Document ~upport the Propo~d
~O..Background Document Support the Proposed

Limitation~ Guidelines and Standards for theListing of Wastes From Wood Preservation and
Listing of Wastes From Wood Preservation and Timber Products Point Source Cat~o~, Final (EPASurfac~ Protection Processes." EPA Office of Solid
Su.,~ace Protection Processes," EPA Office of Solid 440/1-81/023)," E~A, Effluent Guidelines Division.Waste, July 1987.
Waste, July 1987. January 1981.
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activities conducted as part of the the assembly of wood components.35 such as fuels, motor oil, hydraulic oils,assembly and fabrication process are Other ty~es of activities include the lubricant fluids, brake fluids, solvents,very diverse. For the most part, finishing of wood products. Stains, cleaners and antifreeze.industrial activities that have the paints, lacquers, varnish, water
potential to come in contact with repellents and sealants, etc. may be 3. Pollutants Contributing to Storm
precipitation are similar to those applied to some of the wood products. Water Contamination
described under lumber and residue Many of these materials may not have Based on the wide variety of
generation (see Section A.3.b). However,the potential to come in contact with industrial activities and significantthere are a number of additional precipitation as most of these processesmaterials at the facilities included in
indush-ial activities that differ. For are performed within a covered area orthis sector, EPA believes it is
example, the fabrication of fiberboard,building, appropriate to divide the timber
insulation board, and hardboard may Pollutants expected to be found in products industry into subsectors to
revolve the use of wax emulsions, storm water discharges at facilities thatproperly analyze sampling data andparaffin, aluminum sulfate, melamineperform these types of industrial determine monitoring requirements. As
formaldehyde, and miscellaneous activities include BOD5 and TSS. Oil a result, this sector has been divided
thermosetting resins. These chemicalsand grease may be present due to into the following subsectors: general
may be introduced as part of the boardmaterial handling equipment and saw mills and planning mills; wood
formation process or as a coating to transport vehicles, preserving; log storage and handling;maintain the board’s integrity, f Equipment/Vehicle Maintenance, and hardwood dimension and flooringGenerally, these additives account for Repair and Storuge. Many of the mills, special products saw mills,less than 20 percent of the board. In thefacilities included in the SIC Major millwork, veneer, plywood and
formation of fiberboard/insulation group 24 employ the use of material structural wood, wood containers, wood
board/hardboards, the digestion of pulphandling equipment, vehicles and otherbuildings and mobile homes,and fiber by mechanical, thermal, andmachinery. These facilities store the reconstituted wood products and woodsometimes chemical means takes equipment onsite and may also engageproducts not elsewhere classified.
place.34 Another operation which in maintenance and repair activities onTables A-1 through A-4 below includeinvolves resinous agents is the them. These types of activities are data for the eight pollutants that all
formation of veneer. In this process, performed in either covered or outdoorfacilities were required to monitor forveneer is placed in hot ponds or vats toareas of the facility. Associated with under Form 2F. The tables also lists
soften the wood. Veneer strips are these activities is the storage of those parameters that EPA hasremoved and often bound by glue or a significant materials such as petroleumdetermined may merit furtherresinous egent. Glues are also used in products and other maintenance fluidsmonitoring.
TABLE A-1.----STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY GENERAL SAWMILLS AND PLANING MILLS FACIUTIES

SUBMITrlNG PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

BOOs .............. 34 35 74 73 48.6 47.2 0.0 0.0 440.0 ~0.0 18.5 18.0 1~.8 151.5 400.2 322.6CO0 .................... 34 34 75 72 337.0 28~.S 0-0 0.0 2156.0 1804.0 115.0 18~.5 1346.7 1012.2 3442.9 2170.3
~ ............... 3~ 3~ 7s: 71 0.47 0.47 0-oo 0.oo 1.so 2.oo 0.40 0.40 1~2 1.s= 3.s7 3~7To=, K~d=~ ~
g~n ................. 35 34 75 71 2.80 2.42 0.00 0.00 21.(X) 27.00 1.40 1.40 9.41 7.01 19.18 12.9~Oi~ & ~ ...... : 3~ NiA T~ N/A ~.5 N/A 0.0 ~/A ~.0 N/A 3.9 N/A 30.5 N/A ~2.0 I~Aptt ...................... 40 N/A 84 N/AI bgA N/A 4.7 N/A 9.7 N/A 7.5 N/A 9.5 N/A 10.8To~ I~ .. 35 35 75 72 0.61 0.57 0.00 0.00 2.80 3.97 0.30 0.38 2.78 2,3~TO~ ~ s.Te 5.3~
~

3~5
34 74 71 145e 79e 1 0 18000 6400 252 400 89e8 4376    3804~2~ ..................... ~i S 13 12 0.448 o~q~ 0,050 0.11 1.7 12. 0.32 0.291 1.359 0,842 .48~i 12921

a~ to 0e 0.

TAaLE A-2.--STAT=ST=CS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS RE~RTED BY W~D PRESERV=NG FAC=LmES SUBM~NG PART
SAMPUNG DATAi (m~/L)

To~al Pt~., 9|    91 131 31 0.44    0.26 60 1.57 ~0    0~5    0.191 1.54 0.74 3.19 1,30

~’"Development Document for Effluent           440/1--81/023)," EPA, Effluent Guidelines Division, includinB Applic=nt No. 1156 ~Vestvaco),
LLmJtatinns Guidelines end Standarda for the ]anuar~ 1981. AppLicant No. 92 (Bow~tar). and Applicant No. 866

Timber Products Point Source CateBory’ Final (EPA

u Part I Storm Water Group Permit Applications. (Louisiana.Pacific).Summaries from individual applicant descriptions
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TABLE A-2.-.-STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY WOOD PRESERVING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)---Continued

~m~ ~o ~ 0.

TABLE A-3.~TATISTICS FOR SE~ED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY L~ STOOGE AND HANDLING FACILITIES
SUBMI~ING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (m~L)

COD ...................... 21 23 51 ~ 2~.8 2~.t 0.0 0.0 1~ 1~ 1~.0 110.0 1127.8 ~.5 2713.2 2110.7
N~te + N~e N~

Oil & Gr~ ......... 25 WA 57 WA 3.8 WA 0.0 WA 37.0 WA 1.8 WA 12,9 WA 24.5
pH .......................... 25 WA 57 WA ~A WA 2.8 ~A 8.3 WA 7.0 WA 9.3 WA 10.5
T~ ~o~ .. ~ 24 ~ ~ ~.49 21.~ 0.0 0.0 ~,~ 11~ 0~ 0~ 15.~ 3.~ 87.17 13.49

~m~ to ~ 0.

TABLE A~.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTA~S RE~RTED BY HARDW~D DiMENSI~ AND FLARING MILLS; SPE-
CIAL PRODUCTS SAWMI~S, NOT ELS~HERE C~SSIFIED; MILLW~RK, VENEER, PL~D AND STRUCTURAL W~OD;
W~D CONTAINERS; W~D BUI~INGS AND MOBILE HOMES; REINSTITUTED W~D PRODUCTS; AND W~D PROD-
UCTS FACILITIES NOT ELS~HERE C~SSIFIED SUBMI~ING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (~L)

~O ...................... 41 42 74 74 ~.3 ~9.4 ~.5 0.0 ~15.0 1~.0 151.5 128.0 1155.0 7~.3 2417,4

N~ + ~e Nb
~ ................ 41 ~ 74 74 2.~ 1.~ 0.0 0.0 ~ ~.5 025 031 7.4t 4.81 25.~ 13.~

T~~

~ & ~ ......... 41 WA 74! WA ~.7 ~A 0.0 WA ~1.7 WA 2.0 ~A 74.8 WA 2~.3
~ .......................... ~ WA 74~ WA 7.0 ~A 3.6 WA 9.8 WA 7.0 WA 9.1 WA I0~ ~A

T~

~ to ~ 0.

The descriptions of industrial observations. Arsenic was higher than sufficient characterization data make it
activities and significant materials bench mark in 12 out of 34 observations,infeasible to develop effluent limitations
exposed submitted by the group 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants

at this point in time. EPA believes that
applicants in the wood preserving enabling the owner/operator of the
subsector indicated that these facilities There are three options for controllingfacility to develop BMPs based on site-
has a high potential to discharge wood pollutants at timber products facilities: specific factors such as facility size,

preservatives in their storm water source reduction, best management industrial activities performed, climate,
discharge. These preservatives typicallypractices (BlVlPs), and/or end-of-pipe geographic location, hydrogeology and
contain copper and arsenic compounds,treatment. In evaluating the options for the environmental setting of each
The monitoring data which was controlling pollutants in discharges of facility will provide the flexibility

statistically analyzed for the wood storm water associated with industrial needed to address appropriate controls

treatment indicated the presence of bothactivity, EPA must provide for to meet the BAT/BCT requirements.

arsenic and copper in the discharges, compliance with the Best Available Development of a storm water pollution

However, data from only eight facilitiesTechnology Economically Achievable prevention plan that addresses exposure

had been submitted in time for EPA to {BAT} and Best Conventional Pollutant minimization BMPs, will be required for

perform a statistical analysis. EPA, Control Technology (BCT) requirementsall facilities that discharge storm water

therefore reviewed additional data of Section 402(p)(3) of the Clean Waterfrom timber product facilities. EPA
Act. The variabilities in both the believes that exposure minimization

submitted by wood preserving industrial activities performed on a BMPs will provide appropriate levels of
facilities ,and found that copper was specific site and the storm water control for pollutants in storm water
present in concentrations greater than discharges from timber product discharges while allowing relatively
the benchmark value in 22 out of 34 facilities, coupled with the lack of inexpensive BMPs to be implemented.
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In some instances, however, more labor In developing these industry-specificloading and unloading and material
and resource intensive structural BMPs both the part I application data handling areas: chemical storage areas:
controls such as sedimentation ponds for facilities that sampled were and equipment/vehicle maintenance,
may be appropriate. EPA believes that reviewed, as well as industry-specific storage and repair areas. These types of
the BMPs discussed below will help literature sources. The BMPs providedactivities can be found at all types of
provide a sufficient level of control for are separated into those most timber produ~ facilities. Table A-5
the types of pollutants found in appropriate for certain areas of a site provides a summary of the effective
discharges associated with timber where pollutants may be released suchpractices for the control of pollutants for
product facilities, as: log, lumber, and other wood productall timber product facilities.

storage areas; residue storage areas:

TABLE A-5.--EFFECTIVE POLLUTANT CONTROL OPTIONS FOR ALL TIMBER PRODUCT FACILITIES

Activity Associated BMPs

Log, Lumber, and Other Wood Product Storage Divert storm water around storage areas with ditches, sweles anger berms.
Areas.

Locate storage areas on stable, well-drained soils with slopes of 2-5 percent.
Line storage areas with crushed rock or gravel or porous pavement to promote infiltration, min-

imize discharge and provide sediment and erosion conti~.
Stack materials to minimize surface areas of meterials exposed to ~rec~pitation.
Practice good housekeeping measures such as frequent removal of debris.
Provide collection and treatment of runoff with containment basins, sedimentation ponds and

intimation bedim.
Use ponds for collection, containment and recycle for log spray~ operations.
Use of silt fence and rip rap check dams in drainage ways.

Residue Storage Areas ...................................... Locate stored residues away from drelnage p~thways and sudace waters.
Avoid contaminatksn of residues with oil, solvents, chemicelly trasted wood, trash, etc.
Limit storage t~me of rasidues to prevent degrada~on and genef’~on of leachates.
Divert storm water around residue storage areas with ditches, swaJes and/or berms.
Assemble piles to minimize surface areas exposed to precipitation.
Spray surfaces to reduce windblown dust end residue particles.
Place meter~el8 on raised pads of compacted earth, clay, shaJe, or stone to collect and drain

runoff.
Cover and/or e~ stored residues to prevent contact with precipitation using silos, van

trailers, shed, roofs, buildings or taq~.
Limit slopes of storage areas to minimize velocities of runoff which may transport residues.
Provide collection and t~eatrnent of runoff with containment basins, sedimentation ponds and

Use of silt fence and rip rap check dams in drainage ways.
Loading and Unloading and Material Handling Provide diversion berms and dikes to limit runon.

Areas.
Cover loading and unloading areas.
Enclose material hendling systems for wood wastes.
Cover meterials entering and leaving areas.
Provide good housekeeping msasuras to limit debris and to provide (~ust control.
Provide paved areas to enebie easy collection of spilled meterials.

Chemical Storage Areas .................................... Provide secondary containment around chemical storage areas.
Provide fluid level indicators.
Inventor/of fluids to identify leakage.
Locate storage areas away from high traffic areas and surface wmers.
Develop spill prevention, containment and countermeasure (SPCC) plans and implemant.
Cover ancltor enclose chemical storage areas.
Provide drip pads to allow for resycling of spills and leaks.

Sources:
NPDES Storm Water Group Al:~lication--Part I. Received by EPA March 18, 1991, through December 31, 1992.
"Regulatory Guidance and Waste Reduction Manual for United States Sawmills (Draft)," EPA Off’P.,e of Solid Wasm, January 12. 1993.
"Background Document Suppor~ng the Proposed Lis~ng of Wastes From Wood Preservation and Surface Protec~on Processes," EPA (Sffice

of Solid Waste, July 1987.
"Chloro~en~te Wood ProtactJon, Recommendations for Design and Operation," Environment Canada, December 1983.
Wood Preserving; Ide~ and Listing of Hazardous Wastes; Final Rule, "FEDERAL REGISTER," Volume 55, No. 235, December 6, 1990.
Se_l_ec~.. ed pages-from "Texas Best Management Practicas for Silviculture," Texas Forast~/Association, 1989. Suornitted for inclusion by Amer-

ican ~ulpwood Assoc~atidn, Washington, D.C.

Wood sur/ace protection and preserving facilities should consider additional controls for the~- sto~m water disch~ges
because of the types of pollutants which may contaminate the discha.,ses. Therefore, Table A-6 contaiJ:S a
eL effective practJ, ces for the control of pollutants fi’om timber product faci~tJes that treat theJ~ wood.. These
are to be considered in conju.~ctio~ with BM~s in Table A-5.
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TABLE A--6.mADDITIONAL EFFECTIVE POLLUTANT CONTROL OPTIONS FOR TIMBER PRODUCT FACILITIES THAT SURFACE
PROTECT OR PRESERVE

Activity Associated BMPs

Wood surface protection and preserving activk Extend drip time in process areas before moving to storage areas.
t~es.

Pave and berm areas used by equipment that has come in contact with treatment chemicals.
Dedicate equipment that is used for treatment activities to that sDecific puq:~ose only to prevent

the tracking of treatment chemicals to other areas on the site.
Locate treatment chemical loading and unloading areas away f~om high traffic areas where

tracking of the chemical may occur.
Provide drip pads under conveyance equipment from treatment pmcass areas.
Provide frequent visual inspections of treatment chemical loading and unloading areas during

and after activities occur to identfly any spills or leaks needng clean-up.
Cover and/or enclose treatment areas.
Provide containment in treated wood storage areas.
Cover storage areas to prevent contact of treated wood produc= with precipitation.
Elevate stored, treated wood products to prevent contact with runon/runoff.

Sources:
NPDES Storm Water Group Apptication--Part 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.
"Regui~ G~ and Waste Reduction Manual for United States Sawmills (Draft)," EPA Office of Solid Waste, Januan/12, 1993.,~,,~ ,,----, "~Ba~ ~gr~u=~-,,,~ ,~,-?’~°~’ul~m~t~ Supporting the Proposed Listing’of Wastes From Wood Preservation and Surface Protecl~on Proce=es," EPA Office

of

=C~ Wood Protection, Recommendations for Design and Operation," Environment Canada, December 1983.Wood ras~ving; tdantiflcatJon and Liating of Hazarclous Wastes; Final Rule, "FEDERAL REGISTER," VOlume 55, No. 235, December 6, 1990.
Selected pegas from "Texas Beet Management P~ for Silviculture," Texas ForasW Association, 1989. Suomitted for inclusion by Amer-

ican Pulpwood Association, Washington, D.C.

Contzol of sediments leav~8 the site shou.[d also be co~sidered by t.Lmber product facillt3es as sedLments cont~bute
to the totM suspende~ so]Jds in the storm water disc]:m~es. Tbe~e am several areas of the site that may be prone
to erosion due to inte~ea indust~aJ act~v~tJas. These areas include, but are not limited to: ]oa~.t~8 a~d u.~|oa~n8 areas,
access roads, materia] ha~d]Jn8 a.mas, storaae areas, a~d a~y other areas whom heav~ equJpmeut ~nd vehicte use is
prevalent. Specific erosion ~md sedJ.ment cont.rols shouJd be Lmplememed to mhzLm~ze the dJsc~a.,-3e of sedLments ~om
the s~te. MeaStLmments !.bat t.Lmber facilities may consider include, but are not ]imJted to: stabilization measures such
as seed~8. mu~, c~ernica! stabilization, soddJz~8, soil mtaJz~in8 measures and dust cont~o! a~d st_~ctm’aJ measures
such as asd~ment t~aps, contou.ri~8, sediment bas~m~, c~ec~ dams ~nd silt fences.

5. Spec~a! Conditions
a. PtoJ~bJtion of Non-storm Water Discho~ges. Today’s permit authoz~.es, in adcLi~on to the cLisc]~araes desc~bed

in pazt ~.A.2., a~ additJon~l non-storm water dJsc.]~L~e specJ~c to the Hmber products indust~ that, when combined
with storm water, is aut~od~..e~ to be rli~ed trader this permit, To be authorized u.~der the permit, the sources
of non-atozm water must be identified ~n the storm water pot]utJo- prevention p~a~ pmpare~ for the facility. Where
thase dl~,,tUL~as occur, the ptan must idenUfy a~d e~su~e the hzrplementatJon of appropriate po}Jut~on prevention measures
for the non-storm water components of the diac]~u’ae. Authorized dJsc~a,-~es include the foLtow~g: spray dow~ of
humber a~d wood product storaae yards.

Spray dow~ of [umber ~nd wood px~x[uct in storaae ya.,~ts is intermJttent.ly performed [or fire cont.rol a~d pest
control. Discba~as from spray dow~ act~vit.tas are not storm water ~sc.Jaa~as; however, msuJfin8 c[Jsc~a~aes created
as a resuJt of spray dow~ of raw hLmber a~d wood product storage yards am authorized ~mder t]~s sect.ton where
no chemical additives a~e used in the spray dow~ waten a~d no cl~em~caJs a~e applied to the wood du.d~8 storage.
£PA believes that tJzi~ practice, when performed in compliance with the terms a~d con~tJons of Ll~s sect~om w~l]
not pose =my ad~t~o~m[ risks to hu~a~ hea]th a~d the envi_ronment because it is ~n ind~st~aJ activity whlc~ is performed
intermittent]y a~d withi~ the co~fines of a~ area that shou]d aL-eady contaL~ contzols for pollutants in storm water

It shoed be noted that the fo]Jow~8 dJsc, ba.~as a~e not authorized tmde~ t~s sectJom noacontact cooLing wastewater;
contact cooLin8 wastewataz; boiler b|owdow~ and water treatment wastewater; ~nd storm water ~rom areas of surface
protection ba~d ~pmy~8 act~v~t.ias.

~ pro]:dbit3on of tmperm~tted non-storm water disc.ba~es ensues that these ~i~sc.bm’aes am not inadvextently covered
trader t]ds sect3on a~d mqtdzes the permittee to subndt the appropriate NPDES permit applications to 8a~ coverage
fo~ the non-storm water portion of the dJ~e.

6. Storm Water Poilubon P~vent.ton Plan Req~Lrements
Several storm water po|lution prevention pl~ requirements =Lre added in the sect.ton of today’s permit for the

timber products indust]~, in ad~tJon to the baseline conditions desc~bed in part VLC. of today’s fact sheet. These
deal with the ident~flcat.ton and dasc~ptinn of potentJaJ pollutant som’ces, a~d requLmments to meet specific 8ood
liouse~eepina, inepectJon, a~d sedLment/emsion cont.,-’o! meastL~eS. EPA is ~so recommenrHn8 that severaJ crite~a be
co~de~ du-d~8 the deveiopmem of the storm water pol]u~on preven~on ptazL

o. Contents of the P]an
(1) Desc~pt~on of Potent~ Poilu!ant Sou:cos
{a) Dr~naae--TLiere aze no addJt.ional requLrements beyond those described ~n Pm’t VLC.2.a. of t~s fact sheet.
(b) Inventory o~ Exposed Mate~o]s---Th~s section wil! ~:]u.Lm those fac~t3es that have conducted activities associated

with wood p~ase~ving and wood surface pmtectJo~ with pentach]omphenol formutatJons, creosote t’ormu|atJons, or arsenic!
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chromium formulations in the past to identify: areas where soils are contaminated, treatment equipment, and/or stored
materials which remain as a result of these operations. This section will also require the identification of any management
practices being employed to minimize the contact of these materials with storm water runoff.

EPA has added these requirements of pollutants and can contribute to the decaying wood materials; and {3}
because it is aware through studies contamination of storm water runoff, minimize the generation of dust.
performed for the hazardous waste (c) Non-storm Water Discharges-- EPA has specified that BMPs Limit the
listing process that sites where wood There are no additional requirements discharge of solids because storm water
surface protection and wood preservingbeyond those described in Part III.A.2. discharges containing TSS and BOD~ are
chemicals have been used in the past of this permit, prevalent at timber products facilities
continue to contribute pollutants to the {d) Pdsk Identification and Summary and can often be controlled by good
storm water discharges that come in of Potential Pollutant Sources-There housekeeping measures.
contact with them, even once the are not additional requirements beyond (b) Preventive Maintenance--This
industrial activity has ceased.~ In those described in Part VI.C.2.f. of thissection requires periodic removal of
particular, soils that have been fact sheet, debris from ditches, swales, diversion,
contaminated with formulation (2) Measures and Controls. As containment basins, and infiltration
chemicals, equipment such as dipping contained in Part VIILA.5. of this factmeasures. The discharge of solids at
tanks and those used for material sheet, EPA has set forth a number oftimber product facilities may inhibit the
handling, and wastes and materials thatoptions which are effective in performance of storm water controls if
are still stored on the site may continue controlling releases of pollutants to they are not maintained properly.
to release pollutants. EPA is requiring storm water discharges associated with{c) Spill Prevention and tiesponse
the facility to identify these pollutant industrial activity. Due to the success ofProcedures--This section requires the
sources so that appropriate controls canBMPs as a cost effective method of development of schedules for response
be implemented, pollution control, EPA is requiring that procedures to limit the tracking of

During the EPA process to list wastesall facilities consider the spilled materials to other areas of the
from wood preservation and surface implementation of BMPs in the site. Specifically, this section requires
protection processes, data were gatheredfollowing areas of the site: log, lumber that leaks or spills of wood surface
that showed that the concentration of and other wood product storage areas; protection or preservation chemicals be
constituents (of the treatment residue storage areas, loading and cleaned up immediately.
chemicals) in storm water runoff, in unloading areas; material handling Requirements have been placed in
some instances, were equivalent to areas; chemical storage areas; and this section to limit the tracking of
those concentrations found in process equipment/vehicle maintenance, storagesignificant materials that have been
westewaters. These studies also found and repair areas. The conditions of thisleaked or spilled on the site from
high concentrations of phenolic section also require facilities that containers, facility equipment, or onaite
compounds, pentachlorodifiuron and surface protect and/or preserve wood vehicles. Of particular concern is the
phenanthrenes, and metals in soils products to address specific BMPs for tracking of leaks or spills of treatment
contaminated with process residuals atwood surface protection and preservingchemicals outside near where storm
several sit~. These concentrations wereactivities, water controls are in place. This may
attributed to treated wood drippage and EPA believes it is appropriate to occur, for example, during the filling of
precipitation washoff of treated require that permittees i~dicate in theirstorage tanks. Vehicles or equipment
woods.~7 storm water pollution prevention plan used to transfer materials may come into

Where facilities have used all potential sources of pollution, contact with any materials spilledchlorophanolic, creosote, or chromium-Effective pollution control measures areduring the filling or emptying of tanks.~ ecar-amanic formulations for wood currently being implemented at timberAs the vehicles move to other locations
protection or preserving product facilities and/or are identified at the site, such material may be trackedactivitias onsite in the past, and in literature sources specific to timber and eventually lead to contamination ofinformation is available, EPA is products facilities. Additional practicesstorm water discharges.requiring that the facility inventory the may also be found in the "Storm Water {d) Inspections.--Facility operatorsfollowing: areas where soils are Management for Industrial Activities, must conduct visual inspections of

contaminated, treatment equipment, Developing Pollution Prevention and BMPs on a quarterly basis. Inspectionsand treated materials remain. Once Best Management Practices" {EPA 832-must be performed quarterly at
these ames am identified, measures toR-92-006), EPA, September 1992. Theprocessing areas, transport areas, andminimize their exposure to storm waterdetermination of the appropriateness ortreated wood storage areas of facilitiesor to limit disch~ge of pollutants into inappropriateness of a measure must beperforming wood surface protection andstorm water must be implemented. EPAindicated in the facility’s storm water preservation activities. Quarterlyis requiring this evaluation because management plan. inspections am designed to assess thesoils, equipment, and other materials (a) Good Housekeeping--in addition usefulness of practices in minimizingthat am contaminated by treatment to typical good housekeeping measuresdrippage of treatment chemicals onchemicals may continue to be a sourcethat require the maintenance of areas unprotected soils and in areas that will

which may contribute pollutants to come in contact with storm water~"I~und Document Supporting the storm water in a clean and orderly discharges. In addition, all timberPmpo~d ~ of Wutm from Surface Pmt~-.tion
Prm:e~, P~rt One Fln~ Engineering Analysis manner, the pollution prevention plan products facilities must conduct daily
Voltmm 10" EPA Oiflce of Solid W~m, February must specifically address good inspections of material handlinglss3. housekeeping measures and the specificactivities and unloading and loading~"l~ck~round Do~:Unmnt Supporting the frequency, of performance of these areas whenever activities am occurringPropomd Listing of Wut~ f~m Surfar~ Protection
Proc~m. P~rt One Final Engineering Analysis measures which am designed to: {1) in those areas {if activities am not
Vohmm 1," EPA Office of Solid Wastu. February lil~it the discharge of wood debris: {2) occurring in those areas, no inspection
1~m3. minimize the leachate generated fromis required}.
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Records will be required to be methodology for determining pollutantsplans developed by wood preserving
maintained showing that these of concern for the timber products facilities adequately addresses sources
inspections have been performed at thesubsectors, all facilities must monitor of these parameters.
required frequencies. In addition, a set their storm water discharges. EPA Under the Storm Water Regulations atof tracking or follow-up procedures believes that timber product facilities 40 CFR 122.26(b){14), EPA definedmust be implemented to ensure may reduce the level of pollutants in
appropriate actions are taken based onstorm water runoff from their sites "storm water discharge associated with
the findings of the inspections. These through the development and proper industrial activity". The focus of today’s
records should be developed on a case-implementation of the storm water permit is to address the presence of
by-case basis depending upon the pollution prevention plan requirementspollutants that are associated with the
facility’s needs, discussed in today’s permit. In order toindnstrial activities identified in this

{e) Employee Trai~ng--There are noprovide a tool for evaluating the definition and that might be found in
additional requirements beyond those effectiveness of the pollution preventionstorm water discharses. Under the
listed in Part VI.C.3.e. of this fact sheet,plan and to characterize the discharge methodology for determining analytical

()~ Sediment and Erosion Control-- for potential environmental impacts, monitoring requirements, described in
This section requires that the followingtoday’s permit requires timber productssection VI.E. 1 of this fact sheet, nitrate
areas of the plant be considered for facilities to collect and analyze grab plus nitrite nitrogen is above the bench
sediment and erosion controls: loadingsamples of their storm water dischargesmark concentrations for the wood
and unloading areas, access roads, for the pollutants listed in the preserving subsector. After a review of
material handling areas, storage areas,applicable Tables (A-7 through A-10}. the nature of industrial activities and
and any other areas where heavy The polio.tents listed in Tables A-7 the significant materials exposed to
eqnipment and vehicle use is prevalent,through A-10 were found to be above storm water described by facilities ~nSediment and erosion controls include:benchmark levels for a significant this subsector, EPA has determined thatstabilization measures such as seeding,portion of facilities in the subsectors the higher concentrations of nitrate plusmulchin8, chemical stabilization, that submitted quantitative data in the nitrite nitrogen are not likely to besodding, soil retaining measures: and group application process. Because caused by the indnstrial activity, butdust control and structural measures these pollutants have been reported at may be primarily due to non-indus~alsuch as sediment traps, contouring,
sediment basins, check dams, and siltor above benchmark levals, EPA is activities on-site. Today’s permit does

requiring monitoring after the pollutionnot require wood preserving facilities tofences. This requirement is added       prevention plan has been implemented
conduct analytical monitoring for thisbecause part 2 storm water group permitto assess the effectiveness of theapplication data showed that many of parameter.

the sites were discharging high TSS pollution prevention plan and to help
ensure that a reduction of pollutants is At a minimum, storm water

concentrations in their storm water discharges from timber productsrealized.dischargas. Identifying those areas of the facilities must be monitored quarterly
site where erosion occurs will aid the Today’s permit requires the wood
permittee in determining appropriate preserving subsecior to monitor for during the second year of permit

BMPs that will achieve a reduction in arsenic and copper. These parameterscoverage. Samples must be collected at

TSS loadings, are commonly found in wood least once in each of the following

(~) Storm Water Management--Therepreservatives. The discharge data periods: January through March; April

are no additional requirements beyondinitially analyzed by EpA indicate that through June: July through September;

those described in Part VI.C.3.h. of thisthese parameters are found in the stormand October through December. At the

fact sheet, water discharges from wood preservingend of the second year of permit
{3) Comprehensive Site Compliance facilities. Review of additional samplingcoverage, a facility must calculate the

Evaluation. There are no additional data revealed that there was a average concentration for each
requirements beyond those described in substantial portion of the facilities parameter listed in the applicable
Part VI.C.4. of this fact sheet, dischar~n8 these parameters in Tables (A-7 through A-10). Hthe

concentrations greater than the bench permittee collects more than four grab
7. Monitoring and Reporting mark values. Therefore, EPA has samples in this period, then they must
Requirements determined that monitoring of arsenic calculate an average concentration for

{a) Analytical A4onitor~n~, and copper is necessary to ensure that each pollutant of concern for all
Requirements. Under the revised the storm water pollution prevention samples analyzed.

TABLE A-7.~NJTOR[NG REQUJREMENTS FOR GENERAL SAWMILLS AND P~AN[N~ M~LLS

Pollutmlts of concern                                          Cut..~ff con..

Tot~ Suspended Solids (TSS) ........................................................................................................................................................ ~00 mgA.
Zinc, To~ Recoverable .................................................................................................................................................................. I O. I i 7 mgi~
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TABLE A-8.--ADDITIONAL MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR WOOD PRESERVATION FACIUTIES WITH CHLOROPHENOLIC
FORMULATIONS.

Parameter of concern Cut-off con-
centmtion

Total RecoveralNe Arsenic ..............................................................................................................................................................0.16854 mgiL.
Total Recoverable Copper ..............................................................................................................................................................0.0636 mg/L.

TABLE A-g.--MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR LOG STORAGE AND HANDLING FACILITIES

Parameter of concern                                          Cut-off con-
centration

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) ........................................................................................................................................................100 mg/L

TABLE A-10.--MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR HARDWCX~D DIMENSION AND FLO~RING MILLS; SPECIAL PRODUCTS
SAWMILLS; MILLWORK, VENEER, PLYWOOD AND STRUCTURAL WOOD; WOOD CONTAINERS; WOOD BUILDINGS AND
MOBILE HOMES; RECONSTITUTED WOOD PRODUCTS; AND WOOD PRODUCTS FACILITIES NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

Parameter of concern Cut-off con-
centration

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) ..................................................................................................................................................120 rng/L.
Total Suspended Solk::ls (TSS) ........................................................................................................................................................100 rag/l_

If the average concentration for a parameter is less than or eq~zal to the value llstec[ in the appropriate Tables
(A-7 throuRh P,-!O), thezz the permittee is zzot required to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter during
the fourth year of the permit. If, however, the average concentration for a parameter is greeter than the cut-off concentration
llsted in Tables (A-7 through A-10), then the permittee is required to conduct quarterly monitoring for that parameter
during the fourth year of permit coverage. Monitoring is not required c[uring the first, third, and fifth year of the
permit, The exclusion from monitoring in the fourth year of the permit is conditional ozz the facility maintainin8
industrial operations and BlviPs that will ensure a quality of storm water discharges coz~sistent with the average concentra-
tions recorded during the secozzd }’ear of the permit.

TABLE A-11 .~CHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed during this periocl.
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Tables A-7 through A-10, then

quarterly sampling is required during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average cortuentmtionis le~ ttmn or equal to the value listed in Tables A-7 through A-

10, then no luther sampling is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter w~ere the average concentration in year 2

of the pewnit is greater than the value listed in Tables A-7 through A-10.
¯ If industx~ sc0vitJas or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm

water discharges may be aclversely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for all param-
stars of cor~cem.

In cases where the average reported concentrations more than or monitoring requirements for facilities
concentration of a parameter exceeds equal to the values listed In Tables A- which the Agency believes have the
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects 7 through A-10. Facilities that achieve potential for contributing significant
pennittees to place special emphasis onaverage discharge concentrations whichlevels of pollutants to storm water
methods for reducing the presence of are less than or equal to the values in discharges. The alternative described
those parameters m storm water Tables A-7 through A-10 are not below is necessary to ensure that
discharges. (~arterly monitoring in the relieved from the pollution prevention monitoring requirements are only
fourth year of the permit will reassess plan requh’ements or any other imposed on those facilities that do, in
the effectiveness of the adjusted requirements of the permit, fact, have storm water discharges
pollution prevention plan. EPA realizes that if a facility is containing pollutants at concentrations

The monitoring cut off concentrations inactive and unstaffed it may be of concern. EPA has determined that if
listed in Tables A-7 through A-10 are difficult to collect storm water dischargematerials and activities are not exposed
not numerical effluent limitations, samples when a qualifTing event occurs,to storm water at the site, then the
These values represent a level of Today’s final permit has been revised sopotential for pollutants to contaminate
pollutant discharge which facilities may that Inactive, unstaffed facilities can storm water discharges does not warraut
achieve through the implementation of exercise a waiver of the requirement to monitoring.
pollution prevention plans. At least half conduct quarterly chemical sampling. Therefore, a discharger is not subject
of the facilities that submitted Part 2 b. Alternative Certification. to the monitoring requirements of this
data from the applicable subsectors Throughout today’s permit, there are Part provided the discharger makes a
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certification for a given outfall or on a first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabanalytical tests are required to be
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of sample can be taken during the first performed on the samples. All such
monitoring reports described under hour of the discharse, and the samples shall be collected from the
paragraph (c} below, under penalty of discharger shall submit with the discharse resulting from a storm event
law. signed in accordance with Part monitoring report a description of why that is greater than 0.1 inches in
VII.G. (Sisnatory Requirements}, that a grab sample during the first 30 magnitude and that occurs at least 72
material handling equipment or minutes was impracticable, hours from the previously measurable
activities, raw materials, intermediate If storm water discharses associated (greater than 0.1 inch rainfal!) storm
products, final products, waste with industrial activity commingle withevent. Where practicable, the same
materials, by-products, industrial process or nonprocess water, then individual should carry out the
machinery or operations, and significantwhere practicable permittees must collection and examination of
materials from past industrial activity attempt to sample the storm water discharses for entire permit term.
that are located in areas of the facility discharSe before it mixes with the non- (2) Visual examination reports must
that are within the drainage area of thestorm water discharge, be maintained onsite in the pollution
outfall are not presently exposed to e. Representative Discharge. When aprevention plan. The report shallstorm water and will not be exposed tofacility has two or more outfalls that, include the examination date and time,storm water for the certification period,based on a consideration of industrial examination personnel, the nature of the
Such certification must be retained in activity, significant materials, and discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt/,
the storm water pollution prevention management practices and activities visual quality of the storm waterplan and submitted to EPA in within the area drained by the outfall,

discharge (including observations of
accordance with Part VI.C of this the permittee reasonably believes color, odor, clarity, floating solids,permit. In the case of certifying that a discharge substantially identical settled solids, suspended solids, foam.pollutant is not present, the permittee effluents, the permittee may test the oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsmust submit the certification along witheffluent of one of such outfalls and of storm water pollution), and probablethe monitoring reports required under report that the quantitative data also sources of any observed storm waterparagraph (c) below. If the permittee applies to the substantially identical
cannot certify for an entire period, they outhll(s) provided that the permittee contamination.

must submit the date exposure was includes in the storm water pollution (3) When a facility has two or more
eliminated and any monitoring requiredprevention plan a description of the outfalls that, based on a consideration of
up until that date. This certification location of the ouffalls and explains in industrial activity, significant materials,
option is not applicable to compliance detail why the ouffalls are expected to and management practices and activities
monitoring requirements associated discharge substantially identical within the area drained by the outfall,
with effluent limitations. EPA does not effluent. In addition, for each outfall the permittee reasonably believes
expect facilities to be able to exercise that the permittee believes is discharge substantially identical
this certification for indicator representative, an estimate of the size ofeffluents, the permittae may collect a
parameters such as TSS and BOD. the drainage area (in square feet) and ansample of effluent of one of such

c. Reporting Requirements. Permitteas estimate of the runoff coefficient of theouffalls and report that the examination
are required to submit all monitoring dralnase area [e.g., low (under 40 data also applies to the substantially
results obtained during the second andpercent), medium (40 to 65 percent), oridentical out.fall(s) provided that the
fourth year of permit coverage within 3high (above 65 percent)] shall be permittae includes in the storm water
months of the conclusion of each year. provided in the plan., pollution prevention plan a description
For each out,all, one signed Discharge f. Quarterly Visua/Examination of of the location of the outfalls and
Monitorin8 Report Form must be Storm Water Quality. Timber productsexplains in detail why the ouffalls are
submitted per storm event sampled. Forfacilities shall perform and document aexpected to discharge substantially
facilities conducting monitoring beyondvisual examination of a storm water identical effluents. In addition, for each
the minimum requirements an discharge associated with industrial out.fall that the permittee believes is
additional Discha~e Monitoring Report activity from each outfall, except representative, an estimate of the size of
Form must be filed for each analysis, discharges exempted below. The the drainage area (In square feet) and an

d. Sample Type. All discharge data examination(s) must be made at least estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
shall be reported for grab samples. All once in each of the following 3-monthdrainage area [e.g., low (under 40
such samples shall be collected from theperiods: January through March, April percent), medium (40 to 65 percent], or
discharge resulting from a storm event through June, July through September, high (above 65 percent)] shall be
that is greater than 0.1 Inches in and October through December. The provided In the plan.
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 examination shall be made during (4) When a discharger is unable to
hours from the previously measurable daylight hours unless there is collect samples over the course of the
(greater than 0.1 inch rain/all) storm insuificient rainfall or snow melt to visual examination period as a result of
event. The required 72-hour storm eventproduce a runoff event, adverse climatic conditions, the
interval is waived where the preceding (1) Examinations shall be made of discharger must document the reason
measurable storm event did not result ingrab samples collected within the first for not performing the visual
a measurable discharge from the facility.30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as examination and retain this
The required 72-hour storm event practical, but not to exceed I hour) of documentation onsite with the records
interval may also be waived where thewhen the runoff or snowmelt begins of the visual examinations. Adverse
permittee documents that less than a 72-discharging. The examinations shall weather conditions that may prohibit
hour Interval is representative for local document observations of color, odor, the collection of samples include
storm events during the season when clarity, floating solids, settled solids, weather conditions that create
sampling is being conducted. The grab suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, anddangerous conditions for personnel
sample shall be taken during the first 30other obvious indicators of storm water(such as local flooding, high winds,
minutes of the discharge. If the pollution. The examination must be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
collection of a grab sample during the conducted In a well lit area. No etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
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a sample impracticable (drought, manufactures a variety of products, provides for the successful recovery, of
extended frozen conditions, etc.). Products include newsprint, printing chemicals used in the process. This

{5} EPA realizes that if a facility is and writing papers, bleached and pulping technique is the most highly
inactive and unstaffed it may be unbleached packaging paper, glassine,used pulping process worldwide.
difficult to collect storm water dischargetissue papers, vegetable parchment, Sulfite pulps are generally prepared
samples when a qualifying event occurs,greaseproof papers, bleached and from softwoods and produce various
Today’s final permit has been revised sounbleached paperboard, special types of paper including tissue paper
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can industrial papers, and pulp. Pulp, and writing paper. Wood chips are
exercise a waiver of the requirement to paper, and paperboard is produced fromboiled with calcium-based chemicals,
conduct quarterly visual examination, wood and nonwood products such as magnesium-based chemicals, or
B. Storm Water Discharges Associated jute, hemp, rags, cotton linters, bagasse, ammonia-based chemicals. Calcium was
With Industn’al Activity From Paper and and esparto. Secondary fibers, or the original sulfite Liquor base, however,
Allied Products Manufacturing wastepaper, is also used to produce the spent liquor from this base was
Facifities paper and paperboard, difficult and expensive to recover. Many

Four standard manufacturing suLFite mills have now been converted to
1. Discharges Covered Under This processes are involved in the the kraft process or have been shut
Section production of pulp, paper, and down because of the problems of

On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990), paperboard: (1) Raw material chemical recovery and the reduced
EPA promulgated the regulatory preparation, (2) pulping, (3) bleaching, availability of softwoods.

and ~4) papermaking. Semich~mical pulping involves thedefinition of "storm water discharges a. Raw Materi~ Prep~tion. Wood is cooking of wood chips from hardwoodsassociated with industrial activity." the most widely used raw material for with a neutral or slightly alkalineThis definition included point source manufacturing pulp and paper products, sodium sulfite solution. Both sodiumdischarges of storm water from 11 Wood must be prepared for pulping by and ammonia-based chemicals are usedcategories of facilities, including paper log washing, bark removal, and in this process. Pulps produced fromand allied product manufacturing chipping/sawin8. These activities are semichemical pulping are used in thefacilities that are commonly identified usually conducted outdoors and manufacture of corrugated Peperboard.by Standard Industrial Classification produce large amounts of wood chips, Semichemical pulping mills practice(SIC} Major Group 26. Today’s permit sawdust, and other wood debris. If chemical recovery from the waste liquorestablishes special conditions for the exposed to storm water, these activities by balancing the pH of the waste liquor.storm water discharges associated with may contribute TSS and BOD~ to the Spent liquor is then burned in a furnace.industrial activities at paper and allied storm water discharge. Some facilities use secondary fibers to
product manufacturing facilities. Based b. Pulping. Pulping involves reducing produce the paper products. Secondary.on an evaluation of part 1 and part 2 a cellulosic raw material into a form that fibers are wastepapers and may be usedgroup application data, these facilities may be further processed to produce with little or no preparation depending
were determined to perform similar paper or paperboard, or into a form that on their condition. The wastepaper mayoperations, use similar raw materials, may be chemically converted. Two be blended directly with the virginand employ similar material handling pulping methods are used to reduce the pulps or may have to be screened andand storage practices. In light of the raw material: mechanical pulping and filtered to remove dirt before being
available information, it was determined chemical pulping, added to the pulp.
that the storm water discharge Mechanical pu~ping, also known as Some secondary fibers must be
characteristics would be similar for groundwood pulping, uses two deinked before use. in order to reclaLm
facilities covered by this section, processes to produce pulp, stone a useful pulp, all noncellulosicWhen an industrial facility, described groundwood and refiner groundwood, materials, such as ink, fillers, and
by the above coverage provisions of this Stone grotmdwood uses a grindstone to coatings, must be removed. This process
section, has industrial activities being tear fiber ~om the side of short logs. uses detergents and solvents to remove
conducted omdta that meet the Refiner groundwood passes wood chips these materials. The detergents and
description(s) of industrial activities in through a disc refiner. In both processes, solvents may be stored in an area
another section(s), that industrial wood may be softened with chemicals exposed to storm water.facility shall comply with any and all or heat to reduce the amount of energy c. Bleaching. After pulping, the pulp
applicable monitoring and pollution required for grinding. Mechanical pulp is brown or deeply colored. The color
prevention plan requirements of the is very suitable for use in newspapers, results from the presence of lignins and
other section(s) in addition to all catalogs, tissues, and one-time resins or residue from spent cooking
applicable requirements in this section, publications, liquor. The pulp must be bleached to
The monitoring and pollution Chemical pulping, usin8 cooking produce a light colored or white
prevention plan terms and conditions of chemicals under controlled conditions, product.
this multi-sector permit are additive for produces a variety of pulps for A brightness scale ranging up to 100
industrial activities being conducted at multipu~poses. This process generally (the brightest) is used to determine the
the same industrial facility (co-located produces high quality paper products, degree of bleaching needed. For
industrial activities). The operator of the Three types of chemical pulping are example, newspaper and food
facility shall determine which other used: alkaline, sulRte, and containers do not need a high degree of
monitoring and pollution prevention semichemical, brightness so semiblaached pulps are
plan section(s} of this permit (if any) are Alkaline pulping, more commonly used. For white paper products, fully-
applicable to the facility, known as the kraft process, produc~s a bleached pulps are used. A bleaching
2. Industry Profile very strong pulp and is adaptable to sequence is followed in which specific

almost all wood species. The pulp is chemicals are sequentially added. TheSIC Major Group 26, the production of formed by boiling wood chips in an following sequence may be used inpulp, paper, and paperboard, is a highly alkaline solution usually containing bleaching: chlorination and washing:diversified industry group which sodium su.Lfata. Alkaline pulping also alkaline extraction and washing;
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chlorine dioxide addition and washing: remove water and enhance smoothness Table B-1 .--COMMON INDUSTRIAL
alkaline extraction and washing, and and density. The sheet is then dried by ACTIVITIES AT PAPER AND ALLIED
chlorine dioxide addition and washing, being passed through heated hollow PRODUCT MANUFACTURING FACILIoThe sequence may be modified to iron or steel cylinders. For a smoother TiES---Continuedmeet specific bleaching requirements. Infinish, the sheet may be passed through
general, less bleaching is required for a series of rollers (calendaring} used to Inaustrial Activitiesmechanical pulps because they containproduce high dansitv paper.
all of the wood substrate and would After the sheet is ~’~, coatings may beStorage areas
require massive amounts of bleaching,applied to increase appearance, Ta~ing
Therefore, mechanical pulps are used toprintability, water resistance, or texture.
produce lower quality paper products, Coatings consist of a high density water Typical ac~ivi~es performed at pulp.
such as telephone directories, slurry of pigments and adhesives that paper, and paperboard facilities include
newsprint, and disposable products, are blended together. Mixtures of log washing, chipping and cutting of
Chemical pulps may be brightened to astarches, latices, polyvinylacetate, and logs, log sorting, log storage, and loading
higher degree. Hydrosulfite, recoverable solvents are used dependingand unloading of logs onto trucks or
hypochlorite, chlorine, oxygen, and on the purpose of the coating. The railroad cars for transport to other
peroxides are used in bleaching and coating is applied using rolls, air knives,facilities. These log storage and
may be stored in areas exposed to stormblades, or metering rods. High gloss andhandling activities may contribute bark
water, smoothness is achieved by using high and wood debris, TSS, and leachates to

d. Paperma]dng. ARer pulps have speed rollers with alternating steel anda storm water discharge. Leachates ~rom
been bleached, further mixing and fabric-filled rolls. The coatings, when the decay of wood products may contain
blending may be necessary and stored exposed to storm water high levels of TSS and
noncellulosic materials may be added todischarges may be a source of Many of the facilities in SIC Maior
prepare the pulp for the papermaking contamination, group 26 employ the use of material
stage. Different types of pulp may be e. Wastewater Treatment. Most pulp,handling equipment (forklifts, loaders,
blended for desired effects. SoRwood paper, and paperboard facilities have vehicles, chippers, debarkers, cranes,
pulps are very strong and are used to onaite westewater treatment systems foretc.], vehicles, and other machinery.
make high strength, tear resistant paper,treating process wastewatar, although These facilities store the equipment
These pulps may be blended with some facilities may discharge to a onaite and may also engage in
hardwood pulps which add porosity, POTW. To reduce BOD~ and TSS loads,equ£pment maintenance and repair
opacity, and printability qualities to themany facilities use biological treatment,activities. These types of activities are
paper. Other materials may be added toThe most common treatment process isperformed in either covered or outdoor
the pulp such as clay, talc, or calcium aerated stabilization. At nonintegratad areas of the facility. Associated with
carbonate to improve the texture, facilities {facilities that do not produce these activities is the storage of
brightness, or opacity of the paper. By pulp) and secondary fibers facilities, significant materials such as petroleum
adding resin or starch, the paper however, primary treatment may be theproducts and other maintenance fluids
becomes more ink or water resistant, only method used. At these facilities, such as fuels, motor oils, hydraulic oils,
Each of these additives may be a sourceprimary treatment is usually very lubricant fluids, brake fluids, and
of contamination for storm water if effective in reducing BOD~. antifreeze. Wben exposed to storm
stored outdoors, f..4ctivifies Contn’buting to Storm water, these materials may cause

After noncellulosic materials have Water Contaminat~on.-Although there iscontamination of a storm water
been blended with the pulp, it is readydiversity among the types of final discharge.
for papermaking. The mixture of pulp products produced at pulp, paper, and The manufacturing processes at paper
and additives is called a pulp furnish, paperboard facilities, several industrialand allied product manufacturing
In making paper, fiber f~om a dilute activities are common to all. These facilities are not typically exposed to
pulp furnish is placed on a fine screen,activities are presented in Table B-1 storm water. Because of the lack of
called a wire. The water is drained Below. industrial activities occurring outdoors,
through, and the fiber layer is removed, the ]primary sources of storm water
pressed and dried.

Two basic types of processes are usedTable B-1 .---COMMON INDUSTRIALpollutants originate f~om materials

in papermaking: the cylinder machine ACTIVITIES AT PAPER AND ALLIEDhandling, storage of materials, and

and the Fourdrinier. The cylinder PRODUCT MANUFACTURINGFACILIo waste management or disposal
activities. Sources of pollutant are mostmachine has wire cylinders which TIES often f~om spills and leaks of materials

rotate in the dilute pulp furnish and at loading and unloading areas, storagecollect fibers. The cylinders deposit the Indus~ai Activities
areas, and waste disposal axeas. Table

collected fibers on a moving felt to formBacteric.~de use B-2 lists the materials that may bea fibrous sheet. In the Fourdrinier Baghouse, cyclone, dust collectors exposed to storm water at paper andprocess, the dilute pulp furnish is Coating allied product manufactunng faciLi~_ies.placed on a continuous wire belt whereCom~gate
the fibrous sheet is formed. The cylinderCreasing TABLE B-2.---COMMON SIGNIFICANTmachine is usually associated with theCutting

MATERIALS AT PAPER AND ALl_lEDmanufacturing of heavy grades of paperEquipment storage
and paperboard; the Fourdrinier processVeh~e #ualing PRODUCT MANUFACTURING ~ACILI-
is mostly used for producing paper, butGluing TIES

Rai~ and Truck loading areasmay also be used to make paperboard.Material handling sites Sigmf~;ant Materials Ons~eThe pressing and drying operations Printing
are similar for the two processes. ARerAccess Railroads Solvents
the fibrous sheet is formed, it is Sco~ng Glues
transferred to two or more presses to Stitching Fuel.,~
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TABLE B-2.--COMMON SIGNIFICANT manufactu_H.ng of paper and allied identi~ the significant material or
MATERIALS AT PAPER AND ALLIED products, because the majority of industrial activity that may have
PRODUCT MANUFACTURING FACILI-industrial activities occur indoors, contributed the pollutants to the storm
TIES--Continued Pollutants may be present in storm water discharge. Based on the wide

water as a result of outdoor activities variety of industrial activities and
Signif’w, ant Materials Onsite associated with the industry such as sigmficant materials at the facilities

discharges which come into contact included in this sector, EPA believes itOils with the following areas of the site: is appropriate to divide the paper andLul~ncants loading or unloading of materials; allied products manufacturing industryAlcono, outdoor storage of raw materials or
Starch into subsectors to properly analyze
Wooden ~allets unpackaged products; outdoor process sampling data and determine
Pa~er rollstock activities; dust or particulate generatingmonitoring requirements. As a result,
waxes processes; and illicit connections or this sector has been divided into theAir emissions from solvent recovery proc-inappropriate management practices.

esses The volume and quantity of storm following subsectors: paper mills:
9alea waste paper water discharges associated with paperboard mills, peperboard containers
[~yes industrial activity depend upon a and boxes; and converted paper and
Inks number of factors, including the naturepaperboard products, except containers
Ammonia of the industrial activities occurring at and boxes. Tables B-2, B-3, and B-4
Bioc~des
Miscellaneous materials removed ~uhng the facility, the nature of the below include data for the eight

pulping precipitation, and the degree of surfacepollutants that all facilities were
Final proOucts imperviousness. Storm water may pickrequm,=d to monitor for under Form 2F.
Adhesives up pollutants from structures and otherThe tables also list those parameters that
Paper wastes surfaces as it drains ~rom the facility. EPA has determined merit further
Dust and particulates fromcyclonesused in Even within a group of facilities with monitoring. A table has not been

paper trim a~vitiss, resins/polymers similar activities and materials used, included for paper mill facilitiesClay slumes, handled, stored, or produced, the because less than 3 facilities submitted
quality of the storm water can vary data in that subsector.3. Pollutants in Storm Water Discbe~gesgreatly.Associated With Industrial Activity The regulatory deadline forFrom Paper and Allied Product submission of the part 2 data wasManufacturing Facilities October 1, 1992. Many part 2 data

Few pollutants are expected in stormsubmittals remain incomplete and many
water discharges from the of those that did submit data did not

TABLE B-2.--STAT~S’nCS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY PAPERBOARD M~LL FAC~UT~ES SUBM=W=NG PART II
SAMPUNG DATA (MG/L)

E~ODs ..................... 9 9 10 10 164.2 7"7.7 2.0 0.0 1000.0 306.0 !6.0 28,0 733.9 412.7 2708.8 11~3.4
~,O0 .................... 9 9 10 10 402.3 228.9 50.0 31.0 1720.0 780.0 200.0 124.5 1318.6 701.4 2729.5 1301.7

~ ................ 9 9 10 10 0.86 0.84 0.00 0.13 3.19 1.85 0.50 0.62 2.83 2.78 5.38 5,31

g~n ..................... 9 9 10 10 3.72 3.88 0.52 0.31 10.20 10.8 2.19 2.47 12.88 15.88 25.84 35.33
3il & Grebe ......... 6 N/A 9 HA 9.3 WA 1.0 N/A 35.0 HA 5.0 I~UA 37.8 N/A 87.8 N/A
~H .......................... 9 N/A 10 N/A N/A N/A 7.1 N/A ............... N/A 7.7 N/A .......... N/A ..................
rot~ Pho~o~’u= ..     9 9 10 10 0.37 0.31 0.06 0.09 1.50 0.58 0.27 0,29 1,04 0.71 1.8~     1,07

Solids ................. 9 9 10 10 481 54.5 0 8.0 33~0 19e.0 188 36 1840 184.7 5161 370.0
’ A,O~IK=~K~ thal o~d na~ mao~t tile unit= o~ me~=umm~tt k~. the mO~ted v~u~= o~ poilu~It~ m n~ ~ in ~ ~ Value~ relxx1~l ~= non-a~ct o~ be~o~ ~ectm~ l~mit ~ea&~’ne0 to be 0.

TABLE B--3.--STAT=ST=CS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY PAPERBOARD CONTA=NERS AND BOXES FAC~UT~ES
SUBMI’~NG PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (rag/L)

Sarape type Grin Com~. Grin Como Grab Com~ ~ Co~� Grin Cor~ Grab Coma Gr~ Com~ Grab Como
BOD, ..................... 47 44 74 6~ 21.9 16.9 0.0 0.0 163,0 271.0 10.5 6.0 75.4 47.72 164.5 92.63
COD ....................... 47 44 74 67 184.8 115.8 0,0 0.0 2200.0 1400.0 79.5 51.00 6~6.5 350.8 1663.4 738.9
Nit.re ÷ Nit~o Ni-

troO~ ................ 47 44 74 67 1.03 0.838 0.00 0.0 4.97 5.6 0.59 0.4,8 3.80 3.07 8.4,4 6.80TO~ KjeldaN Nitro-
gen ..................... 47 44 74 67 4.23 3.61 0.00 0.0 8~.80 64.9 1.94 1.90 11.42 9.69 22.99 18.4

Oil & Grease ......... 47 N/A 74 N/A 4.3 N/A 0‘8 N/A 61.0 WA 1.0 N/A 18.4 N/A 44.4pH .......................... 471 N/A 72 N/A N/A N/A 3.8 N/A 9.0 N/A 6.8 N/A 8.8 WA 9.9 N/ATot,,J Phosphorus ..    481 431 73 66 0.45 0.41 0.00 0.0 10.30 10.8 0.17 0.16 1.12 0.94 2.23 1.79Tota~ SusoenOecl
So~iOs ................. 471 441 74 66 141 39.55 0 0.0 2340 550 47 12.5 658 157.88 1987 413.3
, A!X~:~aons mat d~l not re~:xt the unffl of me~umme~t fix the reported v~u~ of ix~lutm~ m not ~ m ~ ~ V~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~eassume~ to be 0.
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TABLE B-4.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY CONVERTED PAPER AND PAPERBOARD PRODUCTS,
EXCEPT CONTAINERS AND BOXES MANUFACTURING FAC~IJT~ES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

BOD~ .................... 19 17 37 35 26.8 24.2 0.0 0.0 152.0 367.0 6.7 8.0 98.8 70.7 239.9 ";572COD ..................... 19 17 37 36 159.1 154.1 8.0 0.0 1300.0 1486.0 49.0 4,3.5 484.9 503.4 1137.2 1220.7Nitrale ÷ Nitrite Ni-
trogen ............... 19 17 37 34 0.93 0.74 0.00 0.0 5.20 2.44 0.40 0.48 3.17 2.19 6.72 3.98To~aJ Kie~ll
trogen ............... 18 17 37 35 3.28 2.40 0.00 0.0 38.70 23.1 1.00 1.03 10.95 8.45 25.02 18.1~ & Grease ........ 19 N/A 39 N/A 1.9 N/A 0.0 N/A 18.0 N/A 0.6 N/A 7.5 N/A 15.9 N,/A~H ........................ 19 N/A 39 N/A N/A WA 4.2 hl/A 8.9 N/A 7.0 N~’A 8.8 N/A 9.8T o*,,~ F~nos~otus    19 17 37 35 0.30 0.28 0.00 0.0 2.58 1.25 0.18 0.15 0.92 0.86 1.76      1.56

Solids ............... 19    17    37     35 89     42.9     0      0.0 1240    761     16      9.0 319     1(]0.0    883      500.8

~A~o~a~<ml tt~t did not rq~xt fire un~tl of m~nt fo~ ~ rl~l vak~l of goilutat~ were ~ i~ m ~ ~. V~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d~ ~im~ ~ea=~me¢l to be 0.

4. Options for Controlling Pollutants contained in storm water ~rom these transport of pollutants in these
types of facilities. EPA believes that thedischarges will vary. EPA believes that

There are two options for reducing most appropriate means of storm waterthe management practices discussedpollutants in storm water discharge; managenient at paper and allied productherein are well suited mechanisms toend-of-pipe treatment, and manufacturing facilities can be prevent or control the contamination ofimplementing best management sufficiently determined by the operatorstorm water discharges associated withpractices {BMPs} to prevent and/or of the facility, the paper and allied product
eliminate the contact between EPA believes that the most effective manufacturing industry.significant materials and storm water. Astorm water managemant control for As part of the group applicationcomprehensive storm water limiting the offsite discharge of review process, a review of the part 1management program for a given plantpollutants in storm water is a data was analyzed. The applicationsmay include controls from each of thesecombination of passive and active indicated that numerous BMPs werecategories and should be based on a BIVlTs. alres=dy being implemented at many ofconsideration of site and facility plant Examples of BMPs range from simplethe representative sites. Table B-5
characteristics. End-of-pipe treatment ishousekeeping, material handling provides the most common practices
effective for the control of process practices, preventive maintenance, presently being employed and the
waters when the types of pollutants anddiversions practices, to more advancedrelative percentage of facilities who are
the volume of water to be treated is structural control such as detention andimplementing them. Table B-6 provides
known. However, storm water retention ponds and infiltration devices,an additional list of BMPs that may be
discharges from any industry, including The selection of the most effective appropriate for the industry. Many of
the paper and allied product BIv[Ps will be based on site-specific the BMPs identified are examples of
manufacturing industry, can be considerations such as: facility size, pracl~ices intended to limit the exposure
numerous, intermittent, and of various climate, geographic location, of significant materials and industrial
volumes. Therefore, the channelizaUonhydrogeology and the environmental activities to storm water. Facility
of storm water that comes into contact setting of each facility, volume and type operators should review their current
with significant materials into a single of discharge generated, and number ofoperations and consider implementing
treatment facility, or construction of out.falls. Each facility will be unique in these BIvg>s if their are applicable so the
numerous treatment devices for each that the source, type and volume of site and are expected to reduce the
discharge, may be burdensome and contaminated storm water discharges discharge of pollutants from the site in
ineffective for treating pollutants will differ. In addition, the fate end storm water.

TABLE B-S.--BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES DISCUSSED IN PART1 GROUP APPLICATIONSi

BMP Percent of
facili~es

Catch Basins ............................................................................................................................................................................................22.2Diversion structures around potential contaminants ................................................................................................................................43.8Spill Control Procedures, Con0ngency Plans (SPCC) .............................................................................................................................67.4Swages, ditches, trench or grade</surfaces .............................................................................................................................................51.4
Err~oyee training ....................................................................................................................................................................................62.5

~ Material Management Practices were idantifle~J in over 20 percent of the 144 facilities in the sampiing sul~et.

TABLE B--6.--SUGGESTED BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AT PULP AND ALLIED PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING FACILITIES

Activity Suggested BMPs
Outdom loading and unloading ..........................¯ Confine loading/unloading activities to a designated res~e and control area.

¯ Avoid loading/unloading materials in the rain.

¯Develop and irn~ement spill p~ms.
¯Use berms or dikes around area.
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TABLE B-6..~UGGESTED BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AT PULP AND ALLIED PRODUCTS MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES~Continued

Activity Suggested BMPs

¯ Inspect containers for leaks or damage prior to loading.
¯Use catch buckets, drop cloths, and other spill prevention measures where liquid matenals

are IoadedturCoaded.
¯ Provide paved areas to enable easy collection of spilled materials.

Raw and/or waste material storage areas ......... ¯ Confine storage to a designated area.
¯ Store materials inside.
¯ Cover storage areas with a roof or tarp.
¯ Use dikes or berms for storage tanks and drum storage.
¯ Cover dumpeters used for waste paper and other materials.
¯ Store materials on concrete pads to allow for recyclin~ and spills of leaks.
¯ Expedite recycling process for exposed scrap paper.
¯Develop and implement spill plans.
¯ Provide paved areas to enable easy collection of spilled materials.
¯ Provide good housekeeping (i.e,, dust and debris collection) where cyclones are utilized.

Log, lumber and other wood product storage ¯ Divert storm water around storage areas with ditches, swales, and/or berms.
areas.

¯ Practice good housekeeping measures such as fraquent removal of debris.
Line storage areas with crushed rock or gravel or porous pavement to promote infiltration,
minimize discharge and provide sediment and erosion control

¯ Use ponds for collection, containment and recycle for log spraying of:rotations.

5. Special Conditions of concern for the various indusu’ial TABLE B--7.--PAPERBOARD MILLS
There are no requirements beyond sectors, only one subsector, paperboard MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

those described in Pazt VI.B. of this fact mills, is required to monitor storm water
sheet, discharges. As discussed previously, the Pollutants of concern Cut-off con-

median value for COD of 124.5 mg/L is centmtion
6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention higher than the benchmark value for Cherni~al Oxygen Demand 120 rnoJL.Plan Requirements

COD of 120 mg/L for the paperbo~rd .......
There are no requirements beyond subsector, thus triggering monitoring for If the average concentration for athose described in Part VI.C. of this factCOD. The monitoring requirements areparameter is less than or equal to thesheet, presented in Table B-7 for paperboardcut-off concentration, then the permitteea. Description of Potential Pollutant mills.Sources. There are no requirements is not ~luirad to conduct quantitative

beyond those described in Part VI.C. of At a minimum, storm water analysis for that Perameter during the
this fact sheet, dischm’ges from paperboard mills mustfourth year of the permit. If, however,

b. Measures and Controls. There are be monitored quarterly d~’ing the the average concentration for a
no requirements beyond those described second year of permit coverage, parameter is greater than the cut-off
in Part VI.C. of this fact sheet. Monitoring must be performed during concentration, then the Permittee is

c. Comprehensive Site Compliance each of the following periods: Janua~j requi~d to conduct quarterly
Evoluotion. There are no requirements through Ma_mh; April through June; Julymonitoring for that parameter during the
beyond those described in Part VI.C. ofthrough September; and October fourth year of permit coverage.
this fact sheet, through December. At the end of the Monitoring is not required during the

7. Numeric Effluent Limitation. second year of permit coverage, a ~LrSt, third, and fifth year of the permit.

facility must calculate the average The exclusion from monitoring in the
There are no effluent limits beyond concentration for each parameter listedfourth year of the permit is conditional

those described in Part VI.B. of this in Table B-7. If the permittee collects on the facility maintaining industrial
permit, operations and BMPs that will ensure amore than four samples in this period,    quality of storm water discharges
8. Monitoring and Reporting then they must calculate an average

consistent with the averageRequirements concentration for each pollutant of concentrations recorded during the
a. An~yticoJ Monitoring concern for all samples analyzed, second year of the permit. The schedule

l~equirements. Under the revised for monitoring is presented in Table
methodology for determining pollutants B-8.

TABLE B-8.--SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2n~ Year of Permit Coverage ............................¯ Conduct quarterly monttoring.
¯ Calculate the average concerWaJion for all parameters, analyzed during this period.
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Table B-7, then quarterly sam-

piing is required during the fourth year of the permit
¯ If average concentration is less than or equa~ to the value listed in Table B-7, then no fur-

ther sarr~ing is required for that parameter.
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TABLE B--8.--SCHEDULE OF MONITORING--Continued

4th Year of Permit Coverage .............................¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter w~ere the average concentration in year 2
of the permit is greater than the value listed in Table B-7.

¯ If industrial activi~as or the polk/don prevention plan have been altered such that storm
water discharges may be ao~ersaly affected, quarterly monitonng is required for all param-
eters of concern.

In cases where the average the permittee reasonably believes period. Such certification must be
concentration of a parameter exceeds discharge substantially identical reta~[~ed in the storm water pollution
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects effluents, the permittee may test the prevention plan and submitted to EPA
Permittees to place special emphasis oneffluent of one of such outfalls and in lieu of monitoring reports required
methods for reducing the presence of report that the quantitative data also under paragraph b. The permittee is
those parameters in storm water applies to the substantially identical required to complete any and all
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in theoutfall(s) provided that the permittee sampling until the exposure isfourth year of the permit will be used toincludes in the storm water pollution eliminated. If the facility is reporting forreassess the effectiveness of the adjustedprevention plan a description of the a partial year, the permittee mustpollution prevention plan. location of the outfalls and explains in specify the date exposure wasEPA realizes that if a facility is detail why the outfalls are expected to eliminated. If the permittee is certifyinginactive and unstaffed it may be discharge substantially identical that a pollutant was present for part~ of
difficult to collect storm water dischargeeffluent. In addition, for each outfall the reporting period, nothing relievessamples when a qualifying event occurs,that the permittee believes is the permittee from the responsibility toToday’s final permit has been revised sorepresentative, an estimate of the size ofsample that parameter up until thethat inactive, unstaffed facilities can the drainage area (in square feet) and anexposure was eliminated and it wasexercise a waiver of the requirement toestimate of the runoff coefficient of the determined that no significant materials
co.nduct quarterly chemical sampling, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 remained. This certification option is(1) S~mple Type. All discharge data percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), ornot applicable to complianceshall be reported for grab samples. All high (above 65 percent)] shall be monitoring requirements associatedsuch samples shall be collected from theprovided in the plan. with effluent gmdalines. EPA does notdischarge resulting from a storm event (3) AlternatJ’ve CertJ’~cation. expect facilities to be able to exercisethat is greater than 0.1 inches in Throughout today’s permit, EPA has this certification for indicatormagnitude and that occurs at least 72 included monitoring requirements for parmneters, such as TSS and BOD.hours from the previously measurable facilities which the Agency believes
(greater than 0,1 inch rainfall) storm have the potential for contributing b..Reporting Requirements. Permittees
event. The required 72-hou~ storm event significant levels of pollutants to storm are required to submit all monitoring
interval is waived where the preceding water discharges. The alternative resulta obtained during the second and
measurable storm event did not result in certification described below is fourth year of permit coverage within 3
a measurable discharge from the facility, necessary to ensure that monitoring months of the conclusion of each year.
The required 72-hour storm event requirements are only i~nposed on those For each outfall, one Dischm, ge
interval may also be waived where thefacilities that do, in fact, have storm Monitoring Report Form must be
permittee documents that less than a 72-water discharges containing pollutants submitted per storm event sampled. For
hour interval is representative for localat concentrations of concern. EPA has facilities conducting monitoring beyond
storm events during the season when determined that if materials and the ndnimum requirements an
sampling is being conducted. The grabactivities are not exposed to storm wateradditional Discharge Monitoring Report
sample shall be taken during the first 30at the site, then the potential for Form must be filed for each analysis.
minutes of the discharge. If the pollutants to contaminate storm water The permittee must include a
collection of a grab sample during the discharges does not warrant monitoring,measurement or estimate of the total
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab Therefore, a discharger is not subjectprecipitation, volume of runoff, and
sample can be taken during the first to the monitoring requirements of this peak flow rate of runoff for each storm
hour of the discharge, and the Part provided the discharger makes a event sampled.
discharger shall submit with the certification for a given ouffall on a c. Quarterly Visual Examination of
monitoring report a description of why pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of Storm Water Quality. Quarterly vistml
a grab sample during the first 30 monitoring described in Table B-8 examinations of a storm water discharge
minutes was impracticable, under penalty of law, signed in from each ouffall are requLred at all

If storm water discharges associated accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatorypaper and allied products
with industrial activity commingle withRequirements) of the permit, that manufacturing facilities. The
process or nonproceas water, then material handling equipment or examination must be of a grab sample
where practicable permittees must activities, raw materials, intermediate collected from each storm water outfall.
attempt to sample the storm water products, final products, waste The examination of storm water grabdischarge before it mixes with the non-materials, by-products, industrial samples shall include any observations
storm water discharge, machinery or operations, significant of color, odor, t~rbidity, floating solids.

{2) Representative Discharge. When a materials from past industrial activity, foam,, oil sheen, or other obviousfacility has two or more outfalls that, and that are located in areas of the indicators of storm water pollution. Thebased on a consideration of industrial facility that are within the drainage areaexamination must be conducted in aactivity, significant materials, and of the outfall are not presently exposedwell ]it area. No analytical tests aremanagement practices and activities to storm water and will not be exposedrequired to be performed on thesewithin the area drained by the outfall, to storm water for the certification samples.
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The examination must be made at prevention plan a description of the conditions and requirements of facilitiesleast once in each designated period location of the outfalls and explains in covered bv Part XI.C.during daylight hours unless there is detail why the outfalls are expected to For additional information on theinsufficient rainfall or snow-melt to discharge substantially identical subsectors and their industrialrunoff. Whenever practicable, the sameeffluents. In addition, for each outfall activities, please see the followingindividual should carry out the that the permittee believes is documents:collection and examination of representative, an estimate of the size of"Development Document for Effluentdischarges throughout the life of the the drainage area (in square feet) and anLimitations Guidelines and Standardspermit to ensure the greatest degree ofestimate of the runoff coefficient of the for the Paint Formulating Point Sourceconsistency possible. Examinations drainage area [e.g., low {under 40 Category." EPA-440/1-79/O49-b. 1979.shall be conducted in each of the percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), or "Development Document for Interimfollowing periods for the purposes of high {above 65 percent)] shall be Final Effluent Limitations Guidelinesinspecting storm water quality provided in the plan. for the Pesticide Chemicals
associated with storm water runoff and

When a discharger is unable to collectManufacturing Point Source Category."snow melt: January through March: EPA-440/1-75/060d. 1976.April through June; July through samples over the course of the visual
examination period as a result of "Development Document for Effluent

September: October through December.
adverse climatic conditions, the Limitations Guidelines and New Source

Grab samples shall be collected within
discharger must document the reason Performance Standards for the Majorthe first 30 minutes {or as soon Organic Products Segment of thethereafter as practical, but not to exceedfor not performing the visual

60 minutes} of when the runoff begins examination. Adverse weather Organic Chemicals Manufacturing Point

discharging. Reports of the visual conditions" which may prohibit the Source Category.." EPA--440/1-74-009a.
1974.examination include: the examinationcollection of samples include weather

"Development Document for Effluent
date and time, examination personnel,conditions that c~eate dangerous Limitations Guidelines, New Source
visual quality of the storm water conditions for personnel (such as local

Performance Standards and
discharge, and probable sources of anyflooding, high winds, hurricane,

Pretreatment Standards for Organicobserved storm water contamination, tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or
Chemicals and the Plastics andThe visual examination reports must beotherwise make the collection of a
S.vnthetic Fibers Point Sourcemaintained onsite with the pollution sample impracticable (drought,
Category." EPA-440/1-87/009. 1987.prevention plan. extended frozen conditions, etc.). "Development Document for EffluentEPA believes that this quick and EPA realizes that if a facilitv is Limitations Guidelines and New Sourcesimple assessment will help the inactive and unstaffed it mav’be Performance Standards for the Basicpermittee to determine the effectivenessdifficult to collect storm wa~er dischargeFertilizer Chemicals Segment of theof his/her plan on a regular basis at verysamples when a qualifying event occurs.Fertilizer Manufacturing Point Sourcelittle cost. Although the visual Today’s final permit has been revised soCategory." 1974.examination cannot assess the chemicalthat inactive, unstaffed facilities can "Development Document for Finalproperties of the storm water dischargedexercise a waiver of the requirement toEffluent Limitations Guidelines, Newfrom the site, the examination will conduct quarterly visual examination. Source Performance Standards andprovide meaningful results upon which Pretreatment Standards for thethe facility may act quickly. The C. Storm Water Discharges Associated

frequency of this visual examination With Industrial Activity From Chemical Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Point

will also allow for timely adjustments toand Allied Products Munu~uctu~ng Source Category." EPA--440/1-83/084.
be made to the plan. If BMPs are Facilities 1983.

"Development Document for Effluentperforming ineffectively, corrective 1. Discharges Covered Under This Limita~ions Guidelines, New Sourceaction must be implemented. A set of Section Performance Standards andtracking or follow-up procedures must Pretreatment Standards for the Inorganicbe used to ensure that appropriate EPA regulations define "storm waterChemicals Manufacturing Point Sourceactions are taken in response to the discharges associated with industrial Category, Phase 2." EPA.-440/1.-84/O07.examinations. The visual examination isactivity" at 40 CFR 122.26{b)(14) in 1984.intended to be performed by members oforder to specify those discharges that Part I~I.C. of today’s permit has beenthe pollution prevention team. This are required to be permitted under thedeveloped for storm water discharges athands-on examination will enhance theNPDES program. Category (ii) of this facilities primm-ilv engaged in thestaff’s understanding of the storm waterdefinition includes facilities classified manufacture of c.l~emicals and alliedproblems on that site and the effects ofas Standard industrial Classification products. This sector of industrythe management practices that are (SIC) code 28, Chemical and Allied includes facilities which manufacture aincluded in the plan. Products Manufacturing, with the broad range of products includingWhen a facility has two or more exception of facilities classified as SICplastic and synthetic materials,out.falls that, based on a consideration ofcode 285--Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers,detergents, paints and varnishes, drugs,industrial activity, significant materials,Enamels, and Allied Products fertilizers and pesticides, adhesives,and management practices and activitiesManufacturing, which are included in inks, explosives, artist’s inks and paints,within the area drained by the outfaLl, category (xi) of the definition. EPA did and organic and inorganic chemicalsthe permittee reasonably believes not receive any group applications fromused for industrial purposes.discharge substantially identical facilities with primary SIC code 283 Specifically, Part XI.C. of today’s permiteffluents, the permit’tee may collect a {Drugs Manufacturing). Therefore, as applies to establishments primarilysample of effluent from one such out.fallEPA had no data on such facilities, theyengaged in manufacturing:and report that the examination data are not eligible for coverage under this a. industrial inorgamc chemicalsalso apply to the substantially identical section of today’s pern’Lit. The following(including SIC 281).outfall(s) provided that the permittee section describes facilities covered by b. Plastic materials and syntheticincludes in the storm water pollution Part XI.C. of today’s permit and the resins, synthetic rubbers, and cellulosic
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and other humanmade fibers, except leather work, paints for china painting,geographic location and hydrology of
glass (including SIC 282). artists’ paints and artists’ water colors, the site, the type of manufacturing and/

c. Soaps and detergents; specialty j. Miscellaneous that are not in or industrial activities, the amount and
cleaning, polishing, and sanitation Sections a. through i. of this part, such type of operations and material storage
preparations; surface active preparations as fatty acids, essential oils, occurring outside, imperviousness of
used as emulsifiers, wetting agents, and nonvegetabls gelatin, sizes, bluing,surfaces at the site, and the impact of a
finishing agents, including sulfonated laundry sours, writing and stamp pad given precipitation event. In addition,
oils: perfumes, cosmetics, and other ink, industrial compounds, such as souroes of pollutants from non-storm
toilet preparations; glycerin made fromboiler and heat insulating compounds, water discharges such as washwaters
vegetable and animal fats and oils metal, oil. and water treatment from industrial areas, illicit{including SIC 284). compounds, waterproofing compounds, connections, and spills may increase thed. Paints {in paste and ready-mixed and chemical supplies for foundries pollutant loading to waters of theform}, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, {including SIC 2899}.
shellac, putties, wood fillers, and When an industrial facility, described United States. Because there is wide
sealers, paint and varnish removers, by the above coverage provisions of this variety of products and manufacturing
paint brush cleaners, and allied paint section, has industrial activities being activities in this sector of today’s
products {including SIC 285}. conducted onsite that meet the permit, EPA has subdivided the

e. Industrial organic chemicals description{s} of industrial activities in chemicals and allied products
{including SIC 286}. another section{s}, that industrial manufacturing industry into

f. Nitrogenous fertilizers; phosphatic facility shall comply with any and all "subsectors."
fertilizers; fertilizers, mixing only; applicable monitoring and pollution Part 1 of the group application
pesticides: and other agricultural prevention plan requirements of the required a summary of industrial
chemicals, not elsewhere classified other section{s) in addition to all activities and the significant materials{including SIC 287}. applicable requirements in this section, stored exposed to precipitation. Thisg. Industrial and household The monitoring and pollution provided useful qualitative informationadhesives, glues, caulking compounds, prevention plan terms and conditions of to EPA, but information that is notsealants, and linoleum, tile, and rubber this multi-sector permit are additive for possible to quantify reliably due tocements from vegetable, animal, or industrial activities being conducted at
synthetic plastics materials {including the same industrial facility (co-located differences in terminology and

SIC 2891}. industrial activities}. The operator of thethoroughness. For the summary of
h. Explosives {including SIC 2892). facility shall determine which other industrial activities, some participants
i. Printing ink, including gravure, monitoring and pollution prevention reported their industrial activity as

screen process, and lithographic ink, plan section{s) of this permit {if any} are "manufacture of product X," rather than
and carbon black {including SIC 2893 applicable to the facility, listing the components of that main
and 2895); and, due to the nature of activity. Other participants listed some
manufacturing activities, EPA has 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water or all[ general industrial actions, e.g..
included industrial facilities Discharges "shredding" or "wastewater treatment."
represented by SIC 3952 in this Water quality impacts caused by {Products listed represent most of the
category, but only those primarily storm water discharges associated with industrial classifications which are
engaged in the manufacturing of ink and an industrial activity from Chemical and subiect to this section of today’s permit}.
paints, including china painting Allied Products Manufacturing facilities Table C.I. lists the general industrial
enamels, india and drawing ink, are expected to vary depending on actions occurring at facilities according
platinum paints for burnt wood or several factors. Such factors include theto part I of their group applications.

TABLE C-1 .--INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES OCCURRING AT CHEMICAL AND ALLIED PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS (AS REPORTED IN
PART 1 OF GROUP APPLICATIONS)

1. Storage of matsrJals in tanks, either below or above ground.
2. Westewater t~eatment, use of activated sludge process, or land application of wastewaters.

4. Blending and mixing of chemicals.
5. Packaging of chemicals.
6. Cooling towers.
7. Crushing, Milling, Shre0ding, Granulation and Grinding of materials.
8. Storage of cylinders used to contain industd~l gales.
g. Di~tdbudon of
10. Storage of erngty or full dnJms.
11. E~luipment storage and rnmntenance, including vehicles.
12. Al~ication of fertilizers or pesticides.
13. Operation of a foundry.
14. Fueling of vehicles.
15. Hazardous waste temporary storage or operation of RCRA treatment, storage, or disposal facility.
16. Hot oil system for cooling/hem exchange.
17. Landfills or temlx)rary refuse site.
18. Al~icatlon of lime.
19. Loading/Unloading,
20. Use of m~._chinery to process materials.
21. M~tedal handling and warehousing.
22. Plant yard and areas of past industrial activity.
23. Access roads and rml tracks.
24. Steam boilers.
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TABLE C--1 .--INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES OCCURRING AT CHEMICAL AND ALLIED PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS (AS REPORTED IN
PART 1 OF GROUP APPLICATIONS)~Continuecl

25. T’,,,e~al oxiC~tJo~ of lead.
26. Washing of drums.
27. Waste dumpster or compactor.

Table C-2 shows the subsectors and chemicals; plastics, synthetics, and TABLE C-2.---SUBSECTOR INDEXtheir corresponding SIC codes and resins; drugs; soaps, detergents,
letters (from discharges covered under cosmetics, perfumes; paints, varnishes, Subsector SIC Code(s)this section in this fact sheet), lacquers, enamels, and allied products;

Part 2 of the storm water group industrial organic chemicals; 1 .......................... 281application required that quantitative agricultural chemicals; and 2 .......................... iiiiiiii 282data be submitted by a representative miscellaneous chemical products. 3 ..................................284sarnpling subgroup. Based on the wideTables C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5, C-6, C-7,4 ..................................285variety of industrial activities and and C-8 below include data for the eight 5 ..................................286significant materials at the facilities pollutants that all facilities were 6 .................................. 287included in this sector, EPA believes itrequired to monitor for under Form 2F.7 ..........................~ ........ 289. 2891,is appropriate to divide the chemical The tables also list those pa~Lmeters that

!

2892, 2893,
and allied products industry into EPA has d~termiaed merit further 2894, 2899,
subsectors to properly analyze sampling monitoring. A table has not been 3952
data and deten’nine monitoring included for industrial organic chemical 8 ................................. 28 ~
requh-ements. As a resu.lt, t.his sector has manufacturing facilities because less ~ Sub~:tor 8 includes tt~ose facilities that in-been divided into the following than 3 facilities submitted data in that dicated their SIC co~e only as 28, without
subsectors: industrial inorganic subsector, fo,owing f or 2 digits.

TABLE C-3.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY INDUSTRIAL ~NORGANIC CHEMICALS
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mgiL)

BOD ..................... 10 10 16= 18 12.1 8.872 0.0 0.0 67.0 26.0 7.0 7.5 35.0 22.8 60.4 34.3COD ...................... 10 10 16 16 101,4 63.6 20.0 0.0 350.0 320.0 80.0 36.5 2~2 185.1 453.4 334.2Nitrate + Nitre N~-
~’ogee ................. 101 10 16 16 2.79 1.92 0.60 0,07 7.30 7.1 2,40 1:.)5 14,72 8,24 37.34 18,7Tot~ Kje4dahl N~ro-
gen .................... 10 10 16 18 18.71 7.09 0.00 0.0 132.00 19.4 4.0~ 3.15 110.69 30.8 392.88 68.3Oil & (~’e==~ ......... 9 N/A 15 N/AI 1.9 N/A 0.0 N/A 18.0 WA 0.1 N/A 9.5 N/A 3~.7 N/AI~ ........................ 9 N/A 16 N/AI N/A N/A 5.4 N/A 10.4 N/A 7.6 N/A 11.2 N/A 13.1 N/ATot~ ~ .. 10 10 16 lS 0.g~ 0.83 0.00 0.0 6.5~ 6.14 0.34 0.40 3.32 3.19 7.55 7.81Tom Summdea
~ ................. 10 10 18 16 156 80.4 6 0.82 7g0 320 9~ 21.5 7E8 658.5 2043 3256.4~umr, um ............. 7 7 13 13 2.41 1.7 0.4~ 0.06 7.82 7.87 1.06 0.7"/ 7,02 6.83 12.8 16.47Iron ...................... 5 5i 11 11 3.0 2 0.5 0.1 8.8 7.6 2.2 1.2. 10.6 8.7 21.7 21..7

~ to be 0.                                                                                                                                               ’

TABLE C-4.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY PLASTICS MATERIALS AND SYNTHETIC RESINS, SYN-
THETIC RUBBERS, CELLULOSIC AND OTHER MANMADE FIBERS EXCEPT GLASS MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMIT-
TING PART II SAMPLING DATA= (mg/L)

BOO ~ ..................... 16 14 41 3~ 11.5 11.4 0.0 1.0 ~6.0 ~,,0 6.0 6.8 34.1 34,.2, ~’~.8 ~4.8COD ...................... 17 15 42 38 5&1 5~6 0.0 0.0 I~.0 1~.0 3~.5 35.5 191.7 142.6 3~0.6 ~7.7Nit~zte + Nit~te Ni-
~ ................ 17~ 15 43 39, 4.31 5.35 0.00 0.0 140.30 15S,0 0.76 0,~6 7.67 6.~ 20.81 23.1Tot~ Kjek~l Nib’o-
gen .................... 17 15 42 38l 3.51 3.96 0.20 0.0 47.20 56.B 1.50 1.40 9.67 10.6 20.29 22.9Oi~ & G~ ......... 16 N/A 42 N/A 2.0 WA 0.0 WA 15.0 WA 0.0 WA 10.2 N/A 22.4~ ........................ 15 N/A 42 N/A N/A N/A 3.8 I~UA 7.7 N/A 6.8 N/A 8.4 N/A 9.4     N/ATot~ ~ .. 17 1S = 43 39 0.40 0.41 0.00 0.0 4.20 4.40 0.11 0.07 1.45 1.5~, 3.60 4.27
s~= ................. 17 16 ~2 3s I67 ~.e 0.0 0.0 270a sis 40 ~.5 670 3,m.4 Ise~~nc ........................ 14 12 36 31 0.391 0,425 0 0 2.1 2.07 0.19 0.23 1.427 1.712 3.183 4.031

as~m~ to be O.                                                                                                 ’ ’ ¯
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TABLE C-5.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY SOAPS, DETERGENTS, AND CLEANING PREPARA-
TIONS; PERFUMES, COSMETICS, AND OTHER TOILET PREPARATIONS FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi
(mg/L)

Santt~e Ptpe G~ Co~, Grl~ Co~ Gr~ Co~D Gr~o ~P Gral:) Comp Gr~ ~3mp Grat~ Cored Gr~ Comp

BOD~ ..................... 12 13 19 20 53,2 23.2 0.0 0.0 340.0 108.0 16.0 6.5 286.2 99.8 8~2.7 253.6
COD ...................... 12 12 19 19 245.3 132.5 28.0 0.0 1200.0 530.0 120.0 ~0.0 834.2 486.8 1803.7 !015.5
Nitrate + Nitnte N~

iIrog~ ................. 12 12 19 19 1.40 0.97 0.00 0.0 5.00 4.2 1.16 0.76 5.60 3.17 12.16 5.97
Total Kje~dahl ~ ;

gen .................... 12 12 19 18 3.48 2.3 0.80 0.0 11.40 9.0 2.60 1.4 8.90 6.93 14.73 12.2
O~1 & Gt~se ......... 12 Wk‘ 19 hUk‘ 4.6 N/A 0.0 N/k‘ 40.0 Wk‘ 0.0 ~uk‘ 21.1 Wk‘ 42.8
pH .......................... 12 N/k. 19 N/k‘ N/k‘ WA 3.5 N.’k‘ 8.0 N/k‘ 7.1 N/A 9.1 N/k‘ 10.5 N/A
To~d Ptlo~ohorul .. 12 12 191 19 1.60 0.57 . 0.02 0.0 9.00 1.9 0.40 0.40 8.93 2.34 28.97 5.20
TOf~ ~

Solids 13 13 20’ 20 313 154 6 0.0 1522 8~0 74 39 1519 633.2 4714 1744
Zinc ........................ 6 6 7 7 1.564 0.941 0.!3 0.15 4.8 2.7 0.41 0.26 7.438 3.761 20.20 9g.14~

,Ap~s tf~et did not repOrt ~e units of m~rern~lt for the r~oo~te(:l vakJeS of pollutants were not inclu0ed in these statistics. Val~s reoo~ed as nor~:letect or below d~ectio~ iimrt were
assumed to be 0.

., Co~poalte

TABLE C-6.mSTATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, ENAMELS, AND
ALLIED PRODUCTS FACILITIES SUBMITI’ING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Pollutant # of Facilities    # of ~ ~ i Minimum Maximum MeOian 95th Pen:en’Jle 991f~

San~o~e type Gin0 ComlP, ~ Cornp Grat) CompI Gra) Comp GraO Come Gra~ C¢~np Gra~ Com~ Grat~

BOD~ ................... 3 3 3 3 4.7 20.7 0.0 12.0 11.0 36.0 3.0 ’=4.0 21.6 48.5 42.2 72.7
COD .................... 3 3 3 3 50.3 42.3 0.0 0.0 84.0 72.0 67.0 55.0 ~4.4 82.8 106.1 95.1
N~e * Nitrite
~ ........... 31 3 3 3 0.43 0.53 0.00 0.0 1.20 1.3 0.09 0.28 4.59 2.88 17.50 t 6.36

TO~ K~daN N~
tro~ ............... 3! 3 3 3 1.27 1.56 0.30 0.60 1.90 2.78 1.62 1.30 5.24 4.57 10.52 7.70

Oil & Grease ....... I 3 : N/k‘ 3 WA 4.7 WA 0.0 N/A 9.6 WA 4.6 NIA 14.1 N/A 20.6 N/A
~H ........................ 3 : N/A 3 N/A WA N/A 6.7 N/A 7.7 N/A 7.1 N/A 8.0 N/A 8.4 N/A
Total Pt~ 3 3 3

31
0.24 0.23 0.22 0.13 0.26 0.30 0.24 i    0.25 0.28 0.44 0.29 0.59

Tom Sulpen~
~ 3 3 3 31 433 47.0 4 2.0 824 130 470 9.0 14276 429.9 104964 1815.8

¯ App~ that did not report ~e unds of measurwn~rd for t~e r~ values of p~ were not included in tt~se stY. Valises mporteO as non<le{ect ot ~ detec~on limit were

TABLE C-7.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS MANUFACTURING
FAClUTIES SUBMITI’ING PART II SAMPLING DATA= (m~L)

BeDs .............. 17 17 27    27~ 4.2 6.00 0.0 0.0 13.0 40.5 4.0 4.0 10.6 19.5 15.2     35.9
COD ............. 17 17 27 ! 27 ’ 70.3 45.3 0.0 0.0 400.0 138 55.0 36.0 239.5 166.3 472.2 325.4

~ ....... 12 12 221 22 43.88 19.47 0.00 0.00 315.00 85.0 3.78 3.86 220.52 119.0 888.55 ! 409.7
T~

~ ...... 17 17 27’ 27 75.70 92.1 0.00 0.8 1020.00 1480.0 10.00 12.g0 214.61 250.0 710.55 777.61
O~ & (3rl~e ... 17 N/A 28 N/A 8.6 WA 0.0 WA 95.0 N/A 0.0 WA 36,6 N/A 121.2 WA
~H................... 15 N/A 2 5N/A N/A N/A 5.3 WA 7.8 N/A 7.1 N/A 8.0 N/A 8.5 N/A
To~a~

ph<xul ......... 17 17 27 27 15.80 54.g6 0.13 0.19 1!0.00 g~2.0 5.00 11.0 80.24 180.16 252.70 6~3.3
TOU¢ Sul-

ids ............... 17 15 27 25 434 113 0 0 5182 593.0 103 58 1734 510.8 5506 1251.8
Iron .................. 4 4 9 9 5.3 3.6 0.6 0.6 22 11 1.8 1.5 19 13.2 42.6 28.3
Lead 4 4 6 6 0.0~4 0.042 0 0 0.167 0.104 0.1 0.03 0.348 0.119~    0.652 0.193
Zinc ................. 5 5 10 10 1.527 0.882 0.075 0.063 7.7 4.2 0.58 0.40 6.997 3.116 19.075 6.915

~ A~$ that did nol report ’~e unRI of mel~trement I~" ff~e mCx~ed value~ of pollutants w~re no~ inc~ud~l in ~ stattstJcs. Values rel~otted as non-del~ or’ ~ 0etecoon limit were
aasumed to be 6,

TABLE C-8.---~STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATA; (mg/L)

Poflutant # of Fac~i~es I # of ,SarCasms       Gra~ 14~n*num Maximum ~ 95~ PeR:enV, e 99th

BOD~ .................. 181 141 261 211 143.2 11.3 0.0 0.0 3420.0 98.0 ] 9.0 I 6.0 I 12~.6 29.3 353.6     51.4

-...-.-=....................."1 161 70.4 0.0,,.03,,.01 2,I 4,.011=6I .1 247.1
.................191141"1 0.97 0.0 4., 3.120.6 0=I3.373,, 6.791 0.18

gen ................... 191 15 31 ! 231 1.61 1.34 0.00 0.0 5.54 4.1 1.40 1.101 5.83 4.25 11.27 7.45

pH.......................... 20 N/A 29 N/AI N/A N/A 4.6 N/A 9.3 WA 7.3 ~ N/A / 9.2 N/A 10.1
Total Pho~ .. 20 15 29 231 0.18 0.11 0.00 0.0 1.6: 039 0.07 0.101 0.65 0.32 1.29 0.46
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TABLE C-8.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMITI’ING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)--Continued

~o¢�~ ................ 19     15     2~     23 ~0      47.8     0       0.0    415     350      13       8.0 246     ~ 5     ~       6~7.3

’ ~,3 th~ did ~ol ~ ~e unR~ of me~lurem~t for the reco~ed vlRml of ~ ~ ~ ~ in ~ ~ V~I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t=m~ ~e
~ to ~ 0. "
"~e ~

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants participants were required to provide controls. Table C-9 below identifies the
As required in part 1 of the storm information regarding existing storm material management practices for the

water group permit application, water management practices and idenUified sampling facilities.

TABLE C-9.---CURRENT STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PRACTICES USED BY THE CHEMICAL AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY (AS REPORTED IN PART 1 OF THE GROUP APPLICATIONS)i

Subsector                                         Current management practices

Unloading Boot, Catch Basin, Containment, CSvering, Curbing, Dike Diversion, Housekeeping, Inspection of Equipment, Infil~’ation,
Oil/Water Sel:mrator, Roof, SPCC, Sump, Storm Water Coilector for Water Reuse, Training, Indoor Storage.

2 ............... Catch Basin, Covering, Dike. Indoor Storage, Pond, SPCC, Swale, Vegetation Strip.
3 ............... Ca~s on Tank Vents, Concrete Pad, Containment, Covering, Curbing, Dike, Diversion, Drain, Hazardous Waste Management, Haz-

ardous Waste Paa, Holcling Tank, In~oor Storage, Infiltration, Pond, Roof, Sealed Drums, SPCC, Storm Water Collector, Tarp,
Vaulted.

4 ............... Containment, Covering, Dike, Holding Tank, Infiltration, Pond, Roof Drmn, Site Inspection, SPCC, Swale, Training, Waste Minimiza-

5 ............... Cur’oing, Dike, Pond, SPCC.
6 ............... Catch Basin, Covering, Dike, Housekeeping, Indoor Storage, Infiltration, Oil/Water Separator, Poncl. Roof, Site Inspection, SPCC,

Sump, Swale, Sweep, Valves.
7 ............... Absofcent Materials, BMP Plan, Catch Basin, Concrete Pad, Containment, Covering, Cud~ing, Dike. Drain, Drip Pan, House-

kee~ng, Indoor Storage, Infiltration, Oil/Water Separator, Pond, Roof, Inspection, Sloped Containment, SPCC, Sump, Swale,
Training, Valves.

8 ............... Catch basin, Containment, Covering, Dike, Indoor Storage, Pond, Roof, Site Inspection, SPCC, Swale, Training.

iThe information presented in this table was received from part 1 group applications for Sector 3.

In order to develop achievable storm EPA has included these prohibitions EPA is requiring that the informationwater management practices and in order to emphasize that spilled submitted in the group applicationcontrols, EPA has evaluated all existingmaterials should be cleaned up and regarding pollutant sources and currentmanagement practices as well as properly disposed, and that washwatersmanagement practices be evaluated andpractices developed and implementedconstitute process wastewater and not considered when developing the plan.under the September 9, 1992, storm storm water. These types of discharges Measures and Controls. EPA haswater general permit. For a detailed contribute excessive amounts of divided this section of the permit into
explanation regarding specific storm pollutants to water bodies and must be two parts. The first part addresses
water controls and management permitted by an NPDES permit for nonst~uctural pollution prevention
practices, the reader may refer to the process wastewater, as they are not controls, while the second part
pollution prevention plan requirementsauthorized by this section, addresses structural controls.

The following requirements weresection below.
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention established by EPA under the4. Special Conditions Plan Requirements

nonstructural conditions to identify
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water a. Contents of the Plan. Today’s specific practices that must beDischarges. In addition to the discharges permit requires that all facilities covered implemented bv all permittees:prohibited under Part III.A.2 of today’s under this section prepare a Drainage (a) Good HoUsekeeping--In additionpermit, EPA has specified that the and Site Plan. Based on the informationto the :information provided in the group

following types of discharges are not contained in the pan I application, EPAapplication process, EPA conducted aauthorized by this section: has identified and specified areas whereseries of inspections to identify areas of(~ } Inks, p~ints or substances materials are commonly handled. EPAconcern, materials exposed to "storm
(hazardous, nonhazardous, etc.) is requiring that the site plan detail thewater and current management practicesresulting from an onsite spill includingdrainage patterns of the runoff and used by the chemicals and allied
materials collected in drip pans. identify the outfall and receiving water products manufacturing industry. EPA

(2) Washwaters from material body. [Language on site map not also reviewed a series of existinghandling and processing areas. This included.] pollution prevention plans that were
includes areas where containers, (1) Description of Potential Pollutant developed under the requirements ofequipment, industrial machinery, and Sources. The Inventory of Exposed the baseline general permit. Based onany significant materials are exposed toMaterials as well as Risk Identification this Lnformation, EPA is requiring thatstorm water, and Summary of Potential Pollutants at a minimum, permittees shall consider(3) Washwaters from drum, tank or Sources requirements were further establishing the following goodcontainer rinsing and cleaning, defined to avoid confusion. In addition,housekeeping practices:
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(i) Schedule regular pickup and weather inspections on a quarterly basis loading/unloading docks or an
disposal of garbage and waste materials will provide perrnittees with a tool for equivalent.
or other measures to dispose of waste, evaluating bast management practices, In order to prevent facilities from
This schedule may be included in the structural and nonstructural measures, discharging contaminated storm water
plan. Individuals responsible for waste good housekeeping and spill cleaning from areas where precipitation is
management and disposal should be procedures, among other pollution contained, contained areas should be
informed of the procedures established prevention activities, restrained by valves or other positive
under the plan, (d) Facili~. Secu~ty.--Facilities means to prevent the discharge of a spill

(ii} Routinely inspect for leaks and should consider evaluating existing or leak. Containment units may be
conditions of drums, tanks and security systems such as fenchng, emptied by pumps or eiectors; however,
containers. Ensure that spill cleanup lighting, vehicular traffic control, and these should be manually activated.
procedures are understood by securing of equipment and buildings Flapper-type drain valves should not be
emp.loyees, and should include existing and new used to drain containment areas. Valves

(iii} Keep an up-to-date inventory of system into the plan to prevent used for the drainage of containment
all materials present at the facility, accidental or intentional entry which areas should, as far as is practical, be of
While preparing the inventory, all could cause a discharge of pollutants tomanual, open-or-closed design. If
containers should be clearly labeled, waters of the United States. facility drainage is not engineered as
Hazardous containers that require

(e) Structuro] Storn~ Water above, the final discharge point of all in-
special handling, storage, use and Management Controls--Under the facility sewers should be equipped to
disposal considerations should be prevent the discharge in the event of an
clearly marked and readily recognizable,structural conditions, EPA has uncontrolled spill of materials.

(iv) Maintain clean ground surfaces byidentified specific practices that should
(g} Management o[Runo~--Under

using brooms, shovels, vacuum cleanersbe considered by all perrnittees. Thesemanagement of runoff conditions, EPAstructural practices are divided into fouror cleaning machines, is requiring that the plan contain a
(b) Employee Training---Training activities/areas: material handling and

should also address procedures for storage; management of runoff; sedimentdescription of storm water management

equipment and containers cleaning andand erosion control; and sampling, practices used and/or to be used to
divert, infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise

washing. The training should emphasize(~ Proct~ces [or Mater~a] Hand]ir~, manage storm water runoff in a manner
the human hazards and the potential and Storage Areas---Under material that reduces pollutants in storm water
environmental impacts ~rom the handling and storage, EPA is discharges from the site.
discharges of washwaters. In addition, recommending a series of management(]z) Sediment and Erosion Cozztro]--
today’s permit requires that the practices to minimize materials exposedFor areas with a potential for significant
pollution prevention plan for chemical to precipitation. These areas were soil erosion, the permittee should
and allied products manttfacturing selected after evaluation of part 1 data describe permanent stabilization
facilities identify periodic dates for suchand current practices used by the grouppractices to be used in order to stabilize
training of at least once per year. EPA participants. For areas where liquid or disturbed areas. The measures will
recommends that facilities conduct powdered materials are stored, facilitiesminimize the amount of sediment
training annually at a minimum, shall consider providing either diking, materials in the discharge.
However, more frequent training may becurbing, or barms. For all other outside (i] .Non-storm Water Dischar~es---
necessary at facilities with high storage areas includinK storage of usedThere are no additional requirements
turnover of employees or where containers, machinery, scrap and beyond those described in Part VI.C of
employee participation is essential to construction materials, and pallets, this fact sheet.
the storm water pollution prevention facilities shall consider preventing or (jJ Comprehensive Site Compliance
plan. minlm~zing storm water runon to the Eva]uatior~--I.n accordance with 40 CFR

(c] IrlsI~ections~QuaLified personnel storage area by using curbing, 122.24(i}{4){i), EPA has established that
shall conduct quarterly inspections. A culverting, gutters, sewers or other comprehensive site compliance
wet weather inspection (during a forms of drainage control. For all storageevaluations be conducted at least once
rainfall event) shall be conducted in theareas, roofs, covers or other forms of every year. Membars of the pollution
second (April to June) and third quartersappropriate protection shall be prevention team or a qualified
{July to September) of each year. A dry considered to prevent exposure to professional designated by the team
weather inspection (no precipitation) weather. In areas where liquid or must conduct the evaluation.
shall be conducted in the Rrst {Januarypowdered materials are transferred in Requirements for the evaluation are
to April} and fourth quarters {October to bulk from truck or rail cars, permittees listed under Part VI.C.4 of this fact
December). shall consider appropriate measures tosheet.

However, where a seasonal arid minimize contact of material with
period is sustained for more than 3 precipitation. Permittees shall consider6. Numeric Effluent Limitations
months, a dry weather inspection will providing for hose connection points at a. P]~osl~hote Fertilizer )Plan ufactur#ng
satisfy the wet weather inspection storage containers to be inside Runo~. Part XI.C.5.a. of today’s permit
requirement. This requirement will containment areas and drip pans to beestablishes numeric effluent limitations
assure that permittees conduct at leastused in areas which are not in a for storm water discharges from
one inspection every quarter, containment area, where spillage may facilities identified by SIC 287, the

EPA believes that this requirement occur (e.g., hose reels, connection pointsPhosphate Subcategory of the Fertilizer
will satisfy the requirements of this with rail cars or trucks) or equivalent Manufacturing Point Source Category,
section by measuring the effectivenessmeasures. In areas of transfer of which a~e subiect to effluent limitations
of the pollution prevention plan during contained or packaged materials and guidelines at 40 CFR Part 418. The term
dry and wet weather conditions. Theseloading/unloading areas, permittees contaminated storm water runoff shall
inspections will increase awareness andshall consider providing appropriate mean precipitation runoff, which during
responsibility for storm water pollution, protection such as overhangs or door manufacturing or processing, comes into
Moreover, conducting these dry and wetskirts to enclose trailer ends at truck incidental contact with any raw
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materials, intermediate product, implementation of the storm water       monitoring requirements, described in
finished product, by-products or waste pollution prevention plan requirementssection VI.E.1 of this fact sheet, nitrateproduct. The concentration of pollutsnLsdiscussed in today’s permit. Under theplus nitrite nitrogen is above the benchin storm water discharges sha]J not revised methodology for determining mark concentrations for the plastics,
exceed the following effluent limitationspollutants of concern for the various synthetics, and resins subeector. After aincluded in Table C-10 below: industrial sectors, four subsectors in thereview of the nature of industrial

chemical and allied products activities and the significant materials
TABLE C-1 0 manufactm’ing sector must monitor their exposed to storm water described bv

storm water discharges. The monitoringfacilities in this subsector, EPA has"
E~uent li~tat~ons requirements are presented in Tables C-determined that the higher(rag/L) 11, C-12, C-13, and C-14 for concentrations of nitrate plus nitrite

Average a~ricultural chemical manufacturing nitrogen are not likely to be caused by
Effluent characters- of 0a~y facilities; industrial inorganic chemicalthe industrial activity, but may betk:s Maximum v=uas for30 ¢o~- facilities; soaps, deter~ents, cosmetics,primarily due to non-industrialfor any 1 and perfume manufacturing facilities;

day secuOve activities on-site. Today’s permit does
days s~all and plastics, synthetics, and resin not require plastics, synthetics, andnot ex- manufacturing facilities. The pollutantsresins facilities to conduct analyticalcee~ listed in Tables C-11, C-12, C-13, and

Total P~o~oho~ (as C-14 were found to be above benchmarkmonitoring for this parameter.

P) .......................... 105.0 35.0 levels. Because these pollutants have At a minimum, storm water
Fluo~e..................... 75.0 25.0 been repo~ted at benchmark levels fromdischarues from a~ricultural chemical

a~ricultm’al chemical facilities; facilities; industrial inorganic chemical
Facilities with discharBas as describedindustrial inorganic chemical facilities;facilities; soaps, deter~ents, cosmetics,

above must be in compliance with thesesoaps, detsr~ents, synthetics, and resinand perfume manufacturing facilities;
effluent limitations upon manufacturing facilities, EPA is and plastics, synthetics, and resin
commencement of coverage and for therequiring monitoring after the pollutionmanufacturing facilities must be
entire term of this permit. Discharges prevention plan has been implemented monitored quarterly during the second
that are associated with industrial to assess the effectiveness of the year of permit coverage. Samples must
activities that do not contain runoff pollution prevention plan and to help be collected at leest once in each of the
from the areas or activities specified ensure that a reduction of pollutants is following periods: January throu~h
above are not subject to the effluent realized. March; April through June: July throu~,h
limitation in Table C-10 above. Under the Storm Water Re~,ulations at September;, and October through

40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), EPA defined December. At the end of the second year?. Monitoring and Reporting "storm water discharge associated withof permit coverage, a facility mustRequirements
industrial activity". The focus of today’s calculate the average concentration for

a. Analytical Monitoring permit is to address the presence of each parameter listed in Tables C-11,
Requirements. EPA believes that pollutants that are associated with the C-12, C-13, and C-14. If the permittee
chemical manufacturin8 facilities may industrial activities identified in this collects more than four samples in thisreduce the level of pollutants in storm definition and that mi~,ht be found in period, then they must calculate anwater runoff from their sites throu~,h thestorm water discharges. Under the average concentration for each pollutantdevelopment and proper methodology for determinin8 analyticalof concern for all samples analyzed.

TABLE C-11 .mAGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Pollutan~ of concern Cut-off con-
cantratJon

Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen
Totl~ Recoversl:~e ~ ............................................................................................................................................................0.68 mg/L
Total Re~x~veml~e Iron ..................................................................................................................................................................0.0815 mg/L
Total Recovers~e Zinc ....................................................................................................................................................................1.0 mg/L
Phos~orus ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.117 m~JL

2.0 n~L

TABLE C--12.~JNDUSTRIAL INORGANIC CHEMICALS MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Pollutants of concern I Cut-off con-
cantm__~oo

Tot~ Re~overst~le Aluminum ..........................
Total Recovers~e Iron ..................... " ..............................................................................................................................0.75 mg/L

plus .............. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.68 n~L

TABLE C--13..--~OAPS, DETERGENTS, COSMETIC~, AND PERFUMES MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Pollutants of concern Cut-off con-
centmt~on

Niimie plus Nitrite Nitrogen
Total Recovera~e Zinc .............................................................................................................................................................0.68 mg/L

................................................................................................................................................................... 0.11"/mg/L
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TABLE C--14.BPLASTICS, SYNTHETICS, AND RESIN MANUFACTURING MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Cut-off con-Pollutants of concern centration

Total Recoverable Zinc ...................................................................................................................................................................0. ! 1 ? mgiL

If the average concentration for a parameter is less than or equal to the cut-off concentration, then the permittee
is not required to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter during the fourth year of the permit. If, however.
the average concentration for a parameter is greater than the cut-off concentration, ’then the permittee is required to
conduct quarterly monitoring for that parameter during the fourth year of permit coverage. Monitoring is not required
during the first, third, and fiRh year of the permit. The exclusion from monitoring in the fourth year of the permit
is conditional on the facility maintaining industrial operations and BMPs that will ensure a quality of storm water
discharges consistent with the average concentrations recorded during the second ),ear of the permit. The schedule
for monitoring is presented in Table C-15.

TABLE C-15.mSCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ ¯ Conduct quarterty monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzea during this period.
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Ta~es C-11, C-12, C-13, and

C-14, then quarterly eampling is required during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is less than or equal to the value listed in Tables C-11, C-12, C-

13, and C-14, then no further sampling is reduired ~’or that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2

of the permit is greater than the value listed in Tables C-11, C-12, C-13, and O--!4.
¯ If industrial activrdes or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm

water discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitonng is required for all param-
eters of concern.

In cases where the average Part provided the discharger makes a this certification for indicator
concentration of a parameter exceeds ce~.ification for a given out/all or on aparameters, such as TSS and BOD.
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of c. Reporting Bequimments. Permittees
permittaas to place special emphasis onmonitoring described in Tables C-I I, are required to submit all monitoring
methods for reducing the presence of C-12, C-13, and C-14, that material results obtained during the second and
those parameters in storm water handling equipment or activities, raw fourth year of permit coverage within 3
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in thematerials, intermediate products, final months of the conclusion of each year.
fourth year of the permit will be used toproducts, waste materials, by-products,For each ouffall, one signed Discharge
reassess the effectiveness of the adjustedindustrial machinery or operations, Monitoring Report Form must be
pollution prevention plan. significant materials from past submitted to the Director per storm

EPA realizes that if a facility is industrial activity, and that are located event sampled. For facilities conducting
inactive and unstaffed it may be in areas of the facility that are within monitoring beyond the minimum
difficult to collect storm water dischargethe drainage area of the ouifall are notrequirements, an additional signed
samples when a qu~g event occurs,presently exposed to storm weter and Discharge Momtoring Report Form must
Today’s final permit has been revised sowill not be exposed to storm water for be filed for each analysis. The permittee
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can the certification period. Such must include a measurement or estimate
exercise a waiver of the requirement tocertification must be retained in the of the total precipitation, volume of
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, storm water pollution prevention plan runoff, and peak flow rate of runoff for

(b). Alternative Cert~J~cutfon. and submitted to EPA in lieu of each storm event sampled.
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has monitoring reports required under d. Sample Type. All discharge data
included monitoring requirements for paragraph c. below. The permittae is shall be reported for grab samples. All
facilities which the Agency believes required to complete any and all such samples shall be collected from the
have the potential for contributing sampling until the exposure is discharge resulting from a storm event
significant levels of pollutants to storm eliminated. If the facility is reporting for that ~s greater than 0.1 inches in
water dischar~as. The alternative a partial year, the permittee must magnitude and that occurs at least 72
certification described below is specify the date exposure was hours from the previously measurable
necessary to ensure that monitoring eliminated. If the permittae is certifying(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
requirements are only imposed on thosethat a pollutant was present for pan of event. The required 72-hour storm event
facilities that do, in fact, have storm the reporting period, nothing relieves interval is waived where the preceding
water discharges containing pollutantsthe permittee from the responsibility to measurable storm event did not result in
at concentrations of concern. EPA has sample that parameter up until the a measurable discharge from the facility.
determined that if materials and exposure was eliminated and it was The required 72-hour storm event
activities are not exposed to storm waterdetermined that no significant materialsinterval may also be waived where the
at the site, then the potential for remained. This certification option is permittee documents that less than a 72-
pollutants to contaminate storm water not applicable to compliance hour interval is representative for local
discharges does not warrant monitoring,monitoring requirements associated storm events during the season when

Therefore, a discharger is not subjectwith effluent limitations. EPA does not sampling is being conducted. The grab
to the monitoring requirements of this expect facilities to be able to exercise sample shall be taken during the first 30
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minutes of the discharge. If the description of why a grab sample during samples shall be collected from the
collection of a grab sample during the the first 30 minutes was impracticable,discharge resulting from a storm event
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab Monitoring results shall be submitted on that is greater than 0.I inches in
sample can be taken during the first Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) magnitude and that occurs at least 72
hour of the discharge, and the postmarked no later than the 31st day ofhours from the previously measurable
discharger shall submit with the the month following collection of the {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
monitoring report a description of why sample. Facilities which discharge event. Where practicable, the same
a grab sample during the first 30 through a large or medium municipal individual should carry out the
minutes was impracticable, separate storm sewer system (systemscollection and examination of

If storm water discharges associated serving a population of 100,000 or more}dis.charges for entire permit term.
with industrial activity commingle withmust also submit signed copies of (2) Visual examination reports must
process or nonproceas water, then discharge monitoring reports to the be maintained onsite in the pollution
where practicable, permittees must operator of the municipal separate storm prevention plan. The report shall
attempt to sample the storm water sewer system. Alternative Certification include the examination date and time,
discharge before it mixes with the non-provisions described in Section XI.C.5 examination personnel, the nature of the
storm water di~cl~rge, of the permit do not apply to facilities discharge {i.e., runoff or snow melt},

e. Representative Discharge. When a subject to compliance monitoring visual quality of the storm water
facility has two or more outfalls that, requirements in this section, discharge (including observations of
based on a consideration of industrial Compliance monitoring is required at color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
activity, significant materials, and least annually for discharges subject to settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
management practices and activities effluent l~[mitations. Therefore, EPA oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
within the area drained by the out/all, cannot permit a facility to waive of storm water pollution), and probable
the permittso re~on~bly believes compliance monitoring, sources of any observed storm water
discharge substantially identical Phosphate fertilizer manufacturing contamination.
effluents, the permittse may test the facilities ar~ not required to collect and (3) When a facility has two or more
effluent of one of such outfalla and analyze separate samples for the outfalls that, based on a consideration of
report that the quantitative data also presence of total phosphorus to satisfy industrial activity, significant materials,
applies to the substantially identical the Compliance Monitoring and management practices and activities
out/all{s) provided that the permittee mquiremants of Section XI.C.6.c. duringwithin the area drained by the outfall,
includes in the storm water pollution a year in which the facilities have the permittee reasonably believes
prevention plan a description of the collected and analyzed samples for totaldischarge substantially identical
location of the out/alia and explains in phosphorus in accordance with the effluents, the permittee may collect a
detail why the outfalla are expected to Analytical Monitoring Requirements of sample of effluent of one of such outfall
di~harge subst~mtially identical Section XI.C.6.a. The results of all and report that the examination data
effluent. In addition, for each outfall Analytical Monitoring analyses may be also applies to the substantially
that the permittee believes is reported as Compliance Monitoring identical outfall{s} provided that the
representative, an estimate of the size ofresults in accordance with Section permittee includes in the storm water
the drainage area {in square feet) and anXI.C.5.d.(3) where the monitoring pollution prevention plan a description
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the methodologies are consistent, of the location of the outialls and
drainage area [e.g., low {under 40 g. Quarterly Visual Examination of explains in detail why the out/alls are
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orStorm Water Quality. Chemical and expected to discharge substantially
high (above 65 percent)] shall be allied products manufacturing facilitiesidentical effluents. In addition, for each
provided in the plan. shall perform and document a visual out/all that the permittee believes is

f. Compliance Monitoring examination of a storm water dischargerepresentative, an estimate of the size of
Requirements. Today’s permit requiresassociated with industrial activity from the drainage area {in square feet) and an
permittoas with phosphate fertilizer each out/all, except discharges estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
manufacturing facilities with exempted below. The examination(s) drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
contaminated storm water discharges tomust be made at least once in each of percent}, medium {40 to 65 percent), or
monitor for the presence of phosphorusthe following 3-month periods: Januaryhigh [above 65 percent)] shall be
and fluoride. These monitoring through March, April through June, Julyprovided in the plan.
requirements am necessary to evaluatethrough September, and October (4) When a discharger is unable to
compliance with the numeric effluent through December. The examination collect samples over the course of the
limitation for these discharges, shall be made during daylight hours visual examination period as a result of
Monitoring shall be performed upon a unless there is insufficient rainfall or adverse climatic conditions, the
minimum of one grab sample. All snow melt to produce a runoff event, discharger must doctunent the reason
samples shall be collected from the (1) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual
discharge resulting f~om a storm eventgrab samples collected within the first examination and retain this
that is greatar than 0.1 inches in 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 practical, but not to exceed I hour) of of the visual examinations. Adverse
hours from the previously measurable when the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions that may prohibit
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm discharging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include
event. The grab sample shall be taken document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
during the first 30 minutes of the clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel
discharge. If the collection of a grab suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds,
sample during the first 30 minutes is other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
impracticable, a grab sample can be pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
taken during the first hour of the conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable {drought,
discharge, and the discharger shall analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.). EPA
submit with the monitoring report a performed on the samples. All such realizes that if a facility is inactive and
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unstaffed it may be difficnlt to collect 2992). Hereinafter, facilities with prevention plan terms and conditions of
storm water discharge samples when aprimary SIC codes 2951 or 2952 will bethis multi-sector permit are additive for
qualifying event occur. Today’s final referred to as "Asphalt Facilities," and industrial activities being conducted at
permit has been revised so that inactive,facilities with primary SIC code 2992 asthe same industrial facility (co-located
unstaffed facilities can exercise a waiver"Lubricant Manufacturers." industrial activities}. The operator of the
of the requirement to conduct quarterly Section XI.D of today’s permit does facility shall determine which other
visual e~mination, not apply to renderers of fats and oils, monitoring and pollution prevention

petroleum refining facilities or to oil plan section{s) of this permit {if any) areD. Storm Water Discharges Associated recycling facilities. Petroleum refining applicable to the facility.With Industrial Actiwty From Asphalt
Paving and Roo~ng Materials

facilities are not eligible for coverage
under today’s permit, because these This section is applicable to storm

Manu/acturers and Lubricant types of facilities did not participate in water discharges from portable plants.
Manufacturers Although portable plants were notthe group application process.
1. Discharges Covered Under This Renderers of fats and oils are covered included in the group application

Section under Section XI.U of today’s permit, process the significant materials and

Oil recycling facilities are covered industrial activities conducted at these
On November 16, 1990 [55 FR 47990),under Section XI.N of today’s permit, facilities ~ sufficiently similar to

EPA promulgated the regulatory These facilities are more appropriatelypermanent facilities to allow coverage.
definition of"storm water discharges grouped with the liquid waste recyclersThis section is applicable to storm water
associated with an industrial activity." covered under Section XI.N. discharges from portable plants, with
This definition includes point source When .a~ industrial facility, describedthe condition that a new Notice of Intent
discharges of storm water from eleven by the above coverage provisions of this(NOI) be submitted for each location
maior categories of facilities, includingsection, has industrial activities being and the pollution prevention plan be
facilities commonly identified by conducted onsite that meet the revised accordingly with each change in
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)description(s) of industrial activities in location.
29. Today’s permit only covers storm another section(s), that industrial a. Jhdustry Profile. Presented below
water discharges associated with facility shall comply with any and all are brief descriptions of the industrial
industrial activities at facilities which applicable monitoring and pollution activities associated with asphalt
manufacture asphalt paving mixtures prevention plan requirements of the facilities and lubricant manufacturers.
and blocks (SIC code 2951), asphalt feltsother section(s) in addition to all Table D-1 shows some common
and coatings (SIC code 2952), and applicable requirements in this section,significant materials exposed at these
lubricating oils end greases (SIC code The monitoring and pollution types of facilities.

TABLE 0-1 .~ACT]VITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND POLLUTANTS i. ii

ACt~vily J Po,ut~nt source J Pollutant

A=pi~Jlt I~dng ~Jnuf~’tudng Faclllfle=

M~teriai Storage ~ H~lling ........ Adcll~es, imphalL asphalt cement, a~halt concrete, asphalt prod- TSS, Oil and Qrease. pH. COD.
uct~, a~ottalt relei=e agent~, ¢ru~e~l stone, fuel, granite, gran-
ules, gravel, lirneetone, lubdcar~, mineral spirtt~, oil, quartzite
ro¢~ re~aime¢l ~ pavement (RAP). send, sendstone, slag.

A~I~I~ Roofln~ ~ U~nuf~tumm

stone, sand, slag, asphalt rolls, a~ felt, talc oil and fuel COD.

(1) Manu/acturers of Asphalt Paving of facilities associated with these Aggregate and mineral filler are then
Mixtures and Blocks (SIC 2951). activities, batch plants and drum plants, weighed and transported to a mixing
Manufacturers classified in SIC 2951 Batch plants receive aggregate (sand, unit or pug mill where they are mixed
store purchased asphalt In above ground stone, limestone, gravel, etc.) in bulk by with heated asphalt cement to produce
tanks. They stockpile a variety of raw rail or truck. The aggregate is usually asphalt concrete. The resulting asphalt
materials such as sand, gravel, crushedstockpiled outside. It is then transportedconcrete is either stored in a heated silo
limestone, and recycled asphalt by a conveyor or front-end loader to a or loaded directly onto trucks for
products [RAP). These facilities producerotary drier. When dried and heated thetransport to the job site.
asphalt concrete, and may also mold aggregate is transported to a screening At drum (cold feed) plants a measured
and cure asphalt concrete products suchunit which sepe.rates the aggregate intoamount of aggregate is placed in the
as asphalt blocks. There are two types various sizes and deposits the graded drum where it is dried and heated.

aggregate into hot storage bins. Heated asphalt cement is added to the
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same dnnn and mixed with the stages, adding different raw materials their products. Most facilities have
aggregate to produce asphalt concrete, along the way and monitoring their immediate access roads or raft lines at
The hot asphalt concrete produced by application, their facility sites.
this process then goes to a surge bin or Bitumen-based coatings, mastics and
silo for storage until it is loaded onto cements are produced inside in a 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges
trucks for delivery, stationary process mixing raw materialsAssociated With Asphalt Facilities and

Hot-mix asphalt plants are often received in bulk and containers and Lubricant Manufacturers.
portable. There are three types of blended into finished batches of
portable plants: portable, permanent, product. "Batch processing" is the Impacts caused by storm water
and semipermanent. Portable plants common production method relying ondischarges from asphalt facilities and
move from site to site, and the the same piece of equipment in lubricant manufacturers will vary.
significant materials and equipment aremanufacturing a variety of products. Several factors influence to what extent
removed upon completion of the job orThe products are packaged in containerssignificant materials from these types of
project. Portable plants remain at a siteor stored for bulk shipment, facilities and processing operations may
anywhere from several days to several (3) Manufacturers of Lubricating Oils affect water quality. Such factors
months. Permanent portable plants and Greases (SIC 2992). Facilities include: geographic location:
rem.ain at a site on a permanent basis,primarily engaged in blending, hydrogeology; the type of industrial

Like portable plants, semipermanentcompounding, and re-refining activity occurring outside (e.g., material
plants move from site to site. They lubricating oils and greases from storage, loading and unloading); the
differ, however, in that they return to purchased mineral, animal, and type of material stored outside (e.g.,
locations on a recurring basis, vegetable materials are identified as SICasphalt, aggregate, limestone, oil, etc.);
Significant materials such as aggregatecode 2992. SIC code 2992 includes the size of the operation: and type,
piles remain at the site while the plantmanufacturers of metalworking fluids, duration, and intensity of precipitation
is operating elsewhere. For the purposescutting oils, gear oils, hydraulic brake events. These and other factors will
of this section, semipermanent plants fluid, transmission fluid, and other interact to influence the quantity and
will be referred to as permanent plants,automotive and industrial oil and quality of storm water runoff. For
given that the effect on runoff from greases, example, air emissions (i.e., settled
significant materials will essentially be Raw materials for SIC code 2992 dust) may be a significant source of
the same at both sites. ’Asphalt facilities are typically petroleum or pollutants at some facilities, while
facilities’ includes both permanent andsynthetic-based stocks and various materials storage is a primary source at
portable plants unless specified additives. The majority of lubricating others. In addition, sources of pollutants
otherwise, manufacturers store base stocks and other than storm water, such as illicitFacilities which manufacture asphaltchemical additives in tank farms or 55-connections,~s spills, and otherconcrete block feed the asphalt/ gallon drums. SIC code 2992 facilitiesimproperly dumped materials, mayaggregate mixture into a block moldingdo not manufacture these raw materials,increase the pollutant loadingsmachine where the mix is rammed, but rather blend and compound them todischarged into waters of the Unitedpressed or vibrated into its final form. produce the product. Raw materials areState.,;.The product is then stacked and proportionedaccording to the type of
allowed to cure. lubricant being produced. Based on group application

(2) Manufacturers of Roofing "Batch processing" is the common information and data, EPA has
Materials (SIC ~952). Manufacturers production method relying on the sameidentified the storm water pollutants
classified in standard indus~a-ial code piece of equipment in n~anufacturin8 a

and sources resulting from asphalt
2952 typically produce bitumen-basedvm-iety of products. For example, in onefacilities and lubricant manufacturers in
roofing products such as asphalt "batch" a facility may combine the Tables D-2 and D-3.
shingles, built-up roofing (BUR), petroleum base stock with additive X in Based on the wide variety, of
modified bitumen sheet material, a 10,000 gallon blending tank to industrial activities and significant
asphalt saturated felts and bitumen, produce product "A." Using the same materials at the facilities included in
based root coatings, mastics and blending tank, the next "batch" is a this sector, EPA believes it is
cements, mixture of the base stock and additive appropriate to divide the asphalt paving

The typical manufacturing of bitumenY to produce product "B." Batch and roofing materials manufacturers and
based roofing products, such as processing allows facilities to lubricating oils and greases
shingles, BUR, modified bitumen sheetmanufacture a variety of products. Somemanufacturers industry into 2
materials and asphalt saturated felt is afacilities, however, tend to specialize insubsectors to properly analyze sampling
continuous stationary process producing a particular type of lubricantdata and determine monitoring
performed on a roofing machine that (e.g., solid, synthetic, or water-based), requirements. As a result, this sector has
begins with a roll of base material suchoften to meet the demands of a specificbeen divided into the following
as fiberglass mat, polyester or organic industry, subsectors: asphalt paving and roofing
felt, coated or saturated with an asphalt Finished products are packaged in materials and’lubricating oils and
or blend, surfaced with mineral containers or stored for bulk shipment,greases manufacturers. The tables below
granules, and concludes with a finishedAlmost all facilities have shipping and include data for the eight pollutants thatproduct. The sequence of indoor receiving areas and are involved with all facilities were requJ.red to monitor
operations builds the product up in marketing and interstate distribution ofunder Form 2F.

~ Illicit connections are contribu~ion~ of sanitary sewers, induslrial facilities, commercial and procas~ing facilities is low yet it still may beunpermittad non-storm water di~h~r~ to storm establishments, or residential dwellings. The applicable at some o~erations.sewers from any of a number of sou~-~ including probability of illicit connections at mineral mining "
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TABLE D-2.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY ASPHALT PAVING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

Potlutant No. of ~ No. of ~ Mean Minimum M~x~mum Meo~n ~ffl PeP..~ltile ~ Pe~ltite
Samite t~oe ~ Com~ GmO Corr¢ Grab Cor!l:) Grab CornD Gr=P’ I Co~D

Gra~ I Corn{> Gra~ Comp Grad Cornp
~OD~ .................... 25 22 45 4! 52.5 13.9 0.0 0.0 1220.0I 161.0 8.0 5.0 101.2 42.8 256.1 89.3300 ...................... 26 22 4~ 40 232.4 207.8 0.0 O.0 2740.0 1880.0 83.5 70.5 800.5 903.4 1897.7 2343.1Nitrate . Nit,re Ni-

~ge~ ................. 26 22 46 41 1.02 0.84 0.00 0.0 19.0 12.0 0.44 0.41 3.43 2.15 8.17 4.08Total Kiak3abl Nitro-
0an ..................... 25 22 45 3~ 2.24 1.74 0.~0 0.0 19.00 18.0 1.10 0.88 5.75 4.79 13.22 9.19~il & Grease ......... 27 N/A 47 N/A 5.5 WA 0.0 N/A 78.0 N/A 1.3 N/A 21.8 N/A 49.9 N/A~H ......................... 27 N/A 47 N/A N/A N/A 2.4 N/A 9.6 N/A 7.2 N/A 10.1 N./A 11.8 N/ATota~ I;~’~os~o~ji _    25 22 45 41 0.49 0.51 0.00 0.0 3.90 4.30 0.14 0.19 2.06 1.56 5.22 3.38rot= Su~oen~e0
Soti~l$ ................. 25 ~2 4~ 41 6~9 509.6 0 0.0 8050 3320 286 14~ 3570 3421 12103 138~0
, A.IX~at~O~$ that di¢l not r~ ~ unit= of melsurement for tt~ re~x~le~l value= of po~utants were not inc~uoe0 ~n ~ stalL, tic=. Va~e$ relx~1~;I a~ nor....0otect c~" D~ow OetectJO~ limit w~’e

a~sume~ to I~e 0.
"Com~o=e

TABLE D-3.~STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY (LUBRICANT OILS AND GREASES MANUFACTURERS)
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (ms/L)

PotkJtant No" of f’aolitie~ NO. of ~ I~ Minimum Mllxlmum
Sarn~e type ~ " Com!~ Gra0 Comp Grab o Comp Gta~ Comp

B~D~ ..................................... 131 S 15 10 10.7 6.70 0,0 0.0 47.0 22.0 4.0 4.0 t 3~.5 22.52 75.2 40~8~
NitrateCOD .......................................÷ Nit,re Nitrogen 131151108 1517 ~012108.70.64 57.660.7710.00.00 10.00.090~i~3 142.62.4342.00.21

55.~Ii 303.0 ~75.S 52.2.2 314.1
....... 0.30 5.01 2.88 17.2 5.8~Total Kjek~tttl ~ .......... 15 S 17 11 1.76 1.24 0.00 0.19 7981 3.0 1.10 1.101 5.17 3.86 9.43 6.8~Oit & Greaae .......................... 16 N/A 18 N/A 7.8 WA 0.0 N/A 55.0 WA 2.0 N/A 32.7 N/A 82.2 N/ADH 14 N/A 16 WA N/A N/A 5.7 N/A 7.9 N/A 7........................................... N/A 8.0 N/A 8.6 N/ATOt~ Ptlo=~:~ ................. 15 10 17 12 0.41 0.28 0.00

0.01~ {~.=
1.2~ 0.11 2~0.14 1.3~ 1.23 3.03 3.1~Tot~ Su=!:~�I SOCd~ ....... 15 10 17 12 271 206 0 387 2130 20 696 592 2912 2283

~A~ thal did not tel)oft ~le unit= of me~s~’eme~t for the re~)ortea vaJues of l:x~ut~nts were not inc~uoed in these statistics. Values reCx~eO as non-oetecl o~ Oe~ow aetectto~ limit were
a=~ume~i to I~e O.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants in storm water discharges (e.g., oil/water loads and may be necessary depending
separators, sediment basins, or on the type o~ discharge, types and

In evaluating options for controlling detention ponds}. EPA believes concentrations of contaminants, andpollutants in storm water discharges, exposure minimization is an effective volume of flow.EPA must achieve compliance with the practice for reducing pollutants in storm Table D-4 lists some BMPs whichtechnology-based standards of the Cleanwater discharges from asphalt facilities may be effective in limiting the amountWater Act [Best Available Technology and lubricant manufacturers. Exposure of pollutants in storm water discharges(BAT) and Best Conventional minimization practices lessen the from asphalt facilities and lubricantTechnology (BCT)]. This section potential for storm water to come in manufacturers. Based on part 1establishes requirements for the contact with pollutants. These methodsinformation, severs! of the BIvIPsdevelopment and implementation of aare often uncomplicated and suggested are already in place at manysite-specific storm water pollution inexpensive. They can be easy to of the facilities. Part’l submittalsprevention plan consisting of a set of implement and require little or no indicate that diking, curbing, or otherBMPs that are sufficiently flexible to maintenance. EPA also believes that in types of diversion occur ataddress different sources of pollutants at some instances more resource intensive approximately 57 pement of thedifferent sites. -treatment type BMPs are appropriate to facilities. Some form of covering is used
Two types of BMPs which may be reduce pollutant levels such as as a BMP at 25 percent of the facilities,implemented to prevent, reduce or suspended solids and oil/grease in and detention ponds are in place at 19eliminate pollutants in storm water storm water discharges associated with percent of the facilities. In addition, 38discharges are those which minimize asphalt facilities or lubricant percent of the facilities submitting partexposure (e.g., covering, curbing, or manufacturers. Though these BMPs are I information reported they had a Spilldiking) and treatment type BMPs which somewhat more resource intensive, they Prevention Control and Countermeasureare used to reduce or remove pollutants can.be effective in reducing pollutant Plan in place.

TABLE D-4.~MEASURES TO CONTROL POLLUTANTS IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES FROM ASPHALT FACILITIES AND
LUBRICANT MANUFACTURERS

Activity                                           Suggested BMPs

Material Storage, Handling, and Processing ...... Cover material storage and hanOling areas with an awning, ta,-p or roof.
Practice good stockpiling praclJces suc~ as: storing materials on concrete or asl~alt paOs: sur-

rounding stockpiles with diversK)n clikes or curds; and revegetating areas use~i for stock-
piling in order to slow runoff.

Use cumins, diking or channelization around material storage, handling and processing areas
to divert runon around areas where it can come into contact with material storecl or spilleO
on the ground.

Utilize secondary containment measures such as (:likes or berms around asphalt storage tanks
and fuel oil tanks.
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TABLE D--4.~EASURES TO CONTROL POLLUTANTS IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES FROM ASPHALT FACILITIES AND
LUBRICANT MANUFACTURERS~Continued

ActNity Suggested BMPs

Use dust collec~on systems (i.e., bagl’touses) to collect aiYoome particles genareted as a re-
sult of material handling opera~ons or aggregate drying.

Propedy dispose of waste materials from dust collection systems and other operations.
Remove sp~lled material and dust from paved potions of the facility by shoveling and sweep-

ing on a regular basis.
Utilize catch basins to collect potentially contaminated storm water.
Implement spill plans to prevent contact of runoff with S0iiis of significant materials.
Clean material handling equipment and vehicles to remove accumulated dust ~ residue.
Use a deten’don pond or seclimentation basin to reduce suspande~:l solids.
Use an oil/water separator to reduce the discharge of oil/grease.

4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention requirements must be implemented ineach evaluation. Two weeks is adequate
Plan Requirements addition to the baseline pollution time for portable plants to modify their

EPA believes that pollution prevention plan provisions discussed plans due to the simpler and smaller
prevention is the most effective previously, nature of these operations in
approach for controlling comam.Lnsted a. Description of Potential Pollution comparison to permanent facilities.
storm water discharges from asphalt Sources. There are no additional
facilities and lubricant manufacturers, requirements beyond those described in 5. Numeric Effluent Limitations

Pollution prevention plans allow the Part VLC.2. of this fact sheet. In addition to the numeric effluent
operator of a facility to select BMPs b. Measures and Controls. There are limitations established under Part
based on site-specific considerations no additional requirements beyond part XI.D.4 of today’s permit includes
such as: facility size, climate, those described in Part VI.C.3. of this numeric effluent limitations for storm
geographic location, hydrogeology, the fact sheet, water discharges resulting from the
environmental setting of each facility, c. Comprehensive Site Compliance production of asphalt paving and
and volume and type of discharge Evaluation. The storm water pollution rooRng emulsions. Discharges from
generated. This flexibility is necessary prevention plan must describe the scopeareas where production of asphalt
because each facility will be unique in and content of comprehensive site paving and roofing emulsions occurs
that the source, type and volume of evaluations that qualified personnel willmay not exceed a TSS concentration of
contaminated surface water dischargesconduct to: (1} ComSrm the accuracy of23.0 mg/L of runoff for any one day, nor
will differ from site to site. the description of potential pollution shall the average of daily values for 30

All facilities subject to this section sources contained in the plan; (2] consecutive days exceed a TSS
must prepare and implement a storm determine the effectiveness of the plan,concentration of 15.0 mg/L of runoff. Oil
water pollution prevention plan. The and {3) assess compliance with the and grease concentrations in storm
establishment of a pollution preventionterms and conditions of today’s permit,water discharges from these areas may
plan requirement reflects EPA’s Comprehensive site cqmpliance not exceed 15.0 mg/L of runoff for any
decision to allow operators of asphalt evaluations shall be conducted at least1 day, nor should the average daily
facilities and lubricant manufacturers toonce a year for asphalt facilities and values for 30 consecutive days exceed
utilize BMPs as the BAT/BCT level of lubricant manufacturers. The individualan oil and grease concentration of 10.0
control for the storm water discharges or individuals who will conduct the mg/L of runoff. The pH of these
covered by this section. The evaluations must be identified in the discharges must be within the range of
requirements included in pollution plan and should be members of the 6.0 to 9.0. Facilities with such
prevention plans provide a flexible pollution prevention team. Inspection discharges must be in compliance with
f~mework for the development and reports must be retained for at least 3 these effluent limitations upon
implementation of site specific controlsyears after the date of the evaluation, commencement of coverage and for the
to minimize pollutants in storm water Comprehensive site compliance entire term of the permit. These effluent
discharges. This is consistent with the evaluations shall be conducted at least limitations are in accordance with 40
approach in EPA’s storm water baselineonce a year at portable plant locations.CFR 443.12 and 40 CFR 443.13, Effluent
general permits finalized on SeptemberSuch evaluations shall be conducted atGuidelines and Standards, Paving and
9, 1992 (57 FR 41236). least once at portable plant locations Roofing Materials Point Source

There are two major objectives to a that are not in operation a full year. Category, Asphalt Emulsion
pollution prevention plan: (1) To Based on the results of each Subcategory. These limitations
identify sources of pollution potentially evaluation, the description of potential represent the degree of effluent
affecting the quality of storm water pollution sources, and measures and reduction attainable by the applicat.ion
discharges associated with industrial controls, the plan must be revised as of best practicable control technology
activity from a facility; and (2} to appropriate within 2 weeks after each and best available technology.
describe and ensure implementation of evaluation. Changes in the measures
practices to minimize and control and controls must be implemented on 6. Monitoring and Reporting
pollutants in storm water discharges the site In a timely manner, but no later Requirements
associated with industrial activity from than 12 weeks after completion of the a. Analytical ManitorYng
a facility. Specific requirements for a evaluation. Requirements. Under the revised
pollution prevention plan for asphalt For portable plants, the plan must be methodology for determining pollutants
facilities and lubricant manufacturers revised as appropriate as soon as of concern for the various industrial
~re described below. These possible, but no later than 2 weeks after sectors, only asphalt paving and roofing
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materials manufacturers are required toDecember. At the end of the second yearis not required to conduct quantitative
perform analytical monitoring of storm of permit coverage, a facility must analysis for that parameter during the
water discharges. As discussed calculate the average concentration forfourth year of the permit. If, however,
previously, the median composite each parameter listed in Table D-5. If the average concentration for a
sample concentration for TSS of 145 the permittee collects more than four parameter is greater than the cut-off
mg/L is higher than the benchmark samples in this period, then they mustconcentration, then the permittee isvalue for TSS of 100 mg/L for the calculate an average concentration for required to conduct quarterlyasphalt paving and roofing materials each pollutant of concern for all monitoring for that parameter during thesubsector, thus triggering monitoring forsamples analyzed, fourth year of permit coverage.TSS. The monitoring requirements are
presented in Table D-5 for asphalt TABLE D-5.--ASPHALT PAVING AND

Monitoring is not required during the
first, third, and fifth year of the permit.paving and roofing materials RC~FING MATERIALS MANUFACTURo The exclusion f~om monitoring in themanufacturers. ERS MONITORING REQUIREMENTS fourth year of the permit is conditionalAt a minimum, storm water

i
on the facility maintaining industrialdischarges from asphalt paving and Cut-off con-

roofing materials manufacturers must be Pollutat~ of concem centration operations and BIV[Ps that will ensure a
monitored quarterly during the second quality of storm water discharges
year of permit coverage. Samples mustTotal Suspended Solids ..........100 mg/L. consistent with the average
be collected at least once in each of the concentrations recorded during the
following periods: Januar~ through If the average concentration for a second year of the permit. The schedule
March; April through June; July throughparameter is less than or equal to the for monitoring is presented in Table D-
September: and October through cut-off concentration, then the permittee6.

TABLE D-6.--SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed dudng this per~.’,d.
¯ If average concermatio~ is greater ~nan the value listed in Table B-7, then quarterly sam-

piing is required during the four~ year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is less than or equal to the value listed in Table B-7, then no fur-

thor sampling is required for tllat parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Concluct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2

of the permit is greater than the value listed in Table B-7.
¯ If indust~al activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm

water di~,harges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for all param-

In cases where the average interval may also be waived where theeffluent of one of such outfalls and
concentration of a parameter exceedspermittee documents that less than a 72-report that the quantitative data also
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects hour interval is representative for localapplies to the substantially identical
permittees to place special emphasis onstorm events during the season when out!all(s) provided that the permittee
methods for reducing the presence of sampling is being conducted. The ~rabincludes in the storm water pollution
those parameters in storm water sample shall be taken during the first 30prevention plan a description of the
discharses. Quarterly monitoring in theminutes of the discharse. If the location of the outfalls and explains in
fourth year of the permit will be used tocollection of a grab sample during the detail why the out/alls are expected to
reassess the effectiveness of the adjustedfirst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabdischarge substantially identical
pollution prevention plan. sample can be taken during the first effluent. In addition, for each out/all

EPA realizes that if a facility is hour of the discha~e, and the that the permittea believes is
inactive and unstaffed it may be disc~er shall submit with the representative, an estimate of the size of
difficult to collect storm water disc, harsemonitoring report a description of why the drainage area (in square feet) and an
samples when a qualifying event occurs, a grab sample during the first 30 estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
Today’s final permit has been revised sominutes was impracticable, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can If storm water discharses associated percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
exercise a waiver of the requirement towith industrial activity commingle with high (above 65 percent)] shall be
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, process or nonprocoas water, then provided in the plan.

(I) Sample Type. All discharge data where practicable permittees must (3) Alternative Certification.
shall be reported for 8rab samples. All attempt to sample the storm water Throughout today’s permit, EPA has
such samples shall be collected ~rom thedischarge before it mixes withthe non-included monitoring requirements for
discharse resulting from a storm eventstorm water discharge, facilities which the Agency believes
that is greater than 0.1 inches in (2) Representative Discharge. When ahave the potential for contributing
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 facility has two or more outfaLls that, significant levels of pollutants to storm
hours from the previously measurable based on a consideration of industrial water discharges. The alternative
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm activity, significant materials, and certification described below is
event. The required 72-hour storm eventmanagement practices and activities necessary to ensure that monitoring
interval is waived where the precedingwithin the area drained by the out/all, reqnirements are only imposed on those
measurable storm event did not result inthe permittee reasonably believes facilities that do, in fact, have storm
a measurable discharge from the facility,discharge substantially identical weter discharges containing pollutants
The required 72-hour storm event effluents, the permittee may test the at concentrations of concern. EPA has
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determined that if materials and c. Quarterly Visual Examination. problems on that site and the effects of
activities are not exposed to storm waterQuarterly visual examinations of a the management pra~ices that are
at the site, then the potential for storm water discharge from each ouffallincluded in the plan.
pollutants to contsminate storm water are required at asphalt facilities and When a discharger is unable to collect
discharses does not warrant monitoring,lubricant manufacturers. The samples ever the course of the visual

Therefore, a discharger is not subjectexamination must be of a grab sampleexamination period as a result of
to the monitoring requirements of this collected from each storm water outfall, adverse climatic conditions, the
Part provided the discharger makes a The examination of storm water grab discharger must document the reason
certification for a Riven outfall or on a samples shall include any observationsfor not performing the visual
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of of color, odor, turbidity, floating solids, examination. Adverse weather
monitoring described under paragraphfoam, oil sheen, or other obvious conditions which may prohibit the
b. below, under penalty of law, sisned indicators of storm water pollution. The collection of samples include weather
in accordance with Part VII.G. examination must be conducted in a conditions that create dangerous
(Signatory Requirements), that materialwell lit area. No analytical tests are conditions for personnel {such as local
handling equipment or activities, raw required to be performed on these flooding, high winds, hurricane,
materials, intermediate products, finalsamples, tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or
products, waste materials, by-products, The examination must be made at otherwise make the collection of a
industrial machinery or operations, least once in each designated period sample impracticable (drought,
significant materials from past during daylight hours unless there is extended frozen conditions, etc.).
industrial activity, and that are located insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to EPA realizes that if a facility is
in areas of the facility that are within runoff. Where practicable, the same inactive and unstaffed it may’be
the drainage area of the outfall are not individual" should carry out the difficult to collect storm water discharge
presently exposed to storm water and collection and examination of samples when a qualifying event occurs.
will not be exposed to storm water for discharges throughout the life of the Today’s final permit has been revised so
the certification period. Such permit to ensure the greatest degree of that inactive, unstaffed facilities can
certification must be retained in the consistency possible. Examinations exercise a waiver of the requirement to
storm water pollution prevention plan shall be conducted in each of the conduct quarterly visual examination.
and submitted to EPA in lieu of following periods for the purposes of d. Complianc~Monitoring
monitoring reports required under inspecting storm water quality Requirements. Today’s permit requires
paragraph b. (below). If the permittee associated with storm water runoff and permittees with storm water discharges
cannot certify for an entire period, theysnow melt: January through March; associated with the production of
must submit the date exposure was April through June; July through asphalt paving or roofing emulsions to
elim~ated and any monitoring requiredSeptember; October through December.monitor for the presence of total
up until that date. This certification Grab samples shall be collected withinsuspended solids, oil and grease, and for
option is not applicable to compliance the first 30 minutes (or as soon pH at least annually. These monitoring
monitoring requirements associated thereafter as practical, but not to exceedrequirements are necessary to evaluate
with effluent guidelines. EPA does not 60 minutes) of when the runoff begins compliance with the numeric effluent
expect facilities to be able to exercise discharging. Reports of the visual limitation imposed on these discharges.
this certification for indicator examination include: the examinationMonitoring shall be performed upon a
parameters, such as TSS and BOD. date and time, examination personnel, minimum of one grab sample. All

b. Reporfin8 Requirements. Permitteesvisual quality of the storm water samples shall be collected from the
are required to submit all monitoring discharge, and probable sources of anydischarge resulting from a storm event
results obtained during the second andobserved storm water contamination, that is greater than 0.1 inches in
fourth year of permit coverage within 3The visual examination reports must bemagnitude and that occurs at least 72
months of the conclusion of each year.maintained onsite with the pollution hours f~om the previously measurable
For each outfall, one Discharge prevention plan. (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
Monitoring Report Form must be EPA believes that this quick and event. The grab sample shall be taken
submitted per storm event sampled. Forsimple assessment will help the during the first 30 minutes of the
facilities conducting monitoring beyondpermittee to determine the effectivenessdischarge. If the collection of a grab
the minimum requirements an of his/her plan on a regular basis at verysample during the first 30 minutes is
additional Disctmrge Monitoring Reportlittle cost. Although the visual impracticable, a grab sample can be
Form must be filed for each analysis, examination cannot assess the chemicaltaken during the first hour of the
The pennittee must include a properties of the storm water dischargeddischarge, and the discharger shall
measurement or estimate of the total from the site, the examination will submit with the monitoring report a
precipitation, volume of runoff, and provide meaningful results upon whichdescription of why a grab sample during
peak flow rate of runoff for each storm the facility may act quickly. The the first 30 minutes was impracticable.
event sampled, frequency of this visual inspection will Monitoring results shall be submitted on

EPA also believes that between also allow for timely adjustments to be Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s)quarterly visual examinations and site made to the plan. If BMPs are postmarked no later than the last day of
compliance evaluations potential performing ineffectively, corrective the month following collection of thesources of contaminants can be action must be implemented. A set of sample. For each outfall, one Discharge
recognized, addressed, and then tracking or follow-up procedures must Monitoring Report form must becontrolled with BMPs. In determining be used to ensure that appropriate submitted per storm event sampled.
the monitoring requirements, EPA actions are taken in response to the Facilities which discharge through aconsidered the nature of the industrial examinations. The visual examination islarse or medium municipal separateactivities and significant materials intended to be performed by members ofstorm sewer svstem (systems serving aexposed at these sites, and performed athe pollution prevention team. This population of’100,000"or more) mustreview of data provided in Part 2 grouphands-on examination will enhance thealso submit signed copies of dischargeapplications, staff’s understanding of the storm watermonitoring reports to the operator of the
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municipal separate storm sewer system.Facilities subject to the requirements of these facilities were not included in the
Alternative Certification provisions this section include the following typesgroup application process there is no
described in Section XI.D.5 do not applyof manufacturing operations: fiat glass,additional information with which to
to facilities subject to compliance {SIC code 3211): glass containers, (SICdevelop industry-specific permit
monitoring requirements in this section,code 3221}; pressed and blown glass, language.
Compliance monitoring is required at not elsewhere classified, {SIC code When an industrial facility, described
least annually for discharges subject to 3229}; hydraulic cement, (SIC code by the above coverage provisions of this
effluent limitations. Therefore, EPA 3241); brick and structural clay tile, (SIC section, has industrial activities being
cannot permit a facility to waive code 3251}; ceramic wall and floor tile, conducted onsite that meet the
compliance monitoring. {SIC code 3253}; clay refractories, {SIC description{s} of industrial activities in

Asphalt emulsion manufacturing code 3255); structural clay products not another section(s), that industrial
facilities are not required to collect and elsewhere classified {SIC code 3259}; facility shall comply with any and all
analyze separate samples for the vitreous table and kitchen articles (SICapplicable monitoring and pollution
presence of TSS to satisfy the code 3262); fine earthenware table andprevention plan requirements of the
Compliance Monitoring requirements ofkitchen articles (SIC code 3263); other section(s) in addition to all
Section XI.D.5.d. during a year in whichporcelain electrical supplies, {SIC codeapplicable requirements in this section.
the facilities have collected and 3264); pottery products, (SIC code The ~nonitoring and pollution
analyzed samples for TSS in accordance3269); concrete block and brick, (SIC prevention plan terms and conditions of
with the Analytical Monitoring code 3271); concrete products, exceptthis multi-sector permit are additive for
requirements of Section XI.D.S.a. The block and brick {SIC code 3272); ready-industrial activities being conducted at
results of all TS$ Analytical Monitoring mix concrete, (SIC code 3273); gypsumthe same industrial facility (co-located
analyses may also be reported as products, (SIC coda 3275); minerals and industrial activities). The operator of the
Compliance Monitoring results in earths, ground or otherwise treated, {SICfacility shall determine which other
accordance with Section XI.D.5.d.(3) code 3295); and nonclay refractories, monitoring and pollution prevention
where the monitoring methodologies are{SIC code 3297}. plan section(s) of this permit {if any) are
consistent. Wash waters from vehicle and applicable to the facility.
E. Storm Water Discharges Associated equipment cleaning ames are process a. Industry Profile. Part XI.E. of
Wit~ Industrial Activ#ty From Glass, wastewatars. This section does not today’s permit has been developed for
Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum cover any storm water that combines storm water discharges from glass, clay,
Product Menu[aerating Facilities with process wastewater, unless the cement, concrete, and gypsum products

process wastewater is in compliance manufacturers. As stated above, these
1. Discharges Covered Under This with another NPDES permit. This facilities are regulated under category.
Section secuon does not cover any discharge (ii) of the definition of storm water

discharges associated with industrialOn November 16, 1990 {55 FR 47990},subject to an existing or expired NPDESactivity. Par~ XI.E. of today’s permitEPA promulgated the regulatory general permit. The section may cover
definition of "storm water discharges runoff which derives from the storage ofaddresses the industry-specific permit
associated with industrial activity." materials used in or derived from the requirements for storm water discharges
This definition included point source cement manufacturing process ~o unlessfrom these industries.

There are a variety of industrialdischarges of storm water from eleven storm water discharges are already processes that occur at manufacturingcategories of facilities. Category (ii) subject to an existing or~ expired NPDESfacilities covered under this section.identifies facilities classified as permit. The following descriptions summarizeStandard Industrial Classification (SIC) Discharges from several industrial basic operations occurring at each typecode 32 as having storm water activities in Major SIC Group 32 are notof industry.discharges associated with an industrialcovered by this section. These activities (1) Glass Product A/lanufactur~ng.activity, are: lime manufacturing {SIC 3274}; cutFacilities primarily engaged in theThe following section describes the stone and stone products {SIC 3281}; manufacturing of glass and glassware, orindustrial activities and permit abrasive products {SIC 3291); asbestosmanufacturing glass products fromconditions for storm water discharges products (SIC 3292}; and mineral woolpurchased glass are classified underassociated with industrial activity and mineral wool Insulation products standard industrial groups 321-323.classified under Major SIC Group 32. (SIC 3297}. Facilities covered by these SIC codesThe discussion focuses on the industries These ty~es of facilities are not share several similar steps in thecovered by today’s permit. There are covered by this {or any otherl Section ofmanufacturing process. Such processesindustries in Major SIC Group 32 today’s permit, because these types of include the storage of raw materials,beyond those discussed below; industrial activities were not weighing the materials, charging,however, representatives of these represented in the group application melting and formIng. Although theindustries did not choose to participate process nor are they believed to be forming processes vary greatly, the stepsin the group application process on sufficiently similar to industrial with a potential exposure to storm waterwhich this section is based. Therefore, activities that were included in the are somewhat homogeneous.they are not eligible for coverage undergroup application process. Because The first step in the glassthis permit.
manufacturing process is batchThis section only covers storm waterpursued ~fa~} only occur where material preparation. This involves the selectiondischarges associated with industrial handling ~quipmam or activitias, raw material~

activities from facilities engaged in inmrmediate products, final products, wute and storage of the raw materials that
gypsum, cement, clay, glass, and materi~, by-producte or industrial machinery areWill be used in the process. Such

exposed to storm water. SIC code 323 facilities are materials may include silica sand,concrete products manufacturing.~9 only required to submit storm water permit limestones, feldspars, borates, soda ash,applications when activities or materiels are
~Plaa~ note that storm water discharges ~xposed to storm water, boric acid, potash and barium

associated with indus~ial activity born facilities ~°These disc~es m’e subi~ct to effluent carbonate. Once the desired
identified as SIC code 323 {glass products made of limitation suidelinas under 40 CFR 412.11. characteristics of the final product are
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assessed, the composition of the batch iswhile dry processing materials are When the drying process is complete,
determined and the raw materials arestored in silos, the,clay is ready for firing in kilns.
mixed together. The batch is then Kilns typically are coal, gas, or oil There are two basic types of kilns: the
conveyed to the furnaces, fired. In the kiln raw materials are periodic kiln and the tunnel kiln. With

Furnaces are used to melt the batch tocommonly heated to a temperature of a periodic kiln, products are fired for a
produce glass. Most of the furnaces in 1600 degrees Celsius (2900 degrees specified period of time and then
the glass manufacturing industry are Fahrenheit). At these extreme promptly removed. With a tunnel kiln,
fueled by natural gas or oil. The batch temperatures, clinker is formed as rawproducts pass through the kiln on
is placed in the furnace and allowed tomaterials begin to fuse and harden. Airconveyor belts and by the time the clay
melt. Once the glass has been melted is then used to cool clinker emerging reaches the end of the kiln, the firing
and conditioned it is channeled to a from the kiln. process is complete. The primary source
forming machine. The final stage of the process involvesof energy for most ~’ing kilns is natural

Forming operations consist of up to adding ~mall amounts of gypsum or gas. Natural gas is typically
four major steps, the first of which stone {used to control setting times) to supplemented with coal, sawdust, or
involves a further conditioning process the clinker and grinding the mixture oil. Fired products may then be glazed
to prepare the glass for primary forming,into a fine powdery form. The powderywith salt or other materials for special
Primary forming, which may include product is then cooled before storage, applications.
drawing, blowing, pressing, or casting, begging, and shipping. (,~) Concrete Products. Facilities
is the second step in the forming There are facil~ies classified as SIC primarily engaged in manufacturing
operation. This operation is usually 3241 which only perform the ~nal concrete products, including ready-
followed by an annealing step. grinding step in the cement mixed concrete, ar~ identified as SIC
Annealing is the process of subjecting manufacturing process. These facilitiesgroup 327. Although concrete product
the glass to heat and slow cooling in do not have kilns to heat raw materials,facilities in SIC group 327 produce a
order to toughen the product. The finaland so obtain clinker from varie~ of final products, they all have

manufactu.,’ingplants, common raw materials and activities.process in the forming operation may (3) Cloy Produc~ ~anufoc~’ng. Concrete products manufacturersinclude one or more secondary Facilities primarily engaged in combine cement, aggregate, and water tooperations. Operations such as ~’lndingmanufecturin8 clay products, includingform concrete. Aggregate generallyand polishing, laminating, sealing and brick, tile (clay or ceramic), or pottery consists of: sand, gravel, crushed stone,coating of ~ are common secondaryproducts ~,~ classified as standard cinder, shale, slag, clay, slate, pumice,operations. Materials used for second~industrial groups 325 and 326. Althoughvermicnlita, scoria, perlite, diatomite,operations vary, examples are the resinsclay product manufacturing facilities barite, limonite, magnetite, or ilmanite.used to laminate glass to produce safetyproduce a wide variety of final Admixtures including fly ash, calciumglass products, such es car wind~rws, products, there are several similar chloride, triethanolamine, calcium salt,[2) Cement Manufacturin8. l~acilitias processing steps shared by most lignosulfunic acid, vinosol, saponin,primarily engaged in m~nufecturin8 facilities in this industry: (1) Storage keratin, sulfonated hydrocarbon, fattyhydraulic cement (e.g., portland, and preparation of raw materials: (2] acid g~yceride, vinyl acetate, endnatural, masonry, and pozzolana forming: (3) drying; (4) firing: and {5) styrene copolymer of vinyl acetate maycements) are identified as SIC code cooling, be added to obtain desired3241. The manufacturing process is Manufacturers classified as standard characteristics, such as slower or moregenerally the same for all facilities industrial groups 325 and 326 typicallyrapid curing times.classified as SIC 3241. The three basicuse clay (common, silt, kaolin and/or Typically, aggregate is received insteps in cement manufacturing are: (1)phyllite) and shale (mud, red, blue and/bulk quantities by rail, truck, or barge.
Proportioning, grinding, and blending or common) as their primary raw It is stored outside, and kept moist, untilraw materials; (2) heating raw materialsmaterials. However, some industries it is conveyed to distribution bins. Theto produce a hard, stony substance supplement these materials with slag first stage in the manufacturing processknown as "clinker"; and (3) combining(cinders), cement and lime. Raw is proportioning cement, aggregate,the clinker with other materials and materials are generally stored outside, admixtures and water, and thengrinding the mixture into a fine Raw materials are crushed and groundtransporting the product to a rotarypowdery form. prior to manufacturing. Stones are drum. or pan mixer.The first step in cement removed, and particles of raw materials To form concrete block and brick, themanufacturing is proportioning, are screened to ensure they are the mixtmz is then fed into an automatic
grinding and blending raw materials, correct size. Water is then added to rawblock molding machine that rams,
The primary raw material is lime. Limematerials in mixing chambers and presses, or vibrates the mixture into its
is typically obtained from limestone, "mud" is formed. The mud is molded ~inal form. The final product is thencement rock, oyster shell marl, and into the desired product during the stacked on iron fl’amework cars where itchalk. Other ingredients in cement forming stage. Depending on the final cures for 4 hours. Decorative blocks may
manufacturing may include silica, product, one of several different be produced by adding colors to thealumina, and iron. The blending and methods will be used when forming mix, ol: splitting the surface into desired
grinding of these raw materials is mud into the desired shape. The most shapes.achieved through either "wet" common methods use pressure or Precast concrete products, may
processing or "dry" processing. Wet hydraulic machines to shape products, contain steel structural members forprocessing operations use water when Following the formin8 process, increased strength. These products
grinding and blending raw materials, products are left to dry. Drying is include transformer pads, meter boxes,
and dry processing operations grind andnecessary to reduce the moisture pilings, utility vaults, steps, cattleblend raw materials in a dried state, content prior to firing. A common guards, and balconies. After beingUntil they are fed into kilns for clinker method for reducing moisture content ismixed in a central mixer, concrete isproduction, n~terials ground from wet air drying clay products in a controlled poured into forms or molded in the
processing are stored in slurry tanks, environment (e.g., a drying chamber), same manner as concrete block and
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brick. Forms are often coated with a slurry. The slurry is then applied to type of material stored outside [e.g.,
release oil to aid stripping. The concretecontinuous sheets of paper to form aggregate, limestone, clay, concrete,
"sets" or cures in the forms for a wallboard, in addition to producing etc.); the size of the operation; and type,
number of hours (depending upon the wallboard, some facilities may combineduration, and intensity of precipitation
type of admixtures used). When the stucco with additives (excluding water)events. These and other factors will
concrete has cured, the forms are to produce plaster. Plaster is then interact to influence the quantity and
removed. Forms are washed for muse,begged or bulked and shipped off site quality of storm water runoff. For
and the concrete products are stored for purchase, example, air emissions (i.e., settled
until they can be shipped. EPA considers calcining the first stepdust) may be a significant source of

In addition to the permanent concretein gypsum product manufacturing, pollutants at some facilities, while
product facilities, them are a number ofMany facilities with a primary SIC codematerial storage is a primary source at
portable ready mix concrete operationsof 3275 may have mining/quarry and others. In addition, sources of pollutants
which operate on a temporary basis. Thecrushing activities at their sites. Pleaseother than storm water, such as illicit
portable plants am typically dedicated note, however, that because these connections,’~ spills, and otherto providing ready mix concrete to oneactivities are not considered part of theimproperly dumped materials, may
construction proiect. Portable plants manufacturing operations, storm waterincrease the pollutant loadingshave the same significant materials anddischarges from mining/quarry and discharged into waters of the Unitedindustrial activities as permanent crushing are not covered under Part States.facilities. Therefore, portable concrete XI.E. of the today’s permit. Discharges
plants are eligible for coverage under associated with gypsum mining Table E-l, Potential Sources of
Part XI.E. of today’s permit, activities are addressed under Part XI.J.Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges

{5} Gypsum Products Manufactuffng. of today’~ permit and VIII.J. of the fact Associated with Glass, Clay, Cement,
Facilities primarily engaged in sheet. Concrete, and Gypsum Manufacturing,

summarizes the industrial activitiesmanufacturing plaster, wallboard, and
2. Pollutants in Storm Water Dischargesindicated in the part 1 groupother products composed wholly or

partially of gypsum {except plaster of Associated With Glass, Clay, Cement, applications for facilities covered under
Conczete, and Gypsum Product this section of today’s permit. Table E-paris and papier-m~ch6) are classified as
ManufacturingSIC code 3275. I also lists the likely sources of

The gypsum product manufacturing Impacts caused by storm water contamination of storm water that are
process begins with calcining the discharges from gypsum, concrete, clay,associated with this activity. The third
gypsum: finely ground raw gypsum glass, and concrete manufacturing column of the table lists the pollutants
{referred to as "land plaster"} is fed intooperations will vary. Several factors or the indicator parameters for the
imp mills or calcining kettles whominfluence to what extent industrial pollutants which may be present in the
extreme heat removes 75 percent of theactivities and significant materials fromstorm water discharges associated with
gypsum’s molecular moisture. The these types of facilities and processing the industrial activity. The table is
result is a dry powder called stucco, operations can affect water quality, limited to the industrial activities which
which is cooled and conveyed to storageSuch factors include: geographic are commonly exposed to storm water.
bins. location; hydrogeology; the type of Industrial activities which

To produce wallboard, stucco is fed industrial activity occurring outside predominantly occur indoors, such as
into pin mixers where it is blended with(e.g., material storage, loading and glass forming, are not listed in Table E-
water and other additives to produce aunloading, or vehicla maintenance); the1.

TABt.~ E-1 .mPOTENTIAL SOURCES OF POLLLffANTS IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES ASSOCIATED WIT8 GLASS, CLAY,
CEME~ff, C,O~CRETE, AND GYPSUM MANUFACTURING

Activity Pollutant source Po~lutants/ir~icators

Material Storl~ at Gllss Mm’~ao-Expo~ o¢ ~oi~: sand, so~a ash, limestone, Gullet, sr~J pelro~eum T$S, COD, oil ar~ grease,

Materials StomOe at C~ay ProductsEx~: cemmio ~mrts, po/o~#ite Gee, st~ll, ba~ oiay, fire clay,TSS, pg, COD, oil ar~ grease,
Man~acturi~ Facil~es. kao~n, fill, sJlioa, grlko~e, Coke, coal, twiok, sawdust, waste oil,alu~num, lead, zinc.

Material Han~in~ at Clay Pro~g~ctsEx~: ~ parts, liqu~ chemicals, ammonia, waste oil, I.~TSS, ~H, oil an~ grease, TKN,
Manutaoturing Facilities Inclu~Jir~j: soiveh,~ts, pcyo~ite ore, s~e. ball clay, fire c~ay, kaolin, tile, aimCOD, BOD, aluminum, lead,
Lca~inO/Unloa~ng. mine, silk,a, gr~f~te, ooke, coal, olivine, ma~r~site magnesium~inc.

Focmir~/Dtyir~ Clay Pmcluots .........Clay, stroll, s~, o~ffteflt, ~ lime ......................................................TSS, ~.t.Material Storage at Cement Menu-Ex~: kiln o~at, limestone, shale, Goal, clinker, gyl~um, clay,T$$, ~-l, COD, potassium, sul-
faotu~r~ Facilities. slag, an~ sara. fate.

Material HargJlir~j at CemeGR Menu-Ex~: kiln dust, limestone, stroll, coal, clinker, gy~m, clay,TSS, g~-I, COD, potassium, sul-
faotta’in~ Facilities. slag, annotate, an~ sara. fate, oil arg~ grease.

Crt~shi~/Gfir~lir~ at Ce~ll~flt Mat~t~Set~ dust ~ g~ limestone, cement, oyster st~ell, chalk, ~TSS,faoturi~j Facilities.. clinker.
Materiel Storm:je at Concrete ProO.Ex~x~e~: aoore~ate (san~ ar~ ~revel), ooncrete, steele, clay, liege-TSS0 COD,uct ManutaGturin~ Fa¢ilitlls. stone, slate, slaO, ar~ pumice.

41 Illicit connections are contributions of sanitary sewers, indusu~al facilities, commercial
unpermitted non-storm water di~.bar~ea to storm establishments, or residential dwellings.
sewers from any of a number of sources including
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TABLE E-1.--POTENTIAL SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES ASSOCIATED WITH GLASS, CLAY,
CEMENT, CONCRETE, AND GYPSUM MANUFACTURING--Continued

Activity Pollutant source Pollutants/indicators
Material Handling at Concrete Prod- Exposed: aggregate, concrete, shale, clay, slate, slag, pumice, and TSS, COD, pH, lead, iron, zinc.

uct Manufacturing Facilities. limestone as well as spills or leaks of cement, fly ash, admixtures
and paghousa sewed dusL

Mixing Concrete ............................... Spilled: aggregate, cement, and admixture .......................................... TSS, pH, COD, lead, iron zinc.
Casting/Forming Concrete Products Concrete, aggregate, form release agents, reinforcing steel, latex TSS. pH, oil and grease,

sealants, and bitumestic coatings. BOD.
Vehicle a~l Equipment Washing at Residual: aggregate, concrete, admixture, oil and grease .................. TSS, pH, COD, oil and grease.

Concrete Product Manufactunng
Facll~es.

Crushing/Grinding of Gypsum Rock Ex,oosad or spilled: gypsum rock and dust .......................................... TSS, pH.
Material Storage at Gypsum Manu- Exposed: gypsum rock, synthetic gypsum, recycled gypsum and TSS, COD, pH.

factufing Facilities. wallboard, stucco, psdite ore/expanded parlite, and coal.
Material Handling at Gypsum Manu- Exposed or spilled: gypsum rock, synthetic gypsum, recycled gyp- TSS, pH, COD.

facturing Facilities (including bag- sum and wallboard, stucco, pedite ore/expanded psdite, and coal.
ging and packaging).

Equipment/Vehicle Maintenance ...... Gasoline, diesel, fuel, and fuel oil ........................................................ Oil and grease, BOD, COD.
Parts cleaning ...................................................................................... ." COD, BOD, oil and grease,
Waste disposal of sol.vents, oily rags, oil and gas filters, patteries, Oil and grease, lead, iron, zinc,

coolants, and degreesers, aluminum, COD, pH.
Fluid replacement including lubricating fluids, hydraulic fluid, oil, Oil and grease, arsenic, lead.

transmission fluid, radiator fluids, solvents, and grease, mium, chromium, COD. and
~enzene.

The activities common to the facilitiesmay also perform maintenance on storm water and be discharged from the
covered under Part XI.E. of today’s process or material handling equipmentsite.
permit are material storage and materialsuch as mixers or conveyors. The Based on the wide variety of
handling operations. All facilities fueling, maintenance and repair industrial activities and significant
covered under this section handle and activities may result in leaks or spills ofmaterials at the facilities included in
store nonmetallic minerals. These oil from the vehicles and equipment, this sector, EPA believes it is
minerals are typically loaded and The spilled material may be carded offappropriate to divide the glass, clay,
unloaded in areas of the site that are of the site in the storm water discharge,cement concrete and gypsum product
exposed to storm water. The minerals industry into subsectors to properh’
are often stored outdoors until they are Ready mix concrete facilities will .
utilized in the industrial processes, frequently wash out the mixers of the analyze sampling data and determine

monitoring requirements. As a result,
Handling and storing these minerals trucks after concrete has been deliveredthis sector has been divided into the
outdoors may result in the discharge ofto a job site. The wash out water

following subsactors: manufacturers of
a portion of the materials in storm watercontains unhardened concrete. Facilitiesfiat glass, glass and glassware, pressed
runoff. The presence of the nonmetallicwill often wash down the exterior of or blown glass products made of
minerals in the storm water is measuredtheir vehicles. The wash off water maypurchased glass; hydraulic cement
by the total suspended solids (TSS) test.contain cement, sand, gravel, clay, or manufacturers; manufacturers of clay
Many of the minerals processed by the other materials. The wash water from products, pottery and related products
facilities are calcareous, such as the vehicles should be either treated and(including nonclay refractories); and
limestone or chalk. The presence of discharged from the site through a concrete, gypsum and plaster product
these materials can elevate the pH of thesanitary sewer or NPDES permitted manufacturers (including ground
storm water discharged from the site. discharge or collected in a recycle pondminerals and earth}. Tables E-2, E-3, E-

Vehicle fueling, repair, maintenancewhere the heavy solids settle out and 4 and E-5 below include data for the
and cleaning occurs at many facilities the water is recycled back to be used ineight pollutants that all facilities were
covered under this section. Facilities the plant. Pollutants from the wash required to monitor for under Form 2F.
will fuel, repair and maintain vehicleswater may settle out on the site before The tables also list those parameters that
used to transport significant materials it is treated or recycled. These EPA has determined merit further
to, from or around the facility. Facilitiespollutants may come into contact with monitoring.
TABLE E-2.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY FLAT GLASS, GLASS AND GLASSWARE, PRESSED

OR BLOWN GLASS PRODUCTS MADE OF PURCHASED GLASS MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAM-
PIING DATAi (MG/L)

i NO. ot ~ NO. ot ~      ~        Minimum       M~Jmum        ~      gs~ i~,m~ntil~ I

~00..................................... ~ ~ 771 ,7 ~" t 7.7sI0.0 I 0.01 ,~.0I 16.0 O l 7.0! 27.st ’7.~1COD ...................................... 9i 9 17 ,7 84.6 I 95.8,~ 14.0 I 7.0t 317.0 I 512.0 0 I Sl.0 I 24~.3 | 307.6 I 440.7 I 505.3.~=.÷,~=,.,~o~ ....... ~1 ~

17t

17 0.,,I o.s,l0.001~.0t ,~11 ,.~ ~s!0.=12.,sl 3.ml s~l ~0
..........................,s 2.71 I o.o  ,-ol o1 * I I=:,H ........................................ 9f ~,,. :S ~+" ~’~’ i +’’ I ~+’61 u+"l 9.S ~,,,, 91 ~+" t 10.-"I ~+’+ t ,I.Sl +~+To~ Phol!~otua ................. 91 9 171 17 0,391 0.311 0.101 :).01 1.50    0.8: 331 0231 0.91/ 0.71 I
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TABLE E-2.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY FLAT GLASS, GLASS AND GLASSWARE, PRESSED
OR BLOWN GLASS PRODUCTS MADE OF PURCHASED GLASS MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAM-
FLING DATAi (MCVL)--~ontinu~

Tot/Suspended ~:~ 9t    9          17 ~0    110.6    6      0.0 230    800     ~O     19.0 215
’A~ th~ did n~ r~ lho umts o~ mu~’~ment fo~’ the r~:l vlue~ o4 pollutan~ were no~ intruded in ~ ~ V~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ O~ !im~ m

¯ saum~l 1o be 0.

TABLE E~.~TATISTICS FOR ~E~CTED POLLUTANTS ~EPORTED EV HYD~ULIC ~E~E~ ~NUFACTURING FACILITIES
~UBMI~ING PART II ~AMPLING DATA

~ ......... 4 4 7 7 7,8 5.3 0.0 0.0 ~ 27.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 27.~ ~ ~.6

~ N~

T~ K~

4 WA 7 WA 1.5 WA 0.0 WA 5.0 WA 0.0 ~gA 9.6 WA ~,8 ~A

~to ~0.

TABLE E~.~TATISTI~ FOR SE~CTED POLLUTANTS HEARTED BY STRU~RAL C~Y PRODUCTS, POPERY, AND
RE~TED PRODU~S ~NUFAC~RING FACILITIES SUBMI~ING PART II ~MPLING DATA~ (M~L)

TABLE E-5.~TATISTI~ FOR SELEC~D PO~UTAN~ REaReD BY ~CR~E, GYPSUM AND P~STER PRODUCTS
~NUFA~RI~ FACI~ES SUBMI~ING PART II SAMPUNG DATA= (M~L)

T~~

T~ ~

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants of pollutants in storm water discharges evaluating the options for controlling
There are a number of options for from glass, clay, cement or concrete pollutants in the storm water discharges

eliminathzg or minimizing the presence product manufacturing facilities. In associated with the industrial activities
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covered under this section, EPA must site on the industrial activity and water and pollutant sources or which
comply with the requirements of significant materials exposed to storm remove pollutants from the storm waterSection 402(p)(3) of the Clean Water Actwater. The data collected to date is before it is discharged from the site.
which require the compliance with theinadequate to characterize these Table E-6 lists the pollution prevention
Best Available Technology (BAT) and variations. Therefore, EPA believes thatmeasures or best management practices
Best Conventional Technology (BUr}. the requirement for a facility operator towhich ~ most applicable to facilitiesEPA believes that it is infeasible to develop a pollution prevention plan classified in major SIC Group 32. Thedevelop effluent limitations for storm which considers the specific conditionstable is organized by the specificwater discharges associated with glass,at his or her site satisfies the BAT/BCT industrial activities which mayclay, cement, or concrete manu~facturingrequirements. The pollution prevention
beyond those aheady established in theplan will call for the implementation ofintrodu.ce pollutants to storm water. The
Effluent Limitation Guidelines. There best management practices that right colunm lists corresponding BMPs
are significant variations from site to minimize contact between the storm which may be considered.

TABLE E-6.~EASURES TO CONTROL POLLUTANTS IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES FROM GLASS, CLAY, CEMENT,
CONCRETE, AND GYPSUM FACILITIESi

Activity Associated BMPs
Storing dry bulk materials including: sand, grav- St(we materials in an enclosed silo or Duilding.

el, clay, cement, fly ash, kiln dust, and gyp-
sum.

Cover material storage piles with a tarp or awning.
Divert runon around storage areas using cud:m, dikes, diversion swales o~ positive drainage

away from the storage piles.
Install sediment basins, silt fence, vegetated filter stripe, or other sediment removal measures

Only store wasbad sand and gravel outdoors.
Handling bulk materials including: sand, gravel, Use dust collection systems (e.g., bag houses) to collect airborne pa~ generated as a re-

clay, cement, fly ash, kiln dust, and gypeum, suit of handling operations.
Remove spilled material and settled dust from paved portions of bhe facility by shoveling and

sweeping on a raguler basis.
Periodically clean material handling equipment and vehicles to remove accumuletecl dust and

Install sediment basins, silt fence, vegetated filter stripe, o~ other sediment removal measures

Mixing operations ............................................... Use (:lust coilectkm systems (e.g., bag houses) to collect airborne particles generated as a re-
suit of mixing operations.

Remove spilled material and settled dust from the mixing area by shoveling and sweeping on
a regular basis.

Clean exposed mixing equipment after mixing operations are complete.
Install sediment basins, silt fence, vegetated filter stripe, or other sediment removal measures

Vehicle and equipment washing ........................ Designate vetticie and equipment wash areas that drain to recycle ponds or process
t~tewater treatment systems.

Train employees on proper procedure for washing veh~as and equipment including a discus-
sion of the ap!:xofxia~ Iocedon for vehicle washing.

Conduct vehicle washing operation irK~cors o~ in a covered area.
Clean wa~ water residue from portions of the site that drain to storm water discharges.

Dust Collection ................................................... Maintain dust collection system and bagt~Jse. Properly remove and recycle or dispose of col-
lected dust to minimize exposure of collected dust to.

Pouring and curing pre-cast concrete proOucts. Pour and cure precast products in a covered area.
Cleen forms before storing outdoors.

i~..~.rr? W. ~at.~ .Management 1’= I..n~. trial A "..¢ti~das: Develo~ng Pollution PrevelTdon Plans and Best Management Practices," (EPA 832-=~-/~0 ] u~Jz, and propoeed pollution preveffdon plana sublllitted by group applicants.

In 8ddition to t~e activt’t]/-spe(:ific mea~ul-es remove pollutants from tJ0.e flOW, G.-’~ssed swales are simj, lar to
best management practices listed in storm water which is canting them off vegetated filter strips. Within Maior SICTable E-6 above, there are structural site. The measures listed above are Group 32, four percent of the designatedpractices that may be effective in effective in removing the heavy sampling facilities indicated in theirreducing the pollutants found in the suspended solids which are common inpan 1 group applications that they hadstorm water discharges from facilities inthe storm water discharges from clay, vegetated filter strips at their facilities.Major SIC Group 32. This section doescement, concrete, and gypsum facilities.Grassed swales also remove pollutantsnot specifically require that these Vegetated filter strips are gently from storm water flows by a filteringstructural measures be installed; sloped areas covered with either naturalaction. A grassed swale consists of ahowever, the permittee must consider or planted vegetation. Vegetated filter broad, grass lined ditch or swale withmeasures such as these at the facility, strips remove pollutants from storm gradual slopes or check dams to reduce
The structural measures include: water by a filtering action. Vegetated the velocity of flow. Unlike vegetatedvegetative filter strips, grassed swales, filter strips can be located along the filter strips, grassed swales can remove
detention ponds, retention ponds or down slope perimeter of the industrial pollutants from concentrated stormrecycle ponds. These structural activity but not in areas of concentratedwater runoff. Over 13 percent of the
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designated samplers in Major SIC Groupwashwater unless the washwater is from glass, clay, cement, concrete or
32 indicated that there were grass linedcontained onsite or otherwise collected gypsum manufacturing facilities.
swales at their facility, without discharge. Facilities covered under Part XI.E. are

Retention ponds and detention ponds
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention required to consider each of these BMPs

are storm water management measures or its equivalent in their pollutiGn
used to control the quantity and qualityPlan Requirements prevention plan.
of storm water discharged from a site. A a. Contents of the Plan. (a) Good Housekeeping--Today’s
detention pond is a pond which (1) Description of Potential Pollutant permit requires that the pollution
temporarily detains the storm water Sources. All facilities covered by today’sprevention plans for facilities covered
discha~ed from an area. While detainedpermit must prepare a description of theunder this section must specifically
in the pond, the heavy suspended potential pollutant sources at the facilityaddress measures to minimize the
particles in the storm water settle to thewhich complie~ with the common discha~e of spilled cement, sand, kiln
bottom of the pond. The reeult is a requirements dee~ibed in Part VI.C.2. ofdust, fly ash, settled dust or other
discharge horn the detention pond withthis fact sheet. In addition to these significant materials in storm water
a TSS concentration which i~ lower requLrements, facilities covered by this from paved portions of the site that are
than the izffluent concentration to the section mu~t provide the following exposed to storm water. Measures used
pond. Retention pon& retain the stormadditional information in their pollutionto minimize the presence of these
water within the pond with no prevention plan,
discharge except for when extreme Facilities covered under Part XI.E. of

materia~ may include regular sweeping,
or other equivalent measures. The plan

rainfall events occur. The water today’s permit must identify on the siteshall[ indicate the frequency of sweeping
collected in the retention pond either map the .location of any: bag house or or other measures. The frequency shall
evaporates, infiltrates, or ia u~:l as other zir pollution cont_ml device; any be determined based upon
process water on site. Twenty seven sedimentation or process waste water consideration of the amount of
percent of the deeignated semplere in recyclh~ pond and the areas which industrial activity occu.n-ing in the area
Major SIC Group 32 indicated that theredrain to the pond. The location of the and frequency of precipitation. This
was a pond on their =[te which was usedbag house or air pollution control requirement is established in an effort to
as a storm water management measure,equipment is required bemuse this mimmize the di~chaeBe of solids f~m

equipment stores the pexticulate~ or theee types of facilities. Sweeping to
4. Special Conditions dust that ~e removed from the air in prevent the discharge of solids must be

a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water and around the m~terial handli~ considered in the pollution prevention
Discharges. The prohibited non.storm equipment. There is a potential that theplea. because it is a cost effectivewater discharges under this aection atecollected dust or pexticulatas could meem~ze well suited to the dry, #anular,
the same as those de~lbed under come into contact with storm water, and powder-like materials used at the
section V1.B.2 of this fact sheet with Therefore the site map must indicate thefacilities covered under this section.
one exception. Part XIJ~.2. of today’s location of this potential source. The This section also requires that
permit clarifies that the discha~gas of site map for the facility must clearly facilities minimize the exposure of fine
pavement washwatars from facilities indicate the portion of the facility whichsolids such as cement, fly ash, ba~house
covered under Part XI.E. of the permit drains to sedimentation or recycle dust, and kiln dust to storm water. The
are authorized under this section sitar ponds that receive process wastewater,pollution prevention plan shall consider
the accumulated fly ash, cement, This in/ormation is necessary to storing these materials in enclosed silos,
a~re~ate, kiln dust, clay, concrete or illustrate the portion of the site where hoppers, or other containers, in
other dry significant materials handledrunoff is already controlled. The site buildings, or in covered areas of the
at the facility have been removed from map must also indicate the outfall facility. Fine solids are a particular
the pavement by sweeping, vacuuming,locations and the types of discharges concern because the small particles are
combination thereof or other equivalentcontained in the drainage areas ofthe readily suspended by storm water and
measures, or the washwaters are out.falls (e.g. storm water and air tamed off of the site.
conveyed into a BMP designed to conditioner condensate). In order to (b) Preventative Maintenance--There
remove solids prior to discharge, such increase the readability of the map, theare no additional preventative
as sediments basins, retention basins, inventory of the types of discharges maintenance requirements beyond these
and other equivalent measures. Where contained in each out.fall may be kept asdeec~ibed in Part VI.C.3 of this fact
practicable pavement washwater shall an attachment to the site map. The sitesheet.
be directed to process wastewater map for these facilities must also (c.l Spill Prevention and Besponse--
treatment or recycling systems. The indicate the portion of the site where There are no additional spill prevention
clarification is made for this sector regular sweeping or other equivalent and response requirements for facilities
because EPA believes that a primary good housekeeping measures will be in the glass, clay, cement, concrete or
source of pollutants in the storm water implemented to prevent the gypsum products industries beyond
discharges from facilities covered underaccumulation of spilled materials or those described in Pan VI.C.3.c. of this
this sector are spilled materials or settled dust. fact sheet.
settled dust from material handling (2) Measures and Controls. Part (d) lnspec~ions---FaciF~ties in the
processes. A primary focus of the VI.C.3. of today’s fact sheet describes aglass, clay, cement, concrete, and
pollution prevention plan requirementsnumber of measures and controls whichgypsum produc~s industries are required
for these industries are good are effective in controlling the dischargeto conduct self inspections at a
housekeeping measures, in particular,of pollutants in storm water dischargedfrequency which they determine to be
sweeping the paved portions of the sitefrom a number of types of industrial adequate to ensure proper
surrounding the material handling activities including those facilities in implementation of their pollution
areas. Washing the paved areas withoutMajor SIC Group 32. The following prevention plan, but not less frequently
first sweeping or otherwise removing section describes BMPs which EPA than once per month. Monthly
the accumulated solids may result in the believes are particularly effective ininspections are necessary for the facility.
discharge of these pollutants in the controlling the pollutants discharged to be able to assess the effectiveness of
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the pollution prevention plan. Less in accordance with NPDES range of 6.0 to 9.0. Untreated discharges
frequent inspections may allow faciLities requirements or are recycled. These ~rom the facili~ which are a result of ato delay inspections until after periods nonprocess wastewater discharges are storm ’with a rainfall depth greater than
of high activity when the greatest common to this industry. However, the 10..year, 24-hour storm event are not
potential for exposure of materials these discharges are not eligible for subject to this limitation. These effluent
occurs. This section requires that the coverage under this section and it is limitations are in accordance with 40
inspections take place while the facilitynecessary to assess the facility for the CFR 411.32 and 40 CFR 411.37. F_~fluent
is in operation because this is the only presence of these discharges so that Guidelines and Standards, Cement
time when potential pollutant sources steps may be taken to eliminate the Manufacturing Point Source Categor!,
(such as malfunctionin8 dust control discharges or to cover the process Materials Storage Piles Runoff
equipment or non-storm water discharges with a separate permit. Subcategory. These limitations
discharges from equipment washing A number of facilities in the concrete represent the degree of effluent
operations} may be evident. The products industry maintain wash water reduction attainable by the application
inspectors must observe several portions recycle/retention ponds which receive of best practicable control technology
of the site which EPA believes are the process wastewater fzom equipment and best conventional pollutant control
potential sources of pollutants in storm cleaning and other operations. These technology. Dischargers subject to these
water including: material handling ponds may also receive a portion or all numeric effluent limitations must be in
areas, above ground storage tanks, of the runoff from the industrial site. compliance with the limits upon
hoppers or silos, dust collection/ These facilities are required to provide commencement of and for the entirecontainment systems, vehicle washing, an es~mata of the depth of the 24-hour term of this permit. Discharges that are
and equipment cleaning areas, duration storm event that would be associated with industrial activities that

(e) Employee Training---In addition to required to cause the recycla/retention do not contain runoff from materialthe requirements described in Pan pond to overflow and discharge to the storage areas at cement manufacturingVI.C.3.e. of this fact sheet, the pollution waters of the United States. Methods to facilities are not subiect to the effluentprevention plan training requirements make this estimate can include, but are limitation described above.for facilities in the glass, clay, cement, not limited to, the original design
concrete, and gypsum industries require calculations for the recycle/retention 7. Monitoring and Reporting
that the employee training program pond or historical observation. Requirements
address procedures for equipment and [h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- a. /inalyfical Mor~toring
vehicle washing. This is because these There are no additional sediment and Requirements. EPA believes that glass,
are common activities in these erosion control requirements for clay, cement, concrete, and gypsum
industries which result in process facilities in the stone, clay, glass, or product manufacturing may reduce the
wastewater which may be discharged concrete products industries beyond level of pollutants in storm water runoff
into the storm water conveyance system, those described in Pan VI.C.3.g. of this from their sites through the
Training programs should focus on fact sheet, development and proper
where and how equipment should be (i) Management of Runoff--There are implementation of the storm water
cleaned at the facility so that there will no additional requirements for pollution prevention plan requirements
be no unpermitted discharge of wash management of runoff at facilities in the discussed in today’s permit. In order to
water to the storm water conveyance stone, clay, glass, or concrete products provide a tool for evaluating the
system. EPA recommends that facilities industries beyond than those described effectiveness of the pollution prevention
conduct training annually at a in Pan VI.C.3.h. of this fa~t sheet, plan, requires two of the four subsectors
minimum. However, more frequent (3) Comprehensive Site Compliance within the glass, clay, cement, concrete
training may be necessary at facilities Evaluation. Facilities in the glass, clay, and gypsum product manufacturing
with high turnover of employees or cement, concrete, and gypsum product sector to perform analytical monitoring.
where employee participation is sector must perform an annual site The clay product subsector includes
essential to the storm water pollution compliance evaluation as described in brick and structural clay tile
prevention plan. Pan VI.C.4. of this fact sheet. For manufacturers {SIC 3251}, ceramic wall

(f) Recordkeeping and Internal facilities in the concrete product and floor tile manufacturers {SIC 3253),
Reporting Procedures.--There are no manufacturing industries, the clay refractories {SIC 3255},
additional recordkeeping and internal evaluation must specifically address the manufacturers of structural clay
reporting procedure requirements for following portions of the site: above products, not elsewhere classii~ed {SIC
facilities in the stone, clay, glass or ground storage tanks, hoppers or silos; 3259), manufacturers of vitreous chinaconcrete products industries beyond dust collection/containment systems; table and kitchen articles {SIC 3232},
than those described in Pan VI.C.3.f. of truck wash down; and equipment manufacturers of fine earthenware table
this fact sheet, cleaning areas. Because these areas are and kitchen articles {SIC 3263},(g) Non-storm Water D~schar~es-- the most likely sources of pollutants, manufacturers of porcelain electricalThere are no additional non-storm water these portions of the site must be supplies (SIC 3264}, pottery productsdischarge certification requirements for thoroughly evaluated. {SIC 3269} and non-clay refractoriesfacilities in the stone, clay, glass or {3297}. Data submitted by groupconcrete products industries beyond 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations

applicants within this subsector showthose described in Pan VI.C.2.d. of this Pan XI.E.4. of today’s permit         that a significant portion of the facilities
fact sheet with the exception of facilities establishes numeric effluant limitations discharge aluminum concentrationsengaged in production of concrete for storm water discharges from storage higher than bench mark values.products. These facilitias must include areas for materials used or produced at Therefore facilities with these industrialin the certification a description of cement manufacturing facilities, activities must monitor for the pollutantmeasures which insure that process Discharges from these areas may not identified in Table E-7.wastawater which results from washing exceed a maximum TSS concentration The concrete and gypsum subsectorof t~’ucks, mixers, transport buckets, of 50 mg/L. The pH of the discharges includes concrete block and brickforms or other equipment are discharged from these ames must be within the manufacturers {SIC 3271}, concrete
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products manufacturers (SIC 3272), permit. However. because these TABLE E-8.--CONCRETE AND GYPSUM
ready mix concrete manufacturers (SIC facilities are subject to numerical PRODUCT INDUSTRY M~NITORING3273}, gypsum product manufacturers effluent limitations they are subject to REQUIREMENTS(SIC 3275) and manufacturers of mineralcompliance monitoring described in
and earth products (SIC 3295). Data section XI.E.5.d of the permit.

Pollutants of concern
Cut-off

submitted by group applicants within concentra-
this subsector show that a significant At a minimum, storm water tion
portion of the facilities discharge total discharges from clay and gypsum, and
suspended solids and iron in concrete product manufacturing must beTotal Sos~n~m~ So~ids (TSS) ... ~ 00 ~/L.
concentrations higher than bench markmonitored quarterly (January. through Tom Rvc, over~e mn ...............~.0 mo~L.
values. Therefore facilities with these March, April through June, July through
industrial activities must monitor for September and October through If the average concentration for a
pollutants identified in Table F,-8. December) during the second year of parameter is less than or equal to the

The glass product subsector includespermit coverage. At the end of the value listed in Tables E-7 or E--8, then

flat glass manufacturers (SIC 3211), second year of permit coverage, a the permittee is not required to conduct

glass container manufacturers (SIC facility must calculate the average quantitative analysis for that parameter

3221), pressed and blown glass and concentration for each parameter listedduring the fourth year of the permit. If,

glassware manufacturer (SIC 3229), andin Tables E-7 and E-8. If the permitteehowever, the average concentration for

manufacturers of glass products made ofcollects more than four samples in thisa parameter is greater than the cut-off
concentration listed in Tables E-7 or

purchased glass (SIC 3231). Monitoringperiod, then they must calculate an      8, then the permitter is required to
data submitted by facilities within this average-concentration for all parametersconduct quarterly (in the same quarterlysubsector do not indicate that these analyzed, not simply a minimum of fourperiods listed above) monitoring for that
facilities are likely to discharge storm selected analysis, parameter during the fourth year of
water with pollutant concentrations permit coverage. Monitoring is not
greater than the bench marks. Therefore, TABLE E-7.--CL~Y PRODUCT reql,lred during the first, third, and fifth
this sector is not subiect to analytical INDUSTRY MONITORING REQUIREMENTSyear of the permit. The exclusion from
monitoring requirements under this monitoring in the rough year of the
permit. C~t-of permit is conditional on the facility

The cement manufacturing subsector Pollutants of concern concentra- maimaini~g industrial operations and
includes manufacturers of hydraulic tion BIV[Ps that will ensure ~ quality of storm
cement (SIC 3241). This subsector is not Total Recoverable Aluminum ..... 0.75 mg/L. water discharges consistent with the
subject to the am~lytical monitoring average concentrations recorded during
requirements under Section XI.E.5.a this the second year of the permit.

TABLE E-9.~CHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Perrn~t Coverage .............................. ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all pam~mtar~ an~yzed during this I:~dod.
¯ If avar~ ¢o~centmlk~ is greater than ~e value listed in Tab~ E-7 or E-8, then quarterly

~uun!:ding is r~quired ~Jdng t~a fourth year of the permit.
¯ If av~age ¢onoe~mtion is less than or equal to the value listed in Table E-7 or E--8, then

no further Sm~l:~ing is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................... ¯ Conduct que~ monitoring for any parameter w~are the average ¢onca~tral~on in year 2

of tt~ ~ is grentar than the value listed in Tab~ E-7 or E-8.

watar ~ may be aOver~aly affected, quarterly mo~todng is rlK:tuired for all

In cases where the average monitoring requirements for facilities certification for a given out.fall, or on a
concentration of a parameter exceeds    which the Agency believes have thepoliutent-by-pollutent basis, in Lieu of
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects potential for contributing siBnificant sampling reqnimd under Part XI E.5 of
permittees to place special emphasis onlevels of pollutants to storm water today’s per~t, that material handling
methods for reducing the presence of discharBas. The alternative described equipment or activities, raw materials,those parameters in storm water below is necessary to ensure that intermediate products, final products,dischargas. Q~’terly monitoring in themonitoring requL-ements are only waste materials, by-products, indusu’~alfourth year of the permit will reassess imposed on those facilities that do, in machiner7 or operations, significantthe effectiveness of the ad~asted
pol.~hi.tion ]~.reven.tion plum.

fact, have storm water dlschar~es materials from past industrial activity
r.a-A realizes t~at if a facility is containin8 pollutants at concentrationsthat are located in areas of the facility

inactive and unstaffed it may be of concern. EPA has determined that ifthat are within the drainage area of the
difficult to collect storm water dischargematerials and activities are not exposedout/al/are not presently exposed to
samples when a ~g event occurs,to storm water at the site, then the storm water and will not be exposed to
Today’s final permit has been revised sopotential for pollutants to contaminate storm water for the cortification period.
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can storm water discharges does not warrantSuch certification must be retained in
exercise a waiver of the requirement tomonitoring, the storm water pollution prevention
conduct quarterly chemical sempling. Therefore, a discharger is not subiectplan and submitted to EPA in lieu of

b. Altemotive Certfficatfon. to the monitoring requirements of this monitoring reports required under Part
Throughout today’s permit, there are Part provided the discharger makes a X/E.5.b. The permittee is required to
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complete any and all sampling un~l theminutes of the discharge. If the insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to
exposure is eliminated. If the facility iscollection of a grab sample during the produce runoff. Whenever practicable,reporting for a partial year, the first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabthe same individual should carry outpermittea must specify the exposure sample can be taken during, the first the collection and examination ofwas eliminated. If the permittee is hour of the disctn~e, and the discharges throughout the life of thecertifying that a pollutant was present discharger shall submit with the permit to ensure the greatest degree of
for part of the reporting period, nothingmonitoring report a description of why consistency possible. Grab samples shallrelieves the permittea from the a grab sample during the first 30 be collected within the first 30 minutesresponsibility to sample that parameterm~_.utes was impracticable. (or as soon thereafier as practicai, butup until the exposure was eliminated li storm water discharges associatednot to exceed 60 minutes) of when theand it was determined that no with industrial activity commingle withrunoff begins dischargin8. Reports of thesignificant materials remained, process or nonprocass water, then visual examination include: theThis certification is not to be confusedwhere practicable permittaes must examination date and time, examinationwith the low concentration sampling attempt to sample the storm water personnel, visual quality of the stormwaiver. The test for the application of discharge before it mixes with the non-water discharge, and probable sources ofthis certification is whether the storm water discharge, any observed storm waterpollutant is exposed, or can be expectede. Representative Discharge. When acontamination. The visual examinationto be present in the storm water facility has two or more outfalls that, reports must be maintained onsite withdischarge. If the facility does not and based on a consideration of industrial the pollution prevention plan.has not used a parameter, or if exposureactivity, significant materials, and EPA believes that this quick andis eliminated and no significant management practices and activities simple assessment will allow thematerials remain, then the facility canwithin the area drained by the out.fall, permittea to approximate theexercise this certification. In the case ofthe permittee reasonably believes effectiveness of his/her plan on a regularcertifying that a pollutant is not present,discharge substantially identical basis at very little cost. Although thethe permittee must submit the effluents, the permittee may test the visual examination cannot assess thecertification along with the monitoring effluent of one of such outfalls and chemical properties of the storm waterreports required under paragraph (b) report that the quantitative data also discharged from the site, thebelow. If the permittes cannot certify forapplies to the substantially identical exarrdnation will provide meaningfulan entire period, they must submit the out.fall(s) provided that the permittee results upon which the facility may actdate exposure was eliminated and anyincludes in the storm water pollution quick.ly. The frequency of this visual

monitoring required up until that date. prevention plan a description of the examination will also allow for timely
This certification option is not location of the outfalls and explains in adjustments to be made to the plan. I~applicable to compliance monitoring detail why the ouffalls are expected to BMPs are performing ineffectively,requirements associated with effluent discharge substantially identical corrective action must be implemented.limitations. EPA does not expect effluent. In addition, for each out.fall A set of tracking or follow-upfacilities to be able to exercise this that the permittee believes is procedures must be used to ensure thatcertification for indicator parameters, representative, an estimate of the size ofappropriate actions are taken insuch as TSS and BOD. the drainage area (in square feet) and anresponse to the examination. The visualc. Reporting Requirements. Permitteesestimate of the runoff coefficient of the examination is intended to beare required to submit all monitoring drainage area (e.g., low (under 40 performed by members of the pollutionresults obtained during the second andpercent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orprevention team. This hands-onfourth year of permit coverage within 3high (above 65 percent)) shall be examination will enhance the staffsmonths of the conclusion of each year. pm, vi~ded in the plan. understanding of the storm waterFor each outfall, one signed Discharge I. ~uarterly Visual Examination o[ problems on that site and the effects ofMonitoring Report Form must be Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual the management practices that aresubmitted per storm event sampled. Forexaminations of storm water dischargesincluded in the plan.facilities conducting monitoring beyondf~om each outfall are required. Note thatWhen a d~er is unable to collectthe minimum quarterly requirements anthis requirement applies to all facilitiessamples over the course of theadditional Discharge Monitoring Reportand not just those subject to the monitoring period as a result of adverseForm must be filed for each analysis, analytical monitoring requirements climatic conditions, the discharger mustd. Sample Type. All discharge data under Part VI.E.7. of this fact sheet. Thedocument the meson for not performingshall be reported for grab samples. All examination must be of a grab samplethe visual examination. Adversesuch samples shall be collected from thecollected from each storm water ouffalLweather conditions which may prohibitdischarge resulting from a storm eventThe examination of storm water grab the collection of samples includethat is greater than 0.1 inches in samples shall include any observationsweather conditions that createmagnitude and that occurs at least 72 of color, odor, clarity, floatin8 solids, dangerous conditions for personnelhours from the previously measurable settled solids, suspended solids, foam, (such as local flooding, high winds,(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm oil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,event. The required 72-hour storm eventstorm water pollution. The examinationetc.) or otherwise make the collection ofinterval is waived where the precedingmust be conducted in a well lit area. Noa sample impracticable (drought,measurable storm event did not result inanalytical tests ere required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.).a measurable discharge from the facility,performed on these samples. EPA realizes that if a facility isThe required 72-hour storm event The examination must be made at inactive and unstaffed it may beinterval may also be waived where theleast once every 3 months (January difficult to collect storm water dischargepermittea documents that less than a 72-through March, April through June, Julysamples when a qualifying event occurs.hour interval is representative for localthrough September, and October Today’s final permit has been revised sostorm events during the season when through December) during permit that inactive, unstaffed facilities cansampling is being conducted. The grabcoverage. Examinations shall be madeexercise a waiver of the requirement tosample shall be taken during the first 30during daylight unless there is conduct quarterly visual examination.
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8. Compliance Monitodng codes eligible for coverage under this storm water discharges from primary
Requirements. Today’s permit requiressection of today’s permit include the metals facilities. All materials present
permittees with discharges of runoff following: and industrial activities taking place at
from material storage at cement a. Steel works, blast furnaces, and a facility that have a potential impact on
manufacturing facilities to monitor for rolling and finishing mills, including: stolzn water discharges must be
the presence of TSS and pH. These steel wiredrawing and steel nails and addressed by the facility’s pollution
monitoring requirements are necessm.! spikes; cold-rolled steel sheet, strip, andprevention plan, whether or not the
to evaluate compliance with the bars; and steel pipes and tubes {SIC material or activity is specifically
numeric effluent limitation established331}. addxessed bv this section.
for these discharges. Monitoring shall be b, Iron and steel foundries, including: When an ~dustrial facility, described
performed upon a minimum of one grabgray and ductile iron, malleable iron, by the above coverage provisions of this
sample. All samples shall be collectedsteel investment, and steel foundries, section, has industrial activities being
from the discharge resulting from a not elsewhere classified (SIC 332). conducted onsite that meet the
storm event that is greater than 0.1 c. Primary smelting and refining of description(s) of industrial activities in
inches in magnituda and that occurs atnonferrous metals, including: primary another section{s}, that industrial
least 72 hours from the previously smelting and refining of copper and facility shall comply with any and all
measurable [greater than 0.1 inch primary production of aluminum {SIC applicable monitoring and pollution
rainfall) storm event. The grab sample 333}. prevantion plan requirements of the
shall be taken during the first 30 d. Secondary smelting and refining ofother section(s) in addition to all
minutes of the discharge. If the nonferrous metals {SIC 334}. applicable requirements in this section.
collection of a grab sample during the e. RoLling, drawing, and extruding ofThe monitoring and pollution
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabnonferrous metals, including: rolling, prevention plan terms and conditions of
sample can be taken during the first drawing, and exu’uding of copper; this multi-sector permit are additive for
hour of the discharge, and the aluminum extruded products; rolling, industrial activities being conducted at
discharger shall submit with the drawing, and extruding of nonferrous the same industrial facility (co-located
monitoring report a description of why metals, except copper and aluminum:industrial activities). The operator .of the
a grab sample during the first 30 and drawing and insulating of facility shall determine which other
minutes was impracticable. Monitoring nonferrous wire (SIC 335}. monitoring and pollution prevention
results shall be submitted on Discharge f. Nonferrous foundries (castings}, plan section(s} of this permit (if any) are
Monitoring Report Form(s} postmarked including: aluminum die-castings, applicable to the facilitv.
no later than the 31st day of the monthnonferrous die-castings, except
following collection of the sample, aluminum, aluminum foundries, copper2. industry Profile

Facilities which discharge through a foundries, and nonferrous foundries, Facilities in the primary metals
large or medium municipal separate except cop.per and aluminum (SIC 336).industry conduct a wide range of
storm sewer system (systems serving a g. Miscellaneous primary metal activities. The SIC manual lists seven
population of 100,000 or more) must products, not elsewhere classified, industry groups (three-digit SIC codes],
also submit signed copies of discharge including metal heat treating (SIC 339). and 27 industry numbers (four-digit SIC

Group applications were received codes) within the sector. Of these,monitoring reports to the operator of the from facilities representing each of the facilities representing 21 four-digit SICmunicipal separate storm sewer system, categories of industry eligible for codes submitted group applications.Alternative Certification provisions coverage under this section. A large Due to the large number of alternatedescribed in Section VI.E.5 do not apply number of group applications also processes available for many activitiesto facilities subject to compliance included facilities identified by other conducted within the primary metalsmonitoring requirements in this section. SIC codes. These facilities may be industry it is very difficult toCompliance monitoring is required at covered in whole, or in part, by other characterize "typical" facilities.least annually for discharges subject to sections of today’s permit. In other Facilities within the same industry caneffluent limitations. Therefore, EPA cases, SIC codes may have been employ quite dissimilar processes tocannot permit a facility to waive assigned improperly. The special arrive at a similar product. Differencescompliance monitoring, conditions reflected in this section of can be found in the types of raw
F. Storm Water Disc, har~es Associated today’s permit relate to specific materials, furnaces or ovens, casting
With Industrial Activity From Primary operations taking place at a facility, processes, the degree of mechanization,
Metals Facilities These operations should be Used as theand any finishing operations which may
1. Discharges Covered Under This basis for determining permit be employed by a particular facility.
Section requirements appropriate for that Considerable differences can also be

particular facility, seen between facilities based on their
On November 16, 1990 {55 FR 47990),Although there are many activities customers needs. Some facilities may

the U.S. Environmental Protection common to some or all of~he facilitiesoperate as a job shop, providing finishedAgency (EPA} promulgated the covered by this section, some of the parts to other companies. Other
regulatory definition of "storm water operations discussed are unique to a facilities could conduct more limited
discharges associated with industrial particular industry group. Due to the operations and pass the product on toactivity." This definition included pointbroad range of activities conducted by other facilities that provide finishingsource discharges of storm water from facilities in this category, it would be" operations exclusively.11 categories of industrial facilities, impossible to identi~ all activities These differences i~ specific
This section of today’s permit includesoccurring at facilities covered by this processes, as well as in the general scale
storm water discharges associated withsection. This fact sheet attempts to and scope of individual operations can
industrial activity from primary metals describe the major activities make facilities with the same or similar
facilities. These facilities are commonly representative of many of the facilities SIC codes quite different. Due to the
identified by Standard Industrial addressed by this section and provides difficulty in subdividing the industryClassification {SIC} code 33. The SIC examples of concerns associated with into distinct facility types, the following
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discussion briefly describes the full      fluorspar, and calcium carbide, in cupola or blast furnaces) mixed withrange of activities potentially employedNonferrous operations may use other iron ore, flue dust, or other products to
by members of this indus~’y. Despite theflttx~g agents or none at all. fuse them into materials that can then
substantial diversity within the industry During the melting process, be char~ed with regular coke in agroup, there are a number of general refractories are used to Kue and protectfurnace. Cupola furnaces are used bvoperations which characterize the the furnaces. These refractories have ferrous foundries and operate in "
majority of industrial processes, limited lives and must be replaced essentially the same manner as blastFacilities in the primary metals periodically. The Life of the refractory furnaces, allowing a range of scrap steelindustry are typically involved in one orwill depend on the type of furnace as and iron to be cha~ed with coke andmore of the following general well as the material being melted. Somefluxes at the top of the furnace.operations: raw material storage and large furnaces require almost constant Basic oxygen process furnaces use ahandling; ftwnece and oven related patching of the refractory materials andmixture of molten iron and scrap as theprocesses; preparation of molds, casts,thus large quantities may be stored for charge. I-Ligh-ptwity oxygen is injected
or dies; metal cleaning, treating and future use. into the furnace where it combines with
finishing; and waste handling and Another common material used in impurities in the charge materials anddisposal, casting operations is sand. Many provides heat to melt the cha~e ofa. Raw Material Stort~ge and Handling foundries will use sands of different ~ .Act~’vit~’es. Due to the nature of the types to produce the molds and cores ~’~re are two types of electric
primary metals industry, large for the production of castings. Although fm’naces in use. Electric arc furnaces
quantities of raw materials are required some facilities are abla to recycla their operate in a batch fashion and are oftenfor many operations. The extent to sand, others must dispose of some or all used by steal mini-mills. Scrap metal iswhich these materials are stored outside of the used sand and thus require large placed in the furnace along with three
exposed to precipitation will depend on amounts of fresh sand as a raw material, electrodes which provide the energy to
the specific operations taking place at a There are also a large number of sand melt the charge. Electric inductionfacility, the size of the operation, as well additives and binders which may be furnaces are generally smaller thanas the storage space available that is used to control the properties of the other types described above and requirecovered. Some of the most common mold produced. "Wet" sand may that cleaner metals be used.
materials used are metals, fuels, fluxes,contain clay, seacoal, bentonite, wood Gas-fired furnaces are often used by
refractories, sand, and an assortment offlour, phenol, iron oxide, and numerousnonfe]Tous foundries. They are
solvents, acids, and other chemicals, other acids and chemicals, some of generally small and require relativelyThe primary raw material for all which may be toxic, clean me _tals.for melting.facilities in the industry is the source of Other processes related to finishing one trait that all types of furnaces
metal to be used or processed. For stealoperations can require a wide variety ofshare is the generation of significant
works, smelters, and blast furnaces, thesolvents, chemicals, and acids. Many emissions, including particulate
raw material could be metallic ores, facilities involved in cleaning, treating, emissions. Blast furnaces, sintering
scrap, dross, or foundry returns, painting, or other finishing operations plants, and cupola furnaces, all fired by
Foundries may use scrap materials, may store these products in tanks or coke, have particularly high particulate
borings, turnings, metal ingots, pigs or drums which may be exposed to emissions. These furnaces are capable of
a mixture of these and other materials,precipitation, handling a relatively "dirty" charge,Rolling mills, heat treaters, and metal b. Furnace, Rolling, and Finishing with significant impurities which can
finishing operations will ~eneral]y use Operations. The majority of processes lead to a variety of emissions problems.billets, slabs, blooms, bars, pi~s or otherwithin the primary metals industry areFor these reasons, these types ofcast metal pieces as their primary rawconducted inside. These activities fumacas will have emissions centrolsmaterial. These may be produced at include all types of furnace operations,such as beghousas, wet scrubbers, oranother part of the same facility, or roiling operations, as well as all kinds electrostatic precipitators. Electric arcpurchased from another source. Some ofof metal finishing activities. Many of furnaces are ako able to melt fairlythese materials may arrive with these operations, however, generate "dirty" scrap and can also haveprotective or incidental coatings of oil, significant quantities of particulate significant levels of particulateoxides, or other impurities. Due to thematter which, if not properly controlled,emissions.large size and volume of some of thesecan_result in exposure to precipitation. At the other end of the spectrum arematerials they may be stored outside. There are many different types of smaller electric induction and gas firedEnergy sources ~or facilities within furnaces. Each has advantages and furnaces which generally require a verythe industry are also quite varied. Whilelimitations end are used for different clean charge. Although this reduces thesteel mills with coking operations maytypes of metals. Facilities may use coal,vohune of emissions concernsuse coal as the fuel for firing coke ovens,coke, or gas fired furnaces as well as significantly, they are also less likely tocoal would also be the raw material thatelactrlcerc or induction fumacas, have as extensive pollution control andwould be converted to coke. Some iron Coke ovens, or batteries, generally usethus fugitive emissions of particulatesand steal foundries or mini-mills may coal fired furnaces to heat coal in the may be si~iflcant.use coke as a fuel only, or may use absence of oxygen to drive off volatiles. The effectiveness of emissions controlelectric arc furnaces for melting. SmallerThe resultant product is coke which is equipment in controlling particulatefoundries (ferrous or nonferrous) may subsequently used in other furnace generation will depend on the furnaceuse gas-fired or electric induction operations. Blast furnaces are usually operation, the raw materials used, thefurnaces, operated on a continuous basis with type of control equipment in place, andA variety of fluxes are often added tocoke, iron ore, and fluxes charued at thethe degree to which it is operatingthe molten metal to allow impurities totop of a vertical shaft while molten pig properly. Fugitive emissions, faulty orbe removed as slag or dross. In the ironiron and slag are tapped at different improperly maintained equipment, andand steel industry, Limestone is levels below. "dirty" raw materials can all contributeprobably the most common flux used. Sintering plants burn coke breeze to particulate endssions that may not beOthers include dolomite, soda ash, (particles too small to use for charl~g captured by pollution control
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equipment, and may be exposed to associated with the pouring and coolingdepending on the specific type of
precipitation, of molten metal, casting being produced. Other related

Another category of operations are d. Metal Cleaning, Treating, and wastes include the cores and butts used
rolling, drawing, and extruding Finishing. Almost all operations in the in the sand casing process.
operations. Facilities involved in these primary metals industry result in metal Most casting operations will produce
operations will often use furnaces products which require some degree ofa product which requires some degree of
similar to those described above. The finishing. The type of finishing machining and ~uishing. The wastes
metal will often be heated, and then activities undertaken depend on the produced will depend mainly on the
passed through a series of rollers whichmaterial being treated, as well as the material being finished and whether a
alter its’ dimensions, making it longer,properties desired in the final part andmechanical or chemical process is used.
flatter, etc. This process generally can include both mechanical and Machining waste can include fines,
involves large amounts of contact chemical operations, turnings, or cuttings as well as shot, grit,
cooling water which can contain high Castings generally come out of their and scale from blasting operations.
levels of suspended solids and oil and molds with metal sprues and other Chemical finishing can result in waste
grease, imperfections which must be removed,solvents, acids, and pickling sludges

c. Preparation of Maldso Pouring, This can be done through grinding, and baths which contain metal wastes.
Cooling, and Shakeout. Foundry cutting, or blasting with sand, shot, or The metal melting process results in
operations and die-casters will generallygrit. Other possible operations include the production of slag from ferrous, or
prepare the molds, casts, or dies that drilling, threading, or dimensioning. A cl~oas from nonferrous materials. The
will determine the ultimate shape of thecombination of these operations is oftencontent and volume of these wastes
product to be produced. There are a necessary, produced will vary depending on the
number of possible operations with Some facilities such as rolling mills charge material, and any fluxing agents
significant differences between them. will use a descaling process to removeor additives that may be used. In

oxides and other residues which can     general, slag is produced in greaterThese include sand casting, investmentform on the surfaces of metallic quantities and will be more likely to becasing, and die casting, products. Typical operations include stored outside, however there is theSand c~ting operations involve a blasting with water or sand. This possibility of exposure of both types ofnumber of possible steps and a range ofproduces large quantities of scale and waste to precipitation.materials. Casts are shaped in two other particulate matter which may Particulate matter generated insections which form the outside of the contain other residual products such asfurnaces and during machining ispart to be produced. Cores can also be oil. another source of waste with significantused to form inner surfaces of the parts. Heat treating is another operation potential for storm water contamination.A variety of sands may be used and canwhich can involve furnaces for These waste streams may be segregatedbe combined with clay and a number ofcontrolled heating and cooling of large at larger facilities or combined, but theother additives to give the mold the quantities of metal. A variety of media
desired properties. Once the casting hasmay be used to cool metals at differentconcerns are essentially the same. The
cooled, it is placed on a vibrating screenrates. Oil, water, and liquid salt baths dusts are collected in baghouses,
which ~]mkes loose the majority of the may all be used depending on the electrostatic precipitators, wet
~aud. The casting is then ready for properties desired in the finished scrubbers, or in cyclones and disposed
cleaning and finishing operations. At product. Acid pickling may be used to of. If the pollution control equipment is
some facilities the used saud may be remove unwanted material from the inadequate, or not operating effectively,
recycled or some or all of the sand maysurface of metal. Other cleaning and there is potential for storm water
need to be dispoeed of and replaced, finishing operations may involve a widecontamination from these types of

Inves’anant casting involves the range of solvents, acids, or other waste.
formation of a wax replica of the part tochemicals. All of these processes can 3. Pollutants Found in Storm Water
be produced, usually in a metal die. A generate toxic wastes in the form of Discharges
series of wax parts may be attached tosludges, particulates, or spent baths. In Impacts caused by storm watera "tree." Once a tree i~ completed, it isaddition, residuals from these discharges from primary metalscoated with a ceramic cast in a series ofoperations left on the metal surface mayfacilities will vary. A number of factorsdipping operations. The wax may thenbecome exposed to storm water if will influence to what extent thebe removed from the cast in a furnace materials are transported or stored activities at a particular facility willor the metal can be poured in directly,outside, affect water quality. These include:A~ in sand casting, the casting is e. Waste Handling and Disposal. geographic location, hydrogeoloffy, theallowed to cool before the cast is Wastes are generated from numerous amounts and types of materials storedremoved. A separate w~x form and sources within the primary metals outside, the types of processes takingceramic shell must be made for each industry. Some types of waste are foundplace outside, the size of the operation,part to be produced, at a majority of facilities while others as well as the characteristics of aDie-mstings employ a more direct may be specific to a particular activity.
route from molten metal to finished Some of the common waste products particular storm event. These and other
part. A metal die is produced and include used sand, cores, butts, factors will interact to affect the
molten metal in injected under pressurerefractory rubble, ma~g and quantity and quality of storm water
into it. Once it has cooled, the casting finishing wastes, slag, dross, and runoff. For example, particulate

emissions from furnaces or ovens mayis removed and is ready for finishing collected particulates such as baghouse
be a significant source of pollutants atoperations. Unlike sand casting or dust.

investment casting, the die can be used Sand casting operations which are notsome facilities, while outdoor material
over and over to pr~luce more parts, able to fully recycle their sand may storage such as scrap piles may be a

Like most foundry operations, moldsgenerate large volumes of waste or prima~ source at others. In addition.
are generally prepared indoors. There "burnt" sand. "Wet" sands may contain sources of pollution other than storm
are, however, particulate emissions any one of a number of additives,
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water, such as illicit connections,*Z A summary of industrial activities of concern are. The table is Limited to
spills, and other improperly dumped conducted by primary metals facilities those activities which are generally
materials, may contribute significant in the group application process is conducted outside, or that have
levels of pollutants into waters of the listed in Table F-1. The table also listspotential to contribute pollutants to
United States. the sources of pollutants related to the storm water discharges. Many processes

activity and what the specific pollutantsin the primary metals industry are
conducted inside and are therefore not
represented in Table F-1.

TABLE F-1.--POLLUTANTS OF CONCERN FOR MAJOR ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE PRIMARY METALS INDUSTRY

Activity Source Pollutants
Raw material storage and handling Metal product stored outside such as foundry returns, scrap metal, Rssk:lual or protective Oil and

turnings, lines, ingots, bars, pigs, wire. Grea$e, Metals, TSS, COD,
TSS.

Outdoor storage or handling of fluxes ................................................... pH (lime~one).
Storage piles, bins, or rnatedal handling of coke or coal ...................... TSS, pH, metals.
Storage or I~m~lling o~ casting sand or refractory ................................. TSS.

Vehicle Maintenance ........................ Vehicle fueling and maintenance or outdoor storage tanks and OrumsOil and grease.
of gas, diesel, kerosene, lubricants, solvents.

Waste materials--handling, storage, Slag or dross stored or disposed of outsicle in piles or drums ............. Metals, pH.

Ry ash, particulate emissions, dust collector sludges and solids, TSS.
paghouas waste.

Storage and di~po~d of waste sand or refractory rubble in piles out- TSS, metals, misc. "wet" sand aO-
Mect~ining waste--~nes, turnings, oil, borings, gates, sprues, scale .. TSS, metals, oil and grease.
Obeclete equ~ stored outside ...................................................... Oil and grease.
Lanolilling or open pit ~ of wastes onsite ................................. See Part VIII.L.Funmce operations and pollution Lo~as during charging of coke ovens or sintenng piants and from TSS,    particulates, metaJs,control equipment,               particulate emi=~ons,                                     volatilas, pH.
Particulate emissions from blast furnaces, electric arc fumacas, in- TSS, metals.

~uction furnaces.
Fugitive emissions from poody maintained or malfunctioningTSS, metals.

begboueas, sorulobers, electrostatic precipitators, cyclones.
Waste~mter fragment ol:~rat~ons exposed to precipitation ................. See Part VIII.T.Roiling, casting, ~I finishing oper- Exposure of wastewater used for cooling or descaling related to roll- Oil and grease, pH, TSS, metals,

aliens,                        ing.                                                  COD.
Storage of products outside alter painting, piciding, or cleaning oper- pH, solvents, metals.

=ion=.
Casting cooling or shakecut exl:xmed to precipitation or wind ............ TSS, metals.
~ of perticu~te matter from machining operations (grinding, Metals, TSS.

ddlling, boring, cutting) through deposition or storage of pmOucts
outsi~e.

Plant ~ ....................................... Areas of the facility with unstabilized soils subject to erosion .............. TSS.Illicit ~ ................................ Improper connection of floor, sink, or process wastswster drains ....... Dependent on source.

Although operations at primary       effects on storm water discharges falllead, ~ickel, soft and silver solder,metals facilities may vary considerably,into a number of distinct categories, copper, stainless steel, silver, gold,the elements with potential impact on Sands used for the production of platinum, brass and bronze. For somestorm water discharges are fairly molds or cores can contribute to TSS metals, the extent and rate of corrosionuniform and consistent. Facilities may loadings. Piles of materials may be is dependent on whether it occurs in an
include considerable areas of raw and washed away directly, or spills and oxygen-starved or oxygen-abundantwaste material storage such as coal, windblown losses may occur during atmosphera. If materials are coated in
coke, metal, ores, sand, scale, scrap, andhandling and process related activities,oil to prevent corrosion, or residualslag. Processes generally involve

Metal raw materials can come in chemicals used to clean or treat thefurnaces for heating and melting metals
numerous forms including billet, slab, metal are present, these can also be aor for producing coke, any of which maypig, bar. These materials have the source of pollution easily picked up byresult in significant particulate
potential to corrode which can result instorm water runoff.emissions. Due to the nature of their
the loss of metal to a solution, i.e., Scrap metals come in a variety ofoperations some facilities will have
water. The following metals are referredforms including machining waste suchlarge areas of exposed soil and heavy
to as the galvanic (or electromotive) as turnings, shavings, filings, borings or

erosion.Vehicle traffic which can lead to series and have a tendency to corrode as       post consumer waste in a variety of
and become soluble in water; forms. These materials can contribute

a. Raw Material Storage and Handlingmagnesium, aluminum, cadmium, zinc,metals, oil and grease, suspended solids.Activities. Raw materials with potentialsteel or iron, cast iron, chromium, tin, and other pollutants to storm water
4= Illicit connection~ are contribution~ of

sanitary sewers, industrial facilities, commercial
unpermittad non-storm water discharb, e~ into storm establishments, or residential dwellings.s~wers from any number of sources including
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runoff depending on their makeup and Metal finishing operations can be metals, metal oxides, and other
origin, divided in two general types, particulate matter. The size of

Runoff related to storage and handling Mechanical operations such as grinding,particulates that a~ able to be captured
of coal and coke can contribute blasting, boring, chipping, cutting, and will vary from one type of equipment to
suspended solids, metals, as well as oildescaling can all produce metal fines, the next and will depend on proper
and grease to runoff. These can be chips, and turnings which may operation and maintenance.
released from piles, hoppers, or bins contribute metals and suspended solids Machining and finishing waste which
through handling or wind-blown losses,to discharges. Residuals of oil or other is not collected as described above may
Significant losses can also occur during materials on the finished goods or waste also be generated in significant
handling with conveyors, trucks, or products can also contribute pollutants,quantifies. This materi~l is typically
while preparing charges for the furnaceOther finishing operations include acidmetallic Rues and patrick.data matter but
or sintering operations, pickling, solvent cleaning, and all typesmay contain cutting oil or other

Fluxes sucli as limestone may be of heat treating activities. Materials thatmaterials as well. If stored outside in
stored in piles, bins, or hoppers outsidehave been treated or finished may havepiles, drums, hoppers, or other
or become exposed to precipitation residual chemicals on them such as containers these materials can
during unloading and handling pickling baths, oil or liquid salt quench contribute metals, TSS, or oil to
activities. Limestone can increase the media, or solvents. Exposure of these precipitation and storm water runoff.
pH of storm water. Fluxes can also materials could contribute to pH, d. Erosion and Sediment Loss. Erosion
contribute to loadings of suspended metals, or oil and grease in storm waterfrom plant yards is another potential
solids (TSS) or have other effects discharges, source of storm water contamination
depending on their makeup. Stationary process equipment may from primary metals facilities. Areas of

A variety of acids and solvents may bealso produce a substantial amount of vehicle traffic related to material
stored in drums or tanks for use in metalresidual particulate material that tends handling, loading, unloading, material
treating and cleaning operations. Leaksto accumulate on and around the storage areas etc. may all have exposed
and spills from tanks and drums or equipment. Many materials used for soils with the potential for erosion.
during handling can result in dischargesprimary metals production are These soils can contribute to TSS
with storm water. These materials canconducive to this type of buildup. This loadings in storm water discharges.
affect pH of storm water and may be will typically occur around rotating Exposed surfaces also Limit the potential
toxic, machinery, moving parts, bearings, for housekeeping measures such as

b. Process Activities. Many processesconveyors and at the output of the sweeping, making spills of other
can contribute pollutants to storm waterequipment, e.g., storage containers, materials (particulate or liquid) harder
discharges. These can include all typesParticulate material that accumulates to clean up and more likely to be
of furnaces, metal finishing activities, ascan become a source of contamination ifwashed awav with storm water. The
well as material handling equipment, it comes in contact with either large size of’many primary metals

Furnaces of all types can generate preci~p_itation or storm water runoff, facilities makes this a concern. For
particulate emissions. The quantity and c. Waste Material Storage, Handling, example: one group application consists
character of these emissions can vary and Disposal. Waste materials are of 5 facilities with a total land area of
greatly depending on the type of generated in large volume from many of623 ac~s. Of this, approximately 105
furnace, the material being melted, thethe facilities in this industry. These acres [16.9 percent] were impervious
fuel used, and any pollution control wastes can include used sand, cores andsurfaces [buildings, paved areas),
equipment that may be in place. In butts, refractories, slag and dross, leaving 83 percent of the total area
general, large coke-fired and electric arcbeghouse or cyclone dusts, scrubber potentially susceptible to erosion.
furnaces capable of handling fairly dirtydusts and sludges, machining wastes, Vehicle traffic, material handling, and
charge products will have higher end obsolete equipment. There is storage activities taking place in
emissions, but are also more likely to potential for pollution from many of unstabilized areas can all lead to
have sophisticated pollution control these sources if not properly stored, erosion.
such as wet scrubbers, baghouses, and handled, and disposed of. e. Group Apph’cation Monitoring
electrostatic precipitators. Smaller gas Used sands, cores, butts, and Data. Based on the wide variety of
fired or electric induction furnaces, refractory rubble are all potential industrial activities and significant
generally require a fairly clean charge sources of TSS. Due to the large materials at the facilities included in
and have less emissions, but might alsovolumes potentially generated and theirthis sector, EPA believes it is
have less sophisticated controls. SettLinggenerally benign nature, these materialsappropriate to divide the primary metals
of these emissions on roofs and plant are often stored outside. The exposure industry into subsectors to properly
yards are very likely to be washed awayof these materials to molten metal also analyze sampling data and determine
in storm water runoff. These presents the possibility of monitoring requirements. As a result,
particulates can contain a wide range ofcontamination with metals which maythis sector has been divided into the
constituents which can contribute also get washed away with storm water,following subsectors: steel works, blast
metals and suspended solids to Wastes related to pollution control furnaces, and mills (SIC 331); iron and
discharges, equipment are particularly susceptiblesteel foundries (SIC 332); primary

Material handling equipment such asto being discharged with storm water ifsmelting and refining of nonferrous
conveyors, trucks, and forklifts can all not properly controlled. These wastes metals (SIC 333); secondary smelting
contribute drippings of oil and grease ascould originate from baghouses, and refining of nonferrous metals (SIC
well as hydraulic fluids. This cyclones, electrostatic precipitators or 334); nonferrous rolling and drawing
equipment may also generate or releasescrubbers. These may be in place to (SIC 335); nonferrous foundries (SIC
particulate matter related to the control emissions from a large variety of336); and miscellaneous primary metals
materials being handled. Pallets, ovens and furnaces, as well as products (SIC 339). Tables F-2, F-3, F-
hoppers, drums, and storage bins maymechanical or chemical metal finishing4, and F-5 below include data for the
all contain residual materials which operations. These dusts and sludges eight pollutants that all facilities were
may become exposed to storm water, typically contain an assortment of required to monitor for under Form 2F.
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The tables also list those parameters thatnonferrous metals manufacturing miscellaneous primary metal productsEPA has determined may merit further facilities; secondary smelting and facilities subsectors because less thanmonitoring. Tables are not included for refining of nonferrous metals three facilities submitted data for each
primary smelting and refizLing of manufacturing facilities; and of these subsectors.

TABLE F-2.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY STEEL WORKS, BLAST FURNACES, AND ROLLING
AND FINISHING MILLS SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Pollutant NO. of ~ NO, Of ~ ~ Mimmutn Iv~ximum M~lian 95rn l:~ntfle 99~

BOD~ ................................. 9 S 17 15 17.2 lS.3 1.0 1.0 60.0 ~0.0 10.0 9.30 59.3 59.3 119.4 128.2COD ...................................9 S 17 15 100.2 74.7 19.0 9.0 340.0 2"35.0 82.0 55.0 287.9 215.4 514.6 380.6Nitrate + Nithte Nib’o~n ... 9 8 16 14 2.01 1.41 0.0~ 0.09 15.30 9.5 0.51 0.40 7.03 4.62 18.5 11.6Tot=d Kjeldlhl Nitrogen ...... 9 8 17 15 1.81 1.32 0,00 0.64 4.30 2.7 1.80 1.10 4.17 2.29 6.15 :2.96Oil & Grease ..................... 9 N/A 17 N/A 3.1 WA 0.0 N/A 16.4 N/A 2.0 WA 9.9 N/A 1S.4pH .................................... 9 N/A !7 N/A N/A N/A 5.4 N/A 9.4 WA 7.5 N/A 9.5 N/A 10.5To~ Pno~olmn~ .............. 9 8, 17 15 0.51 02.8 0.01 0.02 2.26 0.80 0.42 0.20 2.89 t.0e 8.55 2.29Tot, a) Su.~oended S~idl .... 9 8 17 lS; 173 82 0 0 8~6 717 65 39 1123 34~ 4141 1030Atuminum .......................... 3 3; 5
15 3.24

1.9 0.3 0.3 7.9 6 2.8 1.1 15.51 7.1 3,5.7 15.24Zinc .................................... 7 6 ] 14 1    1.556 1.299 0 0 16 9.3 029 0.37 5.471 5.73 16.48 19.445

as~Jmecl to be 0.

TABLE F-3.-.-STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY IRON AND STEEL FOUNDRIES SUBMITI’ING PART II
SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

SODs ............................ 31 30 64 56 35.8 57.6 0.0 0,0 1200.0 2500.0 11.0 10.0 79.8 64.0 176‘7 133.2COD ........................... 32 31 ~4 57 287.9 118.3 0.0 0.0 3~00.0 ~10.0 10~5 76.0 1046‘0 339.1 2731.7 805.9Nitmle ÷ Nilttte Nitrogen 31 30 64 56 0.77 0.8~ 0.00 0.02 5.90 4.50 0.58 0.62! 2.17 3.02 3.84 6.03Tom/KjIIdIN ~ .. 31 30 64 57 3,50 3.18 0.99 0.0 30.00 24.0 2.00 1.81 ~ 1.3~ 9.84 2!.84 !8.7Oil & Grelme ................. 31 N,’A 64 WA 6.5 N/A 0,0 hl/A 140.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 24.1 N/A 69.3p;"l ................................. 31 N/A 65 N/A NfA N/A 2.6 I~A 10.3 WA 7.6 N/A 10.1 ~/A 11.4 N/AT~I P?m~ohoru= .......... 31 30 85 57 1.79 0.40 0.00 0.00 76‘00 4.00 0.28 022 3.67 1.65 10.33 3.73To~ Susl)e~l Soi~s 31 30 65 57 5~1 228 0 1.0 6300 1200 13~ 123 2644 1000 8264 2417Aluminum ...................... 4 4 11 11 5.99 5.38 0 0 20 21.4 4.49 3.3 47.24 17.51 141.97 33.1Co~oer .......................... 27 26 57 50 7.919 5.15~ 0 0 210 140 0,081 0.G4 6.629 3‘3~2 31.253 15.87~=Iron ............................ 4 3 8 7: 9.2 10.1 0.2 0.4 26.3 30.4 6‘_ _8. 8.1 62 54.5 170.5 134.8Pymne ......................... 3 3 4 4 .08 0.02 0 0 0.29 0.07
~/

0 0.58 ................ 2.37 ................Zinc .............................. 2~ 2~ 62 54 18.35 14.3~5 0.01 0.047 430 330 0.46 23.162 14.843 g~_ .3_K-3 52.87!
*.~;;~.=~..~ that did no( ~ ~te units of m~al~"~’11~nt for ~ r~oo~:l val~ of IX~ m no( inc;uded in the=e statistics. Values re~ooded as ~<~detecl Or bek:)w detectic~ limit were

assumed to be 0.

TABLE F--4.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY ROLLING, DRAWING, AND EXTRUDING OF
NONFERROUS METALS MANUFACTURING FAC~LmES SUBMn’T~NG PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

BOO~ ........................... 8 S 20 10 38.4 32.0 5.5 2.2 150.0 110.0 22.0 18.5 12~.4 126.6 252.,5 2~2.8COO ................................. 8 8 20 20 138.9 80.6 0.0 0.0 486.0 230.0 93.5 50.8 4~1).5 26~.3 950.7 503.5Nitmle + Nitre ~ .... 7 7 19 lS 1.75 3.71 0.10 0.30 5.Sl 19.1 1.65 1.80 7.58 11.8 16.76 24.52Total Kjeid~hi Nitn~n ........ 8 8 20 29 4.71 6‘45 0.34 0.0 30.00 42.0 2.~E. 1.85 15.~ 19.77 32.73 4~.67Otl & ~ ...................... 8 N/A 20 N/A 2.5 I~A 0.0 N/A 20.0 N/A 1.1 N/A 8.2 N/A 15.S N/ApH ............................... 8 N/A, ~0 WA N/A N/A 4.1 N/A 5.0 N/A 6,2 i~A 8.6 N/A 9.9 N/ATotl ~ ............ 8 S l 20 2~ 0.12 0.10 0,00 0,0 0.50 0.30 0.0~ 0.06 0.38 0.31 0.68 0.56Tot~ Su~oen(~�l Seeds ...... 8 81 20 20! 45 58 0 0 429 310 7 S 1~2 310 531 1043~ .............................. 8 20 201 0.931 0.822 0 0 8.8 3.4 0.13 0.14 5.106 6.501 20.38 29.326Zinc ...... 8 20 20 0.~25 0.417 0.021 0.04 2.3 1.9 0.3 0.3 1.806 1.189 3.637 2.085
~ .~.--: ’:: ~’ :--= ttml ~id nol ;,~,.~ ~ ~i~ uni~ of ~ ,~,,, ,- ¯ . , . .alltm~d to be 0. ~ m ~ Ior th= r~°°~led vlu~ Of Ix~tulll~ were n°( incklded In thle Itali’~ics. Viiui= ml~olted Is non-dellct Or below ~ kmit w~¢e

TABLE F-5.---STATISTICSFOR SELECTEDPOLLUTANTS_ REPORTED BY NONFERROUS FOUNDRIES (CASTINGS)SUBMITTING
PART II SAMPUNG DATA= (mcj/L)

BO0= ................................ 14 14 30 27 14.7 12.8 0.0 3.0 51.0 47.0 10,5 8.0 38.8 29.6 63.1 46-3COD ................................. 14 14 30 27 12~.1 62.8 0,0 7.0 1400.0 S10.0 ~0.5 32.0 3~0.9 2~0.I g07.0Nitrate ÷ Niffite Nitmg~ ... 13 13 2~ 25 0.99 0.85 0.00 0.00 3.80 2.0~1 0.74 0.77 2~0 2.12 4.64 3~2Total K~IdlN Nitn~en ...... 13 13 28 25 2.29 2.17 0.15 0.58 22.00 9.70 1.30 1.40 6.34 5.08 12.06 8.19Ot & Gree~e ..................... 14 N/A 30 N/A 4,2 N/A 0,0 N/A 47.0 N/A 0.5 N/A IS.7 N/A 35.5 N/AI:)H .................................... 14 N/A 2~ N/A WA N/A 2.8 N/A &0 N/A 6‘S N/A 8.8 N/A 10.1 N/ATO~I I~ ............. 14 14 30 26 0,26 0.13 0.00 0.0 1.50 0.65 0.07 0.05 1.17 0.52 3.26 1.26To~I Suloe~d ,~:~idl .... 14 14 29 2~ 14~ 111 0 0 2100 1100 20 37 ~ 563 1521 1761CO~O~ .............................. 14 14 30 27 0.4~4 0.672 0 0 4.2 7 0‘2~ 0.2 1.991 2-532 4.122 6.122~ ................................... 13 13 28 25 1.435 1.4~1 0 0 0.36 10.1 0.36 0.5 6.429 1 5.424 18.48~ 13.307
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Although there are a wide range of pollutants which may be of concern for primary metals facilities, monitoring
requirements for these facilities have been determined based on industry subgroups which exceed benchmarks for certain
pollutants. As Tables F-2 through F-5 illustrate, there are a variety of pollutants which must be addressed at primary
metals facilities.

4. Options for Controlling Pollutants

There are five main areas of concern related to primary metals facilities. These are raw material storage and handling;
waste material storage, handling, and disposal: furnace, oven, and related pollution control activities: rolling, extruding,
casting, and finishing operations; plant yards; and illicit connections.

Table F-6 summarizes the primary sources of pollution in each of these categories and potential Best Management
Practices (BMPs) associated with each.

TABLE F--6.--POTENTIAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR SOURCES WITHIN THE PRIMARY METALS ~NDtJSTRY

Source Potential best management pract~cas

Metal product stored outside such as foundry returns, Store all wastes indoors or in sealed drums, covered dumpsters, etc.
scrap metal, turnings, fines, ingots, bars, pigs, wire.

Minimize raw matehal storage through effective inventory control.
Minimize runon from adjacent prol~erties ~ stabilized areas to areas with exposed soil

with diversion dikes, berms, cuming, concrete pads, etc.
Outdoor storage or handling of fluxes ......................... St(~ra fluxes in covered hoppers, silos, or indoors and protect from wind-blown losses.

Stabilize areas surrounding storage and material handling areas and establish SChedule
for sweeping.

Storage piles, bins. or matenat handling of coke or Where possible store coke and coaJ under cover or iodoors and protect from winO~lown
Iossaso

Prevent or divert runon from adjacent areas with swelas, dikes, or cu~s.
Minimize quantities of coke or coal stored onsite through implementation of effective in-

ventory control.
Tra~) particulates originating in coke or coal storage or handling areas with filter fabric

fences, gravel outlet protection, sediment traps, vegetated swales, buffer std~s of
vegetation, catch-basin filters, retention/dstanltion basins or equivalent.

Storage or handling of casting sand ........................... Store raw ssod in silos, covered hol~ers, or indoor whenever possible.
Prevent or divert runon from adjacent areas with swales, dikes, or CUrdS.
Minimize quantities of sand stored onsite through implementation of effective inventory

con~di.
Tarp or otherwise cover plies.
Trap particulates originating in coke or coal storage or handling areas with filter fabric

fences, gravel outlet protection, sediment traps, vegetated swalas, buffer strips of
vegetation, catch-basin filters, retention/dste~on basins or equivalent.

Vehicle fueling and maintenance ................................ See Part VIII.P.
Outdoor storage tanks or drums of gas, diesel, ker- Store tanks and ~rums inside when possible.

Estal~ish regular inspection of aJl tanks and drums for leaks, spills, corrosion, damage,
etc.

Utilize effective inventory control to reduce the volume of chemicals stored onsite.
Prevent runon to and runoff from tank and dram storage areas, pmvids adequate con-

taJnment to hold spills arid leaks.
Prepare and train employees in 0ealing with spills and leaks properly, use dry clean-up

methods when possible.
Slag or dross stored or disposed of outside in piles Collect waste waters used for granulation of slag -thase are not allowed under this sec-
or drums,                                    tion.

Store slag and dross indoors, under cover, or in sealed containers.
Esta~)lish regular disposal of slag or dross to minimize quantities stored and han~lle~ on-

site.
Minimize runon to slag storage areas with diversion dikes, berms, curbing, vegetated

swales.
Trap particulates originating in slag storage areas with filter fabric fences, gravel outlet

protection, sediment traps, vegetated swalas, buffer strips of vegetation, catct’~oasin
filters, retention/detention basins or eduivaler~L

Fly ash, particulate emissions, dust collector sludges Store all dusts and slu(~es indoors to prevent contact with storm water or losses due to
and solids, baghouse dust.                     wind.

Establish regular disposal schedule to minimize quantitias of pollutants stored anti han-
dled onsite.

Storage ~ disposal of waste sand or refractory rub- Move piles under cover or ta~s wnenever possible.
hie in piles outside.

Establish regular disposal schedule to minimize quantities stored onsite.
Stat)ilize areas of waste product storage and pertorm regular sweap~ng of area.

Scrap processing activities (shredding etc.) ............... See Part VIII.N.
Machining waste stored outside or exposed to storm Store all wastes indoors or in ssaJed drums, covered dumdsters, etc.

water--fines, turnings, oil, bonngs, gates, sprues,
scale.

Stabilize areas of waste product storage and perform regular sweeping and cleaning ot
any residues.
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TABLE F-6.~POTENTIAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR SOURCES WITHIN THE PRIMARY METALS INDUSTRY--
Continued

Source Potential best management pract~es

Consk:ler using booms, oil/water separatom, sand filters, etc. for outfalls draining areas
where oil is potentially present.

Minimize runon from adjacent properties and stabilized areas to areas with exposed soil
with diversion dikes, harms, curbing, concrete pads, etc.

Obsolete equipment stored outside ............................ Where possible, dispose of unused equipment propady, or move indoors.
Cover obeoiete equipment with a tarp or roof.
Consider using booms, oil/water separators, sal~ filters, etc. for outfalls draining areas

where oil is potentially presenL
Minimize runoff coming into contact with old equipment through berms, curry, or place-

ment on a concrete pad.
Material Iceses from handling equipment such a~ Schedule frequent inspections of equipment for spills or leakage of f]uicls, oil, or fuel.

conveyors, trucks, pallets, hoppers, etc.
Inspect for collection of particulate matter on and around equipment and clean. Where

possible cover these areas to prevent losses to wind and precipitation.
Store pellets, hoppers, etc. which have residual materials on them under cover, with

taq~s, or inside.
Losses during cllerging of coke ovens or sintering Cover ~ny exposed areas related to furnace charging/material handling activities.

plants.                                       -
Stabilize areas around all material handling areas and establish regular sweeping.
Route runoff from particulate generating operations to sediment ~raps, vegetated swaies,

buffer sthps of vegetation, catch--t~sin filters, retantiorvdetention basins or equivalent.
Particulate emissions from blast furnaces, electric arc Estat:~lsh schedule for inspection and maintenance of all pollution control equipment--

furr~ces, induction furr~ces and fugitive amisskxts check for any particulate deposition from leeks, spills, or improper operation of equip-
from poorly maintained or rnaffunctioning ment and remedy.
baghouses, scmbbere, electrostatic ~’.racil:)itators, Route runoff from particulate generating operations to sediment ~r~kos, vegetated swaias,
cyclones, buffer sthps of vegetation, catch-basin filters, retentiorVdetention basins or equivalem.

Storage of products outside after painting, pickling, or Store all materials inside or under cover whenever possible.
cleaning operations. Prevent runon to product storage areas through curbs, harms, dikes, etc.

Consider using booms, oil/~water separators, sand filters, etc. for ouffalls draining areas
where oil is potentially present.

Remove residual chemicals from intermediate or finished products before storage or
in,sport outside.

Casting cooling or shekeout operations exposed to Perform all pouring, cooling, and shekeout opere.tions indoors in areas with roof vents to
precipitation or w~nd. trap fugitive particulate emissions.

Recycle into process as much casting sand as possible.
L~no’fllling or open pit disposal of w~stas onsite ........ See P~t VIILL
Losses of partlcu~ta matter from rn~,chining o~er- Store all inten’nediate and finished products inside or under cover.

atJons (grtn~ng, drilling, boring, cutting) through Consider using booms, oil/water sep~raters, send filters, etc. for outfails draining areas
deposition or storage of products outside, where oil is potentially present.

Cle~n products of residual materials bstore stom.qe outside.
Stabilize storage areas and establish sweeping schedule.

Areas of the tecilibI with unstabilized soils sub~ect to Minimize runon from adjacent.properties and stabilized areas to areas with exposed soil
erosion,                                   with diversion dikes, berms, vegetated swales, etc.

Stabilize all high traffic areas including all vehicle entrances, exits, loading, unloading,
~ vehicle storage areas.

Conduct periodic sweeping of all traffic areas.
Trap sediment originating in unstabilized areas. Filter fabric fences, gravel outlet protec-

tion, sediment tr~ps, vegetated swales, buffer sthpo of vegetation, catch-basin filters,
retent~3~I/detantion ioasins or equivalent.

Inspect m~d rn~ntain all BMPs on a regular basis.
Provide en~ioyee training on proper installation and maintenance of sediment and ero-

sion controls.
Improper concection of floor, sink, or process Inspect and test all floor, sink, and process wastewater drains for prober connection to

wastew~ter drains, sanitery sewer and remove any improper connections to storm sewer or waters of the
United States.

5. Special Conditions that are not authorized by this section drains or sinks connected to the
The following section identifies has been identified. These discharges facilit~ies storm sewer or storm drainage

special conditions that are applicable to are prohibited due to the likelihood system; water originating from vehicle
permittees applying for coverage under these discharBas will contain substantial and equipment washing; steam cleaning
Part XI.F. of today’s permit, pollutant concentrations. This list is wastewater; process wastewater; wash-

a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water included in the permit only to add more water originating from cleaning plant
DischarRes. This ~ction requires specificity to the general non-storm floor areas or material receiving areas:primary metals facilities to certify that water prohibition included in Part III.A. wastewater from wet scrubbers; boilercertain non-storm water discharges are of the permit. The following non-storm blowdown: contact or noncontactnot occurring at their facilities. A list of water discharges are not authorized by cooling water, discharges originatingcommon non-storm water discharges this section: waste discharges to floor from dust control spray water:
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discharges originating from the cleaning fact sheet and include: raw materials measures to prevent runoff from
out of oil/water separators or sumps; storage and handling; process activities contacting materials include swales,
discharges from bermed areas with a related to fiL,’nace operations, casting, berms, dikes, or curbs to divert runoff
visible oily sheen or other visible signs rolling, and extruding; waste material away from significant materials or
of contamination; discharges resulting storage, handling, and disposal; erosion processes.
from casting cleaning or casting quench from unstabilized plant areas: and illicit Source controls offer the most
operations; discharges ~rom slag quench discharges, spills, and leaks. Each of effective way to reduce pollutants in
or slag rinsing operations; and these areas that is applicable to a facility storm water discharges and are
discharges from wet sand reclamation must be identified in the pollution generally easier to implement than
operations, prevention plan and evaluated with treatment measures.

This final list of non-storm water regard to the BMPs discussed. (¢) Preventive Maintenance--
discharges does not include discharges (a) Good Housekeeping--This section Facilities must incorporate into their
from oil/water separators and sumps, as requires that facilities implement plan the inspection and maintenance of
was proposed. EPA intended to include measures to.limit the amount of spilled, all equipment which could lead to
only discharges originating from the settled, and leaked materials which are releases of Pollutants. This includes all
cleaning or maintenance of these washed away by storm water. These particulate emissions control
devices in this list. materials include coal dust or coke equipment, storage tanks and piping

The operators of non-storm water breeze, metal fines from finishing systems, and a~y other material
discharges must seek coverage under a operations, particulate emissions from handling equipment which could fail
separate NPDES permit if discharging to furnaces and ovens, as well as dust and and release pollutants.
either a municipal separate storm sewer din from-plant yards. In paved or other All particulate pollution conu’ol
system or to waters of the United States. impervious areas sweeping is an easy equipment must be maintained to
6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention and effective way to reduce these operate properly and effectively to
Plan Requirements pollutants. Sweeping frequency should cont.zol settling of particulate matter.

be determined based on the rates of The inspection of emissions control is
o. Contents of ~e Plan. All facilities accumulation of a particular material particularly important as ~ailures may

covered by this section must identify a and its potential impact on storm water not be immediately obvious and could
pollution prevention team, prepare a discharges. Where significant lead to significant releases of particulate
description of all potential pollutant particulates are generated ~,n matter. Leaks or blockage in ducts.
sources at the facility, and identify unstabilized areas of the plant, other overflows of dust collection systems, or
measures and controls appropriate for measures may be necessary, mechanical breakdown of scrubbers
the facility. These items must comply The large number of particulate could all lead to heavy particulate
with the common requirements generating processes and the makeup of emission which can be easily washed
described in Part VI.C. of this fact sheet, these pollutants makes this an away by storm water discharges. Other
In addition to these requirements, especially important aspect of pollution potential losses include leaking tanks or
facilities covered by Part XI.F. of today’s prevention at many facilities. Permittees valves which could contain a variety of
permit must provide the following must consider the storage of all such acids, solvents, or other chemicals.
additional information in their pollution products under roof, In silos or covered (d) Spi]] Preventz’an and I~espanse
prevention plan. hoppers, or under tarps to minimize Procedures--There axe no additional

(I) Desc~pt~on of Potential Pollutant exposure of particulates to precipitation requirements beyond thoee described in
Sources. Facilities must identify on the and wind-blown losses; Pan VI.C. of this fact sheet.
site map the location of any and all Unstabilized areas at a site which may (e) Inspections--Primary metals
pollution control equipment such as be related to material handling and facilities am required to conduct self
baghouses, wet scrubbers, electrostatic storage or vehicle and equipment traffic inspections of all storage, process, and
precipitators, etc. as well as any should be considered for paving. These plant yard areas at least quarterly. These
uncontrolled stack emissions which areas can build up significant levels of inspections will allow the effectiveness
may be located onsite. The site map particulates from materials and material of the pollution prevention plan to be
must also indicate the outfall locations handling as well as soil and dust monitored. The potential for problems
and the types of discharges contained in particles. Paving these areas allow good which could affect storm water are
the drainage amos of the ouffalls {e.g. housekeeping measures to be practiced extremely vaned and can have
storm water and air conditioner and make spills easier to clean up. significant impacts over a short time
condensate}, in order to increase the (b) Source Controle-Permittees must period. These inspections are necessary
readability of the map, the inventory of consider preventative measures to to ensure that problems are identi~ed
the types of discharges contained in minimize the exposure of significant and remedied as quickly as possible.
each outfall may be kept as an materials to storm water. Due to the Points of particular importance include
attachment to the site map. Due to the large volumes of materials used in the pollution control equipment, material
hazardous nature of pollutants primary metals industry, they are a handling areas, and waste collection
generated in this industry, and the significant potential source of pollutants and disposal areas. Tanks, drums, silos,
potential for deposition of particulate in storm water discharges. Storage of a bins, and hoppers are other areas of
matter from emissions, these emissions wide range of materials outside is potential concern.
can be a significant contributor to common among many facilities and (~ J~mp]oyee Training---There are no
pollutants at a facility and should be measures should be taken to reduce the additional requirements beyond those
identified, potential for contamination of storm described in Part VI.C. of this fact sheet.

(2) Measures and Controls. There are water. EPA recommends that facilities conduct
typically five types of activity and Measures include moving materials training annually at a minimum.
materials present at facilities in the inside, under roof or cover, removing However, more frequent training may be
primary metals industry with potential waste materials from the premises, and necessary at facilities with high
impacts on storm water discharges, establishing scheduled removal of turnover of employees or where
These have been discussed in today’s wastes to minimize storage onsite. Other employee participation is essential to
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the storm water pollution prevention appropriate within 2 weeks after each iron and steel foundries facilities to
plan. evaluation. Changes in the measures conduct analytical monitoring for these

(g) Recordkeeping and Internal and controls must be implemented on parameters.Reporting Procedures--There are no the site in a timely manner, and never At a minimum, storm water
additional requirements beyond those more than 12 weeks after completion ofdischarges from selected primary metals
described in Part VI.C. of this fact sheet,the evaluation, facilities must be monitored quarterly

(h) Non-storm Water Dischar~es~ during the second year of permit
There are no additional requirements 7. Monitoring and Reporting
beyond those described in Part VI.C. ofRequirements coverage. At the end of the second year

of permit coverage, a facility must
this fact sheet, a. Azzal~’,ical Monitoring calculate the average concentration for(i) Sediment and Erosion Cozztrol-- Requirements. EPA believes that each parazneter that they were requiredThere are no additional requirements primary metals facilities may reduce theto monitor as listed in Tablesbeyond those described in Part VI.C. oflevel of pollutants in storm water runoffthrough F-10, after taking into accountthis fact sheet, from their sites through the possible waivers based on the(j) Management oj~Runo)~Facilities

development and proper alternative certification. If the permitteeshall consider implementation of a implementation of the storm water collects more than four samples in thisrange of management practices to pollution prevention plan requirementsperiod, then they must calculate ancontrol or treat storm water runoff, discussed in today’s permit. In order toaverage concentration for each pollutantThese include vegetative buffer strips orprovide a tool for evaluating the of concern for all samples analyzed.swales, filter fences and other types of effectiveness of the pollution prevention
filters, oil/water separators, and all plan and to characterize the discharge TABLE F-7.---STEEL WORKS, BL~STtypes of settling basins and ponds, for potential environmental impacts, the FURNACES, AND ROLLING AND FIN-These practices allow the capture of permit requires some primary metals ISHING MILLS (SiC 331) MONITOR-pollutants from storm water before it facilities to collect and analyze samples
leaves the site. of their storm water discharges for the ING RE(’~UIREMENTS

Due to the large size of many primarypollutants listed in Table F-7. Data
metals facilities, source controls may submitted to EPA has been analyzed at Pollutants of conc~n Cut-off con-
not be practical. In some cases, it maythe 3-digit SIC code level. Industry centratlon
not be feasible to cover or otherwise subgroups that had pollutant levels TotaJ Recover~e Aluntnum . 0.75 rng/Lprotect large areas of material storage orabove benchmark levels are required toTotal Recover~e Zinc ...........0.117 mg/Lexposed plant yards. Deposition of monitor for those pollutants. Because
particulates from furnace or other these pollutants have been reported at TASLE F-8.--JRON AND STEEL FOUND-process emissions may be relatively benchmark levels from primary metalsdiffuse over a large area of the facility,

facilities, EPA is requiring monitoring R~ES (SIC 332) MONITORING RE-
and very difficult to control. In these after the pollution prevention plan has QUlREMENTS
cases management practices such as been implemented to assess the
settling basins, retention or detention effectiveness of the pollution prevention Pollutants of concern Cut-off con-
ponds, or recycle ponds can provide plan and to help ensure that a reduction ~entra~on
effective treatment of runoff. For smallerof pollutants is realized.
areas, filter fabric, booms, or other tTpes Under the Storm Water Regulations at

Total Recoverable Aluminum .0.75 mg/L
To~ Sumer~ S~ (TSS)~00 m~Lof filters may be appropriate. In areas 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), EPA defined Tot~ Recovem~e Copper ......0.0636 mg/L

where oil and grease is a concern, oil/ "storm water discharge associated withTotal Recoverst~e Iro~ ...........1 mg/L
water separators may be appropriate andindustrial activity". The focus of today’sTot~ Reeoveral~ Zinc ...........0.117 m~/L
should be considered, permit is to address the presence of

b. Comprehensive Site Compliance pollutants that are associated with the TABLE F-9.~ROLUNG, ~)RAWING, ANDEvalu~tlan. The storm water pollution industrial activities identified in this EXTRUDING OF NON-FERROUS MET-prevention plan must describe the scopedefinition and that might be found in
and content of comprehensive site storm water discharges. Under the ALS (SIC 335) MONITORING RE-
evaluations that qualified personnel willmethodolo83, for determining analytical QUIREMENTS
conduct to 1) confirm the accuracy of monitoring requirements, described in
the description of potential pollution section VI.E.1 of this fact sheet, nitrate Pollutants of concern

I Cut-off con-sources contained in the plan, 2) plus nitrite nitrogen is above the bench centration
determine the effectiveness of the plan,mark concentrations for the non-farrousTot~ Recoveret~ Co~er ......

I 0.0636 mg/Land 3) assess compliance with the termsrollins and drawing and the non-ferrousTot~ Recoverat~ Zinc ........... 0.117 m~/Land conditions of the permit, foundries subsectors and pyrene is
Comprehensive site compliance above the bench mark concentrations for
evaluations should be conducted on anthe iron and steel foundries subsector. TABLE F-10.--NON-FERROUS FOUND-
annual basis. The individual or After a review of the nature of Industrial RIES (SIC 336) MONITORING RE-
individuals that will conduct the activities and the siRnificaut materials QUIREMENTS
evaluations must be identified in the exposed to storm water described by
plan and should be members of the facilities in these subeectors, EPA has PolMarm of con~m Cut-off con-
pollution prevention team. Evaluation determined that the higher centmtion
reports must be retained for at least 3 concentrations of nitrate plus nitrite Total Recoveral~e Copper ......0.0636 mg/L
yeere after the date of the compliance nitrogen and pyrene are not likely to beTot= Recovem~e Zinc ..........0.117 mg/Levaluation that the permit expires, caused by the industrial activity, but

Based on the results of eac~ may be primarily due to non-industrial If the avere~ concentration for a
evaluation, the description of potential activities on-site. Today’s permit does parameter is less than or equal to the
pollution sources, and measures and not require non-ferrous rolling and value listed in Tables F-7 through F-10,
controls, the plan must be revised as drawing, the non-ferrous foundries or then the permittee is not required to
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conduct quantitative analysis for that quarterly monitoring for that parametermaintaining industrial operations and
parameter during the fourth year of theduring the fourth year of permit BMPs that will ensure a quality of storm
permit. If, however, the average coverage. Monitoring is not required water discharges consistent with the
concentration for a parameter is greaterduring the first, third, and fifth year of average concentrations recorded during
than the cut-off concentration listed in the permit. The exclusion from the second year of the permit. The
Tables F-7 through F-IO, then the monitoring in the fourth year of the schedule for monitoring is presented in
permittee is required to conduct permit is conditional on the facility Table F-11.

TABLE F-11 .--SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ = Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed during this period.
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value liste~ in Tables F-7 through F-10, then

qumledy sampling is required during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is less than or equal to the value listed in Tables F-7 through F-

10, then no further sampling is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2

of the permit is greater than the value listed in TalNes F-7 through F-10.
¯ If industrial activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm

water discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitoring is re~luired for all param-
eters of concern.

In cases where the average not result in a measurable discharge estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
concentration of a parameter exceedsfrom the facility. The 72-hour storm drainage area {e.g., low (under 40
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects event interval may also be waived percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
permittees to place special emphasis onwhere the permittee documents that lesshigh (above 65 percent)) shall be
methods for reducing the presence of than a 72-hour interval is representativeprovided in the plan.
those parameters in storm water for local storm events during the season (J) Alternative Certification.
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in thewhen sampling is being conducted. TheThroughout today’s permit, EPA has
fourth year of the permit will reassess grab sample shall be taken during therequired monitoring requirements for
the effectiveness of the adjusted first 30 minutes of the discharge. If the facilities which the Agency believes
pollution prevention plan. collection era grsh sample during thehave the potential for contributing

The monitoring cut off concentrationsfirst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabsignificant levels of pollutants to storm
listed in Tables F-7 through F-10 are sample can be taken during the rust water discharges. The alternative
not numerical effluent limitations, hour of the discharge, and the described below is necessary to ensure
These values represent a level of discharger shall submit with the that monitoring requirements are only
pollutant dischaxse which facilities maymonitoring report a description of why imposed on those facilities that do, in
achieve through the implementation ofa grab sample during the first 30 fact, have storm water discharges
pollution prevention plans. At least halfminutes was impracticable. If storm containing pollutants at concentrations
of the facilities which submitted Part 2 water discharges associated with of concern. EPA has determined that if
data, reported concentrations greater industrial activity commingle with materials and activities are not exposed
than or equal to the values listed in process or nonprocess water, then to storm water at the site, then the
Tables F-7 through F-IO. Facilities thatwhere practicable permittaes must potential for pollutants to contaminate
achieve average discharge attempt to sample the storm water storm water discharges does not warrant
concent~tions which are less than or discharse before it mixes with the non-monitoring.
equal to the values in Tables F-7 storm water discharge. Therefore, a discharger is not subiect
through F-10 are not relieved from the (2) Representative Discharge. When a to the monitoring requirements of this
pollution prevention plan requirements facility has two or more outfalls that, Part provided the discharger makes a
or any other requirements of the permit, based on a consideration of industrial certification for a given out_fall, or on aEPA realizes that if a facility is activity, significant materials, and pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of
inactive and unstaffed it may be management practices and activities monitoring described in Tables F-10
difficult to collect storm water discharge within the area drained by the outfall, through F-13, under penalty of law,
samples when a qualifying event occurs, the permittee reasonably believes signed in accordance with Part VI].G. ofToday’s final permit has been revised so discharge substantially identical the pursuit (Signatory Requirements},
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can effluents, the permittee may test the that material handling equipment orexercise a waiver of the requirement to effluent of one of such outfalls and activities, raw materials, intermediateconduct quarterly chemical sampling, report that the quantitative data also products, final products, waste

(1) Sample Type. All discharge data applies to the substantially identical materials, by-products, industrialshall be reported for grab samples. All outfall(s) provided that the permittee machinery or operations, significant
such samples shall be collected from the includes in the storm water pollution materials from past industrial activitydischarge resulting from a storm event prevention plan a description of the that are located in areas of the facility
that is greater than 0.1 inches in location of the ouifalls and explains in that are within the drainage area of themagnitude and that occurs at least 72 detail why the outfalls are expected to ouifaJ.l are not presently exposed to
hours from the previously measurable discharge substantially identical storm water and will not be exposed to
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm effluent. In addition, for each outfall storm water for the certification period.
event. The required 72-houre storm that the permittae believes is Such certification must be retained inevent interval is waived where the representative, an estimate of the size of the storm water pollution preventionpreceding measurable storm event did the drainage area (in square feet} and an plan and submitted to EPA along with
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the monitoring reports required under conditions which may prohibit the 40 CFR subchapter N * " * ." and
paragraph b. below. If the permittee collection of samples include weather .....(iii) facilities classified as
cannot certif7 for an entire period, theyconditions that create dangerous Standard industrial Classifications 10
must submit the date exposure was conditions for personnel (such as local through 14 (metal mining industry.)
eliminated and any monitoring requiredflooding, high winds, hurricane, including active or inactive mining
up until that date. This certification tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.I or operations (except for areas of coal
option is not applicable to compliance otherwise make the collection of a mining operations no longer meeting the
monitoring requirements associated sample impracticable (e.g., drought, definition of a reclamation area under
with effluent 1imitations. EPA does notextended frozen conditions, etc.). 40 CFR 434.11(1) because the
expect facilities to be able to exercise EPA realizes that if a facility is performance bond issued to the facility
this certification for indicator inactive and unstaffed it may be by the appropriate SMCRA authori~
parameters, such as TSS and BOD. difficult to collect storm water dischargehas been released, or except for areas of

b. Reporting Requirements. Permitteessamples when a qualifying event occurs,noncoal mining operations which have
are required to submit all monitoring Today’s final permit has been revised sobeen released from applicable State or
results obtained during the second andthat inactive, unstaffed facilities can Federal reclamation requirements a~ter
fourth year of permit coverage within 3exercise a waiver of the requirement toDecember 17, 1990) and oil and gas
months of the conclusion of each year. conduct quarterly visual examination, exploration, production, processing, or
For each ouffall, one Discharge EPA believes that this quick and treatment operations, or that has come
Monitoring Report must be submitted simple assessment will allow the into contact with, any overburden, raw
per storm event sampled. For facilitiespermittea to approximate the material, intermediate products,
conducting monitoring beyond the effectiveness of his/her plan on a regularfinished products, by-products or waste
minimum quarterly requirements an basis at very little cost. Although the products located on the site of such
additional Discharge Monitoring Reportvisual examination cannot assess the operations."
Form must be filed for each analysis, chemical properties of the storm water This section of today’s general permit

c. Quarterly Visual Examination of discharged from the site, the only applies to the portions of categories
Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual examination will provide meaningful (i) and (iii) identified by 40 CFR Part
inspections of a storm water dischargeresults upon which the facility may act 440 and the metal mining industry.
from each outfall are required at quickly. The frequency of this visual [Standard Industrial Classification (SIC}
primary metals facilltias. The examination will also allow for timely code 10}. SIC code 10 includes
examination must be of a stab sampleadjustments to be made to the plan. If establishments primarily engaged ~u
collected from each storm water outfall.BMPs are performing ineffectively, mining, developing mines, or explonng
The examination of storm water grab corrective action must be implemented,for metallic minerals (ores). This group
samples shall include any observationsA set of tracking or follow-up also includes all ore dressing and
of color, odor, clarity, floating solids, procadums must be used to ensure thatbeneflciating operations, whether
settled solids, suspended solids, foam, appropriate actions are taken in performed at milk operated in
oil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofresponse to the examinations. The conjunction with the mines served or at
storm watsrpollution. The examinationvisual examination is intended to be mills, such as custom mills, operated
must be conducted in a well lit area. Noperformed by members of the pollutionseparately. Common activities at these
analytical tests are required to be prevention team. This hands-on mills include: crushing, grinding, and~ rmed on these samples,

examination will enhance the staff’s separation by gravity concentration,
¯ examination must be made at

least once per quarter during the term ofunderstanding of the sierra water magrietic separation, electrostatic

the permit during daylight unless thereproblems on that site and the effects ofseparation, flotation, or leaching". The

is insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to the management practices that are following is a listing of the types of

runoff. Whenever practicable, the sameincluded in the plan. mining/milling facilities that are
covered under SIC code 10: Iron Ores

individual should carry out the G. Storm Water Discharges Associated(SIC Code 1011); Copper Ores (SIC Code
collection and examination of With Industrial A~dvityFrom Metal 1021); Lead and Zinc Ores (SIC Code
discharges throughout the life of the M~nin8 (Ore lt/dning and Dressing]~3 1031); Gold Ores (SIC Code 1041); Silver
permit to ensure the greatest degree ofFacilities Ores (SIC Code 1044}; Ferroallov Ores,
consistency possible. Grab samples shall Except Vanadium (SIC Code 10~1);
be collected within the first 30 minutes1. Industrial Profile

Uranium-Radium-Vanadium Ores (SIC(or as soon thereafter as practical, but On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990),Code 1094); and Miscellaneous Metal
not to exceed I hour) of when the runoffthe U.S. Environmental Protection Ores~ Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC
begins discharging. Reports of the visualAgency (EPA) promulgated the Code 1099).examination include: the examinationregulatory definition of "storm water This section does not cover any
date and time, examination personnel,discharges associated with industrial discharge subject to effluent limitation
visual quality of the storm water activity." This definition included point guidelines, including storm water that
discharge, and probable sources of anysource disc.har~es of storm water from combines with process wastawater and
observed storm water contamination, eleven major categories of facilities, mine drainage. Storm water that does
The visual examination reports must beincluding: "(i) facilities subject to stormnot come into contact with any
maintained onsite with the pollution water effluent limitations guidelines, overburden, raw material, intermediate
prevention plan. new source performance standards, orproduct, finished product, by-product,

When a ~charger is unable to collecttoxic pollutant effluent standards underor waste product located on’the site of
samples over the course of the visual
exallLination period as a restllt of 4= For the putpos~ of this p~t of the fact sheet, " For more information on metal rnine~/mil|s see
adverse climatic conditions, the the term "m~al mining" includu all ore mining EPA. Effluent Guidelines Division. November 1982.
discharger must document the reason and~or dre~ln$ and beneflciating operations. "’Development Document for Effluent Limitations

whether perfommd at mills oper-,ted in coniunctinn Guideline= and Staudatd~ for the Ore Mining andfor not performing the visual with the mines served or at mills, such a~ custom Dre~ing Point Som’c~ Category." EPAexamination. Adverse weather mills, operated separately. 061.
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the operation is not subject to When an industrial facility, describedof land disturbance to determine the
permitting under this section accordingby the above coverage provisions of thisfinancial viability of a site. Construction
to Section 402(1)(2) of the Clean Watersection, has industrial activities being includes building of site access roads,
Act. Storm water discharges associatedconducted ousite that meet the and removal of overburden and waste
with industrial activity from inactive description(s) of industrial activities in rock to expose ruinable ore. These land-
mining operations occurring on Federalanother section(s), that industrial disturbing acti~ities are significant
lands where an operator cannot be facility shall comply with any and all potential sources of storm water
identified cannot be covered by this applicable monitoring and pollution contaminants. The active phase
permit, prevention plan requirements of the includes each step from extraction

Storm water discharges fi’om miningother section{s) in addition to all through production of a saleable
claims where no mining activities haveapplicable requirements in this section,product. The active phase may include
been undertaken {including no historicThe monitoring and pollution periods of inactivity due to the seasonalprevention plan terms and conditions of nature of these metal mining activit.ies.activities} except minimal activities this multi-sector permit are additive forThe final phase of reclamation isundertaken for the purpose of

industrial activities being conducted atmaintaining a mining claim do not needthe same industrial facility {co-located intended to return the land to its pre-
to be covered by a permit. {This appliesindustrial activities). The operator of themining state.
to Federal and private lands.} facility shall determine which other Because of the land-disturbing nature

.. This section is applicable to all monitoring and pollution prevention of the ore mining and dressing industry.,
phases of mining operations, whether plan section{s) of this permit {if any} are contaminants of concern generated by
active or inactive, as long as there is applicable .to the facility, industrial activities in this industry
exposure to significant materials. This There are typically three phases to a include total suspended solids (TSS},
includes land disturbance activities mining operation: the exploration and total dissolved solids {TDS}, turbidity,
such as the expansion of current construction phase; the active phase; pH, and heavy, metals. Table G-1 list’s
extraction sites, active and inactive and the reclamation phase. The potential pollutant source activities, and
mining stages, and reclamation exploration and construction phase related polluters associated with ore
activities, entails exploration and a certain amountmining and dressing facilities.

T~SLE G-1 .--ACTIVITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, ANDPOLLUTANTS

Activity                        Pollutant source Pollutant

Site Preparation ............................... Road Cormtructlon .................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, tumi~’y.
Removal of ~rden ............................................ Dust, TSS, TD$, tufoidity.
Removal of waste rock to expose Me metal ............ Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity.Mineral Extraction ............................ Bla~ng activities ...................................................... Dust, TSS, nitrate/nitrite.Benefloiation Acthdties ..................... Milling ........................................................................ Dust, TSS, TDS, pH, turbidity, fines, heaw] metals.
Fictal~on .................................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, pH, turbidity, fines, che~cal

reagents, ack:ls, heavy metals.
Gravity Concentration ............................................... TSS, TDS, pH, turbidity, heavy metals.
Amalganmt~n ........................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, pH, turbidity, heavy metals, met-

Waste Rock Storage ................................................. Dust, TSS, TDS, turbk:lit/, pH, heavy metals.
Raw Material Loading ............................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbiclity, heavy metals.
Proc~ material~ unloading ................................ Diesel fuel, oil, gasoiine, chemical reagents.
Raw or Wemte Material Trarmportetion ..................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbicity, heavy metals.Leaching ........................................... Heap leach piles ....................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH, heavy metals, cya-

nide.
Other Activities ............................... Sedimentation pond upsets ...................................... TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH, heavy metals.

,~Klimentation pond sludge removal and disposal ... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH, heavy metals.
Air emig~on comm~ device cleaning ........................ Dust, TSS, TDS, turt~idity.

Equipment/Vehicle Maintenance ..... Fueling ac~ivities ....................................................... Diesel fuel, gasoline, o~1.
Part~ cleaning ........................................................... Solvents, oil, heavy metals, acid/alkaline wastes.
Waste dl=~ of oily rags, oil and gas filters, bat- Oil, heavy metals, solvents, aci(Js

Ruid ~nt including hydraulic fluid, oil, Oil, arsenic, lead, cad~um, chromium, benzene,
transmission fluid, radiator fluids, and grease.      TCA, TCE, PAHs, solvents.

Reclamation Activities ..................... Site ~tion for stabilization ............................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, heavy metals.

f- ~_S~:~:as~ :.S..t .~ W~.e_r G .romp _AI:~. ’. _~ms, P._ar~. I ~ 2 ~ EPA. "Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines ana Standardsor me ure Mining ano ureasmg P’omt ~ource uategory. (EPA 440/1-82/061) November 1982.

Industrial activities, significant ferroalloy ores such as molybdenum, used or traveled by carriers of raw
materials, and material management manganese, chromium, cobalt, nickel,materials, manulactured products, waste
practices associated with ore mining and tungsten; uranium; radium; material, or by-products used or created
and dressing methods are typically vanadium; aluminum; antimony; by the facility; material handling sites;similar, varying only in the type of rockbauxite; platinum; tin; and titamum, refuse sites; sites used for thebeing mined. Examples of mineral Industrial activities include, "... but application or disposal of processcommodities obtained from ore mining[are] not limited to, storm water wastewaters (as defined at 40 CFR Partand dressing facilities include: iron; discharges from industrial plant yards;401); sites used for the storage andcopper; lead; zinc; gold; silver;, immediate access roads and rail lines maintenance of material handling
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equipment; sites used for residual Metals are recovered by three basic generated at these types of operations
treatment, storage, or disposal; shippingextraction techniques: surface mining; (as well as other metal mines), include:
and receiving areas; manufacturing underground mining; and placer tailings from flotation and other
buildings; storage areas {including tankmining. Each type of extraction methodseparation stages; soils impacted by
farms) for raw materials and may be followed by varying methods offugitive dust emissions; settling ponds
intermediate and finished materials; andbeneficiation and processing. Presentedthat receive process wastewaters;
areas where industrial activity has taken below are brief descriptions of the dredged sediment disposal areas; as
place in the past and significant industrial activities, significant well as raw material and product
materials remain and are exposed to materials, and materials managementstorage. Dust and particulate matter
storm water" {40 CFR 122.26(b){14)). practices associated with these four collected in air pollution control
The most common industrial activities extraction processes and associated mechanisms may also be disposed of in
at metallic mine sites include extractionbeneflciation activities. Due to onsite waste piles.
of the metal, material crushing, and similarities in mining operations for (3) Mater#ale Management Practices.
product separation. While all of these many of the minerals within this sector,Materials management practices at
industrial activities can occur at metal industrial activities, significant surface mines are typically designed to
mines, storm water discharges from materials, and materials managementcontrol dust emissions and soil erosion
some of the areas listed cannot be practices are fairly uniform across this from extraction activities, and offsite
covered by this permit (see Part VIH.G.4.sector. Unique practices are noted, transport of significant materials.
Discharges Covered Under This a. Surface Mining. Many mining Setting ponds and impoundments are
Section). facilities access metal deposits using commonly used to reduce total

Significant materials include, "... butsurface extraction techniques such as suspended solids {TSS), total dissolved
[are] not limited to: raw materials, fuels,strip mining, open-pit, open-cut, and solids (TDS), and other contaminants in
materials such as solvents, detergents,open-cast. Surface mining is more process generated wastewaters. These
and plastic pellets; finished materials economical than underground controls may also be used to manage
such as metallic products;.., hazardousespecially when the ore body is large storm water runoff and runon with
substances designated under Section and near the surface, potentially few alterations to onsite
101(14} of CERCLA; any chemical (1) Industrial Activities. Extraction drainage systems. Few sampling
facilities required to report pursuant to activities include removal of overburdenfacilities indicated the presence of
Section 313 of title ]]1 of SARA; and waste rock to access metal deposits,traditional BMPs. Only 29 percent of the
fertilizers; pesticides: and waste These land-disturbing activities generatesampling facilities have ponds or
products such as ashes, slag, and sludgepiles of topsoil and other overburden asimpoundments as a storm water control.
that have the potential to be released well as waste rock, which are typically Tellings impoundment~ are used to
with storm water discharge" (40 CFR stored beside, or within, the pit or manage railings generated at facilities
122.26(b)(12)). Significant materials quarry. In addition, land disturbance, engaged in flotation or heavy media
commonly found at mining facilities drilling, blasting, stripping, and separation operations. These
include: overburden; waste rock; sub- materials handling activities create largeimpoundments are used to manage
ore piles; railings; petroleum-based amounts of dust that are either beneflciation/processing wastewaters
products; solvents and detergents; dispersed by local wind patterns or generated at the facility and may also be
manufactured products; and other wastecollected in air pollution control used to manage storm water runoff.
materials, mecl~ni~ms. At closure, overburden b. Underground Mining. Underground

Materiais maua~ment practices areand waste rock may or may not be usedmining techniques are used to access
darned as tho~ practices employed toto reclaim the pit or quarry depending metals located too far underground to
~ contact by significant on Federal, State, end local access economically from the surface.
materials with precipitation end ~ormrequimmants. In addition, access roadsThough typically a more expansive form
water ninon, or practices utilized to end rail spurs, and associated loading of extraction, advantages to
reduce the off, its di~har~ of end unloading ames, are found ormite, underground mining operations include
contaminants. To this end, sediment Following extraction, the mined year-round operation, less noise
ponds, ~e div~mion t~hniques,materials may be transferred to a nearby(applicable to facilities located near
a~ well a~ m~hods of disp~r~ion, ar~ b~neflclation/proc~inR facility. At anresidential ames), end less surface land
used to ~ impacm of si~nlfloantera boneflcietion facility, the valuable distu.-bence. The two main underground
mamrial~ on morro wemr. For mine sitesm~tal~ am separated from the less mining mathod~ am stopin~ end caving.
mquirt~ additional ~our~= of water forvaluable rock to yield a product which Both of these methods can be used in
prorating oI:~mtions, rainfall events a~is higher in metal content. To several variation~ dsp~nding on the
w~ll a~ ~orm water ninon will be e~ompli~h this, the ore must be characteri~tics of the ore body. Common
mena~mi for u~ in du~t enppra~ion, crtmhed end ground small enough so stoping methods include cut-end-fill.
pro~ing, end w~ing activities, that each particle contains mostly the square cut {timbered), shrinkage, and
Many mine sites am already ~quipped mineral to be recovered or mostly the open. Caving methods include
with sedimentation ponds end other less valuable, or gengue, material, undercut, block, and sub-level.
established process wastewater Valuable minerals are separated fromUnderground mining is usually
treatment methods in order to meet the gangue by gravity concentration, independent of surface mining, but
effluent limitation guidelines, magnetic separation, electrostatic sometimes underground mining
Additional storm water management separation, flotation, and leaching, precedes or follows surface mining.
practices used at mineral mining 12) Significant MateriaJs. Significant (l ) lndust~al Activities/Significant
facilities include: dischm~e diversions;materials generated by most extraction Materials. Industrial activities that may
drainage/storm water conveym~ces; activities at surface mines include be associated with storm water
r~moff dispersion; sediment control andoverburden piles, waste rock piles, oredischarges include: loadingJunloading
collection practices; vegetatio~/soil and subore piles, and materials spilledactivities; haul roads; products and
stabill~’.ation; capping con~ted from loading and unloading activities, materials storage; waste piles: and
sources; and treatment. Other exposed materials that can be processing activities. F,x’posed materials
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associated with surface beneficiation is returned to the mill as process watersolution or dredging); the type of
and processing facilities at undergroundand the remaining slurried waste is industrial activities occurring onsite
mines are similar to those associated pumped to railings. In placer operations,(e.g., extraction, crushing, washing,
with surface mining facilities, however, tailings are disposed of in milling, reclamation, etc.); the size of

(2) Materials Management Practices. streams or on land. the operation; type, duration, andMaterials management practices for (3) Materials Management Practices. intensity of precipitation events;significant materials at the surface of Settling ponds are used to manage temperature ranges and variations: andunderground mining facilities are process wastewaters and are in some the types of pollutant control measuressimilar to those materials management cases being used to manage used at the site. Each of these, and otherpractices used at surface mining contaminated storm water runoff. Few factors will interact to influence theoperations. However, waste rock or millmaterials management practices were quantity and qualitv of storm watertaihngs are in some cases being returnedindicated in the part 1 group
runoff. For example, air emissions (i.e.,to the mine as fill for the mined-out applications, dust) may be a significant source ofareas or may be directed to a disposal d. Inactive Mine Sites. Inactive ore

basin, mining and dressing operations are pollutants at some facilities, while roads
c. Placer l~ning. Placer mining is those where industrial activities are noconstructed of waste rock may be a

used to mine alluvial sands and gravelslonger occurring. When active, mineralprimary source at others. In addition,
containing valuable metallic minerals,extraction could have occurred from sources of pollutants other than storm
Placer deposits are usually mined surface mines, solution mines, placer water, such as illicit connections, spills,
exclusively for gold material but smalleroperations, or underground mines, and other improperly dumped
amounts of platinum, tin, and tungstenThese sites are included in this sectionmaterials, may increase the pollutant.
may also be recovered. There are threebecause sfgnificant materials may loadings discharged into waters of the
main placer mining techniques remain onsite. These materials, if United States.
including dredge, hydraulic, and openexposed, are potential sources of storm Based on the wide variety of
cut methods, water contamination. Until an inactive industrial activities and significant

(1) Industrial Acti~ties. The metals mine and/or beneficiation materials at the facilities included inindustrial activities at dredging placer operation has been reclaimed under this sector, EPA believes it ismines excavate underwater gold applicable State or Federal laws after appropriate to divide the metal miningdeposits by bucketline, dragline, or by December 17, 1990, the site is (ore mining and dressing) industry intosuction. The excavation devices dig, considered associated with an subsectors to properly analyze samplingwash, and screen gold values which are"industrial activity" and is subject to data and determine monitoringthen recovered using gravity the conditions of this section. Due to therequirements. As a result, this sector hasconcentration methods. Hydraulic seasonal nature of this industry, mine been divided into the followingplacer mines characteristically use highsites can become temporarily inactive subsectors: iron ore; copper ores; leadpressure water jets to excavate value- for extended periods of time. and zinc ores, gold and silver ores;laden gravel banks. The most commonlyTemporarily inactive sites are not ferroalloy ores, except vanadium; metalused placer mining extraction method isviewed the same as permanently minin8 services; and miscellaneousthe open cut. It involves stripping away inactive sites.
topsoil and overburden to expose the metal ores (including uranium-radium-
auriferous gravels. The gold bearing 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water vanadium ores). Table G--2 below
gravels are excavated in sections andDischarges From Metal .Mining includes data for the eight pollutants
pushed to a placer wash plant for The volume of storm water dischargesthat all facilities were required to
processing. Gravitational concentrationand the type and concentrations of monitor for under Form 2F. The table
is the common benaficiating techniquepollutants found in storm water also lists those parameters that EPA has
at placer mines, discharges from active and inactive determined merit further monitoring.

~2] Significant Materials. Significant metal mining facilities will vary A table has not been included for the
materials generated at placer operationsaccording to several factors. Such following subsectors because less than 3
include overburden, mine developmentfactors include: geographic location; facilities submitted data in that
rock, ore, sub-ore piles, mine waste hydrogeology; the physical and subsector; iron ores; lead and zinc ores;
dumps, tailings ponds and piles, chemical characteristics of the ores gold and silver ores; ferroalloy ores,
Potential natural constituents include extracted; the physical and chemical except vanadium; metal miningmercury, arsenic, bismuth, antimony, characteristics of the waste rock and services; and miscellaneous metal oresthallium, pyrite, and pyrrhotite. After overburden removed; how the ore was {including uranium-radium-vanadiumsettling, the liquid portion of the slurry,extracted {e.g., open pit, underground, ores).
TABLE G-2.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY COPPER ORE MINING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART

II SAMPLING DATAi (mg]L)

Pollutant ~0. of facdi~es NO. of t, an~l~= Min~m~ Mmxzmum         Me0~n ~ pe~entile ~ !:~rcenn~eSample type Grin ~co~o,, Gra~ Com~ ~ Comp GrW~ Comp Gra~ Con~p Gra~ C~np Gra~ Comp Gra~
BO05 ....................................... 4 1 7 1 11.0 18.0 0.0 18.0 I 27.0 18.0 11.0 18.0 43.6 ............. 81.9 ..............COD ......................................... 4 2 7 4 234.7 360.0 0.0 160.0 t 630.0 740.0 160.0 270.0 1448.6 ~.2 3835,9 1386.6Nitr~e ÷ Nitre ~ .......... 4 I 5 2 1.84: 1.501 0.0~ 1.40 5.3~ 1.60 1.40 1,50 0.35 1.75 11.5 1.8~To~l Kjek~a~ I’~troge~ ............ 3 11 4 2 3.9~1 3.7C 1.2~ 1.50 7.0(~ 5.90 3.85 3.70 13.60 14.~ 25.~ 28.3CDil & Gceeze ............................ 3 N/A,I 5 N/A 1.0 N/A 0.0

N/AN/A
5.0 N/A 0.0 N/A .................. N/A ....................~ ........................................... 5

N/,~I
13 N/A N/,~ N/A ,=.5 S.~ Nm, 7.8 N/A 9.7 N/,~ 10.7l’ot~ Pflog~atzoru~ ..................... 5

2
10 $ 2.17 7.54 0.0~ 0.00 14.0~ 7.00 0.11 0.17 13.53 7.93 68.67 28.25FOfgt ,~Jg~ Soi~lg ........... 4 6i 4 18113 ~ 0 3,30 ! ___n~_~ ~0 213~ 570 35047"/ 1159 ~’~r,,’t3 _~6 1596

~ ~,~ tl~l ~1 not report ttte umt~ o~ me~lrem~ll for the rg~ott~;i v~ of pogut~nt= w~,~ not l~ ~ ~ ~ V~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lim~ ~e
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3. Options for Controlling Pollutants For storm water discharges that are and maintained throughout active
From Metal Mines not covered by the effluent limitations operations and reclamation of the site.

There are two options for reducing guidelines. BMPs may be an appropriateFrom the construction of access and
pollutants in storm water discharges: means for limiting pollutant haul roads, to closure and reclamation
end-of-pipe treatment and contributions. However, in cases of pooractivities, implementation of BMPs is
implementin8 Best Management quality storm water discharges (e.g., lowoften essential to minimizing long-term
Practices to prevent and~or eliminate pH, high metals, etc.), treatment may be environmental impacts to an area.
pollution. Discharges from minin8 necassarF to protect receiving waters. Part I group application data
operations are in some ways dissimilar b. Best Management Practices. indicates that few storm water BMPs
to other types of industrial facilities. Effective storm water management have been implemented at sampling
Mining facilities are often in remote controls for limiting the offsite facilities. The group application process
locations and may operate only discharge of storm water pollutants fromdid not require a description of BIviP
seasonally or intermittently, yet need ore mining and dressing facilities are locations, and did not require applicants
year-round controls because significantsource reduction BMPs. Source to describe the number of identical
materials remain exposed to reduction BMPs are methods by whichBMPs implemented at each site. As a
precipitation when reclamation is not discharges of contaminants are result, the effectiveness of BMPs, for
completed. These characteristics makecontrolled with little or no required storm water management, at these
resource intensive end-of-pipe maintenance. Examples of these types offacilities cannot be evaluated.
management controls less desirable. Acontrols include source reduction
comprehensive storm water diversion dikes, vegetative covers, and Many BMPs were not listed by

management program for a given plantharms. Sc.urce reduction practices arefacilities because they have been

may include controls from each of thesetypically (but not always) low in cost implemented to treat waters subiec: to

categories. Development of and relatively easy to implement. In effluent limitation guidelines, and are

comprehensive control strategies shouldsome instances, more resource intensivenot exclusively used for storm water

be based on a consideration of site andtreatment BMPs, including management. For instance, 29 percent of
facility plant characteristics.

,
sedimentation ponds, may be necessarythe sampling subgroup reported using

a. End-of-Pipe Treatment. At many depending upon the type of discharge, ponds for sediment control and

ore mining and dressing facilities, it types and concentrations of collec~ion. Since some facilities
may be appropriate to collect and treat contaminants, and volume of flow. classified as SIC Code 10 are subject to
the runoff from targeted areas of the The selection of the most effectiveeffluent limitation guidelines,
facility. This approach was taken with BMPs will be based on site-specific sedimentation ponds may be
11 industrial subcategories within the considerations such as: facility size, implemented at greater proportions than
ore mining and dressing industry, climate, geographic location, indicated in part 1 of the group
subject to national effluent limitation hydrogeology and the environmental applications.
guidelines mill process wastewater andsetting of each facility, and volume and Because BMPs described in the par~ 1
mine drainage. There are several areastype of discharge generated. Each data are limited, EPA is providing an
where effluent limitation guidelines facility will be unique in that the overview of supplementary BMPs for
influence the permitting strategy for source, type, and volume of use at ore mining and drassin8 facilities.
storm water dischar~es: whenever stormcontaminated storm water discharges However, due to the site-specific nature
water and mill process wastewater andwill differ. In addition, the fate and of facilities within this sector, BMPs
mine drainage combine, the storm watertransport of pollutants ih these cited do not preclude the use of other
discharse is also subject to effluent discharges will vary. The managementviable BMP options. Table G-3
limitation guidelines; to meet the practices discussed herein are well summarizes BMP options as they apply
numeric effluent limitation guidelines,suited mechanisms to prevent or controlto land disturbance activities at ore
most, if not all, facilities must collect the contamination of storm water mining and dressing facilities. Sources
and temporarily store onsite runoff fromdischarges associated with mining of BMP information include: "Sediment
targeted areas of the plant; the effluentactivity, and Erosion Control: An Inventory of
limitation guidelines do not apply to The following four categories describeCurrent Practices--Draft," EPA, ~pril
discharges whenever rainfall events, best management practice options for 20, 1990; "Storm Water Management for
either chronic or catastrophic, cause anreducing pollutants in storm water industrial Activities: Developing
overflow of storage devices designed, discharges from ore mining and dressingPollution Prevention Plans and Best
constructed, and maintained to containfacilities: discharge diversions:. Management Practices," EPA,
a 10-year, 24-hour storm: and most sediment and erosion control; capping September, 1992, (EPA 832-R-92-006);
technology-based treatment standards,of contaminated sources; treatment. "Best Management Practices for Mining
used for treating discharges subject to Because ore mining and dressing is in Idaho," Idaho Department of Lands.
effluent limitation guidelines, are basedlargely a land disturbance activity, November 1992: and "Erosion &
on relatively simple technologies such BMPs that minimize erosion and Sediment Control Handbook," Goldman
as settling of solids, neutralization, andsedimentation will be most effective if et al., McGraw-Hill Book Compen.v,
drum filtration, installed at the inception of operations 1986.
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TABLE G--3.~UMMARY OF MINE AREAS AND APPLICABLE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Land-disturbed area Disc~. e di- Conveyance Runoff. disper- Sediment con-
versmne systems saon trol & colleclion Vegetation Containment Treatment

Haul Roads and Ac- Dikes, Cul~, Channels, Gut- Check Dams, Gabions. Seeding, Wil-
cess Roads. Berms. ters, Cuk Rock Outlet Riprap, Na- low Cutting

verts, Roiling Protection, tire Rock Establish-
Dips, Roed Level Retaining merit.
Sloping, Spreaders, Walls, Straw
Roadway Stream AI- Bale Bar-
Water De- teration, hers, Sedi-
flestors. Drop Struc- merit Tra~

turas. Catch Ba-
sins, Vege-
tated Buffer
Strips.

Pits/Quarries or Un- Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gut- Serrated Sediment Set- Seeding .......... Plugging and Chemical/derground Mines. Berms. ters. Slopes, tling Ponds, Grouting. Physical
Benched Straw Bale Treatment.
Slopes, Barrier, Silta-
Contouring, lion Berms.
.Stream Al-
teration.

Overburden, Waste Dikes, Cufos, Channels, Gut- Serrated Plaslic Matling, Topsoiling, Ca~ping .......... Chemical/Rock and Raw Berms. ters. Slopes, Plastic Net- Seedbed PhysicalMaterial Piles. Benched ling, Erosion Preparal~on, Treatment.
Slopes, Cor~m/Blen- Seeding. Ar0ficial
Contouring, kets, Mu/c~ Wetlands.
Stream AI- straw, Com-
teration, psction,

Sediment/

Ponds, Silt
Fences, Sil-
tation Berms.

Reclamation ........... Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gut- Check Dams, Gabions, Topsoiling, Capping, Plug- Chemical/Berms. ters. Roc~ Outlet Riprap, and Seedl:~K/ ging and Physical
Protection, Native Rock Preparation, Gro~ng. Treatment,Level Retaining Seeding, Weliands.
Spreaders, Walls, Willow Cut-
Serrated Blotechnicad ting Estab-
Slopes, Stabilization, lishment.
Benched Straw Bale

Drain Fields, Traps/Catch
Str~lm Ak Baalnl, Veg.
terltlon, et=tlve Buff-
Dro~ Struc- er Sffips, Silt
fixes. Fences, SII-

Barmy,
Brush S~II-

Haul Roads and Acces# Road~-- designed to match natural contours of exposed soils. In addition, streamPlacement of haul roads or access roadsthe ’area. Construction of haul roads channels and other sources of water thatshould occur as far as possible fzom should be supplemented by BMPs that may discharge into a pit or quarry
natural drainage areas, lakes, ponds, divert runoff from mad surfaces, should be diverted around that area to
wetlands or floodplains where soil willminimize erosion, and direct flow to prevent contamination.
naturally be less stshle for heavy vehicleappropriate channels for discharge to BMPs can be used to control totaltraffic. If a haul road must be treatment areas, suspended solids levels in runoff ~romconstructed neax water, as Little Pits or (~.)uarr#e~--Excavation of a pitunvegetated areas. These can includevegetation as possible should be or quarry must be accompanied by sediment/settLing ponds, check dams,removed ~rom between the road and theBMPs to minimize impacts to area silt fences, and straw bale barriers.
waterway, as vegetation is a useful surface waters. As discussed in Overburden, Waste Rock, nndbuffer against erosion and is an efficientconsU’uction of haul roads, as little h4oter~ai Piles--Overburden, topsoil,sediment collection mechanism. The vegetation as possible should be and waste rock, as well as raw materialwidth and grade of haul or access roadsremoved from these areas during and intermediate and final productshould be minimal and should be excavation activities to minimize stockpiles should be located away from
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surface waters and other sources of controlled and the type and nature of Drainage systems are most effective
water, and from geologically unstable materials exposed and precipitation when used in conjunction with runoff
areas. If this is not practicable, surfaceevents, dispersion devices designed to slow the
water should be diverted around the Diversion dikes, curbs, and harms areflow of water discharged from a site.
piles. As many piles as possible shouldtemporary or permanent diversion These devices also aid storm water
be revegetated, (even if only on a structures that prevent .runoff from infiltration into the soil and flow
temporary basis.) At closure, remainingpassing beyond a certain point, and attenuation. Some examples of velocity
units should be reclaimed, divert runoff away from its intended dissipation devices include check dams,

Reclamation Acti~ties--When a path. Dikes, curbs or berms may be usedrock outlet protection, level spreaders,
mineral deposit is depleted and to surround and isolate areas of concernand seiTated and benched slopes.
operations cease, a mine site must be at metal mining sites, diverting flow Check Dams--~’~heck dams are small
reclaimed according to appropriate Statearound piles of overburden, waste rock,temporary dams constructed across
or Federal standards. Closure activitiesand storage areas, to minimize dischargeswales or drainage ditches to reduce the
t.vpically include restabilization of any contact with contaminated materials velocity of runoff flows, thereby
disturbed areas such as access or hauland to limit discharges of contaminatedreducing erosion and failure of the
roads, pits or quarries, sedimentation water from confined areas. The BMPs swale or ditch. This slowing reduces
ponds or work-out pits, and any described below may be useful for stormerosion and gullying in the channel and
remaining waste piles. Overburden andwater diversion at metal mining sites, allows sediments to settle.
topsoil stockpiles may be used to fill in Channels or Gutters--Channels or Rock Outlet Protection--Rock
a pit or quarry (where practical.) gutters collect storm water runoff and protection placed at the outlet end of
Recontouring and revegetation should direct its flow. Channels or gutters mayculverts, channels, or ditches reduces
be performed to stabilize soils, and act to divert runoff away from a the depth, velocity, and destructive
prevent erosion, potential source of contamination, but energy of water such that the flow wil!

Major reclamation activities such as may also be used to channel runoff to not erode the downstream reach.
recontourin8 roads and filling in a pit or a collection and/or treatment area Level Spreaders--Level spreaders are
quarry can only be performed after including settling ponds, basins or outlets for dikes and diversions
operations have ceased. However, work-out pits. consisting of an excavated depression
reclamation activities such as constructed at zero grade across a slope.
stabilization of banks, and reseeding Open Top Box Culverts and Level spreaders diffuse storm waterWaterbars~These structures areand revegetation should be
implemented in mined out portions, ortemporary or permanent structures thatpoint sources and release it onto areas

stabilized by existing vegetation.
inactive areas of a site as active miningdivert water from a roadway surface. Serrated Slopes and Benched
moves to new areas. Open top box culverts may be used onSlopes.--These runoff dispersion

EPA recognizes that quarries are steeply graded, unpaved roads in placemethods break up flow of runoff from a
frequently converted into reservoirs, orof pipe culverts to divert surface runoffslope, decreasing its ability to erode.
recreational areas, after the mineral and flow from inside ditches onto the Serrated and benched slopes provide
deposit is depleted. However, this doesdownhill slope of a road. These fiat areas that allow water to infiltrate,
not preclude the reclamation of structures are typically made of wood and space for vegetation to grow and
disturbed areas above the quarry_ rim. and should periodically be monitored reinforce soils.

(1) Discharge Diversions. Discharge and repaired if necessary. Contouz~ng~Surface contouring is the
diversions provide the first line of Rolling Dips and Ro~d Sloping--- establishment of a rough soil surface
defense in preventing the contaminationRolling dips and road sloping are amenable to revegetation, through
of discharges, and subsequent permanent water diversion techniques creating horizontal grooves,
contamination of receiving waters of theinstalled using natural contours of the depressions, or steps that run with the
United States. Discharge diversions areland during road construction. These contour of the land. Surface roughening
tempora~ or permanent structures BMPs prevent water accumulation on aids in the establishment of vegetative
installed to divert flow, store flow, or road surfaces and divert surface runoffcover by reducing runoff velocity and
limit storm water runon and runoff, toward road ditches, which then conveygiving seed an opportunity to take hold

These diversion practices have severalthe storm water to ponds or other and grow.
objectives. First, diversion structures management areas. Dr~n Fields--Dr=fin fields are used to
can be designed to prevent otherwise Roadway Surface Water Deflector--Aprevent the accumulation of water and/
uncontaminated {or less contaminated)roadway surface water deflector is or ground water at a site, by diverting
water from crossing disturbed areas oranother technique to prevent infiltrating soumes through gravity flow
areas containing significant amounts ofaccumulation of water on road surfaces,orpumping.
contaminated materials, where contactThe structure uses a conveyor belt 5L~zrn Alteration--Altering or
may occur between runon and sandwiched between two pieces of channelizing the path of a stream to
significant materials. These source treated wood and placed within the bypass all or some disturbed areas on a
reduction measures may be particularlyroad to deflect water. This is a useful site allows additional mining activities
effective for metal mining faciHtiea to technique for steeply graded, unpaved and avoids contamination of stream
prevent runon of uncontaminated roads, water by disturbed lands. This practice
discharges from contacting exposed Culverts--Culverts are permanent is complicated, however, by the need to
materials and/or reduce the flow acrosssurface water diversion mechanisms restore the channel when mining
disturbed areas, thereby lessening the used to convey water off or underneathoperations end.
potential for erosion. Second, diversiona road. Made of corrugated metal, they Drop Structures--Drop structures are
structures can be used to collect or must extend across the entire width oflarge angular rocks placed in a V-shaped
divan waters for later treatment, if the road and beyond the fill slope, pattern to slow the velocity of storm
necessary. The usefulness of these Additional erosion control mechanismswater runoff. These structures are
control measures are limited by such may need to be installed at the typically reinforced by logs or large
factors as the size of the area to be discharge end of the culvert, rocks imbedded in the streambanks.
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(2) Erosion and Sediment Controls. barriers remove approximately 67 sediment. Stabilization controls are
Erosion and sediment controls limit percent of the sediment load.48 often the most important measures
movement and retain sediments from (v) Sediment Traps or Catch Basins--taken to prevent offsite sediment
being transported offsite. Several These temporary or permanent movement, and can provide a six-fold
structural collection devices have been structures are useful for catching andreduction in the discharge of suspended
developed to remove sediment from storing sediment laden storm water sediment levels.SO Permanent seeding
runoff before it leaves the site. Several runoff and are particularly useful duringhas been found to be 99 percent
methods of removing sediment from siteconstruction activities to contain runoff,effective in controlling erosion for
runoff involve diversion mechanisms The effectiveness of these BMPs is betterdisturbed land areas.51 Many states
previously discussed, supplemented byin smaller drainage basin areas, require that topsoil be segregated from
a trapping or storage device. StructuralSediment traps are less than 50 percentother overburden for use during
practices typically involve filtering effective in removing sediment from reclamation. While stored, topsoil
diffuse storm water flows through storm water runoff.47

stockpiles should be vegetated. This
temporary structures such as straw bale (vi) Vegetated Buffer Str~ps--The temporar~ form of vegetation can often
dikes, silt fences, brash barriers or installation of vegetated buffer sL~ps be used for other piles of stored
vegetated areas, will reduce runoff and prevent erosion materials and for intermittentJseasonalat a removal efficiency rate of 75 to 99 operations,Structural practices are typically low percent depending upon the ground Typically, the costs of stabilizationin cost. However, structural practices cover.4a

conU’ola are low relative to otherreqttixe periodic removal of sediment to (vii] Silt Fence/Filter Fence.-A low
remain functional. As such, they may fence made of filter fabric, wire and discharge mitigation practices. Given
not be appropriate for permanent use atsteel post’s, should be used on small the limited capacity to accept large
inactive mines. However, these ephemeral drainage areas where stormvolumes of runoff, and potential erosion
practices may be effectively used as water collects or leaves a mine site. Siltproblems associated with large
temporary measures during active fences remove 97 percent of the concentrated flows, stabilization
operation and/or prior to the final sediment load and are easier to maintaincontrols should typically be used in
implementation of permanent measures,and remove without creating lasting combination with other management

practices. These measures have been(a) Structural Practices. impacts to the environment.*=
(v~ii) Siltation Berms--Siltation bermsdocumented as particularly appropriate

(i) Sediment/Settling Ponds-- for mining sites.are typically placed on the downslopeSediment ponds function as sediment side of a disturbed area to act as an (i) Topsailing, Seedbed Preparat~or~--
traps by containing runoff for long

impermeable barrier for the capture andThe addition of a layer of topsoil or
periods of time, allowing suspended retention of sediments in surface waterplant growth material provides an
solids to settle. These structures can runoff. Plastic sheeting is typically usedimproved soil medium for plant growth.
achieve a high removal rate of sedimentto cover the berm. The berm and the Seedbed preparation may include the
for both process wastewater and storm plastic sheeting may require periodic addition of topsoil ingredients to be
water discharges, maintenance and repair, mixed in with soils used for seedbed

Discharge ponds may also be designed(ix) Brush Sediment Barriers--Brush preparation.
to act as surge ponds which are barriers am temporary sediment barriers(ii) Broadcast Seeding and Drill
designed to contain storm surges and composed of tree limbs, weeds, vines, Seeding-Seeding and vegetative
then completely drain in about 24 to 40root mat, soil, rock andother cleared planting are methods used to revegetate
hours, and remain dry during times of materials placed at the toe of a slope. Aan area. Broadcast seeding spreads seeds
no rainfall. They can’provide pollutant brush barrier is effective only for small uniformly, by hand or machine, to steep
removal efficiencias that are similar to drainage areas, usually less than 1/, acre,sloped or rocky areas, flat surfaces, and
those of detention ponds.4s where the slope is minimal, areas with limited access.

(ii) Gabions, Pdprap, and Native l~ock (b) Stabilization--Stabilization (iii) Willow Cutting Establishment--
Retaining Walls--These BMPs are all practices involve establishing a Willow cutting establishment describes
forms of slope stabilization. Gabions sustainable ground cover by permanenta method of soil stabilization useful for
consist of rocks {riprap} contained by seeding, mulching, sodding, and other stream banks and other areas located
rectangular wire boxes or baskets for usesuch practices. A vegetative cover adiacent to water. Similar to
as permanent erosion control structures,reduces the potential for erosion of a biotechnical stabilization, willow
Riprap consists of loose rocks placed site by: absorbing the kinetic energy of cuttings are used to promote growth in
along embankments to prevent erosion,raindrops which would otherwise an area needing stabilization. Willow

impact soil; intercepting water so it cancuttings are typically used to reinforce
(iii) Biotechnical Stabilization--. infiltrate into the ground instead of a streambank or other moist area.Biotechnical stabilization uses live running off and carrying contaminated (iv) Plastic Matting, Plastic Netting,brush imbedded in the soils of a steep discharges; and by slowing the velocity a~d Erosion Control Blankets--Theseslope to prevent erosion. This method of runoff to promote onsite deposition ofBMPs are used to protect bare soils torelies on the premise that the imbedded

control dust and erosion. Mats andvegetation will eventually root and help "o"Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory blankets help to promote vegetativestabilize the slope, of Currant Practice=--Draft." EPA, April 20. 1990,
page ~v-t,. growth by maintaining moisture and

(iv) Straw Bale Barrier--Straw bales 4, "Sedhuent and Erosion Control: An Inventory heat within the soil.
may be used as tampora~ harms, of Current Pr~ct~c~--Dr~ft." EPA. April 20.
barriers, or diversions, capturing page IV-26. ~o..performance of Current Sediment Control
sediments, filtering runoff. When "o"Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory Mae~ums at Maryland Construction Sites." ~anuary
installed and maintained properly, these of Current Practices-Draft." EPA. April 20. 1990. 1990. Meu’opolitsn Washington Council of

page IV-7.                                     Governments, page
4o..Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory      s~ "Sedin~nl and Erosion Contro|: An Inventory

~s "Urban Targeting and BIVIP Selection." EPA. of Currant Practices.--Draft." EPA. April 20. 1990. of Current Prac~ice~--Drai~.°’ EPA. April 20. 1990.Region V, November 1990. page IV-I$. page IV-4.
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(v) Mulch-straw or Wood C_~hips~ discharge. Under those circumstances necessary controls, or BMPs, must be
Mulches and wood chips are useful additional physical or chemical provided prior to discharging the storm
temporary covers for bare or seeded treatment systems may be necessary to water runoff to natural wetlands or
soils, with an erosion control protect the receiving waters, other receiving waters.
effectiveness rating of 75 to 98 {4) Treatment. Treatment practices are In summary, a wide variety of BMPs
percent.5z Like matting, mulch-straw or those methods of control which are available for use at active and
wood chips help soils retain moisture normally are thought of as being applied inactive metallic mining and milling
and warmth to promote vegetative at the "end of the pipe" to reduce the facilities. These measures range from
growth, concentration of pollutants in water simple low cost, low maintenance

(vi) Compaction--Soil compaction before it is discharged. This is in source reduction practices such as
using a roller or other heavy equipment contrast to many BMPs, where the diversion structures to high cost,
increases soil "strength" by increasing emphasis is on keeping the water from maintenance intensive practices such as
its density. More dense soil is less prone becoming contaminated. Treatment wetlands treatment. Clearly, the
to erosion and long-term soil settlement, practices may be required where flows selection of a practice or group of

(3) Capping. In some cases, the are currently being affected by exposedpractices will be site-specific depending
elimination of a pollution source materials and other BMPs are on conditions and potential impacts as
through capping contaminant sources Insufflciant to meet discharge goals, well as the resources available at each
may be the most cost effective control These practices are usually the most site. A specific best available technology
measure for discharges from inactive oreresource intensive, as they often require{or technologies} cannot be determined
mining and dressIng facilities, signi~cant construction costs, and because of the differences between sites
Depending on the type of managamentmonitoring and maintenance on a and the quantities and characteristics of
practices chosen the cost to eliminate frequent and regular basis. Treatment their discharges.
the pollutant source may be very high. options may range from high

(4} Discharges Covered Under ThisOnce completed, however, maintenancemaintenance controls to low
costs will range from low to maintenance controls. High Section

nonexistent, maintenance treatment techniques Coverage under this section of today’s
Capping or sealing of waste materialsrequire manpower to operate and permit is limited to all storm water

is designed to prevent infiltration, as maintain the BMP. Low maintenance discharges from inactive metal mining
well as to limit contact between cost techniques have initial capital costsfacilities and storm water discharges
discharges and potential sources of but operate with low long-term from the following areas of active metal
contamination. Ultimately, capping maintenance after being implemented,mining facilities: topsoil piles: offsite
should reduce or ei~m~te the At a few sites, treatment measures otherhaul/access roads if off active area;
contaminants in discharges. In addition,than high maintenance measures may beonsite haul roads if not constructed of
by reducing infiltration, the potential forappropriate to address specific waste rock or spent ore, and mine water
seepage and leechate generation may pouutants, is not used for dust control; runoff from
also be lessened. (a) Chemical/Physical Treatment--Anrailings dams/dikes when not

EPA has identified a wide variety of example of a high maintenance constructed of waste rock/railings and
best management practices (BMPs) thattechnology that is found at many activeno process fluids are present;
may be used to mitigate discharges of metal mining facilities is chemical/ concentration building, if no contact
contaminants at active and inactive physical treatment. The most commonwith material piles: mill site, if no
metal mines. Many of the practices type of chemical/physical treatment contact with material piles: chemical
focus on sediment and erosion control involves the addition of lime or other storage area: docking facility, if no
and are similar to BMPs used in the such caustics to neutralize the excessive contact with waste product:
construction industry. These controls todischarges and/or precipitate metals, explosive storage: reclaimed areas
prevent erosion and control Metals may be removed from released from reclamation bonds prior
sedimentation are the most effective ifwastewater by raising the pH of the to December 17, 1990; and partially/.
they are installed at the inception of wastewater to precipitate them out as inadequately reclaimed areas or areas
operations and maintained throughout hydroxides, not released from reclamation bonds.

(b) Oil/Water Separators--Another Storm water discharges, or mineactive operations and reclamation of the
example of a high maintenance drainage discharges, which are subjectsite. For more details on the use and treatment technology is an oil/water to existing effluent limitationshnplementation of these practices the
separator. An American Petroleum guidelines addressing storm water (or areader is encouraged to obtain a copy ofInstitute (API} oil/water separator or combination of storm water and non-one or more of the many good sediment
similar type of treatment device whichstorm water} cannot be covered by thisand erosion control books available on acts. to skim oil and settle sludge can besection. The effluent limitationsthe market.5s In some cases {e.g., low pH
used to remove oil from water, guidelines that apply to active metaland/or high metals concentrations), (c) Artificial Wefland~This type of mining operations are contained in 40BMPs, and sediment and erosion BMP system can be an effective systemCFR Part 440, Ore Mining and Dressingcontrols may not be adequate to producefor improving water quality either alonePoint Source Category. These effluentan acceptable quality of storm water or in conjunction with other treatment guidelines include specific numeric
practices. Wetland processes are able tolimitations for mine drainage and

s=,,Sediment and F, ro~ion Control: An Invantory filter sediments, and absorb and retain discharges from mills, or "no discharge"of Currant Practice~.-.Dmft." EPA, April 20. 1990.
’~"But Managenmnt Practice= for Mining in chem.ical and heavy metal pollutants requirements. Table C,-4 identifies the

~o," ~d~o ~rmm= o~ S=m ~m~-. through biological degradation, discharge and source of the discharge
Nov~mt,~r l~mZ: "Storm W~m Manas~m~nt ~or transformation, and plant uptake, from active metal miningfacilities, thatCon=U-uction Activittu: l~v~lopin8 Pollution Nat’ul~ wetlands should not be are subject to process wastewaterPrevention Plan= and But Mana~=mant Pmcticu."
ZPA. S~,temb~r ~mZ ~PA SS~-Z--~Z-OOS): andconsidered as pan of the treatment limitations, mine drainage limitations.
"Ero=ion & ~edhuent Conu’ol Handbook." Goldman system because they are considered to and storm water reporting requirements.et al.. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 19as. be waters of the United States. The Storm water discharges that are eligible
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for coverage under today’s permit are does not include adit drainage or in 40 CFR P~rt 440. This table does not
identified under the coverage section ofcontaminated springs or seeps. Table G- expand or redefine these Effluent
the permit. At all metal mining 4 clarifies the applicability of the Limitations Guidelines.
facilities, coverage under this section Effluent Limitations Guidelines found

TABLE G-4.--APPLICABILITY OF 40 CFR PART 440 EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS GUIDELINES TO STORM WATER RUNOFF
FROM ACTIVE ORE (METAL) MINING AND DRESSING SITES

Al~icable ELG, Note/commentDischarge/source of discharge if any (see key)

Land appiioa~on area runoff ......................................................MD PW--if Process fluids preee~t.
Crusher area ..............................................................................MD PW---if Process fulds present.
Piles (seepage and/or runoff):

Spent ore ............................................................................MD PW~f Process fluids present.
Surge/Ore ...........................................................................MD PW~f Process fui(:L,~ present.
Waste rocWoverburden ......................................................MD
Topsoil ................................................................................SW

Drainage:
Pit drainage (unpumped) ....................................................MO
Pit drainage (removed by pumping) ................................... MD
Mine w~ter from underground minas (unpumped), adit MD

discharges.
Mine water from underground mines (pumped) ................ MD
SeapeiFrench drains ..........................................................MD PW---if Process fluids present.

Roads constxucted of waste rock or spent ore:
Onaite haul roads ...............................................................MD
Offsite haul/access roads ...................................................SW (if off Active Area).

Roads not constructed of waste rock or spent ore:
Onsite haul roads ...............................................................SW MD.-if dust control with MD water.
Offsite haul/acoass roeds ...................................................SW

Millinglconcentreting:
Tailinge impoundmentJpile .................................................. PW
Runoff from railings dame/dikes when constnJcted of MD PW~f Process fluids present.

waste rock/railings.
Runoff from tailings.(kzmeidikes when not consJxucted of SW PW--if Process fluids present.

waste rock/railings.
Heap leach pile runoff/seepage ......................................... PW
Pregnant pond (barren and surge ponds also) .................. PW
Polishing pond ....................................................................PW
ConcerCoaik)n building ........................................................SW If sto~n water only, and no contact with piles.
Concentrate p~le (product storage) ................................... PW
Mill site ...............................................................................SW Same as conoaNTat~on bldg.

Andlmy areas:
Office/administrative building and housing ........................ UC Unleas mixed with SW from inclustriai area, then SW.
Chernk~ storege area .......................................................SW
Docking facility ...................................................................SW Excessive contact with waste product could constitute MD.
~e storage ...............................................................SW
Fuel storage (oil tankeicoai piles) ...................................... SW
Vehk:la/equiprne~ maintenance are~ ................... SW
Parking meas .....................................................................SW UC if only emp!oyea ;and visitor type parking.
Power plant ........................................................................SW
Truc~ wash area .................................................................SW ExcessNe contact ~ waste product couid consffiute MD.

Reclamation-related areas:
Any disturbed area (unreclaimed) ...................................... MD SW if inactive area.
Reclaimed areas released from reclamalJon bonds after UC

Dec. 17 1990.
RecJaimed areas released from reclamation bonds priori SW

to Dec. 17 1990.
Partially/inadequately reclaimed areas or areas not re- SW

^FKREYF~ U~ .C-~J._ _n~. _l~ss.iflad;, Not .S ,ubject to Storm ~ater Program or 40 CFR Par~ 440 Effluent Limitations Guldaiinas (ELG): MD---Subject to 40
~N~...~onn44~ ~_o_~’,,m~_n~_ ~ormnage; PW---Subj~.. tp.4~.. CF,.R. P~t....4~,O E_LG for .mill.disch~ ~ process (klc~uding zero d.lsctlarge ELG);o ---o~rm wa~r rune. ~om mese souroas are suolec~ m me ~mrm wamr Program, ou~ are nm sub~c~ to 40 CFR 440 ELG unlass ~xed w~tt~
discharges subject to the 440 CFR 440 ELG that ,are ~ ~ ~ ~ permit ~ to mixing. No~-storm water dischargas from these
sources are subject to NPDES permitting and may De su~ec~ to me emuem dmifation guidelines under 40 CFR 440.

Temporarily inactive (e.g., winter section and are intended to provide not intended to supersede the
closure, and portions of active mines clarification as to what is considered definitions of active and inactive mining
that are no longer being mined, and active, inactive, and temporarily facilitias established by 40 CFR
where reclamation has not begun) m~nesinactive: 122.26(b)(14)(iii):
will be permitted as an active mine. TheThe following definitions are only for "Active Metal l~ning FaciJity" is afollowing definitions apply to this this section of today’s permit and are place where work or other related
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activity to the extraction, removal, or permits finalized on September 9, 1992 during periods of dry weather, result in
recovery of metal ore is being (57 FR 41236}. dry weather flows and mine pumpout.
conducted. With respect to surface Pollution prevention can be an This assessment of storm water
mines, an "active metal mining facility" effective approach for controlling pollution will support subsequent
does not include any area of land on or contaminated storm water discharges efforts to identify and set priorities for
in which g~adin8 has been completed to from metal mining facilities. Pollution necessary changes in materials,
return the earth to a desired contour and prevention plans allow the operator of materials management practices, or site
reclamation work has begun, a facility to select BMPs based on site- features, as well as aid in the selection

"Inactive Metal ~,~ning Facility" specific considerations such as: facility of appropriate structural and
means a site or portion of a site where size; climate; geographic location; nonstnlctural control techniques. In
metal mining and/or milling activities hydrogeology; the environmental setting addition to the baseline general
occurred in the past but is not an active of each facility; and volume and type of requirements storm water pollution
metal mining f~cility, as defined in this discharge generated. This flexibility is prevention plans must describe the
permit and that portion of the facility necessary because each facility will be following elements:
does not have an active mining permit unique in that the source, type, and (a) Drainage-.The plan must contain
issued by the applicable {federal or volume of contaminated surface water a map of the site that shows the pattern
state} government agency that discharges will differ from site to site. of storm water drainage, structural
authorizes mining at the site. In addition, EPA believes that the features that control pollutants in storm

"Temporally Inactive Metal A~ining adoption of BMPs reduces water runoff54 and process wastewater
Facility’ means a site or portion of a site environmental impacts by minimizing discharges (including mine drainage),
where metal mining and/or milling land disutrbed areas susceptible to surface water bodies {including
activities occurred in the past, but storm water runoff. Early wetlands}, places where significant
currently are not being actively implementation and maintenance of materials 5~ are exposed to rainfall and
undertaken, and the facility has an BMPs facilitates ongoing reclamation runoff, and locations of meier spills and
active mining permit issued by the activities, reducing final reclamation leaks that occurred in the 3 years prior
applicable {federal or state} costs associated with site closure. BMPs to the date of the submission of a Notice
governmental agency that authorizes are also effective at temporarily or

of Intent {NOI) to be covered under uhis
mining at the site. permanently inactive mine sites, permit. The map also must show areasThere are’two major objectives to aOperators of storm water discharges pollution prevention plan: I} to identify where the following activities take

place: fueling, vehicle and equipmentfrom mining related industrial activities
sources of pollution potentially affecting maintenance and/or cleaning, loadingsuch as vehicle maintenance, or power the quality of storm water discharges     and unloading, material storageplants should refer to the appropriate associatec~ with industrial activity Irom

{including tanks or other vessels usedsections of today’s permit for specific a facility; and 2) to describe and ensureguidance or requirements. Clearing, implementation of practices to for liquid or waste storage), material
grading, and excavation activity that minimize and control pollutants in processing, waste disposal, haul roads,
disturbs 5 or more acres during the storm water discharges associated with access roads, and rail spurs. The site
exploration or preparation for beginning industrial activity from a facility, map must also indicate the ouffall
active mining operations cannot be Specific requirements for a pollutionlocations and the types of discharges
covered by this section, Coverage for prevention plan for ore mining and contained in the drainage areas of the
this type of pre-mining activity can be dressing facilities are de~ribed below,outfalls (e.g. storm water and air
covered by EPA’s general permit for These requirements must be conditioner condensate). In order to
storm water discharges from implemented in addition to the baselineincrease the readability of the map, the
construction activities or an applicable pollution prevention plan provisions inventory of the types of discharges
State-issued permit. Land disturbance discussed previously, contained in eacl~ outfall may be kept as
activities associated with the active a. A~’ve and Temporarily Inactive an attachment to the site map.
mining operations such as expansion ofMetal Mining Facilities. (b] Inventory of Exposed Materi~l~---
existing pits, can be covered by this (1) Description of Mira’rig Activities. Facility operators are required to
section. The storm water pollution prevention carefully conduct an inspection of the
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention plan shall provide a narrative site and related records to identify

Plan Requirements description of the mining and associatedsignificant materials that are or n~av be
activities taking place at the site whichexposed to storm water. The inven~o~

All facilities subject to this section affect or may affect storm water runoff
must prepare and implement a storm intended to be covered by this section, "~oneu’uc~ural features such as grass swales and
water pollution prevention plan. The The narrative description shall report vegetative buffer su’ipa also should be shown.

ss Significant materials include, "" * * but fareiestablishment of a pollution preventionthe total acreage within the mine site, annot limited to: raw mamrials, fuels, materials suchplan requirement reflects EPA’s estimate of the acreage of land currentlyas solvents, detergems, and plastic pellets: finished
decision to allow operators of ore disturbed, and an estimate of the total materials such as metallic products: " * "
mining and dressing facilities to utilizeacreage that will be disturbed hazardous substances designated under section

101(~4) o|’ CERCLA: any chemical facilities requiredBMPs as the BAT/BCT level of control throughout the life of the mine. A to repor~ pursuant to section 313 of title 111 offor the storm water discharges coveredgeneral description of the mining site SAR~ fertilizers: paslicidas; and waste produc~s
by this section. The requirements relative to major transportation routes su~ as ashes, slag, and sludge that have the
included in pollution prevention plans and communities shall also be provided,potential to be released with storm wmer discharge"
provide a flexible framework for the (~) Desc~’~pt~ol] ofPotent~o~ Pol~l~t~ol~

{40 CFR 122.26(b){12)}. Significant materials
commonly found at mining facilities include:development and implementation of siteSources. Each storm water pollution overburden: raw materials: waste rock piles;

specific controls to minimize pollutantsprevention plan must describe railings; peu’oleum hama products: solvents and
in storm water discharges. This activities, materials, and physical deter~ents: heap leach pads: taRings piles/pones,
approach is consistent with the features of the facility that may both proposed and existing: and manufactured

produc~s, waste materials or by-produc~s used orapproach used in the baseline general contribute to storm water runoff or, created by the facility.
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must address materials that within 3 produce an integrated and consistent plan includes a certification that any
years prior to the date of the submissionapproach for preventing or controlling non-storm water discharge which mixes
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredpotential storm water contamination with storm water is subject to a separate
under this permit have been handled, problems. NPDES permit that applies applicable
stored, processed, treated, or disposed Under the inspection requirements ofeffluent limitations prior to the mixing
of in a manner to allow exposure to the pollution prevention plan, operatorsof non-storm water and storm water. In
storm water. FIndings of the inventory of active facilities are required to such cases, the certification shall
must be documented in detail in the conduct monthly visual inspections of identify the non-storm water
pollution prevention plan. At a BMPs and designated equipment and discharge(s), the applicable NPDES
minimum, the plan must describe themine areas. Owner/operators of permit(s), the effluent limitations placed
method and location of ozisite storage ortemporarily inactive mining sites are on the non-storm water discharge by the
disposal; practices used to ~ze required to conduct quarterly NPDES permit(s), and the point(s) at
contact of materials with rainfall and inspections. If weather conditions makewhich the limitations are applied. In
runoff; existing structural and the mine site inaccessible, the quarterly addition, Pan III.A.2 of today’s permit
nonstructural controls that reduce inspection will not be required. Active discusses non-storm water discharges
pollutants in storm water runoff; mining sites have frequent inspection that may be eligible for coverage under
existing structural controls that limit periods because members of the the permit.
process wastewater discharges; and anypollution prevention team will be b. Inactive Metal It4ining Facilities.. ¯ treatment the runoff receives before it isonsite, and the fact that they are active

:- discharged to surface waters or a means there is a greater potential for (1) Pollution Prevention Team. The
separate storm sewer system. The pollution. The inspections shall storm water pollution prevention plan
description must be updated wheneverinclude: {1) an assessment of the must identify specific individual(s) who
there is a significant change in the typesintegrity of storm water discharge are responsible for the development,
or amounts of materials, or material diversions, conveyance systems, implementation, maintenance, and
management practices, that may affectsediment control and collection revision of the pollution prevention
the exposure of materials to storm systems, and containment structures; (2)plan. The plan shall clearly identify the
water, visual inspections of vegetative BMPs, responsibilities of each team member.

In addition, any existing ore or wasteserrated slopes, and benched slopes toThe activities and responsibilities of the
rock/overburden characterization data, determine if soil erosion has occurred:team shall address all aspects of the
including results of testing for acid rockand (3) visual inspections of material storm water pollution prevention plan
generation potential must be included handling and storage areas and other at the inactive facility. Members of the
in the pollution prevention plan. The potential sources of pollution for pollution prevention team do not have
intent is to get an idea of the pollutantsevidence of actual or potential pollutantto be permanently located at the
{e.8., heavy meta~) that may be presentdlscharg_ es of contaminated storm water,inactive facility, such as the
in the ore and w~sta rock/overburden. Under the employee training req .u~e_ment for any active facility.

(3) Measures and Controls. Following requirements of the pollution ~2) Description of M~nin8 Activities.
completion of the source identification prevention plan, facility operators areThe storm water pollution prevention
and a~se~mant pha~, the permittee required to conduct employee training plan shall provide a narrative
must evaluate, select, and describe theprograms at least annually. The intent ofdescription of the mining and associated
pollution prevention meastn~es, bast this frequency is to provide a reminderactivities that took place at the site. The .
management practices (BMPs), and to the employees of the requirements ofnarrative description shall report the
other control~ that will be implementedthe storm water pollution prevention approximate dates of operation, total
at the facility. Tha Imrmittea must ~plan. acreage within the mine site and/or
the applicability oftha following BMPs (4) Non-storm Water Discharges. Eachproceasing site, an e~imate of the total
for their site: dl~,im~a divamions, pollution prevention plan muat includeacreage disturbed, and the activities
dralnage/~torm water conveyance a cm’tiflcation, ~n~i by an authorized{reclamation, etc.) that am currently
systam~, runoff dl~l~reion~, Ndlment individual, that di~char~ from the sitetaking place at the facility, A 8ansral
control and coll~’tion m~,~tani~ns, haw b~n tested or evaluated for the d~:rtption of the mining site relative to
v~etation/soil stabilization, cappin8 ofpm~nce of non-storm water discharges,maior transportation routes and
contaminated ~ttr~s, and treatment ofincluding dt~c,l~ar~as that are subject tocommunities sh~l ~ be provided.
storm water di~l~’~s. In addition, 40 CI°R Part 440. The carti/Ication must (3) DescriptJon oj~Potenfial Pollute’on
BMPs include proc~, procmtums, d~n’lbe po~ibla ~i~niflcant sources ofSources. Each storm water pollution
:̄hedul~ of activities, prohibitions on non-storm water, th~ r~ult~ of any ~est prevantion plan mu~t de~cribe

pr~’~dces, and other mana~emont ~nd/or evaluation conducted to detect activities, materials, and physical
practices that prewnt or reduce the auch dl~rm~, the t~t method or featur~ of tha facility that may
discharge of pollutent~ in storm water evaluation criteria u~d, the dates on contribute to storm water runoff or,
runoff, which taste or evaluations were during periods of dry weather, result in

The pollution prevention plan must performed, and the onsite drainage dry weather flows. This assessment of
disc~a the reasons each selected points directly observed during the test storm water pollution will support
control or practice is appropriate for theor evaluation. Pollution prevention subsequent efforts to identify and set
facility and how each will address the plans must identify and ensure the priorities for necessary changes in
potential sources of storm water implementation of appropriate pollution materials, materials management
pollution. The plan also must include aprevention measures for the non-storm practices, or site features, as well as aid
schedule s~8 the time or times water discharge, in the selection of appropriate structural
during which each control or practice Under the non-storm water discharge and nonstructural control techniques. In
will be implemented. In addition, the section of the pollution prevention plan,addition to the baseline general
plan should discuss ways in which the EPA will allow non-storm water requirements storm water pollution
controls and practices relate to one discharges that mix with storm water prevention plans must describe the
another and, when taken as a whole, under this section provided that the following elements:
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(3) Drainage--The plan must contain process wastewater discharges; and anypotential storm water contamination
a map of the site that shows the patterntreatment the runoff receives before it isproblems.
of storm water drainage, structural discharged to surface waters or a

(5} Comprehensive Site Compliancefeatures that control pollutants in stormseparate storm sewer system.
water runoff~ and process wastewater (c} Risk Identification and Summary Evaluation. Where annual site
discharges (including mine drainage), of Potential Pollutant Sources--The compliance evaluations are shown in
surface water bodies (including description of potential pollution the plan to be impractical for inactive
wellands), places where significant sources culminates in a narrative mining sites due to the remote location
materials 5v are exposed to rainfall and assessment of the risk potential thatand inaccessibility, of the site, site
runoff. The map also must show the sources of pollution pose to storm waterevaluations required under this part
location of the following: any remainingquality. This assessment should clearlyshall be conducted at appropriate
equipment storage, fueling, and point to activities, materials, and intervals specified in the plan, but, in
maintenance areas; areas used for physical features of the facility that haveno case less than once in 3 years.
outdoor manufacturing, storage, or a reasonable potential to contribute 6. Monitoring and Reportingdisposal of materials; the boundaries ofsignificant amounts of pollutants to Requirementsformer mining and milling sites; the storm water. The assessment must llst
location of each storm water out/all and any significant pollution sources at thea. Anal)~ical Monitoring
an outline of the portions of the site and identify the pollutant parameter/~equirement~. EPA believes that active
drainage area that are within the facilityor parameters (i.e., total suspended copper ore mining facilities may reduce
boundaries; tellings piles and ponds; solids, arsenic, etc.) associated with the level of pollutants in storm water
mine drainage or any other process each source.
water discharge point; and an estimate (4) Measures and Controls. Followingrunoff from their sites through the

development and proper
of the direction of flow. In addition, the completion of the source identification implementation of the storm water
site map must also indicate the types ofand assessment phase, the permirtee pollution prevention plan requirements
discharges contained in the drainage must evaluate, select, and describe thediscussed in today’s permit. In order to
areas of the outfalls (e,g., storm water pollution prevention measures, best

and air conditioner condensate). In management practices {BMPs), and provide a tool for evaluating the

order to increase the readability of the other controls that will be implementedeffectiveness of the pollution prevention

map, the inventory of the types of at the facility. The permittee must assessplan and to characterize the discharge

discharges contained in each out/all the applicability of the following BMPs for potential environmental impacts, the

may be kept as an attachment to the sitefor their site: discharge diversions, permit requires active copper ore

map. drainage/storm water conveyance mining and dressing facilities to collect

(b) lnventor~ of F.xpose~l Materials-- systems, runoff dispersions, sediment and analyze samples of their storm

The storm water pollution prevention control and collection mechanisms, water discharges for the pollutants

plan shall include, for each out!all, an vegetation/soil stabilization, capping oflisted in Table G-5. The pollutants

inventory and narrative description of contaminated sources, and treatment oflisted in Table G--5 were found to be

any significant materials that may still storm water discharges, In addition, above levels of concern for a significant

be at the site. The description and BMPs include processes, procedures, portion of active copper ore mining and

locations of the significant materials schedules of activities, prohibitions on dressing facilities that submitted

should be consistent with those shownpractices, and other management quantitative data in the group
practices that prevent or reduce the application process. Because theseon the site map. Findings of the
discharge of pollutants in storm water pollutants have been reported at levelsinventory must be documented in detail
runoff. EPA recognizes that inactive of concern from active copper orein the pollution prevention plan. At a
mine sites and abandoned mine sites mining and dressing facilities, EPA isminimum, the plan must describe the
will most likely require different storm requiring monitoring aRar the pollutionmethod and location of onsite storage orwater con~’ols because the sources andprevention plan has been implementeddisposal; practices used to minimize
types of contamination may vary. EPA to assess the effectiveness of thecontact of materials with rainfall and notes that inactive facilities are not pollution prevention plan and to helprunoff; existing structural and
required to conduct inspections such asensure that a reduction of pollutants isnonstructural controls that reduce
those described in Part XI.G.3.a.(4)(d) ofrealized.pollutants in storm water runoff; the permit for active and temporarilyexisting structural controls that Limit
inactive facilities. Inactive sites must, At a minimum, storm water
however, conduct comprehensive site discharges from active metal mining

s6 Nons~’uctural features such as graas swalea andcompliance evaluations as discussed infacilities must be monitored quarterlyvegst~tive buffer strips el~o should be shown. ~
~TSignlfic~ut nmtsri~ls include,’ ....but I~r~] paragraph (5) below, during the second year of permit

not limited to: raw nmterials, fuels, m~tsrials such The pollution prevention plan must coverage. Samples must be collected at
as ~o|vant~ d~terg~nt~, and picnic pellet~: finisheddiSCUSS the reasons each selected least once in each of the following
m~teri~l~ such as me~li¢ product~: ¯ ¯ o control or practice is appropriate for theperiods: January through March: Aprilhaz~rdotm subetanc~ dasignmed undm- ssction
~0~(~) of C~RCLA: any chemical f~clliti~ requiredfacility and how each will address the through June: July through September:
to rapon pumuant to ~ction 3~3 of title m of potential sources of storm water and October through December. At the
s ,.~; fm-tiliz~s; p~ticldas; and waste products pollution. The plan also must include aend of the second year of permitsuch as ~-has. ~l~g. and sludge timt l~ve the schedule specifying the time or times coverage, a facility must calculate thepozentlsl to be ralemmd with storm weter discharge"
(40 CFR 122.26fo){12)). Significant nmtsriels during which each control or practice average concentration for each
commonly found et mining fa¢ilitim include: will be implemented. In addition, the parameter listed in Table G-5. If the
overburden: raw nm~rieb: ~te rock piles: plan should discuss ways in which the permittee collects more than fourtailin~s: pe~’oleum ~ product~: solvents and controls and practices relate to one samples in this period, then they mustdeter~nts; he~p lasch l~d~: tellings pile/ponds,

another and, when taken as a whole, calculate an average concentration forboth propoasd and sxisting; and nmnuf~ctumd
products, w~ste m~terie~ or by-products used or produce an integrated and consistent each pollutant of concern for allcr~i by the f~¢ility, approach for preventing or controlling samples analyzed.
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TABLE G-5,mlNDUSTRY MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Pollutants of concern Cut-off con-
centration

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) ..................................................................................................................................................120 mg/L
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) ........................................................................................................................................................100 mg/L
Niuate plus Nitdte Nitrogen .............................................................................................................................................................0.68 moJL

If the average concentration for a parameter is less than or equal to the value listed in Table G-5, then the perrnittee
is not required to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter during the fou..-’~ year of the permit. If, however,
the average concentration for a parameter is greater than the cut-off concentration listed in Table G--5, then the permittee
is required to conduct quarterly monitoring for that parameter during the fourth year of permit coverage. Monitoring
is not required during the first, third, and flP,.h year of the permit. The exclusion from monitoring in the fourth year
of the permit is conditional on the facility maintaining industrial operations and BMPs that will ensure a quality
of storm water discharges consistent with the average concentrations recorded during the second year of the permit.

TABLE G-6.---SCHEDULE OF MONiTORiNG

2n~ Year of Permit Coverage ............................̄  ~ quarterly monitoring.
¯CaJculste the average concentrst~on for a~l pararneter~ ar~ze~ c~uring this period.
¯If average concentrs~on is grastm then the vsJue listed in Table G--5, then quarterly sam-

piing is required during the four~ yesr of the parma.
¯If average concentration is isu th~n or equal to the value listed in Table G-5, then ,~o fur-

t~r ~1~ is required for that I~r~neter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage .............................̄  ConcJuct quartedy monitoring for any I~uameter where the average concentration in year 2

of tl~ permit is grastsr than ~ value listed in T~ G-~.
¯If ind~m~ ~ or t~ po~lu~on i:~evention I~n have bean alter~ such that storm

wster dl~ges rr~y be ao~rsely affectS, qu~terty monitoring is require~ for all param-
stars of concern.

In cases where the average have the potential for contributing permit. In the case of certifying that a
concentration of a parameter exceeds    significant levels of pollutants to stormpollutant is not present, the permittee
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects water di~harges. The alternative must submit the certification along with
permittees to place special emphasis ondescribed below is necessary to ensurethe monitoring reports required under
methods for reducing the presence of that monitoring requirements are only paragraph (b) below. If the permittee
those parameters in storm water imposed on those facilities that do, in cannot certify for an entire period, they
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in thefact, have storm water discharges must submit the date exposure was
fourth year of the permit will reessess containing pollutants at concentrations eliminated and any monitoring required
the effectiveness of the adjusted of concern. EPA has determined that ifup until that date. This certification
pollution prevention plan. materials and activities are not exposedoption is not applicable to compliance

The monitoring cut off concentrationsto storm water at the site, then the monitoring requirements associated
listed in Table G.-5 are not numerical potential for pollutants to contaminatewith effluent limitations. EPA does not
effluent limitations. These values storm water discharges does not warrant expect facilities to be able to exercise
represent a level of pollutant dischargemonitoring, this certification for indicator
which facilities may achieve through Therefore, a discharger is not subjectparameters, such as TSS and BOD.
the implementation of pollution to the monitoring requirements of this c. Reporting Requirements. Permittees
prevention plans. At least half of the Part provided the discharger makes a are required to submit all monitoring
facilities which submitted Part 2 data, certification for a given outfall, or on a results obtained during the second and
reported concentrations greater than orpollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of fourth year of permit coverage within 3
equal to the values listed in Table G-5.the monitoring reports required under months of the conclusion of each year.
Facilities that achieve average dischargeparagraph c below, under penalty of For each outfall, one signed Discharge
concentrations which are leas than or law, signed in accordance with Part Monitoring Report form must be
equal to the values in Table G-5 are notVII.G. of the permit (Signatory submitted to the Director per storm
relieved from the pollution preventionRequirements), that material handlingevent sampled. For facilities conducting
plan requirements or any other equipment or activities, raw materials, monitoring beyond the minimum
reqEp’U~remants of the permit, intermediate products, final products, quarterly requirements an additional

A realizes that ff a facility is waste materials, by-products, industrialDischarge Monitoring Report Form must
inactive and unstaffed it may be machinery or operations, significant be filed for each analysis.
difficult to collect storm water dischargematerials from past industrial activity, d. Sample Type. All discharge data
samples when a qualifying event occurs,that are located in areas of the facility shall be reported for grab samples. All
Today’s final permit has been revised sothat are within the drainage area of thesuch samples shall be collected from the
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can out.fall are not presently exposed to discharge resulting from a storm event
exercise a waiver of the requirement to storm water and will not be exposed tothat is greater than 0.1 inches in
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, storm water for the certification period, magnitude and that occurs at least 72

b. Alternative Certification. Such certification must be retained in hours from the previously measurable
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has the storm water pollution prevention (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
included monitoring requiramants for plan and submitted to EPA in event. The required 72-hour storm event
facilities which the Agency believes accordance with Part VI.C. of this interval is waived where the preceding
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measurable storm event did not result in30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the recordsa measurable discharge from the facility,practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of of the ’visual examinations. AdverseThe required 72-hour storm event when the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions that mav prohibitinterval may also be waived where thedischarging. The examinations shall the collection of samples includepermittee documents that less than a 72-document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that createhour interval is representative for localclarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnelstorm events during the season when suspended solids, foam. oil sheen, and{such as local flooding, high winds.sampling is being conducted. The grabother obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,sample shall be taken during the first 30pollution. The examination must be etc.} or otherwise make the collection ofminutes of the discharge. If the conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought.collection of a grab sample during the analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.}.first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabperformed on the samples. All such (5) EPA realizes that if a facility issample can be taken during the first samples shall be collected from the inactive and unstaffed it may behour of the discharge, and the discharge resulting from a storm eventdifficult to collect storm water dischargedischarger shall submit with the that is greater than 0.1 inches in samples when a qualifying event occurs.monitoring report a description of why magnitude and that occurs at least 72 Today’s final permit has been revised soa grab sample during the first 30 hours from the previously measurable that inactive, unstaffed facilities canminutes was impracticable. {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm exercise a waiver of the requirement toIf storm water discharges associated event. Where practicable, the same conduct quarterly visual examination.with industrial activity commingle withindividual should carry out the EPA believes that this quick andprocess or nonprocess water, then collection and examination of simple assessment will allow thewhere practicable permitteas must di .scharges for entire permit term. permittee to approximate theattempt to sample the storm water {2) Visual examination reports must effectiveness of his/her plan on a regulardischarge before it mixes with the non-be maintained onsite in the storm waterbasis at very little cost. Although thestorm water discharge, pollution prevention plan. The report visual examination cannot assess thee. Representotive Discharge. When a shall include the examination date andchemical properties of the storm waterfacility has two or more outfalls that, time, examination personnel, the naturedischarged from the site, thebased on a consideration of industrial of the discharge {i.e., runoff or snow examination will provide meaningfulactivity, significant materials, and melt), visual quality of the storm waterresults upon which the facility may actmanagement practices and activities discharge (including observations of quickly. The frequency of this visualwithin the area drained by the outfall, color, odor, clarity, floating solids, examination will also allow for timelythe permittee reasonably believes settled solids, suspended solids, foam, adjustments to be made to the plan. I~discharge substantially identical oil sheen, and other obvious indicators BMPs are performing ineffectively,effluents, the permittee may test the of storm water pollution}, and probablecorrective action must be implemented.effluent of one such outfall and report sources of any observed storm water
A set of tracking or follow-upthat the quantitative data also applies tocontamination.

the substantially identical outfall(s) (3) When a facility has two or more procedures must be used to ensure that
provided that the permittee includes inoutfalls that, based on a consideration ofappropriate actions are taken in
the storm water pollution prevention industrial activity, significant materials,response to the examinations. The
plan a description of the location of theand management practices and activitiesvisual examination is intended to be
out.falls and explains in detail why the within the area drained b~, the ouffall, performed by members of the pollution
outfalls are expected to discharge the permittee reasonably believes prevention team. This hands-on
substantially identical effluent. In discharge substantially identical examination will enhance the staff’s
addition, for each ouffall that the effluents, the permittee may collect a understanding of the storm water
permittee believes is representative, ansample of effluent of one of such problems on that site and the effects of
estimate of the size of the drainage areaoutfalls and report that the examinationthe management practices that are
(in square feet) and an estimate of the data also applies to the substantially included in the plan.
runoff coefficient of the drainage area identical outfall(s} provided that the 7. Numeric Effluent Limitations.[e.g., low [under 40 percent), mediumpermittae includes in the storm water
(40 to 65 percent), or high (above 65 pollution prevention plan a description There are no numeric effluent
percent)] shall be provided in the plan.of the location of the outfalls and limitations beyond those described in

F. Visual F, xamination of Storm Waterexplainsindetailwhytheoutfallsare PartVI.B. ofthispermit.
Quality. Metal mining facilities shall expected to discharge substantially H. Storm Water Discharges Associatedperform and document a visual identical effluents. In addition, for eachWith Industn’al Activity From Coalexamination of a storm water dischargeoutfal] that the permittee believes is Mines and Coal Mining-Relatedassociated with industrial activity from representative, an estimate of the size ofFacilitieseach outfall, except discharges the drainage area (in square feet) and an
exempted below. The examination ofestimate of the runoff coefficient of the 1. Discharges Covered Under This
storm water quality must be conducteddrainage area [e.g., low (under 40 Section
at least once in each of the following 3-percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent), or On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990),
~pOnth periods: January through March,high (above 65 percent)] shall be EPA promulgated the regulatoryril through June, July through provided in the plan. definition of "storm water associatedSeptember, and October through (4] When a discharger is unable to with industrial activity." This de~’LitionDecember. The examination shall be collect samples over the course of the includes point source discharges ofmade during daylight hours unless therevisual examination period as a result ofstorm water from eleven majoris insufficient rainfall or snow melt to adverse climatic conditions, the categories of facilities, including:produce a runoff event, discharger must document the reason .....(iii) facilities classified as{1 ) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)grab samples collected within the first examination and retain this codes 10 through 14 including active or
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inactive mining operations (except for Coal Handling Buildings and Structuresfraction, and beating value, determine
areas of coal mining operations no Inactive Coal Mines and Related whether coal is classified as lignite, sub-
longer meeting the definition of a A.ress-Abendoned and other inactive bituminous, bituminous, or anthracite.
reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11{1)mines, refuse disposal sites and other The coal mining and related facilities
because the performance bond issued tomining-related areas. This includes industry extracts and processes coal.
the facility by the appropriate SMCRA abandoned mine sites being reclaimedThere are two methods of coal mining:
authority has been released, or except under Title IV of the Surface Mining surface mining and underground
for areas of noncoal mining operations Control and Reclamation Act. Not mining. Surface mining is a method
which have been released from covered by this section are discharges utilized when the coal is close to the
applicable State or Federal reclamationfrom sites, or parts of sites, which are earth’s surface and it is economically
requirements after December 17, 1990)determined to cause or contribute to viable to remove and store the
and oil and gas exploration, production,water quality standards violations, overburden, which can later be used for
processing, or treatment operations, or This section does not cover any reclamation. Underground mining
storm water contaminated by contact discharge subject to effluent limitation occurs when coal is too deep to be
with any overburden, raw material, guidelines. Discharges from active surface mIned or environmental
intermediate products, finished facilities and those under reclamation restrictions prohibit surface mining.
products, by-products or waste productsare subject to NPDES permits and Coal preparation activities increase
located on the site of such operations." require treatment to meet specific the value of coal by removing impurities

This section only covers storm water effluent guideline limits as specified in through size reduction, screening,
discharges associated with industrial 40 CFR Part 434 for pH, iron, gravity separation, dewatering, and
activities ~rom inactive 5a coal mines manganese, suspended solids, and drying. After this step, coal is ready to
and from access roads, haul roads, andsettleable solids. Storm water that doesbe shipped for further processing. The
rail lines at active coal mines. Coal not come into contact with any impurities, including shales, clays, low
mines and coal mining-related facilitiesoverburden, raw material, intermediatereject coal, and possibly some acidic
subject to l’equirements under this product, finished pro.duct, byproduct, ormaterials, are then conveyed to refuse
section include the following types of waste product located on the site of thedisposal facilities.
operations: bituminous coal and ligniteoperation are not subject to permitting These mining methods and coal

preparation activities occur during thesurface mining (SIC 1221); bituminousunder this section according to Sectionactive phase of mining and are notcoal underground mining (SIC 1222); 402(1)(2) of the Clean Water Act. authorized by this section nor are theyanthracite mining (SIC 1231); and coal This section also does not cover storm
mining services (SIC 1241). water discharges associated with included in ~e stormwater regulation.

Most areas at active mine sites areStorm water discharges authorized byindustrial activity from inactive coal
this section include storm water mines located on Federal lands, unlesscovered by the Surface Mining Control

and Reclamation ACt (SMCRA).discharges at inactive coal mines wherean operator can be identified. These
precipitation and storm water runon discharges are not eligible because theyDischarges from these areas are

considered process wastewaters and arecome into contact with significant are more appropriately covered under covered under a separate NPDES permit.materials including, but not limited to, an NPDES permit currently being
raw materials, waste products, end by-developed. Today’s permit only addresses storm
products, overburden, and stored When an industrial facility, describedwater discharges from coal mines and
materials. This section also authorizesby the above coverage provisions of thisrelated areas that are not already subject
storm water discharges from haul roads,section, has industrial activities being to effluent limitation guidelines under
access roads, and rail lines used or conducted onsite that meet the 40 CFR Part 434. Storm water discharges

not subject to the effluent limitationtraveled by carriers of raw materials, description(s) of industrial activities in guidelines may include discharges frommanufactured products, waste materials,another section(s), that industrial the following areas:or by-products created by active coal facility shall comply with any and all a. Access Boads, Haul Boads, andmining facilities. The following applicable monitoring and pollution tiail lines. Access roads, haul roads,activities are covered under this section:prevention plan requirements of the and rail lines are used for theHaul Roads---Nonpublic roads on whichother section(s) in addition to all transportation of coal, refuse (wastecoal or coal refuse is conveyed applicable requirements in this section,materials, old equipment, etc.), andAccess Rcads--Nonpublic roads The monitoring and pollution overburden away bom the mine
providing light vehicular traffic prevention plan terms and conditions ofworkings. To build access and haulwithin the facility property and to this multi-sector permit are additive forroads, common land disturbingpublic roadways industrial activities being conducted at activities such as vegetation clearingRailroad Spurs, Sidings, and Internal the same industrial facility (co-located and soil grading are necessary. RefuseHaulage Lines---Rail lines used for industrial activities). The operator of thecoal and overburden may be used as ahauling coal within the facility facility shall determine which other road base material. Road buildingproperty end to offsite commercial monitoring and pollution prevention activities increase the potential for therailroad lines o.r. loading areas plan section(s) of this permit {if any) areoffsite discharge of sediment in stormConveyor Belts, C_~utes, and Aerial applicable to the facility. water runoff. In addition, coal,Tramway Haulage Areas--Areas Coal is a black, primarily organic overburden, and refuse materials may beunder and around coal or refuse substance formed from compressed spilled during loading and unloadingconveyor areas, including transfer layers of decaying organic matter operations and during the transport ofstations millions of years ego.s9 Factors such assuch materials along access roads, haulEquipment Storage and Maintenance the fixed carbon content, volatile matterroads, and rail spurs.Yards

b. Inactive Mine Sites. Although~"Development Document for Final El~luent industrial processes have ended at~ Inactive mining operation~ are minin$ site~ that Lhnitatinn~ Guideline, Now Souzce Performance
are not being actively mined, but which have an Standards. and Premmunant Standarck for the Coal inactive mine sites, the significant
identifiable owner/operator. Mining Point Source Category." EPA. 1982. materials associated with those
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industrial processes may remain at the2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water com~ections,~o spills, and other
site and contaminate storm water Discharges improperly dumped materials, may
discharges. The areas at inactive surfaceImpacts caused by storm water increase the pollutant loads discharged
or underground coal mines which are discharges f~om active haul roads, into waters of the United States.
included in the storm water regulation access roads and rail lines and inactive Storm water discharges f~om haul
include former locations of: conveyor coal mine and coal mining-related roads of active sites and inactive mine
belts, chutes, and aerial tramways; facilities will vary. Several factors sites may include many of the
equipment storage and maiz;tenance influence to what extent significant pollutants common to active coal
yards; coal preparation plants; and coalmaterials from coal mines and coal mining operations. These pollutants
handling buildings and storage areas, mining-related facilities may affect may include acids, suspended solids,

Inactive mine sites are regulated water quality. Such factors include: dissolved solids, iron, manganese, and

because significant materials remain geographic location; hydi’ogeology; the traces of other metals. Table H-!

onsite. The significant materials type of coal extracted; the mineralogy ofindicates the pollutant sources and
the extracted resource and the pollutants for a number of industrialinclude, but are not Limited to: coal surrounding rock; how the coal was activities for coal mines authorized bypiles, including coal refuse piles; usedextracted; the type of industrial this section.and old equipment, including activities occurring onsite; the size of Another problem at coal mines is acidboneyards; overburden; waste disposalthe operation; and type, duration, and mine drainage. In general, the problemssites; and waste materials, in addition,intensity of precipitation events. Each ofof acid mine drainage are confined to

in certain areas where machinery hasthese, and other, factors will interact to wastem Maryland. northern West
been intensively used or abandoned, influence the quantity and quality of Virginia, Pennsylvania, western
waste lubricating fluids, solvents, and storm water runoff. For example, Kentucky, and along the Illinois-Indiana
contaminated soils may be present, overburden may be a significant sourceborder. Acid mine drainage is not a
These materials are typically present of pollutants at some facilities, while problem in the West because the coals
outdoors and are exposed to storm waterstorage areas are a prima~y source at and overburden contain little pyrite, the
discharges, others. In addition, sources of pollutantsprecursor for acid mine drainage, and

other than storm water, such as illicit because of low annual precipitation.

TABLE H-1 .--ACTIViTiES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND POLLUTANTS

Roa~ ar~ RaJJ Corw~do~S~ace grading an expost~e of so~s ...........................Dost, TSS, TDS, tu~o~y, pH.~nd M~ntermnce--Ac~ve

Raw or W~e Material Mated~l spills ..................................................................Dust, TSS, TDS, lurb~:lily, pH, sulfates, iron.
Tmnspor~tJon.

~ of Mining ~I F~w IVl~teri~l Storage .....................................................Dust, TSS, TDS, ~oklibj, pH sulfates, iron.
Proces~ng Activi~es at In..

Waste Rock Storage .....................................................Dust, TSS, TDS, ’~lity, sulfates, iron, pH.
Disposal Areas ................................................................Dust, TSS, TDS, luroid~, pH, ~ & grease.
Surface and ~ndergmund Mines .................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH, sulfates, iron.
Matehals Handling and Loading/Unioa~ng .................... Dust, TSS, TDS, tud)idity, pH, sulfates, iron.E~uipmenVVehicle Mainte- Foaling Act~,ities .............................................................Diesel fuel, gasoline, oil,

nsnce.
Pare Cleaning ................................................................. Solvents, off, heavy metes, ac~slkaJine wastes.
Waste disposal of oily rags, o~1 and gas filters, bat- Oil, heaW meiaJs, soiver~, ack~. COD.

reties, coolants, dngreasers.
Rec~ama~on Activ~es ......... S~e prepara~)n ~or sta~iza~o~ ..................................... Dust, TSS, TDS,

. rl,als,: .~’,A .,~:~.,eves. ;t ~s, ap~ropr;a_te, ,to _~is.c~,.s the. pot_elltial, pollutants at coal mhling faci]~ities as a whole and
.~t suo...~t, Vl(le ,~.~1. s .se~, o,r. l.-~lere.lo.re, I.a.Dle H-2. Lists data..f.o.r se|ected parameters from ~acilities in the coal miI~in~~or. l~e.se .~a.’~, .mc,~.~u.(le. t.~e e.~ght, pnil.u..t~ts, that all fa(nlities were required to monitor for under Form 2F, as we]~
as me Do;~u~an:s T~a~ ~.~A aeterm~ue(1 merit further mon~toring.

TABLE H-2.--STATIST1CS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY COAL MINES AND COAL MINING-RELATED
FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

m~.............................................. i ~l ~I ’ ~.~1 ~.~1 "l a~l ~1 ~.~1 ~’*1 ~1 ~ ~.~c~o ..............................................
~t

~ ~: ~,.sl ~.sl ol o.~1 ~-~1 ~s.~l ~-~! ~.ol ~-~1 ~.~1~ ~     .~.~1 ~.~’~
To~ K’~ NWogen .................. ’~Sl ’~’~ 21] ’~: ’~"~t ’~’TSl 00~ 0.00| S.20I 7.401 o.eeI o.3ef ’m.aa! ’~o.2sl ,oq 3’~.3"~Oil&(~,~z~ ...............................

~
N/A 3’~| Nh 1.7 I N~A I 0 I N~A i a.~ I N~A I ~.0 I ~’A lpH .................................................. N/A ~I ~ N~A IN/,., I ~]N/A I U l N/’*’ I Z.01 ~*.’, I S.Sl N/ATotal I:~ ........................... ~ 8 9 20l ! 0.3~1 0.08! 001 0.~01 5.gOI 0.,~1 3.001 0.001    ~.401 0.611 001    ~ .37

~o]]licit copJ~eCtiOn~ m-e contribuUons of saz~tazy sewen, industrial faci]iUes, commercial coaJ m~z~z~ related facLLiUes is low .vet it still may~mpematted non-storm water dbcbaz~es zo storm estab|i~]zment~, or mzidentJa! dw~Uin~. The be applicable at some operaUo~.sewm-s ~rom any ~umber of ~om’ces mciudLn8 probability of illicit co~zectJo~ a~ coal mme~ a~d
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TABLE H-2.---.STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY COAL MINES AND COAL MINING-RELATED
FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)~ontinued

No. of F~illtms No. of 99th Dercen~ile
S~ml~et~e Grab Com¢)~ Gr~

Susoen~e~ So~s ................. 18 11 22 12 2551 462 0 2 ~3420 3880 7 131 3167 3011 234~4 13634
Alum,num, Totlg ............................. 7 4 9 e 87.3~ 8.28

00:600
0.10 517.58 38.S4 5.72 2.33 89~.16 54.11 60..45 198.54

Total ....................................... 11 g 13 10 193.9 53.3 1.1 930.0 294.0 9.2. 11.0 1639.1 284,0 9593.9 981.7
= Al)t~4~at~on~ that clk:l not r~ ~e unJ~ o~ rnllluten~nt for the r~e0 vidue~ of pollutants were not inc~uOe~ in these Statisbcs. Value= re~leo a~ non.~etect or mow 0etectio~ limit ~’e

a~ume~ to l~e 0.

Storm water discharges ~rom inactivevegetative covers, and berms. Source program, as it applies to active coal
and abandoned coal mines, preparation,reduction practices are typically {but mining sites, is Limited. the applicants
refuse disposal sites, haul roads and not always) low in cost and relatively were not required to provide EPA with
other inactive mining-related areas mayeasy to implement. In some instances, BMP data for process wastewater
contain substantial amounts of more resource intensive treatment discharges. Furthermore, active surface
pollutants without the benefits of BMPs, including sedimentation pondsmines are subject to 30 CFR Part 816
sediment and erosion control measures, and infiltration trenches, may be and. active underground mines axe
Sampling data in the EPA 1982 necessary depending upon the type of subject to 30 CFR Par~ 817, both which
"Development Document for Effluent discharge, types and concentrations of require the implementation of BMPs.
Guidelines and Standards for Coal contaminants, and volume of flow.
Mining" reveal typical ranges for The selection of the most effective Since many coal facilities ~re required

untreated mine drainage and are BMPs will be based on site-specific to have BMPs, the data presented in part
1 oi: the application may underestimateindicated in Table H-3. The data are considerations such as: facility size,

based on untreated surface and climate, geographic location, the percentage of facilities with storm

underground drainage and may not be hydrogeology and the environmental water BMPs.

typical of inactive sites subject only to setting of each facility, and volume and Because BMPs described in the pax~ I
storm water runoff. For example, a high type of discharge generated. Each data are limited, EPA is providing an
proportion of underground mines in the facility will be umque in that the overview of supplementary BMPs for

survey may have resulted in the source, type, and volume of use by facility operators to determine
relatively low median levels of contaminated storm water discharges appropriate BMPs for haul and access
suspended solids. However, it does will differ. In addition, the fate and roads at active coal mines and for
indicate the potential array of transport of pollutants in these inactive coal mines. However, due to
conventional mining pollutants which discharges will vary. EPA believes that the site-specific nature of facilities
could be present in abandoned mine the management practices discussed within this sector, BMPs cited do not
drainage, herein are well suited mechanisms to preclude the use of other viable BMP

prevent or control the contamination ofoptions. Table H-3 summarizes BMP
3. Options for Controlling Pollutants storm water discharges associated with options as they apply to land

Mining facilities are often dissimilar active and inactive coal mines, disturbance activities at active and
to other types of industrial facilities BMPs that minimize erosion and inactive coal mining facilities. Sources
because they may be situated in remote sedimentation are effective for areas of BMP information include: "Sediment
locations, operate only seasonally or along haul and access roads, and for and Erosion Control: An Inventory of
intermittently, yet need year-round inactive mines. Many BMPs were not Current Practices--Draft," EPA, ,~pril
storm water management controls. EPAlisted by part 1 group application 20, 1990; "Storm Water Management for
believes that the most effective storm participants because the major Industrial Activities: Developing
water management controls for limitingapplication submitted by the National Pollution Prevention Plans and Best
the offsite discharge of storm water Coal Association and the American Management Practices," EPA,
pollutants f~’om active and inactive coalMining Congress was comprised of onlySeptember, 1992, {EPA 832-R-92-0061;
mines are source reduction BMPs. active mine sites. The only portions of "Best Management Practices for Mining
Source reduction BMPs are methods byan active mine site to which this sectionin Idaho," Idaho Department of Lands,
which discharges of contaminants are of today’s permit applies are haul roads,November 1992; and "Erosion &
controlled with little or no required railways, and conveyor belts, chutes, Sediment Control Handbook," Goldman
maintenance. Examples of these types ofand aerial tramway haulage areas, et al., McGraw-Hill Book Company,
controls include diversion dikes, Because the scope of storm water 1986.

TABLE H-3.--SUMMARYOF MINE AREAS AND APPLICABLE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Land-disturbed area D~e diver- Conveyance sys- Runoff dispersion Sediment control
mons terns & collection Vegetation Containment

Haul Roads and Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gut- Check Dams, Gabions, Riprap, SeeOing, Willow
Access Roads. Berms.. ters, Culverts, Rock Outlet Native Roc~ Cut~ng Estab-

Rolling Dips, Protection, Retaining Walls, lishment.
Road Sloping, Level SDrea~ Straw Bale Bar-
Roadway Water ers, Stream AI- riers, Sediment
Deflectors. teration, Drop Tral:)a/Catch

Structures. Basins, Vege-
tated Buffer
Strips.
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TABLE H-3..~SUMMARY OF MINE AREAS AND APPUCABLE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES----COI’Itinued

Land-disturbed area Dlsctuug. e diver- Conveyance sys- Sediment controlstuns terns Runoff dispersion & collection Vegetation Containment

PitsJQuarries or Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gutters Serrated Slopes, Sediment Settling Seeding ............... Plugging andUnclsrground Berms. Benched Ponds, Straw Grouting.Mines. Slopes, Bale Barrier,
Comouring, Siltation Berms.
Stream Alter-
ation.

Overburden, Waste Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gutters Serrated Slopes, Plastic Matting, Topsoiling, Seed- Capping.Rock and Raw Berms. Benct~ed Plastic NetlJng, bed Pre~ara-
Material Piles. Slopes, Erosion Cont~ tion, Seeding.

Strasm Alter- Mulch-straw,
ation. Compact~,

tling Ponds, Silt
Fencas, Silta-
tion Berms.

Reclamation .......... Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gutters Check Dams, Gabions, Riprap, Topsoiling, Seed- Capping, PluggingBerms. Rock Out~t and Native bed Preoara- and Grouting.
Protection, Rock Retaining tJon, Seeding,
Level Spread- Walls, Willow Cutting
ers, Serrated Biotechnical Establishment.
Sk~oes, Sta~lm~t~on,
Benched Straw Bale Bar-

Contouring, Tra~Catch
Drain Raids, Basins, Vegeta-
Stream Alter- tire Buffer
~tion, Drop S~ps, Silt
StnJcturas. Fences, Silt, a-

Brush Sediment

Haul Roads and Access Roads-- Overburden, Waste Rock, and Raw inactive areas of a site as active mining
Placement of haul roads or access roadsMaterial Piles--Overburden. topsoil, moves to new areas.
should occur as far as possible from and waste rock should be stabilized, The following seven categories
natural drainage areas, lakes, ponds, recontoured if necessary, and vegetated, describe best management practice
wetlands or floodplains where soil will In addition surface waters and other opUons for reducing pollutants in storm
naturally be less stable for heavy vehiclesources of water should be diverted water discharges from haul and access
traffic. If a haul road must be around the piles. As many piles as roads for active coal mines and for
constructed near water, as little possible should be revegetated (even ifinactive mines: discharge diversions;
vegetation as possible should be only on a temporary basis), drainage/storm water conveyance

systems; runoff dispersion; sedimentremoved from between the road and theReclamation Activities--When a coalcontrol and collection; vegetation/soilwaterway, as vegetation is a useful seam is depleted and operations cease,stabilization: cappIng of contaminatedbuffer against erosion and is an efficienta mine site must be reclaimed accordingsom’ces; and treatmem.sediment collection mechanism. The to appropriate State or Federal a. D~scharge Diversions. Dischargewidth and grade of haul or access roadsstandards. Closura activitias typically diversions provide the f~rst line ofshould be minimal and should be Include rastabilizatton of any disturbeddefense in preventin8 the contaminationdesigned to match natura! contours ofareas such as access or haul roads, pitsof disch~ges, and subsequentthe area. Construction of haul roads or quarries, sedimentation ponds or contamination of receiving waters of theshould be supplemented by BMPs that work-out pits, and any remainin8 wasteUnited States. Discharge diversions are
divert runoff from road surfaces, piles. Overburden and topsoil stockpilestemporary or permanent structures
minimize erosion, and din~ct flow to may be used to fill in a pit or quarry installed to divert flow, store flow, or
appropriate channels for discharge to (where practicafl.) Recontourin8 and limit storm water runon and runoff.
treatment areas. Existing haul roads andvegetation should be performed to These diversion practices have several
nearby ditches, without BMPs, can be stabilize soils and prevent erosion, objectives. Fh’st, diversion structures
altered or modified to accommodate the

Major reclamation act.iv/ties such as can be designed to prevent otherwise
const~’uction of BMPs. uncontaminated (or less contaminated)recontouring roads and filling in a pit orwater from crossing disturbed areas or

Surface Minas--BMPs can be used toquarry can only be performed after areas containin8 significant amounts ofcontrol total suspended so!ids levels inoperations have ceased. However, contaminated materials, where contact~’anoff from unvegetated ar~s. These reclamation activities such as may oco.Lr between runon andcan include sedimant/settlin8 ponds,stabilization of banks, and reseeding significant materials. These sourcecheck dams, silt fences, and straw baleand revegetation should be reduction measures may be particularlybarriers, implemented in mined out portions, or effective for inactive coal mine sites
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because they prevent runon of the road, with a downslope angle avoided where there is the potential for
uncontaminated discharges ~rom between 30 and 40 percent. Waterbars contamination.
contacting exposed materials and/or are kept open at a discharge end to Rock Outlet ProtectionwRock
reduce the flow across disturbed areas,allow water to flow away from the road,protection placed at the outlet end of
thereby leesening the potential for and require little maintenance. These culverts, channels, or ditches reduces
erosion. Second, diversion structures harms may be used as temporary or the depth, velocity, and destructive
can be used to collect or divert waters permanent structures, energy of water such that the flow will
for later treatment, if necessary. The Rolling Dips and Road Sloping-- not erode the downstream reach. The
usefulness of these control measures areRolling dips and road sloping are use of some materials {e.g., mine waste
limited by such factors as the size of thepermanent water diversion techniquesrock or ore) should be avoided where
area to be controlled and the type and installed using natural contours of the contamination may occur. As with
nature of materials exposed and land during road construction. These check dams, rock outlet protection may
precipitation events. BMPs prevent water accumulation on also be used as a source reduction

Diversion dikes, curbs, and berms areroad surfaces and divert surface runoff treatment mechanism by using rocks
temporary or permanent diversion toward road ditches, which then conveycontaining limestone or other alkalinestructures that prevent runoff from the storm water to ponds or other materials to neutralize acidicpassing beyond a certain point, and management areas, discharges.divert runoff away from its intended Roadway Surface Water Deflector--A Level Spreaders--Level spreaders arepath. Dikes, curbs or berrns may be usedroadway surface water deflector is outlets for dikes and diversionsto surround and isolate areas of concern,another technique to prevent consisting of an excavated depressiondiverting flow around piles of accumuIation of water on road surfaces,constructed at zero grade across a slope.overburden, waste rock, and storage The structure uses a conveyor belt Level spreaders diffuse storm waterareas, to minimize discharge contact sandwiched between two pieces of point sources and release it onto areaswith contaminated materials and to treated wood and placed within the stabilized by existing vegetation.limit discharges of contaminated waterroad to deflect water. This is a useful Serrated Slopes and Benchedfrom confined ~.~as.

b. DrainagelStorm Water Conveyance technique for steeply graded, unpaved Slopes---These runoff dispersion
Systems. Drainage or storm water roads, methods break up flow of runoff from a
conveyance systems can provide either Culverts--Culverts are permanent slope, decreasing its ability to erode.
a temporary or a permanent surface water diversion mechanisms Serrated and benched slopes provide
management practice which functions used to convey water off of, or fiat areas that allow water to infiltrate,
to channel water away from eroded or underneath a road. Made of corrugated and space for vegetation to grow and
unstabilized areas, convey runoff metal, they must extend across the reinforce soils. Serrated slopes are
without causing erosion, and/or carry entire width of the road, and beyond the equipped with small steps, from one to
discharges to more stabilized areas. The fill slope. Additional erosion control two feet of horizontal surface exposed
use of drainage systems as a permanent mechanisms may need to be installed at on each step. Benched slopes have
measure may be most appropriate in the discharge end of the culvert, larger steps, with vertical cuts between
areas with extreme slopes, areas subjectc. Runoff Dispersion. Drainage two and four feet high.
to high velocity runoff, and other areas systems are most effective when used in Contouring--Surface contouring is the
where the establishment of substantial conjunction with runoff dispersion establishment of a rough soil surface
vegetation is infeasible or impractical, devices designed to slow the flow of amenable to revegetation, through
For instance, several BMPs described water discharged from a site. These creating horizontal grooves,
below may be useful storm water and devices also aid storm water infiltrationdepressions, or steps that run with the
erosion control methods applicable to into the soil and flow attenuation. Somecontour of the land. Slopes may also be
haul roads and access roads, examples of velocity dissipation devicesleft in a roughened condition to reduce

Channels or Gutters--Channels or include check dams, rock outlet discharge flow and promote infiltration.
gutters collect storm water runoff and protection, level spreaders, and serratedSurface roughening aids in the
direct its flow. Like diversion systems, and benched slopes, establishment of vegetative cover by
channels or gutters may act to divert Check Dams--Check dams are smallreducing runoff velocity and giving seed
runoff away from a potential source of temporary dams constructed across an opportunity to take hold and grow.
contamination, but may also be used toswales or drainage ditches to reduce theThis technique is appropriate for all
channel runoff to a collection and/or velocity of runoff flows, thereby slopes steeper than 3:1 in order to
treatment area including settling ponds,reducing erosion and failure of the facilitate stabilization of the slope and
basins or work-out pits. swale or ditch. This slowing reduces promote the growth of a vegetative

Open Top Box Culverts, and erosion and gullying in the channel andcover. Once areas have been contoured,
Watarbars~These structures are allows sediments to settle, they should be seeded as quickly as
temporary or permanent structures that Check dams may be installed in smallpossible.
divert water from a roadway surface, temporary or permanent chaunels whereDrain Fields~Dmin fields are used to
Open top box culverts may be used on vegetation of the channel lining is not prevent the accumulation of water and/
steeply graded, unpaved roads in placefeasible and where there is danger of or ground water at a site, by diverting
of pipe culverts to divert surface runoff erosion. These may be areas where infiltrating sources through gravity flow
and flow from inside ditches onto the installation of nonerosive liners are not or pumping. Typically filled with
downhill slope of a road. These cost effective, porous, permeable materials such as
structures are typically made of wood Check dams diminish the need for graded rock, or perforated pipe, and
and should periodically be monitored more stringent erosion control practiceslined with geotextile fabric, these
and repaired if necessary, in the drsinege ditch since they mechanisms are useful underneath

Waterbars are berms built by a dozer,decrease runoff velocity. When significant materials, reducing the
or by hand, to a one to two foot height, constructing check dams, the use of amount of water that ultimately comes
They serve to extend the entire width ofoverburden or waste rock should be into contact with significant materials.
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Stream Alteration--Altering or growth. Used on slopes and/or in vegetation will eventually take root andchannelizing the path of a stream to combination with nylon netting, these help stabilize the slope.bypass all or some disturbed areas on amaterials may prevent erosion by wind Straw Bale Barrier--Straw bales maysite, allows additional mining activities,and water. Over time, however, the be used as temporary berms, barriers, orand avoids contamination of stream mulch cover will decrease in diversions, capturing sediments andwater by distmbed lands. This practiceeffectiveness, filtering runoff. When installed andis complicated, however, by the need to Compaction--Soil compaction using amaintained properly, these barriersrestore the channel when mining roller or other heavy equipment remove approximately 67 percent of theoperations end. increases soil "strength" by increasingsediment load.S3 These barriers areDrop Structures--Drop structures are its density. More dense soil is less proneapplicable across small swales, inlarge angular rocks placed in a V-shapedto erosion and long-term soil settlement,ditches, and at the toe of bare slopespattern to slow the velocity of storm The surface of compacted soils should where there is a temporary, largewater runoff. These structures are be rouRhed and seeded or vegetated tovolume of sediment laden runoff.typically reinforced by logs or large increase its durability. Sediment Traps or Catch Basins--rocks imbedded in the streambenks. Sediment/Settling Ponds-SedimentThese temporary or permanentd. Sediment Control and Collection. ponds function as sediment traps by structures are useful for catching andSediment control and collection limits containing runoff for long periods of storing sediment laden storm watermovement and retains sediments fromtime, allowing suspended solids to runoff and are particularly useful duringbeing transported offsite. Several settle. These structures can achieve a construction activities to contain runoff.structural collection devices have beenhigh removal rate of sediment for both The effectiveness of these BMPs is betterdeveloped to remove sediment from process wastewater and storm water in smaller drainage basin areas.runoffbefora it leaves the site. Severaldischarges. Sediment/settling ponds areSediment traps are less than 50 percentmethods of removing sediment from siteeasily constructed and require minimaleffective in removing sediment fromrunoff involve diversion mechanisms maintenance. Their flexibility to treat storm water nmoff.~previously discussed, supplemented byboth process wastewater and storm Vegetated Buffer Strips--Thea trapping or storage device. Structuralwater makes the use of ponds a installation of vegetated buffer stripspractices typically involve filtering desirable treatment for discharges fromwill reduce runoff and prevent erosion
diffuse storm water flows through ore mining and dressing facilities. Of at a removal efficiency rate of 75 to 99
temporary structures such as straw balecourse, site characteristics must be suchpercent depending upon the grounddikes, silt fences, brush barriers or that some or all discharges can be cover.85 In addition, vegetated buffer
vegetated areas, practically channeled to a centralized strips catch and settle sedimentstructural practices are typically low area for treatment. Where this is not contained in the storm water runoffin cost. However, structural practices practical, the cost of constructing pri_o..r to reaching receiving waters.require periodic removal of sediment tomultiple sediment ponds may become ~ilt Fence/Filter Fence--A low fenceremain functional. As such, they may prohibitive. In addition, periodic made of filter fabric, wire and steelnot be appropriate for permanent use atdredging may be required in order to posts, should be used on small
inactive mines. However, these maintain the capacity of these ponds, ephemeral drainage ames where storm
practices may be effectively used as Discharge ponds may also I~ designed water collects or leaves a mine site. Silt
tempora~ measures along haul roads. to act as surge ponds which are fences remove 97 percent of theand access roads, designed to contain storm surges and sediment load and are easier to maintain

Plastic Matting, Plastic Netting, and then completely drain in about 24 to 40and remove without creating lastingErosion Control Blankets--These BMPs hours, and remain dry during times of impacts to the environment.86 Silt andare used to protect bare soils to controlno rainfall. They can provide pollutant filter fences need to be inspecteddust and erosion. Mats and blankets removal efficiencies that are similar to periodically, and may not be as effectivehelp to promote vegetative growth by those of detention ponds.6= Storm surgeas straw bales, since fabric may become
maintaining moisture and heat within ponds are typically designed to provideclogged with Rue particles preventingthe soil. Plastic matting and netting both water quality and water quantity water flow.improve slope stabilization and may be(flood control) benefits. " Silt fences may have limitedused as a permanent treatment to Gabions, Riprap, and Native Rock applicability for large areas: they are
encourage grass growth. Plastic nettingRetaining Walls--These BMPs are all most effective for use in small drainageis a more effective material to use whileforms of slope stabilization. Gabions areas. These fences may also be used in
promoting growth of vegetation as it consist of rocks (riprap) contained by conjunction with nonstructural
permits sunlight to penetrate through torectangular wire boxes or baskets for usepractices to maintain the integrity of soil
the soils. Erosion control blankets also as permanent erosion control structures,prior to the establishment of vegetation.stabilize slopes, and control erosion. Riprap consists of loose rocks placed Siltation Berms---Siltation berms are
These blankets may be made of jute, oralong embankments to prevent erosion, typically placed on the downslope side
plastic netting, but are more expensiveNative rock retaining walls are anotherof a disturbed area to act as anthan straw, form of slope stabilization, with walls impermeable barrier for the capture andMulch-straw or Wood Chips.-- up to five feet in height, constructedMulches and wood chips are useful from native rock to reinforce a steep ~3 "Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory
temporary covers for bare or seeded slope, of Current Practice~-Draft." EPA. April 20. 1990.
soils, with an erosion control Biotechnical Stabilization-- page

~ "Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventoryeffectiveness rating of 75 to 98 Biotechnical stabilization uses live of C~trr~nt Practices--Draft," EPA, April 20, 19901percent.~ Like matting, mulch-straw orbrush imbedded in the soils of a steep page rv-26.wood chips help soils retain moisture slope to prevent erosion. This method ,3 "Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory
and warmth to promote vegetative relies on the premise that the imbeddedof Currant Pmcticos--Dreft," EPA. April 20, 1990~

page IV-7.
e6 "sediment and Erosion Control: An lavantoryet "Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory 6= "Urban Targeting and BMP Selection," EPA, of Curr~m Pmctice~-.-Dra~t,’" EPA, April 20, 1990,of Current Practic~.-Dmf1." EPA. April 20, 1990. Region V, November 1990. pege IV-75.
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retention of sediments in surface wateraddition of topsoil ingredients to be practices focus on sediment and erosion
runoff. Plastic sheeting is typically used mixed in with soils used for seedbed control and are similar to BMPs used in
to cover the berm. The berm and the preparation. Ripping, dicing, and the construction industry. For more
plastic sheeting may require periodic mixing soils promotes weed control anddetails on the use and implementation
maintenance and repair, aerates the soil, encouraging seedling of these practices the reader is

Brush Sediment Barriers--Brush growth, encouraged to obtain a copy of one or
bamers are temporary sediment barriersBroadcast Seeding and Drill more of the many good sediment and
composed of tree limbs, weeds, vines, Seeding--Seeding and vegetative erosion control books available on the
root mat, soil, rock and other cleared planting are methods used to revegetatemarket.~9 In some cases (e.g.. low pH
materials placed at the toe of a slope. Aan area. Broadcast seeding spreads seedsand/or high metals concentrations),
brush barrier is effective only for small uniformly, by hand or machine, to steepBMPs, and sediment and erosion
drainage areas, usually less than 1/, acre,sloped or rocky areas, flat surfaces, andcontrols may not be adequate to produce
where the slope is minimal, areas with limited access. Drill seedingan acceptable quality of storm water

Brush bemers do not function as is performed using a rangeland drill discharge. Under those circumstances
permanent barriers since over time theseeder and may not be used on rocky additional physical or chemical
barrier itself will degrade. This BMP is surfaces. Drill seeding is more suitablytreatment systems may be necessary to
most effective when located at the toe ofperformed on flat, nonrocky surfaces, protect the receiving waters.
a slope of an area in which vegetaUon where the machine can insert seeds intog. Treatment. Treatment practices are
is being grown or during temporary the soil. those methods of control which are
operations. The brush barriers remove Willow Cutting Establishment-- normally used to reduce the
any excessive sediment which is Willow cutting establishment describes concentration of pollutants in water
generated by erosion prior to the a method of soil stabilization useful forbefore it is discharged. This is in
establishment of vegetation, stream banks and other areas located contrast to many BMPs where the

e. Vegetation Practices. Vegetation adjacent to water. Similar to emph.asis is on keeping the water from
practices involve establishing a biotechnical stabilization, willow becoming contaminated. Treatment
sustainable ground cover by permanentcuttings are used to promote growth inpractices may be required where flows
seeding, mulching, sodding, and otheran area needing stabilization. Willow are currently being affected by exposed
such practices. A vegetative cover cuttings are typically used to reir~orce materials and where other BMPs are
reduces the potential for erosion of a a streamhank or other moist area. insufficient to meet discharge goals.
site by: absorbing the kinetic energy of Willow cuttings require a great deal of These practices are usually the most
raindrops which would otherwise moisture and must be planted in areasresource intensive as they often entail
impact soil; intercepting water so it canthat remain moist for long periods in significant construction costs and
infiltrate into the ground instead of order to take hold and grow. require monitoring and maintenance on
nmning off and carrying contaminated F. Capping. In some cases, the a frequent and regular basis. Treatment
discharges; and by slowing the velocity elimination of a pollution source options may range from high
of runoff to promote onsite deposition of through capping contaminant sources maintenance controls to low
sediment. Vegetative controls are often may be the most cost effective controlmaintenance. High maintenance
the most important measures taken to measure for some discharges from treatment techniques require periodic
prevent offsite sediment movement, andinactive coal mines. Depending on the manpower to operate and maintain the
can provide a six-fold reduction in the type of management practices chosen BMP. Low maintenance cost techniques
discharge of suspended sediment the cost to eliminate the pollutant have initial capital costs but operate
levels,sT Permanent seeding has beensource may be very high. Once with little long-term maintenance after
found to be 99 percent effective in completed, however, maintenance coststhey are implemented. At a few sites,
controlling erosion for disturbed land will range from low to nonexistent, treatment measures other than high
areas.e~ Capping or sealing of waste materialsmaintenance measures may be

Typically, the costs of vegetative is designed to prevent infiltration, as appropriate to address specific
controls are low relative to other well as to limit contact between pollutants.
discharge mitigation practices. Given discharges and potential sources of Chemical/Physical Treatment--An
the limited capacity to accept large contamination. Ultimately, capping example of a high maintenance
volumes of runoff, and potential erosionshould reduce or eliminate the technology that is found at coal mmmg
problems associated with large contaminants In discharges, in addition,facilities is chemical/physical treatment.
concentrated flows, vegetative controlsby reducing infiltration, the potential forThe most common type of chemical/
should typically be used in combinationseepage and leachats generation may physical treatment involves the addition
with other management practices. Thesealso be lessened, of limestone to reduce the acidity of the
measures have been documented as The use of this practice depends on discharge and/or precipitate metals.
particularly appropriate for mining the level of control desired, the Metals may be removed from
sites, materials available, and cost wastewater by raising the pH of the

Topsoiling, Seedbed Preparation-- considerations, Many common liners wastewater to precipitate them out as
The addition of a layer of topsoil or may be effective including common soil, hydroxides. Typically, the pH of the
plant growth material provides an clay, and/or synthetic liners. Generally, westewater must be raised to 9 to 12
improved soil medium for plant growth, soil liners will provide appreciable standard units in order to achieve the
Seedbed preparation may include the control for the lowest cost. Synthetic or

clay liners may be appropriate to cover e, "B~st bfan~,gemsnt Practic~ for Mining in
¯ ~ "Performance of Current Sediment Control materials known to have a significant idaho." Idaho D~i~m~nt of Sins L~ds,

Me~ttras at Msryland Construction Sites." Janum-7 potential to impact water quality. November 1992; "Storm Water Man-,gemant for
1990. Metropolitan W~shington Council of SPA has identified a wide variety, of Construction Activitiss: D~veloping Pollution
Governmants, psSe X.

best management practices {BMPs} that Prevention Plans and B~st M~nagsmant Prsctices."
~s "Sediment and Erosion Controi: An Inventory EPA. Septsmber 1992. {EPA S32-R-92--005}: and

of Currant Practices--Draft." EPA. April 20. 1990. may be used to mitigate discharges of "Erosion & S~dimant Control FLandbook." Goldman
~ge ~v~. contaminants at coal mines. Many of the et al.. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966.
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desired precipitation of metals. After differences between sites and the describe storm water managementmetals precipitation, the addition of quantities and characteristics of their controls for coal mining-relatedsome form of acid or carbon dioxide discharges, fac.ilities, including the following:may be required to reduce the pH to {2.} Compliance with SMCRAacceptable levels. Polymer addition may4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Requirements. The Surface Miningbe required to enhance the settling Plan Requirements
Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA}characteristics of the metal hydroxide Specific requirements for the regulations require sediment andprecipitate. In general, this practice pollution prevention plan for coal mineserosion control measures and practices

requires significant operator and coal mining related facilities are for haul roads and most of the other
participation to ensure proper described below. These requirements active mining-related areas covered by
neutralization and/or precipitation and must be implemented in addition to thethis section. All such SMCRAthus may not be cost effective for mostcommon pollution plan provisions requirements are also requirements ofstorm water discharges, described in Section VI.C. of this fact the pollution prevention plan and otherArtificial Wetlands--This type of sheet. applicable conditions of this section.BMP system is gaming popularity as a a. Contents of the Plan. Under the ~3) Good Housekeeping Practices. The
method of treating process wastewater description of potential pollutant purpose of good housekeeping practicesfrom inactive coal mines. They can be sources section, all coal mining and is to remove or lessen the potentialan effective system for improving waterrelated facilities are required to describepollution sources before they come into
quality either alone or in conjunction all potential pollutant sources and contact with storm water. This includeswith other treatment practices. The provide the locations of these sources, collection and removal of waste oilscomplex hydrologic, biological, (I) A site map, such as a drainage map collected in traps; cleaning up exposedphysical, and chemical interactions that required for SMCRA permits, must maintenance areas of spilled lubricantstake place within a wetland result in a indicate drainage areas and storm water and fuels, and similar measures; andnatural reduction and cleansing of out.falls from the potential pollutant preventing the offsite movement of dustinfluent pollutants. Wetland processes sources as indicated in item i above, by sweeping or by road watering.
are able to filter sediments, and absorb The map should provide, but not be (4) Preventive Maintenance. A timelv
and retain chemical and heavy metal limited to, the following information: maintenance program should include:
pollutants through biological inspections for preventing breakdowns,
degradation, transformation, and plant (a) Drainage direction and discharge
uptake. .. points from all applicable mining- corrosion of tanks and deterioration of

Artificial wetlands are designed to related areas, including culvert and pressure fuel-or slurry pressure lines;
maintain a permanent pool of water, sump discharges from roads and rail periodic removal and disposal of
Properly installed and maintained beds and also from equipment and accumulated solids in sediment traps:

retention structures (also known as wet vehicle maintenance areas, lubricantsand replacement of straw bales and
ponds) and artificial wetlands will be and other potentially harmful liquids other control measures subject to

weathering and deterioration.most cost-effective when used to control{b) Location of each existing erosion and
(5) Inspections. For all SMCRArunoff from larger, intensively sedimentation control structure and

regulated active mining-related sites,developed sites. These artificial other control measures for reducing which include most of the activewetlands are created to provide pollutants in storm water runoff
facilities under this section, SMCRAtreatment but also provide a wildlife {c) Receiving streams or other surface

habitat, and enhance recreation and water bodies authorities are required to conduct
landscape amenities. Artificial wetlands(d) Locations exposed to precipitation regular quarterly inspections.

Coordinated inspections by the facilityare being intensely researched by the which contain acidic or metal ladened
representative would be expected toBureau of Mines as a means of spoil, refuse, or unreclaimed

mitigating acid mine drainage, disturbed areas take place either before, during or after
EPA strongly discourages the use of {e) Locations where major spills or leaksthe complete SMCRA inspections.

Therefore, inspections by the facilitynatural wetlands as part of the treatment of toxic or hazardous pollutants have
representative would not be placing ansystem because they are considered to occurred

be waters of the United States. The (~ Locations where liquid storage tanks undue burden on the facility. In
necessary controls, or BMPs, must be containing potential pollutants, such addition, sediment and erosion control
provided prior to discharging the storm as caustics, hydraulic fluids and measures should be evaluated at least
water runoff to natural wetlands or lubricants, are exposed to once yearly during a storm period of at
other receiving waters, precipitation least 0.1 inch rainfall where

In summary, a wide variety of BMPs (g) Locations where fueling stations, effectiveness can be evaluated first
are available for inactive coal mines and vehicle and equipment maintenancehand. Observations should also be made
for use along haul roads and access areas are exposed to precipitation at this time of resulting impact of any

settled solids in the receivinR stream.roads at active coal mines. These The site map must also indicate the inactive coal mines shoul~bemeasures range from simple low cost, out.fall locations and the types of inspected at least once yearly, exceptlow maintenance source reduction discharges contained in the drainage where very remote, to maintain anpractices such as divereion structures toareas of the out.falls (e.g. storm water appraisal of sediment and erosionhigh cost, maintenance intensive and air conditioner condensate). In control measures, determinepractices such as wetlands treatment, order to increase the readability of the outstanding preblem areas, and plan forClearly, the selection of a practice or map, the inventory of the types of improved measures.group of practices will be site-specific discharges contained in each outfall (6) Employee Training. There are nodepending on conditions and potentialmay be kept as an attachment to the siteemployee training requirements beyondimpacts as well as the resources map. those ~[escnbed in Section VI.C.available at each site. A specific best Under the measures and controls (7) Prohibition of Non-storm Wateravailable technology (or technologies) section, operators of the inactive and Discharges. Many inactive mines andcannot be determined because of the active coal mines are required to portions of inactive mines are
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abandoned underground mines whichappropriate control measures. Reports for potential environmental impacts.
have seeps or other discharges which including observations and incidencesTable H-4 lists the pollutants that coai
are not in response to storm events, of noncompliance must be prepared andmining facilities are required to collect
These type discharges from inactive kept on file for possible review, and analyze in their storm water
mines are not covered by this section. In5. Numeric Effluent Limitation discharges. The pollutants listed in
addition, floor drains from maintenance Table H-4 were found to be above levels
buildings and other similar drains in Based on the lack of sampling data, itof concern for a significant portion of
mining and preparation plant areas mayis infeasible for EPA to calculate coal mining facilities that submitted
contain contaminants and are effluent limitations at this time. The quantitative da~a in the group
prohibited from inclusion in this main pollutant concern is excess solidsapplication process. Because these
section, runoff and discharge, but there are no pollutants have been reported at

(8) Sediment, Erosion and Flow widely accepted solids limits which benchmark levels from coal mining
Management Controls. The plan must could be expected from the facilities, EPA is requiring monitoring
describe all sediment, erosion, and flowrecommended sediment and erosion after ’the pollution prevention plan has
management controls used to control control measures. The 0.5 ml/L been implemented to assess the
storm water discharges. The plan shouldsettleable solids limit, as required by 40effectiveness of the pollution prevention
also address the reasonableness and CFR Pan 434 for storm discharges fromplan and to help ensure that a reduction
appropriateness of each sediment, surface mine settling ponds, can be of pollutants is realized.
erosion, and flow management control,considered a goal but not a requirement
and identify, when they are required byfor control measures, which for the most Pe~Tnittees can exercise the alternative
State or Federal SMCRA regulations. Forpan, consist of sediment ditches, strawcertification on a pollutant-by-pollutant
the most pan, these measures are bestbales and similar structures normally basis as described under Section ll)
management practices expected of used for haul roads. The permit does notbelow. An3, pollutant(s) for which ~e
construction and other activities which cover facilities that are in violation offacility is unabie to certif3,, to no
are subject to storm runoff. However, water quality standards and where exposure must, at a minimum, momtor
construction activities are usually muchwater quality-based effluent limits storm water discharges from coal
more short term than mining activities,apply, mining facilities on a quarterly basis
so greater emphasis must be placed on during the second year of permit
implementing long term measures for 6. Monitoring and Reporting coverage. Monitoring must be performed
haul roads and other mining-related Requirements during the following periods: Januar?
facilities, a. Monitoring Requirements. EPA through March: April through June; ,;uly

b. Comprehensive Site Compliance believes that coal mining facilities maythrough September; and October
Evaluation. In addition to the reduce the level of pollutants in storm through December. At the end of the
comprehensive site compliance water runoff from their sites through thesecond year of permit coverage, a
evaluation described in Section VI.C.4. development and proper facility must calculate the average
of this fact sheet, the plan must be implementation of the storm water concentration for each parameter listed
implemented and, where erosion pollution prevention plan requirementsin Table H-4. If the permittee collects
control and pollution prevention discussed in today’s permit. In order to more than four samples in this period,
measures d~scribed in the plan are provide a tool for evaluating the then they must calculate an average
found deficient, the plan must be effectiveness of the pollution preventionconcentration for each pollutant of
revised to include reasonable and plan and to characterize the dischargeconcern for all samples analyzed.

TABLE H--4.mMONITORING REQUIREMENTS COAL MININGF:ACILITIES MGJL

Monitonng cut-offPollutants of concern concentration

Total Recoverable Aluminum ..........................................................................................................................................................0.75 moJL
Total Recoverable Iron ....................................................................................................................................................................1.0 mg/L
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) ........................................................................................................................................................100 mg/L

If the average concentration for a parameter is less than or equal to the appropriate cut-off concentration, then
the permittee is not required to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter during the fourth year of the permit.
If, however, the average concentration for a parameter is greater than the cut-off concentration listed in Table H-
4, then the permittee is required to conduct, quarterly monitoring for that parameter during the fourth year of permit
coverage. Monitoring is not required during the first, third, and fifth year of the permit. The exclusion from monitoring
in the fourth year of the permit is conditional on the facility maintaining industrial operations and BMPs that will
ensure a quality of storm water discharges consistent with the average concentrations recorded during the second year

of the permit. The schedule for monitoring is presented in Table H-5.

TABLE H-5.---SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ . Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters ar~zeO during this penod.
¯ If average concentration is greater then the value listed in Tat~e H-4, then quarter,! sam-

piing is required during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is less then or equal to the value listed in Table H--4, then no fur-

ther sampling is required for that parameter.
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TABLE H-5.---SCHEDULE OF MONITORING--Continued

4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2
of the permit is greater than the value listed in Table H-.4.

¯ If industhal activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm
water discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for all param-
eters of concern.

In cases where the average under penalty of law, signed in interval may also be waived where theconcentration of a parameter exceeds    accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory permittee documents that less than a 72-the cut-off concentration, EPA expects Req.uirements}, that material handling hour interval is representative for localpermitteas to place special emphasis on eqmpment or activities, raw materials, storm events during the season whenmethods for reducing the presence of intermediate products, final products, sampling is being conducted. The grabthose parameters in storm water waste materials, by-products, industrial sample shall be taken during the first 30discharges. Quarterly monitoring in the machinery or operations, significant minutes of the discharge. If thefourth year of the permit will be used to materials ~om past industrial activity, collection of a grab sample during thereassess the effectiveness of the adjusted and that are located in areas of the first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabpollution prevention plan. facility that are within the drainage area sample can be taken during the firstThe monitoring cut-off concentrations of the outfall are not presently exposed hour of the discharge, and thelisted in Table H--4 are not numerical to storm water and will not be exposed discharger shall submit with theeffluent limitations. These values to storm water for the certification monitoring report a description of whyrepresent a level of pollutant discharge period. Such certification must be a grab sample during the first 30which facilities may achieve through retained in the storm water pollution minutes was impracticable.the implementation of pollution prevention plan and submitted to EPA If storm water discharges associatedprevention plans. At least half of the in accordance with Part VI.C. of this with industrial activity commingle withfacilities which submitted Part 2 data permit. In the case of certifying that a process or nonprocess water, thenreported concentrations greater than orpollutant is not present, the permittee where practicable, permittees mustequal to the values listed in Table H-4.must submit the certification along withattempt to sample the storm waterFacilities that achieve average dischargethe monitoring reports required under discharge before it mixes with the non-concentrations which are less than or paragraph (2) below. If the permittee storm water discharge.equal to the appropriate cut-off cannot certify for an entire period, they (4) l~epresentative Discharge. When aconcentration values are not relieved must submit the date exposure was facility has two or more outfalls that,from the pollution prevention plan eliminated and any monitoring requiredbased on a consideration of industrialrequirements or any other requirementsup until that date. This certification activity, significant materials, andof the permit, option is not applicable to compliance management practices and activitiesEPA realizes that if a facility is monitoring requirements associated within the area drained by the outfall.inactive and unstaffed it may be with effluent limitations. EPA does not the permittea reasonably believesdifficult to collect storm water dischargeexpect facilities to be abJe to exercise discharge substantially identicals~mples when a qualifying event occurs,this certification for indicator effluents, the permittea may test theToday’s final permit has bean revised soparameters, such as TSS and BOD. effluent of one of such outfalls andthat inactive, unstaffed facilities can (2) Reporting Requirements. report that the quantitative data alsoexercise a waiver of the requirement toPermitteas are required to submit all applies to the substantially identicalco.nduct quarterly chemical sampling, monitoring results obtained during the outfall(s) provided that th~ permittee~1) Alternative Certification. second and fourth year of permit includes in the storm water pollutionThroughout today’s permit, EPA has coverage within 3 months of the prevention plan a description of theincluded monitoring requirements for conclusion of each year. For each location of the outfalls and explains infacilities which the Agencv believes outfall, one signed Discharge detail why the outfalls are expected tohave the potential for cont~ributing Monitoring Report form must be discharge substantially identicalsignificant levels of pollutants to storm submitted to the Director per storm effluent. In addition, for each outfal]water discharges. The alternative event sampled. For facilities conductingthat the permittea believes iscertification described below is monitoring beyond the minimum representative, an estimate of the size ofnecessary to ensure that monitoring quarterly requirements, an additional the drainage area {in square feet} and anrequirements are only imposed on thoseDischarge Monitoring Report Form mustestimate of the runoff coefficient of thefacilities that do, in fact, have storm be filed for each analysis, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40water discharges containing pollutants (3} Sample Type. All discharge data percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), orat concentrations of concern. EPA has shall be reported for grab samples. All high {above 65 percent)] shall bedetermined that if materials and such samples shall be collected from theprovided in the plan.activities are not exposed to storm waterdischarge resulting from a storm event b. Visual Examination of Storm Waterat the site, then the potential for that is greater than 0.1 inches in Quality. Visual examinations of a stormpollutants to contaminate storm water magnitude and that occurs at least 72 water discharge from each outfall aredi~Cherefore’harges does a discharger not warrant is not monitoring, subiect
hours{greater       from thanthe 0.1Previ°usly inch rainfall} measurable storm

under    required SMCRA exceptbond, at inactive Activeareas areasn°t underto the monitoring requirements of this event. The required 72-hour storm eventSMCRA bond that are located in areasPart provided the discharger makes a interval is waived where the precedingwith an average annual precipitationcertification for a given out.fall or on a measurable storm event did not result ingreater than 20 inches must perform thepollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of a measurable discharge from the facility,visual .examinations quarterlv. Activemonitoring described in Table H--4, The required 72-hour storm event areas under SMCRA bond wi’th an
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average annual precipitation less than or EPA realizes that if a facility is hazardous substances in storm water
equal to 20 inches are required to inactive and unstaffed it may be since November 16, 1987 {hereinafter
perform visual examinations on a difficult to collect storm water discharge referred to as ’an RQ release’}. Only
semiannual basis. The examination samples when a qualifying event occurs, those facilities that have bad an RQ
must be of a grab sample collected from Today’s final permit has been revised so release are required to submit a storm
each storm water outfall. The that inactive, unstaffed facilities can water permit application.
examination of storm water grab exercise a waiver of the requirement toThis section of today’s permit only
samples shall include any observationsconduct quarterly visual examination, covers storm water discharges
of color, odor, turbidity, floating solids, EPA believes that this quick and associated with industrial activities
foam, oil sheen, or other obvious simple assessment will help the from oil and gas exploration.
indicators of storm water pollution. Thepermittee to determine the effectivenessproduction, processing, or treatment
examination must be conducted in a of his/her plan on a regular basis at veryoperations, or transmission facilities.
well lit ~rea. No analytical tests are little cost. Although the visual HereinaRer, the facilities Listed above
required to be performed on these examination cannot assess the chemicalwill be referred to as "oil and gas
samples, properties of the storm water dischargedfacilities." Oil and gas facilities eligible

The examination must be made at from the site, the examination will to seek coverage under this section
least once in each designated period provide meaningful results upon whichinclude the following types of
during daylight hours unless there is the facility may act quickly. The operations: crude petroleum and natural
insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to frequency of this visual examination gas {SIC Code 1311), natural gas liquids
runoff. Whenever practicable, the samewill also allow for timely adiustments to(SIC Code 1321), drilling oil and gas
individual should carry out the be made’to the plan. If BMPs are wells (SIC Code 1381}, oil and gas field
collection and examination of performing ineffectively, corrective exploration services (SIC Code 1382), oil
discharges throughout the life of the action must be implemented. A set of and gas field services, not elsewhere

permit to ensure the greatest degree oftracking or follow-up procedures must classified {SIC Code 1389}.
consistency possible. Examinations be used to ensure that appropriate These industries include the

shall be conducted in each of the actions are taken in response to the extraction and production of crude oil,

following periods for the purposes of examination. The visual examination isnatural gas. oil sands and shale; the

inspecting storm water quality intended to be performed by members ofproduction of hydrocarbon liquids and

associated with storm water runoff andthe pollution prevention team. This natural gas from coal; and associated oil

snow melt: January through March; hands-on examination will enhance thefield service, supply, and repair

April through June; July through staff’s understanding of the storm waterindustries. Many of the oil field service

September; October through December.problems on that site and the effects offacilities may also manufacture oil field

Grab samples shall be collected withinthe management practices that are equipment. Discharges associated with

the first 30 minutes (or as soon included in the plan. these manufacturing activities shall be
covered by this section if the primarythereafter as practical, but not to exceedI. Storm. Water Discharges Associated activity of the facility is grouped under

I hour} of when the runoff begins With lndustria/Activity From Oil and Major SIC Group 13.discharging. Reports of the visual Gas Extraction Facilities Pursuant to SecUon 311 of the Clean
examination include: the examination Water Act and Section 102 of the
date and time, examination personnel,I. Industry Profile Comprehensive Environmental
visual quality of the storm water On November 16, 19~9C (55 FR 47990),Response, Compensation, and Lishi~ity
discharge, and probable sources of anyEPA promulgated the regulatory Act (CERCLA), RQs were established for
observed storm water contamination, definition of "storm water discharges oil and hazardous substances. As
The visual examination reports must beassociated with an industrial activity." defined at 40 CFR Part 110, an RQ is
maintained onsite with the pollution This definition includes point source "the amount of oil that violates
prevention plan. discharges of storm water from eleven applicable water quality standards or

When a discharger is unable to collectmajor categories of facilities, including:causes a film or sheen upon or a
samples over the course of the visual "* * * (iii) facilities classified as discoloration of the surface of the water
examination period as a result of Standard Industrial Classification {SIC} or adjoining shorelines or causes a
adverse climatic conditions, the codes 10 through 14, including * * * sludge or emulsion to be deposited
discharger must document the reason oil and gas exploration, production, beneath the surface of the water or upon
for not performing the visual processing, or treatment operations, oradjoining shorelines." The RQs for other
examination and retain this mmsmission facilities that discharge substances are listed in 40 CFR 117.3
documentation onsite with the records storm water contaminated by contact and 302.4 in terms of pounds released
of the visual examinations. Adverse with or that has come into contact with,over any 24-hour period.
weather conditions which may prohibitany overburden, raw material, Discharges covered by this section
the collection of samples include intermediate products, finished include all storm water discharges from
weather conditions that create products, by-products, or waste facilities which have had an RQ release
dangerous conditions for personnel products located on the site of such where precipitation and storm water
(such as local flooding, high winds, operations." runon come into contact with
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms. As stated above and at 40 CFR significant materials including, but not
etc.) or otherwise make the collection of122.26{b)(14){iii}. only those oil and gaslimited to. drilling and production
a sample impracticable (drought. facilities that discharge ’contaminated’equipment and other machinery, raw
extended frozen conditions, etc.}. For storm water are required to submit materials, waste products, by-products.
facilities that have an average annual permit applications under the finished products, stored materials, and
precipitation of 20 inches or less or areNovember 16. 1990, storm water rule.fuels. This includes storm water
designated inactive by SMCRA. EPA For off and gas facilities, contaminationdischarges from access roads, and rail
requires semiannual visual means that there has been a release of lines used or traveled by carriers of raw
examinations instead of quarterly, a Reportable Quantity (RQ} of oil or materials, manufactured products, waste
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materials, or by-products created by the associated operations including pumps, are drilled to determine the boundary of
facility. reserve pits, and mud tanks, the reservoir and additionalThis section does not cover storm Modern well drilling involves the use"development" wells are drilled towater discharges from inactive oil and of a rotary drill to bore through soil andincrease the rate of production from thegas extraction facilities located on rock to the desired well depth. The drill"field." Because few new wells in theFederal lands, unless an operator of thebit is constantlv washed with a U.S. have sufficient energy {pressure) toactivity can be identified. These circulating drilling fluid, or "mud," force oil all the way to the surface,
discharges are more appropriately which serves to cool and lubricate the surface or submersible pumps are
covered under a permit currently beingbit and remove the cuttings to the placed at the wells and production
developed by EPA. surface. The drilling mud also serves tobe " .

When an industrial facility, describedprevent "blowouts" from overpressured ~’s first phase of production,
by the above coverage provisions of thiswater and gas bearing formations. If theprimary production, may continue for
section, has industrial activities being drill reaches the desired depth and failsseveral to many years, requiring only
conducted onsite that meet the to locate a producible deposit of oil or routine maintenance to the wells as’they
description(s) of industrial activities in gas, the well must be plugged and the channel oil to the surface for delivery, to
another section(s), that industrial site abandoned. Even if oil and/or gas isrefineries. However, as the oil is
facility shall comply with any and all found the well may not be producible, removed from the formation, the
applicable monitoring and pollution If the formation fails to exhibit the rightformation pressure decreases until the
prevention plan requirements of the combination of expected volume, wells will no longer produce, Because
other section(s} in addition to all porosity, and permeability, the costs of 70 percent of the total recoverable oil
applicable requirements in this section,extraction would be prohibitive, may remain in the formation, additional
The monitoring and pollution ARer a well has been drilled, it is energy may be supplied by the
prevention plan terms and conditions of"completed" if well logging data controlled injection of water from the
this multi-sector permit are additive forindicate that the well is capable of surface into the formation. The injeaed
industrial activities being conducted at producing commercial quantities of oilwater acts to push the oil toward the
the same industrial facility (co-located or gas. Completion includes a number ofwell bores. Such secondary recovery or
industrial activities). The ~perator of theoperations that may be necessary to "water flooding" projects may empiov
facility shall determine which other allow the well to produce oil or gas. hundreds of injection wells throughout
monitoring and pollution prevention These include installing and cementinga field to extend the life of the wells.
plan section(s) of this permit {if any) arecasing, installing the production tubing Much of the water used for injection is
applicable to the facility, and downhole equipment, repairing pumped along with oil from the

Oil and gas exploration and damage that drilling may have caused toproducing well, separated from the oil,
production includes all activities relatedthe formation, and poss, ibly stimulatingand then reiniected.
to the search for, and extraction of, the well. During a well s active life, Produced fluid, as pumped from a

periodic "workovers" are necessary, well, is sent through one or moreliquid and gas petroleum from beneath
Workovers can include a number ofthe earth’s surface. Found almost process units to separate the waste

exclusively in sedimentary rocks, oil procedures intended to maintain or fractions (e.g., produced water,
and natural gas accumulate in geologicenhance production. These can includeemulsions, scale, and produced sand)
confinements called traps which, by repairing or replacing downhole from the salable hydrocarbon.
virtue of an impermeable overlying equipment, removing accumulated scaleAs oil and gas are recovered from

or paraffin from tubing or casing, and wells, they are collected or gathered inlayer, have stopped the migration of the
stimulating the formation to restore or pipelines for transport to produced fluidfluid. The volume of petroleum
enhance production. Wells are treatment facilities. These facilitiescontained in a trap can very from
stimulated, whether by treating with separate marketable gas and crude offnegligible to billions of barrels,
acid or fracturing, during completion orfrom water and sand.Though at one time such traps may workover or both: it is common for Often, service companies are hired byhave been close enough to the surface towells to be stimulated at completion the oil company to perform many of theallow easy detection (i.e., surface and then periodically throughout their activities described above. Typicallvseepage), modern exploration relies onlives, these contractors drill the wells an~sophisticated geophysical testing Acid stimulation involves introducingperform other specific tasks such astechniques to locate potentially an acid solution to the formation. The installing casing, conducting formationproducible formations. Gravitational acid dissolves the rock, thus creating ortests, and managing wastes, etc. When aand seismic surveys of subsurface enlarging flow path openings. Acids arewell or field ceases to produce oil or 8asgeology provide indirect indications of also used to repair damage to formationsat an economically feasible rate, thethe likelihood of finding promising caused by drilling or other operations, field must be abandoned and reclaimed.geological formations. This process is In addition, they may be used for scalecomplicated by the fact that, at least in removal and other purposes. Fracturing2. Pollutants in Storm Water Dischargest.he U.S., the average depth at which oneby hydraulic pressure is achieved by Associated with Oil and Gas Facilities

may reasonably expect to find oil is pumping fluids at high pressure (i.e., at Exploration and productionincreasing since many of the largest high rates) into the well, thereby techniques will vary depending on theshallow formations are assumed to havecausing material failure of the rock in type and characteristics of formations,been found already, the formation of interest (i.e., fractures),pollutants present, and wasteDrilling operations require Fracturing is also done using explosivemanagement controls. Therefore,construction of access roads, drill pads,devices to fire projectiles into the impacts associated with storm watermud pits, and possibly work camps or formation of interest. The fractures discharges from oil and gas facilitiestemporary trailers. Drill pads are areasinduced in the formations serve as flowwill vary. Several other factors influenceused to stage the drilling operation andpaths for hydrocarbons, to what extent significant materials fromgenerally range from 2 to 5 acres. The In instances where the reservoir is these types of facilities and processingpad accommodates the drilling rig andsufficiently large, "delineation" wells operations can affect water quality.
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Such factors include: hydrology/ influence the quantity and quality of documents, EPA has identified some
geology; the types of chemical additivesstorm water runoff. In addition, sources storm water pollutants and sources
and lubricating fluids used; the of pollutants other than storm water, typically associated with oil and gas
procedure for waste management; the such as illicit connections?° spills, andfacilities in Table I-1. Due to distinct
nature and size of the RQ release; the other improperly dumped materials, industrial activities and materials used

amount of contamination remaining may increase the pollutant loadings at facilities, however, sources and

after the RQ release; the size of the discharged into waters of the United associated pollutants will vary from site

operation; and type, duration, and States. to site. The pollutants listed in Table I-

intensity of precipitation events. These Based on information submitted with I are not meant to be a comprehensive

and other factors will interact to the group applications and other
listing of all potential storm water
pollutants at oil and gas facilities.

TABLE I-1 .--ACTIVITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND POLLUTANTS

Activity Pollutant source Pollutant

Construction of:
--Access Roads ........... Soil/dirt, leaking equipment and vehicles ....................... TSS, TDS, oil and grease.
--Drill Pads
~eserve Pits
---Personnel Quarters
¯ --Surlace Impound-

Well Drilling .......................... Drilling fluid,~ lul~cants, mucl, cut~ngs, produced water TSS, TDS, oil and grease, COD, chlorides, barium,
naphthalene, pttenenthrene, benzene, lead, arsenic,
fluori~.

Well Completion/Stimulation Fluids (usoO to control pressure in well), cement, redid- TSS, TDS, oil and grease, COD, pH, acetone, toluene,
ual oil, acids, sur~._ctants, solvents, produced water, ethanol xylenas.
sand.

Pro~uc~on ............................ Produced water, oil, waste sludge, tank bottoms, acids, Chlorides, TDS, oil and grease, TSS, pH, benzene,
oily debris, emulsions,                            phenanthrene., barium, arsenic, lea~, antimony.

Equipment Cleaning and Cleaning solvents, lubricants, chemical additives .......... TSS, TDS, oil and grease, pH.
Repairing.

Site Closures ....................... Residual rnu~, oily debris ..............................................TSS, TDS, oil and grease.

~The potential contarninenta to be found in drilling fluk:l varies from site to s~e, depa .r~l.i.n.g on ~ co .mlx~e. nts o# the fluid and any pollutants
added due to use of t~ fluid. Storm water dim~m’ges that come into contact ~ used drilhng fluids may include tt~ following pollutants, among
others: toluene, ethyl benzene, phenol, benzene, and phenanthrene. Used ddliing fluids may also contain inorganic pollutants ~rom additives or
downhole exposure, such as arsenic, chromium, lead, aluminum, sulfur, and various sulfates.

Based on the similarities of the facilities included in this sector in terms of industrial activities and significant
materials. EPA believes it is appropriate to discuss the potential pollutants at oil and gas extraction facilities as a
whole and not subdivide this sector. Therefore, Table I-2 Lists data for selected parameters from facilities in the oil
and gas extraction sector. These data include the eight pollutants that all facilities were required to monitor under
Form 2F.

TABLE I-2.---STAT~ST~CS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY O~L AND GAS EXTRACTION FAC~UT~ES SUBU~W~NG
PART II SAMPUNG DATA’ (MG/L)

BUD, .............................. 34 3~ 3~l 37 13~ 10.7 0.0 0.0 11a0 g0.0 10.4 7.0 32.9 35.S 5~.9
COO ............................... 35 32 401 35 I~.3 112~. 14.0 0.0 1050.0 450.0 78~ 7B.0 401.9 330.4 75~.3 601.4
Nitm~ + Nitre Nilmgen . 34 31 3~1 3~ 0.47 0.54 0.00 0.00 5.50 9.90 0.15 0.0g 2.0~ 2.10 6.17    7.15
TO~I Kj~tl ~ .... 35 3~ 40 ;34 1.31 1.5~ 0.00 0.00 9.00 14.50 0.~ 0.83 4.1~ 5.4~ 9.75
Oil & ~ 35 N/A 40 N/A 9.4 N/A 0.0 N/A 18~.0 N/A 3.0 N/A 24.7 N/A 56.0
[@-I ................................... 34 N/A 401 N/A N/A N/A 5.9 N/A " 11.3 bl/A 7.2 N/A 9.2 N/A !0.0 N/A
To~ Pho~:f~u= ............ 35 3~ 40[ 37 1~.17 3.g~ 0.00 0.00 149.72 50.74 0.20 0.16 6~.03 20.01 4~1.0~ 102.13
Total Su~o~eO~ Solk~ .. I 35 32 41 I 34 33~ 3~ 3 1 1RK7 4!8~ 70 40 1820 1~31 6110

all~nte~ to b~ 0.

3. Options for ContzolL~g Pollutants
in evaluat~8 options for cont~oRin8 pollutants in storm water dischaz~es, E~A must ac~eve compliance with the

tec2molo~-based standards of the Clean Water Act [Best Available Tec~ology (BAT) ~nd Best Conventional Technology
(BCT)]. The Agenc~ does not believe it is necessary to establish specific numeric eff]uent LLmRations or a spec~c
dasisn or performance standard in this section for storm water discbarses associated with industrial activity from oi]
and 8as facilities to meet the BAT/BCT standards of the Clean Water Act. Rather than settln8 Rmits, this section
establishes requ~zeme~ts for the development and implementation of a site-specific storm water pollution preven~on
plan consist~8 of a set of RMPs that are su~ciant]y flexible to address different sources of pollutants at di~erent
sites.

m]ll~c~t cozmecfions ~e contributions of sanita~ sewez~, induslzta] ~acJ]itJes, comme~a] ~nd proce~m~ ~acflities is low yet R zti]! may be
unpermRted nonostOmZ w~ter discb~p~s to ztoz~ est~b|J~mems, or r~identia] dwe]linBs. The applicable at some operat~oz~.
sewez~ f~om any of a numb~ o~ souzces inc]uHinB pzob~biiity of illicit comzect~oz~ at mmem| mm~8
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The selection of the most effective BMPs will be based on site-specific considerations such as: facility size, climate,
geographic location, geology/hydrology and the environmental setting of each facility, and volume and type of discharge
generated. Each facility will be unique in that the source, type and vohune of contaminated storm water discharges
will differ. In addition, the fate and transport of pollutants in these discharges will vary. EPA believes that the management
practices discussed herein are well suited mechanisms to prevent or control the contamination of storm water discharges
associated with facilities in this category.

Two types of BMPs which may be implemented to prevent, reduce or eliminate pollutants in storm water discharges
are those which minimize exposure {e.g., covering, curbing, or diking} and treatment type BMPs which are used to
reduce or remove pollutants in storm water discharges {e.g., oil/water separators, sediment basins, or detention ponds}.
EPA believes exposure m~n~mization is an effective practice for reducing pollutants in storm water discharge’s fzom
oil and gas facilities. Exposure minimization practices lessen the potential for storm water to come in contact with
pollutants. These methods are oRen uncomplicated and inexpensive. They can be easy to implement and require little
or no maintenance. EPA also believes that in some instances more resource intensive treatment type BMPs are appropriate
to reduce pollutants such as suspended solids and oilJgrease in storm water discharges associated with oil and gas
facilities. Though these BMPs are somewhat more resource intensive, they can be effective in reducing pollutant loads
and may be necessary depending on the type of discharge, types and concentrations of contaminants, and volume
of flow.

The types of BMPs used may depend upon the methods of waste management utilized at a facility. Waste management
and disposal practices at oil and gas facilities may vary significantly. For example, techniques for disposal of produced
water and associated wastes include the following: land farming/spreading (spreading wastes on land surfaces to stimulate
biological degradation); backfilling {storing wastes in a pit and then covering with dirt or other materials); evaporation
{in more arid parts of the country, liquid wastes are leR exposed and eventually evaporate or percolate into the ground};
discharging wastes {sometimes treated} to waters of the United States {NPDES permits are required for such discharges};
injection {injecting wastes back into the ground for disposal}; and offsite disposal (wastes are taken offsite to a commercial
facility for disposal).

The pollutants of concern and the BMPs employed at an oil and gas facility depend upon which, if any, of the
disposal techniques listed above are utilized. Where wastes are used for onsite road application, for example, all pollutant
constituents of that waste need to be considered a potantia] contributor to contaminated storm water discharges. In
addition, the areas at the facility where road application occurs must also be considered when BMPs are being imple-
mented. In contrast, if ell waste is taken to an offsite disposal facility, the waste will most likely not affect the storm
water discharges and the areas of concern will not be expanded.

Table I-3 lists some BMPs which may be effective in 1Lmiting the amount of pollutants in storm water discharges
from oil and gas facilities. The BMPs listed are not necessarily required to be implemented. Rather, BMPs should
be chosen based on the specific nature of the storm water discharges at each oil and gas facility and implemented
as appropriate. Some of these BMPs involve reducing the amount of waste produced and stored onsite which can
potentially contaminate storm water. Based on part 1 information, several of the BMPs suggested are already in place
at many of the facilities. Part I submittals indicate that diking or other types of diversion occur at approximately
57 percent of the sampling facilities. Thirty percent of the sampling facilities noted that they use some form of covering
as a BMP, and catch basins are in place at 12 percent of the sampling facilities. In addition, 11 percent of the facilities
designated as samplers in part I information reported they had a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan
in place, and 16 percent had a material management plan.

TABLE I-3.~UGGESTED BMPS FOR OIL AND GAS FACILITIES

Suggested BMPs

Utilize diking ~md other forms of containment and diversion mound storage tanks, drums of oil, aci~l, production chemicals, and liquids, reserve

Use diking and ottter forms of containment and (Jivemion around material handling and processing aress.

Use covers ariel/or lining for weete reserve an¢l sludge pits to avoid overflows and leaks.

Reinj~ct or tre~t ~ water instesd of di~ing iL
Umit the amount of lan¢l diffiufoed during ~n of accaes roa~ls arKI facilities.

Recycle oily wastes, drilling fluids anti ott~er materials onsite, or (~ispese of properly.
Take wa~as offsite to be d~ of instea~ of burying them.
Use oil water separators.

~. Special Conditions
There a~e no edditionaJ requLmments beyond those described in Part VI.B. of tJ~s tact sheet.

5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention These requirements must be cover a broad range of oil field activities
Plan Requirements implemented in addition to the common and service industries.

a. Contents o)~e Pla~. Specific prevention plan provisions discussed in Drilling sites have large disturbed
requirements for the pollution Section VI.C. of this fact sheet, areas which will contribute additional
prevenUon plan for oil and gas (1} Description of Potential Pollutant sediments and suspended solids to the
extraction facilities are described below.Sources. Facilities under this section storm water runoff. Well drilling
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includes the use of many hazardous facility may consider performing all activities. These mixing tanks and
chemicals and materials. These include cleaning operations indoors, covering vehicles carry large volumes of
drilling muds, well casing cement, the cleaning operation, and/or collecting 5"actionating chemicals and gels,
fractionating gels, and well treatments, the storm water runoff from the cleaning cements, drilling muds, and well
The storage, mixing, and handling of area and providing treatment or treatment chemicals and acids that
these materials are potential pollutant recycling. These cleaning and potentially may contaminate waters of
sources, maintenance activities can result in the the United States if leaks or spills occur.

Oil field service industries provide aexposure of cleaning solvents, (g) Inspection Frequency--All
variety of services for exploration and detergents, oil and grease and other equipment and areas addressed in the
production activities. These service chemicals to storm water runoff. The pollution prevention plan shall be
industries often store and mix chemicals use of drip pans, maintaining an inspected semiannually. Equipment and
for drilling muds, well casing cement, organized inventory of materials used in vehicles which store, mix or transpor~
fractionating gels, and well treatments at the shop, draining all parts of fluids hazardous materials will be inspected
the facility. The storage and mixing prior to disposal, prohibiting the quarterly. Inspections shall also include
areas are potential pollutant sources, practice of hosing down the shop floor the inspection of all onsite mi.’ong ta,~ks
Often, mixing areas and equipment are where the practice would result in the and equipment, and inspection of all
exposed to storm water. Many oil field exposure of pollutants to storm water, vehicles which carry supplies and
service facilities manufacture some oil using dry cleanup methods, and/or chemicals to oil field activities. These
field equipment components. The collecting the storm water runoff from mixing tanks and vehicles carry, large
exposed raw materials, intermediate the maintenance area and providing volumes of fractionating chemicals and
products, finished products, and waste treatment .or recycling may reduce the gels, cements, drilling muds, and well
products are potential sources of pollutants discharged in storm water treatment chemicals and acids that
pollutants in storm water, runoff, potentially may contaminate waters of

In its description of potential [d) Materials Storage Areas--Storage the United States if leaks or spills occur.
pollutant sources, a facility must units of all chemicals and materials
include information about the RQ {e.g., fuels, oils, used filters, spent 6. Numeric Effluent Limitation
release which triggered the permit solvents, paint wastes, radiator fluids, There are no additional numerical
application requirements. Such transmission fluids, hydraulic fluids, effluent limitations beyond those listed
information must include: the nature ofdetergents drilling mud components, in Part V.B. of today’s permit.
the release (e.g., spill of oil from a drumacids, organic additives) may result in 7. Monitoring and Reportingstorage area); the amount of oil or the contamination of storm water Requirementshazardous substance released; amountdischarges. Labeling of all storage
of substance recovered; date of the containers helps facility personnel to a. Monitoring t~equirements. The
release; cause of the release (e.g., poorrespond effectively to spills or leaks, regulatory modifications at 40 CFR
handling techniques as well as lack of Additionally, covered storage of the 122.44 {i){2) established on April 2,
containment in area}; area affected by materials and/or installation of berming1992, grant permit writers the flexibility
release, including land and waters; and diking at the area can be effective to reduce monitoring requirements in
procedure to cleanup release; and BMPs. storm water discharge permits. EPA has
remaining potential contamination of (e) Chemical Mi,,dng Areas~Chemicaldetermined that the potential for storm
storm water from release, mixing (e.g., the mixing of drilling water discharges to contain pollutants

(2) Measures and Controls. muds, fractionating gels; mixing well above benchmark levels, because of the
(a) RQ Releases--The permittee mustcasing cement, and well treatment acidsindustrial activities and materials

describe the measures taken to clean upand solvents) at both well sites and at exposed to precipitation, does not
RQ releases or related spills of facilities with service drilling activities support sampling at oil and gas
materials, as well as measures proposedhave significant potential to facilities. Based on a consideration of
to avoid future releases of RQs. Such contaminate storm water runoff. The the BMPs typically used at these
measures may include, among others:facility should consider covering the facilities, and generally low pollutant
improved handling or storage mixing area, using spill and overflow values from the application data. EPA
techniques; containment around protection, minimizing runon of storm believes that the pollution prevention
handling areas of liquid materials; andwater to the mixing area, using dry plan with visual examinations of storm
use of improved spill cleanup materialscleanup methods, and/or collecting the water discharges will help to ensure
and techniques, storm water runoff and providing storm water contamination is

(b) Vehicle and Equipment Storage treatment or recycling. The facility mimmized. Because permittees are not
Areas--Vehicles and equipment should consider installation of bermingrequired to conduct sampling, they will
associated with oil field activity are and diking of the area. The waste waterbe able to focus their resources on"
often coated with oil, oil field drilling pollutants associated with produced developing and implementing the
muds, and the chemicals associated waters, drilling muds, drill cuttings andpollution prevention plan.
with drilling. These vehicles and produced sand from any source Quarterly visual examinations of a
equipment are a significant source of associated with onshore oil and gas storm water discharge from each outfall
pollutants. The permittee must addressproduction, field exploration, drilling, are required at oil and gas facilities. The
these areas, and institute practices to well completion, or well treatment areexamination must be of a grab sample
minimize pollutant runoff from this prohibited from being discharged (40 collected from each storm water outfall.
area. CFR 435.32). The examination of storm water grab

(c) Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning (j~ Prevents’re Muintenance--The samples shall include any observations
and Maintenance Areas---The plan mustpreventive maintenance program mustof color, odor, turbidity, floating solids.
describe measures that prevent or include the inspection of all onsite and foam, oil sheen, or other obviousminimize contamination of the storm offsite mixing tanks and equipment, andindicators of storm water pollution. The
water runoff from all areas used for inspection of all vehicles which carry examination must be conducted in a
vehicle and equipment cleanm8. Thesupplies and chemicals to oil field well lit area. No analytical tests are
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required to be performed on these adverse climatic conditions, the processing facilities eligible to seek
sa~eles, discharger must document the reason coverage under this section include the

examination must be made at for not performing the visual following types of operations:
least once in each designated period examination and retain this Dimension Stone (SIC Code 1411):
during daylight hours unless there is documentation onsite with the records Crushed and Broken Limestone {SIC
insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to of the visual examination. Adverse Code 1422); Crushed and Broken
produce a runoff. Whenever practicable,weather conditions which may prohibitGranite {SIC Code 1423); Crushed and
the same individual should carry out the collection of samples include Broken Stone (SIC Code 1429);
the collection and examination of weather conditions that create Cons~xuction Sand and Gravel (SIC Code
discharges throughout the life of the dangerous conditions for personnel 1442); Industrial Sand and Gravel {SIC
permit to ensure the greatest degree of {such as local flooding, high winds, Code 1446}; Kaolin and Ball Clay {SIC
consistency possible. Examinations hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, Code 1455); Clay, Ceramic, and
shall be conducted in each of the etc.} or otherwise make the collection of Refractory Minerals {SIC Code 1459};
following periods for the purposes of a sample impracticable {drought, Potash, Soda, and Borate Minerals {SIC
visually inspecting storm water quali~ extended frozen conditions, etc.}. Code 1474}; Phosphate Rock {SIC Code
associated with storm water runoff and As discussed above. EPA does not 1475); Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral
snow melt: January through March; believe that chemical monitoring is Mining {SIC Code 1479); and
April through June; July through necessary for oil and gas facilities. EPA Miscellaneous Nonmetallic Minerals,
September; October through December. believes that between quarterly visual Except Fuels {SIC Code 1499}.
Grab samples shall be collected within examinations and site compliance Storm water discharges covered by
the first 30 minutes {or as soon evaluations potential sources of this section include all discharges
thereafter as practical, but not to exceed contaminants can be recognized, where precipitation and storm water
60 minutes) of when the runoff begins addressed, and then controlled with runon come into contact with
discharging. Reports of the visual BMPs. In determining the monitoring significant materials including, but not
examination include: the examinationrequirements, EPA considered the limited to, raw materials, waste
date and time, examination personnel,nature of the industrial activities and products, by-products, overburden.
visual quality of the storm water significant materials exposed at these stored materiais, and fuels. This
discharge, and probable sources of anysites, and performed a review of data includes storm water discharges from
observed storm water contamination, provided in Part 2 group applications, haul roads, access roads, and rail lines
The visual examination reports must be used or traveled by carriers of raw
maintained onsite with the pollution J. Storm Water Discharges Associated materials, manufactured products, waste
prevention plan. With Industn’al Activity From Mineral materials, or by-products created by the

EPA realizes that if a facility is Mining and Processing Facilities facility.
inactive and unstaffed it may be

1. Industry Profile This permit may authorize storm
difficult to collect storm water discharge water discharges associated with
samples when a qualifying event occurs. On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990),industrial activity that are mixed with
Today’s final permit has been revised so EPA promulgated the regulatory storm water discharges associated with
that inactive, unstaff~ facilities can definition of "storm water discharges industrial activity from construction
exercise a waiver of the r~luimment to associated with industrial activity." activities, provided that the storm water
conduct quarterly visual examination. This definition included point source discharge from the construction activity

EPA believes that this quick and discharges of storm water from elevenis in compliance with the terms,
simple assessment will help the major categories of facilities, including:including applicable Notice of Intent
permittee to determine the effectiveness"" " ¯ (iii) facilities classified as (NOI) or application requirements, of a
of his/her plan on a regular basis at veryStandard Industrial Classifications 10 different NPDE$ general permit or
little cost. Although the visual through 14 (mineral industry) includingindividual permit authorizing such
examination cannot assess the chemicalactive or inactive mining operations di~s~.harges.properties of the storm water discharged(except for areas of cos] mining This section does not cover any
from the site, the examination will operations no longar meeting the discharge sub)act to effluent limitation
provide meaningful resulte upon which definition of a reclamation area under guidelines, unless otherwise specified,
the facility may act quickly. The 40 CFR 434.11(1) because the inclucLing storm water that combines
frequency of this visual examination performance bond issued to the facility withprocoss wastewater. Storm waterwill also allow for tLmely adlusUnents to by the appropriate SMCRA authority that does not come into contact with
be made to the plan. If BMPs are has been released, or except for areas ofany overburden, raw material,
performing ineffectively, corrective nonces1 mining operations which have intermediate product, finished product,action must be implemented. A set of been raleased from applicable State or by-product, or waste product located ontracking or follow-up procedures must Federal reclamation requirements after the site of the operation are not subiec~be used to ensure that appropriate December 17, 1990) and oil and gas to permitting under this sectionactions are taken in response to the exploration, production, processing, or according to Section 402(1)(2] of the
examinations. The visual examination istreatment operations, or storm water Clean Water Act. Today’s permit
intended to be performed by members ofcontaminated by contact with, any contains additional coverage provisions
the pollution prevention team. This overburden, raw material, intermediateapplicable only to mineral mining and
hands-on examination will enhance theproducts, finished products, by- processing facilities located in Region
staff’s understanding of the storm waterproducts or waste products !ocated on VI and Region IX (the States of
problems on that site and the effects ofthe site of such operations." Louisiana, New Mexico. Oldahoma, and
the management practices that are This section only covers storm water Texas and Arizona). Mine dewatering
included in the plan. discharges associated with industrial discharges, which are composed

When a discharger is unable to collectactivities from active and inactive entirely of storm water or ground water
samples over the course of the visual mineral mining and processing seepage, and that are not commingled
examination period as a resuJt of facilities. Mineral mining and with ,’my process waste water from
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construction sand and gravel, industrialplan section(s) of this permit (if any) areinclude: crushed stone; construction
sand, and crushed stone mine facilitiesapplicable to the facility, sand and gravel; industrial sand;
located in Region VI and Region IX are There are typically three phases to agypsum; asphaltic minerals; asbestos
eligible for coverage under today’s mining operation: the exploration and and wollastonite; lightweight aggregates;
permit. Such discharges, however, areconstruction phase; the active phase; mica and sericite; barite; fluorspar;
subject to the numeric limitations and and the reclamation phase. The salines ~rom brine lakes: borax minerals;
compliance monitoring provisions listedexploration and construction phase potash; sodium sulfate; trona; rock salt;
in the permit, entails exploration and a certain amountphosphate rock; frasch sulfur; mineral

This section is applicable to all of land disturbance to determine thepigments; lithium; bentonite; magnesite:
phases of mining operations, whether financial viability of a site. Constructiondiatomite; jade; novaculite; fire clay;
active or inactive, as long as there is includes building of site access roads, attapulite and montmorillonite; kyanite;
exposure to significant materials. This and removal of overburden and waste shale and common clay; aplite; tripoli;
includes land disturbance activities rock to expose minable ore. These land-kaolin; ball clay; feldspar; talc, steatite,
such as the expansion of current disturbing activities are significant soapstone and pyrophylite; garnet; and
extraction sites, active and inactive potential sources of storm water graphite.
mining stages, and reclamation contaminants. The active phase Industrial activities include, ’ ....
activities, includes each step ~rom extraction but [are] not limited to, storm water

This section does not apply to storm through production of a saleable discharges from industrial plant yards:
water discharges fl’om inactive mining product. The active phase may includeimmediate access roads and rail lines
operations occurring on Federal lands,periods of inactivity due to the seasonalused or traveled by carriers of raw
unless an operator can be identified, nature of these mineral mining materials, manufactured products, waste
These discharges are more appropriatelyactivities. The final phase of material, or by-products used or created
covered under a permit currently beingreclamation is intended to return the by the facility; material handling sites:
developed by EPA. land to its pre-mining state, refuse sites; sites used for the

When an industrial facility, described Because of the land-disturbing natureapplication or disposal of process
by the above coverage provisions of thisof the mineral mining and processing wastewaters (as defined at 40 CFR Part
section, has industrial activities being industry, contaminants of concern 401); sites used for the storage and
conducted onsite that meet the generated by industrial activities in this maintenance of material handling
description(s} of industrial activities in industry include total suspended solids equipment: sites used for residual
another section{s), that industrial (TSS}, total dissolved solids {TDS}, treatment, storage, or disposal: shipping
facility shall comply with any and all turbidity, and pH. Table J-1 lists and receiving areas; manufacturing
applicable monitoring and pollution potential pollutant source activities, and buildings; storage areas (including tank
prevention plan requirements of the related pollutants associated with farms} for raw materials and
other section{s} in addition to all mineral mining and processing intermediate and finished materials; and
applicable requirements in this section, facilities, areas where industrial activity has taken
The monitoring and pollution Industrial activities, significant place in the past and significant
prevention plan terms and conditions of materials, and material management materials remain and are exposed to
this multi-sector permit are additive for practices associated with mineral storm water" (40 CFR 122.26(’o)(14)).
industrial activities being conducted at mining and processing methods are The most common industrial activities
the same industrial facility (co-located typically similar, varying only in the at mineral mine sites include extraction
industrial activities}. The operator of the type of rock being mined. Examples of of the mineral, material sizing by
facility shall determine which other mineral commodities obtained from crushers, material sorting, and product
monitoring and pollution prevention mineral mining and processing facilitieswashing.

TABLE J-1 .~ACTIVITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, ANDPOLLUTANTS

Activity
I Pollutant source Pollutant

Site Preparation ................... Road Construction .......................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity.
Removal of Overburden .................................................. Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity.
Removal of waste rock to expose Me mineral body ...... Dust, TSS, TDS, turtNdity.

Mineral Extraction ................ Blasting activities ............................................................. Dust, TSS.
Mineral Processing Activities Rock Sorting .................................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, fines.

Rock Crushing ................................................................. Dust, TSS, TDS, tud~lity, fines.
Roc~ Washing .................................................................TSS, TDS, tufoidlty, pH.
Raw Material Storage ..................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity.
Waste Rock Storage ....................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH.
Raw Material Loading ..................................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbid~.
Processing materials unloading ...................................... Diesel fuel, gasoline, oil, lime.
Raw or Waste Material Transportation ........................... Dust, TSS, TDS, tufoidity.

O~er Activities .................... Seciimentation pond upsets ............................................ TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH.
Se~imantation pond sludge removal and dis4x)sal ......... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity, pH.
Air emission control cleaning .......................................... Dust, TSS. TDS. turbiOity.

Equipment/Vehicle Mainte- Fueling activities .............................................................. Diesel fuel. gasoline, oil.
nance.

Parts cleaning ................................................................. Solvents, oil, heavy metals, acid/alkaline wastes.
Waste disposal of oily rags, qil and gas filters, bat- Oil, heavy metals, solvents, acids.

terms, coolants, degreasers.
Fluid ralNacemem including hydraulic fluid, oil. trans- Oil. arsenic, lead. cadmium, chromium, benzene, TCA.

mission fluid, radiator fluids, and grease. TCE, PAHs, solvents.
Reclamation Activities ......... Site preparation for stabilization ..................................... Dust, TSS, TDS, turbidity.
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TABLE J-1 .INACTIVITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND POLLUTANTS---Continued

ACtivity I Pollutant source i Poiiutant

Fertilizers .........................................................................I Nitrogen, phospl~orus.
Sources: Storm water grou!:) applications, Part ! and 2 and EPA. "Development Document on the Mineral Mining anti Processing Point Source

Category." (EPA 440/1-76/059b). July 1979.

Significant materials include, ’ .... practices associated with these four materials that can be generated at these
but [are] not limited to: raw materials, extraction processes and associated types of operations (as well as other
fuels, materials such as solvents, beneficiation activities. Due to mineral mines), include: railings from
detergents, and plastic pellets; finished similarities in mining operations for flotation and other separation stages;
materials such as metallic products; many of the minerals within this sector, soils impacted by fugitive dust
* * * hazardous substances designatedindustrial activities, significant emissions; other process wastes such as
under Section 101(14) of CERCLA; any materials, and materials management clays from phosphate mines; settling
chemical facilities required to report practices are fairly uniform across this ponds that receive process wastewaters:
pursuant to Section 313 of Title III of sector. Uniquepractices are noted, dredged sediment disposal areas; as
SARA; fertilizers; pesticides; and waste a. Open Pit, Open Face, or Quarry. well as raw material and product
products such as ashes, slag, and sludgeMining. Many mineral mining and storage. Dust and particulate matter
that have the potential to be released processing industries access mineral collected in air pollution control
with storm water discharge" (40 CFR deposits hsing open pit, open face or mechanisms may" also be disposed of in
122.26{b){12)}. Significant materials quarrying extraction techniques. For onsite waste piles.
commonly found at mining facilities facilities producing dimension stone. (3) Materials .Wanagement Practices.
include: overburden; waste rock; sub- crushed and broken stone, constructionMaterials management practices at open
ore piles; railings; petroleum-based and industrial sand and gravel, clays, aspit or quarry mining facilities are
products; solvents and detergents; well as other minerals (borate, typically designed to control dust
manufactured products; and other wastephosphate, potash), surface mining is emissions and soil erosion from
materials, generally the most economical form of extraction activities, and offsite

Materials management practices are extraction, transport of siFnificant materials. At
defined as those practices employed to (1) Industrial Activities. Extraction many facilities structural Best
diminish contact by significant activities include removal of overburdenManagement Practices (BMPs) may have
materials with precipitation and storm and waste rock to access mineral already been implemented to manage
water runon, or practices utilized to deposits. These land-disturbing process wastewaters subject to effluent
reduce the offsite discharge of activities generate piles of topsoil and limitation guidelines. Settling ponds
contaminants. To this end, sediment other overburden as well as waste rock,and impoundments are commonly used
ponds, discharge diversion techniques,which are typically stored beside, or to reduce Total Suspended Solids
as well as methods of disperaion, are within, the pit or quarry. In addition, Total Dissolved Solids ITD$), and other
used to minimize impacts of significant land disturbance, blasting, crushing, contaminants in process generated
materials on storm water. For mine sitesand materials handling activities create wastewaters. These controls may also be
requiring additional sources of water for large amounts of dust that are either used to manage storm water run’off and
processing operations, rainfall events asdispersed by local wind patterns or runon with potentially few alterations to
well as storm water runon will be collected in air pollution control onsite drainage systems. Some facilities
managed for use in dust suppression, mechanisms. At closure, overburden included in part I of the group
processing, and washing activities, and waste rock may or may not be usedapplications reported the use of storm
Many mine sites are already equipped to reclaim the pit or quarry depending water diversions to divert storm water
with sedimentation ponds and other on Federal, State and local away from pits and quarries, raw
established process wastewater requirements, in addition, access roadsmaterial piles, overburden, and waste
treatment methods in order to meet and rail spurs, and associated loading rock piles.
effluent limitation guidelines, and unloading areas, are found onsite. Tai]ings impoundments are used to
Additional storm water management Following extraction, the mined manage tailings generated at facilities
practices used at mineral mining materials may be transferred to a nearbyengaged in flotation or heavy media
facilities include: discharge diversions; beneficiation/processing facility or may separation operations. These
drainage/storm water conveyances; be beneficiated within the pit or quarry., impotmdments are used to manage
runoff dispersion; sediment control andAt a beneficiation/processing facility, beneficiation/processing wastewaters
collection practices; vegetation/soil unfinished materials may be subiected generated at the facility and may also be
stabilization; and capping contaminated

to dr3,, or wet processing methods. Dr3,.
used to manage storm water runoff.

sources, forms of processing include crushing, b. Dredging. Dredging is an extraction
Nonmetallic minerals are recovered grinding, sawing, and splitting of the method used to access nonmetallic

using four basic forms of extraction mined material. Wet processing may mineral deposits located in quarries or
techniques: open pit, open face or include simple washing, flotation, or pits {where completely or partially
quarry mining; dredging; solution heavy media separation, below the water table); in rivers: or
mining: and underground mining. Each {2) Significant Materials. Significant estuaries: or offshore, in open bays or
type of extraction method may be materials generated by most extraction sounds. For these types of operations,
followed by varying methods of activities at open pit, open face, and ore is recovered using scooping dev:ces
beneficiation and processing. Presentedquarry, mines include overburden piles,and suction dredges. Minerals
below are brief descriptions of the waste rock piles, ore and subore piles, commonly excavated by dredging
industrial activities, significant and materials spilled from loading and include sand and gravel, and calcium
materials, and materials management unloading activities. Other exposed carbonate.
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(1 ] Industrial A~ivifies. The underground injection of a lixiviant intomaterials management practices may
industrial activities at dredging facilitiesthe ore zone. Minerals are recovered not be prevalent.
include excavation of ore from from solution, after the solution is (2) ,Solution Mining--Frasch Sulfur.
underwater deposits (e.g., in steam brought to the surface, through (a] Industrial Activ~ties--Sulfur is
beds of perennial or ephemeral streams)evaporation or flotation. Since most recovered from deposits using the
by dredges. Processing operations maysolution mining extraction activities Fresch sulfur process, which iniects hot,
occur on the dredge barges or at occur underground using water to purified, water into the subsurface to
adjacent facilities. On-board processingextract values, the potential for these melt the mineral. Molten sulfur is
activities may include: screening; mineral deposits to be exposed to stormpumped directly to heated tanks at
c~shing of oversized material; washing;water is minimal. However, at the surface to maintain a saleable product in
sand classification with hydraulic surface of solution mining operations, liquid form.
classifying tanks; gravel sizing; heavy industrial activities and significant (b) Significant Materials--Significantmedia separation; and product loading/materials, such as haul roads, chemicalmaterials generated from Frasch sulfur
unloading, storage areas, and raw material piles, aremining include elemental sulfur, scrapDredges that do not perform on-boardcommon to most sites. These industrialsulfur, tank bottoms, water treatmentprocessing operations load raw materialactivities and significant materials are sludge, bleedwater produced from bleedon a tow-barge for transport to a land- all susceptible to storm water exposurewells used to remove excess injectionbased processing facility. Processing at and require appropriate storm water water, and drilling wastes such as muds,!and facilities typically includes management controls, acidizing fluids and well workoverwashing to remove clay and other Descriptions of industrial activities fluids. Since molten sulfur product isknpurities; screening; sizing; crushing; performed by each type of solution piped directly from underground toclassifying; and heavy media separation,mining are provided below. Since the enclosed storage tanks on the surface, it(2) Significant Materials. Significant mineral deposits are not exposed to is not exposed to storm water.materials generated at dredging facilitiesstorm water for this type of mining, (c) Materials Management Practices--include ore material piles, waste "industrial activities" describes the typeSolid wastes such as elemental andmaterial piles of oversized, or otherwiseof extraction method used to obtain scrap sulfur, tank bottoms, and waterunusable materials, and float waste from
heavy media separation. Clays and minerals, not activities susceptible to treatment sludge may be disposed of in
undersized fines are dredging waste by-storm water exposure. Significant onsite piles. Liquid wastes such as
products that may be returned to the materials, and materials managementbleedwater, drilling muds, acidizing
water but may also be stored in piles, practices do refer to those materials fluids and workover fluids are typically
Sand fines from gravel crushing exposed to storm water, and to the disposed of in reserve pits and/or
operations that cannot be sold, are a subsequent management practices usedworkover pits. At the completion of
major source of exposed w~te materialto control storm water, drilling, pit contents may be dried prior
at land-based proceuing f~cilities. In Some of the minerals extracted usingto being covered by a liner and buried.
addition, land-based facilities may alsosolution mining include: potash; soda; Accumulated solids from these pits may
manage dredged sediments removed rock salt; borate minerals; chemical andalso be mixed with clay for use as an
from onsite settling ponds. Haul roads, fertilizer minerals such as barite, additive in drilling muds.
storage piles, on-land waste piles, fluorsp~r, salines from lake brines; Rainfall runoff and boiler blowdown
processing operations, and loading/ lithium; and mineral pigments. Many ofmay be discharged offsite without
unloading operations are other potentialthese minerals may alsobe recovered treatment. Other waste generated at
sources of storm water pollutants at using surface and/or underground these facilities include power plant
these facilities, extraction methods, wastes and wastswaters, wastewater

{3} Materials ManaRement Practices. (1) Solution Mining--Injection. from sealing wells, sanitary wastes, and
Hydraulic dredging operations in open (a) Industrial Activities--Rock salt miscellaneous other wastewaters
pits or quarries, or land-based and potash minerals may be recoveredcollected in drips and drains.
processing facilities, use settling pondsby injecting water into subsurface (3) Solution Mining--Evaporation.
for the removal of clay particles, fines, deposits and removing minerals in (a) Industrial Activities--Another
and impurities from process solution. Water is injected through a form of solution mining uses
wastewaters, These ponds may also becased pipe drilled into a deposit, evaporation and crystallization of saline
used to menage contaminated storm Saturated solution is then pumped to waters to produce minerals. Potash,
water runoff. Water from the settling the surface for processing or storage, soda, borate, and other minerals, are
ponds or basins may be returned to theProcessing may include evaporation, produced from naturally occurring
wet pit to maintain water levels in the and/or flotation to separate the final fluids such as sea water, or from
pit, or may be discharged offsite, product, evaporite mineral deposits such as
Worked out pits may also be used to (b’) Significant Materials--Significant western lake brines. Brines are typically
contain solid wastes such as fines and materials at an injection solution miningpumped from beneath the crystallized
oversized materials. These pits are site may include product storage piles,surface of a lake and processed by
another potential source of storm waterchemical storage areas, and haul roads,evaporation and crystallization.
contamination in the event of heavy Very little extracted solution remains Recovered salts are washed, dried
precipitation and subsequent overflow, onsite, since it is often re-injected into packaged for shipment.

Dredging operations in open waters the formation. (b) Significant Mate~als/Mater4a!s
typically discharge process westewater (c] Materials Management Practices-- Management Practices--Significant
containing fines to the water body Solution mining facilities typically materials associated with these facilities
without treatment under the operator’soperate in arid regions, and are able toinclude raw material piles, evaporation
Clesn Water Act Section 404 permit, use solar evaporation ponds to recover ponds,, and residual brines consisting of

c. Solution Mining. Solution mining minerals from solution. Due to typicallysalts and end Liquors, including various
extracts minerals from hard rock low precipitation and high evaporation added process wastewaters. Residualmineral or natural brine sources by rates in these areas, storm water brines generated may be left in solar
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evaporation ponds or dissolved and active, mineral extraction could have example, air emissions (i.e., settled
returned to the lake or injection wells, occurred from open pits or open face dust) may be a significant source of

d. Underground Mi~ing. Undergroundmines, solution mines, dredging pollutants at some facilities while
mining techniques are used to access operations, or underground mines, materials storage is a primary source atmineral deposits located too far These sites are included in this sectionothers. In addition, sources of pollutantsunderground to access economically because significant materials may other than storm water, such as illicitfrom the surface. Though typically a remain onsite. These materials, if connections?~ spills, and othermore expensive form of extraction, exposed, are potential sources of stormimproperly dumped materials, mayadvantages to underground mining water pollutants. Until an inactive increase the pollutant loadingsoperations include year-round mineral mining and processing facility discharged into waters of the Unitedoperation, less noise (applicable to has been reclaimed under applicable States.facilities located near residential areas),State or Federal laws, the site is Tb.e part 2 group application dataand less surface land disturbance. Whileconsidered associated with an

requ:Lrements did not identify individualmost nonmetallic minerals are extracted"industrial activity" and is subject to site characteristics which m~v befrom surface operations, some mineralsthis section. Due to the seasonal nature -
existing in bedded or other sedimentary of this industry, many mir~e sites can responsible for elevated or insignificant
deposits may be accessed by become temporarily inactive for conventional pollutant loadings.
underground extraction techniques, extended periods. Based on the wide variety of
Potash, salt, soda, and borate mInerals,
as well as chemical and fertilizer 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges

industrial activities and significant
materials at the facilities included in

minerals, are some of the minerals Associated With Mineral Mining and this sector, EPA believes it is
extracted using this mining method. Processing Facilities appropriate to divide the mineral

(1) Indus~a~ Activ#t~es/~ignif!cant Impacts caused by storm water mining and processing industry into
Materiels. Industrial activities that may discharges from active and inactive subsectors to properly analvze sampling
be associated with storm water mineral mining and processing data and determine monitoring
discharges Include: loading/unloading operations will vary. Several factors requirements. As a result, this sector has
activities; haul roads; products and influence to what extent significant been divided into the following
materials storage; waste piles; and materials from mineral mining and subsoctors: dimension stone, crushed
processing activities. Exposed materialsprocessing operations may affect waterstone mining and nonmetallic minerals
associated with surface beneficiation quality. Such factors include: mining (except fuels); sand and gravel
and processing facilities at undergroundgeographic location; hydrogeology; the mining; clay, ceramic, and refractory.
mines are similar to those associated type of mineral extracted; the materials mining; chemical and
with open pit, open face, and quarryingmineralogy of the extracted resource fertilizer mineral mining. The tables
facilities, and the surrounding rock; how the below include data for the eight

(2) Materiels Me:nagement Practices. mineral was extracted (e.g., quarrying/ pollutants that all facilities were
Materials management practices for open face, dredging, solution, or required to monitor for under Form 2F.
significant materials at the surface of underground mining operations); the The tables also list those parameters that
underground mining facilities are type of industrial activities occurring EPA has determined merit further
similar to those materials management onsite (e.g., extraction, crushing, monitoring. A table has not been
practices used at open pit, open face, washing, processing, reclamation etc.}; included for the following facilities
and cjuarrying operations, the size of the operation; and type, because less than 3 facilities submztted

e. Inactive Mine Sites. Inactive duration, and intensity of precipitation data in these subsectors: clay, ceramic,
mineral mining and processing events. Each of these and other factorsand refractory materials mining; and
operations are those where industrial will interact to influence the quantity chemical and fertilizer mineral mining
activities eze no longer occurring. When and quality of storm water runoff. F~r facilities.

TABLE J-2.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY DIMENSION STONE AND CRUSHED PRODUCTS
FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

~ NO. O~ ~ NO. of ~ ~          Mininlum M~x~mum M~i~n         9~ I~’�~nt~M ~1 p~l=l~

BODs .................. 12 8 15 11 6.3 7.0 IZO 0.0 22.3 16.0 4.0 6.0 19.4 16.9 3&1     25.4COO .................... 12 8 18 10 37.9 48.4 0.0 0.0 140.0 140.0 33.0 44.0 136.1 159.8 243.3    284.8

~ ............... S 2 10 4 0.59 0.08 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.30 0.10 0.00 2.89 7.96
gMt ................... 12 8 15 10 1.56 1.91 0,10 0.34 5.71 6.8~ 0.67 1.15 6.12 6.47 13.70 13.0~J0(I & ~ ........ 11 N/A 15 N/A 1.7 N/A 0.0 N/A 10.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 9.8 N/A 27,4 NIA~ ......................... 11 N/A 1S N/A N/A N/A 62 N/A 8.5 N/A 7.2 N/A 8.4 N/A 8.9 N/ATotal I:zllolplton~ ..     12 8 15 10 0.70 0.24 0.00 0.00 7.06 0.71 0.20 0.17 3.12 1.18 10.36 2.89
~ ............... 12 8; 15 10 2522 1920 0 0 27100 13300 124 636 27188 10641 I 217687 38624
~,~ Iflat did not ~ I~e u~itl of me~wement for the re@o~ values of po~utants were not inc~uO~ in b’~ese statmtx::s. Values repcxlea az non-detect or t:~ow Oetec~on I~mt were

aesumecl to be O.

7, Illicit connections ar~ comributions of sanitary sewers, industrial facilities, commemia] and processing facilities is low yet it still may beunpermRted non-storm water discharges to storm establishments, or residential dwellings. The applicable at some operations.sewers from any of a number of sources including probability of illicit connections at mineral mining
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TABLE J-3.mSTATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY SAND AND GRAVEL PRODUCTS FACILITIES
SUBMI’I’rlNG PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

BOD~ ................................. 8 5i 9 5: 6.4 6.7 0.0 0.0 35,0 17.0 3.3 7.4 27.8 23.1 67.0 34.5~,,,OD ................................... 7 51 8 S, 145.9 102.8 0.0 12.0 44)4.0 185.0 54.2 116.0 635.5 441.5 1366.7 916.1Nitr~,e ÷ Nit,re ~ ... 7 5J 8 5, 1.56 3.31 O.00 0.54 9,00 8.80 0.41 1.63 11.56 12.50 44.19 25.92rota~ Kje~IN ~ ...... 7 51 8 5i 1.7~ 1.60 0.4~ 0.80 4.90 3.10 1.42 0.9~ 4.42 3.84 7.00 5.9~Oil & Grebe ................... 8 N/A I 9 N/A i 1.3 N/A 0.0 N/A 5.9 N/A 0.0 N/A 5.1 N/A 8.0 N/AH ....................................... 9

N/AK

10 N/Ai WA N/A 6"0 N/A 10.0 N/A 8.2 N/A 10.8 N/A 12,2Total ~ .............. 7
~

8, 5j 1.3~ 1.07 0.04 0.11 4.69 2.61 0.53 1.10 ~0.02 5.50 37.75    13.6~rolal ~J~ ~ .... 7 81 51 503 519 0 13 2400 1400 97 232 3~1 4367 19143    15278

a~um~ to be 0.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants may include controls from each of thesestrategy for storm water discharges.
There are two options for reducing categories. Development of Whenever storm water and process

pollutants in storm water dischar~as: comprehensive control strategies shouldwastewater combine, the storm water is
end-of-pipe treatment and be based on a consideration of site andtreated as process wastewater. To meet
implementin8 Best Management facility plant characteristics, the n~uneric effluent limitation for
Practices to prevent and/or eliminate a. End.of.Pipe Treatment. At many process water, most. if not all, facilities
pollution. Discharges from mining mineral mining and processing must collect and temporarily store
operations are in some ways dissimilaroperations, it may be appropriate to onsite runoff from targeted areas of the
to other types of industrial facilities, collect and treat the runoff from targetedplant. The effluent limitation guidelines
Mining facilities are often in remote areas of the facility. This approach wasdo ndt apply to discharges whenever
locations and may operate only taken with 12 industrial categories rainfall events, either chronic or
ssasonally or intermittently, yet need within the mineral mining and catastrophic, cause an overflow of
year-round controls because significant processing industry, subject to nationalstorage devices designed, constructed,
materials remain exposed to effluent limitation guidelines for and maintained to contain a 10-year, 24-
precipitation when reclamation is not process water. Table J.-4 identifies the hour storm. Most technol08y.based
completed. These characteristics makeeffluent limitation guidelines for treamient standards, used for treatin8resource intensive end-of-pipe process water and for the mineral process waters, are based on relatively
management controls leee deeirable, mining and processing sector. There aresimple technologies such as settlin8 of

A comprehensive storm water several areas where process wastewatersolids, neutralization, and dnun
management program for a given plantguidelines influence the permitting filtration.

TABLE J-4.--Mineral Mining and Processing: Effluent Limitation Guidelines
SIC

Cooe Category                         Subcategory Effluent guidelines

1411 Diman=on Stone ..........................................N/A ................................................................Reeerved
1422 Cruehed and Broken Limes~me ..................N/A ................................................................For Facilities that racyle process w~te

water, pH 6.0-9.0.1423 Cruelled and Brokan Granite ..............................................................................................Mine dewatering dischargee: pH 6.0-9.0.1429 Cruehed and Broken Stone, Not Elsewl~ere .......................................................................In r~3 case ~’=11 a pH limitation out~ide the
Clarified. range of 5.0-9.0 be permitted.1442 Con~ru~onS=xland Gravel .....................N/A ................................................................For facllibe= that recycle process waste

watec pH 6.0-g.0..
..............................................................................................................................................Mine daw~tenng disct~rges: pH 6.0-9.0.
..............................................................................................................................................In no case alkali a pH limitation outside the

range of 5.0-9.0 be bermiited.1446 In~ust~l ~ .............................................N/A ................................................................All operations except HF flotation:
..............................................................................................................................................TSS: Not to exceed 45mg/L maximum for

any 1 day; Average over 30 days not to
exceed 25 rng/L.

..............................................................................................................................................pH Within range 6.0-9.0.

..............................................................................................................................................For facllitias u,~ng HF flotation:

..............................................................................................................................................TSS:: Not to exceed 0.046 rng/L maximum
for any 1 day; Average over 30 daye not
to exceed 0.023 mg/L.

..............................................................................................................................................TOtgl Fluork:le: Maximum for 1 day: 0.006
rng/L; Averaga over 30 days: 0.003 mg/L.

..............................................................................................................................................)H Within range 6.0-g.0.
..............................................................................................................................................Mine dawmenng discl~rgee:
..............................................................................................................................................TSS: Maximum fo~ 1 day: 45 rng/L; Aver-

age over 30 clays: 25 mg/L.
..............................................................................................................................................pH: Wi~in range 6.0-9.0.1455 Kaolin and Ball Clay .....................................Ball Clay Kaolin ............................................Reserved.1459 Clay, Ceramic, an~ Refr,=ctory Minerale, Bentonite Magne=te No Disctu~e.NOt Elsewhere Cla~sitJed. " ....................................
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TABLE J-4.--Mineral Mining and Processing: Effluent Limitation Guidelines~Continued

SIC               Category                          Subcategory                       Effluent guidelines

.......................................................................Feldspar, Fire Clay, Attapuigite, and Reserved.
Montmovillonite, Kyanite, Shale and
Common Clay Aplite.

1474 Potash, Soda, and Borate Minerals ............. Borax, Potash, Sodium Sulfate .................... No Discharge.
.......................................................................Trona, Rock Salt ..........................................Reserved.

1475 Phosphate Rock ...........................................N/A ................................................................Existing Sources.
...............................................................................................................................................TSS: Maximum for any 1 day: 60 mgiL; Av-

erage over 30 days: 30 mg/L
...............................................................................................................................................pH: Within range 6.0-9.0.
...............................................................................................................................................New sources, process generated

wastew~ter and mine dewatering dis-

...............................................................................................................................................TSS: Maximum for any 1 day: 60 rnoJL; Av-
erage over 30 days: 30 mg/L.

...............................................................................................................................................pH: Within range 6.0-9.0.
1479 Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining, Not Barite, Fluorspar, Salines from Brine Lakes, No Discharge.

Elsewhere Classified.                  Frasch Sulfur.
.......................................................................Mineral Pigments, Lithium ............................ Reserved.

1499 Miscellaneous Nonmetslllc Minerals, Except Graphite " Process waste water and mine drainage
Fuels.                                                                subject to ELG:

TSS: Maximum for any 1 day: 20 moJL; Av-
erage over 30 days: 10 mg/L.

...............................................................................................................................................Total Fe: Maximum for any 1 day: 2 rag/L;
Average over 30 days: 1 nxj/L.

...............................................................................................................................................pH: Within range 6.0-9.0.

....................................................................... Gypsum, Asphaltic MineraLs, Asbestos andNo disct~u, ge.
Wollaetonite, Dietomite, Jade, Tdpoli (Dry
Processes Only).

....................................................................... Garnet, Talc, Steetite, Soapstone, Reserved.
Pyrophyllite, Mica and Sericite.

End-of-pipe treatments are effective include source reduction diversion diversions; drainage/storm water
means to control process wastewaters dikes, vegetative covers, and berms, conveyance systems; runoff dispersion;
because the types of pollutants and theSource reduction practices are typicallysediment control and collection;
volume of water to be treated are [but not always) low in cost and vesetation/soil stabilization; capping of
known. However, storm water relatively easy to implement. In some contaminated sources.
discharges from mineral mining and instances, more resource intensive Typical land disturbance activities at
processin8 facilities can be numerous,treatment BMPs, including mineral mining and processing sites
intermittent, and of various volumes, sedimentation ponds, may be necessar~include roads, open pits and quarries,
Channelization of all storm water that depending upon the type of discharge, topsoil, overburden, waste rock, subore,
comes into contact with significant types and concentrations of ore and product piles; materials storase,
materials into a single treatment facility,contaminants, and volume of flow. mill railings, ponds and piles, as well as
or construction of numerous treatment The selection of the most effective vehicle maintenance and storage areas.
devices for each discharse is too BlvlPs will be based on site-specific Because mineral mining and procassinSburdensome for the re.dated considerations such as: facility size, is largely a land disturbance activity,
community. Therefore, EPA believes climate, geosraphic location, BMPs that minimize erosion and
that the most appropriate means of hydrogeolosy and the environmental sedimentation will be most effective if
storm water management at mineral setting of each facility, and volume and installed at the inception of operations
mininS and processing facilities are type of discharge senerated. Each and maintained throushout active
BlviPs. BIV[Ps allow the mine site facility will be unique in that the operations and reclamation of the site.
operator to choose a particular BMP thatsource, type, and volume of From the construction of access and
is best for the characteristics of a contaminated storm water discha_~es haul roads to closure and reclamation
particular site and to control parameterswill differ. In addition, the fate and activities, implementation of BIVITs is
of concern, transport of pollutants in these often essential to minimizing long-term

b. Best Ma~osement Practices. EPA discharges will vary. EPA believes thatenvironmental impacts to an area.
believes that the most effective storm the management practices discussed Part 1 ~roup application data indicate
water management controls for llmitinSherein are well suited mechanisms to that several types of BlV[Ps have been
the offsite discharge of storm water prevent or control the contamination ofimplemented at samplinS facilities.
pollutants from mineral mininS and storm water discharges associated withCommonly used BlvflOs were sediment
processing facilities are source mining activity, control and collection and discharse
reduction BMPs. Source reduction The followinS six cateSories describediversion devices. However, the sroup
BMPs are methods by which dischargesbest management practice options for application process did not require a
of contaminants are controlled with reducing pollutants in storm water description of BIVlP locations and did
Little or no required maintenance, discharsas from mineral mininS and not require applicants to describe the
Examples of these types of controls processing operations: discharse number of identical BIv[Ps implemented
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at each site. As a result, the guidelines, sedimentation ponds may include: "Sediment and Erosion
effectiveness of BMPs for storm water have been implemented to meet the Control: An Inventory of Current
management, at these facilities cannotlimit. Practices--Draft," EPA, April 20, 1990;
be evaluated. Because BMPs described in the part 1"Storm Water Management forIn addition, many of the BMPs listed data are limited, EPA is providing an Industrial Activities: Developingby facilities may have been overview of supplementary BMPs for Pollution Prevention Plans and Bestimplemented as process wastewater use at mineral mining and processing Management Practices," EPA,treatment mechanisms and are not facilities. However, due to the site-
exclusively used for storm water specific nature of facilities within this September. 1992 (EPA 832-R-92-006);

management. For instance, 43 percent ofsector, BMPs cited do not preclude the "Best Management Practices for Mining

the sampling subgroup reported using use of other viable BMP options. Table in Idaho," Idaho Department of Lands.
ponds for sediment control and J-5 summarizes BMP options as they November 1992; and "Erosion &
collection. Since some facilities apply to land disturbance activities at Sediment Control Handbook," Goldman
classified as SIC Code 14 are subject tomineral mining and processing et al., McGraw-Hill Book Company,
process water effluent limitation facilities. Sources of BMP information 1986.

TABLE J-5.--SUMMARY OF MINE AREAS AND APPLICABLE BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Land-dlstumed Discharge diver- Conveyance sys- Runoff dispersion Sediment control
area sions terns & collection Vegetation Containment

Haul Roads and Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gut- Check Dams, Gabions, Riprap, Seedling, Willow
Access Roads. Berms. ters, Culverts," Rock Outlet Native Rock Cutting Estat>

Ro~ling Dips, Protection, Retaining Walls, lishment.
Road Sloping, Level S!:xead- Straw Bale Bar-
Roadway Water ers, Stream AI- riers, Sediment
Deflectors. teratJon, Drop Tral:~Catc~ Ba-

Structures. s~ns, Vegetated
Buffer Strips.

Pits/Quarries or Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Gutters Serrated Slopes, Sediment Sattiing Seeding ............... Plugging andUnderground Berms. Benched Ponds, Straw Grouting
Mines. Slopes, Bale Barrier,

Contouring, Siltation Berms.
Stream Alter-
ation.

Overburden, Dikes, Curb~, Channels, Gutters Serrated Slopes, Plast~ Matting, Top.soiling, See~ CappingWaste Rock and Berms. Benched Plastic Ne~ng, bed Prepara-
Raw Material Slopes, Erosion Control tJon, Seeding.Piles. Contouring, Blankets,

St~oam Alter- Mulch-straw,

Sediment/Set-
ltlng Po~lds, Silt
Fences, Silta-
tion Bern’=.

Reclamation ......... Dikes, Curbs, Channels, Guttem Check Dams, Gabions, Riprap, Topsoiling, See~ Capping, Plugging
Berms. Rock OutJet and Native bed Predara- and Gro~ng

Protection, Rock Retaining tJon, Seeding,
Level Sprea~ Walls, Biotech- Willow Cutting
ers, Serrated nical Stabiliza- Establishment.
Slopes, tion, Straw Bale

s~es, rne~ Trs~
Contouring, Catch Basins,
Drain Flel~s, Vegeta~va Buff-
Stre~’n Alter- er Slrips, Silt
ation, Drop Fences, Silta-
S~’uc~urss. tion Berms,

Brush S~imem
Ban’~ers.

Haul Bonds and Access Roods-- waterway, as vegetation is a useful appropriate channels for discharge toPlacement of haul roads or access roadsbuffer against erosion and is an efficienttreatment areas.
should occur as far as possible from sediment collection mechanism. The Pits or Quarn’es---Excavation of a pitnatural drainage areas, lakes, ponds, width and grade of haul or access roadsor quarry must be accompanied bywetlands or floodplains where soil will should be minimal and should be BMPs to minimize impacts to areanaturally be less stable for heavy vehicledesigned to match natural contours of surface waters. As discussed intraffic. If a haul road must be the area. Construction of haul roads construction of haul roads, as littleconstructed near water, as little should be supplemented by BMPs that vegetation as possible should bevegetation as possible should be divert runofffrom road surfaces, removed f~om these areas duringremoved from between the road and theminimize erosion, and direct flow to excavation activities to minimize
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exposed soils. In addition, stream contaminated materials, where contact downhill slope of a mad. These
channels and other sources of water that may occur between runon and structures are typically made of wood
may discharge into a pit or quarry significant materials. These source and should periodically be monitored
should be diverted around that area to reduction measures may be particularly and repaired if necessarv.
prevent contamination, effective for mineral mining and Waterbars are berms ~uilt by a dozer

Overbm’den, Waste Rock, and Raw processing operations to prevent runon or by hand to a one to two foot height.
.~fater#a] Piles--Overburden, topsoil, of uncontaminated discharges from They serve to extend the entire width of
and waste rock, as well as raw material contacting exposed materials and/or the road, with a downslope angle
and intermediate and final product reduce the flow across disturbed areas, between 30 and 40 percent. Waterbars
stockpiles should be located away from thereby lessening the potential for are kept open at a discharge end to
surface waters and other sources of erosion. Second, diversion structures allow water to flow away from the road
water, and from geologically unstable can be used to collect or divert waters and require little maintenance. These
areas. If this is not practicable, surface for later treatment if necessary. The berms may be used as temporary or
water should be diverted around the usefulness of these control measures arepermanent structures.
piles. As many piles as possible should limited by such factors as the size of the Rolling Dips and Road Sloping--
be revegetated {even if only on a area to be controlled and the type and Rolling dips and road sloping are
temporary basis}. At closure, remaining nature of materials exposed and permanent water diversion techniques
units should be reclaimed, precipitation events, installed using natural contours of the

BMPs can be used to control total Diversion dikes, curbs, and berms are land during road construction. These
suspended solids levels in runoff from temporary or permanent diversion BMPs prevent water accumulation on
unvegetated areas. These can include structures that prevent runoff from road suxfaces and divert surface runoff
sediment/settling ponds, check dams, passing beyond a certain point, and toward road ditches which then convey
silt fences, and straw bale barriers, divert runoff away from its intended the storm water to ponds or other

Reclamation Activities---When a path. Dikes, curbs or berms may be used management areas.
mineral deposit is depleted and to surround and isolate areas of concern Roadway Surface Water De~ector--A
operations cease, a mine site must be at mineral mining and processing sites, roadway surface water deflector is
reclaimed according to appropriate State diverting flow around piles of another technique to prevent
or Federal standards. Closure activities overburden, waste rock, and storage accumulation of water on road surfaces.
typically include restabilization of any areas, to minimize discharge contact The structure uses a conveyor belt
disturbed areas such as access or haul with contaminated materials and to sandwiched between two pieces of
roads, pits or quarries, sedimentation limit discharges of contaminated water treated wood and placed within the
ponds or work-out pits, and any from confined areas, road to deflect water. This is a useful
remaining waste piles. Overburden and (2) Drainage/Storm Water Conveyance technique for steeply graded, unpaved
topsoil stockpiles may be used to fill in Systems. Drainage or storm water roads.
a pit or quarry {where practical}, conveyance systems can provide either Culverts--Culverts are permanent
Recontouring and vegetation should bea temporm’y or a permanent surface water diversion mechanisms
performed to stabilize soils, and preventmanagement practice which functions used to convey water off of, or
erosion, to channel water away from eroded or underneath a road. Made of corrugated

Major reclamation activities such as unstabilized areas, convey runoff metal, they must extend across the
recontouring roads and filling in a pit orwithout causing erosion, and/or carry entire width of the road and beyond the
quarry can only be performed after discharges to more stabilized areas. Thefill slope. Additional erosion c~ntrol
operations have ceased. However, use of drainage systems as a permanentmechanisms may need to be installed at
reclamation activities such as measure may be most appropriate in the discharge end of the culvert.
stabilization of banks and reseeding andareas with extreme slopes, areas subject(3) Runoff Dispersion. Drainage
revegetation should be implemented into high velocity runoff, and other areas systems are most effective when used in
mined out portions, or inactive areas ofwhere the establishment of substantial conjunction with runoff dispersion
a site as active mining moves to new vegetation is infeasible or impractical, devices designed to slow the flow of
areas. For instance, several BMPs described water discharged from a site. These

EPA recognizes that quarries are below may be useful storm water and devices also aid storm water infiltration
frequently converted into reservoirs or erosion control methods applicable to into the soil and flow attenuation. Some
recreational areas, after the mineral road construction and maintenance examples of velocity dissipation devices
deposit is depleted. However. this doesactivities, include check dams, rock outlet
not preclude the reclamation of ChaRnels or Gutters--Channels or protection, level spreaders, and serrated
disturbed areas above the quarry rim. gutters collect storm water runoff and and benched slopes.

(1) Discharge Diversions. Discharge direct its flow. Like diversion systems, Check Dams-Check dams are small
diversions provide the first line of channels or gutters may act to divert temporary dams constructed across
defense in preventing the contaminationrunoff away from a potential source of swales or drainage ditches to reduce the
of discharges and the subsequent contamination, but may also be used tovelocity of runoff flows thereby
contamination of receiving waters of thechannel runoff to a collection and/or reducing erosion and failure of the
United States. Discharge diversions aretreatment area including settling ponds,swale or ditch. This slowing reduces
temporary or permanent structures basins or work-out pits. erosion and gullying in the channel and
installed to divert flow, store flow, or Open Top Box Culverts, and allows sediments to settle.
limit storm water runon and runoff. Waterbars---These structures are Check dams may be installed in small

These diversion practices have severaltemporary or permanent structures thattemporary or permanent channels where
objectives. First, diversion structures divert water from a roadway surface, vegetation of the channel lining is not
can be designed to prevent otherwise Open top box culverts may be used on feasible and where there is danger of
uncontaminated (or less contaminated}steeply graded, unpaved roads in placeerosion. These may be areas where
water from crossing disturbed areas or of pipe culverts to divert surface runoff installation of nonerosive liners are not
areas containing significant amounts ofand flow from inside ditches onto the cost effective.
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Check dams diminish the need for lined with geotextile fabric, these temporary covers for bare or seeded
more stringent erosion control practicesmechanisms are useful underneath soils with an erosion control
in the drainage ditch since they significant materials, reducing the effec~veness rating of 75 to 98
decrease runoff velocity. When amount of water that ultimately comespercent.72 Like matting, mulch-straw or
constructing check dams, the use of into contact with significant materials, wood chips help soils retain moisture
overburden or waste rock should be Stream Alteration--Altering or and warmth to promote vegetative
avoided where there is the potential forchannelizing the path of a stream to growth. Used on slopes and/or in
contamination, bypass all or some disturbed areas on acombination with nylon netting, these

Rock Outlet Protection--Rock site, allows additional mining activitiesmaterials may prevent erosion by wind
protection placed at the outlet end of and avoids contamination of stream and water. Over time, however, the
culverts, channels, or ditches reduces water by disturbed lands. This practicemulch cover will decrease in
the depth, velocity, and destructive is complicated, however, by the need toeffectiveness.
energy of water such that the flow will restore the chanfiel when mining Compaction--Soil compaction using a
not erode the downstream reach. The operations end, roller or other heavy equipment
use of some materials {e.g., mine waste Drop Structures---Drop structures are increases soil "strength" by increasing
rock or ore} should be avoided where large angular rocks placed in a V-shaped its density. More dense soil is less prone
contamination may occur. As with pattern to slow the velocity of storm to erosion and long-term soil settlement.
check dams, rock outlet protection may water runoff. These structures are The surface of compacted soils should
also be used as a source reduction typically reinforced by logs or large be roughed and seeded or vegetated to
treatment mechanism by using rocks rocks imbedded in the streembanks, increase its durability.
containing Limestone or other alkaline (4) Sediment Control and Collection.
materials to neutralize acidic Sedimefit control and collection limits (b) Permanent Treatments
discharges, movement and retains sediments from Sediment/Settling Ponds--Sediment

Level Spreaders---Level spreaders arebeing transported offsite. Several ponds function as sediment traps by
outlets for dikes and diversions structural collection devices have been containing runoff for long periods of
consisting of an excavated depression developed to remove sediment from time, allowing suspended solids to
constructed at zero grade across a slope,runoff before it leaves the site. Severalsettle. These structures can achieve a
Level spreaders diffuse storm water methods of removing sediment from sitehigh removal rate of sediment for both
point sources and release it onto areasrunoff involve diversion mechanisms process wastewater and storm water
stabilized by existing vegetation, previously discussed, supplemented bydischarges. Sediment/settling ponds are

Serrated Slopes and Benched a trapping or storage device. Structuraleasily constructed and require minimal
S]ope~--Thase runoff dispersion practices typically involve filtering maintenance. Their flexibility to treat
methods break up flow cf runoff from adiffuse storm water flows through both process wastewater and storm
slope, decreasing its ability to erode, temporary structures such as straw balewater makes the use of ponds a
Serrated and benched slopes provide dikes, silt fences, brush barriers or desirable treatment for discharges from
flat areas that allow water to infiltrate, vegetated areas, mineral mining and processing
and space for vegetation to grow and structural practices are typically low facilities. Of course, site characteristics
reinforce soils. Serrated slopes are in cost. However, structural practices must be such that some or all discharges
equipped with small steps, from one torequire periodic removal of sediment tocan be practically channeled to a
two feet of horizontal surface exposed remain functional. As such, they serve centralized area for treatment. Where
on each step. Benched slopes have as more active-type practices which maythis is not practical, the cost of
larger steps with vertical cuts betweennot be appropriate for permanent use atconstructing multiple sediment ponds
two and four feet high. inactive mines. However, these may become prohibitive. In addition,

Contouring-Surface contouring is thepractices may be effectively used as periodic dredging may be required in
establishment of a rough soil sur~ce temporary measures during active order to maintain the capacity of these
amenable to rev~etation through operation end/or prior to the final ponds,
re’eating horizontal grooves, implementation of permanent measures.Discha~e ponds may also be designed
depressions, or stopa that run with the to ac~ as surge ponds which are
contour of the land. Slopes may also be(a) Temporary Treatments designed to contain storm surges and
leR in a roughened condition to reduce Plastic Matting, Plastic Netting, and then completely drain in about 24 to 40
discharge flow and promote infiltration. Erosion Control Blankets--These BMPs hours, and remain dry during times of
Surface roughening aids in the are used to protect bare soils and controlno rainfall. They can provide pollutant
establishment of vegetative cover by dust and erosion. Mats end blankets removal efflciencies that are similar to
reducing runoff velocity and giving seedhelp to promote vegetative growth by those of detention ponds?3 Storm surge
an opportunity to take hold and ~row. maintaining moisture and heat within ponds are typically designed to provide

Tliis technique is appropriate ~or all the soil. Plastic matting and netting both water quality and water quantity
slopes steeper than 3:1 in order to improve slope stabilization and may be{flood control) benefits.T’
facilitate stabilization of the slope and used as a permanent treatment to Gabions, l~’prap, and Native t~ock
promote the growth of a vegetative encourage grass growth. Plastic netting l~etoining Wafts--These BMPs are all
cover. Once areas have been contoured,is a more effective material to use whileforms of slope stabilization. Gabions
they should be seeded as quickly as promoting growth of vegetation as it consist of rocks (riprap} contained by
possible, permits sunlight to penetrate through torectangular wire boxes or baskets for use

Drain Fields--Drain fields are used to the soils. Erosion control blankets also as permanent erosion control structures.
prevent the accumulation of water and/stabilize slopes and control erosion.
or ground water at a site by diverting These blankets may be made of jute or ~ "Sediment and Erosion Con~’~l: An Inventory

of Current Practices--Draft." EPA. April 20, 1990.infiltrating sources through gravity flowplastic netting which are more - "Urban Targezins and BMP Selection." EPA.or pumping. Typically filled with expensive than straw. Region V. Novemberporous, permeable materials such as Mulch-straw Or Vt/ood ~h~p.~-- ~ "Urban Surface Water Manasement." Wa]esh.graded rock, or perforated pipe, and M~ches and wood c]~Lips al~ useful $.G., Wiley, 1989.
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Riprap consists of loose rocks placed clogged with fine particles preventing often be used for other piles of stored
along embanlanents to prevent erosion,water flow. materials and for intermittent/seasonal
Native rock retaining walls are another Silt fences may have limited operations.
form of slope stabilization, with walls applicability for large areas. They are Typically, the costs of vegetative
up to five feet in height, constructed most effective for use in a small controls are low relative to other
from native rock to reinforce a steep drainage areas. These fences may also bedischarge mitigation practices. Given
slope, used in conjunction with nonstructural the limited capacity to accept large

Biotechnical Stabilization-- practices to maintain the integrity of soilvolumes of runoff and potential erosion
Biotechnical stabilization uses live prior to the establishment of vegetation,problems associated with large
brush imbedded in the soils of a steep Siltation Berrns--Siltation berms are concentrated flows, vegetative controls
slope to prevent erosion. This method typically placed on the downslope sideshould typically be used in combination
relies on the premise that the imbeddedof a disturbed area to act as an with other management practices. These
vegetation will eventually root and helpimpermeable bamer for the capture andmeasures have been documented as
stabilize the slope, retention of sediments in surface waterparticularly appropriate for mining

Straw Bale Barrier--Straw bales mayrunoff. Plastic sheeting is typically usedsites.
be used as temporary berms, barriers, orto cover the berm. The berm and the Topsoiling, Seedbed Preparation--
diversions; capturing sediments, plastic sheeting may require periodic The addition of a layer of topsoil or
filtering runoff. When installed and maintenance and repair, plant growth material provides an
maintained properly, these barriers Brush Sediment Barriers--Brush improved soil medium for plant growth.
remove approximately 67 percent of thebarriers are temporary sediment barriersSeedbed preparation may include the
sediment loed.v~ These barriers are composed of tree limbs, weeds, vines, addition of topsoil ingredients to be
applicable across small swales, in root mat, sgil, rock and other cleared mixed in with soils used for seedbed
ditches, and at the toe of bare slopes materials placed at the toe of a slope. Apreparation. Ripping, dicing, and
where there is a temporary large volumebrush barrier is effective only for smallmixing soils promotes weed control and
of sediment laden runoff, drainage areas, usually less than 1/4 aerates ~he soil, encouraging seedling

Sediment Traps or Catch Basins-- acre, where the slope is minimal, growth.
These temporary or permanent Brush barriers do not function as Broadcast Seeding and Drill

permanent barriers since over time theSeeding--Seeding and vegetativestructures are useful for catching and     barrier itself will degrade. This BMP is
planting are methods used to revegetatestoring sediment laden storm water most effective when located at the toe ofan area. Broadcast seeding spreads seedsrunoff and are particularly useful during

a slope of an area in which vegetation uniformly, by hand or mact~ne, to steepconstruction activities to contain runoff.
The effectiveness of these BMPs is betteris being grown or during temporary sloped or rocky areas, fiat surfaces, and

operations. The brush barriers remove ames with limited access. Drill seedingin smaller drainage basin areas, any exceesive sediment generhted by is perfgrmed using a rangeland drillSediment traps are less than 50 percenterosion prior to the establishment of seeder and may not be used on rockyeffective in removing sediment from
vegetation, surfaces. Drill seeding is more suitablystorm water runoff.~6 (5) Vegetation Practices. Vegetation performed on flat, nonrocky surfaces,Vegetated Buffer Strips--The practices involve establishing a where the machine can insert seeds intoinstallation of vegetated buffer strips sustainable ground cover by permanentthe soil.will reduce runoff and prevent erosion seeding, mulching, sodding, and other Willow Cutting Establishment--at a removal efficiency rate of 75 to 99such practices. A vegetative cover Willow cutting establishment describespercent depending upon the ground reduces the potential for erosion of a a method of soil stabilization useful forcover.~ In addition, vegetated buffer site by: abeorbing the kinetic energy of stream banks and other areas locatedstrips catch and settle sediment raindrops which would otherwise adjacent to water. Similar tocontained in the storm water runoff impact soil; intercepting water so it canbiotactmical stabilization, willowprior to reaching receiving waters, infiltrate into the ground instead of cuttings are used to promote growth inSilt Fence/Filter Fence---A low fence running off and carrying contaminated an area needing stabilization. Willowmade of filter fabric, wire and steel discharges; and by slowing the velocitycuttings are typically used to reinforceposts, should be used on small of runoff to promote onsite deposition ofa streambank or other moist area.ephemeral drainage areas where stormsediment. Vegetative controls are oftenWillow cuttings require a great deal ofwater collects or leaves a mine site. Siltthe most important measures taken to moisture and must be planted in areasfences remove 97 percent of the prevent offsita sediment movement andthat remain moist for long periods insediment load and are easier to maintaincan provide a six-fold reduction in the order to take hold and grow.and remove without creating lasting discharge of suspended sediment (6) Capping. In some cases, theimpacts to the environment.Ts Silt and levels.TM Permanent seeding has been elimination of a pollution sourcefilter fences need to be inspected found to be 99 percent effective in through capping contaminant sourcesperiodically and may not be as effectivecontrolling erosion for disturbed land may be the most cost effective controlas straw bales, since fabric may become
areas.~° Many States require that topsoilmeasure for discharges from inactive
be segregated from other overburden formineral mining and processing

~ "Sediment and Erosion Control: An Inventory Use during reclamation. While stored, operations. Depending on the type ofof Current Practices--Draft," EPA, April 20, 1990, -
page rv-14, topsoil stockpiles should be vegetated, management practices chosen, the cost

~6 "se~irrmnt mud F.n~ion Control: An Inventory This temporary form of vegetation can to eliminate the pollutant source may be
of Current Pr~cti~Drsft." EPA, April 20, 1990, very high. Once completed, however,
page IV-26. ~"Perform,~nce of Current Sediment Control maintenance costs will range from low~ "Sedinmnt and Erosion Control: An Inventory Measures at Maryland Construction Sites," January to nonexistent.of Current Practi~Drefl," EPA, Apn| 20, 1990, 1990, Metropoli~n Washington Council of Capping or sealing of waste materialspage IV-7. Governments, page X.

~ "Sediment and Erosion Control: o~.n Inventory so "Sediment and Erosion Control: An [nventor~ is designed to prevent infiltration, as
of Current Practic~--Drah," EPA, April 20. 1990, of Current Practice~.--Drah," EPA, April 20, 1990, well as to limit contact betweenpage IV-15. page IVY. discharges and potential sources of
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contamination. Ultimately, capping rainfall and runoff, and locations of operator must consider the following
should reduce or eliminate the major spills and leaks that occurred inactivities: loading and unloading
contaminants in discharges. In addition,the 3 years prior to the date of the operations; outdoor storage activities;
by reducing infiltration, the potential forsubmission of a Notice of Intent (NOI) outdoor processing activities; significant
seepage and leachate generation may to be covered under this permit. The dust or particulate generating processes:
also be lessened, map also must show areas where the and onsite waste disposal practices. The

The use of this practice depends on following activities take place: fueling, assessment must list any significant
the level of control desired, the vehicle and equipment maintenance pollution sources at the site and identify
materials available, and cost and/or cleaning, loading and unloading,the pollutant parameter or parameters
considerations. Many common liners material storage (including tanks or (i.e., total suspended solids, total
may be effective including common soil,other vessels used for liquid or waste dissolved solids, etc.) associated with
clay. and/or synthetic liners. Generally,storage), material processing, and wasteeach source.
soil liners will provide appreciable disposal, haul roads, access roads, and Under the measures and controls
control for the lowest cost. Synthetic or rail spurs. In addition, the site map sectJ~on of the pollution prevention plan,
clay liners may be appropriate to covermust also indicate the outfall locations the permittse must evaluate, select, and
materials known to have a significant and the types of discharges contained indescribe the pollution prevention
potential to impact water quality, the drainage areas of the outfalls (e.g. measures, best management practices

storm water and air conditioner (BIvIPsL and other controls that will be
4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention condensate), In order to increase the hnplemented at the facility. The
Plan Requirements readability of the map, the inventory, ofpermittes must assess the applicability

Specific requirements for a pollutionthe types of discharSes contained in of the following BMPs for their site:
prevention plan for mineral mining andeach outfall may be kept as an discharge diversions, drainage/storm

~ocessing facilities are described attachment to the site map. water conveyance systems, runoff
low. These requirements must be Facility operators are required to dispersions, sediment control and

implemented in addition to the common carefully conduct an inspection of the collection mechanisms, vegetation/soil
pollution prevention plan provisions site and related records to idantify stabilization, and capping of
discussed previously, significant materials that are or may be contaminated sources. In addition,

Under the description of potential exposed to storm water. The inventory BMPs include processes, procedures.
pollution services, each storm water must address materials that within 3 schedules of activities, prohibitions on
pollution prevention plan must describe years prior to the date of the submission practices, and other management
activities, materials, and physical of a Notice of Intent {NOI} to be covered practices that prevent or reduce the
features of the facility that may under this permit have been handled, discharge of pollutants in storm water
contribute to storm water runoff or, stored, processed, treated, or disposedrunoff.
during periods of dry weather, result inof in a manner to allow exposure to The pollution prevention plan must
dry weather flows and mine pumpout, storm water. Findings of the inventory discuss the reasons each selected
This assessment of storm water must be documented in detail in the con~.ro] or practice is appropriate for the
pollution will support subsequent pollution prevention plan. At a faciiiity and how each will address the
efforts to identify and set priorities for minimum, the plan must describe the potential sources of storm water
necessary changes in materials, method and location of onsite storage orpollution. The plan also must include a
materials management practices, or sitedisposal; practices used to minimize schedule specifying the time or times
features, as well as aid in the selection contact of materials with rainfall and during which each control or practice
of appropriate structural and runoff; existing structural and will be implemented. In addition, the
nonsU~ctural control techniques. Plansnonstructural controls that reduce plan should discuss ways in which the
must describe the following elements: pollutants in storm water runoff: controls and practices relate to one

The plan must contain a map of the existin8 structural controls that limit another and, when taken as a whole,
site that shows the pattern of storm process wastewatar discharges: and anyproduce an integrated and consistent
water drainage, structural faatures thattreatment the runoff receives before it isapproach for preventing or controlling
control pollutants in storm water discharged to surface waters or a potential storm water contamination
runoffs~ and process wastewatar separate storm sewer system. The problems.
discharges, surface water bodies description must be updated whenever Under the preventive maintenance
(including wetlands), places where there is a significant change in the typesrequirements of the pollution

significant materials s2 are exposed to or amounts of materials, or material prevention plan, permitteas are required
management practices, that may affectto develop a preventive maintenance

s, Nonstrnctuml features such as grass swaias andthe exposure of materials to storm program that includes regular
va$etstlva buffer sU’ips also should be shown, water, inspections and maintenance of storm

~’ Si~nificam materials include.’ ....but [~’*l The description of potential pollutionwater BMPs. The maintenance program
not limited to: raw materials, fuels, materials suchsources culminates in a narrative requires periodic removal of debris from
as solvents, deter$ants, and picnic pallets; finished assessment of the risk potential that discharge diversions and conveyancematerials such as metallic products: ¯ ° "
hazardous subetencas designated under section thOSe sources of pollution pose to stormsystems. These activities should be
101{14} of CERCLA; any chemical facilities requiredwater quality. This assessment should conducted in the spring, after snowmelt.
to repor~ pursuant to section 313 of title Ill of clearly point to activities, materials, andand during the fall season. Permittess
SARA: ferttlizer~: pesticides: and waste products physical features of the facility that havealready controlling their storm water
such as ashas. ~lag. and sludge that have the
potential to be reiaased wi~h storm water a reasonable potential to contribute runoff frequently use impoundments or
disoharga." {40 CFR 122.2a{b){12)) Significant significant amounts of pollutants to sedimentation ponds. Maintenance
materi~ commonly found at mining facilities storm water. Any such activities, schedules for these ponds must be
include: overburden; mw materiels: waste ro~ materials, or features must be addressedprovided in the pollution preventionpilas: tellings; petroleum b~ed products: solvams by the measures and controls plant.and detargants: and manufactured products, waste
materials or by-produc~ used or created by the subsequently described in the plan. In Under the inspection requirements of
facility, conducting the assessment, the facility the pollution prevention plan, operators
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of active facilities are required to permittee must indicate the location andsand and gravel, industrial sand and
conduct quarterly visual inspections of design of BMPs that will be crushed stone mines that are located in
BMPs. Temporary and permanently implemented. The perrnittee is requiredRegion VI (the States of Louisiana. New
inactive operations are required to to indicate plans for grading, Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas}.
perform annual inspections. Active sites contouring, stabilization, and Discharges ~rom these areas may not
have more fz~luent inspections than establishment of vegetative cover for all exceed, a maximum TSS concentration
inactive sites because members of the disturbed areas, including road banks, of 45 mg/L for any one day or 25 mgi
pollution prevention team will be Reclamation activities must continue L for the average of daily values for 30
onsite, and the fact that they are active until final closure notice has been consecutive days. The pH of themeans there is a greater potential for issued.
pollution. The inspections shall According to the pollution prevention discharges from these areas must be

include: (1) An assessment of the runoff requirements, the permittee mustwithin the range of 6.0 to 9.0. These

integrity of storm water discharge evaluate the appropriateness of each effluent limitations are in accordance
diversions, conveyance systems, storm water BMP that diverts, with the Crushed Stone, Construction
sediment control and collection infiltrates, reuses, or otherwise reducesSand and Gravel, and industrial Sand
systems, and containment structures; (2)the discharge of contaminated storm Subcategories of the Mineral Mining
visual inspections of vegetative BMPs, water. In addition, the permittee must and Processing Point Source Categories
serrated slopes, and benched slopes todescribe the storm water pollutant (40 CFR 436.20,436.30 and 40 CFR
determine if soil erosion has occurred; source area or activity (i.e., loading and436.40). These limitations represent the
and (3} visual inspections of material unloading operations, raw material degree of effluent reduction attainable
handling and storage areas and other storage piles etc.} to be controlled by by the application of best practicable
potential sources of pollution for each storm water management practice,control technology and best
evidence of actual or potential pollutant a. Comprehensive Site Compliance conventional pollutant contro!
discharges of contaminated storm water.Evaluation. The storm water pollution technology. Dischargers subject to these

The inspection must be made at least prevention plan must describe the scopenumeric effluent limitations must be in
once in each designated period during and content of comprehensive site compliance with the limits upondaylight hours, inspections for active evaluations that qualified personnel willcommencement of and for the entirefacilities shall be conducted in each ofconduct to (1) confirm the accuracy of term of this permit.
the following periods: January through the description of potential pollution
March; April through June; July throughsources contained in the plan, (2) 6. Monitoring and Reporting
September; October through December.determine the effectiveness of the plan,Requirements

EPA believes that this quick and and (3) assess compliance with the
simple description will allow the terms and conditions of this section, a. Monitoring Requirements. Under
permittee to assess the effectiveness ofComprehensive site compliance the revised methodology for
his/her plan on a regular basis at very evaluations should be conducted once adetermining pollutants of concern in the
little cost. The frequency of this visual year. When annual comprehensive sitevarious industrial categories, dimension
inspection will also allow for timely compliance evaluations are shown in and crushed stone and nonmetallic
adjustments to be made to the plan. If the plan to be impractical for inactive minerals (except fuels) mining and sand
BMPs are performing ineffectively, mining sites, due to remote location andand gravel mining facilities are required
corrective action must be implemented,inaccessibility, site evaluations must beto monitor for the pollutants listed in
A set of tracking or follow up conducted at least once every 3 years, the applicable table below (Table J-6 or
procedures must be used to ensure thatThe individual or individuals who will J-7). The pollutants listed in this tableappropriate actions are taken in conduct the evaluations must be were found to be above benchmarkresponse to the inspections. The visualidentified in the plan and should be levels. EPA is requiring monitoring afterinspection is intended to be performedmembers of the pollution prevention the pollution prevention plan has beenby facility staff. This hands-on team. Evaluation reports must be implemented to assess the effectiveuessinspection will also enhance the staffs retained for at least 3 years after the date

of the pollution prevention plan and tounderstanding of the storm water of the evaluation.
problems on that site and effects on the Based on the results of each help ensure that a reduction of
management practices that are includedevaluation, the description of potential pollutants is realized.
in the plan. pollution sources, and measures and

Under the recordkeeping and internal controls, the plan must be revised as TABLE J-6.~ONITORING REQUIRE-
reporting procedures of the pollution appropriate within 2 weeks after each MENTS FOR DIMENSION AND
prevention plan, the permittee must evaluation, Changes in the measures CRUSHED STONE AND NONMETALLIC
describe procedures for developing and and controls must be implemented on MINERALS (EXCEPT FUELS) (MG/L)
retaining records on the status and the site in a timely manner, and never
effectiveness of plan implementation, more than 12 weeks after completion of Pollutant of concem Monitoring cut-off
The plan must address spills, the evaluation, concentration
monitoring, and BMP inspection and
maintenance activities. Ineffective BMTs5. Numeric Effluent Limitation Total susper~ed sot- 100 rng/L
must be reported and the date of their Except as discussed below, there areida.
corrective action noted, no additional numeric effluent

Under the sediment and erosion limitations under this section beyond
control requirements of the pollution those stated in section V.B of today’s
prevention plan, permittees must permit. Part XI.J.4. of today’s permit
indicate the location and design for establishes numeric effluent limitations
proposed BMPs to be implemented priorfor mine dewatering discharges that are
to land disturbance activities. For sites composed entirely of storm water or
already disturbed but without BMPs, the ground water seepage from construction
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TABLE J-7.~ONITORING REQUIRE- TABLE J-8.--SCHEDULE OF VII.G. (Signatory Reqnirements), that:
MENTS FOR SAND AND GRAVEL MIN- MONITORIN~Ontinued material handling equipment or
ING activities, raw materials, intermediate

¯ If average concentration is products, final products, waste

Pollutants of concem Monitoring cut-off greater than the value listed in materials, by-products, industrial
concentration Tattle 3-6 or 3-7, then quarterly macJ~inery or operations, significar, t

sampling is required Ouring thematerials from past industrial activity,
Tota~ susper~ed sol- 100 rng/L foun’h year of the permit, and that are located in areas of the

iOs. ¯ If average concentration is less facility that are within the drainage area
Nitrate plus Nithte Ni- 0.68 moJL. than or equal to the value listed of the outfall are not presently exposed

trogen, in Table 3-6 or 3-7, then no fur-
ther sampling is required for that to storm water and will not be exposed
parameter, to storm water for the certification

At a minimum, storm water 4th year ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring forperiod. Such certification must be
discharges from dimension and crushed of per- any parameter where the aver- retained in the storm water pollution
stone, sand and gravel and nonmetallic n~t age concentration in year 2 of prevention plan and submitted to EPA
mineral {except fuels} mining must be coy- the permit is greater than the in lieu of monitoring reports required
monitored quarterly during the second erage, value listed in Table 3-6 or 3-7. under paragraph {2} below. The
year of permit coverage. Samples must ¯ If industrial activities or the poilu-permittee is required to complete anytion prevention plan have been and all sampling until the exposure ~sbe collected at least once in each of the altered such that storm water eliminated. If the facility is reporting forfollowing periods: lanuary through discharges may be adversely af-
March; April through June; July through fected, quarterly monitoring is a partial year, the permittee must
September; and October through required for all parameters of specify the date exposure was
December. At the end of the second year concern, eliminated. If the permittee is certi .fying
of permit coverage, a facility must that a pollutant was present for part of
calculate the average concentration for In cases where the average the reporting period, nothing relieves

each parameter listed in the applicable concentration of a parameter exceeds     the permittee from the responsibili~ to
table {Table J-6 or J-7}. If the permittee the cut-off concentration, EPA expects sample that parameter up until the

collects more than four samples in this permittees to place special emphasis on exposure was eliminated and it was

period, then they must calculate an methods for reducing the presence of determined that no significant mate~als
those parameters in storm water remained. This certification option is

average concentration for each pollutant discharges. Quarterly monitoring in the not applicable to compliance
of concern for all samples analyzed, fourth year of the permit will be used to monitoring requirements associated

If the average concentration for a reessess the effectiveness of the adjusted with effluent limitations. EPA does not
parameter is less than or equal to the pollution prevention plan. expect facilities to be able to exercise
cut-off concentration, then the permittee EPA realizes that if a facility is this certification for indicator
is not required to conduct quantitative inactive and unstaffed it may be parameters, such as TSS and BeD.
analysis for that parameter during the difficult to collect storm water discharge (2) Reporting Requirements.
fourth year of the permit, If, however, samples when a qualifying event occurs. Permittees are required to submit all
the average concentration for a Today’s final permit has been revised so monitoring results obtained during the

second and fourth year of permitparameter is g~ater than the cut-off that inactive, unstaffed facilities can     coverage within 3 months of the
concentration, then the permittee is exercise a waiver of the requirement to conclusion of each year. For eachrequired to conduct quarterly conduct quarterly chemical sampling.
monitoring for that parameter during the AJternative Certification. Throughout outfall, one signed Discharge

Monitoring Report Form must befourth year of permit coverage, today’s permit, EPA has included submitted to the Director per stormMonitoring is not required during the monitoring requirements for facilities event sampled. For facilities conductingfirst, third, and fifth year of the permit, which the Agency believes have the monitoring beyond the minimumThe exclusion from monitoring in the potential for contributing significant requirements, an additional signed
fourth year of the permit is conditional levels of pollutants to storm water Discharge Monitoring Report Form must
on the facility maintaining industrial discharges. The alternative certification be filed for each analysis. The permittee
operations and BMPs that will ensure a described below is necessary to ensure must include a measurement or estimate
quality of storm water discharges that monitoring requirements are only of the total precipitation, volume of
consistent with the average imposed on those facilities that do, in runoff, and peak flow rate of runoff for
concentrations recorded during the fact, have storm water discharges each storm event sampled.
second year of the permit. The schedule containing pollutants at concentrations (3) Sample Type. All discharge data
for monitoring is presented in Table J- of concern. EPA has determined that if shall be reported for grab samples. All
8. materials and activities are not exposed such samples shall be collected from the

to storm water at the site, then the discharge resulting from a storm event
TABLE J-8.---SGHEDULE OF potential for pollutants to contaminate that is greater than 0.I inches in

MONITORING storm water discharges does not warrant magnitude and that occurs at least 72
monitoring, hours from the previously measurable

2no year ¯ Goncluct quarterly monitoring. Therefore, a discharger is not subiect (greater than 0,1 inch rainfall} storm
of per- to the monitoring requirements of this event. The required 72-hour storm event
rnit Part provided the discharger makes a interval is waived where the preceding
coy- certification for a given outfall or on a measurable storm event did not result in
erage, pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of a measurable discharge from the facilitv.

¯ Calculate the average con- monitoring reports described in The required 72-hour storm event
cent-a~n for all parameters paragraph {2} below, under penalty of interval may also be waived where the
analyzed during this period, law, signed in accordance with Part permittee documents that less than a 72-
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hour interval is representative for localconditions for personnel (such as local outfalls and report that the examination
storm events during the season when flooding, high winds, hurricane, data also applies to the substantially
sampling is being conducted. The tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or identical outfall{s) provided that the
required 72-hour storm event interval is otherwise make the collection of a permittee includes in the storm water
waived where the preceding measurable sample impracticable {drought, pollution prevention plan a description
storm event did not result in a extended frozen conditions, etc.}, of the location of the outfalls and
measurable discharge from the facility. B. Quarterly Visual Examination of explains in detail why the outfalls are
The required 72-hour storm event Storm Water Quality. Mineral mining expected to discharge substantially
interval may also be waived where the and processing facilities shall perform identical effluents. In addition, for each
permit’tee documents that less than a 72- and document a visual examination of outfall that the permittee believes is
hour interval is representative for local a storm water discharge associated with representative, an estimate of the size of
storm events during the season when industrial activity from each outfall, the drainage area (in square feet) and an
sampling is being conducted. The grab except discharges exempted below. Theestimate of the runoff coefficient of the
sample shall be taken during the first 30 examination(s) must be made at leastdrainage area [e.g., low (under 40
minutes of the discharge, i~ the once in each of the following three- percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent}, or
collection of a grab sample during the month periods: January through March,high (above 65 percent)] shall be
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabApril through June, July through provided in the plan.
sample can be taken during the first September, and October through [4) When a discharger is unable to
hour of the discharge, and the December. The examination shall be collect samples over the course of the
discharger shall submit with the made during daylight hours unless therevisual examination period as a result of
monitoring report a description of why is insufflci.ent rainfall or snow melt to adverse climatic conditions, the
a grab sample during the first 30 produce a runoff event, discharger must document the reason
minutes was impracticable. (1) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual

If storm water discharges associated grab samples collected within the first examination and retain this
with industrial activity commingle with30 minutes (or as soon thereaRer as documentation onsite with the records
process or nonprocess water, then practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) or of the visual examinations. Adverse
where practicable, permittees must when the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions that may prohibit
attempt to sample the storm water discharging. The examinations shallthe collection of samples include
discharge before it mixes with the non-document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
storm water discharge, clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel

(4) Representative Discharge. When asuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and{such as local flooding, high winds,
facility has two or more outfalls that, other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes,electrical storms,
based on a consideration of industrial pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
activity, significant materials, and conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought,
management practices and activities analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.}.
within the area drained by the outfall, performed on the samples. All such (5) EPA realizes that if a facility is
the permittee reasonably believes samples shall be collected from the inactive and unstaffed it may be
discharge substantially identical discharge resulting from a storm eventdifficult to collect storm water discharge
effluents, the permittee may test the that is greater than 0.1 inches in samples when a qualifying event occurs.
effluent of one of such out/alls and magnitude and that occurs at least 72 Today’s final permit has been revised so
report that the quantitative data also hours from the previously measurable that inactive, unstaffed facilities can
applies to the substantially identical {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm exercise a waiver of the requirement to
outfall(s) provided that the permittee event. Where practicable, the same conduct quarterly visual examination.
includes in the storm water pollution individual should carry out the EPA believes that this quick and
prevention plan a description of the collection and examination of simple assessment willhelp the
location of the out!alls and explains in discharges for entire permit term. permittee to determine the effectiveness
detail why the out/alls are expected to (2) Visual examination reports mustof his/her plan on a regular basis at very
discharge substantially identical be maintained ousits in the pollution little cost. Although the visual
effluent. In addition, for each out/all prevention plan. The report shall examination cannot assess the chemical
that the permittee believes is include the examination date and time.properties of the storm water discharged
representative, an estimate of the size ofexamination personnel, the nature of thefrom the site, the examination will
the drainage area (in square feet) and andischarge {i.e., runoff or snow melt), provide meaningful results upon which
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the visual quality of the storm water the facility may act quickly. The
drainage area [e.g., low {under 40 discharge (including observations of frequency of this visual examination
percent), medium {40 to 65 percent}, orcolor, odor, clarity, floating solids, will also allow for timely adjustments to
high (above 65 percent)] shall be settled solids, suspended solids, foam,be made to the plan. If BMPs are
provided in the plan. oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsperforming ineffectively, corrective

(5) Adverse Conditions. When a of storm water pollution), and probableaction must be implemented. A set of
discharger is unable to collect samplessources of any observed storm water tracking or follow-up procedures must
within a specified sampling period duecontamination, be used to ensure that appropriate
to adverse climatic conditions, the (3) When a facility has two or more actions are taken in response to the
discharger shall collect a substitute outialls that, based on a consideration ofexaminations. The visual examination is
sample fi’om a separate qualifying eventindustrial activity, significant materials,intended to be performed by members of
in the next period and submit the dataand management practices and activitiesthe pollution prevention team. This
along with data for the routine sample within the area drained by the out!all, hands-on examination will enhance the
in that period. Adverse weather the permit’tee reasonably believes staffs understanding of the storm water
conditions which may prohibit the discharge substantially identical problems on that site and the effects of
collection of samples include weather effluents, the permittee may collect a the management practices that are
conditions that create dangerous sample of effluent of one of such included in the plan.
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EPA believes that between quarterly Section XI.J.5.d. during a year in which Some industrial facilities that
visual examinations, site compliance the facilities have collected and generate hazardous waste have onsite
evaluations and the limited analytical analyzed samples for TSS in accordance capacity to store, treat, and even dispose
monitoring required of the specified with the Analytical Monitoring of their waste. Many hazardous waste
subsectors, potential sources of requirements of Section XI.J.5.a. The generators, however, send their waste
contaminants can be recognized, results of all TSS Analytical Monitoring offsits to a treatment, storage, or
addressed, and then controlled with analyses may also be reported as disposal facility {TSDF}. Generators of
BMPs. In determining the monitoring Compliance Monitoring results in hazardous waste must arrange for a
requirements, EPA considered the accordance with Section XI.J.5.d.(3} transporter who has obtained an EPA ID
nature of the industrial activities and where the monitoring methodologies are number to transport the generator’s
significant materials exposed at these consistent, waste to a designated facility {i.e., a
sites and performed a review of data facility that is permitted under RCRA to
provided in Part 2 group applications. 7. Definitions receive and treat, store, or dispose of

c. Compliance Monitoring "Overburden" means any material of hazardous waste).
Requirements. Today’s permit requires any nature, consolidated or Once wastes are accepted by the
permittees with mine dewatering unconsolidated, that overlies a mineralTSDF, any number of activities may
discharges from construction sand and deposit, excluding topsoil or similar follow. For example, some wastes are
gravel, industrial sand, and crushed naturally occurring surface materials disposed without any intervening
stone mine facilities to monitor for the that are not disturbed by mining storage or treatment, while other wastes
presence of TSS and pH. These operations, are held in storage prior to treatment or
monitoring requirements are necessary "Ove~,f/ow" means a precipitation disposal. Hazardous wastes are
to evaluate compliance with the induced overflow of a facility that is generally stored in containers and tanks,
numeric effluent limitation establisheddesigned, constructed, and maintainedwhich are enclosed by a bermed area to
for these discharges. Monitoring shall beto contain, or treat, the volume of prevent any releases to the environment
performed quarterly upon a minimum ofwastewater which would result from 10-from the storage units.
one grab sample. All samples shall be year, 24-hour precipitation events. The processes for treating hazardous
collected from the discharge resultin8 wastes can be divided into two maior
from a storm event that is greater than Storm Water Discharges Associated categories based on whether the waste is
0.1 inches in magnitude and that occursWith Industrial Activity from Hazardousorganic or inorganic in nature. Organic
at least 72 hours from the previously Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal wastes are treated by destructive
measurable (greater than 0.1 inch Facilities technologies, llke incineration, whereas
rainfall) storm event. The grab sample Industry Profile inorganic wastes are treated using
shall be taken during the Rrst 30 fixation technologies, like stabilization,
minutes of the discharge. If the On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990),in which the hazardous constituents are
collection of a grab sample during the EPA promulgated the regulatory immobilized in the residual matrix.
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabdefinition of "storm water discharge Residuals from fixation processes are
sample can be taken during the first associated with industrial activity." usually land-disposed where the
hour of the discharge, and the This definition includes point source stabilized constituents are much less
discharger shall submit with the discharges of storm water from 11 likely to leach into the environment.
monitoring report a description of why categories of facilities, including ..... As mentioned above, some wastes are
a grab sample during the Rrst 30 (iv) Hazardous waste treatment, storage,treated prior to disposal while others are
minutes was impracticable. Monitoringor disposal facilities, including those disposed as-generated. Hazardous waste
results shall be submitted on signed that are operating under interim status disposal units include landfills, surface
Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) or a permit under Subtitle C of RCRA *impoundments, waste piles, and land
postmarked no later than the 31st day of* * ." Part XI.K. of today’s permit only treatment units. Such disposal units
the month following collection of the covers storm water discharges from may have specific requirements under
sample. Facilities which discharge facilities that treat, store, or dispose of RCRA Subtitle D. Wastes are also
through a large or medium municipal hazardous wastes, disposed by being burned in
separate storm sewer system (systems When an industrial facility, describedincinerators. Some liquid hazardous
serving a population of 100,000 or more)by the above coverage provisions of thiswastes are underground-injected into
must also submit signed copies of section, has industrial activities being deep wells regulated under the
discharge monitoring reports to the conducted onsite that meet the Underground Injection Control (UIC}
operator of the municipal separate stormdescription{s) of industrial activities in program in 40 CFR Parts 144 to 148. The
sewer system, another section(s), that industrial RCRA regulations governing the

Alternative Certification provisions facility shall comply with any and all different types of hazardous waste
described in Section XI.J.5 do not applyapplicable monitoring and pollution treatment, storage, and disposal units
to facilities subject to compliance prevention plan requirements of the are located in 40 CFR Part 264, Subparts
monitoring requirements in this section,other section(s) in addition to all I through O and Subpart W.
Compliance monitoring is required at applicable requirements in this section. Hazardous wastes are also recycled at
least annually for discharges subiect to The monitoring and pollution TSDFs. Recycling is considered a form
effluent limitations. Therefore, EPA prevention plan terms and conditions ofof treatment, however, the recycling
cannot permit a facility to waive this multi-sector permit are additive forprocess itself is not generally regulated
compliance monitoring, industrial activities being conducted at under RCRA. Recycling activities

Construction sand and gravel, the same industrial facility {co-located include reclamation, regeneration,
industrial sand and crushed stone industrial activities). The operator of thereuse, burning for energy or materials
mining facilities are not required to facility shall determine which other recovery, and use in a manner
collect and analyze separate samples formonitoring and pollution prevention constituting disposal (i.e., land
the presence of TSS to satis~ the plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areapplication of hazardous waste or
Compliance Monitoring requirements ofapplicable to the facility, products containing hazardous waste).
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2. Pollutants in Storm Water Dischargesand managed in accordance with all discharged into waters of the United
Associated With Hazardous Waste applicable regulations. States.
Treatment, Storage, or Disposal In addition to the types of hazardous Pollutants in storm water discharges
Facilities materials handled and the proceduresfrom TSDFs may consist of, in the case

Given the diversity and amount of for controlling runoff at a particular of spills or leaks which are not properly
contained or cleaned up, hazardous

hazardous wastes handled at TSDFs, TSDF, several other factors influence to
wastes and/or their constituents. 40 CFR

pollutants in storm water discharges what extent significant materials from

mav vary considerably. Contaminated these types of facilities and processing Part 261 Subpart D contains the lists o~
. hazardous wastes, and Appendix VII to

storm water discharges may result fromoperations can affect water quality. Part 261 is a list of the hazardous
precipitation coming in contact with Such factors include: hydrology/ constituents for which each of these
spills or leaks of hazardous waste, geology; volume of wastes handled; wastes is Listed.
TSDFs regulated under RCRA Subtitle extent of industrial activities at a TSDF Based on the similarities of the
C, however, are required to control {i.e., only storage, or storage plus faciLities included in this sector in terms
much of their storm water runoff treatment and disposal}; and type, of industrial activities and significant
through secondary containment {e.g., duration, and intensity of precipitation materials, EPA believes it is appropriate
secondary containment for tank events. These and other factors will to discuss the potential pollutants at
systems; 40 CFR 264.193). When a spill interact to influence the quantity and TSDFs facilities as a whole and not
of a Listed hazardous waste occurs, for quality of storm water.runoff. In subdivide this sector. Therefore, Table
example, the spilled material and any addition, sources of pollutants other K-I Lists data for selected parameters
storm water that comes into contact than storm water, such as illicit from facilities in the TSDF sector. These
with the material is a hazardous waste connections,~ spills, and other data include the eight pollutants that all

improperly dumped materials, may facilities were required to monitor forunder RCRA and must be cleaned up     increase the pollutant loadings
under Form 2F.

TABLE K-1 .--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT STORAGE GR
D~SPOSAL FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLJNG DATAi (rag/L)

Pollutant No. of facilitie,, No. of Sam- Mean Minimum Maximum Median 95~ Percent- 99th Per-

i ,nl~ ile centile
Sarrcdetypo Grab Comp,, Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp

BOD~ ......................... 3 4 8 9 17.8 " 9.44 0.01 0.0 45.0 45.0 11.5 7.0 49.7 35.7 82.3 i 62.9COD .......................... 3 4 8 9 117.6 51.9 12.01 10.0! 500.0 131.0 56.5 45.0 419.2 158.9 910.3 285.8Nitrate + Nitrite N~o-
gen ........................ 4 4 9 9 0.46 0.39 0.15 0.07! 0.79 0.67 0.47 0.34 1.07 1.06 1.59 1.72Total Kjeldahl Nitro-
gen ........................ 4 4J 9 9 1.43i 1.07 0.64 0.25 3.00 3.92 1.30 0.92 2.64 2.96 3.52 521Oil & Grebe ............. 4 N/A 9 N/A 9.31 N/A 0.0 N/A 74.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 56.3 N/A 251.8 N/ApH ............................. 2 N/A 7 N/A N/A N/A 5.6 N/A 7.8 N/A 7.3 N/A 8.7 N/A 9.6 N/ATotal ~ ...... 4 4 9 9 0.24 0.11 0.00 - 0.00 1.80 0.32 0.07 0.09 0.67 0.28 1.51 0.43ToW Suspended
ida .......................... 3 4 81 9 338 82.7 4 5 1100 304 128 32 2463 397 8651 1083
’Applicatio~ ttmt did ~ re .l~t. the u .n~ts of measurement for the repotted values of pollutants were not incluO~ in these statistics. Values re-ported as non-detect or DemW aetection ~imit were a~ume~ to be 0.
"Com~x~e semp~es.

3. Pollutant Control Measures Requiredtank plus precipitation from a 25-year, training. Dally and weekly inspections
Through Other EPA Progrems 24-hour rainfall event (40 CFR 264.193).of tank systems and containers are

Conditions such as those set forth forrequired, respectively, under Part 264.
As part of the RCRA program, 40 CFR secondary containment at TSDFs are Therefore, these inspections will bePart 264 sets standards for treatment, pertinent because they may overlap incorporated into the pollutionstorage and disposal facilities. EPA with aspects of the pollution preventionprevention plan for this storm waterrealizes that some of the conditions of plan (PPP) required as part of this permit. Similarly, employee training,this section are already addressed by thesection. Therefore, in developing a required under 40 CFR 264.16, does notrequirements set forth in Part 264, storm water pollution prevention plan, need to be repeated as part ofUnder the RCRA program, for example,a TSDF should include as Best implementation of the pollutionsecondary containment is requL-ed for Management Practices (BMPs) any prevention plan, but rather expanded astank systems in order to prevent the controls relevant to storm water that necessary to include issues concerningrelease of hazardous waste or hazardoushave already been implemented understorm water management.constituents to the environment. Such 40 CFR Part 264.

secondary containment must either be Other areas where RCRA 4. Options for Controlling Pollutants

~roPable of pre~venting storm water runonrequirements may overlap with the In evaluating options for controllingm entering the system, or have the conditions set forth in this section pollutants in storm water discharges,
capacity to contain the volume of the include inspections and employee EPA must achieve compliance with the

~eIllicit connections are contributions of sanitary sewers, industrial faciliti~, commercial and processing facilitim is low yet it still may beunpermRted non-storm water discharges to storm establishments, or residential dw~llinBs. Tim applicable at some operations.sawers from any of a number of aoun:e~ includingprobability of illicit connections at mineral mining
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technology-based standards of the Cleanfacilities are sensitive to routine and storm water discharges associated with
Water Act [Best Available Technology nonroutine activities which may hazardous waste treatment, storage, or
{BAT) and Best Conventional increase pollutants in storm water disposal facilities that are not ah-eady
Technology (BCT)]. The Agency does discharges. The BMPs which address addressed by RCRA subtitle C.
not believe that it is appropriate to good housekeeping and exposure Facilities covered under this sectionestablish specific numeric effluent minimization are easily implemented,must already be in compliance with thelimitations or a specific design or inexpensive, and require little, if any, standards for operating a hazardousperformance standard in this section formaintenance. BMP expenses may waste treatment, storage, or disposalstorm water discharges associated withinclude construction of roofs for storagefacility as established by 40 CFR Panindustrial activity from hazardous wasteareas or other forms of permanent cover264. As discussed in greater detail in thetreatment, storage, and disposal and the installation of berms/dikes, previous section (Pollutant Controlfacilities to meet BAT/BCT standards ofOther BMPs such as detention/retentionMeasures Required Through Other EPAthe Clean Water Act at this time. ponds and filtering devices may be Programs), EPA believes that because ofInstead, this section establishes needed at these facilities because of the
requirements for the development andcontaminant level in the storm water the requirements previously imposed on
implementation of site-specific storm discharges, hazardous waste treatment, storage, or
water pollution prevention plans The selection of the most effective disposal facilities, storm water BMPs are
consisting of a set of Best Management BMPs will be based on site-specific already employed at most TSDFs. This
Practices (BMPs) that are sufficiently considerations such as: facility size, belief is supported by part I group
flexible to address different sources of climate, geographic location, application data, which indicated that
pollutants at different sites, hydrogeology and the environmental 97 percent of the representative

Generally, BMPs are implemented tosetting of each facility, and volume andsampling facilities already have SPCC
prevent and/or minimize exposure of type of discharge generated. Each plaus in place at their sites.
pollutants from industrial activities to facility will be unique in that the Because of the potential for spills of
storm water discharges. EPA believes source, type, and volume of hazardous materials during loading and
the most effective BMPs for reducing contaminated storm water discharges unloading operations, and the absence
pollutants in storm water discharges arewill differ. In addition, the fate and of en individual discussion of these
exposure minimization practices, transport of pollutants in these operations in 40 CFR Part 264, Table K-
Exposure minimization practices lessendischarges will vary. EPA believes that2 is provided to identify BMPs
the potential for storm water to come the management practices discussed associated with these activities at
Into contact with pollutants. Good herein are well suited mechanisms to hazardous waste treatment, storage, or
housekeeping practices ensure that prevent or control the contamination of disposal facilities.

TABLE K-2.---GENERAL LOADING AND UNLOADING STORM WATER BMPS FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT,
STORAGE, OR DISPOSAL FACILITIES

Activity Best management practJoes (BMPs)

Outdoor Unloading and Loading .... C.~e loading/unloading acth#des to a designated aree.
Consider performing loading/unloading activities indoors or in a covered area.
Consider covedng loading/unloading area with permanent cover (e.g., roofs) or temporary cover (e.g.,

tams).
Close storm drains during Ion:ling/unloading activities in surrounding areas.
Avoid k:mding/unloadlng materials in the rain.
Inspect the unloading/loading areas to detect problems before they occur.
Inspect a~ containers prior to IoadinoJuntoading of any raw or spent mate~ats.
Consider berming, curbing, or diking loading/unloading areas.
Use dry clean-up methods inst~l of washing the area,.~ down.
Train empioyeee on proper loading/unloading technKlues.

.Sours_: NPDES S~I~. Watar Group Ap~art 1. Received by EPA, March 18, 1991 throu~., h December 31, 1992 EPA, Office of ¯

5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention source, type, and volume of allow hazardous waste treatment.
Plan Requirements. contaminated storm water discharge storage, or disposal facilities to utilize

will vary from site to site. BMPs as the BAT/BCT level of control
EPA believes that pollution There are two major objectives to a for the storm water discharges coveredprevention is the most effective pollution prevention plan: (1) to by this section.

approach for controlling contaminated identify sources of pollution potentially As previously discussed, many of thestorm water discharSes from hazardousaffecting the quality of storm water storm water pollution prevention planwaste treatment, storage, or disposal discharses associated with Industrial requirements discussed in this sectionfacilities. The requirements Included Inactivity from a facility; and (2) to of today’s permit and fact sheet arethe pollution prevention plans provide describe and ensure implementation ofalready addressed by the RCRA programa flexible framework for the practices to minimize and control and employed at hazardous waste
development and implementation of pollutants in storm water discharges treatment, storage, or disposal facilities.site-specific controls to minimize the associated with industrial activity from Please note that if RCRA does not
pollutants in storm water discharges, a facility, address a particular condition which is
This flexibility is necessary because The pollution prevention plan stipulated in the storm water pollution
each facility is unique in that the requirement reflects EPA’s decision to prevention plan, the facility still must
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comply with that requirement of the effectiveness of the pollution prevention TABLE K-3.--Industry Monitoringplan. plan and to help ensure that a reduction Requirements---Continued
6. Numeric Effluent Limitations. of pollutants is realized.

At a minimum, storm water Cut-off con-There are no additional requirements discharges from TSDFs must be Pollutants of concern centrationunder this section other than those monitored quarterly during the second (rng/L)stated in Part V.B of the permit, year of permit coverage. Samples shall
7. Monitoring and Reporting be collected at ]east once in each of theTotal Aecoverable Silver .......... 0.0318
Requirements following periods:Januarythrough "The MDL for magnesium is 0.02 mg/L

a. Analytical Monitoring March; April through June; July through method 200.6.
September; and October through "The MDL for cyan~e is 0.02 mg/L mathodl~equir~ments. EPA believes that December. At the end of the second year 3,35.1, .2, or .3.treatment, storage, or disposal facilities
of permit coverage, a facility must         If the average concentration for a(TSDFs} may reduce the level of
calculate the average concentration for parameter is less than or equal to thepollutants in storm water runoff from
each parameter listed in Table K-3. If

value listed in Table K-3, then thetheir sites through the development and the permittee collects more than four
permtttee is not required to conductproper implementation of the storm

samples in this period, then they mustwater pollution prevention plan
calculate an average concentration for quantitative analysis for that parameter

requirements discussed in today’s during the fourth year of the permit. If,each pollutant of concern for allpermit. In order to provide a tool for however, the average concentration for
evaluating the effectiveness of the samples .analyzed. a parameter is greater than the cut-off
pollution prevention plan and to concentration listed in Table K-3, then
characterize the discharge for potential TAeLE K---3.--]ndt~stry Monitoring the permittee is required to conduct
environmental impacts, the permit Acquirements quarterly monitoring for that parameter

during the fourth year of permitrequires TSDFs to collect and analyze
Cut-off con- coverage. Monitoring is not requiredsamples of their storm water discharges Pdi~utants of concern cantrat~onfor the pollutants listed in Table K-3. (moiL) during the first, third, and fifth year of

The pollutants listed in Table K-3 were the permit. The exclusion from
not found to be above benchmark levels Ammonia .................................. 19 monitoring in the fourth year of the
in the limited amount of data that was Total Aecovarable Magnasium" 0.0&36 permit is conditional on the facilitv
submitted in the group application Chemical Oxygen Demand
process, but are believed to be present (COD) .................................... 120 maintaining industrial operations ~nd

Total Recoverable Arsenic ....... 16854 BMPs that will ensure a quality of storm
based upon the description of industrial Total Recoverable Cadmium .... 0.0159 water discharges consistent with theactivities and significant materials Total Cyanide’* . ....................... 0.0636 average concentrations recorded during
exposed. EPA is requiring monitoring Total Recoverable Lead ........... 0.0816 the second year of the permit. Theafter the pollution prevention plan has Total Recoverable Mercury ...... 0.0024 schedule for monitoring is presented inbeen implemented to assess the Total Recoverable Selenium .... 02385 Table K-4.

TABLE K--4.--SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ......... = Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯Calcuiate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed during this period.
¯ If average conc4mtmtion is greater than the value listed in Table K-3, then Cluarteriy sampling is required

during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average cor~centratJon is less than or equal to the value listed in Table K-3, then no further sampling

is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage .......... ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2 of the permit

is greater than ttm value listed in Table K-3.
¯ It= industrial ecflvfdes or the polltidon prevention plan have been altered suc~ that storm water discharges

may be ao’versely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for all parameters of concem.

in cases where the average exercise a waiver of the requirement to potential for pollutants to contaminateconcentration of a parameter exceeds conduct quarterly chemical sampling, storm water discharges does not warrantthe cut-off concentration, EPA expects
b. AJternative Certification. monitoring.permittees to place special emphasis on

Throughout today’s permit, EPA has Therefore, a discharger is not subiectmethods for reducing the presence of
included monitoring requirements for to the monitoring requirements of thisthose parameters in storm water facilities which the Agency believes Part p~vided the discharger makes adischarges. Quarterly monitoring in the have the potential for contributing certification for a given outfall or on afourth year of the permit will reassess

the effectiveness of the adjusted significant levels of pollutants to storm pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of
water discharges. The alternative monitoring described in Table K-3.pollution prevention plan. described below is necessary to ensure under penalty of law, signed inEPA realizes that if a facility is that monitoring requirements are only accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatoryinactive and unstaffed it may be imposed on those facilities that do, in Requirements), that material handling

difficult to collect storm wa~er discharge fact, have storm water discharges equipment or activities, raw materials.samples when a qualifying event occurs, containing pollutants at concentrations intermediate products, final products.Today’s final permit has been revised so of concern. EPA has determined that if waste materials, by-products, industrialthat inactive, unstaffed facilities can materials and activities are not exposed machinery or operations, significant
to storm water at the site. then the materials from past industrial activity,
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that are located in areas of the facility attempt to sample the storm water maintained onsite with the pollution
that are within the drainage area of thedischarges before it mixes with the non-prevention plan.
outfall are not presently exposed to storm water discharge. EPA realizes that if a facility is
storm water and will not be exposed to e. Representative Discharge. When a inactive and unstaffed it may be
storm water for the certification period, facility has two or more outfalls that, difficult to collect storm water discharge
Such certification must be retained in based on a consideration of industrial samples when a qualifying event occurs.
the storm water pollution prevention activity, significant materials, and Today’s final permit has been revised so
plan and submitted to EPA in management practices and activities that inactive, unstaffed facilities can
accordance with Part VI.B. of this within the area drained by the outfall, exercise a waiver of the requirement to
permit. In the case of certifying that a the permittee reasonably believes conduct quarterly visual examination.
pollutant is not present, the pennitteedischarge substantially identical EPA believes that this quick and
must submit the certification along witheffluents, the permittee may test the simple assessment will allow the
the monitoring reports required undereffluent of one of such outfalls and permittee to approximate the
paragraph (C) below. If the permittea report that the quantitative data also effectiveness of his/her plan on a regular
cannot certify for an entire period, theyapplies to the substantially.identical basis at very little cost. Although the
must submit the date exposure was outfall(s) provided that the permittee visu~t examination cannot assess the
eliminated and any monitoring requiredincludes in the storm water pollution chemical properties of the storm water
up until that date. This certification prevention plan a description of the discharged from the site, the
option is not applicable to compliancelocation of the ouffalls and explains in examination will provide meaningfu~
monitoring requirements associated detail why the ouffalls are expected to results upon which the facility may act
with effluent limitations. EPA does not discharg6 substantially identical quickly. The fr~quancy of this visual
expect facilities to be able to exercise effluent. In addition, for each outfall examination will also allow for timely
this certification for indicator that the permittee believes is adjustments to be made to the plan. IF
parameters, such as TSS and BOD. representative, an estimate of the size ofBMPs are performing ineffectively,

c. Reporting Requirements. Permitteesthe drainage area (in square feet) and ancorrective action must be implemented.
are required to submit all monitoring estimate of the runoff coefficient of the A set of tracking or follow-up
results obtained during the second anddrainage area [e.g., low (under 40 procedures must be used to ensure that
fourth year of permit coverage within 3 percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orappropriate actions are taken in
months of the conclusion of each year.high (above 65 percent)] shall be response to the inspections. The visual
For each outfall, one signed Dischargeprovided in the plan. examination is intended to be
Monitoring Report form must be f. Quarterly Visual Examination of performed by members of the pollution
submitted to the Director per storm Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual prevention team. This hands-on
event sampled. For facilities conductingexaminations of storm water dischargesexamination will enhance the staff’s
monitoring beyond the m~nlmum from each out.fall are required at TSDFs.understanding of storm water problems
quarterly requirements an additional The examination must be of a grab on that site and the effects of the
Discharge Monitoring Report Form mustsample collected from each storm watermanagement practices that are included
be filed for each analysis, outfall. The examination of storm waterin the plan.

d. Sample Type. All discharge data grab’samples shall include any When a discharger is unable to collect
shall be reported for grab samples. All observations of color, odor, clarity, samples over the course of the visual
such samples shall be collected from thefloating solids, settled solids, suspendedexamination period as a result of
discharge resulting from a storm event solids, foam, oil sheen, or other obviousadverse climatic conditions, the
that is greater than 0.1 Inches in indicators of storm water pollution. Thedischarger must document the reason
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 examination must be conducted in a for not collecting samples. Adverse
hours from the previously measurable well lit area. No analytical tests are weather conditions which may prohibit
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm required to be performed on these the collection of samples include
event. The required 72-hour storm eventsam_.ples, weather conditions that create
interval is waived where the preceding The examination must be made at dangerous conditions for personnel
measurable storm event did not result inleast once in each of the following (such as local flooding, high winds,
a measurable discharge from the facility,designated periods: January through hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
The required 72-hour storm event March; April through June; July throughetc.) or otherwise make the collection of
interval may also be waived where the September; and October through a sample impracticable (drought,
permittoe documents that less than a 72-December, during daylight unless thereextended frozen conditions, etc.).
hour interval is representative for localis insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to 8. Region-specific Conditionsstorm events during the season when runoff. Whenever practicable, the same
sampling is being conducted. The grabindividual should carry out the Region VI intends for this permit to
sample shall be taken during the first 30collection and examination of cover all eligible haz~,’dous waste
minutes of the discharge. If the discharges throughout the life of the treatment, storage, and disposal
collection of a grab sample during the permit to ensure the greatest degree of facilities, except those that treat and
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabconsistency possible. Grab samples shalldispose exclusively commercial
sample can be taken during the first be collected within the first 30 minuteshazardous waste. Region VI believes
hour of the discharge, and the (or as soon thereafter as practical, but that more careful compliance tracking is
discharger shall submit with the not to exceed 1 hour) of when the runoff warranted for facilities that treat and
monitoring report a description of whybegins discharging. Reports of the visualdispose of commercially produced
a grab sample during the first 30 examination include: the examinationhazardous waste due to the wide range
minutes was impracticable, date and time, examination personnel,of chemicals and large quantities of

If storm water dischargas associated visual quality of the storm water hazardous waste materials that are
with industrial activity commingle withdischarge, and probable sources of anygenerally disposed as a service to
process or non-process water, then observed storm water contamination, generators. Region VI has determined
where practicable permittaes must The visual examination reports must bethis to be a priority industry and
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required individual permits in the past the 1,410 landfill facilities participatinghave been classified as hazardouswith limits. This affects permits issuedin the group application process aze wastes under current RCRAby EPA Region VI for Louisiana classified as MSWLFs). Therefore, the requirements.{LAR05*###}, New Mexico special conditions in this section apply A typical MSWLF is a constantly
{NMR05*###), Oklahoma (OKR05*###),to both MSWLFs and industrial landfillsevolving facility which is constructed
Texas {TXR05*###), and Federal Indianas defined under Part 257. This sectionover its operating life as received wastes
Reservations in these States also applies to industrial waste land are spread, compacted, and covered.
(LAR05*##F. NMR05"##F, OKR05*##F,application sites. Land application sitesMost modern landfills contain one or
or TXR05*##F}. are defined as facilities at which wastesmore separate "units," planned final
L. Storm Water Discharges Associated are applied onto or incorporated into waste containment areas. Active units
With lndustn’al Activity From Landfills the soil surface for the purpose of continue to receive wastes until they
and Land Application Sites beneficial use or waste treatment and have reached disposal capacity. When

disposal. No o!~en dumps were includedcapacity is reached, a unit is capped
1. Industry Profile. in the facilities participating in the with a final cover, and additional wastes

This section of today’s permit group application process {open dumpsmust be placed in other active units. As
addresses special requirements for are defined as solid waste disposal unitsa result, a landfill may consist of
storm water discharges associated withnot in compliance with State/Federal multiple inactive and active units at
industrial activity from landfill and landcriteria established under RCRA Subtitlevarious stages of completion.
application sites. Pursuant to 40 CFR D) and operation of an open dump is Within each unit, wastes are added in
122.26, storm water discharges from prohibited under RCRA Section 4004. layers referred to as lifts. Received
landfills, land application sites, and Therefore,’storm water discharges fromwastes are spread across the working
open dumps that receive or have open dumps are not addressed by this face of the landfill to a depth of six to
received industrial waste, including section. This section also does not applytwenty feet and then compacted. At the
sites subject to regulation under Subtitleto inactive landfills or inactive land end of each working day a thin layer of

application sites located on Federal soil (daily cover) is spread on top of theD of the Resource Conservation and
lands, unless an operator can be added wastes and compacted. A largeRecovery Act {RCRA}, are required to

seek permit coverage. Under this identified. These discharges are more unit may consist of multiple lifts,
section, industrial waste is defined as appropriately covered under a permit de~.ending on the planned final depth.

currently being developed by EPA. Historically, landfills have beenwaste generated by any of the industrial
The following sections describe constructed according to one of twoactivities described at 40 CFR

industrial and municipal solid waste generic designs, the trench method and122.26(b)(14), landfills and industrial waste land the area method, or a combination ofWhen an industrial facility, describedapplication sites, these. The trench method requires theby the above coverage provisions of this
a. Municipal Solid Waste Landfills. Inexcavation of a trench into whichsection, has industrial activities being

1988, EPA estimated that there were wastes will be placed. Soil from theconducted onsite that meet the
approximately 9,300 MSWLFs in the excavation provides the cover materialdescription(s) of industrial activities in United States. The wastes which are as disposal continues. In the areaanother section(s), that industrial disposed of in MSWLF landfills are method, wastes are placed directly onfacility shall comply with any and all highly variable. Examples include the ground surface and disposal followsapplicable monitoring and pollution household waste (including household the natural contours of the land. Someprevention plan requirements of the hazardous waste which is excluded landfills use combinations of the twoother section(s) in addition to all from RCRA hazardous waste regulation),methods at different times depending onapplicable requirements in this section,
nonhazardous incinerator ashes, the location of the active unit.The monitoring and pollution commercial wastes, yard wastes, tires, MSWLF construction creates constantprevention plan terms and conditions ofwhite goods, construction wastes, changes in the contours of the facilitythis multi-sector permit are additive for
municipal and industrial sludges, resulting in changing patterns of stormindustrial activities being conducted at asbestos, and other industrial wastes, water runon and runoff. Controllingthe same industrial facility (co-located Only a small percentage of all wastes erosion of landfill slopes is among theindustrial activities}. The operator of thedisposed of in MSWLFs are industrial primary concerns of the landfillfacility shall determine which other wastes. In 1988, EPA’s Report to operator. Current practices generallymonitoring and pollution prevention Congress on solid waste generation include a combination of temporaryplan section{s) of this permit {if any) areindicated that nearly 90 percent of controls (straw bales, silt fences, etc.}, inapplicable to the facility, wastes disposed of in all MSWLFs wereactive disposal areas, and permanentSpecial conditions contained in this
household or commercial (office) controls (recontouring, revegetation,section apply to land disposal sites thatwastes. Industrial process wastes etc.}, in areas where waste disposal hasmeet the definition era landfill under represented only 2.73 percent of the been completed.RCRA Subtitle D contained at 40 CFR total wastestream {although most Daily and intermediate covers servePart 257, which establishes criteria forMSWLFs currently or have previously primarily to protect against diseasethe classification of solid waste disposalaccepted industrial wastes and are vectors snd to prevent fires and thefacilities and practices. Part 257 definestherefore subject to storm water blowing of refuse. Typically, dailylandfills as areas of land or excavationpermitting requirements}. The Report covers consist of the minimum amountin which wastes are placed for also indicated that about half of the totalof soil excavated from the site needed topermanent disposal, and that are not number of MSWLFs received small cover exposed wastes in the active areasland application units, surface quantity generator hazardous wastes. Inof the landfill. After spreading, theimpoundments, injection wells, or addition, MSWLFs that operated prior cover is usually compacted to reducewaste piles. Included in this definition to the implementation of RCRA loss from erosion. Intermediate covers,are municipal solid waste landfills hazardous waste management which are also typically soil excavated{MSWLFs) and industrial solid requirements in 1980 may have receivedfrom the site, are often applied to areasnonhazardous waste landfills. (Many ofwastes that after that date that would of a unit which will be inactive for
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periods of 30 days or more. Deeper thanphysical form. Most industrial landfills uncontrolled leachate are the two
daily covers, intermediate covers may are privately owned,s~ primary sources of pollutants that this
be applied in conjunction with runoff Currently, there are limited data section is intended to address. Other
control measures to minimize pooling available on industrial landfills, potential sources of pollutants at
and high-velocity flow patterns. Both Specific industrial waste streams have landfills, those from ancillary areas of
daily and intermediate covers promote not been well characterized and little is the landfill and which are not directly
infiltration to some extent, depending known about the hazards they may associated with landfill activities {i.e.,
on depth and soil material, pose. Limited data are also available vehicle maintenance, truck washing,

When a landfill {or landfill unit} has regarding the design, operation, and etc.} may be subject to requirements in
reached disposal capacity, a final cover location of these facilities. It has been other sections of today’s permit.
is applied. Final covers generally documented, however, that there has

provide a relatively impermeable cap been only sporadic application of design Total Suspended Solids. Storm water

over which topsoil is placed and and operating controls at industrial discharges from landfill sites often
landfills. In 1988, only about 12 percent contain high TSS levels because of the

vegetation is established. Permanent of industrial landfills (including both extensive land disturbance activities
runoff controls {diversion channels, onsite and offsite facilities} had any type associated with landfill operations.
recontouring, terracing, etc.} may be
constructed to minimize erosion and     of liner, and fewer than 35 percent Suspended solids can adversely affect

emploved runon/runoff controls.8v The fisheries by covering the bottom of a
pending. Final cover materials in older use of’these controls (including runon stream or lake with a blanket of material
landfills, which are generally subject to and runoff controls} at industrial waste that destroys the fish food bottom fauna
limited regulatory requirements, often landfills is likely to increase as State or spawning grounds. In addition, while
consist of a single layer of natural soils, industrial waste programs continue to they remain in suspension, suspended
However, at newer landfills subject to evolve, solids can increase turbidity, reduce
more stringent regulatory requirements, c. Land Application Sites. in 1988, light penetration, and impair theother cover materials {polymers, sand EPA estimated that there were photosynthetic activity of aquaticand gravel, sewage sludge, etc.} are approximately 5,605 land application plants,s8 Specific sources of TSSfrequently combined with soil in sites in the United States. These sites loadings from landfill operations andmultiple layers,s4

receive wastes {primarily wastewaters typical Best Management Practices
b. Indust~al Landfills. Industrial and sludges} from facilities in virtually {BNfPs) used to control TSS levels in

landfills only receive wastes from every major industrial category. More storm water runoff are shown in Tableindustrial facilities such as factories, than half of all land application sites L-1. The listed BMPs are consistent
procassing plants, and manufacturing cover less than 50 acres and receive lesswith the BMPs identified in part 1 of thesites. These facilities may also receive than 50 tons of waste annually. Thepermit applications submitted byhazardous wastes from very small largest number of active land
quantity hazardous waste generators application sites in 1988 were observedlandfill group applicants.

{less than 100 kilograms per month}, asin the food and kindred products
defined in RCRA Subtitle C. Included inindustry, however the pulp and paper
these waste streams are some PCB- industry managed the largest gross
contaminated wastes. The Toxic quantity of waste using this practice.
Substances Control Act PCB disposal Similar to landfills, the variability in
regulations allow limited categories of types of waste that are land applied
PCB materials to be disposed of in precludes any general characterization
RCRA Subtitle D landfills,ss In 1988, of the materials that may be exposed to
EPA estimated that there were at leaststorm water. Typically, individual land
3,511 industrial Subtitle D landfills (thisapplications will only dispose of wastes
would presumably be the maximum with specific characteristics. However,
number of non-MSWLF facilities the criteria for selection are site-specific
regulated by the storm water program},depending on type of process used and
The specific number of these units thatthe soil characteristics. Waste
are onsite and offsite facilities (i.e., application techniques are dependent
centralized waste management units) on waste characteristics.
was not available. Because wastes In 1988, EPA found that 68.5 percent
generated by industrial facilities vary of all industrial waste land application
considerably, both between and withinunits had ninon and runoff controls. No
industries, the wastes disposed of at information was available on the extent
industrial landfills can be highly of closure requirements applicable to
variable. For example, the industrial land application units.
nonlmzardous waste category includes

2. Potential Pollutant Sources andwastes from the pulp and paper
industry, the organic chemical industry,Options for Controlling Pollutants at
t~e textile manufacturing industry, and Landfill and Land Application Sites
a variety of other industries, a. Landfills. At landfill sites, runoff
Consequently, these waste streams maycarrying suspended sediments and
vary in chemical composition and/or commingling of runoff with

s.,,Report to Con~,eas: Solid Waste Disposal in s~ Ibid. m EPA. 1974 (October). "Development Document
the United States," eel. If, Office of Solid Waste ~Ibid. for the Effluent L~mltafions Guidelines ~nd New
and Emergency Response, Oct. 1988. ~Ibid. Source Performance Standards for the Steam

Electric Power Point Source Category."
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TABLE L-1 .’--SOURCES OF TSS LOADINGS AND TYPICAL BMPs USED FOR EROSION CONTROL AT LANDFILLS

Potential pollutant sources -"---’-"----
-._..__._.____ BMPsErosion from:
Stabilize soils with temporary seeding, mulching, and geotextiles; leave vegetative filter stripsExposed soil from excavating cells/trenches,

along streams.Exposed stockpiles of cover materials.
Implement structural controls such as dikes, swains, silt fences, filter berms, sediment trapsInactive calls with final cover but not yet finally

and ponds, outlet protection, pipe slope drains, check dams, and terraces to convey runoff,stabilized,
to divert storm water flows away from areas susceptible to erosion, and to prevent sedi-Daily or intermediate cover placed on cells or merits from entering water bodies.

trenches.
Erosion from haul roads (including vehicle Freque~ inspect all stabilization ~ structural erosion control measures and perform all

tracking of sediments),                    necessary maintenance and repairs.
Stabilize haul roacla and entrances to lanolifi with gravel or stone.
Construct vegetated swains along road.C~i~art~ec~lSn~,a~." =~,1~, ,~.of~..u~_.s. or ~thar eguiprnent as necas.~ry to minimize sediment track-

x w==. wa=ers IPmCasS wastewaters]).Frequently inspect all stabilization and structural erosion control measures and Perform all
necessary maintenance and repairs.

(2) Other- Pollutants. Tab|e L-2 p~sents potential som’ces o1" other pollutants in storm water ~scJ~a~ses ~rom
opez~tions. The specific poJJut~nts associated w~tb. eac~ of these som’ces a_m kiSb.]y var’iab|e, dependJz~g upon
site operations and waste .t’y’pes ~eceJved. Table L:-2 also lists BI~,LPs t~at wou|d be expected to be used ~ t~ese areas
to mL"d.mize potentiaJ, po]iutan.t ]oad.ings" Several of these B]~s were identified J.n t~e g~oup permit applications submitted
by |andfi]] operators.

TABLE L-2.--SOURCES AND BMP CONTROLS OF POTENTIAL POLLUTANTS (OTHER THAN TSS)
Potential pollutant source -’--’-----

-.-__._____ BMPsApplication of fertilizers, pesticides, and harbi- Ol~erva all appliCable Federal, State, and local regulations when using these products.
ck3es.

Strictly fotiow recommended application rates and methods (i.e., do not apply in excess of
vegetative requirements).

Have materials such as absorbent peds easily accessible to clean up spills.Exposure of chemical mater~ai storage areas to
Provide barriers such as dikes to contain spills.precipitation (including Pastici~es, fertilizers,
Provide cover for outside storage areas.and herbicides).
Have metedais such as absorbent pads easily accessible to clean up spills.Exposure of waste at open face ........................
Minimize the area of exposed oPen face as much as is practicable.
Divert flow~ around open face using structural measures such as dikes, berrns, swaies, and

w~_~_~ng ~s~e and he= ,o~, =~s ~,n~o~. er0si.on and sedime~on
uar~oon on wneets and exterior of trucks or wnee=s and extenor-of trucks or other equipment as nacassan/to minimize waste track-
other equipment (common with incinerator ing (but contain any wash waters [process wastewaters]).
ash).

Uncontrolled leachate (commingling of leachete
Frequently inspect leachete collection system and landfill for leact~ate leaks.with runoff or runon).

Maintain landfill cover and vegetation.
Maintain leachete collection system.

Based on the sJndJ.az~.’ties of the 1‘acjlities Lo.c]uded ~ t.~s sector ~ terms of ind~zstz-Ja| activities ,~.d sJ.~fic&Bt
=ate~aJs, ]~3:~A 5eJJeves ~t is approp~’ate to d~scues the potentiaJ po|iuta~ts at |andfl]]s a~d ].az~d appJJcations sites
as a who|e and not subdiv’Jde t~is sector. Therefore, Table [-3 lists data 1‘o~ se|ected pa-,"smeters fi’om 1"acJlities
the ]andfi|] and ]zmd application sector. These data L~c|ude the e~gb.t pollutants that a|] facilities weR ~equ.h’ed to
monito~ for tmde~ Form 2F, as weJJ. as an), pollutants t~at I~DA has determLn.ed may me~t further mo~tor~8"

TABLE L-3.-’-STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY LANDFILLS AND LAND APPLICATION SITES
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (rag/L)

s =, Pe tins pies Max,mum
~mPii Gral: Gral: Cutup GraJ Cutup ~

COD ................................ 30 2~ 5:                      ~40. ~6.0 ~. 4.40 39.61 29.6 ~6.~ ~.5
Nitrate + Nitrite Nitrogen.

27 51 481 _I._5_5 1.361 0.0(~ 0~51 22.2
16.6 0.5 0.50, 4.071 3.88j 8.3~ 8.14

Total Kjek:lal11Nltrogen ...
28i

5; 491 3_5_8~ 3.021 0,20 -~)~I 37.9
25.9 1.1 1.071 10.901 I0.29J 25.8~ 24.6

O~,~Gr~.. ...................
~I

~A ~ N,A, ~:PI ~At-0;6 ~;;~I 40.,~A, 0.,~A ,2.3 N,AI 24.-~N,A
pH

TOtaI P~"’~::~:~: 27 51 481 _0_._89_~ 0.93! 0.00 6":(~/ 4.21
4.49 0.36 3.92 4.30~ 9.30 11.46

TotaiSusper~e~lSolk:ls .
27 52 481 2922.1 1812J 0 --{~J 3990(

18220l 3361 19476110933l ~M49 49016
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TABLE L-3.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY LANDFILLS AND LAND APPLICATION SITES
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)--Continued

No. of facili- No. of sam- Mean Minimum Maximum Median 95th percent- 99th percent-
Pollutant t~es pies lie lie

San’~e tTpe
Grab Compi~ Grab Comp Grab Comp Grad CompGrab Comp Grab ’Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp

Iron, Total ....................... 6 61 8    8 65.7 30.2 0.(~ 0.2 210.0 150.(~ 17.0 9.4, 1736.4 244.8 17684 1105.9

, Applications that did not report ttm units of measurement for the reported values of pollutants were not included in these statistics. Values re-
porteO as non-detect or below detection limit were assumed to be 0.

. Composite samples.

b. Land Application Sites. At land primarily through State solid waste plan requirements that are specific to
application sites, TSS may also be foundmanagement plans, landfills and land application sites. The
at elevated levels in storm water As part of the operating criteria, Part rationale for the common requirements
discharges (]~cause of the extensive soil258 requires that all discrete units applicable to all types of facilities
disturbance). The occurrence and levelswithin MSWLFs receiving waste covered under :oday’s permit (including
of other pollutants in storm water provide for the following by October landfills) is provided in Part VI of this
discharges are dependent on the types 1993 (it should be noted that ~A has fact sheet.
of wastes applied and facility design proposed an extension of this deadline a. Desc~ption of Potential Pollutant
and operation (including use of storm to April 1994): Sources. The ~rst step in preventing
water management/treatment practices. [a) Owners or operators of all MSWLFpollution of storm water from landfills
No part 2 data for TSS or any other units must design, construct, and is to identify potential sources of storm
pollutants were submitted for land maintain: water contamination. Consequently,
application sites nor was such data (1) A runon control system to preventEPA is requiring that landfill and land
available from other sources, flow onto the active portion of the application site operators include, in

There are no Federal criteria for landfill during the peak discharge fromtheir pollution prevention plan, a
a 25-year storm: narrative description of activities atindustrial landfill or land application (2) A runoff control system from the their facilities. The Agency is alsounit design, operation, closure or post-active portion of the landfill to collect requiring landfill permittees to identifyclosure care. State programs that and control at least the water volume on a site map the locations of active andaddress industrial landfills and land resulting from a 24-hour, 25-year stormclosed cells or trenches, any knownapplication sites vary considerably. As event.noted above, in 1988, only 35 percent ofIn addition, all MSWLF units that lsachate springs or other areas where

all industrial landfills had runon/runoffreceived wastes after October 1991 areleechate may commingle with runoff,
controls. However, many are subject torequired to meet specific closure the locations of any leachate collection
closure requirements, standards (see 40 CFR 258.60). Theseand handling systems, and the locations

3. Pollutant Control Measures Requiredstandards include installation of a finalof stockpiles of landfill cover material.

by Other EPA Programs cover consisting of a minimum of 6 The Agency is requiring land

inches of topsoil over a minimum of 18application site permittees to identify
EPA recognizes that requixements      inches of clay. The cover must be noon their site maps the locations of active

under other Federal and State programsmore permeable than the unit’s liner, and inactive land application ~raas and
currently address reclamation/closure ofThe criteria also imply, but do not the types of wastes applied in those
and storm water management at landfillexplicitly require, that revegetation areas, any known leachate springs or
and land application sites. In should be performed, other areas where leachate may
developing requirements under this These criteria indicate that for all butcommingle with runoff, the locations of
section, the Agency has considered howthe most severe storm events (i.e.. any leachate collection and handling
these other program requirements affectgreater than the 24-hour, 25-year stormsystems, and the locations of temporary.
the characteristics of storm water event), new units within MSWLFs will waste storage areas. EPA believes these
discharges (e.g., by limiting contact withbe required to separate storm water requirements will, in the event
potential pollutant sources). Of specificdischarges from active and inactive contamination is detected in storm
note are recently imposed RCRA criteriaareas. (Active areas are defined as thosewater, facilitate the identification of any
at 40 CFR Parts 257 and 258 that that have not yet received a final coversource of contamination.
address the design, operation, and [as required under 258.60].) Further, theEPA is also requiring owners or
closure of MSWLFs. These regulations closure/final cover criteria described operators to summarize all available
are summarized below, above are intended to prevent contact sampling data for storm water and

Regulations at 40 CFR Part 257 with waste materials and minimize leechate generated at the site because
classify solid waste disposal facilities erosion, the Agency believes these data will help
and practices. Regulations at 40 CFR to determine whether storm water is
Part 258 establish criteria for municipal4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention commingling with any lsachate
solid waste landfills. The types of Plans Requirements produced at the site. Finally, operators
criteria required include: location The requirements for storm water must identify any current NPDES-
restrictions, operating criteria, design pollution prevention plans under thispermitted discharges at their sites.
criteria, ground water monitoring and section build upon the requirements b. Measures ~nd Controls. EPA is
corrective action, closure and included in the common pollution requiring good housekeeping practices
postclosure care, and financial prevention requirements discussed in for materials storage areas exposed to
assurance criteria. All States must the front of this fact sheet. As such, the precipitation and for vehicle tracking of
implement the Federal MSWLF criteriafollowing discussion focuses on the sediment and waste. EPA believes good
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housekeeping practices provide a separate requirements for municipal be noted that EPA is currently in the
simple and inexpensive means of solid waste landfills (MSWLFs) and process of developing effluent limitation
controlling pollutants from entering industrial landfills. These requirementsguidelines for discharges of leachate
storm water and therefore will not be are discussed below, from waste management facilities
overly burdensome to regulated (1) MSWLFs. The Agency believes that(including MSWLFs). Where these
facilities, the MSWLF criteria in 40 CFR 258.60 effluent guidelines apply to dischargesEPA believes that frequent and will effectively separate runoff from from active areas, facilities will be
thorough inspections are necessary to active and inactive areas at newer required to comply with these
ensure adequate functioning of: landfills. As a result, separate requirements on the effective date.
sediment and erosion controls, leachaterequirements have been established for For units/areas that ceased receivingcollection systems, intermediate and active and inactive areas at MSWLF wastes after October 1991, EPA believesfinal covers, and significant materials sites, that closure criteria under 40 CFRstorage containers. Failure of any of the For discharges from active landfill 258.60 will minimize or eliminateaforementioned items could cause areas, the Agency believes that there ispollutant ]oadings from waste materialscontamination of storm water with reasonable potential for runoff to to storm water. For MSWLF units closedsediment, leechate, or significant contact waste materials. In these areas,in accordance with these criteria,materials stored onsite. EPA believes itrunoff may also become commingled should be the only pollutant of concern.is necessary to conduct inspections bothwith leachate. In fact, a significant Again,, EPA does not believe thatduring storm events and during dry percentage of landfill facilities that

adequate data are currently available toweather. Inspections during dry periodssubmitted group applications, identifiedestablish a numeric limitation based onallow facilities to identify and address leachate ~nd wastes as "exposed best available technology (BAT) for TSSany problems prior to a storm event, materials." In addition, total suspended
thereby minimizing the chance for solids (TSS) levels are also likely to bein storm water discharges from inactive
storm water contamination. Inspections elevated where contact occurs withareas. TSS concentrations in untreated
during significant storm events ensure wastes, disturbed areas, and daily/ storm water discharges have not been
that measures are functioning as intermediate cover materials, sufficiently well characterized to
originally intended and provide an At this time, the Agency does not address the site-specific variability
opportunity for facilities to observe believe that there are sufficient data arising from local geology and
what materials and/or activities are available to establish numeric limitstopography along with individual cover
exposed to storm water. Pollution based on best available technolog~ for materials and reclamation practices.
prevention plans must address the storm water discharges from active Furthermore, the available data do not
specific inspection requirements for MSWLF areas. The data submitted in support an assessment of the relative
active and inactive landfills and land the part 2 applications, as well as performance of specific BMPs/treatment
application sites described in Part leechate data from available literature,measures. Quarterly TSS monitoring is
XI.L.3.a.(3).(d) of today’s permit, suggest that a variety of constituents required to provide additional data to

Failures of significant materials may be present at levels that are highlyevaluate the effectiveness of specific
storage containers, leechate collection site-specific depending on the types andcontrol measures.
and treatment systems, cover materials,extent of contact with exposed wastes The Agency is uncertain whether all
and sedimentation and erosion controlsand extent of commingling with MSWLF units which ceased receiving
can result in storm water contamination,leechate. Furthermore, the volumes ofwastes prior to October 1991 will have
EPA believes it is necessary to maintainrunoff generated will be dependent on been closed in such a manner to ensure
these items in good working order to the frequency and intensity of long term stability and minimize the
prevent storm water contamination, precipitation events. For TS$, little or potential for runoff to contact wastes
Consequently, EPA is requiring {in no data are available to characterize theand leechate. Therafora, operators of
pollution prevention plans) that ownersT$S levels in active landfill area runoffunits that were closed prior to October
or operators ensure the maintenance ofand to assess the performance of 1991 are required to conduct the same
material storage areas to prevent leakingtreatment technologies/best monitoring as required for active areas.
or rupture and all elements of leachatemanagement practices currently in use.This monitoring is intended to evaluate
collection and treatment systems to Therefore, m this section, EPA is the integrity and performance of final
prevent commingling of lsachate with requiring that landfill operators developcover materials in minimizing pollutant
storm water. Pollution prevention plansstorm water pollution prevention plans,loadings to storm water discharges.
must also describe measures to be takenFor active landfill areas, these plans Based on the results of this monitoring,
to protect the integrity and effectivenessshould be tailored toward minimizing the permitting authority may elect to
of any intermediate and final covers, contact of storm water with waste continua/modi!y or terminate the

EPA believes controls are needed to materials. The plans should also includerequired monitoring, provide for
reduce potential TSS contamination ofdesign and implementation of best additional permit conditions (including
storm water and to reduce suspended management practices andJor treatmentspecific BMPs and/or numeric
solids which have been carried by stormmethods to control the pollutants likelylimitations), or terminate coverage
water before the discharge leaves the to be found in runoff at the site. For theunder the permit, as appropriate.
site. Therefore, EPA has chosen to active portion of the landfill, this An exception from most monitoring
require that pollution prevention plans section also requires quarterly requirements is provided for older
address both stabilization and structuralmonitoring for T$$ and total landfill areas clceed prior to October
controls to reduce potential TSS recoverable iron (see below) to quantify1991 in accordance with State
lcadings to surface waters, the performance of BMPs/treatmant requirements that meet or exceed the

measures. These data may be used in final cover criteria in 40 CFR 258.60.5. Monitoring and Reporting the future in the development of Similar to newer units, T$S should beRequirements individual and/or general permits to the only pollutant of concern at these
a. Analytical Monitoring establish numeric limitations based onsites and only quarterly TSS monitoringRequirements. This section establishes best available technology. It shonid alsois required.
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(2) lndustri~ Landfills. As discussed performance, this section does not reduce the level of pollutants in storm
above, minimal data are available to establish effluent Limitations for storm water runoff from their sites through the
characterize storm water discharges orwater discharges from industrial development and proper
management practices for industrial landfills. At this time, best available implementation of the storm water
solid waste landfills. EPA recognizes technology shall consist of developmentpollution prevention plan requirements
that onsite landfills are likely to be and implementation of pollution discussed in today’s permit. In order to
dedicated waste management units, prevention plans. In addition, to ensureprovide a tool for evaluating the
However, the 1988 Report to Congressprotection of water quality, the Agency effectiveness of the pollution prevention
indicates that these onsite units can behas established monitoring plan and to characterize the discharge
found at sites in virtually every major requirements based on the potential for for potential environmental impacts, the
industrial category. Offsite landfills canelevated TSS levels (due to erosion) and
receive industrial wastes from almost the concern that runoff from industrial permit requires landfill/land application

sites to collect and analyze samples of
any sources. Further, there are no landfills may contact waste materials

current or planned Federal minimumand/or leachate, their storm water discharges for the

requirements for rtmon/runoff control (3) Land Application Sites. This pollutants listed In Table L--5.
section includes the same requirements At a minimum, storm waterand closure of these onsite and offsite for land application sites as for discharges from !andfill/landfacilities. As a result, existing State

programs vary. Some States have industrial landfills (as described above), application sites must be monitored
The Agency does not currently have quarterly during the second year ofextensive permitting and design sufficient data to identifi! specific permit coverage. At the end of thestandard requLremants for industrial pollutadts common to land applicationsecond year of permit coverage, alandfills, often for specific waste types,sites and develop numeric limitations, facility must calculate the averageIn contrast, other States have much Therefore, the Agency believes that "

more Limited industrial solid waste - concentration for each parameter listed
requiring implementation of pollution in Table L-5. If the permittea collectsprograms, prevention plans along with TSS and more than four samples in this period,

Because of the variability between Total Recoverable iron monitoring then they must calculate an averagesites, the need for representative runoffrequixements is appropriate.
characterization data, and the lack of ~n summary, EPA believes that concentration for each pollutant of

information on BMP/treetment methodlandfillJland application sites may concern for all samples analyzed.

TABLE L-5.~INDUSTRY MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Cut-off con-Pollutan~ of concem centration

Total Suspended So/ida (TSS)~ ...................................................................................................................................................... 100 rng/L.
Total Recoverable Iron*= ................................................................................................................................................................... 1.0 mg/L.

~’ Applicable to all fscilit~ee except M~WLF meas clo~ed in a~,ordance with 40 CFR 258.60 requirements.
If the average concentration for a parameter is less than or equal to the value listed in Table I,-5, then the permittee

is not required to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter during the fourth year of the permit. If, however,
the average concentration for a parameter is greater than the cut-off concentration listed in Table L-5, then the permittee
is required to conduct quarterly monitoring for that parameter during the fourth year of permit coverage. Monitoring
is not required during the first, thL,~i, and fifth year of the permit. The exclusion from monitoring in the fourth year
of the permit is conditional on the facility maint~inlng industrial operations and BMPs that will ensure a quality
of storm water discharges consistent with the average concentrations recorded during the second year of the permit.
The schedule of monitoring is presented in Table L-6.

TABLE L-6.---SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ ¯ Conduct quartedy monitohng.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed (:luring this period.
¯ If average corK~ntration is greater than the value listed in Table L-5, then quattedy sam-

piing is required during the fourth year of the permik
= If average concentr~Jon is less than or equal to the value listed in Tab/e L-5, then no fur-

ther sampling is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. . Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter wl~ere the average concentTation in year 2

of the permit is greater tt~an t~e value liste(J in Table L-5.
¯ If industrial activities or the pollution prevention Dlan have been altered such that storm

water dlscttatges may be a(:Nersely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for all param-
eters of concern.

In cases where the average discharges. (~h~mxterly monitoring in theeffluent limitations. These values
concentration of a parameter exceeds fourth year of the permit will reassessrepresent a level of pollutant ddschar~e
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects the effectiveness of the adjusted which facilities may achieve through
permittees to place special emphasis on pollution prevention plan. the implementation of pollution
methods for reducing the presence of The monitoring cut off concentrationsprevention plans. At least half of the
those parameters in storm water listed In Table L-5 are not numerical facilities which submitted Part 2 data,
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reported concentrations g~eatar than orexpect facilities to be able to exercise detail why the ouffalls are expected to
equal to the values listed in Table L-5.this certification for indicator discharge substantially identical
Facilities that achieve average dischargeparameters, such as TSS and BOD. effluent. In addition, for each outfall
concentrations which are less than or c. Reporting Requirements. Permitteesthat the permit’tee believes is
equal to the values in Table L-5 are notare required to submit all monitoring representative, an estimate of the size of
relieved from the pollution prevention results obtained during the second andthe drainage area (in square feet) and an
plan requirements or any other fourth year of permit coverage within 3estimate of the runoff coefficient of the

reqEpuirements of the permit,
months of the conclusion of each year. drainage area [e.g., low (under 40

A realizes that ff a facility is Such permittaes must submit percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
inactive and unstaffed it may be monitoring results on signed Dischargehigh (above 65 percent)] shall be
difficult to collect storm water discharge Monitoring Report Forms to the provided in the plan.
samples when a qualifying event occurs.Director. For each ouffall, one Dischargef. Quarter/), Visual Exarrdnat~on of
Today’s final permit has been revised soMonitoring Reporting Form must be Storm Water Quality. Landfills and land
that inactive, unstaffad facilities can submitted per storm event sampled. Forapplication sites shall perform and

document a visual examination of aexercise a waiver of the requirement to facilities conducting monitoring beyond
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, the mum quarterly requirements anstorm water discharge associated with

b. Alternafive Certification. additional Discharge Monitoring Reportindustrial activity from each ouffall,
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has Form must be filed for each analysis, except diw.~es exempted under
included monltorin8 requirements for d. Sample Type. All discharge data paragraph (3) below. The examination(s)
facilities which the Agency believes shall be reported for grab samples. All must be made at least once in each of
have the potential for contributing such samples shall be collected from thethe followin8 three-month periods:
significant levels of pollutants to storm diw, harge resulting from a storm eventJanuary through March, April through
water discharges. The alternative that is greater than 0.1 inches in June, July through Septemoer, and
ds~ribed below is necessary to ensure magnitude and that occurs at least 72October through December. The
that monitoring requirements are only hours from the previously measurable examination shall be made during
imposed on those facilities that do, in (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm daylight hours unless there is
fact, have storm water discharges event. The required 72-hour storm eventinsufficient rainfall or snow melt to
containin~ pollutants at concentrations interval is waived where the precedingproduce a runoff event.
of concern. EPA has determined that ifmeasurable storm event did not result in(1) Examinations shall be made of
materials and activities are not exposeda measurable discharge from the facility, grab samples collected within the first
to storm water at the site, then the The required 72-hour storm event 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as
potential for pollutants to contaminate interval may also be waived where the practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of
storm water discbergas does not warrantpermittee documents that less than a 72-when the runoff or suowmalt begins
monitoring, hour interval is representative for local discharging. The examinations shall

Therefore, a discharger is not subjectstorm events during the season when document observations of color, odor,
to the monitoring requiremonts of this sampling is being conducted. The grabclarity, floating solids, settled solids,
Part provided the discharger makes a sample shall be taken during the first 30suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
certification for a given outfall, or on a minutes of the discharge. If the other obvious indicators of storm water
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of collection of a grab sample during the pollution. The examination must be
monitoring reports described in (c) first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab conducted in a well lit area. No
below, under penalty of law, signed in sample can be taken during the first analytical tests are required to be
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatoryhour of the discharge, and the performed on the samples. All such
Requirements), that material handling discharger shall submit with the samples shall be collected from the
equipment or activities, raw materials,monitoring report a description of why discharge resulting from a storm event
intermediate products, final products, a grab sample during the fast 30 that is greater than 0.1 inches in
waste materials, by-products, industrialminutes was impracticable, magnitude and that occurs at least 72
machinery or operations, significant If storm water discharges associated hours from the previously measurable
materials from past industrial activity, with industrial activity commingle with(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
that are located in areas of the facility process or nonprocess water, then event. Where practicable, the same
that are within the drainage area of thewhere practicable permittaes must individual should carry, out the
outfall are not presently exposed to attempt to sample the storm water collection and examination of
storm water and will not be exposed todischarge before it mixes with the non-discharges for entire permit term.
storm water for the certification period,storm water discharge. (2) Visual examination reports must
Such certification must be retained in e. Representative Discharge. When abe maintained onsite in the pollution
the storm water pollution prevention facility has two or more ouffalls that,prevention plan. The report shall
plan and submitted to EPA in based on a consideration of industrial include the examination date and time,
accordance with Pan VI.C. of this activity, significant materials, and examination personnel, the nature of the
permit. In the case of certifying that a management practices and activities discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
pollutant is not present, the permittae within the area drained by the ouffall, visual .quality of the storm water
must submit the certification along withthe permittee reasonably believes discharge (including observations of
the monitoring reports required under discharge substantially identical color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
paragraph (c) below. If the permittee effluents, the permittee may test the settled solids, suspended solids, foam.
cannot certify for an entire period, theyeffluent of one of such outfalls and oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
must submit the date exposure was report that the quantitative data also of storm water pollution), and probable
eliminated and any monitoring requiredapplies to the substantially identical sources of any observed storm water
up until that date. This certification ouffall(s) provided that the permittee contamination.
option is not applicable to compliance includes in the storm water pollution (3) When a facility has two or more
monitoring requirements associated prevention plan a description of the out.falls that, based on a consideration of
with effluent limitations. EPA does not location of the outfalls and explains in industrial activity, significant materials,
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and management practices and activitiesperformed by members of the pollution The following description
within the area drained by the outfall, prevention team. This hands-on summarizes operations that might occur
the permittee reasonably believes examination will enhance the staff’s at a typical automobile dismantling
discharge substantially identical understanding of the storm water facility. The primary activity involves
effluents, the permittae may collect a problems on that site and effects on thethe dismantling or wrecking of used
sample of effluent of one of such management practices that are includedmotor vehicles. Some facilities,
outfalls and report that the observation in the plan. however, perform vehicle maintenance
data also applies to the substantially and may rebuild vehicles for resale.
identical out!all(s) provided that the M. Storm Water Dischar~,es Associated Typically, automobile dismantling
permittee includes in the storm water With Industrial Activity From facilities receive vehicles that are either
pollution prevention plan a description Automobile Salvage Yards uneconomical to run or wrecks that are
of the location of the outfalls and 1. Industry Profile uneconomical to repair. The nature of
explains in detail why the outfalla are
expected to discharge substantially On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990),

operations generally depends on the

EPA promulgated the regulatory
size and location of the facility. In urban
areas where land is more valuable,identical effluents. In addition, for eachdefinition of "storm water discharges vehicles are typically dismantled uponoutfall that the permittee believes is associated with industrial activity."representative, an estimate of the size of arrival, parts are segregated, cleaned,

This definition included point source and stored. Remaining hulks arethe drainage are (in square feet) and andischarges of storm water from elevenestimate of the runoff coefficient of the ..... generally sold to scrap dealers rather
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 categories of facilities, including than stored onsita due to limited space.
percent), medium [40 to 65 percent), orbattery reclaimers, salvage yards, and In more rural areas, discarded vehicles
high (above 65 percent)] shall be automobile recyclers, including but

limited to those classified as Standard    are typically stored on the lot and parts
provided in the plan. removed as necessary. Remaining hulks

(4) When a di~harger is unable to Industrial Classification 5015.* .... are sold to scrap dealers less f~equently.
collect samples over the course of the This section establishes special Once a used vehicle is brought to the
visual examination period as a result ofconditions for the storm water site, fluids may be drained and the tires,
adverse climatic conditions, the discharges associated with industrial gas tank, radiator, engine and seats may
discharger must document the reasonactivities at automobile salvage yards, be removed. The dismantler may
for not performing the visual Washwatare from vehicle, equipment, separate and clean parts. Such cleaning
examination and retain this and parts cleaning areas are process may include steam cleaning of the
documentation onsita with the recordswastewaters. Discharges of process engine and transmission as well as the
of the visual examinations. Adverse wastewatar and discharges subject to use of solvents to remove oil and grease
weather conditions that may prohibit process wastawater effluent limitation and other residues. Usable parts are
the collection of samples include guidelines are not eligible for coveragethen inventoried and stored for resale.
weather conditions that create under this section. The remaining car and/or truck bodies
dangerous conditions for personnel When an industrial facility, describedare stored onsite for future sale of the
(such as local flooding, high winds, by the above coverage provisions of thissheet metal and glass. Stripped vehicles
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,section, has industrial activities being and parts that have no resale value are
etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofconducted onsita that meet the typically crushed and sold to a steel
a sample impracticable (drought, description(s) of industrial activities in scrapper. Some operations may,
extended frozen conditions, etc.), another section(s), that industrial however, convert used vehicles and

(5) EPA realizes that if a facility is facility shall comply with any and all parts into steel scrap as a secondary
inactive and unstaffed it may be applicable monitoring and pollution operation. This is accomplished by
difficult to collect storm water dischargeprevention plan requirements of the incineration, shearing (bale shearer),
samples when a qualifying event occurs,other section(s) in addition to all shredding, or baling.
Today’s final permit has been revised soapplicable requirements in this section. According to the 1987 census, 6,075
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can The monitoring and pollution establishments reported SIC code 5015
exercise a waiver of the requirement toprevention plan terms and conditions ofas their primary. SIC code, although
conduct quarterly visual exsmination, this multi-sector permit are additive forsome estimates indicate that there may

EPA believes that this quick and industrial activities being conducted atbe as many as 11,000 to 12,000 of these
simple assessment will allow the the same industrial facility (co-located facilities.8~ Vehicle wreckers and
permittee to approximate the industrial activities). The operator of thedismantlers are generally small,
effectivenass of his/her plan on a regular facility shall determine which otherprivately owned businesses. Most
basis at very little cost. Although the monitoring and pollution prevention facilities employ 10 or fewer employeesvisual examination cannot assess the plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areand derive the majority of their profitschemical properties of the storm water applicable to the facility, from the sale of usable parts. Only adischarged from the site, the This section has been developed forsmall percentage of this universe
examination will provide meaningful storm water discharges associated withconsists of large establishments withresults upon which the facility may act activities related to dismantling of usedfleets of trucks, cranes, mobile balersquickly. The frequency of this visual motor vehicles for the purpose of sellingand computers to maintain inventoriesexamination will also allow for timely parts. As stated above, category (vi) of of parts.~o
adjustments to be made to the plan. If the definition of storm water discharges Table M-1 below lists potential
BMPs are performing ineffectively, associated with industrial activity pollutant sources from activities thatcorrective action must be implementedincludes facilities primarily engaged incommonly take place at automobile
A set of tracking or follow-up the wholesale or retail distribution of salvage yards.procedures must be used to ensure thatused motor vehicle parts and classified
appropriate actions are taken in as SIC code 5015. Dismantlers are a ,"~:he Automobile Scr~p Processing Industry."response to the examinations. The major source for replacement parts for Howard Nest. P.E.. 1984.
visual examination is intended to be motor vehicles in service. ~oFoi~
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TABLE M---1 .---COMMON POLLUTANT SOURCES

Activity                            Pollutant source Pollutants

Vehicle Dismantfing ............................................ Oil, anti-freeze, batteries, gasoline, diesel fuel, Oil and grease, ethylene glycol, heavy metals.
hydraulic fluids.

Used Parts Storage ............................................Batteries, chrome bumpers, wheel balance Sulfuric acid, galvanized metals, heavy met-
weights, t~ras, drns, filters, radiators, cata- ais, petroleum hydrocarbons, suspended
lytic converters, engine blocks, hub caps, solids.
doors, drivaiinas, galvanized metals, rnuf-
tiers.

OutOoor Vehicle and Equipment Storage .......... Leaking engines, chipping/corroding bumpers, Oil and grease, arsenic, organics, heavy met-
chipping paint, galvanized metal,            ais, TSSo

VehiP-Je and Equipment Maintenance ................ Parts cleaning ..................................................Chlorinated soNents, oil and grease, heavy
metals, acid/alkaline wastes.

Waste disposal of greasy rags, oil filters, air Oil, heavy metals, chlonneted solvents, acid/
filters, battehes, hydraulic fluids, trans- alkaline wastes oil, heavy metals,
mission fluids, radiator fluids, degreasers, chlorinated solvents, acid/alkaline wastes,

ethylene glycol.
Spills of oil, degreasers, hydraulic fluids, Oil, arsenic, heavy metals, organics,

transmission fluid, and radiator fluids, chlorinated soNents, ethylene glycol
Ruids replacement, including oil, hydraulic Oil, arsenic, heavy metals, organics,

fluids, transmission fluid, and radiator fluids, chlodneted solvents, ethylene glycol.
Vehicle, Equipment, and Parts Washing Areas. Washing anO steam cleaning waters ............... Oil and grease, detergents, heavy metals,

chlorinated solvents, phosphorus, salts,
suspended solids.

Liquid Storage in Above Ground Storage Tanks External corrosion and structural failure .......... Fuel, oil and grease, heavy metals, materials
being stored.

Installation problems ........................................ Fuel, oil and grease, heavy metals, materials

Spills and overfills due to operator error ......... Fuel, oil and grease, heavy metals, materials
being stored.

illicit Connection to Storm Sewer ....................... Process wastewater ......................................... DeoenOent on operations.
Sanitary water ..................................................Bacteria, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD),

Floor drain ........................................................Oil and grease, heavy metals, chlorinated sol-
veins, toei, ethylene glycol.

Vehicle washwaters ......................................... Oil and grease, detergents, metals,
chlorinated solvents, phosphorus, sus-
pended solids.

Radiator flushing wastewater ........................... Ethylene glycol.
Leaking undergrocnd storage tanks ................ Materials stored or previously stored.

ANPDES Storm Water Group .Al:~licetlons--Part 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through Decemt~r 31, 1992.~ Department of Environmental Management. September 30, 1992. "Best Management Plan for Automobile Salvage Yards.--FinaJ Re-
pOlL"

EPA, Office of Research and Dev~ October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention--The Automotive Refinishing Industry." EPAJRoS/7-
911016.

EPA, Office of Reseem~ and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Poll~on Prevention---The Automotive Repair Indusm/," EPAJ625,’7--91/
013.

EPA, Office of R.e)leen~_ and Deve.l~me~.. May 1992. =Facilities Pollution Prevention Guide." EPA/600/R-92/088.
. EPA, Office_of Wst_er; 5epllml~r 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industhai Activities---Develo~ng Pollution Prevention Plans and BestIVlm’~gement Practices. EPA 832-R--92-006.

2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges outdoor storase of lea]ring engine blocks EPA has identified the storm water
Associated With Automobile SelvaBe may be a significant source of pollutantspollutants and sources resulting from
Yards. at some facilities, while dismantling various automobile salvage yard

operations is the primary source at activities in Table M-1. Table M-1
Impacts caused by storm water others. I~ addition, sources of pollutantsidentifies oil, heavy metals, acids, anddischarges from automobile salvage other than storm water, such as illicit ethylene glycol as some of the

yards will vary. Several factors connections,ol spills, and other parameters of concern at automobileinfluence to what extent operations at
improperly dumped materials, may salvage yards.

the site can affect water quality. Such increase the pollutant loading Based on the similarities of the
factors include: geographic location: discharged into waters of the United facilities included in this sector in terms
hydrogeologF; the types of industrial States. of industrial activities and significant
activity occurring outside (e.g., materials, EPA believes it is appropriate
dismantling, vehicle and parts storage,

,, Illicit connections are contributions of to diSCUSS the potential pollutants at
or steam cleanins); the size of the unpermitted non.storm water discharses to storm automobile salvage yards as a whole and
operation; and the type, duration, and sewers from any numb~ of sourcos indudins not subdivide this sector. Therefore,
intensity of precipitation events. Each ofimproper connections, dumpins or spills from Table lvl-2 Lists data for selectedindu~u~l facilities, conunemal estebilshmen~, or parameters from facilities in thethese, and other factors, will interact to residential dwelling. The probability of illicitinfluence the quantity and quality of conn~tio-- at used motor vehicle pa~ facilities is automobile salvage yards sector. These
storm water runoff. For example, low yet it may be applicable at some operations, data include the eight pollutants that all
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facilities were required to monitor       that EPA determined merit further
under Form 2F, as well as the pollutants monitoring.

TABLE M--2.~TATIST1CS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY AUTOMOBILE SALVAGE YARDS SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

No. of fadli- No. o!~ sam- Mean Minimum Maximum Median 95th percent- 99th percentile
Pollutant ties pies lie

Sample type
Grab Comp~i Grab Comp Grad Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab~ Comp Grab Comp

BOD~ ................................. 45 59 58 74 15.9 12.37 2.0 0.0 216.0 84.(~ 7.0 6.0 42.3 38.62 82.51 77.33
COD ................................... 65 43 83 54 123.8 73.52 0.0 11.0 1660.0 215.1~ 62.0 54.5 365.2 177.2 722.3 279.3
Ni~’ate + Nitrite Nitrogen .... 45 58 58 73 1.02 2.38 0.05 0.(] 6.50 69.3 0.60 0.67 3.23 6.96 6.52 17.0
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen ...... 37 51 50 68 3.19 2.20 0.04 0.04 18.0 011.01 2.00 1.6~ 10.22 6.01 19.48 10.2
Oil & Grease             41 N/A 58 N/A 7.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 84.0 N/AI 3.0 N/A 26.8 N/A 60.5 N/A
3H ...................................... 67 N/A 87 N/A N/A N/A 3.1 N/AI 9.1 N/A 7.3 N/AI 9.0 N/A 9.9 N/A
Total Phosphorus .............. 39 54 52 66 0.76 1.22 0.00 0.00 11.20 45.0 0.15 0.I 1 2.61 2.49 7.70 7.79
Total Suspended Solids .... 47 60 60 76 552 524.g 0 1.0 4200 8565 196 166.00 2473 2462.6 6951 7999.9
Aluminum, Total ................ 37 34 37 34 13.38 9.14 0.3(] 0.40 88.00 45.20 8.50 5.95 61.05 36.47 158.90 81.08
Iron, Total .......................... 37 34 37 34 19.1 11.2 0.9 0.7 95.0 54.0 10.7 7.5 82.3 43.9 212.2 98.6
Lead, Total ........................ 22 22 24 22 0.340 0.20(; 0.10~ 0.100 1.400 0.600 0.21 0.10 0.884 0.467! 1.512 0.731

~ Applications that did not report the units of measurement" for the reported values of pollutants were not included in these statistics. Values re-
ported as non-detect or below ~etection limit were assumed to be 0.

, Composite seml:~S.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants Best Management Practices (BMPs] contaminated storm water discharges
In evaluating options for controlling are implemented to prevent and/or will differ. In addition, the fate and

pollutants in storm water discharges, eliminate pollutants in storm water transport of pollutants in these
EPA must achieve compliance with thedischarges. EPA believes the most discharges will vary. EPA believes that
tochnology-based standards of the Cleaneffective BMPs for reducing pollutants the management practices discussed
Water Act [Best Available Technology in storm water discharges f~om herein are well suited mechanisms to
{BAT} and Best Conventional automobile selvage yards is through prevent or control the contamination of
Technology (BCT)]. The Agency does exposure minimization practices, storm water discharges associated with
not believe that it is appropriate to Exposure minimization practices automobile salvage yards.
establish specific numeric effluent minimize the potential for storm water
limitations or a specific design or to come in contact with pollutants. Part I group application data indicate

performance standard in this section forThese BIV[P methods are generally that BMPs have not been widely

storm water discharges associated withuncomplicated and inexpensive implemented at the representative

industrial activity from automobile practices. They are easy to implement, sampling facilities. Less than 5 percent

salvage yard operations to meet the and require little or no maintenance. In of the sampling subgroup list indoor
BAT/BCT standards of the Clean Water some instances, more r~sources- storage as a material management
Act. Because of the diversity of intensive BMPs, including detention practice. Less than 8 percent of the
operations at automobile salvage yardsponds or filtering devices, may be representative sampling facilities use
and the lack of sufficient storm water necessary depending on the type of covering at their storage areas. Less than
water quality data currently available todischarge, types and concentrations of 3 percent of the representative facilities
EPA, establishing numeric effluent contaminants, and volume of flow. ut~ize waste ~zation practices.
limitations is not feasible at this time. The selection of the most effective The most commonly listed
Rather, this section establishes BMPs will be based on site-specific (approximately 20 percent) material
requirements for the development and considerations such as: facility size, management practice is draining fluids
implementation of a site-specific storm climate, geographic location, from vehicles prior to storage. Because
water pollution prevention plan hydrogeology and the environmental BMPs described in part 1 data are
consisting of a set of Best Management setting of each facility, and volume andLimited, Table M-3 is provided to
Practices that are sufficiently flexible to type of discharge generated. Each identify BMPs associated with activities
address different sources of pollutants atfacility will be unique in that the that may be employed at automobile
different sites, source, type, and volume of seJvage yards.

TABLE M-3.--STORM WA~R SMPS FOR AUTOMOe~LESALVAGE YARDS

Act~ BMPs

Dism,~mtlieg and vehicle maintan~u~’,e ................ Drain all fluids from vehicles upon arrival at the site. Segregate the fluids and property store or
dispose of them.

Maintain an organized inventow of materials used in ~ maintenance sho~.
Keep waste streams separate (e.g., waste o~ and rninar~ sl~rits). Nonhazan:lous substances

that are contaminated with a hazarOous sut~tance is considen~ a hazardous substance.
Recycle anti-freeze, gaso~no, used oil, mineral s~nta, and solvents.
Dispose of greasy rags, oil filters, air filters, barnes, spent co.ant, and ~greesers property.
label and track the recy(ding of waste material (e.g., used oil, spent so,vents, battanes).
Drain oil filte~s before dislx~ai or recycling.
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TABLE M-3.--STORM WATER BMPs FOR AUTOMOBILE SALVAGE YARDS-Continued

Activity BMPs

Store orscked Oatterias in a nonleaking secondary container.
Promptly transfer used fluids to the ~ container. Do not leave full drip pans or other open

containers around the shop. Empty and clean drip pans and containers.
Do nut pour liquid waste down floor drains, sinks, or outdoor storm ~rain inlets.
Plug floor drains that are connected to the storm or sanitary sewer. If necessary, install a

sump that is pom~ regularly.
Inspect the maintenance area regularly for proper implementation of centre/measures.
Filtering storm water discharges with devw, ee such as oil-watar separators.
Train employees on proper waste control and disDosal procedures.

Outdoor vehiclel equipment, and par= storage. Use drip pans under all vehicles and equipment waiting for maintenance and during mainte-

Store batteries on impervious surfaces. Curb, dike or berm this area.
Confine storage of parts, equipment and vehicles to designated areas.
Cover all storage areas with a permanent cover (e.g.,, roofs) or temporary cover (e.g., canvas

tar~).
Install curbing, harms or dikes around storage areas.
Inspect the storage yard for filling drip pans and other problems regularly.
Train employ@as on proce<:luras for storage and inspection items.

Vehicle, equipment and parts washing areas .... Avoid wa~.h, ing parts or equipmant outside.
Use phospbata-free biodegradable detergents.
Consider using detergent-based or water-based cleaning systems in place of organic solvent

Deeignete an area for cleaning activities.
Contain steam c~eening washwaters or clisc~arge under an applicable NPDES permit.
Ensure tt~t w~hwatere drain well.
Irl~4~ct ¢~ area regularly.
Ir~all c, ud;dng, berma or dike= mound ~eaning areas.
Train employees on proper washing procedures.

Liquid storage in above grouncl containers ........ Maintain goo~ integrity of all storage containers.
Install safeguards (such as diking or harming) against scciOental releases at the storage area.
Inspect storage tanks to detect poter~aJ leaks and perform preve~ve maintenance.
Inspect piping systems (pipes, pomps, flanges, couplings, t,~oses, ~ valves) for failures or

Train empk)yeee on proper filling and transfer procedures.
Improper connection with storm sewers ............ Plug all floor drains if it is unknown whether the connection is to storm sewer or sanitary

sewer systems. Alternatively, install a sump that is pumped regularly.
Perfmm dye te~ting to determine if interconnsctione exist between sanitaP/water system and

Update facility schematics to accurately reflect all plumbing connections.
In=tail a sefaguard against vehicle was~tatars and per= cleaning waters entering the storm

Maintain and inspect the integrity of all under~roond storage tanks; replace when necessary.
T~n en1~oy~ on proper dispo~ pracl~,,es for all materials.

,- , ~ or Hesearcn ar~ ~evelolm~nt. O~o~er 1991. "Guides to Pollu~on Prevention---The Automotive Refinishing Industry." EPA/625/7-
91/0.

EPA, Ofr~e of Ree~mmh ~ Deve~nt. OCtober 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prev~The Automotive Repair Industry." EPA/625/7-911
013.

EPA, ofr~e of R..e~_ and Development. May 1992. "Fscillty Pollut~on Preventkm Guide." EPA/600/R-92/O88.
¯ EPA, Off~e of Water. ,~otambe~ 1982. "Storm Water Management for Industriai A~vities~Oevaioping Pollution Preverrdon Plans and Best

Minnesota Technicai Asaistan~e Prngrarn. September 1988. "Waste minimization--Auto Salvage Yards."

4. Pollutant Contzol Measures Requiredstorm water from such areas will be management standards in 40 CFR
Through Other EPA Programs contaminated by these materials. 279.20(a)(I)).

Under the RCRA program, on The requirements for used oil
Because hazardous substance September 10, 1992, EPA promulgatedgenerators were designed to impose aincluding oil, gasoline, and lead are standards in 40 CFR Part 2?9 for the minimal burden on generators whilecommonly found at automobile salvagemanagement of used oils that are protecting human health and theyards, such facilities may be subject to recycled (57 FR 41566). These standardsenvironment from the risks associatedother State or Federal environmental include requirements for used oil with managing used oil. Under Subpartprotection programs. In pm’ticular, as generators, transporters, processors/re-C of 40 CFR Part 279, used oildasc~’ibed below, the Reoource refiners, and buraers. The standards forgenerators must not store used oil in

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) used oil generators apply to all units other than tanks, containers, or
and the Underground Storage Tank generators, rega~lless of the amount ofunits subiect to regulation under 40 CFR
(UST) programs require capful used oil they generate. Do-it-yourself Parts 2641265 (Section 279.22(a)). In
management of materials used onsite (DIY) generators which generate used oilother words, generators may store used
which decreases the probability, that from the maintemmce of their personaloil in tanks or containers that are not

vehiclas, however, are not subiect to thesubiect to Subpart ] (hazardous waste
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tanks) or Subpen I (containers) of 40 Under today’s general permit, all applicability of the corresponding
CFR Parts 264/265, as long as such tanksfacilities must prepare and implement aBMPs:
or containers are maintained in storm water pollution prevention plan. Vehicle Dismantling, and Maintenance
compliance with the used oil The establishment of a pollution Areas---The plan must describe
management standards. This does not prevention plan requirement reflects measures that prevent or minimize
preclude generators from storing used EPA’s decision to allow operators of contamination of the storm water runoff
oil in Subpart J tanks or Subpart I automobile salvage yards to utilize from all areas used for vehicle
containers or other units, such as BMPs as the BAT/BCT level of control dismantling and maintenance. The
surface impoundments {Subpart K), thatfor the storm water discharges coveredfacility must consider draining and
are subject to regulation under 40 CFRby this section. The requirements segregating all fluids from vehicles upon
Part 264 or 265. included in pollution prevention plans arrival at the site, or as soon as feasible

Storage units at generator facilities provide a flexible framework for the thereafter. The facility must consider
must be maintained in good condition development and implementation ofsiteperforming all maintenance activities
and labeled with the words "used oil." specific controls to minimize pollutantsindoors, maintaining an organized
Upon detection of a release of used oil in storm water discharges. This inventory of materials used in the shop,

to the environment, a generator must approach and associated deadlines aredraining all parts fluids prior to

t~ke steps to stop the release, contain oonsistent with EPA’s storm water disposal, prohibiting the practice of
the released used oil, and properly general permits finalized on Septemberhosing down the shop floor, using dry

manage the released used oil and other9, 1992 and September 25, 1992 for cleanup methods, and/or collecting t~e

materials [40 CFR 279.22 (b) to (d)]. discharges in nonauthorized NPDES storm water runoff from the

Generators storing used oil in States (57- FR 41236). maintenance area and providing

underground storage tank~ are subject toThere are two major objectives to a treatment. Where dismantling and

the UST regulations in 40 CFR Part 280.pollution prevention plan: 1) to identifymaintenance activities can not take

If used oil generators ship used oil sources of pollution potentially affectingplace indoors, facilities may consider

offsite for recycling, they must use a the quality of storm water discharges methods for containing oil or other fluid

transporter who has notified EPA and associated with industrial activity from spillage during parts removal. Drip

obtained an EPA identification numbera facility; and 2) to describe and ensurepans, large plastic sheets, or canvas may
be considered for placement under[40 CFR 279.24]. implementation of practices to

The technical standards for USTs at minimize and control pollutants in vehicles or equipment during

40 CFR Part 260 require that new USTstorm water discharges associated withmaintenance and dismantling activities.

systems (defined as systems for which industrial activity from a facility. Where drip pans are used. they should
not be left unattended to prevent

installation commenced after December Specific requirements for a pollutionaccidental spills.
12, 1988) use overfill prevention prevention plan for automobile salvage Vehicle, Parts, and Equipment
equipment that will: 1) automatically yards are described below. These Storage Areas--The storage of vehicles,
shut off flow into the tank when the requirements must be implemented inparts, and equipment must be confined
tank is no more than 95 percent full; oraddition to the baseline pollution to designated areas (delineated on the
2) alert the transfer operator when the prevention plan provisions discussed site map). The plan must describe
tank is no more than 90 percent full bypreviously, measures that prevent or minimize
restricting the flow into the tank or a. Contents of the Plan. Storm water contamination of the storm water runoff
triggering a high level alarm. The pollution prevention plans are intendedfrom these areas. The facility must
preoedin~ requirements do not apply to to aid operators of automobile salvageconsider the use of drip pans, large
systems that are filled by transfers of noyards to evaluate all potential pollutionsheets of plastic, canvas (or equivalent
more than 25 gallons at one time. sources at a site, and assist in the measures) under vehicles, parts, and
Existing UST systems (defined as selection and implementation of equipment. Canvas or sheets of plastic
systems for which installation has appropriate measures designed to may be used as temporary coverage of
commenced on or before December 12,prevent, or control, the discharge of storage areas. Indoor storage of vehicles,
1988) are required to have installed thepollutants in storm water runoff. EPA parts and equipment, as well as the
described overfill prevention equipment has developed guidance entitled "Storminstallation of roofs, curbing, berming
by December 12, 1998. Water Management for Industrial and diking of these areas must be

Activities: Developing Pollution considered. La~e plastic or metal bins5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Prevention Plans and Best Managementwith secure lids should be used to storePlan Requirements Practices," EPA, 1992, (EPA 832-R-92-oily parts (e.g., small engine .,’arts). Used
EPA believes that pollution 006) to assist permittees in developingbatteries should be stored within

prevention is the most effective and implementing pollution preventionnonleaking secondary containment or
approach for controlling contaminated measures, by other equivalent means to prevent
storm water discharges from automobile (1) Description of Potential Pollution leaks of acid into storm water
salvage yax~is. Pollution prevention Sources. There are no requirements discharges.
plans allow the operator of a facility tobeyond those described in Part VI.C.2 of Material Storage Areas--As part of a
select BMPs based on site-speoific this fact sheet, good housekeeping program, consider
considerations such as: facility size: (2) Measures and Controls. Following labeling storage units of all materials
climate: geographic location; geology/ completion of the source identification (e.g., used oil, used oil filters, spent
hydrology; the enviromnental setting of and assessment phase, the permittee solvents, paint wastes, radiator fluids,
each facility; and volume and type of must evaluate, select, and describe thetransmission fluids, hydraulic fluids).
discharge generated. This flexibility is pollution prevention measures, best Maintain such containers and units in
necessary because each facility will bemanagement practices (BMPs), and good condition, so as to prevent
unique in that the source, type, and other controls that will be implementedcontamination of storm water. The plan
volume of contaminated surface water at the facility. For the following areas atmust describe measures that prevent or
discharges will differ from site to site. the site, the permittee must assess themimmize contamination of the storm
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water runoff from such storage areas, fluid, transmission fluid, radiator water,BMP that diverts, infiltrates, reuses, or
The facility may consider indoor storageand anti-freeze, at least quarterly for otherwise reduces the discharge of
of the materials and/or installation of leaks, contaminated storm water. In addition,
berm.ing and diking of the area. In addition, qualified facility the permittee must describe the storm

Vehicle, Equipment, and Parts personnel are required to conduct, at awater pollutant source area or activity
Cleaning Area.~--The plan must minimum, quarterly visual inspections{i.e., loading and unloading operations,
describe measures that prevent or of BMPs. The inspections shall include:raw material storage piles etc.) to be
minimize contamination of storm water{1} an assessment of the integrity of anycontrolled by each storm water
from all areas used for vehicle, flow diversion or source minimization management practice.
equipment, and parts cleaning. The systems; and {2} visual inspections of (3) Comprehensive Site Compliance
facility must consider performing all dismantling areas; outdoor vehicle, Evaluation. The storm water pollution
cleaning operations indoors. In equipment, and parts storage area; prevention plan must describe the scope
addition, the facility must consider vehicle and equipment maintenance and content of comprehensive site
covering or berming the cleaning areas; vehicle, equipment, and parts evaluations that qualified personnel will
operation area. Washwaters from washing areas; and liquid storage in conduct to: (1) confirm the accuracy of
vehicle, equipment, and parts cleaningabove ground containers. A set of the description of potential pollution
areas are process wastewaters that aretracking or follow-up procedures shall sources contained in the plan; (2)
not authorized discharges under this be used to ensure that appropriate determine the effectiveness of the plan;
section, actions are taken in response to the and {3) assess compliance with the

These four areas are sources of ins_~ections, terms and conditions of this section.
pollutants in storm water from "l’l~e quarterly inspections must be Comprehensive site compliance
automobile salvage yards. EPA believesmade at Ieast once in each of the evaluations should be conducted at least
that the incorporation of BMPs such as following designated periods during once a year for automobile salvage
those suggested, in conjunction with a daylight hours: January through Marchyards. These evaluations are intended to
pollution prevention plan. will (storm water runoff or snow melt); Aprilbe more in depth than the quarterly
substantially reduce the potential of through June (storm water runoff); Julyvisual inspections. The individual or
storm water contamination from these through September (storm water runoff);Individuals who will conduct the
areas. In addition, EPA believes that October through December {storm waterevaluations must be identified in the
these requirements continue to providerunoff’). Records of inspections shall beplan and should be members of the
the necessary flexibility to address the maintained as part of the plan. pollution prevention team. Evaluation
variable risk for pollutants in storm (c) Employee TraininR--Permittees arereports must be retained for at least 3
water discharges associated with required to include a schedule for years after the date of the evaluation.
different facilities, conducting training in the plan. EPA Based on the results of each

(a) Preventive Maintenance~ recommends that facilities conduct evaluation, the description of potential
Permittees are required to develop a training annually at a minimum, pollution sources, and measures and
preventive maintenance program that However, more frequent training may becontrols, the plan must be revised as
includes regular Inspections and necessary at facilities with high appropriate within 2 weeks after each
maintenance of storm water BMPs. Theturnover of employees or where evaluation. Changes in the measures
purpose of the inspections, which may employee participation is essential to and controls must be implemented on
coIncide with the Inspections required the storm water pollution prevention the site in a timely manner, and never
in (b) below, is to check on the plan. Employee ~ must, at a more than 12 weeks after completion of
effectiveness of the storm water minhnum, address the following areasthe evaluation.
pollution prevention plan. The when applicable to a facility: used oil
inspections allow facility personnel to management: spill prevention and 6. Monitoring and Reporting
monitor the success or failure of response: good housekeeping practices:Requirements
elements of the plan on a regular basis,used battery management; and proper a. Analytical Monitoring
The use of an inspection checklist handling (i.e., collection, storage, and Requirements. EPA believes that
should be considered. The checklist willdisposal) of all fluids. This training automobile salvage yards may reduce
ensure that all required areas are should serve as: (1) training for new the level of pollutants in storm water
inspected, as well as help to meet theemployees; (2) a refresher course for runoff from their sites through the
recordkeeping requirements. In additionexisting employees; and (3) training fordevelopment and proper
to regular inspections, employees all employees on any storm water implementation of the storm water
identifying potential problems during pollution prevention techniques pollution prevention plan requirements
their daily activities, such as leaks or racenfly incorporated into the plan,, discussed in today’s permit. In order to
spills, shall take appropriate measureswhere appropriate, contractor personnelprovide a tool for evaluating the
to address these problems as soon as also must be trained in relevant aspectseffectiveness of the pollution prevention
feasible, of storm water pollution prevention, plan and to characterize the discharge

(b) Inspections--This section requires {d) Be¢ordkeeping and Internal for potential environmental impacts, the
that in addition to the comprehensive l~eportinR--Perm~ttees must describe permit requires automobile yards to
site evaluation required under Part procedures for developing and retainingcollect and analyze samples of their
XI.M.3.a. of today’s permit, qualified records on the status and effectiveness storm water discharges for the
facility personnel shall be identified to of plan implementation. The plan mustpollutants listed in Table M-4. The
inspect: upon arrival, or as soon as address spills, monitoring, and BMP pollutants listed in Table M--4 were
feasible thereafter, all vehicles for leaks:inspection and maintenance activities, found to be above benchmark levels for
any equipment containing oily pans, Ineffective BMPs must be reported anda significant portion of samphng
hydraulic fluids, or any other fluids, at the date of their corrective action noted, facilities that submitted quantitative
least quarterly for leaks; and any (e) Storm Water Management--The data in the group application process.
outdoor storage containers for liquids, permittee must evaluate the EPA is requiring monitoring for these
including, but not limited to, brake appropriateness of each storm water pollutants after the pollution prevention
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plan has been implemented to assess theduring the second year of permit concentration for each parameter listed
effectiveness of the pollution prevention coverage, unless the facility exercisesin Table M-4. If the permittee collects
plan and to help ensure that a reductionthe Alternative Certification in Section more than four samples in this period.
of pollutants is realized. VI.E.3 of this fact sheet. At the end of then they must calculate an average

At a minimum, storm water the second year of permit coverage, a concentration for each pollutant of
discharges from automobile salvage facility must calculate the average concern for all samples analyzed.
yards must be monitored quarterly

TABLE M-4.--INDUSTRY MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Pollutants of concem Cut-off con-
cantmtion

Total Su~oencled ~olk~ ..................................................................................................................................................................100 mg/L
Tot= Recover~e Aluminum ..........................................................................................................................................................0,75 rag/L.
Total Recovore~e II~I ....................................................................................................................................................................1.0 mg/I.
Total Recoverable LeKI .................................................................................................................................................................. 0.0816 mg/L.

If the average concentration for a gasameter is less than or equal to the value listed ~. Table M-4, then the permittee
is not requ:l~d to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter dtL.-d~g the fou_.-~ yea~ of the permit. ~, however,
the average concentration for a pe~.metsr is 8reatas ~an the cut-off concent~tion listed in Table M-~, then the pez’mittee
is requL-ed to conduct qua.~erly monitoring for that paz~meter du,-’ing the fourth yeas of permit coverage. Monitorin8
is not requJ~ed d~g the 5z~t, thLrd, and Bp,~ yeas of the permit. The exclusion from monitorb~g in the fou.~ year
of the permit is conditional on the facility maintaining industrial operations and BMPs that will ensure a quality
of storm water discharses consistent with the average concentrations recorded during the second yeas of the permit.
The schedule of monitoring is presented in Table M-5.

TABLE M--5.--~CHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................¯ Gonduct quarter~ monitor~ng.
¯ G~c,,[ata the average concentration for all parameters armyzed during this period.
¯If average concentration is greater ~ the value listed in Table M-4, then quarterly sam-

piing is ree~Jired during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is lesl than or equal to the value listed in Table M-4, then no fur-

ther semlNing is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Pem~it Coverage ............................. ¯ Concluct quarteW monlto~ng for any per¯meter where the average concentration in year 2

of the permit is greater than the value listed in Table M-4.
¯ If industrial activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm

water discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for ~ p~ram-
t̄ars of concern.

In cases where the average facilities that do, in fact,-have storm Such certification must be retained in
concentration of a parameter exceeds water discharges containing polhitants the storm water poliution prevention
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects at concentrations of concern. EPA has plan and submitted to EPA in lieu of
permittees to place special emphasis ondetermined that if materials and monitoring reports. The permittee is
methods for reducing the presence of activities are not exposed to storm waterrequired to complete any and all
those parameters in storm water at the site, then the potential for sampling until the exposure is
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in the pollutants to contaminate storm watereliminated. If the facility is reporting for
fourth year of the permit will reassess discharges does not warrant monitoring,a partial year, the permittee must
the effectiveness of the adjusted Therefore, a discharger is not subject specify the date exposure was
pollution prevention plan. to the monitoring requirements of this eliminated. If the permittee is certifying

EPA realizes that if a facility is Part provided the discharger makes a that a pollutant was present for part of
inactive and unstaffed it may be certification for a given out!all or on a the reporting period, nothing relieves
difficult to collect storm water dischargepollutsnt-by-pollutsnt basis, in lieu of the permittee from the responsibility to
samples when a qualifying event occurs,sampling described under Part sample that parameter up until the
Today’s final permit has been revised soVIII.M.6.a of this factsheet, under exposure was eliminated and it was
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can penalty of law, siRned in accordance determined that no significant materials
exercise a waiver of the requirement towith Part VII.G (Signatory remained. This certification is not to be
conduct quarterly chemical sampling. Requirements), that material handlingconfused with the low concentration

b. AJterna~ive Certi#cation. equipment or activities, raw materials,sampling waiver. The test for the
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has intermediate products, final products, application of this certification is
included monitorin8 requirements for waste materials, by-products, industrialwhether the poliutant is exposed, or can
facilities which the Agency believes machinery or operations, significant reasonably be expected to be present in
have the potential for conUdbuting materials from past industrial activity, the storm water discharge. If the facility
significant levals of pollutants to storm that are located in areas of the facilitydoes not and has not used a parameter,
water discharges. The alternative that are within the drainage area of theor if exposure is eliminated and no
certification described below is out/ell are not presently exposed to significant materials remain, then the
necessary to ensure that monitoring storm water and will not be exposed tofacility can exercise this certification.
requirements are only imposed on thosestorm water for the certification period.The Agency does not expect that
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reports required under paragraph (c)     effluent of one of such outfalls and EPA believes that this quick and
below. If the permittee cannot certify for report that the quantitative data also simple assessment will allow the
an entire period, they must submit the applies to the substantially identical permittee to approximate the
date exposure was eliminated and any ouffall{s} provided that the permittee effectiveness of his/her plan on a regular
monitoring required up until that date. includes in the storm water pollution basis at very little cost. Although the
This certification option is not prevention plan a description of the visual examination cannot assess the
applicable to compliance monitoring location of the outfalls and explains in chemical properties of the storm water
requirements associated with effluent detail why the outfalls are expected to discharged from the site, the
limitations. EPA does not expect discharge substantially identi~,al examination will provide meaningful
facilities to be able to exercise this effluent. In addition, for each outfall results upon which the facility may act
certification for indicator parameters, that the permittee believes is quickly. The frequency of this visual
such as TSS and BOD. representative, an estimate of the size of examination will also allow for timely

c. Reporting Requirements. Permitteesthe drainage area (in square feet} and anadjustments to be made to the plan. Ifare required to submit all monitoring estimate of the runoff coefficient of the BMPs are performing ineffectively,
results obtained during the second anddrainage area [e.g., low {under 40 corrective action must be implemented,.fourth year of permit coverage within 3percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orA set of tracking or follow-up
months of the conclusion of each year.high {above 65 percent}] shall be procedures must be used to ensure thai:For each ouffall, one signed Discharge provided in the plan. appropriate actions are taken inMonitoring Report form must be f. Quarterly Visual Examination of response to the inspections. The visualsubmitted to the Director per storm Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual examination is intended to beevent sampled. For facilities conductingexaminations of storm water discharges perforated by members of the pollutionmonitoring beyond the minimum from each ouffall are required. The prevention team. This hands-onquarterly requirements an additional examination must be of a grab sampleexamination will enhance the staff’sDischarge Monitoring Report Form mustcollected from each storm water ouffall,understanding of the storm waterbe filed for each analysis.

d. Sample Type. All discharge data The examination of storm water grab probleras on that site and effects on the
shall be reported for grab samples. All samples shall include any observationsmanagement practices that are included
such samples shall be collected from theof color, odor, clarity, floating solids, in the plan.

settled solids, suspended solids, foam, When a discharger is unable to collectdischarge resulting from a storm event oil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofsamples over the course of the visualthat is greater than 0.1 inches in
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 storm water pollution. The examinationexamination period as a result of
hours from the previously measurable must be conducted in a well lit area. Noadverse climatic conditions, the
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm analytical tests are required to be discharger must document the reason
event. The required 72-hour storm eventperformed on these samples. The for not performing the visual
interval is waived where the precedingexamination must be conducted at leastexamination and retain this
measurable storm event did not result inonce in each of the following periods: documentation on-site with the records
a measurable discharge from the facility.January through March; April through of the visual examination. Adverse
The required 72-hour storm event June; July through September; and weather conditions which may prohibit
interval may also be waived where theOctober through December. the collection of samples include
permittee documents that less than a 72-The examination must be made at weather conditions that create
hour interval is representative for local least once in each quarter of the permitdangerous conditions for personnel
storm events during the season when during daylight unless there is (such as local flooding, high winds,
sampling is being conducted. The grab insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to hurricane, tornadoes, electxicai storms,
sample shall be taken during the first 30generate runoff. Where practicable, theetc.} or otherwis,, make the collection of
minutes of the discharge. If the same individual should carry out the a samp].e impracticable {drought,
collection of a grab sample during the collection and examination of extended frozen conditions, etc.).
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabdischarges throughout the life of the g. Retention of Records
sample can be taken during the first permit to ensure the greatest degree of (1] The permittee shall retain records
hour of the discharge, and the consistency possible. Grab samples shallof all inspections and monitoring
discharger shall submit with the be collected within the first 30 minutesinformation, including certification
monitoring report a description of why (or as soon thereafter as practical, but reports, noncompliance reports,
a grab sample during the first 30 not to exceed 60 minutes) of when thecalibration and maintenance records
minutes was impracticable. If storm runoff begins discharging. Reports of theand all original strip chart recordings for
water discharges associated with visual examination include: the continuous monitoring instrumentation,
industrial activity commingle with examination date and time, examinationcopies of all reports, and supporting
process or nonprocess water, then personnel, visual quality of the storm data, re,quested by the permitting
where practicable permittees must water discharge, and probable sources of authorilry for at least 3 years after the
attempt to sample the storm water any observed storm water date of the sampling event or
discharge before it mixes with the non- contamination. The visual examination inspection.
storm water discharge, reports must be maintained onsite with O. Ston~ Water Discharges Associatede. Representative Discharge. When a the pollution prevention plan. With lndustn’al Activity From Steamfacility has two or more out.fails that, EPA realizes that if a facility is Electm’c Power Generating Facilities,based on a consideration of industrial inactive and unstaffed it may be Including Coal Handling Areasactivity, significant materials, and difficult to collect storm water discharge
management practices and activities samples when a qualifying event occurs.1. indm;trial Profile
within the area drained by the outfall, Today’s final permit has been revised so The conditions in this section apply
the permittee reasonably believes that inactive, unstaffed facilities can to storm water discharges from steam
discharge substantially identical exercise a waiver of the requirement toelectric power generating facilities. The
effluents, the permittee may test the conduct quarterly visual examination, steam electric power generating category.
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includes facilities which are coal, oil, sites; sites used for the application or energy. The steam leaving the turbinegas, or nuclear fired. Heat captured co-disposal of process wastewaters (as enters the third state, the condenser.generation facilities are not covered defined at 40 CFR Part 401); sites usedwhere it is condensed to water. Theunder the definition of storm water for the storage and maintenance of liberated heat is transferred to a coolingdischarge associated with industrial material handling equipment; sites usedmedium which is normally water.activity, however, dual fuel co- for residual treatment, storage, or Finally, the condensed steam isgeneration facilities are included in thedisposal; shipping and receiving areas; reiutzoduced into the boiler by a pumpdefinition. When an industrial facility, manufacturing buildings: storage areasto complete the cycle.described by the above coverage (including tank farms) for raw materials Features unique to coal-fired plants
provisions of this section, has industrialand imermediate and finished materials;include coal storage and preparation
activities being conducted onsite that and areas where industrial activity has /tr~a~spon, beneficiation, pulverization,meet the description(s) of industrial taken place in the past and significant d-ry~ing}, coal-fired boiler, ash handlingactivities in another section(s), that materials remain and are exposed to and disposal systems, and flue gasindustrial facility shall comply with any storm water" (40 CFR 122.26(b}{14}}. cleaning, and desulfurization.and all applicable monitoring and Common industrial activities at steam b. Significant Materials: Fossil Fuel
pollution prevention plan requirementselectric power generating facilities Powered Plants. The type of fuel {coal,
of the other section(s} in addition to all include the unloading, transport, and oil, gas, nuclear) used to fire power
applicable requirements in this section,storage of raw materials, and the plant boilers most directly influences
The monitoring and pollution disposal of waste materials, the number of waste streams. The
prevention plan terms and conditions of Significant materials include, "" ** influence comes principally from thethis multi-sector permit are additive forbut [are].not limited to: raw materials; effect of fuel on the volume of ash
industrial activities being conducted at fuels; materials such as solvents, generated. Stations using hea~w orthe same industrial facility (co-located detergents, and plastic pellets; finishedresidual oils generate fly ash ii~ lar~.le
industrial activities}. The operator of thematerials such as metallic products; quantities and may generate some
facility shall determine which other * * * hazardous substances designatedbottom ash. Stations which burn coal
monitoring and pollution prevention under Section 101{14) of CERCLA; anycreate both fly ash and bottom ash.
plan section{s) of this permit {if any} arechemical facilities required to report Bottom ash is the residue which
applicable to the facility, pursuant to Section 313 of Title HI of accumulates on the furnace bottom, and5term water discharges from coal SARA; fertilizers; pesticides: and wastefly ash is the lighter material which ispiles are eligible for coverage under thisproducts such as ashes, slag, and sludgecan-led over in the flue gas stream.
permit, where these discharges are notthat have the potential to be released c. Industn’al Activities: Nuclear
already subject to an existing NPDES with storm water discharges" (40 CFRPougered Plants. Nuclear power plants
permit. 122.26Co}{12}). Significant materials utilize a cycle similar to that used in

The production of electrical energy commonly found at steam electric fossil fueled power plants except thatalways involves the conversion of somepower generating facilities include: coal;the source of heat is atomic interactionsother form of energy. The two most diesel fuel; and waste materials, rather than the combustion of fossil fuel.important sources of energy which are Historically, steam electric power Water serves as both moderator andconverted to steam electric energy are generating facilities were categorized incoolant as it passes through the nuclearthe chemical energy of fossil fuels and accordance with the type of fuel they reactor core. In a pressurized waterthe atomic energy of nuclear fuels, burned. Recently, however, steam reactor, the heated water then passesCurrent uses of fossil fuels are based onelectric power generating facilities havethrough a separate heat exchangera combustion process, followed by modified their equipment to enable where steam is produced on thesteam generation to convert the heat them to use more than one fuel. secondary side. This steam, whichfirst into mechanical energy and then toPresented below are brief descriptionscontains radioactive materials, drivesconvert the mechanical energy into of the industrial activities and the turbines. In a boiling water reactor.electrical energy. Nuclear power plantssignificant materials associated with thesteam is generated directly in the reactorutilize a cycle similar to that used in production of steam electric power. Duecore and is then piped directly to thefossil fueled power plants except that to the increase in facilities burning turbine. This arrangement producesthe source of heat is atomic interactionsmultiple fuels the industrial activities some radioactivity in the steam andrather than the combustion of fossil fuel.and significant materials are discussedtherefore requires some shielding of theThe steam electric power generatingtogether. However, the industrial turbine and condenser.process for fossil fuel systems are activities and significant materials for d. Significant Materials: Nucleartypically enclosed and subject to nuclear powered facilities are discussedPowered Plants. Few if any significanteffluent limitations guidelines [40 Codeseparately. Unique practices are noted,materials are exposed to s~orm water atof Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 423], a. Industrial Activities: Fossil Fuel nuc]~ear powered steam electricas is coal pile runoff. However. the Powered Plants. Steam electric power facilities. Materials that are potentiallyunloading and transport of coal within generation can be divided into four exposed do not involve steam electricthe facility is subject to the conditions stages. In the first operation, fossil fuel generating equipment, raw materials, orset forth in this section of today’s (coal. oil, or natural gas) is burned in awaste products. The materials thatpermit. Likewise, the unloading and boiler furnace. The evolving heat is usedexposed to storm water are office wastesstorage areas for liquid fuels and to produce pressurized and superheatedand ground maintenance equipmem andchemicals are subject to the conditionssteam. This steam is conveyed to the tools.in this section of today’s permit, second stage, the turbine, where it gives
industrial activities occurring at steamenergy to the rotating blades and, in the2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges

electric power generating facilities thatprocess, loses pressure and increases inAssociated With Steam Electric Power
pertain to the storm water rule include,volume. The rotating blades of the Generating Facilities
..... but [are] not limited to, storm turbine act to drive an electric generator Stab-am electric generating facilities arewater discharges from industrial plant or alternator to convert the imparted subject to effluent limitations guidehnesyards; material handling sites: refuse mechanical energy into electrical that Limit the number and variety of
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industrial activities that are included inas illicit connections,92 spills, and otheraddition, because the industry has beenthe storm water program. Pollutants improperly dumped materials, may moving toward combined fuel
may be present in storm water as a increase the pollutant loadings genez~tUng facilities, the part 2 samplhug
result of outdoor activities associated discharged into waters of the United data was reviewed in the aggregate.
with steam electric power generating States. Table O-1 lists potential pollutant
facilities such as: material handling and Many of the part 2 group application source activities and related pollutant, s
transport operations; waste disposal; data submittals did not identify associated with steam electric power
and deposition of airborne particulate individual site characteristics or sourcesgenerating facilities. The primary and
matter. In addition, sources of of storm water pollutants which may belargest potential source of storm water

pollutants from fossil-fueled steampollutants other than storm water, suchresponsible for pollutant loadings. In electric generating facilities is ash rei~se
piles.

TABLE O-1 .--INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND POLLUTANTS FOR STEAM ELECTRIC POWER
GENERATING FACILITIES

Activity Pollutant source Pollutant
Above Ground Liquid Storage External corrosion and structural failure ....................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals, ammonia, chtonne, sulfuricTank. acid, sodium hydroxide, and other materials ~ing

stored.~nst~llation problems ........ : ............................................Fuel, oil, hea\n/ metals, ammonia, chlonne, sulfuric
acid, sodium hydroxide, and other materials being
stored.Spills due to operator error ........................................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals, ammonia, chlonne, sulfuric
acid, sodium hydroxide, and other materials being
stored.

Failure of piping systems ..............................................Fuel, oil, hea~/ metals, ammonia, chlorine, sulfunc
acid, sodium hydroxide, and other materials being
stored.Leaks or spills dudng pumping of liquids from barges, Fuel, oil, hea~/ metals, ammonia, chlorine, sulfunc

trucks, rail cars to a storage facility, acid, sodium hydroxide, and other materials being
stored.Vehicle and Equipment Main- Parts cleaning .................................................................Oil, heavy metals, chlonnated solvents, acid/alkalinetenance,                                                                wastes, ethylene glycol.

Spills of oil, degreasers, hydraulic fluids, transmission Oil, arsenic, heavy metals, organics, chlorinated sol-
fluid, radiator fluids, vents, ethylene glycol.

Fluids replacement ........................................................Oil, arsenic, heavy metals, organics, fuel.Fueling Operations ................... Spills & leaks during fuel delive~ ................................. Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
Spills caused by =topping off" fuel tanks ...................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
Leaking storage tanks ...................................................Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
Allowing rainfall on the fuel area or storm water to run Fuel, oil, heavy metals.onto the fuel area.

Coal Handling Areas ............... Fugitive dust ermasions from coal handling .................. Suspended solids, copper, iron, aluminum, nickel,
trace metals.

Spills during delivery .....................................................Suspended solids, copper, iron, aluminum, nickel, and
trace metals.

Offsite tracking of coal dust ..........................................Suspended solids, copper, iron, aluminum, nickel, and
trace metals.Ash Handling Areas, Ash Spills during t~ansfer of ash to landfills ......................... Suspended soiKIs, chromium, copper, iron, zinc, oilLanOfills. and grease, aluminum.Offsite tracking of ash ...................................................Suspended soii~ds, chromium, copper, iron, zinc, oil
and grease, aluminum.Scrapyards, Refuse Sites ....... Discarded material .........................................................Fuel, oils, heavy metals.

The ash composition from oil, on a vanadium, sodium, and sulfur, the oil was derived. The remainder isweight percent basis, is much lower Compounds containing these elements extraneous material resulting fromthan that of coal. Oil ash rarelv exceeds are found in almost every deposit in contact of the crude oil with rock0.3 percent of the input oil wl~ereas coal boilers fired by residual fuel oil and structures and salt brines or picked upash comprises from 3 to 30 percent of often constitute the major portion of during refining processes, storage, andthe coal. In general, the ash content these deposits. Oil ash, especially from transportation. Vanadium. iron, sodium,increases with increasing asphaltic plants using Venezuelan and certain nickel, and calcium in fuel oil areconstituents in which the sulfur acts Middle Eastern oil can contain
common in rock strata, but elementslargely as a bridge between aromatic significant amounts of nickel.

rings, including vanadium, nickel, zinc. and
Some of the ash-forming constituents copper are believed to come fromThe many elements which may in the crude oil had their origin in organic matter from which theappear in oil ash deposits include animal and vegetable matter from whichpetroleum was created.

~ Illicit connections are contributions of sanitary sewers, industrial facilities, commercial facilities is low vet it still may be applicable at someunpermitted non-storm water discharges to storm
establishments, or residential dwellings. The operations.sewers from any of a number of sources including
probability of illicit connections at steam eiectric
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The ash residue r~sulting from the correlation between arsenic, nickel, indicates storm water runoff high in
combustion of coal is primarily derivedzinc, copper, and selenium and total iron, manganese, and total dissolved
from the inorganic matter in the coal. suspended solids, whenever their valuesolid:s.~
The chemical composition of di-/ was 30 mg/L or less.94

Based on the similarities of the
bottom ash and fly ash are quite similar. The quality of storm water runoff facilities included in this sector in terms
The major constituents present in coalfrom coal handling areas is dependent
ash are silica, alumina, ferric oxide, on pH, as pH influences the release of of industrial activities and significant

calcium oxide, magnesium oxide, andtoxic and heavy metals. Suspended materials, EPA believes it is appropriate

minor amounts of sodium and solids levels result when storm water to discuss the potential pollutants at

potassium oxides. Other parameters suspends coal particulates. Most of thesteanl electric power generating
total dissolved solids concentrations arefacilities as a whole and not subdivide

which may be present include sulfur
trioxide, carbon, boron, phosphorus, a consequence of enhanced pyTitic this sector. Therefore, Table 0-2 lists

oxidation,                             data for selected parameters fromuranium, and thorium. The Storm water runoff from exposed facilities in the steam electric power
concentration differences can vary sources of coal tends to be of an acid generating sector. These data include
considerably from one site to another.93

nature, primarily as a result of the the eight pollutants that all facilities
When conducting their data analysis oxidation of iron sulfide in the presencewere required to monitor for under

for the~ 1980 Development Document,of oxygen and water.9~ The presence of Form 2F, as well as the pollutants ",hat
the U.S. Environmental Protection certain acidophilic, chemoautotrophicEPA has determined may merit further
Agency (EPA) found that there was no bacteria, and a pH of 2.0 to 4.5 generallymonitoring.

TABLE O--2.--STAT1STICS FOR SELECTED POI’LUTANTS REPORTED BY STEAMELECTRIC GENERATING FACILITIES
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

Sample type Gra~ Com~ Grab Co~o Gra~ Corn0 Grab Corn0 Gra~ Com~t Grai0 Co~ i Gram

BOD........................................
3~ ~

78 80 5.8 5.7 0.01 0.0 4,5.0 37.01 4.3 4.0i 20.3, 1,,.~ 38.41 29.5
3OD ........................................ 78 79 102.5 68.7 0.0~ 0.0 1410.0 540.0 32.5 39.0 332.81 188.3 739.81 333.6

0.41 4.341~litrate + Nitrite Nitrogen .........
~)

N/3"~A

78 79 5.47 0.73 0.00i 0.00 350.00 3.90 0.36 2.411 11.171 4.66
’Fot~ Kjeidahl Nitrogen ............ 78 80 2.36 1.90 0.00’ 0.00 22.30 19.1 1.20 0.99l 7.35 5.37’ 14.951 10.26
Z)il & Grease ........................... 3~ 90 N/A 1.4 N/A 0.O N/A 20.0 NVA 0.0 N/At 7.3 N/A: 19.5] N/A
.~H ............................................ 3~ NVAI 72 N/A N/A N/A 3.8 N/A 9.0 N/A 7.4 N/AI 8.9 NIA 9.7! N/A
Total Phosphorus .................... 3~ 33 77 80 0.81 0.65 0.00 0.001 6.00 7.20 0.30 0.281 3.56 2.62 9.27 6.45
Total Susp~ Solids .......... 3(; 33 78 79 504 208 0 0i 22790 5554 44

0.4~08

1561 967’ 6077 3292
Iron, Total ................................ 2(3 32 67 73 7.0 6.3 0.0 0.0i 67.0 191.0 1.8 1.4 34.7 19.9 117.0 58.~
Zinc, Total ............................... 14    17    33    38 0.300 0.250 0.000 0.0001 5.50~ 4.200 0.07        1,164 0.725 3.389 1.607

~A~:~ications ~’tat ted no( report the un~s Of measumm~lt f~" the ~ values Of ixWluta~ts were not included in ~ese statistics. Values r~x~t~l a~ non-detect ~ below detsc~x~ limit
were a..~urned to be O.

~Compo~t e s~mples.

3. Pollutant Control Measures Requiredor emulsion to be deposited beneath the4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Under Other EPA Programs. surface of the water or upon adjoining Plan Requirements

The Agency recognizes that other EPAshorelines. Guidelines for the The conditions that apply to steam
pregrams address pollution preventionpreparation and implementation of a electric power generating facilities are
at steam electric power generating Spill Prevention Control and based on the requirements set forth i.n
facilities. The Oil Pollution Prevention Countermeasure Plan can be found at 40the common permit conditions for storm
Program (40 CFR Part 112) has CFR 112.7. water discharges from industrial
established procedures to prevent the Under the Resource Conservation and activities discussed in today’s fact sheet.
discharge of oil from nontransportation Recovery Act {RCRA} specific The discussion that follows only
related onshore and offshore facilities, requirements have been established addresses conditions that differ from
This program requires owners or which address generators of hazardous those common conditions. There are no
operators of onshore and offshore wastes. Regulations have been addilLional pollution prevention
facilities to prepare a Spill Prevention developed which address the requ~iremants bevond the common
Control and Countermeasure Plan accumulation of hazardous waste onsite conditions for nuclear powered steam
(SPCC Plan} for their facility if they prior to transport to a hazardous waste electric generating facilities.
could reasonably be expected to a. Description of Pollutant Sources.
discharge oil, into or upon the navigabledisposal facility. These regulations Under the description of pollutant
waters of the United States or adjoiningaddress proper storage of hazardous soumes in the storm water pollution
shorelines, in quantities that violate wastes, emergency planning, and prevention plan requirements,
applicable water quality standards, or training personnel in proper handlingpermittees are required to include a site
cause a film or sheen upon or procedures for hazardous wastes, map of the facility. The areas requh’ed
discoloration of the surface of the water to be identified on the site map now
or adjoining shorelines or cause a sludge also :include the following: landfills,

~ EPA. Effluent Guidelines Division Guideline~ and Standards for the Steam Electric Point Source Category." September 1980. [EP?~ 440/
"Development Document for Effluent Limitations Point Source Category." September 1980. (EPA 44011-801029-b). Page 138.
Guidelines and Standards for the Sta~an Electric 1-801029-b}. Page 138. ~EPA. Effluent Guidelines Division.
Point Source Category." September 1980. (EPA 4401

~ EPA. Effluent Guidelines Division. "Development Document for Effluent Lhnitauons
I-~0/029-b}. Page 131.

~ EPA. Effluent Guidelines Division. "Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Steam Elecm’ic

"Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelinee and Standards for the Steam Elecu-ic Point Source Category." Septeml~r 1980. (EP,~ 440/
1--80/029-b). Page 138.
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treatment ponds, scrap yards, general (c) Use spill and overflow protection (b) Containment berms.
refuse areas, locations of short and long {drip pans, drip diapers, and/or other (8) The plan must describe measures
term storage of general materials, and containment devices shall be placed to reduce the potential for an oil or
the location of stock pile areas. EPA beneath fuel oil connectors to contain chemical spill, or reference the
believes this is appropriate since these any spillage that may occur during appropriate section of their SPCC plan.
axeas may potentially be significant deliveries or due to leaks at such At a minimum the structural integrity of
sources of pollutants to storm water. In connectors}, all above ground tanks, pipelines,
addition, the site map must also (4) Chemical Loading/Unloading pumps and other related equipment
indicate the outfall locations and the Areas. The plan must describe measuresshall be visually inspected on a weel~ly
types of discharges contained in the that prevent or minimize the basis. All repairs deemed necessary
drainage areas of the outfalls (e.g., stormcontamination of storm water runoff based on the findings of the inspections
water and air conditioner condensate}, from chemical loading/unloading areas,shall be completed immediately to
In order to increase the readability of At a minimum the permittee must reduce the incidence of spills and leaks
the map, the inventory of the typ~s of consider using the following measures occun’ing from such faulty equipmen~t.
discharges contained in each outfall or an equivalent: (9) Oil Bearing Equipment in
may be kept as an attachment to the site (a) Use containment curbs at chemicalSwitci~yards. The plan must describe
map. loading/unloading areas to contain measuras to reduce the potential for

b. Measures and Controls. Under the spills, storm water contamination from oil
description of measures and controls in (b) During dehverias station personnel bearing equipment in switchyard aree~s.
the storm water pollution prevention familiar with spill prevention and The fecility may consider level gradas
plan requirements, this section requires response procedures must be present to and gravel surfaces to retard flows and
that all areas that may contribute ensure that any leaks or spills are limit the spread of spills; collection of
pollutants to storm water discharges immediately contained and cleaned up.storm water runoff in perimeter ditches.
shall be maintained in a clean, orderly Where practicable chemical loading/ (10) Residue Hauling Velu’cles. All
manner. This section also requires that unloading areas should be covered, andresidue hauling vehicles shall be
the following 15 areas must be chemicals should be stored indoors, inspected for proper covering over th~,~
specifically addressed: (5) Miscellaneous Loading/Unloading load, adequate gate sealing and overall

(I) Fugitive Dust Emissions. The plan Areas. The plan must describe measuresintegrity of the body or container.
must describe measures that prevent orthat prevent or minimize the Vehicles without load covers or
minimize fugitive dust emissions from contamination of storm water runoff adequate gate sealing, or with poor body
coal handling areas. The permittee shallfrom loading and unloading areas. The or container conditions must be
consider establishing procedures to facility may consider covering the repaired as soon as practicable.
mimmize offsite tracking of coal dust. loading area, minimizing storm water (I 1 ) Ash Loading Areas. Plant
To prevent offsite tracking the facility runon to the loading area by grading, procedures shall be established to
may consider specially designed tires, berming, or curbing the area around thereduce and/or control the tracking of
or washing vehicles in a designated arealoading area to direct storm water awayash or residue from ash loading areas
before they leave the site, and from the area, or locate the loading/ including, where practicable,
controlling the wash water, unloading equipment and vehicles so requirements to clear the ash building

(2) Deh’very Vehicles. The plan must that leaks can be controlled in existing floor and immediately adjacent
describe measures that prevent or containment and flow diversion roadways of spillage, debris and excess
minimize contamination of storm watersystems, water before each loaded vehicle
runoff from delivery vehicles arriving (6) Liquid Storage Tanks. The plan departs.
on the plant site. At a minimum the must describe measures that prevent or (12) Areas Adjacent to Disposal Ponds
permittee should consider the minimize contamination of storm water or Lan.clfllls. The plan must describe
following: runoff from above ground liquid storagemeasures that prevent or minimize

(a) Develop procedures for the tanks. At a minimum the facility contaznination of storm water runoff
inspection of delivery vehicles arriving operator must consider employing the from areas adjacent to disposal ponds or

following measures or an equivalent: landfiiLls. The facility must developon the plant site, and ensure overall
(a) Use protective guards around procedures to:integrity of the body or container, tanks. (a) Reduce ash residue which may be(b) Develop procedures to control (b) Use containment curbs, tracked on to access roads traveled byleakage or spillage from vehicles or (c) Use spill and overflow protection residue trucks or residue handlingcontainers, and ensure that proper {drip pans, drip diapers, and/or other vehicles.protective measures are available for containment devices shall be placed (b) Reduce ash residue on exit roadspersonnel and environment, beneath chemical connectors to containleading into and out of residue handling(3) Fuel Oil Unloading Areas. The any spillage that may occur during areas.plan must describe measures that deliveries or due to leaks at such (13) Landfills, Scrapyards, andprevent or minimize contamination of connectors). C-enenzl Be~use Sites. The plan muststorm water runoff from fuel off (d) Use dry cleanup methods, address landfills, scrapyards, andunloading areas. At a minimum the (7) Large Bulk FuelStorage Tanks. general refuse sites. The permittee isfacility operator must consider using theThe plan must describe measures that referred to Parts X~.L. and XI.N. offollowing measures or an equivalent: prevent or minimize contamination of today’s permit {Storm Water Discharges

(a) Use containment curbs in storm water runoff from liquid sto.rage From Landfills and Land Applicationunloading areas, tanks. At a minimum the facility Sites and Scrap and Waste Material(b) During deliveries station personneloperator must consider employing the Processing and Recycling Facilities,familiar with spill prevention and following measures or an equivalent: respectively) for applicable Bestresponse procedures must be present to (a) Comply with applicable State andManagement Practices.ensure that any leaks or spills are Federal laws, including Spill Prevention (14)Maintenance Activities. Forimmediately contained and cleaned up.Control and Countermeasures {SPCC) vehicle maintenance activities
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~erformed on the plant site, the          up procedures shall be used to ensurepermit is to address the presence of
permittee shall consider the applicablethat appropriate actions are taken in pollutants that are associated with the
Best Management Practices outlined inresponse to the inspections. Records ofindustrial activities identified in this
Part XI.P. of today’s permit (Storm inspections shall be maintained onsite,definition and that might be found
Water Discharges From Vehicle The purpose of the inspections is :o storm water discharges. Under the
Maintenance or Equipment Cleaning check on the implementation of the methodolog~ for determining analytical
Operations at Motor Freight storm water pollution prevention plan. monitoring requirements, described :in
Transportation Facilities, Passenger The inspections allow facility personnelsection VI.E.1 of this fact sheet, zinc is
Transportation Facilities, Petroleum to monitor the success or failure of above the bench mark concentrations for
BuLk Oil Stations and Terminals, or theelements of theplan on a regular basis,the steam electric generating facilities
United States Postal Service). d. Employee Training. Steam electricsector. After a review of the nature of

(15) Material Storage Areas. The planpower generating facilities are required industrial activities and the significant
must describe measures that prevent orto identify periodic training dates in thematerials exposed to storm water
minimize contamination of storm waterpollution prevention plan, but in all described by facilities in this sector,
from material storage areas (includingcases training must be held at least EPA has determined that the higher
areas used for temporary storage of annually. EPA believes that such a concentrations of zinc are not likely to
miscellaneous products and frequency is necessary due to the manybe caused by the industrial activity, but
construction materials stored in lay areas with a high potential for may be primarily due to non-industrial
down areas). The facility operator may contamination of storm water, activities on-site. Today’s permit does
consider fiat yard grades, runoff 5. Numeric Effluent Limitations not require steam electric generating
collection in graded swales or ditches, facilities to conduct analytical
erosion protection measures at steep Coal pile runoff is subject to the monitoring for this parameter.
outfall sites (e.g., concrete chutes, effluent guidelines described in Part V.BAt a minimum, storm water
r~prap, stilling basins), covering lay of today’s permit. However, steam discharges from steam electric power
down areas, storing the materials electric generating facilities must generating facilities must be monitored
indoors, covering the material with a comply with the requirement of Part V.Bqua~:erly during the second year of
temporary covering made of immediately upon permit issuance, permit coverage. Samples must be
polyethylene, polyurethane, Steam electric generating facilities arecollected at least once in each of the
polypropylene, or hypalon. Storm water not permitted to take 3 years to meet following periods: January through
runon may be minimized by this requirement. March; April through June: July through
constructing an enclosure or building a6. Monitoring and Reporting September; and October through
berrn around the area. December. At the end of the second year

Based on information provided in partRequirements
of permit coverage, a facility must

1 of the group application process, the a. Analytical Monitoring calculate the average concentration for
management practices applicable to thel~equirements. EPA believes that steameach parameter listed in Table 0-3. If
15 areas listed above are commonly electric power generating facilities maythe permittee collects more than four
used at many steam electric power reduce the level of pollutants in storm samples in this period, then they must
generating facilities. EPA believes thatwater runoff from their sites through thecalm~late an average concentration fgr
the incorporation of management development and proper each pollutant of concern for all
practices to accomplish the objectives implementation of the storm water samples analyzed.
described above, in coniunction with pollution prevention plan requirements
the baseline requirements, will discussed in today’s permit. In order to TABLE O--3.---MONITORING REQUIRE-
substantially reduce the potential for provide a tool for evaluating the M[:NTS FOR STEAM ELECTRIC
these activities and areas to significantlyeffectiveness of the pollution prevention POWER GENERATING FACILITIES
contribute to the pollution of storm plan and to characterize the discharge
water discharges. EPA believes that for potential environmental impacts, the C~t-Off co~c~ra-
these requirements provide the permit requires steam electric power Pollutant of concern tion
necessary flexibility to address the generating facilities to collect and
variable risk for pollutants in storm analyze samples of their storm water Tota~ Recoverable Iron ... 1.0 mgiL
water discharges associated with discharges for the pollutant listed in
different facilities. Table 0-3. The pollutant listed in Table If lrhe average concentration for a

(c) Inspections. Under the inspection 0-3 was found to be above levels of parameter is less than or equal to the
requirements of the storm water concern for a significant portion of value hsted in Table O-3, then the
pollution prevention plan elements, thissteam electric power generating permittee is not required to conduct
section requires that in addition to the facilities that submitted quantitative quantitative analysis for that parameter
comprehensive site evaluation requireddata in the group application process, during the fourth year of the permit. If,
under Part VIII.C.4. of today’s permit, Because this pollutant has been reportedhowever, the average concentration for
qualified facility personnel shall be at or above levels of concern from steama parameter is greater than the cut-~ff
identified to inspect designated electric power generating facilities, EPAconcentration listed in Table 0-3,
equipment and areas of the facility on is requiring monitoring after the the permittee is required to conduct
a monthly basis. The following areas pollution prevention plan has been quarterly monitoring for that parameter
shall be included in the inspection: coalimplemented to assess the effectivenessduring the fourth year of permit
handling areas, fueling areas, loading/of the pollution prevention plan and to coverage. Monitoring is not required
unloading areas, switchyards, bulk help ensure that a reduction of during the first, third, and fifth year of
storage areas, ash handling areas, areaspollutants is realized, the permit. The exclusion from
adjacent to disposal ponds and landfills,Under the Storm Water Regulations atmonitoring in the fourth year of the
maintenance areas, liquid storage tanks40 CFR 122.26(b}(14), EPA defined permit is conditional on the facility
and long term and short term material "storm water discharge associated withmaintaining industrial operations and
storage areas. A set of tracking or follow-industrial activity". The focus of today’sBMPs that will ensure a quality of storm
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water discharges consistent with the     average concentrations recorded during
the second year of the permit.

TABLE O-5.~chedule of Monitoring

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ........................ ¯ conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed dunng this period.
¯ if average concentration is greater than the value liste~l in Table O--3, then quarterly samp,=ing

is required during the fourth year o! the permit.
¯ if average concentration is less than or equal to the value listed in Table 0-3, then no further

sampling is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ......................... ¯ conduct quarterly monitonng for any parameter where the average concentration in year two of

the permit is greater than the value listed in Table 0-3.
¯ if indus~al activities or the pollution prevention plan i~lve been altered such that storm water

discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly moni~’ing is recfuired for all parameters of

In cases where the average storm water discharges does not warrant requirements an additional Discharge
concentration of a parameter exceeds monitoring. Monitoring Report Form must be filed.
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects Therefore, a discharger is not subject for each analysis.
permittees to place special emphasis on to the monitoring requirements of this d. Samp]e Type. All discharge data
methods for reducing the presence of Part provided the discharger makes a shall he reported for grab samples. Ai
those parameters in storm water certification for a given outfall, or on a such samples shall be collected ~rom the
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in the pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of disch~e resulting from a storm event
fourth year of the permit will reassess the monitoring reports required under that is greater than 0.I inches in
the effectiveness of the adjusted paragraph c. below, under penalty of magnitude and that occurs at least 72
pollution prevention plan. law, signed in accordance with Part hours from the previously measurable,

The monitoring cut off concentrations VII.G. {Signatory Requirements}, that (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm
listed in Table 0-3 are not numerical material handling equipment or event. The requ~ed 72-hour storm ewmt
effluent limitations. These values activities, raw materials, intermediate interval is waived where the preceding
represent a level of pollutant discharge products, final products, waste measuxable storm event did not result in
which facilities may achieve through materials, by-products, industrial a measurable discharge from the facility.
the implementation of pollution machinery or operations, significant The required 72-hour storm event
prevention plans. At least half of the materials from past industrial activity interval may also be waived where the

facilities which submitted Part 2 data, that are located in areas of the facility permittee documents that less than a ’72-
reported concentrations greater than or that are within the drainage area of the hour interval is representative for local
equal to the values listed in Table 0-3. outfall are not presently exposed to storm events during the season when
Facilities which achieve average storm water and will not be exposed to sampling is being conducted. The grab
discharge concentrations which are less storm water for the certification period, sample shall be taken during the first
than or equal to the values in Table 0- Such certification must be retained in thirty minutes of the discharge. If the
3 are not relieved from the pollution the storm water pollution prevention collection of a grab sample dunng the
prevention plan requirements or any plan, and submitted to EPA in first ~drty minutes is impracticable, a
other requirements of the permit, accordance with Part VI.C. of this grab s~nple can be taken during the ~h’st

permit. In the case of certifying that a hour of the discharge, and the
EPA realizes that if a facility is pollutant is not present, the permittee dischm’ger shall submit with the

inactive and unstaffed it may be must submit the certification along with monitoring report a description of why
difficult to collect storm water discharge the monitoring reports required under a grab sample during the first thirty
samples when a qualifying event occurs, paragraph c. below. If the permittee minutes was impracticable.
Today’s final permit has been revised so cannot certify for an entire period, they If storm water discharges associated
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can must submit the date exposure was with industrial activity commingle w:ith
exercise a waiver of the requirement to eliminated and any monitoring required process or non-process water, then
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, up until that date. This certification where practicable permittees must

b. Alternative Cenificatmn. option is not applicable to compliance attempt to sample the storm water
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has monitoring requirements associated disch~L,3e before it mixes with the non-
included monitoring requirements for with effluent limitations. EPA does not storm water discharge.
facilities which the Agency. believes expect facilities to be able to exercise e. Bepresen~at~ve Discharge. When a
have the potential for contributing this certification for indicator facility has two or more outfalls that,
significant levels of pollutants to storm parameters, such as TSS and BeD. based on a consideration of industriaJ
water discharges. The alternative c, ReportJ’ng Requirements. Permittees activity, significant materials, and
described below is necessarv to ensure are required to submit all monitoring management practices and activities
that monitoring requirements are only results obtained during the second and withia the area drained bv the outfall,
imposed on those facilities which do, in fourth year of permit coverage within the permittee reasonably ~elieves
fact. have storm water discharges three months of the conclusion of each disch~urge substantially identical
containing pollutants at concentrations year. For each outfall, one signed effluents, the permittee may test the
of concern. EPA has determined that if Discharge Monitoring Report form must effluent of one of such outfalls and
materials and activities are not exposed be submitted to the Director per storm report that the quantitative data also
to storm water at the site then the event sampled. For facilities conducting applies to the substantially identical
potential for pollutants to contaminate monitoring beyond the minimum outfalls provided that the permittee
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includes in the storm water pollution electric generating facilities. The of the visual examinations. Adverse
prevention plan a description of the examination must be of a grab sample weather conditions which may prohibit
location of the outfalls and explaining collected from each storm water outfall,the collection of samples include
in detail why the outfalls are expected The examination of storm water grab weather conditions that create
to discharge substantially identical samples shall include any observationsdangerous conditions for personnel
effluent. In addition, for each outfall of color, odor, clarity, floating solids. (such as local flooding, high winds.
that the permittee believes is settled solids, suspended solids, foam,hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
representative, an estimate of the size ofoil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofetc.) or otherwise make the collect.ion of
the drainage area (in square feet) and anstorm water pollution. The examinationa sample impracticable (drought.
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the must be conducted in a well lit area. Noextended frozen conditions, etc.).
drainage area (e.8., low (under 40 analytical tests are required to be EPA realizes that if a facili~ ispercent), medium (40 to 65 percent) or performed on these samples, inactive and unstaffed it may be
high (above 65 percent)) shall be The examination must be made at difflcuzlt to collect storm water dischargeprovided in the plan. least once in each quarter of the permit samples when a quali .fTing event occurs.f. Compliance Monitoring during daylight unless there is
Requirements. Today’s permit requires insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to Today’s final permit has been revised so
permittees with coal pile runoff runoff. Where practicable, the same that inactive, unstaffed facilities can
associated with steam electric power individual should carry out the exercise a waiver of the requirement to
generation to monitor for the presence collection and examination of conduct quarterly visual examination.
of total suspended solids and pH at leastdischarges throughout the life of the P. Storm Water Discharges Associated
annually. These monitoring permit to ensure the greatest degree of With [ndustn’oJ Activity From Motor
requirements are necessary to evaluate consistency possible. Grab samples shallFreight Transt~ortation Facilities,
compliance with the numeric effluent be collected within the first 30 minutes Passenger Transportation Facilities,
limitation imposed on these discharges.(or as soon thereafter as practical, but Petroleum Bulk Oil Stations and
Monitoring shall be performed upon a not to exceed 60 minutes) of when theTerrm’nals, Rail Transportation
minimum of one grab sample. All runoff begins discharging. Reports of theFacilities, and United States Postal
samples shall be collected from the visual examination include: the Service Transportation Facilities
discharge resulting from a storm event examination date and time, examination

1. Discharges Covered Under Thisthat is greater than 0.1 inches in persOnnel, visual quality of the storm
magnitude and that occum at least 72 water discharge, and probable sources ofSection
hours from the previously measurable any observed storm water Special conditions have been(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm contamination. The visual examinationdeveloped for ground transportationevent. The grab sample shall be taken reports must be maintained onsite with facilities and rail transportation
during the first 30 minutes of the the pollution prevention plan. facilities that have vehicle anddischarge. If the collection of a grab EPA believes that this quick and equipment maintenance shops {vehiclesample during the first 30 minutes is simple assessment will allow the and equipment rehabilitation.
impracticable, a grab sample can be permittee to approximate the mechanical repairs, painting, fuehngtaken during the first hour of the effectiveness of his/her plan on a regularand lubrication) and equipmentdischarge, and the discharger shall basis at very little cost. Although the cleaning operations. Vehicle andsubmit with the monitoring report a visual examination cannot assess the equipment maintenance is a broad termdescription of why a grab sample duringchemical properties of the storm water used to include the following activities:the first 30 minutes was impracticable, discharged from the site, the vehic][e and equipment fluid changes,Monitoring results shall be submitted onexamination will provide meaningful mechanical repairs, parts cleaning,Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) results upon which the facility may act
postmarked no later than the last day of quickly. The frequency of this visual sanding, refinishing, painting, fueling,
the month following collection of the examination will also allow for timely locon~totive sanding (loading sand for
sample. For each outfall, one Dischargeadiustments to be made to the plan. If traction}, storage of vehicles and
Monitoring Report from must be BMPs are performing ineffectively, equipment waiting for repair or
submitted per storm event sampled, corrective action must be implemented,maintenance, and storage of the related

materials and waste materials, such asFacilities which discharge through a A set of tracking or follow-up
large or medium municipal separate procedures must be used to ensure thatoil, fuel, batteries, tires, or oil filters.
storm sewer system (systems serving a appropriate actions are taken in Equipment cleaning operations include
population of 100,000 or more) must response to the examinations. The areas where the following types of
also submit signed copies of discharge visual examination is intended to be activi~ies take place: vehicle exterior
monitoring reports to the operator of theperformed by members of the pollutionwash down, interior trailer washouts,
municipal separate storm sewer system,prevention team. This hands on tank washouts, and rinsing of transfer
Alternative Certification provisions examination will enhance the staJ~s equipment. Any storm water discharges
described in Section XI.O.5 do not understanding of the storm water from facilities where such activities take
apply to facilities subject to complianceproblems on that site and effects on theplace are subiect to the special
monitoring requirements in this section, management practices that are includedconditions described in Part XI.P. of
Compliance monitoring is required at in the plan. today’s permit.
least annually for discharges subject to When a discharger is unable to collectThe. conditions in this section apply
effluent limitations. Therefore, EPA samples over the course of the visual to storm water discharges from venic~e
cannot permit a facility to waive examination period as a result of and equipment maintenance shops or
compliance monitoring, adverse climatic conditions, the cleamng operations located on any of

g. Quarterly Visual Exarrunation of discharger must document the reason the industrial facilities covered under
Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual for not performing the visual the storm water apphcation regulations
examinations of storm water dischargesexamination and retain this (40 CI:R 122.26) and applying for
from each out.fall are required at steam documentation onsite with the records coverage under this pernnt.
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As background, the storm water railroad line-haul operation, interurbanstorage facilities (SIC code 5171) are
application regulations define storm railways, beltline railroads, logging also covered under this sector.
water discharge associated with railroads, railroad terminals, and When an industrial facility, described
industrial activity at 40 CFR stations operated by railroad terminal by the above coverage provisions of tJ~is
122.26(b)(14). Category (viii) of this companies, section, has industrial activities being
definition includes transportation Facilities primarily engaged in conducted onsite that meet the
facilities classified as Standard furnishing local and suburban descri.ption(s) of industrial activities in
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 40,transportation (SIC code 41), such as another section(s), that industrial
41, 42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, andthose providing transportation in and facility shall comply with any and
5171 that have vehicle and equipmentaround a municipality by bus. rail. or applicable monitoring and pollution
maintenance shops, equipment cleaningsubway are also covered under this prevention plan requirements of the
operations, or airport deicing section. Examples include: bus line other section(s) in addition to all
operations. The category further states operation, airport transportation serviceapplicable requn’ements in this section.
that only those portions of the facility (road or rail), cable car operation. The monitoring and pollution
that are either involved in vehicle and subway operation, ambulance service,
equipment maintenance (including sightseeing buses, van pool operation,prevention plan terms and conditions of

vehicle and equipment rehabilitation, limousine rental with drivers, taxicab this multi-sector permit are additive for

mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, operation, and school buses not industrial activities being conducted at

operated bv the educational institution, the seine industrial facility (co-locatedand lubrication), equipment cleaning In addition, facilities providing local industrial activities). The operator of the
operations, or airport deicing operationsor long-distance trucking, transfer, and/facility shall determine which other
are associated with industrial activity, or storag~ services (SIC code 42) are moni~:oring and pollution prevention
The facilities that would potentially be included in this sector. The following plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are
covered by this section of today’s permitare examples of such facilities: haulingapplicable to the facihty.
are transportation facilities (commonly by dump truck, trucking timber, 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Waterassigned SIC codes 40, 41, 42, 43, andcontract mail carriers, furniture moving,Discharges From Vehicle and5171). garbage collection without disposal, Equipment Maintenance and Clean~.g

This sector includes facilities over-the-road trucking, long distance Operations
primarily engaged in furnishing trucking, and freight trucking terminal.
transportation by line-haul railroad, and All establishments of the United The following table lists poten~al
switching and terminal establishmentsStates Postal Service (SIC code 43) andpollutant source activities that
(SIC code 40). The following are establishments engaged in the wholesalecommonly take place at vehicle and
examples of these types of facilities: distribution of crude petroleum and equipment maintenance and equipment
electric railroad line-haul operation, petroleum products from bulk liquid cleaning operations.

TABLE P-1 .--POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCE ACTIVITIES AT VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT
CLEANING OPERATIONS

Aclh’ity                          Pollutant source Pollutant

Fueling .....................................Spills and leaks during fuel deliver~ ........................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
Spills canead by "topping off’ fuel tanks ...................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
RainteJl f~lling on the fue~ are~ or storm water running Fuel, oil, heavy metaJs.

Hosing or washing down fuel area ............................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
Leaking storage tanks ................................................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals.

Vehicle and equipment main- Pluls cleaning ................................................................Chlorinated =31vents, oil, heavy metals, aci~/aikaiine

Waste dis!~osal of greasy rags, oil filters, air filters, Oil, heavy metals, c~lonnated solvents, acid/alkaline
patter~as, hydraulic fluids, transmission fluid, radiator wastes, et~./lene glycol.
fluids, ~graasers.

Spills of oil, degraasers, hydraulic fluids, transmission Oil, arsenic, heavy metais, organics, chlonnated sol-
fluid, n~iator fluk:~s, vents, sthylene glycol.

Fluk:ls replacement, including oil, hydraulic fluids, Oil, arsenic, heavy metals, organics, chlonnateO sol-
transmission fluid, rao~tor fluids, vents, ett~lena glycol.

Out~r vehicle an~ equip- Leaking vehicle fluids including hydraulic lines and ra- Oil, hydraulic fluids, arsenic, heavy metals, organics,
rnent storage ar~ parking, dlstom, leaking or improperly maintained locomotive fuel.

on-tx~ drip collection systems, brake dust..
Painting areas ......................... Paint and paint thinner spills ......................................... Paint, spant chlorinateO solvents, heavy metaJs.

Spray paling ...............................................................Paint solids, heavy metals.
SarOng or paint stripping .............................................DusL paint soik:ls, heavy metals.
Paint clean-up ...............................................................Paint, spent c~lorinate~ solvents, heavy metals.

Rallroed locomotive sanding ... Loading traction sand on locomotives .......................... Sediment.
Vehicte or equipment washing Washing or steam cleaning ........................................... Oil, Oeterger~-~, heavy metals, chlorinate~ solvents,

areas, pt~spllorus, salts, suspenOeO soliOs.
Liquid storage in atx~e Extarn~ corrosion anO stnJctural failure ....................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals, materials being stored.

gmun0 storage.
Installation prob~ms .....................................................Fuel, oil, heavy metals, materials being store~L
Spills ~ overfills due to operator error ....................... Fuel, oil, heavy metals, rnatenals being store0.
Failure of piping systems (pipes, purnpa, flanges, cou- Fuel, oil. heavy metals, matenals being store0

piings, hoses, ar~l valves).
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TABLE P-1.--POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCE ACTIVITIES AT VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT
CLEANING OPERATIONS--Continued

Activity Pollutant source Pollutant

Leaks or spills during pumping of liquids from barges, Fuel, oil, heavy metals, materials being stored.
trucks, or rail cars to a storage facility.

Cold weather activities ............ Salt application ..............................................................Sodium chloride.
Dirt/ash al:)plicatJon ........................................................Suspended solids, heaw/metals

im~)ro!3er connections to storm Process wastewater ......................................................Dependent on operations.
sewer.

Sanitary water ...............................................................Bacteria, bioc:hemical oxygen demand (BOOt, sus-
pended solids.

Floor drains ...................................................................Oil, heavy me~,’~ls, chlorinated solvents, fuel, et~y=~ene
glycol.

Vehicle washwaters .......................................................Oil, detergent:s, metals, chlorinated solvents, pl~os-
phorus, suspended solids.

Radiator flushing wastewater ........................................ Ethylene glycol.
Leaky underground storage tanks ................................ Materials stored or previously stored.

Sources: EPA, Office of Research and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention---The Automotive Refinishing incustry."
EPA/625/7-911016.

EPA, Office of Research and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Preventior~--The Automotive Repair Industry." EPA/625;7-91/
013.

EPA, Office of Research and Development. May 1992. "Facility Pollution Prevention Guide." EPhJ600/R-92/088.
EPA, Office of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities--Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and I:~est

Management Practices." EPA 832-R-92-006.
U.S. Postal Service. May 1992. "NPDES/Storm Water Guide." AS.-554.

Based on the wide variety of determine monitoring requirements. Asbulk stations and terminals. The tables
industrial activities and significant a result, this sector has been divided below include data for the eight
materials at the facilities included in into the following subsectors: railroad pollul:ants that all facilities were
this sector, EPA believes it is transportation: local and highway required to momtor for under Form 2F.
appropriate to divide the la~d passenger transportation; motor fl’eight The tables also list those parameters ’~at
transportation industry into subsectors transportation and warehousing; UnitedEPA has determined may merit furth,gr
to properly analyze sampling data and States Postal Service; and petroleum monitoring.

TABLE P-2.-.-STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY RAILROADTRANSPORTATION FACILITIES SUBMITTING
PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

~ # of F~It~ # of Sall~ ~ Minimum Minimum M~Kliln ~ I=~’(~’ttJle ~th

BOD~ ........................................... 100 ~ 141 1~ 17.3 9.6 0.0 0.0 310.0 155.0 7.0 6.0 51.8 26.8 102.8    44.8
CO{:) ............................................ 10~ ~ 14~ 124 3~0.0 179.6 0.0 0.0 11800 ~470.0 145.0 8~.0 879~ 475.3 1848.1
NiVitl ÷ Nitrite ~ ............. 103 ~ 144 124 1.57 1.32 0.00 0.00 19.5~ 19.00 0.~2 0.78 5.66 3.68 12.01    8.76
TOfll Kj~dllll N/t~OOIn ................ 103 8~ 144 124 4.35 3.00 0.00 0.00 72.00 58.00 t.90 1.50 13.8~ 8.79 29.13 17.39
Oil & Gristle ................................ 104 N/A 1~4 N/A 33.7 N/A 0.0 N/A 334~.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 46.92 N/A 140.26
~ .............................................. 95 N/A 133 N/A N/A N/A 3.6 N/A 10.2 N/A 7.3 N/A 8.2 N/A 10.2
TOf~ Phol~ ......................... 103 8~ 1~4 124 2.85 1.02 0.00 0.00 180.00 23.00 0.55 0.44 7.05 3.51 19.63 8.19
Totll Su~ Solid8 ............... 103 8~ 144 124 474 221 0 0 4680 2620 176 77 2717 1000

I 93~7I..e~:l. TOf~I ................................... 3 4     4 e 0.086 0.(~18 0.042 0.012 0.13~ 0.070 0.09 0.06 0~ 0.151 0.313 0.268
Zinc. To~l .................................. 3 4 3 5 0.4871 0.337 0.144; 0.160 0.92~ 0.510 0.443 0.28 1.75~ 0.704 3.341    0.995

, A~x:atm~ ~ did not ~ the unlt~ of me~li~etnent lot me reoo~l~ va~uel of pofiutin~ were not inc~ude~ in the.~e statisl~c~. Values reOotte~ as non-detect o~ below Oetect~o{t
~meO to i~e 0.

TABLE P-3.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER
TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DA’rA~ (mg/L)

# of FIl~ditie= # Of ~ ~ l~inlmum M~ximum Median I 95th Petclmtile 99th
Pollutant.
Sat~w*e

Grao Comp. ~ Gtae Comg Grab Comp Gta~ Com!~ Gtm~ Comp Grab Com~ Gra~ i Comp

BOD~ .....................................................................46 45 50 5~J 15.9 12.3 0.0 0,0 235.3 104.8 S.5 6.3 46.4 41.3 91.6 85.4
COD ..................................................................... 47] 45 51 5~ 51.4 39.2 0.0 0.0 376.0 216.0 18.5 18.4 ! 186.2 123.8 41!.4 ;:28.8
Nit.re + Nit.re Nitrogen ........................................ 461 43 50 48 14.39’ 7.86 0.00 0.10 ~81.4~ 104.0(: 1.791 1.30l 66.44 28.71 265.351 96.75To~i==,,,,,~, .........................................,~, = 49 ,9 44 2.370.00:0.= 81~ 15.7,

18:0~1~0,11.~ 8~1 ~,.,2! 16.~
Oil & Gre~e ..........................................................531 N/A 591 N/A 47.1 N/A 0.0 N]A 771.0 N/A N/A 183.0 N/A 621.6 P~JA

Total Pho~ .................................................. 47j 45 50 0.92: 0.65 0.00: 0.00 7.5~ 7.00    .33 0.33 3.443 2.32l 820
To(Ill Su~ Soli~ .........................................

461 4~ 51 24~ 134 0 0 23~0 7 41 1319 725 4590 2."197

,,a~ofi~tlons thai ~ no( relx~t the unlt~ of me~urel~nt for tt~ re~teO values of Ix~llutants were no{ incluOe~ in these statlSllc& VaJiues relx~teO as noe-O~ect o~ Oelow oeteCtlO~ m’lr~ were
a,&tume~ to be 0.

,, Coml~o~e
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TABLE P-4.mSTAT1STICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY MOTOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION AND
WAREHOUSING FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART 11 SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

OI Fi:gities ~ Of Sam- ~           Minimum I~l~ffIuf~ ~it ~ ~l~lfl~ ~J~ ~=~l’Cl~1111e

BOD~ ................................................... 185 138 237 212 1~.5 9.1 ,0.0 0.0 510.0 66.0 7.0 5.5 4~.9 27.4 10~.2 49.5
COD ................................................... 18~ 159 242 210 14~.1 82.0 i 0.0 0.0 1800.0 600.0 79.0 50.5 475.6 253.6 968.6 47�.L8
Nitrite + Nitrite Nitlx~Oen ..................... 17{J 159 234 210 1.47 1.30 I 0.00 0.00 90.80 60.50 0.61 0.49 3.86 3.63 8.2! 8.16
Totl KietO~J~l Nitro~ ........................ 185 169 242 211 2.25 1.46 I 0.(XI 0.00 24.00 15.00 1.40 1.10 6.73 4.23 12.70 T.39
Oil & Gre~e ....................................... 185 N/A 245 N/A !4.0 N/A ~ 0.0 N/A 1340.0 I~A 2.8 N/A 37.8 N/A 95.1 NJA
pH ....................................................... 1611 N/A 215 N/A N/A N/A I 2.6 N/A 9.5 N/A 7.3 N/A 9.6 N/A I~
Tot~ P~oru= ................................ 1841 157 238 208 1.38 0.61 0.00 0.00 37.40 6.80 0.32 0.29 3.64 2.16 9.30 ~..72
To~a~ Su={~ Solidi ..................... 1851 138 242 210 466 3~0 0 0 4700 20900 169 90 2638 1448 9012
Zinc. To~al .......................................... 5 7 5 0.294 0.15g 0.031 0.020 1.100 0.370 0.17 0.08 1.111 0.6~0~ 2.434    1.49(

, ACOacat~on$ tt~t ~ nct r~ the un~ of m~rame~t for ~ repollecl value= of poautants were not inciuded in ~ele stat~tic~ Value= reportecl a= non..de~ or ~ Oetect~on lim~ wore
a~Jme0 to be 0.

TABLE P-5.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE FACILITIES
SUBMrrrlNG PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

# of Fac=litie~I # of Sam- Mean Minimum k~x=mum MeOian 95th Peach, tile i 99~h Perc~-
Pollutant,

~
Sample Gra~ Comg Gm~ Comp Gra~ Comp Grab Comp Gra~ Comp Gnm C~

BOD~ ............................................................. 16 Ie I 22 22 8.1 9.2 0.0 0.0 25.0 62.0 5.5 4.8 22.6 25.2 38.0 ,=t 5
COD ............................................................... 16 1~1 22 22 51.4 33.8 5.6 0.0 350.0 190.0 26.6 19.5 148.2 95.5 291.5
N~"ate + Ni~te Nitrooen ............................... 16 1~ ! ~ 22 0.52 0.75 0.11 0.07 1.30 1.80 0.40 0.61 1.47 2.51 ~ 2.57     481
To(~l K~a~l Nit~ ................................. 16 le 22 ~ 1.80 1.91 0.00 0.00 11.00 11.00 1.(~ 0.97 5.01 6.08 8.98    ~2.22
Oil & Gre~l~ ................................................. 16 N/A 22 N/.= 5.4 N/A 0.0 N/A 21.0 N/A 4.4 N/A 16.0 N/A 27.3
pH .................................................................. 16 hi/, 22 N/, N/A N/A 0.1 N/A 8.4 N/A 6.7 N/A
Tofal Phoa~’ul ......................................... 16 22 = 0.46 0.47 0.00 0.00 2.5~ 3.40 0;.~ 0.2(~ 1.41

N/A
16 1.79 2.77 4.48

TOf~ ~ SOfK~ ............................. 1616 21 2~ 16 13 0 0 77 86 4 1 88 77 210
71nc. To~ ...................................................... 14 15 16 ISI 0.226 0.175 0.000 0.000~ 1.400 0.660 0.~1 0.11 1.870 1.069 6.33~    2.896

* h4:~$ thst did no( re~oorl t~e un~ of me~Jreme~t for t~e re0orte¢l vld~ of po~hJtantl wet’e no~ inctud~¢l in the~e St,Mletlc~. Val~; repo~e~ a~ no~-Oetecl o� ~ detection I~m~ were
as~Jme0 to be 0.

TABLE P--6.---~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY PETROLEUM BULK STATIONS AND TERMINALS
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (rag/L)

! of Fid,t~= # of Sam- Mean        ktnimum       M~x~mum Mecli~n     ~t~ Pement~e ~ Peme
S~mple

~
Grad Cornp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Comp Grab Cc~p Grab

BOD= .................................................................. 11 10 11 10 27.7 10.2 1,3 0.0 120.0 31.0 8.0 9.0 111.5 2~.0 303.4 40.6
~ ................................................................... 11 10 11 10 11 ~3 75.9 lS.0 8.3 3~0.0 200.0 94.0 60.5 432.7 232.4 900.6 412.4
~ + Wdttt~ ~ ..................................... 11 10 11 10 1.07 0.74 0.00 0.00 5.10~ 2.gO 0"3~ 0~.~1 4.83 3.20 13.44 7.51
TO~J ~ ~ ....................................... 1(; 9 10 9 2.~0 2.02 0.00 0.00 5.801 4.80 2.80 2JX 7.14 4.3g 11.47 6.11
Oa & ~                           11 N/A 1! WA 6.6 N/A 0.0 N/A 28.0 N/A 5.4 N/A 36.7 N/A 78.5
H ....................................................................... 1(; N/A 10 N/A N/A N/A 6.0 N/A 9.3 N/A 7.8 N/A 9.6 N/A 10.5

Total P~o~!~no~ ............................................. 11 10 11 10 0.61 0.45 0.00 0.04 4.601 2.0 0.12 0.27 t.g0 1.71 4.82 3.92
Toll/~ Soldl ...................................... 11 10 !1 10 253 !51 6 0 10~0 550 106 93 1612 633 55~7

lllumecl to Oe 0.

3, Options for Controlling Pollutants equipment maintenance and equipment different activities that routinely take
cleaning operations are generally place at vehicle and equipment

The measuxes commonly uncomplicated practices. The following maintenance and equipment cleaning
implemented to reduce pollutants in     table identifies best management operaUons.storm water associated with vehicle and practices (BMPs) associated with

TABLE P-7.---COMMON STORM WATER MANAGEMENT CONTROLS FOR ACTIVITIES AT VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE SHOPS

Activ~ BMPs

Fueling ...........................................................Use spill and overflow protection.
Minimize runon of storm water into the fueling area by grading the area such that storm water

only runs off.
R~uce exposure of the tuel area to storm water by covering the area.
Use m~/cleanup metl~xIs for fuel area rather than hosing the tuel area down.
Use proper petroleum spill control.
Perform prever~ve maintenance on storage tanks to detect pote~al leaks before they occur.
Inspect the fueling area to detect problems before they occur.
Tram employees on proper fueling techniques.

Vehicle and equipment maintenance ............ M~intam an organized inventory of materials used in the maintenance SPK)p.
Dispose of greasy rags, oil riflers, air filters, battedes, spent coolant, and aegreasers prope~.
Label and Vac~ the recycling of waste matanal (e.g., used oil, spent solvents, batteries).
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TABLE P-7.~OMMON STORM WATER MANAGEMENT CONTROLS FOR ACTIVITIES AT VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT
MAINTENANCE SHOPS---Continued

Ac*dvity BMPs

Drain oil filters before disposal or recycling.
Drain and contain all fluids from wrecked vehicles and "parts" cars.
Sto~e oranked battenes in a nonleaking secondary container.
Promvtly transfer used fluids to the proper container; do not leave full drip pans or other open

containers around the shop. Empty and clean drip pans and containers.
Do not pour liquid waste down floor drains, sinks, or out~0or storm drain inlets.
Plug floor drains that are connected to the storm or sanitary sewer; if necessary/, install a sump

that is pumped regularly.
Inspect the maintenance area regularly for proper implementation of control measures.
Train ern~oyees on proper waste control and disposal procedures.

Outdoor vehicle and equipment storage and Use drip pans under all vehicles and equipment waiting for maintenance.
parking. Cover the storage area with a roof.

Inspect the storage yard for filling drip pans and other problems regularly.
Train employees on procedures for storage and inspection items.

Locomotive sanding areas ............................. Cover sand storage piles.
Install sediment traps.
Install curbs or dikes around storage piles to minimize storm water runon.

Painting areas .................................................Keep paint and paint thinner away from traffic areas to avoid sp~lls.
Spray paint in an Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) approved hood.
Use effec’dve spray equipment that delivers more paint to the target and less over-spray.
Avoid sanding in windy weather and collect and dispose of waste properly.
Recycle paint, paint thinner, and solvents.
Inspect painting procedures to ensure that they are condl~3ted properly.
Train employees on proper sanding, painting, and spraying techniques.

Vehicle or equipment washing areas ............ Avoid washing parts or eduiprnent outside.
Use phospl~ate-fres t~ioclegradabte detergents.
Designate an area tor cleaning activities.
Contain and recycle washwaters.
Ensure that washwaters drain well.
Inspect cleaning area regularly.
Train employees on proper washing procedures.

Liquid storage in above ground storage ........ Maintain good integrity of all storage containers.
Install safeguards (such as diking or berming) against ao~identai releases at the storage area.
Inspect storage tanks to detect potential leaks and perform preventive maintenance.
Inspect piping systems (pipes, pumps, flanges, couplings, hoses, and valves) for failures or leaks.
Train employees on proper filling and transfer proceOura.,~.

Cold weather ac0vities ................................... Minimize salt app~at~n.
Use uncontaminated dirt or ash, if use is necessary.
Train employees on proper salt, dirt, sand, or ash a!:~lication

Improper connections to storm sewer ........... Rug all floor drains connected to sanitary o~ storm ss,wer or if connection is unknown. Alter-
natively, install a sump that is pumped regularly.

Perform smoke or dye testing to determine if interconne~tions exist between sanitary water sys-
tem and storm sewer system.

Ulxlate facility schematics to accurately reflect all plumbing connections.
Install a safeguard against vehicle washwaters entenng the storm sewer unless permitted.
Maintain and inspect the integrity of all underground storage tanks; replace when necessary.
Train err~oyees on proper disposal practices for all materials.

Sources: NPDES Storm Water Grouv Al:~licatione--Pert 1. Receivecl by EPA March 18, 1991, througl~ Decemder 31, 1992.
EPA, Office of Research anti Development. Octol~r 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention-The Automotive Refinishing In0ustry." EPA/625/7-

911016.
EPA, Office of Research and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention--The Automotive Repa, r Industry." EPA/625/’7-91/

013.
EPA, Office of Research anti Development. May 1992. "Facility Pollution Prevention Guide." EPA/6013/R..-92/088.
EPA, Office of Water. SevtemOer 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industnai Activities~Deveidping Pollution Prevention Plans and Best

Management Prac~ces." EPA 832-R-92.-006.
U.S. Postal Serv,ce. May 1992. "NPDES/Storm Water Guide." AS--554.

4. Pollutant Control Measures Requiredwhich decreases the probability that used oil generators apply to all
Through Other EPA Programs storm water from such areas will be generators, regardless of the amount of

EPA recognizes that other programs contaminated by these materials, used oil they generate. Do-it-yourself
address the operation of vehicle and Under the RCRA program, on (DIY) generators which generate used oil
equipment maintenance and equipmentSeptember 10, 1992, EPA promulgatedfrom the maintenance of their personal
cleaning operations. In particular, as standards in 40 CFR Part 279 for the vehicles, however, are not subject t~ t.he
described below, the Resource management of used oils that are management standards (Section
Conservation and Recover~ Act (RCRA) recycled (57 FR 41566). These standards279.20(a)(1)).
and the Underground Storage Tank include requirements for used oil The requirements for used oil
(UST) programs require careful generators, transporters, processors/re- generators were designed to impose a
management of materials used onsite refiners, and burners. The standards for minimal burden on generators while
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protecting human health and the therefore, only addresses conditions thatthat all areas that may contribute
environment from the risks associated differ from those required in that pollutants to storm waters discharges
with managing used oil. Under Subpartsection, shall be maintained in a clean, orderly
C of 40 CFR Part 279, used oil Due to concern that many non-storm mamaer. This section also requires that
generators must not store used oil in water discharges may be present at the fallowing areas must be specifically
units other than tanks, containers, or vehicle and equipment cleaning and addressed:
units subject to regulation under Part maintenance facilities, EPA is requiring (1) Vehicle and Equipraent Storage
264 or 265 of 40 CFR (Section that all facilities provide proof that Areas. The storage of vehicles and
279.22(a)}. In other words, generators these discharges are not commingled equipment with actual or potential fluid
may store used oil in tanks or containers and are appropriately controlled so as toleaks must be confined to designated
that are not subject to Subpart J protect all receiving waters, areas. (delineated on the site map). The
{Hazardous Waste Tanks) or Subpart I Today’s permit clarifies in Part III.A.2.plan must describe measures that
(Containers) of Parts 264/265, as long as{Prohibition of Non-storm Water prew.~nt or minimize contamination of
such tanks or containers are maintainedDischarges} that non-storm water the storm water runoff ~rom these ~reas.
in compliance with the used oil discharges, including vehicle and The facility shall consider the use of
management standards. This does notequipment washwaters, are not drip pans under vehicles and
preclude generators from storing used authorized by this permit. The operatorsequipment, indoor storage of the
oil in Subpart J tanks or Subpart I of such non-storm water discharges vehicles and eq~pment, installation of
containers or other units, such as must obtain coverage under a separateberming and diking of this area, use of
surface impoundments (Subpart K), that NPDES permit if discharged to waters ofshsorbents, roofing or covering storage
¯ re subject to regulation under Part 264the U.S. or through a municipal separateareas, cleaning pavement surface to
or 265. storm sewer system or comply with remove oil and grease, or other

Storage units at generator facilities applicable industrial pretreatment equivalent methods.
must be maintained in good condition requirements if discharged to a (2) Fueling Areas. The plan must
and labeled with the words "used oil." municipal sanitary sewer system. In a dascribe measures that prevent or
Upon detection of a release of used oil related requirement under the storm minimize contamination of the storm
to the environment, a generator must water pollution prevention plan water runoff from fueling areas. The
take steps to stop the release, contain requirements, the permittee is required facility shall consider covering the
the released used oil, and properly to attach a copy of the NPDES permit fueling area, using spill and overflow
manage the released used oil and otherissued for vehicle washwaters or, if an protection and cleanup equipment,
materials (Sections 279.22(b) to {d)). NPDES permit has not yet been issued,mim:mizing runon of storm water to the
Generators storing used oil in a copy of pending application to the fueling area, using dry cleanup
underground storage tanks are subject toplan. For facilities that discharge methods, collecting the storm water
the UST regulations in 40 CFR Part 280.vehicle and equipment washwaters to runoff and providing treatment or

If used off generators ship used oil the sanitary sewer system, the operatorrecycling, or other equivalent measures.
offsite for recycling, they must use a of the sanitary system and associated (3) Material Storage Areas. Storage
transporter who has notified EPA and treatment plant must be notified. A copyunits of all materials (e.g., used oil, used
obtained an EPA identification numberof the notification letter must be oil filters, spent solvents, paint wastes,
(Section 279.24). attached to the plan. If an industrial radiator fluids, transmission fluids,

The technical standards for USTs at user permit is issued under a hydraulic fluids) must be maintained in
40 CFR Part 280 require that new USTpretreatment program, a copy of that good condition, so as to prevent
systems (defined as systems for which permit must be attached in the plan asconUanination of storm water, and
installation commenced after Decemberdoes any other permit to which the plainly labeled (e.g., "used oil," "spent
12, 1988) use overfill prevention facility is subject. Some facilities may solvents," etc.). The plan must descz~be
equipment that will: 1) automatically use other methods of disposal, such asmeasures that prevent or minimize
shut off flow into the tank when the collecting and hauling the wash water contamination of the storm water runoff
tank is no more than 95 percent full; or offsite. In these cases, the facility must from such storage areas. The facility
2) alert the transfer operator when the document how the wash water is shall consider indoor storage of the
tank is no more than 90 percent full by disposed and attach all pertinent materials, installation of berming and
restricting the flow into the tank or documentation of that disposal practicediking of the area or other equivalent
triggering a high level alarm. The to the plan. methods.
preceding requirements do not apply to (4) Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning
systems that are filled by transfers of no6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Areas. The plan must describe measures
more than 25 gallons at one time. Plan Requirements that prevent or minimize contamination
Existing UST systems (defined as a. Description of Potential Pollutant of the storm water runoff from all areas
systems for which installation has Sources. Under the description of used for vehicle and equipment
commenced on or before December 12,potential pollutant sources in the stormcleaning. The facility shall consider
1986) are required to have installed the water pollution prevention plan performing a.[1 cleaning operations
described overfill prevention equipmentrequirements, permittees are required toindoors, covering the cleaning
by December 12, 1996. include storage areas for vehicles andoperation, ensuring that all washwaters

5. Special Conditions equipment awaiting maintenance on drain to the intended collection system
their facility site map. EPA believes that(i.e., not the storm water drainage

The permit conditions that apply to this is appropriate since this area may system unless NPDES permitted),
ground transportation facilities build potentially be a significant source of collecting the storm water runoff from
upon the requirements set forth in the pollutants to storm water, the cleaning area and providing
common permit conditions for storm b. Measures and Controls. Under the treatment or recycling, or other
water discharges from industrial description of measures and controls inequivalent measures. The discharge of
activities described in the front of this the storm water pollution prevention vehicle and equipment wash waters,
fact sheet. The discussion that follows, plan requirements, this section requiresincluding tank cleaning operations,
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not authorized by this section and must Under the inspection requirements of7. Monitoring and Reporting
be covered under a separate NPDES the storm water pollution prevention Requirements
permit or discharged to a sanitary sewerplan elements, this section requires that a. Monitoring Requirements. Thein accordance with applicable industrialin addition to the comprehensive site regulatory modifications at 40 CFRpretreatment requirements, evaluation required under Part XI of 122.44(i)(2) established on April 2,(5) Vehicle and Equipment today’s permit, qualified facility. 1992, grant permit writers the flex~bilkyMaintenance Areas. The plan must personnel shall be identified to inspect to reduce monitoring requirements indescribe measures that prevent or designated equipment and areas of thestorm water discharge permits. EPA has
minimize contamination of the storm facility, at a minimum, on a quarterly determ.ined that ".he potential for stormwater runoff from all areas used for basis. The following areas shall be water discharges to contain pollutants
vehicle and equipment maintenance, included in all inspections: storage above benchmark levels, because of the
The facility shall consider performing areas for vehicles and equipment indust~.’ial activities and materialsall maintenance activities indoors, usingawaiting maintenance, fueling areas, exposed to precipitation, does not
drip pans, maintaining an organized vehicle and equipment maintenance
inventory of materials used in the shop,areas (both indoors and outdoors), support sampling at facilities in this

draining all parts of fluids prior to material storage areas, vehicle and section of today’s permit. Based on a
consideration of the BMPs typicallydisposal, prohibiting the practice of equipment cleaning areas, and loadingused a~: these facilities, and general’ly

hosing down the shop floor where the and unloading areas. A set of tracking orlow pollutant values from thepractice would result in the exposure offollow-up procedures shall be used to
pollutants to storm water, using dry ensure that appropriate actions are application data, EPA believes that the,
cleanup methods, collecting the storm taken in response to the inspections, pollution prevention plan with visual

water runoff from the maintenance area Records of all inspections shall be obserwations of storm water discharges
and providing treatment or recycling, ormaintained, will help to ensure storm water

other equivalent measures. The purpose of the inspections is to contanlination is minimized. Because

(6) Locomotive Sanding (Loading check on the implementation of the permittees are not required to conduct
storm water pollution prevention plan. sampling, they will be able to focus

Sand for Traction) Areas. The plan must
The inspections allow facility personneltheir resources on developing and

describe measures that prevent or
to monitor the success or failure of implementing the pollution prevention

minimize contamination of the storm
water runoff from areas used for elements of the plan on a regular basis, plan.

locomotive sanding (including The discharger is encouraged to Under the Storm Water Regulations at

locomotive sanding). The facility shall coordinate these quarterly inspections 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), EPA defined
with the quarterly visual examinations "storm water discharge associated with

consider covering sanding areas,
of storm water discharges required industrial activity". The focus of today’s

minimizing storm water runon/runoff, under the monitoring section of the permit is to address the presence of
appropriate sediment removal practicespermit. The use of an inspection pollut~mts that are associated with the
to minimize the offaite transport of checklist is recommended. The indust~ial activities identified in this
sanding material by storm water, or checklist will enst~xe that all required definition and that might be found in
other equivalent measures, areas are inspected, as well as help to storm water discharges. Under the

As documented earlier, these six areasmeet the recordkeeping requirements, methodology for determining analytical
are the common sources of pollutants in Under the employee training monitoring requirements, described in
storm water from vehicle and component of the storm water pollutionsectior~ VI.E.1 of this fact sheet, nitrate
equipment cleaning and maintenance prevention plan requirements, the plus ni.trite nitrogen, lead and/or zinc
activities. Based upon the information permittee is required to identify annual are above the bench mark
provided in part I of the group (once per year} dates for such training, concentrations for the railroad
application process, the suggested Employee training must, at a minimum, transportation, local and highway
management measures are commonly address the following areas when passenger transportation, motor freighl~
used at ground transportation facilities, applicable to a facility: used oil transportation and warehousing, and
EPA believes that the incorporation of management; spent solvent United States Postal services subsectors.
management practices such as those management; spill prevention and ARer a review of the nature of industrial
suggested, in conjunction with the control; fueling procedures; generai activities and the significant materials
baseline requirements, will substantiallygood housekeeping practices; proper exposed to storm water described by
reduce the potential that these activitiespainting procedures; and used battery facilities in these subsectors, EPA has
and areas will significantly contribute tomanagement. Unlike some industrial" determined that the higher
the pollution of storm water discharges,operations, the industrial activities concentrations of nitrate plus nitrite
In addition, EPA believes that these associated with vehicle and equipmentniu’oge.n, lead and/or zinc are not likely
requirements continue to provide the maintenance that may affect storm waterto be caused by the industrial activity,
necessary flexibility to address the quality require the cooperation of manybut may be primarily due to non-
variable risk for pollutants in storm employees, not just one or two people,industn:ial activities on-site. Today’s
water discharges associated with EPA, therefore, is requiring that permit does not require railroaddifferent facilities. Further, many employee training take place at least transportation, local and highway
facilities will find that management once a year to serve as: (1) training for passenger transportation, motor freighl:
measures that they have already new employees that may be involved intransportation and warehousing, and
incorporated into the facility’s storm water pollution prevention; {2) a United States Postal services facilities to
operation, such as the installation of refresher course for existing employees conduct analytical monitoring for these
overfill protection equipment and involved in storm water pollution parameters.
labelling and maintenance of used oil prevention; and (3) training for all Quarterly visual examinations of a
storage units, that are already required affected employees on any storm waterstorm water discharge from each outfall
under existing EPA programs will meet pollution prevention techniques axe required at ground transportation
the requirements of this section, recently incorporated into the plan. facilities. The examination must be of a
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grab sample collected from each stormexamination period as a result of disch~_rges from vehicle and equipment
water outfall. The examination of stormadverse climatic conditions, the maintenance shops or cleaning
water grab samples shall include any discharger must document the reason operations located at water
observations of color, odor, turbidity, for not performing the visual transportation facilities covered under
floating solids, foam, oil sheen, or otherexamination and retain this the storm water application regulations
obvious indicators of storm water documentation onsite with the results of(40 CFR 122.26) and applying for
pollution. The examination must be the visual examinations. Adverse coverage under today’s ]permit.
conducted in a well lit area. No weather conditions which may prohibit The storm water application
analytical tests are required to be the collection of samples include regulations define storm water
performed on these samples, weather conditions that create disch~rges associated with industriai

The examination must be made at dangerous conditions for personnel activity at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14).
least once in each designated period (such as local flooding, high winds, Category (viii) of this definition
du~ing facility operation in the daylight hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,includes transportation facilities
hours unless there is insufficient rainfalletc.) or otherwise make the collection ofclassified as Standard Industrial
or snow-melt to runoff. EPA expects a sample impracticable (drought, Classification {SIC} codes 40, 41, 42
that, whenever practicable, the same extended frozen conditions, etc.). {except 4221-25}, 43, 44, 45, and 5171
individual should carry out the EPA realizes that if a facility is that have vehicle and equipment
collection and examination of inactive and unstaffed it may be mecintenance shops, equipment cleaning
discharges throughout the life of the difficult to collect storm water dischargeoperations, or airport deicing
permit to ensure the greatest degree ofsamples when a qualifying event occurs,operations. The category further states
consistency possible. Examinations Today’s fi~.al permit has been revised sothat only those portions of the facility’
shall be conducted in each of the that inactive, unstaffed facilities can that ~m either involved in vehicle and
following periods for the purposes of exercise a waiver of the requirement toequipment maintenance (including
inspecting storm water quality conduct quarterly visual examination, vehic][e and equipment rehabilitation,
associated with storm water runoff and As discussed above, EPA does not mechanical repairs, painting, fueling,
snow melt: January through March; believe that chemical monitoring is and luhricationL equipment cleaning
April through lune; July through necessary for facilities in this section ofopera~tions, or airport deicing operations
September; October through December.today’s permit. EPA believes that are associated with industrial activity.
Grab samples shall be collected withinbetween quarterly inspections, quarterlyThe conditions in this section only
the first 30 minutes (or as soon visual examinations, and site ap~,!~, to water transportation facilities.thereafter as practical, but not to exceedcompliance evaluations potential when an industrial facility, described
60 minutes) of when the runoff begins sources of contaminants can be by the above coverage provisions of this
discharging. Reports of the visual recognized, addressed, and then section, has industrial activities being
examination include: the examination controlled with BMPs. In determining conducted onsite that meet the
date and time, examination personnel, the monitoring requirements, EPA description{s} of industrial activities in
visual quality of the storm water considered the nature of the industrial another section{s}, that industrial
discharge, and probable sources of any activities and significant materials facility shall comply with any and allobserved storm water contamination, exposed at these sites, and performed a applicable monitoring and pollution
The visual examination reports must be review of data provided in Pan 2 group prevention plan requirements of themaintained onsite with the pollution applications, other section{s) in addition to allprevention plan.

EPA believes that this quick and Q. Storm Water Discharges Associated applicable requirements in this section.
The monitoring and pollutionsimple assessment will help the With Industri~ Activity From Water prevention plan terms and conditions ofpermittee to determine the effectiveness Transportation Facilities That Have this multi-sector permit are additive forof his/her plan on a regular basis at very Vehicle Maintenance Shops and/or indus~rrial activities being conducted atlittle cost. Although the visual Equipment Cleaning Operations the s~me industrial facility {co-locatedexamination cannot assess the chemical

properties of the storm water discharged I. Discharges Covered Under This indus1~al activities}. The operator of

from the site, the examination will Section facility shall determine which other

provide meaningful results upon which Special conditions have been monitoring and pollution prevention
the facility may act quickly. The developed for water transportation plan section{s) of this permit {if any) ~re

applic.able to the facilitv.fi’equency of this visual examination facilities that have vehicle and Faci:lities covered by’this section ofwill also allow for timely adjustments to equipment maintenance shops {vehicle
be made to the plan. If BMPs are and equipment rehabilitation, today’s permit are commonly identified

by SIC code major group 44.performing ineffectively, corrective mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, SIC code 44 includes facilitiesaction must be implemented. A set of and lubrication) and equipment primarily engaged in furnishing watertracking or follow-up procedures must cleaning operations. Vehicle and transportation services. The followin~;be used to ensure that appropriate equipment maintenance is a broad term types ,of facilities are examples of thoseactions are taken in response to the used to include the following activities: covered under SIC code 44:examinations. The visual examination is vessel and equipment fluid changes, a. Deep Sea Foreign Transportation ofintended to be performed by members of mechanical repairs, parts cleaning, Freight (SIC 4412}.the pollution prevention team. This sanding, blasting, welding, refinishing, b. Deep Sea Domestic Transportationhands-on examination will enhance the painting, fueling, and storage of the of Frei.ght {SIC 4424).staff’s understanding of the storm water related materials and waste materials, c. Freight Transportation on the Greatproblems on that site and the effects of such as oil, fuel, batteries, or oil filters. Lakes---St. Lawrence Seawav ISIC 4432).
the management practices that are Equipment cleaning operations include d. Water Transportation o~ Freight.
included in the plan. areas where vessel and vehicle exterior Not Elsewhere Classified {SIC 4449).When a discharger is unable to collect washdown takes place. The conditions Including: canal barge operations; canalsamples over the course of the visual in this section apply to storm water freight transportation; intracoastal
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freight transportation lake freight and facilities; loading vessels; marine operation: cargo salvaging, from
transportation, except on the Great cargo handling; piers, including distressed vesseis; chartering of
Lakes; log rafting and towing; river buildings and facilities; ship hold cornmercial boats; dismantling ships;
freight transportation, except on the St.cleaning; stevedoring; unloading lighterage: marine railways for
Lawrence Seaway; and transportation ofvessels; and waterfront terminal drydocks: marine salvaging; marine
freight on bays and sounds of the operation, surveyors, except cargo; marine
oceans, i. Towing and Tugboat Services (SIC wrecking, ships" :’or scrap; piloting

e. Deep Sea Transportation of 4492). Including: docking of ocean vessels in and out of harbors: ship
Passengers, Except by Ferry (SIC 4481).vessels; shifting of floating equipment clea~Jng, excep~ hold cleaning: ship

f. Ferries {SIC 4482). Including: car within harbors: towing services, marine;registers: survey and classification
lighters {ferries); and railroad ferries, tugboat service; and undockmg of oceanship.,; and rnari~,e equipment; and

g. Water Transportation of Passengers,vessels, steanlship leasing.
Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 4489). j. Marinas {SIC 4493).~7 Including: 2. Pollutants Found in Storm WaterIncluding: airboats (swamp buggy rides);boat yards, storage and incidental
excm’sion boat operations; passenger repair; and yacht basins. Discharges

water transportation on rivers and k. Water Transportation Services, Not Table Q-1 lists potential pollutant
canals; sightseeing boats; and water Elsewhere Classified {SIC 4499). source activities that commonly take
taxis. Including: boat cleaning: boat hiring, place at water transportation vehicle

h. Marine Cargo Handling (SIC 4491).except pleasure; boat livery, except maintenance and equipment cleaning
Including: docks, including buildings pleasure; boat rental, commercial; canaloperations.

TABLE Q---1.--INDUSTRIAL A(~TIVITIES, POLLUTANT SOURCES,AND POLLUTANTS

Activity                             Pollutant source                            Pollutant

Pressure Washing .............................................. Wash water ......................................................Paint solids, heavy metals, suspended solids.
Surface Preparation Paint Removal Sanding .... SanOing; mechanical grinding; abrasive blast- Spent abrasives, ~3aint solids, heavy metals,

ing; paint stripping,                       solvents, dust.
Painting ..............................................................Paint and paint ~inner spills; spray painting; Paint solids, spent solvents, heavy metals,

paint stripping; sanding; paint cleanup,        dust.
Engine Maintenance and Repmrs ...................... Parts cleaning; waste disposal of greasy rags, Spent solvents, oil, heavy metals, eth!~lene

used fluids, and batteries; use of cleaners & glycol, aci(l/alka;ine wastes, detergents.
degreasers; fluid spills; fluid replacement.

Matedai Handling: Transfer Storage Disposal ... Fueling: spills; leaks; and hosing area ............ Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
liquid Storage in Above Ground Storage: Fuel, oil, heavy metals, matedai being stored.

spills and overfills; external corrosion; fail-
ure of piping systems.

Waste Material Storage and Disposal: paint Paint solids, heavy metals, spent solvent.,;, oil.
solids; soN, ents; tresh; spent abrasives, pe-
treteum products.

Shipboard Processes improperly discharged to Process & cooling water;, sanitary waste; bilge Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), bacteria,
storm sewer or into receiving water. & I:~dlast water, suspended soli(:~, oil, fuel.
Sources: EPA, Off’me of Water and Hazardous Materials. December 1979. "Draft Development Document for Prol:)osed Effluent Limitations

Gu.’.x~. ine~. and Standerds for tim ShipOuilding and Repair Industry." EPA]440/1-79/076--b.
u.~]rv _er_er_er_er_er_er~... of..So.ut~h. Alabama, College of Engineering. Septe _r~oer 1992. "Best Management Practices for ~e ShiloOuiiding and Repair IndustrFann or unoge Ma,ntenance Activibes." College of Engmeenng ~eport No. 92-2.
_N_P.DE_S._Storm Water Group Applicat~:~’~--Pert 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991, through December 31, 1992.
--A -’-~-~, Umce of Research and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention---The Automotive Refinisr~ing Industry." EPA/625/7-

911016.
EPA, Office of Research and Dovetofxnent. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention---The Autometive Rel~ur Industry." EPA/625/7-91/

013.
EPA, Offw, e of Research and Development. May 1992. "Facility Pollution Prevention Guide." EPN60(~tR-97./088.

M EPA, Off’me of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities--Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Bestanagement Practices." EPA 832.-R-92-006.
U.S. Postal Servme. May 1992. "NPDES/Storm Water Guide." AS-554.

Based on the similarities of the facilities included in this sector in terms of industrial acr_ivities and significant

materials. EPA believes it is appropriate to discuss the potential pollutants at water transportation facihties having
vehicle maintenance and/or equipment cleaning operations as a whole and not subdivide this sector. Therefore, Table
Q-2 lists data for selected parameters from facilities in the water transportation sector. These data include the eight
pollutants that all facilities were required to monitor for under Form 2F, as well as the pollutanus that EPA determined
merit further monitoring.

~ "Guidelines for the Determination of vehicle {vessel) maintenance activities (including activities {including vehicle rehabilitation.
Regulatory Status of Marinas and Related vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting,mechanical repah’s, painting, and lubrication) areOperations." Facilities that am "’primarily engaged" fueling, and lubrication} or equipment cleaning not intended to be covered under 40 CYR Seclionin operating marin~ ate be~t clasaified a~ SIC operations, those portions of the facility, that are 122.26(b)(14)(viii) oi the storm water permit4493--marinas. These facilities rent boat sl~ps,

involved in such vehicle maintenance activities are application regulations. The retail sale of fuei ~ lonestore bo~te and ganemlly perform ¯ range of other
marine esrvices including boat cleamng and considered to be associated with industrial activity at marinas, without any other vessel maintenance
incidental boat repair. They frequently sell food, and are covered under the storm water regulations, or equipment clesnxng operations, is not considered
~uel. fishing supplies and may sell boats. For Facilities classified as 4493 that are not involved to be grounds for coverage under the storm waCer
facilities clarified es ~93 that am involved in in equipment cleaning or ve~el maintenance re~ula1:ions.
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TABLE Q--2.---STATISTICS FOR CONVENTIONAL POLLUTANTS AND STORM WATERi (IN mg/L UNLESS OTHERWISE
INDICATED)

~ Of Fi- NO. of ~ ~ Minimum Mi~lmu~ Median 95th P~.,~ltile t 99th Pe~:e~t]le

Gra0 Comp Grab ¢om!~l Gml) Cornl} Grab Com~ er~ Co~n~) (:;ra~ Co~ Grab Co~p Gr-~ C’,ornp
BOD~ .....................................................................15 14 15 14 8.6 6,0 0.0 0,0 ~.0 11.0 7.0 6.0 ~.3 13.4 76.3 18.7

Aluminum ............................................................... 4 3 4 ~ 3.1 2~ 0~ 0~ 6,3 ~.4 3.0 1.0 24.4 14~ 81~ ~.9I~ ....................................................................... 4 3 4 3 ~.7 5.0 02 0.4 ~.0 8.9 6.3 5.7 ~A ~.6 ~.9 ’~.8~ ...................................................................... 4 3 4 3 0~ 0.1 0.0 O.0 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1 ~A .~
Zinc .......................................................................4 3 4 ~ 0.~ 0.4 0.1 0~ 2~ 0.9 0~ 02 ~A 1.3, ~A~      2.4

3, Op~ons for Con~o;~8
TSe measles commo=Jy ~pleme.ted to ~d~ce 9o~]ut~ts ~n sto~ water associated ~ water

ve~,~e m~t~n~ce ~oT ~pme~t c]e~.8 opera~o.s ~ 8e.erat]y s~pJe to ~mplemem ~ ~e ~complJcated
p~ac[zces. [aDm ~3 ;de~es Be~ M~aseme~t ~c~ces (B~s) associated ~ ~fl~t ac~v~es ~at ro~t~eJv t~e
place at water ~spo~a~on faci~es ~ vehicle m~ten~ce ~d ~uipment c~e~g operators.

TABLE ~3.--INUUST~IAU ACTIVITIES AND POTENTIAU ~EST MANAGEMENT

BMPs

Pressure wa~i~ ...............................................~11~ di~ ~ter ~ re~ve all visi~e sol~ I~fom di~gi~ to a sewer system, or
~re ~, to a ~=n~e system, or r~Ning water.

Peff~ ~e~ure ~i~ only in ~sig~t~ are~ ~re w~n ~ter ~n~in~nt ~n be el-

Use ~ ~ter~ ~ ~ in ~e ~essure w~h water.
Dir~ ~ ~e to a ~ sy=em su~ for =~i~ ~or a~onal ~ea~ent.
I~ ~ ~e~ or ~ ~ sum~ to ,~n ~ ~11~ w~h water at ~dne

U~ ~ ~, g~em, ~ su~ at I~ ~ffom~ to ~n a~ ~11~ wash water for
~ssi~e re~e.

Suda~ prep~aOon, ~ing, ~ ~ r~ E~tose, ~ver, or ~n ~ng ~ ~i~ a=iv~es to ~e e~ent ~ac~ to prevent

Wh~ fete, ~ ~=~, ~, ~ ~ge ~nels to ~evem e~ of bl~ng dm

Pmhi~ ~n~ ~ or ~ ~s ~d~ wer ~n water.
Pm~ ~ ~ ~ a~ ~d~ ~nm~ ~ ~ns which render contaim

I~ ~ ~ ~i~ ~ to eP~ure ~ i~r~on ~ rete~on of sol~ prior to

~y ~ r~ ~ r~ ~r.
Pmhi~ u~ ~y ~ ~= ~r ~n water.

Mix ~ ~ ~e~ In ~t~ are~ away ~om drain, ~es, piem, a~ suffa~ wa-

Ha~ ~ a~ ~r ~nup ffe~ re~tly avml=~le for im~diate cleanup of s~ills.

T~n e~oy~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~yi~ t~ques, ~ use eff~ve s~ay equi~
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TABLE Q--3.wlNDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES AND POTENTIAL BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES---Continued

Activity BMPs

Weight the bottom edge of the containment tarpaulins or plastic sheeting during a light breeze.
Use plywood and/or plastic sheeting to cover open areas between decks when sandblasting

(scuppers, railings, freeing ports, ladders, and doorways).
Install tie rings or cleats, cable suspension systems, or scaffolding to make im!~lementation

containment easier.
Nondrydock containment .................................... Hang tarpaulin from the boat, fixed, or floating plat’forms to reduce pollutants transported by

wind.
Pave or tarp surfaces under marine railways.
Clean railways before the incoming tide.
Haul vessels beyond the high tide zone before work commences or halt work during high tide.
Place plastic sheeting or tarpaulin undemeath boats to contain and collect waste and spent

materials and clean and sweep regularly to remove debris.
Usa fixed or floating platforms with approl~nate plastic or tarpaulin barriers as work surfaces

and for containment when work is performed on a vessal in the water to prevent blast mate-
dal or paint overspray from contacting storm water or the receiving water.

Sweep, rather than hose, debris present on the dock.
Engine maintenance and repairs ....................... Maintain an organized inventory of materials used in the maintenance shop.

Dispose of greasy rag, oil filters, air filters, batteries, spent coolant, and degreasers properly.
Label and. track the recycling of waste material (i.e., used oil, spent solvents, batteries).
Drain oil filters before disposal or recycling.
Store cracked batteries in a nonleaking secondary container.
Promptly transfer used fluids to the proper container; ~;o not leave full drip pans or other open

containers around the shop. Empty and clean drip pans and containers.
Do not pour liquid waste down floor drains, sinks, or o~,~door storm drain inlets.
Plug floor ~ralns that are connected to the storm or sanitary sewer; if necessary, inst~’=ll a

sump that is pumped regularly.
Inspect the maintenance area regularly for proper implernentation of control measures.
Train employees on proper waste control and disposal procedures.

Matenal Handling: Bulk liquid storage and con- Store permanent tanks in a paved area surrounded by a dike system which provides sufficient
tainment, containment for the larger of either 10 percent of the volume ot all containers or 110 percent

of the volume of the largest tank.
Maintain good integrity of all storage tanks.
Inspect storage tanks to detect potential leaks and perform preventive maintenance.
Inspect piping systems (pipes, pumps, flanges, couplings, hoses, valves) for failures or leaks.
Train employees on proper filling and transfer procedures.

Material Handling: Containerized material stor- Store containerized materials (fuels, paints, solvents, etc.) in a protected, secure location and
age.                                    away from drains.

Store reec0ve, ignitable, or flammable liquids in compliance with the local fire code.
Identify potentially hazardous materi=s, their characteristics, and use.
Control excessive purchasing, storage, and hl~’idling of potentially hazardous materials.
Keep records to identify quantity, receipt date, sarvice life, users, and disposal routes.
Secure and carefully monitor hazardous materials to prevent theft, vandalism, and misuse of

matenals.
Educate personnel for proper storage, use, cleanup, and disposal of materials.
Provide sufficient containment for outdoor storage areas for the larger of either 10 percent of

the volume of all containers or ! 10 percent of the volume of the largest tank.
Use temporary containment where required by portable drip pans.
Usa spill troughs for drums with taps.

Material Handling ................................................Mix paints and solvents in designated areas away from drains, ditches, piers, and surface wa-
ters. Locate designated areas preferably indoors or under a shed.

Designated material mixing areas ...................... If spills occur,
¯Stop the source of the spill immediately.
¯Contain the liquid until cleanup is complete.
¯Deploy oil containment booms if the spill may reach the water.
¯Cover the spill with a~sort~ent material.
¯Keeq the area well ventilated.
¯ Dispose of cleanup materials properly.
¯ Do not use emulsifier or disporsant.

Shipboard process water handling ..................... Keep process and cooling water used aboard ships separate from sanitary wastes to minimize
disposal costs for the sanitary wastes.

Keep process and cooling water from contact with spent abrasives and paint to avoid dis-
charging these pollutants.

Inspect connecting hoses for leaks.
Shipboard sanitary waste disposal ..................... Discharge sanitary wastes from the ship being repaired to the yard’s sanitary system or dis-

pose of by a commercial waste disposal company.
Use appropnate material transfer procedures, inbluding spill prevention and containment activi-

ties.
Bilge and Ballast water ....................................... Collect and dispose of bilge and ballast waters whicl~ contain oils, solvents, detergents, or

other additives to a licensed waste disposal company.
Sources: University of South Alabama, Co ege of Engineering. SeptemOer 1992. "Best Management Practices for the Shipl:~Jiiding and Repair

industry and for Bridge Malntanance Activities." College of Engineenng Report No. 92-2.
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NPDES Storm Water Group Applicatior~--Part 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.
EPA, Office of Water. January 1993. "Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters." 840-

B-92-002.

4. Pollutant Control Measures Requiredtransporter who has notified EPA and industrial activities discussed
Through Other EPA Programs obtained an EPA identification numberprevi,~,usly.

EPA recognizes that the Resource (Section 279.24). a. Contents o.f the Plan.
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) The technical standards for USTs at (1) l~escription of Potential Polluta~zt
and the Underground Storage Tank 40 CFR Part 280 require that new UST Sources.
lUST) programs require careful systems [defined as systems for which Under the description of potential
management of materials used at Waterinstallation commenced after Decemberpollutant sources in the storm water
Transportation Facilities and Boat 12, 1988) use overfill prevention pollution prevention plan requiremen.ts.
Building & Repairing Facilities. equipment that will: I1) Automatically permil~tees are required to include the

Under the RCRA program, on shut off flow into the tank when the location(s) on their facility site map
September 10, 1992, EPA promulgatedtank is no more than 95 percent full; orwhere engine maintenance and repa.u
standards in 40 CFR Part 279 for the [2] alert the transfer operator when the work, vessel maintenance and repaLr
management of used oils that are tank is no more than 90 percent full by work, and pressure washing are
recycled [57 FR 41566). These standardsrestricting the flow into the tank or performed. This requirement is the same
include requirements for used oil triggering a high level alarm. The as the permit conditions listed in the
generators, transporters, processors/re-preceding requirements do no apply to fl:ont section of this factsheet, which are
refiners, and burners. The standards forsystems that are filled by transfers of nobased on the baseline general pernut of
used oil generators apply to all more than 25 gallons at one time. September 9, 1992 Here it is expressed
generators, regardless of the amount ofExisting UST systems (defined as in more appropriate terms for the water
used oil they generate. Do-it-yourself systems for which installation has transportation industry. The baseline
(DIY] generators which generate used oilcommenced on or before December 12,general permit includes "vehicle and
from the maintenance of their personal 1988] are required to have installed theequipment maintenance and/or clea~Lug
vehicles, however, are not subject to thedescribed overfill prevention equipmentareas." The language "processing
management standards [Section by December 12, 1998. areas", as described under the base~Lue
279.20(a)(1)]. 5. Special Conditions general permit, has been specified to

The requirements for used oil include painting, blasting, welding,
generators were designed to impose a a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water metal fabrication for this section. EPA
minimal burden on generators while Discharges. In addition to the non-stormbelieves that this specificity is
protecting human health and the water discharges prohibited in part III.Aappro].~riate for the water transportation
environment from the risks associated of the permit, this section specifically industry and that these areas may
with managing used oil. Under Subpsrt prohibits the following: bilge and ballastpotentially be a significant source of
C of 40 CFR Part 279, used oil water, pressure wash water, sanitary pollutants to storm water. Rather tha~:
generators must not store used oil in wastes, and cooling water originating requirLug the location of "storage areas"
units other than tanks, containers, or from vessel~ are not authorized by this as in the baseline general permit, this
units subject to regulation under Part section. The operators of such szorm water pollution prevention plan
264 or 265 of 40 CFR (Section discharges must obtain coverage underspecifies that the location of liquid
279.22[a)). In other words, generators a separate NPDES permit if dischargedstorage areas (i.e., paint, solvents,
may store used oil in tanks or containersto waters of the U.S. or through a resins) and material storage areas (i.e.,
that are not subject to Subpart J municipal separate storm sewer system,blasting media, aluminum, steel) be
(Hazardous Waste Tanks) or Subpart I Certain non-storm water discharges, showv~. This again is the same
(Containers) of Parts 264/265, as long ashowever, may be authorized by this requirement, but it is expressed in more
such tanks or containers are maintainedpermit. Part III.A.2 of today’s permit speci£ic terms for this industry, h~
in compliance with the used oil lists these discharges, addition, the site map must also
management standards. This does not This section does not authorize the indicate the outfall locations and the
preclude generators from storing usednon-storm water discharge of pressure types of discharges contained in the
oil in Subpart J tanks or Subpart I wash water. Pressure washing is used todrainage areas of the outfalls (e.g. storm
containers or other units, such as remove marine growth from vessels, water .and air conditioner condensate].
surface impoundments (Subpart K), that EPA has found that unpermitted In order to increase the readability of
are subject to regulation under Part 264releases of pressure wash water is a the map, the inventory of the types of
or 265. habitual problem at water transportationdischarges contained in each outfall

Storage units at generator facilities facilities. Marine growths and paint may be kept as an attachment to the si.te
must be maintained in good condition debris found in the wash water can map.
and labeled with the words "used oil." contain significant quantities of heavy (2) Meosures and Controls.
Upon detection of a release of used oil metals, and this water cannot be Under the description of measures
to the environment, a generator must discharged, and controls in the storm water
take steps to stop the release, contain pollut~ion prevention plan requirements,
the released used oil, and properly 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention

Plan Requirements this section reqLm’es that all areas that
manage the released used oil and other may contribute pollutants to storm
materials (Section 279.22(b) to (d)). The conditions that apply to water waters discharges shall be maantained in
Generators storing used oil in transportation facilities with vehicle a clean, orderly manner. This section
underground storage tanks are subject tomaintenance and/or equipment cleaningalso requires that the following areas
the UST regulations (40 CFR Part 280). operations build upon the requirementsmust be specifically addressed:

If used oil generators ship used oil set forth in the baseline conditions (a) ~’essure Washing Area--When
offsite for recycling, they must use a permit for storm water discharges from pressure washing is used to remove
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marine growth from vessels, the from all areas used for engine 1992 "Best Management Practices for
discharge water must be permitted by anmaintenance and repair. The facility the Shipbuilding and Repair Indus~
NPDES permit. The plan must describemay consider performing all and for Bridge Maintenance Activities"
the measures to collect or contain the maintenance activities indoors, prepared by the College of Engineering
discharge from the pressure washing maintaining an organized inventory of at the University of South Alabama, ~he
area. detail the method for the removalmaterials used in the shop, draining all suggested management measures are
of the visible solids, describe the parts of fluids prior to disposal, commonly used at water transportation
method of disposal of the collected prohibiting the practice of hosing downfacilities. EPA believes that the
solids, and identify where the dischargethe shop floor, using dry cleanup incorporation of management practices
will be released (i.e., the receiving methods, and/or collecting the storm such as those suggested will
waterbody, storm sewer system, sanitarywater runoff from the maintenance areasubstantially reduce the potential that
sewer system), and providing treatment or recvchng, these activities and areas will

(b) Blasting and Painting AreasmThe (el MateriaiHandling AreasL-The significantly contribute to the pollution
facility must consider containing all plan must describe measures that of storm water discharges. In addition,
blasting and painting activities to prevent or minimize contamination of EPA !believes that these requirements
prevent abrasives, paint chips, and the storm water runoff from material continue to provide the necessary
overspray from reaching the receiving handling operations and areas [i.e., flexibility to address the variable risk ~or
water or the storm sewer system. The fueling, paint & solvent mixing, disposalpollutants in storm water discharges
plan must describe measures taken at of process wastewater streams from associated with different facilities.
the facility to prevent or minimize the vessels). The facility may consider Further, many facilities will Fred that
discharge of spent abrasive, paint chips,covering.fueling areas; using spill and management measures that they have
and paint into the receiving waterbody overflow protection; mixing paints and already incorporated into the facilit)"s
and storm sewer system. The facility solvents in a designated area, preferably operation, such as the installation of
may consider hanging plastic barriers or indoors or under a shed; and overfill protection equipment and
tarpaulins during blasting or painting minimizing runon of storm water to labelling and maintenance of used oil
operations to contain debris. Where material handling areas. Where storage units, that are already required
required, a schedule for cleaning storm applicable, the plan must address the under existing EPA programs will meet
systems to remove deposits of abrasivereplacement or repair of leaking the requirements of this section.
blasting debris and paint chips should connections, valves, pipes, hoses, and Under the preventive maintenance
be addressed within the plan. The plansoil chutes carrying wastewater from requirements of the storm water
should include any standard operating vessels, pollu~tion prevention plan elements, the
practices with regard to blasting and []) Drydock Activities-The plan must plan specifically includes the routine
painting activities. Such included items address the routine maintenance and inspection of sediment traps to ensure
may be the prohibition of performing cleaning of the drydock to minimize thethat :~pent abrasives, paint chips, and
uncontained blasting and painting over potential for pollutants in the storm solids will be intercepted and retained
open water or blasting and painting water runoff. The plan must describe prior to entering the storm drainage
during windy conditions which can the procedures for cleaning the system. Because of the nature of
render containment ineffective, accessible areas of the drydock prior to operations such as abrasive blasting

(3) Material Storage Areas--All stored flooding and final cleanup after the which occur at water transportation
and containerized materials {fuels, vessel is removed and the dock is facilities, specific routine attention
paints, solvents, waste oil, antifreeze, raised. Cleanup procedures for oil, needs to be placed on the collection and
batteries) must be stored in a protected,grease, or fuel spills occurring on the proper disposal of spent abrasive
secure location away from drains and drydock must also be included within materials,pain chips,           and other solids.
plainly labeled. The plan must describethe plan. The facility should consider Under ~etinspection requirements             of
measures that prevent or minimize items such as sweeping rather than the storm water pollution prevention
contamination of the storm water runoffhosing off debris and spent blasting plan elements, qualified facility
from such storage areas. The facility material from the accessible areas of theparsonnal shall be identified to inspect
must specify which materials are storeddrydock prior to flooding and having desi~nated equipment and areas of the
indoors and consider containment or absorbent materials and oil containmentfacility, at a minimum, on a monthly
enclosure for materials that are stored booms readily available to contain andbasis. The following areas shall be
outdoors. Above ground storage tanks, cleanup any spills, included in all inspections: pressure
drums, and barrels permanently stored (g.} General Yard Area-The plan washing area, blasting and painting
outside must be delineated on the site must include a schedule for routine areas, material storage areas, engine
map with a description of the yard maintenance and cleanup. Scrap maintenance and repair areas, material
containment measures in place to metal, wood, plastic, miscellaneous handling areas, drydock area, and
prevent leaks and spills. The facility trash; paper, glass, industrial scrap, general yard area. A set of tracking or
must consider implementing an insulation, welding rods, packaging, follow-up procedures shall be used 1:o
inventory control plan to prevent etc., must be routinely removed from ensure that appropriate actions are
excessive purchasing, storage, and the general yard area. The facility may taken in response to the inspections.
handling of potentially hazardous consider such measures as providing Records shall be maintained.
materials. Those facilities where covered trash receptacles in each yard, The purpose of the inspections is to
abrasive blasting is performed must on each pier, and on board each vessel check on the implementation of the
specifically include a discussion on thebeing repaired, storm water pollution prevention plan.
storage and dispo.sal of spent abrasive These seven areas are the common The iinspections allow facihty personnel
materials generated at the facility, sources of pollutants in storm water to monitor the success or failure of

(d) Engine Maintenance and Repair runoff from water transportation elements of the plan on a regular basis.
Areas-The plan must describe facilities which have vehicle The use of an inspection checklist is
measures that prevent or mimmize maintenance and/or equipment cleaninghigh]ly encouraged. The checklist will
contamination of the storm water runoffactivities. Based upon the September ensure that all required areas are
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inspected, as well as help to meet the associated with water transportation listed il,~ Table Q-4 were found to be
record keeping requirements, facilities that may affect storm water above benchmark levels for water

Under the employee training quality require the cooperation of all transportation facilities that submitted
component of the storm water pollutionemployees. EPA, therefore, is requiringquantitative data in the group
prevention plan requirements, the that employee training take place at application process. EPA is requiring
permittee is required to identify at leastleast once a year to serve as: (1) Trainingmonitoring after the pollution
annual (once per year) dates for such for new employees; (2) a refresher prevenlrion plan has been implemented
training. Employee training must, at a course for existing employees; (3) to ensure that a reduction of poliutants
minimum address the following areas training for all employees on any stormis realized.
when applicable to a facility: used oil water pollution prevention techniques At a minirnum, storm water
management: spent solvent recently incorporated into the plan: anddischarges from water transportation
management: proper disposal of spent(4) a forum for the facility to invite facilities must be monitored quarterly
abrasives; proper disposal of vessel independent contractors and customersduring the second year of permit
wastewaters, spill prevention and to inform them on pollution prevention coverage. Samples must be collected at
control; fueling procedures; general procedures and requirements, least once in each of the following
good housekeeping practices: proper
painting and blasting procedures; and Monitoring and Reporting Requirementsperiods: January through March: April

through June: July through September:
used battery management. Employees, a. Analytical Monitoring and October through December. At the
independent contractors, and customersRequirements. Under the revised end of the second year of permit
must be informed about BMPs and be methodology for determining pollutantscoverage, a facility must calculate the
required to perform in accordance withof concern.for the various industrial average concentration for each
these practices. The facility must sectors water transportation facilities parameter listed in Table Q-4. If the
consider posting easy to read must perform analytical monitoring, permittee collects more than four
descriptions or graphic depictions of Facilities must collect and analyze samples in this period, then they must
BMPs and emergency phone numbers Lnsamples of their storm water dischargescalculate an average concentration for
the work areas. Unlike some industrial for the pollutants listed in Table Q-4. each pollutant of concern for all
operations, the industrial activities The median levels of the pollutants samples analyzed.

TABLE Q--4.--INDUSTRY MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Pollutant~ of concern                                            Cut-off con-
centration

Total Recoverable Aluminum ..........................................................................................................................................................0.75 mg/L.
TOtal Rscoverable Iron .......................................................................................................................

i"iiiiiiiiiiiiiii ........
1.0 rng/L.

Total Recoverable Leed .........................................................................................................................................." .......
Total Recoverable Zinc ........................................................................................................................................................

0.0816 mg/L.
O. 117 m~/L

If the average concentration for a parameter is less than or equal to the value listed in Table Q-4, then the ~ermitt.ee
is not required to conduct quantitative analysis for that parameter during the fourth year of the permit. If, nowew.,r,
.the ave.rage .concen,t~a~on for a,pareme~er .is gr~_ ate.r than the cut-o.ff concentration listed ~n Table Q-4, then the permitt.ee
.~s requuea.to conauc~ quarterly momtormg for that parameter-during the fourth year of permit coverage. Monitoring

~s, n.,ot reqmr~..d, during..~e .first, third, and fifth year of the permit. The exclusion from monitonng in the fourth yearoz me permit is conditional on the facility maintaining industrial operations and BMPs that will ensure a quality
of storm water discharges consistent with the average concentrations recorded during the second year of the permit.
The schedule of monitoring is presented in Table Q-5.

TABLE Q--5.--SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2rid Year of Permit Coverage ........................ ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters a~lyzed dunng this period.
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Table Q-5, then quarteriy sampli~ng

is required during ~e fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average co~nlration is less than or equal to the val,~e listed in Table Q-5, then no furl~her

sampling is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ......................... ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2 oi

the permit is greater than the value listed in Table Q-5.
¯ If industrial activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm water

discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitonng is required for all parameters of
Cortcem,

In cases where the avenge concentration of a parametar exceeds the cut-off concentration, F.PA expects perm~ttees
to place special emphasis on methods for reducing the presence of those parameters in storm water discharges. Quarterly
monitoring in the fourth year of the permit will reassess the effectiveness of the adjusted pollution prevention plan.

EPA realizes that if a facility is inactive and unstaifed it may be difficult to collect storm water discharge samples
when a qualifying event occurs. Today’s final permit has been revised so that inactive, unstaffed facilities can exerci~se
a waiver of the requirement to conduct quarterly chemical sampling.

b. Alternative Certification. Throughout today’s permit, EPA has included monitoring ~:equirements for facihties which
the Agency believes have the potential for contributing significant levels of pollutants to storm water discharges. The
alternative described below is necessary to ensure that monitoring requirements are only imposed on those facilities
that do, in fact, have storm water discharges containing pollutants at concentrations of concern. EPA has determined
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that if materials and activities are not exposed to storm water at the site, then the potential for pollutants to contaminate
storm water discharges does not warrant monitoring.

Therefore, a discharger is not subjectmeasurable storm event did not result inmust be conducted in a well lit area. No
to the monitoring requirements of t.his a measurable discharge from the facility,analytical tests are required to be
Part provided the discharger makes a The required 72-hour storm event perfo:rmed on these samples.
certification for a given outfall, on a interval may also be waived where the The examination must be made at
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of permittee documents that less than a 72-least once in each of the designated
monitoring reports required under hour interval is representative for local periods during daylight unless there is
paragraph c below under penalty of law,storm events during the season when insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to
signed in accordance with Part VII.G. sampling is being conducted. The grabrunoff. Where practicable, the same
ISignatory Requirements), that materialsample shall be taken during the first 30individual should carry out the
handling equipment or activities, raw minutes of the discharge. If the collection and examination of
materials, intermediate products, finalcollection of a grab sample during the discharges throughout the hfe of the
products, waste materials, by-products, first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabpenn:it to ensure the greatest degree of
industrial machinery or operations, sample can be taken during the first consistency possible. Grab samples shall
significant materials from past hour of the discharge, and the be collected within the first 30 minutes
industrial activity, that are located in discharger shall submit with the (or as soon thereafter as practical, but
areas of the facility that are within the monitoring report a description of whynot to exceed 60 minutes) of when t~e
drainage area of the out.fall are not a grab sample during the first 30 runoff begins discharging. Reports of the
presently exposed to storm water and minutes was impracticable. If stormvisual examination include: the
will not be exposed to storm water for water di~harges associated with examination date and time, examination
the certification period. Such industrial activity commingle with persc,nnel, visual quality of the storm
certification must be retained in the process or nonprocess water, then water discharge, and probable sources of
storm water pollution prevention plan where practicable permittees must any observed storm water
and submitted to EPA. In the case of attempt to sample the storm water contsmination. The visual examination
certifying that a pollutant is not present,discharge before it mixes with the non-reports must be maintained onsite with
the pennittee must submit the storm water discharge, the pollution prevention plan. The
certification along with the monitoring e. Bepresenta~’ve Discharge. When a visual examination must be conducted
reports required under paragraph (o) facility has two or more outfalls that, in each of the following periods’. January
below. If the pennittae cannot certify forbased on a consideration of industrial through March; April through June; iluly
an entire period, they must submit theactivity, siRnificant materials, and through September; and October
date exposure was eliminated and anymanagement practices and activities through December.
monitoring required up until that date.within the area drained by the outfall, When a discharger is unable to co]lect
This certification op.tion is not the permittee reasonably believes samples over the course of the visual[
applicable to compliance monitoring discharge substantially identical examination period as a result of
requirements associated with effluent effluents, the permittee may test the adverse climatic conditions, the
limitations. EPA does not expect effluent of one of such outfalls and disck~rger must document the reason
facilities to be able to exercise this report that the quantitative data also for not performing the visual
certification for indicator parameters, applies to the substantially identical exam~ination and retain such
such as TSS and BaD. out.fall(s) provided that the permittee documentation on-site with the results

c. l~eporting Bequiremen~s. Permitteesincludes in the storm water pollution of the visual examinations. Adveme
are required to submit all monitoring prevention plan a description of the weather conditions which may prohibit
results obtained during the second andlocation of the outfalls and explains inthe collection of samples include
fourth year of permit coverage within 3 detail why the outfalls are expected toweat~her conditions that create
months of the conclusion of each year. discharge substantially identical dangerous conditions for personnel
For each outfall, one signed Discharge effluent. In addition, for each outfall (such as local flooding, high winds,
Monitoring Report Form must be that the permittee believes is hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms.
submitted per storm event sampled. Forrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofetc.) or otherwise make the collection of
facilities conducting monitoring beyondthe drainage area (in square feet) and ana san~ple impracticable (drought,
the minimum requirements an estimate of the runoff coefficient of the extended frozen conditions, etc.).
additional Discharge Monitoring Reportdrainage area Ie.g., low (under 40 EPA realizes that if a facility is
Form must be filed for each analysis, percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orinactive and unstaffed it may be
The permittee must include a high (above 65 percent)] shall be difficult to collect storm water discharge
measurement or estimate of the total provided in the plan. samples when a quail .f3,ing event occurs.
precipitation, volume of runoff, and ~. Quarterly V~sual Examination o~ Today’s final permit has been revised so
peak flow rate of runoff for each storm Storm Water Quali~y. Quarterly visual that i.nactive, unstaffed facilities can
event sampled, examinations of storm water dischargesexercise a waiver of the requirement to

d. Sample Type. All discharge data from each outfall are required at water conduct quarterly visual examination.
shall be reported for grab samples. All transportation facilities. The EPA believes that this quick and
such samples shall be collected from theexamination must be of a grab sample simple assessment will allow the
discharge resulting from a storm event collected from each storm water outfall,permittee to apprommate the
that is greater than 0.~ inches in The examination of storm water grab effectiveness of his/her plan on a re.qular
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 samples shall include any observationsbasis at very little cost. Although the
hours from the previously measurable of color, odor, clarity, floating solids, visual examination cannot assess the
(greater than 0.1 inch rain/all) storm settled solids, suspended solids, foam,chemical properties of the storm wa~er
event. The required 72-hour storm eventoil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofdischarged from the site, the
interval is waived where the precedingstorm water pollution. The examinationexanffnation will provide meaningfi~l
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results upon which the facility may act services (SIC code 373). The following facilit,.~ shall comply with any and all
quickly. The frequency of this visual is a list of the types of facilities engagedapplicable monitoring and pollution
examination will also allow for timely in ship and boat building and repairingprevention plan requirements of the
adiustments to be made to the plan. If services: other section(s) in addition to all
BMPs are performing ineffectively, a. Ship Building and Repairing (SIC applicable requirements in this section.
corrective action must be Lmplementsd.code 3731)~These are establishmentsThe monitoring and pollution
A set of tracking or follow-up primarily engaged in building and prevention plan terms and conditions of
procedures must be used to ensure thatrepairing ships, barges, and lighters, this multi-sector permit are additive for
appropriate actions are taken in whether self-propelled or towed by indust~’ial activities being conducted at
response to the inspections. The visualother crafts. The industry also includesthe same industrial facility (co-locatedexamination is intended to be the conversion and alteration of ships industrial activities). The operator of theperformed by members of the pollution and the mauufactu~e of off-shore oil andfacilit,.~ shall determine which otherprevention team. This hands-on gas well drilling and production monitoring and pollution preventionexamination will enhance the staffs platforms (whether or not self- plan section(s) of this permit (if any) ~eunderstanding of the storm water propelled), Examples include building applicable to the facility.problems on that site and the effects of and repairing of barges, cargo vessels,
the management practices that are combat ships, crew boats, dredges, 2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water
included in the plan. ferryboats, fishing vessels, lighthouse Dischz~ges
R. Storm Water Discharges Associated- tenders, naval ships, offshore supply
With Industrial Activity From Ship and boats, passenger-cargo vessels, patrol Special conditions have been

Boat Building or Repairing Yards boats, sai]~ug vessels, towboats, developed for boat and ship building
trawlers, and tugboats, and repairing operations. Common

1. Discharges Covered Under This b. Boat Building and Bepairing (SIC activities at ship and boat yards include:
Section code 3732~These facilities are vessel and equipment cleaning fluid

The storm water application primarily engaged in building and changes, mechanical repairs, pans
regulations define storm water repairing boats. Examples include cleaning° sanding, blasting, welding,
discharges associated with industrial building and repairing of fiberglass refinishing, painting, fueling, and
activity at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14). boats, motor-boats, sailboats, rowboats,storage of the related materials and
Category (ii) of this definition includes canoes, dinghies, dories, small fishingwaste materials, such as oil, fuel,
facilities commonly identified by boats, houseboats, kayaks, lifeboats, batteries, or oil filters. All of these areas
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)pontoons, and skiffs, are potential sources of pollutants to
codes 24 (except 2434), 26 (except 265 When an industrial facility, describedstorm water discharges. Table R-1 lists
and 267), 28 (except 283 and 285), 29,by the above coverage provisions of thispollutants associated with activities that
311, 32 (except 323), 33, 3441, and 373.section, has industrial activities being commonly take place at Ship Building
The conditions in this section apply to conducted onsite that meet the and Repairing Facilities (SIC 3731) and
those facilities primarily engaged in description(s) of industrial activities in Boat l~.uilding and Repairing Facilities
ship and boat building and repairing another section(s), that industrial (SIC 3’732).

TABLE R-1 .~OMMON POLLUTANT SOURCES AT SHIP AND BOAT BUILDING AND REPAIRING FACILITIES

Activity                            Pollutant source                          Pollutant

Pressure Washing ..............................................Wash water ......................................................Paint solids, heavy metals, suspended solids.
Surface Preparation, Paint Removal, Sanding .. Sanding; mechanical grinding; abrasive blast- Spent abrasives, pmnt solids, heavy metals,

ing; peint sthpping,                       solvents, dual
Painting ..............................................................Paint and paint thinner spills; spray painting; Paint :solids, spent solvents, heavy metals,

paint sthp~:~ng; sanding; paint ck~anup,       dust.
Engine Maintenance and Repairs ...................... Parts cJeaning; waste disposal of greasy rags, Spent solvents, oil, heavy metals, e~ylene

used fluids, and batteries; use of cleaners glycol, acid/alkaline wastes, detergents.
and degreaears; fluid spills; fluid replace-

Material Handling: Transfer Storage Disposal ... Fueling: spills; leaks; and hosing area ............ Fuel, oil, heavy metals.
Liquid Storage in Above Ground Storage: Fuel, oil, heavy metals, material being stor~,~l.

spills anti overfills; external cor~oaion; fail-
ure of piping systems.

Waste Material Storage and Disposal: paint Paint solids, heavy metals, spent solvents, oil.
solids: so, vents: bash; spent abresrves, pe-
troleum products.

Shiplmard Processes improperly discharged to Process and cooling water; sanitary waste; Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), bacteria,
storm sewer or into receiving water,           bilge and ballast water,                    suspended solids, oil, fuel

Sources: Executive Office of the President, Off‘me of Management and Budget, 1987. Standard Industrial Classification Manual 1987. National
Technical Information Serwce Order no, PB 87-100012.

NPDES Storm Water Group Applications--Part 1 and Part 2. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through, December 31, 1992.
EPA, Office of Research and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention the Automotive Refinishing Industry." EPA/625i-/-

911016.
EPA, Office of Research and Development. October 1991. "Guides to Pollution Prevention the Automotive Rep~r Indusm/." EPA/625/7-91/

016.
EPA, Office of Research and DevelopmenL May 1992. "Facility Pollution Prevention Guide." EPAJ600/F~-92/088.
EPA, Office of Water. SeptemOer 1992. "Storm Water Management for Indus~al Activities~Develop~r~g Pollu~on Preven*don Plans and Best

Management Practices." EPA 832-R--92-006.
EPA, Office of Water and HazarOous Matenais. December 1979. "Draft Development Document for Proposed Effluent Limitations Guidelines

and Standards for the Shipt>uilding and Rep=ur Industry." EPA/440/1-79/076-b.
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University of South Alabama, College of Engineering. September 1992. "Best Management Practices; for the Shipbuilding and Repair InCustry
and for Bridge Maintenance Activities." College o! Engineering Report No. 92-2.

Based on the similarities of the facilities as a whole and not subdivide were required to monitor for under
facilities included in this sector in termsthis sector. Therefore, Table R-2 lists Form 2F, as well as the pollutants ~at
of industrial activities and significant data for selected parameters from EPA determined may merit fu.r~er
materials, EPA believes it is appropriatefacilities in the s~p and boat building monitoring.
to discuss the potential pollutants at and repairing sector. These data include
ship and boat building and repairing the eight pollutants that all facilities

TABLE R-2.---$TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY SHIP AND BOA]" BUILDING OR REPAIRING YARIDS
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

Sam!~eTy~e Gr~b C~I~~ Grin ~ G~D Coma G~ Com~ Grtm Com~ (~,~b Co~g ~ Comp Grim ~3omp

~D~ ........................................................ 2~! 28 51 48 4.4 6.3 0.0 0.0 23.0 138.0 2.3 0.8 17.1 25.5 32.6 67.4
COD ......................................................... 291 28 51 49 73.2 70.0 0.0 0.0 450.0 810.0 53.0 33.0 259.1 264.3 503.9 579.8
Nitrate + Nitrite Nitrogen .......................... 2~i 28 51 49 0.7~ 0.82 0.00 0.00 6.00 5.00 0.7~ 0.71 2.36 2.35 4.28 4.2~
TotaJ Ki~l Ni~ ............................ 291 28 51 49 t.19 2.20 0.00 0.00 3.40= 48.00 1.00 0.97 2.57 4.~ 3.73 8.61
0il & Gre~ ............................................ 2~1 N/A ro N/A 1.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 14.0 N/A 0.0 NYA 5.1 N/A 15,9 N/A
3H ............................................................ 251 N/A 43 N/A N/A N/A 4.7 N,’A 8.7 N/A 7.3 N/A 8.8 N/A 9.6 N/A
Tot~ !:~otus ..................................... L~i 28 51 48 , 0.2.1 0.86 0.00 0.00 2.20 32.00 0.00 0.0~ 0.94 1.75 1.9~ 4.51
TotW Su.%oe~e~l S~ia= ........................... 2~1 27 5! 48 ~ 45 0 0 1200 300 17 10 ! 525 386 2294 1537

~ A~m~tio~s that dk:l not re~x~ ~e und= of measurement fo~ tf~e rel~o~l v~ ot Doilutants were not incluO~l in tt’~e~e stati~tK:~. V~u~ re!~tteo u no~.aemct or ~ ~ete~tion limit wets
assum~ to be 0.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants
The measm’es commonlT implemented to reduce pollutants in storm water discharges f~om boat and ship building

and repairing t’acilities are generally uncomplicated and simple to implement. Table R-3 identifies Best Management
Practices (BMPs) associated with various activities that routinely occur at boat and ship building and repaiT facilities.

TABLE R-3.---~OMMON MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION AT SHIP AND BOAT
BUILDING AND REPAIRING FACILITIES

Activity BMPs

Pressure washing ................................................ Collect discharge water and remove all visible solids before discharging to a sewer system, or
where permitted by an individual NPDES permit, to a drainage system, or receiving water.

Perform pressure washing only in designated areas wipers wash water containment can he ef-
fectJvaly achieved.

Use no detergents or additives in the pressure wash water.
Direct deck ~ainage to a.cotlection system surr~ for settJing and/or additional treatment.
Implement diagonal trenches or berms and sumps to contain ancl collect wash water at rnanne

railways.
Use solid (~:~ing, gutters, and sumps at lift platforms to contain and collect wash water for

possible reuse.
Surface preparation, sanding, and paint re- Enclose, cover, or contain blasting and sanding activities to the maximum extent practical to

moral.                                  I~event abrasives, dust, and paint chipa from reacl’=ing storm sewers or receiving water.
Where feasible, cover ~ralns, trenches, and drainage channels to prevent entry of blasting de-

bris to the system.
Prohibit uncontalned blasting or sanding activities over open water.
Prohibit biestJng or sanding activities dunng windy conditions wh~.~ render containment inal-

fective.
Inspect and clean sediment traps to ensure the interception and reter~on of solids prior to en-

tering the drainage system.
Sweep accessible areas of ttm drydock to remove debris and spant sandblasting matenai prior

Collect s~ent abra,~ves routinely and store under a cover to await proper disposal.
Painting ...............................................................Enclose, cover, or contain painting activities to the maximum extent practical to prevent

overepmy from reaching the receiving water.
Prohibit uncontained spray painting activities over opon water.
Prohibit spray painting activities during windy conditions which render containment ineffective.
Mix paints ~ solvents in des~jnated areas away from drams, ditches, piers, and surface wa-

tam, preferably indoom or under a shed.
Have absorbent and other cleanup items readily available for immediate cleanup of sl~lls.
Allow em~ paint cans to dry before disposal.
Keep paint and paint thinner away from traffic areas to avoid spdls.
Recycle paint, paint thinner, and solvents.
Train ernpioyees on proper painting and spraying techniques, and use effective spray equip-

ment that delivers more paint to the target and less overs!~ay.
Drydock maintenance ......................................... Clean and maintain dry~)ck on a regular basis to rr#nimize the poterrdal for pollutants in the

storm water runoff.
Sweep accessible areas of the dryo~k to remove debns and spent sandblasting matenaJ pnor

to flooding.
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TABLE R--3.---COMMON MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION AT SHIP AND BOAT
BUILDING AND REPAIRING FACILITIES---Continued

Activit~ BMPs

If hosing must be used as a removal method, collect wasl~ water to remove solids and poten-
tial metals.

Clean the remaining areas of the dock after a vessel has been removed and the dock raised.
Remove ar~ properly dispose of floatable and other Iow<lensity waste (woed, plastic, insula-

tions, etc.).
Dr/dock activities .................................................Use ~sstic bamers beneath the hull, between the hull and drydock walls for containment.

Use p~astic bamers hung from the flying bridge of the ¢lry0ock, f~om the bow or stem of the
vessel, or from temporary structures for containment.

Weight the bottom edge of the containment tarpaulins or plastic sheeting dudng a light breeze.
Use plywood and/or plastic sheeting to cover open areas between decks when sandblasting

(scuppers, railings, freeing ports, ladders, and doorways).
Install tie rings or cleats, cable suspension systems, or scaffolding to make implementation

containment easier.
Nondrydock activities ...........................................Hang tarpaulin from the boat, fixed, or floating platfom~s to reduce pollutants transported by

Pave or tar~ surfaces under marine railways.
Clean railways before the incoming tide.
Haul vessels beyond the high tide zone before wonY commences or halt work during high tide.
Pl~3e plastic sheeting or tarpaulin uodemeath boats to contain and collect waste and spent

materials and clean and sweep regularly to remove debris.
Use fixed or floating platforms with appropnate plastic or tarpaulin barriers as work surfaces

and for containment when work is performed on a vessel in the water to prevent blast mal:e-
rial or paint overspray from contacting storm water or ’/he receiving water.

Sweep rather than hose pebns present on ttm dock.
Engine maintenance and repairs ....................... Maintain an organized inventory of materials used in the maintenance shop.

Dispose of greasy rag, oil filters, air filters, batteries, spent coolant, and degreasers pmpeny.
Label and ~ the recvcling of waste matenal (i.e., used oil, spent solvents, batteries).
Drain oil filters before disposal or recycling.
Store cracked batteries in a nonleaking secondary container.
Promptly transfer used fluids to the proper container;, c~, not leave full drip pans or other open

containers around the shop. Empt~ and clean drip pads and containers.
Do not pour liquid waste down floor drmns, sinks, or out~::~x~r ston~ drain inlets.
Plug floor drains that are connected to the storm or sanitary sewer; if necessary, install a

sump that is pumped regularly.
Inspect the maintenance area regularly for proper implernentat~on of control measures.
Train employees on proper waste control and disposal procedures.

Material Handling .................................................Store permanent tanks in a paved area surrounded by a dike system which provides sufficient
containment for the larger of either 10 percent of the volume of all containers or 110 pement
of the volume of the largest tank.

Bulk liquid storage and containment .................. Maintain good integrib/of all storage tanks.
Inspect storage tanks to detect poterrdal leaks and padorm preventNe mmntenanos.
Inspect piping systems (pipes, pumps, flanges, coup~inoj], hoses, valves) for failures or leaks.
Train err~ees on proper filling and transfer proceclures.

Material Handling ................................................Store containerized matenals (fuels, paints, solvents, e~r,.) in a protected, secure location and
away from drains.

Containerized material storage .......................... Store reactive, ignitable, or flammable liquids in compliance with the local fire code.
Ident~ potentially hazardous materials, their characteristics, and use.
Control excessive purchasing, storage, and handling of potentially hazardous matenais.
Keep records to ipeffdfy quanta, receipt date, service life, users, and disposal routes.
Secure and carefully monitor hazaroous materials to prevent theft, vanclaiism, and misuse of

materials.
Educate pamonnel for proper storage, use, cleanup, an~l disposal of materials.
Provicle sufficient containment for outdoor storage areas for the larger of either 10 percent of

the volume of all containers or 110 percent of the volume of the largest tank.
Use tampora~ containment where required by portable drip pans.
Use spill troughs for drums with taps.

Material Handling ................................................ Mix paints and solvents in dssKjnated areas away from drains, ditches, piers, and surface wa-
ters. Locate designated areas preferaDly indoors or under a ~ed.

Designated material mixing areas ...................... If spills occur,
StOp the source of the spill immediately.
Contain the liquid ur~l cleanup is complete.
Deploy oil containment booms if the s~ll may reach the water.
Cover the spill with absort)ent material.
Keep the area well ventilated.
Dispose of cleanup matsnals properly.
Do not use emulsifier or dispersant.

Shil::~::~ process water handling ..................... Keep process and cooling water used aboard ship~ se~,te from sanitary wastes to minimize
disposal co~ts for the sanitary wastes.

Keep process and cooling water from contact with spent abrasives and paint to avoid pollution
of ~ receiving water.

Inspect connecting hoses for. leaks.
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TABLE R-3.--COMMON MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION AT SHIP AND BOAT
BUILDING AND REPAIRING FACILITIES--Continued

Activity BMPs

Shipboard sanitary waste disposal ..................... Discharge sanitary wastes from the ship being repa~ired to the yard’s sanitary system or dis-
pose of by a commercial waste disposal company.

Use appropriate matedal transfer procedures, including spill prevention and containment activi-
ties.

Bilge and Ballast water ....................................... Collect and dispose of bilge and ballast waters which contain oils, solvents, detergents, or
ot~er additives to a licensed waste disposal company.

Sources: EPA, Off’me of Water. 1993. "Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Survey of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters." 840-
B-92-002.

University of South Alabama, College of Engineering. September 1992. Best Management Practices for the Shi~ilding and Repair Industry
and for Bridge Maintenance Activities. College o! Engineering Report No. 92-2.

NPDES Storm Water Group Applications~Part 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through Deceml3er 31, 1992.

4. Pollutant Control Measures Requiredand labeled with the words "used oil." permit does, however, authorize certain
Through Other EPA Programs Upon detection of a release of used oil non-storm water discharges.

EPA recognizes that the Resource to the environment, a generator must 6. Storm Water Pollution Preventiontake steps to stop the release, containConservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) the released used oil. and properly Plan Requirements
and the Underground Storage Tank
(UST) programs require careful manage the released used oil and other The conditions that apply to ship and

management of materials used at Shipmaterials (Sections 279.22(b)-(d)). boat building and repainng facihties

Building and Repairing Facilities and Generators storing used oil in build upon the requirements set forth in

Boat Building and Repairing Facilities. underground storage tanks are subject tothe front of this fact sheet which are
the UST regulations (40 CFR Part 280). based on the requirements of the

Under the RCRA program, on If used oil generators ship used oil September 9, 1992 baseline generalSeptember 10, 1992, EPA promulgatedoffsite for recycling, they must use a permit. The discussion which follows,
standards in 40 CFR Part 279 for the transporter who has notified EPA and therefore, only addresses conditions, thatmanagement of used oils that are obtained an EPA identification numberdiffer from those baseline conditions.
recycled (57 FR 41566). These standards(Section 279.24).include requirements for used oil The technical standards for USTs at a. Contents of the Plan
generators, transporters, processors/re-40 CFR Part 280 require that new UST (1) Description of Potential Poflut.ant
refiners, and burners. The standards forsystems (defined as systems for which Soumes. Under the description of
used oil generators apply to all installation commenced after Decemberpotential pollutant sources in the storm
generators, regardless of the amount of12, 1988) use overfill prevention water pollution prevention plan
used oil they generate. Do-it-yourself equipment that will: (1) Automatically requirements, permittees are required to
(DIY) generators which generate used oilshut off flow into the tank when the include the location(s) on their facility
from the maintenance of their personaltank is no more than 95 percent full; orsite map where engine maintenance and
vehicles, however, are not subject to the(2) alert the transfer operator when the repair work, vessel maintenance and
management standards (Subsection tank is no more than 90 percent full by repair work, and pressure washing are
279.20(a)(1)). restricting the flow into the tank or perfurmed. This requirement is the same

The requirements for used oil triggering a high level alarm. The as the baseline requirements presented
generators were designed to impose preceding requirements do no apply to in the front of this fact sheet, but here
mimmal burden on generators while systems that are filled by transfers of no it is expressed in more appropriate
protecting human health and the more than 25 gallons at one time. terms for the ship and boat industry.
environment from the risks associated Existing UST systems (defined as Rather than requiring the location ~f
with managing used oil. Under Subpartsystems for which installation has "storage areas" as in the baseline
C of 40 CFR Part 279, used oil commenced on or before December 12,general permit, this storm water
generators must not store used oil in 1988) are required to have installed thepollution prevention plan specifies that
units other than tanks, containers, or described overfill prevention equipmentthe location of liquid storage areas (Le.,
units subject to regulation under Part by December 12, 1998. paint, solvents, resins) and material
264 or 265 of 40 CFR 279.22(a). in other storage areas (i.e., blasting media,
words, generators may store used oil in 5. Special Conditions

alunfi~num, steel) be shown. In addition,
tanks or containers that are not subject a. Prohibition o/Non-storm Water the site map must also indicate the
to Subpart ! {Hazardous Waste Tanks) or Discharges. In addition to the outfall locations and the t.vpes of
Subpart I {Containers} of Parts 264/265, prohibitions in part III.A., this section of disc]narges contained in the drainage
as long as such tanks or containers are today’s permit does not authorize areas of the ouffalls {e.g. storm water
maintained in compliance with the used prohibited non-storm water discharges and air conditioner condensate}. In
oil management standards. This does of wastewaters, such as bilge and ballast order to increase the readability of the
not preclude generators from storing water, sanitary wastes, pressure map, the inventory of the t.vpes of
used oil in Subpart J tanks or Subpart washwater, and cooling water disc2narges contained in each outfal|
I containers or other units, such as originating from vessels. The operators may be kept as an attachment to the site
surface impoundments {Subpart K}, that of such discharges must obtain coverage map.are subject to regulation under Part 264under a separate NPDES permit if (2,~ Measures and Controls. Under the
or 265. discharged to waters of the U.S. or description of measures and controls in

Storage units at generator facilities through a municipal separate storm the storm water pollution prevention
must be maintained in good condition sewer system. Part III.A.2 of today’s plan requirements, this section requires
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that all areas that may contribute must consider implementing an yard ~namtenance and cleanup. Scrap
pollutants to storm waters discharges inventory control plan to prevent metal, wood, plastic, miscellaneous
shall be maintained in a clean and excessive purchasing, storage, and trash, paper, glass, industrial scrap.
orderly manner. This section of today’s handling of potentially hazardous insulation, welding rods, packaging,
permit also requires that the following materials. Those facilities where etc., faust be routinely removed from
areas be specifically eddressed: abrasive blasting is performed must the general yard area. The facility must

(o) Pressure Washing Area--When specifically include within the plan consider such measures as provi~ling
pressure washing is used to remove discussion on the storage and proper covered trash receptacles in each vard,
marine growth from vessels, the disposal of spent abrasive generated aton each pier, and on board each v~sset
discharge water must be collected or the facility, being repaired.
contained and disposed of as required {d) Engine Maintenance and Hepair These seven areas are the common
by the NPDES permit for this process Areas--The plan must describe sources of pollutants in storm water
water, if the discharge is to waters of themeasures that prevent or minimize from ship building and repairing and
U.S. or through a municipal separate contamination of the storm water runoffboat building and repairing activities.
storm sewer. The plan must describe thefrom all areas used for engine Based. upon Best Management Practices
measures to collect or contain the maintenance and repair. The facility for the Shipbuilding and Repair
discharge from the pressure washing must consider performing all Industry and for Bridge Maintenance
area, detail th,e method for the removalmaintenance activities indoors, Actiwities prepared by the College of
of the visible solids, describe the maintaining an organized inventory of Engineering at the University of SoutJn
method of disposal of the collected materials used in the shop, draining all Alabama, the suggested management
solids, and identify where the dischargepans of fluids prior to disposal, measures are commonly used at ship
will be released (i.e., the receiving prohibiting the practice of hosing downand boat facilities. EPA beheves that ’the
waterbody, storm sewer system, sanitarythe shop floor where the practice wouldincorporation of management practices
sewer system), result in the exposure of pollutants to such as those suggested will

(b) BIasting and Painting AreasDThe storm water, using dry cieanup substantially reduce the potential for
facility must consider containing all methods, and/or collecting the storm these activities and areas to contribute
blasting and painting activities to water runoff from the maintenance areapollu~ants to storm water discharges. In
prevent abrasives, paint chips, and and providing treatment or recycling, addition, EPA believes that these
overspray from reaching a receiving (e) MaterialHandling AreasZ-The requi~ements will continue to provide
waterbody or storm sewer system. Theplan must describe measures that the necassary flexibility to address the
plan must describe measures taken at prevent or minimize contamination of variable risk for pollutants in storm
the facility to prevent or mimmize the the storm water runoff from material water discharges associated with
discharge of spent abrasive, paint chips,handling operations and areas (i.e., different facilities. Many facilities wi]:l
and paint into the receiving waterbodyfueling, paint and solvent mixing, find that appropriate management
and storm sewer system. The facility disposal of process wastewater streamsmeas~Lres are already employed at the.
may consider hanging plastic barriers or from vessels). The facility must considerfacility because they have been required
tarpaulins during blasting or painting covering fueling areas; using spill and under an existing EPA program.
operations to contain debris. Where overflow protection; mixing paints and The, preventive maintenance
appropriate, a schedule for cleaning solvents in a designated area, preferablyrequirements specifically include the
storm water conveyances to remove indoors or under a shed; and routine inspection of sediment traps to
deposits of abrasive blasting debris andminimizing runon of storm water to ensure that spent abrasives, paint chips,
paint chips should be addressed withinmaterial handling areas. Where and solids will be intercepted and
the plan. The plan should include any applicable, the plan must address the retained prior to entering the storm
standard operating practices with regardreplacement or repair of leaking drainage system. Because of the nature
to blasting and painting activities. Such connections, valves, pipes, hoses, andof operations occurring at ship and boat
items may include the prohibition of soil chutes carrying wastewater from facilities, routine attention needs to be
performing uncontained blasting and vessels, placed on the collection and proper
painting over open water or blasting and (f) Drydock Activities-The plan must disposal of spent abrasive, paint chips,
painting during windy conditions address the routine maintenance and and other solids.
which can render containment cleaning of the drydock to minimize the In addition to the comprehensive site
ineffective, potential for pollutants in storm water evaluation required under Part

(c) Material StoruRe Areas-All stored runoff. The facility must describe the XI.R.3.a.(4) of today’s permit, qualified
and containerized materials (fuels, procedures for cleaning the accessible facility personnel shall be identified to
paints, solvents, waste oil, antifreeze, areas of the drydock prior to flooding inspect designated equipment and areas
batteries) must be stored in a protected,and the final cleanup after the vessel isof the facility, at a minimum, on a
secure location away from drams and removed and the dock is raised, monthly basis. The following areas shail
plainly labeled. The plan must describeCleanup procedures for oil, grease, or be included in all inspections: pressure
measures that prevent or minimize fuel spills occurring on the drydock washing areas, blasting and painting
contamination of the storm water runoffmust also be included within the plan. areas, material storage areas, engine
from such storage areas. The facility The facility must consider items such asmaintenance and repair areas, material
must specify which materials are storedsweeping rather than hosing off debris handling areas, drydock areas, and
indoors and consider containment or and spent blasting material from the general yard areas. A set of tracking o~
cover for materials that are stored accessible areas of the drydock prior to follow-up procedures shall be used te
outdoors. Above ground storage tanks, flooding and having absorbent materialsensun.~ thatappropriate actions aredrums, and barrels permanently stored and oil containment booms readily taken in response to the inspections.
outside must be delineated on the site available to contain and cleanup any Recorcls shall be maintained.
map with a description of the spills. The purpose of the inspections is to
containment measures in place to (g] General Yard Area-The plan check on the implementation and
prevent leaks and spills. The facility must include a schedule for routine effectiveness of the storm water
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pollution prevention plan. The determining analytical monitoring include the examination date and time.
inspections allow facility personnel torequirements, described in section examination personnel, the nature of the
monitor the success or failure of VI.E.1 of this fact sheet, nitrate plus discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
elements of the plan on a regular basis,nitrite nitrogen is above the bench mark visual quality of the storm water
The use of an inspection checklist is concentrations for the ship and boat discharge (including observations of
encouraged. The checklist will ensure building or repair yards sector. After acolor, odor, clarity, floating solids,
that all required areas are inspected, asreview of the nature of industrial settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
wel!~ as help to meet the record keepingactivities and the significant materials oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
re~.uimments, exposed to storm water described by of storm water pollution), and probable

Tl~e permittee is required to identify facilities in this sector, EPA has soumes of any observed storm water
annual (once per year) dates for determined that the higher conte~nination.
employee training. Employee training concentrations of nitrate plus nitrite [3) When a facility has two or more
must, at a minimum address the nitrogen are not likely to be caused by out.falls that, based on a consideration of
following areas when applicable to a the industrial activity, but may be industrial activity, significant materials,
facihty: used oil management; spent primarily due to non-industrial and management practices and activities
solvent management; proper dispose] ofactivities on-site. Today’s permit does within the area drained by the outfall,
spent abrasives; proper disposal of not require ship and boat building or the permittee reasonably believes
vessel wastewaters, spill prevention andrepair yards facilities to conduct discharge substantially identical
control; fueling procedures; general analytical monitoring for this parameter,effluents, the permittee may collect a
good housekeeping practices; proper Therefore, under the revised sample of effluent of one of such
painting and blasting procedures; andmethodology for determining pollutantsout.falls and report that the examination
used battery management. Employees,of concern in the various industrial data .also applies to the substantially
independent contractors, and customerssectors, no analytical monitoring is identical outfall(s) provided that
must be informed about BMPs and be required by ship and boat building andpermittee includes in the storm water
required to perform in accordance withrepairing facilities, pollu:tion prevention plan a description
these practices. The permittee is b. Quarterly Visual Examination of of the location of the outfai~.s a:~ _:.
required to consider posting easy to readStorm Water Quality. Ship and boat explains in detail why the outfalls
or graphic depictions of BMPs that are building or repair yard facilities shall expected to discharge substantially
included in the plan as well as perform and document a visual identical effluents. In addition, for each
emergency phone numbers in the workexaminaUon of a storm water dischargeout.fall that the permittee believes is
areas. This practice will enhance assoc, iated with industrial activity fromrepresentaUve, an estimate of the size of
employees understanding the pollutanteach outfall, except discharges the drainage area (in square feet) and an
control measures. Unlike some exempted under paragraph (3) below, estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
industrial operaUons, the industrial The examinaUon(s) must be made at drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
activities associated with ship and boatleast once in each of the following 3- percent), medium (40 to 65 percent),, or
building and repair facilities that may month periods: January through March,high (above 65 percent)] shah be
affect storm water quality require the April through June, July through prowided in the plan.
cooperation of all employees. EPA, September, and October through (4) When a discharger is unable to
therefore, is requiring that employee December. The examination shall be collect samples over the course of the
training take place at least once a year made during daylight hours unless therevisual examination period as a result of
to serve as: (1) Training for new is insufficient rainfall or snow melt to adverse climatic conditions, the
employees; (2) a refresher course for produce a runoff event, disclmrger must document the mason
existing employees; (3) training for all (~) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual
employees on any storm water pollutiongrab samples collected within the first exa~dnation and retain this
prevention techniques recently 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records
incorporated into the plan; and (4) a practical, but not to exceed I hour) of of the visual examinations. Adverse
forum for the facility to invite when the runoff or snowmelt beans weather conditions that may prohibit
independent contractors and customersdischarging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include
to inform them of pollution preventiondocument observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
procedures and requirements, clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel

suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds,
7. Numeric Effluent Limitation other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,

There are no additional numeric polluUon. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
effluent limitations beyond those conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable {drought.
described in Part V.B. of today’s permit,analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.].

performed on the samples. All such (Sj EPA reahzes that if a facihty is8. Monitoring and Reporting samples shall be collected from the inactive and unstaffed it may beRequirements discharge resulting from a storm event difficult to collect storm water discharge
a. Analytical Monitoring that is greater than 0.1 inches in samplas when a qualifying event

Requirements. Under the Storm Water magnitude and that occurs at least 72 Today’s final permit has been revised so
Regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), hours from the previously measurable that imactive, unstaffed facilities can
EPA defined "storm water discharge [~eater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm exercise a waiver of the requirement to
associated with industrial activity." Theevent. Where practicable, the same conduct quarterly visual examination.
focus of today’s permit is to address theindividual should carry out the EPA believes that this qmck and
presence of pollutants that are collection and examination of simple assessment will allow the
associated with the industrial activitiesdischarges for entire permit term. permittee to approximate the
identified in this definition and that (2) Visual examination reports must effectiveness of his/her plan on a regular
might be found in storm water be maintained onsite in the pollution basis at very little cost. Aithou~h the
discharges. Under the methodology forprevention plan. The report shall visual examination cannot assess the
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chemical properties of the storm water plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water
discharged from the site, the applicable to the facility. Disch~rges
examination will provide meaningful a. Responsible Parties. Airports In general, the quantitative data
results upon which the facility may act typically operate under a single submitted thus far has not raised any
quickly. The frequency of this visual management organization known as thepart.icular areas of concern with respect
examination will also allow for timely airport "authority" which in most cases to discharges of pollutants resulting
adjustments to be made to the plan. If is a public agency. Airline carriers and from vehicle maintenance and/orBMPs are performing ineffectively, other fixed base operators (e.g., fuelingdeicing/anti-icing operations conducted
corrective action must be implemented,companies and maintenance shops) thatat airport facilities. However, EPA
A set of tracking or follow-up have contracts with the airport authoritybelieves that the part 2 sampling data
procedures must be used to ensure thatto conduct business on airport propertydoes not provide justification that
appropriate actions are taken in are commonly referred to as "tenants" discharges resulting from deicing/ant~i-
response to the examinations. The of the airport. Tenants may be of two icing operations are not a significant
visual examination is intended to be types--those that are regulated as stormsource of pollutants. The samplingperformed by members of the pollutionwater dischargers associated with requirements for part 2 of the group
prevention team. This hands-on industrial activities under 40 CFR application did not specify that facilitiesexamination will enhance the staff’s 122.26(b)(14) and those that are not. Themust sample storm water discharges
understanding of the storm water operator and the tenants of the airport from areas where deicing/anti-icing
problems on that site and the effects ofthat conduct industrial activities as activities occur and~or during times
the management practices that are described above, or as described when such operations were beingincluded in the plan. anywhere in 40 CFR 122.26~)(14) and conducted. As a result, only one facility
S. Storm Water Discharges Associated which have storm water discharges, areindicated that the sampling data
With Industrial Activity From Vehicle required to apply for coverage under ansubmi.tted was collected from areas
Maintenance Areas, Equipment NPDES storm water permit for the where deicing activities were being
Cleaning Areas, or Deicing Areas discharges from their areas of operation,conducted. After reviewing recent case

Where an airport has multiple operators studies on the effects of glycolLocated at Air Transportation Facilities (airport authority and tenants) that havedisch~n’ges to receiving waters, EPA
1. Discharges Covered Under This storm water discharges associated with reports and the results of FAA surveys,
Section industrial activity, as described above, EPA ]:~lieves that additional

each operator is required to apply for inforraation on the discharges of
The conditions in this section apply coverage under an NPDES storm water deicing/anti-icing chemicals toto airports, airport terminals, airline permit. This may be done as separate receiving waters as a result of aircraftcarriers, and establishments engaged inoperators or may be done as co- and nmway deicing/anti-icingservicing, repairing, or maintaining permittees. Regardless, each individualopera’tions is warranted and necessary.aircraf~ and ground vehicles, equipmentparty, whether a co-permittee or a Both ethylene and propylene glyco’lscleaning and maintenance (including separate permittee, must submit a noticeexert ihigh oxygen demands whenvehicle and equipment rehabilitation of intent (NOI) to be covered under released into receiving waters. As such,mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, today’s permit. During implementation this s~.ion requires that facilities reportlubrication) or deicing/anti-icing of the storm water pollution preventionboth the Biochemical Oxygen Demandoperations which conduct the above plan, the airport authority should work [BODII and Chemical Oxygen Demanddescribed activities (facilities generally cooperatively with tenants that are not (COD) of discharges sampled at facilitiesclassified as SIC code 45). For the required to have a NPDES permit for that use at least 100,000 gallons or morepurpose of this final permit, the term their storm water discharges. The of glycol-based deicing/anti-icing"deicing" is defined as the process to airport authority may accomplish this chem~icals. The concentration ofremove frost, snow, or ice and "anti- through negotiated agreements, nitrogen and possibly ammonia are theicing" is the process which prevents thecontractual requirements, or other concern with respect to deicing/anti-accumulation of frost, snow, or ice. Bothmeans. Ultimately, the operator{s)/ icing operations where urea is used.of these activities are covered under thisowner{s} {the airport authority) of the Therefore, this section requires thatpermit, storm water outfalls from the airport facilities subject to the monitoring
When an industrial facility, described is(are) responsible for compliance with requh~ments in Part XI.S.5. of the

by the above coverage provisions of thisall terms and conditions of this or other permit also report the concentration of
section, has industrial activities being NPDES permits applicable to those Total Kjaldaht Nitrogen {TKN) in
conducted onsite that meet the outfalls. Storm water pollution disct~h-ges sampled.
description(s) of industrial activities in prevention plans developed separately The results of the storm water survey
another section(s), that industrial for areas of the airport facility occupiedconducted by the FAA (June 1992)
facility shall comply with any and all by tenants of the airport that are showed that 10 percent of the
applicable monitoring and pollution regulated under 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) asrespondents who conduct deicing/anti-
prevention plan requirements of the a storm water discharge associated withicing activities used more than 100,000
other section(s) in addition to all industrial activity shall be integrated gallons of glycol-based deicing/anti-
applicable requirements in this section, into the storm water pollution icing ~-~hemicals during winter seasons.
The monitoring and pollution prevention plan for the entire airport In addition, those facilities using more
prevention plan terms and conditions offacility, than 3.00,000 gallons of glycol-based
this multi-sector permit are additive for The airport authority and tenants of deicing/anti-icing chemicals accounted
industrial activities being conducted at the airport are encouraged to apply as for 71 percent of the total amount of
the same industrial facility (co-located co-permittees under today’s permit, andglyco].-based daicingianti-icing
industrial activities). The operator of theto work in parmership in the chemicals reported’in the survey. In a
facility shall determine which other development and implementation of asimil~ survey conducted by the
monitoring and pollution prevention storm water pollution prevention plan. American Association of Airport
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Executives, 4 percent of the airports RQ levels specified at 40 CFR 110, 117
r~mged significantly, from a few gallonsconducting deicing/anti-icing activitiesand 302. If the airport authority is the to 520,000 gallons. The average annualused more than 100,000 gallons of sole permittee, then the sum total of allvolume of ethylene glycol used by allethylene glycol which represented spills at the airport must be assessed respondents f~r the winter periods ofapproximately 76 percent of the total against the RQ. If the airport authority 1989-90 and 1990091 wasamount of ethylene glycol used by all is a co-permittee with other deicing/ approximately 2.16 million gallons.airports surveyed,

anti-icing operators at the airport, such The FA.A s~’vey summary, reported3. Special Conditions as numerous different airlines, the that the majority of aircraft deicingassessed amount must be the operations occur on the apron adjacent
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water summation of spills by each co- to the passenger terminal and runoffDischarges. In addition to the non-storm

perrnittee. If separate, distinct
generally drains to a nearby stonx~ water

water prohibitions described under Part
individual permittees exist at the inlet. In fact, 31 of the respondenls toIII.A.2, today’s permit clarifies in Part
airport, then the amount spilled by eachthe FAA survey indicated that 75XI.S.2.a (Prohibition of Non-storm separate permittee must be the assessedpercent or more of the spent deicingWater Discharges) that non-storm water
amount for the RQ determination, chemicals were discharged to a stormdischarges, including discharges from

aircraft, ground vehicle and equipment4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention sewer system. In general, the remainder
washwaters, dry weather discharges Plan Requirements of spent chemical resulting from aircraft

deicing operations drained to ditches or
from airport deicing/anti-icing a. Contents of fl~e Plan. The pollutionopen areas.operations, and dry weather dischargesprevention plan requirements described

All aspects of aircraft deicing/~rlti-resulting from runway maintenance arebelow are in addition to those found icing operations, including quantifiesnot authorized under this permit. Dry under Part VI.C. used and stored, as well as application,weather discharges are generated from
(~] Description of Potential Pollutant ha~ldling and storage procedures areprocesses other than those described in

Sources. In addition to the common required to be addressed under thethe definition of storm water. The pollution prevention plan requirements
conditions of this section.definition of storm water includes stormdiscussed in Part VI.C.2.a. (Drainage),

(b) Runway Deicing/Anti-icing--.water runoff, snow melt runoff, and the site map developed for an entire
Includes both deicing and anti-icingsurface runoff and drainage. There is noairport shall identify the location of operations conducted on runways.Limit on the time between the snowfall each tenant of the facility describe theirta,~iways and ramps. Runway d~icing/and snow melt for the purpose of activities,
anti-icing commonly involves either theincluding a snow melt discharge in the In addition to the pollution
application of chemical fluids sue2, asdefinition of storm water. All other prevention requirements discussed in
ethylene glycol or solid constituentsdischarges not included in the Part VI.C.2. IDescription of Potential
such as pelletized urea. Urea has a highdefinition of storm water constitute non-Pollutant Sources), ah’port facilities,
nitrogen content, therefore degradationstorm water discharges. Operators of including areas operated by tenants ofof urea in a receiving water causes annon-storm water discharges must obtainthe facility that conduct industrial
increase in nutrient loadings resultingcoverage under a separate NPDES activities, must address the following in an accelerated growth of algae andwastewater permit if such discharges arespecific operations and areas where theeutJ’ophic conditions. Under certaina point source discharge to waters of theoperations occur: ambient conditions, the degradation ofU.S. or are discharged through a ib’rcrafl Deicing/Anti-icing--Includes
urge in receiving waters can also resultmunicipal separate storm sewer system,both deicing to remov~ frost, snow or in ~mmonia concentrations toxic toIn a related requirement, the permitteeice, and anti-icing which prevents theaquatic life.is required to attach a copy of the accumulation of frost, snow or ice. The FAA’s storm water surveyNPDES permit issued for the discharge

Deicing/anti.icing of an airplane is reported that, of the facilities thatof non-storm water runoff or, if an
accomplished through the application ofindicated using urea for runwayNPDES permit has not yet been issued,a freezing point depressant fluid,

deicing/anti-icing for the winter periodsa copy of the pending application to thecommonly ethylene glycol or propyleneof 1989-90 and 1990-91, the amour~t ofplan. For facilities that discharge the glycol, to the exterior surface of an urea used during a single winter periodwaters mentioned above to a sanitary aircraft. Both ethylene and propylene
ranged from 100 pounds to 1,450,000sewer system, the operator of the glycol have high biochemical oxygen pou~lds {715 tons). With regard tosanitary sewer system must be notified,demands {BED) when discharged to disposal of spent deicing/anti-icingA copy of the notification letter must be

receiving waters. Environmental chemicals from runways, taxiwavs andattached to the plan. If an industrial impacts on surface waters due to glycolramps, 20 oh’ports indicated that’thevuser permit has been issued under a
discharges includes glycol odors and

disctmrged 50 percent or more of rm~offpretreatment program, a copy of the
glycol contaminated surface water andfrom deicing areas directly to a stomapermit must be attached to the plan as
ground water systems, diminished sewer system. In response to questionsdoes any other permit to which the
dissolved oxygen levels and fish kills,    concerning collection and treatment offacility’s discharge waters are subject.

The Federal Aviation Administration
spent deicing chemicals from runwayThis will help to prevent confusion and

{FAA) recently conducted a survey
deicing/anti-icing activities, only fiv,~help to ensure that non-storm water which focused on aircraft and runway
facilities indicated that runoff fromdischarges are not inadvertently deicing/anti-icing operations at U.S. "
runway deicing/anti-icing operation.,;au~o..ri.zed by this permit, au-ports. Ninety-six airports respondedwas collected and treated.~. neleases of Reportable Quantities

to the survey and results are All aspects of runway deicing/anti.of Hazardous Substances and Oil.
summarized in a final report dated Juneicing operations, inclu~iing types ofToday’s permit clarifies in Part XI.S.2.b
1, 1992. in summary, 65 airports

deicing/anti-icing chemicals, quantities(Releases of Reportable Quantities of
indicated the amounts of ethylene used and stored, as well as application,Hazardous Substances and Oil) that glycol used for aircraft deicing for the handling and storage procedures areeach individual permittee is required to
winter periods of 1989-90 and 1990-91requh~d to be addressed under thereport spills equal to or exceeding the and the volumes used by each airport

conditions of this section.
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(c) Aircraft Servicing-Typically specific areas and operations identifiedwaste aircraft fuel) must be maintained
conducted on the apron area adjacent toas potential sources of pollutants. This in good condition, so as to prevent
the passenger terminal, the servicing of section further specifies that a schedulecont~Lmination of storm water, and
aircraft could potentially contribute for implementation shall be provided plainly labeled (e.g., "used oil,"
pollutants to storm water. As a result offor each BMP selected. The BMPs "Contaminated Jet-A," etc.). The plan
spills or leaks during the servicing of specified in this section are not must describe meas~u’es that prevent or
aircraft, fluids such as engine oil, intended to be the only alternative rninimize contamination of the storm
hydraulic fluid, fuel and lavatory wastemanagement practices considered by water runoff from storage amos.
could potentially enter the storm water operators, simply the minimum to be Management practices such as indoor
system and]or be discharged to considered. In most cases, the BMPs storage of materials, centralized storage
receiving waters. All spillage other than specified are common sense approachesareas for waste materials, and]or
potable water, should be prevented fromthat are already in practice at many installation of berms and dikes around
entering the storm sewer system, airport facilities. As such, operators maystorage areas should be considered fi~r

(d) Aircraft, Ground Vehicle and only need to include the information inimplementation.
Equipment Maintenance and Washing~their storm water pollution prevention (e) Airport Fuel System and Fueling
Maintenance activities included in this plan. Specific areas and industrial Areas--The plan must describesection include both minor and major operations mentioned in this section measures that prevent or minimize the
operations conducted either on the and the corresponding BMPs for such discharge of fuels to the storm sewer
apron adjacent to the passenger areas are the following: resulting from fuel servicing activities or
terminal, or at dedicated maintenance (a) Aircra~, Ground Vehicle and other operations conducted in support
facilities. Potential pollutant sources Equipment Maintenance Areas of the airport fuel system. Where the
from all types of maintenance activities (including aircraft service areas)--The discharge of fuels into the storm sewer
include spills and leaks of engine oils, plan must describe measures that cannot be prevented, the plan shall
hydraulic fluids, transmission oil, prevent or minimize the contamination indicate measures that will be empleyedradiator fluids, and chemical solvents of storm water runoff from all areas usedto prevent or minimize the discharge of
used for parts cleaning, in addition, thefor aircraft, Wound vehicle and the contaminated runoff into receiving
disposal of waste parts, batteries, oil andequipment maintenance and servicing, su.rfa.ce waters.fuel filters, and oily rags also have a Management practices such as Where above ~round storage timem
potential for contaminating storm waterperforming all maintenance activities are present, pollution prevention plan
runoff from maintenance areas unless indoors, maintaining an organized requirements shall be consistent with
proper management practices and inventory, of materials used, draining allrequirements established in 40 CFR
operating procedures are implemented,parts of fluids prior to disposal, 112.7 guidelines for the preparation ~nd
The spent wash water from aircraft andprohibiting the prac*.ice of hosing down implementation of a spill prevention
ground vehicle washing activities couldthe apron or hangar floor, using dry control and countermeasure (SPCC)
potentially be contaminated with cleanup methods in the event of spills,plan. Where a SPCC plan already exists,
surface dirt, metals, and fluids {fuel, and/or collecting the storm water runoff the storm water pollution prevention
hydraulic fluid, oil, lavatory waste}, from maintenance and/or service amos plan imay incorporate requirements into

(e) Runway Maintenance--Over time,and providing treatment, or recycling the PPP by reference.
materials such as tire rubber, oil and should be considered. (J~ ,Source Beduction~This section.grease, paint chips, and jet fuel can (b) Aircraft, Ground Vehicle, and specifies that facilities which conduct
build up on the surface of a runway Equipment Cleaning Arg=as--The plan aircraft and]or runway (including
causing a reduction in the friction of themust describe measures that prevent ortaxiways and ramps) deicing/anti-icing
pavement surface. When the friction minimize the contamination of the ol~erations shall evaluate present
level of a runway falls below a specific storm water runoff from all areas used operating procedures to consider
level, then maintenance must be for aircraft, ground vehicle, and alternative practices which would
performed. The Federal Aviation equipment maintenance. Managementreduce the overall amount of deicing/
Administration (FAA) recommends practices such as performing all anti-icing chemical used and]or lessen
several methods for removing rubber cleaning operations indoors, and/or the enviroumental impact of thedeposits and other contaminants from acollecting the storm water runoff from pollutant source.
runway surface including high pressure the area and providing treatment or With regard to runway deicing
water, chemical solvents, high velocity recycling should be considered, operations, operators should begin by
particle impact, and mechanical (c) Aircraft, Ground Vehicle, and evaluating present chemical applica~on
grinding. If not properly managed, the Equipment Storage Areas---The storage rates to ensure against excessive over
materials removed from the runway of aircraft, ground vehicles, and application. Devices which meter the
surface could be discharged into nearbyequipment awaiting maintenance mustamount of chemical being applied to
surface waters. Similarly, if chemical be confined to designated areas ."unways help to prevent over
solvents are used in the maintenance (delineated on the site map). The planapplication. Operators should also
operation, improper management must describe measures that prevent oremphasize anti-icing operations which
practices could result in discharges of minimize the contamination of storm wouht preclude the need to deice; less
the chemical solvents in the storm waterwater runoff from these areas, chemical is required to prevent therunoff from runway areas to nearby Management practices such as indoor formation of ice on a runway than issurface waters, storage of aircraft and ground vehicles, requfi’ed to remove ice from a runwa.v.(2] Measures and Controls. In the use of drip pans for the collection To fi.u:ther assist in implementing anti-addition to the common pollution of fluid leaks, and perimeter drams, icing procedures, operators should alsoprevention plan requirements discusseddikes or berms surrounding storage consider installing runway ice detectionin Part VI.C.3. (Measures and Controls), areas should be considered, svsteros (RID) otherwise l~nown asthis section specifies that permittees (a~ Mater~al Storage Areas---Storage "~avement sensors" which monitormust address particular Best units of all materials (e.g., used oils, runway temperatures. Pavement sensorsManagement Practices (BIV[P) for hydraulic fluids, spent solvents and provide an indication of when runway
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temperatures are approaching freezingicing operations a~e conducted on February 1991). Studies indicate that
conditions, thus alerting operators of theaircraft during periods of d~ weather, collected deicing chemicals which have
need to conduct anti-icing operations, operators should ensure that storm glycol[ concentrations ranging from 15 to
Deicing/anti-icing chemicals applied water inlets are blocked to prevent the 25 percent can be cost effectively
during extremely cold, dry conditions, discharge of deicing/anti-icing recycled. The optimal conditions for
are often ineffective since they do not chemicals to the storm sewer system, collec~dng the highest concentration of
adhere to the ice surface and may be Mechanical vacuum systems or other glycol[ in spent deicing fluid is directly
scattered as a result of windy conditionssimilar devices can then be used to from the apron or centralized deicing
or aircraft movement, in an effort to collect the spent deicing chemical fromstation when deicing operations are
improve the efficiency of the the apron surface for proper disposal toconducted during dry. weather or light
application, operators should consider prevent those materials from later precipitation events. Deicing/anti-ic£ng
pre-wetting the deicing chemical to . becoming a source of storm water chemicals discharged to retention basins
improve the adhesion to the iced contamination. Establishing a which are then allowed to mix with
surface, centralized deicing station would also additional surface runoff typically result

With regard to substitute deicing/ provide better control over aircraft in glycol concentrations well below the
chemicals for runway use, operators deicing/anti-icing operations in that it acceF,table range for recycling. There
should consider using chemicals which enables operators to readily collectare, however, methods of physica!
have less of an environmental impact onspent deicing/anti-icing chemicals, separation presently available which
receiving waters. Potassium acetate, hasOnce spent deicer/anti-icer chemicalsincrease the concentration of glycol ~md

:- a lower oxygen demand than glycol, isare collected, operators can then selectallow operators to recover a relatively
nontoxic to aquatic habitat or humans, from various methods of disposal such reusable product.
and was approved by the FAA for as: (h) Inspections-in addition to the
runway deicing operations in (i) Dispos~l to Sanitary Sewage common pollution prevention plan
November, 1991 (AC No. 150/5200-30AFacilitj~.--Because glycols are readily requirements discussed in Part VI.C.3.d
CHG 1). biodegradable, runoff can be treated (Inspections), quarried personnel shall

In considering alternative along with sanitary sewage. The inspect equipment and areas involved
management practices for ain:raft receiving treatment plant would, in deicing/anti-icing operations on a
deicing/operations, operators should however, have to have the capacity to weekly basis during periods when
evaluate present application rates to handle the hydraulic load as well as thedeiciugianti-icing operations are being
ensure against excessive over additional biochemical oxygen demandconducted.
application. In addition, operators mayassociated with the deicing/anti-icing (i) Pollution Prevention Training--.
consider pretreating aircraft with hot chemical. Measurements have shown Pollution Prevention training programs
water or forced air prior to the that the average oxygen demand for shall inform management and persormel
application of chemical deicer. The~oalglycol is between 400,000 and 600,000responsible for implementing activities
of this management practice is to reciucemg O2/L even if diluted per fluid identified in the storm water pollution
the amount of chemical deicer used manufacturers specifications (FAA AC prew,,ntion plan of the components ~nd
during the operation. This management150-5320-15 CHG 1, 1991}. To lessengoals of the plan. Training should
practice alone is not suificient since both the increased hydraulic and address topics such as spill response,,
discharges of small concentrations of pollutant loads due to runoff from good housekeeping, material
glycol can have significant effects on airport deicing/anti-icing operations, management practices and deicing/anti-
receiving waters. It is, however, an retention basins may be located at the icing procedures. The pollution
effective measure to reduce the amountairport facility, prevention plan shall identify periodic
of glycol needed per operation. (ii) Retention and Detention Ponds-- dates for such training. EPA

(g] ManaRement of Runof~--A numberConversion of suitable unused airport recommends that facilities conduct
of reports including EPA’s Guidance For land into retention or detention basinstraimng annually at a minimum.
Issuing NPDES Storm Water Permits Forallows for collection of large volumes of However, more frequent training may be
Airports, September 28, 1991 and glycol waste from pavement surface necessary at f~cilitias with high
Federal Aviation Administration {FAA) runoff. The design capacity for such tuznover of employees or where
Advisory Circular (AC 150-5320-15) basins should at least handle surface employee participation is essential to
indicate that the most common locationrunoffs for winter months noting the the s~orm water pollution prevention
for deicing/anti-icing aircraft at U.S. decreased microbial activity during the plan.
airports is along the apron areas wherewinter season which is needed for (3) Comprehensive Site Compliance
mobile deicing vehicles onerate from biodegradation, plus additional capacityEvaluation. The storm water pollution
gate to gate. In a recent Ffi, A survey of for runoff during thawing periods, prevention plan must describe the scope
deicing/anti-icing operations at U.S, Continuous aeration would supply and content of comprehensive site
airports (June 1992), the majority of required oxygen and allow for faster evahmtion that qualified personnel will
respondents indicated that spent deicerbiodegradation and release of glycol conduct to: (1) Confirm the accura~’ of
chemicals from aircraft deicing/anti- waste, which may reduce capacity the description of potential pollution
icing operations either dram to the requirements. Metering the discharge ofsources contained in the plan, (2)
storm sewer system, open areas, or areflow from an onsite basin allows the dete~nine the effectiveness of the plan,
left to evaporate on the ramp, operator to better control the rate of flowand (3) assess compliance with the

This section specifies that operators dunng peak flight hours and to avoid terms and conditions of the permit.
shall provide a narrative description ofBeD shock loadings to a sanitary Comprehensive site compliance
BM~s to control or manage storm watertreatment facility or a surface water, evaluations must be conducted at least
runoff from areas where deicing/anti- (iii)//ecycling-.Glycol recycling annually. The individual or individuals
icing operations occur in an effort to provides operators with a chemical costwho will conduct the evaluations must
minimize or reduce the amount of savings since recaptured glycol can be be identified in the plan and should be
pollutants being discharged from the sold or reused for other non-aircraftmembers of the pollution prevention
site. For example, when deicing/anti- applications (FAA AC 150-5320-15, team. Evaluation reports must be
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retained for a period of at least 3 years requirements in Part XI.S.5. of the req~.LLrements discussed in today’s
following the date of evaluation, permit also report the concentration of permit. In order to provide a tool forBased on the results of each Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen {TKN) in evaluating the effectiveness of theevaluation, the description of potential discharges sampled, pollution prevention plan and topollution sources, and measures and The results of the storm water survey characterize the discharge for potentia!controls, the plan must be revised as conducted by FAA (June 1992} showed

envh:onmental impacts, the permitappropriate within 2 weeks after each that 10 percent of the respondents who
requi~res airport facilities that useinspection. Changes in the measures conduct deicing activities used more

and controls must be implemented on than 100,000 gallons of glycol-based 100,000 gallons or more of glycol-based
the site in a timely manner, and no laterdeicing chemicals during winter deicing/anti-icing chemicals and/or 100
than 12 weeks after completion of the seasons. In addition, those facilities tons or more of urea on an average
inspection, using more than 100,000 gallons of annual basis to collect and analyze

5. Numeric Effluent Limitation glycol-based deicing chemicals samples of their storm water discharges
accounted for 71 percent of the total from areas where deicing/anti-icing

There are no additional numerical amount of glycol-based deiced activities occur for the pollutants lis~ted
limitations beyond those in Part V.B. of chemicals reported by all respondents in Table S-1. Airport facilities which
this permit, in the survey. In a similar survey use less than 100,000 gallons of glycol-
6. Monitoring and Reporting conducted by the American Associationbased deicing/anti-icing chemicals and/
Requirements of Airport Executives, 4 percent of the or less than 100 toits of urea on an

airports conducting deicing activities avare~ge annual basis are not required to
In general, the quantitative data used more than 100,000 gallons of monitor discharges resulting fromsubmitted with part 2 of the group ethylene glycol which represented deicing/anti-icing activities.application was inadequate to clearly

approximately 76 percent of the total In determining if an airport is subjectidentify particular areas of concern withamount of ethylene glycol used by all to the monitoring requirements, airportrespect to discharges of pollutants
airports surveyed, authorities must determine the "aveI~geresulting from vehicle maintenance and/

a. Annual Loading Estimates. Allor deicing/anti-icing operations facilities that use more than 100,000 annual usage rate" of daicing/anti-ic:Lng
conducted at airport facilities. EPA gallons of glycol-based deicing/anti- chemicals at their particular facility.
believes that the part 2 sampling data icing chemicals and/or 100 tons or moreThe "average annual usage rate" is
does not provide justification that of urea on an average annual basis shalldetermined by averaging the total
discharges resulting from deicing/anti-prepare estimates of annual pollutant amounts of deicing/anti-icing chemicals
icing operations are not a significant loadings resulting ~rom discharges of used at the facility for the three previous
source of pollutants. The sampling spent deicing/anti-icing chemicals fromcalendar years. The total amount of
requh’ements for part 2 of the group the facility. The loading estimates shalldeicing/anti-icing chemicals used at anapplication did not specify that facilitiesreflect the amounts of deicing/anti-icingah-port facility is the cumulative amountmust sample storm water discharges chemicals discharged to separate stormused by the airport authority and each
from areas where deicing/anti-icing sewer systems or surface waters, prior to tenant of the airport facility. EPAactivities occur and/or dusting times and after implementation of the recognizes that glycol-based deicing/when such operations were being facility’s storm water pollution anti-icing chemicals are often dilutedconducted. As a result, only one facilityprevention plan. The p ~urpose of these with water prior to deicing aircraft. Inindicated that the sampling data estimates is to calculate the net some cases, deicing/auti-icing chemicalssubmitted was collected from areas reduction in deicing/anti-icing chemicalmay constitute only 50 percent of thewhere deicing/anti-icing activities wereloadings to receiving streams. Such applied volume of liquid to aircraft.being conducted. After reviewing recentestimates shall be reviewed and Therefore, in demrmining the fluidcase studies on the effects of glycol certified by an environmental amounts of deicing/anti-icing chemicalsdischarges to receiving waters, EPA professional (engineer, scientist, etc.) used at a facility, operators should usereports, and the results of FAA surveys, with experience in storm water the p~dilution volume.EPA believes that additional pollution prevention. Theinformation on the impacts of environmental professional need not be At a minimum, storm water
discharges of deicing/anti-icing certified or registered, however, discl~rges from airport facilities that
chemicals to receiving waters resultingexperience with development of storm use 100,000 gallons or more of glycol-
from aircraft and runway deicing/anti- water pollution prevention plans and based deicing/anti-icing chemicals and/
icing operations is warranted and with airport operations is critical to or 100 tons or more of urea on an
necessary, prepare accurate estimates. By means of average basis must be monitored four

Both ethylene and propylene glycols
the certification, the environmental times during the second year of permit

exert high oxygen demands when professional, having examined the coverage when deicing/anti-icing
released into receiving waters. As such,

facility’s deicing/anti-icing procedures activi1~ies are occun-ing and from ou~alls
this section requires that facilities report and proposed control measures that receive storm water runoff from
both the Biochemical Oxygen Demand described in the storm water pollution those areas. At the end of the second
(BOD} and Chemical Oxygen Demand prevention plan, shall attest that the year of permit coverage, a facility must
(COD) of discharges sampled at facilities loading estimates have been accuratelv calculate the average concentration for
that use at least lO0,000 gallons or more prepared. " all grab samples analyzed for each
of glycol-based deicing/anti-icing b. Analytical Monitoring parameter Listed in Table S-1 on anchemicals. The concentration of Requirements. EPA believes that outfall-by-outfall basis. If more than fournitrogen and possibly ammonia are theairports may reduce the level of different events are sampled during aconcern with respect to deicing/anti- pollutants in storm water runoff from monit,nring period, then the averageicing operations where urea is used. their sites through the development andconcentration for each parameter shallTherefore, this section requJxes that proper implementation of the storm be determined using all grab samplesfacilities subject to the monitoring water pollution prevention plan analyzed.
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TABLE S-1 .--INDUSTRY MONITORING If the average concentration for all anti-icing operations are occurring Lu
REQUIREMENTS grab samples analyzed for a parameter is the fol~th, year of the permit.

less than or equal to the value listed in Monitoring is not required during the
Cut-off con- Table S-l, then the permittee is not first, third, and fifth year of the permit.

Parameter contration required to conduct quantitative The exclusion from monitoring in the
analysis for that parameter during the fourth, year of the permit is conditional

Biochem~al Oxygen De- 30 rng/L fourth year of the permit. If, however, on the facility maintaining industrial
mand (BOD~). the average concentration for all grab operarions and BMPs that will ensure, a

Chemical Oxygen Demand 120 mgiL samples analyzed for a parameter is quality of storm water discharges(COD). greater than the cut-off concentration consistent with the averageAmmonia ............................19 mg/L listed in Table S-l, then the permitteeconcentrations recorded during thepH ......................................6.0 to 9 s.u. is required to conduct monitoring four second year of the permit.
times for that parameter while deicing/

TABLE S-2.---SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Coverage ............................ ¯ Collect a minimum of four samples during months of deicing/anti-icing (December-February)
Conduct monitoring for four separate events during months of oeicing/anti-icing (December-

February)
¯ Calculate the average concerflration on an outfall by outfall basis, for all parameters ana-

lyzed diJring this pedod
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value li~sted in Ta~e S-l, then sampling is re-

quired during the fourth year of the permit
¯If average concentration is less than or eClUal to the value listed in Table S-1, then no fur-

ther sampling is required for that parameter
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Conduct monitoring four timea, on an outfall by outfall basis, during the months of deicing/

anti-icing (Decamber -February) for any parameter ~ere the average concentration in year
2 of the permit is greater than the value listed in Table S-1

¯ If industrial activities or the pollution prevention plan t’tave been altered such that storm
water discharges may be adversely affected, monitoring is required for all parameters of
concem dudng the months of deicing/anti-icing (December-February)

In cases where the average results obtained during the second andicing chemicals. It will also provide site-
concentration for all grabs analyzed forfourth year of permit coverage no later specific information necessary for
a parameter exceeds the cut-off than the 31st day of March following thecalculating the estimates of the annual
concentration, EPA expects permitteesmonitoring period. For each outfall, onepollutant loadings also required by this
to place special emphasis on methodssigned Discharse Monitoring Report permit. The recommended methodology
for reducing the presence of those form must be submitted to the Director for performing grab and composite
parameters in storm water discharges,per storm event sampled. For facilities sampling is described at 40 CFR
Quarterly monitoring in the fourth year conducting monitormgbeyond the 122.21(g)(7). The permittee has the
of the permit will reassess the minimum requirements an additional option to submat site-specific deicing/
effectiveness of the adjusted pollution Discharge Monitoring Report Form must anti-icing discharge monitoring protocol
prevention plan. be filed for each analysis, and methodology, better suited to the

EPA realizes that if a facility is e. Sarnp]e Type. A minimum of one partioular facility, to the Director for
inactive and unstaffed it may be grab and one flow-weighted composite approval.
difficult to collect storm water discharge sample shall be taken from each out.fall ~. Itepresentan’ve Discharge. When a
samples when a qualifying event occurs, that collects runoff from areas where facility has two or more outfalls that,
Today’s final permit has been revised so deicing/anti-icing activities occur. The based on a consideration of industrial
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can required 72-hour storm event interval is activity, significant materials, and
exercise a waiver of the requirement to waived where the preceding measurable management practices and activities
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, storm event did not result in a with~ r~ the area drained bv the outfa11,

c. Alternative Certification. The measurable discharge from the facility, the permittee reasonably ~elieves
alternative certification provision The required 72-hour storm event discharge substantially identical
discussed in other industry sectors interval may also be waived where theeffluents, the permittee may test the
described in Part VIII of this fact sheet permittee documents that less than a 72-effluent of one of such outfalls and
are not applicable to discharges hour interval is representative for local repm:t that the quantitative data also
resulting from deicing/anti-icing storm events during the season whenapplies to the substantially identica].
operations. As structured, today’s sampling is being conducted. The graboutfall(s} provided that the permittee
permit only requires monitoring from sample is intended to provide includes in the storm water pollution
airports that use more than 100,000 information on the maximum expectedprew~ntion plan a description of the
gallons of glycol-based deicing/anti- concentrations of BODS, COD, and location of the outfalls and explains in
icing chemicals and/or 100 tons of urea. ammonia as a result of deicing/anti-detail why the outfalls are expected to
In addition, airports that use less than icing chemicals discharged during thedischarge substantially identical
the stated thresholds of deicing/anti- precipitation event. The composite effluent. In addition, for each outfa~[
icing chemicals are not required to sample is intended to provide a measurethat the permattee believes is
submit an alternative certification, of the BOD5, COD, ammonia loadings representative, an estimate of the size of

d. Reporting Requirements. Permitteesfor the entire precipitation event as a the cLramage area (in square feet) and an
are required to submit all monitoring result of the discharge of deicing/anti-estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
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drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 another section(s), that industrial Prier to discharge into a receiving
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orfacility shall comply with any and all water body, treated wastewater is
high (above 65 percent)] shall be applicable monitoring and pollution disinfected using chlorination followed
provided in the plan. prevention plan requirements of the by ~echlormation. Sludge produced
T. Storm Water Discharges Associatedother section(s) in addition to all during primary and secondary treatment

applicable requirements in this section,is commonly combined, thickened,With Industrial Activity From Treatment
The monitoring and pollution stabilized, and then mechanicallyWorks
prevention plan terms and conditions of dewatered. Sludge is aerobically or

~. Discharges Covered Under this this multi-sector permit are additive for anaerobically stabilized by adjusting the
Section industrial activities being conducted at pH with lime. This is followed by

the same industrial facility {co-located dewatering process where a polymer isOn November 16, 1990 {55 FR 47990},
industrial activities}. The operator of the added to condition the sludge for~he U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA} promulgated the facility shall determine which other dewatering. Sludge is often stored onsite
regulatory definition of "storm water monitoring and pollution prevention in piles exposed to weather, until final
discharges associated with industrial plan section{s) of this permit {if any) are disposal {e.g., surface disposal, or
activity." This definition includes point applicable to the facility, incineration). When sludge is to be land
source discharges of storm water from 2. Industry Profile applied, sludge drying beds or

composting piles may be exposed toeleven categories of facilities, including
Wastewater treatment plants remove

precipitation. In cases where sludge is..... (ix) treatment works treating organic and inorganic contaminants incinerated onsite of the treatmentdomestic sewage or any other sewage from domestic sewage and sludge. Thisplant, ash piles or impoundments maysludge or wastewater treatment device section provides a description of the be exposed to precipitation.or system, used in the storage, treatment processes for reducingtreatment, recycling, and reclamation ofpollutants in domestic sewage. The 3. Pollutants Found in Storm Watermunicipal or domestic sewage, operations are basically the same at allDischarges From Treatment Worksincluding land dedicated to the disposaltreatment plants and may be categorizedof sewage sludge that are located withinby three general processes: primary The impact of Industrial activities at
the confines of the facility, with a treatment, secondary treatment, and treatment works on storm water
design flow of 1.0 M,G.D. or more or tertiary treatment, discharges will vary. Factors at a site
required to have an approved Primary TreatrnentmThe objective of which influence the water quahty
pretreatment program under 40 CFR primary treatment is the removal of include geographic location,
part 403." settleable and suspended organic hydrogeology, the industrial activities

This section establishes special pollutants. This typically involves at exposed to storm water discharges, the
conditions for storm water discharges least one of the following operations: facility’s size, the types of pollution
associated with industrial activity from screening, grit removal, and prevention measures/best management
treatment works treating domestic sedimentation. Chemical processes, practices in place, and the type,
sewage with a design flow of 1.0 M.G.D.such as disinfection, may also occur duration, and intensity of storm event,s.
or more, or for treatment works that areduring primary treatment operetions. Taken together or separately, these
required to have an approved Secondary TreatmentmThe objective factors determine how polluted the
pretreatment program under 40 CFR of secondary treatment is-further storm water discharges will be at a given
Part 403, or for those having land removal of settleable solids and solublefacility. For example, caustic soda may
dedicated to the disposal of sewage organic matter. The operations be significant source of pollutants at
sludge within the confines of the employed during secondary treatment some facilities, while incinerator ash
facility. Please note that storm water include biological oxidation via may be the primary pollutant source a~
discharges from farm lands, domestic suspended growth or fixed film others. Additionally, pollutant sources
gardens, or lands used for sludge processes, such as activated sludge, other than storm water, such as illicit
management where sludge is rotating biological contractors or cormec~ons, spills, and other
beneficially reused and which are not trickling filters, improperly dumped materials, may
physically located in the confines of the Tertiary Treatment~The objectives ofincrease the pollutant loading
facility, or areas that are in compliancetertiary treatment include further discharged into Waters of the United
with Section 405 of the Clean Water Acttreatment of wastewater, such as States.
(CWA), are not currently regulated removal of suspended solids by Table T-I lists Industrial activitiesunder the Federal storm water filtration; removal of nutrients, such as that commonly occur at treatmentregulations, phosphorus and nitrogen, typically works, common pollutant sources atWhen an industrial facility, describedthrough chemical additions and these facilities, and pollutants that areby the above coverage provisions of thisbiological processes, or by selective ionassociated with these sources. Table T-section, has industrial activities being exchange: and tint.her removal of 1 identifies parameters as potentialconducted onsite that meet the pollutants through activated carbon pollutants of concern associated withdescription{s) of industrial activities in treatment, facilities covered by this section.

TABLE T-1 .~DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES, POTENTIAL POLLUTANTSOURCES, AND POSSIBLE POLLUTANTS

Activity / Pollutant source Pollutant

Preparation of biological and physical treatmentj Spills and leaks of process chemicals ............. Disinfectants, polymers and coagulants, alum,processes, fernc c~loride, soda ash, lime, sodium alu-
minat,e, sodium hypochlorite, caustic soda_
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TABLE T-1.--DESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES, POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND POSSIBLE POLLUTANTS--
Continued

Activ~ Pollutant source Pollutant

Sod amending and grass fertilizing .................... Over fertilizing ..................................................Commer¢iai brands of balance fertilizers. (6-
6-.~;, 8-8-8 or 12-12-12), commercial
sludge based products, nitrogen, o~er nu-
thefts, phosl~norous, ammonia.

Liquid storage in above ground storage ............ Extemai corrosion and sti’uctural failure .......... Aluminum sulfate, liquid chlorine, liquid poly-
mer, fuel, oil.

Installation problems ........................................ Aluminum sulfate, liquid chlorine, liquid poly-
mer, fuel, oil.

Spills and overfills due to operator error ......... aiumi~num sulfate, liquid chlorine, liquid poly-
re~r, fuel, oil.

Failure of piping systems (pipes, pumps, Aluminum sulfate, liquid chlorine, liquid poly-
flanges, couplings, hoses, and valves), me,r, fuel, oil.

Leaks or spills during pumping of liquids from Aluminum sulfate, liquid chlonne, liquid poly-
barges, trucks, or rail cars to a storage fa- mar, fuel, oil.
cility.

Pest Control .......................................................Large quantities of pesticide application, pes- Diaza~on, malathion, arndro,
ticide storage, dimethylphthaiate, diethyl phthalate,

dict)lorvos, ¢arl3aryl, skeetal, batex, liquid
co~er.

Sludge Drying Beds ...........................................Sludge ..............................................................Nitrate, TDS, TSS, ammonia.
Sludge Storage Piles ......................................... Sludge ..............................................................Nitrate, TDS, TSS, ammonia.
Sludge Transfer ..................................................Sludge, vehicles, transfer equipment .............. Nitrate, TDS, TSS, oil, fuel, hydraulic fluids,

ammonia.
Incineration .........................................................Ash irr©oundments/piles .................................. Heavy metals, TDS, TSS.
Miscellaneous .....................................................Gnt and scum piles from ctanfiers, screens, TSS, heavy metals, fecal coliform, nitrate,

exposed soil. TSS.

Sources: EPA, Risk Reduction Engineering Lab, Cincinnati, OH, and U.S. of America National Committee for Representation of the tJnited
States to the Internationai Association of Water Pollution Research and Control. November 1989. "Developments at International Conference on
Water Pollution Research (14th)." EPA/600/2-891059.

EPA, Office of Water Program Operations. June 1983. "Need Survey, 1982. Conveyance, Traatment, and Control of Municipal Wastewater,
Combined Sewer Overflows, and Storm Water Runoff: Summaries of Technical Data." EPN430/9-83/002.

EPA, Office of Research and Development. May 1992. "Facility Pollution Prevention Guide." EPN60OlR-92/088.
EPA, Ofl’w,e of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities--Developing Polltt~on Prevention Plans and Best

Management Practices." EPA 832-R-92-006.

Based on the similarities of the treatment works facilities as a whole include the eight pollutants that all
facilities included in this sector in termsand not subdivide this sector. Therefore, facilities were required to monitor for
of industrial activities and sil~ificant Table T-2 lists data fo~ selected ~nder Form ZF, as well as the po~lut.ants
materials, EPA believes it is appropriate parameters ~rom facilities in the that ]SPA has determined may merit
to discuss the potential pollutants at treatment works sector. These data further monitoring.

TABLE T-2.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY TREATMENT WORKS FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

Po41utant No. of ~ No. of San~oles Mmm Mimmum Maximum M~0zan 95m Pemen~le 99~ Pemen~le

BODs ................................................ 4~ 4~ 94 ~3 32.7 442 0.0 0.0 I~00.0 1300.0 12.0 7.5 78.0 83.0 171.6 203.4
COD ...................................................... 4"/ 4~ 85 84 131.8 155.7 0.0 0.0 1900.0 2000.0 67.3 61.7 437.4 431.9 932.2 ~.2.3
Nitrate + Nitrite Nit~gen ...................... 47l 4~l 89 88 19.70 19.34 0.00 0.00 427.0( 396.7E 0.9~ 0.76 41.56 35.04 167.28 137.67
Total Kjel0al’d Nit]’og~ 46l 451 84 83 7.67 4.~, 0.00 0.00 213.0~ 150,00l 1.3~ I,31 14.24 9.30 32..~4 19.05
Oil & Grease ...................................... 49l N/A~ 96 N/A 35.7 N/A 0.0 bi/A 1210.0 WA 1.2 N/A ~3.5 N/A 202.8 WA
pH .......................................................... 43l N/Ai 86 N/A N/A N/A 0.4 N/A 8.9 N/A 7.0 N/A 11.5 N/A 14.5 N/A
Tota] P’no~WIo~us .................................. 491 481 91 8g 0.91 0.67 0.00 0.0(3 9.501 5.92! 0.47 0.45 2.91 220 6.21 4.39
TotaJ S~enO~:l ~ ........................ 501 491 95 93 153 111 0 2 18~6 845 64 55 638 422 16~1 !013

~ A~icatJons that did not relxxl the units of measuremezlt for the reporte0 values of polJutant$ were not inOu0eci i~ U1ese ~ VaJues reootle0 as non-Oetect or ~ detecbon iin1~t were
a~m~ to be 0.

4. Options for Controlling Pollutants they cover loading areas, storage areas,material management practice is catch
or material handling ~reas; basins. Because BMPs described Lu part

Part I group application data indicateapproximately 10 percent reported that 1 data are limited, the following table is
that BMPs have not been widely they use containment: less than 4 provided to identify BMPs assocuated
implemented at the representative percent of the representative facilities with activities that routinely occur at
sampling facilities. Less than 3 percentuse concrete pads. The most commonlytreatment works.
of the sampling subgroup reported thatlisted (approximately 15 percent)
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TABLE T-3.--GENERAL STORM WATER BMPs FOR TREATMENT WORKS

Activity BMPs
Preparation of biological and physical treatment Use drip pans under drums and equipment where feas,~e.

process. Store process chemicals inside buildings.
Inspect the storage yard for filling drip pans and other problems regularly.
Train employees on procedures for stonng and inspecting chem~als.

Soil amending and grass fer01izing .................... Use ttm appropriate amount of fertilizer.
Do not overfertilize.
Train employee on proper fertilizing techniques.

Liquid storage in above ground storage contain- Maintain good integrity of all storage containers.
ers.

Install safeguards (such as diking or perming) against acoldentai releases at the storage area.
I~ storage tanks to detect potential leaks and perl~rm preventive maintenance.
Inspect piping systems (pipes, pumps, l~lngas, couplings, hoses, ~ valves) for failures or

leaks.
Train employees on proper filling and transfer procedures.

Pest Control ........................................................Minimize pesticide application.
Only apply pesticide if needed.
Train employees on proper pesticide application.

Sludge Drying Beds ............................................ Ensure drying becl is draining properly (e.g., check for clogging); avoid overfilling drying bed;
grade the land to divert flow around drying bed; ben~, dike, or curb drying bed areas; cover
drying beds.

Sludge Storage Piles .......................................... Confine storage of sludge to a dasignatecl area as far from any receiving water body as pos-
sible; store sludge on an irroervious surface (e.g., con~ete pad); grade the land to divert
flow around storage piles; herin, dike, or curb sluc:lge storage plies; cover sludge storage
plies.

Sludge Transfer ..................................................Promptly remove any sludge spilled during transfer; coi3(’luof transfer operations over an ilTtoef-
vious surface; avoid transferring slu~ during rmn events; grade the lar~ to divert :!low
around transfer areas; harm, curb, or dike transfer areas; avoid locating transfer operatmns
near receiving water bodies.

Incineration--ash impoundments/piles ............... Uns ash impoundments with clay (or other type of irnl:en/ious material); ensure asri irrcx~unO-
merits will hold maximum volume of ash an~ a 10-year, 24-hour rain event; curb, harm, or
dike ash storage areas; avoid locating ash storage ~u’eas near receiving water bodies.

Miscellaneous .....................................................Properly dispose of gritlscum; properly dispose of screens on a r~ily basis; maximize vegeta-te cover to sta~ize soil and reduce eroalon.
~S~ .rc~.~ NPD.E..S Storr~. Wat,er..Gr .o~Jp Applications--Part 1. Received by E..PA March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.
=~, umce oT Hesearcn ano ueve~opmenL May 1992. "Facility Pollution ~revention Guide." EPA/600/R-92/088.

.._E_P_A_, Off .w.e,..of .W.ater. _S~_p.tember 1~)92. "Storm Water Management for Industrial ActivitJes--Developiog Pollution Prevention Plans and Best

¯ . ~ Service. May 1992. "NPDES/Storm Water Guide." AS-554.

5. Special Conditions industrial activity". The focus of today’spollution prevention plan with visual
There are no additional requirementspermit is to address the presence of exami~ations of storm water discharges

under this section other than those pollutants that are associated with the will help ensure storm water
described in part VI.B of this fact sheet,industrial activities identified in this contaraination is minimized.

definition and that mieht be found in a. Quarterly Visual Examination of6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention storm water discharges. Under the Storm Water. Quarterly visuaJPlan Requirements methodology for determining analytical examinatious are required of a storm
Them are no additional requirements monitorin8 requirements, described in water discharge from each out.fall at the

under this section other than those section VI.E,1 oft.his fact sheet, nitrate treatment works. The examination must
described in Part VI.C, of this fact sheet, plus nitrite nitroeen is above the bench be of a ~’sh sample collected from each

mark concentrations for the treatment storm ’water outfdl. The examination of7. Monitoring and Reporting works sector. After a review of the storm ’water grab samples shall includeRequirements nature of industrial activities and the any observations of color, odor, cleriC,The regulatory modifications at 40 significant materials exposed to storm floatin8 solids, settled solids, suspendedCT’R 122.44(i)(2) established on April 2, water described by facilities in this solids, foam, oil sheen, or other obvious
1992, grant permit writers the flexibility sector, EPA has determined that the indical~ors of storm water pollution. The
to reduce monitoring requirements in higher concentrations of nitrate plus examination must be conducted in astorm water discharge permits. EPA has nitrite nitroeen are not likely to be well lilt area. No analytical tests are
determined that the potential for storm caused by the industrial activity, but required to be performed on these
water discharges to contain pollutants may be primarily due to non-industrial samples.above benchmark levels, because of the activities on-site. Today’s permit does

The examination must be made atindustrial activities and materials not require treatment works facilities to least once in each of the followm8 3-exposed to precipitation, does not conduct analytical monitorin8 for this month periods during daylight unlesssupport sampling at treatment works parameter, there is insufficient rainfall or snow-facilities. Based on a consideration of the BMPs melt to runoff: January through March,Under the Storm Water Reeu.lations at typically used at these facilities, and April through June, July through40 CFR 122.26~)(14), EPA defined generally low pollutant values f~om the September, and October through"storm water discharee associated with application data, EPA believes that the December. Whenever practicable, the
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same individual should carry out the EPA believes that this quick and a. Meat Products {generally described
collection and examination of simple assessment will allow the by SIC Codes 2011, 2013, and 2015).
discharges throughout the life of the permittee to approximate the b. l’)airy Products (generally described
permit to ensure the greatest degree of effectiveness of his/her plan on a regular by SIC Codes 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024,
consistency possible. Grab samples shall basis at very little cost. Although the and 2026}.
be collected within the first 30 minutes visual examination cannot assess the c. Canned, Frozen, and Preserved
{or as soon thereafter as practical, but chemical properties of the storm water Fruits, Vegetables, and Food Specialties
not to exceed I hour } of when the discharged from the site, the {generally described by SIC Codes 2032,
runoff begins discharging. Reports of the examination will provide meaningful 2033, 2034, 2035, 2037, and 2038}.
visual examination include: the results upon which the facility may act d. {;rain Mill Products {generally
examination date and time, examination quickly. The frequency of t.b.is visual described by SIC Codes 2041, 2043,
personnel, visual quality of the storm examination will also allow for timely 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, and 2048).
water discharge, and probable sources ofadjustments to be made to the plan. If e. l~lakery Products (generally
any observed storm water BMPs are performing ineffectively, described by SIC Codes 2051, 2052, and
contamination. The visual examinationcorrective action must be implemented.20531.
reports must be maintained onsite withA set of tracking or follow-up f. Sugar and Confectionery Produc!:s
the pollution prevention plan. procedures must be used to ensure that{generally described by SIC Codes 2G61,

When a discharger is unable to collectappropriate actions are taken in 2062, 2063, 2064, 2066, 2067, and
samples over the course of the visual response to the examinations. The 2068].
examination period as a result of visual examination is intended to be g. Fats and Oils {generally described
adverse climatic conditions, the performed by members of the pollutionby SIC Codes 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077,
discharger must document the reason prevention team. This hands-on and 2079).
for not performing the visual examination will enhance the staff’s h. Beverages (generally described by
examination and retain this understanding of the storm water SIC C, odas 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2086,
documentation onsite with the records problems on that site and the effects ofand 2:087].

i. Miscellaneous Food Preparationsof the visual examinations. Adverse the management practices that are and ~Lindred Products (generallyweather conditions which may prohibitincluded in the plan.
the collection of samples include described by SIC Codes 2091, 2092,
weather conditions that create EPA believes that with quarterly 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, and 2099).
dangerous conditions for personnel visual examinations and site ]’. Tobacco Products (generally
(such as local flooding, high winds, compliance evaluations, potential described by SIC Codes 2111, 2121,
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, sources of contaminants can be 2131,. and 2141}.
etc.) or other~rise make the collection of identified and controlled with BMPs. In Storm water discharges covered by
a sample impracticable {drought, determining the monitoring this section include discharges from
extended frozen conditions, etc.}, requirements, EPA considered the industrial plant yards; material handling

EPA realizes that if a facility is nature of the industrial activities and sites; refuse sites; sites used for
inactive and nnstaffed it may be significant materials exposed at these application or disposal of process
difficult to collect storm water discharge sites, and performed a review of data wastewaters; sites used for storage and
samples when a qualifying event occurs, provided in Part 2 group applications, maintenance of material handling
Today’s final permit has been revised so U. Storm Water Discharges Associated equipment; sites used for residual
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can With l.ndustrial Activ#ty From Food and treat~nent, storage, or disposal; shipping
exercise a waiver of the requirement to Kindred Products Facilities and receiving areas; manufacturing
conduct quarterly visual examination, buildings; storage areas for raw

When a facility has two or more I. Discharges Covered Under this mate:rials and intermediate and finished
outfalls that, based on a consideration of Section products; and areas where industrial
industrial activity, significant materials,
and management practices and activities    On November 16, 1990 {55 FR 47990},

activity has taken place in the past and
significant materials remain and where

within the area drained by the outfall, EPA promulgated the regulatory the aforementioned areas are exposed to
the permittee reasonably believes definition of "storm water discharges storm water.
discharge substantially identical associated with industrial activity." This section does not cover any
effluents, the permittee may test the This definition included point source discharges subiect to effluent limitations
effluent of one of such outfalls and discharges of storm water from 11 major guidelines, including storm water that
report that the quantitative data also categories of facilities, including: combines with process wastewater.
applies to the substantially identical ..... (xi) Facilities under Standard Also, storm water that does not come
outfall(s) provided that the permittee Industrial Classifications 20, 21 .....into contact with any raw material,
includes in the storm water pollution This section covers storm water intermediate product, finished product,
prevention plan a description of the discharges associated with industrial by-product, or waste product located on
location of the outfalls and explains in activities from establishments the site of the operation are not subject
detail why the outfalls are expected to manufacturing or processing foods and to permitting under this section
discharge substantially identical beverages for human consumption, andaccording to 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14).
effluent. In addition, for each outfall related products, and prepared feeds for When an industrial facility, described
that the permittee believes is animals and fowls. This section also by the above coverage provisions of this
representative, an estimate of the size ofcovers establishments engaged in section, has industrial activities being
the drainage area (in squ~tre feet} and anmanufacturing cigarettes, cigars, and conducted onsite that meet the
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the other tobacco products. Food and desc~:iption(s) of industrial activities in
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 kindred products processing facilities another section(s), that industrial
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orsubject to requirements under this facility shall comply with any and all
high (above 65 percent)] shall be section include the following types of applicable monitoring and pollution
provided in the p~an. operations (i.e., subsectors): prewmtion plan requirements of the
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other section(s) in addition to all six segments. They include canned confec~onery products: chocolate and
apphcable requirements in this section,specialties; canned fruits, vegetables, cocoa products: chewing gum; and
The monitoring and pollution preserves, jams, and jellies; dried and salted and roasted nuts and seeds. Only
prevention plan terms and conditions ofdehydrated fruits, vegetables, and souptwo ot! the seven segments are
this multi-sector permit are additive formixes; pickled fruits and vegetables, represented in the part 2 application
industrial activities being conducted at vegetable sauces and seasonings, and information (i.e., candy and other
the same industrial facility (co-located salad dressings; frozen fruits, fruit confectionery products and chocolate
industrial activities). The operator of thejuices, and vegetables; and other frozenand other cocoa products). The primary.
facility shall determine which other specialties. Five of the six segments areraw rnaterials include sugar, flavorings
monitoring and pollution prevention represented in the part 2 application (including chocolate), flour, nuts, anc~
plan section(s) of this permit (if any] aminformation with the pickled fruits and milk, ’which are then mixed together,
applicable to the facility, vegetables, vegetable sauces and cooked, and then formed using various
2. Industry Profile seasonings, and salad dressings being technJ.quas into specified product

the lone segment not represented in theshape.s. The manufacture of chocolate
From subsectors comprising the Foodpart 2 data by a primary SIC Code products requLras shelling, roasting, and

and Kindred Products Sector, as of {although this segment is represented as grinding of the cocoa beans followed by
January 1, 1993, 26 Part 2 Group Storma secondary SIC Code). All of the the typical sugar processing operations
Water Applications were received fromfacilities use various fruits or vegetablesidentified above.
9 of the 10 industrial subsectors as the primary raw material, g. Fats and Oils Subsector (SIC Code
(excluding tobacco products) and 31 Sweeteners, such as sugar and corn 20YX). The Fats and Oils subsector is
different primary SIC Codes. Subsectorsyrup, aroused as secondary raw separated into five segments. These
descriptions for all facilities within the materials. Typically, fruits and include the cottonseed oil mills;
Food and Kindred Products sector are asvegetables are washed, cut, blanched, soybean oil mills; vegetable oil mills,
follows: and cooked prior to being classified as except corn, cottonseed, and soybean:

a. Meat Products Subsector (SIC Codefinished product. Additional operationsanimal and marine fats and oils; and
201X). The Meat Products subsector is may include drying, dehydrating, and shortening, table oils, margarine, and
separated into three segments. These freezing, other edible fats and oils, not alsewhere
include meat packing plants (SIC 2011}; d. Grain Mills Subsector (SIC Code classified. Only two of the five segments
sausages and other prepared meat 204X). The Grain Mills subsector is are represented in the part 2 application
products {SIC 2013}; and poultry separated into seven segments. These infornmtion {i.e., animal and marine fats
slaughtering and processing {SIC 2015). include flour and other grain mill and oils and shortening, table oils,
All three of the industrial segments products; cereal breakfast foods; rice margarine, and other edible fats and
submitted group application milling; prepared flour mixes and oils, not elsewhere classified}~ Typical
information. Production related doughs; wet corn milling; dog and cat process operations at an animal and
activities for these segments include food; and prepared feeds and feed marine fats and oils facility include
stockyards, slaughtering C~illing, blood ingredients for animals and fowls, cooking of inedible fats and oils from
processing, viscera handling, and hide except dogs and cats. Six of the seven butcher shops, supermarkets, food
processing}, cutting and deboning, meatsegments are represented in the part 2manu~acturing facilities, restaurants,
processing, rendering, and materials application information with the rice and slaughterhouses, tallow and grease
recovery.b. Dairy Products Subs~ctor (SIC Codemilling segment being the lone segmentseparation from proteinaceous solids.

not represented in the part 2 data by a The solids are then ground to produce
202X). The Dairy Products subsector isprimary SIC Code. Process operations meat and bone meal. Operations at anseparated into five segments. These performed in the grain mill subsector edible oils manufacturer include
segments include creamery butter; include: washing, milling, debranning, refining, bleaching, hydrogenation,
natural, processed, and imitation heat treatment {i.e., steeping, parboiling, fractionation, emulsification,cheese; dry, condensed, and evaporated drying and cooking}, screening, shaping deodorization, filtration, and blending
dairy products; ice cream and frozen {i.e., extruding, grinding, molding, and of the crude oils into edibleproducts.
desserts; and fluid milk. All five of the flaking}, and vitamin and mineral h. Beverages Subsector (SIC Code
industrial segments submitted group supplementing. 208X].. The Beverages subsector is
application information. Although a e. Bakery Products Subsector (SIC separated into six segments. These
variety of operations are encountered inCode 205X). The Bakery Products inciude the malt beverages: malt; wines,
the Dairy Products subsector, the initialsubsector is separated into three brand,.V, and brandy spirits; distilled and
operations (e.g., receiving stations, segments. These include the following blandod liquors; bottled and canned soft
clarification, separation, and industrial activities: bread and other drinks and carbonated waters; and
pasteurization) are common to most bakery products, except cookies and flavoring extracts and flavoring s.vrnps,
dairy plants and products. However, crackers; cookies and crackers: and not elsewhere classified segments. Four
aRer these initial operations, the frozen bakery products, except bread, the six segments are represented by the
processes and equipment become highlyAll three segments are represented in part 2 application with malt and wines,
dependent on the product segments, the pan 2 application information by a brand,.v, and brandy spirits being the two
These operations may include: primary SIC Code. Process operations insegments not represented by the part 2
culturing, churning, pressing, curing, this subsector include mixing, shapingapplication information. Process
blending, condensing, sweetening, of dough, cooling, and decorating, operations may include brewing,
drying, milling, and packaging. ~. Sugar and ConfectJ’onery Subsectordistilhng, fermentation, blending, and

c. Canned Frozen and Preserved (SIC Code 206X). The Sugar and packaging li.e., bottling, canning, or
Fnn’ts, Vegetables, and Frozen Confectionery subsector is separated bulk packaging).
Specialties Subsector (SIC Code 203X). into seven segments. These include the i. I~iscellaneous Food Pmparation
The Canned Frozen and Preserved following industrial activities: cane and l~indred Products Subsector [SIC
Fruits, Vegetables, and Frozen sugar, except refining; cane sugar Code ;~.09X). The Miscellaneous Food
Specialties subsactor is separated into refining: beet sugar: candy and other Preparation and Kindred Products
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subsector is separated into seven j. Tobacco Products Subsector (SIC The nature of the business, and the
industrial segments. These include Code 21XX). The tobacco products required samtary conditions, require
canned and cured fish and seafood; subsector is separated into four that the raw materials through final
prepared fresh or frozen fish and segments. These include cigarettes, product be protected from storm "water.
seafoods; masted coffee; potato chips, cigars, chewing and smoking tobacco As such, the contamination of storm
corn chips, and similar snacks; and snuff, and tobacco stemming and water from this sector is primarily from
manufactured ice; macaroni, spaghetti,redrying. None of these four segments the l~zding and unloading of products
vermicelli, and noodles; and food submitted part 2 application and re.w materials, spillage and leaks
preparations, not elsewhere classified information. Typical process operationsfrom tanks and containers storedsegments. Three of the seven segmentsmay include drying, blending, shaping,outdoors, waste management practices.are represented by the part 2 applicationcutting and rolling, pest control, and improper connectionsinformation (i.e., prepared fresh or
frozen fish and seafoods; potato chips, 3. Pollutants in Storm Water Dischargesto the storm sewer. Table U-1 lists

corn chips, and similar snacks; and Associated with Food and Kindred potenl:ial poilutant sources from

macaroni, spaghetti, vermicelli, and Products Processing Facilities. activilJes that commonly take place at
noodles). Process operations may Typical food and kindred products food and kindred products processing
include shelling, washing, drying, processing facilities do not conduct facilities.
shaping, baking, fi~ing, and seasoning,many processing operations outdoors.

TABLE U-1 .--DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCES i.iL ia

Activit7 Pollutant source Pollutant(s)

A. Raw MatenaJ Unloading/Product ¯ Container defects (bags, drums, bottles, crates) B~D, TSS, O&G, pH, TKN.
Loading. ¯ Spills and leaks during unloading/loading (t~nks, rail cars)

¯ Failed connections (hoses and couplings)
¯ Wash~own of unloading/toading area

B. Storage Containers:
Liquid Storage (i.e., above ¯ Failed piping and connections (couplings, flanges, hoses, and BGD, TSS, O&G, pH.

ground storage tanks), vaJves)
¯ External corrosion and structural failure
¯ Spills and overflows due to operator error

Liquid Storage (drums, car- ¯ Outside containers BOD, TSS, O&G, pH.
boys, and gallon jugs). ¯ Open containers

¯Extemal corrosion of the containers
¯ Operator handling and transporlJng
= Spills and leaks from damaged containers

Solid Storage (silos, holding ¯ Dust and particulates BOD, TSS, pH.
bins, fiber drums, etc.). ¯ Operator handling and trans~ng

¯ Spills and leaks
C. Waste Management:

Air Emissions ........................... ¯ Oven arr~ssions BOD, TSS, O&G, pH.
¯ Vents
¯ Fine solids handling

Solid Waste .............................. ¯ Dumpsters and ~’ash cans BOD, TSS, O&G, pH, cof~cer,
¯ Spent equipment, scraps, etc. manganese.

Wastewater .............................. ¯ Treatment processes (e.g., hydraulic overflow) BOD, TSS, O&G, pH, fec~ coli-
¯Outside piping and connections (couplings, flanges, hoses, valves, form.

and pum~s)
D. Pest Control:

Pesticides, rodentJcides, insec- ¯ Outside areas of applications Miscellaneous insectJck.les,

TKN.
E. Improper Connections to the Process wastewaters BOD, TSS, O&G, pH.

Storm Sewer. Process floor drains
Sanitan/sewers
USTs

~"Standard Handbook of Environmental Engineenng," Corbitt, Robert A., McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1990.
~iAir Pollution Engineering Manual, Air and Waste Management Association, Edited by Antimony J. BuonK:ore and Wayne T, Davis, Van

Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1992.
~, "Environmental Engineering and Sanitation," Four~ Edition, Salvato, Joseph A., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1992.

Impacts caused by storm water size of the operation: the nature of storm at some facilities, while material storage
discharges from food and kindred water control measures in place’, and the may be a primary source at others.
products processing facilities will vary type, duration, and intensity of Similarly, a facility with all storm water
from facility to facility. Several factors precipitation events. Each of these from exposed industrial activ~t.v
influence to what extent operations at factors interact to influence the quantity diverted to the sanitary, sewer would
the site can affect water quality. Such and quality of storm water runoff. For have less of an impact than a facility not
factors include: geographic location; example, flour/oil particulate emissions practicing this control option. In
hydrogeology; the types of industrial from vents (e.g., from baking operations) addition, sources of pollutants other
activities exposed to storm water; the may be a significant source of pollutants than storm water, such asillicit
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connections, spills, and improperly identified as sampling facilities to Note that significant materials related to
dumped materials, may increase the determine the types of significant vehicle maintenance (e.g., diesel fuel)
pollutant loadings discharged in the materials from food and kindred and other miscellaneous nonprocessing
receiving stream, products processing that are exposed to materials {e.g., lumber) are not included

EPA reviewed Part 1 Group Storm storm water. A list of these significant in Table U-2.
Water Applications for facilities materials is presented in Table U-2.

TABLE U-2.---SIGNIFICANT MATERIALS EXPOSED TO STORM VVATER

AC~S (p~osphodc, sulturic) Feathers
A~vated carbon Feed
Ammonia Ferric chloride
Animal cages Fruits, vegetables, coffee beans
Bleach Gel bone
Blood Grain (flour, oats, wheat)
Bone meal Hides
Brewing residuals Lard
Calcium oxide Manure
Carbon dioxide Milk
Caustic soda Salts (brine)
Chlonne Skim powder
Cheese Starch
Coke oven tar Sugar (sweetner, honey, fructose, syrup)
Detergent Tallow
Eggs Wastes (off-spec product, sludge)
Ethyl alcohol Whey
Fats, greases, shortening, oils Yeast

Based on the wide variety, of subsectors: meat products; dairy The tables also list those parameters that
industrial activities and significant products; canned, frozen, and preservedEPA has determined may merit fiLrther
materials at the facilities included in fruits; grain mill products; bakery monitoring. A table has not been
this sector, EPA believes it is products; sugar and confectionery_ included for the following subsectors
appropriate to divide the food and products; fats and oils; beverages: because less than 3 facilities submitted
kindred products industry into miscellaneous food and kindred data in that subsector: sugar and
subsectors to properly analyze samplingproducts; and tobacco products. Tables confectionery products facilities; and
data and determine monitoring below include data for the eight tobacco products facilities.requirements. As a result, this sector has pollutants that all facilities were
been divided into the following required to monitor for under Form 2F.

TABLE U-3.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY MEAT PRODUCTS FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATAi (rng/L)

BOOs .............................. 30 29 51 50 25.9 19.2 0,0 0.0 170.0 81.0 12.0 9.2 102.5 78.7 248,4361 182.3
COD ........................... 30 ~ 51 50 1~.3 1~9.8 0.0 0.0 1307.0 1307.0 66.0 7~.0 717.3 3~0.7 1623.7 ~9.3
~ *. Nitre NI~ ..... 30 ~ 51 50 1.351 1.24 0.00 0.00 4.75 8.66 0.~ 0.~0 ! 4.54 3.78 9.~4 7.10
To~a~ ~ ~ ....... ~0 2~ 51 50 3.,301 3.57 0.00 0.00 1B.00 27.00 2.00 1 .~0 9.5~ 12.55 16.92 2~1.07
Oil & ~ 31 N/A 52 N/A 7.7 N/A 0.0 WA 34.0 WA S.S P ~A ~.3 WA 41.7
~ .................................. 24 N/A 38 WA N/A WA 5.9 N/A 8.6 N/A 7.7 I ~/A 8.9 WA 9.5 N/A
To~ I~om~ ................ 30 ~ 51 50 ~0.4~ 0.~, 0.0~ 0.0~ 970.00 9.70 028 0.2~ 9.66 3.11 3~,66 825
T~ ~ ~ ...... ~0 L~ 51 50 3~7 20~ 0 0 2540 2120 N ~ Z2 ~ gO~ 7830 2618

Illume¢ to i=e 0.

TABLE U--4.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY DAIRY PRODUCTS FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATN (mg/L)

Pollutant NO. of t~ No. of ~ ~ M~timu~ I~tJrn M~0~ln 95~ i:~tcentile 99~

BOD~ ................................... 33 33 81 81 66.4 49.6 0.0 0.0 1400.0 13~0.0 17.0 10.0 ;85.0 122.4 479.0 297.5
COD .................................. 33 33 81 81 214.7 149.3 15.0 0.0 3010.0 2100.0 94.0 78.4 647.0 418.0 1385.3 836.8
N~ + N~I Ntll~ ....... 33 33 81 81 1.24 0.g~ 0.00 0.00 25.521 8.88 0.61 0.57 3.53 3.16! 718 6.3~To~ K~ ~ .......... 33 33 81 81 4.35 3.68 0.00 0.00 32.001 32.40 2.50 2.44 12.40 10.181 22.65 ; 1O~ & ~ ........................ 33 N/A 81 WA 6.1 N/A 0.0 N/A 92.4 N/A 2.0 N/A 2~.1 N/A 58.9 N/A
#1 ...................................... 31 N/A 78 N/A N/A N/A 4.4 N/A 9.0 N/A 7.0 N/A B.6 NiA 9.4

TO~I PttOl!=hOfUS ................ 33 33 80 80 1.68 1.07 0.00 0.00 24.401 6.80 0.50 0.38 7.59 4.71 : 19.51 ~ 11.3~Total SusloenOe0 SolIOI ....... 32 32 79 79 225 218 0 0 2667 3110 56 53 967 798    2932    2274
~ .,k,!:~oM:ab(ms thai dk:l not report b~e umt= of rnN.~.e.ement for tile recx~,tecl v~ue~ of i:x~llutants were nol incluOe(i in these sta=st~. Vedue~ re!:x~te~ as nc~Oe~ct o: ~,~, ~ lime ~easaumeO to Oe O.
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TABLE U-5.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY CANNED, FROZEN, AND PRESERVED FRUITS,
VEGETABLES AND FOOD SPECIALTIES FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAIVlPLING 0ATAi (ms/L)

Sarape Gta~ CoreD,’ Grab Comp Gra~ Camp G.~D Comp Gra~ Comp Gra~ Comp Grab Cotnp Grad i C

BOD~ ................................... 29 26 71 56 48.9 44.0 0.0 0.0 1550.0 1150.0 9,1 8.5 !22.9 98.1 305.3 i 2320
COO ..................................... 27 24 69

55~

174,6 153.4 0.0 0,0 3810.0 2820,0 39,0 40,0 522.0 492.0 1293.2 I 1280.8
Ndrata ÷ Nitnte Nitroge3 ..... 28 26 68 1.20J 0.93 0,00 0.00 14.70 9.60 0.59 0.40 3.89 2.74 8,17 5.53
TOt al Kie~lah, Nitrogen ........ 30 27 73 4.44! 3.45 0.00 0.00 64.00 33.90 1.80 1.60 14.27 12.53 32.44 29.35

....................... N/A55~7 N/A 0.0 N!A 35.0 N/A !.2 27.7 N/A 70.0

i N/A

Oil & Grease 28 N/A 68 5,3
~H ........................................ 26 N/A 68 N/A N/A     N/A 4.3 N/A 10.3 I~A 7.1 N/A 8.7 N/A 9.7
Total Pho~onJs ................ 28 26 68 1 .~2 :    0.951 0.00 0.00 11.80 8.30 0.42 0.54 3.52 3.45 8,18     7,73
Total Su~oefl(:le0 ,,~ ...... 30~ 27 73, 147 112 0 0 1840 800 67 49 787 585 2445 ’881

, A~oticatio~$ that ciid not re xxt the unit~ of measurement for the reDorteO values Of po~tutams w~e not ~ncluOe~ in these stattstK~. Valu<~ re~oottecl as non<let~ct Or balow Oetec1=o~ limit were
ashamed to be 0.

TABLE U--6.-~STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY GRAIN MILL PF~’ODUCTS FACIUTIES SUBMITTING
PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Pollutant No. of facilities No. Of samlples Mean Min=mum Maximum Me~i:=~’l 95th De~,e~tile 99th
Sample type Grab Comic, Grad Com~ Grad Comp Gra~ I Comb Gra~

! Corn~
G ’a~ C~ ¢nl~ Grad Co~,p Gra~ i Comb

BOD~ ......................... 7~ 70 77 75 86.4 73.9 0.0 0.0 7!3.0 9~8.0 20.0 21.0 296.2 249.8 770.8 6!3.7
COD .......................... 72 70 77 74 273.9 211.4 0.0 0.0 2000.0 2040.0 89.0 81.0 937.4 640.9 2170.9 !
N~rata ÷ Nitre Nitr~-

g~ ......................... 73 71 79 75 1.62 !.08 0.00 0.00 44.90 17.70 0.36 0.50 ~.51 5.29 !8.50    ~3.97
Total Kje~ahl Nitro-

ge~ ......................... 72 70 77 74 10.3 7.62 0.00 0.00 78.00 75.00 4.00 3.00 39.01 25.19 88.55 .=1.97
Oil & Grease ............. 73 N/A 78 N/A 4.4 N/A 0.0 N,’A ~.4.0 N/A 0.00 N/A 21.6 N/A 46.2
pH .............................. 73 N/A 78 N/A N/A N/A 8.0 N/A 8.9 N/A 7.0 N/A 8.2 N/A 8.8
TOt~ Pho~o~orus ...... 72 70 77 74 8.17 2.90 0.08 0.06 314.00 19.70 1.74 1.70 18.69 10.52 48.77    ;~.82

7~nc, Tota~ ................. 17 17 17 17 1.409 1.342! 0.060 ! 0.110 !3.500 7.350 0.30 0.31 4.775 4.793! :3.091

’Apf~ication$ that did not re~xt the umt~ of mees~’enlent for the te~x~le~l values of pollutants were not inc~uOeO in these stat~tics. V~u~ reOOtlaD a~ non<letect o¢ Oetow oetec~on i~ml were
a.~sumeO to be 0.

TABLE U-7.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY BAKERY PRODUCTS FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATN (rag/L)

Pollutant No. of facdlbe~ NO. ot lam~ Mea~ Minimum M~mum MeOian 95m peme~ile ~
Sample type Grab Com~= Grab Camp Grad Comp Gr=~ Comp Grab Comp Gral:. Comp Grab Comp Grad Ccmp

BOOs ..................................... 18 17 32 34 18.8 17.5 4.0 0.0 82.0 85.0 13,=3 11.50 45.7 4~.6 74,8 79.4
COO ....................................... 18 17 32 34 103.7 g2.3 18.2 14.0 514.0 428.0 72.,3 59.0 270.3 238.2 485.9 407.8
~ ÷ N~lte NIt~ ....... 18 17 32 34 0.47 0.56 0.00 0.00 1.94 1.90 0.,40 0.4~ 1.29 1.64 2.00 2.67
TOt~ Kje~:tl~l Nlboge~ .......... 18 17 32 34 2.89 2.41 0.00 0.00 10.00 6.60 2.40 2.15 9.15 8.33 18.22 10.14
Oil & Gre~l~ .......................... 16 N/A 32 N/A 14.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 93.0 N/A 5.0 N/A 63.6 N/A 149.9
DH .......................................... 14 N/A 30 N/A N/A N/A 6.1 " N/A 8.4 N/A 7.1 N/A 8.3 N/A 8.9
TOta/WnoabtK~ .................. 18 17 32 34 0.56 0.49 0.00 0.00 2.10 1,80 0.,47 0.38 1.81 1.71 2.47    3.23
Totat Sul~ So~�~ ........ 18 17 32 34 140 64 2 2 410 200 103 41 888 295 2686 750

*AiX:~iicltions that did no~ tegort file un¢~ Of meeaurement for the r~e¢l value= of poilula~ts were not =nc~uded in ~ase stat=tic~. Vmu~ re~ea as notPde~of o1" betow cleteot=on limll
asaumed to be 0.

TABLE U-8.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY FATS AND OILS MANUFACTURING FACILITIES
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Pofluta~t NO. Of tacd~es NO. Of ~n~ole~ ~ Minimum M~ximum MeOiat~ i 95th petcenl~le 99th
Sam!~e tybe

Gn~ Com~ Gra~ Comp Grab Comp Gra~ Com~ Grab Como Gra~ Comp Grab Coml~ Grab

BOD~ ................................... 12 12 19~ 19 68.0 38.6 0,0 0.0 180.0 75.0 57,0 41.0 240.7 108,0 4~.2 1T7,1
COD ..................................... 12 12 19 19 322.8 191.1 17,0 9,60 1040,0 840.0 230.0 !50,0 1253.4 640,1 2622.1 ~ 216.4
Ndtate ÷ Nitrite Nitrogen ..... 12 121 19 19 2.69 1.65 0.32 0.23 18.30 4+90 1.37 1.01 7.97 4,82 15.95
Total Kjei0aht Nitrogen ........ 12 12 J 19 19 19.60 7.96 0,00 0.0 240.00 J 65.2 3.40 2,75 55.66 24.1 156,55 53.5
Oil & Grea~e ....................... 11 N/AI 18 N/A 28.5 N/A 0,0 N/A 150,0 N/A 7,8 N/A 178,1 N/A 527.7
pH ....................................... 11 N/AJ 17 N/A N/A N/A 5,7 N/A 10,0 N/A 7.6 N~A 10.0 N/A 11,1
Total PhosI~IOCUS ................ 12 !2i 19 19 o.91 1.~6 o.oo o.oo 8.11 I lS.8 0.37 0.23 3.18 6.75 7.65 21.73
Total Su&oe~ded Sofids ...... 10 11 ! !7 18 835 442 3 0 4850 I 3060 290 175 3746 1725 12233

, ~l:~li¢~t~on$ that did not re~:~’l the umt~ of me~suretnent for tha reOO~ted value~ of po~tut~lts were not inctu0eO in these stat~st~s. Val~ re~x)rte~ as non-Oetect o~ below deter=on i=m~ were
aas~med to be 0.

"Comlx~te samples.

TABLE U-9.~STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY BEVERAGES FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Pollutant NO. of fac~ities No. of samtoies Mean Minimum M.ax~mum Me0=an 95th perse~tile 99th bercemJ~e

~ Comp,, Gral:, Comp Grab Co~’np Gra~    Comp Grab Comp Gr~ Comp Grad Comp Grad !

8OO~ ..................................... 18i    15 291    23! 16.8 8.61 1.0 1.0 153.0 35.0 6.0 I 8.0 52.7 25.1 I 115.4    48.6
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TABLE U-9.---STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY BEVERAGES FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II
SAMPLING DATAi (m~/L)---Continuc~:l

~ type Gr¢~ Comg’~ Grad Coral:} Gmo Com~ Gr~ Cor!!) Gra~ Como ~ Com!~ Gra~ Com~ Gra0

O¢ & Grebe ........................... 18 N/A 291 N/A 1.7 N/A 0.0 N/A 7.0 N/A 1.2 N,/A 4.3 N/A 6.4 N~A
~ ........................................... 18 N/A 291 N/A N/A N/A 4.8 N/A 8.9 N/A 7.3 N/A 8.9 N/A 9.8 N/A
Total I>nOal~Xt~ ................ 18 15 291 23 O.51 0.38 0.05 0.06 5.40 2.70 0~26 0.20 1.39 0.94 2.79 1.71
TOU¢ Succeeded So~id= ........ 18 15 29 23 29 9.7 3 0 170 36 18 5 95 32 193 65
Z~:. Total ............................... 10 8 11 91 0.179, 0.141 0.000 0.000 0.a,40 0.400! 0.13 0.07 0.5,49 0.517 0.922 0.96~,

’ AiX~$ ~ dk:l not reOort 1he units of measurement for the re~ v~Je~ of poilut~t~ts wee not included in the~e st~tJstic~ V~iu~ re~x~teO as no~-Oetect ~, below Oetection tim~ were
=SJume~ tO be O.

TABLE U-IO.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY MISCELLANEOUS FOOD PREPARATIONS ANC,
KINDRED PRODUCTS FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (rag/L)

Pollutant No. of ~ No. of ~ ~ Minimum Mmurnurn Melton gs~ pen~mile 9gt~ pecce~tile
Sarape type Gmt~ Comp., Gra~ Comp Grab Comp Gra~ Comp Grab Comp Grab J Gr~i0 CompCo,op Gra0 Comp

BOC~ .................................. 7 7 15 15 16.8 11.9 0.0 0.0 67.0 6~.0 8.5 4.201 59.0 39.5 118.5 80.6
COD ..................................... 7 7 15 15 103.1 81.1 13.0 17.0 297.0 504.0 63.0 52.0 371.2 211.4 759.3 :3842

0.38 1.79 1.65 3.11 2.9:Nittme, Nitrite Nitrogen ..... 7 7 15 15 0.49 0.47 0.00

A    0.0

1.17 %22 0.4~

0.23

TO~I Ki~l ~ ........ 7 7 15 15 2.76 1.96 0.44 0.40 11.90 7.81 1.59 1.35 8.88 5.51 17.42 9.~
~ & Gr~ ...................... 7 N/A 15 N/A 4.4 .N/A 0.0 N/ 16.0 N/A 2.9 N/A 15.7 N/A 28.5
DH ........................................ 8 N/A 16 N~/A N/A N/A 2.3 N/A 8.6 N/A 6.9 N/A 12.0 N/A
TOt~ ~ ................ 7 7 15 15 0.52 0.423 0.03 0.03 1.67 1.67 0.30 2.50 1.91     6.31    4.9~
TOt,~ S~ ~ ...... 7 7 15 14 481 132 0 1 2880 1063 179 51 I 44.41 719    21493    2499

’ ~ ~ ciid not r~ ~e unit~ of rne~reme~t fo~ ttte r~oo~eo v~ue~ of ix~lutlm~ ~ not inOuOe~l in the~e stat~t~c~. V~u~ re~x~:l as non-detect o~ beiow Ootection limnt were

4. Options for Controlling Pollutants. routine activities that may increase kindred products processing sector, for
One option for controlling pollutantsexposure of pollutants to storm water, sampling facilities only, are identified

in storm water is to set effluent The BMPs necessary to address these in Table U-11. In fact, part 1 group
limitations for these discharges. EPA two concerns are generally application data indicate that BMPs are
does not consider this to be feasible uncomplicated and inexpensive widely implemented at food and
because of the lack of performance datapractices. They are easy to implement, kindred products processing facilities.
necessary to develop limitations, and require little or no maintenance. The selection of the most effective

Pursuant to 40 CFR 122.44(k), permitsMinor capital expenses, such as BMPs will be based on site-specific
may contain Best Management Practicesconstruction of cement pads or berms/ consilderations such as: facility size,
(BMPs) to control or abate the dischargedikes, may be necessary in some cases,climate, geographic location, geology/
of pollutants in storm water, when although these types of control hydrogeology and the environmental
applicable (and where numeric effluentstructures already exist at many food setting of each facility, and volume and
limitations are infeasible). EPA believesand kindred products processing type of discharge generated. Each
that the most effective BMPs for facilities. In a few instances, more facility will be unique in that the
reducing pollutants in storm water Intensive BMPs, such as detention source, type, and volume of
discharges from food and kindred ponds or filtering devices, may be contaminated storm water will differ. In
products processing facilities is throughnecessary depending on the type of addition, the fate and transport of
exposure minimization and good discharge, types and concentrations ofpollutants in these discharges will v.~y.
housekeeping practices. Exposure contaminants, and volume of flow, EPA believes that the management
minimization practices reduce the although these occurrences are expectedpractices discussed herein are well
potential for storm water to come in to be very low for the sector as a whole,suited mechanisms to prevent or control
contact with pollutants. Good The types of material management the contamination of storm water
housekeeping practices ensure that the practices identified in the storm waterdischarges associated with food and
facility is responsive to routine and non-~roup applications for the food and kindred products processing facilities.

TABLE U-11 .~MATERIAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES~.~,

Absorbent mats Preventative maintenance
Baghouse Retaining wall
BMPs Roof drains
Catch basin Sealed tanRs
Concrete pad Shoveling
Containment Site inspection
Cover (drums, holding pen, loading, storage) Spill prevention plan
Curbing Spillstoppers
Diking Stone filters
Diversion Sumps
Drains Swales
Dust control Sweeping
Housekeeping Tarps (i.e., temporary covers)
Indoor storage Training
Infiltration V-Strips
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TABLE U-1 1 .~TERIAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICESi.iL--CoFrliflued

Mopping Vacuuming
Oil interceptor Valves
Oil/water separators Vinyl socks
Overfill protection Waste minimization procedure.=;
Ponds Wetland

~NPDES Storm Water Group Applications--Part 2. Application Nos. 12, 13, 37, 81, 125, 159, 178, 179, 312, 435. 437, 446, 541, 557, 583,
584, 599, 630, 730, 789, 811,819, 935, 936, 1006, 1096, 1147, and 1159.

~NPDES Storm Water Group ApplicalJons.--Part 1. Application Nos. 12, 13, 37, 60, 81,125, 144, 159, 178, 179, 312, 436, 437, 446, 533, 541,
545, 557, 563, 584, 599, 630, 680, 730, 733, 789, 811,819, 932, 935, 936, 1006, 1096, 1!47, 1159, ar~’, 1217.

Table U-12 identifies general BMPs that are applicable to a variety of food and kindred products processing subsectors.
while Table U-13 identifies BMPs for specific processing operations.

TABLE U-12.---GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR THE FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS PROCESSING SECTOR i.ii.~.il.iv

Activity BMPs

A. Raw Matenal Unloading/Product Loading ..... ¯ Ensure that a facility representative is present dunng unloading/loading activities.
¯ Inspect the unloading/loading areas to detect problems betore they occur.

Shipping and Receiving ...............................Close storm drains during loading/unloading activities in surrounding area.
¯Inspect ~11 containers prior to unloading/loading of a=~ raw or spent matenals.
¯Install beck’flow prevention devices on liquid transfer equipment.
¯Inspect all connection equipment (e.g., hoses and ¢~oupiings), and replace when neces.’;ary,

before performing unloading/loading activities.
¯Perform all unloading/loading activities in a covered and/or enclosed areas.
* Use drip pans when loading/unloading liquid produc~L
¯Situate loading/unloading areas indoors or in a covered area.
¯Use rubber seals in truck loading dock areas to con!’~in spills indoors.
¯Drain hoses back into truck, railcat, etc. after loading/unloading materials.
¯Install high level alarm on tanks to prevent overfilli~].
¯Ensure that berms and dikes are bui[l around the unloading/loading areas, if applicable.
¯If outside or in covered areas, minimize runon of storm water into the unloading/loading

areas by grading the areas to ensure that storm water runs off.
¯Use dry cleanup methods for unloading/lcading area= rather than washing the areas down.
¯Train employees on proper unloading/loading techmques.
¯Initiate an inventory control for all raw and spent matedaJs.

B. Storage Containers:
Liquid Storage ............................................. ¯ Inspect the external condition (corrosion, leaks) of the containers.

¯ Inspect the general area around the containers.
¯Ensure that beams and dikes are built around the containers.
¯ Cover and/or enclose.
¯ Bulkhead liquid storage tanks indoors (i.e., tank outiete located inside buildings).

Liquid Storage (drums, cartx~s, and gabon ¯ Ensure that all containers are closed (e.g., valves= shut, lids and manways sealed, caps
jugs),                        do~d).

¯ Wash containers indoors before storing empty containers outdoors.
¯ If outside or in a covered area, min,mize runon of storm water into a storage area by grad-

ing area to ensure that storm water runs "off" and not "on".
¯ Train employees on proper storage techniques (e.g., filling and tmnsfernng contents).
¯Maintain emptoyee training on prober handling and lrans!:x)rtation of materials.
¯ MaJnteJn an inventory control of all raw and spent materials.
¯ Employ measures to protect against spillage from the overflows (e.g., high level sensors,

alarms).
Solid Storage (silos, holding bins, fiber ¯ Consider vacuum emission control systems for airborne dust and particulate matter.

drums, etc.).
C. Waste Management:

Wastewater ..................................................̄ Perform treatment processes in-house, if possible.
¯ Inspect the outside pipe connections (couplings, valve seals and gaskets, flanges, etc.) of

the treatment system for lea,ks, corrosion, and poor :maintenance u~eap.
Solid Waste (paper, wood pellets, scrap ¯ Inspect the genaral area around the solid waste (e.g., look for signs of leaching).

metals, refuse, etc.). ¯ Store waste so that it is physically contained (dump,,~ters, drums, bags).
¯ Store waste in an enclosed/covered area.
¯ If outside or in a covered area, minimize exposure to storm water by grading the area to en-

sure that storm water runs "off" and not "on".
¯ Ensure hazardous waste disposal practices are performed in accordance with Federal.

State, and local requirements.
¯ Route trash compactor leakage to treatment system or sanitary sewer.

Air Emissions ............................................... ¯ Clean around vents and stacks to atmosphere from process and storage areas.
¯ Place tubs around vents and stacks for easy collection of setlling particles.
¯ Inspect air emission control systems (e.g., baghousas) regularly and repair and replace as

necessao/.
¯Route overflows/condensates from process vents to onsite treatment system or to the sani-

tary sewer.
D. Pest Control ...................................................̄  Follow manufacturers directions for application of pest control matenals to site.
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TABLE U-12.--GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR THE FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS PROCESSING SECTOR i.iiJiLiv~
Continued

Activity BMPs

¯ Time application for dry weather conditions.
¯ Store partially full containers indoors or undemover.
¯ Apply insecticides during breeding months.
¯ Protect rat bait houses from storm water.

E. Improper Connec’dons to ~ Storm Sewer ... ¯ Perform smoke or dye testing to determine if interconnections exist between the sanitary
and storm sewers.

¯ Plug all floor drains leading to storm sewers.
¯ Update facility schematics to accurately reflect all plumbing connections.

F. General ...........................................................̄  Offer employee incentives so that employees will develop cost effective, worker efficient
BMPs.

¯ Request outside firm to conduct a storm water insp(~’tion/audit.
¯ Inspect matedai transfer lines/connections for leak.,; or signs of wear and repair or replace

,"Star~3ard Handbook of Environmental Engineering," Corbitt, Robert A.,McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1990.
-Air Pollution Engineering Manual, Air and Waste Management Association, Edited by Anthony J. Buomcore and Wayne T. Daws, Van

Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1992.
,~"Environmentai Engineering and Sanitation," Fourth Edition, Saivato, JoseDh A., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1992.
,-Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (EPA 832-~--92-

006), EPA, Office of Water, September 1992.

TABLE U-13.~PECIFIC STORM WATER BMPs FOR THE FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS PROCESSING SECTOR

Activity BMPs

A. Meat Products:
¯ Animal Holding Pens (beef, chicken) ...... ¯ Inspect area around animal holding pens.

¯ Enclose/cover fowl hanging area.
¯ Encloee/covar the animal holding pens.
¯Grade the areas around the animal holding pens to ensure storm water "runs off" aJ~ not

"on" to the holding pen.

¯ Train employees on proper material (i.e., hide, hair, feathers, animal parts) clean-up proce-
dures around and within the animal holding pens.

¯ Store animal manure and other materials from cle:u’Pup activities in appropriate containers
in an encioeed/covered area.

¯ Area for trailers holding empty bird cages should h~ve storm water runon/runoff con~’ols in

¯ Use mechanicaJ sweepers around site to clean up f~Jgitive feathers, dust, and manure.
B. Dairy Products:

¯Packaged Dairy Products (spoiled and ¯ Inspect area around aged/spoiled dairy products.
broken product containers). ¯ Store aged/spoiled dairy products in enclosed area.

¯ Train employees on proper disposal methods for all aged/spoiled dairy products.
¯ Ensure that all aged/spoiled product (e.g., bottJes, cartons, plastic containers) are dispesed

of in a proper manner (bagged, covered).
C. Canned Frozen and Preserved Fruits, Vege-

tables, and Frozen Specialties:
¯ Fruit and Vegetable Storage and Dis- ¯ Inspect all fruit and vegetable storage areas.

posal. ¯ Store all fruits and vegetables in aopropriate containers (e.g., bins, bust~els, baskets, buck-
ets) and in enclosed/covered areas.

¯ Store empty fruit and vegetable containers in an er~osed/covered area.
¯ Train employees on proper handlinoJdisposai metJ’~<Js for fresh/rotten fruits and vegetables.
¯ Consider air emBsion contro~ systems for all cooking processes to reduce particulate matter.
¯ ’ Minimize fruit and vegetable storage time outdoors.

D. Grain Mills
¯ Grain Handling, Storage and Mixing ....... ¯ Inspect the general area around the grain storage.

¯ Store all gram in appropeate containers (e.g., silos, hoppers) in an enclosed/covered a~ea.
¯ Train employees on grain handling procedures.
¯ Consider a vacuum control system in all gram mixing areas.

E. Bakery Products:
¯ Ingredient Storage and Mixing ................ ¯ Inspect ingredient storage areas.

¯Store all ingredients (e.g., com sweeteners, flour, shortening, syruo, vegetable oils) in ap-
propriate containers (e.g., tanks, drums, bags) in an enclosed/covered area.

¯Baking Process ........................................ ¯ Remove flour/oil dust accumulation around ventilation exhaust systems.
¯ Install an air emission control system for all baking 13rooesses to reduce particulate matter.

F. Sugar and Confectionery:
¯ Sugar Handling ........................................¯ Consider a vacuum control system in all granular and powdered processing areas.

G. Fats & Oils:
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TABLE U-13.oSPECIFtC STORM WATER BMPs FOR THE FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS PROCESSING SECTOR~.ii.i~i.iv--

Continued

Activity BMPs

= Fats and Oils Storage and Disposal ....... ¯ Inspect all Fats and Oils storage areas.
¯ Store all fats and oils, (e.g., butcher shop matenals, hair, hide, tallow, bone meal, and offal)

in enclosab/covered areas.
¯ Ensure all fats and oils are physically contained.

H. Beverages:
Material Storage and Mixing ....................... ¯ Ensure grain is stored in enclosed/covered area.

¯Consider an air emission control system for all grain handling anti brewing processes.
¯ Protect reusable beverage containers that are stored outdoors from storm water contact.

, "Standard Handbook of Environmental Engineering," Co~itt, Robert A,, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1990.
=~Air Pollution Eng=neenng Manual, Air and Waste Management Association, Edited by Anthony J. Buonicore and Wayne T. Davis, Van

Nostrand Rainhold, New Yo~K, 1992.
i~i"Environmentai Engineering and Sanitation," Fourth Edition, Salvato, Joseph A., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1992.¯ v Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best Management Practices (EPA 832-~-92-

006), EPA, Office of Water, September 1992.

5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Specific requirements for a pollution individuals. Pollution Prevention Teams
Plan Requirements prevention plan for food and kindred may consist of one individual where

All facilities included in this section products processing facilities are appropriate (e.g., in certain small
of today’s permit must prepare and described below. These requirements businesses with Limited storm water
implement a storm water pollution must be implemented in addition to thepollution potential).
prevention plan. The establishment of abaseline pollution prevention plan (2) Description of Potential Pollutant
pollution prevention plan requirementprovisions discussed previously. Sources. Each storm water pollution
reflects EPA’s decision to allow a. Contents of the Plan. Storm water prevention plan must describe
operators of food and kindred productspollution prevention plans are intendedactivities, materials, and physical
processing facilities to utilize BMPs as to aid operators of food and kindred features of the facility that may
the BAT/BCT level of control for the products processing facilities to contribute to storm water runoff or.
storm water discharges covered by thisevaluate all potential pollution during periods of dry weather, result in
section. The requirements included in prevention sources at a site, and assistdry weather flows. This assessment o:f
pollution prevention plans provides ain the selection and implementation ofstorm water pollution prevention wii],
flexible framework for the developmentappropriate measures designed to support subsequent efforts to identify.
and implementation of site-specific prevent, or control, the discharge of and set priorities for necessar,~ changes
controls to minimize pollution in stormpollutants in storm water runoff. EPA in materials, materials management
water discharges. This approach is has developed guidance entitled "Stormpractices, or site features, as well as aid
consistent with the approach used in Water Management for Industrial in the selection of appropriate structural
the baseline general permits finalized onActivities: Developing Pollution and nonstructural control techniques.
September 9, 1992 (57 FR 41236}. Prevention Plans and Best ManagementPlans must describe the following

~;PA believes that pollution Practices," EPA, 1992 (EPA 832-R-92- elements:
prevention is the most effective 006), to assist permittees in developing (a) DroinaRe---The plan must contain
approach for controlling contaminatedand implementing pollution preventiona map of the site that shows the pattern
storm water discharges from food and measures, of stozrn water drainage, structural and
kindred products processing facilities. [~) Poflufion Prevention Team. As a nonsU:uctural features that control
Pollution prevention plans allow the first step in the process of developing pollutants in storm water runoff, and
operator of a facility to select BMPs and implementing a storm water process wastewater discharges, surface
based on site-specific considerations pollution prevention plan. permittees water bodies (including wetlands),
such as: facility size; climate; must identify a qualified individual orplaces where significant materials are,
geoRraphic location; hydrogeology; theteam of individuals to be responsible forexposed to rainfall and runoff, and
environmental setting of each facility; developing the plan and assisting the locations of major spills and leaks that
and volume and type of discharge facility or plant manager in its occun~ed in the 3 years prior to the date
generated. This flexibility is necessary implementation. When selecting of the submission of a Notice of Intent
because each facility will be unique inmembers of the team, the plant manager(NOI) to be covered under this permit:.
that the source, type and volume of should draw on the expertise of all The map must also show areas where
contaminated surface water dischargesrelevant departments within the plant tothe following general activities take
will differ from site to site. ensure that all aspects of plant place: loading/unloading areas; vehicle

There are two major objectives to a operations are considered when the fueling; vehicle and equipment
pollution prevention plan: (1) To plan is developed. The plan must maintenance and/or cleaning areas:
identify sources of pollution potentiallyclearly describe the responsibilities ofwaste treatment, storage, and disposal
affecting the quality of storm water each team member as they relate to locations; and hquid storage tanks. In
discharges associated with industrial specific components of the plan. In addition, as identified in the Par~ ~
activity from a facility, and 12) to addition to enhancing the quality of Storm Water Group Applications, the
describe and ensure implementation ofcommumcation between team membersfollowing areas are also potential
practices to minimize and control and other personnel, clear delineation ofsources of pollutants in storm water
pollutants in storm water discharges responsibilities will ensure that ever~ from food and kindred products
associated with industrial activity fromaspect of the plan is addressed by a processing facihties: vents and stack~
a facility, specified individual of group of fi’om cooking and d~ing operations and
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dry product vacuum transfer lines; Environmental Response, Compensation    In addition to food and kindred
animal holding pens; spoiled product and Liability Act {CERCLA} {see 40 CFR products processing related industrial
and broken product container storage 302.4}. Significant spills may also activities, the plan must also describe
areas; and significant dust or particulate include releases of oil or hazardous application and storage of pest control
generating ames. The site map must substances that axe not in excess of chemicals (e.g., rodenticides,
identify all monitoring locations that reporting requirements and releases of insecticides, fungicides, etc.) used at the
must be sampled as part of the materials that are not classified as oil or facility, including a discussion of
monitoring requirements of the permit, a hazardous substance, application and storage procedures.
(Monitoring and Reporting (d) Non-storm Water Discharges-- [3) Measures and Controls. The
Reqmremants). This will allow for a Each pollution prevention plan must permit!tee must evaluate, select, and
direct comparison of the industrial include a certification, signed by an describe the pollution prevention
activities exposed to storm water with authorized individual, that discharges measta~s, BMPs, and other controls that
the analytical data for storm water from the site have been tested or will be implemented at the facility. EPA
discharges from these areas. The site evaluated for the presence of non-stormemphasizes the implementation of
map must also indicate the outfall water discharges. The certification must pollution prevention measures and
locations and the types of discharges describe possible significant sources of BMPs that reduce possible pollutant
contained in the drainage areas of the non-storm water, the results of any test discharges at the source. Source
outfalls (e.g. storm water and air and/or evaluation conducted to detectreduction measures include, among
conditioner condensate). In order to such discharges, the test method or others, preventative maintenance,
increase the readability of the map, theevaluation criteria used, the dates on chemical substitution, spill preventiou,
inventory of the types of discharges which tests or evaluations were good housekeeping, training, and proper
contained in each outfall may be kept asperformed; and the onsite drainage materials management. Where source
an attachment to the site map. points directly observed during the test reductJ.on is not appropriate, EPA

(b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- or evaluation. Pollution prevention suppoxCs the use of source control
Facility operators are required to plans must identify and ensure the measu~.’es and BMPs such as material
carefully conduct an inspection of the implementation of appropriate pollutionsegregation or covering, water diversion,
site and related records to identify prevention measures for the non-stormand dust control. If source reduction or
significant materials that are or may be water discharge, source control are not possible,
exposed to storm water. The inventory (e) Sampling Data---Any existing datarecycling or treatment are the remaining
must address materials that within 3 on the quality or quantity of storm wateralternatives. Recycling allows the reuse
years prior to the date of the submissiondischarges from the facility must be of storm water while treatment lowers
of a Notice of Intent {NOI) to be covereddescribed in the plan. The description pollute, nt concentrations prior to
under this permit have been handled, should include a discussion of the discharge. Since the majority of food
stored, processed, treated, or disposedmethods used to collect and analyze theand kindred products processing is
of in a manner to allow exposure to data. Sample collection points should conducted indoors, the activities
storm water. Findings of the inventory be identified in the plan and shown onidentified above are geared towards only
must be documented in detail in the the site map. Also, the plan should those activities that may contribute
pollution prevention plan. At a identify the types of storm water pollut~Lnts to storm water. Also because
minimum, the plan must describe the discharges (i.e., applicable sectors) of the relatively few activities that are
method and location of onsita storage orbeing sampled at each outfall, conducted outdoors within this sector,
disposal; practices used to minimize (J) Summary of Potential Poflutant pollution prevention measures, BMPs..
contact of materials with rainfall and Sources-The description of potential and other controls should be relatively
runoff; existing structural and pollutant sources culminates in a few and easy for any given permittee.
nonstructural controls that reduce narrative assessment of the risk Also, these measures are the most
pollutants in storm water runoff; potential that the industrial activities, appropriate means to reduce pollutam
existing structural controls that limit materials, and physical features of the loadings to storm water (as opposed to
process wastewater discharges; and anysite pose to storm water quality. Any pollutant limitations) because of the
treatment that the runoff receives beforesuch activities, materials, or features relatiw~ ease and the significant
it is discharged to surface waters or a must be addressed by the measures andreductions in pollutant loads that can be
separate storm sewer m!stare. The controls subsequently described in the realized. The permittee should consider
description must be updated wheneverplan. In conducting the assessment, thethe general storm water BMPs for the
there is a significant change in the typesfacility operator must consider the food emd kindred products processing
or amounts of materials, or material following activities: loading/unloading sector identified in Table U-12 and the
management practices, that may affect areas; vehicle fueling; vehicle and subsector specific BMPs provided ~n
the exposure of materials to storm equipment maintenance and/or cleaningTable LT-13 when assessing the need for
water, areas; waste treatment, storage, and storm water measures and controls.

(c) Significant Spills and Leaks--The disposal locations: liquid storage tanks; The pollution prevention plan must
plan must include a list of any vents and stacks from cooking and discuss the reasons each selected
significant spills and leaks of toxic or drying operations and dry product control or practice is appropriate for
hazardous pollutants that occurred in vacuum transfer lines; animal holding facility and how each of the potential
the 3 years prior to the date of the pens; out-of-date/spoiled product pollutant sources will be addressed. The
submission of a Notice of Intent {NOI) storage areas; and significant dust or plan must also identify the times during
to be covered under this permit, particulate generating areas. The which each control or practice will be
Significant spills include, but are not assessment must hat any significant implemented. Also, the plan should
limited to, releases of oil or hazardous pollution sources at the site and identifysummm’ize the effects that the controis
substances in excess of quantities that the pollutant parameter or parameters or pra(~ces will have on storm water
are reportable under Section 311 of (e.g., biochemical oxygen demand, oil discharges from the site. At a mira_mum,
CWA (see 40 CFR 110.10 and 117.21) orand grease, etc.) associated with each the measures and controls must address
Section 102 of the Comprehensive source, the following components:
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(a) Good Housekeeping~Permittees good housekeeping, materials evaluation schedules overlap with
must describe protocols established to management, and spill response inspections required under
reduce the possibility of mishandling procedures. A schedule for conducting XI.V.3.a.{3){d] of this section, the
chemicals or equipment and training this training must be provided in the compliance evaluation may be
employees in good housekeeping plan. Where appropriate, contractor conducted in place of one such
techniques. Specifics of this plan must personnel also must be trained in inspection.
be communicated to appropriate plant relevant aspects of storm water Based on the results of each
personnel, pollution prevention. EPA recommendsevaluation, the description of potential

(b) Preventative Maintenance-- that facilities conduct training annually poliution sources, and measures and
Permittees are required to develop a at a minimum. However, more frequent cont~:ols, the plan must be revised as
preventative maintenance program that training may be necessary at facilities appropriate within 2 weeks after each
includes regular inspections and with high turnover of employees or inspection. Changes in the measures.
maintenance of storm water BMPs. The where employee participation is and controls must be implemented on
purpose of the inspections is to assess essential to the storm water pollution the site in a timely manner, and never
the effectiveness of the storm water prevention plan. more than 12 weeks after completion of
pollution prevention plan. The {f) Recordkeeping and Internal the evaluation.
inspections allow facility personnel to Reporting Procedures--Permittees must

6. Monitoring and Reportingmonitor the success or failure of describe procedures for developing and
elements of the plan on a regular basis, retaining records on the status andRequ.irements
The use of an inspection checklist effectiveness of plan implementation, a. Analytica] Monitoring
should be considered. A checklist The plan.must address spills, Requ:irements. EPA believes that food
ensures that all required areas are monitoring, and BMP inspection and and kindred products facilities may
inspected, as well as providing maintenance activities. Ineffective BMPsreduce the levei of pollutants in storm
documentation for the recordkeeping must be reported and the date of their water runoff ~rom their sites through the
requirement, corrective action noted, development and proper

(c) Spill Prevention and Response (g) Sediment and Erosion Control-- implementation of the storm water
Procedures--Permittees are required toPermittees must identify areas that, due pollution prevention plan requirements
identify appropriate material handling to topography, activities, soils, cover discussed in today’s permit. In order to
procedures, storage requirements, materials, or other factors have a high pro~ide a tool for evaluating the
containment or diversion equipment, potential for significant soil erosion, effectiveness of the pollution prevention
and spill cleanup procedures that will Measures to limit erosion in these areas plan and to characterize the discharge
minimize the potential for spills and inmust be identified, for potential environmental impacts, the
the event of a spill enable proper and (h) Management of Runoff-- permit requires grain mill products
timely response. Areas and activities Permittees must provide a narrative facilities and fats and oils products
that typically pose a high risk for spills assessment of traditional storm water facilities to collect and analyze samples
at food and kindred products processingmanagement practices that divert, of their storm water discharges for the
facilities include raw material Infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise manage pollutants listed in Tables U-14 or U-
unloading and product loading areas, storm water runoff so as to reduce the 15. The pollutants listed In Tables U-14
material storage areas, and waste discharge of pollutants. Based on the or U--15 were found to be above
management areas {e.g., dumpsters, assessment, the permittee must identifybenclhmark levels for a significant
compactors). These activities and areas,practices that are reasonable and portion of facilities in these subsectors
and their accompanying drainage appropriate for the facility and must that submitted quantitative data in the
points, must be described In the plan. describe the particular poilutant sourcegroup applicauon process. Because

(d)/nspections--In addition to the area or activity to be controlled by eachthese, pollutants have been reported at
comprehensive site evaluation requiredstorm water management practice, benchmark levels from grain mill
under XI.U.6.b. {Comprehensive Site Reasonable and appropriate practices products and fats and oils products
Compliance Evaluation} of this section must be implemented and maintained,facilities, EPA is requiring monitoring
of today’s permit, qualified personnel b. Comprehensive Site Compliance after the pollution prevention plan has
must inspect designated equipment andEvaluation. The storm water pollution been implemented to assess the
areas of the facility at appropriate prevention plan must describe the scopeeffec~iveness of the pollution prevention
Intervals as specified in the plan. Areasand content of comprehensive site plan and to help ensure that a reduction
that are found to possibly contribute evaluations that qualified personnel willof pollutants is realized.
pollutants to storm water are identifiedconduct to {1} confirm the accuracy of Under the Storm Water Regulations at
in this section of today’s permit as the description of potential pollution 40 CI,"R 122.26(b}{14}, EPA defined
requisite areas for periodic scheduled sources contained in the plan, (2) "storm water discharge associated with
inspections. A set of tracking or follow- determine the effectiveness of the plan,industrial activity.". The focus of today’s
up procedures must be used to ensure and {3) assess compliance with the permit is to address the presence of
that appropriate actions are taken in terms and conditions of this section of pollutants that are associated with the
response to the inspections. Records oftoday’s permit. Comprehensive site industrial activities identified in this
inspections must be maintained, compliance evaluations must be definition and that might be found in
Inspections shall be carried out by conducted at least annually for food andstorrn water discharges. Under the
qualified facility personnel at least oncekindred products processing facilities, methodology for determining analyti.cal
each year. The individual or individuals who will monitoring requirements, described in

(e) Employee Trairdng--Permittees conduct the evaluation must be section VI.E.1 of this fact sheet, zinc is
must describe a program for informingidentified in the plan and should be above the bench mark concentrations for
personnel at all levels of responsibility members of the pollution prevention the ~,-ain mill and beverage products
of the components and goals of the team. Evaluation reports must be subsectors. After a review of the nature
storm water pollution prevention plan. retained for at least 3 years after the dateof Industrial activities and the
Training should address topics such asof the evaluation. Where compliance significant materials exposed to storm
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water described by facilities in these they must calculate an average If the average concentration for a
subsectors, EPA has determined that the concentration for each pollutant of parameter is less than or equal to the
higher concentrations of zinc are not concern for all samples analyzed, value listed in Tables U-14 or U-15,
likely to be caused by the industrial then the permittee is not required to
activity, but may be primarily due to TABLE U-14.-~GRAIN MILL PRODUCTS conduct quantitative analysis for that
non-industrial activities on-site. Today’s MONITORING REQUIREMENTS parameter during the fourth year of the
permit does not require grain mill or permit. If, however, the average
beverage products facilities to conduct Cut-off concentration for a parameter is greater
~nalytical monitoring for this parameter. Pollutant of concern concentra-

At a minimum, storm water tion than t.he cut-off concentration listed in.
Table LI-14 or U-15, then the permitteedischarges from grain mill product and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) ... 100 mg/L is required to conduct quarterlyfats and oils product facilities must be

monitored quarterly during the second monitoring for that parameter during the

veer of permit coverage. Samples must TABLE U-15,mFATS AND OILS fourth year of permit coverage.
Be collected at leas~ once in each of the MONITORING REQUIREMENTS Monitoring is not required during the
following periods: January through first, t~drd, and fifth year of the permit.

March; April through June; July through Cut-off The exclusion from monitoring in the
September; and October through Pollutants of concern concentra- fourth year of the permit is conditional
December. At the end of the second year tion on the facility maintaining industrial
of permit coverage, a facility must Biochemical Oxygen Demand 30 mg/L operatJions and BMPs that will ensure a
calculate the average concentration for (BOO). quality of storm water discharges
each parameter listed in Tables U-14 or Charnical Oxygen Demand 120 mg/L consistent with the average
U-15, and applicable to that industrial (COD). concentrations recorded during the
subsector. If the permittee collects more Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nitrogen ....... 0.68 rng/L second year of the permit.
than four samples in this period, then Total Suspended Solids ............. 100 rng/L

TABLE U-16.--.-SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2r~ Year of Permit Coverage ............................ ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring.
¯Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed during this peded.
¯If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Table U-14 or U-15, then quar-

terry sampling is required during the fourth year of tt~ permit.
* If average concentration is less than or equal to tl~s value listed in Table U-14 or U-15,

then no further sam~iog is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ............................. ¯ Conduct quarterly monitoring for any parameter where ~ average concentration in year 2

of the permit is greater than the value listed in Table U-14 or U--15.
¯If industrial activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm

water discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitoring is required for all
etera of concern.

In cases where the average fact, have storm water discharges        Such certification must be retained in
concentration of a parameter exceeds containing pollutants at concentrations the storm water pollution prevention
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects of concern. EPA has determIned that if plan and submitted to E~A in
permittees to place special emphasis onmaterials and activities are not exposedaccordance with Part VI.C. of this
methods for reducing the presence of to storm water at the site, then the permit. In the case of certifying that a
those parameters in storm water potential for pollutants to contaminate pollut~mt is not present, the permit’tee
dischareas. Quarterly monitoring In the storm water discharges does not warrant must submit the certification along w~th
fourth year of the permit will reassess monitoring, the monitoring reports required under
the effectiveness of the adiusted Therefore, a dischareer is not subject paragraph (c) below. If the permittee
pollution prevention plan. to the monitoring requirements of this cannm certify for an entire period, they

EPA realizes that if a facility is Part provided the discharger makes a must submit the date exposu_,’e was
inactive and unstaffed it may be certification for a given outfall,or a eliminated and any monitoring required
difficult to collect storm water dischargepollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of up until that date. This certification
samples when a qualifying event occurs,monitoring reports required under option, is not applicable to compliance
Today’s final permit has been revised soparagraph (c) below, under penalty of monitoring requirements associated
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can law, signed in accordance with Part with effluent limitations. EPA does not
exercise a waiver of the requirement to VII.G. (Signatory Requirements), that expect facilities to be able to exercise
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, material handling equipment or this certification for indicator

b. Alternative Certification. activities, raw materials, intermediate parameters, such as TSS and BOD.
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has products, final products, waste c. BepoCdng Requirements. Permitters
included monitoring requirements for materials, by-products, industrial are required to submit all monitoring
facilities which the Agency believes machinery or operations, significant result,,; obtained during the second and
have the potential for contributing materials f~m past industrial activity fourth year of permit coverage within 3
significant levels of pollutants to storm that are located in areas of the facility months of the conclusion of each year.
water discharges. The alternative that are within the drainage area of the For each ouffall, one signed Discharge
described below is necessary to ensureout.fall a~e not presently exposed to Monitoring Report form must be
that monitoring requirements are only storm water and will not be exposed tosubmitted to the Director per storm
imposed on those facilities that do, in storm water for the certification period, event sampled. Such permittees must
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submit momtonng results on four f. Quarterly Visual Examination of explains in detail why the outfalls are
separately signed Discharge Monitoring Storm Water Quali~.. All food and expected to discharge substantially
Report Forms to the Director. For kindred products facilities shall perform identical effluents. In addition, for each
facilities conducting monitoring beyondand document a visual examination ofout/all that the permittee believes is
the minimum quarterly requirements an a storm water discharge associated withrepresentative, an estimate of the size of
additional Discharge Monitoring Report industrial activity from each outfall, the drainage area (in square feet) and an
Form must be filed for each analysis, except discharges exempted under estimate of the runoff coefficient of thed. Sample Type. All discharge data paragraph (3) below. The examination(s)drainage area [e.g., low (under 40shall be reported for grab samples. All must be made at least once in each of percent], medium (40 to 65 percent), orsuch samples shall be collected from thethe following 3-month periods: January high (above 65 percent}] shall bedischarge resulting from a storm event through March, April through June, July
that is greater than 0.1 inches in through September, and October provided in the plan.
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 through December. The examination (4) When a discharger is unable to
hours ~rom the previously measurable shall be made during daylight hours collect samples over the course of the
(greater than 0.1 inch raInfall) storm unless there is insufficient rainfall or visual examination period as a result of
event. The required 72-hour storm eventsnow melt to produce a runoff event, adverse climatic conditions, the
interval is waived where the preceding (I) Examinations shall be made of discharger must document the reason
measurable storm event did not result ingrab samples collected within the first for not performing the visual
a measurable discharge from the facility..30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as examination and retain this
The required 72-hour storm event practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of documentation onsite with the records
interval may also be waived where thewhen the runoff or snowmelt begins of the visual examinations. Adversepermittee documents that less than a 72-discharging. The examinations shall weather conditions that may prohibithour interval is representative for local document observations of color, odor, the collection of samples includestorm events during the season when clarity, floating solids, settled solids, weather conditions that createsampling is being conducted. The grab suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
sample shall be taken during the first 30other obvious indicators of storm waterdangerous conditions for personnel
minutes of the discharge. If the pollution. The examination must be (such. as local flooding, high winds,
collection of a grab sample during the conducted in a well lit area. No hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab anal~ical tests are required to be etc.} or otherwise make the collection of
sample can be taken during the first performed on the samples. All such a sample impracticable {drought,
hour of the discharge, and the samples shall be collected from the extended frozen conditions, etc.}.
discharger shall submit with the discharge resulting from a storm event (5) EPA realizes that if a facility is
monitoring report a description of why that is greater than 0.1 inches in inactive and unstaffed it may be
a grab sample during the first 30 magnitude and that occurs at least 72 difficult to collect storm water discharge
minutes was impracticable, hours from the previously measurable samples when a qualifying event occurs.If storm water discharges associated {greater than 0.1 inch raInfall) storm Today’s final permit has been revised sowith industrial activity commingle with event. Where practicable, the same that inactive, unstaffed facihties canprocess or nonprocass water, then Individual should carry out the exercise a waiver of the requirement towhere practicable permittees must collection and examination of
attempt to sample the storm water discharges for the entire permit term. conduct quarterly visual examination.
discharge before it mixes with the non- (2) Visual examination reports must EPA believes that this quick and
storm water discharge, be maintained onsite in the pollution simple assessment will allow the

e. Representative Discharge. When a prevention plan. The report shall permittee to approximate the
facility has two or more out/faDs that, include the examination date and time,effectiveness of his/her plan on a regular
based on a consideration of industrial examination personnel, the nature of thebasis at very httle cost. Although the
activity, significant materials, and discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), visual examination cannot assess the
management practices and activities visual quality of the storm water chemical properties of the storm water
within the area drained by the out/all, discharge (including observations of discharged from the site, the
the permittee reasonably believes color, odor, clarity, floating solids, examination will provide meaningfuldischarge substantially identical settled solids, suspended solids, foam,resuits upon which the facility may acteffluents, the permittee may test the oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsquickly. The frequency of this visualeffluent of one of such outialls and of storm water pollution), and probableexamination will also allow for timelyreport that the quantitative data also sources of any observed storm water -
applies to the substantially identical contamination, adjustments to be made to the plan. ]if
outfall{s} provided that the permittee {3} When a facility has two or more BMPs are performing ineffectively,
includes in the storm water pollution outfalis that, based on a consideration of corrective action must be implemented.
prevention plan a description of the industrial activity, significant materials, A set of tracking or follow-up
location of the out_falls and explains in and management practices and activities procedures must be used to ensure that
detail why the outfalls are expected to within the area drained by the outfall, appropriate actions are taken in
discharge substantially identical the permittee reasonably believes response to the examinations. The
effluent. In addition, for each outfall discharge substantially identical visual examination is intended to be
that the permittee believes is effluents, the permittee mav collect a performed by members of the pollution
representative, an estimate of the size of sample of effluent of one o~ such prew:ntion team. This hands-on
the drainage area {in square feet} and an outialls and report that the examination examination will enhance the staff’s
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the data also applies to the substantially understanding of the storm water
drainage area {e.g., low {under 40 identical outfall{s} provided that the problems on that site and effects on the
percent], medium {40 to 65 percent}, or permittee includes in the storm water management practices that are includedhigh (above 65 percent}] shah be pollution prevention plan a description in the plan.provided in the plan. of the location of the outfalls and
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V. Storm Water Discharges Associated manufacturing of yarn, thread, braids, conducted onsite that meet the
With Industrial Activity From Textile twine, and cordage, the manufacturing description(s) of industrial activities in
Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric of broadwoven fabrics, narrow woven another section{s), that industrial
Product Manufacturing Facilities fabrics, knit fabrics, and carpets and facility shall comply with any and all

rugs from yam; processes involved in applicable monitoring and pollutionI. Discharges Covered Under This the dyeing and finishing of fibers, yam prevention plan requirements of theSection fabrics, and knit apparel; the integrated other section{s} in addition to all
Special permit conditions have been manufacturing of knit apparel and other applicabls requirements in this section.

developed for textile mills, apparel, and finished articles of yam; the The monitoring and pollution
other fabric product manufacturing manufacturing of felt goods (wool}, lace prevention plan terms and conditions of
facilities. The conditions in this section goods, nonwoven fabrics, miscellaneous this mlilti-sector permit are additive for
apply to storm water discharges from textiles, and other apparel products, industzial activities being conducted at
textile related operations located at any Textile Mill Product facilities {SIC the same industrial facihty (co-located
of the facilities covered under the storm major group 22} typically receive and indust~rial activities}. The operator of the
water application regulations [40 Code prepare fibers, transform these materials facility shall determine which other
of Federal Regulations {CFR} 122.26] into fabric or related products, and monitoring and pollution prevention
and applying for coverage under this finish the materials before packaging, plan s~tion(s} of this permit (if any} are
permit. Apparel facilities (SIC major group 23} applicable to the facility.

The storm water application typically receive woven or knitted fabric
regulations define storm water for cutting, sewing, and packaging. For 2. Pollutants in Storm Water Discharges

Associated with the Manufacture ofdischarges associated with industrial more information on the industrial
activity at 40 CFR 122.26{b}{14}. activities’at textile facilities, consult Textile Products

Category (xi} of this definition includes EPA’s "Development Document for Based on group application
facilities under Standard Industrial Effluent Limitations Guidelines and information and data, and the
Classifications 22 and 23. The Standards for the Textile Mills .... Development Document for Effluent
conditions in this section apply to storm {Document EPA 440/1-79/0226, October Limitation Guidelines and Standards fbr
water discharges from the Textile Mill 1979). the Textile Mills," EPA has identified
Products, of and regarding facilities and When an industrial facility, describedthe storm water pollutants and sources
establishments engaged in the by the above coverage provisions of thisrasulting from textile manufacturers in
preparation of fiber and subsequent section, has industrial activities being Table V-1.

TABLE V-1.

Aclivily Pollutant source Pollutant

Raw mateflal storage and handling ...................Wool, cotton, synthetics, rayon, other fibers, TSS, pH, oil and grease, COD, BOD~, lead,
coalA~ood piles, fuels, oil, lubricants,         chromium, benzene.

Storage and handling of materials for dyeing .... Dyes, dye preservatives, pigments .................. Copper, phenols, lead, chromium, zinc, alLP
minum, acids.

Storage and handling of materials for scouring Wool, scouring agents, detergents .................. BOD~, COD, TSS, oil and grease, sulfides,
an~ oleening, phenols, pH, cl~romium.

Storage and handling of rnaterials for bleach- Dyes, bleaches, detergents, finishing agents, BOD~, COD, TSS, oil and grease, sulfides,
ing, printing, finishing, and ol~er ac~vitles, printing proOucts, phenols, pH, c~romium, hyOrogen peroxide.

acid;.

Based on the wide variety of determine monitoring requirements. AsThe table also lists those parameters that
industrial activities and significant a result, this sector has been divided EPA has determined may merit further
materials at the facilities included in into the following subsectors: textile monitoring. A table has not been
this sector, EPA believes it is mills and apparel and other finished included for the apparel and other
appropriate to divide the textile mills, products made from fabrics. Table V-2finished products made from fabrics
apparel, and other fabric product below includes data for the eight subsec~or because less than 3 facihties
manufacturing industry into subsectors pollutants that all facilities were submit:ted data.
to properly analyze sampling data andrequired to monitor for under Form 2F.

TABLE V-2.---STATIBTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS FACILITIES SUBMITTING
PART II ,SAMPLING DATA i (mg/L)

~ I~p" P~mb C~mp    Grid    C~m~    Gr~)    Cored    Grab C~np Gn~ Co~p ~    Comp    Grab Cot

BODs ................................ 51 4,g 9e 93 10.4 9,53 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.2 7.0 7.0 29.8 26.02 51,1 43
COD ..................................... 51 4~ 9e 93 61.9 46.25 0.0 0,0 306,0 212.0 41,0 36.0 1~4.0 132.1 365,0 228
Nitrite ÷ ~ ~ ....... 51 4~ 9e 93 1.35 1.22 0.00 0.O 71.00 65.0 0.30 0.34 3.17 2.71 6.B3 5
Toti Kj~llhl Nit~og~ .......... 51 4g 9e 93 1.98 1.71 0.00 0.0 7.40 8.30 1.64 1.50 5.S4 4.3~1 9.03 6.76
Oil & ~ ........................ 51 N/A 97 N/A 3.2 N/A 0.0 N/A 42.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 17.8 hi/A 35.9 N/A
pH ......................................... 48 N/A 91 N/A N/A N/A 4.0 N/A 10.2 N/A 6.9 N/A 9.1 N/A 10.4 N/A
To~ll P’nos~t~wus ................... 51 4g 9~ 9~ 0.2,8 0.29 0.00 O.O 11.00 11.0 0.12 0.11 0.~ 0.6~ L29 1.30
To~ ~ ,Soa~ ......... 51 4g 9e 93 126 75 0 0.0 1888 1675 38 20 591 261 186~ 6~4
Zinc. T~ ............................. 7 e 16 14 0.328 0..296 0.000 0.070 1.06(3 0.8~0 0.19 0.21 1.07g 0.769 2.062 1.269

, A~ ~ dx:l no( ~ ~e unl~ of meesurem~lt fo¢ the re~o~ed values o| pollutants were not inc~uo~e~ in the~ stllt~t~s. Values repotted ~ ~ o¢ ~ Oetec~on llm~ were
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3. Options for Controlling Pollutants storm water discharges. The BMPs listedsampling facilities. Nineteen percent of
Table V-3 lists some BMPs which are not necessarily required to be the sarnpling facilities noted that

may be effective in limiting the amountimplemented. Rather, BMPs should be use some form of covering as a B,’vfl
of pollutants in storm water discharges chosen based on the specific nature ofand catch basins are in place at 45
from textile facilities. Many of the BMPsthe storm water discharges at each percent. In addition, 64 percent of the
suggested focus on the process aspect oftextile facility and implemented as facilities designated as samplers in part
textile manufacturing. Although appropriate. Based on part 1 1 information reported they had a Spill
processes are typically conducted information, several of the BMPs Prevention Control and Countermeasure
indoors, EPA believes that changes in suggested are already in place at man},Plan m place, while 56 percent used
the manufacturing process, such as a of the facilities. Part I submittals swales, 29 percent had vegetation strips,
switch to less toxic chemicals, can indicate that diking or other types of and 12 percent utilized ponds to collect
lessen the amount of contamination indiversion occur at 55 percent of the storm, water.

TABLE V--3.~OMMON BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR TEXTILE FACILITIES

Activity BMPs

Preparation (e.g., Desizing and Scouring) ........... Waste stream reuse for typical bleach unit processing; recycle J-box or kier drain wastes to
saturator.

Make use of countercurrent washing.
Use washer waste from scour operation for batch scouring.

Dyeing ..................................................................Perform analysis of spent dye baths for residual materiels.
Where feasible, obtain background intormation ~ data necessary before making prc~uct

subs~tutions. This includes OSHA form 20 data and technical data.
Be aware of potential problem chemicals, such as =u’yl phenol ethoxylates, chlonnated arm

matics, chlorinated aromatics, and metals.
Employ pad batch dyeing to eliminate the need for salts and chem~.,al specialties from the

dyebath, with associated reduction in cost and pollution source reduction.
Finishing ................................................................Reuse residual portions of finish mixes as much as i:x)asibie by adding back to them tha re-

quired components to make up the next mix.
Return noncontact cooling water and stream ¢ondensetes to either a riot water holding tank

or a clear well. If neither is available, segregate waste streams from sources whic~ do not
generally require treatment from other waste streams that do require treatment.

General Water Conservation Techniques ............ Use "low liquor ratio" dyeing machines where practicable.
Use of foam processing (rnarcedzing, bleaching, dyeing, finishing) where practica~e as a

water conse~ation process.
Chemical Screening and Inventory Control ......... Employ prescraening practices to evaluate and consider chemicals on a wide range of envi-

ronmental and health impact crftefia.
Develop and perform a routine raw material quality ¢x)nt~ol program.
Review and develop procedures for source reduction of metals.
Prornpfly transfer used fluids to the proper container;, do not leave full ddp pans or other (:}pen

containers around the shop. Empty and ctean ddp pens and containers.
Do not pour I~uid waste down floor drains, sinks, or outdoor storm drain inlets.
Plug floor drains that are connected to the storm or sanitary sewer; if necessary, ~nstall a

sump that is pumped regularly.
Inspect the maintenance area regulerty for proper in’$)tementation of control measures.
Train employees on proper waste control and disposal procedures

Matenal Handling: Bulk Liquid Storage and Con- Store permanent tanks in a paved area surrounded by a dike system which prowdas suffi-
talnment, cient containment for the larger of either 10 percant of the volume of all containers or 110

percent of the volume of the largest tank.
M,,~ntain goocl integnty of all storage tanks.
Inspect storage tanks to Oetect potential leaks and perform preventive maintenance.
Inspect piping systems (pipes, pumps, flanges, couplings, hoses, vanes) for failures or leaks.
Train employees on proper filling and transfer procedures.

Matanal Handling: Containerized Material Stor- Store containerized materials (fuels, paints, solvents, etc.) in a protected, secure Ioca~on and
age.                                   away from (trains.

Store reectlve, ignitable, or flammable liquids in com!:,lience with the local fire cdde.
Label all rnetertels c~earty.
Identify potentielly hazardous materials, their characteristics, and use.
Control excessive purchasing, storage, and handling of potentially hazardous materials.
Keep records to identity quantity, receipt date, serwce life, users, and disposal routes.
Secure and carefully monitor hazardous materials to prevent theft, vandalism, and m=suse of

materials.
Educate personnel for proper storage, use, cleanup, and disposa~ of matanals.
Prov=de sufficient containment for outdoor storage areas for the larger of either 10 perce=’~t of

the volume of ell containers or ~ 10 percent of the volume of the largest tank.
Use temporary containment where required by portable drip p~ns.
Use spill troughs for drums with taps.

Material Handling: Designated Material Mixing Mix solvents in Oasignated areas away from drains, ditches, and surface waters.
Areas.

If spills occur.
¯ Stop the source of the spill immediately
¯ contain the liquid until cleanup is corr~leta
¯ Deploy oil containment booms if the spill may reach the water
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TABLE V--3.----COMMON BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR TEXTILE FACll.lTIES~Continued

Activity BMPs

¯Cover the spill with absorbent rnatedal
¯ Keep the area well ventilated
¯ Dispose of cleanup materials propedy
¯ Do not use emulsifier or dispersant.

Sources: Smith, Brent, "Identification and Reduction of Pollution Sources in Textile Wet Processing." Department of Textile Chemistry, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, 1986.

Smith, Brent, "ldentifw, ation and Reduction of Toxic Pollutants in Textile Mill Effluent." Department of Textile Chemistry, North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, NC, 1992.

NPDES Storm Water Groul~ Applicatio~Part 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.

4. Special Conditions Above ground storage tanks, drums, andminimizing runon of storm water fxom
There are no additional requirements barrels permanently stored outside must adiacent facilities and properties,

beyond those described in Part VI.B of be delineated on the site map with a restricting access to the area, inserting
this fact sheet, description of the appropriated filters in adjacent catch basins,

containment measures in place to providing absorbent booms in unbermed
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention prevent leaks and spills. The facility fueling areas, using dry cleanup
Plan Requirements may consider an inventory control planmethods, and permanently sealing

The permit conditions that apply to to prevent" excessive purcl~asing, drains within critical areas that may
storm water discharges from textile storage, and handling of potentially discharge to a storm drain.
mills, apparel and other fabric product hazardous substances. In the case of EPA believes that the incorporation of
manufacturing facilities are, in part, storage of empty chemical drums and management practices such as those
established upon the basic requirementscontainers, facilities should employ suggested will substantially reduce the
in the front of this fact sheet. The such practices as triple-rinsing potential for these activities and areas to
following discussion addresses only containers. The discharge waters from significantly contribute pollutants to
those conditions that may differ from such washings must be collected, storm water discharges. In addition,
the common pollution prevention plan contained, or treated, and facilities EPA believes that these requirements
provisions discussed previously, should identify where the discharge willcontinue to provide the necessary

be released, flexibility to address the variable risk for
a. Contents of the Plan (b) Material Handling Area--The plan pollutants in storm water discharges

(1) Description of Potential Poflutant must describe measures that prevent or associated with different facilities.
Sources. Under the description of minimize contamination of the storm Further, many facilities will find that
potential pollutant sources in the storm water runoff from materials handling management measures that have already
water pollution prevention plan operations and areas. The facility may been fi.~corporated into the facility’s
requirements, permittees are required toconsider the use of spill and overflow operation, such as the installation of
include processing areas, loading/ protection; covering fuel areas; coveringoverfill protection equipment and
unloading areas, treatment, storage, andand enclosing areas where the transfer labelling and maintenance of used oil
waste disposal areas, Liquid storage of materials may occur. Where storage units, are already required under
tanks, fueling areas, on a site facility applicable, the plan must address the existing EPA programs and will meet
map. EPA believes that this is replacement or repair of leaking the requirements of this section.
appropriate since these areas may connections, valves, transfer lines and Under the preventive maintenance
potentially be a significant source of pipes that may carry chemicals, dyes, orrequirements, the plan specifically
pollutants to storm water, wastewater, includes the routine inspection of

(2) Measures and Controls. Under the (c) Fueling Areas---The plan must sediment traps to ensure that solids will
description of measures and controls in describe measures that prevent or be intercepted and retained prior to
the storm water pollution prevention minimize contamination of the storm entering the storm drainage system.
plan requirements, this section requires water runoff from fueling areas. The Because of the nature of operations
that all areas that may contribute facility may consider covering the which occur at textile facilities, specific
pollutants to storm water discharges fueling area, using spill and overflow routine attention needs to be placed on
shall be maintained in a clean, orderly protection, minimizing runon of storm the collection of solids.
manner. This section also requires that water to the fueling area, using dry Under the inspection requirements
the following areas must be specificallycleanup methods, and/or collecting thethis section requires that, in addition to
addressed: storm water runoff and providing the comprehensive site evaluation

(a) Material Storage Areas---All stored treatment or recycling, required under Part IV of today’s permit,
and containerized materials (fuels, (d) Above Ground Storage Tank qualified facility personnel shall be
petroleum products, solvents, dyes, etc.}Areas---The plan must describe identified to inspect designated
must be stored in a protected area, awaymeasures that prevent or minimize equipment and areas of the facility, at a
from drains and clearly labeled. The contamination of the storm water runoffminimum, on a monthly basis.
plan must describe measures that from above ground storage tank areas. The purpose of the inspections is to
prevent or minimize contamination of The facility must consider storage tanks check on the implementation and
storm water runoff from such storage and their associated piping and valves,effectiveness of the storm water
areas. The facility should specify whichThe facility may consider regular pollution prevention plan. The
materials are stored indoors and must cleanup of these areas, preparation of ainspections allow facility personnel to
provide a description of the spill prevention control and monitor the success or failure of
contaminant area or enclosure for thosecountermeasure program, providing elements of the plan on a regular basis.
materials which are stored outdoors, spill and overflow protection, The use of an inspection checklist is
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highly encouraged. The checklist will the significant materials exposed to discharge (i.e., nmoff or snow melt),
ensure that all required areas are storm water described by facilities in visual quality of the storm water
inspected, as well as help to meet the this subsector, EPA has determined that discharge (including observations of
record keeping requirements, the higher concentrations of zinc are notcolor, odor, clarity, floating solids.

The permittee is required to identify likely to be caused by the industrial settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
at least annual dates for employee activity, but may be primarily due to oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
training. EPA requires that facilities non-industrial activities on-site. Today’sof storm water pollution), and probable
conduct training annually at a permit does not require textile mills sources of any observed storm water
minimum. However, more frequent facilities to conduct analytical contamination.
training may be necessary at facilities monitoring for this parameter. Based on (3) When a facility has two or morn
with high turnover of employees or a consideration of the BMPs typically outfai[ls that, based on a consideration of
where employee participation is used at these facilities, and generally indus;trial activity, significant materials,
essential to the storm water pollution low pollutant values from the and management practices and actiw.ties
prevention plan. Employee training application data, EPA believes that thewithin the area drained by the outfa~l,
must, at a minimum, address the pollution prevention plan with visual the permittee reasonably believes
following areas when applicable to a examinations of storm water discharges discharge substantially identical
facility: use of reused/recycled waters; {see below) will help to ensure storm effluents, the permittee may collect a
solvents management; proper disposalwater contamination is minimized, sample of effluent of one of such
of dyes; proper disposal of petroleum Because permittees are not required to outfai[ls and report that the observation
products and spent lubricants; spill conduct analytical monitoring, they will data ~,lso applies to the substantially
prevention and control; fueling be able ta focus their resources on identical outfall(s) provided that th~
procedures; and general good developing and implementing the permittee includes in the storm water
housekeeping practices. Employees, pollution prevention plan. poliution prevention plan a descriptmn
independent contractors, and customers b. Quarterly Visual Examination of of the location of the outfalls and
must be informed about BMPs and be Storm Water Quality. Textile mills, explains in detail why the outfalls are
required to perform in accordance with apparel, and other fabric product expe~.~ed to discharge substantially
these practices. Copies of BMPs and anyfacilities shall perform and document a identical effluents. In addition, for each
specific management plans, including visual examination of a storm water outfa]il that the permittee beheves is
emergency phone numbers, shall be discharge associated with industrial representative, an estimate of the size of
posted in the work areas. EPA, activity from each outfall, except the drainage area (in square feet) and an
therefore, is requiring that employee discharges exempted under paragraph estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
training take place at least once a year {3) below. The examination{s) must be drainage area [e.g.. low {under 40
to serve as: (1) Training for new made at least once in each of the percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
employees; {2) a refresher course for following 3-month periods: January high (above 65 percent)] shall be
existin8 employees; and (3) training for through March, April through June, July provided in the plan.
all employees on any storm water through September, and October (4) When a discharger is unable to
pollution prevention techniques through December. The examination collec~ samples over the course of the
recently incorporated into the plan. shall be made during daylight hours visual examination period as a result of
6. Monitoring and Reporting unless there is insuf~cient rainfall or adverse climatic conditions, the
Requirements snow melt to produce a runoff event, discharger must document the reason

(I) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual
a. Mor~torJng Requirements. The 8rab samples collected within the first ex~J=mation and retain this

regulatory modifications at 40 CFR 30 minutes {or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records
122.44 {i)(2) established on April 2, practical, but not to exceed I hour) of of the visual examinations. Adverse
1992. grant permit writers the flexibility when the runoff or snowmalt begins weather conditions that may prohibh
to reduce monitoring requirements in discharging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include
storm water discharge permits. EPA has document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
determined that the potential for storm clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnelwater discharges to contain pollutants suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and (such as local flooding, high winds,
above benchmark levels, because of the other obvious indicators of storm water hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
industrial activities and materials pollution. The examination must be etc.} or otherwise make the collection of
exposed to precipitation, does not conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought,
support sampling at facilities covered by analytical tests are required t~ be extended frozen conditions, etc.).this section of today’s permit. Under the performed on the samples. All such (5) EPA realizes that if a facility is
Storm Water Regulations at 40 CFR samples shall be collected from the inactive and unstaffed it may be
122.26Co)(14), EPA defined "storm waterdischarge resulting from a storm event difficult to collect storm water discharge
discharge associated with industrial that is greater than 0.1 inches in samp][es when a qualifying event occurs.
activity". The focus of today’s permit is magnitude and that occurs at least 72 Today’s final permit has been revised soto address the presence of pollutants hours from the previously measurable that h~active, unstaffed facilities can
that are associated with the industrial (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm exerc~.se a waiver of the requirement to
activities identified in this definition event. Where practicable, the same conduct quarterly visual examination.and that might be found in storm waterindividual should carry out the EPA believes that this quick and
discharges. Under the methodology forcollection and examination of simple assessment will help the
determining analytical monitoring discharges for entire permit term. permJttee to determine the effectiveness
requirements, described in section (2) Visual examination reports must of his/her plan on a regular basis at very.
VI.E. 1 of this fact sheet, zinc is above be maintained onsite in the pollution little cost. Although the visual
the bench mark concentrations for the prevention plan. The report shall examination cannot assess the chemical
textile mills subsector. After a review of include the examination date and time,properties of the storm water discharged
the nature of industrial activities and examination personnel, the nature of thefrom the site, the examination will
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provide meaningful results upon whichactivity." This definition included point description(s) of industrial activities in
the facility may act quickly. The source discharges of storm water from mother section(s), that industrial
frequency of this visual examination eleven major categories of facilities,facility shall comply with any and all
will also allow for timely adjustments to including facilities under Standard applicable monitoring and pollution
be made to the plan. If BMPs are Industrial Classification (SIC) codesprevention plan requirements of the
performing ineffectively, corrective 2434 and 25. Part XI.W. of today’s other section(s) in addition to all
action must be implemented. A set of permit only covers storm water applicable requirements in this sectiou.
tracking or follow-up procedures must discharges associated with industrial The monitoring and pollution
be used to ensure that appropriate activities from furniture and fixture prevention plan terms and conditions of
actions are taken in response to the manufacturing facilities. Furniture andthis multi-sector permit are additive for
examinations. The visual examination isfixture manufacturing facilities eligibleindustrial activities being conducted at
intended to be performed by members offor coverage under this section include the same industrial facility (co-located
the pollution prevention team. This facilities identified by the following SICindustrial activities). The operator of the
hands-on examination will enhance thecodes: wood kitchen cabinets (generallyfacility shall determine which other
staff’s understanding of the storm waterdescribed by SIC code 2434); householdmouitoring and pollution prevention
problems on that site and the effects offurniture {generally described by SIC plan section(s) of this permit (if any)
the management practices that are code 251); office furniture {generally applicable to the facility.
included in the plan. described by SIC code 252); public

As discussed above, EPA does not buildings and related furniture 2. Industry Profile
believe that analytical monitoring is [generally described by SIC code 253);
necessary for textile mills, apparel, andpartitions: shelving, lockers, and office The manufacturing processes for

other fabric product manufacturing and store fixtures (generally described furniture and fixture manufacturing

facilities. EPA believes that between by SIC code 254): and miscellaneous facilities are not typically exposed to

quarterly visual examinations and site furniture and fzxtures (generally storm water. However, unloading

compliance evaluations potential described by SIC code 259). operations and the storage of some raw

sources of contaminants can be Storm water discharges covered by materials, and waste products, may be

recognized, addressed, and then this section include all discharges exposed to precipitation. Because of the

controlled with BMPs. In determining where material handling equipment orlack o1! industrial activities occurring

the monitoring requirements, EPA activities, raw materials, intermediate outdoors and the necessity of keeping

considered the nature of the industrial products, final products, waste many of the raw materials dry, the

activities and significant materials materials, by-products, or industrial primary sources of storm water
machinery are exposed to precipitationpollut~mts originate from materials

exposed at these sites, and performed a
and storm water runon. Storm water handling and waste management orreview of data provided in Part 2 group
that does not come into contact with andisposal activities. Table W-1 lists

applications, industrial activity or a significant potential pollutant source activities, and
W. Storm Water Discharges Associatedmaterial are not subject to permitting related pollutants associated with
With Industrial Activity From Wood andaccording to 40 CFR 122.26. This furniture and fixture manufacturing
Metal Furniture and Fixture section is not applicable to any facilities. There are two primary types of
Manufacturing Facilities discharge subject to effluent limitation furniture and fixture manufacturing

1. Discharges Covered Under This guidelines. However, the storm water facilities. The distinction is based on ’the
component of the unpermitted primm:y raw material, wood or metal.

Section discharge may be included under this The manufacturing processes and
On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990),section, significant materials to produce wood

the U.S. Environmental Protection When an Industrial facility, describedand metal furniture or fixtures are not
Agency (EPA) promulgated the by the above coverage provisions of thissimilar. However, these manufacturing
regulatory definition of "storm water section, has industrial activities being activities and wood resources are not
discharges associated with an industrialconducted onsite that meet the typically exposed to precipitation.

TABLE W-1 .~Activities, Pollutant Sources, andPollutants

Activity                             Pollutant source Pollutant

Wood Drying ...................................................... Coal .................................................................. TSS, pH, cadmium, arsenic.
Saw Dust ..........................................................TSS, COD, BOD~, pH.
Ash ................................................................... TSS, pH.

Furniture Manufacturing .....................................Sizing Operations .............................................TSS, BOD~, pH.
Painting Operations ......................................... Lead, ¢.aclmium, COD.
Gluing Operations ............................................ Solvents, COD, oil & grease.
Used Rags ....................................................... Solvents, COD, oil & grease.
Processing materials unloading ........................ Diesel fuel, gasoline, oil, TSS.
Waste Material Transportation ......................... TSS, BODs, pH.
Treatment Facilities ........................................... Solvents, COD, oil & grease.
Open Dumps .................................................... TSS, EIOD~, oil & grease, COD.

Other Activities ................................................... Air Emission Control Cleaning ......................... TSS, I:,H, cadmium, lead. copper, zinc.
Source: Storm Water Group A~plications, Parts 1 and 2.

industrial activities occurring at rule include, ’ ....but [are] not sites; refuse sites; sites used for the
furniture and fixture manufacturing limited to, storm water discharges fromapplication or disposal of process
facilities that pertain to the storm water industrial plant yards; material handlingwastewaters (as defined at 40 CFR Pa:t
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401); sites used for the storage and water, and to the subsequent generally involves an assembly line
maintenance of material handling management practices used to control routing with many different individuals
equipment; sites used for residual storm water. Variations on exposure to and machines working together to build
treatment, storage, or disposal; shippingindustrial activities and significant the u.nit.
and receiving areas; manufacturing materials are site-specific. The final step in creating an un-
buildings; storage areas (including tank (1) lndustr~ol Activities. Once upholstared piece of furniture involves
farms) for raw materials and delivered, raw lumber is allowed to air surface finishing. This process may
intermediate and finished materials: anddry up to 1 year. After the lumber is involve many separate coats of stains,
areas where industrial activity has takensufficiently air dried it is then lacquers, sealers, and finishes to a single
place in the past and significant transported to a dry kiln for further unit. This is the step where a uniform
materials remain and are exposed to drying. The lumber is kiln dried wood color and texture are given to each
storm water" (40 CFR 122.26{b)(14)). anywhere from 7 to 150 days. Once thepiece of furniture or furniture grouping.
The most common industrial activities lumber has been dried to a desired Facilities that manufacture
at furniture and fixture manufacturing moisture content, the dried lumber is upholstered furniture may have all of
facilities include material handling sites taken to the processing area. The the previously mentioned activities, or
and raw material storage areas, remaining furniture manufacturing may purchase dried or sized materials

Significant materials include, " * * ¯ processes are all completed indoors, from a manufacturer. Upholstered
but [are] not limited to: raw materials; Manufacturers may also receive lumber furniture manufacturers will transport,
fuels; materials such as solvents, that is already dried. Therefore, the handle, store, and process natural and
detergents, and plastic pellets; finished manufacturers may not need to air or synthetic fibers used for the upholstery.
materials such as metallic products; kiln dry the wood and proceed directlyAfter. the wood component of an
" " * hazardous substances designatedinto the processing stage, upholstered piece of furniture is
under Section 101(14} of CERCLA; any The dried lumber is run through asserabled, the upholstery materials are
chemical facilities required to report planers, to create a smooth, preliminarycut, sized, stretched, and then attached
pursuant to Section 313 of Title III of working surface, and then cut to to the frame. After the final inspection
SARA; fertilizers; pesticides; and waste specified dimensions depending on theof a furniture piece, the unit is packaged
products such as ashes, slag, and sludgeend use. The sized lumber is then takenand either stored temporarily onsite or
that have the potential to be released through sanding and machining immediately shipped to an offsite
with storm water discharges" (40 CFR operations. Sanding produces a smooth,location.
122.26(b)(12)). Significant materials fine working surface. Machining can (2) Significant Materials. The
commonly found at furniture and include boring, routing, lathe significant materials identified, in part 1
fixture manufacturing facilities include: operations, mitre cutting, and finish of the group applications, as exposed to
wood; saw dust; metals; petroleum- cuts. From this point, each piece of storm water at wood furniture and
based products: solvents; detergents; wood is dedicated to a specific product,fixture manufacturing facilities include:
and waste materials. Veneer is another raw material used raw wood; sawdust: coal; kiln ash:

Manufacturers of furniture and in the production of furniture. In this solvent-based finishing materials and
fixtures are separated by the primary process logs are placed in a steam vat towaste products; used rags; raw glue and
raw material (i.e., wood and metal). Theincrease the moisture content of a log. waste materials: and petroleum-based
primary raw materials, industrial The logs are turned on a lathe to peel products. While most of the raw wood
processes, waste and by-products, andoff the veneer. The resulting veneer material is stored outside, more valuable .
final products differ for the production sheets are layered into stacks or wood products (e.g., sheets of veneer.
of wood furniture and metal furniture. "hacks." Moisture is removed from the mahogany, etc.) and some composite
Within each subsector the number of hacks by kiln drying. After a desired wood products (e.g., particle board) may
industrial activities and corresponding moisture content has been achieved thebe stored inside or under cover.
significant materials and waste productshacks are disassembled. Veneer is b. lVlanufacruring of Metal Furniture
may also vary. Presented below are brieffrequently hot or cold pressed onto and Fixtures. Many furniture and fixture
descriptions of the industrial activities particle board or solid wood by utilizingmanufacturing facilities build their
and significant materials associated adhesives, furni~ure with metal as the primary raw
with the manufacturing of wood and Particle board is the third raw material. However, some manufacturers
metal furniture and fixtures. Due to material incorporated into the combine wood and upholstered
similarities in the production of manufacturing of wood furniture. The materials with a metal frame. Metal
furniture and fixtures within subsectors, board is received, cut to size, and furni~:ure manufacturing facilities may
industrial activities and significant banded on all four edges with solid purchase wood pieces ready for
materials are fairly uniform across this wood. The banding is accomplished inassembly or they may have all the
sector. Unique practices are noted, continuous, steam heated units utilizingindm,~trial activities of wood

a. Manufactur~nR o/Wood Furniture adhesives. The panels are allowed to manufacturing facilities in addition to
and Fixtures. The process of cool and then they are sanded. Particlethe rnetal manufacturing facilities. The
manufacturing wood furniture begins board is frequently coated with veneer,indus;trial activities at metal furniture
with the delivery and storage of wood. The products from the three raw manu,factunng facilities will be site-There axe three different raw wood materials may be combined during the specific and depend upon the level ef
materials; lumber, veneer, and particle machining and sanding step or during work necessary to shape and treat the
board. Since the manufacturing the final assembly of a furniture piece, deliw~red metal into a furniture piece.
processes are not typically exposed to The machining and sanding step may (~) lndustn’al Activities. Facilities that
storm water for this industry, some of include: initial sizing of particle board, manufacture metal household furniture
the "industrial activities" described veneer, and lumber: laminating conduct operations that include:
below may not be susceptible to stormoperations; and surface printing. Once machimng and assembly, finishing, and
water exposure. Significant materials all the pieces of a particular furniture temporary storage of finished products
and materials management practices doitem are manufactured and sized, with£n an enclosed building. Cold roll
refer to those materials exposed to stormassembly can begin. This process steel :is initially received and
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temporarily stored within the stored outdoors but will be brought loadings discharged into waters of the
manufacturing building. However, steelindoors for manufacturing. United States.
may be stored outside prior to use. The Many of the part 2 group application
steel is cut to size, bent, and welded to3. Pollutants in Storm Water Dischargesdata submittals did not identif3/
design specifications to fabricate raw Associated with Furniture and FLxturesindivi,:lual site characteristics or sources
metal household furniture. Final Manufacturing Facilities of storm water pollutants which may be
grinding, sanding, finishing, spot Few pollutants are expected in stormresponsible for pollutant loadings.

Based on the similarities of thewelding, and painting are then water discharges fi:om the facilities included in this sector in termscompleted. After the final inspection ofmanufacturing of wood and metal of industrial activities and significanta furniture piece, the unit is packaged furniture and fixtures because theand either stored temporarily onsite ormajority of the industrial activities materials, EPA believes it is appropriate
immediately shipped to an offsite to discuss the potential pollutants at
location, occur indoors. Pollutants may be Wood and Metal Furniture and Fixture

(2} Significant Materials. The present in storm water as a result of Manufacturing facilities as a whole a~.d
significant materials identified as outdoor activities associated with the not subdivide this sector. Therefore,
exposed to storm water, in part 1 of themanufacturing of wood and metal Table W-2 lists data for selected
group applications, at metal furniture furniture and fixture such as: material parameters from facilities in the Wood
and fixture facilities include: metals; handling operations: waste disposal; and Mietal Furniture and Fixture
sawdust; solvent-based finishing raw material storage; and deposition ofManu:facturing sector. These data
materials and waste products; airborne particulate matter, in addition,include the eight pollutants that all
electroplating solutions and sludges; sources of pollutants other than storm facilities were required to monitor for
used rags: raw glue and waste materials;water, such as illicit connections, spills,under Form 2F, as well as the pollutants
and petroleum-based products. Prior toand other improperly dumped that EPA has determined may merit
manufacturing rolls of steel may be materials, may increase the pollutant further monitoring.

TABLE W-2.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY FURNITURE AND FIXTURES FACILITIES SUBMITTING
PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

s~l:We type ~ ~p ~"a b Comp Gra~ Co,op Gr~ C;o~} ~ r.~ Gre.~c~a~ I Co~p., I G~ Co.~

BODs ............................. 16 15 25 24 12.2 8.80 0.0 0.0 46.0 32.0 9.0 5.95 38.8 27.0 72.2 470
~O0 .............................. 16 15 25 24 96.0 76.3 0.0 0.0 300.0 240.0 83.0 72.5 231.9 187.6 358.4
Mitrete + Nitme N~ogen i 16 15 25! 24 1,73 1.51 0.00 0.0 12.00 10.0 0.90 0.88 6.11 5.1 12.97 !1.1
TotaJ Kjeidaf~l Nitrog~. I 16 15 251 24 4.37 4.40 0.00 0.60 48.00 55.0 1.70 1.35 10.70 9.57 20.39 18.88
)il & Grea~e .................. 16 NVA 25 N/A 3.8 N/A 0.0 WA 33.0 N/A 0,0 N/A 19.1 WA 45.0 N~

pH ................................. 15 N/A 23 N/A N/A N/A 4.2 N/A 9.3 N/A 7.5 I~A 9.7 N/A 10.8 N~
TotaJ P~ospho~u$ ......... 16 15 25 24 0.27 0,26 0.00 0.0 1,10 1,30 0.20 0.19 0.76 0.76 1,30 t.35
TotaJ Suspended Solids 16 15 25 24 188 143 3 2 691 90~ 130 91 1008 791 274,0
Zinc, TotaJ ..................... 3 3 4 4 2.973 0.594 0.340 0.074 10.000 1.500 0.78 0.40 14.907 3.0~6 44.00~    7.758

~ Al:~i<:ition$ th~ d~l nol report t~e uni~ of rneeB.~ment fo~ the rel:x:xted values ot potlutams were not inc~u0ed in ~ =tati=tic~. Vakae=~ retx~ed a= no~detec~ or below detection I~n were
a.~umed to be 0.

4. Options for Controlling Storm Water inexpensive, and require little, if any, as sedJmentation and retention ponds,
Pollutants. maintenance. BMP expenses may or diversion dikes. However, the group

Certain BIVlPs are implemented to include construction of roofs for storageapplication process did not require a
prevent and/or minimize exposure of areas or other forms of permanent coverdescri:ption, or identification, of
pollutants from industrial activities to and the installation of berms/dikes, traditional BMPs, only the identification
storm water discharges. EPA believes Other BMPs such as detention/retentionof material management practices that
the most effective BMPs for reducing ponds and filtering devices may be limit the contact between storm water
pollutants in storm water discharges areneeded at these facilities because of theand siignificant materials.
exposure minimization practices, contaminant level in the storm water Because BMPs described in the part 1
Exposure minimization practices lessendischarges, data are limited, EPA is providing an
the potential for storm water to come Part I group application data indicateoverview of supplementar3j BMPs for
into contact with pollutants. Good that few BMPs have been implementeduse at. furniture and fixture
housekeeping practices ensure that r.t wood and metal furniture and fixture manufacturing facilities. However,
facilities are sensitive to routine and manufacturing facilities. The only BMPsinclusion of a BMP cited does not
nonroutine activities which may identified in the part 1 applications preclude the use of other viable BMP
increase pollutants in storm water include: closed tanks, drums, and metaloptions. Table W-3 summarizes BMP
discharges. The BMPs which address boxes; and partial covering. The part I options as they apply to wood and metal
good housekeeping and exposure data submissions did not indicate the furniture and fixture manufacturing
minimization are easily implemented,presence of any traditional BMPs, suchfacilities.

TABLE W-3.---STORM WATER BMPS FOR FURNITURE AND FIXTURE MANUFACTURING FACILJTIES

Activity Best management pract~:es (BMPs)

Outdoor Unloading and Loading ........................ Confine loading/unloading activities to a designatecl are~.
Perform all loading/unloading activii~es in a covere~l or enclosed area.
Close storm drains during loading/unloading activities ,n surrounding areas.
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TABLE W-3.---STORM WATER BMPS FOR FURNITURE AND FIXTURE MANUFACTURING FACILITIES~ContJflued

Activity Best management practices (BMPs)

Avoid loading/unloading materials in the rain.
Inspect all containers pdor to loading/unloading of any raw or spent materials.
Berm, curb, or dike loading/unloading areas.
Use dry clean-up methods instead of washing the areas down.
Train employees on proper loading/unloading techniques.

OutOoor Material Storage (including waste and Confine storage of raw materials, parts, and equipment to designated areas.
particulate emission management).

Train employees on proper waste control and disposal.
Berm, curb, or dike any areas around tanks.
Ensure that all containers are properly sealed and valves dosed.
Inventory all raw and spent materials.
Inspect air emission control systems regularly, and repair or replace when necessary.
Store wastes in covered, leak proof containers (e.g., dumpsters, drums).
Store wastes in enclosed and/or covered areas.
Ensure hazardous and solid waste disposal practices are performed in accordance with appli-

cable Federal, State, and local requirements.
Ship all wastes to offsite landfills or treatment facilities.

Sources: NPDES Storm Water Group Ap!:}lications---Part .1. Received by EPA, March 18, 1991, through December 31 1992 and EPA Office
of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities: Deve op ng Po ution Prevention Plans and Best Management
Practices." EPA 832-R-92-006.

Many of the BMPs identified in Table divert waters for later treatment, if the final implementation of permanent
W-3 are reminders of good or preferrednecessary. The usefulness of these measures. Temporary structures
operating procedures that are intendedcontrol measures are limited by such include: plastic matting, plastic netting,
to limit the exposure of significant factors as the size of the area to be and erosion control blankets: mulch-
materials and industrial activities to controlled and the type and nature of straw or wood chips; and compaction.
storm water. Facility operators should materials exposed and precipitation Permanent sediment control and
review their current operations and events, collection structures include: sediment/
consider implementing these BMPs if Diversion dikes, curbs, and berms aresettling ponds; sediment traps or catch
they are applicable to the site in order temporar~ or permanent diversion basins; and vegetated buffer strips.
to reduce storm water contamination, structures that prevent runoff from

Since none of the facilities within thepassing beyond a certain point, and 5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
wood and metal furniture and fixture divert runoff away from its intended Plan Requirements
manufacturing sector indicated the path. Dikes, curbs or berms may be usedAll facilities subject to this sectionpresence of traditional storm water to surround and isolate areas of concernmust prepare and implement a stormmanagement practices, EPA is requiringat wood and metal furniture water pollution prevention plan. Thethe participants in this sector to manufacturing facilities~ and divert flowestablishment of a pollution preventionconsider the implementation of storm around piles of significant materials inplan requirement reflects EPA’swater diversions and sediment controlorder to minimize or limit offsite decision to allow operators of furmtureand collection structures, discharges of contaminated storm water,and fixture manufacturing facilities toDischarge diversions provide the first Sediment control and collection utilize BMPs as the BAT/BCT level of
line of defense in preventing the limits movement and retains sedimentscontrol for the storm water dischargescontamination of discharges, and from being transported offsite. Several covered by this section. The
subsequent contamination of receivingstructural collection devices have beenrequirements included in pollutionwaters of the United States. Discharge developed to remove sediment from prevention plans provide a flexiblediversions are temporary or permanentrunoff before it leaves the site. Several framework for the development andstructures installed to divert flow, storemethods of removing sediment from siteimplementation of site-specific controisflow, or limit storm water runon and runoff involve diversion mechanisms to minimize pollutants in storm waterrunoff, previously discussed, supplemented bydischarges. EPA beheves that pollutionThese diversion practices have sever~a trapping or storage device. Structuralprevention is the most effectiveobjectives. First, diversion structures practices typically involve filtering approach for controlling contaminatedcan be designed to prevent otherwise diffuse storm water flows through storm water discharges from furniture
uncontaminated (or less contaminated)temporary structures such as straw baleand fixture manufacturing facilities.water from crossing disturbed areas or dikes, silt fences, brush barriers or Pollution prevention plans allow the
areas containing significant amounts ofvegetated areas, operator of a facility to select BMPs
contaminated materials, where contact However, structural practices requirebased on site-specific considerationsmay occur between runon and periodic removal of sediment to remainsuch as: facility size: climate;significant materials. These source functional, for both temporary and geographic location; hydrogeology; the
reduction measures may be particularlvpermanent structures. As such. they environmental setting of each facility:effective for preventing uncontaminatedserve as more active-type practices volume and type of discharge generated,
discharges from contacting exposed which may not be appropriate for and current BMPs. This flexibility is
materials and/or reduce the flow acrosspermanent use at inactive mines, necessary because each facility will be
disturbed areas, thereby lessening the However, these practices may be unique in that the source, type, andpotential for erosion. Second. diversioneffectively used as temporary measuresvolume of contazninated surface waterstructures can be used to collect or during active operation and/or prior to discharges will differ from site to site.
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There are two maior objectives to a address the potential sources of storm facilities conduct training annually at a
pollution prevention plan: (1) To water pollution. The plan also must minimum. However, more frequent
identify sources of pollution potentiallyinclude a schedule specifying the timetraining may be necessary at facilities
affecting the quality of storm water or times during which each control or with high turnover of employees or
discharges associated with an industrialpractice will be implemented. In where employee participation is
activity from a facility; and (2) to addition, the plan should discuss waysessential to the storm water pollution
describe and ensure implementation ofin which the controls and practices prevention plan.
practices to minimize and control relate to one another and, when taken asUnder the recordkeeping and internal
pollutants in storm water discharges a whole, produce an integrated andreporting procedures of the pollution
associated with industrial activity, consistent approach for preventing or prevention plan, the permittee must
Specific requirements for a pollution controlling potential storm water describe procedures for developing and
prevention plan for furniture and fixturecontamination problems, retaining records on the status and
manufacturing facilities are described Permittees are also required to effectiveness of plan implementation.
below. These requirements must be develop a preventive maintenance The plan must address spills,
implemented in addition to the program that includes regular monitoring (if applicable), and BMP
pollution prevention plan provisions inspections and maintenance of storminspection and maintenance activities.
discussed previously, or any other water BMPs. The maintenance program Ineffective BMPs must be recorded and
industry-specific requirements to whichrequires periodic removal of debris fromthe date of their corrective action noted.
the facility is subject. For example, discharge diversions and conveyance According to the pollution prevention
facilities with coal piles must comply systems. These activities should be plan requirements, the permittee must
with the provisions for coal pile runoff,conducted.particularly during wet evaluate the appropriateness of each
as well as the pollution prevention seasons. Permittees already controllingstorm water BMP that diverts,
requirements for the furniture and their storm water runoff with infiltrates, reuses, or otherwise reduces
fixture manufacturing industry, impoundments or sedimentation pondsthe discharge of contaminated storm

a. Description of Potential Poflution must include the maintenance water. In addition, the permittee must
Sources. Under the drainage schedules for these ponds in the describe the storm water pollutant
requirements, the site map must show pollution prevention plan. source area or activity (i.e.. loading and
areas where the following activities take Under the inspection requirements of unloading operations, raw material
place, if applicable: fueling; vehicle andthe pollution prevention plan, operatorsstorage piles etc.) to be conu:olled by
equipment maintenance and/or of furniture and fixture manufacturing each storm water management prac*Jce.
cleaning; loading and unloading; facilities are required to conduct
material storage (including tanks or quarterly inspections. The inspections6. Monitoring and Reporting
other vessels used for liquid or waste shall include: (1) An assessment of theRequirements
storage); outdoor material processing; integrity of storm water discharge a. Monitoring Requirements. The
waste treatment, storage, or disposal; diversions, conveyance systems, regulatory modifications at 40 CFR
haul roads; access roads; and rail spurs,sediment control and collection 122.44 (i)(2) established on April 2,
The site map must also indicate the systems, and containment structures; (2)1992, grant permit writers the flexibility
outfall locations and the types of visual inspections of vegetative BMPs toto reduce monitoring requirements in
discharges contained in the drainage determine if soil erosion has occurred; storm water discharge permits. EPA has
areas of the outfalls (e.g. storm water and {3) visual inspections of material determined that the potential for storm
and air conditioner condensate). In handling and storage areas and other water discharges to contain pollutants
order to increase the readability of the potential sources of pollution for above benchmark levels, because of the
map, the inventory of the types of evidence of actual or potential pollutantindustrial activities and materials
discharges contained in each out_fall discharges of contaminated storm water,exposed to precipitation, does not
may be kept as an attachment to the site EPA believes that this quick and support sampling at facilities covered by
map. simple description will allow the this section of today’s permit. Under the

b. Measures and Controls. Following permittee to assess the effectiveness ofStorm Water Regulations at 40 CFR
completion of the source identificationhis/her plan on a regular basis at very 122.26(b){14), EPA defined "storm water
and assessment phase, the permittee little cost. The inspection will provide discharge associated with industrial
must evaluate, select, and describe themeaningful results upon which the activity". The focus of today’s penmt is
pollution prevention measures, BMPs, facility may act quickly. The frequency to address the presence of pollutants
and other controls that will be of this inspection will also allow for that are associated with the industrial
implemented at the facility. The timely adjustments to be made to the activities identified in this definition
permittee must assess the applicabilitypollution prevention plan. If a BMP is and that might be found in storm water
of the following categories of BMPs for found to be ineffective, corrective actiondischarges. Under the methodology for
their site: discharge diversions, must be implemented. A set of trackingdetermining analytical monitoring
drainage/storm water conveyance or follow-up procedures must be used torequirements, described in section
systems, runoff dispersions, and goodensure that appropriate actions are VI.E. 1 of this fact sheet, nitrate plus
housekeeping measures. In addition, taken in response to the inspections, nitrite nitrogen and zinc are above the
BMPs include processes, procedures, The inspection is intended to be bench mark concentrations for the
schedules of activities, prohibitions onperformed by facility staff. This hands furniture and fixtures sector. After a
practices, and other management on inspection will also enhance the review of the nature of industrial
practices that prevent or reduce the staff’s understanding of the storm wateractivities and the significant materials
discharge of pollutants in storm water problems on that site and effects on theexposed to storm water described by
runoff, management practices that are includedfacilities in this sector, EPA has

The pollution prevention plan must in the plan. determined that the higher
discuss the reasons each selected Under employee training, the permitconcentrations of nitrate plus nitrite
structural control or BMP is appropriatedoes not specify the frequency., nitrogen and zinc are not likely to be
for the facility and how each will however, EPA recommends that caused by the industrial activity, bu~
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may be primarily due to non-industrial settled solids, suspended solids, foam,be made to the plan. If BMPs are
activities on-site. Today’s permit does oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsperforming ineffectively, corrective
not require furniture and fi~ttres of storm water pollution), and probable action must be Lrnplemented. A set of
facilities to conduct analytical sources of any observed storm water tracking or follow-up procedures must
monitoring for these parameters, contamination, be used to ensure that appropriate

Based on a consideration of the nature(3) When a facility has two or more actions are taken in response to the
of BMPs typically used at these ouffalls that, based on a consideration ofexaminations. The visual examination is
facilities, and generally low pollutant industrial activity, significant materials,intended to be performed by members of
values from the application data, EPA and management practices and activitiesthe pollution prevention team. This
believes that the pollution prevention within the area drained by the out.fall, hands on exarnmation will enhance the
plan with visual examinations of storm the permittee reasonably believes staff’s understanding of the storm water
water discharges (see below) will helpdischarge substantially identical problems on that site and effects of the
to ensure storm water contamination iseffluents, the permittee may collect a management practices that are included
minimized. Because permittees are notsample of effluent of one of such in the plan.
required to conduct analytical out.falls and report that the observation As discussed above, EPA does not
monitoring, they will be able to focus data also applies to the substantially believe that anal.vtical monitoring is
their resources on developing and identical out.fall(s) provided that the necessary for wood and metal furniture
implementing the pollution prevention permittee includes in the storm water and fixture manufacturing facilities.
plan. pollution prevention plan a description EPA believes that between quanerl.v

b. Quarterly Visual Examination of of the location of the outfalls and visual examinations and site
Storm Water Quality. Wood and metal explains.in detail why the outfalis are compliance evaluations potentialfurniture and fixture manufacturing expected to discharge substantially sources of contaminants can befacilities shall perform and document aidentical effluents. In addition, for eachrecognized, addressed and thenvisual examination of a storm water outfall that the permittee believes is controlled with BMPs. In determiningdischarge associated with industrial representative, an estimate of the size ofthe monitoring requirements. EPAactivity from each outfall, except the drainage area (in square feet) and anconsidered the nature of the industrialdischarges exempted under paragraphestimate of the runoff coefficient of the activities and significant materials(3) below. The examination(s) must be drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 exposed at these sites, and performed amade at least once in each of the percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent), or review of data provided in Part 2 ~oupfollowing 3-month periods: January high (above 65 percent}] shall be applications.through March, April through J~me, Julyprovided in the plan.
through September, and October (4) When a discharger is unable to X. Storm Water Discharges Associated
through December. The examination collect samples over the course of the With Industn’al Activity From Printing
shall be made during daylight hoursvisual examination period as a result of and Publishing Facilities
unless there is insufficient rainfall or adverse climatic conditions, the 1. Industry Profilesnow melt to produce a runoff event, discharger must document the reason

(1) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual On November 16, 1990 (55 FR 47990)
grab samples collected within the first examination and retain this EPA promulgated the regulatory
30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records definition of "storm water discharge
practical, but not to exceed I hour) of of the visual examinations. Adverse associated with industrial activity."
when the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions that may prohibit This dafimtion includes point source
discharging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include discharges of storm water from eleven
document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create categories of facilities, including "-
clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel category {xi) facilities classified as
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and{such as local flooding, high winds, Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,code--27." Facilities eligible for
pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofcoverage under this section include:
conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable {drought, book printing {SIC Code 2732};
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.}, commercial printing, lithographic {SIC
performed on the samples. All such (5) EPA realizes that if a facility is Code 2752): commercial printing,
samples shall be collected from the inactive and unstaffed it may be gravure (SIC Code 2754); commercial
discharge resulting from a storm eventdifficult to collect storm water dischargeprinting, not elsewhere classified (SIC
that is greater than 0.1 inches in samples when a qualifying event occurs.Code 2759): and platemaking and
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 Today’s final permit has been revised sorelated services {SIC Code 2796).
hours from the previously measurable that inactive, unstaffed facilities can This section establishes special
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm exercise a waiver of the requirement tocondition for storm water discharges
event. Where practicable, the same conduct quarterly visual examination, associated with industrial activities at
individual should carry out the EPA believes that this quick and printing and publishing facilities. The
collection and examination of simple assessment will help the SIC codes of these facilities are in
dis.charges for entire permit term. permittee to determine the effectivenesscategory (xi) of the definition of storm

(2) Visual examination reports must of his/her plan on a regular basis at verywater discharges associated with
be maintained onsite in the pollution little cost. Although the visual industrial activitv. Storm water
prevention plan. The report shall examination cannot assess the chemicaldischarges from ~acihties in this
include the examination date and time,properties of the storm water dischargedcategory are only regulated where
examination personnel, the nature of thefrom the site, the examination will precipitation and storm water runondischarge {i.e., runoff or snow melt), provide meaningful results upon whichcome into ccn~ct with areas associated
visual quality of the storm water the facility may act quickly. The with industrial activities, and
discharge (including observations of frequency of this visual examination significant materials. Significant
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, will also allow for timely adjustments tomaterials include, but are not limited to,
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raw materials, waste products, finishedwith the image, and coated with copperlubricating oils. pallets, copper,
products, intermediate products, by- sulfate or chromic acid. The plates arechromium, acids (sulfuric and chromic),
products, and other materials associatedlater used in the printing processes oil and grease, and waste paper. Some
with industrial activities, described above, of these materials may be directly

When an industrial facility, described Aside from the specific printing exposed to storm water, while others
by the above eligibility provisions of activities, other types of industrial may be covered. Pollutants that may be
this section, has industrial activities activities are shared by facilities coveredassociated with these materials include
being conducted onsite that meet the under this section. For example, the TSS, pH, heavy metals, oil and grease,
description(s) of industrial activities in maiority of these facilities have outdoorand COD.
another section(s), that industrial material handling and storage activities,Material handling activities such as
facility shaft comply with any and all and share the same types of raw and loading and unloading areas, and liquid
applicable monitoring and pollution waste materials, transfer (solvents from outdoor storage
prevention plan requirements of the The primary raw materials utilized by tanks to facility) may be exposed to
other section(s) in addition to all this industry group include paper storm water di~:harges. Exposure of
applicable requirements in this section.(including wax paper and card stock atthese areas to storm water may be
The monitoring and pollution some facilities), printing inks minimized by covering of the shipping/
prevention plan terms and conditions of(hydrocarbon based, solvent based), andreceiving and liquid transfer areas.
this multi-sector permit are additive for solvents. Other raw materials include For those facilities engaged in fueling
industrial activities being conducted at steel (for facilities which manufactureand vehicle maintenance, gasoline and
the same industrial facility (co-located printing plates), toner, paints, diesel fuel are frequently stored
industrial activities). The operator of thelubricating fluids, fuels, coating outdoors in aboveground storage tanks
facility shall determine which other materials, ~md adhesives/glues. The and drums. Most vehicles and
monitoring and pollution prevention paper products are stored indoors equipment require oil, hydraulic fluids,
plan section(s) of this permit (if any) arebecause exposure to precipitation wouldantifreeze, and other fluids that may
applicable to the facility, destroy the quality. The other raw leak and contaminate storm water

The printing and publishing industry materials arrive at the facilities in drumsdischarges.
is composed of a heterogeneous and either remain in the drums or are
collection of over 38,000 companies thatstored in aboveground or underground2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water
range in size from a few employees to tanks, depending on the facilities’ spaceDischarges From Printing and
several thousand.~ Some companies areand primary activity. The outdoor Publishing Facilities
involved in both printin8 and storage areas for drums are sometimes The impact of industrial activities on
publishing, while others are exclusively covered, but when the drums are storm water discharges at printing and
one or the other. The industrial directly exposed to precipitation, the publishing facilities will vary. Factors at
activities of these facilities are similar, storage areas are diked. Within the a site which influence the water quality
but the finished products vary. The facilities, drums are stored on wooden include geographic location,
finished products include magazines, pallets or skids, which may become hydrogeology, the industrial activities
newspapers, books, and labels. The contaminated from spills of the stored exposed to storm water discharges, the
printing activities covered under this materials. After use the pallets and skidsfacility’s size, the types of pollution
section occur strictly indoors, and are are stored outside for disposal and haveprevention measures/best management
separated into distinct operations. Theythe potential to contaminate storm waterpractices in place, and the type,
include book printing, commercial discharges, duration, and intensity of storm events.
printing {lithographic and gravure), and Both nonhazardous and hazardous Taken together or separately, these
platemaking for printing purposes. The wastes are produced from the printing
lithographic printing operation, which process. Hazardous wastes including factors determine how polluted the

is based on the premise that grease and ink wastes, solvent wastes, and waste
storm water discharges will be at a given
facility. Additionally, pollutant sources

water do not mix, consists of a printing chromic and sulfuric acid. These wastes
other than storm water, such as iRicit

plate or cylinder, ink, a blanket and are generated in small quantities at
paper. Areas on the printing plate whichsome of the facilities within this connections,~ spills, and other

will be transferred are coated with industrial group. Solvent wastes resultimproperly dumped materials, may

grease, and the rest of the plate is keptfrom cleaning of printing plates and increase the pollutant loading

moist with water. The ink adheres to themetal cutting operations, Ink wastes aredischarged into Waters of the United

grease and is repelled by the water. Thegenerated from the cleaning of printingStates. Table X-1 lists industrial

printing image is then transferred to a plates and from excess ink used in activities that commonly occur at

blanket, which is transferred to paper, printing. Chromic and sulfuric acid printing and publishing facilities, the

The grav’u~e printing process uses wastes are generated from facilities pollutant sources at these facilities, and

printing plates or cylinders, ink, and which manufacture and coat rotogravurethe pollutants associated with these
activities. Table X-1 identifies heavy

paper. In the grsvum process, the imageprinting plates.
is engraved on the printing plate or Non.hazardous wastes from this metals, oil and other parameters as

cylinder, the ink is then picked up by industry group include waste paper, potential pollutants associated with

the engraved cells and directly paper dust, scrap steel, and used printing and publishing facilities.

transferred to paper. Other printing wooden pallets. All of these waste
methods include screen, letter press, materials have the potential to pollute ~ Illicit conn~ction~ sr~ contributions of

unp,,rmitted non-storm water di~h,,’.~ges to storm
and flaxographic printing. In the storm water discharges, sewers from my number of murces including
platemaking process, plates are cut from Significant materials exposed to stormimproper conn~ctiom, dumpinS or spill~ from
metal (usually steel), formed, engravedwater at these facilities may include rawindustrial facilitiu, commercial est=blishment~, or

materials and waste materials. They re,~identi=l dwellings. The pro~bility, of illicit

~"Economic Analysis of Proposed Effluent include solvents (toluene, xylene, conn~,:tion~ et f~cilitiu n~nuf~c~urins
transportation equipment, industrial or commercial

Guidelines. Printing hudush-~." Office of Planning acetone, 1,1,1-trichloroethane), fuels machinery is low but it ma~, be sppticable st some
and Evaluation. EPA. August 1974. Igasol~ne and diesel), inks, metal, operationa.
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TABLE X-1 .--OESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES, POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCES, AND ASSOCIATED
POLLUTANTS Lii.iii

Activity                             Pollutant source Pollutant

Plate Preparation ...............................................using ink (lithography, letterpress, screen solvent, heavy metal, toxic waste ink wCdn sol-
printing, flexography), etch baths, applying vents chromium, lead.
lacquer.

Printing ...............................................................using ink (lithogra~ohy, letterpress, screen heavy metal waste (dust and sludge), ink--
printing, flexography), gravure, sludges w=t~ chromium or lead, inK--toxic

wastes with metals, solvents.
Clean up .............................................................used plates: type, die, press blankets and roll- ink--toxic wastes with metals, solvents.

ers.
Stencil Preparation for Screen Printing ............. lacquer stencil film, photoemulsion, blockout solvents, photographic processing wastes.

(screen filler).
Matenal Handling: Transfer, Storage, Disposal. spills and leaks from matedal handling equip- fuel, oil, heavy metals.

spills and leaks from aboveground tanks ........ fuel, oil, heavy metals, matedal being stored.
solvents; trash; petroleum products ................. heavy metals, sDent solvents, oil.

Photoprocessing .................................................developing negatives and prints ...................... heavy metals, sDent solvents.

,,EPA, Pollution Prevention Programs, Opportunities in Printing. Philadelphia, PA. October 1990.i University of Pittsburgh Trust, Center for Hazardous Materials Research Fact Sheet, Pollution Prevention: Strategies for the Pdnting Industry.
i~ EPA, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCR’A) document, Does Your Business Produce Hazardous Waste as ManySmaJl Busi-

nesses Do. Printing and Allied Industries, EPN530-SW-90-O27g, April 15, 1990.

Based on the similarities of the printing and publishing facilities as a data include the eight pollutants that all
facilities included in this sector in terms whole and not subdivide this sector,facilities were required to monitor for
of industrial activities and significant Therefore, Table X-2 lists data for under Form 2F, as well as the pollutants
materials, EPA believes it is appropriateselected parameters from facilities in the that EPA has determined may merit
to discuss the potential pollutants at printing and publishing sector. These further monitoring.
TABLE X-2.----~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY PRINTING AND PUBLISHING FACILITIES SUBMI’~’ING

PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg]L)
NO. Of F~il~ NO. Of ~ ~ I~rmL, mum I~’nurn Med~’~ ~ Pert;~nti~e ~ Pe=~centllePo~utant t~= ~Sample type
Gr~ Co~p.i Gra~ Co~p Gra~ Comp Grab Comp Gr~b Co~np Gra~ Comp G~’at~ Co~p Gra~ Comp

BOD~ ................................................ 15 15 33 33 12.8 7.7 0.0 0.0 61.8 27.0 9.0 6.40 45.9 24.05 ~4.1 1.9
COD ................................................ 15 15 33 33 64.5 45.97 0.0 0.0 239.0 171.0 49.0 4~1.0 241.5 203.0 49~.9 4.32.1Nltr~e, Nlt~te Nit~og~ ................. 15 14 27 26 1.18 1.22 0.00 0.0 5.80 5.30 0.73 0.82 3.46 3.25 8.14 5.4C
To~ ~ Nitrogen .................. 15 15 33 33 3.01 1.78 0.00 0.0 !0.00 6.70 1.50 0.9~1 11.61 5.64 25.09 10.65
O~ & ~ .................................. 15 N/A 33 WA 10.7 WA 0.0 N/A 98.0 N/A 1.0 N/A 51.1 WA 149,7 i N/A~ ..................................................~,~ N~,~2e N~A N~^ N~* S.,~ ~ e.6 N~ 7.0 N~,~ S.3 ~^ 8.9 I N~
TO~ PtK~C~nO~U~ ............................ 15 15 33 33 0.34 0.33 0.00 0.0 1.80 2.10 0.16 0.13 1.34 1.25 3.031 2.84
To~ ~ So~ .................. IS IS 33 3~ ~ 2e 0 0 ~0 I0~ 30 2~ ~ 121 ~3~ I 2~

a~aumeO to I~ O.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants different sources of pollutants at and the installation of berms/dikes.
different sites. Other BMPs such as detentionJretention

In evaluating options for controlling Certain BMPs are implemented to ponds and filtering devices may bepollutants in storm water discharges, prevent andJor minimize exposure of needed at these facilities because of theEPA must achieve compliance with thepollutants from industrial activities to contaminant level in the storm watertechnology-based standards of the Cleanstorm water discharges. EPA believes discharges. The types of BMPs
Water Act [Best Available Technology the most effective BMPs for reducing implemented will depend on the t.vpe of
(BAT) and Best Conventional pollutants in storm water discharges aredischarge, types and concentrations of
Technology}]. The Agency does not exposure minimization practices, contaminants, and the volume of thebelieve that it is appropriate to establishExposure minimization practices lessenflow.
specific numeric effluent limitations or the potential for storm water to come The selection of the most effective
a specific design or performance into contact with pollutants. Good BMPs will be based on site-specific
standard in this section for storm waterhousekeeping practices ensure that considerations such as: facility size,
discharges associated with industrial facilities are sensitive to routine and chmate, geographic location, geology/
activity from printing and publishing nonroutine activities which may hydrology and the environmental
facilities to meet BAT/BCT standards of increase pollutants in storm water setting of each facility, and volume and
the Clean Water Act. Instead, this discharges. The BMPs which address type of discharge generated. Each
section establishes requirements for thegood housekeeping and exposure facility will be unique in that the
development and implementauion of minimization are easily implemented, source, type, and volume of
site-specific storm water pollution inexpensive, and require little, if any, contaminated storm water discharBes
prevention plans consisting of a set of maintenance. BIvIP expenses may will differ. In addition, the fate aria
Best Management Practices (BlVfPs) thatinclude construction of roofs for storagetransport of pollutants in these
are sufficiently flexible to address areas or other forms of permanent coverdischarges will vary. EPA believes that
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the management practices discussed they store some materials indoors; less The measures commonly used toherein are well suited mechanisms to than 10 percent store hazardous wastesreduce pollutants in storm waterprevent or control the contamination ofunder roof; and less than 5 percent discharges associated with printing andstorm water discharges associated withcover drums or have sealed drums, publishing facilities are generallypn_nting and publishing facilities. However, 45 percent of the subgroup simple and easy to implement, l~able X-van 1 group application data indicate
utilize some type of covering; 45 percent3 identifies best management practicesthat BMPs have not been widely implement good housekeeping {BMPs) associated with differentimplemented at the representative practices; and over 40 percent have activities that routinely occur at printingsampling facilities. Less than 10 percent

of the sampling subgroup reported that training on pollution prevention, and publishing facilities.

TABLE X-3.’~’GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR PRINTING AND PUBLISHING FACtLITIESi.ii,iii.i",

Activity Best management pracbces (BMPs)
Plate Preparation ................................................use aqueous-developed lithographic plates or wipe-on plates.
Pnnting ................................................................use press wipes as long as possible before discarding or laundering; dirty ones for the first

pass, clean ones for the second pass.
squeeze or centrifuge solvent out of dirty rags.
set up an in-house dirty rag cleaning operation if warranted or send to approved industrial

laundnes, if available.
dedicated press for inks with hazardous pigments/solvents.
segregate used oil from solvents or other materials.
use water-based inks in gravure and flexographic printing process.

Clean up .............................................................label sinks as to proper disposal of liquids.
keep equipment in good condition.
use doctor blades and squeegees to remove as much ink as possible prior to cleaning with

solvent and rags.
control solvent use during equipment cleaning, use only what you need.
dasKjnate special areas for draining or replacing fluids.
subsMute nontoxic or less toxic cleaning solvents.
recover waste solvents onsite with batch distillation ff warranted or utilize professional solvent

recyclers.
centralize liquid solvent cleaning in one location.
have refresher courses in operating and safety procedures.

Stencil Preparation for Screen Printing .............. recapture excess ink from silkscreen process before washing the screen to decrease amount
of ink used and cleaning emulsion used

Material Handling and Storage Areas ................ store containerized meterials (fuels, paints, inks, solvents, etc.) in a protected, secure location
and away from drains.

store reactive, ignitable, or flammable liquids in compliance with the local fire code.
identify potentially hazardous materials, their characteristics, and use.
eliminata/raduce exposure to storm water.
contro~ exceeslve purchasing, storage, and handling of potentially hazardous materials.
keep records to identify quantity, receipt date, service life, users, and disposal routessecure

and carefully monitor hazardous materials to prevent theft, vandalism, and misuse of mate-
rials.

educate personnel for proper storage, use, cleanup, and disposal of materials.
maintain good integrity of all storage tanks.
inspect storage tanks to detect potential leaks and perform prevemlve maintenance.
provide sufficient containment for outdoor storage areas for the larger of either 10 percent of

the volume of all containers or 110 percent of the volume of the largest tank.
use temporan] containment where required by portable drip pans.
use spill t~oughs for drums with taps
train employees on proper filling and transfer procedures
inspect piping systems (pipes, pumps, flanges, couplings, hoses, valves) for failures or leaks.
handle solvents in designated areas away from drains, ditches, and surface waters. Locate

designated areas preferably indoors or under a shed.
if spills occur,
stop the source of the spill immediately.
contain the liquid until cleanup is complete.
deploy oil containment booms if the spill may reach the water.
cover the spill with absorbent material.
keep the area well ventilated.
dispose of cleanup materials properly.
do not use emulsifier or dispersant.

~ EPA, Pollution Prevention Programs. Opportunities in Printing. Philadelphia, PA. October 1990.
~ University of Pittsburgh Trust, Center for Hazardous Materials Research Fact Sheet Pollution Prev n " - ’ "~i~ EPA, Resource Conservation and R , . e t]on. Strategies for the Pnntin Industry.

...... ,~_ ,., .............. ecovery Act (RCRA) document, Does Your Bus~ness Produce Hazardous Waste as Man ~ma]l Busi-
~=,~,.,u,_u~ ~?na_n~,,,a..no ~eo mous.~.|es~ EPAJ530-SW-90--027g, April 15, 1990. Y~"u=o o~orm wamr L~roup Appt=catzons---Part 1. Received by EPA March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.
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4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention (I) Description of Potential Poflutant site to identify significant materials that
Plan Requirements. Sources. Each storm water pollution are or may be exposed to storm water

prevention plan must describe discharges. The inventory must address
EPA believes that pollution activities, materials, and physical materials that within 3 veers prior to the

prevention is the most effective features of the facility that may date of the submission ~f a Notice of
approach for controlling contaminatedcontribute pollutants to storm water Intent (NOII to be covered under thisstorm water discharges from printing runoff or, during periods of dry weather,permit have been handled, stored,
and publishing facilities. The result in dry weather flows. This processed, treated, or disposed of in arequirements included in the pollutionassessment of potential storm water manner to allow exposure to stormprevention plan provide a flexible pollutant source will support water. Findings of the inventory must be
framework for the development and subsequent efforts to identify and set documented in detail in the pollutionimplementation of site-specific controlspriorities for necessary changes in prevention plan. At a minimum, the
to minimize the pollutants in storm materials, materials management plan must describe the method and
water discharges. This flexibility is practices, or site features, as well as aidlocation of onsite storage or disposal:
necessary because each facility is in the selection of appropriate structuralpractices used to minimize contact of
unique in that the source, type, and and nonstructural control techniques, materials with precipitation and runoff:volume of contaminated storm water Plans must describe the following existing structural and nonstructural
discharge will vary from site to site. elements: controls that reduce pollutants in storm

Under today’s permit, all facilities (a) Site Map-The plan must contain water; existing structural controls that
must prepare and implement a storm a map of the site that shows the patternlimit process wastewater discharges;
water pollution prevention plan. The of storm water drainage, structural andand any treatment the runoff receives
pollution prevention plan requirementnonstructhral features that control before it is discharged to surface waters
reflects EPA’s decision to allow pollutants in storm water runoff and or through a separate storm sewer
operators of printing and publishing process wastewater discharges, surfacesystem. The description must be
facilities to utilize BMPs as the BAT/ water bodies (including wetlands), updated whenever there is a significant
BCT level of control for the storm water places where significant materials ~oo change in the type or amounts of
discharges covered by this section. Theare exposed to rainfall and runoff, and materials, or material management
pollution prevention plan requirementslocations of major spills and leaks thatpractices, that may affect the exposure
in this section are consistent with the occurred in the 3 years prior to the dateof materials to storm water.
general requirements presented in the of the submission of a Notice of Intent (c) Significant Spills and Leaks--Thefront of this fact sheet, which are based(NOI) to be covered under this permit, plan must include a list of any
on EPA’s storm water general permits The map must also indicate the significant spills and leaks of toxic or
finalized on September 9, 1992 (57 FRdirection of storm water flow. An hazardous pollutants that occurred in
41236), and September 25, 1992 (57 FRoutline of the drainage area for each the 3 years prior to the date of the
44438), for discharges in nonauthorizedout.fall must be provided; the location ofsubmission of a Notice of Intent (NOI)NPDES States. each outfall and monitoring points mustto be covered under this permit.

There are two major objectives to a be indicated; and the types of dischargesSignificant spills include, but are not
pollution prevention plan: 1) to identifycontained in the drainage areas of the limited to, releases of oil or hazardous
sources of pollution potentially affectingout.falls (e.g.. storm water and air substances in excess of reportable
the quality of storm water discharges conditioner condensate) must be
associated with industrial activity from identified. An estimation of the total sitequantities under Section 311 of CWA

a facility; and 2) to describe and ensureacreage utilized for each industrial (see 40 CFR 110.10 and 117.21) or

implementation of practices to activity (e.g., storage of raw materials, Section 102 of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation

minimize and control pollutants in waste materials, and used equipment)

storm water discharges associated withmust be provided. These areas include    and Liability Act (CERCLA) (see 40 CFR
industrial activity from a facility, liquid storage tanks, stockpiles, holding302.4). Significant spills may also

include releases of oil or hazardousbins, used equipment, and empty dn.un
Specific requirements for a pollutionstorage. These areas are considered to besubstances that are not in excess of

prevention plan for printing and significant potential sources of reporting requirements and releases of
publishing facilities are described materials that are not classified as oil or
below, pollutants at printing and publishing

facilities, a hazardous substance.
a. Contents of the Plan. Storm water (b) Inventory of Exposed Mate~a]s-- (d) Non-storm Water Discharges---

pollution prevention plans are intendedFacility operators are required to Each pollution prevention plan must
to aid operators of printing and carefully conduct an inspection of the include a certification, signed by an
publishing facilities to evaluate all authorized individual, that discharges
potential prevention sources at a site, ~msignificant materials include, ’ ....but [~el from the site have been tested or
and assist in the selection and not limited to: raw materials, fuels, rn~teriais suchevaluated for the presence of non-storm
implementation of appropriate measuresas ~olvents, detergent~, and plastic pellet~; finishedwater, the results of any test and/or
designed to prevent, or control, the materials such as metallic products; ° " " evaluation conducted to detect suchhazardous substances designated under ~ectiondischarge of pollutants in storm water 101(14} of CERCLA; any chemical facilities are discharges, the test method or
runoff. EPA has developed guidance r~u~d to report pursuant to section 313 of Title evaluation criteria used, the dates on
entitled Storm Water Management for m of SARA; fertilizers: pesticides; and waste which tests or evaluations were
Industrial Activities: "Developing products such as ashes, aleg, and sludge that have performed, and the onsite drainage

the potential to be released with storm weterPollution Prevention Plans and Best discharge." (40 CFR 122.26(b)(12)). Significant points directly observed dunng the test
Management Practices," EPA, 1992, materials commonly found at ~ansportation or evaluation. Pollution prevention
(EPA 832-R-92-006) to assist equipment, industrial or commercial machinery, plans must identify? and ensure the
permittees in developing and manufacturing facilities include raw and scrap implementation ofappropriate pollutionmetals: solvents; used equipment; peU’oleum based
implementing pollution prevention products; waste materials or by-products used or prevention measures for any non-storm
measures, created by the facili~, water discharges.
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[e) Sampling Data--Any existing data (a) Good Housekeeping--Permittees (f) Recordkeeping and Internaldescribing the quality or quantity of must describe protocols established to Reporting Procedures--Permittees must
storm water discharges from the facilityreduce the possibility of mishandling describe procedures for developing and
must be summarized in the plan. The chemicals or equipment and training retaining records on the status and
description should include a discussionemployees in good housekeeping effectiveness of plan implementation.
of the methods used to collect and techniques. Specifics of this plan mustThis includes the success and failure of
analyze the data. Sample collection be communicated to appropriate plant BMPs implemented at the facility.
points should be identified in the plan personnel. (g) Sediment and Erosion Control--
and shown on the site map. (b) Preventive Maintenance~ Permittees must identify areas, due to

(f) Summary of Potential Pollutant Permittees are required to develop a topography, activities, soils, cover
Sources--The description of potential preventive maintenance program that materials, or other factors that have a
pollutant sources should clearly point toincludes regular inspections and high potential for soil erosion. Measures
activities, materials, and physical maintenance of storm water BMPs. to eliminate erosion must be identified
features of the facility that have a Inspections should assess the in the plan.
reasonable potential to contribute effectiveness of the storm water (h) Management of Runoff--
significant amounts of pollutants to pollution prevention plan. They allow Permittees must provide an assessment
storm water. Any such activities, facility personnel to monitor the of traditional storm water management
materials, or features must be addressedcomponents of the plan on a regular practices that divert, infiltrate, reuse, or
by the measures and controls basis. The use of a checklist is otherwise manage storm water so as to
subsequently described in the plan. In encouraged, as it will ensure that all ofreduce the discharge of pollutants.
conducting the assessment, the facilitythe appropriate areas are inspected andBased on this assessment, practices to
operator must consider the following provide documentation for control runoff from these areas must be
activities: raw materials (liquid storagerecordkeeping purposes, identified and implemented as reqmred
tanks, stockpiles, holding bins), waste (c) Spill Prevention and Response by the plan.

(3) Comprehensive Site Compliancematerials (empty drum storage), and Procedures--Permittees are required to
Evaluation. The storm water pollutionused equipment storage areas. The identify proper material handling
prevention plan must describe the scopeassesslnent must list any significant procedures, storage requirements, and content of comprehensive sitepollutant parameter(s) (i.e., total containment or diversion equipment,
evaluations that qualified personnel willsuspended solids, oil and grease, etc.)and spill removal procedures to reduceconduct to: (1) Confirm the accuracy ofassociated with each source, exposure of spills to storm water the description of potential sources(2) Measures and Controls. Permitteesdischarges. Areas and activities whichcontained in the plan, (2) determine themust select, describe, and evaluate theare high risks for spills at printing and effectiveness of the plan, and (3) assesspollution prevention measures, BMPs, publishing facilities include raw compliance with the terms andand other controls that will be material unloading and product loadingconditions of this section.implemented at the facility. Source areas, material storage areas, and waste
Comprehensive site compliancereduction measures include preventivemanagement areas. These activities andevaluations must be conducted once amaintanance, spill prevention, good areas and their drainage points must be
year for printing and publishinghousekeeping, training, and proper described in the plan.
facilities. The individual(s) who willmaterials management. If source (d) Inspections--Qualified personnelconduct the evaluations must bereduction is not an option, EPA must inspect designated-equipment andidentified in the plan and should besupports the use of source control areas of the facility at the proper members of the pollution preventionmeasures. These include BMPs such asintervals specified in the plan. The planteam. Evaluation reports must bematerial covering, water diversion, andshould identify areas which have the
retained for a: least 3 years after the datedust control. If source reduction or potential to p~llute storm water for
of the evaluation.source control are not available, then periodic inspections. Records of Based on the results of eachrecycling or waste treatment are other inspections must be maintained onsite,evaluation, the description of potentialalternatives. Recycling allows the reuse (e) Employee Training~Pernflttees pollution sources, and measures andof storm water, while treatment lowers must describe a program for informing controls, the plan must be revised aspollutant concentrations prior to and educating personnel at all levels ofappropriate within 2 weeks after eachdischarge. Since the majority, of printingresponsibility of the components and evaluation. Changes in the measuresand publishing activities occur indoors,goals of the storm water pollution and controls must be implemented onthe BMPs identified above are geared prevention plan. A schedule for the site in a timely manner, never moretowards only those activities that occur conducting this training should be than 12 weeks after completion of theoutdoors or that otherwise have a provided in the plan. Where evaluation.potential to contribute pollutants to appropriate, contractor personnel muststorm water discharges, also be trained in relevant aspects of 5. Monitoring and Reporting

Pollution prevention plans must storm water pollution prevention. Requirements
discuss the reasons each selected Topics for employee training should a. Monitoring Requirements. Thecontrol or practice is appropriate for theinclude good housekeeping, materialsregulatory modifications at 40 CFRfacility and how each of the potential management, and spill response 122.44 (i)(2) established on April 2,pollutant sources will be addressed, procedures. EPA recommends that 1992, grant permit writers the flexibilityPlans must identify the time during facilities conduct training annually at ato reduce monitoring requirements inwhich controls or practices will be minimum. However, more frequent storm water discharge permits. EPA hasimplemented, as well the effect the training may be necessary at facilities determined that the potential for stormcontrols or practices will have on stormwith high turnover of employees or water discharges to contain pollutantswater discharges from the site. At a where employee participation is above benchmark levels, because of theminimum, the measures and controls essential to the storm water pollution industrial activities and materialsmust address the following components:prevention plan. exposed to precipitation, does not
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~upport samphng at printing and snow melt: January through March: As discussed above, EPA does not
publishing facilities. Under the Storm April through June: July through believe that chemical monitoring is
Water Regulations at 40 CFR September; October through December.necessary, for pnnting and publishing
122.26(b)(14), EPA defined "storm waterGrab samples shall be collected withinfacihties. EPA believes that between
discharge associated with industrial the first 30 minutes (or as soon quarterly visual examinations and site
activity". The focus of today’s permit is thereafter as practical, but not to exceedcompliance evaluations potential
to address the presence of pollutants 1 hour) of when the runoff begins sources of contaminants can be
that are associated with the industrial discharging. Reports of the visual recognized, addressed, and then
activities identified in this definition examination include: the examinationcontrolled with BMPs. In determining
and that might be found in storm waterdate and time, examination personnel,the monitoring requirements, EPA
discharges. Under the methodology, forvisual quality of the storm water considered the nature of the industrial
determining analytical monitoring discharge, and probable sources of anyactivities and significant materials
requirements, described in section observed storm water contamination, exposed at these sites, and performed a
VI.E. 1 of this fact sheet, nitrate plus The visual examination reports must bereview of data provided in Part 2 group
nitrite nitrogen is above the bench markmaintained onsite with the pollution applications.
concentrations for the printing and prevention plan. Y. Storm Water Discharges Associatedpublishing sector. Afier a review of the EPA realizes that if a facility is With Industri~l Activity From Rubber,nature of industrial activities and the inactive and unstaffed it may be Misceflaneous Plastic ]°roducts, an dsignificant materials exposed to stormdifficult to collect storm water dischargeMisceflaneou$ ,~anufactur~ng Industrieswater described by facilities in this samples when a qualifying event occurs.
sector, EPA has determined that the Today’s final permit has been revised so1. Discharges Covered Under This
higher concentrations of nitrate plus that inactive, unstaffed facilities can Section
nitrite nitrogen are not likely to be exercise a waiver of the requirement to This section covers storm watercaused by the industrial activity, but conduct quarterly visual examination, discharges associated with industrialmay be primarily due to non-industrial EPA believes that this quick and activity from rubber and miscellaneousactivities on-site. Today’s permit does simple assessment will help permitteesplastic products facilities (commonlynot require printing and publishing to determine the effectiveness of their identified by Standard Industrialfacilities to conduct anal.vtical plan on a regular basis at very little cost.Classification (SIC) major group 30) andmonitoring for this parameter. Based onAlthough the visual examination cannotmiscellaneous manufacturinga consideration of the BMPs typically assess the chemical properties of the industries, except jewelry,, silverware,used at these facihties, and generally storm water discharged from the site, and plateware (commonly identified bylow pollutant values from the the examination will provide SIC major group 39, except 391).application data, EPA believes that themeaningful results upon which the Rubber and miscellaneous plasticpollution prevention plan with visual facility may act quickly. The frequency products manufacturing facilitiesexaminations of storm water dischargesof this visual examination will also specifically include manufacturers ofwill help to ensure storm water allow for timely adjustments to be madetires and inner tubes, rubber and plasticcontamination is minimized. Because to the plan. If BMPs are performing footwear, rubber and plastic hose andpermittees are not required to conduct
sampling, they will be able to focus ineffectively, corrective action must be belting, gaskets, packing and sealing

implemented. A set of tracking or devices, and miscellaneous fabricatedtheir resources on developing and
implementing the pollution preventionfollow-up procedures must be used to rubber products. This group also

ensure that appropriate actions are includes miscellaneous plastic productsplan.Quarterly visual examinations of a     taken in response to the examinations,such as unsupported plastic film, sheet,
storm water discharge from each outfallThe visual examination is intended to rods and tubes, laminated plastic plate.
are required. The inspection must be ofbe performed by membem of the sheet and profile shapes, plastic pipe
a grab sample collected from each stormpollution prevention team. This hands-and bottles, plastic foam products such
water outfall. The examination of stormon examination will enhance the staff’sas cups, ice chests and packaging
water grab samples shall include any understanding of the storm water materials, plastic plumbing fixtures, and
observations of color, odor, turbidity, problems on that site and the effects ofmiscellaneous plastic products.
floating solids, foam, oil sheen, or otherthe management practices that are Miscellaneous manufacturing
obvious indicators of storm water Included in the plan. industries specifically include
pollution. The examination must be When a discharger is unable to collectmanufacturers of musical instruments,
conducted in a well lit area. No samples over the course of the visual games, toys and athletic goods, pens,
analytical tests are required to be examination period as a result of pencils and artists’ supplies, buttons,
performed on these samples, adverse chmatic conditions, the pins and needles, and a wide variety of

The examination must be made at discharger must document the reason products not classified elsewhere.
least once in each designated period for not performing the visual The SIC codes of the facilities covered
during daylight hours unless there is examination and retain this by this section are in category. (xi) of the
insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to documentation onsite with the recordsdefinition of storm water discharges
runoff. Where practicable, the same of the visual examination. Adverse associated w~th industrial activity.
individual should carry, out the weather conditions which may prohibitStorm water discharges from facilities in
collection and examination of the collection of samples include this category are only regulated where
discharges throughout the life of the weather conditions that create precipitation and storm water ninon
permit to ensure the greatest degree ofdangerous conditions for personnel come into contact with areas associated
consistency possible. Examinations (such as local flooding, high winds, with industrial activities, and
shall be conducted in each of the hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,significant materials. Significant
following periods for the purposes of etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofmaterials include, but are not lm~ted to.
inspecting storm water quality a sample impracticable (drought, raw materials, waste products, fuels,
associated with storm water runoff andextended frozen conditions, etc.), finished products, intermediate
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products, by-products, and other with industrial activity" found at 40 unloading activities, and the storage andmaterials associated with industrial Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) handling of raw materials, by-products,activities. 122.26(b}(14}. As noted in the preamble final products or waste products. AWhen an industrial facility, describedto the final storm water regulations of wide variety of materials are used at theby the above coverage provisions of thisNovember 16, 1990, most of the actual facilities including solvents, acids andsection, has industrial activities being manufacturing and processing activity caustic, carbon black, plasticizers, paint,conducted onsite that meet the at these types of facilities normally processing oils, resins, rubberdescription(s) of industrial activities in occurs indoors (55 FR 48008). compounds and solutions, fuels such asanother section(s), that industrial Additional information concerning diesel or gasoline, adhesives, zinc andfacility shall comply with any and all these manufacturing processes and themiscellaneous chemicals. However. itapplicable monitoring and pollution industrial sector itself can be found in should also be noted that this is aprevention plan requirements of the the following documents: "Developmentcumulative list gathered from all theother section(s) in addition to all Document for Effluent Limitations
applicable requirements in this section.Guidelines and New Source types of facilities in this sector and that

individual facilities do not necessarilyThe monitoring and pollution Performance Standards for the Tire and
use all the materials on the list. Tanks,prevention plan terms and conditions ofSynthetic Rubber Processing Point
drums or bags of these materials may bethis multi-sector permit are additive for Source Category," EPA 440/1-74-013a;

industrial activities being conducted at"Development Document for Effluent exposed to storm water during loading/
the same industrial facility (co-located Limitations Guidelines and New Sourceunloading operations, or through
industrial activities). The operator of thePerformance Standards for the outdoor storage or handling at some
facility shall determine which other Fabricated.and Reclaimed Rubber facilities.
monitoring and pollution prevention Segment of the Rubber Processing PointOther items which may be exposed to
plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areSource Category," EPA 440/1-74/030a;storm water include surplus processing
applicable to the facility, and "Development Document and machinery, scrap metal, scrap plastic

2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water Effluent Limitations Guidelines and and rubber, plastic pellets, PVC pipe
Discharges Standards for the Plastics Molding and and rags. Table Y-1 lists potential

Forming Point Source Category," EPA pollutant sources from activities that
a. Sources of Pollutants. As discussed440/1-84/069. commonly take place at rubber,above, the SICs of the facilities in this The types of activities at these miscellaneous plastic products, and

sector fall into category. (xi) of the facilities where exposure to storm watermiscellaneous manufacturingdefinition of "storm water associated may occur consist primarily of loading/ industries.

TABLE Y--I.-~COMMON POLLUTANTSOURCES

Activity Pollutant source Pollutants

Outdoor Material Loading/Unloading ................. Wooden pallets, spills/leaks from material TSS, oil and grease, organics.
handling equipment, solvents, resins.

Outdoor Matedal and Equipment Storage ......... Solvents, acids and caustic, plasticizers, Organics, zinc, hydrocarbons, oil and grease.
paint, lubricating oils, processing oils, res- acids, alkalinity.
ins, rubber compounds, rmneral spirits, zinc,
scrap metal, scrap plastic and rubber, plas-
tic pellets, PVC pipe, and rags.

Based on the wide vaz~ety of indust~al actJviti.es and si~ificant materials at t~e facJ]JUes included in this sector,
EPA believes it is appropriate to divide the rubber and plastic product and miscellaneous manufacturing industry into

subsectors to properly analyze sampling data and determine monitoring requirements. As a result, this sector has been

divided into the following subsectors: rubber and miscellaneous plastic products manufacturing and miscellaneous manu-
facturing. Tables Y-2 and Y-3 below include data for the eight pollutants that all facilities were required to monitor

for under Form 2F. The tables also list those parameters that EPA has determined merit further monitoring.

TABLE Y-2.--Statistics for Selected Pollutants Reported by Tires and Inner Tubes, Rubber and Plastics Footwear,
Gaskets, Packing, and Sealing Devices and Rubber and Plastics Hose and Belting, Fabricated Rubber Prod-
ucts, Not Elsewhere Classified Manufacturing Facilities Submitting Part II Sampling Datai (mg/L)

P~lutant bes pie

Grat~ Comp,, Gra~ Com~ Grat~ Comp Grab Com~ Grab Com~ Grat~ Corn0 Gcab Com~ Grab
I

Com~
BOD~ ............................. !8 17 32[ 31 14.7 14.47 0,0 0.0 160.0 144.0 6.4 7.90 43,0 43.18 86.1 86.3COD .............................. 18 1; 321 31 105.2 77.7 13.0 0.0 812.0 321.0 52.0 63.0 271.5 335.7 499.0 7376Nitrate + Nfinte Nitrogen 18 17 32 i 31 0.72 1,69 0.G4 0.05 2.49 32.0 0.581 0.65 2.61 4.12 5.30 ’Tot~ Kj~hl Nitro~ . 18 !7 32 31 ! 1.98 1.44 0.37 0.0 8.55 6.48 1.381 1.11 5.55 4.07 9.87 7.20Oil & Grease ................. 18 N/.~ 32 N/A ! 5.3 N/A 0.0 N/A 76.0 N~A 1 5 i N/A 16.5 ~ N/A 37.5
Total Pho,~otus ......... 18 17 32 31 0.35 0.51 0.00 0.0 1.65 8.65 0-;’-%2I 0.17 1.17

i ;.38 2.31 t 3.~9

Zinc, Total .....................I 15 15 28t
1,103 0.904 0,027 0.011 7.600 7,490 ,21 0.25 4.6171 4.179 ~4.012 :2.66(;

assumed to be 0.
"Coml;x).~t8 samples.
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TABLE Y-3.mStatistics for Selected Pollutants Reported by Miscellaneous Plastics Products, Musical Instruments,
Dolls, Toys, Games, and Sporting and Athletic Goods, Pens, Pencils, and Other Artists’ Materials, Costume
Jewelry, Costume Novelties, Buttons, and Miscellaneous Notions, Except Precious Metal, and Miscellaneous
Manufacturing Facilities Submitting Part II Sampling Data~ (mg/L)

P~lutant NO. of Fa~iti~ NO. of S~mp~e ~ Minimum Maximum MeOtan 9~th Petl~tile
Samples Gr=~ Com!~,, Gta~ Comp G~ Corn~ Grab Co~ Gra~ Coml~ Gta~ Comp Gra~ Cored Gral~

BOD~ ................................. 35 36 56 58l 13.3 9,37 0.0 0.0 71.0 70.0 8.1 7.0 41.8 28.8 77.1 51.5
COD ..................................... 35 35 56 56 ! 100.6 69.0 0.0 0.0 600.0 640.0 57,0 36.5 789.2 201.2 2377.6 380.8
N~r~te. Nd~e Nit~ ....... 35 ~4 5~ 65 1.01 1.02. 0.00 0.0 5.2,3 7.40 0.75 0.62 5.49 3.2! 13.98 6.25
Tot= K!etoartl Nif~ .......... 34 33 55 54 2.16 1.58 0.00 0.0 11.00 6.54 1.40 1.20 12.46 5.22 31,95 10.0~
Od & Grease ......................... 38 N/A 60 N/A 3,9 N/A 0.0 N/A 91.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 15,4 N/A 35.5 N/A
~H .......................................... 32 N/A ~4 N/A N/A N/A 2.6 N/A 10.1 N/A 7.3 N/A 9.6 N/A 10.9
3" otaJ P~o.~o~orus .................. 35 34 55 54 0.33 0.24 0.00 0.0 2.90 125 0.18 0.15 1.90 0.72 5.35 1.31

35 35 56 56 202 116 0 0 2008 2100 34 25 !7"77 433 8369 I 1235

’ A~0~tions th~ did not ~ the unit~ Of me~ute~le~t for the r~3olled v=lue$ of goilutaots were not mctuO~O in ~m $1~t~c~. V~Jue~ r~d a$ no~.O~ct
assurn~O to be 0.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants exposure minimization practices, type of discha;ge generated. Each

In evaluating options for controlling Exposure minimization practices lessenfacility will be unique in that the

pollutants in storm water discharges, the potential for storm water to come source, type, and volume of

EPA must achieve compliance with theinto confact with pollutants. Good contaminated storm water discharges

technology-based standards of the Cleanhousekeeping practices ensure that will differ. In addition, the fate and

Water Act [Best Available Technology facilities are sensitive to routine and transport of pollutants in these
(BAT) and Best Conventional non.routine activities which may discharges will vary. EPA believes that

Technology)]. The Agency does not increase pollutants in storm water the management practices discussed

believe that it is appropriate to establishdischarges. The BMPs which address herein are well suited mechanisms to

specific numeric effluent limitations or good housekeeping and exposure prevent or control the contamination of

a specific design or performance minimization are easily implemented, storm water discharges associated with

standard in this section for storm waterinexpensive, and require little, if any, rubber, miscellaneous plastic products

discharges associated with industrial maintenance. BMP expenses may and miscellaneous manufacturing
activity from rubber, miscellaneous include construction of roofs for storageindustries.

plastic products and miscellaneous areas or other forms of permanent cover Pan 1 group application data
manufacturing industries to meet BAT/ and the installation of berms/dikes, indicated that the most widely
BCT standards of the Clean Water Act. Other BMPs such as detention/retentionimplemented BMP, used by
Instead, this section establishes ponds and filtering devices may be approximately 36 percent of the
requirements for the development andneeded at these facilities because of thesampling facilities, is dikes. Less than
implementation of site-specific storm contaminant level in the storm water 10 percent of the sampling subgroup
water pollution prevention plans discharges. The types of BMPs reported that they cover their storage or
consisting of a set of Best Managementimplemented will depend on the type ofloading areas; approximately 12 percent
Practices (BMPs) that are sufficiently discharge, types and concentrations ofhave roofs over their raw materials: and
flexible to address different sources of contaminants, and the volume of the less than 5 percent store raw materials
pollutants at different sites, flow. indoors. Because BMPs described in

Certain Blv[Ps are implemented to The selection of the most effective part I data are limited, the Table Y-4 is
prevent and/or minimize exposure of BMPs will be based on site-specific provided to identif~ BMPs associated
pollutants from industrial activities to considerations such as: facility size, with activities that routinely occur at
storm water discharges. EPA believes climate, geographic location, geology/ rubber, miscellaneous plastic products
the most effective BMPs for reducing hydrology and the environmental and miscellaneous manufacturing
pollutants in storm water discharges aresetting of each facility, and volume andindustries.

TABLE Y--4.--GENERAL STORM WATERBMPS FOR RUBBER, MISCELLANEOUS PLASTIC PRODUCTS, AND MISCELLANEOUS
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

Activity Best management practices (BMPs)

Outdoor Unloading and Loading ........................ Confine loading/unloading activities to a designated area.
Consider performing loading/unloading a~v~es indoors or in a covered area.
Consider covering loading/unloading area with permanent cover (e.g., roofs) or temporary

cover (e.g., tarps).
Close storm drains during loading/unloading activities in surrounding areas.
Avoid loading/unloading rnatenals in the rain.
Inspect the unloading/loading areas to detect problems before they occur.
Inspect all containers prior to loading/unloading of any raw or st:)ent materials.
Consider berming, curbing, or diking loading/unloading areas.
Dead-end sump where spilled materials could be directed.
drip pans under hoses.
Use dry clean-up methods instead of washing the areas down.
Train employees on proper loading/unloading techn~lUas and s~xll prevention and response.

Outdoor Material Storage (including waste, and Confine storage of materials, parts, and equipment to das~jnateq areas.
particulate emission management).
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TABLE Y-4.~-GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR RUBBER, MISCELLANEOUS PLASTIC PRODUCTS, AND MISCELLANEOUS
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES-~ContJFlued

Activity Best management practices (BMPs)

Consider secondary containment using curbing, berming, or diking all liquid storage areas.
Train employees on proper waste control and disposal.
Train employees in spill prevention and response.
Consider covering tanks.
Ensure that all containers are closed (e.g., valves shut, lids seale~l, caps closed).
Wash and dnse containers indoors before stodng them outdoors.
If outside or in covered areas, minimize runon of storm water by grading the land to divert flow

away from containers.
Leak detection and container integrity testing.
Direct runoff to onsite retention pond.
Inventory all raw and spent materials.
Clean around vents and stacks.
Place tubs around vents and stacks to collect particulate.
Inspect air emission control systems (e.g., baghouses) regulerty, and repair or replace when

necessary.
Store wastes in covered, leak proof containers (e.g., dumpsters, drums).
Consider shipping all wastes to offsite landfills or t~eatment facilities.
Ensure hazardous waste disposal practices are performed in accordance with Federal, State,

and local requirements.
Sources: NPDES Storm Water Group ADplicetion~Part 1. Received by EPA, March 18, 1991, through December 31, 1992.
EPA, Off~e of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activi~es: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best

Management Practices." EPA 832.-R-92-006.
There are t]zree major types of facilities in t]~s sector: (!) Rubber products ma~ufactu_mm, (2) manufactuzers or"

miscellaneous plastic products, and (3) miscellaneous industn’es. ~.~ discussions w]’th the rubber indust.~, the Btv[Ps
found ~n Table ¥-5 were identified for rubber manufactu_,--~8 to control discha_,~es of zinc which was the most ~equently
reported toxic pollutant in the stoz-m water s~mpl~n8 data:

TABLE Y-5.--BMPS FOR THE CONTROL OF ZINC AT RUBBER PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS

Zinc source BMPs

Poor housekeeping, bags of zinc stored outside, zinc spilled from Employee training, spill cleanup, indoor storage, use of special largetrucks during unloading, spillage during emptying for plant use. volume sacks with less potential for releases of zinc.7inc containers, rubber products, rags contaminated with zinc stearate Cover the dumpsters, use linked dumpsters which do not leak or move
discarded in outdoor dumpsters, dumpster inside.

Malfunctioning baghouses for dust collection .......................................... Repair or replace the paghouse, regular maintenance.Grinding operations from which zinc dust may be released ................... Use dust collection system or reduce the amount of dust generated.
Drips of zinc stearate dudng coating operations ..................................... Spill~prevention/response, use of alternate compounds.

4. Special Conditions Under today’s permit, all facilities exceeding threshold levels (listed at 40
must prepare and implement a storm CFR 372.25) to report to EPA on an

There are no additional requirementswater pollution prevention plan. The annual basis. Because these types ofunder this section other than those pollution prevention plan requirement facilities handle large amounts of toxicstated in Part HI. of the permit, reflects EPA’s decision to allow chemicals, EPA concluded that thev
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention operators of rubber, miscellaneous have the increased potential to degrade
Plan Requirements plastic products, and miscellaneous the water quality of receiving streams.

manufacturing industries to utilize Consistent with Part VI].B. of this
EPA believes that pollution BMPs as the BAT/BCT level of control permit, Section 313 reporting facilities

prevention is the most effective for the storm water discharges coveredmust fulfill specific requirements.
approach for controlling contaminated by this section. Except for the special controls
storm water discharges from rubber, There are two major objectives to a discussed below for rubber products
miscellaneous plastic products, and pollution prevention plan: {1) To manufacturers, there are no additional
miscellaneous manufacturing identify sources of pollution potentially Pollution Prevention Plan requirementsindustries. The requirements includedaffecting the quality of storm water other than those stated in Part IV of this
in the pollution prevention plans discharges associated with industrial permit.
provide a flexible framework for the activity from a facility; and {2} to a. Special Measures and Controls fordevelopment and implementation of describe and ensure implementation ofRubber Manufacturing Facilities. Fo~
site-specific controls to minimize the practices to minimize and control rubber manufacturers, this section alsopollutants in storm water discharges, pollutants in storm water discharges requires permittees to develop specificThis flexibility is necessary because associated with industrial activity from BlVfPs to control discharges of zinc ineach facility is unique in that the a facility, storm water runoff. The principalsource, type, and volume of Section 313 of EPCRA. requires sources of zinc in storm water runoff at
contaminated storm water discharge operators of manufacturing facilities these facilities were identified above inwill vary. from site to site. that handle toxic chemicals in amountsSection 3. EPA believes that sources of
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zinc merit special attention at rubber (5) Zu’nc Stearate Coating Operations. be collected at least once in each of the
products manufacturing facilities due toThe plan must include measures to following periods: Januar~ through
its prevalence at such facilities and its prevent and/or clean up drips or spillsMarch; April through June; July through
toxicity in aquatic systems. This sectionof zinc stearate slurry which may be September; and October through
requires that rubber products released to a storm drain. Alternate December. At the end of the second year
manufacturers review the possible compounds to zinc stearate must also beof permit coverage, a facility must
sources of zinc listed below at their considered, calculate the average concentration for
facihties and include as appropriate the6. Numeric Effluent Limitations each parameter listed in Table Y--6. If
accompanying BMPs in their storm the permittee collects more than four
water pollution prevention plans: There are no additional numeric samples in this period, then it must

effluent limitations beyond those calculate an average concentration for(1) Inadequate Housekeeping. described in Part V.B of today’s permit.Permittees are required to review the each pollutant of concern for all
handhng and storage of zinc bags at 7. Monitoring and Reporting samples analyzed.
their facilities. The following BMPs Requirements
must be considered in developing the a. Analytical Monitoring TABLE Y--6
storm water pollution prevention plan: Bequirements. EPA believes that rubber

Cul.-off con-employee training regarding the product manufacturing facilities may Pollutants of concern centrationhandling and emptying of zinc bags, reduce the level of pollutants in storm
indoor storage of zinc bags, thorough water runoff from their sites through theToW Recoverable Zinc ........... 0.117 rng/Lcleanup of zinc spills without washingdevalopment and proper
the zinc into a storm drain. Facilities implementation of the storm water
must also consider the use of 2,500 pollution prevention plan requirements If the average concentration for a
pound sacks (from which spills are lessdiscussed in today’s permit. Under theparameter is less than or equal to the
likely) rather than 50 to 100 pound revised methodology for determining cut-off concentration, then the permittee
sacks, pollutants of concern for the various is not required to conduct quantitative

(2) Zinc in Dumpsters. The following industrial sectors, the rubber product analysis for that parameter during the
BMPs must be considered to reduce thismanufacturing subsector must monitorfourth year of the permit. If, however,
potential source of zinc: provide a coverits storm water discharges. The the average concentration for a

for the dumpster or move the dumpstermonitoring requirements are presentedparameter is greeter than the cut-off
inside; provide a lining for the in Table Y--6. The pollutant listed in concentration, then the permittee is

Table Y--6 was found to be above the required to conduct quarterlydumpster, benchmark level. Because this pollutantmonitoring for that parameter during the
(3) Malfunctioning Dust Collectors or has been reported at benchmark levelsfourth year of permit coverage.

Baghouses. Permittees must review dustfrom rubber product manufacturing Monitoring is not required during the
collectors and baghouses as possible facilities, EPA is requiring monitoring first, third, and fifth year of the permit.
sources of zinc. Improperly operating after the pollution prevention plan hasThe exclusion from monitoring in the
dust collectors or baghouses must be been implemented to assess the fourth year of the permit is conditional
replaced or repaired as appropriate; theeffectiveness of the pollution preventionon the facility maintaining industrial
plan must also provide for regular plan and to help ensure that a reductionoperations and BMPs that will ensure a
maintenance of these facilities, of pollutants is realized, quality of storm water discharges

(4) Grinding Operations. Permittees At a minimum, storm water consistent with the average
must review dust generation from discharges from rubber product concentrations recorded during the
rubber grinding operations at their manufacturing facihties must be second year of the permit. The schedule
facility and as appropriate, install a dust monitored quarterly during the secondfor monitoring is presented in Table Y-
collection system, year of permit coverage. Samples must7.

TABLE Y-F.---SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2rid Year of Permit Coverage ........................ ¯ Cond~’t quarterly monitoring.
¯ Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed dunng this period.
,, If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Table Y-6. then quarterly sampling

is required dunng the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is less than or equal to the value listed in Table Y-.6, then no further

sarr~ing is req~rad for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coverage ......................... ¯ Conduct quartedy monitoring for any parameter where the average concentration in year 2 of

the permit is greater than the value listed in Table Y-6.
¯ If industrial actMttes or the pollution ~evention plan have been altered such that storm water

discharges may be adversely affected, quarterly monitonng ~s required for all parameters of

In cases where the average reassess the effectiveness of the adjustedexercise a waiver of the requirement to
concentration of a parameter exceeds pollution prevention plan. conduct quarterly chermcal sampling.
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects EPA realizes that if a facility is b. Alternative Certification.
permittees to place special emphasis oninactive and unstaffed it may be Throughout today’s permit, EPA has
methods for reducing the presence of difficult to collect storm water dischargeincluded monitoring requirements for
those parameters in storm water samples when a quail .fying event occurs,facilities which the Agency believes
discharges. Quarterly monitoring in theToday’s final permit has been revised sohave the potential for contributing
fourth year of the permit will be used tothat inactive, unstaffed facihties can significant levels of pollutants to storm
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water discharges. The alternative of the total precipitation, volume of shall perform and document a visual
certification described below is runoff, and peak flow rate of runoff for examination of a storm water discharge
necessary to ensure that monitoring each storm event sampled, associated with industrial activity from
requirements are only imposed on those d. Sample Type. Alldischarge data each outfall, except discharges
facilities that do, in fact, have storm shall be reported for grab samples. All exempted under paragraph (3) below.
water discharges containing pollutants such samples shall be collected from theThe examination(s) must be made at
at concentrations of concern. EPA has discharge resulting from a storm event least once in each of the following 3-
determined that if materials and that is greater than 0.1 inches in month periods: January through March,
activities are not exposed to storm watermagnitude and that occurs at least 72 April through June, July through
at the site, then the potential for hours from the previously measurable September, and October through
pollutants to contaminate storm water lgreater than 0.1 inch rainfall] storm December. The examination shall be
discharges does not warrant monitoring,event. The required 72-hour storm eventmade during daylight hours unless there

Therefore, a discharger is not subject interval is waived where the precedingis insufficient rainfall or snow melt to
to the monitoring requirements of this measurable storm event did not result inproduce a runoff event.
Part, provided the discharger mskes a a measurable discharge from the faci!ity. (1) Examinations shall be made of
certification for a given outfall or on a The required 72-hour storm event grab samples collected within the first
pollutant-by-pollutant basis, in lieu of interval may also be waived where the30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as
monitoring described in Table Y-6, permittee documents that less than a 72-practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of
under penalty of law, signed in hour interval is representative for local when the runoff or snowmelt begins
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory storm events during the season when discharging. The examinations shall
Requirements}, that material handling sampling i.s being conducted. The grab document observations of color, odor,
equipment or activities, raw materials, sample shall be taken during the f~st 30 clarity, floating solids, settled solids,
intermediate products, final products, minutes of the discharge. If the suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
waste materials, by-products, industrial collection of a grab sample during the other obvious indicators of storm water
machinery or operations, significant first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab pollution. The examination must be
materials from past industrial activity, sample can be taken during the first conducted in a well-lit area. No
and that are located in areas of the hour of the discharge, and the analytical tests are required to be
facility that are within the drainage area discharger shall submit with the performed on the samples. All such
of the outfall are not presently exposed monitoring report a description of why samples shall be collected from the
to storm water and will not be exposed a grab sample during the first 30 discharge resulting from a storm event
to storm water for the certification minutes was impracticable, that is greater than 0.1 inches in
period. Such certification must be If storm water discharges associated magnitude and that occurs at least 72
retained in the storm water pollution with industrial activity commingle with hours from the previously measurable
prevention plan and submitted to EPA process or nonprocess water, then {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm
in lieu of monitoring reports required where practicable, permittees must event. Where practicable, the same
under paragraph {c.} below. The attempt to sample the storm water individual should carry out the
permittee is required to complete any discharge before it mixes with the non- collection and examination of
and all sampling until the exposure is storm water discharge, discharges for entire permit term.
eliminated. If the facility is reporting for e. Representative Discharge. When a {2) Visual examination reports must
a partial year, the permittee must facility has two or more out.falls that, be maintained onsite in the pollution
specify the date exposure was based on a consideratiolr of industrial prevention plan. The report shall
eliminated. If the permittee is certifying activity, significant materials, and include the examination date and time,
that a pollutant was present for part of management practices and activities examination personnel, the nature of the
the reporting period, nothing relieves within the area drained by the outfall, discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
the permittee from the responsibility to the permittee reasonably believes visual quality of the storm water
sample that parameter up until the discharge substantially identical discharge (including observations of
exposure was eliminated and it was effluents, the permittee may test the color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
determined that no significant materialseffluent of one of such outfalls and settled solids, suspended sohds, foam.
remained. This certification option is report that the quantitative data also oil sheen, and other obvious indicator:
not applicable to compliance applies to the substantially identical of storm water pollution}, and probable
monitoring requirements associated outfall(s} provided that the permittee sources of any observed storm water
with effluent limitations. EPA does not includes in the storm water pollution contamination.
expect facilities to be able to exercise prevention plan a description of the {3} When a facility has two or more
this certification for indicator location of the outfalls and explains in outfalls that, based on a consideration of
parameters, such as TSS and BOD. detail why the out.falls are expected to industrial activity, significant materials,

c. Reporting Requirements. Permitteesdischarge substantially identical and management practices and activities
are required to submit all monitoring effluent. In addition, for each outfall within the area drained bv the outfall,
results obtained during the second andthat the permittee believes is the permittee reasonably believes
fourth year of permit coverage within 3 representative, an estimate of the size ofdischarge substantially identical
months of the conclusion of each year.the drainage area (in square feet] and aneffluents, the permittee may collect a
For each outfall, one signed Discharge estimate of the runoff coefficient of the sample of effluent of one of such
Monitoring Report Form must be drainage area [e.g., low {under 40 outfalls and report that the examination
submitted to the Director per storm percent), medium (40 to 65 percent}, ordata also applies to the substantially
event sampled. For facilities conductinghigh {above 65 percent)] shall be identical outfall(s) provided that the
monitoring beyond the minimum provided in the plan. permittee includes in the storm water
requirements, an additional signed f. Quarterly Visual Examination of pollution prevention plan a description
Discharge Monitoring Report Form mustStorm Water Quality. Rubber, of the location of the outfalls and
be filed for each analysis. The permitteemiscellaneous plastic products, and explains in detail why the outfalls are
must include a measurement or estimatemiscellaneous manufacturing facilities expected to discharge substantially
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identical effluents. In addition, for eachZ. Storm Water Discharges AssociatedTanning and Finishing Point Source
outfall that the permittee believes is With Industrial Activi~. From Leather Category.." (The subcategories were
representative, an estimate of the size ofTanning and Finishing Facilities based on distinct combinations of raw
the drainage area (in square feet) and an1. Discharges Covered Under This materials and leather processing
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Section operations.l
drainage area [e.g., low/under 40 Leather tanning or finishing is the
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or Storm water discharges covered by conversion of animal hides or skins into
high (above 65 percent)] shall be this section include all discharges f~omleather. Leather is made from the inner

leather tanning (commonly identified bylayer of the animal skin, which consistsprovided in the plan. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)primarily of the protein collagen.
14) When a discharger is unable to code 3111) and facilities which make Tanning is the reaction of the collagen

collect samples over the course of the fertilizer solely from leather scraps andfibers with tannins, chromium, alum or
visual examination period as a result ofleather dust where precipitation and other tanning agents. Tanning processes
adverse climatic conditions, the storm water runon come into contact use chromium HI, sulfuric acid and
discharger must document the reason with significant materials including, butdetergents and a variety of raw and
for not performing the visual not limited to, raw materials, waste intermediate materials.
examination and retain this products, by-products, stored materials, There are three major processes
documentation onsite with the recordsand fuels. This includes storm water required to make finished leather. These
of the visual examinations. Adverse discharges from access roads, and railare beamhouse operations, tanvard
weather conditions that may prohibit lines used or traveled by carriers of rawprocesses and retanning and fi~ish~ing
the collection of samples include materials, manufactured products, wasteprocesses. In general, most tanneries
weather conditions that create material.~, or by-products created by theperform the entire tanning process, from

facility. This section does not cover anybeam.house to wet finishing operations.dangerous conditions for personnel discharge subject to process wastewaterA smaller number perform only(such as local flooding, high winds, effluent limitation guidelines, includingbeamhouse and tanyard operations andhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,storm water that combines with processsell their unfinished product (wetetc.] or otherwise make the collection ofwastewater. "blue" stock) to other tanneries. Thesea sample impracticable (drought, When an industrial facility, describedprocesses are described below:
extended frozen conditions, etc.), by the above coverage provisions of this Beami~ouse Operotions--These

(5) EPA realizes that if a facility is section, has industrial activities being consist of four activities: side and t.rim:
inactive and unstaffed it may be conducted onsite that meet the soak and wash: fleshing and unhairmg.
difficult to collect storm water dischargedescription(s) of industrial activities in Side and trim is the cutting of the hide
samples when a qualifying event occurs,another section(s), that industrial into two sides and trimming of areas
Today’s final permit has been revised sofacility shall comply with any and all which do not produce good leather. In
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can applicable monitoring and pollution soak and wash processes, the hides are

prevention plan requirements of the soaked in water to restore moisture lostexercise a waiver of the requirement to
other section(s) in addition to all during curing. Washing removes dirt,conduct quarterly visual examination, applicable requirements in this section,salt, blood, manure, and nonfibrous

EPA believes that this quick and The monitoring and pollution proteins. Fleshing is a mechanical
simple assessment will help the prevention plan terms and conditions ofoperation which removes excess flesh.
permittee to determine the effectivenessthis multi-sector permit are additive forThe removed matter is normally
of his/her plan on a regular basis at veryindustrial activities being conducted atrecovered and sold for conversion to
little cost. Although the visual the same industrial facility (co-located glue. Unhairing involves using calcium
examination cannot assess the chemicalindustrial activities). The operator of thehydroxide, sodium sul~ydrate, and
properties of the storm water dischargedfacility shall determine which other sodium sulfide to destroy the hair (hair
from the site, the examination will monitoring and pollution prevention pulp process] or remove hair roots. A
provide meaningful results upon whichplan section(s) of this permit (if any) aremechanical unhairing machine can also
the facility may act quickly. The applicable to the facility, be used to remove hair loosened by
frequency of this visual examination a. lndust~ Pro~’le. Tl~e storm water chemicals (hair save process].
will also allow for timely adiustments topermit application regulations define Beamhouse processes can account for
be made to the plan. If BMPs are storm water discharge associated with approximately 60 percent of the

industrial activity at 40 Code of Federalpollutant load (except trivalentperforming ineffectively, corrective Regulations (CFR) 122.26~)(14). chromium) from a complete tanner,,,.action must be implemented. A set of Category (ii) of this definition includes Pollutants that may be produced aretracking or follow-up procedures must facilities identified by SIC code 3111, proteinaceous organic and inorgamcbe used to ensure that appropriate establishments primarily engaged in pollutants characterized by a high pHactions are taken in response to the tanning, currying, and ~nishing hides {10-12) and substantial amounts ofexaminations. The visual examination isand skins into leather. Most tanneries Biochemzcal Oxygen Demand (BOD).intended to be performed by members ofare small family operations, although Chemical O~gen Demand (COD), Totalthe pollution prevention team. This several are divisions of larger Suspended Solids (TSS), Total Kieldahlhands-on examination will enhance thecorporations. The leather tanning and Nitrogen (TKN), and sulfides.
staff’s understanding of the storm waterfinishing industry currently includes Tan~,ard Processes--These consist of
problems on that site and the effects ofapproximately one hundred fifty bating, pickling, tanning, wringing,
the management practices that are facilities. There are effluent limitations splitting, and shaving. Bating involves
included in the plan. guidelines for the leather tanning the addition of salts of ammonium

industry based on 9 subcategories, as sulfate or ammonium chloride used to
described in the "Development convert the residual alkaline chemicals
Document for Effluent Limitations present from the unhairing process into
Guidelines and Standards for Leather soluble compounds which can be
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washed from the hides or skins, hair and waste, and large amounts of of dyes (usually aniline based) on the
"Pickling" the hide with sulfuric acid ammonia from the bating process, tanned skin. Animal or vegetable
provides the acid environment Pickling generates a highly acidic wastefatliquors are added to replace the
necessary for chromium tanning. In the(pH of 2.5-3.5) which contains salt. natural oils lost in the beamhouse and
tanning process, tanning agents such as Spent chromium liquors contain high tanyard processes. Finishing includes
trivalent chromium and vegetable concentrations of trivalent chromium in all operations performed on the hide
tanmns convert the hide into a stable acid solution with low concentrations of after fatliquormg, and includes finishing
product which resists decomposition. BOD and TSS. Vegetable tanning vat to enhance color and resistance to stains
Wringing of the "blue hides" (hides discharges are highly colored, and and abrasions, smoothing and stretching
tanned with trivalent chromium} contain significant amounts of BOD, of the skin, drying, conditioning,
removes excess moisture with a COD, and dissolved solids, staking, dry milling, buffing and plating.machine similar to a clothes wringer. Retanning and Wet Finishing These processes generate wastes withSplitting adjusts the thickness of the Processes--These include retanning,
tanned hide to the requirements of thebleaching, coloring, fatliquormg, and additional quantities of trivalent

finished product and produces a "split"finishing. The most common retannJngchromium, tannins, sulfonated oils, and

from the flesh side of the hide. The hideagents are chromium, vegetable extractsspent dyes, which are low in BOD and

is then shaved to remove any remainingand syntans (based upon naphthaleneTSS, and high in COD.

fleshy matter. Wastewater from tanyardand phenol). Sodium bicarbonate and Table Z-1 lists potential storm water
operations contain inorganic chemicalsul "furic acid are sometimes used to pollutant source activities that may take
salts, small amounts of proteinaceous bleach leather. Coloring involves the use place at leather tanning facilities.

TABLE Z-!.mPOLLUTANTS POTENTIALLY FOUND IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES AT LEATHER TANNING FACILITIES

Activity Pollutant source                            Pollutant

Outdoor storage of fresh and brine cured hides Fresh &bdne cured hides ............................... Salt, organic mamnals (manure), Diochemical
oxygen demand.

Beamhouse Processes (trimming, soak & Chemical storage (drums or bags) .................. Depilatory chemicals.
wash, fleshing, unhairing).

Empty containers of lime, depilatory, chemi- Calcium hydroxide, sodium sulfhydrate, or so-
cals. dium sulfide.

Trim scraps, hair ..............................................BOD, COD, TSS.
Tanyards (bating, pickling, tanning, wringing, Empty chemical containers .............................. Trlvalent chromium, vegetable tannins, en-

splitting, shaving), zymes, pickling acids (sulfuric acid), alum,
syntans, chemical deliming agents,
glutaraidehyde, heavy oils.

"Blue" hides, splits, trimmings, shavings ........ Tdvalent chromium, leather fiber and dust,
suspended solids.

Retan and Wet Finishing (retanning, bleaching Empty chemical containers .............................. Chromium tanning agents, vegetable extract,
& coloring, fatliCluodng, buffing), dyes, pigments, animal or vegetable based

oils, synthetic oils made from modified min-
eral based oils.

Leather duet containing chromium .................. Leather fiber, trlvaient chromium, suspended
solids.

Dry finishing (Al:~ication of pigment to lea~er Emissions from spray booths and spent sol- Pigments, solvents-acetone, pylene, glycol
surface with water-based or solvent based vents, ether.
finishes).

Receiving and unloading areas ......................... Hides ................................................................Trivalant chromium, salt.
Chemical supplies ............................................ Depilatory chemicals, trivalant chromium, veg-

etable tannins, enzymes, pickling acids (sul-
furic acid), alum, syntans, ct~emical
deliming agents, glutaraidshyde, heavy oils,
dyes, pigments, animal or vegetable based
oils, synthetic oils, solvents and biocides.

Leaking trucks ..................................................Oil & grease and waste materials.
Accidental spills ...............................................Chemicals listed for supplies aDove.

Improper Connections to Storm Sewer ............. Floor drams-process westawater, ¢Jeaning Dependent on operations.
and wesl’idown of process equipment and

Outdoor Bulk Chemical Storage ........................ Above ground tanks .........................................Sulfunc acid, ferric chlonde, finishing solvents
(mineral spints), hydrated lime. surfactant.

Outdoor Storage of coal ..................................... Coal piles .........................................................Oil & grease, TSS, copper, nickel, zinc.
Waste Management ...........................................Hoppers ............................................................Leather dusL scraps.

Dumpsters ........................................................Empty bags & chemical containers.
Sludge (wastewater treatment sludge stored Lime, pieces of leather, hair. protein-like sub-

in containers to diminish storm water con- stances, floor sweepings, trivalent chro-
tact, awaiting offsite disposal), mium, biochemical oxygen demand.

Sources: NPDES Stor~.. Water Group Appiications~Oart 1. Received by EPA May 22, 1991--February 18, 1992.
EPA, Office of Water. November 1982. "Development Document for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Leather Tanning and

Finis~.ng(( Point oSfource Category." EPAJ440/1-82/016.
EP , _Office o Water Regulations and Standards and Office of Water Enforcement and Permits. September 1986. "Guidance Manual for

Leather ~annmg and Finishing Pretreatrnent Standards."
EPA, Off’me of Solid Waste Management Programs, SCS Engineers, Reston. VA. 1976. "Assessment of Industhal Hazardous Waste Practices

Leather Tanning and Finishing Industry." EPA-68-01-3261.
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2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water hide finishing-buffing (76.9 percent):Title III of the Superfund Amendments
Discharges From Leather Tanning dry finishing; vegetable tanning (30.8and Reauthorization Act; fertilizers:
Operations percent); immediate access roads andpesticides: and waste products such as

The impacts caused by storm water rail lines used or traveled by carriers ofsludge (7.7 percent) that have the
discharges from leather tanning raw materials (38.5 percent of samplers),potential to be released with storm
facilities will depend on the geographicmanufactured products, waste water discharge. (40 CFR 122.26(b)(12)).
location of the facility, the types of management (36.8 percent); material Other significant materials found at
industrial activities occurring onsite handling sites (23.1 percent); refuse leather tanning facilities include leather
(e.g., beamhousa, tanyard, reran and wetsites; sites used for the application or shavings and dust (46.2 percent), leather
finishing, dry finishing]; the types of disposal of process wastewaters (as scrap (30.8 percent), blue hides and
significant materials exposed to storm defined at 40 CFR Part 401) sites used splits (46.2 percent), empty chemical
water (e.g., trivalent chromium tanned for residual treatment, storage or containers, spent solvents, emissions
leather shavings, chemical containersdisposal (waste water treatment (30.8 from spray booths, and wastes in
etc.), the size of the operation: and the percent)); shipping and receiving areasdurnpsters. Significant materials
type, duration, and intensity of (69.2 percent of samplers); finished produced from various industrial
precipitation events. Other factors suchmaterials; and areas where industrial activities occurring at leather tanning
as air emissions (i.e., settled dust), activity has taken place in the past andfacilities are summarized in Table Z-l.
materials storage, spills, improperly significant materials remain and are
dumped materials, and illicit conditionsexposed to storm water. (40 CFR Based on the sunilarities of the
may also impact receiving waters. (Illicit122.26(b)(14)). facilities included in this sector in terms
connections are contributions of Significant materials include raw of industrial activities and significant
unpermitted non-storm water dischargesmaterials, brine or salt cured hides andmaterials, EPA believes it is appropriate
to storm sewers.) skins (7.7 percent), fuels (15.4 percent),to discuss the potential pollutants at

Part 1 group application information materials such as solvents, detergents,leather tanning and finishing facilities
indicates that the industrial activities finished materials; hazardous as a whole and not subdivide this
occurring at leather tanning facilities substances designated under Section sector. Therefore, Table Z-2 lists data
include leather tanning plant yards; 101(14) of the Comprehensive for selected parameters from facilities in
unhairing (76.9 percent of samplers); Environmental Response, the leather tanning and finishing sector.
chromium tanning (69.2 percent of Compensation, and Liability Act These data include the eight pollutants
samplers); splitting and shaving (76.9 (CERCLA), any chemical required to bethat all facilities were required to
percent) retannmg (69.2 percent); wet reported pursuant to Section 313 ofmonitor for under Form 2F.

TABLE Z-2.wSTATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY LEATHER TANNING AND FINISHING FACILITIES
SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

Pollutant No. of fl~ib~ No. of =~rnple~ Mean Minimum Maximum Median 95th I~e~’c~t~le 99t~ i~K;entile
Sample t3,!0e Gra~ Comp, Grab Comp Gra~ Comp Gr~,b Comp Gra~ Comp Gra~ Comp Gr=b Corn; Grat~ Co,m;

~OOs .................................... 12 12 31 31 33.1 22.3 0.0 0.0 320.0 92.0 11.0 10.0 105.8 78.05 217.g 145,3
:~OD ....................................... 12 12 31 31 205.5 91.~4 0.0 0.0 2100.0 480.0 82.0 50.0 597.0 296.0 1247,4 577.2
~ltttale ÷ W/trite hlltro~ ....... 12 12 311 31 1.86 1.88 0.06 0.30 11.00 9.60 1.20 0.90 6.12 5.01 11.97 9.01
ro= K~ N~o~. .......... 12 12 31 31 7.70 6.22 0.70 0.90 46.00 38.0 4.30 3.50 26.49 19.7 55.80 39.18
~1 & Gt"e~e .......................... 12 N/A 31 N/A 13.9 N/A 0,0 -N/A 130.0 N/A 0.0 N/A ,~.4 NJA 124.5 N/A
¯ H .........................................J 12 N/A 31 N/A N/A N/A 4.8 N/A 9.0 N/A 7.4 I~A 8.9 NVA 9.8 N/A
rola~ Ptlo~tll~:xt~ .................. 12 12 31 J    31 0.38 0,83 0.00 0,03 3.00 !8.0 0,16 0.18 1,11 1.51 2.34 3.66
rot= su=~m so~m ........ 12 12 31I     31 310 115 0 0 4000 670 49 86 1302 520 4071 1209

i AD~4iC~JO~I ttMlt 0iCt ~ re ~’1 ~e und;s of m~Jr~lle¢lt fix ttte relx~e0 v~Ju~ of pollutants we~’e not incluOeO ~n tfles~ statistics. Va~ue~, re1:x~e0 as nor~-Oete~ ix ~ oetect~otl tim~ were
aasume~ to be 0.

Table Z-3 lists the potential pollutant sources for common pollutants found at leather tanning and finishing faci].ities.

TABLE Z-3.--LIST OF POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCES

Parameter Pollutant sources

Oil and Grease .............. Degreasiog processes, oils used in leather processing (fatliquonng).
COD ...............................Coml~lex organic and inorganic process chemicals, dyes, vegetable tannins, extraneous hide substances.
BOD~ .............................. CarOonaceous organic materials such as dissolved or pulped hair and other extraneous hide substances, nitrites, am-

rnonia from residual bating chemicals and from hydrolytic deamination of proteinaceous hair and hide substances~
pH ..................................Acidic or alkaline materials.
TSS ................................ Leather dust, scraps, hair.
Total phosphorus ........... Detergents.
Nitrate nitrite nitrogen .... Spent bating liquors and breakdown of organic proteins (dissolved hair and dermal matter).
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen ... Dissolved or pulped proteinaceous hair.
Chromium ...................... Blue hides, leather scraps and dust, waste materials such as empty containers, sludge.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants following table identifies Best selected on the basis of site-specific
Management Practices (BMPs) considerations (e.g., facility size.

The measures implemented to reduceassociated with different activities that industrial processes performedpollutants in storm water associated take place at leather tanning facilities, geographic location, significantwith leather tanning operations are The most effective BMPs will be materials, volume and type of dischargegenerally uncomplicated practices. The
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generated). Because of the industrial Ensure that spill cleanup procedures are or replacement of equipment and
processes involved in leather tanning, understood by employees. Eliminate systems. Maintain complete records on
BMPs that concentrate on source unnecessar~ uses of water such as inspections, equipment, and systems.
reduction, recycling and containment] leaving hoses running. Install automatic monitoring devices to
diversion will be the most helpful for Materials Storage and Maintenance-- detect abnormal discharge of gases and
reducing pollution in storm water Store containers away from direct traffic hazardous substances.
runoff, routes to prevent accidental spills, stack Containment/diversion BMPs involve

Source reduction BMPs include good containers according to manufacturers segregating areas of concern by covering
housekeeping, materials management instructions to avoid damaging -or berming the activity and controiling
practices, preventive maintenance, spill containers, store containers on pallets to dust. Diversion dikes, curbs and berms
prevention and response activities and prevent corrosion of containers, assign
employee training. Activities associated responsibility of hazardous material are temporary or permanent diversion

inventories to a limited number of structures that prevent runoff from
passing beyond a certain point, andwith good housekeeping include:

people who are trained to handle divert runoff away from its intendedOperation and Maintenance.--Keep hazardous materials.
floors clean and dry, regularly pick up Mate~al Inventory Procedures-- path. Dikes, curbs and berms are already
garbage and waste materials, make sure Identify all chemical substances present in use at some leather tanning facilities.
equipment is working properly, in the work place, label all containers, Part I group application data indicate
routinely inspect for leaks or conditions clearly mark on the inventory hazardous that BMPs have not been widely
that could lead to discharges of materials that require special handling, implemented at the representative
chemicals or contact of storm water storage or use. sampling facilities. The most commonl.v
with raw materials, intermediate Preventive Maintenance-Identify Listed material management practice is
materials, waste materials etc., reduce equipment, systems and facility areas roofing and covers. Table Z-4 lists
chemical spills resulting from that should be inspected, schedule BMPs associated with different
carelessness and prepare program to periodic inspections of the equipment activities that take place at leather
control spills and carry out cleanups, and systems, timely adjustments, repair, tanning facilities.

TABLE Z-4.wLIST OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Activity Best management practices

Temporary Outdoor Storage of fresh or bnne Store hides indoors if possible.
cured hides. Cover the hides with a roof or temporary covering (e.g., polyethylene, tarpaulin etc.).

Minimize storm water runon by enclosing the area or building a berm around the area.
Inspect area regularty for proper implementation of good housekeeping and control measures.

Beamhouse Operations ...................................... Store chemical drums & bags and empty lime & depilatory chemical containers indoors if pos-
sible, preventive maintenance.

Cover chemical drums & bags, empty lime & depilatory chemical containers and leather
scraps with roof or temporary covering (e.g., tarpaulins, polyethylene) and store on elevated
imperrnel~bie surface.

CurDing, containment dikes around chemical storage, empty lime & depilatory chemical con-
tainers and leather scrap storage area.

Inspect area regularly for leaking drums, broken bags, proper implementation of good house-
keeping and cor~’ol measures, (broken crecke(J dikes), matenai inventory, matenal storage
and operation & maintenance.

Clean up leaks & spills quickly & completely, use dr~p bans for leaking equipment.
Good Housekeeping--aJl paved areas should be swept regularly, eliminate unnecessa~ flush-

ing w~tt~ water and label chemical ~mms and containers.
Err~oyee training on good housekeeping, proper handling of chemicals.

Tanyards ............................................................. BMPs for Tanyards (empty chemical containers and hides, leather dust, shavings) are the
same as those listed above for Beamhouse Activities.

Reran and wet finish ........................................... Dust reduction through frequent inspection of vacuum, collector (bag & cyclonel, anci filter sys-
tems.

Dust reduction through enc/osure and covering.
Preventive rna~ntenance/inspection of dust collection systems.
Good Housekeeping-regular sweeping of paved areas, eliminate unnecessary flushing with

water and label chemical drums and containers.
Ernployee training on good housekeeping, proper handling of chemicals.

Dry Finish ...........................................................Preventive rna~ntenance, inspection of spray booths.
Employee training on proper disposal o! spent solvents.

Receiving and chipping ...................................... Cover shipping & receiving area.
Cover trucks.
Vehicle positioning---locating trucks while transfemng matenais to prevent spills onto the

ground surface.
Grade berm or curd area to prevent storm water runon contamination, divert rain gutters away

from loading area.
Clean spills immediately.
Inspect trucks for leaks.
Employee training in spill prevention.

Liquid Storage in Above Ground Tanks ............. Cleady tag valves to avoid human error.
Install overflow protection devices on tank systems to warn operator or to automat~caJly shut

down transler pumps when tanks reach full capacity.
Secondary containment around tanks.
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TABLE Z--4.~LIST OF BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTiCES--Continued

Activity Best management practices

Employee training.
Inspection of tank foundations, connections, coatings, valves and piping systems.
Comply with existing spill prevention, cleanup and countermeasure plans (SPCC plan) and

State and Federal laws.
Integrity testing by qualified professional.

Improper connections to storm sewers .............. Plug all floor drains connected to sanitary or storm sewer.
Perform smoke or dye testing to determine if interconnections exist between sanitary water

system and storm sewer system.
Update facility schematics to accurately reflect all plumbing connections.
Install a safeguard against washwaters from processing areas entenng the storm sewer unless

permitted.
Train employees on proper disposal practices for all materials.

Waste Management ...........................................Conduct waste reduction assessment--develop guidelines for the elimination of waste genera-
tion emissions.

Institute industrial waste source reduction and recycling BMPs.
Move waste management activities indoors (after safety concerns are addressed) and cover

waste piles, dumpsters, hoppers, place on impermeable elevated surfaces.
Prevent storm water nJnon by curbing, building berms.
Cover tru~ks & inspect for leaking w~stes.
Inspection of waste management areas for leaking containers, spills, damaged containers, um

covered waste piles, dumpsters, hoppers.
Inspection of roof areas & outside eduiDment.
Develop and mmntain proper erosion control or site stabilization measures.
Train employees on proper disposal practices for all materials.

Sources: NPDES Storm W~ter Group Af:~cetions--Patt 1.
EPA, Off~,e ot Water. Se~erm:~r 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities--Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best

Management Practices." EPA 832-R-92-006.
EPA, Oflice of Rese~roh and Developmer~ January 1993. "Investigation of Inappropriate Pollutant Entdes into Storm Drainage Systems. A

User’s Guide." EPA/600/R-92f238.

4. Special Conditions that the source, type, and volume of (1) Description of Potential Pollutant
There are no additional requirementscontaminated surface water dischargesSources. Each storm water pollution

beyond those described in Part VI.B. ofwill differ from site to site. prevention plan must describe
this fact sheet. There are two major objectives to a activities, materials, and ph3,sical

5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention pollution prevention plan (1) to identifyfeatures of the facility that may

Plan Requirements sources of pollution potentially affectingcontribute to storm water runoff or,

the quality of storm water discharges during periods of dry. weather result in
All facilities covered by t.his section associated with industrial activity from dry weather flows. This assessment of

storm water pollution will supportmust prepare and implement a storm a facilit.v; and (2) to describe and ensuresubsequent efforts to identify and setwater pollution prevention plan. The implementation of practices to priorities for necessary changes insstablishrnent of a pollution preventionminimize and control pollutants in materials, materials managementplan requirement reflects EPA’s storm water discharges associated withpractices, or site features, as well as aiddecision to allow operators of leather industrial activity from a facility, in the selection of appropriate structuraltanning facilities to select BIVIPs as the Specific requirements for a pollution and nonstructural control techniques.Best Available Technology/Best Controlprevention plan for leather tanning Plans must describe the followingTechnology (BAT/BCT) level of control facilities and facilities which make elements:for the storm water discharges coveredfertilizer solely from leather scraps and
by this section. The requirements dust are described below. (a) Drainage--The plan must contain
included in pollution prevention plans a map of the site that shows the pattern
provide a flexible framework for the a. Contents of ~he Plan. Storm water of storm water drainage, structural
development and implementation of sitepollution prevention plans are intendedfeatures that control pollutants in storm
specific controls to m~e pollutantsto help leather tanners evaluate all water runoff and process wastewater
in storm water discharges, potential pollution sources at a site, anddischarges, surface water bodies

EPA believes that pollution assist in the selection and (including wetlands), places where
prevention is the most effective implementation of appropriate measuressignificant materials are exposed to
approach for controlling contaminated designed to prevent, or control the rainfall and runoff, and locations of
storm water discharges from leather discharge of pollutants in storm water major spills and leaks that occurred in
tanning facilities. Pollution prevention runoff. EPA has developed guidance the 3 years prior to the date of the
plans allow the operator of a facility to entitled "Storm Water Management for submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI)
select BMPs based on site-specific Industrial Activities: Developing to be covered under this permit. The
considerations such as facihtv size, Pollution Prevention Plans and Bestmap also must show areas where the
climate, geographic location,’the Management Practices," EPA, 1992 following activities take place: fueling,
environmental setting of the facility, (EPA 832-R-92-006), to assist vehicle and equipment maintenance
and volume and type of discharge permittees in developing and and~or cleaning, loading and unloading,
generated. This flexibility is necessaryimplementing pollution prevention material storage (including tanks or
because each facility will be unique inmeasures, other vessels used for hquid or waste
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storage), material processing, and wastedata. Sample collection points should (iii) Buffing/Shaving Areas--The plan
disposal, haul roads, access roads, andbe identified in the plan and shown onmust describe measures that prevent or
rail spurs. In addition the site map mustthe site map. minimize contamination of the storm
also identify the location of all outfalls (e) Risk Identification and Summary water runoff with leather dust from
covered under this permit. The facility of Potential Pollutant Sources--The buffing/shaving areas. The facility may
must prepare an inventory of the typesdescription of potential pollution consider dust collection enclosures,
of discharges contained in each out.fall,sources culminates in a narrative preventive inspection/maintenance
This inventory may be kept as an assessment of the risk potential that programs or other appropriate
attachment to the site map. sources of pollution pose to storm waterpreventive measures.

(b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--- quality. This assessment should clearly (iv] Receiving, Loading, and Storage
Facility operators are required to point to activities, materials, and Areas--The plan must describe
carefully conduct an inspection of the physical features of the facility that havemeasures that prevent or minimize
site and related records to identify a reasonable potential to contribute contamination of the storm water runoff
significant materials that are or may be significant amounts of pollutants to from receiving, unloading, and storage
exposed to storm water. The inventorystorm water. Any such activities, areas. Exposed receiving, unloading and
must address materials that within 3 materials, or features must be addressedstorage areas for hides and chemical
years prior to the date of the submission by the measures and controls supplies should be protected bv a
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredsubsequently described in the plan. In suitable cover, diversion of drainage to
under this permit have been handled, conducting the assessment, the operatorthe process sewer, directing rain gutters
stored, processed, treated, or disposedof the facility must consider the away from loading/receiving areas,
of in a manner to allow exposure to following activities: loading and grade berming or curbing area to prevent
storm water. Findings of the inventory unloading operations; outdoor storage runon of storm water or other
must be documented in detail in the activities; outdoor processing activities; appropriate preventive measures.
pollution prevention plan. At a significant dust or particulate generating W) Outdoor Storage of Contaminated
minimum, the plan must describe the processes; and onsite waste disposal Equipment--The plan must describe
method and location of ousite storage orpractices. The assessment must list anymeasures that minimize contact of storm
disposal; practices used to minimize significant pollution sources at the site water with contaminated equipment.
contact of materials with rainfall and and identify the pollutant parameter or Equipment should be protected by
runoff; existing structural and parameters (i.e., total suspended solids,suitable cover, diversion of drainage to
nonstructural controls that reduce biochemical oxygen demand, etc.) the process sewer, thorough cleaning
pollutants in storm water runoff; associated with each source, prior to storage or other appropriate
existing structural controls that limit (2) Measures and Controls. Under thepreventive measures.
process wastewater discharges: and anydescription of measures and controls in (vi) Waste Management--The plan
treatment the runoff receives before it isthe storm water pollution prevention must describe measures that prevent or
discharged to surface waters or a plan requirements, this section proposesminimize contamination of the storm
separate storm sewer system. The that all areas that may contribute water runoff from waste storage areas.
description must be updated wheneverpollutants to storm water discharges The facility may consider inspection/
there is a significant change in the typesshall be maintained in a clean, orderly maintenance programs for leaking
or amounts of materials, or material manner. This section also proposes thatcontainers or spills, covering dumpsters,
management practices, that may effect the following areas must be specificallymoving waste management activities
the exposure of materials to storm addressed: indoors, covering waste piles with
water. (a) Areas to be Addressed. temporary covering material such as

(c) Significant Spifls and Leaks--The [i) Storage Areas for Raw, tarpaulin or polyethylene, and
plan must include a list of any Semiprocessed, or Finished Tannery By-minimizing storm water runon by
significant spills and leaks of toxic or products--Pallets and/or bales of raw, enclosing the area or building berms
hazardous pollutants that occurred in semiprocessed, or finished tannery by- around the area.
the 3 years prior to the date of the products (e.g., splits, trimmings, (vii) Vehicle Maintenance and
submission of a Notice of intent (NOI) shavings, etc.) that are stored where Fueling---Permittees must follow all
to be covered under this permit, them is potential storm water contact, applicable requirements described in
Significant pills include, but are not must be stored indoors or protected by Part XI.P. for controlling storm water
limited to, releases of oil or hazardous polyethylene wrapping, tarpaulins, discharges from vehicle maintenance
substances in excess of quantities that roofed storage area or other suitable and refueling areas.
are reportable under Section 311 of means. Materials should be placed on (viii) Improper Connections to Storm
CWA (see 40 CFR 110.0 and 40 CFR an impermeable surface, the area shouldSewers---The plan must describe
117.21) or Section 102 of CERCLA (see be enclosed or bermed or other measures which prevent and prohibit
40 CFR 302.4). Significant spill may alsoequivalent measures should be washwaters from processing areas from
include releases of oil or hazardous employed to prevent runon or runoff ofentering storm sewers. The facility must
substances that am not in excess of storm water, install safeguards against wash waters
reporting requirements and release of (fi} Material Storage Areas--Label entering storm sewers and train
materials that are not classified as oil orstorage units of all materials (e.g., employees on proper disposal practices
a hazardous substance. The list shall bespecific chemicals, hazardous materials,for disposal of all process waste
updated as appropriate during the termspent solvents, waste materials), materials.
of thepermit. Maintain such containers and units in These areas are sources of pollutants

(d) Sampling Data--Any existing datagood condition. Describe measures thatin storm water from leather tanning
on the quality or quantity of storm waterprevent or minimize contact with storm facilities. EPA believes that the
discharges from the facility must water. The facility must consider indoorincorporation of BMPs such as those
described in the plan. The’description storage and/or installation of berming suggested, in conjunction with the
should include a discussion of the and diking around the area to prevent pollution prevention plan, will
methods used to collect and analyze therunon or runoff of storm water, substantially reduce the potential of
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storm water contamination from these members of the pollution prevention appropriateness of each storm water
areas. Based upon the information team. The following areas shall be BMP that diverts, infiltrates, reuses, or
provided in part I of the group included in all inspections: storage otherwise reduces the discharge of
application process, some of the areas for equipment and vehicles contaminated storm water. In addition.
suggested management processes are awaiting maintenance, facility yard area the permittee must describe the storm
being used at leather tanning facilities,where outdoor storage occurs, receivingwater pollutant source or activity (i.e.,
In addition, EPA believes that these and unloading areas and waste loading and unloading operations, raw
requirements continue to provide the management areas. A set of tracking or material storage piles, waste piles, etc.)
necessary, flexibility to address the follow-up procedures shall be used to to be controlled by each storm water
variable risk for pollutants in storm ensure that appropriate actions are management practice.
water discharges associated with taken in response to the inspections. (3) Comprehensive Site Compliance
different facilities. Further, many Records of inspections shall be Evaluation. The storm water pollution
facilities will find that management maintained and the pollution prevention plan must describe the scope
measures that they have already prevention plan modified where and content of comprehensive site
incorporated into the facilities necassarv, evaluation that qualified person.nel will
operation, such as the use of covers and In addition, qualified personnel mustconduct to: 1) confirm the accuracy of
roofing, containers, and berms and dikesconduct quarterly visual inspections ofthe description of potential pollution
will meet the requirements of this all BMPs, The inspections shall includesources contained in the plan; 2)
section, an assessment of the effectiveness anddetermine the effectiveness of the plan;

(b) Preventive Maintenance---Under need for maintenance of storm water and 3) assess compliance with the terms
the preventive maintenance roofing anti covers, dikes and curbs, and conditions of this section.
requirements of the pollution discharge diversions, sediment controlComprehensive site compliance
prevention plan, permitteas are requiredand collection systems and all other evaluations must be conducted once a
to develop a preventive maintenance BMPs. year for leather tanning facilities. These
program that includes regular Quarterly visual inspections must beevaluations are intended to be more in
inspections and maintenance of stormmade at least once in each of the depth than the quarterly visual
water BMPs. The maintenance programfollowing designated periods during inspections. The individual or
requires periodic removal of debris from daylight hours. January-March {stormindividuals who will conduct the
discharge diversions. Permittees usingwater runoff or snow melt}, April-June evaluation must be identified in the
ponds to control their effluent limitation{storm water runoff), July-September plan and should be members of the
frequently u~e impoundments or {storm water runoff), and October- pollution prevention team. Evaluation
sedimentation ponds as their BAT/BCT.December {snow melt runoff). Records reports must be retained for at least 3
Maintenance schedules and shall be maintained as part of the years after the date of the evaluation.
maintenance measures for these pondspollution prevention plan. Based on the results of each evaluation,
must be provided in the pollution (d) Employee Training---Under the the description of potential pollution
prevention plan. employee training component of the sources, and measures and controls, the

The purpose of the inspections is to storm water pollution prevention planplan must be revised as appropriate
check on the accuracy of the descriptionrequirements, the permittee is requiredwithin 2 weeks after each inspection.
of potential pollution sources containedto identify annual {once per year) datesChanges in the measures and controls
in the plan, determine the effectivenessfor training. Employee training must, atmust be implemented on the site in a
of the plan and implementation of the a minimum, address the f~llowing areastimely manner, and never more than 12
storm water pollution prevention plan.when applicable to a facility: general weeks after completion of the
The inspections allow facility personnelgood housekeeping practices, spill evaluation.
to monitor the success or failure of prevention and control, waste
elements of the plan on a regular basis,management, inspections, preventive 6. Numeric Effluent Limitations
The use of an inspection checklist is maintenance, detection of non-storm There are no numeric effluent
recommended. The checklist will water discharges and other areas. EPA limitations for storm water discharges
ensure that all required areas are requires that facilities conduct trainingfrom leather tanmng facilities beyond
inspected, as well as help to meet the annually at a minimum. However, morethose described in Part VI.E. of the fact
record keeping requirements. Based onfrequent training may be necessary at sheet.
the results of each inspection, the facilities with high turnover of 7. Monitoring and Reportingdescription of potential pollution employees or where employee
sources, and measures and controls, theparticipation is essential to the storm Requirements
plan must be revised as appropriate water pollution prevention plan. a. Analytical Monitoring
within 2 weeks after each inspection. (e) Recordkeeping and Internal Requirements. The regulatory.
Changes in the measures and controls l~eporting--Penmttees must describe modifications at 40 CFR 122.44 (i}{21
must be implemented on the site in a procedures for developing and retainingestablished on April 2, 1992, grant
timely manner, and never more than 12records on the status and effectivenesspermit writers the flexibility to reduce
weeks after completion of the of plan implementation. The plan mustmonitoring requirements in storm water
inspection, address spills, monitoring, and BMP discharge permits. EPA has determined

(c) Inspections--Under the inspection inspection and maintenance activities,that the potential for storm water
requirements of the storm water Ineffective BMPs must be reported and discharges to contain pollutants above
pollution prevention plan elements, the date of their corrective action benchmark levels, because of the
qualified facility personnel shall be recorded. Employees must report industrial activities and materials
identified to inspect designated areas ofincidents of leaking fluids to facility exposed to precipitation, does not
the facility, at a minimum of every 3 management and these reports must besupport sampling at leather tanning and
months. The individual or individualsincorporated into the plan. finishing facilities. Under the Storm
who will conduct the inspections must (f)Storm Water Management--The Water Regulations at 40 CFR
be identified in the plan and should bepermittee must evaluate the 122.26(b)(14), EPA defined "storm water
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discharge associated with industrial not to exceed I hour} of when the runoffAA. Storm Water Discharges Associated
activity". The focus of today’s permit isbegins discharging. Reports of the visualWith Industria] Activity From
to address the presence of pollutants examination include: the examination Fabricated Metal Products Industry
that are associated with the industrial date and time, examination personnel, 1. Discharges Covered Under thisactivities identified in this definition visual quality of the storm water Sectionand that might be found in storm waterdischarge, and probable sources of any
discharges. Under the methodology forobserved storm water contamination. On November 16, 1990 [55 Federal
determining analytical monitoring The visual examination reports must be

Register (FR) 47990], the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency/EPA)requirements, described in section maintained onsite with the pollution promulgated the regulator~ definition ofVI.E.1 of this fact sheet, nitrate plus prevention plan.nitrite nitrogen is above the bench mark "storm water discharges associated with

concentrations for the leather tanning When a discharger is unable to collectindustrial activity." This section of
and finishing sector. After a review of samples over the course of the visual today’s final permit covers storm water
the nature of industrial activities and examination period as a result of discharges associated with industrial
the significant materials exposed to adverse climatic conditions, the activities from metal fabrication
storm water described by facilities in discharger must document the reason processes and operations. Fabricated
this sector, EPA has determined that thefor not performing the visual metal and processing facilities eligible
higher concentrations of nitrate plus examination. Adverse weather for coverage under this section include
nitrite nitrogen are not likely to be conditions which may prohibit the the following types of operations:
caused by the industrial activity, but collection of samples include weather fabricated metal products, except
may be primarily due to non-industrial conditions.that create dangerous machinery and transportation
activities on-site. Today’s permit does conditions for personnel (such as local equipment (Standard Industrial
not req ~uim leather tanning and finishingflooding, high winds, hurricane, Classification (SIC) codes 3429, 3441,
facilities to conduct analytical tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or

3442, 3443, 3444, 3451, 3452, 3462,
monitoring for this parameter. Based on 3471, 3479, 3494, 3496 and 3449); and
a consideration of the BIVIPs typically

otherwise make the collection of a jewelry, silverware, and plated ware
used at these facilities, and generally sample impracticable (drought, (SIC code 391).
low pollutant values from the extended frozen conditions, etc.). This section covers establishments
application data, EPA believes that the EPA realizes that if a facility is engaged in fabricating ferrous and
pollution prevention plan with visual inactive and unstaffed it may be norfferrous metal products, such as
examinations of storm water dischargesdifficult to collect storm water dischargemetal cans, tinware, general hardware,
will help to ensure storm water samples when a qualifying event occurs,automotive parts, tanks, road mesh,
contamination is minimized. Because Today’s final permit has been revised sostructural metal products, nonelectrical
permittees are not required to conduct that inactive, unstaffed facilities can equipment, and a variety of metal and
sampling, they will be able to focus exercise a waiver of the requirement to wire products from purchased iron or
their resources on developing and conduct quarterly visual examination, steel rods, bars, or wire materials. This
implementing the pollution prevention section does not cover discharges from
plan. EPA believes that this quick and establishments engaged in

b. Quarterly Visual Examination of simple assessment will allow the manufacturing and rolling of ferrous
Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual permittee to approximate the and nonferrous metals, forgings or
examinations of a storm water dischargeeffectiveness of his/her plan on a regular stampings, electrolytic or other
from each outfall are required for leatherbasis at very little cost. Although the processes for refining copper from ore.
tanning and finishing facilities. The visual examination cannot assess the These establishments are addressed in a
examination must be of a grab sample chemical properties of the storm water separate section of today’s final permit.
collected from each storm water outfall,discharged from the site, the When an industrial f~cihty, described
The examination of storm water grab examination will provide meaningful by the above coverage provisions of this
samples shall include any observationsresults upon which the facility may act section, has industrial activities being
of color, odor, clarity, floating solids, quickly. The frequency of this visual conducted onsite that meet the
settled solids, suspended solids, foam,examination will also allow for timely description(s) of industrial activities in
oil sheen, or other obvious indicators ofadjustments to be made to the plan. If another section(s), that industrial
storm water pollution. The examinationBMPs are performing ineffectively, facility shall comply with any and all
must be conducted in a well lit area. Nocorrective action must be implemented,applicable monitoring and pollution

prevention plan requirements of theanalytical tests are required to be A set of tracking or follow-up other section(s) in addition to allperformed on these samples, procedures must be used to ensure thatThe examination must be made at applicable requirements in this section.
least once in each of the following three-appropriate actions are taken in The monitoring and pollution
month periods: January through March; response to the examinations. The prevention plan terms and conditions of
April through June; July through visual examination is intended to be this multi-sector permit are additive for
September; and October through performed by members of the pollutionindustrial activities being conducted at
December during daylight unless there prevention team. This hands-on the same industrial facility (co-located
is insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to examination will enhance the staff’s industrial activities). The operator of the
runoff. EPA expects that, whenever understanding of the storm water facility shall determine which other
practicable, the same individual shouldproblems on that site and the effects ofmonitoring and pollution prevention
carry, out the collection and examinationthe management practices that are plan sectionls) of this permit (if any] are
of discharges throughout the life of the included in the plan. applicable to the facility.
permit to ensure the greatest degree of Impacts caused by storm water
consistency possible. Grab samples stroll discharges from fabricating operations
be collected within the first 30 minutes will vary from one facility to the next.
(or as soon thereafter as practical, but Several factors influence to what extent
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sisnificant materials from fabricators operations. Them are typically several Industria~ activities and storm water
will affect water quality, SpecificaLly, operations that take place at a m~nagement practices var~ ~mong the
the use of indoor operations as opposedfabrication facility: machining fabricating industry, mostly in the type
to outdoor storage facilities; discha~esoperations, 8finding, cleaning and of chemicals used in the processes and
to Publicly Owned Treatment Works stripping, surface treatment ~nd plating,the final product. Some indusmes
(POTWs); recycling prosrams; product p~inting, and assembly. The machininginvolve omy dry operations and others
choice in the various operations; and operation involves turning, drilling, include wet operations. Examples of
the number of operations that take placemilling, reaming, threading, broaching,products being fabricated in this
at a given facility based on customer 8finding, polishing, cutting and industry include: aircraft engines.
needs; and use of storm water controls,shaping, and planing. Grinding is the screws, nuts, bolts, automotive p~ts

This section does not cover any process using abrasive 8rains such as (drive shafts, sLruts, gears, rods), tanks,
discharse subject to process wastewateraluminum oxide, silicon carbide, and hand tools, doors, and bridge grates.
effluent Limitation guidelines, diamond to remove stock f~om a Many of the operations in this

workpiece. Cleaning and stripping is a industr7 ta~e place indoors. The major2. Industrial Profile prepa_mtory process involving solvents activities evaluated for purposes of
There are two major subcategories offor the removal of oil, grease and diz’t, storm water contamination and control

facilities covered by this sector: Both aLl.line and acid cleaning are measures include: waste storage, outside
fabricated metal products excluding employed. Surface treatment and product storage, use of pickling acids,
coating and fabricated metal coating andplating is a major component that storage of cutoff scrap metal, aluminum
engraving, These facilities are engagedinvolves hatching operations to increasescraps, hazardous materials, galvanized
in the manufacturing of a variety of corrosior~ or abrasion resistance, This issteel components, solvent storage, waste
products that are constructed primarily generally in the form of galvanizing, paper storage, machinery storage, used
by using metals. The operations Painting is generally practiced at most absorbent materials, wood materials
performed usually be~in with materialsfacilities to provide decoration and dunnage/pallets, and ma~intenance of
in the form of raw rods, bars, sheet, protect.ion to the product or item. existing Best Management Practices
castings, forsings, and other related Assembly is the fitting together of (BMPs). The table below lists the most
materials and can prosress to the mostpreviously manufactured parts into a likely wastes to be generated at a steel
sophisticated su~ace finishing complete unit or structure, fabricating facility.

TABLE AA-I.mWASTES GENERATED FROM FABRICATED METALS INDUSTRIES

Activity Pollutant source Pollutant

Tool workpiece interface/shaving, chip~ng ....... Use~ metal working fluid with fine metal dust . TSS, COD, o=1 ar~ grease.
Parts/tools c/eaning, sand blasting, metal sur- Solvent c~eaners abrasive cleaners, alkalineSpent solvents, TSS, acid/alkaline waste, oil.

face cleaning, removal of ap~ie~ chemicals, cleaners, acid cleaners, dnse waters.
Making structural components ........................... Cuttings, scraps, turnings, fines ...................... Metals.
Painting operations ............................................ Paint ar~ paint ~inner spills, sanding, spray Paints, spent solvents, heavy metals, TSS.

painting.
Cleanup of spills and ddps ................................ Used absofoent materials ................................ TSS, sDille~ material.
Transportation or storage of materials ............... Wood dunnage/pallets .....................................BOD, TSS.

3. Storm Water Sampling Results metal industry into subsectors to Tables AA-2 and AA-3 below include
properly analyze sampling data and data for the eight pollutants that all

Based on the wide variety of determine monitoring requirements. Asfacilities were required to monitor forindustrial activities and significant a result, this sector has been divided under Form 2F. The tables also listmaterials at the facilities included in into the following subsectors: fabricatedthose parameters that EPA hasthis sector, EPA believes it is metal products except coating and determined merit further monitonng.appropriate to divide the fabricated fabricated metal coating and engraving.
TABLE AA-2.--~.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY CUTLERY, HANDTOOLS, AND GENERAL HARDWARE,

FABRICATED STRUCTURAL METAL PRODUCTS, SCREW MACHINE PRODUCTS, AND BOLTS, NUTS, SCREWS, RIVETS,
AND WASHERS, METAL FORGINGS AND STAMPINGS, ELECTROPLATING, PLATING, POLISHING, ANODIZING, AND COLOR-
ING, MISCELLANEOUS FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, AND PLATED WARE MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Po~ut~nt No. o~ facile= NO. o~ ~arn~e= Me~n Minimum M~=mum MeOian 951~ ~cent~le ! 99th

’S~ tyDe ~ Comp,, ~ Com~ Gra~ Co,op ~ Coco Gra~ Comp Gra~ Comb i Gra~ Comp Gra~ Co~o
BOD } ............................... 51 49 70 69 19.6 11.5 0.0 0.0 3/]0.0 57.0 8.4 8.0 I ~3.5 32.6 106.2 55.8COD ................................. 51 48 70 68 1432 1152 0.0 0.0 1380.0 962.0 63.0 63.0 i 435.4 358.5 885,1 713.7Nitr~e ÷ Nit~te Nitroge¢~ 51 49 70 69 1.6~ 1.31 0.00 0.0 14.90 9.17 0.~4 0.87 l 5.85 458 12.74 9.22T~a/ K~l~la~ Ni~ .... 51 49 70 69 3.24 2.05 0.00 0.0 29.30 9.12 1.76 1.401 9.77 5.99 19.16 ~0.52Dil & Gr~ ................... 5~ N/A 69 N/A 9.2 N/A 0.0 N/A 86.0 N/A 6.0 N~A J 31.3 HA 62.1 ~VA~d .................................... 45 N/A 63 NVA N/A N/A 3.3 N/A 9.0 N/A 7.1 N/A ! 9.4 N/1 107 N~Ar~ ~ ............ ~0 49 69 69 1.13 1.03 0.00 0.0 10.S0 10.8 0.22

5~.2
3.39 3.36 8.96 9.12fot,~ S~ So~ .. 51 49 70 69 214 169 0 0 2340 3235 104 10!4 ~ 2832

~lucninum. To~I .............. 15 15 16 16 69.68 10.37 0.00 0.00 1400.0 130.00 0.96 0.92 74.83 2471 365.47 80.82ton, Totat ........................ 25 23 32 29 4.9 3.1 0.0 0.0 25.1 26,0 1.5 0.9 t 28,3 13.2 92.2 35.5~.inc. Tota/ ....................... 27 25 38 35 6.407 3.4,51 0.000 0.007 157.00 22.80 0.72 0.441 18.234 20.001 64.196 79412
, &o~:~s tt~t cl~l n~ ~ ~e ~ of mee=u~e~t fo~ t~e reoo~tecl va~e~ ot ~o~k~ant~ we~e no~ mc~.~:~e~ in b’l~ st~ti,~t~:~. Value~ ¢e~x~eo as non-oete~-I or ~ oete¢~o~ I=m~t were

aasumea 1o be 0.
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TABLE AA-3.--STATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY COATING, ENGRAVING, AND ALLIED SERVICES
FACILITIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

Pollutant NO. of fac~ties No. of sam1~es Me~n Minimum Maxm’tu~ Median 95~ ;:~m~nt~le 99th percentile
Sarape type Gr~ Comp,, ~ I Comp G~ Co~tp ~ Comp Gm~ C~p Gra~ Comp Gra~ Comp Grat~ Comp

BOD .............................. 13 13 16 16 12o0 6.06 0.0 0.0 81.0 17.0 7.5 6.0 39.3 15.8 74.4 24,58
COD ................................. 13 13 16 17 68.8 56.9 12.0 0.0 320.0 160.0 45.0 49.0 194.4 262.7 349,4 559,3
N~e o N=tr~te Nitrt~en 13 13 16 17 1.82 1.60 0.21 0.0 7.70 12.5 0,90 0.80 5.64 4.44 10.91 8.67
TO~ K~f’tl Nit/o0~tl .... 13 13 16 17 2.36 1.52. 0.00 0.0 7.20 5.2 1.35 0.80 6.87 4.41 12,12 7.68
)ii & C~me ................... 13 N/A 16 N/A 1.7 N/A 0.0 N/A 9.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 9.4 N/A 18.2 NJA

~ ................................... 11 N/A 14 N/A N/A N/A 5.5 N/A 8.2 N/A 6.6 N/A 8.0 N/A 8.7 N~A
T~I I~o~:morus ............ 13 13 16 17 1.91 0.90 0.00 0,0 16.00 12.0 0~16 0.15 6.30 2.77 23.91 9.37
TO~ Su~)e~OeO So~ds ..     13 13 16 17 112 88 0 0 461 990 26 21 474 272 1215 764
~in~. TotaJ ....................... 10 10 13 14 0.4~ 0.218 0.050 0.0001 2.100 0.830 0.32. 0.15 1,481 0.800 2.758 1.632

,~t=on$ that did not ~ the un=t~ Of me~u~vnent fo~ the t~t~l v~,~= of tx~l~t~It~ m not inctuOe~ i~1 ~ $t~t~ti¢~. V=ue~ r~x~e~ ~t r~l-oete~ o~ beto~ Oetection timrt were
a$~m~l 1o ~e 0,

4. Options for Controlling Pollutants measures would provide an additionalpollutants that could accumulate and be
control to reduce the potential for subject to storm water runoff. Most of

The measures to control pollutants atexposure at these facilities. These the measures commonly implemented
metal fabricating operations should include source reduction diversion to reduce pollutants in storm water
focus primarily on the storage of wastedikes, grass swales, vegetative covers, associated with the fabricated metals
and raw materials; chemical storage and sedimentation ponds. Preventive industry are generally uncomplicated
~eas: and equipment storage and controls are typically low in cost and practices. Some of the practices may be
service areas. Since most of the relatively easy to implement, as the predicated on the size of the operation,
operations occur indoors, procedures majority of the facihties in this industrythe types of processes that are exercised
are necessary in the handling and already employ these practices. In from a full-scale plant operation to a
transporting of materials to minimize addition, directing flows to privately more specialized company that
exposure of pollutants to storm water owned treatment works or retentionconducts only a portion of the
runoff. Of primary importance is the ponds will be the most effective operations usually found in the
control of activities and use of measure. The industry also must give fabricating industry. Table AA-4 below
chemicals that have been identified asconsideration to the non-storm water is an outline of the most common
potential sources of pollutants. The discharges associated with improper activities and sources that may produce
most effective discharge controls for disposal of materials from the indoor pollutants associated with different
these facilities are BMPs targeted towardprocesses due to the extensive use of activities that routinely take place at
source control. This includes utilizing chemicals i~ the preparation and fabricated metal industries. Following
inside storage as much as possible; andfinishing phases of metal preparation the table is a brief list of BMPs that EPA
implementing programs for recycling and fabrication. The industry also believes will help reduce and control
scrap materials. Many of these practicesinvolves grinding, welding, and sandingthe potential pollutant sources at
require the use of covers, indoor storage,operations that will require special fabricating facilities from contaminating
and indoor operations. Some structuralconsideration to control potential storm water.

TABLE A~--4.--POLLUTANTS POTENTIALLY FOUND IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE FABRICATED
METAL INDUSTRY

Activity                            Pollutant source Pollutant

Metal preparation ...............................................Grinding, welding, sawing, shaving, brazing, Steel scrape, aluminum scrap~, brass, copper,
bending, cutting, etching, dust, chipe and bonngs, steel scale, teflon,

Parts cleaning ....................................................Solver~, cold and hot dill, cleaning pa,’ls, Acid, coolants, clean composition, degreaser,
degrea~ng, mineral spirits, piclde liquor, spent caustic,

Surface Treatment .............................................Finishing, plating, c~e hardening, chemical Acid, aromatic solvent, corn cob, lubricants,
coating, ¢o~ttng, polishing, drying, al~q~ive sar~l, oil, pH, nitrates, nitrites, ~rtx~n,
cleaning, etectropl~ting, phosphates, borates, nitrogen, oily sludge,

nickel, chromium, hydrofluoric acid.
Galvanizing .........................................................Spills, leaks, transpor*dng materials ................. Acid solution, phosphates, zinc chromate.

hexavalent chromium, nickel.
Painting ..............................................................Empty containers, paint ~ wastes, Paint wastes, thinner, varnish, heavy metals,

spills, over spraying, storage areas,          spent chtonnateq solvents
Heavy equipment use and storage .................... Leaking fluids, fluids replacernent, washing Oil, heavy metals, organics, fuels, TSS, by-

equipment, use on poor surface area, soil draulic oil, diesel fuel, gasoline
distud:~ance.

Equipment maintenance .................................... Leaking fluids, fluids replacement, washing Oil, grease
equipment.

Storage of uncoated structural steel .................. Stored on porous p~vement ............................ Aluminum, lead, zinc, copper, iron, oxide, oil,
nickel, manganese.

Stodng galvanized steel directly on the ground Galvanizing material drtppage or leaching ...... Metals: zinc, r~ckel, cadmium, chromium.
Vehicle/equipment traffic .................................... Soil disturt~mce and erosion ........................... TSS from erosion, hydraulic fluid Ioss~spillage
Cleaning equipment/vehicles ............................. Chemicals dispose~l improperty, spillage ........ Oil, grease, surfactants, chromates, acid, by-

droxide, nitric acid.
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TABLE AA-4.--POLLUTANTS POTENTIALLY FOUND IN STORM WATER DISCHARGES ASSOCIATED WITH THE FABRICATED
METAL INDUSTRY~Continued

Activity                               Pollutant source Pollutant

Storage areas .....................................................Unidentifiable drums, extended exposure to Benzene, toluene, xylene, pyrene, and other
weather conditions, tank corrosion, open volatile organics, solvents.
cont~ners.

Equipment usage ............................................... Malfunctioning equipment, stockpiled obsolete Oil, grease, lead
equipment.

Above ground storage tanks .............................. Installation problems, spills, external corrosion Fuel oil and various chemicals.
and structural failure.

Table AA-4 above shows ",.he issued, a copy of the pending regular basis all accessible paved areas;
potential pollutants that could end up application plan. Facilities that pretreatmaintain floors in a clean and drv
in storm water runoff if the activities and discharge the waste water into a condition; remove waste and dispose of
typically found at a fabricating facility POTW system must notify the operator regularly; remove obsolete equipment
are not handled properly. Many of the and a copy of the notification must be expeditiously; sweep fabrication areas:
fabricating facilities in the group attached to the plan. With regard to all and train employees on good
apphcation indicated several of the the acid baths, wash waters, and any housekeeping measures.
activities listed as a part of the normal other nozi-storm water discharges must (2) Storage Areas for Raw Metal The
operations carried out at the facility, be considered in the plan. Some storage of raw materials should be under
Many of the pollutants involved in thesefacilities may use retention ponds, a covered area whenever possible and
activities are potentially of concern if recycling, collecting and hauling as protected from contact with the ground.
exposed to precipitation and storm methods of disposal. Other facilities The amount of material stored should be
water runoff. Consideration of control discharge into separate storm sewer minimized to avoid corrosive activity
measures is needed to assure that the systems. In these instances, the facility from long-term exposed materials.
activities minimize exposure to the is required to attach the disposal plansDiking or berming the area to prevent or
potential pollutants of concern as it and operations to the plan. minimize runon may be considered.
relates to each activity identified and Long-term exposure to weather
control the potential sources that may 6. Storm Water Pollution Prevention conditions results in oxidation of the
generate pollutants as part of the Plan Requirements metals. Also, dirt, oil, and grease
management practices used. Each storm water pollution buildup on the metal are potential

prevention plan must stipulate sources of pollutants. The following
5. Special Conditions activities, materials, and physical measures should be considered: check

The permit conditions that apply to features of the facility that may raw metals for corrosion’, keep area neat
the fabricated metals industry build contribute pollutants to storm water and orderly, stack neatly on pallets or
upon the base permit requirements setrunoff or, during periods of dry weather,off the ground; and cover exposed
forth in the front of today’s permit. The result in dry weather flows. The metals materials.
discussion that follows, therefore, only fabricating industry plan focuses (3) Receiving, Unloading, and Loading
addresses conditions that differ from primarily on storage areas, unloading Areas. These areas should be enclosed
those base requirements, and loading areas, and any other areaswhere feasible using either curbing.

Due to the concern that many non- where outside operations occur, berming, diking or other accepted
storm water discharges may be present Under the description of measures containment systems in case of spills
at metal fabricators, EPA is requiring and controls in the storm water during delivery of chemicals such as
that all facilities provide proof that pollution prevention plan requirements,lubricants, coolants, rust preventatives,
these discharges are not commingled facilities are required to address the solvents, oil, sodium hydroxide,
and are appropriately controlled so as toidentified pollutant sources by hydrochloric acid, calcium chloride,
protect all receiving waters, identifying and implementing polymers, sulfuric acid, and other

Today’s permit clarifies in Part appropriate storm water pollution chemicals used in the metal fabricating
XI.A.A.2. {Prohibition of Non-storm management controls. Such controls processes. Directing roof down spouts
Water Discharges) that non-storm watermuch address the areas listed below, asaway from loading sites and equipment
discharges, including metal fabricator appropriate, and onto grassy or vegetated areas
operations, are not authorized by this a. FaciliW. Areas to be Addressed in should help prevent storm water
section. The operators of such non- the Storm Water Pollution Prevention contamination by pollutants that have
storm water discharges must obtain Plan. accumulated in these areas. The
coverage under a separate National (1) Metal Fabricating Areas. These following measures should be
Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systemareas should be kept clean by frequentconsidered: clean up spills immediately;
(NPDES) permit if discharged to waterssweeping to avoid heavy, accumulationcheck for leaks and remedy problems
of the United States or through a of steel ingots, fines, and scrap. Dust isregularly; and unload under covered
mumcipal separate storm sewer system,a byproduct of many processes in the areas when possible.
In a related requirement under th~ stormfabricating areas and therefore should be(4) Storage of Heavy Equipment.
water pollution prevention plan absorbed through a vacuum system to Vehicles should be stored indoors when
requirements, the permittee is requiredavoid accumulation on roof tops and possible. If stored outdoors the use of
to attach a copy of the NPDES permit onto the ground. Tracking of metal dustsgravel, concrete or other porous surfaces
issued for metal acid baths, sludge and metal fines outdoors may be should be considered to minimize or
disposal, scrap disposal or recycling or,minimized by employing these prevent heavy, equipment from creating
if an NPDES permit has not yet been management practices: sweep on a ditches or other conveyances that would
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cause sedimentation runoff and increasefollowing measures should be storm water contamination or runoff.
TSS loadings. Also directing the flow considered: use drip pans and other Checks for corrosion and leakage of
toward the area by the use of grass spill devices to collect spills or solventsstorage containers is important. Proper
swales or filter strips will reduce the and other liquid cleaners; recycle wastelabeling for proper handling should be
runoff of materials. Directing drainage water; store recyclable waste indoors orconsidered. All other applicable
systems away from high traffic areas in covered containers; and substitute Federal, State, and local regulations
into collection systems will help to nontoxic cleaning agents when possible,must be followed. The following
reduce the TSS loadings caused by (8) Raw Steel Collection Areas. The measures should be considered: store
exposed and eroding open areas. Thecollection areas must be kept clean, indoors: label materials ctearly; check
following measures should be Materials should be kept in a covered for corrosion and leaidng: properly
considered: clean prior to storage or storage bin or kept inside until pickup, dispose of outdated materials; dike or
store under cover; store indoors; and The use of pitched-structures should beuse grass swales, ditches or other
divert drainage to the grass swales, filterconsidered. The following measures containment to prevent runon or runoff
strips, retention ponds, or holding should be considered: collect scrap in case of spills: post notices prohibiting
tanks, metals, fines, iron dust and store under dumping of materials into storm drains;

(5) Metal Worldng Fluid Areas. Due to cover and recycle, store containers, drums, and bags away
the toxicity of metal working fluids as (9) Paints and Painting Equipment. from direct traffic routes; do not stack
well as the contamination of fluids by Facilities using tarps, drip pans, or othercontainers in such a way as to cause
metal fines and dusts, spillage and lossspill collection devices to contain and leaks or damage to the containers: use
of metal working fluids used to cleanse collect spills of paints, solvents or otherpallets to store containers when
or prepare the steel components shouldliquid material. Blasting in windy possible; store materials with adequate
be controlled throughout the process, weather ihcreases the potential for space for traffic without disturbing
Collection systems and storage areas runoff. Enclosing outdoor sanding areasdrums; maintain low inventory level of
need special consideration. The with tarps or plastic sheeting contains chemicals based on need.
following measures should be the metal fines. Immediate collection of (12) Transporting Chemicals to
considered: store used metal working any waste and proper disposal may Storage Areas. Proper handling of
fluid with fine metal dust indoors; use significantly contribute to the reduction drums is needed to avoid damaging
tight sealing lids on all fluid containers; of storm water runoff. Training drums causing leaks. Storage areas
use straw, clay absorbents, sawdust, oremployees to use the spray equipmentshould be as close as possible to
synthetic absorbents to confine or properly may reduce waste and decreaseoperational buildings. The following
contain any spills, or other absorbent the likelihood of accidents, as well as, measures should be considered: forklift
material; and establish recycling reduce the amount of solvents needed tooperators should be trained to avoid
programs for used fluids when possible,complete the job. The following puncturing drums; store drums as close

(6) Unprotected Liquid Storage Tan~. measures should be considered: paint to operational building as possible: and
Storing these tanks (this does not and sand indoors when possible; avoidlabel all drums with proper warning and
include products that are gaseous at painting and sandblasting operations handling instructions.
atmospheric pressure) indoors will outdoors in windy weather conditions’, (13) Finished Products (Galvanized)
reduce potential waste or spills from if done outside, enclose sanding and Storage. Improper storage of finished
contaminating storm water. Berming painting areas with tarps or plastic products can contribute pollutants to
outdoor areas when unable to store sheeting; and use water-based paints storm water discharges. Materials
inside will contain potential pollutants, when possible. - should be stored in such a way to
Cleaning up spills is essential to (10) Vehicle and Equipment minimize contact with precipitation and
minimizing buildup in these areas. EPAMaintenance Areas. Changing fluids or runoff. The following measures should
believes that this will significantly parts should be done indoors when be considered: store finished products
reduce the potential for major possible. If maintenance is performed indoors, on a wooden pallets concrete
discharges into the water of the United outdoors, fluids used in maintaining pad, gravel surface, or other impervious
States during storm runoff. The these vehicles should be contained in surface.
following measures should be the area by using drip pans, large plastic (14) Wooden Pallets and Empty
considered: cover all tanks whenever sheets, canvas or other similar controls Drums. The following measures should
possible; berm tanks whenever possible;under the vehicles, or berming the area.be considered: clean contaminated
dike area or install grass filters to Hydraulic fluids should be properly wooden pallets; cover empty drums:
contain spills; keep area clean: and stored to prevent leakage and storm cover contaminated wooden pallets:
check piping, valves and other related water contamination. The following store drums and pallets indoors; clean
equipment on a regular basis, measures should be considered: bermempty drums; and store pallets and

{7)Chemical Cleaners and Rinse area or use other containment device todrmns on concrete pads.
Water. Proper disposal and use of control spills; use drip pans, plastic (15) Retention Ponds (Lagoon).
cleaners in various activities will sheeting and other similar controls; and Creating and maintaining retention
minimize the amount of liquid exposeddiscard fluids properly or recycle if ponds as a treatment system for settling
to storm water by reducing the need topossible, out TSS would help to reduce the
store contaminated liquids for an (11) Hazardous Waste Storage Areas. concentrations of these pollutants in
extended period of time. Controlling All hazardous waste must be stored in storm water runoff. The following
potential contamination of pollutanus bysealed drums. Establishing centralized measures should be considered: provide
employing simple control devices drum-storage satellite areas throughout routine maintenance; remove excess
during the activity will prevent the complex to store these materials willsludge periodically; and aerate
potential contamination in storm water decrease the potential for mishandhng periodically to maintain pond’s aerobic
runoff. Recycling or reuse of these drums. Berming the enclosed structures character and ecological balance.
materials whenever possible serves as ais added protection in case of spills, b. Comprehensive Site Compliance
source reduction by reducing the Spills or leaks that are contained withinEvaluation. The storm water pollution
necessary amount of new materials. Thean area are easier to contain and preventprevention plan must describe the scope
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and content of comprehensive site characterize the discharge for potentialTABLE AA-5.wMONITORING REQUIRE-
evaluations that qualified personnel willenvironmental impacts, Tables A.A-5 MENTS FOR FABRICATED METAL
conduct to (1) confi.rm the accm’acy of and AA--6 list the pollutants that PRODUCTS EXCEPT COATING
¯ e description of potential pollution fabricated metal products except coating
sources contained in the plan, (2) and fabricated metal coating and Monitonng
determine the effectiveness of the plan, engraving facilities are required to Pollutants of concern cut-off con-
and (3) assess compliance with the analyze for in their storm water centration
terms and conditions of this section, discharges in accordance with the
Comprehensive site compliance activities onsite. The pollutants listed in Total Recoverable Iron ........... 1.0 m~L.

Total Recoveral~e Zinc ........... 0.117 mg!L
evaluations should be conducted at least Tables AA-5 and A~-6 were found to Total Recoverable Aluminum . 0.75 rng~L.once a year. The individual or be above levels of concern for a Nitrate plus Nitnte N~ogen .... 0.68 rngiL.
individuals that will conduct the significant portion of fabricating
evaluations must be identified in the facilities that submitted quantitative
plan and should be members of the data in the group application process. TABLE AA-6.--MONITORING REQUIRE-
pollution prevention team. Evaluation Because these pollutants have been MENTS FOR FABRICATED METAL
reports must be retained for at least 3 reported at levels of concern ~rom COATING AND ENGRAVING
years after the date of the evaluation, fabricated metal and processing

Based on the results of each facilities, EPA is requiring monitoring Monitoring
evaluation, the description of potential after the pollution prevention plan has Pollutants of concern cut-off con-
pollution sources, and measures and been implemented to assess the centration
controls, the plan must be revised as effectiveness of the pollution preventionTotal Recoverable Zinc ...........0.1 I? mg!Lappropriate within 2 weeks after each plan and to help ensure that a reductionNitrate plus Nithte Nitrogen .... 0.68 mgiL.evaluation. Changes in the measures of pollutants is realized.
and controls must be implemented on Permittees can exercise the alternativeIf the average concentration for athe site in a timely manner, and never
more than 12 weeks after completion ofcertification on a pollutant-by-pollutant parameter is less than or equal to the

the evaluation, basis as described under Section 8.b. Ifappropriate cut-off concentration, then
there are any pollutant(s) for which the the permittee is not required to conduct

7. Numeric Effluent Limitations facility is unable to certi~ to no quantitative analysis for that parameter
There are no additional numeric exposure the facility must, at a during the fourth veer of the permit. If,

effluent Limitations beyond those minimum, monitor storm water however, the average concentration for
described in Part V.B. of today’s permit,discharges on a quarterly basis duringa parameter is greater than the cut-off

the second year of permit coverage, concentration Listed in Table AA-5 or
8. Monitoring and Reporting Samples must be collected at least onceTable AA-6, then the permittee is
Requirements in each of the following periods: Januaryrequired to conduct quarterly

a. Analytical Monitoring through March; April through June; Julymonitoring for that parameter during the
Requirements. EPA believes that through September; and October fourth year of permit coverage.
fabricated metal and processing through December. At the end of the Monitoring is not required during the
facilities may reduce the level of second year of permit coverage, a first, third, and fifth year of the permit.
pollutants in storm water runoff from facility must calculate the average The exclusion ~rom monitoring in the
their sites through the development andconcentration for each parameter listedfourth year of the permit is conditional
proper implementation of the storm in the applicable table (Table AA-5 or on the facility maintaining industrial
water pollution prevention plan Table AA--6). If the permittee collects operations and BMPs that will ensure a
requirements discussed in today’s finalmore than four samples in this period, quality of storm water discharges
permit. In order to provide a tool for then they must calculate an average consistent with the average
evaluating the effectiveness of the concentration for each pollutant of concentrations recorded during the
pollution prevention plan and to concern for all samples analyzed, second year of the permit.

TABLE AA-7.----SCHEDULE OF MONITORING

2nd Year of Permit Cov- * Cormuct quarterly monitoring.
erage.

¯Calculate the average concentration for all parameters analyzed 0unng this peno~.
¯ If average concentration is greater than the value listed in Tables AA-.-5 or AA-.6, then quarterly sampling is re-

cluired during the fourth year of the permit.
¯ If average concentration is less than or equal to the value listed in Tables AA--5 or AA-6, then no further sam-

piing is required for that parameter.
4th Year of Permit Coy-     ¯ Conduct quarterty monitoring for any perameter where the average concentration in year 2 of the permit is

erage,                   greater than the value listed in Tables AA-5 or AA-6.
¯If industrial activities or the pollution prevention plan have been altered such that storm water discharges may

be adversely affected, quarterly monitonng is required for all parameters of concern.

In cases where the average discharges. Quarterly monitoring in thevalues represent a level of pollutant
concentration of a parameter exceeds fourth year of the permit will reassess discharge which facilities may achieve
the cut-off concentration, EPA expects the effectiveness of the adjusted through the implementation of pollution
permittees to place special emphasis onpollution prevention plan. prevention plans. At least half of the
methods for reducing the presence of The monitoring cut off concentrationsfacihties which submitted Part 2 data,
those parameters in storm water listed in Tables AA-5and AA-6 are notrenorted concentrations greater than ornumerical effluent limitations. These
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equal to the values listed in the limitations. EPA does not expect effluent. In addition, for each outfall
applicable table (Tables AA-5 or AA-6).facilities to be able to exercise this that the perrnittee believes is
Facilities that achieve average dischargecertification for indicator parameters, representative, an estimate of the size of
concentrations which are less than or such as TSS and BOD. the drainage area (in square feet) and an
equal to the appropriate cut-off c. Beporting Requirements. Permitteesestimate of the runoff coefficient of the
concentration values are not relieved are required to submit all monitoring drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
from the pollution prevention plan results obtained during the second and percent), medium (40 to 65 percent], or
requirements or any other requirements fourth year of permit coverage within 3 high (above 65 percent)] shall be
of the permit, months of the conclusion of each year. provided in the plan.

EPA realizes that if a facility is For each outfall, one signed Discharge f. (~uorterty Visual Examination of
inactive and unstaffed it may be Monitoring Report Form must be Storm Water Quality. Quarterly visual
difficult to collect storm water discharge submitted per storm event sampled. Forexaminations of storm water discharges
samples when a qualifying event occurs, facilities conducting monitoring beyondfrom each outfall are required at
Today’s final permit has been revised sothe minimum quarterly requirements an fabricated metal products facilities. The
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can additional Discharge Monitoring Report examinations must be of a grab sample
exercise a waiver of the requirement to Form must be filed for each analysis, collected from each storm water outfall.
conduct quarterly chemical sampling, d. Sample Type. All discharge data The examination of storm water grab

b. Alternative Certification. shall be reported for grab samples. All samples shall include any observations
Throughout today’s permit, EPA has such samples shall be collected from theof color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
included monitoring requirements for discharge resulting from a storm event settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
facilities which the Agency believes that is gr~.ater than 0.1 inches in oil sheen, or other obvious indicators of
have the potential for contributing magnitude and that occurs at least 72 storm water pollution. Thesignificant levels of pollutants to storm hours from the previously measurable examinations must be conducted in a
water discharges. The alternative (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall/storm well lit area. No analytical tests aredescribed below is necessary to ensure event. The required 72-hour storm eventrequired to be performed on these
that monitoring requirements are only interval is waived where the preceding samples.imposed on those facilities that do, in measurable storm event did not result in
fact, have storm water discharges a measurable discharge from the facility. The examination must be made at
containing pollutants at concentrations The required 72-hour storm event least once in each of the following
of concern. EPA has determined that if interval may also be waived where theperiods during daylight, unless there is
materials and activities are not exposedpermittee documents that less than a 72-insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to
to storm water at the site, then the hour interval is representative for local nmoff: January. through March; April
potential for pollutants to contaminate storm events during the season when through June; July through September;
storm water discharges does not warrantsampling is being conducted. The graband October through December. Where
monitoring, sample shall be taken during the first 30practicable, the same individual should

Therefore, a discharger is not subject minutes of the discharge. If the carry out the collection and examination
to the monitoring requirements of this collection of a grab sample during the of discharges throughout the life of the
Part provided the discharger makes a first 30 mInutes is impracticable, a grab permit to ensure the greatest degree of
certification for a given out.fall, or on a sample can be taken during the first consistency possible. Grab samples shall
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of hour of the discharge, and the be collected within the first 30 minutes
monitoring described in Tables AA-5 discharger shall submit-with the {or as soon thereafter as practical, but
and AA-6, under penalty of law, signedmonitoring report a description of why not to exceed 60 minutes) of when the
in accordance with Part VII.G. a grab sample during the first 30 runoff begins discharging. Reports of the
{Signatory Requirements), that material minutes was impracticable, visual examination include: the
handling equipment or activities, raw If storm water discharges associated examination date and time, examination
materials, intermediate products, final with industrial activity commingle with personnel, visual quality of the storm
products, waste materials, by-products,process or non-process water, then water discharge, and probable sources of
industrial machinery or operations, where practicable permittees must any observed storm water
significant materials from past attempt to sample the storm water contamination. The visual examination
industrial activity that are located in discharge before it mixes with the non- reports must be maintained onsite with
areas of the facility that are within the storm water discharge, the pollution prevention plan.
drainage area of the outfall are not e. Representative Discharge. When a When a discharger is unable to collect
presently exposed to storm water and facility has two or more outfalls that, samples over the course of the visual
will not be exposed to storm water for based on a consideration of industrial examination period as a result of
the certification period. Such activity, significant materials, and adverse climatic conditions, the
certification must be retained in the management practices and activities discharger must document the reason
storm water pollution prevention plan within the area drained by the outfall, for not performing the visual
and submitted to EPA. In the case of the permittee reasonably believes examination and retain this
certifying that a pollutant is not present, discharge substantially identical documentation onsite with the records
the permittee must submit the effluents, the permittee may test the of the visual examination. Adverse
certification along with the monitoring effluent of one of such outf’alls and weather conditions which may prohibit
reports required under paragraph c report that the quantitative data also the collection of samples include
below. If the permittee cannot certify, forapplies to the substantially identical weather conditions that create
an entire period, they must submit the outfall(s) provided that the permittee dangerous conditions for personnel
date exposure was eliminated and anyincludes in the storm water pollution (such as local flooding, high winds.
monitoring required up until that date. prevention plan a description of the hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms.
This certification option is not location of the outfalls and explains in etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
applicable to compliance monitoring detail why the outfalls are expected to a sample impracticable (drought,
requirements associated with effluent discharge substantially identical extended frozen conditions, etc.).
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EPA realizes that if a facility, is Code 358); miscellaneous industrial and utilized by facilities that manufacture
inactive and unstaffed it may be commercial machinery and equipmenttransportation equipment, industrial, or
difBcult to collect storm water discharge(SIC Code 359); motor vehicles and commercial machinery. Since these
samples when a qualifying event occurs,motor vehicle equipment (SIC Code operations occur predominately
Today’s final permit has been revised so371); aircraft and parts (SIC Code 372); indoors, contamination of storm water
that inactive, unstaffed facilities can motorcycles, bicycles, and parts (SIC discharges from the manufacturing
exercise a waiver of the requirement to Code 375); guided missiles and space process is unlikely. Unit operations
conduct quarterly visual examination, vehicles and parts (SIC Code 376); andinclude the following: electroplating,

EPA believes that this quick and miscellaneous transportation equipment electroless plating, anodizing, chemical
simple assessment will allow the (SIC Code 379). conversion coating, etching and
permittee to approximate the This section establishes special chemical milling, cleaning, machining,
effectiveness of his/her plan on a regularconditions for storm water dischargesgrinding, polishing, barrel finishing,
basis at very little cost. Although the associated with industrial activities at burnishing, impact deformation,
visual examination cannot assess the facilities which manufacture pressure deformation, shearing, heat
chemical properties of the storm water transportation equipment, industrial ortreating, thermal cutting, welding,
discharged from the site, the commercial machinery. The SIC codes brazing, soldering, flame spraying, sand
examination will provide meaningful of these facilities are in category {xi) of blasting, abrasive jet machining,
results upon which the facility may act the definition of storm water dischargeselectrical discharge machining,
quickly. The frequency of this visual associated with industrial activity, electrochemical machining, electron
examination will also allow for timely Storm water discharges from facilities inbeam ma~g, laser beam machining,
adjustments to be made to the plan. If this categery are only regulated where plasma arc machining, ultrasonic
BMPs are performing ineffectively, precipitation or storm water runon comemachining, sintermg, laminating, hot
corrective action must be implemented,into contact with areas associated with dip coating, sputtering, vapor plating,
A set of tracking or follow-up industrial activities, and significant thermal infusion, salt bath descaling,
procedures must be used to ensure thatmaterials. Significant materials include,solvent degreasing, paint stripping,
appropriate actions are taken in but are not limited to, raw materials, painting, electrostatic painting,
response to the examinations. The waste products, fuels, finished products,alectropainting0 vacuum metalizing,
visual examination is intended to be intermediate products, by-products, and assembly, calibration, testing, and
performed by members of the pollutionother materials associated with mechanical plating.
prevention team. This hands-on industrial activities. Facilities which manufacture
examination will enhance the staff’s When an industrial facility, describedtransportation equipment, industrial
understanding of the storm water by the above coverage provisions of thisand commercial machinery will utilize
problems on that site and the effects ofsection, has industrial activities beingmany of the same unit operations hated
the management practices that are conducted onsite that meet the above. Aside from the specific unit
included in the plan. description{s} of industrial activities in operations, other types of industrial

another section{s), that industrial activity are shared by facilities covered
AB. Storm Water Discharges Associated facility shall comply with any and all by this section. For example, the
With Industrial Activity From Facilities applicable monitoring and pollution majority of these facilities have outdoor
That Manufacture Transportation prevention plan requirements of the material handling and storage activities,
Equipment, Industn’al, or Commercial other section(s) in addition to all and share the same types of raw, scrap,
Machinery applicable requirementsin this section,and waste materials.
1. industry Profile The monitoring and pollution The primary raw materials utilized by

prevention plan terms and conditions of this industry group include ferrous and
On November 16, 1990 {55 FR 47990},this multi-sector permit are additive fornonferrous metals, such as aluminum,

EPA promulgated the regulatory industrial activities being conducted atcopper, iron, steel and alloys of these
definition of "storm water discharge the same industrial facility {co-located metals; either in raw form or as
associated with industrial activity." industrial activities}. The operator of theintermediate products. These metals are
This definition includes point source facility shall determine which other typically received at loading/unloading
discharges of storm water from eleven monitoring and pollution prevention docks and are taken to outdoor storage
categories of facilities, including .....plan section{s) of this permit {if any} areareas {e.g., stockpiles, holding bins)
(xi} facilities classified as Standard applicable to the facility, before manufacumug.
Industrial Classification (SIC} codes Them are approximately 14,000 Besides metals, other raw materials
* * * 35 {except SIC 357), 37 {except facilities which handle and process are utilized in the manufacturing
SIC 373), * ....Facilities eligible for ferrous and nonferrous metals to process. These materials include paints,
coverage under this section of today’s manufacture transportation equipment,solvents (e.g., paint thinners,
permit include the following industrial or commercial machinery, degreasers}, chemicals {e.g., acids, bases,
manufacturing facilities: engines and These facilities vary in size, age, numberliquid gases), fuels (e.g., gasoline and
turbines (SIC Code 351); farm and of employees and the types of diesel fuel), lubricating and cutting oils,
garden machinery and equipment {SIC operations performed. The and plastics. These materials are
Code 352}; construction, mining, and manufacturing processes for these typically stored in bins, tanks, and/or 55
materials handling machinery and facilities are similar, although the gallon drtuns outdoors on wooden
equipment {SIC Code 353); finished products may vary. The generalpallets or concrete pads. They are used
metalworking machinery and manufacturing process is conducted during the unit operations to cool and
eqnipment {SIC Code 354); special indoors, and includes activities such aslubricate the metals {oils), clean metal
industry machinery, except cutting, shaping, grinding, cleaning, parts {solvents, acids, bases), and coat
metalworking machinery (SIC Code coating, forming, and finishing. Specificmetal parts before shipment (plastics,
355); general industrial machinery andprocesses are referred to as "unit paints}. Intermediate products are also
equipment {SIC Code 356); refi-igerationoperations," and there are sometimes stored outdoors before
and service industry machinery {SIC approximately 45 unit operations shipment or further manufacturing.
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These products may have residues of materials are stored outdoors and have2. Pollutants Found in Storm Wa~er
oils. solvents and metal particles, whichthe potential to pollute storm water Discharges From Facilities Which
are potential sources of pollutants to discharges. Storm water runoff from Manufacture Transportation Equipment,
storm water discharges. Similarly, scrapthese materials could include solids, Industrial or Commercial Machinery
metal will have the san~e residues, andoils, solvents and other pollutants The impact of industrial activi~es atis almost always stored outdoors in binsgenerated in the manufacturing process,facilities which manufacturebefore being sold to scrap metal
recvclers. Air emissions from stacks and transportation equipment, industnai or

The manufacturing process producesventilation systems are potential areascommercial machinery on storm water
several types of hazardous and for exposure of materials to storm waterdischarges will vary. ~actors at a site
non.hazardous wastes. Hazardous wastesdischarges. Facilities which have highwhich influence the water qualit)"

including paint wastes, solvent wastes,levels of engine exhaust from the include geographic location,
and sludge wastes are generated in manufacturing equipment, paint hydrogeology, the industrial activities
small quantities at the facilities withinresidue, and particulates in fumes fromexposed to storm water discharges, the
this industrial group. Paint wastes resultmetal processing activities such as facility’s size, the types of pollution
from painting operations and consist ofcutting, grinding, shaping, and welding,prevention measures/best management
paints and paint thinners. Solvent are subject to having particulate in thepractices in place, and the type,

duration, and intensity of storm events.wastes result from metal cutting, air emissions that may pollute storm
Taken together or separately, theseshaping, and cleaning operations. As thewater discharges.

metals are manufactured into different factors determine how polluted the
parts and treated with various Material handling activities such as storm water discharges will be at a given
chemicals, the different assembly partsloading and unloading areas may be facility. For example, scrap piles may be
must be cleaned with solvents to exposed to storm water discharges, a significant source of pollutants at
remove any chemical residues and These are areas where significant some facilities, while particulate stack
rinsed with water. The metal parts are materials are received and shipped at emissions may be the primary, poilutant
subject to more cleaning with detergentsthe facilities. Exposure of these source at others. Additionally, po~;utant
to remove the solvents and chemical materials to storm water may be sources other than storm water, such as
residues and rinsed again with water tominimized by having shipping/ illicit connections, spills, and other
remove the detergents. Sludge wastes receiving ames under cover, improperly dumped materials, may
are generated when wastewater For those facilities engaged in fuelingincrease the pollutant loading

discharged into Waters of the Uniteddischarges from painting, plating, and vehicle maintenance, gasoline andStates.finishing and parts cleaning operationsdiesel fuel are frequently stored Table AB-1 lists industrial activitiesare treated, and is generally shipped outdoors in aboveground storage tanksthat commonly occur at transportationoffsite for disposal. Hazardous wastes and 55 gallon drums. Most vehicles andequipment, industrial or commercialare stored in 55 gallon drums outdoors
before shipment and may be exposed toequipment also require oil, hydraulic machinery manufacturers, the pollutant
storm water discharges, fluids, antifreeze, and other fluids that sources at these facilities, and pollutants

Nonhazardous wastes from this may leak and contaminate storm waterthat are associated with these activities.
industry group include glass, tires, useddischarges. The discharges from these Table AB-1 identifies oil and grease.
wooden pallets, used equipment and areas are addressed elsewhere in today’sTSS, organics, and other parameters as
machinery, as well as plastics and permit, potential pollutants associated with
rubber wastes. All of these waste facilities covered by this section.

TABLE AB-1 .mDESCRIPTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES, POTENTIAL POLLUTANTSOURCES, AND POSSIBLE POLLUTANTS

Activity Pollutant source Pollutants

Outdoor Material Loading/Unloading Wooden pallets, castings, foundry sand, limestone, TSS, turbidity, dust, oil and grease, organics.
sp~lts/leal(s lrom material handling equipment.
solvents.

Outdoor Material and Equipment Foundry sand, limestone, used equipment, above TSS, turbidity, dust, oil and grease, heaw metals,
Storage. ground tanks, scrap metal, oil ar~l grease, raw and organics.

materials (e.g., aluminum, steel, iron, copper),
casl~ngs, solvents, acids, and p~unts.

Source: NPDES Storm Water Group Applications---Part 1. Received by EPA, March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.

Based on the similarities of the manufacturing facilities as a whole andinclude the eight pollutants that ai!
facilities included in this sector in termsnot subdivide this sector. Therefore. facilities were required to monitor for
of industrial activities and significant Table AB-2 lists data for selected under Form 2F. as well as any
materials, EPA believes it is appropriateparameters from facilities in the additional pollutants with medianto discuss the potential pollutants at industrial and commercial machinery concentrations higher than theindustrial and commercial machinery and transportation equipment benchmarks.and transportation equipment manufacturing sector. These data
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TABLE AB-2.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL MACHINERY AND
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING FACILITIES SUBMll-I’ING PART II SAMPLING DATA~ (mg/L)

NO. of faolitJes NO. Of $a/~o~es ~         Minimum Maximum k~    ! 95th be~:~efltlle [ 99th Defl:~fltitePollutant
Saml:~e t~De Gra~ Com~,, ~ C~p Gra0 Cor!!:} Gra~ ! Co,no G~’a~, C~p Gr~ Com~ Gra~ Combtl Gra~

BOD ................................................ 118 1131 207 199 12.5 7.32 0,0 0,0 513.0 22~.0 6.0 5.0 33.3 23.10 63.8 43.90
COD ................................................ 119 1141 204 194 68.2 47.20 0.0 0.0 940.0 610.0 37.6 30.5~ 228.9 142.4 469.7 2~1.9
~trate + Nithte Nit~ .................. 119 113 206 193 1.13 1.20 0.00 0.0 19.20 28.0 0.58 0.4,6 4.00 3.74 8.79 8.4,3
Total K~ek3ahl Nitrogefl ..................... 118 113 204 194 2.30 1.68 0.00 0.0 55.00 30.0 1.30 !.0~ 5.57 4.57 12.~ 8.11
Oil & Grease 122 213 N/A 7.1 N/A 0.0 N~A 223.0 N/A 0.0 N/A [ 28.1 N/A 92.6
~H .................................................... !13 N/A 201 N/A N/A N/A 4.1 N/A 9.1 N/A 7.1 N/A~     8.6 N/A 9.5 N/A
Total PhOSI:~OrUS ............................. 120 115 206 198 0.50 0.48 0.00 0.00 42.00 19.0 0.15

0.I3 1.21

1.17 2.70 2.F,,6
Tota~ Susoenoed SoliOs ................... 117 112 203 194 153 97 0 0 6453 3600 30 19 5~7 339 1501 1022
Zinc. Tota~ ........................................ 61     57 109 103 0.515 0.354 0.000~ 0.000    8.800    9.000    0.21    0.14 2.070 1.836    5.4431, 5.29;

Ap~:W~cat~ns that dw;I mot re~t the un=t~ of m~,~re~’r’~t for the re!xwled ~ of pollutants ~ not inclu~ied in the=e statistic. V~W,,~ i’~ixltte~ as nonoeteot or below ~etecti~’~ rirmt
aasurne~ to be 0,

,, Cornpo=te

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants pollutants in storm water discharges aretype of discharge generated. Each
exposure minimization practices, facility will be unique in that theIn evaluating options for controlling Exposure minimization practices lessensource, type, and volume ofpollutants in storm water discharges, the potential for storm water to come contaminated storm water dischargesEPA must achieve compliance with theinto contact with pollutants. Good will differ. In addition, the fate andtechnology-based standards of the Cleanhousekeeping practices ensure that transport of pollutants in theseWater Act (Best Available Technology facilities are sensitive to routine and discharges will vary. EPA believes that(BAT) and Best Conventional nonroutine activities which may the management practices discussedTechnology). The Agency does not increase pollutants in storm water herein are well suited mechanisms tobelieve that it is appropriate to establishdischarges. The BMPs which address prevent or control the contamination ofspecific numeric effluent limitations or good housekeeping and exposure storm water discharges associated witha specific design or performance minimization are easily implemented, transportation equipment, industrial orstandard in this sections for storm waterinexpensive, and require little, if any, commercial machinery manufacturers.discharges associated with industrial maintenance. BMP expenses may

activity from facilities which include construction of roofs for storage Part I group application data indicate
manufacture transportation equipment,areas or other forms of permanent coverthat BMPs have not been widely
industrial or commercial machinery to and the installation of berms/dikes, implemented at the representative
meet BAT/BCT standards of the Clean Other BMPs such as detention/retentionsampling facilities. Less than 25 percent
Water Act. Instead, this section ponds and filtering devices may be of the sampling subgroup reported that
establishes requirements for the needed at these facilities because of thethey store some materials indoors; less
development and implementation of contaminant level in the storm water than 10 percent cover loading areas,
site-specific storm water pollution discharges. The types of BMPs dumpsters, drums, or above ground
prevention plans consisting of a set of implemented will depend on the type oftanks; less than 5 percent of the
Best Management Practices (BMPs) thatdischarge, types and concentrations ofrepresentative facilities utilize waste
are sufficiently flexible to address contaminants, and the volume of the minimization practices (e.g., recycling
different sources of pollutants at flow. or reusing materials). ~o~ Because BMPs
different sites. The selection of the most effective described in part I data are ]lmited. the

Certain BMPs are implemented to BMPs will be based on site-specific following table is provided to identify
prevent and/or minimize exposure of considerations such as: facility size, BMPs that should be considered at
pollutants from industrial activities to climate, geographic location, geology/ facilities which manufacture
storm water discharges. EPA believes hydrology and the environmental transportation equipment, industrial or
the most effective BMPs for reducing setting of each facility, and volume andcommercial machinery.

TABLE AB-3.-~GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR FACILITIES WHICH MANUFACTURE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT,
INDUSTRIAL, OR COMMERCIAL MACHINERY

Activity Best management practices (BMPs)

Outdoor Unloading and Loading ........................ Confine loading/unloading activities to a designate~ area.
Consider performing loading/unloading activities inOoors or in a covered area.
Consider covenng loading/unloading area with permanent cover (e.g., roofs) or ternl~ra~

cover (e.g., tarps).
Close storm drains during loading/unloading activities in sun’ounding areas.
Avoid loading/unloading matenals in the rain.
Inspect the unloading/loading areas to detect problems before they occur.
Inspect all containers pnor to loading/unloading of any raw or spent materials.
Consider berming, curbing, or diking loading/unloading areas.
Use dry clearHJp methods instead of washing the areas down.
Train employees on proper loading/unloading techniques.

Outdoor Matenal Storage (including waste, and Confine storage of matenals, parts, and equipment to designated areas.
Darticulate emission management).

=o, These percentages were based on the these BMPs as part of their daily activities may not
information reported in the Pa~ 1 group recognize these practices as BMPs and as a result
applications. However. some facilities which utilL~e did not report this information in their applications.
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TABLE AB-3,---GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR FACILITIES WHICH MANUFACTURE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT,
INDUSTRIAL, OR COMMERCIAL MACHINERY~Ontil3ued

Activity Best management practices (BMPs)

Consider curbing, berming, or diking all liquid storage areas.
Train employees on proper waste control and disposal.
Consider covedng tanks.
Ensure that all containers are closed (e.g., valves shut, lids sealed, ca~s closed).
Wash and nnse containers indoors belore storing them outdoors.
If outside or in covered areas, minimize runon of storm water by grading the land to divert flow

away from containers.
Inventory all raw and spent materials.
Clean around vents and stacks.
Place tubs around vents and stacks to collect particulate.
Inspect air emission control systems (e.g., baghouses) regularly, and repair or replace when

necessary.
Store wastes in covered, leak proof containers (e.g., dumpstars, drums).
Consider shipping all wastes to offsite landfills or ~eatment facilities.
Ensure hazardous waste disposal practices are performed in accordance with Federal, State,

and local requirements.
Sources: NPDES Storm Water Group Applications--Part 1.. Received by EPA, March 18, 1991 through December 31, 1992.
EPA, Off~,e of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial Activities: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best

Management Practices." EPA 832-R-92-006.

4. Special Conditions storm water discharges associated with in the selection of appropriate structural
industrial activity from a facility, and nonstructural control techniques.

There are no additional requirements Specific requirements for a pollution Plans must desc~be the followingunder this section other than those prevention plan for transportation elements:
stated in Part III of today’s permit, equipment, industrial or commercial (a) Site Map--The plan must centain
5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention machinery manufacturing facilities area map of the site that shows the pattern
Plan Requirements described below. These requirements of storm water ~Lramage, structurai and

must be implemented in addition to thenonstructural features that control
EPA believes that pollution common pollution prevention plan pollutants in storm water runoff and

prevention is the most effective provisions discussed in section VI.C. ofprocess wastewater discharges, surface
approach for controlling contaminated today’s fact sheet, water bodies (including wetlands),
storm water discharges ~rom facilities a. Contents of the Plan. Storm water places where significant materials 1o~ are
which manufacture transportation pollution prevention plans are intendedexposed to rainfall and runoff, and
equipment, industrial or commercial to aid operators of transportation locations of major spills and leaks that
machinery. The requirements includedequipment, industrial or commercial occurred in the 3 years prior to the date
in the pollution prevention plans machinery manufacturing facilities to of the submission of a Notice of Intent
provide a flexible framework for the evaluate all potential prevention sources(NOI) to be covered under this permit.
development and implementation of at a site, and assist in the selection andThe map must also indicate the
site-specific controls to minimize the implementation of appropriate measuresdirection of storm water flow. An
pollutants in storm water discharges, designed to prevent, or control, the outline of the drainage area for each
This flexibility is necessary because discharge of pollutants in storm water ouffall must be provided: and the
each facility is unique in that the runoff. EPA has developed guidance location of each outfall and monitoring
source, type, and volume of entitled "Storm Water Management for points must be indicated. An estimz te of
contaminated storm water discharge Industrial Activities: Developing the total site acreage utilized for each
will vary from site to site. Pollution Prevention Plans and Best industrial activity {e.g., storage of raw

Under today’s permit, all facilities Management Practices," EPA, 1992, materials, waste materials, and used
must prepare and implement a storm {EPA 832-R-92-006) to assist equipment) must be provided. These
water pollution prevention plan. The permittees in developing and areas include liquid storage tanks.
pollution prevention plan requirement implementing pollution prevention stockpiles, holding bins, used
reflects EPA’s decision to allow measures, equipment, and empty dn.Lm storage.
operators of transportation equipment, (1) Description of Potenti~l Pollutant

~ Significant materials include, ’ .... but [are}industrial or commercial machinery Sources. Each storm water pollution not limited to: raw materials, fuels, materials suchmanufacturing facilities to utilize BMPs prevention plan must describe as solvents, detergents, and plastic pellets; fimshedas the BAT/BCT level of control for the activities, materials, and physical mate~aLs such as metallic products: " " "
storm water discharges covered by thisfeatures of the facility that may hazardous substances dasignated under section

101(14) of C~RCI~A; any Chemical facilities aresection, contribute pollutants to storm water required to report pursuant to section 313 of Title
There are two major obiectives of a runoff or, during periods of dry weather,~I of SARA; fertilizers; pasticides: and waste

pollution prevention plan: 1) to identify result in ~ weather flows. This products such as ashes, slag, and sludge that nave
the potential to be released with storm watersources of pollution potentially affecting assessment of potential storm water discharge." {~0 CFR 12Z.26Co}(12)). Si~mficantthe quality of storm water discharges pollutant source will support materials commonly found at transponar~on

associated with industrial activity from subsequent efforts to identify and set equipment, industrial or commercial machinery
a facihty; and 2) to describe and ensurepriorities for necessary changes in manufacturing facilities include raw and scrap

metals: solvents: used equipment: pe(xoleum c)asedimplementation of practices to materials, materials management produms: wa~e materials or by-products usen or
minimize and control pollutants in practices, or site features, as well as aid create~ by the facili~.
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These areas are considered to be (d) Non-storm Water Discharges-- commercial machinery manufacturing
significant potential sources of Each pollution prevention plan must occurs indoors, the BMPs identified
pollutants at facilities which include a certification, signed by an above are geared towards only those
manufacture transportation equipment,authorized individual, that discharges activities occurring outdoors or
industrial or commercial machinery, from the site have been tested or otherwise have a potential to contribute
The site map must also indicate th~ evaluated for the presence of non-stormpollutants to storm water discharges.
outfall locations and the .types of water, the results of any test and/or Pollution prevention plans must
discharges contained in the drainage evaluation conducted to detect such discuss the reasons each selected
areas of the outfalls (e.g. storm water discharges, the test method or control or practice is appropriate for the
and air conditioner condensate). In evaluation criteria used, the dates on facility and how each of the potential
order to increase the readability of the which tests or evaluations were pollutant sources will be addressed,
map, the inventory of the types of performed, and the onsite drainage Plans must identify the time during
discharges contained in each outfall points directly observed during the testwhich controls or practices will be
may be kept as an attachment to the siteor evaluation. Pollution prevention implemented, as well the effect the

ma~.
plans must identify and ensure the controls or practices will have on storm

( ) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- implementation of" appropriate pollution water discharges from the site. At a
Facility operators are required to prevention measures for any non-stormminimum, the measures and controls
carefully conduct an inspection of the water discharges, must address the following components:
site to identify si~n.ificant materials that (e} Sampling Data--Any existing data (a) Good Housekeeping--Permittees
are or may be exposed to storm water describing the quality or quantity of must describe protocols established to
discharges. The inventory must addressstorm w~ter discharges from the facilityreduce the possibility of mishandling
materials that within 3 years prior to themust be summarized in the plan. The chemicals or equipment and training
date of the submission of a Notice of description should include a discussionemployees in good housekeeping
Intent (NOI) to be covered under this of the methods used to collect and techniques. Specifics of this plan must
permit have been handled, stored, analyze the data. Sample collection be communicated to appropriate plant
processed, treated, or disposed of in a points should be identified in the plan personnel.
manner to allow exposure to storm and shown on the site map. (b] Preventive Maintenance--
water. Findings of the inventory must be (/) Summary of Potential Pollutant Permittees are required to develop a
documented in detail in the pollution Sources~The description of potential preventive maintenance program that
prevention plan. At a minimum, the pollutant sources should clearly point toincludes regular inspections and
plan must describe the method and activities, materials, and physical maintenance of storm water BMPs.
location of onsite storage or disposal; features of the facility that have a Inspections should assess the
practices used to minLmiza contact of reasonable potential to contribute effectiveness of the storm water
materials with precipitation and runoff; significant amounts of pollutants to pollution prevention plan. They allow
existing structural and nonstructural storm water. Any such activities, facility personnel to monitor the
controls that reduce pollutants in stormmaterials, or features must be addressedcomponents of the plan on a regular
water; existing structural controls that by the measures and controls basis. The use of a checklist is
limit process wastewater discharges; subsequently described in the plan. In encouraged, as it will ensure that all of
and any treatment the runoff receives conducting the assessment, the facility the appropriate areas are inspected and
before it is discharged to surface watersoperator must consider the following provide documentation for
or through a separate storm sewer activities: raw material~ (liquid storagerecordkeeping purposes.
system. The description must be tanks, stockpiles, holding bins), waste (c) SpillPrevention and Response
updated whenever there is a significantmaterials (empty drum storage), and Procedures~Permittees are required to
change in the type or amounts of used equipment storage areas. The identify proper material handling
materials, or material management assessment must list any significant procedures, storage requirements,
practices, that may affect the exposure pollutant parameter(s) (i.e., total containment or diversion equipment,
of materials to storm water, suspended solids, oil and grease, etc.)and spill removal procedures to reduce

(c) Significant Spills and Leaks--Theassociated with each source, exposure of spills to storm water
plan must include a list of any (2) Measures and Controls. Permitteesdischarges. Areas and activities which
significant spills and leaks of toxic or must select, describe, and evaluate theare high risks for spills at transportation
hazardous pollutants that occurred in pollution prevention measures. BMPs, equipment, industrial or commercial
the 3 years prior to the date of the and other controls that will be machinery manufacturing facilities
submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI) implemented at the facility. Source include raw material unloading and
to be covered under this permit, reduction measures include preventiveproduct loading areas, material storage
Significant spills include, but are not maintenance, spill prevention, goodareas, and waste management areas.
limited to, releases of oil or hazardoushousekeeping, training, and proper These activities and areas and their
substances in excess of reportable materials management. If source drainage points must be described in the
quantities under Section 311 of CWA reduction is not an option. EPA plan.
(see 40 CFR Section 110.10 and Sectionsupports the use of source control (d) Inspections-Qualified personnel
117.21) or Section 102 of the measures. These include BMPs such asmust inspect designated equipment and
Comprehensive Environmental material covenng, water diversion, andareas of the facihty at the proper
Response, Compensation and Liabilitydust control. If source reduction or intervals specified in the plan. The plan
Act (CERCLA) (see 40 CFR Section source control are not available, then should identify, areas which have the
302.4). Significant spills may also recycling or waste treatment are other potential to pollute storm water for
include releases of oil or hazardous alternatives. Recycling allows the reuseperiodic inspections. Records of
substances that are not in excess of of storm water, while treatment lowers inspections must be maintained onsite.
reporting requirements and releases ofpollutant concentrations prior to (e) Employee Training--Permittees
materials that are not classified as oil ordischarge. Since the majority of must describe a program for informing
a hazardous substance, transportation equipment, industrial or and educating personnel at all levels of
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responsibility of the components and appropriate within 2 weeks after each implementing the pollution prevention
goals of the storm water pollution evaluation. Changes in the measures plan.
prevention plan. A schedule for and controls must be implemented on Quarterly visual examinations of a
conducting this training should be the site in a timely manner, never morestorm water discharge from each outfall
provided in the plan. Where than 12 weeks after completion of the are required at transportation
appropriate, contractor personnel must evaluation, equipment, industrial, or commercial
also be trained in relevant aspects of machinery manufacturing facilities. The
storm water pollution prevention. 6. Numeric Effluent Limitation examination must be of a grab sample
Topics for employee training should There are no additional numeric collected from each storm water outfall.
include good housekeeping, materials effluent limitations under this section The examination of storm water grab
management, and spill response other than those included in part V.B ofsamples shall include any observations
procedures. EPA recommends that the permit, of color, odor, turbidity, floating solids,
facihties conduct training annually at a foam, oil sheen, or other obvious
minimum. However, more frequent 7. Monitoring and Reporting indicators of storm water pollution. The
training may be necessary at facilities Requirements examinations must be conducted in a
with high turnover of employees or a. Monito~ng Requirements. The well lit area. No analytical tests are
where employee participation is regulatory modifications at 40 CFR required to be performed on these
essential to the storm water pollution 122.44 (i)(2) established on April 2, samples.

The examination must be made atprevention plan. 1992, grant permit writers the flexibility least once in each designated period()~ Becordkeeping and Internal "to reduce monitoring requirements inReporting Procedures~Permittees must during daylight hours unless there is
storm water discharge permits. EPA hasinsufficient rainfall or snow-melt todescribe procedures for developing anddetermined that the potential for stormretaining records on the status and runoff. EPA ex~. ects that, whenever

effectiveness of plan implementation, water discharges to contain pollutants practicable, the same individual should
This includes the success and failure ofabove benchmark levels, because of thecarry out the collection and examination
BMPs implemented at the facility, industrial activities and materials of d[scharges throughout the life of the

(g) Sediment and Erosion Control-- exposed to precipitation, does not permit to ensure the greatest degree of
Permittees must identify areas, due to support sampling at facilities that consistency possible. Examinations
topography, activities, soils, cover manufacture transportation equipment, shall be conducted in each of the
materials, or other factors that have a industrial, or commercial machinery, following periods for the purposes of
high potential for soil erosion. MeasuresBased on a consideration of the BMPs inspecting storm water quality
to eliminate erosion must be identified typically used at these facilities, and associated with storm water runoff and
in the plan. generally low pollutant values from the snow melt: January through March:

(h) Management of Bunoff-- application data, EPA believes that theApril through June; July through
Permittees must provide an assessmentpollution prevention plan with visual September: October through December.
of traditional storm water management examinations of storm water discharges Grab samples shall be collected within
practices that divert, infiltrate, reuse, or will help to ensure storm water the first 30 minutes (or as soon
otherwise manage storm water so as tocontamination is minimized. Under thethereafter as practical, but not to exceed
reduce the discharge of pollutants. Storm Water Regulations at 40 CFR 1 hour) of when the runoff begins
Based on this assessment, practices to 122.26(b)(14), EPA defined "storm waterdischarging. Reports of the visual
control runoff from these areas must be discharge associated with~ industrial include: the examination date and time,
identified and implemented as requiredactivity". The focus of today’s permit is examination personnel, visual quality of
by the plan. to address the presence of pollutants the storm water discharge, and probable

(3) Comprehensive Site Compliance that are associated with the industrial sources of any observed storm water
Evaluation. The storm water pollution activities identified in this definition contamination. The visual examination
prevention plan must describe the scopeand that might be found in storm waterreports must be maintained onsite with
and content of comprehensive site discharges. Under the methodology forthe pollution prevention plan.
inspections that qualified personnel willdetermining analytical monitoring EPA realizes that if a facility is
conduct to: (1) Confirm the accuracy ofrequirements, described in section inactive and unstaffed it may be
the description of potential sources VI.E. 1 of this fact sheet, zinc is above difficult to collect storm water discharge
contained in the plan, (2) determine thethe bench mark concentrations for the samples when a qualifying event occurs.
effectiveness of the plan, and (3) assessindustrial and commercial machinery Today’s final permit has been revised so
compliance with the terms and and transportation equipment sector, that inactive, unstaffed facilities can
conditions of this section. After a review of the nature of industrialexercise a waiver of the requirement to
Comprehensive site compliance activities and the significant materials conduct quarterly visual examination.
evaluations must be conducted once aexposed to storm water described by EPA believes that this quick and
year for transportation equipment, facilities in this sector, EPA has simple assessment will help the
industrial or commercial machinery determined that the higher permittee to determine the effectiveness
manufacturing facilities. The concentrations of zinc are not likely to of his/her plan on a regular basis at very
individualls) who will conduct the be caused by the industrial activity, butlittle cost. Although the visual
evaluations must be identified in the may be primarily due to non-industrial examination cannot assess the chemical
plan and should be members of the activities on-site. Today’s permit does properties of the storm water discharged
pollution prevention team. Evaluation not require industrial and commercial from the site, the examination will
reports must be retained for at least 3 machinery and transportation provide meaningful results upon which
years after the date of the evaluation, equipment facilities to conduct the facility may act quickly. The

Based on the results of each analytical monitonng for this parameter,frequency of this visual examination
evaluation, the description of potential Because permittees are not required to will also allow for timely adjustments to
pollution sources, and measures and conduct sampling, they will be able to be made to the plan. If BMPs are
controls, the plan must be revised as focus their resources on developing andperforming ineffectively, corrective
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action must be implemented. A set of components manufacturers includes prevention plan terms and conditions of
tracking or follow-up procedures must manufacturers of electricity distributionthis multi-sector permit are additive for
be used to ensure that appropriate equipment such as transformers and industrial activities being conducted at
actions are taken in response to the switch-gear, electrical industrial the same industrial facility (co-located
examinations. The visual examination isequipment such as motors and industrial activities). The operator of the
intended to be performed by members ofgenerators, household appliances, facility shall determine which other
the pollution prevention team. This electric lighting and wiring equipmentmonitoring and pollution prevention
hands-on examination will enhance thesuch as light bulbs and lighting fixtures,plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are
staffs understanding of the storm waterand audio and video equipment applicable to the facility.
problems on that site and the effects ofincluding phonograph records and
the management practices that are audio tapes and disks. Also included are2. Pollutants Found in Storm Water

included in the plan. manufacturers of communication Discharges
When a discharger is unable to collectequipment including telephone and a. Sources of Pollutants. As noted in

samples over the course of the visual telegraph equipment, radio and the preamble to the final storm water
examination period as a result of television equipment, electronic application regulations of November 16,
adverse climatic conditions, the components such as printed circuit 1990, most of the actual manufacturing
discharger must document the reasonboards and semiconductors and relatedand processing activity at these types of
for not performing the visual devices, and miscellaneous electrical facilities normally occurs indoors (55
examination and retain this items such as batteries and electrical FR 48008).
documentation onsite with the records equipment for automobiles. Additional information concermng
of the visual examinations. Adverse The group of analyzing, and these manufacturing processes and the
weather conditions which may prohibit controlling instruments, photographic, industrial sector itself can be found in
the collection of samples include medical and optical goods, and watchesthe following documents: "Development
weather conditions that create and clocks manufacturers includes Document for Effluent Limitations
dangerous conditions for personnel facilities which manufacture search, Guidelines and Standards for the
(such as local flooding, high winds, detection, navigation, or guidance Electrical and Electronics Components
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,systems such as radar and sonar Point Source Category, Phase I," EPA
etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofequipment, measurement and control 440/1-83/075: "Deve’lopment Document
a sample impracticable (drought, instruments and laboratory apparatus, for Effluent Limitations Guidelines and
extended frozen conditions, etc.), surgical, medical and dental Standards for the Electrical and

As discussed above, EPA does not instruments and supplies, photographicElectronic Components Point Source
believe that chemical monitoring is equipment and supplies, and watches Category, Phase II," EPA 440/1-84/075;
necessary for facilities that manufactureand clocks.
transportation equipment, industrial, or The computer and office equipment "Development Document for Existing

Source Pretreatrnent Standards for the
commemial machinery. EPA believes manufacturers group includes
that between quarterly visual manufacturers of computers, computer Electroplating Point Source Catego~,"

examinations and site compliance storage devices, and peripheral EPA 440/1-79/003; and "Development
Doctunent for Effluent Limitations

evaluations potential sources of equipment for computers such as

contaminants can be recognized, printers and plotters. Manufacturers of Guidelines and Standards for the Metal

addressed, and then controlled with miscellaneous office machines are alsoFinishing Point Source Category," EPA
440/1-83/091.

BMPs. in determining the monitoring included in this group:
The SIC codes of the facilities covered The types of activities at these

requirements, EPA considered the
nature of the industrial activities and by this section are in category (xi) of thefacilities where exposure to storm water

definition of storm water discharges may occur consist primarily of loading/
significant materials exposed at these associated with industrial activity, unloading activities, an~i the storage andsites, and performed a review of data

Storm water discharges from facilities inhandling of raw materials, by-products,
provided in Part 2 group applications, this category are only regulated where final products or waste products. A
AC. Storm Water Discharges Associatedprecipitation and storm water runon wide variety of materials are used at
With Indust~al Activity From Facilities come into contact with areas associatedthese facilities including metals, acids
That Manufacture Electronic and with industrial activities, and used for chemical etching, alkaline
Electrical Equipment and Components, significant materials. Significant solutions, solvents, various oils and
Photographic and Optical Goods materials include, but are not limited to,fuels and miscellaneous chemicals.

raw materials, waste products, fuels, Tanks or drums of these materials may
1. Discharges Covered Under This finished products, intermediate be exposed to storm water dunng
Section products, by-products, and other loading/un-loading operations, or

This sector covers storm water materials associated with industrial through outdoor storage or handhng at
discharges associated with industrial activities, some facilities.
activity from electronic and electrical When an industrial facility, described Liquid wastes which may be exposed
equipment manufacturing facilities (SICby the above coverage provisions of thisat least temporarily include spent
major group 36); measuring, analyzing,section, has industrial activities being solvents and acids, miscellaneous
and controlling instruments, conducted onsite that meet the chemicals and oily wastes. These wastes
photographic, medical and optical description(s) of industrial activities in may be contaminated with a variety of
goods, and watches and clocks another section(s), that industrial heavy metals and chtonnated
manufacturing facilities (SIC major facility shall comply with any and all hydrocarbons. Used equipment, scrap
group 38); and computer and office applicable monitoring and pollution metal and wire, soiled rags and sanding
equipment manufacturing facilities (SICprevention plan requirements of the materials may ~_!so be exposed to storm
357). other section(s) in addition to all water and constitute a potential source

More specifically, the group of applicable requirements in this section,of pollutants. In addition, some facilities
electronic and electrical equipment andThe monitoring and pollution reported that dumpsters containing non-
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hazardous wastes or manufacturing Table AC-1 lists potential pollutant manufacture electronic and electrical
debris may be exposed to storm water, sources from activities that commonly equipment and components,

take place at facihties which photographic and optical goods.

TABLE AC--I.~OMMON POLLUTANT SOURCES

Activity Pollutant source Pollutants

Outdoor Matedal Loading/Unloading .................. Wooden pallets, s!~ills~leaks from material TSS, oil and grease, organics.
handling equipment, raw materials, finished
products, solvents.

OutOoor Matedal and Equipment Storage .......... Sulfudc acid, alkaline solutions, solvents mis- Organics, oil and grease, acids, alkalinity,
cellaneous chemicaJs, oily wastes, lead, sit- heavy metals.
ver, copper, zinc, spent solvents and acids,
scrap metal and wre, oily rags.

b. Storm Water Sampling Results. Based on the similarities of the facilities included in this sector in terms of
industrial activities and significant materials, EPA believes it is appropriate to discuss the potential pollutants at electronic
and electric equipment and photographic and optical goods manufacturing facilities as a whole and not subdivide
this sector. Therefore, Table AC-2 lists data for selected parameters from facilities in the electronic and electric equipment
and photographic and optical goods manufacturing sector. This data includes the eight pollutants which all facilities
were required to monitor for under Form 2F, as well as the pollutants that EPA has determined may merit further
monitoring.

TABLE AC-2.~TATISTICS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS REPORTED BY ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL GOODS MANUFACTURING FAClUTIES SUBMITTING PART II SAMPLING DATAi (mg/L)

~0~ ................................ 25; 22 64 56 8.8 7.4~ 0.0 0.0 54.0 139.0 5.5 5.10 272 17.92 48.9 30.08
COD ................................. 25 22 65 56 59.2 38.3 0.0 0.0 450.0 220.0 46.0 24.0 173.3 122.2 304.9 235.5
klitr~te ÷ Nit,re Nitfoge~ .. 25 22 64 57 0.83 0.66 0.00 0.0 6.97 2.54 0.51 0.51 2.63 1.56 4.99 2.~0
Tot~ Kie~’tl Ni~ .... 25 22 64 5~ 1.45 1.34 0.00 0.0 10.20 13.5 1.05 1.01 4.26 4.22 7.41 7.68
~1 & Gre~e .................... 25 N/A 69 N/A 0.6 N/A 0.0 N/A 9.0 N/A 0.0 N/A 3.5 N/A 8.3 N/A
;~H .................................... 25 N/A 6~1 N/A N/A N/A 5.0 N/A 8.8 N/A 7.5 N/A 9.0 N/A 9.7 N/A
TotaJ Phos~ott o~’u~ ............. 24 21 64 57 1.50 1.0~ 0.00 0.0 80.10 44.4 0.13 0.!6 1.86 1.72 4.93 4.4~
To~l SusOended Sol~ts ... 24 22 63 5~ 89 67 0 0 610 716 29 14 424 262 1209 722
~luminum, Total ............... 4 4~ 4 4 3.05 0.60 0.00 0.00 9.40 1.00 1.40 0.70 15.37 1.34 2~.78 1.75
Zinc, Tot~ ........................ 16 141 51 48 0.18~ 0.152 0.000 0.00~ 1.101 1.20~ 0.09 0.09 0.563 0.50C 1.0~0 0.94~

~App~ications that did not report the units of measureme~lt fo~" the refx~ted vaJue~ of p~lu~nts were not inciuded in these statistics. Values refx~ed as non-detect ot below detection lim~ were
assumed to de 0.

3. Options for Controlling Pollutants pollutants from industrial activities to The selection of the most effective
storm water discharses. EPA believes BMPs will be based on site-specific

In evaluating options for controlling the most effective BM]~s for reducing considerations such as: facility size,
pollutants in storm water discharges, pollutants in storm water discharges areclimate, geographic location, geology/
EPA must achieve compliance with theexposure minimization practices, hydrology and the environmental
technology-based standards of the CleanExposure minimization practices lessensetting of each facility, and volume and
Water Act [Best Available Technology the potential for storm water to come type of discharse generated. Each
(BAT) and Best Conventional into contact with pollutants. Good facility will be unique in that the
Technology]. The Agency does not housekeeping practices ensure that source, type, and volume of
believe that it is appropriate to establishfacilities are sensitive to routine and contaminated storm water discharses
specific numeric effluent limitations ornonroutine activities which may will differ. In addition, the fate and
a specific design or performance increase pollutants in storm water transport of pollutants in these
standard in this section for storm waterdischarges. The BMPs which address discharges will vary. EPA believes that
discharges associated with industrial good housekeeping and exposure the management practices discussed
activity from facilities which minimization are easily implemented,herein are well suited mechanisms to
manufacture electronic and electrical inexpensive, and require little, if any, prevent or control the contamination ofequipment and components, and maintenance. BMP expenses may storm water discharges associated with
photographic and optical goods to meetinclude construction of roofs for storagemanufacturers of electronic andBAT/BCT standards of the Clean Waterareas or other forms of permanent coverelectrical equipment and components,
Act. Instead, this section establishes and the installation of berms/dikes, and photographic and optical goods.
requirements for the development andOther BMPs such as detention/retention Part I group application data
implementation of site-specific storm ponds and filtering devices may be indicated that the most widely
water pollution prevention plans needed at these facilities because of theimplemented BlvfPs are spill prevention
consisting of a set of Best Management contaminant level in the storm water and response techniques (used by
Practices (BMPs) that are sufficiently discharges. The types of BMPs approximately 68 percent of the
flexible to address different sources of implemented will depend on the type ofsampling facilities) and wastepollutants at different sites, discharge, types and concentrations of minimization practices (employed by

Certain BMPs are implemented to contaminants, and the volume of the approximately 54 percent of the
prevent and/or minimize exposure of flow. sampling facilities). However, less than
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30 percent of the sampling subgroup percent store raw materials indoors.’O~ with activities that routinely occur at
reported that they use covering; Because BMPs described in part I datamanufacturers of electronic and
approximately 3 percent have roofs overare generally l~nitod, Table AC-3 is electrical equipment and components,
their raw materials; and less than 3 provided to identi~ BlVIPs associated and photographic and optical goods.

TABLE AC-3.---.GENERAL STORM WATER BMPS FOR MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND
COMPONENTS, PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL GOODS

Activity Best management practices (BMPs)

Outdoor Unloading and Loading ........................ Confine loading/unloading activitJas to a designated area.
Consider performing loading/unloading activities indoors or in a covered area.
Consider covering loading/unloading area with permanent cover (e.g., roofs) or temporary

cover (e.g., tarps).
Close storm drains during loading/unloading actJvitias in surrounding areas.
Avoid loading/unloading materials in the rain.
Inspect the unloading/loading areas to detect problems before they occur.
Inspect all containers pdor to loading/unloading of any raw or spent matenals.
Consider perming, curbing, or diking loading/unloading areas.
Dead-end sump where spilled materials could be directed.
Ddp pans under hoses.
Use dry clean-up methods instead of washing the areas down.
Train employees on proper loading/unloading techniques and spill prevention and response.

Outdoor Material Storage (including waste, and Confine storage of materials, parts, and equipment to designated areas.
particulate emission management).

Consider secondary containment using curbing, berming, or diking all liquid storage areas.
Train employees in spill prevention and response techniques.
Train employees on proper waste contrdi and disposal.
Consider covedng tanks.
Ensure that all containers are dosed (e.g., valves shut, lids sealed, caps closed).
Wash and dnse containers indoors before storing them outdoors
If outside or in covered areas, minimize runon of storm water by grading the land to divert flow

away from comainsrs.
Leak detection and container integnt~ tesl~ng.
Direct runoff to oneite retention pond,
Inventow all raw and spent materials.
Clean around vents and stacks.
Place tubs around vents and stacks to collect particulate.
Inspect air emission control systems (e.g., baghouses) regularly, and repair or replace when

necessary.
Store wastes in covered, leak proof containers (e.g., dumpsters, drums).
Consider shipping all wastes to offsite landfills or treatment facilities.
Ensure hazardous waste disposal practices are periormed in accordance with Federal, State,

and local requirements.
Sources: NPDES Storm Water Group Applicet~on~Part 1. Received by EPA, March 18, 1991, through December 31,1992.
EPA, Office of Water. September 1992. "Storm Water Management for Industrial ActivitJas: Developing Pollution Prevention Plans and Best

Management Practices." EPA 832.-R-92-006.

4. Special Conditions 7. Monitoring and Reporting discharge associated with industrial

There are no additional requirements
Requirements activity". The focus of today’s permit is

under this section other than those a. Monitoring Bequirements. The
to address the presence of pollutants

stated in Part VI.B of this fact sheet, regulatory modifications at 40 CFR that are associated with the indusu-ial
122.44 (i)(2) established on April 2,      activities identified in this definition

5. Storm Water Pollution Prevention 1992, grant permit writers the flexibilityand that might be found in storm water
Plan Requirements to reduce monitoring requirements in discharges. Under the methodolo~ for

storm water discharge permits. EPA hasdetermining analytical monitoring
There are no additional requirementsdetermined that the potential for stormrequirements, described in section

beyond those described in Part VI.C. of water discharges to contain pollutantsVI.E. 1 of this fact sheet, aluminum and
this fact sheet, above benchmark levels, because of thezinc are above the bench mark
6. Numeric Effluent Limitations industrial activities and materials concentrations for the electronic,

exposed to precipitation, does not electric, photographic and optical goods
No numeric effluent limitations are support sampling at facilities that sector. After a review of the nature of

included for facilities in this sector, manufacture electronic and electrical industrial activities and the significant
beyond those described in Part V.B. of equipment and components, materials exposed to storm water
today’s permit, photographic, and optical goods. Underdescribed by facilities in this sector,

the Storm Water Regulations at 40 CFREPA has determined that the higher
122.26(’o)(14), EPA defined "storm waterconcentrations of aluminum and zinc

~O~These percentages were based on the these BMPs as part of their daily activities may not
information reported in the Part 1 group recognize these practices es BMPs and as a result
applications. However. some facilities which utilize did not report this information in their applications.
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are not likely to be mused by the that inactive, unstaffed facilities can under the Paperwork Reduction Act of
industrial activity, but may be primarily exercise a waiver of the requirement to 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. The
due to non-industrial activities on-site, conduct quarterly visual examination, information collection requirements in
Today’s permit does not require EPA believes that this quick and today’s permit have already been
electronic, electric, photographic and simple assessment will help the approved by the Office of Management
optical goods facilities to conduct permittee to determine the effectivenessand Budget (OMB) in previous
analytical monitoring for these of his/her plan on a regular basis at verysubmissions made for the NPDES permit
parameters, little cost. Although the visual program under the provisions of theBased on a consideration of the BMPsexamination cannot assess the chemicalClean Water Act.typically used at these facilities, and properties of the storm water discharged
generally low pollutant values from the from the site, the examination will X. 401 Certification
application data, EPA believes that theprovide meaningful results upon which Section 401 of the CWA provides that
pollution prevention plan with visual the facility may act quickly. The no Federal license or permit, including
examinations of storm water dischargesfrequency of this visual inspection will NPDES permits, to conduct any activitywill help to ensure storm water also allow for timely adjustments to be that may result in any discharge intocontamination is minimized. Because made to the plan. If BMPs are navigable waters, shall be granted untilpermittees are not required to conduct performing ineffectively, corrective the State in which the dischargeanalytical monitoring, they will be able action must be implemented. A set of originates certifies that the dischargeto focus their resources on developing tracking or follow-up procedures must will comply with the applicableand implementing the pollution be used to ensure that appropriate provisions of Sections 301,302,303,prevention plan. actions are.taken in response to the 306, and 307 of the CWA. The SectionQuarterly visual examination of a inspections. The visual examination is 401 certification process has beenstorm water discharge from each outfall intended to be performed by members ofcompleted for all States, indian lands,are required. The examination must be the pollution prevention team. This and Federal facilities covered by today’sof a grab sample collected from each hands-on examination will enhance the general permit. The following summarystorm water outfall. The examination ofstaff’s understanding of the storm water indicates where additional permitstorm water grab samples shall include problems on that site and the effects ofrequirements have been added as aany observations of color, odor, the management practices that are result of the certification process andturbidity, floating solids, foam, oil included in the plan.
sheen, or other obvious indicators of When a discharger is unable to collectalso provides a more detailed discussion

of additional requirements for thestorm water pollution. The examinationsamples over the course of the visual District of Columbia, Louisiana, Newmust be conducted in a well lit area. Noexamination period as a result of Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Arizona. andanalytical tests are required to be adverse climatic conditions, the
performed on these samples, discharger must document the reason Washington State.

The examination must be made at for not performing the visual Region Ileast once in each designated period examination and retain this Connecticut: Indian lands only, no 401during daylight hours unless there is documentation onsite with the records conditions.insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to of the visual examinations. Adverse Maine: No 401 conditions.runoff. Whenever practicable, the sameweather conditions which may prohibitMarne Indian lands: No 401 conditions.individual should carry out the the collection of samples include Massachusetts: No 401 conditions.collection and examination of weather conditions that create Massachusetts: Indian lands only, nodischarges throughout the life of the dangerous conditions for personnel 401 conditions.permit to ensure the greatest degree of (such as local flooding, high winds, New Hampshire: no 401 conditions.consistency possible. Examinations hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, New Hampshire: Indian lands only, noshall be conducted in each of the etc.) or otherwise make the collection of 401 conditions.following periods for the purposes of a sample impracticable (drought, Rhode Island: Indian lands only, no 401inspecting storm water quality extended frozen conditions, etc.), conditions.associated with storm water runoff and As discussed above, EPA does not Vermont: Indian lands only, no 401snow melt: January through March; believe that analytical monitoring is conditions.April through June: July through necessary for facilities that manufacture Vermont: Federal facilities only. no 401September; October through December.electronic and electrical equipment and conditions.Grab samples shall be collected within components, photographic, and optical
Region ffthe first 30 minutes (or as soon goods. EPA believes that betweenthereafter as practical, but not to exceedquarterly visual examinations and site Puerto Rico: no 401 conditions.I hour) of when the runoff begins compliance evaluations potential Puerto Rico: Federal facilities only, nodischarging. Reports of the visual sources of contaminants can be 401 conditions.examination include: the examination recognized, addressed, and thendate and time, examination personnel,controlled with BMPs. In determining Region II1

visual quality of the storm water the monitoring requirements, EPA District of Columbia: see the following
discharge, and probable sources of anyconsidered the nature of the industrial and Part XII of the permit for 401
observed storm water contamination, activities and significant materials conditions.
The visual examination reports must beexposed at these sites, and performed a The District of Columbia has addedmaintained onsite with the pollution review of data provided in Part 2 groupthe following permit conditions in orderprevention plan. applications, to protect water quality in the District.EPA realizes that if a facility is

A copy of all storm water pollutioninactive and unstaffed it may "be IX. Paperwork Reduction Act
prevention plans required under thedifficult to collect storm water discharge EPA has reviewed the requirements permit shall be submitted to the Districtsamples when a qualifying event occurs,imposed on regulated facilities in this of Columbia’s Department of ConsumerToday’s final permit has been revised soproposed multi-sector general permit and Regulatory Affairs, Environmental
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Regulation Administration, for review Natural Resources. These facilities are New Mexico: see the following and
and approval, provided with an address to help in Part XII of the permit for 401 conditions.

District of Columbia: Federal facilitiesdetermining if they have responsibilities As a condition for certification under
only, see the following and Part XII for for obtaining clearance from the Section 401 of the CWA, the State of
401 conditions. Louisiana Department of Natural New Mexico required inclusion of the

The District of Columbia has added Resources. These facilities cannot befollowing conditions necessary to insure
the following permit conditions for eligible for coverage under this N’PDEScompliance with State water quality
Federal facilities in order to protect thepermit unless they have fulfilled their standards (letter dated June 16, 1995).
quality of waters in the District and responsibilities under the Louisiana These conditions apply to permittees
surrounding areas including the Coastal Zone Management Program. with facilities discharging into waters of
Chesapeake Bay. Any Federal facility. This is a condition of certification from the State of New Mexico. This testing
regulated by this permit shall include inthe State of Louisiana {letter June 29, requirement is in addition to any other
its storm water management plan 1995). monitoring required under the permit.
required by this permit the following As a condition for certification under Results of the testing requirement is to
additional items: current nitrogen and Section 401 of the CWA, the State of be reported only to the State of New
phosphorus loads, current fertilizer Louisiana {letter dated February 1, 1995)Mexico at the address given in the
usage, current exterior pesticide usage,required inclusion of the following permit. A copy of the data shall be kept
and current urea for deicing usage: limitations necessary to insure with the Pollution Prevention Plan.
volume of any storm water diver~ed to compliance with State water quality New Mexico: Federal Indian
the sanitary sewer from roof leaders orstandards. These limitations are Reservations only, no 401 conditions.
other connections and the volume of required "under Louisiana Annotated Oklahoma: see the following and Part
any ground water diverted to the Code 33:IX.708 {LAC 33:IX.708). XII of the permit for 401 conditions.
sanitary sewer; proposed reductions in {1) General Limitations become

Under section 301 of the CWA and 40
nutrient and pesticides loads in effective on the effective date of the

CFR 122.44, EPA is required to include
permit conditions necessary to insureaccordance with the Chesapeake Bay permit.

Restoration goals; any Federal facility compliance with more stringent
regulated by this permit, which manages Daily conditions of State law. The proposed

significant quantities of animals or Parameter maximum permit included requirements based on
animal wastes, shall provide in the (rr~) the 1988 Oklahoma Water Quality

Standards, prohibiting new point sourcestorm water management plan an Tom Organic Carbon (TOC) ........ 50 discharges to several classes of high
accounting of these animal wastes, and Oil & Grease .................................15 quality waterbodies of the State. The
nutrient control measures for avoiding,

final permit conditions reflect thereducing, or eliminating runoff of these {2} Oil & Gas Exploration and requirements of Oklahoma Annotatedanimal wastes; and any Federal facility Production Facility requirements Code Title 785, chapter 45 {OACregulated by this permit whose storm become effective on the effective date of 785:45-5-25}, effective June 25, 1992.water discharges to a combined sewer the permit.
shall study, or contribute to any joint In order to comply with OAC 785:45-

study, the impact of its storm water Daily 5-25, the permit will not authorize any
discharge(s) on combined sewer Parameter maximum new point source discharge of storm
overflows, and address potential (rag/l) water associated with industrial activity

to "new" point source discharges ofsolution(s) to avoid, reduce, or eliminate Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 100 storm water associated with industrialthe combined sewer overflows caused Total Organic Carbon (TOC) ........ 50 activity (those commencing after theby its storm water discharge(s}. In Oil & Grease ................................. 15 June 25, 1992, effective date of theaddition, a copy of all storm water
pollution prevention plans required Chlorides: (a) Maximum chloride

Oklahoma Water Quality Standards--
OAC 785:45) to the following waters:under the permit shall be submitted toconcentration of the discharge shall not {i) Watarbodies designatedasthe District of Columbia’s Department ofexceed two times the ambient "outstanding Resource Waters" and/orConsumer and Regulatory Affairs, concentration of the receiving water in "Scenic Rivers" in appendix A of theEnvironmental Regulation brackish marsh areas. Oklahoma Water Quality Standards:Administration, for review and Co] Maximum chloride concentration {ii} Oklahoma watarbodies locatedapproval, of the discharge shall not exceed 500 within the watersheds of waterbodiesDelaware: Federal facilities only, no mg/l in ~reshwater or intermediate designated as "Scenic Rivers" in401 conditions, marsh areas and upland areas, appendLx A of the Oklahoma Water

Region IV Monitoring requirements for Total Quality Standards; and
Florida: no 401 conditions. Organic Carbon {TOC) and Oil and {iii} Waterbodias located within the

Grease have been added to all facilities boundaries of Oklahoma Water Quality
Region V/ required to monitor annually or semi- Standards appendix B areas which are

Louisiana: see the following and Partannually. Facilities without monitoringspecifically designated as "Outstanding
XII of the permit for 401 conditions, requirements must insure the pollutionResource Waters" in appendix A of the

In accordance with the Louisiana prevention plan will insure complianceOklahoma Water Quality Standards.
Coastal Zone Management Program with these effluent limitations. The In addition to this ger~eral permit
(LRS 49:214}, all facilities whose definitions of brackish marsh, exclusion on coverage, the Agency
activities occur in, or have an effect on,freshwater marsh, intermediate marsh, would like to emphasize the OAC
the designated costal zone of Louisiana,upland area, and saline marsh at LAC 785:45-5-25 also prohibits the issuance
must obtain an individual coastal zone 33:IX.708 have been included in Part X.of any NPDES discharge permit {other
consistency concurrence, permit, or of the permit, than for storm water runoff from
waiver from the Coastal Management Louisiana: Federal Indian temporary construction activity) for new
Division of the Louisiana Department ofReservations only, no 401 conditions, point source discharges to ORWs or
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Scenic Rivers, that commences after For specific applicability, or a The following effluent limitations are
June 25, 1992. complete listing of affected waterbodies,required under the Texas Water Quality

Outstanding Resource Waters and perrnittees should refer to the OklahomaStandards (31 TAC 319.22 and 319.23).Scenic Rivers are located in the Water Quality Standards, appendices AAll pollution prevention plansfollowing river basins identified in and B, or contact the Oklahoma Water developed pursuant to this permit mustOklahoma Water Quality Standards. Resources Board. enable the discharger to comply withBasin 1--Middle Arkansas River: Oklahoma: Federal Indian
Barren Fork and certain listed Reservations only, no 401 conditions, the limitations listed below.
tributaries; and the Upper Illinois River Texas: see the ~ollowing and Part XIIAll Discharges to Inland Waters
above Barren Fork confluence and of the permit for 401 conditions.
certain listed tributaries. As a condition for certification under The maximum allowable

Basin 2~Lower Arkansas River: Lee section 401 of the CWA, the State of concentrations of each of the hazardous
Creek and certain listed tributaries. Texas required inclusion of the metals, stated in terms of milligrams per

Basin 4~Lower Red River: Upper following conditions necessary to insureliter (rag/l), for discharges to inland
Mountain Fork River and certain listed compliance with State water quality waters are as follows:
tributaries, standards.

Total metal Monthly Daily
average composite Single grab

Arsenic ............................................................................................................................................... 0.1 0.2 0.3Barium ....................... . 1.0 2.0 4.0Cadmium .................................. " ...............................................................................
Chromium ........................iii ..................................................................................

0.05 0.1 0.2
............................................... 0.5 1.0 5.0Copper ............................................................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 2.0Lead ................................................................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 1.5Manganese ........................................................................................................................................ 1.0 2.0 3.0Mercury .............................................................................................................................................. 0.005 0.005 0.01Nickel ............................................................................................................................................... 1.0 2.0 3.0Selenium ........................................ 0.05 O. 1 0.2Silver ...................................." ..........i; ...........ii’";’i"’"i;i[;ii;ii;iiii;;[i;i;;;i;iiii[[i;[[ [[i 0.05 0.1 02Zinc .................................................................................................................................................... 1.0 2.0 5.0

All Discharges to Tidal Waters
The maximum allowable concentrations of each of the hazardous metals, stated in terms of milligrams per liter

(rag/l), for discharges to tidal waters are as follows:

TotaJ metal Monthly Daily
average composite Single grab

Arsenic ..........................................................................................................................
Barium ......................................... " ............. O. 1 0.2 0.3
ca i,,m ..............................ii   iiiiiiiiiiiiii  ....... iii .........ii .......................................................... 1.o 2.0 4.0

0.1 0.2 0.3Chro,,ium ............................................ i iii’....iiiiiiii.ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 0.5 1.0
Lead ...................................... " .................................................... 0.5 1.0 2.0

....................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 1.5Manganese 1.0 2.0 3.0Mercury ..............................................................................................................................................0.005 0.005 0.01Nickel...........................................................................................................................................1.0 2.0 3.0Selenium ........................................
Silver..................................... " ............................................................................................O. I 0.2 0.3
Zinc ............................................................................................................. 0.05 0.1 0.2

....................................................................................................................................................1.0 2.0 6.0

The definitions of "inland" and contain a whole effluent toxicity stringent pollution prevention plans"tidal" waters has been included in partstandard requiring discharges to exhibitand/or individual or alternative generalXI.E of the Texas permit. Inland waters greater than 50% survival of the permit coverage.are those not defined as tidal waters, appropriate test organisms in 100% Texas: Federal Indian ReservationsTidal waters include those waters of theeffluent for a 24-hour period (i.e., 24-hr only, no 401 conditions.Gulf of Mexico within the iurisdiction of LCS0 > 100%). As a condition for
the State of Texas, bays and estuaries certification, the State required Begion 1X
thereto, and those portions of the river modification of the toxicity test protocol Arizona: see the following and Partsystems which are subject to the ebb contained in the permit to conform to XII of the permit for 401 conditions.and flow of the tides, and to the that specified to demonstrate Arizona: Federal facilities only, seeintrusion of marine waters, compliance with the State standard. Thethe following and Part XII of the permitAll facilities that have demonstrated results of the toxicity testing will be for 401 conditions.significant lethality, which has not beenused to insure that facilities which have In order to ensure compliance withcontrolled, shall continue to perform exhibited toxicity in the past will be the requirements of the State of Arizona,WET testing in accordance with the required to continue monitoring for discharges authorized by this permatState specified requirements. The Texaswhole effluent toxicity and identify shall not cause or contribute to aSurface Water Quahty Standards discharges that will require more violation of any apphcable water quahty
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standard of the State of Arizona Goshute Reservations located outside on small entities and should not have a
(Arizona Admimstrative Code, Title 18, Nevada), no 401 conditions, significant impact on industry in
Chapter 11). Notices of Intent, Notices of Johnston Atoll: no 401 conditions, general. Moreover, the permit reduces a
Termination, and for those facilities Johnston Atoll: Federal facilities only,significant burden on regulated sources
subject to monitoring and reporting no 401 conditions, of applying for individual permits.
requirements, Discharge Monitoring Midway and Wake Island: no 401 Accordingly, I hereby certi~ pursuant
Report Form(s) and other required conditions, to 5 U.S.C. 605(b) that this permit will
monitoring information shall be Midway and Wake Island: Federal not have a significant impact on a
submitted to the State of Arizona facilities only, no 401 conditions, substantial number of small entities.
Department of Environmental Quality atRegion X Authority: Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251
t~e following address: Storm Water et seq.
Coordinator, Arizona Department of Alaska: Federal Indian Reservations
Environmental Quality, 3033 N. Centralonly, no 401 conditions. XII. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85012. Idaho: no 401 conditions. Under section 202 of the Unfunded
NOIs submitted to the State of Idaho: Federal Indian Reservations Mandates Reform Act of 1995

Arizona shall include the well only (except the Duck Valley ("Unfunded Mandates Act"), which was
Reservation lands which are handled bysigned into law on March 22, 1995, EPAregistration number if storm water Region IX], no 401 conditions, must prepare a written statement toassociated with industrial activity is

discharged to a dry well or an injection Idaho: Federal facilities only, no 401accompany any rules with Federal
conditions, mandates that may result in estimatedwell. Oregon: Federal Indian Reservationscosts to State, local, or tribalSARA Section 313 (Community Rightonly, no 401 conditions, governments in the aggregate, or to theto Know) Facilities are subject to the Washington: Federal Indian private sector, of $100 million or morefollowing additional requirement: liquidReservations only, no 401 conditions, in any one year. When such a statementstorage areas for Section 313 water Washington: F~deral facilities only, is required for EPA rules, under sectionpriority chemicals shall be operated tosee the following and Part XII of the 205 of the Unfunded Mandates Act. EPAminimize discharges of Section 313 permit for 401 conditions, must identify and consider alternatives,chemicals. Appropriate measures to in order to ensure compliance with including the least costly, most cost-minimize discharges of Section 313 the requirements of the State of effective or least burdensome alternativechemicals shall include secondary Washington, discharges authorized bythat achieves the objective of such acontainment provided for at least’the this permit shall not cause or contributerule. EPA must select that alternative,entire ~ontents of the largest tank plusto a violation of any applicable water unless the Administrator explains in thesufficient freeboard to allow for the 25- quality standard of the State of final rule why it was not selected or ityear, 24-hourprecipitation event, a Washington, specifically Chapter 173-is inconsistent with law. Before EPAstrong spill contingency and integrity 201A WAC Surface Water Quahty establishes regulatory requirements thattesting plan, and/or other equivalent Standards, Chapter 173-204 WAC significantly or uniquely affect smal!measures. Sediment Standards, and the Nationalgovernments, including tribalAll facilities with any portion of the Toxics Rule for human health related togovernments, it must develop underfacility that is located at or below the water quality standards, section 203 of the Unfunded MandatesBase Elevation shall delineate on the

site map those portions of the facility XI. l~egulatory Flexibility Act Act a small government agency plan.
The plan must provide for meaningfulthat are located at or below the Base Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, and timely input in the development ofElevation. 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq., EPA is required to EPA regulatory proposals with

The following definitions are added toprepare a Regulatory Flexibility significant Federal intergovernmentalPart X of the permit: Analysis to assess the impact of rules onmandates, and informing, educating,
"Significant Sources of Non-Storm small entities. Under 5 U.S.C. 605(b), noand advising them on compliance withWater"--includes, but is not limited toRegulatory Flexibility Analysis is the regulatory requirements.discharges which could cause or required where the head of’the Agency In response tothe requirements of the

contribute to violations of water qualitycertifies that the rule will not have a Unfunded Mandates Act, the Act
standards of the State of Arizona, and significant economic impact on a generally excludes from the definition
discharges which could include releasessubstantial number of small entities, of a "Federal intergovernmental
of oil or hazardous substances in excess Today’s permit will provide any smallmandate" (in sections 202,203, andof reportable quantities under Section entity the opportunity to obtain storm 205) duties that arise from participation
311 of the Clean Water Act (see 40 CFR water permit coverage as a result of thein a voluntary. Federal program. A
110.10 and CFR 117.21) or Section 102group application process. Group municipal discharger of storm water
of CERCLA (see CFR 302.4). applications provided small entities a associated with industrial activity may

"Base Elevation"--elevation of a mechanism to reduce their permit voluntarily elect to seek coverage under
surface waterbody having a one percentapplication burden by grouping togethertoday’s multi-sector general permit
chance of being equaled or exceeded with other industrial facilities and rather than obtain an individual permit
during any given year. submitting a common permit or coverage under a baseline general

Arizona: Federal Indian Reservationsapphcation with reduced monitoring permit. Coverage under today’s permit,
only (including those portions of the requirements and shared costs. The therefore, is voluntary in that the permit
Navaio Reservation located outside group application information does not automatical~.v apply to any
Arizona), no 401 conditions, submitted to EPA provided a basis for particular entity. Thus, it imposes no

Cahfornia: Federal Indian the development of storm water permitFederal intergovernmental mandate
Reservations only, no 401 conditions, conditions tailored specifically for eachwithin the meaning of the Act.

Nevada: Federal indian Reservationsindustry. The permit requirements have Small government agency plans under
only (including those portions of the been designed to minimize significantsection 203, on the other hand. are
Duck Valley, Fort McDermitt, and administrative and economic impacts required when small governments may
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be significantly or uniquely affected by Flexibility Act, that these permits will Dated: September 11, 1995.
regulatory, requirements. "Regulatory not have a significant impact on a Chuck Clark~,
requirements" arguably include the substantial number of small entities. Regional Administrator. Region 10.
requirements of this permit should a Authority: Clean Water Act, 33 USC 1251 Appendix A--Summary of Responses tomunicipality seek to be covered underet seq. Public Comments on the November 19,the permit. EPA envisions that some Dated: August 29, 1995.municipalities may elect to seek 1993, Proposed Draft Multi-Sector
coverage under this permit for certain M~rley Laing, Storm Water General Permit
storm water discharges, for example, Acting Regmnal Administrator, Region I. The following discussion is a
from the following types of industrial Accordingly, I hereby certify pursuantsummary of the major issues identified
activity: hazardous waste treatment, to the provisions of the Regulatory. by EPA that were raised regarding the
storage, and disposal; industrial Flexibility Act, that these permits will storm water multi-sector industrial
landfills, land application sites and not have a significant impact on a general permit during the public
open dumps: scrap and waste material substantial number of small entities, comment period, along with EPA’s
recycling; steam electric power response to each major issue. This
generation; ground transportation (local Authority: Clean Water Act, 33 USC 1251

and suburban transit, interurban et seq. summary aggregates comments by
similarity of the issues and does not

highway passenger transportation, Dated: August 16, 1995. discuss each and every public comment
including railroads, petroleum bulk Jerome M. Fox, that was received on the proposed
stations, and motor freight Regional Administrator, Region II. permit. A comprehensive discussion of
transportation); air transportation; Accordingly, I hereby certify pursuanteach comment that was raised is
domestic waste water treatment; and to the provisions of the Regulatory provided in a separate detailed response
water transportation. Any such permit Flexibility Act, that these permits" will to comment document which is
requirements, however, do not not have a significant impact on a maintained by EPA as a part of the
significantly affect small governments substantial number of small entities, record for this permit issuance action.
because they are subject to the same The first part of this appendix responds
requirements as other entities whose Authority: Clean Water Act, 33 USC 1251 to the major issues raised by
duties result from today’s rule. Permit et seq. commenters during the comment period
requirements also do not uniquely affect Dated: September 11, 1995. and the second part responds to key
small governments because complianceStanley L. Laskew~ki, industry-specific issues.
with the permit’s conditions affects Acting Regional Administrator. Region IlL
small governments in the same manner Eligibility of Non-Group Members

Accordingly, I hereby certify pursuantas other entities seeking coverage under As proposed, the multi-sector stormto the provisions of the Regulatory       water general permit may providethe permit. Thus, any applicable
Flexibility Act, that these permits willrequirements of section 203 have been discharge authorization for any

satisfied, not have a significant impact on a industrial activity described in fl~e
The regulated community that may substantial number of small entities, coverage sections of the twenty-nine

seek coverage under this general permit,Authority.: Clean Water Act, 33 USC 1251 industrial sectors that have point source
including small governments, have beenet seq. discharges of storm water to waters of
involved in the development of this Dated: September 11, 1995. the United States or to a municipal
permit and, therefore, have had noticePatrick M. Tobin, separate storm sewer system and which
of the requirements that they may incurActing Regional Administrator, Region IV. meet the general eligibility provisions of
under this permit. EPA has prepared the permit. Coverage under the permit,
permit Fact Sheets to accompanying thisAccordingly, I hereby certify pursuantas proposed, was allowed for owners
permit in order to inform and educate to the provisions of the Regulatory and operators of these types of
permit applicants about how to comply Flexibility Act, that these permits will industrial activities regardless of
with the terms of the permit. EPA has not have a significant impact on a whether or not they participated in a
already published instructional substantial number of small entities, group application. Several commenters
guidance: Developing Pollution Authority: Clean Water Act. 33 USC 1251 expressed concern that owners/
Prevention Plans for COnstruction and et seq. operators of facilities which did not
lother) Industrial Activity (1992), Dated: September 12, 1995. participate in the group application
NPDES Storm Water Sampling Wiili~n G. L~x-ton, process will be eligible for coverage
Guidance Document, 833/B-92-001

Acting Regional Administrator, Region VI. under the multi-sector general permit,
(July 1992), and Guidance for the and suggested that only those facihties
Preparation of Discharge Monitoring Accordingly, I hereby certify pursuant that participated in the group process beReports: Facilities required to Report to the provisions of the Regulatory allowed coverage under the permit.Semi-annual Monitoring Results UnderFlexibihty Act, that these permits will EPA set forth the storm water permit
NPDES Storm Water General Permits, not have a significant impact on a application process (including group
833/B-93-O02 (rev. April 1994). substantial number of small entities, applications) in the storm water
Therefore, EPA encourages any small Autheri .ty: Clean Water Act, 33 USC 1251 regulations published in November,
governments that may seek coverage et seq. 1990 (55 FR 47990). EPA’s strategy, asunder this multi-sector general permit to Dated: August 24, 1995. stated in this notice, was to regulaterefer to that instructional guidance, as

Alexis Strauss. storm water discharges from industrialwell as contact EPA Regional storm
Acting Regional Administ.-ator, Region 9. activity by promulgating a baselinewater coordinators listed in the Permit genera’l permit for most industrialFact Sheet for any additional assistanceAccordingly, I hereby certify, pursuant dischargers (Tier 1), and then to developsuch small governments may require, to 5 U.S.C. 605(b) that ~.his permit will more specific industry and/or watershedAccordingly, I hereby certify pursuant not have a significant impact on a general permits (Tiers 2 & 3). Anto the provisions of the Regulatory. substantial number of small entities, integral part of the process to develop
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the multi-sector storm water general all industrial faciliues that meet the Consolidation of the Group
permit, which is similar to a Tier 3 eligibility criteria of the permit, whetherApplications Into 29 Industry Sectors
permit (industry-specific), was the or not they participated in a group Over 1,200 group applications wereassimilation of the industry-specific application, submitted to EPA pursuant to the groupdata gathered from the group
applications. It was always EPA’s Choice Between Baseline and Multi- application option contained in 40 CFR
intention to utilize this information inSector Permit 122.26(c)(2). As the group application

option progressed, many of the groupsthe development of permits to cover all In the fact sheet for the proposed dropped out leaving approximately 700applicable facilities, and to provide themulti-sector general permit, EPA statedgroups. Based on the similarity of manyresulting permit as a model to States forthat group applicants could seek of the groups, and to maintain ause in State permitting programs. In thecoverage under the baseline general manageable number of permits to bepreamble to these regulations on pagespermit rather than under this multi- issued, EPA consolidated the48027 and 48028, EPA made it clear thatsector general permit, but noted that approximately 700 groups into 29the group application process would
lead to either general permits for large certain deadlines for pollution industrial sectors, and developed BMP

prevention plan preparation and and monitoring requirements for eachgroups of similar discharges or to implementation had already expired forsector.individual permits for individual
facilities. EPA did not commit to issue existing facilities under the baseline EPA receive~ 50 comments regarding
permits that were open only to group permit. Commenters supported the the consolidation of group applications.
members. The concept of the general option that group applicants be allowedThirty-eight comments objected toto chose .coverage under either the consolidation, while 12 commentspermit implies wide-ranging issuance tomulti-sector general permit or theall eligible facilities, expressed support. Another 38

Given the large number of group baseline general permit once the multi-comments suggested that the 29
applications and the similarity betweensector permit is issued in final. In industrial sectors should be divided into
groups, EPA chose to develop and addition, commenters requested that additional subsectors. Some
propose one general permit with group applicants choosing to obtain commenters that obiected to
twenty-nine different industry sectors coverage under the baseline general ,consolidation suggested that the use of
covering all the industries representedpermit not be required to prepare a SIC codes as one of the underpinnings
in the group applications, rather than pollution prevention plan prior to for consolidation was inappropriate
issue twenty-nine separate sector submitting an NC)I. These comments because SIC codes are based on
general permits, one by one, to each andraise two issues: (1) Should group economic activity, and are not meant to
every group. Likewise, EPA chose not toapplicants be allowed to apply for be indicative of an industry sector’s
issue a separate and distinct "group" coverage under the baseline general affect on the quality of storm water
permit to each and every group becausepermit after the permit’s October 1, 1992runoff. Some commenters suggested that
of the similarity between groups, in thedeadline for existing facilities to applythe consolidation process failed to take
industrial activities, significant for coverage; and {2) should the into account the climatic variations of
materials stored exposed to storm waterdeadlines in the basehne general permitdifferent geographic regions across the
and the material management practicesfor pollution prevention plan country. Other commenters objected to
employed, as reported in the group preparation and implementation, the consolidation process on the basisapplication information. Given the sampling, etc. be waived for facilities that it represented a significant
similarity of the industrial activities filing for coverage after the October 1, departure from the group applicationrepresented in the group applications,1992 deadline. process as described in the preamble to
twenty-nine sectors represented were EPA will allow group applicants to the storm water permit applicationdetermined by EPA as a reasonable submit an NOI for coverage under eitherregulations published on November 16,grouping of the industries that today’s multi-sector general permit or 1990 {55 FR 48024). Some comments
participated in the group process. EPA the baseline general permit. Although expressed disappointment that thefurther believes that the use of the Part II.A.6 of the baseline general permitgroup applications were not handled intwenty-nine sectors provides a fair andcurrently allows existing facilities to a more "individuahzed" manner, andreasonable method for permitting eachsubmit an NOI for coverage after one comment suggested that the groupindustry group that participated in theOctober 1, 1992, the Agency reserves theapplication consolidation processgroup application process, right to limit coverage under the violated the Administrative ProcedureTo make the best use of the proposed
multi-sector general permit, EPA chosebaseline general permit at a later date. Act (APA).

not to limit coverage under this general EPA will not, however, extend Many of the commenters that
permit to those facilities that only compliance deadlines in the baseline expressed objections to the
participated in the group process. The general permit for facilities that consolidation of the group applications
application information provided by theparticipated in the group application offered alternative suggestions. Most
groups was extremely valuable in process. Group applicants had the recommended that additional sectors or
preparing the permit and has resulted inopportunity to apply for the baseline subsectors be established, and it was
an accurate and more applicable general permit in a timely manner. It also suggested that the general permit
industrial permit for the types of would be inappropriate for EPA to favorinclude a provision allowing industries
facilities represented in the group applicants over facilities that the option of petitioning for the creation
applications. EPA is not precluded or comphed with the baseline generalof subsectors during the term of the
restricted from utilizing information permit by allowing them more time to permit. Other suggestions included
gathered from particular .types of come into comphance. Additionally, establishing minimum activity
applications submitted to the Agency extending the baseline permit deadlinesrequirements that trigger monitoring
during the application process, and would reqmre a modification of the requirements, or deleting the priority/
accordingly, coverage under today’s baseline general permit, which is nonpriority monitoring structure
general permit will remain available tobeyond the scope of today’s final rule. altogether.
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For the final general permit, EPA hasprovided a 90-day comment period onapplication process. EPA based the
retained the 29 industrial sectors as November 19, 1993 (58 FR 61146). monitoring requirements in the permit
listed in the proposed rule, with the Public hearings were also held in the on data submitted during the
addition of supplementary subsectors EPA Regions. Furthermore, EPA invitedapplication process and does not intend
that establish specific monitoring comment on the 29 sector consolidation,to allow those facilities to conduct less
requirements for different types of These efforts by the Agency are frequent monitoring because of their
facilities within industrial sectors. In consistent with the provisions of the participation in the group application
response to comments expressing APA. process. Rather, facilities that
concern over monitoring requirements As noted earlier, some commenters participated in the group application
that apply to all facilities within the suggested that the use of SIC codes wereprocess are actually in a position to
priority sectors, the Agency re-evaluatedinappropriate as a basis for benefit from the permit in the sense that
the monitoring data submitted by consolidating industrial facilities into this permit is tailored directly to their
facilities in the 29 industrial sectors, 29 indus.trial sectors. EPA notes that the industrial sector and is based
and modified the methodology for nature of the industrial activities, as specifically on information provided in
determining the types of facilities that described in the group application their group application. Facilities that
are required to conduct storm water information, in conjunction with SIC did not participate in group applications
monitoring. Accordingly, the final codes are an appropriate basis for sectorwill be required to comply with the
general permit has been changed to consolidation. Although SIC codes are permit conditions regardless of their
focus monitoring requirements on used to categorize industries based on site-specific circumstances.
industrial sub-sectors which, according economic activities, these codes are Many commenters also expressed
to the submitted monitoring data, pose generally grouped together based on concern that the multi-sector permit
the greatest potential risk to storm water similar industrial activities. In addition, would be available to non-group
runoff quality. The final permit also EPA was aware of the differences and members. Although EPA regrets that the
provides the opportunity for facilities in similarities among the facilities group application process did not
sub-sectors that are subject to storm included in a particular sector based produce the results that some
water monitoring to apply the upon the group application data that participants hoped for, it would be a
alternative certification provisions (see was submitted by the participants, misuse of tax dollars to limit coverage
section VI.E.3 of the Fact Sheet}. The Using this information in conjunction under the multi-sector permit to group
alternative certification provisions with the activity descriptors in the SIC members and then develop another
provide facilities an opportunity to codes, EPA was able to appropriately permit for non-group members.
reduce or avoid storm water monitoring group similar industrial activities into However, EPA would like to point out
requirements under certain the 29 sectors, that facilities that participated in the
circumstances and is discussed in more Credit for Group Members group application process are in
detail below, compliance with the permit application

As noted above, some commenters EPA requested and received 75 requirements under the storm water
questioned whether the consolidation comments that addressed the issue of program, whereas facilities that did not
process was consistent with NPDES and whether EPA should grant some form of participate in a group application and
APA regulations. EPA conducted a credit for facilities that participated in that are not covered under another
thorough review of the consolidation the group application process, permit are not in compliance and
process for consistency with the NPDES Specifically, these commenters objected remain subject to enforcement action
regulations. Section 122.28{a}{2}{i) to EPA developing a permit that applies until covered by a permit.
allows EPA to issue general permits for not only to group applicants but also to Several other commenters suggested
"storm water point sources;" this facilities that did not participate in the providing compensation for group
section does not in any way limit or group application process. Thus, many members by waiving permit fees equal
qualify the types of sources subject to of these commenters are seeking creditto the amount spent on data collection
regulation. EPA also has broad for the costs they incurred in the fees. In response. EPA is unable to
regulatory discretion regarding preparation of group permit devise an equitable manner for credit to
geographic boundaries pursuant to applications, beprovided in this way.
section 122.28(a){1). In developing the A majority of the commenters Finally, some commenters advocated
general permit, the Agency attempted toexpressed a desire for reduced that group members be either exempted
strike a balance between recognizing themonitoring as compensation for from the NOI submittal requirement or
variety of facilities that comprise the completing the sampling requirementsallowed to at least submit one NOI for
group applicants and developing a and submitting the data for Pan I and the group. Other commenters suggested
permitting process that could be Pan 2 of the application process, that the dates for submitting NOls be
administered without an undue Specific suggestions included extended for group members and that
expenditure of Agency resources. In exemptions from one of the four previously submitted NOIs be accepted.
summary, all actions taken by EPA, samples taken during the first year, fromin today’s general permit requirements,
including the consolidation process, are the second year of monitoring, or fromEPA requires each facility seeking
also within the discretion accorded to the first five years of monitoring. Othercoverage under the permit to submit
the Agency under the Clean Water Act commenters suggested that EPA allowtheir own NOI form. This requirement
and NPDES regulations, the monitoring requirements to be left toallows EPA to successfully track every

in regards to consistency with the the discretion of the States and that civilfacility covered by the permit. It will"
APA, Section 553 of the APA requires fines be waived for inadvertent non- also increase the likelihood that facility
that public notice and opportunity for compliance of group members. In operators will read the permit and
public comment be provided for all response to these comments, EPA wantsmakes enforcemem actions easier to
rulamakings. EPA published the to clarify that it is not allowing implement. EPA believes this is a
proposed NPDES General Permit for exemptions from monitoring justifiable requirement because the NOI
Storm Water Discharges From industrialrequirements based on whether a form is a simple one-page form that
Activities in the Federal Register and facility participated in the group requires little effort to complete.
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In summary, EPA believes that creditbe designated by the permitting group application process, ’ ....but is
has been provided to the group authority as a co-permittee with the not required to." EPA also
application members through the groupadjacent facility and jointly develop a recommended that "(b)efore submitting
application process. This included a storm water pollution prevention plan, a group application, facilities should
reduced burden in submitting a permitand perform any monitoring which mayascertain from the State permitting
application over the individual be required to address the situation, authority whether that State intends to
application option and reduced storm They may also be designated as a issue permits based on a group
water sampling requirements for the separate permittee by the permitting application " " *." The Agency
application. With industry-specific authority, believes general permits offer an
information upon which to base the Acceptance of Group Application in

efficient means of providing discharge
proposed multi-sector storm water Lieu of an NOI permit coverage to a large number of
permit, group applicants will be issued facilities and that the multi-sector
a more applicable and tailored storm A number of commenters suggest EPAgeneral permit represents an appropriate
water discharge permit which better exempt members of approved group permit for the ~ndustries that were
takes into account the characteristics ofapplications from the Notice of Intent members of group applications.
each industry sector. (NOI) submittal requirements. The However, once the NPDES program is

commenters indicate these facilities approved for a State, basic permitting
Storm Water Runon should automatically be covered underdecisions lie with the State.

The owner or operator of a regulated today’s permit because they have
industrial facility with point source already satisfied the NPDES storm waterCo-Located Industrial Activities

discharges of storm water is responsibleapplicatio~ requirements. A number of commenters expressed
for the storm water discharges that leaveEPA cannot exempt members of the concern over the conditions in the
its property and enter waters of the U.S.approved group apphcation from the permit which require facilities with
or a municipal separate storm sewer NOI submittal requirements. Federal multiple "co-located" industrial
system. There are instances, however, regulations under 40 CFR 122.28(b)(2) activities to comply with all indusu’y
whereby the storm water that is require an NOI for all NPDES general sector requirements that are applicable
discharged at least partially consists ofpermits for the discharge of storm water to one or more of the industrial
storm water flowing onto the facility associated with industrial activity. EPA activities on their site. Commenters
frnm a nearby facility or property cannot assume that all members of theargue that given the large number of
(referred to here as "runon"). approved group applications wish to beindustry sectors and the comptex3ty of

Conunenters have requested covered by today’s permit, or that they the eligibility requirements, it will be
clarification of the permit language on satisfy the eligibility provisions of the difficult for facilities to determine
the issue of runon. One commenter permit, which industry sector requirements
asked for a provision to be added to the apply. Commenters expressed concern
permit that would relieve facilities fromEncourage NPDES States To Accept that a permittse could unknowingly
any responsibility for pollutants present Group Applications violate the permit conditions by failing
in storm water runon which is Several commenters requested that to recognize that a portion of his/her
eventually discharged from their EPA require or encourage NPDES- facility is subject to another indusu’y
property. The commenter also indicatedauthorized States to accept the group sector requirements. Commentera also
that runon from adjacent sites cannot applications and/or issue permits basedstated that the cumulative burden of the
always be separated from onsite on the multi-sector model, monitoring and pollution prevention
discharges. EPA has, and continues, to encourage plan requirements for facilities with a

Today’s general permit does not States to make use of the multi-sector number of industrial activities would be
change the provisions related to runon, general permit for permitting industrial excessive.
Facilities that discharge point sources of activities. EPA has encouraged States by In response to these concerns, EPA
storm water associated with industrial sending them the original permit and has modified those sections of today’s
activity, even if it includes offsite fact sheet and by supporting them with permit addressing co-located activities
runon, remain responsible for the additional information necessary to to reduce confusion that could arise
permitting of those discharges. Such issue the permit within their States. from the co-located conditions as
facilities which seek coverage under EPA has also given NPDES States proposed. However, under today’s
today’s permit must address storm water databases of the group application permit facilities with multiple industrial
runon in their storm water pollution members which allows each State to activities are still required to prepare
prevention plan (storm water pollution identify group applicants within their and implement a pollution prevention
prevention plan). If a facility cannot States. EPA will make available to all plan which addresses the requirements
effectively address the runon problem in NPDES authorized States a copy of the of all the applicable industry sector
their storm water pollution prevention final multi-sector general permit. In requirements. These facilities are also
plan, then the facility should contact addition, EPA will make available group required to comply with the indusUrv
their NPDES permitting authority for application information to any NPDES sector monitonng requirements on an
assistance on how to deal with the States that request it. However, EPA outfall by outfall basis. The intent of
runon problem. In addition, the facility cannot require NPDES-authorized States todav’s permit remains the same. which
may chose to monitor the ninon to to accept group applications and to was to require pollution prevention plan
document that the source of pollutants utilize the multi-sector permit as a measures and storm water monitoring
is offsite. By doing so, a facility with a model for developing a State permit, which specifically addresses the
runon problem may be better able to This would be inconsistent with pollutant sources at the permltted
show that the pollutant source is offsite previously stated EPA position. The industry, facility.. Operators of facilities
and that their pollution prevention plan response to comments for the final with multiple industrial activities will
is adequately addressing all onsite storm water regulations {55 CFR 48028} need to carefully and completely review
sources. Offsite facilities which are the specifically noted that NPDES- the permit and fact sheet to determine
source of the contaminated runon could authorized States were free to adopt the all necessary_ applicable terms and
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conditions. EPA believes the sector which they choose to make, provided Prohibition of Non-Storm Water
descriptions are clear. Application of the storm water pollution prevention Discharges
the sector descriptions to co-located plan still meets all requirements of the A number of the comments received
activities is within the scope of permit, discussed the prohibition of non-storm
responsibilities of a permittee under the water discharges contained in the
NPDES program and does not place anSubmission of a Copy of the Notice of
undue burden on the facility operator. Intent (NOI} to the Operator of the permit. The multi-sector permit

authorizes some non-storm water
For clarification, with co-located Municipal Separate Storm Sewer discharges. These discharges include
industrial activities, still only one storm
water pollution prevention plan is Several commenters opposed the those from firefighting activities;

required for the facility. Monitoring requirement for facilities which firehydrant flushings; irrigation

requirements for each ouffall will not bedischarge to Municipal Separate Stormdrainage; lawn watering; routine

duplicative but will be complementary.Sewers (MS4) to submit a copy of the external building washdown without

If the same pollutant is required to be NOI to the operator of the MS4. The detergents; pavement washwaters where

monitored in two different sectors for commenters argue that submitting the spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous
materials have not occurred (unless allindustrial activities found on the site, ifnotice places an additional paperwork

the industrial activities drain to the burden upon the facilities. Others arguespilled material has been removed) and
where detergents are not used: airsame storm water outfall, only one that the submission is unnecessary conditioning condensate: springs:sample and analytical measurement forbecause all industrial activities uncontaminated ~round water: andthat pollutant is necessary, discharging to MS4’s were required to foundation or footing drains where

Notice of Intent Submission notify their municipalities prior to May flows are not contaminated with process
Requirements 15, 1991. Finally one commenter statedmaterials such as solvents that are

that there would be no benefit from combined with storm water dischargesA number of commenters expressed facilities covered under this permitconcern over the requirement in the associated with industrial activity. The
proposed permit for submission of a notifying municipalities since facilities non-storm water discharges must be
Notice of Intent (NOI) when there is a covered under other general permits oridentified within the storm water
change in the operator of the facility, individual permits would not be pollution prevention plan to be
The proposed permit required the newrequired to notify the MS4 operator, authorized under this permit. All other
operator to submit an NOI 2 days prior Today’s permit retains the non-storm water discharges including
to the transfer of operations. The requirement for facilities which vehicle and equipment wash water,
commenters opposed this time frame fordischarge to a MS4 to send a copy of theboiler blow down, and steam
submittal of the NOI, stating that the NOI to the operator of the MS4. This condensate are excluded from coverage
purchaser of an industrial activity will requirement is retained as a provision tounder today’s permit and must be
not be able to complete the NOI or assist municipalities comply with the covered under a separate NPDES permit.

Today’s permit requires that a facilityprepare a Storm Water Pollution anticipated requirements of their certify that the presence of non-stormPrevention Plan in advance of the NPDES permits. This will be a key piecewater discharges has been tested for atproperty transfer. The commenters of information for municipalities tosuggested different time frames for its outfalls and that an inventory of the
submittal of an NOI which ranged fromidentify industrial discharges to their locations of the outfalls with non-storm
30 to 120 days after the transfer of MS4s as required under 40 CFR 122.26.water discharges has been conducted.
operations. Through submittal of the NOI to the EPA received several comments

Today’s permit retains the MS4, municipalities can keep an up-to-requesting that additional non-storm
requirement that new operators notify date inventory of storm water dischargeswater discharges be authorized by the
EPA at least 2 days in advance of a associated with industrial activity that multi-sector permit. These discharges
transfer of operator responsibility for andischarge to the system. From this included those from vehicle washing
industrial activity. EPA believes that theinventory, municipalities may (as a partthat did not use detergents, air
simple information required for of their storm water management plancompressor condensate, discharges from
completion of the NOI can easily be activities) review industrial pollution drinking fountains and clean water
obtained by the purchaser in advance ofprevention plans of the industries discharges from holding tanks. EPA has
the actual property transfer. Operators which discharge to their system. EPA reviewed the requests for additional
of recently purchased facilities which does not believe this requirement allowable non-storm water discharges
discharge storm water associated with presents a significant paperwork burdenand determined that air compressor
industrial activity without an NPDES for the facility since the facility is condensate and drinking fountain water
permit would be in violation of the simply required to make an additional are not expected to contain pollutants
Clean Water Act. copy of the one page NOI form, which and will be added to the list of

In addition to submitting the NOI two they send to EPA, and send that copy allowable non-storm water discharges
days prior, new operators which assumeto the operator of the MS4. This covered by today’s permit. Other non-
ownership of an industrial facility requirement is a provision of EPA’s storm water discharges such as vehicle
without a break in operations must

baseline general permit and is also a wash waters, regardless of detergent
continue to implement the Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan prepared by requirement of most individual permitsusage, and holding tank discharges are

not covered by today’s permit since
the previous operator, otherwise failureissued to industrial dischargers where there is a significant potential for these
to do so would constitute a violation of the permitting authority determines it istypes of discharges to be contaminated.
the NPDES storm water general permitnecessary. Making use of information Such non-storm water discharges
conditions. These facilities may from a previous notification done in should be authorized under another
subsequently modify the storm water 1991 would not allow the municipalityNPDES permit.
pollution prevention plan to to keep their industrial inventory up-to- Several commenters also requested
accommodate any changes in operationdate. modification to the requirement that
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building and pavement wash water equal to or exceeding the RQ levelswith the plan. There is also a provision
discharge only be allowed under the specified at 40 CFR 110, 117, and 302. for an extension of the deadline for
permit where there has been no past If an airport authority is the sole implementation of the storm water
spill or leaks or where all spilled permittee, then the sum total of all spillspollution prevention plan where the
material has been removed. The at the airport would be assessed againstDirector may establish a later date for
commenters indicated that it was not the RQ. If the airport authority is a co- compliance with the plan where a
reasonable to require all residue to bepermittee with other permittees at the facility can show good cause.
removed. Commenters requested a moreairport, such as numerous different Oil and gas facilities which have
reasonable cleanup standard. EPA hasairlines, the assessed amount would bedischarges of reportable quantities of oil
not modified this provision in today’s the summation of all spills by each co- or a hazardous substance will be
permit. The non-storm water discharges permittee. If separate, distinct required to develop and implement a
covered by today’s permit are eligible individual permittees exist at the plan on or before 60 days after first
because EPA believes these dischargesairport, then the amount spilled by eachknowledge of a release. EPA requested
will not contain contamination. To the separate permittee is the assessed comment as to whether the multi-sector
contrary, there is a significant amount for RQ determination. These permit should require all permittees to
possibility that pavement or building facilities must follow the necessary submit certification that the storm water
wash water from an area in which a procedures for reporting spills or leaks pollution prevention plan has been
pollutant residue remains will contain equal to or exceeding the RQ level, prepared and implemented in
pollutants which would then be Where a sole permittee is identified, thisaccordance with the terms and
discharged. Such discharges, if they arepermittee would report. Where co- conditions of the permit. The proposed
not completely cleaned up, are requiredpermittees are present, the co-permitteespermit also would have required any
to be permitted, but under a separate should identify in their pollution needed revisions of the plan to be
NPDES permit. If such discharges are prevention plan for the airport who the developed within 2 weeks of the
numerous at a facility, the operator of responsible party is for reporting Comprehensive Site Compliance
the facility may find it advantageous to purposes, otherwise all co-permittees Evaluation and implemented no more
apply for an individual NPDES permit are responsible. In relation to the RQ for than 12 weeks after the inspection.
which could cover these types of oil, quantity does not necessarily matter. In general, commenters indicated that
discharges in addition to the storm The oil RQ is a visible sheen or slick they needed more time to develop and
water and process discharges that mayand if such is produced by a spill of oil implement the storm water pollution
be present. Under any permitting then the RQ has been exceeded, prevention plan properly because of the
scenario, however, the preferential complexity and resources involved.
environmental result is to remove the Non-Storm Water Discharge These commenters were commenting on
residual contamination and prevent theCertification both new and existing facility
contamination of storm water runoff. Many commenters felt that the storm requirements. Five commenters did not

water pollution prevention plans shouldlike the deadlines for development andReleases in Excess of Reportable not include an inventory of non-storm implementation of a storm waterQuantities water discharges or the NPDES permit pollution prevention plan in the multi-
Under the proposed permit permitteesnumbers that cover those discharges, sector permit because these deadlines

were required to report releases of Today’s permit does not require the were inconsistent with EPA’s baseline
hazardous substances as r~luired underpermittee to llst the NPDES permit storm water general permit. They argued
40 CFR 117 and 40 CFR 302 that exceednumbers for the separately permitted that the multi-sector permit should
a reportable quantity (ROA. If the spill non-storm water discharges, however,allow the same time frame of 6 months
exceeds the RQ the facility must report the permit does require that facilities from the effective date of the permit to
the spill to the National Response identify the potential sources of the develop the plan with 360 days for
Center, modify the storm water non-storm water discharges. The list ofimplementation. Four commenters
pollution prevention plan, and notify potential sources will assist the operatorargued that new facilities should not
EPA in writing of the nature of the spill, in efforts to eliminate or redirect non- have to certify that their storm water
The permit further required facilities to storm water discharges, pollution prevention plan is complete at
minimize the discharges of these

Deadlines for Preparation, the time of NOI submittal. They felt that
substances in storm water through the new facilities should be afforded the
implementation of applicable best Implementation and Revisions to the same compliance deadline as the
management practices. When releasesStorm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

existing facilities which are given 270
do occur, the facilities are required to The proposed multi-sector permit days. One commenter suggested that a
submit a written report which outlines currently requires that all facilities more reasonable cut-off time be
the steps to be taken to reduce the certify that they have prepared andestablished for new facilities when the
chance of further spills in the future, implemented a storm water pollution storm water pollution prevention plan
Commenters were concerned about how prevention plan in accordance with partwould be required to be developed and
to interpret the reporting requirements IV of the permit. For existing facilities, implemented prior to the NOI. Another
for RQ releases. For instance, at an the storm water pollution prevention commenter argued that new facilities
airport, if individual airlines release plan must be prepared and should be given 6 months after
ethylene glycol at levels below the RQ, implemented within 270 days after submittal of the NOI to develop and
then is the combined discharge from permit issuance. New facilities must implement the plan to allow for the
several airlines considered reportable?have prepared and implemented the evaluation of plan needs while the
Commenters also wanted clarification storm water pollution prevention plan facility is in operation. One commemer
on what constituted a significant spill orprior to submitting the NOI. Where felt that a minimum of 90 days would
leak. Is the spillage of two cups of oil construction is necessary to implementbe needed for smaller facilities for
significant if it causes a visible sheen?the plan, the facility should complete internal development and t.raming

Today’s permit requires each construction as soon as possible, but hasunder the storm water pollution
individual permittee to report spills up to a maximum of 3 years to comply prevention plan. Another commenter
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argued that in order to develop an a pollution prevention plan, and has comply with all permit conditions
appropriate and effective storm water decided to maintain the deadlines as within the specified deadlines of the
pollution prevention plan it is necessaryproposed in the multi-sector permit forpermit. This includes developing and
to evaluate the facility while in the development, implementation, andimplementing a storm water pollution
operation. This commenter therefore modification of the storm water prevention plan within 270 days after
suggested that new facilities be allowedpollution prevention plan. EPA believespermit finalization for pre-existing
six months to develop a storm water that 9 months is adequate time for facilities or prior to operation for new
pollution prevention plan. One facilities to develop and implement facilities. EPA reserves the right to
commenter stated that large waste water storm water BMPs that do not require request a copy of the completed storm
treatment plants need more than 270 construction and for those that do, up towater pollution prevention plan at any
days just to prepare the storm water 3 years is sufficient. EPA has issuedtime and failure to comply would be a
pollution prevention plan and to get guidance on developing storm water permit violation. EPA also notes that
additional funding for the non-storm pollution prevention plans for industrialunder CWA Section 402(j), permit
water discharge certification provisions,activities, and this guidance is readily applications and permits must be
In addition, some commenters did not available. In addition, the multi-sector available to the public. Because the
agree that the plan should be permit fact sheet provides an extensivestorm water pollution prevention plan
implemented within the same time amount of information on the types of constitutes a portion of the permit, such
frame as it is developed. They suggestedindustry-specific BMPs that can be plans must be publicly available.
a year for implementation. Another implemented by facilities in each of theAccordingly, EPA will contact
commenter would prefer a deadline of29 sectors. Those facilities that cannot permittees as necessa~ to make such
14 months to develop and implement ameet the .sp deadlines may apply, on a plans available.
storm water pollution prevention plan, case-by-case basis for an extension of Identification of Ouffall and Samplingarguing that companies that have manythe timeframes as specified in the Locations, and Types of Dischargesfacilities, such as the freight industry, permit.
may be required to develop and Most new facilities should have no Contained in Ouffalls

implement upwards of 500 plans in the problem developing and implementingThe pollution prevention plan
270 days. Scrap processing and their storm water pollution prevention requirements under the proposed multi-
recycling facilities want longer than theplans prior to the submittal of their NOI sector permit includes the development
270 days (such as three years) for the and the start of operations. Subsequentof a site map. This site map must denote
implementation of treatment BMPs site compliance evaluations may showcertain site characteristics, such as the
exceeding $10,000 in cost, otherwise that modifications are needed based on pattern of storm water drainage,
they argued that financial hardships operations at the new facility, however,structural features that control
would result. One commenter argued they wil! have the additional 12 weekspollutants in runoff, and places where
that facilities originally part of the groupafter the inspection to implement the significant materials are exposed to
application process, who will now be needed changes, storm water. EPA requested comment as
submitting an NOI to be covered underCertification of the Storm Water

to whether the final permit should
the baseline general permit, should be Pollution Prevention Plan require that the site map indicate the
given the same 180 to 270 days to outfall locations, sampling locations,
develop and implement the storm water The proposed multi-sector permit and types of discharges contained in the
pollution prevention plan as those who requests comment on requiring all outfalls.
will submit NOI’s for coverage under permittees to submit a certification to A slim maiority of the comments
the multi-sector permit. EPA upon completion and received indicate that the additional

A few commenters commented upon implementation of the storm water requirements should not be included in
the 3-year time frame to implement pollution prevention plan. Most the final permit. Commenters believed
BMPs requiring construction. One commenters were against submitting athe requirements, if adopted, could
commenter suggested S years to certification statement confirming the confuse users by cluttering the map, and
construct storm water control measurescompletion of the storm water pollutionwould be a duplication of information
with 50% construction at 2 years, 75Toprevention plan. Comments indicated that is required under other sections of
at 3 years and 100% at S years. One that the certification statement would the pollution prevention plan. In
commenter also commented that 3 yearsput an unnecessary burden on the addition, several commenters stated that
was not enough time to consu’uct facilities. Commenters felt that when thesampling locations may vary, depending
controls under the storm water NOI is signed and submitted, the upon factors such as the amount of rain,
pollution prevention plan for federal permittee is certifying that he/she will safety considerations, and activities
facilities. At federal facilities funding comply with all applicable permit occurring at the facility. Commenters
for construction is awarded in a 5-year conditions including the development argued that to continually revise the
process. Two organizations commentedand implementation of a storm water map to include these changes would
on the time frames for modifications topollution prevention plan. However, place an unnecessary burden on the
the storm water pollution prevention some commenters felt that submitting facility.
plan after the site compliance the certification would help facihties Commenters m favor of the additional
evaluation. They argue that 12 weeks foreffectively plan the development of requirements stated that the information
implementation of necessary, changes istheft storm water pollution prevention will assist users that did not participate
not practical because they may require plans, in the development of the site map. In
engineering design and construction. Today’s permit does not require all addition, the map would be a good tool
One commenter suggested that a periodfacilities under the multi-sector permitfor training new employees.
of 1 year be allowed for changes to provide a certification upon Commenters note that these
rea~__uiring facility modification, implementation of their storm water requirements should be limited to

EPA does not agree with the pollution prevention plans. EPA agreesout.falls covered under this permit, not
numerous comments on the deadlineswith the commenters that by signing theothers, such as those discharging to
for development and implementation ofNOI form, permittees are agreeing to POTWs or those covered under separate
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NPDES permits. Also, it may be more is commonly included within other Guidance for Storm Water Pollution
efficient to document some of the issued NPDES storm water permits, Prevention Plan Development
information on a key to the map or in therefore EPA is retaining this Several commenters requested
a separate attachment. This would makerequirement in the final multi-sector guidance on how to develop stormthe map easier to read and avoid the storm water general permit, water pollution prevention plans andproblem of clutter.

Today’s permit requires permittees toEmployee Training Requirements how to educate employees on storm

indicate, on the site map, the location of water pollution prevention plan

all outfalls covered under the final The proposed multi-sector permit implementation. This information has

permit, in addition, the facility must requested comment on whether a already been prepared by EPA and is

prepare an inventory of the types of minimum t.raining frequency of once perreadily available. EPA published a

discharges contained in each outfall year should be specified for all industryguidance manual for storm water

(e.g., storm water and air conditioner sectors. Employee training is an pollution prevention plan development

condensate). This inventory, however, effective tool in prevention pollution of and implementation in September 1992.
may be kept as an attachment to the sitestorm water discharges. Employees thatThe guidance manual, Storm Water

map. Basic information on the dischargehave been taught the importance of theManagement for Industrial Activities,
points that are to be covered under thepollution prevention plan measures andDeveloping Pollution Prevention Plans
permit should be readily accessible, controls are more likely to thoroughly and Best Management Practices (EPA
EPA believes that denoting the locationimplement and continually maintain 832/R-92-006), was written to provide
of the outfalls is important to the them. The training program is requiredguidance for those facilities covered
permittee and will assist in determiningto be described within the facility’s under the baseline general permit.
potential pollutant sources for each pollution"prevention plan and is However, the storm water pollution
outfall. EPA believes the benefit of applicable to all employees (including prevention plan requirements are
doing so outweighs the problems contractor personnel where relevant), similar and the manual is applicable for
pointed out by the commenters. Typical topics to be addressed include those who will be covered under the

Inventory of Significant Materials and good housekeeping, materials multi-sector permit. EPA also prepared

Significant Spills and Leaks Within the management, and spill response a companion guidance document for

Past Three Years procedures, construction activities, entitled Storm
Water Management for Construction

The proposed multi-sector permit Many commenters supported the Activities. Developing Pollution
required that facilities prepare an annual training requirement offered byPrevention Plans and Best Management
inventory of significant materials that EPA and one commenter felt that the Practices (EPA 832/R-92-005). This
are or have been exposed to storm watertraining requirements were too high. document is also available from EPA.
discharges within the past three years.However, most comments indicated that
Facilities were also required to providethe training requirements should be Monitoring Requirements
a list of significant spills and/or leaks more flexible. For instance, training Benchmarks
within the past three years. Both these should be based on the industrial
items must be included within the activity and the complexity of the storm The proposed multi-sector permit
storm water pollution prevention plan water pollution prevention plan which describes "pollutant benchmark values"

with a description of the BMPs used to will affect how often an employee (See Table 7, 58 FR 61169) which were
prevent exposure of such leaks or spillstraining program is necessary. This used by EPA to determine the anal~ical
to storm water discharges, flexibility will ensure that training monitoring conditions in the proposed

Commenters stated that such occurs only when necessary and may permit. The benchmarks are also to be
inventories would be burdensome to lessen the burden on those facilitiesthatused by permittees who are required to
compile. Commenters felt that facilitiesfind training to be too burdensome, conduct monitoring for comparison to

determine if they qualify, for the lowwould not have this information readily To provide additional flexibility as concentration waiver. The standards areavailable, especially recently acquiredthe commenters suggested, today’sfacilities. In lieu of preparing the based primarily upon EPA
inventories to cover activities within thepermit includes training requirements Recommended Ambient Water Quality
past three years, commenters wanted that are sector-specific depending uponCriteria (Gold Book) values for toxic
inventories to be prepared from the the needs assessed for each industry, pollutants, and certain others, and
effective date of the permit, sector. Sectors with industrial activitiesNURP median concentrations for most

Residuals from the leaks and spills that have a significant potential for conventional pollutants.
may be a major source of contaminationstorm water contamination to occur for The benchmark values were used in
of storm water discharges. EPA believesreasons such as; operator error, lack oftwo ways in the proposed permit. First,
that it is important for facilities to understanding of the operation of stormthey were used as a standard of
develop inventories of significant water controls, the need for frequent comparison against the median industry
materials and past significant spills androutine maintenance, the frequent concentration for each pollutant that
leaks. These inventories will help changing of processes conducted was sampled during the application
facilities identify the areas where best outdoors, etc., will warrant some process. If a median pollutant
management practices should be frequency of training. These types of concentration in the sampling data for
implemented and is an integral part offacilities must conduct employee an industry, sector was above the
storm water pollution prevention. EPA traimng at appropriate intervals which benchmark values it was considered a
believes that this information is they determine necessary based upon pollutant of concern for the industr}."
available to facilities and can be readilythese factors and others such as the sector. Under the proposed permit,
compiled from existing records. EPA number of employees, the complexity when five or more median pollutant
does not believe this requirement and types of pollution prevention concentrations were higher than the
represents an undue burden upon themeasures and the rate of employee benchmark values, the industry, sector
permittee. In addition, this requirementturnover, was required to perform anal.vOcal
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monitoring under the terms of the The revised benchrnarks/monitoring effluent limitations in their discharges.
proposed permit, cut-off values and the basis for these areThe benchmarks are designed to assist

Second, the benchmark values werepresented in the Fact Sheet to today’s facility operators in determining if their
used as a standard of comparison for anpermit. Changes made to the pollution prevention plans are reducing
individual permitted facility that wishesbenchmarks/monitoring cut-off values pollutant concentrations to below levels
to qualify for the low concentration to address the concerns expressed in theof concern. Given the purpose of these
waiver to be relieved from monitoring incomments are summarized below, benchmarks/monitoring cut-off values,
the fourth year of the permit Conventional Pollutants: NURP EPA does not believe that dilution or
(monitoring cut-off values). The median data for conventionals have background concentrations of each
permittee would conduct storm water been replaced as benchmark values andpollutant need to be considered. The
sampling as required under the permitmonitoring cut-off values for all monitoring benchmark cutoff values are
in the second year of coverage. From conventional pollutants except TSS andnot effluent limitations. For this same
this data, the permittee would average nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen. The reason, local conditions do not need to
the pollutant concentrations for each replacement conventional benchmarksbe considered.
monitored pollutant and would then are based upon pollutant concentration Facilities wishing to obtain a permit
compare these averages against the levels required under the secondary which considers their local conditions
monitoring cut-off values. If the averagetreatment regulations, North Carolina have the option of not seeking coverage
concentrations were below the cut-off water quality standards and existing under this multi-sector general permit
values then the permittee would be storm water effluent guidelines. In mostbut may submit an individual permit
relieved from monitoring in the fourth cases, the final benchmarks for application to their applicable EPA
year of the permit on the conclusion conventionals/monitoring cut-off valuespermitting authority.
that the pollution prevention plan was are at higher concentration levels thanMinimum Required Data Needed [or
effective in controlling the discharge ofthe benchmarks in the proposed permit.
the storm water pollutants of concern. Non-Conventional-inorganic: Acute Pollutants To Be ,~na]yzed .for

Although most commenters favored water quality criteria based upon humanMonitoring

consumption (where acute values do notWhen determining industry-specificthe concept of an incentive approach toexist) will be retained as benchmarks monitoring requirements for facilitiesmonitoring, if monitoring had to be and monitoring cut-off concentrations under the multi-sector permit. EPArequired, a significant number of for parameters if the values are not performed statistical analyses on
commenters indicated that the lower than method detection limits, pollutant data submitted in the group
benchmark concentrations/monitoringWhere the values are lower than the applications. For pollutants of potentialcut-off values were inappropriate, method detection limits, the benchmarkconcern, (those with at least three
Reasons given for this comment includehas been replaced by the minimum observations (outfall samples) within an
the following: (1) The use of water level. A minimum level for such a industrial sector), EPA compared thequality criteria is an inappropriate pollutant is the method detection levelmedian values to the benchmark valuescomparison for discharge data, becausemultiplied by a factor of 3.18. The factorto determine a potential pollutant forit does not consider dilution of the of 3.18 has been determined by EPA tomonitoring.
discharge in the receiving water; (2) be the most appropriate level above the Commenters felt that three
benchmarks should be determined detection level (for most pollutants) at observations of a parameter per sector
based upon local conditions not by which reliable quantitation of the was not a fair minimum representation
using national ~tandards; (3) EPA pollutant can be analytically for the facilities within a sector since
should not use NURP median accomplished, the pollutants may all be showing up at
concentrations as benchmark values. Non-Conventional-Organic: Water three outfalls at only one facility and
These values have no bearing to quality criteria values based on humanthis facility may not be representative of
industrial storm water discharge or to consumption values are now used as an entire industry sector. Commenters
water quality; (4) several of the benchmarks. Acute water quality argued that a parameter should only be
benchmark values are below the methodcriteria for these pollutants are generallyconsidered as a pollutant of concern if
detection limit (e.g., arsenic) and wouldtoo high to be used as benchmark it is observed at some significant
therefore be impossible to achieve; (5) values, percentage of the sites sampled within
other benchmark values are far too EPA believes that the revised the sector. Other commenters stated that
stringent, (some are even lower than pollutant benchmarks represent a the minimum should be based upon at
drinking water standards) and runoff reasonable standard of comparison forleast three separate facilities instead of
from industrial areas would not meet industrial storm water discharges for theoutfalls. An entire sector should not be
these benchmarks; (6) many of the two principle purposes described above,required to monitor based upon the
commenters were concerned that the All levels are above the method information received from one facility
benchmark concentrations are, or will detection limits for the respective that sampled three outfalls.
become storm water effluent limitations,parameters and provide a reasonable EPA agrees with the commenters and

Under today’s final permit, EPA target for controlling storm water the methodology for developing
continues to use benchmark contamination by pollution prevention monitoring requirements for today’s
concentrations as a means for selectingplans, permit has been revised, in the
priority industries for analytical EPA emphasizes that the pollutant methodology used for the monitoring
monitoring and as a means for benchmarl~ concentrations are not stormprovisions for the final permit, EPA
determining if the facility is eligible for water effluent limitations, they are only considers a pollutant to be of
a sampling waiver in the fourth year of simply standards of comparison or concern where 3 separate facilities
permit coverage. However, because oftargets by which EPA determined if submitted data within a subsector or
the comments received, the basis for discharges from an industry, sector or sector.
development of the benchmarks/ facility merit monitoring under the Under the methodology for the
monitoring cut-off values has been re- terms of the permit. Facilities am notproposed permit it was possible for an
evaluated by EPA. required to meet these concentrations as entire sector to be required to monitor
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based upon the data submitted by onelate to determine if the additional data had median values greater than
facility with three out.falls and EPA was consistent with what had already benchmark values for four or less
agrees that one facility should not be been evaluated. Given this extra level ofparameters, only visual examinations
considered necessarily representative ofeffort to analyze and consider all would need to be conducted.
an entire industry sector for the submitted data, even though some data Several commentate stated that the
purposes of determining the need to was not loaded into the database that methodology employed for establishing
monitor. If three facilities which was publicly distributed, EPA believes priority sectors was arbitrary and/or
discharge a pollutant, however, the that the analyses performed on the flawed (i.e there is no basis for choosing
pollutant is not unique to a particular group application sampling data, and five as the number of parameters needed
facility and is indicative of the the results that were derived, are valid to be above bench.mark levels to trigger
industrial activities conducted in the and reasonable, sampling). Others indicated that the
industry sector or subsector. EPA EPA also believes that the concerns approach did not consider the relative
conducted the monitoring evaluation raised by commenters about the numberimpacts (e.g., toxicity) of the pollutants
assuming both a normal distribution of duplications and errors contained in on receiving waters. Commenters also
and a lognormal distribution of the datathe database which was distributed, is indicated that it was inappropriate to
set. The results were not significantly no longer warranted in that as errors group together a wide range of
different, were noted, EPA further screened and industrial activity discharge data into

corrected the database. In response to one industry sector, and to use that dataQuality of the Part II Database the recommendation from commenters as a basis for comparison.
The Part 2 group application databasethat a zero concentration value should In response to tt~ese comments. EPA

includes Part 2 monitoring data from be entered into the database every, timehas revised the methodology for
participants which participated in the a facility c~id not sample for a given selecting which industries must conduct
group application process. Statistical pollutant because they did not believe itanalytical monitoring. EPA reviewed the
analyses {e.g., mean, median, 95th was present on their site, EPA does notgrouping of industries into sectors for
percentile, and 99th percentile values) agree. Obviously, assuming zero statistical analysis. It was determined
of this data was conducted for each concentrations for these facilities would that in some cases a sector contained a
parameter within every industrial significantly reduce the mean and grouping of industrial activities which
sector. These analyses were conductedmedian concentrations. This would be may have different storm water
assuming both a normal distribution to imposing a major, unsupported discharges. In these cases EPA modified
the data and a lognormal distribution, assumption into the database. It cannotits analysis to statistically summarize
The results of the analyses were used inbe assumed that facilities which did notthe industry by subsectors. Division into
the methodology to determine the submit data for a part B or C pollutant industry, sub-sectors was prepared in
proposed monitoring requirements, have a discharge concentration of zero most cases based upon the three digit

Several commenters stated that the for that pollutant. Facilities which did SIC codes provided by the group
database, which only included not sample for a pollutant because theyparticipants in their group application
monitoring data received prior to did not believe it was present, may notinformation. The results of the subsector
January 1, 1993, was incomplete and/orhave adequately considered all potentialanalysis of the data were then used for
contained errors. The commenters sources of these pollutants. In addition,comparison to the revised benchmarks
stated that the database should be facilities that did sample were supposed(discussed above).
expanded to include all the group to be representative of the entire group Today’s permit also eliminates the
application data, as wall as further in which they were located. This was afive pollutant threshold for determining
reviewed to eliminate duplications andprocess determined by the group if a sector merited monitoring. For each
inaccuracies. Other commenters applicants themselves, with approval subsector (or sector where it was not
requested that the methods used to from EPA. Therefore, where facilities possible to further divide the sector into
develop the statistical evaluation of thedid sample and report for a given subsectors) EPA compared, on a
data be revamped {e.g,, use a lognormalpollutant, and other facilities in the pollutant by pollutant basis, the median
distribution of the data). In addition, a group did not, it could be assumed thatconcentration to the benchmark. Where
few cornmenters stated that the analysisthe pollutant really was present at all the median concentration for a pollutant
did not properly consider facilities other facilities. To be more accurate andis higher than the benchmark, where
which did not submit data for a unbiased in the analyses of the data, there are likely sources of the pollutant
pollutant listed in Part C of the Form 2FEPA chose not to assume either a zero associated with the industrial activity,
since these facilities had no reason to value or an extrapolated value for and where the concentrations are high
believe the pollutant was present in pollutants that were not analyzed for byenough so as not to be due to
their discharge. Therefore, the some facilities within a sector. EPA "background" or natural sources, the
commenters argued, EPA’s analysis analyzed only actual data points that subsector {or sector) is required to
should assume that the discharge were submitted. Where a pollutant was conduct analytical monitoring for the
concentration of these pollutants is zero.tested for, and the result was below hsted pollutant. This methodology is

EPA has again reviewed and double-detection levels, EPA assumed these pollutant-specific and addresses the
checked the monitoring data analyzed data points to be zero values for the concerns that some commenters had
for the development of the permit. EPApollutant, that some industries within a sector may
concludes that the monitoring data be inherently clean compared to other
analyzed is representative of the Establishing Prio~. Monitoring Sectors industries in the same sector. In
industries evaluated. EPA analyzed dataThe multi-sector permit requires addition, this approach is more
which was submitted months after the analytical monitoring only for ’priority’ environmentally protective in that the
application deadline for the purpose ofsectors. A sector was considered a number of different pollutants in a
identifying pollutants of concern and ’priority’ if. based on the Part II data for discharge does not necessarily increase
developing monitoring reqmxements, inthe sector, five or more pollutants the risk posed by that discharge. It is
addition, on a sector-by-sector basis, sampled for had median concentrationspossible that a receiving water may be
EPA reviewed data that was submittedabove benchmark values. If the sector significantly impacted by a discha~e
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containing a high concentration of just burden, requires little effort, and the true for extreme pH values beyond those
one pollutant and therefore monitoring data is needed to evaluate the impact ofnormally anticipated with acid rain.
should be conducted to determine if metals in the storm water discharge. Support or Opposition to Baselinecontrols are adequately reducing the One commenter stated that monitoring
levels of the discharge, of pH would be appropriate since the Monitoring Requirements

Selection of Additional Fh’gh Priority pH of local rainfalls varies by the In the proposed multi-sector permit,
Sectors Based Upon Factors Other Thanparticular region where a facility is EPA modified some sector monitoring
Sampling Data located. One commenter supported therequirements based upon the group

use of this parameter only if toxicity application data submitted. EPA
When determining industry-specific changes in the metals could be requested comment for each industrial

monitoring requirements for facilities demonstrated to occur at pH values sector on the changed requirements
under the multi-sector permit, EPA presented in the group data. Several from the 1992 baseline general permit
identified three additional industry commenters stated that rather than the that were proposed in the multi-sector
sectors based upon a review of the pH of the discharge being monitored permit. Fifteen of the sixteen
degree of exposure, types of materials that it is the pH of the receiving stream commenters that commented on this
exposed, and the need for more that is of critical concern. One issue were opposed to the monitonng
sampling data than what was submittedcommenter supported the monitoring ofrequirements in the baseline permit.
in the group application. The industry this parameter only if the EPA granted Several supported the deviations from
sectors identified are hazardous waste facilities the option of monitoring for the baseline permit which they claimed
treatment, storage and disposal facilitiesother total recoverable metals or was based only on theoretical and
(TSDFs), auto salvage yards and dissolved metals, potential discharges, whereas the

ai~o°~n~S" enters felt that selection of One commenter stated that monitoring requirements for the multi-

these industries as priority sectors was monitoring of pH would only be sector permit were based on actual

arbitrary, particularly for those sectors necessary if pH in the receiving water isstorm water discharge data from the

where it was determined that the a problem and should be considered industries. A couple of commenters

monitoring data submitted was not only after the total loading of an entire stated that the use of the baseline

adequate {automobile salvage yards andwatershed is established showing that monitoring requirements would defeat

airports). Under today’s permit EPA is fluctuations in pH are not the result of the purpose of the money and effort
spent on collecting data for the

continuing to require monitoring for pollutants from industrial activities, but
application process.these three sectors which were selectedare from sources such as acid rain. One one commenter, while still opposed

based upon criteria other than the commenter stated that they have to anymonitoring requirements for the
methodology employing the part 2 performed studies which show that pHfiberglass and aluminum boat builders,
sampling data. It is EPA’s best is not a concern for the food and supported the monitoring parameters in
professional judgement that these kindred products sector, section IX.R.8 of the multi-sector permit
industries merit further monitoring The majority of the commenters werein lieu of the baseline permit. Two
based on anticipated presence of opposed to the blanket requirement to commenters supported the change from
significant pollutants. The data monitor pH whenever total recoverablethe baseline permit requirements, which
submitted was insufficient to disprove metals were required to be monitored, triggered monitoring at 50,000 flight
the EPA conclusion that these types ofThe opposition was mainly due to the operations per year, for airports. One
facilities have a significant potential to inherent problems asso~c~iated with acidcommenter in the rubber and
discharge contaminants. EPA believes rain and in evaluating and linking the miscellaneous sector was concerned
the data submitted for these industries cause of toxicity to industrial activities that any analytical monitoring was
is insufficient and not representative of and the associated storm water being associated with the sector because
the discharges from the facilities and discharge. Several commenters stronglythey do not have any outside storage.
therefore additional data should be opposed a requirement to monitor pH Another commenter supported the
collected, believing it to be unnecessary. Many ofchanges in the requirements for the

those opposed felt the analysis shouldGlass. Clay, Cement, Concrete, andShould the Multi-Sector Permit Require be left to the discretion of the facility in Gypsum product sector where only theFacilities That Must Monitor for Total the development of their storm water ready-mix concrete plants must monitorRecoverable Metals To Also Monitor for pollution prevention plan. because visual monitoring is morepH?. EPA will not require facilities to also appropriate for determining whether
Not all sectors of the proposed multi- monitor pH for every sector that must BMPs are effective. One commenter

sector permit require facilities that must monitor total recoverable metals. Rather.from the steam electric group felt that
monitor for total recoverable metals to the decision will be left to the discretionthe monitonng requirements from thealso monitor for pH. Because it is of the facility or will be specifically baseline permit were more appropriate,
known that the toxicity of metals is required within a sector for other particularly the annual monitonng,
affected in part by pH, EPA requested reasons. Monitoring the pH of the stormcompared to the monthly visual
comment as to whether to add pH to thewater may not provide an indication ofobservations and quarterly chemical
list of parameters to be monitored in the effectiveness of the storm water monitoring in the multi-sector pernut.
those sectors where total recoverable pollution prevention plan because of theThe commenter stated that pollutants in
metals are also being chemically influences of factors other than the their storm water discharge aremonitored, facility’s industrial activities on the pH essentially unvarying and that theSeveral commenters agreed with the of the discharge (i.e., acid ram). original list of pollutants in the baselineaddition of pH as a parameter that Allowing the facility to evaluate the general permit provided a moreshould be measured for all sectors effectiveness of the measurement of pHappropriate set of indicators of stormwhere monitoring of a total recoverablefor each particular facility will alleviate water contamination from their site.metal is required. These commenters the misinterpretation of the data that EPA has reviewed both sets ofargued that it is not an expensive may result. This may be particularly monitoring requirements and as a result
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will not incorporate the monitoring Other commenters were opposed to the Today’s permit and fact sheet include
conditions from the baseline general burden that would result from the more detailed language which
permit into the final multi-sector support documentation needed to meetelaborates on the description of the
permit. EPA believes that the the 72 hour d.~ weather and 0.1 inch visual exam requirements. Additionally,
monitoring requirements in the baselinerainfall requirements. These the frequency for visual examination for
permit are designed primarily to commenters felt this would require all applicable industry sectors will be
characterize pollutants in storm water constant monitoring of the weather,quarterly under today’s permit. This
discharges from those facilities seekingrecordkeeping, and the development ofresponds to a majority of the
coverage under the permit. For the mostmonthly visual observation reports commenters by reducing the burden
part, this characterization effort has which would be costly for small placed upon facilities, and allows a
akeady been accomplished through thecompanies, more reasonable amount of time for a
group application sampling. Whereas, Numerous commenters supported therepresentative storm event to occur. The
the multi-sector general permit use of visual examinations to monitor information from visual monitoring is
monitoring strategy has been designedthe effectiveness of the pollution intended to be used by the facility as a
primarily to provide information on theprevention plan and the implementedquick and simple means of determining
effectiveness of the storm water BMPs. These commenters stated that any obvious changes in the quality of
pollution prevention plan. visual examinations can be an effectivestorm water runoff from the site when
Visual Examino~’on$ of Storm Water toot and would allow easy detection ofthe discharges are occurring. EPA
DischarRes suspended and settled solids, oil sheenunderstands that there is a measure of

and other obvious indicators. Some uncertainty and subjectivity in
The multi-sector permit includes commenters that favored visual performing visual exams, but believes

requirements for facilities to perform monitoring suggested this be done in this will not adversely affect the
visual examinations of storm water purpose of the examinations. In
discharges. "High risk" industry sectorslieu of any chemical analyses.

EPA believes that the visual summary, visual examinations of the
were required to perform visual examinations will provide permittees astorm water discharges provide a low
examinations of storm water samples on
a monthly basis. "Low risk" sectors quick and inexpensive assessment of thecost means for the facility operator to

were required to perform the exam oneffectiveness of the facility’s pollution routinely assess storm water problems at

a quarterly basis, prevention plan on a more frequent a facility and will provide an indication

EPA received a large number of basis, but at a more cursory level, thanof major problems with the effectiveness

comments on the proposed visual just analytical chemical monitoring, Theof the storm water pollution prevention

examination requirements, both in examinations are intended to be plan.

support and in opposition. The majorityconducted by the company’s pollutionAlternative Monito~ng Provisions
of comments were in reference to the prevention team, or someone who will In the proposed permit, EPA
frequency of visual examinations, be familiar with storm water requested comment on alternative
Others commented that the costs/ management at the facility. The team monitoring and reporting requirements
requirements of the visual exams weremay be able to identify sources of in lieu of the proposed requirements.
too burdensome, and some facilities contamination in the storm water Most of the cornmenters were opposed
wanted no visual exams at all. Other discharge given their knowledge of theto the alternative monitoring
comments included requests for: industrial activities conducted at the requirements. Some commenters
clarification of language requiring visualfacility and the materials stored exposedbelieved the alternative monitoring
examinations; more specific criteria forto storm water. From these observations,requirements would focus too much
when to conduct a visual examination;the team may be able to identify attention on sampling and not enough
provision of a checklist for performing additional BMPs that can be on pollution prevention plans. Some
visual exams; and criteria for examiningimplemented to control the contaminantcommenters did not think the whole
snow melt runoff, sources, or ways to improve the effluent toxicity testing, where it was

Commenters who opposed the efficiency of existing BMPs. EPA will proposed in the alternative
requirements did so because; visual retain the requirement to perform a requirements in certain sectors, would
exams are too burdensome for facilitiesvisual examination of the storm water be appropriate for storm water
with many outfalls; conducting visual discharge in today’s multi-sector permit,evaluations also stating that they are too
exams is too time consuming; the EPA believes the visual examination ofexpensive and complicated. Some
logistics associated with performing the discharge will become an importantcommenters supported the proposed
visual exams are too difficult for the part of an active facility’s overall effort alternative monitoring requirements
average worker to understand; the to control storm water contamination, stating that the alternative requirements
results of the exam will be of no value; EPA maintains that the visual should be kept as an option assuming
and the visual exam requirements are examination of the storm water there is appropriate data demonstrating
too frequent and will encourage discharges will allow a quick and the need for this monitoring.
fraudulent submissions, simple assessment of the quality of the In response to the comments

Some commenters were opposed to storm water runoff which can then beconcerning the alternative monitoring
the visual monitoring requirements used to help assess the effectiveness ofprovisions discussed in the fact sheet of
stating that it is not as effective as a facility’s pollution prevention plan atthe proposed permit, EPA is not
examining the equipment installed to very little cost. The results of the visualincorporating these monitoring
accomplish pollution prevention. Theyexamination should be used in requirements into the final permit.
suggested that if the requirement is conjunction with the results from the Rather, as explained above, EPA has
retained, the idea of comparing the comprehensive site compliance reconsidered the entire monitoring
visual observation to a baseline be evaluation, analytical monitoring, if s~rategy as proposed in the permit and
addressed because the use of the samerequired, and sector-specific inspectionshas developed a new monitonng
site personnel over time is not viable to determine if appropriate BMP’s have strategy based upon a sub-sector
due to continuous rotation of personnel,been implemented, analyses of the data to be responsive to
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the majority of concerns regarding stormrequirements from 24 commenters. Mostthe inspection and examination
water monitoring in the proposed of these stated that the proposed requirements for some industrial
permit, requirements are too burdensome and sectors. For example, the requirement
Signatory Requirements suggested ways to scale down this for visual examinations of discharges

burden, with suggestions ranging from has been changed to quarterly for all
The multi-sector permit requires that decreasing inspection schedules to sectors (except air transportation) and

all Notices of Intent (NOI), Notices of requiring less paperwork. A few pollutant-by-pollutant no exposure
Termination (NOT), storm water commenters opposed the frequency ofcertifications are now allowed. EPA
pollution prevention plans, reports, inspections required in several of the believes these changes, and others in
certifications or other information, sectors of the proposed permit, today’s permit, will decrease the
either to be submitted, or to be Specifically, two cornmenters stated that recordkeeping burden on many
maintained by the permittee, be signed monthly inspections of designated facilities, including small businesses.
in accordance with the requirements in equipment and areas of the facilitv are
40 CFR Part 122.22. - Special Requirements for Facilitiesunnecessary and inappropriate. Subject to Reporting RequirementsOne commenter stated that the NOI EPA has establishedvisual and other
certification is significantly different inspection requirements tailored to each Under EPCRA 313
than the wording in the September 9, industrial sector based on conditions EPA received a number of comments
1992 baseline general permit. Another specific to each sector. Where that addressed the proposed special
commenter stated that the signatory appropriate, today’s permit contains requirements for facilities subject to the
requirements should be similar to those daily, weekly, monthly, or less frequent EPCRA Section 313 reporting
required by the national pretreatment inspections of various important facility requirements. Specifically, 52 of these
program to maintain consistency and toareas and’activities, EPA believes the comments addressed the proposed
avoid confusion. One commenter statedfrequancies in the permit are necessary, requirement for a certification of the
that the signatory requirements were to ensure that storm water runoff from storm water pollution prevention plan
appropriate for the NOI and the NOT, these key areas does not cause for an EPCRA 313 facility by a
however, were not appropriate for the significant discharges of pollutants. Professional Engineer (PE), of which 50
storm water pollution prevention plan opposed such certification and two
and other such documents because theyRetention of Records favored it. Thirty-one of the commenters
are excessive when compared to similar Seven commenters stated that the opposed to the certification indicated
programs. This commenter suggested requirement that records be retained forthat other categories of professionals
that an appropriate company 6 or more years (three years after the with knowledge of pollution prevention,
representative such as those outlined inpermit expires} is excessive. One including hydrologists and certified
VII.G.2 would be more appropriate to commenter suggested that a more hazardous materials managers, would be
provide a signature because they are discrete time period be specified for more appropriate than a PE to review
more familiar with the regulations and records retention, so as to eliminate thethe plan. Most indicated that someone
the operations of the industrial facility, undesirable result of inadvertently very familiar with the facility would be
One commenter requested that a requiring facilities to retain records the most appropriate person to make the
member of the storm water pollution indefinitely if a permit is continually certification. Other commenters noted
prevention plan team be allowed to signextended. Five commenters suggestedthat the facility manager is legally
the site compliance report, that a three-year retention period is responsible and should be responsible

EPA will maintain the signature adequate and consistent with other for certifying or selecting the certifying
requirements as proposed in the multi- NPDES permits. Another commenter party. A few commenters stated that the
sector permit which requires that all suggested that records be retained for aPE provision would be unnecessarily
Ntis, NOTs, storm water pollution maximum of one year after the costly, particularly for small facilities.
prevention plans, reports, certifications inspection or monitoring occurs. Two One commenter added that the
or information either to be submitted to other commenters stated that the frequency of certification should be
the Director, or that are required to be documentation and recordkeeping reduced to once every five years.
retained by the permit, be signed by a requirements are too elaborate and In response to these commenters, EPA
responsible corporate officer. The could require excessive resources from has removed the requirement for PE
certification and signature requirements small businesses. Four other certification from the permit as well as
in the multi-sector permit are the same conunenters stated that the reporting the requirement to certify, the plan every
requirements as those used in other requirements are unnecessary and three years. The permit now requires
areas of the NPDES program and the unduly burdensome, facilities subject to the EPCRA Section
pretreatment program and have not beenEPA has retained all recordkeeping 313 requirements to conduct the same
changed from the September 1992 requirements from the proposed permit,storm water pollution prevention plan
baseline general permit. Furthermore, However. in response to commenters’ certification procedures as facilities not
the requirements allow authorized concerns about inconsistent timeframes,subject to EPCRA Section 313. Thus,
representatives to be appointed for the Agency has standardized the facilities subject to EPCRA Section 313
signature authority. Therefore, if a retention period for all records to be therequirements need only certify their
facility feels it is more appropriate for minimum period allowed under 40 CFRpollution prevention plan when it is
a member of the storm water pollution 122.41{j). Thus, today’s permit requires developed or when revisions or changes
prevention plan team to sign the permittees to retain all records {those are made and does not include a PE
documentation, that option is availablefi-om inspections as well as monitoring certification.
under the permit, data) for a minimum of three years from EPA also received numerous

the date of the inspection, sampling, orcomments that opposed the extension of
Miscellaneeus Inspection Requirementsmeasurement. In addition, to help special requirements for EPCRA Section

EPA received comments on reduce the amount of reports permittees313 facilities to all facilities with above-
inspection requirements, recordkeeping may be required to generate duxing a ground storage tanks and/or exposed
requirements, and reporting permit term, EPA has reduced some ofhandling of liquid chemicals. About half
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of these commenters stated that there (EPCRA) (also known as Title III of the priority chemical pollution prevention
was no basis for extending these specificSuperfund Amendments and plan requirements, and has determined
Best Management Practices (BMP) to Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986); 2)that the added chemicals will not cause
facilities that already have BMPs under are present at or above threshold levelsthis range to be exceeded,
the EPCRA program. The other half at a facility subject to EPCRA Section Cost of Complianceindicated that these special provisions 313 reporting requirements: and 3) that
were redundant with requirements in meet at least one of the following EPA received several comments
other programs, such as RCRA. Two criteria: (i) Are listed in Appendix D of concerning cost estimates for the permit
commenters also stated that such an 40 CFR 122 on either Table II (organic requirements, many of which offer
extension of requirements associated priority pollutants), Table III (certain similar viewpoints. EPA provided
with EPCRA to all facilities covered by metals, cyanides, and phenols) or Tableestimates of the cost of compliance in
the multi-sector permit would be V (certain toxic pollutants and the fact sheet to the proposed permit.
inappropriate regulatory duplication, hazardous substances); (ii) are listed asThese costs covered a range of costs,
Based on these comments and further a hazardous substance pursuant to from low to high, that may be necessary
review, EPA is not extending the section 311(b)(2)(A) of the CWA at 40 to Lmplement a storm water pollution
Section 313 requirements to additional CFR 116.4; or (iii) are pollutants for prevention plan at the wide range of
facilities, which EPA has published acute or types of facilities that will be covered

In addition to these specific chronic water quality criteria, under this permit. Twenty-eight
comments, EPA received 25 comments In response to this rulemaking, EPA commenters stated that the estimated
opposed to the special storm water analyzed the list of Section 313 water cost for industry to comply with the
pollution prevention plan requirements priority chemicals in the proposed multi-sector pe~nit is too high. In
for EPCRA Section 313 facilities. These multi-secfor general permit by response to these comments, EPA re-
cornmenters objected that there are a comparing these 286 new chemicals examined its cost estimates to ensure
variety of burdensome aspects of the against Tables If, ill. and V of Appendix that they were accurate and to ensure
prescribed practices. Sixteen of these D of 40 CFR 122, the list of hazardous that the range, as estimated, adequately
commenters suggested that the special substances listed at 40 CFR 116.4. and covered all anticipated circumstances.
requirements are redundant with those the list of pollutants for which EPA has From this re-evaluation. EPA believes
imposed by other programs and/or are published acute or chronic water quality that the costs of compliance, which
inappropriate given the data presented criteria. Based on this analysis, EPA is includes preparing and implementing a
in the notice on the presence of adding 44 of the 286 new chemicals or pollution prevention plan during the
pollutants in storm water from EPCRA chemical categories to the list of Section term of the permit, are accurate and
Section 313 facilities and non-313 313 water priority chemicals which is adequately cover the range of
facilities. They indicated that the data an appendix to today’s permit. In anticipated costs for facilities that will
show no distinguishable differences developing the original definition of be covered under this permit. In
between storm water pollution from Section 313 water priority chemicals, addition, EPA believes the cost of
these two categories. Other commenters EPA included a reference to the EPCRA compliance is not high when compared
stated that the costs of complying with 313 chemical listing and noted that to the potential site-specific
the special provisions for Section 313 future additions to the list could occur requirements that may be imposed in
facilities are excessive. With the and that these would automatically order to comply with an individual
exception of the PE certification, EPA is expand the storm water EPCRA 313 permit. Therefore this multi-sector
not reducing the special pollution water priority chemical list used in the general permit represents a significant
prevention plan requirements for industrial storm water general permits, cost savings over the individual permit
facilities subject to EPCRA Section 313 In addition, the proposed regulation to option.
requirements. The Agency is leaving expand the EPCRA 313 list notified the Six of these commenters also cited the
them in place because of the nature of public that with an expansion of the list, high end of the EPA cost estimates as
the industrial activities and chemicals other programs, such as the storm water being too high for small businesses, in
handled at such facilities. These permitting program that incorporated response to this, EPA wants to clarify
controls are necessary to ensure that the EPCRA 313 listing, would also be that the high-end cost estimates will
storm water runoff does not become similarly affected, mostly, if not entirely, apply to larger,
contaminated with EPCRA Section 313 By adding these new chemicals to the more complex facilities with more
water priority chemicals. The use of water priority chemical list. potentially potential sources of pollutants and
these controls represents an establishedmore facilities will be required to therefore a more comprehensive storm
level of technology-based controls that implement the EPCRA 313 special water pollution prevention plan. In
are already being implemented at manypollution prevention plan requirements,deriving the cost ranges, EPA
of these types of facilities and EPA However, EPA believes that the anticipated that most small business
believes this level of technological additional water priority chemicals will compliance costs would fall at the low
control should be maintained, not have a significant impact on the costend of the cost ranges.

On January 12, 1994, EPA proposed toof compliance by any individual Twenty-four of the twenty-eight
add 313 new chemicals to the EPCRA facility. Facilities already implementing commenters who believed that the
Section 313 list of chemicals found at 40these provisions may have additional estimated cost of compliance is too high
CFR 372.65. On November 30, 1994, chemicals to address in their plans also expressed concern that the
EPA published a final notice in the beyond those they already consider, butproposed permit will bear an unfair
Federal Register adding 286 chemicalsEPA believes many of the BMPs and burden on small businesses and
to the list. A Section 313 water priority, pollution prevention measures already possibly threaten their ability to remain
chemical is defined as a chemical or being implemented will be applicable toin operation. However, several of these
chemical categories which are: 1) are the new chemicals. EPA re-examined commenters based their position on the
listed at 40 CFR 372.65 pursuant to the estimated upper range of cost of high end of the cost estimates, which
Section 313 of the Emergency Planning compliance by a facility required to are most likely to apply to larger
and Community Right-to-Know Act implement the special EPCRA water facilities, in response to this concern.
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EPA estimated the cost of compliance resources. EPA encourages facilities toeligible for coverage if the facility
for a hypothetical small business in theuse activities and controls already obtained, and is in compliance ~ith. a
automobile salvage yard industry. This routinely conducted to the maximum written agreement with the Stateexample has been added to the fact extem possible to meet the permit Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO).
sheet of the permit and illustrates an requirements. EPA anticipates that The permit required that a discharger
estimate of a small auto salvage yard many small businesses will be able to seeking coverage must certify in its
costs that such a facility many actually tailor their existing activities to satisfy Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered by
incur in complying with this permit, many of the requirements of the multi- the multi-sector permit that its stor~n
The Agency expects that the actual costsector permit and that trade associationswater discharge will not disturb a site
of compliance with the permit for a will help in developing model pollutionthat is listed or eligible for listing.
hypothetical small automobile salvage prevention plans and in providing A number of commenters opposed
yard would be $874 in the Rrst year andtechnical information and assistance tothese eligibility restrictions and
$561 for each following year. The low- their membership, suggested that the requirements be
end estimate is appropriate for the Eight small business responses calledmodified. Several commenters
majority of smaller facilities, with somefor a small business exemption to suggested that the permit allow coveragefacilities, like the hypothetical small eliminate storm water sampling and for all facilities initially, but include a
auto salvage yard, likely to face even documentation requirements. They provision which would allow the
lower costs, perceived the costs for sampling and Director to exclude from coverage any

Nineteen cormnenters (including documentation to be most burdensomedischarge which was determined toeleven of the twenty-eight who believe on small businesses, many of which have an impact upon a threatened or
that the estimated cost of compliance ishave limited human resources. In endangered species, or which disturbs atoo high) stated that EPA’s upper cost response,’EPA is not providing historic site. Others stated that the termsestimates given for complying with the exemptions in the multi-sector permit to"no direct or indirect effect" in the ESA
proposed permit are too low. Many of businesses because of their size. eligibility restrictions, and "will notthe commenters questioned how EPA However, EPA has changed several disturb" in the NHPA eligibility
has developed its cost estimates and requirements of the permit which will restrictions are overly broad and subjectargued that the actual cost of reduce burden on the permittee. For to varying degrees of interpretation.compliance will greatly exceed the costsexample, comprehensive site These commenters requestedcited by EPA. In response, EPA does notcompliance evaluations are now clarification as to what constitutes a
believe its cost estimates are too low asrequired only annually for all industrial,direct effect, an indirect effect or a
mentioned above. EPA based the cost sectors. EPA has also reduced some ofdisturbance. Still other commentersestimates in the proposed permit on the inspection requirements where suggested that the eligibilitythose prepared for the baseline generalappropriate. Additional revisions have requirements merely require thepermit. Because the compliance been made to various industrial sectorapplicant to send a letter to therequirements in today’s permit reflect requirements to help reduce the burdenappropriate Agency requesting athose in the baseline permit, EPA on small business and other permittees,determination of the facility’s impactbelieves that the cost of compliance upon threatened species, endangeredwith the multi-sector permit will be Endangered Species Act {ESA} and
similar to the baseline permit. Actual National Historic Preservation Act species or historic sites. These

costs for some facilities may be lower in(NHPA) commenters argued that a facility does
not have the resources to make asome circumstances under the multi- To address the provisions of the determination on its own. Severalsactor permit because the multi-sectorEndangered Species Act, the proposedcomm~nters suggested that thepermit fact sheet provides guidance onpermit denied coverage to any dischargeeligibility restrictions only apply to newthe types of BMPs that may be which had "a direct or indirect effect facilities. They argued that existingapplic,ab, le for an industry sector, upon a listed endangered or threatenedfacilities should not be required to makem aadition, several other specific species or its designated habitat". The the determination because any effects orconcerns were presented by small permit allowed coverage to dischargesdisturbances due to their dischargesbusinesses. Sixteen small businesseswith an impact on endangered or have already occurred.commented that the compliance costs threatened species where the facility Commenters also listed a number ofwould force small businesses to eitherhad obtained an incidental take permitreasons for removing the eligibilitylay off employees or go out of business from either the U.S. Fish and Wildlife restrictions altogether. Manycompletely. Another seven commentersService (FWS) or the National Marine commenters stated that the permitwarned of the consequences that couldFisheries Service {NMFS). The proposedinappropriately deferred EPA’sresult if small automobile recyclers werepermit required that a discharger responsibility to consult with FWS,forced out of business by the cost of seeking coverage, certify in its Notice ofNMFS or Historic Preservation Officescompliance with the permit. They Intent (NOI) to be covered by the multi- to the discharger. They argued that bothargued that vehicles would be sector permit that its storm water ESA and NI-]PA require EPA to performabandoned along roads, left in back discharge will not have any direct or the consultation prior to issuing theyards, etc., resulting in a worse scenarioindirect effect on listed species or permit. The commenters argued that thethan that which existed before the critical habitat unless the discharger hadconsultation would be costly and timepermit was put into effect. In response, first obtained a permit under § 10 of theconsuming for dischargers to perform.EPA does not expect the costs of ESA (for incidental takings}. Several commenters stated that thecompliance with the multi-sector permit To comply with the provisions of the Services and Offices which would haveto force a small business out of businessNational Historic Preservation Act, the to be consulted would be overwhelmedas described above. In developing theproposed permit denied coverage to by the number of inquiries generated bypermit, the Agency considered not onlydischarges that "disturb a site that is the permit and unable to respond tothe needs for storm water controls, but listed or eligible for listing in the requests for consultations in a timelyalso the capabilities of each sector’s National Historic Register." A dischargemanner. Other commenters stated that itfacilities to maximize available in-housethat does disturb a historic site may be was unnecessary to include the ESA and
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NHPA requirements in the permit this revised approach to be a more mitigate and prevent adverse effects to
because facilities are already subject to practical and straightforward process forthe historic property. Applicants for
these and other existing federal laws an applicant to gain coverage under thegeneral permit coverage must certify
and regulations. Requiring compliance multi-sector general permit, that they have read and am in
with these provisions in the permit EPA expects that the vast majority ofcompliance with the eligibility
places undue emphasis upon these applicants will be able to meet the f~SAprovisions of the permit.
statutes in comparison to all other laws certification requirement by either The operation of this mechanism
and regulations, determining that no listed species are should assure compliance with the

In response to the comments found in the county of the discharge or NHPA for any authorization to
regarding endangered species, the ESAby determining that hsted species founddischarge provided under today’s
requires, among other things, that EPA in the county are not in proximity to thepermit. EPA anticipates the first
ensure, in consultation with the FWS discharge. EPA beheves that requiring component of the eligibility/
and/or NMFS that actions it authorizes applicants to provide the certification certification mechanism will provide an
or carries out are not likely to jeopardizecommented upon is reasonable and adequate opportunity to take intothe continued existence of threatened necessary so that EPA may act to account the effect on historic properties
and endangered ["listed") species or lawfully authorize an applicant’s for the vast majority of discharges to beresult in the destruction or adverse general permit coverage. See authorized under the permit. EPA
modification of the designated critical § 308(a)(A)(v). anticipates that the preliminaryhabitat of listed species. In addition, the EPA does not need to enforce everyevaluation by the applicant will quickly
ESA generally prohibits EPA, as well aslaw and regulation through permits-- identify those discharges that may
those seeking general permit coverage, only those which create obligations on implicate concerns about historic"
from "taking" listed species without the EPA for ifs actions (through statutes preservation. The second componentprior authorization of the FWS/NMFS. such as the ESA and the NHPA) that arewill allow for general permit coverageTo fulfill its responsibilities under the in response to permit applications after effects have been effectivelyESA, EPA developed a series of presented to EPA by persons seeking toaddressed (minimizing the need for anconditions in the proposed permit comply with the C~VA, e.g., applicants individual permit).which were reviewed by the services for NPDES permits. EPA recognizes that the eligibility/during the consultation. The As to permit coverage for existing certification mechanism in today’s
consultation culminated in the issuancefacilities, "action" under the pertinent permit will not resolve all historic
of a FWS/NMFS Biological Opinion thatESA regulations includes "all preservation concerns that may ariseEPA’s approach would not likely activities...of any kind authorized by due to control of storm waterjeopardize listed species, adversely federal agencies...[including] the discharges. In some instances, the firstmodify critical habitat, or result in granting of...permits... " 50 C.F.R. component of the eligibility/takes. The consultation also resulted in § 402.02. Agencies must consult with certification may not assure "no effect"changes to the conditions of the permitthe FWS or NMFS wherever an action on historic properties, for example, iffor endangered species protection. Themay affect listed species. 50 C.F.R. the applicant’s certification of eligibilityrevised conditions represent a § 402.14. Given that storm water is subsequently determined to be false.simplified process that should be easierdischarges from existing facilities may In such Instances, the discharge wouldfor permittees to comply with, yet will have new or continuing effects on listedbe "without a permit" based on thestill ensure that storm water discharges species (in addition to past effects), eligibility provisions. In some instances,authorized under this permit will not there was a clear need for coverage of the applicant and the SIlO may have
adversely affect endangered species, existing facilities also to be adequately difficulty in reaching agreement on howThe revised ESA conditions require protective, to resolve historic preservationthat an applicant comply with the ESA In response to the comments raised concerns. Such instances mayand be granted coverage under the regarding the NHPA, EPA recognizes necessitate EPA intervention or issuancepermit only if the storm water that the National Historic Preservation of an individual permit. The eligibility/discharges and BMPs to be constructedAct ("NHPA") imposes obligations on certification mechanism representsare not likely to adversely affect the the Agency to take into account the EPA’s effort to assure Agencyendangered species listed in Addendumeffect of permit issuance on historic compliance with the National HistoricH of the permit; or the applicant has properties. Today’s general permit Preservation Act consistent with thereceived previous authorization under establishes a mechanism whereby the efficiencies of general permitting underthe ESA and established an Agency can efficiently administer the the Clean Water Act.environmental baseline; or the applicantpermit and still take into account the
is implementing other appropriate effect of general permit coverage on Comprehensive Site Compliance
measures, as required by the Director. tohistoric properties consistent with its Evaluations
address adverse affects. In addition, theobligations under the NHPA. EPA will The proposed permit containedapplicant must certif~ that their storm assure NHPA compliance primarily requirements for facilities to performwater discharges and potential BMP through the eligibility and certification and document comprehensive siteconstruction activities are not likely to requirements of the general permit. The compliance evaluations. The intent ofadversely affect the species listed in general permit does not authorize the compliance evaluation is to: confirmAddendum H of the permit. Addendumdischarges that (1) affect a property thatthe accuracy of the description ofH is a county-by-county listing of the is listed or eligible for listing on the potential pollution sources at the site,endangered species upon which the National Register of Historic Places, determine the effectiveness of the stormconsultation is based. EPA believes thisunless (2) the applicant has obtained water pollution prevent.ion plan. andnew process fully implements the and is in compliance with a written assess compliance with the permit. Therequirements of the ESA and the agreement between the applicant and evaluation should be conducted byoutcome of the consultation with FWS the State Historic Preservation Officer members of the pollution preventionand NMFS. and is protective of ("SHPO") that outlines all measures to team. Deficiencies in the plan must beendangered species. EPA also considersbe undertaken by the applicant to corrected within two weeks of the
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evaluation and the corrections must besources contained in the pollution may be exempt from the Nationalimplemented within 12 weeks. Most ofprevention plan, 2) determine the Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systemthe industry sectors required the effectiveness of the plan, and 3] assess (NPDES] permit program as described inevaluation to be performed annually, compliance with the terms and the silvicultural definition at 40 CFRhowever, a few sectors required more conditions of the permit. These goals, inPart 122.27. Many commenters agreedf~equent comprehensive site compliancecombination, are more comprehensivethat certain silvicultural activities areevaluations. For example, the chemicalthan the other inspection and not covered by NPDES permitand allied products sector of the monitoring requirements in the permit,requirements and are best controlledproposed permit required quarterly The annual comprehensive site under the section 319 nonpoint sourcecomprehensive site comphance compliance evaluation also satisfies theprogram. Because these discharges areevaluations. A few industry sectors minimum monitonng requirement of alladdressed by the section 319 nonpointallowed less frequent evaluations, for NPDES permits (40 CFR 122.44(i)(4]). source program, some commentersexample the ore mining and dressing Therefore, EPA is retaining the recommended that the language in thesector only required evaluations ever-! requirement that all industrial sectors permit and the fact sheet be changedthree years at inactive mine sites, conduct an annual comprehensive sitefrom providing an "exemption" of theseCommenters expressed several compliance evaluation. To the extent discharges to say that "certainconcerns with the comprehensive site that this compliance evaluation overlapssilvicultural activities are not prohibitedcompliance evaluation requirements, with other inspections (e.g., daily by or otherwise subject to theseThe primary concern dealt with the inspections of storage areas), the regulations." Other commentersrequired frequency for the evaluation. Acomprehensive site compliance requested that the language concerningnumber of commenters stated that the evaluation, can be used in place of the coverage of silvicultural activities that isevaluation should not be required moreother inspections. Because the in the permit fact sheet, also be placed~requenfly than once per year in any comprehensive site compliance in the permit to avoid confusion.industry sector. Commenters stated thatevaluations are intended in part to In response, EPA believes thatan annual evaluation was sufficient to determine the effectiveness of the nonpoint source silvicultural activitiesassure compliance of the plan with pollution prevention plan and not covered under this permit (e.g.,permit requirements. Commenters alsocompliance with the permit, EPA harvesting operations, and certain otherstated that the frequency should be believes it is important that a member activities) are exempt from the NPDESconsistent across al! sectors unless moreof the pollution prevention team be permit program. Exempt activities dofrequent evaluations could be justified,involved in conducting the evaluation,not need to obtain an NPDES stormCommenters were also concerned with In response to the concern about the water discharge permit. EPA does notthe time frame allowed to modif’y the two week timeframe being to short to believe that further clarification ispollution prevention plan following thefully implement changes to the plan if necessary beyond that akeady stated inevaluation. Commenters stated that twosuch are necessary as a result of the the fact sheet to the timber productsweeks is not sufficient time to obtain theinspection, EPA disagrees and believesresources necessary to modi~ the plan. sector. If a facility operator questions its
A few conunenters also felt that the a clarification is necessary. Under the regulatory status after reviewing the factterms of the final permit, if a facilit), sheet, the operator should contact thecomprehensive site compliance         operator determInes a deficiency in the

permitting authority for the State inevaluation is redundant and duplicativestorm water pollution prevention planwhich it is located for additionalof the inspections required by the stormafter conducting the annual guidance on its regulator3, status.water pollution prevention plan. The comprehensive site compliance Many commenters suggested that thecommenters argued that the evaluation
evaluation, then the permit provides fordefinition of timber products activitiesshould not be required unless the up to two weeks to modif~ the plan and not required to obtain NPDES permitsinspections reveal recurring problems then up to 12 weeks to implement the for storm water discharges be expandedwith the plan. FInally, one commenter actual plan modifications. EPAstated that the evaluation should be in the fact sheet. Some commentersanticipates that many plan changes will wanted to include remote log son/

corporateperformed official by an outside with expertise consultant in orbe procedural or programmatic in natureconcentration yards that do not conduct
storm water pollution prevention, and as such should not take an processing activities. These commentersIn response, EPA has reconsidered theexcessive amount of time to perform, were concerned that the proposedfrequencies of the comprehensive site EPA expects these to be easily permit groups all log soft, concentrationcompliance evaluation in the proposedcompleted within the 12 week deadline,yards into the same category as facilitiespermit and has standardized the Where major changes are necessary thatprocessing timber products. They statedfrequency to once per year in all sectors,require construction, such as that the activities performed at theseunless sector-specific justification is installation of a new structural BMP, theyards are similar to forest harvestinggiven for a more frequent inspection, permit conditions allow for up to three operations including unloading,EPA also wants to clarif’v that the years. EPA believes these timeframes arestacking, storing and reloadingcomprehensive site com’pliance adequate and therefore no changes to roundwood. In addition, they stated thatevaluation requirements are different the final permit have been made. the pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers
from other inspection and monitoring Response to Major Sector-Specific presumed present at these sites are notrequirements of the permit. The Issues usually them. Another commentercomprehensive site compliance requested that forest roads be includedevaluation is intended to be an overall Timber Products Facilities

as nonpoint sources, as well as forestcomprehensive inspection that is The proposed permit for timber recreational sites and national forestconducted at a minimum on an annualproduct facilities does not cover ach:ninistrative sites that do not includebasis where the pollution prevention nonpoint source silvicultural activities, treatment facilities. The commenterplan is totally reviewed. The inspectionsuch as timber harvesting operations s~ated that these facilities could beshould 1) confirm the accuracy of the and certain other silvicultural activitieseffectively covered under nonpointdescription of potential pollution described under SIC code 2411. whichsource programs.
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In response, the permit fact sheet which are tailored to each specific be inspected when the activities were
discusses coverage of certain facility on a case-by-case basis. This not occurring. This requirement was
silvicultural activities which are site-specific approach will allow a placed in the permit because these areas
classified as storm water discharges facility which end-treats wood with are subject to leaks and spills of
associated with industrial activity underparaffin to design a pollution preventionmaterials, tracking of spilled chemicals
the NPDES storm water program and plan appropriate for their facility, by equipment, discharge of wood debris
those which are considered to be The proposed permit authorized non-and dust generation from heavy
nonpoint source discharges. This storm water discharges from the spray equipment. Daily inspection of these
discussion explains the consistency down of lumber at wood product storageareas would only require that someone
between coverage under this multi- yards where no chemical additives arebe responsible for examining each of the
sector permit and existing NPDES stormused in the spray down waters and no areas to determine which BMPs should
water regulations defining storm waterchemicals are applied to the wood be implemented to limit the
discharges associated with industrial during storage. Several commenters contamination of storm water
activity for the Timber Products supported the proposed permit discharges. For example, the inspector
industry. EPA believes this discussion iscondition as an acceptable non-storm may see that a small amount of a
clear and consistent with NPDES water discharge. The commenters chemical has been spilled near a loading
regulations and that further expansionbelieved that the authorization of these dock which could potentially either be
of the definition of exempt nonpoint discharges at timber processing facilitiestracked away from the site on truck tires
source activities at timber products is appropriate because these dischargesor if it rained could enter the storm
facilities would be inconsistent, are intermittent and the activity, is water discharge. With daily inspections

Many commenters were concerned performe.d only when necessary.. In of these areas, the inspector could
that the proposed sector had grouped response, EPA believes that these non-immediately initiate clean up of the

storm water discharges, where spill and m~tke suggestions fortogether all facilities that perform any
identified in a pollution prevention planadditional BMPs to be implemented intowood treating, including facilities that

only end-treat boards with a paraffin and where appropriate pollution the plan to avoid future spills. No
prevention measures are implemented,elaborate documentation of thesewax. In response, EPA has grouped can be effectively controlled under inspections is required, however, thetogether all those facilities that performtoday’s multi-sector permit and facility’s pollution prevention teamany wood treating because they exhibit
therefore are allowable non-storm watershould develop a simple method ofsimilar types of industrial activities at discharzes.their facilities. The groupings were Numerous entities commented on thetracking whether someone has observed

the areas when material handling andmade because the documentation andpollution prevention plan for timber loading/unloading activities are beingdata submitted in the group applicationsproduct facilities. Many commenters performed on a daily basis. If follow-updescribed them as similar. Therefore, supported the use of best management
wood preservers who treat their wood practices in that they allow the measures are appropriate in response to
with paraffin were not separated from permittees to determine the most the inspection, .these should be
wood preservers, as a whole. In relation efficient and cost-effective measures for documented as well. For example, the
to monitoring, while the proposed controlling pollutants in storm water documentation may simply be checking
multi-sector permit required specific discharges. Several corn_reenters a log sheet and stating on the sheet that
monitoring by wood preservers and provided lists of additional BMPs that the inspection was performed on a
surface treaters, including those that are appropriate for use at timber productparticular day. Follow-up action may
only end-treat boards, the final multi- facilities. However, many commenters require initiating the work and marking
sector permit comprehensively changesstated that the proposed requirement fora log sheet stating that the work was
the monitoring requirements for all daily inspections of "material handlingperformed.
timber products facilities due to a activities and unloading and loading EPA disagrees that daily inspections
reassessment of the benchmark levelsareas whenever industrial activities would be burdensome. The inspection
used to trigger monitoring and the occur in those areas" is confusing of material handling and loading/
revised sub-categorization approach to because these areas are considered unloading areas is being required daily
determining the need for industry sub- industrial activities. In addition, they {when activities are occurring in those
categories to monitor {See response to believe the proposed frequency of the areas} because of the nature of the
comments on monitoring provisions}, inspections is overly burdensome and activities. These activities create a high
Facilities that end-treat boards with clarification of the required risk for discharging pollutants to storm
paraffin are still required to monitor documentation is needed. Some water discharges and require that more
their storm water discharges, but for facilities stated that they already frequent assessments be made to
fewer pollutants. Although the revised conduct inspection of material handlingascertain the effectiveness of BMPs in
monitoring provisions in the permit and loading/unloading areas when those areas. These inspections, which
now require monitoring for all chemical preservatives are shipped or should become a simple daily routine,
suboategories within the timber received. Some commenters suggestedmay be made by personnel who are
products sector, the revised alternativethat no documentation be required, already in these areas at the time the
certification provisions should allow In response, EPA would like to clarifyactivity is occumng. If inspections are
individual facilities with no exposure ofthat the proposed requirement was already being conducted at material
the pollutants of concern to forego the intended to require site personnel to handling and loading/unloading areasneed to monitor. In relation to pollutioninspect the areas where material when chemical preservatives are
prevention plans, all timber products handling and loading/unloading shipped or received then these can be
facilities will still be required to control activities were occurring on a daily incorporated as part of the pollution
pollutants discharged into storm water basis. These areas would be inspectedprevention plan and may satisfy part of
through the use of site-specific best on those days when material handling the requirement. In addition, EPA
management practices Lmplemented or loading/unloading activities were believes the commenters are confused
through pollution prevention plans occurring but would not be required to bv the proposed language for daily
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inspections of material handling andavailable, then the pollution preventionpreservation should not be required toloading/unloading areas in the permit,team would merely incorporate that monitor storm water discharges forTherefore, the language in today’s multi-information into the plan and identify pentachlorophenol where prior testingsector permit will clarify this pollution prevention measures to has shown that them is norequirement, minimize contact with run-off. If the chlorophenolic residue at the facilit.v.Numerous comments were received information is not available, no A number of commenters in this
on the requirement to perform monthly additional site assessments would be sector also commented about: the
inspections at processing areas, required. The fact sheet language in proposed cut-off concentrations that
transport areas and treated wood storagetoday’s multi-sector permit clarifies thiswould be used to determine whetherareas of facilities performing wood requirement, facilities must sample during the fourth
surface protection and preservation In general, commenters supported theyear of the permit term or under the
activities. The commenters argued thatproposal that timber product facilities alternative certification provisions of
these inspections are unnecessary that do not surface protect or preserve the permit; the variability of pollutantbecause employees are currently trainedshould not be required to monitor theirconcentrations in storm waterto prevent drippage of treatment storm water discharges. These discharges; the eventual imposition ofchemicals on unprotected soils. They commenters agreed that storm water effluent limitations based on the cutoff
feel these requirements are duplicativepollution prevention plans provide the concentrations; the use of totalof requirements under RCRA Subpart necessary protection for controlling recoverable metals analyses; the toxicityW. EPA disagrees that these inspectionsstorm water pollution at timber product of pollutants to aquatic organisms given
are unnecessary. Documentation facilities. Many comments were receiving water dilution during wet
associated with the listing of wood received on the sampling and weather events; the alternative
preserving and wood surface protectionmonitorin~ required by those timber monitoring provisions proposed in the
wastes at 40 CFR 261 showed that thereproducts facilities that use formulationsfact sheet: the use of visual monitoring:remains a potential for storm water to for wood surface protection and the quality of the part II sampling
become contaminated through preservation. Many of the commenters database; the identification of priority
incidental activities such as tracking ofwere opposed to the sampling and sectors for monitoring and other
material, fugitive emissions, rushed monitoring requirements because theymonitoring issues that are discussed
operations and miscellaneous other would impose significant administrativeunder the monitoring section of this
activities. EPA therefore believes it is and economic burdens on wood summary.
necessary to require these Inspections sopreserving facilities in particular. They As a result of the comments on
that site personnel may identify sourcesstated that the data obtained through themonitoring throughout the multi-sector
of pollutants and to implement BMPs to proposed monitoring program would permit, EPA has revised the
minimize contamination of storm waterprovide marginal benefits to EPA methodology for determining which
discharges at each facility. Where because the highly variable data couldsectors need to monitor (See discussion
inspections of this type are being not be used to measure the performanceunder monitoring). The methodology
conducted for another program of BMPs. They believe that the efforts developed for the final permit analyzed
requirement, such as for RCRA, those and expenses would be better used inthe group application data based on
inspections can suffice for meeting thedeveloping and implementing pollutionthree digit (or more) sub-sectorization of

oUirements of this permit, control measures. A few cornmenters the industries represented in the groups.me commenters were concerned also argued that wood preserving Based on this revised methodology, the
that the requirement to identify areas facilities should not have to monitor fortimber products sector has been divided
where soils are contaminated as a resultTSS, COD and BOD because the into four sub-sectors for data analysis.
of past surface protection and requirement is based on concentrationsThese four sub-sectors are SIC co~le
preserving activities would be too from NURP studies which were groups 2421 (sawmills and planingburdensome. Some commenters statedperformed in residential areas and mills), 2491 {wood preserving), 2411that it might require extensive and verybecause these pollutants are not toxic to(log storage), and 2426/2429/243/244/expensive testing of areas to determineaquatic life. Some commenters were 245/2493/2499 (miltwork, veneer, woodwhere residual contamination remainedopposed to monitoring requirements atcontainers, plywood and structuraland may even require expensive remote storage sites because there is wood, and wood products not elsewhere
environmental site assessments. Severalneither meteorological equipment nor classified). Using the data in the groupcommenters argued that areas where staff available and transportation to application database, and datacontamination still remains could be these sites is very difficult, submitted subsequent to development ofidentified through the site inspections, Some commenters did not agree withthe database, EPA analyzed theand once identified could then be the requirement for facilities that use monitoring requirements for these fourremediated. In response, EPA disagreescopper-chromium-arsenic formulationssub-sectors using the revisedthat the requirement is too burdensome,to sample for both copper and arsenic benchmarks. As a result, EPA is nowThe proposed permit stated that "Wherebecause it is not supported in the data. requiring monitoring of all four sub-information is available, facilities that These commenters suggested that, if sectors in the timber products sector.have used chiorophenolic, creosote, oradditional data was needed, only one ofSIC code 2421 will monitor for COD,chromium-copper-arsenic formulationsthe parameters (copper) be monitored TSS and zinc. SIC code group 2491 willfor wood surface protection or because sampling for both was monitor for total recoverable arsenic andpreserving activities on site in the past unnecessary. Other commenters arguedtotal recoverable copper, SIC code groupshould identify in the inventory the that arsenic should not be required to be2411 will monitor for TSS and SIC codefollowing: areas of contaminated soils, sampled because, while toxic to humansgroups 2426/2429/243/244/245/2493/treatment equipment and stored if ingested, it is not toxic to aquatic 2499 will monitor for COD and TSS. Inmaterials that still remain and practicesorganisms. Numerous cornmenters addition, the timber products industryemployed to minimize the contact of argued that timber product facilities must perform quarterly visual "these materials with storm water where chlorophenolic formulations examinations of their storm waterrunoff." If information is readily were used in the past for wood pollution prevention plan. EPA believes
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these revised monitoring requirementsin the sector. Commenters raised severaldifferences in the industrial activities
are responsive to the major commentsother issues. One stated that there is nocovered under this section of the permit.
received on the proposed monitoring such thing as a typical chemical EPA has analyzed the sampling data for
provisions in that the monitoring is manufacturing facility and that EPA the asphalt paving and roofing materials
more industry-specific due to the sub- needs to visit each in the "broad array manufacturers separately ~rom the
~ector approach and that this approachof chemical facilities" in order to lubricant manufacturers. The
more accurately identifies the pollutantsunderstand the diversity of the industry,determination of the monitoring
of concern within each industr~ EPA understands that there may be requirements for the final permit were
subsector. In response to the issue of siguificant differences between facilitiesmade based upon the subsector
whether a remote facility should be in each sector and even within a analyses, not upon analyses of the entire
required to comply with the monitoringsubsector. Each facility has its own sector’s data. Although there were
provisions, EPA realizes that if a facilityunique land features, operations and differences in the concentrations of
is Inactive and unstaffed it may be storage activities, material managementpollutants in storm water discharges
difficult for the operator to collect stormpractices, end chemical product from these types of facilities, these
water discharge samples when a manufacturing, packaging, and differences are not substantial.
qualifying event occurs. Today’s final transferring techniques. It is not feasibleRegardless, the permit requirements
permit has been revised so that inactive,that EPA visit each facility that will be allow for variation from facility to
unstaffed facilities can exercise a waiverregulated under this permit and in factfacility. The operator must prepare a
of the requirement to conduct quarterlythis level of scrutiny would best lead tostorm water pollution prevention plan
chemical sampling, In addition, if au the development of an individual storm based upon the sources of
active facility cannot collect a sample water dt~harge permit for each contamination which thev identify.
within a given quarter due to weather chemical manufacturing plant. Commenters also expressed concern
problems, inaccessibility, etc. then the However, this is not the intent of this with the portion of the proposed
permit allows the facility operator to permit action, which is to issue a stormpermit’s fact sheet which discusses the
take a replacement sample in the nextwater general permit for similar types ofpotential pollutants of concern.
quarter, industrial activities described under thisCommenters stated that they disa~’eed

With reg~i to the requirement to sector and subsectore. In reco~u.ition ofwith EPA’s characterization of several
conduct monthly visual examinations, the differences between facilities, EPApollutants being "of concern". The
EPA has reduced the visual examinationis issuing a flexible storm water generalcommenters felt that the part 2
schedule for active sites to only permit, which allows each permittee toapplication sampling results clear!v
~u.anarly and has allowed a waiver of develop a pollution prevention plan forindicated that these pollutants wer~ not
this requirement for inactive, unstaffedtheir own facility. This permit also of concern for the industry.
facilities. The operator should consult contains an "alternative certification" The pollutants of concern are the
their permitting authority. Under thesecondition, which allows a waiver for parameters listed in the fact sheet as
circumstances, the multi-sector storm any chemical monitoring requirement potentially being present in the storm
water permit may not be a feasible for a pollutant that the permittee water discharges and the}, may be
permit for the facility and an alternativebelieves is not present at the facility, different from the pollutants which a
storm water discharge permit may be One commenter stated that the sector is required to monitor. These
more appropriate, proposal arbitrarily and capriciously pollutants are listed based upon
Chemica/and Aflied Prod,,c~s requires thirty (30) mandatory structuralsignificant materials and industrial
Manufacturing and non-strnctural Best Management activities and other information

Practices (BMPs) and that EPA should submitted in the group applications.
EPA received 19 comments defer BMP selection to the discretion of The listing of these pollutants provides

specifically concernin8 the Chemicalthe facility operators. In response to thisguidance to facility operators in helping
and Allied Products Manufacturing concern, EPA has reviewed the identify potential sources of storm watersector. A common concern of the~e requirements in this sector, and for allcontamination and in selecting
commenters was a disagreement with other sectors, for BMP implementationappropriate BMPs. EPA believes that the
EPA’s grouping of all chemical and and has revised the final permit to Part 2 sampling results cannot be the
allied product manufacturers into one maintain flexibility in the selection of sole factor considered when selectingsector. Various commenters stated thatBMPs to be implemented at any pollutants of concern for an industry.
they should not be in the same sector particular industrial activity. The Permit writers must also consider a~lwith certain facilities which they facility operator is allowed to choose thesignificant materials and industrial
believed posed more of a threat to waterbest type of management practices for activities exposed to storm water.
quality. Several commenters suggestedtheir facility and their particular storm Several commenters reinforced EPA~s
that this sector be subdivided with water problems. The permit does not decision not to include analytical
different requirements for each of the mandate specific structural controls, monitoring requirements for the asphalt
subdivisions, or lubricant manufacturing facili~es. A

Although the proposed permit Asphalf Paving and Roofing Mate~als number of commenters stated their
divided the Chemical and Allied and Lubricanf Manufacturing Facilities opposition to the alternative monitoring
Product Manufacturing sector into eight Several commentere indicated that requirements included in the proposedsubsectors, it applied the same there should be tin, her subdivision of permit’s fact sheet. (The alternative
requirements to each of these the industries covered by the asphalt monitoring requirements includedsubsectors. Commenters expressed paving and roofing materials annual analytical requirements for TSS.
dissatisfaction with this aspect of the manufacturers and lubricant COD, pH and oil and grease.) One
proposal. One commenter stated that manufacturers sector. Commenters commenter expressed support for the
some groups in this sector should get indicated that the industries covered byanal.vtical requirements, indicating that
monitoring exemptions granted if they the sector do not have similar raw this would be the best way to evaluate
can demonstrate that they are materials, finished products or the effectiveness of the storm water
substantially different from other groupsprocesses. EPA realizes there are pollution prevention plan.
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Based on the revised methodology forguideline. These are requirements need to access the piles. In response,
determining pollutants of concern which cannot be modified in the contextEPA wishes to clarify, that today’s
{discussed under monitoring), EPA hasof this permit issuance, permit requires that facilities prevent
determined that limited analytical the exposure of fine, dry granular solids
monitoring reqmrements are necessaryStone, Clay, Glass, and Concrete

Products to storm water. The permit does not
to aid the asphalt or lubricant require these materials to be enclosed.
manufacturing facilities in evaluating There were a number of comments or permanently covered. At a minimum,
the effectiveness of the permit. Today’s received regarding the proposed permit a facility must cover these storage piles
permit contains analytical monitoring requirements for the glass, clay, cement, while the piles are not in use and while
requirements for total suspended solids concrete, and gypsum product it is raining. However, the piles need
{TSS} ~rom these facilities. There are manufacturing sector. These comments not be constantly covered, provided a
also compliance monitoring focused primarily upon three areas; the tarp or other removable cover is near by.
requirements for asphalt emulsion types of industrial activities addressed It should also be clarified that the
manufacturing facilities which are under the sector, the storm water requirement does not apply to coarse
subject to the storm water effluent pollution prevention plan storm water granular material such as sand or gravel,
limitations guidelines. Facilities in this pollution prevention plan requirements, only to fine granular materials that are
sector should not overlook this and the monitoring requirements, readily suspended or dissolved into
requirement. Several commenters Indicated that storm water such as cement or fly ash.

une commenter indicated that the they believed the sector included too The same commenter stated that a
frequency of the visual examination of diverse a range of Industrial activities, facility should be permitted to select the
storm water discharge was burdensome and that sectors should be created for BMPs for removal of spilled materials
and suggested reducing the frequency to each of th~ various industrial activities from paved areas. In response, EPA
a semi-annual basis. In response EPA currently covered under the one sector, wishes to clarify, that the permit allows
believes that facilities must perform Conunenters were concerned that "regular sweeping, or other equivalentvisual examinations of storm water industries with relatively little measures" therefore the permit does
discharges in order to assess the discharge of contaminated storm water provide the permittee flexibility in
effectiveness of the storm water had been placed into a sector with selecting the methods for removing
pollution prevention plan over the industries with higher contamination, spilled materials.
course of the year. The discharge of and that more stringent monitoring The majority of the comments
pollutants may be impacted by the requirements were being placed upon received regardIng the requirements for
seasonal weather changes, or their industry than would have been glass, clay, cement, concrete, and
operational changes that occur over the required had their industry or group gypsum product manufacturing
course of 6 months. It is necessary for been considered separately, facilities addressed the monitoring
a facility to examine their storm water In response to these andother requirements contained in the proposed
discharge on a quarterly basis to assess concerns, EPA has revised its permit. Many of these comments
how these changes impact the quality of methodology for determining the addressed the methodology for selection
the discharge. The same commenter also monitoring requirements. EPA divided of this sector as a "priority" monitoring
suggested that a facility not be required this sector into four subsectors for sector. These comments expressed
to perform the visual exam after two further data analyses and comparison to concern that the monitoring
consecutive "clean" samples are benchmarks. The subsectors included: methodology did not consider the
observed. EPA does not agree with the glass products manufacturing, cement variation in industrial activities within
commenters suggestion. It is not manufacturing, clay products the sector.
possible to define a "clean" sample for manufacturing, and concrete products The comments also expressed concern
a visual examination, because the visual manufacturing. Monitoring that the bench mark or "cut-off’
exam is subjective. The exam is not requirements were determined based concentrations were too restrictive. As a
intended to provide facilities with an upon this subsector analyses, result of these and other comments, EPA
absolute means of comparing their However, in relation to the storm has modified the methodology for
discharge to other facilities’ discharges, water pollution prevention plan selection of industries as "priority
it is intended to provide operators with requirements for the sector, these monitoring sectors {comments regarding
a relative comparison of the discharge requirements remain the same as the methodology for selection are
quality fxom one period to another, proposed. EPA believes there is addressed separately in this

One commenter indicated that the sufficient flexibility within these attachment}. The selection of industries
compliance monitoring requirements requirements to allow the each and parameters for monitoring was
and numerical effluent limitations permittee to select the most appropriate made at the subsector level. Sampling
should be eliminated for the asphalt measures for their site. Therefore, requirements for the glass subsector, the
roofing emulsion manufacturing subsectored pollution prevention plan cement subsector, the clay subsector,
facilities. The commenter felt that group requirements were not added to the and the concrete subsector wereapplication sampling data showed there final permit, determined separately. The results of
was no need for monitoring. EPA’s Commenters also expressed concern the modification in t~e monitonngresponse is that the numerical effluent that the storm water pollution methodology are a reduced list oflimitations for storm water discharges prevention plan requirements for this parameters for analytical monitoring inassociated with asphalt roofing or sector are burdensome, particularly the the concrete, clay a~d cement products
pavement emulsion must be included in requirements for storage of fine granular manufacturing f~cilities.any NPDES perrmt which covers these solids, removal of spilled materials, and A number of commenters endorseddischarges as required by the effluent management of runoff. One commenter the alternative monitonng requirementslimitations guideline at 40 CFR Pan 443. stated that storage of bulk dry materials which were included in the fact sheetThe permit must also require at least in an enclosed area would be too costly, for the proposed permit because theseannual monitoring for any pollutant and that covering the materials with a requirements onlv consisted of visualLimited by the effluent limitations tarp would be impractical given the examination of d~scharge without any’
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analytical monitoring. After further metals sector. Commenters pointed outflexibility for active facilities that do not
review and consideration of the differences between industry subgroupsexperience a representative storm event
sampling data submitted, EPA has and requested different requirements forduring the required sampling period.
determined there is a significant different subgroups. Several When a discharger is unable to collect
potential for the clay and concrete commenters stressed that unless a sample during a monitoring period
products facilities to discharge monitoring requirements were to be due to adverse climatic conditions, the
pollutants at high concentrations, determined based on subgroups withindischarger may collect two samples
Sampling at these facilities during the the sector, that additional flexibility wasfrom two separate qualifFing stormterm of the permit is necessary to needed to account for the wide varietyevents in the next period and submit
determine the presence of pollutants of facilities within the sector, these data. This waiver is only intendedand to assess the effectiveness of the Although EPA agrees that industries to apply to insurmountable weather
storm water pollution prevention plan within the primary metals sector conditions such as drought or dangerous
in controlling them. The alternative conduct a variety of activities, the conditions such as lightning, flash
monitoring requirements are not flexible conditions of the permit addressflooding, or hurricanes. EPA believesincluded in today’s permit for this those differences adequately. In that quarterly sampling will allow bettersector, response to comments regarding characterization of storm waterSeveral commenters state that the inappropriate grouping of industry discharges and assessment of therequirements for monthly visual sectors, sampling data has been effectiveness of the facilities’ pollutionexamination of storm water is reevaluated at the 3 digit SIC code levelprevention plan, without placing anunreasonable, and burdensome. In to determine which facilities will be undue burden on permittees. Annualresponse, EPA has determined that a required to conduct monitoring, sampling could not accomplish anmonthly visual examination is not Facilities in the primary metals sector adequate assessment.necessary and that a quarterly Ifour have been subdivided into seven Several commenters expressedtimes per year} visual examination of groups: SIC 331--steel works, blast opposition to the potential inclusion ofstorm water discharge will provide furnaces, and rolling and finishing whole effluent toxicity [WET~ testingsufficient information to the permittees mills; SIC 332miron and steel foundries:under the multi-sectoi" permit and
in evaluation of the storm water SIC 333--primary smelting and refining characterized WET testing as expensive,pollution prevention plan, without of nonferrous metals: SIC 334-- impractical, inappropriate, and useless.
imposing a substantial burden on the secondary smelting and refining of Although EPA is not including WETfacility, nonferrous metals; SIC 335--rolling, testing under the terms of today’s permit
Primary Metals drawing, and extruding of nonferrous for this sector, EPA disagrees that WET

metals: SIC 336--nonferrous foundries testing is inappropriate for testing storm
A number of commenters were {castings); and SIC 339~miscellaneous water discharges. EPA believes thatopposed to the use of benchmark levelsprimary metals products. The final WET testing can be a valuablefor the determination of which sectors permit monitoring requirements now monitoring tool in certainshould conduct monitoring, or opposedapply to only facilities in SIC groups circumstances.bench.mark levels for specific pollutants 331,332,335, and 336.

as being inappropriate. Generally, Some commenters also opposed theMetal Mining
commenters expressed concern that themonthly inspections and visual Comments on permit requirements in
benchmark levels were unrealistically monitoring requirements, as well as the the metal mining (ore mining andlow and would result in monitoring quarterly comprehensive site dressing} sector, focused on therequirements even for "clean" facilities, compliance evaluations for this sector, application of the effluent limitation
Prima~ metals facilities were especiallyEPA has dropped the monthly facility guidelines, compliance time, groupingconcerned about the proposed inspections and visual monitoring of facilities, end-of-pipe treatment,benchmark level for pyrene, which requirements. EPA believes that definition of inactive and active mining,commenters believed was below quarterly facility inspections and visual scope of coverage offered by the permit,detection levels, and is not used by monitoring should be adequate to and monitoring requirements.many facilities in the industry, evaluate the effectiveness of the A special condition of the multi-

InYesponse, EPA has reevaluated pollution prevention plan. The sector general permit is that thosebenchmark levels for all pollutants, andrequirements for conducting discharges subiect to the effluent
has adiusted the level for several. The comprehensive site compliance Limitations guidelines (ELG) for the Ore
new benchmark level for pyrene is 0.01evaluations have also been modified. Mining and Dressing Point Source
mg/L based on a laboratory, derived Comprehensive evaluations will be Category (40 CFR 440) cannot be
minimum level IMLI. Because of this required only on an annual basis for thiscovered under the permit. Table G-4 in
new benchmark, facilities in the sector rather than quarterly, as Part VIII.G. of the Fact Sheet contains aPrimary. Metals sector are no longer proposed, listing of various sources of dischargesrequired to monitor for pyrene under Many commenters suggested alternateat active metal mining facilities andthe standard monitoring requirements ofmonitoring frequencies than those specifies whether or not discharges fromthis sector. In addition, flexibility has proposed. Generally, commenters felt those sources are subject to the ELG.
been added to the permit through the that monitoring four times per year in Several commenters contend thatadoption of an alternate certification years 2 and 4 was unnecessarily through this clarification, EPA willthat allows facilities that can certif~ thatBurdensome, impractical, or u~.realistic, expand the scope of discharges subjectthey do not have exposure of a especially in arid and remote locations,to the ELG by including storm water
particular pollutant to storm water to Some commenters suggested that runoff from overburden, waste rockeliminate monitonng for that specific monitoring one or two times per year piles, haul roads, and other sources as
pollutant, would provide representative data at being subject to the ELG. TheEPA received many comments less expense to restated facilities, commenters contend that storm wateropposing the combination of several EPA disagrees tnat quarterly samplingrunoff from these sources previouslygroup applications into the primary, is unrealistic and has provided some had not been subject to the ELG anc~
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could, in the past, be permitted as stormtechnology economically achievable Source Category. is expanded, then the
water discharges. (BAT), best conventional pollutant permit needs to allow additional thne

EPA behaves Table G-4 represents acontrol technology (BCT), and best (up to 3 years) to come into compliance
clarification of the relationship of ELG available demonstrated technology with the effluent limitations as was
and storm water at active metal mining(BADT). That revision did not address proposed for the effluent limitations in
sites, and does not expand the currentthe issue of what discharges were the mineral mining sector. As expla.med
ELG requirements. EPA also believes thesubject to the ELG. The definition of in the response to the previous
development document and the ELG mine remained unchanged. In 1983, comment, Table G-4 is a clarification.
support the interpretation given in training sessions on how to implementnot an expansion, of the discharges
Table G-4. In the November 6, 1975 the ELG were held for permit writers subject to the ELG. The multi-sector
preamble to the effluent limitations from EPA Regions and approved NPDESgeneral permit does not authorize (apply
guideline, it states "The definition of a States. The guidance document used forto) discharges subject to the ELG for
mine was intended to be sufficiently those training sessions included the metal mIning (i.e., 40 CFR Part 440).
broad to cover all point source pollutionfollowing Statement: Therefore, a schedule for achieving
resulting from all of the a~tivities "Active mine areas" include the compliance with those effluent
related to operation of the mine excavations in deep mines and surface limitations is not appropriate for the
including drainage tunnels, haul roads,mines: leach areas; refuse, middling, and multi-sector general permit.
storage piles, etc." (40 FR 51727). In thetailing areas; tailing pond, holding and Furthermore, the statutory deadline for
1978 development document settling basins; and other ancillary areas to acompliance with the ELG is past.
(Development Document for Effluent mine or mill. Active mine areas do not

Lnnitations Guidelines and New Sourceinclude areas unaffected by mining or A commenter felt that the draft multi-

Performance Standards for the Ore milling, sector permit is extremely generic and
lumps together all facilities m an

Mining and Dressing Point Source Based on the above, it is EPA’s extremely broad industry sector (e.g.,
Category, EPA, July 1978, page 146), theposition that the following storm water
following definition of a mine was givendischarges at active metal mining ore mining and dressing), regardless of

for purposes of recommending facilities are not subject to the ELG anddifferences in product, processes used,

subcategories and effluent limitations can be covered by the multi-sector or topographic and climatic conditions.

guidelines and standards: general permit: offsite haul/access The commenter further stated that

roads; onsite haul roads not constructeddifficulties caused by generic treatment
A mine is an area of land upon which or of waste rock or spent ore; runoff from of disparate facilities in a broad indusu’v

under which minerals or metal ores are tailJ.ngs dams/dikes when not "sector" (e.g., the ore mining and
extracted from natural deposits in the earth dressing sector) are exemplified by the
by any means or methods. A mine includes constructed of waste rock/tailings;
the total area upon which such activities concentration building and mill site if manner in which EPA determined the

occur or where such activities diaturb the storm water only and no contact with need for analytical monitoring
natural land surface. A mine shall also material storage piles; chemical storagerequirements. The commenter had
include land affected by such ancillary area; docking facility; explosive storage;understood the purpose of the group
operations which disturb the natural land fuel storage; vehicle/equipment application process to be the
surface, and any adjacent land the use of maintenance area/building; vehicle/ development of tailored, industry-
which is incidental to any such activities; all equipment parking areas; power plant; specific permits for groups of facilities
lands affected by the consmaction of new

truck wash area; reclaimed areas located in very similar areas, with
roads or the improvements or use of existing permit conditions being tied to the
roads to gain access to the site of such released from reclamation bonds prior

activities and for haulage and excavations, to December 17, 1990; and partially/ particular circumstances of those

workings, impoundments, dams, ventilation inadequately reclaimed areas or areas facilities as described in the group

shafts, drainage tunnels, entryways, refuse not released from reclamation bond. application {including the sampling
banks, dumps, stockpiles, overburden piles, Storm water discharges from inactive data provided in those applications}.
spoil banks, culm banks, railings, holes or mining facilities can be covered under This comment is similar to comments
depressions, repair areas, storage areas and the multi-sector permit, on several other sectors of the permit.
other areas upon which are site structures, In developing Table G-4, The requirements to develop a storm
facilities, or other property or materials on consideration was given to such factors water pollution prevention plan for
the surface, resulting from or incident to such

as the nature of the source, the materials metal mining facilities allows a greatactivities {emphasis added},
in the sources {e.g. raw materials, deal of flexibility to take into

It is important to note that the definition intermediate products, or waste consideration such variables as type of
of "mine" includes the term "resulting products ~rom the mining and milling ore being mined, pollutants of concern,
from". Thus, something "resulting operations}, and whether or not it was type of mine, and local topography and
from" the mining activity is considered Likely that source was considered in the clJ.mate. It would be difficult to have a
pan of the active mine even though development of the ELG. It was decided variety of monitonng options to cover
there is no activity at that specific pan that runoff fl:om on-site haul roads not the various combinations of ores ana
of the mine {e.g. waste rock is no longer constructed of waste rock or spent ore, climates, given the limited data
being placed on a waste rock pile that and runoff fl’om tellings dams/dikes not submitted. Decisions being made on
is pan of the mine}. It would continue constructed of waste rock/raiLings benchmark values may reduce
to be considered as part of the active should not be considered subject to the monitoring reqmrements. Two
mine until reclamation is started on that ELG because they do not have the same commenters felt that imposing end-of-
same portion of the mine. Residuals potential for containing toxic pollutants pipe treatment requirements for storm
(waste rock piles, tailings piles, etc.) as do mine wastes. Such runoff would water discharges from mining
from historical mining at the site are not be similar to that from non-mine operations, such as those contained in
part of the active mining area unless facilities, the ore mining and dressing effluent
they are re-disturbed by the current Two commenters stated that if the limitation guidelines, is both
mining activity. The revision of the ELG scope of discharges subject to the ELG impractical and unnecessary, in the
in 1982 addressed best available for the Ore Mining and Dressing Point commenters opinion, the use of BMPs is
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more appropriate than the use of The definitions of inactive and One commenter stated that EPA
numerical effluent limitations, temporarily inactive facilities have been should clari~ that storm water permits

This comment appears to be related torevised somewhat to reflect what EPA are not required for discharges at mining
a previous comment about EPA believes to be the appropriate sites which are not contaminated by
expanding the scope of discharges fromdistinction between the two definitions,contact with significant materials. This
metal mining facilities that are subject In order for a site. or portion thereof, to comment also applies to the coal mimng
to the effluent limitations guidelines be considered "inactive," there must notand mineral mining sectors.
(ELG) for the Ore Mining and Dressing be any current metal mining and/or In response, based on the definition of
Point Source Category (40 CFR Part milling activities, as defined in this storm water discharges associated with
440). As previously mentioned, those permit, at that portion of the site and industrial activity (40 CFR
discharges subject to the ELG are not that portion of the facility does not have122.26(b)(14)(iii)), a permit is required
authorized by the multi-sector permit, an active mining permit issued by the for discharges from mining and milling
The storm water pollution prevention applicable governmental agency that facilities where the discharge has come
plan requirements in the permit do not authorizes mining at the site. into contact with any overburden, raw
include the requirement to use end-of- A meta! mining facility, or portion material, intermediate products,
pipe treatment for those storm water thereof, is considered to be "temporarilyfinished products, byproducts, or waste
discharges from metal mining inactive" if metal mining and/or milling products located on the site. The
operations that can be covered by the activities occurred in the past, but exception is for discharges from areas of
permit. In some situations end-of-pipe currently are not being actively coal mining operations no longer
treatment may be the appropriate meansundertaken, the facility has an active meeting the definition of a reclamation
of control and should be used. That mining permit issued by the applicable area under 40 CFR 434.11(1) because the
would be determined on a case-by-casegovernmental agency that authorizes performance bond issued to the facility
basis, mining at the site. There is no time by the appropriate SMCRA authority

With regard to the definition of limitation on how long such a site can has been released, or for dischargesfrom
inactive metal mining and dressing be considered to be temporarily areas of non-coal mining operations

inactive. EPA believes such sites shouldwhich have been released fromfacilities, two commenters stated that
the proposed 10-year period for provide the extra storm water pollution applicable State or Federal reclamation
declaring inactive status is arbitrary, prevention reqnirements that the requirements after December 17, 1990.
They suggest that a more logical date fortemporarily inactive status requires Two commenters felt that EPA’s

the distinction between active and
compared to what is required for proposed analytical monitonng
inactive status, requirements for metal mining facilities

inactive facilities would be December The proposed permit would require should be substantially reduced, and17, 1990, which is now expressly metal mining sites to identify, in they should be eliminated if EPA does
referenced in EPA’s storm water pollution prevention plans, the outfalls not retract its proposed overlyregulations at 40 CFR from the site that contain mine drainageexpansive interpretation of the Part 440
§ 122.26(b)(14)(iii). or process water and designate for eachregulations.

In response, some metal mining out.fall the boundaries of the area that In response, EPA has reevaluated the
facilities may be temporarily shut downcontribute to such areas. A commenter monitoring requirements for all the
due to poor market conditions (e.g., objected to this permit condition as sectors of the multi-sector general
uranium mines), seasonal conditions being beyond the scope of the proposedpermit and the number of pollutants for
(e.g., heavy winter snows), and/or othermulti-sector permit. Except for primary which monitoring is required for the
factors. Some of these facilities are metals industrial sector, this is not beingmetal mining sector has been reduced.
"mothballed" with the intent of required of other industrial sectors. EPA does not see any reason why the
bringing them back into operation when In response, Part Xl.G.3.a(3)(a)(i) of monitoring requirements should’be
conditions improved to an acceptable the draft permit stated "A site further reduced just because EPA
level. For purposes of the multi-sector topographic map shall be included in provided clarification as to what sources
permit it was decided to consider such the plan that indicates, at a minimum: are subject to the effluent limitations
facilities as "temporarily inactive" . . . and boundary of area that guidelines for Metal Mining and Ore
rather than inactive. The distinction contributes runoff to outfalls that are Dressing. The determination of the
between "temporarily inactive" and subject to effluent limitations monitoring requirements for the metal
"inactive" often is unclear when no guidelines." EPA would like to clarify, mining sector was based on an
reclamation activities have occurred at that the last part should read".., evaluation of the monitonng data
the site. In the draft permit the boundary of tributar~ area that is subjectsubmitted with the group applications
distinction between temporarily to effluent limitations guidelines." for metal mining facilities. The activity
inactive and inactive was a period of tenThose discharges that are subject to status of many metal mining facilities
(10) years with no mining and/or effluent limitations guidelines (ELG) was taken into consideration in
milling activity at the site. In the final need to be regulated under another determining the monitoring
permit the determination will be based permit. It is the permittee’s requirements. Monitoring for the metalon whether or not the facility has an

responsibility to identif3," discharges that

mining sector was limited to the active
active mining permit issuedby the are not authorized under this permit, facilities.
applicable (federal or State) but that mix with those storm water
governmental agency that authorizes discharges that are authorized by the Oil and Gas Extraction
mining at the site. All States now have permit. This requirement is included in Comment on Sector I. the oil and gas
agencies that have the authority to the metal mining sector because at most extraction sector, focused on coverage
authorize mining on non-federal lands, metal mines there are numerous areas allowed under the general permit for oil
Even though there may be no activity atwhere the storm water runoff is subject and gas sites and pollution prevention
the facility, it will be considered to the ELG. That is not the situation for plan requirements, particularly for
temporarily inactive as long as it has a most of the other sectors covered under remote, unmanned sites.
permit for mining activity at the site. the multi-sector permit. Representatives of the oil industry made
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the comment that the landfarming of included additionai requirements in theeach facility. EPA beheves that this
oilfield wastes as a practice to allow development of pollution prevention allows adequate flexibility for operators
biological break down should be plans for these facilities. However, of unstaffed, inactive sites to address
covered by this sector of the general where the construction of a drilling siteactivities such as housekeeping and
permit. They state that this is a commonor any construction of facilities coveredpreventive maintenance in a manner
practice at exploration and production by this sector would cause the that is appropriate for that site.
facilities sites and should be considereddisturbance or is pan of a plan to Coal Mines and Related Facilitiesa part of the oil and gas facility activity develop which would disturb five acres
and not an industrial waste land or more, then that construction activity EPA includes inactive mining areas
application site subject to the itself, becomes an industrial activity because significant matenats remain on
requirements under the land applicationwhich is defined in the regulations (40site which can be exposed to storm
sector in part XI.L. of the multi-sector CFR 122.26) as having storm water water and runoff. Two commenters
permit, associated with industrial activity disagreed with the listing of solvents,

In response, EPA would first like to which requires separate permitting. EPAcleaning agents, contaminated soils and
note that the land application or has issued a general permit which sludges as significant materials found
disposal of oilfield wastes, produced addresses the runoff from construction on inactive sites. EPA agrees that these
waters, and oilfield drilling muds is anactivities. This multi-sector general materials are not normally found on
activity that is regulated by most States;permit, while providing guidance for inactive sites in significant amounts,
and as such must be taken to State construction activities under five acresespecially compared to exposed
approved disposal sites. The dischargethat may occur at a site, does not overburden and refuse piles. However,
of any of these materials and their authorize .large scale construction (5 orthe Agency wishes to call attention to
associated pollutants to a water of the greater acres) and erosion control. EPA the possibility of these materials
U.S. is not authorized under this sector,does not believe that it is unnecessarilyexisting at inactive sites where
Although, In theory, the practice of burdensome for the oil and gas industry,machinery has been intensively used or
landfarming oilfield wastes would seemto file a construction general permit has been abandoned.
consistent with a no discharge Notice of Intent and be compliant with One commenter disagreed with the
requirement, there is the potential for the pollution prevention requirementsAgency’s conclusion that suspended
pollutants from these land applicationfor their sites which will cause the solids and iron in storm runoff merit ,
sites to be discharged in storm water disturbance of five acres or more. attention based on sampling data
runoff and as such should comply with Many commenters expressed concernsubmitted. The commenter indicated
the permitting requirements of that it will be very difficult (if not that the sampling could not be
122.26(b)(14). The oil and gas industryimpossible) for oil and gas facilities to presumed representative and that very
is not unique in that it land applies do visual monitoring on their remote high suspended solids concentrations
industrial wastes as a disposal practice,unmanned sites. They complain that are found in m.noff from undisturbed
EPA must be consistent in its approachthey will not know when its raining andareas in many western coal mines. The
to land disposal practices under the cannot get there in time to get a properAgency agrees that the data was
storm water program. Also, EPA is sample. These commenters request thatprovided by only a small percentage of
concerned that proximity of the disposalthis quarterly visual monitoring be coal mines participating in the group
site to actual drilling activity may be dropped from the multi-sector general application process and may not be
variable. For these reasons EPA believespermit as a requirement for remote, representative. However, the sampling
these sites are more accurately unmanned oil and gas si~es, data submitted does give some
described as land application~disposal In response to the issue of a remote Indication of the relative amounts of
sites and are subject to storm water facility being required to comply with pollutants contributed by storm runoff
permitting under section XI.L. of this the monitoring provisions, EPA realizesand the Agency wishes to call attention
permit. Where these sites are indeed that if a facility is inactive and unstaffed to those pollutants which appear to be
proximate to the drilling/production siteit may be difficult for the operator to more significant.
the disposal activity would be collect storm water discharge samples EPA requested comments on
considered a co-located activity and when a qualifying event occurs. Today’salternative monitoring and reporting
would be subject to the additional final permit has been revised so that requirements which include annual
requirements under Sector XI.L. of this Inactive, unstaffed facilities can exercisesampling of 20 percent of haul road
permit, a waiver of the requirement to conductdischarges and analyzing the samples

Commenters requested that the quarterly visual examinations, for setfleable solids. Four commenters
construction activities associated with Commenters asked for a two-tiered responded to these alternative
oil and gas exploration and productionstorm water pollution prevention plan.requirements, all negatively. The
(e.g., construction of access roads, drillOne for those facilities with lots of primary reason indicated was that the
pads, mud pits etc.) should be coveredactivity and a less burdensome plan (a expense and burden of analytical
under the erosion requirements of thisde mimmis plan) for remote facilities monitoring would not be justified. Most
permit and that those activities not that are unmanned and have no indicated that controls through Best
require a separate general permit activities (e.g., old oil field with a few Management Practices (BMPs) and
coverage for the construction activities,capped wells on the property), visual examinations would be sufficient.
In response, erosion, sediment, and EPA agrees that a pollution EPA acknowledges these responses and.
pollution control should be addressedprevention plan for inactive, unmannedalthough it beheves there is value in
in all pollution prevention plans for sites should not include all of the sameoccasionally performing settleable
industrial activity. Particularly where elements of a facility with continuous solids evaluations, withdraws the
the industrial activity has the potentialactivity and personnel. However, the alternative monitonng requirements as
to disturb vegetation or natural runoff proposed pollution prevention plan an option to the required visual
patterns and exacerbate erosion. This isrequirements already allow for a plan examinations.
true of oil and gas exploration and that addresses potential pollutant Four commenters indicated that the
production activities. Therefore EPA hassources in a way that is appropriate for Surface Mining Control and
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Reclamation A~t (SMCRA) requires visual flows. To evaluate effectivenessrequirement for operators of inactive,
sediment and erosion controls in the of sediment and erosion control unstaffed facilities.
form of BMPs and this requirement measures under conditions which have Three commenters suggest that
should be sufficient for purposes of thepotential for stream siltation, sampling inspections for inactive sites be
storm water general permit. One of the discharges resulting from at least a 0.1 specified at once every three years
commenters disagreed with the inch storm is felt warranted, rather than yearly with an allowance
reference of SMCRA requirements as Four commenters disagreed with the under certain conditions of less frequent
mimmum requirements rather than requirement to sample within a 30- inspections. EPA does not believe that
primary requirements of the pollution minute period or, where not practical, an across-the-board allowance of one
prevention plan of the general permit, within a one-hour maximum period inspection every, three years would be
EPA acknowledges the SMCRA after beginning of a discharge resulting adequate. Although no mining-related
sedimentation and erosion control from a 0.1 inch storm event. Their activity may be taking place at inactive
requirements as the primary concerns were similar in that some sites, exposure of unreclaimed
requirements for active coal mining- mining areas are extensive, rainfall overburden, refuse or other materials on
related areas and for inactive areas measurements may differ in different site is susceptible to erosion and runoff
under SMCRA bond authority. The parts of a mining area, and one hour is and warrants more frequent inspections
permit wording is modified to this effectnot enough time to respond with of sediment and erosion control
while still indicating that, where sampling. One of the commenters measures. Yearly inspections are felt to
determined appropriate for protection ofsuggested that the sampling be requiredbe appropriate to better assure that
water quality, additional sedimentationwithin one hour or as soon as practical control measures have not deteriorated.
and erosion controls may be warranted,after discharge begins. Another of the Mineral Mining and Processing SectorFour commenters felt that the commenters suggested that samples berequirement for quarterly sampling and collected within two hours of discharge The comments on sector J, the mineral
visual examination of representative within normal business hours at 25 mining and processing sector focussed
discharges is burdensome and percent of a facility’s representative on eligibility under the sector,
unnecessary. Reasons cited were that out.falls, monitoring requn’ements, and the
active areas and regulated by SMCRA, The requirement of a 30-minute pollution prevention plan requirements
haul roads in some areas are remote, of the permit. EPA requested comment
and rainfall in some western areas is period (one hour where impractical) for on whether mine dewatering should beobtaining samples is based on the factunpredictable and spotty. Two of these included in the storm water multi-sector
commenters suggested as-needed visualthat the highest potential of sediment permit, and if included, if it should be
examinations, one suggested annual runoff and resulting stream siltation expanded from just Region VI to all EPA
examinations, and one suggested semi-occurs during early stages of storm Re~i_ons.
annual examinations, periods where loose dirt and other EPA has elected to allow currently

Although haul roads are regulated by materials are most likely to be swept unpermitted mine dewatering
SMCRA and in some cases may be away. However, the Agency recognizesdischarges from Construction Sand and
remote, EPA is concerned that they canpossible problems at large mining areasGravel, Industrial Sand, and Crushed
be a significant source of stream for sampling within the required 30- Stone mines to be included in this
siltation if sediment and erosion controlminute to one-hour maximum period permit, but only for facilities located in
measures are not adequate to provide after beginning of discharge. The EPA Region VI and Arizona. This option
necessary protection of stream quality requirements are changed to allow does not exist in other EPA regions.
during precipitation events. The Agencysampling within the first one hour after Region VI and Arizona have a large
believes that a requirement for periodicbegirmLng of discharge or, as soon as number of unpermitted mine
visual examinations of representative practical, but not to exceed a two-hourdewatering discharges and limited
discharges is necessary in order to maximum time period. The Agency resources necessitating this
provide some evaluation of the believes that this requirement is not requirement.
effectiveness of control measures underburdensome since samples at9 required EPA Region V1 proposed a limited
actual runoff conditions. EPA also only from representative discharges andamount of monitoring. Commenters felt
acknowledges that drier western areas at frequencies of once per quarter and that monitoring should be limited to
would have less frequent incidences ofless in drier areas of the nation, only those parameters for which there
precipitation resulting in runoff. The Sampling flexibility is also provided by are ELGs. For example, the construction
Agency has reduced the sampling and the number of 0.1 inch or greater sand and gravel subcategory (SIC Code
visual examination requirements from precipitation events occurring during 1442) only has ELGs for pH.
quarterly to semi-annually both for areasthe quarterly or semi-annually sampling EPA Region VI has elected to require
having an average annual precipitation periods, monitoring for those parameters
of 20 inches or less as well as for One commenter pointed out that the indicated in the proposed permit. EPA
inactive areas under SMCRA bond. chemical monitoring requirements do believes that such monitoring is

One commenter suggested that the not distinguish between active and necessary to assess the pollutants levels
requirement to collect samples form inactive areas. This commenter and in the discharge and to assess the
discharges resulting from storm events three others opposed monitoring effectiveness of the pollution prevention
greater than 0.1 inch should be replacedrequirements for inactive areas. Two ofplan.by a requirement to collect samples these commenters suggested, however, Commenters felt that industry should
resulting from any storm event that samples be collected if discharges not be required to attain discharge levels
sufficient to produce a visual flow. Theoccurred during an inspection. The for solids to a greater degree than that
Agency is concerned that some very Agency agrees that mandatory samplingoccurring in the natural erosion of the
small storm events may not have of inactive areas within a specific time surrounding area or that found in the
sufficient potential to significantly period after imtiation of a discharge duereceiving stream during storm events.
disturb and carry off sediment even to a minimum precipitation event may To that end, the commentem requested
though the storm events may produce be burdensome and has changed that that the industrial facility or the State be
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responsible for estabhshing criteria for include the discussion and Commenters felt that the requirements
TSS limitations. In the proposed storm documentation of BMP selection in the and conditions for termination of permit
water discharge permit EPA did not storm water pollution prevention plan coverage would be unworkable because
establish any new storm water effluent to ensure the plan developed for a the "background values" for certain
limitations. Rather, the limits in the facility is operating effectively. The parameters, such as total suspended
proposed permit are existing effluent storm water pollution prevention plan solids, would be highly variable from
guidelines under the NPDES program process involves four steps including outfall to outfall and according to the
which the discharger should already bethe assessment of potential storm waterintensity of storm events. In response,
meeting. EPA believes that it would bepollution sources, the selection and EPA has elected to delete the conditions
imprudent to allow industry to establishimplementation of appropriate for termination of coverage. These
its own TSS limitations. The method management practices and controls, andconditions would have been made
which a owner/operator of a facility the periodic evaluation of the available only if the alternative
chooses to reduce storm water effectiveness of the plan to prevent monitoring requirements were imposed
discharges is left to the industrial storm water contamination. Because of In the final permit for this sector.
facility, the uniqueness of mine sites, the Hazardous Waste Treatment StorageIn addition, EPA wishes to clarify thateffectiveness of the BMPs can mostthe "cut off" concentrations are not the effectively be evaluated after their and Disposal Facilities
same as effluent limitations. If a facility implementation. One commenter questioned the
is unable to verify that its storm water Commenters requested that EPA definition of "treatment, storage, or
discharge is below the cut-off provide for reduced inspection and disposal facility" that will be used
concentration it will be responsible for visual examination requirements for relative to the storm water regulations.
the continued monitoring of that active mineral mining and processing The storm water regulations published

in the November 16, 1990 Federalpollutant in its storm water discharge, sites given the Agency’s findings that
Register apply to "hazardous wasteOnce again, the "cut off" concentrationsthese sites have "generally loware not storm water effluent limitations

pollutant values." In response, EPA treatment, storage, or disposal facilities
and should not be viewed as limits thatstrongly believes that quarterly visual that are operating under interim status
must be met.

Commenters felt that while examinations of storm water discharges or a permit under subtitle C of RCRA."
The multi-sector permit requirements in

assessment and implementation of is appropriate. Since EPA is not
proposIng the monitoring of storm waterthis sector, apply to "facilities that treat,

needed BMPs may be necessary, written
discharges from all subsectors, quarterly store, or dispose of hazardous wastes,

discussion, documentation and including those that are operating undervisual examinations will allow for
interim status or a permit under subtitlescheduling of this procedure should not

feedback to be incorporated into a stormC." The use of the term "including" isbe a requirement of the storm water
water pollution prevention plan.pollution prevention plan. According to not clear. The same commenter

the commenters, such assessments and Commenters requested that EPA requested clarification regarding the
decisions should be made prior to the provide for flexible inspection inclusion of hazardous waste generators
development of the storm water requirements and no monitoring who operate storage areas (with less
pollution prevention plan. The outcomerequirements for inactive mineral than 90-day accumulation) or temporary
of those decisions should be made a partmining and processing facilities, satellite accumulation areas. In
of the storm water pollution preventionconsistent with the Agency’s proposed addition, another commenter requested
plan. The commenters felt that the approach for metal mining sites. In clarification on whether facilities
storm water pollution prevention plan response, EPA will require chemical regulated under Subpart X of 40 CFR
represents the avenue for preventing monitoring of storm water discharges 264 are subject to the storm water
storm water pollution and should not beonly from active sand and gravel and provisions.
used as an engineering report for BMP dimensional stone, crushed stone and EPA’s intent regarding storm water
evaluation and selection, non-metallic minerals facilities in this permit coverage for facilities under this

On page 61162 of the November 19, sector. The permit still requires sector, is to include all treatment,
1993, Federal Register EPA identified quarterly visual examinations of all storage, or disposal facilities (TSDFs)
the focus of storm water pollution storm water di~A~m’ges from active operating under interim status 140 CFR
prevention plans. The plan has "two facilities but this requirement can be 265) and those operating under a permit
major objectives: (1) to identify sourceswaived for inactive, unstaffed facilities,issued pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 264 and
of pollution potentially affecting the The proposed mineral mining and 270. This includes facilities regulated
quality of storm water discharges processing sector permit required under Subpart X of Pan 264. It also
associated with industrial activity from annual inspections for temporarily and includes recycling facilities whosethe facility and (2] to describe and permanently inactive sites, but did not operstions are subject to regulation
ensure implementation of practices to allow for reduced inspection under Part 266, to the extent that these
minimize and control pollutants in requirements for remote and activities also are subject to interim
storm water discharges associated with inaccessible sites as EPA proposed for status or permitting requirements under
industrial activity ...."EPA further inactive ore mining and coal mining Subtitle C of RCRA. Used oil recycling
States the storm water pollution sites. Commenters requested that EPA facilities that are subject to regulationsprevention plan requirements are provide the same relief provision for under Part 279 are included in Sector N
intended to facilitate a process wherebymineral mining sites as it did for coal of this permit, rather than Sector K.
the operator of the Industrial facility and ore mining sites. In response, EPA Sector K does not include generators
thoroughly evaluates potential pollutanthas revised its inspection requirements who temporarily store hazardous waste
sources at the site and selects and by reducing the frequency of the pursuant to the requirements in 40 CFR
implements appropriate measures comprehensive site compliance 262. The permit language has beendesigned to prevent or control the evaluation to annual for all active and clarified to confirm that the multi-sector
discharge of pollutants in storm water inactive mineral mining and processing permit requirements in this sector apply
runoff. EPA believes it is necessary to facilities, to facilities that treat, store, or dispose
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of hazardous wastes and that are TSD facilities would be allowed to be such facilities to apply for individual
operating under interim status or a covered by a general permit; and those NPDES permits for their storm water
permit under subtitle C of RCRA. the Region specifically believe must discharges. This distinction does not

Several questions were received obtain individual permits. Region 6 apply to facilities that take and dispose
regarding the parameters included in believes that General Permit coverage is of household {residentially produced}
the monitoring requirements. More appropriate for TSDFs that are self hazardous wastes. Facilities that accept,
specifically, several commenters generating and are probably covered by for disposal or treatment, wastes
questioned the inclusion of Total the Multi-Sector General Permit via generated by private individuals at their
Kjeldahl Nitrogen {TKN} and Chemical some other (primary) industrial sector, residence are not required to submit
Oxygen Demand (COD) in the industrv These facilities would be required to individual applications unless they are
monitoring requirements in Table K-i, comply with the specific requirements a commercial facility for the treatment
and the exclusion of Total Suspended in the Multi-Sector General Permit for or disposal of hazardous wastes. Region
Sohds. The U.S. Army questioned their TSDF areas. The Region believes 6 does not wish to discourage
whether the data they submitted was that the Multi-Sector General Permit benevolent industry operators from
incorporated into Table K-1 on requirements and monitoring for these offering this service and thereby
conventional pollutants in storm water, facilities are appropriate. This would discourage the proper disposal of
The Army also requested that EPA also apply to facilities that only store household hazardous wastes by limiting
clarify the form of cyanide that is to be hazardous waste and do not treat or their eligibility under this general
monitored, and suggested that a dispose of the hazardous materials, permit.
numerical detection limit should be Also, the Region believes that disposalLandfills and Land Application Sitesspecified for total recoverable facilities that have been properly closed
magnesium and cyanide, rather than theand capped, and have no significant One commenter stated that the permit
words "detection limit." materials exposed to storm water shouldshould provide reduced monitoring and

The monitoring parameters and the not require permits in accordance with pollution prevention plan requirements
cut-off concentrations specified by EPAthe description of storm water for landfills and land application sites
for this sector primarily were based on associated with industrial activity [40 that receive a homogenous waste
the parameters previously established CFR 122.26 ~b){14)]. stream. EPA agrees with the commenter
for the baseline general permit. These that there are a wide range of industrial
parameters were based on consideration However, it is Region 6’s intent to landfill and land application types
of significant materials and the issue individual permits for all depending on the nature of the waste
industrial activities of facilities in this commercial Treatment and Disposal received/managed. Even where the same
industry. The amount of storm water Facilities. Those facilities would only bewaste categories are received by two
data specific to TSDFs that EPA was those which take commercially landfills (or land application sites),.
able to evaluate was very limited; any produced hazardous wastes (not their waste characteristics may be highly
data submitted from military own} and treat or dispose of those source-specific. For example, ash
organizations was evaluated separatelymaterials. The Region has few of these,composition varies significantly
and not included in Table K-1. Total and the burden on the Regional depending upon the fuel type/source
recoverable cyanide is to be monitoredpermitting staff is small. Only six and the combustion process. Because of
by TSDFs; the commenter is referred to commercial facilities applied for this diversity and the limited extent of
40 CFR 136 regarding analytical coverage through the group applicationmonitoring data submitted with the
methods to be used in the storm waterprocess. To date, Region 6 has requiredgroup apphcations, the Agency has
program. Regarding the cut-off values individual permit applications from all established broad monitoring
for total recoverable magnesium and such facilities; and permits have requirements for this sector. Further, the
total cyanide, the concentration for included specific technology and waterAgency believes that quarterly
magnesium is .0636 rag/1 and the quality based limits. To allow existing monitoring during the second year of
concentration of cyanide is .022 mg/1. facilities to obtain permit coverage the permit is necessary to fully

Some commenters questioned Regionunder the Multi-Sector General Permit characterize storm water discharges
6’s assertion that storm water from would be backsliding, and not allowablefrom individual sites. The Agency also
hazardous waste Treatment, Storage, under part 402(o) of the CWA. To allownotes that Section 5.a.(3).(a) of the
and Disposal Facilities (TSDFs) would new facilities with permit conditions permit waives monitoring requirements
not be allowed coverage under the that are less stringent would not be during the fourth year on a pollutant-by-
Multi-Sector General Permit in Region 6 consistent and would provide an pollutant basis where sampling shows
States (OK, NM TX, and LA). These economic advantage to new facilities concentrations below the threshold
commenters asked whether Region 6 over existing ones. In addition, Region levels.
intended to exclude only commercial 6 believes that more careful compliance Several commenters expressed
facilities or all TSDFs. A few of these trac_.king is warranted for facilities that concern that a wide variety of pollutants
commenters noted that the exclusion oftreat and dispose of hazardous waste asare listed In the monitoring
all TSDFs would put a financial and a commercial operation. The Region requirements of the proposed permit.
resource burden on both the regulated does not believe that this would be Potential source of pollutants and
TSDFs and EPA by requiring all burdensome on the few facilities that pollutant types vary. significantly from
facilities to obtain individual permits, fall into this "commercial" category., landfill to landfill. EPA concurs with
One commenter asked whether this These are large facilities that treat and the commenter that there are a wide
applied to closed TSDFs as well. dispose of large quantities of hazardousrange of industrial landfill types

Region 6 agrees with the commenterswastes as a service to generators, depending on the nature of the waste
that it would be unduly burdensome toBecause Individual permits for these received/managed. To address the
both the industry and the Agency to commercial hazardous waste treatmentcommenter’s concern, the Agency has
issue individual permits for all TSDFs. and disposal facilities has always beendeveloped the alternative certification
At this time, Region 6 would like to a priority, the Region believes it is described in Section L.5.a.(5) of the
clarify their intent and indicate which consistent and appropriate to require allpermit. This provision will allow
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permittees to exercise a waiver of the One commenter requested a reductionand data has identified pollutants of
monitoring if they can certify that storm in the monitoring requirements for concern, the concentrations of these
water will not be exposed to potential facilities located in cold climates due topollutants, and the industrial activities
sources of pollution, difficulty in collecting samples during that are conducted on-site that generate

The Agency believes that permittees winter periods. The Agency does not these pollutants. The Agency has
should implement BMPs to minimize believe that monitoring requirements developed appropriate conditions in
erosion at sites (i.e., to prevent/ should be adjusted for landfills solelv this final permit to address these storm
minimize pollutant loadings to storm because they are located in cold water discharges.
water). This includes stabilizing daily climates. The permit provides a Several commenters feel that the
cover piles, wherever practicable, temporary exclusion from monitoring proposed semi-annual employee
regardless of their locations. These requirements during a quarter if training requirement for facilities in the
measures will reduce the need to rely onsampling is unfeasible due to adverseautomobile salvage yard sector is too
other controls to manage/treat storm conditions (including weather) and this burdensome, especially considering the
water runoff after contamination has provision should account for difficulties annual training required for most other
occurred, in conducting sampling due to climate, sectors. Today’s final permit requires

One commenter questioned the Under this exclusion, permittees are, facilities themselves to identify periodic
analytical monitoring requirements however, required to collect two dates for employee training in the storm
proposed for landfills closed prior to thesamples during the next quarter to makewater pollution prevention plan. The
effective date of 40 CFR 258.60. The up for the missed sampling requirement, focus of the employee training required
commenter felt that all landfills closed Several commenters stated that the under the multi-sector permit is on
in accordance with State or local monthly visual examination informing personnel of the components
regulations should be exempted from requirements for this sector were and goals of the storm water pollution
analytical monitoring. In response, the excessive and burdensome. In responseprevention plan [storm water pollution
Agency believes that prior to the to these comments, today’s permit prevention plan). This includes
effective date of 40 CFR 258.60 there requires only quarterly visual familiarizing employees with their
was significant variability in State examination of storm water discharges, responsibilities under this plan. The
MSWLF closure requirements. The For active and staffed landfills and landAgency believes that periodic training
closure provisions of State industrial application sites, the Agency does not programs are needed to keep employees
landfill regulations are similarly believe that it is unreasonable to requireup-to-date with the storm water
diverse. Because of this variability, the sampling/visual examinations once eachpollution prevention plan but agrees
Agency cannot be certain that landfill quarter within the first hour a storm that semi-annual requirements may be
areas closed under State programs do event, too burdensome for some facilities. EPA
not have the potential to contribute Auto Salvage Yards leaves the decision as to the frequency

of employee training up to the facilitypollutants to storm water discharges A few commenters indicated that operator because site-specific(unless the requirements are equivalentstorm water runoff from automobile circumstances will call for di fferentto or more stringent than 40 CFR salvage yards is often contaminated training frequencies and the facility258.60). Therefore, the Agency does notwith spilled residues of engine and operator is in the best position to makebelieve it is unreasonable to require transmission fluids, and battery acid that decision. The frequency of trainingmonitoring for such sites. For landfills saturated with lead. The Agency agreesfor auto salvage facilities can thereforethat are closed according to State or that automobile salvage yard facilities be determined by each facility operatorlocal requirements that are equal to, or may have many potential sources of at the time they ~evelop their pollutionmore stringent than 40 CFR 258.60, the storm water pollutants. Therefore, prevention plans. If additional trainingpermit includes the "alternative today’s final permit incorporates permit is necessary than what is originallycertification" and "low concentration" conditions to address these potential identified, then the plan can bewaivers which should provide a meanssources. Such conditions include modified by the operator and thefor such a landfill to forego the need to development of a pollution prevent.iontraining frequency increased.monitor, plan, which includes the A few commenters requested that theSeveral commenters expressed implementation of BMPs, regularly frequency of the visual monitoring
concern that the frequency of the scheduled inspections, and visual andrequired for facihties in the automobileinspections required for storm water analytical monitoring to help assess thesalvage yard sector be reduced from
pollution prevention plan are excessiveeffectiveness of the pollution preventionmonthly to quarterly. In response toand impose an excessive burden uponplan and to identify potential problemsthese comments and other comments on
facility operators. The Agency with the plan that would lead to makingthis issue, and given furtherappreciates the commenters feedback onplan revisions and incorporating consideration of climatic variations andthe inspection frequency and recognizesadditional control measures, the other types of inspections requiredthe potential difficulties that may arise A few commenters stated that some ofunder this sector, today’s final pernnt
from requiring inspections within 24 the conditions under the proposed requires facilities to conduct onlyhours of a storm event. Therefore, the multi-sector permit for automobile quarterly visual monitoring. Visualfinal permit has been revised to only salvage yards are more stringent than monitoring will allow facihties to detect
include weekly inspections. The Agencythose under the baseline general permit,potential problems and evaluate the
beheves that this fi’equency is In response, EPA wants to clarify that effectiveness of the pollution preventionappropriate for landfills and land certain information, not available at theplan more frequently than just through
application sites because of the nature time of finalization of the baseline chemical sampling.of the BMPs typically used at these general permit, such as the group Several commenters indicated that
facilities. Erosion and sediment control application information and samphng existing BMPs at their facihties are
measures often require frequent upkeepdata, was used extensively in the sufficient or that specific BMPs listed in
and maintenance to ensure proper development of the conditions in the proposed fact sheet are not
operation, today’s final permit. This information appropriate. EPA wants to clari~ that
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facilities with BMPs already in place are multi-sector perrmt. The Agency agrees Automobile Salvage Yard sector
still required to develop a pollution with these commenters and notes that additional time to construct structures
prevention plan. Existing BIv[Ps may, today’s final permit has been revised toneeded to control contamination of
however, be used as part of the require a comprehensive site storm water runoff. One suggestion was
pollution prevention plan, if it is compliance evaluation at a minimum ofto allow these facilities 5 years to
determined that the BMPs adequately once per year in this and all other construct storm water pollution control
address the potential pollutant sources sectors, structures, as long as the construction
at the site. The Agency notes that Table A few commenters stated that the design and schedule is developed by a
M-3 of the proposed fact sheet, Storm inspection requirements for automobile professional engineer (PE} and is 50%
Water BMPs for Automobile Salvage selvage yard facilities are too complete within 24 months. 75%
Yards, is a list of BMPs to be consideredburdensome. In particular, commenters complete within 36 months, and 100%
when developing the pollution stated that the requirement to complete within 60 months.
prevention plan. These BMPs may not,implement any changes in measures andCompliance deadlines under the multi-
however, be appropriate under all controls as a result of these inspections sector permit allow facilities up to 3
conditions, nor may this List be all within 12 weeks should be changed, years from the effective date of the
inclusive. Permittees should use this Although 12 weeks is enough time to permit to construct structural BMPs that
table as guidance when considering make management procedural changes,are called for in the pollution
which BMPs to implement at their site. commenters felt it is not sufficient to prevention plan. The Agency believes

Numerous commenters indicated thatimplement structural changes to the that in most cases 3 years is sufficient
the costs for automobile salvage yard facility. Commenters requested a I yeartime to complete construction of
facilities to comply with the proposed time frame to implement such changes,structural BMPs. Permittees that feel
multi-sector permit will be too The Agency believes that the majority they cannot complete construction
burdensome. Several comments statedof the changes required as a result of thewithin this specified time period should
that the cost would exceed $15,000 perquarterly inspections will be proceduralcontact the applicable EPA Regional
facility. Costs, including the time and or programmatic in nature. Therefore, a office.
money necessary to meet the proposed12 week time-frame should be sufficient Several commenters stated that the
documentation and monitoring for the implementation of the majority proposed record.keepIng requirements
requirements, may force some facilities of the changes to the plan under this would be the most expensive segment
out of busIness. Several comments section. In the event that a permittee for facilities subiect to the Automobile
stated that smaller facilities would havebelieves structural changes to the Salvage Yard sector. Facilities should
to hire a professional engineering firm facility are necessary, the permittee not be required to document the volume
to develop the pollution prevention should contact their EPA permitting of fluids removed from vehicles as they
plan and an additional employee to authority and discuss a possible are received since transporters or
perform the recordkeeping and schedule for implementing the changes,recyclers document the total volume of
monitoring requirements. The cost Changes requiring construction are fluids removed from the site when
estimates referred to in these commentsallowed additional time for collection is made for recyling.
are based on the requirements in the implementation under the terms of the Commenters also indicated that reports
proposed multi-sector permit. The permit, should be prepared at the time the
Agency notes that several of these Several commenters stated that the materials are sold or recycled, and not
proposed requirements have been quarterly inspections for leaks from necessarily every month. In response,
reduced in today’s final permit and thatvehicles and outdoor sforage areas ~ EPA has deleted these requirements
these reductions will significantly too burdensome. Comprehensive site from the final permit since many
reduce the cost of compliance. The compliance evaluations and the permittee already track such
reductions include requiring analytical requirement to remove fluids from information for other purposes.
monitoring only for certain facilities, a vehicles when they arrive on-site, or as
pollutant-by-pollutant alternative soon as feasible thereafter, make Scrap Recycling and Waste Recycling

certification for those facilities that are quarterly inspections unnecessary. One Industries

subject to analytical monitoring, a commenter questioned why quarterly A number of commenters requested
decrease in the minimum frequency of inspections for leeks from vehicles is clarification on the prohibition of the
visual examinations of storm water necessary if fluids must be removed dischsrse of washwater from tipping
dischsr~es from monthly to qusnerly, from vehicles when they arrive on-site, floor areas. To clsrify, the final permit
and a reduction in the minimum or as soon as feasible thereafter. The specifically prohibits the discharged of
employee training requirements. EPA Agency notes that there are certain washwater from tipping floor areas to
believes it is feasible, even for small circumstances in which fluids cannot beany part of a storm sewer system. This
businesses, to fulfill the requirements ofremoved from vehicles immediately, is considered a process wastewater
today’s permit without hiring outside Therefore, quarterly inspections should discharge which is not authorized by
help. The Agency has provided include checking vehicles which still this storm water permit. This permit
guidance, such as the manual; "Storm have fluids for leaks. Vehicles that have also does not authorize discharges to the
Water Management for Industrial been completely drained of fluids are sanitary sewer system.
Activities; Developing Pollution not of concern for this inspection. EPA A substantial number of commenters
Prevention Plans and Best Managementbelieves that the quarterly inspections expressed concerns regarding the
Practices" to assist permittees with the required under the proposed permit appropriateness and costs associated
development and implementation of target areas with a significant potential with requiring the usage of structural
pollution prevention plans, to contaminate storm water, such as erosion and sediment controls at scrap

A few commenters stated that the outdoor storage of containers. Therefore,recycling facilities. Commenters
comprehensive site compliance today’s final permit includes quarterly frequently stated that such a
evaluation for automobile salvage yardinspection requirements, requirement was inappropriate at this
facilities should only be required once A few commenters stated that EPA stage of the permitting process and that
a year, not twice as was proposed in theshould allow facilities in the scrap recycling facilities should be
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provided the flexibility to implement a boundaries would be considered water runoff ...." Based onrange of source control measures, examples where the operator could information provided by the industry,Commenters frequently stated that theirmake a determination that constructionEPA believes that the requirement t~facilities did not have the room for of a structural control (i.e., a retention prevent all exposure of all turning andstructural controls such as retention pond or its equivalent) is not a viable cuttings would pose an undue burdenponds and sediment basins. It was option. If such a determination is madeon the scrap recycling industi~. Suchfurther suggested that the results of by the facility operator, the operator information demonstrated that, in mostmonitoring data, particularly for total would be required to annotate the plancases, turnings piles can be ver~" large insuspended solids (TSS), warranted a accordingly. The operator would then size and are mostly stored outdoors duemore flexible approach to the use of update the plan to indicate what to size. Therefore,~in the revised permiterosion and sediment control measures,modified or additional or BMPs will be EPA is requiring scrap recyclingEPA believes that erosion and implemented to reduce suspended facilities to select an appropriate BMPsediment controls are necessary at scrapsolids loadings, from either two suggested options, orrecycling facilities due to the large Many commenters interpreted employ an equivalent measure, to helpamount of facility property (used for the proposed permit conditions as minimize exposure. These options wereindustrial activities) which is mandating the use of permanent or developed based on input of currentunstabiLized exposed soil and which semi-permanent covers over stockpiledpractices used by the scrap recyclingreceives large amounts of vehicular materials. EPA is not mandating the useindustry.traffic similar to a construction site. For of covers over stockpiled materials. The final permit identifies thethese areas, there are many types of Because of the substantial quantities ofdischarge of fluids from containmenterosion and sediment control measuresstockpiled.materials typically located atareas, in the absence of a storm event,that are appropriate for a recycling scrap recycling facilities, EPA believes as a non-storm water dischargefacility. A review of the group that a requirement to mandate the useprohibited under this permit. Theapplication information indicates that of covers is not appropriate and most operator would be required to obtain aboth structural and non-structural often would be impracticable, separate NPDES permit for this non-erosion & sediment control practices Therefore, the decision whether to storm water discharge. Discharges fromhave been employed at scrap recyclingconstruct or install covers is left to the turnings containment areas to thefacilities. In addition, scrap recycling discretion of the facility operator. The sanitary sewer system are not coveredfacilities also commonly use spray waterproposed permit provi~ies that the by this permit. The operator must seekas a means of dust control. Regardless,operator "shall consider" the use of the necessary approval(s), if any, fromEPA believes that these areas are these types of BMPs, however, the the appropriate local pretreatmentappropriately classified as engaged in decision whether to use permanent or authority.industrial activity and require storm semi-permanent covers is left to the A substantial number of scrapwater BMPs for controlling pollutant operator’s discretion, recycling facilities requestedsources. Analysis of the part II sampling EPA is concerned with controlling clarification on the prohibition of non-data indicates that approximately 22% storm water contamination from certainstorm water discharges from oil/waterof the grab samples for TSS were abovetypes of recyclable materials, separators. EPA clarifies that in the500 rag/1 and, similarly for specifically significant residual fluids, absence of a storm event, dischargesapproxLmately 20% of the composite accumulated particulate matter and from oil/water separators to a stormsamples. EPA considers the use of shredder fluff that could be exposed to sewer system are consider non-stormerosion and sediment source control runoff in the absence of any physical water discharges, which are not coveredmeasures to reduce sediment loadings tomeans of minimizing contact, under this permit. Discharges from oil/be appropriate for scrap recycling Consequently, EPA expects that the planwater separators that occur as afacilities, will include measures to minimize consequence of a storm event, either aThe permit does provide the exposure of these materials to surface current event or past event, areflexibility for operators to select a mix runoff, where appropriate, permitted provided that the oil/waterof erosion and sedLment control A significant number of conunenters separator is properly maintained on apractices to reduce suspended sedimentexpressed concerns about proposed regularly scheduled basis as established!oadings. However, EPA wishes to permit requirements that would in the plan.clarify an issue with regard to eliminate exposure of turnings to Commenters also wanted clarificationrequirements for the construction of precipitation or runoff. EPA wishes to on the liquids draining requirements aspermanent erosion and sediment clarify that it is primarily concerned they applied to "white goods," i.e.,controls such as retention ponds and with turnings that are produced from appliances. EPA clarifies that it is notsediment basins. EPA expects that thesecertain types of machine tool operationsrequiring scrap recycling facilities totypes of controls, or their equivalent, (e.g., milling machines, machine tool drain fluids from appliances or "whitewould only be constructed after the centers, and lathes) and which have goods," oil-filled shock absorbers, andoperator has had the opportunity to come in contact with cutting fluids, other permanently sealed containersemploy a full range of non-structural Because of the potential for significant with very small amounts of fluids.type source control measures and wherequantities of residual fluids associated though t~e permittee may elect to do so.substantial settleable and/or suspendedwith turnings, EPA believes they pose a A number of comment~rs requestedsolids loadings still persist. EPA is substantial risk of contaminating surfaceclarification on the applicability of otheraware that site-specific conditions couldrunoff. EPA notes that this particular sections of the permit where co-|ocatedexist which would preclude the siting ofsub-section of the permit does not applyfacilities exist, e.g., equipment anda structural control, i.e., a retention to cuttings or turnings that have not vehicle maintenance in section VIII-P.pond. Space restrictions caused by been exposed to cutting fluids. Section VIII.N.1 specifically providespermanent buildings, Permanently-fixed In the draft permit, EPA required that that scrap and waste recycling facilitiesprocessing equipment, other semi- "all turnings and cuttings shall be that have additional facilities whichpermanent or permanent obstructions, handled in such a manner as to preventsatisfy the definition of an industrialand/or restrictions posed by property exposure to either precipitation or stormactivity covered by another section of
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this permit (e.g., equipment and vehicledetermine if they are present and if so clarifying language that states that the
maintenance facilities), must comply to provide information to the facility operator is expected to employ a full
with the pollution prevention plan and operator to ensure the pollution range of non-structural erosion and
monitoring requirements of that other prevention plan is effective at sediment control measures to reduce
section. The purpose of this requirementcontrolling these pollutants. Therefore,sediment loadings. If substantial
is to ensure that the pollution EPA believes that additional data on loadings persist after employing a full
prevention plan and monitoring these two pollutant parameters is array of non-structural measures, the
requirements appropriately address allneeded for purposes of better operator could be expected to construct
aspects of regulated industrial activitycharacterizing pollutant sources that a retention pond or its equivalent.
that occur at a specific facili~. For moremay be present so that pollution However, the operator would first be
explanation of this requirement, see theprevention plans may be more expected to identify what additional
Co-located activities section of this appropriately designed, measures might be taken to reduce
summary. A number of commenters requested sediment loadings before constructing a

Another commenter noted that clarification on the use of the term retention pond. In addition, the final
differences exist between the llst of "battery reclairners" as it applies to permit allows the operator to make a
BMPs identified in Table N-11 of the scrap recycling and waste recycling determination that insufficient area is
factsheet and section VIII.P of the industries. EPA agrees that scrap and available to construct a pond or its
permit. BMPs identified in Table N-11 waste recycling facilities which only equivalent. These additional provisions
were not intended to be all inclusive; collect and temporarily store used lead-in the final permit are expected to
rather the table identifies optional andacid batteries are not classified as dramatically reduce the likelihood that
alternative BMPs that may be used for battery reclaimers as described by 40 many scrap recycling facilities will be
vehicle and equipment maintenance. IfCFR Part 266. Battery reclaimers engagerequired to construct retention ponds.
scrap and waste recycling facilities havein.the practice of breaking-up used lead- Discussions with the scrap recycling
co-located facilities that meet the acid batteries for purposes of reclaimingindustry indicate that facilities that
definition of industrial activity coveredthe lead contained within them. Duringreceive substantial quantities of turnings
under section VIII.P, the operator is the group application process, EPA didhave established appropriate
required to comply with the plan not receive any group applications containment areas with suitable
requirements for that section, includingcomposed of batter3, reclaimers, berming and drainage collection
any specifically identified BMPs. Therefore, facilities which engage in the{including the use of sumps and/or oil/

A number oi~commenters argued thatreclaiming of used, lead-acid batteries water separators). In addition, measures
EPA should drop the analytical are not eligible for coverage under this to properly dispose or recycle
monitoring requirements since many permit, substantial quantities of residual fluids
BMPs would be implemented thereby EPA has reviewed a cost study are already in practice in response to
obviating the need for monitoring. In provided by industry, and concludes other envi~ronmental and safety
addition, these commenters said it that a substantial portion of the costs regulations at the Federal, State, and
would be more beneficial to target arose as a consequence of unclear local levels. Consequently, EPA does
resources towards BMP implementationpermit language or activities that are not agree that the estimated annual
rather than to put resources towards already substantively employed at scrapoperation and maintenance cost of
monitoring. EPA does not agree that therecycling facilities {i.e., not necessarily $13,000 can be exclusively attributed to
implementation of BMPs at scrap in response to the NPDES storm water the NPDES storm water program.
recycling facilities should automaticallyprogram). EPA believe~ that the cost The scrap recycling industry cost
eliminate the need to conduct estimates provided in the fact sheet to study estimates that berms around
monitoring. EPA is requiring monitoringthe proposed permit are reasonably stockpile as will be replaced quarterly at
primarily for purposes of demonstratingaccurate and representative of the actualan annual cost of $55,000. EPA has a
the effectiveness and adequacy of the range of costs most facilities will number of concerns with regard to this
pollution prevention plan as experience to comply with the estimate. The use of berms around
implemented over the term of the requirements of this permit (see cost ofcertain stockpile areas was proposed as
permit. EPA believes that the mmsientcompliance discussion in this a BMP alternative by industry and many
nature of activities at scrap recycling summary), of its members. In addition, group
facilities and the results of the group EPA is not requiring scrap recycling apphcations cited the use of berms as a
application sampling effort clearly facilities to construct permanent or frequently employed best management
justify analytical monitoring during thesemi-permanent covers over stockpiledpractice. If such a cost estimate were
permit term. materials, therefore, the estimated accurate, it is unrealistic to expect that

Some commenters questioned why capital costs would be substantively a scrap recychng facility would incur
EPA proposed to require monitoring forreduced over those calculated by such a cost given the industrv’saluminum and iron at scrap recycles, industry. In addition, EPA observed expressed concerns about extremeOnly 5 scrap recycling facilities during a site visit that a scrap facility competitive pressures. It is more liketvsampled for these pollutants during thewith a shredder already had at least onethat such a BMP would be consideredgroup application process. The limitedroll-off box for collecting shredder fluff, impractical or economically infeasiblesampling information provided by scrapGiven the substantial volume of by the facility, operator and other BMPsrecycling facilities for iron and shredder fluff produced annually, somewould be chosen in preference.aluminum, however, suggests that thesemeans of collecting and disposing of EPA also wishes to respond to afacilities may be significant sources of shredder fluff already exists at shreddernumber of other costs elements reported
iron and aluminum in storm water facilities. Therefore, EPA does not agreein the industry, study. The study alsorunoff. Given the volumes of ferrous andthat scrap recycling facilities are facing identifies additional costs in response to
non-ferrous materials commonly the additional capital expenses as the draft permit:handled at scrap recycling facilities, reported in the industry cost report. Encourage suppliers to drain fluids.
EPA believes that it is reasonable to With regard to retention ponds, the ~ Inbound scrap lead acid batte~

monitor for these pollutants to final permit provides additional control program.
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¯ Inbound material inspection Moreover, sampling data also revealed EPA observed during one site visit toprogram, that, in general, scrap recycling facilitiesa MRF that the majority of storage¯ Segregate, handle and store usedwere a consistent source of a wide occurred indoors and there were fewbatteries, diversity of conventional and toxic outdoor processing operations. Outdoor¯ Periodic inspections of processing pollutants. EPA believes that the rangestorage consisted only of processedequipment, of concentration values reported for materials, e.g., compacted bundles of¯ Employee and supplier training, many pollutants adequately supports aluminum cans and bins containingIn discussions with industry the inclusion of monitoring for these glass cullet. Outdoor storage ofrepresentatives and scrap recycling- pollutants in theDerrnit, processed materials tended to be forfacility operators during site visits, it The group application sampling was only short periods of time as comparedwas observed or noted that many of intended to demonstrate to operators ofto scrap recycling facilities where¯ ese practices are already commonly facilities and to EPA the types of stockpiled materials may be exposed foremployed by the scrap recycling pollutants typically found in industrial long periods of time.industry. In particular, manufacturer storm water discharges and to give, to EPA also believes that recyclingspecifications on what is acceptable forsome extent, a measure of the facilities that reject non-rec~clablescrap often dictates what materials aremagnitude of those pollutants. It was waste materials at the source, e.g., curb-or are not accepted. In addition, not expected that sampling results side, also distinguishes them from scrap£requent training of employees and would be used as a basis of establishingrecycling and waste recycling facilities.buyers of scrap is necessary in order tonumeric effluent limits. The purpose of Th~s practice is an effective means ofensure that only acceptabl~ materials
monitoring in today’s final permit is to substantiallv reducing the potential thatare received. Concerns over potential substantiate, over the long term, that household l~azardous wastes will beliability of accepting undetected scrap recycling facilities are employingaccepted. Frequent training of pickuphazardous waste within scrap the full range of BMPs and to judge thedrivers is also common to ensure thatnecessitated the need for the industry tooverall effectiveness of pollution nonrecyclable materials such as paints,provide adequate training of both prevention plan measures in controllingfluorescent tubes, used oil, andemployees and its major suppliers, the pollutants of concern, pesticides and are not accepted. EPATherefore, EPA does not believe that the A number of commenters requested believes that separate pollutioncosts associated with these activities arethat EPA subdivide this sector to prevention plan and monitoringoverly burdensome or that they can be distinguish between scrap recycling requirements are appropriate for thisexclusively attributed to the N~DES facilities and municipal recyciing sub-group and has revised the finalstorm water program, facilities (MRF) that recycle paper, permit to reflect this.A number of commenters expressednewspaper, glass, plastic containers, EPA believes that municipal recyclingconcerns about the appropriateness of cardboard, and aluminum cans receivedfacilities (MRFs) that receive onlyrequiring WET testing as an alternativeprimarily from residential and source-separated recyclable materialsmonitoring requirement. EPA has commercial sources. Commenters (e.g., glass, plastic, aluminum cans,removed any requirements to conduct argued that MRFs are not the same as paper, newspaper, tin cans, magazines,whole effluent toxicity testing from this scrap recycling facilities, particularly and alike) should not have the samesection of the permit. A substantial with regard to the degree of exposure ofmonitoring requirements as those fornumber of comments were received bysignificant materials. Commenters scrap recycling facilities. MRFs arethe industry with regard to other requested that EPA clarify its position characterized as facilities that receivemonitoring requirements during the with regard to BMP and i~onitonng recyclable materials primarily frompermit term. To a large extent, requirements with regard to MRFs. commercial and residential sources. Incommenters disagreed that monitoringCommenters also requested that EPA addition, MRF processing operationsduring the permit term would provide clarify any distinctions between MRFs frequently occur indoors. EPAthe necessary information to support that receive source-separated recyclableconducte~i a subsector review ofEPA’s goal of assessing the effectivenessmaterials only (so called clean MRFs) sampling data submitted by four groups.of pollution prevention plans. Many versus those that do not receive sourceThese groups consist of facilities whichcommenters specifically stated that separated materials (so called dirty receive source-separated recyclableEPA’s use of benchmarks was not MRFs). wastes. EPA’s analysis of medianappropriate and that, in effect, the Based on information and data concentration data for pollutantsAgency was establishing numeric submitted in two group applications, sampled indicated that all pollutantseffluent limits for the scrap recycling EPA has created a separate sub-sectorwere below the benchmarks.industry. Commenters added t~at the for recycling facilities that receive onlv EPA believes that given the nature ofsite-to-site and storm-to-storm recyclable materials (source-separate~operations at these facilities and thevariability of the data will prevent EPA facilities) primarily from commercial implementation of BMPs. that thesefrom determining the effectiveness of and residential sources. This sub-sectorfacilities should not be required toBMPs. In sum, the excessive cost of excludes scrap recycling facilities andconduct storm water monitoring. EPA ismonitoring, the lack of technical and dirty MRFs. EPA concludes that source-also establishing separate pollutionregulatory expertise, excessive separated recycling facilities are prevention plan requirements foradministrative burden, and the need todifferent in manv respects from scrap recycling facilities that receive onlyhire consulting engineers were cited asand waste recycl’ing facilities and fromsource-separated, recvclable materials.justified reasons for eliminating dirty MRFs. Source separated recycling

monitoring requirements, facilities do not produce the volume of Steam Electric Generating Facilities
EPA’s analysis of all sampling data non-recyclable wastes that scrap Several comments were receivedprovided by group applicants within recycling and waste recycling and dirtyconcerning the EPA’s proposedthis sector revealed that the scrap MRF facilities do. In ad~iition, recycling monitoring regimen on which sectorrecycling industrv consistently facilities do not have heaw industrial monitoring frequencies were basedexhibited high co’ncentrations’of metals,processing equipment sucl~ as shearersupon "benchmark" concentrations ofparticularly copper, lead, and zinc. or shredders, pollutants, a representation of
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monitoring data from NURP and the quality and therefore the EPA has eligibility under the sector, and the
Gold Book. developed effluent guidelines (40 CFR storm water pollution prevention plan

After reviewing the comments and 423) to regulate its discharge. The requirements.
data. EPA revised the "benchmark" requirements for coal pile runoff from Several commenters, including
values and the methodology used to the guidelines have been incorporated members of the passenger bus, tank
determine which industries will into the multi-sector general permit, truck carrier, motor carrier, and
monitor for their storm water. Based Storm water discharges from wood- warehouse industries, were concerned
upon the revised methodology, steamburning power plants are not covered with the grouping of a range of
electric facilities are required to conduct under the Multi-Sector permit since no transportation facilities in the ground
chemical monitoring of their storm applications were received from wood-transportation sector. Concern was
water discharges for total recoverable burning power plants under the group particularly expressed regarding the
iron. Monitoring discharges from coal permit application process. EPA "long-term implications" of this
piles is still required if coal is utilized developed the Multi-Sector permit in "umbrella" permitting practice. In
or stored at the facility in conformance response to only those facilities who response, EPA has retained the original
with 40 CFR 423. applied for group permit coverage, grouping of transportation facilities as

Several commenters complained thatWood-burning plants may obtain presented in the proposed permit.
there would be exorbitant additional coverage under the baseline general Although the gross operations of these
costs involved with the "benchmark" permit or an individual storm water different types of facilities may differ,
monitoring requirements and/or BMP’s permit. EPA found that the vehicle maintenance
required by and peculiar to the Multi- For the sake of consistency with the and repair activities are remarkably
Sector permit. Several commenters other sectors in the multi-sector permit similar and pose equally similar threats
requested iustification for those and to eliminate the duplication of to storm water pollution. Further, EPA
requirements which they felt were regulation, EPA has removed reference found that comparable best management
uniustified and more stringent than the to the requirements for permit coverage practices were used at these varving
requirements of the general baseline for industrial activities associated with facilities. In terms of the long te~m effect
permit, construction. It must be noted, however,of this grouping, EPA assures the

Since the Multi-Sector permit was that a permit is required for storm watercommenters any additional permittingcreated as a result of the group discharges from construction activities efforts will revisit the appropriateness ofapplication process using data suppliedwhich additively disturb five or more sector groupings based upon
by and specific to each industry sector, acres, and such coverage is available information as it becomes available.the permit requirements have been through EPA’s general permit for storm One commenter expressed particular
tailored to the unique needs of each water discharges associated with concern about the inclusion of
industry sector. For this reason, EPA construction activity, warehouses in the land transportation
believes that industries that obtain Several comments dealt with the topicsector. EPA grouped regulatedcoverage under the Multi-Sector permit of monthly visual examination and warehouse facilities in the land
and comply with the terms of that documentation of storm water transportation sector because, whenpermit will reduce pollutant discharges discharges as being burdensome, such facilities have exposure to stormto watem of the United States to a unjustified, and potentially impossible water, it is often due to exposure of
greater degree than would occur under to comply with when dealing with the vehicle maintenance shops andcoverage of the baseline general permit,random occurrences of storm events andequipment cleaning operations. EPA
However, coverage is available to thosethe numbers of outfallSto be sampled, reminds the commenter that facihtiesindustries under either permit upon the EPA has relaxed the required frequencyare required to meet the permitsubmission of the appropriate notice ofof visual examinations from a monthly conditions for all industrial activitiesintent (NOI). All the BMPs mentioned into a quarterly basis. EPA has included (and hence sectors) which they maythe Multi-Sector permit are suggestions the requirement for only limited have onsite.
utilized to illustrate the intent of the analytical monitoring of storm water Several commenters, includingpermit and illustrate a method by whichdischarges from Sector 0 facilities basedmembers of the passenger bus, tank
compliance can be achieved. Other upon "benchmark" values. Annual truck carrier, and warehouse industries,
equivalent BMPs may be implemented,compliance monitoring/reporting of requested that EPA clarify its positionat the discretion of the permittee, to runoff from coal storage areas/piles is regarding vehicle wash waters and its
attain those illustrated results. EPA also required as specified in 40 CFR definition of "commingling" of stormrealizes that the permittee is most 423. To aid in the reduction of resourceswater and vehicle wash waters. Vehicle
familiar with the particular industrial necessary to comply with the visual wash waters, water discharged from asite and is best qualified to determine sampling requirements for facilities vehicle washing activity, are required to
which BMPs are equal to, or perhaps with several ouffalls, the permittee, if be permitted separately from the storm
more effective in satisfying the intent of practicable, can combine and/or water discharges from such areas.
the permit. EPA encourages the use of eliminate outfails, apply the Although most facilities design suchthese other BMPs or practices which representative discharge provisions of wash areas to drain most, if not all,
attain or improve upon the Multi-SectorVI.C.4. of the permit or utihze automaticwash waters dunng the washing
permit goals, especially those which aresamplers, activity, some facilities may have
easier or less costly to implement, stagnant pools of washwater that do not

Sector O of the Mul~Sector permit Motor Freight, Rail and Passenger drain or discharge. If a storm eventfocuses attention on both coal pile Transportation, Petroleum Bulk Oil results in the discharge of both therunoff and any other storm water Stations, and the U.S. Postal Service remaining wash waters and storm water,discharge associated with industrial There were a number of comments the storm water permit would onlyactivity at steam electric power received regarding the requirements for cover the storm water discharges andgenerating facilities. Coal pile runoff the sector P, the ground transportation not commingled wastes. Similarly, ifhas, however, been identified as a sector. The comments focused on vehicle washing activities are performedparticularly serious threat to water grouping of facility types in the sector, during a storm event or immediately
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preceding an event, the storm water employee storm water training: the proposed monitoring of quarterly
permit only covers the portion of the secretaries, administrative personnel, visual examinations only.
discharge originating from the storm and salespersons. One commenter also Most commenters supported the
event. If, however, the washing activity listed executive staff as potentially not quarterly visual examinationis performed prior to a storm event an~i requiring training. EPA would like to requirements. A few commenters
the washwater that is not immediately emphasize that it is necessary, and expressed concern about fulfilling the
discharged is allowed to evaporate priorhelpful for executive staff to fully requirement on large sites where
to being discharged with storm water, understand what activities are taking employees may be on the road a
the storm water discharge that is now place on site to protect water quality. Assignificant amount of time and wherecontaminated with the dry residue fromsuch, executive staff should be fully raLrffall is sporadic. The commenters
the washwater is entirely covered by theconsidered as potential trainees along were also concerned about sites withoutstorm water permit. Such residues with other employees, a dedicated environmental staff. Thewould be expected to be specifically Two commenters argued that the commenter suggested requiring theaddressed in the facility’s storm water proposed requirement to store vehiclesvisual examination on an annual basispollution prevention plan. awaiting maintenance in designated or only recommending the practice on aAnother commenter requested that areas only would be more effective if thequarterly basis. In response, EPA hasvehicle wash waters from land-based requirement only applied to vehicles retained the quarterly visualtransportation facilities be allowed to bewith actual or potential fluid leaks since

examination requirements as proposeddischarged under this permit providedit could be interpreted that all vehicles and has added a waiver of thisappropriate pollution prevention are awaiting maintenance. EPA agreesrequirement at inactive and unstaffedmeasures have been implemented to with the commenters and has altered sites (see discussion of monitoringensure that such discharges do not the permit language accordingly, requirements above). EPA reminds thecontain a visible sheen, detergents, or Several commenters felt that the commenter that visual examination maysolids as was proposed for water-basedmonthly inspections required in the be performed by a non-technical perso~transportation facilities. EPA disagrees proposed permit were too burdensome,
who has been trained as to how tothat such discharges should be allowed,particularly due to the required
collect the sample and what to observe.In the final permit, vehicle washwaters documentation of such inspections. In

are not allowed from water-based response, EPA has reduced the Many commenters were concerned
transportation facilities. Such frequency of inspections to quarterly. It with the requirement to attain the same
discharges must be permitted is EPA’s intention that the quarterly water quality in the storm water
separately, inspection and the visual storm water discharges as an oil/water separator

Many commenters, including examination requirements be when such technology operates with
members of the passenger bus, tank coordinated into one comprehensive such great variability. Concern was also
truck carrier, petroleum marketers, program. By performing the two within expressed regarding the qualifications of
motor carrier, and warehouse industries,similar time frames, it is hoped that thefacility personnel to make such an
requested that employee training only facility will gain useful insight by engineering judgment. In response, EPA
be required to be conducted on an comparing the results of the overall has removed this reference in the final
annual basis. In response, EPA has facility inspection and the storm water permit due to the difficulty in
reduced the required frequency of visual examination. More frequent determining what water quality would
employeetraining to once per calendar inspections, preferable with be achieved with an oil/water separator.
year. However, EPA would like to documentation, are encouraged, but are EPA does however encourage permittees
emphasize that more frequent training, not required, to strive for the pollutant removal levels
perhaps on an informal basis, is One commenter suggested providing referenced in the literature for oil/water
encouraged and will most likely result an alternative certification option for separators.
in better implementation of the storm facilities that eliminate exposure to

Water Transportationwater pollution prevention plan. storm water runoff such that the facility
Two commenters also expressed may be exempt from the quarterly visual The comments received on Sector CL

concern that the training requirements examinations requirements. In response, the water transportation sector, focused
apply to all employees regardless of EPA disagrees that the alternative        on eligibility, who is responsible for
their effect on storm water pollution certification provided to other sectors permit compliance, and monitoring
prevention and control. In response, for purposes of chemical monitoring is conditions. One commenter raised
EPA would like to clarify that only appropriate for quarterly visual coi~cerns that the permitting for barge
those employees that play a role in the examinations. The quarterly visual discharges {including barge storm water,
industrial activities at the site must be examinations are still useful in areas washwatar, and wastewater} is too
trained. Because job descriptions differ where exposure has been "eliminated" uncertain. In response, today’s permit
tremendously from site to site, EPA has to ensure that exposure has not re- regulates the storm water and
left it to the discretion of the pollution occurred causing a storm water washwater from the maintenance and
prevention team to determine who are contamination problem, equipment cleaning areas for canal
the appropriate employees to be trained. Many commenters, including barge operations {SIC code 4449) and for
The team is cautioned to err on the side members of the passenger bus, tank barge building and repair facilities (SIC
of training too many employees rather truck carrier, petroleum marketers, code 3731}. Today’s permit, however,
too few. Even if an employee is remotelv motor carrier, and warehouse industries does not regulate wastewaters, such as
involved in an industrial operation that" concurred with EPA in not requiring bilge and ballast water, washwater,
may affect the quality of the storm water chemical analysis of storm water sanitary wastes, and cooling water
discharge that employee should be discharges from ground transportation originating from vessels. The permit
included in the employee training. To facilities. As such, the commenters specifies that the operators of such
demonstrate EPA’s intention of who strongly opposed the alternative discharges must obtain coverage under
should be trained it is easier to list monitoring requirements presented in a separate NPDES permit if discharged
positions that may not require the the proposed permit. EPA has retained to waters of the United States or through
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a municipal separate storm sewer suspected in their discharge, pollutant- code 45 that have vehicle and
system, by-pollutant certification will eliminate equipment maintenance (including

One commenter indicated that many the requirement to monitor for those vehicle and equipment rehabilitation,
Navy activities would fall under both pollutants not present, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling,
VIII.Q. Vehicle Maintenance Shops/

Ship and Boat Building or Bepairing and lubrication), equipment cleaning
Equipment Cleaning Operations and Yards operations, or airport deicing operations
VIll.R. Ship Building and Repair and (including aircraft and runway deicing).
would like to see EPA establish some Comments received on the permit Review of the Standard Industrial
guidelines for sector applicability. In requirements included in sector R, ship Classification .Vlanual, published in
response, the permit does specify that and boat building or repainng yards, 1987 by the Office of Management and
when an industrial facility has focused on grouping of industrial Budget, clarifies that SIC code 45, which
industrial activities being conducted facilities, the benchmark values, and theaddresses air transportation facilities, is
onsite that meet the description(s) of application of multiple sectors to one not limited to the operators of airports,
industrial activities in another sector(s), facility (co-located industrial activities), air terminals and flying fields. In fact,
that the industrial facility must comply Several commenters were concerned SIC code 45 also includes
with any and all applicable monitoring with the grouping of fiberglass and establishments primarily engaged in
and pollution prevention plan aluminum boat manufacturers into one providing foreign and domestic air
requirements of each of those sector(s),sector. In response, EPA has evaluatedtransportation, air courier services, and

One commenter explained that the grouping of these types of boat other fixed base operators who are
manna terminal and ports have a manufacturers and has determined primarily engaged in servicing,
multitude of activities undertaken by retain these industrial activities in one repairing, or maintaining airports and/or
many industrial facilities and sector. EPA does not believe this will aircraft and these activities will also
contractors in the common areas of the cause an undue burden on either need to be permitted if they have point
port. This commenter wanted to know industry given the revised monitoring source discharges of stormwater from
who is responsible for obtaining permit requirements, which are now sub-sectorregulated activities defined under 40
coverage for these common areas whichspecific and the flexibility of the CFR 122.26(b)[14)(viii).
are usually served by a common storm pollution prevention plan requirements. Tenants at the airport, other than the
sewer system. The commenter suggestedTwo commenters took issue with the airport authority itself, who conduct
that EPA require the property owner basis of the benchmark values. The industrial operations at the airport
(port authority) to be the primary permitbenchmarks have been revised. For a facility described at 40 CFR
holder and have each lessee or full discussion of the revision see the 122.26(b)(14)(viii), and establishments
contractor become a co-permittee. In part of the fact sheet that address the who conduct regulated industrial
response, the property owner {port benchmark values directly, activities described elsewhere under 40
authority) is responsible for permitting One commenter was concerned withCFR 122.26(b)(14}0 and whose
the common areas of the facility, and the burden of complying with all operations result in storm water point
each lessee operating an industrial applicable sectors of the permit under source discharges are also required to
activity is responsible for obtaining the co-located industrial activities apply for coverage under an NPDES
permit coverage for the specific requirement. EPA has retained this storm water permit for their areas of
operations occurring on their leased provision in the final permit to ensure operation. EPA recognizes that airports
property. In today’s permit, EPA does comprehensive environmental and their tenants enter into contractual
require that the co-permittee protection and does notbelieve this relationships, therefore, these types of
arrangement be utilized at airport requirement is overly burdensome. Thistenant facilities could be co-permittees
facilities; however, EPA will not require provision does not require that a with the airport operator if both parties
this approach at marine terminals or separate and distinct pollution chose, or could be permitted separately,
ports. The industrial facilities and prevention plan be developed based onand thereby be responsible individually
contractors located at airports generally each applicable sector, but requires for compliance with the permit and
are similar in nature, and one pollution consideration of other BMPs from other implementation of a pollution
prevention plan can more easily addresssectors, and incorporation of those prevention plan. EPA encourages co-
the issues of concern. A marine terminalapplicable BMPs into the pollution permittee status because this approach
or port often has many dissimilar prevention plan for the facility. Where to permit coverage promotes better
activities occurring within the facilit~ monitoring requirements from two or coordination of the pollution prevention
lending itself to an approach which canmore sectors overlap, only one sample plan measures and possibly better
focus on each specific industrial and analysis needs to be conducted (seecontrol of the storm water discharges.
operation. A co-permittee approach discussion of co-located industrial However, as the owner/operator of an
would be acceptable to the Agency, butactivities above), airport facility and the storm sewer
it is not required, system, airport authorities are

One commenter felt that facilities in Air Transportation
ultimately responsible for storm water

this sector are being forced to monitor Comments on Sector S, Air discharges from their storm sewer
for parameter(s) that no one believed Transportation, primarily focused on system to waters of the U.$. or to a
were of concern, were not monitored forobligations and responsibilities of the municipal separate storm sewer system.in Part If. and are not even handled byairport authority and its tenants. The Other tenants at the a~’port, such as
the facility, specifically, the metals. In storm water permit application car rental and food preparation
response, EPA has revised the regulations at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) establishments, which are not defined
monitoring requirements in the final define the storm water discharges separately as storm water discharges
permit for the water transportation associated with industrial activity in associated with industrial activity under
sector based on the methodology terms of eleven categories of industrial 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) must also be
described previously. To address the activities. Category (viii) includes addressed. These tenants may chose to
concern that some facilities would havetransportation facilities classified as be co-permittees with the airport
to monitor for pollutants not found or Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) operator, or private agreements may be
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worked out with the airport authoritv nothing but storm water, except as situation and determine potentialthrough contractual, or other means,’tomentioned above, is consistent with problems that may result. In response,ensure that the storm water pollution similar requirements for NPDES generalthe Agency believes that past activitiesprevention plan of the airport permit requirements for storm water may have resulted in pollutant sourcesadequately addresses storm water discharges associated with industrial for present storm water discharges, andcontamination from these types of activity published September 9, 1992. that it is appropriate to addresstenants. Regardless, airport authorities Many commenters l~ave concerns materials that have been exposed toare required to identify the location andabout the excessive training required instorm water within the past 3 years.activities of all airport tenants as apart the permit for treatment works EPA believes that the 3-year period isof the development of the storm wateremployees. Semiannual training for reasonable and does not imposepollution prevention plan for the employees will result in an excessive excessive burdens for collectingairport. EPA would like to clarify, amount of employee "downtime," information on permittees. The Agencyhowever, that airport authorities are not thereby decreasing the effectiveness of notes that the 3-year period is consistentresponsible for ensuring compliance current employees to control the POTW wi~ similar requirements for individualwith the conditions of today’s permit for process and may result in the need for applications for storm water dischargesstorm water discharges associated with increase staff. It is therefore very associated with industrial activity at 40industrial activities regulated under 40 important that the training program be CFR 122.26{c}{I}{i) {B) and {D) andCFR 122.26{b){14) conducted by tenants reasonable. An alternative would be to general NPDES records retentionof the airport that apply separately for have employee training conducted once requirements under 40 CFR 122.21(p)a storm water permit and which are not per year instead of every 6 months. In and 40 CFR 112.7{d}{8).co-permittees with the airport authority, response, EPA agrees and the permit has
l~ecausa the applicability of Part XI.~. A number of commentars stronglybeen modified to require employee supported the use of the annualof today’s permit extends to storm water training only annually {at least once per

monitoring of the alternative monitoringdischarges from airport facilities, and in calendar year}, constituents requirements. Otherlight of the fact that industrial activities EPA received many comments on the commenters questioned the accuracy ofconducted by the airport authorities and requirements of monthly inspections the statistical analysis performed for thetenants of the airport are similar in plus annual comprehensive site proposed permit. In response, EPA hasnature, the eligibility section of Part compliance evaluation. Commenters revised the methodology forXI.S. has been broadened to allow state that it is likelv that the same determining which facilities will becoverage for both airport authorities and person who condu~ts the monthly required to perform monitoring astenants of an airport facility who inspections will also conduct the annual described elsewhere in the fact sheet.conduct industrial activities as comprehensive site compliance Under this new methodology, domesticdescribed in Part XI.S. 1. evaluation. If the facility successfully wastewater treatment plants are not
Treatments Works passes the monthly inspections, then required to perform monitoring underthere is no reason to believe that it this permit.Comments on Sector T, Domestic would not pass a yearly inspection. InWastewater Treatment Plants focused response, EPA wants to clarify that the Food and lO’ndred Productson required elements of the storm watermonthly inspections cover specific The greatest number of commenterspollution prevention plan and designated equipment and areas of theon Sector U, Food and Kindredmonitoring requirements. One facility where there is a high potential Products, are concerned with thecommenter raised an issue regarding thefor storm water contamination. The monitoring requirements described inrequirement of providing a certificationareas to be included in all inspections the proposed permit. The majorthat the discharge contains nothing but include: access roads/rail lines, objections to monitoring result from thestorm water is unrealistic and can

equipment storage and maintenance consolidation of the entire food andinterfere with plant operations. It makesareas (both indoor and outdoor areas}; tobacco industry into one sector whichno allowances for temporary dischargesfueling; material handling areas; commenters believe compromises theinto a storm water system, residuals treatment, storage, and group process since identicalIn response, the Agency wants to disposal areas: and waste water .monitoring requirements areclarify that some non-storm water
treatment areas. A monthly inspection inappropriate for an industry with suchdischarges may be authorized by the
can be done easily and routinely, a wide range in process operations.permit. These non-storm water
possibly with the guidance of an Comrnenters argue that severaldischarges include: discharges ~rom f~reinspection checklist. Whereas the subsactors conduct most activitiesfighting activities, fire hydrant flushing;comprehensive site evaluation is a full indoors, allowing little opportunity forpotable water sources including
site evaluation being conducted to storm water contamination, while otherwaterline flushings; irrigation drainage;assess the pollution prevention plan andsubsectors perform significantlawn watering; routine external buildingto determine the overall level of operations outdoors. Commenters alsowashdown which does not use compliance by the perrnittee, and if point out that EPA described in thedetergents or other compounds:
necessary incorporation of changes or proposed rule several factors thatpavement washwaters where spills or
modifications to the pollution influence the impact of storm water onleaks of toxic or hazardous materials prevention plan needed as a result of water quality (e.g., geographic location,have not occurred (unless all spilled
the inspection, hydrogeology, etc.) yet these factorsmaterial has been removed) and where Several commenters indicated that were not considered when proposingdetergents are not used; air conditioningrequiring an inventory of materials, an

monitoring requirements for thecondensate, springs, uncontaminated investigation of past l~ractioes, and a list
industry.ground water; foundation or footing of significant spills for the previous 3 Commenters also argued that basingdrains where flows are not years is an inventory accumulation of the monitoring requirements on such acontaminated with process materials history and only generates paperwork, diminutive set of sampling data is notsuch as solvents. The Agency notes thatCommenters suggested that a pollutionvalid given that data for only fourcertification that the discharge containsprevention plan should evaluate currentpollutants was collected in sufficient
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quantities to be analyzed. Commentersthe difficulty facilities experience in will monitor: Grain Mill Products
felt that insufficient samples were collecting adequate storm water samplesmanufacturing {SIC code group 204)
collected for four other pollutants, from acceptable rainfall events, which will monitor for TSS and Fats
Commenters indicated that the especially small business facilities andand Oils manufacturing {SIC code ~oup
inclusion of metals in the monitoring facilities in arid climates. 207) which will monitor for TSS. BeD,
requirements for all sector members, Realistically, commenters stated, veryCOD and nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen.
when so little data was submitted for few facilities will be able to obtain all Commenters in this sector also felt
these pollutants, is not statistically four quarterly samples and almost nonethat additional requirements for
valid. Commenters also took exceptionwill be able to collect all monthly pesticide storage were urmecessary.
to EPA’s decision to aggregate data for samples for visual observation without They contend that pesticide storage and
the food processing industry because constructing automatic sampling use are currently regulated under
lack of subsector-specific data does notfacilities. They pointed out that EPA hasFIFRA. State pesticide laws and the
substantiate monitoring requirements previously indicated manual sampling FDA. Further, anyone applying
for these pollutants. Commenters was acceptable and automatic samplingpesticides must be a certified applicator,
believe that monitoring data that does would not be required, trained in the safe and prudent use. as
exist for the sector shows no difference Additional concerns were raised withwell as proper storage, of these
between industrial and residential/ regard to specific pollutants products.
commercial areas. Also, commenters recommended for analysis in the In response, EPA disagrees with the
suggested that storm water data has proposed monitoring. For example commenters statement that current
shown to be very inconsistent and commenters pointed out that ammoniapesticide storage and use regulations are
unrepresentative of the actual impact ofdata are not presented in the proposedadequate to prevent storm water
discharges on receiving waters. Anotherpermit fact sheet but the proposed contamination. Criteria for evaluaung
common issues raised by the permit states that ammonia exceeds pesticide use and storage and criteria for
commenters was that the benchmark benchmark values. Commenters statedevaluating storm water contamination
concentrations are unobtainable even that absent data to substantiate, EPA from pesticide use and storage are not
with good BMPs. Commenters believe should not require food and kindred the same. With the increased use of
these levels are comparable to tertiary,products facilities to monitor for pesticides at food and kindred products
treatment standards for a full treatment ammonia. Also, EPA should clarify itsfacilities compared to facilities in other
system. Also, these cutoff levels appearintent in requiring ammonia monitoring,sectors, EPA believes that the
to presage future permit limits for the Specifically, the proposed permit doesapplication and storage of these
industry which EPA has not not state whether EPA is concerned pesticides with storm water in mind is
demonstrated are necessary, with the nitrogen load {i.e., TKN) on crucial to an effective storm water

Several commenters believed that, ifreceiving waters, making ammonia pollution prevention plan in this sector.
monitoring had to be conducted, the monitoring irrelevant, or with the toxic
alternative monitoring is more effects of ammonia, making TKN Textile Mlll Products
appropriate since it more accurately monitoring unnecessary. Comments on Sector V, Textile Mill
reflects wastes from food and kindred Commenters also argued that EPA Products, focused primarily on the
products facilities. However, they does not discuss iron and zinc as pollution prevention plan requirements
suggested there should be an escape pollutants of concern for the industry., and monitoring requirements. One
clause as with the proposed monitoringraising question as to why food facilitiescommenter supported the permit
allowing facilities to only monitor for have to sample for these-parameters, requirement for visual examinations bv
those pollutants expected to be present.EPA should work with the few facilities indicating that visual examinations
Commenters felt that monitoring or subeoctors of the industry that are accompanied by facility-specific BMPs
requirements will divert limited funds found to have metals in their dischargeshould most adequately address the
away from pollution prevention rather than requiring all food and minimal potential for controlling the
techniques needed to reduce pollutants kindred products facilities to monitor contamination of storm water discharges
in storm water as monitoring data show these pollutants. Also, the proposed at textile mill facilities. However,
a correlation between enhanced cutoff for iron (0.3 mg/l) is overly another commenter questions the
housekeeping and preventative protective. The gold book acute aquatic usefulness of visual examinations,
maintenance and reduced pollutant life freshwater criteria is 1.0 mg/l. stating that EPA provides no
concentrations. Commenters concluded Coramenters also pointed out that fecal justifications for such examinations.
that combining visual examinations and coliform data would be superfluous to In response, periodic inspections of
a comprehensive site inspection is a BOD and TSS data for the industry and controls are a requirement of the
much more appropriate way to evaluate testing is much more difficult, pollution prevention plan, and visual
storm water than monitoring. Based on the comments on the storm water runoff examinations and

Commenters also stated that EPA proposed permit, EPA has eliminated inspections should be treated as two
should give weight to the facilities who the alternative monitoring requirements distinct requirements. Visual
met Federal requirements in the and re-evaluated the proposed examinations represent a minimum
application process and enforce against monitoring requirements for the sector requirement in the assessment of the
the thousands of facilities that ignored through conducting a subsector analysis storm water discharge. The relative
their obligations under the law rather for the industry. The sub-sector analysis economic impact of the visual
than spending money on additional identified only two of the nine examination of the storm water should
paperwork burdens. They suggested that subsectors as having pollutants in storm be minimal and, in coniunction wath
sample results from the group water at concentrations above the site specific BMPs can be used to
applications should be credited towards revised benchmark values. As a result, evaluate the performance and
the alternative monitoring requirements, most facilities in the food and kindred effectiveness of best management
Conversely, others commented that EPA products sector no longer are required to practices employed at a particularshould not provide "credit" to these collect and chemically analyze storm facility. Visual examinations have been
groups, rather, EPA should recognize water samples. Only two sub-sectors reduced to a quarterly frequency m the
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final permit. For more information on group applications. The Rubber facilities lincluding rubber
visual examinations see the monitoringManufacturers Association (RMA) manufacturers) in this sector. This
section of this summary, supported the specific BMP requirement is also standard for all

In response to the Agency’s request requirements which were proposed to sectors of the permit. EPA believes that
for comments regarding proposed control zinc in storm water discharges the quarterly frequency appropriately
alternative monitoring requirements, from rubber manufacturing facilities, balances the costs associated with the
one commenter contends that it does Concern was also expressed regardIngvisual examinations with the need to
not believe that the annual or the consolidation of group applications periodically assess any pollutant
semiannual monitoring and reporting into the 29 industrial sectors. The loadings in the discharges and the
requirements put forth by the Agency proposed permit only required visual effectiveness of the storm water
are necessary or appropriate. In examinations of storm water samples for pollution prevention plan.
assessing this comment, it should againfacilities In this sector, rather than A commenter in this sector also
be noted that the Agency had only chemical testing which was proposed expressed concern that analytical testing
requested comments on the possibility for 17 of the 29 sectors. While for a number of parameters in storm
of imposing the proposed alternative commenters supported the absence of water had been a requirement of EPA’s
monitoring requirements on textile analytical testing requirements, they baseline general permit of September 9,
facilities, also argued that the frequency 1992 for facilities in major SIC group 30.

Today’s permit does not include the (quarterly) for the visual examinations EPA recognizes that there are
proposed alternative monitoring was excessive. Commenters also differences in the requirements between
requirements. Based on the revised opposed the proposed alternate today’s multi-sector general permit and
methodology for determining monitorin.g requirements which would the previous baseline general permit.
monitoring requirements at the industryhave required analytical testing for These differences are the result of the
sub-sector level, the textile industry is certain parameters, additional information concerning these
no longer required to conduct chemical In the final permit, EPA modified thefacilities obtained during the group
monitoring for any specific pollutant, methodology for determining the types application process. However, concerns
Due to the nature of the industry, and of facilities which are required to regarding the requirements of the
the fact that most operations at such conduct analytical testing of storm baseline general permit are outside the
facilities are conducted indoors, the water. The revised methodology is scope of the present permitting action.
contact of storm water with most discussed in section VI.E of the final The proposed permit would have
pollutants typical of this industry are fact sheet and also in the monitoring required a comprehensive site
minimized or eliminated. The statisticalportion of this summary. EPA believes compliance evaluation at "appropriate"
analysis performed by the Agency usingthat the sub-sector methodology better intervals, but not less than once per
the Part 2 sampling data when targets the monitoring requirements year. A commenter argued that this was
conducted at the sub-sector level toward the specific types of facilities too vague and should be clarified. In
supports this conclusion, within the 29 sectors which pose the response, the final permit now simply

greatest risk to the storm water quality, requires a comprehensive site
Wood and Metal Furniture and Fixtures Based on the sub-sector methodology,compliance evaluation at a minimum of

Only six comments were submittedthe final permit requires that once per year for all facilities covered by
addressing the wood and metal manufacturers of rubber products the,permit.
furniture and fixtures manufacturing conduct analytical testing of storm ine commenter was also unclear
industry. Each of the comments water saLmples for zinc. ~This pollutant regarding the "qualified" personnel who
supported the proposed monitoring was shown to be a pollutant of concernare required to conduct the
conditions, which only requires from the monitoring data which were comprehensive site compliance
quarterly visual examinations of storm submitted by rubber products evaluations. In discussing the
water discharges. In today’s final manufacturers (i.e., the median requirements for a comprehensive site
permit, this requirement remains concentration was above the EPA compliance evaluation, section VI.E.4 of
unchanged. Analytical monitoring of benchmark concentration of 0.065 rag/1the fact sheet notes that inspectors
storm water discharges will not be for zinc). Testing of grab samples is should be members of the pollution
necessary from wood and metal required quarterly during the second prevention team. Such individuals
furniture and fixtures manufacturing and fourth years of the permit. However,should be familiar with the potentiai
facilities, unless there are co-located permitteas may omit the testing duringpollutant sources at the facility, and the
activities, such as coal piles, refuse the fourth year if the second year resultscontrol measures developed for the
piles, landfills etc., which may be are below the benchmark concentration,storm water pollution prevention plan
required to monitor under provisions in addition, the final permit provides forto control pollutant discharges. EPA
elsewhere in the permit. "alternate certification" in lieu of believes that facilities should be able to

monitoring (see section VI.E.3 of the factidentify appropriate individuals for theRubber, Plastic, and Miscellaneous sheet) on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis necessary site evaluations. TheProducts
as well as on an outfall-by-outfall basis,commenter also requested that the

The majority of the comments As such, analytical testing for zinc permit provide that the facility
received on Sector Y, Rubber, Plastic would not be required for facilities inspections (required by Pan XI.Y.3.d of
Products, and miscellaneous which do not use zinc, or for facilities the permit) would be conducted at
manufacturing industries, pertained to where industrial activities are not appropriate intervals as stated in the
the proposed monitoring requirements exposed to storm water, storm water pollution prevention plan.
and the inspection and recordkeeping The final permit only requires Such a requirement was included in the
requirements of the permit. In addition,analytical testing of storm water proposed permit and has been retained
comments were received regarding samples for rubber products in the final permit. The commenter
EPA’s description of the pollutant manufacturers. However, the final obiected to the requirement that
sources and the assessment of the permit does retain the requirement for afacilities maintain records of
monitoring results submitted with the quarterly visual examination for all inspections and visual examinations.
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EPA disagrees with the commenter on fabricating industries. In particular, suggested the permit should require drythis issue and believes that such recordsmany pollutants vary. between these fabricators to certify to no metalare necessary for EPA to verify groups due to the fact that each of thesetreatment operations or other operations
compliance with the requirements of theindustries require very different likely to result in discharges of thepermit. Therefore, the records retention chemicals in their processes. The main pollutants of concern.
requirements were retained in final concern expressed by commenters was EPA has not placed a qualifier on the
permit basically as proposed. One that monitoring for the entire group was terms and conditions of the permit.relatively minor change was made based on a wide range of chemicals forHowever, using the revised analysis to
which standardizes the records both industrial processes that may not determine monitoring, addresse~ someretention period for all sectors to 3 be present at a facility if only one" of the concerns about the grouping ofyears, which is the minimum required process is conducted at the ~acilitv. sectors. Also, determining site-specificby NPDES regulations at 40 CFR EPA agrees that the industries coveredBMPs and certifying, on a pollutant-bv-122.42(j). Additional information under this section of the permit should pollutant basis to no exposure to stor~n
concerning issues associated with be re-evaluated to examine more water will add more flexibility in
inspections and record.keeping can be carefully inherent differences between determining monitoring requirements.
found in the reporting and record subgroups in the industry. As a result, A commenter requested that EPA
keeping portion of this summary, today’s rule has identified industry expand the definition of fabricated
Leather Tanning subgroups using the three and four-digitmetal industries in the permit language.

SIC classification for the purposes of EPA has not expanded the definition of
In response to comments that the determining which industries will fabricated metal industries other thanleather tanning industry was required toconduct monitonng in this sector, including the other industries identifiedmonitor in error and that manganese Industry ~ubgroups will monitor for in the proposed fact sheet that wereand aluminum should not be included specific pollutants where the median inadvertently left out of the permitin the list of monitoring parameters, the value exceeds the revised benchmark language. O~er industries that could befinal multi-sector permit does not levels. EPA has also expanded the related to this sector are covered underrequire leather tanning facilities to flexibility of the monitoring requirement the Prirnary Metals Industry section ofconduct chemical monitoring. However,by allowing facilities to certify on a the permit. EPA believes ~at it hasthe industry must still perform visual pollutant-by-pollutant basis to no listed as eligible for coverage, allexaminations. More discussion of the exposure to storm water in lieu of industries that participated in the grouprevised monitoring requirements under monitoring for that chemical. This can application process.today’s final permit can be found in theresult in some facilities not monitoring uommenters stated that the list ofmonitoring section of this summary, and others limiting the number of options for controlling pollutants can beIn response to a comment that EPA pollutants required to be monitored, expensive and uneconomical. Manyshould simply adopt the model permit Several commenters requested that thought that the BMPs may later be’comeand pollution prevention plan the fabricated metal industry be mandatory and do not allow forsubmitted by one industry organization,required to conduct visual examinationsalternative measures to controlEPA has determined that the proposedand annual site compliance evaluationspollutants at a given site.leather muning permit and pollution only. EPA does not agree. Chemical To clarify, EPA has only provided aprevention plan with BMPs which wasmonitoring is still necessary, given the list of potential BMPs to be consideredpublished in the Federal Register on results of the data evaluation conductedby each facility operator when preparingNovember 19, 1993, is best suited to on the subsectors. Visua4 examinations a pollution prevention plan. This list iscontrol storm water discharges from this in combination with chemical neither totally inclusive nor mandator3,.industry, monitoring and site compliance Permittees are free to determine theIn response to the comment that evaluations will help assess the most economical and effective BMPsfacilities submitted chromium data presence of pollutants of concern in thespecific for a given facility and activity.because they were required to (as a discharges and the effectiveness of the Commenters felt that most fabricato~-scategorical pollutant), EPA clarifies that pollution prevention plan at controlling do not have process wastewaterchromium is limited in an effluent these, discharges. Because of this, theyguideline for leather tanning process A commenter requested that EPA requested a waiver on requiring proof ofwastewater. The industry was thereforeclarify whether all of SIC code group 34 no commingling of process waste waterrequired to submit monitonng data for is covered in Sector 29, such as the with storm water. Today’s permi~ doeschromium. The leather industry was forgings industry.. They pointed ou~ a not change this require~nent. Some

also required to submit monitoring datadiscrepancy between the preamble fabricators employ acid baths, washfor "those pollutants that they knew or language and the permit language waters and other process wastewa[erhad reason to believe were p~esent." relating to coverage. In response, EPA related activities. Certification of noThese pollutants were shown in tables inadvertently left out certain SIC code commingling remains an important partwhich listed conventional and group 34 industries in the proposed of the permit requirements to benonconventional pollutants, toxic permit. The fact sheet contained the included with the storm water pollutionpollutants and hazardous pollutants, entire list of industries covered under prevention plan certificatmn to ensureThese tables were included in the this section. EPA has clarified the that storm water discharges are notpermit application Form 2-F. permit language to correct this contaminated by these discharges.
omission. A commenter pointed out that theFabdcated Metal Products Industry

Several commenters suggested that description of the materials used a~Many commenters stated that the EPA differentiate between dry facilities in this sector should havefabricated metal industry should be fabricators and others by adding a noted that many of these materials arefurther divided into dry and wet definition that placed a qualifier "Metal not necessarily used at all types offabricating industries. ~ost explained Treatment Only" to the terms and facilities within the sector.that the processes and practices var~ conditions that apply only to metal commenter was apparently concernedwidely between these two t.vpes of treatment operations. Commenters alsothat this description coulc~ erroneously
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suggest that the runoff from certain examinations of storm water samples for Areas of coverage Permit No.
types of facilities in the sector could be facilities in sector AC, rather than
contaminated with pollutants which areanalytical testing which was proposed Massachusetts ...................MAR05"~#
not used at all facilities. In response, for certain other sectors. Commenters Federal Indian Reserva- MAR05"~F
£PA has modified the final fact sheet to supported these proposed monitoring tions.
clari~ that the ].ist of materials is a requirements and opposed the proposed New Hampshire .................. NHR05"~##
cumulative list gathered from all the alternate monitoring requirements Federal Indian Raserva- NHR05"~F
types of facilities in the sector, and that which would have required analytical tions.
individual facilities may not use all testing for certain parameters. Like the Rhode Island Federal In- RIR05"~F

dian Reservations.materials which are listed, proposed permit, the final permit does
A commenter also disagreed with not require analytical testin8 of storm Vermont Federal Indian VTR05"~F

Reservations.EPA’s assessment in the draft fact sheet water samples for facilities in sector AC. Vermont Fe~leral Facilities . V’I’R05"=~Ffor this sector that the monitoring A more detailed discussion of EPA’s
results which were submitted with the responses to the monitoring issues
group applications may not be inclusive overall is found in the portion of the Region II
of all the poUutants which could be response to comments which addresses Signed this 16th day of August, 1995.
present in the runoff. In response, EPA monitorin8. The proposed permit Richard L. C~pe,has deleted the discussion In question required that facilities in sector AC
from the final fact sheet, develop and implement a storm water Water Manogement Division Director.

Transportation Equipment, and pollution prevention plan and did not
l~dustr~ or Commercio] Machinery include ap.y industry-specific numeric Areas of coverage I Perm=t No.effluent ]J_mits. Commenters supported

One commenter was concerned with these provisions and the final permit Puerto Rico ........................I PRR05"=~the grouping of facilities in Sector AB. has not been changed in this regard. Federal Facilities t         PRR05".wFThe commenter felt that it is .............
inappropriate to regulate commercial Authorization to Discharge Under the Region III
machine manufacturin8 facilities with National Pollution Discharge
other miscellaneous machinery Elimination System Signed this 11th day of September. 1995.
manufacturing facilities. In response, In compliance with the provisions of Alvin R. Morris,
EPA has retained the proposed grouping the Clean Water Act, as amended, (33 WaterMonagement Division Director.
of the transportation equipment, U.S.C. 1251 et seq., the "Act") except asindustrial, or commercial machinery provided in Part I.B.3. of l:J~is storm Areas of coverage Permit No.
manufacturing sector. Although the water multi-sector general permit,specific processes that occur indoors operators of point source discharges of District of Colurr~ia ............ DCR05°s~
and the final products produced will storm water associated with industrial Federal Facilities ............. DCR05"##F
var~ at the different facilities, the group activity that discharge into waters of the Delaware Federal Facilities DER05"~F
application data indicated that the United States, represented by theIndustrial activities and significant industry sectors identified In Part XI. of Region IV
materials that may be exposed to storm this permit, are authorized to discharge Signed this 11th day or" September, 1995.water are similar. In addition, today’s in the areas of coverage listed below in Robert F. McGbee,final permit includes flexible accordance with the conditions andrequirements for this sector which allowrequ~Lrements set forth herein. Aca’ng WaterMnna~ernent Division Director.
operators to implement controls based Operators of storm water dischargesupon site-specific activities and from the industrial activities covered Areas o! coverage Permit No.
materials, under this permit who intend to be Florida ................................FLR05"~The same commenter also expressed

authorized by this permit must submitconcern over the use of such sector a Notice of Intent (NOI) in accordance    Region VIgroupings in the future. In response,
with Part II.B. of this permit. OperatorsEPA is making use of these industrial of storm water discharges associated Signed this llth day of September, 1995.groupings only for the development of with industrial activity who fail to William B. Hathaway,this storm water general permit. Futuresubmit an NOI in accordance with Partuses of these industrial groupings will II,B. of this permit are not authorized Water Management Division Director.

be reevaluated by EPA based upon all
u~der this general multi-sector permit. Areas ot coverage Permit No.available information at the time and This permit shall become effective onbased upon the intended usage.
October 1, 1995, and shall expire at Louisiana ............................LAR05"~

Electronic and Electrical Equipment, midnight on October 1, 2000. Federal Indian Reserva- LAR05"~#F
Photographic and Optical Goods Region I tions.

EPA received a total of 6 comments New Mexico ........................NMR05"~.~
on the multi-sector permit from Signed this 28th day of August, 1995. Federal Indian Reserva- NMR05°~-#F
facilities in sector AC, facilities which David Fierra. tions (exce!~t Navajo

manufacture electronic and electrical Water Man~gement Division Director. and Ute Mountain Res-

equipment and components, ervation lan~s).

photographic and optical goods. Areas of coverage Permit No. ~)klahorna ...........................OKR05"=~=
Federal Indian Reserva- ~KR05"==FComments addressed the proposed Connecticut Federal In~ian CTR05°##F tions.monitoring requLmments and the Reservations. Texas ..................................TXR05".~

proposed requirements for the storm Maine ..................................MER05"~# Federal Indian Reserva- TXR05"~#F
water pollution prevention plan. The Federal Indian Reserva- MER05"##F tions.
proposed permit only required visual tions.
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Region IX D. Overview of the Multisector General B. Coal Pile Runoff
Permit                               VI. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements

Signed this 24th day of August, 1995. II. Notification Requirements A. Monitoring Requirements
Felicia Marcus, A. Deadlines for Notification 1. Limitations on Monitoring Requirements
Water Management Division Director. 1. Existing Facility B. Reporting: Where to Submit

2. New Facility 1. Location
Areas o! coverage Permit No. 3. Oil and Gas Operations 2. Additional Notification

4. New Operator C. Special Monitoring Requu~ments for
Arizona ............................... AZR05*### 5. Late Notification Coal Pile Runoff

Federal Indian Reserva- AZR05"##F 6. Part II.A.6 Facilities Previously Subject 1. Sample Type.
to the Baseline General Permit 2. Sampling Waivertions. B. Contents of Notice of Intent 3. Representative DischargeFederal Facilities ............. AZR05*##F I. Permit 4. Alternative CertificationCalifornia: 2. Name 5. When to SubmitFederal Indian Reserva- GAR05*##F 3. Location VII. Standard Permit Conditions

tions. 4. Federal Indian Reservations A. Duty to Comply
Idaho: 5. Receiving Water 1. Permittee’s Duty to Comply

Duck Valley Reservation NVR05*##F 6. Co-permittee 2. Penalties for Violations of Permit
Nevada Federal Indian NVR05*##F 7. Monitoring Conditions

Reservations. 8. SIC Code B. Continuation of the Expired General
New Mexico: 9. Other Permits Permit

Navalo Reservation ........ AZR05*#.#F 10. Presence of Endangered Species C. Need to Halt or Reduce Activity Not a
Oregon: 11. National Historic Preservation Act Defense

For~ McDermitl Reserve- NVR05*##F Compliance D. Duty. to Mitigate
tion. 12. Eligibility Certification E. Duty to Provide Information

Utah: 13. Pollution Prevention Plan Certification F. Other Information
Goshu~e Reservation ......NVR05°##F C. Whera to Submit G. Signato~" Requirements
Navajo Reservation ........~ZR05*##F D. Additional Notification 1. Signature

Johnston Atoll ..................... JAR05°### HI. Special Conditions 2. Authorized Representative
Federal Facilities ............. JAR05*##F A. Prohibition of Non-storm Water H. Penalties for Falsification of Reports

Midway Island and Wake MWR05"#~ Discharges I. Penalties for Falsification of Monitonng
Island. 1. Storm Water Discharges Systems
Federal Facilities ............. MWR05°##F 2. Non-storm Water Discharges ]. Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability

B. Releases in Excess of Reportable K. Property Rights
Quantities L. Severability

Region X I. Hazardous Substances or Oil M. Requiring an Individual Permit or an
Signed this 12th day of September, 1995. 2. Multiple Anticipated Discharges Alternative General Permit

3. Spills 1. Director DesignationDavid I-L Teeter,
C. Co-located Industrial Activity 2. Individual Permit Application

Acting Water Management Division Director. IV. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plans 3. Individual/Alternative General Permit
A. Deadlines for Plan Preparation and Issuance

Areas of coverage Permit No. Compliance N. State/Environmental Laws
I. Existing Facilities O, Proper Operation and MaintenanceAlaska Federal Indian AKR05*##F 2. New Facilities P. Monitoring and Records

Reservations. 3. Oil and Gas Facilities ~ 1. Representative Samples/Measurements
Idaho ..................................IDR05°### 4. Facilities Switching From the Baseline 2. Retention of Records

Federal Indian Reserva- iDR05°##F General Permit to This Permit 3. Records Contents
tlons (except Duck Vat. 5. Facilitiee Electing Multi-Sector General 4. Approved Monitoring Methodslay Reservation I~:J~). Permit upon Expiration of the Baseline Q. Inspection and Entry

Federal Fa~ilRles .............IDR05*##F General Permit R. Permit Actions
Oregon ge~eral Indian Res- ORR05°#.#F 6, Measures That Require Constwuction S. Bypass of Treatment Facility

ervatlons (except for Fort 7. Extensions I, Notice
McOermitt Reservation B. Signature and Plan Review 2. Prohibition of Bypass
lands). 1, Signature/Location T. Upset Conditions

Washington Federal Indian WAR05*##F 2. Availability 1. Affirmative Defense
Reservations. 3, Required Modifications 2. Required Defense

Washington Federal Facili- WAR05*##F C. Keeping Plans Current 3. Burden of Proof
ties. D. Contents of the Plan VIII. Reopener Clause

E. Special Pollution Prevention Plan A. Potential or Realized Impacts on Water
NPDES General Permit for Storm Water Requirements Quality
Diechm~ss From Indtmtrial A~lvitles Table 1. Additional Requirements for Storm B. Applicable Regulations
of Contents Water Discharges Associated With IX. Termination of Coverage
I. Coverage Under This Penmt Industrial Activity that Discharge Into or A. Notice of Termination

A. Permit Area Through Municipal Separate Storm 1. Facility Information

B. Eligibility Sewer Systems Serving a Population of 2. Operator Information
100,O00 or More 3. Permit Number1, Discharges Covered 2. Additional Requirements for Storm 4. Reason for Termination2. Construction Water Discharges Associated With 5. Certification3. Limitations on Coverage Industrial Activity From Facilities B. Addresses4. Storm Water Not Associated With Subiect to EPCRA Section 313 X. DefinitionsIndustrial Activity Requirements XI. Specific Requu’ements for Industrial5. Endangerad Species Protection 3. Additional Requirements for Salt Storage Activities

5. National Historic Preservation Act 4. Consistency With Other Plans A. Storm Water Discharges Associated7. Discharges Subiect to New Source V. Numeric Effluent Limitations With Industrial Activity From Timber
Performance Standards A. Discharges Associated With Specific Products Facilities

C. Authorization Industrial Activity I. Discharges Covered Under This Section
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2. Special Conditions 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Q. Storm Water Discharges Associated
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 2. Special Conditions With Industrial Activity From Water

Requirements 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Transportation Facilities That Have
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Requirements Vehicle Maintenance Shops and/or
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Equipment Cleaning Operations
B. Storm Water Discharges Associated 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section

With Industrial Activity From Paper And J. Storm Water Discharges Associated With 2. Special Conditions
Allied Products Manufacturing Facilities Industrial Activity From Mineral Mining 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section and Processing Facilities Requirements
2. Special Conditions 1, Discharges Covered Under This Section 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 2. Special Conditions 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements

Requirements 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan R. Storm Water Discharges Associated
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Requirements With Industrial Activity. From Ship and
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Boat Building or Repairing Yards
C. Storm Water Discharges Associated 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section

With Industrial Activity From Chemical Y,. Storm Water Discharges Associated 2. Special Conditions
and Allied Products Manufacturing With Industrial Activity From Hazardous 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Facilities Waste Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Requirements

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Facilities 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
2. Discharges Not Covered By This Section 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
3. Special Conditions 2. Special Conditions S. Storm Water Discharges Associated With
4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Industrial Activity From Vehicle

Requirements Requirements Maintenance Areas, Equipment Cleaning
5. Numeric Effluent Limitations 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Areas, or Deicing Areas Located at Air
6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Transportation Facilities
D. Storm Water Discharges Associated L. Storm Water Discharges Associated With 1. Discharges Covered Under This SectionWith Industrial Activity From Asphalt Industrial Activity From Landfills and 2. Special ConditionsPaving and Roofing Materials and

Land Application Sites 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention PlanLubricant Manufacturers
1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Requirements

2. Special Conditions 2. Special Conditions 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements

Requirements Requirements T. Storm Water Discharges Associated
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations With Industrial Activity. From Treatment

5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Works
E. Storm Water Discharges Associated With 6. Definition 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section

Industrial Activity From Glass, Clay, M. Storm Water Discharges Associated 2. Special Conditions
Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Product With Indnstrial Activity From 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Manufacturing Facilities Automobile Salvage Yards Requirements

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
2. Special Conditions 2. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements U. Storm Water Discharges Associated

Requirements 3. Numeric Effluent Limitations With Industrial Activity From Food and
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations 4. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Kindred Products Facilities
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Retention of Records 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section
F. Storm Water Dischargea Associated With N. Storm Water Dischar~as Associated 2. Special Conditions

Industrial Activity From Primary Metals With Industrial Activity From Scrap 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Facilities Recycling and Waste Recycling Facilities Requirements

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
2. Special Conditions 2. Special Conditions 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan V. Storm Water Discharges Associated

Requirements Requirements With Industrial Activi~ From Textile
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric Product
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Manufacturing Facilities
G. Storm Water Discharges Associated O. Storm Water Discharges Associated 1. Dischar~as Covered Under This Section

With Industrial Activity From Metal With Industrial Activity From Steam 2. Special Conditions
Mining (Ore Mining and Dressing} Electric Power Generating Facilities, 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Facilities Including Coal Handling Areas Requirements

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations.
2. Special Definitions 2. Special Conditions 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan W, Storm Water Discharges Associated

Requirements Requirements With Industrial Activity From Wood and
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations 4. Ntmaeric Effluent Limitations Metal Furniture and Fixture
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Manufacturing Facilities
H. Storm Water Discharges Associated P. Storm Water Discharges Associated With I. Discharges Covered Under This Section

With Industrial Activity From Coal Industrial Activity From Motor Freight 2. Special Conditions
Mines and Coal Mining-Related Transportation Facilities. Passenger 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Facilities Transportation Facilities, Petroleum Requirements

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Bulk Oil Stations and Terminals, Rail 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
2. Special Conditions Transportation Facilities, and United 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan States Postal Service Transportation X. Storm Water Discharges Associated

Requirements Facilities With Industrial Activity From Printing
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section and Publishing Facilities
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 2. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan 1. Discharges Covered Under This Section
I. Storm Water Discharges Associated With Requirements 2. Special Conditions

Industrial Activity From Oil and Gas 3. Numeric Effluent Limitations 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
Extraction Facilities 4. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Requirements
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4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Region lII Region V’/--the States of Louisiana,5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements A. Federal Facilities in the District of
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas andY. Storm Water Discharges Associated Columbia (DCR05With Industrial Activity From Rubber, B. District of Columbia (DCR05"#~) Federal Indian Reservations located in

Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and Region VI Louisiana, New Mexico (except Navajo
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries C. Louisiana (LAR05*###) Reservation lands, which are handledI. Discharges Covered Under This Section

D. New Mexico {NMR05*###) by Region IX, and Ute Mountain2. Special Conditions
E. Oklahoma {OKR05*###) Reservation lands, which are handled3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
F. Texas {TXR05*###} by Region VIII and are not being coveredRequirements

4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Region IX
by this permit), Oklahoma, and Texas.

G. Arizona {AZR05*###) and Federal5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
Facilities in Arizona {AZR05*##F} Region VII--no areas.Z. Storm Water Discharges Associated

With Industrial Activity From Loather Region X Region Viii--no areas.
Tanning and Finishing Facilities H. Washington (WAR0S*###} Region IX--the State of Arizona; the

1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Addenda Territories of Johnston Atoll, and2. Special Conditions
Midway and Wake Island; all FederalAddendum A~Pollutants Identified in

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Tables It and Ill of Appendix D of 40 Indian Reservations located in Arizona,Requirements
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations CFR Part 122 California, and Nevada; those portions

Addendum B--Notice of intent Form Here of the Duck Valley, Fort McDermitt, and5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Addendum C--Notice of Termination INOT}
Goshute Reservations located outsideAA. Storm Water Discharges Associated

With Industrial Activity From Fabricated     Form Nevada, those portions of the Navajo
Metal Products Industry Addendum D--Partial List of Large, Medium, Reservation located outside Arizona;and Designated Municipalities

and Federal facilities located in1. Discharges Covered Under This Section
Addendum E--Basic Format for2. Special Conditions

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan ’ Environmental Assessment Arizona, Johnston Atoll, and Midway

Requirements Addendum F---Section 313 Water Priority and Wake Islands.
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Chemicals Region X--the State of Idaho; Federal
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Addendum G--List of Applicable References Indian Reservations located in Alaska,
AB. Storm Water Discharges Associated Addendum H--Endangered Species Oregon {except for Fort McDermitt

With Industrial Activity From Facilities Guidance Reservation lands which are handled byThat Manufacture Transportation
L Coverage Under This Permit Region IX}, Idaho (except Duck ValleyEquipment, Industrial, or Commercial

Reservation lands which are handled byMachinery A. Permit Area
1. Discharges Covered Under This Section Region IX}, and Washington; and for
2. Prohibition of Non-storm Water The permit is being issued in the Federal facilities located in Alaska,

Discharges following areas: Idaho and Washington.
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Region I--the States of Maine, B. EligibilityRequirements Massachusetts, and New Hampshire;
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Federal Indian Reservations located in 1. Discharges Covered. Except for-~. Monitoring and Reporting RequirementsConnecticut, Massachusetts, New storm water discharges identified underAC. Storm Water Discharges Associated Hampshire, Maine, Rhode Island, and paragraph I.B.3., this permit may coverWith Industrial Activity From Facilities Vermont; and Federal facilities locatedall new and existing point sourceThat Manufacture Electronic and

in Vermont.Electrical Equipment and Components, discharges of storm water to waters of
Photographic and Optical Goods Region II--the CommOnwealth of the United States that are associated

1. Discharges Covered Under This SectionPuerto Rico; and Federal facilities with industrial activity identified under2. Special Conditions located in Puerto Rico. the coverage sections contained in Part3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan Region III--the District of Columbia XI. (see Table 1). Military installationsRequirements and Federal facilities located In must comply with the permit and4. Numeric Effluent Limitations Delaware and the District of Columbia. monitoring requirements for all sectors5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Region IV--the State of Florida. that describe industrial activities thatXI]. Coverage Under This Permit Region V--no areas, such installations perform.
TABLE 1

Storm water discharges from Are covered if
listed in part

Timber Products Facilities ..............
Pa~er and Allied Products Manufactunng Facil~as ........................................................................................... XI.A.1.
,C_h~_~’,.m, al_ ~ Allied PrcxtJcts Manufacturing Facilities ........................... ¯ ...................XI.B. 1.
~spnan flaying, Roofing Mated=s, and Lubricant Manufacturing Facilities .....................................................................................XI.C.I.
Glass, Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Product Manufacturing Facilities ...........................................

. ............
XI.D.I.

Priman/Metals Facilities .............................................................................................................................................................XI.E.I.
Metal Mines (Ore Mining and Dressing) ...............................................................................................................................................XI.F.I.
Coal Mines and Coal Mine-Related Facilities .......................... XIIG.1.
Oil or Gas Extraction Facilities .............. " ....................................................................................................XI.H.I.
Mineral Mining and Prooesaing Facillti,~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................................................................................................
Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage or Disposal Facilities ....................... :: ::::: ::::::: .................................................................XI.J.1.
~IIs and Land A!::~)lication Sites ........................................................... " ................................................................XI.K.1.
Automobile Salvage Yards ............. ¯ ........................................................................XI.L.1.end waste ....................................................................................................................
Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities ......................................................................................................................................... XI.N.I,

Xl.O.1.
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TABLE 1---Continued

Storm water discharges from I Are covered iflisted in part

Vehicle Maintenance or Equipment Cleaning areas at Motor Freight Transportation Facilities, Passenger Transportation Facili-XI.P.I.ties, Petroleum Bulk Oil Stations and Terrr~nale, the United States Postal Service, or Railroad Transportation Facilities.
Vehicle Maintenance Areas and Equipment Cleaning Areas of Water Transportation Facilities ........................................................ XI.Q.~.Ship or Boat Building arid Rel~lir Yards .............................................................................................................................................. XI.R.I.
Vehicle Maintenance Areas, Equipment Cleaning Areas or From Airport Deicing Operations located at Air Transportation Facili- XI.S.I.t~es.
Wastewater Treatment Works ......................................
Food and Kindred Products Facilities ................................. i ii ii ii i iiiiii ........... i ..........................

XI.T,I.
Textie M s, Apparel and other Fabcic Product Manufacturing Facilities ..................................................... iiiii, i . i XI.V.I.XI’U’I"
Furniture and Fixture Manufacturing Facili’des ..................................................................................................................................... XI.W.’~.Printing and Publishing Facilities ............................................... ¯ .............................................................................................. XI.X.I.Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Product Manufacturing Facilities ............................ XI.Y.I.Leather Tanning and Finishing Facilities
Facilities That Manufacture Metal Produc~ ........................................................................................................................................... XI.Z.I.

including Jewelry, Silverware and Plated Ware ............................................................. XI.AA.1.Facilities That Manufacture Transportation Equipment, Industrial or Commercial Machinery ............................................................. XI.AB.~.Facilities That Manufacture Electronic ~ Electrical Ecluipment and Com~oonents, Photographic and Optical Goods ..................... XI.AC.I.

2. Construction. This permit may a permit in accordance with Part VII.M (3) The applicant is implementing
authorize storm water discharges {Requirements for Individual or appropriate measures as required by the
associated with industrial activity that Alternative General Permits) of this Director to address adverse affects.
are mixed with storm water dischargespermit; b. All dischargers applying for
associated with industrial activity f~om .f. Storm water discharges associated coverage under this multi-sector storm
construction activities providad that the with industrial activity that the Director water general permit must certify that
storm water discharge from the [U.S. Environmental Protection Agencytheir storm water discharge{s), and the
construction activity is authorized by (EPA)] has determined to be or may construction of BMPs to control storm
and in compliance with the terms of a reasonably be expected to be water runoff, are not likeiy to adversely
different NPDES general permit or contributing to a violation of a water affect species identified in Addendum H
individual permit authorizing such quality standard, of this permit.
discharges, g. Discharges subject to storm water 6. National Historic Preservation Act.

3. Lirnitations on Coverage. The effluent guidelines, not described under In order to be eligible for coverage under
following storm water discharges Part XI. this permit, the applicant must be in
associated with industrial activity are h. Storm water discharges associated compliance with the National Historic
not authorized by this permit: with industrial activity ~rom inactive Preservation Act. A discharge of storm

a. Storm water discharges associated mining, inactive landfills, or inactive oil water associated with industrial activity
with industrial activities that are not and gas operations occurring on Federal may be covered under this permit onlylisted under the coverage sections lands where an operato~r cannot be if:
contained in Part XI. {see Table 1). identified. (i) The discharge does not affect a

b. Storm water discharges subject to 4. Storm Water Not Associated With property that is listed or is eligible for
New Source Performance Standards Industrial Activity. Storm water listing in the National Historic Register
except as provided in Part I.B.7. below, discharges associated with industrial maintained by the Secretary of Interior;c. Storm water discharges associated activity that are authorized bv this or,with industrial activity that are mixed permit may be combined wi~ other (ii} The applicant has obtained and iswith sources of non-storm water other sources of storm water that are not in compliance with a written agreement
than non-storm water discharges that classified as associated with industrial between the applicant and the Stateare: activity pursuant to 40 CFR Historic Preservation Officer {SHPO){1) In compliance with a different 122.26Co){14). that outlines all measures to beNPDES permit; or 5. Endangered Species Protection. undertaken by the applicant to mitigate(2) Identified by and in compliance a. Permit Coverage Restrictions: In or prevent adverse effects to the historicwith Part HI.A. {Prohibition of Non- order to be eligible for coverage under property,storm Water Discharges) of this permit,this permit, the applicant must comply 7. Discharges Subject to New Sourced. Storm water discharges associatedwith the Endangered Species Act. A Performance Standards. Operators of
with industrial activity that are subject discharge of storm water associated withfacilities with storm water dischargesto an existing NPDES individual or industrial activity may be covered undersubject to New Source Performance
general permit {except storm water , this permit only if either: Standards i shall have documentation ofdischarges subject to the NPDES General(1) The storm water discharge(s), and
Permit for Storm Water Discharges the construction of BMPs to control , Storm water discharges subject to New ~ource
Associated With Industrial Activity storm water runoff, are not likely to Performanc~ Standards {NSPS) and that may ~
published September 9, 1992 [57 FIR adversely affect species identified in covered under this permit include: runoff from

material storage piles at cement manufacturing41297], or September 25, 1992 [57 l:"R Addendum H of this permit; or facilities {40 CFR Part #,11 Subpan C {established44438]}. (2) The applicant’s activity has February 23, 1977]]; contaminated runoff frome. Are located at a facility, where anreceived previous authorization underphosphate fertilizer manufacturing facilities {40
NPDES permit has been terminated the Endangered Species Act and CFR Part 418 Subpart A (established April 8, 1974}];

coal pile runoff at steam electric generating(other than at the request of the established an environmental baseline facilities [40 CFR Part 423 (established Novemberpermittee) or demed, or that are issuedthat is unchanged; or, 19. 1982)]; and runoff from asphaR emulsion
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a final EPA decision indicating that the Part XI. provides additional this part at least 2 days prior to theAgency has determined that the storm requirements for particular sectors of commencement of the industrial activitywater discharge has no direct or indirectindustrial activity. For example, at the facility;impact. This documentation shall be primary metal facilities add Part XI.F., 3. Oil amfGas Operations. Operatorsobtained and retained on site prior to to the "universal" Parts I.-X. of oil and gas exploration, production.the submittal of the Notice of Intent. requirements, processing, or treatment operations orOperators of these facilities shall not be Some facilities may have "co-located"transmission facilities, that are notauthorized under the terms and activities that are described in more required to submit a permit applicationconditions of this permit until the than one sector and need to comply as of [insert date 90 days afier permitsubmittal of a Notice of Intent to gain with applicable conditions of each finalization] in accordance with 40 CFRcoverage under this permit. Where sector. For example, a chemical 122.26(c)(1)(iii), but that after [insertdocumentation of the Agency’s decisionmanufacturing facility could have a landdate 90 days after permit finalization]has not been obtained for a f~cility application site and be subject to Part have a disc, h~u~e of a reportable quantitysubject to New Source Performance XI.C.--Chemical and Allied products of oil or a hazardous substance forStandards, the operator must obtain Manufacturing sector (primary activity),which notification is required pursuantsuch documentation prior to submittingwith runoff from the land application to either 40 CFR 110.6, 40 CFR 117.21,a NOI. The permittee may use the site (co-located activityl also subject to or 40 CFR 302.6, must submit an NOIformat in Addendum E to submit conditions in the Part XI.L.--Landfills in accordance with the requirements ofinformation to EPA to initiate the and Land Application Sites sector. Part II.C. of this permit within 14process of the environmental review. Part XII of the permit contains calendar days of the first knowledge ofThe information shall be sent to the conditions (e.g., effluent limitations or such release.appropriate address listed in Part VI.B.
special re~orting requirements) that 4. New Operator. Where the operatorof this permit. In order to maintain
only apply to facilities located in a of a facility with a storm watereligibility, the permittee must particular State, EPA Region, or other discharge ~ssociated with industrialimplement any mitigation required of area. Those special conditions are in activity that is covered by this permitthe facility as a result of the National
addition to, or in lieu of, the "generic" changes, the new operator of the facilityEnvironmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Parts I.-XI. permit requirements, must submit an NOI in accordance wi~review process. Failure to implement

Part XII of the permit also contains the requirements of this part at least 2mitigation measures upon which the
differences in permit eligibility and days prior to the change.Agency’s NEPA finding is based is
availability. For example, only the 5. Late Notification. An operator of agrounds for termination of permit
permits for Louisiana, New Mexico, storm water d~scharge associated withcoverage.
Oklahoma, and Texas allow coverage ofindustrial activity is not precluded from

C. Authorization certain mine dewatermg discharges submitting an N~)I in accordance with
Dischargers of storm water associatedfrom construction sand and gravel, the requirements of this part after the

with industrial activity must submit a industrial sand, and crushed stone dates provided in Parts II.A.I.. 2., 3., or
mines (subject to additional permit 4. (above) of this permit.complete NOI in accordance with the
conditions] under Sector J.--Mineral 6. Part II.A.6 Facilities Previouslyrequirements of Part II of this permit,

using an NOI form as found in Mining and Processing. Subject to the Baseline General Permit.
Addendum B (or photocopy thereof), to Addendum D. lists large and mediumEligible facilities previously covered by
be authorized to discharge under this municipal separate storm sewer systemsEPA’s 1992 Baseline General Permits for
general permit. Unless notified by the (MS4s). Facilities located in these Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Director to the contrary, owners or jurisdictions have special Industrial Activity (57 FR 41297 or 57
operators who submit such notificationresponsibilities (described in the FR 444381 may elect to be covered by
are authorized to discharge storm waterpermit) with regard to compliance withthis permit by submitting an NOI in
associated with industrial activity under local requirements and providing accordance with the requirements ofthe terms and conditions of this permitinformation to the operator of the MS4).this Part within [insert date 90 days
2 days after the date that the NOI is II. Notification Requirement~ after permit finalization]. To avoid a
postmarked. The Director may deny lapse in permit coverage should
coverage under this permit and requireA. Deadlines for Notification reissuance or termination of the 1992
submittal of an application for an 1. Existing Facility. Except as Baseline General Permits eliminate
individual NPDES permit based on a provided in paragraphs II.A.4. (New" coverage for certain industries under
review of the NOI or other information. Operator), and II.A.5. (Late those permits, NOIs from eligible

facilities may also be submitted duringD. Overview o[ the Multisector General Notification), individuals who intend tothe period 9~ days prior to thePermit obtain coverage for an existing storm
water discharge associated with expiration date of the applicableParts I.-X. apply to all facilities. Partsindustrial activity under this general Baseline ,General Permit.I. and II. describe eligibility permit shall submit an NOI in B. Contents o.fNotice o[Intentrequirements and the process for
accordance with the requirements of The NOI shall be signed inobtaining permit coverage. Parts III.-X. this part on or before Iinsert date 90 accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatorycontain "basic" permit requirements, days after permit finalization];

2. New Facility. Except as provided in Requirements) of this permit and shail
facilitie~ I’~O CFR Part 443 Subpart A (established

paragraphs II.A.3. (Oil and Gas include the following information:July 24, 1975)L NSPS apply only to di~.harges from
1. Permit. An indication of whichthose facilities or installeti~ns t~at were Operations), II.A.4. (New Operator), and

NPDES storm water general permit isconstructed after the promulgation of NSPS. For II.A.5. (Late Notification), operators of
being applied for (either baselineexm’nple, storm weber di~:harges from ~r~s where

facilities that begin industrial activity general, baseline construction, or multi-the production of asphalt ]~ving and roofing
afier [insert date 90 days after permit

sector);
emulsions occurs am subject to NSPS only if the
asphalt emulsion facility wa~ con$~.’ucted’after July finalization] shall submit an NOI in

2. Name. The operator’s name,24. ~gzs. " accordance with the requirements of address, telephone number, and status
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as Federal, State, private, public, or likely, adversely affect any species identified all discharges covered by this permit
other entity; in Addendum H of this permit, or are shall be composed entirely of storm

3. Location. The street address of the otherwise eligible for coverage due to water.
facility for which the notification is previous authorization under the Endangered 2. Non-storm Water Discharges. a.
submitted. Also describe the location ofSpecies Act.

To the best of my knowledge, I further Except as provided in paragraph
the approximate center of the fecility incertify that such discharges, and constructionIII.A.2.b {below), discharges of material
terms of the latitude and longitude to of BMPs to control storm water runoff, do notother than storm water must be in
the nearest 15 seconds, or the quarter have an effect on properties listed or eligiblecompliance with an NPDES permit
section, township and range (to the for listing on the National Register of Historic{other than this permit) issued for the
nearest quarter section); Places under the National Historic discharge.

4. Federa~ Indian Reservations. An Preservation Act, or are otherwise eligible for b. The following non-storm water
indication of whether the facility is coverage due to a previous agreement underdischarges may be authorized by this

the National Historic Preservation Act. permit provided the non-storm waterlocated on Federal Indian Reservations; I understand that continued coverage component of the discharge is inReceiving Water. The name of the under the multi-sector storm water general
receiving water(s), or if the discharge ispermit is contingent upon maintaining compliance with Part IV and Part XI:
through a municipal separate storm eligibility as provided for in Part I.B. discharges from fire fighting activities;

fire hydrant flushings; potable watersewer, the name of the municipal 13. Pollution Prevention Plan sources including waterline flushings’,operator of the storm sewer and the Certification. For any facility that beginsdrinking fountain water,ultimate receiving water(s) for the to discharge storm water associated withuncontaminated compressordischarge through the municipal industrial activity after [insert date 270condensate, i.rrigation drainage; lawnseparate storm sewer; days after.permit finalization], a watering; routine external building6. Co-permittee. The storm water certification that a storm water pollutionwashdown that does not use detergentsgeneral permit number if such a numberprevention plan has been prepared for or other compounds; pavementhas been issued to a co-permittee: the facility in accordance with Part IV. washwaters where spills or leaks of2. Monitoring. The monitoring status of this permit must be included on the toxic or hazardous materials have notof the facility; NOI. {Do not include a copy of the planoccurred {unless all spilled material has8. SIC Code. Up to four 4-digit with the NO1 submission.)
Standard Industrial Classification {SIC} been removed) and where detergents are
codes that best represent the principal C. Where To Submit not used; air conditioning condensate;

compressor condensate;products produced or services rendered, Facilities that discharge storm water uncontaminated springs:or for hazardous waste treatment, associated with industrial activity must uncontaminated ground water; andstorage or disposal facilities, land/ use an NOI form provided by the foundation or footing drains wheredisposal facilities that receive or have Director {or photocopy thereof}. NOIs flows are not contaminated with processreceived any industrial waste, steam must be signed in accordance with Part materials such as solvem-s.electric power generating facilities, or VII.G. {Signatory Requirements} of this
treatment works treating domestic permit. NOIs are to be submitted to the B. Releases in Excess of Reportable
sewage, a narrative identification of Director of the NPDES program at the Quantities
those activities; following address: Storm Water Notice 1. Hazardous Substances or Oil. The9. Other Permits. The permit of Intent {4203), 401 M Street, S.W., discharge of hazardous substances or oilnumber(s) of additional NPDES Washington, D.C. 20460. in the storm water discharge(s) from apermit(s) for any discharge(s) (including
non-storm water discharges} from the D. Additional NotJ’~cation facility shall be prevented or minimized

in accordance with the applicable stormsite that are currently authorized by an Facilities that discharge storm water water pollution prevention plan for the
NPDES permit; associated with Industrial activity facility. This permit does not relieve the~ O. Presence of Endangered Species.through large or medium municipal
Based on the Instructions in Addendumseparate storm sewer systems {systemspermittee of the reporting requirements

of 40 CFR Part 117 and 40 CFR Part 302.H. no species identified in Addendum located in an incorporated city with a Except as provided in paragraph III.B.2H are in proximity to the storm water population of I00,000 or more, or in a (Multiple Anticipated Discharges} ofdischarges to be covered under this county identified as having a large or this permit, where a release containingpermit, or the areas of BMP construction medium system {see definition In Part a hazardous substance in an amountto control those storm water discharges. X. of this permit and Addendum D of equal to or in excess of a reporting~ I. National Historic Preservation Act this notice)}, or into a municipal quantity established under either 40Comp]iance. A yes or no response to the separate storm sewer that has been CFR Part 117 or 40 CFR Part 302, occursfollowing statement: Applicant has designated by the permitting authority during a 24-hour period:obtained and is in compliance with shall, in addition to filing copies of the a. The discharger is required to noti~Historic Preservation Agreement. NOI in accordance with paragraph II.C., the National Response Center {NRC)I2. Eligibility Certification. The submit signed copies of the NOI to the {800--424-8802; in the Washington, DCfollowing certifications shall be signed operator of the municipal separate stormmetropolitan area 202-426-2675) inin accordance with Part VII.G. sewer through which they discharge inaccordance with the requirements of 40
I certify under.penalty of law that I have accordance with the deadlines in Part CFR Part 117 and 40 CFR Part 302 as

read and understand the Part I.B. eligibility II.A. {Deadlines for Notification) of this
requirements for coverage under the multi- permit, soon as he or she has knowledge of the

discharge:sector storm water general permit including
those requirements relating to the protection III. Special Conditions b. The storm water pollution

of species identified in Addendum H. A. Prohibition of Non-storm Water
prevention plan required under Part IV.

To the best of my knowledge the {Storm Water Pollution Prevention
discharges covered under this permit, and Discharges Plans) of this permit must be modified
the construction of BMPs to control storm I. Storm Water Discharges. Except aswithin 14 calendar days of knowledge of
water runoff, are not likely and wilt not provided in paragraph III.A.2 (below}, the release to: provide a description of
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the release, the circumstances leading tosections of Part XI applicable to the co- 4. Facilities Switching From the
the release, and the date of the release,located industrial activity. The operator Baseline General Permit to This Permit.
in addition, the plan must be reviewedof the facility shall determine which Facilities previously subject to the
by the pennittee to identify measures toadditional pollution prevention plan NPDES General Permit for Storm Water
prevent the reoccurrence of such and monitoring requirements are Discharges Associated With Industrial
releases and to respond to such releases,applicable to the co-located industrial Activity (57 FR 41297 or 57 FR 444381
and the plan must be modified where activity by examining the narrative that switch to coverage under this
appropriate; and descriptions of each coverage section permit shall continue to implement the

c. The permittee shall submit within (Discharges Covered Under This storm water pollution prevention plan
14 calendar days of knowledge of the Section) in Part XI of this permit, required by that permit. The plan shall
release a written description of: the be revised as necessary to address
release (including the type and estimateIV. Storm Water Pollution Prevention requirements under Part XI. of this
of the amount of material released), thePlans permit no later than [insert date 270
date that such release occurred, the A storm water pollution prevention days after permit finalization]. The
circumstances leading to the release, plan shall be developed for each facilityrevisions made to the plan shall be
and steps to be taken in accordance withcovered by this permit. Storm water implemented on or before [insert date
paragraph III.B.l.b. (above} of this pollution prevention plans shall be 270 days after permit finalization].
permit to the appropriate EPA Regionalprepared in accordance with good 5. Facilities Electing Multi-Sector
Office at the address provided in Part engineering practices and in accordanceGeneral Permit Upon Expiration o.f the
VI.B. IReporting: Where to Submit} of with the factors outlined in 40 CFR Baseline General Permit. Facilities
this permit. 125.3(d){2) or {3) as appropriate. The electing to obtain coverage under this

2. Multiple Anticipated Discha~es. plan shall identify potential sources of permit during the period 90 days prior
Facilities that have more than one pollution that may reasonably be to expiration of the Baseline General
anticipated discharge per year expected to affect the quality of storm Permit shall revise the pollution
containing the same hazardous water discharges associated with prevention plan required by that permit
substance in an amount equal to or in industrial activity from the facility. In as necessary to address requirements
excess of a reportable quantity addition, the plan shall describe and under Part ~.I. of this permit and
established under either 40 CFR Part ensure the implementation of practices implement the revised plan prior
117 or 40 CFR Part 302, that occurs that are to be used to reduce the submittal of the NOI.
during a 24-hour period, where the pollutants in storm water discharges 6. Measures That Require
discharge is caused by events occurringassociated with industrial activity at theConstruction. in cases where
within the scope of the relevant facility and to assure compliance with construction is necessary to implement
operating system shall:

a. Submit notifications in accordancethe terms and conditions of this permit,measures required by the plan, the plan
Facilities must implement the shall contain a schedule that provides

with Part III.B.l.b. (above) of this permitprovisions of the storm water pollution compliance with the plan as
for the first such release that occurs prevention plan required under this partexpeditiously as practicable, but no later
during a calendar year (or for the first than [insert date 3 years after permit
year of this permit, after submittal of anas a condition of this permit,

finalization]. Where a construction
NOI); and A. Deadlines for Plan Preparation and compliance schedule is included in the

b. Shall provide in the storm water Compliance plan, the schedule shall include
pollution prevention plan required appropriate non-structural and/or
under Part IV. (Storm Water Pollution 1. Existing Facilities. Except as

temporary controls to be implementedprovided in paragraphs 3., 4, and 5.      in the affected portion(s) of the facilityPrevention Plans) a written description
(below), all existing facilities and newof the dates on which all such releases prior to completion of the permanent

occurred, the type and estimate of the facilities that begin operation on or
control measure.before [insert date 270 days after permitamount of material released, and the 7. Extensions. Upon a showing offinalization] shall prepare andcircumstances leading to the releases. In good cause, the Director may estabhshimplement the plan by [insert date 270addition, the plan must be reviewed to

days after permit finalization}, a later date in writing for preparing and
identify measures to prevent or compliance with a plan for a storm
minimize such releases and the plan 2. New Facilities. Facilities that begin water discharge associated with
must be modified where appropriate, operation after [insert date 270 days industrial activity.

3. Spills. This permit does not after permit finalization] shall prepare
authorize the discharge of hazardous and implement the plan prior to B. Signature and Plan Review
substances or oil resulting from an submitting the Notice of Intent. 1. Signature!Location. The plan shall
onsite spill. 3. Oil and Gas Facilities. Oil and gas be signed in accordance with Pan "~qI.G.

exploration, production, processing or (Signatory Requirements), and beC. Co-located Industrial Activity treatment facilities that are not required retained onsite at the facility that
in the case where a facihty has to submit a permit apphcation on or generates the storm water discharge in

industrial activities occurring onsite before [insert date 90 days after permit accordance with Part VII.P.2. [Retention
which are described by any of the finalization] in accordance with 40 CFR of Records) of this permit. For inactive
activities in other sections of Part XI, 122.26(c)(1)(iii), but after [insert date facilities, the plan may be kept at the
those industrial activities are considered270 days after permit finalization] have nearest office of the permittee.
to be co-located industrial activities, a discharge of a reportable quantity of 2. Availabilit.v. The permittee shail
Storm water discharges from co-locatedoil or a hazardous substance for which make the storm water pollution
industrial activities are authorized by notification is required pursuant to prevention plan, annual site compliance
this permit, provided that the permittee either 40 CFR 110.6 or 40 CFR 302.6, inspection report, or other information
complies with any and all additional shall prepare and implement the plan available upon request to the Assistant
pollution prevention plan and on or before the date 60 calendar daysAdministrator for Fisheries for the
monitoring requirements from other after first knowledge of such release. National Oceanic and Atmospheric
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Administration; the U.S. Fisheries and TABLE 2.mPOLLUTION PREVENTION TABLE 2.mPOLLUTION PREVENTION
Wildlife Service Regional Director; or ¯ PLAN REQUIREMENTS PLAN REQUIREMENTS--Continued
authorized representatives of these
officials. Are subject Are subject

3. Required Modifications. The to pollution to pollution
prevention

Director, or authorized representative,
Storm water discharges from    prevention Storm water discharges from plan require-plan require-

may notify the permittee at a~y time ments listed ments listed
that the plan does not meet one or more in part in part

of the minimum requirements of this Timber ProOucts Facilities ........ XI.A.3 Facilities That Manufacture XI.AA.3
part. Such notification shall identify Paper and Allied Products XI.B.3 Metal Products including
those provisions of the permit that are Manufacturing Facilities. Jewelry, Silverware and Plat-
not being met by the plan. and identify Chemical and Allied Products XI.C.4 ed Ware.
which provisions of the plan requires Manufacturing Facilities. Facilities That Manufacture XI.AB.3
modifications in order to meet the Asphalt Paving, Roofing Mate- XI.D.3 Transportation Equipment,

minimum requirements of this part. rials, and Lubricant Manufac- Industrial or Commercial Ma-

Within 30 days of such notification f~om turing Facilities. chinery.
Facilities That Manufacture XI.AC.3.

the Director, (or as otherwise provided Glass, Clay, Cement Concrete XI.E.3 Electronic and Electricaland Gypsum Product Manu- Equipment and Components,by the Director), or authorized facturing Facilities. Photographic and Opticalrepresentative, the permittee shall make Primary Metals Facilities .......... XI.F.3. Goods.the required changes to the plan and Metal Mines (Ore Mining and XI.G.3
shall submit to the Director a written Dressing).
certification that the requested changes Coal Mines and Coal Mine-Re- XI.H.3 E. Special Pollution Prevention Plan
have been made. lated Facilities. Requirements

Oil or Gas Extraction Facilities XI.I.3 In addition to the minimum standardsC. Keeping Plans Cuzrent Mineral Mining and Processing XI.J.3 listed in Part XL of this permit (Specific
Facilities. Requirements for Industrial Activities),The permittee shall amend the plan Hazardous Waste Treatment XI.K.3 the storm water pollution preventionwhenever there is a change in design, Storage or Disposal Facilities. plan shall include a completeconstruction, operation, or maintenance.Landfills and Land Application XI.L.3 discussion of measures taken to confoz-mthat has a significant effect on the Sites. with the following applicablepotential for the discharge of pollutants Autorno~ile Salvage Yards .......XI.M.2

to the waters of the United States or if Sor~o and Waste Recycling XI.N.3 guidelines, other effective storm water

the storm water pollution prevention Facilities. pollution prevention procedures, and

plan proves to be ineffective in Steam Electric Power Generet- XI.O.3 applicable State rules, regulations and

eliminating or significantly minimizing ing Facilities. guidelines:

pollutants ~rom sources identified under Vehicle Maintenance or Equip- XI.P.3 1. Additional Requirements for Storm
ment Cleaning areas at Water Discharges Associated With

Part IV.D. (Contents of the Plan) of this Motor Freight Transportation Inclustri~] Activ~t~ that DischoJ~e Into or
permit, or in otherwise achieving the Facilities, Passenger Trans- Through Municipal Separate Storm
general objectives of controlling portation Facil~es, Petro- Sewer Systems Serving a Population
pollutants in storm water discharges leum Bulk Oil Stations and I00,000 or More. a. In addition to the
associated with industrial activity. New Terminals, the United States applicable requirements of this permit,
owners shall review the existing plan Postal Service, or Railroad facilities covered by this permit mustTransportation Facilities.and make appropriate changes:

Vehicle Maintenance Areas Xl.Q.3 comply with applicable requirements in
Amendments to the plan may be and Equipment Cleaning municipal storm water management
reviewed by EPA in the sazne manner as Areas of Water Transpor- programs developed under NPDES
Part IV.B. (above). tation Facilities. permits issued for the discharge of the

D. Contents of the Phzn Ship or Boat Building and Re- XI.R.3 municipal separate storm sewer system
pa~r Yards. that receives the facility’s discharge,

The contents of the pollution Vehicle Maintenance Areas, XI.S.3 provided the discharger has been
Equipment Cleaning Areas notified of such conditions.prevention plan shall comply with the or From Airport Deicing Op- b. Permittees that discharge stormrequirements Listed in the appropriate erations located at Air Trans- water associated with industrial activitysection of Part XI. (Specific portation Facilities.

Requirements for Industrial Activities). Wastewater Treatment Works .Xl.T.3 through a municipal separate storm

Table 2 lists the location of the plan Food and Kindred Products Fa-XI.U.3 sewer system serving a population of

requirements for the respective cilities. 100,000 or more, or a municipal system

industrial activities, These requirementsTextile Mills, Apparel and other XI.V.3 designated by the Director shall make

are cumulative. If a facility has co- Fabnc Product Manufactur- plans available to the municipal

located activities that are covered in ing Facilities. operator of the system upon request.
Furniture and Fixture Manufac- XLW.3 2. Additional Requirements ~for StorTnmore than one section of Part XI., that turing Facilities. Water Discharges Associated With

facility’s pollution prevent.ion plan must Pdnting and Publishing Facili- Xl.X.3 Industri~ Activity From Facilitiescomply with the requirements listed in ties. Subject to EPCP~A Section 313
all applicable sections of this permit. Rubber and Miscellaneous XI.Y.3 Requirements. in addition to the

Plastic Product Manutactur- requirements of Part XI. of this permit
ing Facilities. and other applicable conditions of thisLeather Tanning and Finishing Xl.Z.3 permit, storm water pollutionFacilities, prevention plans for faciliLies subiect to
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reporting requirements under EPCRA runoff, leaching, or wind shall practical, be of manual, open-and-closedSection 313 for chemicals that are incorporate drainage or other control design.classified as ’Section 313 water priority features that will minimize the (c}If facility drainage is notchemicals’ in accordance with the discharge of Section 313 water priority engineered as above, the final dischargedefinition in Part X. of this permit,
chemicals by reducing storm water of all in-facility storm sewers shall beexcept as provided i,n, paragraph contact with Section 313 water priority equipped to be equivalent with a1V.E.2.c.{below), shah describe and chemicals, diversion system that could, in theensure the implementation of practices

(3) Truck and Rail Car Loading and event of an uncontrolled spill of Sectionthat are necessary to provide for
Unloading Areas for fuquid Section 3I 3 313 water priority chemicals, return ~econformance wit~ the following
Water Priority Chemicals. Truck and rail spilled material to the facility.guidelines:
car loading and unloading areas for (d] Records shall be kept o~ the

a. In areas where Section 313 water liquid Section 313 water priority frequency and estimated volume (inpriority chemicals are stored, processed
chemicals shall be operated to minimizegallons) of discharges from containmentor otherwise handled, appropriate
discharges of Section 313 water priority areas.containment, drainage control and/or
chemicals. Protection such as overhangs (6) Facility Site Runoff Other Thandiversionary structures shall be
or door skirts to enclose trailer ends at From Areas Covered By (I), [2), (3), orprovided unless otherwise exempted
truck loading/unloading docks shall be (4). Other areas of the facility (those notunder Part IV.E.2.c. At a minimum, one
provided as appropriate. Appropriate addressed in paragraphs (1), (2), (3), orof the following preventive systems or

its equivalent shall be used: measures to minimize discharges of (4)), from which runoff that may contain
(I) Curbing, culverting, gutters, Section 313 chemicals may include: theSection 313 water priority cher~icais or

sewers, or other forms of drainage placemem and maintenance of drip spills of Section 313 water priority
control to prevent or minimize the pans (including the proper disposal of chemicals could cause a discharge shall
potential for storm water runon to comematerials collected in the drip pans) incorporate the necessary drainage or
into contact with significant sources of where spillage may occur (such as hoseother control features to prevent
pollutants; or connections, hose reels and filler discharge of spilled or improperly

(2) Roofs, covers or other forms of nozzles) for use when making and disposed material and ensure the
appropriate protection to prevent breaking hose connections; a strong spillmitigation of pollutants in runoff or

leachate.storage piles from exposure to storm contingency and integrity testing plan;
(7) Preventive Maintenance andwater and wind. and/or other equivalent measures.

b. In addition to the minimum (4} Areas Where Section 313 Water Housekeeping. Al! areas of the facility
standards listed under Part IV.E.2.a. Priority Chemicals Are Transferred, shall be inspected at specific interval~
(above) of this permit, except as Processed, or Otherwise Handled. identified in the plan for leaks or

conditions that could lead to dischargesotherwise exempted under Part IV.E.2.cProcessing equipment and materials
of Section 313 water priority chemicals{below) of this permit, the storm water handling equipment shall be operated
or direct contact of storm water withpollution prevention plan shall include so as to minimize discharges of Section
raw materials, intermediate materials,a complete discussion of measures taken313 water priority chemicals. Materials

to conform with other effective storm used in piping and equipment shall be waste materials or products. In
water pollution prevention procedures,compatible with the substances particular, facility piping, pumps,
and applicable State rules, regulations, handled. Drainage from process and storage tanks and bins, pressure vessels,

process and material handlingand guidelines:
materials handling areas shall minimize equipment, and material bulk storage(1JI.Jquid Storage Areas Where Stormstorm water contact with Section 313

areas shall be examined for anyWater Comes Into Contact With Any water priority chemicals. Additional
conditions or failures that could causeEquipment, Tank, Container, or Other protection such as covers or guards to

discharge. Inspection shall includeVessel Used j~or Sec~’on 313 Water aprevent exposure to wind, spraying or    examination for leaks, wind blowing,
Priority Chemicals. (a) No tank or releases fzom pressure relief vents from

corrosion, support or foundation failure,container shall be used for the storage causing a discharge of Section 313 water
or other forms of deterioration orof a Section 313 water priority chemical priority chemicals to the drainage
noncontalnment. Inspection intervalsunless its material and construction are system shall be provided as appropriate,
shall be specified in the plan and shallcompatible with the material stored and Visual inspections or leak tests shall be
be based on design and operationalconditions of storage such as pressure provided for overhead piping conveying
experience. Different areas may requn-eand temperature, etc. Section 313 waterl~riority chemicals
different inspection intervals. Where a(b) Liquid storage areas for Section without secondary containment,
leak or other condition is discovered313 water priority chemicals shall be

(5) Discharges From Areas Covered bythat may result in significant releases ofoperated to minimize discharges of
Pa~asraphs (1), (2), (3), or (4). (a) Section 313 water priority chemicals toSection 313 chemicals. Appropriate
Drainage from areas covered by

waters of the United States, action tomeasures to minimize discharges of paragraphs (1), 12), [3), or (4) of this part
stop the leak or otherwise prevent theSection 313 chemicals may include should be restrained by valves or other
significant release of Section 313 watersecondary containment provided for atpositive means to prevent the discharge
priority chemicals to waters of theleast the entire contents of the largest of a spill or other excessive leakage of United States shall be immediatelysingle tank plus sufficient freeboard to Section 313 water priority chemicals,
taken or the unit or process shut c~ownallo~v for precipitation, a strong spill Where containment units are employed,
until such action can be taken. When acontingency and integrity testing plan, such units may be emptied by pumps or
leak or noncontainment of a Section 313an,d~_ p.r other equivalent measures, ejectors; however, these shall be
water priority chemical has occurred,!~J A#aterial Storage Areas for Section manually activated.
contaminated soil, debris, or other313 Water Priority Chemicals Other

(b) Flapper-type drain valves shall not
material must be promptly removed andThan lJquids. Material storage areas for

be used to dram containment areas,
disposed in accordance with Federal.Section 313 water priority chemicals

Valves used for the drainage of State, and local requirements and asother than liquids that are subject to
containment areas should, as far as is described in the plan.
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(8/Facility Security. Facilities shall resulting from adding or removing VI. Monitoring and Reporting
have the necessary security systems to materials from the pile. Dischargers Requirements
prevent accidental or intentional entry shall demonstrate compliance with thisA. Monitoring Requirementsthat could cause a discharge. Security provision as expeditiously as
systems described in the plan shall practicable, but in no event later than 1. Limitations on Monitoring
address fencing, lighting, vehicular [insert date 3 years after permit Requirements. a. Except as required by
traffic control, and securing of finalization]. Dischargers with previous paragraph b., only those facilities wit~
equipment and buildings, coverage under the Baseline general discharges or activities identified in Part

(9)Training. Facility employees and permit for storm water shall be VI.C. and Part yd. are reqtnred to
contractor personnel that work in areas

compliant with this provision upon conduct sampling of their storm water
where Section 313 water priority discharges associated with industria!
chemicals are used or stored shall be submittal of the NOI. Piles do not need
trained in and informed of preventive to be enclosed or covered where stormactivity. Monitoring requirements under

measures at the facility. Employee water from the pile is not discharged toparts VI.C. and XI. are additive.

training shall be conducted at intervals waters of the United States. Facilities with discharges or activities
described in more than one monitoringspecified in the plan, but not less than 4. Consistency With Other Plans. section are subject to all applicable

once per year. Training shall address: Storm water pollution prevention plansmonitoring requirements from each
pollution control laws and regulations, may reference the existence of other section.
the storm water pollution prevent.ion plans for Spill Prevention Control and b. The Director can provide written
plan and the particular features of the Countermeasure (SPCC} plans notice to any facility otherwise exemptfacihty and its operation that are developed.for the facility under Sectionfrom the sampling requirements of Parts
designed to minimize discharges of 311 of the CWA or Best Management VI.C. and Yd. that it shall conductSection 313 water priority chemicals. Practices (BMP) Programs otherwise discharge sampling for a specific
The plan shall designate a person whorequired by an NPDES permit for the monitoring frequency for specificis accountable for spill prevention at thefacility as long as such requirement is parameters.facility and who will set up the incorporated into the storm waternecessary spill emergency procedures pollution prevention plan. B. Reporting: Where To Submit
and reporting requirements so that spills 1. Location. Signed copies of
and emergency releases of Section 313 V. Numeric Effluent Limitations discharge monitoring reports requiredwater priority chemicals can be isolated
and contained before a discharge of a A. Discharges Associated With Specific under Parts Yd. and VI.C., individual

Section 313 water priority chemical canIndustrial Activity permit applications, and all other
reports required herein, shall beoccur. Contractor or temporary Numeric effluent limitations for storm submitted to the Director of the NPDESpersonnel shall be informed of facility

water discharges associated with a program at the ad~fr~ess of theoperation and design features in order to
prevent discharges or spills from specific industrial activity are described appropriate Regional Office:

in Part XI. of this permit, a. CT, MA, M~,, ,~VFI, RI, VToccurring.
c. Facilities subject to reporting B. Coal Pile Runoff EPA, Region I, Water Management

requirements under EPCRA Section 313 Division, (WCP), Storm Water Staff,
for chemicals that are classified as         Any discharge composed of coal pileJFK Federal Building, Boston, MA
"Section 313 water priority chemicals" runoff shall not exceed a-maximum 02203
in accordance with the definition in Partconcentration for any time of 50 mg/L b. PR
X. of this permit that are handled and total suspended solids. Coal pile runoff EPA, Region [I, Water Management
stored onsite only in gaseous or non- shall not be diluted with storm water or Division, (2WM-WPC), Storm
soluble liquid or solid (at atmospheric other flows in order to meet this Water Staff, 290 Broadway, New
pressure and temperature) forms may limitation. The pH of such discharges York, NY 10007-1866
provide a certification as such in the shall be within the range of 6.0 to 9.0. c. DE, DC
pollution prevention plan in Lieu of the Runoff from coal piles located at steam EPA, Region III, Water Management
additional requirements in Part IV.E.2. electric generating facilities shall be in Division, (3WM55), Storm Water
Such certification shall include a compliance with these limits upon Staff, 841 Chesmut Building,

Philadelphia, PA 19107narrative description of all water submittal of the Notice of Intent {NOI).
d. FLpriority chemicals and the form in Runoff from coal piles at all other types EPA, Region IV, Water Managementwhich they are handled and stored, and

of facilities shall comply with theseshall be signed in accordance with Part
limitations as expeditiously as Division, Permits Section (WPEB-

VII.G. (Signatory Requirements) of this 7), 345 Courtland Street, NE.,
permit, practicable, but in no case later than Atlanta, GA 30365

d. The storm water pollution [insert date 3 years after permit e. LA, NM (except see Region IX for
prevention plan shall be certified in finalization]. Dischargers with previous Navajo lands), OK, TX
accordance with Section VII.G coverage under the Baseline general EPA, Region V’I, Enforcement and
(Signatory Requirements) of this permit,permit for storm water shall be Compliance Assurance Division

3. Additional Requirements for Salt compliant with this provision upon (GEN-WC1, EPA SW MSGP, FirstStorage. Storage piles of salt used for submittal of the NOI. Any untreated interstate Bank Tower at Fountain
deicing or other commercial or overflow from facilities designed, Place, P.O. Box 50625. Dallas, TX
industrial purposes and that generate a constructed and operated to treat the 75205
storm water discharge associated with volume of coal pile runoff that is f. AZ. CA, ~W, Johnson Atoll, ~Vlidwav
industrial activity that is discharged to associated with a 10-year, 24-hour Island, Wake Island, the Goshut~
waters of the United States shall be rainfall event shall not be subject to the Reservation in UT and NV. the
enclosed or covered to prevent exposure50 mg/L ]J_mitation for total suspended Navajo Reservation in UT. N,VI. and
to precipitation, except for exposure solids. AZ, the Fort McDermitt Reservation
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in OB, the Duck Valley Beservationdetention pond by the estimated volumesubstantially identical effluents. In
in NV and ID of water discharged during the 24 hoursaddition, for each outfall that the

EPA, Region IX, Water Management previous to the time that the sample is permittee believes is representative, an
Division, (W-5-3), Storm Water collected), a minimum of one grab estimate of the size of the drainage area
Staff, 75 Hawthorne Street, San sample may be taken. For all other (in square feet) and an estimate of the
Francisco, CA 94105 discharges containing coal pile runoff, runoff coefficient of the drainage area

g. AK Indian Reservations, ID (except data shall be reported for a grab sample.(e.g., low (under 40 percent), medium
see Region iX, for Duck Valley All such samples shall be collected from(40 to 65 percent) or high (above 65
Reservation lands), OR (except see the discharge resulting from a storm percent}) shall be provided in the plan.
Region IX for Fort McDermitt event that is greater than 0.1 inches in Permittees required to submit
l~eservation lands), WA magnitude and that occurs at least 72 monitoring information under Part VIII.

EPA, Region X, Water Division, (WE)-hours from the previously measurable of this permit shall include the
134), Storm Water Staff, 1200 Sixth (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm description of the location of the
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101 event. The required 72-hour storm event out.falls, explanation of why outfalls are

For each outfall, one Discharge interval is waived where the preceding expected to discharge substantially
Monitoring Report form must be measurable storm event did not result inidentical effluents, and estimate of the
submitted per storm event sampled, a measurable discharge from the facility,size of the drainage area and runoff

2. Additional NotJ~fication. In additionThe required 72-hour storm event coefficient with the Discharge
to filing copies of discharge monitoringinterval may also be waived where the Monitoring Report. This representative
reports in accordance with Part VLB. permittee documents that less than a 72-discharge provision is not applicable to
(Reporting: Where to Submit), facilitieshour interval is representative for localstorm water discharges from coal piles
with at least one storm water dischargestorm events during the season when regulated under the national effluent
associated with industrial activity sampling is being conducted. The grablimitations guidelines.
through a large or medium municipal sample shall be taken during the first 304. Alternative Certification. Facilities
separate storm sewer system (systems minutes of the discharge. If the with storm water discharges containing
serving a population of 100,000 or more)collection of a grab sample during the coal pile runoff may not submit
or a municipal system designated by thefirst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabalternative certification in lieu of the
Director must submit signed copies of sample can be taken during the first required monitoring data.
discharge monitoring reports to the hour of the discharge, and the 5. When to Submit. Permittees with
operator of the municipal separate stormdischarger shall submit with the discharges containing coal pile runoff
sewer system in accordance with the monitoring report a description of whyshall submit monitoring results
dates provided in Part XI. Facilities nota grab sample during the first 30 annually no later than the 28th day of
required to report monitoring data minutes wa~ impracticable. [insert month following permit
under Part XI. and facilities that are not 2. Sampling Waiver. When a finalization].
otherwise required to monitor their discharger is unable to collect samplesVII. Standard Permit Conditionsdischarges, need not comply with this of coal pile runoff due to adverse
provision, climatic conditions, the discharger shallA. Duty to Comply
C. Special Monitoring Requirements for collect a substitute sample from a 1. Permittee’s Duty to Comply. The
Coal Pile Runoff separate qualifying event in the next permittee must comply with all

period and submit this data along withconditions of this permit. Any permit
During the period beginning on the the data for the routinesample in that noncompliance constitutes a violationeffective date and lasting through the period. Adverse weather conditions thatof the Clean Water Act (CWA) and isexpiration date of this permit, may prohibit the collection of samplesgrounds for enforcement action: forpermittees with storm water dischargesinclude weather conditions that create permit termination, revocation andcontaining coal pile runoff shall monitordangerous conditions for personnel reissuance, or modification; or forsuch storm water for: pH and TSS (such as local flooding, high winds, denial of a permit renewal application.(mg/1) at least annually (1 time per hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, 2. Penalties for Violations of Permityear). Permittees with discharges etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofConditions.containing coal pile runoff must reporta sample impracticable (drought, a. Criminal.

in accordance with Part V.B (Numeric extended frozen conditions, etc.). (1) Negligent Violations. The CWA
Effluent Limitations) and Part VI.B. 3. Representative Discharge. When a provides that any person who
(Reporting: Where to Submit}. In facility has two or more outfalls negligently violates permit conditions
addition to the parameters listed above,containing coal pile runoff that, based implementing Sections 301,302. 306,
the permittee shall provide the date and on a consideration of the other 307,308,318, or 405 of the Act is
duration (in hours) of the storm event(s}industrial activity, and significant subject to a fine of not less than $2,500
samples; rainfall measurements or materials, and upon management nor more than $25,000 per day of
estimates (in inches) of the storm eventpractices and activities within the areaviolation, or by imprisonment for not
that generated the sampled runoff; the drained by the out.fall, and the permitteemore than 1 year, or both.
duration between the storm event reasonably believes substantially (2) Knovdng Violations. The CWA
samples and the end of the previous identical effluents are discharged, theprovides that any person who
measurable (greater than 0.1 inch permittee may test the effluent of one ofknowingly violates permit conditions
rainfall} storm event; and an estimate ofsuch ouffalls and report that the implementing Sections 301,302,306,
the total volume (in gallons) of the quantitative data also applies to the307,308,318, or 405 of the Act is
discharge samples, substantially identical outfalls providedsubject to a fine of not less than $5,000

1. Sample Type. For discharges that the permittee includes in the stormnor more than $50,000 per day of
containing coal pile runoff from holding water pollution prevention plan a violation, or by imprisonment for not
ponds or other impoundments with a description of the location of the more than 3 years, or both.
retention period greater than 24 hours ouffalls and explains in detail why the (3) Knowing Endangerment. The CWA
(estimated by dividing the volume of theouffalls are expected to discharge provides that any person who
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knowingly violates permit conditions C. Need to Halt or Reduce Activity Not b. For a partnership or sole
implementing Sections 301,302, 306,a Defense proprietorship: by a general partner or
307,308,318, or 405 of the Act and who It shall not be a defense for a the proprietor, respectively; or
knows at that time that he is placing permittee in an enfomement action that c. For a mumcipality, State, Federal,
another person in imminent danger ofit would have been necessary to halt oror other public facility: by either a
death or serious bodily injury, is subjectreduce the permitted activity in order toprincipal executive officer or ranking
to a fine of not more than $250,000, or
by imprisonment for not more than 15maintain compliance with the elected official. For purposes of this
years, or both. conditions of this permit, section, a principal executive officer of
~ a Federal agency includes (1) the chief(4) False Statement. The CWA D. Duty to Mitigate executive officer of the agency, or (2) aprovides that any person who
knowingly makes any false material The permittee shall take all senior executive officer having

statement, representation, or reasonable steps to minimize or preventresponsibility, for the overall operations
certification in any application, record,any discharge in violation of this permitof a principal geographic unit of the
report, plan, or other document filed orthat has a reasonable likelihood of agency (e.g., Regional Administrators of

adversely affecting human health or theEPA).required to be maintained under the Act
or who knowingly falsifies, tampers environment. 2. Authorized Representative. All
with, or renders inaccurate, any E. Duty to Provide Information reports required by the permit and other
monitoring device or method required information requested by the Director
to be maintained under the Act, shall The permittee shall furnish to the shall be signed by a person described in
upon conviction, be punished by a fineDirector, within a time specified by the Section VII.G. 1. above or be signed by
of not more than $10,000 or by Director, any information that the a duly authorized representative of that
imprisonment for not more than 2 years,Director may request to determine person. A person is a duly authorized
or by both. If a conviction is for a compliance with this permit. The representative only if:
violation committed after a first permittee shall also furnish to the a. The authorization is made in
conviction of such person under this Director upon request, copies of recordswriting by a person described above and
paragraph, punishment shall be by a required to be kept by this permit, submitted to the Director.
fine of not more than $20,000 per day F. Other Information b. The authorization specifies either
of violation, or by imprisonment of not When the permittee becomes aware an individual or a position having
more than 4 years, or by both. (See that he or she failed to submit any responsibility, for the overall operation
Section 309(c)(4) of the Clean Water relevant facts or submitted incorrect of the regulated facility or activity, such
Act). as the position of manager, operator,

b. Civil Penalties. The CWA provides information in the NOI or in any other
that any person who violates a permit report to the Director, he or she shall supenntendent, or position of

condition implementing Sections 301,promptly submit such facts or equivalent responsibility or an

302,306, 307,308,318, or 405 of the information, individual or position having overall
responsibility for environmental matters

Act is subject to a civil penalty not to G. Signatory Requirements for the company. (A duly authorized
exceed $25,000 per day for each representative may thus be either a
violation. All Notices of Intent, Notices of

c. Administrutive Penalties. The CWA Termination, storm water pollution named individual or any individual

provides that any person who violates aprevention plans, reports, certificationsoccupying a named position).
permit condition implementing Sectionsor information either submitted to the c. Changes to Authorization. If an
301,302, 306, 307,308,318, or 405 ofDirector (andJor the operator of a large authorization under paragraph VII.G.2.
the Act is subject to an administrative or medium municipal separate storm is no longer accurate because a different

sewer system), or that this permit individual or position has responsibilitypenalty, as follows:
[I) Class I Penalty. Not to exceed requires be maintained by the permittee,for the overall operation of the facihty,

$10,000 per violation nor shall the shall be signed, a new NOI satisfying the requirements
maximum amount exceed $25,000. I. Signature. All reports required by of paragraph II.B. (Contents of NOI)

(1) Class II Penalty. Not to exceed the permit and other information must be submitted to the Director prior
$10,000 per day for each day during requested by the Director shall be signedto or together with any reports,
which the violation continues nor shallas follows: information, or applications to be signed
the maximum amount exceed $125,000. a. For a corporation: by a responsibleby an authorized representative.

corporate officer. For the purpose of this d. Certificate’on. Any person signingB. Continuation of the Expired General section, a responsible corporate officerdocuments under this section shallPermit means: (1) a president, secretary, make the following certification:
This permit expires on [insert date 5 treasurer, or vice-president of the I certify under penalty of law that thisyears after permit finalizationl, corporation in charge of a principal document and all attachments were prepared~-Iowever, an expired general permit business function, or any other personunder my direction or supervision in

continues in fome and effect until a newwho performs similar policy or accordance with a system designed to assure
general permit is issued. Permittees thatdecision-making functions for the that qualified personnel properly gathered
choose, or are required, to obtain an corporation: or (2) the manager of one orand evaluated the information submitted.
individual permit must submit an more manufacturing, production or Based on my inquiry, of the person or persons
application (Forms 1 and 2F and any operating facilities employing more thanwho manage the system, or those persons
other applicable forms) 180 days prior 250 persons or having gross annual salesdirectly responsible for gathering the

information, the information submitted is, toto expiration of this permit. Permittees or expenditures exceeding $25,000,000the best of my knowledge and belief, true,that are eligible and choose to be (in second-quarter 1980 dollars) if accurate, and complete. I am aware that therecovered by a new general permit must authority to sign documents has been are significant penalties for submitting falsesubmit an NOI by the date specified in assigned or delegated to the manager ininformation, including the possibility of fine
that permit, accordance with corporate procedures;and imprisonment for knowing violations.
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H. Penalties for Falsification of Reports owner or operator has been notified in such denial, unless otherwise specifiedSection 309(c)(4) of the Clean Water writing that a permit application is by the Director.Act provides that any person who required. This notice shall include a
knowingly makes any false material brief statement of the reasons for this N. State/Environmental Laws
statement, representation, or decision, an application form, a Nothing in this permit shall becertification in any record or other statement setting a deadline for the construed to preclude the institution ofdocument submitted or required to be owner or operator to file the application,any legal action or relieve the permitteemaintained under this permit, includingand a statement that on the effective from any responsibilities, liabilities, orreports of compliance or noncompliancedate of issuance or denial of the penalties established pursuant to anyshall, upon conviction, be punished byindividual NPDES permit or the applicable State law or regulation u~dera fine of not more than $10,000, or by"alternative general permit as it applies

authority preserved by Section 510 ofimprisonment for not more than 2 y~ars,to the individual permittee, coverage the Act.or by both. under this general permit shall
No condition of this permit shallautomatically terminate. Individual      release the permittee from anyI. Penalties ]~or Falsification o]~ permit applications shall be submittedMonitoring Systems responsibility or requirements underto the address of the appropriate

other environmental statutes orThe CWA provides that any person Regional Office shown in Part VI.B. regulations.who falsifies, tampers with, or (Report.Lug: Where to Submit) of thisknowingly renders inaccurate any permit. The Director may grant O. Proper Operation and Maintenancemonitoring device or method requiredadditional time to submit the The permittee shall at al! timesto be maintained under this permit applicatien upon request of the
properly operate and maintain allshall, upon conviction, be punished byapplicant. If an owner or operator fails facilities and systems of treatment andfines and imprisonment described in "to submit in a timely manner an
control {and re~ated appurtenances) thatSection 309 of the L-’3NA. individual NPDES permit application as
are installed or used bv the permittee torequired by the Director, then the        achieve compliance w~th the conditionsJ. Off and Hazardous Substance I, iability applicability of this permit to the        of this permit and with the requirements

Nothing in this permit shall be        individual NPDES permittee is
of storm water pollution preventionconstrued to preclude the institution ofautomatically terminated at the end of plans. Proper operation andany legal action or relieve the permitteethe day specified for applicationfrom any responsibilities, liabilities, orsubmittal, maintenance also includes adequate
laboratory controls and appropriatepenalties to which the permittee is or 2. Individual Permit Application. Any
quality assurance procedures. Propermay be subject under Section 311 of theowner or operator authorized by this
operation and maintenance requires theCWA or Section 106 of the permit may request to be excluded from
operation of backup or auxiliaryComprehensive Environmental the coverage of this permit by applying
facilities or similar systems, installed byResponse, Compensation and Liabilityfor an individual permit. The owner orAct of 1980 {CERCLA). operator shall submit an individual a permittee only when necessary to

K. PropertyPu’ghts application {Form 1 and Form 2F) withachieve compliance with the conditions
masons supporting the request to the of the permit.The issuance of this permit does notDirector. Individual permit applicationsP. Monitoring and Recordsconvey any property rights of any sort,shall be submitted to the address of thenor any exclusive privileges, nor does itappropriate Regional Office shown in 1. Representative Samples/authorize any injury to private propertyPart VLB. of this permit. The request Measurements. Samples andnor any invasion of personal rights, normay be granted by the issuance of any measurements taken for the purpose ofany infringement of Federal, State, or individual permit or an alternative monitoring shall be representative of thelocal laws or regulations, general permit if the reasons cited by monitored activity.

L. Severability the owner or operator are adequate to 2. Retention of Recards.
support the request, a. The permittee shall retain records

The provisions of this permit are 3. Individual/Alternative General of all monitoring information, copies ofseverable, and if any provision of this Permit Issuance. When an individual all reports required by this permit, andpermit, or the application of any NPDES permit is issued to an owner orrecords of all data used to complete theprovision of this permit to any operator otherwise subject to this application of this permit for a period ofcircumstance, is held invalid, the permit, or the owner or operator is at least three (3) years from the date ofapplication of such provision to other authorized for coverage under an sample, measure~,aent evaluation orcircumstances, and the remainder of alternati.v.e. NPDES general permit, the inspection, report, or application. Thisthis permit shall not be affected thereby,applicability of this permit to the period may be extended by request of
M. Requiring an Individual Permit or an individual NPDES permittee is the DirectOr at any time. P~rmittees
Alternative General Permit automatically terminated on the must submit any such records to the

effective date of the individual permit orDirector upon r~quest.I. Director Designation. The Director the date of authorization of coverage b. The ermittee shall retain themay require any person authorized bv under the alternative general permit, p°llutionPprevention plan developed inthis permit to apply for and/or obtair~
whichever the case may be. When an accordance with Parts IV. and XI. of thiseither an individual NPDES permit or individual NPDES permit is denied to permit until a date 3 years after the lastan alternative NPDES genera] permit, an owner or operator otherwise subjectmodification or amer~dment is made toAny interested person may petition theto this permit, or the owner or operatorthe plan, and at least 1 year afterDirector to take action under this is denied for coverage under an coverage under this permit terminates.paragraph. The Director may require anyalternative NPDES general permit, the 3. Records Contents. Records ofowner or operator authorized to applicability of this permit to the monitoring information shall include:discharge under this permit to apply forindividual NPDES permittee is a. The date. exact place, and time ofan individual NPDES permit only if theautomatically terminated on the date ofsampling or measurements:
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b. The initials or name(s) of the effluent limitations of Parts V. and XI. b. The permitted facility was at the
individual(s) who performed the of this permit shall submit notice of an time being properly operated: and
sampling or measurements; unanticipated bypass. Any information c. The permittee provided oral notice

c. The date(s) analyses were regarding the unanticipated bypass shallof the upset to EPA within 24 hours
performed; be provided orally within 24 hours fromfrom the time the permittee became

d. The time(s) analyses were initiated;the time the permittee became aware ofaware of the circumstances. A writtene. The initials or name(s) of the the circumstances. A written submission shall also be providedindividual(s) who performed the submission shall also be provided within 5 days of the time the permitteeanalyses: within 5 days of the time the permittee became aware of the circumstances. Thef. References and written procedures,became aware of the circumstances. Thewritten submission shall contain awhen available, for the analytical written submission shall contain a description of the upset and its cause:techniques or methods used; and description of the bypass and its cause:the period of the upset: including exactg. The results of such analyses, the period of the bypass; including exactdates and times, and if the upset has notincluding the bench sheets, instrumentdates and times, and if the bypass hasbeen corrected, the anticipated time it isreadouts, computer disks or tapes, etc.,not been corrected, the anticipated timeexpected to continue: and steps taken orused to determine these results, it is expected to continue; and steps planned to reduce, eliminate, and4. Approved Monitoring Methods. taken or planned to reduce, eliminate,prevent reoccLu’rence of the upset.Monitoring must be conducted and prevent reoccurrence of the bypass. 3. Burden of Proof. In anyaccording to test procedures approved 2. Prohibition of Bypass. enforcement proceeding the permitteeunder 40 CFR Part 136, unless other test a. Bypass is prohibited and the seeking to establish the occurrence of anprocedures have been specified in thisDirector may take enforcement action upset has the burden of proof.permit, against a permittee for a bypass. Unless:
VIII, Reopener ClauseQ. Inspection and Entry (1) The bypass was unavoidable to

The permittee shall allow the Directorprevent loss of life, personal injury, or A. Potential or Realized Impacts on
or an authorized representative of EPA,severe property damage; Water Quality
the State environmental agency, or, in (2) There were no feasible alternatives
the case of a facility that discharges to the bypass, such as the use of If there is evidence indicating

through a municipal separate storm auxiliary facilities, retention of potential or realized impacts on water

sewer, an authorized representative ofuntreated wastes, or maintenance quality or on a listed endangered

the municipal operator or the separate during normal periods of equipment species due to any storm water

storm sewer receiving the discharge, downtime. This condition is not discharge associated with !ndustrial

upon the presentation of credentials andsatisfied if the permittee should, in the activity covered by this permit, the

other documents as may be required byexercise of reasonable engineering owner or operator of such discharge

law, to: enter upon the permittee’s judgement, have installed adequate may be required to obtain an individual

backup equipment to prevent a bypass permit or an alternative general permit
premises where a regulated facility or in accordance with Part VII.M.
activity is located or conducted or that occurred during normal periods of

(Requiring an Individual Permit or an
where records must be kept under the equipment downtime or preventive
conditions of this permit: have access tomaintenance; and Alternative General Permit) of this

permit or the permit may be modified toand copy at reasonable times, any (3) The permittee submitted notices ofinclude different limitations and/or
records that must be kept under the the bypass.
conditions of this permit; and inspect at b. The Director may approve an requirements.

reasonable times any facilities or anticipated bypass after considering itsB. Applicable Regulations
equipment (including monitoring and adverse effects, if the Director Permit modification or revocatien will
control equipment), determines that it will meet the three be conducted according to 40 CFRconditions listed in Part VII.S.2.a.
R. Permit Actions 122.62, 122.63, 122.64, and 124.5.

This permit may be modified, revokedT. Upset Conditions IX. Termination of Coverage
and reissued, or terminated for cause. 1. Affirmative Defense. An upset

A. Notice of TerminationThe filing of a request by the permittee constitutes an affirmative defense to an
for a permit modification, revocation action brought for noncompliance with Where all storm water discharges
and reissuance, or termination, or a technology-based numeric effluent associated with industrial activity that
notification of planned changes or limitations in Parts V. and XI. of this are authorized by this permit are
anticipated noncompliance does not permit if the requirements of paragrapheliminated, or where the operator of
stay any permit condition. 2 below are met. No determination storm water discharges associated with

made during administrative review of industrial activity at a facility changes,
S. Bypass of Treatment Facility claims that noncompliance was causedthe operator of t~e facility may submit

1. Notice. by upset, and before an action for a Notice of Termination that is signed in
a. Anticipated Bypass. If a permittee noncompliance, is final administrative accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory

subject to the numeric effluent action subject to judicial review. Requirements) of this permit. The
limitations of Parts V. and XI. of this 2. Required Defense. A permittee whoNotice of Termination shall include the
permit knows in advance of the need forwishes to establish the affirmative following information:
a bypass, he or she shall submit prior defense of an upset shall demonstrate, I. Facility Information. Name, mailing
notice, if possible, at least 10 days through properly signed, address, and location of the facility for
before the date of the bypass: includingcontemporaneous operating logs, or which the notification is
an evaluation of the anticipated qualityother relevant evidence, that: submitted.Describe the location of the
and effect of the bypass, a. An upset occurred and that the approximate center of the site in terms

b. Unanticipated Bypass. The permittee can identify the specific of the latitude and longitude to the
permittee subject to the numeric cause(s) of the upset: nearest 15 seconds, or the section.
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township and range to the nearest Co-located industrial activity means large or medium municipal separate
quarter section; when a facility has industrial activities storm sewer system.

2. Operator Information. The name. being conducted onsite that are NOT means not.ice of termination (see
address, and telephone number of the described under more than one of the Part IX.A. of this permit.)
operator addressed by the Notice of coverage sections of Part XI in this Point source means any discernible,
Termination; permit (Discharges Covered Under Thisconfined, and discrete conveyance,3. Permit Number. The NPDES permitSection). Facilities with co-located including but not limited to, any pipe,number for the storm water discharge industrial activities shall comply with ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well,associated with industrial activity all applicable monitoring and pollution discrete fissure, container, rolling stock,identified by the Notice of Termination;prevention plan requirements of each concentrated ammal feeding operation,4. Beason for Termination. An section in which a co-located industriallandfill leachate collection system,indication of whether the storm water activity is described, vessel or other floating craft from whichdischarges associated with industrial CWA means Clean Water Act pollutants are or may be discharged.activity have been eliminated or the (formerly referred to as the Federal This term does not include return flowsoperator of the discharges has changed;Water Pollution Control Act or Federal from irrigated agriculture or agriculturaland Water Pollution Control Act storm water runoff.5. Certification. The following Amendments of 1972). Section 313 water priority chemicalcertification signed in accordance with Commercial Treatment and Disposal means a chemical or chemical categoriesPart VII.G. (Signatory Requirements) of Facilities means facilities that receive, that: (1) Are listed at 40 CFR 372.65this permit: on a commercial basis, any produced pursuant to Section 313 of the

I certify under penalty of law that all stormhazardou~ waste (not their own) and Emergency Planning and Communitywater discharges associated with industrial treat or dispose of those wastes as a Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) (alsoactivity from the identified facility that are service to the generators. Such facilities known as Title III of the Superfundauthorized by an NPDES general permit havetreating and/or disposing exclusively Amendments and Reauthorization Actbeen eliminated or that I am no longer the residential hazardous wastes are not (SARA) of 1986); (2) are present at oroperator of the industrial activity. I included in this definition.understand that by submitting this notice of above threshold levels at a facility
termination, that ~ am no longer authorized Director means the Regional subject to EPCRA Section 313 reporting
to discharge storm water associated with Administrator or an authorized requirements: and {3) meet at least one
industrial activity under this general permit, representative, of the following criteria: (i) are listed inand that discharging pollutants in storm Flow-weighted composite sample Appendix D of 40 CFR Part 122 onwater associated with industrial activity to means a composite sample consisting of

either Table II (organic prioritywaters of the United States is unlawful undera mixture of aliquots collected at a
the Clean Water Act where the discharge is constant time interval, where the pollutants), Table Ill (certain metals,
not authorized by an NPDES permit. I also volume of each aliquot is proportional cyamdes, and phenols) or Table V
understand that the submittal of this notice (certain toxic pollutants and hazardousto the flow rate of the discharge,         substances); (ii) are listed as a hazardousof termination does not release an operator Land~’ll means an area of land or an

substance pursuant to SectionorfromtheliabilitYclean Water for anYAct.Violations of this permit
foreXCavati°npermanentin whichdisposal,WasteSand arethatPlacedis not 31 l(b)(2)(A) of the CWA at 40 CFR

B. Addresses a land application unit, surface 116.4; or (iii) are pollutants for which
EPA has published acute or chronicAll Notices of Termination are to be impoundment, injection well, or waste

sent, using the form provided by the pile. water quality criteria. See Addendum A
Director (or a photocopy thereof), 2 to Land application unit means an area of this permit. This addendum was
the Director of the NPDES program at where wastes are applied onto or revised based on final ruIemaking EPA
the following address: Storm Water incorporated into the soil surface published in the Federal Register
Notice of Termination (4203), 401 M (excluding manure spreading November 30, 1994.
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460. operations) for treatment or disposal. Significant materials includes, but is

Large and medium municipal not limited to: raw materials; fuels:
X. Definitions separate storm sewer system means allmaterials such as solvents, detergents.

Best Management Practices ("BMPs") municipal separate storm sewers that and plastic pellets; finished materials
means schedules of activities, are either: such as metallic products: raw materials
prohibitions of practices, maintenance (i) located in an incorporated place used in food processing or production;
procedures, and other management (city) with a population of 100,000 or hazardous substances designated under
practices to prevent or reduce the more as determined by the latest Section 101(14) of CERCLA; any
pollution of waters of the United States.Decennial Census by the Bureau of chemical the facility is required to
BMPs also include treatment Census (these cities are listed in report pursuant to EPCRA Section 313;
requirements, operating procedures, andAppendices F and G of 40 CFR Part fertilizers; pesticides; and waste
practices to control facility site runoff, 122); or products such as ashes, slag and sludge
spillage or leaks, sludge or waste (ii) located in the counties with that have the potential to be released
disposal, or drainage from raw material unincorporated urbanized populations with storm water discharges.
storage, of 100,000 or more, except municipal Significant spills includes, but is not

Bypass means the intentional separate storm sewers that are located inlimited to: releases of oil or hazardous
diversion of waste streams from any the incorporated places, townships or substances in excess of reportable
portion of a treatment facility, towns within such counties (these quantities under Section 311 of the

Coal pile runo~means the rainfall counties are listed in Appendices H andClean Water Act (see 40 CFR 110.10 and
runoff from or through any coal storage I of 40 CFR Part 122); or CFR 117.21) or Section 102 of CERCLA
pile (iii) owned or operated by a (see 40 CFR 302.4).

municipality other than those described Storm water means storm water
z A copy of the approved NOT form is provided    in paragraph (i) or (ii) and that are runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface

in Addendum C of this notice, designated by the Director as part of therunoff and drainage.
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Storm water associated with (i) Facilities subject to storm water vehicle maintenance (including vehicle
industrial activi~, means the dischargeeffluent limitations guidelines, new rehabilitation, mechanical repairs,
from any conveyance that is used for source performance standards, or toxicpainting, fueling, and lubrication),
collecting and conveying storm water pollutant effluent standards under 40equipment cleaning operations, airport
and that is directly related to CFR Subchapter N (except facilities deicing operations, or that are otherwise
manufacturing, processing or raw with toxic pollutant effluent standardsidentified under paragraphs (i) to (vii) or
materials storage areas at an industrialthat are exempted under category (xi) of(ix) to (x~) of this subsection are
plant. The term does not include this definition); associated with industrial activity;
discharges from facilities or activities (ii) Facilities classified as Standard (ix) Treatment works treating
excluded from the NPDES program. ForindusLrial Classifications 24 (except domestic sewage or any other sewage
the categories of industries identified in2434), 26 (except 265 and 267], 28 sludge or wastewater treatment device
paragraphs (i) through [x) of this (except 283 and 285), 29,311, 32 or system, used in the storage treatment,
definition, the term includes, but is not (except 323), 33, 3441, 373; recycling, and reclamation of municipal
limited to, storm water discharges from (ill)Facilities classified as Standard or domestic sewage, including land
industrial plant yards; immediate accessIndustrial Classifications 10 through 14 dedicated to the disposal of sewage
roads and rail lines used or traveled by(mineral industry) including active or sludge that are located within the
carriers of raw materials, manufacturedinactive mining operations (except for confines of the facility, with a design
products, waste material, or by-productsareas of coal mining operations no flow of 1.0 mgd or more, or required to
used or created by the facility; materiallonger meeting the definition of a have an approved pretreatment program
handling sites; refuse sites; sites used reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(1)under 40 CFR Part 403. Not included arebecause the performance bond issued tofarm lands, domestic gardens or landsfor the application or disposal of

the facilit~ by the appropriate SMCRA used for sludge management whereprocess waste waters (as defined at 40authority "has been released, or except sludge is beneficially reused and thatCFR Part 401); sites used for the storage
for areas of noncoal mining operationsare not physically located in theand maintenance of material handlingthat have been released from applicableconfines of the fa’cility, or areas that areequipment; sites used for residual State or Federal reclamation in compliance with 40 CFR Part 503:treatment, storage, or disposal: shippingrequirements after December 17, 1990)

(x) Construction activity including
buildings;and receiving storage areas; areas manufacturing (including tankand oil and gas exploration, production,clearing, grading and excavationprocessing, or treatment operations, or    activities except: operations that resultfarms) for raw materials, and

transmission facilities that dischargeintermediate and finished products; and in the disturbance of less than 5 acresstorm water contaminated by contact     of total land area that are not part of aareas where industrial activity has taken
with or that has come into contact with, larger common plan of development orplace in the past and significant any overburden, raw material,materials remain and are exposed to
intermediate products, finished sale;

(xi) Facilities under Standardstorm water. For the categories of products, byproducts or waste products
Industrial Classifications 20.21, 22, 23,industries identified in paragraph (xi) of

located on the site of such operations; 2434, 25,265,267, 27,283,285, 30, 31this definition, the term includes only
inactive mining operations are mining

(except 311), 323, 34 (except 3441), 35,storm water discharges from all areas
sites that are not being actively mined, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, 39, 4221-25,(except access roads and rail lines) but that have an identifiable owner/listed in the previous sentence where (and that are not otherwise includedoperator:material handling equipment or (iv) Hazardous waste treatment, within categories (i) to (x)).~

activities, raw materials, intermediate storage, or disposal facilities, including Time-weighted composite means a
products, final products, waste those that are operating under interim composite sample consisting of a
materials, by-products, or industrial status or a permit under Subtitle C of mixture of equal volume aliquots
machinery are exposed to storm water.RCRA; collected at a constant time interval.
For the purposes of this paragraph, (v) Landfills, land application sites, Upset means an exceptional incident
material handling activities include theand open dumps that have received anyin which there is unintentional and
storage, loading and unloading, industrial wastes (waste that is receivedtemporary noncompliance with the
transportation, or conveyance of any from any of the facilities described numeric effluent limitations of Parts V.
raw material, intermediate product, under this subsection) including those and XI. of this permit because of factors
finished product, by-product or waste that are subject to regulation under beyond the reasonable control of the
product. The term excludes areas Subtitle D of RCRA: permittee. An upset does not include
located on plant lands separate from the (vi) Facilities involved in the noncompliance to the extent caused by
plant’s industrial activities, such as recycling of materials, including metaloperational error, improperly designed
office buildings and accompanying scrapyards, battery reclaimers, salvagetreatment facilities, inadequate
parking lots as long as the drainage fromyards, and automobile junkyards, treatment facilities, lack of preventive
the excluded areas is not mixed with including but limited to those classifiedmaintenance, or careless or Lmproper
storm water drained from the above as Standard Industrial Classification operation.
described areas. Industrial facilities 5015 and 5093; Waste pile means any
(including industrial facilities that are Ivii) Steam electric power generatingnoncontainenzed accumulation of solid,
Federally, State, or municipally ownedfacilities, including coal handling sites;non_flowing waste that is used for
or operated that meet the description of (viii) Transportation facilities treatment or storage.
the facilities listed in paragraphs (i) to classified as Standard Industrial Waters of the United States means:
(xi) of this definition) include those Classifications 40, 41, 42 (except 4221-
facilities designated under 25), 43, 44, 45 and 5171 that have ~On June 4, 1992. the United States Court of
122.26(a}{1)(v). The following categoriesvehicle maintenance shops, equipmentAppeals for the Ninth Circuit remamled the
of facilities are considered to be cleaning operations, or airport deicing exclusion for manufacturing facilities in category

(xi) that do not have materials or activities exposedengaging in "industrial activity" for operations. Only those portions of the to storm water to the EPA for further rulemaking.purposes of this subsection: facility that are either involved in (Nos. 90-70671 and 91-70200.)
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a. All waters that are currently used, section, has industrial activities being address all aspects of the facility’s storm
were used in the past, or may be conducted onsite that meet the water pollution prevention plan.
susceptible to use in interstate or foreigndescription(s) of industrial activities in (2) Description of Potential Pollutant
commerce, including all waters that areanother section(s), that industrial Sources. Each plan shall provide a
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; facility shall comply with any and all description of potential sources that

b. All interstate waters, including applicable monitoring and pollution may reasonably be expected to add
interstate wetlands; prevention plan requirements of the significant amounts of pollutants to

c. All other waters such as interstate other section(s) in addition to all storm water discharges or that may
lakes, rivers, streams (including applicable requirements in this section,result in the discharge of pollutants
intermittent streams), mudflats, The monitoring and pollution during dry weather from separate storm
sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie prevention plan terms and conditions ofsewers draining the facility. Each plan
potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, orthis multi-sector permit are additive forshall identify all activities and
natural ponds the use, degradation, orindustrial activities being conducted atsignificant materials that may
destruction of which would affect or the same industrial facility (co-located potentially be significant pollutant
could affect interstate or foreign industrial activities). The operator of thesources. Each plan shall include, at a
commerce including any such waters: facility shall determine which other minimum:

1. That are or could be used by monitoring and pollution prevention {a) Drainage.
interstate or foreign travelers for plan section{s) of this permit {if any) are (i) A site map indicating the location
recreational or other purposes: applicable to the facility, of outfalls covered by the permit, the

2. From which fish or shellfish are or 2. Special Conditions. types of discharges contained in the
could be taken and sold in interstate or a. Prohibition o[Non-storm Water drainage areas of the outfalls, an outline
foreign commerce; or Discharges. of the portions of the drainage area of

3. That are used or could be used for (1) Discharges of boiler blowdown each storm water outfall that are within
industrial purposes by industries in and water treatment wastewaters, the facility boundaries, each existing

structural control measure to reduce
interstate commerce; noncontact and contact cooling waters,pollutants in storm water runoff, surfaced. All impoundments of waters wash down waters from treatment water bodies, locations whereotherwise defined as waters of the equipment, and storm water that has significant materials are exposed toUnited States under this definition; come in contact with areas where precipitation, locations where majore. Tributaries of waters identified in spraying of chemical formulations spills or leaks identified under Partparagraphs (a) through (d) of this designed to provide surface protection,XI.A.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of thisdefinition; to waters of the United States, or permit have occurred, and the locationsf. The territorial sea: and through municipal separate storm sewerof the following activities where suchg. Wetlands adjacent to waters (othersystems are not authorized by this activities are exposed to precipitation:than waters that are themselves permit. The operators of such dischargesfueling stations; vehicle and equipmentwetlands) identified in paragraphs (a) must obtain coverage under a separatemaintenance and/or cleaning areas;through (f} of this definition. NPDES discharge permit, loading/unloading areas; material(Waste treatment systems, including [2] in addition to the discharges handling areas; locations used for thetreatment ponds or lagoons designed todescribed in part ffl.A.2., the following treatment, storage, or disposal of wastes:meet the requirements of CWA are not non-storm water discharges may be liquid storage tanks; processing areas:waters of the United States.) authorized by this permit provided the treatment chemical storage ames: treated
Specific Requirement~ for Industrial non-storm water component of the wood and residue storage areas; wet
Activities discharge is in compliance with decking areas; dry decking areas;

paragraph XI.A.3.a.(3)(g)(i) (Measures untreated wood and residue storageA. Storm Water Discharges Associatedand Controls for Non-storm Water areas; and treatment equipment storageWith Industrial Activity From Timber Discharges): discharges from the sprayareas.Products Facilities down of lumber and wood product (ii) For each area of the facility that
1. Discharges Covered Under Ttu’s storage yards where no chemical generates storm water discharges

Section. The requirements listed underadditives are used in the spray down associated with industrial activity with
this section shall apply to storm water waters and no chemicals are applied toa reasonable potential for containing
discharges from the following activities:the wood during storage, significant amounts of pollutants, a
establishments [generally classified 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention prediction of the direction of flow, and
under Standard Industrial ClassificationPlan Requirements. an identification of the types of
(SIC) Major Group 24] that are engaged a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall pollutants that are likely to be present
in cutting timber and pulpwood, include, at a minimum, the following in storm water discharges associated
merchant sawmills, lath mills, shingle items: with industrial activity. Factors to
mills, cooperage stock mills, planing (1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each consider include the toxicity of
mills, and plywood and veneer mills plan shall identify a specific individual chemicals; quantity of chen~icals used,
engaged in producing lumber and woodor individuals within the facility produced or discharged: the likehhood
basic materials: and establishments orgamzation as members of a storm of contact with storm water; and history
engaged in wood preserving or in water Pollution Prevention Team that of significant leaks or spills of toxic ormanufacturing finished articles made are responsible for developing the stormhazardous pollutants. Flows with aentirely of wood or related materials, water pollution prevention plan and significant potential for causing erosionexcept for wood kitchen cabinet assisting the facility or plant manager inshall be identified.
manufacturers (SIC Code 2434), whichits implementation, maintenance, and (b) Invento~. of Exposed Materials--
are addressed under Part XI.W. of this revision. The plan shall clearly identifyAn inventor~" ef the types of materials
permit, the responsibilities of each team handled at the site ~hat potentially may

When an industrial facility, describedmember. The activities and be exposed to precipitation. ~uch
by the above coverage provisions of thisresponsibilities of the team shall inventory shall include a narrative
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description of significant materials thatpollutant or pollutant parameter (e.g., water pollution prevention plan. Where
have been handled, treated, stored or total suspended solids, biochemical appropriate, specifying material
disposed in a manner to allow exposureoxygen demand, chemical oxygen handling procedures, storage
to storm water between the time of 3 demand, oil and grease, arsenic, copper,requirements, and use of equipment
years prior to the date of submission ofchromium, pentachlorophenol, other such as diversion valves in the plan
a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered specific metals, toxicity, etc.) of concernshould be considered. Procedures for
under this permit and the present; shall be identified, cleaning up spills shall be identified in
method and location of onsite storage or (3) Measures and Controls. Each the plan and made available to the
disposal; materials management facility covered by this permit shall appropriate personnel. The necessary
practices employed to minimize contactdevelop a description of storm water equipment to implement a cleanup
of materials with storm water runoff best management practices (BMPs) andshould be available to personnel.
between the time of 3 years prior to thecontrols appropriate for the facility and Response schedules should be
date of the submission of a Notice of implement such controls. The developed to limit tracking of spilled
Intent (NOI) to be covered under this appropriateness of controls in a plan materials to other areas of the site. Leaks
permit and the present; the location andshall reflect identified potential sourcesor spills of wood surface protection or
a description of existing structural andof pollutants at the facility. The preservation chemicals shall be cleaned
nonstructural control measures to description of storm water managementup immediately in accordance with
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;controls shall address the following applicable RCRA regulations at 40 CFR
and a description of any treatment the areas of the site: log, lumber and otherPan 264 and 40 CFR Part 265.
storm water receives. The inventory of wood product storage areas; residue (d) lnspec~’on~--In addition to or as
exposed materials shall include, but storage are.as, loading and unloading part of the comprehensive site
shall not be limited to the significant areas; material handling areas; chemicalevaluation required under paragraph
materials stored exposed to storm waterstorage areas; and equipment/vehicleXI.A.3.a.{4) of this section, qualified
and material management practices maintenance, storage and repair areas,facility personnel shall be identified to
employed that were listed for the Facilities that surface protect and/or inspect designated equipment and areas
facility in the approved group preserve wood products should addressof the facility at appropriate intervals
application. Where information is specific BMPs for wood surface specified in the plan. Operators of
available, facilities that have used protection and preserving activities. Thefacilities are required to conduct
chlorophenolic, creosote, or chromium-pollution prevention plan should quarterly visual inspections of BMPs.
copper-arsenic formulations for wood address the following minimum The inspections shall include: 1) an
surface protection or wood preserving components, including a schedule for assessment of the integrity of storm
activities onsite in the past should implementing such controls: water discharge diversions, conveyance
identify in the inventory the following: (o) Good Housekeeping--Good systems, sediment control and
areas where contaminated soils, housekeeping requires the maintenancecollection systems, and containment
treatment equipment, and stored of areas that may contribute pollutants structures; 2) visual inspection of
materials still remain and managementto storm water discharges in a clean, sediment and erosion BMPs to
practices employed to minimize the orderly manner. Good housekeeping determine if soil erosion has occurred:
contact of these materials with storm measures in storage areas, loading andand 3) visual inspections of storage
water runoff, unloading areas, and material handlingareas and other potential sources of

[c) Spills and ~A list of areas should be designed to: 1) limit thepollution for evidence of actual or
significant spills and significant leaks ofdischarge of wood debris;, 2) minimize potential pollutant discharges oftoxic or hazardous pollutants that the leachate generated from decayingcontaminated storm water.
occurred at areas that are exposed to wood materials; and 3) minimize the Material handling, and unloading and
precipitation or that otherwise drain to generation of dust. loading areas should be inspected daily
a storm water conveyance at the facility (b) Preventive Maintenance.--A whenever industrial activities occur in
aider the date of 3 years prior to the datepreventive maintenance program shallthose areas. If no activities are
of submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI)involve timely in~paction and occurring, no inspection is required.
to be covered under this permit. Such maintenance of storm water Inspections at processing areas,
list shall be updated as appropriate management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/transport areas, and treated wood
during the term of the permit, water separators, catch basins) as wellstorage areas of facilities performing

(d) Sarnpfing Data--A summary of as inspecting and testing facility wood surface protection and
existing discharge sampling data equipment and systems to uncover preservation activities should be
describing pollutants in storm water conditions that could cause breakdownsperformed monthly to assess the
discharges from the facility, including aor failures resulting in discharges of usefulness of practices in minimizing
summary of sampling data collected pollutants to surface waters, and drippage of treatment chemicals onduring the term of this permit, ensuring appropriate maintenance of unprotected soils and in areas that will(e) Pdsk ldentij~’cation and Summary such equipment and systems. Periodiccome in contact with storm waterof Potential Poflutant Sources--A removal of debris from ditches, swales,discharges.narrative description of the potential diversions, containment basins, A set of tracking or follow-uppollutant sources from the following sediment ponds and in.filtration procedures shall be used to ensure thatactivities: loading and unloading measures should be performed to limit appropriate actions are taken inoperations; outdoor storage activities; discharges of solids and to maintain theresponse to the inspections. Records ofoutdoor manufacturing or processing effectiveness of the controls. inspections shall be maintained.activities; significant dust or particulate (c) Spill Prevention and Response (e) Employee Training-Employeegenerating processes; and onsite wasteProcedures--Areas where potential training programs shall informdisposal practices. The description shallspills that can contribute pollutants to personnel responsible for implemenung
specifically list any significant potential storm water discharges can occur, andactivities identified in the storm watersource of pollutants at the site and for their accompanying drainage points pollution prevention plan or otherwiseeach potential source, any specific shall be identified cieariy in the storm responsible for storm water management
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at all levels of responsibility of the storm water discharges), must notify thecollected storm water (such as for acomponents and goals of the storm Director by [Insert date 270 days after process or as an Lrrigation source), inletwater pollution prevention plan. permit issuance] or, for facilities that controls (such as oil/water separators),Training should address topics such as begin to discharge storm water snow management activities, infiltrationspill response, good housekeeping andassociated with industrial activity after devices, and wet detention/retentionmaterial management practices. The [Insert date of permit issuance], 180 devices or other equivalent measures.pollution prevention plan shall identifydays after submitting an NOI to be (4) Comprehensive Site Complianceperiodic dates for such training, covered by this permit. If the failure to Evaluation. Personnel knowledgeable(J~ Recordkeeping and Internal certify is caused bv the inability to about storm water management as itReporting Procedures~A description ofperform adequate Jests or evaluations, relates to the facihty shall conduct siteincidants (such as spills, or other such notification shall describe: the compliance evaluations at appropriatedischarges), along with other procedure of any test conducted for theintervals specified in the plan, but in noinformation describing the quality and presence of non-storm water discharges;case less than once a year. Suchquantity of storm water discharges shallthe results of such test or other relevant evaluations shall include the following:be included in the plan required under observations; potential sources of non- (a) Areas contributing to a stormthis part. Inspections and maintenance storm water discharges to the storm water discharge associated withactivities shall be documented and sewer: and why adequate tests for suchindustrial activity such as loading/records of such activities shall be storm sewers were not feasible. Non- unloading areas, material handlingincorporated into the plan. storm water discharges to waters of the areas, locations used for the treatment.{g} Non-storm Water Discharges. United States that are not authorized bystorage or disposal of wastes, liquid(i) The plan shall include a
an NPDES permit are unlawful, and storage tanks, processing areas,certification that the discharge has been
must be terminated, treatment chermcal storage areas, treatedtested or evaluated for the presence of

(h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- wood and residue storage areas, wetnon-storm water discharges. The The plan shall identify areas that, due decking areas, dry decking areas,certification shall include the
to topography, activities, or other untreated wood a~nd residue storageidentification of potential significant factors, have a high potential for areas, and treatment equipment storagesources of non-storm water at the site,
significant soil erosion, and identify areas shall be visually inspected fora description of the results of any test structural, vegetative, and/or evidence of, or the potential for,and/or evaluation for the presence of
stabilization measures to be used to pollutants entenng the drainage system.non-storm water discharges, the
limit erosion. When developing the Measures to reduce pollutant loadingsevaluation criteria or testing method plan, the following areas of the site shall be evaluated to determine whetherused, the date of any testing and/or should be considered: loading and they are adequate and properlyevaluation, and the onsite drainage
unloading areas, access roads, material implemented in accordance with thepoints that were directly observed handling areas, storage areas, and any terms of the permit or whetherduring the test. CertiJ~cations shall be other areas where heavy equipment andadditional control measures are needed.signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of
vehicle use is prevalent. The following Structural storm water managementthis permit. Such certification may not
erosion and sediment controls shall be measures, sediment and erosion controlbe feasible if the facility operating the considered to minimize the discharge ofmeasures, and other structural pollutionstorm water discharge associated with sediments from the site: stabilization prevention measures identified in theindustrial activity does not have access
measures such as seeding, mulching, plan shall be observed to ensure thatto an outfall, manhole, or other point of
contouring, porous pavement, paving they are operating correctly. A visualaccess to the ultimate conduit that and sodding or its equivalent and inspection of equipment needed toreceives the discharge. In such cases,
structural measures such as sediment implement the plan, such as spillthe source identification section of the traps and silt fences or other equivalent response equipment, shall be made.storm water pollution prevention plan
measures. (b) Based on the results of theshall indicate why the certification (i] Management of Runo~f--The plan evaluation, the description of potentialrequired by this part was not feasible, shall contain a narrative consideration pollutant sources identified in the planalong with the identification of potentialof the appropriateness of traditional in accordance with paragraphsignificant sources of non-storm water atstorm water management practices XI.A.3.a.(2) of this section {Descriptionthe site. A discharger that is unable to (practices other than those that control of Potential Pollutant Sources) andprovide the certification required by thisthe generation or source{s) of pollutants}pollution prevention measures andparagraph must notify the Di.mctor in used to divert, in.filtrate, reuse, or controls identified in the plan inaccordance with paragraph otherwise manage storm water runoff inaccordance with paragraph XI.A.3.a.(3)XI.A.3.a.(3){g){iii) (’below). a manner that reduces pollutants in of this section (Measures and Controls)(ii) Except for flows from fire fighting storm water discharges from the site. shall be revised as appropriate within 2activities, sources of non-storm water The plan shall provide that measures weeks of such evaluation and shalllisted in Part III.A.2. {Prohibition of that the permittee determines to be provide for implementation of anyNon-storm Water Discharges) of this reasonable and appropriate shall be changes to the plan in a timely manner,permit that are combined with storm implemented and maintained. The but in no case more than 12 ~eeks afterwater discharges associated with potential of various sources at the the evaluation.industrial activity must be identified in facility to contribute pollutants to storm (c) A report summarizing the scope ofthe plan. The plan shall identify and water discharges associated with the evaluation, personnel making theensure the implementation of industrial activity [see paragraph evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,appropriate pollution prevention XI.A.3.a.(2) of this section (Description major observations relating to themeasures for the non-storm water of Potential Pollutant Sources)] shall be implementation of the storm watercomponent(s) of the discharge, considered when determining pollution prevention plan, and actions[iii) Failure to Certify-Any facility reasonable and appropriate measures, taken in accordance with paragraphthat is unable to provide the

Appropriate measures may include: XI.A.3.a.(4)(b) (above) of the permitcertification required (testing for non- vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofshall be made and retained as part of the
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storm water pollution prevention plan TABLE A-1 .--MONITORING REQUIRE- interval is waived where the precedingfor at least 3 years from the date of the MENTS FOR GENERAL SAWMILLS AND measurable storm event did not result inevaluation. The report shall identify any PLANNING MILLS FACILITIES a measurable discharge from the facility.incidents of noncompliance. Where a The required 72-hour storm event
report does not identify any incidents of Monitoring interval may also be waived where the
noncompliance, the report shall contain Pol!utants of concern cut-off con- perrnittee documents that less than a 72-
a certification that the facility is in centrat~on hour interval is representative for local
compliance with the storm ~ater

Chemical Oxygen Demand .... 120.0 mg/L storm events during the season when
pollution prevention plan and this Total Suspended Solids .........100 mg/L sampling is being conducted. The grab
permit. The report shall be signed in Total Recoverable Zinc .......... O. 117 mg/L sample shall be taken during the first 30
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory minutes of the discharge. If the

collection of a grab sample during theRequirements) of this permit.
TABLE A-2.--MONITORING REQUIRE- first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab(d) Where comp}iance evaluation MENTS FOR WOOD PRESERVING FA- sample can be taken during the firstschedules overlap with inspections

ClLITIES hour of the discharge, and therequired under 3.a.(3)(d), the
discharger shall submit with thecompliance evaluation may be

/

Monitoring monitoring report a description of whyconducted in place of one such Pollutant of concern cut-off con- a grab sample during the first 30inspection, centration minutes was impracticable. If storm
4. Numeric Ef~uent l.J’mitations. Total Recoverable Arsenic .....0.16854 mg/L water discharges associated with

There are no additional turmeric Total Recoverable Co~per ..... 0.0636 rng/L industrial activity commingle with
effluent Limitations beyond those process or nonprocess water, then

where practicable permittees mustdescribed in Part V.B. of this permit.
TABLE A-3.--MONITORING FOR LOG attempt to sample the storm water5. Monitoring and Reporting STORAGE AND HANDLING FACILITIES discharge before it mixes with the non-Requirements.

storm water discharge.
a. AnaJytJcal Monitoring Monitoring ( ) Sampling Waiver.

Requirements. During the period Pollutant of concern cut-off con- (a) Adverse Conditions--When a
beginning [insert date 1 year after centration discharger is unable to collect samples
permit issuance] lasting through [insertTotal Suspended Solids .........[ 100 mg/L

within a specified sampling period due
date 2 years after permit issuance] and to adverse climatic conditions, the

discharger shall collect a substitutethe period beginning [insert date 3 years
TABLE A--4.nMONITORING REQUIRE- sample from a separate qualifying eventafter permit issuance] lasting through

[insert date 4 years after permit MENTS FOR HARDWOOD DIMENSION in the next monitoring period and
issuance], permittees with timber AND FLOORING MILLS; SPECIAL submit the data along with the data for
product facilities must monitor their PRODUCTS SAWMILLS, NOT ELSE- the routine sample in that period.
storm water discharges associated with WHERE CLASSIFIED; MILLWORK, VE- Adverse weather conditions that may

prohibit the collection of samplesindustrial activity at least quarterly (4 NEER, PLYWOOD AND STRUCTURAL
include weather conditions that createtimes per year) during years 2 and 4 WOOD; WOOD CONTAINERS; WOOD dangerous or inaccessible conditions forexcept as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3) BUILDINGS AND MOBILE HOMES; RE- personnel (such as local flooding, high(Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4) CONSTITUTED WOOD PRODUCTS; winds, hurricane, tornadoes, electrical(Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5) AND WOOD PRODUCTS FACILITIES storms, etc.) or otherwise make the

(Alternative Certification). Timber NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED collection of a sample impracticable
product facilities are required to (drought, extended frozen conditions,
monitor their storm water discharges for

I

Monitoring etc.).
the pollutants of concern listed in the Pollutants of concern cut-off con- (b) Low Concentration Waiver--When
appropriate table (Tables A-l, A-2, A- centration the average concentration for a pollutant
3 or A-4). Facilities must report in Chemical Oxygen Demand ....120 mg/L calculated from all monitoring data
accordance with 5.b. (Reporting). In Total Suspended Solids 100 mg/L collected from an outfall during the
addition to the parameters listed in monitoring period [insert date 1 year
Tables A-l, A-2, A-3 and A-4 below, (I) Monitoring Periods. Facilities after permit issuance] lasting through

[insert date 2 years after permitthe permittee shall provide the date andrequired to perform monitoring shall
issuance] is less than the correspondingduration (in hours) of the storm event(s)monitor samples collected during the
value for that pollutant listed in Tablesampled: rainfall measurements or sampling periods of: January through
A-1 under the column Monitoring Cut-estimates (in inches) of the storm eventMarch, April through June, July through
off Concentration, a facility may waivethat generated the sampled runoff: theSeptember, and October through

duration between the storm event December for the years specified in monitoring and reporting ~tui~ements

sampled and the end of the previous paragraph a. (above). in the monitoring period beginning
[insert date 3 vears after permitmeasurable (greater than 0.1 inch (2) SampJe Type. A minimum of one issuance] lasting through [insert date 4rainfall) storm event: and an estimate ofgrab sample sh&Jl be taken. All such years after permit issuance]. The facilitythe total volume (in gallons) of the samples shall be collected from the must submit to the Director, in lieu of "discharge sampled, discharge resulting from a storm event
the monitoring data, a certification thatthat is greater than 0.1 inches in there has not been a significant changemagnitude and that occurs at least 72 in industrial activity or the pollutionhours from the previously measurable prevention measures in area of the(greater than 0.1 inch raii~fall) storm
facility that drams to the outfall forevent. The required 72-hour storm eventwhich sampling was waived.
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(c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention except discharges exempted below. The
conduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA in examination(s) must be made at least
sampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of this once in each of the following three-
site, the operator of the facility may permit. In the case of certifying that a month periods: January through March.
exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee April through June, July through
requirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along withSeptember, and October through
remains inactive and unstaffed. T~e the monitoring reports required under December. The examination shall be
facility must submit to the Director, in paragraph (b) below. If the permittee made during daylight hours unless there
lieu oi~ monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they is insufficient rainfall or snow melt to
statement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure was produce a runoff event.
site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring required (1) Examinations shall be made of
collecting a sample during a quahfying up until that date. This ce~-tification samples collected within the first 30
event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance minutes (or as soon thereafter as

(4) Representative Discharge. When amonitoring requirements associated practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of
facilit.v has two or more outfalls that, with effluent limitations, when the runoff or snowmelt begins
based on a consideration of industrial (b). Reporting. Permittees shall submitdischarging. The examination shall
activit),, significant materials, and monitoring results for each outfall document observations of color, odor,
management practices and activities associated with industrial activity [or a clarity, floating solids, settled solids,
within the area drained bv the outiall, certification in accordance with suspended solids, foam. oil sheen, and
the permittee reasonably believes Sections (3), (4), or (5) abovel obtained other obvious indicators of storm water
discharge substantially identical during the reporting period beginning pollution. The examination must be
effluents, the permittee may test the [insert date 1 year after permit issuance]conducted in a well lit area. No
effluent of one of such outf’alls and lasting through [insert date 2 years after anal~ical tests are required to be
report that the quantitative data also permit issuance] on Discharge performed on the samples. Al! such
applies to the substantially identical Monitoring Report Form(s) postmarked samples shall be collected from the
outfal!(s) provided that the permittee no later than the 31st day of the discharge resulting from a storm event
includes in the storm water pollution following March [insert the date 2 years that is greater than 0.1 inches in
prevention plan a description of the after permit issuance]. Monitoring magnitude and that occurs at least 72
location of the outfalls and explains in results [or a certification in accordance hours from the previously measurable
detail why the outfalls are expected to with Sections (3). (4), or (5) above] (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
discharge’substantially identical obtained during the period beginning event. Where practicable, the same
effluents. In addition, for each outfall [insert date 3 years after permit individual should carry out the
that the permittee believes is issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 collection and examination of
representative, an estimate of the size ofyears after permit issuance] shall be discharges for the entire permit term.
the drainage area (in square feet) and ansubmitted on Discharge Monitoring (2) Visual examination reports must
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Report Form(s) postmarked no later thanbe maintained onsite in the pollution
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 the 31st day of the following March. Forprevention plan. The report shall
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), oreach outfall, one signed Discharge include the examination date and time,
high (above 65 percent)] shall be Monitoring Report form must be examination personnel, the nature of the
provided in the plan. The permittee submitted to the Director per storm discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
shall include the description of the event sampled. Signed copies of visual quality of the storm water
location of the outfalls, explanation of Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said discharge (including observations of
why outfalls are expected to discharge certifications, shall be submitted to the color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
substantially identical effluents, and Director of the NPDES program at the settled solids, suspended sohds, foam,
estimate of the size of the drainage areaaddress of the appropriate Regional oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
and runoff coefficient with the Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact of storm water pollution), and probable
Discharge Monitoring Report. sheet to this permit, sources of any observed storm water

(5] Alternative Certif!’cation. A (1] Additional Notification. In contamination.
discharger is not subject to the addition to filing copies of discharge (3] When a facility has two or more
monitoring requirements of this section monitoring reports in accordance with outfalls that, based on a consideration of
provided the discharger makes a paragraph b (above), facilities engaged industrial activity, significant materials,
certification for a given outfall, or on a in wood preservation and/or surface and management practices and activities
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of protection with at least one storm waterwithin the area drained by the outfall,
monitonng reports required under discharge associated with industrial the permittee reasonably believes
paragraph (b) below, under penalt~v of activity through a large or medium discharge substantially identical
law. signed in accordance with Part municipal separate storm sewer systemeffluents, the permittee may collect a
VII.G. (Signato~ Requirements), that (systems serving a population of sample of effluent of one o~ such
material handling equipment or 100,000 or more) must submit signed outfalls and report that the examination
activities, raw materials, Intermediate copies of discharge monitoring reports data also applies to the substantially
products, final products, waste to the operator of the municipal separateidentical outfall(s) provided that th~
materials, by-products, industrial storm sewer system in accordance withpermittee includes in the storm water
machinery or operations, or significant the dates provided in paragraph b pollution prevention plan a description
materials from past industrial activity (above). of the location of the outfalls and
that are located in areas of the facilit~ c. Quarterly Visual Examination of explains in detail why the outfalls are
within the drainage area of L~e outfail Storm Water Qualit.v. All timber expected to discharg~ substantially
are not presently exposed to storm waterproducts facilities shall perform and identical effluents. In addition, for each
and are not expected to be exposed todocument a visual examination of a out_fall that the permittee believes is
storm water for the certification period, storm water discharge associated with representative, an estimate of the size of
~uch certification must be retained in industrial activity from each outfall. ~he drainage area (in square feet) and an
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estimate of the runoff coefficient of the prevention plan terms and conditions ofwater supplies, liquid storage tanks,
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 this multi-sector permit are additive for processing areas, and storage areas. The
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orindustrial activities being conducted atmap must indicate the outfall locations
high (above 65 percent)] shall be the same industrial facility (co-located and the types of discharges contained inprovided in the plan. industrial activities). The operator of thethe drainage areas of the outfalls.

(4~ When a discharger is unable to facility shall determine which other (ii) For each area of the facility that
collect samples over the course of the monitoring and pollution prevention generates storm water discharges
visual examination period as a result ofplan section(s) of this permit (if any) areassociated with industrial activity with
adverse climatic conditions, the applicable to the facility, a reasonable potential for contair~ing
discharger must document the reason 2. Special Conditions. significant amounts of pollutants, afor not performing the visual a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water prediction of the direction of flow, and
examination and retain this Discharges. There are no additional an identification of the types ofdocumentation onsite with the records requirements beyond those in Part III.A.pollutants that are likely to be present
of the visual examinations. Adveme of this permit, in storm water discharges associated
weather conditions that mav prohibit 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention with industrial activity. Factors to
the collection of samples include Plan Requirements. consider include the toxicity of
weather conditions that create a. Contents of P]an. The plan shall chemical; quantity of chemicals used,
dangerous conditions for personnel include, at a minimum, the following produced or discharged; the likelihood
{such as local flooding, high winds, items: of contact with storm water: and history,
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, (I } Pollution Prevention Team. Each of significant leaks or spills of tonic or
etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofplan shall identify a specific individual hazardous pollutants. Flows with a
a sample impracticable (drought, or individfials within the facility significant potential for causing erosion
extended frozen conditions, etc.), organization as members of a storm shall be identified.

{5) When a discharger is unable to water Pollution Prevention Team that (b) Inventory of Exposed Matenais--conduct visual storm water are responsible for developing the stormAn inventory of the types of materiais
examinations at an inactive and water pollution prevention plan and handled at t~e site that potentiatlv may
unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityassisting the facility or plant manager inbe exposed to precipitation. Such
may exercise a waiver of the monitoringits implementation, maintenance, and inventory shall include a narrative
requirement as long as the facility revision. The plan shall clearly identify description of significant materials t.~.at
remains inactive and unstaffed. The the responsibilities of each tea~rn have been handled, treated, stored or
facility must maintain a certification member. The activities and disposed in a manner to allow exposure
with the pollution prevention plan responsibilities of the team shall to storm water between the time of 3stating that the site is inactive and address all aspects of the facility’s stormyears prior to the date of submission of
unstaffed so that performing visual water pollution prevention plan. a Notice of intent {NOI} to be coveredexaminations during a qualifying event (2} Description of Potential Pollutant under this permit and the present;is not feasible. Sources. Each plan shall provide a method and location of onsite storage or
B. Storm Water Discharges Associateddescription of potential sources that disposal; materials management
With Industrial Activity From Paper may reasonably be expected to add practices employed to minimize contact
And Allied Products Manufacturing significant amounts of pollutants to of materials with storm water runoff
Facilities storm water discharges or that may between the time of 3 years prior to the

result in the discharge of-pollutants date of the submission of a Notice of
1. Discharges Covered Under This during dry weather from separate stormIntent {NOI} to be covered under thisSection. The requirements listed undersewers draining the facility. Each plan permit and the present: the location andthis section shall apply to storm water shall identify all activities and a description ~ existing structural anddischarges from the following activities:significant materials that may nonstructural control measures tofacilities engaged in the manufacture ofpotentially be significant pollutant reduce pollutants in storm water runoff:pulps from wood and other cellulose sources. Each plan shall include, at a and a description of any treatment thefibers and from rags; the manufacture ofminimum: storm water receives. The inventory of

paper and paperboard into converted (a) Drainage. exposed materials shall include, b~tproducts, such as paper coated off the (i} A site map indicating an outline of shall not be lirmted to the significantpaper machine, paper bags. paper boxesthe portions of the drainage area of eachmaterials stored exposed to storm waterand envelopes; and establishments storm water outfall that are within the and material management practicesprimarily engaged in manufacturing facility boundaries, each existing employed that were listed for thebags of plastic film and sheet. These structural control measure to reduce facility in the approved groupfacilities are commonly identified bv pollutants in storm water runoff, surfaceapplication.Standard Industrial Classification (~IC) water bodies, locations where (c) Spills and Leaks--A list ofMajor Group 26. significant materials are exposed to significant spills and significant leaks ofWhen an industrial facility., describedprecipitation, locations where major toxic or hazardous pollutants thatby the above coverage provisions of thisspills or leaks identified under Part occurred at areas that are exposed tosection, has industrial activities being XI.B.3.a.{2}(c) (Spills and Leaks} of this precipitation or that otherwise drain toconducted onsite that meet the permit have occurred, and the locationsa storm water conveyance at the facilitvdescription{s} of industrial activities in of the following activities where such after the date of 3 years prior to the dat~eanother section(s}, that industrial activities are exposed to precipitation: of submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI}facility shall complv with anv and all fueling stations, vehicle and equipmentto be covered under this permit. Suchapplicable monitori’ng and p~llution maintenance and/or cleaning areas, list shall be updated as appropriateprevention plan requirements of the loading/unloading areas, locations useddunng the term of the permit.other section(s} in addition to all for the treatment, storage or disposal of {d) Sarnpling Data--A summary, ofapplicable requirements in this section,wastes and wastewaters, locations usedexisting discharge sampling dataThe monitoring and pollution for the treatment, filtration, or storage ofdescribing pollutants in storm water
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discharges from the facility, including ahandling procedures, storage shall indicate why the certification
summary of sampling data collected requirements, and use of equipmentrequired by this part was not feasible,
during the term of this permit, such as diversion valves in the plan along with the identification of potential

(e) Risk Identification and Summary should be considered. Procedures for significant sources of non-storm water at
of Potential Poliutant Sources--A cleaning up spills shall be identified inthe site. A discharger that is unabie ’~o
narrative description of the potential the plan and made available to the provide the certification required ~.x- this
pollutant sources from the following appropriate personnel. The necessary paragraph must notify, the Director
activities: loading and unloading equipment to implement a clean up accordance with paragraph (iii) (below).
operations; outdoor storage activities; should be available to personnel. (ii) Except for ,"lows from fire fighting
outdoor manufacturing or processing (d) Inspections-Qualified facility activities, sources of non-storm water
activitres; significant dust or particulatepersonnel shall be identified to inspect listed in Part III.A.2. of this permit ~at
generating processes; and onsite waste designated equipment and areas of theare combined with storm water
disposal practices, and wastewater facility at appropriate intervals specifieddischarges associated with industrial
treatment activities to include sludge in the plan. A set of tracking or follow-activity must be identified in the p ian.
drying, storage, application or disposal up procedures shall be used to ensure The plan shall identify, and ensure the
activities. The description shall that appropriate actions are taken inimplementation of appropriate poilution
specifically list any significant potentialresponse to the inspections. Records o,~prevention measures for the non-storm
source of pollutants at the site and for inspections shall be maintained, water component(s) of the discharge.
each potential source, an)’ pollutant or (e) Employee Training--Employee (iii) Failure to Certify--Any faci~,t)"
pollutant parameter (e.g., biochemical training programs shall inform that is unable to provide the
oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall personnel~responsible for implementingcertification required (testing for non-
be identified, activities identified in the storm water storm water discharges), must noufv the

[3) Measures and Controls. Each pollution prevention plan or otherwise Director by [Insert date 270 days a~-er
facilitv covered bv this uermit shall responsible for storm water managementpermit issuance] or. for facilities
deve!~p a description o~ storm water at all levels of responsibility of the begin to discharge storm water
management controls appropriate for components and goals of the storm associated with industrial activity after
the facility, and impiement such water pollution prevention plan. [Insert date of permit issuance],
controls. ~l’he appropriateness and Training should address topics such as davs after submitting an NOI to be
priorities of controls in a plan shall spill response, good housekeeping andco~,ered bv this permit. If the fail’c.re to
reflect identified potemial sources of material management practices. The certify, is ~aused by the inability t~
pollutants at the facility. The pollution prevention plan shall identifv perform adequate tests or evaluations.
description of storm water management periodic dates for such training, such notification shall describe: the
controls shall address the following (f) Recordkeeping and Internal procedure of anv test conducted for the
minimum components, including a Reporting Procedures---A description ofpresence of non’storm water discharges:
schedule for implementing such incidents (such as spills, or other the results of such test or other relevant
controls: discharges), along with other observations; potential sources of non-

(a) Good Housekeeping~Good information describing the quality and storm water discharges to the storm
housekeeping requires the maintenancequantity of storm water discharges shallsewer; and why adequate tests for such
of areas that may contribute pollutants be included in the plan required understorm sewers were not feasible. Non-
to storm water discharges in a clean, this part. Inspections and maintenancestorm water discharges to waters of the
orderly manner. The plan shall describeactivities shall be documented and United States that are not authorized by
procedures performed to minimize records of such activities shall be an NPDES permit are unlawful, and
contact of materials with storm water incorporated into the plan. must be terminated.
runoff. Examples include cleaning of (g) Non-storm Water Discharges. (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
lots and roofs that collect debris; routine (i) The plan shall include a The plan shall identify areas that. due
cleamng of wastewater treatment, andcertification that the discharge has beento topography, activities, or other
other waste disposal (such as sludge tested or evaluated for the presence of factors, have a high potential for
handling) locations, non-storm water discharges. The significant soil erosion, and identifi,’

(b) Preventive Maintenance--A certification shall include the structural, vegetative, and/or
preventive maintenance program shall identification of potential significantstabilization measures to be used to
involve timely inspection and sources of non-storm water at the site, limit erosion.
maintenance of storm water a description of the results of any test (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
management devices (e.g.. cleaning oil/ and/or evaluation for the presence ofshall contain a narrative considera~on
water separators, catch basins) as well non-storm water discharges, the of the appropriateness of traditional
as inspecting and testing facility evaluation criteria or testing method storm water management practices
equipment and systems to uncover used, the date of any testing and/or (practices other than those that control
conditions that could cause breakdowns evaluation, and the onsite drainagethe generation or source(s) of pollutants)
or failures resulting in discharges of points that were directly observed used to divert, infiltrate, reuse, or
pollutants to surface waters, and during the test. Certifications shall be otherwise manage storm water runoff m
ensuring appropriate maintenance of signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofa manner that reduces pollutants
such equipment and systems, this permit. Such certification max, notstorm water discharges from the s~te.

(c) Spill Prevention "and Response be feasible if the facility operating the The plan shall provide ~at measures
Procedures~Areas where potential storm water discharge associated with that the permittee determines to be
spills that can contribute pollutants to industrial activity does not have accessreasonable and appropriate shail be
storm water discharges can occur, and to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofimplemented and maintained. The
their accompanying drainage points access to the ultimate conduit that potential of various sources at the
shall be identified clearly in the storm receives the discharge. In such cases, facility to contribute pollutants to storm
water pollution prevention plan. Wherethe source identification section of the waterdischarges associated with
appropriate, specifying material storm water pollution prevention plan industrial activity [see Part XI.B.3.a.(2)
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of this permit {Description of Potential (c) A report summarizing the scope of TABLE [~--1 .mMONITORINGPollutant Sources)] shall be considered the evaluation, personnel making the REQUIREMENTSwhen determining reasonable and evaluation, the date(s} of the evaluation,
appropriate measures. Appropriate major observations relating to the Cut-off con-measures may include: vegetative implementation of the storm water Pollutants of concern centrationswales and practices; reuse of collectedpollution prevention plan, and actions
storm water (such as for a process or astaken in accordance with paragraph Chemical Oxygen Demand .....120 ,-~.
an irrigation source}; inlet controls (4}(b} (above) of the permit shall be
(such as oil/water separators); snow made and retained as part of the storm (1} Monitoring Pe~ods. Paperboard
management activities; infiltration water pollution prevention plan for at mills shall monitor samples collected
devices, and wet detention/retention least 3 years from the date of the during the sampling periods of: ~anuarv
devices; screens or fences used to evaluation. The report shall identifi" anythrough March, April through June, Ju~y
protect dust and particulate collection incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ a through September, and October
activities from wind or to minimize the report does not identify any incidents ofthrough December for the years
effects of wind on material loading andnoncompliance, the report shall containspecified in paragraph a. (above).
storage, and processing activities to a certification that the facility is in (2) Sample T.vpe. A minimum of one
eliminate or reduce windblown or compliance with the storm water grab sample shall be taken. All such
airborne pollutants; secondary pollution prevention plan and this samples shall be collected from the
containment of storage areas such as permit. The report shall be signed in discharge resulting from a storm event
berms and dikes; diversionary structuresaccordance with Part VII.G. ISignatory that is greater than 0.1 inches in
to direct storm water awav from areas ofRequirements} of this permit, magnitude and that occurs at least 72
potential contamination; ~md tarpaulins, (d) Where compliance evaluation hours from the previously measurable
roofs, or other coverings of outdoor schedules overlap with inspections (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
storage or industrial activities or other required under 3.a.{3}{d}, the event. The required 72-hour storm event
equivalent measures, compliance evaluation may be interval is waived where the preceding

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance conduc*~ed in place of one such measurable storm event did not result
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall inspection, a measurable discharge from the facility.

The required 72-hour storm eventconduct site compliance evaluations at4. Numeric Effluent LLmitations interval mav also be waived where theappropriate intervals specified in the
plan, but in no case less than once a There are no additional numeric permittee documents that tess than a 72-

effluent limitations beyond those hour interval is representative for locai
year. Such evaluations shall provide: described in Pan V.B. of this permit, storm events during the season when(a} Areas contributing to a storm

sampling is being conducted. The ~abwater discharge associated with 5. Monitoring and Reporting
sample shall be taken during the first 30industrial activity such as material Requirements minutes of the discharge. If thestorage, handling, and disposal a. Analytical Monitoring collection of a grab sample during theactivities shall be visually inspected for Requirements. first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabevidence of, or the potential for, During the period beginning [insert sample can be taken during the firstpollutants entering the drainage system,date 1 year after permit issuance] lastinghour of the discharge, and theMeasures to reduce pollutant loadings through [insert date 2 years after permit discharger shall submit with theshall be evaluated to determine whetherissuance] and the period beginning monitoring report a description of whythey are adequate and properly [insert date 3 years after permit a grab sample during the first 30implemented in accordance with the issuance} lasting through finsert date 4 minutes was impracticable. If stormterms of the permit or whether years after permit issuance], permittees water discharges associated withadditional control measures are needed,with paperboard mills must monitor industrial activity commingle withStructural storm water management their storm water discharges associated process or nonprocess water, thenmeasures sediment and erosion controlwith industrial activity at least quarterly where practicable permittees mustmeasures, and other structural pollution(4 times per year) dunng years 2 and 4 attempt to sample the storm waterprevention measures identified in the except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.{3}discharge before it mixes with the non-plan shall be observed to ensure that (Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4) storm water discharge.they are operating correctly. A visual (Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5} (3} Sampling Waiver.inspection of equipment n~eded to (Alternative Certification). Paperboard (aj Adverse Conditions--When aimplement the plan, such as spill mills are required to monitor their storm discharger is unable to collec~ sam~tesresponse equipment, shall be made. water discharges for the pollutant of within a specified sampling period~ due(b) Based on the results of the concern listed in Table B-1 below, to adverse climatic conditions, theevaluation, the description of potential Facilities must report in accordance discharger shall collect a substitutepollutant sources identified in the plan with 5.b. {Reporting}. In addition to the sample from a separate qualifying event~n accordance with Pan XI.B.3.a.(2) of parameters listed in Table B-1 below, in the next period and submit the datathis permit (Description of Potential the permittee shall provide the date andalong with data for the routine samplePollutant Sources} and pollution duration (in hours) of the storm event(s)in that period. Adverse weatherprevention measures and controls sampled: rainfall measurements or conditions that may prohibit theidentified in the plan in accordance estimates (in inches) of the storm eventcollection of samples inciude weatherwith Pan XI.B.3.a.(3} of this permit that generated the sampled runoff; the conditions that create dangerous(Measures and Controls} shall be revisedduration between the storm event conditions for personnel {such as localas appropriate within 2 weeks of such sampled and the end of the previous flooding, high winds, hurricanes.evaluation and shall provide for measurable (greater than 0.1 inch tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} orimplementation of any changes to the rainfall) storm event: and an estimate ofotherwise make the collection of aplan in a timely manner, but in no casethe total volume (in gallons) of the sample impracticable (drought.more than 12 weeks after the evaluation,discharge sampled, extended frozen conditions, etc.).
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(b) Low Concentration Waiver--When and runoff coefficient with the appropriate Regional Office listed in
the average concentration for a pollutantDischarge Monitoring Report. Part VI.G. of the fact sheet.
calculated from all monitoring data (5) Alternative Certification. A (1) Additional Notification. In
collected from an outfall during the discharger is not subiect to the addition to filing copies of discharge
momtoring period [insert date I year monitoring requirements of this section monitoring reports in accordance with
after permit issuance] lasting through provided the discharger makes a paragraph b (above), paperboard miils
[insert date 2 years after permit certification for a given outfall or on a with at least one storm water discharge
issuance] is less than the correspondingpollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of associated with industrial activity
value for that pollutant listed in Table monitoring reports required under through a large or medium municipal
B-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- paragraph (b) below, under penalty of separate storm sewer system (systems
off Concentration, a facility may waive law, signed in accordance with Part serving a population of 100,000 or more)
monitoring and reporting requirements VII.G. (Signatory. Requirements), that must submit signed copies of discharge
in the monitoring period beginning material handling equipment or monitoring reports to the operator of the
[insert date 3 years after permit activities, raw materials, intermediate municipal separate storm sewer system
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 products, final products, waste in accordance with the dates pro~:ided
years after permit issuance]. The facilitymaterials, by-products, industrial in paragraph b (above).
must submit to the Director, in lieu of machinery or operations, or significant c. Quarterly Visual Examination of
the monitoring data, a certification that materials from past industrial activity Storm Water Quality. Facilities sh~ll
there has not been a significant change that are located in areas of the facility perform and document a visual
in industrial activity or the pollution within the drainage area of the outfail examination of a storm water discharge
prevention measures in area of the are not presently exposed to storm waterassociated with industrial activity from
facility that drains to the outfall for and are not expected to be exposed toeach ouffall, except discharges
which sampling was waived, storm water for the certification period, exempted below. The examination must

(c) When a discharger is unable to Such certification must be retained in be made at least once in each designated
conduct quarterly chemical storm waterthe storm water pollution prevention period [described in (1), below] during
sampling at an inactive and unstaffed plan, and submitted to EPA in daylight hours ’~nless there is

accordance with Part VI.C. of this insufficient rainfall or snow melt tosite, the operator of the facility may
exercise a waiver of the monitoring permit. In the case of certifying that a produce a runoff event.

requirements as long as the facility pollutant is not present, the permittee (I) Examinations shall be conducted

remains inactive and unstaffed. The must submit the certification along with in each of the following periods for the
facility must submit to the Director, in the monitoring reports required under purposes of visually inspecting storm

paragraph (b) below. If the permittee water quality associated with storm
heu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they water runof~ or snow melt: January
statement on the DMR stating that the through March; April through June: Julysite is inactive and unstaffed so that must submit the date exposure was
collecting a sample during a qualifying eliminated and any monitoring requiredthrough September; and October

up until that date. This certification through December.event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance (2~ Examinations shall be made of
(4) Representative Discharge. When amonitoring requirements associated samples collected within the first 30

facility has two or more outfalls that, with effluent limitations, minutes (or as soon thereafter as
based on a consideration of industrial b. Reporting. Permittees with practical, but not to exceed one hour) of
activity, significant materials, and paperboard mills shall submit when the runoff or snowmelt begins
management practices and activities monitoring results for each outfall discharging. The examinations shall
within the area drained by the outfall, associated with industrial activity [or a document observations of color, odor,
the permittee reasonably believes certification in accordance with " clarity, floating solids, settled solids,
discharge substantially identical Sections (3), (4), or (5) above] obtainedsuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
effluents, the permittee may test the during the reporting period beginning other obvious indicators of storm water
effluent of one of such outfalls and [insert date 1 year after permit issuance]pollution. The examination must be
report that the quantitative data also lasting through [insert date 2 years after conducted in a well lit area. No
applies to the substantially identical permit issuance] on Discharge analvtical tests are required to be
outfall(s) provided that the permittee Monitoring Report Form(s) postmarked performed on the samples. All such
includes in the storm water pollution no later than the 31st day of the samples shall be collected from the
prevention plan a description of the following March [insert the date 2 years discharge resulting from a storm event
location of the outfalls and explains in after ~ermit issuance]. Monitoring that is greater than 0.1 inches in
detail why the outfalls are expected toresults [or a certification in accordance magnitude and that occurs at least 72
discharge substantially identical with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above] hours from the previously measurable
effluents. In addition, for each outfall obtained during the period beginning (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
that the permittee believes is [insert date 3 years after permit event. Where practicable, the same
representative, an estimate of the size ofissuance] lasting through [insert date 4 individual will carry out the collection
the drainage area (in square feet) and anyears after permit issuance] shall be and examination ofdischarges for the
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the submitted on Discharge Monitoring life of the permit.
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 Report Form(s) postmarked no later than (3~ When a discharger is unable to
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orthe 31st day of the following March. Forcollect samples over the course of the
high (above 65 percent)] shall be each outfal], one signed Discharge visual examination period as a result of
provided in the plan. The permittee Monitoring Report Form must be adverse climatic conditions, the
shall include the description of the submitted per storm event completed, discharger must document the reason
location of the outfalls, explanation of Signed copies of Discharge Monitoring for not performing the visual
why outfalls are expected to dischargeReports, or said certifications, shall be examination and retain this
substantially identical effluents, and submitted to the Director of the NPDES documentation onsite with the records
estimate of the size of the drainage areaprogram at the address of the of the visual examination. Adverse
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weather conditions that may prohibit C. Storm Water Discharges Associated description(s) of industrial activities in
the collection of samples include With Industrial Activity From Chemical another section(s), that industrial
weather conditions that create and Allied Products Manufacturing facility shall comply with any and all
dangerous conditions for personnel Facilities applicable monitoring and pollution
(such as local flooding, high winds, 1. Discharges Covered Under This prevention plan requirements of the
hurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,Section other section(s) in addition to all
etc.) or otherwise make the collection of applicable requirements in this section.
a sample impracticable (drought, The requirements listed under this The monitoring and pollution
extended frozen conditions, etc.), section shall apply to storm water prevention plan terms and conditions of

discharges associated with industrial this multi-sector permit are additive for
(4) When a discharger is unable to activity from a facility engaged in industrial activities being conducted atconduct visual storm water manufacturing the following products the same industrial facility/co-locatedexaminations at an inactive and and generally described by the SIC codeindustrial activities). The operator of theunstaffed site, the operator of the facilityshown: facility shall determine which othermay exercise a waiver of the monitoringa. Basic industrial inorganic monitoring and pollution preventionrequirement as long as the facility chemicals (including SIC 281). plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areremains inactive and unstaffed. The b. Plastic materials and syntheticapplicable to the facility.

facility must maintain a certification resins, synthetic rubbers, and cellulosic
with the pollution prevention plan and other humanmade fibers, except 2. Discharges Not Covered By This
stating that the site is inactive and glass (including SIC 282). Section
unstaffed so that performing visual c. Soap ~md other detergents and in a. Storm water discharges from drug
examinations during a qualifying eventproducing glycerin from vegetable and manufacturing facilities and other
is not feasible, animal fats and oils; specialty cleaning,establishments classified as SIC Code

polishing, and sanitation preparations; 283.(5) Visual examination reports must surface active preparations used as
be maintained onsite in the pollution emulsifiers, wetting agents, and 3. Special Conditions
prevention plan. The report shall finishing agents, including sulfonated a. Prohibition of Non-storm Waterinclude the examination date and time.oils; and perfumes, cosmetics, and otherDischarges. In addition to those non-examination personnel, the nature of thetoilet preparations lincluding SIC 284).storm water discharges prohibited "znderdischarge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), d. Paints (in paste and reedy-mixed section [II.A.2, this section does not
visual quality of the storm water form); varnishes; lacquers; enamels andauthorize the discharge of:
discharge {including observations of shellac; putties, wood fillers, and (1] Inks, paints, or substances
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, sealers; paint and varnish removers; (hazardous, nonhazardous, etc.)
settled solids, suspended solids, foam, paint brush cleaners; and allied paint resulting from an onsite spill, including
oil sheen, and other obvious indicators products (including SIC 285). materials collected in drip pans:
of storm water pollution), and probable e. Industrial organic chemicals (2] Washwaters from material
sources of any observed storm water (including SIC 286). handling and processing areas. This
contamination. .f. Nitrogenous and phosphatic basic includes areas where containers,

fertilizers, mixed fertilizer, pesticides,equipment, industrial machinery, and(6] When a facility has two or more and other agricultural chemicals any significant materials are exposed tooutfalls that, based on a consideration of{including SIC 287}. - storm water.industrial activity, significant materials,    g. Industrial and household
(3) Washwaters from drum, tank. orand management practices and activities adhesives, glues, caulking compounds, container rinsing and cleaning.within the area drained by the outfall, sealants, and linoleum, tile, and rubber

the permittee reasonably believes cements from vegetable, animal, or 4. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
discharge substantially identical synthetic plastics materials; explosives; Plan Requirements
effluents, the permittee mav collect a printing ink, including gravure ink, a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall
sample of effluent of one o~ such screen process ink, and lithographic: include, at a minimum, the following
outfalls and report that the examination miscellaneous chemical preparations, items:
data also applies to the substantially such as fatty acids, essential oils, gelatin (I] Poflution Prevention Team. Each
identical outfalls provided that the {except vegetable}, sizes, bluing, laundry plan shall identify, a specific individual
permittee includes in the storm water sours, writing and stamp pad ink, or individuals within the facility
pollution prevention plan a description industrial compounds, such as boiler organization as members of a storm
of the location of the outfalls and and heat insulating compounds, metal, water Pollution Prevention Team. The
explaining in detail why the outfalls are oil, and water treatment compounds, team will be responsible for developing
expected to discharge substantially waterproofing compounds, and the storm water pollution prevention

chemical supplies for foundries plan and assisting the facility or plantidentical effluents. In addition, for each
{including facilities with SIC 289). manager in its implementation.outfall that the permittee believes is h. Ink and paints, including china maintenance, and revision. The planrepresentative, an estimate of the size of painting enamels, india ink, drawing shall clearly identi~ the responsibihtiesthe drainage area (in square feet) and an ink, platinum paints for burnt wood or of each team member. The activities andestimate of the runoff coefficient of the leather work, paints for china painting, responsibilities of the team shalldrainage area {e.g.. low {under 40 artists’ paints and artists’ water colors address all aspects of the facility’s Dian.percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or(SIC 3952, limited to those listed). (2) Description of Potential P~llu’rant

high (above 65 percent)] shall be i. Co-located Industrqal Activities. Sources. Each plan shall provide a
provided in the plan. When an industrial facility, described description of potential sources of

by the above coverage provisions of thispollutants to storm water discharges and
section, has industrial activities being sources of discharges of pollutants
conducted onsite that meet the during dry weather. Each plan shall
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identify, all activities and materials that shall be updated as appropriate to or use other appropriate measures to
may be pollutant sources. Each plan include any significant spills and leaks reduce the potential for the discharge of
shall include, at a minimum: during the term of the permit, storm water that has come into contact

(o] Drainage and Site Plan--A site [d) Sampling Doto--A summary, of with garbage or waste materials. This
map shall be developed for the facility,existing storm water sampling data schedule shall be included in the plan.
This map shall include, at a minimum: describing pollutants discharged from Individuals responsible for waste
the location of all structures the facility, including a summary of management and disposal shall be
(manufacturing buildings, garages, etc.),sampling data collected during the terminformed of the procedures established
impervious areas, the location of each of this permit. In addition, the report ofunder the plan.
storm water outfall and/or connection tomonitoring data that is submitted to {b) Routinely inspect for leaks and the
municipal storm sewer; types of EPA pursuant to Part VI. of this permit condition of drums, tanks and
discharges included in each discharge; shall be maintained with the pollution containers. Ensure that spill cleanup
an outline of the portions of the preventionplan, procedures are understood by
drainage area of each out.fall within the (e) Risk Identification and Summary employees.
facility boundaries and a prediction of of Potential Poflutant Sources. (c) Keep an up-to-date inventory, of all
the direction of flow in each area; each (i) A narrative description of the materials present at the facility. While
existing structural control measure to potential pollutant sources from the preparing the inventory, all containers
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; following: loading, unloading, and should be cle&rly labeled. Hazardous
surface water bodies; locations where transfer of chemicals; outdoor storage ofcontainers that requires special
materials are exposed to precipitation: salt, pallets, coal, drums, containers, handling, storage, use and disposal shall
and locations where major spills or fuels, or other materials; outdoor be clearly ma~ked.
leaks identified under Part manufacturing or processing activities; (dl Maintain clean ground surfaces.
XI.C.4.a.(2)(c) (below) of this permit significant dust or particulate generating (ii) Preventive Maintenance~A
have occurred. The map shall also processes; fueling stations; vehicle and preventive maintenance program shall
indicate the locations of the following equipment maintenance and/or cleaningbe developed and shall involve timely
outdoor activities: fueling stations; areas; locations used for the treatment, inspection and maintenance of storm
vehicle and equipment maintenance storage or disposal (on or off site) of water management devices (e.g., oil/
and/or cleaning areas; loading/ wastes and wastewaters; storage tanks water separators, catch basins, dikes,
unloading areas: locations used for the and other containers; processing and storm sewer, basins, pipes). Also,
treatment, storage or disposal of wastes:storage areas; access roads, rail cars andpreventive maintenance includes
storage tanks and other containers: tracks; the location of transfer of inspecting and testing facility
processing and storage areas; access substances in bulk; and machinery, equipment and systems to uncover
roads, rail cars and tracks; the location (ii) The description shall specifically conditions that could cause breakdowns
of transfer of substances in bulk; and list any significant potential source of or failures, and ensuring appropriate
machinery, pollutants at the site and for each maintenance of such equipment and

(b} Inventory of Exposed Materials potential source, any pollutant or systems.
and Management Practices--An pollutant parameter (e.g., chemical (iii) Spit Prevention and Response
inventory of the types of materials oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall Procedures~Spill prevention and
handled at the site that may be exposedbe identified, response procedures shall be developed.
to precipitation shall be collected. Such (iii) Factors to consider include: Areas where potential spills (that can
inventory shall include: a narrative quantity of chemicals uded, produced orcontribute pollutants to storm water
description of materials that have beendischarged; the likelihood of contact discharges) can occur and their
handled, treated, stored or disposed inwith storm water; and history of accompanying drainage points shall be
a manner to allow exposure to storm significant leaks or spills. In addition, identified clearly in the storm water
water between the time of 3 years priorflows with a significant potential for pollution prevention plan. Where
to the date of the submission of a Noticecausing erosion shall be identified, appropriate, specifying material
of Intent (NOI) to be covered under this (3) Measures and Controls. Each handling procedures, storage
permit and the present; method and facility covered by this permit shall requirements, and use of equipment
location of onsite storage or disposal; develop a description of storm water such as diversion valves in the plan
materials management practices management controls appropriate for should be considered. Procedures for
employed to minimize contact of the facility, and implement such cleaning up spills shall be identified in
materials with storm water runoff controls. The appropriateness and the plan and made available to the
between the time of 3 years prior to thepriorities of controls in a plan shall appropriate personnel. The necessary
date of the submission of a Notice of reflect identified potential sources of equipment to unplement a clean up
intent (NOI) to be covered under this pollutants at the facility. The (e.g., absorbent materials) should be
permit and the present; the location anddescription of storm water managementavailable to personnel.
a description of existing structural and controls shall address the following (iv) Inspections---Qualified personnel
nonstructural control measures to minimum components, including a shall conduct quarterly inspections. A
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; reasonable schedule for implementing wet weather inspection (during a
and a description of any treatment the such controls: rainfall event) shall be conducted in the
storm water receives. (a) Nonstructural Controls. second (April to June) and third quarters

(c} Spills and Leaks---A list of (i} Good Housekeeping~Good (July to September) of each year. A dry.
significant spills and leaks of material housekeeping requires that areas that weather inspection {no precipitation)
that occurred at areas that am exposedmay contribute pollutants to storm shall be conducted in the first (January
to precipitation or that otherwise dram water discharges are maintained in a to March) and fourth quarters (October
to a storm water conveyance after the clean, orderly manner. At a minimum, to December). Such inspections shall be
date of 3 years prior to the date of the permittee shall: documented and this documentation
submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI) (a) Schedule regular pickup and shall be retained as part of the pollution
to be covered under this permit. The listdisposal of garbage and waste materials,prevention plan. Changes based on the
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results of the quarterly inspections shallreasonable and appropriate structural equipped to prevent or divert the
be made in a timely manner, measures. The plan shall provide that discharge, in the event of an

(a) When a seasonal dr3, period is measures that the permittee determinesuncontrolled spill of materials, return
sustained for more than 3 months, a dryto be reasonable and appropriate shallthe spilled material to the facility.
weather inspection will satisfy the wet be implemented and maintained. (c) Management of Runoff--The plan
weather inspection requirement. (i) Practices for Material Handling shall contain a description of storm

(b) All areas exposed to precipitationand Storage Amas~Permittees shall water management practices used and/
at the facilities shall be visually ensure the implementation of practicesor to be used to divert, infiltrate, reuse.
inspected for evidence of. or the that conform with the following: or otherwise manage storm water ~moff
potential for, pollutants entering the (a) In areas where liquid or powderedin a manner that reduces pollutants in
drainage system. Measures to reduce materials are stored, facilities shall storm water discharges from the site.
pollutant loadings shall be evaluated toprovide either dLking, curbing, berms, orAppropriate measures may include:determine whether they are adequate other appropriate measures to reduce vegetative swales, ripreps, reuse of
and properly implemented or whetherthe potential of discharge of liquid or collected storm water (such as for a
additional control measures are needed,powdered materials in storm water, process or as an irrigation sourcel, inlet
Structural storm water management (b) In all other outside storage areas controls (such as oil/water separators),
measures (diking, benning, curbing, including storage of used containers, snow management activities, infiltration
sediment and erosion control measures, machinery, scrap and constructiondevices, use of porous pavements, and
stabilization controls, etc.) required materials, and pallets, facilities shall wet detention/retention devices.
under this section ~hall be observed toprevent or minimize storm water runon (d) Sediment and Erosion Control--
ensure that they am operating correctly,to the storage area by using curbing, The plan shall identify areas that, due
A visual inspection of equipment culvertin~, gutters, sewers or other to topography, activities, or other
needed to implement the plan, such asforms of drainage control, factors, have a potential for significant
spill response equipment, shall be (c} In all storage areas, roofs, covers orsoil erosion. Plans shall describe
made. other forms of appropriate protection permanent stabilization practices and

(v) Employee Training--Employee shall be used to prevent storage areas shall ensure that disturbed portions of
training programs shall inform from exposure to storm water and wind.the site are stabilized. StabiLization
personnel responsible for implementingFor the purpose of this paragraph, tankspractices may include: permanent
activities identified in the storm water would be considered to be appropriateseeding, mulching, geotextiles, sod
pollution prevention plan or otherwiseprotection, stabilization, vegetative buffer strips,
responsible for storm water management(d) In areas where liquid or powderedprotection of trees, preservation of
at all levels of responsibility of the materials are transferred in bulk from mature vegetation, and other
components and goals of the storm truck or rail cars, permittees shall appropriate measures.water pollution prevention plan. provide appropriate measures to (e) Non-storm Water Discharges.
Training should address topics such asminimize contact of material with (i) The plan shall include a
spill response, good housekeeping, precipitation. Permittees shall considercertification that the discharge has been
material management practices and providing for hose connection points attested or evaluated for the presence of
procedures for equipment and containerstorage containers to be inside non-storm water discharges. The
cleaning and washing. The pollution containment areas, and drip pans to becertification shall include the
prevention plan shall identify periodicused in areas that are not in a identification of potential significant
dates for such training of at least once containment area, where spillage may sources of non-storm water at the site,
per year. occur (e.g., hose reels, connection pointsa description of the results of any test

(vi) Recordkeeping and Internal with rail cars or trucks) or equivalent and]or evaluation for the presence of
Reporting Procedures--A description ofmeasures, non-storm water discharges, the
incidents (such as spills, or other (e) In areas of transfer of contained orevaluation criteria or testing method
discharges), along with other packaged materials and loading/ used, the date of any testing and]or
information describing the quality andunloading areas, permittee shall evaluation, and the onsite drainage
quantity of storm water discharges shallconsider providing appropriate points that were directly observed
be included in the plan required underprotection such as overhangs or door during the test. Certifications shall be
this part. Inspections and maintenanceskirts to enclose trailer ends at truck signed in accordance with Pan VII.G. of
activities shall be documented and loading/unloading docks or an this permit. Such certification may not
records of such activities shall be equivalent, be feasible if the facility operating the
inco~orated into the plan. (f) Drainage from areas covered by storm water discharge associated with

(vii] Facility Security---Facilities shall paragraph XI.C.4.a.(3)(b)(i) of this industrial activity does not have access
have the necessary security systems tosection should be restrained by valvesto an outfall, manhole, or other point of
prevent accidental or intentional entry or other positive means to prevent the access to the ultimate conduit that
that could cause a discharge. Security discharge of a spill or leak. Containmentreceives the discharge. In such cases,
systems described in the plan shall units may be emptied by pumps or the source identification section of the
address fencing, lighting, vehicular ejectors: however, these shall be storm water pollution prevention plan
traffic control, and securing of manually activated, shall indicate why the certification
equipment and buildings. (g) Flapper-type drain valves shall notrequired by this part was not feasible.

(b) Structural Practices--The be used to drain containment areas, along with the identification of potentialpotential of various sources at the Valves used for the drainage of significant sources of non-storm water atfacility to contribute pollutants to stormcontainment areas should, as far as is the site. A discharger that is unable towater discharges associated with practical, be of manual, open-or-closedprovide the certification required bv thisindustrial activity [see Part XI.C.4.a.(2) design, paragraph must notify the Director in(Description of Potential Pollutant (h) If facility drainage is not accordance withparagraph (iii) (below).Sources) of this permit] shall be engineered as above, the final discharge (ii) Except for flows from fire fightingconsidered when determining point of all in-facility sewers should beactivities, sources of non-storm water
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listed in Part III.A.2. (Prob.ibition of (a) Areas contributing to a storm implementation of the plan, and actions
Non-storm Water Discharges) of this water discharge associated with taken in accordance with paragraph
permit that are combined with storm industrial activity such as material XI.C.4.a.(4)(b) (above) shall be made and
water discharges associated with storage and handling, loading and retained as part of the plan for at least
industrial activity must be identified in unloading, process activities, and plant3 years after the date of the evaluation.
the plan. The plan shall identify and yards shall be visually inspected for The report shall also identify any
ensure the implementation of evidence of, or the potential for, incidents of noncompliance. Where aappropriate pollution prevention pollutants entering the drainage system,report does not identify, any incidents ofmeasures for the non-storm water Measures to reduce pollutant loadingsnoncompliance, the report shall containcomponent(s) of the discharge, shall be evaluated to determine whether

(iii) Failure to Certify-Any facility they are adequate and properly a certification that the facility is in
that is unable to provide the implemented in accordance with the compliance with the plan and this
certification required (testing for non- terms of the permit or whether permit. The report shall be signed in
storm water discharges), must notify theadditional control measures are needed,accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory
Director by [insert date 270 days after Structural st6rm water management Requirements) of this permit.
permit issuance] or, for facilities that measures, sediment and erosion control5. Numeric Effluent Limitationsbegin to discharge storm water measures, other structural pollution
associated with industrial activity afterprevention measures identified in the In addition to the numeric effluent
[insert date 270 days after permit plan, as well as process related limitations described by Part V.B. of this
issuance] 180 days after submitting anpollution control equipment shall be permit, the following effluent
NOI to be covered by this permit. If the observed or tested to ensure that they limitations shall be met by existing andfailure to certify is caused by the are operating correctly. A visual new discharges with:
inability to perform adequate tests or inspection of equipment needed to
evaluations, such notification shall implement the plan, such as spill a. Phosphate Fertilizer Manufacturing
describe: the procedure of any test response equipment, shall be made. Runoff. The provisions of this paragraph
conducted for the presence of non-storm (b) Based on the results of the are applicable to storm water discharges
water discharges; the results of such testevaluation, the description of potentialfrom the Phosphate Subcategorb., of the
or other relevant observations; potentialpollutant sources (see Pan XI.C.4.a.(2)) Fertilizer Manufacturing Point Source
sources of non-storm water dischargesand pollution prevention measures andCategory (40 CFR 418.10). The term
to the storm sewer; and why adequate controls (see Pan XI.C.4.a.(3)) identifiedcontaminated storm water runoff shall
tests for such storm sewem were not in the plan shall be revised as mean precipitation runoff, that during
feasible. Non-storm water discharges toappropriate within 2 weeks of such manufacturing or processing, comes into
waters of the United States that are notevaluation. In addition, it shall providecontact with any raw materials.
authorized by an NPDES permit are for implementation of any changes to intermediate proauct, finished product,
unlawful, and must be terminated, the plan in a timely manner, but in no by-products or waste product (40 CFR

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance case more than 12 weeks after the 418.11(c)1. The concentration ofEvaluation. A member(s] of the evaluation, pollutants in storm water dischargespollution prevention team or a qualified (c) A report summarizing the scope of shall not exceed the effluent limitations
professional designated by the team the evaluation, personnel making the in Table C-1.shall conduct, at a minimum, annual evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,
site compliance evaluations, observations relating to the

TABLE C-1.--NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS

Effluent limitations (rng/L)

Average of
Effluent characteristics Maximum ct~uly values

for any 1 for 30 con-
secutJveday days shall

not exceed

Total Phos!~horus (as P) ................................................................................................................................................. 105.0 35.0
Fluoride ............................................................................................................................................................................75.0 25.0

6. Monitoring and Reporting inorganic chemical facilities: soaps, industrial inorganic chemical facilities:
Requirements detergents, cosmetics, and perilune soaps, detergents, cosmetics, and

a. Analytical Monitoring manufacturing facilities; and plastics, perfume manufacturing facilities: and
Requirements. synthetics, and resin manufacturing plastics, synthetics, and resin

During the period beginning [insert facilities must monitor their storm watermanufacturing facilities are required to
date I year after permit issuance] lastingdischarges associated with industrial monitor their storm water discharges for
through [insert date 2 years after permitactivity at least quanerly (4 times per the pollutants of concern listed in
issuance] and the period beginning year) during years 2 and 4 except as Tables C-2, C-3.
[insert date 3 years after permit provided in paragraphs 6.a.(3) C--4. and C-5 below. Facilities must
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4(Sampling Waiver), 6.a.(4) report in accordance with 6.b.
years after permit issuance], permittees(Representative Discharge), and 6.a.(5) (Reporting). in addition to the
with agricultural chemical (Alternative Certification). Agricultural parameters listed in Tables C-2. C-3,
manufacturing facilities: industrial chemical manufacturing facilities; C-4, and C-5 below, the permittee shall
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provide the date and duration (in hours)discharge resulting from a storm eventthere has not been a significant change
of the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall that is greater than 0.1 inches in in industrial activity or the pollution
measurements or estimates (in inches)magnitude and that occurs at least 72 prevention measures in area of the
of the storm event that generated the hours from the previously measurable facility that drains to the outfall for
sampled runoff; the duration between (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm which sampling was waived.
the storm event sampled and the end ofevent. The required 72-hour storm event (c) When a discharger is unable to
the previous measurable (greater thaninterval is waived where the precedingconduct quarterly chemical storm water
0.1 inch rainfall) storm event; and an measurable storm event did not result insampling at an inactive and unstaffed
estimate of the total volume (in gallons)a measurable discharge from the facility,site, the operator of the facility may
of the discharge sampled. The required 72-hour storm event exercise a waiver of the monitoring

interval may also be waived where the requirements as long as the facility
TABLE C-2.mAGRICULTURAL CHEMI- permittee documents that less than a 72- remains inactive and unstaffed. T~e

CALS MONITORING REQUIREMENTS hour interval is representative for local facility must submit to the Director, in
storm events during the season when lieu of monitoring data, a certification

Pollutants of concern Cut-off con- sampling is being conducted. The grabstatement on the DMR stating that the
centration sample shall be taken during the first 30site is inactive and unstaffed so that

minutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample during a quali~ingNitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen .... 0.68 rng/L collection of a grab sample during theevent is not possible.Tota~ Recoverable Lead .........0.0816 mg/L first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab (4) Representative Discharge. When aTotaJ Recoverable Iron ........... 1.0 mg/L
Total Recoverable Zinc ...........0.11 ? m~/L sample can be taken during the first facility has two or more outfalls that.
Phosphorus .............................2.0 mg/L - hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrial

dischargei- shall submit with the activity, significant materials, and
monitoring report a description of why management practices and activitiesTABLE C--3.--INDUSTRIAL ~NORGANIC a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained bv the outfall,

CHEMICALS MONITORING REQUIRE- minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believes
MENTS water discharges associated with discharge substantially identical

industrial activity commingle with effluents, the permittee may test the
Polk~ta~ts of concern / Cut-off con- process or nonprocess water, then effluent of one of such outf’alls and

Ios~ration where practicable permittees must report that the quantitative data also
Total Recoverable Aluminum . 0.75 mg/L attempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantiallv identical
Total Recoverable Iron ........... 1.0 rng/L discharge before it mixes with the non- out_fall(s) provided that th~ permittee
Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen .... 0.68 mg/L storm water discharge, includes in the storm water pollution

(3) Sampling Waiver. prevention plan a description of the
(a} Adverse Conditions--When a location of the outfalls and explains inTABLE C-4.--SOAPS, DETERGENTS, discharger is unable to collect samplesdetail why the outfalls are expected to

COSMETICS, AND PERFUMES MON- within a specified sampling period duedischarge substantially identical
ITORING REQUIREMENTS to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each outfall

discharger shall collect a substitute that the permittee believes is
Pollutants of concern I Cut-off con- sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size of

centration in the next period and submit the data the drainage area (in square feet) and an
along with data for the routine sample estimate of the nmoff coefficient of theNitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen .... 0.68 rng/L in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low (under 40Total Recoverable Zinc ...........0.11"7 m~/L conditions that may prohibit the percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
collection of samples include weather high (above 65 percent)] shall be

TABLE C-5.mPLASTICS, SYNTHETICS, conditions that create dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee
AND RESINS MONITORING REQUIRE- conditions for personnel (such as localshall include the description of the
MENTS flooding, high winds, hurricanes, location of the out.falls, explanation of

tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or why outfalls are expected to discharge
Pollutants of concern t Cut-off con- otherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and

centration sample impracticable (drought, estimate of the size of the drainage area
extended frozen conditions, etc.), and runoff coefficient with theTotal Recoverable Zinc ...........0.117 mg/L    (b) Low Concentration Waiver--WhenDischarge Monitoring Report.
the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A

(l] Monitoring Periods. Agricultural calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to thechemical manufacturing facilities; collected from an outfall during the monitonng requirements of this sectionindustrial inorganic chemical facilities:monitoring period [insert date 1 year provided the discharger makes asoaps, detergents, cosmetics, and after permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall or on aperfume manufacturing facilities: and [insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu ofplastics, synthetics, and resin issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitonng reports required undermanufacturing facilities shall monitor value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph (b) ~e|ow, under penalty ofsamples collected during the samplingC-2 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Pa~t
periods of: January through March, off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G./Signatory Requirements), thatApril through June, July through monitonng and reporting requirementsmaterial handling equipment orSeptember, and October through in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediateDecember for the years specified in [insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, wasteparagraph a. (above). issuauceJ lasting through [insert date 4materials, by-products, industrial(2) Sample Type. A minimum of oneyears after permit issuance]. The facilitymachinery or operations, or significantgrab sample shall be taken. All such ~nust submit to the Director. in lieu of materials from past industrial activitysamples shall be collected from the the monitoring data, a certification thatthat are located in areas of the facility
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within the drainage area of the outfall or medium municipal separate storm each outfall, one slgned Discharge
are not presently exposed to storm watersewer system (systems serving a Monitoring Repom :orm must be
and are not expected to be exposed topopulation of 100,000 or more} must submitted to the DLrector per storm
storm water for the certification period, submit signed copies of discharge event sampled. Signed copies of
Such certification must be retained in monitoring reports to the operator of theDischarge Monitor~g Reports shall be
the storm water pollution prevention municipal separate storm sewer systemsubmitted to the D~.rector of the NPDES
plan, and submitted to EPA in in accordance with the dates pro~;ided program at the address of the
accordance with Part VI.C. of this in paragraph b (above}. appropriate Regionai Office indicated in
permit. In the case of certi~ing that a c. Compliance Monitoring Part VI.B. of this ~errmu
pollutant is not present, the permittee Requirements. In addition ~o the (3) Additionai :\~r~~,cation. tn
must submit the certification along with monitoring required in paragraph 6a addition to filing csoies of discharge
the monitoring reports required under {above), permittees with contaminatedmonitoring reports ~ accordance with
paragraph b. below. If the permittee storm water runoff from phosphate paragraph (2) (abovel, permittees that
cannot certify, for an entire period, they fertilizer manufacturing facilities must discharge through a large or medium
must submit the date exposure was monitor their contaminated storm watermunicipal separate stc:m sewer system
eliminated and any monitoring requireddischarges for the presence of (systems serving a population of
up until that date. This certification phosphorus and fluoride at least 100,000 or more) mus: submit signed
option is not applicable to compliance annually (one time per year). Facilities copies of discharge momtoring reports
monitoring requirements associated must report in accordance with Part to the operator of *&e municipal separate
with effluent limitations. XI.C.6.c,(2} (Reportingl. in addition to storm sewer system in accordance with

b Reporting. Permittees with the parameters listed above, the the dates provided m paragraph (3}
agricultural chemical manufacturing permitted shall provide the date and (above).
facilities: industrial inorganic chemical duration (in hours) of the storm event(s) d. Quarterly Vis~J Examination of
facilities; soaps, detergents, cosmetics, sampled; rainfall measurements or Storm Water Qua~:~.,. Facilities shall
and perfume manufacturing facilities; estimates (in inches) of the storm eventperform and docu~.ent a visual
and plastics, s.vnthetics, and resin that generated the sampled runoff; the examination of a sto-,:,_ water discharge
manufacturing facilities shall submit duration between the storm event associated with maustr, al activity from
monitoring results for each outfall sampled and the end of the previous each outfail, exce.~ ~scharges
associated with industrial activity [or a measurable (greater than 0.1 ~nch exempted below. The examination must
certification in accordance with rainfall) storm event; and an estimate ofbe made at least once :n each of the
Sections (3), {4), or (5) above] obtainedthe total volume (in gallons) of the following periods: ;anuaD" through
during the reporting period beginning discharge sampled; March; April throu~h ,~une; July through
[insert date 1 year after permit issuance] (I) Sample Type. A minimum of one September; and October ,~arough
lasting through [insert date 2 years after grab sample shall be taken. All such December during da.v:,i~ht hours unless
permit issuance] on Discharge samples shall be collected from the there is insufficient ra.mfall or snow
Monitoring Report Form{s} postmarked discharge resulting from a storm event melt to produce a runoff event.
no later than the 31st day of the that is greater than 0.1 inches in (1) Examinations shall be made of
following March [insert the date 2 years magnitude and that occurs at least 72 samples collected within the first 30
after permit issuance]. Monitoring hours from the previously measurable minutes (or as soon thereafter as
results [or a certification in accordance {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm practical, but not to exceed 1 hour} of
with Sections (3}, {4}, or {5} above} event. The required 72-hour storm eventwhen the runoff or snowmelt begins
obtained during the period beginning interval is waived where the preceding discharging. The exannnations shall
[insert date 3 years after permit measurable storm event did not result indocument observations of color, odor,
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 a measurable discharge from the facility, clarity, floating solids, settled solids,
years after permit issuance] shall be The required 72-hour storm event suspended sohds, foam. oil sheen, and
submitted on Discharge Monitoring interval may also be waived where theother obvious indicators of storm water
Report Form(s} postmarked no later thanpermittee documents that less than a 72-pollution. The examination must be
the 31st day of the following March. Forhour interval is representative for local conducted in a weil ~it area. No
each outfal], one Discharge Monitoring storm events during the season when analytical tests are required to be
Report Form must be submitted per sampling is being conducted. The grab performed on the samples. All such
storm event sampled. Signed copies ofsample shall be taken during the first 30samples shall be coiiected from the
Discharge Monitoring Reports. or said minutes of the discharge. If the discharge resultin~ fi’om a storm event
certifications, shall be submitted to the collection of a grab sample dunng the that is greater than ~.1 inches in
Director of the NPDES program at the first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab magnitude and that occurs at least 72
address of the appropriate Regional sample can be taken during the first hours from the pre~:ousi.v measurable
Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact hour of the discharge, and the {greater than 0.1 inch ra.mfall} storm
sheet, discharger shall submit with the event. Where prac~acable, the same

{1] Additional Notification. In monitoring report a description of whv individual should carry out the
addition to filing copies of discharge a grab sample during the first 30 collection and examination of
monitoring reports in accordance with minutes was impracticable, discharges for enure ~ermit term.
paragraph b (above}, agricultural {2] Reporting. Permittees with (2} Visual examma{ion reports must
chemical manufacturing facilities; phosphate fertilizer manufacturing be maintmneci ons~e m the pollution
industrial inorganic chemical facilities: facilities shall submit monitoring results prevention plan. The re~ort shall
soaps, detergents, cosmetics, and obtained during the reporting period include the examinauo~ date and time.
perfume manufacturing facilities; and beginning [insert date of permit examination persoanei, the nature of the
plastics, synthetics, and resin issuance] on Discharge Monitoring discharge {i.e.. :’tar.off or snow melt).
manufacturing facilities with at least Report Form(s) postmarked no later thanvisual quality oi ~e storm water
one storm water discharge associated the 31st dav of the following ]insert discharge {includm~ observations of
with industrial activity through a large month after permit issuance date]. For color, odor. clan~v, floating solids.
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settled solids, suspended solids, foam,describes requirements for all existing The plan shall include, at a minimum.oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorspoint source discharges of storm water the following items:of storm water pollution), and probableassociated with industrial activity to (1) Pollution Prevention Team. Eachsources of any observed storm water waters of the United States from plan shall identi~, a specific individual
contamination, facilities engaged in manufacturing or individuals within the facility(3) When a facility has two or more asphalt paving and roofing materials, organization as members of a stormoutfalls that, based on a consideration ofincluding those facilities commonly water Pollution Prevention Team that
industrial activity, significant materials,identified by Standard Industrial are responsibie for developing the storm
and management practices and activitiesClassification (SIC) codes 2951 and water pollution prevention plan andwithin the area drained by the outfalL 2952. assisting the facility or plant manager inthe permittee reasonably believes b. This section of the permit describesits implementation, maintenance, anddischarge substantially ldentical requirements for all existing point revision The plan shall clearly identify.effluents, the permittee may collect a source discharges af storm water the responsibilities of each team
sample of effluent of one of such associated with industrial activity to member. The activities andoutfalls and report that the examinationwaters of the United States fi:om responsibilities of the team shalldata also applies to the substantially portable asphalt plant facilities (also address all aspects of the facility’s stormidentical outfall(s) provided that th~

commonly identified by SIC code 2951).water pollution prevention plar~.permittee includes in the storm water c. This section of the permit describes (2) Description of Potentia~ Pollutant
pollution prevention plan a descriptionrequirements for all existing point Sources. Each plan shall provide a
of the location of the outfalls and source discharges of storm water description of potential sources thatexplains in detail why the outfalls are

associated with industrial activity to may reasonably be expected to add
expected to discharge substantially waters of the United States from significant amounts of pollutants toidentical effluents. In addition, fro: each

facilities engaged in manufacturing storm water discharges or that mavoutfall that the permittee believes is
lubricating oils and greases, including result in the discharge of pollutants

representative, an estimate of the size of
those facilities classified as SIC code during dry weather from separate stormthe drainage area (in square feet) and an
2992. sewers draining the facility. Each planestimate of the runoff coefficient of the

d, When an industrial facility, shall identify all activitiesand
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40

described by the above coverage significant m aterials that mav
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or

provisions of this section, has industrialpotentiatlv be significant pollutant
high (above 65 percent)l shall be sources. E-ach plan shall include, at aactivities being conducted onsite thatprovided in the plan.

(4/When a discharger is unable to meet the description(s) of industrial minimum:
(a) Drainage.

collect samples over the course of the activities in another section(s), that (i) A site man indicating an outline ofindustrial facility shall comply with anythe portions of the drainage area of eachvisual examination period as a result of "
adverse climatic conditions, the and all applicable monitoring and storm water outfall that are within the
discharger must document the reason pollution prevention plan requirementsfacility boundaries, each existing
for not performing the visual of the other section(s) in addition to all structural control measure to reduce
examination and retain this applicable requirements in this section,pollutants ir, storm water runoff, surface
documentation onsite with the records The monitoring and pollution water bodies, locations where
of the visual examination. Adverse prevention plan terms and conditions ofsignificant materials are exposed to
weather conditions that may prohibit this multi-sector permit are additive forprecipitation, iocations where major
the collection of samples include industrial activities beifig conducted at spills or leaks identified under
weather conditions that create the same industrial facility (co-located

XI.D.3.a.(2)(c)/spills and leaks) of this
dangerous conditions for personnel industrial activities). The "operator of thepermit have occurred, and the locations
(such as local flooding, high winds, facility shall determine which other of the following activities where such
hurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,monitoring and pollution prevention activities are exposed to precipitation:
etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofplan section(s) of this permit (if any) arefueling stations, vehicle and equipment
a sample impracticable (drought, applicable to the facility, maintenance and/or cleaning areas,
extended frozen conditions, etc.), e. iu’mitations on Coverage. The loading/unloading areas, locations used(5) When a discharger is unable to following storm water discharges for the treatment, storage or disposal ofconduct visual storm water associated with industrial activity are wastes, liquid storage tanks, processing
examinations at an inactive and not authorized by this section of the areas and storage areas including areasunstaffed site, the operator of the facilitypermit: where raw materials, finished productsmay exercise a waiver of the monitoring(1) Storm water discharges from and drums are stored. The map must
requirement as long as the facility petroleum refining facilities, including indicate the outfall locations and theremains inactive and unstaffed. The those that manufacture asphalt or types of discharges contained in thefacility must maintain a certification asphalt products and that are classifieddrainage areas oi the outfalls.with t~e pollution prevention plan as SIC code 2911, (ii) For each area of the facility that
stating that the site is inactive and (2) Storm water discharges from oil generates storm water discharges
unstaffed so that performing visual recycling facilities, and associated with industrial activitv with
examinations during a quahfying event (3) Storm water discharges associateda reasonable potential for containing
is not feasible, with fats and oils rendering, significant amounts of pollutants, a
D. Storm Water Discharges Associated 2. Special Conditions. a. Prohibition prediction of the direction of flow. and

of Non-storm Water Discharges. an identification of the types ofWith Industrial Activity From Asphalt
(1) There are no additional pollutants that are likely to be presen~Paving and Roofing Materials and

Lubricant Manufacturers prohibitions beyond those listed in in storm water discharges associated
Section III.A.2. of this permit, with industrial activity. Factors to

1. Discharges Covered Under This 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention consider inciucie the toxicity of aSection. a. This section of the permit Plan Bequirements. a. Contents of Plan.chemical; quantity of chemi-cats used.
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produced or discharged; the likelihoodthe facility, and implement such inspections. Records of inspectionsof contact with storm water: and history,controls. ~’he appropriateness and shall be maintained.of significant leaks or spills of toxic or priorities of controls in a plan shall (e) Employee Training---Employeehazardous pollutants. Flows with a reflect identified potential sources of training prograras shall informsignificant potential for causing erosionpollutants at the facility. The personnel responsible for implementingshall be identified, description of storm water managementactivities identified in the storm water(b) Inventory of Exposed Materi~s~ controls shall address the following pollution prevention plan or otherwiseAn inventory of the types of materials
minimum components, including a responsible for storm water managementhandled at t~e site that potentially may schedule for implementing such at all levels of responsibility of thebe exposed to precipitation. Such
controls: components and goals of the storminventory shall include a narrative

(a) Good Housekeeping---Good water pollution prevention plan.description of significant materials that
housekeeping requires the maintenanceTraining should address topics such ashave been handled, treated, stored or
of areas that may contribute pollutants spill response, good housekeeping anddisposed in a maturer to allow exposure
to storm water discharges in a clean, material management practices. Theto storm water between the time of 3
orderly manner. Particular attention pollution prevention plan shall identifyyears prior to the date of the submission
should be paid to areas where raw periodic dates for such training.of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered
materials are stockpiled, material (f) Becordkeeping and Internalunder this permit and the present:
handling areas, storage areas, liquid Reporting Procedures--A description ofmethod and location of onsite storage or
storage tanks, material handling areas,incidents (such as spills, or otherdisposal; materials management
and loading/unloading areas, discharges), along with otherpractices employed to minimize contact

(b) Preventive .Vlaintenance~--A information describing the quality andof materials with storm water runoff
preventive maintenance program shallquantity of storm water discharges shallbetween the time of 3 years prior to the
involve timely inspection and be included in the plan required underdate of the submission of a Notice of

Intent (NOI) to be covered under this maintenance of storm water this part. Inspections and maintenance
permit and the present: the location andmanagement devices (e.g., cleaning oil/activities shall be documented and
a description of existing structural andwater separators, catch basins) as well records of such activities shall be

nonstructural control measures to as inspecting and testing facility incorporated into the plan.
(g) Non-storm Water Discharges.reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;equipment and systems to uncover
(i) The plan shall include aand a description of any treatment the conditions that could cause breakdowns

certification that the discharge has beenstorm water receives, or failures resulting in discharges of
tested or evaluated for the presence of(d) Spifls and Leo.ks---A list of pollutants to surface waters, and
non-storm water discharges. Thesignificant spills and significant leaks ofensuring appropriate maintenance of
certification shall include thetoxic or hazardous pollutants that such equipment and systems,
identification of potential significantoccurred at areas that are exposed to (c) Spill Prevention and Bespo~--
sources of non-storm water at the site,precipitation or that otherwise drain to Procedures--Areas where potential
a description of the results of any testa storm water conveyance at the facilityspills that can contribute pollutants to
and/or evaluation for the presence ofafter the date of 3 years prior to the datestorm water discharges can occur, and
non-storm water discharges, theof the submission of a Notice of Intent their accompanying drainage points evaluation criteria or testing method(NOI) to be covered under this permit, shall be identified clearly In the storm used, the date of any testing and/orSuch list shall be updated as water pollution prevention plan. Where
evaluation, and the onsite drainageappropriate during the term of the appropriate, specifying material poInts that were directly observedpermit, handling procedures, storage during the test. Certifications shall be(d) Sampling Data--A summary of requirements, and use of equipment signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofexisting discharge sampling data such as diversion valves in the plan this permit. Such certification may notdescribing pollutants in storm water should be considered. Procedures for be feasible if the facility opereting’thedischarges from the facility, including aclemzing up spills shall be identified in storm water discharge associated withsummary, of sampling data collected the plan and made available to the industrial activity does not have accessd ,uritn, ~.the term of this permit, appropriate personnel. The necessary to an outfall, manhole, or other point of(e) Risk Identification and Summary equipment to implement a clean up access to the ultimate conduit thatof Potential Poliutant Sources--A " should be available to personnel,
receives the discharge. In such cases,narrative description of the potential (d) Inspections--In addition to or as the source identification section of thepollutant sources from the following part of the comprehensive site storm water pollution prevention planactivities: loading and unloading evaluation required under XI.D.3.a.(4) ofshall indicate why the certificationoperations; outdoor storage activities; this section, qualified facility personnelrequired by this part was not feasible.outdoor manufacturing or processing shall be identified to inspect designatedalong with the identification of potentialactivities; significant dust or particulateequipment and areas of the facility at significant sources of non-storm water atgenerating processes: and onsite wasteappropriate intervals specified in the the site. A discharger that is unable todisposal practices. The description shallplan. Material storage and handling provide the certification required by thisspecifically list any significant potential areas, liquid storage tanks, hoppers or
paragraph must notify the Director ~source of pollutants at the site and for silos, vehicle and equipment accordance with paragrapheach potential source, any pollutant or maintenance, cleaning, and fueling XI.D.3.a.(3)(g)(iii) (below).pollutant parameter (e.g.,~biochemicai areas, material handling vehicles, (ii) Except for flows from fire fightingox3’gen demand, etc.) of concern shallequipment and processing areas shall beactivities, sources of non-storm waterbe identified, inspected at least once per month as listed in Part III.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-(3) Measures and Controls. Each part of the maintenance program. A setstorm Water Discharges) of this permitfacility covered by this permit shall of tracking or follow-up procedures that are combined with storm waterdevelop a description of storm water shall be used to ensure that appropriatedischarges associated with industrialmanagement controls appropriate for actions are taken in response to the activity must be identified in the pian.
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The plan shall identify and ensure the conduct site compliance evaluations atcompliance with the storm water
implementation of appropriate pollutionappropriate intervals specified in the pollution prevention plan and this
prevention measures for the non-stormplan, but in no case less than once a permit. The report shall be signed in
water component(s) of the discharge, year. Evaluations shall be conducted ataccordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory

(iii) Failure to Certify--Any facility least once at portable plant locations Requirements) of this permit. "
that is unable to provide the that are not in operation for a complete (d) Where compliance evaluation
certification required (testing for non- year. Such evaluations shall provide: schedules overlap with inspectionsstorm water discharges), must notify the (a) Areas contributing to a storm required under XI.D3.a.(3)(d), the
Director by [Insert date 270 days after water discharge associated with compliance evaluation may bepermit issuance] or, for facilities that industrial activity including; material conducted in place of one suchbegin to discharge storm water storage and handling areas, liquid inspection.associated with industrial activity after storage tanks, hoppers or silos, vehicle 4. Numeric Effluent lAmitations. In[Insert date 270 days after permit and equipment maintenance, cleaning,addition to the numeric effluentissuance], 180 days after submitting anand fueling areas, material handling limitations listed in Part V.B. of thisNOI to be covered by this permit. If the vehicles, eqfiipment and processing permit,discharges IYom areas wherefailure to certify is caused by the areas, and areas where aggregate is production of asphalt paving andinability to perform adequate tests or stockpiled outdoors shall be visually roofing emulsions occurs may notevaluations, such notification shall inspected for evidence of, or the exceed a TSS concentration ~f 23.0 rag/describe: the procedure of any test potential for, pollutants entering the L of runoff for any I day. nor shall theconducted for the presence of non-stormdrainage system. Measures to reduce average of daily ~:alues for 30 executivewater discharges; the results of such testpollutant l’oadings shall be evaluated todays exceed a :7SS concentration of 15.0or other relevant observations; potentialdetermin~ whether they are adequate mg/L of runoff. Oil and greasesources of non-storm water dischargesand properly implemented in concentrations in storm waterto the storm sewer; and why adequate accordance with the terms of the permitdischarges from these areas max, uottests for such storm sewers were not or whether additional control measuresexceed 15.0 m~/L of run.off for 3nvfeasible. Non-storm water discharges toare needed. Structural storm water
waters of the United States that are not management measures, (e.g., oil/waterday, nor shouid ~e average dailyvalues
authorized by an NPDES permit are separators, detention ponds, for 30 consecutive days exceed an
unlawful, and must be terminated, sedimentation basins or equivalent and grease concentration of 10.0 mg/L of

(h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- measures) sediment and erosion controlrunoff. The pH of these dlscharges must
The plan shall identify areas that, due measures, and other structural pollutionbe within the range of 6.0 to 9.0.
to topography, activities, or other prevention measures identified in the 5. Monitoring and Reporting
factors, have a high potential for plan shall be observed to ensure that Requirements. a. Analytical Monitoring
significant soil erosion, and identify they are operating correctly. A visual Requirements. During "the period
structural, vegetative, andJor inspection of equipment needed to beginning [insert date 1 year after
stabilization measures to be used to implement the plan, such as dust permit issuance] lasting through [insert
limit erosion, collection equipment and spill responsedate 2 years after permit issuance] and

(i) Management of Bunoff~The planequipment, shall be made. the period beginning [insert date 3 years
shall contain a narrative consideration (b) Based on the results of the after permit issuance] lasting through
of the appropriateness of traditional evaluation, the description of potential [insert date 4 years after permit
storm water management practices pollutant sources identified in the plan issuance], permittees with asphalt
(practices other than those that control in accordance with XI.D.3 .a.(2) of this paving and roofing materials
the generation or source(s) of pollutants)section (description of potential manufacturing facilities (including
used to divert, infiltrate, reuse, or pollutant sources) and pollution portable plants) must monitor their
otherwise manage storm water runoff inprevention measures and controls storm water discharges associated with
a manner that reduces pollutants in identified in the plan in accordance industrial activity at least quarterly (4
storm water discharges from the site. with XI.D.3.a.(3) of this section times per year) during years 2 and 4
The plan shall provide that measures (measures and controls) shall be revisedexcept as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3)
that the permittee determines to be as appropriate within 2 weeks of such (Samphng Waiver), 5.a.(4)
reasonable and appropriate shall be evaluation and shall provide for (Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5)
implemented and maintained. The implementation of any changes to the (Alternative Certification). Asphalt
potential of various sources at the plan in a timely manner, but in no case paving and roofing materials
facility to contribute pollutants to storm later than 12 weeks after the evaluation,manufacturing facilities are required to
water discharges associated with (c) A report summarizing the scope ofmonitor their storm water discharges for
industrial activity [see paragraph the evaluation, personnel making the the pollutant of concern listed in Table
XI.D.3.a.(2) of this section (Description evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,D-1 below. Facilities must report in
of Potential Pollutant Sources)] shall bemajor observations relating to the accordance with 5.b. (Reporting). in
considered when determining implementation of the storm water addition to the parameters listed in
reasonable and appropriate measures,pollution prevention plan, and actions Table D-1 below, the permittee shall
Appropriate measures may include: taken in accordance with paragraph provide the date and duration (in hours)
vegetated swales, reuse of’collected (4)(b) {above) of the permit shall be of the storm event(s) sampled: rainfall
storm water (such as for a process or asmade and retained as part of the stormmeasurements or estimates (in inches)
an irrigation source), inlet controls water pollution prevention plan for at of the storm event that generated the
(such as oil/water separators), least 3 years after the date of the sampled runoff: the duration between
infiltration devices, and detention/ evaluation. The report shall identify anythe storm event sampled and the end of
retention basins or other equivalent incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ a the previous measurable (greater than
measures, report does not identify any incidents of0.1 inch rainfall) storm event: and an

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance noncompliance, the report shall containestimate of the total volume (in gallons)
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall a certification that the facility is in of the discharge sampled.
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TABLE D-1 .--MONITORING sample impracticable (drought, estimate of the size of the drainage area
REQUIREMENTS extended frozen conditions, etc.), and runoff coefficient with the

(b) Low Concentration Waiver--When Discharge Monitoring Report.
Pollutants of concern Cut-off con- the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A

centmtion calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the
collected from an outfaLl during the monitoring requirements of this section

Tom Suspended Solids ..........100 mojL monitoring period [insert date I year provided the discharger makes a
after permit issuance] lasting t~ugh certification for a given outfall or on a

(I) Monitoring Periods. Asphalt [insert date 2 years after permit poLlutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu ofpaving and roofing materials issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required undermanufacturing facilities shall monitor value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph (b) below, under penalty of
samples collected during the sampling 13-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Partperiods of: January through March, off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. (Signatory Requirements), thatApril through June, July through monitoring and reporting requirements material handling equipment or
September, and October through in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediateDecember for the years specified in [insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, wasteparagraph a. {above}. issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 materials, by-products, industrial(2) Sample Type. A minimum of one years after permit issuance]. The facility machinery or operations, or significantgrab sample shall be taken. All such must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials from past industrial activitysamples shall be collected fi’om the the monitoring data, a certification that that are located in areas of the facilitydischarge resulting from a storm event there has not been a significant change within the drainage area of the outfall
that is greater than 0.1 inches in in indust_dal activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm water
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 prevention measures in area of the and are not expected to be exposed to
hours from the previously measurable facility that drains to the outfaLl for storm water for the certification period.
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm which sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in
event. The required 72-hour storm event (c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention
interval is waived where the preceding conduct quarterly chemical storm water plan, and submitted to EPA in
measurable storm event did not result in sampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of this
a measurable discharge from the facility, site, the operator of the facility may permit. In the case of certifying that a
The required 72-hour storm event exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee
interval may also be waived where the requirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along with
permittee documents that less than a 72- remains inactive and unstaffed. The the monitoring reports required under
hour interval is representative for local facility must submit to the Director, in paragraph ~b} below. If the permittee
storm events during the season when lieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they
sampling is being conducted. The grab statement on the DlViR stating that the must submit the date exposure was
sample shall be taken during the first 30 site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring required
minutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample during a qualifying up until that date. This certification
collection of a grab sample during the event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance
Rrst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab (4) Representative Discharge. When amonitoring requirements in part
sample can be taken during the first facility has two or more outfalls that, XI.D.5.c of this permit associated with
hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrial effluent limitations.
discharger shall submit with the activity, significant materials, and b. Reporting. Permittees with asphalt
monitoring report a description of why management practices and activities paving and roofing materials
a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained by the outfall, manufacturing facilities shall submit
minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believes monitoring results for each outfall
water discharges associated with discharge substantially identical associated with industrial activity [or a
industrial activity commingle with effluents, the permittee may test the certification in accordance with
process or nonprocess water, then effluent of one of such outfalls and Sections {3), {4), or (5) above] obtained
where practicable permittees must report that the quantitative data also during the reporting period beginning
attempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantially identical [insert date I year after permit issuance]
discharge before it mixes with the non- ouffall(s) provided that the permittee lasting through [insert date 2 years after
storm water discharge, includes in the storm water pollution permit issuance] on Discharge

(3) Sampling Waiver. prevention plan a description of the Monitoring Report Form(s) postmarked
(a) Adverse Conditions--When a location of the outfalls and explains in no later than the 31st day of the

discharger is unable to collect samples detail why the outfaLls are expected to following March [insert the date 2 yeats
within a specified sampling period duedischarge substantially identical after permit issuance]. Monitoring
to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each outfall results [or a certification in accordance
discharger shall collect a substitute that the perrnittee believes is with Sections (3), {4), or (5) above}
sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofobtained during the period beginning
in the next period and submit the datathe drainage area {in square feet] and an[insert date 3 years after permit
along with data for the routine sample estimate of the runoff coefficient of the issuance] lasting through [insert date 4
in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 years after permit issuance] shall be
conditions that may prohibit the percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent), or submitted on Discharge Monitoring
collection of samples include weather high (above 65 percent}] shall be Report Form(s) postmarked no later than
conditions that create dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee the 31st day of the following March. For
conditions for personnel (such as local shall include the description of the each outfall, one signed Discharge
flooding, high winds, hurricanes, location of the outfaLls, explanation of Monitoring Report Form must be
tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or why outfalls are expected to discharge submitted per storm event completed.
otherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and Signed copies of Discharge Monitoring
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Reports, or said certifications, shall be examination personnel, the nature of thethat produce asphalt paving or roofing
submitted to the Director of the NPDES discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), emulsions must monitor their storm
program at the address of the visual quality of the storm water water discharges associated with these
appropriate Regional Office listed in discharge {including observations of activities for the presence of TSS, oil
Part VI.G. of the fact sheet, color, odor, clarity, floating solids, and grease, and for pH at least annually

(1) Additional Not~’cation. In settled solids, suspended solids, foam,{one time per year}. Facilities must
addition to filing copies of discharge oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsreport in accordance with 5.d.(2)
monitoring reports in accordance with of storm water pollution), and probable(reporting). In addition to the
paragraph b (above), asphalt paving andsources of any observed storm water parameters listed above, the permittee
roofing materials manufacturing contamination, shall provide the date and duration (in
facilities with at least one storm water (4} When a facility has two or more hours) of the storm event(s) sampled:
discharge associated with industrial out.falls that, based on a consideration ofrainfall measurements or estimates (in
activity through a large or medium industrial activity, significant materials, inches) of the storm event that generated
municipal separate storm sewer systemand management practices and activitiesthe sampled runoff; the duration
(systems serving a population of within the area drained by the outfall, between the storm event sampled and
100,000 or more) must submit signed the permittee reasonably believes the end of the previous measurable
copies of discharge monitoring reports discharge substantially identical (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) stormto the operator of the municipal separateeffluents, the permittee may collect a event; and an estimate of the totalstorm sewer system in accordance withsample of effluent of one of such volume (in gallons) of the dischargethe dates provided in paragraph b out.falls and report that the examinationsampled.{above). data also applies to the substantially (I) Sample Type. A minimum of onec. Quarterly Visual Examination of identical but.falls provided that the grab sample shall be taken. All suchStorm Water Quality. Facilities shall permittee includes in the storm water samples shall be collected from theperform and document a visual pollution pravention plan a description discharge resulting from a storm eventexamination of a storm water dischargeof the location of the outfalls and that is greater than 0.1 inches inassociated with industrial activity from explaining in detail why the outfalls aremagnitude and that occurs at least 72each ouffall, except discharges expected to di~harge substantially hours from the previously measurableexempted below. The examination mustidentical effluents. In addition, for each -
be made at least once in each designatedoutfall that the permittee believes is (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
period [described in (1), below] during representative, an estimate of the size ofevent. The grab sample shall be taken

during the first 30 minutes of thedaylight hours unless them is the drainage area (in square feet) and andischarge. If the collection of a grabinsufficient rainfall or snow melt to estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
produce a runoff event, drainage ar~a [e.g., low (under 40 sample during the first 30 minutes is

(1} Examinations shall be conducted percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orimpracticable, a grab sample can be
taken during the first hour of thein each of the following periods for the high (above 65 percent)] shall be
discharge, and the discharger shallpurposes of evaluating storm water provided in the plan. submit with the monitoring report aquality associated with storm water (5) When a discharger is unable to

runoff or snow melt: January through collect samples over the course of the description of why a grab sample during
March: April through June; July through visual examination period as a result ofthe first 30 minutes was impracticable.
September: and October through adverse climatic conditions, the (2} Reporting. Permittees with asphalt
December. discharger must document the reason paving or roofing emulsion production

(2) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual facilities shall submit monitoring results
samples collected within the first 30 examination and retain this obtained during the reporting period
minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation on site with the results beginning [insert date of permit
practical, but not to exceed I hour) of of the visual examination. Adverse issuance] on Discharge Monitoring
when the runoff or snowrnelt begins weather conditions that may prohibit Report Form(s) postmarked no later than
discharging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include the last day of the following [insert
document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create month after permit issuance date].
clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel Signed copies of Discharge Monitoring
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds, Reports shall be submitted to the
other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms, Director of the NPDES program at the
pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofaddress of the appropriate Regional
conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable {drought, Office indicated in Part VI.B. of this
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.), permit. For each outfall one Discharge
performed on the samples. All such (6) When a discharger is unable to monitoring form shall be submitted per
samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water storm event sampled.
discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and (3) Additional Notification. In
that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityaddition to filing copies of discharge
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitonngmonitoring reports in accordance with
hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility paragraph (2] (above), permittees that
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. "~he discharge through a large or medium
event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification municipal separate storm sewer system
individual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan (systems serving a population of
collection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and 100,000 or more) must submit signed
discharges for the hfe of the permit, unstaffed so that performing visual copies of discharge monitonng reports

(3} Visual examination reports must examinations dunng a qualifying eventto the operator of the mumcipal separate
be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible, storm sewer system in accordance with
prevention plan. The report shall d. Compliance Monitonng the dates provided in paragraph (3}
include the examination date and time,Requirements. Permitters with facihties (above}.
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E. Storm Water Discharges Associatedmonitoring and pollution prevention the areas that drain to the treatment
With Industrial Activity From Glass, plan section(s) of this permit (if any) aredevice. The mad must indicate the
Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum applicable to the facility, outfall location~ and the types of
Product Manufacturing Facilities 2. Special Conditions. a. Prohibition discharges contained in the drainage

I. Discharges Covered Under This of Non-storm Water Discharges. The areas of the outfalls.

Section. The requirements listed underdischarge of pavement washwaters are (ii) For each area of the facilitv that

this section shall apply to storm water only authorized where the permittee hasgenerates storm water discharges

discharges from the following activities:minimized the presence of spilled associated with industrial activitv with
materials in accordance with part a reasonable potential for containingmanufacturing flat, pressed, or blown
XI.E.3.a.(3).(a).(i) of this permit, significant amounts of pollutants, aglass or glass containers; manufacturing

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention prediction of the direction of flow. andhydraulic cement; manufacturing clay
Plan Requirements. a. Contents of Plan.an identification of the types ofproducts including tile and brick; The plan shall include, at a minimum, pollutants that are likely to be presentmanufacturing of pottery and porcelainthe following items: in storm water discharges associate~ielectrical supplies; manufacturing (I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each with industrial activity. Factors toconcrete products; manufacturing plan shall identify a specific individual consider include the toxicity of

gypsum products; nonclay refractories:or individuals within the facility chemical: quantity of chemicals used.and grinding or otherwise treating organization as members of a storm produced or discharged; the likelihoodminerals and earths. This section water Pollution Prevention Team that of contact with storm water: and historygenerally includes the following types are responsible for developing the stormof significant leaks or spills of toxic orof manufacturing operations: fiat glass,water poihition prevention plan and hazardous pollutants. Flows with a(SIC code 3211); glass containers, (SICassisting f.he facility or plant manager insignificant potential for causing erosioncode 3221); pressed and blown glass, its implementation, maintenance, and shall be identified.not elsewhere classified, (SIC code revision. The plan shall clearly identify (b) Inventor3." qfExposed Materials.-
3229); hydraulic cement, [SIC code the responsibilities of each team An inventory of the t.vpes of materiais
3241); brick and structural clay tile, (SICmember. The activities and handled at t~e site that potentially may
code 3251); ceramic wall and floor tile,responsibilities of the team shall be exposed to precipitation. Such
(SIC code 3253); clay refractories, (SIC address all aspects of the facility’s storminventory, shail include a narrative
code 3255); structural clay products notwater pollution prevention plan. description of significant materials ~at
elsewhere classified (SIC code 3259): (2) Description of Potential Pollutant have been handled, treated, stored or
vitreous china table and kitchen articlesSources. Each plan shall provide a disposed in a manner to allow exposure
(SIC code 3262); fine earthenware tabledescription of potential sources that to storm water between the time of 3
and kitchen articles (SIC code 3263): may reasonably be expected to add years prior to the date of the submission
porcelain electrical supplies, (SIC codesignificant amounts of pollutants to of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered
3264); pottery products, (SIC code storm water discharges or that may under this permit and the present:
3269); concrete block and brick, (SIC result in the discharge of pollutants method and location of onsite storage or
code 3271); concrete products, except during dry weather from separate stormdisposal; materials management
block and brick (SIC code 3272); ready-sewers draining the facility. Each plan practices employed to minimize contact
mix concrete, (SIC code 3273); gypsumshall identify all activities and of materials with storm water runoff
products, (SIC code 3275); minerals andsignificant materials that may between the time of 3 years prior to the
earths, ground or otherwise treated, (SICpotentially be significant pollutant date of the submission of a Notice of
code 3295); and nonclay refractories, sources. Each plan shall include, at a Intent (NOI) to be covered under this
(SIC code 3297). minimum: permit and the present: the location and

Facilities engaged.in the following (a) Drainage. a description of existing structural and
activities are not eligible for coverage (i) A site map indicating an outline ofnonstructural control measures to
under this section: lime manufacturingthe portions of the drainage area of eachreduce pollutants in storm water runoff;
(SIC 3274); cut stone and stone productsstorm water ouffall that are within the and a description of any treatment the(SIC 3281); abrasive products (SIC facility boundaries, each existing storm water receives.
3291); asbestos products (SIC 3292); structural control measure to reduce (c] Spills and Leaks--A list of
mineral wool and mineral wool pollutants in storm water runoff, surfacesignificant spills and significant leaks of
insulation products (SIC 3296). water bodies, locations where toxic or hazardous pollutants that

When an industrial facility, describedsignificant materials are exposed to occurred at areas that are exposed to
by the above coverage provisions of thisprecipitation, locations where major precipitation or that otherwise drain tosection, has industrial activities being spills or leaks identified under Part a storm water conveyance at the facility
conducted onsite that meet the XI.E.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this after the date of 3 years prior to the date
description(s) of industrial activities in permit have occurred, and the locationsof the submission of a Notice of Intent
another section(s), that industrial of the following activities where such (NOI) to be covered under this permit.
facihty shall comply with any and all activities are exposed to precipitation: Such list shall be updated asapplicable monitoring and p~llution fueling stations, vehicle and equipmentappropriate dunng the term of the
prevention plan requirements of the maintenance and/or cleaning areas, permit.
other section(s) in addition to all loading/unloading areas, locations used(d) Sampling Dota--A summary of
applicable requirements in this section,for the treatment, storage or disposal ofexisting discharge sampling data"
The monitoring and pollution wastes, liquid storage tanks, processingdescribing pollutants in storm water
prevention plan terms and conditions ofareas and storage areas. Facilities shalldischarges from the facility, including a
this multi-sector permit are additive for also identify., on the site map, the summary, of sampling data collected
industrial activities being conducted atlocation of any: bag house or other dustdunng the term of this permit.
the same industrial facility (co-located control device: recycle/sedimentation (e) Risk Identification and Summarv
industrial activities). The operator of thepond. clarifier or other device used for Of Potential Pollutant Sources--A
facility shall determine which other the treatment of process wastewater andnarrative description of the potential
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pollutant sources from the following pollutants to surface waters, and records of such activities shall be
activities: loading and unloading ensuring appropriate maintenance of incorporated into the plan.
operations; outdoor storage activities’, such equipment and systems. (g} Non-storm Water Discharges.
outdoor manufacturing or processing (c) Spill Prevention and Response (i} The plan shall include a
activities; significant dust or particulateProcedures-Areas where potential certification that the discharge has been
generating processes: and onsite wastespills that can contribute pollutants to tested or evaluated for the presence of
disposal practices. The description shallstorm water discharges can occur, and non-storm water discharges. The
specifically list any significant potentialtheir accompanying drainage points certification shall include the
source of pollutants at the site and for shall be identified clearly in the stormidentification of potential significant
each potential source, any pollutant or water pollution prevention plan. Where sources of non-storm water at the site.
pollutant parameter [e.g., Total appropriate, specifying material a description of the results of any test
Suspended Solids (TSS), etc.] of handling procedures, storage and/or evaluation for the presence of
concern shall be identified, requirements, and use of equipment non-storm water discharges, the

{3) Measures and Controls. Each such as diversion valves in the plan evaluation criteria or testing method
facility covered by this permit shall should be considered. Procedures for used, the date of any testing and/or
develop a description of storm water cleaning up spills shall be identified inevaluation, and the onsite drainage
management controls appropriate for the plan and made available to the points that were directly observed
the facility, and implement such appropriate personnel. The necessary, during the test. Certifications shall be
controls. The appropriateness and equipment to implement a clean up signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of
pnonties of controls in a plan shall should be available to personnel, this permit. Such certification may not
reflect identified potential sources of [d) Insp.ections--Qualifled facility be feasible if the facility operating the
pollutants at the facility. The personnel shall be identified to inspectstorm water discharge associated with
description of storm water managementdesignated equipment and areas of theindustrial activity does not have access
controls shall address the following facility specified in the plan. The to an outfall, manhole, or other point of
minimum components, including a inspection frequency shall be specifiedaccess to the ultimate conduit that
schedule for implementing such in the plan based upon a considerationreceives the discharge. In such cases,
controls: the source identification section of the

(a) Good Housekeeping-Good of the level of industrial activity at the storm water pollution prevention plan
housekeeping requires the maintenancefacility, but shall be a minimum of onceshall indicate why the certification
of areas that may contribute pollutantsper month while the facility is in
to storm water discharges in a clean, operation. The inspection shall take required by this part was not feasible.

along with the identification of potentialorderly manner, place while the facility is in operation significant sources of non-storm water at(i) Facilities shall prevent or minimizeand shall at a minimum include all of the site. A discharger that is unable to
the discharge of spilled cement, the following areas that are exposed to provide the certification required by this
aggregate (including sand or gravel), storm water at the site: material paragraph must notify the Director inkiln dust, fly ash, settled dust other handling areas, above ground storage accordance with paragraph
significant materials in storm water tanks, hoppers or silos, dust collection/XI.E.3.a.(3)(g)(iii) (’below).from paved portions of the site that arecontainment systems, truck wash down Facilities engaged in production of
exposed to storm water. Measures usedand equipment cleaning areas. Trackingready-mix concrete, concrete block,
to minimize the presence of these or follow-up procedures shall be used tobrick or other products shall include in
materials may include regular sweeping,ensure that appropriate actions are the certification a description of
or other equivalent measures. The plantaken in response to the~inspections, measures that insure that process waste
shall indicate the frequency of sweepingRecords of inspections shall be water that results from washing ofor other measures. The frequency shallmaintained, trucks, mixers, transport buckets, forms
be determined based upon (e) Employee Training-Employee or other equipment are discharged in
consideration of the amount of training programs shall inform accordance with NPDES requirements
industrial activity occurring in the areapersonnel responsible for implementingor are recycled. Facilities with wash
and frequency of precipitation, but shallactivities identified in the storm water water recycle ponds shall include an
not be less than once per week when pollution prevention plan or otherwiseestimate of the amount of rainfall (in
cement, aggregate, kiln dust or fly ash responsible for storm water managementinches) required to cause the recycle
are being handled or otherwise at all levels of responsibility of the pond to overflow in a 24-hour period.
processed in the area. components and goals of the storm (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting

(ii) Facilities shall prevent the water pollution prevention plan. activities, sources of non-storm water
exposure of fine granular sohds such asTraining should address topics such aslisted in Part III.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-
cement, fly ash, and kiln dust to stormspill response, good housekeeping, storm Water Discharges) of this permit
water. Where practicable, these truck wash out procedures, equipmentthat are combined with storm water
materials shall be stored in enclosed wash down procedures and material discharges associated with industrial
silos, hoppers or buildings, in coveredmanagement practices. The pollution activity must be identified in the plan.
areas, or under covering, prevention plan shall identify periodicThe plan shall identify and ensure the

[b) Preventive Maintenance--A dates for such training, implementation of appropriate pollutionpreventive maintenance program shall (f) Recordkeeping and Internal prevention measures for the non-storminvolve routine inspection and Reporting Procedures--A description of water component(s) of the discharge.maintenance of storm water incidents (such as spills, or other (iii) Failure to CertiL~.---Any facility
management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/discharges), along with other that is unable to provide the
water separators, catch basins) as well information describing the quality andcertification required (testing for non-
as inspecting and testing facility quantity of storm water discharges shallstorm water discharges), must notifi,, the
equipment and systems to uncover be included in the plan required underDirector by [Insert date 270 days a~er
conditions that could cause breakdownsthis part. Inspections and maintenancepermit issuance] or, for facilities that
or failures resulting in discharges of activities shall be documented and begin to discharge storm water
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associated with industrial activity after equipment cleaning areas shall be a. Cement Manufacturing Facilitv,
[Insert date 270 days after permit visually inspected for evidence of, or Material Storage Runoff. Any discharge
issuance], 180 days after submitting anthe potential for, pollutants entering thecomposed of runoff that derives from
NOI to be covered by this permit. If thedrainage system. Measures to reduce the storage of materials including raw
failure to certi .fy is caused bv the pollutant loadings shall be evaluated tomaterials, ir.:ermediate products,
inabilitv to perform adequate tests or determine whether they are adequate finished products, and waste materials
evaluations, such notification shall and properly implemented in that are used in or derived from the
describe: the procedure of any test accordance with the terms of the permit manufacture of cement shall not exceed
conducted for the presence of non-stormor whether additional control measuresa maximum concentration for any time
water discharges: the results of such testare needed. Structural storm water of 50 mgiL Totai Suspended Solids
or other relevant observations: potentialmanagement measures, sediment and(TSS) nor the 6.0 to 9.0 range limitation
sources of non-storm water dischargeserosion control measures, and other for pH. Runoff fxom the storage piles
to the storm sewer; and why adequate structural pollution prevention shall not be diluted with other storm
tests for such storm sewers were not measures such as recycle ponds, water runoff or flows to meet this
feasible. Non-storm water discharges toidentified in the plan shall be observedlimitation. Any untreated over’,qcw from
waters of the United States that are not to ensure that they are operating facilities desighed, constructed and
authorized by an NPDES permit are correctly. A visual inspection of operated to treat the volume of materia!
unlawful, and must be terminated, equipment needed to implement the storage pile runoff that is associated

(i) Sediment and Erosion Control-- plan, such as spill response equipment,with a 10-year, 24-hour rainfall event
The plan shall identi~ areas that, due shall be made. ’ shall not be subiect to the TSS or pH
to topography, activities, or other (b) Based on the results of the limitations. Dischargers subiect to these
factors, have a high potential for evaluation, the description of potential numeric effluent limitations must be :n
significant soil erosion, and identify, pollutant sources identified in the plan compliance with these limits upon
structural, vegetative, and/or in accordance with paragraph commencement of coverage and for ~he
stabilization measures to be used to XI.E.3,a.(2) of this section (Descriptioneatire term of ’~b.is permit.
limit erosion, of Potential Pollutant Sources) and

(i) Management of Runq~f~The plan pollution prevention measures and 5. Monitoring and Reporting
shall contain a narrative consideration controls identified in the plan in Requirements
of the appropriateness of traditional accordance with paragraph XI.E.3.a.(3) a. Analytical .;lonit~rin~
storm water management practices of this section (Measures and Controls) Requirements. Dunng t~e period
(practices other than those that control shall be revised as appropriate within 2beginning :.inse~ date 1 year after
the generation or source(s) of pollutants)weeks of such evaluation and shall permit issuance] lasting through Iinsert
used to divert, infiltrate, reuse, or provide for implementation of any date 2 years after permit issuance] and
otherwise manage storm water runoff inchanges to the plan in a timely manner,the pe~od begmr.ing [insert date 3 years
a manner that reduces pollutants in but in no case more than 12 weeks afterafter permit issuance] lasting through
storm water discharges from the site. the evaluation. [insert date 4 years after permit
The plan shall provide that measures (c] A report summarizing the scope ofissuance], permittees that manufacture
that the permittee determines to be the evaluation, personnel making the clay products and concrete products
reasonable and appropriate shall be evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,and gypsum products must monitor
implemented and maintained. The maior observations relating to the :heir storm wa~er discharges associated
potential of various sources at the implementation of the storm water with industr~a~ activity at least quarterly
facility to contribute pollutants to stormpollution prevention plan, and actions (4 times per year during years 2 and 4)
water discharges associated with taken in accordance with paragraph except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3)
industrial activity [see paragraph XI.E.3.a.(4)(b) (above) of the permit shall (Sampling Waiver), 5.a,(4)
XI.E.3.a.(2) of this section (Descriptionbe made and retained as part of the (Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5)
of Potential Pollutant Sources)] shall bestorm water pollution prevention plan (Alternative Certification).
considered when determining for at least 3 years after the date of the Clay product manufacturers include;
reasonable and appropriate measures,evaluation. The report shall identify, anybrick and structural clay tile
Appropriate measures may include: incidents of noncompliance. Where a manufacturers (SIC 3251), ceraraic wall
vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofreport does not identify, any incidents ofand floor tile manufacturers (SIC 3253),
collected storm water (such as for a noncompliance, the report shall containclay refractories/SIC 3255),
process or as an irrigation source), inleta certification that the facility is in manufacturers of structural ciav
controls (such as off/water separators), compliance with the storm water products, not elsewhere classified/SIC
snow management activities, infiltrationpollution prevention plan and this 3259), manufacturers of vitreous china
devices, and wet detentionJretention permit. The report shall be signed in table and kitchen articles (SIC 32321,
devices or other equivalent measures, accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatorymanufacturers of fine earthenware table

(41 Comprehensive Site Compliance Requirements) of this permit, and kitchen articles ISIC 3263),
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall (d) Where compliance evaluation manufacturers of porcelain electrical
conduct site compliance evaluations atschedules overlap with inspections supplies/SIC 3264!, pottery products
appropriate intervals specified in the required under 3.a.(3)(d), the (SIC 3269) anti non-clay refractories
plan, but, in no case less than once a compliance evaluation may be (3~97). Facilities with these industrial
year. Such evaluations shah provide: conducted in place of one ~uch activities must momtor for the pollutant

(a) Areas contributing to a storm inspection, listed in Table E-i.water discharge associated with Concrete and gypsum product
industrial activity including but not 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations manufacturers inciude concrete block
limited to: material handling areas, In addition to the numeric effluent and brick man~afacturers (SIC 22711.
above ground storage tanks, hoppers orlimitations described by Part V.B, the concrete products manufacturers (SIC
silos, dust collection/containment following limitations shall be met bv 32721, ready mix concrete
systems, truck wash down and existing and new dischargers, manufacturers iSIC 3273), ~ypsura
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product manufacturers (SIC 3275) andcollection of a grab sample during the collecting a sample during a quali~’ing
manufacturers of mineral and earth first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabevent is not possible.
products (SIC 3295). Facilities with sample can be taken during the first (4) Representative Discharge. When a
these industrial activities must monitorhour of the discharge, and the facility has two or more outfalls thai.
for the pollutant listed in Table E-2. discharger shall submit with the based on a consideration of indusmal

Facilities must report in accordance monitoring report a description of why activity, significant materials, and
with 5.b. (Reporting). In addition to the a grab sample during the first 30 management practices and activities
parameters listed in Tables E-1 and E- minutes was impracticable. If storm within the area drained by the outfall.
2 below, the permittee shall provide thewater discharges associated with the permittee reasonably }~elieves
date and duration (in hours) of the industrial activity commingle with discharge substantially identical
storm event(s) sampled; rainfall process or non-process water, then effluents, the permittee may test the
measurements or estimates (in inches)where practicable permittees must effluent of one of such outfalls and
of the storm event that generated the attempt to sample the storm water report that the quantitative data also
sampled runoff; the duration between discharge before it mixes with the non-applies to the substantially identical
the storm event sampled and the end ofstorm water discharge, outfall(s) provided that th~ permittee
the previous measurable (greater than (3) Sampling Waiver. includes in the storm water pollution
0.1 inch rainfall) storm event; and an (a) Adverse Conditions--When a prevention plan a description of the
estimate of the total volume (in gallons)discharger is unable to collect sampleslocation of the outfalls and explains in
of ~e discharge sampled, within a specified sampling period duedetail why the outfalls are expected to

to adverse climatic conditions, the discharge substantially identical
TABLE E-1.--MONtTORING REOUIR~- discharger shall collect a substitute effluents. In addition, for each outfall

MENTS FOR ClAY PRODUCT MANU- sample from a separate qualifying eventthat the permittee believes is
FACTURERS in the next period and submit the data representative, an estimate of the s~ze of

along with data for the routine sample the drainage area (in square feet) and an
Monitoring in that period. Adverse weather estimate of the runoff coefficient of the

Pollutants of concern cut-off con- conditions that may prohibit the drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
percent), medium (40 to 65 ~ercentl, orcentra~ion collection of samples include weather
high (above 65 percent)] sha’il beTotal Recoverable Aluminum .....0.75 m9&

conditions that create dangerous
conditions for personnel (such as localprovided in the plan. The permittee

flooding, high winds, hurricane, shall include the description of the
TABLE E-2.--MON~TOR~NG REOUIR~- tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or location of the outfalls, explanation of

MENTS ~OR CONCR~T~ AND ~Y~SUM otherwise make the collection of a why ouffalls are expected to discharge
PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS sample impracticable (drought, substantially identical effluents, and

extended frozen conditions, etc.), estimate of the size of the drainage area
and runoff coefficient with theMonitoring    (b) Low Concentration Waiver--When

Pollutants of concern cut-off con- Discharge Monitoring Report.
centrat~on the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. Acalculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the

Total Su~en~ $o~i6s (TSS) ... 100 mg/Lcollected from an outfall during the monitoring requirements of this sectionTotal ~ecoverable Iron ...............3.0 moJL monitoring period [insert date 1 year provided the discharger makes a
after permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall, on

(1) Monitoring Periods. Facilities [insert date 2 years after permit pollutant by pollutant basis in lieu ofsubject to anal.vtical monitoring issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required byrequirements described in part XI.E.5.a,value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph (b) below, under p~nalty of
shall monitor samples collected duringE-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Partthe sampling periods of: January to off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. (Signato~ Requirements), that
March, April to June, July to September,monitoring and reporting requirementsmaterial handling equipment orand October to December for the years in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediatespecified in paragraph a. (above). [insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste

(2) Sample Type. A minimum of one issuance] last{ng through Iinsert date 4 materials, by-products, industrialgrab sample shall be taken. All such years after permit issuance]. The facilitymachinerv or operations, or significantsamples shall be collected from the must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials’from past industrial activitydischarge resulting from a storm eventthe monitoring data. a certification that that are located in areas of the facility
that is greater than O. 1 inches in there has not been a significant changewithin the drainage area of the outfallmagnitude and that occurs at least 72 in industrial activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm waterhours from the previously measurable prevention measures in area of the and are not expected to be exposed ~o(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm facihty that drains to the outfall for storm water for the certification period.event. The required 72-hour storm eventwhich sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained m
interval is waived where the preceding (c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevenuon
measurable storm event did not result inconduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA ina measurable discharge from the facility.,sampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of thisThe required 72-hour storm event site, the operator of the facility may permit, in the case of certi~ing that ainterval may also be waived where theexercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the perm~ttee
permittee documents that less than a 72-requirements as long as the facilitv must submit the certification aion~ wlthhour interval is representative for local remains inactive and unstaffed. T~e the monitoring reports reouired under
storm events during the season when facility must submit to the Director. in paragraph (b) below. If th~ permittee
sampling is being conducted. The grablieu o~ monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period. :hey
sample shall be taken during the first 30statement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure wasminutes of the discharge. If the site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring reqmre~
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up until that date. This certification December. The examination shall be (4) When a discharger is unable to
option is not applicable to compliance made during daylight hours unless therecollect samples over the course of the
monitoring requirements associated is insufficient rainfall or snow melt to visual examination period as a result of
with effluent limitations. EPA does not produce a runoff event, adverse climatic conditions, the
expect facilities to be able to exercise (1) Examinations shall be made of discharger must document the reason
this certification for indicator grab samples collected within the first for not performing the visual
parameters, such as TSS and BOD. 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as examination and retain this

(b) Reporting. Permittees with practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of documentation onsite with the records
monitoring requirements under Part when the runoff or snowmelt begins of the visual examinations. Adverse
XI.E.5.a. shall submit monitoring resultsdischarging. The examinations shall weather conditions that may prohibit
for each outfall associated with document observations of color, odor, the collection of samples include
industrial activity [or a certification in clarity, floating solids, settled solids, weather conditions that create
accordance with Sections (3), (4), or (5)suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and dangerous conditions for personnel
above] obtained during the reporting other obvious indicators of storm water (such as local flooding, high winds.
period beginmng [insert date 1 year afterpollution. The examination must be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
permit issuance] lasting through [insertconducted in a well lit area. No etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
date 2 years after permit issuance] on analytical tests are required to be a sample impracticable (drought,
Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) performed on the samples. All such extended frozen conditions, etc.).
postmarked no later than the 31st day ofsamples shall be collected from the (5) When a discharger is unable to
the following March Iinsert the date ~ disc’~arge resulting from a storm eventconduct visual storm water
years after permit issuance]. Monitoringthat is greater than 0.1 inches in examinations at an inactive and
~esults Iora certification in accordancemagnitude and that occurs at least 72 unstaffed site. the operator of the facility
with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above) hours from the previously measurable may exercise a waiver of the monitoring
obtained during the period beginning (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm requirement as long as the facility
[insert date 3 years after permit event. Where practicable, the same remains inactive and unstaffed.
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4individual should carry out the facility must maintain a certification
years after permit issuance] shall be

collection and examination of with t~e pollution prevention plan
submitted on Discharge Monitoring discharges for entire permit term. stating that the site is inactive and
Report Form(s) postmarked no later than

(2) Visual examination reports must unstaffed so that performing visual
the 31st day of the following March. For examinations during a qualifying event
each outfall, one signed Discharge be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible.
Monitoring Report Form must be prevention plan. The report shall

d. Compliance Monitoring
submitted for each event sampled, include the examination date and time,

Requirements. Permittees with cement
Signed copies of Discharge Monitoringexamination personnel, the nature of themanufacturing facilities must monitor
Reports, or said certifications, shall be discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), runoff from material storage for the
submitted to the Director of the NPDES visual quality of the storm water presence of TSS and pH at least
program at the address of the discharge (including observations of annually (one time per year). Facilities
appropriate Regional Office listed in color, odor, clarity, floating solids, must report in accordance with 5.d.(2)
Part VI.G. of the fact sheet to this settled solids, suspended solids, foam,below (reporting). In addition to the
permit, oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsparameters listed above, the permittee

(1) Additional Notification. In of storm water pollution), and probable shall provide the date and duration (in
addition to filing copies of discharge sources of any observed storm water hours) of the storm event(s) sampled;
monitoring reports in accordance with contamination, rainfall measurements or estimates (in
paragraph b (above), facilities with (3) When a facility has two or more inches) of the storm event that generated
monitoring requirements under Part outfalls that, based on a consideration ofthe sampled runoff: the duration
XI.E.5.a. with at least one storm water industrial activity, significant materials,between the storm event sampled and
discharge associated with industrial and management practices and activitiesthe end of the previous measurable
activity through a large or medium within the area drained by the outfall,(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
municipal separate storm sewer systemthe permittee reasonably believes event: and an estimate of the total
(systems serving a population of discharge substantially identical volume (in gallons) of the discharge
100,000 or more) must submit signed effluents, the permittee may collect a sampled.
copies of discharge monitoring reports sample of effluent of one of such (1) Sample Type. A minimum of one
to the operator of the municipal separateout.falls and report that the evaluation grab sample shall be taken. All such
storm sewer system in accordance withdata also applies to the substantially samples shall be collected from the
the dates provided in paragraph b identical outfall(s) provided that the discharge resulting from a storm event
(above). permittee includes in the storm water that is greater than 0.1 inches in

c. Quarterly Visual Examination of pollution prevention plan a description magnitude and that occurs at least 72
Storm Water Quality. Glass, clay, of the location of the outfalls and hours from the previously measurable
cement, concrete, and gypsum explains in detail why the outfails are (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
manufacturing facilities shall perform expected to discharge substantially event. The grab sample shall be taken
and document a visual exarmnation ofidentical effluents. In addition, for eachduring the first 30 minutes of the
a s~orm water discharge associated withoutfall that the perrmttee believes is discharge. If the collection of a grab
industrial activity from each outfall, representative, an estimate of the size ofsample during the first 30 minutes isexcept discharges exempted below. Thethe drainage area (in square feet) and animpracticable, a grab sample can be
examination(s) must be made at least estimate of the runoff coefficient of the taken during the first hour of the
once in each of the following three- drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 discharge, and the discharger shall
month periods: January through March, percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), or submit with the monitoring report a
April through June, July through high (above 65 percent}] shall be description of why a grab sample during
September, and October through provided in the plan. the first 30 minutes was impracticable.
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(2) Repom’ng. Permittees with nonferrous die-casungs, except description of potential sources that
material storage runoff from cement aluminum, aluminum foundries, coppermay reasonably be expected to add
manufacturing facilities shall submit foundries, and nonferrous foundries, significant amounts of pollutants to
monitoring results obtained during the except copper and aluminum (SIC codestorm water discharges or that may
reporting period beginning [insert date336). result in the discharge of pollutants
of permit issuance] on Discharge g. Miscellaneous primary metal during dry weather from separate storm
Monitoring Report Form(s) postmarked products, not elsewhere classified, sewers draining the facility. Each pian
no later than the 31st day of the including: metal heat treating, and shall identify all activities and
following [insert month after permit primary metal products, not elsewhere significant materials that may
issuance date]. Signed copies of classified (SIC code 339). potentially be significant pol~lutant
Discharge Monitoring Reports shall be Activities covered include, but are notsources. Each plan shall include, at a
submitted to the Director of the NPDES limited to, storm water discharges minimum:
program at the address of the associated with coking operations, (a) Drainage.
appropriate Regional Office indicated insintering plants, blast furnaces, smelting(i) A site map indicating an outline ofPart VI.B. of this permit. For each operations, rolling mills, casting the portions of the drainage area of eachoutfall, one signed Discharge operations, heat treating, extruding, storm water outfall that are within theMonitoring Report form shall be drawing, or forging of all types of facility boundaries, each existingsubmitted for each storm event sampled,ferrous and nonferrous metals, scrap, structural control measure to reduce

(a) Additional Notification. In and ore. pollutants in storm water runoff, surfaceaddition to filing copies of discharge When an industrial facility, describedwater bodies, locations wheremonitoring reports in accordance with by the above coverage provisions of thissignificant materials are exposed toparagraph (2) (above), permittees with section, has industrial activities being precipitation, locations where maiordischarges of material storage runoff conducted onsite that meet the spills or leaks identified under Par~from cement manufacturing facilities description(s) of industrial activities in XI.F.3.a.(2)(c) ISpills and Leaks) of thisthrough a large or medium municipal another section(s), that industrial permit have occurred, and the locationsseparate storm sewer system (systems facility shall comply with any and all of the following activities where suchserving a population of 100,000 or more)applicable monitoring and pollution activities are exposed to precipitation:must submit signed copies of dischargeprevention plan requirements of the fueling stations, vehicle and equipmentmonitoring reports to the operator of theother section(s) in addition to all maintenance and/or cleaning areas,municipal separate storm sewer systemapplicable requirements in this section,loading/unloading areas, locations usedin accordance with the dates provided The monitoring and pollution for the treatment, storage or disposal ofin paragraph 5.d.(3) (above). prevention plan terms and conditions ofwastes such as spent solvents or baths,
F. Storm Water Discharges Associated this multi-sector permit are additive forsand, slag or dross, liquid storage tar~ks
With Indusm’al Activity From Primary industrial activities being conducted ator drums, processing areas including
Metals Facilities the same industrial facility (co-located pollution control equipment such asindustrial activities). The operator of the baghouses, and storage areas of raw
1. Discharges Covered Under This facility shall determine which other materials such as coal, coke, scrap,Section monitoring and pollution prevention sand, fluxes, refractories, or metal inThe requirements Listed under this plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areany form. The map shall also indicatesection of today’s permit shall apply to applicable to the facility, areas of the facility where accumulationstorm water discharges from the primary2. Special Conditions of significant amounts of particulatemetal industry, which includes the
following types of facilities: a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water matter from operations such as furnace

a. Steel works, blast furnaces, and Discharges. There are no additional or oven emissions or losses from coal/

rolling and finishing mills including: requirements beyond those described incoke handling operations, etc., is likely,

steel wiredrawing and steel nails and Part HI.A.2. of this permit, and could result in a discharge of
pollutants to waters of the Unitedspikes; cold-rolled steel sheet, strip, and3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention States. The map must indicate thebars: and steel pipes and tubes (SIC Plan Requirements ouffall locations and the types ofcode 331).

b. Iron and steel foundries, including: a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall discharges contained in the drainage
gray and ductile iron, malleable iron, include, at a minimum, the followingareas of the outfalls.
steel investment, and steel foundries notitems: (ii) For each area of the facility that
elsewhere classified (SIC code 332). (1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each generates storm water discharges

c. Primary smelting and refining of plan shall identify a specific individual associated with industrial activity ~vith
nonferrous metals, including: primary or individuals within the facility a reasonable potential for containing
smelting and refining of copper, and organization as members of a storm significant amounts of pollutants, a
primary production of aluminum (SIC water Pollution Prevention Team that prediction of the direction of flow, and
code 333). are responsible for developing the storman identification of the types of

d. Secondary. smelting and refining of water pollution prevention plan and pollutants that are likely to be present
nonferrous metals (SIC code 334). assisting the facility or plant manager in in storm water discharges associated

e. Rolling, drawing, and extruding ofits implementation, maintenance, and with industrial activity. Factors to
nonferrous metals, including: rolling, revision. The plan shall clearly identi~consider include the t~xicity of a
drawing, and extruding of copper: the responsibilities of each team chemical: quantity of chemicals used.
rolling, drawing, and extruding of member. The activities and produced or discharged; the likelihood
nonferrous metals, except copper and responsibilities of the team shall of contact with storm water: and history
aluminum: and drawing and insulatingaddress all aspects of the facility’s stormof significant leaks or spills of to~c or
of nonferrous wire (SIC code 335). water pollution prevention plan. hazardous pollutants. Flows with a

f. Nonferrous foundries (castings), (2) Description of Potential Pollutant significant potential for causing erosion
including: aluminum die-castings, Sources. Each plan shall provide a shall be identified.
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(b) Inventor. of Exposed Materials-- any pollutant or pollutant parameter (iii) Substitution of less hazardous
An inventory of the types of materials (e.g., chemical oxygen demand, oil andmaterials, or materials less likely to
handled at the site that potentially maygrease, copper, lead, zinc, etc.) of contaminate storm water, or substitution
be exposed to precipitation. Such concern, shall be identified, of recyclable materials for
inventory shall include a narrative (3) Measures and Controls. Each nonrecyctables wherever possible.
description of significant materials that facility covered by this permit shall (iv) Constructing permanent or
have been handled, treated, stored or develop a description of storm water semipermanent covers, or other similar
disposed in a manner to allow exposuremanagement controls appropriate for forms of protection over stockpiled
to storm water between the time of 3 the facility, and implement such materials, material handling and
years prior to the date of the submissioncontrols. The appropriateness and processing equipment. Options include
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredpriorities of controls in a plan shall roofs, tarps, and covers. This may also
under this permit and the present: reflect identified potential sources of include the use of containment l~ms or
method and location of onsite storage orpollutants at the facility. The covered dumpsters for raw materials.
disposal; materials management description of storm water management waste materials and nonrecyclable
practices employed to minimize contactcontrols shall address the following waste materials.
of materials with storm water runoff minimum components, including a (v) Dikes, berms, curbs, trenches, or
between the time of 3 years prior to the schedule for implementing such other equivalent measures to dive~
date of the submission of a Notice of controls: runon from material storage, processing,
Intent (NOI) to be covered under this (a) Good Housekeeping---Good or waste disposal areas.
permit and the present; the location andhousekeeping requires the maintenance (c) Prevent’re Maintenance---A
a description of existing structural and of areas that may contribute pollutants preventive maintenance program shall
nonstructural control measures to to storm water discharges in a clean, involve timely inspection and
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; orderly manner. The pollution maintenance of storm water
and a description of any treatment the prevention plan should consider management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
storm water receives. This description implementation of the following water separators, catch basins) as well
should also include areas with the measures, or equivalent measures, as inspectin8 and testing facility
potential for deposition of particulate where ao~licable, equipment and systems to uncover
matter from process air emissions or [i] Est~Siish a cleaning or conditions that could cause breakdowns
losses during material handling maintenance program for all imperviousor failures resulting in discharges of
activities. The description shall be areas of the facility where particulate pollutants to surface waters, and
updated whenever there is a significantmatter, dust, or debris may accumulate,ensuring appropriate maintenance of
change in the type or quantity of particularly areas of material loading/ such equipment and systems.
exposed materials, or material unloading, material storage and (i) A schedule for inspection and
management practices, that may affect handling, and processing, maintenance of all particulate emissions
the exposure of materials to storm (ii] Pave areas of vehicle traffic or control equipment should be
water, material storage where vegetative or established to ensure proper operation.

(c) Spills and Leaks--A list of other stabilization methods are not Inspections should be conducted as
significant spills and significant leaks of practical. Institute sweeping programs described in Section XI.F.3.a.(3)(e)
toxic or hazardous pollutants that in these areas as well. below. Detection of any leaks or defects
occurred at areas that are exposed to [iii} For unstabilized areas of the that could lead to excessive emissions
precipitation or that otherwise drain to facility where sweeping is not practical, shall be repaired as soon as practicable.
a storm water conveyance at the facility storm water management devices suchWhere significant settling or deposition
after the date of 3 years prior to the dateas sediment traps, vegetative buffer from process emissions are observed
of the submission of a Notice of Intent strips, filter fabric fence, sediment during proper operation of existing
(NOI) to be covered under this permit, filtering boom, gravel outlet protection, equipment, the permittee shall consider
Such list shall be updated as or other equivalent measures, that ways to reduce these emissions
appropriate during the term of the effectively trap or remove sediment including but not limited to: upgrading
permit, should be considered, or replacing existing equipment;

(d} Sampling Data---A summary of {b) Source Controls--The permittee collecting runoff from areas of
existing discharge sampling data shall consider preventive measures to deposition for treatment or recychng; or
describing pollutants in storm water minimize the potential exposure of all changes in materials or processes to
discharges from the facility, including a significant materials (as described in reduce the generation of particulate
summary of sampling data collected Part XI.F.3.a.(3) of this section) to matter.
during the term of this permit, precipitation and storm water runoff. (ii} Structural Best Management

[e) Risk Identification and Summary The permittee should consider the Practices (BMPs} will be visually
of Potential Poflutant Sources---A implementation of the following inspected for signs of washout.
narrative description of the potential measures, or equivalent measures, to excessive sedimentation, deterioration.
pollutant sources from the following reduce the exposure of all materials to damage, or overflowing, and shall be
activities: loading and unloading storm water: repaired or maintained as soon as
operations; outdoor storage activities: (i} Relocating all materials, including practicable.
outdoor manufacturing or processing raw materials, intermediate products, (d) Spit Prevention and Response
activities; significant dust or particulate material handling equipment, obsolete Procedures-Areas where potential
generating processes occumng indoorsequipment, and wastes currently storedspills that can contribute pollutants to
or out, with or without pollution controloutside to inside locations, storm water discharges may occur, and
equipment in place to trap particulates: (ii) Establishment of a schedule for their accompanying drainage points
and onsite waste disposal practices. Theremoval of wastes and obsolete shall be identified clearlv in the storm
description shall specifically list any equipment to minimize the volume of water pollution prevention plan. Where
significant potential source of pollutantsthese materials stored onsite that may be appropriate, speci ~fying matenat
at the site and for each potential source,exposed to storm water, handling procedures, storage
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requirements, and use of equipment information describing the quality and presence of non-storm water discharges;
such as diversion valves in the plan quantity of storm water discharges shallthe results of such test or other relevant
should be considered. Procedures for be included in the plan required underobservations; potential sources of non-
cleaning up spills shall be identified inthis part. Inspections and maintenancestorm water discharges to the storm
the plan and made available to the activities shall be documented and sewer; and why adequate tests for such
appropriate personnel. The necessary records of such activities shall be storm sewers were not feasible. Non-
equipment to implement a clean up incorporated into the plan. storm water discharges to waters of the
should be available to personnel, (h) Non-storm Water Discharges. United States that are not authorized bv

(e) Inspections--Qualified facility (i) Certification. The plan sha~l an NrpDES permit are unlawful, andpersonnel shall be identified to inspectinclude a certification that the dischargemust be terminated.
designated equipment and areas of the has been tested or evaluated for the(i) Sediment and Erosion Control--
facility at appropriate intervals, but no presence of non-storm water discharges.The plan shall identify areas that, due
less frequently than once during each ofThe certification shall include the to topography, activities, or other
the following periods: January through identification of potential significant factors, have a high potential for
March; April through June: July throughsources of non-storm water at the site, significant soil erosion, and identi~
September; and October through a description of the results of any test structural, vegetative, and/or
December. A set of tracl~ing or follow- and/or evaluation for the presence of stabilization measures to be used to
up procedures shall be used to ensurenon-storm water discharges, the limit erosion. The plan shall also
that appropriate actions are taken in evaluation criteria or testing method contain a narrative consideration of the
response to the inspections. Records ofused, the date of any testing andJor appropriateness of traditional storm
inspections shall be maintained, evaluation~and the onsite drainage water management practices (practices
Inspections shall be conducted on a points that were directly observed other than those that control the
quarterly basis and address, at a during the test. Certifications shall be generation or source(s) of pollutants)
minimum, the following areas where signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofused to divert, infiltrate, reuse, or
applicable: this permit. Such certification may not otherwise manage storm water runoff in

(i) Air pollution control equipment be feasible if the facility operating the a manner that reduces pollutants insuch as bughouses, electrostatic storm water discharge associated withstorm water discharges from the site.
precipitators, scrubbers, and cyclones, industrial activity does not have accessThe plan shall provide that measures
should be inspected on a routine basisto an outfall, mar&ole, or other point of that the permittee determines to befor any signs of disrepair such as leaks,access to the ultimate conduit that reasonable and appropriate shall becorrosion, or improper operation that receives the discharge. In such cases,implemented and maintained. Thecould limit their efficiency and lead to the source identification section of the potential of various sources at theexcessive emissions. The permittee storm water pollution prevention plan facility to contribute pollutants to stormshould consider monitoring air flow at shall indicate why the certification water discharges associated withinlets and outlets, or equivalent required by this part was not feasible, industrial activity (see paragraphmeasures, to check for leaks or blockagealong with the identification of potentialXI.F.3.a.(2) of t~.is section (Descriptionin ducts. Visual inspections shall be significant sources of non-storm water atof Potential Pollutant Sources) shall bemade for corrosion, leaks, or signs of the site. A discharger that is unable to considered when determiningparticulate deposition or visible provide the certification required by thisreasonable and appropriate measures.emissions that could indicate leaks, paragraph must notify the Director in Appropriate measures may include:(ii) All process or material handling accordance with paragraph vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofequipment such as conveyors, cranes,XI.F.3.a.(3)(h)(iii) (below). collected storm water (such as for aand vehicles should be inspected for (ii) Exceptions. Except for flows from process or as an irrigation source), inletlea.ks, drips, etc. or for the potential lossfire fighth2g activities, sources of non- controls (such as oil/water separators),of materials, storm water listed in Part III.A.2. snow management activities, infiltration
(iii) Material storage areas such as (Prohibition of Non-storm Water devices, and wet detention/retentionpiles, bins or hoppers for storing coke, Discharges) of this permit that are devices or other equivalent measures.coal, scrap, or slag, as well as chemicalscombined with storm water discharges (i) Management of Runoff--Facilitiesstored in tanks or drums, shou]d be associated with industrial activity must shall consider implementation of theexamined for signs of material losses be identified in the plan. The plain shallfollowing storm water managementdue to wind or storm water runoff, identify and ensure the implementationpractices or other equivalent measures(f} Employee Training--Employee of appropriate pollution prevention to address pollutants of concern:training programs shall inform measures for the non-storm water

(i) Vegetative buffer strips, filter fabricpersonnel responsible for implementingcomponent(s) of the discharge, fence, sediment filtenng boom, or otheractivities identified in the storm water (iii) Failure to Certify--Any facility equivalent measures, that effectivelypollution prevention plan or otherwise that is unable to provide the" trap or remove sediment prior toresponsible for storm water managementcertification required (testing for non- discharge through an inlet or catchat all levels of responsibility of the storm water discharges), must notify, thebasin.components and goals of the storm Director by [Insert date 270 days after (ii) Media flit_ration such as catchwater pollution prevention plan. permit issuance] or, for facilities that basin filters and sand filters.Training should address topics such asbegin to discharge storm water (iii) Oil/water separators or the
spill response, good housekeeping andassociated with industrial activity after equivalent.material management practices. The [Insert 270 days after permit issuance], (iv) Structural BMPs such as settlingpollution prevention plan shall identify 180 days after submitting an NOI to be basins, sediment traps, retention or
periodic dates for such training, covered by this permit. If the failure to detention ponds, recycling ponds or(gJ Recordkeeping and Internal certify is caused by the inability to other equivalent measures.
Reporting Procedures---A description ofperform adequate tests or evaluations, (4) Comprehensive Site Complianceincidents (such as spills, or other such notification shall describe: the Evaluation. Qualified personnel shalldischarges), along with other procedure of any test conducted for theconduct site compliance evaluations at
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appropriate intervals specified in the conducted in place of one such TABLE F-2.--IRON AND STEEL FOUND-plan but in no case less than once a inspection.
year. Such evaluationsshallprovide: RIES (SiC 332) MONITORING RE-

[aJ Areas contributing to a storm 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations QUIREMENTS--Continued
water discharge associated with There am no additional effluent

Mon~oringindustrial activity such as material limitations bevond those described in Pollutants of concern cut-off con-storage and handling, loading and Part V.B. of this permit.
unloading, process activities, and plant centTat~on
yards shall be visually inspected for 5. Monitoring and Reporting Total Suspended Solids .......... 100 m~,L~vidence of, or the potential for. Requirements Total Recoverable Copper ...... 0.0636 mg!Lpollutants entering the drainage system, a. Analytical ,Monitoring Total Recoverable iron ........... ! mg, LMeasures to reduce pollutant loac[ings Bequirements. During the period Total Recoverable Zinc ........... 0.1 ! 7 mgiLshah be evaluated to determine whether beginning [insert date 1 year afterthey are adequate and properly permit issuance] lasting ~ough [insert

TABLE F-3.--ROLLING, DRAWING, ANDiml~]emented in accordance with the date 2 years after permit issuance] and
EXTRUDING OF NON-FERROUS MET-terms of the permit or whether the period begim~ing [insert date 3 years
ALS (SIC 335) MONITORING RE-additional control measures are needed, after permit issuance] lasting throughStructural storm water management [insert date 4 years after permit QUIREMENTS

measures, sediment and erosion controlissuance], permittees with primary,

t Mothering

measures, other structural pollution metals facilities identified by SIC codes Pollutants of concern cut-off con-prevention measures identified in the 331,332; 335, and 336 must monitor centrationplan, as well as process related their storm water discharges associatedpollution control equipment shall be with industrial activity at least quarterlvTotal Recoverable Copper ......0.0635 mg/Lobserved or tested to ensure that thev (4 times per year duriz~g the second and"Total Recoverable Zinc ........... 0. ~ 1 : mg!L
~re operating correctly. A visual fourth year of coverage} except as~nspection of equJpment needed to provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3) TABLE F-4.--NON-FERROUS FOUND-implement the plan, such as spill {Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4) RIES (SIC 336) MONITORINGresponse equipment, shah be made.

(Representative Discharge), and 5.a.{5}
QUIREMENTS(b) Based on the results of the (Alternative Certification). Primaryevaluation, the description of potential metals facilities are required to m~nitor

Mot~0nngpollutant sources identified in the plan
theJ.r storm water discharges for the Pollutants of concern cut-off con-in accordance with paragraph pollutants of concern listed in Tables F- centrat~onXI.F.3.a.(2) of this section (Description
1, F-2, F-3, and F-4 below. Facilitiesof Potential Pollutant SOLU’CeS) and
must report in accordance with 5.b. Total Recoverable Copper ......

I 0.0636 mg/L
pollution prevention measures and

(Reporting). In addition to the Total Recoverable Zinc ...........0. l 17 mg!Lcontrols identified in the plan in
parameters listed in Tables F-1 throughaccordance with paragraph XI.F.3.a.(3)

(I) Monitoring Periods. PrimaryF-4 below, the permittee shall provide metals facilities shall monitor samplesof this section (Measures and Controls}
the date and duration (in hours) of the

collected during the sampling penodsshall be revised as appropriate within 2
storm event(s) sampled; rainfallweeks of such evaluation and shall of: January through March. Aprilmeasurements or estimates (in inches)    through June, July through September.provide for implementation of any       of the storm event that generated the

and October through December for thechanges to the plan in a timely manner,
sampled runoff; the duration between

years specified in paragraph a. {above).but in no case more than 12 weeks after
the storm event sampled and the end ofthe evaluation.

(2} Sample Type. A minimum of onethe previous measurable (greater than
grab sample shall be taken. All such{c) A report summarizing the scope of

0.1 inch rainfall) storm event; and anthe evaluation, personnel making the
estimate of the total volume (in gallons)samples shall be collected from theevaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,

discharge resulting from a storm eventof the discharge sampled.major observations relating to the
that is greater than 0.1 inches inimplementation of the storm water
magnitude and that occurs at least ;2pollution prevention plan, and actions TABLE F-1 .--STEEL WORKS, BLAST
hours from the previously measurabletaken in accordance with paragraph FURNACES, AND ROLLING AND FIN-
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} stormXl.F.3.a.(4)(b) (above} of the permit shall ISHING MILLS (SIC 331) MONITOR- event. The required 72-hour storm eventbe made and retained as part of the ING REQUIREMENTS interval is waived where the precedingstorm water pollution prevention plan
measurable storm event did not res~dt infor at least 3 years from the date of the

I Momtoring

a measurable discharge from the ~raciJitv.evaluation. The report shall identify any POllutants of concern cut-off con- The required 72-hour storm event "incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ a centration
internal may also be waived where ~hereport does not identify any incidents ofTotal Recovera~e Aluminum . 0.75 mg/L permittee documents that less than a ;’2-noncomphance, the re~ort shall containTotal Recoverable Zinc ........... ~0. ] 17 mg/L hour interval is representative for iocala certification that the facility is in

compliance with the storm ~ater storm events dunng the season when
pollution prevention plan and this TABLE F-2.~IRON AND STEEL FOUND- sampling is bein~ conducted. The grab
permit. The report shall be signed in RIES (SIC 332) MONITORING RE- sample shall be taken dunng the first 30
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory QUIREMENTS minutes of the discharge. If the

Re,q,u,i,r.e,ments) of this permit, collection of a grab sample dunng ~e

I
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab~a] where compliance evaluation Monitoring sample can be taken during theschedules overlap with inspections Pollutants of concem cut-off con-

required under 3.a.(3)(e), the centration hour of the discharge, and the
discharger shall submit with thecompliance evaluation may be Total Recoverable Aluminum . 0.75 rng/L monitoring report a description of why
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a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained bv the outfall, industrial activity [or a certification inminutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably ~elieves
accordance with Sections (3), (4), or (5)water discharges associated with discharge substantially ~dentical above] obtained during the reportingindustrial activity commingle with effluents, the permittee may test the period beginning [insert date 1 year afterprocess or nonprocess water, then effluent of one of such outf’alls and permit issuance] lasting throug]~ [insertwhere practicable permittees must report that the quantitative data also date 2 years aiter permit issuance] onattempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantially identical Discharge Monitonng Report Form(s)discharge before it mixes with the non-outfall(s) provided that th~ permittee postmarked no later than the 31st day ofstorm water discharge, includes in the storm water pollution the following March [insert the date ~[3J Sampling Waiver. prevention plan a description of the years after permit issuancel. Monitoring(a] Adverse Conditions--When a location of the outfalls and explains in results [or a certification in accordancedischarger is unable to collect samplesdetail why the outfalls are expected towith Sections/3), (4), or (5) above]within a specified sampling period due

discharge substantially identical obtained during the period beginningto adverse climatic conditions, the
effluents. In addition,’for each outfall [insert date 3 years after permitdischarger shall collect a substitute
that the permittee believes is issuance] las ~ung through [insert date 4sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofyears after permit issuancel shall bein the next period and submit the data
the drainage area (in square feet] and ansubmitted on Discharge Monitoringalong with data for the routine sample
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Report Form(s) postmarked no later thanin that period. Adverse weather
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 the 31st day of the following March. Forconditions that may prohibit the
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or each outfall, one Discharge Monitoringcollection of sampl’es include weather high (above 65 percent)] shall be Report Form must be submitted perconditions that create dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee storm event sampled. Signed copies ofconditions for personnel (such as local
shall include the description of the Discharge Monitoring Reports, or saidflooding, high winds, hurricane, location of the outfalls, explanation of

certifications, shall be submitted to thetornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or why outfalls are expected to dischargeDirector of the NPDE$ program at theotherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and address of the appropriate Regionalsample impracticable (drought,
estimate of ~he size of the drainage areaOffice listed in Part VI.G. of the factextended frozen conditions, etc.),
and runoff coefficient with the sheet.[b) Low Concentration Waiver--When
Di.s_c.h .a~g. e Monitoring Report. (1) Additional Notification. Inthe average concentration for a pollutant

~sJ Alternative Certi~’cation. A addition to filing copies of dischargecalculated from all monitoring data
discharger is not subject to the

monitoring reports in accordance withcollected from an ouffall during the
monitonng requirements of this sectionparagraph b (above), primary, metalsmonitoring period [insert date 1 year
provided the discharger makes a facilities with at least one storm waterafter permit issuance] lasting through
certification for a given out_fall or on a discharge associated with industrial[insert date 2 years after permit
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of activity through a large or mediumissuance] is less than the corresponding
monitoring reports required under municipal separate storm sewer systemvalue for that pollutant listed in Table
paragraph (b) below, under penalty of (systems serving a population ofF-1 under the column Monitoring Cut-
law, signed in accordance with Part 100,000 or more) must submit signedoff Concentration, a facility may waive
VII.G. (Signator7 Requirements), that copies of discharge monitoring reportsmonitoring and reporting requirements
material handling equipment or to the operator of the municipal separatein the monitoring period beginning
activities, raw materials,~intermediate storm sewer system in accordance with[insert date 3 years afier permit
products, final products, waste the dates provided in paragraph bissuance] lasting through [insert date 4
materials, by-products, industrial

(above).years after permit issuance]. The facility
machinery, or operations, or significant c.O.uarterly Visual Examination ofmust submit to the Director, in lieu of
materials from past industrial activity Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall~the monitoring data, a certification that
that are located in areas of the facilit~ perform and document a visualthere has not been a significant change
within the drainage area of the outfall examination of a storm water dischargein industrial activity or the pollution
are not presently exposed to storm waterassociated with industrial activity fromprevention measures in area of the
and are not expected to be exposed toeach outfall, except dischargesfacility that drams to the ouffall for
storm water for the certification period, exempted below. The examination mustwhich sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in be made at least once in each designated(c) When a discharger is unable to
the storm water pollution prevention period [described in (1) below] dunngconduct quarterly chemical storm water
plan, and submitted to EPA in daylight hours unless there issampling at an inactive and unstaffed
accordance with Pan VI.C. of this insufficient rainfall or snow melt tosite, the operator of the facility may
permit. In the case of certifving that a produce a runoff event.exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, th~ permittee

(1] Examinations shall be conductedrequirements as long as the facility
must submit the certification along within each of the following periods for theremains inactive and unstaffed. The
the monitoring reports required under    purposes of visually inspecting stormfacility must submit to the Director, in
paragraph (b) below. If the permittee water quality associated with stormlieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certif-v for an entire period, they water runof~ or snow melt: Januarystatement on the DIVER stating that the must submit~the date exposure was

through March; April through Jun~: Julysite is inactive and unstaffed so that
eliminated and anv monitonng requiredthrough September; and October "collecting a sample during a qualifyingup until that date.~The certification

through December.event is not possible,
option is not applicable to compliance (2~ Examinations shall be made of(4] Representative Discharge. When a
monitoring requirements associated samples collected within the first 30facility has two or more outfalls that,
with effluent limitations, minutes (or as soon thereafter asbased on a consideration of industrial

b. Reporting. Permittees with primarypractical, but not to exceed 1 hour) ofactivity, significant materials, and metals facilities shall submit monitoringwhen the runoff or snow melt beginsmanagement practices and activities
results for each outfall associated with discharging. The examinations shall
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document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create present; concentration building, if no
clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel contact with material piles: mill site, if
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds, no contact with material piles; chemical
other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,storage area: docking facility, if no
pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofexcessive contact with waste product:
conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (e.g., drought, explosive storage: reclaimed areas
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.), released from reclamation bonds prior
performed on the samples. All such (6) When a discharger is unable to to December 17, 1990; and partial!y/
samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water inadequately reclaimed areas or areas
discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and not released from reclamation bonds.
that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facility When an industrial facility, described
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringby the above coverage provisions of this
hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility section, has industrial activities being
lgreater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. "~he conducted onsite that meet the
event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification description(s) of indust.rial activities in
individual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan another section(s), that industrial
collection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and facility shall comply with any and all
discharges for entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual applicable monitoring and pollution

(3) Visual examination reports must examinations during a quali~ing eventprevention plan requirements of the
be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible, other section(s) in addition to all
prevention plan. The report shall applicable requirements in this section.
include the examination date and time.G. Storm ~/ater Discharges Associated T’he monitoring and pollution
examination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Metal prevention plan terms and conditions of
discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), Mining [Ore Mining and Dressing) this multi-sector permit are additive for
visual quality of the storm water Facilities industrial activities being conducted at
discharge Iincluding observations of 1. Discharges Covered Under This the same industrial facility (co-located
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, Section industrial activities). The "operator of the
settled solids, suspended solids, foam. facilitv shall determine which other
oil sheen, and other obvious indicators The requirements listed under this -
of storm water pollution), and probablesection shall apply to storm water monitoring and pollution prevention

discharges from active and inactive plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are
sources of any observed storm water applicable to the facility.
contamination, metal mining and ore dressing facilities .

(4) When a facility has two or more (Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) a. Limitations on Coveroge. The

outfalls that, based on a consideration ofMajor Group 10) if the storm water hasfollowing storm water discharges

industrial activity, significant materials,come into contact with, or is associated with industrial activity are

and management practices and activitiescontaminated by, any overburden, rawnot authorized by this permit:
[1] Dischargesfrom active metal

within the area drained by the outfall, material, intermediate product, finishedmining facilities that are subject to the
the permittee reasonably believes product, byproduct, or waste product effluent limitation guidelines for the Ore
discharge substantially identical located on the site of the operation. SICMining and Dressing Point Source Point
effluents, the permittee may collect a Major Group 10 includes establishmentsSource Category. (40 CFR Part 440).
sample of effluent of one of such primarily engaged in mining, Coverage under this permit does not
outfalls and report that the examinationdeveloping mines, or exploring for include adit drainage or contaminated
data also applies to the substantially metallic minerals (ores) and also springs or seeps at active facilities,
identical outfall(s) provided that the includes all ore dressing and temporarily inactive facilities, or
permittee includes in the storm water beneficiating operations, whether inactive facilities. Also see Limitations
pollution prevention plan, a descriptionperformed at mills operated in on Coverage, Part I.B.3.
of the location of the outfalls and conjunction with the mines served or at (2) Storm water discharges associatedexplains in detail why the outfalls are mills, such as custom mills, operated with an industrial activity that the
expected to discharge substantially separately. For the purposes of this partDirector (EPA) has determined to be, or
identical effluents. In addition, for eachof the permit, the term "metal mining"mav reasonably be expected to be.
outfall that the permittee believes is includes all ore mining and/or dressingcontributing to a violation of a water
representative, an estimate of the size ofand beneficiating operations, whether quality standard.
the drainage area lin square feet) and anperformed at mills operated in [3] Storm water discharges associated
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the conjunction with the mines served or atwith industrial activity from inactive
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 mills, such as custom mills, operated mining operations occurring on Federa!percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orseparately. All storm water discharges lands where an operator cannot be
high (above 65 percent)] shall be from inactive metal mining facilities identified.
provided in the plan. and the storm water discharges from the

[5) When a discharger is unable to following areas of active, and 2. Special Definitions
collect samples over the course of the temporarily inactive, metal mining The following definitions are only for
visual examination period as a result offacilities are the only discharges coveredthis section of today’s permit and are
adverse climatic conditions, the by this section of the permit: topsoil not intended to supersede the
discharger must document the reason piles; offsite haul/access roads if off definitions of active and inactive mining
for not performing the visual active area: onsite haul roads if not facilities established by 40 CFR
examination and retain this constructed of waste rock or if spent ore122.26(b)(14)(iii):
documentation onsite with the recordsand rmne water is not used for dust "’Active Metal Mining Facility" is a
of the visual examination. Adverse control; runoff from tailings damsJdikesplace where work or other rela~ed
weather conditions that may prohibit when not constructed of waste rock! activity to the extraction, removal, or
~e collection of samples include taitings and no process fluids are recovery of metal ore is being
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conducted. With respect to surface       weather. Each description shall identifypractices employed to minimize contact
mines, an "active metal mining facilit.v"all activities and significant materials of materials with storm water runoff
does not include any area of land on orthat may potentiall~ be significant stormbetween the time of 3 years prior to the
in which grading has been completed towater pollutant sources from the activedate of the submission of a Notice of
return the earth to a desired contour andmining activity (see Part XI.G. 1.), Intent (NOI) to be covered under this
reclamation work has begun, including, at a minimum: permit and the present; the location and

"’Inactive Metal Mining Facility" (a) Drainage. a description of existing structural and
means a site or portion of a site where (i) A site topographic map that nonstructural control measures to
metal mining and/or milling activities indicates, at a minimum: mining/ reduce pollutants in storm water runoff:
occurred in the past but is not an activemilling site boundaries and access andand a description of any treatment the
metal mining facility, as defined in this haul roads; the location of each stormstorm water receives. The inventory of
permit and that portion of the facility water outfall and an outline of the exposed materials shall include, b~t
does not have an active mining permit portions of the drainage area that areshall not be limited to the significant
issued by the applicable (federal or within the facility boundaries; materials stored exposed to storm water.
state) governmental agency, equipment storage, fueling and and material management practices

"Temporarily Inactive Metal Mining maintenance areas; materials handlingemployed that were listed for the
Facility" means a site or portion of a siteareas; storage areas for chemicals andfacility in the approved group
where metal mining and/or milling explosives; areas used for storage of application.
activities occurred in the past, but overburden, materials, soils or wastes; A summary of any existing ore or
currently are not being actively location of mine drainage (where water waste rock/overburden characterization
undertaken, and the facility has an leaves mine) or anv other process water; data. including results of testing for acid
actlve mining permit issued by the railings piles/ponds, both proposed and rock generation potential. If the ore or
applicable (federal or state) government existing’, heap leach pads; points of waste rock/overburden characterization
agenc.v that authorizes mining at the discharge from the property for mine data is updated due to a change in "~he
site. drainage or any other process water; ore type being mined, the storm water

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention springs, streams, wetlands and other pollution prevention plan shall be

Plan Requirements surface waters; and boundary, of updated with the new data.
tributary, areas that are subject to (c) Spills and Leaks~A list of

a. Contents of Plan for Active and effluent limitations guidelines. In significant spills and significant iea~s of
Temporarily Inactive Metal ,Vn’ning addition, the map must indicate the toxic or hazardous pollutants that
Facilities. The plan shall include, at atypes of discharges contained in the occurred at areas that are exposed to
minimum, the following items: drainage areas of the outfalls, precipitation or that otherwise drain to

(I) Poflution Prevention Team. (ii) Prediction of the direction of flow, a storm water conveyance at the facility
Identification of a specific individual orand identification of the types of after the date of 3 years prior to the date
individuals within the facility pollutants (e.g., heavy metals, sediment)of submission of a’Notice of Intent (NOI)organization as members of a storm that are likely to be present in storm to be covered under this permit. Such
water Pollution Prevention Team that water discharges associated with list shall be updated as appropriate
are responsible for developing the stormindustrial activity, for each area of theduring the term of the permit.
water pollution prevention plan and mine/mill site that generates storm (d) Sampling Data--A summary, of
assisting the facility or plant manager inwater discharges associated with existing discharge sampling data
its implementation, maintenance, and industrial activity with a reasonabie describing pollutants in storm water
revision. The plan shall cleartv identify potential for containing significant discharges from the facility, including a
the responsibilities of each team amounts of pollutants. Factors to summary of sampling data collected
member. The activities and consider include the mineralogy of theduring the term of this permit.
responsibilities of the team shall ore and waste rock (e.g., acid forming), (e) Risk Identification and Summon"
address all aspects of the facility’s stormtoxicity and quantity of chemical(s) of Potential Pollutant Sources--A
water pollution prevention plai~, used, produced or discharged; the narrative description of the potential

(2) Description of Mining Activities. Alikelihood of contact with storm water: pollutant sources from the following
description of the mining and associatedvegetation on site if any, and history, of activities associated with metal mining:
activities taking place at the site that significant leaks or spills of toxic or loading and unloading operations:
affect or may affect storm water runoff hazardous pollutants. Flows with a outdoor storage activities: outdoor
intended to be covered by this permit, significant potential for causing erosionmanufacturing or processing activities:
The description shall report the total shall be identified, significant dust or particulate generaung
acreage within the mine site, an (b) Inventor), qfExposed MateriaIs~ processes; and onsite waste disposal
estimate of the number of acres of An inventory of the types of materials practices. The description shall
disturbed land and an estimate of the handled at the site that potentially may specifically list any significant potential
total amount of land proposed to be be exposed to precipitation for each source of pollutants at the site and for
disturbed throughout the life of the storm water outfall that may be coveredeach potential source, any pollutant or
mine. A general description of the under this permit (see Part ~(I.G.1.). pollutant parameter (e.g.. heavy metals.
location of the mining site relative to Such invento~ shall include a narrativeetc.) of concern shall be identified.
maior transportation routes and description of: significant materials that (4) Measures and Controis. A
communities shall also be provided, have been handled, treated, stored ordescription of storm water management

(3] Description of Potential Pollutant disposed in a manner to allow exposurecontrols appropriate for the facility, and
Sources. A description of potential to storm water between the time of 3 procedures for implementing suc~
sources that may reasonably be expectedvears prior to the date of the submissioncontrols. The appropriateness and
to add significant amounts of pollutantsof a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered priorities of controls in a plan shall
~including sediment) to storm water under this permit and the present: reflect identified potential sources of
discharges or that may result in the method and location of onsite storage orpollutants at the facility. The
discharge of pollutants during drv disposal: materials management description of sterm water management
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controls shall address the following (e) Employee Training--Outlines of subject to a separate NPDES permit that
minimum components, including a employee training programs that informapplies apphcable effluent limitations
schedule for implementing such personnel responsible for implementingprior to the mixing of non-storm water
controls: activities identified in the storm water and storm water. In such cases, the

(a) Good Housekeeping~,_,ood pollution prevention plan or otherwisecertification shall identify the non-storm
housekeeping such as maintenance in aresponsible for storm water managementwater discharge{s), the a~plicable
clean, orderly manner of areas that mayat all levels of responsibility of the NPDES permit(s}, the effluent
contribute pollutants to storm water components and goals of the storm limitations placed on the non-storm
discharges. {For suggested measures forwater pollution prevention plan. water discharge by the NPDES permit{s),
vehicle maintenance operations, see Training should address topics such asand the point(s) at which the limitations
good housekeeping measures specifiedspill response, good housekeeping, andare applied.
in Part XI.P. for transportation material management practices. The (ii]Except for flows from fire fighting
facilities.) pollution prevention plan shall specify activities, sources of non-storm water

(b) Preventive Maintenance--A how oRen training shall take place, butlisted in Part M.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-
narrative describing the program for in all cases training must be held at leaststorm Water Discharges) of this permit
timely inspection and maintenance ofannually {once per calendar year), that are combined with storm water
storm water management devices {e.g., {f] Recordkeeping and Internal discharges associated with industrial
cleaning oil/water separators, catch l~eparting Procedures--Descriptions of activity must be identified in the plan.
basins) as well as inspection and testingincidents {such as spills, major storm The plan shall identify and ensure the
of facility equipment and systems to events, or other discharges), as well asimplementation of appropriate pollution
uncover conditions that could cause Information describing the quality and prevention measures for the non-storm
breakdowns or failures resulting in quantity of storm water discharges, water component(s) of the discharge.
discharges of pollutants to surface Inspections, maintenance activities, and(iii) Failure to Certi.fy~Any facilit.v
waters, and ensuring appropriate training sessions shall also be that is unable to provide the
maintenance of such equipment and documented and records of such certification required (testing for non-
systems. Particular attention shall be activities shall be incorporated into thestorm water discharges), must notify the
given to erosion control and sediment plan. Director by [Insert date 270 days after
control systems and devices. ~) Non-storm Water Discharges. permit issuance] or, for facilities that

(c) Spill Prevention and Response (i) A certification that any discharge begin to discharge storm water
Procedures--Areas where potential has been tested or evaluated for the associated with industrial activity after
spills that can contribute pollutants to presence of non-storm water discharges,[Insert date 270 days after permit
storm water discharges, and their such as seeps or adit discharges or issuancel, 180 days after submitting an
accompanying drainage points. The discharges subject to effluent limitationNOI to be covered by this permit. If the
description area shall include, where guidelines (e.g., 40 CFR Part 440), suchfailure to certify is caused by the
appropriate, specific material handlingas mine drainage or process water of anyinability to perform adequate tests or
procedures, storage requirements, andkind. The certification shall include theevaluations, such notification shall
use of equipment such as diversion identification of potential significant describe: the procedure of any test
valves in the plan should be considered;sources of non-storm water or water conducted for the presence of non-storm
procedures for cleaning up spills and subject to effluent limitation guidelineswater discharges; the results of such test
the method for making these plans andat the site, a description of the results or other relevant observations: potential
the necessary equipment to implementof any test and/or evaluation for the sources of non-storm water discharges
a clean up available to the appropriatepresence of non-storm water discharges,to the storm sewer; and why adequate
personnel, the evaluation criteria or testing methodtests for such storm sewers were not

(d) Inspections--Provisions for used, the date of any testing and/or feasible. Non-storm water discharges to
qualified personnel to inspect evaluation, and the onsite drainage waters of the United States that are not
designated equipment and mine areas atpoints that were directly observed authorized by an MPDES permit are
least on a monthly basis for active sites,during the test. Certifications shall be unlawful, an~i must be terminated.
The monthly inspections can be done atsigned in accordance with Part VH.G. of (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
any time during the month and do notthis permit. Such certification may not Identification of areas that, due to
have to be done immediately followingbe feasible if the facility operating the topography, activities, or other factors,
a precipitation event. For temporarily storm water discharge associated with have a high potential for significant
inactive sites, the inspections should beindustrial activity does not have accesserosion of soil and/or other materials,
quarterly; however, inspections are notto an outfall, manhole, or other point ofand measures to be used to limit erosion
required when adverse weather access to the ultimate conduit that and/or remove sediment from stormconditions (e.g., snow) make the site receives the discharge. In such cases, water runoff. The measures to consider
inaccessible. All material handling areasthe source identification section of the include diversion of flow away from
shall be inspected for evidence of, or thestorm water pollution prevention plan areas susceptible to erosion (such as
potential for, pollutants entering the shall indicate why the certification interceptor dikes and swales; diversion
drainage system. Erosion control required by this part was not feasible, dikes curbs and berms: pipe slope
systems and sediment control devicesalong with the idantiflcation of potentialdrains; subsurface drains: and drainage/
shall also be inspected to determine ifsignificant sources of non-storm water atstorm water conveyance systems
they are working properly. A set of the site. A discharger that is unable to [channels or gutters: open top box
tracking or follow-up procedures shall provide the certification required by thisculverts, and waterbars: rolling dips and
be used to ensure that appropriate paragraph must notify the Director in road sloping; roadway surface water
actions are taken in response to the accordance with paragraph deflector; and culverts]), stabilization
inspections. Records of inspections XI.G.3.a.{4){g}{iii) {below}. methods to p~eveut or minimize erosion
shall be maintained. The use of a Alternatively, the plan may include a{such as temporary, el" permanent
checklist developed by the facility is certification that any non-storm water seeding; vegetative buffer str~.ps:
encouraged, discharge that mixes with storm water isprotection of trees: topsoiling; soli
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conditioning; contouring; mulching; than once a year. Such evaluations shallb. Contents of Plan forlnactive Metal
geotextiles [matting; netting; or include: /¢n’ning Facilities. The plan shall
blanketsl; riprap; gabions; and retaining(o) Visual inspections of areas include, at a minimum, the following
walls], and structural methods for contributing to a storm water dischargeitems:
controlling sediment (such as check associated with industrial activity for (1) Poflution Prevention Team.
dams: rock outlet protection; level evidence of, or the potential for, Identification of a specific individual or
spreaders; gradient terraces; straw balepollutants entering the drainage system,individuals that are responsible for the
barriers; silt fences; gravel or stone filterMeasures to reduce pollutant loadingsdevelopment, implementation,
berms: brush barriers; sediment traps; shall be evaluated to determine whethermaintenance, and revision of the storm
grass swales; pipe slope drains; earth they are adequate and properly water pollution prevention plan. The
dikes: other controls such as entrance implemented in accordance with the plan shall clearly identi~ the
stabilization, waterway crossings or terms of the permit or whether responsibilities of each team member.
wind breaks; or other equivalent additional control measures are needed.The activities and responsibilities of the
measures}. Structural storm water management team shall address all aspects of the

(i) Management of Runoff--A measures, sediment and erosion controlstorm water pollution prevention plan
narrative consideration of the measures, and other structural pollutionat the inactive facility.
appropriateness of traditional storm prevention measures identified in the (2) Description of Mining Activities, A
water management practices (practicesplan shall be observed to ensure that description of the mining and associated
other than those that control the they are operating correctly. A visual activities that took place at the site. The
generation or source(s} of pollutants) inspection of equipment needed to description shall report the approximate
used to divert, infiltrate, reuse, or implement the plan, such as spill dates of operation, the total acreage
otherwise manage storm water runoff inresponse equipment, shall be made. within the mine and/or processing site,
a manner that reduces pollutants in (b) Based on the results of the an estimate of the number of acres of
storm water discharges from the site andevaluation, the description of potentialdisturbed area, and the current activities
provisions for implementation and pollutant sources identified in the plan{e.g., reclamation) that are taking place
maintenance of measures that the in accordance with paragraph at the facility. A general description of
permittee determines to be reasonableXI.G.3.a.{3) of this section {Description the location of the mining site relative
and appropriate. The potential of of Potential Pollutant Sources) and to major transportation routes and

communities shall also be provided.various sources at the facility to pollution prevention measures and (3) Description of Potent~’al Pollutantcontribute pollutants to storm water controls identified in the plan in Sources. A description of potentialdischarges associated with industrial accordance with paragraph XI.G.3.a.{4) sources that may reasonably be expectedactivity [see paragraph XI.G.3.a.{3) of of this section {Measures and Controls} to add significant amounts of pollutantsthis section {Description of Potential shall be revised as appropriate within {including sediment) to storm waterPollutant Sources}] shall be considered30 days of such inspection and shall discharges or that may result in thewhen determining reasonable and provide for implementation of any discharge of pollutants during dryappropriate measures. Appropriate changes to the plan in a timely manner,weather from separate storm sewersmeasures may include: vegetative but in no case more than 12 weeks afterdraining the facility. Each plan shallswales and practices, reuse of collectedthe evaluation unless additional time isidentify all activities and significantstorm water {such as for a process or as authorized by the permit issuing materials that may potentially bean irrigation source}, inlet controls authority.
(such as oil/water separators), snow (c) Preparation of a rep-ort significant storm water pollutant

sources form the inactive mining site.management activities, infiltration summarizing the scope of the Each description shall include, at adevices, and wet detention/retention evaluation, personnel making the minimum:devices, or impoundments, evaluation, the date(s} of the evaluation, (a) Site Map--A generalized site map[i) CappinR--Where capping of a major observations relating to the or maps that depict any of the followingcontaminant source is necessary, the implementation of the storm water that may be applicable: mining/millingsource being capped and materials andpollution prevention plan, and actionssite boundaries and access and haulprocedures used to cap the contaminanttaken in accordance with paragraph roads; the location of each storm watersource must be identified. In some XI.G.3.a.{5)(b) (above) of the permit out.fall and an outline of the portions ofcases, the elimination of a pollution shall be made and retained as part of thethe drainage area that are within thesource through capping contaminant storm water pollution prevention plan facility boundaries; areas used forsources may be the most effective for at least 3 years after the date of the storage of overburden, materials, soils,control measure for discharges from evaluation. The report shall identify anyrailings, or wastes; areas used forinactive ore mining and dressing incidents of noncompliance. Where a outdoor manufacturing, storage, orfacilities, report does not identify any incidents ofdisposal of materials; any remaining(k) Treatment--A description of how noncompliance, the report shall containequipment storage, fueling, andstorm water will be treated prior to a certification that the facility is in maintenance ares; tailings piles/ponds;discharging to waters of the United compliance with the storm water mine drainage or any other processStates if treatment of a storm water pollution prevention plan and this water discharge points; an estimate ofdischarge is necessary. Storm water permit. The report shall be signed in the direction(s) of flow: existingtreatments include the following: accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory structural controls to reduce pollutantschemical/physical treatment: oil/waterRequirements) of this permit, in storm water runoff; and springs.separators; and artificial wetlands. (d] Where compliance evaluation streams, wetlands, and other surface
(5) Comprehensive Site Compliance schedules overlap with inspections waters. The map must also indicate the

Evaluation. Procedures for qualified required under XI.G.3.a.(4)(d), the types of discharges contained in thepersonnel to conduct site compliance compliance evaluation may be drainage areas of the outfalls.evaluations at appropriate intervals conducted in place of one such (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--specified in the plan, but in no case lessinspection. An inventory and narrative description
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for each outfall of any significant grass swales; pipe slope drains; earth specified in the plan, but, except asmaterials that may still be at the site. dikes; and other controls such as provided in paragraph XI.G.3.b.(5)(d)This description of sources should agreeentrance stabilization, waterway (below), in no case less than once a year.with sources identified on the map. crossings or wind breaks; or other Such evaluations shall include:(c) Sampling Data--A summary of equivalent measures). (a) Visual inspection of areasexisting discharge sampling data (c} Management of Bunoff--A contributing to a storm water dischargedescribing pollutants in storm water narrative consideration of the associated with industrial activity fordischarges from the facility, including aappropriateness of traditional storm evidence of, or the potential for,summary of sampling data collected
d~}~ the term ~f this permit,

water management practices (practicespollutants entering the drainage system.other than those that control the Measures to reduce pollutant loathings~ ) Risk Identification and Summary generation or source(s) of pollutants) shall be evaluated to determine whethero[ Potential Poflutant Sources-For e~ch used to divan, infiltrate, reuse, or they are adequate and properlypotential pollutant source at the site theotherwise manage storm water runoff inimplemented in accordance with thepollutants of concern {e.g., heavy a manner that reduces pollutants in terms of the permit or whethermetals) shall be identified and an storm water discharges from the site andadditional control measures are needed.assessment made of the potential of provisions for implementation and Structural storm water managementthese pollutant sources to contribute maintenance of measures that the measures, sediment and erosion controlpollutants to storm water discharges, permittee determines to be reasonablemeasures, and other structural pollution(4) Measures and Controls. A and appropriate. The potential of prevention measures identified in thedescription of storm water managementvarious sources at the facility to plan shall be observed to ensure thatcontrols appropriate for the facility, andcontribut~ pollutants to storm water they are operating correctly. A visualprocedures for implementing such discharges associated with industrial inspection of equipment needed tocontrols. The appropriateness and
activity [see paragraph XI.G.3.b.(3) of implement the plan, such as spillpriorities of controls in a plan shall this section (Description of Potential response equipment, shall be made.reflect identified potential sources of
Pollutant Sources)] shall be considered (b] Based o~ the results of thepollutants at the facility. The when determining reasonable and evaluation, the description of potentialdescription of storm water managementappropriate measures. Appropriate pollutant sources identified in the plancontrols shall address the following measures may include: vegetative in accordance with paragraphminimum components, including a swales and practices, reuse of collected XI.G,3.a.{3} of this section {Descriptionschedule for implementing such

controls: storm water {such as for a process or as of Potential Pollutant Sources} and
[a) Storm Water Diversion-- an irrigation source), inlet controls, pollution prevention measures andsnow management activities, infiltrationcontrols identified in the plan inDescription of how and where storm

devices, and wet detention/retentionwater will be diverted away from accordance with paragraph XI.G.3.a.(4)devices, or impoundments, of this section (Measures and Controls)potential pollutant sources to prevent (d) Capping--Where capping of a shall be revised as appropriate withinstorm water contamination. Storm water
contaminant source is necessary, the 30 days of such inspection and shalldiversions may include the following: source being capped and materials andprovide for implementation of anyinterceptor dikes and swales; diversion

dikes curbs and berms; pipe slope procedures used to cap the contaminantchanges to the plan in a timely manner,source must be identified. In some but in no case more than 12 weeks afterdrains; subsurface drains; drainage/ cases, the elimination of a pollution the evaluation unless additional time isstorm water conveyance systems source through cappingcontaminant authorized by the permit issuing(channels or gutters; open top box sources may be the most effective authority.culverts, and waterbars; rolling dips andcontrol measure for discharBes from (c] Preparation of a reportroad sloping; roadway surface water inactive ore mining and dressing summarizing the scope of thedeflector; and culverts} or equivalent
facilities, evaluation, personnel making themeasures. (e) Treatrnent--A description of how evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,(b) Sediment and Erosion Control-- storm water will be treated prior to major observations relating to theIdentification of areas that, due to discharging to waters of the United implementation of the storm watertopography, activities, or other factors,States if treatment of a storm water pollution prevention plan, and actionshave a high potential for significant
discharge is necessary. Storm water taken in accordance with paragrapherosion of soil and/or other materials,
treatments include the following: XI.G.3.b.{5)(b) {above) of the permitand measures to be used to limit erosion
chemical/physical treatment; oil/water shall be made and retained as part of theand/or remove sediment from storm separators; artificial wetlands or other storm water pollution prevention planwater runoff. The measures to considerequivalent measures, for at least 3 years after the date of theinclude diversion of flow away from

(f) Becordkeeping and Internal evaluation. "l~he report shall identify anyareas susceptible to erosion, Reporting Proceduras---A description of incidents of noncompliance. Where astabilization methods to prevent or inc.idents {such as spills, or other report does not identify any incidents ofminimize erosion (such as temporary ordischarges), as well as information noncompliance, the report shall containpermanent seeding; vegetative buffer describing the quality and quantity of a certification that the facility is instrips; protection of trees; topsoiling; storm water discharges shall be compliance with the storm watersoil conditioning: contouring: mulching;included in the plan required under thispollution prevention plan and thisgeotextiles (matting; netting; or part. Inspections and maintenance permit. The report shall be signed inblankets); riprap; gabions; and retainingactivities shall be documented and accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatorywalls), structural methods for records of such activities shall be Requirements) of this permit.controlling sediment (such as check incorporated into the plan. (d} Where annual site compliancedams; rock outlet protection: level (5) Comprehensive Site Compliance evaluations are shown in the plan to bespreaders; gradient terraces: straw baleEvaluation. Procedures for qualified impractical for inactive mining sites duebarriers; silt fences; gravel or stone filterpersonnel to conduct site compliance to the remote location andberms; brush barriers; sediment traps; evaluations at appropriate intervals inaccessibility of the site, site
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evaluations required under this pan samples shall be collected from the the monitoring data. a certification that
shall be conducted at appropriate discharge resulting from a storm event there has not been a significant change
intervals specified in the plan, but, in that is greater than 0.1 inches in in industrial activity or the pollution
no case less than once in 3 years, magnitude and that occurs at least 72 prevention measures in area of the
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations hours from the previously measurable facility that drains to the outfall for

{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm which sampling was waived.
There are no additional numeric event. The required 72-hour storm event (4) Representative Discharge. When aeffluent limitations beyond those interval is waived where the precedingfacility has two or more outfalls that.described in Part V.B of this permit, measurable storm event did not result inbased on a consideration of industrial

5. Monitoring and Reporting a measurable discharge from the facility,activity, significant materials, and
Requirements The required 72-hour storm event management practices and activities

a. Analytical Monitoring interval may also be waived where thewithin the area drained by the outfali,
permittee documents that less than a 72-the permittse reasonably believesRequirements. During the period hour interval.is representative for local discharge substantially identicalbeginning [insert date I year after storm events during the season when effluents, the permittee may test thepermit issuance] lasting through [insert sampling is being conducted~ The grab effluent of one of such outfalls anddate 2 years after permit issuance] and
sample shall be taken during the first 30report that the quantitative data alsothe period beginning [insert date 3 yearsminutes of the discharge. If the applies to the substantially identicaiafter permit issuance] lasting through collection of a grab sample during the outfall{s) provided that the permittee[insert date 4 years after permit first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab includes in the storm water pollutioni.ssuance], copper ore mining and sample can be taken during the first prevention plan a description of thedressing facilities must monitor their hour of the discharge, and the location of the outfalls and explains instorm water discharges associated with discharger shall submit with the detail why the outfalls are expected toindustrial activity at least quarterly {4 monitoring report a description of why discharge substantially identicaltimes per year) during years 2 and 4 a grab sample during the first 30 effluents. In addition, for each outfallexcept as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3)minutes was impracticable. If storm that the permittee believes is(Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4) water discharges associated with representative, an estimate of the size of(Representative Discharge), and 5.a.{5) industrial activity commingle with the drainage area {in square feet) and an(Alternative Certification). Active process or non-process water, then estimate of the runoff coefficient of thecopper ore mining and dressing where practicable permittees must drainage area [e.g., low {under 40facilities are required to monitor their attempt to sample the storm water percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), orstorm water discharges for the discharge before it mixes with the non- high (above 65 percent)] shall bepollutants of concern listed in Table G- storm water discharge, provided in the plan. The permittee1 below. Facilities must report in (3) Sampling Waiver. shall include the description of theaccordance with 5.b. (Reporting). In {a) Adveme Conditions-When a location of the outfalls, explanation ofaddition to the parameters listed in discharger is unable to collect samples why outfalls are expected to dischargeTable G-1 below, the permittee shall within a specified sampling period duesubstantially identical effluents, andprovide the date and duration (in hours)to adver~ climatic conditions, the estimate of the size of the drainage areaof the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall discharger shall collect a substitute and runoff coefficient with themeasurements or estimates (in inches) sample from a separate qualifying eventDischarge Monitoring Report.of the storm event that generated the in the next period and submit the data (5) Alternat~’ve Certification. Asampled runoff; the duration between along with data for the routine sample discharger is not subject to thethe storm event sampled and the end ofin that period. Adverse weather monitoring requirements of this sectionthe previous measurable (greater than conditions that may prohibit the provided the discharger makes a0.1 inch rainfall) storm event; and an collection of samples include weather certification for a given outfall, or on aestimate of the total volume {in gallons)conditions that create dangerous pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu ofof the discharge sampled, conditions for personnel (such as local the monitoring reports required under

flooding, high winds, hurricane, paragraph b below, under penalty of
TABLE ~-1 .~ON~TOR~NG tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or law, signed in accordance with P’art

REQUIREMENTS FOR ACTIVE FACILITIES otherwise make the collection of a VII.G. {Signatory. Requirements), that
sample impracticable (drought, material handling equipment or

Monitoring extended frozen conditions, etc.), activities, raw materials, intermediatePollut~te of cor~em c~t-off co~- [b} Low Concentration Waiver--When products, final products, wastecer~ra~n the average concentration for a pollutantmaterials, by-products, industrial
Chemical Oxygen Demand 720 mg/L calculated from all monitoring data machinery or operations, or significant

(COD). collected from an outfall during the materials from past industrial activityTotal Suspended Solids (TSS) 100 rnoJL monitoring period [insert date I year that are located in areas of the facilitY,Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen .... 0.68 moJL after permit issuance] lasting through within the drainage area of the outfail
[insert date 2 years after permit are not presently exposed to storm water

(1) Monitoring Periods. Active copper issuance] is less than the corresponding and are not expected to be exposed toore mining and dressing facilities shall value for that pollutant listed in Table storm water for the certification period.monitor samples collected during the G-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- Such certification must be retained insampling periods of: January through off Concentration, a facility may waive the storm water pollution preventionMarch, April through June. July through monitoring and reporting requirements plan, and submitted to EPA inSeptember, and October through in the monitoring period beginning accordance w~th Part VI.C. of thisDecember for the years specified in [insert date 3 years after permit permit. In the case of certifying that aparagraph a. (above). issu~nce] lasting through [insert date 4 pollutant is not present, the permittee(2) Sumple Type. A minimum of one years after permit issuance]. The facility must submit the certification along withgrab sample shall be taken. All such must submit to the Director, in lieu of the monitoring reports required under
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paragraph b. below. If the permittee periods: January. through March: April examinations during the required period
cannot certify for an entire period, they through June: July through September;as a result of adverse climatic
must submit the date exposure was and October through December. conditions or inaccessibility, the
eliminated and any monitoring required (1) Examinations shall be made of discharger must document the reason
up until that date. This certification grab samples collected within the furst for not performing the visual
option is not applicable to compliance 30 minutes (or as soon thereafter as examination and retain this
monitoring requirements associated practical, but not to exceed I hour) of documentation onsite with the records
with effluent limitations, when the runoff or snowmelt begins of the visual examination. Adverse

b. Beporting. Permittees with active discharging. The examinations shall weather conditions that may prohibit
copper ore mining and dressing document observations of color, odor, the collection of samples include
facilities shall submit monitoring resultsclarity, floating solids, settled solids, weather conditions that create
for each outfall associated with suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, anddangerous conditions for personnel
industrial activity [or a certification in other obvious indicators of storm water (such as local flooding, high winds,
accordance with Sections (3), {4), or {5} pollution, The examination must be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
above) obtained during the reporting conducted in a well lit area. No etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
period beginning [insert date 1 year afteranalytical tests are required to be a sample impracticable (drought,
permit issuance] lasting through [insertperformed on the samples. All such extended frozen conditions, etc.).
date 2 years after permit issuance] on samples shall be collected from the {5} When a discharger is unable to
Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) discharge resulting from a storm eventconduct visual storm water
postmarked no later than the 31st day ofthat is greater than 0.1 inches in examinations at an inactive and
the following March [insert the date 2 magnitude and that occurs at least 72 unstaffed site, the operator of the facility
years after permit issuance]. Monitoringhours from the previously measurable may exercise a waiver of the monitoring
results [or a certification in accordance(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm requirement as long as the facility
with Sections {3), {4), or (5) above) event. Where practicable, the same remains inactive and unstaffed. The
obtained during the period beginning individual should carry out the facility must maintain a certification
[insert date 3 years after permit collection and examination of with the pollution prevention plan
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4discharges for entire permit term. stating that the site is inactive and
years after permit issuance] shall be {2) Visual examination reports must unstaffed so that performing visual
submitted on Discharge Monitoring be maintained onsite in the pollution examinations during a qualif3ring event
Report Form(s) postmarked no later thanprevention plan. The report shall is not feasible.
the 31st day of the following March. Forinclude the examination date and time,
each outfall, one signed Discharge examination personnel, the nature of theH. Storm Water Discharges Associated
Monitoring Report form must be discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), With Industrial Activity From Coal
submitted to the Director per storm visual quality of the storm water MJ’nes and Coal Mining-Related
event sampled. Signed copies of discharge {including observations of Facilities
Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said color, odor, clarity, floating solids, 1. Discharges Covered Under This
certifications, shall be submitted to the settled solids, suspended solids, foam,

Section
Director of the NPDES program at the oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
address of the appropriate Regional of storm water pollution), and probable The requirements listed under this

Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact sources of any observed storm water section shall apply to storm water

sheet to this permit, contamination, discharges from coal mining-related

(I) Additional Notification. In (3) When a facility has two or more areas {SIC Major Group 12) if they are
addition to filing copies of discharge outfalls that, based on a consideration of not subject to effluent limitations

monitoring reports in accordance with industrial activity, significant materials, guidelines under 40 CFR Pan 434.
paragraph b {above), active ore miningand management practices and activitiesa. Coverage. Storm water discharges
and dressing facilities with at least onewithin the area drained by the outfall, from the following portions of coal
storm water discharge associated with the permittee reasonably believes mines may be eligible for this permit:
industrial activity through a large or discharge substantially identical haul roads {nonpublic roads on which
medium municipal separate storm effluents, the permittee may collect a coal or coal refuse is conveyed), access
sewer system (systems serving a sample of effluent of one of such roads (nonpublic roads providing light
population of lOO,000 or more) must outfalls and report that the examinationvehicular traffic within the facility
submit signed copies of discharge data also applies to the substantially property and to public roadways),
monitoring reports to the operator of theidentical outfall(s) provided that the railroad spurs, sidings, and internal

¯ municipal separate storm sewer systempermittee includes in the storm water haulage lines (rail lines used for hauling
in accordance with the dates providedpollution prevention plan a description coal within the facility property and to
in paragraph b (above). of the location of the outfalls and offsite commercial railroad lines or

c. VisualExamination of Storm Waterexplains in detail why the outfalis are loading areas), conveyor belts, chutes,
Quali~.. Mining facilities covered underexpected to discharge substantially and aerial tramway haulage areas {areas
this sector shall perform and documentidentical effluents. In addition, for eachunder and around coal or refuse
a visual examination of storm water out.fall that the permittee believes is conveyor areas, including transfer
discharges associated with industrial representative, an estimate of the size of stations), equipment storage and
activity from each outfall, except the drainage area {in square feet) and anmaintenance yards, coal handling
discharges exempted below. The estimate of the runoff coefficient of the buildings and" structures, and inactive
examination must be made during drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 coal mines and related areas (abandoned
daylight hours unless there is percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orand other inactive mines, refuse
insufficient rainfall or snow melt to high (above 65 percent)) shall be disposal sites and other mining-related
produce a runoff event. Mining facilitiesprovided in the plan. areas on private lands).
must examine storm water quality at (4) When a discharger is unable to When an industrial facility, described
least once in each of the following conduct one of the required visual by the above coverage provisions of this
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section, has industrial activities being (1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each (ii} For each area of the facility thatconducted onsite that meet the plan shall identify a specific individual generates storm water dischargesdescription(s) of industrial activities in or individuals within the facility associated with the mining-relatedanother section(s), that industrial organization as members of a storm activity with a reasonable potential forfacility shall comply with any and all water Pollution Prevention Team that containing significant amounts ofapplicable monitoring and pollution are responsible for developing the stormpollutants, a prediction of the directionprevention plan requirements of the water pollution prevention plan and of flow, and an identification of theother section(s) in addition to all assisting the facihty manager in its types of pollutants that are likely to beapplicable requirements in this section, implementation, maintenance, and present in storm water dischargesThe monitoring and pollution revision. The plan shall clearly identify associated with the activity. Factors toprevention plan terms and conditions of the responsibilities of each team consider include the toxicity of thethis multi-sector permit are additive for member. The activities and pollutant: quantity of chemicals used,industrial activities being conducted at responsibilities of the team shall produced or discharged: the likelihoodthe same industrial facility {co-located address all aspects of the facility’s storm of contact with storm water; and historyindustrial activities}. The operator of the water pollution prevention plan. of significant leaks or spills of toxic or
facility shall determine which other (2] Description of Potential Pollutant hazardous pollutants. Flows with amonitoring and pollution prevention Sources. Each plan shall provide a significant potential for causing erosionplan section{s) of this permit (if any) are description of potential sources that shall be identified.applicable to the facility, may reasonably be expected to add (b) Inventory of~.’xposed Materials~

b. l.u’mitations. Storm water discharges significant amounts of pollutants to An inventory of the types of materials
from inactive mining activities storm water discharges or that may handled at the site that potentially may
occurring on Federal lands where an result in the discharge of pollutants be exposed to precipitation. Such
operator cannot be identified are not during dry weather from separate storm inventory shall include a narrative
eligible for coverage under this permit, sewers draining the facility. Each plan description of significant materials that
2. Special Conditions shall identify all activities and have been handled, treated, stored or

significant materials that may disposed in a manner to allow exposure
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water potentially be significant pollutant to storm water between the time of 3

Discharges. In addition to the broad sources. Each plan shall include, at a years prior to the date of the submission
prohibition of non-storm water minimum: of a Notice of Intent (NOI} to be covered
discharges of Part III.A.2. of the permit, Drainage. under this permit and the present;
point source discharges of pollutant (i) Asite map, such as a drainage mapmethod and location of onsite storage or
seeps or underground drainage from required for SMCRA permit disposal; materials management
inactive coal mines and refuse disposalapplications, that indicate drainage practices employed to minimize contact
areas that do not occur as storm water areas and storm water outfalls. These of materials with storm water runoff
discharges in response to precipitation shall include but not be limited to the between the time of 3 years prior to the
events are also excluded from coveragefollowing: date of the submission of a Notice of
under this permit. In addition, (a) Drainage direction and discharge Intent {NOI) to be covered under this
floordrains from maintenance buildings points from all applicable mining- permit and the present; the location and
and other similar drains in mining and related areas described in Section a description of existing structural and
preparation plant ames are prohibited. XI.H.I.a. (discharges covered under thisnonstructural control measures to
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention section) above, including culvert and reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;
Plan Requirements sump discharges from roads and rail and a description of any treatment the

storm water receives.beds and also from equipment and         (c) Spills and Leaks~A list of
Most of the active coal mining-relatedmaintenance areas subject to storm

areas, described in paragraph XI.H.1. runoff of fuel, lubricants and other significant spills and leaks of toxic or
above, are subject to sediment and potentially harmful liquids, hazardous pollutants that occurred at

areas that are exposed to precipitationerosion control regulations of the U.S. (b) Location of each existing erosion or that otherwise drain to a storm waterOffice of Surface Mining (OSM) that and sedimentation control structure or
conveyance at the facility after the dateenforces the Surface Mining Control andother control measures for reducing of 3 years prior to the date of theReclamation Act (SMCRA). OSM has pollutants in storm water runoff,
submission of a Notice of Intent (NOI)granted authority to most coal- (c) Receiving streams or other surface to be covered under this permit. Suchproducing states to implement SMCRAwater bodies, list shall be updated as appropriatethrough State SMCRA regulations. All (d) Locations exposed to precipitationduring the term of the permit.SMCRA requirements regarding control that contain acidic spoil, refuse or (d) Sampling Dato--A summary ofof erosion, siltation and other pollutantsunmclaimed disturbed areas, any existing discharge sampling dataresulting from storm water runoff, (e) Locations where major spills or describing pollutants in storm waterincluding road dust resulting from leaks of toxic or hazardous pollutants discharges from the portions of theerosion, shall be primary requirements have occurred, facility covered by this permit,of the pollution prevention plan and (.f) Locations where liquid storage incluciing a summary of any samplingshall be includdd in the contents of thetanks containing potential pollutants, data collected durin~ the term of thisplan directly, or by reference. Where such as caustics, hydraulic fluids and permit.determined to be appropriate for lubricants, are exposed to precipitation. (e) Pu’sk Identification and Summaryprotection of water quality, additional

{g} Locations where fueling stations, of Potential Pollutant Sources--A "sedimentation and erosion controls mayvehicle and equipment maintenance narrative description of the potentialbe warranted, areas are exposed to precipitation, pollutant sources from the followinga. Contents o]~ Plan. The plan shall (h) Locations at outfalls and the typesactivities: truck traffic on haul roads andinclude at a minimum, the following of discharges contained in the drainageresulting generation of sediment subjectitems: areas of the outfalls, to runoff and dust generation: fuel or
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other liquid storage; pressure lines (c) Spill Prevention and Response Training should address topics such as
containing slurry, hydraulic fluid or Procedures--Areas where potential spill response, good housekeeping and
other potential harmful liquids: and spills that can contribute pollutants tomaterial management practices. The
loading or temporary storage of acidic storm water discharges can occur, andpollution prevention plan shall identify.
refuse or spoil. Specific potential their accompanying drainage points periodic dates for such training.
pollutants shall be identified, where shall be identified clearly in the storm (f) Recordkeeping and Internal
known, water pollution prevention plan. WhereReporting Procedures---A description of

(3~ ,~leasures and Controls. Each appropriate, specifying material incidents (such as spills, or other
facility covered by this permit shall handling procedures, storage discharges) along with other
develop a description of storm water requirements, and use of equipment information describing the quality and
management controls appropriate for such as diversion valves in the plan quantity of storm water discharges shall
the facility and implement such should be considered. Procedures for be included in the plan required under
controls. The appropriateness and cleaning up spills shall be identified inthis part. Inspections and maintenance
priorities of control~ in a plan shall the plan and made available to the activities shall be documented and
reflect identified potential sources of appropriate personnel. The necessary records of such activities shall be
pollutants at the facility. The equipment to implement a clean up incorporated into the plan.
description of storm water managementshould be available to personnel. (g) Non-storm Water Dischargescontrols shall address the following (d) Inspections~In addition to or as
minimum components, including a part of the comprehensive site (i) The plan shall include a
schedule for implementing such evaluation required under paragraphcertification that the discharge has been
controls. XI.H.3.a.~4) of this section, qualified tested or evaluated for the presence of

(a) Good HousekeepinF--Good facility personnel shall be identified to non-storm water discharges such as
housekeeping requires the maintenance inspect designated areas of the facility atdrainage from underground portions of
of areas that may contribute pollutantsappropriate intervals specified in the inactive mines or floor drains from
to storm water discharges in a clean, plan. The following shall be included inmaintenance or coal handling buildings.
orderly manner. These would be the plan: The certification shall include the
practices that would minimize the (i)Active Mining-Related Areas and identification of potential significant
generation of polluUmts at the source orThose Inactive Areas Under SMCRA sources of non-storm water discharges at
before it would be necessary, to employBond Authority---The plan shall requirethe site, a description of the results of
sediment ponds or other control quarterly inspections by the facility any test and/or evaluation, a description
measures at the discharge outlets, personnel for areas of the facility of the evaluation criteria or testing
Where applicable, such measures or covered by pollution prevention plan method used, the date of any testing
other equivalent measures would requirements. This inspection intervaland/or evaluation, and the onsite
include the following: sweepers and corresponds with the quarterly drainage points that were directly
covered storage to minimize dust inspections for the entire facility observed during the test. Certifications
generation and storm runoff; required to be provided by SMCRA shall be signed in accordance with Par~
conservation of vegetation where authority inspectors for all mining- VII.G. of this permit.
possible to minimize erosion; wateringrelated areas under SMCRA authority, (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting
of haul roads to m~n~m~ze dust including sediment and erosion controlactivities, authorized sources of non-
generation; collection, removal, and measures. Inspections by the facility storm water listed in Part III.A.2.
proper disposal of waste oils and otherrepresentative may be c~one at the same(Prohibition of Non-storm Water
fluids resulting from vehicle and time as the mandatory inspections Discharges) of this permit that are
equipment maintenance: or other performed by SMCRA inspectors, combined with storm water discharges
equivalent measures. Records of inspections of the SMCRA associated with industrial activity must

(b) Preventive Maintenance~A author~tyfacili~, representative shall be be identified in the plan. The plan shall
preventive maintenance program shallmaintained, identify and ensure the implementation
involve timely inspection and (ii) Inactive Mi’ning-Belated Areas Not of appropriate pollution prevention
maintenance of storm water Under SMCRA Bond.--The plan shall measures for the non-storm water
management devices as well as require annual inspections by the component(s) of the discharge.
inspecting and testing facili~ facility representative except in (iii) Any facility that is unable to
equipment and systems to uncover situations referred to in paragraph provide the certification required
conditions that could cause breakdownsXLH.3.a.(4)(d) below. (testing or othe- evaluation for non-
or failures resulting in discharges of (iii) Inspection Records--The plan storm water discharges) must notify the
pollutants to surface waters, and shall require that inspection records ofDirector by f270 days afier permit
ensuring appropriate maintenance of the facility representative and those of issuance] or, for facilities that begin to
such equipment and systems. Where the SMCRA authority inspector shall bedischarge storm water associated with
applicable, such measures would maintained, A set of tracking or follow- industrial activity after [insert date 270
include the following: removal and up procedures shall be used to ensuredays after permit issuance], 180 davs
proper disposal of settled solids in catchthat appropriate actions are taken in after submitting an NOI to be cove~:ed by
basins to allow sufficient retention response to the inspections, this permit. If the failure to certi~ is
capacity: periodic replacement of (e) Employee Trainin~Employee caused by the inability to perform
siltation control measures subiect to training programs shall inform adequate tests or evaluations, such
deterioration such as straw bales; personnel responsible for implementing notification shall describe: the
inspections of storage tanks and activities identified in the storm water procedure of any test conducted for the
pressure lines for fuels, lubricants, pollution prevention plan or otherwisepresence of non-storm water discharges;
hydraulic fluid or slurry to prevent responsible for storm water managementthe results of such test or other relevant
leaks due to deterioration or faulty at all levels of responsibility of the observations; potential sources of non-
connections; or other equivalent components and goals of the storm storm water to the storm discharge lines;
measures, water pollution prevention plan. and why adequate tests for such storm
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discharge lines were not feasible. Non- (4) Comprehensive Site Compliance pollution prevention plan and this
storm water discharges to waters of the Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall permit. The report shall be signed in
United States that are not authorized byconduct site compliance evaluations ataccordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory
an NPDES permit are unlawful, and intervals specified in the plan, but in noRequirements) of this permit.must be terminated, case less than once a year. Such

(h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- (d) Where compliance evaluationevaluations shall provide:
The plan shall identify areas that, due (a) Areas contributing to a storm schedules overlap with inspections
to topography, activities, or other water discharge associated with coal required under 3.a.(3)(dl, the
factors, have a high potential for mining-related areas shall be visually compliance evaluation may be
significant soil erosion, and identify inspected for evidence of, or the conducted in place of one such
structural, vegetative, and/or potential for, pollutants entering the inspection. Where annual site
stabilization measures to be used to drainage system. These areas include compliance evaluations are shown in
limit erosion and reduce sediment haul and access roads; railroad spurs, the plan to be impractical for inactive
concentrations in storm water sidings, and internal haulage lines; mining sites due to the remote location
discharges. As indicated in paragraph conveyor belts, chutes and aerial and inaccessibility of the site, site
XI.H.3.a.(3) above, SMCRA tramways: equipment storage and inspections required under this part
requirements regarding sediment and maintenance yards; coal handling shall be conducted at appropriate
erosion control measures are primary, buildings and structures; and inactive intervals specified in the plan. but, inrequirements of the pollution mines and related areas. Measures to no case less than once in 3 years.
prevention plan for mining-related areasreduce pollutant loadings shall be "
subiect to SMCRA authority. The evaluated.to determine whether they are4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
following sediment and erosion control adequate and properly implemented in
measures or other equivalent measures,accordance with the terms of the permit There are no additional numeric
should be included in the plan where or whether additional control measureseffluent limitations beyond those
reasonable and appropriate for all areasare needed. Structural storm water described in Part V.B. of this permit.
subject to storm water runoff: management measures, sediment and 5. Monitoring and Reporting(i) Stabilization Measures--Interim erosion control measures, and other Requirementsand permanent stabilization measures tostructural pollution prevention
minimize erosion and lessen amount ofmeasures, as indicated in paragraphs a. Analytical .Vlonitoringstructural sediment control measures XI.H.3.a.(3}{h) and XI.H.3.a.(3){i) aboveRequirements. During the periodneeded, including: mature vegetation and where identified in the plan, shall beginning [insert date 1 year afterpreservation; temporary seeding; be observed to ensure that they are permit issuancei lasting through [insertpermanent seeding and planting; operating correctly. A visual evaluation date 2 years after permit issuance] andtemporary mulching, matting, and of any equipment needed to implementthe period beginning [insert date 3 yearsnetting; sod stabilization; vegetative the plan, such as spill response after permit issuance] lasting throughbuffer strips; temporary chemical equipment, shall be made. [insert date 4 years after permitmulch, soil binders, and soil palliatives: (b]Based on the results of the
nonacidic roadsurfacing material; and evaluation, the description of potential issuance], permittees with coal mining
protective trees, pollutant sources identified in the plan,activities must monitor their storm

(ii) Structural Measures--Structural in accordance with paragraph water discharges associated with
measures to lessen erosion and reduceXI.H.3.a.{2) of this section, and industrial activity at least quarterly (4
sediment discharges, including: silt pollution prevention measures and times per year) during years 2 and 4
fences; earth dikes; straw dikes: gradientcontrols identified in the plan, in except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3)
terraces; drainage swales: sediment accordance with paragraph XI.H.3.a.(3} {Sampling Waiver), 5.a.{4)
traps; pipe slope drains; porous rock of this section, shall be revised as {Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5)
check dams; sedimentation ponds; appropriate within 2 weeks of such (Alternative Certification). Coal mining
riprap channel protection: capping of evaluation and shall provide for facilities are required to monitor theircontaminated sources; and physical/ implementation of any changes to the storm water discharges for thechemical treatment of storm water, plan in a timely manner. For inactive pollutants of concern listed in Table H-(i) Management of Flow--The plan mines, such revisions may be extended1 below. Facilities must report inshall contain a narrative consideration to a maximum of 12 weeks after the accordance with 5.b. {Reportingl. Inof the appropriateness of traditional evaluation.storm water management practices (c) A report summarizing the scope of

addition to the parameters listed in
Table H-1 below, the permittee shall{other than those as sediment and the evaluation, personnel making the provide the date and duration (in hours)erosion control measures listed above) evaluation, the date{s) of the evaluation,of the storm event{s) sampled: rainfallused to manage storm water runoff in amajor observations relating to the

manner that reduces pollutants in stormimplementation of the storm water measurements or estimates {in inches)
water runoff from the site. The plan pollution prevention plan, and actions of the storm event that generated the
shall provide that the measures, which taken in accordance with paragraph sampled runoff; the duration between
the permittee determines to be XI.H.3.a.(4}{b) above shall be made andthe storm event sampled and the end of
reasonable and appropriate, shall be retained as part of the storm water the previous measurable (greater than
implemented and maintained, pollution prevention plan for at least 3 0.1 inch rainfall} storm event; and an
Appropriate measures may include: years after the date of the evaluation, estimate of the total volume {in gallons)
discharge diversions; drainage/storm The report shall identify any incidents of the discharge sampled.
water conveyances; runoff dispersion; of noncompliance. Where a report does
sediment control and collection; not identify any incidents of
vegetation/soil stabilization; capping ofnoncompliance, the report shall contain
contaminated sources; treatment; or a certification that the facility is in
other equivalent measures, compliance with the storm water
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TABLE H-1 .--MONITORING REQUIRE-(such as local flooding, high winds,      location of the outfalls, explanation of
MENTS FOR COAL MINING FACILITIES hurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,why outfalls are expected to discharge

etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofsubstantially identical effluents, and
Cut-off a sample impracticable (drought, estimate of the size of the drainage area
con- extended frozen conditions, etc.], and runoff coefficient with the

Pollutants of concern centra- (b) Low Concentration Waiver--When Discharge Monitoring Report.
t~on the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A(rag/L) calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subiect to the

Tota~ Recoverable Aluminum ........... 0.75 collected from an outfall during the monitoring requirements of this section
Total Recoveral~e Iron ..................... 1.0 monitoring period [insert date I year provided the discharger makes a
Total Suspended Solids ................... 100 after permit issuance} lasting throu, gh certification for a given outfall or on a

[insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of
(I) Monitoring Periods. Coal mining issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required under

facilities shall monitor samples value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph b. below, under penalty of
collected during the sampling periods H-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Part
of: January through March, April off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. {Signatory Requirements), that
through June, July through September, monitoring and reporting requirements material handling equipment or
and October through December for the in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediate
years specified in paragraph a. (above).[insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste
" (2) Sample Type. A minimum of one issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 materials, by-products, industrial
grab sample shall be taken. All such years afte~ permit issuance}. The facilitymachinery or operations, or significant
samples shall be collected from the must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials from past industrial activity
discharge resulting from a storm event the monitoring data. a certification that that are located in areas of the facility
that is greater than 0.1 inches in there has not been a significant change within the drainage area of the outfail
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 in industrial activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm water
hours from the previously measurable prevention measures in area of the and are not expected to be exposed to
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm facility that drains to the outfall for storm water for the certification period.
event. The required 72-hour storm eventwhich sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in
interval is waived where the preceding (c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention
measurable storm event did not result inconduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA in
a measurable discharge from the facility,sampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of this
The required 72-hour storm event site, the operator of the facility may permit. In the case of certifying that a
interval may also be waived where theexercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee
permittee documents that less than a 72-requirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along with
hour interval is representative for local remains inactive and unstaffed. The the monitoring reports required under
storm events during the season when facility must submit to the Director, in paragraph b. below. If the pennittee
sampling is being conducted. The grab lieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they
ssmple shall be taken during the first 30statement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure was
minutes of the discharge. If the site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring required
collection of a grab sample during the collecting a sample duri~ng a qualifying up until that date. This certification
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance
sample can be taken during the first {4) Representative Discharge. When amonitoring requirements associated
hour of the discharge, and the facility has two or more outfalls that, with effluent limitations.
discharger shall submit with the based on a consideration of industrial b. fleporting. Permittees shall submit
monitoring report a description of why activity, significant materials, and monitoring results for each outfall
a grab sample during the first 30 management practices and activities associated with industrial activity [or a
minutes was impracticable. If storm within the area drained by the outfall, certification in accordance with
water discharges associated with the permittee reasonably beheves Sections (3), (4), or (5) above} obtained
industrial activity commingle with discharge substantially identical during the reporting period beginning
process or nonprocess water, then effluents, the permittee may test the Iinsert date 1 year after permit issuance]
where practicable permittees must effluent of one of such outfalls and lasting through [insert date 2 years after
attempt to sample the storm water report that the quantitative data also permit issuance] on Discharge
discharge before it mixes with the non- applies to the substantially identical Monitoring Report Form{s) postmarked
storm water discharge, outfall(s) provided that the permittee no later than the 31st day of the

includes in the storm water pollution following March [insert the date 2 years
(3) Sampling Waiver prevention plan a description of the after permit issuance]. Monitoring

{a) Adveme Condition~--When a location of the out.falls and explains in results [or a certification in accordance ,
discharger is unable to collect samples detail why the outfalls are expected to with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above}
within a specified sampling period duedischarge substantially identical obtained during the period beginning
to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents, in addition, for each outfall Iinsen date 3 years after permit
discharger shall collect a substitute that the permittee beheves is ¯ issuance] lasting through [insert date 4
sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofyears after permit issuance l shall be
in the next monitoring period and the drainage area (in square feet) and ansubmitted on Discharge Monitoring
submit the data along with the data for estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Report Form(s) postmarked no later than
the routine sample in that period, di’amage area le.g., low (under 40 the 31st day of the following March. For
Adverse weather conditions that may percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), oreach outfal’l, one signed Discharge
prohibit the collection of samples high (above 65 percent)] shall be Monitoring Report form must be
include weather conditions that create provided in the plan. The permittee submitted to the Director per storm
dangerous conditions for personnel shall include the description of the event sampled. Signed copies of
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Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said {3) Visual examination reports must examinations during a qualifying event
certifications, shall be submitted to the be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible.
Director of the NPDES program at the prevention plan. The report shall
address of the appropriate Regional include the examination date and time,I. Sto~m Water Discharges Associated
Office listed in Part VI.B.1. of the examination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Oil and
permit, discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), Gas Extraction Facilities

(1) Additional Notification. In visual quality of the storm water 1. Discharges Covered Under Thisaddition to filing copies of discharge discharge (including observations of Sectionmonitoring reports in accordance with color, odor, clarity, floating solids.
paragraph b. (above), coal-mining settled solids, suspended solids, foam, a. Coverage. This permit covers all
related facilities with at least one stormoil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsexisting point source discharges of
water discharge associated with of storm water pollution), and probable storm water associated with industrialindustrial activity through a large or sources of any observed storm water activity to waters of the United States
medium municipal separate storm contamination, from oil and gas facilities listed undersewer system (systems serving a {4) When a facility has two or more Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)population of 100,000 or more) must outfalls that, based on a consideration ofMajor Group 13 which are required tosubmit signed copies of discharge industrial activity, significant materials,be permitted under 40 CFR 122.26.monitoring reports to the operator of theand management practices and activitiesThese include .....oil and gasmunicipal separate storm sewer systemwithin the area drained by the outfali, exploration, production, processing, orin accordance with the dates provided the permittee reasonably believes treatment operations, or transmissionin paragraph b. (above). discharge.substantially identical facilities that discharge storm waterc. VisualExamination of Ston’n Watereffluents, the permittee may collect a contaminated by contract with or thatQuali~,. Coal mining-related facilities sample of effluent of one of such

has come into contact with anyshall perform and document a visual outfalls and report that the examinationoverburden raw material, intermediateexamination of a representative storm data also applies to the substantially
water discharge at the following identical outfalls provided that the products, finished products, by-
frequencies: quarterly for active areas permittee includes in the storm water products or waste products located on
under SMCRA bond located in areas pollution prevention plan a description the site of such operations."
with average annual precipitation overof the location of the outfalls and Contaminated storm water discharges
20 inches: semi-annually for inactive explaining in detail why the outfalls arefrom petroleum refining or drilling
areas under SMCRA bond, and active expected to discharge substantially operations that are subject to nationally
areas under SMCRA bond located in identical effluents. In addition, for eachestablished BAT or BPT guidelines
areas with average annual precipitationout.fall that the perrnittee believes is found at 40 CFR 419 and 435
of 20 inches or less; visual examinationsrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofrespectively are not included. Industries
are not required at inactive areas not the drainage area (in square feet) and anin SIC Major Group 13 include the
under SMCRA bond. estimate of the runoff coefficient of the extraction and production of crude oil,

{1) Examinations shall be conducteddrainage area [e.g., low (under 40 natural gas, oil sands and shale; the
in each of the following periods for the percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orproduction of hydrocarbon liquids and
purposes of visually inspecting storm high (above 65 percent)] shall be natural gas from coal: and associated oil
water runoff or snow melt: Quarterly-- provided in the plan. field service, supply and repair
January through March; April through (5) When a discharger’is unable tO industries.
June; July through September; and collect samples over the course of the When an industrial facility, describedOctober through December. Semi- visual examination period as a result ofby the above coverage provisions of thisannuallymJanuary through June and adverse climatic conditions, the section, has industrial activities beingJuly through December. discharger must document the reason conducted onsite that meet the~2) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual description(s} of industrial activities insamples collected within the first 60 examination and retain this another section(s}, that industrialminutes {or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records facility shall comply with any and allpractical, but not to exceed two hours) of the visual examination. Adverse applicable monitoring and pollutionof when the runoff or snow melt beginsweather conditions which may prohibitprevention plan requirements of thedischarging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include other section(s) in addition to alldocument observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create

applicable requirements in this section.clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel The monitoring and pollutionsuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds,
prevention plan terms and conditions ofother obvious indicators of storm waterhurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,this multi-sector permit are additive forpollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of

conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought, industrial activities being conducted at
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.), the same industrial facility (co-located
performed on the samples. All such (6) When a discharger is unable to industrial activities). The operator of the
samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water facility shall determine which other
discharge resulting from a storm eventexaminations at an inactive and monitoring and pollution prevention
that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityplan section(s) of this permit (if any) are
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringapplicable to the facility.
hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility b. l~mitations. Storm water discharges
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. The associated with industrial activity from
event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification inactive oil and gas operations occurring
individual will carry out the collection with the pollution prevention plan on Federal lands where an operator
and examination of discharges for the stating that the site is inactive and cannot be identified are not covered by
life of the permit, unstaffed so that performing visual this permit.
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2. Special Conditions existing structural controls to achieve describing pollutants in storm water

There are no additional requirementscompliance with the "No Discharge" discharges from the facility, including a

beyond those listed in Part Ill. of this requirement. The map must indicate thesummary of sampling data collected
outfall locations and the types of during t~e term of this permit.

permit, discharges contained in the drainage (e) Risk Identification and Summary
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention areas of the outfalls, of Potential Pollutant Sources---A
Plan Requirements (ii) For each area of the facility that narrative description of the potential

a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall generates storm water discharges pollutant sources from the following
associated with industrial activity with activities: loading and unloading

include, at a minimum, the following
items: a reasonable potential for containing operations; outdoor storage activities;

(I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each
significant amounts of pollutants, a chemical, cement, mud or gel mixing

plan shall identify a specific individual
prediction of the direction of flow, and activities; outdoor manufacturing or
an identification of the types of processing activities; drilling or mining

or individuals within the facility pollutants which are likely to be presentactivities; significant dust or particulate
organization as members of a storm in storm water discharges associated generating processes; and onsite waste
water Pollution Prevention Team that with industrial activity. Factors to disposal practices, equipment cleaning
are responsible for developing the stormconsider include the toxicity of and rehabilitation activities. List any
water pollution prevention plan and chemical: quantitv of chemicals used, significant potential source of pollutants
assisting the facility or plant manager inproduced or disct~arged: the likelihood at the site and for each potential source,
its implementation, maintenance, and of contact with storm water; and historyany pollutant or pollutant parameter
revision. The plan shall clearly identifyof significant leaks or spills of toxic or (e.g., biochemical oxygen demand, etc.)
the responsibilities of each team hazardous pollutants. The permittee of concern shall be identified.
member. The activities and should consider the cause of RQ In its description of potential
responsibilities of the team shall releases, the materials used to contain pollutant sources, a facility must
address all aspects of the facility’s stormand remediate releases, and any otherinclude information about the RQ
water pollution prevention plan. aspect of releases or clean-up which release which triggered the permit

(2) Description o)~ Potential Poflutant could potentially contribute pollutants application requirements. Such
Sources. Each plan shall provide a to a storm water discharge. Flows with information must include: the nature of
description of potential sources which a significant potential for causing the release (e.g., spill of oil from a drum
may reasonably be expected to add erosion shall be identified, storage area): the amount of oil or
significant amounts of pollutants to [b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- hazardous substance released; amount
storm water discharges or which may An inventory of the types of materials of substance recovered; date of the
result in the disctmrge of pollutants handled at the site that potentially mayrelease; cause of the release (e.g., poor
during dry weather from separate stormbe exposed to precipitation. Such handling techniques as well as lack of
sewers draining the facility. Each plan inventory shall include a narrative containment In area); area affected by
shall identify all activities and description of significant materials that release, including land and waters:
significant materials which may have been handled, treated, stored or procedure to cleanup release; actions or
potentially be significant pollutant disposed in a manner to allow exposure procedures implemented to prevent or
sources. Each plan shall include, at a to storm water between the time of 3 better respond to a release; and
minimum: years prior to the date of the submissionremaining potential contamination of

(a) Drainage of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredstorm water from release. The analysis
under this permit and the present; shall take into account human hee[th

(i) A site map indicating an outline ofmethod and location of onsite storage orrisks, the control of drinking water
the portions of the drainage area of eachdisposal; materials management intakes, and the designated uses of the
storm water out.fall that are within the practices employed to minimize contactreceiving stream.
facility boundaries, each existing of materials with storm water runoff (3) Measures and Controls. Each
structural control measure to reduce between the time of 3 years prior to thefacility covered by this permit shall
pollutants In storm water runoff, surfacedate of the submission of a Notice of develop and implement storm water
water bodies, locations where Intent (NOI) to be covered under this management controls appropriate for
significant materials are exposed to permit and the present; the location andthe facility. The controls in a plan shall
precipitation, locations where major a description of existing structural and reflect identified potential sources of
spills or leaks identified under Part nonstructural control measures to pollutants at the facility. The
IX.I.3.a.{1)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; description of storm water management
permit have occurred, location of any and a description of any treatment the controls shall address the following
areas where RQ releases have occurred;storm water receives, minimum components, including a
and the locations of the following (c) Spills and Leaks---A list of schedule for implementing such
activities where such activities are significant spills and significant leaks ofmeasures:
exposed to precipitation: fueling toxic or hazardous pollutants that (a) Good Housekeeping--Good
stations, vehicle and equipment occurred at areas that are exposed to housekeeping requires the maintenance
maintenance and/or cleaning areas, precipitation or that otherwise drain to of areas which may contribute
loading/unloading areas, locations useda storm water conveyance at the facilitypollutants to storm water discharges in
for the treatment, storage or disposal ofafter the date of 3 years prior to the datea clean, orderly manner.
wastes, liquid storage tanks, processingof the submission of a Notice of Intent (b) Preventive Maintenance--A
areas and storage areas, chemical mixing(NOI) to be covered under this permit, preventive maintenance program shall
areas, constvJction and drilling areas. Such list shall be updated as involve timely inspection and
The site map will indicate all areas appropriate during the term of the maintenance of storm water
subject to the effluent guidelines permit, management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
requirement of "No Discharge" in (d) Sampling Data--A summary of water separators, catch basins) as well
accordance with 40 CFR 435.32 and theexisting discharge sampling data as inspecting and testing facility
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equipment and systems to uncover incidents (such as spills, or other NOI to be covered by this permit. If the
conditions that could cause breakdownsdischarges), along with other failure to certify is caused by the
or failures resulting in discharges of information describing the quality and inability to perform adequate tests or
pollutants to surface waters, and quantity of storm water discharges shallevaluations, such notification shall
ensuring appropriate maintenance of be included in the plan required under describe: the procedure of any test
such equipment and systems. The this part. Inspections and maintenance conducted for the presence of non-storm
preventative maintenance program shallactivities shall be documented and water discharges; the results of such test
also include the inspection of all on siterecords of such activities shall be or other relevant observations: potential
and off site mixing tanks and incorporated into the plan. All records sources of non-storm water discharges
equipment, and all vehicles which carryshall be kept for a period of not less to the storm sewer; and why adequate
supplies and chemicals to oil field than 3 years, tests for such storm sewers were not
activities. (g) Non-storm Water Discharges feasible. Non-storm water discharges to

(c) Spill Prev*.ntion and l~esponse waters of the United States which are
Procedures--Areas where potential (i) The plan shall include a not authorized by an NPDES permit are
spills which can contribute pollutants tocertification that the discharge has beenunlawful, and must be terminated.
storm water discharges can occur, and tested or evaluated for the presence of (h) Sediment and Erosion Controlm
their accompanying drainage points non-storm water discharges. The The plan shall identify ames which, due
shall be identified clearly in the storm certification shall include the to topography, activities, or other
water pollution prevention plan. identification of potential significant factors, have a high potential for
Materials shall be stored indoors where sources of non-storm water at the site,significant soil erosion, and identify
possible, and drainage systems designeda descrip.tion of the results of any test structural, vegetative, and/or
to discharge downstream from drinking and/or evaluation for the presence of stabilization measures to be used to
water intakes. Where appropriate, non-storm water discharges, the limit erosion. Unless covered by fl~e
specifying material handling evaluation criteria or testing method General Permit for Construction ’Activity
procedures, storage requirements, and used, the date of any testing and/or {57 FR 41209}, the additional erosion
use of equipment such as diversion evaluation, and the onsite drainage control requirement for well drillings
valves in the plan should be considered,points that were directly observed oil, sand, and shale mining areas are as
Procedures for cleaning up spills shall during the test. Certifications shall be follows:
be identified in the plan and made signed in accordance w~th Pan VII.G. of (i] Site Description--Each plan shall
available to the appropriate personnel, this permit. Such certification may not provide a description of the following:
The necessary equipment to implementbe feasible if the facility operating the {1} A description of the nature of the
a clean up should be available to storm water discharge associated with exploration activity; (2) estimates of the
personnel, industrial activity does not have accesstotal area of the site and the area of the

(d) Inspections--In addition to or as to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofsite that is expected to be disturbed due
part of the comprehensive site access to the ultimate conduit which to the exploration activity; !3} an
evaluation required under paragraph receives the discharge. In such cases, estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
XLL3.a.{4) of this section, qualified the source identification section of the site; (4} a site map indicating drainage
facility or plant personnel shall be storm water pollution prevention plan patterns and approximate slopes, the
identified to inspect designated shall indicate why the certification location of major control structures
equipment and areas of the facility at required by this part was not feasible, identified in the plan, and surface
appropriate intervals specified in the along with the identification of potentialwaters: and (5) the name of the receiving
plan. All equipment and areas significant sources of non-storm water atwater(s) and the ultimate receiving
addressed in the pollution prevention the site. A discharger that is unable to water(s) of the runoff.
plan shall be inspected at a minimum ofprovide the certification required by this (ii) Controls--The pollution
6-month intervals. Equipment and paragraph must notify the Director in prevention plan shall include a
vehicles which store, mix or transport accordance with paragraph description of controls appropriate for
hazardous materials will be inspected XI.I.a.(3)(g)(iii) (below). the activity and implement such
routinely, but not less than quarterly. A (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting controls. The description of controls
set of tracking or follow-up procedures activities, sources of non-storm water shall address the following minimum
shall be used to ensure that appropriate listed in Part III.A.2. (Prohibition of components:
actions are taken in response to the Non-storm Water Discharges) of this (a)A description of vegetative
inspections. Records of inspections permit that are combined with storm practices designed to preserve existing
shall be maintained, water discharges associated with vegetation where attainable and

(e) Employee Training--Employee industrial activity must be identified in revegetate open areas as soon as
training programs shall inform the. plan. The plan shall identify and practicable after grade drilling. Such
personnel responsible for implementingensure the implementation of practices may include: temporary.
activities identified in the storm water appropriate pollution prevention seeding, permanent seeding, mulching,
pollution prevention plan or otherwise measures for the non-storm water sod stabilization, vegetative buffer
responsible for storm water managementcomponent(s) of the discharge, strips, protection of trees, or other
at all levels of responsibility of the (iii) Failure to CertifymAny facility equivalent measures. The operator shall
components and goals of the storm that is unable to provide the initiate appropriate vegetative practices
water pollution prevention plan. certification required (testing for non- on all disturbed areas within 14
Training should address topics such as storm water discharges), must notify thecalendar days of the last activity at that
spill response, good housekeeping andDirector by [Insert date 270 days after area.
material management practices. The permit issuance] or, for facilities which (b) A description of structural
pollution prevention plan shall identifvbegin to discharge storm water practices that, to the degree attainable,
periodic dates for such training, associated with industrial activity after divert flows from exposed soils, store

{f} Recordkeeping and Internal [Insert date 270 days after permit flows or otherwise limit runoff from
Reporting Procedures--A description ofissuance], 180 days after submitting an exposed areas of the site. Such practices
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may include straw bale dikes, silt indoor storage of the vehicles and collecting the storm water runoff and
fences, earth dikes, brush barriers, equipment, installation of berrning and providing treatment or recycling. The
drainage swales, check dams, subsurfacediking of this area, or other equivalent facility may consider installation of
drain, pipe slope drain, level spreadersmeasures, harming and diking of the area.
storm drain inlet protection, rock outlet (1) Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning Comprehensive Site Compliance
protection, sediment traps, temporary and Maintenance Areas--The plan mustEvaluation. Qualified personnel shall
sediment basins, or other equivalent describe measures that prevent or conduct site compliance evaluations at
measures, minimize contamination of the storm appropriate intervals specified in the

{iii) Offsite vehicle tracking of water runoff from all areas used for plan, but in no c~se less than once a
sediments shall be minimized, vehicle and equipment cleaning. The year. Such evaluations shall provide:

(iv) Procedures in a plan shall providefacility may consider performing all {a} Areas contributing to a storm
that all erosion controls on the site are cleaning operations indoors, covering water discharge associated with
inspected at least once every 7 calendarthe cleaning operation, ensuring that all industrial activity {e.g., materials and
days. Weekly inspections are necessarywashwaters drain to a sanitary sewer, chemical storage areas, vehicle and
to ensure erosion controls continue to and/or collecting the storm water runoff equipment cleaning and maintenance
effectively reduce the amount of from the cleaning area and providing areas, vehicle and equipment storage
sediment carried offsite. A silt fence or treatment or recycling. The discharge of areas, chemical mixing areas, and areas
silt trap is no longer effective when vehicle and equipment wash waters, of materials handling at the drill site
filled with silt. including tank cleaning operations, are areas) shall be visually inspected for

(i) Management of I~unof~--The plan not authorized by this permit and must evidence of, or the potential for,
shall contain a narrative consideration be authorized under a separate NPDESpollutants entering the drainage system.
of the appropriateness of traditional permit or discharged to a sanitary sewerMeasures to reduce pollutant loadings
storm water management practices in accordance with applicable industrialshall be evaluated to determine whether
(practices other than those which pretreatment requirements, they are adequate and properly
control the generation or source(s) of The plan must describe measures thatimplemented in accordance w’ith the
pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate, prevent or minimize contamination of terms of the permit or whether
reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterthe storm water runoff from all areas additional control measures are needed.
runoff in a manner that reduces used for vehicle and equipment Structural storm water management
pollutants in storm water discharges maintenance and rehabilitation. The measures, sediment and erosion control
from the site. The plan shall provide thefacility may consider performing all measures, and other structural pollution
measures that the permittee det.erminesmaintenance activities indoors, using prevention measures identified in the
to be reasonable and appropriate whichdrip pans, maintaining an organized plan shall be observed to ensure that
shall be implemented and maintained, inventory of materials used in the shop,they are operating correctly. A visual
The potential of various sources at the draining all parts of fluids prior to inspection of equipment needed to
facility to contribute pollutants to storm disposal, prohibiting the practice of implement the plan, such as spill
water discharges associated with hosing down the shop floor where the response equipment, shall be made.
industrial activity shall be considered practice would result in the exposure of (b) Based on the results of the
when determining reasonable and pollutants to storm water, using dry evaluation, the description of potential
appropriate measures. Appropriate cleanup methods, collecting the storm pollutant sources identified in the plan
measures may include: vegetative water runoff from the maintenance area in accordance with paragraph
swales and practices, reuse of collectedand providing treatment’or recycling, or XI.I.3.a.(2) of this section (Description of
storm water (such as for a process or asother equivalent measures. Potential Pollutant Sources) and
an irrigation source), inlet controls (m) Materials and Chemical Storage pollution prevention measures and
(such as oiUwater separators), snow Areas--Storage units of all chemicals controls identified in the plan in
management activities, infiltration and materials (e.g., fuels, oils, used accordance with paragraph XI.I.3.a.(3) of
devices, wet detention/retention filters, spent solvents, paint wastes, this section {Measures and Controls)
devices, or other equivalent measures, radiator fluids, transmission fluids, shall be revised as appropriate within 2

(j) Reportable Quantity (RQ) Release--hydraulic fluids, detergents drilling weeks of such evaluation and shall
The permittee must describe the mud components, acids, organic provide for implementation of any
measures taken to clean up RQ releasesadditives) must be maintained in goodchanges to the plan in a timely manner,
or related spills of materials, as well as condition so as to prevent but in no case more than 12 weeks after
measures proposed to avoid future contamination of storm water, the evaluation.
releases of RQs. Such measures may Hazardous materials must be plainly (c) A report summarizing the scope of
include, among others: Improved labeled. The plan must describe the evaluation, personnel making the
handling or storage techniques; measures that prevent or minimize evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,
containment around handling areas of contamination of the storm water runoffand major observations relating to the
liquid materials; and use of improved from such storage areas. The facility implementation of the storm water
spill cleanup materials and techniques,may consider indoor storage of the pollution prevention plan the permit

(k) Vehicle and Equipment Storage materials and/or installation of berming shall be made and retained as part of the
Area.~--The storage of vehicles and and diking at the area. storm water pollution prevention plan
equipment awaiting or having (n) Chemical Mixing Areas--The plan for at least 3 years after the date of the
completed maintenance must be must describe measures that prevent orevaluation. "l~he report shall identify any
confined to designated areas (dehneatedminimize contamination of the storm incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ a
on the site map). The plan must water runoff from chemical mixing report does not identif3,, any incidents of
describe measures that prevent or areas. The facility may consider noncompliance, the report shall contain
minimize contamination of the storm covering the mixing area, using spill a certification that the facility is in
water runoff from these areas. The and overflow protection, minimizing compliance with the storm water
facility may consider the use of drip runon of storm water to the mixing area,pollution prevention plan and this
pans under vehicles and equipment, using dry cleanup methods, and/or permit. The report shall be signed in
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accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory discharge {including observations of J. Storm Water Discharges Associated
Requirements) of this permit, color, odor, clarity, floating solids, With Industrial Activity From Mineral

(d) Where compliance evaluation settled solids, suspended solids, foam,I~’ning and Processing Facilities
schedules overlap with inspections oil sheen, and other obvious indicators1. Discharges Covered Under Thisrequired under 3.a.(3)(d), the of storm water pollution), and probableSectioncompliance evaluation may be sources of any observed storm water
conducted in place of one such contamination. This permit covers all existing point

source discharges of storm waterinspection. (d) When a facility has two or more associated with industrial activity to4. Numeric Effluent Limitations outfalls that, based on a consideration ofwaters of the United States from active
There are no additional requirementsindustrial activity, significant materials,and inactive mineral mining and

beyond those listed in Part V.B. of this and management practices and activitiesprocessing facilities (generally
permit, within the area drained by the outfall, identified by Standard Industrial

the permittee reasonably believes Classification {SIC} Major Group 14),5. Monitoring and Reporting discharge substantially identical except for storm water dischargesRequirements effluents, the permittee may collect a identified under paragraph XI.J.l.a.
a. Monitoring Requirements sample of effluent of one of such This permit may authorize storm

(1) Quarterly Visual Examination of outfalls and report that the examinationwater discharges associated with
Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall data also applies to the substantially industrial activity that are mixed with
perform and document a visual identical outfalls provided that the storm water discharges associated with
examination of a storm water dischargepermittee includes in the storm water industrial activity from construction

activities, provided that the storm waterassociated with industrial activity frompollution prevention plan a descriptiondischarge from the construction activityeach outfall, except discharges of the location of the outfalls and is in compliance with the terms.exempted below. The examination{s) explaining in detail why the outfalls areincluding applicable Notice of Intentmust be made at least once in each expected to discharge substantially {NOI} or application requirements, of adesignated period [described in (a}, identical effluents. In addition, for eachdifferent NPDES general permit orbelow] during daylight hours unless outfall that the permittee believes is individual permit authorizing suchthere is insufficient rainfall or snow representative, an estimate of the size ofdischarges.melt to produce a runoff event, the drainage area {in square feet} and an When an industrial facility, described(a) Examinations shall be conductedestimate of the runoff coefficient of the by the above coverage provisions of thisin each of the following periods for thedrainage area [e.g., low {under 40 section, has industrial activities beingpurposes of visually inspecting storm percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent), orconducted onsite that meet thewater quality associated with storm high {above 65 percent)] shall be description{s) of industrial activities inwater runoff or snow melt: January provided in the plan. another section{s}, that industrialthrough March; April through June; July facility shall comply with any and allthrough September; and October (e] When a discharger is unable to
through December. collect samples over the course of the applicable monitoring and pollution

(bJ Examinations shall be made of visual examination period as a result ofprevention plan requirements of the
other section{s) in addition to allsamples collected within the first 30 adverse climatic conditions, the applicable requirements in this section.minutes {or as soon thereafter as discharger must document the reason The monitoring and pollutionpractical, but not to exceed one hour} offor not performing the ~;isual prevention plan terms and conditions ofwhen the runoff or snowmelt begins examination and retain this this multi-sector permit are additive fordischarging. The examinations shall documentation onsite with the recordsindustrial activities being conducted atdocument observations of color, odor, of the visual examination. Adverse the same industrial facility {co-locatedclarity, floating solids, settled solids, weather conditions which may prohibitindustrial activities}. The operator of thesuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andthe collection of samples include facility shall determine which otherother obvious Indicators of storm waterweather conditions that create monitoring and pollution preventionpollution. The examination must be dangerous conditions for personnel plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areconducted in a well lit area. No (such as local flooding, high winds, applicable to the facility.analytical tests are required to be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, a. Limitations on Coverage. Theperformed on the samples. All such etc.) or otherwise make the collection offollowing storm water dischargessamples shall be collected f~om the a sample impracticable (drought, associated with industrial activity aredischarge resulting from a storm event extended frozen conditions, etc.), not authorized by this permit:that is greater than 0.1 inches in (I) Storm water discharges associatedmagnitude and that occurs at least 72 (f] When a discharger is unable to with industrial activity which arehours from the previously measurable conduct visual storm water subject to an existing effluent limitation(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm examinations at an inactive and guideline (40 CFR Part 436), exceptevent. Where practicable, the same unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitymine dewatering discharges composedindividual will carry out the collection may exercise a waiver of the monitoringentirely of storm water or ground water

and examination of discharges for the requirement as long as the facility seepage from construction sand andlife of the permit, remains inactive and unstaffed. The gravel, industrial sand, and crushed(c) Visual examination reports must facility must maintain a certification stone mining facilities located in Regionbe maintained onsite in the pollution with the pollution prevention plan VI (the States of Louisiana, New Mexico,prevention plan. The report shall stating that the site is inactive and Oklahoma, and Texas) and Arizona.include the examination date and time,unstaffed so that performing visual (2) Storm water discharges associatedexamination personnel, the nature of theexaminations during a quali~ing eventwith industrial activity from inactive
discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), is not feasible, mineral mining activities occurring onvisual quality of the storm water Federal lands where an operator cannot
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be identified are not eligible for discharges contained in the drainage assessment of the risk potential that
coverage under this permit, areas of the out.falls, sources of pollution pose to storm water

(b) Inventor.¢ of Exposed Materials.- quality. This assessment should clearly2. Special Conditions Facility operators are required to point to activities, materials, and
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water carefully conduct an inspection of the physical features of the facility that have

Discharges. This section of today’s site and related records to identify a reasonable potential to contribute
permit does not cover any discharge significant materials that are or may be significant amounts of pollutants to
subiect to process wastewater effluent exposed to storm water. The inventorystorm water. Any such industrial
limitation guidelines, including storm must address materials that within 3 activities, signii~cant materials, or
water that combines with process years prior to the date of the submissionfeatures must be addressed by the
wastewater. Part III.A.2 of today’s of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredmeasures and controls subsequently
permit does allow certain non-storm under this permit have been handled, described in the plan. In conducting the
water discharges to be covered by this stored, processed, treated, or disposedassessment, the facility operator must
permit, of in amanner to allow exposure to consider the following activities:
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention storm water. Findings of the inventory loading and unloading operations;
Plan Requirements must be documented in detail in the outdoor storage activities: outdoor

pollution prevention plan. At a processing activities; significant dust or
a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall minimum, the plan must describe the particulate generating processes; and

include at a minimum, the following method and location of onsite storage oronsite waste disposal practices. Theitems: disposal; practices used to minimize assessment must list any significant(I) Poflufion Prevention Team. Each contact of materials with rainfall and pollution sources at the site and identifyplan shall identify a specific individual runoff; existing structural and the pollutant parameter or parametersor individuals within the facility nonstructural controls that reduce {i.e., total suspended solids, totalorganization as members of a storm pollutants in storm water runoff; dissolved solids, etc.) associated withwater Pollution Prevention Team that existing structural controls that limit each source.are responsible for developing the stormprocess wastewater discharges; and any (3) Measures and Controls. Following
water pollution prevention plan and treatment the runoff receives before it iscompletion of the source identification
assisting the facility or plant manager in discharged to surface waters or a and assessment phase, the permittee
its implementation, maintenance, and separate storm sewer system. The must evaluate, select, and describe therevision. The plan shall clearly identify, description must be updated wheneverpollution prevention measures, best
the responsibilities of each team there is a significant change in the typesmanagement practices {BMPs), and
member. The activities and or amounts of materials, or material other controls that will be implemented
responsibilities of the team shall management practices, that may affect at the facility. The permittee must assess
address all aspects of the facility’s stormthe exposure of materials to storm the applicability of the following BMPs
water pollution prevention plan. water, for their site: discharge diversions,

~2) Description of Potential Poflutant (c) Significant Spills and Leaks--The drainage/storm water conveyance
Sources. Each storm water pollution plan must include a list of any systems, runoff dispersions, sediment
prevention plan must describe significant spills and leaks of toxic or control and collection mechanisms,
industrial activities, significant hazardous pollutants that occurred in vegetation/soil stabilization, and
materials, and physical features of the the 3 years prior to the date of the capping of contaminated sources. In
facility" that may contribute to storm submission of a Notice of Intent {NOI) addition, BMPs include processes,
water runoff or, during periods of dry to be covered under this permit, procedures, schedules of activities,
weather, result in dry weather flows andSignificant spills include, but are not prohibitions on practices, and other
mine pumpout. Plans must describe thelimited to, releases of oil or hazardous management practices that prevent or
following elements: substances in excess of quantities that reduce the discharge of pollutants in

(a) Drainage--The plan must contain are reportable under Section 311 of storm water runoff.
a map of the site that shows the patternCWA {see 40 CFR 110.10 and 117.21} or The pollution prevention plan must
of storm water drainage, structural or Section 102 of the Comprehensive discuss the reasons each selected
nonstructural features that control Environmental Response, Compensationcontrol or practice is appropriate for the
pollutants in storm water runoff and and Liability Act (CERCLA) (see 40 CFRfacility and how each will address the
process wastewater discharges, surface302.4). Significant spills may also potential sources of storm water
water bodies (including wetlands), include releases of oil or hazardous pollution. The plan also must include a
places where significant materials are substances that are not in excess of schedule speci .lying the time or times
exposed to rainfall and runoff, and reporting requirements and releases of during which each control or pracuce
locations of major spills and leaks that materials that are not classified as oil or will be implemented. In addition, the
occurred in the 3 years prior to the datea hazardous substance, plan should discuss ways in which the
of the submission of a Notice of Intent (d) Sampling Dato---Any existing datacontrols and practices relate to one
{NOI) to be covered under this permit, on the quality or quantity of storm wateranother and, when taken as a whole,
The map also must show areas where discharges from the facility must be produce an integrated and consistent
the following activities take place: described in the plan. The description approach for preventing or controlling
fueling, vehicle and equipment should include a discussion of the potential storm water contamination
maintenance and/or cleaning, loading methods used to collect and analyze theproblems.
and unloading, material storage data. Sample collection points should (a) Good Housekeeping-Good
(including tanks or other vessels used be identified in the plan and shown onhousekeeping requires the maintenance
for liquid or waste storage), material the site map. of areas which may contribute
processing, and waste disposal, haul (e) Risk Identification and Summary pollutants to storm waters discharges in
roads, access roads, and rail spurs. In of Potential Pollutant Sources-The a clean, ordertv manner.
addition, the map must indicate the description of potential pollution (b) PreventiVe Maintenance-The
out.fall locations and the t.vpes of sources culminates in a narrative maintenance program requires periodic
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removal of debris from discharge components and goals of the storm (iii) Failure to Certify.mAny facility
diversions and conveyance systems, water pollution prevention plan. that is unable to provide the
These activities should be conducted inTraining should address topics such ascertification required (testing for non-
the spring, after snowmelt, and duringspill response, good housekeeping andstorm water discharges), must notify, the
the fall season. Permitteas using pondsmaterial management practices. The Director by [Insert date 270 days after
to control their effluents frequently usepollution prevention plan shall identifypermit issuancei or, for facilities which
impoundments or sedimentation pondsperiodic dates for such training, begin to discharge storm water
as their BAT/BCT. Maintenance (f) Recordkeeping and Internal associated with industrial activity after
schedules for these ponds must be Repom’ng Procedures~A description of[Insert date 2;’0 days after permit
provided in the pollution prevention incidents such as spills or other issuance], 180 days after submitting an
plan. discharBes along with other informationNOI to be covered by this permit. If the

(c) Spill Prevention and Response describing the quahty and quantity of failure to certify is caused by the
Procedure~--Amas where potential storm water discharges shall be inability to perform adequate tests or
spills which can contribute pollutants toincluded in the plan required under thisevaluations, such notification shall
storm water discharges can occur, and part. The permittee must describe describe the procedure of any test
their accompanying drainage points procedures for developing and retainingconducted for the presence of non-storm
shall be identified clearly in the storm records on the status and effectiveness water discharges to the storm sewer and
water pollution prevention plan. Whereof plan implementation. The plan mustwhy adequate tests for such storm
appropriate, specifying material address spills, monitoring, and BMP sewers were not feasible. Non-storm
handling procedures, storage inspection and maintenance activities,water discharges to waters of the United
requirements, and use of equipment Ineffective BMPs must be recorded and States which are not authorized bv an
such as diversion valves in the plan the date 6f their corrective action noted.NPDES permit are unlawful and r~ust be
should be considered. Procedures for terminated.
cleaning up spills shall be identified in(g) Non-storm Water Discharges (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
the plan and made available to the (i) The plan shall include a The plan shall identify areas which, due
appropriate personnel, The necessary certification that the discharge has beento topography, activities, or other
equipment to implement a clean up tested or evaluated for the presence of factors, have a high potential for
should be available to personnel, non-storm water discharges. The significant soil erosion, and identlfv

(d) Inspections~Operators of active certification shall include the structural, vegetative, and/or
facilities are required to conduct identification of potential significant stabilization measures to be used to
quarterly visual inspections of all BMPs.sources of non-storm water at the site, limit erosion.
Temporarily and permanently inactivea description of the resuhs of any test Permittees must indicate the location
operations are required to perform and/or evaluation for the presence of and design for proposed BMPs to be
annual inspections. The inspections .non-storm water discharges, the implemented prior to land disturbance
shall include: (1) An assessment of theevaluation criteria or testing method activities. For sites already disturbed
integrity of storm water discharge used, the date of any testing and/or but without BMPs, the permittee must
diversions, conveyance systems, evaluation, and the onsite drainage indicate the location and design of
sediment control and collection points that were directly observed BMPs that will be implemented. The
systems, and containment structures; (2)during the test. Certifications shall be permittee is required to indicate plans
visual inspections of vegetative BMPs, signed in accordance with Pan VII.G. offor grading, contouring, stabilization,
serrated slopes, and benched slopes tothis permit. Such certification may not and establishment of vegetative cover
determine if soil erosion has occurred; be feasible if the facility operating thefor all disturbed areas, including road
and (3) visual inspections of material storm water discharge associated with banks. Reclamation activities must
handling and storage areas and other industrial activity does not have accesscontinue until final closure notice has
potential sources of pollution for to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofbeen issued.
evidence of actual or potential pollutantaccess to the ultimate conduit which (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
discharges of contaminated storm water,receives the discharge. In such cases, shall contain a narrative consideration

The inspection must be made at leastthe source identification section of the of the appropnatenass of traditional
once in each designated period duringstorm water pollution prevention plan storm water management practices
daylight hours unless there is shall indicate why the certification (practices other than those which
insufficient rainfall or snow-melt to required by this pan was not feasible, control the generation or source(s) of
produce a runoff event. Inspections along with the identification of potentialpollutants) used to divert, infiltrate.
shall be conducted in each of the significant sources of non-storm water atreuse, or otherwise manage storm water
following periods for the purposes of the site. A discharger that is unable to runoff in a manner that reduces
inspecting storm water quality provide the certification required by thispollutants in storm water discharges
associated with storm water runoff andparagraph must notify the Director in from the site. The plan shall provide
snow melt: January through March accordance with Pan XI.J.3.a.(g){iii) that measures that the permittee
(storm water runoff or snow melt); April (Failure to Certify) of this permit, determines to be reasonable and
through June (storm water runoff); July (ii) Except forflows from fire fighting appropriate shall be implemented and
through September (storm water runoff);activities, sources of non-storm water maintained. The potential of various
October through December (storm waterlisted in Part III.A.2 (Prohibition of Non- sources at the facility to contribute
runoff or snow melt), storm Water Discharges) of this permit pollutants to storm water discharges

(e) Employee Training--Employee that are combined with storm water associated with industrial activity Isee
training programs shall inform discharges associated with industrial Part XI.J.3.a.(2) (Description of Potential
personnel responsible for implementingactivity must be identified in the plan. Pollutant Sources) of this permit] shall
activities identified in the storm water The plan shall identify and ensure the be considered when determining
pollution prevention plan or otherwise implementation of appropriate pollutionreasonable and appropriate measures.
responsible for storm water managementprevention measures for the non-stormAppropriate measures may include:
at all levels of responsibility of the water component(s) of the discharge, vegetative swales and practices, reuse of
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collected storm water (such as for a storm water pollution prevention plan and crushed stone, and nonmetallic
process or as an irrigation source), inletfor at least 3 years from the date of the minerals (except fuels}, and sand and
controls {such as oil/water separators}, evaluation. The report shall identify anygravel mining activities must monitor
snow management activities, infiltrationincidents of noncompliance. Where a their storm water discharges associated
devices, wet detention/retention report does not identify any incidents ofwith industrial activity at least quarterly
devices, or equivalent measures. In noncompliance, the report shall contain{4 times per year) during years 2 and 4
addition, the permittee must describe a certification that the facility is in except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.{3)
the storm water pollutant source area orcompliance with the storm water {Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4)
activity (i.e., loading and unloading pollution prevention plan and this {Representative Discharge}, and 5.a.{5)
operations, raw material storage piles,permit. The report shall be signed in {Alternative Certification). Such
etc.) to be controlled by each storm accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory facilities are required to monitor their
water management practice. Requirements) of this permit, storm water discharges for the

{4) "Comprehensive Site Compfiance {d) The storm water pollution pollutants of concern listed in Table J-
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall prevention plan must describe the scopeI below. Facilities must report in
conduct site compliance evaluations atand content of comprehensive site accordance with 5.b. (Reporting). In
appropriate intervals specified in the evaluation that qualified personnel willaddition to the parameters listed in
plan, but, in no case less than once a conduct to 1) confirm the accuracy of Table J-1 below, the permittee shall
year. When annual compliance the description of potential pollution provide the date and duration (in hours)
evaluations are shown in the plan to be sources contained in the plan, 2) of the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall
impractical for inactive mining sites, determine the effectiveness of the plan,measurements or estimates (in inches)
due to remote location and and 3) assess compliance with the termsof the storm event that generated the
inaccessibility, site evaluations must beand conditions of the permit. Where sampled runoff; the duration between
conducted at least once every 3 years, compliance evaluation schedules the storm event sampled and the end of
Such evaluations shall provide: overlap with inspections required underthe previous measurable (greater than(a) Areas contributing to a storm 3.a.(3)(d), the compliance evaluation 0.1 inch rainfall) storm event; and anwater discharge associated with may be conducted in place of one suchestimate of the total volume (in gallons)industrial activity shall be visually inspection, of the discharge sampled.inspected for evidence of, or the
potential for, pollutants entering the 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations

drainage system. Measures to reduce Except as discussed in a below, there TABLE 3-1 .~MON~TORING

pollutant loadings shall be evaluated toare no additional numeric effluent RE(~UIRffMENTS

determine whether they are adequate limitations beyond those described in
Cut-off con-and properly implemented in Part V.B of this permit. Pollutants of concern centrationaccordance with the terms of the permit a. Region W---Construction Sand and

or whether additional control measuresGravel; Industrial Sand, and Crushed Sand and Gravel Mining
are needed. Structural storm water Stone Mining, Mine Dewatering. Any Nitrate plus NitrRe Nitrogen .. 0.68 rng/L
management measures, sediment and discharge composed entirely o[ storm Total Suspended Solids 100 mg/L.
erosion control measures, and other water or ground water seepage that (TSS).
structural pollution prevention derives from mine dewatering activities Dimension and Crushed Stone
measures identified in the plan shall be at construction sand and gravel, ana Nonmetallic Minerals
observed to ensure that they are industrial sand, or crushed stone mining (except fuels):
operating correctly. A visual inspection facilities located in Region VI (the States Total Suspended Solids 100 moJL.
of equipment needed to implement the of Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, (TSS).
plan, such as spill response equipment, and Texas) and in Arizona shall not
shall be made. exceed a maximnm concentration for (1) Monitoring Pe,~ods. Facilities

(b) Based on the results of the any day of 45 mg/L or an average of subject to analytical monitoring
evaluation, the description of potential daily values for 30 consecutive days of requirements shall monitor samples
pollutant sources identified in the plan 25 mg/L Total Suspended Solids (TSS] collected during the sampling periods
in accordance with Part XI.J.3.a.(2) nor the 6.0 to 9.0 range limitation for of: January through March, April
(Description of Potential Pollutant pH. The discharge from the dewateringthrough June, July through September.
Sources) of this permit and pollution activity shall not be diluted with other and October through December for the
prevention measures and controls storm water runoff or flows to meet this years specified in paragraph a. (above).
identified in the plan in accordance limitation. Dischargers subject to these (2) Sample T.vpe. A minimum of one
with paragraph XI.J.3.a.(3) (Measures numeric effluent limitations must be in grab sample shall be taken. All such
and Controls) of this permit shall be compliance with these limits upon samples shall be collected from the
revised as appropriate within 2 weeks ofcommencement of coverage and for thedischarge resulting from a storm event
such evaluation and shall provide for entire term of this permit, that is greater than 0.1 inches in
implementation of any changes to the magnitude and that occurs at least 72
plan in a timely manner, but in no case5. Monitoring and Reporting hours from the previously measurable
more than 12 weeks after the evaluation.Requirements lgreater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm

(c) A report summarizing the scope of a. Analytical Monitoring event. The required 72-hour storm event
the evaluation, personnel making the Requirements. During the period interval is waived where the preceding
evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,beginning [insert date 1 year after measurable storm event did not result in
major observations relating to the permit issuance] lasting through [insert a measurable discharge from the facility.
implementation of the storm water date 2 years after permit issuance] andThe required 72-hour storm event
pollution prevention plan, and actions the period beginning (insert date 3 yearsinterval may also be waived where the
taken in accordance with paragraph after permit issuance] lasting L/’Lrough permittee documents that less than a 72-
XI.J.3.a.(4)~b) (above) of the permit shall[insert date 4 years after permit hour interval is representative for local
be made and retained as part of the issuance], permittees with dimension storm events during the season when
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sampling is being conducted. The grab statement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure was
sample shall be taken during the first 30 site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring required
minutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample during a qualifying up until that date. This certification
collection of a grab sample during the event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab {4} Representative Discharge. When amonitoring requirements associated
sample can be taken during the first facility has two or more outfalls that. with effluent guidelines.
hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrial b. Reporting. Permittees with
discharger shall submit with the activity, significant materials, and dimension and crushed stone, sand and
monitoring report a description of whv management practices and activities gravel or nonmetallic mineral (except
a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained by the outfall, fuels} mining facilities shall submit
minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believes monitoring results for each outfall
water discharges associated with discharge substantially identical associated with industrial activity [or a
industrial activity commingle with effluents, the permittee may test the certification in accordance with
process or nonprocass water, then effluent of one of such outfalls and Sections (3), (4}, or (5) abovel obtained
where practicable pormittees must report that the quantitative data alsoduring the reporting penod beginning
attempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantially identical[insert date I year after permit issuance]
discharge before it mixes with the non-outfall(s) provided that the permittee lasting throug~ ]insert date 2 years after
storm water discharge, includes in the storm water pollution permit issuance] on Discharge

(3) Sampling Waiver prevention plan a description of the Monitoring Report Form{s) postmarked
(a) Adverse Condition.~When a location of the outfalls and explains in no later than the 31st day of the

discharger is unable to collect samplesdetail why the ouffalls are expected to following March [insert ~he date 2 years
within a specified sampling period duedischarge’substantially idenUcal after permit issuance]. Monitoring
to adverse climaUc conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each outfall results [or a certification in accordance
discharger shall collect a subsUtute that the perrnittee believes is with Sections (3), {4), or {5) above]
sample from a separate qualif3,ing event representative, an estimate of the size of obtained during the period beginning
in the next period and submit the data the drainage area {in square feet} and an [insert date 3 years after permit
along with the data for the routine estimate of the runoff coefficient of the issuance] lasting through {insert date 4
sample in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low {under 40 years after permit issuance] shall be
conditions that may prohibit the percent}, medium {40 to 65 percent}, or submitted on Discharge Monitoring
collection of samples include weather high {above 65 percent}] shall be Report Form(s} postmarked no later than
conditions that c~eata dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee the 31st day of the following March. For
conditions for personnel {such as local shall include the description of the each outfall, one signed Discharge
flooding, high winds, hurricanes, location of the outfalls, explanation of Monitoring Report Form must be
tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or why ouffalls are expected to discharge submitted to the Director per storm
otherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and event sampled. Signed copies of
sample impracticable {drought, estimate of the size of the drainage area Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said
extended frozen conditions, etc.}, and runoff coefficient with the certifications, shall be submitted to the

{b} Low Concentration Waiver~When Discharge Monitoring Report. Director of the NPDES program at the
the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A address of the appropriate Regional
calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact
collected from an outfall during the monitoring requirements of this section sheet.
monitoring period [insert date I year provided the discharger makes a (I) Additional Notification. In
after permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall or on a addition to filing copies of discharge
[insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by.pollutant basis in lieu of monitoring reports in accordance with
issuance] is less than the corresponding monitoring reports required under paragraph b (above}, sand and gravel
value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph b below, under penalty of mining facilities with at least one storm
J-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Part water discharge associated with
off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. (Signatory Requirements}, that industrial activity through a large or
monitoring and reporting requirements material handling equipment or medium municipal separate storm
in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediate sewer system (systems serving a
[insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste population of 100,000 or more) must
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 materials, by-products, industrial submit signed copies of discharge
years after permit issuance]. The facility,machinery or operations, or significantmonitoring reports to the operator of the
must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials from past industrial activity municipal separate storm sewer system
the monitoring data, a certification thatthat are located in areas of the facility in accordance with the dates provided
there has not been a significant changewithin the drainage area of the outfall in paragraph b ]above).
in industrial activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm waterc. Quarterly Visual Examination of
prevention measures in area of the and are not expected to be exposed to Storm Water Quality. Mineral mining
facility that drains to the outfall for storm water for the certification period,and processing facilities covered under
which sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in this sector shall perform and document

(c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention a visual examination of a storm water
conduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA in discharge associated with industrial
sampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of this activity from each outfall, except
site, the operator of the facility, may permit. In the case of certifying that a discharges exempted below. The
exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee examinations must be made at least
requirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along withonce in each designated period
remains inactive and unstaffed. The the monitoring reports required under [described in {1), belowl during daylight
facility must submit to the Director, in paragraph (b) below. If the permittee hours unless there is insufficient rainfall
lieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certi~ for an entire period, theyor snow melt to produce a runoff event.
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(I) Examinations shall be conductedthe permittee reasonably believes during the first 30 minutes of the
in each of the following periods for the discharge substantially identical discharge. If the collection of a grab
purposes of visually inspecting storm effiuants, the permittee may collect a sample during the first 30 minutes is
water quality associated with storm sample of effluent of one of such impracticable, a grab sample can be
water runoff or snow melt: January outfalls and report that the examinationtaken during the first hour of the
through March: April through June; Junedata also applies to the substantially discharge, and the discharger shall
through September;, and October identical outfalls provided that the submit with the monitoring report a
through December. permittee includes in the storm water description of why a grab sample during

(2) Examinations shall be made of pollution prevention plan a description the first 30 minutes was impracticable.
samples collected within the first 30 of the location of the outfalls and (2) Reporting. Permittees with mine
minutes (or as soon thereafter as explaining in detail why the outfalls aredewatering discharges from
practical, but not to exceed one hour) of.expected to discharge substantially construction sand and gravel, industrial
when the runoff or snowmelt begins identical effluents. In addition, for eachsand, or crushed stone mining facilities
discharging. The examinations shall out.fall that the permittee believes is located in Region VI and Arizona shall
document observations of color, odor, representative, an estimate of the size ofsubmit monitoring results obtained
clarity, floating solids, settled solids, the drainage area (in ~uare feet} and anduring the reporting period beginning
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andestimate of the runoff ceefficiem of the[insert date of permit issuance] on
other obvious indicators of storm water drainage area (e.g., low (under 40 Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s}
pollution. The examination must be percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent}, or postmarked no later than the 31st day of
conducted in a well lit area. No high (above 65 percent}] shall be the following [insert month after permit
analytical tests are required to be provided in the plan. issuance date]. Signed copies of
performed on the samples. All such (5) W’heh a discharger is unable to Discharge Monitoring Reports shall be
samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water submitted to the Director of the NPDES
discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and program at the address of the
that is greater than 0.I inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facility appropriate Regional Office indicated in
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exorcise a waiver of the monitoring Part VI.B. of this permit. For each
hours from the previously measurable requiremant as long as the facility outfall, one signed Discharge
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm remains inactive and unstaffed. The Monitoring Report form shall be
event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification submitted for each storm event sampled.
individual will carry out the collection with the pollution prevention plan (3) Additional Notifica~on. In
and examination of discharges for the stating that the site is inactive and addition to filing copies of discharge
life of the permit, unstaffed so that performing visual monitoring reports in accordance with

When a discharger is unable to collect examinations during a qualifying event paragraph {2) (above), permitteas with
samples over the course of the visual is not feasible, discharges of material storage runoffexamination period as a result of d. Compliance Monitoring from cement manufacturing facilities
adverse climatic conditions, the Requirements. Permittees with through a large or medium municipaldischarger must document the reason construction sand and gravel, industrial separate storm sewer system {systemsfor not performing the visual sand, and crushed stone mining serving a population of 100,000 or more}examination and retain this facilities in Region VI that have mine must submit signed copies of dischargedocumentation onsite with the records dewatering discharges composed monitoring reports to the operator of the
of the visual examinations. Adverse entirely of storm water or ground water municipal separate storm sewer systemweather conditions which may prohibit seepage which are covered by this in accordance with the dates providedthe collection of samples include permit must monitor the discharge from
weather conditions that create the dewatering activity for the presence in paragraph 5.d.{3} {above}.

dangerous conditions for personnel of TSS and pH at least quarterly {four K. Storm Water Discharges Associated
{such as local flooding, high winds, times per year}. Facilities must report in With Industn’a] Activity From
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, accordance with 5.d.{2} below Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or
etc.} or otherwise make the collection of {reporting}. In addition to the Disposal Facilities
a sample impracticable {drought, parameters listed above, the permittee I. Discharges Covered Under Thisextended frozen conditions, etc.}, shall provide the date and duration {in

(3) Visual examination reports must hours} of the storm event{s} sampled; Section
be maintained onsite in the pollution rainfall measurements or estimates (in The requirements listed under this
prevention plan. The report shall inches} of the storm event that generated section shall apply to storm water
include the examination date and time, the sampled runoff; the duration discharges associated with industrial
examination personnel, the nature of the between the storm event sampled and activity from facilities that treat, store,
discharge {i.e., runoff or snow melt}, the end of the previous measurable or dispose of hazardous wastes,
visual quality of the storm water {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm including those that are operating under
discharge {including observations of event; and an estimate of the total interim status or a permit under subtitle
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, volume {in gallons} of the discharge C of RCRA.
settled solids, suspended solids, foam, sampled. Coverage under this sector for
oil sheen, and other obvious indicators [1)Sample Type. A minimum of one facilities located in Region VI is limited
of storm water pollution}, and probable grab sample shall be taken. All such to Hazardous Waste Treatment Storage
sources of any observed storm water samples shall be collected from the or Disposal Facilities {TSDFs) that are
contamination, discharge resulting from a storm event self-generating or totally residential

(4) When a facility has two or more that is greater than 0.1 inches in wastes and to those facilities that only
outfalls that, based on a consideration of magnitude and that occurs at least 72 store hazardous waste and do not treat
industrial activity, significant materials, hours from the previously measurable or dispose. These permits are issued by
and management practices and activities {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm EPA Region VI for Louisiana
within the area drained by the outfall,    event. The grab sample shall be taken {LAR05"###}, New Mexico
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(NMR05*###), Oklahoma (OKR05*###),may reasonably be expected to add between the time of 3 years prior to the
Texas (TXR05"###), and Federal Indiansignificant amounts of pollutants to date of the submission of a Notice of
Reservations in these States storm water discharges or which may Intent (NOI) to be covered under this
(LARO5*##F, NMROS*##F, OKRO5*##F,result in the discharge of pollutants permit and the present; the location and
or TXRO5*##F). Disposal facilities that during dry weather from separate storma description of existing structural and
have been properly closed and capped,sewers draining the facility. Each plan nonstructural control measures to
and have no significant materials shall identify all activities and reduce pollutants in storm water runoff:
exposed to storm water, are consideredsignificant materials which may and a description of any treatment the
inactive and do not require permits [(40potentially be significant pollutant storm water receives.
CFR 122.26Co)(14)]. Prohibited fzom sources. Each plan shall include, at a {c} Spills and Leaks--A list of
coverage under this sector are those minimum: significant spills and significant leaks of
commercial hazardous wastes disposal (a) Drainage. toxic or hazardous pollutants that
and treatment facilities located in (i) A site map indicating an outline ofoccurred at areas that are exposed to
Region VI that dispose and treat on a the portions of the drainage area of eachprecipitation or that otherwise drain to
commercial basis any produced storm water outfall that are within the a storm water conveyance at the facility
hazardous waste (not their own) as a facility boundaries, each existing after the date of 3 years prior to the date
service to generators, structural control measure to reduce of the submission of a Notice of Intent

When an industrial facility, describedpollutants in storm water runoff, surface(NOI) to be covered under this permit.
by the above coverage provisions of thiswater bodies, locations where Such list shall be updated as
section, has industrial activities being significant materials are exposed to appropriate during the term of the
conducted onsite that meet the precipitation, locations where major permit.
description(s) of industrial activities in spills or leaks identified under Part (d) Sampling Data-.-A summary of
another section{s}, that industrial IV.D.3.c. {Spills and Leaks} of this existing discharge sampling data
facility shall comply with any and all permit have occurred, and the locations describing pollutants in storm water
applicable monitoring and pollution of the following activities where such discharges from the facility, including a
prevention plan requirements of the activities are exposed to precipitation: summary of sampling data collected
other section{s} in addition to all fueling stations, vehicle and equipment during the term of this permit.
applicable requirements in this section, maintenance and/or cleaning areas, (e) Pdsk Identification and Summary
The monitoring and pollution loading/unloading areas, locaUons used of Potential Pollutant Sources--A
prevenUon plan terms and condiUons of for the treatment, storage or disposal of narrative description of the potential
this muIU-sector permit are additive for wastes, liquid storage tanks, processing pollutant sources fi’om the following
industrial activities being conducted at areas and storage areas. The map must activities: loading and unloading
the same Industrial facility {co-located indicate the outfall locations and the operations; outdoor storage activities;
industrial activities). The operator of the types of discharges contained in the outdoor processing activities; significant
facility shall determine which other drainage areas of the outfalls, dust or particulate generating processes;
monitoring and pollution prevention (ii] For each area of the facility that and onsite waste disposal practices. The
plan section{s} of this permit {if any} are generates storm water discharges description shall specifically list any
applicable to the facility, associated with industrial activity with significant potential source of pollutants

a reasonable potential for containing at the site and for each potential source,
2. Special Conditions significant amounts of pollutants, a any pollutant or pollutant parameter

a. Prohibition oj~Non.storm Water prediction of the dimcti~on of flow, and {e.g., chemical oxygen demand, etc.) of
Discharges. There are no additional an identification of the types of concern shall be identified.
requirements under this section other .pollutants which are likely to be present [e] Measures and Con~xo]s. Each
than those stated in Part III.A.2 of this m storm water discharges associatedfacility covered by this permit shall
permit, with industrial activity. Factors to develop a description of storm water

consider include the toxicity of management controls appropriate for3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention chemicals; quantity of chemicals used,the facility, and implement suchPlan Requirements
produced or discharged; the likelihood controls, The appropriateness anda. Contents of Plan. The plan shall of contact with storm water; and history priorities of controls in a plan shall

include, at a minimum, the following of significant leaks or spills of toxic or reflect identified potential sources ofitems: hazardous pollutants. Flows with a pollutants at the facility. The(I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each significant potential for causing erosion description of storm water managementplan shall identify a specific individual shall be identified, controls shall address the followingor individuals within the facility (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--- minimum components, including aorganization as members of a storm An inventory of the types of materials schedule for implementing suchwater Pollution Prevention Team that handled at the site that potentially may controls:are responsible for developing the stormbe exposed to precipitation. Such (a) Good Housekeeping--Goodwater pollution prevention plan and inventory shall include a narrative housekeeping requires the maintenanceassistin8 the facility or plant manager indescription of significant materials thatof areas which may contributeits implementation, maintenance, andhave been handled, treated, stored or pollutants to storm water discharges inrevision. The plan shall clearly identifydisposed in a manner to allow exposurea clean, orderly manner.the responsibilities of each team to storm water between the time of 3 (b) Preventive Maintenance--Amember. The activities and years prior to the date of the submissionpreventive maintenance program shallresponsibilities of the team shall of a Notice of intent (NOI) to be coveredinvolve timely inspection andaddress all aspects of the facility’s stormunder this permit and the present: maintenance of storm waterwater pollution prevention plan. method and location of onsite storage ormanagement devices (e.g., harms, catch(2) Description of Potential Pollutant disposal: materials management basins) as well as inspecting and testingSources. Each plan shall provide a practices employed to minimize contactfacility equipment and systems todescription of potential sources which of materials with storm water runoff uncover conditions that could cause
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breakdowns or failures resulting in and/or evaluation for the presence of (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
discharges of pollutants to surface non-storm water discharges, the shall contain a narrative consideration
waters, and ensuring appropriate evaluation criteria or testing method of the appropriateness of traditional
maintenance of such equipment and used, the date of any testing and/or storm water management practices
systems, evaluation, and the onsite drainage {practices other than those which

Spill Prevention and Response points that were directlv observed control the generation or source(s) of
Procedures--Areas where potential during the test. Certifications shall be pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,
spills which can contribute pollutants to signed in accordance with Pan VII.G. of reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterstorm water discharges can occur, andthis permit. Such certification mav not runoff in a manner that reduces
their accompanying drainage points be feasible if the facility operating the pollutants in storm water dischargesshall be identified clearly in the storm storm water discharge associated withfrom the site. The plan shall providewater pollution prevention plan. Whereindustrial activity does not have accessthat measures that the permittee
appropriate, specifying material to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofdetermines to be reasonable andhandling procedures, storage access to the ultimate conduit which appropriate shall be implemented andrequirements, and use of equipment receives the discharge. In such cases,maintained. The potential of varioussuch as diversion valves in the plan the source identification section of the sources at the facility to contributeshould be considered. Procedures for storm water pollution prevention plan pollutants to storm water dischargescleaning up spills shall be identified inshall indicate why the certification associated with industrial activity {seethe plan and made available to the required by this pan was not feasible, paragraph XI.K.3.a.(2) of this sectionappropriate personnel. The necessary along with the identification of potential(Description of Potential Pollutantequipment to implement a clean up significant sources of non-storm water atSources)] shall be considered whenshould be available to personnel, the site. A’discharger that is unable to determining reasonable and appropriate(d) lnspectionsEIn addition to or as provide the certification required bv thismeasures. Appropriate measures mavpart of the comprehensive site paragraph must notify the Director ~n include: vegetative swales and practices,evaluation required under paragraph accordance withparagraph {iii) {below].reuse of collected storm water (such asXI.K.3.a.(4) of this section, qualified (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting for a process or as an irrigation source),facility personnel shall be identified to activities, sources of non-storm water inlet controls (such as oil/waterinspect designated equipment and areasListed in Part Iff.A.2 (Prohibition of Non- separators), snow managementof the facility at appropriate intervals storm Water Discharges) of this permit activities, infiltration devices, wetspecified in the plan. A set of tracking that are combined with storm water detention/retention devices, or otheror follow-up procedures shall be used todischarges associated with industrial equivalent measures.ensure that appropriate actions are activity must be identified in the plan. (~) Comprehensive Site Compliancetaken in response to the inspections. The plan shall identify and ensure the Evaluation. Qualified personnel shallRecords of inspections shall be implementation of appropriate pollutionconduct site compliance evaluations atmaintained, prevention measures for the non-stormappropriate intervals specified in the(el Employee Training--Employee water component(s) of the discharge, plan but in no case less than once atraining programs shall inform (iii) Failure to Certij~y~Any faciIity year. Such evaluations shall provide:personnel responsible for implementingthat is unable to provide the (a) Areas contributing to a stormactivities identified in the storm water certification required (testing for non- water discharge associated withpollution prevention plan or otherwise storm water discharges), must notify theindustrial activity shall be visuallyresponsible for storm water managementDirector by [Insert date 2,70 days after inspected for evidence of, or theat all levels of responsibility of the permit issuance] or, for facilities which potential for, pollutants entering thecomponents and goals of the storm begin to discharge storm water drainage system. Measures to reducewater pollution prevention plan. associated with industrial activity after pollutant loadings shall be evaluated toTraining should address topics such as[Insert date 270 days after permit determine whether they are adequatespill response, good housekeeping andissuance], 180 days after submitting anand properly implemented inmaterial management practices. The NOI to be covered by this permit. If the accordance with the terms of the permitpollution prevention plan shall identify, failure to certify is caused by the or whether additional control measuresperiodic dates for such training, inability to perform adequate tests or are needed. Structural storm water()~ Recordkeeping and Internal evaluations, such notification shall management measures, sediment andReporting Procedures--A description ofdescribe: the procedure of any test erosion control measures, and otherincidents (such as spills, or other conducted for the presence of non-stormstructural pollution preventiondischarges), along with other water discharges; the results of Such testmeasures identified in the plan shall beinformation describing the quality and or other relevant observations; potentialobserved to ensure that they arequantity of storm water discharges shallsources of non-storm water dischargesoperating correctly. A visual inspectionbe included in the plan required underto the storm sewer: and why adequate of equipment needed to implement thethis part. Inspections and maintenancetests for such storm sewers were not plan, such as spill response equipment,activities shall be documented and feasible. Non-storm water discharges toshall be made.records of such activities shall be waters of the United States which are (b) Based on the results of the

incorporated into the plan. not authorized by an NPDES permit areevaluation, the description of potential
(g) Non-storm Water Discharges unlawful, and must be terminated, pollutant sources identified in the plan(i) The plan shall include a (h) Sediment and Erosion Contro]E in accordance with paragraphcertification that the discharge has beenThe plan shall identify areas which, dueXI.K.3.a.(2) of this section (Descriptiontested or evaluated for the presence ofto topography, activities, or other of Potential Pollutant Sources) andnon-storm water discharges. The factors, have a high potential for pollution prevention measures andcertification shall include the significant soil erosion, and identify controls identified in the plan inidentification of potential significant structural, vegetative, and/or accordance with paragraph XI.K.3.a.(3)sources of non-storm water at the site, stabilization measures to be used to of this section (Measures and Controls)a description of the results of any test limit erosion, shall be revised as appropriate within 2
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weeks of such evaluation and shall duration between the storm event process or nonprocess water, thenprovide for implementation of any sampled and the end of the previous where practicable permittees mustchanges to the plan in a timely manner,measurable (greater than 0.1 inch attempt to sample the storm waterbut in no case more than 12 weeks a~errainfall) storm event: and an estimate ofdischarge before it mixes with the non-the evaluation, the total volume (in gallons) of the storm water discharge.(c) A report summarizing the scope ofdischarge sampled. (3) Sampling Waiver.the evaluation, personnel making the (a) Adverse Conditions---When aevaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,TABLE K-1 .~INDUSTR¥ MONITORINGdischarger is unable to collect samples
maior observations relating to the REQUIREMENTS within a specified sampling period due
implementation of the storm water to adverse climatic conditions, thepollution prevention plan, and actions Cut-off co~centra- discharger shall collect a substitutetaken in accordance with paragraph Pollutants of concern tJon sample from a separate qualifying event(4)(b) (above) of the permit shall be in the next period and submit the datamade and retained as part of the stormAmmonia .........................19.0 mg/L. along with data for the routine samplewater pollution prevention plan for at ToY Recoverable 0.0636 mo~L. in that period. Adverse weatherleast 3 years from the date of the Magnesium’.
evaluation. The report shall identify anyChemical Oxygen De- 120.0 mo~L. conditions that may prohibit the

- mend (COD). collection of samples include weatherincidents of noncompliance. Where a Total Recoverable Ar- 0.16854 rng/L, conditions that create dangerousreport does not identify any incidents of senic, conditions for personnel (such as localnoncompliance, the report shall containTotal Recoverable Cad- 0.0159 mg/L. flooding, high winds, hurricane,a certification that the facility is in mium. tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) orcompliance with the storm water Total Cyanide" . ..............0.0636 mg/L. otherwise make the collection of apollution prevention plan and this Total Recoverable Lead ..0.0816 mo~L. sample impracticable (drought,permit. The report shall be signed in Total Recoverable Mar- 0.0024 mg/L. extended frozen conditions, etc.).accordance with Part VII.G. (Signato~ cury. (b) Low Concentration Waiver--When
Requirements)(d) Where compliance°f this permit.evaluation Tota~num.Recoverable Sale-

0.2385 mo~L. the average concentration for a pollutant

schedules overlap with inspections Tot~ Recoverable Silver.0.0318 mo~L. calculated from all monitoring data
collected from an outfall during therequired under 3.a.(3}{d), the "The MDL for magnesium is 0.02 m~Lmonitoring period [insert date 1 yearcompliance evaluation may be matt~x~ 200.6.

conducted in place of one such " The MDL for cyanide is 0.02 m~L methodafter permit issuance] lasting through

inspection. 335.1,335.2, or 335.3. [insert date 2 years after permit
issuance] is less than the corresponding(I) Monitoring Periods. TSDFs shall value for that pollutant listed in Table4. Numeric Effluent Limitations monitor samples collected during,the K-1 under the column Monitoring Cut-There are no additional numeric sampling periods of: January through off Concentration, a facility may waiveeffluent limitations beyond those in PartMarch, April through June, July throughmonitoring and reporting requirementsV.B of this permit. September, and October through in the monitoring period beginning

5. Monitoring and Reporting December for the years specified in [insert date 3 years after permit
paragraph a. (above). issuance] lasting through [insert date 4Requirements

(2]Sarnple Type. A minimum of one years after permit issuance]. The facilitya. Analytical Monitoring grab sample shall be taken. All such must submit to the Director, in lieu ofRequirements. During the period samples shall be collected from the the monitoring data, a certification thatbeginning [insert date I year after       discharge resulting from a storm event
there has not been a significant changepermit issuance] lasting through [insertthat is greater than 0.1 inches in in industrial activity or the pollutiondate 2 years after permit issuance] andmagnitude and that occurs at least 72 prevention measures in area of thethe period beginning [insert date 3 yearshours from the previously measurable facility which drains to the outfall forafter permit issuance] lasting through (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm which sampling was waived.[insert date 4 years after permit event. The required 72-hour storm event (c] When a discharger is unable toissuance], permittees with hazardous interval is waived where the precedingconduct quarterly chemical storm waterwaste treatment, storage, or disposal measurable storm event did not result insampling at an inactive and unstaffedfacilities (TSDFs) must monitor their a measurable discharge from the facility,site, the operator of the facility maystorm water discharges associated withThe required 72-hour storm event exercise a waiver of the monitoringindustrial activity at least quarterly (4 interval may also be waived where therequirements as long as the facilitytimes per year) during years 2 and 4 permittee documents that less than a 72-remains inactive and unstaffed. T~eexcept as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3)hour interval is representative for local facility must submit to the Director, in(Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4) storm events during the season when lieu of monitoring data, a certification(Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5)sampling is being conducted. The grabstatement on the DMR stating that the(Alternative Certification). TSDFs are sample shall be taken during the first 30site is inactive and unstaffed so thatrequired to monitor their storm water minutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample during a quail .f3~ingdischarges for the pollutants of concerncollection of a grab sample during the event is not possible.listed in Table K-1 below. Facilities first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab (4) Representative Discharge. When amust report in accordance with 5.b. sample can be taken during the first facility has two or more outfalls that.(Reporting). In addition to the hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrialparameters listed in Table K-1 below,discharger shall submit with the activity, significant materials, andthe pennittee shall provide the date andmonitoring report a description of why management practices and activitiesduration (in hours) of the storm event(s)a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained by the outfall,sampled: rainfall measurements or minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believesestimates (in inches) of the storm eventwater discharges associated with discharge substantially ~denticalthat generated the sampled runoff; the industrial activity commingle with effluents, the perrnittee may test the
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effluent of one of such outfalls and permit issuance] lasting through [insert that is greater than 0.1 inches in
report that the quantitative data also date 2 years after permit issuance] on magnitude and that occurs at least 72
applies to the substantially identical Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) hours fl’om the previously measurable
outfall(s) provided that the permittee postmarked no later than the 31st day of(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
includes in the storm water pollution the following March [insert the date 2 event. Where practicable, the same
prevention plan a description of the years after permit issuance]. Monitoring individual should carry out the
location of the outfalls and explains in results [or a certification in accordance collection and examination of
detail why the outfalls are expected towith Sections (3), (4), or (5) above] discharges for entire permit term.
discharge substantially identical obtained during the period beginning (2) Visual examination reports must
effluents. In addition, for each out.fall [insert date 3 years after permit be maintained onsite in the pollution
that the permittee believes is issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 prevention plan. The report shall
representative, an estimate of the size ofyears after permit issuance] shall be include the examination date and ~ime,
the drainage area (In square feet) and ansubmitted on Discharge Monitoring examination personnel, the nature of the
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Report Form(s) postmarked no later thandischarge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 the 31st day of the following March. Forvisual quality of the storm water
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), oreach outfall, one signed Discharge discharge (including observations of
high (above 65 percent)] shall be Monitoring Report form must be color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
provided in the plan. The permittee submitted to the Director per storm settled solids, suspended solids, foam.
shall include the description of the event sampled. Signed copies of oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
location of the outfalls, explanation of Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said of storm water pollution), and probable
why outfalls are expected to discharge certifications, shall be submitted to the sources of any observed storm water
substantially identical effluents, and Director oF the NPDES program at the contamination.
estimate of the size of the drainage areaaddress of the appropriate Regional (3) When a facihty has two or more
and runoff coefficient with the Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact outfalls that, based on a consideration of
Discharge Monitoring Report. sheet, industrial activity, significant materials,

(5) Alternative Certification. A (I} Additional Notification. In and management practices and activities
discharger is not subject to the addition to filing copies of discharge within the area drained bv the outfall.
monitoring requirements of this section monitoring reports in accordance with the permittee reasonably believes
provided the discharger makes a paragraph b (above), TSDFs with at leastdischarge substantially identical
certification for a given outfall, or on a one storm water discharge associated effluents, the permittee may collect a
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of with industrial activity through a large sample of effluent of one of such
monitoring reports required under or medium municipal separate storm ouffalls and report that the observation
paragraph b below, under penalty of sewer system (systems serving a data also applies to the substantially
law, signed In accordance with Part population of 100,000 or more) must identical ouffall(s) provided that the
VII.G. (Signatory Requirements), that submit signed copies of discharge permittee includes in the storm water
material handling equipment or monitoring reports to the operator of thepollution prevention plan a description
activities, raw materials, intermediate municipal separate storm sewer systemof the location of the outfalls and
products, final products, waste in accordance with the dates providedexplains in detail why the outfalls are
materials, by-products, industrial in paragraph b (above). expected to discharge substantially
machinery or operations, or significant c. Quarterly Visual Examination of identical effluents. In addition, for each
materials from past Industrial activity Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall outfall that the permittee believes is
that are located in areas of the facility perform and document a visual representative, an estimate of the size of
within the drainage area of the outfall examination of a representative storm the drainage area (in square feet) and an
are not presently exposed to storm waterwater discharge associated with estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
and are not expected to be exposed toindustrial activity from each outfall, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
storm water for the certification period, except discharges exempted below. Thepercent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
Such certification must be re~ained in examination must be made at least oncehigh {above 65 percent)] shall be
the storm water pollution prevention in each of the following periods: Januaryprovided in the plan.
plan, and submitted to EPA in through March, April through June, July (4} When a discharger is unable to
accordance with Part VI.B. of this through September, and October collect samples over the course of the
permit. In the case of certi .lying that a through December during daylight visual examination period as a result of
pollutant is not present, the permittee hours unless there is insufficient rainfall adverse climatic conditions, the
must submit the certification along withor snow melt to produce a runoff event,discharger must document the reason
the monitoring reports required under (I) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual
paragraph {b} below. If the permittee samples collected within the first 30 examination and retain this
cannot certify for an entire period, they minutes {or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records
must submit the date exposure was practical, but not to exceed I hour} of of the visual examinations. Adverse
eliminated and any monitoring required when the runoff or snowrnelt begins weather conditions which may prohibit
up until that date. This certification discharging. The examinations shall the collection oi samples include
option is not applicable to compliance document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
monitoring requirements associated clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel
with effluent limitations, suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and (such as local flooding, high winds,

b. Reporting. Permittees with TSDFs other obvious indicators of storm water hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
shall submit monitoring results for each pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
outfall associated with industrial conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable {drought,activity [or a certification in accordance anal.vtical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.).
with Sections {3), {4}, or {5} above] performed on the samples. All such (5} When a discharger is unable to
obtained during the reporting period samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water
beginning [insert date 1 year after discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and
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unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitymust obtain coverage under a separate (ii) For each area of the facility thatmay exercise a waiver of the monitoringNPDES permit {other than this permit), generates storm water dischargesrequirement as long as the facility Discharges from open dumps as definedassociated with industrial activity withremains inactive and unstaffed. The under RCRA are also not authorized a reasonable potential for containing
facility must maintain a certification under this permit (e.g., leachate, runoffS,significant amounts of pollutants, awith the pollution prevention plan prediction of the direction of flow. and
stating that the site is inactive and 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
unstaffed so that performing visual Plan Requirements an identification of the types of

pollutants which are likely to be presentexaminations during a qualif’ving event a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall in storm water discharges associated
is not feasible. " include, at a minimum, the following with industrial activitv. Factors toitems: consider include the t~)xicitv ofL. Storm Water Discharges Associated (I] Poflution Prevention Team. Each chemicals; quantities of chemicals used,With Industrial Activity From Landfills plan shall identify a specific individual produced or discharged; the likelihoodand Land Application Sites or individuals within the facility of contact with storm water; and the
1. Discharges Covered Under This organization’ as members of a storm history of significant leaks or spills of
Section water Pollution Prevention Team that toxic or hazardous pollutants. Flowsare responsible for developing the stormwith a significant potential for causinga. Coverage. The requirements listed water pollution prevention plan and erosion shall be identified.under this section shall apply to storm assisting the facility or plant manager in (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--water discharges associated with its implementation, maintenance, and An inventory of the types of materialsindustrial activity from waste disposal revision. The plan shall clearly identify handled at the site that potentially mayat landfills and land application sites the responsibilities of each team be exposed to precipitation. Such" "that receive or have received industrialmember. The activities and inventory shall include a narrativewastes. Landfill and land application responsibilities of the team shall description of significant materials thatoperators that have storm water address all aspects of the facility’s stormhave been handled, treated, or disvoseddischarges from other types of industrialwater pollution prevention plan. of in a manner to allow exposure t’oactivities such as vehicle maintenance, (2} Description of Potential Poflutant storm water between the tizne of 3 vearstruck washing, and/or recycling may be Sources. Each plan shall provide a prior to the date of the submission’of asubject to additional requirements description of potential sources which Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredspecified elsewhere in this permit, may reasonably be expected to add under this permit and the present;When an industrial facility, described significant amounts of pollutant to method and location of omsite storage orby the above coverage provisions of thisstorm water discharges or which may disposal; materials managementsection, has industrial activities being result in the discharge of pollutants practices employed to minimize contactconducted onsite that meet the during dry weather from separate storm of materials with storm water runoffdescription(s) of industrial activities in sewers draining the facility. Each plan between the time of 3 years prior to theanother section{s), that industrial shall identify all activities and date of submission of a Notice of Intentfacility shall comply with any and all significant materials which may (NOI) to be covered under this permitapplicable monitoring and pollution potentially be significant pollutant and the present; the location and aprevention plan requirements of the sources. Each plan shall include, at a description of existing structural andother section(s) in addition to all minimum: nonstructural control measures toapplicable requirements in this section. (a) Drainage.

The monitoring and pollution (i] A site map indicating an outline of reduce pollutants in storm water runoff:
and a description of any treatment theprevention plan terms and conditions ofthe portions of the drainage area of eachstorm water receives. The inventory ofthis multi-sector permit are additive for storm water outfall that are within the exposed materials shall include, b~tindustrial activities being conducted at facility boundaries, each existing shall not be limited to the significantthe same industrial facility {co-located structural control measure to reduce
material management practicesindustrial activities). The operator of thepollutants in storm water runoff, surfaceemployed.facility shall determine which other water bodies, locations of active and (c) Spills and Leaks--A list ofmonitoring and pollution prevention closed landfill cells or trenches, significant spills and significant leaks ofplan section(s) of this permit (if any) arelocations of active and closed land toxic or hazardous pollutants thatapplicable to the facility, application areas, locations of any occurred at areas that are exposed tob. Limitations. Storm water dischargesknown leachate springs or other ~reas precipitation or that otherwise drain toassociated with industrial activities where uncontrolled leachate may a storm water conveyance at the facihtvfrom inactive landfills and land commingle with runoff, locations of anyafter the date of 3 years prior to the dateapplication sites occurring on Federal leachate collection and handling of the submission of a Notice of Intentlands where an operator cannot be systems, locations where major spills or(NOI) to be covered under this permit.identified are ineligible for coverage leaks identified under Part Such list shall be updated asunder this permit. XI.L.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this appropriate dunng the term of the

2. Special Conditions permit have occurred, and locations ofpermit.the following activities where such (d) Sampling Data--A summary, of
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water activities are exposed to precipitation: existing discharge sampling dataDischarges. In addition to the broad fueling station, vehicle and equipment describing pollutants in storm water ofnon-storm water prohibition in Part maintenance and/or cleaning areas, andsampling data collected during the termIII.A of today’s permit, the discharge ofwaste and other significant material of this permit. Permittees shall alsoleachate and vehicle and equipment loading/unloading and storage areas, provide all available sampling data forwashwaters to waters of the United The map must indicate the outfal! leachategenerated at the site.States or a municipal separate storm locations and the types of discharges (e) Risk ldentification and Summarysewer system is not authorized by this contained in the drainage areas of the of Potential Pollutant Sources---Includepermit. Operators with such discharges out.falls, a narrative description of potential
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pollutant sources associated with any ofto minimize the effects of settlement, responsible for storm water managementthe following, providing they occur at sinking, and erosion, at all levels of responsibility of thethe facility: fertilizer, herbicide and (¢) Spill Prevention and Response components and goals of the storm
pesticide application: earthJsoil moving;Procedures--Areas where potential water pollution prevention plan.waste hauling and loading/unloading: spills which can contribute pollutants toTraining should address topics such asoutdoor storage of significant materials storm water discharges can occur, andconducting inspections, spill response,including daily, interim and final covertheir accompanying drainage points good housekeeping, conductingmaterial stockpiles as well as temporaryshall be identified clearly in the storm inspections and material managementwaste storage areas; exposure of activewater pollution prevention plan. Wherepractices. The pollution prevention planand inactive landfill and land appropriate, specifying material shall identify periodic dates for suchapplication areas; uncontrolled leachatehandling procedures, storage training.flows; failure or leaks from leachate requirements, and use of equipment (/] Recordkeeping and Internalcollection and treatment systems; haul such as diversion valves in the plan Reporting Procedures--A description ofroads; and vehicle trackin~ of should be considered. Procedures for incidents (such as spills, or othersediments. The description shall cleaning up spills shall be identified indischarges), along with otherspecifically list any significant potentialthe plan and made available to the information describing the quality andsources of pollutants at the site and for appropriate personnel. The necessary quantity of storm water discharges shalleach potential source, any pollutant orequipment to implement a clean up be included in the plan required under
pollutant parameter (e.g., biochemicalshould be available to personnel, this part. Inspections and maintenance
oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall (d} Inspections-Qualified facility activities shall be documented andbe identified, personnel shall be identified to inspectrecords of such activities shall be(3) Measures and Controls. Each designated equipment and areas of theincorporated into the plan. Landfillfacility covered by this permit shall facility at appropriate intervals specifiedoperators shall provide for a trackingdevelop a description of storm water in the plan. system for the types of wastes disuosedmanagement controls appropriate for (i) For operating landfills and land of in each cell or trench of a landf~iLthe facility, and implement such application sites, inspections shall be Land application site operators shallcontrols. The appropriateness and conducted at least once every 7 days. track the types and quantities of wastespriorities of controls in a plan shall Qualified personnel shall Luspect areasapplied in specific areas.reflect identified potential sources of of landfills that have not yet been finally (g] Non-storm Water Discharges.pollutants at the facility. The stabilized, active land application areas, (i] The plan shall include a
description of storm water managementareas used for storage of materials/ certification that the discharge has beencontrols shall address the following wastes that are exposed to precipitation,tested or evaluated for the presence of
minimum components, including a stabilization and structural control non-storm water discharges including
schedule for implementing such measures, leachate collection and leachate and vehicle wash waters. The
controls: treatment systems, and locations wherecertification shall include the(a) Good Housekeeping~,.,ood equipment and waste trucks enter andidentification of potentia! significanthousekeeping requires the maintenanceexit the site. Where landfill areas have sources of non-storm water at the site,of areas which may contribute been finally stabilized and where land a description of the results of any testpollutants to storm water discharges inapplication has been completed, or and/or evaluation for the presence ofa clean, orderly manner. Permittees durin8 seasonal arid periods in arid non-storm water discharges, theshall consider providing protected areas (areas with an average annual evaluation criteria or testing methodmaterials storage areas for pesticides, rainfall of 0 to 10 inches) and semiaridused, the date of any testing and/orherbicides, fertilizers, and other areas (areas with an average annual evaluation, and the onsite drainagesignificant materials, rainfall of 10 to 20 inches), inspectionspoints that were directly observed(b) Preventive Maintenance~A will be conducted at least once every during the test. Certifications shall bepreventive maintenance program shallmonth. Erosion and sediment control signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofinvolve timely inspection and measures shall be observed to ensure this permit. Such certification may notmaintenance of storm water they are operating correctly, be feasible if the facility operating" themanagement devices (e.g., cleaning oil/ (ii) For inactive landfills and land storm water discharge associated withwater separators, catch basins) as wellapplication sites, inspections shall be industrial activity does not have access
as i~. specting and testing facility conducted at least quarterly, and to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofeqmpment and systems to uncover qualified personnel shall inspect: access to the ultimate conduit whichconditions that could cause breakdownslandfill stabilization and structural receives the discharge. In such cases,or failures resulting in discharges of erosion control measures and leachatethe source identification section of thepollutants to surface waters, and collection and treatment systems, and storm water pollution prevention planensuring appropriate maintenance of all closed_land applicatior~ areas, shall indicate why the certificationsuch equipment and systems. A set or tracking or follow-up required bv this part was not feasible,Where applicable, permittees procedures shall be used to ensure thatalong with" the identification of potentialaddressed by this section shall also: (1)appropriate actions are taken in significant sources of non-storm water atmaintain containers used for outdoor response to the inspections. The the site. A discharger that is unable tochemical and significant materials pollution prevention plan shall be provide the certification required by thisstorage to prevent leaking or rupture; (2)revised to address any problems found paragraph must notify the Director ~nmaintain all elements of leachate during inspections. Records of accordance with paragraphcollection and treatment systems to inspections shall be maintained. XI.L.3.a.(3)(g)(iii) (below).prevent commingling of leachate with (e) Employee Training--Employee (ii) Except for flows from fire fightingstorm water; and (3) maintain the training programs shall inform activities, sources of non-storm wa~erintegrity and effectiveness of any personnel responsible for implementinglisted in Part III.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-intermediate or final cover, including activities identified in the storm water    storm Water Discharges) of this permit

making repairs to the cover as necessary,pollution prevention plan or otherwise that are combined with storm water
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discharges associated with industrial provide that measures that the permitteemajor observations relating to theactivity must be identified in the plan. determines to be reasonable and implementation of the storm waterThe plan shall identify and ensure the appropriate shall be implemented and pollution prevention plan for at least 3implementation of appropriate pollutionmaintained. The potential of various years from the date of the evaluation.prevention measures for the non-storm sources at the facility to contribute The report shall identify any incidentswater component(s) of the discharge, pollutants to storm water discharges of noncompliance. Where a report does(iii) Failure to Certify~Any facility associated with industrial activity [see not identify any incidents ofthat is unable to provide the paragraph XI.L.3.a.(2) of this section
certification required (testing for non- (Description of Potential Pollutant noncompliance, the report shall contain
storm water discharges), must notify theSources)] shall be considered when a certification that the facility is in
Director by [Insert date 180 days after determining reasonable and appropriatecompliance with the storm water
permit issuance] or, for facilities which measures. Appropriate measures may pollution prevention plan and this
begin to discharge storm water include: silt fences, earth dikes, gradientpermit. The report shall be signed in
associated with industrial activity after terraces, drainage swales, sediment accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory.
llnsert date of permit issuance], 180 traps, check dams, pipe slope drains, Requirements) of this permit.
days after submitting an NOI to be level spreaders, storm drain inlet (d) Where compliance evaluationcovered by this permit. If the failure to protection, rock outlet protection, schedules overlap with inspectionscertify is caused by the inability to reinforced soil retaining systems, required under 3.a.(3)(d), theperform adequate tests or evaluations, gabions and temporary or permanent compliance evaluation may besuch notification shall describe: the sediment basins, or other equivalent conducted in place of one suchprocedure of any test conducted for themeasures. Structural practices should beinspection.presence of non-storm water discharges;placed on ~pland soils as practicable.
the results of such test or other relevant {4} Comprehensive Site Compliance 4. Numeric Effluent Limitationsobservations; potential sources of non- Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall
storm water discharges to the storm conduct site compliance evaluations at There are no additional numeric
sewer; and why adequate tests for suchappropriate intervals specified in the effluent limitations beyond those in Part
storm sewers were not feasible. Non- plan, but in no case less than once a V.B of this permit.
storm water discharges to waters of the year. Such evaluations shall provide:

5. Monitoring and ReportingUnites States which are not authorized (a) Areas contributing to a storm
by an NPDES permit are unlawful, andwater discharge associated with Requirements
must be terminated, industrial activity at landfill and land (a) Analytical Monitoring(h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- application sites shall be visually Requirements. During the periodThe plan shall identify areas which, dueinspected for evidence of, or the beginning [insert date 1 year afterto topography activities, or other factors,potential for, pollutants entering the permit issuance] lasting ~hrough [inserthave a high potential for significant soil drainage system. Measures to reduce

date 2 years after permit issuance] anderosion, and identify structural, pollutant loadings shall be evaluated to
vegetative, and/or stabilization determine whether they are adequate the period beginning [insert date 3 years
measures to be used to limit erosion, and properly implemented in after permit issuance] lasting through

Landfill operators shall provide for accordance with the terms of the permit[insert date 4 years after permit
temporary stabilization of materials or whether additional control measures issuance], permittees with landfill/land
stockpiled for daily, intermediate and are needed. Structural storm water application sites must monitor their
final cover. Stabilization practices to management measures, sediment and storm water discharges associated with
consider include, but are not limited to,erosion control measures, and other industrial activity at least quarterly (4
temporary seeding, mulching, and structural pollution prevention times per year) during years 2 and 4
placing geotextiles on the inactive measures identified in the plan shall beexcept as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3)portions of the stockpiles, observed to ensure that they are (Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4)Landfill operators shall provide for operating correctly. A visual inspection (Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5)temporary stabilization of inactive areasof equipment nee~ied to implement the(Alternative Certification). Landfill/landof the landfill which have an plan, such as spill response equipment,application sites are required to monitorintermediate cover but no final cover, shall be made. their storm water discharges for theLandfill operators shall provide for (b) Based on the results of the pollutants of concern listed in Table L-temporary stabilization of any landfill evaluation, the description of potential I below. Facilities must report inareas which have received a ~mal coverpollutant sources identified in the plan

accordance with 5.b. (Reporting). Inuntil vegetation has established itself, in accordance with paragraph
addition to the parameters listed inLand application site operators shall XI.L.3.a.(2) of this section (Description

also stabilize areas where waste of Potential Pollutant Sources) and Table L-1 below, the permittee shall
application has been completed until pollution prevention measures and provide the date and duration (in hours)
vegetation has been established, controls identified in the plan in of the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall

~i) Management of Runoff--The plan accordance with paragraph XI.L.3.a.(3) measurements or estimates (in inches)
shall also contain a narrative of this section (Measures and Controls) of the storm event that generated the
consideration of the appropriateness ofshall be revised as appropriate within 2sampled runoff; the duration between
traditional storm water management weeks of such evaluation and shall the storm event sampled and the end of
practices (practices other than those provide for implementation of any the previous measurable (greater than
which control the generation or changes to the plan in timely manner, 0.1 inch rainfall) storm event: and ansource(s) of pollutants) used to divert, but in no case more than 12 weeks afterestimate of the total volume (in gallons)infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise manage the evaluation, of the discharge sampled.storm water runoff in a manner that (c) A report summarizing the scope of
reduces pollutants in storm water the evaluation, personnel making the
discharges from the site. The plan shallevaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,
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TABLE L-1 .mlNDUSTRY MONITORING conditions for personnel (such as local shall include the description of the
REQUIREMENTS flooding, high winds, hurricane, location of the outfalls, explanation of

tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or why out.falls are expected to discharge
PoUutants o( concern Cut-off concentra- otherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and

t~on sample impracticable {e.g., drought, estimate of the size of the drainage area
extended frozen conditions, etc.), and runoff coefficient with theTotal Suspended S~k~s 100 mglL {b) Low Concentration Waiver--WhenDischarge Monitoring Report.(I"SS) ~. the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. ATotal Recoverable Iron ~i 1.0 rng/L¯ calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the

, Applicable to all landfill and land applicationcollected from an outfall during the monitoring requirements of this section
sites.,, Applicable to all facil~es except MSWLFmonitoring period [insert date I year provided the discharger makes a
areas closed in accordance with 40 CFRafter permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall or on a
258.60 requirements. [insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of

issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required under
(I) Monitoring Periods. Landfill/land value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph (b) below, under penalty ofapplication sites shall monitor samplesL-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Partcollected during the sampling periods off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. (Signatory Requirementsl, thatof: January through March, April monitoring and reporting requirementsmaterial hand!Lng equipment orthrough June, July t]~a’ough September,in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediateand October tKrough December for the [insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, wasteyears specified in paragraph a (above).issuance].lasting through [insert date 4materials, by-preducts, industrial(2) Sample Type. A minimum of one years al~er permit issuance]. The facilitymachinery or operations, or significantgrab sample shall be taken. All such must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials ~om past industrial activity,samples shall be collected from the the monitoring data, a certification thatthat are located’in areas of the facilitydischsrge resulting from a storm event there has not been a significant changewith.in the drainage area of the outfailthat is greater than 0.1 inches in in industrial activity or the pollution sre not presently exposed to storm watermagnitude and that occurs at least 72 prevention mea~.res in area of the and ~re not expected to be exposed tohours f~m the previously measurable facility which d.mins to the outfall for storm water for the certification period.(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm which sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained inevent. The requirad 72-hour storm event (c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution preventioninterval is waived where the precedingconduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA inmeasurable storm event did not result insampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of the facta measurable discharge from the facility,site, the operator of the facility may sheet to this permit. In the case ofThe required 72-hour storm event exercise a waiver of the monitoring certifying that a pollutant is not present,interval may alsc be waived where therequirements as long as the facility the permittee must submit thepermittee documents that less than a 72.remains inactive and unstaffed. The certification along with the monitoringhour interval is representative for localfacility must submit to the D~rector, in reports required under paragraph (b)storm events during the season when lieu of monitoring data, a certification below. If the permittee cannot certify forsampling is being conducted. The grabstatement on the DIVIR stating that the an entire period, they must submit the

sample sha!1 be taken during the first 30site is inactive and unstaffed so that date exposure was eliminated and anyminutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample du.Cmg a qualifyingmonitoring required up until that date.collection of a grab sample during the event is not possible. This certification option is notfirst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab (4) Representative Discharge. When aapplicable to compliance monitoring
sample can be taken during the first facility has two or more outfalls that, requirements associated with effluent
hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrial limitations¯
discharger shall submit with the activity, significant materials, and (b) Reporting. Permittees with
monitoring report a description of why management practices and activities landfill/land application sites shall
a grab sample during the first 30 within the area dra~ined by the outfaLl, submit monitoring results for each
minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believes outfall associated with industrial
water discharges associated with discharge substantially identical activity [or a certification in accordance
industrial activity commingle with effluents, the pennittee may test the with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above]
process or nonprocass water, then effluent of one of such outf’alls and obtained du_rmg the reporting period
where practicable, permittees must report that the quantitative data also beginning [insert date 1 year after
attempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantially identical permit issuance] lasting through [insert
discharge before it mixes with the non-ouff.all(s) provided that the permittee date 2 years after permit issuance] on
storm water discharge, includes in the storm water pollution Discharge Momtormg Report Form(s)

(3) Sampling Waiver. prevention plan a dascription of the postmarked no later than the 31st day of
(a) Adverse Conditions--When a location of the ouffalls and explains in the following March [insert the date 2

discharger is unable to collect samplesdetail why the outfalls are expected to years after permit issuance]. Monitoring
within a specified sampling period duedischarge substantially identical results [or a certification in accordance
to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each out.fall with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above]discharger shall collect a substitute that the permittee believes is obtained during the period beginning
sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size of[insert date 3 years after permit
in the next period and submit the datathe drainage area (in square feet) and anissuance] lasting through [insert date 4
along with data for the routine sample estimate of the runoff coefficient of the years after permit issuance] shall be
in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 submitted on Discharge Monitoringconditions that may prohibit the percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), orReport Form(s) postmarked no later than
collection of samples include weather high (above 65 percent)] shall be the 31st day of the following March. For
conditions that c~eate dangerous provided In the plan. The permittee each outfall, one Discharge Monitoring
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Report form must be submitted per prevention plan. The report shall 6. Definition
storm event sampled. Signed copies ofinclude the examination date and time, "Inactive Landfill"--- For the purposesDischarge Monitoring Reporus, or said examination personnel, the nature of theof this permit, a l~andfill is consideredcertifications, shall be submitted to the discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), inactive when, on a permanent basis, itDirector of the NPDES program at the visual quality of the storm water will no longer receive waste and hasaddress of the appropriate Regional discharge {including observations of completed closure in accordance withOffice listed in Part VI.G. of the fact color, odor, clarity, floating solids, any applicable Federal, State, and/orsheet to this permit, settled solids, suspended solids, foam,local requirements.(I) Additional Not~’fication. In oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
addition to filing copies of discharge of storm water pollution), and probableM. Storm Water Discharges Associated
monitoring reports in accordance with sources of any observed storm water With Industrial Activity From
paragraph b (above) landfill/land contamination. Automobile Salvage Yards
application sites, with at least one storm (4) When a facility has two or more 1. Discharges Covered Under Thiswater discharge associated with outfalls that, based on a consideration ofSectionindustrial activity through a large or industrial activity, significant materials,
medium municipal separate storm and management practices and activitiesThe requirements of this section
sewer system (systems serving a within the area drained by the outfall, apply to point source discharges of
population of 100,000 or more} must the permittee reasonably believes storm wa~er associated with industrial
submit signed copies of discharge discharge substantially identical activity from facilities engaged in
monitoring reports to the operator of the effluents, the permittee may collect a dismantling or wrecking used motor
municipal separate storm sewer system sample of effluent of one of such vehicles for parts recycling or resale and
in accordance with the dates provided

cutfalls and report that the examination for scrap {Standard Industrial
inparagraph b {above). data also applies to the substantially Classification (SIC) Code 5015}.

(c) Quarterly Visual Exurrdnation of identical outfall{s) provided that the When an industrial facility, described
Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall

permittee includes in the storm water by the above coverage provisions of this
perform and document a visual section, has industrial activities being
examination of a storm water discharge pollution prevention plan a description

conducted onsite that meet the
associated with industrial activity from of the location of the ouffalls and

description{s) of industrial activities in
each outfall, except discharges explains in detail why the outfalls are
exempted below. The examination must expected to discharge substantially another section{s}, that industrial

be made at least once in each designated identical effluents. In addition, for each facility shall comply with any and all

period [described In (I) below] during outfall that the permittee believes is applicable monitoring and pollution
prevention plan requirements of the

daylight hours unless there is representative, an estimate of the size of
other section{s) in addition to all

insufficient rainfall or snow melt to the drainage area {in square feet} and an
produce a runoff event, estimate of the runoff coefficient of the applicable requirements in this section.

(1] Examinations shall be conducteddrainage area [e.g., low (under 40 The monitoring and pollution

in each of the following periods for the percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), orprevention plan terms and conditions of
high (above 65 percent)] shall be this multi-sector permit are additive forpurposes of visually inspecting storm industrial activities being conducted atwater quality associated with storm provided in the plan.

the same industrial facility {co-locatedwater runoff or snow melt: January (5) When a discharger is unable to industrial activities). The operator of thethrough March; April through June: July conduct a visual examination as a resultfacility shall determine which otherthrough September; October through of adverse climatic conditions, the
monitoring and pollution preventionDecember. discharger must document the reason plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are(2] Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual applicable to the facility.samples collected within the first 30 examination and retain this -

minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records 2. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
practical, but not to exceed I hour) of of the visual examination. Adverse Plan Requirements
when the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions which may prohibit (a.) Contents of Plan. The plan shalldischarging. The examinations shall the collection of semples include include, at a minimum, the followingdocument observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create items:clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel (1] Pollution Prevention Team. Each
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds, plan shall identify a specific individual
other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, or individuals within the facility
pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection oforganization as members of a stormconducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought, water Pollution Prevention Team that
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.}, are responsible for developing the stormperformed on the samples. All such (6) When a discharger is unable to water pollution prevention plan and
samples shall be collected ~om the conduct visual storm water assisting the facility or plant manager in
discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and its implementation, maintenance, and
that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityrevision. The plan shall clearly identifymagnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringthe responsibilities of each teamhours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility member. The activities and(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. The responsibilities of the team shallevent. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification address all aspects of the faci!ity’s stormindividual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan water pollution prevention plan.collection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and ~2) Description o[ Potential Pollutant
discharges for the entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual Sources. Each storm water pollution(3) Visual examination reports must examinations during a qualifFing event prevention plan must describebe maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible, industrial activities, significant
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materials, and physical features of the practices used to minimize contact of vehicle and equipment maintenance
facility that may contribute to storm materials with rainfall and runoff; areas; cleaning areas (parts and vehicles
water runoff or, during periods of dry. existing structural and nonstructural and/or equipment); loading/unloading
weather, result in dry weather flows, controls that reduce pollutants in stormareas: locations used for the treatment,
Plans must include the following water runoff; existing structural controlsstorage, and disposal of wastes; and
elements: that prohibit/control process wastewater liquid storage tanks and drums for fuel

(a) Site Map--The plan must contain discharges; and any treatment the runoff and other fluids.
a map of the site that shows structural receives before it is discharged to The assessment must identify, the
features that control pollutants in stormsurface waters or through a separate pollutant parameter or parameters (i.e.,
water nmoff4 and process wastewaterstorm sewer system. The description copper, iron, lead, oil and grease, total
discharges, surface water bodies must be updated whenever there is a suspended solids, etc.) associated with
(including wetlands), places where significant change in the types or each pollutant source.
significant materials are exposed to amounts of materials, or material (3) Measures a~d Controls. Following
rainfall and runoff, and locations of management.practices, that may affect completion of the source identification
maior spills and leaks that occurred in the exposure of materials to storm and assessment phase, the permittee
the 3 years prior to the date of the water, must evaluate, select, and describe the
submission of a Notice of Intent {NOI} (c) Significant Spills and Leaks--The pollution prevention measures, best
to be covered under this permit. The plan must include a list of any management practices IBMPs}, and
map must also indicate the flow significant spills and leaks of toxic or other controls that will be implemented
direction of storm water runoff. The hazardous pollutants that occurred in at the facility. BMPs include processes,
location of each storm water outfall the 3 ye~s prior to the date of the procedures, schedules of activities,
associated with an industrial activity, assubmission of a Notice of Intent {NOI) prohibitions on practices, and other
well as an outline of the drainage areato be covered under this permit, management practices that prevent or
for each storm water outfall and an Significant spills include, but are not reduce the discharge of pollutants in
indication of the types of discharges in limited to, releases of oil or hazardousstorm water runoff.
each drainage area must be indicated,substances in excess of quantities that The pollution prevention plan must
The map must indicate the location of are reportable under Section 311 of discuss the reasons each selected
each monitoring point. The map must CWA {see 40 CFR 110.10 and 40 CFRcontrol or practice is appropriate for the
include an estimation {in acres) of the 117.21} or Section 102 of the facility and how each will address the
total area used for industrial activity Comprehensive Environmental potential sources of storm water
including, but not limited to, Response, Compensation and Liabilitypollution. The plan also must include a
dismantling, storage, and maintenanceAct (CERCLA) {see 40 CFR 302.4). schedule specifying the time or times
of used motor vehicles and motor Significant spills may also include during which each control or practice
vehicle parts. The map must also releases of oil or hazardous substanceswill be implemented. In addition, the
indicate the location of the following that are not in excess of reporting plan should discuss ways in which the
activities where such activities are requirements and releases of materialscontrols and practices relate to one
exposed to precipitation: vehicle storagethat are not classified as oil or a another and, when taken as a whole,
areas; dismantling areas; parts storage hazardous substance. This list shall be produce an integrated and consistent
areas, including engine blocks, tires, updated as appropriate during the term approach for preventing or controlling
hub caps, batteries, hoods, and mufflers; of thepermit, potential storm water contamination
fueling stations; vehicle and equipment (d) Sampling Data--Any existing data problems.
maintenance areas; cleaning areas or data collected during the term of this (a) Good Housekeeping--Good
{parts, vehicles, and/or equipment}; permit describing the quality or quantity housekeeping requires the maintenance
loading and unloading areas; locations of storm water discharges from the of areas which may contribute
used for the treatment, storage, and facility must be summarized in the plan. pollutants to storm water discharges in
disposal of wastes; and liquid storage The description should include a a clean, orderly manner.
tanks and drums for fuel and other discussion of the methods used to (b) Preventive lVfaintenance~The
fluids, collect and analyze the data. Sample preventive maintenance program shall

{b) Inventory of Potential Pollutant collection points should be identified in schedule periodic inspections and
Sources---Facility operators e_re required the plan and shown on the site map. ensure appropriate maintenance of
to carefully conduct an inspection of the (e) Summary of Potential Pollutant storm water management devices and
site to identify significant materials Sources~The description of potential facility equipment and systems. This
exposed to precipitation that may pollution sources should clearly point program will address conditions that
contribute pollutants to storm water to activities, materials, and physical could cause breakdowns or failures
discharges. The inventory must address features of the facility that have a resulting in the discharge of pollutants
materials that within 3 years prior to the reasonable potential to contribute to surface waters. The maintenance
date of the submission of a Notice of significant amounts of pollutants to program shall include periodic removal
Intent (NOI} to be covered under this storm water discharges. Any such of debris from discharge diversions,
permit have been handled, stored, industrial activities, significant convevance systems, and
processed, treated, or disposed of in a materials, or features must be addressed impot~ndrnen’ts/ponds. These activities
manner to allow exposure to storm by the measures and controls sholild be conducted in the spring, after
water. Findings of the inventory must be subsequently described in the plan. In snow melt. and during the fall season.
documented in detail in the pollution conducting the assessment, the facility Maintenance schedules for
prevention plan. At a minimum, the operator must consider the potential for sedimentation/impoundments must be
plan must describe the method and the following activities to contribute provided in the pollution prevention
location of onsite storage or disposal: pollutants: vehicle storage areas; plan.

dismantling areas; parts storage areas, (c) Spill and Leak Prevention and
¯ Features such as gra~ swa|es and vegetative including engine blocks, tires, hub caps,Response Procedures---Areas where

buffer strips aL~o should be shown, batteries, and hoods: fueling stations; potential spills which can contribute
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pollutants to storm water discharges canactivities identified in the storm water listed in Part III.A.2 {Prohibition of Non-
occur, and their accompanying drainagepollution prevention plan or otherwise storm Water Discharges) of this permit
points shall be identified cleariy in the responsible for storm water managementthat are combined with storm water
storm water pollution prevention plan. at all levels of responsibility of the discharges associated with industrial
Where appropriate, specifying material components and goals of the storm activity must be identified in the plan.
handling procedures, storage water pollution prevention plan. The The plan shall identify and ensure the
requirements, and use of equipment pollution prevention plan shall include implementation of appropriate pollution
such as diversion valves in the plan a schedule for training. Employee prevention measures for the non-storm
should be considered. Procedures for training must. at a minimum, address water component(s) of the discharge.
cleaning up spills shall be identified in the following areas when applicable to (iii) Failure to Certify--Any facility
the plan and made available to the a facility: proper handling (collection. that is unable to provide the
appropriate personnel. The necessary storage, and disposal) of oil, used certification required {testing for non-
equipment to implement a clean up mineral spirits, anti-freeze, and storm water discharges), must notify the
should be available to personnel. After solvents; spill prevention and response:Director by [Insert date 270 days after
clean up from a spill, absorbents must fueling procedures; good housekeeping permit issuance] or, for facilities which
be promptly placed in containers for practices; and used battery management,begin to discharge storm water
proper disposal. All vehicles that are (,f) Recordkeeping and Internal associated with industrial activity after
intended to be dismantled must be Reporting Procedure~--A description of [Insert date 270 days after permit
properly drained of all fluids upon incidents such as spills, or other issuance]. 180 days after submitting an
arrival at the site, or as soon as feasibledischarges, along with other informationNOI to be covered by this permit. If the
thereafter, or other equivalent means describing,the quality and quantity of failure to certify is caused by the
must be taken to prevent leaks or spills storm water discharges shall be inability to perform adequate tests or
of such fluids, included in the plan required under thisevaluations, such notification shall

(d) Inspections--Upon arrival at the part. The permittee must describe describe: the procedure of any test
site, or as soon as feasible thereafter, procedures for developing and retainingconducted for the presence of non-storm
vehicles must be inspected for leaks, r records on the status and effectivenesswater discharges; the results of such test
Any equipment containing oily parts, of plan implementation. The plan mustor other relevant observations; potential
hydraulic fluids, or any other types of address monitoring, and BMP sources of non-storm water discharges
fluids shall be inspected at least inspection and maintenance activities, to the storm sewer: and why adequate
quarterly {four times per year) for signs Ineffective BMPs must be reported andtests for such storm sewers were not
of leaks. Any outdoor storage of fluids the date of their corrective action noted,feasible. Non-storm water discharges to
including, but not limited to, brake (g) Non-storm Water Discharges waters of the United States which are
fluid, transmission fluid, radiator water, not authorized by an NPDES permit are
and anUfreeze, must be inspected at (i) The plan shall include a unlawful, and must be terminated.
least quarterly for leaks. All outdoor certification that the discharge has been (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
liquid storage containers {e.g., tanks, tested or evaluated for the presence of The plan shall identify areas which, due
drums} must be inspected at least non-storm water discharges. The to topography, activiUes, or other
quarterly for leaks, certification shall include the factors, have a high potential for

Qualified facility personnel are identification of potenUal significant significant soil erosion, and identify
required to conduct quarterly visual sources of non-storm water at the site, structural, vegetative, and/or
inspections of BMPs. The inspections a description of the results of any teststabilization measures to be used to
shah include: {1} An assessment of the and/or evaluation for the presence of limit erosion. Permittees must consider
integrity of storm water flow diversion non-storm water discharges, the measures to maximize stabilization of
and source minimization systems; {2) evaluation criteria or testing method industrial areas using vegetative cover,
visual inspections of dismantling areas,used, the date of any testing and/or gravel, impervious surfaces or other
vehicle and equipment maintenance evaluation, and the onsite drainage appropriate measures.
areas, vehicle, equipment, and parts points that were directly observed (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
cleaning and storage areas, and other during the test. Certifications shall be shall contain a narrative consideration
potential sources of pollution for signed in accordance with Part VILG. ofof the appropriateness of traditional
evidence of actual or potential pollutantthis permit. Such certification may not storm water management practices
discharges of contaminated storm water,be feasible if the facility operating the (practices other than those which

Inspections shall be conducted in storm water discharge associated with control the generation or source(s) of
each of the following periods: January, industrial activity does not have accesspollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,
through March; April through June; July to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofreuse, or otherwise manage storm water
through September; and October access to the ultimate conduit which runoff in a manner that reduces
through December. receives the discharge. In such cases, pollutants in storm water discharges

Reports of the quarterly inspections the source identification section of the from the site. The plan shall provide
(or more frequent if appropriate) shall storm water pollution prevention plan measures that the permittee determines
be retained as part of the plan. Based onshall indicate why the certification to be reasonable and appropriate and
the results of each inspection the plan required by this part was not feasible, shall be implemented and maintained.
must be revised as appropriate within 2along with the identification of potentialThe potential of various sources at the
weeks after each inspection. Changes insignificant sources of non-storm water atfacility to contribute pollutants to storm
the measures and controls must be the site. A discharger that is unable to water discharges associated with
implemented on the site in a timely provide the certification required by thisindustrial activity (see Pan XI.M.2.a.(2)
manner, and never more than 12 weeksparagraph must notify the Director in (Description of P~tential Pollutant
after completion of the inspection, accordance with Part XI.M.2.b.(3)(g)(iii) Sources) of this permit) shall be

{e) Employee Training---Employee (Failure to Certify) of this permit, considered when determining
training programs shall inform (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting reasonable and appropriate measures.
personnel responsible for implemenUngactivities, sources of non-storm water Appropriate measures may include:
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vegetative swales and practices, reuse of(b) Based on the results of the         pollutants of concern listed in Table M-
collected storm water (such as for a evaluation, the description of potentialI below. Facilities must report in
process or as an irrigation source), inletpollutant sources identified in the planaccordance with 5.b. (Reporting). In
controls (such as oil/water separators),in accordance with Part XI.M.2.a.(2) addition to the parameters listed in
snow management activities, infiltration(Description of Potential Pollutant Table M-1 below, the permittee shall
devices, wet detention/retention Sources) of this permit and pollution provide the date and duration (in hours)
devices, or other equivalent measures,prevention measures and controls of the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall
In addition, the permittee must describeidentified in the plan in accordance measurements or estimates (in inches)
the storm water pollutant source area orwith paragraph XI.M.2.a.(3) (Measures of the storm event that generated the
activity (e.g., dismantling area, storageand Controls) of this permit shall be sampled runoff; the duration between
area, cleaning operations) to be revised as appropriate within 2 weeks of the storm event sampled and the end of
controlled by each storm water such evaluation and shall provide for the previous measurable (greater than
management practice, implementation of any changes to the 0.1 inch rainfall) storm event: and an

The plan must consider managementplan in a timely manner, but in no caseestimate of the total volume (in gallons)
practices, such as berms or drainage more than 12 weeks after the evaluation, of the discharge sampled.
ditches on the property line, that may be(c) A report summarizing the scope of
used to prevent runon from neighboringthe evaluation, personnel making the TABLE M-1 .--Monitoring
properties. Berms must be considered evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation, Requirements
for uncovered outdoor storage of oily major observations relating to the
parts, engine blocks, and above groundimplementation of the storm water Mon~or-
liquid storage. The installation of pollution.prevention plan, and actions ing cut-off
detention ponds must also be taken in accordance with paragraph Pollutants of concern con-

centration
considered. The permittee shall XI.M.2.a.(4}Co) (above) of the permit
consider the installation of a filtering shall be made and retained as part of the
device to receive runoff from industrial storm water pollution prevention plan Total SuspendeO Solids ...............~ O0
areas. The installation of oil/water for at least 3 years after the date of the Total Recoverable Aluminum ....... 0.75
separators must also be considered, evaluation. The report shall identify any Total Recoverable Iron ................. 1.0

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ a Total Recoverable Lead ............... 0.0816

Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall report does not identify any incidents of (I) Monitonng Periods. Automobilenoncompliance, the report shall containconduct comprehensive site compliance salvage yards shall monitor samples
evaluations at appropriate intervals a certification that the facility is in collected during the sampling periods
specified in the plan, but in no case lesscompliance with the storm water

pollution prevention plan and this of: January through March, April
than once a year. The storm water through June, July through September,
pollution prevention plan must describepermit. The report shall be signed in

accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory and October through December for the
the scope and content of comprehensiveRequirements) of this permit, years specified in paragraph a. (above).
site evaluations that qualified personnel(d) Where compliance evaluation (2) Sample Type. A minimum of one
will conduct to (1) confirm the accuracyschedules overlap with inspections grab sample shall be taken. All such
of the description of potential pollutionrequired under 3.a.(3){d), the samples shall be collected from the
sources contained in the plan, {2) compliance evaluation may be discharge resulting from a storm event
determine the effectiveness of the plan,conducted in place of ofie such that is greater than 0.1 inches in
and (3) assess compliance with the magnitude and that occurs at least 72
terms and conditions of the permit. Theinspection, hours from the previously measurable
individual or individuals who will 3. Numeric Effluent Limitations (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
conduct the evaluations must be There are no additional numeric event. The required 72-hour storm event
identified in the plan and should be effluent limitations beyond those interval is waived where the preceding
members of the pollution prevention described in Part V.B of this permit, measurable storm event did not result in
team. Such evaluations shall provide: a measurable discharge from the facility.

(a) Areas contributing to a storm 4. Monitoring and Reporting The required 72-hour storm event
water discharge associated with Requirements interval may also be waived where the
industrial activity shall be visually a. Analytical Monitoring permittee documents that less than a 72-
inspected for evidence of, or the Requirements. During the period hour interval is representative for local
potential for, pollutants entering the beginning [insert date 1 year after storm events during the season when
drainage system. Measures to reduce permit issuance] lasting through [insertsampling is being conducted. The grab
pollutant loadings shall be evaluated todate 2 years after permit issuance} and sample shall be taken during the first 30
determine whether they are adequate the period beginning [insert date 3 yearsminutes of the discharge. If the
and properly implemented in after permit issuance] lasting through collection of a grab sample during the
accordance with the terms of the permit[insert date 4 years after permit first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab
or whether additional control measuresissuance}, permittees operating sample can be taken during the first
are needed. Structural storm water automobile salvage yards must monitorhour of the discharge, and the
management measures, sediment andtheir storm water discharges associateddischarger shall submit with the
erosion control measures, and other with industrial activity at least quarterlymonitoring report a description of why
structural pollution prevention (4 times per year) during years 2 and 4 a grab sample during the first 30
measures identified in the plan shall beexcept as provided in paragraphs 4.a.(3}minutes was impracticable. If storm
observed to ensure that thev are (Sampiing Waiver), 4.a.{4) water discharges associated with
operating correctly. A visual inspection(Representative Discharge), and 4.a.{5} industrial activity commingle with
of equipment needed to implement the(Alternative Certification). Automobile process or nonprocess water, then
plan, such as spill response equipment,salvage yards are required to monitor where practicable permittees must
shall be made. their storm water discharges for the attempt to sample the storm water
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discharge before it mixes with the non-applies to the substantially identical Monitoring Report Form(s) postmarkedstorm water discharge, outfall(s) provided that the perrnittee no later than the 31st day of the
(3) Sampling Waiver includes in the storm water pollution following March [insert the date 2 yearsprevention plan a description of the after permit issuance]. Monitoring

(a) Adverse Conditions--When a location of the outfalls and explains in results (or a certification in accordancedischarger is unable to collect samz)lesdetail why the outfalls are expected to with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above]within a specified sampling period" due
discharge substantially identical obtained during the period beginningto adverse climatic conditions, the
effluents. In addition, for each outfall [insert date 3 years after permitdischarger shall collect a substitute that the permittee believes is issuance] lasting through [insert date 4sample from a separate qualifying event
representative, an estimate of the size ofyears after permit issuance] shall bein the next period and submit the data
the drainage area {in square feet) and ansubmitted on Discharge Monitoringalong with data for the routine sample
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Report Form(s) postmarked no later thanin that period. Adverse weather
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 the 31st day of the following March. Forconditions that may prohibit the
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), oreach outfall, one signed Dischargecollection of samples include weather
high (above 65 percent)] shall be Monitoring Report Form must beconditions that create dangerous
provided in the plan. The permittee submitted per storm event sampled.conditions for personnel (such as local
shall include the description of the Signed copies of Discharge Monitoringflooding, high winds, hurricane, location of the outfalls, explanation of Reports, or said certifications, shall betornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or
why outfalls are expected to dischargesubmitted to the Director of the NPDESotherwise make the collection of a
substantially identical effluents, and program at the address of thesample impracticable (e.g., drought, estimate of ~he size of the drainage areaappropriate Regional Office listed inextended frozen conditions, etc.),
and runoff coefficient with the Part VI.C. of the fact sheet.(b} Low Concentration Waiver~When
Discharge Monitoring Report. (1) Additional Notification. Inthe average concentration for a pollutant

(5) Alternative Certification. A addition to filing copies of dischargecalculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the monitoring reports in accordance withcollected from an outfall during the
monitoring requirements of this sectionparagraph b (above), automobile salvagemonitoring period [insert date 1 year provided the discharger makes a yards with at least one storm waterafter permit issuance] lasting through
certification for a given outfall or on a discharge associated with industrial[insert date 2 years after permit
pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of activity through a large or mediumissuance] is less than the corresponding
monitoring reports required under b municipal separate storm sewer systemvalue for that pollutant listed in Table
below, under penalty of law, signed in (systems serving a population of "M-1 under the column Monitoring Cut-
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory 100,000 or more) must submit signedoff Concentration, a facility may waive
Requirements), that material handling copies of discharge monitoring reportsmonitoring and reporting requirementsequipment or activities, raw materials, to the operator of the municipal separatein the monitoring period beginning
intermediate products, final products, storm sewer system in accordance with[insert date 3 years after permit
waste materials, by-products, industrialthe dates provided in paragraph bissuance] lasting through [insert date 4
machinery or operations, or significant (above).years after permit issuance]. The facility
materials from past industrial activity, c. Quarterly Visual Examination ofmust submit to the Director, in lieu of that are located in areas of the facility Storm Water Quality. All automobilethe monitoring data, a certification thatwithin the drainage area of the outfail salvage yard facilities shall perform andthere has not been a significant change
are not presently exposed to storm waterdocument a visual examination of ain industrial activity or the pollution
and are not expected to be exposed tostorm water discharge associated withprevention measures in the area of the
storm water for the certification period, industrial activity from each outfall,facility which drains to the outfall for
Such certification must be retained in except discharges exempted below. Thewhich sampling was waived, the storm water pollution prevention examination(s) must be made at least(c} When a discharger is unable to
plan, and submitted to EPA in once in each of the following 3-monthconduct quarterly chemical storm water
accordance with Part VI.C. of this periods: January through March, Aprilsampling at an inactive and unstaffed
permit. In the case of certifying that a through June, July through September,site, the operator of the facility may
pollutant is not present, the permittee and October through December. Theexercise a waiver of the monitoring
must submit the certification along withexamination shall be made duringrequirements as long as the facility
the monitoring reports required under daylight hours unless there isremains inactive and unstaffed. The
paragraph Co) below. If the permittee insufficient rainfall or snow melt tofacility must submit to the Director, in
cannot certify for an entire period, they produce a runoff event.lieu of monitoring data, a certification must submit the date exposure was [I) Examinations shall be made ofstatement on the DMR stating that the
eliminated and conduct any monitoringsamples collected within the first 30site is inactive and unstaffed so that
required up until that date. This minutes (or as soon thereafter ascollecting a sample during a qualifyingcertification option is not applicable to practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) ofevent is not possible,
compliance monitoring requirements when the runoff or snowmelt begins(4) Representative Discharge. When a
associated with effluent limitations, discharging. The examinations shallfacility has two or more outfalls that,

b. Reporting. Permittees with document observations of color, odor.based on a consideration of industrial
automobile salvage yards shall submitclarity, floating solids, settled solids,activity, significant materials, and
monitoring results for each outfall suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andmanagement practices and activities associated with industrial activity [or a other obvious indicators of storm waterwithin the area drained by the outfall, certification in accordance with " pollution. The examination must bethe permittee reasonably believes
Sections (3), (4), or (5) above] obtainedconducted in a well lit area. Nodischarge substantially identical
during the reporting period beginning analytical tests are required to beeffluents, the permitte’e may test the
[insert date 1 year after permit issuance]performed on the samples. All sucheffluent of one of such outf’alls and lasting through [insert date 2 years aftersamples shall be collected from thereport that the quantitative data also permit issuance] on Discharge discharge resulting from a storm event
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that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityapplicable requirements in this section.
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringThe monitoring and pollution
hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility prevention plan terms and conditions of
{greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. The this multi-sector permit are additive for
event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification industrial activities being conducted at
individual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan the same industrial facility (co-located
collection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and industrial activities). The operator of the
discharges for the entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual facility shall determine which other

(2) Visual examination reports must examinations during a qualifying event monitoring and pollution prevention
be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible, plan section{s) of this permit {if any} are
prevention plan. The report shall applicable to the facility.
include the examination date and time, 5. Retention of Records
examination personnel, the nature of the The permittee shall retain records of 2. Special Conditions
discharge {i.e., runoff or snow melt), all inspections and monitoring a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water
visual quality of the storm water information, including certification Discharges
discharge (including observations of reports, noncompliance reports,

(1) Except as provided in paragraphcolor, odor, clarity, floating solids, calibration and maintenance records
settled solids, suspended solids, foam, and all original strip chart recordings forXLN.2.b., all discharges covered by this
oil sheen, and other obvious indicators continuous monitoring instrumentation,permit shall be composed entirely of
of storm water pollution), and probablecopies of all reports, and supporting storm water. Non storm water
sources of any observed storm water data, requested by the permitting discharges from turnings containment

areas are not covered under this permit.contamination, authority for at least 3 years after the (a) Except as provided in paragraph(3) When a facility has two or more date of the inspection or monitoring XI.N.2.b. {below), discharges of materialout.falls that, based on a consideration ofevent.
industrial activity, significant materials, other than storm water to waters of the
and management practices and activitiesN. Storm Water Discharges AssociatedUnited States, or through municipal
within the area drained by the outfall, With Industrial Activity From Scrap separate storm sewer systems, are not
the permittee reasonably believes Recycling and Waste Recycling authorized by this permit. The operators
discharge substantially identical Facilities of such discharges must obtain coverage
affluents, the permittee may collect a 1. Discharges Covered Under This under a separate National Pollutant
sample of effluent of one of such Section Discharge Elimination System {NPDES)
outfalls and report that the examination permit (other than this permit} issued
data also applies to the substantially The requirements listed under this for the discharge.
identical out.fall(s} provided that the section are applicable to storm water (b) The following non-storm water
permittee includes in the storm water discharges from the following activities:discharges are authorized by this permit
pollution prevention plan a descriptionfacilities that are engaged in the provided the non-storm water
of the location of the outfalls and processing, reclaiming and wholesale component of the discharge is in
explains in detail why the ouffalls are distribution of scrap and waste compliance with paragraph XI.N.3.a.(3}
expected to discharge substantially materials such as ferrous and nonferrous{Measures and Controls for Storm Water
identical effluents. In addition, for eachmetals, paper, plastic, cardboard, glass,Discharges): discharges from fire
outfall that the permittee believes is animal hides (these types of activities fighting activities; fire hydrant flushing;
representative, an estimate of the size ofare typically identified as SIC code potable water sources including
the drainage area (in square feet) and an5093). Facilities that are engaged in waterline flushings; irrigation drainage;
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the reclaiming and recycling liquid wasteslawn watering; routine external building
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 such as used off, antifreeze, mineralwashdown which does not use
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orspirits, and industrial solvents (also detergents or other compounds;
high (above 65 percent)] shall be identified as SIC code 5093) are also pavement washwaters where spills or
provided in the plan. covered under this section. Separate leaks of toxic or hazardous materials

{4) When a discharger is unable to permit requirements have been have not occurred {unless all spilled
collect samples over the course of the established for recycling facilities that materials have been removed) and
visual examination period as a result ofonly receive source-separated recyclablewhere detergents are not used: air
adverse climatic conditions, the materials primarily from non-industrialconditioning condensate: springs; and
discharger must document the reason and residential sources (also identifieduncontaminated ground water.
for not performing the visual as SIC 5093) (e.g., common consumer
examination and retain this products including paper, newspaper, 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
documentation onsite with the recordsglass, cardboard, plastic containers, Plan Requirements
of the visual examinations. Adverse aluminum and tin cans). This includes a. Contents of Plan. The following
weather conditions which may prohibitrecycling facilities commonly referred togeneral requirements for the storm water
the collection of samples include as material recovery facilities (MRF). pollution prevention plan are apphcable
weather conditions that create When an industrial facility, describedto activities which reclaim and recycle
dangerous conditions for personnel by the above coverage provisions of thiseither recyclable nonliquid and liquid
(such as local flooding, high winds, section, has industrial activities beingwaste materials. In addition to the
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,conducted onsite that meet the general requirements, Paragraph
etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofdescription(s) of industrial activities in XI.N.3.a.(3)(a) (below) identifies special
a sample impracticable (e.g., drought, another section(s), that industrial requirements for scrap recycling and
extended frozen conditions, etc.), facility shall comply with any and all waste recyc~hng facilities (nonsource-

(5) When a discharger is unable to applicable monitoring and pollution separated facilities) that handle
conduct visual storm water prevention plan requirements of the nonliquid wastes. Paragraph
examinations at an inactive and other section(s) in addition to all XI.N.3.a.(3){b) {below) identifies special
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requirements for waste recycling previously exposed to cutting fluids willnarrative description of potential
facilities that handle only liquid wastes,delineate these contaimnent areas as pollutant sources from the following
Paragraph XI.N.3.a.(3)(c) identifies required in paragraph XI.N.3.a.(iii). Theactivities: loading and unloading
special requirements for recycling site map must also identify monitoringoperations; outdoor storage activities,
facilities, including MRFs, that receive locations, outdoor processing activities; significant
only source-separated recyclable (ii) For each area of the facility that dust or particulate generating processes
materials primarily from non-industrialgenerates storm water discharges and onsite waste disposal practices. The
and residential sources. The plan shallassociated with industrial activity with description shall specifically list any
include, at a minimum, the following a reasonable potential for containing significant potential source of pollutants
items: significant amounts of pollutants, a at the site and for each potential source,

(1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each prediction of the direction of flow, and any pollutant or pollutant parameter
plan shall identify a specific individualan identification of the types of (e.g., Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD),
or individuals within the facility pollutants which are likely to be presentoil and grease, Total Suspended Solids
organization as members of a storm in storm water discharges associated (TSS), zinc, lead, copper, etc.) of
water Pollution Prevention Team that with industrial activity. Factors to concern shall be identified.
are responsible for developing the stormconsider include the toxicity of a (3) Measures and Controls. Each
water pollution prevention plan and chemical; quantity of chemicals used, facility covered by this permit shall
assisting the facility or plant manager inproduced or discharged; the likelihood develop a description of storm water
its implementation, maintenance, andof contact with storm water: and historymanagement controls appropriate for
revision. The plan shall clearly identifyof significant leaks or spills of toxic or the facility, and implement such
the responsibilities of each team hazardous pollutants. Flows with a controls. The appropriateness and
member. The activities and significanf potential for causing erosion priorities of controls in a plan shall
responsibilities of the team shall shall be identified, reflect identified potential sources of
address all aspects of the facility’s storm (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- pollutants at the facility. The
water pollution prevention plan. An inventory of the types of materials description of storm water management

(2) Description of Potential Pollutant handled at the site that potentially maycontrols for scrap recycling and waste
Sources. Each plan shall provide a be exposed to precipitation. Such recycling facilities (nonsource-
description of potential sources which inventory shall include a narrative separated, nonliquid recyclable
may reasonably be expected to add description of significant materials thatmaterials), waste recycling facilities
significant amounts of pollutants to have been handled, treated, stored or {recyclable liquid wastes}, and recycling
storm water discharges or which may disposed in a manner to allow exposurefacilities (source-separated materials}
result in the discharge of pollutants to storm water; method and location ofare identified in Parts XI.N.3.a.(3)(a),
during dry weather from separate stormonsite storage or disposal: materials XI.N.3.a.{3}(b), and XI.N.3.a.{3)(c),
sewers draining the facility. Each plan management practices employed torespectively. At a minimum, the
shall identify all activities and minimize contact of materials with description shall also include a
significant materials which may storm water runoff; the location and a schedule for implementing such
potentially be significant pollutant description of existing structural and controls:
sources or, during periods of dry nonstructural control measures to (a) Scrap and Waste Recycling
weather, result in dry weather flows, reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;Facifities (nonsource-separated,
Each plan shall include, at a minimum:and a description of any treatment ~the nonlJquid recyclable wastes)--The
(a) Drainage storm water receives, following special conditions have been

(c) Spills and l, eaks~ list of established for the pollution prevention
(i) A site map indicating the outfali significant spills and leaks of toxic or plan for those scrap and waste recycling

locations and the types of discharges hazardous pollutants that occurred at facilities that receive, process and
contained in the drainage areas of the areas that are exposed to precipitationprovide wholesale distribution of
outfalls, an outline of the portions of theor that otherwise drain to a storm waternonliquid recyclable wastes, [e.g.,
drainage area of each storm water ouffallconveyance at the facility after the date ferrous and nonferrous metals, plastics,
that are within the facility boundaries, of 3 years prior to the date of the glass, cardboard, and paper). This
each existing structural control measuresubmission of a Notice of Intent (NOI) section of the permit is intended to
to reduce pollutants in storm water to be covered under this permit, distinguish waste recycling facilities
runoff, surface water bodies (including Significant spills include, but are not that receive both nonrecyclable and
wetlands), locations where significant limited to, releases of oil or hazardousrecyclable materials from those
materials are exposed to precipitation substances in excess of quantities that recycling facilities that only accept
includin8 scrap and waste material are reportable under Section 311 of therecyclable materials primarily from non-
storage and outdoor scrap and waste Clean Water Act (CWA) (see 40 CFR industrial and residential sources.
processing equipment, locations where110.10 and 117.21) or Section 102 of theUnder the description of measures and
major spills or leaks identified in Comprehensive Environmental controls in the storm water pollution
paragraph XI.N.3.a.(2)(c) of this sectionResponse, Compensation and Liabilityprevention plan, the plan will address
have occurred, and the locations of theAct (CERCLA) (see 40 CFR 302.4). Suchall areas that have a reasonable potential
following activities where such a list shall be updated as appropriate to contribute pollutants to storm water
activities are exposed to precipitation: during the term of the permit, discharges and will be maintained in a
fueling stations, vehicle and equipment {d) Sampling DatamA summary of clean and orderly manner. At a
maintenance and/or cleaning areas, existing discharge sampling data minimum, the plan will address the
loading/unloading areas, locations useddescribing pollutants in storm water following activities and areas within the
for the treatment, storage or disposal ofdischarges f~’om the facility, including aplan:
wastes, material storage (including t~nkssummary of sampling data collected (i) Inbound Recyclable and Waste
or other vessels used for liquid or wasteduring the term of this permit. Material Control Program--The plan
storage}. Scrap recycling facilities that {e) Pdsk Identification and Summary shall include a recyclable and waste
handle turnings that have been of Potential Pollutant Sources--A material inspection program to
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minimize the likelihood of receiving consider within the plan the use of the manufacturer’s recommended
materials that may be significant following BMPs (either individually or specifications, whenever available.
pollutant sources to storm water in combination} or their equivalent to specifications will be kept with the
discharges. At a minimum, the plan minimize contact with storm water plan.
shall address the following: runoff: (iv) a schedule to maintain the oil/

(a) Provision of information/ (a) Promoting the diversion of runoff water separator {or its equivalent} to
education {flyers, brochures and away from these areas through such prevent the accumulation of appreciable
pamphlets} to encourage suppliers of practices as dikes, berms, containment amounts of fluids. In the absence of a
scrap and recyclable waste materials to trenches, culverts and/or surface storm event, no discharge from
dram residual fluids, whenever grading; containment areas to the storm sewer
applicable, prior to its arrival at the (b) Media filtration such as catch system are prohibited unless covered by
facility. This includes vehicles and basin filters and sand filters; and, a separate NPDES permit;
equipment engines, radiators, and (c) Silt fencing; and, {v} identify procedures for the proper
mmsmissions, oil-filled transformers, (d) Oil/water separators, sumps and disposal or recycling of collected
and individual containers or drums; dry adsorbents in stockpile areas that residual fluids.

(b) Activities which accept scrap and are potential sources of residual fluids, (iv) Scrap and Waste Material
materials that may contain residual e.g., automotive engine storage areas. Stockpiles/Storage (covered or indoor
fluids, e.g., automotive engines (iii) Stockpiling of Turnings storage)--The plan shall address
containing used oil, transmission fluids,Previously Exposed to Cutting Fluids measures and controls to minimize
etc., shall describe procedures to (outdoors)--The plan shall address all residual liquids and accumulated
minimize the potential for these fluidsareas where stockpiling of industrial particulate matter, originating from
from coming in contact with either turnings t~reviously exposed to cutting scrap and recyclable waste materials
precipitation or runoff. The description fluids occurs. The plan shall implementstored indoors or under cover, from
shall also identify measures or those measures necessary to minimizecoming in contact with surface runoff.
procedures to properly store, handle contact of surface runoff with residual The operator shall consider including in
and dispose of these residual fluids; cutting fluids. The operator shall the plan the following or equivalent(c) Procedures pertaining to the consider implementation of either of themeasures:acceptance of scrap lead-acid batteries,following two alternatives or a (a~ Good housekeeping measures,Additional requirements for the combination of both or equivalent including the use of dry absorbent orhandling, storage and disposal or measures:
recycling of batteries shall be in (a) Alternative 1: Storage of all wet vacuum clean up methods, to
conformance with conditions for a scrap turnings previously exposed to cutting collect, handle, store and dispose or

lead-acid battery program, see paragraph fluids under some form of permanent or recycle residual liquids originating from

XI.N.3.a.{3}{a}{vi} {below}; semi-permanent cover. Discharges of recyclable containers, e.g., beverage
(d) A description of training residual fluids from these areas to the containers, paint cans, household

requirements for those personnel storm sewer system in the absence of a cleaning products containers, etc.;
engaged in the inspection and storm event is prohibited. Discharges to (b) Prohibiting the practice of
acceptance of inbound recyclable the storm sewer system as a allowing washwater from tipping floors
materials, consequence of a storm event is or other processing areas from

(e) Liquid wastes, Including used oil, permitted provided the discharge is first discharging to any portion of a storm
shall be stored in materially compatible directed through an oil/water separator sewer system;
and nonJeaking containers and disposed or its equivalent. Procedures to collect, (c) Disconnecting or sealing off all
or recycled in accordance with all handle, and dispose or recycle residual existing floor drains connected to any
requirements under the Resource fluids that may be present shall be portion of the storm sewer system.
Recovery and Conservation Act (RCRA),identified in the plan, or, (v) Scrap and Recyclable Waste
and other State or local requirements. (b) Alternative 2: Establish dedicated Processing .4reas--The plan shall

(ii) Scrap and Waste Mater~al containment areas for all turnings that address areas where scrap and waste
Stockpiles/Storage (outdoors)--The have been exposed to cutting fluids processing equipment are sited. This

- plan shall address areas where where runoff from these areas is includes measures and controls to
significant materials are exposed to directed to a storm sewer system, minimize surface runoff from coming in
either storm water runoff or providing the following: contact with scrap processing
precipitation. The plan must describe {i) containment areas constructed of equipment. In the case of processing
those measures and controls used to either concrete, asphalt or other equipment that generate visible amounts
minimize contact of storm water runoffequivalent type of impermeable of particulate residue, e.g., shredding
with stockpiled materials, processed material; facilities, the plan shall describe good
materials and nonrecyclable wastes. The(ii) a perimeter around containment housekeeping and preventive
plan should include measures to areas to prevent runoff from moving maintenance measures to minimize
minimize the extent of storm water across these areas. This would includecontact of runoff with residual fluids
contamination from these areas. The the use of shallow berms, curbing, or and accumulated particulate matter. At
operator may consider the use of constructing an elevated pad or other a minimum, the operator shall consider
permanent or semipermanent covers, orequivalem measure; including in the plan the following or
other similar forms of protection over {iii) a suitable drainage collection other equivalent measures:
stockpiled materials where the operatorsystem to collect all runoff generated (a) A schedule of periodic inspections
determines that such measures are from within containment areas. At a of equipment for leaks, spills,
reasonable and appropriate. The minimum, the drainage system shall malfunctioning, worn or corroded parts
operator may consider the use of include a plate-type oil/water separatoror equipment;
sediment traps, vegetated swales and or its equivalent. The oil/water (b) Preventive maintenance program
strips, to facilitate settling or filtering separator or its equivalent shall be to repair and/or maintain processing
out of pollutants. The operator shall installed according to the equipment:
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(c) Measures to minimize shredder areas. The plan shall also contain a responsible for the spill or leak, repairsfluff from coming in contact with narrative discussion of the reason(s) forshould also be conducted as soon assurface runoff: selected erosion and sediment controls,possible;(d) Use of dry-absorbents or other At a minimum, the operator shall (c) Cleanup procedures should becleanup practices to collect and to consider in the plan, either individuallyidentified in the plan, including the usedispose or recycle spilled or leaking or in combination, the following erosionof dry absorbent materials or other
fluids: and sediment control measures: cleanup methods. Where dry absorbent(e) Installation of low-level alarms or (a) Filtering or diversion practices, cleanup methods are used, an adequateother equivalent protection devices on such as filter fabric fence, sediment supply of dry. absorbent material shouldunattended hydraulic reservoirs over filter boom, earthen or gravel berms, be maintained onsite. Used absorbent150 gallons in capacity. Alternatively, curbing or other equivalent measure, material should be disposed of properly;provide secondary containment wi~ (b) Catch basin f~lters, filter fabric (d) Drums containing liquids,
sufficient volume to contain the entire fence, or equivalent measure, place in orincluding oil and lubricants, should be
volume of the reservoir, around inlets or catch basins that stored indoors; or in a bermed area; orThe operator shall consider receive runoff from scrap and waste in overpack containers or spill pallets:employing the following additional storage ames, and processing or in similar containment devices;BMPs or equivalent measures: diversion equipment; or (e) Overfill prevention devices should
structures such as dikes, berms, [cJSediment traps, vegetative buffer be,i,,n~alled on all fuel pumps or tanks;culverts, containment trenches, elevated strips, or equivalent, to remove l~rj urip pans or equivalent measures
concrete pads, grading to minimize sediment prior to discharge through an should be placed under any leaking
contact of storm water runoff with inlet or catch basin. piece of stationary, equipment until theoutdoor processing equipment; oil/ (viii) Stractural Controls for Sediment leak is repaired. The drip pans should
water separators, sumps or equivalent,and Erosion Control--In instances be inspected for leaks and checked for
in processing areas that are potential where significant erosion and potential overflow and emptied
sources of residual fluids and grease: suspended solids loadings continue regularly to prevent overflow and all
permanent or semipermanent covers, orafter installation of one or more of the liquids will be disposed of in
other similar measures; retention and BMPs identified in paragraph accordance with all requirements under
detention basins or ponds, sediment XI.N.3.a.{3)(a}{vii} {above}, the operator RCRA.
traps or vegetated swales and strips, toshall consider providing in the plan for (g) An alarm and/or pump shut off
facilitate settling or filtering out of a detention or retention basin or other system should be installed and
pollutants in runoff from processing equivalent structural control. All maintained on all outside equipment
areas; or media filtration such as catch structural controls shall be designed with hydraulic reservoirs exceeding 150
basin filters and sand filters, using good engineering practice. All gallons {only those reservoirs not

(vi) Scrap Lead-Acid Battery structural controls and outlets that are directly visible by the operator of the
Program--The plan shall address likely to receive discharges containing equipment} in order to prevent draining
measures and controls for the proper oil and grease must include appropriate the tank contents in the event of a line
handling, storage and disposition of measures to minimize the discharge ofbreak. Alternatively, the equipment may
Scrap lead-acid batteries {note. this oil and grease through the outlet. This have a secondary containment system
permit does apply to the reclaiming of may include the use of an absorbent capable of containing the contents of the
scrap lead-acid batteries, i.e., breakingboom or other e,~uivalent measures, hydraulic reservoir plus adequate
up battery casings to recover lead}. The Where space limitations (e.g., freeboard for precipitation. Leaking
operator shall consider including in theobstructions caused by permanent hydraulic fluids should be disposed of
plan the following or equivalent structures such as buildings and in accordance with all requirements
measures: permanently-sited processing under RCRA.

(a) Segregating all scrap lead-acid equipment and limitations caused by a (x) Quarterly Inspection Program--A
batteries from other scrap materials; restrictive property boundary} prevent quarterly inspection shall include all

(b) A description of procedures and/ the siting of a structural control, i.e., designated areas of the facility and
or measures for the handling, storage retention basin, such a determination equipment identified in the plan. The
and proper disposal of cracked or will be noted in the plan. The operator inspection shall include a means of
broken batteries; will identify in the plan what existing tracking and conducting follow up

(c) A description of measures to practices shall be modified or additionalactions based on the results of the
collect and dispose of leaking battery measures shall be undertaken to inspection. The inspections shall be
fluid (lead-acid}; minimize erosion and suspended conducted by members of the Storm

(d) A description of measures to sediment loadings in lieu of a structuralWater Pollution Prevention team. At aminimize and. whenever possible, BMP. minimum, quarterly inspections shall
eliminate exposure of scrap lead-acid (ix) Spill Prevention and Response include the following areas: all outdoorbatteries to precipitation or runoff; and Procedures--To prevent or minimize scrap processing areas: all material(e) A description of employee trainingstorm water contamination at loading unloading and loading areas (includingfor the management of scrap batteries,and unloading areas, and from rail sidings) that are exposed to either(vii) Erosion and Sediment Control-. equipment or container failures, the precipitation or storm water runoff;The plan shall identify all areas operator shall consider including in theareas where structural BMPs have beenassociated with industrial activity that plan the following practices: installed: all erosion and sedimenthave a high potential for soil erosion (a) Description oi~spill prevention andBMPs: outdoor vehicle and equipmentand suspended solids loadings, i.e., response measures to address areas thatmaintenance areas: vehicle andareas that tend to accumulate significantare potential sources of leaks or spills ofequipment fueling areas; and all areasparticulate matter. Appropriate source fluids; where waste is generated, received,control, stabilization measures, [b) Leaks and spills should be stored, treated, or disposed and whichnonstructural, structural controls or an contained and cleaned up as soon as are exposed to either precipitation orequivalent shall be provided in these possible. If malfunctioning equipment isstorm water runoff.
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The obiective of the inspection shall under 40 CFR Part 112. At a minimum, transfer of liquid wastes. This may
be identify any corroded or leaking the operator shall consider including in include the use of dry-clean up
containers, corroded or leaking pipes, the plan the following: methods, roof coverings, runoff controls,
leaking or improperly closed valves and (a) Procedures for material handling or other equivalent measures.
valve fittings, leaking pumps andJor {including labeling and marking); (iv) Erosion cmd Sediment Control--
hose connections, and deterioration in (b) A sufficient supply of dry- The plan shall identify all areas
diversionary or containment structures absorbent materials or a wet vacuum associated with industrial activity that
that are exposed to precipitation or system to collect spilled or leaked have a high potential for soil erosion.
storm water runoff, materials; Appropriate stabilization measures,

Spills or leaks identified during the (c) An appropriate containment nonstructural and structural controls
visual inspection shall be immediately structure, such as trenches, curbing, shall be provided in these areas. The
addressed using the procedures gutters or other equivalent measures; plan shall contain a narrative
identified in Part XI.N.3.a.(3)(a){ix) and consideration of the appropriateness for
(Spill Prevention and Response (d) A drainage system to handle selected erosion and sediment controls.
Procedures). Structural BMPs shall be discharges from diked or bermed areas. Where applicable, the facility shall
visually inspected for signs of washout,The drainage system should include consider the use of the following types
breakage, deterioration, damage, or appurtenances, [e.g., pumps or ejectors,of preventive measures: sediment traps;
overflowing and breaks shall be repairedmanually operated valves). Drainage vegetative buffer strips; filter fabric
or replaced as expeditiously as possible,should be discharged to an appropriatefence: sediment filtering boom; gravel

(xi) Employee Training--At a treatment facility, sanitary sewer outlet protection; or other equivalent
minimum, storm water control training system, or otherwise disposed of measures that effectively trap or remove
appropriate to their iob function shall beproperly.’Discharges from these areas sediment prior to discharge through an
provided for truck drivers, scale should be covered by a separate NPDESinlet or catch basin.
operators, supervisors, buyers and otherpermit or industrial user permit under (v) Spill Prevention and Response
operating personnel. The plan shall the p.retreatment program. Procedures--The plan shall address
include a proposed schedule for the [i2) Waste Material Storage measures and procedures to address
training. The employee training program/outdoors)---The plan shall address potential spill scenarios that could
shall address at a minimum: BMPs andareas where waste materials are exposedoccur at the facility. This includes all
other requirements of the plan: proper to either storm water runoff or applicable handling and storage
scrap inspection, handling and storage precipitation. The plan shall include procedures, containment and/or
procedures; procedures to follow in themeasures to provide appropriate diversion equipment, and clean-up
event of a spill, leak, or break in any containment, drainage control and otherprocedures. The plan shall specifically
structural BMP. A training and appropriate diversionary structures. Theaddress all outdoor and indoor storage
education program shall be developedplan may refer to applicable portions ofareas, waste transfer areas, material
for employees and for suppliers for other existing plans such as SPCC plansreceiving areas (loading and unloading),
implementing appropriate activities required under 40 CFR Part 112. At a and waste disposal areas.
identified in the storm water pollution minimum, the plan shall describe those (vi) Quarterly Inspections--Quarterly’
prevention plan. measures and controls used to minimizevisual inspections shall be conducted by

(xii) Supplier Notification---The plan contact of storm water runoff with a member, or members, of the storm
shall include a supplier notification stored materials. The operator shall water pollution prevention team. The
program that will be applicable to majorconsider including in the plan the quarterly inspection shall include all
suppliers and shall include: description following preventative measures, or andesignated areas of the facility and
of scrap materials that will not be equivalent: equipment identified in the plan. The
accepted at the facility or that are (a) An appropriate containment inspection shall include a means of
accepted only under certain conditions,structure such as dikes, berms, curbing tracking and conducting follow up

(b) Waste Recycling Facilities (liquid or pits, or other equivalent measures, actions based on the results of the
recyclable wastes)--The following The containment should be sufficient toinspection. At a minimum, the
special conditions have been store the volume of the largest single inspections shall include the following
established for the pollution preventiontank and should include sufficient areas: material storage areas; material
plan for those facilities that reclaim andfreeboard for precipitation; unloading and loading areas (including
recycle liquid wastes (e.g., used oil, (b) A sufficient supply of dry- rail sidings) that are exposed to either
antifreeze, mineral spirits, and absorbent materials or a wet vacuum precipitation or storm water runoff:
industrial solvents). For these facilities, system, or other equivalent measure, toareas where structural BMPs have been
the storm water pollution prevention collect liquids from minor spills and installed; all erosion and sediment
plan shall address all areas that have aleaks in contained areas; and BMPs; outdoor vehicle and equipment
reasonable potential to contribute [b) Discharges of precipitation from maintenance areas (if applicable);
pollutants to storm water discharges andcontainment areas containing used oil vehicle and equipment fueling areas (if
will be maintained in a clean and shall be in accordance with applicableapplicable); and all areas where wasze is
orderly manner. At a minimum, the sections of 40 CFR Part 112. generated, received, stored, treated, or
plan shall address the following (iii) Truck and Bail Car Waste disposed and which are exposed to
activities and areas within the plan: Transfer Areas--The plan shall describeeither precipitation or storm water

(i) Waste Materia/Storage (indoors)-- measures and controls for truck and rail runoff.
The plan shall address measures and car loading and unloading areas. This The inspection shall identify the
controls to minimize/eliminate residual includes appropriate containment and presence of any corroded or leaking
liquids from waste materials stored diversionary structures to minimize containers, corroded or leaking pipes,
indoors from coming in contact with contact with precipitation or storm leaking or improperly closed valves and
surface runoff. The plan may refer to water runoff. The plan shall also valve fittings, leaking pumps and/or
applicable portions of other’existing address measures to clean up minor hose connections, and deterioration in
plans such as SPCC plans required spills and/or leaks originating from the diversionary, or containment structures
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that are exposed to precipitation or        (d} Divert surface runoff away fromand these reports must be incorporated
storm water runoff. Spills or leaks shalloutside material storage areas; and/or into the plan.
be immediately addressed according to (e] Provide covers over containment
the facility’s spill prevention and bins, dumpsters, roll-off boxes; and, (e) Non-storm Water Discharges
response procedures. ([) Store the equivalent one day’s [i) The plan shall include a

(c) Recycling Facilities (source volume of recyclable materials indoors,certification that the discharge has been
separated mater/a/s)--The following (iii) Indoor Storage and Material tested or evaluated for the presence of
special conditions have been Processing. The plan shall address non-storm water discharges. The
established for the pollution preventionBMPs to minimize the release of certification shall include the
plan for recycling facilities, including pollutants from indoor storage and identification of potential significant
MRFs, that receive only source- processing areas to the storm sewer sources of non-storm water at the site,
separated recyclable materials primarilysystem. The plan shall establish specifica description of the results of any test
from non-industrial and residential measures to ensure that all floor drainsand/or evaluation for the presence of
sources, dc not discharge to the storm sewer non-storm water discharges, the

(i) Inbound Recyclable Material sy.~tem. The following BMPs shall be evaluation criteria or testing method
Control Program. The plan shall includeconsidered for inclusion in the plan: used, the date of any testing and/or
a recyclable material inspection ;a? Schedule routine good evaluation, and the onsite drainage
program to minimize the likelihood ofho’:sekeeping measures for all storagepoints that were directly observed
receiving non-recyclable materials (e.g.,and processing areas; during the test. Certifications shall be
hazardous materials) that may be a (b) Prohibit a practice of allowing signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of
significant source of pollutants in tipping floor washwaters from drainingthis permit. Such certification may not
surface runoff. At a minimum, the to any portion of the storm sewer be feasible if the facility operatin~ the
operator shall consider addressing in system; storm water discharge associated with
the plan the following: (c) Provide employee training on industrial activity does not have access

(a) A description of information and pollution prevention practices, to an outfall, manhole, or other point of
education measures to educate the (iv) Vehicle and Equipment access to the ultimate conduit which

receives the discharge. In such cases,appropriate suppliers of recyclable Maintenance. The plan shall also the source identification section of thematerials on the types of recyclable provide for BMPs in those areas where storm water pollution prevention planmaterials that are acceptable and thosevehicle and equipment maintenance isshall indicate why the certificationthat are not acceptable, e.g., householdoccurring outdoors. At a minimum, therequired by this part was not feasible,hazardous wastes; following BMPs or equivalent measuresalong with the identification of potential(b) A description of training shall be considered for inclusion in therequirements for drivers responsible for significant sources of non-storm water atplan:pickup of recyclable materials; the site. A discharger that is unable to
(c) Clearly mark public drop-off (a) Prohibit vehicle and equipment provide the certification required by this

containers as to what materials can be washwater from discharging to the paragraph must notify the Director in
accepted; storm sewer system; accordance with paragraph

(d} Rejecting non-recyclable wastes or {b) Minimize or eliminate outdoor XI.N.3.a.(3)(d)(iii) {below).
household hazardous wastes at the m~intenance areas, wherever possible; (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting
source; and {c) Establish spill prevention and activities, sources of non-storm water

(e} A description of procedures for theclean-up procedures in fueling areas; listed in Part III.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-
handling and disposal of non-recyctable (d) Provide employee training on storm Water Discharges) of this permit
materials, avoiding topping off fuel tanks; that are combined with storm water

(ii) Outdoor Storage. The plan shall (e} Divert runoff from fueling areas; discharges associated with industrial
include BMPs to minimize or reduce the (f) Store lubricants and hydraulic activity must be identified in the plan.
exposure of recyclable materials to fluids indoors; The plan shall identify and ensure the
surface runoff and precipitation. The (g} Provide employee training on implementation of appropriate pollution
plan, at a minimum, shall include goodproper, handling, storage of hydraulic prevention measures for the non-storm
housekeeping measures to prevent thefluids and lubricants, water component(s) of the discharge.
accumulation of visible quantities of (d) Recordkeeping and Internal (iii) Failure to Certify-Any facility
residual particulate matter and fluids, Reporting Procedures-The following that is unable to provide the
particularly in high traffic areas. The record and internal reporting certification required {testing for non-
plan shall consider tarpaulins or theirprocedures are applicable to all storm water discharges), must notify the
equivalent to be used to cover exposeddischarges seeking coverage under thisDirector [Insert date 270 days after
bales of recyclable waste paper. The permit. The plan shall include a permit issuance] or, for facilities which
operator shall consider within the plandescription of incidents {such as spills,begin to discharge storm water
the use of the following types of BMPs or other discharges), along with other associated with industrial activity after
(individually or in combination) or theirinformation describing the quality and{Insert date 270 days after permit"
equivalent, where practicable: quantity of storm water discharges, issuance], 180 days after submitting an

(a] Provide totally-enclosed drop-off Inspections and maintenance activitiesNOI to be covered by this permit. If the
containers for public, shall be documented and records of failure to certify is caused by the(b) Provide a sump and sump pump such activities shall be incorporated inability to perform adequate tests orwith each containment pit. Discharge into the plan. The plan must address evaluations, such notification shallcollected fluids to sanitary sewer spills, monitoring, and BMP inspectiondescribe: the procedure of any test
system. Prevent discharging to the stormand maintenance activities. BMPs conducted for the presence of non-stormsewer system; which are ineffective must be reported water discharges; the results of such test(c) Provide dikes and curbs for and the date of their corrective action or other relevant observations; potentialsecondary containment, i.e., around noted. Employees must report incidentssources of non-storm water dischargesbales of recyclable waste paper; of leering fluids to facility managementto the storm sewer; and why adequate
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tests for such storm sewers were not (d) The storm water pollution TABLE N-1 .mlNDUSTRY MONITORING
feasible. Non-storm water discharges to prevention plan must describe the scope REQUIREMENTS-Continued
waters of the United States which are and content of comprehensive site
not authorized by an NPDES permit areevaluations that qualified personnel Cut-off
unlawful, and must be terminated, shall conduct to (1) confirm the Pollutants of concern~ con-

(4) Comprehensive Site Complianceaccuracy of the description of potential centration

Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall pollution sources contained in the plan,
(mg/L

conduct site compliance evaluations at{2) determine the effectiveness of the Total Recoverable Aluminum ....... 0.75
appropriate intervals specified in the plan, and (3} assess compliance with theTotal Recoverable Copper ........... 0.0636
plan, but in no case less than once a terms and conditions of the permit. TheTotal Recoverable Iron ................. 1.0
year. Such evaluations shall provide: individual or individuals who shall Total Recoverable Lead ............... 0.0816

(a) Areas contributing to a storm conduct the evaluation must be Total Recoverable Zinc ................ 0.117
water discharge associated with identified in the plan and should be ~Severa~ co~e~em of PCBs (PCB-1016,
industrial activity shall be visually members of the pollution prevention -1221, -1242, -1248, -1260) were above es-
inspected for evidence of, or the team. tablished benchmarks, however, EPA believes
potential for, pollutants entering the that these constituents will readily bound up
drainage system. Measures to reduce

4. Numeric Effluent Limitations with sediment and particulate matter. There-
fore, EPA believes that BMPs will effectively

pollutant loadings shall be evaluated to There are no additional numeric address sources of PCBs and that monitoring
determine whether they are adequate effluent limitations beyond those for TSS will serve as an adequate inaicator of
and properly implemented in described in Part V.B of this permit, the control of PCBs.
accordance with the terms of the permit5. Monitoring and Reporting (1) Monitoring Periods. Scrap and
or whether additional control measuresRequirements waste material processing and recycling
are needed. Structural storm water
management measures, sediment and a. Analytical Monitoring facilities shall monitor samples

erosion control measures, and other Requirements. During the period collected during the sampling periods

structural pollution prevention beginning [insert date 1 year after of: January to March, April to June, July

measures identified in the plan shall bepermit issuance] lasting through [insertto September, and October to December

observed to ensure that they are date 2 years after permit issuance] andfor the years specified in paragraph a.

operating correctly. A visual inspectionthe period beginning [insert date 3 years(above}.

of equipment needed to implement theafter permit issuance] lasting through (2) Sample T.~e. A minimum of one
[insert date 4 years after permit grab sample shall be taken. All suchplan, such as spill response equipment,
issuance], permittees with scrap samples shall be collected.from the

shall be made.
(b) Based on the results of the recycling and waste recycling facilitiesdischarge resulting from a storm event

evaluation, the description of potential must monitor their storm water that is greater than 0.1 inches in

pollutant sources identified in the plan discharges associated with industrial magnitude and that occurs at least 72

in accordance with paragraph activity at least quarterly (4 times per hours from the previously measurable

XI.N.3.a.{2} of this section {Description year} during years 2 and 4 except as (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm

of Potential Pollutant Sources) and provided in paragraphs 5.a.{3} event. The required 72-hour storm event

pollution prevention measures and {Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4} interval is waived where the preceding

controls identified in the plan in {Representative Discharge), and 5.a.(5) measurable storm event did not result in
accordance with paragraph XI.N.3.a.{3) {Alternative Certification). Scrap a measurable discharge from the facility.

of this section (Measures and Controls) recycling and waste recycling facilitiesThe required 72-hour storm event

shall be revised as appropriate within 2are required to monitor their storm interval may also be waived where the
weeks of such evaluation and shall water discharges for the pollutants of permittee documents that less than a 72-

provide for implementation of any concern listed in Table N-1 below, hour interval is representative for local
changes to the plan in a timely manner,Facilities must report in accordance storm events during the season when

but in no case more than 12 weeks afterwith 5.b. (Reporting). In addition to the sampling is being conducted. The grab
the evaluation, parameters listed in Table N-1 below, sample shall be taken during the first 30

(c) A report summarizing the scope ofthe permittee shall provide the date andminutes of the discharge. If the
the evaluation, personnel making the duration {in hours) of the storm event(s)collection of a grab sample during the
evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,sampled; rainfall measurements or first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab
major observations relating to the estimates (in inches) of the storm eventsample can be taken during the first
implementation of the storm water that generated the sampled runoff: the hour of the discharge, and the
pollution prevention plan, and actions duration between the storm event discharger shall submit with the
taken in accordance with paragraph sampled and the end of the previousmonitoring report a description of why
XI.N.3.a.{4){b) (above) of the permit measurable (greater than 0.1 inch a grab sample during the first 30
shall be made and retained as part of therainfall} storm event; and an estimate ofminutes was impracticable. If storm
storm water pollution prevention plan the total volume (in gallons) of the water discharges associated with
for at least 3 years after the date of the discharge sampled, industrial activity commingle with
evaluation. The report shall identify any process or non-process water, then
incidents of noncompliance. Where a TABLE N-1 .mINDUSTRY MONITORING where practicable, permittees must
report does not identify any incidents of REQUIREMENTS attempt to sample the storm water
noncompliance, the report shall contain discharge before it mixes with the non-
a certification that the facility is in Cut-off storm water discharge.
compliance with the storm water Pollutants of concerto con-

centration [3) Sampling Waiver
pollution prevention plan and this (mg/L
permit. The report shall be signed in (a) Adverse Conditions-When a
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory. Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 120 discharger is unable to collect samples
Requirements) of this permit. Total Suspendeq SoliOs (TSS) .....100 within a specified sampling period due
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to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each outfall with Sections (3), (4), or (5) abovei
discharger shall collect a substitute that the perrnittee believes is obtained during the period beginning
sample from a separate qualifying event representative, an estimate of the size of [insert date 3 veers after permit
in the next period and submit the data the drainage area {in square feet} and an issuance] lasting through [insert date 4
along with data for the routine sample estimate of the runoff coefficient of the years after permit issuance] shall be
in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 submitted on Discharge Monitoring
conditions that may prohibit the percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent), or Report Form{s} postmarked no later than
collection of samples include weather high (above 65 percent}] shall be the 31st day of the following March. For
conditions that create dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee each outfall, one signed Discharge
conditions for personnel {such as local shall include the description of the Monitoring Report form must be
flooding, high winds, hurricane, location of the outfalls, explanation of submitted to the Director per storm
tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or why outfalls are expected to discharge event sampled. Signed copies of
otherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said
sample impracticable (e.g., drought, estimate of the size of the drainage areacertifications, shall be submitted to the
extended frozen conditions, etc.}, and runoff coefficient with the Director of the NPDES program at the

(b] Low Concentration Win’vet--When Discharge Monitoring Report. address of the appropriate Regional
the average concentration for a pollutant [5) Alternative Certification. A Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact
calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the sheet.
collected from an outfall during the monitoring requirements of this section (I) Additional Notification. In
monitoring period Iinsert date 1 year provided the discharger makes a addition to filing copies of discharge
after permit issuance] lasting through certiflcatio.n for a given outfall or on a monitoring reports in accordance with
[insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of paragraph b {above}, scrap and waste
issuance] is less than the correspondingthe monitoring reports required under material processing and recycling
value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph b below, under penalty of facilities with at least one storm water
N-1 under the column Monitoring Cut- law, signed in accordance with Part discharge associated with industrial
off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. {Signatory Requirements), that activity through a large or medium
monitoring and reporting requirements material handling equipment or municipal separate storm sewer system
in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediate {systems serving a population of "
[insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste 100.000 or more) must submit signed
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 materials, by-products, industrial copies of discharge monitoring repons
years after permit issuance). The facility machinery or operations, or significant to the operator of the municipal separate
must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials from past industrial activity, storm sewer system in accordance "with
the monitoring data. a certification that that are located in areas of the facility the dates provided in paragraph b
there has not been a significant change within the drainage area of the outfall {above).
in industrial activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm water c. Quarterly Visual Examination of
prevention measures in the area of the and are not expected to be exposed toStorm Water Quality. Facilities shall
facility which drains to the outfall for storm water for the certification period, perform and document a visual
which sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in examination of a representative storm

(c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention water discharge associated with
conduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA in industrial activity exposed to storm
sampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of this water. The examination must be made at
site, the operator of the facility may permit. In the case of certifying that a least once each quarter during daylight
exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee hours unless there is insufficient rainfall
requirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along withor snow melt to produce a runoff event.
remains inactive and unstaffed. The the monitoring reports required under Examinations must be conducted at
facility must submit to the Director, in paragraph b. below. If the permittee least once in each of the following
lieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they periods: January. through March; Auril
statement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure was through June; July through September:
site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring requiredand October through December.
collecting a sample during a qualifying up until that date. This certification (1) Examinations shall be made of
event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance samples collected within the first 30

(4) Representative Discharge. When amonitoring requirements associated minutes {or as soon thereafter as
facility has two or more out.falls that, with effluent limitations, practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of
based on a consideration of industrial b. Reporting. Permittees with scrap when the runoff or snowmelt begins
activity, significant materials, and and waste material processing and discharging. The examinations shail
management practices and activities recycling facilities shall submit document observations of color, odor.
within the area drained by the outfall, monitoring results for each outfall clarity, floating solids, settled solids.
the permittee reasonably ~eheves associated with industrial activity [or a suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
discharge substantially identical certification in accordance with other obvious indicators of storm water
effluents, the permittee may test the Sections {3), {4), or (5) above] obtainedpollution. The examination must be
effluent of one of such outf’alls and during the reporting period beginning conducted in a well lit area. No
report that the quantitative data also [insert date 1 year after permit issuance]analytical tests are required to be
applies to the substantially identical lasting through [insert date 2 years after performed on the samples. All such
outfall{s) provided that the Dermittee permit issuance] on Discharge samples shall be collected from the
includes in the storm water’pollution Monitoring Report Form{s) postmarked discharge resulting from a storm event
prevention plan a description of the no later than the 31st day of the that is greater than 0.1 inches in
location of the outfalls and explains in following March [insert the date 2 years magnitude and that occurs at least 72
detail why the outfalls are expected to after permit issuance}. Monitoring hours from the previously measurable
discharge substantially identical results (or a certification in accordance {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm
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event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification storm sewer system. Storm water
individual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan discharges associated with industrial
collection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and activities that are mixed with sources of
discharges for the entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual non-storm water are not authorized by

(2) Visual examination reports must examinations during a qualifying event this permit, except if mixed with non-
be maintained onsite in the pollutiofi is not feasible, storm water discharges that are in
prevention plan. The report shall compliance with a different NPDES
include the examination date and time.O. Storm Water Discharges Associated permit or identified by and in
examination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Steam compliance with Part III.A.2
discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), Electric Power Generating Facilities, (Prohibition of Non-storm Water
visual quality of the storm water Including Coal Handling Areas Discharges) of this permit.
discharge (including observations of 1. Discharges Covered Under This Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, Section Requirements
settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
oil sheen, and other obvious indicators The requirements listed under this a. Contents o.f Plan. The plan shall
of storm water pollution}, and probablesection shall apply to storm water include, at a minimum, the following
sources of any observed storm water discharges from steam electric power items:
contamination, generating facilities, including coal (I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each

(3) When a facility has two or more handling areas. Non-storm water plan shall identify a specific individual
outfalls that, based on a consideration ofdischarges subiect to effluent limitationsor individuals within the facility
industrial activity, significant materials, guidelines are not covered by this organization as members of a storm
and management practices and activitiespermit. Storm water discharges from water Pollution Prevention Team that
within the area drained by the outfall, coal pile runoff subject to numeric are responsible for developing the storm
the permit"tee reasonably believes limitations are eligible for coverage water pollution prevention plan and
discharge substantially identical under this permit, but are subject to theassisting the facility or plant manager in
effluents, the permittee may collect a limitations established by 40 CFR 423. its implementation, maintenance, and
sample of effluent of one of such When an industrial facihty, described revision. The plan shall clearly identify
outfalls and report that the examinationby the above coverage provisions of thisthe responsibilities of each team
data also applies to the substantially section, has industrial activities being member. The activities and
identical outfall{s) provided that the conducted onsite that meet the responsibilities of the team shall
permittee includes in the storm water description{s) of industrial activities in address all aspects of the facility’s storm
pollution prevention plan a descriptionanother section{s), that industrial waterpollution prevention plan.
of the location of the outfalls and facility shall comply with any and all (2) Desc~ption of Potential Pollutant
explains in detail why the out.falls are applicable monitoring and pollution Sources. Each plan shall provide a
expected to discharge substantially prevention plan requirements of the description of potential sources which
identical effluents. In addition, for eachother section(s) in addition to all may reasonably be expected to add
outfall that the permittee believes is applicable requirements in this section, significant amounts of pollutants to
representative, an estimate of the size ofThe monitoring and pollution storm water discharges or which may
the drainage area (in square feet) and anprevention plan terms and conditions ofresult in the discharge of pollutants
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the this multi-sector permit are additive for during dry weather from separate storm
drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 industrial activities being conducted at sewers draining the facility. Each plan
percent}, medium (40 to 65 percent), orthe same industrial facility (co-located shall identify all activities and
high (above 65 percent)) shall be industrial activities). The operator of the significant materials which may
provided in the plan. facility shall determine which other potentially be significant pollutant

(4) When a discharger is unable to monitoring and pollution prevention sources. Each plan shall include, at a
collect samples over the course of the plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areminimum:
visual examination period as a result ofapplicable to the facility. (a) Drainage.
adverse climatic conditions, the a. Limitations on Coverage. Storm (i) A site map which clearly outlines
discharger must document the reason water discharges from ancillary facilities the locations of the following, as they
for not performing the visual such as fleet centers, gas turbine apply to the facility: The outfall
examination and retain the stations, and substations that are not locations and the types of discharges
documentation on-site with the recordscontiguous to a steam electric power contained in the drainage areas of the
of the visual examinations. Adverse generating facility are not covered by outfalls, and an outline of the drainage
weather conditions which may prohibit this permit. Heat capture co-generation area of each storm water outfall that is
the collection of samples include facilities are not covered by this permit;within the facility boundaries (and
weather conditions that create however, dual fuel co-generation indicating the direction of storm water
dangerous conditions for personnel facilities are included, flow); processing areas and buildings:
(such as local flooding, high winds, treatment ponds: locations where
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, 2. Special Conditions significant materials are exposed to
etc.) or otherwise make the collection of a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water precipitation; storage tanks: scrap yards,
a sample impracticable (drought, Discharges. Except as provided under and general refuse areas: fuel storage
extended frozen conditions, etc.). Part III.A.2 of this permit, non-storm and distribution areas; vehicle and

(5) When a discharger is unable to water discharges are not authorized by equipment maintenance and storage
conduct visual storm water this permit. The operators of such areas: loading/unloading areas:
examinations at an inactive and discharges must obtain coverage under locations used for treatment.storage or
unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitya separate National Pollutant Discharge disposal of wastes: location of short and
may exercise a waiver of the monitoringElimination System (NPDES) permit if long term storage of general materials
requirement as long as the facility discharged to waters of the United (including but not limited to: supplies.
remains inactive and unstaffed. The States or through a municipal separate construction materials, plant
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equipment, oils, fuels, used and unused (e) Pdsk Identification and Summary facility operator must consider using the
solvents, cleaning materials, paint, of Potential Pollutant Sources--A following measures, or an equivalent:
water treatment chemicals, fertilizers, narrative description of the potential (a) Use containment curbs in
and pesticides); landfills; location of pollutant sources from the following unloading areas;
construction sites; locations of stock activities: loading and unloading (b) During deliveries station personnel
pile areas (such as coal piles and operations; outdoor storage activities: familiar with spill prevention and
limestone piles); locations where major outdoor manufacturing or processing response procedures must be present to
spills or leaks identified under Part activities; significant dust or particulate ensure that any leaks or spills are
Xi.O.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this generating processes: and onsite waste immediately contained and cleaned up;
permit have occurred; surface water disposal practices. The description shalland
bodies: and existing structural control specifically list any significant potential (c) Use spill and overflow protection
measures to reduce pollutants in storm source of pollutants at the site and for (drip pans, drip diapers, and/or other
water runoff (such as bermed areas, each potential source, any pollutant or containment devices shall be placed
grassy swales, etc.), pollutant parameter (e.g., total beneath fuel oil connectors to contain

(ii) For each storm water outfall suspended solids, copper, etc.) of any spillage that may occur during
identify the types of pollutants which concern shall be identified, deliveries or due to leaks at such
are likely to be present in the storm [3) Measures and Controls. Each connectors].
water discharges. Factors to consider facility covered by this permit shall (iv) Chemical Loading/Unloading
include the toxicity of a chemical; develop a description of storm water Areas~The plan must describe
quantity of chemicals used, produced ormanagement controls appropriate for measures that prevent or minimize the
discharged; the likelihood of contact the facility, and implement such contamination of storm water runoff
with storm water; and history of controls. The appropriateness and from chemical loading/unloading areas.
significant leaks or spills of toxic or priorities of controls in a plan shall Where practicable, chemical loading/
hazardous pollutants. Flows with a reflect identified potential sources of unloading areas should be covered, and
significant potential for causing erosion pollutants at the facility. The chemicals should be stored indoors.
shall be identified, description of storm water management At a minimum the permittee must

(b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--- controls shall address the following consider using the following measures
An inventory of the types of materials minimum components, including a or an equivalent:
handled at the site that potentially may

schedule for implementing such {a) Use containment curbs at chemical
be exposed to precipitation. Such loading/unloading areas to containcontrols:inventory shall include a narrative spills; and
description of significant materials that {a) Good Housekeeping-Good

housekeeping requires the maintenance (b) During deliveries station personnel
have been handled, treated, stored or familiar with spill prevention and
disposed in a manner to allow exposureof areas which may contribute
to storm water between the time of 3 pollutants to storm water discharges in response procedures must be present to

ensure that any leaks or spills are
years prior to the date of the submissiona clean, orderly manner. The following immediately contained and cleaned up.
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredareas must be specifically addressed: (v) Miscellaneous Loading/Unloading
under this permit and the present; (i) Fugitive Dust Emissions-The planAreas--The plan must describe
method and location of onsite storage ormust describe measures that prevent ormeasures that prevent or minimizes the
disposal; materials management minimize fugitive dust emissions from contamination of storm water runoff
practices employed to minimize contactcoal handling areas. The permittee shallfrom loading and unloading areas. The
of materials with storm water runoff consider establishing procedures to facility may consider covering the
between the time of 3 years prior to theminimize offsite tracking of coal dust. loading area, minimizing storm water
date of the submission of a Notice of To prevent offsite tracking the facility
Intent (NOI) to be covered under this may consider specially designed tires, runon to the loading area by grading,

berming, or curbing the area around thepermit and the present; the location and or washing vehicles in a designated area loading area to direct storm water away
a description of existing structural and before they leave the site, and from the area, or locate the loading/
nonstmctural control measures to controlling the wash water, unloading equipment and vehicles so
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; [ii) Delivery Vehic]es~The plan must that leaks can be contained in existing
and a description of any treatment the describe measures that prevent or containment and flow diversion
storm water receives, minimize contamination of storm water systems.

(c) Spills and Leaks--A list of runoff from delivery vehicles arriving (vi) l~’quid Storage Tanks-The plansignificant spills and significant leaks of on the plant site. At a minimum the must describe measures that prevent or
toxic or hazardous pollutants that permittee should consider the minimize contamination of storm wateroccurred at areas that are exposed to following: runoff from above ground liquid storageprecipitation or that otherwise drain to (a} Develop procedures for the tanks. At a minimum the facilitya storm water conveyance at the facilityinspection of delivery vehicles arriving operator must consider employing theafter the date of 3 years prior to the dateon the plant site, and ensure overall following measures or an equivalent:of the submission of a Notice of Intent integrity of the body or container; and (a) Use protective guards around(NOI) to be covered under this permit. (b) Develop procedures to deal with tanks:
Such list shall be updated as leakage or spillage from vehicles or (b) Use containment curbs;
appropriate during the term of the containers, and ensure that proper (c) Use spill and overflow protection
permit, protective measures are available for (drip pans, drip diapers, and/or other(d} Sampling Data--A summary, of personnel and environment, containment devices shall be placed
existing discharge sampling data (iii) Fuel Oil Unloading Areas--The beneath chemical connectors to containdescribing pollutants in storm water plan must describe measures that any spillage that may occur during
discharges from the facility, including a prevent or minimize contamination of deliveries or due to leaks at suchsummary of sampling data collected storm water runoff from fuel oil connectors); andduring the term of this permit, unloading areas. At a minimum the (d) Use dry, cleanup methods.
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(vii) Large Bulk Fuel Storage Tanks.-- (xiii) Landfills, Scrapyards, Surface the plan and made available to the
The plan must describe measures that Impoundments, Open Dumps, Generalappropriate personnel. The necessary
prevent or minimize contamination of Refuse Sites--The plan must address equipment to implement a clean up
storm water runoff from liquid storage landfills, sc~apyards, surface should be available to personnel.
tanks. At a minimum the facility impoundments, open dumps and (d) Inspections--ln addition to or as
operator must consider employing the general refuse sites. The permittee is part of the comprehensive site
following measures, or an equivalent: .referred to Parts XI.L. and XI.N of the evaluation required under Part

(a) Comply with applicable State anapermit for applicable Best ManagementXI.O.3.a.14) of this section, qualified
Federal laws, including Spill PreventionPractices (BMPs). facility personnel shall be identified to
Control and Countermeasures (SPCC); {xiv) Maintenance ActivitiesmFor inspect the following areas on a
and vehicle maintenance activities monthly basis: coal handling areas,

(b) Containment berms, performed on the plant site, the loading/unloading areas, switchyards,
(viii} The plan must describe permittee shall use the applicable BMPsfueling areas, bulk storage areas, ash

measures to reduce the potential for anoutlined in Part XI.P. of the permit handling areas, areas adiacent to
oil spill, or a chemical spill, or reference(Storm Water Discharges Associated disposal ponds and landfills,
the appropriate section of their SPCC With Industrial Activity From Motor maintenance areas, liquid storage tanks,
plan. At a minimum the structural Freight Transportation Facilities, and long term and short term material
integrity of all above ground tanks, Passenger Transportation Facilities, Railstorage areas. A set of tracking or follow-
pipelines, pumps and other related Transportation Facilities, and United up procedures shall be used to ensure
equipment shall be visually inspected States Postal Service Transportation that appropriate actions are taken in
on a weekly basis. All repairs deemed Facilities)~. response to the inspections, Records of
necessary based on the findings of the (xv) Material Storage Areas--The planinspections shall be-maintained onsite.
inspections shall be completed must describe measures that prevent or Such records are subject to review by
immediately to reduce the incidence ofminimize contamination of storm waterthe U.S. Environmental Protection
spills and leaks occurring from such from material storage areas (includingAgency, and State, and loca! agencies
faulty ~e~uipment. areas used for temporary storage of with jurisdiction, and must be retained

{ix} Oil Bearing Equipment in misceilaneou~ products, and onsite a minimum of 3 years after the
Sw~tchym, ds.--The plan must describe construction materials stored in lay date of the inspection.
measures to reduce the potential for down areas). The facility operator may {e) Employee TrainingmEmployee
storm water contamination from oil consider fiat yard grades, runoff training programs shall inform
bearing equipment in switchyard areas,collection in graded swalas or ditches,personnel responsible for implementing
The facility operator may consider levelerosion protection measures at steep activities identified in the storm water
grades and gravel surfaces to retard out.fall sites (e.g., concrete chutes, pollution prevention plan or other-wise
flows and limit the spread of spills; riprap, stilling basins), covering lay responsible for storm water management
collection of storm water runoff in down areas, atoring the materials at all levels of responsibility of the
perimeter ditches, indoors, covering the material with a components and goals of the storm

{x) Residue Hauling Vehicles--All temporary covering made of water pollution prevention plan.
residue hauling vehicles shall be polyethylene, polyurethane, Training should address topics such as
inspected for proper covering over the polypropylene, or hypalon. Storm water goals of the pollution prevention plan,
load, adequate gate sealing and overallrunon may be minimized by spill prevention and control, proper
integrity of the body or container, constructing an enclosure or building ahandling procedures for hazardous
Vehicles without load coverings or berm around the area. wastes, good housekeeping and material
adequate gate sealing, or with leaking {b} Preventive Maintenance--A management practices, and storm water
containers or beds must be repaired aspreventive maintenance program shall sampling techniques. The pollution
soon as practicable, be implemented and shall include prevention plan shall identify, periodic

(xi} Ash Loading Area~Plant timely inspection and maintenance of dates for such training, but in all cases
procedures shall be established to storm water management devices {e.g.,training must be held at least annually.
reduce and/or control the tracking of cleaning oil/water separators, catch {f) Recordkeeping and Internal    "
ash or residue from ash loading areasbasins) as well as inspecting and testingReporting Procedures--A description of
including, where practicable, facility equipment and systems to incidents {such as spills, or other
requirements to clear the ash building uncover conditions that could cause discharges), along with other
floor and immediately adiacent breakdowns or failures resulting in information describing the quality and
roadways of spillage, debris and excessdischarges of pollutants to surface quantity of storm water discharges shall
water before each loaded vehicle waters, and ensuring appropriate be included in the plan required under
departs, maintenance of such equipment and this part. Inspections and maintenance

{xii) Areas Adjacent to Disposal systems, activities shall be documented and
Ponds orLandf!lls--The plan must {c) Spill Prevention and Response records of such activities shall be
describe measures that prevent or Procedures---Areas where potential incorporated into the plan.
minimize contamination of storm waterspills which can contribute pollutants to (g) Non-storm Water Discharges.
runoff from areas adiacent to disposal storm water discharges can occur, and (i) The plan shall include a
ponds or landfills. The facility must their accompanying drainage points, certification that the discharge has been
developprocedures to: shall be identified clearly in the storm tested or evaluated for t.he presence of

(a) Reduce ash residue which may bewater pollution prevention plan. Wherenon-storm water discharges. The
tracked on to access roads traveled byappropriate, specifying material certification shall include the
residue trucks or residue handling handling procedures, storage identification of potential significant
vehicles; and requirements, and use of equipment sources of non-storm water at the site.

{b) Reduce ash residue on exit roadssuch as diversion valves in the plan a description of the results of any test
leading into and out of residue handlingshould be considered. Procedures for and/or evaluation for the presence of
areas, cleaning up spills shall be identified innon-storm water discharges, the
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evaluation criteria or testing method (i) Management of Runoff--The plan plan in a timely manner, but in no case
used, the date of any testing and/or shall contain a narrative consideration more than 12 weeks after the evaluation.
evaluation, and the onsite drainage of the appropriateness of traditional (c} A report summarizing the scope of
points that were directly observed storm water management practices the evaluation, personnel making the
during the test. Certifications shall be {practices other than those which evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,
signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofcontrol the generation or source{s} of major observations relating to the
this permit. Such certification may not pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate, implementation of the storm water
be feasible if the facility operating the reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterpollution prevention plan, and actions
storm water discharge associated with runoff in a manner that reduces taken in accordance with paragraph
¯ industrial activity does not have access pollutants in storm water discharges XI.O.3.a.{4){’b} {above) of the permit
to an outfall, manhole, or other point offrom the site. The plan shall provide shall be made and retained as part of the
access to the ultimate conduit which that measures the permittee determinesstorm water pollution prevention plan
receives the discharge. In such cases, to be reasonable and appropriate shall for at least 3 years from the date of the
the source identification section of the be implemented and maintained. The evaluation. The report shall identify any
storm water pollution prevention plan potential of various sources at the incidents of noncompliance. Where a
shall indicate why the certification facility to contribute pollutants to storm report does not identify, any incidents of
required by this part was not feasible, water discharges associated with noncompliance, the report shall comain
along with the identification of potentialindustrial activity (see Part XI.O.3.a.{2)) a certification that the facility is in
significant sources of non-storm water atshall be considered when determining compliance with the storm water
the site. A discharger that is unable to reasonable and appropriate measures, pollution prevention plan and this
provide the certification required by thisAppropriate measures may include: permit. The report shall be signed in
paragraph must notify the Director in vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofaccordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory
accordance with paragraph collected storm water {such as for a Requirements) of this permit.
XI.O.3.a.{3){8}{iii) {below). process or as an irrigation source), inlet (~/) Where compliance evaluation

(ii) Except for flows from fire fighting controls {such as oil/water separators}, schedules overlap with inspections
activities, sources of non-storm water snow management activities, infiltrationrequired under 3.a.(3)(d}, the
listed in Part ITI.A.2 {Prohibition of Non- devices, wet detention/retention compliance evaluation may be
storm Water Discharges} of this permit devices, or other equivalent measures, conducted in place of one such
that are combined with storm water (4) Comprehensive Site Compliance inspection.
discharges associated with industrial Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
activity must be identified in the plan. conduct site compliance evaluations at Coal pile runoff is subject to the
The plan shall identify and ensure the appropriate intervals specified in the effluent guidelines described in Part
implementation of appropriate pollutionplan, but in no case less than once a V.B. of this permit. However, steamprevention measures for the non-storm year. Such evaluations shall provide: electric generating facilities must
water component(s) of the discharge. (a) Areas contributing to a storm comply with the requirement of Part

(iii) Failure to Certi]~y--Any facility water discharge associated with V.B. immediately upon permit issuance.
that is unable to provide the industrial activity shall be visually Steam electric generating facilities are
certification required (testing for non- inspected for evidence of, or the not permitted to take 3 years to meet
storm water discharges), must notify thepotential for, pollutants entering the this requirement.
Director by [Insert date 270 days after drainage system. Measures to reduce
permit issuance] or, for facilities which pollutant loadings shall be evaluated to5. Monitoring and Reporting
begin to discharge storm water determine whether they are adequate Requirements
associated with industrial activity after and properly implemented in a. Analytical Monito~ng
[Insert date 270 days after permit accordance with the terms of the permitRequirements. During the period
issuance], 180 days after submitting an or whether additional control measures beginning [insert date 1 year after
NOI to be covered by this permit. If theare needed. Structural storm water permit issuance} lasting through [insert
failure to certify is caused by the management measures, sediment anddate 2 years after permit issuance] and
inability to perform adequate tests or erosion control measures, and other the period beginning [insert date 3 years
evaluations, such notification shall structural pollution prevention after permit issuance] lasting through
describe: the procedure of any test measures identified in the plan shall be [insert date 4 years after permit
conducted for the presence of non-storm observed to ensure that they are issuance], permittees with steam electric
water discharges; the results of such test operating correctly. A visual evaluation power generating facilities must monitor
or other relevant observations; potential of equipment needed to implement the their storm water discharges associate
sources of non-storm water discharges plan, such as spill response equipment, with industrial activity at least quarterly
to the storm sewer: and, why adequate shall be made. {4 times per year} during years 2 and 4
tests for such storm sewers were not (b) Based on the results of the except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.{3}.
feasible. Non-storm water discharges to evaluation, the description of potential {sampling waiver}, 5.a.{4}.
waters of the United States which are pollutant sources identified in the plan {representative discharge}, and
not authorized by an NPDES permit are in accordance with Part XI.O.3.a.{2) of 5.a.{5).{alternative certification), steam
unlawful, and must be terminated, this section {Description of Potential electric power generating facilities are

{h) Sediment and Erosion Controlm Pollutant Sources} and pollution required to monitor their storm water
The plan shall identify areas which, due prevention measures and controls discharges for the pollutant of concern
to topography, activities, or other identified in the plan in accordance listed in Table O-1 below. Facilities
factors, have a high potential for with Part XI.O.3.a.{3} of this section . must report in accordance with
significant soil erosion, and identify {Measures and Controls} shall be revised 5.b.{reporting}. In addition to the
structural, vegetative, and/or as appropriate within 2 weeks of such parameter listed in Table O-1 below,
stabilization measures to be used to evaluation and shall provide for the permittee shall provide the date and
limit erosion, implementation of any changes to the duration {in hours) of the storm event{s)
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sampled: rainfall measurements or       sample from a separate qualifying eventestimate of the size of the drainage area
estimates (in inches) of the storm eventin the next period and submit the data (in square feet) and an estimate of the
which generated the sampled runoff; thealong with data for the routine sample runoff coefficient of the drainage area
duration between the storm event in that period. Adverse weather (e.g., low (under 40 percent), medium
sampled and the end of the previous conditions which may prohibit the (40 to 65 percent} or high (above 65
measurable {greater than 0.1 inch collection of samples include weather percent)} shall be provided in the plan.
rainfall) storm event; and an estimate ofconditions that create dangerous The permittee shall include the
the total volume {in gallons) of the conditions for personnel (such as local description of the location of the
discharge sampled; flooding, high winds, hurricane, out.falls, explanation of why outfalls are

tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or expected to discharge substantially
TABLE 0--1 .---MONITORING REQUIRE-otherwise make the collection of a identical effluents, and estimate of the

MENTS FOR STEAM ELECTRIC sample impracticable (drought, size of the drainage area and runoff
POWER GENERATING FACILITIES extended frozen conditions, etc.), coefficient with the Dischat3e

(b) Low Concentration Waiver--WhenMonitoring Report.
Cut-Off con- the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A

PoJlutant of concern centrat~on calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the
(rng/L2) collected from an outfall during the monitoring requirements of this section

monitoring period [insert date 1 year provided the discharger makes a
Tota~ Recoverable iron ............. 1.0 after permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall, or on a

[insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of
(1) Monitoring Periods. Steam electricissuance] i.s less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required underpower generating facilities shall monitorvalue for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph b beiow, under penalty of

samples collected during the samplingO-1 under the column Monitoring Cut-law, signed in accordance with Pan
periods of: January through March, off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. (signatory requirements), that
April through June, July through monitoring and reporting requirementsmaterial handling equipment or
September, and October through in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediate
December for the years specified in [insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste
paragraph a (above). issuance] lasting through [insert date 4materials, by-products, industrial

(2) Sample Type. A minimum of oneyears after permit issuance]. The facilitymachinery or operations, significan~
grab sample shall be taken. All such must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials fzom past industrial activity
samples shall be collected from the the monitoring data, a certification thatthat are located in areas of the facility
discharge resulting from a storm event there has not been a significant changewithin the drainage area of the outfail
that is greater than 0.1 inches in in industrial activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm water
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 prevention measures in area of the and are not expected to be exposed tohours from the previously measurable facility which drains to the out.fall for storm water for the certification period.
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm which sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in
event. The required 72-hour storm event {c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention
interval is waived where the precedingconduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA in
measurable storm event did not result insampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Part VI.C. of this
a measurable discharge from the facility,site, the operator of the facility may permit. In the case of certifying that a
The required 72-hour storm event exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee
interval may also be waived where therequirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along with
permittee documents that less than a 72-remains inactive and unstaffed. The the monitoring reports required under
hour interval is representative for localfacility must submit to the Director, in paragraph (b) below. If the permittee
storm events during the season when lieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they
sampling is being conducted. The grabstatement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure was
sample shall be taken during the first 30site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring required
minutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample during a qualifyingup until that date. This certification
collection of a grab sample during the event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab (4) RepresentatJve Discharge. When amonitoring requirements associated
sample can be taken during the first facility has 2 or more outfalls that, basedwith effluent limitations.
hour of the discharge, and the on a consideration of industrial activity, b. Reporting. Permittees with steam
discharger shall submit with the significant materials, and management electric power generating facilities shall
monitoring report a description of why practices and activities within the area submit monitoring results, or a
a grab sample during the first 30 drained by the outfall, the permittee certification that them has not been a
minutes was impracticable. If storm reasonably believes discharge significant change in industrial activity
water discharges associated with substantially identical effluents, the or the pollution prevention measures in
industrial activity commingle with permittee may test the effluent of one ofarea of the facility which drains to the
process or nonprocess water, then such outfalls and report that the outfaH for which sampling was waived,
where practicable permittees must quantitative data also applies to the obtained during the reporting period
attempt to sample the storm water substantially identical ouffalls providedbeginning [insert date 1 year after
discharge before it mixes with the non-that the permittee includes in the stormpermit issuance} lasting through {insert
storm water discharge, water pollution prevention plan a date 2 years after permit issuance] on

(3) Sampling Waiver. description of the location of the Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s)
(a) Adverse Conditions---When a out.falls and explaining in detail why postmarked no later than the 31 st day of

discharger is unable to collect samplesthe out.falls are expected to discharge the following March [insert the date ~
within a specified sampling period duesubstantially identical effluents. In years after permit issuance]. Monitoring
to adverse climatic conditions, the addition, for each outfall that the results, or a certification that there has
discharger shall collect a substitute permittee believes is representative, annot been a significant change in
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industrial activity or the pollution taken during the first hour of the (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
prevention measures in area of the discharge, and the discharger shall event. Where practicable the same
facility which drains to the outfall for submit with the monitoring report a individual should carry out the
which sampling was waived, obtained description of why a grab sample duringcollection and examination of
during the period beginning [insert datethe first 30 minutes was impracticable,discharges for entire permit term.
3 years after permit issuance] lasting (2) Reporting. Permittees with asphalt (3] Visual examination reports must
t~ough [insert date 4 years after permitpaving or roofing emulsion production be maintained on-site in the pollution
issuance] shall be submitted on facilities shall submit monitoring resultsprevention plan. The report shall
Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s) obtained during the reporting period include the examination date and time,
postmarked no later than the 31st day ofbeginning [insert date of permit examination personnel, the nature of the
the following March. For each outfali, issuance] on Discharge Monitoring discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
one signed Discharge Monitoring ReportReport Form(s) postmarked no later thanvisual quality of the storm water
form must be submitted to the Directorthe last day of the following [insert discharge including observations of
per storm event sampled. Signed copiesmonth after permit issuance date], color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
of Discharge Monitoring Reports, or saidSigned copies of Discharge Monitoring settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
certifications, shall be submitted to theReports shall be submitted to the oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
Director of the NPDES program at the Director of the NPDES program at the of storm water pollution, and probable
address of the appropriate Regional address of the appropriate Regional sources of any observed storm water
Office listed in VI.G. of the fact sheet toOffice indicated in Part VI.B. of this contamination.
this permit, permit. For each outfall one Discharge (4) When a facility has two or more

(lJAdditional Notification. In monitori.ng form shall be submitted peroutfalls that, based on a consideration of
addition to filing copies of discharge storm event sampled, industrial activity, significant materials,
monitoring reports in accordance with (3) Additional Notif!’cation. In and management practices and activities
paragraph b (above) steam electric addition to filing copies of discharge within the area drained by the outfall.
power generating facilities with at leastmonitoring reports in accordance with the permittee reasonably believes
one storm water discharge associated paragraph (2) (above), permittees that discharge substantially identical
with industrial activity through a large discharge through a large or medium effluents, the permittee may collect a
or medium municipal’separate storm municipal separate storm sewer systemsample of effluent of one of such
sewer system (systems serving a (systems serving a population of ouffalls and report that the examination
population of 100,000 or more) must 100,000 or more) must submit signed data also applies to the substantially
submit signed copies of discharge copies of discharge monitoring reports identical outfalls provided that the
monitoring reports to the operator of theto the operator of the municipal separatepermittee includes in the storm water
municipal separate storm sewer systemstorm sewer system in accordance withpollution prevention plan a description
in accordance with the dates provided the dates provided in paragraph (3) of the location of the outfalis andin paragraph b {above). {above). explaining in detail why the outfalls are

c. Compliance Monitoring d. Quarterly Visual Examination of
expected to discharge substantiallyRequirements. Permittees with point Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall identical effluents. In addition, for eachsources of coal pile runoff associated perform and document a visual outfall that the permittee believes is

with steam electric power generation examination of a storm water dischargerepresentative, an estimate of the size ofmust monitor these storm water associated with industrial activity from the drainage area (in square feet) and andischarges for the presence of TSS andeach out.fall, except discharges estimate of the runoff coefficient of thefor pH at least annually (one time per exempted below. The examination mustdrainage area {e.g., low {under 40year). Facilities must report in be made at least once in each designatedpercent), medium (40 to 65 percent) oraccordance with 5.c.(2) (reporting). In period [described in paragraph {1) high (above 65 percent)) shall beaddition to the parameters listed above,below] during daylight hours unless provided in the plan.the permittee shall provide the date andthere is insufficient rainfall or snow (5} When a discharger is unable to
duration (in hours) of the storm event(s}melt to produce a runoff event, collect samples over the course of the
sampled; rainfall measurements or {1) Examinations shall be conducted visual examination period as a result of
estimates (in inches) of the storm eventin each of the following periods for the adverse climatic conditions, the
that generated the sampled runoff; the purposes of visually inspecting storm discharger must document the reason
duration between the storm event water quality associated with storm for not performing the visualsampled and the end of the previous water runoff or snow melt: January examination and retain this
measu~ble (greater than 0.1 inch through March; April through June; Julydocumentation with the records of therainfall) storm event: and an estimate ofthrough September; and October visual examination. Adverse weatherthe total volume (in gallons) of the through December. conditions which may prohibit thedischarge sampled. (2} Examinations shall be made of collection of samples include weather{1) Sample Type. A minimum of one samples collected within the first 30 conditions that create dangerousgrab sample shall be taken. All such minutes (or as soon thereafter as conditions for personnel (such as localsamples shall be collected from the practical, but not to exceed one hour) offlooding, high winds, hurricane,discharge resulting from a storm eventwhen the runoff or snowmelt begins tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) orthat is greater than 0.1 inches in discharging. The examination must be otherwise make the collection of amagnitude and that occurs at least 72 conducted in a well lit area. No sample impracticable (drought,hours from the previously measurable analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.).(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm performed on the samples. All such (6) When a discharger is unable toevent. The grab sample shall be taken samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm waterduring the first 30 minutes of the discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive anddischarge. If the collection of a grab that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitysample during the first 30 minutes is magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitonngimpracticable, a grab sample can be hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility
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remains inactive and unstaffed. The water pollution prevention plan and method and location of onsite storage or
facility must maintain a certification assisting the facilit.~" or plant manager in disposal; dirt or gravel parking areas for
with the pollution prevention plan its implementation, maintenance, and storage of vehicles to be maintained;
stating that the site is inactive and revision. The plan shall clearly identify, materials management practices
unstaffed so that performing visual the responsibilities of each team employed to minimize contact of
examinations during a qualifying eventmember. The activities and materials with storm water runoff
is not feasible, responsibilities of the team shall between the time of 3 years prior to the

address all aspects of the facility’s stormdate of the submission of a Notice ofP. Storm Water Discharges Associated water pollution prevention plan. Intent (NOI) to be covered under this
With Industrial Activ~ty Fram Motor (2) Description of Potential Pollutant permit and the present; the location and
Freight Transportation Facilities, Sources. Each plan shall provide a a description of existing structural and
Passenger Transportation Facilities, description of potential sources which nonstructural control measures to
Petroleum Bulk Oil Stations and may reasonably be expected to add reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;
Terminals, Raft Transportation significant amounts of pollutants to and a description of any treatment the
Facilities, and United States Postal storm water discharges or which may storm water receives.
Service Transportation Facilities result in the discharge of pollutants (c) Spills and Leaks--A list of
1. Discharges Covered Under This during dry weather from separate storm significant spills and significant leaks of
Section sewers draining the facility. Each plan toxic or hazardous pollutants that

shall identify all activities and occurred at areas that are exposed to
Storm water discharges ~rom ground significant materials which may precipitation or that otherwise drain totransportation facilities and rail potentially be significant pollutant a storm water conveyance at the facility

transportation facilities (generally sources. Each plan shall include, at a after the date of 3 years prior to the date
identified by Standard Industrial minimum: of the submission of a Notice of Intent
Classification {SIC) codes 40, 41, 42, 43, (a) Drainage--A site map indicating {NOI) to be covered under this permit.
and 5171), that have vehicle and the location of each point of discharge Such list shall be updated as
equipment maintenance shops (vehicleof storm water associated with appropriate during the term of the
and equipment rehabilitation, industrial activity, an outline of the permit.
mechanical repairs, painting, fueling portions of the drainage area of each (d) Sampling Data---A summary of
and lubrication) and~or equipment storm water outfall that are within the existing discharge sampling data
cleaning operations are eligible for facility boundaries (with a prediction ofdescribing pollutants in storm water
coverage under this section, the direction of flow), each existing discharges from the facility, including a

When an industrial facility, described structural control measure to reduce summary of sampling data Collected
by the above coverage provisions of thispollutants in storm water runoff, surface during the term of this permit.
section, has industrial activities being water bodies, locations where ~e) Summary o[ Potential Pollutant
conducted onsite that meet the significant materials are exposed to Source~--A narrative description of the
description(s) of industrial activities in precipitation, locations where major potential pollutant sources from the
another section(s), that industrial spills or leaks identified under Part following activities associated with
facility shall comply with any and all XI.P.3.b.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this vehicle and equipment maintenance
applicable monitoring and pollution permit have occurred, and the locations and equipment cleaning: fueling
prevention plan requirements 5f the of the following activities: fueling stations; maintenance shops; equipment
other ~ection(s) in addition to all stations, vehicle and equipment or vehicle cleaning areas; paved dirt or
applicable requirements in this section, maintenance andJor cleaning areas, gravel parking areas for vehicles to be
The monitoring and pollution storage areas for vehicles and equipmentmaintained; loading and unloading
prevention plan terms and conditions ofwith actual or potential fluid leaks operations: outdoor storage activities;
this multi-sector permit are additive for loading~unioading areas, locations usedoutdoor manufacturing or processing
industrial activities being conducted at for the treatment, storage or disposal of activities; significant dust or particulate
the same industrial facility (co-located wastes, liquid storage tanks, processing generating processes; and onsite waste
industrial activities). The operator of theareas, storage areas, and all monitoring disposal practices. The description shall
facility shall determine which other locations. The site map must also specifically list any significant potential
monitoring and pollution prevention indicate the types of discharges source of pollutants at the site and for
plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are contained in the drainage areas of the each potential source, any pollutant or
applicable to the facility, out.falls (e.g., storm water and air pollutant parameter (e.g., oil and grease,

conditioner condensate). In order to etc.) of concern shall be identified.2. Storm Water Pollution Prevention increase the readability of the map, the ~3) Measures and Controls. EachPlan Requirements inventory of the types of discharges facility covered by this permit shall
a. Deadlines Jar Plan Preparation and contained in each outfall may be kept asdevelop a description of storm water

Compliance. There are no additional an attachment to the site map. management controls appropriate for
deadlines for plan preparation and (b) Inventory o[Exposed Materials-- the facility, and implement such
compliance, other than those stated in An inventory of the types of materialscontrols. The appropriateness and
Part IV.A. handled at the site that potentially maypriorities of controls in a plan shall

b. Contents o[the Plan. The plan shallbe exposed to precipitation. Such reflect identified potential sources of
include, at a minimum, the following inventory shall include a narrative pollutants at the facility. The
items: description of significant materials that description of storm water management

(I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each have been handled, treated, stored or controls shall address the following
plan shall identify a specific individual disposed in a manner to allow exposureminimum components, including a
or individuals within the facility to storm water between the time of 3 schedule for implementing such
organization as membem o£ a storm years prior to the date of the submissioncontrols:
water Pollution Prevention Team who of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered (a) Good Housekeeping--All areas
are responsible for developing the storm under this permit and the present: that may contribute pollutants to storm
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water discharges shall be maintained in operations, are not authorized by this(d) Inspections--Qualified facility
a clean, orderly manner. The following permit and must be covered under apersonnel shall be identified to inspect
areas must be specifically addressed: separate NPDES permit or discharged todesignated equipment and areas of the

(i) Vehicle and Equipment Storage a sanitary sewer in accordance with facility on a quarterly basis. The
Areas--The storage of vehicles and applicable industrial pretreatment following areas shall be included in all
equipment awaiting maintenance withrequirements, inspections: storage area for vehicles
actual or potential fluid leaks must be (v) Vehicle and Equipment and equipment awaiting maintenance,
confined to designated areas (delineatedMaintenance Areas--The plan must fueling areas, vehicle and equipment
on the site map). The plan must describe measures that prevent or maintenance areas {both indoors and
describe measures that prevent or minimize contamination of the storm outdoors), material storage areas,
minimize contamination of the storm water runoff from all areas used for vehicle and equipment cleaning areas,
water runoff from these areas. The vehicle and equipment maintenance, and loading and unloading areas.
facility shall consider the use of drip The facility shall consider performing Follow-up procedures shall be used to
pans under vehicles and equipment, all maintenance activities indoors, usingensure that appropriate actions are
indoor storage of the vehicles and drip pans, maintaining an organized taken in response to the inspections.
equipment, installation of harming andinventory of materials used in the shop,Records of inspections shall be
diking of this area, use of absorbents, draining all parts of fluids prior to maintained. The use of a checklist
roofing or covering storage areas, disposal, prohibiting wet clean up should be considered by the facility.
cleaning pavement surface to remove oilpractices where the practices would (e) Employee Training-Employee
and grease, or other equivalent methods,result in the discharge of pollutants to training programs shall inform

(ii) Fueling Areas--The plan must storm water drainage systems, using drypersonnel responsible for implementing
describe measures that prevent or cleanup methods, collecting the storm activities identified in the storm water
minimize contamination of the storm water runoff from the maintenance areapollution prevention plan or otherwise
water runoff from fueling areas. The and providing treatment or recycling, responsible for storm water management
facility shall consider covering the minimizing runon/runoff of storm waterof the components and goals of the
fueling area, using spill and overflow storm water pollution prevention plan.areas or other equivalent measures.protection and cleanup equipment, (vi] Locomotive Sanding (loading Training should address touics such as
minimizing runon/runoff of storm water "
to the fueling area, using dry cleanup sand [or traction) Areas--The plan mustspill response, good housekeeping and

material management practices. The
methods, collecting the storm water describe measures that prevent or

pollution prevention plan shall identi~minimize contamination of the stormrunoff and providing treatment or
water runoff from areas used for how often training will take place: at a

recycling, or other equivalent measures, minimum, training must be held
[iii) Mater/a/Storage Areas--Storage locomotive sanding. The facility shall annually (once per calendar year).

units of all materials (e.g., used oil, usedconsider covering sanding areas,
oil filters, spent solvents, paint wastes, minimizing storm water mnon/runoff, Employee training must, at a minimum,

radiator fluids, tmusmission fluids, appropriate sediment removal practicesaddress the following areas when

hydraulic fluids) must be maintained into minimize the offsite transport of applicable to a facility: summary of the
facility’s pollution prevention plan

good condition, so as to prevent sanding material by storm water, or requirements; used oil management;
contamination of storm water, and other equivalent measures.

spent solvent management; spill
plainly labeled (e.g., "used oil," "spent (b] Preventive Maintenance~A prevention, response and control;
solvents," etc.). The plan must describepreventive maintenance program shallfueling procedures; general good
measures that prevent or minimize include timely inspection and housekeeping practices; proper painting
contamination of the storm water runoffmaintenance of storm water procedures; and used battery
from such storage areas. The facility management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/management.
shall consider indoor storage of the water separators, catch basins, drip (J’) Recordkeeping and Internal
materials, installation of berming and pans, vehicle-mounted drip Reporting Procedures--A description of
diking of the area, minimizing ninon/ containment devices) as well as incidents {such as spills, or other
runoff of storm water to the areas, usinginspecting and testing facility discharges), along with other
dry cleanup methods, collecting the equipment and systems to uncover information describing the quality and
storm water runoff and providing conditions that could cause breakdownsquantity of storm water discharges shall
treatment, or other equivalent methods,or failures resulting in discharges of be included in the plan required under

(iv) Vehicle and Equipment Cleaning pollutants to surface waters, and this part. Inspections and maintenanceAreas---The plan must describe ensuring appropriate maintenance of activities shall be documented andmeasures that prevent or minimize such equipment and systems, records of such activities shall be
contamination of the storm water runoff (c) Spill Prevention and Response incorporated into the plan.from all areas used for vehicle and Procedures-Areas where potential (g) Non-storm Water Discharges.
equipment cleaning. The facility shall spills could contribute pollutants to (i) The plan shall include a
consider performing all cleaning storm water discharges, and their certification that the discharge has been
operations indoors, covering the accompanying drainage points, shall betested or evaluated for the presence of
cleaning operation, ensuring that all identified clearly in the storm water non-storm water discharges. The
washwaters drain to the intended pollution prevention plan. Where certification shall include the
collection system {i.e., not the storm appropriate, specifi,, ing material identification of potential significant
water drainage system unless NPDES handling procedures, storage sources of non-storm water at the site,
permitted}, collecting the storm water requirements, and use of equipment a description of the results of any test
runoff from the cleaning area and such as diversion valves in the plan and/or evaluation for the presence of
providing treatment or recycling, or should be considered. Procedures and non-storm water discharges, the
other equivalent measures. The equipment for cleaning up spills shall evaluation criteria or testing method
discharge of vehicle and equipment be identified in the plan and made used. the date of any testing andJor
wash waters, including tank cleaning available to the appropriate personnel, evaluation, and the onsite drainage
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points that were directly observed NOI to be covered by this permit. If the accordance with the terms of the permitduring the test. Certifications shall be failure to certify is caused by the or whether additional control measuressigned in accordance with Part VII.G. inability to perform adequate tests or are needed. Structural storm water(Signatory Requirements} of this permit, evaluations, such notification shall management measures, sediment andSuch certification may not be practical describe: the procedure of any test erosion control measures, and otherif the facility operating the storm water conducted for the presence of non-storm structural pollution preventiondischarge associated with industrial water discharges; the results of such test measures identified in the plan shall beactivity does not have access to an or other relevant observations; potential observed to ensure that they areoutfall, manhole, or other point of sources of non-storm water discharges operating correctly. A visual inspect.ionaccess to the ultimate conduit which to the storm sewer; and why adequate of equipment needed to implement thereceives the discharge. In such cases, tests for such storm sewers were not plan, such as spill response equipment,the source identification section of the feasible. Non-storm water discharges to shall be made.storm water pollution prevention planwaters of the United States which are (b} Based on the results of theshall indicate why the certification not authorized by an NPDES permit areevaluation, the description of potentialrequired by this part was not practical, unlawful, and mhst be terminated, pollutant sources identified in the pianalong with the identification of potential (h} Sediment and Erosion. Control-- in accordance with Part XI.P.3.b.{2)significant sources of non-storm water atThe plan shall identify areas which, due{Description of Potential Pollutantthe site. A discharger that is unable to to topography, activities, or other Sources} of this permit and pollutionprovide the certification required by thisfactors, have a high potential for prevention measures and controlsparagraph must notify the Director in significant soil erosion, and identify identified in the plan in accordanceaccordance with Part XI.P.3.b.{3}{iv) stxuctural~ vegetative, and/or with paragraph XI.P.3.b.(3} (Measures(Failure to Certify} of this permit, stabilization measures to be used ~, and Controls} of this permit shall be[ii] Except forflows from fire fighting limit erosion, revised as appropriate within 2 weeks ofactivities, sources of non-storm water [i) Management o[ RunoJ~--Th~. ~1~,-. such evaluation and shall provide forlisted in Part ffI.A.2. {Prohibition of shall contain a narrative consideration
implementation of any changes to theNon-storm Water Discharges) of this of the appropriateness of storm wate:~ plan in a timetv manner, but in no casepermit that am combined with storm management practices {practices other more than 12 ~’eeks after the evaluation.water discharges associated with than those which control the generation

(c] A report summarizing the scope ofindustrial activity must be identified inor source{s} of pollutants} used to divert,
the evaluation, personnel making thethe plan. The plan shall identify and infiltrate, reuse, or otherwise manage evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,ensure the implementation of storm water runoff in a manner that
major observations relating to theappropriate pollution prevention reduces pollutants in storm water implementation of the storm watermeasures for the non-storm water discharges from the site. The plan shallpollution prevention plan, and actionscomponent{s} of the disch~.sar~:, provide for the implementation and
taken in accordance with paragraph[iil] A copy of the NPD    ermit maintenance of measures that the XI.P.3.b.{3){b} (above) of the permit shallissued for vehicle and equipment permittee determines to be reasonable
be made and retained as part of thewashwaters or, if an NPDES permit hasand. appropriate. The potential of storm water pollution prevention plannot yet been issued, a copy of the various sources at the facility to for at least 3 years after the date of thepending application must be attached tocontribute pollutants to storm water
evaluation. The report shall identify anyor referenced in the plan. For facilities discharges associated with industrial incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ athat discharge vehicle and equipment activity {see XI.P.3.b.{2)-{description of
report does not identify any incidents ofwashwaters to the sanitary sewer potential pollutant sources} of this
noncompliance, the report shall containsystem, the operator of the sanitary permit} shall be considered when
a certification that the facility is insystem and associated treatment plantdetermining reasonable and appropriate
compliance with the storm watermust be notified. In such cases, a copymeasures. Appropriate measures or
pollution prevention plan and thisof the notification letter must be other equivalent measures may include:attached to the plan. If an industrial vegetative swales and practices, reuse of
accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory.
permit. The report shall be signed in

user permit is issued under a collected storm water {such as for apretreatment program, a copy of that process or as an irrigation source}, inletRequirements) of this permit.
permit must be attached in the plan. Incontrols {such as oil/water separators}, (d] Where compliance evaluation
all cases, any permit conditions or snow management activities, infiltrationschedules overlap with inspections
pretreatment requirements must be devices, and wet detention/retention required under 3.a.{3}{d), the
considered in the plan. If the devices, compliance evaluation may be
washwaters are handled in another [4] Comprehensive Site Compliance conducted in place of one suchmanner {e.g., hauled offsite}, the Evaluate’on. Qualified personnel shall inspection.
disposal method must be described andconduct comprehensive site compliance3. Numeric Effluent Limitationsall pertinent documentation {e.g., evaluations at appropriate intervals There are no additional numericfrequency, volume, destination, etc.) specified in the plan, but, in no case less

effluent limitations bevond thosemust be attached to the plan. than once a year. Such evaluations shall
described in Part V.B ~f this permit.(iv] Failure to Certify~.Any facility provide:that is unable to provide the (a) Areas contributing to a storm 4. Monitoring and Reportingcertification required {testing for non- water discharge associated with Requirementsstorm water discharges), must notify theindustrial activity shall be visually a. Monitoring Requirements.Director by [Insert date 270 days after inspected for evidence of, or the (1) Quarterly Visual Examination ofpermit issuance] or, for facilities whichpotential for, pollutants entering the Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall "begin to discharge storm water drainage system. Measures to reduce perform and document a visualassociated with industrial activity afterpollutant loadings shall be evaluated toexamination of a storm water discharge[insert date 270 days after permit determine whether they are adequate associated with industrial activity fromissuance], 180 days after submitting anand properly implemented in each outfall, except discharges
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exempted under paragraph (d) below, sources of any observed storm water description(s) of industrial activities in
The examination(s) must be made at contamination, another section(s), that industrial
least once in each designated period (d) When a facility has two or morn facility shall comply with any and all
[described in (a), below] daring facility outfalls that, based on a consideration ofapplicable monitoring and pollution
operation in the daylight hours unless industrial activity, significant materials,prevention plan requirements of the
there is insufficient rainfall or snow and management practices and activitiesother section{s) in addition to all
melt to produce a runoff event, within the area drained by the outfall, applicable requirements in this section.

(a) Examinations shall be conductedthe permittee reasonably believes The monitoring and pollution
in each of the following periods for the discharge substantially identical prevention plan terms and conditions of
purposes of visually inspecting storm effluents, the permittee may collect a this multi-sector permit are additive for
water quality associated with storm sample of effluent of one of such industrial activities being conducted at
water runoff or snow melt: January outfalls and report that the examination the same industrial facility (co-located
through March; April through June: Julydata also applies to the substantially industrial activities). The operator of the
through September; and October identical outfalls provided that the facility shall determine which other
through December. permittee includes in the storm water monitoring and pollution prevention

(b) Examinations shall be made of pollution prevention plan a description plan section{s) of this permit (if any) ere
samples collected within the first 30 of the location of the outfalls and applicable to the facility.
minutes (or as soon thereafter as explaining in detail why the outfalls are
practical, but not to exceed one hour) ofexpected to discharge substantially 2. Special Conditions
when the runoff or snowmelt begins identical effluents. In addition, for each a. Prohibition of Non-storm Waterdischarging. The examinations shall ouffall that the permittee believes is Discharges. In addition to the general
document observations of color, odor, representative, an estimate of the size ofdischarge prohibitions in part III.A. thisclarity, floating solids, settled solids, the drainage area (in square feet) and ansection specifically prohibits non-stormsuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andestimate of the runoff coefficient of the water discharges of wastewaters, such asother obvious indicators of storm waterdrainage area [e.g., low {under 40 bilge and ballast water, sanitary wastes,
pollution. The examination must be percent), medium [40 to 65 percent), orpressure wash water, and cooling waterconducted in a well lit area. No high (above 65 percent)] shall be originating from vessels. The operatorsanalytical tests are required to be provided in the plan. of such discharges must obtain coverageperformed on the samples, All such {e) When a discharger is unable to under a separate NPDES permit ifsamples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water discharged to waters of the Uniteddischarge resulting from a storm eventexaminations at an inactive and States or through a municipal separatethat is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitystorm sewer system.magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringhours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffad. The Plan Requirements
event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification a. Contents of Plan. The plan shallindividual will carry out the collection with the pollution prevention plan include, at a minimum, the followingand examination of discharges for thestating that the site is inactive and items:life of the permit.

When a discharger is unable to collectunstaffed so that performing visual (1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each
samples over the course of the visual examinations during a q~ualifying eventplan shall identify a specific individual
examination period as a result of is not feasible, or individuals within the facility
adverse climatic conditions, the Q. Storm Water Discharges Associatedorganization as members of a storm
discharger must document the reason With Industrial Activity From Water water Pollution Prevention Team who
for not performing the visual Transportation Facilities That Have are responsible for developing the storm
examination and retain this Vehicle Maintenance Shops and/or water pollution prevention plan and
documentation onsite with the recordsEqt~pment Cleaning Operations assisting the facility or plant manager in
of the visual examinations. Adverse its implementation, maintenance, and
weather conditions which may prohibit1. Discharges Covered Under This revision. The plan shall clearly identify
the collection of samples include Section the responsibilities of each team
weather conditions that create The requirements listed under this member. The activities and
dangerous conditions for personnel section shall apply to storm water responsibilities of the team shall
(such as local flooding, high winds, discharges from water t~ansportation address all aspects of the facility’s storm
hurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,facilities that have vehicle (vessel) water pollution prevention plar~.
etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofmaintenance shops and/or equipment (2} Des¢~ption of Potential Pollutant
a sample impracticable (drought, cleaning operations. The water Sources. Each plan shall provide a
extended frozen conditions, etc.}, transportation industry includes description of potential sources which

(c) Visual examination reports must facilities engaged in foreign or domesticmay reasonably be expected to add
be maintained onsite in the pollution transport of freight or passengers in significant amounts of pollutants to
prevention plan. The report shall deep sea or inland waters; marine cargostorm water discharges or which may
Include the examination date and time,handling operations; ferry operations; result in the discharge of pollutants
examination personnel, the nature of thetowing and tugboat services; and during dry weather fzom separate storm
discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt}, marinas (facilities commonly identifiedsewers draining the facility. Each plan
visual quality of the storm water by Standard Industrial Classification shall identify all activities and
discharge (including observations of {SIC} code Major Group 44}. significant materials which may
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, When an industrial facility, describedpotentially be significant pollutant
settled solids, suspended solids, foam,by the above coverage provisions of thissources. Each plan shall include, at a
oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorssection, has industrial activities being minimum:
of storm water pollution}, and probable conducted onsite that meet the (a) Drainage.
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(i) A site map indicating an outline ofand a description of any treatment the of the visible solids, des(n’ibe the
the portions of the drainage area of eachstorm water receives, method of disposal of the collected
storm water outfall that are within the [c) Spills and L,eaks--A list of solids, and identify where the discharge
facility boundaries, each existing significant spills and significant leaks ofwill be released (i.e., the receiving
structural control measure to reduce toxic or hazardous pollutants that waterbody, storm sewer system, sanitary
pollutants in storm water runoff, surfaceoccurred at areas that are exposed to sewer system).
water bodies, locations where precipitation or that otherwise drain to (ii) Blasting and Painting Areo~--The
significant materials are exposed to a storm water conveyance at the facilityfacility must consider containing all
precipitation, locations where major after the date of 3 years prior to the dateblasting and painting activities to
spills or leaks identified under Part of the submission of a Notice of Intent prevent abrasives, paint chips, and
XI.Q.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this (NOI) to be covered under this permit,overspray from reaching the receiving
section have occurred, and the locations Such list shall be updated as water or the storm sewer system. The
of the following activities where such appropriate during the term of the plan must describe measures taken at
activities are exposed to precipitation: permit, the facility to prevent or minimize the
fueling, engine maintenance and repair, [d) Sampling Dato--A summary of discharge of spent abrasive, paint chips,
vessel maintenance and repair, pressureexisting discharge sampling data and paint into the receiving waterbody
washing, painting, sanding, blasting, describing pollutants in storm water and storm sewer system. The facility
welding, metal fabrication, loading/ discharges fzom the facility, including amay consider hanging plastic barriers or
unloading areas, locations used for thesummary of sampling data collected tarpaulins during blasting or painting
treatment, storage or disposal of wastes;during the term of this permit, operations to contain debris. Where
Liquid storage tanks, liquid storage areas (e} Pdsk Identification and Summary required, a schedule for cleaning storm
(i.e., paint, solvents, resins), and ojrPotenti~l Pollutant Sources--A water conveyances to remove deposits
material storage areas (i.e., blasting narrative description of the potential of abrasive blasting debris and paint
media, aluminum, steel, scrap iron), inpollutant sources from the following chips should be addressed within the
addition, the map must indicate the activities if applicable: loading and plan. The plan should include any
outfall locations and the types of unloading operations; outdoor storage standard operating practices with regard
discharges contained in the drainage activities; outdoor manufacturing or to blasting and painting activities. Such
areas of the outfalls, processing activities (i.e., welding, included items may be the prohibition

(ii) For each area of the facility that metal fabricating); significant dust or of performing uncontained blasting and
generates storm water discharges particulate generating processes (i.e., painting over open water or blasting and
associated with industrial activity with abrasive blasting, sanding, painting); painting during windy conditions
a reasonable potential for containing loading/unloading areas; and ousite which can render containment
significant amounts of pollutants, a waste disposal practices. The ineffective.
prediction of the direction of flow, and description shall specifically list any (iii) Material Storage Areas--All
an identification of the types of significant potential source of pollutantsstored and containerized materials
pollutants which are likely to be presentat the site and for each potential source,(fuels, paints, solvents, waste oil,
In storm water discharges associated any pollutant or pollutant parameter antifreeze, batteries) must be stored in a
with industrial activity. Factors to (e.g., biochemical oxygen demand, etc.)protected, secure location away from
consider include the toxicity of of concern shall be identified, drains and plainly labeled. The plan
chemical; quantity of chemicals used, (3) Measures and Controls. Each must describe measures that prevent or
produced or discharged; the likelihood facility covered by this permit shall minimize contamination of the storm
of contact with storm water; and history develop a description of storm waterwater runoff from such storage areas.
of significant leaks or spills of toxic or management controls appropriate for The facility must specify which
hazardous pollutants. Flows with a the facility, and implement such materials are stored indoors and
significant potential for causing erosion controls. The appropriateness and consider containment or enclosure for
shall ha identified, priorities of controls in a plan shall materials that are stored outdoors.

(b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- reflect identified potential sources of Above ground storage tanks, drums, and
An inventory of the types of materials pollutants at the facility. The barrels permanently stored outside must
handled at the site that potentially maydescription of storm water managementbe delineated on the site map with a
be exposed to precipitation. Such controls shall address the following description of the containment
inventory shall include a narrative minimum components, including a measures in place to prevent leaks and
description of significant materials thatschedule for implementing such spills. The facility must consider
have been handled, treated, stored or controls: implementing an inventory control plan
disposed in a manner to allow exposure (a) Good Housekeeping--Good to prevent excessive purchasing,
to storm water between the time of 3 housekeeping requires the maintenancestorage, and handling of potentially
years prior to the date of the submissionof areas which may contribute hazardous materials. Those facilities
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredpollutants to storm water discharges inwhere abrasive blasting is performed
under this permit and the present; a clean, orderly manner. The followingmust specifically include a discussion
method and location of onsite storage orareas must be specifically addressed, on the storage and disposal of spent
disposal; materials management when applicable at a facility: abrasive materials generated at the
practices employed to minimize contact {i) Pressure Washing Area--When facility.
of materials with storm water runoff pressure washing is used to remove {iv) Engine Maintenance and Repair
between the time of 3 years prior to themarine growth from vessels, the Areas---The plan must describe
date of the submission of a Notice of discharge water must be permitted by anmeasures that prevent or minimize
Intent (NOI} to be covered under this NPDES permit. The pollution contamination of the storm water runoff
permit and the present: the location andprevention plan must describe the from all areas used for engine
a description of existing structural and measures to collect or contain the maintenance and repair. The facihty
noustructural control measures to discharge from the pressure washing may consider performing all
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;area, detail the method for the removalmaintenance activities indoors,
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maintaining an organized inventory of drainage system) as well as inspecting must be informed about BMPs and bematerials used in the shop, draining alland testing facility equipment and required to perform in accordance withparts of fluids prior to disposal, systems to uncover conditions that these practices. The facility mustprohibiting the practice of hosing downcould cause breakdowns or failures consider posting instructions, easy tothe shop floor, using dry cleanup resulting in discharges of pollutants to read descriptions or graphic dapi~tionsmethods, and/or collecting the storm surface waters, and ensuring of BMPs. spill control/clean.upwater runoff from the maintenance areaappropriate maintenance of such equipment and emergency phone
and providing treatment or recycling, equipment and systems, numbers in the work areas.(v] Mater~al Handling AreasZ-The (¢] Spill Prevention and Response (f) Recordkeeping and Internalplan must describe measures that Procedures---Areas where potential Reporting Procedures--A description ofprevent or minimize contamination of spills which can contribute pollutants toincidents (such as spills, or otherthe storm water runoff from material storm water discharges can occur, anddischarges), along with otherhandling operations and areas (i.e., their accompanying drainage points information describing the quality andfueling, paint and solvent mixing, shall be identified clearly in the storm quantity of storm water discharges shalldisposal of process wastewater streamswater pollution prevention plan. Wherebe included in the plan required underfrom vessels). The facility may considerappropriate, specifying material this part. Inspections and maintenancecovering fueling areas; using spill and handling procedures, storage activities shall be documented andoverflow protection; mixing paints andrequirements, and use of equipment records of such activities shall besolvents in a designated area, preferablysuch as diversion valves in the plan incorporated into the plan.indoors or under a shed; and should be considered. Procedures for (g} Non-storm Water Discharges.minimizing runon of storm water to cleaning up spills shall be identified in (i) The plan shall include amaterial handling areas or other the plan ahd made available to the certification that the discharge has beenequivalent measures. Where applicable,appropriate personnel. The necessary tested or evaluated for the presence ofthe plan must address the replacementequipment to implement a clean up non-storm water discharges. Theor repair of leaking connections, valves,should be available to personnel, certification shall include thepipes, hoses, and soil chutes carrying (d) Inspections--Qualified facility identification of potential significantwastewater from vessels, personnel shall be identified to inspectsources of non-storm water at the site,(vi} Do’dock Activities---Tha plan designated equipment and areas of thea description of the results of any testmust address the routine maintenancefacility on a monthly basis. The and/or evaluation for the presence ofand cleaning of the drydock to minimizefollowing areas shall be included in allnon-storm water discharges, thethe potential for pollutants in the storminspections: pressure washing area: evaluation criteria or testing methodwater runoff. The plan must describe blasting, sanding, and painting areas; used, the date of any testing and/orthe procedures for cleaning the material storage areas; engine evaluation, and the onsite drainageaccessible areas of the drydock prior tomaintenance and repair areas; materialpoints that were directly observedflooding and final cleanup after the handling areas; drydock area; and during the test. Certifications shall bevessel is removed and the dock is general yard area. A set of tracking or signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofraised. Cleanup procedures for oil, follow-up procedures shall be used to this permit. Such certification may notgrease, or fuel spills occtm’ing on the ensure that appropriate actions are be feasible if the facility operating thedrydock must also be included within taken in response to the inspections, storm water discharge associated withthe plan. The facility should consider Records of inspections shall be industrial activity does not have accessitems such as sweeping rather than maintained. . to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofhosing off debris and spent blasting (e) Employee Training--Employee access to the ultimate conduit whichmaterial f~om the accessible areas of thetraining programs shall inform receives the discharge. In such cases,drydock prior to flooding and having personnel responsible for implementingthe source identification section of theabsorbent materials and oil containmentactivities identified in the storm water storm water pollution prevention planbooms readily available to contain andpollution prevention plan or otherwise shall indicate why the certificationcleanup any spills or other equivalent responsible for storm water managementrequixed by this part was not feasible.measures, at all levels of responsibility of the along with the identification of potential(vii) General Yard Area--The plan components and goals of the storm significant sources of non-storm water atmust include a schedule for routine water pollution prevention plan. the site. A discharger that is unable toyar~i. ,mainte.na~.ce and cleanup. ScrapTraining should address topics such as provide the certification required by thismeuu, wooc, plastic, miscellaneous spill response, good housekeeping andparagraph must notify the Director ~ntrash, paper, glass, industrial scrap, material management practices. The accordance with paragraphinsulation, welding rods, packaging, pollution prevention plan shall identify XI.Q.3.a.(3)(g)(iii} 0~elow).etc., must be routinely removed from how often training will take place, but (ii] Except for flows fi’om fire fightingthe general yard area. The facility mayin all cases training must be held at leastactivities, sources of non-storm waterconsider such measures as providing annually (once per calendar year), listed in Part IH.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-cvvered trash receptacles in each yard,Employee training must, at a minimum,storm Water Discharges) of this permiton each pier, and on board each vesseladdress the following areas when that are combined with storm waterbeing repaired, applicable to a facility: used oil discharges associated with industrial(bJPreventive Maintenance--A management; spent solvent activity must be identified in the plan.preventive maintenance program shallmanagement; proper disposal of spent The plan shall identify and ensure theinvolve timely inspection and abrasives; proper disposal of vessel

implementation of appropriate pollutionmaintenance of storm water wastawaters, spill prevention and prevention measures for the non-stormmanagement devices (e.g., cleaning oil/control: fueling procedures; general water component(s) of the discharge.water separators, sediment traps to good housekeeping practices; proper (iii) Failure to Certify--Any facilityensure that spent abrasives, paint chips,painting and blasting procedures: and that is unable to provide the "and solids will be intercepted and used battery management. Employees,certification required (testing for non-retained prior to entering the storm independent contractors, and customersstorm water discharges), must notify the
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Director by [Insert date 270 days after area, blasting and sanding areas, 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations
permit issuance] or, for facilities which painting areas, material storage areas,There are no additional numeric
begin to discharge storm water engine maintenance and repair areas,effluent limitations beyond those
associated with industrial activity aRermaterial handling areas, and drydockdescribed in Part V.B of this permit.
[insert date 270 days after permit area) shall be visually inspected for
issuance], 180 days after submitting anevidence of, or the potential for, 5. Monitoring and Reporting
NOI to be covered by this permit. If the pollutants entering the drainage system.Requirements
failure to certify is caused by the Measures to reduce pollutant loadings a. Analytical Monitoring
inability to perform adequate tests or shall be evaluated to determine whetherRequirements. During the period
evaluations, such notification shall they are adequate and properly beginning [insert date 1 year after
describe: the procedure of any test implemented in accordance with the permit issuance] lasting ~hrough [insert
conducted for the presence of non-stormterms of the permit or whether date 2 years after permit issuance] and
water discharges; the results of such test
or other relevant observations; potentialadditional control measures are needed,the period beginning [insert date 3 years

sources of non-storm water dischargesStructural storm water management aRer permit issuance] lasting through

to the storm sewer; and why adequate measures, sediment and erosion control[insert date 4 years after permit

tests for such storm sewers were not measures, and other structural pollutionissuance], permittees with water

feasible. Non-storm water discharges toprevention measures identified in the transportation facilities must monitor

waters of the United States which are plan shall be observed to ensure that their storm water discharges associated
with industrial activity at least quarterly

not authorized by an NPDES permit arethey are operating correctly. A visual {4 times per year) dur~g years 2 and 4
unlawful, and must be terminated, inspection, of equipment needed to except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.{3)

(h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- implement the plan, such as spill {Sampling Waiver), 5.a.{4)The plan shall identify areas which, dueresponse equipment, shall be made. {Representative Discharge), and 5.a.{5)to topography, activities, or other (b) Based on the results of the (Alternative Certification). Waterfactors, have a high potential for
significant soil erosion, and identify evaluation, the description of potential transportation facilities are required to

structural, vegetative, and/or pollutant sources identified in the planmonitor their storm water discharges for

stabilization measures to be used to in accordance with paragraph the pollutants of concern listed in Table

limit erosion. XI.Q.3.a.(2) oft.his section (Description Q-1 below. Facilities must report in
(i) Management ofl{unof[--The plan of Potential Pollutant Sources) and accordance with 5.b. {Reporting). In

shall contain a narrative considerationpollution prevention measures and addition to the parameters listed in

of the appropriateness of traditional controls identified in the plan in Table Q-1 below, the permittee shall

storm water management practices accordance with paragraph XI.Q.3.a.(3} provide the date and duration {in hours)

(practices other than those which of this section {Measures and Controls) of the storm event(s) sampled: rainfall
control the generation or source(s} of shall be revised as appropriate within 2measurements or estimates (in inches)
pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate, weeks of such evaluation and shall of the storm event that generated the
reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterprovide for implementation of any sampled runoff; the duration between
runoff in a manner that reduces changes to the plan in a timely manner,the storm event sampled and the end of
pollutants in storm water discharges but in no case more than 12 weeks afterthe previous measurable (greater than
from the site. The plan shall provide the evaluation. 0.1 inch rainfall) storm event: and an
that measures that the permittee estimate of the total volume (in gallons)
determines to be reasonable and [c] A report summari~g the scope ofof the discharge sampled.
appropriate shall be implemented andthe evaluation, personnel making the
maintained. The potential of various evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation, TABLE Q-1 .--MONITORING
sources at the facility to contribute major observations relating to the REGUIREMENTS
pollutants to storm water discharges implementation of the storm water
associated with industrial activity [see pollution prevention plan, and actions Mon~toring
paragraph XI.Q.3.a.{2) of this section taken in accordance with paragraph Pollutants of concern cut-off con-
(Description of Potential Pollutant XI.Q.3.a.{4)(b) (above) of the permit cersration

Sources}] shall be considered when shall be made and retained as part of theToted Recoverable Aluminum .0.75 mg/L
determining reasonable and appropriatestorm water pollution prevention plan Total Recovera~a iron ...........!.0 rnO/L
measures. Appropriate measures or for at least 3 years from the date of the Total Recoverat~e Lead .........0.0816 n~L
equivalent measures may include: inspection. The report shall identify anyTotal Recovera~e Zinc ...........0.117 mgiL
vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofincidents of noncompliance. Where a
collected storm water (such as for a report does not identify any incidents of [1) Monitoring Periods. Water
process or as an irrigation source), inletnoncompliance, the report shall containtransportation facilities shall monitor
controls (such as oil/water separators), a certification that the facility is in samples collected during the sampling
snow management activities, infiltrationcompliance with the storm water periods of: January to March, April to
devices, and wet detention/retention pollution prevention plan and this June, July to September, and October to
devices, permit. The report shall be signed in December for the years specified in

(4) Comprehensive Site Complianceaccordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory paragraph a. {above).
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall Requirements) of this permit. (2) Sample Type. A minimum of one
conduct site compliance evaluations at grab sample shall be taken. All such
appropriate intervals specified in the (d) Where compliance evaluation samples shall be collected from the
plan, but in no case less than once a schedules overlap with inspections discharge resulting from a storm event
year. Such evaluations shall provide: required under 3.a.(3)(d}, the that is greater than 0.1 inches in

(a) Areas contributing to a storm compliance evaluation may be magnitude and that occurs at least 72
water discharge associated with conducted in place of one such hours from the previously measurable
industrial activity (pressure washing inspection. {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
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event. The required 72-hour storm event {c) When a discharger is unable to the storm water pollution prevention
interval is waived where the precedingconduct quarterly chemical storm waterplan, and submitted to EPA in
measurable storm event did not result insampling at an inactive and unstaffed accordance with Pan VI.C. of this
a measurable discharge from the facility,site, the operator of the facility may permit. In the case of certifying that a
The required 72-hour storm event exercise a waiver of the monitoring pollutant is not present, the permittee
interval may also be waived where the requirements as long as the facility must submit the certification along with
permittee documents that less than a 72- remains inactive and unstaffed. The the monitoring reports required under
hour interval is representative for local facility must submit to the Director, in paragraph {b} below. If the permittee
storm events during the season when lieu of monitoring data, a certification cannot certify for an entire period, they
sampling is being conducted. The grab statement on the DMR stating that the must submit the date exposure was
sample shall be taken during the first 30 site is inactive and unstaffed so that eliminated and any monitoring required
minutes of the discharge. If the collecting a sample during a qualifying up until that date. This certification
collection of a grab sample during the event is not possible, option is not applicable to compliance
first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab (4) Representative Discharge. When a monitoring requirements associated
sample can be taken during the first facility has two or more outfalls that, with effluent limitations.
hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrial b. Reporting. Permittees with water
discharger shall submit with the activity, significant materials, and transportation facilities shall submit
monitoring report a description of why management practices and activities monitoring results for each outfall
a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained by the outfall, associated with industrial activity [or a
minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believes certification in accordance with
water discharges associated with discharge substantially identical Sections (3}, {4), or (5} above] obtained
industrial activity commingle with effluents,’the permittee may test the during the reporting period beginning
process or non-process water, then effluent of one of such outfalls and [insert date I year after permit issuance]
where practicable permittees must report that the quantitative data also lasting through [insert date 2 years after
attempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantially identical permit issuance] on Discharge
discharge before it mixes with the non- outfall{s} provided that the permittee Monitoring Report Form{s} postmarked
storm water discharge, includes in the storm water pollution no later than the 31st day of the

(3) Samplin8 Waiver. prevention plan a description of the following March [insert the date 2 years
(a) Adverse Conditions--When a location of the outfalls and explains in after permit issuance]. Monitoring

discharger is unable to collect samplesdetail why the ouffalls are expected to results [or a certification in accordance
within a specified sampling period duedischarge substantially identical with Sections (3), (4), or {5) above]
to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each outfallobtained during the period beginning
discharger shall collect a substitute that the permittee believes is [insert date 3 years after permit
sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofissuance] lasting through [insert date 4
in the next period and submit the datathe drainage area {in square feet) and anyears aRer permit issuance] shall be
along with data for the routine sample estimate of the runoff coefficient of the submitted on Discharge Monitoring
in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low {under 40 Report Form{s) postmarked no later than
conditions that may prohibit the percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orthe 31st day of the following March. For
collection of samples include weather high {above 65 percent)] shall be each outfall, one signed Discharge
conditions that create dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee Monitoring Report form must be
conditions for personnel (such as local shall include the description of the submitted to the Director per storm
flooding, high winds, hurricane, location of the outfalls, explanation of event sampled. Signed copies of
tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.} or why outfalls are expected to discharge Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said
otherwise make the collection of a substantially identical effluents, and certifications, shall be submitted to the
sample impracticable (drought, estimate of the size of the drainage areaDirector of the NPDES program at the
extended frozen conditions, etc.), and runoff coefficient with the address of the appropriate Regional

(b) Low Concentration Waiver-WhenDischarge Monitoring Report. Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact
the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A sheet.
calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the (1) Additional Notification. In
collected from an outfall during the monitoring requiremems of this sectionaddition to filing copies of discharge
monitoring period [insert date 1 year provided the discharger makes a monitoring reports in accordance with
after permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall or on a paragraph b (above}, water
[insert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of transportation facilities with at least one
issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required under storm water discharge associated with
value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph b below, under penalty of industrial activity through a large or
Q-1 under the column Monitoring Cut-law, signed in accordance with Part medium municipal separate storm
off Concentration, a facility may waive VII.G. (Signatory Requirements), that sewer system {systems serving a
monitoring and reporting requirementsmaterial handling equipment or population of 100,000 or more) must
in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediate submit signed copies of discharge
[insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste monitoring reports to the operator of the
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 materials, by-products, industrial municipal separate storm sewer system
years after permit issuance]. The facilitymachinery or operations, or significant in accordance with the dates provided
must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials from past industrial activity in paragraph b (above}.
the monitoring data, a certification thatthat are located in areas of the facility c. Quarterly Visual Examination of
there has not been a significant changewithin the drainage area of the out.fall Storm Water Quali~. Facilities shall
in industrial activity or the pollution are not presently exposed to storm water perform and document a visual
prevention measures in area of the and are not expected to be exposed toexamination of a storm water discharge
facility which drains to the outfall for storm water for the certification period,associated with industrial activitv from
which sampling was waived. Such certification must be retained in each outfall, except discharges
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exempted below. The examination mustidentical effluents. In addition, for eachthis multi-sector permit are additive forbe made at least once in each designatedout.fall that the permittee believes is industrial activities being conducted atperiod [described in paragraph (I) representative, an estimate of the size ofthe same Industrial facility (co-locatedbelow] during daylight hours unless the drainage area (in square feet] and anindustrial activities). The operator of thethere is insufficient rainfall or snow estimate of the runoff coefficient of the facility shall determine which othermelt to produce a runoff event, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 monitoring and pollution prevention{I) Examinations shall be conducted percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orplan section(s) of this permit (if any) arein each of the following periods for the high (above 65 percent)] shall be applicable to the facility.purposes of visually inspecting storm provided in the plan.
water quality associated with storm (5) When a discharger is unable to 2. Special Conditions
water runoff or snowmelt: January collect samples over the course of the a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water~rough March; April through June; Julyvisual examination period as a result ofDischarges. In addition to thethrough September; and October adverse climatic cor~ditions, the prohibitions listed in Part III.A of thethrough December. discharger must document the reasonpermit, this section specifically(2) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual prohibits non-storm water discharges ofsamples collected within the fh~st 30 examination and retain this wastewaters, such as bilge and ballastminutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records water, pressure wash water, sanita~,practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of of the visual examination. Adverse wastes, and cooling water originatir~gwhen the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions which may prohibit from vessels, are not authorized by thisdischarging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include

permit. The operators of such dischargesdocument observations of color, odor, weather c.onditions that create must obtain coverage under a separateclarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel NPDES permit if discharged to wa~ers ofsuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds, the United States or through aother obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, municipal separate storm sewer system.pollution. The examination must be etc.} or otherwise make the collection ofconducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought, 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.}. Plan Requirements
performed on the samples. All such (6} When a discharger is unable to a. Contents of Plan. The plan shallsamples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water include, at a minimum, the foilowingdischarge resulting from a storm eventexaminations at an inactive and items:that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facility (1) Pollution Prevention ?’earn. Eachmagnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringplan shall identify a specific indi~idualhours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility or individuals within the facility(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. "~he organization as members of a st~)rmevent. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification water Pollution Prevention Team thatindividual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan are responsible for developing the stormcollection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and water pollution prevention plan anddischarges for entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual assisting the facility or plant manager in(3) Visual examination reports must

examinations during a qualifying eventits implementation, maintenance, andbe maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible, revision. The plan shall clearly identifyprevention plan. The report shall
include the examination date and time,R. Storm Water Discharges Associatedthe responsibilities of each team
examination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Ship and member. The activities and
discharge {i.e., runoff or snow melt), Boat Building or Repairing Yards responsibilities of the team shall

add.ross all aspects of the facility’s stormvisual quality of the storm water 1. Discharges Covered Under This waterpollution prevention pla~.discharge {including observations of Section (2) Description of Potential Pollutantcolor, odor, clarity, floating solids,
settled solids, suspended solids, foam, The requirements listed under this Sources. Each plan shall provide a
oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorssection apply to storm water dischargesdescription of potential sources which
of storm water pollution), and probable from facilities engaged in ship buildingmay reasonably be expected to add
sources of any observed storm water and repairing and boat building and siga’~ificant amounts of pollutants to
contamination, repairing ~ (Standard Industrial storm water discharges or which may

(4) When a facility has two or more Classification {SIC) code 373). result in the discharge of pollutants
ouffalls that, based on a consideration ofWhen an industrial facility, describedduring dry. weather from separate storm
industrial activity, significant materiais,by the above coverage provisions of thissewers draining the facility. Each plan
and management practices and activitiessectidn, has industrial activities being shall identify, all activities and
within the area drained by the outfall, conducted onsite that meet the significant materials which may
the permittee reasonably ~elieves description(s) of industrial activities in potentially be significant pollutant
discharge substantially identical another section(s), that industrial sources. Each plan shall include, at a
effluents, the permittee may collect a facility shall comply with any and all minimum:
sample of effluent of one of such applicable monitoring and pollution (a) Drainage.
ouffalls and report that the examinationprevention plan requirements of the (i) A site map indicating the location
data also applies to the substantially other section(s) in addition to all of the outfalls and the types of
identical outfall(s) provided that the applicable requirements in this section,discharges contained in the drainage
permittee includes in the storm water The monitoring and pollution areas of the outfalls, an outline of the
pollution prevention plan a description prevention plan terms and conditions ofportions of the drainage area of each
of the location of the outfalls and storm water outfall that are within the

~ According to the U.S. Coast Guard, a vessel 65 facility boundaries, each existingexplains in detail why the outfalls are
feet or greater in length is referred to as a ship. andsLructural control measure to reduceexpected to discharge substantially a vessel smaller than 65 f~t is a boat. " pollutants in storm water runoff, surface
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water bodies, locations where (NOI) to be covered under this permit, operations to contain debris. Where
significant materials are exposed to Such list shall be updated as required, a schedule for cleaning storm
precipitation, locations where major appropriate during the term of the systems to remove deposits of abrasive
spills or leaks identified under Pan permit, blasting debris and paint chips should
XI.R.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this (d) Sampling Data--A summary of be addressed within the plan. The plan
section have occurred, and the locationsexisting discharge sampling data should include any standard operating
of the following activities where such describing pollutants in storm water practices with regard to blasting and
activities are exposed to precipitation: discharges from the facility, including a painting activities. Practices may
fueling, engine maintenance and repair,summary of sampling data collected include the prohibition of performing
vessel maintenance and repair, pressureduring the term of this permit, uncontained blasting and painting over
washing, painting, sanding, blasting, (e) Pdsk Identification and SummarF open water or blasting and painting
welding, metal fabrication, loading/ of Potential Pollutant Sources--A during windy conditions which can
unloading areas, locations used for the narrative description of the potential render containment ineffective.
treatment, storage or disposal of wastes;pollutant sources from the following {iii) Mater~al Storage Areas--All
liquid storage tanks, liquid storage areasactivities if applicable: loading and stored and containerized materials
(i.e., paint, solvents, resins), and unloading operations; outdoor storage (fuels, paints, solvents, waste oil,
material storage areas (i.e., blasting activities; outdoor manufacturing or antifreeze, batteries) must be stored in a
media, aluminum, steel, scrap iron), processing activities (i.e., welding, protected, secure location away from

(ii) For each area of the facility that metal fabricating); significant dust or drains and plainly labeled. The plan
generates storm water discharges particulate generating processes (i.e., must desczibe measures that prevent or
associated with industrial activity with abrasive blasting, sanding, painting); minimize contamination of the storm
a reasonable potential for containing loading/uhloading areas; and onsite water runoff from such storage areas.
significant amounts of pollutants, a waste disposal practices. The The facility must specify which
prediction of the direction of flow, and description shall specifically list any materials are stored indoors and
an identification of the types of significant potential source of pollutantsconsider containment or enclosure for
pollutants which are likely to be present at the site and for each potential source,materials that are stored outdoors.
in storm water discharges associated any pollutant or pollutant parameter Above ground storage tanks, drums, and
with industrial activity. Factors to (e.g., biochemical oxygen demand, etc.)barrels permanently stored outside must
consider include the toxicity of a of concern shall be identified, be delineated on the site map with a
chemical; quantity of chemicals used. (3) Measures and Controls. Each description of the containment
produced or discharged; the likelihood facility covered by this permit shall measures in place to prevent leaks and
of contact with storm water; and historydevelop a description of storm water spills. The facility must consider
of significant leaks or spills of toxic or management controls appropriate for implementing an inventory control plan
hazardous pollutants. Flows with a the facility, and implement such to prevent excessive purchasing,
significant potential for causing erosion controls. The appropriateness and storage, and handling of potentially
shall be identified, priorities of controls in a plan shall hazardous materials. Those facilities

(b) Inventory of Exposed Afaterials-- reflect identified potential sources of where abrasive blasting is performed
An inventory of the types of materials pollutants at the facility. The must specifically include a discussion
handled at the site that potentially maydescription of storm water managementon the storage and disposal of spent
be exposed to precipitation. Such controls shall address the following abrasive materials generated at the
inventory shall include a narrative minimum components, including a facility.
description of significant materials that schedule for implementing such (iv) Engine Maintenance and Repair
have been handled, treated, stored or controls: Area~--The plan must describe
disposed in a manner to allow exposure (a) Good Housekeeping--Good measures that prevent or minimize
to storm water between the time of 3 housekeeping requires the maintenancecontamination of the storm water runoff
years prior to the date of the submissionof areas which may contribute from all areas used for engine
of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredpollutants to storm water discharges in maintenance and repair. The facility
under this permit and the present; a clean, orderly manner. The following must consider performing all
method and location of onsite storage orareas must be specifically addressed, maintenance activities indoors,
disposal; materials management when applicable at a facility: maintaining an organized inventory of
practices employed to minimize contact (i) Pressure Washing Area--When materials used in the shop, draining all
of materials with storm water runoff pressure washing is used to remove parts of fluids prior to disposal,
between the time of 3 years prior to themarine growth from vessels, the prohibiting wet clean up practice where
date of the submission of a Notice of discharge water must be permitted as athe practice would result in the
Intent (NOI) to be covered under this process wastewater by an NPDES exposure of pollutants to storm water,
permit and the present; the location andpermit, using dry cleanup methods, and/or
a description of existing structural and (ii) Blasting and Painting Areas-The collecting the storm water runoff from
nonstructural control measures to facility must consider containing all the maintenance area and providing
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; blasting and painting activities to treatment or recycling.
and a description of any treatment the prevent abrasives, paint chips, and {v) Mate~al Handling Areas-The
storm water receives, overspray from reaching the receiving plan must describe measures that

{c) Spills and/~aks---A list of water or the storm sewer system. The prevent or minimize contamination of
significant spills and significant leaks of plan must describe measures taken at the storm water runoff from material
toxic or hazardous pollutants that the facility to prevent or minimize the handling operations and areas (i.e.,
occurred at areas that are exposed to discharge of spent abrasive, paint chips,fueling, paint & solvent mixing, disposal
precipitation or that otherwise dram to and paint into the receiving waterbody of process wastewater streams from
a storm water conveyance at the facilityand storm sewer system. The facility vessels). The facility must consider
after the date of 3 years prior to the datemay consider hanging plastic barriers or covering fueling areas: using spill and
of the submission of a Notice of Intent tarpaulins during blasting or painting overflow protection; mixing paints and
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solvents in a designated area, preferablyshould be considered. Procedures for non-storm water discharges. Theindoors or under a shed; and cleaning up spills shall be identified incertification shall include theminimizing runon of storm water to the plan and made available to the identification of potential significantmaterial handling areas. Where appropriate personnel. The necessary sources of non-storm water at the site,applicable, the plan must address the equipment to implement a clean up a description of the results of any testreplacement or repair of leaking should be available to personnel, and/or evaluation for the presence ofconnections, valves, pipes, hoses, and {d} Inspections--Qualified facility non-storm water discharges, thesoil chutes carrying wastewater from personnel shall be identified to inspect evaluation criteria or testing methodvessels, designated equipment and areas of the used, the date of any testing and/or(vii Drydock Activities---The plan facility on a monthlv basis. The evaluation, and the’onsite drainagemust address the routine maintenance following areas shai’l be included in all points that were directly observedand cleaning of the drydock to minimize inspections: pressure washing area; during the test. Certifications shall bethe potential for pollutants in the storm blasting, sanding, and painting areas; signed in accordance with Pan VII.G. ofwater runoff. The plan must describe material storage areas; engine this permit. Such certification may notthe procedures for cleaning the maintenance and repair areas; material be feasible if the facility operating" theaccessible areas of the drydock prior to handling areas; drvdock area; and storm water discharge associated withflooding and final cleanup after the general yard area. ~ set of tracldng or industrial activity does not have accessvessel is removed and the dock is follow-up procedures shall be used to to an outfall, manhole, or other point of¯ raised. Cleanup procedures for oil, ensure that appropriate actions are access to the ultimate conduit whichgrease, or fuel spills occurring on the taken in response to the inspections, receives the discharge. In such cases.drydock must also be included within Records of inspections shall be the source identification section of thethe plan. The facility must consider maintained, storm water pollution prevention planitems such as sweeping rather than {e) Employee Training---Employee shall indicate why the certificationhosing off debris and spent blasting training programs shall inform required by this pan was not feasible,material from the accessible areas of the personnel responsible for implementing along with the identification of potentialdrydock prior to flooding and having activities identified in the storm water significant sources of non-storm water atabsorbent materials and oil containment pollution prevention plan or otherwise the site. A discharger that is unable tobooms readily available to contain and responsible for storm water management provide the certification required bv thiscleanup any spills, at all levels of responsibility of the paragraph must notify the Director ~n(vii) General Yard ~The plan components and goals of the storm accordance with paragraphmust include a schedule for routine water pollution prevention plan. The
XI.R.3.a.(3){g)(iii} [below).yard maintenance and cleanup. Scrap pollution prevention plan shall identify {h’} Except for flows from fire fightingmetal, wood, plastic, miscellaneous how often training will take place, but activities, sources of non-storm watertrash, paper, glass, industrial scrap, in all cases training must be held at least listed in Pan M.A.2 {Prohibition of Non-insulation, welding rods, packaging, annually {once per calendar year}, storm Water Discharges) of this permitetc., must be routinely removed from Employee training must, at a minimum,that are combined with storm waterthe general yard area. The facility mustaddress the following areas when discharges associated with industrialconsider such measures as providing applicable to a facility: used oil activity must be identified in the plan.covered trash receptacles in each yard,management; spent solvent The plan shall identify and ensure theon each pier, and on board each vesselmanagement: proper disposal of spent implementation of appropriate pollutionbeing repaired, abrasives; proper disposal of vessel prevention measures for the non-storm(b)Preventive Maintenance--A wastewaters, spill prevention and water component(s} of the discharge.preventive maintenance program shall control; fueling procedures; general (ih~ Failure to Certi.f)~--Any facil~tyinvolve timely inspection and good housekeeping practices; proper that is unable to provide themaintenance of storm water painting and blasting procedures; and certification required (testing for non-management devices (e.g., cleaning off/ used battery management. Employees, storm water discharges}, must notify thewater separators, sediment traps to independent contractors, and customers Director by [Insert date 270 days afterensure that spent abrasives, paint chips, must be informed about BMPs and be permit issuance] or, for facilities whichand solids will be intercepted and required to perform in accordance withbegin to discharge storm waterretained prior to entering the storm these practices. The facility should associated with industrial activity afterdrainage system) as well as inspecting consider posting easy to read [Insert date 270 days after permitand testing facility equipment and descriptions or grapl~ic depictions of issuance], 180 days after submitting ansystems to uncover conditions that

BMPs and emergency phone numbers inNOI to be covered by this permit. If thecould cause breakdowns or failures the work areas, failure to certify is caused by theresulting in discharges of pollutants to
~ tl~cordkeeping and Internal inability to perform adequate tests orsurface waters, and ensuring Reporting Procedures~A description ofevaluations, such notification shallappropriate maintenance of such incidents {such as spills, or other describe: the procedure of any testequipment and systems, discharges), along with other conducted for the presence of non-storm(c) Sp~]] Prevention and Response

information describing the quality and water discharges; the results of such testProcedures--Areas where potential
quantity of storm water discharges shallor other relevant observations; potentialsvilis which can contribute pollutants to
be included in the plan required undersources of non-storm water dischargesstrum water discharges can occur, andthis pan. Inspections and maintenanceto the storm sewer; and why adequatetheir accompanying drainage points activities shall be documented and tests for such storm sewers were notshall be identified clearly in the storm records of such activities shall be feasible. Non-storm water discharges towater pollution prevention plan. Where
incorporeted into the plan. waters of the United States which areappropriate, specifying material (g) Non-storm Water Discharges. not authorized by an NPDES permit arehandling procedures, storage {i) The plan shall include a

unlawful, and must be terminated.requirements, and use of equipment certification that the discharge has been (h) Sediment and Erosion Centre]-such as diversion valves in the plan tested or evaluated for the presence of The plan shall identify areas which, due
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to topography, activities, or other (b) Based on the results of the         through September; October through
factors, have a high potential for evaluation, the description of potential December.
significant soil erosion, and identify pollutant sources identified in the plan (2) Examinations shall be made of
structural, vegetative, and/or in accordance with paragraph samples collected within the first 30
stabilization measures to be used to XI.R.3.a.{2) of this section (Descriptionminutes {or as soon thereafter as
limit erosion, of Potential Pollutant Sources) and practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of

(i) Management of Runoff--The planpollution prevention measures and when the runoff or snow melt begins
shall contain a narrative consideration controls identified in the plan in discharging. The examinations shall
of the appropriateness of traditional accordance with paragraph XI.R.3.a.(3)document observations of color, odor,
storm water management practices of this section (Measures and Controls) clarity, floating solids, settled solids,
(practices other than those which shall be revised as appropriate within 2suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
control the generation or source(s) of weeks of such evaluation and shall other obvious indicators of storm water
pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate, provide for implementation of any pollution. The examination must be
reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterchanges to the plan in a timely manner,conducted in a well lit area. No
runoff in a manner that reduces but in no case more than 12 weeks afteranalytical tests are required to be
pollutants in storm water discharges the evaluation, performed on the samples. All such
from the site. The plan shall provide (c) A report summarizing the scope ofsamples shall be collected from the
that measures that the pennittee the evaluation, personnel making the discharge resulting from a storm event
determines to be reasonable and evaluation, the date[s) of the evaluation,that is greater than 0.1 inch in
appropriate shall be implemented andmajor observations relating to the magnitude and that occurs at least 72
maintained. The potential of various implement.ation of the storm water hours from the previously measurable
sources at the facility to contribute pollution prevention plan. and actions (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
pollutants to storm water discharges taken in accordance with paragraph event. Where practicable, the same
associated with industrial activity [see XI.R.3.a.(4)(b) (above) of the permit shall individual should carry, out the
paragraph XI.R.3.a.(2) of this section be made and retained as pan of the collection and examination of
(Description of Potential Pollutant storm water pollution prevention plan discharges for the entire vermit term.
Sources)] shall be considered when for at least 3 years from the date of the (3) Visual examination’reports must
determining reasonable and appropriateevaluation. The report shall identify anybe maintained ousite in the pollution
measures. Appropriate measures or incidents of noncompliance. Where a prevention plan. The report shall
other equivalent measures may include:report does not identify any incidents ofinclude the examination date and time,
vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofnoncompliance, the report shall containexamination personnel, the nature of the
collected storm water (such as for a a certification that the facility is in discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
process or as an irrigation source), inletcompliance with the storm water visual quality of the storm water
controls (such as oil/water separators),pollution prevention plan and this discharge (including observations of
snow management activities, infiltrationpermit. The report shall be signed in color, odor, clarity, floating solids.
devices, and wet detention/retention accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatorysettled solids, suspended solids, foam,
devices. Req_ uirements) of this permit, oil sheen, and other obvious indicators

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance (~) Where compliance evaluation of storm water pollution), and probable
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall schedules overlap with inspections sources of any observed storm water
conduct site compliance evaluations atrequired under 3.a.(3)(d), the contamination.
appropriate intervals specified in the compliance evaluation may be (4) When a facility has two or more
plan, but in no case less than once a conducted in place of one such outfalls that, based on a consideration of
year. Such evaluations shall provide: inspection, industrial activity, significant materials,

(a) Areas contributing to a storm and management practices and activities
water discharge associated with 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations within the area drained by the outfall,
industrial activity including, but not There are no additional numeric the permittee reasonably believes
Limited to, pressure washing area, effluent limi~tious beyond those discharge substantially identical
blasting and sanding areas, painting described in Pan V.B. of this permit, effluents, the permittee may collect a
areas, material storage areas, engine sample of effluent of one of such
maintenance and repair areas, material5. Monitoring and Reporting outfalls and report that the examination
handling areas, and drydock area, shall Requirements data also applies to the substantiallv
be visually inspected for evidence of, or (a) Quarterly Visual Examination of identical outfall{s} provided that
the potential for, pollutants entering theStorm Water Quality. Facilities shall permittee includes in the storm water
drainage system. Measures to reduce perform and document a visual pollution prevention plan a description
pollutant loadings shall be evaluated toexamination of a representative storm of the location of the outfalls and
determine whether they are adequate water discharge associated with explains in detail why the outfalls are
and properly implemented in industrial activity from each outfall expected to discharge substantially
accordance with the terms of the permitexcept discharges exempted below. Theidentical effluents. In addition, fo~ each
or whether additional control measuresexamination must be made at least onceout.fall that the permittee believes is
are needed. Structural storm water in each designated period [described inrepresentative, an estimate of the size of
management measures, sediment and(1) below] during daylight hours unlessthe drainage area (in square feet) and an
erosion control measures, and other there is insufficient rainfall or snow estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
structural pollution prevention melt to produce a runoff event, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
measures identified in the plan shall be (I) Examinations shall be conducted percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
observed to ensure that they are in each of the following periods for the high [above 65 percent)] shall be
operating correctly. A visual inspection purposes of visually inspecting storm provided in the plan.
of equipment needed to implement the water quality associated with storm {5} When a discharger is unable to
plan. such as spill response equipment, water runoff or snow melt: January collect samples over the course of the
shall be made. through March; April through June; July monitoring period as a result of adverse
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climatic conditions, the discharger mustprevention plan requirements of the contracts with the airport authority to
document the reason for not performingother section(s) in addition to all conduct business operations on airport
the visual examination. Adverse applicable requirements in this section, property which result in storm water
weather conditions which may prohibit The monitoring and pollution discharges associated with industrial
the collection of samples include prevention plan terms and conditions ofactivity as described in paragraph 1 of
weather conditions that create this multi-sector permit are additive forthis section. Plans should be developed
dangerous conditions for personnel industrial activities being conducted at in accordance with Part IV. Storm Water
(such as local flooding, high winds, the same industrial facility (co-located Pollution Prevention Plans).
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,industrial activities). The operator of the (a) Conten~s of Plan. Each plan shall
etc.) or otherwise make the collection offacility shall determine which other include, at a minimum, the following
a sample impracticable (drought, monitoring and pollution prevention items:
extended ~ozen conditions, etc.), plan section(s) of this permit (if any) are (1} Pollution Prevention Team. Each

{6) When a discharger is unable to applicable to the facility, plan shall identify a specific individual
or individuals as member(s) of a stormconduct visual storm water 2. Special Conditionsexaminations at an inactive and water Pollution Prevention Team who

unstaffed site, the operator of the facility (a) Prohibition of Non-storm Water are responsible for developing the storm
may exercise a waiver of the monitoringDischarges. In addition to those water pollution prevention plan and
requirement as long as the facility discharges prohibited under Part RI.A.2,assisting the facility management in its
remains inactive and unstaffed. The non-storm water discharges including implementation, maintenance, and
facility must maintain a certification aircraft, ground vehicle, runway and revision. The plan shall clearly identify
with the pollution prevention plan equipment washwaters, and dry weatherthe responsibilities of each team
stating that the site is inactive and discharges of deicing/anti-icing member. The activities and
unstaffed so that performing visual chemicals are not authorized by this responsibilities of the team shall
examinations during a qualifying eventpermit. Dry weather discharges are address all aspects of the facility’s storm
is not feasible, those discharges generated by processeswater pollution prevention plan.

other than those included in the {2} Descript~’on of Potential Pollutant
S. Storm Water Discharges Associated definition of storm water. The definition Sources. Each plan shall provide a
With Indns~al Activity From Vehicle of storm water includes storm water description of potential sources which
Maintenance Area~, Equipment runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface may reasonably be expected to add
gleaning Areas, or Deicing Areas runoff and drainage. All other significant amounts of pollutants to
Located at Air Transportation Facilities discharges constitute non-storm water storm water discharges or which may
1. Discharges Covered Under This discharges. Operators of non-storm result in the discharge of pollutants
Section water discharges must obtain coverageduring dry weather fzom separate storm

under a separate National Pollutant sewers draining the facility. Each plan
The requirements listed under this Discharge Elimination System {NPDES)shall identify all activities and

section shall apply to storm water permit if discharged to waters of the significant materials which may
discharges from establishments and/orUnited States or through a municipal potentially be significant pollutant
facilities including airports, air separate storm sewer system, sources. Each plan shall include, at a
terminals, air carriers, flying fields, and (b) Releases of Reportable Quantitiesminimum:
establishments engaged in servicin8 orof Hazardons Substances and Oil. Each {a) Drainage.
maintaining airports and/or aircraft individual permittse is-required to {i} A site map indicating an outline of
(generally classified under Standard report spills equal to or exceeding the the drainage ares of each storm water
Industrial Classification {SIC} code 45) reportable quantity levels specified at 40outfall within the facility boundaries,
which have vehicle maintenance shops,CFR 110, 117, and 302 as described ateach existing structural control measure
material handling facilities, equipmentPan VI.B.2. If an airport authority is theto reduce pollutants in storm water
cleaning operations or airport and/or sole permittee, then the sum total of allrunoff, surface water bodies, locations
aircraft deicing/anti-icing operations, spills at the airport must be assessed where significant materials are exposed
For the purpose of this permit, the termagainst the RQ. If the airport authority to precipitation, locations where major
"deicing" is defined as the process to is a co-permittee with other deicing/ spills or leaks identified under
remove frost, snow. or ice and "anti- anti-icing operators at the airport, suchparagraph XI.S.3.a.(2}{c} {Spills and
icing" is the process which prevents theas numerous different airlines, the Leaks) of this section have occurred,
accumulation of frost, snow, or ice. assessed amount must be the ¯ and the locations of the following

{a) Coverage. Only those portions of summation of spills by each co- activities where such activities are
the facility or establishment that are permittee. If separate, distinct exposed to precipitation: aircraft and
either involved in vehicle maintenanceindividual permittees exist at the runway deicing/anti-icing operations;
{including vehicle rehabilitation, airport, then the amount spilled by eachfueling stations: aircraft, ground vehicle
mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, separate permittee must be the assessedand equipment maintenance and/or
and lubrication}, equipment cleaning amount for the RQ determination, cleaning areas: storage areas for aircraft,
operations, or deicing/anti-icing ground vehicles and equipment
operations are addressed under this 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
section. Plan Requirements awaiting maintenance: loading/

unloading areas: locations used for the
When an industrial faciLi .ty. described Storm water pollution prevention treatment, storage or disposal of wastes,by the above coverage provisions of thisplans developed for areas of the facilityliquid storage tanks, processing areas

section, has industrial activities being occupied by tenants of the airport shall and storage areas. The map mustconducted onsite that meet the be integrated with the plan for the entireindicate the outfall locations and the
description(s} of industrial activities in airport. For the purposes of today’s types of discharges contained in the
another section{s), that industrial permit, tenants of the airport facility drainage areas of the outfalls.facility shall comply with anv and all include airline companies, fixed based {it] For each area of the facility that
applicable monitoring and p~llution operators and other parties which havegenerates storm water discharges
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associated with industrial activity with {e} Risk Identification and Summary disposal, preventing the practice ofa reasonable potential for containing of Potential Pollutant Sources---A hosing down the apron or hangar floor,significant amounts of pollutants, a narrative description of the potential using dry cleanup methods, and/orprediction of the direction of flow, and pollutant sources from the following collecting the storm water runoff froman identification of the types of activities: aircraft, runway, ground the maintenance area and providingpollutants which are likely to be presentvehicle and equipment maintenance treatment or recycling should bem storm water discharges associated and cleaning; aircraft and runway considered.with industrial activity. Factors to
deicing/anti-icing operations (including (ii) Aircraft, Ground Vehicle andconsider include the toxicity of apron and centralized aircraft deicing/ Equipment Cleaning Areas--Permitteeschemical: quantity of chemicals used, anti-icing stations, runways, taxiways should ensure that cleaning ofproduced or discharged; the likelihood and ramps); outdoor storage activities; equipment is conducted in designatedof contact with storm water: and historyloading and unloading operations; and areas only and clearly identify theseof significant leaks or spills of toxic or onsite waste disposal. The description areas on the ground and delineate themhazardous pollutants. Flows with a shall specifically list any significant on the site map. The plan must describesignificant potential for causing erosion potential source of pollutants at the measures that prevent or minimize theshall be identified, facility and for each potential source, contamination of the storm water runoff(iii} The site map developed for the any pollutant or pollutant parameter from all areas used for aircraft, groundentire airport shall indicate the location [e.g., biochemical oxygen demand vehicle and equipment cleaning.o f each tenant of the facility that {BOD~), oil and grease, etc.] of concern Management practices such asconducts industrial activities as shall be identified.described in Part XI.S.I.a., and Facilities which conduct deicing/anti-performing cleaning operations indoors.

and/or collecting the storm water runoffincorporate information from the lczng opera, ions shall maintain a recordfrom the cleaning area and providingtenants site map (including a of the types [including the Material treatment or recycling should bedescription of industrial activities, Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)] and considered.significant materials exposed, and
monthly quantities of deicing/anti-icing (iii) Aircraft, Ground Vehicle andexisting management practices}, chemicals used. Tenants and fixed-baseEquipment Storage Areas--The storage(b) Inventory of Exposed Mater#als..-
operators who conduct deicing/anti- of aircraft, ground vehicles andAn inventory of the types of materials icing operations shall provide the aboveequipment awaiting maintenance musthandled at the site that potentially may
information to the airport authority for be confined to designated areasbe exposed to precipitation. Such inclusion in the storm water pollution (delineated on the site map). The planinventory shall include a narrative
prevention plan for the entire facility, must describe measures that prevent ordescription of significant materials that (3) Measures and Controls. Operators minimize the contamination of thehave been handled, treated, stored or covered by this permit shall develop a storm water rimer from these areas.disposed in a manner to allow exposuredescription of storm water managementManagement practices such as indoorto storm water between the time of 3 controls appropriate for their areas of storage of aircraft and ground vehicles.years prior to the date of the submission
operation, and implement such controls,the use of drip pans for the collectionof a Notice of Intent (NOI} to be covered
The priority in selecting controls shall of fluid leaks, and perimeter drains,under this permit and the present; reflect identified potential sources of dikes or berms surrounding storagemethod and location of onsite storage orpollutants at the facility. The areas should be considered.disposal: materials management
description of storm water management (iv] Mater~ai Storage Areas-Storagep_ractices employed to minimize contactcontrols shall address the.following units of all materials (e.g., used oils,of materials with storm water runoff minimum components, including a hydraulic fluids, spent solvents, andbetween the time of 3 years prior to the
schedule for implementing such waste aircraft fuel) must be maintaineddate of the submission of a Notice of controls: in good condition, so as to prevent orIntent (NOI) to be covered under this (a) Good Housekeeping--Good minimize contamination of storm water,permit and the present; the location and
housekeeping requires the maintenanceand plainly labeled (e.g., "used oil,"a description of existing structural and of areas which may contribute "Contaminated Jet A," etc.). The plannonstructural control measures to pollutants to storm water discharges in must describe measures that prevent orreduce pollutants in storm water runoff: a clean, orderly manner, minimize contamination of the stormand a description of any treatment of (i) Aircraft, Ground Vehicle and water runoff from storage areas.storm water runoff. Equipment Maintenance Areas--- Management practices or equivalent(c) Spills and Leaks.-A list of Permittees should ensure the measures such as indoor storage ofsignificant spills and significant leaks of maintenance of equipment is conducted

materials, centralized storage areas fortoxic or hazardous pollutants that in designated areas only and clearly
waste-materials, and/or installation ofoccurred at areas that are exposed to identi.fy these areas on the ground and
berming and diking around storage areasprecipitation or that otherwise drain to delineate them on the site map. The should be considered fora storm water conveyance at the facilityplan must describe measures that
im~plementation.after the date of 3 years prior to the dateprevent or minimize the contamination (v) Airport Fuel System and Fuelingof the submission of a Notice of Intent of the storm water runoff from all areas Areas--The plan must describe(NOI) to be covered under this permit, used for aircraft, ground vehicle and measures that prevent or minimize theSuch list shall be updated as equipment maintenance {including the discharge of fuels to the storm sewerappropriate during the term of the maintenance conducted on the terminalresulting from fuel servicing activities orpermit, apron and in dedicated hangars}, other operations conducted in supportId) Sampling Data--A summary of Management practices or equivalent of the airport fuel system. Where theexisting discharge sampling data measures such as performing discharge of fuels i~to the storm sewerdescribing pollutants in storm water

maintenance activities indoors, cannot be prevented, the plan shalldischarges from the facility, including a maintaining an organized inventory of indicate measures that will be employedsummary of sampling data collected materials used in the maintenance areas,to prevent or minimize the dischargeofduring the term of this permit,
draining all parts of fluids prior to the contaminated runoff into receiving
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surface waters. Management practices orwater prior to the application of a shall provide a narrative explanation of
equivalent measures such as deicing chemical, thus reducing the the controls selected and the reasons for
implementing spill and overflow overall amount of chemical used per their selection.
practices [e.g., placing sorptive operation. [.f) Inspections---In addition to or as
materials beneath aircraft during fueling Source reduction measures that the part of the comprehensive site
operations}, using dry cleanup methods, operator determines to be reasonable evaluation required under paragraph
and/or collecting the storm water runoff and appropriate shall be implemented XI.S.3.a.{4} of this section, qualified
should be considered, and maintained. The plan shall provide facility personnel shall be identified to

(b) Preventive Maintenance--A a narrative explanation of the options inspect designated equipment and areas
preventive maintenance program shallconsidered and the reasoning for of the facility specified in the plan. The
involve timely inspection and whether or not to implement them. inspection frequency shall be specified
maintenance of storm water (e) Management of Runo~--The planin the plan, but at a minimum be
management devices {e.g., cleaning oil/shall contain a narrative considerationconducted once per week during
water separators, removing debris from of the appropriateness of traditionaldeicing/anti-icing application periods
catch basins) as well as inspecting and storm water management practicesfor areas where deicing/anti-icing
testing facility equipment and systems {practices other than those which operations are being conducted. A set of
to uncover conditions that could causeprevent or reduce source{s) of tracking or follow-up procedures shall
breakdowns or failures resulting in pollutants} used to divert, infiltrate, be used to ensure that appropriate
discharges of pollutants to surface reuse, or otherwise manage storm wateractions are taken in response to the
waters, and ensuring appropriate runoff in a manner that reduces inspections. Records of inspections
maintenance of such equipment and pollutants in storm water discharges shall be maintained. The use of a
systems, from the ~ite. The potential of various checklist developed by the pollution
"(c) Spill Prevention and l~esponse sources at the facility to contribute prevention team is encouraged.

Procedures--Areas where potential pollutants to storm water discharges Cg) Pollution Prevention Traming~
spills which can contribute pollutants toassociated with industrial activity [see Pollution prevention training programs
storm water discharges can occur, andparagraph XI.S.3.a.(2) (Description of shall be developed to inform
their accompanying drainage points Potential Pollutant Sources)] shall be management and personnel responsible
shall be identified clearly in the storm considered. Appropriate measures or for implementing activities identified in
water pollution prevention plan. The equivalent measures may include: the storm water pollution prevention
plan shall describe material handling vegetative swales, reuse of collected plan of the components and goals of the
procedures, storage requirements, andstorm water {such as for a process or asplan. Training should address topics
consider the use of equipment such asan irrigation source), inlet controls such as spill response, good
diversion valves. Procedures for {such as oil/water separators), snow housekeeping, aircraft and runway
cleaning up spills shall be identified inmanagement activities, infiltration deicing/anti-icing procedures, an~i
the plan and made available to the devices, and wet detention/retention material management practices. The
appropriate personnel. The necessary devices. Measures that the permittee pollution prevention plan shall identify
equipment to implement a clean up determines to be reasonable and periodic dates for such training.
should be available to personnel, appropriate shall be implemented and {h) Recordkeeping and Internal

(d) Source l~eduction~Operators whomaintained. Reporting Procedures~A description of
conduct aircral:t and/or runway Ci) Operators that conduct aircraft incidents (such as spills, or other
(including taxiways and ramps) deicing/and/or runway deicing/anti-icing discharges), along with other
anti-icing operations shall evaluate operations shall also provide a narrativeinformation describing the quality and
present operating procedures to consideration of management practicesquantity of storm water discharges shall
consider alternative practices to reduceto control or manage contaminated be included in the plan. inspections and
the overall amount of deicing/anti-icingrunoff from areas where deicing/anti- maintenance activities shall be
chemicals used and/or lessen the icing operations occur to reduce the documented and records shall be
environmental impact of the pollutant amount of pollutants being discharged incorporated into the plan.
source, from the site. Structural controls such as (i) Non-storm Water Discharges.

(i) With regard to runway deicing establishing a centralized aircraft (l) The plan shall include a
operations, operators, at a minimum, deicing facility, and/or collection of certification that the discharge points
shall evaluate: present application ratescontaminated runoff for treatment or have been tested or evaluated for the
to ensure against excessive over recycling should be considered, presence of non-storm water discharges.
application; metered application of Collection and treatment alternatives The certification shall include the
deicing chemical; pre-wetting dry include, but are not limited to, retentionidentification of potential significant
chemical constituents prior to basins, detention basins with metered sources of non-storm water at the site,
application; installation of runway ice controlled release, Underground Storagea description of the results of any test
detection systems; implementing anti- Tanks (USTs) and/or disposal to and/or evaluation for the presence of
icing operations as a preventive measurePublicly Owned Treatment Works non-storm water discharges, the
against ice buildup; the use of substitute(POTW) by way of sanitary sewer or evaluation criteria or testing method
deicing compounds such as potassiumhauling tankers. Runoff management used, the date of any testing and/or
acetate in lieu of ethylene glycol, controls that the operator determines toevaluation, and the onsite drainage
propvlene glycol and/or urea. be reasonable and appropriate shall bepoints that were directly observed

(iifIn considering source reduction implemented and maintained. The planduring the test. Certifications shall be
management practices for aircraft should consider the recovery of deicing/signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of
deicing operations, operators, at a anti-icing materials when these this permit. Such certification may not
minimum, should evaluate current materials are applied during non- be feasible if the facility operating be
application rates and practices to ensureprecipitation events to prevent these storm water discharge associated with
against excessive over application, andmaterials from later becoming a sourceindustrial activity does not have access
consider pretreating aJ.rcraft with hot of storm water contamination. The planto an out.fall, manhole, or other point of
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access to the ultimate conduit which potential for, pollutants entering the expiration date of this permit, (airports
receives the discharge. In such cases,drainage system. Measures to reduce that use more than 100,000 gallons of
the source identification section of the pollutant loadings shall be evaluated toglycol-based deicing/anti:icing)
storm water pollution prevention plan determine whether they are adequate chemicals and/or 100 tons or more of
shall indicate why the certification and properly implemented in urea on an average annual basis):
required by this part was not feasible, accordance with the terms of the permit
along with the identification of potential or whether additional control measures(1) Shall prepare estimates for annual

significant sources of non-storm water atare needed. Structural storm water pollutant loadings resulting from

the site. A discharger that is unable to management measures, sediment anddischarges of spent deicing/anti-icing

provide the certification required by thiserosion control measures, and other chemicals from the entire airport. The
paragraph must notify the Director in structural pollution prevention loading estimates shall reflect the
accordance with paragraph measures identified in the plan shall beamounts of deicing/anti-icing chemicals
XI.S.3.a.(3)(iii) (below). observed to ensure that they are discharged to separate storm sewer

(ii) Except for flows from fire fighting operating correctly. A visual inspection systems or surface waters, prior to and
activities, other sources oi" non-storm of equipment needed to implement theafter implementation of the facility’s
water listed in Part III.A.2 (Non-storm plan, such as spill response equipment,storm water pollution prevention plan.
Water Discharges) of this permit that areshall be made. Such estimates shall be reviewed by an
combined with storm water discharges (b) Based on the results of the ¯ environmental professional, and
associated with industrial activity mustevaluation, the description of potential certified by such professional. By means
be identified in the plan. The plan shallpollutant sources identified in the plan of the certification, the environmental
identify and ensure the implementationin accordance with paragraph professional, having examined theof appropriate pollution prevention XI.S.3.a.(2)’of this section (Description facility’s deicing/anti-icing procedures,measures for the non-storm water of Potential Pollutant Sources) and and proposed control measurescomponent(s) of the discharge, pollution prevention measures and described in the storm water pollution(iii) Failure to Certify--Any facility controls identified in the plan in prevention plan, shall attest that thethat is unable to provide the accordance with paragraph XI.S.3.a.{3)
certification required (testing for non- of this section (Measures and Controls) loading estimates have been accurately
storm water discharges), must notify theshall be revised as appropriate within 2prepared. Certified loading estimates are
Director by [Insert date 270 days after weeks of such evaluation and shall to be retained at the airport facility and
permit issuance] or, for facilities which provide for implementation of any attached to the storm water pollution
begin to discharge storm water changes to the plan in a timely manner,prevention plan.
associated with industrial activity after but in no case more than 12 weeks after b. Analytical Monitoring
[Insert date 270 days after permit the evaluation. Requirements. During the period
issuance], 180 days a~er submitting a ~c) A report summarizing the scope ofbeginning [insert date 1 year afternotice of intent to be covered by this the evaluation, personnel making the permit issuance] lasting through [insertpermit. If the failure to certify is causedevaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,date 2 years after permit issuance] andby the inability to perform adequate major observations relating to the the period beginning [insert date 3 yearstests or evaluations, such notification implementation of the storm water after permit issuance] lasting throughshall describe: the procedure of any testpollution prevention plan, and actions [insert date 4 years after permitconducted for the presence of non-stormtaken in accordance with paragraph issuance], airports that use more thanwater discharges; the results of such testXI.S.3.a.(4)~) (above) of the permit shall100,000 gallons of glycol-based deicing/or other relevant observations; potentialbe nmde and retained as part of the anti-icing chemicals and/or 100 tons orsource~ of non-storm water dischargesstorm water pollution prevention plan
to the storm sewer:, and why adequate for at least 3 years from the date of the more of urea on an average annual basis
tests for such storm sewers were not evaluation. The report shall identify anyshall monitor outfalls from the airport
feasible. Non-~torm water discharges toincidents of noncompliance. Where a facility that collect runoff from areas
waters of the United States which am report does not identify any incidents ofwhere deicing/anti icing activities
not authorized by an NPDES permit arenoncompliance, the report shall containoccur, except as provided in paragraph
unlawful, and must be terminated, a certification that the facility is in 5.a.{3) {Sampling Waiver). Airports

(j) Sediment and Erosion Controt~ compliance with the storm water which are subject to these monitoring
The plan shall identify areas which, duepollution prevention plan and this requirements must sample their storm
to topography, activities, or other permit. The report shall be signed in water discharges for the parameters
factors, have a high potential for accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory listed in Table S-1 below. Such
significant soil erosion, and identify Requirements) of this permit, facilities must report in accordance with
structural, vegetative, and/or (d) Where compliance evaluation 5.b. (Reporting). In addition to thestabilization measures to be used to schedules overlap with inspections parameters listed in Table S-1 below,limit erosion, required under 3.a.(3)(f), the compliancethe permittee shall provide the date and(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance evaluation may be conducted in place ofduration (in hours) of the precipitationEvaluation. (~uallfied personnel shall one such inspection, event(s) sampled; measurements orconduct site compliance evaluations
during periods of deicing/anti-icing 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations estimates (in inches) of the precipitation

operations at appropriate intervals There are no additional numeric event that generated the sampled runoff;
the duration between the event sampled

thanspecifiedonceina year.the plan,SuchbUtevaluations in no caSeshallleSsV.Beffluentof thislimitati°nspermit, beyond those in Part and the end of the previous measurable
provide: (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) event:

(a) Areas contributing to a storm 5. Monitoring and Reporting and an estimate of the total volume (in
water discharge associated with Requirements gallons) of the discharge sampled.
industrial activity shall be visually a. During the period beginmng on the
inspected for evidence of, or the effective date and lasting through the
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TABLE S-1 .~ONITORING (a) Adverse Conditions--Adverse drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
REQUIREMENTS weather conditions that may prohibit percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or

the collection of samples include high (above 65 percent)] shall be
Mo~toring c~t- weather conditions that create provided in the plan. The permitteePollutants of concern off concentration dangerous conditions for personnel shall include the description of the

(such as high winds, blizzard location of the outfalls, explanation of
B~r,~em~:~ Oxygen De- 30 mo~L conditions, ice storms, etc.) or otherwisewhy outfalls are expected to dischargem~ (BOD~). make the collection of a sampleC~em~cal Oxygen Demand120 mg/L substantially identical effluents, and

(COD). impracticable (extended frozen estimate of the size of the drainage area
Ammonia ...........................19 rr~L conditions, etc.).

(b) Low Concentration Waiver--When and runoff coefficient with thepH ......................................6.0 to 9 s.u.
the average concentration for a Discharge Monitoring Report.

For the purposes of today’s final parameter calculated from all grab (5) Alternative Certification. The
permit, the "average annual" usage ratesamples collected during the monitoringAlternative Certification provision

of deicing/anti-icing chemicals is period [insert date 1 year after permit discussed in other sections of Part XI is
determined by averaging the cumulativeissuance] lasting through [insert date 2not applicable to discharges included
amount of deicing/anti-icing chemicalsyears after permit issuance] is less thanunder Part XI.S. (Storm Water
used by all operators at the airport the corresponding value for that Discharges Associated with Industrial
facility in the 3 previous calendar years,parameter listed in Table S-1 under theActivity from Vehicle Maintenance

(1) Monitoring Periods. Airports column Monitoring Cut-off Areas, Equipment Cleaning Areas. or
where more than 100,000 gallons of Concentration, a facility may waive Deicing/Anti-icing Areas Located at Air
glycol-based deicing/anti-icing monitorihg and reporting requirementsTransportation Facilities).
chemicals and/or 100 tons or more of in the monitoring period beginning

urea are used on an average annual basis[insert date 3 years after permit (c) Reporting. Airports identified in

shall monitor outfalls from the facility issuance] lasting through [insert date 4Part XI.S.5.6 shall submit monitoring

that collect runoff from areas where years after permit issuance]. The facilityresults obtained during the reporting

deicing/anti-icing activities occur four must submit to the Director, in lieu of period beginning [insert date 1 vear after

times per year during the months of the monitoring data, a certification that permit issuance} lasting througl~ iinsert

December, January, and February when there has not been a significant change date 2 years a~er permit issuancel on

deicing/anti-icing activities are in industrial activity or the pollution Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s)

occurring, in the years specified in prevention measures in area of the postmarked no later than the 31st day of

paragraph b. {above}.
facility which drains to the outfall for March [insert the date 2 years after
which sampling was waived, permit issuancel. Monitoring results(2) Sample Type. A minimum of one (c) When a discharger is unable to

grab sample and one flow-weighted obtained during the period beginning
conduct quarterly chemical storm water[insert date 3 years after permitcomposite sample shall be taken from sampling at an inactive and unstaffed issuance] lasting through [insert date 4each outfall that collects runoff from site, the operator of the facility may years after permit issuance] shall beareas where deicing/anti-icing activitiesexercise a waiver of the monitoring

occur. All such samples shall be requirements as long as the facility submitted on Discharge Monitoring
collected from a discharge resulting remains inactive and unstaffed. The Report Form{s) postmarked no later than
from a precipitation event that is greater facility must submit to the Director. in the 31st day of March [insert date 4
than 0.1 inches in magnitude and thatlieu of monitoring data, a certification years after permit issuance]. A separate
occurs at least 72 hours from the statement on the DMR stating that the Discharge Monitoring Report Form is
previously measurable (greater than 0.1site is inactive and unstaffed so that required for each sampling period. For
inch rainfall) precipitation event. The collecting a sample during a qualifyingeach out.fall, one signed Discharge
required 72-hour storm event interval isevent is not possible. Monitoring Report form must be
waived where the preceding measurable(4) Representative Discharge. When asubmitted to the Director per storm
storm event did not result in a facility has two or more outfalls that, event sampled. Signed copies of
measurable discharge from the facility,based on a consideration of industrial Discharge Monitoring Reports, or
The required 72-hour storm event activity, significant materials, and waiver, shall be submitted to the
interval may also be waived where themanagement practices and activities Director of the NPDES program at the
permittee documents that less than a 72-within the area drained by the outfall, address of the appropriate Regionalhour interval is representative for localthe permittee reasonably believes Office listed in ~art VI.G. of the factstorm events during the season when discharge substantially identical sheet.sampling is being conducted. The grabeffluents, the permittee may test the
sample should be taken when pollutanteffluent of one of such outfalls and (1) Additiona] Notification. In
concentrations in the storm water/melt report that the quantitative data also addition to filing copies of discharge
water discharges from deicing/anti-icingapplies to the substantially identical monitoring reports in accordance with
operations are expected to be at a outfall(s) provided that the permittee paragraph cb {above}, facilities
maximum. The recommended includes in the storm water pollution identified in Part XI.S.5.6 that discharge
methodology for performing grab and prevention plan a description of the storm water to a large or medium
flow-weighted composite sampling is location of the outfalls and explains in municipal separate storm sewer system
described at 40 CFR 122.21(g}(7}. The detail why the outfalls are expected to (systems serving a population of
permittea has the option to submit site- discharge substantially identical 100,000 or more) must submit signed
specific deicing/anti-icing discharge effluents. In addition, for each outfall copies of discharge monitoring reports
monitoring protocol and methodology, that the permittee believes is to the operator of the municipal separate
better suited to the particular facility, to representative, an estimate of the size ofstorm sewer system in accordance with
the Director for approval, the drainage area (in square feet) and anthe dates provided in paragraph bc

(3) Sampling Waiver. estimate of the runoff coefficient of the (above).
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T. Storm Water Discharges Associated revision. The plan shall clearly identify reduce pollutants in storm water runoff:
With Industrial Activity From Treatment the responsibilities of each team and a description of any treatment the
Works member. The activities and storm water receives.

1. Discharges Covered Under This responsibilities of the team shall (c) Spills and Leaks--A list of
address all aspects of the facility’s stormsignificant spills and significant leaks of

Section water pollution prevention plan. toxic or hazardous pollutants that
a. This permit covers all existing {2) Description of PotentiaJ Pollutant occurred at areas that are exposed to

point source discharges of storm water Sources. Each plan shall provide a precipitation or that otherwise drain to
from treatment works treating domestic description of potential sources which a storm water conveyance at the facility
sewage or any other sewage sludge or may reasonably be expected to add after the date of 3 years prior to the date
wastewater treatment device or system,significant amounts of pollutants to of the submission of a Notice of Intent
used in the storage, treatment, recycling,storm water discharges or which may (NOI) to be covered under this permit.
and reclamation of municipal or result in the discharge of pollutants Such list shall be updated as
domestic sewage, including lands during dry. weather from separate stormappropriate during the term of the
dedicated to the disposal of sewage sewers draining the facility. Each plan permit.
sludge that are located within the shall identify all activities and (d) Sampling Data--A summary, of
confines of the facility with a design significant materials which may existing discharge sampling data
flow of 1.0 MGD or more, or required to potentially be significant pollutant describing pollutants in storm water
have an approved pretreatment program sources. Each plan shall include, at a discharges from the facility, including a
under 40 CFR Part 403. When an minimum: summary of sampling data collected
industrial facility, described by the (a] Drainage--A site map indicating during t~e term of this permit.
above coverage provisions of this the location of each point of discharge (e) Summary of Potential Pollutant
section, has industrial activities being of storm water associated with Sources--A narrative description of the
conducted onsite that meet the industrial activity, types of discharges potential pollutant sources from the
description(s) of industrial activities in contained in the drainage areas of the following activities associated with
another section(s), that industrial out.falls, an outline of the portions of thetreatment works: access roads/rail lines;
facility shall comply with any and all drainage area of each storm water outfallloading and unloading operations:
applicable monitoring and p~llution that are within the facility boundaries outdoor storage activities: material
prevention plan requirements of the (with a prediction of the direction of handling sites: outdoor manufacturing
other section(s) in addition to all flow), each existing structural control or processing activities: significant dust
applicable requirements in this section,measure to reduce pollutants in storm or particulate generating processes; and
The monitoring and pollution water runoff, surface water bodies, onsite waste disposal practices. The
prevention plan terms and conditions oflocations where significant materials aredescription shall specifically list any
this multi sector permit are additive for exposed to precipitation, locations significant potential source of pollutants
industrial activities being conducted at where major spills or leaks identified at the site and for each potential source,
the same industrial facility (co-located under Part III.B. (Spills and Leaks) of any pollutant or pollutant parameter
industrial activities). The operator of thethis permit have occurred, In addition, (e.g., acid, bases, and solvents, etc.} of
facility shall determine which other the locations of the following activities concern shall be identified.
monitoring and pollution prevention shall be indicated: fueling areas; vehicle (3) Measures and Controls. Each
plan section{s) of this permit (if any) areand equipment maintenance and/or facility covered by this permit shall
applicable to the facility, cleaning areas; locations used for develop a description of storm water

treatment, storage and di~sposal areas formanagement controls appropriate for
2. Special Conditions wastes, liquid storage tanks, processingthe facility, and implement such

a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water areas and storage areas for process controls. The appropriateness and
Discharges. Prohibited non-storm waterchemicals, petroleum products, priorities of controls in a plan shall
discharges including sanitary and solvents, fertilizers, herbicides and reflect identified potential sources of
industrial wastewater, and equipment pesticides; and loading/unloading areas,pollutants at the facility. The
and vehicle washwaters are not (b) Inventory o[ Exposed Mate~als-- description of storm water management
authorized by this permit. The operatorsAn inventorv of the types of materials controls shall address the following
of such discharges must obtain coveragehandled at t~e site that potentially may minimum components, including a
under a separate NPDES permit if be exposed to precipitation. Such schedule for implementing such
discharged to waters of the United inventory shall include a narrative controls:
States or through a municipal separate description of significant materials that (a) Good Housekeeping--All areas
storm sewer system, have been handled, treated, stored or that may contribute pollutants to storm

disposed in a manner to allow exposurewaters discharges shall be maintained in
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention to storm water between the time of 3 a clean, orderly manner.
Plan Requirements years prior to the date of the submission {b) Preventive Mamtenance--A

a. Contents o[ the Plan. The plan shallof a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredpreventive maintenance program shall
include, at a minimum, the following under this permit and the present; involve timely inspection and
items: method and location of onsite storage ormaintenance of storm water

(1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each disposal: materials management management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
plan shall identify a specific individual practices employed to minimize contactwater separators, catch basins) as well
or individuals within the facility of materials with storm water runoff as inspecting and testing facility
organization as members of a storm between the time of 3 years prior to theequipment and systems to uncover
water Pollution Prevention Team who date of the submission of a Notice of conditions that could cause breakdowns
are responsible for developing the stormIntent {NOI) to be covered under this or failures resulting in discharges of
water pollution prevention pian and permit and the present; the location andpollutants to surface waters, and
assisting the facility or plant manager in a description of existing structural andensuring appropriate maintenance o~
its implementation, maintenance, and nonst.ructural control measures to such equipment and systems.
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(c) Spill Prevention and Response activities shall be documented and manner (e.g., hauled offsite), the
Procedures--Areas where potential records of such activities shall be disposal method must be described and
spills which can contribute pollutants toincorporated into the plan. all pertinent documentation (e.g.,
storm water discharges can occur, and (g) Non-storm Water Discharges. frequency, volume, destination, etc.}
their accompanying drainage points, [i) The plan shall include a must be attached to the plan.

shall be identified clearly in the storm certification that the discharge has been (iv) Failure to Certij:y. Any facility that

water pollution prevention plan. Where tested or evaluated for the presence of is unable to provide the certification
appropriate, specifying material non-storm water discharges. The required {testing for non-storm water

handling procedures, storage certification shall include the discharges), must notify the Director by
requirements, and use of equipment identification of potential significant [insert date 270 days after permit

such as diversion valves in the plan sources of non-storm water at the site, issuance] or, for facilities that begin to
should be considered. Procedures and a description of the results of any test discharge storm water associated with
equipment for cleaning up spills shall and/or evaluation for the presence of industrial activity after [insert date 270

be identified in the plan and made non-storm water discharges, the days after permit issuance], 180 days
available to the appropriate personnel, evaluation criteria or testing method after submitting an NOI to be covered by

(d) Inspections--in addition to the used, the date of any testing and/or this permit. If the failure to certify is
comprehensive site evaluation requiredevaluation, and the onsite drainage caused by the inability to perform
under Part XI.T.3.a.{4) of this permit, points that were directly observed adequate tests or evaluations, such
qualified facility personnel shall be during the test. Certifications shall be notifications shall describe: the
identified to inspect designated signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofprocedure of any test conducted for the
equipment and areas of the facility on this permit. Such certification may not presence of non-storm water discharges;
a periodic basis. The following areas be practical if the facility operating the the results of such test or other relevant
shall be included in all inspections: storm water discharge associated withobservations; potential sources of non-
access roads/rail lines, equipment industrial activity does not have accessstorm water discharges to the storm
storage and maintenance areas (both to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofsewer; and why adequate tests for such
indoor and outdoor areas); fueling: access to the ultimate conduit which storm sewers were not feasible. Non-
material handling amos, residual receives the discharge, in such cases,storm water discharges to waters of the
treatment, storage, and disposal areas;the source identification section of the United States that are not authorized by
and wastewater treatment areas. A set ofstorm water pollution prevention plan an NPDES permit are unlawful and
tracking or follow-up procedures shall shall indicate why the certification must be terminated.
be used to ensure that appropriate required by this part was not practical, (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
actions are taken in response to the along with the identification of potentialThe plan shall identify areas which, due
inspections. Records of inspections significant sources of non-storm water atto topography, activities, or other
shall be maintained. The use of a the site. A discharger that is unable to factors, have a high potential for
checklist developed by the facility is provide the certification required by thissignificant soil erosion, and identify
encouraged, paragraph must notify the Director in structural, vegetative, and/or

(e) Employee Treining~Employee accordance with Part XI.T.3.a. I3)(g){iv} stabilization measures to be used to
training programs shall inform (Failure to Certify) of this permit, limit erosion.
personnel responsible for implementing (ii) Except forflows from fire fighting (i) Management of Runo~--The plan
activities identifted in the storm water activities, sources of non-storm water shall contain a narrative consideration
pollution prevention plan or otherwise listed in Part III.A.2. {Prohibition of of the appropfiataness of traditional
responsible for storm water managementNon-storm Water Discharges) of this storm water management practices
at all levels of responsibility of the permit that are combined with storm (practices other than those which
components and goals of the storm water discharges associated with control the generetion or source(s) of
water pollution prevention plan. industrial activity must be identified in pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,
Training should address topics such as the plan. The plan shall identify andreuse, or otherwise manage storm water
spill response, good housekeeping andensure the implementation of runoff in a manner that reduces
material management practices. The appropriate pollution prevention pollutants in storm water discharges
pollution prevention plan shall identify measures for the non-storm water from the site. The plan shall provide
how often training will take place, but component(s) of the discharge, that measures that the permittee
training should be held at least annually(iii} A copy of all the current NPDES determines to be reasonable and
(once per calendar year). Employee permit issued for wastewatar, industrial,appropriate shall be implemented and
training must, at a minimum, address vehicle and equipment washwater maintained. The potential of various
the following areas when applicable todischarges or, if an NPDES permit has sources at the facility to contribute
a facility: petroleum product not yet been issued, a copy of the pollutants to storm water discharges
management; process chemical pending application must be attached toassociated with industrial activity [see
management: spill prevention and the plan. For facilities that discharge Part XI.T.3.a.(2) (Description of
control; fueling procedures; general vehicle and equipment washwaters to Potential Pollutant Sources) of this
good housekeeping practices: proper the sanitary sewer system, the operatorpermit] shall be considered when
procedures for using fertilizers, of the sanitary system and associated determining reasonable and appropriate
herbicides and pesticides, treatment plant must be notified. In measures. Appropriate measures or

(j~ Recordkeeping and Internal such cases, a copy of the notification other equivalent measures may include:
Reporting Procedures--A description ofletter must be attached to the plan. If anvegetative swaies and practices, reuse of
incidents {such as spills, or other industrial user permit is issued under acollected storm water {such as for a
discharges), along with other pretreatment program, a copy of that process or as an irrigation source), inlet
information describing the quality and permit must be attached in the plan. Incontrols (such ~s oil/water separators),
quantity of storm water discharges shallall cases, any permit conditions must besnow management activities, infiltration
be included in the plan required underconsidered in the plan. If the devices, and wet detention/retention
this part. inspections and maintenancewashwaters are handled in another devices.
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(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations out.falls and report that the observation
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall There are no numeric effluent data also applies to the substantially
conduct site compliance evaluations atLimitations beyond those in Part V.B. identical outfall(s) provided that the
appropriate intervals specified in the permittee includes in the storm water
plan, but in no case less than once a 5. Monitoring and Reporting pollution prevention plan a description
year. Such evaluations shall provide: Requirements of the location of the outfalls and

{a) Areas contributing to a storm a. Quarterly Visual Examination of explains in detail why the out.falls arewater discharge associated with Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall expected to discharge substantiallyindustrial activity shall be visually perform and document a visual identical effluents. In addition, for eachinspected for evidence of, or the examination of a storm water dischargeoutfall that the permittee believes ispotential for, pollutants entering the
associated with industrial activity from representative, an estimate of the size ofdrainage system. Measures to reduce each outfall, except discharges the drainage area (in square feet) and anpollutant loadings shall be evaluated to
exempted below. The examination mustestimate of the runoff coefficient of thedetermine whether they ere adequate
be made at least once in each of the drainage area [e.g., low (under 40and properly implemented in
following designated periods during percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), oraccordance with the terms of the permit
daylight hours unless there is high (above 65 percent)] shall beor whether additional control measures

are needed. Structural storm water insufficient rainfall or snow melt to provided in the plan.
management measures, sediment andproduce a runoff event: January through (4) When a discharger is tmable to

erosion control measures, and other March; April through June; July throughcollect samples over the course of the
su’uctu_,-al pollution prevention September; and October through visual examination period as a result of
measures identified in the plan shall beDecember... adverse climatic conditions, the
observed to ensure that they are {1) Examinations shall be made of discharger must document the reason
operating correctly. A visual inspectionsamples collected within the first 30 for not performing the visual
of equipment needed to implement theminutes (or as soon thereafter as examination and retain this

practical, but not to exceed I hour) of documentation onsite with the results of
shallPlan’ beSUchmade.aS spill response equipment,when the runoff or snowmelt begins the visual examination. Adverse

{b) Based on the results of the discharging. The examinations shall weather conditions which may prohibit
evaluation, the description of potential document observations of color, odor, the collection of samples include
pollutant sources identified in the planclarity, floating solids, settled solids, weather conditions that create
in accordance with Part XI.T.3.a.(2) suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, anddangerous conditions for personnel
[Description of Potential Pollutant other obvious indicators of storm water(such as local flooding, high winds,
Sources) of this permit and pollution pollution. The examination must be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
prevention measures and controls conducted in a well lit area. No etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
identified in the plan in accordance analytical tests are required to be a sample impracticable (drought,
with paragraph XI.T.3.a.(3) (Measures performed on the samples. All such extended frozen conditions, etc.).
and Controls) of this permit shall be samples shall be collected from the {5) When a discharger is unable to
revised as appropriate within 2 weeks ofdischarge resulting from a storm eventconduct visual storm water
such evaluation and shall provide for that is greater than 0.1 inches in examinations at an inactive and
implementation of any changes to the magnitude and that occurs at least 72 unstaffed site, the operator of the facility
plan in a timely manner, but in no casehours from the previously measurable may exercise a waiver of the monitoring
more than 12 weeks after the evaluation.(greater then 0.1 inch rainfall) storm requirement as long as the facility

{c) A report summarizing the scope ofevent. Where practicable, the same remains inactive and unstaffed. The
the evaluation, personnel making the individual should carry out the facility must maintain a certification
evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,collection and examination of with the pollution prevention plan
major observations relating to the discharges for entire permit term. stating that the site is inactive and
implementation of the storm water (2) Visual examination reports must unstaffed so that performing visual
pollution prevention plan, and actions be maintained onsita in the pollution examinations during a qualifying event
taken in accordance with paragraph prevention plan. The report shall is not feasible.
XI.T.3.a.(4)(b) of the permit shall be include the examination date and time,U. Storm Water Discharges Associatedmade and retained as part of the stormexamination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Food andwater pollution prevention plan for at discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), Kindred Produ~:s Facilitiesleast 3 years after the date of the visual quality of the storm water
evaluation. The report shall identify anydischarge (including observations of 1. Discharges Covered Under This
incidents of noncompliance. Where a color, odor, clarity, floating solids, Section
report does not identify any incidents ofsettled solids, suspended solids, foam, This section covers all storm water
noncompliance, the rbport shall containoil sheen, and other obvious indicators discharges from food and kindred
a certification that the facility is in of storm water pollution), and probableproducts processing facilities
compliance with the storm water sources of any observed storm water (commonly identified by Standardpollution prevention plan and this contamination. Industrial Classification (SIC) code 20),
permit. The report shall be signed in {3) When a facility has two or more including: meat products; dairyaccordance with Part VILG. (Signatoryoutfalls that, based on a consideration ofproducts; canned, frozen and preserved
Requirements) of this permit, industrial activity, significant materials,fruits, vegetables, and food specialties;{~1) Where compliance evaluation and management practices and activitiesgrain mill products; bakery products;schedules overlap with inspections within the area drained by the outfall, sugar and confectionery products: fatsrequired under 3.a.(3}(d}, the the permittee reasonably believes and oils; beverages; and miscellaneouscompliance evaluation may be discharge substantially identical food preparations and kindred productsconducted in place of one such effluents, the permittee may collect a and tobacco products manufacturinginspection, sample of effluent of one of such (SIC Code 21), except for storm water
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discharges identified under paragraph water Pollution Prevention Team that years prior to the date of the submission
I.B.3. where indus~zial plant yards; are responsible for developing the stormof a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered
material handlin8 sites; refuse sites; water pollution prevention plan and under this permit and the present:
sites used for application or disposal ofassisting the facility or plant manager inmethod and location of onsite storage or
process wastewaters; sites used for its implementation’, maintenance, anddisposal; materials management
storage and maintenance of material revision. The plan shall clearly identifypractices employed to minimize contact
handling equipment; sites used for the responsibilities of each team of materials with storm water runoff
residential treatment, storage, or member. The activities and between the time of 3 years prior to the
disposal; shipping and receiving areas; responsibilities of the team shall date of the submission of a Notice of
manufacturing buildings; and storage address all aspects of the facility’s stormIntent (NOI) to be covered under this
areas for raw material and intermediatewater pollution prevention plan. permit and the present; the location and
and finished products ~re exposed to (2) Description of Potential Pollutant a description of existing structural and
storm water and areas where industrialSources. Each plan shall provide a nonstructural control measures to
activity has taken place in the past and description of potential sources whichreduce pollutants in storm water runoff;
significant materials remain. For the may reasonably be expected to add and a description of any treatment the
purposes of this paragraph, material significant amounts of pollutants to storm water receives.
handling activities include the storage, storm water discharges or which may (¢) Spills and Leaks~A list of
loading, and unloading, transportation,result in the discharge of pollutants significant spills and significant leaks of
or conveyance of any raw material, during dry weather from separate stormtoxic or hazardous pollutants that
intermediate product, finished product, sewers draining the facility. Each planoccurred at areas that are exposed to
by-product, or wasteproduct, shall identify all activities and precipitation or that otherwise drain to

When an industrial-facility, describedsignifica~lt materials which may a storm water conveyance at the facility
by the above coverage provisions of thispotentially be significant pollutant after the date of 3 years prior to the date
section, has industrial activities being sources. Each plan shall include, at a of the submission of a Notice of Intent
conducted onsite that meet the minimum: {NOI) to be covered under this permit.
description(s) of industrial activities in (a) Drainoge---A site map indicating Such list shall be updated as
another section(s), that industrial the pattern of storm water drainage, appropriate during the term of the
facility shall comply with any and all existing structural control measures to permit.
applicable monitoring and pollution reduce pollutants in storm water runoff, (d) Sampling Data--A summary of
prevention plan requirements of the surface water bodies, locations where existing discharge sampling data"
other section(s) in addition to all significant materials are exposed to describing pollutants in storm water
applicable requirements in this section,precipitation, and locations where majordischarges from the facility, including a
The monitoring and pollution spills or leaks identified under Part summary of sampling data collected
prevention plan terms and conditions ofXI.U.3.a.{2)(c) {Spills and Leaks) of thisduring the term of this permit.
this multi-sector permit are additive forpermit have occurred since 3 years prior(e) Summary of Potential Pollutant
industrial activities beIng conducted at to the date of the submission of a NoticeSources--The description of potential
the same industrial facility {co-located of Intent {NOI} to be covered under this pollutant sources culminates in a
industrial activities}. The operator of thepermit. The map must also indicate thenarrative assessment of the risk
facility shall determine which other locations of all industrial activities that potential that the industrial activities,
monitoring and pollution prevention are exposed to precipitation, including,materials, and physical features of the
plan section{s) of this permit (if any} arebut not limited to: loading/unlcading site, as identified in XI.U.3.a.{2}{a}
applicable to the facility, areas; vehicle fueling; vehicle and {drainage), pose to storm water quality.

equipment maintenance and/or cleaningThe description shall specifically List
2. Special Conditions areas; waste treatment, storage and any significant potential source of

a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water disposal locations; liquid storage tanks;pollutants at the site and for each
Discharges. vents and stacks from cooking, drying, potential source, any pollutant or

(I) Discharges of non-storm water, and similar operations, dry product pollutant parameter (e.g., biochemical
including boiler blowdown, cooling vacuum transfer lines; animal holding oxygen demand, oil and grease, etc.} of
tower overflow and blowdown, pens; spoiled product and broken concern shall be identified.
ammonia refiigeration purging, and product container storage areas; In addition to food and kindred
vehicle washing/clean-out operations, tosignificant dust or particulate generating products processing-related industrial
waters of the United States, or through areas; and any other processing and activities, the plan must also describe
municipal separate storm sewer storage areas exposed to storm water, application/storage of pest control
systems, are not authorized by this Flows with a significant potential for chemicals (e.g., rodenticides,
permit (except those discharges causing erosion shall also be identified,insecticides, fungicides, and others)
identified in part III.A.2 in the permit}. In addition, the site map must identify used on plant grounds, including a
The operators of such discharges must monitoring locations. In addition, the description of pest control application
obtain coverage under a separate NPDESmap must indicate the outfall locationsand chemical storage practices.
wastewater discharge permit, and the types of discharges contained in (3) Measures and Controls. Each

the drainage areas of the outfalls, facility covered by this permit shall3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- develop a description of storm waterPlan Requirements An inventory of the types of materials management controls appropriate for
a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall handled at the site that potentially maythe facility, and implement such

include, at a minimum, the following be exposed to precipitation. Such controls. The appropriateness and
items: inventory shall include a narrative priorities of controls in a plan shall

[1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each description of significant materials thatreflect identified potential sources of
plan shall identify a specific individualhave been handled, treated, stored or pollutants at the facility. The
or individuals within the facility disposed in a manner to allow exposuredescription of storm water management
organization as members of a storm to storm water between the time of 3 controls shall address the following
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munmum components, including a identified in the plan shall be revised asalong with the identification of potentialschedule for implementing such appropriate within 2 weeks of suchcontrols: significant sources of non-storm water atinspection and shall provide for
the site. A discharRer that is unable to(a) Good HousekeepinR._Good

implementation of any changes to the provide the certification required by thish,onsekeeping requires the maintenanceplan in a timely manner, but in no case
paragraph must notify the Directdr inox areas which may contribute

more than 12 weeks after the inspection, accordance with Part XI.U.3.a.{3){gJ{iv}pollutants to storm waters discharges in
(e) Employee Training-Employee

(F~.I, ~u~ to C. efti~) of this permit.a cle.a~_, orderly manner, training programs shall inform
,~/~.xcepz mr flows from fire fighting(b) l~reventive Maintenance~A

personnel responsible for implementingactivities, sources of non-storm waterpreventive maintenance program shall
activities identified in the storm water listed in Part HI.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-involve timely inspection and
pollution prevention plan or otherwise

storm Water Discharges) of this permitmaintenance of storm water
responsible for storm water managementthat are combined with storm watermanagement devices {e.g., cleaning oil/at all levels of responsibility of the

discharges associated with industrialwater separators, catch basins) as well
components and goals of the storm

activity must be identified in the plan.as i.nspecting and testing facility
water pollution prevention plan.        The plan shall identify and ensure theequipment and systems to uncover
Training should address topics such as

implementation of appropriate pollutionconditions that could cause breakdowns
spill response, good housekeeping, prevention measures for the non-stormor failures resulting in discharges of
material management practices,

water component(s) of the discharge.pollutants to surface waters, and
unloading/loading practices, outdoor (iii) If the facility dischargesensuring appropriate maintenance of
storage areas, waste managementsuch eqm_’pment and systems, wastewater, other than storm water viapractices, ~est control, and improper ~ existing NPDES permit, a copy of the(c) Spill Prevention and Response
connections to the storm sewer. At a NPDES permit authorizing the dischargeProcedures--Areas where potential
minimum, this training must be must be attached to the plan. Similarly,spills which can contribute pollutants to
provided annually. The pollution if the facility submitted an applicationstorm water discharges can occur, and
prevention plan shall identify for an NPDES permit for non-stormtheir ~acc.o,mpanying drainage points
frequencies and approximate dates forwater discharges, but has not yetshall ~e iaentified clearly in the storm
such training,                        received that permit, a copy of thewater pollution prevention plan. Areas

(fl Record~eeping and Internal permit application must be attached.that must be identified should include
Reporting Procedures--A description ofUpon issuance or reissuance of anloading/unlcading stations, outdoor incidents (such as spills, or other

NPDES permit, the facility must modifystorage areas, and waste management
discharges), along with other its plan to include a copy of that permit.areas exposed to storm water. Where

appropriate, specifying material information describing the quality and (iv} Failure To Certify~-Any facility
¯

quantity of storm water discharges shallthat is unable to provide thehandling procedures, storage
be included in the plan required under

certification req .nired (testing for non-reqmrements, and use of equipment this part. Inspections and maintenancestorm water discharges), must notify thesuch as diversion valves in the plan
activities shall be documented and Director by [Insert date 270 days aftershould be considered. Procedures for
records of such activities shall be permit issuance] or, for facilities whichcl. caning up spills shall be identified in
incorporated into the plan. Ineffective begin to discharge storm waterthe plan and made available to the
BMPs must be recorded and the date of

associated with industrial activity afterapp.ropriate personnel. The necesse_~ their corrective actions noted in the [insert date 270 days afier permiteqmpment to implement a clean up
plan.sh.o~d be available to personnel.

(g) Non-storm Water Disct~orges issuance], 180 days after submitting an
(d) Inspections--In addition to the ,N.O, I to be cove_red by this permit. If the

certification that the discharge has been inability to per?orm adequate tests or
.... ~t ,~.u.~.a.|4) of this section, tested or evaluated for the presence of

evaluations, such notification shall
qualified facility personnel shall be

non-storm water discharges. The
describe: the procedure of any testidentified to inspect designated

certification shall include the
conducted for the presence of non-stormequipment and areas of the facility. At

identification of potential significant
water discharges; the results of such testa minimum, the following areas, where

sources of non-storm water at the site, or other relevant observations; potentialthe potential for exposure to storm
a description of the results of any test

sources of non-storm water dischargeswater exists, must be inspected on a
and/or evaluation for the presence of

to the storm sewer; and why adequatere ,gul~ly scheduled basis: loading and non-storm water discharges, the
tests for such storm sewers "were notumcading areas for all significant

evaluation criteria or testing method
feasible. Non-storm water discharges tomaterials; storage areas, including

used, the date of any testing and/or
waters of the United States which areassociated containment areas; waste

eva.luation, and the onsite drainage
not authorized by an NPDES permit aremanagement units; vents and stacks

points that were directly observed
unlawful and must be terminated.emanating from industrial activities;

during the test. Certifications shall be
{h) Sediment a~d Erosion Control--spoiled product and broken product

signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of
The plan shall identify areas which, duecontainer holding areas; animal holding

this permit. Such certification may not
to topography, activities, or otherpens: staging areas; and air pollution

be feasible if the facility operating the
factors, have a high potential forcontrol equipment. A set of tracking or

storm water discha_~e associated with
significant soil erosion, and identifyfollow-up procedures shall be used to

industrial activity does not have access
structural, vegetative, and/orensure that appropriate actions are to an outfall, manhole, or other point of
stabilization measures to be used totaken in response to the inspections,

access to the ultimate conduit which
limit erosion.Records of inspections shall be

receives the discharge. In such cases,
(i) Monagement ofRunoffmThe planmaintained. Based on the results of the

the source identification section of the
shall contain a narrative considerationinspection, the description of potential storm water pollution prevention planpollutant sources and pollution of the appropriateness of traditionalshall indicate why the certification
storm water management practicesprevention measures and controls

required by this part was not feasible,
(practices other than those which
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control the generation or source(s) of revised as appropriate within 2 weeks ofwater discharges for the pollutants of
pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate, such inspection and shall provide for concern listed in Table U-1 or U-2
reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterimplementation of any changes to the below. Facilities must report in
runoff in a manner that reduces plan in a timely manner, but in no caseaccordance with 5.b. (Reporting]. In
pollutants in storm water discharges more than 12 weeks after the inspection,addition to the parameters listed in
from the site. The plan shall provide (c) A report summarizing the scope ofTable U-1 or U-2 below, the permittee
that measures that the permittee the evaluation, personnel making the shall provide the date and duration {in
determines to be reasonable and evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,hours) of the storm event(s) sampled;
appropriate shall be implemented andmajor observations relating to the rainfall measurements or estimates (in
maintained. The potential of various implementation of the storm water inches) of the storm event that generated
sources at the facility to contribute pollution prevention plan, and actions the sampled runoff; the duration
pollutants to storm water discharges taken in accordance with paragraph between the storm event sampled and
associated with industrial activity {see XI.U.3,a.{4){d) (above) of the permit the end of the previous measurable
Part XI.U.3.a.(2) (Description of shall be made and retained as part of the(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm
Potential Pollutant Sources) of this storm water pollution prevention plan event; and an estimate of the total
permit] shall be considered when for at least 3 years from the date of the volume (in gallons) of the discharge
determining reasonable and appropriateevaluation. The report shall identify anysampled.
measures. Appropriate measures or incidents of noncompliance. Where a
equivalent measures may include: report does not identify any incidents ofTABLE U-1 ..---GRAIN MILL PRODUCTS
vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofnoncompliance, the report shall contain

Icollected storm water {such as for a
a certification that the facility is in

I                                  Cut-off con-

process or as an irrigation source}, inletcompliance with the storm water Pollutant of concern centration

controls (such as oil/water separators),pollution prevention plan and this
(rng/L)

snow management activities, infiltrationpermit. The report shall be signed in Total Susl~enc~d Solids ........... 100
devices, and wet detention/retention accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory.
devices. Requirements) of this permit.

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance (d) The storm water pollution TABLE U-2.mFATS AND OILS PROD-
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall prevention plan must describe the scope UCTS MONITORING REQUIREMENTS
conduct site compliance evaluations at and content of the comprehensive site
appropriate intervals specified in the evaluations that qualified personnel will Cut-off con-
plan, but in no case less than once a conduct to {1} confl~n the accuracy of Pollutant of concern centration

(rr~L)
year. Where compliance evaluation the description of potential sources
schedules overlap with inspections contained in the plan, {2) determine the Bioc~ernical Oxygen Demand
required under XLU.3.a.(3){d) of this effectiveness of the plan, and (3} assess (BOD~) .................................. 30
section, the compliance evaluation may compliance with the terms and Chemical Oxygen Demand
be conducted in place of one such conditions of the permit. The individual (COD) .................................... 120
inspection. Such evaluations shall or individuals who will conduct the Nitrate Plus Nitrite Nitrogen ..... 0.66

provide: evaluations must be identified in the Total Suspended Solkls ........... 100

(a) Areas contributing to a storm plan and should be members of the
water discharge associated with pollution prevention team, as identified (1) Monitoring Periods. Grain mill and

industrial activity shall be visually in Part XI.U.3.a.(1) {Pollution fats and oils products facilities shall

inspected for evidence of, or the Prevention Team). monitor samples collected during the

potential for, pollutants entering the sampling periods of: January to March,

drainage system. Measures to reduce 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations April to June, July to September, and

pollutant loadings shall be evaluated to There are no additional numeric October to December for the years
determine whether they are adequate effluent limitations beyond those specified in paragraph a. {above).

(2) Sample Type. A minimum of oneand properly implemented in described in Part V.B of this permit, grab sample shall be taken. All suchaccordance with the terms of the permit5. Monitoring and Reporting samples shall be collected from the
or whether additional control measures
are needed. Structural storm water

Requirements discharge resulting from a storm event

management measures, sediment and a. AnaJyfica] Monitoring that is greater than 0.1 inches in

erosion control measures, and other Requirements. During the period magnitude and that occurs at least 72

structural pollution prevention beginning [insert date I year after hours from the previously measurable
measures identified in the plan shall bepermit issuance] lasting through [insert(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} storm
observed to ensure that they are date 2 years after permit issuance] andevent. The required 72-hour storm event
operating correctly. A visual inspectionthe period begizming [insert date 3 yearsinterval is waived where the preceding

of equipment needed to implement theafter permit issuance] lasting through measurable storm event did not result in
plan, such as spill response equipment,[insert date 4 years after permit a measurable discharge from the facility.
shall be made. issuance], permittees with grain mill The required 72-hour storm event

(b) Based on the results of the and fats and oils products facilities mustinterval may also be waived where the
evaluation, the description of potential monitor their storm water discharges permittee documents that less than a 72-
pollutant sources identified in the planassociated with industrial activity at hour interval is representative for local
in accordance with Part XI.U.3.a.(2) least quarterly (4 times per year) duringstorm events during the season when
{Description of Potential Pollutant years 2 and 4 except as provided in sampling is being conducted. The grab
Sources} of this permit and pollution paragraphs 5.a.(3) (Sampling Waiver}, sample shall be taken during the first 30
prevention measures and controls 5.a.(4} {Representative Discharge), andminutes of the discharge. If the
identified in the plan in accordance 5.a.{5} (Alternative Certification). Gramcollection of a grab sample during the
with paragraph XI.U.3.a.(3} (Measures mill and fats and oils products facilitiesfirst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab
and Controls) of this permit shall be are required to monitor their storm sample can be taken during the first
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hour of the discharge, and the based on a consideration of industrial monitoring requirements associateddischarger shall submit with the activity, significant materials, and with effluent limitations.monitoring report a description of why management practices and activities b. Reporting. Permittees with grain
a grab sample during the first 30 within the area drained by the outfall, mill and fats and oils products facilities
minutes was impracticable. If storm the permittee reasonably believes shall submit monitoring results for each
water discharges associated with discharge substantially identical ouffall associated with industrial
industrial activity commingle with effluents, the permittee may test the activity [or a certification in accordance
process or non-process water, then effluent of one of such outfalls and with Sections (3), {4), or (5) above}
where practicable permittees must report that the quantitative data also obtained during the reporting period
attempt to sample the storm water applies to the substantially identical beginning [insert date 1 year afterdischarge before it mixes with the non- ouffall{s) provided that the permittee permit issuance] lasting through iinsert
storm water discharge, date 2 years after permit issuance] on

(3} Sampling Waiver. includes in the storm water pollution
prevention plan a description of the Discharge Monitoring Report Form(s)

(a) Adverse Conditions--When a postmarked no later than the 31st day ofdischarger is unable to collect samples location of the ouffalls and explains in
the following March [insert the date ~within a specified sampling period duedetail why the outfalls are expected to

to adverse climatic conditions, the discharge substantially identical years after permit issuance]. Monitoring
results (or a certification in accordancedischarger shall collect a substitute effluents. In addition, for each outfall
with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above]sample from a separate qualifying eventthat the permittee believes is
obtained during the period beginningin the next period and submit" the data representative, an estimate of the size of
[insert date 3 years after permitalong with data for the routine sample the drainage area (in square feet) and anissuance] lasting through [insert date 4in that period. Adverse weather estimate of the runoff coefficient of the years after permit issuance] shall beconditions that may prohibit the drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 submitted on Discharge Monitoringcollection of samples include weather percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orReport Form(s) postmarked no later thanconditions that create dangerous high (above 65 percent)] shall be the 31st day of the following March. Forconditions for personnel (such as local provided in the plan. The permittee each outfall, one signed Dischargeflooding, high winds, hurricane, shall include the description of the Monitoring Report form must betornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or location of the outfalls, explanation of submitted to the Director per stormotherwise make the collection of a why outfalls are expected to discharge event sampled. Signed copies ofsample impracticable (drought, substantially identical effluents, and Discharge Monitoring Reports, or saidextended frozen conditions, etc.), estimate of the size of the drainage areacertifications, shall be submitted to the(b) Low Concentration Waiver--When and runoff coefficient with the Director of the NPDES program at thethe average concentration for a pollutantDischarge Monitoring Report. address of the appropriate Regionalcalculated from all monitoring data

[5) Alter~.ative Certification. A Office listed in Part VI.G. of the factcollected from an outfall during the
discharger is not subject to the sheet to this permit.monitoring period [insert date I year

(1] Additional Notification. Inafter permit issuance] lasting through monitoring requirements of this section
[insert date 2 years after permit provided the discharger makes a addition to filing copies of discharge
issuance] is less than the correspondingcertification for a given outfall, or on a monitoring reports in accordance with
value for that pollutant listed in Table pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of paragraph b {above) food and kindred
U-1 under the colunm Monitoring Cut- monitoring reports required under ’ products, facilities with at least one
off Concentration, a facility may waive paragraph b below, under penalty of storm water discharge associated with
monitoring and reporting requirements law, signed in accordance with Part industrial activity through a large or

in the monitoring period beginning VII.G. {Signatory Requirements}, that medium municiual separate storm
[insert date 3 years after permit material handling equipment or sewer system {systems serving a

population of 100,000 or more) mustissuance] lasting through [insert date 4 activities, raw materials, intermediate
submit signed copies of dischargeyears after permit issuance]. The facility products, final products, waste
monitoring reports to the operator of themust submit to the Director. in lieu of materials, by-products, industrial
municipal separate storm sewer systemthe monitoring data, a certification that machinery or operations, or significant
in accordance with the dates providedthere has not been a significant change materials from past industrial activity,
in paragraph b {above).in industrial activity or the pollution that are located in areas of the facility

a. Quarterly Visual Examination ofprevenUon measures in area of the within the drainage area of the out.fall Storm Water Quality. Facilities shallfacility which drains to the outfall for are not presently exposed to storm waterperform and document a visualwhich sampling was waived, and are not expected to be exposed toexamination of a storm water discharge(c) When a discharger is unable to storm water for the certification period, associated with industrial activity fromconduct quarterly chemical storm waterSuch certification must be retained in each outfall, except dischargessampling at an inactive and unstaffed the storm water pollution prevention exempted below. The examination(s}site, the operator of the facility, may plan, and submitted to EPA in must be made at least once in each ofexercise a waiver of the monitoring accordance with Part VI.C. of this the following 3-month periods: Januaryrequirements as long as the facility permit. In the case of certifying that a through March, April through June. Julyremains inactive and unstaffed. The pollutant is not present, the permittee through September, and Octoberfacility must submit to the Director, in must submit the certification along with through December. The examinationlieu of monitoring data, a certification the monitoring reports required under shall be made during daylight hoursstatement on the DMR stating that the paragraph (b) below. If the permittee unless there is insufficient rainfall orsite is inactive and unstaffed so that cannot certify for an entire period, they snow melt to produce a runoff event.collecting a sample during a qualifying must submit the date exposure was (1} Examinations shall be made of aevent is not possible, eliminated and any monitoring requiredgrab sample collected within the first 30(4) Representative Discharge. When aup until that date. This certification minutes (or as soon thereafter asfacility has two or more outfalls that, option is not applicable to compliance practical, but not to exceed 1 hour} of
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when the runoff or snowmett begins weather conditions which may prohibitplan section(s) of this permit (if any) aredischarging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include applicable to the facility.document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel 2. Special Conditions
suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds, a. Prohibition of Non-storm Waterother obvious indicators of storm waterhurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,Discharges.
pollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of(1) In addition to the general
conducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought, prohibition of non-storm waster
analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.), discharges at Part III A.2 of this permit
performed on the samples. All such (5) When a discharger is unable to to discharges of wastewatar, such as
samples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water wastewatar as a result of wet processing,
discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and wastewaters resulting from any~hat is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityprocesses relating to the production
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoringprocess, reused or recycled water, andhours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility waters used in cooling towers are
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. The prohibited under this permit. Operatorsevent. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification of such discharges to waters of the
individual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan United States, must obtain coveragecollection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and under a separate NPDES permit.
dis.charges for entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention(2) Visual examination reports mustexaminatfons during a qualifying eventPlan Requirementsbe maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible.prevention plan. The report shall a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall
include the examination date and time, V. Storm Water Discharges Associatedinclude, at a minimum, the followingexamination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Textile items:
discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), Mills, Apparel, and Other Fabric (12 Pollution Prevention Team. Eachvisual quality of the storm water Product Manufacturing Facilities plan shall identify a specific individual
discharge (including observations of 1. Discharges Covered Under This or individuals within the facility
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, Section organization as members of a storm
settled solids, suspended solids, foam. water Pollution Prevention Team who
oil sheen, and other obvious indicators The requirements listed under this are responsible for developing the storm
of storm water pollution), and probablesection shall apply to storm water water pollution prevention plan andsources of any observed storm water discharges from the following activities:assisting the facility or plant manager incontamination. Textile Mill Products, of and regardingits implementation, maintenance, and(3) When a facility has two or more facilities and establishments engaged inrevision. The plan shall clearly identifyoutfalls that, based on a consideration of the preparation of fiber and subsequentthe responsibilities of each teamindustrial activity, significant materials,manufacturing of yarn, thread, braids, member. The activities andand management practices and activitiestwine, and cordage, the manufacturingresponsibilities of the team shallwithin the area drained by the outfall, ofbroadwoven fabrics, narrow woven address all aspects of the facility’s stormthe permittee reasonably believes fabrics, knit fabrics, and carpets and water pollution prevention plan.discharge substantially identical rugs from yam; processes involved in (2) Description of Potential Pollutanteffluents, the perrnittee may collect a the dyeing and finishing of fibers, yam Sources. Each plan shall provide asample of effluent of one of such fabrics, and knit apparel: the integrateddescription of potential sources whichoutfalls and report that the examinationmanufacturing of knit apparel and othermay reasonably be expected to adddata also applies to the substantially finished articles of yarn; the significant amounts of pollutants toidentical outfall(s) provided that th~ manufacturing of felt goods (wool), lacestorm water discharges or which maypermittee includes in the storm water goods, nonwoven fabrics, miscellaneousresult in the discharge of pollutantspollution prevention plan a description textiles, and other apparel products during dry weather from separate stormof the location of the outfalls and {generally described by SIC codes 22 sewers draining the facility. Each planexplains in detail why the out.falls are and 23). shall identify all activities andexpected to discharge substantially When an industrial facility, describedsignificant materials which mayidentical effluents. In addition, for eachby the above coverage provisions of thispotentially be significant pollutantoutfall that the permittee believes is section, has industrial activities being sources. Each plan shall include, at arepresentative, an estimate of the size ofconducted onsite that meet the minimum:the drainage area {in square feet) and andescription{s) of industrial activities in (a) Drainage.estimate of the runoff coefficient of the another section{s), that industrial (i] A site map indicating an outline ofdrainage area {e.g., low (under 40 facility shall comply with any and all the portions of the drainage area of eachpercent}, medium {40 to 65 percent}, or applicable monitoring and pollution storm water outfall that are within thehigh {above 65 percent)} shall be prevention plan requirements of the facility boundaries, each existingprovided in the plan. other section{s} in addition to all structural control measure to reduce(4) When a discharger is unable to applicable requirements in this section, pollutants in storm water runoff, surfacecollect samples over the course of the The monitoring and pollution water bodies, locations wherevisual examination period as a result of prevention plan terms and conditions of significant materials are exposed to

adverse climatic conditions, the this multi-sector permit am additive for precipitation, locations where majordischarger must document the reason industrial activities being conducted at spills or leaks identified under Partfor not performing the visual the same industrial facility {co-located XI.V.3.a.{2}{c} {Spills and Leaks} of thisexamination and retain this industrial activities}. The operator of the permit have occurred, and the locationsdocumentation onsite with the records facility shall determine which other of the following activities where suchof the visual examinations. Adverse monitoring and pollution prevention activities are exposed to precipitation:
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loading/unloading areas, locations used summary of sampling data collected prevent leaks and spills. The facility
for the treatment, storage or disposal of during the term of this permit, may consider an inventory control plan
wastes, liquid storage tanks or silos, (e) Risk Identification and Summary to prevent excessive purchasing,bulk storage areas that may exist, of Potential Pollutant Sources--A storage, and handling of potentially
processing areas and storage areas, narrative description of the potential hazardous substances. In the case of
fueling stations, vehicle and equipment pollutant sources from the following storage of empty chemical drums and
maintenance and/or cleaning areas. The activities: loading and unloading containers, facilities should employ
map must indicate the out.fall locations operations; outdoor storage activities; practices which ensure that barrels are
and the types of discharges contained in outdoor manufacturing or processing clean and residuals are not subject to
the drainage areas of the outfalls, activities; significant dust or particulate contact with storm water, such practices

(ii) For each area of the facility that generating processes; onsite waste may include triple-rinsing containers.generates storm water discharges disposal practices; industry-specific The discharge weters from suchassociated with industrial activity with significant materials and industrial washings must be collected anda reasonable potential for containing activities {e.g:, backwinding, beaming, disposed of properly.significant amounts of pollutants, a bleaching, becking, bonding (ii) Material Handling Area--The plan
prediction of the direction of flow, and carbonizing, carding, cut and sew must describe measures that prevent or
an identification of the types of operations, desizing, drawing, dyeing minimize contamination of the storm
pollutants which are likely to be presentflocking, fulling, knitting, mercerizing, water runoff from materials handling
in storm water discharges associated opening, packing, plying, scouring, operations and areas. The facility maywith industrial activity. Factors to slashing, spinning, synthetic-felt consider the use of spill and overflowconsider include the toxicity of processing, textile waste processing, protection; covering fueling areas;chemical; quantity of chemicals used, tufting, turning, weaving, web forming, covering and enclosing areas where the
produced or discharged; the likelihoodwinging, yarn spinning, and yarn transfer of materials may occur. Whereof contact with storm water; and historytextunng). The description shall applicable, the plan must address theof significant leaks or spills of toxic or specifically list any significant potentialreplacement or repair of leakinghazardous pollutants. Flows with a source of pollutants at the site and for connections, valves, transfer lines andsignificant potential for causing erosioneach potential source, any pollutant or pipes that may carry chemicals, dyes, or
shall be identified, pollutant parameter (e.g., biochemical wastewater.(b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--- oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall (iii) Fueling Areas-The plan mustAn Inventory of the types of materials be identified, describe measures that prevent orhandled at the site that potentially may (3) Measures and Controls. Each minimize contamination of the stormbe exposed to precipitation. Such facility covered by this permit shall water runoff from fueling areas. The
inventory shall include a narrative develop a description of storm water facility may consider coverm8 thedescription of significant materials thatmanagement controls appropriate for fueling area, using spill and overflow
have been handled, treated, stored or the facility, and implement such protection, minimizing runon of stormdisposed in a manner to allow exposurecontrols. The appropriateness and water to the fueling area, using dryto storm water between the time of 3 priorities of controls in a plan shall cleanup methods, and/or collecting theyears prior to the date of the submissionreflect identified potential sources of storm water runoff and providingof a Notice of Intent {NOI) to be coveredpollutants at the facility. The treatment or recycling.under this permit and the present; description of storm water management (iv) Above GrOund Storage Tank
method and location of onsite storage orcontrols shall address the following Areas--The plan must describe
disposal; materials management minimum components, including a measures that prevent or minimizepractices employed to minimize contactschedule for implementing such contamination of the storm water runoff
of materials with storm water runoff controls: from above ground storage tank areas.
between the time of 3 years prior to the (a) Good Housekeeping-Good The facility must consider storage tanksdate of the submission of a Notice of housekeeping requires the maintenanceand their associated piping and valves.
Intent (NOI) to be covered under this of areas which may contribute The facility may consider regularpermit and the present; the location andpollutants to storm water discharges incleanup of these areas, preparation of a
a description of existing structural and a clean, orderly manner. The followingspill prevention control andnonstructural control measures to areas must be specifically addressed, countermeasure program, provide spillreduce pollutants in storm water runoff;when applicable at the facility: and overflow protection, minimizingand a description of any treatment the (i) Mater~al Storage Areas--All stored runon of storm water from adiacent
storm water receives, and containerized materials (fuels, areas, restrict access to the area,(c) Spills and Leaks--A list of petroleum products, solvents, dyes, etc.)insertion of filters in adiacent catchsignificant spills and significant leaks ofmust be stored in a protected area, awaybasins, provide absorbent booms intoxic or hazardous pollutants that from drains and clearly labeled. The unbermed fueling areas, use of dryoccurred at areas that are exposed to plan must describe measures that cleanup methods, and permanentivprecipitation or that otherwise drain to prevent or minimize contamination of sealing drains within critical areas" thata storm water conveyance at the facilitystorm water runoff from such storage may discharge to a storm drain.after the date of 3 years prior to the dateareas. The facility should specify which (b) Preventive Maintenance--Aof the submission of a Notice of Intent materials are stored indoors and must preventive maintenance program shall{NOI) to be covered under this permit, provide a description of the involve timely inspection andSuch list shall be updated as containment area or enclosure for thosemaintenance of storm water
appropriate during the term of the materials which are stored outdoors, management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/permit. Above ground storage tanks, drums, andwater separators, sediment traps, catch(d) Sampling Data--A summary of barrels permanently stored outside mustbasins, infiltration devices, ponds) asexisting discharge sampling data be delineated on the site map with a well as inspecting and testing facilitydescribing pollutants in storm water description of the appropriated equipment and systems to uncoverdischarges from the facility, including acontainment measures in place to conditions that could cause breakdowns
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or failures resulting in discharges of emergency phone numbers, shall be failure to certifv is caused by the
pollutants to surface waters, and posted in the work areas, inability to perform adequate tests or
ensuring appropriate maintenance of (f) Recordkeeping and Internal evaluations, such notification shall
such equipment and systems. Reporting Procedures--A description ofdescribe: the procedure of any test

(c) Spill Prevention and Response incidents (such as spills, or other conducted for the presence of non-storm
Procedures---Areas where potential discharges), along with other water discharges; the results of such test
spills which can contribute pollutants toinformation describing the quality and or other relevant observations; potential
storm water discharges can occur, and quantity of storm water discharges shallsources of non-storm water discharges
their accompanying drainage points be included in the plan required under to the storm sewer; and why adequate
shall be identified clearly in the storm this part. Inspections and maintenance tests for such storm sewers were not
water pollution prevention plan. Whereactivities shall be documented and feasible. Non-storm water discharges to
appropriate, specifying material records of such activities shall be waters of the United States which are
handling procedures, storage incorporated into the plan. not authorized by an NPDES permit are
requirements, and use of equipment (g) Non-storm Water Discharges. unlawful, and must be terminated.
such as diversion valves in the plan (i) The plan shall include a (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
should be considered. Procedures for certification that the discharge has beenThe plan shall identify areas which, due
cleaning up spills shall be identified in tested or evaluated for the presence of to topography, activities, or other
the plan and made available to the non-storm water discharges. The factors, have a high potential for
appropriate personnel. The necessary, certification shail include the significant soil erosion, and identify.
equipment to implement a clean up identification of potential significant structural, vegetative, and/or

sources of-non-storm water at the site, stabilization measures to be used toshould be available to personnel.
(d) Inspections--Qualified facility a description of the results of any test limit erosion.

personnel shah be identified to inspectand/or evaluation for the presence of (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
designated equipment and areas of thenon-storm water discharges, the shall contain a narrative consideration
facility at appropriate intervals specifiedevaluation criteria or testing method of the appropriateness of traditional
in the plan. Inspection intervals are to    used, the date of any testing and/orstorm water management practices
occur on a monthly basis. Inspections ofevaluation, and the onsite drainage {practices other than those which
this nature shall include, but not be points that were directly observed control the generation or source(s} of
limited to, the following areas: all during the test. Certifications shall be pollutants} used to divert, infiltrate,
containment and storage areas, transfer signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofreuse, or otherwise manage storm water
and transmission lines, spill prevention,this permit. Such certification may not runoff in a manner that reduces
good housekeeping practices, be feasible if the facility operating the pollutants in storm water discharges
management of process waste products,storm water discharge associated with from the site. The plan shall provide
all structural and nonstructural industrial activity does not have accessthat measures that the permittee
management practices. A set of trackingto an outfall, manhole, or other point ofdetermines to be reasonable and
or follow-up procedures shall be used toaccess to the ultimate conduit which appropriate shall be implemented and
ensure that appropriate actions are receives the discharge. In such cases, maintained. The potential of various
taken in response to the inspections, the source identification section of the sources at the facility to contribute
Records of inspections shall be storm water pollution prevention plan pollutants to storm water discharges
maintained, shall indicate why the certification associated with industrial activity [see

{e) Employee Training-Employee required by this part was not feasible, paragraph XI.V.3.a.[2) of this section
u’~ning programs shall inform along with the identification of potential(Description of Potential Pollutant
personnel responsible for implementingsignificant sources of non-storm water atSources)] shall be considered when
activities identified in the storm water the site. A discharger that is unable to determining reasonable and appropriate
pollution prevention plan or otherwise provide the certification required by thismeasures. Appropriate measures or
responsible for storm water managementparagraph must notify the Director in other equivalent measures may include:
at all levels of responsibility of the accordance with paragraph vegetative swales and practices, reuse of
components and goals of the storm XI.V.3.a.{3)(g){iii) (below). collected storm water (such as for a
water pollution prevention plan. (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting process or as an irrigation source), inlet
Training should address topics such as activities, sources of non-storm water controls {such as oil/water separators),
spill response, good housekeeping andlisted in Part HI.A.2. of this permit that snow management activities, infiltration
material management practices. The are combined with storm water devices, and wet detentionJretention
pollution prevention plan shall identify discharges associated with industrial devices.
dates for such training to t~_ke place at activity must be identified in the plan. (4) Comprehensive Site Compliance
least annually (once per calendar year).The plan shall identify and ensure the Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall
Employee training must, at a minimum implementation of appropriate pollutionconduct site compliance evaluations at
address the following areas when prevention measures for the non-storm appropriate intervals specified in the
applicable to a facility: use of reused/ water component(s) of the discharge, plan, but in no case less than once a
recycled waters; solvents management; (iii) Failure to Certi~Any facility year. Such evaluations shall provide:
proper disposal of dyes; proper disposalthat is unable to provide the (a) Areas contributing to a storm
of petroleum products and spent certification required (testing for non- water discharge associated with
lubricants; spill prevention and control; storm water discharges), must notify theindustrial activity (storage tank areas,
fueling procedures; and general good Director by [Insert date 270 days after waste disposal and storage areas,
housekeeping practices. Employees, permit issuancel or, for facilities which dumpsters and open containers stored
independent contractors, and customersbegin to discharge storm water outside, materials storage areas, engine
must be informed about BMPs and be associated with industrial activity after maintenance and repair areas, material
required to perform in accordance with [insert date 270 days after permit handling areas, and loading dock areas)
these practices. Copies of BMPs and anyissuance], 180 days after submitting an shall be visually inspected for evidence
specific management plans, including NOI to be covered by this permit. If the of. or the potential for, pollutants
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entering the drainage system. Measuresperform and document a visual settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
to reduce pollutant loadings shall be examination of a representative storm oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
evaluated to determine whether they arewater discharge associated with of storm water pollution), and probable
adequate and properly implemented inindustrial activity from each outfall, sources of any observed storm water
accordance with the terms of the permitexcept discharges exempted below. Thecontamination.
or whether additional control measuresexamination must be made at least once(4) When a facihty has two or more
are needed. Structural storm water in each designated period [described inout.falls that, based on a consideration of
management measures, sediment and(1), below] during daylight hours unlessindustrial activity, significant materials,
erosion control measures, and other there is insufficient rainfall or snow and management practices and activities
structural pollution prevention melt to produce a runoff event, within the area drained by the outfall,
measures identified in the plan shall be [1) Examinations shall be conductedthe permittee reasonably believes
observed to ensure that they are in each of the following periods for the discharge substantially identical
operating correctly. A visual inspection purposes of visually inspecting stormeffluents, the permittee may collect a
of equipment needed to implement thewater quality associated with storm sample of effluent of one of such
plan. such as spill response equipment, water runoff or snow melt: Januaryoutfalls and report that the examination
shall be made. through March; April through June; Julydata also applies to the substantially

(b) Based on the results of the t,~ough September; and October identical ouffalls provided that the
evaluation, the description of potential through December. permittee includes in the storm water
pollutant sources identified in the plan [2} Examinations shall be made of pollution prevention plan a description
in accordance with paragraph samples collected within the first 30 of the location of the outfalls and an
XI.V.3.a.(2) of this section (Descriptionminutes (or as soon thereafter as explanation in detail why the outfalls
of Potential Pollutant Sources) and practical, but not to exceed one hour) ofare expected to discharge substantiallypollution prevention measures and when the runoff or snowrnelt begins identical effluents. In addition, for eachcontrols identified in the plan in discharging. The examinations shall out.fall that the permittee believes is
accordance with paragraph XI.V.3.a.(3)document observations of color, odor, representative, an estimate of the size of
of this section (Measures and Controls)clarity, floating solids, settled solids, the drainage area (in square feet) and anshall be revised as appropriate within 2suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andestimate of the runoff coefficient of theweeks of such evaluation and shall other obvious indicators of storm waterdrainage area [e.g., low (under 40
provide for implementation of any pollution. The examination must be percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
changes to the plan in a timely manner,conducted in a well lit area. No high (above 65 percent)] shall be
but in no case more than 12 weeks afteranalytical tests are required to be provided in the plan.the evaluation, performed on the samples. All such (5) When a discharger is unable to(c) A report summarizing the scope ofsamples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm waterthe evaluation, personnel making the discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive andevaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitymajor observations relating to the magnitude and that occurs at least 72may exercise a waiver of the monitoringimplementation of the storm water hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facilitypollution prevention plan, and actions (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} stormremains inactive and unstaffed. Thetaken in accordance with paragraph event. Whenever practicable the same facility must maintain a certificationXI.V.3.a.(4){b) (above) of the permit individual will carry out the collection with the pollution prevention planshall be made and retained as part of the and examination of discharges for thestating that the site is inactive andstorm water pollution prevention plan life of the permit.
for at least 3 years from the date of the When a discharger is unable to collectunstaffed so that performing visual

evaluation. The report shall identify anysamples over the course of the visual examinations during a qualifying event

incidents of noncompliance. Where a examination period as a result of is not feasible.

report does not identify any incidents ofadverse climatic conditions, the W. Storm Water Discharges Associated
noncompliance, the report shall containdischarger must document the reason With lndustn’al Activity From Wood and
a certification that the facility is in for not performing the visual Metal Furniture and Fixture
compliance with the storm ~ater examination and retain this Manufactun’ng Facilities
pollution prevention plan and this documentation onsite with the records
permit. The report shall be signed in of the visual examination. Adverse 1. Discharges Covered Under This

accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatoryweather conditions which may prohibitSection.

Requirements) of this permit, the collection of samples include The requirements listed under this
(d} Where compliance evaluation weather conditions that create section shall apply to storm water

schedules overlap with inspections dangerous conditions for personnel discharges associated with industrial
required under 3.a.(3)(d), the (such as local flooding, high winds, activities from facilities involved in the
compliance evaluation may be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, manufacturing of: wood kitchen
conducted in place of one such etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofcabinets (generally described by SIC
inspection, a sample impracticable (drought, code 2434}; household furniture

extended frozen conditions, etc.). {generally described by SIC code 251);
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations (3} Visual examination reports must office furniture (generally described by

There are no additional numeric be maintained in the pollution SIC code 252}; public buildings and
effluent limitations beyond those prevention plan. The report shall related furniture (generally described by
described in Part V.B of this permit, include the examination date and time,SIC code 253}; partitions, shelving,

examination personnel, the nature of thelockers, and office and store fixtures5. Monitoring and Reporting discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt}, (generally described by SIC code 254);Requirements visual quality of the storm water and miscellaneous furniture and
a. Quarterly Visual Examination of discharge (including observations of fixtures (generally described by SIC

Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall color, odor, clarity, floating solids, code 259}.
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When an industrial facility, described structural control measure to reduce     precipitation or that otherwise drain to
by the above coverage provisions of this pollutants in storm water runoff, surface a storm water conveyance at the facihty
section, has industrial activities being water bodies, locations where after the date of 3 years prior to the date
conducted onsite that meet the significant materials are exposed to of the submission of a Notice of Intent
description{s} of industrial activities in precipitation, locations where major (NOI} to be covered under this permit.
another section{s}, that industrial spills or leaks identified under Part Such list shall be updated as
facility shall comply with any and all XI.W.3.a.(2}{c} {Spills and Leaks} of this appropriate during the term of the
applicable monitoring and pollution permit have occurred, and the locations permit.
prevention plan requirements of the of the following activities where such (d) Sampling Data--A summary of

other section{s) in addition to all activities are exposed to precipitation: existing discharge sampling data

applicable requirements in this section,fueling stations; vehicle and equipmentdescribing pollutants in storm water

The monitoring and pollution msintenance and/or cleaning areas; discharges from the facility, including a

prevention plan terms and conditions ofloading and unloading areas; material summary of sampling data collected

this multi-sector permit are additive forstorage (including tanks or other vesselsduring the term of this permit.

industrial activities being conducted at used for liquid or waste storage) areas; (e) Pdsk Identification and Summary

the same industrial facility (co-located outdoor material processing areas; amesof Potential Pollutant Source~A

industrial activities). The operator of thewhere wastes are treated, stored, or narrative description of the potential

facility shall determine which other disposed: access roads: and rail spurs,pollutant sources from the following

monitonng and pollution prevention The map must indicate the outfall activities: loading and unloading

plan section(s) of this permit (if any) arelocations and the types of discharges operations; outdoor storage activities;

applicable to the facility, contained in the drainage areas of the outdoor manufacturing or processing
outfalls, activities; significant dust or particulate

2. Special Conditions (ii) For each area of the facility that generating processes; and onsite waste

a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water generates storm water discharges treatment, storage, or disposal practices.

Discharges. This section does not cover associated with industrial activity with The description shall specifically list
any discharge subiect to process a reasonable potential for containing any significant potential source of

wastewater effluent limitation significant amounts of pollutants, a pollutants at the site and for each

guidelines, including storm water that prediction of the direction of flow, and potential source, any pollutant or

combines with process wastewater, an identification of the types of pollutant parameter {e.g., biochemical
pollutants which are likely to be present oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention in storm water discharges associated be identified.
Plan Requirements with industrial activity. Factors to (3) Measures and Controls. Each

a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall consider include the toxicity of the facility covered by this permit shall
include, at a minimum, the following chemical; quantity of chemicals used, develop a description of storm water
items: produced or discharged; the likelihood management controls appropriate for

(I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each of contact with storm water; and historythe facility, and implement such
plan shall identify a specific individualof significant leaks or spills of toxic or controls. The appropriateness and
or individuals within the facility hazardous pollutants. Flows with a priorities of controls in a plan shall
organization as members of a storm significant potential for causing erosionreflect identified potential sources of
water Pollution Prevention Team that shall be identified, pollutants at the facility. The
are responsible for developing the storm (b) Inventory of ExpoSed Materials-- description of storm water management
water pollution prevention plan and An inventory of the types of materials controls shall address the following
assisting the facility or plant manager inhandled at the site that potentially mayminimum components, including a
its implementation, maintenance, andbe exposed to precipitation. Such schedule for implementing such
revision. The plan shall clearly identifyinventory shall include a narrative controls:
the responsibilities of each team description of significant materials that (a) Good Housekeeping-Good
member. The activities and have been handled, treated, stored or housekeeping requires the maintenance
responsibilities of the team shall disposed in a manner to allow exposure of areas which may contribute
address all aspects of the facility’s storm to storm water between the time of 3 pollutants to storm water discharges in
water pollution prevention plan. years prior to the date of the submission a clean, orderly manner.

(2] Description of Potential Pollutant of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered (b] Preventive Maintenance--A
Sources. Each plan shall provide a under this permit and the present; preventive maintenance program shall
description of potential sources which method and location of onsite storage orinvolve timely inspection and
may reasonably be expected to add disposal; materials management maintenance of storm water
significant amounts of pollutants to practices employed to minimize contactmanagement devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
storm water discharges or which may of materials with storm water runoff water separators, catch basins) as well
result in the discharge of pollutants between the time of 3 years prior to theas inspecting and testing facility
during dry weather from separate stormdate of the submission of a Notice of equipment and systems to uncover
sewers draining the facility. Each plan Intent {NOI) to be covered under this conditions that could cause breakdowns
shall identify all activities and permit and the present; the location andor failures resulting in discharges of
significant materials which may a description of existing structural and pollutants to surface waters, and
potentially be significant pollutant nonstructural control measures to ensuring appropriate maintenance of
sources. Each plan shall include, at a reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;such equipment and systems.
minimum: and a description of any treatment the (c) Spill Prevention "and Besponse

(a) Drainage. storm water receives. Procedures---Areas where potential
(i) A site map indicating an outline of (c) Spills and Leaks--A list of spills which can contribute pollutants to

the portions of the drainage a~a of eachsignificant spills and significant leaks ofstorm water discharges can occur, and
storm water ouffall that am within the toxic or hazardous pollutants that their accompanying drainage points
facility boundaries, each existing occurred at areas that are exposed to shall be identified clearly in the storm
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water pollution prevention plan. Where (g) Non-storm Water Discharges. waters of the United States which are
appropriate, specifying material {i) The plan shall include a not authorized by an NPDES permit are
handling procedures, storage certification that the discharge has beenunlawful, and must be terminated.
requirements, and use of equipment tested or evaluated for the presence of (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
such as diversion valves in the plan non-storm water discharges. The The plan shall identify areas which; due
should be considered. Procedures for certification shall include the to topography, activities, or other
cleaning up spills shall be identified inidentification of potential significant factors, have a high potential for
the plan and made available to the sources of non-storm water at the site, significant soil erosion, and identify.
appropriate personnel. The necessary a description of the results of any test structural, vegetative, and/or
equipment to implement a clean up and/or evaluation for the presence of stabilization measures to be used to
should be available to personnel, non-storm water discharges, the limit erosion.

(d) Inspections--In addition to the evaluation criteria or testing method (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
comprehensive site compliance used, the date of any testing and/or shall contain a narrative consideration
evaluation required under Part evaluation, and the onsite drainage of the appropriateness of traditional
XI.W.3.a.(4), of this permit, qualified points that were directly observed storm water management practices
facility personnel shall be identified to during the test. Certifications shall be [practices other than those which
inspect the following on a quarterly signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofcontrol the generation or source(s) of
basis: the integrity of storm water this permit. Such certification may not pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,
discharge diversions, conveyance be feasible if the facility operating the reuse, or otherwise manage storm water
systems, sediment control and storm water discharge associated with runoff in a manner that reduces
collection systems, and containment industrial.activity does not have accesspollutants in storm water discharges
structures; vegetative BMPs to to an outfall, manhole, or other point offrom the site. The plan shall provide
determine if soil erosion has occurred; access to the ultimate conduit which that measures that the permittee
and material handling and storage areasreceives the discharge. In such cases, determines to be reasonable and
and other potential sources of pollutionthe source identification section of the appropriate shall be implemented and
for evidence of actual or potential storm water pollution prevention plan maintained. The potential of various
pollutant discha~es of contaminated shall indicate why the certification sources at the facility to contribute
storm water. Information must be required by this pert was not feasible, pollutants to storm water discharges
maintained onsite and include the along with the identification of potentialassociated with industrial activity [see
inspection date and time and the namesignificant sources of non-storm water atparagraph XI.W.3.a.12) of this section
of personnel conducting the visual the site. A discharger that is unable to (Description of Potential Pollutant
inspection. The pollution prevention provide the certification required by thisSources)] shall be considered when
plan must be updated based on the paragraph must notify the Director in determining reasonable and appropriate
results of each inspection. A set of accordance with paragraph measures. Appropriate measures or
tracking or foliow-up procedures shall XI.W.3.a.(3)(~)(iii) [below). other equivalent measures may include:
be used to ensure that appropriate (fi) Except ~or flows from fire fightingvegetative swales and practices, reuse of
actions are taken in response to the activities, sources of non-storm water collected storm water (such as for a
inspections. Records of inspections listed in Part m.A.2. {Prohibition of process or as an irrigation source}, inlet
shell be maintained. The use of a Non-storm Water Discharges} of this controls {such as oil/water separators),
cbecklist developed by the facility is permit that are combined with storm snow management activities, infiltration
encouraged, water discharges associhted with devices, and wet detantion/retantion

(e) Employee Training--Employee industrial activity must be identified indevices.
training programs shall inform the plan. The plan shall identify and (4) Comprehensive Site Compliance
personnel responsible for implementingensure the implementation of Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall
activities identified in the storm water appropriate pollution prevention conduct site compliance evaluations at
pollution prevention plan or otherwise measures for the non-storm water appropriate intervals specified in the
responsible for storm water managementcomponent(s) of the discharge, plan, but, in no case less than once a
at all levels of responsibility of the (ii~) Failure to Cem’l~--Any facility year. Such evaluations shall provide:
components and goals of the storm that is unable to provide the (a) Areas contributing to a storm
water pollution prevention plan. certification required [testing for non- water discharge associated with
Training should address topics such asstorm water discharges), must notify theindustrial activity including, but not
spill response, good housekeeping and Director by [Insert date 270 days afterlimited to, coal piles, ash disposal areas,
material management practices. The permit issuance] or, for facilities whichloading/unloading operations, and
pollution prevention plan shall identify begin to discharge storm water waste treatment, storage, or disposal
periodic dates for such training, associated with industrial activity afterlocations shall be visually inspected for

(f) Recordkeeping and Internal [Insert date 270 days after permit evidence of, or the potential for,
Reporting Procedure.~--A description ofissuance], 180 days after submitting anpollutants entering the drainage system.
incidents (such as spills, or other NOI to be covered by this permit. If theMeasures to reduce pollutant loadings
discharges), BMP inspection and failure to certify is caused by the shall be evaluated to determine whether
maintenance activities, along with otherinability to perform adequate tests or they are adequate and properly
information describing the quality and evaluations, such notification shall implemented in accordance with the
quantity of storm water discharges shalldescribe: the procedure of any test terms of the permit or whether
be included in the plan required underconducted for the presence of non-stormadditional control measures are needed.
this part. Inspections and maintenancewater discharges; the results of such testStructural storm water management
activities shall be documented and or other relevant observations; potentialmeasures, sediment and erosion control
records of such activities shall be sources of non-storm water discharges measures, and other structural pollution
incorporated into the plan. Ineffective to the storm sewer; and why adequate prevention measures identified in the
BMPs must be reported and the date oftests for such storm sewers were not plan shall be observed to ensure that
their corrective action noted, feasible. Non-storm water discharges tothey are operating correctly. A visual
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inspection of equipment needed to purposes of visually inspecting storm color, odor, clariW., floating solids.
implement the plan, such as spill water quality associated with storm settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
response equipment, shall be made. water runoff or snow melt: January. oil sheen, and other obvious indicators

(b) Based on the results of the through March; April through June; Julyof storm water pollution), and probable
evaluation, the description of potential through September; and October sources of any observed storm water
pollutant sources identified in the plan through December. contamination.
in accordance with paragraph (b) Examinations shall be made of (f) When a facility has two or more
XI.W.3.a.(2) of this section (Descriptionsamples collected within the first 30 outfalls that, based on a consideraUon of
of Potential Pollutant Sources) and minutes (or as soon thereafter as industrial activity, significant materials,
pollution prevention measures and practical, but not to exceed one hour) ofand management practices and ac’~ivities
controls identified in the plan in when the runoff or snowrnelt begins within the area drained bv the outf~l,
accordance with paragraph XI.W.3.a.(3)discharging. The examinations shall the permittes reasonably believes
of this section (Measures and Controls) document observations of color, odor, discharge substantially identical
shall be revised as appropriate within 2clarity, floating solids, settled solids, effluents, the perrnittae may colle~ a
weeks of such evaluation and shall suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andsample of effluent of one of such
provide for implementation of any other obvious indicators of storm waterout.falls and report that the obser~a:~on
changes to the plan in a timely manner,pollution. The examination must be data also applies to the substantially
but in no case more than 12 weeks afterconducted in a well lit area. No identical outfalls provided that the
the evaluation, analytical tests are required to be permittae includes in the storm wa~er

(c) A report summarizing the scope ofperformed on the samples. All such pollution prevention plan a description
the evaluation, personnel making the samples shall be collected from the of the location of the outfalls and
evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,discharge resulting from a storm event explaining in detail why the outfa~s are
major observations relating to the that is greater than 0.1 inches in expected to discharge substantially
implementation of the storm water magnitude and that occurs at least 72 identical effluents. In addition, for each
pollution prevention plan, and actions hours fi’om the previously measurable outfall that the permittee believes ’~s
taken in accordance with paragraph (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm representative, an estimate of the size of
XI.W.a,(4){b) (above) of the permit shallevent. Whenever practicable the samethe drainage area (in square feet) and an
be made and retained as part of the individual will carry out the collection estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
storm water pollution prevention plan and examination of discharges for the drainage area (e.g., low (under 40
for at least 3 years from the date of thelife of the permit, percent), medium (40 to 65 percent) or
evaluation. The report shall identifT any (¢) When a discharger is unable to high (above 65 percent)) shall be
incidents of noncompliance. Where a collect samples over the course of the provided in the plan.
report does not identify any incidents ofvisual examination period as a result of (~J When a discharger is unable to
noncompliance, the report shah containadverse climatic conditions, the collect samples over the course of the
a certification that the facility is in discharger must document the reason visual examination period as a result of
compliance wi~h the storm water for not performing the visual adverse climatic conditions, the
pollution prevention plan and this examination and retain this discharger must document the reason
permit. The report shall be signed in documentation onsite with the records for not performing the visual
accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatoryof the visual examination. Adverse examination. Adverse weather
Requirements) of this permit, weather conditions which may prohibitconditions which may prohibit the

(8) Where compliance evaluation the collection of sample.~ include collection of samples include weather
schedules overlap with inspections weather conditions that create conditions that create dangerous
required under XI.W.3.a.(3)(d), the dangerous conditions for personnel conditions for personnel (such as !ocal
compliance evaluation may be (such as local flooding, high winds, flooding, high winds, hurricane.
conducted in place of one such hurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or
inspection, etc.) or otherwise make the collection of

a sample impracticable (drought,        otherwise make the collection of a
4. Numeric Effluent Limitations extended frozen conditions, etc.), sample impracticable (drought,

There are no additional numeric (d) When a discharger is unable to extended frozen conditions, etc.).

effluent limitations beyond those conduct visual storm water X. Storm Water Discharges Associated
described in Part V.B of this permit, examinations at an inactive and With lndustn’al Activity From Prin~ing

unstaffed site, the operator of the facilityand Publishing Facilities
5. Monitoring and Reporting may exercise a waiver of the monitoring
Requirements requirement as long as the facility 1. Discharges Covered Under This

a. Mordto~ng Requirements. remains inactive and unstaffed. The Section
{1) Quarterly Visual Examination of facility must maintain a certification The requirements listed under ’~is

Storm Water @Jality. Facilities shall with the pollution prevention plan section shall apply to storm water
perform and document a visual stating that the site is inactive and discharges associated with indusmal
examination of a storm water dischargeunstated so that performing visual activity from the following types of
associated with industrial activity fromexaminations during a qualifying eventfacilities: book printing (SIC Code 2732);
each outfall, except discharges is not feasible, commercial printing, lithographic I$IC
exempted below. The examination must(e) Visual examination reports must Code 2752); commercial printing,
be made at least once in each designatedbe maintained onsite in the pollution gravure (SIC Code 2754}; commercial
period (described in (a), below) during prevention plan. The report shall printing, not elsewhere classified (SIC
daylight hours unless there is include the examination date and time,Code 2759); and platemaking and
insufficient rainfall or snow melt to examination personnel, the nature of therelated services {SIC Code 2796).
produce a runoff event, discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt), When an industrial facility, described

(a) Examinations shall be conducted visual quality of the storm water by the above coverage provisions of this
in each of the following periods for the discharge (including observations of section, has industrial activities being
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conducted onsite that meet the XI,X.3.a.(2}(c) (Spills and Leaks) of this appropriate during the term of the
description(s) of industrial activities in section have occurred, and the locationspermit.
another section(s), that industrial of the following activities where such (d} Sampling Dato--A summary of
facility shall comply with any and all activities are exposed to precipitation: existing discharge sampling data
applicable monitoring and pollution fueling stations, vehicle and equipmentdescribing pollutants in stcrrn water
prevention plan requirements of the maintenance and/or cleaning areas, discharges from the facility, including a
other section(s) in addition to all loading/unloading areas, locations usedsummary of sampling data collected
applicable requirements in this section, for the treatment, storage or disposal ofduring the term of this permit.
The monitoring and pollution wastes, liquid storage tanks, processing (e) Pu’sk Identification and Summary
prevention plan terms and conditions ofareas and storage areas. Above groundof Potential Poflutant Sources--A
this multi-sector permit are additive for storage tanks, drums, and barrels narrative description of the potential
industrial activities being conducted at permanently stored outside must be pollutant sources from the following
the same industrial facility (co-located delineated on the site map. The map activities associated with printing,
industrial activities). The operator of themust indicate the outfall locations and publishing and allied facilities: loading
facility shall determine which other the types of discharges contained in theand unloading operations; outdoor
monitoring and pollution prevention drainage areas of the outfalls, storage activities; significant dust or
plan section(s) of this permit {if any) are {ii) For each area of the facility that particulate generating processes: and
applicable to the facility, generates storm water discharges onsite waste disposal practices (i.e.,

associated with industrial activity with blanket wash). The description shall2. Special Conditions a reasonable potential for containing specifically list any significant potentialThere are no additional special significant amounts of pollutants, a source of pollutants at the site and forconditions beyond those found in Part prediction of the direction of flow, and each potential source, any pollutant orIll. of today’s permit, an.identification of the types of pollutant parameter (e.g., oil and grease,
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention pollutants which are likely to be presentscrap metal, etc.) of concern shall be

in storm water discharges associated identified.Plan Requirements with industrial activity. Factors to (3) Measures and Controls. Eacha. Contents of Plan. The plan shall consider include the toxicity of the facility covered by this permit shallinclude, at a minimum, the following chemical; quantity of chemicals used, develop a descriz~tion of storm wateritems: produced or discharged; the likelihood management controls appropriate for(I} Pollution Prevention Team. Each of contact with storm water; and historythe facility, and implement suchplan shall identify a specific individual of significant leaks or spills of toxic or controls. The appropriateness andor individuals within the facility hazardous pollutants. Flows with a priorities of controls in a plan shallorganization as members of a storm significant potential for causing erosion reflect identified potential sources ofwater Pollution Prevention Team that shall be identified.
are responsible for developing the storm {b) Inventor), of Exposed Materials--- pollutants at the facility. The
water pollution prevention plan and An inventory of the types of materials description of storm water management
assisting the facility or plant manager in handled at the site that potentially maycontrols shall address the following
its implementation, maintenance, and be exposed to precipitation. Such minimum components, including a
revision. The plan shall clearly identify inventory shall include a narrative schedule for implementing such
the responsibilities of each team description of significant materials that controls:
member. The activities and have been handled, treated, stored or (a} Good Housekeeping--Good
responsibilities of the team shall disposed in a manner to allow exposurehousekeeping requires the maintenance
address all aspects of the facility’s stormto storm water between the time of 3 of areas which may contribute
water pollution prevention plan. years prior to the date of the submissionpollutants to storm water discharges in

(2) Description of Potentia] Pollutant of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered a clean, orderly manner. Areas where
Sources. Each plan shall provide a under this permit and the present; good housekeeping should be
description of potential sources which method and location of onsite storage or implemented include:
may reasonably be expected to add disposal; materials management (i) Material Storage Areas---All stored
significant amounts of pollutants to practices employed to minimize contact and containerized materials (skids,
storm water discharges or which may of materials with storm water nmoff pallets, solvents, bulk inks, and
result in the discharge of pollutants between the time of 3 years prior to thehazardous waste, empty drums,
during dry weather from separate storm date of the submission of a Notice of portable/mobile containers of plant
sewers draining the facility. Each plan Intent (NOI) to be covered under this debris, wood crates, steel racks, fuel oil,
shall identify all activities and permit and the present; the location andetc.) should be stored in a protected
significant materials which may a description of existing structural and area, away from drains and properly
potentially be significant pollutant nonstructural control measures to labeled. The plan should describe
sources. Each plan shall include, at a reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; measures that prevent or minimize
minimum: and a description of any treatment the contamination of the storm water runoff

(a) Drainage. storm water receives, from such storage areas. The facility
{i) A site map indicating an outline of (c) Spills and Leaks--A list of should specify which materials are

the portions of the drainage area of eachsignificant spills and significant leaks of stored indoors and must provide a
storm water outfall that are within the toxic or hazardous pollutants that description of the containment area or
facility boundaries, each existing occurred at areas that are exposed to enclosure for those materials which are
structural control measure to reduce precipitation or that otherwise dram to stored outdoors. The facility may
pollutants in storm water runoff, surfacea storm water conveyance at the facility consider an inventory control plan to
water bodies, locations where after the date of 3 years prior to the dateprevent excessive purchasing, storage,
significant materials are exposed to of the submission of a Notice of intent and handling of poten~ally hazardous
precipitation, locations where major (NOI) to be covered under this permit, substances. The facility may consider
spills or leaks identified under Part Such list shall be updated as indoor storage of the materials and/or
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installation ofbermin8 and diking of theappropriate, specify, ing material evaluation, and the onsite drainagearea. handling procedures, storage points that were directly observed
(ii} Mate~al Handling Areas~The requirements, and use of equipment during the test. Certifications shall beplan must describe measures that such as diversion valves in the plan signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofprevent or minimize contamination of should be considered. Procedures for this permit. Such certification may notthe storm water runoff from materials cleaning up spills shall be identified inbe feasible if the facility operating" thehandling operations and areas (i.e., the plan and made available to the storm water discharge associated with

blanket wash, mixing solvents, loading/appropriate personnel. The necessary, industrial activity does not have access
unloading materials). The facility may equipment to implement a clean up to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofconsider the use of spill and overflow should be available to personnel, access to the ultimate conduit whichprotection; covering fuel areas; covering (d) Inspections-Qualified facility receives the discharge. In such cases,and enclosing areas where the transfer personnel shall be identified to inspectthe source identification section of ~eof materials may occur. Where designated equipment and areas of thestorm water pollution prevention planapplicable, the plan must address the facility on an annual basis. The shall indicate why the certificationreplacement or repair of leaking following areas shall be included in, butrequired by this part was not feasible,connections, valves, transfer lines andnot limited to, all inspections: all along with the identification of potentialpipes that may carry chemicals, or containment and material storage areas,significant sources of non-storm water atwastewater, fueling areas, loading and unloading the site. A discharger that is unable to[iii) Fueling Areas-The plan must areas, equipment cleaning areas. A set ofprovide the certification required by thisdescribe measures that prevent or tracking or follow-up procedures shall paragraph must notify the Director ~nminimize contamination of the storm be used to.ensure that appropriate accordance with paragraphwater runoff from fueling areas. The actions are taken in response to the XI.X.3.a.(3)(g)(iii) (below).facility may consider covering the inspections. Records of inspections (ii) Except for flows from fire fightingfueling area, using spill and overflow shall be maintained, activities, sources of non-storm waterprotection, minimizing runon of storm (e) Employee Training--Employee listed in Part III.A.2 (Non-storm Waterwater to the fueling area, using dry training programs shall inform Discharges) of this permit that arecleanup methods, and/or collecting thepersonnel responsible for implementingcombined with storm water dischargesstorm water runoff and providing activities identified in the storm water associated with industrial activity must
treatment or recycling, pollution prevention plan or otherwisebe identified in the plan. The pla~u shall(iv) Above Ground Storage Tank responsible for storm water managementidentify and ensure the implementationAreas--The plan must describe at all levels of responsibility of the of appropriate pollution preventionmeasures that prevent or minimize components and goals of thee storm measures for the non-storm watercontamination of the storm water runoffwater pollution prevention plan. The component(s) of the discharge.from above ground storage tanks and pollution prevention plan shall identify (iii) Failure to Certif-y--Anv facihtytheir associated piping and valves. Thehow often training will take place, but"that is unable to provide the"facility may consider regular cleanup oftraining should be provided annually,certification required (testing for non-these areas, preparation of a spill Employee training must, at a minimum,storm water discharges), must noti~ theprevention control and countermeasureaddress the following areas when Director by [Insert date 270 days afterprogram, provide spill and overflow applicable to a facility: spent solvent permit issuance] or, for facilities whichprotection, minimizing runon of stormmanagement; spill prevention and begin to discharge storm waterwater from adjacent facilities and control; used oil management; fueling associated with industrial activity afierproperties, restrict access to the area, procedures; and general good [Insert date 270 days after permitinsertion of filters in adjacent catch housekeeping practices. The pollutionissuance], 180 days after submitting anbasins, provide absorbent booms in prevention plan shall identify periodicNOI to be covered by this permit. If theunbermed fueling areas, use of dry dates for such training, failure to certify is caused by thecleanup methods, and permanently (f} Recordkeeping and Internal inability to perform adequate tests orsealing drains within critical areas thatReporting, Procedure~--A description of evaluations, such notification shallmay discharge to a storm drain, incidents (such as spills, or other describe: the procedure of any test{b) Preventive Maintenance--A discharges), along with other conducted for the presence of non-stormpreventive maintenance program shallinformation describing the quality andwater discharges; the results of such testinvolve timely inspection and quantity of storm water discharges shallor other relevant observations; potentialmaintenance of storm water be included in the plan required undersources of non-storm water dischargesmanagement devices (e.g., cleaning oil]this part. Inspections and maintenanceto the storm sewer; and why adequatewater separators, vegetative swalas, activities shall be documented and tests for such storm sewers were notsecondary containment, catch basins) asrecords of such activities shall be feasible. Non-storm water discharges towell as inspecting and testing facility incorporated into the plan. waters of the Umted States which areequipment and systems to uncover (g] Non-storm Water Discharges. not authorized by an NPDES permit areconditions that could cause breakdowns(i) The plan shall include a unlawful, and must be terminated.or failures resulting in discharges of certification that the discharge has been (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--pollutants to surface waters, and tested or evaluated for the presence of The plan shall identify areas which, dueensuring appropriate maintenance of non-storm water discharges. The to topography, activities, or othersuch equipment and systems, certification shall include the factors, have a high potential for(c] SpillPrevention and Response identification of potential significant significant soil erosion, and identifyProcedures-Areas where potential sources of non-storm water at the site, structural, vegetative, and/orspills which can contribute pollutants toa description of the results of any test stabilization measures to be used tostorm water discharges can occur, and and/or evaluation for the presence of limit erosion.their accompanying drainage points non-storm water discharges, the [i) Management of Runoff--The planshall be identified clearly in the storm evaluation criteria or testing method shall contain a narrative considerationwater pollution prevention plan. Whereused, the date of any testing and/or of the appropriateness of traditional
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storm water management practices weeks of such evaluation and shall other obvious indicators of storm water{practices other than those which provide for implementation of any pollution. The examination must becontrol the generation or source(s) of
changes to the plan in a timely manner, conducted in a well lit area. Nopollutants} used to divert, infiltrate, but in no case more than 12 weeks after analvtical tests are required to bereuse, or otherwise manage storm water
the evaluation, performed on the samples. All suchrunoff in a manner that reduces

(c) A report summarizing the scope of samples shall be collected from thepollutants in storm water discharges the evaluation, personnel making the
discharge resulting from a storm eventfrom the site. The plan shall provide

evaluation, the date{s) of the evaluation, that is greater than 0.1 inches inthat measures that the permittee major observations relating to the magnitude and that occurs at least 72determines to be reasonable and implementation of the storm water hours from the previously measurableappropriate shall be implemented and pollution prevention plan, and actions {greater than 0.1 inch raiafall) stormmaintained. The potential of various taken in accordance with paragraph event. Whenever practicable the samesources at the facility to contribute XI.X.3.a.(4}Co) {above) of the permit individual will carry out the collectionpollutants to storm water discharges shall be made and retained as part of theand examination of discharges for theassociated with industrial activity [see storm water pollution prevention plan life of the permit.paragraph XI.X.3.a.(2) of this section for at least 3 years from the date of the When a discharger is unable to collect{Description of Potential Pollutant evaluation. The report shall identify anysamples over the course of the visualSources)] shall be considered when incidents of noncompliance. Where a examination period as a result ofdetermining reasonable and appropriatereport does not identify any incidents ofadverse climatic conditions, ~emeasures. Appropriate measures or noncompliance, the report shall containdischarger must document the reasonother equivalent measures may include:a certification that the facility is in for not performing the visualvegetative swales and practices, reuse of
compliance with the storm water examination and retain thiscollected storm water (such as for a pollution prevention plan and this documentation onsite with the recordsprocess or as an irrigation source), inlet
permit. The report shall be signed in of the visual examination. Adversecontrols (such as oil/water separators),
accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory weather conditions which may ~ronibitsnow management activities, infiltration
Requirements) of this permit, the collection of samples incl~edevices, and wet detention/retention

(~) Where compliance evaluation weather conditions that createdevices. schedules overlap with inspections dangerous conditions for persoru-.el
(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance required under 3.a.{3}(d), the {such as local flooding, high winds,Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall

compliance evaluation may be hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,conduct site compliance evaluations at
conducted in place of one such etc.l or otherwise make the collec~on ofappropriate intervals specified in the

plan, but in no case less than once a inspection, a sample impracticable {drought,
year. Such evaluations shall provide: 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations extended frozen conditions, etc.}.

(c) Visual examination reports must(a) Areas contributing to a storm There are no additional numeric be maintained in the pollutionwater discharge associated with
effluent limitations beyond those prevention plan. The report shallindustrial activity {including, but not described in Part V.B. of this permit, include the examination date and time,limited to, material handling areas,

material storage areas, waste disposal5. Monitoring and Reporting examination personnel, the nature of the
and storage areas, loading/unloadingRequirements discharge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),

visual quality of the storm waterareas) shall be visually inspected for
a. Monitoring Requirements. discharge {including observations ofevidence of, or the potential for,
(1) Quarterly Visual Examination of color, odor, clarity, floating solids,.pollutants ente.ring the drainage system.Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall

settled solids, suspended solids, foam,Measures to reduce pollutant loadings perform and docum’ent a visual
oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorsshall be evaluated to determine whetherexamination of a storm water dischargeof storm water pollution), and probablethey axe adequate and properly associated with industrial activity for sources of any observed storm waterimplemented in accordance with the each out.fall except discharges exemptedcontamination.terms of the permit or whether below. The examination must be made (d) When a facility has two or moreadditional control measures are needed,at least once in each designated periodout.falls that, based ~)n a consideration ofStructural storm water management [described in (a), below] during daylightindustrial activity, significant materials,measures, sediment and erosion controlhours unless there is insufficient rainfalland management practices and activitiesmeasures, and other structural pollutionor snow melt to produce a runoff event,within the area drained by the outfall,prevention measures identified in the {a) Examinations shall be conductedthe permittee reasonably believesplan shall be observed to ensure that

in each of the following periods for the discharge substantially identicalthey are operating correctly. A visual purposes of visually inspecting storm effluents, the permittee may collect ainspection of equipment needed to water quality associated with storm sample of effluent of one o~ suchimplement the plan, such as spill water runoff or snow melt: January out.falls and report that the examinationresponse equipment, shall be made. through March: April through June; Julydata also applies to the substantially(b) Based on the results of the through September: and October identical outfalls provided that theevaluation, the description of potential through December. permittee includes in the storm waterpollutant sources identified in the plan
(b) Examinations shall be made of a pollution prevention plan a descriptionin accordance with paragraph grab sample collected within the first 30of the location of the outfalls andXI.X.3.a.{2) of this section {Description minutes {or as soon thereafter as explaining in detail why the outfalls areof Potential Pollutant Sources) and practical, but not to exceed one hour) ofexpected to discharge substantiallypollution prevention measures and when the runoff or snowmelt begins

identical effluents, in addition, fo~ eachcontrols identified in the plan in
accordance with paragraph XI.X.3.a.(3) discharging. The examinations shall out.fall that the permittee believes isdocument observations of color, odor,    representative, an estimate of the size ofof this section (Measures and Controls) clarity, floating solids, settled solids,

the drainage area {in square feet) and anshall be revised as appropriate within 2 suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and
estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
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drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 or individuals within the facility of significant leaks or spills of toxic or
percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), ororganization as members of a storm hazardous pollutants. Flows with a
high (above 65 percent)] shall be water Pollution Prevention Team that significant potential for causing erosion
provided in the plan. are responsible for developing the stormshall be identified.

(e) When a di~harger is unable to water pollution prevention plan and (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials--
conduct visual storm water assisting the facility or plant manager in An inventory, of the types of materials
examinations at an inactive and its implementation, maintenance, and handled at the site that potentially may
unstaffed site, the operator of the facility,revision. The plan shall clearly identify be exposed to precipitation. Such
may exercise a waiver of the monitoringthe responsibilities of each team inventory shall include a narrative
requirement as long as the facility member. The activities and description of significant materials that
remains inactive and unstaffed. The responsibilities of the team shall have been handled, treated, stored or
facility must maintain a certification address all aspects of the facility’s stormdisposed in a manner to allow exposure
with the pollution prevention plan water pollution prevention plan. to storm water between the time of 3
stating that the site is inactive and (2) Description of Potential Pollutant years prior to the date of the submission
unstaffed so that performing visual Sources. Each plan shall provide a of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered
examinations during a qualifying event description of potential sources which under this permit and the present;
is not feasible, may reasonably be expected to add method and location of onsite storage or

significant amounts of pollutants to disposal; materials management
Y. Storm Water Discharges Associated storm water discharges or which may practices employed to minimize contactWith Industrial Activity. From Rubber, result in the discharge of pollutants of materials with storm water runoff
Misceflaneous Plastic Products, and
Misceflaneous Manufacturing Industries during dry weather from separate storm between the time of 3 years prior to the

sewers draining the facility. Each plan date of the submission of a Notice of
1. Discharges Covered Under This shall identify all activities and Intent (NOI) to be covered under this
Section significant materials which may permit and the present; the location and

The requirements listed under this potentially be significant pollutant a description of existing structural and
section shall apply to all storm water sources. All rubber manufacturers shall nonstructural control measures to
discharges associated with industrial in particular review the use of zinc at reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;
activity from rubber and miscellaneous their facilities and the possible and a description of any treatment the
plastic products manufacturing facilities pathways through which zinc may be storm water receives.
(SIC major group 30) and miscellaneousdischarged in storm water runoff. Each (c) Spills and Leaks--A list of
manufacturing industries, except plan shall include, at a minimum: significant spills and significant leaks of
jewelry, silverware, and plated ware Drainage. toxic or hazardous pollutants that

{i) A site map indicating an outline of occurred at areas that are exposed to(SIC major group 39, except 391).
When an industrial facility, described the portions of the drainage area of eachprecipitation or that otherwise dram to

by the above coverege provisions of thisstorm water out/all that are within the a storm water conveyance at the facility
section, has industrial activities being facility boundaries, each existing aRer the date of 3 years prior to the date
conducted onsite that meet the structural control measure to reduce of the submission of a Notice of Intent
description(s) of industrial activities in pollutants in storm water runoff, surface(NOI) to be covered under this permit.
another section(s}, that industrial water bodies, locations where Such list shall be updated as
facility shall comply with any and all significant materials are exposed to appropriate during the term of the
applicable monitoring and pollution precipitation, locations where major permit.
prevention plan requirements of the spills or leaks identified under Part (d) Sampling Data--A summary of
other section{s) in addition to all XI.Y.3.a.(2)(c} {Spills and Leaks) of this existing discharge sampling data
applicable requirements in this section, permit have occurred, and the locationsdescribing pollutants in storm water
The monitoring and pollution of the following activities where such discharges from the facility, including a
prevention plan terms and conditions ofactivities are exposed to precipitation: summary of sampling data collected
this multi-sector permit are additive for fueling stations, vehicle and equipmentduring the term of this permit.
industrial activities being conducted at maintenance and/or cleaning areas, (e) Risk Identification and Summary
the same industrial facility (co-located loading/unloading areas, locations usedof Potential Pollutant Sources---A
industrial activities). The operator of thefor the treatment, storage or disposal ofnarrative description of the potential
facility shall determine which other wastes, liquid storage tanks, processingpollutant sources from the following
monitoring and pollution prevention areas and storage areas. The map mustactivities: loading and unloading
plan section(s) of this permit {if any) areindicate the out/all locations and the operations; outdoor storage activities;
applicable to the facility, types of discharges contained in the outdoor manufacturing or processing

drainage areas of the outialls, activities: significant dust or particulate
2. Special Conditions (ii) For each area of the facility that generating processes; and onsite waste

Prohibition of Non-storm Water generates storm water discharges disposal practices. The description shall
Discharges. Other than as provided In associated with Industrial activity with specifically list any significant potential
Par~ M.A. of this permit, non-storm a reasonable potential for containing source of pollutants at the site and for
water discharges are not authorized by significant amounts of pollutants, a each potential source, any pollutant or
this section, prediction of the direction of flow, and pollutant parameter {e.g., biochemical

an identification of the types of oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall
3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention pollutants which are likely to be presentbe identified.
Plan Requirements in storm water discharges associated Measures and Controls. Each facility.

a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall with industrial activity. Factors to covered by this permit shall develop a
include, at a minimum, the following consider include the toxicity of a description of storm water management
items: chemical; quantity of chemicals used, controls appropriate for the facihty, and

(I) Pollution Prevention Team. Each produced or discharged; the likelihood implement such controls. The
plan shall identify a specific individual of contact with storm water; and history appropriateness and priorities of
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controls in a plan shall reflect identifiedspill response, good housekeeping and [insert date 270 days after permitpotential sources of pollutants at the material management practices. The issuance], 180 days after submitting anfacility. Facilities subject to EPCRA pollution prevention plan shall identify NOI to be covere~ by this permit. If theSection 313 should note that the specialperiodic dates for such training, failure to certify is caused by therequirements of Part IV.E, of this permit(j~ Recordkeeping and Internal inability to perform adequate tests oralso apply to their facilities. The Reporting Procedures--A description ofevaluations, such notification shalldescription of storm water managementincidents (such as spills, or other describe: the procedure of any testcontrols shall address the following discharges), along with other conducted for the presence of non-stormminimum components, including a information describing the quality and water discharges: the results of such testschedule for implementing such quantity of storm water discharges shallor other relevant observations; potentialcontrols: be included in the plan required undersources of non-storm water discharges(a) Good HousekeepinR--Good this part. inspections and maintenanceto the storm sewer; and why adequatehousekeeping requires the maintenanceactivities shall be documented and tests for such storm sewers were notof areas which may contribute records of such activities shall be feasible. Non-storm water discharges topollutants to storm water discharges inincorporated into the plan. waters of the United States which area clean, orderlv manner. Nan-storm Water Discharges. not authorized by an NPDES permit are{b) Preventi~,e Maintenance--A {i} The plan shall include a unlawful, and must be terminated.preventive maintenance program shallcertification that the discharge has been {h) Sediment and Erosion Control--involve timely inspection and tested or evaluated for the presence of The plan shall identify areas which, duemaintenance of storm water non-storm water discharges. The to topography, activit~as, or othermanagement devices (e.g., cleaning oil/certification shall include the factors, have a high potential forwater separators, catch basins) as wellidentification of potential significant significant soil erosion, and identify,as inspecting and testing facility sources of non-storm water at the site, structural, vegetative, and/orequipment and systems to uncover a description of the results of any test stabilization measures to be usedconditions that could cause breakdownsand/or evaluation for the presence of limit erosion.or failures resulting in discharges of non-storm water discharges, the (i) Management of Runoff--The planpollutants to surface waters, and evaluation criteria or testing method shall contain a narrative considerationensuring appropriate maintenance of used, the date of any testing and/or of the appropriateness of traditionalsuch equipment and systems, evaluation, and the onsite drainage storm water management practices(c) SpillPrevention and Response points that were directly observed (practices other than those whichProcedures--Areas where potential during the test. Certifications shall be control the generation or source(s) ofspills which can contribute pollutants tosigned in accordance with Part VII.G. ofpollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,storm water discharges can occur, andthis permit. Such certification may not reuse, or otherwise manage storm watertheir accompanying drainage points be feasible if the facility operating the runoff in a manner that reducesshall be identified clearly in the storm storm water discharge associated with pollutants in storm water dischargeswater pollution prevention plan. Whereindustrial activity does not have accessfrom the site. The plan shall provideappropriate, specifying material to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofthat measures that the permitteehandling procedures, storage access to the ultimate conduit which determines to be reasonable andrequirements, and use of equipment receives the discharge. In such cases, appropriate shall be implemented andsuch as diversion valves in the plan the source identification section of the maintained. The potential of variousshould be considered. Procedures for storm water pollution prevention plan sources at the facility to contributecleaning up spills shall be identified inshall indicate why the certification pollutants to storm water dischargesthe plan and made available to the required by this pan was not feasible, associated with industrial activity [seeappropriate personnel. The necessary along with the identification of potentialparagraph XI.Y.3.a.(2) of this sect~ionequipment to implement a cleanup significant sources of non-storm water at(Description of Potential Pollutantshould be available to personnel, the site. A discharger that is unable to Sources)] shall be considered when(d)/nspections--In addition to or as provide the certification required by thisdetermining reasonable and appropriatepan of the comprehensive site paragraph must notify the Director in measures. Appropriate measures orevaluation required under paragraph accordance with paragraph other equivalent measures may include:XI.Y.3.a.(4) of this section, qualified XI.Y.3.a.(3)(g)(iii) (below). vegetative swales and practices, reuse offacility personnel shall be identified to (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting collected storm water (such as for ainspect designated equipment and areasactivities, sources of non-storm water process or as an irrigation source), inletof the facility at appropriate intervals Listed in Pan III.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-controls (such as oil/water separators),specified in the plan. A set of tracking storm Water Discharges} of this permit snow management activities, infiltrationor follow-up procedures shall be used tothat are combined with storm water devices, and wet detention/retentionensure that appropriate actions are discharges associated with industrial devices.taken in response to the inspections, activity must be identified in the plan. (fl Special Requirements for AllRecords of inspections shall be The plan shall identify and ensure the Rubber Products Manufacturers---Allmaintained, implementation of appropriate pollutionrubber products manufacturing facilities(e) Employee Trainings--Employee prevention measures for the non-stormshall include specific measures andtraining programs shall inform water component(s) of the discharge, controls to minimize the discharge ofpersonnel responsible for implementing (iii) Failure to Certify---Any facility zinc in their storm water discharges.activities identified in the storm water that is unable to provide the The following possible sources of zincpollution prevention plan or otherwise certification required (testing for non- shall be reviewed and theresponsible for storm water managementstorm water discharges), must notify theaccompanying BMPs shall be includedat all levels of responsibility of the Director by [insert date 270 days after as appropriate in the storm watercomponents and goals of the storm permit issuance] or, for facilities whichpollution prevention plan:water pollution prevention plan. begin to discharge storm water (i) Inadequate Housekeeping--AllTraining should address topics such asassociated with industrial activity after permittees shall review the handling
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and storage of zinc bags at their facilitiesin accordance with paragraph           listed in Table Y-1 below. Facilities
and consider the following BMPs for theXI.Y.3.a.(2) of this section (Description must report in accordance with 6.b.
pollution prevention plan: employee of Potential Pollutant Sources) and (Reporting). In addition to the
training regarding the handling and pollution prevention measures and parameters listed in Table Y-1 below,
storage of zinc begs, indoor storage of controls identified in the plan in the permittee shall provide the date and
zinc bags, thorough cleanup of zinc accordance with paragraph XI.Y.3.a.(3)duration (in hours) of the storm event(s)
spills without washing the zinc into theof this section (Measures and Controls) sampled; rainfall measurements or
storm drain, and the use of 2,500-poundshall be revised as appropriate within 2estimates (in inches) of the storm event
sacks of zinc rather than 50- to 100- weeks of such evaluation and shall that generated the sampled runoff; the
pound sacks, provide for implementation of any duration between the storm event

(ii) Zinc in Dumpsters---The following changes to the plan in a timely manner,sampled and the end of the previous
BMPs or equivalent measures shall be but in no case more than 12 weeks after measurable (greater than 0.I inch
considered to reduce discharges of zinc the evaluation, rainfall} storm event; and an estimate of
from dumpsters: providing a cover for (c) A report summarizing the scope of the total volume {in gallons) of the
the dumpster; move the dumpster to an the evaluation, personnel making the discharge sampled.
indoors location; or provide a lining for evaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,
the durnpster, major observations relating to the TASLE ¥-ImMON[TORING

(iii] Malfunctioning Dust Collectors or implementation of the storm water REQUIREMENTS
Bag~ouses~Permittees shall review pollution prevention plan, and actions
dust collectors and beghouses as taken in accordance with paragraph Cut-off concentra-
possible sources in zinc in storm water XI.Y,3.a.(4}(b) (above) of the permit Pollutants of concern tion
runoff, Improperly operating dust shall be made and retained as part of the
collectors or beghousas shall be storm water pollution prevention plan Total Recoverat~e Zinc ,., 0.117 mgiL
replaced or repaired as appropriate, The for at least 3 years from the date of the
pollution prevention plan shall also evaluation. The report shall identify any    (I) Monitoring Per#ode. Rubber
provide for regular maintenance of these incidents of noncompliance. Where a    product manufacturing facilities shall
facilities, report does not identify any incidents of monitor samples collected during the

(iv) Grinding Operations-..Permittees noncompliance, the report shall contain sampling periods of: January through
shall review dust generation £rom a certification that the facility is in March, April through June. July through
rubber grinding operations at their compliance with the storm water September. and October through
facility and, as appropriate, install a pollution prevention plan and this December for the years specified in
dust collection system, permit. The report shall be signed in paragraph a. {above}.

{v) ZJnc Stearate CoatJng accordance with Part VILG. (Signatory (2} Sample Type. A minimum of oneOpemtions---Parmittees shalJ include inReq.Uirements) of this permit, grab sample shall be taken. All such
the pollution prevention plan (~) Where compliance evaluation samples shall be collected from theappropriate measures to prevent and/orschedules overlap with inspections discharge resulting from a storm eventclean up drips or spills of zinc stearaterequired under 3.a.(3}{d), the that is greater than 0.1 inches inslur~ which may be released to the compliance evaluation may be magnitude and that occurs at least 72storm drain. Alternate compounds to conducted in place of one such hours f~om the previously measurablezinc stearate shall also be considered, inspection. (greater than 0.t inch rainfall) storm(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations event. The required 72-hour storm event

interval is waived where the precedingconduct site compliance evaluations There are no additional numeric measurable storm event did not result inonce a year. Such evaluations shall effluent limitations beyond those a measurable discharge from the facility.provide: described in Part V.B of this permit. The required 72-hour storm event may(a) Areas contributing to a storm
water discharge associated with 5. Monitoring and Reporting also be waived where the permittee
industrial activity shall be visually Requirements documents that less than a 72-hour
inspected for evidence of, or the a. Analytical Monitoring interval is representative for local storm
potential for, pollutants entering the Requirements. events during the season when sampling
drainage system. Measures to reduce During the period beginning [insert is being conducted. The grab sample
pollutant loadings shall be evaluated todate I year after permit issuance] lastingshall be taken during the first 30
determine whether they are adequate through [insert date 2 years after permitminutes of the discharge. If the
and properly implemented in issuance] and the period beginning collection of a grab sample during the
accordance with the terms of the permit [insert date 3 years aRer permit first 30 minutes is impracticable, a grab
or whether additional control measuresissuance] lasting through [insert date 4 sample can be taken during the first
are needed. Structural storm water years after permit issuance], permitteeshour of the discharge, and the
management measures, sediment andwith rubber product manufacturing discharger shall submit with the
erosion control measures, and other facilities must monitor their storm watermonitoring report a description of why
structural pollution prevention discharges associated with industrial a grab sample dLu’ing the first 30

minutes was impracticable. If stormmeasures identified in the plan shall beactivity at least quarterly (4 times per
observed to ensure that they are year) during years 2 and 4 except as water discharges associated with
operating correctly. A visual inspection provided in paragraphs 6.a.(3) industrial activity commingle with
of equipment needed to implement the {Sampling Waiver), 6.a.{4} process or nonprocess water, then
plan, such as spill response equipment, {Representative Discharge}, and 6.a.{5} where practicable permittees must
shall be made. {Alternative Certification). Rubber attempt to sample the storm water

(b) Based on the results of the product manufacturing facilities are discharge before it mixes with the non-
evaluation, the description of potential required to monitor their storm water storm water discharge.
pollutant sources identified in the plandischarges for the pollutants of concern (3) Sampling Water.
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(a) Adverse Conditions--When a      location of the outfalls and explains inpostmarked no later than the 31st day of
discharger is unable to collect samplesdetail why the outfalls are expected to the following March [insert the date 2
within a specified sampling period duedischarge substantially identical years after permit issuance]. Monitoring
to adverse climatic conditions, the effluents. In addition, for each outfail results [or a certification in accordance
discharger shall collect a substitute that the permittee believes is with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above]
sample from a separate qualifying eventrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofobtained during the period beginning
in the next period and submit the datathe drainage area {in square feet) and an[insert date 3 years after permit
along with data for the routine sample estimate of the runoff coefficient of the issuance] lasting through [insert date 4
in that period. Adverse weather drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 years after permit issuance] shall be
conditions that may prohibit the percent), medium (40 to 65 percent, orsubmitted on Discharge Monitoring
collection of samples include weather high (above 65 percent)] shall be Form(s) postmarked no later than the
conditions that create dangerous provided in the plan. The permittee 31st day of the following March. For
conditions for personnel (such as local shall include the description of the each outfall, one signed Discharge
flooding, high winds, hurricanes, location of the outfalls, explanation of Monitoring Report form must be
tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or why outfalls are expected to dischargesubmitted to the Director per storm
otherwise make the collection of’a substantially identical effluents, andevent sampled. Signed copies of
sample impracticable (drought, estimate of the size of the drainage areaDischarge Monitoring Reports, or said
extended frozen conditions, etc.), and runoff coefficient with the certifications,shall be submitted to the

(b) Low Concentration Waiver~When Discharge Monitoring Report. Director of the NPDES program at the
the average concentration for a pollutant (5) Alternative Certification. A address of the appropriate Regional
calculated from all monitoring data discharger is not subject to the Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fac’~
collected from an outfali during the monitorin~ requirements of this sectionsheet.
monitoring period [insert date 1 year provided the discharger makes a (1) Additional Notification. In
after permit issuance] lasting through certification for a given outfall or on a addition to filing copies of discharge
Iinsert date 2 years after permit pollutant-by-pollutant basis, in lieu of monitoring reports in accordance with
issuance] is less than the correspondingmonitoring reports required under paragraph ~b) (above), rubber product
value for that pollutant listed in Table paragraph b below, under penalty ofmanufacturing facilities with at least
Y-1 under the colunm Monitoring Cut-law, signed in accordance with Part one storm water discharge associated
Off Concentration, a facility may waiveVII.G. (Signatory Requirements), that with industrial activity through a large
monitoring and reporting requirementsmaterial handling equipment or or medium municipal separate storm
in the monitoring period beginning activities, raw materials, intermediate sewer system (systems serving a
[insert date 3 years after permit products, final products, waste population of 100,000 or more) must
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4materials, by-products, industrial submit signed copies of discharge
years after permit issuancaJ. The facilitymachinery or operations, or significantmonitoring reports to the operator of the
must submit to the Director, in lieu of materials, by-products, industrial municipal separate storm sewer system
the monitoring data, a certification that machinery or operations, or significantin accordance with the dates provided
there has not been a significant changematerials from past industrial activity inparagraph (hi (above).
in industrial activity or the pollution that are located in areas of the facility (c) Quarterly Visual Examinat,’on of
prevention measures in area of the within the drainage area of the outfall Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall
facility that drains to the out.fall for are not presently exposed to storm waterperform and document a visual
which sampling was waived, and are not expected to be exposed to examination of a representative storm

(c) When a discharger is unable to storm water for the certification period,water discharge associated with
conduct quarterly chemical storm waterSuch certification must be retained in industrial from each outfall, except
sampling at an inactive and unstaffed the storm water pollution prevention discharges exempted below. The
site, the operator of the facility may plan, and submitted to EPA in examination must be made at least once
exercise a waiver of the monitoring accordance with Part VI.C. of this in each designated period [described in
requirements as long as the facility permit. In the case of certifying that a (I), below] during daylight hours unless
remains inactive and unstaffed. The pollutant is not present, the permittee there is insufficient rainfall or snow
facility must submit to the Director, in must submit the certification along withmelt to produce a runoff event.
lieu of monitoring data, a certification the monitoring reports required under (1) Examinations shall be conducted
statement on the DMR stating that the paragraph b below. If the permittee in each of the following periods for the
site is inactive and unstaffed so that cannot certify for an entire period, theypurposes of visually inspecting storm
collecting a sample during a qualifyingmust submit the date exposure, was water quality associated with storm
event is not possible, eliminated and any monitoring requiredwater runoff or snow melt: January.

(4) Representative DischarRe. When aup until that date. This certification through March; April through June: July
facility has two or more out.falls that, option is not applicable to compliance through September; and October
based on a consideration of industrial monitoring requirements associated through December.
activity, significant materials, and with effluent limitations. [2) Examinations shall be made of
management practices and activities (b) Reporting. Permittees with rubbersamples collected within the first 30
within the area drained by the outfall, product manufacturing facilities shall minutes (or as soon thereafter as
the permittee reasonably believes submit monitoring results for each practical, but not to exceed one hour) of
discharge substantially identical out.fall associated with industrial when the runoff or snowmelt begins
effluents, the permittee may test the activity Ior a certification in accordance discharging. The examinations shall
effluent of one of such out.falla and with Sections (3), (4), or (5) above] document observations of color, odor,
report that the quantitative data also obtained during the reporting period clarity, floating solids, settled solids,
applies to the substantially identical beginning [insert date 1 year after suspended sohds, foam, oil sheen, and
outfall(s) provided that the permittee permit issuance] lasting through [insertother obvious indicators of storm water
includes in the storm water pollution date 2 years after permit issuance] on pollution. The examination must be
prevention plan a description of the Diecharge Monitoring Report Form(s) conducted in a well lit area. No
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analytical tests are required to be a sample impracticable (drought, water pollution prevention plan and
performed on the samples. All such extended frozen conditions, etc.), assisting the facility or plant manager in
samples shall be collected from the (6) When a discharger is unable to its implementation, maintenance, and
discharge resulting from a storm event conduct visual storm water revision. The plan shall clearly identify
that is greater than 0.1 inches in examinations at an inactive and the responsibilities of each team
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 unstaffed site, the operator of the facility member. The activities and
hours from the previously measurable may exercise a waiver of the monitoring responsibilities of the team shall
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm requirement as long as the facility address all aspects of the facility’s storm
event. Whenever practicable the sameremains inactive and unstaffed. The water pollution prevention plan.
individual will carry out the collection facility must maintain a certification (2) Desc~ption of Potential Pollutant
and examination of discharges for the with the pollution prevention plan Sources. Each plan shall provide a
life of the permit, stating that the site is inactive and description of potential sources which

(3) Visual examination reports must unstaffed so that performing visual may reasonably be expected to add
be maintained onsita in the pollution examinations during a qualifying eventsignificant amounts of pollutants to
prevention plan. The report shall is not feasible, storm water discharges or which may

result in the discharge of pollutantsinclude the examination date and time,
Z. Storm Water Discharges Associatedduring dry weather from separate stormexamination personnel, the natwre of the
With Industrial Activity From Leatherdischarge (i.e., runoff or snow melt}, sewers draining the facility. Each plan

visual quality of the storm water Tanning and Finishinf, Facilities shall identify all activities and
discharge (including observations of 1. Discharges Covered Under This significant materials which may
color, odor, clarity, floating solids, Section.. potentially be significant pollutant

sources or, during periods of drysettled solids, suspended solids, foam, The requirements Listed under this weather, result in dry weather flows.oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorssection shall apply to storm water Each p~lan shall include, at a minimum:of storm water pollution), and probabledischarges from the following activities: (a) ~roinage.sottrces of any observed storm water leather tanning, currying and finishing (i) A site map indicating an outline ofcontamination. (commonly identified by Standard the portions of the drainage area of each(4) When a facility has two or more industrial Classification {SIC) code storm water outfall that are within theoutfa.lls that, based on a consideration of 3111). Discharges from facilities that facility boundaries, each existingindustrial activity, significant materials, make fertilizer solely from leather structural control measure to reduceand management practices and activities scraps and leather dust are also covered pollutants in storm water runoff, surfacewithin the area drained by the out.fall, under this section. When an industrial water bodies {including wetlands},the permittee reasonably believes facility, described by the above coverage locations where significant materials aredischarge substantially identical provisions of this section, has industrial exposed to precipitation, locationseffluents, the permittee may collect a activities being conducted onsite that where major spills or leaks identifiedsample of effluent of one of such meet the description{s} of industrial under Part XI.Z.3.a.{2}(c} (Spills andoutfalls and report that the observation activities in another section{s), that Leaks} of this permit have occurred, anddata also applies to the substantially industrial facility shall comply with any the locations of the following activitiesidentical outfalls provided that the and all applicable monitoring and where such activities are exposed topermittee includes in the storm water pollution prevention plan requirements precipitation: fueling stations, vehiclepollution prevention plan a description of the other section{s} in addition tO all and equipment maintenance and/orof the location of the out.falls and applicable requirements in this section, cleaning areas, loading/unloading areas,explaining in detail why the outfalls are The monitoring and pollution locations used for the treatment, storageexpected to discharge substantially prevention plan terms and conditions ofor disposal of wastes, material storageidentical effluents, in addition, for eachthis multi-sector permit are additive for{including tanks or other vessels usedoutfal] that the permittee believes is industrial activities being conducted at for liquid or waste storage), processingrepresentative, an estimate of the size ofthe same industrial facility (co-located and storage areas for activitiesthe drainage area (in squm’e feet) and anindustrial activities). The operator of theassociated with beamhouse, tanyard,estimate of the runoff coafflcient of the facility shall determine which other retan-wet finishing and dry finishingdrainage area [e.g., low (under 40 monitoring and pollution prevention operations, and haul roads, access roadspercent), medium (40 to 65 percent), orplan section(s) of this permit (if any) ere and rail spurs. The site map must alsohigh (above 65 percent)] shall be applicable to the facility, identify the location of all outfallsprovided in the plan. covered by this permit and include an
(5) When a discharger is unable to 2. Special Conditions inventory of the types of dischargescollect samples over the course of the There are no special conditions for contained in each outfall.visual examination period as a result ofthi-~ section beyond those in Part HI. of (ii) For each area of the facility that

adverse climatic conditions, the this permit, generates storm water discharges
discharger must document the reason associated with industrial activity with
for not performing the visual 3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention

a reasonable potential for containing
examination and retain this Plan Requirements

significant amounts of pollutants, a
documentation onsite with the records a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall prediction of the direction of flow, and
of the visual examination. Adverse include, at a minimum, the following an identification of the types ofweather conditions which may prohibititems: pollutants which are likely to be present
the collection of samples include (1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each in storm water discharges associated
weather conditions that create plan shall identify a specific individualwith industrial activity. Factors to
dangerous conditions for personnel or individuals within the facility consider include the toxicity of a
(such as local flooding, high winds, organization as members of a storm chemical; quantity of chemicals used,
hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,water Pollution Prevention Team that produced or discharged; the likelihoodetc.} or otherwise make the collection ofare responsible for developing the stormof contact with storm water, and history
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of significant leaks or spills of toxic or narrative description of potential storage, installation of berming and
hazardous pollutants. Flows with a pollutant sources including but not diking arotmd the area, and/or other
significant potential for causing erosionlimited to the following activities: equivalent measures to prevent runon
shall be identified, loading and unloading operations; and runoff of storm water.

(b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- outdoor storage activities, including but (iii) Buffing/Shaving Areas--The plan
An inventory of the types of materials not limited to: temporary or permanentmust describe measures that prevent or
handled at the site that potentially maystorage of fresh and brine cured hides, minimize contamination of the storm
be exposed to precipitation. Such chemical drums, bags, containers and water runoff with leather dust from
inventory shall include a narrative above ground tanks, leather dust, scraps,buffing/shaving areas. The facility may
description of significant materials thattrimmings and shavings, spent solvents,consider dust collection enclosures,
have been handled, treated, stored or extraneous hide substances and hair, preventive inspection/maintenance
disposed in a manner to allow exposureand empty chemical containers and programs or other appropriate
to storm water between the time of 3 bags; floor sweepings and washings; preventive measures.
years prior to the date of the submission refuse and waste piles and sludge; (iv) Receiving, Unloading, and Storage
of a Notice of Intent {NOI} to be coveredoutdoor manufacturing or processing Area,~--The plan must describe
under this permit and the present; activities; significant dust or particulatemeasures that prevent or minimize
method and location of onsite storage orgenerating processes including buffing; contamination of the storm water runoff
disposal; materials management vehicle maintenance, washing and from receiving, unloading, and storage
practices employed to ~ze contactfueling and onsite waste disposal areas. Exposed receiving, unloading and
of materials with storm water runoff practices. The description shall storage areas for hides and chemical
between the time of 3 years prior to thespecifically list any significant potentialsupplies should be protected by a
date of the submission of a Notice of source of’pollutants at the site and for suitable cover, diversion of drainage to
Intent {NOI} to be covered under this each potential source, any pollutant or the process sewer, grade berming or
permit and the present; the location andpollutant parameter {e.g., biochemical curbing area to prevent ninon of storm
a description of existing structural and oxygen demand, total suspended solids,water or other appropriate preventive
nonstructural control measures to chromium, etc.) of concern shall be measures. Materials must be plainly
reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;identified, labelled and maintained in good
and a description of any treatment the (3) Measures and Controls. Each condition.
storm water receives. The description facility covered by this permit shall (v) Outdoor Storage of Contaminated
must be updated whenever there is a develop a description of storm water Equipment--The plan must describe
significant change in the types or management controls appropriate for measures that minimize contact of storm
amounts of materials, or material the facility, and implement such water with contaminated equipment.
management practices, that may affectcontrols. The appropriateness and Equipment should be protected by
the exposure of materials to storm priorities of controls in a plan shall suitable cover, diversion of drainage to
water, reflect identified potential soun:es of the process sewer, thorough cleaning

(c) Spills and Leaks--A list of pollutants at the facility. The prior to storage or other appropriate
significant spills and significant leaks ofdescription of storm water managementpreventive measures.
toxic or hazardous pollutants that controls shall address the following (vi) Waste Management--The plan
occurred at areas that are exposed to minimum components, including a must describe measures that prevent
precipitation or that otherwise drain to schedule for implementing such contamination of the storm water runoff
a storm water conveyance at the facilitycontrols: from waste storage areas. The facility
after the date of 3 years prior to the date (a) Good Housekeepi~g.--Good may consider inspection/maintenance
of the submission of a Notice of Intent housekeeping requires the maintenanceprograms or other equivalent measures
{NOI} to be covered under this permit, of areas which may contribute for leaking containers or spills, covering
Significant spills include but are not pollutants to storm water discharges in dumpsters, moving waste management
limited to, releases of oil or hazardousa clean, orderly manner. The followingactivities indoors, covering waste piles
substances in excess of quantities that areas must be specifically addressed: with temporary covering material such
are reportable under Section 311 of the (i] Storage Areas for Raw, as tarpaulins or polyethylene, and
Clean Water Act {CWA) (see 40 CFR Semiprocessed, or Finished Tannery By-minimizing storm water runon by
110.10 and 40 CFR 117.21) or Sectionproducts-Pallets and/or bales of raw, enclosing the area or building berms
102 of the Comprehensive semiprocessed or finished tannery by- around the area.
Environmental Response, Compensationproducts (e.g., splits, trimmings, (b) Preventive Maintenance--A
and Liability Act (CERCLA) (see 40 CFRshavings, etc.) should be stored indoorspreventive maintenance program shall
302.4). Significant spills may also or protected by polyethylene wrapping,involve timely inspection and
include releases of oil or hazardous tarpaulins, roofed storage area or othermaintenance of storm water
substances that are not in excess of suitable means. Materials should be management devices (e.g., cleaning
reporting requirements and releases ofplaced on an impermeable surface, thewater separators, catch basins) as well
materials that are not classified as oil orarea should be enclosed or bermed or as inspecting and testing facility
a hazardous substance. Such list shall other equivalent measures should beequipment and systems to uncover
be updated as appropriate during the employed to prevent runon and runoff conditions that could cause breakdowns
term of the permit, of storm water, or failures resulting in disctmrges of

(d) Sampling Dat@--A summary of (ii) Material Storage Areas--Label pollutants to surface waters, and
existing discharge sampling data storage units of all materials (e.g., ensuring appropriate maintenance of
describing pollutants in storm water specific chemicals, hazardous materials,such equipment and systems.
discharges from the facility, including aspent solvents, waste materials). (c) Spill Prevention "and t~esponse
summary of sampling data collected Maintain such containers and units in Procedures~Areas where potential
during the term of this permit, good condition. Describe measures thatspills which can contribute pollutants to

(e) Risk Identification and Summary prevent or minimize contact with stormstorm water discharges can occur, and
of Potential Pollutant Sources---A water. The facility must consider indoortheir accompanying drainage points
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shall be identified clearly in the storm areas when applicable to a facility: prevention measures for the non-storm
water pollution prevention plan. Wheregeneral good housekeeping practices, water component(s) of the discharge.
appropriate, specifying material spill prevention and control, waste (iii} Failure to Ceni~y--Any facility
handling procedures, storage management, inspections, preventive that is unable to provide the
requirements, and use of equipment maintenance, detection of non-stormcertification required (testing for non-
such as diversion valves in the plan water discharges and other areas, storm water discharges), must noti~~ the
should be considered. Procedures for (D Becordkeeping and Internal Director by [Insert date 270 days after
cleaning up spills shall be identified inBeporting Procedures--A description ofpermit issuance] or, for facilities which
the plan and made available to the incidents (such as leaks, spills, or otherbegin to discharge storm water
appropriate personnel. The necessary discharges), along with other associated with indust.riai activity after
equipment to implement a clean up information describing the quality and [Insert date 270 days after permit
should be available to personnel, quantity of storm water discharges shall issuance], 180 days after submitting an

(d) Inspections--Qualified facility be included in the plan required underNOI to be covere~ by this permit. If the
personnel shall be identified to Inspectthis part. Inspections and maintenancefailure to certify is caused by the
designated equipment and areas of theactivities shall be documented and inability to perform adequate tests or
facility at least on a quarterly basis. The records of such activities shall be evaluations, such notification shall
following areas shall be included in allincorporated into the plan. The plan describe: the procedure of any test
inspections: leather processing areas, must address spills, monitoring, and conducted for the presence o~ non-storm
storage areas for chemicals, including BMP inspection and maintenance water discharges; the results of suc.~ test
but not limited to above ground tanks, activities. BMPs which were ineffectiveor other relevant observations; potential
fueling areas, vehicle and equipment must be ~ported and the date of their sources of non-storm water discharges
maintenance areas, material storage corrective action recorded. Employeesto the storm sewer; and why adequate
areas, loading and unloading areas, must report incidents of leaking fluids tests for such storm sewers were not
waste management areas and other to facility management and these reportsfeasible. Non-storm water discharges to
potential sources of pollution for must be incorporated into the plan. waters of the United States which ~e
evidence of actual or potential (g) Non-storm Water Discharges. not authorized bv an NPDES permit ~re
discharges of contaminated storm water.(i) The plan shall include a unlawful, and must be terminated.
A set of tracking or follow-~up certification that the discharge has been (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
procedures shall be used to ensure thattested or evaluated for the presence of The plan shall identify areas which, due
appropriate actions are taken in non-storm water discharges. The to topography, activities, or other
response to the inspections and that thecertification shall include the factors, have a high potential for
pollution prevention plan is identification of potential significant significant soil erosion, and identify
appropriately modified. Records of sources of non-storm water at the site, structural, vegetative, and/or
inspections shall be maintained as parta description of the results of any test stabi.lization measures to be used ~o
of the pollution prevention plan. and/or evaluation for the presence oflimit erosion.

Qualified personnel are required to non-storm water discharges, the (i] Management of Runoff--The plan
conduct quarterly inspections of all Bestevaluation criteria or testing method shall contain a narrative consideration
Management Practices {BMPs}. The used, the date of any testing and/or of the appropriateness of traditional
inspections shall include an assessmentevaluation, and the onsite drainage storm water management practices
of the effectiveness and need for points that were directly observed {practices other than those which
maintenance of storm water roofing and during the test. Certifications shall becontrol the generation or source(s} of
covers, dikes and curbs, discharge signed in accordance with Part VII.G. ofpollutants} used to divert, infiltrate,
diversions, sediment control and this permit. Such certification may notreuse, or otherwise manage storm water
collection systems and all other BMPs.be feasible if the facility operating the runoff in a manner that reduces

Quarterly inspe{:tions must be made storm water discharge associated with pollutants In storm water discharges
at least once in each of the following industrial activity does not have accessfrom the site. The plan shall provide
designated periods during daylight to an out.fall, manhole, or other point ofthat measures that the permittee
hours: January through March {storm access to the ultimate conduit which determines to be reasonable and
water runoff or snow melt}, April receives the discharge. In such cases, appropriate shall be implemented and
through June {storm water runoff}, July the source identification section of the maintained. The potential of various
through September {storm water runo~,storm water pollution prevention plan sources at the facility to contribute
and October through December (snow shall indicate why the certification pollutants to storm water discharges
melt runoff). Records shall be required by this part was not feasible, associated with industrial activity isee
maintained as part of the pollution along with the identification of potentialparagraph XI.Z.3.a.{2) of this sec~on
prevention plan. significant sources of non-storm water at~Description of Potential Pollutant

(e) Employee Training---Employee the site. A discharger that is unable to Sources)] shall be considered when
training programs shall inform provide the certification required by thisdetermining reasonable and appropriate
personnel responsible for implementingparagraph must notify the Director in measures. Appropriate measures or
activities identified in the storm water accordance with paragraph equivalent measures may include:
pollution prevention plan or otherwise XI.Z.3.a.{3){g){iii} (below). vegetative swales and practices, reuse of
responsible for storm water management(ii) Except for flows from fire fighting collected storm water (such as for a
at all levels of responsibility, of the activities, sources of non-storm water process or as an irrigation source), inlet
components and goals of the storm listed in Part III.A.2 {Prohibition of Non-controls (such as oil/water separatorsi0
water pollution prevention plan. The storm Water Discharges) of this permit snow management activities, infiltration
pollution prevention plan shall identify that are combined with storm water devices, and wet detention/retention
how often training will take place, but discharges associated with industrial devices, in addition, the permittee must
in all cases, training must be held at activity must be identified in the plan. describe the storm water pollutant
least annually. Employee t~aining must,The plan shall identify and ensure the source area or activity {e.g., storage
at a minimum, address the following implementation of appropriate pollutionareas, loading and unloading areas,
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above ground storage of chemicals) to becompliance with the storm water performed on the samples. All suchcontrolled by each storm water pollution prevention plan and this samples shall be collected from themanagement practice, permit. The report shall be signed in discharge resulting from a storm eventThe plan must consider managementaccordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory that is greater than 0.1 inches inpractices, such as berms for uncoveredRequirements) of this permit, magnitude and that occurs at least 72storage areas, uncovered loading and (d) The storm water pollution hours ~rom the previously measurableunloading areas, above ground liquid prevention plan must describe the scope {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall} stormstorage and waste management areas, and content of comprehensive site event. Where practicable, the sameThe installation of detention ponds inspections that qualified personnel will individual should carry out the
must also be considered, conduct to {I} Confirm the accuracy of collection and examination of(4} Comprehensive Site Compliance the description of potential pollution discharges for entire permit term.Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall sources contained in the plan, (2) (3} Visual examination reports mustconduct site compliance evaluations atdetermine the effectiveness of the plan,be maintained onsite in the pollutionappropriate intervals specified in the and (3) assess compliance with the prevention plan. The report shallplan, but in no case less than once a terms and conditions of the permit, include the examination date and time,year. Such evaluations shall provide: Comprehensive site compliance examination personnel, the nature of the(a} Areas contributing to a storm evaluations must be conducted at leastdischarge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),water discharge associated with once a year. The individual or visual quality of the storm waterindustrial activity shall be visually individuals who will conduct the discharge (including observations ofinspected for evidence of, or the inspections must be identified in the color, odor, clarity, floating solids,potential for, pollutants entering the plan and should be members of the settled solids, suspended solids, foam,drainage system. Measures to reduce pollution prevention team. Evaluation oil sheen, and other obvious indicatorspollutant loadings shall be evaluated toreports must be retained for at least 3 of storm water pollution}, and probabledetermine whether they are adequate years from the date of the evaluation, sources of any observed storm waterand properly implemented in (e] Where compliance evaluation contamination.accordance with the terms of the permitschedules overlap with inspections (4] When a facility has two or moreor whether additional control measures required under XI.Z.3.a.(3)(d), the outfalls that, based on a consideration ofare needed. Structural storm water compliance evaluation may be industrial activity, significant materials,management measures, sediment and conducted in place of one such and management practices and activitieserosion control measures, and other inspection, within the area drained by the outfall,structural pollution prevention 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations. the permittee reasonably believesmeasures identified in the plan shall beThere are no additional numeric discharge substantially identicalobserved to ensure that they are

effluent limitations beyond those effluents, the permittee may collect aoperating correctly. A visual inspection described in Part V.B of this permit, sample of effluent of one of suchof equipment needed to implement the 5. Monitoring and Reporting outfalls and report that the observationplan, such as spill response equipment,Requirements. data also applies to the substantiallyshall be made. (a) Quarterly Visual Examination of identical outfall(s} provided that the(b] Based on the results of the Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall permittee includes in the storm waterev.a.luation, the description of potentialperform and document a visual pollution prevention plan a descriptionpollutant sources identified in the plan examination of a storm water dischargeof the location of the outfalls andin accordance with paragraph associated with industrial activity from explains in detail why the outfalls areXI.Z.3.a.(2} of this section (Description each outfall, except discharges expected to discharge substantiallyof Potential Pollutant Sources) and exempted below. The examination mustidentical effluents. In addition, for eachpollution prevention measures and be made at least once in each designatedout.fall that the permittee believes iscontrols identified in the plan in period [described in (1) below] during representative, an estimate of the size ofaccordance with paragraph XI.Z.3.a.(3)daylight hours unless there is the drainage area {in square feet] and anof this section {Measures and Controls) insufficient rainfall or snow melt to estimate of the runoff coefficient of theshall be revised as appropriate within 2produce a runoff event, drainage area [e.g., low {under 40weeks of such evaluation and shall (1) Examinations shall be conductedpercent), medium {40 to 65 percent), orprovide for implementation of any in each of the following periods for the high {above 65 percent)] shall bechanges to the plan in a timely manner,purposes of visually inspecting storm provided in the plan.but in no case more than 12 weeks afterwater quality associated with storm (5) When a discharger is unable tothe evaluation, water runoff or snow melt: January collect samples over the course of the(c] A report summarizing the scope ofthrough March; April through June; July visual examination period as a result ofthe evaluation, personnel making the through September; and October adverse climatic conditions, theevaluation, the date(s) of the evaluation,through December. discharger must document the reasonmajor observations relating to the (2) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visualimplementation of the storm water samples collected within the first 30 examination and retain thispollution prevention plan, and actions minutes (or as soon thereaRer as documentation onsite with the recordstaken in accordance with paragraph practical, but not to exceed 1 hour) of of the visual examination. AdverseXI.Z.3.a.{4}{b) {above) of the permit shallwhen the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions which may prohibitbe made and retained as part of the discharging. The examinations shall the collection of samples includestorm water pollution prevention plan document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that createfor at least 3 years from the date of the clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnelevaluation. The report shall identify anysuspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and(such as local flooding, high winds.incidents of noncompliance. Wher~ a other obvious indicators of storm waterhurricanes, tornadoes, electrical storms,report does not identify, any incidents ofpollution. The examination must be etc.) or otherwise make the collection ofnoncompliance, the report’shall containconducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought.a certification that the facility is in analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.).
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(6) When a discharger is unable to water pollution prevention plan and     consider include the toxicity of
conduct visual storm water assisting the facility or plant manager in chemical; quantity of chemicals used,
examinations at an inactive and its implementation, maintenance, and produced or discharged; the likelihood
unstaffed site, the operator of the facility revision. The plan shall clearly identify of contact with storm water; and history
may exercise a waiver of the monitoring the responsibilities of each team of significant leaks or spills of toxic or
requirement as long as the facility member. The activities and hazardous pollutants, in addition, flows
remains inactive and unstaffed. The responsibilities of the team shall with a significant potential for causing
facility must maintain a certification address all aspects of the facility’s stormerosion shall be identified such as heavy
with the pollution prevention plan water pollution prevention plan. equipment use areas, drainage from
stating that the site is inactive and (2) Descz#ption of Potential Pollutant roofs, parking lots, etc.
unstaffed so that performing visual Sources. Each plan shall provide a (b) Invento~. of Exposed Mate~qals--
examinations during a qualifying eventdescription of potential sources which An inventory of the types of materials
is not feasible, may reasonably be expected to add handled at the site that potentially may

significant amounts of pollutants to be exposed to precipitation. Such
AA. Storm Water Discharges Associatedstorm water discharges or which may inventory shall include a narrative
With Industrial Activity From result in the discharge of pollutants description of significant materials that
Fabricated Metal Products Indust~. during dry weather from separate stormhave been handled, treated, stored or

1. Discharges Covered Under This sewers draining the facility. Each plan disposed in a manner to allow exposure
Section. The requirements listed undershall identify all industrial activities to storm water between the time of 3
this section shall apply to storm water and significant materials which may years prior to the date of the submission
discharges associated with industrial potentiali.y be significant pollutant of a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be covered
activity from the fabricated metals sources. Each plan shall specifically under this permit and the present:
industry listed below, except for identify the physical features of the method and location of onsite storage or
electrical related industries: fabricated facility that may contribute to storm disposal; materials management
metal products, except machinery & water runoff. E~ch plan shall include, at practices employed to minimize contact
transportation equipment, SIC 34 (3429,a minimum: of materials with storm water runoff
3441, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3451, 3452, (a) Drainage between the time of 3 years prior to the
3462, 3471, 3479, 3494, 3496, 3499); (i) A site map indicating the outfall date of the submission of a Notice of
and jewelry, silverware, and plated warelocations and t.vpes of discharges Intent (NOI) to be covered under this
(SIC Code 3911. contained in the drainage areas of the permit and the present; the location and

When an industrial facility, describedoutfalls, an outline of the portions of thea description of existing structural and
by the above coverage provisions of thisdrainage area of each storm water outfallnonstructural control measures to
section, has Industrial activities being that are within the facility boundaries, reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;
conducted onsite that meet the each existing structural control measureand a description of any treatment the
description(s) of industrial activities in to reduce pollutants in storm water storm water receives.
another section(s), that industrial runoff, surface water bodies, locations (c) Spills and Leaks--A list of
facility shall comply with any and all where significant materials are exposedsignificant spills and significant leaks of
applicable monitoring and pollution to precipitation, locations where majortoxic or hazardous pollutants that
prevention plan requirements of the spills or leaks identified under Part occurred at areas that are exposed to
other section(s) in addition to all IX.AA.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of precipitation or that otherwise dram to
applicable requirements in this section,this permit have occurred, and the a storm water conveyance at the facility
The monitoring and pollution locations of the following activities after the date of 3 years prior to the date
prevention plan terms and conditions ofwhere such activities are exposed to of the submission of a Notice of Intent
this multi-sector permit are additive forprecipitation: raw metal storage areas,(NOI) to be covered under this permit.
industrial activities being conducted at finished metal storage areas, scrap Significant spills that should be
the same Industrial facility (co-located disposal collection sites, equipment considered for the fabricated metals
industrial activities). The operator of thestorage areas, retention and detention industry include, but are not limited to,
facility shall determine which other basins, temporary, diversion dikes or chromium, toluene, pickle liquor,
monitoring and pollution prevention berms, permanent diversion dikes or sulfuric acid, zinc and other water
plan section{s) of this permit (if any) areberms, right-of-way or perimeter priority chemicals and hazardous

diversion devices, any sediment traps or chemicals and wastes. Such list shall beapplicable to the facility.
2. Special Conditions. barriers, vehicle and equipment updated as appropriate during the term
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water maintenance and/or cleaning of thepermit.

Discharges. areas,loading/unloading areas, locations (d) Sampling Data~A summary, of
(I) This permit does not authorize the used for the treatment, storage or existing discharge sampling data

discharge of process wastewater. Certain disposal of wastes, liquid storage tanks, describing pollutants in storm water
non-storm discharges identified in Part processing areas including outside discharges from the facility, including a
III.A.2. are authorized under this permit, painting areas, wood preparation, summary of sampling data collected

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention recycling and raw material storage, during the term of this permit.
Plan Requirements. (ii) For each area of the facilities that (e) Pdsk Identification and Summa~.

a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall generates storm water discharges of Potential Pollutant Sources--A
include, at a minimum, the following associated with industrial activity with narrative description of the potential
items: a reasonable potential for containing pollutant sources from the following

(1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each significant amounts of pollutants, a activities: loading and unloading
plan shall identify a specific individualprediction of the direction of flow, and operations for paints, chemicals and raw
or individuals within the facility an identification of the types of materials: outdoor storage activities for
organization as members of a storm pollutants which are likely to be present raw materials, paints, empty containers,
water Pollution Prevention Team that in storm water discharges associated corn cob, chemicals, scrap metals;
are responsible for developing the stormwith industrial activity. Factors to outdoor manufacturing or processing
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activities such as grinding, cutting, such as diversion valves in the plan finished product storage areas, material
degreasing, buffing, brazing, etc; should be considered. Procedures for and chemical storage areas, recycling
significant dust or particulate generatingcleaning up spills shall be identified inareas, loading and unloading areas,
processes; and onsite waste disposal the plan and made available to the equipment storage areas, paint areas,
practices for spent solvents, sludge, appropriate personnel. The necessary, fueling and maintenance areas, and
pickling baths, shavings, ingots pieces, equipment to implement a clean up waste management areas. A set of
refuse and waste pries. The descriptionshould be available to personnel. The tracking or follow-up procedures shall
shall specifically list any significant following areas should be addressed: be used to ensure that appropriate
potential source of pollutants at the site (i) Metal Fabricating Areas-Include actions are taken in response to the
and for each potential source, any measures for maintaining clean, dry, inspections. Records of inspections
pollutant or pollutant parameter {e.g., orderly conditions in these areas. Use ofshall be maintained.
biochemical or chemical oxygen dry clean-up techniques should be (e) Employee Training--Employee
demand, chromium, total suspended considered in the plan. training programs shall inform
solids, oil and grease, etc.) of concern (ii) Storage Areas for Raw Metal- personnel responsible for implementing
shall be identified. Include measures to keep these areas activities identified in the storm water

(3) Measures and Controls. EaGh free of conditions that could cause spillspollution prevention plan or otherwise
facility covered by this permit shall or leakage of materials. Storage areas responsible for storm water management
develop a description of storm water should be maintained for easy access inat all levels of responsibility of the
management controls appropriate for case spill clean up is necessary. Storedcomponents and goals of the storm
the facility, and implement such materials should be able to be identifiedwater pollution prevention plan.
controls. The appropriateness and correctly .and quickly. Training should address topics such as
priorities of controls in a plan shall (iii) Receiving, Unloading, and spill response, good housekeeping, and
reflect identified potential sources of Storage Areas-Include measures to material management practices. The
pollutants at the facility. The prevent spills and leaks; plan for quickpollution prevention plan shall identify
description of storm water managementremedial clean up and instruct periodic dates for such training.
controls shall address the following employees on clean-up techniques and(f) Recordkeeping and Internal
minimum components, including a procedures. Reporting Procedures~A description of
schedule for implementing such (iv) Storage of Equipment-Include incidents {such as spills, or other
controls: measures for preparing equipment for discharges), along with other

(a) Good HousekeepinR--Good storage and the proper method to storeinformation describing the quality and
housekeeping requires the maintenanceequipment including protecting with quantity of storm water discharges shall
of areas which may contribute covers, storing indoors. The plan shouldbe included in the plan required under
pollutants to storm water discharges in include clean-up measures for this part. Inspections and maintenance
a clean, orderly manner. Parmittees equipment that will be stored outdoors activities shall be documented and
should address the following areas in to remove potential pollutants, records of such activities shall be
the manner described. (v) Metal Working Fluid Storage Incorporated into the plan.

[i) Raw Steel Handling Storage- Areas-The plan should include (g) Non-storm Water Discharges
Include measu~s controlling or measures that identify controls (i} The plan shall include a
recovering scrap metals, fines, and ironparticularly for storage of metal workingcertification that the discharge has been
dust, including measures for containingfluids, tested or evaluated for the presence of
materials within storage handling areas. (VI) Cleaners and Rinse Water-The non-storm water discharges. The

(ii) Paints and Painting Equipment- plan should include measures to controlcertification shall include the
Consider control measures to prevent orand cleanup spills of solvents and otheridentification of potential significant
minimize exposure of paint and liquid cleaners; control sand buildup sources of non-storm water at the site,
painting equipment from exposure to and disbursement from sand-blasting a description of the results of any test
storm water, operations, prevent exposure of and/or evaluation for the presence of

(b) Preventive Maintenance-- recyclable wastes; and employ non-storm water discharges, the
Preventive maintenance measures shallsubstitute cleaners whenpossible, evaluation criteria or testing method
include timely inspection and (vii) Lubricating Oil and Hydraulic used, the date of any testing and/or
maintenance of storm water Fluid Operations-Consider using evaluation, and the onsite drainage
management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/devices or monitoring equipment to points that were directly observed
water separators, catch basins) as welldetect and control leaks and overflows,during the test. Certifications shall be
as inspecting and testing facility including the installation of perimeter signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of
equipment and systems to uncover controls such as dLkes, curbs, grass filterthis permit. Such certification may not
conditions that could cause breakdownsstrips, or other equivalent measures, be feasible if the facility operating the
or failures resulting in discharges of (viii) Chemical Storage Areas-ldentify storm water discharge associated with
pollutants to surface waters, and proper storage that prevents storm waterindustzial activi~ does not have access
ensuring appropriate maintenance of contamination and prevents accidentalto an outfall, manhole, or other point of
such equipment and systems, spillage. The plan should include a access to the ultimate conduit which

(c) SpillPrevention and Response program to inspect containers, and receives the discharge. In such cases,
Procedures--Areas where potential identify proper disposal and spill the soLm:e identification section of the
spills which could contribute pollutantscontrols, storm water pollution prevention plan
to storm water discharges may occur, (d) Inspections--Qualified facility shall indicate why the certification
and their accompanying drainage pointspersonnel shall be identified to inspectrequired by this part was not feasible,
shall be identified clearly in the storm designated equipment and areas of thealong with the identification of potential
water pollution prevention plan. Wherefacility at appropriate intervals specifiedsignificant sources of non-storm water at
appropriate, specifying material in the plan. Metal fabricators shall at a the site. A discharger that is unable to
handling procedures, storage minimum include the following areas provide the certification required by this
requirements, and use of equipment for inspection: raw metal storage areas,paragraph must noti~ the Director in
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accordance with paragraph determines to be reasonable and accordance with paragraph
XI.AA.3.a.(3}(g){iii) (below}. appropriate shall be implemented and XI.AA.3.a.{3) of this section (Measures

(ii) Except for flows from fire fighting maintained. The potential of various and Controls) shall be revised as
activities, sources of non-storm water sources at the facility to contribute appropriate within 2 weeks of such
listed in Part III.A.2. (Prohibition of pollutants to storm water discharges evaluation and shall provide for
Non-storm Water Discharges} of this associated with industrial activities implementation of any changes to the
permit that are combined with storm under the SIC codes identified under plan in a timely manner, but in no case
water discharges associated with paragraph XI.AA.1. of this section shall more than 12 weeks after the evaluation.
industrial activity must be identified in be considered when determining (c) A report summarizing the scope of
the plan. The plan shall identify and reasonable and appropriate measures, the evaluation, personnel making the
ensure the implementation of Appropriate measures may include: evaluation, the date(s} of the evaluation,
appropriate pollution prevention vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofmajor observations relating to the
measures for the non-storm water collected storm water (such as for a implementation of the storm water
component{s) of the discharge, process or as an irrigation source), inlet pollution prevention plan, and actions

(iii) Failure to Cem’f~.-Any facility controls (such as oil/water separators), taken in accordance with paragraph
that is unable to provide the snow management activities, infiltrationXI.AA.3.a.(4){b) (abovel of the permit
certification required (testing for non- devices, and wet detention/retention shall be made and retained as part of the
storm water discharges}, must notify thedevices, storm water pollution prevention plan
Director by [Insert date 270 days after (4) Comprehensive Site Compliance for at least 3 years from the date of the
oermit issuance] or, for facilities which Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall inspection. The report shall identify, any
begin to discharge storm water conduct site compliance evaluations atincidents of noncompliance. Where a
associated with industrial activity after least once a year. Such evaluations shallreport does not identify any incidents of
[Insert date 270 days after permit include: noncompliance, the report shall contain
issuance], 180 days after submitting a (a) Visual inspection of areas a certification that the facility is in
notice of intent to be covered by this contributing to a storm water discharge compliance with the storm water
permit. If the failure to certify is caused for evidence of, or the potential for, pollution prevention plan and this
by the inability to perform adequate pollutants entering the drainage system,permit. The report shall be signed in
tests or evaluations, such notification Inspection shall address areas accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory.
shall describe: the procedure of any testassociated with the storage of raw Requirements) of this permit.
conducted for the presence of non-stormmetals, storage of spent solvents and (~) Where compliance evaluation
water discharges; the results of such test chemicals, outdoor paint areas, drainage schedules overlap with inspections
or other relevant observations; potential from roof, unloading and loading areas, required under 3.a.{3}{d}, the
sources of non-storm water discharges equipment storage areas, recycling compliance evaluation may be
to the storm sewer; and why adequate areas, and retention ponds {sludge}. conducted in place of one such
tests for such storm sewers were not Potential pollutants include chromium, inspection.
feasible. Non-storm water discharges to zinc, lubricating oil, solvents, 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations.
waters of the United States which are aluminum, oil and grease, methyl d~hylThere are no additional numeric
not authorized by an NPDES permit are~ketone, steel, and other related effluent limitations beyond those
unlawful, and must be terminated, materials. Measures to reduce pollutant described in Part V.B. of this permit.

(h) Sediment and Erosion Control-- loadings shall be evaluated to determine 5. Monitoring and Reporting
The plan shall identify areas which, due whether they are adequate and properly Requirements
to topography, activities, or other implemented in accordance with the a. Analytical Monitoring
factors, have a high potential for terms of the permit or whether Requirements. During the period
significant soil erosion. The plan shall additional control measures are.needed, beginning {insert date I year after
identify structural, vegetative, and/or Structural storm water management permit issuance] lasting through [insert
stabilization measures to be used to measures, such as detention basins and date 2 years after permit issuance] and
limit erosion. These shall include but channels, gutters or drains to direct the period begirming [insert date 3 years
not be limited to grass swalee, filter discharge flow, oil/water separators in after permit issuance] lasting through
strips, treatment works, or other storm drains, containment structures, Iinsert date 4 years after permit
equivalent measures. Metal fabricators concrete pads, sediment and erosion issuance], permittees with metal
must include in their plan measures to control measures, and other structural fabricating facilities must monitor their
minimize erosion related to the high pollution prevention measures storm water discharges associated with
volume of traffic from heavy, equipmentidentified in the plan shall be observedindustrial activity at least quarterly (4
for delivery to and from the facility and to ensure that they are operating times per year) during years 2 and 4
for equipment operating at the facility correctly. A visual inspection of except as provided in paragraphs 5.a.(3}
on a daily basis such as forklifts, cranes,equipment needed to implement the {Sampling Waiver), 5.a.(4)
etc. plan, such as spill response equipment{Representative Discharge}, and 5.a.(5)

(i) Management of Runo~--The plan and containment drums, shall be made{Alternative Certification). Metal
shall contain a narrative consideration to determine if the equipment is fabricating facilities are required to
of the appropriateness of traditional functioning properly and that drums aremonitor their storm water discharges for
storm water management practices not in a corrosive or deteriorating state, the pollutants of concern listed in
(practices other than those which (b) Based on the results of the Tables AA-1 and AA-2 below. The
control the generation or source(s) of evaluation, the description of potential monitoring requirements are subdivided
pollutant(s) used to divert, infiltrate, pollutantsources identified in the plan into two classifications to determine
reuse, or otherwise manage storm waterin accordance with paragraph pollutants of concern: (1) fabricated
runoff in a manner that reduces XI.AA.3.a.(2) of this section (Descriptionmetal products except coating and {2)
pollutants in storm water discharges of Potential Pollutant Sources) and fabricated metal coating and engraving.
from the site. The plan shall provide pollution prevention measures and Facilities must report in accordance
that measures that the perrnittee controls identified in the plan in with 5.b. (Reporting). In addition to the
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parameters listed in Tables AA-1 and discharger shall submit with the based on a consideration of industrial
AA-2 below, the permittee shall monitoring repon a description of why activity, significant materials, and
provide the date and duration (in hours)a grab sample during the first 30 management practices and activities
of the storm event(s) sampled; rainfall minutes was impracticable. If storm within the area drained by the outfall,
measurements or estimates (in inches)water discharges associated with the permittee reasonably ~elieves
of the storm event that generated the industrial activity commingle with discharge substantially identical
sampled runoff; the duration between process or nonprocess water, then effluents, the permittee may test the
the storm event sampled and the end ofwhere practicable permittees must effluent of one of such outfalls and
the previous measurable (greater thanattempt to sample the storm water report that the quantitative data also
0.1 inch rainfall) storm event; and an discharge before it mixes with the non-applies to the substantially identical
estimate of the total volume {in gallons)storm water discharge, out.fall(s) provided that the permitteeof the discharge sampled. (3) Sampling Waiver

[a) Adverse Conditions~When a includes in the storm water pollution

TABL~ AA-1 .--MONiTORiNG REQUIRE- discharger is unable to collect samplesprevention plan a description of the

MENTS FOR FABRICATED METAL within a specified sampling period duelocation of the outfalls and explains in

PRODUCTS EXCEPT COATING to adverse climatic conditions, the detail why the ouffalls are expected to
discharger shall collect a substitute discharge substantially identical

Monitoring cut- sample from a separate qualifying event effluents. In addition, for each outfall
Pollutants of concern off concentra- in the next period and submit the data that the permittee believes is

tion along with data for the routine sampie representative, an estimate of the size of
in that pen.’od. Adverse weather the drainage area (in square feet) and an

Total Recoverable Alu- 0.75 rngJL conditions that may prohibit the estimate of the rtmoff coefficient of the
rninum.

Total Recoverable Iron ....... 1.0 rnoJL collect.ton of samples include weather drainage area [e.g., low (under 40
Total Recoveral~e Zinc ...... 0.117 mg/L conditions that create dangerous percent), medium (40 to 65 percent], or
Nitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen 0.58 rr~/L conditions for personnel (such as localhigh (above 65 percent]] shall be

flooding, high winds, hurricane, provided in the plan. The permittee
tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or shall include the description of the

TABLE AA-2.---MONITORING REQUIRE- otherwise make the collection of a location of the ouffalls, explanation of
MENTS FOR FABRICATED METAL sample impracticable (drought, why outfalls are expected to discharge
COATING AND ENGRAVING extended frozen conditions, etc.], substantially identical effluents, and

(b) Low Concentrate’on Waiver--Whenestimate of the size of the drainage area
I Monitoring cut- the average concentration for a pollutantand runoff coefficient with thePollutants of concem
I off CO~or~n ntm- calculated from all monitoring data Discharge Monitoring Report.
I collected from an outfall during the {5) Alternate’re Certification. ATot~ Recoverable Zinc ......I 0.117 mg/L monitoring period [insert date 1 year discharger is not subject to theNitrate plus Nitrite Nitrogen [ 0.068 mg/L after permit issuance] lasting through monitoring requirements of this section[insert date 2 years after permit          provided the discharger makes a

(I) Monitoring Periods. Metal issuance] is less than the corresponding
fabricating facilities shall monitor value for that pollutants listed in Tablescertification for a given outfall or on a
samples collected during the samplingAA-1 and AA-2 under the column pollutant-by-pollutant basis in lieu of
periods of: January through March, Monitoring Cut-off Concentration, a monitoring reports required under
April through June, July through facility may waive monitoring and paragraph b below, under penalty of

September, and October through reporting requirements in the law, signed in accordance with 15art

December for the years specified in monitoring period beginning [insert dateVII.G. [Signatory Requirements), that
paragraph a. (abeve). 3 years after permit issuance] lasting material handling equipment or

(2) Sample Type. A minimum of onethrough [insert date 4 years after permitactivities, raw materials, intermediate
grab sample shall be taken. All such issuance]. The facility must submit to products, final products, waste
samples shall be collected from the the Director, in lieu of the monitoring materials, by-products, industrial
discharge resulting from a storm eventdata, a certification that there has not machinery or operations, or significant
that is greater than 0.1 inches in been a significant change in industrial materials from past industrial activity
magnitude and that occurs at least 72 activity or the pollution prevention that are located in areas of the facility
hours from the previously measurable measures in areas of the facility which within the drainage area of the outfail
(greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm dram to the outfall for which sampling are not presently exposed to storm water
event. The required 72-hour storm eventwas waived, and are not expected to be exposed to
interval is waived where the preceding (c) When a discharger is unable to storm water for the certification period.
measurable storm event did not result inconduct quarterly chemical storm waterSuch certification must be retained in
a measurable discharge from the facility,sampling at an inactive and unstaffed the storm water pollution prevention
The required 72-hour storm event site, the operator of the facility may plan, and submitted to EPA in
interval may also be waived where theexercise a waiver of the monitoring accordance with Part VI.C. of this
permittee documents that less than a 72-requirements as long as the facility permit. In the case of certifying that a
hour interval is representative for local remains inactive and unstaffed. The pollutant is not present, the permittee
storm events during the season when facility must submit to the Dh’ector, in must submit the certification along with
sampling is being conducted. The grablieu of monitoring data, a certification the monitoring reports required un~ler
sample shall be taken during the first 30statement on the DMR stating that the paragraph (b) below. If the permittee
minutes of the discharge. If the site is inactive and unstaffed so that cannot certify for an entire period, they
collection of a grab sample during the collecting a sample during a qualifyingmust submit the date exposure wasfirst 30 minutes is impracticable, a grabevent is not possible, eliminated and any monitoring reqmred
sample can be taken during the first (4) I~epresentative Discharge. When aup until that date. This certification
hour of the discharge, and the facility has two or more ouffalls that, option is not applicable to compliance
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monitoring requirements associated through September; and October adverse climatic conditions, the
with effluent limitations, through December. discharger must document the reason

b. Reporting. Permittees with metal (2) Examinations shall be made of for not performing the visual
fabricating and engraving facilities shallsamples collected within the first 30 examination and retain this
submit monitoring results for each minutes (or as soon thereafter as documentation onsite with the records
out/all associated with industrial practical, but not to exceed I hour} of of the visual examinations. Adverse
activity [or a certification in accordancewhen the runoff or snowmelt begins weather conditions which may prohibit
with Sections (3}, {4}, or {5} above] discharging. The examinations shall the collection of samples include
obtained during the reporting period document observations of color, odor, weather conditions that create
beginning [insert date I year after clarity, floating solids, settled solids, dangerous conditions for personnel
permit issuance] lasting through [insert suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and {such as local flooding, high winds.
date 2 years after permit issuance] on other obvious indicators of storm water hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
Discharge Monitoring Report Form{s} pollution. The examination must be etc.} or otherwise make the collection of
postmarked no later than the 31st day ofconducted in a well lit area. No a sample impracticable (drought,
the following March [insert the date 2 analytical tests are required to be extended frozen conditions, etc.).
years after permit issuance]. Monitoringperformed on the samples. All such (6) When a discharger is unable to
results (or a certification in accordancesamples shall be collected from the conduct visual storm water
with Sections (3), (4), or {5) above] discharge resulting from a storm event examinations at an inactive and
obtained during the period beginning that is greater than 0.1 inches in unstaffed site, the operator of the facility
[insert date 3 years after permit magnitude and that occurs at least 72 may exercise a waiver of the monitoring
issuance] lasting through [insert date 4 hours from the previously measurable requirement as long as the facility
years after permit issuance} shall be (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm remains inactive and unstaffed. The
submitted on Discharge Monitoring event. Where practicable, the same facility must maintain a certification
Report Form(s) postmarked no later thanindividual should carry out the with the pollution prevention plan
the 31st day of the following March. Forcollection and examination of stating that the site is inactive and
each out/all, one signed Discharge discharges for the entire permit term. unstaffed so that performing visual
Monitoring Report form must be (3) Visual examination reports must examinations during a qualifying event
submitted to the Director per storm be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible.
event sampled. Signed copies of prevention plan. The report shall

Discharge Monitoring Reports, or said include the examination date and time, AB. Storm Water Discharges Associated
examination personnel, the nature of theWith Industrial Activity From Facili:ies

certifications, shall be submitted to thedischarge (i.e., runoff or snow melt}, That Manufacture Transportation
Director of the NPDES program at the visual quality of the storm water Equipment, Industrial, or Commercialaddress of the appropriate Regional discharge {including observations of Machinery
Office listed in Part VI.G. of the fact color, odor, clarity, floating solids,sheet. 1. Discharges Covered Under This

(1) Additional Notification. In
settled solids, suspended solids, foam, Sectionoil sheen, and other obvious indicators

addition to filing copies of discharge of storm water pollution}, and probable a. The requirements listed under this
monitoring reports in accordance with sources of any observed storm water section shall apply to storm water
paragraph b {above}, metal fabricating contamination, discharges associated with
facilities with at least one storm water (4) When a facility ha~ two or more transportation equipment, industrial or
discharge associated with industrial outfalls that, based on a consideration ofcommercial machinery manufacturing
activity through a large or medium industrial activity, significant materials,facilities {commonly described by SIC
municipal separate storm sewer systemand management practices and activitiesMajor Group 35 except SIC 357, and SIC
(systems serving a population of within the area drained by the out/all, Major Group 37, except SIC 373}.
100,000 or more} must submit signed the permittee reasonably believes Common activities include: industrial
copies of discharge monitoring reports discharge substantially identical plant yards; material handling sites;
to the operator of the municipal separateeffluents, the permittee may collect a refuse sites; sites used for application or
storm sewer system in accordance withsample of effluent of one of such disposal of process wastewaters; sites
the dates provided in paragraph b outfalls and report that the examinationused for storage and maintenance of
{above}. data also applies to the substantially material handling equipment; sites used

c. Quarterly Visual Examination of identical out/all{s) provided that the for residual treatment, storage, or
Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall permittee includes in the storm water disposal; shipping and receiving areas;
perform and document a visual pollution prevention plan a description manufacturing buildings; storage areas
examination of a storm water dischargeof the location of the out.falls and for raw material and intermediate and
associated with industrial activity from explains in detail why the outialls are finished products; and areas where
each out/all, except discharges expected to discharge substantially industrial activity has taken place in the
exempted below. The examination mustidentical effluents. In addition, for eachpast and significant materials remain
be made at least once in each designatedout/all that the permittee believes is and are exposed to storm water.
period [described in paragraph (I} representative, an estimate of the size of When an industrial facility, described
below} during daylight hours unless the drainage area (in square feet) and anby the above coverage provisions of this
there is insufficient rainfall or snow estimate of the runoff coefficient of the section, has industrial activities being
melt to produce a runoff event, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 conducted onsite that meet the

(1) Examinations shall be conducted percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), ordescription{s) of industrial activities in
in each of the following periods for the high {above 65 percent}] shall be another section(s), that industrial
purposes of visually inspecting storm provided in the plan. facility shall comply with any and all
water quality associated with storm (5) When a discharger is unable to applicable monitoring and pollution
water runoff or snowmelt: January collect samples over the course of the prevention plan requirements of the
through March; April through June; Julyvisual examination period as a result ofother section(s} in addition to all
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applicable requirements in this section, and stacks from metal processing and include releases of oil or hazardous
The monitoring and pollution similar operations; significant dust or substances that are not excess of
prevention plan terms and conditions of particulate generating areas; and any reporting requirements and releases of
this multi-sector permit are additive for other processing and storage areas materials that are not classified as oil or
industrial activities being conducted at exposed to storm water. The map must hazardous substance. Such list shall be
the same industrial facility {co-located indicate the outfall locations and the updated as appropriate during the term
industrial activities}. The operator of the types of discharges contained in the of thepermit.
facility shall determine which other drainage areas of the outfalls. (d] Sampling Dat~--A summary of
monitoring and pollution prevention (ii) For each area of the facility that existing discharge sampling data
plan section(s} of this permit {if any) are generates storm water discharges describing pollutants in storm water
applicable to the facility, associated with industrial activity with discharges from the facility, including a

2. Prohibition of Non-storm Water a reasonable potential for contac~ng summary of sampling data collected
Discharges. There are no additional significant amounts of pollutants, a during the term of this permit.
requirements other than those in Part III.prediction of the direction of flow, and (e) Risk Identifi’cation and Summa~.
of the permit, an identification of the types of of Potential Pollutant Sources--A

3, Storm Water Pollution Preventionpollutants that are likely to present in narrative description of the potential
Plan Requirements storm water discharges associated with pollutant sources from the following

a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall industrial activity must be identified, activities: loading and unloading
include, at a minimum, the following Factors to consider include the toxicityoperations; outdoor storage activities;
items: of a chemical; quantity of chemicals significant dust or particulate generating

(1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each used, produced, or discharged; the processing activities; and onsite waste
plan shall identify the specific likelihood of contract with storm water;disposal. The description shall
individual or individuals within the and history of significant leaks or spillsspecifically list any significant potential
facility organization as members of a of toxic or hazardous pollutants. Flowssource of pollutants at the site and for
storm water Pollution Prevention Teamwith a significant potential for causing each potential source, any pollutant or
that are responsible for developing the erosion shall be identified, pollutant parameter {e.g., oil and grease,
storm water pollution prevention plan (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials-- etc.) of concern shall be identified.
and assisting the facility or plant An inventory of the types of materials (3) Measures and Controls. Each
manager in its implementation, handled at the site that potentially may facility covered by this permit shall
maintenance, and revision. The plan be exposed to precipitation. Such develop a description of storm water
shall clearly identify the responsibilitiesinventory shall include a narrative management controls appropriate for
of each team member. The activities anddescription of significant materials thatthe facility, and implement such
responsibilities of the team shall have been handled, treated, stored or controls. The appropriateness and
address all aspects of the facility’s stormdisposed in a manner to allow exposure priorities of controls in a plan shall
water pollution prevention plan. to storm water between the time of 3 reflect identified potential sources of

(2) Desc~ptian of Potential Poflutant years prior to the date of the submissionpollutants at the facility. The
Sources. Each plan shall provide a of a Notice of Intent {NOI) to be covereddescription of storm water management
description of potential sources which under this permit and the present; controls shall address the following
may reasonably be expected to add method and location of onsite storage orminimum components, including a
significant amounts of pollutants to disposal; materials management schedule for implementing such
storm water discharges or which may practices employed to minimize contactcontrols:
result in the discharge of pollutants of materials with storm water runoff (a) Good Housekeeping-Good
during dry weather from separate stormbetween the time of 3 years prior to thehousekeeping requires the maintenance
sewers draining the facility. Each plandate of the submission of a Notice of of areas which may contribute
shall identify all activities and Intent {NOI} to be covered under this pollutants to storm waters discharges in
significant materials which may permit and the present; the location and a clean, orderly manner. Areas where
potentially be significant pollutant a description of existing structural and good housekeeping practices should be
sources. Each plan shall include, at a nonstructural control measures to implemented are storage areas for raw
minimum: reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;materials, waste materials and finished

(a) Drainage and a description of any treatment the products; loading/unloading areas; and
(i) A site map indicating the pattern storm water receives, waste disposal areas for hazardous and

of storm water drainage, existing (c) Spills and Leaks---A list of nonhazardous wastes. Examples of good
structural control measures to reduce significant spills and significant leaks ofhousekeeping measures include
pollutants in storm water runoff, surfacetoxic or hazardous pollutants that sweeping; labelling drums containing
water bodies, locations where occurred at areas that are exposed to hazardous materials; and preventive
significant materials are exposed to precipitation or that otherwise drain to monitoring practices (e.g., routineprecipitation, and locations where majora storm water conveyance at the facilityobservation of manufacturing processes)
spills or leaks identified under Pm~ after the date of 3 years prior to the dateor equivalent measures.
XI.AB.3.a.{2){c) {Spills and Leaks) of of the submission of a Notice of Intent (b) Preventive Maintenance--A
this permit have occurred since 3 years{NOI) to be covered under this permit, preventive maintenance program shall
prior to the date of the submission of a Significant spills include, but are not involve timely inspection and
Notice of Intent {NOI} to be covered limited to. releases of oil or hazardousmaintenance of storm water
under this permit. The map must also substances in excess of quantities that management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
indicate the locations of all industrial are reportable under Section 311 of water separators, catch basins) as well
activities that are exposed to CWA {see 40 CFR 110.10 and 117.21} oras inspecting and testing facility
precipitation, including, but not limitedSection 102 of the Comprehensive equipment and systems to uncover
to: loading/unloading areas; waste Environmental Response, Compensationconditions that could cause breakdowns
treatment; storage and disposal and Liability. Act {CERCLA} (see 40 CFRor failures resulting in discharges of
locations: liquid storage tanks; vents 302.4}. Significant spills may also pollutants to surface waters, and
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ensuring appropriate maintenance of discharges), along with other its plan to include a copy of that permit.
such equipment and systems, information describing the quality and For facilities that discharge wastewater,

(c) Spill Prevention and Besponse quantity of storm water discharges shallother than solely domestic wastewater,
Procedures~Areas where potential be included in the plan required underto a Publicly O’~ned Treatment Works
spills which can contribute pollutants tothis part. Inspections and maintenance(POTW), the facility must notify, the
storm water discharges can occur, and activities shall be documented and POTW of its discharge. Proof of this
their accompanying drainage points records of such activities shall be notification should be a’.tached to the
shall be identified clearly in the storm incorporated into the plan. Ineffective plan in the form of either (1) a copy of
water pollution prevention plan. AreasBMPs should be reported and the date the permit issued bv the treatment plant
to be identified should include loading/of their corrective actions noted, to the facility or (2)’a copy of a
unloading areas, outdoor storage areas, (g) Non-storm Water Discharges notification letter to the POTW.
and waste management areas exposed to(i) The plan shall include a Notification should identify, in general,
storm water. Where appropriate, certification that the discharge has beenthe types of wastewater discharged to
specifying material handling tested or evaluated for the presence of the POTW, including any storm water
procedures, storage requirements, and non-storm water discharges as identified discharges. In any of these cases,
use of equipment such as diversion in Part III.A.2. of this permit. The specific permit c~nditions must be
valves in the plan should be considered, certification shall include the considered in the plan.
Procedures for cleaning up spills shallidentification of potential significant (iv) Failure to Certify---Any facility
be identified in the plan and made sources of non-storm water at the site. that is unable to provide the
available to the appropriate personnel,a description of the results of any test certification required (testing for non-
The necessary equipment to implementand/or evaluation for the presence of storm water discharges), must notify the
a clean up should be available to non-storm water discharges, the Director by [insert date 270 days after
personnel, evaluation criteria or testing method permit issuance! or, for facilities which

(d) Inspections~Qualified facility used, the date of any testing and/or begin to discharge storm water
personnel shall be identified to inspect evaluation, and the onsite drainage associated with industrial activity after
designated equipment and areas of thepoints that were directly observed [Insert date 270 days after permit
facility on a periodic basis. At a during the test. Certifications shall be issuance], 180 days after submitting an
minimum, the following areas, where signed in accordance with Part VII.G. of NOI to be covere~ by this permit. If the
the potential for exposure to storm this permit. Such certification may not failure to certify is caused by the
water exists, must be inspected on a be feasible if the facility operating the inability to perform adequate tests or
regnlarly scheduled basis: loading andstorm water discharge associated with evaluations, such notification shall
unloading areas for all significant industrial activity does not have accessdescribe: the procedure of any test
materials; storage areas, including to an outfall, manhole, or other point ofconducted for the presence of non-storm
associated containment areas; waste access to the ultimate conduit which water discharges; the results of such test
management units; and vents and stacksreceives the discharge. In such cases, or other relevant observations; potential
from industrial activities. For any the source identification section of the sources of non-storm water discharges
problems identified during inspections,storm water pollution prevention plan to the storm sewer; and why adequate
the plan shall be revised to include shall indicate why the certification tests for such storm sewers were not
measures to address these problems. A required by this part was not feasible, feasible. Non-storm water discharges to
set of tracking or follow-up procedures along with the identification of potential waters of the United States which are
shall be used to ensure that appropriate significant sources of n6n-storm water at not authorized by an NPDES permit are
actions are taken in response to the the site. A discharger that is unable to    unlawful, and must be terminated.
inspections. Records of inspections provide the certification required by this (h) Sediment and Erosion Control--
shall be maintained, paragraph must notify the Director in The plan shall identify areas which, due

(e) Employee Training-Employee accordance with Part XI.AB.3.a.{3){g}(iv) to topography, activities, or other
training programs shall inform {Failure to Certify} of this permit, factors, have a high potential for
personnel responsible for implementing(ii) Except for flows from fire fighting significant soil erosion, and identify.
activities identified in the storm water activities, sources of non-storm water structural, vegetative, and/or
pollution prevention plan or otherwiselisted in Part II].A. {Prohibition of Non- stabilization measures to be used to
responsible for storm water managementstorm Water Discharges) of this permit limit erosion.
at all levels of responsibility of the that are combined with storm water (i) Management of Runoff--The plan
components and goals of the storm discharges associated with industrial shall contain a narrative consideration
water pollution prevention plan. activity must be identified in the plan. of the appropriateness of traditional
Training should address topics such asThe plan shall identify, and ensure thestorm water management practices
spill response, good housekeeping, implementation of appropriate pollution{practices other than those which
material management practices, prevention measures for the non-stormcontrol the generation or source(s) of
unloading/loading practices, outdoor water component{s) of the discharge, pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,
storage areas, waste management (iii) If the facility discharges reuse, or otherwise manage storm water
practices, proper handling procedures ofwastewater, other than storm water via runoff in a manner that reduces
hazardous waste, and improper an existing NPDES permit, a copy of thepollutants in storm water discharges
connections to the storm sewer. At a NPDES permit authorizing the dischargefrom the site. The plan shall provide
minimum, this training should be must be attached to the plan. Similarly,that measures that the permittee
provided annually. The pollution if the facility submitted an application determines to be reasonable and
prevention plan shall identify, for an NPDES permit for non-storm appropriate shall be implemented and
frequencies and approximate dates for water discharges, but has not yet maintained. The potential of various
such training, received that permit, a copy of the sources at the facihtv to contribute

(f) Becordkeeping and Internal permit application must be attached, pollutants to storm ~vater discharges
Reporting Procedure~A description ofUpon issuance or reissuance of an associated with industrial activity (see
incidents {such as spills, or other NPDES permit, the facility must modifyparagraph XI.AB.3.a.(2) (Description of
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Potential Pollutant Sources) of this evaluation. The report shall identify, any visual examination period as a result of
permit) shall be considered when incidents of noncompliance. Where a adverse climatic conditions, the
determining reasonable and appropriatereport does not identify any incidents ofdischarger must document the reason
measures. Appropriate measures or noncompliance, the report shall containfor not performing the visual
other equivalent measures may include:a certification that the facility is in examination and retain this
vegetative swales and practices, reuse ofcompliance with the storm water documentation onsite with the records
collected storm water Isuch as for a pollution prevention plan and this of the visual examination. Adverse
process or as an irrigation source), inletpermit. The report shall be signed in weather conditions which may prohibit
controls (such as oil/water separators),accordance with Part VII.G. (Signatory the collection of samples include
snow management activities, infiltrationRequirements) of this permit, weather conditions that create
devices, and wet detention/retention (d) Where compliance evaluation dangerous conditions for personnel
devices. In addition, the permittee mustschedules overlap with inspections (such as local flooding, high winds,
describe the storm water pollutant required under 3.a.(3)(d), the hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms.
source area or activity (storage areas, compliance evaluation may be etc.) or otherwise make the collection of
loading/unloading) to be controlled byconducted in place of one such a sample impracticable (drought,
each storm water management practi~e,inspection, extended frozen conditions, etc.).

(4) Comprehensive Site Compliance 4. Numeric Effluent Limitations. (d) When a discharger is unable to
Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall There are no additional numeric conduct visual storm water
conduct site compliance evaluations atlimitations beyond those described in examinations at an inactive and
appropriate intervals specified in the Part V.B of this permit, unstaffed site, the operator of the facility
plan, but in no case less than once a 5. Monitoring and Reporting may exercise a waiver of the monitoring
year. Such evaluations shall provide: Requirements. requirement as long as the facility

(a) Areas contributing to a storm . a. Monitoring Requirements. remains inactive and unstaffed. The
water discharge associated with (I) Quarterly Visual Examination of facility must maintain a certification
industrial activity shall be visually Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall with the pollution prevention plan
inspected for evidence of, or the perform and document a visual stating that the site is inactive and
potential for, pollutants entering the examination of a storm water dischargeunstaffed so that performing visual
drainage system. Measures to reduce associated with industrial activity fromexaminations during a quali .fying event
pollutant loadings shall be evaluated toeach outfall, except discharges is not feasible.
determine whether they are adequate exempted below. The examination must (e) Visual examination reports must
and properly implemented in be made at least once in each designatedbe maintained onsite in the pollution
accordance with the terms of the permitperiod [described in (a), below) duringprevention plan. The report shall
or whether additional control measuresdaylight hours unless there is include the examination date and time,
are needed. Structural storm water insufficient rainfall or snow melt to examination personnel, the nature of the
management measures, sediment andproduce a runoff event, di~,harge (i.e., runoff or snow melt),
erosion control measures, and other (a) Examinations shall be conducted visual quality of the storm water
structural pollution prevention in each of the following periods for the discharge (including observations of
measures identified in the plan shall bepurposes of visually inspecting storm color, odor, clarity, floating solids,
observed to ensure that they are water quality associated with storm settled solids, suspended solids, foam,
operating correctly. A visual inspectionwater runoff or snow melt: January oil sheen, and other obvious indicators
of equipment needed to implement thethrough March; April through June; Julyof storm water pollution), and probable
plan, such as spill response equipment,through September; and October sources of any observed storm water
shall be made. through December. contamination.

(b) Based on the results of the (b) Examinations shall be made of (f] When a facility has two or more
evaluation, the description of potentialsamples collected within the first 30 outfalls that, based on a consideration of
pollutant sources identified in the planminutes (or as soon thereafter as industrial activity, significant materials,
in accordance with Part XI.AB.3.a.(2) practical, but not to exceed one hour) of and management practices and activities
(Description of Potential Pollutant when the runoff or snowmelt begins within the area drained by the outfall,
Sources) of this permit and pollution discharging. The examinations shall the perrnittee reasonably believes
prevention measures and controls document observations of color, odor,discharge substantially identical
identified in the plan in accordance clarity, floating solids, settled solids, effluents, the permittee may collect a
with paragraph XI.AB.3.a.(3) (Measures suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, andsample of effluent of one of such
and Controls) of this permit shall be other obvious indicators of storm water outfalls and report that the examination
revised as appropriate within 2 weeks ofpollution. The examination must be data also applies to the substantially
such evaluation and shall provide for conducted in a well lit area. No identical outfaLls provided that the
implementation of any changes to the analytical tests are required to be permittee includes in the storm water
plan in a timely manner, but in no caseperformed on the samples. All such pollution prevention plan a description
more than 12 weeks after the evaluation,samples shall be collected from the of the location of the outfalls and

(c) A report summarizing the scope ofdischarge resulting from a storm event explaining in detail why the outfalls are
the evaluation, personnel making the that is greater than 0.1 inches in expected to discharge substantially
inspection, the date(s) of the inspection,magnitude and that occurs at least 72 identical effluents. In addition, for each
major observations relating to the hours from the previously measurable outfall that the permittee believes is
implementation of the storm water (greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm representative, an estimate of the size of
pollution prevention plan, and actionsevent. Where practicable the same the drainage area (in square feet) and an
taken in accordance with paragraph individual will carry out the collection estimate of the runoff coefficient of the
XI.AB.3.a.(4)(b) (above) of the permit and examination of discharges for the drainage area Ie.g., low (under 40
shall be made and retained as part of thelife of the permit, percent), medium (40 to 65 percent), or
storm water pollution prevention plan (c) When a discharger is unable to high (above 65 percent)] shall be
for at least 3 years after the date of the collect samples over the course of the provided in the plan.
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AC. Storm Water Discharges Associated description of potential sources which practices employed to minimize contact
With Industrial Activfly From Facilities may reasonably be expected to add of materials with storm water runoff
That Manufacture Electronic and significant amounts of pollutants to between the time of 3 years prior to the
Electrical Equipment and Components, storm water discharges or which may date of the submission of a Notice of
Photographic and Optical Goods result in the discharge of pollutants Intent (NOI) to be covered under this

1. Discharges Covered Under This during dry weather from separate stormpermit and the present; the location and

Section. The requirements listed undersewers draining the facility. Each plan a description of existing structural and
this section shall apply to all storm shall identify all activities and nonstructural control measures to
water discharges associated with significant materials which may reduce pollutants in storm water runoff;

potentially be significant pollutant and a description of any treatment theindustrial activity from facilities that
manufacture: electronic and other sources. Each plan shall include, at a storm water receives.

minimum: (c) Spills and Leaks--A list ofelectrical equipment and components, (a) Drainage significant spills and significant leaks of
except computer equipment (SIC major (i) A site map indicating an outline oftoxic or hazardous pollutants that
group 36); measuring, analyzing, and the portions of the drainage area of eachoccurred at areas that are exposed to
controlling instruments; photographic,storm water outfall that are within the precipitation or that otherwise drain to
medical and optical goods; watches andfacility boundaries, each existing a storm water conveyance at the facility
clocks (SIC major group 38) and structural control measure to reduce after the date of 3 years prior to the date
computer and office equipment (SIC pollutants in storm water runoff, surfaceof the submission of a Notice of Intent
code 357). water bodies, locations where (NOI) to be covered under this permit.

When an industrial facility, describedsignificam materials are exposed to Such list shall be updated as
by the above coverage provisions of thisprecipitation, locations where major appropriate during the term of the
section, has industrial activities beingspills or leaks identified under Part permit.
conducted onsite that meet the XI.AC.3.a.(2)(c) (Spills and Leaks) of (d) Sampling Data--A summary, of
description(s) of industrial activities inthis permit have occurred, and the existing discharge sampling data
another section(s), that industrial locations of the following activities describing pollutants in storm water
facility shall comply with any and all where such activities are exposed to discharges from the facility, including a
applicable monitoring and pollution precipitation: fueling stations, vehiclesummary of sampling data collected
prevention plan requirements of the and equipment maintenance and/or during the term of this permit.
other section(s) in addition to all cleaning areas, loading/unloading areas,(e) Pu’sk Identification and Summa~.
applicable requirements in this section,locations used for the treatment, storageof Potential Pollutant Saurces--A
The monitoring and pollution or disposal of wastes, liquid storage narrative description of the potential
prevention plan terms and conditions oftanks, processing areas and storage pollutant sources from the following
this multi-sector permit are additive forareas. The map must indicate the outfallactivities: loading and unloading
industrial activities being conducted atlocations and the types of discharges operations; outdoor storage activities;
the same industrial facility (co-located contained in the drainage areas of the outdoor manufacturing or processing
industrial activities). The operator of theout.falls, activities; significant dust or particulate
facility shall determine which other (ii) For each area of the facility that generating processes; and onsite waste
monitoring and pollution prevention generates storm water discharges disposal practices. The description shall
plan section(s) of this permit (if any) areassociated with industrial activity Withspecifically list any significant potential
applicable to the facility, a reasonable potential f6r containing source of pollutants at the site and for

2. Special Conditions. significant amounts of pollutants, a each potential source, any pollutant or
a. Prohibition of Non-storm Water prediction of the direction of flow, and pollutant parameter (e.g., biochemical

Discharges. Other than as provided in an identification of the types of oxygen demand, etc.) of concern shall
use this Section I~.A. of this permit, pollutants which are likely to be presentbe identified.
non-storm water discharges are not in storm water discharges associated (3) Measures and Controls. Each
authorized by this permit, with industrial activity. Factors to facility covered by this permit shall

3. Storm Water Pollution Prevention consider include the toxicity of develop a description of storm water
Plan Requirements. chemical; quantity of chemicals used, management controls appropriate for

a. Contents of Plan. The plan shall produced or discharged; the likelihood the facility, and implement such
include, at a minimum, the following of contact with storm water; and historycontrols. The appropriateness and
items: of significant leaks or spills of toxic or priorities of controls in a plan shall

(1) Pollution Prevention Team. Each hazardous pollutants. Flows with a reflect identified potential sources of
plan shall identify a specific individualsignificant potential for causing erosionpollutants at the facility. The
or individuals within the facility shall be identified, description of storm water management
organization as members of a storm (b) Inventory of Exposed Materials.-- controls shall address the following
water Pollution Prevention Team that An inventory of the types of materials minimum components, including a
are responsible for developing the stormhandled at the site that potentially mayschedule for implementing such
water pollution prevention plan and be exposed to precipitation. Such controls:
assisting the facility or plant manager ininventory shall include a narrative (a) Good Housekeeping--Good
its implementation, maintenance, and description of significant materials thathousekeeping requires the maintenance
revision. The plan shall clearly identifyhave been handled, treated, stored or of areas which may contribute
the responsibilities of each team disposed in a manner to allow exposurepollutants to storm water discharges in
member. The activities and to storm water between the time of 3 a clean, orderly manner.
responsibilities of the team shall years prior to the date of the submission(b) Preventive Maintenance--A
address all aspects of the faciliW’s stormof a Notice of Intent (NOI) to be coveredpreventive maintenance program shall
water pollution prevention plan. under this permit and the present; involve timely inspection and

(2) Description of Potential Pollutant method and location of onsite storage ormaintenance of storm water
Sources. Each plan shall provide a disposal; materials management management devices (e.g., cleaning oil/
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water separators, catch basins) as wellidentification of potential significant significant soil erosion, and identify
as inspecting and testing facility sources of non-storm water at the site, structural, vegetative, and/or
equipment and systems to uncover a description of the results of any test stabilization measures to be used to
conditions that could cause breakdownsand/or evaluation for the presence of limit erosion.
or failures resulting in discharges of non-storm water discharges, the (i) Manogement of Runof/--The plan
pollutants to surface waters, and evaluation criteria or testing method shall contain a narrative consideration
ensuring appropriate maintenance of used, the date of any testing and/or of the appropriateness of traditional
such equipment and systems, evaluation, and the onsite drainage storm water management practices

(c) Spill Prevention and I~esponse points that were directly observed (practices other than those which
Proceduras--Areas where potential during the test. Certifications shall be control the generation or source(s) of
spills which can contribute pollutants tosigned in accordance with Part VII.G. ofpollutants) used to divert, infiltrate,
storm water discharges can occur, andthis permit. Such certification may notreuse, or otherwise manage storm water
their accompanying drainage points be feasible if the facility operating the runoff in a manner that reduces
shall be identified clearly in the storm storm water discharge associated with pollutants in storm water discharges
water pollution prevention plan. Whereindustrial activity does not have accessfrom the site. The plan shall provide
appropriate, specifying material to an outfalI, manhole, or other point ofthat measures that the permittee
handling procedures, storage access to the ultimate conduit which determines to be reasonable and
requirements, and use of equipment receives the discharge. In such cases, appropriate shall be implemented and
such as diversion valves in the plan the source identification section of the maintained. The potential of various
should be considered. Procedures for storm water pollution prevention plan sources at the facility to contribute
cleaning up spills shall be identified inshall indicate why the certification pollutants to storm water discharges
the plan and made available to the required by this part was not feasible, associated with industrial activity {see
appropriate personnel. The necessary along with the identification of potentialparagraph XI.AC.3.a.(2) of this section
equipment to implement a clean up significant sources of non-storm water at(Description of Potential Pollutant
should be available to personnel, the site. A discharger that is unable to Sources)] shsJJ he considered when

(d) Inspections--in addition to or as provide the certification required by thisdetermining reasonable and appropriate
pan of the comprehensive site paragraph must notify the Director in measures. Appropriate measures or
evaluation required under paragraph accordance with paragraph equivalent measures may include:
XI.AC.3.a.(4) of t.his section, qualified Xl.AC.3.a.(3)(g)(iii) (below). vegetative swales and practices, reuse of
facility personnel shall he identified to (ii) Except for flows from fire fighting collected storm water (such as for a
inspect designated equipment and areasactivities, sources of non-storm water process or as an irrigation source), inlet
of the facility at appropriate intervals listed in Part HI.A.2 (Prohibition of Non-controls (such as oil/water separators),
specified in the plan. A set of tracking storm Water Discharges) of this permit snow management activities, infiltration
or follow-up procedures shall be used tothat are combined with storm water devices, and wet detention/retention
ensure that appropriate actions are discharges associated with industrial devices.
taken in response to the inspections, activity must be identified in the plan. (4) Comprehensive Site Compliance
Records of inspections shall be The plan shall identify and ensure the Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall
maintained, implementation of appropriate pollutionconduct site compliance evaluations

(e) EmploFee TmiainR--Employee prevention measures for the non-stormonce a year. Such evaluations shall
training pregrsms shall inform water component(s) of the discharge, provide:
personnel responsible for implementing (iii) Failure to Certij:y~Any facility (a) Areas contributing to a storm
activities identified in the storm water that is unable to provide the water discharge associated with
pollution prevention plan or otherwise certification required (testing for non- industrial activity shall be visually
responsible for storm water managementstorm water discharges), must notify theinspected for evidence of, or the
at all levels of responsibility of the Director by [Insert date 270 days after potential for, pollutants entering the
components and goals of the storm permit issuance] or, for facilities whichdrainage system. Measures to reduce
water pollution prevention plan. begin to discharge storm water pollutant loadings shall be evaluated to
Training should address topics such asassociated with industrial activity after determine whether they are adequate
spill response, good housekeeping and[Insert date 270 days after permit and properly implemented in
material management practices. The issuance], 180 days after submitting anaccordance with the terms of the permit
pollution prevention plan shall identifyNOI to be covered by this permit. If theor whether additional control measures
periodic dates for such training, failure to certify is caused by the are needed. Structural storm water

(f) l~ecordkeepin8 and Internal inability to perform adequate tests or management measures, sediment and
Reporting Procedures~A description ofevaluations, such notification shall erosion control measures, and other
incidents (such as spills, or other describe: the procedure of any test structural pollution prevention
discharges), along with other conducted for the presence of non-stormmeasures identified in the plan shall be
information describing the quality and water discharges; the results of such testobserved to ensure that they are
quantity of storm water discharges shallor other relevant observations; potentialoperating correctly. A visual inspection
be included in the plan required undersources of non-storm water discharges of equipment needed to implement the
this part. inspections and maintenanceto the storm sewer; and why adequate plan, such as spill response equipment,
activities shall be documented and tests for such storm sewers were not shall be made.
records of such activities shall be feasible. Non-storm water discharges to (b) Based on the results of the
incorporated into the plan. waters of the United States which are evaluation, the description of potential

(g) Non-storm Water Discharges not authorized by an N’PDES permit arepollutant sources identified in the plan
(i) The plan shall include a unlawful, and must be terminated, in accordance with paragraph

certification that the discharge has been (h) Sediment and Erosion Con~’o]-- XI.AC.3.a.(2) of this section (Description
tested or evaluated for the presence of The plan shall identify areas which, dueof Potential Pollutant Sources) and
non-storm water discharges. The to topography, activities, or other pollution prevent.ion measures and
certification shall include the factors, have a high potential for controls identified in the plan in
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accordance with paragraph XI.AC.3.a.{3) clarity, floating solids, settled solids, {such as local flooding, high winds,
of this section {Measures and Controls} suspended solids, foam, oil sheen, and hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms,
shall be revised as appropriate within 2 other obvious indicators of storm water etc.} or otherwise make the collection of
weeks of such evaluation and shall pollution. The examination must be a sample impracticable {drought.
provide for implementation of any conducted in a well lit area. No extended frozen conditions, etc.).
changes to the plan in a timely manner, anal.v~Jcal tests are required to be {f’) When a discharger is unable to
but in no case more than 12 weeks after performed on the samples. All such conduct visual storm water
the evaluation, samples shall be collected from the examinations at an inactive and(c) A report summarizing the scope ofdischarge resulting from a storm event unstaffed site, the operator of the facilitythe inspection, personnel making the that is greater than 0.1 inches in may exercise a waiver of the monitoringevaluation, the date{s) of the evaluation,magnitude and that occurs at least 72 requirement as long as the facilitymajor observations relating to the hours from the previously measurable remains inactive and unstaffed.implementation of the storm water {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) storm facility must maintain a certificationpollution prevention plan, and actions event. Whenever practicable the same with the pollution prevention plantaken in accordance with paragraph individual will carry out the collection
XI.AC.3.a.{4){b) {above} of the permit and examination of discharges for the stating that the site is inactive and
shall be made and retained as part of thelife of the permit, unstaffed so that performing visual
storm water pollution prevention plan (c) Visual examination reports must examinations during a qualifying event
for at least 3 years from the date of the be maintained onsite in the pollution is not feasible.
evaluation. The report shall identify, any prevention plan. The report shall XII. Coverage Under This Permit
incidents of noncompliance. Where a include the examination date and time,
report does not identify any incidents of examination personnel, the nature of the Region III
noncompliance, the report shall containdischarge {i.e., runoff or snow melt}, A. Federal Facilities in the District of
a certification that the facility is in visual Quality of the storm water Columbia (DCROS*##F)
compliance with the storm water discharge {including observations of
pollution prevention plan and this color, odor, clarity, floating solids, District of Columbia 401 certification
permit. The report shall be signed in settled solids, suspended solids, foam,special permit conditions revise the
accordance with Part VII.G. {Signatory oil sheen, and other obvious indicators permit as follows:
Requirements) of this permit, of storm water pollution), and probable 1. Part IV section B is amended by the

(d) Where compliance evaluation sources of any observed storm water addition of the following:
schedules overlap with inspections contamination.
required under 3.a.(3)(d), the (d) When a facility has two or more Pan IV. Storm Water Pollution Preventian
compliance evaluation may be out.falls that, based on a consideration ofPlans
conducted in place of one such industrial activity, significant materials, *
inspection, and management practices and activitiesB. Signature and Plan Review

4. Numeric Effluent Limitations. within the area drained by the outfall, ,    ,    ¯ ¯
There are no additional numeric the permittee reasonably believes
effluent limitations beyond those discharge substantially identical 4. Review and Approval by Department of
described in Part V.B of this permit, effluents, the permittee may collect a Consumer and Regulatory Affairs

5. Monitoring and Reporting sample of effluent of one of such A copy of all storm water pollution
Requirements outfalls and report thar the observation prevention plans required under the permit

a. Monito~ng Requirements data also applies to the substantially shall be submitted to the District of
(1) Quarterly Visual Examination of identical outfalls provided that the Columbia’s Department of Consumer and

Storm Water Quality. Facilities shall permittee includes in the storm water Regulatory Affairs. Environmental Regulation
perform and document a visual pollution prevention plan a descriptionAdministration. for review and approval.
examination of a storm water dischargeof the location of the outfaLls and 2. Part IV section E is amended by the
associated with industrial activity from explaining in detail why the out, falls areaddition of the following:
each out.fall, except discharges expected to discharge substantially P~rt IV. Storm Water Pollution Prevention
exempted below. The examination mustidentical effluents. In addition, for each Plans
be made at least once in each designated outfall that the permittee believes is * * * *
period [described in {a), below] during representative, an estimate of the size of
daylight hours unless there is the drainage area {in square feet} and anE. Special Pollution Prevention Plan
insufficient rainfall or snow melt to estimate of the runoff coefficient of the Requirements
produce a runoff event, drainage area [e.g., low (under 40 * * * * *

{a] Examinations shall be conducted percent), medium {40 to 65 percent), ors. Nitrogen. Phosphorus, Fertilizer,
in each of the following periods for the high (above 65 percent)] shall be Pesticides and Urea Loadings and Usages
purposes of visually inspecting storm provided in the plan. Permittees shall include in the storm water
water quality associated with storm (e} When a discharger is unable to pollution prevention plan current nitrogen
water runoff or snow melt: January collect samples over the course of the and phosphorus loads, current fertilizer
through March; April through June; July monitoring period as a result of adverseusage, current exterior pesticide usage, and
through September; and October climatic conditions, the discharger must current urea for deicing usage.
through December. document the reason for not performing6. Storm Water and Ground Water Diversions

(b) Examinations shall be made of the visual examination and retain this to Sanitary Sewers
samples collected within the first 30 documentation onsite with the records Permittees shall include in the storm wa~erminutes {or as soon thereafter as of the visual examination. Adverse pollution prevention plan the volume of anypractical, but not to exceed one hour) ofweather conditions which may prohibitstorm water diverted to the sanitary sewerwhen the runoff or snowmelt begins the collection of samples Include from roof leaders or other connections and
discharging. The examinations shall weather conditions that create the volume any ground water diverted to the
document observations of color, odor, dangerous conditions for personnel sanitary sewer.
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7. Proposed Reductions in Nutrient and c. Limitations for all discharges of or groundwater of salinity at a fraquencv andPesticide Loads storm water associated with industn’a] duration sufficient to support, and that ~nder
Permittees shall include in the storm water a~tivity, normal circumstances do support, emergent

pollution prevention plan the proposed {I) General Limitations: Effective [insert vegetation characterized by a prevalence of
reductions in nutrient and pesticides loads in effective date of permit], species typically adapted for life in these soil
accordance with the Chesapeake Bay and contiguous surface water conditions.
Restoration goals. Typical vegetation includes wiregrass
s. Animal Waste Management Plans Parameter Daily

maximum (Spartina patens}, deer pea {Vigna repens),
bulltongue (Sanitaria sp.), wild millet

Any permittee that manages significant Total Organic Careen (TOC) ........50 mg/I (Echinochloa walteri), bullwhip (Scirpusquantities of animals or animal wastes, shallOil & Grease .................................15 mojl californicus), and sawgrass (Cladiumprovide in the storm water pollution
jomaicensel. Interstitial water salinityprevention plan an accounting of these (2) Oil & Gas Exploration and Production normally ranges between 3 and 6 parts peranimal wastes, and nut~iant cont~ol measuresFacilities: Effective on effective date of thousand. (LAC 33:IX.708)for avoiding, reducing, or eliminating runoffpermit, "Saline Marshes"--.those wetland areasof these animal wastes, that are inundated or saturated by surface

B. District of Columbia (DCR05*###) Parameter I Daily water or g~oundwatar of salinity
maximum characteristic of near Gulf of Mexico ambient

District of Colurabia 401 certification I water at a frequency, and duration sufficient
special permit conditions revise the Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)100 mg/I to support, and that under normal
permit as follows: Total Organic Carbon (TOC) ........50 rngil circmnstances do support, emergent

1. Part IV section B is amended by theOil & Grease .................................15 moJI vegetation characterized by a prevalence of
species typically adapted for life in these soiladdition of the following:

Chlorides’: and contiguous surface water conditions.Part IV. Storm Water Pollution Prevention {a) Maximum chloride concentration of theTypical vegetation includes oystergrassPlans discharge shall not exceed two times the {Spartinn altermflora}, glasswort (Salicornia
* * * * * ambient concentration of the receiving watersp.), black rush {Juncus roemericanus}, Batis

in brackish marsh areas, maritime, black mangrove (Avicennia nitida),B. Signature and Plan Review (b) Maximum chloride concentration of theand saltgrass {Distichlis spicata). Interstitial
"    * * * * discharge shall not exceed 500 mg/l in water salinity normally exceeds 16 parts per
4. Review and Approval by Department of freshwater or intermediate marsh areas and thousand. {LAC 33:1X.708}
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs upland areas. "Upland’.--any land area that is not

Facilities without monitoring requirements normally inundated with water and that
A copy of all storm water management must insure the pollution prevention plan would not, under normal circumstances, beplans required under the permit shall be developed in accordance with Part IV will characterized as swamp or fresh,submitted to the District of Columbia’s insure compliance with these effluent intermediate, brackish, or saline marsh. TheDepartment of Consumer and Regulatory limitations, term shall have both a regional and site-Affairs, Environmental Regulation

* * * * * specific connotation; for example, naturallyAdministration, for review and approval.
3. The following definitions are addedoccurring and man-made topographic highs

Region VI to Part X of the permit: that are partially or totally surrounded by
swamp, marsh, or open water will be

C. Louisiana (LARO5*###) Part X. Defluitions considered upland on a local basis, but will
Louisiana 401 certification and "Brackish Marshes"--those areas that are not necessitate characterization of the

Coastal Zone special permit conditions inundated or saturated by surface water or surrounding area as upland. The land and
revise the permit as follows: groundwater of moderate salinity at a water bottoms of all parishes north of the

1. Part I section B. is amended by thefrequency and duration sufficient to support,nine parishes contiguous with the Gulf of
addition of the following: and that under normal circumstances do Mexico shall be determined on a case-by-case

support, emergent vegetation characterized basis with reference to the presences ofa
Part I. Coverage Under ~ Permit by a prevalence of species typically adaptedregional expanse of emergent aquatic

for life in these soil and contiguous surfacevegetation or open water. {LAC 33:IX.708)B. Eli~bility water conditions. Typical vegetation includes
.... * wiregrass {Spartino patens), three-corneredD. New Mexico (NMR05 ~###)
8. Discharges Subject to Louisiana Coastal grass {Scirpus oiney~3, coco (ScLrpus New Mexico 401 certification special
Zone Management Program rnbustus), and widgeongrass (Ruppia permit conditions revise the permit as

marRima}. Interstitial water salinity normally follows:Facilities whose activities occur in, or haveranges between 7 and 15 parts per thousand. 1. Part VI.B of the permit is revised toan effect on, the designated coastal zone of(LAC 33:1X.708)Louisiana, shall have obtained an individual "1 ’reshwater Swamps and Marshes’---thoseread:
coastal zone consistency concurrence, areas that a~e inundated or saturated by Part VI. Monitoring and Reportingpermit, or waiver from the Coastal surface water or groundwater of negligible toRequirementsManagement Division of the Louisiana very low salinity at a frequency and duration, ~ , , ,Department of Natural Resources (in sufficient to support, and that under normalaccordance with the Louisiana Coastal Zonecircumstances do support, emergent B. Reporting: Where to Submit.
Management Program LRS 49:214). Facilities vegetation characterized by a prevalence of * "    * * *wishing to obtain a des~iption of the areas

species typically adapted for life in these soil 3. Location. Signed copies of dischargedesignated by the State of Louisiana as the
and contiguous surface water conditions, monitoring reports required under Parts XI."coastal zone" should request that
Typical vegetation includes maiden cane and VI.C., individual permit applications,information by writing to: State of Louisiana,
{Panicum hemitomon}, Hydrocoty] sp., water and all other reports required herein, shall beDepartment of Natural Resources, Coastal hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes}, submitted to the appropriate state officeZone Management Division. P.O. Box 44487,pickerelweed (Pontederia ¢ordata), address:Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-4487.
alligatorweed (Alternanthero philoxeroides), New Mexico2. The following section is added to and bulltongue (Sogittaria sp.). Interstitial Program Manager, Point Source RegulationPart V of the Permit: water salinity is normally less than 2 parts Section, Surface Water Quality Bureau,

Part V. Numeric FJ]]uent Limitations per thousand. (LAC 33:1X.708) New Mexico Environment Departraent,
.     .     ¯ ¯ ¯

"Intermediate Marshes-athose areas that 1190 St. Francis Drive, Santa Fe, Neware inundated or saturated by surface water
Mexico 87504.43968
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2. Pm-t XI of the permit is revised to C. Storm Water Discharges Associated Withparameters indicated and the data reported to

include the following additional monitoringIndustrial Activity From Chemical and Alliedthe New Mexico State Program Manager at
for the industrial sectors indicated: Products Manufacturing Facilities the address above (Part VI.B}. A copy of the

. . . . . data shall be kept with the Pollution
Part XI. Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the

~. Storm Water Discharges Associated With6. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements additional parameters indicated shall be

Industrial Activity From Timber Products {a] * * * In addition to the parameters conducted at least quarterly {4 times per

Facilities listed in Tables C-2.3,4.5 the following year} in the second and fourth year of the

¯ . . . . facilities shall conduct monitoring of the permit. The first period of monitoring to
additional parameters indicated and the databegin on the date one year following the date

5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements reported to the New Mexico State Programof issuance of this permit. Each year of

(a) * * * In addition to the parameters Manager at the address above {Part VI.B). A monitoring (four quarters) shall be reported

listed in Tables A-1,2,3,4 the following copy of the data shall be kept with the no later than the following March. The report
facilities shall conduct monitoring of the Pollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for theto NMED shall be postmarked no later that
additional parameters indicated and the dataadditional p~,-~tmeters indicated shall be the 31st day of the following March.
reported to the New Mexico State Program conducted at least quarterly {4 times per (1} Clay product manufactures: shall monitor
Manager at the address above {Part VI.B). A year} in the second and fourth year of the TSS;
copy of the data shall be kept with the permit. The first period of monitoring to (2) Concrete & gypsum product
Pollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for thebegin on the date one year following the date manufactures: shall monitor TKN, NH~,
additional parameters indicated shall be of issuance of this permit. Each year of and NO~÷NO2;
conducted at least quarterly {4 times per monitoring (four quarters) shall be reported (3} Flat glass, glass & glassware, pressed or
year} in the second and fourth year of the no later than the following March. The report blown glass products: shall monitor
permit, The first period of monitoring to to NMED shall be postmarked no later that TKN, NH~, and NO3+NO2.
begin on the date one year following the da~ethe 31st day of the following March. . ¯ . . *
of issuance of this permit. Each year of
monitoring (four quarters) shall ~oe reported

{1} Agricultural chemical: shall monitor total

no later than the following March. The revort
mercury (Hg), TSS. NH~, and TKN; F. Storm Water Discharges Associated With

to NMED shall be postmarked no later that
(2} Inorganic chemical: shall monitor total Industrial Activity From Primary Metals

Hg, NH~, and TKN;                     Facilities.
the 31st day of the following March. {3) Detergents, cosmetics & perfumes: shall * * *
(1} Sawmill & planing facilities: shall monitor monitor COD, TKN, NH~, and TSS; 5. Monitoring and Reporting RequirementsBiochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), (4) Paints, varnishes, enamels & allied

Nitrate + Nitrite {NO3÷NO2}, Ammonia products: shall monitor TSS, NH~, (a) " * * In addition to the parameters
{NH~) and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen NO~+NO2, and TKN. listed in Tables F-l, 2.3, 4 the following
{TKN}; {5] Plastics, synthetics, and resins: shall facilities shall conduct monitoring of the

{2) Wood preserving facilities: shall monitor monitor total Hg, NO~+NO2, NH~, and additional parameters indicated and the data
Total Suspended Solids (TSS}, TKN. reported to the New Mexico State Program
NO~+NO2, NH~ and TKN; ¯ ¯ . ¯ ¯ Manager at the address above (Part VI.B}. A

{3} Log storage & handling facilities: shall copy of the data shall be kept with the
monitor Chemical Oxygen Demand D. Storm Water Discharges Associated WithPollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the
{COD), NO~+NCh, NI-I~ and TKN; Industrial Activity From Asphalt Paving andadditional parameters indicated shall be

(4} Other wood products: shall monitor BOD. Roofing Materials and Lubricant conducted at least quarterly {4 times per
NO~÷NO2, TKN. NH~ and oil & grease. Manufacturers year} in the second and fourth year of the

. . . . . . ¯ . . . permit. The first period of monitoring to
begin on the date one year following the date

B. Storm Water Discharges Associated With5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. of issuance of this permit. Each year of
Industrial Activity From Paper And Allied {a) * * * In addition to the parameters monitoring {four quarters) shall be reported
Products Manufacturing Facilities listed in Table D-1 the following facilities no later than the following March. The report
¯ * * * * shall conduct monitoring of the additional to NMED shall be postmarked no later that

5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements parameters indicated and the data reported tothe 31st day of the following March.

the New Mexico State Program Manager at {1} Steel works: shall monitor total Hg, TKN,
{a) * * * In addition to the parameters the address above (Part VI.B). A copy of the NO~+NO2, NH~, and TSS;

listed in Table B-1 the following facilities data shall be kept with the Pollution (2} Iron & steel foundries: shall monitor total
shall conduct monitoring of the additional Prevention Plan, Monitoring for the Hg, COD, NO~÷NO2, NH~, and TKN:
parameters indicated and the data reported toadditional parameters indicated shall be {3} Rolling, drawing & extruding--non-
the New Mexico State Program Manager at
the address above (Part VI.B}. A copy of the conducted at least quarterly (4 times per ferrous: shall monitor total Hg,

data shall be kept with the Pollution year} in the second and fourth year of the NO~+NO2, NH~, and TKN;
permit. The first period of monitoring to (4} Non-ferrous foundries: shall monitor total

Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the begin on the date one year following the date Hg, TSS, NO~÷NO~., NH~, and TKN.
additional parameters indicated shall be of issuance of this permit. Each year of * * * * *conducted at least quarterly (4 times per
year) in the second and fourth year of the monitoring {four quarters) shall be reported

permit. The first period of monitoring to no later than the following March. The reportG. Storm Water Discharges Associated With

begin on the date one year following the dateto NMED shall be postmarked no later that Industrial Activity From Metal Mining (Ore

of issuance of this permit. Each year of the 31st day of the following March, Mining and Dressing) Facilities

monitoring {four quarters} shall be reported Asphalt paving & roofing materials: shall *
no later than the following March. The report monitor COD, NO~+NO2, NH~, and TKN. 5, Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
to NMED shall be postmarked no later that E. Storm Water Discharges Associated With (a] * * * In addition to the parameters
the 31st day of the following March. Industrial Activity From Glass, Clay, Cement,listed in Table G--1 the following facilities
(1) Paperboard mills: shall monitor TSS. Concrete. Gypsum Product Manufacturing shall conduct monitoring of the additional

BOD, NO~+NG2, and TKN: Facilities parameters indicated and the data reported to
(2) Paperboard containers & boxes: shall . . . . ¯ the New Me.co State Program Manager at

monitor COD, NO~+NO2, NH~, and TY~N: the address above (Part V1.B}. A copy of the
{3) Converted paper & paperboard products: 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements data shall be kept with the Pollution

shall monitor COD, NO~+NO2., NH~. and (a) * * * In addition to the parameters Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the
TKN. listed in Tables E-1.2 the following facilitiesadditional parameters indicated shall be

¯ "    * * * shall conduct monitoring of the additional conducted at least quarterly {4 times per
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year) in the second and fourth year of the 5, Monitoring and Reporting Requirements 5, Monitoring and Reporting Requirementspermit. The first period of monitoring to {a) " * * In addition to the parameters (a) * * * In addition to the parametersbegin on the date one year following the datelisted in Table K-1 all facilities shall monitorlisted in Table N-1 all facilities shall monitorof issuance of this permit. Each year of
TKN. NO~+NO2, and TSS and the data oil & grease, NO~+NO2, NH~, and TKN andmonitoring {fou~ quarters} shall be reported
reported to the New Mexico State Program the data reported to the New Mexico Stateno later than the following March. The report
Manager at the address above (Part VI.B}. A Program Manager at the address above {Partre NMED shall be postmarked no later that

the 31st day of the following March.          copy oftha data shall be kept with the VI.B}, A copy of the data shall be kept with

All metal mining facilities shall monitor    Pollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the the Pollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for

for COD, TSS, NO~+NO~, TKN, NH3, total Hg; additional parameters indicated shall be the additional parameters indicated shall be

in addition, all permittees in the SIC code for conducted at least quarterly {4 times per conducted at least quarterly {4 times per

metals mining shall monitor for any heavy year) in the second and fourth year of the year) in the second and fourth year of the

metal which the permittee has reason to permit. The first period of monitoring to permit. The first period of monitoring to

believe may be present In storm water runoff begin on the date one year following the date begin on the date one year following the date
of issuance of this permit. Each year of

from the mining facility, of issuance of this permit. Each year of       monitoring {four quarters} shall be reported
.    .    .    .    . monitoring (four quarters} shall be reported

no later than the following March. The reportno later than the following March. The report to NMED shall be posUnarked no later that
L Storm Water Discharges Associated With to NMED shall be postmarked no later that the 31st day of the following March.Industrial Activity From Oil and Gas the 31st day of the following March. . . ¯ ¯ ¯Extraction Facilities , , , . .
¯ * * * * O. Storm Water Discharges Associated With

L. Storm Water Discharges Associated With Industrial Activity From Steam Electric
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements Industrial Activity From LandFills and Land Power Generating Facilities. Including Coal(a) All facilities in this sector shall conductApplication Sites Handling Areas
analytical monitoring for oil and grease: total5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. * * * * *phosphorus; and total suspended solids

{a) * * " In addition to the parameters 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements{TSS). The data shall be reported to the New
Mexico State Progra~n Manager at the addresslisted in Table L-1 all facilities shall monitor {a) " * * In addition to the varameters
above (Part VI.B). A copy of the data shall beTKN, NH~, and NO~÷NO~ and the data listed in Table O-1 all facilities shall monitor
kept with the Pollution Prevention Plan. reported to the New Mexico State Program TSS, NO3÷NO~, TKN, NH3, and total Zinc
Monitoring for the additional parameters Manager at the address above {Part VI.B), A {Zn) and the date reported to the New Mexico
indicated shall be conducted at least copy of the data shall be kept with the State Program Manager at the address above
quarterly {4 times per year) in the second andPollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the{Part VI.B). A copy of the data shall be kept
fourth year of the permit. The first period of additional parameters indicated shall be with the Pollution Prevention Plan.
monitoring to begin on the date one year conducted at least quarterly {4 times per Monitoring for the additional parameters
following the date of issuance of this permit,year} in the second and fourth year of the indicated shali be conducted at least
Each year of monitoring (four quarters) shallpermit, The fhst period of monitoring to quarterly {4 times per year) in the second and
be reported no later than the following begin on the date one year following the datefourth year of the permit, The first period of
March. The report to NMED shall be of issuance of this permit. Each year of monitoring to begin on the date one year
postmarked no later that the 31st day of the monitoring {four quarters} shall be reportedfollowing the date of issuance of this permit.
following March. no later than the following March. The report Each year of monitoring (four quarters) shall
. ¯ ¯ . . to NMED shall be postmarked no later that be reported no later than the following

the 31st day of the following March. March, The report to NMED shall be
J. Storm Watec Discharg~s Associated With ¯ . . . . postmarked no later that the 31st day of the
Industn’al Activity From Mineral Mining and following March.
Processing Facilities M. Storm Water Discharges Associated With* * * * *
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ . Industrial Activity From Automobile Salvage

Yards P. Storm Water D;ozharges Associated With
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements . . . . . Industrial Activity From Motor Freight

(a} * * * In addition to the parameters Transportation 7acilities, Petroleum Bulk Oil
listed in Table J-1 the following facilities 4. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements. Stations and Terminals, Bail Transportation
shall conduct monitoring of the addiUonal (a} * * * In addiUon to the parameters Facilities. and United States Postal Service
parameters indicated and the data reported to listed in Table M-1 all facilities shall Transportation Facilities
the New Mexico State Program Manager at monitor oil & grease, NO~+NO2, NH3, and * * * * *
the address above {Part VI.B). A copy of the TKN and the data reported to the New 4. Monitoring and Reporting Requirementsdata shall be kept with the Pollution Mexico State Program Manager at the address
Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the above (Part VI.B}. A copy of the data shall be {a) The following facilities shall conduct

analytical monitoring of the parametersadditional parameters indicated shall be kept with the Pollution Prevention Plan. indicated and the data reported to the Newconducted at least quarterly (4 times per Monitoring for the additional parameters Mexico State Program Manager at the addressyear) in the second and fourth year of the indicated shall be conducted at least above {Part VI.B}. A copy of the data shall bepermit. The first period of monitoring to quarterly {4 times per year) in the second andkept with the Pollution Prevention Plan.begin on the date one year following the datefourth year of the permit. The first period of Monitoring for the additional parametersof issuance of this permit. Each year of monitoring to begin on the date one year indicated shall be conducted at leastmonitoring (four quarters) shall be reported following the date of issuance of this permit,quarterly {4 times per year) in the second andno later than the following March. The reportEach year of monitoring (four quarters} shall fourth year of the permit. The Rrst period ofto NMED shall be postmarked no later that be reported no later than the following monitoring to begin on the date one vearthe 31st day of the following March. March. The report to NMED shall be following the date of issuance of thi~ permit.Sand & gravel mining facilities: shall monitorpostmarked no later that the 31st day of the Each year of monitoring {four quarters) shall
TKN and NH~. following March. be reported no later than the following¯ * * * * * * * * * March. The report to NMED shall be

postmarked no later that the 31st day of theK. Storm Water Discharges Associated With
N. Storm Water Discharges Associated Withfollowing March.Industrial Activity From Hazardous Waste Industrial Activity From Scrap J~ecyclin8 and{1) Railroad transportation: shall monitorTreatment, Storage, or Disposal FocLlities Waste Recyc]in8 Facilities

COD, NO~+NO2, TKN, NH~, TSS, total¯
* * * * * * * * * Z,n, and oil & grease;
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!.~} Local & highway passenger transportation: associated with industrial activity from each create dangerous conditions for personnel
shall monitor NO3÷NO2, NH3, oil & outfall, except discharges exempted below. {such as local flooding, high winds,
grease, TSS, and TKN; The examination{s} must be made at least hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, etc,}

13 } Motor freight transportation & once in each of the following 3-month or otherwise make the collection of a sample
warehousing: shall monitor NO~÷NO2, periods: January." through March, April impracticable (drought, extended frozen
NH3, TSS, total Zn, TKN, and oil & through June, July through September, and conditions, etc.).
grease; October through December. The examination {5} When a discharger is unable to conduct

14) U.S. Postal Service: shall monitor total shall be made during daylight hours unless visual storm water examinations at an
Zn: there is insufficient rainfall or snow melt to inactive and unstaffed site, the operator of

isi Petroleum bulk stations: shall monitor produce a runoff event, the facility, may exercise a waiver of the
TKN, NOs+NO2, NH3, and TSS. {1} Examinations shall be made of samples monitoring requirement as long as the facility

. . . . collected within the first 30 minutes (or as remains inactive and unstaffed. The facility
soon thereafter as practical, but not to exceedmust maintain a certification with the

Q. Storm Water Discharges Associated With1 hour} of when the runoff or snow melt pollution prevention plan stating that the site
industrial Activity From Water begins discharging. The examination shallis inactive and unstaffed so that performing
Transportation Facilities That Have Vehicledocument observations of color, odor, clarity,visual examinations during a qualifying
Maintenance Shops and/or Equipment floating solids, settled solids, suspended event is not feasible.
~7!eaning Operations solids, foam, oil sheen, and other obvious * * * * *
. . . ¯ ¯ indicators of storm water pollution. The

examination must be conducted in a well litT. Storm Water Discharges Associated With
5~ Monitoring and Reporting Requirements area. No analytical tests are required to be Industrial Activity From Treatment Works.

(a} " " * In addition to the parameters performed on the samples. All such samples
listed in Table Q-1 all facilities shall monitorshall be collected from the discharge 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
TSS, NO3+NO2, NH3, and TKN and the data resulting from a stcrm event that is greater
reported to the New Mexico State Program than 0.1 inches in magnitude and that occurs(a) * * * In addition to the visual
Manager at the address above (Part VI.B.). Aat least 72 hours from the previously monitoring, all facilities shall conduct
copy of the data shall be kept with the measurable {greater than 0.1 inch rainfall) anai.vtical monitoring of BaD,
Pollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring for thestorm event. Where practicable, the same TKN, NH~, TSS, and fecal coliform, and the
additional parameters indicated shall be individual should carry, out the collection data reported to the New Mexico State

Program Manager at the address above {Partconducted at least quarterly (4 times per and examination of discharges for the entireVI.B). A copy of the data shall be kept withyear) in the second and fourth year of the permit term. the Pollution Prevention Plan. Monitoring forpermit. The first period of monitoring to (2} Visual examination reports must be the additional parameters indicated shall bebegin on the date one year following the datemaintained onsite in the pollution conducted at least quarterly (4 times perof issuance of this permit. Each year of prevention plan. The report shall include theyear) in the second and fourth year of themonitoring {four quarters) shall be reported examination date and time. examination permit. The first period of monitoring tono later than the following March. The reportpersonnel, the nature of the discharge (i.e., begin on the date one year following the dateto NMED shall be postmarked no later that runoff or snow melt}, visual quality of the of issuance of this permit. Each year ofthe 31st day of the following March, storm water discharge (including monitoring {four quarters} shall ~e reported¯ * * * * observations of color, odor, clarity, floating no later than the following March. The report
solids, settled solids, suspended solids, foam, to NSL~.D shall be postmarked no later thatS. Storm Water Discharges Associated Withoil sheen, and other obvious indicators of the 31st dav of the following March.Industrial Activity From Vehicle storm water pollution}, and probable sources. . " . . .

Maintenance Areas, Equipment Cleaning of any observed storm water contamination.
Areas, or Deicing Areas Located at Air {3} When a facility has two or more outfalts U. Storm Water Discharges Associated WithTransportation Facilities that, based on a considarakion of industrial Industrial Activity From Food and Kindred¯ * * * * activity, significant materials, and Products Facilities
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements management practices and activities within. . . .

the area drained by the outfall, the permittee
{a) * * * In addition to the parameters reasonably believes discharge substantially5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements

listed in Table S-1 the following facilities identical effluents, the permittee may collect {a) " " * In addition to the parametersshall conduct monitoring of the additional a sample of effluent of one of such outfalls listed in Table U-1,2 the following facilitiesparameters indicated and the data reported toand report that the examination data also shall conduct monitoring of the additionalthe New Mexico State Program Manager at applies to the substantially identical parameters indicated and the data reported tothe address above (Part VI.B.}. A copy of the outfall(s) provided that the permittee the New Mexico State Program Manager atdata shall be kept with the Pollution includes in the storm water pollution the address above (Part VI.B}. A copy of thePrevention Plan. Monitoring for the prevention plan a description of the location data shall be kept with the Pollutionadditional parameters indicated shall be of the outfalls and explains in detail why thePrevention Plan. Monitoring for the
conducted at least quarterly {4 times per outfalls are expected to discharge additional parameters indicated shall beyear) in the second and fourth year of the substantially identical effluents. In addition,conducted at least quarterly (4 times perpermit. The first period of monitoring to fo~" each outfall that the permittee believes isyear) in the second and fourth year of thebegin on the date one year following the daterepresentative, an estimate of the size of the permit. The first period of monitoring toof issuance of this permit. Each year of drainage area (in square feet} and an estimatebegin on the date one year following the date
monitoring (four quarters) shall be reported of the runoff coefficient of the drainage area of issuance of this permit. Each year of
no later than the following March. The report [e.g., low {under 40 percent), medium {40 to monitoring {four quarters} shall be reported
to NMED shall be postmarked no later that

65 percent}, or high {above 65 percent}} shall no later than the following March. The report
the 31st day of the following March. be provided in the plan. to NMED shall be postmarked no later that

{1) Vehicle maintenance and/or cleaning {4} When a discharger is unable to collect the 31st day of the following March.
areas: shall monitor oil & grease, COD, TSS; samples over the course of the visual (1} Grain mill products: shall monitor COD,¯ * * * * examination period as a result of adverse total Zn, TIC_N, NO~+NO~, NH~, and total

(b) Quarterly Visual Examination of Stormclimatic conditions, the discharger must phosphorus;
Water Quality. Storm water discharge from document the reason for not performing the(2} Fats and oils products: shall monitor TKN
vehicle maintenance, cleaning or deicing visual examination and retain this and NH3:
areas shall be visually examined once eachdocumentation onsite with the records of the(3) Dairy products: shall monitor BaD, COD,
quarter as specifted below. These facilities visual examinations. Adverse weather NO~+NO2, TKN, NH~, and TSS:
shall perform and document a visual conditions that may prohibit the collection of(4) Meat products: shall monitor NO~÷NO2,
examination of a storm water discharge samples include weather conditions that TKN, and TSS:
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(5} Canned, frozen & preserved fi’uits: shall Z. Storm Water Discharges Associated Withaddress above IPart VI,B). A copy of the datamonitor NO.~+NO2, NH~, COD, and T~\’: Industrial Activi~. From Leather Tanning shall be kept with the Pollution Prevention(6) Bakery products: shall monitor TI~N, and Finishing Facilities Plan. Monitoring for the additional
NO~+NO2, NH3, and TSS; * * * * * parameters indicated shall be conducted at(7) Beverage facilities: shall monitor total Z.n: least quarterly (4 times per year} in the(8) Miscellaneous: shall monitor TKN, 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements second and fourth year of the permit. The
NO~÷NO~, NH~, and TSS. (a) * * * In addition to the visual first period of monitoring to begin on the date¯ * * * * monitoring, all facilities shall conduct one year following the date of issuance of

analytical monitoring of COD, NO~+NO:, this permit. Each year of monitoring (fourW. Storm Water Discharges Associated ;~TthTK,~, N’H3, and TSS, and the data reported quarters) shall be reported no later than theIndustrial Activ~. From Wood and Metal to the New Mexico State Program Manager atfollowing March. The report to NMED shallFurniture and Fixture Manufacturing the address above [Part VI.B). A copy of the be pos~narked no later that ’,he 31 st day ofFacdities data shall be kept with the Pollution the following March.¯ * * * * Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the In addition to the above-referenced
additional parameters indicated shall be conditions, per 40 CFR 122.44{d}{6} to ensure

5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements conducted at least quarterly {4 times per consistency with work element 6 of the State-{a) All facilities shall conduct analytical year) in the second and fourth year of the adopted Water Quality Management Planmonitoring of NO~+NO~, TKN, NH~, TSS and permit. The first period of monitoring to {WQMP) approved by EPA under Sectiontotal Zn, and the data reported to the New begin on the date one year following the date 208(b} of the CWA, NMED is requiring thatMexico State Program Manager at the address of issuance of this permit. Each year of all permittees covered under this generalabove {Part VI.B). A copy of the data shall be moni:oring (four quarters} shall be reported permit, who are required to do sampling, bekept with the Pollution Prevention Plan. no later than the following March. The report additionally required to monitor and reportMonitoring for the additional parameters to NMED shall be postmarked no later that pH.indicated shall be conducted at least the 31st day of the following March, . . ¯ ¯ .quarterly (4 times per year) in the second and
fourth year of the permit. The first period of E. Oklahoma (OKR05*###}monitoring to begin on the date one year AA. Storm Water Discharges Associated With
following the date of issuance of this permit.Industrial Activity From Fabricated Metal Oklahoma 401 certification special permit
Each year of monitoring {four quarters) shail Products Industry conditions revise the permit as follows:

Part I.B.3. l.dmitations on Coverage. Insertbe reported no later than the following
* * * * the following paragraph:March, The report to NMED shall be 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements ~. Discharges to Oklahoma Outstandingpostmarked no later that the 31st day of the

Resource Waters and Scenic Rivers. "New"following March. {a} " " * In addition to the parameters
, . . . . listed in Table AA-1,2 the following facilitiespoint source discharges of storm water

shall conduct monitorin8 of the additional associated with industrial activity (those
Y. Storm Water Discharges Associated Wi~hparameters indicated and the data reoorted tocommencing after the June 25, 1992, effective
Industrial Activity From Rubber. the New Mexico State Program Manager at date of the Oklahoma Water Quality
Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and the address above {Part VI.B). A copy of the Standards--Oklahoma Annotated Code Title
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries data shall be kept with the Pollution 785, Chapter 45) to the following waters:
¯ . . . . Prevention Plan, Monitoring for the {1) waterbodies designated as "Outstanding

additional parameters indicated shall be Resource Waters" and/or "Scenic Rivers" in
5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements conducted at least quarterly {4 times per Appendix A of the Oklahoma Water Quality

{a} * " * In addition to the parameters year} in the second and fourth year of the Standards;
listed in Table Y-1 the following facilities permit. The f’u’st period of monitoring to {2} Oklahoma waterbodias located within
shall conduct monitoring of the additional begin on the date one year following the datethe watersheds of waterbodies designated as
parameters indicated and the data reported toof issuance of this permit. Each year of "Scenic Rivers" in Appendix A of the
the New Mexico State Program Manager at monitoring {four quarters} shall be reportedOklahoma Water Quality Standards; and
the address above (Part VI.B}. A copy of the no later than the following March. The report {3} waterbodias located within the
data shall be kept with the Pollution to NMED shall be postmarked no later that boundaries of Oklahoma Water Quality
Prevention Plan. Monitoring for the the 31st day of the following March. Standards Appendix B areas which are

specifically designated as "Outstandingadditional parameters indicated shall be (1} Metal products except coating: shall Resource Waters" in Appendix A of theconducted at least quarterly (4 times per monitor TKN, NH3, and TSS; Oklahoma Water Quality Standards.year) in the second and fourth year of the (2} Metal coating & engraving: shall monitor
permit. The first period of monitoring to TKN, and NH3. D. Texas (TXTI05*###)
begin on the date one year following the date* * * * * Texas 401 certification special permitof issuance of this permit. Each year of
monitoring (four quarters) shall be reported AC. Storm Water Discharges Associated Withconditions revise the permit as follows:

no later than the following March. The re~ortIndustrial Activity From Facilities That 1. The following sections are added toto NMED shall be postmarked no later that Manufacture Electronic and Electrical Part V of the permit:the 31st day of the following March. Equipment and Components, Photographic
and Optical Goods Part V. Nmneric Effluent Limitations(1) Rubber products manufacturing: shall

monitor TSS, TKN, NO~+NO:, NH~, and *
total Hg; 5. Monitoring and Reporting Requirements C. All Discharges to Inland Waters(2} Miscellaneous plastics products: shall

{a) All facilities shall conduct analytical The maximum allowable concentrations ofmonitor NO~÷NO,, NH~, TKN, TSS, and
monitoring of total Aluminum {A1}, total Zn each of the hazardous metals, stated in termstotal Hg, and total Hg, and the data reported to the of milligrams per liter {rag/l}, for dischargesNew Mexico State Program Manager at the to inland waters am as follows:

Tota~ metat Monthly aver- Daily corn-
age posite Single gra~

Arsenic ....................................................................................................................
Barium ...................... ¯ ..... 0.1 0.2 0.3
Cadmium ............... " ............................................................................................................ 1.0 2.0 4.0
Chromium ....... " ............................................................................................................... 0.05 0.1 02

........................................................................................................ 0.5 1.0 5.0
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Monthly aver- Daily corn- Single grabTotal metal age posite

Copper ............................................................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 2.0
Lead ................................................................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 1.5
Manganese ........................................................................................................................................ 1.0 2.0 3.0
Mercury .............................................................................................................................................. 0.005 0.005 0.01
Nickel ................................................................................................................................................. 1.0 2.0 3.0
Selenium ............................................................................................................................................ 0.05 0.1 0.2
Silver .................................................................................................................................................. 0.05 0.1 0.2
Zinc ....................................................................................................................................................1.0 2.0 6.0

C. All Discharges to Tidal Waters of milligrams .per liter (rag/l), for discharges
The maximum allowable concentrations ofto tidal waters are as follows:

each of the hazardous metals, stated in terms

Monthly aver- Daily corn- Sir~51e grabTotal metal age posite

Arsenic ............................................................................................................................................... 0.1 0.2 0.3
Barium ............................................................................................................................................... 1.0 2.0 4.0
Cadmium ........................................................................................................................................... 0.1 0.2 0.3
Chromium .......................................................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 5.0
Copper .........................................................................: ..................................................................... 0.5 1.0 2.0
Lead ................................................................................................................................................... 0.5 1.0 1.5
Manganese ........................................................................................................................................ 1.0 2.0 3.0
Mercury .............................................................................................................................................. 0.005 0.005 0.01
Nickel ................................................................................................................................................. 1.0 2.0 3.0
Selenium ............................................................................................................................................ O. 10 0.2 0.3
Silver ..................................................................................................................................................0.05 O. 1 0.2
Zinc .................................................................................................................................................... 1.0 2.0 6.0

2. The following section is added to Part estuarine, marine or other naturally saline regarding these test methods (December 4,
VI. of the permit: waterbodies. 1989, 53 FiR 50216).
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ , The following tests shall be used: d. Tests shall be conducted semiannually

D. Toxicity Testin8. All facilities that have 1. Acute static 24-hour definitive toxicity {twice per year) on a grab sample of the
demonstrated significant lethality, which hastest using Daphnia pulex. A minimum of fourdischarge at 100% strength (no dilution), the
not been controlled, shall continue to {4) replicates with a minimum of five (5) dilutions specified in paragraph b. above,
perform WET testing in accordance with the organisms per replicate shall be used for this and a contzol consisting of either receiving
requirements below. Permittees that are test. water or synthetic dilution water. Results of
required to monitor for acute whole effluent 2. Acute static 24-hour definitive toxicity all tests conducted with any species shall be
toxicity shall initiate the series of tests test using fathaad minnow (Pimephales reported according to EPA/600/4-90-027
described below within 180 days after the promelas}. A minimum of four (4) replicates (Rev. September 1991), Section 12. Report
issuance of this permit or with~ 90 days with a minimum of ten {10) organisms per Preparation, and the report retained onsite.
after the commencement of a new discharge,replicate shall be used for this test. The test results shall be summarized in the

The permittee shall test the effluent for b. Five dilutions in addition to an format used on Table VI-A and submitted to
lethality in accordance with the provisions ofappropriate control (0% effluent), shall be EPA with the Discharge Monitoring Reports
this section. Such testing will determine if anused in the toxicity tests. These effluent {DMR’s). On the DMR. the permittee shall
effluent sample meets the Texas Surface concentrations shall be 6%, 13%, 25%, 50%report test results in accordance with the
Water Quality Standard listed at 31 TAC and 100%. The con=el and/or dilution waterinstructions on Table VI-A.
§ 307.6(e)(2)(B) of greater than 50% survivalshall consist of a standard, synthetic,
of the appropriate test organisms in 100% moderately hard, reconstituted water. If more
effluent for a 24-hour period, than 10% of the test organisms in any control
1. Test Procedures die, that test, including the contzol and all

a. The permittes shall conduct acute 24 effluent dilution{s), shall be repeated, with
hour static toxicity tests on both an all results from both tests reported.
appropriate invertebrate and an appropriate c. All test organisms, procedures and
fish (vertebrate) test species (EPA/600/4-90--quality assurance criteria used shall be in
027 Rev. 9191, Section 6.1.}. Freshwater accordance with Methods for Measuring the
species must be used for discharges to Acute Toxicity of Ef~uents and Receiving
freshwater water bodies. Due to the non- Waters to Freshwater and Marine Organisms,
saline nature of rainwater, freshwater test EPA/600/4-90-027 (Rev. September 1991).
species should also be used for discharges toEPA has proposed to establish regulations
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3. The following definitions are added to 2. The following language is added tominimize discharges of Section 313Part X of the permit: Part II section D: chemicals shall include secondary
containment provided for at least the entirePart X. Definitions Part II. Notification R~quir~ments contents of the largest tank plus sufficient

"Inland Waters"--aU surface waters in the * * * * * freeboard to allow for the 25-year, 24-1~our
State other than "’tidal waters’" as defined precipitation event, a stroz~ spill
below. D. Where to Submit contizq]ency and integrity tasting plan, and/

"Tidal Waters"---those waters of the Gulf Notices of Intent shall also be submitted toor other equivalent measures.
of Mexico within the jurisdiction of the Statethe State of/krizona Dep~rtment of 4. Part IV. Section E is amended by
of Texas, bays and estuaries thereto, and Environmental Qualit’v at the following the addition of the following:address: Storm Water ~ordinator, Arizonathose portions of the river systems which areDepartment of Environmental Quality, 3033 P~L~t I~. Stor~ Warm" Pollution Preventionsubject to the ebb and flow of the tides, andN. Centr~l Avenue. Phoenix. Arizona 85012.
to the intrusion of marine waters. NOIs submitted to the State of Arizona ¯ ¯ . . .
Region IX shall include the well registration number if

storm water associated with industrial E. Special Pollution Prevention Plan
tlrizona (tlZR05*##~#) and 1~ederal activity is discharged to a dry well or an Requirements
Facilities in Arizona [~RO5"##F) in~ection well.

3. The following language is added to5. Delineation of Facility Areas Below BaseArizona 401 certification special
Part IV section E.2: Elevationpermit conditions revise the permit as

All facilities with any portion of thefollows: Pm IV. Storm Water Pollution lh~Fen~ion facility that is located at or below the Base
1. Part I section B is amended by the Plmm Elevation shall delineate on the site map

addition of the following: those portions of the facility that are located
E. Special Pollution Prevention Plan at or below the Base Elevation.

Part I. Coverage Under ~ Permit
Requirements 5. The following language is added to

¯ * * * * , , , , , Part VI section B.2:

B. Eligibility 2. Additional Requi~ments for Storm WaterPart VI. Monitoring and Reporting
¯ * * ¯ , Discharges Associated With industrial Reqnir~ments

Activity From Facilities Subject to EPCRA * * * * *
8. Compliance with Water Quality StandardsSection 3~3 Requirements

B. Reporting: Where to Submitof the State of Arizona , , , , ,

Discharges authorized by this permit shall e. SARA Section 313 (Community Right to 2. Additional Notification. Facilitiesnot cause or contribute to a violation of any Kno .w) Facilities shall have the following subject to monitoring and reporting
applicable water quality standard of the Staterequu’ement: requirements shall also submit Discharge

Liquid storage areas for Section 313 waterMonitoring Report Form(sl and otherof Arizona (Arizona Administrative Code.
priority chemicals shall be operated toTitle 18, Chapter III. required monitoring information to the State
minimize discharges of Section 313 of Arizona Department of Environmental
chemicals. Appropriate measures to Quality at the following address: Storm
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Water Coordinator/DMR, Arizona 7V chlorobenzene 39B napthalene
Department of Environmental Quality, 3033 8V chlorodibromomethane 40B nitrobenzene
N. Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85012.9V chloroethane 41B N-nitrosodimethylamine

6. The following is added to Part IX
lov 2-chloroethylvinyl ether 42B N-niLrosodi-n-propylamine
11V chloroform 43B N-nitrosodiphenylamine

section B: 12V dichlorobromomethane 44B phenanthrene
Part IX. Termination of Coverage 14V 1,1-dichloroethane 45B pyrene
. .    . . . 15V 1,2-dichloroethane 46B 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene

16V 1,1-dichloroethylene Pesticides
B. Addresses                               17V 1,2-dichloropropane

Notices of Termination shall also be         18V 1.3-dichloropropylene 1P aldrin
19V ethylbenzene 2P alpha-BHC

submitted to the State of Arizona Department
20V methyl bromide 3P beta-BHC

of Environmental Quality at the following
address: Storm Water Coordinator, Arizona 21V methyl chloride 4P gamma-BHC

Department of Environmental Quality, 3033 22V methylene chloride 5P delta-BHC
23V 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 6P chlordane

N. Central Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85012. 24V tetrachloroethylene 7P 4,4’-DDT
7. The following definitions are added 25V toluene 8P 4,4’-DDE

to Part X of the permit: 26v 1,2-trans-dichloroethylene 9P 4,4’-DDD
27V 1,1,1-~’ichloroethane 10P dieldrin

Part X. Definitions 28V 1,1,2-trichloroethane 11P alpha-endosulfan

"Significant Sources of Non-Storm 29V trichloroethyiene 12P beta-endosulfan
Water"Qincludes, but is not limited to 31V vinyl chloride 13P endosulfan sulfate
discharges which could cause or con~ibute 14P endrin
to violations of water quality standards of theAcid Compounds 15P endrin aldehyde
State of Arizona, and discharges which couldIA 2-chlorophenol 16P heptachlor
include releases of oil or hazardous 2A 2,4-dichlorophenol 17P heptachlor epoxide
substances in excess of reportable quantities3A 2,4-dimethylphenol 18P PCB-1242
under Section 311 of the Clean Water Act 4A 4,6-dinitro-o-cresol 19P PC, B-1254
(see 40 CFR 110.10 and CFR 117.21) or 5A 2,4-dinitrophenol 20P PCB-1221
Section 102 of CERCLA (see CFR 302.4). 6A 2-nitrophenol 21P PCB-1232

"Base Elevation"--elevation of a surface 7A 4-nitrophenol 22P PCB-1248

waterbody having a one percent chance of 8A p-chloro-m-cresol 23P PCB-1260
being equaled or exceeded during any given 9A pentachlorophenol 24P PCB-IOI6

year. IOA phenol 25P toxaphene
11A 2,4,8-trichlorophenol Table Ill,---Other Toxic Pollutants (Metals

Region X
BaselNeutral and Cyanide} ~nd Total Phenols

F. Washington (WAR05*###) IB acenaphthene Antimony, Total

Washington 401 certification special 2B acenaphthylene Arsenic, Total

permit conditions revise the permit as 3B anthracene Beryllium, Total

follows: 4B benzidine Cadmium, Total

1. Part I section B is amended by the 5B benzo(a)anthracene Chromium. Total

addition of the following: 6B benzo(a)pyrene Copper, Total
7B 3,4-benzofluoranthene Lead, Total

Pari I. Coverage Under Tiffs Permit 8B benzo(ghi)perylene Mercury, Total
..... 9B benzo(k)fluomnthene Nickel, Total

lOB bis(2-chloroethoxy)methane Selenium, Total
B. Eligibility 11B bis(2-chloroethyl)ether Silver, Total
* ¯ * * * 12B bis(2-chloroisopropyl)ether Thallium, Total

13B bis (2-ethylhexyl}phthalate Zinc, Total
8. Compliance with Washington Water 14B 4-bromophenyl phenyl ether Cyanide, Total
Quality and Sediment Standards 15B butylbenzyl phthalate Phenols, Total

Discharges authorized by this permit shall 16B 2-chloronaphthalene Table V.--Toxic Pollutants and Hazardous
not cause or contribute to a violation of any 17B 4-chlorophenyl phenyl ether Sub~tanc~ Required To Be Identified by
applicable water quality standard of the State18B chrysene Existing Dischargers if Expected To Be
of Washington. specifically Chapter 173- 19B dibenzo(a,h)anthracene Pr~nt
201A WAC Surface Water Quality Standards,20B 1,2-dichlorobenzene
Chapter 173-204 WAC Sediment Standards, 21B 1,3-dichlorobenzene Toxic Pollutants
and the National Toxics Rule for htunan 22B 1,4-dichlorobenzene Asbestos
health related to water quality standards. 23B 3,3’-dichlorobenzidine

24B diethyl phthalate Hazardous Substances
Addendum A~Pellutaats Identified in 25B dimethyl phthalate AcetaldehydeTablu II and I~ of Appendix D of 40 CFR 26B di-n-butyl phthalate Allyl alcol~olPart 122 27B 2,4-dinitrotoluene Allyl chloride
Table II.~nic Toxic Pollutants in Each28B 2,6-dinit~otoluene Amyl acetate
of Four Fractimm in Analysts by G~m 29B di-n-octyl phthalate Aniline
Chromatography/Mass Spectruscopy (GS/ 30B 1.2-diphenylhydrazine (as azobenzene)Benzonitrile
MS) 31B fluroranthene Benzyl chloride

32B fluorene Butyl acetate
Volatiles 33B hexachlorobenzene Butylamine
1V acrolein 34B hexachlorobutadiane Captan
2V acrylonitrile 35B hexachlorocyclopentadiene Carbarvl
3V benzene 36B hexachloroethane Carbof’~ran
5V bromoform 37B indeno(1,2,3-cd}pyrene Carbon disulfide
8V carbon teu’achloride 38B isophorone Chlorpyrifos
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Cournaphos Gu~ion Pyrethrins
Cresol Isoprene Quinoline
Crotonaldehyde Isopropanolamine DodecylbenzenesulfonateResorcinol
Cyclohexane Kelthane Strontium2,4-D (2,4-Dichlorophenoxy acetic acid) Kepone St~/chnineDiamnon Malathion
D icamba Mercaptodimethur Styrene
Dichlobenil Methoxychlor 2.4,5-T 12,4,5-Tnchlorophenoxy. acetic acid)
Dichlone Methyl mercaptan TDE (Tetrachlorodiphenylethane)
2,-~ -Dichloropropionic acid Methyl methacrylate 2,4,5-TP [2-(204,5-Trichlorophenoxy]
Dichlorvos Methyl parathion propanoic acid]
Dieth~vl amine Mevinphos Trichlorofan
Dimeth.vl amine Mexacarbate Triethanolamine dodecylbenzenesulfonate
Dintrobenzene Monoethyl amine Triethylamine
Diquat Monomethyt amine Trimethylamine
Disulfoton Naled Uranium
Diuron Napthenic acid Vanadium
Epichlorohydrin Nitrotoluene Vinyl acetateEthion Parathion XyleneEthylene diamine Phenosulfanate XylenolEthylene dibromide Phosgene
Formaldehyde Proparsite Zirconium
Furfural Propylene oxide SlLUNG ~OOE ~
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THIS FORM REPLACES PREVIOUS FORM 3510-6 (8-92)    Form ApproveS. om
See Reverse for Instructions                                  ~

NPDES                                                     Washington, DC 20460
FORM I                      Notice of Intent (NOI) for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Industrial

I Activity Under a NPDES General Permit
Subrnieeion of thee Notice of Intent constitutes notice that the party identified in Section II of this form intends to be suthohzed by = NPDES permit
issued for storm water discharges eceo~isted with industries activity in the State identified in Section III of this form. Becoming ¯ permit’tee obligates
such discharger to comply with the terms end conditions of the permit. ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION MUST BE PROVIDED ON THIS FORM.

I. Pen~it Selection: You must indicate the NPDES Storm Water general permit under which you ere ~pplying for coverage. Check one of these.

Industrial Construction (Group Parrot)

tL FeciliW Operator Information

Status of

III. Feciliw/Site Location
Is the fecili~ Iocsted on

IV. Site Activity Infoml~tion

If you iro filing el ¯ �o-permittoo, Multi-Sector Permit Anl~li~snts OnJv:
ontor storm wetor general pormlt number: I ~ ~ i = ~ ~ ~ , ] Based on tho instructions provided in Addendum H of

tho Multi-Sector pownit, ere epocios identified in
SIC or Designated Addendum H in proximity to the storm water discharges
Activity Cod.: Pdmery: I I , , I 2nd: I , ~ , ] to be covered under this permit, or the erses of BIV~

(Y or N)
le the facility required to submit monitoring date? (1, 2, 3, or 4| ~1 f Will constn~ction (lend disturbing activities) be
If You Have Another Existing NPDES conducted for storm water controls? (Y or N)
Permit. Enter Pemlit Number: I I ~ I ; I I I I Is applicant subject to end in �ompliance with ¯

9 wrir[on hilton¢ prosorvotion e~reomenr? (Y or N) L--..J
V. Additional Infom~tion Roqulred for Construction Activitiec Ohiy
Projoct Start Oats: Complotion Date: le the Storm Wstor Pollution Prevention

Estimated Area to bo
sediment end erosion paine? (Y or N)

VL. Certification: Tho cortification stetoment in Box 1 applies to all applicants.
The cortification statement in Box 2 epplios ~ to fecilitios appl~ng for the MultFSo©tor storm water gonarei porm=t.

BOX 1                          BOX 2
ALL APPt.ICANTS:                                  MULTI-SECTOR STORM WATER GENERAL PERMIT APPLICANTS ONLY:

I certify undor poneity of law that thai I certify undor penalty of law that I harD reed end undorstend tho Per[ I.S. oiigibility roquiremente
documont end Idl sttlchmontl WarD for �overego undor tho Multi-Soctor storm wstor gonarei posit, including those roquiromonta
prepared under my diroction or ~upe~aion relating to tho protection of epocios idontified in Addendum H.
in eccordanco with I eysterll designed to
N~Urs that queiified I~rsonnei propedy To the boat of my knowledge, tho diechergoa covered undor this post, end construction of
gather end oveiuete " the information BMPa to control storm wetor run-off, ero not likely to end will not likely ~dversoty effect any
eubw~tted. Baled on my inquiry of tho epocios idontified in Addendum H of the Multi-Sector stom~ wetor gener~ permit or ero
person or pemonl who menego tho ethorwiee eiigiblo for ooverege duo to previoul authorization undor tho Endangered Speciec Act.
eystom, or thoeo persona directiy
rs~oneiblo for gathering the information, To the best of my knowledgo, I furthor corbfy that such discharges, end ¢onltruction of BMPs to
the information submitted is, to the bolt control storm water nJn-otf, do not have en effect on proportiec listed or eiigiblo for listing on the
of my knowiedgo end boliof, true, Netionei Rogistor o| H~ltoric Ptecoe under tho Netionei Historic Proaorvloon Act, or ore othorwllo
eccureto, end �omploto. I am ewers that eiigiblo for coverage duo to ¯ previous egrs~ment undor the Notiorml Historic Preservation Act.
there ere significant peneitJol for
lubrmtting feteD information, including the I understand that continued coverego undor the Multi-Soctor general posit ie contingent upon
possibility of fine end ~mbneonmon! for maintaining oligibiliPf as prodded for in Part I.B.
know0ng Violations.

Sionature:
EPA Foal 3510~ (6.98)
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THIS FORM REPLACES PREVIOUS FORM 3510-7 (8-92) Form ApproveO.
Please See Instructions Before Completing This Form ~ ~:

 EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
NPDES Washington, DC 20460
FORM Notice of Termination (NOT) of Coverage Under a NPDES General Permit for

Storm Water Discharges Associated with Industrial Activity

Submmsion of this Notice of Termin~Jon constitutes notice that the party ident~e~ in Section II of this form is no longer authorized to discttarge storm water
associated with industrial activity under the NPDES program. ALL NECESSARY INFORMATION MUST BE PROVIDED ON THIS FORM.

I. pe~nit Inform~Jon

NPDES Storm Water Chec~ Here if You are No Longer ~ Chec~ Here if the Storm WaterGeneraIPem~it Number:, J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I [ I the Operator of the Facility: DiscnargeisBemg Ten~ineted:__

11. Facility Ope~ato~ Info~natJon

Iit. FacditylSita Location Information

Address: I
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|nstnJctlons o EPA Form 3510-7
Notice of Termination (NOT) of Coverage Under The NPDES General Pemllt

for Storm Water D|schafl]es Aeao¢lated W’lth industrial Activity

Section I Pe~nlt Information Section IV CertiflcaUon

Enter me existing NPDES Storm Water General Permit number ass=gnad to t~e Federa~ statutes provide for severe penalties for submitting false ~nfon’nat)on on
fac=l~y or site iOent~ed in Secfx)n Ill. if you ~1o not know t~e perm~ numOer, mis appl~.atK~n form Federal regulations re<~u=re ms appl~.atJon to be sK]neO as
telephone or write your EPA Regional storm water contact person, follows~

InO~ate your reason for subm~bng t~is Notice of Termina~Jon by cl~ecking ~he For a corlx)rabon: by a responsible corporate offtcer, w~ch means: (~ pres~:ent,
appropriate POx: secretary, treasurer, or v.’.e-presKlent of me coq)orat~on m ¢tterge of a pnnc;;~ai

bus~ness tune,on, or any omer person who per/orms similar pol~"~. Or
If mere his been a ct’,ange of operator anti you are no longer me operator making functions, or/~ii} t~e manager of one or more manufactunng,
of me facility or s~fa ioenufmcl =n Section II1. check the corresponding t~ox or operat=ng fac=l~es employing more then 250 persons o~ rtawng gross annual

sales or expenO~urea exceeding $25 m~li~On (m seconcl<luar’ler tg80 Oollars}l
If ail storm water disP_.~arges at me facilit~ or s~te K~ent~e~ in Set,on Itl author./ to sign aocuments has been ass~ned or (le~egated to me manager
have ~een terminated, crteck t~e corresponcling box. eccoKlanoe w~rt corporate procedures;

Section 11 Feclllty Operator Information For a partnerst~O ~" so/e pro!~etors/~io: by a general part~er or me
or

Give me legal name of me person, ~m puPlK: organization, or any ot~er ent~
t~at operates me fat=airy or s~te pescnbed in mis epl~i~cat~n. The nerve of t~e For a mun~c~’,ily, State, Feriera/.’ or other ~uD~ fac~/ity by e~’~er a pnnc==)a;
operator may or may not be the same name is me fac=l~ The operator of ~e executNe of~,er or ranking elected
faal~ is me legal entry wrt~J~ controls ~e fac~i~y’s oberat~on, rsmer men me
plant or site manager Do not use a colkxlu~ai name Enter t~e complete address Paperwork Reduction Act Notice
anti teleDnone number of me operator

Public reporting I~Jrben for m=s app,cat~,on is estJmam:l to average 0.5 ho~r~ ~er
Section III Facility/Sit= Location tntormation application, mcluamg brae for rewew=ng =nst~uct~ons, searc.’~=ng ex=sung

sources, gathenng and memtaining ~e aata needed, an~ comelier;n; and
Enter ~ facd~f’s or s~te’s oft~¢m; or legal name end complete address, inc~uOing rewewlng me cotlect]on of informa,on Sen~ comments re<jaratng me
c~ty, state in0 ZiP cdde If me fac]i~./ lacks a street address, =nd~..ate me state, est=mete, any ot~er aspect of me coilec~Jon of information, or sugges~J~,"s :or
me ~t~-tudd ancl Iong~udd of me fac~ir~y to me nearest 15 secenas, or me quarter, ~morovmg m,s form, mctuaing any suggestions wnK:h may ~ncrease or reduce
sectJon, township, anti range {to me nearest quarter section) of me epprox=mate burOen to: Chief. InformaL, on Poiv:y Branch. :~ :~6, U,S Env=ronmental P~te~’Jon
center of me s~te. Agency, 401 M SVeet, SW, Was;’tington. DC 20460, or Director, (~ff~ce of

Informabon anO Regulato,"y Affairs, Off~.e of Management ana Buoget,
Wasr~lngton, DC 20503.

BILLING COOE 6560.-60--C
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ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF
LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED
MUNICIPALITIES MUNICIPALITIES~Continued MUNICIPALITIES~Continued

[Incorporated Races] [incorporated Places] [Incorporated Places]

State Place name State Place name State Place name

Alaska ....................... Anchorage city." Burbank city. Lakewood city.
Alabama ................... Adamsville city. Budingame city. La Mesa city.

Alabaster city. Camarillo city. La Mira~a city.
Bessemer city. Campbell city. La Palma city.
Birmingham c~." Cadsbad city. La Puente city.
Brighton city. Carson city. La Verne city.
Brookside town. Cenitos city. Lawndele city.
Chickasaw city. Chula Vista city. Lemon Grove city.
Creola city. Claremont city. Livermore city.
Daphne city. Clayton city. Lomita city.
Fairfield city. Colrna town. Long Beach city.°
Fairhope city. Commerce city. Los Alarnitos city.
Fultondale city. Compton city. Los Altos city.
Gardenaale city. Concord city. Los Altos Hills town.
Graysville city. Contra Costa county Los Angeles city."
Helena c~. (15 cities). Los Gatos town.
Homewo(x~ city. Coronado city. Lynwood city.
Hoover city. Covina city. Manhattan Beach city.
Hueytown city. Cudahy city. Maywood city.
Huntsville city.* Culver City city. Menlo Park city.
Indian SDnngs. Cupertino city. Miltbrae city.
Irondaie city. Daly City city. Milpitas city.
Lee(Is city. Del Mar city. Modesto city. °
Lipecomb city. Diamond Bar city. Monrovia city.
Madison city. Downey city. Montebello c~y.
Maytown town. Duarte city. Monterey Park city.
Mioliek:l city. Dublin city. Monte Sereno city.
Mobile city.* East Palo Alto city. Moorpark city.
Montgomery city." El Cajon city. Moreno Valley city.t
Moody town. El Monte city. Mountain View c~y.
Mountain Brook city. El Segundo city. National City city.
Mulgo town. Emeryville city. Newark city.
Pelham city. Encinitas city. Norwalk city.
Pleasant Grove city. Escondido city. Oakland city."
Pricl~rd city. Fairfield city. Oceanalde city.t
Saraland city. Fillmore city. Ojal city.
Satsume city. Folsom city. Ontario city.’,~
Tan’am city. Foster City city. Orange city.,=
Truasville city. Fremont city." Orange county
Vestavia Hills city. Fresno city." (17 cities).

Arkansas ................... Little Rock city.* Fullerton city.* Oxnard city.*
Arizona ..................... Glendale city.!" Gait city. Pacifw.a city.

Mesa ¢~y." Can:lena city. Palo Alto city.
Phoenix city." Garden Grove city." Palos Verdes Estates
Scottsdele city.-~ Gilmy city. city.
Tempe city.* Glendale city." Paramount city.
Tucson city." Glendora city. Pasa0ena city."

California .................. Agoura Hills city. Half Moon Bay city. Pico Rivera city.
Alameaa city. Hawaiian Gardens Piedmont city.
Albany c~y. city. Pleasanton city.
AlhamOra city. Hawthorne city. Pomona city.~
Anaheim city." Hayward city.’~ Port Huename city.
Arcadia city. Hermosa Beach city. Poway city.
Artasia city. Hidden Hills city. Rancho Cucamonga
Atherton town. Hillsborough town. city.i"
Azusa c~ty. Huntington Beach Rancho Palos Verdes
Bakemfield city." city." city.
Baldwin Park city. Huntington Park city. Redondo Beach c~.
Bell city. Imperial Beach city. Redwood City c~.
Bellflower city. Industry city. Riverside city."
Bell Gardens city. Inglewood city.i- Riverside county
Belmont city. Irvine city.~ (10 cities).
Berkeley city." Ir~nndale city. Rolling Hills city.
Beverly Hills city. La Canada FlintriOge Rolling Hills Estates
Big Bea~ Lake city. c~. city.
Bradbury c~ty. Laguna Beach city. Rosemead city.
Brentwood city. Lake Tahoe Basin Sacramento c~."
Brisbane c~. (1 city) Saiinas c~.’~
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ADDENDUM D.uPARTIAL LIST OF ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF
LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED
MUN~C~PALITIES~Continued MUNICIPALITIES--Continued MUNICIPALITIES---Continued

[Incorporated Places] [Incomorated Places] [Incorporated Places]

State Place name State Place name State Place name

San Bemardino c~.° Odessa town. Key Biscayne village.
San Bemardino Townsend town. Kenneth City town.

county (13 cities). Wilmington city. Lake Alfred city.
San Bruno city. Florida ....................... Apopka city. Lake Buena Vista city.
San Cados city. Atlantic Beach city. Lake Clarke ShoresSan Diego city." Atlantis city. town.
San Dimas city. Auburndale city. Lake Hamilton town.San Fernando city. Bal Harbour village. Lakeland city.
San Gabnel city. Bartow city. Lake Pad~ town.San Jose city.* Bay Harbor Islands Lake Wales city.San Leandro city. town. Lake Worth city.
San Marcos city. Bay Lake city. Lantana town.
San Marino city. Betleair town. Largo city.
San Mated city. Belleair Beach city. Lauderdale-by-the-
Santa Ana c~.° Belleair Bluffs city. Sea town.Santa Clara. " Belle Glade city. LauderdaJe LakesSanta Clarita city.~ Belle Isle city. city.
Santa Fe Spdngs city. Boca Raton city. Lauderhill city.Santa Mon=ca city. Boynton Beach city. Lighthouse Point city.
Santa Paula c~. Briny Breezes town. Longboat Key town.Santa Rosa city.~" Century town. Madeira Beach city.
Santee city. Clearwater c~. Maitland city.
Saratoga city. Cloud Lake town. Manalapan town.Seal Beach city. Coconut Creek city. Mangonia Park town.
Sierra Madre city. Cooper City city. Margate city.Signal Hill city. Coral Gables c=ty. Medley town.
Simi Valley city.~- Coral Springs city. Miami city."
Solana Beach city. Dania city. Miami Beach city.South El Monte city. Davenport city. Miami Shores village.
South Gate city. Davie town. Miami Springs city.South Pasadena city. Deerfield Beach city. Miramar city.
South San Francisco Delray Beach city. Mulberry city.city. Dundee town. Neptune Beach city.
Stockton city.* Dunedin city. North Bay Village city.
Suisun City city. Eagle Lake city. North Lauderdale city.
Sunnyvale city." Eatonville town. North Miami city.Temple City city. Edgewood city. North Miami Beach
Thousand Oaks city~’. Fort Lauderdele city." city.Torrance city.* Fort Meade city. North Palm Beach vii-
Union City city. Florida ....................... Frostproof city lage.Vallajo city-l-. Glen Ridge town. North Port city.
Vernon city. Golden Beach town. North Redington
Vista city. Golf village. Beach town.Walnut city. Golfview town. Oakland Park city.West Covina city. Greenacres City city. Ocean Ridge town.
West Hollywood city. Gulfl:x)rt city. Ocoee city.
Westlake Village city. Guff Stream town. Oidsmar city.Whittier city. Haines City city. Opa-locka city.
Woodeide town. Hallandale city. Odando city."Colorado ................... Aurora city." Haverhill town. Pahokee city.
Colorado Springs Hialaah city." Palm Beach town.city." Hialeah Gardens city. Palm Beach GardensDenver city." Highland Beach town. city.Englawood city. Highland Park village. Palm Beach ShoresLakewooa city." Hillcrest Heights town. town.Pueblo city. Hollywood city." Palm Springs village.Connecticut ............... Stamford city.* Homestead city. Parkland city.District of Columbia .. Washington city." Hypoluxo town. Pembroke Park town.Delaware .................. Arden village. Indian Creek village. Pembroke Pines city.
Ardencroft village. Inaian Rocks Beach PennsueeArdentown village, city. Pensacola city.Belletonte town. Jacksonville Beach Pinellas Park city.Delaware City city. city. Plantation city.Elsmere town. Jacksonville city." Plant City city.Middlatow~ town. Juno Beach town. Polk City town.Newark city. Jupiter town. Pompano Beach city.New Castle city. Jupiter Inlet Colony Redington BeachNewport town. town. town.
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ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF ADDENDUM D.--PARTIAL LIST OF
LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED
MUNICIPAUTIES--Continued MUNICIPALITIES~Continued MUNICIPALITIES--Continued

[Incorporated Places] [Incorporated Places] [Incorporated Places]

State Place name State Place name State Place name

Redington Shores Roswell city. Toledo city."
town. Savannah city.* Oklahoma ................. Oklahoma City city."

Riviera Beach city. Smyrna city. Tuisa c~y.°
Royal Palm Beach vii- Snellville c~ Oregon ...................... Banks c~.

lago. Stone Mountain city. Badow city.
Safety Harbor city. Sugar Hill city. Beaverton city.
St. Peteral0urg Beach Suwanee city. CanDy city.

oity. Thundert)olt town. Cornelius city.
St. Petersburg city." Union City city. Durham city.
Sarasota city. Iowa .......................... Cedar Rapids city." Estacada city.
Sea Ranch Lakes vii- Davenport city. Eugene city."

lago. Des Moines c~.° Fairview city.
Seminole city. Idaho ......................... Boise City city." Forest Grove city.
South Bay city. Galen City city. Gaston city.
South Miami city. Illinois ........................ Rockford city." Gladstone c~.
South Palm Beach Springfield city.t Gresham city.

town. Indiana ...................... Fort Wayne city.° Happy Valley city.
South Pasadena city. Indianapolis city." Hillsboro city.
Sunrise city. Kansas ...................... Kansas City c~.° Johnson City city.
Sur~ide town. Overland Park city.t King City c~.
Sweetwater city, Topeka city." Lake Oswego city.
Tallahassse city.~" Wichita city." Milwaukie city.
Tamarac city. Kentucky ................... Lexington-Fayette:° Molalla city.
Tampa city." Louisville city." North Plains city.
Tarpon Springs city. Louisiana .................. Baton Rouge c~." Oregon City city.
Temple Terrace city. New Orleans city." Portland city.*
Tequesta village, Shreveport city.* Rivergrove c~.
Treasure Island city, Massachusetts .......... Boston city.* Salem city.~
Venice city. Womester city." Sandy city.
West Miami city. Mawland ................... Baltimore city.* Sherwood city.
West Palm Beach Michigan ................... Ann Arbor city." Tigard city

city. Flint city.° Tualatin city.
Wilton Manors city, Grand Rapids city.* West Linn city,
Winter Garden city. Steding Heights city." Wilsonville c~.
Winter Haven city. Warren city.* Pennsylvania ............ Allentown city.*
Winter Park city, Minnesota ................. Minneapolis city.* Philadelphia city.*

Georgia ..................... Acworth city. St. Louis Park city. South Dakota ............ Sioux Falls City.
Alpharetta city. St. Paul city." Tennessee ................ Bartlett town.
Atlanta city." Missoud .................... Independence c~." Belle Meade city.
Austell c~ty. Kansas City city.* Bern/Hill city.
Bloomingdale city. Springfield city." Chattanooga city."
Buford city. Mississippi ................ Jackson city.° Collierville town.
Chamblee city. Nebraska .................. Lincoln city." East RiOge city.
Clarkston city. Omaha city." Forest Hills city.
College Park city. New Mexico .............. Albuquerque city,° Gerrnantown city.
Columbus city," Nevada ..................... Henderson city. Goodlettsville city.
Decatur city. Las Vegas city." Knoxville city."
Doraville city. North Las Vegas city. Lakewood city.
Duluth city. RenD city.* Memphis city."
East Point city. Sparks city. Nashville-Davidson."
Falrbum city. New York .................. New York city.° Oak Hill city.
Forest Park city. (Bronx Borough). Red Bank city.
Garden City city. (Brooklyn Borough). Ridgetop town.
Hapeville city, (Manhattan Borough). Texas ........................ Abilene city.t
Jonasboro city. (Queens Borough). Amanllo c~.°
Kennesaw city. (Staten Island Bor- Arlington city."
Lawrenceville city. ough). Austin city.°
IJIbum city. North Carolina .......... Charlotte city." Beaumont city."
Litt~onia city. DuYnam city." Corpus Christi city."
Macon city." Fayetteville city. Dallas city."
Marietta city. Greensboro city." El Paso city.*
Morrow c~. Raleigh city." Fort Worth city."
Norcross city. Winston-Salem c~." Garland city."
Palmetto city. Ohio .......................... Akron city.* Houston c~/."
Payne c~. Cincinnati city.° Irving city."
Peeler city. Cleveland city.* Laredo c~.;
Pow~er Springs city. Colu~ city." LulXxxT, k city."
Riverdale city. Dayton c~.° Mesquite city.t
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ADDENDUM D.mPARTIAL LIST OF PARTIAL LIST OF LARGE, MEDIUM, AND PARTIAL LIST OF LARGE, MEDIUM, AND
LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED DESIGNATED MUNICIPALITIES-~Con- DESIGNATED MUNICIPALITIES---~on-
MUNICIPALITIES---Continued tinued tinued

[Incorporated Places] [Counties] [Counties]

State Place name State County State County

Pasadena city.* Riverside County.* Montgomery County."
Piano city.~" Sacramento County. Pdnce George’s
San Antonio city.* San Bemardino Coun- County."
Waco city.* ty.* Washington County.

Utah .......................... Salt La~e C~ city.* San Diego County." North Carolina .......... Cumberland County."
Virg=nia ...................... ChasaDeake city." San MateD County. Nevada ..................... Clark County."

Hampton city." Santa Clara County. Washoe County.
Newport News city." Ventura County. Oregon ...................... Clackarnas County.Norfolk city." Colorado ................... Arapahos County.1. Multnomah County.
Portsmouth city.* Delaware .................. New Castle County.* Washington County."
Richmond city." Florida ....................... Broward County.*
Roanoke city. Dade County.* South Carolina .......... Greenville County."
Virginia Beach city." Escambia County." Richland County.*

Wasl~ington ............... Seattle city." Hillsborough County.* Texas ........................ Harris County.*
Tacoma city." Lee County.’~ Utah .......................... Salt Lake County."

Wisconsin ................. Madison city.* M~natae County.1. Virginia ...................... Arlington County."
Milwaukee city.* Orange County." Chesterfield County."

Palm Beach County." Fairtax County."
Note: Unless indicated otherwise, munici- Pasco County.t Hennco County."

palitles have been ~esigneted. Pinallas County." Prince William Coun-
"Identified in Novent)er 1990 rule. Polk County." ty.’~
1. 1990 Census population increased to over Sarasota County.’ Washington ............... Clark County.1.

100,000. Seminole County.1. King County."
Georgia ..................... Bil:~ County. Pierce County.*

PARTIAL LIST OF LARGE, MEDIUM, AND Chatham County. Snohomish County."
DESIGNATED MUNICIPALITIES Clayton County." Spokane County.t

[Counties] Cou) County."
DeKalb County." 6County was listed in regulation; however,
Fulton Cour~].1. poDulation clroDbed below 100,000 in 1990

State             County Gwinnatt County.1. census.
Muscogee County. 7Unincorporated areas defined as: begin-

ning at the mout~ of the South Fork DeerAlabama ................... BalDWin county.1 Richmond County.* River and extending west to SW corner Sac-Jefferson county.6 Hawaii ....................... Honolulu County.* tion 18, Township 6 South, Range 2 West,Mobile county.7 Kentucky ................... Jefferson County. thence north to NW comer, Section 6, Town-Shelby county.6 Louisiana .................. East Baton Rouge ship 2 South, Ran~. e 2 West, thence east toSt. Clair county.~ Parish.t the Mobile County hns, thence south along the
Arizona ..................... Pirna County.* Jefferson Parish." county line to U.S. Highway 90 brfdge.
California .................. Alarne~a County.* Maryland ................... Anna Arundel Coun- 6 All unincoq:x)rated arabs of Shelby County

Contra Costa Court- ty., within the Ora~nsge basin of the Caheba River
ty." Baltimore County." ui:~tream of the confluence of Shoal Creek

and the Cahaba River.Kern County." Carroll County. ~ Unincorporated areas of St. Clair CountyLake Tahoe Basin.* Charles County. within the Orainsge basin of the Cahaba River.(2 count~as). Frederick County. " Identified in November 1990 rule.Los Angeles County." Harford County. I- 1990 Census unincorporated, u~oanized
Orange County." Howard County.1. population increased to more than 100,000.

PARTIAL LIST OF LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED MUNICIPALITIES [BOUNDARIES NOT DEFINED BY CENSUS]

State                                        Municipal separate storm sewer system

Alaska ............................................................................................................................DOT. ~
University of Alaska.

Alai:~ma ........................................................................................................................Highway Department.
Arizona ..........................................................................................................................DOT.
California .......................................................................................................................AlameOa County Flood Control District.

Zone 7 of the Alameda County.
Flood Control District.
DOT.
Coechelle Valley Area.
Contra Costa County Flood Control District.
Orange County Flood Cor~ol Distnct.
Riverai~e Flood Control District.
San Bernardino FlooO ConVol Dis~ct.
San Diego Unified Port Disl~ct.
Santa Clara Valley Water Distzict.

Colorado ........................................................................................................................DOT.
Higtvway Department.

Delaware .......................................................................................................................DOT.
Florida ...........................................................................................................................DOT.
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PARTIAL LIST OF LARGE, MEDIUM, AND DESIGNATED MUNICIPALITIES [BOUNDARIES NOT DEFINED BY CENSUS]m
Continued

State Municipal separate storm sewer system

Urban Water Control Districts.
Hawaii ............................................................................................................................ DOT.
Idaho ............................................................................................................................. DOT,
Illinois ............................................................................................................................ DOT.
Indiana ........................................................................................................................... DOT.
Kansas .......................................................................................................................... Fairfax Drainage District.

Kaw Valley Drainage District.
Louisiana ....................................................................................................................... DOT.
Maryland ........................................................................................................................ State Highway Administration.
Michigan ........................................................................................................................ University of Michigan.

DOT.
Minnesot~ ...................................................................................................................... DOT.
North CaroliP~ ............................................................................................................... DOT.
Nevada .......................................................................................................................... Clark County Flood Control District.

DOT.
New Mexico ................................................................................................................... Albuquerque Metropolitan Flood Control Authority.

DOT.
Ohio ............................................................................................................................. DOT,
Oklahoma ......................................................................................................................DOT.
Oregon ......................................................................................................................... DOT.

Port o{ Portland.
Pennsylvania ................................................................................................................. DOT.
South Carolina .............................................................................................................. Harbor ot Charleston.
Tennessee ..................................................................................................................... DOT.
Texas ............................................................................................................................. Hams Count~ Flood Control District.

DOT.
Utah ............................................................................................................................... DOT.
Wisconsin ......................................................................................................................DOT.

University of Wisconsin.

~ Department of Transportation.

Addendum E--Basic Format for and the general area effects
Environmental Assessment C. Environmental Concerns 8. Community Infrastructures

This is the basic format for the 1. Historical and Archeological available and resulting effects:
Environmental Assessment prepared by (include a statement from the State social, economic, health, safety,

Historical Preservation Officer) educational, recreational, housing,EPA from the review of the applicant’s 2. Wetlands Protection and 100-year transportation, and road resourcesEnvironmental Information Document Floodplain Management {the Army{EID} required for new source NPDES Corps of Engineers must be Basic Environmental Informationpermits. Comprehensive information contacted if any wetland area of Document Guidelines for New Sourceshould be provided for those items or floodplain is affected) Category Industriesissues that are affected; the greater the 3. Agricultural Lands {a prime I. General Informationimpact, the more detailed information farmland statement from the Soil
needed. The EID should contain a brief Conservation Service must be A. Name of Applicant and Proposed
statement addressing each item listed included FaciLity:
below, even if the item is not appLicable.4. Coastal Zone Management and
The statement should at least explain Wild and Scenic Rivers
why the item is not applicable. 5. Endangered Species Protection and
A. General Information Fish and Wildlife Protection (a

1. Name of applicant statement from the U.S. Fish and B. Description of Site and Location:
2. Type of facility Wildlife Service must be included)
3. Location of facility 6. Air, Water, and Land Issues:
4. Product manufactured quality, effects, usage levels,

B. Description Summaries municipal services used, discharges
1. Describe the proposed facility and and emissions, runoff and

construction activity wastewater control, geology and
2. Describe all ancillary construction soils involved, land-use

not directly involved with the compatibility, solid and hazardous
production processes waste disposal, natural and man-

3. Describe briefly the manufacturing made hazards involved.
processes and procedures 7. Biota concerns: floral, faunal, C. Description of Project, Product, and

4. Describe the plant site, its history, aquatic resources, inventories, and Process:
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ADDENDUM F--SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS

CAS No. Common name

75-07-0 ............................. Acetaidehyele.
107-02-8 ........................... Acrolein.
107-13-1 ........................... Acrylonitdle.
309-00-2 ........................... Aidrin[1,4:5,8-Dimethanonaphthalene, 1,2, 3, 4, 10, 10-hexachloro-1, 4, 4a, 5, 8, 8a hexahydro-(1 .alpha., 4.alpha.,

4a.beta., 5.alpha., 8.alpha., 8a.beta.)-].
107-05-1 ........................... Allyl Chloride.
7429--90-5 ......................... Aluminum (fume or dust).
7664-41-7 ......................... Ammonia.
62-53-3 ............................. Aniline.
120-12-7 ........................... Anthracene.
7440-36-0 ......................... Antimony.
7647189 ............................. Antimony pentachlodde.
28300745 ........................... Antimony potassium tartrate.
7789619 ............................. Ar~mony tnbromide.
10025919 ........................... Antimony trichloride.
7783564 ............................. Antimony trifiuodde.
1309644 ............................. Antimony trioxide.
7440-38-2 ......................... Arsenic.
1303328 ............................. Arsenic disulfide.
1303282 ............................. Arsenic pentoxide.
7784341 ............................. Arsenic t~ichloride.
1327533 ............................. Arsenic trioxide.
1303339 ............................. Arsenic tnsulfide.
1332-21-4 ......................... Asbestos (friable).
542621 ............................... Barium cyanide.
71 .-43-2 ............................. Benzene.
92-87-5 ............................. Benzidine.
100470 ............................... Benzonitrile.
218019 ............................... Benzo(a)phenanthrene.
50328 ................................. Benzo(a)pyrene.
205992 ............................... Benzo(b)fluoranthene.
205823 ............................... Benzo(j)fluoranthene.
207089 ............................... Benzo(k)fluoranthene.
189559 ............................... Benzo(rst)pent&ohene.
56553 ................................. Benzo(a)anthracene.
100-44-7 ........................... Benzyl chloride.
7440-41-7 ......................... Beryllium.
7787475 ............................. Beryllium chloride.
7787497 ............................. Beryllium fluoride.
7787555 ............................. Beryllium nitrate.
111-44-4 ........................... Bi$(2-chloroethyl) ether.
75-25-2 ............................. Bromoform.
74-83-9 ............................. Bromomethane (Methyl bromide).
85-68-7 ............................. Butyl benzyl phthalate.
7440-43-9 ......................... Cadmium.
543908 ............................... Cadmium acetate.
7789426 ............................. Cadmium bromide.
10108642 ...........................Cadmium chloride.
7778441 ............................. Calcium arsenate.
52740166 ........................... Calcium arsenite.
13765190 ........................... Calcium ct~romata.
592018 ............................... Calcium cyanide.
133-06-2 ........................... Captan [1H-Isoindele- 1,3(2H)-dione,3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-2-[(trichloromethyl)thio]-].
63-25-2 ............................. Cart)aryl [1-Naphthalenol, rnethylcart)amate].
75--15-0 ............................. Carbon disulfide.
1563662 ............................. Carbofuran.
55-23-5 ............................. Carbon tetrachloride.
57-74-9 ............................. Chlordane [4,7-Metha~oindan,1,2,4,5,6,7,8,8- octachloro-2,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-].
7782-50-5 ......................... Chlonne.
59-50-7 ............................. 4-Chloro 3-methyl phenol.

:)-Chloro-m-cresol.
108-90-7 ........................... ChloroOenzane.
75-00-3 ............................. Chloroethane (Ethyl chloride).
67--66-3 ............................. Chloroform.
74-87-3 ............................. Chloromethane (Methyl chloride).
95--57-8 ............................. 2-Chlorophenol.
106-48-9 ........................... 4-Chloroptlenol.
75729 ................................. Chlorothfluoromethane.
1066304 ............................. Chromic acetate.
11115745 ........................... Chrormc acid.
10101538 ........................... Chromic sulfate.
7440-47--3 ......................... Chromium.
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ADDENDUM F--SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS--Continued

CAS No. Common name

1308-14-1 ......................... Chromium (Tri).
10049055 ........................... Chromous chloride.
7789437 ............................. Cobaltous bromide.
544183 ............................... Cobaltous formate.
14017415 ........................... Cobaltous sulfamate.
7440-50-8 ......................... Cot:~13er.
108-39-4 ........................... m-Cresol.
9548-7 ............................... o-Cresol.
106-44-5 ........................... p-Cresol.
4170303 ............................. Crotonaldehyde.
1319-77-3 ......................... Cresol (mixed isomers).
142712 ............................... Cupric acetate.
12002038 ........................... Cupric acetoarsenite.
7447394 ............................. Cupric chloride.
3251238 ............................. Cupric nitrate.
5893663 ............................. Cupric oxalate.
7758987 ............................. Cupric sulfate.
10380297 ........................... Cupric sulfate, ammoniated.
815827 ............................... Cupric tartrate.
57-12-5 ............................. Cyanide.
506774 ............................... Cyanogen chloride.
333415 ............................... Diazinon.
94-75-7 ............................. 2,4-D [Acetic acid, (2,4-dichtorophenoxy)-i.
226368 ............................... Dibenz(a,h)acridine.
224420 ............................... Dibenz(a,j)acridene.
5385751 ............................. Dibenzo(a,e)fluoranthene.
192654 ............................... Dibenzo(a,e)pyrene.
53703 ................................. Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene.
189640 ............................... Dibenzo(a,I)pyrene.
191300 ............................... Dibenzo(a,h)pyrene.
194592 ............................... 7,H-Dibenzo(c,g)carbazole.
109-93-4 ........................... 1,2-Dibromoethane (Ethylene dibromide).
84-74-2 ............................. Dibutyl phthalate.
1929733 ............................. 2,4 D Butoxyethyl ester.
94804 ................................. 2,4 D Butyl ester.
2971382 ............................. 2,4 D Chlorocrotyl ester.
1918009 ............................. Dicamba.
95-50-1 ............................. 1,2-Dichlorobenzene.
541-73-1 ........................... 1,3-Dichlorobenzene.
106-46-7 ........................... 1,4-Dichlorobenzene.
91-94-1 ............................. 3,3’-Dichlorobenzidine.
75-27-4 ............................. Dichlorobromomethane.
107--06-2 ........................... 1,2-Dichloroethane (Ethylene dichloride).
75434 ................................. Dichlorofluoromethane.
540-59-0 ........................... 1,2-Dichloroethylene.
120--83-2 ........................... 2,4oDichlorophenol.
78-87-5 ............................. 1,2-Dichloroprotoane.
10061026 ........................... trans-1,3-Dichloropropene.
542-75-6 ........................... 1,3-Dichloropropyler~e.
62-73-7 ............................. Dichlorvos [Phosphoric acid, 2,2-dichloroethenyl dimethyl ester}.
11 5-32-2 ........................... Dicofol [Benzenemethanol, 4-chloro-.alpha.-(4-chlorophenyl)-.alpha.-(tdchloromethyl)-].
177-81-7 ........................... Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP).
84-66-2 ............................. Diethyl pl’~thalate.
124403 ............................... Dimethylamine.
57976 ................................. 7,12-Dimethylbenzla)anthracene.
105-67-9 ........................... 2,4-Dimethylphenol.
131-11-3 ........................... Dimethyl pnttmlate.
534-52-1 ........................... 4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol.
51-28-5 ............................. 2,4-Dinitro[ohenol.
! 21 -! 4-2 ........................... 2,4-Dinitrotoluene.
606-20-2 ........................... 2,6-Dinitrotoluene.
1 ! 7-84-0 ........................... n-Oioctyl pl~thalate.
122-66-7 ........................... 1,2-Diphenylhydrazine (Hydrazobenzene).
94111 ................................. 2.4-D Isopropyl ester.
106-89-8 ........................... Epichlorohydrin.
1320189 ............................. 2.4-D Propylene glycol butyl ether ester.
330541 ............................... Diuron.
100-41--4 ........................... Ethylbenzene.
106934 ............................... Ethylene dibromide.
50-00-0 ............................. Formaldehyde.
76-44-8 ............................. Heptachlor [1,4,5,6,7,8,8-Heptacllloro-3a,4,7,Ta-tetrahydro-4,7-methano-1 H-indene].
118-74-1 ........................... Hexachlorobenzene.
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ADDENDUM F--SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMiCALS---Continued

CAS No. Common name

319846 ............................... alpha-Hexachlorocyciohexane.
87-68-3 ............................. Hexachloro-1,3-butadiene.
77-47-4 ............................. Hexachlorocyclopentadiene.
67-72-1 ............................. Hexachloroethane.
7647-01--0 ......................... Hydrochloric acid.
74-90-8 ............................. Hydrogen cyanide.
7664-39-3 ......................... Hydrogen fluoride.
193395 ............................... Indeno[1,2,3-¢d]pyrene.
7439-92-1 ......................... Lead.
301042 ............................... Lead acetate.
7784409 ............................. Lead arsenate.
7645252 ............................. Do.
10102484 ........................... Do.
7758954 ............................. Lead chloride.
13814965 ........................... Lead fluoborate.
7783462 ............................. Lead fluodde.
10101630 ........................... Lead iodide.
10099748 ........................... Lead nitrate.
7428480 ............................. Lead stearate.
1072351 ............................. Do.
52652592 ........................... Do.
7446142 ............................. Lead sulfate.
1314870 ............................. Lead sulfide.
592870 ............................... Lead thiocyanate.
58-89-9 ............................. Linclane [Cyclohexane, 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexachloro-(1 .atpha.,3.beta.,4.alpha.,5.alpha.,6.beta.)-].
14307258 ........................... Lithium chromate.
121755 ............................... Malathion.
108-31-6 ........................... Maleic anhydride.
592041 ............................... Mercudc cyanide.
10045940 ........................... Mercuric nitrate.
7783359 ............................. Mercuric sulfate.
592858 ............................... Mercuric thiocyanate.
7782867 ............................. Mercurous nitrate.
7439-97-6 ......................... Mercury.
72-43-5 ............................. Methoxychlor [Benzene, 1,1 ’-(2,2,2-trichloroethylidene)bis[4-methoxy-].
80--62-6 ............................. Methyl methacrylate.
75865 .................................2-Methyllactonitrile.
3697243 ............................. 5-Methylchrysene,
298000 ............................... Methyl parathion.
7786347 ............................. Mevinphos.
300765 ............................... Naled.
91-20-3 ............................. Na~ol’rthalene.
7440-02-0 ......................... Nickel.
15899180 ........................... Nickel ammonium sulfate.
37211055 ........................... Nickel chloride.
7718549 ............................. Do.
12054487 ........................... Nickel hydroxide.
14216752 ........................... Nickel nitrate.
7786814 ............................. Nickel sulfate.
7697-37-2 ......................... Nitric acid.
99-95-3 ............................. Nitrobenzene.
88-75-5 ............................. 2-Nitrophenol.
100-02-7 ........................... 4-Nitrophenol.
5522430 ............................. 1 -Nitropyrene.
62-75-9 ............................. N-N itrosodirnethylamine.
85-30-6 ............................. N-Nitrosodiphenylamine.
621-64-7 ........................... N-Nitrosodi- mpropylamine.
55-38-2 ............................. Parathion [Phosphorothioic acid, O,O-diethyI-O-(4-nitrophenyl) ester].
87-66--5 ............................. Pentachlorophenol (PCP).
85018 ................................. Phenanthrene.
108-95-2 ........................... Phenol.
7664-38-2 ......................... Phosphoric acid.
7723-14-0 ......................... Phosphorus (yellow or white).
1336-36-3 ......................... Polychlodnated biphenyls (PCBs).
7784410 ............................. Potassium arsenate.
10124502 ........................... Potassium arsenite.
7778509 ............................. Potassium bichmmate.
7789006 ............................. Potassium chromate.
151508 ............................... Potassium cyanide.
2312358 ............................. Propargite.
75-56-9 ............................. Prol:)ylene oxide.
91-22-5 ............................. Quinoline.
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ADDENDUM F--SECTION 313 WATER PRIORITY CHEMICALS---Continued

CAS No. Common name

7782-49-2 ......................... Selenium.
7446084 ............................. Selenium oxide.
7440-22-4 ......................... Silver.
7761888 ............................. Silver nitrate.
7631892 ............................. Sodium arsenate.
7784465 ............................. Sodium arsanite.
10588019 ........................... Sodium bichromate.
7775113 ............................. Sodium chromate.
143339 ...............................Sodium cyanide.
7632000 ............................. Sodium nitrite.
10102188 ........................... Sodium selenite.
7782823 ............................. Do.
7789062 ............................. Strontium chromate.
NA ......................................Strychnine and salts.
100--42-5 ........................... Styrene.
7664-93-9 ......................... Suifudc acid.
79-34-5 ............................. 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane.
127-18-4 ........................... Tetrachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene).
935-95-5 ........................... 2,3,5,6-Tetrachlorophenol.
78002 .................................Tetraethyl lead.
7440-28-0 ......................... Thallium.
10031591 ........................... Thallium sulfate.
108-88-3 ........................... Toluene.
8001-35-2 ......................... Toxapriene.
52-68-6 ............................. Tdchlorfon [Phosphonic acid, (2,2,2-trichloro-l-hydroxyethyl)-dimethylester].
120-82-1 ........................... 1 2,4-Trichtorobenzane.
71-55,-6 ............................. 1,1,1-Trichlorcethane (Methyl chloroform).
79-00-5 ............................. 1,1,2-Trichloroethane.
79--01-6 ............................. Trichloroethylene.
95-95-4 ............................. 2,4,5-Tdchlorophenol.
88-06-2 ............................. 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol.
121448 ............................... Triethylamine.
7440-62-2 ......................... Vanaclium (fume or dust).
108-05-4 ........................... Vinyl acetate.
75-01-4 ............................. Vinyl chloride.
75-35-4 ............................. Vinylidene chloride.
108-38-3 ........................... m-Xylene.
95-47-6 ............................. o-Xylene.
106-42-3 ........................... p-Xylene.
1330.-20-7 ......................... Xylene (mixed isomers).
7440-66-6 ......................... Zinc (fume or dust).
557346 ............................... Zinc acetate.
14639975 ........................... Zinc ammonium chloride.
14639986 ........................... Do.
52628255 ........................... Do.
1332076 ............................. Zinc borate.
7699458 ............................. Zinc bromide.
3486359 ............................. Zinc carbonate.
7646857 ............................. Zinc chloride.
557211 ...............................Zinc cyanide.
7783495 ............................. Zinc fluoride.
557415 ...............................Zinc formate.
7779864 ............................. Zinc hyclrosulfde.
7779886 ............................. Zinc nitrate,
127822 ............................... Zinc pllenolsulfonate.
1314647 ............................. Zinc phosphide.
15871719 ........................... Zinc silicofluoride.
7733020 ............................. Zinc sulfate.

Addendum G---List of Applicable Washington, DC 20460, Telephone: Pollution Prevention Plans and Best
_~P,~erences (202) 260-7786. Management Practices (October 1992).

The following guidance manuals Storm Water Management for NPDES Storm Water Sampling
contain valuable information in industrial Activities, Developing Guidance Document (EPA 833-B-92-
assisting permittees in complying with Pollution Prevention Plans ~nd Best 001, July 1992).
the permit conditions of the multi-sectorManagement Practices (EPA-832-R-92-
general permit and are available from 006, September 1992).
The Office of Water Resources Center, Summm-~�: Storm Water Management
USEPA--RC--4100, 401 M Street, SW., for industrial Activities, Developing
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Addendum H--Endangered Species knowledge whether species are in * Habitat. Storm water may dram or
Guidance proximity to their particular facility, inundate listed species habitat.
L Instructions

These methods may include: ¯ ToxiciW.. In some cases, pollutants
¯ Conducting ~d~ual inspections: This in storm water may have toxic effects on

Below is a list of species that EPA hasmethod may be particularly suitable for listed species.
determined may be affected by the facilities that are smaller in size, The scope of effects to consider will
activities covered by the multi-sector facilities located in non-natural settings va~� with each site. Applicants must
general permit {MSGP). These species such as highly urbanized areas or also consider the Likelihood of adverse
are listed by county. In order to get industrial parks where there is little or effects on species from any BMPs to
MSGP coverage, applicants must: no nature habitat: and facilities that control storm water. Most adverse

¯ Indicate in box provided on the NOIdischarge directly into municipal storm impact from BMPs are likely to occur
whether any species listed in this water collection systems. For other from the construction activities.
Addendum are in proximity to the facilities, a visual survey of the facility Using ear!ier ESA authorizations for
facility, and site and storm water drainage areas mayMSGP eligibility: In some cases, a¯ Certify pursuant to Section II.B.12 be insufficient to determine whether facility may be eligible for MSGP
of the MSGP that their storm water species are likely to be located in coverage because actual or potential
discharges, and BMPs constructed to proximity to the discharge, adverse affects were addressed or
control storm water runoff, are not ¯ Contacting the nearest State discounted through an earlier ESA
likely, and will not be Likely to Wildlife Agency or U.S. Fish and authorization. Examples of such
adversely affect species identified in Wildlife Service (FWS) or National authorization include:
Addendum H of this permit. Marine Fishe~es Service (NMFS) o~ices. ¯ An earlier ESA section 7

To do this, please follow steps 1 Many end~ngered and threatened consultation for that facility.
through 4 below, species are found ~ well-defined areas ¯ A section 10(a) permit’issued for
Step 1: Review the County Species Listor habitats. That information is the facility.
to Determine if any Species are Locatedfrequently known to state or federal ¯ An area-wide Habitat Conservation
in the Discharging Facility County wildlife agencies. FWS has offices in Plan applicable to that facility.

every state. NMFS has regional offices ¯ A clearance letter from tl~e Services
If no species are listed in a facility’s in: Gloucester, Massachusetts: St. (which discounts the possibility of an

county or if a facility’s county is not Petersburg, Florida; Long Beach, adverse impact from the facility).
found on the list, an applicant is eligibleCalifornia: Portland, Oregon: and In order for applicants to us~ an
for MSGP coverage and may indicate inJuneau, Alaska. earlier ESA authorization to meet
the NOI that no species are found in ¯ Contacting local/regional eligibility requirements: (1) The
proximity and provide the necessary conservation groups. These groups authorization must adequately address
certification. If species are located in the inventory species and their locations impacts for storm water discharges and
county, follow step 2 below. Where a and maintain lists of sightings and BMPs from the facility on endangered
facility is located in more than one habitats, and threatened species, {2] it must be
county, the lists for all counties should ¯ Conducting a fonnal biological current because there have been no
be reviewed, survey. Larger facilities with extensive subsequent changes in facility

storm water discharges may choose to operations or circumstances whichStep 2: Determine if any Species may be
conduct biological surveys as the most might impact species in ways notFound "in Proximity" to the Facility
effective way to assess whether speciesconsidered in the earlier authorization,

A species is In proximity to a facility’sare located in proximity and whether and {3) the applicant must comply with
storm water discharge when the speciesthere are likely adverse effects, any requirements from those
is: If no species are in proximity, an authorizations to avoid or mitigate

¯ Located in the path or immediate applicant is eligible for MSGP coverage adverse effects to species. Applicants
area through which or over which and may indicate that in the NOI and who wish to pursue this approach
contaminated point source storm waterprovide the necessary certification. If should carefully review documentationflows from industrial activities to the listed species are found in proximity to for those authorizations ensure that the
point of discharge into the receiving a facility, applicants must follow step 3 above conditions are met.
water, below. If adverse effects are not likely, an¯ Located in the immediate vicinity applicant is eligible for MSGP coverageof, or nearby, the point of discharge i~toStep 3: Determine if Species Could be and may indicate in the NOI that
receiving waters. Adversely Affected by the Facility’s

species are found in proximity and¯ Located in the area of a site where Storm Water Discharges or by BMPS to provide the necessary certification. If
storm water BMPs are planned or are toControl Those Discharges adverse effects are lil~ely, follow step 4
be constructed. Scope of Adverse Effects: Potential below. "

The area in proximity to be searched/adverse effects from storm water
surveyed for listed species will vary include: Step 4: Determine if Measures can be
with the size of the facility, the nature ¯ Hydrological. Storm water may Implemented to Avoid any Adverse
and quantity of the storm water cause siltation, sedimentation or induceEffects
discharges, and the type of receiving other changes in the receiving waters If an applicant determines that
waters. Given the number of facilities such as temperature, salinity or pH. adverse effects are likely, it can receive
potentially covered by the MSGP, no These effects will vary with the amountcoverage if appropriate measures arespecific method to determine whether of storm water discharged and the undertaken to avoid or eliminate any
species are in proximity is required for volume and condition of the receiving actual or potential adverse affects prior
permit coverage under the MSGP. water. Where a storm water discharge to applying for permit coverage. These
Instead, applicants should use the constitutes a minute portion of the totalmeasures may involve relatively simple
method or methods which best allow volume of the receiving water, adversechanges to facility operations such as re-
them to determine to the best of their hydrological effects are less likely, routing a storm water discharge to
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bypass an area where species are If applicants adopt these measures,located, appropriate EPA regional office about
At this stage, applicants may wish to they must continue to abide by them

either:during the course of permit coverage.contact the FWS and/or NMF~ to see If appropriate measures are not ¯ Entering into Section 7 consultationwhat appropriate measures might be available, the applicant is not eligible atin order to obtain MSGP coverage, orsuitable to avoid or eliminate adverse
that time for coverage under the MSGP. Obtaining an individual NPDESimpacts to species. Applicants should contact the storm water permit.

II. COUNTY/SPECIES LIST
p’he following list identifies feclerally listed or proposed U.S. species by State and Count~. It has been updated through March 31, 1995.]

State/Count~         Grou!:) name
Inventor,/name Scientific name "~ IR/FF*ALASKA

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS BIRDS ..................... GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucoDareia.ALEUTIANS EAST .... BIRDS ..................... EIDER, STELLER’S POLYSTICTA STELLERI.ALEUTIANS, WEST .. BIRDS ..................... ELDER, STELLER’S ..................................POLYSTICTA STELLERI.NORTH SLOPE ......... BIRDS ..................... CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................
A RIZON~, .................................. Numenius borealis.

APACHE .................... BIRDS .....................
EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Hadiaeetus leucocephaJus.FISHES           MINNOW, LOACH .................................

Tiaroga cobitis.SPINEDACE, L TTLE COLORADO ......... Lepk~ome~i vittata.TROUT, APACHE .....................................Sadmo al:eche.PLANTS .................. SEDGE, NAVAJO ....................................COCHISE .................. BIRDS CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Carex sl~ecuicola.
..................... Grus americana.EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hadiaeetus leucocep~a~us.FISHES           CATFISH, YAQUI .....................................

CHUB, YAQUI ...................................... pricoi.
PUPFISH, DESERT ...............................i

purpurea.
SHINER, BEAUTIFUL .............................. macularius.
TOPMINNOW, GILA (YAQUI) ..................Notropi$ formosus.

PoeciliOl~iS occi¢lentaJis.COCONINO ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hadiaeetus leucocepnZus.FISHES ................... CHUB, HUMPBACK ...............................Gila cypt~a.SP NEDACE, LITTLE COLORADO ......... Le!~lomeda vittata.SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.PLANTS SEDGE, NAVAJO ..................................Carex $pecuicola.SNAILS ................... AMBERSNAIL, KANAB ............................OXYLOMA HAYDENI KANABENSIS.GILA .......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................Haliaeetus leucocepha!us.FISHES ................... MINNOW, LOACH ....................................Tiaroga cobitis.SQUAWFISH, COLORADO            Pt~/chocheilus lucius.
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.TOPMINNOW, GILA (YAGUI)GRAHAM ...................B RDS .....................EAGLE, BALD - Po ,o is

FISHES ................... MINNOW, LOA~I~"~:~II~II::~I~I~:I:’::I’"~ ......Hadiaeetus leucocephaJus.
PUPFISH, DESERT .................... i...:ii.:::i:i Tiaroga cobitis.Cyl~noOon rnaculanus.SPIKEDACE
SUCKER, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.TOPMINNOW, GILA (YAOUI) ..................Poeciliopsis occiOentalis.TROUT, APACHE .....................................Sadmo apache.GREENLEE ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALDFISHES MINNOW, LOA~"III~IIII~;~IIII;’III’~I~I’"I ......Hadiaeetus leucocephalus.

................... ¯ .......... Tiaroga cobitis.SPIKEDACE
SUCKER, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: MeSa fulgida.XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.TROUT, APACHE Salmo apache.LA PAZ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .....................................
RAIL, YUMA CL~’I~ .............................Hadiaeetus leucoceptlalus.

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL .........::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Iongiro~t~s yurnanensis.
elegans.PUPFISH, DESERT .................................. maculahus.MARICOPA ............... SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..............................

RAIL, YUMA CLAPPER ..............~iii~;~i~;~i Haliaeetus leucocepha]us.FISHES PUPFISH, DESERT ............................... Radius Iongiro~tris yumanensis.
................... Cypr~nodon mecularius.

MOHAVE ................... BIRDS TOPMINNOW, G LA (YAQUI) ..................Poeoiio~s occi(~ntahs...................... EAGLE, BALD
FISHES RAIL, YUMA :L~’I~::I~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Haliaeetus leucoce!:~alus"

................... longirostris yumanensis.CHUB, BONYTAIL .................................... elegans.CHUB, HUMPBACK ..............................
CHUB, VIRGIN RIVER .............................

seminuda.
PLANTS ..................

SUCKER, RAZORBACK ..........................
XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.CYCLADENIA, JONESSNAILS ................... AMBERSNAIL, KANAB .............................Cyclabenia humilis var, jonesii.

NAVAJO .................... BIRDS ..................... ¯ ...........................OXYLOMA HAYDENI KANABENSIS.EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hadiaeetus leucocep~aJus.FISHES ................... CHUB, HUMPBACK .................................Gila cyptm.MINNOW, LOACH ...................................."riaroga cot)iris.
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II. ~UNTY/SPECIES L~ST---Continued
[The following list identifies federally listed or proposed U.S. species by State and County. It has been update~l through March 31, 1995.]

State/County         Group name               Inventory name           I           Scientific name           I IR/FF*

SPINEDACE, LITTLE COLORADO ......... Lepidomeda vittata.
TROUT, APACHE .....................................Salmo apache.

PLANTS .................. SEDGE, NAVAJO .....................................Carex specuicola.
PlMA .......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus.

CRUSTACEAN ....... TALUSSNAIL, SAN XAVIER ....................SONORELLA EREMITA.
FISHES ................... PUPFISH, DESERT .................................. Cyprinodon macularius.

TOPMINNOW, GILA (YA~)UI) ..................Poeciliopsis occidentalis.
PINAL ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~alus.

RAIL, YUMA CLAPPER ...........................Rallus longimstris yumanensis.
FISHES ................... MINNOW, LOACH ....................................Tiaroga cobitis.

PUPFISH, DESERT .................................. Cyprino~on macularius.
SPIKEDACE .............................................Meda fulgida.
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.
TOPMINNOW, GILA (YAGUI) ..................Poeciliopsis occidentalis.

SANTA CRUZ ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... CHUB, SONORA ......................................Gila ditaenia.

TOPMINNOW, GILA (YAGUI) ..................Poeciliopsis occidentalis.
YAVAPAI ...................BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FALCON, PEREGRINE ............................ Falco peregrinus.
FISHES ................... PUPFISH, DESERT .................................. Cyprino~on macularius.

SPIKEDACE .............................................Meda fulgida.
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius.
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.
TOPMINNOW, GILA (~AQUI) ..................Poeciliopsis occidentalis.
TROUT, GILA ...........................................Salmo gilae.

YUMA ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
FALCON, PEREGRINE ............................Falco beregrinus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
RAIL, YUMA CLAPPER ...........................Rallus Iongirostris yumanensiso

FISHES ................... SUCKER, RAZORBACK ..........................XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.
CALIFORNIA

ALAMEDA ................. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentatis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ........................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... UNDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IR
SHRIMP, LONGHORN FAIRY ................. BRANCHINECTA LONGIANTENNA ........
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI ....................... IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR
SPRING.

ALPINE ...................... FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CUI-I’HROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi .............................. IR
TROUT, PAIUTE CU3"~’HROAT .........~ ..... Salmo clarki seleniris ................................ IR

AMADOR ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus ......................... IR
BUTTE ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~aJus ......................... IR

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucopareia ................
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, CONSERVANCY FAIRY .......... BRANCINECTA CONSERVATIO ............. IR

SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR

CALAVERAS ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetua leucocep~a~us ......................... IR
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR

COLUSA .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocet~alus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta cana~ensis leucopare~a ................

CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR
CONTRA COSTA ...... BIRDS ..................... GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canedensis leucopareia ................ IR

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongimstris ol~soletus ..................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ........................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IR
SHRIMP, LONGHORN FAIRY ................. BRANCHINECTA LONGIANTENNA ........ IR
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI ....................... IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAW’~’SCHA ...... IR
DEL NORTE .............. AMPHIBIANS .......... FROG, CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED ....... RANA AURORA DRAYTONII ...................IR

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leuc~a~us ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canedensis leucol~areia ................ IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occ~dentaJis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
EL DORADO ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocet~aJus ......................... IR
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II. COUNTY/SPECIES LisT--Continued
[The following list identifies federally listed or proposed U.S. species by State and County. It has been -~r’~_=_tecl thro~:jh March 31, 1995.]

State/County Group name Inventory name Scie~ti~c name IR/FF*
CRUSTACEAN SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE LEPIDURUS PACKARDI ...........................FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN cu’rFHROAT Salmo clad(i henshawiFRESNO .................... BIRDS ..................... " ....... . .............................EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ....................... IRFISHES ................... TROUT, LITTLE KERN GOLDEN ............ Salmo aguabonita whitei ......... "" IRTROUT, PAIUTE CUTTHROAT ............... Salmo clarki seleniris ............................................. IRGLENN BIRDS EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IRGOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ IRMURRELEr, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IRCRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI IRFISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..........................

HUMBOLDT .............. BIRDS EAGLE, BALD .....................................~iii ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR..................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ IRMURRELET, MARBLED              BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......
IRPELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pslicanus occidentatis .............................. IRPLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.REPTILES TURTLE, OLIVE (PACIFIC) RIDLEY SEA Lepidochelys olivaceaIMPERIAL .................. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN BUFO "’~’;~ ~’~’~,~ ~’1~ b’~
CALIFORNICUS.BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus ....: ....................GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucopare~a ........... IRPELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis ...... IRRAIL, YUMA CLAPPER Rallus Iongirostris yumanensis ...........FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ................................ Gila[ elegans ..............................................

PUPF SH, DESERT .................................. CyprinoOon rnacularius .............................SQUAWFISH, COLORADO Ptychocheilus lucius .................................SUCKER, RAZORBACK XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ....................IRINYO .......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................
GOOSE, ALEU~i~I~ ...................................Haliaeetus eucocephalus .........................

CANADA ................. Branta canedensis leucopareiaFISHES ................... CHUB, OWENS TUI ................................. Gila bicolor snyderi ................................... IR
PUPFISH, OWENS ...................................Cyprinodon radiosus ................................. IRTROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi ..............................PLANTS .................. CENTAURY, SPRING-LOVING

Centaurium.namopt~ilum var. namophi .... IRGUMPLANT, ASH MEADOWS Grindelia fra~iq.opratensis ............ IRIVESIA, ASH MEADOWS .........................Ivesia kingii var>eremica ........... IRKERN ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus .................. iiiiiii IRKINGS ....................... BIRDS ..................... GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canabensis leucopareia ................ IRLAKE ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius .........................MURRELET, MARBLED ........................ BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS .....FISHES ................... SPLITTAIL, SACRAMENTO-. .................... POGONICHTHYS MACROLEPIDOTUS ..PLANTS .................. COYOTE-THISTLE, LOCH LOMOND ..... Eryngium constancei ................................GOLDFIELDS, BURKE’S ......................... Lasthenia burkei .....LASSEN .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ....................... .... IRFISHES SUCKER, MODOC ..........~i..:: .............
Haliaeetus leucocepl~alus ......................... IR................... . ....... Catostomus microps ................................. I RLOS ANGELES ......... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN ...... BUFO MICROSCAPHUS IR

BIRDS EAGLE, BALD CALIFORNICUS.
MURRELEr, M,~I~I’I~)"I:IIIII~I;I;I~I;;II;~I~I;;I Haliaeetus leucoce~naJus ..............BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATU~PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pellcanus occk~entali$ .............................. IRPLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRlUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.RAIL, LIGHT-FOOTED CLAPPER ........... Ralll~ Iongirostris levipes .................. IRTERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST ....................Sterna antillarum browni.. IRFISHES ................... CHUB, MOHAVE TUI             G a bicolor mohavensis ......
STICKLEBACK, UNARMORED Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni .........THREESPINE.

PLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, SALT MARSH .................. Cordylanthus meddmus ssp. mariti .......... IR
BROOM, SAN CLEMENTE ISLAND ........ Lotus dendroideus ss!o. traskiae ...............BUSH-MALLOW, SAN CLEMENTE IS- Malacothamnus clementmus ....................LAND. IR
WATERCRESS, GAMBEL’S .................... RORIPPA GAMBELLII ..............................IRMADERA ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~aJus .........................FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henst~awi ..............................TROUT, PAlUTE CUTTHROAT ............... Salmo clarki seleniris ................................MARIN ....................... AMPHIBIANS .......... FROG, CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED RANA AURORA DRAYTONII ...................BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......
MURRELET, M’~’I~’I~)"~I~IIIIIIIII~III~III Haliaeetus leucocepha~us .........................

BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IRPELICAN. BROWN
PLOVER. WESTERI~’~’I~"IIIIIIIIII ...... Peli~nu$ o~den~lis ..............................

...... CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR
NIVOSUS.RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR
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II. COUNTY/SPECIES LiST-Continued
[’The following list identifies feclerally listed or prop<~ed U.S. species by State and County. It has been .~r~l_~_ted t~rough March 31, 1995.]

State/County Group name Inver,~oiy name Scientific name            IR/FF*
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, CALI-’~FORNIA FRESHWATER .. Syncar~s pacif~ .......................................

IRFISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IRMARIPOSA. BIRDS EAGLE, BALD Haliaeetus leucocepha~us ......................... IRMENDOCINO ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IRGOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leuco!oareia IRMURRELET, MARBLED ................
PELICAN, BROWN ........iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;i~iii BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IRPelicanus occidentalis .............................. I RPLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRlUS ALEXANDRINUS IRNIVOSUS.MAMMALS .............. BEAVER, POINT ARENA MOUNTAIN .... Aplodontia tufa nigra ................................IRPLANTS .................. GOLDFIELDS, BURKE’S Lasthenia burkeiREPTILES ............... TURTLE, OLIVE (PACIFIC) RIDLEY SEA Lepidochelys olivacea ...............................IRMERCED BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ................. IRGOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ IRCRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ...................LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IRSHRIMP, CONSERVANCY FAIRY .......... BRANCINECTA CONSERVATIOSHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI IRMODOC ..................... BIRDS            EAGLE, BALD .......................................... " ......................HaJiaeetus teucocephaJus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... SUCKER, LOST RIVER ........................... Deltistes luxatusSUCKER, MODOC Catostomus micri~"iiiiiil;iiiiiil;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiill IRSUCKER, SHORTNOSE
MONO ....................... BIRDS EAGLE, BALD ................~i~iii~iiii~iiii~iiiiiiii Chasmistes brevirostris ............................ IR..................... Haliaeetus leucocel~aJus .... IRGOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leuc~;~;~"iiiiiiiiii.:ii.i IRFISHES           CHUB, OWENS TUl ................................. Gila bicolor snyded ................................... IR

PUPFISH, OWENS ...................................Cyprino(:lon radiosus ................................. IRTROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi .............................. IRTROUT, PAIUTE CUI’~HROAT Salmo clarki seleniris ................................ IRMONTEREY .............. AMPHIBIANS SALAMANDER, SANTA CRU~’"~’I~-" Ambystoma macrodact~lum croceum IRTOED. ¯ .....
BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IRPLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR
NIVOSUS.RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ............. IRTERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST ....................Sterna ant arum browni ...........................CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OOCIDENTALIS IRSHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI ....................... IRMAMMALS .............. OTTER, SOUTHERN SEA ....................... Enhydra lutris nares ................................. IRREPTILES ............... TURTLE, OUVE (PACIFIC) RIDLEY SEA Lepidochelys olivacea ...............................

IRNAPA ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocef~aJus ....................... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentals ................... I RPLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXAND~i~’~ IR

NIVOSUS.RAIL CALIFORNIA CLAPPER          Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ................. IR
CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IRSHRIMP, CALIFORNIA FRESHWATER .. Syncaris pacifw, a .......................................

IRFISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IRNEVADA .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus .............. IRFISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN cUTrHROAT .....ii. Salmo c ark henshawi ..........................ii. IRORANGE ................... AMPHIBIANS TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN BUFO MICROSCAPHUS IR
CALIFORNICUS.BIRDS ..................... MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis ..............................PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRlUS ALEXANDRINUS IRNIVOSUS.RAIL, LIGHT-FOOTED CLAPPER ........... Rallus Iongirostris levipes .................... IRTERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum brown ............CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, RIVERSIDE FAIRY ...................STREPTOCEPHALUS WOOTTO~’i i iii IRPLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, SALT MARSH ..................Corclylanthus mantimus ssp. mariti .......... IRPLACER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE. BALD ........................................_Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IRGOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................ uranta cana0ensis leuco~oareia ........... IRCRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IRSHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI .......................SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IRFISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT Salmo clar~i henshawi IRPLUMAS .................... BIRDS ..................... ¯ ....... . .............................EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~alus ......................... IRRIVERSIDE ............... AMPHIBIANS .......... SALAMANDER, DESERT SLENDER ...... Batrachoseps aridus IRTOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN ...... BUFO MICROSCAPHUS IR
BIRDS EAGLE, BALD CALIFORNICUS.

..................... " .........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
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II. COUNTY/SPECIES L~ST---Continued
[The following list i(::lentifie~ federally listed or proposed U.S. species by State and (~ount~. It has been updated ~rough March 31, 1995.]

State/Count~ Group name Inventor~ name Scientific name            IR/FF"

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
RAIL, YUMA CLAPPER ...........................R~llus Iongirostris yumanensis .................

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IR
SHRIMP, RIVERSIDE FAIRY ................... STREPTOCEPHALUS WOOTTONI .........
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI ....................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila elegans ..............................................IR
PUPFISH, DESERT .................................. Cyprinedon macularius ............................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptyct~ocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................

PLANTS .................. BUTTON-CELERY, SAN DIEGO ............. ERYNGIUM ARISTULATUM VAR.
PARISHII.

GRASS, CALIFORNIA ORCUTT ............. ORCUTTIA CALIFORNICA ......................
MILK-VETCH, COACHELLA VALLEY ..... ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS VAR. IR

COACH.
MINT, OTAY MESA ..................................POGOGYNE NUDIUSCULA .................... iR

SACRAMENTO ......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceph=uus .........................
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canedensis leucopareia ................ IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ...............

SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI ....................... IR
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI ..........................

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (~NINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWY’r’SCHA ...... IR
SMELT, DELTA ........................................HYPOMESUS TRANSPACIFICUS ..........

SAN BENITO ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
SAN BERNARDINO .. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN ...... BUFO MICROSCAPHUS

CALIFORNICUS.
BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................

PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR
NIVOSUS.

RAIL, YUMA CLAPPER ...........................Rallus Iongirostns yumanensis .................. IR
FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila elegans .............................................. I R

CHUB, MOHAVE TUI ...............................Gila bicolor rnohavensis ........................... IR
PUPFISH, DESERT ..................................Cyprinodon macularius ............................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius .................................
STICKLEBACK, UNARMORED Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni ......... IR

THREESPINE.
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................IR

PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, PEDATE ............... Sidalcea pedata ........................................
OXYTHECA, CUSHENBURY ................... OXYTHECA PARISHII VAR.

GOODMANIANA.
WATERCRESS, GAMBEL’S .................... RORIPPA GAMBELLII ..............................

SAN DIEGO .............. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN ...... BUFO MICROSCAPHUS IR
CALIFORNICUS.

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canedensis leucopareia ................ IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, LIGHT-FOOTED CLAPPER ........... Rallus Iongirostris levil~es ......................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .........~ .......... Sterna antillarum browni ........................... IR

CRUSTACEAN SHRIMP, RIVERSIDE FAIRY STREPTOCEPHALUS WOOTTONI .........
FISHES ................... CHUB, MOHAVE TUl ...............................Gila bicolor mohavensis ........................... IR

PUPFISH, DESERT .................................. Cyprinodon rnacularius .............................
SHRIMP, SAN DIEGO FAIRY ..................BRANCHINECTA SANDIEGOENSIS ....... IR
STICKLEBACK, UNARMORED Gasterosteus aculeatus wllliamsoni .........

THREESPtNE.
PLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, SALT MARSH .................. Cordylanthus madtimus ssp. maritimus ...

BUTtON-CELERY, SAN DIEGO ............. ERYNGIUM ARISTULATUM    VAR.
PARISHII.

GRASS, CALIFORNIA ORCUTr ............. ORCUTTIA CALIFORNICA ......................IR
MINT, OTAY MESA ..................................POGOGYNE NUDIUSCULA .................... IR
MINT, SAN DIEGO MESA .......................Pogogyne abramsii ................................... IR
WATERCRESS, GAMBEL’S .................... RORIPPA GAMBELLII ..............................IR

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas ........................................ IR
TURTLE, OLIVE (PACIFIC) RIDLEY SEA Lepidochelys olivacea ...............................

SAN FRANCISCO ..... BIRDS ..................... GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canaclensis leucopareia ................
PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus oc¢,identalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
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SAN JOAQUIN .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucoDareia ................ IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCClDENTALIS ............... IR
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI .......................
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI ..........................IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ......
SMELT, DELTA ........................................HYPOMESUS TRANSPACIFICUS .......... IR

SAN LUIS OBISPO ... BIRDS .....................EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepl~alus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucoDareia ................
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. JR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ........................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ...............
SHRIMP, LONGHORN FAIRY ................. BRANCHINECTA LONGIANTENNA ........

MAMMALS .............. OTTER, SOUTHERN SEA ....................... Enhydra lutris nereis .................................
PLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, SALT MARSH ..................Cordylanthus marifimus $sp. maritimus ...

SANDWORT, MARSH ..............................ARENARIA PALUDICOLA ........................
SEA-BLITE, CALIFORNIA ........................SUAEDA CALIFORNICA ..........................
THISTLE, CHORRO CREEK BOG .......... CIRSIUM FONTINALE VAR. iR

OBISPOENSE.
WATERCRESS, GAMBEL’S .................... RORIPPA GAMBELLtl ..............................

SAN MATEO ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... 8RACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis ..............................
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ........................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IR
PLANTS .................. THISTLE, FOUNTAIN ...............................CIRSIUM FONTINALE VAR. FONTINALE IR

SANTA BARBARA .... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN ...... BUFO MtCROSCAPHUS
CALIFORNICUS.

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta ¢~nadensis leucopareia ................ IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis ..............................
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, LIGHT-FOOTED CLAPPER ........... Rallus Iongirostris levipes ......................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ...........................

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCClDENTALIS ...............
FISHES ................... STICKLEBACK, UNARMORED Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni ......... IR

THREESPINE.
MAMMALS .............. SEAL, GUADALUPE FUR ........................Arctocephalus townsendi .......................... IR
PLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, SALT MARSH ..................Cordylanthus maritimus ssp. maritimus ... IR

SANTA CLARA ......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRlUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ...........................

PLANTS .................. THISTLE, FOUNTAIN ...............................CIRSIUM FONTINALE VAR. FONTINALE IR
SANTA CRUZ ........... AMPHIBIANS .......... SALAMANDER, SANTA CRUZ LONG- Ambystoma macrod~ctylumcroceum ......

TOED.
BIRDS ..................... MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus o~,odentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
MAMMALS .............. OTTER, SOUTHERN SEA ....................... Enhydra lutris nereis ................................. IR

SHASTA .................... AMPHIBIANS .......... FROG, CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED ....... RANA AURORA DRAYTONII ...................IR
BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus .........................
CRUSTACEAN ....... CRAYFISH, SHASTA ...............................Pacifasticus tortis ......................................IR

SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI ..........................IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR

SIERRA ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clar~i henshawi .............................. IR

SISKIYOU ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis teucopareia ................ IR
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MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......
FISHES ................... SUCKER, LOST RIVER ...........................Deltistes ]uxatus ........................................

SOLANO ................... BIRDS ..................... GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IR
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI .......................IR
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR
SMELT, DELTA ........................................HYPOMESUS TRANSPACIFICUS .......... IR

PLANTS .................. GRASS, SOLANO ....................................Tuctoria mucronata (=Orcuttia m.) ........... IR
SONOMA .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliae~tus leucocephalus ......................... IR

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER. WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
RAIL, CALIFORNIA CLAPPER ................ Rallus Iongirostris obsoletus ..................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELI:A, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ................ IR
SHRIMP, CALIFORNIA FRESHWATER .. Syncads pa¢ifica .......................................IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ......
PLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, PENNELL’S ...................... CORDYLANTHUS TENUS

SSP.CAPILLARI.
GOLDFIELDS, BURKE’S ......................... Lasthenia burkei ........................................,
STICKYSEED, BAKER’S ..........................Blennosperma baken ................................

STANISLAUS ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucopareia ................

CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI ..........................
SUI-f’ER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucotDareia ................
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI ..........................
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR

TEHAMA.................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR

TRINITY ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceph~Jus ......................... IR
TULARE .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................H aliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... TROUT, LI’~’LE KERN GOLDEN ............ Salmo aguabonita whitei .......................... IR
TUOLUMNE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi .............................. IR
VENTURA ................. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, ARROYO SOUTHWESTERN ...... BUFO MICROSCAPHUS IR

CALIFORNICUS.
BIRDS ..................... PEUCAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis ..............................

PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR
NIVOSUS.

RAIL, LIGHT-FOOTED CLAPPER ........... Rallus Iongirostds lev~pes ......................... IR
TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum browni ........................... IR

CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTALIS ............... IR
SHRIMP, CONSERVANCY FAIRY .......... BRANCINECTA CONSERVATIO ............. IR

PLANTS .................. BIRD’S-BEAK, SALT MARSH ..................Cordylanthus maritimus s,~o. mariti .......... IR
GRASS, CALIFORNIA ORCU’I-I" ............. ORCU’I-FIA CALIFORNICA ......................IR
WATERCRESS, GAMBEL’S .................... RORIPPA GAMBELLII ...............................IR

YOLO ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucopare~a ................ IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (WINTER-RUN) ..... ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWY’T’SCHA ...... IR

SMELT, DELTA ........................................HYPOMESUS TRANSPACIFICUS .......... IR
YUBA ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanue occidentalis .............................. IR
CRUSTACEAN ....... LINDERIELLA, CALIFORNIA ................... LINDERIELLA OCCIDENTAUS ............... IR

SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL FAIRY ............ BRANCHINECTA LYNCHI .......................
SHRIMP, VERNAL POOL TADPOLE ...... LEPIDURUS PACKARDI .......................... IR

COLORADO
ADAMS ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
ALAMOSA ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~X~us .........................ARCHULETA ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~alus .........................
BACA ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliseetus leucoceph~us .........................
BENT ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~alus .........................
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BOULDER ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................IR
FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clarki stomias ................................. IR
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthas diluvialis .................................. IR

CHAFFEE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IRCHEYENNE ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
CLEAR CREEK ......... FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clarki stomias ................................. IRCONEJOS ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IRCOSTILLA ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR
CUSTER .................... FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clanki stomias ................................. IRDELTA ....................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hailaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius ................................. IR

SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................IRDOLORES ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephatus ......................... IR
DOUGLAS ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clarki stomias ................................. IR
EAGLE ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................H aliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IREL PASO ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salrno clarki stomias ................................. IRFREMONT ................. BIRDS .................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
GARFIELD ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana .......................................

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephaJus .........................
FISHES ................... SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius .................................

SUCKER, RAZORBACK .........................XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................
GRAND ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................H aJiaeetus laucocephalus ......................... IR
GUNNISON ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana ........................................

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................HaJiaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IRHINSDALE ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus laucocephalus ............... : ......... IRHUERFANO .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................

FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clarki stomlas ................................. IRJACKSON ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis ..................................
KIOWA ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hali~eetus leucocephalus ......................... IRLA PLATA ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IRLAKE ......................... FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clarki stomias ................................. IRLARIMER .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD .....................:. ................... Hallaeetus leucocept~alus .........................
FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo clarki stomias .................................

LAS ANIMAS ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IRLINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus laucocephalus ......................... IRLOGAN ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................H allaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IRMESA ........................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus =rnaricana ........................................ IR
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila eleg~ns ..............................................IR
CHUB, HUMPBACK .................................Gila cypha .................................................
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheitus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................IRMOFFAT .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................IR
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila elegans ..............................................IR
CHUB, HUMPBACK .................................Gila cypha .................................................IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IRMONTEZUMA ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................H allaeetus laucocepl~alus ......................... IRFISHES ................... SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius ................................. IRMONTROSE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetus laucocephalus ......................... IRMORGAN .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus ......................... IRPLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. IROTERO ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................H aliaeetus laucocephalus ......................... IROURAY ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~alus ......................... IRPARK .........................BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................IR
EAGLE, B.~.LD ..........................................Hallaeetus leucocephalus .........................

FISHES ................... TROUT, GREENBACK CUTTHROAT ..... Salmo cladd stomias ................................. IRPLANTS .................. MUSTARD. PENLAND ALPINE FEN ....... Eutrema pentandii .....................................IRPROWERS ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus laucocept~tus ......................... IRPUEBLO .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepttalus ......................... IR
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RIO BLANCO ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................IR
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoc~aJus ......................... I R

FISHES ................... SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocneilus lucius ................................. IR
RIO GRANDE ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana ........................................

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
ROUTI" ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
SAGUACHE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................IR

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
SAN JUAN ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
SAN MIGUEL ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
SEDGWlCK ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius ......................... IR
SUMMIT .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. MUSTARD, PENLAND ALPINE FEN ....... EuVeme penlandii ..................................... IR
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedhalus ......................... IR
WELD ........................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedhalus ......................... IR
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE .........................Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. IR

YUMA ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

CONNECTICUT
FAIRFIELD ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haiiaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus .................................. IR
HARTFORD ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedhalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum .............................IR
LITCHF1ELD .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
MIDDLESEX .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius meloclus ..................................IR
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum .............................IR

NEW HAVEN ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~alus ......................... IR
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus ..................................
TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna deugalli dougalli ............................ IR

NEW LONDON .......... BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus ..................................IR
WlNDHAM ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

DISTRICT OF CO- BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
LUMBIA.

CRUSTACEAN ....... AMPHIPOD, HAY’S SPRING ...................Stygobmmus hayi.
DELAWARE

KENT ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, E~.LD ..........................................Haliaeetus ieucocel~alus ......................... FF
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum ............................. FF
PLANTS .................. PINK, SWAMP ..........................................Helonias builata ........................................FF
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... EretmocZtelys imtxicata ............................FF

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii .................................FF
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta ..........................................FF
NEW CASTLE ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leuco~alus ......................... FF

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum ............................. FF
PLANTS .................. PINK, SWAMP ..........................................Helonias bullata ........................................FF

SUSSEX .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... FF
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara~rius melodus .................................. FF

PLANTS .................. PINK, SWAMP ..........................................Helonias bullata ........................................FF
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEv. Lepiclocnelys kempii ................................. FF

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta ..........................................FF

FLORIDA
ALACHUA ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycter~a americana.
CRUSTACEAN ....... SHRIMP, SQUIRREL CHIMNEY CAVE ... Palaemonetes cummingi.

BAKER ...................... BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycte~a americana.
BAY ........................... BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara~rius melodus.

STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycte~a amartcana.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyr’nynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdct~chus man~tus.
PLANTS .................. BUI"I’ERWORT, GODFREY’S ................. PINGUICULA IONANTHA.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia rny~as.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmoct~lys imbricata.
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TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.BRADFORD .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.BREVARD ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhaJus.PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus meledus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.PLANTS .................. SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S .......................Halophila johnsonii.REPTILES ............... SNAKE, ATLANTIC SALT MARSH ..........Nerodia fasciata taeniata.
TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Derrnochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.BROWARD ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis plum~eus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.PLANTS .................. SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S .......................Halophila johnaonii.

REPTILES ............... CROCODILE, AMERICAN ....................... Crocodylus acutus.
TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA .....................Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.CALHOUN ................. BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.CHARLO’I-I’E ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia rnydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.CITRUS ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedhalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabili$ plumOeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................AciDenaer oxyrhynchus desotoi.MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus menatus.REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidocl~elys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.CLAY ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE .............. ....... AciDenser brevirostrum.MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.COLLIER ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haredrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.REPTILES ............... CROCODILE, AMERICAN ....................... Crocodylus acutus.
TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepiclochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.COLUMBIA ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..................... Haliaeetus leuc~alus.STORK, WOOD ..................iii iii"’iii"’"i’"FISHES STURGEON, GULF ....................iii...iiiii.ii Myctena americana.

................... A¢ipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.DADE ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ......................Rostrhamus sociabilis ptumbeus.
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PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus rnelodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S .......................Halophiia johnsonii.
REPTILES ............... CROCODILE, AMERICAN ....................... Crocodylus acutus.

TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys cortacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

DE SOTO .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

DIXIE ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
DUVAL ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

PLOVER, PiPiNG .....................................+haredrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenaer brevirostrum.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus menatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chetonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBtLL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbr~cata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

ESCAMBIA ................ BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenaer oxyrhynchus desotoi.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBII I SEA .....................Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys conacea.

i TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caret’=.
FLAGLER .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephi~tus.

STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chetonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA .....................Eretmocrlelys imbr~cata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

FRANKLIN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius rneloclus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyr’nynchus 0esotoi.
PLANTS .................. BEAUTY, HARPER’S ...............................Harperocallis fiava.

BU’FI’ERWORT, GODFREY’S ................. PINGUICULA IONANTHA.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

GADSDEN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceptnaaus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
GILCHRIST ............... BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
GLADES .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~us.

KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ......................Roslzhamus social~lis pturr~eus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria ameflcana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
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MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichectlus manatus.GULF ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hareddus meledus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. BUTTERWORT, GODFREY’S ................. PINGUICULA IONANTHA.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys irnbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.HAMILTON ................ BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.HARDEE .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.HENDRY ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostd~mus sociabilis plumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.HERNANDO .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria arnadcana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. BELLFLOWER, BROOKSVILLE .............. CamDanula robinsiae.

WATER-WILLOW, COOLEY’S ................. Justicia cooleyi.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kemloii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.HIGHLANDS .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.HILLSBOROUGH ...... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ,.. Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .........: ................... Chetonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochalys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............ Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.HOLMES ................... BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycte~a americana.INDIAN RIVER .......... BIRDS .................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocaphalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus rnanatus.
PLANTS .................. SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S ....................... Halophila johnsonii.
REPTILES ............... SNAKE, ATLANTIC SALT MARSH .......... Nerodia fasciata taeniata.

TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE. HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.JACKSON ................. BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................AciperP~er oxyrhynchus desotoi.JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocapha~us.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana,

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................
PLANTS GOOSEBERRY, MICCOSUKEE (FLOR-

Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
.................. Ribes echinellum.

IDA).
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.LAFAYETTE .............. BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
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LAKE ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ......................Ros~’hamus sociabilis plumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus rnanatus.
LEE ............................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rost~’hamus sociabilis plumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdcbechus manatus,
REPTILES ............... CROCODILE, AMERICAN ....................... Crocodylus acutus.

TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

LEON ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

LEVY ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhyncttus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus menatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
LIBERTY ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
PLANTS .................. BEAUTY, HARPER’S ...............................Harperocallis flava.

BU’I-rERWORT, GODFREY’S ................. PINGUICULA IONANTHA.
MADISON .................. BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MANATEE ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhyncl~us desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tnchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochetys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

MARION .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ......................Rostrt~rnus sociabilis plumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdcbechus manatus.
MARTIN ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepl~alus.

KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ......................Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara~lrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S ....................... Halophila johnsonii.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmocbelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

MONROE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!ohalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ......................Ro,~’llamus sociabilis plumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctena americana.
TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna dougalli dougalli.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... CROCODILE, AMERICAN ....................... Crocodylus acutus.

TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys i~ta.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
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TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

NASSAU .................... BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchec.hus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochetys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.OKALOOSA .............. BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... DARTER, OKALOOSA .............................Etheostoma okaloosae.
STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.OKEECHOBEE ......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis ;tumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctaria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus rnanatus.ORANGE ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~aJus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostmamus sociabilis p!umDeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria amencana.OSCEOLA ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoca~halus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis ptumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctena americana.PALM BEACH ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocepha~us.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. GOURD, OKEECHOBEE ......................... CUCURBITA OKEECHEOBEENSIS.

SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S .......................Halophila johnsonii.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbrk~ata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.PASCO ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus Oesotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WES’I INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus rnanatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepiclochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.PINELLAS ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus metodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctena americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acil~enser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia myOas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidoct~elys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.POLK ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~t)halus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus soc~abilis plurn~eus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.PUTNAM ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~alus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctena americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.

R0016570
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MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
SANTA ROSA ........... BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia rnydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempiL

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Derrnochelys coriacaa.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

SARASOTA ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chetonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys conacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

SEMINOLE ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus rnanatus.
ST. JOHNS ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus menatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochetys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

ST. LUCIE ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haredrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctefia americana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. SEAGRASS, JOHNSON’S .....................Halophila johnsonii.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydes.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochetys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

SUMTER ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoc~alus.
KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostthamus sociabilis plumbeus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctana americana.

SUWANNEE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
TAYLOR .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ...................................~ ...... Haliaeetus leucocedhaJus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Myctaria amencana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
UNION ....................... BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria amencan~
VOLUSIA ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

KITE, EVERGLADE SNAIL ...................... Rostrhamus sociabilis piumbeus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda amencana.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... SNAKE, ATLANTIC SALT MARSH .......... Nerodia fasciata taeniata.

TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
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TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

WAKULLA ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
WALTON ................... BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteda americana.
FISHES ................... DARTER, OKALOOSA .............................Etheostoma okaioosae.

STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
PLANTS .................. MEADOWRUE, COOLEY’S ..................... Thalictrum cooleyi.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochetys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... STORK, WOOD ........................................Mycteria americana.
IDAHO

ADA ...........................FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING.

ADAMS ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING.
BANNOCK ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
BEAR LAKE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~alus.
BENEWAH ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
BINGHAM .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.BLAINE ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.
SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING.
SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA.BOISE ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD - Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.

BONNER ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. hornbills).

BONNEVILLE ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americar~
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

BOUNDARY .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceptlaJus.
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis).BUTTE ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

CAMAS ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
CANYON ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus let~aJus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING.

CARIBOU .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha)us.

CASSIA ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocef~haJus.
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING.
CLARK ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
CLEARWATER .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCO RHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.
SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING.
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. hornbills).CUSTER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius.
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.

SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING.

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA.ELMORE ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocef~a~us.
CLAMS .................... LIMPET, BANBURY SPRINGS ................ Lanx n. sp..
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING, SUMMER).
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SNAILS ................... SNAIL, BLISS RAPIDS .............................Family Hydrol~iidae n. sp..
SNAIL, SNAKE RIVER PHYSA ................Physa natricina.
SNAIL, UTAH VALVATA ..........................Valvata utahensis.
SPRINGSNAIL, IDAHO ............................Fontelicella idahoensis.

FRANKLIN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FREMONT ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. hornbills).
GEM .......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
GOODING ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

CLAMS .................... LIMPET, BANBURY SPRINGS ................ Lanx n. sp..
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING, SUMMER).
SNAILS ................... SNAIL, BLISS RAPIDS .............................Family Hydrobiidae n. sp..

SNAIL, SNAKE RIVER PHYSA ................ Physa natricina.
SNAIL, UTAH VALVATA ..........................Valvata utahensis.

IDAHO ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.

SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA.
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. hornbills).

JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepnaJus.
JEROME .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

KOOTENAI ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~natus.
PLANTS .................. HOWELLIA, WATER ................................HOWELLIA AQUAT;LIS.

LATAH ....................... PLANTS .................. HOWELLIA, WATER ................................HOWELLIA AQUATIUS.
LEMHI ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.
SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING, SUMMER).
LEWIS ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.
SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING, SUMMER).
SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA.

MADISON .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
MINIDOKA ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~halus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

NEZ PERCE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel:~nalus.
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.

SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA.
OWYHEE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

SNAILS ................... SNAIL, BRUNEAU HOT SPRINGS .......... Bruneau Hot Spnngs snail (Genus/s.
SNAIL, SNAKE RIVER PHYSA ................ Physa natricina.
SPRINGSNAIL, IDAHO ............................ Fontelicella k:lahoensis.

PAYETTE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~haius.
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWY’I’SCHA.

SPRING, SUMMER).
POWER ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~a~us.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

SNAILS ................... SNAIL, UTAH VALVATA ..........................Valvata utahensis.
SHOSHONE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~a~us.

MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis).
TETON ...................... MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis).
TWIN FALLS ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~alus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.
SPRING, SUMMER).

SNAILS ................... SNAIL, SNAKE RIVER PHYSA ................ Physa natricina.
VALLEY ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK ................................ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWSTSCHA.
SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA.

SPRING, SUMMER).
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocef~aJus.

R0016573
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FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ©NCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCi~A.
SPRING. SUMMER).

LOUISIANA

ASCENSION ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CLAMS .................... HEELSPLITTER, INFLATED .................... POTAMILUS INFLATUS.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxy~ynchus desotoi.

STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
ASSUMPTION ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE. BALD ...........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
AVOYELLES ............. FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus all)us.
BIENVILLE ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus,
BOSSIER .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus,

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus all)us.
CADDO .....................BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceffnalus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
CALDWELL ............... FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
CAMERON ................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occJdentalis.

PLOVER, PiPiNG .....................................÷naradrius meledus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Le!~iclochelys kempii.

SEA.
CATAHOULA ............. FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................ScaDhirhynchus albus.
CLAIBORNE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~halus.
CONCORDIA ............. FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Sca!~irt~nchus albue.
DE ~OTO .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetue leucocel~alus.
EAST BATON BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

ROUGE.
CLAMS .................... HEELSPLITTER, INFLATED .................... POTAMILUS INFLATUS.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.

STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scapl~irhyncl~us albus.
EAST CARROLL ....... BIRDS ..................... TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
BIRDS ..................... TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.

FRANKLIN ................. FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
GRANT ...................... CLAMS .................... PEARLSHELL, LOUtSIANA ..................... Margaritifara hembeli.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Sc, a~hirhynchus albus.
IBERIA ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Palicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PiPiNG .....................................+haradrius melodus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
IBERVILLE ................ FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocef~aJus.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occ~dentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
LA SALLE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
LAFOURCHE ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hatiaeetus leucocephalus.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occident~lis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kem~i.
SEA.

LIVINGSTON ............. CLAMS .................... HEELSPLITTER, INFLATED .................... POTAMILUS INFLATUS.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.

MADISON .................. BIRDS ..................... TERN, CALIFORNIA LEAST .................... Sterna antillarum brownL
FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................ScaDhirhynchus albus.

MOREHOUSE ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.

NATCHITOCHES ...... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaprtirhynchus albus.

ORLEANS ................. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoL

STURGEON, PALLID ...............................ScaDhirhynchus albus.
OUACHITA ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON. PALLID ...............................Scal:)hirhynchus albus.
PLAQUEMINES ......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocef0t~us.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus ocodentalis.
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PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+heradrius melodus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
POINTE COUPEE ..... FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
RAPIDES ................... CLAMS .................... PEARLSHELL, LOUISIANA .....................Margaritifera hembeli.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
RED RIVER ............... FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
RICHLAND ................ FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
SABINE ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
ST. BERNARD .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydes.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

ST. CHARLES ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.

STURGEON, PALLID ............................... Scaphirhynct~us albus.
ST. JAMES ................ FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ............................... Scal~irhynchus albus.
ST. JOHN THE BAP- BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TIST.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.

STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
ST. LANDRY ............. FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
ST. MARTIN .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
ST. MARY ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ............................... Scaphirhynchus albus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Le!:~:~:~helys kempii.

SEA.
ST. TAMMANY .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PELICAN, BROWN ..............; .................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, RINGED SAWBACK ................. Gra~otemys oculifer~.

TANGIPAHOA ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocephalus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acipenser oxyrhynchus desotoi.

TENSAS .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.

TERREBONNE .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leuco~alus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haredrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

UNION ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
VERMILION ............... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occ~dentalis.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius rnelodus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
WASHINGTON .......... FISHES ................... STURGEON, GULF ..................................Acibenser oxyrt’rynchus desotoi.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, RINGED SAWBACK ................. Graptemys oculifera.
WEBSTER ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~aJus.
WEST BATON FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.

ROUGE.
WEST CARROLL ...... FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhynchus albus.
WEST FELICIANA .... FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Scaphirhyncl~us albus.
WlNN .........................FISHES ................... STURGEON, PALLID ...............................Sc~phirhynchus albus.

MASSACHUSETTS
BARNSTABLE ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~aJus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+heradrius metoOus.
TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna dougalli dougalli.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kem~i.
SEA.
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TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
BRISTOL ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hareddu$ melodus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... A¢ipenser brevirostrum.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caret~a caretta.

DUKES ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddu$ meledus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
ESSEX ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haradrius melodus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

FRANKLIN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.
PLANTS .................. BULRUSH, NORTHEASTERN Scirpu$ ancistrochaetus.

(=BARBED BRISTLE.
HAMPDEN ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepnalus.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.
HAMPSHIRE ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.
MIDDLESEX .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus.
NANTUCKET ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

NORFOLK ................. REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
PLYMOUTH ............... BIRDS ..................... CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraclrius melodus.
TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna clougalli dougalli.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepi~lochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
TURTLE, PLYMOUTH RED-BELLIED ..... Pseu~lemy$ (Chrysemys) rubriventris.

SUFFOLK .................. REPTILES ............... TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.
SEA.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.
WORCESTER ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepl~aJus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBtLL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.

MAINE
ANDROSCOGGIN ..... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
AROOSTOOK ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocephaJus.

PLANTS .................. ORCHID, EASTERN PRAIRIE FRINGED Platanthera leucophaea.
CUMBERLAND ......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~)halus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haredrius rnelodus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.

HANCOCK ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
KENNEBEC ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
KNOX ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepnalus.
LINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PENOBSCOT ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel:~a~us.
PISCATAQUIS .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................HaJiaeetus leucocepha~us.
SAGADAHOC ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradnus melodus.
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.

SOMERSET .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
WALDO ..................... FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum.
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~aJus.

TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna dougalli dougaJli.
YORK ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocep~aJus.
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PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+ha~addus melodus.
NORTHERN

MARIANA ISLANDS
WORCESTER ........... BIRDS ..................... MALLARD, MARIANA ..............................Arias oustaleti.

MEGAPODE, MICRONESIAN (LA Megapodius laperouse.
PEROUSE’S).

REPTILES ............... CROCODILE, SALTWATER .................... CROCODYLUS POROSUS.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

BELKNAP .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CHESHIRE ................ CLAMS .................... MUSSEL, DWARF WEDGE ..................... Alasmidonta heterodon.
COOS ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
GRAFTON ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
HILLSBOROUGH ...... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
MERRIMACK ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus ieucocephalus.
RCCKINGHAM .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
SULLIVAN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

CLAMS .................... MUSSEL, DWARF WEDGE ..................... Alasmidonta heterodon.
PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, JESUP’S ...........................Astragalus robl~insii var. iesup~.

NEW MEXICO

BERNALILLO ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, SALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... MINNOW, RIO GRANDE SILVERY ......... HYBOGNATHUS AMARUS.
CATRON ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.

FISHES ................... MINNOW, LOACH ....................................Tiaroga cobitis.
SPIKEDACE .............................................~ fulgida.
TROUT, GILA ...........................................Salmo gilae.

CHAVES .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
FISHES ................... GAMBUSIA, PECOS ................................Garni~usia nobilis.

SHINER, PECOS BLUNTNOSE .............. Not~’opis simus peconsensis.
COLFAX .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Gru~ americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CURRY ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ......................: ................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
DE BACA .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SHINER, PECOS BLUNTNOSE .............. Notropis simus peconsensis.
DONA ANA ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
EDDY ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

FISHES ................... GAMBUSIA, PECOS ................................Gambusia nobilis.
SHINER, PECOS BLUNTNOSE .............. Notropis simus peconsensis.

GRANT ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... CHUB, CHIHUAHUA ................................Gila nigrescens.

MINNOW, LOACH ....................................Tiaroga cobitis.
SHINER, BEAUTIFUL ..............................Notropis formosus.
SPIKEDACE .............................................Meda fulgida.
TOPMINNOW, GILA (YAQUI) ..................Poeciliopsis occidentalis.
TROUT, GILA ...........................................Salmo gilae.

GUADALUPE ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
HARDING .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocepr~aJus.
HIDALGO .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SPIKEDACE .............................................Mecla fulgida.
LEA ............................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
LINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepl~alus.
LOS ALAMOS ........... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
LUNA ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
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EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... SHINER, BEAUTIFUL .............................. Notropis formosus.

MCKINLEY ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
MORA ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
OTERO ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLANTS .................. THISTLE, SACRAMENTO MOUNTAINS. Cirsium vinaceum.
OTHER--999 .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
QUAY ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
RIO ARRIBA .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus.
ROOSEVELT ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
SAN JUAN ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

FISHES ................... SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius.
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS.

SAN MIGUEL ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
SANDOVAL ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... MINNOW, ~10 GRANDE SILVERY ......... HYBOGNATHUS AMARUS.

SANTA FE ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepnalus.

SIERRA ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!onalus.

FISHES ................... TROUT, GILA ...........................................Salmo gilae.
SOCORRO ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
CRUSTACEAN ....... ISOPOD, SOCORRO ...............................Thermosphaeroma    (=Exosphaeroma)

thermophilus.
FISHES ................... MINNOW, RIO GRANDE SILVERY ......... HYBOGNATHUS AMARUS.
SNAILS ................... SPRINGSNAIL, ALAMOSA ......................Tryonia alamosae.

SPRINGSNAIL, SOCORRO ..................... Pyrgulopsi$ neomexicana.
TAOS ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TORRANCE ..............BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hallaeetu$ leucocephalus.
UNION ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocephalus,
VALENCIA ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ....................~. ..................... Haliaeetu$ leucocephaJus.
FISHES ................... MINNOW, RIO GRANDE SILVERY ......... HYBOGNATHUS AMARUS.

NEVADA
CARSON CITY .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
CHURCHILL .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocephalus .........................
CLARK ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canaOensis leucopareia ................ IR
RAIL, YUMA CLAPPER ...........................Rallus tongirostns yumanensis ................. IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila etegans ..............................................IR
CHUB, VIRGIN RIVER .............................Gila robusta seminuda ..............................tR
DACE, MOAPA .........................................Moapa conacea ........................................ IR
KILLIFISH, PAHRUMP ............................. EMPETRICHYTHYS LATOS ....................
PUPFISH, DEVILS HOLE ........................ Cypnnodon diabolis ..................................
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................IR
WOUNDFIN ..............................................Plagopterus argentissimus ....................... IR

DOUGLAS ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucoce!~nalus .........................
ELKO ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~nalus .........................

FISHES ................... DACE, CLOVER VALLEY SPE.CKLED .... Rhinicttthys osculus oligo!3orous .............. IR
DACE, INDEPENDENCE VALLEY Rhinichthys osculus lethoporous ..............

SPECKLED.
TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi ..............................

EUREKA .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus .........................
FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CU’]-]’HROAT ........ Salmo clar~i hensl~aw= ..............................IR

HUMBOLDT .............. FISHES ................... DACE, DESERT .......................................Eremichthys acros .................................... IR
TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Satmo ctar~i henshawi .............................. IR

LANDER .................... FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CU’I-rHROAT ........ Salmo clar~i henst~awi ..............................
LINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~halus .........................

FISHES ................... CHUB, PAHRANAGAT ROUNDTAIL ....... Gila robusta jordani ..................................
SPINEDACE, BIG SPRING ...................... Lepidomeda mollisl~nis pratensis ............. JR
SPRINGFISH, HIKO WHITE RIVER ........ Crenichthys baileyi grandis ....................... IR
SPRINGFISH, WHITE RIVER .................. Crenichthys baileyi baileyi ........................
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PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. 1R
LYON ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
MINERAL .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... SPRINGFISH, HIKO WHITE RIVER ........ Crenichthys baileyi grandis ....................... IR
SPRINGFISH, RAILROAD VALLEY ......... Crenichthys nevadae ................................ IR
TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi .............................. IR

PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, SODAVILLE ......................ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS VAR. IR
SESLQ MIMETRALIS.

NYE ........................... BIRDS ...................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... POOLFISH, PAHRUMP ............................ Empetrichthys latos .................................. IR

PUPFISH, ASH MEADOWS AMARGOSA Cyprinodon nevaOensis mionectes ........... IR
PUPFISH, DEVILS HOLE ........................ Cyprinodon diabolis .................................. IR
PUPFISH, WARM SPRINGS ................... Cypdnodon nevadensis pectoralis ............ IR
SPINEDACE, WHITE RIVER ................... Lepidomeda albivallis ...............................
SPRINGFISH, RAILROAD VALLEY ......... Crenichthys neva0ae ................................
TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi .............................. IR

INSECTS ................. NAUCORID, ASH MEADOWS ................. Ambr~sus amargosus ............................... IR
PLANTS .................. CENTAURY,-SPRING-LOVING ............... Centaurium n~mophilum var. namophilum IR

GUMPLANT, ASH MEADOWS ................ Gdndelia fraxinopratensis ......................... IR
IVESIA, ASH MEADOWS ......................... Ivesia kingii vat. eremica ..........................

PERSHING ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhalus .........................
STOREY .................... FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CU’I-I’HROAT ........ Salmo ctarki henshawi .............................. IR
WASHOE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CUI-UI .......................................................Chasmistes cujus ......................................
SUCKER, WARNER .................................Catostomus warnerensis .......................... IR
TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salrno ctarki henshawf ..............................

PLANTS .................. BUCKWHEAT, STEAMBOAT ................... Edogonum ovalilolium vat. williamsiae ..... IR
WHITE PINE ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... KILLIFISH, PAHRUMP .............................EMPETRICHYTHYS LATOS ....................
SPINEDACE, WHITE RIVER ................... Lepidomeda albivallis ...............................

OKLAHOMA
ADAIR ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Ha~iaeetus leucocephaJus.
ALFALFA ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+ haradrius melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
ATOKA ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocephalus.
BEAVER .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocel~l~alus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷ haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
BECKHAM ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
BLAINE ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~halus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddu$ melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillerum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
BRYAN ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

REPTILES ............... ALLIGATOR, AMERICAN .........................Alligator mississippiensis.
CADDO ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CANADIAN ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradnus melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
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CARTER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphalus.
CHEROKEE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CHOCTAW ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoc~halus.

PLANTS .................. ORCHID, EASTERN PRAIRIE FRINGED Platanthera leucophaea.
CIMARRON ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

FISHES ................... SHINER, ARKANSAS RIVER .................. NOTROPIS GIRARDL
CLEVELAND ............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
COMANCHE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Gnus arnencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST,
COTTON ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Stema antillarum.

LEAST.
CRAIG ....................... FISHES ................... CAVEFISH, OZARK .................................Amblyopsis rosae.

MADTOM, NEOSHO ................................Noturus placidus.
PLANTS .................. ORCHID, WESTERN PRAIRIE FRINGED Platanthera praeclara.

CREEK ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephelus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melod~s.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
CUSTER .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
DELAWARE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

FISHES ................... CAVEFISH, OZARK .................................Amblyopsis rosae.
DEWEY ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradnus melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Stema antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
ELLIS ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
GARFIELD ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
GARVIN ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
GRADY ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

TERN,    INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.
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GRANT ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

GREER ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

HARMON ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melo~us.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Stema antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
HARPER .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hareddus rneledus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
HASKELL .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedhalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara~rius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
HUGHES ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

JACKSON ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius meledus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
JOHNSTON ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
KAY ........................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha]us.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
KINGFISHER ............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................ .... Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedha]us.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
KIOWA ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
LE FLORE ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara0rius meloOus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
CLAMS .................... ROCK-POCKETBOOK, OUACHITA ........ Arkansia (=Arcidens) wheeleri.
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ROCK-POCKETBOOK, OUACHITA Arkansia (=Arcidens) wheelen.
(=WHEELER’S PM).

FISHES ................... DARTER, LEOPARD ................................ Percina pantherina.
LINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
LOGAN ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melndus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
LOVE ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
MAJOR ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BAI~D ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~l~alus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hareddu$ melo~us,
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
MARSHALL ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeatu$ leucoceprta~us.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hataclriue meledus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillamm.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
MAYES ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetusleucocep~=us.

FISHES ................... CAVEFISH, OZARK .................................Amblyop=is ro~ae.
MCCLAIN .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haradriu$ meledue.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
MCCURTAIN ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................¯ Haliaeetu$ leucocepl~a~us.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

FISHES ................... DARTER, LEOPARD ................................Percina pantherina.
REPTILES ............... ALLIGATOR, AMERICAN .........................Alligator mississipp~ensis.

MCINTOSH ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
MURRAY ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

MUSKOGEE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~haJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara~lrius melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
NOBLE ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepl~alus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hara~lrius meledus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
NOWATA ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraclrius meloclus.
OKLAHOMA .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus arnencana.
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EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
OSAGE ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
OTTAWA ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

FISHES ................... CAVEFISH, OZARK .................................Amblyopsis rosae.
MADTOM, NEOSHO ................................Noturus placidus.

PAWNEE ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
PAYNE ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarumo

LEAST.
PITTSBURG .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

PONTOTOC .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
PO’I-I’AWATOMIE ..... BIRDS ..................... TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
PUSHMATAHA .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .....................................: .... Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.

CLAMS .................... ROCK-POCKETBOOK, OUACHITA ........ Arkansia (=Amidens) wheeled.
ROCK-POCKETBOOK, OUACHITA Arkansia (=Arcidens) wheelen.

(=WHEELER’S PM).
FISHES ................... DARTER, LEOPARD ................................Percina pantherina.

ROGER MILLS .......... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
ROGERS ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
PLANTS .................. ORCHID, WESTERN PRAIRIE FRINGED Platanthera praeclara.

SEMINOLE ................ BIRDS ..................... TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

SEQUOYAH .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
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TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

STEPHENS ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amerw, ana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TEXAS ....................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
TILLMAN ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
TULSA ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BA.LD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!)haJus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius rnelodus.
TERN, INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
WAGONER ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

WASHITA .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
WOODS ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
WOODWARD ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaee~us teucocephalu$.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradriu$ meloclus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna 8ntillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.

OREGON
BAKER ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR

SPRINGISUMMER.
BENTON .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
FISHES ................... CHUB, OREGON ......................................OREGONICHTHYS CRAMERI ................ IR
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................IR

LOMATIUM, BRADSHAW’S .....................Lomatium bradshawii ................................ IR
CLACKAMAS ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, OREGON ......................................OREGONICHTHYS CRAMERI ................ IR
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................IR

CLATSOP .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhaJus ......................... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis ..............................
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA .....................
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COLUMBIA ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA .....................

COOS ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta c~nabensis leucopareia ................. IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
CROOK ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius .........................
CURRY ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ I R
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
DESCHUTES ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... iR
DOUGLAS ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE. BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhalus ......................... iR

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucoDareia ................ IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
GILLIAM .................... FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ......................
GRANT ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
HARNEY .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BORAX LAKE ...............................Gila boraxobius .........................................IR
TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo clarki henshawi .............................. IR

HOOD RIVER ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~i~a~us ......................... IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ...................... IR

JACKSON ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hatiaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
JOSEPHINE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
KLAMATH ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us .........................

FISHES ................... SUCKER, LOST RIVER ........................... Deltistes luxatus ........................................ IR
SUCKER, SHORTNOSE .......................... Chasmistes brevirostris ............................ IR

LAKE ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... CHUB, HUTTON TUI ................................Gila bicolor ssp ..........................................IR

DACE, FOSKE’F’F SPECKLED ................. Rhinichthys osculus ssp ........................... IR
SUCKER, WARNER .................................Catostomus warnerensis .......................... IR

LANE ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canadensis leucoDareia ................
MURRELET, MARBLED ...........................BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ......
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis ..............................
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
FISHES ................... CHUB, OREGON ......................................OREGONICHTHYS CRAMERI ................ IR
PLANTS .................. LOMATIUM, BRADSHAW’S .....................Lornatium bradshawii ................................ IR

LINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA ................. Branta canaclensis leucopareia ................ IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS

NIVOSUS.
LINN .......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... iR

FISHES ................... CHUB, OREGON ......................................OREGONICHTHYS CRAMERI ................
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................

LOMATIUM, BRADSHAW’S .....................Lomatium bradshawii ................................ IR
MALHEUR ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR
SPRING/SUMMER.

MARION .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
FISHES ................... CHUB, OREGON ......................................OREGONICHTHYS CRAMERI ................
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................IR

LOMATIUM, BRADSHAW’S .....................Lomatium bradshawii ................................ IR
MORROW ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... I

FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR
MULTNOMAH ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ....................."POLK ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, OREGON ......................................OREGONICHTHYS CRAMERI ................ IR
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PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SlDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................
LOMATIUM, BRADSHAW’S .....................Lomatium bradshawii ................................ IR

SHERMAN ................ FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR
TILLAMOOK .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................

GOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canaclensis leucopareia ................ IR
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... 8RACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR
PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ................ CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR

NIVOSUS.
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................IRUMATILLA ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucxx:ephalus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IRUNION ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ......

SPRING/SUMMER.
WALLOWA ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocephalus .........................

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ......
SPRING/S.UMMER.

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IRWASCO ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus ..........................
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ......................

WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .......................... tR
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA .........................

WHEELER ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~halus .........................
YAMHILL .................. PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SlDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................ IR

PUERTO RICO
ADJUNTAS ................ AMPHIBIANS .......... COQUI, GOLDEN .....................................Eteutheredactylus jas;~eri.
AGUADA ................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chetonia mydas.
AGUADILLA .............. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.

ANASCO ................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
ARECIBO .................. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.

PLANTS .................. PALMA DE MANACA ...............................Calyptronoma rivalis.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia rnydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA .................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.

ARROYA ................... MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichecl~us manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

BARCELONETA ........ REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chetonia mydas.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.

CABO ROJO ............. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. COBANA NEGRA .....................................Stahlia monosperma.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys conacea.CAMUY ..................... PLANTS .................. PALMA DE MANACA ...............................Calyptronoma rivalis.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia myclas.
CAROLINA ................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.

MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chetonia mydas.

CATANO .................... MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

CEIBA ........................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
MAMMALS ..............MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA .....................Eretmochetys imbricata.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.CIALES ...................... PLANTS .................. FERN, THELYPTERIS INABONENSIS .... THELYPTERIS INABONENSIS.
FERN, THELYPTERIS YAUCOENSIS ..... THELYPTERIS YAUCOENSIS.

COAMO ..................... AMPHIBIANS ......... TOAD, PUERTO RICAN CRESTED ........ Peltophryne lemur.CULEBRA ................. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna dougalli dougalli.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochetys imbricata.
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TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta,

DORADO ................... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, PUERTO RICAN CRESTED ........ Peltophryne lemur.
BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occibentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus rnanatus.

FAJARDO .................. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Peticanus occidentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST iNDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechu$ manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

GUANICA .................. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, PUERTO RICAN CRESTED ........ Peltophryne lemur.
BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanu$ occ~dentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.

GUAYAMA ................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatu$.

GUAYANILLA ............ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanu8 occidentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.

HATILLO ................... PLANTS .................. FERN, THELYPTERIS VERECUNDA ...... THELYPTERIS VERECUNDA.
PALMA DE MANACA ...............................Calyptronoma rivalis.

HUMACAO ................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanu8 occidentalis.
REPTIL.=S ............... TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Derrnochelys coriacea.

TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta ¢aretta.
ISABELA ................... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, PUERTO RICAN CRESTED ........ PeltOl~t~ryne lemur.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochely8 imbricata.
JUANA DIAZ ............. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST iNDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechu$ manatu$.
LAJAS ....................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Relic, anus occidentalis.

TERN, ROSEATE .....................................Sterna dougatli dougalli.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tricl~echu$ manatus.
PLANTS .................. COBANA NEGRA .....................................Stahlia monosporma.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
LOIZA ........................ MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechu$ manatus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

LUQUILLO ................. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. COBANA NEGRA .....................................Stahlia monosperma.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ; .................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermocr~lys coriacea.

MANATI ..................... REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia myda$.
MAUNABO ................ MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
MAYAGUEZ .............. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus rT~natus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmocl~elys imbricata.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.

NAGUABO ................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

PATILLAS .................. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchecl~us manatus.
PENUELAS ............... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occ~dentalis.

MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus rnanatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia myclas.

PONCE ...................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occiclentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST iNDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchecl~us manatus.
PLANTS .................. FERN, THELYPTERIS INABONENSIS .... THELYPTERIS INABONENSIS.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia myaas.

QUEBRADILLAS ....... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, PUERTO RICAN CRESTED ........ Peltophryne lemur.
PLANTS .................. FERN, THELYPTERIS VERECUNDA ...... THELYPTERIS VERECUNDA.

PALMA DE MANACA ...............................Calyptronoma rivalis.
RIN~ON .................... MAMMALS .............. MANATEE. WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus,

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, LEATHE.~BACK SEA ............... Dermochelys conacea.

RIO GRANDE ............ PLANTS .................. COBANA NEGRA .....................................Stahlia monosperma.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE. LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermocl~elys conacea.

SALINAS ................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occ=dentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichecl~us manatus.
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REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbncata.

SAN JUAN ................ BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

SAN SEBASTIAN ...... PLANTS .................. FERN, THELYPTERIS VERECUNDA ...... THELYPTERIS VERECUNDA.
PALMA DE MANACA ...............................Calyptronoma rivalis.

SANTA ISABEL ......... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Trichechus manatus.

TOA BAJA .................MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
UTUADO ................... PLANTS .................. PALMA DE MANACA ...............................Calypt~onoma dvalis.
VEGA ALTA .............. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys imbricata.

VEGA BAJA .............. REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbncata.

VlEQUES .................. BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BI~OWN ...................................Pelicanus occ=dentalis.
MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
PLANTS .................. COBANA NEGRA .....................................Stahlia monosperma.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbncata.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

YABUCOA ................. MAMMALS .............. MANATEE, WEST INDIAN (FLORIDA) ... Tdchechus manatus.
YAUCO ...................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.

PLANTS .................. FERN, THELYPTERIS YAUCOENSlS ..... THELYPTERIS YAUCOENSlS.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.

TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochetys coriacea~
RHODE ISLAND

KENT ......................... FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum ............................. IR
NEWPORT ................ BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraclrius melodus ..................................

FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum .............................
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus ieucocepha~us ......................... IF;

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus .................................. IR
FISHES ................... STURGEON, SHORTNOSE ..................... Acipenser brevirostrum ............................. IR

TEXAS
ANDERSON .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .....................: .................... Haliaeetus leucocaphalus.
ANGEl INA ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
ARANSAS ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaee~us leucocephalus.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius mel(x:lus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbncata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempiL

SEA.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

ARCHER ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
AUSTIN ..................... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.

BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

BAILEY ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocedhalus.
BASTROP ................. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Buto houstonensis.

BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

BAYLOR .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
BEE ........................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
BELL .......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
BEXAR ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
BLANCO .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
BOSQUE ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~)ha~us.
BOWIE ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.
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BRAZORIA ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius meloclus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys conacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

BRAZOS .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leuco~atus.

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. Spiranthes parksii.
BREWSTER .............. FISHES ................... GAMBUSIA, BIG BEND ...........................Garnbusia gaigei.
BROWN ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia hatted paucimeculata.
BURLESON ............... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.

BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~aJus.

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. Spiranthes parksii.
BURNET .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
CALDWELL ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

FISHES ................... DARTER, FOUNTAIN ...............................Etheo~torna fonticola.
CALHOUN ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Gru= amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphatus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occiclentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia myclas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepiclochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

CAMERON ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occiclentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hareddus rneloclus.

FISHES ................... MINNOW, RIO GRANDE SILVERY ......... HYBOGNATHUS AMARUS.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia myclas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA .; ................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepiclochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

CASS ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CHAMBERS .............. BIRDS ..................... CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus oc~dentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+hareddus melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

CHEROKEE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
CHILDRESS .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amermana.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antitlarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

CLAY ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN, INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antitlarum.

LEAST.
COKE ........................ REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Neroclia harten paucimaculata.
COLEMAN ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amer~:ana.

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Neroclia harteri paucirnacu=ata.
COLLINGSWORTH ... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus amencana.
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TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

COLORADO .............. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.
BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
COMAL ...................... AMPHIBIANS .......... SALAMANDER, SAN MARCOS ............... Eurycea nana.

FISHES ................... DARTER, FOUNTAIN ............................... Etheostome fonticola.
COMANCHE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
CONCHO ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus,

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia harteri paucimaculata.
COOKE .....................BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Stama antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
CORYELL .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
DE WIT~" .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
EDWARDS ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................HaJiaeetus leucocephalus.

PLANTS .................. SNOWBELLS, TEXAS ..............................Styrax texana.
ELLIS ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
ERATH ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
FALLS ....................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana.
FANNIN ..................... BIRDS .................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

FAYETTE .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.

FORT BEND .............. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.
BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FREESTONE ............. AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonansis.

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. Spiranthes parksii.

GALVESTON ............ BIRDS ..................... CURLE~N, ESKIMO .............: .................... Numenius borealis.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys conacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

GILLESPIE ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
GOLIAD ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
GONZALES ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana.
GRAYSON ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus ieucocephalus.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haraddus melodus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
GREGG ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
GRIMES .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. Spiranthes Darksii.
GUADALUPE ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus amencana.
HALL ......................... BIRDS ..................... TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
BIRDS ..................... TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
HAMILTON ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
HARDEMAN .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

TERN,    INTERIOR    (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).
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TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

HARDIN ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
HARRISON ................ AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.

BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

HASKELL .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
HAYS ......................... AMPHIBIANS .......... SALAMANDER, SAN MARCOS ............... Eurycea nana.

SALAMANDER, TEXAS BLIND ............... Typhlomolge rathbuni.
BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
FISHES ................... DARTER, FOUNTAIN ...............................Etheostorna fonticota.

GAMBUSIA, SAN MARCOS ....................Gambusia georgei.
PLANTS .................. WILD-RICE, TEXAS .................................Zizania texana.

HEMPHILL ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
HENDERSON ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
HILL ........................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
HOOD ........................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
HOUSTON ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~na~us.
HUNT ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
HUTCHINSON ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus.

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antiltarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

IRION ........................ REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia hartert paucimacutata.
JACKSON ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepha~us.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.

JASPER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphalus.
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. Spiranthes parksii.

JEFF DAVIS .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
FISHES ................... GAMBUSIA, PECOS ................................Gambusia nobilis.

PUPFISH, COMANCHE SPPJNGS .......... Cypdnodon elegans.
PLANTS .................. PONDWEED, LI’R’LE AGUJA CREEK .... Potamogeton clystocar~us.

JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocapl~alus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius rnelodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmocl~elys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys codacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

JOHNSON ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
JONES ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
KARNES .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
KENEDY .................... BIRDS ..................... CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.

PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus ocodentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................~-haredrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

KIMBLE ..................... PLANTS .................. SNOWBELLS, TEXAS ..............................Styrax texana.
KING .......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
KLEBERG ................. BIRDS ..................... CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~halus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA .............................Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
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TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

KNOX ........................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
L,~M,~ R ...................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillamm.

LEAST.
LAMPASAS ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Neredia harteri paucimacutata.
LAVACA .................... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.

BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
LEE ............................ AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.

81RDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Gru~ americana.
LEON ......................... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.

BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoceDhalus.
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRE,SSES, NAVASOTA .............S!~iranthes parksii. ’

LIBERTY ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~halus.
LIMESTONE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
LIPSCOMB ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
LLANO ....................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
MADISON .................. PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. SI3iranthes parksii.
MARION .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus teucocephaJus.
MASQN ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
MATAGORDA ........... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius meiedus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretrnochelys imbdcata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

MAVERICK ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia harten paucirnaculata.
MENARD ................... FISHES ................... GAMBUSlA, CLEAR CREEK ’. .................. Gambusia heterochir.
MIDLAND .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
MtLAM ....................... AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonensis.
MILLS ........................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia hatted paucimaculata.
MONTAGUE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
MONTGOMERY ........ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucx)cephalus.
MOORE ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!3halus.
MORRIS .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
NACOGDOCHES ...... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
NEWTON ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepnaJus.
NUECES .................... BIRDS ..................... PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.

PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.
REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.

TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbncata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SEA.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

OCHILTREE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
ORANGE ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PALO PINTO ............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce#halus.
PANOLA .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PARKER .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
PECOS ...................... FISHES ................... GAMBUSlA, PECOS ................................Gambusia nobilis.

PUPFISH, LEON SPRINGS ..................... CypnnoOon bovinus.
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POLK ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
POTTER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocept~alus.
RANDALL .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocephalus.
REAL ......................... PLANTS .................. SNOWBELLS, TEXAS ..............................Styrax texana.
RED RIVER ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocapl~alus.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

REEVES .................... FISHES ................... GAMBUSIA, PECOS ................................Gambu$ia nobilis.
PUPFISH, COMANCHE SPRINGS .......... Cyprinodon elegans.

REFUGIO .................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

ROBERTS ................. BIRDS ..................... TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

ROBERTSON ............ AMPHIBIANS .......... TOAD, HOUSTON ....................................Bufo houstonansis.
BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetu$ leucocepnalus.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. S!:)iranthes parksii.

RUNNELS ................. REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia harteri paucimaculata.
RUSK ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~hatus.
SABINE ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce~halus.
SAN AUGUSTINE ..... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepttalus.
SAN JACINTO ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
SAN PATRICIO ......... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana.

PELICAN, BROWN ................................... Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................+haradrius melodus.

SAN SA BA ............... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocal~halus.

REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia barred paucimaculata.
SHACKELFORD ........ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocaphalus.
SHELBY .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaius.
SOMERVELL ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
STARR ...................... BIRDS ..................... TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
STERLING ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
TARRANT .................. BIRDS ..................... PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haredrius melodus.
THROCKMORTON ... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

TOM GREEN ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~rialus.
REPTILES ............... SNAKE, CONCHO WATER ..................... Nerodia harten paucirnaculata.

TRAVIS ..................... AMPHIBIANS .......... SALAMANDER, BARTON SPRINGS ....... EURYCEA SOSORUM.
BIRDS ..................... CRANE. WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

TRINITY ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocel~l~alus.
TYLER ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocapr~alus.
UPSHUR ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
UVALDE .................... PLANTS .................. SNOWBELLS, TEXAS ..............................Styrax texana.
VAL VERDE .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~halus.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

PLANTS .................. SNOWBELLS. TEXAS ..............................Styrax texana.
VICTORIA ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus.
PELICAN. BROWN ...................................Pelicanus oc¢~dentalis.

WALKER ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!~halus.
WALLER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepnalus.
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WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus amencana.
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, NAVASOTA ............. Spiranthas parksii.
WEBB ........................ BIRDS ..................... TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
WHARTON ................ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus.
WHEELER ................. BIRDS .................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

WICHITA ................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAS’r).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
WILBARGER ............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.

TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.
LEAST).

TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.
LEAST.

WlLLACY ................... BIRDS ..................... CURLEW, ESKIMO ..................................Numenius borealis.
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis.
PLOVER, PIPING .....................................÷haradrius melodus.

REPTILES ............... TURTLE, GREEN SEA ............................. Chelonia mydas.
TURTLE, HAWKSBILL SEA ..................... Eretmochelys imbricata.
TURTLE, KEMP’S (ATLANTIC) RIDLEY Lepidochelys kempii.

SE.
TURTLE, LEATHERBACK SEA ............... Dermochelys coriacea.
TURTLE, LOGGERHEAD SEA ................ Caretta caretta.

WlLLIAMSON ............ BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
WILSON .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
WISE ......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
YOUNG ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana.
ZAPATA .................... BIRDS ..................... TERN,    INTERIOR (POPULATION Sterna antillarum.

LEAST).
TERN, INTERIOR (POPULATION) Sterna antillarum.

LEAST.
UTAH

BEAVER .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, RYDBERG ........................ ASTRAGALUS PERIANUS ......................

BOX ELDER .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
FISHES ................... TROUT, LAHONTAN CUTTHROAT ........ Salmo cta~i henshawi .............................. IR

CACHE ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................
CARBON ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila elegans ..............................................IR
CHUB, HUMPBACK .................................Gila cypha .................................................IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

DAGGETT ................. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................
EAGLE, BALD ..........................................~aliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilu$ lucius .................................
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. IR
DAVIS ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
DUCHESNE .............. BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ...............................Grus americana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Sl~ranthes diluvialis .................................. IR

EMERY ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Hatiaeetus leucocephalus .........................
FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila elegans ..............................................IR

CHUB, HUMPBACK .................................Gila cypha .................................................IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius .................................
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS .........................

PLANTS .................. CYCLADENIA, JONES ............................. Cycladenia humilis vat. Ionesii .................
GARFIELD ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus .........................

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL ....................................Gila elegans ..............................................iR
CHUB, HUMPBACK .................................Gila cypha .................................................
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SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Pb/chocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. BuI"rERCUP, AUTUMN .......................... Ranunculus ecdformis vat. aestiva .......... IR
CYCLADENIA, JONES ............................. Cycladenia humilis var. jonesii ................. IR
LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis ..................................
MILK-VETCH, RYDBERG ........................ ASTRAGALUS PERIANUS ...................... IR

GRAND ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana ........................................
EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONY’rAIL .................................... Gila elegans .............................................. IR
CHUB, HUMPBACK ................................. Gila cypha ................................................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptycho~heilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. CYCLADENIA, JONES ............................. Cycladenia humilis var. jonesii ................. IR
!RON ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, RYDBERG ........................ ASTRAGALUS PERIANUS ...................... IR
JUAB ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucoceph~lus ......................... IR
KANE ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONY’rAIL .................................... Gila elegans .............................................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. CYCLADENIA, JONES ............................. Cycl~denia humilis var. jonesii ................. IR
SNAILS ................... AMBERSNAIL, KANAB ............................ OXYLOMA HAYDENI KANABENSlS .......

MILLARD ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
MORGAN .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... H~Jiaeetus leucocephalus .........................
PlUTE ........................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Hali~eetus leucocephalus ......................... tR

PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, RYDBERG ........................ ASTRAGALUS PERIANUS ......................
RICH .......................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus americana ........................................

EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leuco~eDhaJus ......................... IR
SALT LAKE ............... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leu¢ocephalus ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis ..................................
SAN JUAN ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocepr~alus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL .................................... Gila elegans .............................................. IR
CHUB, HUMPBACK ................................. Gila cypha ................................................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Ptychocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. SEDGE, NAVAJO ..................................... Carex specui¢ola ...................................... IR
SANPETE .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leuco~1)halus ......................... IR
SEVIER ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, RYDBERG ........................ ASTRAGALUS PERIANUS ...................... IR
SUMMIT .................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus ~meticana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
TOOELE .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spimnthes diluvialis .................................. IR
UINTAH ..................... BIRDS ..................... CRANE, WHOOPING ............................... Grus ~nericana ........................................ IR

EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliseetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR
FISHES ................... CHUB, BONY’FAIL .................................... Gila elegans .............................................. IR

CHUB, HUMPBACK ................................. Gila cypha ................................................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... I~ychocheilus lucius ................................. IR
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. IR
UTAH ......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leu¢ocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... SUCKER, JUNE ....................................... Chasmistes liorus ..................................... IR
PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. IR

WASATCH ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR

FISHES ................... CHUB, VIRGIN RIVER ............................. Gila robusta seminuda .............................. IR
WOUNDFIN .............................................. Plagopterus argentissimus ....................... IR

WAYNE ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucoceptlalus .........................
FISHES ................... CHUB, BONYTAIL .................................... Gila elegans ..............................................

CHUB, HUMPBACK ................................. Gila cypha ................................................. IR
SQUAWFISH, COLORADO ..................... Plychocheilus lucius .................................
SUCKER, RAZORBACK .......................... XYRAUCHEN TEXANUS ......................... IR

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Sl)iranthes diluvialis .................................. IR
WEBER ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... ~R

PLANTS .................. LADIES’-TRESSES, UTE ......................... Spiranthes diluvialis .................................. IR
VERMONT

ADDISON .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephaJos ......................... IR,F
BENNINGTON ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
CALEDONIA .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................................... Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,F
CHITTENDEN ........... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE. BALD .......................................... Hali~eetus leucocephalus ......................... IR.F
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II. COUNTY/SPECIES L~ST~Continued
[The following list identifies federally listed or proposed U.S. species by State and County. It ha8 been updated through March 31, 1995.]

State/County Group name Inventory name Scientific name IR/FF°

ESSEX ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
FRANKLIN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
GRAND ISLE ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
LAMOILLE ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
ORANGE ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
ORLEANS ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
RUTLAND .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
WASHINGTON .......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
WlNDHAM ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F

PLANTS .................. BULRUSH, NORTHEASTERN Scirpus ancistrochaetus ............................ IR,F
(=BARBED BRIS.

WINDSOR ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,F
CLAMS .................... MUSSEL, DWARF WEDGE .....................Alasmidonta heterodon ............................. IR,F
PLANTS .................. MILK-VETCH, JESUP’S ...........................Astragalus mbbinsii var. jesuDi ................. IR,F

WASHINGTON
ADAMS ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FF
ASOTIN ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR,FF
SPRING/SUMMER).

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF
BENTON .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FF

FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF
CHELAN .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FF
CLALLAM .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR,FFCLARK ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF
PLANTS .................. HOWELLIA, WATER ................................HOWELLIA AQUATILIS ...........................IR,FF

COLUMBIA ................ FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUS TSHAWY’r’SCHA ...... IR,FF
SPRING/SUMMER.

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF
COWLITZ .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF
PLANTS .................. CHECKER-MALLOW, NELSON’S ........... SIDALCEA NELSONIANA ........................ IR,FF

DOUGLAS ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFFERRY ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD .......................:. ................. Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FF
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FF

FRANKLIN ................. BIRDS. .................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FF
FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYTSCHA ...... IR,FF

SPRING/SUMMER).
SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF

GARFIELD ................ FISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAVVYTSCHA ...... IR,FF
SPRING/SUMMER).

SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF
GRANT ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFGRAYS HARBOR ..... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR,FF
PLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY .............:.. CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRINUS IR,FF

NIVOSUS.
ISLAND ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
JEFFERSON ............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
PELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR,FFKING .......................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF

MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FF
KITSAP ...................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
KI1-FITAS ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF

MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GR!ZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FF

KLICKITAT ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF
FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FF

LEWIS ....................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FF
MURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FF
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II. COUNTY/SPECIES LiST--Continued
[’l’he following list identifies federally listed or pro!:)osed U.S. species by State and County. It has been updated through March 31, 1995.]

State/County Group name Inventory name Scientific name IR/FF*
MAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFLINCOLN ................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaestus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFMASON ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFPLANTS .................. HOWELLIA, WATER ................................HOWELLIA AQUATILIS ...........................IR,FFOKANOGAN .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR.FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFPACIFIC .................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................HaJiaestus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FFGOOSE, ALEUTIAN CANADA .................Branta canadensis leucopareia ................ IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FFPELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR,FFPLOVER, WESTERN SNOWY ............... CHARADRlUS ALEXANDRINUS IR,FF

NIVOSUS.FISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FFPEND OREILLE ........ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................HaJiaeetus leucocephalus IR,FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFPIERCE ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR.FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFSAN JUAN ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FFSKAGIT ..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocelohaJus ......................... IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFSKAMANIA ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucoce!3haJus ......................... IR,FFFISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FFSNOHOMISH ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaestus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED .......................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR.FFSPOKANE ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaestus leucocep~aJus ......................... IR,FFPLANTS ................. HOWELLIA, WATER ................................HOWELLIA AQUATILIS ...........................IR.FFSTEVENS .................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocepl~aJus ......................... IR,FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFTHURSTON .............. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaestus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FFPLANTS .................. HOWELLIA, WATER ................................HOWELLIA AQUATILIS ...........................IR,FFWAHKIAKUM ............ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FFPELICAN, BROWN ...................................Pelicanus occidentalis .............................. IR,FFWALLA WALLA ......... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephatus ......................... IR,FFFISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWY-I’SCHA IR,FFSPRING/SUMMER.    - ......
SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ...................... IR,FFWHATCOM ................ BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... IR,FFMURRELET, MARBLED ........................... BRACHYRAMPHUS MARMORATUS ...... IR,FFFISHES ................... SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FFWHITMAN ................. BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephaJus ......................... tR,FFFISHES ................... SALMON, CHINOOK (SNAKE RIVER ONCORHYNCHUSTSHAWYT’SCHA ...... IR,FFSPRING/SUMMER).
SALMON, SNAKE RIVER SOCKEYE ...... ONCORHYNCHUS NERKA ..................... IR,FFYAKIMA..................... BIRDS ..................... EAGLE, BALD ..........................................Haliaeetus leucocephalus ......................... IR,FFMAMMALS .............. BEAR, GRIZZLY .......................................Ursus arctos (=U.a. horribilis) ................... IR,FF

"Pe,~it is being issued for these areas only: IR=Federal Indian Reservations, FF=Federal Facilities.

[FR Doc. 95-23257 Filed 9-28-95; 8:45 am]
BILUNG CODE 86e0-E0-P

~r U,S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1995 -401 - 862 I 40429
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hearing impairments can call DEQ’s TDD number at (503) 229-6993.

Prepared by:
Sheree Stewart

Oregon Department of Fnvironmental Ouality
and

Dennis Nelson

Oregon Health Division

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Water Quality Division

811 SW Sixth Avenue
.~
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~11Telephone: (503) 229-5279

&
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"NOTICE"
This guidance applies to the voluntary development of wellhead proteetion plans in
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Oregon. It is intended solely as guidance for local jurisdictions and state officials
implementing and certifying individual wellhead protection plans. Compliance with or
use of these guidelines does not waive requirements from any other rules or statutes in
Oregon.

Provided resources are available, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
and Oregon Health Division will update this Guidance Manual in approximately two
years (or earlier if necessary). We are always open to suggestions for changes or
improvements to the document. Feel free to contact us:

Regarding: Oregon’s Wellhead Protection Program or this Guidance Manual

Sheree Stewart Oregon DEQ (503-229-5413)

Regarding: Delineation, New Wells

Dennis Nelson Oregon Health Division (503- 731-4010)

Regarding: Contingency Plans
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Table 3-2: Potential Sources of Groundwater Contaminants (Return to: Chapter 3 - Step 1 ¯ Chapter 3 - Step 4) or Use Your
Browser’s Back Arrow to Return to Document

Source Groundwater Contaminants1,2,3

Commercial/Industrial

iWaste oils; solvents; acids; paints; automotive wastes4; miscellaneous
Automobile    i Body Shops/Repair Shops ’

........... ii .......................... !cutting oils.

Car Washes iSoaps; detergents; waxes; miscellaneous chemicals" hydrocarbons.

iDiesel fuels; oil; septage from boat waste disposal area; wood
Boat Services/Repair/Refinishing ipreservative and treatment chemicals; paints; waxes; varnishes;

iautomotive wastes4.

Cement/Concrete Plants ’iDiesel fuels; solvents; oils; miscellaneous wastes.

Dry Cleaners ichemicals (trichloroethane, methylchloroform, ammonia, peroxides,
ihydrochloric acid, rust removers, amyl acetate)

iCyanides; metal sludges; caustic (chromic acid); solvents; oils; alkalis;
iacids; paints and paint sludges; calcium fluoride sludges; methylene

Electrical/Electronic Manufacturing ichloride; perchloroethylene; trichloroethane; acetone; methanol; toluene;
IPCBs.

.................................................................................... i~a-~t~’;’il"i solven-----~-g-~e~"~i~g~i-~ue-i~mm v-~i~e~’~i~-~’~
Fleet/Trucking/Bus l’errnlnals !tanks fuel oil other automotive wastes4.

............ F°Fd Processing ....... iamm°n!~a) e~ylen~ .g!.y~l; .......................................................................................

........................................................................................................ .......
Funeral Services/Graveyards          i .        ’         . ’o        ’       ’       ’

igamen matntenance chemicals

Furniture Repair/Manufacturing isealan’ts ’ ’ ’

iHazardous chemical products in inventories; heating oil and fork lift fuel
Hardware/Lumber/Parts Stores .ifr°m storage tanks; wood-staining and treating products such as creosote; ii

ipaints; thinners; lacquers; varnishes.

. iSolvents; paints; glues and other adhesives; waste insulation; lacquers;
Home Manufactunng~ ’ itars; sealants; epoxy wastes; miscellaneous chemical wastes.

!Automotive wastes4 PCB contaminated wastes any wastes from
Junk/Scrap/Salvage Yards           i         ,       ’      _                ’

businesses° and households~; oils; lead.

iSolvents; metals; miscellaneous organics; sludges; oily metal shavings;
Machine Shops                lubricant and cutting oils; degreasers (tetrachloroethylene); metal

................................................................... !rna~k!ng flu!ds; .rn01d?[~!~.a~..~g~}ts: ...............................................................

iX-ray developers and 8fixers ; infectious wastes; radiological wastes;
Medical/Vet Offices ibiological wastes; disinfectants; asbestos; beryllium; dental acids;

imiscellaneous chemicals.
.

Sodium and hydrogen cyanide metalhc salts" hydrochloric acid sulfuric
Metal Platin            g/F-inishing/Fabricating     i~acid ....... chromic acid" boric acid paint wastes" heavy metals plating wastes"

oils solvents
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Mines/Gravel Pits imineralized waters; metal sulfides; metals; acids; minerals sulfides; other

!Building wastes6" lawn and garden maintenance chemicals~:’~’~
tJiilce ~un~llngs/t~omplexes                                   ’                                                  ,

imotor oil.

Parking Lots/Malls (> 50 spaces) (H)    iHydrocarbons’ ........................................................
................................... ~ , vy g .

,,~-~ ~--~. ~..~ .~ "il~i(~i~adges; silve~ ~iudgls[;~anid;S:misliiianeous sludges~solvents~. "
rno[o r’rocessmg/l-’rmtmg : ’ ’ ¯

iinks; dyes; oils; photographic chemicals.

iSolvents; oils; miscellaneous organic and inorganics (phenols re~ins)
~ . .... ~ , ipaint wastes; cyanides; acids; alkalis; wastewater treatment sludges;
mast~csz~yntlaetms ~roaucers icellulose esters; surfacant; glycols" phenols" formaldehyde’ peroxides;

ietc.

~X-ray developers and fixers ; mfecttous wastes’ radmlogtcal wastes;
ibiological wastes disinfectants asbestos beryllium’ solvents infectious

ResearchLaboratones i ~ -, , ’, ~" ~ ~ ’, - ’ ."
imatenats; arugs; ms~ectants; tquaternary anamoma, nexacmoropnene,
iperoxides, chlornexade, bleach); miscellaneous chemicals.

iAutomobile wastes4; gasoline and diesel fuel from vehicles and storage
RV/Mini Storage

itanks

........................ ........................: ................................................’ .....................................................................................................................................................ood Preserv~ng/Treahng i Wood preservatives: creosote, pentachlorophenol arsenic" heavy metals.
""’" .......... "’" .......... ........... ’-:-=.---- ....... :.....:---. ........... .... - ................... - ~ ........... ? ..................::..’...v. .: :. "

ichemicalsg; organic sludges; sodium hydroxide; chlorine; hypochlorite;
"Wood!Pulp/Paper Processing and Mills ichlorine dioxide; hydrogen peroxide; treated wood residue (copper
iquinolate, mercury, sodium bazide); methanol; paint sludges; solvents;
icreosote; coating and glmng wastes.

Agricultural/Rural

Livestock sewage wastes; nitrates; phosphates; coliform and noncoliform
Auction Lots/Boarding Stables

ibacteria; giardia, viruses; total dissolved solids.

¯ iLivestock s~age ~i~’~’; nitr~i"~i~os~i~’~i~;"~i~i~’~i’~i~i"~i~i~’~l sprays
iand dips for controlling insect, bacterial, viral and fungal pests on

Confined Animal Feeding Operations ilivestocks; coliform1° and noncoliform bacteria; viruses; giardia; total
idissolved solids

Farm Machinery Repaxr iAutomottve wastes ; welding wastes.

iPest~mdes~ 1; t~rtilizerst2; nitrates; phosphates potassium (can be
Crops - Irrigated and Nonirrigated

iworsened by over-watering).

iNitrates" Livestock sewage wastes" salts ~esticides~1 fertilizerst7"
Lagoons/Liqmd Wastes i ’ ~ .....

ibacteria.

Pesticides 1 t; fertilizersl2; petroleum residues.Areas

........ Machine shops Automotive wastes4’ welding wastes solvents metals;
Nural t~omesteaus = Kurat i , . ,. , ’ ’ ’

isuormants; stuages.

iSeptic systems: Septage; coliform~° and noncoliform bacteria; viruses;
initrates; heavy metals; synthetic detergents; cooking and motor oils;
ibleach;, pesticides;5,13 paints; paint thinner; photographic chemicals;
iswimming pool chemi-cals;14 septic tank/cesspool cleaner chemicals;15

ielevated levels of chloride, sulfate, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and
iphosphate.

Residential/Municipal
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Airports (Maintenance/Fueling Areas)
iheating oil; building wastes

iSwimming pool maintenance chemicals
¯ . igarden maintenance and cockroach, termite, ant, rodent, and other pest

Apartments and Condomlmums control

............................... !hazardous wastes.

iSeptage; gas°line; diesel fuel fr°m b°ats; pesticides f°r c°ntr°lling

Camp Grounds/RV Parks imosquitoes, ants, ticks, gypsy moths, and other pests11,13; household

Drinking Water Treatment Plants iTreatment chemicals; pesticides

......................... F![~ ~tatipns ........................

iFertilizersl~; herbicides 1 ~; pesticides for controlling mosquitoes, ticks,
Golf Courses

..................... iants gYPSY m~t~[~ ~nd o~r.P~}[~.: .............................................

iHousehold hazardous wastesT: Household cleaners; oven cleaners; drain
]cleaners; toilet cleaners; disinfectants; metal polishes; jewelry cleaners;
ishoe polishes; synthetic detergents; bleach; laundry soil and stain
iremovers; spot removers and dry cleaning fluid; solvents; lye or caustic

Housing isoda; household pesticides;13 photo chemical; paints; varnishes; stains;
idyes; wood preservatives (creosote); paint and lacquer thinners; paint andil
ivarnish removers and deglossers; paint brush cleaners; floor and furniture i
¯istrippers.

iMechanical repair and other maintenance products: Automotive wastes;4

iwaste oils; diesel fuel; kerosene; #2 heating oil; grease; degreasers for
idriveways and garages; metal degreasers; asphalt and roofing tar: tar
iremovers; lubricants; rustproo/Ers; car wash detergents; car waxes and

.................... iPO!ishes ro~k salti ~ffigera~S" ......................

ilawn and garden maintenance5 (can be worsened by over-watering).

:iSwimming pools: Swimming pool maintenance chemicals1 .

. imicrobi°l°gica! c~n}}~K}!}}~{}.t~: ....................................................................

.............................. iLeach~te; organic an~ inorgani-’----’~ chemical contaminants; wast~ fro---~
Landfills/Dumps : 7 6ihouseholds and businesses ; nitrates; oils metals; solvents; sludge.

Motor Pools
:Automotive wastes4: solvents; wast~ oils; hydrocarbons from.storage

Parks ~.~ iFertilizersl2; herbicidesS; insecticidesll,

iDiesel fuel; herbicides tbr rights-of-way1
Railroad Yards/Maintenance/Fueling Areas

iwood ties; solvents; paints; waste oils.

Schools itanks; general building wastes6; pesticides1 L~3.

iSeptage; cotiform10 and noncoliforrn bacteria; viruses; nitrates; heavy
~metals" synthetic detergents; cooking and motor oils; bleach;
ipesticidesS,13; paints; paint thinner; photographic chemicals; swimming

Septic Systems

ilevels of chloride, sulfate, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and
iphosphate; other household hazardous wastes7.

iPCBs from transformers and capacitors; oils; solvents; sludges; acid
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Utility Stations/Maintenance Areas isolution; metal plating solutions (chromium, nickel, cadmium);

!~
iherbicides from utility rights-of-way.                                                         .

!
Waste Transfer/Recycling Stations iResidential and commercial solid waste residues.

~i iMunicipal wastewater; sludge16; treatment chemicals17; nitrates; heavy
~

Wastewater
:~ ~metals; cohform ana noncomorm oactena; nonnazaraous wastes .

[ Miscellaneous

’ Above Ground Storage Tanks iHeating oil diesel fuel gasoline" other chemicals

I C0nstructi;n)D--~~~ ..................

i
Heating, and A~r Condit~omng Painting, PaperiSolvents; asbestos; paints; glues and other adhesives; waste insulation;
Hanging, Decorating, Drywall and Plastering,ilacquers; tars; sealants; epoxy waste; miscellaneous chemical wastes;

Acoustical Insulation Carpentry, Flooring, iexplosives.
[ Roofing, and Sheet Metal etc.)

! iLeachate; organic and inorganic chemicals; waste from households7; and
i Historic Waste Dumps/Landfills

businessesr; nitrates; oils; heavy metals; solvents.

i iStorm water runoff3; spilled liquids; used oils; antifreeze; gasoline;
[ Injection Wells/Drywells/Sumps isolvents; other petroleum products; pesticides1

iother substances.

!Wide variety of hazardous and nonhazardous wastes depending on the
Military Installations inature of the facility and operation3,9; diesel fuels; jet fuels; solvents;

.................................................................................. ................
iDirectly related to surface water quality in the stream, lake, or river which i

Surface Water - Stream/Lakes/Rivers       iis recharging groundwater.

Herbicides in highway right-of-way11,5; road salt (sodium and calcium
!chloride); road salt, anticaking additives (ferric ferrocyanide, sodium

Transportation Corridors
iferrocyanide); road salt anticorrosives (phosphate and chromate);
i automotive wastes4; fertilizers.

Underground Storage Tanks !Diesel fuel; gasoline; heating oil; other chemical and petroleum products.

[ Wells Unsealed or Abandoned Welis and Test :iStonn water runoff ; solvents; nitrates; septic tanks; hyarocarbons;

i ’       Holes      ’     iwide variety of other substances.
[ 1 In general, groundwater contamination stems from the misuse and improper disposal of liquid and solid wastes; ~the illegal
idumping or abandonment of household, commercial, or industrial chemicals; the accidental spilling of chemicals from trucks,
Irailways, aircraft, handling facilities, and storage tanks; or the improper siting, design, construction, operation, or
imaintenance of agricultural, residential, municipal, commercial, and industrial drinking water wells and liquid arid solid waste i
Idisposal I:acilities. Contaminants also can stem from atmospheric pollutants, such as airborne sulfur and nitrogen compounds,
[which are created by smoke, flue dust, aerosols, and automobile emissions, fall as acid rain, and percolate through the soil.

I When the sources list in this table are used and managed properly, groundwater contamination is not likely to occur.

i~ Contaminants can reach groundwater from activities occurring on the land surface, such as industrial waste storage; from
!sources below the land surface but above the water table, such as septic systems; from structures beneath the water table,
Isuch as wells; or from contaminated recharge water.

13 This table lists the most common wastes, but not all potential wastes. For example, it is not possible to list all potential
icontaminants contained in storm water runoff or from military installations.

!4 Automobile wastes can include gasoline; antifreeze; automatic transmission fluid; battery acid; engine and radiator flushes;

iengine and metal degreasers; hydraulic (brake) fluid; and motor oils.
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15 Common pesticides used for lawn and garden maintenance (i.e., weed killers, and mite, grub, and aphid controls) include
tsuch chemicals as 2,4-D; chlorpyrifos; diazinon; benomyl; captan; dicofol; and methoxychlor.

i6 Common wastes from public and commercial buildings include automotive wastes; and residues from cleaning products that
!may contain chemicals such a xylenols, glycol esters, isopropanol, 1,1,1,-trichloroethane, sulfonates, chlorinated phenols, and;
icresols.

It 7 Household hazardous wastes are common household products which contain a wide variety of toxic or hazardous
Icomponents (see also Appendix F: Household Waste Fact Sheet).

8 X-ray developers and fixers may contain reclaimable :silver, glutaldehyde, hydroquinone, potassium bromide, sodium sulfite,il
sodium carbonate, thiosulfates, and potassium alum.

9 The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) defines a hazardous waste as a solid waste that may cause an

increase in mortality or serious illness or pose a substantial threat to human health and the environment when improperly
~ treated stored transported disposed of or otherwise managed. A waste is hazardous if it exhibits characteristics of
iignitability corrosivity, reactivity, and/or toxicity. Not covered by RCRA regulations are domestic sewage; irrigation waters
:ior industrial discharges allowed by the Clean WaterAct; certain nuclear and mining wastes; household wastes; agricultural
iwastes (excluding some pesticides); and small quantity hazardous wastes (i.e., less than 220 pounds per month) generated by
[businesses.

Coliform bacteria can indicate the presence of pathogenic (disease-causing) microorganisms that may be transmitted in
human feces. Diseases such as typhoid fever, hepatitis, diarrhea, and dysentery can result from sewage contamination of water

Isupplies.

!11 Pesticides include herbicides, insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides and avicides. EPA has registered approximately 50,000ii

Idifferent pesticide products for use in the United States. Many are highly toxic and quite mobile in the subsurface. An EPA
survey found that the most common pesticides found in drinking water wells were DCPA (dacthal) and atrazine, which EPA

Iclassifies as moderately toxic (class 3) and slightly toxic (class 4) materials respectively.

~lt2 The EPA Nati°nal Pesticides SurveY f°und that the use °f fertilizers c°rrelates t° nitrate c°ntaminati°n °f gr°undwater’
supplies.

13 Common household pesticides lbr controlling pests such as ants, termites, bees wasps flies cockroaches silverfish mites,ii

Itlcks, fleas, worms, rates, and mice can contain active ingredients include naphthalene, phosphorus, xylene, chloroform, heavyii
.metals, chlorinated hydrocarbons, arsenic strychnine, kerosene, nitrosamines and dioxin.

i 14 Swimming pool chemicals can contain free and combined chlorine; bromine; iodine; mercury-based, copper-based, and

quaternary algaecides; cyanuric acid; calcium or sodium hypochlorite; muriatic acid; sodium carbonate.

1115 Septic tank/cesspool cleaners include synthetic organic chemicals such as 1,1,1 ,-trichloroethane, tetrachloroethylene,
carbon tetrachlorine, and methylene chloride.

i 16 Muncipal wastewater treatment sludge can contain organic matter, nitrates; inorganic salts, heavy metals; coliform and

inoncohform bacteria; and viruses.

Municipal wastewater treatment chemicals include calcium oxide; alum; activated alum, cabon, and silics; polymers; ion17

iexhcange:..... resins:, sodium hydroxide:.         . chlorine; ozone; and c0rr0si~n.!nhibi}9~~: ........................................i~

iSource:i

iAdapted from EPA (1993); Supplemented with Oregon DEQ database information.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to National Pollutant ~ E~hnination System (NPDE$) ~tormw~ter
regulations, many mu~’cipalitie~ and indi~l f~liti~ have irtv~ted sign~ca_nt time, money, a~d
manpower towards ~tormwgter monitor~g. Traditio~y, the fo~t~ of the~ effort~ have been
end-of-pipe conditior~ and chemical and physical wgter quality crRe~a. However, many
stormw~ter management l~of~ior~ hgve begtm t~ que~ion the ability of traditional monitoring
to accurately describe existing conditiom in ~ceiving waters, evaluate the over~ integrity of
aquatic communities, and a~ess the degree of hnpmvement in ~ sy~.n~. Envi~nmental
indicato~ have become popular as regulators, re~oun:e protection manage~, and others look to
alternative techniques to a~es~ stormw~ter management efforts and environmental health.

Environmental indicawrs axe select parameters and indices which can be used to cha~cterize
overall conditions in the receiving water and tin--de benchmarks for assessing the success of
stormwater management effort~.

This report represenu a component of a larger project call the Environmental
Indicators/Measures of Success Project, funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) under the Clean Water Act, Section 104(B)(3). The fi.,xt phase of this project, conducted
by The Center for Watershed Protection, consisted of a review of approximately 500 research
papers and studies. The results of the review were summarized in an annotated bibliography of
environmental indicator resou~es. The second phase, performed by The Renssela~e Institute,
involved soliciting stake_holder input on the selec~on of appropriate indicators and on development
of a flexible methodology for using indicators. The ~ phase of the project will focus on local
and/or state demonstration projec~ testing the use of indicators. Tl~ effort will be performed by
the Water Enx~rurunent Research Federation. Case studies will be prepared on the outcome of the
demonst~a6on projeet~.

This report is intended for municipal stormwater managers, regulatory agencies, and industrial
site managers. A framework for identif~g appropriate indicators based on reference and baseline
conditions, regional considerations, and available resources is provided (Chapter II). The
applicabiliw and usefillness of twenty-six environmental indicators for stormwater monitoring are
summarize~ in a series of Profile Sheets (Chapter III). A suggested methodology for development
of a comprehensive stormwater monitoring program, based on environmental indicators, is
prox~ded (Chapter IV). I~iy, three theoretical scenarios are presented to illustrate the potential
application of stormwater indicators in real world situations (Chapter 5). A summary of the key
findings in th~s report is presented below.

STORMWATER ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS
Enx~ronmental indicators are measurements of environmental conditions or trends in

environmental quality which can be used by managers to evaluate resource p~tection programs
and assess the general state of the environment. Environmental indicators can be viewed as
analogous to economic indicators such as housing star~, new construction gaim, and the Dow
Jones index which, although based on diverse measurements, when examined in combination, give
a general indication of improvements or downturns in the economy and the success of various
economic strategies. Similarly, environmental indicators provide a general assessment of
improvements (or downtums) in the environment and of the effectiveness (or success) of resource

E-I
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INDICATOR USeS AND ADVANTAGF~

Potential indicator usefulne~ and ~dvantagt, w~e qualitatively analyzed (Chapter III). To
complete this ~lly~is, two lists of questions were developed which ~tide some insight on the

types of questions which should be considered when developing a successful stormwater
management ~.

The usefulness analysis focused on the ability of each indicator to adequately document
stormwater impacts and/or the efl:icaey of management efforts in the following six areas:

¯ aquatic integ~ty of l~kes, mv~ms and estu~es;
¯ land use impacts;
¯ stormwate~ management progr~ns;
¯ whole w~tershed quality;
¯ industrial sites; and
¯ municipal programs.

The analysis of indicator advantages concenu-ated on the applicability of the indicators with
res ~et to the following nine ~reas:

¯ multiple geographic regions;
¯ establlshrnent of baseline conditions;
¯ wide range of stormwater applications;
¯ identification of the health or quality of an aquatic system;
¯ cost effectiveness;
¯ varying environmental and geographical conditions over a Long time period;
¯ site, subwatershed, watershed and river basin scales;
¯ acceptance and famili~ty to professiomds involved in urban runoff management~ and
¯ inexpensive, r~pid and relative easy personnel uaining.

Comparisons of the overall usefulness of each indicator category and of indicator advantages
is presented in Tables E.2 and E.3. An overall effectiveness category is included in both tables.
An indicator which recedes the highest ranking for overall effectiveness in both the Usefulness and
Advantages Mat.rices, is likely to be a very useful tool for stormwater progr~n m~u~gers.

COST ANALYSIS

Cost estimates were developed for each indicator based on data collected th~x)ugh a telephone
survey of stormwater practitioners, a literature review, the authors’ ~ence, and general industry
information (Chapter III). The cost basis for each indicator is identified in a concise format in a
series of tables in Chapter III. Whenever possible, the cost data represents a unit basis of cost per
station, per sample.
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The indicator costs axe phnning level estimates and are not all-encompassing. There axe many
different methodologies that can be used to pe~orm indicator monitoring, and implementation

program monitoring strategies.

FRAMEWORK FOR USING INDICATORS

Identification of appropriate stormwater indicato~ for monitoring programs should be
conducted within a framework based upon regional and site-specific considerations. This
framework, which acknowledges the impacts of tabanization on water msotm:es, represents
reference and baseline conditions,--regional considerations, and available resomres.

Reference conditions are used to establish a b~c.hmark for assessing existing conditions or to
measure urnclsin conditions. A aff~mce site should be selected to zt-pmsent a least or minimally
impacted condition. Ecoregions, representing regions of homogeneity in land surface, form, soils,
natural vegetation, and general land use, should be utilized in the establishment of reference sites.
A variety of reference sites can be established in each ecoregion to represent a variety of gradients,
substrates, and water body types.

Regional considerations provide a framework for the selection of appr~tniate indicators based
on specific land use. climate and local geology and geography. Stormwater indicators require
regional adaptation to be utilized in different regions of the country.

TOOLS FOR INDICATOR USE
Several "tools" can be used over a broad range of physical, chemical, and biological conditions

to measure environmental indicators induding~

¯ Watershed Simulation Modeling
¯ Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
¯ Paired Subwatershed Monitoring
¯ Comparison to Reference Conditions
¯ Photographic Records
Watershed simulation modeling has been used to assess various land uses and development

scenarios to calculate ponutant load wash off Watershed simulation modeling can also be applied
to predict changes in stormwater runoff quantity and stream ci,-y weather flow impacts caused by
changes in watershed imperviousness. Changes in peak storrnwater flows can be related to the
potential for stream channel erosion, channel widening and downcutting and related habitat
damage.

Geographic Information Systems are used to assemble and compile watenhed characteristic~
and other information into a graphical and/or tabular format for assessment of various conditions.
GIS and watershed simulation modeling can be used in combination to calculate various land
use/BMP combinations and their impacts on downstream water quality.

Paired subwate.rshed studies involve comparing the response of two physiographically similar
watersheds when subjected to ~t management practices. A control watershed is established
to account for climatic, seasonal, and other natural variations, while a treatment watershed

E-5
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CRAFTING AN INDICATOR MONITORING PROGRAM - A METHODOLOGY

Swnnwater indicator monitoring ptogrmns can be tailored to ~ddress the specific information
needs of individual mum’ciparities and industrial sites. When selected correctly, stormwater
indicators can assess the long-term effectiveness of stonnwater management programs as well as
provide required baseline data. A two-level methodology for development of stormwater
monitoring ~ was developed based on general considerations common to all monitoring
efforts (Chapter IV). TI~ methodology is presented as a flexible tool which can be adapted to a
panicular juri~iiction’s or indusuial site sit~tior~ The Level I methodology targets assessment of
baseline conditions; the Level II methodology is for assessing progl-am management efforts. The
two-level methodology for crafting a stormwater indicator monitoring program is outlined in
Figures E. I and E.2.
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SCENARIOS FOR INDICATOR U$£

The potential application of stonnwater indicau:~ in md wodd situations b illustrated in three
theo~tical ~nario~ (Chapter V). The ~uim r~ent differ regiom of t.he counuy, while
facing ~t re~xa=e management challenge. Scenario I focm~ on a moderately sized, rapidly
gz~ing mb~ muni~ in tJ~ 5outhe~t United State~. The theoretical situation involves
development of a watershed management ~ targeting non-point source control as well as
water supply protection. Level I methodology (re~mrce problem identification) and Level II
methodology (management efforts assessment) is reed to develop the comprehensive monitoring
program. The scenario abo demonstrate~ how co~s a,~iated with preparation and
implementation of the watershed management plaxt and monitoring program must be weighed
against available resources.

Scenario 2 illustrates efforts required to implement a resource restoration and protection
management strategy for an older industrial municipality in the Great Lakes region of the county.
This theoretical example identifies a five task management s~rategy, including: industrial runoff
cont.mls, residential runoff controb, combined sewe~ ov~flow (C$O) reductions, habitat and water
quality assessments and public involvement initiatives. A monitoring program is identified and
program costs are specified.

Scenario 3 illustrates management strategies for a smaller industrial lmrk located on the
Southwest United States. The theoretical situation involves an industrial pa~k which has been
identified as a significant source of non-point source pollutants being exported to a tidal estuazy.
Storm monitoring and toxicity testing have shown that dissolved metals a~ the principal pollutants
leaving the site. A management strategy employing construction of st.mctural BMPs and pollu~on
prevent.ion efforts is proposed. The costs of constzucting the BMPs, implementing the pollution
prevention efforu, and post-implementation monitoring are compared to the available budget.

All three scenarios demonsu~te the impacx of urbanization on aquatic quality and the necessity
to utilize stormwater indicators within a wate~shed-w~i~’de context. Recent studies throughout North
America and ~he_r~ have shown a consistent relationship between the impacu of urbanization
and degraded water resource quality, even with the widespread use of BMPs. The increased
frequency and magnitude of runoff and the increased pollutant load associated with urban
stormwater, can dramatically degrade critical stream systems by destroying habitat, eroding
channel bottoms and banks, and by producing an influx of toxic runoff and sediments. Storrnwater
managers must recognize this when using stormwater indicators to evaluate how effectively these
mitigation measures are working.

It is also important to implement stormwater indicator monitoring strategies on a
watershed-wide basis. At tl~ scale, managers will be able to better cLffferentiate between water
resource impacts associated with land use cl~nges, as opposed to poor performance of BMPs or
poor stormwater management program implementation.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

Stormw~ter runoff manigement h~ traditionally foa=ed on end-of-pipe conu’ols and
compliance with chemical and physical czitexii, usually ~et by Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) or state environmental protection agencies. In p~.,z, due to EPA stormwater permit
requi~v_mems, rainy municipalities and indusuies have invested significant time, money, and
manpower tow~ c~racterimtion of stormw~ter runoff and collection of chemical and physical
data for receiving streams (or w~ter bodies). Recently, however, rainy stormw~ter management
professionals have questioned the applicability and usefulness of these d~ta to accurately describe
existing conditions in the ~ w~ter, evaluate the overall integrity of the aquatic community,
and assess the ~ of impmvemem in the suv.am system (Swiedik e~ al 1994). EPA is now re-
assessing stormw~ter monitoring par~rneten and goals with an eye towaMs development of
comprehensive monitoring programs which ~ctew~ over~ conditions in the receiving w~ter
and provide benchmarks for assessing the success of stormwater management efforts.

Many municipalities and indusuies ~e required to implement monitoring and management
programs in compliance with National Pollut~m Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
stormwater regul~tions. Stonnwater indicators can be used by the municipalities and industries
as alternatives to traditional end-of-pipe monitor.rig, to assess the effectiveness of their stormwater
management programs and to focus these programs so that generally limited resources are used
effectively.

BACKGROUND

EPA identified natior=l environmental goals in the draft report =Proposed Environmental Goals
for America with Benchmarks for the Year 2005: Summa_D, (EPA 1995). These goals outline a
commitment to continued restoration of the environment (including land, air, and water
resources), enhancement of environmental resources, and full usage of the environment in ways
that ensure sustainable development.

Following the overall agency lead, the EPA Office of Water (EPA/OW) outlined its
commitment to protection and maintenance of healthy and clean wate~ and designated water
uses. In order to measure their success in attainment of th~ goal, EPA/OW, in conjunction with
other EPA, Federal, State, and tribal agencies, developed a list of environmental indicators.
Environmental indicators are measurements and indices which can be used to assess existing
environmental conditions, provide insight into general environmental trend~ over time, and
measure the effectiveness of existing environmental monitoring and management programs.
Environmental indicators are analogous to economic indicators such as housing starts, new
construction gains, and the Dow Jones index which, although based on divez~ measurements,
when examined in combination, give a general indication of improvements or downturns in the
economy and the success of various economic strategies. The environmental Lndicators will prcnride
water resource managers with insight into the state of their aquatic environment and the
effectiveness of current resource management strategies.
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STORMWATER INDICATORS

The overall thrmt of the EPA/OW effort is reduction or prevention of pollutant Ioadings and
other stressors. One of the most significant sources of pollutant loads to receisan" g waters in this
country is stormwatcr nmoff. The significance of s~ormwater pollutant.~, especially from re’ban
areas, w~ e.mm~ed in the early 1980’s a~ l~X of the National Urban Runoff Program (NURP).
In recognition of the impacts associated with stonnw~ter rtmoff, Congress requiz~l, in the 1987
amendments to the Clean Water Act, that EPA expand the NPDES p~n-am to indud~ a
stormwater component.

NPDES stotmwater regulations focus on reduction of pollutanta farm large and medium-sized
municipalities, as well as select industries. During Phase I of the NPDES stormwater program,
partidpating municipalities and industries conducted "~cterization" monitoring of stormwater
runoff. The purpose of this monitoring was to char~cte.tize the stormwater runoff farm separate
land uses (indusuial, commerdal and residential), identify significant pollutant sources (i.e., illidt
connections, outside material storage, etc.), and provide a basis for devdopment of future
monitoring and stormwater management program, as outlined in permit requirements.

A next step in amessing the effects of urban stormwater rtmoff on the environment is through
the use of comprehensive monitoring practices. The com~ approach provides information
on the health of receiving waters (as opposed to an end-of-pipe focus) and tracks improvements
in overall aquatic integrity as various management programs are implemented. Comprehemive
monitoring of all environmental parameters would be required to assess the total aquatic health
of a particular waterway, given the vast array of environmental conditions and management
practices. Since it is not practical nor cost effective to evaluate all biological, chemical, and
physical parameters, a few select environmental indicators, focusing specifically on urban
stormsvater runoff impacts, can be evaluated to tell the story of the whole system.

"Stormwater indicators" will be used to track general improvements or downturns in the overall
aquatic health of the receiving water and to assess the effectiveness of various management
practices and programs. These indicators are designed to be used by municipal stormwater
managers, regulatory agencies, or industrial site managers. EPA/OW has undertaken an effort to
develop a list of stormwater indicators and to assess the usefulness of these indicators as predictors
of effective stormwater management practices and programs.

Twenty.six stormwater indicator categories were compiled through joint work sessions with
EPA and Center for Watershed Protection staff and review of comments received from the
stakeholders group. (The stakeholders represent a cross-section of stormwater management
professionals including administrators, sdentists, and engineers.) The list of 26 indicator categories
has been reduced from an original list of 33. These indicators have been evaluated with respect
to the following considerations:

¯ Do the indicators provide an accurate representation of environmental conditions?
¯ Are they relativdy easy to use and inexpensive?
¯ Do the indicators work (in a sdentific sense) and how?
¯ What indicator or combination of indicators can be used to evaluate a stormwater

management program?
¯ VVhat aquatic uses do the indicators assess?

1-2
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Stann~a___u ; lv~l_ i,.atars

¯ How comparable are the indicators in different geographic locatiom (are they
equally effective throughout the country and equally effective in different water
bodies; Le., lakes, streams, rivers, estuazies)?

¯ At what watenhed scale are the indicators most effective (over the whole
watenhed, only in headwater meatus, or only within the ultimate receiving water)?

Although the indicaton aze ~ to foo~ on the success (or failure) of individual municipal,
jurisdictional, or industaial site efforts, comprehensive monitoring results must also be examined
in a watershed-wide context. Urban stormwater runoff represents only one Potential impact to
water systems. Other potential non-point somme impacts include agricultural runoff and
atmospheric deposition. Point sources are also of concern. Successful design and implementation
of stormwater management programs for a particular catchment, drainage area, or subwatershed
can depend upon more than implementation of effective BMPs, pollution prevention measures,
aquatic restoration strategies, and public involvement. Land use management in the larger
watershed, impl~tnentation of complementary stormwater management programs in upsu-eam
drainage areas, attention to other non-point sources of pollution, and a generaJ watershed-wide
commitment to minimize and alleviate stormwater impacts is required. Thus, a comprehensive
monitoring program may rtweal that although the selected stormwater management strategies are
effective on a subwatershed scale, the overall aquatic environment may continue to degrade due
to upstream influences not within the judsdiction’s controL Conversely, monitoring results may
indicate that only limited additional measures axe required because watershed-wide growth
management controls have been implemented.

REPORT OUTLINE

This report presents the results of the review of stormwater indicators, their applicability, and
their usefulness for measuring the success of stormwater management programs. Developed for
use by. municipal stormwater managers, regulatory agencies, and industrial site managers, this
report provides a framework for identifying appropriate indicators based on reference and baseline
conditions, regional considerations, and available re-souses (Chapter II). Profile sheets which
describe the various stormwater indicators; summarize application, advantages and disadvantages,
and costs; and provide briefcase studies and method references are presented in Chapter III. Draft
versions of the profile sheets were previously published as Environmental Indicators to Assess the
Effectiveness of Mtmieipal and Industrial Stormwater Control Pro_~rams (Claytor, IL and R. Ohrel
1995a). The profile sheeta have been revised to reflect stakeholder comments. Also presented in
this report is a suggested methodology (decision matrix) for development of comprehensive
monitoring programs based on stormwater indicators (Chapter IV). Lastly, three scenarios are
presented to illuswate and furthe~ examine the potential benefits associated with use of stormwater
indicators (Chapter V).

This study is part of a larger project called the Storm Water Program-Environmental
Indicators/Measures of Success Project. The first phase of this effort, Step I: Research and
Information Gathering, focussed on compilation and review of currently used indicators and
development of a methodology for applying these indicators. An annotated bibliography of
environmental indicators was developed and is presented in the An~totated Biblio_~aphy of
Environmental Indicators to Assess the Effectiveness of Municival and Industrial St0rmwater
Control P _ro~ams (Glaytor, R. and R. Ohrel 1995b). ~ mlx)rt presents the stormwater indicators
and describes a methodology implementation.
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CHAPTER II FRAMEWORK FOR USING INDICATORS
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St~m~,attr Indicators Fmm~mm~_f!." Usin~ Indi~t.ar~

Another significant hurdle for program manage~ wil] be to identify, or more accurately, to
eliminate confounding soun~ influencing wa=r body healti~ ~ i~ nece~axy to be able to target
control strategies for particul~ rzmzces of pollutants. While some indicato~ will be useful for
documenting that there are problems with water body health, a more ~ignificant value should be
in the identification of pollutant sources and asr~aing whether or not management pmctice~ are
working. It i~ important to recognize that indicators will be of limited value ff there are multiple
sources of pollutants influencing water body health. Non-point source pollution, by definition, is
coming from locations and activities which are not easily identiE~ble.

In order to establ~h environmental indicato~ as effective toola to adclxe~ th~ dif~cult problem,
it is fit~ usefu/to understand the typical pollufon soun:es and pathways affecting water quality.
Several non-point sources affec~g w~ter quality in urban areas are identified in Table 2.1, below.

TAI~L~ 2.

’TYPICAL NON-POINT SOLrRC]~ PA~AYS AND POILU’rANTS

ACTIVITY           POLLUTANT PATHWAY     PRINCIPLI~ POLLUTANTS

Agricultural runoff           Runoff and leachate          Nuu-ient~

Pes~icide~erbicides

Aunospheric deposit.ion Fal/out of polluh~nts in
rainfall and dry deposition

Combined sewage overflowsPiped dLrectty in drainage Pathoger,s (bacr~a)
and saaitaLy sewage system Metals
OVerlClow$

Urban stormwater runoff Drainage network Whole host of
"conventional polhtants"

Forestry Overland runoff Sediment
Septic discharges Leachate through ground Bacteria

water

Boating activities Direct discharge Hymns
Oi!/grease
Metah

Resuspension of previously Thermal turn.over Phosphorus release
settled soLids Bottom feeding ~h activity    Metals

Microbial activity Other pollutants bound to
sediments

To be effec’dve, a monitoring program must be set up to isolate these confounding sources. For
example, it is difficult to evaluate and analyze the confounding sources of larger rivers which flow
through urban areas, ff they first flow though large agricultural areas and/or other varied land uses.
Similarly, it is difficult to assess the contribution of urban nmoff for large drainage areas to larger
lakes and estuaries which receive input from several sources. Therefore, a monitoring program
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TOOLS FOR INDICATOR USE

As has been discussed, one goal of ~ environmental indicator project is to recommend and
analyze a group of indirect m~ent~ of envi~nmental conditior~ to assess water body health
and stormwater management practice and progtmn effectisamess. Dining the course of this project,
the "indicators" used to measure environmental conditions have evolved. Several topics were
originally categorized as Whole Watershed Indicators which were initially envisioned as
measurements of ~nahole watershed" health. These included watershed simulation modeFmg,
watershed geographic information systems (GIS), comparison to reka~nce watenheds, paired
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Not discussed are tools used to measure specific indicators, such as the Index of Biotic Integrity
to measure fish assemblages (Karr et al. 1986). These specific tools are reviewed and discussed
for each relevant indicator topic, in Chapter III - "Environmental Indicator Profile Sheets."

Watershed Simulation M~leling and Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Watershed simulation modeling is a tool that can be used to characterize pollutant constituent

load wash-off from various land surfaces, or to estimate the hydrologic and hydraulic affects upon
receiving waters. Several computer models have been developed to assess the quafity and quantity
Of stormwater runoff. These models must usually be calibrated to properly estimate watershed
responses to various land use development patterns. Geographic information systems (GIS) are
tools that can be used to compile watenhed characteristics in a graphic and tabular format for use
in examining the effect~ of various land use/land cover conditions.

Recent efforts to combine the capabilities ofwater quality/quantity simulation models with GIS
have yielded powerful new tools for watershed analysis. The pollutant load estimation, tramport,
and flow rate computational capabilities of simulation models complement the database and
spatial graphic capabilities of GIS. Combined, these tools provide a quick and etilcient method to
assess different watershed development scenarios and their impacts on receiving water quality.
GIS is used to compile watershed parameters such as land use/land cove~, mih, vegetative cover,
drainage networks, topography, hydrologic data, watershed, and polltical boundaries. This data
is linked spatiafly using the graphic capabilities of the software, and/or tabularly using database
capabilities. In addition, GIS can compile data on pollutant soun:es such as on-site sewage disposal
~systems (OSDS), nutrient cont~ibutiom for ag~cultural land uses, BMP effectiveness, and sediment
loading.

The GIS/simulation model combination can be used to calculate pollutant loads and flow rates
for various locations within the watenhed. Different management strategies or land use scenarios
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HSPF: Hydrologic Simulation Program-Fortran. Bamwell, T.O. and R. Johanson. 1981.

HSPF: A Comprehensive Package for Simulation of Water Hydrology and Water
Quality, Nonpoint Pollution Control: Tools and Techniques for the Future.
Interstate Commission on the Potomac River Basin.

ANSWERS Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed Environmentrd Response Simulation. Beasley,
D. and Huggins, L. 1982.

ANSWERS: Users Manual (EPA-905/9-82-O01). Environmental Protection
Agency Great Lakes National Program Office.

SLAMM Source Loading and Management Model (SLAMM), A Water Quality Management
Planning Model for Urban Stormwater Runoff, Volume 1: Model Development and
Summary. Pitt, R. 199"1.

SWMM: Storm Water Management Model, Version 4: User’s Manual (EPA/600/3-88/001,
NTIS PB88-23664 l/AS. Environmental Protection Agency. 1988.

ARC/INFO Understanding GIS, The Arc/Info Method. Environmental Systems Research
Institute, Inc. 1990.

Paired Subwatershed Monitoring and Comparison to Reference Conditions
The use of paired watershed studies and comparison to reference conditions is becoming an

increasingly important tool for watershed research and monitoring. The paired watershed study
approach involves comparing the response of two watersheds when subjected to different
management practices (Chusen and Spooner 1993). The approach requires two physiographically
similar ~vatersheds which ~ treated identically over a calibration period to establish a quantifiable
relatiomlfip between the paired data. Then one watershed, the "treatment watershed," is actively
subjected to management swategies. The other (control) watershed continues to be exposed to the
same conditions as during the calibration period. The control watershed accounts for climatic,
seasonal, and other natural variations, While the treatment watershed measures the affects of
implementation of the management programs. The same process can also be used to measure
impacts a~sociated with the lack of management or to reflect the impacts of developing watersheds.

The comparison to reference conditions involves the same approach, except a reference
watershed or water body, judged to be in a natural or a "least impacted" condition, serves as the
control area. Responses to management strategies or impacts from land use changes are compared
with dae best attainable condition (as represented by the reference condition). The reference
condition may be an isolated site or may encompass an entire subwatemhed. This minimally
impacted site should be .sdected to be as ,typical of the natural ecoregion condition as possible.
Hughes (1989) recommends the following selection criteria for ecoregional reference sites:
¯ Minimal impacts from stressors, common elsewhere in the ecoregion
¯ Within dose proximity to biological refuge areas
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* Few naVaral or man made barriers to migration
, Water body, channel type, and basin size typical of ecoregion
. Contaim data of historical conditions

The reference site may be hard to initially select, since the habitat and biological characteristics
should be based on the aquatic life uses to be analyzed in the study wateashed or site. ~
reference site may be representative of the best attainable conditions of a particular wateashed or
may be part of a regional refet~ce station system to evaluate conditions on a larger scale (Pla_6dn
et al. 1989).

Comparison between paired watersheds can be used as an assessment tool to estiraate a wide
range of biological, physical, and chemical environmental conditions. An example might include
comparing flooding frequencies between two watersheds. As one watershed ~ences
development, growth in the control watershed remains reasonably constant. The frequency of
flood events can b~ documented for each watershed over a period of time and then compared to
assess the impact of urbanization. An important component to this analysis ia establishing the
control condition through a calibration process. A variation of this type of study was reported by
Weiss, in a paper entitled "Effects of Urbanization on Peak Stteamflows in Four Connecticut
Communities, 1980-84" (Weiss 1990).

Photographic Records
Another tool which is not technical in nature, but may provide valuable information, is a simple

photographic or video record. Photographs can be used to document many types of indicators,
but perhaps most effectively, they can be used to record physical conditions. Examples include:
flood damage, channel erosion and sediment deposition, trash and debris accumulation, visible
water clarity impairment, and habitat loss (both instream and riparian cover).

Photographic or video records are easy to do, require little special training, are inexpensive, and
are easily understood by a wide audience. Photographs are particularly useful in documenting
changing conditions over time. Application of digital camera technology can be particularly
effective in lixfldng photographic evidence of aquatic conditions at specific sites directly to a GIS
watershed map. Photographs can be combined with other tools, such as watershed models, to
document the complete conditions of a waterbody.

Photographs can sometimes be misleading, usually implying an un-impacted status. For
instance, a water body can appear very dean, have plentiful habitat cover and other appearances
of physical quality, but contain a degraded biological community due to severe water chemistW
contamination. It should be emphasized that this tool is most valuable as a supporting role, and
not as a stand alone measurement of a particular indicator topic.
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CHAPT~ III S TORMWA TER INDICATOR PR OHI~ SHEETS

OVERVIEW

The twenty-six envh-onmental indicators for stormw~ter monitoring are organized into six
categories rqm~mting both u-~ditioml monitoring practices such ~-, water quality monitoring, and
less frequendy used methods such as progranm~atic ~lyses. The indicator categories include:

¯ Water Quality Indicators;
¯ Physical and Hyd~Iogical Indicators;
¯ Biological Indicators;
¯ Social Indicators;
¯ P~grm-nmatic Indicators; and
¯ Site Indicators.

An Environmental Indicator Profile. Sheet has been prepared for each indicator. The Profile
Sheets provide a concise and analytical compilation of information gathered during a literaun’e
review (published separately as an Annotated Bibliography of Environmental Indicators). Each
Profile Sheet contains a description of the indicator, a l~ of aplblications, advantages and
disadvantages; a brief case study;, and method references. The Profile Sheets are intended to
function as a quick reference and provide stormwater program managers with a general
introduction to various monitoring techniques. The Profile Sheets are designed to function as a
guide for obtaining more information on specific indicator protocols and implementation. The
Profile Sheets are ordy short guidance "fact sheets," therefore, they will likely best serve program
managers when used to compare the applicability and utility of the various indicators.

A qualitative amlysis of indicator mefulne~ and adyantages, as well as a coat analysis, has been
completed for each stormwater indicator. The analysis methodology and results are described
below. The individual Profile Sheets are presented later in this chapter.

INDICATOR USEFULNESS AND ADVANTAGES

The results of a qualitative analysis of potential indicator usefulness and advantages are
presented as a concise visual guide in the Profile Sheets. ~ guide can be used to ascertain the
usefuiness of an indicator for a particular application and to detezmine what advantages one
indicator might have over another method. To complete this analysis, two ~ts of questiom were
developed which are intended to provide some insight on the types of questions which should be
considered when developing a mcmsshl stormwater management program. The questiom can be
answered either yes, no, or paztially. The key identified below corresponds with the characters
used in the Profile Sheets.

Usefulness Matrix~ Questions for Usefulness Assessors
1. Aquatic Integrity of Lakes, Streams and Estuaries: Can the indicator assist in adequately

documenting changes in oven11 aquatic health for lake, sueams and/or estuaries?

III. I
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2. Land Use Impacts: Can the indicator be useful for identifying impacts of different urban and
suburban land u~es on aquatic syr~ms?

3. Stormwater Management l~x~-an~: Does the indicator meagre the overall effectiveness of
a stozrnwater management program or a component of a stormwat~r management program?

4. Whole Watershed Quality: Can the indicator a~e= the complete range of long te_nn
change/impacts in aquatic health or quality over an entire watershed?

5. Indusa~ Sites: Is the indicator applicable for assessing ixulustzial site stormwater management
practices and programs?

6. Municipal Programs: Is the indicator applicable for assessing municipal stormwater
management practices and programs?

Key: Yes (Very Useful) ¯
Partially (Moderately Useful) 4
No (Not Useful) O

Advantages Matrix       Questions for Advantages Assessors
I. Geographic Range: Can the indicator be applied over multiple geographic regions, assuming

moderate changes are made in measuring techniques?

2. Baseline Control: Can the indicator be applied to various conditions (including geographic
locations) without requiring re.establishment of baseline conditions against which change is
measured?

3. Reliable: Can the indicator be conside.red a dependable measure of aquatic system health over
a wide range of stormwater applications?

4. Accuracy: Can the indicator identify the health or quality of an aquatic system with
reasonable confidence?

5. Low Cost: Is the indicator cost effective in obtaining the useful and meaningful results?
6. Repeatable: Can different investigators use the same indicator and get consistently similar

results under v .a_,~ing environmental and geographical conditions, and over a long time period?

7. All Watershed Scale: Does the indicator provide useful information across site, subwatershed,
watershed and river basin scales?

8. Familiar to Practitioners: Is the indicator commonly accepted and familiar to professionals
involved in urban runoff management?

9. Easy to Use and Low Tmining~ Can penonnel be trained to apply the indicator inexpensively,
rapidly and with relative ease?

Key: Yes (Very Advantageous) ¯
Partially (Moderately Advantageous)
No (Not Advantageous) O
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The results of the indicator usefulness analysis are presented in Tables 3.1A through 3.1G
(Use.fidne~ Quick Refettztce Guide). The ~t=t six table, co~d to the six indicator categories.
The seventh table presents a comparison of the overaJ1 usefulmm of e~ch indicator category.
Similarly, the results of the analysis of indicator advantages (Tables 3.2A through 3.2G,
Advantages Quick Reftrence Guide) are presented in six tables ~ by category and one table
for the overall comparison.

An overall effectivene~ category has been included in both the Useftdness Guides and the
Advantages Guide~. Overall effectivenes~ was ~ated based on the cmmdadve respomes to the
questions identified above. An indicator which receives a solid cixcle ( ¯ ) for both the Usefulness
and Advantages Matrices and is reasonably cost efficient, is likely to be a very u~eful tool for
stormwater program manager~.

TABLE 3.1A
US~S-QLUcK ~C£ GLrtD~

W^X~.R QuALrrY l~rmcaTo~

Y~s (Vtry Us~l)
VartiMl~ (Moderately Useful)
No (Not Useful)
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T~SL~ 3.1B
U~s QuI~K ~cI~ GUIDE

PHYSICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL INDICATORS

Indicator~           lakes :Streams I=~tuaries ]LandU~e Swrmw~t~r %rho~e Industrial Municipal    Overall

lmpac~ Management Wa~e~,~i    Sites Pmg~-am~ Effec’dveness

Analyses

A~semblages

lndi~to~

Ȳ~ (v~ us~o ¯

No (Not Us~O 0

R0016643



TABL~ 3.1D

US~OU~’~SS Q.~CK ~c~ G~D~
SOCIAL INDICATORS

TABLE 3.1E
Us~.~0L~ss Qum~ ~c~ Gum~

Indicators [alms Suzams Estuaries~ Use Stormwawr Whole Industrial Municipal Overall
Impacts ~anagement Watershed Sites Programs Effectiveness

Programs    Q~ali~

(2~) No. ofltU~t ¯ ¯ ¯ 4 4 4 ¯ ¯ ¯
Connections
Identified/Corporal

(22) No. or BMP$ Installed, 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 ¯ 0

Maintained

(23) Permi(Li~g a.d 0 0 0 II I l I ¯ 0

D~velo~mem
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TABLE 3.1F

Us~-uu~ss Qu~c~ ~c~ GU~D~
Srr~ IND~C.~TORS

TABLE 3.1G

Us~.~’,r£ss Q~c~ ~c~ GUtD~
OVERALL INDICATOR SUMMARY

Yes (Very UsCuO
Par~lly (Moderately Useful)
No (Not Useful)
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Stormwaw" Indicator Pro~lt

T~

Mo~m~g

T~

(3) No.~t ~ 0 I I 0 I I I 0

F~n~s

Co~o~

Cdte~a

TABLE 3.2 B
ADVANTAGES QUICK RgFERF.NCE

PHYSICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL INDICATORS

Indicators Geographic Baseline Reliable A~-uracy Law Repeatable All Watershed Familiar to Easy to Ute Overall
Range Conu~l Cost ~ Scale Pract.itioner~ & Lo~    Lq’ectivene~

Tra~tmg

(7) Stream Widemng/ ~ ~ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ~ ¯ ¯ ¯
Downcutt ing

(8 Physical Habitat ~ ¯ ¯ ~ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
Quatitv

Wead~er Rows

Flooding
Frequency.

Temperature
Monitoring

Y~s (Very Advantageous) ¯

No (Not Advantageaas ) 0
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TA~ 3.2 E
ADVANTAGES (~UICK ~ GUIDE

TABL~ 3.2F
ADVA/qTAGES QUICK ~C]~ G~[DE

SITE INDICATORS

Indicators       Geograpl~c Ba~.line P, zliable Az~’uracy low P,~,peatable All Watet~ed F~mifiar to Easy to U~e Overall
Range Conm~l C~m Scak Practltion~ni & Low E~ecttvene,

Training

Monitonng

Compli~n~
Monitonn~

Y~ (Vtr~ AdPantag~ous ) ¯
Partially (Mo&,rat~ Advantagu~ )
No (Not Advantagtou~ )
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Yes (Very AMpantageous ) ¯
Part~ally (Moderatel.v AdvantaReous)I
No (Not Adpantageous ) 0

COST ANALYSIS

Costs for each indicator am presented by category in Tables 3.3A through 3.3F. The costs are
based on a review of available data collected through a telephone suxvey of stormwater
practitioners, a literature review, the authors’ experience, and general industry in/ormation. For
example, the cost for Indicator No. 20, User Perception, is based on development and
implementation of a telephone survey. According to the results of the data review, this is a
common method for conducting user perception surveys.

The indicator costs should only be considered planning level estimates, and should not be re.lied
upon as all encompassing. There are many different methodologies that can be used to perform
the indicator monitoring and implementation costs can vary significantly in different regions of the
country. (Examples which demonstrate how these costs comparisons may be used are presented
in three case study scenarios in Chapter IV.) Program managers should verify all costs with other
sources, before implementing program monitoring strategies.
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TABI.E 3.3A

WATER QUALITY INDICATORS
COST COMPARISON

INDICATOR/BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COSTS

( I ) Water Quality Constituent Pollutant Monitoring $700 - $850 Cost to set-up station (installaUon and calibraUon of weir or
¯ Per site, one person at each site per station, flume; development of stage discharge relationship; acquisition
¯ Sampling site accessible from land per storm event of automated samplers and DO, temperature, conductivity,
¯ Conventional pollutants* and physical parameters (pH, and pH meters; aquisition of reagents, sampling buckets, etc.)

temperature, conductivity) only not included in cost estimate. Set up costs (based on the
¯ Four hour sampling event above-listed assumptions) will be on the average of $7,000 -
¯ Single composited sample provided for laboratory analysis $9,000 dollars per station. Cost may be reduced by using
¯ Weir or flume used to establish stage-discharge same sampler at different stations during different storm

relationship events and/or by using alternative methods to determine flow
¯ Stage recorded during monitoring event to determine flow (i.e., USG~; data).
¯ Grabs sample collected manually *Conventional pollutants include those typically reported as
¯ Composite aliquots collected using automated sampler pollutants of concern in "normal urban runoff’--(e.g., TKIq,
¯ Compositing based on constant time-volume proportional nitrate + nitrite, ammonia nitrogen, TP0 ortho-phosphate,

to flow increment or rate relationship cadmium, copper, lead, zinc (both total and dissolved), TSS,
¯ Cost includes analysis to compile and arrange data BODs, COD)(Strecker 1995)

(2) Taatcity Testing $2,2500 - $3,750 Cost estimate does not include sampling/collection costs. Cost
¯ Per sampling event test, assumes 10 replicate samplesper sampling eventis based on laboratory analysis only. ln-situ and/or, flow

collected and analyized through testing involves sophisticated equipment and station
¯ Short term, chronic 7 day toxicity test using Ceriodaphnia set-up which can dramatically add to cost.

dubia or Pimcphales promdas

o~
o~



TABLE 3.3A
WATER QUALITY INDICATORS

COST COMPARISON

INDICATOR] BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COSTS

(3) Nonpoint Source Loadings Method # 1: Estimates for water quality data collection costs can be based

Method # ! : Sub-watershed assessment with computer$70.000 - $84,000 on Water QualRy Constituent Pollutant Monitoring costs, in

modeling
per sub-watershed Sub-watershed assumed to be approximately 5 square miles.

¯ Water quality data collection not included Method #2:¯ Land use/imperviousness data collectionnot
$500-$1,O00perincluded sub-watershed

Method #2: Simple method, EMC based on land use
¯ Land use/imperviousness data collectionnot

included

(4) F.~ceedance Frequencla of Water Quall~y Standards N/A Costs associated with implementation of this indicator are
assumed to be minimal. The most significant portion of the
cost would be associated with data collection. The data
required to implement this indicator is most likely collected as
part of an ongoing baseflow and/or wet weather water quality
monitoring program.

(5) Sediment Contamination $450 - $550 Cost estimate does not tndude sampling collection costs.
¯ Per site per sample "Conventional pollutants include those typically reported as
¯ Conventional pollutants only" pollutants of concern in "normal urban runofP--(e.g., TKN,
¯ Single sample collected and laboratory analysis nitrate + nitrite, ammonia nitrogen, TP, ortho-phosphate,
¯ Interpretation of results not included cadmium, copper, lead, zinc (both total and dissolved), TSS0

BODs~ COD){Strecker 1995)

(6) Human Health Criteria $5,250 - $6,500 Cost based on analysis of f. coil or E. coil samples.
¯ Annual cost per area (beach)
¯ Based on shellfish bed or beach closures
¯ Per growing area or beach, average 5 samples per year
¯ Fifteen to twenty locations within each growing area
¯ Two peol~lc monitoring, 8 hours per monitoring event



TABLE 3.3B
PItYSICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL INDICATORS

COST COMPARISON

INDICATOR/BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

COST

(7) Stream Widentng/Do~ncutting $575 to $700 Cost is based on surveying first and second order headwater
¯ Per reach cost per 2000 foot reach streams, in semi-humid to humid climates.
¯ Reach defined as approximately 2000’, 10 measurements For start-up add:

per reach steel reinforcing bars, flagging, hip chain, 50’ tape, wading
¯ Two staff members required per site rod, notebooks, clinometer, and computer(s).
¯ Stream cross-sections measured with taped surveys, not

traditional field survey equipment
¯ Field cross-sections established and recorded with flagged

steel reinforcing bar
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,

utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, and equipment)
¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary report

(8) Physical tlabitat Quality $400 to $490 per 275 Cost is based on a series of discrete measurements using
¯ Per reach cost foot reach quantitative and semi-quantitative descriptive parameters.
¯ Reach defined as approximately 275’ (75 meters), 10 For start-up costs add:

observatlons perreach. 50’ tape (or walktax), cllnometer, notebooks, and
¯ Quantitative assessments of natural habitat structures computer(s).

(such as fallen trees, large rocks, etc.), channel alterations,
recently deposited sediments, riffle/pool sequences, and
length of erosional areas.

¯ Qualitative assessment of presence of trash and debris, and
stream character (morphology, dominate substrate, etc.).

¯ Substrate composition measured at 3 stations per reach
using modified Wolman pebble count.    Percent
embeddedness, wetted width, bank height, gradient, and
canopy coverage measured at all stations.

¯ Two staff members required per site
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,

utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, and equipment)
¯ includes data analysi~tion of~



T^~LE 3.3B
PIIYSICAL AND ||YI)ROLOGICAL INDICATORS

~OST COMPARISON

INDICATOR/BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COST

(9) Impacted Dry Weather Flows $4,500 to $5,500 perBased on long term data (2 I0 years) availability.
¯ Per study cost study area For start-up costs add:
¯ Study cost assumes long term (2 10 years) stream flow Long term stream flow monitoring data and computer(s).

gaging data is available Study area as"sumed to include data from five stations or
¯ Study involves comparing data from one or more less.

gaging station(s) undergoing changed land use with
gaging station data from an unchanged (control) are~_

¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,
utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, and equipment)

¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary report
(!0) Increased Flooding Frequency $4,500 to $5,500 per Based on long term data (> 10 years) availability.

¯ Per study cost study area For start-tip costs add:
¯ Study cost assumes long term (> 10 years) stream Long term stream flow monitoring data and computer(s).

flow gaging data is available Study area assumed to include data f~om five stations or
¯ Study involves comparing data from one or more less.

gaging station(s) undergoing changed land use with
gaging station data from an unchanged (control) are~.

¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,
utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, and equipment)

¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary report
( ! !) Stream Temperature Monitoring $400 to $500 per Based on yearly monitoring costs, temperature meters

¯ Per monitoring station cost, per year station Per year deployed once, data downloaded twice per year. Data is
¯ Cost indudes automated samplers, recording temperature automatically downloaded into a desktop computer,

hourly, requiring downloading every six months additional data analysis required to compute daily mean,
¯, Automated samplers are downloaded in office (laboratory), maximum and minimum temperatures.

not at site
¯ Analysis of data includes computing daily mean, ma~dmum

and minimum temperature
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,

utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, and equipment)
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INI)ICAT()I~ ~ASIS F()~ (:()ST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

COST

12) Fish Assemblage Anal.yses $400 to $475 Based on methodology of Karr’s IB! (1986).
¯ Per sample, per site cost per sample, per siteCost for first or second order stream (only one electofishing
¯ Three staff members per site (one intern) ~hocker required)
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel, For start-up costs add:

utilities, maintenance, rent, computers, printing, and electrofishing equipment, computer(s), and basic field gear
equipment) (e.g., hip waders, fish holding buckets, etc.).

¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary report
i 3) Macro-lnverlebrate Assemblage $500 to $600 Based on RBP protocol !11, and sampling to genus level.

¯ Per sample, per site cost per sample, per siteCost for 200 individual sub-sample count
¯ Two staff members required per site For start-up costs add:
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel, Microscope, kick-screen sampler(s), glassware, preservative,

utilities, maintenance, rent, computers, printing, and and computer(s).
equipment)

¯ Includes sub-sample analysis, identification to genus
level, and preparation of summary report

(14) Single Species Indicator $375 to $425 Based on fish electro-shocking surveys of trout or salmon.
¯ Per sample, per site cost per sample, per site For start-up costs add:
¯ Two field staff members required per site Electrofishlng equipment, computer(s) and basic field gear.
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,

utilities, maintenance, rent, computers, printing, and
equipment)

¯ includes data analysis and preparation of summary report
(! 5) Composite Indicators $900 to $ i ,O75 per Based on combining fish and macro-invertebrate sampling

¯ Per sample, per site cost sample, per site. at one site.

, Two field staff members required per site For start-up costs add:
¯ assumes at least two biological indicators investigated per Equipment referenced under fish and macro-invertebrates.

site
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,

utilities, maintenance, rent, computers, printing, and
equipment)

¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary report



TABLE 3.3C
BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS

COST COMPARISON

INDICATOI~ BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COST

(16) ~)ther Biological Indicators $340 $420 per Based on single index sampling for phytoplnkton only.
. Per sample cost. lake site sample, per lake Muhi-metric protocols, incorporating habitat assessments
¯ Two staff members required per sample (requiring at least two trips per sample and two or more
¯ Phytoplanktoncommunity sampling costs sample locations) cost between $1,800 to $2,200 per
¯ Incudes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel, assessment (excluding start-up costs).

utilities, maintenance, rent, printing, and equipment)
¯ Includes data anal~,sis and preparation of summaw report



TABLE 3.3D
SOCIAL |NDICATOBS ~

COST COM PAR! SON

INI)ICATOR] BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COSTS

(17) PubltcAttitude Surv¢ys $14,S00 - $17,7S0 Generally, 5096 of those households contacted respond to
¯ Per survey cost per1,000 households contactedper 1,000 householdssurvey.

(implementation costs)
¯ Interviews conducted over telephone
¯ Includes survey implementation, data analysis, and

summary of findings

(18) Industrial/Commercial Pollution Prevention $14,500 - $17,750 Generally, 5096 of those industrial fadlities contacted respond
¯ Per survey cost per i,000 industrial facilities contactedper 1,000 facilities to survey.

(implementation costs)
¯ interviews conducted over telephone
¯ includes survey implementation, data analysis, and

summary of findings

( ! 9) Public Involvement and Monitoring $8,000 - $10,000 No additional comments
¯ Per 100,000 people per 100,000 persons
¯ Substantial in-kind support required from citizens’ groups

such as Save Our Streams, Trout Unlimited,’lzaak
Walton League

¯ Maior costs associated with development and printing of
educational materials training of volunteer monitors

(20) User Perception                                           $14,500 - $17,750 Generally, 5096 of those households contacted respond to
¯ Per survey cost per 1.000 houscholds contacted per 1.000 households survey.

(implementation costs)
¯ Interviews conducted over tclephone
¯ Includes survey implementation, data analysis, and

summary of findings



TABLE 3.3E
PROGRAMMATIC INDICATORS

COST COMPARISON

INDICATOR]BASIS FOR COST IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COSTS

(2 ! ) No. of Illicit Connections Identified/Corrected $ 1,250 - $ 1,750 Cost does not include costs associated with correction of Illicit
¯ Per illicit connection identification survey per mi2 connections. Nationally, approximately ! 5 to 20 percent ol
¯ Assumes survey will be conducted visually; smoke, dye, or storm drain outfalls carry illicit discharges (Lalor, 1995).

other methods will not be used
¯ Illicitness of d~/-weather flows will be determined by

tracing source upstream in system and through use of field
test kits

(22) No. of BMPs Installed, Inspected, and Maintained $15,0OO - $20,000 Cost does not include field inspecton of each fadllty. For file
¯ Per survey cost per survey inspection program, add $80 to $100 per BMP inspected
¯ Includes data reporting and summa~ report of findings (assumes o~e trip per year)
¯ Assumes telephone survey and on-site visit to records office

will be required
¯ Assumes municipalities maintainrecords of BMP

installation and inspection
¯ No field inspections performed

(23) Permitting and Campllanc¢ N/A No cost data provided since methods and procedures to conduct
surveys of permits and compliance will vary depending on the
;type of permit, whether or not a jurisdiction already has existing
data. the means with which data is recorded, and the capability
to retrieve data.

(24) GraPh and Development $26,000 - $2 ! ,250 Initial capital expense not included in cost estimate. Costs for
¯ Annual cost per sub-watershedcollection of data not included. Instead, cost is based on
¯ Based on use of GIS database for multiple sub-watersheds updating GIS system using already digitized land use or
¯ Assumes growth will be tracked through imperviousness or imperviousness data.Sub-watershed assumed to be

other land use variable approximately 5 square miles.



TABLE 3.3F
SITE INDICATORS"

COST COMPARISON

INDICATOR/BASIS FOR COSF IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
COST

(25) BMP Performance Monitoring $22,000 to $26,000 Cost to set-up stations not included in cost estimate. For
¯ Per site, annual cost per site, per year set-up costs add: $14,000 to $18,000 per site (two
¯ Two automated samplers collecting composite aliquots, one stations) :

inflow, and one outflow *Conventional pollutants include those typically reported
¯ Flow/stage relationship established using hydraulic capacity as pollutants of concern in "normal urban runofP--(e.g.,

of inflow pipe TKIq, nitrate + nitrite, ammonia nitrogen, TP, ortho-
¯ Conventional pollutants* and physical parameters only phosphate, cadmium, copper, lead, zinc (both total and

(Pit, temperature, and conductivity) dissolved), TSS, BODs, COD)
¯ 10 storms per station collected, and analyzed per year
¯ Compositing based on constant time-volume proportional

to flow increment or rate relationship
¯ Includes overhead expenses
¯ Includes bi-weeidy equipment maintenance and inspections
¯ Includes data analysis and preparation of summary report

(26) lndgt~rial $iu Compliance Monitarlnff $290 to $350 per 5 Based on visual inspections only, for pollutant constituent
¯ Per Industrial site (based on 25 acre site) acre site monitoring refer to Table 3.3A.
¯ Light industrial land use For start-up costs add:
¯ Visual inspections of compliance with pollution prevention Notepads, computer(s), camera.

plans
¯ One technical inspector per site
¯ Includes overhead expenses (supplies, vehicles, travel,

utilities, maintenance, rent printing, and equipment)
¯ includes preparation of summary report



Wamr Quality Indicators
The cos~ compari~n for ~e water quality indicators ispmsented in Table 3.3A. C.os~ for

Water Quality Com’dment Pollutant Monitofi~ Toxidty Testing, Sediment Contami~tion, and
Human Health Cfite~ ~ze ~ on ~mpling mmiderations and/or l~oratoty amly~. The cost
comparison for Nonlmint Source Loading~, however, do~ not indude mmpiLng or amlytical costs.
Imtead, the cost compati~n for Nonpoint Source Loading~ focmes on costs asaociated with model
development and data manipulation-

No cost ¢ompati~n is provided for ~ Frequencies of Water Quality Standards. Labor
and capital costs associated with this indicator ~re most likely already incorporated into existing
monitoring efforts.

Physical and Hydrological Indicators
The cost comparison for physical indicators are computed on the basis of reach length for

stream assessment techniques (e.g., physical habitat quality), study area for watershed-wide
assessment techniques (e.g., increased flooding frequency), and station-year for time based
monitoring techniques (e.g., stream temperature monitoring). The assumptions for the cost
comparison are included in Table 3.3B. Since the costs are dosety tied to the assessment
methodologies, and since these methodologies can va~ f~om study to study, the specific assessment
methodology is depicted for each in~cator. Other alternative methodologies may be used, but the
cost assumptions will need to be verified.

Biological Indicators
The cost comparison for biological indicators are, in general, computed on a per sample, per

site basis. The assumptions for the cost comparison are included in Table 3.3C. These include the
number of staff required, overhead expenses, the methodology used to conduct the monitoring, and
items needed to compute start-up costs. The cost data was obtained from a brief survey of
stormwater practitioners, the authors’ experience and general industry information.

The data is reported on unit cost to aid stormwater program managers in planning monitoring
programs. For implementation of a state-wide or large municipality program, add administrative
and management staff costs. The cost is reported as a range, which encompasses the average of
costs obtained from the survey msuhs. Prt~ams which have a large number of monitoring stations
will undoubtably receive the rewards of economy of scale, whereas programs with a small number
of stations can expect to pay more per station.

Social Indicators
The costs comparison for the social indicators is presented in Table 3.3D. Costs for Public

Attitude Surveys, IndustriaFCommen:ial Pollution Prevention, and User Perception are based on
the same assumptions regarding development costs, implementation costs (via telephone), and
analysis costs. Although these indicators reprment different methods for assessing the social aspect
of stormwater management, the tools used to meastaz the indicators are similar. The costs for
these indicators are presented on a per 1,000 households (or industrial facilities) contacted basis.

Costs for Public Involvement and Monitoring are based on a survey of various citizen groups
and local watershed protection and nonpoint source government agencies.- These costs are
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presented on a per 100,003 person basis.

Programmatic Indicators
Table 3.3E presents the co~ compa~on for the progr~nunatic indicators. The major portion

of the costs for Permitting and Compliance; Number of BMPs In.lied, Inspected, and
Maintained; and Number of Illicit Cormecrion~ ld~mtified/Correc~d ar~ labor costs.
Implementation of these indicators will probably requLce a significant man-hour investment.
However, little, ff any, capital costs will be expended.

Growth and Development costs, on the other hand, include significant capital costs for
computers and workstations, as wall as labor costa associated with development, maintenance, and
updating of a GIS database.

Site Indicators
The cost comparison for site indicators are computed on the basis of each BMP monitored for

BMP performance monitoring and each site for industrial site compliance monitoring. The
assumptions for the cost comparison are included in Table 3.3F. The specific assessment
methodology is depicted for each indicator. Other alternative methodologies may be used, but the
cost assumptions will need to be verified.
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StonnwaUr Indimton Stonnvcaur Indicator Pr~le SMet~

INDICATOR PROFILE SHEETS

The twenty-six Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet a~e listed by categoxy in Table 3.4. Erich
Profile Sheet contaim a bxief de~:~iption of the indicator, a disomion of indicator utility; a review
of indicawr advantage~ and clisadvan~.~; a case study;, and method ~ce~. In addition, ",.he
results of the xrudysis of indicator usefulness and advantages are presented in the sidebar on the
right side of each Profile Sheet.

TABL~ 3.4
ENVIKONMENTAL INDICATOR PROFILE SHEETS

INDlC~TOg NA~I~ PROFll~ NO.

Water Quality Indicators Water quality pollutant constituent monitoring 1
Toxicity testing 2

Non-point source loadings 3

Exceedance fzequencies of water quality standards 4
Sediment contamination 5
Human health criteria 6

Physical and St.ream widening/downcutting 7

Hydrological Indicators Physical habitat monitoring 8
Impacted ch~ weather flows 9
Increased flooding frequency 10
Stream temperature monitoring 11

Biological Indicators Fish assemblage 12
Macro-invertebrate assembhge 13
Single species indicator 14
Composite indicators 15
Other biological indicators 16

Social Indicators Public attitude surveys 17
Industrial/commercial pollution prevention 18
Public involvement and monitoring 19
User perception 20

Programmatic Indicators No. of illicit connections identified/corrected 21
No. of BMPs installed, inspected, and maintained 22
Permitting and compliance 23
Grow~ and development 24

Site Indicators BMP performance monitoring 25
Industrial site compliance monitorin~ 26
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

o~,,= ~-:~, Measure Indicator:.
,.--,-, Indicator Profile No. 1

!==i I    Water Quality Pollutant ¯ Polluta t¢onc Izafions
¯ Event Mean Concentrations

/ Constituent Monitoring ¯ Spat~l a~d TemporalTrend
I Analysis

’ ", Category: Water Quality

Description: indicator Useful
Water quality monitoring has traditionally focussed on examination of for Assessing:
chemical parameters such as oxygen demand, nutrients, and metals, and ¯ Aquatic ~te~ty of:

physical parameters S~Jch as pH and temperature. -Stormwater monitoring Lakes ¯

usually requires collection of water samples frpm stormwater detention and
S~’eams ¯

retention facilities, structural and non-structural conveyance channels,
Estates

stormwater outfalls, and receiving waters during storm events. Evaluation
¯ La~d Use ~mpacts

of the parameters may be conducted in the laboratory (e.g. for chemical
¯ Stormwater

Mgmt Programs
parameters) or in the field (e.g. pH). * Whole W=ershed
Depending upon the geographic and temporal scope of the monitoring Quality

effort, monitoring results may be used to assess current water quality * ~dus~al Sites ¯

conditions at a specific location; evaluate changes in water quality
* Mtmicip~l

throughout different seasons or over a period of years; or identify
Programs

longitudinal or spatial trends in water quality along a dver or within a lake.
Key:

The monitoring results may also be used to identify significant sources of Very Useful ¯

pollution or times of the year when water quality noticeably worsens. Mod. Useful
Not Useful 0

Indicator Advantages
* Geographic Range

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: ¯ Baseline Con~’oi
¯ Monitoring results from long-term efforts (five years or more) can be * Reliable

examined to identify trends in water quality conditions over time. ¯ Accuracy
° Low cost¯ Monitoring results from urban stormwater studies can be compared to ¯ Repeatable

pollutant concentrations in reference rural or "least impacted" ¯ All W=ershedScale
watersheds to assess the relative degree of impairment. * Familiar to

¯ Trends may correlate with land use changes or watershed restoration Practitioners
efforts, helping watershed managers determine priorities for problem * Easy to use &
sources and pollutants. Low naming

¯ Monitoring results can be used to identify pollution problems and identify Key
potential sources of degradation. Very Advantageous

¯ Monitonng can be implemented on both a regional and local level. Mod. Advantageous

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3A
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Reasonably well standardized, generally accepted sampling methods

and protocols are already established in many jurisdictions.
¯ Many jurisdictions have an extensive historical database which may be

examined to determine whether water quality degradation has occurred
over a specified period of time.

¯ Monitoring results are easily presented in graphic form.
¯ ~olations of regulatory standards may be quantified and, therefore; are

more likely to be legally defensible.
¯ Large existing databases on urban and highway stormwater runoff

quality allows comparison between local and national concentrations.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Generally, samples must be collected during representative storm event

(i.e., volume and duration of rain varies by less than 50 percent from
average) to provide accurate characterization of event mean
concentrations.

¯ Multiple sampling events over an extensive pedod of time are usually
required to identify statistically defensible trends in water quality due to
the tremendous variability seen in urban runoff data.

¯ This method is essentially a derivation of traditional, baseflow water
quality monitoring using primarily chemical parameters. The applicability
of this method to stormwater characterization has been questioned by
many municipal stormwater managers.

¯ Requires accurate measurement of storm flow and automated sampling

Center For Watershed Protection                                        Indicator Protrde No. 1
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Case Study: Wright, R.M.; Roy Chaudhury, R.; Makam, S. 1995
Experiences from the Blackstone River Wet Weather Initiative
In: Stormwater NPDES-Related Mon#oring Needs. Conference Proceedings. American Society of Civil
Engineers. Mt. Crested Butte, CO. Aug. 7-12, 1994

A program, initiated by the U.S. EPA, to study the Blackstone River under dry and wet weather conditions
was conducted to pinpoint and rank major sources degrading water quality. The river was monitored at 13
locations along 48 miles, in addition to, six tributaries and five point sources. Three storms were monitored
for 23 constituents with at least ten samples at each of the stations. Methods of interpreting the water quality
data and isolating the sources into dry and wet weather sources are presented. The wet weather component
is studied to establish Ioadings from point sources, new materials (runoff related) and old materials (bottom
sediment re-suspension). A procedure to estimate annual loading rates is presented.

Total suspended soils and lead concentrations in the dver generally increased during wet weather conditions.
Copper concentrations also increased. This js attributed to re-suspension of copper from the sediments on
the bottom. The original source of the copper is probably dry weather discharges from a wastewater
treatment plant. Calcium and magnesium concentrations decreased during wet weather due to dilution.
Overall, fluctuations in wet weather concentrations are attributable to pollutant Ioadings from runoff and re-
suspension of pollutants in the sediment.

Method References:
¯ Chemical Monitoring: Taylor, G.F. 1990. Quantity and Quality of Stormwater Runoff from Western

Daytona Beach, Flodda, and Adjacent Areas. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 90-4002.

¯ Stormwater Sampling: EPA. 1992. NPDES Storm Water Sampling Guidance Document. EPN833/B-
92-001.

¯ Toxicity testing: Peltier, W.H.; C.I. Weber. 1985. Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents
to Freshwater and Marine Organisms. EPAI60014-851013. Environmental Monitoring Laboratory,
Cincinnati, OH.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 1
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=_nvironmentai Indicator Profile Sheet
ACUTE SEDIMENT ASSAY Tools Used to:

Measure Indicator:.

i~
Indicator Profile No. 2 ¯ Acre=, Chronic, a~d In-Situ

Toxicity Testing To =ity Te .g
~ ¯ ]VfiCrOtOX

Category: Water Quality
¯ Toxicity Identification

Evaluation (TIE)

Description: Indicator Useful
Toxicity testing is used to assess the impact of stormwater pollutants on the for Assessing:
overall quality of aquatic systems. Toxicity testing is usually conducted in * Aq~ic Iategr~ of:
a laboratory setting using sample water (e.g. stormwater runoff) and test L~kes
organisms such as Ce#odaphnia dubia or Pimephales promelas. A single
species or microcosm is exposed to collected st0rmwater runoff for a period
of time. The organisms are analyzed for evidence indicating that exposure * Stormwat="
to pollutants in the stormwater produced lethal or sublethal effects such as M~z~t Programs
mortality, limited reproduction, or stunted growth. Negative physiological * Whole Watershed
and behavioral changes in response to stormwater exposure may also
indicate the presence of pollutants in toxic concentrations. ¯ Iadu.m-ial S~s

Acute toxicity testing focuses on effects which become apparent over a
* Municipal

relatively short interval (i.e., usually 24 to 96 hours). Chronic toxicity tests
Programs

are used to identify effects which, become apparent only after long periods
Key:

of exposure, usually ten percent of the test organism’s life span or longer. Very Useful

Chronic toxicity tests are commonly conducted over a seven-day period; Mod. Useful
longer periods of exposure are also used. Not Useful

In-situ or flow through toxicity testing may also be conducted. Test
organisms are transported to the site and placed in submerged exposure Indicator Adv=ntages
chambers designed to allow water flow in and out of the chamber. After the ¯ Geo~-aphic P,a~ge

exposure period, the organisms are collected and analyzed in the
* Baseli~¢Con~ol
¯ Reliable

laboratory for evidence of lethal or sublethal effects. Both acute * Accuracy
(short-term) and chronic (long-term) toxicity testing can be conducted * Low cost
in-situ. * Repeatable
In order to identify the probable agent of the observed toxicity, toxic * All Watershed Scale
identification evaluation (TIEs) procedures may be performed. TIE is a * F=niliar to

step-wise procedure which first identifies the probable class of toxicant Practitioners

(e.g., metals, nonpolar organics) and then the specific toxicant (e.g., ¯ Easy touse&

mercury, creosote). Once the probable toxicant has been identified, control Low eaining

measures may be developed and implemented. Key
Very Advantageous
Mod. Advantageous

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3A

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profde No. 2
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’F"Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwat~r Impacts:
¯ Various species with specific levels of sens~ can be used to

evaluate the sever~y and ident~y the potential causes of degradation
(i.e., pollutants).

¯ Toxicity testing can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
stormwater BMPs and other stormwater pollution reduction measures.

¯ Species-specific toxic~j testing can be used as a rallying point for
aquatic system restoration, especially if a partJculariy sensitive, well-
known, and economically significant species is used.

¯ Applicable on both local and regional levels.
¯ Results of toxicity testing can be used by watershed managers to

identify areas of high concern and to establish restoration priorities.
¯ Phase I, II, and II! TIE procedures can be used to help ident~j spedfc

pollutant sources.

Advantages of Method:
¯ A great deal of data is available describing acute and chronic toxicity

limits for various species.
¯ Toxicity testing can easily be incorporated into tiered stormwater

monitoring programs. First tier indicators such as fish and
macroinvertebrates assemblages and water quality monitoring can be
examined to determine if the system is degraded. Toxicity testing, a
second tier indicator, can then be used to identify the probable cause
and source of the degradation.

¯ Watershed managers can identify potential severity of water quality
degradation by using species with differing levels of sensitivity to
environmental parameters.

¯ Different species sensitivity assists watershed managers’ ability to
distinguish between potential causes of existing water quality problems.

¯ The obvious visual impacts on species (e.g., tumors, stunted growth,
and discoloration) can generate public concern and motivate
involvement with restoration efforts.

Center For Watershed Protection                                          Indicator Profile No. 2
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Several possible factors influence_toxicity for a given species, including

concentration of the contaminant, concentrations of other substances,
temperature, the organism’s environmental conditioning and
acclimation, toxicant interactions, and duration of exposure.

¯ Toxidty testing has historically focused on short term and lethal effects.
Sublethal effects, which may not become apparent for years and which
can include impacts to reproductive behavior, migration pattems, and
predator avoidance, have not been as thoroughly studied.

¯ The same species may exhibit varying tolerance levels for different
pollutants or combination of pollutants.

¯ Toxicity testing often occurs in a laboratory setting where conditions
may not simulate exactly those found in the natural environment.

¯ There is some disagreement among practitioners about what
constitutes acceptable and unacceptable aquatic impacts.

¯ Organisms’ actual exposure to pollutants in stormwater is generally
limited. Many toxicants in runoff are usually in biologically less
available forms. Standard toxicity limits (generally developed under
simulated basefiow conditions) are therefore, not wholly representative
of storrnwater toxicity response.

¯ A large quantity of the test organisms must be available quickly and the
health of these organisms must be established through reference or
control conditions.

¯ Reliance on single species tests or using only one species may not
provide an accurate assessment of ambient toxicity.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 2
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!Case Study: Hall, K.J.; B.C. Anderson. 1988
The Toxicity and Chemical Compoaition of Urban Stormwater Runoff
Canadian Journal of CMI Engineering, Vol. 15, pp. 98-10~ (1988)

The authors studied the effects of land use on the chemical composition of urban stormwater runoff and its
subsequent acute to)dcity to the aquatic invertebrate Daphnia pulex in a drainage basin in British Columbia.
It was determined that both land use and interval between rainfall events influenced the chemical
composition and toxicity of the stormwater. Six of the twelve sites studied produced stormwater that was
toxic to some degree. Stormwater from all open and/or green space areas was nontoxic to Daphnia in static
96-h tests. The frequency of occurrence of toxicity in stormwater, in relation to land use, appeared to be
commercial > industrial > residential > open space.

An examination of the pattern of toxicity in the watershed showed higher toxicity in the upper and lower
reaches of the basin; those sites in the middle of the basin all had runoff that was nontoxic. In general, these
middle reaches of thebasin are at the lower, gently sloping elevations, close to the main water bodies and
have been predominantly used for residential and open and/or green space land uses.

In laboratory bioassays with Daphnia, toxicity of iron was low and it reduced the toxicity of other metals.
Lead increased the toxicity of copper and zinc. There was an increase in metal toxicity as pH decreased and
suspended solids concentrations increased. The laboratory experiments begin to explain the variable nature
of stormwater toxicity and provide an undemtanding of why field measurements of toxicity in stormwater can
change rapidly, as a storm flushes particulate and soluble materials from the watershed.

Method References:
¯ Acute and chronic toxicity testing: Sayre, P.G.; D.M Spoon, D.G. Loveland. 1986. Use of Heliophrya

sp., a Sessile Suctorian Protozoan, as a Biomonitor of Urban Runoff. In: Aquatic Toxicology and
Environmental Fate: Ninth Volume. Philadelphia, Apdl 14-16, 1985. ASTM Special Technical
Publication 921.

¯ Microtox: Morrison, G.M. et al. 1993. Variations of Environmental Parameters and Ecological
Response in an Urban River. Water Science and Technology, 27(12):191-194.

¯ Long-term in-situ testing: Day. K.E. et al. 1990. Changes in Intracellular Free Amino Acids in Tissues
of the Caged Mussel, E/liptio complanata, Exposed to Contaminated Environments. In: Archives of
Environmental Contamination and Toxicology. New York. Vol 19, No. 6, pp 816-827.

¯ Toxicity identification evaluation (TIE) procedures: S.R. Hansen and Associates. 1994. Identification
and Control of Toxicity in Storm Water Discharges to Urban Areas: Final Report.

¯ Marsh, J.M. 1993. Assessment of Nonpoint Source Pollution in Louisville, (Jefferson County),
Kentucky. In: Archives of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology. New York. Vol 25, No. 4, pp.
446-455.

¯ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1992. A Pilot Study for Ambient Toxicity Testing in Chesapeake
Bay. Annapolis, MD. U.S. EPA Contract No. 68-WQ-00-43.

¯ Weber, C. I. (ed). 1991. Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters
to Freshwater and Marine Organisms (Fourth Edition). EPN60014..901027 Environmental Monitonng
Stystems Laboratory, Cincinnati, OH.

Center For Watershed Protection                                        Indicator Profile No. 2
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

~
Indicator Profile No. 3           Measure Indicators:

Nonpoint Source Loadings ¯ Computer Simulation
Models (HSPF, SWMM,

.~. ~:~:~’~ " , ~
Category: Water Quality SLAMM, ILLUDAS,

WASP)

Description: Indicator Useful
Nonpoint source (NPS) pollutant Ioadings represent the amount of pollutant forin stormwater runoff from various land uses. NPS Ioadings are not directly * Aq,,~c tnteFiry of:
measured, but instead are estimated based on empirical monitoring data, L~es
land use imperviousness and cover, area, and rainfall volume. NPS
Ioadings can be used to estimate baseline water quality or to determine the Estuaries
relative decrease or increase in NPS pollutant loads due to changes in land ¯ L~d Use Impacts
use or implementation of restoration efforts. * Stormwater

Mgmt Prognms
NPS loading estimates can be calculated using the simple method or ¯ Whole Watershed
simulation models. The simple method is appropriate for small-scale
studies. Comprehensive NPS loading estimates may be obtained with * ~dus~=l Sit~s
simulation models such as HSPF, SLAMM, or SWMM. Changes in NPS * Mum¢ipa]
~ollutant Ioadings in response to changes in watershed land use (typically Programs
~re-developed, existing, and anticipated future conditions) can be estimated Key:
using simulation models. Estimates may be reported on an average annual Very Usefu/
or seasonal mass basis or for a single storm event. Mod. Usefu/

Not Useful

Indicator Advantages
* Geographic Range
* Baseline ControlUtility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: * Reliable¯ Trends in NPS pollutant Ioadings can be compared with land use ¯ Accuracy

changes or implementation of BMPS to assess potential increases or ¯ Low cost
reduction in NPS pollution. ¯ Repeatable

¯ Can be used to help identify major land uses which are significant * All Watershed Scale
sources of NPS pollution. * Familiar to

¯ Can be used as a planning tool to evaluate loads associated with Pra=~oners
different development options. * F.~sy to ~se &

Low n-aming¯ Can be used to help identify portions of a watershed where Ioadings
may be concentrated and pollutant accumulation is likely. Key

Very Advantageous
Mod. Advantageous
Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3A

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 3
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Calibrated NPS loading models can quickly and efficiently evaluate

many different land use development options.
¯ Good method for evaluating pollutant load distribution throughout a

watershed w~h respect to various land uses and restoration strategies.
¯ Allows for geographic analysis of watersheds and priority ranking of

possible nonpoint sources.
¯ Identifies which NPS pollutants are most prevalent, allowing for

programs targeted at reducing those specific pollutants.
¯ Calibrated NPS loading models partially alleviate the need for

additional water quality monitoring.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Accuracy in estimating NPS pollutant load may vary from method to

method and model to model.        "
¯ Development and calibration of watershed NPS loading models can be

relatively expensive and time consuming. It may take several years to
accurately evaluate trends in NPS loads.

¯ ,’~,ccurate modeling requires fairly sophisticated data collection
., conducted over several years and a reasonably in-depth personnel

training program.
, BMP pollutant removal efficJencJes used in modeling may substantially

differ from actual removal rates.
¯ Focus on urban storrnwater loading and in-stream pollutant

concentrations can be misleading in assessing land use impacts since
these indicators do not address critical hydrological impacts and
effects.

Center For Watershed Protection                                        Indicator Profde No. 3
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Case Study: Wulliman, J.T., 1994
Application of Nonpoint Source Loading Relationships to Lake Protection Studies in Denver,
Colorado
Pawlukiev~cz, J.; eL. al. (eds.), 1994. Proceedings from Watershed ~3: A National Conference on Watershed
ManagemenL, Alexandria, VA., Mar 21-24, 1993., USEPA No. 840-R.94-002

The paper evaluates various approaches to estimate nonpoint source loads from watershed areas to help
assist watershed managers in selecting alternative options. Ten loading estimation options, consisting of
4 basic methods are presented. They consist of various levels of analysis ranging from simple calculations
to complex approaches which require hydrologic modeling and site-specific monitoring. The four methods
are: the Unit Load Method, where loads are calculated based on a unit loading rate multiplied by the
upstream drainage area; the EMC Method, where loads are expressed as the product of the constituent
concentration and the runoff volume; the Regression Method, where watershed loads are estimated using
regression relationships developed from local, regional, or national storrnwater monitoring data; the Sediment
Method, where loads are expressed as the. product of the constituent concentration and the sediment
volume. A number of these options have been used effectively in lake protection studies in the Denver area.
In selecting which option to use, it is important to keep in mind the accuracy required and the budgetary
limits. In general, there is a direct relationship between the accuracy and the level of complexity of the
method. The Unit Load Method, for example is relatively quick and simple to calculate loads but does not
incorporate physical hydrologic processes or site specific data and therefore may yield highly uncertain
results. The other methods may be much more accurate but require a more sophisticated approach and are
more difficult and costly to perform.

Method References:
¯ Simulation models (HSPF): Dinicola, R.S., 1990. Characterization and Simulation of Rainfall-Runoff

Relations for Headwater Basins in Western King and Snohomish Counties, Washington State. 55 pp.
¯ Simulation models (HSPF, ILLUDAS, SWMM): Dendrou, S.A., 1982. Overview of Urban Stormwater

Models., /n: Urban Stormwater Hydrology, Amedcan Geophysical Union, Washington, DC. Water
Resources Monograph 7, 1982. p. 219-247

¯ Simulation models (WASP): D~oro, D.M.; J.J. Fitzpatrick; R.V. Thomann, 1983. Documentation for
Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP) and Model Verification Program (MVP).
Westwood, New Jersey. Hydros¢ience, Inc. EPA600381044.

¯ Simulation models (SLAMM): Pitt, R.; J. McLean, 1986. Toronto Area Watershed Management Strategy
Study - Humber River Pilot Watershed Project. Toronto, Canada. Ontano Ministry of the Environment,
June 1986.

¯ Simulation models (general): Hoos, A.B.; J.K. Sisolak, 1993. Procedures for Adjusting Regional
Regresston Models of Urban-Runoff Quality using Local Data. USGS, Open File Report 93-39, 1993,
39p.

¯ Simple method: Schueler, T.R., 1987. Controlling Urban Runoff A Practical Manual for Planning and
Designing Urban BMP’s. Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Publication No. 87703

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 3
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
cumu~ Do Fr~q.e.~ Tools Used to

iI-~~
Indicator Profile No. 4 Measure Indicator:

i Exceedance Frequencies of ¯ Monitoring
! ¯ Trend Analysis

! Water Quality Standards

Indicator Useful

Water quality standards have been established by federal, state, and local for Assessing:
governments for various pollutants and receiving water classifications. The ¯ Aquatic [~te~rity or’:

frequency with which a particular standard is exceeded or the percentage
Lakes
S~=ams

of water bodies, river:miles, or lake-acres failing to meet designated uses Estuaries
may be indicative of the relative success or failure of stormwater * L~dUseLmpac~
management efforts. * Stormwatcr
While physical characteristics (e.g., downcutting, flooding) and biological Mgmt Programs
parameters (e.g., assemblage or diversity) could be evaluated by this * Whole Watershed
method, few jurisdictions have standards for such parameters. Quality
Consequently, current use of this indicator is based primarily on chemical * ~duslT~ Sites
standards. * Mtmicipal
The frequency analysis can incorporate data already collected by local and Prognms
State agencies as part of the 305(b) reporting process. Section 305(b) of Key:
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act requires States to prepare a very Useful
biennial report including analyses of the extent to which pollution reduction; Mod. Useful
maintenance of specified levels of water quality; and protection of aquatic Not Useful
habitat, wildlife, and recreational usage has been achieved.

Indicator Advantages
¯ Geographic Range
* Baseline Control
¯ Reliable
¯ Accuracy

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: * Low cost
¯ Can be used to evaluate the performance of stormwater BMPs with ¯ Repeatable

respect to various storm frequencies. * All Watershed Scale
¯ Can be used to identify long-term and seasonal trends in regional * Familia~to

water quality. Practitioners
¯ Can be used to characterize water quality impacts due to urban runoff * Easy to use &

with respect to various storm categories (frequent storms, flood Low~ammg
events). Key

¯ Can be used to document penods of poor water quality (e.g., following Very Advantageous
large storm events, during low-flow summer months). Mod. Advantageous

Not Advantageous
Cost

See Table 3.3A

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 4
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Many jurisdictions already have long-term databases which may be

examined to determine if standard exceedances are increasing in
frequency (trend analysis).

¯ Required sampling and parameter determination for this indicator are
already incorporated into regular monitoring programs and the 305(b)
reporting process in many jurisdictions.

¯ Results are easy to interpret, making the method a good tool for
initiating policy actions, securing funding sources, etc.

¯ Provides a reliable and legally defensible benchmark for enforcement
actions.

Disadvantages of Method:
Exceedance frequencies are developed on a constituent by constituent
basis. Comprehensive assessment of a particular water body or
stormwater management effort requires identification and evaluation of
several parameters and standards.
¯ Several sample locations are required within a relatively small area to

determine the actual cause or source of the standard exceedance.
¯ Exceedance frequencies alone may not identify the causes and

sources of observed degradation. Additional long-term and/or
longitudinal monitoring may be required, especially if in-stream
samples are used.

¯ Most criteria and standards are based on a few chemical water quality
parameters that present indirect measure of the presence or absence
of aquatic life.

¯ There are almost none that are based on physical or biological
parameters that reflect the actual versus inferred presence or absence
or aquatic species.

¯ Exceedance frequency may be an artifact of monitoring effort as much
as water quality degradation. The more frequently monitonng is
conducted, the more likely exceedances will be detected.

¯ Exceedance of a water quality standard or criteria may only occur
briefly dunng storm events. Exceedance of the standard may not be
reflected in the sample collected, and actual long-term impacts on the
aquatic community are difficult to predict.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 4
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Case Study: Cooke, T.; Drury, D.; Katznelson, R.; Lee, C.; Mangarella, P.; Whitman, K. 1995
Storm Water NPDES Monitoring in Santa Clare Valley
Stormwater NPDES.Related Mon#oring Needs. Conference Proceedings. 1995.

The authors compared metals monitoring data from four years of sampling with water quality objectives
contained in the Apdl 1991 California Inland Surface Waters Plan. Dissolved concentrations seldom
exceeded objectives, whereas total metal concentrations exceeded the objectives with greater frequency.
Most exceedances occurred at stations whose watersheds were smaller and more highly urbanized.
Exceedances of objectives by dissolved metal concentrations were considered better indicators of potential
toxicity problems than exceedances by total metals concentrations because dissolved metals are more
bioavailable.

The duration of exceedance was also measured at one station. The duration of exceedance of acute water;
quality objectives for total copper, lead and zinc was always less than the duration of the storm runoff event.
The frequency of exceedance varied depending on the metal, and was greatest for copper, followed by zinc
and lead. For those cases where an exceedance was measured, the average duration of exceedances,
expressed as a percent of the storm duration, was approximately 60% for copper, 40% for zinc, and about
20% for lead.

Method References:
¯ Frequency Exceedances: Yamane, C.M.; M.G. Lure, 1985. Quality of StotTn-Water Runoff, MililanL

Oahu, Hawaii, 1980-1984. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 85-4265.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 4
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
II ,,...:.~mm.~31 Tools Used to
,~ +’" ~ Measure indicator:Indicator Profile No. 5

Sediment Contamination ¯ ¢om me.tConcen tio.,
¯ Sediment Quality

(Constitutent/toxicity analysis) Assessment Guidelines
¯ Specn’ophotometry

Category: Water Quality ¯ Chromatography

Description: Indicator UsefulMany pollutants found in stormwater runoff, such as metals, organic toxins, for Asmessing:and aromatic compounds, become attached to sediments and settle to the * Aqtmic Integrity of:
bottom in slower receiving waters, wetlands, and stormwater retention and ]Jkes ¯

detention basins. The presence and mass concentration of pollutants can Streams
be determined through spectrometric and k:hromatographic analyses of Estuaries ¯
sediment samples. * La~d Use Impacts

¯ Stormwater
Sampling may be conducted in natural water bodies (e.g. streams, lakes, M~t Pro~s
estuaries) or artificial basins (e.g. detention ponds). To determine whether * ~ole Watershed
sediments are contaminated by anthropogenic sources, samples are often quaJiry
compared to a reference water body where human impacts are minimal or * t~dus~aJ Sites
nonexistent. The mass of contaminant is often cross-referenced with the * Municipal
distance from the suspected pollutant discharge location (e.g., stormwater Programs
outfall) or source (e.g., urban area). Key."

Very U~eful ¯Sediment may adversely impact the aquatic community. Benthic organisms
Mod. Usefulfeed and c~well in the bottom sediments. Nonbenthic organisms are

~otentially exposed to sediment contaminants through re-suspension, Not Useful
~ngested benthic organisms, and exposure to the sediment as it settles to
the bottom. Indicator Advantages

¯Geographic RangeIn order to identify potential ecological effects, contaminant concentrations
* Baseline Controlmay be compared to sediment quality assessment guidelines. Ecological
* Reliable,mpacts may also be assessed through analysis of the associated interstitial ° A~ur~y

(pore) water and water immediately overlying the sediment. This water can * Low cost Obe collectecl and analyzed for conventional pollutants. Acute and chronic ¯ Repeaudaic
toxicity testing of the water immediately overlying the sediment may be ¯ All Watershed ScaJe
conclucted either in the field or in the laboratory. Toxicity testing of the ° Familiar to ¯
interstitial water and the sediment elutriates (recreated sediment Pra~tion=rs
suspensions) are performed in the laboratory. * Easy to use &

Low ~raining
Key

Very Advantageous ¯
Mod. Advantageous

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3A

Center For Watershed Protection
Indicator Profile No. 5
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Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwatsr Impacts:
¯ Analysis of the sediment within urban embayments can provide an

indication of ~ level of contamination and, by proximity, the probable
source of contamination in the drainage area.

¯ Analysis of samples taken within and/or immediately upstream and
downstream of stormwater management facilities can be used to
evaluate the performance of BMPs.

¯ Trends in sediment pollutant levels over time can reveal long-term
changes in pollutant Ioadings.

¯ Can be used to evaluate local stormwater management efforts for the
control of particular pollutant sources over the long term.

Advantages of Method:
¯ The relatively static nature of this indicator may increase public interest

and involvement in stormwatar issues.
¯ The likelihood that sediment pollutants come from nearby sources

promotes local accountability thereby reducing the potential for
jurisdictions to blame problems on others and instead encouraging

, them to assume responsibility for restoration.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ There are few criteria or standards against which ambient sediment

pollutant concentrations may be compared.
¯ Levels of concern and the long-term impact of sediment pollutant

concentrations with respect to ecological impacts are still being studied
and are not cleady defined,

¯ The method requires numerous samples (both spatially and at various
depths) to determine whether pollutants come from anthropogenic
sources.

¯ The method is useful only for pollutants that become adsorbed to
dense particulates.

¯ Since sedimentation occurs primarily in low-energy embayments, the
indicator is less appropriate for use in free-flowing channels.

¯ The usefulness of this indicator for "real-time" assessment of currenl
pollutant reduction measures is limited due to resuspension of
sediments, dredging, and other activities which inhibit the short-term
settlement of pollutants.

¯ Several decades may be necessary to accumulate sufficient data for
trend analysis.

¯ Industrial spills, wastewater discharges, illicit connections, atmospheric
deposition and runoff from agricultural and industry sources can all
deliver pollutants to sediments, making it very difficult to trace the
actual source.

¯ While suspended in the water column, pollutants may undergo
differential chemical behavior, microbial degradation, and photo-
degradation. Correlation of the original pollutant source to pollutants
identified in the sediment may, therefore, be difficult.
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Case Study: Byrne, C.J.; DeLeon, I.R. 1987
Contributions of Heavy Metals from Municipal Runoff to the Sediments of Lake Pontchartrain, Louisiana
Chemosphera, Vol. 16, Nos. 10-12: 2579-2583, 1987.

The authors analyzed sediment samples from eight stations along the northern and southem shorelines of
Lake Pontchart~ain to determine the distribution and sources of heavy metal pollutants. Sampling sites were
at stomwvatar runoff canals, the mouth of a highly indusVialized canal, and the mouths of two lake tributaries.
The autt~ors used atomic absorption spectrometry to determine sediment concentrations of barium, copper,
nickel, lead, and zinc. Metal concentrations tended to increase with increasing population densities, with the

’most highly impacted areas being adjacent to the metropolitan area of New Odeans. Lower metal
concentrations were found in suburban/residential areas, with the lowest levels observed at the rural, low-
density station.

Method References:
¯ Chemical Monitoring: Taylor, G.F, 1990. Quantity and Quality of Stormwater Runoff frorn Westem

Daytona Beach, Flohda, and Adjacent Araes. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 90-
4002.

¯ Toxicity testing: ASTM. 1995. Standard Guide for Collection, Storage, Characterization and
Manipulation of (Freshwater/Saltwater) Sediments for Toxicological Testing. in Annual Book of ASTM
Standards, Section II. Water and Environmental Technology. Vol 11.05.

¯ Biological monitoring/bioassays: Dermott, R.; M. Munawar. 1992. A Simple and Sensitive Assay for
Evaluation of Sediment Toxicity Using Lum#nculus varYegatus (Mueller). In: Hart, B.T.; Sly, P.G. (eds).
Sediment.Water Interactions. Vol. 235-6, pp. 407-414.

¯ Contaminated sediment: U.S. EPA. 1994. EPA’s Contminated Sediment Management Strategy-
Reinventing Bovemment to Streamline Dicision-making. Washin~lton, DC 151p. EPA/823/R-94/001
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:-.~ ~-~ll~ ,~. ~ Tools Used to

"~___’....~ ~’" "~’~’~ Indicator Profile No. 6 Measure indicator:

Human Health Criteria ¯ Bacteriaconcent do.s
" : :’ .-: ¯ .:-..:,~,....~’ ¯ Shellfish Bed Closures

~,...~.._~i:.."~. Category: Water Quality ¯ Fishing Restrictions
.-’- .=, "’":" .~.~ .--~ :. ¯ Beach Closures

Indicator Useful
Bacteria (usually fecal coliform, Escherichia coil, or enterococci) are often for Assessing:
used as indicators of human pathogens in the water column. Large * Aq~dc ~.tegrity of:
bacterial concentrations are assumed to be indicative of harmful levels of Lakes
pathogens. Pathogens are of special concern in shellfish harvesting and Str=~s
recreational contact waters. Water quality criteria for these uses are among F.~s
the strictest of all water use classifications. * L~d Use Impacts

¯ Stormwater
Contact recreation such as water-skiing and swimming potentially expose Mgmt Prognms
humans to harmful pathogens; when bacterial levels exceed established ¯ Whole Watershed
standards, beaches may be closed. Since shellfish are filter feeders, they Quality
tend to accumulate pathogens in their tissues. When bacteria * Indus~alSites
concentrations exceed the acceptable standard, it is assumed that shellfish * Municipal
taken from the area are unfit for human consumption. Consequently, the Programs
shellfish beds are closed to recreational and commercial harvesting. Key:

Very UsefulBecause bacteria concentrations tend to sharply increase following storm Mod. Useful
events, it is strongly suspected that stormwater runoff contributes
significantly to elevated bacteria levels. A change in the frequency of Not Useful
shellfish bed closures or beach restrictions, therefore, can provide an eady
indication of degradation and may be used to assess the effectiveness of Indicator Advantages
stormwater management programs. * Geographic Range

" Baseline Conl~ol
Increases in fishing restrictions may also indicate degradation due to urban * Reliable
runoff. Similar to shellfish, fish tend to accumulate pathogens in their * Accuracy
tissue. It should be noted that not all fishing restrictions are due to elevated * Low cost
bacterial concentrations. Restrictions may also be implemented in * Repeatable
response to high toxic metal, or other pollutant concentrations. ¯ All Watershed Scale

¯Familiar to
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: Pract~oners
¯ The tendency for many shellfish beds to be closed immediately * Easy to use &

following a storm event suggests that it can be used as an indicator of Low tninmg
short term stormwater impacts. Key

¯ Consistent, long-term shellfish bed closures and beach restrictions can Very Advantageous
be used to detect early stages of water quality degradation. Mod. Advantageous¯ Can be used to assess the relative effectiveness of stormwater BMPs

Not Advantageousor watershed restoration efforts.
CostCan be used as a motivational tool for initiating public support for

stormwater management efforts.
See Table 3.3A
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Provides an early indication of water quality degradation and allows

managers to address the problem before it becomes substantial.
¯ Since no shellfish may be harvested near areas with wastewater

treatment plants, bed closures located away from such areas are more
likely to indicate problems resulting from stormwater runoff.

¯ Long-term data is usually available for trend determination.
¯ The public is generally knowledgeable about this issue; consequently,

this indicator may generate public pressure on officials to initiate
cleanup efforts.

¯. Beach closures and shellfish bed closures impact the local economy
which increases the likelihood that govemment officials and the
business community will support pollution reduction efforts.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Many of the bacterial species used in human health criteria are

common in soil, in other warm-blooded animals, and on the surface of
plants, making it difficult to ascertain whether water quality problems

~. are human-induced.
¯ There is some debate about which bacteria best correlates with

presence of human pathogens.
¯ There are several anthropogenic sources of indicator bacteria (e.g.

industrial wastewater, septic systems, agricultural and stormwater
runoff), making it somewhat d~cult to determine which specific source
or sources require management measures.

¯ Application is limited only to areas where bacteda is regularly
monitored, usually shellfish harvesting areas and recreational waters.

¯ Coliform dies off rapidly when introduced to surfacewaters and high
concentrations can return to normal levels in a matter of days. This
makes it difficult to determine whether stormwater runoff causes a
chronic water quality problem.

¯ Relatively little is known about the capability of stormwater BMP’s to
actually remove bacteria from urban runoff.
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Case Study: Barber, R; Ohrel, R.; Fowler, P.; Gilbert, G.
Why We Are Convinced That Traditional Strategies for Wastewater Management Are Not Working
Symposium Proceedings: Integrated Coastal Wastewater Management in North Carolina. 1994.

In the North Carolina coastal region from Cedar Island to the South Carolina border, there have been
increases and decreases in the acreage of shellfish beds dosed to harvesting during the period 1980-1992.
A large net annual decrease in prohibited area occurred once (198311984) in the Cape Fear River and the
New River. This decrease in prohibited area resulted from both improvements in and elimination of point
source discharges. When Cape Fear River and New River areas are excluded from the analysis, the
remaining coastal region is shown to have increases in prohibited areas which have been steady and small,
but numerous and widespread. The pattern of steady, widespread, and small annual increases in prohibited
area does not match the pattern of agricultural or forestry activities; instead, the observed pattern suggests
that expanding coastal development, with its associated increase in land disturbance, drainage, and urban
runoff, is responsibie for the observed pattern of degradation.
North Carolina’s anti-degradation policy that protects existing uses of public trust waters. The evidence of
shellfish bed closures indicates that State procedures for permitting development adjacent to shellfish waters
do not protect the existing uses in those waters; that is, the permit process consistently violates North
Carolina’s anti-degradation policy.

Method References:
¯ Closure trends: North Carolina Division of Health Services, Shellfish Sanitation Program. 1988. An

Overview of Shellfish Growing Areas Since 1980.

¯ Bactenal measurements: American Public Health Association, American Water Works Association, and
Water Pollution Control Federation. 1989. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater, 17th ed. American Public Health Association, Washington, D.C.

¯ Bactenal measurements: Water Environment Federation. 1992. The Detection of Pathogens in Storm-
Generated Flows. Alexandria, Virginia.
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Tools Used to

Indicator Profile No. 7 Measure IndicatoF.

Stream               ¯ geometry measuremen~
WideninglDowncutting ¯  v, ence of

erosion
Category: Physical and Hydrological    ¯ Sediment embedde~ess

Description: Indicator Useful
The change in stream geometry is measured over time to determine the for Assessing:
extent of channel widening/downcutting in response to changes in the * Aquatic I-tegfi~
magnitude and frequency of stormflows. Stream channel and bank erosion Lakes
~can be documented by measuring channel cross-sections at monumented Seeams
locations, by measuring channel bankfull width and depth of representative Estuaries

¯ Land Use Impactsreaches or by measuring the percent of channel-bank scour within specified * Stor=water
channel reach lengths. Measurements should be conducted over a period Mgmt Programs
of time in response to upstream land use changesl * W~ole Warn-shed

¯ Indus~’ial Sites
¯ Municipal

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts:                Programs
¯ Canbe used to help document stream segments which are susceptible            Key:

to channel erosion (by comparison to other stream systems with similar very Useful
channel slopes and geologic materials). " Mod. Useful¯ Can help provide documentation regarding the rate of stream channel
erosion as a function of increased urbanization. Not Useful

¯ Can be useful to estimate BMP quantity effectiveness, and in
documenting locations where additional controls are needed to protect Indicator Advantages
the stream. ¯ Geographic Range

¯ Can be useful in estimating habitat quality and therefore provide * Baseline Con~’ol
information regarding whether water quality or excessive flow * Reliable

¯ Accuracy
discharges are limiting factors in a stream with respect to overall * Low cost
aquatic health. * Repeagable

¯ Can help a municipality develop better storm event management ¯ All Watershed Scale
criteria to reduce streambank erosion. ¯ Familiar to

Practitioners
Advantages of Method: ¯ E=y to use &
¯ Reasonably easy to measure. Requires little specialized equipment Low training

and only minor training. Key
¯ Can provide similar results regardless of the experience or preferences Very Advantageous

of the investigator, very repeatable. Mod. Advantageous¯ Inexpensive and conducive to rapid assessment techniques.
¯ Valuable in assessing impacts over time as a result of upstream land Not Advantageous

use changes. Cost
¯ Can help relate post-development changes in stream hydrology to

changes in stream habitat. See Table 3.3B
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Many stream networks may have already been substantially modified

by channelization or storm drain enclosure.
¯ May not accurately assess aquatic habitat impacts in the absence of

stream channel erosion.
¯ Is not by itself a predictive indicator. Once stream widening and

downcutting are observed, degradation associated with upstream land
uses is already occurring. The absence of erosive conditions may lead
to false conclusions regarding future disturbances.

¯ May not adequately evaluate current land use impacts where past
erosion and sedimentation has modified natural stream morphological
processes (e.g., in urbanizing areas with past intensive agricultural land
uses).            . ¯

¯ May not be applicable for larger streams and rivers.

Case Study: Krug, W.R.; G.L. Goddard, 1986
Effect of Urbanization on Streamflow, Sediment Loads, and Channel Morphology in Pheasant
Branch Basin Near Middleton, Wisconsin
USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 85-4068

A five year monitoring and modeling study was conducted on Pheasant Branch basin near Middleton,
WI. The study analyzed the effects of urbanization on streamfiow characteristics, sediment loads and
channel morphology and took steps to predict the future effects associated with urbanization. The
results of the study showed significant increases in sedimentation downstream from highly urbanized
areas. Stream beds were lowered an average of two feet and significant stream widening occurred over
the five year period downstream from the fully urbanized portion of the basin. Storm runoff modeling of
full urban buildout revealed that simulated mean annual flood peaks would increase by more than a
factor of 2 and stream widening would increase another 40 to 50% over current conditions.

Method References:
¯ Stream cross-sectional area measurements: Booth, D.B. 1994 A Protocol for Rapid Channel

Assessment, Unpublished Report, Available from King County, Washington, Surface Water
Management Division, Water Resources Section.

¯ Prevalence of stream bank erosion: MacRae, C.R.; A.C. Rowney, 1992. The Role of Moderate Flow
Events and Bank Structure in the Determination of Channel Response to Urbanization. In: Proceedings:
Canadian Water Resources Association, Kingston, Ontario., 45= Annual Conference Resolving Conflict
and Uncertainty in Water Management, June 1992.

¯ Sediment embeddedness: Plafkin, J.L.; M.T. Barbour, K.D. Porter, S.K. Gross, R.M. Hughes, 1989.
Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for use in Streams and Rivers Benthic Macroinvertebrates and Fish.
Report No. EPA/440/4-89/001.
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Tools Used to

Indicator Profile No. 8 Measure Indicator:

Physical Habitat Quality ¯ Rapid Sio=sessment
Protocols (Habitat Assess.)

¯ Rapid Stream Assess.
Category: Physical and Hydrological Technique (RSAT)

¯ Lake Habitat Quality Index

Description: Indicator Useful
Physical habitat evaluations are conducted to determine the potential of for Assessing:
waterbodies to sustain aquatically healthy systems. Degradation is ¯ Aquatic Integrity of:
evaluated to assess whether or not habitat or water quality is the limiting Lakes

factor to aquatic biodiversity. Specific measurements of streams include Streams ¯

channel stability, channel cover, instream sediment embeddedness and Estuaries

substrate condition, riffle, run, pool structure, and riparian habitat. Lake and
* La~d Use Impacts ¯

estuary measurements include: prevalence of submerged aquatic
* Stormwater

Mgmt Programs
vegetation, percent littoral dominance, depth variation, substrate condition, * Whole Watershed . ¯
shoreline development, and submerged structure. Quality

¯ Industrial Sites 0
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: * Municipal
¯ Can help isolate and assess whether water quality or habitat is the Prog~ms

limiting factor for aquatic biological health by evaluating what aquatic Key:
community might be expected to be present based on habitat alone.

¯ Can evaluate restoration potential based on the presence or absence
Very Useful ¯

of habitat characteristics. Mod. Useful
¯ Can be used as the basis to enhance physical structure of a stream i Not Useful 0

system to increase or maintain available habitat.
¯ Can help identify causes of degraded habitat (e.g., uncontrolled Indicator Advantages

stormwater runoff). * Geographic Range ¯
¯ Baseline Con~’ol ¯

Advantages of Method: * Reliable ¯
¯ Reasonably inexpensive and conducive to rapid assessment ° Accuracy

techniques. * Low cost ¯
¯ Reasonably easy to measure. Requires little specialized equipment * Repeatable ¯

¯ All Watershed Scale ¯
and moderate training. ¯ Familia~ to ¯¯ Provides information on past, present, and potential future channel Practitioners
morphology when conducted over time. ¯ Easy to tLSe & ¯

¯ Useful in detecting the impacts of relatively low levels of development Low rosining
on stream habitat (e.g., trout streams). Key

Disadvantages of Method: Very Advantageous ¯
¯ May not accurately assess water quality impacts where habitat is in Mod. Advantageous

good condition but biological integrity is impaired. Not Advantageous
¯ May be difficult to identify the sources of degraded habitat. Cost
¯ Results may vary depending on the preferences and experience of the

investigator. See Table 3.3B
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Case Study: Maxted, J.R.; E.L. Dickey, G.M. Mitchell, 1994
’Habitat Quality of Delaware Nontidal Streams
From Delaware Section 305(b) Report, 1994, Appendix D

Habitat assessments were conducted at 189.sites throughout the state of Delaware during the fall of 1991
and 1993. Sampling stations were selected randomly to provide results which could be statistically
extrapolated to the entire state. 87% of all nontidal streams in Kent and New Castle Counties and 78% of
all perennial streams throughout the state were found to have degraded physical habitat. The majority of
the degraded sites were severely degraded compared to reference conditions. In the Northern Piedmont i
region, the habitat degradation was caused p.rimarily by urbanization and stormwater. Peak stormwater flows
with erosive velocities have caused stream bank failure and channel substrate sedimentation. Management
implications are presented. They include the need for aggressive compliance with the state’s Sediment and
Stormwater Control Regulations.

Method References:
¯ Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (Habitat Assessment): Plafkin, J.L.; M.T. Barbour, K.D. Porter, S.K.

Gross, R.M Hughes., 1989. Rapid Bioassessrnent Protocols for use in Streams and Rivers Benthic
Macroinvertebrates and Fish. Report No. EPM44014--89/001.

¯ Rapid Stream Assessment Technique (RSAT): Galli, J. Unpublished Notes, Available through the
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. 777 North Capitol Street, NE, Washington, D.C.
20002.

¯ Qualitative Habitat Quality Index (QHEI): Rankin, E. 1989. The Qualitative Habitat Evaluation Index
(QHEI): Rationale, Methods, and Application. State of Ohio, Environmental Protection Agency.
Columbus Ohio.
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~ "’~.~ -" Tools Used to

/I ~~~.~:. ~~ I Indicator Profile No. 9 Measure Indicator.

¯ Monitoring stream low flow
data over time as land useImpacted Dry Weather changes.

[I [ Flows
¯ Comparing urban stream loWflows with nearby rural

~:~" "~ ~’~4~ FF(’~ / Category’. Physical and Hydrolog,ca," strea~ low flows.

ndicator Usefi
for Assessing:
¯ Aquatic Integri~

Lakes
Streams
Estuaries

¯ Land Use Impac
¯ Stormwater

Mgmt Programs
" Whole Watershe

m~d dry weather flo~s (as [[ Qua~i~
urbanization increases) as a result of increased irrigation/domestic water I ¯ Indus~al Sites

~e I
. Municipal

Dry weather water chemistry~~ connections or other I l~’ograms
Key:diS~on (reviewed as part of I

ve~ use~!pollutant constituent monitoring, Indicator Profile No. I).
I Mod. Use~!

Not Use~l

Indicator Useful

* Aqt~dc Integrity of:

* Land Use Impacts

" Whole Watershed

* Industrial Sites

Indicator Advantages
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: ¯ Geographic Range
. Can assess the low flow quantity effects of increased urbanization.¯ Baseline Conu’ol
. Can help assess the causes of reduced low flows in streams by¯ Reliable

" Accuracyevaluating effects associated with sanitary sewer and storm drainage
* Low costpipe installation and by evaluating effects of increased impervious

surfaces (humid climates). * Rel~a~ble
* All Watershed Scale¯ Can be used to help watershed managers to institute practices which
¯ Familiar toencourage groundwater recharge and minimize impervious areas. Pracmioners¯ Can help assess the causes of increased low flows in streams by ° Easy to use &

evaluating domestic water usage and behavior patterns (arid climates). Low training¯ Degraded water chemistry, during low flow conditions can help identify Key
pollutant causes and sources. Vety Advantageoue¯ Extremely useful when done in conjunction with stream

Mod. Advantageouswidening/downcutting studies.
Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3B
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~.dvantages of Method:
Provides a direct indicator of low flow quantity as related to watershed
urbanization.

¯ Relatively easy to monitor flows and report results.
¯ Reduced stream low flow is easily understood by the general public

who can apply pressure on decision makers to make appropriate land
use decisions (humid climates).

¯ Most useful in assessing the impact of development on headwater
streams.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ May take several years to obtain statistically valid results showing

trends in flow data with increasing urbanization.
¯ May not adequately address varying geologic or climatic conditions

where other influences (such as i~gation, well drawdown, public water
supply use, sea water intrusion, long term drought, etc.) can affect
results, unless method is partitioned to account for this variability.

¯ Areas with excessively poor natural infiltration rates may show
inconclusive trends with changing land use.

¯ The handful of studies conducted have not shown consistent trends.
¯ Trends are hard to detect in larger streams or where long term

hydrology records are not available.
¯ In arid climates, where low flow tends to increase with increasing

urbanization, resultant condition may be perceived by some as more
beneficial than natural conditions.

Case Study: Ferguson, B.K.; P.W. Suckling, 1990
Changing Rainfall-Runoff Relationehip$ in the Urbanizing Peachtree Creek Watershed, Atlanta,
Georgia
Water Resources Bul/etin, American Water Resources Association, Vol. 26, No. 2

Peachtree Creek is a gaged watershed located in a rapidly urbanizing area. The relationships of runoff to
rainfall were studied for total annual flow, low flows and peak flows. Flows were compared between a later,
more urban,:,ed condition and an eadier, less urbanized condition. An increase in total runoff in wet years
was observed as urbanization increased, but a decrease occurred during dry years. A decrease in low flow
was also observed during dry years.

Increasing peak flows and declining low flows can be adequately explained by urban hydrologic theory. A
decline in total runoff in dry years can be explained only by taking into account evapotranspiration. The
concept of advectively assisted urban evapotranspiration is presented. Urban hydrologic theory must take
into account vegetation and evapotranspiration, as well as impervious surfaces and their direct runoff, to
explain the magnitude of total annual flows and low flows.
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Method References:
¯ Low flow monitoring over time: Spinnello, A.F.; D.L. Simmons, 1992. Base Flow of 10 South-Shore

Streams, Long Island, New York, 1976-85, and the Effects of Urbanization on Base Flow and Flow
Duration. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 904205

¯ Comparing urban and rural low flow: Evett, J.B., 1994. Effects of Urbanization and Land-Use Changes
on Low Stream Flow. Dept. of Civil Engineering, College of Engineering Univ. of North Carolina, UNC-
WRRI-94-284
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Tools Used to

F~EQ. OF FLOOD5 Indicator Profile No. 10 Measure IndicatoF.

Increased Flooding . Compu rmod¢ling
m Frequency ¯ Strea~ channel obstruction

assessments
Category: Physical and Hydrological

~ Description: Indicator Useful
Flooding frequency (or flowrate magnitude change) is measured over time for Assessing:
to determine the response to changing levels of urbanization. The number ¯ Aqu~c t~te~rity or’:
and magnitude of flooding events (in response to rainfall or snowmelt) for Lakes
a particular location or specific stream segment is documented and Streams
compared with the relative changes in land use. Another method is to F.~aries

¯ Laad U~e Impactscompare peak flows for different frequency events in urban watersheds and ¯ Stormwater
in rural watersheds with similar physiographic characteristics. Mgmt Programs
The amount of debris and obstructions identified and documented for a * W~ole Watershed
given stream reach also provides an indirect measure of flooding potential. (~Jty
Obstructions are identified through stream channel reconnaissance * l~dustria]Shes

assessments.
* Municipal

Prelims
The frequency of bankful storm events (in streams) and the corresponding Key:
amount of rainfall are essential in understanding stormwater impacts and Very Useful
planning restoration efforts. Mod. Useful

Not Useful

Indicator Advantages
* Geognphic Range
* Baseline Control
" Reliable

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: *
¯ Can .be used to assess the frequency, duration, and quantity of * Low �os~

flooding with increasing urbanization. * Repeatable
¯ Can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of structural BMPs in * All Watershed Scale

reducing flooding and streambank erosion potential. ¯ Familiar to
¯ Can be used to evaluate flooding potential associated with different Practitioners

land use development patterns. ¯ Easy to
¯ Can help identify specific flood prone areas. Low r~ining
¯ Can indirectly predict potential for streambank erosion and habitat Key

degradation. Very Advantageous
¯ Frequently identified debris and obstructions can be an indicator of Mod. Advantageous

increased flooding potential which can underline the need for Not Advantageous
corrective actions.

Cost

See Table 3.3B
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Flooding is a well-known occurrence and is understood by the general

public. Corrective measures are more readily addressed than less
tangible wa.ter quality issues.

¯ Increased flooding is fairly easily documented and can be reasonably
accurately modeled using several computer models.

¯ Can help focus public attention and support for urban stormwater
programs. Can act as a catalyst in developing other watershed
restoration initiatives.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ May focus too much attention on structural solutions (such as levees,

flood control channels, etc.) rather than more natural, biologically
based alternatives.

¯ Increased flooding frequency may encourage jurisdictions to institute
more stringent onsite stormwater regulations without evaluating the
hydrologic/hydraulic implications within the watershed.

¯ Does not provide any data on changes in water quality.

Case Study: Weiss, L.A., 1990
Effects of Urbanization on Peak Streamflows in Four Connecticut Communities, 1980.84
USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 89-4167

Peak stormwater flows for six urban streams in Connecticut were determined from rainfall and runoff
data collected from 1981 to 1984 and from a computer rainfall-runoff model that simulated storm runoff
for a period from 1951 to 1980. Recurrence intervals for these six streams and three other urban
streams were estimated using the log-Pearson Type III method. These results were compared with peak
flows for rural streams that were computed from regression equations.

Ratios of peak flows in urban basins to peak flows in rural basins are about 1.5 to 6.1 for the 2 year
frequency event and 1.1 to 4.3 for the 100 year frequency event. The lower ratios, for each case, apply
to areas where 30% of the basin is served by storm sewers. The higher ratios apply to areas where 90%
of the basin is served by storm sewers.
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Method References:
¯ Stream gaging data: Bailey, J.F.; W.O. Thomas, K.L. Wetzel, T.J. Ross, 1989. Estimation of Flood-

Frequency Characteristics and the Effects of Urbanization for Streams in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Area., In: USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 87-4194, March 1989. 71p.

¯ Computer modeling: Richter, K.G.; G.A. Schultz, 1988.Aggravation of Flood Conditions Due to
Increased Industrialization and Urbanization., In: Hydrological Processes and Water Management in
Urban Areas. Proceedings of the International Symposium 24-29 Apdl 1988, Duisburg, West Germany.

¯ Change in Flood Peaks: Kibler, D.F.; D.C. Froelich; G. Aron, 1981. Analyzing Urbanization Impacts on
Pennsylvania Flood Peaks., In: Water Resources Bulletin, American Water Resources Association. Vol.
17, No. 2, April 1981.
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Tool Used to

~ Indicator Profile No. 11 Measure Indicator.

¯ S~’earn Ternpera~reStream Temperature
Monitoring

Category: Physical and Hydrological

Description: Indicator Useful
Stream temperature is monitored over time to assess changes in response for Assessing:
to increasing urbanization. Alternatively, stream temperatures in urban * Aqu=ic ~teFity of:
areas may be compared with stream temperatures in nearby rural areas. Lakes
Monitoring includes both storm events and low flow conditions. For a S,’eams

comparative analysis, streams should be located in close proximity and in F.,stu~es
" Land Use Impacts

the same physiographic province (subject to similar weather events or ¯ Stormwater
weather related stressors). Mg~t Programs

¯ Whole Watershed
Quality

¯ Indu.s1~izl Sites
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwatsr Impacts: ¯ Municipal
¯ Can be used to assess the effects of urbanization on stream ProFams

temperature base flows and storm flows. Key:
¯ Can be used to assess the effects of BMPs on stream temperatures Very Useful

and help in promoting practices which have less impacts. Mod. Useful
¯ Can help identify stream reach lengths which may benefit from riparian

Not Useful
buffer enhancement.

¯ Can be used as a watershed land use planning tool-in protecting cool
water stream systems. Indicator Advantages

¯ Geographic Range.
¯ Baseline Con~’oi
¯ Reliable
¯ Accuracy

Advantages of Method: ¯ Low cost
¯ Repea~ble¯ Provides a direct indicator of temperature impacts as related to ¯ All Watershed Scale

watershed urbanization. ¯ Familiar to
¯ Since stream temperature changes will likely affect the most sensitive Practitioners

organisms, can provide an early warning indicator of environmental * Easy to use &
stress which may make remediation easier. Low tnmmg

¯ Reasonably easy to monitor temperatures and report results. Key
¯ Stream thermal pollution is easily understood by the general public, Very Advantageous

public officials, and decision makers who can use the information to
make appropnate land use decisions. M~. Advantageous

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3B

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profde No. 11
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ May be of limited value in warm water systems.

¯ Results may be skewed due to natural conditions such as a prevalence
of spdngs and seeps within a watershed or unusually hot summers.

¯ Changing climatic conditions could have more effect on stream
temperatures than urbanization, over the long term.

¯ Provides only a single measure of the impact of urbanization on water
quality.

¯ Once temperature increases are detected, few management measures
are available to decrease them.

Case Study: Galli, J.; R. Dubose, 1990
Thermal Impacts Associated with Urbanization and Stormwater Management Best Management
Practices
Produced by the Metropolitan Washington Council of Govemments for The Maryland Department of the
Environment.

The study consisted of a two part approach to evaluate thermal and dissolved oxygen impacts to aquatic life
associated with urbanization and various stormwater management BMPs. Part one of the study involved
water temperature monitoring and water quality grab sampling at six headwater streams and four stormwater
management BMPs located in the Piedmont portion of the Anacostia River basin. The urban streams studied
spanned the entire spectrum of watershed imperviousness from undeveloped to approximately 60%
impervious cover.

The four representative BMPs monitored in the study included: an infiltration facility, an artificial wetland, an
extended detention dry pond and a wet pond. The second part of the study consisted of a comprehensive
literature review to evaluate potential temperature and dissolved oxygen impacts at major levels of the
aquatic food chain.

The major findings of the study are as follows: (1) Air temperature and other local meteorological conditions
had a greater influence on stream temperature than stormflow for 90-95% of the time. Rainfall amount and

~intensity was second in importance. (2) Watershed imperviousness together with local meteorological
conditions had the largest influence on urban streams. (3) Riparian canopy coverage played a key role in
insulating small streams from warming. (4) Stream temperature increased with increasing order in a
downstream direction. (5) All four BMPs had a positive average effect in increasing stream temperatures.
Temperature increases were the most severe in the wet pond and the extended detention dry pond. The
artificial wetland was next and the infiltration facility had the least effects on both stormflow and basefiow.

Method Reference:
¯ Stream Temperature Monitoring: PluhowskJ, E.J., 1970. Urbanization and its Effect on the Temperature

of the Streams on Long Island, New York. U.S. Geological Survey, Professional Paper 627-D, 110p.

Center For Watershed Protection                                       Indicator Profile No. 11
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Environment _l Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

~ Measure Indicator.
Indicator Profile No. 12 ¯ ledex, of Bloke Imeg.,

¯ Ind~ of Wdl Being,

A Fish Assemblage Analyses ¯ RapidBio.Assess.,(P,.BP)

Category: Biological
¯ Speaes £x~ct./Reduc~on.
¯ Pr~smc~ offu~h with disease,

tumon, fie damage,

Description: Indicstor Useful

Fish diversity, species richness, species pollutant tolerance, disease for Aseeseing:

prevalence, and other metrics are used to evaluate the aquatic health of * Aqaafic I,t�~. of:
waterbodies as compared to a regional reference condition. This indicator, Lakes

used by state and local governments, volunteer monitoring groups, and Smmas ¯

environmental organizations for measuring in-stream water resource quality, Ese~-~es

is widely regarded as one of the more reliable methods for assessing * Laed Us~ impacts ¯

human-caused ecological impacts. * Saxmwa~:r ¯
M~at Pm~-~ms

Fish are collected (usually by elect~shing or seining) and a biosurvey of the * ~/aol~ Wa~:rsi~d ¯
resident fish community is conducted. Stations for collection must be
representative of the entire reach system in terms of habitat. Wherever * Iada.~nal Si~es
possible, multiple habitats (i.e., riffle, run and pool) are sampled for each * M-,,;�~pd ¯
site. Programs

Fish pathology, indicated by the presence of tumors, fin damage, parasite
Key:

infestations, and discoloration, among other anomalies is also used in the Very Useful ¯

designation of water body health. Mod. Useful
Not Useful

Indicator Advantages
¯ Geographic Range
¯ Baseline Control
¯ Reliable
¯Accuracy

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: ¯ Low cost
Can characterize the existence and severity of degradation and help ¯ Repeatable
identify causes and sources of degradation. ¯ All Watershed Scale

¯ Can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of restoration programs and ¯ Familiar to
help pnontize sites for future evaluation. Prac~onera

¯ Can be used to help evaluate the effectiveness of BMP controls (both * Easy to use &
structural and non-structural). Low training

, Can be used on both a regional and local level. Key
¯ Can help identify bamers to fish migration. Very Aavar~egeous
¯ Can be used to mobilize public support when popular species are Mo~. Advenmgeous

impacted.                                                        Nof Adv~r~egeous

See Table 3.3C

Center For Water~hed Protection Indicator Profde No. 12
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Because of a longer lifespan (3 to 4 years), fish exposed to years of

impacts, provide a good assessment of long-term impacts.
¯ The fish assemblage represents a broad range of tmphic levels and

may be strongly influenced by lower Vophic levels (i.e., algae,
macroinvertebrates, etc.).. Therefore, the fish assemblage provides an
integrated view of the entire environmental system.

¯ Fish are relatively easy to collect and identify. The environmental
recluirements and life history of fish are fairly well documented.

¯ The general public is familiar with fishing for sport and food.
¯ Waterbody aquatic life uses are depicted in terms of fish.

Disadvantages of Method:          ..
¯ Careful regional analysis is required to ensure that metrics and data

are representative of ecoregion. This can require substantial
calibration of metrics prior to application monitoring.

¯ Seasonal changes in fish populations and distribution are natural
occurrences. Therefore, multiple sampling sessions are required to
obtain representative results.

¯ Data collected after major flow events may not be representative of
normal conditions.

¯ The relative health of a selected reference condition can skew the
results of the system being evaluated.

¯ Monitoring must account for stream size and order as a factor in
natural biological diversity and species density. Fish that spawn
elsewhere may be impacted by degraded spawning grounds. Reduced
richness in the study area may not be a true indicator of its water
quality conditions.

¯ Lack of fish diversity can be due to confounding problems (poor
habitat, low flow, channelization, fish barriers, fishing pressures, etc.),
making impact source identification difficult.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 12
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Case Study: Schueler,T.R. 1994
The Importance of Imperviousness
Watershed Protection Techniques, Vol. 1, No. 3 Fall 1994

Four streams in the Maryland Piedmont were monitored to identify the number of fish and number of
sensitive fish present as related to watershed imperviousness. As the level of imperviousness increased the
total number of fish species present decreased. For a watershed of less than 10% imperviousness, a total
of 12 species were present (7 of which were sensitive). At a percent impervious between 10 and 12, two
sensitive species (brown trout and sculpin) were no longer present. As the percent imperviousness rose to
above 25, four more species were no longer identified. At 55% imperviousness only two, pollutant tolerant
species existed.

This relatively simple..study shows that as the intensity of development increases (as measured in terms of
impervious area, the total number of fish species decreases. Those fish species which are the most
sensitive are adversely affected in watersheds of relatively low impervious area.

Method References:
¯ Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI): Karr, J.R.; K.D. Fausch, P.L. Angermeier, P.R. Yant, and I.J. Schiosser.,

1986. Assessing Biological Integrity in Running Waters: A Method and Its Rationale. Special Publication
5. Illinois Natural History Survey

¯ Index of Well Being (I,=): Gammon, J.R. 1980. The use of community parameters derived for
electrofishing catches of river fish as indicators of environmental quality,. In: Seminar on Water Quality
Management 7radeoffs. Report No. EPA-905/9-80-009. U.S. EPA, Washington, D.C.

¯ Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (RBP): Plafkin, J.L.; M.T. Barbour, K.D. Porter, S.K. Gross, R.M
Hughes., 1989. Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for use in Streams and Rivers Benthic
Macroinvertebrates and Fish. Report No. EPM440/4-89/001. U.S. EPA, Office of Water

¯ Extinction/Reduction in Species: Klein, R.D. 1979. Urbanization and Stream Quality Impairment., In:
Water Resources Bulletin. Vol. 15, No. 4, pp 948-963

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profde No. 12
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet

D
Indicator Profile No. 13 Tools Used to

Measure IndicatoF.

Macro-lnvertebrate ¯ Hilse offBiodc Index
Assemblage ¯ P. id. Bio. ss.

¯ F~PT I.dex
Category: Biological ¯ ~verr~brate Community

Index (ICI)

ri " : Indicator Useful
Benthic macro-invertebrates are used to evaluate the aquatic health of for Assessing:
waterbodies. Several metrics (e.g. taxa richness, ratio of scrapers to * Aq~c L.tegri~y of:
filterers, ratio of sensitive to tolerant species, abundance, etc.) are used to Lak~ ¯
assess the relative health of a given system..Aquatic systems are usually Str=~zs ¯
compared to a reference condition which is defined as the natural or "least £stu~es

i impacted" habitat of a particular region. The maximum expectations for ¯ La~d Use [mpacts ¯

macro-invertebrate community structure and function are determined by * Ston~wat=r ¯
Mgmt P~oFams

monitonng the set of streams selected to establish reference conditions. ¯ Whole Watershed ¯

¯ Indusmal Sites
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwatsr Impacts: ,- * Municipal ¯
¯ Can be used to depict the existence and severity of degradation. Programs
¯ Can be used to help screen possible sources and causes of Key."

degradation, very Useful ¯¯ Can be used to help assess the performance of watershed restoration
measures (particularly in-stream habitat restoration projects). Mod. Useful

¯ Can be used to help evaluate the performance of stormwater BMPs Not Useful
(both structural and non-structural)

¯ Provides short term responses to changes in aquatic systems and ladieator Advantages
therefore is a valuable tool to measure short term impacts (such as ¯ Geographic R~ge ¯
effects from construction projects). ¯ Baseline Con=ol

¯ Reliable ¯
¯ Accuracy ¯

Advantages of Method: ¯ Low cost ¯
¯ Macro-invertebrates have limited mobility, and therefore are good ¯ Repea~able ¯

assessors of site specific impacts (mobility, however, may be affected ¯ All Watershed Scale ¯
by storm flows and drift). * Famili=," to ¯

Practitioners¯ Aquatic insects have relatively short lifespans and respond quickly to ¯ Easy to use &
stress. Therefore, they provide good short term monitoring results. Low training¯ Macro-invertebrates are relatively easy to identify, sampling is
reasonably easy and does not effect the resident biota. It is relatively Key

easy to identify degraded systems through casual observations, very Advantageous ¯
¯ Macro-invertebrates are usually abundant in most small streams where Mod. Advantageous

few fish are present. Not Advantageous
;- Citizen volunteers can quickly learn insects to family level, more Cost

comprehensive training is required for other metrics.
See Table 3.3C
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Some regional modifications of metrics are required to ensure that data

is representative of ecoregion.
¯ Seasonal changes in species composition and populations requires

strict adherence to consistent sampling frequency.
¯ Data collected after major flow events is likely not to be representative

of normal conditions due to habitat disruptions.
¯ The relative health of a selected reference condition can skew the

results of the system being evaluated.
¯ Species identification may be time consuming and complex.
¯ Sensitive macro-invertebrate species seem to decline significantly at

relatively low watershed imperviousness (= 15%) and therefore are
less effective as predictive tools for more densely urbanized areas.

¯ Paired sampling sites must have comparable habitat to produce valid
results. Macro-invertebrate prevalence may be as much a function of
habitat type as quality.

Case Study: ,Jones, R.C.; Clark, C.C. 1987
Impact of Watershed Urbanization on Stream Insect Communities
Water Resources Bulletin, American Water Resources Association, Vo123, No. 6

The effects of urbanization on aquatic insects were analyzed for 22 sites in five watersheds in northern
Virginia. The amount of urbanization was measured in terms of human population. Population densities
ranged from near 0 in one watershed to neady 20 individuals per hectare at one sampling site. Sampling
sites were located so as to only collect data for non point"source discharges. Three samples were obtained
for each stream reach, each for a separate riffle. Organisms were collected using a modified circular Hess
sampler. During sample collection other physio-chemical parameters were also measured: temperature,
dissolved oxygen, conductivity, pH, alkalinity and hardness, and canopy coverage. Organisms were
identified to genus using the method of Merrit and Cummins (1984).

Results of the study showed that abundance Of Diptera was strongly correlated with increasing urbanization.
The relative abundance of other groups was negatively correlated with urbanization. Trichoptera and
Ephemeroptera as a percent of total organisms, each decreased with increasing urbanization. Coleoptera,
Megaloptera, Plecoptera and Odonata were found almost exclusively at low to moderately urbanized
stations. The 22 sites were placed into two groups; 9 sites were in watersheds that had population densities
less than 10 per hectare and 13 sites were in watersheds with human populations greater than 10 per
hectare. The less urbanized watersheds had significantly less Diptera and significantly more Ephemeroptera,
Coleoptera, Megaloptera, Plecoptera and Odonata. ’l’he total number of insects was not significantly affected
by urbanization. Trichoptera was the only group which did not vary significantly with increasing urbanization.
Genus richness and diversity was also significantly higher in the less urbanized group. The result of the
study indicates that the relative urbanization has a significant effect on acluatic insect community.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Prof’de No. 13
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Method References:
¯ Hilsenhoff Biotic Index: Hilsenhoff, W.L 1982. Using a Biotic Index to Evaluate Water Quality in

Streams., In: Technical Bulletin No. ’/32. Department of Natural Resources, Madison, V~sconsin.

¯ Hilsenhoff Improved Biotic Index: Hilsenhoff, W.L. 1987. An improved biotic index of organic stream
pollution., Great Lakes Entomology. 20:31-39

¯ Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (RBP): Plafkin, J.L.; M.T. Barbour, K.D. Porter, S.K. Gross, R.M.
Hughes., 1989. Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for Use in Streams and Rivers Benthic
Macroinvertebrates and Fish. Report No. EPA/440/4-89/001. U.S. EPA, Office of Water

¯ Invertebrate Community Index (ICI): Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, 1987. Users Manual for
Biological Field Assessment of Ohio Surface Waters. Vol. II of Biological Criteria for the Protection of!
Aquatic Life. Div. Water Quality Monitor. and Assess. Surface Water Section, Columbus, OH0

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 13
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Toola Used to

Indicator Profile No. 14 Measure Indicato~

~ ¯ Elec~fishing Surveys
Single Species Indicator ¯ PhysicaiHabit t

Assessments
Category: Biological ¯ Bioassays

Description: Indicator Useful
The biological status of a carefully chosen single species is used as an for Assessing:
assessment tool for representing the environmental health of an aquatic * Aquae Integrity of:
system. The presence, absence and/or trend in population of a particular Lakes
environmentally sensitive species (such as trout, salmon or freshwater Str=a~s

mussels) in a waterbody provides a measure of aquatic health. Single Estuaries

species reproduction rates and mortality rates are compiled to evaluate ¯ Land Use impacts

trends in aquatic system integrity. Species pathology, indicated by the
° Stor~watcr

Mgmt Programs
presence of tumors, fin damage, parasite infestations, and discoloration, * Who.le
among other anomalies is also used to assess water body health. ~iry

¯ Industrial Sites
¯ Municipal

Programs
Key:

Utility of Indicator to Assess Storrnwater Impacts:               Very Useful
¯ Useful in identifying degradation associated with land use for the single

species and/or trophic level. Mod. Useful
¯ Potential to act as a focal point for aquatic system protection and Not Useful

restoration. Can induce public education, support and activism.
¯ Can solicit political pressure and support regarding planning issues. Indicator Advantages

¯ Geographic Range
¯ Baseline Conu’ol
¯ Reliable
¯ Accuracy
¯ Low cost

Advantages of Method: ¯ Repe.mble
¯ Usually on a higher trophic level and therefore potentially     All WatershedScale

representative of broader range of environmental quality. ° Familia~ to
¯ Easy to identify, sample and has low training costs. Practitioners

¯Easy to use &
¯ Single species monitoring is conducted relatively quickly. Low .-~inmg
¯ The general public is usually very familiar with the species being Key

monitored (such as trout and salmon).
¯ The use of sensitive species as an indicator species identifies Very Adventageous

degradation in its early stages which may make remediation easier. Mod. Advantageous
Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3C

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profde No. 14
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Management activities, such as fish stocking, can distort monitoring

results.
¯ Habitat protectiort/restoratJon measures (based only on single spedes)

may not adequately address other aquatic species needs.
¯ The natural variability and population fluctuations of the single species

being measured may skew resu~. The advantage of multiple metrics
to account for aberrations is not present.

¯ Species that migrate make it difficult to isolate whether the effect is
occurring in the study area or somewhere else.

¯ If the species is not currently or historically present in the aquatic
system, the method provides little useful data.

!Case Study: Scott, J.B.; Steward, C.R.; Stober, Q.J.
Effects of Urban Development on Fish Population Dynamics in Kelsey Creek, Washington
Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 115:555-567, 1986

The authors presented a paper from a 30 month study comparing the relative fish dynamics for two small
streams in Washington, one located within a predominately urban area and one located in a predominately
rural area. Kelsey Creek is located in the City of Bellevue, Washington and has land uses consisting of
mainly single-family and multi-family residential, but also has a significant commercial and industrial land use
component. Nearby Bear Creek is in a predominantly rural area with only 15% of the land use occupied by
single-family residential and the remaining land cover is in forest and pastureland.

According to historic studies Coho salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch and cutthroat trout Salmo clarki were the
most abundant salmonids present in the early 1940’s in both streams. Although there were no detailed lists
of the other species inhabiting the study streams at that time, more recent investigations indicate that
sculpins Cottus sp. were originally widely distributed in the area.

Study methods included conducting outmigrant netting and resident fish sampling. Netting of downstream
migrants was conducted at the mouth of Kelsey Creek. Resident fish were sampled at five sites on Kelsey
Creek and three sites on Bear Creek. Fish were sampled using a backpack electrofisher. Fork lengths of
all salmonids were measured, scale samples were obtained and wet weights were determined. Nonsalmonid
fish species were recorded as present or absent except for one sampling session when numbers and weights
were recorded. Ages of the fish were determined, population of each species-age group at each study site
was estimated by the removal method and the Seber-Jolly mark-recapture method. Population growth rates
were calculated.

Impacts from urbanization appeared to have a greater affect on coho salmon and nonsalmonid fish species
than on cutthroat trout. The total biomass of fish in each stream was determined to be about the same, but
the composition of the fish assemblage differed substantially. The majority of fish in Keisey Creek were
cutthroat trout between age 0 and 1 year. Bear Creek had a much more diverse salmonid community of
vanous ages and numerous non-salmonids were present.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 14
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Method References:
¯ Electrofishing surveys: Tennessee Valley Authority, 1993. Survey of Brook Trout (Salvelinus Fontinalis)

Population in the Upper Little Tennessee River Watershed, Macon and Swain Counties, North Carolina.
TVAWM9320.

¯ Physical habitat assessments: Platts, W.S.; et. al., 1989. Changes in Salmon Spawning and Reanng
Habitat from Increased Delivery of Fine Sediment to the South Fork Salmon River, Idaho. In:
Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. Vol. 118, No. 3, pp. 274-283.

¯ Bioassays: Dermott, R.; M. Munawar. 1992. A Simple and Sensitive Assay for Evaluation of Sediment
Toxicity Using Lumbriculus Vadegatus (Mueller). In: Hart, B.T.; Sly, P.G. (eds). Sediment-Water
/nteractions. Vol. 235-6, pp. 407-414.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 14
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

Indicator Profile 15            Measure Indicator:Two or mor~ of the following:
¯ lid. ofBio, litegrity (IBI)

Composite Indicators    ¯ Rapid Bioass. Pro. (I~P)
¯ Index of Well Being (I~)

Biological Indicators ¯ Invertebrate Community
¯ li~x (ICI)

Description: Indicator Useful
Multiple groups of organisms and/or taxa (e.g., macroinvertebrates, fish, for Assessing:
plankton, amphibians) are used to comprehensively portray the health of * Aqu~c l~=¢rky of:

aquatic systems. A~edes of biological metrics, ranging from fish diversity La~s ¯

indices, macro-invertebrate indices, alga| communities, and/or other
Stn~ms ¯

communities are evaluated to assess the effects of urban runoff on aquatic
£smaz~es ¯

¯ Land Use Impacr.s ¯
biota. Composite indicators require comparison to reference conditions as * Stonuwa~r ¯
a measure of use attainability. Mgmt Programs

¯Whole Watershed ¯

¯ Induslrial Sites
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwatsr Impacts: ¯ Municipal ¯

¯ Provides the same utility to assess stormwater impacts as both fish Pro~"~as ,,,
and macro-invertebrate sampling but may provide a more thorough Key:
and comprehensive evaluation. Very Useful ¯

¯ Can be used to prioritize further and more detailed monitoring, such as Mod. Useful
chemical characterizations or toxicity testing. Not Useful

Advantages of Method: ~di~ator Advantages
¯ Composite monitoring allows for both long-term trend analysis as well * Geographic Range ¯

as short-term impact assessments. ¯ Ba.~llne Comrol
¯ Composite monitoring provides more comprehensive information * Reliable ¯

relative to pollutant source identification. Locations are more easily ¯ Accuracy ¯
confirmed when multiple metrics are indicating degradation. * Low cost

¯ Composite monitoring is useful for whole watershed assessments as * Repe~zable ¯
¯ All Watershed Scale ¯

well as site specific impact assessments.                         * Familia~ to          ¯
Practitioners

Disadvantages of Method: ¯ Easy to use &
¯ Regional modifications of metrics will be necessary over a faidy wide Low u-am~g ..,

range of taxa. Key

¯ Seasonal changes in species composition will require strict adherence Very Advantageous ¯
tO consistent sampling frequency. Mod. Advantageous

¯ Major flow events will affect data validity. Not Advantageous 0
¯ Reference condition health can skew results. Cost
¯ Cannot alone characterize the precise causes of degradation, this will

usually involve other tools. See Table 3.3C

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profile No. 15
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Case Study: Pitt, R.E.
Effects of Urban Runoff on Aquatic Biota
Handbook of Ecotoxicology, Lewis Publishers, Inc. 1994; Chapter 30

This case study analyzes the effects of urban runoff on the receiving waters of Coyote Creek, near San Jose,
California. The study describes the changes to the aquatic environment as the creek passes from an
upstream non-urban area through an urbanized area.

The Coyote Creek is a reasonably large waterway which drains an area of approximately 200,000 acres.
The urban portion of San Jose is within the downstream one-third of the approximately 45 mile long
watershed. Sampling was conducted during the period of March 1977 to August 1980. Several parameters
were sampled during, the study period, including; basic hydrologic conditions, water quality, sediment
properties, general habitat characteristics, fish, benthic organisms, attached algae, and rooted aquatic
vegetation. The use of the above array of indicators provided a broad picture of the impacts of urbanization
on Coyote Creek. The results of the study showed that there were distinct differences in species diversity,
composition and abundance between the urban and non-urban portions of the study area. The non-urban
areas supported a more diverse aquatic commun~j, more native fishes and many more benthic
macroinvertebrate taxa. The urban portions of the study area were composed of an aquatic community of
mainly the most pollutant-tolerant species of fish and macroinvertebrates. There were changes in the
physical habitat between the non-urban and urban portions of the creek, however it is believed that these
differences could not account for the magnitude of change to the aquatic community through the urban
reach.

Due to a wide variety of possible factors affecting the biological community, it is impossible to directly identify
all of effects as being attributed to urban runoff alone. In a system as large as the Coyote Creek other
factors such as extreme flows, drought’ stream gradient, effects of impoundments, etc. may contribute to
biological degradation. The evidence presented in this case study indicates that urban runoff is responsible
for a large portion of the impacts to biological organisms.-

Method References:
¯ Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI): Karr, J.R.; Fausch, P.L. Angermeier, P.R. Yant, and I.J. Schlosser., 1986.

Assessing Biological Integrity in Running Waters: A Method and Its Rationale. Special Publication 5.
Illinois Natural History Survey.

¯ Index of Well Being (1~,): Gammon, J.R. 1980. The use of community parameters dedved for
electrofishing catches of dver fish as indicators of environmental quality., In: Seminar on Water Quality
Management Tradeoffs. Report No. EPA-905/9-80-O09.

¯ Rapid Bioassessment Protocols (RBP): Plafkin, J.L.; et al. 1989. Rapid Bioassessment Protocols for
use in Streams and Rivers Benthic Macroinvertebrates and Fish. Report No. EPAI44014-891001.

¯ Invertebrate Community Index (ICl): Ohio Environmental Protection Agency. 1987. Biological Criteda
for the Protection of Aquatic Life: Vol. II. Users Manual for Biological Assessment of Ohio Surface
Waters. Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Columbus, OH.

¯ Biological Assessment: Davis, W.S., T.P. Simon (eds). 1995. Biological Assessment and Criteria-Tools
for Water Resource Planning and Decision Making. Lewis Publishers. Boca Raton, FL.

Center For Watershed Protection Indicator Profde No. 15
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Tools Used to

¯ Indicator Profile No. 16           Measure Indicator.

¯ Other Biological Indicators ¯ Phytoplankton Indices
¯ Zooplankton Indices
¯ Diatoms community

Biological Indicators measurments~) ~ ¯ Periphyton Indices

Description: Indicator Useful
There are several additional biological monitoring methods that have been for A~sessing:used to assess water‘ quality. Examples of some of these include surveys

* Aquatic ~t=grity of’:
of: plankton (phytopiankton, zoophankton, periphyton, diatoms) Bryozoans, L~k=s
algal microfossils, amphibians and bacteria. Some of these are more S~,a~s
commonly used than others and some have been used for direct Estuaries

assessment of urban stormwater runoff while others are for different water * Land Use impacts
¯ Stormwater

quality evaluations (such as wastewater effluent monitoring, water MgmtPrograms
treatment plant monitoring, CSOs, etc.). This profile is targeted primarily * Whole W~tershed
at the utility of plankton surveys as a biological indicator. Bryozoans are (~ality
technically considered macro-invertebrates, algal microfossils are part of * Lndustrial Sites
sediments and bacteria are addressed separately under the Human Health * Mu.icipal
Criteria indicator profile. Programs

Key:
Very Useful

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts:               Mod. Useful
¯ Plankton can be used to assess water quality through changes in

community structure, pattems of distribution and relative proportions     Not Useful
of sensitive and insensitive species.

¯ Plankton can be used to evaluate thermal pollution, presence of toxic Indicator Advantages
pollutants, nutrients and excessive sedimentation. * Geographic Range

¯ B~seline Cona’ol
¯ Reliable

Advantages of Method: * Acct~’ac~
¯ Low cos~¯ Valuable as a continuous monitoring tool because the nature of the cell
¯ Repeatablestructure allows for continuous integration of stresses that effect * All Watershed Scale

growth and reproduction. Good for assessing short term impacts. ¯ Familiar to
¯ Phytoplankton (free floating algae) have distinct species which flourish Pract~on~rs

in eutrophic conditions and distinct species which are indicitive of clean * Easy to use &
water. This is particularily useful in estuaries and freshwater lakes. Low tnining

¯ Periphyton (attached forms of algae) are traditionally used in Iotic Key
systems as an indicator of water quality. Very Advantageous

¯ Diatoms and other single-celled microscopic plants provide a Mod. Advantageous
quantifiable measure of water quality degradation over a wide
geographic area. Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3C
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ May have limitations due to transient nature and variable distribution

of species, and the influence of large storm events (washout).
¯ Requires faidy sophisicated sampling and laboratory work to quantify

analysis and report results. Some methods and indices may over-
simplify the ecological conditions by evaluating only species
composition rather than community structure and dynamics.

¯ Short lifespans of organisms are not particularly suited for long term
monitoring studies.

¯ Indicator populations are often highly seasonal in nature.
¯ Few stormwater managers have training or experience in interpreting

sample data.

Case Study: Morgan, M.D., 1987
Impact of Nutrient Enrichment and Alkalinization on Periphyton Communities in the New Jersey
Pine Barrens.
Flydrobio/ogia, Vol. 144, No. 3, p 233-241

Periphyton was used to evaluate impacts associated with urban residential and agricultural land uses in the
New Jersey Pine Barrens. Communities of pedphyton in three developed streams were compared with those
of three undeveloped streams. 53 periphyton species were encountered in a sampling period of one year.
Species richness was significantly greater in the disturbed streams. Species composition also varied
between the two conditions. Elevated pH and nitrates in the disturbed conditions contributed to the effects
of species composition.

Method References:
¯ Phytoplankton and Zooplankton: Gast, H.F.; R.E.M. Suykerbuyk, R.M.M. Roijackers, 1990. Urban Storm

Water Discharges: Effects Upon Plankton Communities., In: Water Science Tech., Vol. 22, No. 10/11,
pp. 155-162.

¯ Diatoms: Maples, R.S., 1987. Diatoms as Indicators of Water Quality in Three Bayous of the Calcasieu
River/Lake Complex., In: Ecosystem Analysis of the Ca/casieu River/Lake Complex. Report No.
DOE/EP/31111-1 Vol. 2.

¯ Penphylon: Falter, C.M.; J. Kann, M. Beck’with, 1988. Attached Benthic Algae (periphyton) in the littoral
of Lake Pencl (Dreille, Idaho. 8= Annual/ntemational Symposium on Lake and Watershed Management,
1988.
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
UsedTools to

Indicator Profile No. 17           Measure Indicator:

:D Public Attitude Surveys ’ i" Direct mail to public
,. Public workshops with

Category: Social citizens/citizen assoc.
with¯ Interviews targeted

audience

Indicator Useful
Public attitude surveys are dire~ed at targeted groups to assess general for Assessing:
awareness of key water quality problems and willingness to finance (via ¯ Aquatic Integrity of:
government spending.) restoration efforts. A targeted group is solicited with Lakes O
a direct mailout, an interview or other mechanism of communication to S~reams 0
gather information regarding an existing or potential program. The results Estuaries
I ¯ ¯ La~d Use Impacts 0;of a survey are usually gathered into a summary report whsch may, for ¯ Stormwater ¯example, indicate that the public believes urban runoff to be the most
significant source of pollution in the watershed or that funding, for

M~z~tProgra~s
¯ Whole Watershed

restoration efforts should be increased. This information is then used by Quality
decision makers in helping to formulate watershed management policy, * Lndustrial Sites O
develop restoration budgets and workplans, or implement stream * Mtmicipal
restoration programs, for example. ~o~"ns

Key:

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwatsr Impacts: very useful ¯
¯ Can be used to assess the public’s perception of existing or proposed Mod. Useful

water quality programs (e.g., citizen volunteer monitoring, proposed Not Useful 0

waterbody restoration program, maintenance program implementation
for BMP’s, etc). Indicator Advantages

¯ Can be used as a foundation for political action to ~tress the relative ¯ Geographic R~nge ¯
value the public places on a particular water quality issue. ¯ Baseline Control

¯ Can be used as a mechanism for soliciting public or private funding for ¯ Reliable
a particular water resource issue. ¯ Accuracy

¯ Can be a major component of a public educational program which * Low cost
incorporates results of surveys into future programs. ¯ Repeatable ¯

¯ All Watershed Scale ¯¯ Helps managers develop more effective pollution prevention programs * Familiar to
based on reported behaviors and targets scarce resources toward Practitioners
specific watersheds, population groups, or watershed interest groups. ¯ Easy to use &

Low training

Advantages of Method: Key

¯ Effective way to obtain information regarding citizen attitudes/concerns Very Advantageous ¯
for a particular issue or set of issues. Mo~. Advantageous

¯ Gives decision makers information on how proposed programs are Not Advantageous
likely to be received by the targeted audience. Cost

¯ Generally is relatively easy to interpret results and therefore can be an
effective tool for non technical applications. See Table 3.3D
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Results of survey are dependent on the number of people who respond

and the degree of importance people place on water quality issues.
¯ Results can be dependent on the socioeconomic status of the

community being surveyed and the relative importance water quality
plays in people’s lives.

¯ Results of survey can be skewed by the relative knowledge of the
target audience. Survey practitioners must consider target audience’s
understanding of topic in formulating questionnaires and be prepared
to follow up with future surveys.

¯ Language barriers and lack of phone or address information may result
in missing key population groups.

¯ Does not directly..measure changes occurring in the receiving water.

Case Study: Blair, J., G. Slater, A. McLaughlin, 1994
The Chesapeake Bay Attitudes Survey
Chesapeake Bay Program, Communications Subcommittee, Final Report, April 28, 1994.

The Survey Research Center at the University of Maryland at College Park conducted a survey of residents
in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The goal of this study was to provide baseline data on the attitudes,
behaviors, and opinions of residents about pollution, water quality, funding, and clean-up efforts in the Bay
watershed. The survey was conducted from October 6, 1993 through January 27, 1994. A total of 2004
people were interviewed.

The study results indicated that 85% of all respondents were either very concerned or somewhat concerned
about pollution in the Bayl This level of concern varied by distance from the Bay. Concern was greatest
for people living closest to the Bay. Approximately one-third of the respondents thought that business and
industry was the main cause of pollution in the Bay. About half of the respondents thought the Bay was more
3olluted today compared to ten years ago.

Seventy-eight percent of the respondents who reported being familiar with the Bay said that pollution had
not interfered with any of the things they do for recreation on the Bay. Sixty-eight of these respondents
thought that the water quality was unsafe for aquatic life; sixty percent thought water quality was unsafe for
swimming, and fifty-three percent thought the water quality made seafood unsafe.

The major sources of pollution identified by respondents were business and industry, commercial shipping
spills, recreational boating, landfills, construction, and farming. Sixty-one percent said efforts to clean-up
the Bay were too little.
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Method References:

¯ Direct Mail: Hampton Roads Municipal Communicators, 1992. EnvironmentalAtt#udes Surveyed in
Hampton Roads, Hampton Roads Municipal Communicators

¯ Public Workshops: Hoffman, R.K., 1981. The Public’s Perspective on Nonpoint Sources. Nonpoint
Pollution Control. Tools and Techniques for the Future, Proceedings of a Technical Symposium, P 35-
38

¯ Interviews with Target Audiences: Desvousges, W.H.; V.K. Smith, M.P. McGivney, 1983. Comparison
of Alternative Approaches for Estimating Recreation and Related Benet’tts of Water Quality
/mprovements. Misc. Rep Ser. U.S. EPA. No. EPA/230/05-83/001
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

f Indicator Profile No. 18 Measure Indicator:

IndustriallCommercial ¯ Direct maJ| out to industry
¯ Workshops with industry

Pollution Prevention represemadve  roups
¯ Interviews with individual

Category: Social indusu’y personnel

Description: Indicator Useful
Surveys of pollution prevention efforts for industrial sites are conducted to for Assessing:
assemble data regarding the costs and benefits associated with NPDES * Aquatic [ntegr~ of:
stormwater permit compliance. Site managers are surveyed to obtain Lakes 0
information regarding permit implementation costs (e.g., BMP construction Streams 0
costs, spill prevention training costs), technical issues regarding Estuaries O

!implementation of structural and nonstructuraJ BMPs, and potential benefits * La~d Use Impacts O
gained. * Stormw=ter ¯

M~t Programs
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: * Whole Watershed 0
¯ Can be used to assess industry’s perception of effectiveness of

* ~dustr~! Sites ¯
stormwater BMPs and methods for improvement. * Mu~cipal 0¯ Can be used to assemble cost information and compare Prog’ams
implementation costs between different industries and different
geographic locations. Key:

Very Useful          ¯¯ Can be a component of an industry stormwater educational program
Mod. Usefulwhich incorporates results into future pollution prevention programs.

¯ Can foster partnerships with industry and help managers identify site Not Useful
conditions that they may be unaware of (e.g., illicit connections from
floor drains). Indicator Advantages

¯ Geographic Range ¯
Advantages. of Method: ° Baseline Conu’ol
¯ Effective way to obtain information regarding industry attitudes and * Reliable

perception of the importance of stormwater programs. * Accuracy
¯ Results of survey are based on industry input and therefore will likely ¯ Low cost

be more directed at specific concemstproblems which affect industry ¯ Repeatable ¯
operations which may lead to more cost effective ways of doing things. ¯ All Watershed Scale ¯

¯ Generally is relatively easy to interpret results and therefore can be a ¯ Familiar to
Practitioners

useful tool for non-technical policy decisions.                       * Easy to use &
Low u-aining

Disadvantages of Method: Key
¯ Results of survey are dependent on the information provided by Very Advantageous

industry personnel and may be skewed to industry’s advantage Mod. Advantageous
¯ Surveys are not usually based on highly technical information and may NotAdventageous

not adequately address complex water quality issues.
Cost¯ Industry may be suspicious that participation in the surveys may lead

to costly regulation.                                               See Table 3.3D
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Case Study: Beck, P.C.
StorTnwater Permit Program An Industrial Experience

,Stormwater NPDES- Related Monitoring Needs. Conference Proceedings, American Society of Civil
Engineers. MT. Crested Butte, CO August 7-12, 1994

The Coors Brewing Company, located in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains west of Denver, is the third
largest brewer in Amedca and subject to the NPDES stormwater discharge permit. Coors’ will be operating
under four general stormwater permits. Coors has completed storrnwater outfall sampling at more than
twenty stormwater discharge locations. The results of the sampling showed that average concentrations fell
within requirements for bottled water and RCRA Health Based Standards. Maximum values were in some
cases substantially above the average values. Additional work is probably necessary to fully assess the
normal distribution of data at any given outfall. Nutrients and suspended solids showed a wide range of
variation among diffe.rent samples and different results.

Coors has taken some corrective actions for areas with unusually high pollutant concentration values. For
example, an outfall with a 3190 mg/1 BOD5 concentration was near a yeast drying facility and spilled yeast
was responsible for the high value. Corrective actions were taken to reroute storm drains from the existing
ouffall to the process treatment plant. Other problems were also addressed: Roof drains on fermenting
buildings were rerouted from a discharge into the adjacent creek to the process treatment plant. Storm drains
in high traffic areas were modified to collect the five year storm and divert it to the sanitary system. Lean-to
roof structures were installed over waste matedal collection bins and over above ground fuel storage
facilities.

Method References:
¯ Workshop with industry group: Brosseau, G. 1992. 1992 Summary Report- Vehicle Service Facility

Waste Minimization Program., Palto Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant, Uribe & Associates
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet

~ "i Indicator Profile No. 19 Itleasure Indicator:

Public Involvement and ¯ N=*r =d~volvement ~ups°fpublic

Monito ng ¯
~ monko~g ~ffo~ed

Catego~: Social ¯ N~ ofhotl~e ~po~
" ¯ Adv~ co~cil

DescHp~on:                                                Indictor Useful
Public pa~icipation in sto~water programs is one measure of ove~ll ~r A~essing:
pr~ram effe~iveness. Su~s~l implementation of So,water p~ms ¯ Aq~� ~te~ of:
de~nds, in large pa~, upon the a=ive suppo~ and pa~idpa~on of ~e
public. C~=en monRo~ng programs, s~am segme~s ado~, watemhed
stewardship groups, public eduction (including school cu~cula),
pa~icipation in watemhed eduction events are all ~mponents of public ¯ ~d Use Imp~
involvement programs. ~her measures of public pa~icipation include * St~w~r
pa~icipation in household h~a~ous waste recycling effo~s, num~r of M~t
calls made to repo~ illegal dumping into the sto~ sewer system or
streams, and mem~mhip in c~en advisow groups. * ~du~ Sites

Uffii~ of Indicator to Assess Sto~wa~r Impact:
Key:¯ Can be used to help mod~ cR~en behavio~ related to source

controls. Ve~ Use~l
¯ Can help reduce monitoring expenses and expand a judsdi~ion’s M~. Use~l

monitoring database. Not Use~l
¯ Can help identi~ pollutant sources through cit~en watchdog a~ions.
¯ Can help prepare students to be knowledgeable about water pollution [adieator

issues and respectful of existing water resour~s. * G~phic
¯ Can generate politi~l suppo~ for add~ional sto~water and wate~hed * B~ei~¢ Con=oi

funding. ¯ Reliable
¯ Can foster acceptance of proje=s through close relationships with ¯

communities, and ~n provide inp~ for adja~nt residents on siting and ¯ ~w co=
aesthetic concerns ¯ R=~bl¢

¯ All W~ed

Advan~ges of Me~od:
= ~y to use &¯ Jurisdi~ions with a~ive public involvement programs are more likely

Lowto have a population ~ich is info~ed about water quali~ issues and
therefore is more receptive to program initiatives, funding issues, and Key

pollution prevention effo~s. Ve~ A~anta~ous
¯ Programs can ~ initiated by Io~1 governments with relatively I~le M~. A~ta~ous

expense. Not A~anta~ous 0¯ Provides decision makem w~h info~ation on public ~r~ptions which
Costis useful in watemhed management programs.

S~ Table 3.3D
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Monitoring may not always meet strict quality control protocols and,

therefore, may not be scientifically useful for expanding databases.
¯ Citizen activists may not understand technical issues and may be less

receptive to political and financial tmdeoffs associated with particular
projects.

* Educational efforts may take several years to affect citizen behavior.
o The lack of citizen involvement group participation may be a function

of socioeconomic environment rather than actual program
effectiveness.

¯ Does not measure or change the behaviorlattitudes of residents that
do not participate in the programs.

Case Study: Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Texas Watch: Volunteer Environmental Monitoring
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, 7"X 78711

This information packet describes Texas Watch, the statewide volunteer environmental monitoring program
of the Texas Natural Conservation Commission. The program is one component of the agency’s strategy
to combat nonpoint source pollution. Texas Watch addresses nonpoint source pollution in two ways: it
assists professional data gathering efforts by enlisting volunteers to monitor water quality in their
communities and it provides an excellent tool with which to educate the public about nonpoint source
~ollution through teacher involvement and the media.

Method References:
¯ Number and type of public involvement groups: Fullmer, J., 1994. Successful Grass-Roots Strategies

for Public Education and Participation In Watershed Protection Policy Making., In: Pawlukiewicz, J.;
et.al. (eds.), 1994. Proceedings for Watershed ~3: A National Conference on Watershed Management.,
Alexandria, VA., Mar 21-24, 1993., USEPA No. 840-R-94-002

¯ Quantity of Monitonng: Ely, E (ed.); 1994. Volunteer Monitonng: Past, Present & Future., The Volunteer
Monitor. Vol. 6, No. Spring 1994
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Indicator Profile No. 20

User Perception
Category: Social

Description: Indicator Useful
Successful stormwater management efforts depend, in large part, on public for Amssing:
support. Public support, in turn, depends upon its valuation of water * Aq=ati¢ ~teFity or’:
resources. The public’s valuation of a particular water body is usually Lakes
based on more than water chemistry. Appearance, surroundings, ease of Su~ams
access, and apparent water quality are all considered by the average user. £stu=-ies
Trash, floatables, and turbidity will detract from the appearance of the water * La~d Use Impacts

body. Surroundings are perceived as less than ideal when there is limited
tree cover or other bank-side vegetation. Extremely dense vegetation, Mg~t Programs

¯Whole Watershedlimited physical access, or remoteness may also detract from perceived
value. Finally, oily waters, unusual colors and odors will also count against

¯ l~dus~al Skesthe water body. * Municipal
It is possible that water bodies with generally good water quality may be Programs
perceived as being in poor condition by the public if access is limited or the Key:
water is turbid. On the other hand, biologically impaired waters may be Very Useful
3erceived by the public as "clean¯ solely based on the lack of obvious Mod. Useful
~ollution such as tires or bottles. Not Useful

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts:
¯ Can be used to assess the public’s perception of existing conditions in Indicator Advantages

the watershed. * Geographic Ra.nge
¯ Baseline Control¯ Can be used as a foundation for educating the public about the
* Reliable"hidden" impact of water quality pollution. * Acct~acy¯ Can be used as a platform for generating stewardship programs and * Low cost

public support for water restoration efforts.
¯ Can be a major component of a public educational program which ¯ All Watershed Scale

incorporates results of surveys into future programs. ° Familiar to
Pra~lioners

Advantages of Method: ¯ Easy
¯ Effective way to obtain information regarding citizen attitudes/concerns Low u-aining

for a particular issue or set of issues. Key
¯ Gives decision makers information on what aspects of watershed Very Advantageous

restoration are most important to the public. Mod. Advantageous
¯ Survey results are generally easy to interpret and therefore can be an

Not Advantageous
effective tool for non-technical applications.

Cost¯ Targets the portion of the public most likely to be knowledgeable about
water quality issues and be supportive of watershed restoration efforts.        See Table 3.3D
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Results of survey are dependent on the number of people who respond

and the degree of importance people place on water quality issues.
¯ Results can be dependent on the socioeconomic status of the

community being surveyed, the proximity of the water body, and the
designated recreational usage.

¯ Results of survey are site-specific. The survey results assess
concerns about a specific water body, not the entire watershed.

¯ Language barriers and lack of phone or address information may result
in missing key population groups.

¯ Does not directly measure changes occurring in water quality.
¯ Can be very costly to obtain a representative survey sample.

Case Study: Desvousges, W.H.; V.K. Smith, M.P. McGivney, 1983.
Interviews with Target Audiences: Comparison of Alternative Approaches for Estimating Recreation
and Related Benefits of Water Quality Improvements
Environmental Protection Agency, Misc. Rep Ser. U.S. EPA. No. EPAF230/05-83/O01

Pollution control policy can reduce the amount of effluents going into a particular dver. In turn, this changes
the water quality and ecological habitat. The public then may be able to use the river more for in-stream
activities such as swimming, boating, and fishing and for withdrawal purposes such as drinking water,
irrigation, and cooling. However, measuring change in use understates the total benefits of the pollution
control if there are positive =intrinsic" benet’~s for preserving the potential for future use and vicarious
consumption. This study compares three methods for measuring overall recreation and related benefits of
~mproved water quality. These methods are travel cost, ~,ontingent calculation, and contingent ranking. The
comparison is based on detailed interview data for 305 user and nonuser households in the Pennsylvania
portion of the Monogahela River watershed. The benefits measurement approaches show consistent results
for comparable changes in water quality. The results of this project strongly support the feasibility of
measuring the recreation and related benefits of water quality improvement.

Method References:
¯ Direct Mail: Hampton Roads Municipal Communicators, 1992. Environmental Att#udes Surveyed in

Hampton Roads, Hampton Roads Municipal Communicators
¯ Methodology: Interviews with Target Audiences: Bdnkley, C. And W. Hanemann, 1978. The Recreation

Benefits of Water Quality/mprovement: Analysis of Day Trips in an Urban Setting. U.S. EPA
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~ ’~ Measure Indicator:i_~. o:;, Indicator Profile No. 21

No. of Illicit Connections ¯ Xn,e g=ive
Identified/Corrected s a m p l i. v

observations, GIS, dye
..~ d ~..- ~~’~ testing, smoke testing, etc.

[Description: Indicator Useful
This indicator involves the identification and correction of illegal and/or for Assessing:
improper waste discharges into storm drainage systems and receiving * Aq.a~¢ LmeFi~y of’:
waters. Dry weather flows potentially contribute substantial Ioadings to Lakas ¯
receiving waters. Jurisdictions have programs to identify, prioritize Sa’aams ¯
~ollutants, and implement corrective actions to eliminate or minimize these Estuaries ¯
non-stormwater entries. * La~d Use Impacts

¯ Stormwater
Mgmt Programs

Utility of Indicator to Assess Storrnwater Impacts: * Whole Wate~hed
¯ Since illicit connections can contribute substantially to pollutant

¯ Industrial Sites ¯Ioadings, the number identified and corrected can have a direct and ¯Municipal ¯immediate effect on water quality.
Prognms¯ Can be used as a measure to assess the effectiveness of a

municipality’s overall stormwater program. Key:
¯ Sampling can help define the frequency and severity of illegal Very Useful

discharges to the storm sewer system (i.e., non sanita~ system). Mod. Useful
Not Useful 0

Advantages of Method:
I-dieator Advantages¯ Results are easily interpreted by politicians and administrative officials ¯ Geographic Range ¯

which help make programs sustainable and justify funding. * Baseline ¢on~-ol O¯ Can be part of a citizen volunteer monitoring program. * Reliable
¯ Helps many communities identify the locations and size of all storm * Accurac3,

and sanitary ouffails. Often many are "lost" over time due to poor * Lowcost
record keeping. * Repeatable

¯ All Watershed Scale
¯ Familiar to ¯

Practitioners
Disadvantages of Method: ¯ East to use &
¯ The number of illicit connections identified is not necessarily Low training

representative of the total number of illicit connections in existence. Key
¯ Programs to identify, prioritize, and correct illicit connections can be Very Advantageous ¯

very costly to operate and personnel training can be expensive. Mod. Advantageous
¯ Does not measure the hydrological impact of storm flows in the pipe Not Advantageous 0system.
¯ Site-specific monitonng may be required to character~.e volume of flow Cost

and pollutant constituents of illicit connection.                          See Table 3.3E
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Case Study: Minor, J.D., 1995
Finding Illicit Connections and Discharges with I~IL
Tomo, J.C. (ed.) 1995. Stormwater NPDES-related monitoring needs. Conference proceedings. American
Society of Civil Engineers. Mt Crested Butte, CO. August 7-12, 1994

Finding illicit connections for the City of Scarborough, Ontado, Canada, located on the north shore of Lake.
Ontado, requires dedicated Programs and Procedures, executed with Intuition and Luck (P~IL). The City of
Scarborough with a population of approximately 550,000, is about 85% developed. Sixteen per cent of the
total area is within industrial districts. There are approximately 400 industrial/commercial/institutional (ICI)
sites with stormwater discharges. The City has more than 800 storm drainage outfalls draining to three
watercourses. Pollution prevention efforts occupy approximately 6000 manhours per year, equipment and
lab costs are approximately $50,000 (CDN) and start up costs were approx. $200,000 CDN. The drainage
system with outfalls has been mapped using GIS, waterways are monitored during wet and dry weather, and
:~roblem ouffalls are identified with chemical, I:;iological and visual techniques. Outfalls are further evaluated
using flow meters, non-intrusive sensors, video cameras, dye testing, smoke testing, and pressure testing
for the presence of illicit connections.

Method References:

¯ Identification of Illicit Connections: Pitt, R.; M. Lalor, D.D. Adrian, R. Field, D. Barbe, 1993. Investigation
of/nappro!~hate Pollutant Entries into Storm Drainage Systems: A User’s Guide., Alabama Univ. In
Birmingham. Dept. of Civil Engineering. EPA-600-R-92-238.

¯ Discharge Characterization: Schmidt, S.D.; D.R. Spencer, 1986. Magnitude of Improper Waste
Discharges in an Urban System. In: Jouma/of the Water Pollution Control Federation. Vol. 58, No. 7,
July, 1986, pp. 744-748.
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Tools Used to

Indicator Profile No. 22 Measure Indicator:

No. of BMPs Installed, ¯ O=,elopme,t Site
¯ Property Owner/DeveloperInspected, and Maintained    Interviews
¯ No. of Consa~ction

Category: Programmatic Permits Issued
¯ Local Inspection Programs

Description:
Indicator UsefulBy tracking the number of BMPs that are installed, inspected, and
for Assessing:maintained in a given area, stormwater practitioners may be able to
¯ Aquatic L~teg~ty of’:measure the progress and effectiveness of municipal programs. As more Lakes

BMPs are installed, one may assume with reasonable confidence that S~.a~s 0progress in the stormwater arena is being made. Regular inspection and Estuaries 0
maintenance of BMPs will ensure that existing stormwater management ° Land Use Impacts
resources are fully utilized, will help identify facilities which require retrofits, * Stormwater
and will identify areas requiring additional management resources. Mgmt Progran~s

¯Whole WatershedProgram implementation can also be tracked through review of the Quality
maintenance backlog. Large BMP maintenance backlogs may indicate that * Indus~al Sites
additional monetary and manpower resources are required to ensure * Municipal ¯
effective operation of existing BMPs. Programs

Key:
Utility of Indicator to Assess Storrnwater Impacts: Very Useful ¯¯ Inspections can expose weaknesses in BMP design, reveal Mod. Useful

maintenance needs, and determine needs for enforcement actions. Not Useful 0¯ Can be used to determine whether existing BMPs are sufficient in
scope and size to adequately address a community’s stormwater

Indicator Advaatagesmanagement needs. ¯Geographic Range ¯¯ Helps a municipality improve the design criteria for future BMPs by
¯ Baseline Con[tel ¯determining which practices have more problems.
¯ Reliable¯ Provides useful data when conducting stormwater retrofit inventones. ¯ Accuracy
" Los*’ cost 0Advantages of Method: ¯ Repeatable ¯¯ Since BMPs are specifically designed to provide a particular level of ° All Watershed Scale

performance, it is relatively easy to determine whether their functions " F~miliar to
are being achieved. Practitioners

¯ Educational programs can be developed to involve pnvate "E~sytouse&
organizations in data collection. Such programs may also serve to Low rosining
educate the public about BMP usage, performance, and maintenance Key
needs. Very Advantageous ¯¯ Increased Performance monitoring and reporting increases the Meal. Advantageous
likelihood that BMPs will be properly maintained. NotAoVantageous C)¯ Can be combined with GIS and watershed simulation models to

Costdetermine the cumulative watershed benefrts of implementation of
stormwater BMPs.

See Table 3.3E
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Disadvantages of Method:
¯ There is little standardization in place for reporting BMP performance,

possibly resulting in conflicting inspection reports.
¯ Many watershed managers choose BMPs based on cost, with design

performance a secondary consideration. As a result, even if a BMP
performs according to design, it still may not adequately protect
receiving water quality.

¯ - BMP inspections and maintenance are costly and require extensive
staff time.

Case Study: Lindsey, G.; L. Roberts, and W. Page. 1992
Maintenance of Stormwater BMPs in Four Maryland Counties: A Status Report
Journal of Soil and Water Conservation. 47(5): 417-422, SeptJOct. 1992.

Field inspections were made of more than 250 stormwater facilities in four Maryland counties. The types
of facilities inspected included dry basins, wet and extended detention basins, infiltration basins and
trenches, dry wells, underground storage facilities, and vegetated swales. Trained inspectors evaluated
performance (inappropriate ponding of water, slow infiltration, incorrect flow patterns, clogging of facility,
excessive sediment or debris, water bypassing facility, design shortcomings, structural failures, erosion at
intake or outfall) and maintenance criteda (facility functioning as designed, quantity controlled as designed,
quality benefits produced by ability, enforcement action needed, maintenance action needed) for each
facility. While most (64%) of the facilities were found to be functioning as designed, many needed
maintenance, especially to correct excessive sediment and debris problems. Inspectors believed that
enforcement action was warranted at many sites. The condition of different types of facilities varied
significantly. Several models were used to explain results, including a series of chi-square tests to determine
the independence of facility status and objective and subjective variables. Overall, the investigations
documented the need for improved inspection and maintenance by stormwater management regulatory
authorities.                                                       ¯ -

Method References:
General; Galli, J.; 1992. Analysis of Urban BMP Performance and Longevity in Prince George’s
County, Maryland., Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. Publication No. 92711
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

Measure Indicators:Indicator Profile No. 23

Permitting and Compliance "  DES Pewits
¯ Construction Permits

Category: Programmatic ¯ Local LUSl~ction Programs

Description: Indicator Useful
NPDES stormwater regulations require many municipal and industrial for Assessing:
stormwater dischargers as well as construction site developers to obtain ¯ Aquatic Imeg~ry of:
discharge permits.- Permit requirements generally focus on identification
and control of significant sources of nonpoint source pollution. Most Strums
permits also require implementation of pollutant reduction measures.

These measures encompass structural BMPs such as sediment control * L~d Use Impacts
basins and non-structural measures such as good housekeeping and * Stormwat=-
~ersonnel training. Mgmt Prognuns

¯Whole Watershed
Tracking the number and type of NPDES stormwater permits issued, the Quality
number of stormwater discharges in compliance with their permits, and the * ~dus~al Sites
number and type of BMPs implemented in conjunction with the permits * Mumcipal
allows municipalities to gauge the relative impact of various pollutant Programs
sources (i.e., urban versus industrial versus construction), determine if Key:
regulatory baselines are being met, and identify the need for additional Very useful
enforcement activities. Mod. Useful

Not Useful

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: Indicator Advantages¯ Can be used to identify potentially significant contributors of pollutants. * Geographic Range¯ Can be used to assess the level of industrial support for. storrnwater * Baseline Con~’ol
management efforts. * Reliable

¯ Can be used by NPDES program managers to assess compliance with * Accuracy
regulations and designate areas for improvement. * Low cost

¯ Allows identification of uncontrolled sources of pollution to stormwater. ¯ Rq~a~able
¯ All Watershed Scale
¯Familiar to

Practitioners
Advantages of Method: ¯ ~ to use &¯ Permitting is already required by many states. Low
¯ Comprehensive permitting structures have already been established. Key¯ The majority of the cost and time burden associated with

Very Advantageousimplementation and identification of pollutant control measures is
Mod. Advantageousborne by private sources.

¯ Fosters communications between developers, industry, and regulatory Not Advantageous
agencies responsible for developing and implementing stormwater Cost
management strategies.

See Table 3.3E
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Permitting and Compliance, Indicator Profile Sheet                                         Page

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Some industrial sites are reluctant to identify the most effective

measures, instead opting for less expensive measures with meet the
minimal requirements.
Processing permits and inspections to ensure compliance require
significant staff time.

¯ Many perm~ng programs are conducted under the auspices of State
- or regional EPA programs. Local and municipal jurisdictions and

watershed advisory bodies may have difficulty in obtaining permit

!Case Study: Newport, R.G. and T.E. Davenport. 1988
Stormwater Nonpoint Source Pollution Control
Amehcan Water Resources Association Technical Publication Series. TPS 88-4, p 183-193, 1988

The Rouge Basin in Southeast Michigan is a significant example of a situation where stormwater is
contributing to use impairment. To address urban stormwater problems, EPA and State pollution control
agencies will issue discharge permits to the owner/operators of stormwater collection and conveyance
systems and related ouffalls. These permits will require data collection and reporting, and the development
and implementation of pollution reduction programs. In some cases, these programs will require capital
improvements, but in many instances, the cost-effective approach for solving the problems will be BMPs.
These BMPs will reduce the introduction of pollutants to the storm sewer through management of nonpoint
source (NPS) pollution. Requiring nonpoint source control components as part of stormwater permits will
ensure (1) that the permits address all pollutants originating from nonpoint sources; (2) that the BMPs
required under the permits will economically control the identified pollutants; and (3) that the NPS control.
activities identified will be fully implemented.                             ’

Method References:
¯ Permitting: Watershed Protection and Stormwater Permitting Seminar, August 29 and 30, 1990.

Sponsored by North Carolina Sections of AWWA/VVPCA and APWA..
¯ Compliance: Brinigar, S.C. et al. 1992. Complying with Storm Water Permits. Pollution Engineenng.

February 15, 1992.
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

indicator Profile No. 24           Measure Indicator:

Growth and Development ¯
mapping

Category: Programmatic ¯ Ot~er physical, biological
or chemical monitoring
techniques.

Indicator UsefulAs development in a watershed grows, imperviousness increases and the
for Assessing:aquatic system is generally subjected to greater stress. This stress may * Aquatic ~t=grity of:include higher NPS pollutant Ioadings and increased stormwater runoff

flows. Erosion withinthe stream system increases as the stream downcuts Stz=ams
and widens to adjust to the new flow regime. Estates

¯ Land Use ImpactsThe relative health of a given system as measured through ecological
* Stormwaterimpacts to the aquatic community (i.e., water quality, physical habitat, and Mgmt Programs

biological diversity and health) can be correlated with the impervious * Whole Watershed
percentage of the watershed. Zoning patterns in a watershed can be used Quality
to estimate existing and potential watershed imperviousness based on land
use-imperviousness relationships. * Municipal

ProgransThe potential for continuing urbanization (and thus increased watershed
Key:~mperviousness) can be tracked through review of building permits,

Very Usefu/environmental impact statements, and changes in population. Increases
in the numbers of building permits issued and environmental impact Mod. Useful
statements completed and increased population are indicative of continuing Not Useful
urbanization.

Indicator Advantages
¯ Geographic Range
¯ Baseline Conu’ol
¯ Reliable
¯ Accuracy

Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: ¯ Repeatable
¯ All Watershed Scale¯ Can be used to evaluate existing and potential impacts to aquatic
* Familiaz’tosystems. Imperviousness can predict aquatic health degradation

thresholds. Pra~ioners
¯Easy to use &¯ Can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of BMPs in extending

Lowdevelopment thresholds (e.g., increasing impervious area limits without
increasing aquatic health degradation). Key

¯ Can be used as a planning tool in making zoning and master planning veq, Advantageous
decisions. Mod. Advantageous

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3E
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Growth and Development, Indicator Profile Sheet                                           Page 2

Advantages of Method:
¯ Easily measured using land use mapping or GIS technology.
¯ Easily understood by policy decision makers and politicians.
¯ Inexpensive to measure and report (however, development of a

detailed GIS can be very expensive).
¯ Can provide a uniform method for measurement and assessment.
¯ Provides a comprehensive measure of the cumulative impact of land

development on subwatersheds.
¯ Many of the indicator parameters are already tracked by local

jurisdictions.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Measurement and use of growth indicators is not yet standardized.
¯ Assessment of stream quality has not been statistically correlated with

impervious area.
¯ Does not precisely measure imperviousness, but rather estimates

relative increases in imperviousness.
¯ Zoning changes, environmental impact statements, and building

permits represent probable (not definite) changes in imperviousness.
¯ Does not take into account that development can increase without

increasing aquatic health degradation.

Case Study: Booth, D.B.; L.E. Reinelt, 1994
Consequences of Urbanization on Aquatic Systems - Measured Effects, Degradation Thresholds, and
Corrective Strategies
Pawlukiewicz, J.; et. al., (eds.). 1994. Watershed ’93: A National Conference on Watershed Management,
USEPA 840-R-94-002

Several watersheds in King County, Washington were evaluated to assess the effect of urbanization on
stream and wetland system health. Watershed imperviousness was used as the unit of measure of
urbanization. Stream structure (bank’full width, depth and fluctuations in water level) and biological function
(species and population counts and rapid field assessments of habitat quality) were evaluated. Results
indicated that aquatic system function (as measured by fish populations) was indirectly proportional to
watershed impervious area. While there was no distinct threshold where population densities dropped, there
was a measurable effect at reasonably low levels of imperviousness (10 - 15%). Habitat degradation was
measured in terms of "degraded, good or excellent’. There was marked degradation at imperviousness
between 8 and 10%. Change in physical structure with increasing imperviousness was also measured. For
example, stable channels, with little or no erosion, and unstable channels, where long continuous reaches
of bare and eroding banks occur, were evaluated as impervious area increases. At impervious area
~ercentages above 10%, stream channel instability is dominant.
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I Method References:

¯ Watershed Mapping: Sogona, F.J.; C.G. Phillips, 1994. Application of Watershed Index of Pollution
Potential to Aedal Inventory of Land Uses and Nonpoint Pollution Sources., In: Pawlukiewicz, J., et. al.,
(eds.), Watershed ’93: A National Conference on Watershed Management. USEPA 840-R-94-002

¯ Biological Monitoring: Mangun, W.R. 1989. A Comparison of Five Northern Virginia Watersheds in
Contrasting Land Use Patterns., In: J. Environmental Systems, Vol. 18(2) 133-151

¯ General: Schueler, T.R., 1994. The Importance of Imperviousness., In: Watershed Protection
Techniques, Vol. 1, No. 3 pp.100-111
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

Indicator Profile No. 25 Measure Indicator.

BMP Performance ¯ Biological Monitoring
Chemical Monitoring

Monitoring Physical Monitoring

Category: Site Indicators

Description:
~’~

Indlcator Useful
St~lutant loadings into I for Assessing:
n~rformance can p~ovide [ * Aquatic Integ;-it~ of:
st°~ccumte assessr~ent of Jj Lakes

P-,:ll~t _ant_ ~m. ::_a! ~ P~ bi’,ity". .... " i
sa.aa=s

sampling of the massll ¯ ,ltematively, II ¯b ated’upstream ar c ll

P.,r_a~!_c,e_ °r ser~es °f Practi.ces" - ’ -rl

, W~o]e ~ar~’s~ed

~her similar factors. !l " ~adustrial Sites¯Municipal

proviS~crea~i I ’      Key:
opportunities.                              - " ........ ! Very Useful

Mod. Useful

Not Useful

]adicator Advaatages
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts:
¯ By companng BMP performance data, stormwater managers may be

able to select BMPs that provide the best pollutant removal * Accuracy
effectiveness in the most cost-effective manner. * Low cost

¯ Comparison of temporal data can be used to determine the need for ° RCl~atable
BMP maintenance.

¯ Can be used in conjuction with biological and physical/hydrological
Practitionersindicators, to get a more accurate representation of the total aquatic

° Easy to use &
community condition. Low ~raining¯ Can be used to identify those BMPs which are not meeting pollutant

Key
removal expectations. Very Advantageous¯ Can be used as a basis to create, update, and enforce minimum Mod. Advantageous
design standards to meet target pollutant removal expectations.

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3F
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BMP Performance Monitoring, Indicator Profile Sheet Page

Advantages of Method:
¯ Since BMPs are specifically designed to provide a particular level of

performance, it is relatively easy to determine whether their functions
are being achieved.

¯ Educational programs can be developed to involve private
organizations in data collection. Such programs may serve to educate
the public about BMP usage, performance, and maintenance needs.

¯ Increased performance monitoring increases the likelihood that BMPs
will be propedy maintained.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ There is little standardization in place for reporting BMP performance,

resulting in a wide range of effectiveness being reported.
¯ Many watershed managers choose BMPs based on cost, with design

performance a secondary consideration. As a result, even if a BMP
performs according to design, it still may not adequately protect
receiving water quality.

¯ Extensive monitoring is required to gain sufficient understanding of
BMP effectiveness.

¯ A large number of paired samples must be collected to establish.
performance.
Method requires extensive data interpretation and management.
The performance of a monitored BMP may reflect site specific or
watershed specific conditions, and may not always be generalized.
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Case Study: Martin, E.H. 1988
Effectiveness of an Urban Runoff Detention Pond-Wetlands Syatem
Journal of Environmental Engineering, 114(4): 810-827. August 1988.

An urban detention system, composed of a detention pond and wetlands in series (approximately 800 and
3000m2, respectively), was analyzed to determine its effectiveness in reducing stormwater runoff constituenl
loads. The pond inlet, pond outlet/wetlands inlet, and wetlands outlet were monitored during eleven storm
events. Samples were analyzed for concentrations of major ions, selected chemical and physical
characteristics, metals, and nutrients. The system’s efficiency was determined using three quantifying
methods: event mean concentration, summation of loads, and regression of loads. For most pollutants, the
three methods yielded similar results.

The detention pond was generally effective in removing 42-66% of suspended solids and suspended metals.
Nutrient removal efficiencies were more variable due to changes in species and phase during transport
through the pond.

The wetlands were effective in reducing both suspended and dissolved loads of solids and metals. Removal
efficiencies for total nitrogen and phosphorus were 21 and 17%, respectively.

The full system, combining the pond and wetlands treatment, achieved appreciable reductions of most
~ollutants. The system was particularly effective in reducing solids, lead, and zinc, with efficiencies ranging
I~etween 55 and 83%. Total nitrogen and phosphorus efficiencies were somewhat lower: 36 and 43%,
respectively.

Method References:
¯ Biological monitonng: Plafkin, J.L.; M.T. Barbour, K.D. Porter, S.K. Gross, R.M. Hughes. 1989. Rapid

Bioazsessment Protocols for use in Streams and Rivers: Benthic Macroinvertebrates and Fish. Report
No. EPA/440/4-89/001. U.S. EPA, Office of Water.

¯ Chemical monitoring: Taylor, G.F. 1990. Quantity and Quality of Stormwater Runoff from Western
Daytona Beach, Florida, and Adjacent Areas. USGS Water-Resources Investigations Report 90-4002.

¯ Physical monitonng: MacRae, C.R.; A.C. Rowney, 1992. The Role of Moderate Flow Events and Bank
Structure in the Determination of Channel Response to Urbanization., In: 45th Annual Conference
Resolving Conflict and Uncertainty in Water Management. Conference Proceedings. Canadian Water
Resources Association, Kingston, Ontano. June 1992.
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Environmental Indicator Profile Sheet
Tools Used to

Indicator Profile No. 26 Measure IndicatoF.

Industrial Site Compliance ¯ vis.  ms t o.s
Monitoring

Category: Site Indicators

Description: Indicator Useful
NPDES permitting now requires most industrial sites to develop and for Assessing:
implement pollution prevention plans and implementation of on-site best * Aq,,~fic Lntegrit7 or’:
management practi~es. Compliance monitoring is conducted by either Lakes
industry representatives, regulatory officials or certified inspectors. Steams
Monitoring may include pollutant constituent monitoring, as part of a permit Estuaries
condition, or visual inspections to check compliance with the approved and ¯ La~d Use impacts
adopted pollution prevention plan. ° Stormwater

Mgm~ Programs
While pollutant constituent data and compliance with pollution prevention ¯ Whole Watershed
~lans documenting the success or failure of a program can be extremely Quality
useful, water quality managers may consider other information in assessing ¯ Indusu-iai Sites
management efforts. Examples include: number of staff hours devoted to ¯ Municipal
monitoring, public outreach efforts, pollution prevention training for Programs
employees, and documentation of pollution prevention teams. Key:

Very Useful
Mod. Useful

Not Useful

Indicator Advantages
* Geographic Range

, " Baseline Conn’ol
Utility of Indicator to Assess Stormwater Impacts: ¯ Reliable
¯ Can be used to help evaluate the performance of structural and non- * Accuracy

structural stormwater BMPs. * Low cost
¯ Can help assess the contribution of industry to overall water quality ¯ Repeatable

¯ All Watershed Scaledegradation or improvement.
¯ Familiar to¯ Can induce public education, support and activism.

Practitioners¯ Can solicit political pressure and support regarding planning issues. ¯ Easy to use &¯ Can be used to determine industrial stormwater management needs, Low ~aming
evaluate water quality trends, and target restoration efforts. Key¯ Can help identify areas where-technical support or research are
needed to help address problems. Very Advantageous

Mod. Advantageous

Not Advantageous

Cost

See Table 3.3F
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Advantages of Method:
¯ Because the land areas involved are often small, few sampling stations

are necessary.
¯ Several sites may combine efforts in the same area, resulting in the

efficient use of monitoring resources.
¯ Several like industries may combine efforts, across a broad geographic

area, to maximize efficiency of resources.
¯ Pollution reductions may show a correlation with various industrial

efforts, enhancing the chances that runoff Problems can be solved with
relative ease.

¯ Can contribute significant understanding to pollutant source area
problems.

Disadvantages of Method:
¯ Overall watershed health may be difficult to assess by this method.
¯ Industrial sites may be reluctant to employ the method for reasons

such as cost, time, and concern about regulatory consequences
resulting from data revelations.

¯ NPDES sampling requirements, to date, have not been stringently
enforced by permitting agencies and quality assurance/quality control
concerns may pose a problem for future compliance monitoring.

¯ The results and impacts of many techniques may be difficult to assess
(e.g., BMPs, pollution prevention, public outreach), and may be a
disincentive for industrial site managers to implement them.

¯ Very few industrial sites have streams, lakes or estuaries on-site.

Case Study: Settine, R.L.; K Burchfield. 1983
Sampling and Analysis of Industrial Benthic Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Industrialized
Urban Watersheds. Completion RepL 1 Oct 82 - 31 Mar 83.

A method is reported for the sampling and analysis that accurately describes the contour and distribution of
benthic polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons of Opossum Creek. The analytical methodology consisted of
using fused silica capillary chromatography coupled with selected ion mass spectrometry to identify and
quantify areas of high concentration of specific benthic compounds. It is apparent from the ’grid technique’
herein reported that this model can be applied for future stream system analysis and would be an extremely
reliable aid for engineering decisions with regard to cleanup.

Method References:
¯ Workshop with industry group: Brosseau, G. 1992. 1992 Summary Report - Vehide Service Facility

Waste Minimization Program., Palto Alto Regional Water Quality Control Plant, Uribe & Associates.
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CHAPTfR IV    CRAFTING AN INDICATOR MONITORING
PROGRAM - A METHODOLOGY

and focused ~Imo~t exclu.~vely on end-of-pipe water ch~. Although the data collected
~ such e.ffor~ could be used to determine baseline conditions, the monitoring results were
generally united for a~essment of long-term stormwater management success. On the other
hand, monitoring programs which incorporate stormwater indicators can be specifically tailored
to add~ss the infom~tion nee& of in "dwidual municipalities and induau~l ~it~. When selected
correctly, swrmwater indicator~ can ~ the long-te~n effectiveness of ~mmwater management
programs as well as provide the baseline data.

Stormwater indicator monitoring programs are based on ~pecific data requirements,
management goals, and res(mrce constraints as determined by individual stormwater management
authorities. Therefore, monitoring paramete~ and indicators will vary from municipality to
mum’cipality and f~m industrial site to indusu~l site. However, a common methodology can be
used to develop stormwater indicator monitoring programs. TI~ methodology is based on the
general considerations which are common to all monitoring efforts.

¯ What is the overall purpose of the monitoring program? Is the purpose to assess
baseline conditions, assess the effectiveness of the stormwater management
program, or both?

¯ What resources are available? Is there hiswrical data; complementary or conflicting
efforts; sufficient staff, funding, and political support?

¯ Does the stonnwater monitoring program have the ability to adequately assess the
success of the storrnwater management effort?

A comprehensive two-phase methodology (or protocol) for crafting a stormwater indicator
monitoring program is outlined in Figures 4. I and 4.2. The two phases correspond to the two over-
riding purposes for stormwater monitorin~ Level I, Problem Identification and Level 2,
Assessment of Management Program. Municipalities and industrial sites with limited or no data
available for characterization of baseline conditions will most likely begin at Level I. When
baseline conditions are known, a Level 2 monitoring program should be implemented.

This methodology is presented as a flexible, dynamic tool for development of an effective
stormwater indicator monitoring program. Stormwater management offici~ do not have to begin
with Step 1 of Level I. Instead, stormwater managers are encouraged to review the methodology
and determine which level most accurately represents their monitoring needs. Furthermore,
because this assessment is an ongoing task, stormwater managers should frequently review their
monitoring program. An effective stormwater indicator monitoring program will address current
data requirements and provide an adequate basis for a long-term assessment of the management
program.
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CHAPTER V THREE SCENARIOS FOR INDICATOR USE

Three theoretical scenarios are described to illustrate the potential application of stormwater
indicators in real world situations. The three scenarios are imaginary case studies, but are based
on actual locations and conditions. Some of the baseline facts have been modified to more fully
illustrate the utility of stormwater indicators as assessment tools for stormwater management
program evaluation. The locations and scenarios were selected to represent different regions of the
country and to test application of the indicators to different resource management situations.

The first scenario is an example of using both the Level I and Level II methodologies discussed
in Chapter IV; the second scenario primarily focuses on Level II methodology; and the third
scenario is intended to present a simplified Level I and Level II methodology for a small industrial
park site.

SCENARIO I - MODERATELY SIZED MUNICIPALITY - EXPERIENCING RAPID GROWTH

Five Mile Branch is a third order stream located in the Southern Piedmont region of the United
States. The entire five-square mile Five Mile Branch Watershed lies within the medium-sized
municipality of Town Creek. Town Creek is a rapidly growing, moderately sized town with a
poptdation of approximately 40,000 and is located 15 miles from an adjacent major urban center
(Figure 3. I ). A majori ,ty of the town dtizenry seeks to protect the natural integrity of Five Mile
Branch and its tributaries, while encouraging an atmosphere of sustainable development. The Five
Mile Branch Watershed lies exclusively within the town boundaries and drains to a drinking
water-supp.ly river/reservoir system which serves the adjacent large metropolitan area. As part of

FIGURE 5.1 LOCATION AND CONTEXT OF TOWN CREEK AND l~ M~ BRANCH
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Responsible Pm~y Identification
One of the fi~t recommended elements of preparing a watemhed management plan i, to

identify the parties with authority to conduct and implement the plan. Since the Five Mile Branch
Watershed fails completely within the boundaries of Town Creek, the Town will have complete
authority to develop and implement the plan. The Town is the recipient of a $200,000 grant from
the State, covering a two year period, to study the implementation of source controls within the
watershed. The Town Creek Counell has allocated an additiomd budget of $150,0OO ($75,000
per year) to prepare and begin implementation of the Five Mile Branch Watershed management
plan.

Portions of the Town drain to receiving waters outside its limits (outside of the Five Mile
Branch Watershed). Even though these areas art not part of the Five Mile Branch Watershed
management plan, they are under the town’s overall management authority. A cooperative
agreement, in the form of a Regional Water Quality Authority, between the region’s municipalities
and the State has been set up to coordinate watershed management efforts. The Town is a
member of the Regional Water Quality Authority and contributes an annual fee to belong to the
organization. In return, the organization provides technical staff and expertise for watershed and
land use planning, enforces regiotmlly adopted land use plans, and provides inter-local coordination
for watershed management issues. The Five Mile Branch Watershed Management Plan is being
prepared in compliance with the land use guidelines and recommendations of the Regional Water
Quality Authority.

Previously Collected Data
A comprehensive flood plain and flood management study was completed for the watershed

within the last 10 years. This effort produced the original data-set of land use and topography,
which is used to establish baseline conditions for the current work effort. The flood management
report documented flood prone areas, identified potential flood control structures, and established
a 100 year floodplain limit. Water quality analyses or impact assessments to the aquatic
environment were not addressed in this report.

Although very lit-de water quality data has been previously collected within the watershed, two
separate studies have yielded some baseline information. First, as part of the State’s 305(b)
reporting and drinking water-supply source protection strategy, several chemical and some physical
parameters were monitored at three locations in the watershed over a five year period. Grab
samples were collected three times a year during both wet weather and dry weather periods. The
monitoring data appean to indicate that in general, diy weather water quality is exceptionally good
at the locations tested. Furthermore, only moderately high levels of TSS were present in three of
five storm events sampled.                      "
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Stormn,attr IndJrato~ Three S¢~,narios for Indicator Ust

An additional ~’t of data was recently collected by a citizen’s ~ ~-waxd.~p organization,
comisting of two yea~ of data, coll~ at two ~eparate locatiom, two times per year. This
information ~ of biological m~ dam, truing macro-invertebratm (identified to family
level only) m an indicator ~pecies. The results indicate that at lea.st one location, located
downstream from an older large-lot residential area, appea~ to have a ~bly healthy biotic
community. The biological ¢xmununity at the ~m~nd location, located ~ from a regional
shopping mrdl, ~how~ indicatiom of a moderately degraded ~y~tem.

Receiving Water Use~ and Targeted Prote~ion Are~
Five Mile Branch draim to a larger rivedreservoir ~y~tem which ~rves as a drinking

water-supply to the adiacent large municipality. The control of nutrients, particularly
phosphorous, is of primary concern to water-~upply manage~. In addition, a rare darter species
has been found in the drainage basin, downstream of the Five Mile Branch basin. This rare darter
species is comidered a warm water fi~h and requirm dean wate~ and a ~andyigravely substrate for
reproduction. The darter ha~ been known to me the lower Five Mile Branch as refuge during the
hot summer months of July and Augur. Over 10 miles of headwater slzean~ (fi~t and second
order) flow through the Five Mile Branch Basin. The protection of throe maall streams from the
impacts of urbanization, particularly with respect to controlling erosion and other physical
disturbances, are of primary concern to many citizem of Town Creek.

Town Creek Staff and Fksc~! Re~ouav.~

Town Creek has several full-time employees within the Department of Public Works (DPW),
Division of Water Resou~ (DWR). Only one staff member has been assigned to the proiect with
the understanding that the work effort will require approximately 5096 of her time.

As discussed above, Town Creek has a annual budget of $175,000 for two year~ to prepare the
watershed management plan, begin paizial implementation of the plan, and provide one year of
monitoring. The Town has retained an outside comultant to conduct baseline monitoring, assist
in identification of program goals, develop implementation management strategies, prepare a long-
term monitoring plan, and conduct monitoring to assess management efforts after the fia~t year of
implementation. The Town staff person is responsible for managing the comultant’s contract.
including contract management; helping the comultant with presentation-� to the Town Council;
and providing input and reviews for it~ues related to Town goal~, prioritizing Town citizen
concerns, or providing direction in allocating future Town resources.

Assessment of B~.seline Condition~ in Five Mile Branch Watershed

Since the primaiy obiectives of the wate~hed management plan are t~ identity and control
non-point source pollutant~ and protect the streams within Five Mile Branch Watershed, the
following indicators are used to identify problems areas:

¯ Growth and development (Profile No. 24) is evaluated for ~il existing development and
projected for ali future development within the whole wate~hed.

¯ Biological monitoring (Profile No. 12 & No. 13) is conducted for the Five Mile Branch
maimtem and uibutaries for a total of 10 stations (Fish assemblage and
macro-invertebrate assemblage).
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The ~anetable to collec~ and a~,~nble th~ haseline information is limited to one year. Growth
and development is a~essed over a two month period. Biological and physical a~e~ments are
conducted two times per year (in the ~pring and fall) and compared against a reference condition
from a nearby water~hed. Water quality monitoring is conducted for three storm events, using
manually collect,d grab ~amples and a flume to establish the stage-discaharge relationship. The
public attitude survey is conducted within a portion of the watershed containing a mix of
commercial, light industrial, and residential land uses, for a population of approximately 3,500
people.

Using the Town’s already established geographic information ~ (GIS), existing
development is measured in terms of impervious area. Based on current zoning~ the ultimate
impervious area is estimated and mapped. This effort yields valuable information on areas of the
watershed which are at risk of degradation due to proposed levels of imperviousness.

Biological monitoring of the streams yielded the following results:

The undevdoped areas are almost pristine, with a high abundance of species and high
diversity.

¯ The residential land uses show moderate stream channel erosion, fair to poor aquatic
habitat, and a moderately impacted aquatic community.

¯ The commerciaglight industrial land uses show moderate to severe channel alterations,
and a degraded aquatic biological community.

¯ The newly devdoped areas (constructed with BMPs) show light to moderate channd
alterations and a moderately impacted aquatic community

The water quality pollutant constituent monitoring results indicate moderate nutrient levels,
low fecal coliform levels and very low TSS levels for two of the three storm events. Data for one
winter storm showed elevated TSS following several days of above average rainfall.

The public attitude survey results indicate that a majority of citizens are concerned with
growth, related impacts to streams; consider water quality and biological integrity to be important;
are willing to support moderate management efforts with money from the town’s General Fund,
realizing that other services may be slightly compromised; and are unwilling to increase taxes or
pay user fees to provide for substantial protection of water resources.

The cost to conduct the baseline monitoring efforts discussed above, compile the results, and
prepare a sununary report is approximately $116,000. This figure includes the consultant fee plus
the proportionate salary and overhead costs of the town staff person. Therefore approximately
$234,000 is available to complete the management plan report, institute some implementation
measures, and conduct one year of post-implementation monitoring.

~4
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Watershed Management Plan - Implementation Program
ldenafu~t~,n of Wam,~h~l Manageng, nt Go~ for Fiv~ Milt Branch

Based on the results of the baseline monitoring, the consultant, town s-,aff and Town Creek
Council have developed the following realisric goals as strategic dements of the wate~hed
management plan.

¯ Protect, to the maximum extent possible, pristine streams in undeveloped areas by
limiting development in those axeas where the highest quality smams systems exist,
instituting extensive and redundant BMP controls in areas a!ready slated for
development, and imtimting l,wxi development techniques which minimize impervious
area and maximize stream protection.

¯ Improve stream habitat and biological diversity for already degraded streams.
¯ Reduce nutrient and sediment loadings in receiving waters.
¯ Maintain or increase the habitat and population of the sensitive darter species within

the lower reaches of Five Mile Branch.
Pr~aritize Gaals for Implementat~n Strateg~

The consultant, town staff and Town Council in conjunction with the general public (through
a series of pubic meetings) have developed the follow priority for implementation of management
strategies. This hierarchy will form the basis for allocating limited resources for implementation
of management measures over the next several years.

1. Protection of most pristine resources
2. Increased protection for other undeveloped lancLs
3. Nutrient and sediment reduction to receiving water body
4. Protection of raxe darter species
5. Enhancement of degraded streams

hnl~lementation of Mana~,m~zt Strategies
The implementation plan being developed by the consultant reflect~ the priority of achievable

goals. The List of specific management measures include:
¯ Revisions to land use plans and zoning modifications to limit growth within the most

pristine areas (may require innovative strategies, such as overlay zoning, transfer of
development rights, conservation easements, etc.).

¯ Revisions to subdivision codes and stormwater management ordinance to
require/encourage additional site planning techniques to reduce impervious areas and
require more stringent BMPs for stream protection in developing areas.

¯ Public education and outreach program for nutrient reduction; investigate retrofit
opportunities for existing residential areas.

¯ Revisions to erosion/sediment control regulations for areas draining directly to darter
habitat to require additional redundant practices; additional inspections of construction
sites for these areas; provide increased buffer requirements through the subdivision
process for lower reaches of Five Mile Branch; prm~de instream habitat improvement
projects for lower Five Mile Branch.

~5
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Stormwater Indicators Three Scenarios for Indicator Use

SCENARIO 2 OLDER INDUSTRIAL MUNICIPALITY - RF.~OIJRCE ~.~TORATION

The Town d Ke~, an older indus’t~ city, is devdoping a ~tormwater management program
in compliance with NPDES regulations fo~ medium-sized mum’cipalities (cttrze~t population is
approximately I50,000). The Town lies on the shore of H~mala Bay, a sl~Iow embayment to
one of the Great I.a~ces (Figure 5.2). Most of the 25 squ~ze mile Bay watershed lies within city
~. The Town of Kelsey’s stormwater management program will focus on the portion c~f
the watershed within Town boundaries, including seven miles of stream which drain to Hannah
Bay.

Within the Town, there is significant older residential development and some light industrial
and coxnmercial areas. Industrial and commercial development is also concentrated along the Bav
waterfronL The area sum~ding the Town of Kelsey is mostly agricultural, although there is som~
low density residential development.

Almost all of Hannah Bay watershed is sewered and serviced by a wastewater treatment plant
which discharges outside the Bay. The storm sewerage system contains both separate and
combined sewers. Hannah Bay has designated water uses including warm water fisheries, potable
water supply, and contact recreation (i.e., boating, fishing, and swimming).

The Town of Kelsey has completed NPDES Phase I stormwater monitoring. (NPDES
regulations are enforced and regulated by the State.) The State has implemented a vigorous point
source control program, but has not established stormwater quality standards.

Program Objectives and Prior Efforts

The Town of Kelse)is stormwater management program will complement the Hannah Bay
Remedial Action Plan (RAP). The RAP outlines strategies to restore and protect aquatic resources
in the Hannah Bay watershed. The RAP was developed by the State in conjunction with EPA, the

bhGURE 5.2 ~ Tow~ OF KELSEY
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Management Program

In a series of meetings with the State, the WWTP authority, and the university, the Town of. Kelsey ou~ned a five task stormwater management program which ~ndudes:

* Task 1, Industrial Runoff Control;
¯ Task 2, Residential Runoff Control;
¯ Task 3, CSO Reduction;
¯ Task 4, Habitat and Water Quality Assessment; and
¯ Task 5, Public Involvement.

Task 1, Industmal Run~ Canrrol
The focus of this effort is reduction of the toxmity and volume of runoff from industrial

facilities. The Town, with assistance from the State, will ensure that all industaSal facilities within
the Town of Kelsey and subject to NPDES stormwater regulations have applied for, or ~-e
operating under, a valid NPDES stormwater penniL The Town will also work with the State to
develop stormwater runoffguidelines; identify pollution prevention techniques (e.g., no exposure,

17-8
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Storm~vater Indicators 77~re~ Sc~wios for Ind~ator U~

~xiteria (No. 5), physical habitat monitoring (No. ~), f~sh assembhge (No. 12), public a~imde
su~-ys (No. 17), and ~ and compliance (No. 23). These indicators will be used ~ assess
the progr~ ~ ~ollows:

T~uk I, Indv.ctr~l P~no~ C~m~L.
Permittin_~ and comvlhnce (N0. ~3): The State will provide the Town with a list of
indu~ies (within Town boundaries) subjec~ to NPDES ~wrmwater regulations; the
number d Pem~ ~ued; and copies d the pennits. The Town will ~lue~ copies of the
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plato from each pc.unified facility. An increase in the
percentage of fadlities subiect to NPDES controls which have obtained permits is a
potential indicator of success.

Water auaIitv volIutant con~dtuent monitorin_~ (No. I): The Town will sdect three
locations kn Hannah Bay and three locations in the m~m O~em to monitor total
phosphor~, total lqedhal niuoge~ niu-ate, di~olved oxTgen, PAH, hydrocarbons, copper,
lead, pesticides, and chemical oxygen demand. At lea~ one ~ite will be located upstream
and at least one site downstream oF maior indnstrial development.

A total of 12 events will be monitored; 6 mondfly base.flow events(April through
September) and 6 ~ events. The university will be responsible for collection and most
analyses. A private hboratory will be contract~l for the pesticides ~nd PAH analyses.
Long-term, general improvements in the monitored constituents is a potential indicator of
success.

Fish assembh~ {No. 12): The State (via the Depamnent of the Environment) currently
conducts f~h pathology studies in FI~nah Bay and its uibutaries. The studies are used to
track ~hery health and focus on disea~ and poor health as evidenced by liver tumors, fin
mr, and lesions. The State ~ continue these studies and will provide the Town of Kelsey
with the monitoring results~ The RAP linked fish vanors to devated PAH levels in Hannah
Bay. A reduction in the number of liver tumors is considered a potential indicator of
success.

Ta~k 2, R~id~ti~l R~nqff C~twl
Water ~_uali~ polht~nt constku¢~ moni~orin~ (No. 1 ): The w~ter quality monitoring
effort outlined in T~sk I will be used to ~ ~e success of this effort. Monitoring sites
will be located upstze~n and downstream of maior residential development. Long-term,
general reductions in lx~idde concenu~tions have been identified as a potent.hi indicator
o[: success.

~a~k 3, CSO
Human health criterh (No. 6): The County (via the He.~lth Depm-anent) conducu
monthly fec,xl colgorm surveys in Hannah B~y and immediately following storm events.
During the swinuning season, the m~dmum fecal colifo~n levd is ~ geome~c mean of 200
per 100 millilke~ b~sed on five s~mples. When fecal coliform leveh exceed this levd, the
County doses beaches ~long I’hnmh B~y. Consumptive ~ is resuicted whenever fecal
coliform levels exceed 14 per 100 milliliter. The County l~s agreed to provide the Town
of Kelsey with its survey results. The Town will use t.his in/orm~tion as b~seline d~ta.

Physical h~bitat monitoring (No. 8): R~pid Bio~ssessment Protocols will be used to
evaluate physical habitat conditions in T~te Creek University ~ and students, citizen
monitoring groups, and individual voluntee~ will be u’~ined to conduct these surveys. The
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Storm~,ater Indicates Three Scenarios.for Indicator Use

survey results will be used to ~ basdine conditiom. It is anticipated that these
~ will be conducted on an annul basis. General improvements in the habitat scores
i~ con~idex~ a potential indicator of success.
Water quail _ry pollutant comtituent monitoring (No. 1): The water quality monitoring
effort outlined in Task 1 will abo be used to asse~ water quality in the su~am system.
Two monitoring site~ will be located in Tate Cr~k. Long-term r~uctions in pollutant
concenu-ations (or increases in dissolved oxygen) have been identified as potential
indicatozs of success.

Task 5, Public In~l~ncnt
Public attitude SCrv _eys ~No. 17): The Town, in partnership with the univemity, will
develop and conduct a public attitude survey. ~ survey will locus on the public’s
knowledge about problems associated with stormwater, CSOs, the cost of various solutions,
habitat ..mad water quality conditions in Hannah Bay, sources of pollution in the watershed,
and willingness to fimA stomawate~ management efforts. Approximately 2,000 households
will be included in the survey.
The Town tentatively plans to conduct a similar survey in five yearn. Heightened
awareness of smrmwatei, issues and increased wi/lingness to fired stormwater management
have been identified as potential measures of success.

Program Costs
The costs incurred by the Town of Kelsey for each phase of its stormwater management effort

is outILned below.

Task 1, Industrial Runoff Control
Stormwater runoff guidelines $ 2,000.00
Ident~ication of industrial site options $ 5,000.00
Review of potential runoff divemions to WWTP $ 5,000.00
Permitting and compliance assessment $ 2,000.00
Water quality pollutant constituent monitoKng $ 70,000.00 ’
Fish assemblage (~h pathology) studies $ 0.00 =

subtotal $ 84,000.00
Task 2, Residential Runoff Control
Household hazardous waste collection/recycling center $ 10,000.00
Lawn care seminars $ 5,000.00
Storm drain stenci/ing program $ 2,000.00 3
Water quality pollutant constituent monitoring $ 0.00

subtotal $ 17,000.00
I Cost for successive yearn will be approximately $45,000. This year’s cost indud~ $35.000 =tart-up costs.
2 Conducted by State Department of the Environment.

Costs included in Task 1.
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Task 3, CSO Reductions
Review of options $ 5,000.00
Human health crite~ (fecal coliform) ~-¢eys $ 0.00

subtotal $ 5,000.00
Task 4, Habitat and Water Quafity Assessment
Physical habitat monitoring (Rapid Bioasse~ment Protocol) $ 30,000.00
Water quality Pollutant conniment monitoring $ 0.00

subtotal $ 30,000.00
Task 5, Public Involvement
Public semina~ $ 10,000.00
Public attitude ~.urveys $ 30,000.00

subtota/ $ 40,000.00

TOTAL $ 176,000.00
4 Conducted by County Health Department.

SCENARIO 3 - SMALLER INDUSTRIAL PARK - SOURCE CONTROL FOCUS

Century Industrial Park ks a 30-acre indust_Hal park, located in a highly urbanized, southern
west-coast municipality. Centu~ consists of 16 properties of individually owned facilities. The
major industrial uses are trucking related services, an auto salvage yard, and metal plating
operations, in addition to several smaller, less intensive uses.

The site is located in a semi-arid region, which receives approximately 14 inches of rainfall per
)’ear, most of this during the fall and winter months. All stormwater runoff is collected by an
on-site drainage system and piped to the property fine. A small, off-site intermittent cha~nel
conveys stormwater runoff from the industrial park directly to a tidaJ estua~ surrounded by a
16ghly urban area (Figure 5.3).

Five years have elapsed since Century Industrial Park was originaJly issued a National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit. During ~ period, a pollution prevention plan
has been in effect which includes an intensive outreach program to assist site owners with methods
for implementing source controls (good housekeeping measures). In addition, several structural
best management practices (BMPs) were proposed for the most intensive activities. For one reason
or another, o~y one on-site oil/water separator structure had been installed at the metal plating
facility.

Responsible Party Identification

The individual property, owners were identified as regulated industries under the state’s
implementation of the Phase I NPDES permit process. The site owners purled together their
resources and filed a single joint application for an individual NPDES permit, instead of 16
separate ones. The state recognizes Century Industrial Park as the legal entity responsible for
implementation and compliance with the NPDES permit conditions.

v- ]2
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FIGURE 5.3 CENTURY INDUS’rmAL PARK

Previously Collected Data and Assessment of Base/ine Conditions
Data collec~ for the NPDES permit application and subsequent monitoring conducted as a

condition of the permit contained end-of-pipe pollutant constituent data from five storm even~.
Rainfall from these events ranged in size fi~m 0.12" to 1.96". The data confirmed that high levels
of dissolved and total zinc, copper, and lead were being exported from the site during storm events.
These levels were compared with the Water Quality Exceedance Frequencies (WQEFs) for total
metals. All five storm samples exceeded the target water qu~dity objectives.

Toxicity tests consisting of a two tiered appro~ach were also conducted. Short-term, 7-day
chronic toxidty tests were carried out on wet weather samples on Cerwdaphnia Dubia to establis~
the condition of consistent toxicity at the site. Next, a Toxicity Identification Evaluation (TIE)
was performed to measure and identify chemical constituents responsible for the observed toxicity.
This procedure involves both physical and chemical alterations of water samples to eliminate
particular compounds or chsses of compounds. The results of the TIE indicated that a large
majority of toxicity was due to dissolved metal ions. Another conclusion appears to be that the
WQEFs which are based on total metals, may be overly conservative. In many cases,
particulate.bound metals are less toxic (based on the results of the TIE) and only the dissolved
component is consistently causing toxicity.

Receiving Water Uses and Target Protection Areas
As stated above the site drains to an urban estuary. This waterbody has lx-en impacted bv

human influences for many years. It ks believed that metals are the principal pollutam affectin~
aquatic health, particularly those particulate-bound metals within the bottom sediments. Other
parameters, such as poly-aromatic hydrocat~ns (PAHs), and nutrients are often cited as
contributors to the degraded aquatic community.
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Tb~ intermittent stream which dmim the site has been armored over the years to stabilize the
channel banks and bottom to reduce erosion, Since the channel is intermittent and reasonably
well stabilized, the ~nazy management strategy for this site is targeted towards reducing
pollutant loading, being delivered to the bay.

The property ownen pay an annual fee to fund the compliance me, asmm of the NPDES permit.
Each property owner pays a percentage of the total budget based on the amount of impervious
surface and type of industry. The annual budget for the total 30 acre site is $20,000. Century
Industrial Park has been identified as a significant contributor of non-point source pollutants to
the rec~g watch. A $100,000 grant has been appropriated by the State Water Conservation
Board for this site to go towards addressing non-point sour~ pollution control. A consultant has
been hired to update the on-site pollution prevention plan, prepare a structural BMP
implementation plan, and conduct monitoring for the term of the renewal pennit.

Management Plan Goals and Priority of Implementation
The consultant in conjunction with the property owners and the State Water Conservation

Board have deveJoped the following goals and implementation priority for the term of the permit.
¯ Reduce total metal export from the site by 40% over existing levels by consu-ucting

structnml BMPs to serve those properties with the greatest metal loading potential (i.e.,
auto salvage yard and metal plating facility).

¯ Reduce total pollutant loadings f~om the site to increase the percentage of Cer~odaphnia
survival for a maiority of storm events.

¯ Review and update pollution prevention phns for all on-site properties.
¯ Ensure compliance with pollution prevention phns.
¯ Increase the general publi~s awareness of the management effor~ being implemented

at Century Industrial Park for use as a platform for increased support for bay-wide
stormwater non-point source controls.

Implementation of Management Strategies
The implementation of management efforts will involve the following basic steps to achieve the

goals ident2fied above. The approach must be caref~ly orchestrated since there is Limited funding
avaiJable and potential disruption of business operations must be avoided.

¯ Structural BMP locations are tint identified and a feasibility anal~is is conducted.
Since the site is an industrial land use, little space is available for larger
detention/retention facilities. Additionally, since downstream quantity controls are not
warranted, the BMPs should be designed as quality-control facilities. A filtering BMP
(such as a sand, compost or peat/sand filter) will probably be the most suitable given
the site constraints. These facilities can be located along the edge of existing paved
areas or even underground. Given the implementation budget constraim.s, and
potential construction cost of approximateJy $3,500 per impervious acre (City of
Austin, 1990), only about 15 acres can be realistically controlled by these facilities.
The structural BMPs should be designed so as to control those portions of the site
contributing the greatest pollutant loads (e.g., auto salvage yard, trucking services, and
metal plating). Approximately $5,000 should be budgeted annually for the
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maimen~nce of these facilities. An addi~onal $1,000 per year should be budgeted for
the cleanout and mainterumce of the existing oil/water separator sm~cture.
The pollution prevention plan for each property is rm~iewed and evaluated to ensure
ta~t the good hou,~keeping ~nd ~ource control memurm are incorporated into the
plans. Some of these me.a~,~ include: ~ prevention ~nd dean-up procedures;
covet~ ~torage of nm~,,d~l-~; covered lo~ding doc,~ ~nd/or cleanup procedures; covered
vehicle nmintamance ~nd reth_eling aw.~; ~nd floor ~ connected to sanitary sewers.
The co~t to conduct th~ portion of the nmrmgement plan is approximately $7,500.
Construction co~ for providing covered facilities will co~t more. Each business may
need to phase in these ~diturm over a few yea~. Cleanup activities can be paid
for, in part, out of the annual NPDE$ implementation expenses.

Compliance monitoring is conducted to verify that ~ll properties are following the
meastam oudined in the pollution prevention plato. Compliance monitoring is in the
form of visual imlx~om only. Compliance monitoring will co~t approximately $1,800
per inspection for the entire. 30 acre site. Thh should be conducted at least once per
year, but preferably twice.
The public awareness dement consists of distributing informational flyers; news
releases; presentations at politiml forums, technical workshops and corfferences; among
other media. These elements are spaced over the term of the permit and should be
incorporated into the annual budget. $5,000 should be budgeted to ~et up the program
in the first year with $2,500 per year provided, thereafter.

The total cost to implement the above memures is approximately $75,000, not including
engineering design costs. Given the $100,000 implementation grant, there should be sufficient
funds available to cover the cost of design and construction inspection.

Monitoring Program and Assessment of Results

The monitoring program is developed to sdect indicators which will assess success of the
management efforts in meeting the goals stated above. The following indicators are utilized:

¯ PoUutant constituent monitoring (Profile No. l) at inflow and effluent of one structural
BMP (for a minimum of three storm events per year).

¯ PoUutant constituent monitoring (Profile No. 1) at the outfall of the site to assess metal
reduction success (for a minimum of three storm events per year).

¯ 7 day, chronic toxicity testing and TIEs (Profile No 2) at the ouffall of the site to assess

reduction in toxicity, conducted once per year during the term of the project.
¯ Industrial site compliance monitoring (Profile No 26), two times per year
¯ Public attitude storey (Profile No. 17) conducted in the vicinity of the site in year three

of the program implementation, to assess the effectiveness of the public awareness
efforts.

It is projected that the monitoring will cost $ 23,000 per year for the five year term of the
permit. This number is slightly larger than the $20,000 budgeted for NPDES compliance, so some
elements may need to be conducted on a bi-armual basis or the ~nnual budget may need to be
increased. A~ monitoring data is compiled over the duration of the permit tenn, data will emerge
to be able to assess the success of the management strategies. After the five year term, a
re-evaluation of the management efforts should be conducted and appropriate changes made.
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APPENDIX.A: REPORT ON STORMWATER INDICATORS M~TINGS

Conducted April. lune 1995
By The Rensselaerv~e Irritate

as part of a cooperative agreem~mt with
the U.S. Environmen~l Protection Agency

INTRODUCTION

As pa~ of a three-stage cooperative agr~ment with the U.S. EPA, and in coniunction with the
Center for Watershed Protection (CWP) and the Water Environment Research Foundation
(WERF), The Renssdaendlle Institute convened and facilitated six stakeholder meetings which
gathered storm water experts ~ throughout the U.S. The stake.holder groups represented at the
meetings included: state and local regulators, EPA regional offces, indusuy, consultant engineers,
and regulated municipalities.

The purpose of these meetings was to ~ feedback on the Storm Water Indicator Profiles
Document as prepared by the Center for Wate~hed FYo~ction, .and also examine the potential
for identifying a core set of storm water indicators that could be used nationwide to track program
effectiveness. Participants at these meetings were individuals who are recognized for their ~e
in the area of storm water pollution prevention and control. Suggestions for participants were
received from professional organizations including ASIWPCA, NAFSMA, APWA, and ACEC, as
well as recommendations fzom EPA headquarters and regional offices, WERF and CWP. The list
of par6cipants at each meeting is appendixed to this report.

This report provides a short section describing the metho& and approaches used for designing
and implementing these six expert stakeholder meetings, and summarizes the key responses and
rccommenda6ons made by the experts that seemed to become common "threads" throughout most
or all of the meetings.

METHODS

Six expert meetings were designed and organized by The Institute: the first tl~ee were designed
to include mixed stakeholders representing a specific geographic area of the country. These three

t~,,~-~ ~u gain x~-tmac.x man smgie-consutuent stakeholders representing various
geographic regions of the country and, in one case, Canada. The stakeholder groups represented
in these latter three meetings were: regulated municipalities, state regulators, and academia. All
tl~ree of these htter meetings were conducted in Washington, DC.

The meeting format was designed to stimuhte high interaction among participants. The basic
guidelines set at each meeting were: ex-pe~ were to speak their own opinions based on their
personal expertise, not represent a corporate or agency "line" when responding to questions;
pamcipants were encouraged to ask questions to effectively probe areas of discussion rathe~ than
make assertions that tend to cut off inteaaction between participants; and issues beyond the scope
of the defined area of discussion, i.e. selection and application of storm water indicators, and
comments pertaimn" g to the Protiles document, were off-limits, e.g. discussions on pending permit
applications between permittees and r%~lators were inappropriate for these meetings.
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At all six meetings, participant e.xper~ offered numerous suggestions for ways to make the
Storm Water Indicator ProRles document more widely applicable and more user friendly. Staff
at the Center For Watershed Protection made careful note and consideration of each of these
suggestions, and many of the suggested changes are reflected in this final version. As more
becomes known about storm water and effective approaches for dealing with pollutant sources, The
P, ensselaerville Institute is con/ident that this "living document" can grow and develop so that it
continually meets community needs with accurate, hdpful, up-to-date information and guidance.

The Renssehervi~ Institute report ends with what we believe is probably the most important
message received from the many ~ involved: storm water progtam~ will only be effective
when a paradigm shift occurs in regard to our approaches to dealing with it as a pollutant source.
Perception has to move from traditional, end-of-pipe, water chemistry, broad-spectrum pollutant
monitoring, treatment and command-and-control enforcement, to a mindset focusing on receiving
water body quality and the beneficial uses that the community desires for that waterbody. There
needs to be strong emphasis on problem identification before a program is designed, and then there
needs to be very judicial choice of appropriate indicators so that real progress toward return of the
waterbody to beneficial uses can truly be measum~ This new mindset must incorporate regulatory
flexibility and emphasis on education and voluntary effort as key parts of the implementation plan.
Government needs to move from the role of enforcer to be an enabler and technical advisor to
communities that are putting forth best-faith efforts to deal with theft storm water problems.
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A PENDtX B: SAMPLE NPDES PERMrF. MONTGOM  Y COUNTY, MD

~ ~ NPDES ~t for Montgom~ Co~, M~d, a ~ m~ s~te
st~ ~ ~ j~~, ~co~s m~v of ~e ~t~ id~ed ~ ~ d~ent.
~ of ~e ~g el~enu ~ ~o~ to ~e ~el 1 me~ol~ des~d ~ ~pter
IV:

¯ Watched ~t~es (e.g., ~d ~e ~d ~o~ c~er) ~ ~ndu~ed ~d GIS
~ ~ ~ m h~ id~ ~~ ~u~on so~ ~eas. ~ ~des a q~
~b~ of n~ ~b~, ~d su~ washed m~g effo~, ~ong o~er
a~om.

¯ Po~umnt cow,tuft ~e~ mo~to~g ~ conduced to help ~~e sto~water
~ges as p~ of a pilot "pi~ dete~es" p~ (~e No. I ).
Ph~c~ ~d biol~c~ momto~g, on a washed b~, ~ a~ed ~ a s~g t~l to
iden@ water q~ ~d habitat ~p~ent (P~e No. 7, 8, 12, ~d 13).

A wa~hed-ba~ ~g~t ~ ~ ~ ~t ~ ~ ~e ~e of ~to~
~ d~elo~g ~d ~g ~e ~’s sto~water pro~. Some elem~u of ~e Mont~mew
Cotm~ sto~wat~ m~gement p~am ~dude:

¯ Ma~tenance ~om of BMPs ~e ~g conduced (Pm~e No. 22). ~
¯ Sto~water ~vaiven ~sued ~e ~co~rated ~to a ua~g ~em (P~e No. 23). ~
¯ Co~a~d~l ~d ~siden~ ~ufion ~en6on ~d ~c ou~ea~ pro~s ~

are esmb~shed (Pro~e No. 18, 19, ~d 20).

I~dt co~~ dem~, ~~, ~d e~o~ement ~~s ~e esmb~hed (Pro~e
No. 21).

Watenhed restora~on a~on p~ ~e berg d~elo~d to de~e wate~hed prote~on
goals, dete~e mo~to~g need, ~co~rate p~c edu~on ~d ~vo~ement
element, iden@ sto~t~ ~fit md ~ m~om~on ~~6es, and ~plement
o~er proje~ needed to a~e ~ese goals (Pro~e No’s 1, 7, 8, 12, 13, 19, and 24).

. In addioon, Montgome~ Co~w’s ~it ~s for a~essmg ~e effe~ess of con~o~ ~
reducing ~u~t loa~. ~e non-~t so~ce loa~g ~tor (Pro~e No. 3) ~d v~om
watershed s~da6on m~el t~ls ~n be reed to a~e ~ obje~e.

~ese ~e j~t a f~ of ~e m~ a~m~om ~t ~e ~co~t~ ~ ~e attuned NPDES
pe~it. A ~re~ ~ of Montgomew Co~’s ~t ~ ~de ~igh~ for o~er
jtmsdicoons m eider ren~g a ~t, ~g out ~it con~, or s~ct~g a n~
pe~it.

We would like to acknowledge Mr. Cameron Wiegand of
Montgome .ry County, Department of Environmental Protection,
Division of Water Resources Management for hi~ efforts in
providing ba~d information on Montgomery. County’s permit
and for his invaluable insights on the application of environmental
indicators in the NPDES permit arena.
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MAR~ DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT

NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEM DISCHARGE PERMIT

PART I. IDENTIFICATION

A. ~gl:ll~_~[gl~: MS-MO-95-006

This permit covers stormwater discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer system in
Montgomery County, Maryland.

C. ~: March 15, 1-996

D. ~,IP.~~g[g: March 15, 2001

PART II.    b~rANDARD PERMIT CONDITIONS

A. Leeal AuthQrity

I. Montgomery County shall maintain adequate legal authority, in accordance with
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) regulations 40 CFR
122.26(d)(2)(i), throughout the term of this permit. In the event that any provision of
its legal authority is found to be invalid, the County shall make the necessary changes
to maintain adequate legal authority.

B. Source ldentirica|ign

I. Montgomery County shall continue the development of its Geographic Information
System (GIS) and submit appropriate topographic maps with a scale between l:10,000
and 1:24,000 and their associated data layers to the Maryland Department of the
Environment (MDE). GIS mapping shall include the location of the County’s storm
sewer system; each currently operating or closed municipal landfill or other treatment.
storage or disposal facility for municipal waste; any known N’PDES stormwater
discharger; and major structural controls for storrnwater discharges. Additionally,
Montgomery County shall submit land use activities; an estimate of the average runoff
coefficient for each land use type; estimates of population densities and projeaed
growth for a ten year period; and the location of publicly owned parks, recreational
areas, and other open lands.

2. Montgomery County shall complete GIS development according to the following
schedule:

a) By 3/17/97, Little Fails watershed and Anacostia River drainage including the
Sligo Creek, Northwest Branch, Paint Branch, and Little Paint Branch watersheds.
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b) By 3/16/98, Potomac River drainage including the Cabin John Creek, Lower Rock
Creek, and Upper Rock Creek watersheds.

c) By 3/15/99, Great Seneca Creek watershed and Potomac River drainage including
the Watts Branch and Muddy Branch watersheds.

d) By 3/15/2000, Little Seneca Creek, Patuxent River drainage including the Lower
Patuxent, Hawlings River, Haight’s Branch, Scott’s Branch, and Upper Patuxent
watersheds, and Potomac River drainage east of Great Seneca Creek including the
Potomac River DirecL Mitmehaha Branch, and Rock Run watersheds.

e) By 3/15/2001, Dry Seneca Creek watershed, Potomac River drainage west of
Great Seneca Creek including the Potomac River direct, Horsepen, and Broad Run
watersheds, and Monocacy River drainage including the Monocacy River Direct,
Furnace Branch, Little Monocacy River, Little Bennett Creek, Bennett Creek, and
Farney Branch watersheds.

3. Montgomery County shall compile and submit any new source identification
information including the identification and mapping of storm sewer system ouffalls,
land use activities, population estimates, runoff coefficients, major structural controls,
landfills and controls, publicly owned lands, NPDES dischargers, and industries
organized by watershed and Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes in the
armual reports submitted to MDE pursuant to PART IV "ANNUAL PROGRESS
REPORTS" of this permit.

C. Discharge Characterizaticn

I. By 6/17/96, Montgomery County shall submit storm event monitoring data and
analysis to MDE for the remaining storm events at each of its five Pan 2
representative ouffalls.

2. Within 6 months of MDE’s approval of Montgomery County’s proposed long-term
monitoring program, the County shall commence chemical sampling at one outfall and
its appropriate in-stream monitoring station.

3. Chemical sampling at these and any additional outfalls or in-stream stations shall
comply with procedures developed as a direct result of the County’s involvement in
NPDES monitoring committee meetings established ac~:ording to PART m "SPECIAL
PROGRAMMATIC CONDITIONS" of this permit.

4. Montgomery County shall complete the following minimum requirements for chemical
monitoring:

a) A total of 12 storm events shall be monitored per year at each monitoring location
with at least three occurring per quarter. Quaners shall be based on calendar year. If
extended dry weather periods occur, baseflow samples shall be taken at least once per
month. If no flow is observed at the outfall during periods of dry weather, samples
shall be taken at the in-stream monitoring stations only.
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b) Three discrete samples shall be taken for stormwater flow at both outfall and in-
stream monitoring stations. Samples submitted for analysis shall be representative of
the approximate flow at the following three intervals along the hydrograph: the
midpoint of the rising limb, the peak, and the midpoint of the falling limb.

c) Flow rates and temperature shall be recorded at points when discrete samples are

d) Collected samples shall be submi~i m a laboratory for analysis according m
methods listed under 40 CFR Par~ 136 for the following parameters:

BOD~ F~cal Coliform
TKN Nin’ate plus Niu’ite
To~I Phosphorus Cadmium
Copper Lead
Zinc Oil and Grease
pH TSS

e) For each storm event, a description of any equipment problen~ and wether
conditions such as duration and intensity shall be recorded.

5. Montgomery County shall incorporate physicaJ and biological monitoring with the
cheanical monitoring described in PART I1., C., 2. above. Physical and biological
monitoring shall commence with the chemical monitoring and procedures and
protocols shall be de~ermined through the County’s involvement in NPDES
monitoring commiuee meetings established ~cording to PART [] "SPECIAL
PROGRAMMATIC CONDITIONS" of this I~rmit.

6. Beginning in 1996, Montgomery County sh;di condua habitat, physical, and
biological monitoring on a watershed I~asa ~ a County-wide screening tool to idemi~
water quality impairment and establish
impairment is determined not to be a f~ul~ ,~" physical limitations, chemical specific
testing shall be conducted to idemify the ~r~:¢ of impairment. The source of
impairment shall be eliminated in a~:~rd~e w~th the County’s illicit connection
inspection program as identified in PART I!.. D.. 8. and 9. of this permit.

a) Sampling procedures shall be in ~:,a~m,~ ~,~th Montgomery County’s Water
Quality Monitoring Program: Stream ~’ml Protocols documem which has bee,,
incorporated into this permit as App<~ 6. ~ a~y subsequeat revisions as a result of
the NPDES monitoring commiuee m~,~m~ ~u, hed according to PART []
"SPECIAL PROGRAMMATIC CO.~ [)l’fl~ )~.~", ,f this permit.

b) By 3/15/2001, baseline wa[ersh~J ~1 ~e~e~e~:~ su’eam biological monitoring shall
be completed for all County

"7. Reporting Frequency and Requir~m~m~

a) Chemical laboratory results sh~JI I~ r~.,~d ,~ MDE’s long-term monitoring
database (Appendix 3) and submi~l
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b) Field results and analysis for physical and biological monitoring shall be
submitted with annual repom. The analysis shall integ~¢ the results from chemical,
physie.~, and biological monitoring.

c) Annual and seasonal pollutant load estimates, using data collected as a result of the
long-term monitoring efforts, shall be submitted with annual reports.

d) Pollutant loads shall be estimated for all identified municipal storm sewer ouffalls
and submitted to MDE according to the schedule established for GIS development in
PART If., B., 2. of this permit.

�) By 3/16/98, Montgomery County shall assess its monitoring program and, if
warranted, outline potential alternative sampling sites and procedures.

D. Mana~en~ent

I. Montgomery County shall maintain an acceptable stormwater management program in
accordance with the Environment Article, Title 4, Subtitle 2, Annotated Code of
Maryland.

2. Montgomery County shall conduct preventative maintenance inspections of all
stormwater management facilities at least on a triennial basis. Inspections, necessary
corrective action, and enforc~nent actions shall be documented and summar:’z~.d ks
annual reports.

3. Montgomery County shall submit information regarding its stormwater management
program on the latest version of MDE’s stormwater management spreadsheet
(Appendix 4) in annual reports.

4. By 3/17/97, Montgomery County shall-establish a database for tracking and evaluating
the impacts of stormwater waiver issuance in each watershed. Emphasis shall also be
placed upon strengthening the criteria for evaluating stormwater management waiver
requests and providing enhanced public input.

5. Montgomery County shall conduct watershed studies and submit action pla~s for
protecting surface and ground water resources. These plans shall include
restoration/mltigation measures and include an implementation schedule to reduce or
eliminate sources of water quality impairment. Montgomery County shall submit
summaries of the watershed assessments and action plans according to the followksg
schedule:

a) By 3/17/97, the Little Falls and Sligo Creek watersheds.

b) By 3/15/99, the Paint Branch, Little Paint Branch, Upper Rock Creek, and Lower
Rock Creek watersheds.

�) By 3/15/2001, the Watts Branch, Cabin John Creek, and Northwest Branch
watersheds.
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6. By 3/17/97, Montgomery County shall perform an assessment regarding the effects of
mad maintenance activities including street sweeping, litter mntrol, deicing
procedures, and the applic.~ion of herbicides for vegetation control on stormwater
discharges. This assessment shall include an analysis of alternative practices for
reducing pollutants associated with mad maintenance activities. By 3/16/98,
Montgomery County shall incorporate effecalve alternative practices in its road
maintenance procedures for reducing pollutants.

7. By 6117/96, Montgomery County shall implement its proposed industrial, residential,
and commercial pollution prevention and public outreach programs. These programs
are to include educational information regarding the proper use of herbicides,
pesticides, and fertilizers. Hazardous waste and geaeral water quality information
shall also be provided to the public. Education efforts shall be documented
summarized in annual reports.

8. By 6/17/96, Montgomery County shall implement its illicit connection detection and
enforcement program. During thefirst year, program implementation shall occur in
the Liv, le Falls and Paint Branch watersheds. ~ year thereafter, program
implementation shall be expanded into at least five additional watersheds until all of
the County’s 29 designated watersheds have beea assessed. At a minimum, the
program shall include the following:

a) The number of out’falls to be screened in targeted areas. Targeted areas shall
include industrial ~nd commercial land uses and those outfalls where pollutants were
detected during Par~ 1 dry weather flow screening.

b) Visual inspection of targeted areas. Follow-up inspections using chemical testing
shall be performed immediateJy after discovering an illicit discharge in which the
source is not apparent.

c) Provisions for field screening data to be recorded on MDH’s Part I field screening
database.

d) Fines for continued noncompliance by illicit dischargers.

e) Procedures for public identification and reporting of illicit discharges.

f) Progress reports that include an updated list of targeted ouffalls and an inspection
schedule.

9. Beginning 6/17/96, Montgomery County shall eliminate any illegal storm drain system
discharge discovered through its illicit connection inspection program. Additionally,
the County shall work cooperatively with MDE to ensure that industrial dischargers
secure NPDES permits and that agricultural sources are minimiy_sd.

10. Montgomery County shall maintain an acceptable erosion and sediment control
program in accordance with the Environment Article, Title 4, Subtitle 1, Annotated
Code of Maryland.

5
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I I. By 6/17/96, Montgomery County shall implement "responsible personnel"
cez’dficadon classes to educate construction site operators regarding erosion and
sediment control requirements. F, ducation e/Tons are to be documented and
summarized in mmuzl reports.

12. Beginning in ]997, Montgomery County shall evaluate a/l management programs and
identify any necessary changes. This information shall be submiRed in annual reports.

E. ]h-omm Fundine

1. Montgomery County shah maintain adequate program funding to comply with all
conditions of this permit.

F. A#sessment of Controls

1. Annually, Montgomery Cotmty shall submit estimates of expected pollutant load
reductions as a result of its implementation of management programs. Additionally,
the effectiveness of resource protection and stream habitat improvements shall be used
to assess the effectiveness of the .County’s management programs and pollutant control
strategies.

PART Ill. SPECIAL PROGRAMMATIC CONDITIONS

Since the signing of the Chesapeake Bay Agreement in 1983, the State of Maryland has been
working toward meeting the goal of reducing by 40% the discharge of nutrients to the
Chesapeake Bay by the year 2000. To achieve this nutrient goal, the State has developed
strategies to improve the water quality in thd tributaries that drain to the Bay. In Maryland, the
Bay watershed has been subdMded into ten major tributaries which have each been assigned a
40% nutrient reduction goal. Characterizations of specific tributaries have been made in terms of
land use, nutrient loads, and water quality. Additionally, strategy options have been developed
based on identified problems in order to guide the restoration effort in each individual tributary.

Montgomery County lies within three of the Chesapeake Bay’s ten major tributaries. These
include the Upper Potomac, Middle Potomac, and Pattment River basins. This NPDES permit
requires Montgomery County to assist with the implementation of the strategy designed to meet
the nutrient reduction goals of the above basins. The specific permit conditions presented below
will promote a watershed based approach to controlling the contribution of pollutants from
stormwater runoff. Coordination between and among other jurisdictions is a major requ~ement
and the identification of those appropriate jurisdictions will occur jointly with MDE.
Additionally, deadlines, priorities, and scheduling to satisfy specific conditions will be determined
in conjunction with MDE. In any case, progress toward meeting these conditions shall be
reported to MDE.

A. Prom’ammatic Coordination

1. Montgomery County shall coordinate water quality restoration and protection efforts
in watersheds shared with other jurisdictions. These efforts shall include:

a) the exchange of information on restoration/protection program effectiveness;
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b) the definition of watershed management measures to support res~ra~ion/protection
efforts;

¢) the identification of appropriate watershed boundaries for planning and program
development efforts; and

d) the coordination of planning and zoning activities to support the goals of
watershed management.

Data Management

I. Montgomery County -~hall develop standards for r~ord keeping and databases to meet
the standard permit conditions in Pan IX of this permit. These standards shall be
developed in concert with other appropriate jurisdictions and include:

a) management practice.databases and GI$ compztibility among jurisdictions for base
maps, pollutant source area locations, stormwater management facility location and
description, and land use and zoning designations;

b) comparable population estimates and growth projections; and

c) consistent land use and runoff coefficients.

pi~e.har~e Characterization

1. Montgomery County shall develop standards for discharge characterization. These
standards shall be developed in concert with other appropriate jurisdictions and
include:

a) coordination of long-term monitoring site selection among other appropriate
jurisdictions;

b) standards for field and laboratory methods;

c) standards for monitoring databases; and

d) standards for annual and seasonal pollutant load esthnates.

D. Management Programs

1. Montgomery County shall develop management program standards. These standards
shall be developed in concert with other appropriate jurisdictions and include:

a) preventative maintenance procedures;

b) watershed management plans and retrofit assessments;

c) development and implementation of public information and educational programs;
and

7
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d) watersbed inventories, illicit discharge inspection programs, and water quality
enforcement.

E. Assmsment or (~Oflt~ols and Annuzl Prosrms Renortins

I. Montgomery County shall develop standards for loading raduction estimates, annual
progress reports, and stormwater management program effectiveness.

2. Along with other jurisdictions, Montgomery County shall evaluate the =unulative
impact of its stormwater management waiver policy with regard to receiving water
quality.

PART IV. ANNUAL PROGRE~ REPORTS

Annual progress rq)om required under 40 CFR 122.42(c) will facilitate the long-term
assessment of Montgomery County,s NPDES stormwater program. According to EPA
guidance, these rapom shall be based on assessment techniques proposed by jurisdictions in
Pan 2 NPDES applications. These repom shall include:

§122.42(c) "(1) The status of implementing the components of the storm water management
program that are established as permit conditions;"

§122.42(c) "(2) Proposed changes to the storm water management programs that are
established as permit conditions .... ""

§122.42(c) "(3) Revisions, ~f necessary, to the assessment of controls and the fiscal analy$~s
reported in the perm~ application...;"

§122.42(c) "(4) A summary of data, including monitoring data, that is accumulated
throughout the reporting year;"

§122.42(c) "(.~) Annual expenditures and budget for year following each annual report;"

§122.42(c) "(6) A swnmary describing the number and nature of enforcement actions,
inspections, and public education programs; °

§122.42(c) "(7) Identification of water quality improvements or degradation;"

MDE ha~ dev¢iopzd a spread~ (Appendix a) for the reporting and tracking of N’PDF_.S
data. This spreadsheet li~ts components of Montgomery County’s NPDF_~ stormwgter
program along with appropriate reporting parameters. Annual progr~ re~om, including
MDE’s spreadsh~t, -~hall be submitted to MDE by the anniversary date of permit i,~uance for
each yea~ of the permit term.
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PART V.    ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIF~

A. Prom’am Review and Evaluation

In ordm" to assess the effa:fivenms of the pzrmiUee’s NPDF, q program for eliminm~g non-
stormwater discharges and reducing the di.u:harge of pollutants m the maximum extent
practicable, MDE will review and evalu.~ program_ imp.lea~., ratio.n, ~ r.epor~., ~

sediment control and smrmwatm" management programs exxst m Marytan~ s ~munen[ ~ouu-us
and Stormwater Management Laws. Additioe~! periodic reviews and evaluations will be
conduced to de~ermine complia~.e with permit conditions. ~ntinuation or reissum~ce of this
pmnit beyond March 15, 2001 will be subje~ to Iv~E’s review and evalu~ion of
Montgomery County’s compliance m~! implementm~on of the conditions of this permit.

B. Disch~-~ ~ohlbitJorm and R~vlne Water L~mitJttiorm

The permictee shall ¢ff~ively prohibit nonostormwater discharges through its municipal
separate storm sewer system. NPDES permitted non-stormwater discharges are exempt from
this prohibition. Discharges from the following will not be considered a source of pollutants
when properly managed: water lineflushing; landsc~xpe irrigation; diverted su’eam flows;
rising ground waters; uncontaminated ground water infdu-ation to separ’d~ storm sewers;
unconr~aninated pumped ground water; discharges from potable water s~ur~s; foundation
dra~s; air conditioning condensation; irrigation waters; springs; footing drains; lawn
warring; individual r~sidenti~l c~r washing; flows from ripari~ habitats and wm.la~ds;
dechlorinated swimming pool discharges; stree~ wash water; =rid fire fighting activities. The
dischm’ge of stormwater containing p~ilutants which have not been reduced to the maximum
extent practicable is prohibited.

The permittee shall not cause the contamination or other alteration of the physical, chemical,
or biological properties of any waters of the State, including a change in temperature, taste,
color, turbidity, or odor of the waters or the discharge or deposit of any organic matxer,
harrtfful organism, or liquid, gaseous, solid, radioactive, or other substance into any waters of
the State, that will render the waters harmful to:

(1) Public health, safety, or welfare;

(2) Domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural, recreational, or other legitimate beneficial
use;

(3) Livestock, wild animals, or birds; or

(4) Fish or other aquatic life.

C. ~

The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any discharge in violation
of this permit which has a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human health or the
environment.

9
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1. ~.~-~altles Under the CWA - Civil and Criminal                      ..

The CWA pmvidm that any person who violates any permit condition is subj~’t to a civil
penalty not m ex~ed $25,00~ per day for each violation. Any pro’son who negligently
violatm any permit condition is subject to criminal penalties of $2,500 to $25,000 pro" day of
violation, or imprisonment bf not more than ! year. ~r b~th. Any person who knowingly
violates any permit condition is subject to criminal penalties or" $5,000 to $50,000 pro" day of
violation, or imprisonment for not more than 3 y¢--,r~. ,~r ~th.

2. V~alties Un~" the State’s Environmen! Article - Civil and Criminal

Nothing in this permit shall be construed to preclude the institution of any legal action nor
relieve the permittee from civil or criminal r~r"’ns’~’lities and/or penalties for noncompliance
with Title 4. Title 7. and Title 9 of the Envimnmem Article. Annotated Code of Maryland. or
any federal, local, or other State law or regulat,,n.

The Environment Article, §9-342, Annotated C’,,J¢ ,,t ~laryland, provides that any person
who violates a permit condition is subject to a ~,~ ,I r,en~y up to $l.000 for each violation,
but not exceeding $50,000 total. The Envirx,nrr~’~ xn~<le. ~9-343, Annotated (:ode of
Maryland. provides that any personwho wllltull~ ..~ ~-~,g~ntly violates a permit condition is
subject to a criminal penalty not exceeding S2.~.u,~} ,,r ,rr~r,.,,,)nment not exceeding 1 year, or

The Environment Article, §9-343, Annotated (’,~e .,~ ~,~-). land. provides that any person
who falsi/Se~, tampers with, or knowingly rer, Jer~ ,ru,.,ur-,e any monitoring device or method
required to be maintained under this permit ~h~l. ur,,a .,,~v,,.~iun. be punished by a fine of
not more than $I0,000 per violation, or by ,n~,,,,mm=~ t,,r mx more than six mondzs ~
violation, or both.
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The Environment Article, §9-343, Annotated Code of Maryland, provide= that any person
who knowingly makes any false statement, representa~on, or certification in any records or
other document submitted or required to be maintained unde~ this permit, in-..luding
monitoring reports or reports of compliance or noncompliance shall, upon conviction, be
ptmish~ by a fine of not more th~ $10,000 per vi,;~atic~., or.by L,n~p ".nr, o~.~ for not more
~h~ six months per violation, or both.

F. Permit Revocation tnd Modification

Thi~ permit may be modified, revoked a~d reissued, or terminated for cau~. The ~ding of a
request by the permittee for a permit modifica~o~, or a notification of planned ~a~es or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit .�onditio-~.. A per=it may be modified by
~he Department upon written request by th.~ permit~ ~ ~ nor, ice and oppomud~ for a
public hearing in accordance with and for the reasons se~ forth m the Cede of ~land
Regulations (COMAR) 26.08.04. I0 C.

After notice and opportunit7 for a hearing and in accordance with COMAR 26.08.04.10., the
Depar~ent may modify, suspend, or revoke and reissue this permit in whole or in pan
during its term for causes including, but not limited to the following:

a) Violation of any terms or conditions of this permit;

b) Obtaining this permit by misrepresentation or failure to disclose fully all relevant facts;

c) A change in any condition that requires either a temporary reduction or elimination of the
authorized discharge; or

d) A determination that the pertained discharge poses a threat to human health or welfare or
to the environment and can only be regulated to acceptable levels by permit modification or
termination.

2. DUtY t0 Provide Information

The permirtee shall furnish to the Department, within a reasonable time, any information
which the Department may request to determine whether cause exists for modifying, revoking
¯ nd reissuing, or terminating this permit; or to determine compliance with this permit. The
permittee shall also furnish to the Department, upon request, copies of records required to be
kept by this permit.

The issuance of this permit does not convey any propert~ rights in either real or personal
property, or any exclusive privileges nor does it authorize any injury to private propen7 or
~ny invasion or" personal rights, nor any infringement of federal, State, or local law or
regulations.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF INDUSTRIAL STORM WATER
GENERAL PERMITTING PROGRAM

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

In 1987 the Clean Water Act was amended by Congress to require the regulation of point
source discharges of storm water from industry and from municipal separate storm sewer
systems serving over 100,000 people. In 1990 the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) promulgated implementing regulations requiring, in part, National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits for all storm water discharges associated
with industrial activity. Since then, close to 150,000 industrial facilities have been
permitted by EPA and the States. A key requirement of an industrial storm water general
permit is the preparation and implementation of a pollution prevention plan by each
regulated industrial facility. The purpose of the overall study was to evaluate the
effectiveness of this storm water control approach in a way that would aid in improving
storm water regulations as well as reducing the burden on business and industry.

This executive summary is subdivided into five parts: introduction, background,
methodology, key findings and conclusions. The background provides a general
description of the objectives, the methodology provides a summary of the study approach,
the key findings highlight the most important results in bullet format, and the conclusions
provide observations and recommendations based on the key findings.

Background

1 ,~ Water r_.nvJlonmem Federation (w~r) entered into a cooperative agreement with the
EPA in 1994 to study the effectiveness of the NPDES Industrial Storm Water Permit
Program. EPA’s objective was to increase stakeholder involvement in setting priorities for
this program by working with WEF and industry in obtaining input on the effectiveness of
the industrial portion of the program. The objective was accomplished through WEF
actively involving an industry group in the development of a survey to determine industry’s
perception of the effectiveness of the general permit requirements.

Methodology

The methods used to conduct this assessment employed the preparation of a questionnaire
and its distribution to a broad cross section of industries which are affected by the
program. The questionnaire was developed by a work group primarily comprised of
representatives from industria! associations but also with input from state water pollution
control authorities and EPA.
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A mailing list was constructed from a large number of independent data bases. EPA,
which was the N-PDES authority in 11 states at the time of the study, maintains a
centralized data base of all those who have filed a Notice of Intent (’NOI). And all but two
States that have permitting authority also maintain similar data bases. These data bases
contain various amounts of information about industries which have filed an NOI with
EPA, or its equivalent with their appropriate State water pollution control authorities.

Of the 7,500 questionnaires distributed, 3 76 were undeliverable and 584 were completed
and returned, giving an effective return rate of 8.2%. Responses were received from all
geographic and climatic regions of the US, representing 23 7 different four digit SIC code
classifications.

Key Findings

The following are the most relevant findings of the survey and are presented in bullet
format for brevity.

¯ The USEPA and the States have been highly effective in providing technical assistance
to industry on pollution prevention plan preparation through written guidance: 71.3%
used government provided direction exclusively.

There is some overlap of the requirements of the NPDES Industrial Storm Water
Permit Program with other mandated requirements, such as the Spill Prevention
Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) and Best Management Practices (BMP’s) of the
Clean Water Act.

¯ For those companies which expended resource~ for compliance with the storm water
regulations typical costs were roughly ¯

- $ 7,500 for pollution prevention plan preparation,
- $ 2.500 for annnal nnar~tln .... ÷ [2~0t_ " _, . ,........... 1~, ....... ~ ,~,uo~. ~,Jd /O lllk, Lll IIU ~.llllll~[l COS[S), and- $ 25,000 for capital improvements (61% incurred no capital costs)

Of those respondents who had conducted water quality monitoring, a significant ¯
number (369%) felt that presently water quality data is not use~l in determining
whether pollution prevention plan components are success~l; i.e. the data is either
insufficient (15.7%) or inconclusive (21.2%).

A subjective ev~uation of whether water qu~ity improvement or reduction in sto~
~a,�, ~u~u~ is possm~e resmtea ~n a 50/50 split - half saying "yes" and h~f "no".

There was almost an even distribution of respondents when asked if water quality
improvements were wo~h the expenditures with 30.5% saying "yes", 31.2% saying
"no" and 31.6% saying "maybe"; there were 6.8% s~d they didn’t know.
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The pollution prevention plan components found to be the most highly effective in
preventing pollution from storm water runoff were:

good housekeeping,
spill prevention and response,
preventative maintenance,

- visual inspections, and
- employee training.

¯ When the cost factor was included in the prior analysis by requesting the respondent to
identify the most cost effective activities implemented two additional items were
provided in the top rankings:

ponds and other containment structures, and
covered structures and improved storage.

¯ The pollution prevention plan components found to be the least effective in preventing
pollution from storm water runoffwere:

- record keeping and reporting,
- site mapping,
- annual site compliance evaluations, and

raw material or product substitution.

¯ When the cost factor was included in the prior analysis by requesting the respondent to
identify the least cost effective activities implemented by the companies, sampling and
analysis topped the list.

¯ If the mandated storm water program were discontinued the vast majority (95.1%)
would voluntarily continue at least part of the pollution prevention plan: 42.8% all of
it; and 52.3% some of it.

¯ The most frequently identified significant obstacles which prevent the general permits

costs to implement,
- no follow through (lack of field inspections and enforcement),
- regulations are complex, con~sing and burdensome,
- arid regions are not uniquely addressed, and
- lack of company concern.

¯ Other "comments" received included:
hassle for small businesses,
other sources cause more pollution,
remote and small sites should not be controlled, and
program has high costs with low water quality improvements.
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Conclusions

The following conclusions and recommendations are based on interpretation of the results
of the survey, the key findings and analysis of the questionnaire data.

¯ There was a high level of response to the questionnaire, and an excellent
representation of industrial sectors. The diversity of responses covered all identified
variables such as: geographical distribution, gross income, physical plant size, number
of employees, and hydrological conditions.

¯ The USEPA and the States which have primacy in the NPDES permit program have
been very thorough in defining the major components of a storm water pollution
prevention plan.

¯ Of those companies regulated by the Storm Water Permit Program 12.5% appear to
be out of compliance with the requirement to have a pollution prevention plan.

¯ Companies which lease their facilities are less likely to comply with the requirement of
having a pollution prevention plan than those companies which own their property.

¯ The cost of a storm water pollution prevention plan and its implementation seem
reasonable for most companies although there is concern among small firms.

¯ Small businesses spend less money on compliance and are more likely to be out of
compliance because they lack environmental staff and a clear understanding of the
requirements.

¯ The subjective evaluation of water quality improvement or reduction in storm water
pollution as a result of the program is debatable depending on how the data is viewed
68% felt there is at least some improvement while 66% felt there is little or no
improvement, interpretation of "minor" improvement accounts for the difference..

¯ Based on the observation that only a very low percentage of the most cost effective
storm water pollution prevention controls were in place prior to initiation of the "
program, the NPDES storm water program has been highly effective in encouraging
controls to be implemented.

¯ The majority of respondents have implemented the plans on time. However, there
appears to be about 12% per year increase in plan imnlem~ntntlcm Th; ..... ~,~
attributable to new industries as well as existing companies which become aware of the
requirements through enforcement or public awareness programs.
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¯ There are several areas where EPA and the States may improve effectiveness. One of
the primary areas is to increase emphasis on those components of the storm water
pollution prevention plan that have demonstrated to be effective, such as: good
housekeeping, employee training, preventative maintenance, visual inspections,
employee training and annual site compliance evaluations.

¯ It may also be worthwhile to look at improving the efficiency of monitoring since a
large quantity of expensive sampling and analysis data is being generated and
perceived by industry as being the least cost effective element of the program.

¯ Consideration should also be given to improving the overall image of the storm water
permits program through simplifying the regulations and following up with outreach,
education and/or enforcement activities.
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H. BACKGROUND

In the eleven states where EPA has N-PDES permit program authority it is estimated that
approximately 39,000 industrial and municipal dischargers in Phase I are covered by
general permits to discharge storm water. It has further been estimated that over an
additional 100,000 dischargers are in Phase I covered by states that have primacy.

A majority of these dischargers were required to implement pollution prevention plans by
October 1, 1993, one year after the Notice of Intent deadline of October 1, 1992. Many
industries have opted to be covered by EPA’s multisector storm water general permit
proposed November 19, 1993 and finalized on September 25,1996.

EPA is interested in increasing stakeholder involvement and consulting with its
"customers" in setting priorities and regulations; and is beginning to look more to industry
and its associations for input. Based on this new direction, EPA requested the Water
Environment Federation to expand its outreach program under its cooperative agreement
to study the general permit program, with a goal of increasing the participation of
industrial and state government stakeholders.

The objective of the original project work plan developed in the FY 95 WEF grant
project was to provide the Phase I industries (located in the states where EPA has permit
authority) an opportunity to report to EPA on the effectiveness of pollution prevention
plans used in the N-PDES industrial storm water general permitting program and to
provide EPA feedback on the success of the program. The approach of the original work
was to establish a working group by inviting members of industrial associations, state
water program administrators, and other individuals with special qualifications or interests
in the regulations, to assist with the development of an industrial survey to be used to
assess the effectiveness of the pollution prevention plans. During the early stages of that
project, a survey form was completed and a small test survey was conducted.

¯ ,, ~, ~ ~u, w,~r s grant was expanded. The objectives of this expansion were twofold: 1)
to conduct a more broadly based study on the effectiveness of pollution prevention plans
covering a wider selection of industries in all States; and 2) to assess whether or not it
would be beneficial for industry to be allowed a "no exposure" exemption from the storm
water permit program and, if so, examine possible mechanisms for implementation.

Since a portion of the F¥ 95 grant project had been completed, the original work plan was
folded into and became a part of the revised work plan. The work completed under the FY
95 grant included, formation of a small work ~roup, development of an ;nH,,~,,-;~1 ........
form, distribution and collection of a limited ~auml~er of test surveys, and preparation of a
preliminary data base management system to analyze results. The expansion of the grant at
this stage of the project, i.e. prior to full distribution of the survey, was fortuitous since the
majority of the work involving data collection and analysis had not yet been initiated The
expanded requirements were able to take advantage of the survey developed and allow for
improved efficiency of data collection and analysis using a professional survey firm.
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HI. QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT

In order to develop a questionnaire that would most accurately reflect the concerns of
industry and also result in a high response rate by industry, a working group comprised
primarily of industrial representatives was established. The first meeting of the work group
was held on January 31, 1995 at the Water Environment Federation Headquarters building
in Alexandria Virginia. As a result of this working meeting, WEF was able to formulate a
basis for the survey. The questions were put into questionnaire format and distributed to
the working group for further refinement. Written comments were received on the form
and after a second draft was developed, a conference call was held on March 20, 1995 to
discuss the final details.

On completion of the final draft of the survey, it was recommended by the working group
that a test survey should be sent out to a select group of recipients. The purpose of this
test survey was to obtain the recipients’ reactions to the effectiveness of the format, to
determine the length of time required to complete the survey and to determine whether a
good response could be expected. The test surveys were mailed to 15 firms and returned
on April 28, 1995. The form was determined to require about 15 to 20 minutes to
complete and the recipients made minor suggestions for refinements.

Shortly after this was completed, it was determined that the cooperative agreement would
be expanded to include not only the eleven states over which EPA had jurisdiction, but all
50 states. In addition, it was determined to expand the scope to include an assessment of
the "no exposure" exclusion. The expansion of the agreement caused some delays in
progress while awaiting final approval. The next meeting of the working group was held
on November 13,1995 to take one final look at the survey and finalize the cover letter.
The final copy of the cover letter and survey questionnaire are presented in the Appendix.
The questionnaire was mailed after the holidays in January, 1996 with a response date
request of February 16, 1996.

Method of Approach Used for Questionnaire Distribution.

In order to obtain a good geographical distribution as well as diverse industrial activity
representation, the following method of approach was used to distribute questionnaires.

First, it was necessary to obtain a mailing list of all industries in the United States that had
submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) or its equivalent to the controlling governing agency.
These industries are the ones that must comply with the storm water permit requirements
associated with preparation of.~torm water management plan~

EPA maintains a database containing all of the names and addresses of those firms which
have submitted an NOI in the eleven states over which it maintains jurisdiction. For the
remaining states (not including territories such as Puerto Rico and Guam), contact was
made with each to obtain a similar database. While the majority of the states maintained
some form of database, there was little consistency in the information, format or software
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used. 0nly two states did not maintain any data base; Vermont and West Virginia. And
two others elected not to participate; Minnesota and Kansas. This level of participation
gave the excellent geographical distribution that was desired.

The compilation of all of the data from 46 of the 50 states, after removing duplicates and
incomplete records, resulted in a total of 76,286 separate industrial activities. It was
determined that a mailing to 10% of the industries would result in a high level of
confidence (over 90%) for this study, even with only a 5% response rate. Therefore, it
was decided to mail 7,500 questionnaires.

In reviewing the databases obtained from EPA and the states, it was observed that the vast
majority of records had identified industries bv using SIC codes, so these were used to
determine the distribution of questionnaires. 6nly the states of Hawaii, Iowa, Montana,
Washington and one section of Pennsylvania did not have their databases formatted with
SIC code designations.

While EPA has specifically defined by SIC code each of the industrial categories which
must have an NPDES storm water permit, a few states require all industries regardless of
SIC code to file an NOI and develop a storm water pollution prevention or management
plan. Additionally, no state has been identified that will not accept an industry’s application
for an NPDES storm water permit because it does not fall into one of those SIC
categories identified in the regulations. Some industrial activities submit a NOI and
comply with the regulations even though they may not currently be required to do so. It is
speculated that some do it out of lack of familiarity with the regulations and some do it as
a precautionary measure to minimize the possibility of litigation.

It is recognized that some states have different requirements from those of the baseline
EPA storm water permit program, however it was determined that the majority of those
firms which submitted NOI’s were required to meet the minimum standards established by
EPA relating to development of storm water management plans. It was therefore
.............................. ~, ~,, -,,~ ,.-,,, ~ ~,,,~ Lu uut~m ~ u~ ~au a representation as
possible of all industries which may be affected by the EPA storm water permits program,
all SIC codes (with NOI’s or equivalent submitted) were included in the database for
questionnaire distribution.

The selection of which firms to receive the questionnaire was performed in two steps. The
first step was to obtain the distribution of the total number of industrial activities (NOI’s)
nationwide by state. For example, California had 10.84% of the total, New Jersey had
2.42% , Wyoming had 0.66%, etc. This data was then ranked by state, highest to lowest.

The second step involved using the percent of NOI’s by SIC codes within each state and
determining the number of questionnaires to be distributed to each based on the SIC code
percent distribution within the state. For example, the State of California, which had
10.84% of the total, received 813 of the 7,500 questionnaires distributed
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The next step in the example was to distribute these 813 questionnaires within the State of
California in proportion to the SIC Codes. The percent distribution of all SIC codes found
in the state of California was made and the number to be mailed to each was determined.
For example, if SIC code 0000 represents 4% of California’s total, then 4% of 813 or 33
questionnaires should be sent to SIC code 0000 within California.

Using this approach, the number to be distributed to each state was determined and then
the number to be distributed to each SIC code within that state was calculated. A quick
check was made after distributing among the SIC codes within each state to assure that
the total number for the state was correct.

Additionally, as a final check the distribution to SIC codes nationwide was also made.
First, the total of all questionnaires to be sent to each SIC code for all of the states, as
determined using the above approach for distribution, was made. The results were then
ranked numerically in descending order. The same type of calculated distribution was
made for each SIC code using the entire original data base. Once the percentage
distribution was made, the 7,500 mailing list was used to make a quick check on the
numbers obtained using the state distribution approach verses the national distribution
approach.

On attempting to implement this approach, it was found that a further refinement of the
method was necessary when using the four digit SIC codes for distribution of the
questionnaires. In reviewing the actual data for a state with a small number of NOI’s, it
was determined that distributing questionnaires based on the four digit SIC codes would
be a difficult task because of the small numbers falling within each SIC category.

One method considered was to distribute the questionnaires based on percentages of two
digit SIC codes. This uses the rationale that two digit groups of SIC codes are similar
enough to justify this method. While this is a good generalization for some major groups
like SIC 16 - Heavy Construction; it unfortunately doesn’t apply for many of the other
majors like SIC 20 - Food and Kindred Products; i.e. there are few similarities among the
operations of a slaughterhouse and grain milling; or vegetable canning, beverages, dairies
and bakeries. Therefore, the refinement in the approach which was employed is as follows.

The four digit SIC codes were used for determining the distribution of questionnaires
employing the same rounding approach which is used in math and sciences, i.e. if the
decimal part of the whole number is .500 or greater the value is rounded to the next higher
whole number and if the decimal fraction is less than. 500 it is rounded to the next lower
whole number. For example, 13.500 was rounded up to 14 and 13.495 was rounded down
to 13. There was little problem with this process for States that had over 1000 in the data
base, however a problem presented itself in states like Idaho that only had 235. Therefore,
the following refinement was used.

In states with low numbers, the exact same approach was used for selecting the four digit
SIC code distribution, however as was mentioned above, there were a large number of
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codes receiving between 0.5 and 1.5. Nevertheless, after rounding these values to whole
numbers the total number to be distributed to the State in question was summed. If the
total resulted in too many questionnaires being distributed because of the rounding error;
the excess number over that desired was taken from the lowest values in a descending
order list of SIC codes. For example, in the case of Idaho, using this selection method
resulted in 28 surveys to be mailed. However the initial calculations reveal that only 23
were to be mailed to Idaho, resulting in 5 that must be deleted from the list. By ranking
the original SIC code data in descending order from the largest number at the top to the
smallest number at the bottom, the lowest five from the bottom of the list were removed
and the balance was used for determining the mailing.

Similarly, if the final tabulation had resulted in only 20 on the list then an additional three
would have to be added using basically the same approach, only adding the next three on
the list. This method eliminated the problems associated with rounding small numbers and
simultaneously had the least impact on the overall project objectives.

For the four states and the section of Pennsylvania which did not have SIC code
designations in their databases, a completely random sample was taken for distribution of
the appropriate number within each state/section.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The survey questionnaire was distributed to 7,500 industrial facilities throughout the
United States among a diversity of industries which had filed a Notice of Intent or its
equivalent under the NPDES Storm Water Permit Program. Of the 7,500 questionnaires,
376 were returned as non-deliverable. This results in 7,124 being delivered which is used
as the base for calculating the "valid" response rate. Since 584 questionnaires were
completed and returned this results in a "valid" response rate of 8.2%. The concept of
"valid" response is used throughout the report and represents the percentage of those
respondents that actually answered the question being analyzed not the total number
returning the questionnaire. The response to this survey resulted in a 95 % +/- 4.04 %
confidence level.

Responses were received from all geographic and climatic regions of the U.S. representing
237 different four digit SIC code classifications.

Industrial Classification

The questionnaire was distributed to industrial activities which had submitted a Notice of
Intent or its equivalent to either the State or EPA. The assumption was made that any
industry that submitted an NOI to these authorities was aware of its obligation and no
attempt was made to validate whether the industry was in fact legally required to do so.

Question 1 asked "What is the primary and secondary standard industrial classification
(SIC) code for your facility?" The industries were asked to identify themselves by a
primary SIC code and a secondary SIC code. Of the 584 respondents, 82 did not provide
an SIC classification. This resulted in 86% identifying a primary SIC code. Only 21% of
those providing a primary SIC code also gave a secondary SIC category.

Those industries providing a primary SIC code in the multisector group of industries
specifically identified in the Clean Water Act Section 122.26(b)(14)(i) through (x) made
up 44.4 % of the respondents and were grouped into a category called Group I for

. i convenience and to facilitate construction of diagrams. Those industries falling under the
definition of Section 122.26(b)(14)(xi), i.e. the so called light industries which were
allowed the "no exposure" exclusion (before it was remanded to EPA) if it applied to their
facility represented 31.5% of the responses and were identified as Group II. In Group III,
Miscellaneous, 10.1% of the responses were received from industrial activities which
were in SIC categories not specifically identified in Section 122.26(b)(14). And Group IV
included those respondents which did not provide an SIC code. They represented 14.0 %
of the responses.

Of the thirteen companies which provided a primary SIC code that fell within Group III,
the Miscellaneous group, and also listed a secondary SIC; only three fell into Group I, one
fell into Group II and ten, once again, fell into Group III. A pie chart entitled "Standard
Industrial Classification Codes" presents the distribution of respondents by Group.
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Three possible explanations were identified for why a company fell into the Group III
category: (1) it was located in a state which required all industries to submit an NOI
regardless of SIC; (2) the company management felt more comfortable by having a permit
whether it was required or not; (3) the industry misinterpreted the requirements.
Regardless, it was assumed that all respondents had complied with at least a portion of the
regulatory requirements and had valuable input into the survey. Therefore, none were
eliminated because they fell into the miscellaneous group. Additionally, those which did
not provide an SIC code were also included in the analyses for the same reasons.

Description of Facilities, Staff and Storm Water

Question 2 asked "Concerning industrial storm water run-off, how many facilities are
under your responsibility?" The purpose of this question was to determine typically how
many industrial facilities an environmental manager may have to control under the storm
water program. It was also asked to establish the basis for answering the balance of the
questions on the survey as called for in the note preceding Question 3, which states "If
you are responsible for more than one facility, answer the following questions based on
only one (your primary) facility."

The analysis of the responses to Question 2 are as follows. Slightly over 76% reported
that they had environmental staff, even if it was only a part time position. From this
response it can be concluded that the majority of individuals who completed the survey
questions were knowledgeable about environmental programs.

Over half (57.8%) of the respondents stated that they had responsibility for only one
facility. Further, 80.0% had responsibility for four or fewer facilities. This indicates that
for the majority of facilities the individual filling out the questionnaire was in all probability
sufficiently familiar with the details of his or her primary facility to answer the questions

of Facilities under Respondents Responsibility" presents the distribution of the number of
facilities managed by the respondents.

Question 3 requested specific information on the size of the facility~ namely the number of
full time staff, an estimate of the acreage of the facility, and the number of environmental
staff. Although the questionnaire form inadvertently included a blank aRer the generic
question title "What is the size of this facility?", most people ignored the blank and
correctly answered the question using the descriptors given in the subsequent parts of the
question.

The first part of Question 3 requested the estimated number of full time employees at the
facilities. There were 516 respondents that provided an estimate of the number of
employees which means that 68 did not respond to this part of the question. The range of
full time employees which represented the largest percentage of the distribution was
between 1 and 25 with 36.6% falling with those margins. Slightly over half (50.4%) of the
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facilities had between 1 and 50 employees, while 9 facilities (1.7 %) reported no
employees. The latter cases were probably unstaffed operations such as storage facilities,
or natural gas or oil pumping facilities. There were 175 facilities or 33.9% which reported
over 100 employees. This demonstrates, using another parameter, that there was
considerable diversity in business sizes responding to the questionnaire. The diagram
entitled "Number of Full Time Employees" presents a histogram showing the distribution
of number of employees.

The responses to the second part of Question 3 on the size of the facility as measured by
the acreage varied greatly. There were 497 responses to this part of the question which
means that 87 did not provide the land size. The range of facility size which represented
the largest percentage of the distribution was between 1 and 5 acres, with 32.2% of the
respondents falling within these areas. Only a small percentage (3.8%) had less than one
acre. Another 15.7% fell between 5 and 10 acres and 18.7% fell between 10 and 25 acres.
As a percentage of the total, the majority of the facilities (70.4%) were located on less
than 25 acres. It should not be overlooked that there were 105 facilities which responded
that had over 50 acre facilities. Review of the diagram entitled "Estimated Acreage of
Facility" gives a good indication that a very wide distribution of facility sizes were
represented in the survey.

The portion of Question 3 which showed the most interesting results was that related to
the number of environmental staff responsible for the facilities. While 81 did not respond
to this part of the question, a significant 120 respondents or 23.9% stated that they had no
environmental staff. And not including this 23.9%, about half (50.9%) said they had one
or less than one (part time) environmental staff. The majority (53.4%) of those with no
environmental staff were small businesses, which represents about 30% of all small
businesses. The histogram entitled "Number of Environmental Staff" presents the results.

Question 4 addressed ownership of the property on which the facility was located by
asking if the property was either owned or leased. The objective of this question was to
determine if those who lease property are more or less likely to prepare a storm water
pollution prevention plan. The hypothesis was that if a facility did not own its property it
may perceive that it does not have to comply with requirements that are primarily
associated with land they don’t own.

Only 50 respondents did not answer Question 4. As shown on the pie chart entitled
"Facility Property Status", the response showed that the vast majority (80.3%) of
companies owned as opposed to leased the facility or the property. The analysis testing
th,~ hypothesis showed that for those ,~,h,~ 1,~,~,~ ,~r~,,~,~,-~ 97 ~o/~ ¢~id ~in response to
Question 9) that they either didn’t have a plan (21.9%) or they didn’t know if they had one
(5.7%). For all practical purposes, all of these facilities can be concluded to have not
prepared a storm water management plan.

This percentage is substantially greater than the 18.7% of the facilities which owned their
property and indicated that they either did not have a plan (15.2%) or didn’t know if they
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had one (3.5%). It appears that industrial activities which lease their facilities have a more
relaxed approach to complying with the storm water management plan requirements than
those who own their facilities. In other words the data appears to validate the hypothesis.

It is speculated that many of those who lease industrial facilities have misinterpreted their
responsibilities to comply with environmental regulations. This could stem from the fact
that many leasees are restricted from making modifications to the grounds, without written
consent from the owner. This gives the impression to the leasee that contamination
originating from surface runoff is not their responsibility. Although preparation of a
pollution prevention plan does not necessarily require alteration of the property, the
foregoing misperception may carry over into the plan preparation requirement.

Question 5 was developed to determine which companies were small businesses so that
additional analyses could be performed with this group. The question specifically asked "Is
your company categorized as a small business. The choices of answers were yes, no and
don’t know. If the respondent answered yes, it was requested that they provide the basis
for that determination.

Of the 579 respondents to this question, the majority, 51.8%, stated they were not a small
business enterprise; another 36.3% said they were and 11.9% said they didn’t know. Only
five respondents did not answer this question. A pie chart entitled "Is the Company a
Small Business?" displays these results.

During the development of the questionnaire, it was suggested that the Small Business
Administration (SBA) definition of "small business" be utilized. It was pointed out that the
definition varies based on SIC code and is inconsistent. It was also noted that most small
businesses wouldn’t know the definition of small business for their SIC code unless they
were familiar with a federal government program. It was concluded that anyone who knew
the SBA definition for their industry would use it in answering the question but many
others who were legitimately small businesses would simply not answer the question
because they had never used any of the SBA programs.

Even though the question on why the industry considers itself small was simplified, less
than half (40.9%) of those who claimed to be small businesses stated why. One ofihe
respondent’s answer to this question, "because it is", probably summarizes the answer for
most of those who did not state a reason.

Of the 210 respondents which indicated they were a small business enterprise, only 86 or
40.9 % provided a reason why they were classified as small. The normal basis for
determining whether a company is small or not is number of employees and/or annual
revenues. Those providing a basis for being classified small were distributed as follows:
54.6% were based on number of employees only, 13.9% were based on revenues only,
15.1% were based on number of employees and revenues and 16.3% provided other
reasons. A histogram entitled "Definition of a Small Business As Based On:" presents a
distribution of the rationale provided by the companies for why they are a small business.
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As stated before, one of the main reasons for selectively identifying small businesses was
to be able to separate analyses of responses and determine if they were significantly
different from the rest. The individual analyses for small businesses are addressed in each
question for which it was determined such an analysis might provide valuable information.

Question 6 asks "Does storm water run off this property?" and provides five choices for
how it may run off: ditches, trenches, pipes, other point sources (with a request to identify
the source) and ~ surface flow, i.e. no point sources. The respondents were permitted
to answer as many of the choices as were applicable to their facility, In retrospect, this
question would have been more clearly stated as; "how is storm water conveyed offyour
property." Also, some clarification should have been made on the definition of a point
source for those not familiar with water pollution control terminology. The results are
presented in the histogram entitled "Storm Water Runoff Conveyance Structures."

It’s clear from the responses to Question 6 that many of the respondents did not
understand the question or possibly the choices of answers, because 210 answered the
question stating that they had ~ sl.lffa, c,g.flo~ and therefore no point sources. If this
were the only choice selected (as it should have been to be technically correct) it would
mean that all of those 210 industrial activities were not subject to the NPDES storm water
regulations. In addition, of those 210 that stated they had only surface flow, 59 or 28.1%
stated that they had one or more of the other choices of point source discharges. This is a
contradiction in the definition of choices given.

Of the 151 that chose the selection indicating that they had surface flow only and did not
also indicate they had other point sources of storm water runoff, 30 (20.0%) stated that
they did not have a storm water related pollution prevention plan for this facility and 9
(6.0%) stated they didn’t know if they had one.

Question 7 was designed to gather information regarding climatological data to assure
there was a representative sample of all weather conditions. It speci-fically asked "What is
the average annual rainfall at your location?" Choices given were presented in 10"
increments, i.e. 0 - 10", 11"- 20", 21" - 30", 31" - 40", 41" - 50" and over 50". As can be
seen in the histogram entitled "Average Annual Rainfall", the responses represent the full
spectrum of hydrological conditions experienced throughout the United States. Analysis
of the data resulted in a skewed normal distribution with a median rainfall of 25.75 inches
per year and a mode of 18 inches per year. Only 49 facilities did not respond.

Specific Regulatory. Requirements

Question 8 was developed to determine how many or what percentage of those being
regulated under the storm water permits program were already having to meet perhaps
more restrictive hazardous waste requirements under EPCRA. This question specifically
asked "Is this facility required to meet the reporting requirements of EPCRA Section 313
regarding ’water priority chemicals’?"
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The answers provided some interesting but not surprising results. Only 6 respondents
didn’t answer the question. Of those that answered it, more said they didn’t know if they
were required (24.6%) than said yes (20.6%). It appears from this response that a large
percentage of industrial facilities (75.4%) which have requirements under the storm water
permits program do not have requirements under EPCRA. The pie chart entitled "Facility
Required to Meet EPCRA Section 313" presents the distribution of answers.

The NPDES storm water permit program requires that each facility develop a storm water
pollution prevention plan. The major goal of this project is evaluating the effectiveness of
the program and relies on gathering information on the plan itself. It is recognized that
many companies which have submitted an NOI or its equivalent may not have met the
requirement of plan preparation yet.

Question 9 was used to separate those facilities which had a storm water management plan
from those who did not. Separating those who had a plan allowed the survey to assess
more accurately the effectiveness of the program by developing questions that related
specifically to those industrial activities which had complied with the requirements.
Additionally, it allowed a separate set of questions to be asked of those who had not
prepared a plan; to perhaps determine why they had not. Question 9 specifically stated
"Do you have a storm water related pollution prevention plan for this facility?" The
choices of answers were; yes, no and don’t know. Only two facilities did not respond to
this question. A pie chart on the following page presents the distribution of responses to
this question.

There were 124 respondents or 20.3% who stated that they either did not have a storm
water related pollution prevention plan for their facility (101 or 17.4%) or didn’t know if
they had one (23 or 3.9%). In reviewing the information provided by small businesses in
response to this question, it was observed that a higher percentage of facilities replied they
did not have a plan (23.0%) or didn’t know if they had a plan (7.2%). In fact, of the total
of 23 facilities which indicated that they didn’t know if they had a plan, 15 were small
........ ~. ¯ ,,~ ~ ~u~t ~ws that sm~i businesses tend to not underst~d the re~lato~
requirements as well as larger businesses.                                  "

Fumher analysis of those without a pl~ was made utilizing Questions 10 t~ough 15
which were contained in Section A of the questionnaire. Those who responded that they
had a plan were requested to ~swer Questions 16 through 36 contained in Section B of
the questionnaire.

Facilities with No Storm Water Management Plans (Section A)

Probably the most important requirement of the storm water permit program is that a
facility prepare a storm water management plan. The obvious first question to ask a
company which does not have such a plan is whether the facility is regulated. Question 10
asked "Is your facility regulated by the storm water permit program?" The choices of
answers were yes, no, and don’t know.
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Only three did not respond to this question. And of those that did respond 73 (60.3%) said
they were regulated, 27 (22.3%) said they were not and 21 (17.4%) said they didn’t know.
This data indicates that 58 or roughly 10% of all of the facilities that are in the NOI data
bases are either not regulated or don’t realize they are regulated by the s~orm water permit
program. A pie chart entitled "Is Facility Regulated by the Phase I Storm Water Permit
Program" presents the results of this question.

The next obvious question is whether the industrial activity modified its facility in order to
eliminate the need for compliance. Question 11 asked "Did you or will you modify your
facilities in order to eliminate the need for compliance with regulations. There were 109
responses to this question with 24 firms (22.0%) responding yes. Of those 24, fifteen
replied yes to Question 10 indicating that if they had modified their facilities to remove
themselves from the program, they were either still regulated or will be modifying their
facilities sometime in the future to remove themselves from the program. Five of those
who said they didn’t know if they were being regulated nevertheless said they had modified
or will modify their facilities to eliminate the need for compliance.

An important follow-up question to be asked of those who modified or plan to modify
their facilities in order to avoid the need for compliance relates to how much companies
are spending to opt out of the program through the "no exposure" exemption. Question 12
asked "If the answer to Question 11 is yes, how much did it or will it cost? In what year?"

Of the 24 that indicated they had modified their facilities, only 11 provided the cost of
modifications. The range was from $1000 to $20,000,000. The latter is planned to be
expended in 1997. The only other figure that was given to be expended in the future was
$60,000 in 1998; the remainder represented expenditures which had already taken place,
most of them occurring in the past three years. Dropping the extremes, i.e. the two highest
and two lowest values gives a range of $5,000 to $60,000.

............... ,~,,. ,.Av~,,a, vc v, luj¢~t~ are prooaoly the total investment in storm water
pollution control, as opposed to construction exclusively to eliminate contact with storm
water to take advantage of the "no exposure" exclusion. This is clearly a possibility since
none of those who invested in facilities to eliminate the need for compliance actually
reported that they were not regulated by the storm water permit program and only one
reported it didn’t know if it was being regulated.

Question 13 asked, "If your facility is regulated by a storm water permit program, who is
the lead permitting authority?" The choices of answers were: Environmental Protection
Agency - Region __ " State of~ Local Government Authority (specify.) __
and Other (Specify) . This question was included in order to obtain knowledge of
the geographical distribution of the respondents and to determine if there were any
patterns to facilities that did not have a storm water management plan.
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In response to this question, of the 124 respondents who said they did not have a storm
water management plan, only 66 or 53.2% indicated who was the lead permitting agency
responsible for their industrial facility. This left 58 facilities which did not respond. One of
the reasons for this is that 48 facilities responding to Question 10 indicated they were not
regulated or didn’t know if they were regulated by the storm water permit program and
therefore were not requested to answer Question 13. The reason for the balance of 10 not
responding was either because the facility did not want to reveal the information or, more
likely, because they didn’t know or weren’t sure of the lead agency.

The results of Question 13 revealed that 15.2% of the facilities fell under EPA authority,
81.8% fell under State authority and the remaining 3% were equally split between local
government and other authorities.

It appears based on the response to the questions in Section A and Question 10 in
particular that 73 or 12.5% of regulated respondents ~ be out of compliance with the
regulations requiring a storm water management plan. In order to determine why various
industrial activities have not prepared a storm water pollution prevention plan, Question
14 was developed asking specifically, "Why have you not prepared a storm water
pollution prevention plan?" The choices given were: have storm water limits under
existing NPDES permit; not required at this time; discharge to a municipal collection
system; no storm water contact with regulated industrial activities; submitted Notice of
Intent; did not know it was required; requirements are too confusing; and other (specify).

It appears from the responses to this question that most firms are confused by the
requirements. Of the 73 industrial activities that are probably required to have a plan but
don’t have one or don’t know if they have one, 65 provided one or more reasons as to
why. The most frequently chosen reason for not having a plan was that the facility had
filed a Notice of Intent (22.2%). However, filing an NOI does not alleviate the firm of its
responsibility to prepare a storm water management plan. While this choice perhaps
technically should not have been listed, it illustrates a lack of understanding of the
program requirements.

The second most frequently selected choice was "other" with 17.2%. By far the most
frequently identified reason for not having a plan was that one was being prepared or
reviewed or in some other intermediate stage of completion. Following this was the
selection of "not required at this time" with 16.2%. Apparently, some states have
established a system of priorities that give certain industrial activities more time to comply
with the storm water management plan implementation. Next was "no storm water contact

~1,,o ,h~ ~l~ of reasons for not
having a plan, are presented in the pie chart entitled "Reason(s) for Not Preparing a Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan."

An analysis to determine why ~ did not prepare a storm water pollution
prevention plan revealed the following reasons as being the most frequently selected:
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requirements are too confusing, one is not required at this time and there is no storm
water contact with regulated industrial activities.

The final question in Section A, Question 15, asked, "Any comments?" from those
industrial activities which did not have a pollution prevention plan. There were 19
comments received. The majority of these indicated that either the plant did not need a
plan or one was being prepared. A few other comments questioned the value and
effectiveness of the storm water permits program indicating it was a waste of time or that
resources could be better spent elsewhere.

Facilities with Storm Water Management Plans

There were 458 respondents to Section B of the questionnaire relating to those industrial
facilities which had storm water management plans.

Question 16 asked, "Who is the permitting authority for this facility’s storm water permit?"
The choices of answers were: Environmental Protection Agency - Region __; State
of       ; Local Government Authority (specify)__; and Other (Specify)
This question was included in order to obtain knowledge of the geographical distribution
of the respondents and to have the ability to obtain correlations with responses to other
questions. The distribution of permitting authority was EPA 19.0%; States 73.3%, Local
governments 5.2°//o and other authorities 2.5°,/o.

The next question was asked to determine if facilities would have had any pollution
concerns with storm water had the program not existed. Question 17 asked, "prior to the
Storm Water Permit Program, did this facility have any experience with either voluntary or
regulation required pollution prevention plans that directly affected storm water?" The
choices given were yes or no.

Only 9 respondents did not answer this question and of the 449 that did, the vast majority,
301 or 67.0°/0 said no. W-hen looking only at small businesses, the ’"no" response increased
to 73.0%. This is a clear indication that the program alerted the industrial community to
the fact that there is serious concern over storm water pollution. On the other hand,
with 148 or 33.0% responding yes to this question, there is evidence that other pollution
control programs have definitely had an impact on storm water. A pie chart entitled "Prior
Experience with Voluntary or Regulated Storm Water Plans" presents the distribution of
the answers to this question.

The logical next question was to determine if there are apparent regulatory overlaps, and if
so, specifically which mandated requirements overlap the storm water program. Question
18 asked, "Does this facility’s storm water pollution prevention plan overlap with other
mandated requirements?" The choices given were yes, no and don’t know.

The second part of Question 18 asked, "If yes, which requirements?" The choices given
were: best management practices plan (Clean Water Act - Nonpoint Source), waste
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minimization plan (CERCLA!SARA), Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures
(SPCC), and other (specify). Since the choices are not mutually exclusive, multiple choices
were optional.

The responses to this question were observed to be somewhat inconsistent with those of
Question 17. There were only 148 who said yes to Question 17 - stating there was either
a voluntary or regulatory requirement for pollution prevention plans that directly affected
storm water. Yet, when asked basically the same question in Question 18, nearly 100 more
respondents: 257 or 56.4% answered that there was overlap. Of the remaining, 132 or
28.9% said there was not, and 67 or 14.7% said they didn’t know. Only 2 respondents
didn’t answer this question.

A possible explanation for this inconsistency is that Question 18 gave a list of regulatory
requirements that could conceivably overlap with storm water requirements; thus
providing suggestions to the respondent which may not have previously been considered.

Even though the respondents may have been prompted to answer yes by making them
aware of the programs which might overlap; still almost half (43.6%) said there was none
or they didn’t know of any. This would still indicate that many industries were not
previously aware of the fact that storm water pollution was an environmental concern. A
pie chart presenting these results is entitled "Does This Facility’s Plan Overlap with Other
Mandated Requirements". The reader’s attention is drawn to the contrast between the
responses to Question ! 7 and Question 18.

As previously described, the second part of Question 18 attempted to specifically identify
possible overlapping regulatory requirements. In the presentation of the analysis of this
question’s results, the percentages of each selection do not total 100% because the
respondents could choose more than one answer.

Of the 254 respondents who selected at least one overlapping regulation, by far the most
frequently .~elec.te.cl r~olllr~rn,~r~s- ............... -a ............. ,,o ,,*~, oV~ ¯ x cvc~lt~ul~ t..ontrol and Countermeasures
(SPCC) Plan of the Clean Water Act and RCRA with 63.8%. In descending order, the
others were Best Management Practices (BMP’s) required under the Clean Water Act for
nonpoint sources with 37.8%; followed by Waste Minimization Plans required under
CERCLA/SARA with 26.8%. This was followed by "others" with 19.7%. A histogram
presenting the results of this question is entitled " Requirements That Overlap."

Of the fifty respondents who specified what the "other" requirements were, about half
identified them as state and local regulations. The majority of the other half can be
grouped into groundwater protection plans, RCRA requirements, solid waste management
plans, hazardous waste management plans, and emergency response plans.

Two other parts of determining the effectiveness of the storm water permit program were
assessing the ability of the industrial activities to prepare a storm water pollution
prevention plan, and evaluating the usefulness of EPA and State guidance.
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Question 19 asked, "How was the facility’s storm water pollution prevention plan
developed?" The choices of answers were grouped into three areas and the respondent
was requested to select all that apply. The first area was directed at who prepared the plan
and the selections were: facility staff, corporate staff and/or external consultant. The
second area was directed at identifying outside sources of guidance for preparation of the
plan, and the selections were: used trade association guidance, used EPA guidance, and
used State Agency guidance. The third area was directed at identifying internal sources of
guidance for preparation of the plan, and the selections were: adapted model plan supplied
by company or corporate office, adapted standard operating procedures from company,
adapted plan from another pre-existing plan, and other (specify).

There were 418 responses that provided information on who prepared the plan. There
were 262 responses that identified outside sources of guidance for preparation of the plan.
And there were 104 responses that identified internal sources of guidance for preparation
of the plan.

Of those respondents which indicated who they used to prepare the storm water pollution
plan, 120 or 28.7% were able to prepare the plan by themselves. And of those who
prepared the plan by themselves, 31.0 % used only EPA guidance and 22.8 % used only
state guidance, while another 17.5% used both EPA and State guidance combined. From
this response, it can be seen that 71.3% used governmental guidance exclusively and it
appears that both EPA and the States have done an excellent job in providing the
necessary assistance to prepare a storm water management plan. In fact, only 11.1% used
neither EPA nor State guidance, relying on Trade Association guidance solely. Not
determinable by the survey was the extent to which Trade Associations relied on EPA and
State guidance.

If an individual facility required additional assistance in preparation of its pollution
prevention plan, it relied on external consultants 63.6% of the time and then on corporate
........ -,~o ,~, LJ,~ tu,c, whue l ~.~ ~/o used both corporate assistance and consultants. If
the plan was prepared by the co,orate sta~ it relied on e~emal consultants much" less
than the individual facilities, only 23% of the time.

The data also show that 24.9 % of the industrial facilities employed internal sources of
guidance for preparation of the sto~ water management plan. Of those which used
internal sources, 42.3% adapted .components from another pre-existing plan, 269% used
company standard operating procedures and 29.8% employed a model plan provided by
the company or corporate o~ce. In addition, 14.4% used other internal sources. A
histogram entitled "How Was the Pollution Prevention Plan Developed" presents the
number of respondents using various resources for plan preparation.

Related questions which arise at this point are: how much did the preparation of these
plans cost and how do the costs comp~e based on who prepared them and what source
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they used in preparation. To conduct and discuss this analysis, a jump to Question 26,
which addresses costs, is necessary.

Using the results from the first component of Question 26 which provides the cost of plan
preparation (excluding the three companies that reported that they had spent over
$100,000 for their plan), the average cost was $7,606 per plan. Those facilities that
prepared the pollution prevention plans themselves incurred an average cost of $6,950;
those that used corporate staff‘ exclusively had an average cost of $5,513 and those that
used consultants exclusively had an average cost of $8,215. Those facilities that used all
three sources: local staff, corporate staff and consultant assistance had the highest average
cost at $12,667 per plan. An additional analysis showed that small businesses spent an
average of $4,341 per plan.

Those firms that used only Trade Association guidance had an average cost of $ 8,617 for
plan preparation. Those that used EPA guidance exclusively had an average cost of
$7,625 while those that used State provided guidance exclusively had an average cost of
$5,958 per plan.

As an interesting side analysis, the three companies that spent over $100,000 each on their
storm water management plans indicated that they had used completely diffferent preparers
and external sources. One used only facility staff, one used only external consultants and
one used all three; facility staff, corporate staff and an external consultant. One used only
trade association guidance, one used only EPA guidance and one used only State
guidance. None adopted a model plan, a pre-existing plan or standard operating
procedures.

The next question regarding the length of time that the storm water management plan had
been implemented was requested in order to determine timing progress of this aspect of
the program. Question 20 asked, "How long has the storm water pollution prevention
plan been implemented?" The choices of answers provided were: not implemented, less
than aria year, r~n,. ,,,~,r t,,,~,          ~-,~years,    greater "~--- two years. A histogram entitledt I li:l.I 1
"Length of Implementation Time for Storm Water Pollution Plan" gives the distribiation of
the answers to this question.

This question was answered by 455 respondents (all but three). The results indicate that
after the initial surge of plan implementations (221 ) over two years ago, the number
dropped to 102 two years ago and then to 58 last year, and 56 this year. Only 18
respondents had not yet implemented their plans. It appears that the number of new
pollution prevention plans being implemented is approaching a constant 12%. This is
probably due to new facilities going on line plus additional facilities that have been joining
the program as enforcement activities increase.

Question 21 asked "Has water quality monitoring and analysis been performed on the
storm water runoff’from this facd~ty. , in order to establish the basis for the answer to
Question 22 which stated "If yes, in your opinion, did results indicate whether Best
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Management Practices (B!VIP’s) are successful?" All but three respondents answered
Questions 21. And of the 258 that responded in the affirmative to Question 21 only 3 did
not respond to Question 22. The answers to Question 21 are presented in a pie chart.
Similarly another pie chart entitled "Evaluation of Best Management Practices (BMP’s)"
follows and presents the respondents perception of whether BMP’s are successful.

Those facilities which had performed water quality analysis represented 56.7% of the
respondents. Of that 56.7%; 56.9% indicated that they felt there was water quality
improvement as a result ofBMP’s. A sizable percentage, 36.9%, gave the opinion that
either there was insufficient data (15.7%) or inconclusive data (21.2%).

The latter percentages can be interpreted in two ways; either there is more data collection
required or the natural variation in water quality of the receiving waters is such that a
determination of water quality improvement is not possible. However, it should be noted
that if there are natural variations in the water quality of the receiving waters which make
the determination impossible; there is a high probability that there are immeasurable
changes in water quality in the receiving waters due to storm water controls, resulting in
insignificant water quality improvement.

One of the most significant questions of the survey was Question 23 which asked
"Whether you have conducted water monitoring or not, in your opinion, how much
improvement in water quality or reduction in storm water pollution has there been or is
there likely to be as a result of your storm water (or other) plan?" Only one respondent
didn’t answer this question. A pie chart entitled "How Much Water Quality Improvement
or Reduction in Storm Water Pollution Resulted From Your Plan?" presents the results.

The results show that 9.2% believe that there is significant improvement, 20.1% moderate
improvement, 38.7% minor improvement and 27.1% no improvement. The remainder,
4.8%, said they didn’t know. The results of this question can be interpreted in different
ways. One view is that the program is perceived as effective because a sizable majority,
(,~ ao/,, believe there ;o -~ I*oo, " ,, w~ttc~ quamy, is that........... ,,,,o, some Improvement : ............!’MIO tIl~I- VIeW
the program is perceived as ineffective because a sizable majority, 65.8%, believe there is
little or no improvement in water quality.

An interesting side analysis showed those individuals who had conducted water quality
monitoring and analysis on the storm water runoff from their facility, had close to the
same results as the previous analysis with 12.1% determining there is significant
improvement, 20.8 % moderate improvement, 40.8% minor improvement, and 23.1% no
improvement. There is a slight increase in favor of those who would choose to believe the
program is effective, 73.7%; verses a slight decrease for those who would choose the
opposite, 63.9%.

An additional analysis was made by looking only at those industrial facilities which stated
BMP’s were successful (i.e. those who answered yes to Question 22) and also had tJae
water quality data to evaluate the level of improvement. Although these respondents said
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that BMP’s were successful; 22.1% said in their opinion, there was no water quality
improvement. Of the same group 31.7% said there was minor improvement, 25.5% said
there was moderate improvement, 17.2% said there was significant improvement and
3.4% didn’t know. Therefore, 74.4%of those with successful BMP’s and water quality data
have the opinion that there is at least some improvement in water quality or reduction in
storm water pollution; while from the alternative viewpoint 57.2% feel there is little or no
improvement.

Another important question was Question 24, which simply asked, "Was any improvement
to the water quality or reduction in storm water runoff’possible?" The purpose of this
question was to determine whether or not industry felt the existence of any type of storm
water control program could result in water improvements. As shown in the pie chart with
the same title as the question, the responses were split down the middle with 50.0% saying
yes and 50.0% saying no. Only 9 firms did not answer this question.

The answers given to Question 24 were then compared with the answers given by the
same individuals to Question 23 regarding the level of improvement likely to result from
the storm water (or other) plan. Of those who said there was no improvement possible,
47.3% said that there was no improvement likely to result from the storm water plan and
37.5 % said that only minor improvement was likely. A number of individuals said no
improvement to water quality was possible; yet stated moderate (7.6 %) or significant
(2.7%) improvement resulted from their storm water (or other) plan. These individuals
may have found Question 24 imprecise because it asked if any improvement to the water
quality or reduction in storm water run-off was possible. The latter half of the option
could be interpreted as flow related not pollutant related, and could have been more
clearly stated as "reduction in storm water pollution" rather than reduction in run-off

Of those who said that improvement to water quality or reduction in storm water run-off
was possible 7.6% said that no improvement was likely to result from the storm water (or
other) plan; while 40.0% said that minor improvements are likely. Those who said that
moderate improvements are likely represented 32.9% and those who suggested significant
improvements were possible were 15.6%. Those who simply didn’t know represenfed
3.9% of the respondents.

Question 25 was developed in order to assess various impressions of the level of
effectiveness of the different possible components of pollution prevention plans. The
question states, "Considering actual and potential benefits and based on your impression,
rate the following elements of the facility’s pollution prevention plan as to their
effectiveness in preventing pollution from storm water runoff" The choices of ratings
were: highly effective, moderately effective, not effective or not applicable. The
components presented for evaluation included: good housekeeping, preventative
maintenance, elimination of industrial source discharges, sediment and erosion control,
visual inspections, spill prevention and response, site mapping (operations, drainage, and
runoff collection mapping), employee training, record keeping and reporting, raw material
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or product substitution, annual site compliance evaluation, physical facility modification
(requinng construction) and other (specify,).

Each item was evaluated separately and between 436 and 447 respondents addressed each
component depending on the item rated. A histogram entitled "Plans Effectiveness in
Preventing Runoff’ presents the ratings of each component¯ Following that are individual
histograms which present those components determined to be highly effective, moderately
effective, not effective and not applicable.

Good housekeeping was ~ ......,4 .... ~.:_~.,_....... ,,,~ as the .lust mgm_v effective component of a sto.,rm, water
management plan, with 61¯5 % evaluating it as highly effective and 34.0 % determining it
moderately effective. Less than 5% determined it not effective or not applicable.

The second most highly rated component of the plan was spill prevention and response¯ It
was the only other item besides good housekeeping that had a higher rating as "highly
effective" 44.2 % than it had as "moderately effective" 41.7 %. Only 6.1% rated it as not
effective, while 8¯0% indicated it was not applicable.

This was followed by preventative maintenance which was rated by 36.0 % as highly
effective and 47.0 % as moderately effective¯ And it in turn was followed by visual
inspections, which 33.1% rated as highly effective and 56.2 % rated as moderately
effective. And finally, of those components found to be effective, employee training was
next with 30.2 % finding it highly effective and 58¯6 % finding it moderately effective.

An interesting observation regarding the results of this part of the survey is associated
with the relatively high number of respondents who reported that certain components were
not applicable to their plan or facility. In descending order of frequency those components
selected as non applicable were: raw material and product substitution, elimination of
industrial discharges, annual site compliance evaluation, and sediment and erosion control.

Even though these were found to be not applicable to many facilities it does not mean that
they are ineffective controls¯ For example, a substantial number (45.4%) rated "elimination
of industrial source discharges" as not applicable: however, the vast majority for whom it
was applicable, found it to be highly effective (49.6 %) or moderately effective " "

{~6 !°/6)

It appears that if a company has a problem with an industrial source bein~ inadvertently
.........5,-,~ ~,-’ a ~,,.,,,J, sewer, the ~’: -: -"c~mnnanon of this discharge was io~icallv concluded to
be highly effective in preventing pollution

Another interesting obsen, ation is associated with that component receiving the lowest
rating. A relatively large percentage of individuals determined that raw material or product
substitution was not applicable to their operations (558%). In addition, of those 196
respondents that found it was applicable. 556% determined it to be not effective It was
~,o~cluded that this component is generally thought to be the least effective of the
pollution prevention plan elements for storm water management.
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Of those components determined to be applicable, clearly the one perceived to be the least
effective was record keeping and reporting. Of the 422 respondents that did not eliminate
it as not applicable, 224 or 53.1% found this element to be not effective.

Question 26 states "How much did the development and implementation of this facility’s
storm water pollution prevention plan cost?" Blanks were provided to fill in the cost of
plan development, the plan’s implementation annual operating cost, and the capital cost of
physical improvements. As part of the question, additional details were requested on the
year expended or planned to be expended and the type(s) of physical improvements.
Blanks were also provided for these answers.

The percentage of industrial activities providing costs dropped from 73.3% for those
giving the cost of plan development, to 64.4% for those giving the cost of the plan’s
implementation annual operating cost, to 38.9% for those giving the capital cost of
physical improvements. Many of those who did not provide costs for the plan
development made the comments that the plan was prepared in house and therefore did
not have an available cost.

It appears from the above responses that some facilities (35.6%) which have a plan do not
incur any significant annual operating costs. Additionally, it can be concluded that, of the
facilities that currently have a pollution prevention plan, roughly 39% have had to expend
resources for capital improvements to meet the requirements of the regulations.

The answers to the cost questions were grouped in order to be able to conveniently
analyze the results. First the costs for the pollution prevention plan development were
placed in the ranges of less than $1000, $1001 to $5,000; $5,001 to $10,000; $10,001 to
$25,000:$25,001 to $50,000; $50,001 to $100,000 and over $100,000. Additionally, the
capital costs of physical improvement were grouped in the same ranges. Because of the
lower costs associated with annual operating costs, different ranges were used for this
component, namely: less than $1oo; ~IUI tO ~3UU; 3).~uI tu a)t,uw,-,, ,~,v ....... ~vv,
$2,501 to $5,000; $5,001 to $10,000 and greater than $10,000. Results of these
distributions are presented in histograms on the three following pages.

The ranae of costs for plan development having the highest frequency of selection, (the
mode o~the distribution) was between $1,000 and $5,000. This cost range represented
45 5% of the respondents. It is interesting to note that 67.2% of the survey spent less than
$5,000 on plan preparation and 81.5% spent less than $10,000.

In reviewing the annual operating costs, it was determined that the vast majority of
facilities (69.5%) incur annual operating costs of less that $2,500 per year. However,
when adding the small number of facilities which have a very. high annual operating cost.
the average becomes $4, !05.
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It appears that roughly 39% of the facilities that have a plan had to expend resources for
capital improvements to meet the regulation requirements. The capital costs of physical
improvements have a trimodal statistical distribution. There were 33.7% of the facilities
which reported spending less than $5000, another 45.4% spent between $5,000 and
$50,000 while 20.7% spent over 50,000. Although it can be seen that almost 80% of the
facilities spent less than $50,000; the average cost was $89,030, which was heavily
influenced by the 22 facilities that spent over $100,000 on capital improvements. The
latter group averaged $602,727.

The year(s) in which the resources were either expended or planned to be expended were
grouped as "before 1996" and each year from 1996 through the year 2000. However, an
additional group was included to address expenditures taking place over multiple years.
The numbers falling into each year are presented in the graph entitled "Year (Planned To
Be) Expended". Most of the expenditures given by the respondents were in 1996 (25.0%)
and before (42.6%). Only 10.5% gave cost expected to be incurred in the future and most
of those were planned for 1997. Approximately 18.5% had multiple year investments.

The types of physical improvements were widely distributed primarily because the
respondents were given the freedom to describe the improvements using their own
terminology. But, for analysis purposes, they were grouped into the following categories:
ponds and other containment structures; improved drainage, grading and erosion control,
covered structures and improved storage; berms, dikes, and diversion of runoff: improved
maintenance; pumping and treatment; and other physical improvements. The frequency
distribution of "types of physical improvements" is presented in the histogram with the
same title.

The most frequently selected type of storm water control construction project involved
building covered structures and improving storage of materials and products (23.1%). The
next most frequently used physical improvements were ponds and other containment
structures (19.3%), followed closely by improved drainage, grading and erosion control
(18.5%). The final most frequently used controls were berms, dikes and diversion
structures (14.7%). Treatment was the least frequently used type of improvement and only
7.6% of the respondents employed this method of control.

Question 27 asked "Do you believe that the improvement or potential improvement in
water quality is worth the corresponding expenditures?" The choices of answers were; yes,
no and maybe. The purpose of this question was to obtain a subjective evaluation of
whether or not those being regulated feel the storm water pollution control efforts are a
worthwhile expenditure of pollution control funds. The responses to this question were
about evenly split. Of the 443 respondents to this question, 30.5% said yes the
improvements were worth the expenditures, 31.1% said no, they were not, and another
31.6% said maybe. The remaining 6.8% said they didn’t know. The results are presented in
a pie diagram with basically the same title as the question.
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In order to get a better understanding of how much expense was involved for those firms
which felt water quality improvements were worth the expenditures versus those which
did not, an analysis of the amount spent by firms on plans, annual operations, and
construction was made. This was done by correlating those answering yes to Question 27
with the costs gathered in Question 26, and then correlating those answering no to
Question 27 with the costs in Question 26.

Those in the group that felt it was a worthwhile expenditure spent an average of $6,466
on the preparation of their pollution prevention plan, had an average of $3,324 per year
annual operating cost, and had expended an adjusted average of $ 47,186 in capital
improvements. The latter figure was adjusted by excluding three facilities which reported
to have spent $1,000,000; $1,400,000 and $4,000,000 in capital improvements. These
figures are so overwhelmingly large when compared to those which fell in the normal
distribution range that including them would increase the average spent by 340% to
$160,436. The latter figure is clearly not representative for this analysis.

Those in the group which said it was not worth the expense spent an average of $7,537 to
prepare a pollution prevention plan, had an average of $ 4,813 per year annual operating
cost, and had expended an average of $ 46,873 in capital improvements. The latter figure
excluded one facility as an anomaly significantly outside of the normal range which
reported to have spent $800,000 in cap!tal improvements. If it were included, it would
bring the average spent to $61,589.

As can be seen, there is little difference in opinion regarding the worthwhile benefits based
on the amount the respondents had to pay to improve water quality. Those who felt it was
not worthwhile spent an average of $1,071 or about 16.5% more on the preparation of
their pollution prevention plans than those who didn’t feel it was worthwhile.

An interesting side analysis revealed 85.5% of the 138 respondents who felt it was not
worth the expense provided costs, while only 70.4% of the 135 respondents who felt it
was worth it didn’t provide any costs. The latter analysis seems to indicate that ifthgre
were no costs or the costs were so low as to be insignificant or not memorable, the
improvement in water quality was worth the expense.

In addition, the annual operating costs for those who felt it was not worthwhile was
$1,489 per year or 45% more than those who felt it was worth it. In this case, 73.9% of
the respondents who stated that the costs were not worth the expenditures provided costs,
while only 61.5% of those who said it was worth the expense provided costs. Again, this
seems to indicate that those without annual operating expenses found the improvement in
water quality was worth the cost.

In the last category, that of capital improvements, the average capital cost of
improvements of those who felt the improvement in water quality was a worthwhile
expenditure was for all practical purposes the same as the cost for those who did not feel
it was worthwhile. There was less than 1% difference in the average amount spent. In
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addition almost an equal number who said it wasn’t, 51 (37.0 %), provided cost data as
did the ones who said it was, 56 (41.5%). The facilities with the three highest
expenditures, each over $1,000,000; all felt that the improvement in water quality was
worth the corresponding expenditure.

One possible conclusion of this analysis is that costs in the range of $6,466, $3,324, and
$47,186 for plan development, annual operating and maintenance, and capital
improvements, respectively, are generally felt to be worthwhile expenditures to reduce
pollution from storm water runoff and costs in the range of $7,537 for a storm water
pollution prevention plan and $ 4, 813 per year annual operating costs are not. In actuality,
the opinion on whether it is worthwhile or not may be based more on the improvement or
lack of improvement in water quality rather than the expense.

The effectiveness question was then broadened to include all actions taken to improve
storm water quality and the cost factor was also brought into the analysis. Question 28
asked "What do you consider to be the three most cost effective activities that the facility
has implemented or plans to implement to control storm water pollution?" The answers to
this question were left wide open, i.e. the respondent was asked to simply fill in those
three items which they felt to be most cost effective using whatever terms best suited the
individual. The latitude permitted in terminology used to respond to this question made
analysis of the results somewhat difficult. Nevertheless, groups of actions were formulated
and these were analyzed. A total of 391 responded to this question.

Two major categories of activities logically evolved from the data. The first group
parallels the elements of the facilities pollution prevention plan, namely: good
housekeeping, preventative maintenance (of the facilities and equipment), erosion control,
visual inspections, product substitution, and physical facility improvements. The second
group includes specific physical facility improvements plus other miscellaneous activities.
These include: ponds and other containment structures; improved drainage, grading and
erosion control, covered structures and improved storage; berms, dikes, and diversion of
runof~ monitoring; air pollution prevention; implementation of best management practices;
and other. The frequency of selection is presented in the histogram on the following page.

The two most frequently occurring responses which industries identified as the most cost
effective activities implemented to control storm water pollution were good housekeeping
and employee training. These two activities, which are both critical components of a storm
water pollution plan, were observed to be selected over 50% more frequently than the
next two responses. The next two most frequently chosen responses both fell into the
structural improvements group. These facility improvements included construction of
ponds and other containment structures and improvement of storage including installation
of covered storage facilities.

The next most cost effective activities, which were about 20% less frequently selected
than the structural improvements described above, were two more components found in
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the typical storm water management plan. These were visual inspections and spill
prevention and response activities.

While it is important to know what industry management feel are the most cost effective
activities that have been implemented to control storm water pollution, it is equally
important in evaluating the effectiveness of the storm water permit program to determine
how many of these controls were in place prior to being required by the program.

Question 29 asked "Which of the above items were in place prior to or independent of the
requirements of the storm water program?" The choices of answers were based on the
responses to Question 28, that is the respondent was asked to identify each of the items in
place prior to the requirements by placing a mark beside the item listed. The selections
were item #1, item #2, item #3 and none. There were 397 respondents to this question.
The selections are presented in the histogram entitled " Items in Place Prior to or
Independent of the Requirements."

The data indicate the majority of industrial facilities (63.0%) already had instituted some
level of storm water management activities even before they were required to do so by the
permit program. However, in analyzing the data further, it can be concluded that a very
low percentage of the most cost effective activities were in place prior to the storm water
program. Specifically, 27.0% of the respondents indicated that none of the improvements
were in place prior to the storm water permit program requirements; 18.3 % of the
facilities had implemented good housekeeping practices; 11.9 % had implemented
employee training, 11.4 % had implemented structural controls such as ponds and
containment structures, 7.1% had already constructed improved storage facilities, 7.1%
had instituted visual inspections and 8.7 % had spill prevention and response procedures.

There are two, not totally contradictory, ways of looking at the analysis of these data. It
can be concluded that the majority of the industrial activities already had instituted some
level of storm water management before they were required to do so by the NPDES
permit program. It can also be concluded that a significant percentage of industries had no
previous motivation to implement storm water pollution prevention techniques prior to the
program.

Additionally, it can be seen from the data that about an equal number (53.4 %) of
industrial activities had implemented nonstructural solutions to storm water problems as
had constructed facilities to control storm water pollution (46.6%). This seems to indicate
that as many operations had to construct facilities to comply with other regulations as had
to implement the best management practices recommended in the storm water pollution
prevention plans.

The next logical item to determine was which techniques are perceived to be the least cost
effective. Question 30 asks "what do you consider to be the three least cost effective
activities that the facility has implemented or plans to implement to control storm water
pollution." As with Question 28, the respondent was asked to simply fill in those three
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items which they felt to be least cost effective using whatever terms best suited the
individual. A total of 248 responded to this question and the resuks are presented in the
histogram entitled "Least Cost Effective Activities to Control Storm Water Pollution."

By far the single largest response to this question and therefore the perceived least cost
effective activity &the program is monitoring, or sampling and analysis. It appears that
either the costs associated with monitoring are too high or the information derived from
sampling and analysis is perceived as being of little value to effectively reducing storm
water pollution. This is a consistent observation since no one listed monitoring or
sampling and analysis among the top three most cost effective activities.

The second most frequently listed least cost effective activity of the storm water permit
program was record keeping and reporting. This is consistent with the responses to
Question 25 which showed that reporting and record keeping was the most frequently
selected "ineffective" component of storm water pollution prevention plans by the majority
of respondents.

Other activities considered to have low cost effectiveness include planning and mapping,
visual inspections, and permits, fees and costs. A few respondents felt that some activities,
which most people felt were highly cost effective, were the least cost effective for their
facilities - namely good housekeeping and training.

As one of the concluding questions, Question 31 asked "if you were no longer required to
maintain B1V[P’s under the storm water permit program, how much of the plan would you
continue to implement?" The choices given were; all of it, some of it and none of it. A pie
chart identified with the question as the title displays the results.

Of the 432 respondents to this question 42.8% said that they would retain the plan in its
entirety, while 52.3% said they would retain some of it. It is interesting to note that only
4.9% or 26 respondents stated that they would retain none of it.

The follow-up question to this, Question 32, asked "if some, which would you retain?"
Three blank lines were provided for the respondent to write the answer(s). The responses
to this question followed very closely those of Question 25 and to some extent Question
28, relating to the most cost effective components of the pollution prevention plan and the
most cost effective activities, respectively. A histogram entitled "If Voluntary, Which
Practices Would Be Continued ?" presents the results. Again good housekeeping,
inspections, employee training, spill prevention and response, and preventative
maintenance were the leading answers.

Question 33 then asks "If all or some of the plan would continue to be implemented, what
are the main reasons?" The list of choices given were: required by other regulations,
economic/production benefit, environmental benefit, corporate policy/procedures, and
other (specify). A total of 410 industrial activities responded to this question by selecting
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one or more from the list of choices. A histogram entitled "Reasons for Implementation of
.All or Some of the Plan" presents the results.

The most frequently selected choice was "environmental benefits" chosen by 80.0 % of the
respondents. This was followed by "corporate policy/procedures" chosen by 59.0% and
"required by other regulations" chosen by 46.3%. Substantially below this range of
selected reasons were "economic benefits" selected by 23.7%. And at the lowest level
were "public relations" with 2.2 % and "other" with 5.6%. It should be noted that "public
relations" was not one of the given choices so it had to be filled in by the respondent.

The final two questions requested the questionnaire recipients to comment. Question 34
asked "do you know of any significant obstacles which have prevented the general permits
approach from being an effective component of the storm water program?" and Question
35 asked "any comments?" There were a few hundred responses to these questions, some
of the most relevant of which are summarized below. An attempt was made not to repeat
information which may have already been gathered in response to other questions
contained in the survey.

Significant obstacles which prevent the general permits program from being effective
include: costs to implement; no follow-up (i.e. lack of field inspections and enforcement);
regulations are complex, confusing and burdensome; infrequent rainfall, and lack of
company management concern.

A summary of other comments received includes: hassle for small businesses, redundant
with other requirements, other companies and sources cause more pollution, remote and
small sites should not be controlled, high costs and low water quality improvements.

The final conclusions and recommendations of the study are presented in the Executive
Summary.
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January 26,1996

Dear,

The Water Environment Federation (WEF) is a nonprofit scientific and technical organization
devoted to the preservation and enhancement of water quality worldwide. WEF has cooperative
agreement with the United States Environmental Protection Agency to study the effectiveness of
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Industrial Storm Water Permit
Program. Under the Program, affected industries are required to develop Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan to control the impact of storm water at their facilities. In this study, WEF is
determining how well the pollution prevention plan approach is working. The overall objective of
the study is to improve storm water regulations and reduce the burden on business and industry;
it is riot to use the information for compliance or enforcement purposes.

WEF, in conjunction with a number of affected industries and trade associations, had developed
the enclosed questionnaire to gather information critical to the study. Due to the sizeand
complexity of the storm water program, we are sending this questionnaire to a very limited
percentage of those included in the permit program. Because our mailing is limited, we need
everyone’s help. We understand that your time is valuable, but we hope you will take fifteen
minutes to complete this survey to help improve Storm Water Program, ultimately for your own
benefit. If you are the best person to respond, please complete the survey as thoroughly as
possible. If you know nothing about the storm water program, please forward the questionnaire to
someone at your facility who does. We ask that you return the survey in the enclosed return
envelope by Friday, February 16, 1996.

In trial survey, several companies expressed concern over anonymity. We assure you that your
responses will be kept confidential by WEF, and your anonymity will be preserved. An outside
firm had been contracted to handle the data and compile the final report. However, if you wish to
receive a copy of an executive summary of the results, be sure to identify your firm on the
separate request form provided in this mailing. You will receive a summary only if you complete
the survey and identify your firm’s name and mailing address.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this important effort. If you have any questions
about the project, please feel free to include them in your response.

Very truly yours,

William R. Hancuff
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Dear,

The Water Environment Federation (WEF) is a nonprofit scientific and technical organization
devoted to the preservation and enhancement of water quality worldwide. WEF has cooperative
agreement with the United States Environmental Protection Agency to study the effectiveness of
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Industrial Storm Water Permit
Program. Under the Program, affected industries are required to develop Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan to control the impact of storm water at their facilities. In this study, WEF is
determining how well the pollution prevention plan approach is working. The overall objective of
the study is to improve storm water regulatior~s and reduce the burden on business and indu.stry;
it is not to use the information for compliance or enforcement purposes.

WEF, in conjunction with a number of affected industries and trade associations, had developed
the enclosed questionnaire to gather information critical to the study. Due to the size and
complexity of the storm water program, we are sending this questionnaire to a very limited
percentage of those included in the permit program. Because our mailing is limited, we need
everyone’s help. We understand that your time is valuable, but we hope you will take fifteen
minutes to complete this survey to help improve Storm Water Program, ultimately for your own
benefit. If you are the best person to respond, please complete the survey as thoroughly as
possible. If you know nothing about the storm water program, please forward the questionnaire to
someone at your facility who does. We ask that you return the survey in the enclosed return
envelope by Friday, February 16, 1996.

In trial survey, several companies expressed concern over anonymity. We assure you that your
responses will be kept confidential by WEF, and your anonymity will be preserved. An outside
firm had been contracted to handle the data and compile the final report. However, if you wish to
receive a copy of an executive summary of the results, be sure to identify your firm on the
separate request form provided in this mailing. You will receive a summary only if you complete
the survey and identify your firm’s name and mailing address.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this important effort. If you have any questions
about the project, please feel free to include them in your response.

Very truly yours,

William R. Hancuff
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Primary I lJJl Secondary ~ i,

If yes, why?
0 ¯rlCl[] 0 ODD¯ i.
1 ¯C] [] [] 1 ODD¯
2 rii-II-I O 2 D D ~~
3 I~0 D rl 3 l’IO rio                                                                               i=
4 0001-I 4 DO 00 i
5 r’I¯ ~ ~ 5 ¯DO¯
6 [] [] [] [] 6 [] [] [] [] 6. Does storm water run off this property? Mark all that i.
7 [] [] [] [] 7 [] [] [] [] apply.
8 ~[] ~ rl 8 CID []~

[] Trenches ="=
~ El’ Pipes = . ~. , . ~ ~., : -~. ,_.~-,~.~..~. =-.,.._~,~.~

[] Other Point Sources (specify)
[] Only Sudace FIo~ (ne~out~e@,~~T~lI~f

Concerning industrial storm water run-off, how many i.
are under your responsibility? Enter the number

facilities in the box and fill in the corresponding squares
column. 7. What is the average annual rainfall at your location? ii

Mark only one. i,
-

[] 0-10" [] 31-40"
0 [] [] [] [] [] 11-20" [] 4%50"
1 [] [] [] [] [] 21-30" [] >50" II=

4 [] I-I O I-i
5 ¯¯O[] i

7 [] [] [] [] 8. Is this facility required to meet the reporting require-
8 [] [] [] [] meats of EPCRA Section 313 regarding "water pdority
9 [] [] [] [] chemicals"?

[] Yes
[] No

~f you are responsible for more than one facility, | [] Don’t Know
the following questions based on only one (yourJ
facility.

is the size of this facility?
9. Do you have a storm w~ter related pollution prevention i.
plan for this facility? ="

Estimated number of full-time employees?
[] Yes
[] No

Estimated acreage of this facility? rl Don’t Know

II
Number of environmental staff?

If the answer to Question 9 is no or don’t know, please Ii
facility property - continue by completing Section A. I

If the answer to Question 9 is yes, please complete Sec’don B I
Owned (go directly to Que~on 16). i
Leased I

I
I

III II



m
m
m
m

m Section A Section B
=m To be completed if the facility does NOT have a Poilu’don To be completed if the facility has a Pollution Prevention Plan.
== Prevention Plan

~m

m 10. Is your facility regulated by the storm water permit 16. Who is the permitting authority for this facility’s
m= program? storm water permit?
mm
=~ [] Yes E3 Environmental Protection Agency - Region #
-- [] No [] State of
-.- [] Don’t Know [] .Local government authority
am (specify)
=m [] Other (specify)

J 11. Did you or will you modify your facilities in order to
-"- eliminate the need for compliance with regulations?
mm
-" [] Yes 17. Prior to the Storm Water Permit Program, did this
=-- [] No facility have any experience with either voluntary or
== regulation required pollution prevention plans that
m. directly affected storm water?.

== [] Yes
m 12. If the answer to Question 11 is yes, how much did it or [] No
m will it cost? In what year?.

Cost
Year

m 18. Does this facility’s storm water pollution prevention
=m

I I plan overlap with other mandated requirements?

~’ I     If the answer to Question 10 was no or don~ know, pleaselm retum the survey in the enclosed envelope. Thank you! I
I-1 Yes

m [] No
=" [] Don’t Know

m= 13. If your facility is regulated by a storm water permit If yes, which requirements?
m program, who is the lead permitting authority?

-- .~i~i~mel~mdhod~,-,~ ~ ..... :’,~t.~$t~- ~ -.-t~" ~ [] Waste Minimization Plan (CERCLA/SARA)

¯ "- [] Other (specify) Ran (Clean WaterAct& RGRA)
mm [] Other (specify)

"=- 14. Why have you not prepared a storm water pollution
" prevention plan? Mark all that apply.
mm

m ~’ljrl~~ttl~E~l~ltdlt,..~t.~:.;~:: 19. How was this facility’s storm water pollution
"-- .[] Not__req_ujred at this time , prevention plan developed? Mark all that apply.
m I~=.~L0~t~,...y~ater contact with re~.~ulated industdalactivities , [] Facility staff
== --- - - __ .-~ --~.=~ ~,~.~,.~ ~,;z.~,~,~,,..~,=.~=~,~.,-;.~..~.*~,’~ [] Corporate staff
m [] Did not know it was required

, " I~ Extemal consultant

m [] Other (specify) E3Used trade association guidance
m [] Used EPA guidance document
m= ..:.l~.Used State Agency guidance :

m 15. Any comments? ~~’n’l~lai plan supplied~3:~y, company or" ~.-.:’:~.corpmate office .... . . .~.,~
m [] Adapted standard operating procedures from company

[] Other (specify)

" (’ Thao you’m Please return the survey in the enclosed envelope.

"" R0016842
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20. How long has the storm water pollution prevention 25. Considering actual and potential benefits and based
plan been mplementedO on your impression, rate the following elements of the

facility’s pollution prevention plan as to their effectiveness
in preventing pollution from storm water runoff.

[] Not implemented
[] < 1 year
[] 1 year
[] 2 years Highly Moderately Not Not
[] > 2 years Effective Effective Effective Applicable

Good housekeeping [] [] [] []
Preventative maintenance [] [] [] []
Elimination of indusl~d [] [] [] []

Sediment and erosion [] [] [] []
21. Has water quality monitoring and analysis been control
performed on the storm water runoff from this facility? ~/~sua] inspec~ms

Spill preverrlJon and [] [] [] []
response

[] Yes Site mapping (operatJorls, [] C] [] []
[] No ~, and runoff
[] Don’t Know ;colleclion mapping)

Employee training [] [] [] []
’ .Record keeping and [] O [] [],

Raw material or product [] [] 0 O’.’~
substitution

22. If yes, in your opinion, did results indicate whether :.~luai site compliance [] [] []
Best Management Practices (BMPs) are successful? ::~ evaluation

Physical fadlity mod~alJon [] [] [] 17
(re~l. uirin~]. ,construction)

[] No .......
[] Insufficient data
[] Inconclusive data

26. How much did the development and implementation
of this facility’s storm water pollution prevention plan cost.

23. Whether you have conducted water monitoring or not,
in your opinion, how much improvement in water quality Cost of plan development $
or reduction in storm water pollution has there been oris
there likely to be as a result of your storm water (or other) Plan’s implementation annual operating cost $
plan?

Capital cost of physical improvements $

[] None Year (planned to be) expended
[] Minor
[] Moderate Types of physical improvements
[] Significant
[] Don’t Know

27. Do you believe that the improvement or potential
improvement in water quality is worth the corresponding

24. Was or is any improvement to the water quali~y or expenditures?
reduction in storm water run-off possible?

[] Yes
[] Maybe

[] Yes [] No
[] No [] Don’t Know
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28. What do you consider to be the three most cost 32. If some, which practices would you continue?
effective activities that the facility has implemented or
plans to implement to control storm water pollution?

33. If all or some of the plan would continue to be
implemented, what are the main reasons? Mark all that

3.                                                  apply,

E3 Required by other regulations
[] Economic/production benefit
[] Environmental benefits
[] Corporate policy/procedures
[] Other (specify)

29, Which of the above items were in place prior to or
independent of the requirements of the storm water
program? Mark all that apply.

34. Do you know of any significant obstacles which have
[] None prevented the general permits approach from being an
[] 1 above effective component of the storm water program?
[] 2 above
[] 3 above

30. What do you consider to be the three least cost
effective activities that the facility has implemented or
plans to implement to control storm water pollution?

1. 35. Any comments?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
31. If you were no longer required to maintain BMP’s Please return the questionnaire and the optional execu-
under the storm water permit program, how much of the tive summary request and identification form in the
plan would you continue to implement? enclosed envelope by February 16, 1996. If the envelope

has been misplaced, send it to:
E3 All of it
[] Some of it K.C. Associates
[] None of it 1600 Newport Gap Pike

Wilmington, DE 19808

Please return the questionnaire and the optional executive summary request and
identification form in the enclosed prepaid envelope.
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Report of the Small Business Advocacy Review Panel

on EPA’s Planned Proposed Rule for the

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

Storm Water Phase II

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the review by the Small Business Advocacy Review Panel convened for
the proposed rulemaking by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that would revise National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) regulations to address currently unregulated
discharges of storm water. On June 19, 1997, EPA’s Small Business Advocacy Chairperson
convened this Panel under section 609(b) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) as amended by the
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA). Section 609(19)(1) requires
convening of a review panel prior to publication of an initial regulatory flexibility analysis that an agency
is required to prepare under the RFA. In addition to its chairperson, the Panel consists of
representatives of EPA’s Office of Water (the EPA program office responsible for developing the role),
the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs within the Office of Management and Budget, and the
Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration.

This report provides background information on the proposed role being developed and the
types of small entities that would be subject to the proposed rule, describes efforts to obtain the advice
and recommendations of representatives of those small entities, and summarizes the comments, advice
and recommendations that have been received to date from those representatives. The complete
written comments of the representatives are attached to this report.

Section 609(b) of the RFA directs the review panel to report on the comments of small entity
representatives and make findings as to issues related to identified elements of an initial regulatory
flexibility analysis (IRFA) under section 603 of the RFA. Those .elements of an IRFA are:

¯ The number of small entities to which the proposed role will apply.
¯ Projected reporting, record keeping, and other compliance requirements of the proposed rule,

including the classes of small entities which will be subject to the requirements and the type of
professional skills necessary for preparation of the report or record.

¯ Other relevant Federal rules which may duplicate, overlap, or conflict with the proposed rule.
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¯ Any significant altematives to the proposed rule which accomplish the stated objectives of
applicable statutes and which minimize any significant economic impact of the proposed rule on
small entities.

Once completed, the Panel report is provided to the agency issuing the proposed rule and included in
the mlemaking record. In light of the Panel report, the agency is to make changes to the proposed role
or the IRFA for the proposed role, where appropriate.

It is important to note that the Panel’s findings and discussion are based on the information
available at the time this report was drafted. EPA is continuing to conduct analyses relevant to the
proposed role, and additional information may be developed or obtained during the remainder of the
role development process. The Panel makes its report at an early stage of the process of development
of a proposed role and its report should be considered in that light. At the same time, the report
provides the Panel and the Agency with a timely opportunity to identify and explore potential ways of
shaping the proposed rule to mininuz" e the burden of the role on small entities while achieving the rule’s
statutory purposes. Any options the Panel identifies for reducing the rule’s regulatory impact on small
entities may require further analysis and!or data collection to ensure that the options are practicable,
enforceable, environmentally sound and consistent with the statute authorizing the proposed rule.

BACKGROUND

In 1987, Congress amended the Clean Water Act to require EPA to develop a phased
regulatory program focusing on controlling contaminated discharges associated with storm water
runoff ~ In the 1987 Water Quality amendments, Congress established a tiered approach to address
certain industrial, municipal, and other storm water discharges. In the first phase of the program,
Congress directed the EPA and authorized States to control discharges of industrial storm water and
storm water from municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4) serving populations over 100,000,
with the intent of identifying an appropriate second tier of sources following two Congressionally
mandated studies.

To implement these requirements, EPA published the initial permit application requirements
(Phase I) for the priority categories of storm water discharges identified by CongressJ Generally,
Phase I sources include storm water associated with certain industrial activities, medium and large
municipalities, and large construction sites. Staggered deadlines were established for permit
applications for these sources, with the l~stofthe applications scheduled for submission by May, 1993.

1 CWA, § 402(p).

2 55 FR 47990 (November 16, 1990).

2
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To control industrial sources, Phase I regulations cover "storm water discharges associated
with industrial activity" which means the discharge from any conveyance which is used for collecting and
conveying storm water and which is directly related to manufacturing, processing, or raw material
storage areas at an industrial plant. EPA estimates that this definition applies to approximately 100,000
facilities nationwide (U.S. EPA, 1990a). To facilitate permitting, EPA established various permit
application options for industrial activity including individual permit applications and group applications.
EPA and authorized States have issued (or modified) individual permits and general pemaits based on
these respective forms of application. Large construction sites (disturbing 5 acres or greater) are
regulated in Phase I as an industrial activity, but with permit requirements that differ from those
applicable to other industrial discharges.

To control municipal discharges, the Phase I role requires NPDES permits for discharges into
municipal separate storm sewer systems serving populations greater than 100,000. This universe of
regulated municipalities includes 173 cities and 47 counties having large unincorporated, urbanized
areas. EPA regulations require that NPDES permits for municipal storm water programs regulated in
Phase I include requirements to effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the storm sewers
’and controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable (including
management practices, control techniques, and system design and engineering methods, and other
provisions appropriate for the control of such pollutants).

In March 1995, EPA completed and submitted to Congress a study entitled, Storm Water
Discharges Potentially Addressed by Phase II of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System Storm Water Program: Report to Congress. As required under CWA §402(p)(5), this
report identified the remaining unregulated storm water discharges, which by this time were known as
Phase II. The report also characterized the nature and extent of pollutants in such discharges. The
Phase II storm water report identified two major classes of potential Phase II storm water discharges:
discharges from municipal separate storm sewers systems not subject to Phase I regulations and
discharges from individual facilities not subject to Phase I. In a document entitled, "President Clinton’s
Clean Water Initiative" (February 1994), EPA summarized procedures and methods to control Phase
II storm water discharges sufficient to mitigate impacts on water quality. This document responded to
the requirement for an additional report under CWA §402(p)(5). This document recommended that
the second phase of the storm water program focus on urbanized areas because EPA concluded that
the urbanized areas that were not regulated under the Phase I requirements contributed 60 percent of
the pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urban areas.3

3 Phase I of the NPDES storm water program addresses 81.7 million people in portions of 136 urbanized areas. EPA
estimated that 28 percent of pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from those portions of these
136 urbanized areas not subject to Phase I regulations. In addition, EPA estimated that 32 percent of the pollutant loads in storm
water discharged from urbanized areas come from the 269 urbanized areas not regulated under Phase I. Storm Water Phase II
Report to Congress, ES-7.
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In August 1995, EPA published a fial role that established a sequential application process in
two tiers fof the remaining unpermitted discharges of storm water (Phase I1) ,4 This rule allows the
NPDES permitting authority to require permits for Phase II dischargers contributing to water quality
impairment, and requires all other Phase II storm water dischargers to apply for NPDES permits by
August 7, 2001. The August, 1995 Phase 11 role was published, in part, to protect Phase II
dischargers fi:om CWA citizen suit liability in the absence of Agency action to establish more focused
regulations. The preamble to the August 7, 1995 role explained that the Phase 11 regulatory program
would undergo further development. The Phase 11 rule would replace the August 7, 1995 rule.

EPA is currently subject to a court order to propose supplemental rules under §402(p)(6) of
the CWA by November 25, 1997, and finalize these roles by March 1, 1999. See Natural Resources
Defense Council. Inc. v. Browner, Civ. No. 95-634 PLF (D.D.C., April 6, 1995).

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED PHASE II RULE

EPA’s current draft of the proposed Phase II storm water regulation would address storm
water discharges associated with two categories of sources: small municipal separate storm sewer
systems (small MS4s) and construction activities at small construction sites. Under the draft proposed
role, many of these Phase 11 sources would be required to obtain NPDES permit coverage under an
individual or general NPDES permit to address their storm water discharges.

The small MS4s that would be covered include those located within incorporated places,
counties, or other places under the jurisdiction of a governmental entity (including Tribal or Territorial
govemments) that are located in an urbanized area but not included in Phase 1.5, 6 Also covered would
be MS4s that are connected to and contribute substantially to pollutant loadings in another covered
MS4. Finally, the rule would cover small MS4s in any incorporated place, county, or other place
under the jurisdiction of a govemmental entity that is designated by the NPDES permitting authority as
requiring a permit based on the system’s potential for impacting water quality. The permitting authority
would be required to evaluate places outside urbanized areas that have a population density of greater
than 1,000 per square mile and a population of greater than 10,000 people against specified water

4 60 FR 40229 (August 7, 1995).

5 The existing storm water regulations ("Phase I") addresses large and medium MS4s. Generally, a large MS4 includes

incorporated places with populations of 250,000 or more, while a medium MS4 includes incorporated places with populations of
100,000 or more, but less than 250,000.

6 Excluding Federal Indian Reservations located within urbanized areas and having a population of less than 1,000 persons.

4
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quality-related criteria7 and detemaine whether these require permits. In addition, the permitting
authority may designate other communities as subject to pemait requirements based on their contribution
to water quality impairment?

Under the draft proposed rule, small MS4s would develop and implement a storm water
management program designed to reduce pollutants to the maximum extent practicable and protect
water quality. Such programs would include, at a minimum, measures to address requirements
concerning public education and outreach, public involvement, illicit discharge detection and elimination,
construction site storm water runoff control, post-construction storm water management in new
development and redevelopment, and pollution prevention and good housekeeping of municipal
operations.

The draft proposed Phase I1 storm water regulation would also address storm water discharges
associated with construction activity (e.g., clearing, grading, and excavating activities) resulting in the
land disturbance of greater or equal to one acre and less than five acres. In addition, sites disturbing
less than one acre would be subject to regulation if they are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale. Similar to MS4s, the NPDES permitting authority could designate construction
activities as subject to regulation based on the potential for the activity to adversely impact water quality
or be a significant source of pollutants. The NPDES pemaitting authority may also waive storm water
discharges from construction activities that disturb less than five acres where specified conditions are
satisfied.

The draft proposed role would maintain the NPDES permitting authority’s residual designation
authority to require any discharge that contributes to a violation of a water quality standard or is a
significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States to seek coverage under an NPDES
permit.

The draft proposed role also contains a "no exposure" provision that would make all classes of"
industrial facilities eligible for waivers from the identification as "associated with industrial activity" under
the existing regulations. The draft proposal represents a significant expansion in the scope of the no
exposure provision originally promulgated in the 1990 rule [55 FR 47990 (November 16, 1990)] for
discharges only from facilities classified as "light industry." The intent of this provision is to provide a
simplified method of complying with §402(p) for industrial facilities which are entirely indoors, such as

7 Under the proposed Phase II regulation, the NPDES permitting authority must develop and apply criteria to evaluate

whether a storm water discharge results or has the potential to result in significant water quality impacts (including habitat and
biological impacts).

8 The Phase II rule would also provide that persons can petition the N’PDES permitting authority to add an MS4 for

coverage under the storm water program. And the permitting authority may waive an MS4 from coverage where specified
conditions are satisfied.
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within a larger office building, or at which the only items permanently exposed to precipitation are roofs,
parking lots, vegetated areas, and other non-industrial areas or activities.

In order to be covered under the no exposure provision, EPA would propose that an owner or
operator of an otherwise regulated facility would need to submit to the NPDES permitting authority a
certification that the facility meets the no exposure requirements. The facility would need to allow the
NPDES permitting authority (or operator of a municipal separate storm sewer system if the discharge
occurs through a municipal system) to inspect the facility and to make such inspection reports publicly
available, upon request. Finally, EPA would propose that the certification require only minimal amounts
of information from the facility claiming the no exposure exemption. The NPDES permitting authority
would maintain a simple registration list which should impose minimal admires" trative burden, but which
would allow for a way of tracking which industrial facilities are exercising the exemption. EPA
developed these two aspects of the proposed no exposure provision (applicability to all forms of
industrial storm water discharge and certification/tracking) in order to respond to a judicial remand that
found the original no exposure provision to be "arbitrary and capricious" for its distinction between
types of industrial discharge and for failure of the role to either require self-reporting of actual
exposure or to require EPA to inspect and monitor such facilities.

APPLICABLE "SMALL ENTITY" DEFINITIONS

The draft proposed role to revise existing requirements in the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) storm water program may impose a regulatory burden on two types of
small entities. The first type of small entities that may be affected is a "small govemmental jurisdiction".9

A governmental jurisdiction is usually, though not always, the owner or operator of a small municipal
separate storm sewer system (MS4). The second type of small entity is a "small business". One class
of small business is the operator responsible for the discharge from a construction activity that results in
the land disturbance of between one acre and five acres. The operator of a construction activity is
usually a construction contractor. The second class of small business that may be affected by this
proposed role are "light industries" in Category xi that would need to certify to the no exposure
provision. The current version of the proposed role includes a "no-exposure" provision that would
provide regulatory relief to Phase I industrial/commercial facilities. This report includes tables showing
the estimated numbers of small entities that may be affected by the proposed rule.

MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS (MS4s)

9 EPA uses the Regulatory Flexibility Act’s definition of"small governmental jurisdiction" as the government of a city,

county, town, school district or special district with a population of less than 50,000.
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Regarding municipal separate storm sewer systems, the proposed role uses the term "small
municipal separate storm sewer system" to refer to all municipal separate storm sewers that are located
in an incorporated place with a population of less than 100,000 as determined by the latest Decennial
Census by the Bureau of Census. The owner or operator of a covered small MS4 may or may not be
a "small governmental jurisdiction" as defined by the Small Business Administration (SBA). The
proposed role would affect three categories of small MS4s that are also small governmental
jurisdictions that own or operate a MS4. (See Table 1)

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Regarding construction activities, the proposed rule would not directly target individual "small
businesses" but the construction activity itself. However, EPA expects most, if not all, construction
activities that would be covered by this proposed role would be performed by construction contractors
in Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Group 15 and 16. The SBA defines small business by the
category of business using SIC codes and uses different cut-offs for different SIC codes. (See Tables
2&3)

2’NO-EXPOSURE" PROVISION

The proposed role would provide regulatory relief to many small businesses that would not
have storm water discharges "associated with industrial activity" if they certify to the "no-exposure"
provision. Facilities under the following SIC codes are potentially subject to regulation under Phase I
of the NPDES storm water program: 10-14, 20-39, 401 !, 4013, 41-42, 4221, 4222, 4225, 4226,
4311, 44, 45, 491, 5015, 5093, and 5171. Therefore, those facilities that would potentially benefit
from the no exposure provision are also under these SIC code groups. (See Table 4).
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Table 1:
Small Governmental Jurisdictions That May be

Affected by Proposed Rule

Automatic Required ~
Coverage Watershed-based Watershed-based

Evaluation for Potential Evaluation for Potential
Designation/Coverage Designation/Coverage
by NPDES permitting by NPDES permitting

authority authority

Coverage MS4s < 50,000 & Located inMS4s from 10,000-50,000 &MS4s < 10,000 &
an Urbanized Area and population density > Located outside an

1000/sq mi Urbanized Area
Located outside an

*Approx. # = 3,031         Urbanized Area
*Approx. # = 17,540

*Approx. # = 583

MS4 contributing
substantially to the pollutant
loadings of a regulated MS4.

*Number is unknown.

Waiver from Coverage I. MS4s < 1,000 & Located
in an Urbanized Area with 1)
no water quality impacts and
2) no direct or indirect
connection to a regulated
MS4.

*Number is unknown.

2. Indian Tribes < 1,000 are
automatically waived from
coverage.

*Approx. # is = 8
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Table 2:
Estimated Range of Small Businesses

in SIC Group 15
That May be Affected by Proposed Rule

When They Undertake Construction Activities That
Disturb from I to 5 Acres of Land

MAJOR GROUP 15**BUILDING CONSTRUCTION**GENERAL CONTRACTORS
AND OPERATIVE BUILDERS

SIC Description Size Establish- Establish-
Code Standard ments ments

by Millions with <10 with _>10
of DollarsJ° million annual million

revenuell annual
revenue

1521 General Contractors - Single-Family Houses $17.0 107,289 206

1522 General Contractors -- Residential Buildings, Other Than$17.0 6,367 123
Single-Family

1531 Operative Builders $17.0 !6,200 789

1541 General Contractors - Industrial buildings and Warehouses$17.0 7,330 353

1542 General Contractors - Nonresidential Buildings, Other $17.0 27,871 1,868
Than Industrial Buildings and Warehouses

10 The Small Business Administration defines a small business within each of these SIC codes as a firm having annual

revenue of not greater than $17 million.

11 Data is from the U.S. Bureau of the Census’s Economic Census 1992. The Bureau of the Census uses an "establishment"
as the unit of data. A firm may have more than one establishment. As a result, the number of firms is less than the number of
establishments listed. The Economic Census 1992 did not have data corresponding to SBA’s $17 million size cut-off. The
highest cut-off is $10 million in annual revenue. Therefore, the actual number of establishments that are below the $17 million
cut-off is greater than the number listed in this column.

9
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Table 3:
Estimated Range of Small Businesses

in SIC Group 16
That May be Affected by Proposed Rule

When They Undertake Construction Activities That
Disturb from I to 5 Acres of Land

MAJOR 16**HEAVY CONSTRUCTION OTHER THAN
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION**CONTRACTORS

SIC Description Size Establish- Establish-
Code Standard merits ments

by Millions with <10 with >10
of Dollars~2 million annual million

revenue13 annual
revenue

1611 Highway and Slreet Construction, Except Elevated $17.0 9,205 885
Highways

1622 Bridge, Tunnel, and Elevated Highway Construction $17.0 878 163

1623 Water, Sewer, Pipeline, and Communications and Power$17.0 9,882 351
Line Construction

1629 Heavy Construction, N.E.C. $17.0 15,311 505
EXCEPT, Dredging and Surface Cleanup Activities
(where size standard cut-offis $13.51)

12 The Small Business Administration defines a small business within each of these SIC codes as a firm having annual

revenue of not greater than $17 million.

13 Data is from the U.S. Bureau of the Census’s Economic Census 1992. The Bureau of the Census uses an "establishment"
as the unit of data. A firm may have more than one establishment. As a result, the number of firms is less than the number of
establishments listed. The Egonomic Cen~us 1992 did not have data corresponding to SBA’s $17 million size cut-off. The
highest cut-off is $10 million in annual revenue. Therefore, the actual number of establishments that are below the $17 million
cut-off is greater than the number listed in this column.

10
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Table 4:
Estimated Number of Facilities14 That Could

Potentially Benefit from the "No-Exposure" Provision

Part 1 Total Facilities Nationwide

Number of Facilities Source

Total Ntunber of Facilities Nationwide (including Category xi facilities) 636,454 Census Bureau;
Potentially Subject to Regulation under Phase It s Dunn & Bradstreet

Percentage Range of Facilities That Could Potentially Benefit 30% - 60% EPA estimate
from the "No-Exposure" Provision

Estimated Range of All Facilities (including Category xi facilities) That 210,030 388,237
Could Potentially Benefit from the "No-Exposure" Provision

Mean 299,133

Part 2 Category xi Facilities Nationwide

Total Number of Category xi Facilities Nationwide Potentially Subject to 394,983 Census Bureau;
Regulation under Phase Its Dunn & Bradstreet

Percentage of Category xi Facilities That Could Potentially Benefit , 40% - 75% EPA estimate
from the "No-Exposure" Provision

Estimated Number of Category xi Facilities That Could Potentially Benefit 161,943 - 300,187
from the "No-Exposure" Provision

Mean 229,090

~4Given the complexity, there has been no attempt to calculate the number of facilities that are both I) a "small business" as defined by the Small Business
Administration and 2) could potentially benefit from the "no-exposure" provision.

~SFacilities under the following SlC codes are potentially subject to regulation under Phase l: 10-14, 20-39, 4011, 4013, 41-42, 4221, 4222, 4225, 4226, 4311,44,
45,491, 5015, 5093, and 5171. The number of facilities was obtained from individual State County Business Patterns 1993, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. of
Commerce. Data for SIC codes 4011 and 4013 was obtained from Dun & Bradstreet’s database (data run on 7/18/96).
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SU.~£MARY OF SMALL ENTITY OUTREACH

Tribes, States, local governments, indnstfies, and environmental groups have provided extensive input throughout the
development of the NPDES Storm Water Phase II proposed rule’s draft language. Since 1992, EPA has made a consistent effort
to reach out to all stakeholders regarding this proposed role.

Flint, EPA provided Tribes, States, local governments, industries, and environmental groups with the opportunity to
comment on alternative approaches for the Phase II regulations through publishing a notice requesting information and public
comment on the approach for the Phase II regulations required under §402(p)(6) of the Clean Water Act (See 57 FR 41344;
9/9/92). The September 9, 1992, notice presented a range of alternatives on a variety &issues in an attempt to illustrate, and
obtain input on, the full range of potential approaches for the regulation ofurtregulated sources to protect water quality. EPA
received more than 130 comments on the September 9, 1992, notice. Approximately 43 percent of the comments came from
municipalities, 29 percent from Wade groups or industries, 24 percent from State or Federal agencies, and approximately 4
percent from other miscellaneous sources. These comments are summarized in Appendix J of Storm Water Discharges
Potentially Addressed by Phase II of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Storm Water Program:
Report to Congress (March, 1995). EPA considered these comments in developing many of the provisions in today’s
proposed role, including reliance on the NPDES program framework (including general permits), providing State and local
governments with flexibility in selecting Phase I1 sources, focusing on high priority polluters and providing certain waivers for
facilities that do not pollute, focusing on pollution prevention and BMPs, and incorporating watershed-based concerns in
targeting.

Second, in early 1993, EPA and the RensselaervilIe Institute held public and expert meetings to assist in developing and
analyzing options for identifying unregulated storm water sources and possible controls. These meetings again allowed
participants an opportunity to provide input into the Phase II program development process. The proposed rule reflects several
of the key concerns identified by these groups, including provisions that provide flexibility to the States and other permitting
authorities to select sources to be controlled in a manner consistent with criteria developed by EPA.

Third, EPA convened the Urban Wet Weather Flows Advisory Committee (the "FACA Committee"), including the
Storm Water Phase II Subcommittee, to assist EPA in the development of cost-effective solutions for controlling the
environmental and human health impacts of wet weather flows with a minimum of regulatory burden. The Phase 11 proposed
role was discussed in the overall UWWF FACA committee. The UWWF FACA committee has been developing the framework
and language of the no exposure provision for two years. Consistent with the Federal Advisory Committee Act, the membership
of the Phase II Subcommittee was balanced among the EPA’s various outside stakeholder interests, including representatives
from municipalities, industrial and commercial sectors, agriculture, environmental and public interest groups, States, Indian
Tribes, and EPA. As of February 1997, the Storm Water Phase II Subcommittee has met 11 times for two-day periods,
approximately every other month between September 1995 and February 1997. In addition to the FACA Subcommittee
meetings, other meetings, conference calls, and correspondence, Subcommittee members were provided three opportunities to
comment in writing on the preliminary draft approaches to the Phase II proposed rule. EPA distributed to Subcommittee
members three preliminary drafts approaches of the Phase II proposed rule on September 30, 1996, November 15/22, 1996, and
February 14, 1997. This resulted in three rounds &written comments from Subcommittee members. These comments were
taken into consideration as EPA revised the preliminary draft language to respond to the Subcommittee’s concerns. The 32
FACA Subcommittee members have utilized these numerous oppommities for input to shape the development of the Storm
Water Phase II proposed role. The Agency intends to continue to meet with the Phase II Subcommittee in the development of
this rule.

Recently, EPA conducted additional outreach to representatives of small entities that would be affected by the
proposed role as required by the Regulatory FIexibilityAct, as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness
Act (SBREFA). EPA, in consultation with the Small Business Administration, invited 29 small entity representatives and
streamlining representatives to participate in this outreach. Many of these small entity representatives have been working
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closely with EPA in developing this proposed rule through the FACA process.16 Small entity representatives included the
following Phase I1 Subcommittee and Urban Wet Weather Committee members: Dr. Roy Cameron, Mr. Tom Delaney, Ms. Beth
Gotthelf, Mr. Roger James, Mr. Stephen Jenkins, the Honorable David Kubiske, the Honorable Jean Michaels (alternate: Ms.
Diane Shea), Mr. Don Moe, the Honorable Jim Naugle (alternate: Ms. Carol Kocheisen), the Honorable Jeffrey Wenneberg, and
the Honorable Annabeth Surbaugh. Although Ms. Shea and Ms. Kocheisen are alternate small entity representatives, they are
full fledged FACA members.

EPA’s Office of Wastewater Management distributed a briefing package to each representative and prepared additional
documents in response to requests from the representatives. EPA conducted two telephone conference calls on May 14 and
May 15, 1997 to brief representatives on the draft proposed rule. In addition, an all-day meeting was held at EPA Headquarters
on May 22, 1997, with representatives. OMB and SBA officials participated in the conference calls and all-day meeting. In
addition, EPA’s Small Business Advocacy Chairperson participated in the all-day meeting. As of June !3, 1997, EPA received
12 sets of written comments from representatives. These comments as well as all documents distributed to representatives were
presented to the Panel for its review. On June 23, 1997, EPA’s Small Business Advocacy Chairperson sent a letter to each
small entity and streamlining representative requesting any additional or remaining comments that they would like to
communicate directly to the Panel. In his letter, the Chairperson included a summation of the comments that representatives had
submitted to EPA’s Office of Wastewater Management for their review and comment.

The Chairperson received one comment. This comment was a re-submission of a comment that had been previously
received by EPA’s Office of Wastewater Management during its outreach. A summary of all comments is attached to this
report.

16 EPA has concluded that the RFA does not require an agency to conduct an initial regulatory flexibility analysis for a rule

that significantly reduces the regulatory impact on a substantial number of small entities. RFA sections 603 and 604 both require
an agency in conducting regulatory flexibility analyses to identify and consider regulatory alternatives that would "minimize" any
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. Since it would make no sense to minimize the beneficial
impacts of deregulation, EPA interprets the RFA as requid’ng analyses of only new or additional regulatory requirements.
However, EPA has agreed in the ease of this rule to include in the Panel’s outreach efforts representatives of small entities that
might benefit from the rule’s deregulatory aspects. In this document, EPA refers to the representatives of these small entities as
"streamlining representatives."
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SMALL-ENTITY REPRESENTATIVES

EPA, in consultation with the Small Business Administration, invited the following 12 small entity representatives to
participate in its outreach efforts on the Storm Water Phase II proposed role. Many of these representatives also submitted
written comments.

Indian Tril~es Mr. Michael Wilson
Associated Builders and Contractors

Dr. Roy Cameron
Tribal Advisor
Representing-Certain New England Indian Tribes

Municipalities

Mr. Stephen Jenkins
Director, Env. & Engineering Dept.
City of San Marcos

Ms. Carol Kocheisen-ALTERNATE
National League of Cities

The Honorable David Kubiske
Supervisor
Ida Township, MI

The Honorable Jean Miehaels
Chair, Board of County Commissioners
OLmstead County, Minnesota

The Honorable Jim Naugle
Mayor, City of Ft. Lauderdale

Ms. Diane Shea-ALTERNATE
National Association of Counties

The Honorable Annabeth Surbaugh
County Commissioner
Johnson County Board of Commissioners

The Honorable Jeffrey Wenneberg, Mayor of Rutland,
Vermont

Construction

Ms. Lee Garrigan
Associated General Contractors of
America

.Mr. Don Moe
National Assoc. of Homebuilders
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STREAMLINING REPRESENTATIVES

EPA, in consultation with the Small Business Administration, invited the following 17 streamlining representatives to
participate in its outreach efforts on the Storm Water Phase II proposed role. Many of these representatives also submitted
written comments.

Industrial/Commercial Mr. Russ Snyder
Roof Coatings Manufacturers

Mr. Brian Bursiek American Association
Feed Industry Association Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers

Association
Mr. Tom Delaney
Professional Lawn Care Assoc. of Mr. William Sonntag
America National Association of Metal

Finishers
Mr. Clay Detlefsen American Electroplaters and Surface
Intemational Dairy Foods Association Finishers Society

Metal Finishers Suppliers’
Mr. John DiFazio Jr. Association
Chemical Specialties Manufacturers Association

Mr. Jack Waggener
Ms. Beth Gotthelf Resource Consultants Inc.
National Association of Metal
Finishers Ms. Robin Wiener

Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries
Mr. Steve Hensley
American Tracking Associations Mr. John Whitescarver

National Stormwater Center
Mr. John Huber
Petroleum Marketers Assoc of America

Mr. Roger James
American Public Works Assoc.

Mr. Jeffrey Longsworth
American Car Rental Association
Independent Lubricant

Manufacturers Association
National Association of Convenience

Stores
Society of Independent Gasoline

Marketers of America

Ms. Tracy Alaimo Mattson
Automotive Reeyclers Association

Mr. Mark Morgan
Petroleum Transportation and Storage Association

Mr. John Oliver
Porcelain Enamel Institute, Inc.
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INPUT FROM REPRESENTATIVES

The Panel received 12 sets of written comments from representatives. In addition, oral comments were submitted
during the two telephone conference calls on May 14 and 15, 1997 and during the all-day meeting on May 22, 1997, at EPA
Headquarters. A summary of the written comments and those oral comments that raise issues not raised in the written
comments is attached as Appendix A. The complete written comments of representatives are attached at the end of this
document as Attachment A. A surnmaty of the telephone conference calls and a record of the all-day meeting are found on pages
91-105 of Attachment B.

Table 5:
SBREFA Outreach Written Comments Received

on the Storm Water Phase II Proposed Rule

Number Name Organization Date Number
Received of Pages

1 John Huber Petroleum Marketers Association of America 5/28/97 1

2 Municipal Representatives 6/5/97 11
a. Jim Naugle a. National League of Cities
b. Jean Michaels b. National Association of Counties
c. Scott Tucker c. Nation Association of Flood &

Storrnwater Management Agencies
d. Carol Kocbeisen d. National League of Cities
e. Diane S. Shea e. National Association of Counties
£ Susan Gilson f. Nation Association ofF!ood &

Stormwater Management Agencies

3 Steve Hensley American Tracking Associations 6/6/97 2

4 Stephen Jenkins City of San Marcos, Texas 6/6/97 2

5 Lee D. Gatrigan Associated General ConWactors of America 6/6/97 2

6 Donald Moe National Association of Home Builders 6/6/97 14

7 Michael E. Wilson Associated Builders & Contractors 6/6/97 4
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Number Name Organization Date Number
Received of Pages

CONTINUATION OF TABLE 5

8 John Whitescarver National Stormwater Center 6/6/97 2

9 Industrial Representatives 6/6/97 10
a. Brim Bursiek a. American Feed Industry Association
b. John E. DiFazio Jr. l b. Chemical Specialties Manufacturers

Association
c. John Huber c. Petroleur9 Marketers Association of

America
d. Tmcy Alaimo Mattson d. Automotive Recyclers Association
e. John Oliver e. Porcelain Enamel Institute, Inc.
£ William Sonntag £ American Electroplaters and Surface

Finishers Society
Metal Finishers Suppliers’ Association
National Association of Metal

Finishers
g. Jack Waggener . g. Resource Consultants, Inc.
h. Clay Detlefsen ~ h. International Dairy Foods Association
i. Steve Hensley i. American Tracking Associations
j. Jeffrey S. Longsworth : j. American Car Rental Association

Independent Lubricant Manufacturers
Association

National Association of Convenience
Stores

Society of Independent Gasoline
Marketers of America

k. Russell Snyder : k. Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers
Association

Roof Coatings Manufacturers
Association

1. Tom Tyler (for Robin !. Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries
Wiener)

m. John Whitescarver m. National Stormwater Center

10 Dave Kubiske Ida Township, Michigan 6/10/97 3

11 Mark S. Morgan Petroleum Transportation & Storage 6/11/97 4
Association

12 Jack E. Waggener Resource Consultants 6/13/97 3

submitted
6/27/97)
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PANEL FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The Panel’s findings and discussion are arranged below according to the elements of the IRFA
and the category of activity that would be regulated by the proposed role, where appropriate.

The Types and Number of Small Entities to Which the Proposed Rule Would Apply

As indicated earlier in the report, the types of small entities to which the Storm Water Phase II
proposed role would apply include small governmental entities that own or operate a municipal separate
storm sewer systems and small businesses. Small businesses include small construction firms and small
industrial facilities. The Panel considers the ranges that EPA has provided (listed in this report as
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4) as reasonable indicators, given the available data, of the number of small entities
that would be affected by the proposed rule.

The Panel notes that small entities raised comments concerning the existing permit requirements
applicable to storm water discharges from Category xi facilities in general. In addition, the Panel also
received small entity comments on the issue of whether the proposed role increases burden on
Category xi facilities with no exposure. EPA has stated that it believes all Category xi facilities are
currently subject to NPDES coverage. Category xi facilities with exposure to storm water were
required to obtain a permit by October 1994 [57 FR 60446]. Category xi facilities where there is no
exposure to storm water are required to obtain permit coverage effective August 2001 [60 FR 17953].
The Panel finds that the proposed rule would not affect Category xi facilities with exposure. However,
the Panel also fmds that, as a practical matter, the proposed rule would represent additional burden for
Category xi facilities with no exposure. [see Classes of Small Entities below]

Projected Reporting, Record Keeping, and Other Compliance Requirements of the Proposed
Rule, Including the Classes of Small Entities Which Will Be Subject to the Requirements and
the Type of Professional Skills Necessary for Preparation of the Report or Record

The above section entitled, "Overview of Proposed Phase !I Rule" describes the basic elements
of the proposed role. The record keeping, reporting, and other compliance requirements associated
with the construction component of the proposed role would be similar to those required by cun’ently
regulated Phase I construction activities. However, EPA anticipates that the best management
practices (BMPs) that typically would be implemented on construction sites below 5 acres to achieve
compliance would be less sophisticated and less expensive than those BMPs.implemented on a Phase I
site. The proposed role would provide the NPDES permitting authority with the discretion not to
require notices of intent (NOIs) in general permits for storm water discharges from Phase I1
construction activities. NOIs are required of Phase I construction activities. The record keeping and
reporting requirements for the municipal component of the proposed nile would be substantially less
than those required for municipalities under the Phase I program. Currently regulated Phase I facilities
that claim no exposure would need to file a self-certification form to document their exemption from
otherwise applicable permit requirements.
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Projected Reporting, Record Keeping, and Other Compliance Requirements

The Panel received many comments stating that the proposed role would impose administrative
and compliance burdens on small entities. The Panel supports EPA’s efforts to explore ways to reduce
these burdens on small entities while protecting water quality.

No Exposure:

Municipal representatives questioned the need for facilities with no exposure to so certify if they
are not required, as a matter of law, to obtain an NPDES permit anyway. Industrial representatives
stated that a five year certification and a one-tim~ notice of termination (NOT) would be an acceptable
burden for the small businesses they represent. However, indnslrial representatives and other
commenters had significant concerns regarding the language in the "no exposure" self-certification form
itself. They believe that to determine if there is an "interference" with water quality standards would
require significant financial costs, for example, the need to hire a qualified engineer to make a
determination. Additionally, both municipal and industrial representatives stated that there should be no
requirement to assess flow impacts in the certification form. [see Type of Professional Skills below]

The Panel notes that, since the discussion in the first Panel meeting, EPA has responded to
some commenters’ concerns by deleting the requirement for "self-certifiers" to determine "no
interference" with water quality standards in the no exposure self-certification form, thus, also removing
any requirement to assess flow impacts. EPA has substituted a new question to ask whether actions to
qualify for no exposure result in increased impervious surface area. Answering "yes" to this question
would not disqualify a facility fi:om the no exposure exemption. The answer to this question and other
information, however, would enable the NPDES permitting authority to determine if the discharge
would be likely to interfere with attainment of water quality standards, in which case, the permitting
authority could exercise its existing authority under the Clean Water Act to disallow the no exposure
exemption and require coverage under either a general or an individual permit, as appropriate.. The
Panel supports this revision to the earlier draft of the self-certification form and expects that it would
reduce the administrative and financial burden on small industrial facilities wishing to make use of the no
exposure self-certification provision. [see Type of Professional Skills below]

Classes of Small Entities

As noted above, the Panel received comments stating that Category xi facilities are not .
currently subject to NPDES coverage and that therefore this proposed role would expand coverage to
a new class of small entities. EPA disagrees with these comments and maintains that Category xi
facilities are currently covered under the NPDES program and that in fact many Category xi facilities
with actual exposure have sought coverage under NPDES permits. Under EPA’s interpretation of the
current regulations, Category xi facilities with no exposure are required to obtain NPDES permits by
August 2001.
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The Panel notes that the proposed rule does not include any regulatory requirements applicable
to Category xi facilities except the no exposure self-certification provision and therefore imposes no
regulatory burden on Category xi facilities other than those wishing to make use of this provision.
However, as a practical matter the Panel also finds that the proposed role would represent additional
burden for Category xi facilities claiming no exposure and considers this group to be a newly regulated
class of small entities. At the same time, the Panel notes that EPA has attempted, both through
consultation with its Stormwater Phase 1I Subcommittee and in response to comments from small entity
representatives, to structure the no exposure self-certification provision in a way that minimizes the
burden on facilities making use of it. In addition, by expanding the availability of the no exposure
provision to all Phase I facilities that meet its requirements, EPA would provide significant regulatory
relief to a large number of currently regulated entities, both large and small.

Type of Professional Skills

Municipal Program."

Municipal representatives stated, and the Panel agrees, that implementation of some program
elements would not necessarily require staff with education beyond a high school diploma. However,
municipal representatives also stated that some of the minimum control measures would definitely
require a person with advanced education or significant work experience beyond high school.
Specifically, these municipal representatives referred to the minimum control measures for. (1) post-
construction storm water management, (2) pollution prevention, and (3) evaluation and effectiveness.

EPA has stated its commitment to develop guidance materials and training to ensure that the
level of professional skills required to implement the municipal program would be kept to a minimum.
The Panel supports EPA’s efforts in providing guidance materials and training to assist in the
implementation of the proposed program.

NO Exposure."

The Industrial Representatives expressed concem that, as previously drafted, the no exposure
provision would require someone with an advanced degree in engineering, chemistry, and/or water
hydrology to properly determine whether actions taken to satisfy the no exposure requirements would
result in "interference" with water quality standards. As indicated above, the Panel notes that EPA has
made revisions to the no exposure self-certification provision that address this concern.

Other Relevant Federal Rules Which May Duplicate, Overlap, or Conflict with the Proposed
RuLe

The Panel received comments that the proposed role may conflict with the requirements of the
Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Great Lakes Initiative, and Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act as administered jointly by the EPA and the Corps of Engineers. Municipal representatives
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indicated that street sweeping activities designed to reduce pollutants in urban nm-offmay create "dust"
or "soot" that could cause a violation of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for particulate
matter.

The Panel recommends that the Agency further evaluate in its regulatory flexibility analysis
whether the proposed rule would conflict with those federal rules identified by commenters and revise
the rule to address such conflicts as appropriate.

Any Significant Alternatives to the Proposed Rule which Accomplish the Stated Objectives of
Applicable Statutes and Which Minimize Any Significant Economic Impact of the Proposed
Rule on Small Entities

Before addressing specific alternatives suggested by commenters during the SBREFA outreach
process to minimize the impacts &the role on small entities, the Panel wishes to note and commend
EPA’s efforts over the past two years to work with stakeholders, including small entities, through the
Stormwater Phase II Subcommittee of its Urban Wet Weather Flows Advisory Committee, as
described above. Because of the extensive outreach already conducted and the Agency’s
responsiveness in addressing stakeholder concerns, commenters during the SBREFA process raised
fewer significant concerns than might otherwise have been the case. However, the Panel did receive
comments on the following issues.

Municipal Coverage

Municipal representatives expressed concern that the waiver provision for municipalities in
urbanized areas with populations under 1,000 would be difficult to use in practice because these are
exactly the municipalities that would be unlikely to have the resources to demonstrate that their activities
have no water quality impacts. Furthermore, they raised concerns that tying the waiver provision to
TMDL or watershed assessments will make it even more difficult to use. The Panel notes that where
EPA or a State has conducted such the watershed assessments and developed any necessary TMDLs
(as the Agency fully anticipates will occur), the municipal concern should prove unwarranted. In such
cases, a municipality would not need to make any such demonstration but merely certify that a TMDL
(or watershed plan) applies and does not assign any responsibilities to reduce pollutant loads. In-cases
where such assessment work is not completed by EPA or a State, however, the Panel shares the
concern and recommends that the preamble invite comment on the concern.

The municipal representatives also questioned the rationale for treating Tribes under 1,000
differently from municipalities under 1,0130. OMB and SBA recommend that the preamble invite public
comment on whether both municipalities and Tribes under 1,000 located within an urbanized area
should be treated like MS4s under 10,000 located outside an urbanized area, which is the approach
EPA is proposing for Tribes under 1,000. That is, the preamble should invite comment on whether
both municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of less than 1000 and urban Tribes
with a population of less than 1000 should be exempt unless either (1) they contributed significantly to
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the pollutant loadings of a covered MS4 or (2) the permitting authority determines that they have a
significant impact on water quality. This alternative would place the burden of proof for coverage on
the permitting authority, which would have better resources for making the appropriate water quality
impact determinations than the very small municipality or small urban Tribe. EPA believes that the
rationale for inclusion of very small municipal separate storm sewer systems differs fi’om the rationale
for exclusion of small urban tribes. EPA believes that small urban tribes should be treated differently
because it believes the population density should be much lower than the very small municipal separate
storm sewer systems and because small urban tribes cannot rely on a State in the same way as a very
small municipal separate storm sewer system (a political subdivision of a State).

Construction:

The Panel received many comments questioning the need to regulate construction activities that
result in land disturbance of 1 to 5 acres. Several of the small entity representatives noted that there are
many local control programs already in place. They stated that regulation below 5 acres would have
significant economic impact on small businesses and that the proposed rule would greatly increase the
number of affected small businesses. Several commenters also questioned whether regulation of such
activities would provide significant water quality benefits.

Some of the commenters provided advice and recommendations. One commenter suggested
an exemption for "routine maintenance" activities such as repairing potholes, clearing out drainage
ditches, and maintaining fire breaks because these activities often involve rights-of-way extending
across multiple regulatory jurisdictions. The commenter suggested that, at most, these activities be
required to adhere to generic best management practices. A number of commenters encouraged EPA
to adopt a voluntary program, including guidance and perhaps incentives, for construction sites below 5
acres. One commenter stated that many small operators may lack the resources to put together a good
site plan.

Municipal cornmenters stated that regulation of construction sites below 5 acres will create a
major burden to local governments and should be at the discretion of the permitting authority. Another
commenter suggested that construction sites, regardless of size, that are located within a Phase I
regulated MS4 be required only to comply with the requirements of the municipality. Several
commenters suggested that if EPA does regulate construction sites under 5 acres, NOIs should not be
required for these sites.

While the Panel has not thoroughly evaluated the merits of each of the small entity concerns, the
Panel recommends that the preamble to the proposed role invite comments on alternatives to the
proposed requirements for regulation of construction sites that result in the disturbance of 1 to 5
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acres. ~7 The request for comments should include a discussion of concerns expressed by small entity
representatives and suggestions they have made for addressing them. The request should ask for
comment on the extent to which a nonregulatory voluntary program, or one that relies on the discretion
of the permitting authority or covered MS4, would provide adequate protection against water quality
impairment due to run-off from small construction sites, and on any specific experience commenters
may have had in the past with voluntary regulation of discharges from such sites based on best
management practices. The Panel also encourages EPA to consider revisions to the proposal itself that
address some of the technical concerns raised by small entity commenters, such as the difficulty of
obtaining permits for routine right-of-way maintenance involving multiple jurisdictions.

The Panel also received comments from municipal and industrial representatives suggesting that
construction activities undertaken by municipalities or industrial facilities could be covered under these
entities’ existing stormwater permits, provided that such existing permits detail soil and erosion controls.
Municipal representatives also recommended that arty industrial facility operated by the municipality be
covered by its MS4 permit and that the municipality be allowed to determine if there is exposure for
these facilities as part of its MS4 plan without filing a separate no exposure self-certification. The Panel
recommends that the preamble to the proposed rule explore and request comment on the ideas
discussed in this paragraph. The Panel believes that the option for construction sites may be
appropriate for municipalities or industrial facilities with individual NPDES permits but may be
administratively difficult to implement under NPDES general permits. The Panel also supports and
encourages efforts to minimaz" e paperwork burden on municipalities, which are ultimately responsible for
the success of their stormwater plans.

No Exposure:

The Panel received comments suggesting that the no exposure self-certification provision as
written would not allow facilities that undergo a "temporary operational change" or transportation
facilities that provide "non-pollutant generating outdoor maintenance of vehicles" to make use of the
provision. One commenter suggested that concern over temporary operational changes could be
addressed through the requirement of a management practice designed to prevent exposure as a result
of a tempory change in operations. Commenters were also concerned about the requirement that there

~7 In order to avoid unnecessary regulatory duplication, the Small Business Admires" Wation
recommends that EPA consider a regulatory option that would allow pemait authorities to rely solely on
the local program where the local program exceeds reasonable minimum criteria for program
effectiveness. Many localities and states have sediment and erosion control programs that target the
primary pollutants of construction sites. These local programs are often specifically designed to address
the watershed specific issues and resources of those local areas. SBA also suggests that EPA relax the
stringency of some of the draft minimum criteria of the proposed regulatory option, or SBA’s suggested
option, where applicable. In SBA’s view, the minimum criteria would not necessarily require regulation
for sites smaller than five acres in size. An NPDES permit would not be required to be issued for each
site. Regular inspections of these small sites would not be required as part of the minimum criteria.
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be no exposed containers that "might leak," since any container "might leak," and suggested that the
provision should only prohibit exposed containers that are actually leaking.

The Panel is aware that EPA has been developing the no exposure language with extensive
stakeholder involvement through the Urban Wet Weather Flows Federal Advisory Committee for the
past two years. The Panel suggests that EPA examine these comments and discuss them with the
Advisory Committee. The Panel hopes that the no exposure language can be revised to allow, to the
extent possible, all facilities with no actual discharge of pollutants to make use of the no exposure self-
certification provision.

Appendix A: Document: "Summary of Written Comments"

Attachment A: Complete Written Comments Received fi-om Representatives

Attachment B: All Documents that Were Distributed to Representatives
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Section 1
Introduction

~̄
VISION FOR THE WATERSHED

It’s late November 2018. The rains have begun and In 1998, the health of the watershed, especially water
~ so has the annual steelhead migration from the ocean quality, began to improve. Most visible were the

upstream into the Malibu Creek Watershed. The fish teams of volunteers who began to monitor the
~ are in search of the perfect gravelly area to spawn, streams within the Malibu Creek watershed. They

_ People are sitting on blankets in the dappled sunlight walked many miles, surveyed stream reaches, tested

’,~1 beneath the giant sycamores and alder trees, water quality and sampled macroinvertebrates. The
watching their kids. Children walk along the stream information was collected and distributed to various
waiting to catch a glimpse of the shiny silver green local and state agencies, which in turn, led efforts to

’~ bodies of steelhead trout as they leap out of the make changes in policy.
- water and announce their presence. The peaceful

~
sound of a rushing stream is periodically interrupted Through" the efforts of these volunteers, agencies
by the excited shouts of children as they follow the and local governments have responded to the

~ steelhead trout upstream, environmental concerns of citizens in the Malibu
Creek Watershed. Zoning and building regulations

The streams in the watershed have returned to their are far different from what they were twenty years
~i~ natural state, the water is clean and cool, the ago. Now, parking lots are smaller, greener, and the

vegetation is flourishing and the wildlife is abundant, paving is porous, allowing storm water to infiltrate
People have also returned to the stream. Swimming into the soil below. Vibrant, tree lined pedestrian.

~ holes, on perennial streams, are crowded with kids friendly shopping streets have replaced strip malls.

~
during the hot dry summers. Bird watchers flock to The water that drains from parking lots flows into
the lagoon to catch a glimpse of the incredible bioswales that filter out pollutants before they can
diversity of migratory birds. Surfers enjoy the enter the streams. Today, if you look at the Malibu

~
excellent surf break and clean water at Surfrider Creek Watershed, there is a sense of community

.. Beach, and people can be seen hiking, picnicking, that celebrates the beautifulnaturalsurroundings that
and enjoying the beauty that is the Malibu Creek a~acted residents to this area in the first place.

~ Watershed. This is quite a contrast to twenty years
earlier when the watershed was a very different place.
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PURPOSE ecological functions within the watershed are then =~.
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 details the

This project is a step towards achieving the above monitoring element of the project, including the [~
vision for the Malibu Creek Watershed. The purpose structure, organization and the flow of data. The fifth
of this project is to design a citizen volunteer section descdbesthe in-depth analysis and modeling
monitoring program, that over the long term can that was used to select monitoring sites. It also r5

evaluate the water quality of the entire Malibu Creek presents a framework for other agencies that wish
Watershed and target areas for future studies, to monitor in the watershed. The final section, r--
protection, restoration, and enhancement. The Section 6, considers design recommendations and
ultimate hope for this project is that citizens and alternatives that directly address the key issues ~
agencies will work together to protect the Malibu identified in Section 3.
Creek Watershed, identify problems, ~.nd implement
measures to correct these problems. BACKGROUND ~

The information collected by citizen volunteer Heal the Bay, a non-profit organization, and the
monitors can be used to better understand the unique California State Coastal Conservancy have
physical, biological, and recreational resources of the contracted the 606 Studio, a team of landscape
area. This information can hopefully be used to architecture graduate students and faculty members
balance the need for human development while from the Department of Landscape Architecture at
maintaining the ecological integrity and unique natural California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, to
character of the Malibu Creek Watershed. It is the design a volunteer monitoring program.This program
hope of the project team that private sector is to be used to evaluate the water quality and overall
developers and local planning agencies work together ecological health of the Malibu Creek Watershed.
for increased cooperation in implementing the The monitoring program was designed to adjust to
recommendations that improve ecological functioning- changes in volunteer participation and capabilities and
within the watershed, be flexible to address new issues as they adse in

the future,.
This project document is intended for active use by
citizens, local, state, and federal agencies and non- To meet this contract, the 606 Studio has prepared
profitorganizationsconcomedabouttheMalibuCreek two documents: The Malibu Creek Watershed,
Watershed. This project document begins with goals Stream Team Reid Guide (a field guide to be used
and objectives to explain the background of the to train volunteer water quality monitors), and this
project. The second section gives an overview of document, The Malibu Creek Watershed: A
the natural processes and the history of settlement Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and
in the Malibu Creek Watershed. Key issues affecting Action.

Creek Watershed: A Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and Action
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The California State Coastal Conservancy and Heal will provide information needed by private
the Bay are actively involved in issues of water and publicagenciesto identify opportunities
quality. The California State Coastal Conservancy is to improve the overall ecological health of
a unique state resource agency that uses innovative the Malibu Creek Watershed.
techniques to purchase, protect, restore, and ¯ Create a field guide’volunteers can use in

conjunction with hands on training to collectenhance coastal resources and to provide access to
the shore. They work in partnership with local and record pertinent information about the

governments, other public agencies, nonprofit Malibu Creek Watershed.
organizations, and private landowners. In funding and
support of this project, the California State Coastal Planning & Management Framework

Conservancy has formed a partnership with Heal ¯ Develop an overall strategy that can be
used to coordinate current and futurethe Bay, a non-profit environmental group dedicated
individual monitoring efforts within theto making the Santa Monica Bay and the Los Angeles
watershed, to maximize the quality ofCounty coastal waters safe and healthy for people information collected and utilize the limited

and madne life. Both organizations have a long history resources of these programs.
of successful projects throughout the State. ¯ Design a monitoring program framework

that can be used by Heal the Bay to
OBJECTIVES organize and train volunteers to collect

.information about the Malibu Creek
Watershed. This framework will beMonitoring Program Structure
designed so that the monitoring program

and Process can adapt to changes in levels of volunteer
Research partidpation.

¯ Conduct a watershed inventory of the ¯ Create a framework that Heal the Bay can
Malibu Creek Watershed. This involves use to organize, store, and dis~bute the
collecting and analyzing past studies of the information collected by volunteers to the
watershed and identifying the major numerous local, state, and federal agencies
ecological issues of concern, that a~:e charged with protecting the Malibu

¯ Study existing monitoring programs and the Creek Watershed.
strategies used to collect and distribute ¯ Provide a tool box of design
information, recommendations and references for

improving the Malibu Creek Watershed
Design ecosystem. As volunteers identify areas

¯ Design a volunteer monitoring program that that are degraded or in trouble, decision-
addresses the specific issues and needs of makers will be armed with strategies to
the Malibu Creek Watershed. This program enhance these areas.

Intr
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Section 2
Natural Processes and the
History of Settlement

~ CONTEXT NATURAL PROCESSES

- ~ The Malibu Creek Watershed, at 109.9 sq. miles, is Climate
the second largest watershed draining into the Santa The climate of the Malibu Creek Watershed is

~
Monica Bay (Figure 2-1). Rain falling within its generally characterized as a Mediterranean type with

boundaries eventually reaches the Pacific Ocean via mild wet winters, hot dry summers, and coastal fog

- the system of surface streams and groundwater, occurring in spring and mid summer between the

~ The watershed is located approximately 35 miles to months of May and July. The area is frost-free 275

the west of the City of Los Angeles in the Santa to 325 days on average. Spring temperatures range
Monica Mountains and Simi Hills. Approximately 65% from 65 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit during the day

- ~ of the watershed is located in Los Angeles County and can drop as low as 45 to 65 degrees at night.
with the remaining 35% in Ventura County. Within

¯ ~. its boundaries are the cities of Agoura Hills, Westlake The phenomenon known as the =Pacific High" diverts

Village, and portions of Malibu, Calabasas, Thousand storms away from southern California, causing the

"~ Oaks, Hidden Hills, and Simi Valley. warm dry summers. Inland summer daytime
temperatures generally remain around 85 degrees

. ,,,,,,~ The topography varies throughout the watershed, and will occasionally exceed 100 degrees with low
In the uppermost region, the Simi Hills roll gently. In temperatures dipping into the mid-f’~ies. Coastal

contrast, the steep, rugged Santa Monica Mountains temperatures are generally 15 degrees cooler than

~ cover the remaining majority of the watershed. The those of inland valleys (Jorgen 1995, p. 6).

Malibu Creek Watershed can be divided into seven

,,~
smaller subwatersheds. These are Hidden Valley, Falltemperatures range from 65 to 90 degrees inland
Westlake, Agoura, Las Virgenes, Malibou Lake, during the day and can dip down between 20 to 60
Malibu Creek, and Cold Creek. A major tributary degrees at night. Fall is usually associated with the

.~ drains each subwatershed, eventually joining Malibu warm, dry Santa Ana winds that blow in from the
- Creek. The creek flowsouth into the Malibu Lagoon, deserts. Due to these dry summer and fall

~ one of the few remaining coastal wetlands in southern conditions, fire has become an integral part of the
California. Here the freshwater mixes with the Pacific local ecosystem.

-~.~
Ocean at Malibu Surfrider Beach.

Natural Processes and the History o
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Winter is characterized by periodic rainfall, which years ago that northward pushing tectonic forces t.
accounts for heady all the precipita~on in the area. caused the Santa Monica Mountains to thrust their
The majority of rainfall occurs between November way out of the ocean (Warshall, et al. 1992, p. 18).
and April averaging 25 inches over the mountainous Erosion of the volcanic and sedimentary rocks
regions to the north and along the coast, to rainfall created sediments which were deposited by flowing
averages of about 13 inches in the inland valleys, water, filling valleys and streambeds with alluvial soil ~"~
Measurable precipitation occurs on average 35 days (Figure 2-2). This alluvial layer is 30 feet deep in
per year with December and January usually the streambeds and canyon bottoms and tapers off
wettest months (Jorgen 1995, p. 7). Average winter rapidly to less than four feet thick up canyon slopes
temperatures reach highs in the mid-60s with (USDA NRCS MCWNRP 1995, p. 8).
average lows in the mid-40s. Freezin.g temperatures
sometimes occurs at the higher elevations of the
Santa Monica Mountains. Snow falls very rarely but ~1~
has occurred within the watershed.

Geology ~"
The Santa Monica Mountains and Simi Hills are part / -
of the Transverse Ranges. They were formed "-J " I .
through a process of deposition, erosion, volcanic Figure 2-2: Uplift and erosion
activity, and tectonic forces. 135 million years ago,
the ocean covered the area where the Santa Monica Soils
Mountains are located. Over millions of years, The soils of Malibu Creek Watershed are susceptible
sediments settled on the ocean bottom, and to high erosion rates. This is due to a combination of
eventually, through pressure and chemical climate, topography, vegetation and soil structure.
processes, were transformed into sedimentary Mediterranean climates provide the highest sediment
rocks-shale and sandstone-that compose most of yields in the world (Levy, Korkosz 1997, p. 11-9).Soils
the area (Jorgen 1995, pp. 7-8). in the area are derived from sandstone, shale,

~11
volcanic and igneous rock, and from alluvium

The greatest volume of rock mass in the Malibu composed of a mixture of rock sources that compose
Creek Watershed is composed of young sandstone, the Santa Monica Mountains. Soil types determine
shale, and volcanic flows that occurred between 10 the amount of water storage and the ability to absorb
to 20 million years ago during the Miocene Epoch and filter runoff within the watershed. The Malibu
(Warshall, et al. 1992, p. 18). The distinctive black- Creek Watershed contains 40 soil mapping units in --
gray and reddish volcanic rocks in the central and the Los Angeles County portion, and 38 soil mapping
upper western portions of the watershed are known units in the Ventura County portion of the watershed
as the Conejo Volcanics. It was not until four million (USDA NRCS MCWNRP 1995, p.13).

}u Creek Watershed: A Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and Action
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Vegetation water flows all at once into streams. It also provides
The Malibu Creek Watershed is covered with plants food and shelter for a wide variety of animals,
that have evolved to fit the unique soils and climate
of the region. Chaparral and Coastal Sage Scrub Vegetation within the Malibu Creek Watershed can
are two plant communities that dominate the Santa be categorized into plant communities based upon
Monica Mountains. These plant communities are similar characteristics. Figure 2-4 shows some of
adapted to wet winters and dry summers. ~orthe vadous dominant plant communities found within
example, many of these plants have small, waxy the watershed and their approximate locations.
leaves to retain moisture, as well as the ability to
drop their leaves in times of drought. Riparian Zone

The Riparian Zone is the vegetative corridor on either
Vegetation plays a critical role in the watershed. It side of a body of water (Figure 2-5) (US EPA 841-
helps control erosion by holding the soil together with B-97-0031997, p. 203). This area is unique because
its roots and by breaking the force of rainfall with its it is where the land-based (or terrestrial) and aquatic
canopy of leaves and branches (Figure 2-3). This ecosystems interface (Murdoch, Cheo, and
slows the flow of water and allows more water to O’Laughlin 1996, p. 60). Riparian zones contain an
percolate into the soil. Runoff is minimized and less important plant community that helps to maintain

Cha~rral

Coasted Sago
Scrub

., ¯ ,...,. . .: ,, ¯ .,%,,..

., ~,    ,.,.,,,. ¯ , Salt Marsh
B) ’    ’ ,,Ct "

Valley

RIpl~an Woodla~
Figure 2-3: Vegetation aids infiltration and prevents
erosion by A) intercepting the rain and slowing down Coastal Strand
water flow, B) roots creating pore spaces for water to
infiltrate and C) rain impacting exposed soils, Figure 2-4: Plant communities and their approximate
picking up sediments, carrying them into waterways, locations within the watershed

Natural Processes and the History (
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Nutrients
Natural sources of nitrates include soil, animal
wastes, and decomposing plants that are washed

~-~, off the surface of the landscape and eventually into
° . ...

~<’~’
~’~. ~ !. the streams (Figure 2-6). Phosphorous is an essential

/ .,. ~.~ ~ nutrient fo~ plant growth and for the metabolic r’~,’

~ ~t~
~.~.~

~         ~

reactions in plants and animals (Behar, Dates, and
Byme 1996, p. 130). Phosphates are considered a    ~’~
limiting factor, because they are the least available
of all nutrients for plant growth. If phosphate is added
to a freshwater system, even in small quantities,

Flood Plain the plant growth will usually increase substantially
~’ig,re 2--~." ~e ,-i~,ar~,~,.zo,e (Behar, Dates, and Byrne 1996, p. 130). Natural

sources of phosphates include soil, decomposing
water quality and stream health. Riparian vegetation plants, rocks that contain phosphate, and animal

I=generally has a higher need for water, thus occurs wastes.
in drainages or areas with a high water table. The

tt--~/"~~~ ~--"’~
plants of a healthy riparian corridor are diverse and
can include trees such as oaks, sycamores or ni¢ material
willows, and various shrubs and groundcovers.

__~_._~/t ~Producers ~.~A healthy ripadan zone supports birds, aquatic life,
,~ -~ ~,~’-and additional diverse wildlife. According to the

Plant\    ~ ~Washington State Department of Wildlife, more than ~
85% of wildlife inhabit riparian areas at some time ~,~ ~--~ ~        __ ~,~ m /’~. ~; ~--
dudng their life cycle to find water, shelter, andfood, tll~_~...._-"~ ~.,,~-~... ,~==
Trees provide shade for the stream, maintaining ’"~-----------------~[~-~ =~ue¢°mp°s"er’l;"~~      ~--~
cooler water temperatures that are important for ~__~’~ ~ ~~ ~--
certain fish species like the steelhead trout. Shade ~1~ ~t~=_~/
also minimizes evaporation, providing water for theFigure 2-6: Basic aquatic nutrient cycle

long, hot summer season. Trees and other
vegetation drop leaves, twigs, and branches that Fire
provide food for aquatic organisms located at the Fire is an essential part of the natural processes in
bottom of the food chain. This debris also the Malibu Creek Watershed. Chaparral plants such

~,accumulates in the streams, providing habitat for as Toyon and Chamise, and Coastal Sage Scrub
fish and other aquatic organisms, plants such as Black Sage and California Sagebrush

Creek Watershed: A Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and Action
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and depend on regular burning to when annual grasslands dry out andare fire-adapted temperatures
remove old growth and rejuvenate the plants. Fires are higher. Fire within the Santa Monica Mountains
mineralize organic matter into potash, which provides occurs at natural intervals between 10 to 50 plus
nutrients to the soil and stimulates new plant growth years (Levy, Korkosz 1997, p. II-9).

Wildlife
The Malibu Creek Watershed is home to a diverse
range of wildlife. This includes about 50 species of
mammals, over 380 bird species, 25 species of
reptiles, 11 species of amphibians, 5 species of fish,
and a large number of invertebrates (USDI 1993).
There are also several listed endangered species
within the watershed.

Hydrologic Cycle
The hydrologic cycle is a closed loop system driven
by the energy of the sun, which continually transports
water between the atmosphere and the earth’s
surface IFigure 2-8). The three main processes of

F~,ure 2-7: Cl~p,~rr,~Z ~ c~cle the hydrologic cycle are precipitation, evaporation,
and transpiration. Once precipitation falls onto the

(Jorgen 1995, p.16). Many of these plants have land, approximately two-thirds is evaporated back
seeds that need fire to stimulate them to germinate, into the atmosphere. The remainder is either
or have the ability to crown sprout from their roots absorbed into the ground and soils, or flows over
after a fire (Figure 2-7). Animal populations decrease the land as surface water. Transpiration occurs when
following a fire because of limited shelter and energy from the sun draws water from the leaves
available food, but these populations soon return of plants back into the atmosphere in the form of
when the fire- dependent seeds germinate providing water vapor. The total amount of water on the earth’s
tender young shoots for browsing animals to eat. surface is finite, and in essence, it is the same water
Fires were believed to have started from lightning cycling over and over again.
strikes in the San Femando Valley and the San Gabriel
Mountains prior to recent human settlement. Santa The hydrologic cycle process can be explained
Ana winds fanned these flames over the hills and beginning with surface water. Surface water stored
into the Santa Monica Mountains (Jorgen 1995, p. in lakes, streams, lagoons, and oceans, is heated
16). The watershed is most susceptible to fires by the sun’s energy and turned into vapor through
beginning in early May and lasting through October, the process of evaporation. Transpiration begins

Natural Processes and the History of
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The Hyd~ologJ.c Infiltration
Cycle One important aspect of the hydrologic cycle in terms

of watersheds, is the process of infiltration, the rate
at which water is absorbed into the ground. Infiltration
is influenced by two main factors: the characteristics
of the soil material, and the type and density of the
vegetation growing or lying on the ground (Leopold
1997, p. 10). Soil is composed of millions of tiny
particles that have air spaces, or pores, separating
each particle. Precipitation that falls onto the land is
absorbed, or infiltrated, through these pores. Soils
with bigger pores, like sand, allow precipitation to
infiltrate more quickly. Conversely, soils with smaller
pores, like clay, infiltrate water more slowly. When
rain falls faster than the pores can absorb, or when
soil becomes saturated, the excess rain flows onto
the surface of the land. This surface runoff flows
over the ground and eventually into streams.

Figure 2-8: The Hydrologic Cycle Vegetation plays an important role in the infiltration
of rain by reducing the velocity of water flow over

when plant roots absorb water stored in the soil. The the landscape, and minimizing rapid sheet flows of
water migrates up the stem or trunk until it eventually water into streams and creeks. The roots of plants
comes out of thousands of tiny holes on the bottom and burrowing insects that live near plants loosen
of leaves. A large oak tree transpires approximately- compacted soils and create additional pore spaces
39,578 gallons per year (Leopold 1997, p. 5). The that help to infiltrate water. Studies conducted on
warmer the air temperature, the more water vapor plots of land with varying amounts of vegetation
the air can carry. When this air is cooled, the water reveal the benefits of vegetation on the infiltration
vapor exceeds the carrying capacity of the air. This process. On one plot, 37% of the land was covered
vaportums back into its heavier liquid form, and falls with grass or other vegetation, and the other plot
to earth as precipitation. The rain is trapped by the was bare ground. The land with 37% vegetative
leaves of plants, stored in the soil, or flows over the cover infiltrated water at six times the rate as bare
land and into the streams and eventually into ground (Leopold 1997, p. 12).
wetlands, lakes, and the ocean.

Creek Watershed: A Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and Action
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~1 Groundwater , where it re-emerges as surface water through a seep
Another important element of the hydrologic cycle is or spdng. This area where groundwater resurfaces

~
groundwater (Figure 2-9). Once water has infiltrated is called a "discharge area" (Murdoch, Cheo, and
into the soil, three results can occur: the water can O’Laughlin 1996, p. 5). Discharge areas are found
be absorbed by plant roots and transpired back into in topographically low spots, usually the deepest

~ the atmosphere, move laterally into streams as. cut in a stream channel (Leopold 1997, p. 20). The
subsurface storm runoff, or move downward into contribution of groundwater to surface watersystems

~
the groundwater zone (Murdoch, Cheo, and iscalled"baseflow"(Murdoch, Cheo, andO’Laughlin
O’Laughlin 1996, p. 5). Water is able to seep lower 1996, p. 5). This is one reason that streams continue

¯ ,~ into the earth through to flow long after the last rain.

Surface Waters Surface Water
~1 Streams are dynamic forces, both reflecting and

changing the character of the surrounding landscape.
There are three types of streams in the Malibu Creek
Watershed (figure 2-10). The first type of stream is

ephemeral, flowing only during
~ ;~ Groundwater ~> ~
- Springs & (E)

=1 /’" Impervious
Figur~ 2-9: Infiltration of water into the groundwater

¯ ~ fractures, cracks, and pore spaces in rocks and soil
matedal that are numerous towards the surface and (p)

~
become less abundant at greater depths (Leopold

,-~
1997, p. 18). Natural pore spaces may exist among
the rocks. Sandstone and other sedimentary rocks ~

~ that compose the geology in the Malibu Creek ~

Watershed are excellent examples of porous rock.

Water will eventually find a level where it can sink no
" farther, and will begin to fill the same voids and pores

~~ that allowed it to penetrate into the earth. Eventually, F~g,,re 2-]0: The Three types of streams within the watershed:
the height of the groundwater zone will reach a level (E) ephemeral, (I) intermittent, (P) perennial-|

Natural Processes and the History of ~
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storms. Many of the streams in the upper watershed travel over a longer distance and dissipates the
are ephemeral. The second is intermittent, a type of erosive power of the water. Unusual natural events
stream that has surface flows during the wet season, or permanent alterations in the stream continuum
but still may be flowing subsurface during drier caused by development can upset the balance of
periods. Intermittent streams are the most dominant erosion and deposition of stream sediments.
stream type in the Malibu Creek Watershed. Lower
in the watershed, streams converge and the water Lining each stream are materials such as sand,
table remains high enough to maintain the year cobbles, or boulders, making up the substrate of the
round flows of the third type 6f streams, perennial stream. The type of substrate is a direct result of
streams. Historically, much of the flow that occurs many factors including elevation, soils, geology, and
during the summer season originates .from springs, slope. Substrate material, in general, is larger in size
seepage areas, and areas of stored groundwater in the upper reaches of a stream. Headwater streams
(Trim 1994, p. 1). are narrow with stable substrates consisting of large

cobble, boulders, or bedrock. In middle stream
The Stream Continuum sections, the substrate will generally be composed
A watershed drainage network continuously of medium-sized cobbles and gravel. Heading
attempts to establish a balance between the shape downstream, the bottom material becomes finer, and
of its stream channels and the amount and force of is composed of sand and silt. The insoluble soil
water running off the hillsides (Murdoch, Cheo, and particles are carried in the water as suspended solids.
O’Laughlin 1996, p. 63). Healthy streams have Suspended solids remain in the water as long as the
reached a state of equilibrium when the amount of flow is significant enough to hold these particles in
sediments and water that enter the stream are the the water (Figure 2-11). At the base of the watershed,
same amount that leave the stream. This process ~,~.,~,~,,;~
of equilibrium occurs as sand and gravel is scoured

from the outside bend of a curve, and are then
t

deposited on the inside of the curve (Figure
2-12). The meandering pattern of

streams forces water to

I)                                                   -
Figure 2-12: Erosion and deposition along stream
curves: A) path of curre~ around curve, B)

Figure 2-11: Sediment transport, as the stream circulatory current in water flowing around curve, C)
gradient and velocity decrease, smaller area of erosion, and D) area of deposition (fiT~om figure -
particles are deposited. 28, Leopold~ Water, Rivers and Creeks 1997).

Greek Watershed: A Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and Action                                         ~,
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the amount of water continues to increase while the
gradient flattens out, resulting in slower flowing, wider

I stream channels. The slower flowing water loses
the ability to transport suspended solids, and may
deposit them as sediments. These deposits create ~.~,~.

I large sandbars that give the stream a braided ~~. o~
appearance. In the natural process, much of the ~.~ -

-I sediment washed into the waterways are deposited --~ - ~----5";:% ~i!":

dudng intense storm events. This is why the streams ;,; ..;~..;

¯ I
and ocean look muddy after a large storm. , ....... -.--: _..__.----

The Lagoon
’ I At the bottom of every watershed is an outlet, either

into another watershed, or into a large body of water. Fi~,ure 2-]3: [ncr~zsec[.fZows o.f w~zter ¢lurin~, the

I The outlet for the Maiibu Creek Watershed is the win~e~ mont~ ca,se the l,,goon’~ s,,n~r to
Malibu Lagoon within the Santa Monica Bay.
Lagoons act as large natural water filters, with plants This creates an important brackish or partially saline

-I and animals absorbing and breaking down nutrients, wetland condition that supports a large diversity of
purifying the water. The maze of channels, the terrestrial and aquatic life. In the wet winter months,

| wetland plants, the tidal action, and the aquatic life the high quantity of water flowing into the lagoon
contribute to the filtering and cleansing of water. The breaches or breaks open the sandbar (Figure 2-13).
Malibu Lagoon is where freshwater and seawater

I interface. The Santa Monica Bay Watershed, which The lagoon is a critical estuarine habitat. Currently it
contains Malibu Lagoon, is recognized as one of four houses a population of the endangered Tidewater

I estuaries in California currently included in the U.S. Goby that was reintroduced into the lagoon from
EPA’s National Estuary Program, which is aimed at the Ventura River Estuary (Figure 2-14). Migrating

I improving or maintaining coastal water quality (USDA birds use the Malibu Lagoon as a rest stop on their
NRCS MCWNRP 1995, p. 7). long journey. The lagoon also supplies a critical

rearing habitat for the endangered Southern
I Sandbars are a key feature of the lagoon ecosystem. Steelhead Trout. Steelhead use the lagoon to make

During the summer months, the closed sandbar the transition from salt water to fresh water before

-I separates the lagoon from the ocean. This is they begin their spawning runs up the Malibu Creek.
because less freshwater reaches the lagoon, due to Young steelhead use the brackish waters of the

i
the decreased flow of ephemeral or intermittent lagoon to adjust to saline conditions as they leave
streams. As the freshwater flows diminish, sediments freshwater streams and migrate into the ocean.
build up and close off the lagoon from the ocean. Figt~r~ 2-]4:

-I
¯ I
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HISTORY’ OF SETTLEMENT Within the Malibu Creek watershed, Malibu Creek
and its tributaries served as a major north-south travel

The eadiest evidence of human habitation in the route through the mountains. A major Chumash
Malibu Creek Watershed dates back over 7,500 years village was located along the ocean at the base of
ago. These inhabitants were the predecessors of Malibu Canyon (Figure 2-15). The Chumash are
what would eventually develop into the Chumash believed to have used the Malibu Lagoon as a
culture. Malibu Canyon is located along the interface launching area for their canoes (Ambrose, Suffet,
between the Chumash and the Gabdelino (Tongva) and Hee 1995, p. 9). Fish and shellfish were some
peoples. The Chumash inhabited the area from of the abundant resources available to the Chumash
Malibu Canyon west and then north into San Luis at this site. The watershed supported a viable and
Obispo County. Many Chumash arch.aeological sites rich Native American culture.
have been found in the Santa Monica Mountains.
These mountains were a plentiful source of game Spanish explorers traveled through this area starting
and plants were used for making shelter and for in the 1500s, but it wasn’t until the late 1700s that
providing food. An extensive foot trail system was Spanish settlers and missionaries started coming to
established throughout the mountains to facilitate the Santa Monica Mountains. This had a profound
traveling, trading, and hunting and gathering of food. impact upon the lives of the Chumash people. The

community of villages fell apart under the influence
of the mission system, the introduction of European
diseases, and the assimilation of the Chumash
culture into the Spanish, and later on into the Mexican
and American, cultures.

During the 1800s, settlement and ranching activities
started to take hold throughout southern California,
including the Santa Monica Mountains. Under

~ Mexican authority, land grants were made for private
ownership of land and large ranchos were

-~ established. These privately held ranchos continued
after California became part of the United States in
1850. Over time, these have been sold and
subdivided until today we see a patchwork of
privately and publicly held land with a mixture of
land uses and development within the Santa Monica

¯ Malibu Lagoon was thought to be the location of a trading village of the Mountains.
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In the early 1800s, cattle grazing started in and around Creation of parklands within the Santa Monica
the Malibu Creek Watershed. The Rindge Ranch, a Mountains began in the 1940s by the State of
cattle and grain raising operation, occupied much of California. At the national level, the need to preserve
the area in the latter half of that century (Doyle et al. and protect the unique resources of the Santa Monica
1985, p. 39). In 1908, a railroad was built which Mountains was recognized by Congress in 1978
spanned 15 miles of coast including the Malibu when it established the Santa Monica Mountains
Lagoon. This Rindge line began near Las Flores "National Recreation Area under the National Park
Canyon and went all the way to Yerba Buena Road System. Various governmental agencies and private
in what is now Ventura County. In 1928, the Rindge groups have joined in the effort to preserve land
Dam was constructed in Malibu Creek to store water within the Santa Monica Mountains. The result is an
for irrigation to be used on the ranch (Doyle et al. evolving system of parklands that not only protect
1985, p. 39). Construction of the Roosevelt Highway the natural resources of the mountains, but also offer
was completed and opened to the public in June of many opportunities to recreational users.
1929. It was later renamed the "Pacific Coast
Highway", and, as with the railroad, crosses over There is a wide range of sites where the public can
Malibu Lagoon. visit and learn about the unique natural and cultural

resources within the Malibu Creek Watershed. These
Development in and around the watershed include Tapia Park, Malibu Creek State Park, Rocky
continued, and in the late 1950s and early 1960s Oaks Park, Peter Strauss Ranch, Cheseboro ,
growth was fueled by the rapid expansion around Canyon, and.Malibu Lagoon State Park. Adjacent
the Los Angeles area. In 1965, the Tapia Wastewater to the lagoon is Malibu Surfrider Beach, one of the
Treatment Plant (Tapia) was built to accept most heavily used beaches in southern California. It
wastewater from the growing community within the is world-renowned forits excellent surf break and is
watershed, used year-round. Throughout the watershed is an

extensive trail Most trails limited tosystem. are h~ers,
RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES but others are designated for use by mountain bikers

and equestrians. Additional activities enjoyed by
The Malibu Creek Watershed has some of the best visitors include, biking, horseback riding,
recreational opportunities within the Santa Monica birdwatching, swimming, picnicking, scuba diving,
Mountains, and perhaps some of the best within fishing, whale watching, and beach going.
southern California. Close to and easily reached from
the Los Angeles metropolitan area of over 13 million
people, the Santa Monica Mountains is a popular
destination for those wanting to find high quality
recreational activities.
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Section 3
Issues and Analysis       ..
Settlement in the area has altered the natural Tapia receives wastewater from households and
hydrologic regime and ecological functioning within businesses within and beyond the watershed, and
the watershed. This section details issues of concern services an estimated population of 90,000 people.
in the Malibu Creek Watershed due to settlement. By the year 2020, the population serviced by Tapia
Of primary concern are the influences of imported is predicted to rise to 160,000 (Bauer Environmental
water, the increased acreage of impervious surfaces, Services March 1996, p. 54). Tapia is located along
accelerated erosion and sedimentation, and increased Malibu Creek approximately five miles north of the
levels of nutrients flowing into the receiving waters. Malibu Lagoon. Tapia filters and treats the
Further, settlement has altered the natural fire wastewater, reclaiming it to a condition that allows it
regime, the distribution of vegetation, loss of wildlife to be reused safely for irrigation (Figure 3-1). Tapia
habitat, and the size and function of the lagoon within also composts the solid waste into fertilizer for fodder " ¯
the Malibu Creek Watershed. crops at their Rancho I.as Virgenes Compost Facility

(Las VirgenesMunicipal Water District 1994, p. 36).
IMPORTED WATER

Tapia has increased its capacity since it opened in
In response to the demand of a growing domestic, 1965, and now has the capacity to handle 16 million
commercial, and industrial community, water has gallons per day (mgd). Current inflows average 7.75
been imported into the watershed since the 1960s. mgd, or 8,680 acre-feet per year. Tapia sells
Approximately 20,000 acre-feet, or 6.6 billion gallons
a year, is imported into the watershed primarily from
the California Siate Water Project, which collects and ~

’7,.~,
Reclaimed water

transports water from northern California. Imported ,~~ ,.    ,
water and any pollutants it may carry enter the ~ !.
stream system in three ways: by discharges into ~
Malibu Creek from Tapia, by surface runoff via the .~,~-/....~
storrn drain network, and through groundwater.

~ ~.~II~.~’,LL~ ~’~--~._~ ~ ~--’ ~ _.Increased water quantity and decreased water
~ ~

Stream di Karge
quality have altered chemical, biological, and physical

,..~ ~ ~-----~..~chai~cteristics of the streams and lagoon.
Figure 3-1: The Tapia Wastewater Treatment Facility                         -.
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approximately 4,000 acre-feet of reclaimed water The use of imported water for a variety of purposes
..., each year for use in irrigating open space and outdoors, including landscape and agricultural

landscaping. The additional 4,680 or so acre-feet is irrigation, has altered the quantity, quality, and
treated and discharged to Malibu Creek (USDA seasonal flow of water within the watershed. Runoff
NRCS MCWNRP 1995, p. 35). Reclaimed water from overwatering or improperly designed and
has higher than normal levels of nutrients that can installed irrigation systems can flow onto streets and
enhance the growth of algae. When these algal into the storm water drainage network. In addition,
blooms die, the decomposition process may rob the water can enter stormdrains from the hosing down
water of the oxygen that fish and other aquatic life of driveways, sidewalks, and streets as well as from
need to survive. Tapia is the only such facility in the washing cars in areas where water can not be
watershed. - absorbed into the soil. Unlike water that enters the

~...~
sewage system, this water is conveyed directly into

~’~:":~’~ ~"~"~%~- ", ~ a nearby receiving water body without any form of
treatment.

" " "’ "-~" ’ Runoff associated with landscape and agricultural
irrigation may carry herbicides and pesticides, and
nutrients from fertilizers. Water that is used to wash
cars and hose down driveways and streets may
wash metals, nutrients, oil, and grease into receiving
waters (Figure 3-2).

Imported water can also reach the streams through
groundwater. Water that is not absorbed by plants
may move laterally into streams as subsurface storm
runoff, or move downward into the groundwater
zone (Murdoch, Cheo and O’Laughlin 1996, p. 5).
Water from landscape irrigation or from septic
systems is infiltrated through the soils. This water
can carry nutrients from the over fertilization of lawns
and agriculture, and improperly functioning septic
systems. The watershed has an estimated 2,300
septic tanks (USDA NRCS MCWNRP 1995, p.16).

~.: Overview of runoff associated with development.
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IMPERVIOUS SURFACES Surfrider Beach. Storm water runoff is normally at
its highest level of contamination during the"flrst flush"

Impervious surfaces are constructed surfaces that which is the first significant storm event of the rainy
do not allow water from rainfall or other soumes to season after pollution has had achance to accumulate
be effectively absorbed or infiltrated directly into the .during the long, dry summer period. A health effect
soil. Examples include rooftops, roads, parking lots, study conducted by the University of Southern
driveways, and sidewalks, usually made out of California, reported that people swimming within 100
asphalt, concrete, brick or other types of paving yards of a flowing storm drain reported increased
materials, but they may also be areas with incidents of becoming sick. The amount of pollution
compacted soils, such as dirt roads. Such surfaces washed into the riparian system can be directly related
replace vegetation and soils, thereby affecting the to the amount of impervious surfaces in the
area’s ability to clean and infiltrate surface runoff, watershed (Schueler 1995, p. 24).
Storm water rushes off of the impervious surfaces,
into the storm drain network, and eventually into a The runoff of pollutants into streams and the
channel or creek (Figure 3-3). accelerated rate of soil erosion that impervious

surfaces cause can drastically alter the vegetation                     .
Impervious surfaces collect and accumulate along streams. Decreased amounts of vegetation
pollutants from a variety of sources, including those that shades the stream can increase water
from the atmosphere, oil from cars, tossed debris, temperature and decrease the available dissolved
and fecal matter from animals. These accumulate oxygen needed by aquatic organisms. This, along
over time until they are eventually washed away with a variety of pollutants, can cause a decrease in
into the watershed’s drainage network via the storm the health of aquatic animals, including amphibians
drain system. This runoff concentrates in creeks and and fish.
streams, and eventually flows through the
watershed and out into the Santa Monica Bay at Besides accumulating pollutants, impervious surfaces

increase storm water runoff and cause accelerated
erosion of soil. Accelerated erosion is due to the
greater rate and volume of runoff during storm
events. Studies have shown that runoff from a one
acre parking lot can be about 16 times the amount
of runoff from a one acre undeveloped meadow.
The increased volume of storm water runoff into the

L°~I~-"F=T""~"~ ripadan system also increases the frequency of ~’

Figure 3-3: Impervious surfaces prevent infiltration, bankfut~ conditions in creeks and streams, resulting
dramatically increasing stormwater volume and in streambank erosion and greater degradation of
peak intensity, riparian habitats. The threshold for maintaining good
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quality urban stream habitats is about 10% to is costly. An extensive storm water drainage The construction of impervious surfaces and
~15% impervious surfaces. An increase in the system is builtwith pipes, concrete culverts and the importation of water have resulted in
, .percentage of impervious surfaces above this channels. Construction activity is needed to increased runoff and stream flows in the

level results in the decline of predevelopment handle the erosion of slopes and streambanks, watershed. The Natural Resource Conservation
-’water quality and stream habitat (Schueler It is cheaper and more cost effective to limit Service (NRCS) collected data at the stream

1995, p. 24). the amount of impervious surfaces in the gauge located belowTapia in Malibu Creek for
watershed rather than to try later to fix thethe years 1931-1994. From this data, they

Dealing with the effects of impervious surfaces problems impervious surfaces can cause, constructed a water budget. Their analysis

Precipitation 20" average per year Stormwater Rows 11,895 acre-feet/year Base Rows 205 acre-feet/year

Total Watershed Discharge

,figure 3-4: Water flows, 1934
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demonstrates how stream flows have been feet in 1994 (Figure 3-5). Base flow is the water From 1931 to 1965, priorto significant upstream
altered due to changing land uses within the volume measured in the creek and excludes development, imported water, and discharges
watershed, the importation of water, and the releases of reclaimed water from Tapia. In by Tapia into Malibu Creek, theaverage annual -
replacement of vegetation with impervious addition to increases in base flows, stream flow stream flows recorded at the stream gauge
surfaces. Their analysis also reveals a change during storm events also increased drarnatically, were about 12,000 acre-feet. The average
in base flows within Malibu Creek from 205 from an annual average of 11,895 acre-feet in annual flow of water since 1966, after significant
acre-feet in 1934 (Figure 3-4) to 2,050 acre- 1934 to over 21,000 acre-feet in 1994. upstream development, has averaged 27,000

acre-feet per year (USDA NRCS MCWNRP
1995, p. 36).

Precipitation 20"      per year               Imported Water 20,000 acre-feet/year

Base Flows 2,050 acre-feetJyear

Septic Discharge

Total Watershed Discharge       L.
27,000 acre-feet/year

Figure 3-5: Water flows, 1994 r.
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The NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed Natural for flood control purposes. The result is a waterway
Resources Plan (MCWNRP 1995), estimates the that has few, if any plants, and little wildlife habitat
break down of these increased flows as follows: value. The channelization of an area diminishes other

benefits of riparian corridors, such as water
Discharge from Tapia 4,000 acre-feet purification, and slowing water flows. Because there
Runoff from home use are no cobbles, boulders, plants, or streambank
and landscape irrigation 2,500 - 3,500 acre-feet irregularities that could slow down rushing water,

Septic tanks seepage 500 acre-feet downstream riparian areas are often overwhelmed
Storm runoff 19,000 - 20,000 acre-feet by the increase in water velocity.

A model was created to determine the effects of EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION
increasing development.and impervious surfaces on
peak discharges for each of the seven major Erosion and sedimentation are also important issues
tributaries. The model-compares the natural of concern within the Malibu Creek Watershed.
conditions prior to human influence with the current Erosion is the process of surface water cutting into
conditions in the watershed. The model calculates
runoff and peak discharges for 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, and
100-year storm events. The results demonstrate the
overall increase in peak flows and the volume of
runoff that is particularly evident in the more densely
developed subwatersheds of Westlake and Agoura.
This model does not consider inputs from Tapia. The
overall flows entering the lagoon have also more
than doubled. The details and the model can be
seen in Appendix A.

To avoid flooding caused by the increased volume Fig,,re 3-6:
and intensity of runoff created by impervious provia~,~ ~,~, r~,,~ co,Waors.
surfaces, many streams and creeks are channelized and carrying soils, organics and rock material into
(Figure 3-6). Potrero Creek from Lake Sherwood to waterways. When they settle, these insoluble
Westlake Lake is almost completely channelized, particles are called =sediments". The Santa Monica
Significant channelization has also occurred Mountains contains many soil types that are
throughout the City of Agoura Hills. Channelization considered highly emdible. An area’s erodibility is
affects a watershed’s hydrologic functioning, dependent on the type of soils, slope, vegetative
Designed to move water quickly out of the area, cover, and its exposure to water and rain.
channelized streams are aJlJflcially lined with concrete Consequently, erosion is a natural process that
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happens frequently within the watershed, and sediments can cover stream bottoms, altering the
erosion adds sediments and nutrients to the streams, habitat for aquatic life. The local steelhead trout is
Erosion is also part of the natural cycle of wildfires; particularly sensitive, since they need gravelly stream
however, in developed areas, fire suppression bottoms for reproduction (Figure 3-8).
measures have resulted in older, unburned plants.
This in turn increases fuel loads, and therefore the Dams used to create reservoirs or recreational lakes
intensity of a potential fire. The resulting erosion from also play a role in the sedimentation process. They
such intense fire events increases sediment loading slow water flow to the point that suspended solids
into streams, are dropped. The dam then becomes a sediment

trap that quickly fills in (Figure 3-9). This has
Increased sedimentation of waterways can have a happened at Rindge Dam, located two and one-half
significant effect on instream habitat quality. Several miles north of th6 Malibu Lagoon. It creates barriers,
factors have caused an increase in the sedimentation preventing the migration of steelhead trout to their ~.-"~,~’-:".’-~~,~’- "~.~
of streams, altering their natural, process, historic spawning grounds in t~e upper parts of Malibu :.:,;=.-~::’.:.~:,:~ ,..v-.:~..~ ........,~.’"
Construction sites have exposed soils that erode, Creek. The dam also traps sediments that may have ,~.=
increasing sedimentation (Figure 3-7). Typically, 35 been carried to the ocean and used for beach ~:~..%~.~~":~.~,i:]
to 45 tons of soil per year per acre is washed from replenishment (AmbroSe, Suffet, and Hee 1995, p. ~:~~.~; --~, .,.~!:~;~
construction sites (Center for Watershed Protection 10). Many of the reservoirs and constructed lakes
n.d., p. 23). As well, agriculture, animal husbandry, within the Malibu Creek Watershed require regularB) ~.,~.,.~~.-o.?:.:-..::~,~.:.~:~]~,::~-~;~~::~ .’..~’
and areas of disturbed or non-vegetated land dredging. Dredging is expensive, particularly if these
significantly contribute to sediment loading. These sediments am placed in a landfill. These reservoirs =:-.--...-.:m

~\~,\’,~ ,x\\’, .-,,,~\ X, Vl,X\ ~ \ x~’.,xe ~,~-\,~ ",’ ~.,,’~,.,,,~.,, ,,,,,,
and dams interrupt the natural migration of sediments. ,.~..:,., ~.~, ~_..., .......

Figure 3-8: How a stream can
become embedded in sediments,
changing the substrate from
gravelly (A) to silty (B),

~ ~ ......

"", ,i";’" ’~" .v ~ degrading Steelhead Trout

Figure 3-7: Construction sites can be a significant Figure 3-9: Reservoirs slow sediment transport to the r "
source of sediments, point of becoming sediment sinks.
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NUTRIENT LOADING are treated with copper sulfate, a powerful chemical;
this may further contribute to degraded water quality

Nutrients are necessary for the growth of plants and and be a threat to the ecological funcfioning of the
animals in natural water systems, and are primarily watershed. Pdor sampling in the watershed has
composed of nitrates and phosphates (USDA, NRCS revealed that nutrient loading is a problem throughout
Malibu Creek Watershed Natural Resources Plan the watershed.
1995, p. 47). Nutrient loading takes place when there
is an overabundance of nutrients. High nitrate levels High phosphates levels can also disrupt water quality.
may cause increased algae production, cloudy water, Sources include runoff from manure storage areas,
decreased oxygen levels, and objectionable odors feedlots, barnyards, leaking or improperly maintained
(USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed Natural septic systems, wastewater treatment plants,
Resources Plan 1995, p. 47). Areas of standing water detergents and commercial cleaning preparations,
like the various constructed lakes and the Malibu soil erosion, and phosphate rich fertilizers (Behar,
Lagoon may be subject-to increased effects of Dates, and Byme 1996, p. 130). The fire retardant
excessive algal growth and low dissolved oxygen used to fight fires is a significant source of
levels causing fish kills and odor problems (Figure 3- phosphorous and ammonia. A 1989 study found that
10). Persistent eutrophication problems can change during the first 24 hours following an aerial application
the composition of plant and animal species and of fire retardant, significant amounts of phosphorous,
decrease the biological diversity of a particular water ammonia, and nitrogen were present in nearby
body (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed streams (Ambrose, Suffet, and Hee 1995, p. 15).
Natural Res6urces Plan 1995, p. 48). To minimize
the growth of algae, many of the constructed lakes FIRE

Fire suppression near developed areas has allowed
the plants to age, increasing woody fuel loads, and
decreasing wildlife habitat value. Fire within older
chaparral and coastal sage scrub stands has resulted
in more intense fires and increased erosion. Fires
cause increased runoff and stream flow, increasing
sediment transport and nutrient loading to the lagoon
(Ambrose, Suffet, and Hee 1995, p.7). The natural
fire regime affects both water quality and water
quantity within the watershed. Chaparral vegetation
exudes oils, fats and other organic residues during

Figure 3-10: Algae blooms sparked by excessive
nutrient can result in depleted oxygen level with combustion, which fall to the ground and create
,~-i~n~J ~Tects to ,~tic l~e. water-repellant soils. Water quantity is increased due
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to the removal of vegetative cover and the decreased THE LAGOON
porosity of soils. Increased runoff and less vegetative
cover cause soil to be transported into the streams. Development throughout the watershed has also had
The increased sediment load raises the turbidity, a significant effect on the lagoon’s ecosystem.
temperature, and dissolved organic nutrients content Pollutants from urban runoff, sediments, nutrients,
in the stream (Levy, Korkosz 1997, p.11-51). Plants and debris collect in the lagoon, creating a sink, or
that are burned from fire are washed into the point of deposition. Although lagoons are excellent
streams during rain events causing elevated nutrient water purifiers, the additional quantity and lower
levels, quality of water reduces the lagoon’s capacity to

effectively filter the water. Prior to modern
EFFECTS OF SE’i-i’LEMENT ON VEGETATION development, the lagoon was substantially larger
& WILDLIFE than it’s present 13 acres, and had greater species

richness and abundance than today’s 13 fish species
Settlement has altered the native vegetation in the (Ambrose, Suffer, and Hee 1995, p. i). The earliest
Malibu Creek Watershed. Much of the native maps seem to confirm a much larger lagoon that
vegetation has been eliminated by the addition of extended eastward around the point and to the west
housing, roads, and surfaces that do not allow water up to the base of the hill where Pepperdine University
to be absorbed into the ground, increasing the volume is now located (Ambrose, Suffet, and Hee 1995, p.
and intensity of storm water run off. Native 4). In essence, this smaller lagoon is asked to treat
vegetation is important in the riparian zone because more water of lower quality. Excess flows of
they provide shade, which cools the water wastewater discharged into Malibu Creek cause the
temperature, and provide food, habitat and shelter sandbar to breech during the dry season. This has
for aquatic animals and fish. Non-native plants the potential to suddenly change the lagoon’s salinity,
brought in by eady cattle ranchers and settlers, as disrupting natural processes and affecting wildlife.
well as plants used for landscaping, have been
introduced into the watershed, and some of these
plants are extremely invasive, displacing large areas
of native vegetation. Landscaping practices affect
water quality with the use of fertilizers, herbicides,
pesticides.

Wildlife is dependent upon vegetation for shelter and
food. Though the Santa Monica Mountains provide
a large amount of healthy habitat, increased
development is taking its toll through loss of habitat
and habitat fragmentation.                                                                              "
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Section 4
The Monitoring Program
Many monitoring programs throughout the country The monitoring program is designed to represent an
utilize a variety of techniques to assess the overall overall view of the entire watershed. This is a pilot
ecological health within a watershed. A project; therefore, it may not be practical to imptement
comprehensive approach to monitoring, one that every element in the initial start-up phase. A phased
takes into account the chemical, biological, and approach allows the program flexibility, and is
physical aspects of the stream ecosystem, yields intended to provide Heal the Bay with options and
the most usable data. This information allows the flexibility to adjust the program as necessary.
decision-makers to attack the sources of problems
from many different angles, not just one. Monitoring involvement by citizen volunteers in the monitoring
techniques include water quality or chemical testing, program should allow Heal the Bay and the California
macroinvertebrate sampling, and stream reach State Coastal Conservancy to meet the following

¯ surveying. The methods vary for each monitoring long-term objectives:
program, and grow out of the program goals and
objectives. ¯ To establish baseline information that will

ascertain the current overall health of the
The Cal Poly Team has designed a monitoring watershed.
program that utilizes citizen volunteers to evaluate ¯ To determine the potential impacts of
the overall ecological health of the Malibu Creek impervious surfaces and water quality due
Watershed. The monitoring program is designed to to urbanization within the watershed.
address the issues related to imported water, ° To locate areas of degradation along stream
impervious surfaces, erosion and sedimentation, corridors and to identify potential future
nutrient loading, and pollutants associated with urban restoration efforts.
runoff. It is hoped that the monitoring program will ° To assess the effectiveness of planning
determine the degree of degraded dparian habitats recommendations or Best Management
within each of the subwatersheds and target areas Practices (BMPs) that are implemented to
forfutureenhancement and restoration. Details about protect the watershed or mitigate
the specific monitoring procedures can be found in potentially negative impacts.
The Malibu Creek Watershed, Stream Team Field
Guide, prepared by the Cal Poly Team.
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DESIGN PROCESS SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS ~

The design of the volunteer monitoring program The following elements were identified as being
began with a watershed inventory that involved the critical to ensure a successful volunteer monitoringl~
collection of studies conducted on the Malibu Creek program, as identified in the San Francisco Estuary.~

¯ Watershed. These studies were researched to gain Institute’s Riparian Station How-To Manua/, and from
a clear understanding of the natural processes at phone interviews with other monitoring programs ~
work in the watershed. A summary of this information around the country.
can be found in section 2 of this document, Natural
Processes. The second step was to analyze the Motivating Volunteers -=
collected information, and consult with concerned ¯ Meet the needs of volunteers. This may be
groups and local, state, and federal agencies that a simple as giving praise for a job well done
.are active in the watershed. This helped identify key or providing snacks and water at monitoring
issues and questions tha~t needed answers from the events.
monitoring program. Section 3, Issues and Analysis, ¯ Listen and consider volunteer
summarizes these elements. In addition, monitoring recommendations and suggestions.
programs and protocols being used around the ¯ Acknowledge and reward the efforts of
country were researched. Telephone surveys and volunteers.
questionnaires were distributed to the leaders of these ¯ Explain how the information collected by
monitoring programs to identify and avoid potential volunteers is being .used to enhance the
pitfalls. A workshop with a pool of potential volunteers watershed.
was conducted, wherein volunteers were asked to ¯ Involve volunteers in restoration activities .
identify potential monitoring sites and problem areas, and solutions, as well as in identifying
to create a name for the program, to evaluate the problems.
.proposed program for ease of use, and to establish ,.
a level of commitment Heal the Bay could expect Quality Control
from volunteers. Monitoring protocols and early drafts ¯ Provide the necessary equipment to collect--
of the field guide were tested at two training events, good quality information.
Volunteers were asked to cdtique the protocols and ¯ Assure the quality of the data by having
the field guide. The monitoring program was revised frequent quality control checks and ongoing
based upon the input and suggestions of volunteers training.
to the current design detailed in this section. ¯ Ensure the quality of data collected through

regularly scheduled training events, and
appropriate protocols.
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~rogram Organization and Expansion All the information collected by the volunteers will
¯ Organize a well structured program, be entered into a Geographic Information System
¯ Develop additional funding to support and (GIS) database (a computer mapping and database

expand the monitoring program as interest program) that will be maintained at Heal the Bay.
grows. This GIS program will allow the information to be

analyzed by Heal the Bay and distributed to agencies
using the Information throughout the area. The following is a brief

¯ Ensure the information collected by descriptionoftheactivitiesthatwilloccurduringeach
volunteers is analyzed and made available phase of the project.
to interested agencies and groups that work
in the watershed, for planning and resource Phase 1
protection. Stream Walking

¯ Integrate other locally collected data for Stream Walking is the systematic visual observation
analysis and dissemination; of physical condil~ons along streams within the Malibu

¯ Use the Stream Team Program to educate Creek Watershed. The focus includes locating all
’ - the public about watershed issues, types of discharges flowing directly into streams,

and areas of disturbance such as erosion and
~ONITORING PROGRAM OVERVIEW invasive plant species, barriers to fish passage, illegal

dumpsites, and human alterations to the streambank
The Stream Team Volunteer Monitoring Program has (Figure 4-2)..This is a method for quickly collecting

~=en designed by the Cal Poly team for use in two
phases. The purpose of Phase 1 is to provide useful
monitoring information while at the same time

ōviding volunteers with an opportunity for hands-
un participation. Phase 1 will involve two types of
monitoring activities-Stream Walking, and Water

hemistry Testing. This is a fact-finding phase that
will help Heal the Bay to ascertain the existing \
"ondition of the watershed. In addition, trouble spots

ill be identified and located for further investigation . ..
-~=nd restoration. Phase 1 is the pilot phase of the
~rojecL Phase 2 expands on Phase 1 by adding the

:lditional activities of Stream Reach Surveying and
~tacroinvertebrate Sampling.

Figure 4-2: Stream walker with GPS device noting
location of discharge point. R0016902
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information on elements that are impacting the water and water quality. This information will be used to
quality and ecological functions of the stream. This guide the expansion of the Water Chemistry Tes~g
gathered information should alert Heal the Bay to in Phase 2, and will be shared with the Regi~l
the locations of suspected impacts within the Malibu Water Quality Control Board so that the sources of
Creek Watershed so that these impacts can be pollution can be identified and eliminated.
targeted for immediate removal or restoration.
Stream Walking provides valuable information that Phase 2
should help prioritize the more specific testing that Macroinvertebrate Sampling
will occur during Phase 2. Biological monitoring is an important tool for test g

water quality and assessing the health of the
Water Chemistry Testing watershed. Aquatic macroinvertebrates live mos
The Water Chemistry Testing team will use chemical all of their lives in the water. They react to polluta~
testing to examine the water quality of a number of water temperature, and habitat conditions like
fixed stream sites throughout the watershed sedimentation of substrate, and are theref,
(Figure 4-3). Tests include pH, temperature, dissolved continuous indicators of water quality. Monitors II
oxygen, turbidity, conductivity, nitrates, ammonia, collect macroinvertebrates, identify them, and sort
and phosphates. Once the data is compiled and them into taxonomic categories. If a monitor
analyzed, a picture of the existing conditions of the sample shows a great number of pollution-toler ,t
watershed should be revealed. This procedure is
designed to determine how much each
subwatershed is contributing to downstream flows

Figure 4-4: V~ew of the macroinvcrtebrate environm~
macroinvertebrates, and very few, if any, of t ;

,~ ~- ¯ pollution-sensitive macroinvertebrates, it can indicate
that water quality is poor. A healthy stream sho=
demonstrate excellent species diversity for
vadous types of aquatic macroinvertebrates in the
watershed (Figure 44).

Figure 4-3: Water Chemistry tester taking pH reading.                                               --
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Stream Reach Survey How THE PROGRAM WORKS
Stream Reach Surveying is the detailed
measurement and assessment of physical Volunteers have a choice of taking part in one or
characteristics of randomly selected 100-foot stream more components of the Phase 1 monitoring
segments along the entire length of a stream (Figure program. These include Stream Walking or Water
4-5). Further, the Stream Reach Survey involves Chemistry Testing. Both Stream Walking and Water
walking the same tributaries as the Stream Walk Chemistry Testing are conducted on a monthly basis,
procedure, and will be used to monitor the progress requiring a four-hour commitment on one weekend
made during Phase 1. By examining existing stream day per month. Volunteers should be placed on one
characteristics and comparing them against future or more of these teams, based upon their interests,
observations, it may be determined if habitat is being skills, time, and the needs of the volunteer monitoring
lost or degraded due to upstream development, program.

i~

,,~.~ ~’~z"~-~ ~ ~ monitoring program.and introduce the different
;-;.7 E~T~4 .t’? L~’~--- components of the program. Following the orientation

\ ~ ~"~}’ ~~’~ ~’~ session, volunteers will be asked to attend two
~-~"~..~_ I ~ "~"~i~ ,,~..,~ training events. During these events, they will be

~"~ 4-6).

given the opportunity to learn the basic skills                 ~
necessary to perform the monitoring tasks. Once
they have acquired the necessary skills for
monitoring, they can join the Stream Team (Figure

Establishing a Core of Volunteers
F~,.m 4-~: O~,~rvi~ o.f s~re,,~ re,,ch s=rv~,~. Volunteers are essential to the Stream Team Program

and are an important link between Heal the Bay                 ~a
Monitoring relatively undisturbed stream reaches can and the community (Rigney, Fischer, and Sawyer
yield baseline information that can be compared to 1996, p. 19), Extensive research on implementing
areas impacted by land use activities, in order to volunteers was conducted through interviewing the
determine if these activities are affecting the program coordinators of other monitoring programs
conditions of the stream. These same locations can across the country, who were eager to share their z,~
be monitored over time to determine the long term experiences and to help others avoid problems they -
effects of upstream development, faced. The following suggestions were made:

Figure 4-6: Volunteer flow
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¯ Develop a core of volunteers that are very with it. It is important that this literature provide some~
dedicated to the project. This core will assist detail about the physical nature of the project as~,.
the programcoordinatorin many activities well as the time commitment necessary to
involved with the program, participate.

¯ Create an open channel of two-way
communication. Encourage input from Heal the Bay should include a section about Stream
volunteers and good suggestions should be Team activities on their website. A section of their-,~
incorporated into the program. Volunteers newsletters should be dedicated to activities and
will get discouraged with any program that accomplishments of the Stream Team and to
is not well organized and does not volunteeropportunities. Newsletters are an excellent ~
acknowledge their efforts and emphasize way to recruit new volunteers to the Stream Team
what the program is accomplishing, program and to share accomplishments of the

¯ Feedback is critical. Any program should Stream Team program.
be flexible and have the ability to adapt to
change. If the manual or procedures are Additiona~ potential sources of volunteers:
hard to understand, volunteers can provide , Local residents that live in or near the
excellent feedback that can greatly improve watershed
the comprehension of the monitoring ¯ Local high schools, colleges, and
procedures. A workshop at Heal the Bay universities
revealed that social interaction and meeting , Local environmental groups like the
people with like interests was an important California Native Plant Society, Audubon
factor to becoming involved in the Stream Society, Suffdder Foundation, Cal Trout,
Team Program. Ducks Unlimited, and the Sierra Club

¯ Local scuba diving clubs, fishing clubs,
RecruitJn9 Volunteers and equestrian groups
Heal the Bay is very experienced in recruiting
volunteers and can develop and maintain.a significant Training Volunteers
volunteer pool utilizing their existing channels. Several The key to collecting high qual~ data is good training
modifications to existing procedures that incorporate (Rigney, Fischer, and Sawyer 1996, p. 19).
the Stream Team Program will ease the workload The volunteers need to feel confident in their abilities
and save time within the organization. Currently Heal and the training they receive. A minimum of two
the Bay attends many events where they provide hands-on training events is recommended.
information and literature about the organization as Volunteers should be accompanied in the f~eld for at
well as opportunities to get involved on a voluntary least the first two monitoring events by a Stream
basis. This literature should include the Stream Team Team Captain, the Program Coordinator, or the field
Program and the volunteer opportunities associated biologist.
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Tips given by existing programs: volunteers from various environmental disciplines.
¯ Training events should have clear goals This affords volunteers the opportunity to meet and

that are attainable. Do not overwhelm the learn from environmental professionals. Opportunities
volunteers with too much information for volunteers to participate in field activities other
duringthe first event (Rigney, Fischer, and . than the Stream Team include the California
Sawyer1996, p. 20). Department of Fish and Game, California

o Volunteers should receive one-on-one Department of Parks and Recreation, National Park
attention for all testing procedures. It is not Service, and the Resource Conservation Oistr~ct of
enough to demonstrate the procedures to the Santa Monica Mountains. These groups all have
a large group. Let each volunteer use the opportunities that could benefit these organizations
equipment and master the procedures, as well as the volunteers.

o Training should occur in the field.
o Volunteers should set their own limits and Stream Team "r-shirts should be designed and

tell the Stream Team Captain or other distributed to volunteers. Certificates of Training and
person leading the training event if they awards acknowledging outstanding volunteers should
feet personally uncomfortable or unsafe, be regularly distribute~ and signed by the Executive

¯ Tell volunteers how their efforts are Director of Heal the Bay. An annual awards party
important, who is going to use the for the Stream Team which includes a presentation
information they collect, and what they will by Heal the Bay’s Executive Director about the
gain from the Stream Team Program. progress of the program and how it is making a

difference in the Malibu Creek Watershed is
A field guide has been developed for the Stream recommended. An outstanding Stream Team
Team Program. The field guide provides educational member should be selected every month and their
matedal about the natural processes of the Malibu image posted on the website.
Creek Watershed including the changes caused by
extensive development in the region. The field guide ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
was created to be inspirational, educational, and
easily comprehended by the volunteer. The Stream All persons wishing to volunteer at Heal the Bay are
Team Field Guide is intended to complement hands- asked to attend a volunteer orientation, run by Heal

, on field training, the Bay’s Volunteer Coordinator. During this volunteer
orientation, all the volunteer opportunities available

.... Keeping Volunteers Interested and at Heal the Bay are presented. Those who are
Motivated interested and willing to invest the time required,

-- The Coyote Creek Ripadan Station, located in Santa should be referred to the Stream Team Program
Clara County, invites speakers to address their Coordinator.

R0016906
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The Program Coordinator is the liaison between Heal Team Captains and be present at regularly scheduled
the Bay and the volunteers. This person is responsible quality assurance and quality control events (Figu~
for organizing the training and monitoring events, 4-7), These events are designed to evalua~.
keeping volunteers informed about activities, and volunteers on their adherence to monitoring protocols
ensuring that volunteer input is heard and andtheirfamiliaritywithproperuseoftheequipmer~.JL~
incorporated into the program. The volunteers and
their commitment are what determine the difference The Program Coordinator is ultimately responsible
between a program that fails and one that makes a for the safety, training, and day-to-day manageme~
difference. The Program Coordinator must meet the of the Stream Team Program. This person shou
needs of the volunteers including praise, be supported with technical and scientific expertise
acknowledgment, rewards, parties, and social from within Heal the Bay or from outside consultant~
interactions, as well as letting those people know The Program Coordinator should be well versed
how important their efforts are and how much they all monitoring protocols, procedures, and safety
are appreciated by Heal’the Bay. issues, as this person will oversee the training,

volunteers. The Program Coordinator must 1~
The Program Coordinator will: approachable and accessible for volunteers to

¯ Maintain close contact with the pool of express their concerns and provide suggestion
volunteers regarding the Stream Team.

¯ Schedule and over see training events
¯ Ensure that the information collected is A core of dedicated volunteers will serve as Strear

distributed to stakeholders and decision- Team Captains. Stream Team Captains serve as
mal~ers , vital link between the Stream Team voluntaers and

¯ Ensure that volunteers are aware of their the Program Coordinator. The Stream Tea: -
contribution to the overall monitoring effort Captains will be organized into a group known a
and are aware how the information they the X-Stream Team and will be identified as X-
collect is making a difference in the Malibu Stream Team Captains. This group should atten
Creek Watershed two training events and be accompanied into.th

¯ Stay abreast of the latest developments, field by the field biologist and Program Coordinator
techniques, and methods for collecting and for the first three monitoring events. Captains shoul
analyzing data, through contact with other receive additional training about safety issue..
monitoring efforts and continuing education. Captains serve as technical advisors in the field and

ensure the consistency of the data collected. Havin
The Organization of the Stream Team      a Captain on each team will ensure that the prograr
A field biologist or other appropriate trainer approved is safer, that monitoring protocols are being followed,
by the science and technical staff at Heal the Bay and the quality of the data is good. Captains

Fi~,ur~ 4-7: Trai~zing Flow should train the Program Coordinator and the Stream have the responsibility of making sure the equipmel _
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is treated appropriately, and returned to the Program the Stream Walking in Phase 1 to create a map of
Coordinator following the monitoring event. An X- potential restoration sites, discharge points and
Stream Team Captain should be assigned to every outfalls, sites that need clean up activities, and
team. X-Stream Team Captains must ensure that potential barriers to fish passage. This mapped
volunteers are not placed into situations that are information can assist local planning agencies and
unsafe and should brief their team before every event other concerned organizations in developing future
about safety issues. Captains must be reliable, watershed protection goals and restoration strategies.
approachable, and able to communicate with their
team. MONITORING ACTIVITIES

Stream Team Volunteers should be accompanied The following is a more detailed account of the
by an X-Stream Team Captain at every monitoring various monitoring activities
event. X-Stream Team Captains and Stream Team
Volunteers should be periodically checked and Stream Walking
evaluated on their familiarity with the equipment, and Stream Walking is the starting point for monitoring in

- information collection procedures, the Malibu Creek Watershed. Stream Walking is an
active task that requires the volunteer to get down

HOW DATA CAN BE USED into the riparian corridors and explore with an acute
attention to visual details. The goal of Stream Walking

The data collected should be very useful to local is to provide an overall impression of the stream
government agencies and organizations, including reaches within the watershed as well as identify key

- Heal the Bay, the Regional Water Quality Control elements of concem. Stream Walk teams will be
Board, California Department of Fish and Game, comprised of an X-Stream Team Captain and two
California Department of Parks and Recreation, the Stream Team Volunteers.
National Park Sewice, the Resource Conservation
District of the Santa Monica Mountains, and other What to Monitor
stakeholder agencies worldng to protect the natural The collection of the following information should
environment. These groups are very interested in provide Heal the Bay with an overall view of the
using the collected data to track trends in water Malibu Creek Watershed. Analysis of the data should
quality, and in assisting local planning agencies to help Heal the Bay chart a course of action geared at

~ develop future water quality protection goals and land improving the ecological function and water quality
use management strategies. This data will also be within the watershed. Heal the Bay should distribute

, uploaded to a Regional Data Base maintained by this information to the many agencies with
L_ the Regional Water Quality Control Board. responsibility over the area so that they can make

informed planning decisions and take necessary
: Healthe Bay will use the information gathered dudng corrective actions.
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Volunteers are asked to record information about each 2. Unstable Bank Conditions
of these physical parameters: Unstable bank conditions are a common probl~’!

along local streams, particularly ones that are subj~t
1. Discharge Points and Ouffalls to upstream development. Banks that are erodin.,.g
2. Unstable Bank Conditions or collapsing into the stream do not have stable
3. Artificial Streambank Modifications for vegetation to establish (Figure 4-9). Eroding bar:,~
4. Impacting Land Uses contribute sediments that can impact the habitat of
5. Large Patches of Exotic and/or Invasive steelhead trout and macroinvertebrates, a~

Vegetation collapsing banks can block stream flows, causi.,u
6. Possible Barriers to Fish Passage flooding and damage to nearby property.
7. Dump Sites

1. Discharge Points and Ouffalls
Discharge points and otJtfalls are pipes and culverts
that carry storm water runoff into a stream at a single
point (Figure 4-8). This may cause water quality and
stream morphology to be impacted, especially at =,.’ ;i
the point of discharge into the creek. Not all discharges
are legal, and information regarding the current
location of all outfalls to the creeks is limited. This
information will. help Heal the Bay update available
mapped information. -- ~-~-- ,,,

Figure 4-9: Collapsing streambanks and vegetation.

3. Artificial Streambank Modifications
Artificial streambank modifications often are used., o-
urbanized or developing watersheds to prevent
flooding (Figure 4-10). This method of streambar
stabilization and flood control eliminates the nature..

\ vegetation. Vegetation provides food and habitat for
aquatic and land-based birds and wildlife, slows th
flow of surface runoff, and balances the nutdeI.,
levels of streams. Alteration of streambanks is often
necessary when private property backs up to

Figure 4-8: Storm drain discharge point stream and structures are built close to the stream .-
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edge. While artificial bank modification may solve 5. Large Patches of Exotic and/or Invasive
the problem of one property owner, the results are a Vegetation
funneling of problems further downstream to the next Largepatches of exotic and/or invasive vegetation
property owner, and beyond, are non-native plants introduced to the Malibu Creek

Watershed from other parts of the country or from
~: other of the world. Many of these plants areregions
,~ well adapted to local climate and soil conditions;

some are aggressive and may out-compete and
displace native vegetation (Figure 4-12). Problems
adse when these plants do not provide the food and
habitat required by the native species of birds and
wildlife.

Figure 4-10: Artificially lined streambanks

4. Impacting Land Uses
Impacting land uses that are adjacent to streams
can potentially affect the stream environment. The
land uses of concern are those that have replaced
riparian vegetation. For example, some places in the
watershed have horses or other animals that graze
fight at the edge of the streambank (Figure 4-11), In
other locations shopping centers or houses may be
located right on the streambank edge. While these ~Figure 4-12: Identifying patches ofinvasive
land uses may not have a discharge directly to the vegetation.
stream, runoff from these areas could have an effect
on stream health. 6. Possible Barriers to Fish Passage

Possible barriers to fish passage potentially affect
the passage of steelhead trout and other fish to
protective spawning ground within the upper
watershed (Figure 4-13). Currently, the annual
steelhead run is restricted to the lowest 2.5-mile
stretch of Malibu Creek, below Rindge Dam. Healthy

~ fish habitat is usually productive habitat for many
~--------.--...__..~ other aquatic species.

Figure 4-11: Impacting Land Use
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~,...~_~,k..~,~¥L~’t~"~.     ,.o.. "VJ. "~    ...~.’~ ~ YT,. When any of the seven listed parameters is identifie~,
. "~;~ " a Global Positioning Unit (G PS) will be used to reco ,.,r~

its precise location. The location will be added to .~
GIS database that is owned by Heal the Bay. This
information will be analyzed by Heal the Bay ar’~l~
suggestions will be made to correct the problem~
identified during the Stream Walk. Maps that identify
the locations of these items along the streams an
creeks throughout the watershed should b
distributed to interested agencies. By summarizing
the information collected during the Stream Walk int

Figur~ 4-13: Constr~cted check dams can pose a GIS, the data becomes usable by a wide range
obstacles tO fish migration.

groups and agencies.
7. Illegal Dump Sites
lll.egal dumpsites exist partially because dumping is Quality Control and Quality Assurance
cheaper than legal disposal of waste. Frequently The Program Coordinator and a field biologist should
dumped wastes include hazardous chemicals, or provide training to the X-Stream Team Captains an"
large items like appliances (Figure 4-14). The problem to Stream Team Volunteers, X-Stream Tea~
is compounded when certain areas become Captains should receive two intensive field trainings
recognized as places to dispose of waste. Areas in by the Program Coordinator and a field biologis
and around streams are frequently used as dump Captains should be accompanied in the field on th
sites because they are off the beaten track, lessening first three monitoring events. Stream Team
the likelihood of the perpetrators being caught in the Volunteers should also attend two training event
act. with either the Program Coordinator or a field biologis

All teams should have an X-Stream Team Captain
~ ~--~’= ~~~~ pius twovolunteers.Ailvolunteersshouidbeable,

~, ’’~ ~~ demonstrate the abilityto follow monitoring protoco~
"" -~-~~ ~’"’~’~ ~.,..,__ ~.. and proficiency with using the equipment provided-

¯ ~’~ ...,""~. \ ,~
in the field kit. Each team should be recertified onc,

~ ...~-- every six months on their proficiency with dat,
" collection methods and their ability to use the

equipment. The field biologist and the Prograr

~,~ ~,....,..,..,

Coordinator should be present during recertificatior

Figure 4-14: Illegal dump sites
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Water Chemistry Testin’g Physical Parameters
If the overall goal of the monitoring program is to 1. Site Conditions (weather conditions,
improve water quality, then Water Chemistry Testing debris, and stream properties like color and
provides the springboard of data from which further odor)
action can be taken. Specifically, the objectives 2. Stream Flow
include: 3. Air Temperature

4. Water Temperature
¯ To establish current baseline conditions

within the various subwatersheds of the Chemical Parameters
Malibu Creek Watershed. 5. Dissolved Oxygen

¯ To determine how much each 6. pH
subwatershed contributes to poor 7. Turbidity
downstream water quality. 8. Conductivity

--" ¯ To explore the ability of streams to 9. Phosphorous
support native plants, and aquatic wildlife 10. Nitrate-Nitrogen
such as steelhead trout. 11. Ammonia-Nitrogen

Water quality that is good for aquatic life is often For purposes of the program, Site Conditions are
good for humans as welt. The overall goal of water visual observations that do not require quantitative
chemicaltesting is to ultimately improve water quality measurements, but do require a general agreement
throughout the watershed, on observation conclusions. Items three through eight

are either measured chemically or with meters, and
What to Monitor require patience and acute attention to detail. Water o
The specific parameters to be monitored are selected Chemistry Teams will collect water samples for items
based on issues cf concern and the analysis nine through eleven, but will not perform the actual
conducted ofthe Malibu Creek Watershed. Detecting tests. Measuring phosphorous, nitrogen, and
the presence of pollutants and their potential sources ammonia involve complicated procedures. To ensure
should lead to actions that improve the water quality high quality information, these measurements should
throughout the Malibu Creek Watershed. Each test be performed by Heal the Bay’s Program Coordinator
is to be conducted twice. If the second result does or a field biologist.

- not closely coincide with the first result, a third test
... must be performed. Double-checking results in this 1. Site Conditions

way will ensure higher quality data. The site conditions of the monitoring location will aid
- Heal the Bay in analysis of the data. These
.~. The following parameters will be measured for the parameters are generally brief, but careful
., Malibu Creek Watershed Stream Team Pilot Project: observations should be noted on the"Site Conditions"
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field sheets. Included among these are weather Large, swift rivers have a greater ability to dilute
conditions, presence of debds, and properties of the and degrade runoff pollutants, unlike smaller strearr~
stream, like presence of algae, water color,
appearance, and odor. Observations can be noted 3. Air Temperature
at any time during the monitoring event. Air temperature can influence water temperatu~

Air temperature measurement should be taken~

2. Stream Flow the beginning and end of the monitoring event.
Stream flow is the volume of water that moves past
a fixed point in a specific interval of time. The amount 4. Water Temperature
of water (volume) and how fast it is traveling (velocity) Temperature of the water directly affects bi~logica.l.
determines the flow of a stream (Figure 4-15). and chemical processes. Some fish species pref,

colder waters than other species. Macroinvertebrat~
Stream flow is an important indicator of water quality, will move in the stream in order to find their optimal
It affects the available bxygen level in water that temperature. Water temperature should be tak~
fish and other aquatic wildlife depends on to live. twice, once at the beginning of the monitoring ever,,,
Generally, streams with higher flows have more and once at the end.
oxygen available for aquatic wildlife. Stream flow also
controls the amount of sediment that is transported 5. Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
in a stream. Streams with higher velocities and larger Aquatic organisms rely on the presence of oxyge~
flows transport greater amounts of sediments than in streams. Water temperature and altitude, time ~
streams with Ibwer flows. In addition, stream flow day, and seasons can all affect the amount ~..
determines how pollution is transported downstream, dissolved oxygen. Oxygen is both produced and
and influences the ability of a consumed in a stream. Because of
stream to dilute Y’~-" \ constantchuming, running water,
pollution. ",’\ especially in riffles, j

~ ~ -- dissolves more

Figur~ 4-15: Measuring Stream Flow. Figure 4-16: Measuring Dissolved Oxygen
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than the still water often found in a lake or stream
pool (Figure 4-16) (US EPA 841-B-97-003 1997, p.
139). The presence of aquatic plants also affects
dissolved oxygen concentrations. Green plants
release oxygen underwater dudng photosynthesis.
Maximum amounts of DO are produced with the
energy of the late afternoon sun. By early morning,
the same plants may have taken up’ the oxygen,
making levels of DO lowest at this time. Because
DO is lowest in the morning hours, it is one of the
first tests performed at the sampling station.

6. pH
pH is a measure of how acidic or alkaline the water Figure 4-]7: Dissolved sediments blocking ~unli~ht
is at the time of testing. The pH of a stream affects
the ability of plants and wildlife to function and live. 8. Conductivity (Total Dissolved Solids)
pH is measured on a scale from 1.0 to 14.0. Neutral Conductivity is a measure of the ability of water to
pH is 7.0. Acidic pH is less than 7.0, and alkaline is pass an electrical current. The concentration of
greater than 7.0. A wide variety of aquatic animals dissolved solids or the conductivity of streams is
prefer a range of 6.5-8.0 pH. A pH meter measures directly affected by the substrate or stream bottom
the electric potential ofwater in millivolts or pH units, material. Conductivity indirectly indicates the

presence of inorganically dissolved solids such as
7,Turbidity chloride, nitrate, sulfate, phosphate, sodium,
Turbid~ is a measure of water clarity. Insoluble solids magnesium, calcium, iron, and aluminum (Murdoch,
or suspended particles such as clay, silt, sand, algae, Cheo, and O’Laughin. 1996, p. 181). These
plankton and other substances affect the clarity of s.ubstances and seawater enhance the ability of water
the water. High levels of turbidity affect the ability of to conduct electricity. Failing septic tanks, sewage
steelhead trout and other aquatic organisms to spills, and agricultural runoff containing phosphates
survive. Water temperature is increased when and nitrates are indicated by high conductivity
suspended particles absorb more heal Also, when measurements. In general, conductivity is higher in
turbidity is high, photosynthesis is reduced, due to areas with clay soils because these soils tend to
the decrease in the amount of light traveling through dissolve in water. Conversely, organic substances
the water (Figure 4-17). Sources of turbidity include like oil, alcohol, and grease are poor conductors of
soil erosion, waste discharge, urban runoff, eroding electricity and will yield low conductivity
streambanks, large numbers of bottom feeders that measurements. Excessive amounts of dissolved
stir up sediments, and excessive algal growth.
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solids leads to poortasting drinking water with laxative converted into nitrates, a form that can be used by
effects (Murdoch, Cheo, and O’Laughin. 1996, p. plants to build proteins. It is this form of nitrogen
181). that the Stream Team will measure. In streams with

low levels of dissolved oxygen and elevated levels,
9, 10, & 11. Phosphorus, Nitrate-Nitrogen & of nitrates, nitrogen will be found in the form of
Ammonia-Nitrogen ammonia. Ammonia is extremely toxic to aquatic
Phosphorus and nitrogen are both nutrients occurring life, as compared to nitrates. Sources of nitrogen
in streams, and are essential for plants and animals include wastewater treatment plants, runoff from
in an aquatic ecosystem. These nutrients originate animal manure storage areas, runoff from fertilized
from both naturally occurring sources and from areas lawns and croplands, failing or improperly maintained
of human development. Naturally occurring sources septic systems, and industrial discharges containing
include soils, eroding rocks, and terrestrial animal and corrosion inhibitors.
plant waste washing !ntp the streams. Problems
occur when large amounts of phosphorous and Water Chemistry Monitoring Locations
nitrogen is introduced into the stream ecosystem, The long-term goal of the program is to have
results in excessive algal growth depleting the monitoring locations in each of the seven
available oxygen in the stream that fish and other subwatersheds within the larger Malibu Creek
aquatic organisms depend upon. Sources of nutrients Watershed. Monitoring sites will be at a minimum of
from human development include wastewater two fixed locations in each subwatershed of concern.
treatment plants, runoff from fertilized agricultural These two sites will be upstream and downstream
lands, lawnS, and .golf courses, runoff from grazing of pre-determined land use impacts. The fixed
animals, commercial cleaning activities, and other monitoring location above the pre-determined land
similar sources, use will be in a relatively pristine section of the stream.

The second fixed monitoring site will be located at
Phosphorous is a useful indicator of potential the base of the subwatershed, where a stream
problems associated with excessive plant growth, leaves that particular subwatershed and enters
High amounts of dissolved phospho.rous may another one.
indicate a pollution source such as chemical fertilizers
or septic system leachate. Insoluble phosphorous Comparing the results from these sampling sites
can be due to excessive erosion, animal waste, br should help Heal the Bay determine the effects of
sewage (Murdoch, Cheo, and O’Laughin 1996, p. land uses and impermeable area on water quality,
180). Two field tests are used to measure the and to what extent a given subwatershed is
nitrogen content in streams: nitrate-nitrogen (N2 + contributing to downstream pollution. Based on the
N0~), and ammonia-nitrogen. Although nitrogen (N2) results of the work, Heal the Bay and other agencies
is the gas that composes 80% of the air we breathe, should be able to determine which subwatersheds
most plants cannot use nitrogen in this form. N2 is require immediate attention and future action.
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Because each subwatershed has its own unique the data does not agree, a third time.
natural features and land uses, the impacts to water 4. Recertification should occur every six
quality differ between them. For example, the months at which time volunteers must
impacts to water quality may be more obvious in demonstrate their proficiency in using the
the highly developed Westlake and Agoura Hills equipment, following the protocols, and
subwatersheds than in the largely rural Malibou Lake accurately collecting analyzing the water

and Cold Creek subwatersheds, samples.
5. Side by side sampling should occur at the

Water Quality Monitoring will occur once a month at same time to ensure the accuracy of the

each monitoring station. To accurately sample for equipment and reagents in the field kit.
6. A strict schedule for replacing reagents intrends over time, monitoring must take place at the

the field kit should be maintained, and thesame location, and at the same time of day. This is lower expiration limits on those reagentsbecause concentrations of the substances being
should be used.tested for vary according to season, time of day, 5. One person should be in charge of

and temperature. A schedule of Water Chemistry maintaining equipment and ensuring that
Testing events, including the dates and times will be the equipment is property cleaned,
created, calibrated, and maintained.

6. The Program Coordinator should be well
Quality Control and Quality Assurance versed in calibration procedures and life
Heal the Bay is part of the Southern California expectancy of all field equipment. A
Volunteer Monitoring Quality Assurance Project Plan replacement schedule and funding for
that details testing methods and accuracy new equipment should be in place.
requirements of the Water Chemistry Procedures.
This section provides recommendations to Heal the Water Chemistry Recommendations:
Bay that will improve data quality and the time it The following recommendations regard the field kit.
takes to conduct test procedures.

I. Heal the Bay should purchase the testing
1. All water chemistry testing volunteers modules for the field kit packaged

should attend two training events with individually and not in the current package
each volunteer having the opportunity to case format. By modularizing the
conduct the tests and use the equipment, purchases it will be easier to customize or

2. X-Stream Team Captains should be modif~ this kit in the future as better testing
accompanied into the field by the field procedures and methods become available.
biologist or the Program Coordinator for 2. By modularizing the field chemistry kit, thethe first three monitoring events, kit can be assembled in a backpack unit

3. All tests should be performed twice and if that will be easier for volunteers to
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transport. Phase2
3. Specialized cases for sensitive equipment Phase 2, if implemented, would provide

like GPS units, electronic water chemistry supplemental data regarding the effects of
equipment, and digital cameras can be development and urbanization on stream health. This
integrated into a single Stream Team field phase would include macroinvertebrate sampling and
kit which will be better protected from stream reach surveying. Biological monitoring could
unforeseen accidents, be integrated into the Stream Team Program, or be

4. Volunteers will be more productive and the a supplement program conducted by an outside
data collected will be of more value if the agency. If an outside group samples for
field kits incorporate dissolved oxygen macroinvertebrates, they should choose sites
meters and turbidity meters instead of the detailed in section 5 of this document. This will
titration method currently being utilized, enhance the monitoring program and ensure the data

5. The nitrate test, nitrogen as ammonia test collected is most useful.
and phosphate test may not be accurate
enough to make the data collected useful The Stream Reach Survey should be implemented
in analysis. Water samples should be in Phase 2 and should build on the Stream Walk’
collected by volunteers, labele~and put into information. This tiered approach allows Heal the
a full ice chest. The sample should be Bay time to develop a volunteer pool and develop a
transported to the central meeting place and well-organized program based on field experience.
analyzed using a colorimeter by the This approach should allow Heal the Bay to better
Program C, oordinator or field biologist. By evaluate if volunteers are able to accurately collect
using a central meeting place, the samples this more complex data.
can be analyzed in a more timely manner
and only one colorimeter need be MacroinvertebrateSampling
purchased. Biological monitoring is a monitoring tool for testing

6. Training and monitoring events should be water quality and assessing the health of the
scheduled far in advance at regular watershed. Biological testing depicts water quality"
intervals, e.g. the first Saturday of every over a longer period of time, since the biological
month, components of a stream live in direct contact with

7. Volunteers should gather at a central water and are affected by the quality of that water.
meeting place prior to each event and at These organisms are the continuous indicators of
the end of each event. This can be used to water quality. An integrated approach using chemical
pass out and collect equipment, to ensure testing, biological testing, and assessing the physical
that all volunteers are safe, and to perform components of a stream, can result in a more
the nutrient testing, comprehensive evaluation of stream and watershed

health.
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Why Monitoring for Macroinvertebrates is watercourses. Benthic macroinvertebrates can be
Important divided into functional feeding groups. These groups
A common way that volunteers can test the are c611ectors, shredders, scrapers, and predators.
biological health of a stream is by monitoring for Collectors feed on tiny pieces of organic material,
aquatic macroinvertebrates. Since riparian and can be further divided into collector-filterers and
macroinvertebrates are largely immobile and spend collector-gathers. Shredders feed on coarser pieces
part or all of their life within water, they are continuous of organic material such as leaves, algae, and twigs.
indicators of water quality. Some macroinvertebrates Shredders break down these larger pieces which
are highly pollution-sensitive while others are more other macroinvertebrates can then feed on. Scrapers
pollution-tolerant. They can react to changes in water feed on algae attached to stones and other surfaces
temperature, dissolved oxygen levels, chemical and found on the stream bottom. Predators directly feed

¯ organic pollution, and sedimentation. If a monitoring on other aquatic organisms found within the aquatic
sample shows a great number of pollution-tolerant environment. Each of these functional feeding groups
macroinvertebrates and very few, if any, of the plays a vital role in breaking up organic material and
pollution-sensitive macroinvertebrates, it can be an contributing food and nutrients along the food chain.
indication that water quality is poor.

Selecting Monitoring Sites
What are Macroinvertebrates? Two types of monitoring sites should be chosen in
Macroinvertebrates are organisms that have no the watershed. These two sites are reference sites
backbone and can be seen with the unaided eye. and monitoring sites. A reference site is needed to
These can be aquatic clams, snails, worms, and compare other monitoring sites against. It is a site
insects. Many of the macroinvertebrates live the that is minimally impacted by human use and similar
majority of their life within water. For many this is in characteristics to the monitoring site. Since the "
their aquatic stage. They include organisms such as reference site is minimally impacted, it should show
mayflies, dragonflies, and caddisflies (Figure 4-18). what a healthy stream in the watershed looks like, //
Once they enter the adult stage they develop wings and the mixture and diversity of macroinvertebrates
and are able to fly, mate, and deposit eggs for another that can be expected. Monitoring sites are picked ,
generation to form and develop. The aquatic stage because of their strategic Ioca~on and their ability to
can last a few weeks orupto afewyears, depending indicate what is happening in various parts of the ~
upon the organism. Other types of watershed.

;~-’ macroinvertebrates, such as aquatic worms and

... snails, live all of their life within water. Monitoring for macroinvertebrates normally takes
place in areas of the stream that have dffles. Riffles

-- The macroinvertebrates to be monitored are benthic are areas where water flows rapidly over rocks in a Fig=re 4-]& Sam!~le
_ macroinvertebrates. These are macroinvertebrates shallower part of the stream. This is a good area to macroinvertebrate: a common

that live on the bottoms of streams and monitor because macroinvertebrates find this , burrower.
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environment a favorable placeto live. The fast moving Stream Reach Surveying
water captures oxygen from the air, increasing the Stream reach surveying measures the physical forms
dissolved oxygen content of the water. The large and charactedstics of a particular section of a stream
stones and rocks create niches where and provides a documented record that can be
macroinvertebrates attach their homes or find shelter compared over time. The idea behind the stream
from predators in the rapidly moving stream. This reach survey is to take a representative sample of
environment also creates nooks and crannies where an entire stream or creek, such as 15% of the total
organic material and other food can be trapped. The length, and apply the findings to the whole stream.
riffle part of a stream is where a great degree of The stream reach survey collects specific information
diversity in the types of macroinvertebrates is found, about the channel shape, size, the meander pattern,

bankfuil width and depth as well as measuring
Most organisms have been categorized into the average depth of pools, and characterizing the
following six functional fe .eding groups based on their instream habitat, substrate, and overhead cover.
method of acquiring food; shredders (SH), predators This procedure collects detailed information that can
(P), scrapers (SC), filtering collectors (FC), collector be checked year after year to determine if the stream
gathers (CG) and piercers (PI). The composition of has been changed due to factors upstream. This
functional feeding groups will change depending on procedure will allow the monitoring program to
the type and degree of disturbance to the stream, sample the effects of sedimentation on the
For example, absence of riparian canopy will allow watershed, whereas the other procedures will only
more sunlight to enter the stream producing more provide limited data regarding sediments.
periphyton an~l mor~ scrapers, which eat periphyton.
Macroinvertebrate abundance varies with the type Stream reach survey design should include collecting
of pollution affecting the stream, data as teams move upstream to the next survey

site. It is a logical extension of the Stream Walk
Creating a Monitoring Protocol procedures used in Phase 1 and provides more
Currently the California Department of Fish and detailed quantifiable information about the stream.
Game (CDFG) is revising their protocol.to be more This method is used by the California Department
user-friendly and geared towards volunteer of Fish and Game and the Forest service, making
monitoring programs. CDFG will be publishing a key the information collected extremely useful for analysis
that will be helpful for monitoring for and planning.
macroinvertebrates in the Malibu Creek Watershed.
Heal the Bay should use CDFG’s protocols and the Why Stream Reach Surveying is Important
macroinvertebrate key for Phase 2 of the Stream Using stream reach survey to chart "change over
Team Program. time," would allow Heal the Bay to discern the effects

of development upon the physical character of a
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stream. This procedure further allows various This Monitoring Program section details the
agencies and users of the information collected to monitoring program and recommended monitoring
accurately characterize the stream using Rosgen’s protocols for the Stream Team. Special emphasis
stream classification technique. The Rosgen system has been placed on identifying and avoiding potential
is considered very valuable in restoration work. pitfalls, maintaining high levels of volunteer

enthusiasm and participation, and ease of
The objectives include: procedures. The Stream Team Program will identify

problem areas and provide good quality baseline data
To accurately map the physical properties about the seven subwatersheds within the Malibu
of a stream Creek Watershed. The information collected will be
To establish current baseline conditions in a form that is usable by other groups and agencies
within the various subwatersheds of the charged with protecting the environmental resources
Malibu Creek Watershed. of the Malibu Creek Watershed. -Ihe program has
To compare areas upstream and been designed to educate volunteers about the
downstream of urbanization to help watershed and provide information that will help
determine impacts associated with identify problems and keep decision-makers better
urbanization, informed. The flexibility of the program, and the two-

phased approach, should .help Heal the Bay to
What to Expect When Stream Reach Surveying achieve the monitoring goals and in the long-term
Stream Reach Surveying will occur monthly following improve water quality and enhance the ecological
the completion of the Phase 1, Stream Walk. Teams functioning of the watershed.
consist of an X-Stream Team Captain and three
volunteers.

The specific protocols for the stream reach survey
should fit the information needs of stakeholders in
the watershed at the time Phase 2 is ready to begin.
A consultation with Fish and Game will determine
the information needs and appropriate methods to
collect information. Many volunteer programs are

.... using the Stream Reach Survey to collect
information. Care must be taken by the volunteers
because many of the field procedures are complex

¯ . - and may be difficult.
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Section 5

ANALYSIS, SITE SELECTION,
and MONITORING PROGRAM

Models are used to better understand where and how prevention of pollutants to the creeks, lagoon, and
key issues function within the watershed. The models ocean should be of the highest priority (Schmidt 1992,
created for this project analyzed each subwatershed p. A3). Achieving water quality that is capable of
in terms of land uses, surface water features, and sustaining a healthy population of aquatic wildlife that
water quality issues. To better understand water does not pose any human health risks is a highly
quality throughout the watershed, the key desired goal.
components are modeled. These maps predict
probable source areas of urban runoff associated with Subwatersheds
impervious surfaces, nutrient loading, and To betterunderstandthewatershed, and to consider
sedimentation. Areas of recreational resources are the potential effects of impervious surfaces on each
mapped to predict areas most likely to receive of the major tributaries that drain the watershed, the
recreational use. Finally, using these predictive models watershed has been broken down into seven smaller
and criteria, the best monitoring sites are located, subwatersheds. These seven subwatersheds are
and recommendations are made concerning existing Agoura, Cold Creek, Hidden Valley, Las Virgenes,
and future monitoring sites.                 Malibu Creek, Malibou Lake, and Westlake.

ANALYSIS AND MODELING Hidden Valley Subwatershed
The Hiriden Valley subwatershed is located at the

Water quality within the Malibu Creek Watershed is a eastern end of the Malibu Creek Watershed in a large
major contributing factor to the overall ecological fertile valley. Potrero Creek is the maior tributary
functioning of the area and the biggest threat to the draining this area. Prior to development, this area likely
health of recreational users. Malibu Creek ranked served as a floodplain for Potrero Creek and therefore
second on a study listing water bodies contributing has collected large deposits of alluvial materials that
contaminants to Santa Monica Bay (Santa Monica make up the fertile soils. Hidden Valley subwatershed
Bay Restoration Project 1994, pp. 13-14). In 1992, a is 16.9 square miles and is predominantly rural in
survey of 5,800 residents within the watershed was nature, with an estimated population of 1,200 people.
conducted by the Cily of Malibu’s General Plan Task With the exception of vacant land, agriculture is the
Force. Of 406 respondents, 95% felt that the dominant land use, comprising 1.87 square miles.
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Lake Sherwood is located at the outlet, or base, of Water District to store imported water (LVMWD 1994,
this subwatershed and was constructed in 1904 to p. 30). Lake Eleanor drains 1.2 square miles and has
serve as a source of water for the ranches in the a surface area of 9 acres that stores approximately
area. The lake can store 2,600 acre-feet of water and 104 acre-feet of water. The channel between Lake
has an estimated surface area of 163 acres (USDA, Sherwood and Westlake Lake is almost completely
NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed Natural Resources altered with either riprap or concrete for flood control
Plan 1995, p. 55). The staffof Lake Sherwood Ranch, purposes (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed
which manages the lake, uses copper sulfate to Natural Resources Plan 1995, p. 57). The population
minimize algae growth. Since the mid-1980s, forthe city of Westlake Village is estimated at 7,640
wastewater treatment has occurred through residents, which is predicted to grow to 12,200 by
connection to a sewer system, while the potable water the year 2015 (Bauer Environmental Services March
supply continues to come from well water (Hidden 1996, p. 5).
Valley Municipal Water District 1998). There are
numerous ranches in the area with much of the area Agoura Subwatershed
being used for raising livestock, agriculture, and Agoura subwatershed contains 180 acres of golf
pastures for horses (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek courses and a large single family residential population.
Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995, p. 58). Water Lake Lindero is located within this subwatershed, and
samples taken by the NRCS indicate that above drains 5 square miles with the capacity to store 90
acceptable levels of phosphate are present in the acre-feet of water with a surface area of 14 acres
receiving waters that drain this subwatershed. (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed Natural

Resources Plan 1995, p. 59). The total area is 21.6
Westlake Subwatershed square miles, with high-density single family residential
Westlake subwatershed is 13.0 square miles in area. being the largest land use, totaling 3.4 square miles
Being predominantly urban, the highest land use is excepting vacant land. The major tributary is Medea
high density single family residential, comprising Creek, which is fed by Lindero, Palo Commado, and
approximately 1.96 square miles. Two constructed Cheseboro Canyons. The majority of the 21,000-
lakes and one reservoir are contained within this person population, according to 1993 estimates,
subwatershed. Westlake Lake is 18 feet deep near resides in the city of Agoura Hills (Bauer Environment.al
the dam, and can store approximately 791 acre-feet Services March 1996, p. 5). The city of Agoura Hills
of water with a surface area of 95 acres (USDA, NRCS is expected to increase in population to 27,330 based
Malibu Creek Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995, on SCAG projections for the year 2015. Sampling
p. 57). Westlake Lake empties into Triunfo Creek and and modeling conducted in the Agoura subwatershed
is required to discharge water from May 1 to in 1993 found both high salt levels and high
September 1. Las Virgenes Reservoir (Westlake concentrations of coliform. Confined livestock near
Reservoir) drains approximately 0.9 square miles with the Palo Commado area are thought to be a problem
a storage capacity of 10,000 acre-feet or 3.3 billion regarding water quality.
gallons, and is used by the Las Virgenes Municipal
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Las Virgenes Subwatershed 2,978 households with 625 on pdvate septic systems
Las Virgenes subwatershed is 24.3 square miles in (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed Natural
area with the largest land use being high density single Resources Plan 1995, p. 63). Previous water
family residential (0.8 sq. mi.). 300 of the 3,766 chemistry sampling done by the United States
households in Calabasas are on septic systems, the Geological Survey (USGS), from 1985-1987, and
majority of which are in Stokes Canyon towards the those done in 1993 by the NRCS demonstrate high
base of the subwatershed. This area has had high levels of phosphorous in Triunfo Creek and high
nitrogen, phosphorous, and fecal coliform phosphorous levels and fecal coliform at the base of
concentrations that may indicate malfunctioning septic Medea Creek and in Malibou Lake (USDA, NRCS
systems (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek Watershed Malibu Creek Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995,
Natural Resources Plan 1995, p. 59). Las Virgenes p. 64). Both Triunfo Creek and Malibou Lake were
Creek is the major tributary that drains this area. The designated as impaired at least some of the time by
remainder of the subwatershed is largely rural in the 1994 California State Water Quality Assessment.
character. This subwatershed also has orchards, Malibou Lake opens the outlet valves to the dam
pastureland, andfield crops but predominantly consists annually to expel sediments as well as periodically
of open space. This subwatershed is not yet heavily dredgingto remove sediments. The lake is also treated
developed, and may be undergoing development with copper sulfate to minimize algae growth (Trim
pressures due to the large amount of undeveloped 1994, p. 36).
private land. During May and September, sampling
events conducted by NRCS, upper Las Virgenes Cold CreekSubwatershed
Creek showed high concentrations of phosphates Cold Creek subwatershed, at 8.2 square miles, is
above the acceptable level and were considered high predominantly open space with the exception of rural
enough to impact downstream water (USDA, NRCS residential land uses on private septic systems
Malibu CreekWatershed Natural Resources Plan1995, comprising 0.8 square miles. In addition, this
p. 62). subwatershed has 34 acres of confined animal units

concentrated towards the lower part of the
MalibouLakeSubwatershed subwatershed (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek
Malibou Lake subwatershed is 13.2 square miles. Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995, p. 65).
Rural residential comprises 0.677 square miles and is Sampling conducted by the USGS from 1982 to 1988,
the dominant land use, with some homes located and one site survey by the NRCS in 1993,
along creeks and surrounding the lake. This demonstrated consistentlyhighlevelsofphosphorous
subwatershed receives water from the Agoura and averaging in excess of 5.6 rag/1 which are high enough
Westlake subwatersheds. Malibou Lake is fed by to impact downstream water quality (USDA, NRCS
Triunfo Creek to the west and Medea Creek from the Malibu Creek Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995,
north. The lake drains 64 square miles and has a p. 65).
surface area of 55 acres with a storage capacity of
500 acre-feet. This subwatershed has an estimated
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Malibu Creek Subwatershed lagoon with funding from the California Coastal
Malibu Creek subwatershed is 12.8 square miles and Conservancy.
comprised mostly of mountainous open space. Low
density, single family residential comprises O.2 square Th~ RWQCB has established a list of designated
miles and is the predominant land use in this beneficial uses for various water bodies in theMalibu
subwatershed. Malibu Creek is subject to receiving Creek Watershed. The RWQCB has set measurable
waters from the other six subwatersheds. Tapia is water quality objectives that ensure that these
located in this subwatershed. Treated water has been beneficial uses do not become impaired (USDA, NRCS
discharged from this facility into the creek since 1961 Malibu Creek Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995,
and has altered the dynamics of both surface water p. 42). These lists can be obtained in the RWQCB’s
quality and quantity. Malibu Creek was listed as having 1994 Basin Plan.
intermediate impairments in the 1994 California State
Water Quality Assessment (USDA, NRCS Malibu Impervious Surfaces
Creek Watershed Natural Resources Pla~ 1995, p. Mapping areas of impervious surfaces can be used
66). Areas tested above Tapia were below the 10- as an effective tool to predict impacts of development
mg/l threshold set by the Regional Water Quality within the watershed. There is a strong relationship
Control Board (RWQCB)for concentrations of nitrates, between the percentage of impervious surface in a
Measurements taken below Tapia have been recorded watershed and the quality of stream habitat and water
in excess of 16 mgi] (USDA, NRCS Malibu Creek quality. Mapping impervious areas can be useful as a
Watershed Natural Resources Plan 1995, p. 48). planning tool to help assess and manage impacts

development will have in the watershed.
The Century Reservoir is located in the Malibu Creek
subwatershed. This reservoir drains 68.1 square miles Measuring the percent of impervious coverage is best
and has a surface area of seven acres that can store done at the subwatershed level. Impacts associated
70 acre-feet of water. Located within this subwatershed with impervious surfaces are likely to occur in the
is the 102 foot tall Rindge Dam. This dam is completely tributary that drains these impervious surfaces.
full from sedimentation, serving as a testament to Headwater subwatersheds can be organized intothree
the highly erodible soils in the area. Where Malibu different categories, depending upon the percent of
Creek empties into the lagoon as it passes through impervious coverage. These categories are sensitive,
the City of Malibu, a small portion of mainly degrading, and non-supportive subwatersheds. The
commercial property is evident. The wastewater at sensitive subwatershed has about 1% to 10%
the base of the Malibu Creek subwatershed in the impervious cover (Schueler 1995, p. 42). Water quality
City of Malibu is handled by private septic systems, and stream biodiversity is normally good to excellent,
There is strong public opinion that these septic and stream channel stability is stable. The resource
systems are a major contributing factor to the objective inthe sensitive subwatershed is to preserve
consistently poor water quality in the lagoon and at and protect biodiversity and channel stability. The next
Surfrider Beach. Currently, UCLA is studying the category is the degrading subwatershed, with 11% to
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25% impewious cover. Water quality and stream ~rm events. Unlike disconnected impervious
biodiversity is fairto good. Stream channel stability is surfaces, nearly all runoff from directly connected
unstable and the resource objective is to maintain or impervious areas, such as roads and parking lots,
restore the key elements of stream quality. The last flows directly into the storm water drainage system.
category is the non-supporting subwatershed. This
subwatershed has 26% to 100% impervious cover. One method of mapping the effective impermeability
Water quality is fair to poor, and stream biodiversity is of an area is by ground truthing or chec~’Jng data out
poor. Stream channel stability is highly unstable. The in the field. Due to the size of the watershed and the
resource objective within the non-supportive limited time of this study, groundtruthingforthisproject
subwatershed is to minimize pollutant loads to protect was not feasible. The approach used by the Cal Poly
downstream waters, team was to calculate the overall area of individual

land uses that are known to have impervious surfaces
There are two methods of measuring the amount of in each subwatershed. These land use areas were
impervious surfaces’: These are mapped then multiplied by an imperviousness factor to come
impermeability and effective impermeability. Mapped up with the effective impermeability for that land use.

impermeability includes all The effective imperviousness factor represents the
t~lappedlmpermeabili~’=75% impervious surfaces within a amount of runoff a particular land use generates.

Ro0,~,30% P=~oto.:. subwatershed. Effective Effective impermeability gives a more accurate
impermeability includes only account of runoff than does mapped impermeability.

D,~,.~,.,~.to,/, impervious surfaces that are Imperviousness factors used are from a study done
Ro,,~ 25% directly connected to the storm for the cities of Los Angeles County by Heal the Bay

___,~.,~,~,,. water drainage system or to (Urban Runoff: A Pollution Abatement Program 1992).
..... streams. Effective impervious Land use categories used in this analysis are based

Sto~r,~,,no,,’~r~.~,~r,*~, surfaces does not include on the maps provided by Los Angeles County
surfaces such as rooftops where Department of Public Works. These maps were
runoff may flow onto landscaped updated in ArcView v 3.0a using a digital orthographic

£fred~ve lmpermeabillt~ 25% areas and infiltrate into the soil aerial photograph taken in April and October 1997.

"®"~"~ ~,,o ~,~. (Figure 5-1). These surfaces The land use map was placed on top of and compared
~’°~"~’~ ~°~ have less of an impact upon the to the aerial photograph. Adjustments were made so

watershed. A large percentage of that land use reflected the most current data.
~.o~,zs./. ~oV,,~ storm water runoff from theseT° ~torm Dr=ins

disconnected impervious areas The Impervious Surfaces map shows the effective
flow onto landscaped areas and impervious surface area for each of the seven
infiltrate into the soil before subwatersheds in the Malibu Creek Watershed.

’J=°~"~’ reaching the storm water Westlake subwatershed has the largest percentage
drainage system. This is of impervious surfaces with just over 23%. Agoura

Figur~ :$-]: Mappea versus Effective Impermeability. especially true during smaller subwatershed is second with 18.4% impervious
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...-’-
surfaces. These subwatersheds fit into the degrading subwatershed into Westlake. The Malibu Creek

~ category, and should have fair to good water quality subwatershed receives water from a~l of the
~ . and stream biodiversity. The objective is to maintain subwatersheds; therefore the water quality,

or restore the key elements of stream quality in biodiversity, and stability of their streambanks are
"" degrading streams. Within these two subwatersheds, subject to upstream levels of impervious surfaces.

large segments of their tributaries are channelized with

~}, ,~, .~ concrete or other materials. This suggests that In orderto preserve the Malibu Creek Watershed and
~.. o~:~..~,~.,~ subwatersheds that will potentially reach these the biodiversity that makes this watershed special,

~,~’~.~,~"~,. ~~," " " percentages of impervious surface area are likely to the ever-increasing amounts of impervious surfaces
,~ .~ ~"~//’x~]’ F,3 , become channelized and thereby transfer their must be addressed. Continued deve!opment and build

- ;-,~ ~-~/~,’¢t’~x"J} ~’ problems downstream. Westlake subwatershed is out of the watershed will cause further channelization
": dangerously close to reaching a non-supporting level of creeks and streams, degraded water quality, less~ with poor to fair water quality, poor biodiversity, and abundant populations of fish and wildlife, and will alter

highly unstable streambanks, the natural character that attracts millions of visitors
and thousands of residents to this area.

,~ ~j.~.~ ~’~
Based upon percent of impervious surfaces, each

.~.~.,~.~.~,~,~

~

subwatershed was placed into one of the three Probable Pollution Sources

~,.~ categories: sensitive, degrading, and non-supportive This model examines three key issues: urban runoff,
~" (Figure 5-2). The volunteer monitoring program will nutdent loading, and sedimentation, in terms of their

---    ~ ~ ~,; gather information that will serve as baseline data to water quality pollution potential. Probable pollution

~~ further support and identify sensitive, degrading, and sources was derived from the various land uses. Each
non-supportive subwatersheds. Gathering this data land use was weighted for its most likely type of
will also help to confirm and refine the impervious pollutant. The map on the nextpage highlights potential
surface, waterquality, and stream habitat relationship, pollution sources.

The Cold Creek, Hidden Valley, and Las Virgenes Urban Runoff Pollution Sources
subwatersheds are all below 9% impervious surfaces. The urban runoff pollution source model is based on
They are considered sensitive subwatersheds, with the following land uses that were considered likely to

.-- good to excellent water quality, biodiversity, andstable contribute pollutants to receiving waters:
streambanks. The resource objective in the sensitive Transportation, Retail/Commercial, OtherCommercial,~ subwatershed is to protect and preserve biodiversity Multiple Family Residential, Mixed Transportation,

.-- and channel stability. The Malibou Lake and Malibu Mixed Commercial and Industrial, Maintenance Yards,
Creek subwatersheds are also within the sensitive institutional, Heavy Industry, High Density Single

~=r~ .~.2: rh~ co,c~/~ sketch subwatershed category. These subwatersheds are Family Residential, and Gene~ Office. All urban land
above shows th~ condition of not headwater subwatersheds and receive inputs from uses have a 30% or greater imperviousness factor,riparian corridors in a: A) sensitive,
B) degrading, and C) non- subwatersheds upstream. Malibou Lake receix, es and were considered heavily utilized by automobile
supporting, watersheds, water that passes through the Hidden Valley traffic.
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Nutdent Sources SITE SELECTION PROCESS
~ The following land uses were considered likely sources
~.~ of nutdent loading: Nurseries and Vineyards, Golf It is important that the monitoring program is well

Courses, Animal Husbandry, and Agriculture. Areas organized and steady progress is made in achieving

~ of known septic systems that were located within the objectives set by Heal the Bay. This section
300 foot from a water body were also included. Areas provides Heal the Bay with two monitoring program
with high density septic use like Monte Nido, Cross options. This flexibility will allow the Stream Team
Creek Plaza, the Malibu Civic Center, and Serra Program to start slowly and progress and expand, as
Retreat were considered probable sources due to the the information base and the experience level of
volume of wastewater treated and the cumulative volunteers grows. The two different programs were

. ¯ effect of long-term treatment, designed to take advantage of the growing wealth of
knowledge about the watershed, the differing skill

Erosion and Sedimentation Sources levels of volunteers, and the growing interest and
A model was created to reveal probable sources of funding as the program matures.
erosion and sedimentation. :l’he criteria used to create
this model are land uses that are considered likely to The site selection process first involves examining
supply sediments to surface waters. Land uses such existing monitoring efforts within the watershed. Next,
as, Under Construction, Nurseries and Vineyards, streams are classified according to their physical
Animal Husbandry, and Agriculturewereall considered characteristics. Then criteria are established for
for this model. The latest fire to occur in this watershed choosing the different types of monitoring sites. Finally,
took place in 1996 and areas affected by this fire monitoring sites are selected. A description of the
were also considered to be likely sources of erosion monitoring program follows the monitoring site
and sediments. Finally, soil types rated as severe to selection, and the monitoring program options are
very severe, and very severe based on their erodibility, defined.
were used as probable sources of erosion and
sedimentation. Soil types were based on studies done Existing Monitoring Sites
by USDA-SCS and the University of California Thebulkofexistingmonitoringeffortsareatthebottom
Agricultural Experiment Station (Soil Survey, Ventura of the watershed (see map on next page). Very few
Area, California. Apdl 1970. USDA-SCS and the monitoring stations are located in the upper portion of
Topanga-Las Virgenes Resource Consewation District ’ the watershed, where the probable sources of water
and the Los Angeles County Department of County quality degradation occur. Currently, four groups are
Engineer. Soils of the Malibu Area, California with engaged in regularwaterquality monitoring programs
Farm and Non-Farm Interpretations, October 1967). that sample at least once a month. These are the

Las Virgenes Municipal Water District, Resource
Conservation District of the Santa Monica Mountains,
Los Angeles County Department of Health Services,
and Los Angeles County Department of Public Works.
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There are redundancies and overlaps between the Using this information, all possible monitoring sites
~’- different agencies with their monitoring efforts. This were located, resulting in the Maximum Monitoring
~. project recommends coordinating the monitoring Sites Model. These include Reference Sites, General

efforts and relocating some monitoring sites to collect Impact Sites, Recovery and Outlet sites. All streams
¯ "" more comprehensive and useful data. These of less than second order were automatically

recommendations can be found in Appendix B- eliminated from consideration, as it is unlikely that
Existing Monitoring Efforts. these streams would have adequate water supply to

sustain a year round monitoring effort. Using the
Stream Classification preliminary first level stream classification discussed
As part of the site selection process, the streams earlier, streams of A or AA+ types were eliminated
within the Malibu Creek Watershed were classified, as potential monitoring sites, due to their overall long
The first level stream typing method, based on term stability that, if monitored, would not show
techniques developed by Dave Rosgen of Wildland changes influenced by development practices. Finally,
Hydrology, was used on all.second order and above all monitoring sites chosen had to be located near a
streams. Each stream fits into one of eight distinct road and appear to have access, based on the aerial
types. Stream classification allows monitoring photo. These sites were also compared against a
programs to minimize the number of baseline, or land ownership map to determine which sites were
reference, monitoring sites. For example, a "B" type privately held and those that were public.
stream in one location should look and behave in the
same manner elsewhere in the watershed. Stream Maximum Monitoring Sites Model
classification is also useful for future restoration efforts. Using the above criteria, the maximum number of
This technique allows comparison of a pristine stream potential monitoring sites was selected. With all
of a certain type to a stream of the same type that is potential sites identified, the monitoring program can
influenced by development to determine any expand in the future if changes occur, such as
differences. Stream classification was done by the upstream development. When this occurs, this model
Cal Poly Team using 3-D modeling to determine the allows the monitoring program the flexibility of finding
shape of the landscape, and then calculating the slope new reference locations. The maximum monitoring
and sinuosity of the stream itself using the aerial sites map can be seen on the next page.
photograph and USGS 7.5 minute topographic maps.
Further details about first level stream typing can be Reference $itesare upstream from impacts identified
found in Rosgen’s book, Applied River Morphology on the Probable Pollution Sources Model and aerial
1996.                                 photograph. Reference sites are typically located in

relatively undisturbed areas of the watershed (Figure
Overview and Criteria                    5-3).
The site selection process for monitoring sites was General Impact Sfes are located downstream from
begun by overlaying the digital aerial photograph, the probable pollution sources. Sites were selected as
probable pollution sources model, and land use maps. much as possible to locate and isolate the pollution
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downstream subwatershed. Outlet Sites
will allow Heal the Bay to determine the contribution
of each subwatershed to water quality and quantity.

Recovery. Section Refere~e Section MONITORING PROGRAM OPTIONS

Figure 5-3: This image shows the From the Maximum Monitoring Sites Model, two
..=relative position of the various source to a specific tributary. General Impact Sites potential programs were created, the Overviewmonitoring sites. They include: will help Heal the Bay determine what impacts are

A) outlet sites, 17) recovery sites, Program, and the General Impacts Program. The
c) impact sites and D) reference being caused by upstream land uses. General Impact criteria used for each monitoring program altemative
sites. Sites were subjected to the same criteda as the are summarized in the Monitoring Sites Selection

reference sites, with the exception that they must be Criteria chart (Table 5-1). These criteria are to be used
downstream of a suspected impact, by the program coordinator to assist in determining
Recovery Sites are located at least 500 yards where to set up monitoring stations. The goal for each
downstream from General Impact Sites. The goal is program differs, depending on what type of information
to determine how long it takes water quality to recover is desired by Heal the Bay.
from probable pollution sources. Recovery Sites were
subjected to the same criteria as the previous two Overview Monitoring Program
types of monitoring sites. This is a program designed to test the general water
Outlet Sites were chosen for each of the seven quality of each of the seven subwatersheds within
subwatersheds. Outlet sites are located where the the Malibu Creek Watershed (see map on next page).
tributary exits a subwatershed just prior to entering This program measures the contribution that each

subwatershed has on the overall water quality and
Type ofsit~Monito,ng

MonitoringOptionProgram Criteri, g=ed for Site Selection Inform~on So.r., quantity within the watershed. Each subwatershed
~) ~ov. s,,s~t,~ ~,ut~oa so,,rees contains two sampling stations, one at the base where
and impacts1) Reference 2) ee~o. ~,o~ ~o, ut= sou,re= or 1-,) ~ob~e ~o,,,ron sou,co moael, the waters leave that particular subwatershed, an

2) GaneraJ impact M=dmum # of land use map, aerial photo, streamsIm~act~l areas Outlet Site, and another Reference Site, upstream of3} Recede7 Mon|todog Sites 3) ~k)wnstream el an unaltered reach, map, subsh~s map
4) Outlet downstream el an impact site all impacts. Sites selected were located on the tributary

~) e~,= of a su~,at~ " in each subwatershed that drained the largest land
1) Above suspected polluro~ sources

1) Reference Overview Monitoring and Impacts on largest s~shed 1-2) Maximum nornbet of monitoring area. By monitoring these two points in each
2) Outer Program tributary sites model, subsheds map and

,~,~ ma~ subwatershed, the results can be compared to each
2) ~=e e~ S~,,ats,s~ other to determine if land uses are affecting the water
1) Directly above suspected pdluron

f) Refore~e Ge~e~ Impacts, so~rces a~l Impacts 1-3) ~a~m~rn numt~ o~ ,~on~fo,n~ quality at the outlet. The Overview Program consists
2) G~al impact MlnimalMonitoang 2)Downstreamoldomi~antpollutio~ sites model, su~hedsmapaod of a total of fourteen sites, two per each3) OuUet Program source I stmam map

3) Base of ,~bwat=shed subwatershed.

Table 5-1: Monitoring Sites Selection Criteria table
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The Overview approach is recommended for Phase monitoring program to generally locate the source of
1 of this pilot program. The Overview Monitoring the problem based on the three key issues. Where
Program will allow Heal the Bay to determine how possible, reference sites were located directly
each of the seven subwatersheds is contributing to upstream of the suspected impact. When this was
flow and/or degraded water quality within the overall not possible, a reference site with the same stream
watershed. The weakness of this approach is that it classification was used. Recovery Sites were selected
only isolates problems to the subwatershed level. It downstream of a location of a likely impact to
is a useful approach for Phase 1 and wilt allow Heal determine if the stream and water quality has
the Bay to determine which subwatersheds are having recovered at this lower point and to what extent. This
problems. In Phase 2, Heal the Bay can focus their scenario also locates Outlet Sites at the base of each
efforts to target specific areas, subwatershed to determine the overall contribution

to water quality and quantity of each subwatershed.
General Impacts Monitoring Program      The General Impacts Optimal map can be seen on
There are two options with.i.n the General Impacts the next page.
Monitoring Program, Optimal and Minimal. With this
program, the maximum numbers of sampling stations General Impacts-Minimal
are selected based on their ability to isolate the general The minimal scenario is the fewest number of stations
impacts. These impacts are based on the Probable that would determine the effects of pollution on water
Pollution model, which highlights areas that are likely quality directly above and below an area. This option
contributors of pollution for each of the key issues of chooses a Reference Site and a General Impact Site
sedimentation, nutrient loading, and urban runoff, below the suspected dominant pollution source in each
Additional reference sites were chosen if they were subwatershed. An Outlet Site i~ selected as well. This
situated immediately upstream of the general impact scenario will isolate pollution sources to a general area
and were minimally influenced by upstream factors, and compare the difference between water quality
This was done to help isolate the suspected impact, upstream and downstream of the impact. The General
All sites selected were located near a road on a second Impact Sites, Minimal Monitoring Program map can
order or higher stream, and appeared accessible from be seen on page 5-19.
aerial photography. As always, A and AA+ stream
types were eliminated from consideration. Using these WATERSHED MONITORING FRAMEWORK
criteria, the program can grow in the future and adapt
to unforeseen change.                     The Watershed Monitoring Framework section

contains three important components of this monitoring
Generallmpacts-OplJmal                   program. Pdoritizing Subwatersheds provides a
The Optimal option chooses land uses that can be framework from which to build a monitoring program.
isolated and are potentially impacting majortributaries The Recommendations for Future Monitoring contains
within each subwatershed. This would allow the suggestions on waysto organize the sampling options
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outlined above. Recommendations for Existing should suffer from the greatest impacts from
Monitoring Efforts details ways in which current development (Table 5-2). Water Quality was evaluated
monitoring efforts could potentially be more effective. - in terms of most susceptible to pollutants from urban

runoff, sediment loading, and nutrient loading (Table~ Prioritize Subwatersheds 5-3). The ranking and priority for each category can
The subwatersheds have been prioritized for each be seen in the tables below.
monitoring procedure based on how critical the extent
of probable impacts are to the streams. Priodtizing Recommendations for Future Monitoring
provides flexibility for the implementation of the The models created forthe Generallmpacts Monitoring
monitoring procedures. This is due to the Program should be used to incorporate any future

- unpredictability of volunteer participation and the monitoring efforts within the watershed. If a high
resources available to create field kits for Stream school or other organization wants to conduct
Walking and Water Quality Teams. Each monitoring, water quality sites should be added in
subwatershed is assigned..a number, one through accordance with these models. It is recommended
seven, one being most critical, seven being the least thatthe General Impacts Minimal option be usedprior
critical. Subwatersheds were pdorJtized with regard to using the General Impacts Optimal option. By
to Stream Walking and Water Quality Monitoring. following this plan, the data collection in this watershed
Stream Walking was prioritized using the following will be maximized and redundancy will be minimized.
criteria: which subwatershed is the most critical to These models should also be used to implement any
locate barriers to fish passage, which subwatershed biological monitoring procedures. By doing so, this
should have the most unstable streambanks and data can enhance the overall knowledge about the
outfalls into the streams, and which subwatershed watershed.

¯ _                                       m~=~ty)

Cd~C~ 2 7 6 15 O:i::l O~ 7 6 7 33
~r-- I.,ts ~s 3 3 1 7 Las v~B’es 3 4 3 10
t ,
~_ t~:~u L~ 4 5 5 14 t~zu ~=’~ 5 7 5

~ 6 2 3 11 A3J~a 2 5 2 9

v~ 7 1 4 12 w~ 1 3 4 8

Fidd= Vale/ 8 4 2 14 I"ld:~ VE~ey 6 2 1 9

Table 5-2: Priority chart for Stream Walking Table 5-3: Priori~." chart]?~r Water Quality Testing
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Recommendations for Existing of every month. This schedule will more closely
~, Monitoring Efforts correlate with volunteer monitoring efforts and make
~ ~ Current monitoring efforts could potentially be more the data collected more comparable. Ideally,
’~ ’ effective with a few modifications. There is an overlap monitoring would begin at the Salvation Army Site,

~ of monitoring sites by different agencies. Monitoring proceed downstream to Cross Creek, and then end
efforts, including the efforts of the Malibu Creek at the two ocean sites. Resource ConservalJon District
Watershed Stream Team volunteers, must be (RCD) should work on this same schedule at the
coordinated to maximize resources and enhance the lagoon. Further, the RCD should add a monitoring
quality of data gathered in the watershed, station at Cross Creek Road that is monitored at the

same time as LVMWD and DPW. This would be an
Monitoring should be done at the same time or at effective way to verify the accuracy of their data.
least on the same day at sampling stations that have
overlaps. On Malibu Creek at Cross Creek Road, the The RWQCB Planning Division monitors four surface
Department of Health Services (DHS) is testing water sites within the watershed, but does so on an
bacteria, and Las Virgene~ Municipal Water District annual basis (Trim 1994, pp. 12-14). This data is of
(LVMWD) and LA County Department of Public Works limited use at such an infrequent level of monitoring.
(DPW) are testing conventional, nutrients, bacteria, The RWQCB Planning Division should discontinue their
organic chemicals and making visual observations on current monitoring sites and re-allocatethose resources
a monthly basis (Trim 1994, pp. 12-15). It is to supplying quality control and quality assurance to
recommended that the DHS should consider the volunteer monitoring program. The RWQCB could
discontinuing monitoring at the Cross Creek Station. join the monitoring teams on three Saturdays and
Instead, resources should be re-allocated to.include three Sundays and take side by side samples to
conventional testing, nutrient testing, and bacteria provide quality assurance checks. Further, they could
testing at the Salvation Army station on Malibu Creek, test those samples for bacteria. The Ventura County
so that DHS can quality check LVMWD’s data. Department of Public Works monitors three stations
Currently, DHS is only monitoring bacteria at the on a quarterly basis, testing for conventional nutrients
Salvation Army Camp station while LVMWD monitors and bacteria. The Cal Poly team recommends that
forconventional nutrients, bacteria, organic chemicals, these sites be monitored on a monthly bask-the first
and makes visual observations. ~ Saturday (preferred), or Friday. Finally, Ventur~

o ¯ County should add an additional monitoring site to
Two ocean sites, 50 yards east and west of the mouth serve as a reference on Cheseboro Road.

¯ " of Malibu Lagoon, are also being monitored by DHS
_.. and LVMWD. A schedule should be established to

encourage monitoring at the same time that would
serve as a quality assurance check. These sites should
be monitored ideally in the morning on the first Friday
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Section 6
Beyond Monitoring

The most effective way to improve ecological sacrificing human needs. Objectives contribute
functioning within the watershed is to take action at towards the improvement of an issue if action items
the sources of the problems. New construction and are implemented.
renovation provides an opportunity for developers,
architects, landscape architects, engineers, planners, Planning & Development Recommendations could
and others to integrate designs that combine function, be turned into planning and zoning ordinances for local
form, and ecological, sensitivity. The following section cities, counties, or regional agencies to implement
is a catalog of planning and development and enforce. Design Alternatives are land-based
recommendations, and design alternatives or Best actions that an individual or developer could implement
Management Practices (BMPs) for consideration and on their property or in their community. Reference
action, sections provide specific sources of information

relating to a particular objective.
The monitoring program will advance the
understanding of water quality issues, track trends, ~MPERVlOUS SURFACES
and identify source areas of pollutants. As long as
urban runoff flows untreated and unfiltered directlyReducing the effective level of impervious surfaces
into streams, water quality will not significantly improve can improve water quality. This will increase infiltration,
at Malibu Lagoon and Surfrider Beach. By and ultimately reduce not only the volume and
implementing the following action items, the health intensity of surface flows, but also the pollutants
of stream corridors and ultimately water quality, can associated with urban runoff within the watershed.
improve, fulfilling the vision of the watershed presented Reducing impervious surfaces would diminish future
at the beginning of this document, impacts to stream ecosystems. At the site scale, the

goal for reducing the effects of impervious surfaces
The following recommendations are divided into is slightly different than that for the whole watershed.
sections by key issues related to water quality. These The goal would be to achieve a "no net increase" in
are impervious surfaces, nutrient loading and the amount of storm water runoff that leaves a given
sedimentation, water quantity, riparian habitat site. This means that the amount of storm water flow
conservation, and development. Overall goals describe off of a site is the same as its pre-development,
the conditions for optimal ecological functioning without naturally vegetated state.

Beyond Monitoring
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,-- Planning and Development non-supporting. The sensitive subwatershed should
Recommendations have an upper limit of 10% impervious surfaces,

=-- Limiting construction of impervious surfaces and degrading a 25% limit, and non-supporting no upper
,.., promoting the use of permeable surfaces forali current limit on impervious surfaces. Non-supporting

and future projects can help restrict the amount of subwatersheds have poor water quality and highly
urban runoff in the watershed. Use of different unstable streambanks. Future development and
products and technologies that allowthe infiltration of growth should be designated to occur in non-
water must be considered for all new developments, supporting subwatersheds in order to protect the
whether they are small-scale improvements such as sensitive and degrading subwatersheds.
a drainage swale, or a newly planned commercial
and residential developments. By enhancing infiltration, Recommendations regarding specific subwatersheds
the impacts to streams and water quality can be in the Malibu Creek Watershed include:
reduced.

¯ Focus development in the Westlake and
One way to lessen the impact of impervious surfaces Agoura subwatersheds and limit this to no
is to concentrate development in higher density more than 25% mapped impermeable
clustered housing (25% to 100% impervious surfaces) surfaces.
in some of the subwatersheds, in order to limit ¯ Change the zoning regulations to ensure
development in other subwatersheds to 10% that Las Virgenes, Malibou Lake, Malibu
impervious surfaces (Schueler 1995, p. 38). Clustered Creek, and Hidden Hills subwatersheds
development lessens road length and reduces the never exceed the 10% threshold for
amount of other impervious surfaces required to impervious surfaces.

support a development. Reductions of impervious , Reduce the level of effective

surfaces between 10% to 50% from traditional layouts impermeability in the Westlake and
Agoura subwatersheds. This can be done

can be accomplished depending upon lhe configuration through ordinances, building codes, and
of the clustered development (Schueler 1995, p. 61). implementing new technologies to handle
Substantial savings in infrastructure costs are a direct development.
benefit to the developer.

Studies, such as Schueler’s, have shown that it is
Land use zoning and other regulations can be used to more effective to reduce the amount of impervious
limit the amount of impervious surfaces. Positive surfaces related to the transport system (roads,
incentives and flexible codes encourage creative parking lots, etc.), since these tend to have higher
strategies for reducing the amount of impervious concentrations of pollutants than do rooftops or other
surfaces. This zoning should be done at the impervious surfaces. These include reducing driveway
subwatershed scale and should be based upon the length, width of streets and amount of impervious
subwatershed classification: sensitive, degrading, and parking area.
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Design Alternatives-Impervious Surfaces This all depends upon layout of streets, parking lots,
The keys to mitigating the amount of storm water and !he overall layout and design of the site.
runoff are to slow down, capture, store, filter, and
release storm water runoff. The most effective Recommendations
strategy, of course, is to limit or reduce the amount of The following are specific actions that can be used to
impervious surfaces in the watershed. In addition to diminish the amount and effects of impervious
limiting or reducing impervious surfaces, it is surfaces.
recommended that design alternatives or Best
Management Practices (BMPs) be implemented to Overall Recommendations
reduce the amount and filter pollutants out of urban ¯ Minimize the pollutants, and volume, and
runoff, intensity of stream flows by restoring

channelized portions of the creek throughout
The BMPs strategy will depend upon the the Westlake and Agoura subwatersheds.
subwatershed classification. Sensitive subwatershed Efforts to recapture the natural creek should
BMPs should try and maintain pre-development start at the top and work down.
hydrology and reduce sediment loading. BMPs such ° Implement Best Management Practices
as biofilters, swales, and sand filters should be located throughout the entire watershed.
away from streams to protect the hydrology of o Create a system of freshwater wetlands that
streams. BMPs for degrading subwatersheds should biologically cleanses the water and regulate
be implemented to remove pollutants and to reduce the volume and intensity of stream 1lows
the frequency of bank-full and sub-bankfull floods. Pond into downstream subwatersheds.
or wetland designs can be implemented to achieve
these goals. Non-supporting subwatershed BMPs Streets, Driveways & Sidewalks
objectives are to reduce pollution loads and prevent ¯ Narrow width of streets.
pollution. ¯ Use bioswales (vegetated depressions) that

collect storm water and create visual
The amount of impervious surfaces can vary greatly separation, instead of creating elevated
depending upon the development strategies and median strips to separate the traffic on two-
requirements for an area. The width of streets, the way streets.
density of buildings, parking lot requirements, and the ° Create streets and driveways that combine
materials specified for such surfaces all contribute to vegetative materials like grass, and ground
the amount of impervious surfaces within a covers with porous concrete, cobblestones
development. amount of actual impervious or other materials that allow forthe infiltrationThe
surfaces can vary from 25% to 60% for medium of water.
density, single-family homes (Schueler 1995, p. 21). ° Reduce the size of driveways for single

family homes by sharing driveway ~~;
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entrances. Create permeable extra parking Rooftops
spaces for visitors. Rooftop drainage is often sent directly to driveways

¯ Install French drain filter strips at the bottom and streets to rapidly flow into the storm drain system.
of driveways or parking lots that collect and Collecting, dispersing and tiltering rooftop runoff before
filter onsite runoff, then disperse water into it reaches the storm drain system is a simple way of
planted collection areas, reducing negative effects of runoff.

¯ Use driveway strips with vegetation in the
center to absorb leaks from automobiles and ¯ Drain roof runoff onto permeable areas
increase infiltration, such as planter beds. Use gravel to

¯ Use permeable surface materials, such as disperse gutter f~ows and to prevent
cobbles, bricks or concrete paving blocks laid erosion, or trench drains of gravel.
in a sand bed with mortarless joints, o Collect rooftop runoff from gutters into
decomposed granite, and gravel, underground cisterns for future irrigation use.

¯ Design residential streets that receive little
traffic with porous pavement to Drainage Structures
accommodate one way traffic, and use grass ¯ Retrofit existing storm water channels with
pavement for times when two-way traffic is pervious surfaces, where safe, to slow
needed, velocity of runoff.

¯ Create soft-bottom channels in place of
Parking Lots concrete or pipes.

¯ Maximize how parking lots are used by using ¯ Widen channels where possible.
permeable surface materials on overflow ° Establish retention/detention ponds, filters
areas or outer edges that are only used and infiltration systems.
during busy holiday seasons, o Create alternate routes for heavier flows

¯ Use bioswales to collect runoff from parking, through unused corridors or lots.
with plants and soil to filter pollutants ¯ Retrofit areas of high runoff due to
associated with cars, before entering into the impervious surfaces.
stream system. ¯ Construct wetlands, where hydrology

¯ Support and use public transportation; ride permits, for the enjoyment of residents.
bicycles for shorter trips.

¯ Create pedestrian-friendly malls that NUTRIENT-LOADING
encourage strolling, not driving, between
stores.                         Mitigation measures can decrease the impacts of

¯ Require underground parking beneath large pollutants to water quality. The key to preventing
structures, such as commercial buildings or excess nutrients from reaching the water is to mitigate
apartment complexes.
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them at their source. The intent of this section is to demand for reclaimed water exceeds
recommend ways to reduce effects of polluted runoff supply.
into streams. New developments represent a good ¯ Begin a regional horse ownership educational
opportunity to implement some of these measures, program to encourage composting manure,

pasture rotation, and proper planting
The following are specific actions that can be used to techr~iques for grazing areas. Encourage the
diminish the amount and effects of nutrient loading: use of bioswales and filter strips to capture

runoff leaving areas where horses are kept.
Recommendations ¯ Establish ordinances requiring a minimum

¯ Treat runoff onsite in bio-retention ponds or 200-foot riparian buffer zone between areas
wetlands, before being released into public where horses are kept and the stream.
storm drain system. ¯ Permit t~o animal grazing within 200-foot of

¯ Collect runoff in parking lots into bio- the riparian zone.
retention ponds such as tree planters, , Properly maintain septic systems; require
median strips, orbioswales, inspections every two years. Require

¯ Line streets and parking lots with bioswales systems tha~ do not pass inspection to be
to collect and filter runoff, retrofitted with new septic systems that treat

¯ Educate the public on ways they can and reuse water for lan~lscape irrigation.
lessen pollution runoff and impacts to the ¯ Pass ordinances that require new
watershed, construction to meet these same

¯ Maintain a water quality monitoring requirements. Utilize computer-type
program to give feedback to the public and systems to monitor the effectiveness of
to agencies responsible for maintaining leach fields.
water quality.

¯ Lessen the amount of inputs into managed Recommendations for Steelhead Trout
landscapes, such as pesticides, fertilizers Enhancement (see Appendix E for more
and herbicides, details)

¯ Restore ripadan vegetation. ¯ Remove the Rindge Dam to enable
¯ Minimize inputs to the wastewater steelhead trout to migrate further

treatment facility by promoting the use of upstream.
gray water. ¯ Designate and protect cdtical habitat for

¯ Minimize the use of detergents containing steelhead trout.
phosphates that are hardtofilter. ¯ Require Tapia to cool, store, and polish¯ Tapia should utilize wetlands that cool, wastewater using wetlands prior to any creek
store, and polish wastewater to be discharge.
delivered during the summer when

Beyond Monitoring
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¯ Implement construction BMPs on all projects (such as silt fences, straw bales, etc.).
requiring grading. ¯ Install terraces, temporary dams, sediment

¯ Establish a no-build riparian buffer zone of traps, or wetlands, that capture, store, and
at least 200-foot from the stream throughout slowly release sediments over time.
the entire watershed. ¯ Protect soil from erosion during

¯ Reduce the effective impermeability of construction activities. Soil is highly
upstream cities through new zoning vulnerable to erosion when vegetation has
ordinances, building codes, and been removed during construction.
implementing structural BMPs. ,

WATER QUANTITY
SEDIMENTATION

The ultimate goal regarding water quantity is reducing
With the soils of the watershed being highly erodible, the amount of imported water to be used, while
the goal regarding erosion~ and sediment loading is to accommodating population growth and development.
minimize its occurrence. The following are specific With the continued consumption of imported water,
actions that can be used to diminish the amount and the quantity of treated water being stored and
effects of sedimentation: released into Malibu Creek will continue to increase.

Recommendations The following are specific actions that can be used to
¯ Reduce erosion and sedimentation at all diminish the amount and effects of water quantity:

construction sites with erosion and
sedimentation control measures. Recommendations

¯ Require Storm Water Pollution Prevention ¯ Reduce imported water consumption
Plans (SWPPP) at all construction sites, through more efficient irrigation practices
These SWPPPs should be checked along and low flow devices.
with all sedimentation control measures ¯ Educate residents on the effects of
during the construction process: imported water and provide incentives for

¯ Enforce compliance for all construction reduced consumption.
sites that do not display a SWPPP or have ¯ Increase the re-use of reclaimed water by
not implemented the erosion control allowing the distribution of reclaimed
measures, water to more customers, including

¯ Limit clearing of native vegetation on residential users.
construction sites. ¯ Encourage the use of gray water systems

¯ Require new construction projects of all through better landscape ordinances and
sizes to implement sediment and erosion rebates to supplement the initial costs.
control devices at the construction site
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¯ Encourage the use of drought tolerant and of impervious surfaces near streams will
native vegetation, help the vegetated buffer zone absorb and

¯ Create a series of wetlands throughout the . filter storm water runoff. The best strategy
watershed that would increase groundwater is to create a vegetated buffer zone by
recharge, and decrease the intensity and protecting existing native vegetation.
volume of flows associated with impervious , Protect existing wildlife habitat corridors.
surfaces. Enhance water quality through ¯ Designate additional open spaces that link
biological filtration, and increase the available existing private and public open space.
habitat for birds and other wildlife. ¯ Re-establish the natural fire cycle to

minimize the intensity, and associated
RIPARIAN HABITAT CONSERVATION sediment loading, from large intense

wildfires.
Healthy stream habitats can help to reduce and
mitigate problems associated with impervious This section contains recommendations and design
surfaces, sediment loading, and nutrient loading, ideas that if implemented, could aid in the restoration

and enhancement of the ecological functions of the                       -
The following are specific actions that can be used to watershed. It is up to concerned citizens and stewards
enhance and protect riparian habitats, of the watershed to take action and help restore this

diverse and spectacular watershed. These ideas are

Recommendations only a smattering of the various opportunities that
¯ Protect existing dpadan habitats, can help solve the water quality problems of the
¯ Preserve existing riparian corridor habitat, watershed. Stewardship and design are a strong
¯ Preserve remaining native vegetation combination that, together, can result in positive

patches adjacent to dpadan corridors, change.
¯ Protect sensitive areas from being

developed. These include areas near
streams, steep slopes, land on highly
erodible soil, and areas with well
established native vegetation.

¯ Protect existing vegetation that.is covering ~
the soil and holding the soil together.

¯ Protect soil from erosion by planting ~-
disturbed sites with native vegetation. ,

L.-._
¯ Establish buffer zones between developed

areas and streams. Reducing the amount                                                             ,-
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by each outfal!, and identify who is responsible for
maintaining each storm drain. In addition, to ensure
that digital data is readily available, and to increase

Appendix A the effectiveness of management of this complex
system, this information must be compatible with the

Recommendations and G~S employed by these counties. Without this type

Project Limitations of information, locating the sources of water pollution
problems will be impossible.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Existing information exists regarding monitoring
throughout the watershed. This data should be                      "
synthesized and kept in one location that is

Any efforts to correct existing digital storm drain data accessible by the public and agencies in the
that currently is in a form that is unusable, shouldwatershed. This data can be helpful in making
consider the Malibu Creek Watershed a high priority, decisions concerning the watershed.
Many groups and agencies currently monitor in the -
area and can immediately utilize this information to At the current time, Heal the Bay has the facilities to
isolate the sources of pollution. An opportunity exists ensure the timely dissemination of the information
to use the volunteer monitoring program as a way to collected by the Stream Team. As a non-profit
collect locations of storm drain outfalls by using global agency, they can distribute this information at little to
positioning systems. This alternative would enable the no cost. As the data base grows, Heal the Bay will
county to accurately locate storm drain outfalls for a be forced to upgrade their computer hardware to
fraction of the cost and time it would take for county accommodate the increased volume of stored data.
employees to accomplish this task. While this would Beyond the time frame of the pilot project, it is
require funding for equipment and training, this is a recommended that funding to upgrade the computer
viable alternative that would mutually benefit both hardware and software be acquired. Further, Heal
groups, the Bay should purchase a new orthographic digital

aerial photograph every three years. Funding should
An important element to any monitoring program is be secured to accommodate additional Stream Walk

the ability to isolate the sources of pollution problems. Teams during the course of Phase 1. If Heal the Bay
Isolating sources of pollution would be more effective decides to expand the program into Phase 2, theif storm drain locations were mapped. The Los person running the program should receive specific
Angeles County Department of Public Works, and training for Macroinvertebrate Sampling and Stream
Ventura County Department of Public Works, should Reach Surveying. ..create a single comprehensive digital storm drain map
for the Malibu Creek Watershed. This storm drain map Flow data at the two stream gages in the watershed
must Jdentifystorm drain oulfallsand the areas drained does not provide a picture of the contribution from R0016953
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each subwatershed. It is felt that many of the streams
that were once inten’nittent are now perennial from
artificial inputs into the streams. Installation of stream
gages and rain gages at the base of each
subwatershed, that accurately measure low flows
would be beneficial to the area.

PROJECT LIMITATIONS

Data from this study is based on the most current
available information. The soils map received in
digital form is considered obsolete and unreliable
for this area. The Natural Resource Conservation
Service is currently conducting a detailed soil survey
for the area, and they have already discovered eight
new soil types (Koeneker 1998, p. 5). When this new
study is ready, the model should be updated. Land
Use data has been revised by the project team from a
digitally rectified orthographic aerial photo to reveal
the newest information. The aerial photo is a blend of
photos taken in April and October of 1997. Sites chosen
for the monitoring, and stream classifications are based
on observations from the aerial photo, USGS
Topographic Maps, and street maps. These sites have
not been field checked. The data provided in the digital
data set should not be used for building, precise
modeling, or any activity that needs data at higher
accuracy than 30 meters.
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Peak Runoff Explanation
A hydmgmph is a graphical represental~on of a volume
surf~;ce flow at a common point, such as a stream

Appendix B gage, in a given time period (cubic feet per second).

Runoff Analysis for the For this model, a 24-hour storm was used as the
time period. After the initial infiltration of rain into the

Malibu Creek Watershed topsoil, overland flow, or runoff, will occur and a peak
will also occur at some point when the flows are

by Bradley B. Owens greatest due to factors such as subwatershed
geometry (area, slope), soil types, cover (land use,
vegetation), and storm pettem.

INTRODUCTION
The WMS software requires that certain data sets                        ..

The software used for modeling the watershed is are available, depending on the model type and
called Watemhed Modeling System (WMS) created accuracy desired. Data was collected from a variety
by Environmental Computer Graphics Laboratory of different sources listed in table 1.
(ECGL) of Brigham Young University. VVith this model,
runoff was estimated utilizing data supplied by Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works and
digital elevation data from DEMs. The watershed was
modeled for two conditions- pre-development and
current development. Results show a dramatic
increase in runoff from preMeveloped conditions to
the current developed condition.

WMS provides a graphical interface for standard
computer models such as HEC-1 and TR-20; HEC
was developed by the United States Army Corps of
Engineers, and TR-20 was developed by the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS, now the Natural
Resource Conservation Service or NRCS). When                        Malibou

Malibu Cyn.using this software program, the model can be
updated and refined as new information becomes 13.15 sq. 12.81 sq. miles

milesavailable, thus adding to the effectiveness of analyzing Malitm Watershed
and predicting changes in the watershed. Oudet _ -- L

Figure B-I: Malibu Creek Watershed, Boundaries, and Area

Runoff Ana~is
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Model Inputs and Methods estimate the percentages of different vegetation type.

I ¯ HEC-1 waschosen as the hydrograph method within These were averaged together to generate
~-. WMS due to its ability to utilize the land use and soils predevelopment curve numbers.

data, thus providing more precision than other models
"" such as TR-20. Within HEC-1, the NRCS curve Dams

number method was chosen to compute losses There are at least six dams/reservoirs in the
(runoff) for the same reason. The curve number watershed; of these, four were used in the model
method was developed by the NRCS as a way to due to their size and/or location within the watershed.
index various surface runoff conditions based on land The dams used (with the DWR number) for this model
use conditionsandsoilcharacteristics, are Lake Sherwood (765-000)in Hidden Valley,

Westlake Lake (786-000) in Westlake, Lindero Lake
The model was run for intervals of 2, 5, 20, 25, 50, (785-000) in Agoura Hills, and Malibou Lake (771-
and 100 year storms, based on rain data available 000)in the Malibou Lake subwatershed. Information
from the National Oceanic Atmospheric Agency about the dams is available on the World Wide Web
(NOAA) and applied to tw’b conditions. Current (see references).
developed conditions and predevelopment conditions
were based on a vegetation survey done from !930 Assumptions, Limitations
to 1934 by A. E. Wieslander of the United States This model is dependent on the available primary data;
Forest Service. For predevelopment land use it is assumed that this is the best available at this
conditions, theWieslandersurveywas used to visually time. It is known that the soil survey on which the

Primary Data Source N ores

Rainfall N O AA 24hr, 2-5-10-25-50-I00 year storms,

National Park         M edified by Suzanne Dallman, UCLA to
S o ils Service reflect new information.

Los Angeles Co. Modified by Cal Poly Pomona 606 Team
Land Use Department of using digital aerial photography and 3-d

Public Works analysts.

Watershed, Subshed Los Angeles Co. Modified by Cal Poly Pomona 606 Team

Boundaries Department of using digital aerial photography and 3-D
Public Works. analysis.

National ParkVegetation (current) Service

Vegetation (pre-
development) USFS Survey by A.E. Wieslander.

Elevation DEM s Cal St. Northridge Digital Elevation M odel(DEM).

Table B-I
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GIS shapefile was based is an interim survey by the subwatershed showing an over 700% increase. Figure
NRCS and is currently being updated for official 3 shows the relationship between the increase in
release due in year 2001 (personal communication, mapped impervious surfaces and the increase in the
AI Wasner, NRCS). In addition, the land use categories amount of runoff is highly correlated.
supplied did not have direct correlation to the SCS
curve number table and this was manually Table 2 shows that the increase in impervious surface
interpolated, area in each subwatershed has increased the runoff

into Malibu Creek (with the assumption being that
As stated previously, this model has many inputs so the predeveloped condition had zero impervious
modification and refinement over a long period of time surface). The clearest example is in the Westlake
will return the best results. Additional information subwatershed where a 22.89% increase in impervious
useful would be channel geometry, reservoir geometry surface has led to a 722.01% increase in runoff. The
and conditions, and more exact soils data. Hydrologic linear graph also shows that the increase is a
modeling is both art and science, so the results are logarithmic relationship; small incremental increases
assumed to be estimates, and will differ from actual of impervious surface leads to greater and greater
conditions, amounts of runoff (Figure 4).

RESULTS Although typical "(and costly) structural devices such
as dams and weirs can be used to control runoff, it is

The runoff analysis resulted in two primary results, clear that this watershed will yield extreme amounts

predevelopment and current developed conditions with of runoff as impervious surfaces increase, and due to

modeled estimates of peak runoff (cubic feet per the erosivenatureofthesoils, will renderthesedevices

second) for each subwatershed and a total at the largely ineffective in relatively short periods of time

ocean outlet for each storm interval. The data is as seen with Rindge Dam which has completely filled
presented on the following pages in tabular form with with sediment.
a hydrograph for the outlet. Figure 1 represents
predevelopment conditions and Figure 2 represents
current conditions.

CONCLUSION

The modeling has shown that the watershed is yielding
a large increase in runoff since predevelopment
conditions have changed. Increases greater than 100%
are seen in every subwatershed, most approaching

~~
% for a two year storm, and the Westlake

Runoff Analysis
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Malibu Creek Watershed Outflow, Pre-Development Conditions [cfs]

Storm Malibu Creek Cold Las Malibou Agoura Hidden
Interval Outlet Malibu Cyn Creek Virgenes Lake Hills Westlake Valley

2yr/24hr 1,601 229 97 260 248 278 159 340

yr/24hr 5,247 635 483 522 1,702 856 901 1,175

Oyr/24hr 8,663 964 681 841 2,762 1,856 !,001 1,768

25yr/24hr 13,130 1,829 1,177 1,285 4,064 2,109 1,308 2,965

50yr/24hr 15,427 2,393 1,289 1,533 4,581 2,652 1,761 3,284

00yr/24hr 23,056 3,398 i ,908 2,545 6,463 4,175 2,498 4,631

Malibu Watershed Estimated Runoff
Pre-Development Conditions

45,0~
40,000 ~2Ye~r
35,000

30,000 ~5Year

~ 25,000 10 Year

" 15,000
~ 25 Y~ar

10,000 ~50Year
5,000 ~ 100 Year
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Malibu Creek Watershed Outflow, 1998 Conditions [cfs]

Storm Malibu Creek Cold - Las Malibou Agoura Hidden
Interval Outlet Malibu Cyn Creek Virgenes Lake Hills Westlake Valley

2yr/24hr 3,766 573 270 702 693 921 1,307 939

5yr/24hr 13,255 1,365 1,074 1,265 3,646 2,311 3,162 2,668

10yr/24hr 19,821 !,950 1,432 1,888 5,454 4,305 3,907 3,738

25yd24hr 26,616 3,342 2,249 2,682 7,469 4,784 3,982 5,708

50yr/24hr 30,161 3,735 2,433 3,109 8,762 5,751 4,814 6,189

I OOyr/24hr 42,090 5,596 3,356 4,699 10,948 8,221 6,559 8,146

Malibu Watershed Runoff
1998 Conditions

35,000

30,000 ~ 2 Year

~’ 25,000 ~5 Year

~ 20,000 ]0 Year _.

~" ~ 25 Year
15,000

~50 Year
10,000

~ 100 Year
5,000

0

8 8 8 o o 8 o o o                              o [--...... o o o o 0 8 8 o° 8 o° 8 o

Time [hours)

Figure 2
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Malibu Watershed Area, Development/Runoff Relationship

~.~ Malibu Creek I.as MaJibou Lake Hills West~ HiddenCynCold Virgenes Agoura V~lley

Total Area [m~ 12.81 8.16 24.34 13.15 21.~ 12.gg 16.8~
Mapped Impervious (ourrent) [mi2] 0.48 0.16 1.7~ 0.44 3.g8 2.g7 0.g4

Pement Impervious (PreDev) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Percent Increased (Current) 3.71 2.01 7.11 3.38 18.~ 99.8g 6.58
PreDev. Runoff (~yr) [cfs] ~ g7 ~o0 248 278 I Sg 340

Current Dev. Runoff (~’) [cls] 573 ’~70 70’2 fi93 ~I I,~7 g3g

Percent Increased Runoff 150.2 178.4 170.0 17g.4 Z31.3 7~.0 1762

MalibuCynCotdCreek LasVirgenes MalibouLake AgouraHills Wesl~l~ HiddenVaJley

Percent Increased (Current) 3.71 2.01 7.11 3.38 18.39 22.89 5.58
Percent Increased Runoff 150.22 178.35 170.00 179.44 231 29 722.01 176.18

Table 2

Subshed Runoff/Impervious Relationship (linear scale)

i~ 800.00 " ’
~

"Z;; ImPercent IncreasedRunofl
600.00
400.00 ¯ Percent Increased Impervious

(Current)

0.00
Malbu Cold    I_as Mali)ou Agoura Westlake Hidden
Cyn Creek Virgenes Lake    Hiis Valey

Subshed Name

Figure 4
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Subshed Runoff/impervious Relationship (log scale)

[ (Cun’ent)

Mallou Co~d    Las Mal~ Agoura We~lake Hidden
Cyn Creek V’~:jenes Lake

Figure 3
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in this country. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’ reports that over 24,000 volunteers involved
with state-supported programs monitor more than 985

Appendix C streams and rivers, nearly 2800 ponds, lakes, and
wetlands, and four major estuaries. ThroughoutWithin ,--very nea my Pennsylvania, 60 groups and over 6,000 volunteers

Watershed Dwell Citizen sample surface and groundwater. California’s
Directory of Volunteer Monitoring Organizations (1997)

Stewards list over 50 groups around the state. What is clear is
that the numbers are rising. Internationally, Australia

by i~ileen Takata Schuernan and the United Kingdom support many stream-
monitoring programs, and a joint program exists

iNTRODUCTION                         between Mexico and the U.S.

In the past, coastal lagoons and wetlands had been
Human beings have altered natural systems by the focus of citize.n monitoring efforts. Isolated
dredging wetlands, channeling streams, damming streams and rivers have also been monitored
rivers, and by increasing impervious surfaces by extensively. More recently, watershed management
paving over porous soils. Over time, the accumulated has become the impetus behind new grassroots
effects have altered the natural hydrologic cycle, organizations and projects. This holistic approach
degraded habitat for native plant and animal species, addresses multiple issues affecting the complex
and strained precious water resources. Government system of streams, wetlands, and creeks. Watershed-
agencies alone can not bring changes to the current wide monitoring addresses problems at their source,
situation. Banded together, however, private citizens and can be effective in integrating multiple solutions
are capable of improving conditions of these altered to the complex problems.
streams, rivers, lakes, wetlands, and estuaries in and
around their neighborhoods, towns, cities, and.
counties. Citizen stewards, who participate in WHO Is Monitorin~l?
monitoring the current health of these ecosystems, Volunteers are either local concerned citizens of all
contribute to the future health of their natural resources,ages, elementary through college students. They

share a sense of wanting to contribute to "the
-- environment." Monitoring groups call themselves

OVERVIEW OF E~XlSTIN6 MONITORING Stream Team, X-Stream Team, Stream Keepers,
PROGRAMS Slream Watch, Watershed Watch, Texas Watch, Friends

-- ofthe Estuary, and Riparian Station. Naming ensures
It is not clear how many volunteer monitoring a "team spirit" and contributes to the motivation factor,
programs exist or how many participants are active which will be discussed later.
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Statewide programs such as Kentucky Water Watch habitat assessment, illegal dumping, discharges, ~--
and HoosierRive~atch in Indianaare run through their vegetation, stream/beach cleanup, erosion, or
respective Department of Natural Resources. Auburn sedimentation. More and more groups are realizing
University’s Alabama Water Watch is an example of a the importance of setting goals for a holistic monitoring
collaborative effort between Federal, State, and local program. This ensures that the overall health of a
agencies. Non-profit organizations coordinate local, watershed is being measured, not just one particular
regional, or statewide monitoring efforts. In Virginia, stream or river.
the Izaak Walton League’s Save Our Stream Program
(SOS) supplies its data to the Virginia Department of WHY Monitor?
Conservation and Recreation, Division of Soil and Volunteers monitor in their community to contribute to --
Water Conservation. The Bay Area Regional society, to do something "good for the environment",
Watershed Network promotes watershed stewardship and to gain something back. School children gain
by acting as a facilitator and regional funding base for hands-on educational experience in the natural
different groups in the Sa~ Francisco Bay Area. sciences. Adults gain satisfaction knowing their
students at Sequoia Elementary School in Pleasant monitoring results will be used to make improvements
Hill, California monitor Murderer’s Creek. to the health of surrounding ecosystems. Many

organizations offer training workshops and
WHAT Is Being Monitored? informational lectures for their volunteers. In this way,
Every project is unique in terms of what is being volunteers learn new skills and techniques that are
monitored, and depends largely on the goals and essential for high quality data collection.
objectives of that particular program. The name Stream
Team implies stream quality monitoring, but could Programs originate because of one or a combination
easily include wetlands, lakes, vegetation and habitat of three general categories. The U.S. Environmental
restoration or watershed suweying. Friends of the Protection Agency, Non-Point Discharge Elimination - -
Santa Margarita River in southern (~alifornia are Survey (NPDES) compliance is a primary impetus for
concemed about the health of the entire watershed, starting a program. Many programs have begun due
In northern California, the Lind,say Museum Watershed to citizens organizing for a specific reason, such as .-
Watchers monitor Walnut and Pine Creeks." to take action against a known point-source polluter,

or to save an endangered species, or to combat
Each program samples one or a combination Of invasive exotic vegetation which has taken over a
several stream and watershed parameters. A large stream bank. Lastly, effects of degradation and
number of programs train for chemical sampling of human-induced alterations of riparian ecosystems or
water quality. Physical stream characteristics and watersheds prompt citizens and professionals to
biological sampling of benthic macroinvertebrates are organize and develop a comprehensive monitoring
also common. Other parameters include bacterial, program.
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KEY ISSUES IN MONITORING PROGRAMS opportunities for teachers and students of all ages,
and provides opportunities for citizen stewardship.
Hoosier Riverwatch aims to increase public awareness.

in order to gain first hand insight into key issues in The second goal addresses ecological concerns. The
monitoring and program planning, I developed a need to improve water quality ranks high among these
questionnaire which guided telephone interviews. A groups. Physical degradation of stream banks, habitat
sample copy is included and follows the bibliography, and or species loss, native vegetation concerns, and
There are eighteen questions, relating to four general overall watershed health are other examples of goals
categories: The Program Goals & Objectives, Program stemming from ecological concerns.
Organization and Change, Data Collection and
Dissemination, and Volunteers. Talking to actual What a group monitors depends largely on these goals
monitors and program coordinators has unveiled some and objectives. Bay Area Action is concerned with
interesting insights, especially on the importance of bird and wildlife habitat quality, and the control of
volunteers, and reinforced existing knowledge, invasive plants, aswell as the restoration of native

vegetation. The Mill Valley Watershed Organization
Seven organizations have been contacted. Interviews surveys habitat, vegetation, sedimentation, and stream
were conducted with Hoosier Riverwatch in substrate. Watershed survey data is atso an important
Indianapolis, IN, River Watch Network in Montpelier, component of data collection. Hoosier Riverwatch
VT, Kentucky Water Watch in Frankfort, KY, Sonoma sends students out to collect chemical and biological
Ecology Center in Sonoma, CA, Coyote Creek data for school projects.
Riparian Station in Alviso, CA, Bay Area Action out of
Palo Alto, CA, and the Mill Valley Watershed
Organization out of Fairfax, CA. The contacted Program Organization and Change
persons are program coordinators, office managers, The individuals that were interviewed have one of four
or technical advisors to the project. These contact roles within their organization. They are either a
persons represent either state-sponsored programs, Volunteer/Program Coordinator, technical advisor,
or regional and local non-profit agency-sponsored student intern, or volunteer. Being a program
programs. The one exception is RiverWatch Network, coordinator is a full-time paid position at Kentucky
a non-profit organization that assists in the WaterWatch and Hoosier Riverwatch, which are also
development of new monitoring programs around the state-funded programs. As for the non-profit
country, organizations, it is not clear if program coordinators

are paid or volunteer positions. The Sonoma Ecology

Program Goals and Objectives         Center utilizes a volunteer technical advising
committee. Bay Area Action employs a few staff

Goals for existing monitoring programs surveyed to members, engages six student interns for specific
date serve two primary purposes. The first goal serves projects, coordinates with five to six key managers,
the needs of humans, namely the volunteers and theand oversees about twenty to thirty citizen volunteers
public at large. Monitoring provides educational on a typical work day.
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Collaboration among agencies on goals and program Web site contains an electronic subrriittal form similar
elements are important to the Sonoma Ecology to the paper one, which approximately 20% of
Center, Coyote Creek Riparian Station/Watershed volunteers use. The only problem seems to be
Initiative Pilot Program, and Bay Area Action. These duplicate submissions; users frequently hit the
three groups work with agency partners and local "submit" button more than once, sending duplicate sets
community organizations to plan current projects and of data to be analyzed. More and more groups are
future directions. Bay Area Action is involved with giving volunteers the opportunity to submit data
the Coordinated Resource Management Process electronically.
(C.R.M.P.) project, a group of stakeholders interested
in an integrated approach to solving watershed-wide Volunteers like to know that their hard work will result
problems. Issues range from biodiversity, flood control, in some positive action. Understanding how data will
and pollution, to the homeless living in creek corridors, be used is an important part of program planning. Many

programs make their data readily available on the
Program objectives chang’~ over time for some intemet. The Hoosier Riverwatch program does not
organizations. Hoosier Riverwatch began as a trash know whether or not their Intemet database is used.
clean-up and awareness program, and has since Their goal is to make the information readily available
expanded to include biological and chemical testing, for interested persons, rather than to target specific
Another group, the Coyote Creek Riparian Station is users. Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
undergoing a transition because their goals and methods are employed by various organizations to
resource needs have changed. Originally they ensure high quality data. Data collected by school
monitored riparian habitats of several creeks, children tend not to be accurate, so it is not released
However, focus has recently shifted towards watershed to the general public. Trained adults collect data that
monitoring, recognizing the need to understand the is more trusted, therefore, more likely to be used in
entire ecosystem, rather than single creek riparian studies and management decisions, ln addition to data
systems. From this reassessment of program goals, quality, Environmental Protection Agency and state
the interagency Watershed Initiative Pilot Program was agencies will consider funding programs that have a
born. This program is collaborative, potentially QA/QC plan in place.
allowing more access to funding and technical
resources through its partner organizations. The World Wide Web provides opportunities for sharing

information across long distances. Information
Data Collection and Dissemination networks are designed for local, regional, or global

A volunteer will record his or her data onsite. The use. Hoosier Rive~atch plugs their data into the
forms that they use vary with each program. Once RiverBank database maintained by Global Rivers

sampling is complete, forms are turned in to the Environmental Education Network or GREEN.
monitoring organization for data entry and analysis. InRiverBank is a database that allows volunteers and
the case of Kentucky Water Watch, their World Wide schools to record and store data. The Coyote Creek

Riparian Station/Watershed Initiative Pilot Program will
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be adding data to the Bay Area EcoAtlas database. Finding volunteers required some work for one non.
EcoAtlas is a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) profit organization. Once the monitoring creeks were
database available online used to support local and selected, homeowners on or near the creeks were
regional environmental planning and management, contacted. Inforrnation packets were mailed containing

monitoring information, meeting or training session
During the Fifth National Volunteer Monitoring information, phone numbers to call in case of illegal
Conference in August 1996, a special discussion dumping, etc. The purpose of these packets is to
planning session focused on the topic of’’Turning data promote a sense of ownership and to arm creek-side
into action" (Proceedings, 1996). The discussion homeowners with basic tools to become active
outlined "burning issues" such as making the data stewards. In addition to adjacent landowners,
available and finding better ways to put the data to recreationists are another potential pool of volunteers.
use, and improving volunteers’ ability to follow up on
monitoring results themselves for increased citizen Motivating volunteers through education and training
action. Key recommendations involved empowering ensures a well-informed, committed volunteer base.
the citizen monitors by involving them in the decision- A successful program will attempt to explain the
making process of how the data will be used by various "interconnectednes~ between the volunteer and their
stakeholders, everyday life, as one program coordinator suggested.

Keeping volunteers can also mean simply taking care
Volunteers-The Human Component of them by bringing food and ddnks to work days and
The most important information gathered dudng the training sessions. In the case of Kentucky’s Water
interviews relates to the human component ofWatch program, keeping volunteers means addressing

monitoring programs- finding, keeping, and motivating issues of =safety and access first." According the
volunteers. Each person interviewed had advice to program coordinator Ken Cooke, the following list
give on some aspect of the issue of human contained his words of serious advice (Cooke, 1998):
involvement in the program. Clearly, monitoring (1) Safe parking place; (2) Clear path to river orcreek;
programs would not be successful without meeting (3) Comfortable place to stand/sit during testing; (4)

the needs ofvolunteers. Background education onwhy Will anyone shoot me while I’m monitoring? If yes,
select different site; (5) THEN review hydrologicthey are monitoring, what they are monitoring for, when
schematic of watershed to see if location is significant.they are expected to participate, and where the

monitoring will take place is important to convey to
volunteers. In turn, they are more motivated, betterRiver Watch Network, an agency experienced in setting
prepared, and capable of contributing to the best of up volunteer programs stressed the need for a
their abilities. The relationship between volunteers and committed sponsoring group to take the responsibility
monitoring agencies or organizations is symbiotic; for a successful program. Within that group, a "star"
each is concurrently teaching or learning from the person is needed to take the lead. Alabama Water
other. Watch calls this person the Volunteer Monitor

Coordinator. River Watch Network recommends that
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volunteers be given the opportunity to assist in shaping 2.WHY are they monitoring?
the goals and objectives of the program. Also, they
should be encouraged to give their insight into land 3.WHAT were the original goals and motivat-
uses, preferably on a land use map. This way, the ing factors of the program?
citizen who is aware of the "important swimming hole"
is contributing to the overall success of the monitoring 4.HOW have the goals been met, ex-
project, ceeded, or fallen short?

TOWARDS WATERSHED HEALTH Data Collection and Dissemination

According to the Streamkeeper’s Field Guide, =A 5.WHAT agency or organization serves as the
stream is only as healthy as its surrounding clearinghouse for the data? IsthJsthe
watershed." This delightful book, subtitled Watershed originating organization?
Inventory and Stream Monitoring Methods, covers
overall understanding of watersheds and their 6.HOW are they monitoring and submitting
investigation in the first two chapters. Many other theirdata?
programs are beginning to see the importance of
planning and taking action at the scale of the 7.(If online)HOW successful is online data
watershed, versus at a single creek, river, lake, submission?
wetland or estuary. Every single person lives in a
watershed. Citizens who monitor their local creek 8.WHAT percentage of volunteers submit
ensure the future health of their surrounding watershed, online?

9.WHAT are the pitfalls/perks to collecting
data online? Paper?.

Existing Water Quality Monitoring
Programs 10.WHO is using the information and HOW?
QUESTIONNAIRE

Program Organization & Change
Date:
Project Name/Location: 11. WHICH, if any, existing programs did they
Contact Name/Title: look to for a model on HOW to set up a
Phone Number:. monitoring program? WHY?

The Program Goals & Objectives 12.. WHAT aspects of existing programs are

1 .WHO is monitoring WHAT? successful now?
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13. WHAT changes in the current program Olympia, City of. 1995 (June). Stream Team
are taking, need to, or will take place? Volunteer Handbook, Third Edition. Water Resources

Program; City of Lacey, Water Resources Unit;
14. WHERE do existing/future sources of Thurston County, Storm & Surface Water Program.

funding come from? Olympia, WA.

Volunteers Proceedings. 1994 (April 10-14). Fourth National
Citizens’ Volunteer Monitoring Conference. Portland

15. HOW were the Volunteers organized? State University. Portland, OR.

16. WHAT motivates the Volunteers to stick Proceedings. 1996 (August 3-7). Fifth National
to a schedule, sample accurately, etc.? Volunteer Monitoring Conference. University of

Wisconsin, Madison. Madison, Wl.
17. WHAT are the challenges/rewards in

working with Volunteers as opposed to Starrett, Gwen, and Delia Lopez. State Water
hired employees? Resources Control Board. 1997 (June). California’s

Directory of Volunteer Monitoring Organizations.
18. WHAT are some words of advice to a

fledgling monitoring program? Internet Sources
Global Rivers Environmental Education Network
(GREEN). 1997 (December 12). RiverBank. Ann

REFERENCES Arbor, MI. http://www.igc.org/green/greeninfo.html

Printed Sources International Center For Aquaculture and Aquatic
Firehock, Karen. 1994 (April). Volunteer Trainer’s Environments, Department of Fisheries and Allied
Handbook. Save Our Streams, Izaak Walton League Aquacultures, Auburn University. 1995 (December20).
of America. Gaithersburg, MD. Alabama Water Watch. Auburn, AL. http://

www.ag.aubum.ed u/dept/faaJal_ww/html
Fischer, Chris, Rigney, Michael, and Sawyer, Elizabeth.

_ 1996(September10). Riparian Station How-To Manual, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Final Report. San Francisco Estuary Institute. San Protection. 1998 (February 26). New Citizen Panel
Francisco, CA. to Discuss Water-Quality Monitoring. http://

www.pathfinder.com/moneyllatestlpresslPWl
Murdoch, Tom, and Cheo, Martha with O’Laughlin, 1998Feb26/1159.html
Kate. 1996. Streamkeeper’s Field Guide. Adopt-A-
Stream Foundation. Everett, WA.
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San Francisco Estuary Institute. 1997 (December 18).                                  ~
The San Francisco Bay Area EcoAtlas. Richmond,                                   ..~.
CA. htlp://www.sfei.o rg/ecoatlas/default.html

United States Environmental Protection Agency.
1997 (April 4). What is Volunteer Monitoring?
Monitoring Water Quality. Office of Water.                                   ~
Washington, D.C. http://www.epa.govlOWOW/
monitoring/volunteedepavrn.html

Personal Communication
Agan, Mark. 1998 (March 12). Coyote Creek
Riparian Station/Watershed Initiative Pilot Program.
Alviso, CA.

Cooke, Ken. 1998 (January 28). Kentucky Water
Watch. KY.

Dale, Richard. 1998 (March 13). Sonoma Ecology
Center. Sonoma, CA.

Gibson, Margaret. 1998 (March 10). River Watch
Network. Montpelier, VT.

Muse, Jeff. 1998 (March 10). Hoosier Riverwatch.
Indianapolis, IN.

Peri, Andy. 1998 (March 13). Mill Valley Watershed
Organization/Bay Area Watershed Network. Fairfax,
CA.

Smemolf, David. 1998 (March 11). Bay Area Action.
Palo Alto, CA.
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creek" ecosystem. Once the impermeability of a
watershed reaches 10-15 % of the total watershed
area, we begin to see degradation on the creek

Appendix D ecosystems, primarily in the form of degraded water
quality and the erosion of stream beds and banks due

Ecological Engineering to dramatically higher intensity peak flows (Schueler).

Planning Process for Though only about 12% of the total Malibu Creek
Watershed is developed, development tends to be

Designing Constructed highly concentrated along many of the upper reaches

Wetland Storm Water of the Malibu Creek ecosystem, including some
subwatersheds reaching 45% total developed area.

"’~’ -~ltsteiTIs                         The result is a stream system impact that has aneffect throughout thewatershed.

by Chris Padiek
To deal with these ~evelopment issues, ecological

in undeveloped areas, storm water runoff is managed engineered solutions are proving to be both very

through the natural hydrological cycle, effectively effective and environmentally sensitive. Ecological

accommodating even severe storm events. As in the engineering is the design of human environment within
the natural environment for the benefit of both (MitcshMalibu Creek Watershed, land-use changes

associated with urbanization alter the natural hydrology 1989, p.4). Defined, it is engineering that involves the

by changing peak flow characteristics, total runoff, design of natural environments using quantitative

and water quality. With a traditional storm water approaches and basing approaches on basicscience

management regime being one of getting the water (Mitcsh 1989, p.4).

off site as quickly as possible, the resulting condition
As the understanding of ecosystem functions andis a degraded watershed, poor water quality, erosion
structure ddves ecological engineering, ecology is theand flooding.
basic science driving design. Well defined by Odum

Within the Malibu Creek Watershed, the rapid in1962 as "environmental manipulation by man using

expansion of urban development is having a small amounts of supplementary energy to control

tremendous impact on the Malibu Creek ecosystem, systems in which the main energy drives are still
coming from natural sources", ecological engineeringAs levels of impermeability rise, the resulting increase is the design of ecosystems that, once created, rely

in urban ston~ water has a direct impact on the water
quality of the watershed, primarily in the form of on the self designing properlies of natural ecosystems

with a minimum of maintenance. Key to the processnon-point pollution, sedimentation and increased peak is that ecologically engineered designs need to be
water flows. As the watershed continues to be

solar-based, requiring little intervention, thus baseddeveloped, these problems will only continue to
on natural ecosystems that are self-sustainingincrease. The result of these problems is a degraded
systems running on solar energy (Mitcsh 1989, p.7).
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Ecological engineering, with its roots in ecology, is used, not replaced as a primary guiding force
quickly proving to be a significant alternate solution in ecological engineering (Mitcsh 1989, p.24)
to some of the pressing problems associated with the
impacts of human development on the environment. 3. Elements are recycled in ecosystems.
The goal of this appendix will be to introduce the field Matching humanity and ecosystems in
of ecological engineering as a guiding force for design recycling pathways will ultimately reduce the
opportunities concerning constructed wetland effects of pollution. Elements cycle in all
applications within the Malibu Creek Watershed for ecosystems, an example of this would be
the treatment of non-point pollution sources assodated the nutrient cycle. Of primary importance in
with urban runoff, an ecologically engineered application is

understanding the individual cycles of the
When making design decisions for alternative storm ecosystem and their rates (Mitcsh 1989,
water treatment application~, it is important to first p.25).
understand the key principles driving an ecologically
engineered design. The following are in essence, 4. The processes in ecosystems have
guidelines for a design process, characteristic time scales that may vary over

several orders of magnitude. For optimal
1. Ecosystem structure and function are performance, manipulation of ecosystems

determined by the forcing functions, such must be adapted to the ecosystem’s natural
as temperature, nutrient imports, and water dynamics (Mitcsh 1989, p.29).
flows, of the system. Alteration of the forcing
function causes the most dramatic changes 5. Ecosystem components have characteristic
on an ecosystem. Structure of an ecosystem space scales. Manipulation of ecosystems
is ultimately controlled by forcing functions, should take into account the appropriate size
As the driving forces behind an ecosystems necessary to achieve the desired results
function, an in-depth understanding is critical (Mitcsh 1989, p.30).
for a successful design (Mitcsh 19.89, p.22).

6. Chemical and biological diversity contributes
2. Ecosystems are self-designing systems. The to the buffeting capacity of ecosystems.

more one works with the self-designing ability When designing ecosystems, one should
of nature, the lower the cost of energy to introduce a wide variety of parts for the
maintain that system. An ecosystem’s ecosystem’s self designing ability to choose
regulation and feedback mechanisms give from. The more possibilities an ecosystem
it the ability to adapt and self-design to the has, the higher its buffering capacity. This
environment and minimize changes in the is especially true forthe buffering capacities
function of the ecosystem. It is here that related to the function of the system. A
ecosystems and ecological processes are system with a high diversity may change
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species composition radically and therefore ecosystems should not be isolated from their
be considered unstable yet still have a high surroundings. Ecosystems are open
buffering capac~y related to its function. The systems, and as such, exchange mass and
higher the diversity, the more capable an energy with their environment. Thus it is
ecosystem is in handling fluctuations of its important in ecological engineering to take
force flows (Mitcsh 1989, p.33), this into consideration, if a component is

removed from one system, the problem is
7. Ecosystems are most vulnerable at their not solved if the component then harms

geographical edges. Ecological management another system (Mitcsh 1989, p.35).
should take advantage of ecosystems and
their biota in their optimal geographical 10. Ecosystems with pulsing patterns are often
ranges. As ecosystems have defined ranges highly productive. The importance of pulsing
in which they are tuned to the climatological subsidies should be recognized and taken
and geological features of the landscape, advantage of wherever possible. .
these should be primary considerations in Ecosystems with pulsing patterns often have
the design process. As ecological greater bi(~logical activities and chemical
engineering involves manipulation of cycling than systems with relatively constant
ecosystems, the stability of the system will patterns. But careful understanding is
be enhanced if the species are in the middle required to ensure proper frequency and
of their environmental tolerances (Mitosh duration to allow a system to operate at
1989, p.33), optimal levels (Mitcsh 1989, p.36).

8. Ecotones are formed at the transition zones 11. Everything is linked to everything else in
between ecosystems. The interface between the ecosystem. It is impossible to manage
human settlement and nature should be one component of an ecosystem without
designed as gradual transitions, not as sharp, affecting other parts. As all components of
boundaries. Nature has developed transition an ecosystem are linked in one way or
zones, between ecosystems, to make soft another, it is particularly important to
transitions. Ecotones may also be understand these connections in ecological
considered buffer zones between engineered designed solulions (Mitosh 1989,

~ ecosystems that are able to absorb p.36).
undesirable changes imposed on an

~ ecosystem from neighboring ecosystems. 12. Ecosystems have feedback mechanisms,
(Mitosh 1989, p.34) resilience and buffer capacities in

accordance with their proceeding evolution.
9. Ecosystems are coupled with other And understanding of these charactedstios R0016972

ecosystems. This coupling should be will ensure greater success (Mitcsh 1989,
maintained wherever possible and        p.36).
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With these principles guiding the design process, there that cloud water when suspended preventing
is a greater chance of understanding the ecosystems light and oxygen from reaching aquatic life.
involved. With this better understanding, adopting an Increased sediment settling can also
appropriate design will blend the needs of humanity degrade wildlife habitat, especially that of the
with the needs of the ecosystem for the benefit of steelhead trout that needs gravelly bottoms
both. for breeding success.

With this in mind, we can now address one of the Along with NPS pollutants, the other major problem
major issues concerning water quality with in the associated with urban storm water runoff is the
Malibu Creek Watershed. Non-point pollution sources increase in peak water flows during storm events. The
(NPS), especially those associated with urban runoff, result is an overloading of the stream system to the
are considered among the nations leading source of point of downstream flooding and accelerated stream
surface water and groundwater quality impairment bank erosion.
(www.epa.gov). Urban storm water runoff, as well as
being a major NPS, also contributes to water quality Here is where ecological engineered solutions can play
problems through increased peak flows that degrade a vital role in the mitigation of these problems. Showing
streams and erode stream banks. The first step in itself as being a very effective solution is the use of a
designing the solution is understanding the problem, variety of constructed wetlands. Basically, constructed

wetlands are created ecosystems, modeled after
In the Non-point pollution associated with urban storm natural systems and designed to mimic the natural

¯ water runoff, the following arethe pollutants of concern, processes of these ecosystems. Evidence is showing
that these artificially created ecosystems, depending

¯ Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD): Organic on type, are very efficient at filtering out most solid
molecules and other substances that require BOD as it passes through sand, soil, crushed rock or
large amounts of oxygento be broken down brick elements of the wetland substrate, while
constitute BODs. Because of this high 02 dissolved BOD is eaten by microbes. Microbes
demand, when released_ into the colonize on the surface of plant roots where oxygen is
environment, those organics can have a made available as plants photosynthesize and
detrimental effect on fish and wildlife by transport oxygen from their leaves to their roots.
robbing them of the available dissol~ied Constructed wetlands filter these nutrients by using
oxygen, them for vegetative growth. Sediments are also trapped

¯ Nutrients: When high level of nutrients within the wetland systems, primarily from settlement
accumulate in waterways, it creates algae due to slow water flows through the system.
blooms that depletes oxygen needed by fish
and otherwildlife. There are several basic types of constructed

¯ Suspended Solids (SS)Suspended solids wetlands to be considered. Some resemble
are insoluble materials, sediment particles traditional wetlands in characterwhileothers are more
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marshlike. The basic types of constructed wetlands (Hammer 1989, p.258). When referring to the
that are being used for storm water treatment consist considerations of an ecologically engineered design
of Free Water Surface Wetlands (FWSW) and approach, an understanding of the plant palette is
Subsurface Flow Wetlands (SFW). critical. In determining which plants are appropriate

for the type of constructed wetland design, it is crucial
Free Water Surface Wetlands consist of basins or to look at known efficiency of a plant type in pollutant
channels withsuitablemediumstosupportthegrowth removal and more importantly, appropriateness of a
of emergent vegetation, with open areas and with water plant type for survival in local conditions.
flowing at relatively shallow depths. The key feature
is the presence of free water surfaces. These can As well as vegetative considerations, relationships
include a variety of substrate and are designed as between the hydrology and wetland characteristics
ground water recharging or non-recharging systems, must be included in the design to ensure long term
Very similar to natural wetlands, these types often effectiveness. The source of water, volume, renewal
provide wildlife habitat as well. rate and frequency of inundation influences the

chemical and phys.ical properties of the wetland
Subsurface Flow Wetland (SFW), also known as rock substrate, which in turn influences species diversity
reed systems or root zone systems and sometimes and abundance, primary productivity, organic
interchangeable with the terrn bio-filter, involve shallow deposition and tfux and nutrient cycling. Hydrology also
basins or channels planted with suitable vegetation influences sedimentation, aeration, biology
growing in a vadety of media designed so that the transformation and soil absorption processes. Critical
runoff water flows horizontally through the media with factors that must be evaluated include velocity and
no above surface flow or open surface flow. In SFW flow rate, water depths andfuctuations, detention time,
systems, runoff is applied to flow horizontally through circulation and distribution patterns, seasonal and
basins or channels filled with rock or sand. In SFW climatic influence, groundwater conditions and soil
systems, specific surface area and the porosity of peEneability. This also includes establishing wetland
the medium are important variables (Etnier 1996, p.29), hydro-period to determine form, nature and function

of the wetland. Hydro-period is the depth and duration
Within both of these systems, vegetation plays a of inundation measured over the annual wet or dry
critical role. Wetiandvegetation is a function of climate, cycle. Acceptable high and low water elevalJons will
hydrology and nutrient availability. In a constructed determine the storm water treatment volume capacity
wetland, climate, hydrology and pollutant response of the wetland. Water depth and inundation period can
influence theselectionofplantspecies.Wetlandplants change the plant community, with beneficial or
have specific tolerances to the levels and types of detrimental effects on the wetland or storm water
pollutants, which could be altered by vat’ying storm pollutant removal (Hammer 1989, p.225).
water quality. This in turn could alter the plant
community. Since new dominants reflect more efficient It is a solid understanding of both the structure and
use of nutrients or more tolerance to pollutants, these function of the wetland processes as well as an
plant changes should beneffi overall pollutant removal understanding of the local environmental conditions
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anadromous form of rainbow trout, were once
abundant up and down coastal streams draining
mountains throughout the state including the Santa

Appendix E Monica Mountains. "California steelhead populations
have dropped by more than 90 percent statewide
and estimates of the adult steelhead population is

Malibu Creek Steelhead only 250,000, less than half of estimates from 30
years ago."1 "Historically over one hundred and

by Mark J. Abramson twenty-two streams south of San Francisco Bay are
known to have once contained stselhead populations;

It’s early morning. The sky is gloomy and threatening 33 percent no longer have any, and all the remaining
as I stand in the shallow waters of a stream in the streams are in decline, some of them in population
Santa Cruz mountains. The air on my face is brisk nosedives."~ These startling statistics have instigated
and invigorating. Suddenly, as if attacked by a shark, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to list
my rod tip is nearly touching the water. The fight is on the southern coast populations, those found from the
and my heart and mind begin to race. I see the Santa Maria River to Malibu Creek, as endangered. ~
shimmering silver-blue green of the majestic steelhead
trout and imagine the perilous journey this fish has ]..IFI~ HISTORYI
gone through. Emerging as a tiny fry in this very stream
it must survive threats from both native and exotic
aquatic species to reach a size and maturity where it Steelhead is the anadromous form of rainbow trout.
can eventually migrate to the ocean. The fish must They are born in fresh water, then immigrate to the
survive tishing and other threats from marine species ocean where a majority of their growth occurs. When
to return to its native stream to spawn and continue a storm event provides sufficient flow to breach the
the life cycle. At times this migration route can be sandbars that close the mouths of coastal streams,
blocked by drought for years at a time, not allowing mature steelhead return to their native streams to
srnolttoleaveoradultstoretumandspawn.Theability spawn. Unlike the salmon, steelhead do not
of a fish to survive in both fresh and salt water is necessarily die after spawning and may make
extraordinary. As I release this fish and admire the numerous round trips or may spawn and then remain
pristine natural beauty of the surrounding stream, a in the stream.
feeling of deep respect for this worthy fish floods over
me. The female selects a site having good intergravel t]ow, L.

to ensure that oxygen is available for eggs and small
A century of water diversions, pollution, dam building, hatchlings, and then digs a redd (nest) to deposit eggs.
urbanization, and degradation of creeks, streams and After being fertilized by the male, the eggs are then ..
rivers have hit California steelhead populations hard. covered with gravel and the female swims upstream
Steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), the to repeat the process. Hatching time is dependent R0016975
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~ mostly on water temperature. Studies conducted by only a brief window allows steelhead to transfer
~" Leitritz and Lewis in 1980 record eggs hatching in between the ocean and freshwater environments.
,.... about 30 days in water temperatures of 51 degree~ This flexibility in life histon/, which allows steelhead to

F. The young hatchlings live in the protective gravel survive and spawn until atime when a migration route
for approximately 4-6 weeks after hatching, depending is opened, is critical, particularly in the harsh southern
on the depth of the redd, gravel size, siltation, and geographic limit.
temperature, before the emerge as fry.3 Newly
emerged fry move to shallow, protected areas Steelhead must be adaptable in order to exploit
associated with stream margin.4 Fry soon will find resources in rivers, streams, and the ocean as few
feeding locations in areas of the stream. Juveniles species do. Southern populations are the most
will inhabit riffles but larger ones often inhabit deeper adaptable of all steelhead. Studies of the Malibu fish
runs or pools? South coast steelhead like those of show them to be the most genetically diverse of any
Malibu Creek, are ocean maturing (winter steelhead), known trout population. For this reason the southern
South coast steelhead typically begin their spawning steelhead is considered critical for the survival of the
migration in fall through winter and spawn January entire species due to their unique ability to adapt to
through March, within a few weeks to a few months marginal conditions such as high temperatures, and
of entedng fresh water. .unpredictable waterflows.

Non-anadromous or resident forms of rainbow trout Instream Habitat
(O.m. irideus) are now believed to be a critical Following are the types of instream habitat preferred
component of the adaptability of steelhead and integral by the steelhead trout:
to any type of management plan. It was once believed
that they were two distinct subspecies but genetically Depth: Steelhead prefer to spawn in depths between
there are little to no differences between resident and 6-24 inches. Fry will utilize water between 2-14 inches
anadromous forms. It is not uncommon for deep, while parr utilize water depths between 10-20
anadromous forms for males to mature as parr then inches. In a 1972 study, Thompson reports that seven
assume a resident life style.6 Mature male parr inches of water is the minimum depth required for
rainbow trout have been observed spawning with successful migration of adult steelhead.
female steelhead in Waddell Creek? Steelhead are o
dependent on a variety of conditions in order to Velocity: Velocities in excess of 10-13 feet per second
successfully migrate to the ocean. Malibu Creek is hinder the swimming ability of adult steelhead and
subject to extreme variations in rainfall and droughts may slow migration (Reiser and Bjom 1979)? The
that may last years. These variations may force larger the fish the higher the velocity of water that
steelhead to remain in streams for several years at a can be utilized for spawning. Steelhead will spawn
time. Sufficient stream flow is required to breach with water velocities ranging from 1- 3 cubic feet per
sandbars and allow access to stream headwaters or second (Bamhardt 1986)?
the ocean. During a storm event with sufficieni flow,
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Substrate: Adult steelhead have been reported to The native fish community include steelhead trout,
spawn in substrates between .2- 4 inches in diameter. Arroyo Chub (Gila orcutti), and Pacific Lamprey
The Unified Soil Classification System classifies sand (Lampetra tridentatta) another native anadromous
as particles with diameters from .003- .19 inches, species. Introduced species include bluegill (Lepomis
gravel as .19- 3 inches, and cobble as 3- 11.8 inches, macrochirus), green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus),
Gravel must be highly permeable to keep incubating largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), brown
eggs well oxygenated and contain less than 5 percent bullhead (lctalurus nebulosus), and channel catfish
sand and silt. Fry and juvenile steethead prefer slightly (Ictalurus punctatus)?1
larger gravel and cobble than spawning adults.

The water regime within Malibu Creek has been
Temperature: While temperature preferences are well drastically altered as a result of dependence on
documented for northern streams less is known about imported water. The coastal Mediterranean climate
southern streams. Egg mortality begins to occur at results in approximately 16 inches or 41cm of rainfall
56 degrees F and steelhead have difficulty getting annually, with nearly all precipitation occurring from
adequate oxygen from water with temperatures above November through April. Stream flows typically range
70 degrees E from summer lows of 6-10 cubic feet per second (cfs)

to storm flow peaks above 600 cfs. Extreme flows
The type of habitat required by juvenile steelhead varies include historic no-flow conditions, prior to discharge
with lifestage. Younger smaller fish prefer slower of treated effluent by Tapia in the late 1960s, and peak
shallower water than larger fish. flows of 33,800 cubic feet per second were recorded

in January 196972
MALIBU CREEK STEELHEAD

Accessible Steelhead Habitat
Malibu Creek has been listed as the southern most Currently, useable steelhead habitat occurs on an
geographic area to support a self-propagating run of approximately 2.6 mile stretch below Rindge Dam. This
steelhead trout. ~l’his run has adapted to drastic stretch of Malibu Creek is characterized as a steep
changes in flow, water quality and population gradient gorge nearest the dam that gradually flattens
expansion occurring within the Los Angeles basin."~° out into a valley section and eventually flows to the
There is a concerted effort by local dtizens, and local, Malibu Lagoon. Steep canyons walls provide
state and federal responsible agencies to prevent this topographic shading in the gorge nearest the dam,
run from becoming extinct. The Malibu Creek which sewesto regulate watertemperature. The gorge
Watershed does have certain benefits that may help has a pool riffle ratio of 1:1 with pools as deep as 5
protect steelhead trout and other wildlife in the future, feet and with more frequent and longer riffles than in
Large partitions of land are owned by California the valley section. Dominant substrates in the gorge
Department of Parks and Recreation as well as the section range from small cobbles to large boulders,
National Park Service, which will ensure that these which serve to cool water and provide shelter from
areas are not developed, predators. ~3 As the gradient flattens out, sediments RO0~16977
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in the slower moving water have the opportunity to issues are exotic invasive predator fish species, loss
settle and particle size decreases to smaller gravel of suitable spawning and rearing habitat, and water
and sand. A >6:1 pool riffle ratio occurs in the low quality. The California Department of Fish and Game
gradient valley section, which has many long pools identifies freshwater habitat loss and degradation
from 1-3 feet in depth?4 resulting from inadequate stream flow, blocked access

to historic spawning and rearing areas, and human
Good quality adult and juvenile steelhead habitat is activities that discharge sediment and debris into water
found in the steep canyon for about the first two courses as the main factors contributing to the decline
kilometers heading to the ocean from the dam. of steelhead trout populations.
Excellent gravels, appropriate channel morphology and
abundant cover in the form of boulders, deep water, The Malibu Creek steelhead population is currently
and surface turbulence, provide good habitat for relegated to approximately 2.5 miles (4.2 kilometers)
spawning fish in this section. Good rearing habitat representing approximately 35 percent of total
occurs in pockets most abun~lantly in the gorge where available stream habitat below the Rindge Dam. The
deep pools and larger substrates provide cover, food- Rindge Dam is considered the primary obstacle or
producing riffles are more abundant, and canyon walls barrier to steelhead in Malibu Creek. Rindge Dam
provide shade and maintain coolerwatertemperatures was originally constructed to provide agriculture
of 12.2 degrees Celsius, 100 meters below Rindge irrigation and domestic water supply for the Rindge
Dam.~5 Ranch. Rindge Dam was built between 1924 and

1926 with private funds from the Rindge family, and
Largemouth bass thrive on warmer watertemperatures was authorized for use on January 31,1933. The
and are believed to be a predator of juvenile steelhead original storage capacity was 574-acre feet of water.
trout. Largemouth bass abundance increases with As a result of the highly erodable soils and fire
distance downstream, the opposite of steelhead frequency throughout the watershed, the reservoir
distribution and accounts for 80 percent of the total was completely filled with sediments and
fish community in the valley section. This section is decommissioned by the State of California in 1967.
characterized by low gradients with long pools and The reservoir is estimated to contain approximately
runs separated by short riffle sections and increased 1.6 million cubic yards of sediment. In 1984, 960 acres
settlement of sediments. This section had only 3.5 of Malibu Canyon, including Rindge Dam were sold
fish per 100m of pool/run habitat due to poor marginal to the State of California to become part of Malibu
rearing habitat associated with that section. Rearing’ Creek State Park. California Department of Parks and
steelhead seem to prefer pool habitat to run habitat Recreation, manages Malibu Creek State Park and
showing 50 percent more utilization of pools than the Rindge Darn, and one mission of that organization
runs. ~ is to increase the native biological diversity of the lands

they own and manage.
Several issues are contributing to the severely
decreased steelhead run on Malibu Creek. These
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Potential Steelhead Habitat thro.ughout this stream section. Evidence of pools
Entrix investigated the potential of steelhead habitat being filled and high degrees of embeddedness
above Rindge Dam in an effort to determine if removal suggest that sediments are being transported down
of the dam would increase available habitat, and likely Las Virgenes Creek and into Maiibu Creek which are
increase the steelhead population. From Rindge Dam impacting potential steelhead habitat. =ln the section
to the Los Angeles County stream gauge, good quality of stream betow Tapia foam appeared on the water
steelhead habitat for both spawning and rearing were beneath each riffle and there was a total lack of
found. The entire stream reach is well confined by attached algae on the stream bottom, algae was
the steep sided canyon, which provides topographic present at all the other sites surveyed. The water had
shading to the stream except for in the lower .4 mile an acrid odor and kick samples produced almost no
stretch of the stream, which meanders through the macroinvertebrates."2° Along this stream reach are
sand and gravel deposited behind the dam.17 In the two small sections between Cold Creek and Tapia,
flatter lower third of the stream reach nearest the and adjacent to Tapia Park that exhibit suitable
dam, substrate is composed of sands and small steelhead habitat. These sections have a steeper
gravels with a pool/riffle ratio of 4:1. This section has gradient and therefore have larger substrates with 25
abundant overhanging tree cover and shading. This percent embeddedness, and a pool to riffle ratio of
area has outstanding spawning sites.18 The remaining 1:1. This area has deeper pools, greater water
section of this stream reach is steeper and has larger velocities, and greater amount of cover overhead and
substrates of gravels, cobbles and boulders that instream-Zl The researchers who conducted this
provide excellent opportunities for escape and instream survey evaluate the overall habitat quality along this
cover. This section of the stream reach provides good stream reach as ranging from poor to fair.
quality rearing habitat. Directly adjacent to the tunnel
on Malibu Canyon Rd., is a natural fall of approximately The stream reach that runs from Las Virgenes Creek
18-feet that creates a barder to upstream passage, to Century Dam flows in a wide valley between gentle
To provide fish passage around this barrier using a hillslopes heading upstream from the confluence of
concrete flume, was estimated at a cost of $120,000 Malibu Creek and LasVirgenes Creek. Triunfo Canyon,
in 1989.t9 in the upper third of the reach, is confined by a deep

narrow gorge heading towards Century Reservoir.~ The
The stream reach that starts at the stream gauge and bottom section of the reach has a pool to riffle ratio of
ends at Las Virgenes Creek is characterized by a wide 8:1, no topographic shading or substantial dparian
flat valley section moving upstream from the cover, and small substrates. It is suspected that water
confluence at Cold Creek followed by a more narrow temperatures in the lower .5 mile of this reach may
valley section that widens out as Las Virgenes Creek exceed the levels tolerable for steelhead, z~ The best ,,-.
and Malibu Creek converge. Topographic shading is steelhead habitat occurs in the upperthird of this reach
less in this stream section, which has a pool to riffle in Triunfo Canyon. This section has large deep pools
ratio averaging 5:1. Substrates are filled with fine and excellent topographic shading. ~eld investigations
sediments estimated at 40 percent embeddedness reveal the substrates in the canyon section range from RO016979
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boulders to bedrock with low percentages of high creek flows. The investigators estimate the
embeddedness, averag~ depth of flow beteween 10-18 inches along

Cold Creek and average pool depths between 12-18
The stream reach from the mouth of Cold Creek to inches.
Stunt Ranch Road is confined by a narrow valley The Cal Poly team also investigated the last mile of
which widens out in short stretches near the mouth Las Virgenes Creek where it converges with Malibu
and below Stunt Ranch. The canyon is well shaded Creek. The numerous site investigations reveal that
from a combination of topographic shading and prior to the substantial creek flows in the winter of
riparian cover. Average pool depths were about 6 19~8, the average water depth on this section of Las
inches with the deepest pool measuring 3.6 feet. Pool Virgenes Creek was between 8-12 inches and
to riffle ratios ranged from 4:1 in flatter sections to 1:1 embeddedness was estimated at 35-40 percent.
in steep sections.24 Substrates were smaller towards Following the El Nino winter, average water depth
the mouth of the creek with bedrockand boulders in increased to greater than 12 inches and
the steepest portions of thereach. The lower third of embeddedness decreased to between 20 and 25
the creek had 35 percent embeddedness in co,~trast percent. Further, the team identified habitat that would
to the steeper upper reaches that had less than 10 be useable for both spawning and rearing.
percent.2s Flows were a limiting factor for upstream
migration. Cold Creek has a substantial amount of Currently 65 percent of usable rearing habitat and 86
useable habitat for steelhead during their first most percent of the spawning habitat in Malibu Creek are
vulnerable year, beyond that age class, only a few inccessible?7 Four fish barriers have been identified
deep pools in steeper parts of the reach provide that significantly reduce access to prime steelhead
adequate habitat.~ Three barriers are located on Cold habitat within the Malibu Creek Watershed:
Creek that would prevent upstream migration.

1) Rindge Dam.
Extensive site investigations were conducted for this 2) Tunnel Falls, a natural falls near the tunnel
project by the research team from Cal Poly, Pomona. on Malibu Canyon Road.
The 1998 El Nino year yielded above average rainfall. 3) A concrete apron at the county-operated
Site visits in the later months of 1997 confirm the stream gauge below the mouth at Cold
Entrix findings along Cold Creek, and on Malibu Creek Creek.
from the stream gauge to Las Virgenes Creek. 4) A concrete road crossing in Century Ranch
Subsequent visits in March-May of 1998, following State Park.
several large storm events, revealed lower
percentages of embeddedness along both of these According to the 1989 Entrix Steelhead Habitat
stream reaches and pools that were much deeper, assessment, by allowing fish passage at these four
Embeddedness on the lower portions of Cold Creek barriers, the watershed will realize a 590 percent
were estimated at 15-25 percent and 20-30 percent increase in spawning habitat and a 180 percent
from the stream gauge to Malibu Creek. This suggests increase in rearing habitat for steelhead trout or about
that sediment deposits had been scoured out during 4.8 miles of new habitat. =A healthy population of 145
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juveniles of three year classes of steelhead utilize Congress the following alternatives will be researched:
Malibu Creek downstream from Rindge Dam, which
is particularly significant because the study was 1. Complete removal of the dam with the sedi-
conducted in August dudng the third year of drought ments being disposed of in a landfill.
conditions.’~a This study suggests that the steelhead The cost of this.alternative is estimated at
population declines as you move further downstream 40 million dollars. If sediments can be
closer to the ocean as a result of declining habitat used to replenish beach sands or create
quality in the lower reaches of Malibu Creek and shallow water habitat nearby, the cost
increased numbers of largemouth bass, a predator to estimate drops to 25 million dollars.
juvenile steelhead. The Steelhead investigations, 2. Installing a conduit or pipe through the
conducted by Entrix Incorporated, suggest that the dam which will provide passage. The
steelhead population in Malibu Creek can expect at estimated cost is 10 million dollars.
least a three-fold increase if full habitat is utilized both 3. Constructing a hydraulic lift to allow access
above and below Rindge Dam. is estimated to cost 1 million dollars.3~

The best available spawning habitat on Malibu Creek Alternatives that have been previously considered
occurs 2 kilometers below Rindge Dam stretching include:
above the dam to the confluence at Cold Creek. 1. Notching the dam in intervals and allowing
These locations were selected because they have the sediments to flow downstream in a
adequate water depths and velocities, accessible semi-regulated manner.
cover, excellent grain size distribution of substrate 2. Reestablishing the reservoir for use as fire
materials, low degrees of embeddedness.29 suppression water storage.

3. Drilling into the top 10 feet of sediments
The best available rearing habitat was focused in and installing pipes to utilize the dam as a
narrower canyon stretches having deeper, swifter giant sand filter for treatment of surface
flowing water and provided better cover than was found water during dry weather. This last alterna-
in valley sections. These areas also exhibited more tive is proposed until a time when the dam
abundant and diverse populations of aquatic could be removed.
macroinvertebrates, and shorter pool lengths ensuring
adequate transportoffooddownstream2°         The current consensus among knowledgeable

stakeholders is the dam needs to be removed and
Further, several studies have been conducted that lifts to provide passage over the dam will be too
regarding fish passage over the Rindge Dam. The unreliable, and, due to poor road access, impossible
Army Corps of Engineers recently completed a to maintain. Opposition by Ron Rindge, a descendent
reconnaissance study to determine the plausibility of of the Rindge family, to keep the dam and get it
providing access to steelhead above Rindge Dam. If registered, as a historic structure is ongoing.
they receive approval and $ 750,000 of funding from
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Restoration of California’s anadromous fish populations site on Malibu Canyon Road that provides information
is mandated by The Salmon, Steelhead Trout, and about the dam is recommended. Ideally, a use for
Anadromous Fisheries Program Act of 1988 (SB the si~diments contained by the dam would be found.
2261). This act establishes State policy to increase This project should also include habitat restoration in
significantly the natural production of salmon and the flat area immediately preceding the dam and the
steelhead and directs the California Department of riparian zone directly above and below the dam.
Fish and Game to develop a program that strives to Further, the restoration and any feasibility study should
double the naturally spawning anadromous fish include passage overtunnel falls.
populations by the year 2000. Governor Wilson, in
his April 1992 Water Policy Statement, specifically Quickly designate Malibu Creek, Las Virgenes Creek,
states the urgent need to provide safe reliable water Cold Creek, Triunfo Creek and their tributaries as
supplies to restore fish and wildlife resources among critical habitat areas. This should include at minimum
other things, a 200-foot buffer zone on each side of the creek.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO INCREASE AND Cold Creek has been identified as suitable rearing
habitat for juvenile steelhead in ,their first year when

ENHANCE STEELHEAD HABITAT they are most vuln.erable. Following winters with
significant rainfall, migration corridors are more than

This section makes recommendations, that if deep enough to accomodate steelhead trout. The
implemented, will increase and enhance steelhead diversity of macroinvertebrates was greater on Cold
habitat throughout the Malibu Creek Watershed. Creek as compared to Malibu Creek. The barriers to
Section 6 details recommendations that address the fish passage are relatively small and could be
issues identified during the course of this project, overcome with small inexpensive projects. Cold Creek
Implementing these alternatives will improve water offers a perennial source of cool clean waterthat must
quality and decrease the concentration of pollutants be protected to enhance the ability of spedes survival.
that reach receiving waters. These issues need to be
addressed over the entire watershed. Triunfo Creek has the best diversity and abundance

of macroinvertebrates of all areas studied. WhileThe different alternatives on how to address Rindge Century Dam currently poses an obstacle to the best
Dam have been researched with the following habitat along this reach, it is owned and operated by
conclusion. The dam is a significant feature of Malibu Califomia Department of Parks and Recreation. Fish
but serves no useful function at present time. ltisnot passage can be easily and inexpensively ~"practical and would likely be costly to revitalize the accomplished through removal of the dam or using a i=
structure to be used for fire protection or irrigation. To fish ladder.maintain the dam would require frequent dredging of ~--
sediments dueto the highly erodable soils and frequent Small pockets of useable spawning and rearing L.fires in the area. Removal of the dam is the preferred habitat were identified on lower Las Virgenes Creek.
option. Leaving the spillways and creating an overlook This section of the creek has excellent riparian ~
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overhead canopy, significant amounts of large woody Agoura, Malibu Creek, and Cold Creek

F debris and instream habitat. The majority of this reach subwatersheds. This will ensure that costly projects
~.., is owned by California Department of Parks and to provide fish passage are not necessary when

Recreation and will never be developed, passage above Rindge Dam is realized.

The findings recorded by the Cal Poly team suggest Do not channelize any more of the streams or creeks
that periodically sediments are flushed from the in the watershed. This increases the velocity of stream
substrate, and pools are scoured creating betterand flows and can cause downstream erosion of
more useable habitat. Although Triunfo Creek, Las streambanks.
Virgenes Creek, and Cold Creek have limited useable
habitat, they empty into the best available spawning Tapia should be required to further polish and cool
and rearing habitat along Malibu Creek. Sediments reclaimed water before releasing it into Malibu Creek.
being transported by Las Virgenes Creek are already Reclaimed water has higher than normal levels of
causing pools to fill and substrate embeddedness of nutrients, which can be removed, through biological
40 percent where it converges with Malibu Creek. treatment using a wetland. If properly designed this
Critical habitat designation will ensure that future wetland would also cool water before it is released.
construction projects are sensitive to steelhead trout This should benefit Tapia by allowing them to store
and the habitat they depend upon. water during the rainy season when the demand for

reclaimed irrigation water is low, to be sold when
Implement Best Management Practices to reduce the demand increases. Dry season releases to the creek
impacts of upstream development, nutrient loading, should only be permitted during sustained periods of
and sediment loading to the watershed (See Beyond drought to sustain a creek flow of t cfs. LVMWD is
Monitoring, Section 6). currently funding a research project to determine

which substrate materials most effectively infiltrate
Zoning Ordinances must be changed to prevent the and filter water.
Agoura and Westlake subwatersheds from exceeding
25 percent impervious surfaces. Hidden Valley, Malibou POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Lake, Cold Creek, Las Virgenes, and Malibu Creek
subwatersheds should be maintained at less than 10 The following are potential funding sources that could
percent impervious surfaces. If sensitive building be used to pursue steelhead habitat monitoring and
practices are adopted throughout the watershed and assessment programs. These funds may also be
these levels of impervious surfaces are maintained available to organizations that have identified problems
water quality and channel stability will be good. that are affecting steelhead or critical steelhead habitat

that wish to undertake restoration projects.
Require all future building to address the needs of
fish passage like propedy designed culverts. This
should be required in the Malibou Lake, Las Virgenes, Wildlife Conservation Board Funding is authorized to

make grants to public organizations and private
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nonprofit groups for fish and wildl~fe habitat restoration. REFERENCES
This Board has the legal responsibility for disbursement
of the following funds: ~ California Department of Fish and Game. Steelhead

Restoration and Management Plan for California,¯ California Riparian Habitat Conservation February, 1996.
Program, are funds to protect and restore 2 Slack Gordy, "Planet of the Steelhead" _California
dparian habitat throughout the State Wild Winter 1998:6-7
through acquisition of interests and rights ~ Shapalov and Taft ,1954 as reported by California
in land and waters. Department of Fish and Game. SteelheadRestoration

¯ California Wildlife Protection Act of 1990. and Management Plan for California, February, 1996.
The Board is responsible for administering ~ Royal 1972; and Barnhart 1986 as reported by
annual appropriations to the Habitat California Department of Fish and Game. Steelhead
Conservation Fund of up to 11.5 million Restoration and Management Plan for California,
dollars. Funds may be used for acquisition, February, 1996.
restoration, or enhancement of aquatic s Bamhart 1986 as reported by california Department
habitat for spawning and rearing of of Fish and Ga~e. Steelhead Restoration and
anadromous trout resources. Management Plan for California, February, 1996.¯ Cal Trans Environmental Enhancement 6 Titus et al. In press, as reported by California
and Mitigation Program. Department of Fish and Game. SteelheadRestora#’on
Funds are available to local, state and and Management Plan for California, February, 1996.
federal agencies and nonprofit entities to r Shapalov and Taft ,1954 as reported by California
mitigate impacts of modified or new public Department of Fish and Game. SteelheadRestoration
transportation facilities. Grants for indi- and Management Plan for California, February, 1996.
vidual projects are generally limited to a as reported by California Department of Fish and
$500,000 each but may be larger if certain Game. SteelheadRestoration and Management Plan
criteria are met. Eligible projects include forCalifomia, February, 1996.
the acquisition, restoration or enhance- 9 as reported by California Department of Fish and
ment of resource lands (natural areas,     Game. Steelhead Restoration and Management Plan
wetlands, forests, woodlands, meadows, for Ca#fomia, February, 1996.
streams or other areas containing fish or ~9 Allen Cynthia K., "Malibu Creek Steelhead
wildlife habitat) to mitigate the loss or Restoration Project Rindge Dam Removal" Presented
detriment to, resource lands within or near at the 123~ American Fisheries Sodety AnnuaJ Meeting
the right-of-way acquired for proposed in Portland, Oregon 1993. California Department of
transportation improvements. Fish and Game, 1993.

11 Entrix Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica

Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989. R0016985
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12 Entrix Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica ~ Franklin, R.E and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek

Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989.        Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
13 Entrix Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica. Cal Trout, Inc. by Entdx Inc.

Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989. 2~ Franklin, R.E and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek
1~ Entdx Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989. Cal Trout, Inc. by Entdx Inc.
1s Entrix Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica ~5 Franklin, R.E and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek
Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989. Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
16 Entrix Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica Cal Trout, Inc. by Entdx Inc.
Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989. ~6 Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dobush, 1989. Malibu Creek
17 Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc.
Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc. =7 Franklin, R.E and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek
16 Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dob’ush,1989. Malibu Creek Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc.
Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc. =8 Entrix Incorporated, "Malibu Creek/Santa Monica
19 Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek Mountains Steelhead Investigations, 1989.
Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for ~ Franklin, R.E and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek
Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc. Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
~o Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc.
Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for 3o Franklin, R.E and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek
Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc. Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
21 Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc.
Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for 3, Army Corps of Engineers, Draft Expedited
Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc. Reconnaissance Study Malibu Creek, California, June
~ Franklin, R.F. and S.S. Dobush,1989. Malibu Creek 1998.
Steelhead Habitat Assessment. Report prepared for
Cal Trout, Inc. by Entrix Inc.
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THE RIPARIAN ZONE WITHIN THE MALIBU
CREEK WATERSHED

Appendix Within the Malibu Creek Watershed there are many
areas that can be described as riparian. Riparian areas

Common Riparian Plants are commonly found adjacent to intermittent or
perennial sources of water, such as creeks, streams,of the Malibu Creek ponds, lakes, springs, or seeps. This field guide covers

Watershed plants found in riparian habitats and includes plants
found along streams, lakes, ponds, and freshwater

¯ by Gerald O. Taylor, Jr.                marshes.

Specific types of plants have evolved within riparian
and wetland environments. These plants need access
to the additional soil moisture that is available in these

PURPOSE
areas for their survival. Within the riparian zone, plants
have varying water needs. Some plants may be
located in soil that is saturated with water (cattails) orThe purpose of this appendix is to help volunteers on soil that is seasonally saturated with water (alders,

involved in the Stream Team monitoring program sycamores). Others will be located where the soil doesidentify plant species that are found near riparian areas not stay saturated (oaks, walnuts). A profile of a streamin the Malibu Creek Watershed. This will be especially in the Malibu Creek Watershed may show willows anduseful in distinguishing non-native plant species from alders closest to the stream, sycamores a little furthernative plant species. The long term goal is to identify away, and oaks on the bank away from the stream.and map significant patches of exotic and/or invasive Intermixed among these trees may be a variety ofvegetation and areas that are degraded which may shrubs, perennials, or annuals, each having specialcontribute excess sediments into the receiving waters needs for location. The arrangement of plants alongthroughout the Malibu Creek Watershed. Thethe riparian profile is never exact and there can beinformation collected will be stored on a GIS system
much variation depending upon soils, moisture,at Heal the Bay and made available to all agencies aspect, slope, geology, and other factors.that work in this watershed. Ideally, maps that

accurately locate degraded habitat and large patches RIPARIAN VEGETATION AND STREAM
of exotic an~or invasive vegetation can be used by ECOSYSTEMS
local agencies and organizations to develop restoration
strategies and to improve water quality throughout Riparian vegetation plays a vital role in the health of a
the watershed,                          watershed. The canopies of plants help to decrease

the direct impact of raindrops onto the soil. Roots R0016987
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r-’-~: bind and hold the soil together. Plants aid in the monocultures and damaged habitats for animals.
-~-= improvement of water quality by slowing runoff, These changes affect the delicate balance and

allowing deeper infiltration and filtering of water. With beneficial aspects of the native plant/animal
’t’, deeper infiltation and a slower release of water, the relationship that has evolved over time.

watershed is sustained with moisture over a longer
period of time. ~LLUSTRATIONS AND ~)ESCRIPTIVE

INFORMATION
Vegetation also influences sedimentation flow. Along
stream banks, the roots of plants help hold and The following plant images and descriptions represent
stabilize the soil. Streamside vegetation and debris some of the plants Stream Walk volunteers may
helps moderate the flow of water, creating diverse encounter as they perform their monitoring duties.
habitats where water flow is varied and aquatic life These plants are commonly found near creeks, seeps,
can find protected places...Organic matter from ponds or other riparian areas and include both native
vegetation that falls into the water also provides and non-native plant species. The illustrations and
nourishment for a wide variety of insects and aquatic descriptions are meant to help volunteers identify plant
wildlife. Foliage canopies of larger trees or shrubs help species during the monitoring process.
to shade creeks or ponds, thus keeping the water cool,
increasing dissolved oxygen, and making the water The plants are arranged alphabetically by their
more hospitable to the plants and animals that live in botanical name (genus and species). Common names
this environment, for plants are also included. It is important for

volunteers to list a plant by its botanical name on the
The Malibu Creek riparian ecosystem has evolved monitoring form. A plant will have only one botanical
over time to create beneficial relationships between name (synonyms or old names are in parentheses),
plants and animals and has adapted to the geology but may have numerous common names that have
and other natural forces of the Santa Monica arisen over time. Knowing the botanical name is also
Mountains. Today, great changes are taking place with helpful for finding additional information on these
human development of the watershed. Changes in plants, since most reference books list plants by their
the natural, seasonal flow of streams and creeks takes botanical name.
place because of the year-round use and runoff of
water into the watershed by humans. Plants not native Each plant in the illustrated compendium has a
to the area have been introduced, and many of these, scanned image and a physical description. The
for example Giant Reed and Algerian Ivy, are out- scanned images were created by digitally scanning
competing and displacing native plants. Riparian leaves, flowers, or fruit into a computer desktop
areas are especially vulnerable to the invasive program. A ruler is added to show relative scale
character of some non-native plant species, because between the different images.
these species choke up streams, transpire great
amounts of water, change water temperature by’ not A listing of key species and non-native riparian and
providing adequate shading, and develop related plant species found in the Malibu Creek

Watershed follows the illustrated compendium.
F-2 The Malibu Creek Watershed: A Framework for Monitoring, Enhancement and Action
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EXOTIC AND/OR INVASIVE PLANTS

The following are images and descriptions of seven
non-native plants found in the Malibu Creek
Watershed. Most of these are aggressive plants
that can out-compete and displace native plants.

Giant Reed
Arundo donax

Family: Grass Family (Poaceae)
Type: An invasive, non-native, tall perennial

grass.
Height: 6’ to 20’
Leaves: Large, flat leaves can get up to 2’ long,

1 1/2" wide.
Trunk: Thick, bamboo-like woody stems.
Flowers: Flowers occur on large flowering

stalks, blooming from spring into late
fall.

Fruit: Seeds
Other information:

Giant Reed is an aggressive, non-na-
tive plant that has become extremely
invasive throughout the watershed. It
likes moist soil and is commonly found
along riparian areas, often out-com-
peting and displacing native plants. It
can uptake and transpire large quan-
tities of water. The dried leaves can
create a fire hazard. It can spread
vegetatively, often becoming estab- L..lished when pieces of the plant break
off and float downstream. Removal of
this plant in upstream locations is es- Giant Reed R0016989sential for the complete eradication of
this species.
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Algerian Ivy
Hedera canariensis

Family: Ginseng Family (Araliaceae)
Type: An invasive, non-native, evergreen

woody vine
Height: 1’ to 2’
Spread: 10’ to 15’+
Leaves: 5" to 8" wide, leaves are dark green

with lighter veins. Usually has 3 to 5

Flowers: Small, greenish flowers during spring.
Fruit: A small, black berry. Berries and

leaves are toxic if eaten.
Other information:

Algerian Ivy can be found in shady
areas near streams or other moist
places. It spreads by rooting along
stems. It is aggressive often spread-
ing and climbing over other plants.

Algerian Ivy
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Tree Tobacco
Nicotiana glauca

Family: Nightshade Family (Solanaceae)
Type: An invasive, non-native, evergreen

shrub to small tree
Height: Upright to 8’ to 16’
Leaves: Alternate, 1" to 3" long leaves are

ovate and bluish green.
Flowers: Yellow-green flowers are tubular                                                           -.

shaped with a narrow flare at the tip. _-_:
Can flower throughout the whole year ~--i ~-~
but most prolifically during spring into =_
summer.

Other information: =
Tree Tobacco is a rapid growing, ag-
gressive plant that is commonly found ~--
in disturbed areas but can occur along _=-
sandy streams. Tree Tobacco is na- =_~=-:
rive to South America. =,. -:

~ ~;’;! -:

Tree Tobacco

R0016991
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Yellow Pond Lily
Nuphar luteum.

Family: Water Lily Family
(Nymphaeaceae)

Type: A non-native, aquatic, herbaceous
perennial

Height: Floating on surface of water or held
up to 1’ above water.

Leaves: Large, 12" wide, round, green leaves
with long stems.

Flowers: Yellow, 4" to 6" wide flowers occur
individually on long stems held
above surface of water. Flowers
spring through summer.

Other information:
Yellow Pond Lily occurs in shallow
areas of freshwater ponds and in
slow moving streams, it can be seen
in Malibu Lake and in Century Lake
in the Malibu Creek watershed.

Yellow Pond Lily
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Castor Bean
Ricinus communis

Family: Spurge Family (Euphorbiaceae)
Type: An invasive, non-native, evergreen

shrub.
Height: 5’ to 15’
Spread: 5’ to 1,5’
Leaves: Large, 1/2’ to 3’ wide, palmately lobed

leaves on reddish stems.
Flowers: Small, greenish white flowers in clus-                   ~,

ters can occur throughout the year. ~
Fruit: Extremely poisonous seeds. One ;

seed can be fatal.
Other information:                                                                               --

Castor Bean is an aggressive plant
growing mostly in disturbed areas. It
can be found in ravines or near ripar-
ian areas. Besides the seeds being
extremely poisonous (one seed can
be fatal), the foliage and seeds can
cause allergic reactions in some
people if touched.

Castor Bean                      ; -

R0016993      ’
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Watercress
Rorippa naturtium-aquaticum

Family: Mustard Family (Brassicaceae)
Type: Non-native, aquatic, herbaceous pe-

rennial
Height: Prostrate stems can get 2’ long.
Leaves: 2" to 4" long, alternate leaves are

compound with 3 to 11 ovate leaflets.
Stems are free rooting at leaf nodes.

Flowers: Small white flowers occur in clusters
at ends of to fall.stems, spring

Fruit: Linear capsule with many seeds.
Other information:

Watercress is found on wet banks,
in lakes, ponds and in slow-moving
creeks. It is a native of Europe and
northern Africa that has naturalized
and become established throughout
the Malibu Creek watershed. Its
leaves are edible and are cultivated
for use as edible greens. Watercress
is also eaten by wildlife.

Watercress
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Periwinkle
Vinca major

Family: Dogbane Family (Apocynaceae)
Type: An invasive, non-native, evergreen

perennial with a vine-like habit.
Height: 1’ to 2’
Spread: 10’- 15’+
Leaves: 1" to 3", dark green, oval leaves.
Flowers: Attractive, 1" to 2" wide, lavender blue

flowers occur during spring and sum-
mer.

Other information:
Long, trailing stems root as they
spread. Periwinkle can become ex-
tremely invasive in shady, moist ar-
eas often displacing other plants. Can
often be found growing near streams.

Periwinkle

R0016995
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NATIVE RIPARIAN PLANTS OF THE White Alder
MAUBU CREEK WATERSHED Alnus rhombifolia

The following pages contain images and descriptions of Family: Birch Family (Betulaceae)
some of the native riparian plants you may come across Type: Winter deciduo us tree
during your stream walk. These plants can be good Height: 20’ - 50’
indicators of a healthy riparian zone. Spread: 20’ - 35’

Leaves: 2" - 4" long ovate leaves with fine or
coarsely toothed margins. Dark
green above, light yellowish green
beneath with prominent veins.

Trunk: Single-trunk with usually smooth,
whitish bark when young. Develops
a brownish, fissured trunk with age.

Flowers: Female catkins and pendulous male
catkins occur in early spring.

Fruit: 1" long, small woody cones develop
from female flowers. These persist
on tree through winter.

Other information:
A distinctive characteristic of White
Alder is the "eyes" that develop
along the trunk. These occur when
branches fall off and leave markings
that look like "eyes". Native Ameri-
cans used the inner bark to make a
red dye for baskets and for tanning
buckskins. A tea made from the plant
was used as a blood purifier, to re-
lieve diarrhea, to ease stomachache,
and to facilitate childbirth. White AI-
der can be found along permanent
streams and creeks, clos.e to the
water’s edge usually occurring in
masses and groves. It has a rapid
growth rate and can grow 30’ in 5 - 6

White Alder years.
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Mule Fat, Seep Willow _
Baccharis sa/icifolia
(B. glutinosa)

Family: Sunflower Family (Asteraceae)
Type: Evergreen, erect woody shrub
Height: 6’ to 12’
Spread: 6’ to !0’
Leaves: Alternate 2" to 6" long, lance-shaped

leaves have saw-toothed margins and
are 3-veined.                         ~-:

Flowers: Small, whitish flowers occur in clus- ~-~i .ters at ends of stems spring into fall. ~._._..,~, ---
Male and female flowers occur on ---i ~
separate plants.

~’I i
Fruit: Small seeds develop on female ~

plants.
Other information: ~- ~

Mule Fat is found along lakes and pe- ~ i i _~
rennial and intermittent streams ~==-~,
throughout the Malibu Creek water- ~-:
shed. Its leaves are willow-like and ~ i =
are sometimes mistaken for a willow =--=~

i-~-’:

at first glance. It used to be listed as ~ ~= ! -=
Baccharis glutinosa and now is ~ i --
known as Baccharis salicifolia. ~ ~ =~ }

~---" ’~’;t~ll .-.:,

Mule Fat, Seep Willow

R0016997
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Umbrella Sedge
Cyperus species

Family: Sedge Family (Cyperaceae)
Type: Annual or perennial grass-like herb
Height: to 5’ tall
Leaves: On solid, 3-sided stems.
Flowers: Mostly spring into fall.
Other information:

Umbrella Sedge is found in wet and
marshy places. Most of the Cyperus
species found in the watershed are
perennial, except for Cyperus
odoratus, which is an annual plant.
Umbrella    Plant    (Cyperus
involucratus) is a non-native, clump-

~ ~ ing perennial, which can become in-
vasive.

/
~- r~,,,

Umbrella Sedge
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Great Horsetail,
Giant Horsetail
Equisetum te/mateia

Family: Horsetail Family (Equisetaceae)
Type: Rush-like perennial
Height: Stems to 8’ tall
Leaves: This plant has no leaves. The hollow,

green stems with grooves take on the
role of photosynthesis. Green, infer-
tile stems branch at nodes. Brown,
fertile branches do not branch ....

Flowers: On 1 1/2’, unbranched, fertile brown-
ish stems, flowers occur at top on 2"
to 3" long spikes during spring. Small,
green infertile flowers occur on stems
that branch. Fertile flowers occur on
brownish stems that do not branch.

Other information:
Another plant in the genus Equisetum
located within the Malibu Creek wa-
tershed is Smooth Scouring Rush
(Equisetum laevigatum). Smooth
Scouring Rush reaches a height of
about 3’ tall. Both Great Horsetail and
Smooth Scouring Rush can be found
in swampy places and along streams.

Great Horsetail, Giant Horsetail

R0016999           r=~
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Southern California Black
Walnut

Juglans californica

Family: Walnut Family/Juglandaceae)
Type: Winter deciduous tree
Height: 15’ to 30’
Spread: 15’ to 30’
Leaves: Leaves are compound with 11 to 15

leaflets. Leaflets are 2 1/2" long with
smooth to finely toothed margins.

Trunk: Can have single or multiple trunks.
Trunk is rough and heavily furrowed.

Flowers: Male flower is a drooping 2" to 3" long
catkin. Female flowers occur on
shorter flower spikes. Flowers during
spring.

Fruit: Fruit is a round, 3/4" to 1" diameter
nut. The walnuts are edible but have
thick shells that are difficult to crack.

Other information:
The Southern California Black Walnut
occurs on north-facing slopes or
along streambeds throughout the wa-
tershed.

Southern California Black Walnut
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Rush, Wire Grass
Juncus species

Family: Rush Family (Juncaceae)
Type: Grass-like herbaceous perennial
Height: Varies, to 4’
Leaves: Long, round or flat narrow leaves oc-

cur from base of plant.
Flowers: Small green flowers grow in clusters,

spring to summer.
Other information:                                                                           ,,.

Rush is commonly found near
streams, ponds, canyons or other
moist areas. Baltic Rush (Juncus ~ ~--
balticus) is 1’ to 3’ tall and can be
found along Lake Sherwood. Juncus =--
macrophyllus grow’s up to 4’ tall and
can be found along streams at lower -=-.
elevations within the Malibu Creek
watershed.

~ t-=

Rush, Wire Grass C

R0017001
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California Honeysuckle
Lonicera hispidula var. vaciilans

Family: Honeysuckle Family
(Caprifoliaceae)

Type: Climbing vine
Height: Can climb 6’ to 18’

~ Leaves: Opposite, roundish, 1" to 3" long
~\i leaves. Leaves are green above and

whitish and hairy beneath. Leaves
near ends of stems tend to fuse to-\                    gether around stem.

Flowers: Large pink or purplish flowers in
_--~; whorls at ends of stems occur late
~..,_.j~ ~ spring to early summer. Humming-
~--i i-~ ’ birds are attracted to flowers.
~l ,.=-~ ~ Fruit: - Fruit is a round red berry that is ed-
~---i = ~

:~~

ible but has a bitter taste.
~ ’-~ Other information:

California Honeysuckle occurs near
.creeks and in deep canyons. Ex-
amples can be found south of Tapia
Park within the Malibu Creek water-

~ ’.~ shed.

~. " hitl!

California Honeysuckle
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Western Sycamore
P/atanus racemosa

Family: Sycamore Family (Platanaceae)
Type: A large, winter-deciduous tree
Height: 30’ to 90’
Spread: 30’ to 70’
Leaves: Large, broad, 10" - 12" wide, pal-

mate leaves with 3 to 5 deep lobes.
Leaves are woolly when young.

Trunk: Can have single or multiple trunks
that often grow at angles to the
ground. Trunk has distinctive bark
that flakes leaving a smooth,
whitish trunk with an attractive,
mottled appearance.

Flowers: Small flowers occur in ball-like clus-
ters in spring.

Fruit: 3/4" diameter fruit occurs in ball-like
clusters of 2 to 7 per stalk and per-
sist into fall after leaves drop.

Other information:
Western Sycamore can usually be
found along perennial and intermit-
tent streams in the Santa Monica
Mountains, often occurring in large
groves. Good examples can be
found at Rock Pool and along
Malibu Creek near the visitor’s cen-
ter in Malibu Creek State Park.

Western Sycamore

R0017003       ~
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Fremont Cottonwood,
Western Cottonwood

Populus fremontii

Family: Willow Family (Salicaceae)
Type: Large, winter-deciduous tree with a

very rapid growth rate of over 5’ per
=.-,_year. ~ ..

Height: 40’ to 60’                           ~-_.
Spread: 40’ to 60’                           ~ -
Leaves: Alternate, 2" to 4" long leaves are       ~i

bright green to yeltowish green on
both sides. Leaves are triangular _
shaped and occur on flattened stems.
Leaves are shiny with coarsely
toothed margins and turn a bright yel- ~-._~’
low color during fall before they drop. ~ ’ . --

Trunk: Trunks can develop whitish, roughly ~ ~,. -
cracked bark. ~ !--~

Flowers: Small, inconspicuous yellowish green
flowers occur during spring. Male and
female flowers occur on separate ~ ;i~t-.--
plants.

~_~Fruit: On female trees, white, cotton-like
seeds develop during spring.

Other information:
Cotton-like seeds on female trees can
become quite prolific and when wind-
borne can cover large areas. These
cottony seeds have been used for
stuffed animals and for pillows.
Leaves tend to flutter in the wind due Fremont Cottonwood,
to flattened leaf stems. Fremont Cot-
tonwood can be found along perma- Western Cottonwood
nent streams and in other moist
places. R0017004
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Western Bracken Fern
Pteridiurn aqui/inum var. pubescens

Family: Bracken Fern Family
(Dennstaedtiaceae)

Type: Winter deciduous fern.
Height: 1’ to 4’
Leaves: Large fern fronds arising upright or

reclining from a spreading rhizome at
base of plant. Leaves are slightly
hairy beneath.

Sod: Spores occur late summer into fall.
,Other information:

Western Bracken Fern is found in
moist shady canyon areas at lower
elevations on the coastal side of the
mountains. They often occur in large
masses.

Western Bracken Fern
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Coast Live Oak
Quercus agrifolia

Family: Oak/Beech Family (Fagaceae)
Type: Large, evergreen tree.
Height: 30’ to 70’
Spread: 40’ to 80’+
Leaves: 1" to 3" long, oval leaves with spiny

margins ("agrifolia" means "with spiny
leaves"). Leaves are dark green
above and lighter green beneath. The
underside of leaf has minute brown-
ish hairs where the lateral veins in-
tersect with the midvein. Leaves at
the outer surface of the tree canopy
tend to be thick, hard and convex.
Leaves in shadier interior canopy are
larger, thinner and flatter.

Trunk: With age, trunks can become quite
massive, up to 8’ to 12’ in diameter        -
with heavily fissured bark.                ~-~

Flowers: Small, reddish brown flowers occur in
1" to 2 1/2" long clusters during       ~-
spring. Male and female flowers are       --=_separate but occur on same plant.

Fruit: 1" to 1 3/4" long, slender and pointed ...-
acorns with thin caps covering upper
1/3 of acorn.

Other information:
These oaks provide habitat for a wide _ -
variety of animals. Native Americans
have harvested the acorns from these

~_ trees, leaching and cooking them into "
a mush. Early pioneers used oaks for ’

r ¯ firewood, tools, and wagons and in :
! the production of charcoal for -" Coast Live Oak
~- limekilns. They are commonly found

throughout the watershed on northr- facing slopes, canyons, and near R0017006
~__ streams.
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Narrow-Leaved Willow
Salix exigua (S. hindsiana)

Family: Willow Family ($alicaceae)
~ Type: Winter deciduous erect shrub or small

tree.
Height: 6’ to 20’
Spread: 6’ to 15’
Leaves: Narrow, linear to lanceolate leaves

are 1 1/2° to 3" long and less than
1/3" wide and have short stems. Gray-
ish hairs giving the leaf a grayish or
bluish appearance cover the leaves
on both sides. Leaf margins are
smooth to finely toothed. Leaf twigs
are brownish.

Trunk: Multiple, grayish trunks with furrowed
bark.

Flowers: Flower clusters occur at the same
time or after leaves appear during
winter to early spring. Male and fe-
male flowers occur on separate
plants. Male flowers have two sta-
mens.

Fruit: Seeds on female plants.
Other information:

There are three willows native to the
Malibu Creek watershed: Narrow-
Leaved Willow (Salix exigua), Black
Willow (Salix laevigata), and Arroyo
Willow (Salix lasiolepis). Of these
three, the Narrow-Leaved Willow is
the easiest to identify because of its
narrow leaves. It can be found in

Narrow-LeavedWillow sandy riverbeds nearest to the
water’s edge, often occurring on
sandbars at lower elevations in the
watershed.
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Arroyo Willow
Salix /asiolepis

Family: Willow Family (Salicaceae)
Type: Winter deciduous shrub to small tree.
Height: 10’ to 20’

¯ Spread: 10’ to 20’
Leaves: Lanceolate leaves are variable in

structure and appearance. They can
be up to 4" long and about 3/4" wide.
Some leaves may be wider above the
leaf middle. Leaf margins tend to be
irregular. They are dark green above        "
and a paler whitish color beneath.        .~’-’ =
Upper leaf surface may not be        ~-~ --
smooth. Leaves usually occur on yel-
lowish twigs, but twigs may also have

Trunk: Usually with multiple trunks. Bark is
smooth on younger plants, becoming ~=~
more furrowed with age.

Flowers: Flower catkins are almost a black
color and occur during late winter to
early spring before leaves appear.
Male flowers have two stamens. Male
and female flowers occur on separate
plants.

Fruit: Seeds on female plants.
Other information:                            " ~:~ ~--

Black Willow (Salix laevigata) is simi- ~ - ’__
lar in appearance to the Arroyo Wil-
low (Salix lasiolepis), but can reach

_          heights of up to 45’. Leaves through-
out the tree tend to be of similar
shapes, and male flowers have 4 to 5
stamens. Both can be found along Arroyo Willow
permanent or intermittent streams
throughout the Malibu Creek water-
shed. R0017008
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Blue Elderberry,
,® Mexican Elderberry

:- , ~,. Sambucus mexicana

~
:~ Family: Honeysuckle Family

~. (Caprifoliaceae) ~
.=, ~- Type: Winter deciduous to drought decidu-

ous large shrub or small tree.
Height: 15’- 30’                      --
Spread: 15’ - 30’
Leaves: Compound leaves are divided into 3

to 5 leaflets. Each leaflet is 1" to 6"
long with finely toothed margins. The
terminal leaflet tends to be larger than
the other leaflets.

Flowers: Small, 1/4" wide, creamy white flow-
ers occur in flat-topped clusters that
are 2"to 8" across, during spring into

=------ summer.
Fruit: 1/4" round, dark purplish black ber-

ries during summer. Berries have a
whitish coating and are edible.

Other information:
Blue Elderberry is a distinct plant that
is very noticeable especially when it    ~
is in flower. The edible berries can be
eaten fresh or used to make jam, pies,
or elderberry wine. Native Americans,
in addition to eating the berries, used
the berries for making a purple dye
and the stems to make a yellow-or-

Blue Elderberry, ange dye. Blue Elderberry can be
Mexican Elderberry found throughout the watershed on

slopes or in open riparian washes.
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Poison Oak
Toxicodendron diversilobum

Family: Sumac Family (Anacardiaceae)
Type: A winter deciduous shrub that some-

times becomes vine-like in shady ar-
eas.

Height: 4’ to 8’
Spread: Can spread 15’ to 20’ as a vine.
Leaves: Shiny, alternate, green leaves have

three, 2" !ong, ovate leaflets. Leaflets ~-.
usually have lobed margins but can _..__-.:
be toothed. New growth during the ~.~
spring is a shiny bronze color and --
during fall the leaves often turn red
before they drop.

Flowers: Small, white to greenish white flow- ~__
ers appear during spring.

Fruit: 1/4" white berry develops during sum-
mer.

Other information:
Poison Oak is found throughout the -==--_" ~=.-~
watershed and is often found near ri- ~ f ---
parian areas or other moist, shady
areas. Poison Oak is a plant that ev- ~_ .. =~-’ --
eryone should learn to recognize. It
secretes a juice that can cause se-
vere blistering and itching of the skin.
Look for the distinctive leaflets. Re-
member: "Leaves of three, let it be!"
Also, be careful of contact with this
plant during the winter as irritation
may occur even when there are no
leaves. In spite of this, Poison Oak is Poison Oak
nevertheless a plant that deserves
much respect for its ability to stabi-
lize the soil, and create wildlife habi- R0017010
tat for a wide variety of animals.
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California Bay Laurel
Umbe/lularia californica

Family: Laurel Family (Lauraceae)
Type: Evergreen large shrub to medium size

tree.
Height: 20’ to 40’
Spread: 20’ to 40’
Leaves: 3" to 5" long, aromatic, dark green

leaves.
Flowers: Small, yellowish green clusters of

flowers appear winter to early spring.

~ ~-ii Fruit: Fruit resembles a small, yellow-
green, 1" diameter olive that ripens to
a dark purple.

Other information:
The California Bay Laurel is a plant

~ that is easy to identify by tearing off
.......... a piece of the dark green leaves and
~-~- -- smelling the strong aromatic fra-

.~ grance. California Bay Tree has a
~-~ long history of many uses. Besides
~.i ~--~ using the leaves for seasoning (use
~-~ about 1/3 as much as regular bay
~" ~ - leaves), Native Americans used the"-"" ~’~

leaves to make a tea for stomach

~i
problems, and to repel fleas from their

~:_ ’-,~--~ homes. It is often found in canyons
and along streams and on shadier
slopes throughout the watershed.

California Bay Laurel
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RIPARIAN PLANT SPECIES LIST Botanical name Common Name
"Eleocharis species Spike Rush

Epipactis gigantea Stream Orchid
As a supplement to the illustrated section of this Equisetum taevigatum Smooth Scouring Rush
handbook, the following is a comprehensive listing of Equistetum telmateia Giant Horsetail
plants found in riparian areas or nearby zones of the Euphorbia serpyllifolia Thyme-Leaf Spruge

*Festuca arundinacea Tall FescueMalibu Creek Watershed. Plants with an asterisk (*) *Festuca pratensis Meadow Fescueare not native and have been introduced to the Malibu *Ficus carica Edible Fig
Creek Watershed. Fraxinus velutina var. cofiacea ,Mzona Ash, V~et Ash

Glycyrrhiza tepidota Wild Liquorice
Botanical name Common Name Gnaphalium palustre Lowland Cudweed
Acer macrophyllum Big Leaf Maple *Hedera canariensis Algerian Ivy
Acer negundo Box Elder Helenium puberu.lum Sneezeweed ’
Adiantum capillus-veneris Venus Hair Fern *lpomoea purpurea CommonMorning
*Agrostis viridis Water Bent Glory
Alnus rhombifolia White Alder Juglans californica S. California Black
Anemopsis californica Lizardtail Walnut
*Apium graveolens Celery Juncus species Rush, Wire Grass
Apocynum cannabinum Indian Hemp Lemna species Duckweed
*Artemisia biennis Biennial Sagewort Lepidaspartum squamatum Scale Broom
Artemisia douglasiana Mugwort *Lepidium latifolium Perennial Pepper
*Arundo donax Giant Reed Grass
Aster subulatus var. ligulatus Slim Aster Leptochloa uninervia Sprangle Top
Azolla filiculoides Duckweed Fern Lilium humboldtii var. ocetlatum Humboldt Lily
8accharis douglasii Douglas Baccharis Lonicera hispidula var. vacillans ~ia Hone~udde
8accharis salicifolia Mule Fat *Lotus corniculatus Bird’s Foot Lotus
Barbarea othoceras Winter-Cress Ludwigia peploides Yellow Water-Weed
Berula erecta Water Parsnip Madia elegans Common Madia
Bidens laevis Bur-Marigold *Melilotus albus White Sweet Clover
Carex species Sedge *Mentha pulegium Pennyroyal
Castilleja stenantha Stream Paint Brush *Mentha spicata Spean’nint
*Chenopodium ambrosioides Mexican Tea Mimulus cardinalis Scarlet Monkey Rower
Chenopodium macrospermum Coast Goosefoot Mimulus gutt~tus Creek Monkey Flower
Clematis ligusticifolia Western Virgin’s *Nicotiana glauca Tree Tobacco

Bower *Nuphar luteum Yellow Pond Lily
Comus glabrata Brown Stem Paspalum distichum Knot Grass

~_ Dogwood Petunia parviflora Wild Petunia
*Cotula coronopifolia Brass Buttons Phacelia ramosissima Branching Phacelia
Cuscuta campestris Field Dodder Phyla lanceolata Mat Grass

~ Cyperus species Umbrella Sedge Phyla nodiflora Mat Grass
_ *Cyperus involucratus Umbrella Plant *Plantago major Common Plantain

Datisca glomerata Durango Root Platanus racemosa Western Sycamore
*Delaireia odorata Cape Ivy *Polypogon monspeliensis Rabbit’s Foot

’ *Echinochloa crusgalli Barnyard Grass Polypodium californicum California Polypody
._.. Echinodorus bederoi Bur Head Poputus batsamifera ssp.

Elatine califomica California Waterwort trichocarpa Black Cottonwood
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Botanical name Common Name GLOSSARY
Populus fremontii Fremont Cottonwood
*Potamogeton crispus Curled-Leaf Pondweed Alternate: arrangement of leaves on stems of plant; sin-
Potamogoton poctinatus FennoI-Leaf Pondweed gularly on one side and then the other; not oppositeF’silocarphus tenellus Woolly-Heads or whorled.Psoralea macrostachya Loather Root
Pteridium aquilinum var. Catkin: a pendulous, spiked cluster of small, unisexual

pubescens Western Bracken Fern flowers.
Quercus agrifolia Coast Live Oak Compound leaf: a leaf that is divided into different seg-
*Ricinus communis Castor Bean merits of two or more leaflets.
Rorippa curvisiliqua Yellow Cross Deciduous: leaves falling off at end of a growing sea-
*Rorippa naturtium-aquaticum Wator Cress son, usually during fall to winter.
Rosa califomica Califomia Wild Rose Drought deciduous: leaves falling off in response to
Rubus ursinus California Blackberry
Rumex salicifolius Willow Dock- drought conditions.

Salix spocies Willow Evergreen: leaves remaining on plant throughout the
Salix exigua Narrow-Leaved Willow yoar.
Salix laevigata Red Willow Flower: the assemblage of reproductive structures..
Salix tasiolepis Arroyo Willow Herb: a plant without a woody stem.
Sambucus mexicana Blue Elderberry Herbaceous: not woody; like an herb.
Scirpus species Bulrush, Tule Lanceolate: leaves shaped like a lance.
Scirpus americanus Three Squaro Leaflet: a division of a compound leaf; does not have an
Scirpus californicus California Bulrush
Scirpus maritimus Maritime Club-Rush axillary bud.

*Senecio mikanioidos (see Delaireia odorata) Linear: leaves long and narrow.
Solidago occidentalis Western Goldenrod Lobe: a rounded division of a leaf or leaflet.
*Sonchus asper Prickly Sow Thistle Opposite: arrangement of leaves on stems of plant; in
Stachys albens White Hodgo Nottlo pairs on opposite sides of stem; not alternate or
Stachys rigida Rigid Hodge Nettle whorled.
Symphoricarpos mollis Dwarf Snowberry Palmate: leaf having lobes or segments radiating from a
Toxicodendron diversilobum Poison Oak single point; finger-like.Trifo[ium obtusiflorum Clammy Clover
Trifolim variegatum White Tip Clover Perennial: plant living for several years.

Typha species Cat-Tail Pinnate: leaflets arranged on both sides of a main stem;
Typha domingensis Slender Cat-Tail feather-like.
Typha latifolia Cat-Tail Shrub: a woody plant smaller than a tree with many
Umbellularia califomica California Bay Laurel stems; usually under 9 feet high at maturity.
Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea Stinging Nettle Sori: spores on the surface of a fern leaf.
*Veronica anagatlis-aquatica Great Water Speedwell Toothed: leaf margin with small, rounded or pointed
*Vinca major Periwinkle lobes.Woodwardia fimbriata Giant Chain Fern Tree: a woody plant larger than a shrub usually with a

single trunk; usually 9 or more feet in height at
maturity.
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Winter deciduous: leaves falling off at end of grow- LeVy, Louis and John Korkosz. Watering season, usually during fall-winter.
Whorled: arrangement of leaves on stems of plant; Resources Management Plan, Santa

Monica Mountains National3 or more leaves arranged around a stem usu-
ally in a circle. Recreational Area. National Park

Vine: a plant without a self-supporting stem; usually Service, April 1997.

trailing on ground or climbing on other plants or McAuley, Milt. Wildflowers of the Santa
structures for support. Monica Mountains. Canoga Park, CA:

Canyon Publishing Co., 1985.
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About the 606 Studio PROJECT SELECTION

The 606 Studio is a consortium group of faculty and The academic studio environment offers a unique
third-year Master’s students in Landscape opportunity for graduate students to explore issues
Architecture at California State Polytechnic University and possibilities. Because it functions within an
in Pomona. The Studio is interested in the application educational institution, the 606 Studio bears the
of advanced methods of analysis and design with responsibility to maintain academic integrity, advance
particular emphasis on the preservation and the state of the art, and contribute to the public well-
restoration of sensitive natural systems. Projects being. The real nature of these projects and the
address serious and important ecological, social and clients’ needs demand that projects have a strong
aesthetic issues related to urban, suburban, rural or practical base, as well as display technical and ~
natural landscapes. They generally result in: professional expertise. Projects undertaken by the

Studio are expected to satisfy the following criteria:
¯ Conceptual or Specific Plans
¯ Schematic Site Designs ¯ They must address significant issues
¯ Land Use Policies concerning resources and the physical
¯ Land Management Strategies environment, with broad implications

beyond the boundaries of the project site,
and sometimes beyond the immediate

APPROACH                                  concerns of the client.
¯ They must promise to result in significant

Projects are carried out by teams of third-year benefits to the general public.
graduate students and members of the graduate
faculty. Working with the direction and continuous ¯ They should be complex, requiring the
participation of the faculty group, graduate students application of advanced methods beyond -
perform the tasks of research, analysis, planning and those routinely used in the field.
presentation. Design approaches vary considerably
depending on the scope and character of the project. ¯ Sufficient time and support must be available :
In every case, the approach fits within the framework to explore all promising approaches, to do
of Ecosystematic Design as developed by the Cal a thorough job, and to communicate the
Poly graduate program. This approach stresses results clearly and completely. ~
sensitive understanding of principles of ecology,
particularly the systematic behavior of material and ¯ The results must become public information.
energy flows, in relation to human uses. ..
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Project Team Description

The design team for this project consisted of four
members: Mark J. Abramson, Christopher D. Padick,
Eileen Takata Schueman, and Gerald O. Taylor.

Gerald Taylor received his B.S. in Landscape
Architecture from California State Polytech.nic ~
University at Pomona. He is actively involved in
issues related to ecological restoration, native plant
habitats, and the healing and restorative properties
of landscapes.

Chris Padick received ’his B.A. in Psychology from
the University of California Santa Barbara. He is
committed to promoting the concepts of sustainable
agriculture and ecosystematic design.

Eiteen Takata Schueman received her Bachelors of
Landscape Architecture from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University. She is involved in
advancing the profession of Landscape Architecture
by applying the principles of ecosystematic design
and planning.

Mark Abramson received his B.S. in Accounting from
Pepperdine University. He is dedicated to improving
water quality and the ecological function of
watersheds by promoting biological treatment
processes and the reuse of water.
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